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Scan Zoo Animals, Inc., Los Angeles, California

Important . . . WTRF-TV Wheeling Market . . . Dominant in Rich
Booming Wheeling-Steubenville Industrial Ohio Valley . . . 2 1 ■> Million
People spending 1% Billion Dollars Annually . . . 7500 Re.tail Outlets
Tops in Sales . . . Service . . . Results! Better Buy . . .
WTRF-TV Wheeling!
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NEW SOCIAL SECURITY BUILDING
The 6th largest Federal structure in the
country— the largest outside of the Washington Metropolitan area. Total cost,
$31,000,000.00. Employs approximately
6,600 with a payroll of $42,000,000.00 a
year!
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The Baltimore Metropolitan area is growing
every direction . . . offering a bonanza in
sales to smart advertisers and merchandisers.
And WCBM penetrates this vast market in
depth with programming geared to adult tastes
and preferences.
WCBM offers the most intensive local news
coverage, augmenting CBS network news . . .
music for adults . . . local and network programs plus special features and personalities
that please adults ... the DECISION MAKERS
who have made WCBM their preferred station!
As Baltimore grows. . . so grows

O©0©
A CBS RADIO AFFILIATE
10,000 Watts on 68 KC & 106.5 FM • Baltimore 13, Maryland
Peters. Griffin, Woodward,
Exclusive National Kepresentatipes
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The Nielsen Station Index for August, 1961, shows that KRLD - TV delivers a
larger average quarter-hour audience than any other outlet in the incredibly
rich Dallas - Fort Worth market area.
KRLD - TV's average quarter-hour audience superiority ranged from
27.6% to 91.2% over other stations . . . again conclusive proof . . . YOU BUY
MORE WHEN YOU BUY CHANNEL 4.

Represented nationally by
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Presidents all
Three television network presidents
are to lunch at White House Thursday
with President Kennedy and Edward
R. Murrow, U. S. Information Agency director. While no announcement
has been made, purpose, presumably,
is to provide impressive setting for
USIA request for more cooperation
from tv industry. Mr. Murrow is
known to be disturbed by some material networks sell abroad; he has
publicly stated networks should consider "impact as well as income" in
what they export. In addition, Mr.
Murrow is expected to tell network
chiefs USIA could make good use of
many of their old documentaries.
Some programs have been supplied
to agency, which adapts them to its
foreign information needs. But number, in USIA view, is distressingly
low.
WBC to appeal
That U. S. Tax Court ruling prohibiting Westinghouse Broadcasting
Co. from depreciating network affiliation contracts (Broadcasting, Sept.
4) is going to be appealed. WBC
lawyers decided to ask U. S. Court of
Appeals to review decision which, if
allowed to stand, could have stiff impact on big money station sales. WBC
being cheered on by number of major
tv entities which acquired stations
through purchases and which have
been amortizing network affiliations
over years. WBC placed $5 million
value on network affiliation when it
bought ch. 3 WPTZ (TV) Philadelphia in 1953, and set up 55-month
depreciation. If tax court ruling
stands, WBC will have to pay almost
$1 million in extra taxes, it's estimated.
Parting shot
Senate Minority Leader Everett
Dirksen (R-Ill.) and FCC Chairman
Newton N. Minow conferred for hour
and a half in minority leader's office
last Monday — day before Congress
adjourned. Subject: deintermixture.
Chairman Minow, it's learned, averred
that FCC isn't out to hurt existing
stations through its eight-market deintermixture proposal and indicated if
Congress passed legislation requiring
manufacturers to produce all-band
receivers major problem might be resolved. He said there will be ample
time for congressional consideration
of allocations problem next session.
Senator Dirksen' s position: He feels
FCC should not move toward deintermixture until results of $2 millionplus New York uhf experiment being

CLOSED

CIRCUIT

conducted under commission auspices
are known — probably in 1963. Moreover, he thinks "grandfather" consideration should be given to those stations, irrespective of intermixed markets, that took gamble before tv was
assured of success. It's presumed he
will lead fight against summary deintermixture in Senate next session.
Wild spots tamed
National spot tv advertisers are reported to have worked out significant
agreement with Screen Actors Guild
regarding so-called "wild spots" commercials used as local cut-aways within network tv programs (Broadcasting, March 13). SAG wanted to
classify these spots as local program
announcements, carrying higher performer fees. After months of discussion, union and agency committee
have agreed to classify such announcements as wild spots, provided they
are inserted by station locally for
showing in its own coverage area.
Agencies and advertisers were said
to be so interested in gaining in this
wild spot agreement with SAG that
they relented on another demand
union has been pushing of late: In
past, announcer voicing opening program billboard was paid stipulated
fee for naming advertisers sponsoring
program and fee was pro-rated among
sponsors (if fee were $80, four advertisers would pay $20 each; if two
sponsors, $40 each). Growth of multiple sponsorship has prompted SAG
to demand stipulated fee from each
of sponsors. In return for wild spot
accord, advertisers reportedly agreed
to pay for each billboard sponsor
mention at stipulated fee which varies
according
to whether
work or local
station. it's used on netGriffin promoted
Lloyd Griffin, vice president-television director of Peters, Griffin,
Woodward Inc., effective immediately has been elected to new office of
president-television. H. Preston Peters
continues as president of corporation
and its chief executive officer. Mr.
Griffin has been with PGW and its
predecessor companies for 16 years.
FCC 'regrets'
FCC formally expressed its "regret"
to KLAC Los Angeles and Westinghouse Broadcasting Co. because
agency has not acted on application
for approval of WBC's $4,250,000
purchase of KLAC. Commission

wrote parties involved because sale
contract was to expire over past weekend. Approval has been held up by
renewal problem facing WBC stations
brought on by antitrust conviction of
parent Westinghouse Electric Co.
(Broadcasting, Sept. 25). KLAC
contract has been extended for one
month and FCC told parties it is hopeful action will be taken on sale in
near future.
Fee bite agitation
Schedule of filing fees and hearing
costs to defray FCC's expenses being
ramrodded by FCC Chairman Newton N. Minow was discussed again
last week and may be on its way to
rulemaking. Chairman Minow told
FCC he had discussed fee system
with both Chairmen Magnuson and
Harris, of Senate and House committees, respectively, and that they conceded FCC has legal authority to proceed but said their observations were
personal and did not constitute opinion of their committees.
'Discovery' rediscovered
So far television networks haven't
gotten together to discuss FCC Chairman Minow's proposal for coordinated at
plan 5-6
for p.m.
"children's
Mon.-Sat.
Word ishour"
that
producer of Discovery, which ABCTV tentatively scheduled but dumped
for lack of station clearances and
advertiser support, has revived discussions with that network and has
pitched same show to CBS-TV. Producer, Jules Power, reportedly has
found interest in both places. Meanwhile NBC-TV has appointed special
committee headed by program chief
Mort Werner to come up with plan.
Mr. Minow proposed rotation among
networks so each would program,
say, two of the hours each week
(Broadcasting, Sept. 25).
Half and half
Talent Assoc. -Paramount Ltd. produced The Power and the Glory, at
$750,000 one of most expensive shows
ever created for tv, will have more
than half its production nut to recoup
after showing on CBS-TV Oct. 29
(9 p.m. -11 p.m.). John H. Breck
Inc. and Motorola are paying approximately $150,000 each to sponsor
telecast (addition of time charges will
cost them total of $270,000). Talent
Assoc. -Paramount Ltd. will attempt
to get in black with two-hour film
production by subsequently showing
it in foreign movie theatres.
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What's

ahead

Chrysler?

The

people

in charge

what

they

talk
are

briefly

about

doing

Suppose somebody put you in charge of America's
seventh largest industrial company in sales with
assets of one billion, 369 million dollars and said:

With the cars we have for '62, and by keeping our
eye on these objectives, we are confident we will
move ahead rapidly.

"You have more than 82,000 people working
for the company.

1. We plan to make it necessary for every automobile buyer once again to "look at all three." This
can be accomplished only by offering cars with something extra in every price class. This we are doing!

"You have 86,000 stockholders.
"You have more than 6,000 dealers who sold
more than three billion dollars' worth of cars
and trucks in 1960.
"You do business with more than 12,000 other
companies.
"And remember what you owe to the people who
own the more than 11 million Chrysler-built cars
and trucks now on the road in the U. S. alone.
"You're in charge. Fix what's wrong, keep
what's right, and move ahead."
That's
thedo job
intend to
. . . they gave us and that's what we

"Fix
keep
and

what's

wrong,

what's right,
move ahead"

The

2. In addition to offering cars with something extra
in every price class, we will continue to offer the best
built cars in every price class. To accomplish this, we
have tightened up our already rigorous quality conprogram. You'll see the results in our 1962 cars
now trol
on display.
3. We are dedicated to turning out cars that will
give you peak performance, that will handle gas as
though it were rationed, and will require a minimum
of attention and expense. We're doing it now, and
we're going to do even better.
4. Chrysler Corporation has the best engineers in
the business. It is our job to see that their best ideas
go into our cars.
In accomplishing these four basic objectives, we will
offer you cars in every price class that give you the
most for your dollar when you buy them and the
most for your dollar at trade-in time.

people

at

Chrysler
Corporation
Where engineering puts something extra into every car
PLYMOUTH • VALIANT • DODGE • DART • LANCER • CHRYSLER • IMPERIAL • DODGE TRUCKS
SIMCA CARS • MOPAB • REDSTONE • JUPITER . AIRTEMP • AMPLEX • CYCLEWELD • MARINE AND INDUSTRIAL ENGINES
6
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The top brass of the advertising profession appeared
at last week's FCC probe into the way sponsors plan tv
strategy and exert control over the programs they put on
the networks. They stood on their rights. See . . .
SPONSORS

LIST DO'S-DONTS

BATES

SHARE

PLAN

policy, at the FCC's New York hearing. They are detailed
and cover a wide assortment of situations. See . . .
PROGRAM

CONTROL

ON

UNTOUCHABLES

COMMENTS

GET

SPECIFIC

RATING

BUBBLE

... 36

The innards of the radio audience are coming to light
through the Christal-Politz surveys of listener habits. A
high degree of loyalty is shown by these closeups of the
audiences of five Christal stations. See . . .
MORE

ON

RADIO'S

AUDIENCE

... 54

When the nation's broadcast news directors get together once a year they really dig deep into their professional problems. Radio-Television News Directors
Assn. reviews governmental influences on newscasting.
See . . .
THREATS

TO

NEWS

FREEDOM

... 42

NAB's annual fall conferences get under way Oct. 9 in
Dallas. A nine-man headquarters crew will make the
circuit, headed by President LeRoy Collins, describing
the association's operations for members. See . . .
COLLINS HEADS NAB SERIES ... 64

... 68

They're finally starting to get excited around the country about the FCC's proposed changes in program and
log forms. Detailed arguments against the new provisions
are offered in a series of station briefs. See . . .
LOG

DEFLATING

... 24

The oft-discussed "Untouchables" program of ABC-TV
was touched up in graphic manner last week by the FCC,
which charged the network failed to indicate clearly that
Al Capone segments of the series were merely fiction.
See . . .
FINGER

Gail Smith, of General Motors, offers a couole of
pointed ideas for spot — a code governing claims of circulation and streamlining of paper work. He suggests
radio may deserve larger advertising budgets. See . . .

... 40

Television's best customer, Procter & Gamble, divulged
its private set of rules, described as a program editorial

P&G's

BRIEF

... 23

Something new in the agency field — an inducement to
tv commercial producers offered by Ted Bates & Co. in
exchange for assurance of their best efforts and closer
cooperation. Five producers are involved in the project.
See . . .
TED

IN

Production of tv films abroad and foreign scoring of
films are taking work away from Americans, according
to Screen Actors Guild. Congressional hearings on the
subject are asked by a representative of the talent union.
See . . .

... 66

TREND
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RUNAWAY

FILMS? ... 50
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Thank you Mrs. Gay . . . WSB RADIO Atlanta
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Late news breaks on this page and on page 10
Complete coverage of week begins on page 23

Advertisers
FOUR

TESTIFY

tell of interest
AT NEW

YORK

First week of advertiser phase of
FCC's inquiry into programming ended
Friday (Sept. 29) with executives of
four companies testifying, in essence,
that they take interest in programs to
make certain they don*t violate "good
taste" or reflect unfavorably on advertiser or his products (early story page
23).
James W. Cook, public relations vice
president, AT&T, testified his company
has "no fixed rules" governing program
content. He said Bell Telephone Hour
almost always undergoes program
changes because it's live and that presents problems.
He cited Rosemary Clooney withdrawal from that evening's show (see
page 52) as good example.
George T. Laboda, Colgate-Palmolive's director of radio and television,
revealed that Colgate has "clear notions and definite standards" in programming area, and essentially buys
"good, wholesome programs that do
not offend."
Changes Minor ■ Mr. Laboda, who
reported that Colgate spends roughly
$24 million on tv annually, said company has made minor changes in programs. Example: program showing
footage of Park Avenue included shot
of competitor Lever Bros.' building.
Shot of C-P building was substituted.
Mr. Laboda said Colgate has, on
three occasions, made changes in public interest. Company canceled toprated program (not identified) because
it presented wrong kind of "climate."
Colgate also canceled program identified as "number one daytime show"
because it was involved in quiz scandals.
Richard G. Rettig, advertising vice
president of Whitehall Labs Division
of American Home Products, said depiction of suicide by person swallowing
pills in Whitehall-sponsored program
would never do. Among other products, Whitehall markets Anacin and
Dristan. Both come in pill form.
Roger M. Greene, vice president and
director of advertising, Philip Morris,
said committee of four at company reviews scripts to judge their appropriateness to go into homes. They are judged
for "good taste" and for their impact on
cigarette industry.
FCC Chief Hearing Examiner James
D. Cunningham asked him to answer
within ten days what would happen
if Philip Morris asked that "uncompliBROADCASTING, October 2, 1961

in programs

HEARING;

FIVE UP TODAY

mentary" references to cigarettes or
smoking in a script be modified or
eliminated and both network and program producer refused.
Witnesses scheduled to appear today
(Oct. 2) are Thomas B. McCabe Jr.,
Scott Paper Co.; Douglas L. Smith,
S. C. Johnson & Son; Theodore G.
Bergmann, Revlon Inc.; Samuel Thurm,
Lever Bros. Co., and Pierre de Tanowsky, Warner-Lambert Pharmaceutical
Co.
Lee

would

lend

vhfs

to non-broadcasters
Non-broadcast utilization of unsought
vhf channels and those removed from
deintermixed areas was advocated by
FCC Commissioner Robert E. Lee in
speech Friday (Sept. 29) to Assn. of
Broadcasting Executives of Texas.
Speaking in Dallas, Commissioner
Lee said that he would urge adoption of
rules permitting sharing of vhf space
with non-broadcasters as interim measure until all tv could be shifted to uhf —
move long advocated by commissioner.
There is no valid reason why such channels cannot be used to relieve critical
spectrum shortage facing non-broadcast
users as long as tv stations now operating are protected from interference,
he said.
Reviewing expected FCC actions in
next year, Commissioner Lee warned
that more attention will be given in
future to (1) programming proposals
and performance; (2) number of commercials; (3) sales "to eliminate some
of the abuses that we all know have been
going on." He predicted that FCC's
proposed rulemaking requiring licensees
to hold station minimum of two years
will be adopted in "some form shortly."
Commissioner Lee praised broadcasting generally and particularly coverage
of Hurricane Carla by Texas stations.
He proposed that commission reward
stations who do not "overdo commercials and misuse broadcast time" with
5 or 10 year renewals.
Cheverton

named

new

president of RTNDA
Richard Cheverton, WOOD-AM-TV
Grand Rapids, Mich., was installed as
new president of Radio-Television News
Directors Assn., meeting in Washington (early story page 42). He succeeds William B. Monroe Jr., NBC.
Other officers elected: William G.

AT

DEADLINE

Garry, WBBM-TV Chicago, first vice
president; Ed Ryan, WTOP-AM-TV
Washington, vice president for radio;
Bert Cannings, CFCF Montreal, Que.,
tv vice president. Elected to board for
three years: John Thompson, KRCATV Los Angeles; James R. Bennett,
KLZ Denver, and Ray Moore,
WSB-TV Atlanta, for three year terms;
Bill Hutton, CFRB Toronto, two years,
Robert F. Gamble WFBM-TV Indianapolis,Paul
one-year White
term. memorial award
Annual
for outstanding service to news broadcasting will go to President John F.
Kennedy, who was unable to take part
in RTNDA convention. His brother,
Robert Kennedy, attorney general, also withdrew. Both withdrew because
of late commitments.
Affiliate

cut

asked

for NBC daytime plan
NBC-TV affiliates are being asked to
take 20% cut in compensation for all
quarter-hours sold under network's
daytime "incentive dividend" plan to
help network "eat" that plan's costs.
Network says alternatives are acrossthe-board daytime rates cuts, "drastic"
reduction in daytime programming; "A
CBS-type" of rotating-minutes plan
with "substantial rate and compensasteps. tion cuts," or combination of these
Daytime bonus plan, installed early
last year, designates up to six daytime
shows in which advertisers can buy five
quarter-hours for price of four. Letter
being sent to affiliates by Thomas E.
Knode, station relations vice president,
recalls plan was evolved to "meet the
competition" of "bargain-basement pricing" by CBS-TV and ABC-TV. Up to
now, Mr. Knode said, "NBC has been
'eating' the total cost of this plan which
has paid off so handsomely to affiliates
in daytime sales and resulting daytime
Bonus plan has worked so well NBC
compensation."
proposes to continue it in 1961-62, but
"we cannot continue to 'eat' all of the
costs while the CBS reductions [rotating-minutes sales plan] and the ABC
one-third rates are shared by their
affiliates," letter continues. NBC will
continue to absorb "the whole burden
of competitive pricing on program
charges as well as the reduction in program charges incident to the bonus
Even with this change, which NBC
hopes to put into effect Nov. 1 , daytime
compensation paid by NBC will be 4%
higher than CBS-TV's and 31% higher
more AT DEADLINE page 10
9
plan."
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tion with ABC began 12 years ago. He
was director of advertising and promotion for central division in May, 1952,
and later was account executive for
ABC Radio and for ABC-TV. Mr.
Rafael started in radio as writer and
then joined ABC in early 1957 as network script editor and was appointed
to his program post in December of
1959.

Mr. Pauley %

Thursday

Robert R.
Pauley, vp in
charge of ABC
Radio for past
year, elected
network's
presi-E.
dent. James
Duffy, national
director of sales
since April
I960, elected vp
in charge of
sales, and William T. Rafael, national program director, elected vp in charge of programming. Mr. Pauley, whose background
includes sales work with CBS Radio,
Benton & Bowles, NBC Radio and
WOR New York, joined ABC Radio
in October, 1957, as account executive,
became eastern sales manager in spring
of 1959 and was placed in charge of
network last year. Mr. Duffy's associa/
H
Bk ^BBg^
■
irm*,
Mr. Rafael

Mr. Schiavone

Mr. Wheeler

James Schiavone, station manager
of WWJ-TV Detroit since November
1957, appointed general manager of
WWJ-AM-FM-TV. He succeeds Edwin
K. Wheeler who was named general
manager of The Detroit News which
is owned by Evening News Assn., owner and operator of WWJ stations. Mr.
Schiavone joined WWJ-TV staff in
1952 and subsequently served as tv
producer-director, program and production manager and operations manager.

For other personnel changes of the week see FATES & FORTUNES

than ABC-TV's, letter reports. It also
voices confidence that this "temporary
change" in compensations will mean
more money for affiliates than any of
the alternatives or abolition of bonus
plan would produce.
Letter follows closed-circuit in which
NBC-TV Executive Vice President
Walter Scott outlined proposed changes
to affiliates earlier in week.
Programs currently in bonus plan are
Say When (10-10:30 a.m.), Jan Murray Show (2-2:30), and Young Dr.
Malone, From These Roots, Make
Room for Daddy and Here's Hollywood (running consecutively from 3 to
4:55 p.m., all times NYT, Mon.-Fri.).
TIO list at record 159,
McCollough announces
Television Information Office's membership is at all-time high of 159, including stations and networks, officials
said Friday. Announcement followed
fall meeting of Television Information
Committee on Thursday, at which
Chairman Clair R. McCollough, Stein10

ward full-scale newscasts "somewhere
in the prime time in the evening" (see
page 42). Addressing RTND A he said,
"The world goes on during prime evening time," he said. "But you wouldn't
know
it if youMinow
were watching
tv."
Chairman
praised newsmen
as "heart of broadcasting in the public interest. ... On balance, I think you
are doing a magnificent job. . . . My
sorrow is simply that there are not
enough of you. . . . May your tribe
increase — this is a segment of life that
badly needs a population explosion."

man Stations, reported signing of 19
new station members in past four
months. No. 20, KAKE-TV Wichita,
was added Friday.
Mr. McCollough attributed gain substantially to station interest in TIO's
four-part slide presentation, "Television
in the U.S.A.," previewed at NAB
convention in May and used by broadcasters in addressing opinion leaders,
women's clubs and other special-interest groups as well as in employe orientation programs.
New members: KUTV (TV) Salt
Lake City; WFMY-TV Greensboro:
WISC-TV Madison, Wis.; WCSH-TV,
WGAN-TV, both Portland, Maine;
KXJB-TV Valley City, N. D.; WRGB
(TV) Schenectady, N. Y.; WMTWTV Poland Spring, Me.; and KGLOTV Mason City, Iowa.
Prime-time

newscasts

suggested by Minow
Radio-tv news directors were urged
by FCC Chairman Newton N. Minow
Friday evening (Sept. 29) to work to-

Arbitron

reported by ARB
American Research Bureau's Arbitron
Friday (Sept. 29), reported overnight
ratings covering six regular prime-time
series that started new season Sept. 28,
and two (Dr. Kildare on NBC-TV, and
Hazel on CBS-TV) which are new show
series. Other four starting new season:
Ozzie & Harriet, Donna Reed and
Real McCoys (all ABC-TV), Rating
and Sing
Along With Mitch (NBC-TV). For
earlier reports, see page 46.
ARB's report:
15.3
Time
Program
8.3 Share
7:30 rOzzie & Harriet (ABC)
17.3
33.2
Summer Sports Spec. (CBS) 15.8
JFK Report
9.5 39.8
*Donna
Reed (NBC)
(ABC)
32.8
8:00
19.8
19.6
Summer Sports Spec. (CBS) 12.5 25.8
JFK Report
9.9
24.3
8:30 *Real
McCoys(NBC)
(ABC)
43.9
29.7
Frontier
Justice
18.2
*Dr.
Kildare
(NBC) (CBS)
22.3
16.1
9:00 CBS-TV
8.8
My ThreeWorkshop
Sons (ABC)
41.6
(not in New York)
4.7
17.9
Dr. Kildare (NBC)
32.4
18.3
9:30 Untouchables (ABC) (rep.) 4.5 32.8
9.1
CBS-TV Workshop (CBS)
(not
New York)
Hazel in(NBC)
25.7
4.3 47.2
10:00 Untouchables (ABC) (rep.) 17.8 36.0
CBS Reports (CBS)
8.7
27.3
t*Sing
Along With Mitch
(NBC)
19.1
52.5
10:30 Silents Please (ABC)
9.4 12.2
CBS Reports (CBS)
6.0
28.5
t*Sing Along With Mitch
(NBC)
57.9
New programs
in bold face type.
*Season
premiere.
tNew time period for continuing series.
Bartley would delete
offending stations
"I am ready to stand up and delete
some stations — the very few which are
giving
broadcasting
a bad
Commissioner
Robert
T. name,"
Bartley FCC
told
Minnesota Broadcasters Assn. Friday
(Sept. 29). He said government always is forced to legislate against minority, not majority.
Commissioner Bartley also expressed
concern that program control is getting
further away from local stations. He
felt tv affiliates should be able to get
together under antitrust laws to reassume control over programs.
BROADCASTING, October 2, 1961

Did

you

hear

what

"Miss

Sadie

Thompson"

did?

Well! On Friday, September 15th, "Sadie" played on WCBS-TV on the
Late Show in full view of nearly 2,000,000 New Yorkers!* "Sadie"
recorded a sizzling 21.9 average ARB rating and a more-than-generous
53.9% average audience share.
"Miss Sadie Thompson" is, incidentally, just one of many great
COLUMBIA
POST-48 features now available for television. Others
include, "On The Waterfront," "Death Of A Salesman," "Born Yesterday," "The Caine Mutiny," "The Last Hurrah," "The Harder They
*ARB.
Fall," and "Jeanne Eagels."
But just imagine what "Sadie" can do for you in your market!

SCREEN
TELEVISION SUBSIDIARY

INC.
GEMS,
OP COLUMBIA PICTURES CORP.

The

Embassy

off Austria

His Excellency Dr. Wilfried Platzer,
Ambassador

to the United States

from Austria, and Mme.

Platzer and

their daughter, Sylvia, in the
large Salon at the Embassy
another in the WTOP-TV
on the Washington

. . .
series

diplomatic scene.

Represented by TvAR
POST- NEWSWEEK
A DIVISION OF
STATIONS
THE WASHINGTON POST COMPANY

by Fred Maroon
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YEARS

AGO

In 1939, over 33,000,000 people thronged to the
World's Fair in Flushing Meadows, New York.
Central Ohioans made up a good part of the throng
who visited this extravaganza, symbolized by the
sky-reaching pylon and huge sphere.
Back home that year, Central Ohioans were becoming more and more familiar with Hanna Paints

' N*^%1^

ON

WBNS

RADIO

through WBNS Radio. Hanna's schedule on WBNS,
begun in 1939, has been renewed every year since,
and Hanna's sales have continued to climb.
Advertisers who follow their sales graphs with a
keen eye, keep a keen ear tuned to WBNS Radio.
They like what they hear; they buy it year after year.
Ask your Blair man for details.

Columbus headquarters of Hanna
Paint.
helps Hanna
cash in
on
new WBNS
construction
and home
improvement money spent by the
418,170 households in Central
Ohio. Average consumer spendable
income per household here in
Franklin County is $7,790.

WBNS
COLUMBUS,

OHIO

Represented by John Blair & Company
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DATEBOOK

This Fall in Birmingham

A calendar of important meetings and
events in the field of communications
•Indicates first or revised listing.
OCTOBER

19

Oct. 2 — Deadline for comments on FCC's
proposal to add additional vhf channel at
below minimum mileage spacing to following cities: Baton Rouge, La. (Doc. 14233):
Birmingham, Ala. (Doc. 14236); Charlotte,
N. C. (Doc. 14238); Dayton, Ohio (Doc.
14234); Jacksonville, Fla. (Doc. 14235);
Johnstown, Pa. (Doc. 14232); Knoxville,
Tenn. (Doc. 14237); Oklahoma City, Okla.
(Doc. 14231).
Oct. 2 — Deadline for comments in FCC rulemaking on new program reporting forms
and logging requirements.
Oct. 2-3 — New Jersey Broadcasters Assn.,
Colony Motel, Atlantic City. FCC Commissioner Robert T. Bartley will speak at Oct. 2
dinner; Howard H. Bell, NAB vice president,
will address opening luncheon.
Oct. 2-4 — Canadian Electronic Conference
of Institute of Radio Engineers. Toronto.
Oct. 2-6 — Society of Motion Picture & Television Engineers, 90th convention. Theme
will be "Integration of Motion Picture and
Electronic Systems." C. Loren Graham.
Eastman-Kodak, is program chairman.
Among topics to be discussed: Subscription
tv, tv equipment and techniques and tv
recording. Lake Placid Club, Lake Placid.
N. Y.
Oct. 3-4 — Advertising Research Foundation
conference,
Hotel Commodore, New York
City.
Oct. 4— Chesapeake AP Broadcasters Assn.,
workshop. State Capitol Bldg., Annapolis.
Md.
Oct. 5 — N. Y. chapter of Academy of Television Arts & Sciences, luncheon. Sir Gerald Beadle, former head of BBC television
speaker. Waldorf-Astoria Hotel, New York
Oct. 6 — UPI Broadcasters of Michigan.
Poplars Motel, East Lansing.
Oct. 6— New deadline for comments on FCC
rulemaking to deter tv stations from establishing translators for sole purpose of increasing their coverage area.
Oct. 6— Comments due on FCC's reopened
option-time
rulemaking. Reply comments
will not be accepted.
Oct. 6-7 — Indiana Broadcasters Assn., fall
meeting.sioner Speakers
CommisRobert E. Lee.include
French FCC
Lick Sheraton
Hotel, French Lick.
Oct. 6-7 — Professional Group on Broadcasting, Institute of Radio Engineers, 11th annual broadcast symposium. Willard Hotel.
Washington, D. C.
*Oct. 6-8 — American Women in Radio & Tv,
New York State conference. Hotel Wildmore, Lake Minnewaska, N. Y.
*Oct. 6-8 — National Academy of Television
Arts & Sciences, first of its semi-annual
trustees meetings in Washington. D. C
Sheraton Park Hotel. Topics for discussion:
Study of Emmy awards structure and
categories for 1961-62; International Television Assembly; "Television Quarterly,"
organization's
and
number of majorforthcoming
proposals forjournal,
broadening
operations of academy.
Oct. 7-8 — National Federation of Advertising Agencies, eastern states group. StatlerHilton Hotel, Washington, D. C.
Oct. 8-10 — Advertising Federation of AmerRAB management conferences f
Oct. 5-6 Omaha.
[.
Oct. 9-10 Palo Alto, Calif.
Oct. 12-13 Detroit.

OF

TOP
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20
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WILL
BE
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THE CREAM OF NBC
AND CBS TV NETWORKS
★ GUNSMOKE
★ ANDY GRIFFITH
★ DANNY THOMAS
★ GARRY MOORE
★ HAVE GUN WILL TRAVEL
★ G. E. THEATER
★ CHECKMATE
★ RED SKELTON
★ CANDID CAMERA
★ I'VE GOT A SECRET
★ RAWHIDE
★ JACK BENNY
★ BONANZA
★ DUPONT SHOW
★
★
★
★

DENNIS THE MENACE
TO TELL THE TRUTH
(SYNDICATED)
DOBIE GILLIS

★ ED SULLIVAN
★ WAGON TRAIN
1 ACCORDING TO ARB, MARCH 1961,
THESE SHOWS REACHED MORE
HOMES THAN ANY OTHER.

%t
^

aim-tv

CHANNEL 13
BIRMINGHAM, ALA.

REPRESENTED BY
HARRINGTON, RIGHTER AND PARSONS, INC. 15

NAB fall conferences

THE

LEADER*

SYRACUSE

IN

THE

MARKET!

Oct. 9— Hotel Adolphus, Dallas.
Oct. 13 — Hotel Jefferson, St. Louis
Oct. 18— Hotel Utah, Salt Lake City
Oct.
cisco 20 — Sheraton Palace, San FranNov. 10 — Somerset Hotel, Boston
Nov. 13— Pittsburgh Hilton, Pittsburgh
Nov. 15— Hotel Leamington, MinneaNov. 20 — sRobert
Meyer Hotel, Jackonvil e, Fla.
polis

DELIVERS
THAN

42%*
ITS

MORE

HOMES

COMPETITOR!

* ARB MARKET REPORT
MARCH, 1961

WS
NBC
Affiliate

YR

•

T

V

Channel 3 • SYRACUSE, N. Y. • 100 K W
Plus WSYE-TV channel 18 ELMIRA, N.Y.
Get the Full Story from HARRINGTON,
16 (DATEBOOK)

RIGHTER

& PARSONS

ica, 7th district convention. Jackson, Miss.
Oct. 8-18 — International seminar on instructional television, sponsored by Purdue U.
in cooperation with UNESCO and the U.S
National Commission for UNESCO. Dr.
Warren F. Seibert, Purdue professor, is
seminar director; James S. Miles, Purdue
Television Unit, is associate director. Purdue
U., Lafayette, Ind.
Oct. 9-10 — Virginia AP Broadcasters Assn.,
Washington & Lee U., Lexington, Va.
Oct. 9-10 — North Carolina Assn. of Broadfall meeting. Mid-Pines Club,
Southern casters,
Pines.
Oct. 9-11 — National Electronics Conference,
International Amphitheatre, Chicago.
Oct. 9-13 — Audio Engineering Society, annual fall conference and technical exhibit
Hotel New Yorker, New York.
Oct. 10 — Annual outing, Federal Communications Bar Assn. Golf, tennis, baseball game, cocktails and buffet supper.
Woodmont Country Club, Rockville, Md.
(Washington, D. C, area).
Oct. 10-11 — Texas Assn. of Broadcasters.
Speakers include Rep. Walter Rogers (DTex.); FCC Commissioner Robert T. Bartley; Harold Cowgill, consultant. Adolphus
Hotel, Dallas.
Oct. 12 — Seventh Wisconsin Fm Station
Clinic. Center Building, U. of Wisconsin,
Madison.
Oct. 12-13 — American Assn. of Advertising
Agencies, central region, annual meeting.
Ambassador West Hotel, Chicago.
Oct. 12-14 — Alabama Broadcasters Assn.,
fall meeting. U. of Alabama and Hotel Stafford, Tuscaloosa.
Oct. 13 — Wisconsin AP Broadcasters, fall
meeting. Madison.
Oct. 13-15 — American Assn. of Advertising
Agencies, board Hotel,
of directors'
Sheraton-Chicago
Chicago. meeting.
Mo. 14-15 — Missouri AP Radio-Tv Assn.
Oct.
meeting, Kentwood Arms Hotel, Sprnigfield,
Oct. 15-18 — American Assn. of Advertising
Agencies, western region convention. Hotel
del Coronado. Coronado, Calif.
Oct. 16 — Deadline for entries in 17th annual exhibition of Western Advertising &
Editorial Art, sponsored by the Art Directors Club of Los Angeles. For information write John Whyte, exhibition chairman, ADLA, 4315 W. 2nd St., Los Angeles 4.
Oct. 17-19 — Kentucky Broadcasters Assn.,
annual fall meeting. FCC Commissioner
Frederick W. Ford, guest speaker. Phoenix
Hotel, Lexington.
*Oct. 18 — Pulse Inc. annual "Man of the
Year Award" to presidential news secretary
Pierre Salinger at luncheon, Plaza Hotel,
New York.
*Oct. 22-26 — National Assn. of Educational
Broadcasters, Marriott Motor Hotel, Washington, D. C. Speakers include Oscar Reed,
Jansky & Bailey and Leonard Marks, Cohn
& Marks, in panel on FCC problems. Other
panels: instructional broadcasting, teaching
and research, programs and production,
casting.
technical developments, international broadBROADCASTING, October 2, 1961

WFGA-TV

AS

JACKSONVILLE

SO

GROWS

is the station

THIS

to watch

GROWS

STATION!

in Jacksonville!

Rising beside one of the best deep water ports in Florida,
Jacksonville's new City Hall has been designed to serve the
tremendous numbers of new residents moving to this dynamic
city every month. As indicated by the June ARB, these new
residents are joining the large number of "Jaxons" who
already make WFGA-TV the station to watch in Jacksonville!
Ask your PGW Colonel for the details on the unique Jacksonville
market, covering the entire North Florida-South Georgia area.

a

WFGA-TV
JACKSONVILLE

REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY PETERS, GRIFFIN, WOODWARD, INC.

MONDAY

MEMO

New v°rk
from E- J- donaldson' vp- radi° & tv* Ketchum' MacLe°d & Gr°ve»

Radio's salvation: to get the audience's other
Webster refers to the horizon, among
Formula radio is beginning to show
other definitions, as the "limit of signs of weakening its hold on the industry. Good broadcasters, responsible
vision." That is how I feel about radio
and imaginative ones, are beginning to
today — that it is limited only by our
vision.
think along new and exciting lines.
Radio, basically, is a child in the
A single day's report of programs
across the country demonstrates the
world of communications. It wasn't
so very long ago that we stayed up all dedication of broadcasters — re-dedicanight to get Pittsburgh on the crystal
tion, if you will, but still dedication — ■
set. But the short life of radio has not
to the common welfare of the nation
and the community.
been an entirely happy one.
The great strides forward that were
On this one day, Dr. Luther L. Terry,
being made by radio, the newest and
U. S. Public Health Service surgeonbest form of immediate communicageneral, presented a special citation to
tions, were stopped dead by the advent
the six owned and operated stations of
of a newer medium — television. TeleABC for their summertime campaign
vision, with all the glamour of a new
to eliminate paralytic polio by encourgirl in town, threatened to rout radio
aging vaccination.
Out in California on the same day, a
completely. The prophets of gloom
Hollywood couple and their children
said tv had sounded radio's death knell.
entered a civil defense air raid shelter
Radio — supported by advertising —
to test actual living conditions over an
was able to weather television's economic onslaught. The prophets of extended period. Daily progress regloom were wrong.
ports were broadcast over radio to an
intensely interested audience.
Let's look at how it survived. The
In Indianapolis, WFBM concluded a
operating expenses of radio, as an industry, were cut to the bone. Radio
civil defense seminar on the protection
became streamlined-automated-syncoof life and property and 150 commupated around the clock. Music and
nity and state leaders participated. A
capsule news. News capsules and muspecial 30-minute broadcast highlighting the session was fed to radio, tv and
sic. Sure-fire methodology designed to
produce ratings was the new formula.
fm outlets throughout Indiana.
WABC New York filled the Coliseum
A gasping industry grasped frantically
at formula programming. And the with thousands of high school students
formula produced ratings — those little as part of their "stay in school" drive.
numbers in books that are interpreted
Their aim — to reduce the 40% dropout
as listeners.
in New York City schools.
Not Enough ■ This is wonderful.
Are those little numbers really listeners? Do those little numbers really care
But is it enough? I don't think so.
Public service programs are only part
about the sounds pouring out of their
of the answer to real, vital, important,
sets? Are they listening with both ears?
I think not.
exciting radio. True, these efforts are
The level of importance of much of in the public interest. But the public
radio is far below what it could be.
isn't being vitally interested. Broadcasters must remember that public inToday's radio requires practically no
thought, practically no concentration.
terest isa two-way street. It's like love.
It is all too often "sound and fury, It's no good to love someone if he
signifying
Half Earnothing."
■ Half an ear would be
enough to use for a large segment of
what we must listen to — and half an
ear is what most of us give to radio
these days. What is the answer? What
should be done?
It is the responsibility of the broadcasters— not the advertisers — to lead
the way up to a new level of importance in program content. Our present
limits of vision are too narrow. We
have forgotten what radio can be — what
radio used to be. It is up to the broadcasters themselves to remind us.
Now, I don't want to say — or even to
imply — that all radio fare is poor or,
at best, mediocre. Of course, it isn't.
18

ear

doesn't love you back. In broadcasting
into listener enthuthis love translateshears.
And if he has
siasm for what he
ears.
both
with
listens
it, he
Has anyone come to you recently
and discussed something he heard on
radio? I doubt it very much. Once
you get past the newscasts (and they
represent only 15% to 17% of the
total) there just isn't very much on the
rable. But it doesn't
memo
way.
have
radio tothatbe isthat
Now, we've discussed the broad. What about adcaster's' side of radio
vertisers. What do we want?
We want an atmosphere surrounding
our messages which will give us a
thinking listener. When a company
communicates via radio, it expects the
listener's level of interest to what immediately precedes the commercial to
be at least as great as that during the
commercial.
Not Ratings ■ By level of interest
I am not referring to ratings, or to
numbers of people who have their setsg
turned on at a given time. I am talkin
about enthusiasm. There are a number
of radio programs across the country
t of their audiwhich hold the interes
ences. The audiences are not gigantic,
in tv parlance, but they are faithful,
enhard-listening audiences. They arelisten
thusiastic audiences which really
ears. That's the kind of audiwith both
ence advertisers want.
this enthuyou generate
do Simple!
How siasm?
Start communicating
information not available any place
else. Shake 'em up with new ideas,
warmedgive 'em
Don't from
ng. culled
thinking
fresh thinki
other media.
over
Be original, vital.
Properly used, radio can be more
effective than any of the advertising
media. And start charging for that
other ear. Advertisers will pay for it.

E. J. Donaldson joined Ketchum, MacLeod
& Grove as a producer in 1952, was appointed associate director of tv and radio
in 1954, and director of tv-radio in 1956.
He was elected a vice president in 1957.
In 1956 and 1960 he supervised Westinghouse's sponsorship of the national political conventions and election returns on
CBS. From 1950-52, he was at WSYR-TV
Syracuse as announcer, production manager and director of tv operations.
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time

and

tide

Send tor your copy of this photo of Royce Johnson, Stars International's producer of Formatic Radio.
music
wait

and

for

no

news
man

The sounds of radio are ever-changing. Like times and tides they react to unseen influences.
Keep your radio sound-image ahead. Be Number One in your market with radio's most
forward-looking program and production service . . . formatic.
formatic's dynamic. As contemporary as tomorrow. For large stations.
For small stations. Swinging program and production aids newly recorded each month,
delivered to you each month, formatic power-packs your programs, punches your
public service, peps your commercials, pops your I.D.'s. Plus a merchandising-promotion
plan never before available. All exclusive to you in your market.
Don't be static. Go formatic. Send for your demo tape today or call your ullman-man.

RICHARD

Marvin A. Kempner, Executive Vice-President

H

ULLMAN,

INC.

1271 Avenue of the Americas, New York 20, New York

DISTRIBUTORS OF THE BIG SOUND, CRC JINGLES, IMN JINGLES, TARGET
JINGLES, EV WREN PRODUCTIONS, SPOTMASTER TAPE CARTRIDGE EQUIPMENT.

PL 7-219*
A DIVISION OF

THE PETER FRANK ORGANIZATION, INC
HOLLYWOOD / NEW YORK

FORMATIC'S EXCLUSIVES INCLUDE 192 FORMATIC THEME ARRANGEMENTS * CUSTOMIZED VOCAL
I.D.'S jc COMEDY AND NOVELTY STATION LOGOS * PUBLIC SERVICE AND COMMERCIAL INTROS
•k COMMERCIAL PRODUCTION AIDS * PUNCTUATORS * STINGERS * CUES * TAILORED NEWSCAST, WEATHERCAST AND SPORTCAST INTROS AND CLOSES * NEW-NEW-NEW SOUND EFFECTS
* COMEDY DROP-INS * AND THE ONE-OF-A-KIND MERCHANDISING SERVICE.

IN
CHARLESTON
-HUNTINGTON
THERE'S NO
LIKE
WSAZ

NEWS

TELEVISION

NEWS

♦♦♦

♦♦♦ ♦♦♦

♦♦♦ ♦♦♦

Because there's no other
station that takes such
an interest in the news

WSAZ-TELEVISION is the only television station in the market with "twocity" news coverage . . . maintaining
a full-time news staff in both Charleston and Huntington.
^

And this is a news staff: nine reporters and writers who deliver their
own news on the air; eight photographers who get every important story
on film as it happens; 27 area correspondents who furnish on-the-spot
reports from every corner of the region.
♦ Match this top-flight personnel
with the very latest technical facilities,
add two wire services, combine into
daily news programs originating simultaneously inCharleston-Huntington studios . . . and you get an idea of
why WSAZ-TELEVISION's regional
news is another unparalleled PLUS in
this station's tremendous arsenal of
audience appeal.
JL
♦ News dominance, coverage dominance, ratings dominance ... all go
together to make WSAZ-TELEVISION
the easiest media choice you'll ever
make, in any market. Don't you wish
all your decisions were this easy?
WSAZ
TELEVISION
CHANNEL ^ CHARLESTON - HUNTINGTON
DIVISION: THE GOODWILL STATIONS. INC.
C. Tom Carten, Vice President and General Manager
Represented by The Katz Agency
20

OPEN
Bay Area market story
editor: The special report in the latest
issue of Broadcasting on the expansion in the San Francisco Bay Area
[Special Report, Sept. 28] presents a
most comprehensive and enlightening
picture of the developments in that
market in recent years. As a native
of San Francisco who lived there 20
years ago but who now resides in the
south land, I must confess that I am
delighted and tremendously impressed
to read of the area's growth. . . . An
exceptional job. . . . — Milton Samuel,
Director of Product Publicity, Young
& Rubicam, Los Angeles.
editor: your special report on the
san francisco bay area is superb,
could we have one hundred reprints soonest. bill shaw, general
manager, ksfo san francisco.
[Reprints of the special report on the San
Francisco Bay Area market are available
at 20 cents per copy or $20 per hundred,
plus express or mailing charges.]
D'Arcy liked it
editor: Congratulations on the way you
handled the KWK story in the Sept. 1 8
issue [Government, Sept. 18].
This is by far the most intelligent and
knowledgeable report to come out of
the hearings. — Harry K. Renfro, Vice
President, D'Arcy Advertising Co., St.
Louis.
Paperwork

problems

editor: The FCC's proposed new logging forms should awaken broadcasters
to the point of doing something about
all the other maze of paperwork peculiar to this industry.
BMFs contractual requirement for
logging, for example. No small station,
and few large ones, can supply the required information without assigning
someone to handle the details . . . and
the expense falls on the station.
ASCAP also has the right to request
logging, but seldom, if ever, calls for it.
Instead, their auditor . . . ties up our
bookkeeper for a week.
. . . Maybe the industry will learn
from the FCC action to put the burden
of added paperwork into the spotlight.
— Edwin Mullinax, WLAG LaGrange,
Ga.
Editorializing advice
editor: Regarding "State groups hear
about editorializing" [The Media, Sept.
11] . . . instead of copying a newspaper's pontifical style, I have adopted
a briefer, almost essay-like technique of
epitomizing a single theme in 90 seconds which I record in my own voice
and play back four times each day,
Monday through Friday.
. . . Rather than considering that 3

MIKE®
or 4 hours of research and writing go
into each, I consider that a lifetime (46
years) of experience has qualified me to
deliver myself of a pungent comment
on any issue that comes to my attention. And the rewarding thing is this:
The public provides me with more subjects and issues into which to probe,
and later on which to expound, than
I can handle.
Don't be afraid to resort to so-called
human interest things when you run
dry of "great issues." Some of my slightest subjects have brought the greatest
response. I would say that frequency
and regularity of radio editorials is of
supreme
importance.
And don'tissue.
be
afraid
of attacking
an unpopular
Virtually every personal comment I get
begins
witheverything
the statement,
"I but
don'tit
agree with
you say,
certainly is refreshing to hear a strongly stated point of view from someone
other than [the local] newspaper. Luckily, Ihave ideas sharply divergent from
our one local newspaper.
. . . — Winston K. Marks, Manager,
KBOY-AM-FM Medford. Ore.
Agency compensation
editor: ... As chairman of the CAB/
CAAA/ Liaison Committee, let me state
emphatically that we have no intention
of meeting with the agencies to discuss
the existing discount [International,
Aug. 28]. Any change in agency compensation isa matter which must be
decided by the broadcasting industry
and not in collusion with any other
group. . . . — Ralph T. Snelgrove, Chairman, CAB/CAAA/Liaison Committee,
and President-General Manager, CKVRTV Barrie, Ont.
[BROADCASTING'S
reporter— Canadian
was misledAssn.
by
the
name of the committee
of Broadcasters /Canadian Assn. of Advertising Agencies /Liaison Committee — into believing thisand
was agency
a "joint"
committee of
broadcaster
members.]
Texas market story
editor: I am delighted with the job
[Special Report, Texas market, Aug.
21]. . . . Amazed at your ability to digest and organize this much material in
so brief a time. Jarvis Witt, Assistant
Professor, Dept. of Economics, Texas
Technical College, Lubbock.
editor: I read all of it . . . thrilling and
interesting to read as well as being most
worthwhile. — Gaines Kelley, General
Manager, WFMY-TV Greensboro,
N. C.
[Reprints
BROADCASTING'S
Texas
marketof story
are available at 20special
cents
per
copy
or
$20
per
express
or mailing charges. hundred,
Requests plus
should
be
made to BROADCASTING headquarters,
1735 de Sales St.. N.W.. Washington 6, D. C]
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KOKY
BIRMINGHAM

LITTLE

Rated No. 1 or No.

Rated No. 1 —
Among 8 Stations by
Hooper GENERAL
AUDIENCE SURVEYS for 14 consecutive months.
Now No. 2 on Pulse.

2 — Among 13 Stations by Hooper and
Pulse — GENERAL
AUDIENCE SURVEYS for 17 consecutive months.

McLendon

ROCK

I

KOKA
SHREVEPORT
Rated No. 2 —
Among 9 Stations by
Hooper: No. 3 by
Pulse — GENERAL
AUDIENCE SURVEYS for 4 consecu■ tive years. Now No.
2 on Pulse.

Ebony

Nation's
highest
John McLendon,
President and General
Manager

Radio

rated

1

WOfU
JACKSON

Rated No. 1 —
Among .6 Stations by
Hooper and Pulse —
GENERAL AUDIENCE SURVEYS for
6 consecutive years

. . . the

Represented
nationally bygroup
John E. Pearson Co.
Negro

there

is nothing

harder

to

stop

than

a trend

Or some interesting illumination shed by
Nielsen on the new season.

all 3 networks, the glowing went:
ABC — largest audience per average minute.

Here we go again. Into fall again— with
more television tubes aglow again.
Glowing, already, with the premiere of a
bright new season, with the excitement of
such already-premiered new entries as ABCTV's Follow the Sun, and such other, new network shows as The Defenders, Car 5k, Where
are You?, International Showtime and the Du
Pont Show of the Week ... as well as with the
return of established favorites with first run
showings.
And glowing already, the first Nielsen

ABC— most half-hour firsts (24 to Net Y's 16,
Net Z's 11). ABC- 3 out of the top 5 shows:
(Flintstones, 77 Sunset Strip, Real McCoys).

Report* shows, with a prophetically strong
ABC glow. In homes where they can watch

Sure, one
ratings that
consistently
They say

rating doesn't say a season. But
evolve from the pattern set so
last season say plenty.
the trend keeps trending. And

that's the kind of a trend there's nothing
harder to stop than.
ABC
Television
♦Source: Nielsen 24 Market TV Report, week ending Sept. 17,
1961. Average
6:30-11
PM. audience, Mon. thru Sat. 7:30-11 PM; Sun.,
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■ Multi-million
■

Most

agree

m

P&G,

GM
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have
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rights

The first week's session produced
testimony showing widely divergent degrees of advertiser influence and control over programming but virtually no
disagreement on the advertiser's right to
make sure that the programs he is
paying for do not give offense or reflect unfavorably on him or his products.
Key Executives ■ Fourteen witnesses
had been heard through Thursday — including key officials of Procter & Gamble, General Motors, Chrysler, Bell &

Ad

executives

to censor

strict codes,

The ways in which advertisers control
the content of their television programs
and many of the factors which shape
their television advertising strategies
were laid bare last week by the sponsors
themselves.
These programming and business intimacies were put on the record in an
FCC hearing starring what is easily the
biggest collection of the biggest television advertisers ever assembled. The
hearing, covering the advertiser phase
of FCC's four-year-old inquiry into network programming, was held in New
York starting last Tuesday and will continue there this week.

OUT
bare

Howell

DONTS

secrets

differ

Howell, Prudential Life Insurance,
Armstrong Cork, Esso Standard Oil
(N. J.), American Tobacco, Brown &
Williamson and duPont — and only one,
Standard Oil of New York, a non-network user, had indicated complete disinterest in both subject matter and
content of its programs. Bell & Howell
and Prudential went almost that far,
except for relatively limited interest in
subject matter.
The big news of the hearing's opening days, then, was not in the fact that
most of the advertisers said they take
a firm hand in their programming, but
in how they said they go about it. And
most observers agreed that the biggest
news of all was disclosure of the precise guidelines laid down by Procter
& Gamble, which at $100 million a
year is far and away the biggest spender
in television.
The P&G document (text, page 24)
was shortly joined in the FCC record by
similar but substantially less detailed
guides used by General Motors and
Brown & Williamson (see story, page
26) and the hands-off policy of Bell

feel responsibility

Peter G. Peterson, B&H: "... the more
freedom producers have the more
mature tv will become. . . ."
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shows,

Bell &

DO'S,

program

on

gives
& Howell

to FCC

methods
freer

hand

(see story, page 25).

The first three days' testimony established these dominant viewpoints:
■ Most advertisers play an active role
in shaping programs shown under their
names. The degree to which they pursue this role may vary, however, from
watchfulness over subject matter to
down-the-line monitoring of detail.
■ They feel that exertion of this influence is not only right but proper:
They are spending money to create a
favorable impression for themselves and
their products; they cannot be expected
to spend money to hurt themselves deliberately.
■ This right of involvement does not
generally extend to participation programs, which involve several advertisers in each show.
■ Although they do not feel that they
have the last word as a matter of right
by any means, most advertisers indicated
that their wishes have usually prevailed.
■ They feel the influence they exert
is for the good of the public as well as
themselves.
■ They say that ratings are important,

to employers,

viewers

A. N. Halverstadt, P&G: "Our primary Max Banzhaf, Armstrong Cork Co.:
objective is the purchase of an excel- ". . . the public holds the sponsor relent show."
sponsible. . . ."
23

TWO
P&G

VIEWS

ON

SPONSOR

CONTROL

insists on meticulous supervision of shows...

A set of strict rules that Procter
& Gamble has applied to all its broadcast programs for many years was
finally made public last week at the
FCC's New York network study
hearings. The rules were first invoked
when P&G was a heavy sponsor of
network radio programs and since
then have been applied to the company's many television shows. The
rules are embodied in a 21-point
"Editorial Policy" that is distributed
to all advertising agencies supervising P&G shows. Here is the text of
the "Editorial Policy":
1. In general, the moral code of
the characters in our dramas will be
more or less synonymous with the
moral code of the bulk of the American people. The usual taboos on sex
subjects will be observed. Material
dealing with sex perversion, miscegenation and rape is banned, as are
scenes of excessive passion and suggestive dialogue. Suggestive situations covered by innocuous dialogue
will not be used.
2. Care will be exercised that lines
in scripts with double meanings or
unconscious ambiguities are not used
for broadcasts.
3. There shall be no profanity or
near-profanity. Slang of the more
vulgar type will be avoided.
4. The treatment of unpleasant
material shall be always subject to the
dictates of ordinary good taste and a
regard for the sensibilities of the
listener. This applies particularly to
accidents, actual hangings or electrocutions as legal punishment for
crimes, brutality or gruesomeness of
any sort.
5. Detailed information on the
mechanics of any criminal procedure
either in dialogue or narration is
banned. Crime shall not be presented in such a manner as to inspire
sympathy against the forces of law

but not everything, and they deny having any cost-per-thousand "formula"
which automatically governs their buying. One advertiser out of the first 14
was willing to delineate an "acceptable"
cost-per-thousand range: American Tobacco's advertising manager Albert R.
Stevens put it at $8.40 to $13.50 for a
prime-time half-hour show, or $2.80 to
$4.15 per thousand homes per commercial minute on a one-hour show.
■ They have little enthusiasm for the
so-called "magazine concept" of rotating
commercials
throughout a program
24

and order, or to incite imitation.
6. The mention of intoxicants will
be held to a minimum. Whether or
not a particular character is permitted to drink must be a matter of
judgment; the type of character, type
of show, and occasion must all be
factors in the judgment.
7. The Procter & Gamble Co.
would prefer that suicide or kidnapping not be used ordinarily, either as
a device for motivation or as a result
of plot conflicts. Should murder be
necessary to the story development,
it is suggested that it take place offstage and reference thereto handled
with due regard for the sensibilities of
the listener.
8. Ministers, priests, and similar
representatives of positive social
forces shall not be cast as villains or
represented as committing a crime or
be placed in any unsympathetic or
anti-social role.
9. If it is necessary in the development of conflict for a character to
attack some basic conception of the
American way of life, e.g., freedom
of speech, freedom of worship, etc.,
answer must be completely and convincingly made some place in the
same broadcast. The answer cannot
be carried over to the "next day."
[Editor's note : The last is a reference
to daytime serials.]
10. There will be no material that
may give offense, either directly or
by inference, to any organized minority group, lodge, or other organizations, institutions, residents of any
state or section of the country, or a
commercial organization of any sort.
This will be taken to include political
organizations, fraternal organizations,
college and school groups, labor
groups, industrial, business and professional organizations, religious orders, civic clubs, memorial and patriotic societies, philanthropic and reschedule.
A. N. Halverstadt, P&G's general advertising manager, was a key witness
as representative of tv's biggest customer— 16 programs this season. He was
on the stand one entire morning and
part of the afternoon testifying on details of programming and buying policies which at one point he summed up
this way: "We try as well as we can to
spend our advertising money in effective ways." Medium ■ Directly or inEffective
directly the witnesses paid tribute to

form societies (Anti-Tobacco League,
for example), athletic organizations,
women's groups, etc., which are in
good standing.
11. There will be no expressions
against, nor endorsements of, a given
political party.
12. There will be no material
which can be construed as derogatory
to a particular religion or race, or
whichous strife.
may promote racial or religi13. Material which depends upon
physical imperfections or deformities, such as blindness, deafness or
lameness, for humorous effect is not
acceptable.
14. There will be no material for
or against sharply drawn national or
regional controversial issues.
15. There will be nothing slurring
any given type of occupation.
16. There will be no ridicule of
manners or fashions that may be pecularily sectional.
17. We will treat mention of the
Civil War carefully, mindful of the
sensitiveness of the South on this
subject.
18. No written material may be
used that might give offense to our
Canadian neighbors for any uniquely
national reason; e.g., facetious reference to British royalty, unfavorable comparison between some phase
of Canadian and American life, light
treatment of a subject normally
treated
seriously in the Dominion,
etc.
19. Where it seems fitting, the
characters in Procter & Gamble dramas should reflect recognition and
acceptance of the world situation in
their thoughts and actions, although,
in dealing with war, our writers shall
minimize the "horror" aspects. The
writers should be guided by the fact
that any scene that contributes negatively to public morale is not acceptable. Men in uniform shall not be
cast as heavy villains or portrayed
as engaging in any criminal activity.
20. There will be no material on

tv's advertising effectiveness and in
many cases defended its programming
quality against the current vogue of
criticism. One, Max Banzhaf of Armstrong Cork, counter-charged the critics
by asserting that tv has not sunk to
the levels of print media.
He also contended that contrary to
general belief advertisers do influence
the editorial content of print media —
he said Armstrong, for one, is doing so
by withdrawing its advertising from publications that don't take steps to correct
weaknesses his company points out.
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any of our programs which could in
any way further the concept of business as cold, ruthless, and lacking all
sentiment or spiritual motivation. If
a business man is cast in the role of
a villain, it must be made clear that
he is not typical but is as much
despised by his fellow business men
as he is by other members of society.
20a. Special attention shall be
given to any mention, however innocuous, of the grocery and drug
business as well as any other group
of customers of the company. This
includes industrial users of the company's and
products,
such as bakeries,
restaurants
laundries.
For obvious reasons, it is essential
that no statements be made on any
of our shows which could be construed as being unfavorable to any
custhe company's
special tomersgroup
orwhichof would
favor one type
of customer over another. For example, no reference should be made
to any difference in the prices
charged by supermarkets as com-

pared to independents or to the economy of using laundromats instead of
regular commercial laundries.
If there is any question whatever
about such material, it should be
deleted.
21. It is the policy of Procter &
Gamble to avoid featuring state or
national political figures on its radio
and television entertainment programs. In pursuing this policy, it is
the company's intention to avoid having its programs appear to favor the
political interests of any individual
or party. We have found this to be
the best policy because it avoids
questions of political favoritism which
may come to the mind of people in
the audience, most of whom are our
customers for one product or another.
NOTE: Should an exception to
any of the above paragraphs seem in
order, permission to broadcast exceptional material shall be secured
by the agency script supervisor from
the P&G productions program supervisor concerned.

...Bell & Howell calls sponsor meddling dangerous
Another type of editorial policy
"Second, we have a clearly stated
was described at the FCC hearings
policy of providing sponsorship without censorship. We feel it is desirable
last week by Peter G. Peterson, president of Bell & Howell, a company
to provide the tv networks with edithat has had much commercial suctorial freedom if they are to grow as
cess sponsoring television documenfully as they must as a responsible
taries and is underwriting the Bell
reporting medium. As a matter of
& Howell Closeup on ABC-TV this
public policy on the broad question
season. Here are excerpts:
of the freedom of the press, we think
"First, we believe that Americans
it would be a dangerous precedent if
are growing increasingly realistic
sponsors became involved in the news
about the need for an informed, maand editorial pages of television. In
ture attitude toward the times we
short, we do not have control over
live in.
program treatment. We do not want
"Thus, our agreement with ABC
such control. . . .
stipulates that 'The programs in this
"Third, it follows from this that
series shall consist of documentary
Bell & Howell does not take sides in
and editorial treatments of a series of
any controversy. We only ask that
current issues or subjects which shall
the network present a balanced view
be selected by ABC in consultation
of the issues and the viewpoints so
with Bell & Howell and which materithat the American people can better
ally affect the life or welfare of a substantial segment of the public. . . ."
arrive at their own point of view."

The first three days' witnesses, all of
whom appeared voluntarily and at their
own expense, were Messrs. Halverstadt,
Banzhaf and Stevens; J. Edward Dean,
director of advertising for DuPont;
R. E. Forbes, director of corporate advertising for Chrysler Corp.; David A.
Shepard, executive vice president of
Standard Oil (New Jersey); H. M. Kennedy, vice president in charge of public
relations and advertising, Prudential Insurance; President Peter G. Peterson,
Bell & Howell; Gail Smith, director of
advertising and research, General MoBROADCASTING, October 2, 1961

tors; T. M. Hunt, general manager of
advertising and promotion for Aluminum Co. of America; John W. Burgard,
advertising vice president, Brown & Williamson; Robert E. Gorman, assistant
vice president in charge of advertising,
All-State Insurance; David W. Burke,
manager of institutional program operations, General Electric, and Edward
Kletter, advertising vice president, J. B.
Williams Co.
The hearing is being conducted before
FCC Chief Hearing Examiner James D.
Cunningham, with Chief Ashbrook P.

Bryant
of the FCC's
staff
and Associate
James network
Tierney study
handling
the examination of witnesses. The final
phase of the hearing — network testimony— is now expected to get under
way in January rather than November
as originally contemplated.
A running account of highlights of the
first three days follows:
Sponsorship Difference ■ Mr. Dean
of DuPont, the lead-off witness, drew
a sharp distinction — generally accepted
by
— between
shows subsequent
in which thewitnesses
advertiser
has a
participating sponsorship along with
several other advertisers, and those
sponsored by one advertiser exclusively.
In participating programs, he explained, the people who "create and
broadcast them" have sole responsibility and "we have no control whatever
of
the
content."
in this program
case is to
pick a DuPont's
program role
that
has a track record or shows promise,
in line with DuPont's corporate objecmeasuretives, andup.then to cancel it if it doesn't
On shows sponsored exclusively by
DuPont, Mr. Dean made clear, DuPont's role is active and influential from
start to finish. It picks a format reflecting "high standards of taste, dignity
and artistic excellence," then tries to
"select properties that fit into the general pattern." For last year's Show of
the Month, for example, the company
screened some 200 dramatic properties
to find the six that were produced.
After the property is selected, DuPont screens the script and, although
it "usually" has few suggestions to
make, "we would not hesitate to make
them if it appeared to us that the script
as written would not meet our standards
of taste or decorum or might reflect
discreditably upon us as sponsor." If
the format permits, DuPont officials
also "are represented at rehearsals or
final tapings and convey to the producers such comments and suggestions
as we feel are called for."
Points to Record ■ Mr. Dean said,
"We are quite willing to let the record
speak for itself. From the earliest days
of our Cavalcade of America program
our objective has been to present the
finest programs we could find. . . . We
consider all of our program series, in
their time and in their own way, sucThe DuPont executive, who estimated that in 25 years his company has
cessful."
spent
more than $25 million on over
1,000 radio and tv broadcasts, "couldn't
say" what effect introduction of the socalled "magazine concept" of program25
ming would have on DuPont's advertising. "I am sure," he said, "that we
would size it up for our advertising
needs. . . . We constantly have to judge
one medium against others. We will
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spend where we think we get the best
advertising investment."
Under questioning, Mr. Dean introduced aterm — "stressful" programming
— that attained some popularity in the
examination of subsequent witnesses.
DuPont has found, he said, that "sad
and stressful" programs, such as Ethan
Frome in 1960, do not make as effective an environment for commercials
as more pleasant vehicles, such as Harvey. He said DuPont "obviously" looks
for audiences "large enough to justify
our efforts," but nevertheless on many
occasions has "deliberately selected
programs of limited appeal because we
felt that they represented special artistic
values or were works of importance and
stature."
Matter of Judgment ■ Pressed for

J. Edward Dean, I. E. DuPont: ". . . we
have no control whatever of the program content. . . ."

continued

specific criteria used in judging properties and scripts, Mr. Dean said "the
only thing we specifically try to avoid
is profanity," that the rest is a matter
of judgment in the context of presenting programs that are meaningful, significant or otherwise have "substance."
He said DuPont tries to avoid programs that "may antagonize a large
segment of the public," but he balked
at saying the company doesn't want to
present
"controversial
matter."
Mr. Dean
said he was
sure there is
some point at which audience size becomes too small — and cost-per-thousand too large — to justify sponsorship,
but he didn't know what that point is.
DuPont uses network participation
programs
"provide buying
additionalprimarily
advertising intoseasonal
periods," Mr. Dean explained. He
said the company participated in 28
such programs last year in addition to
sole sponsorship of DuPont Show of
the Month and June Ally son Show, but
this season, with 38 Show of the Week
programs scheduled, is putting more
emphasis on sponsorships than participations.
Little Editing ■ Chrysler's Mr. Forbes
said his company picks the shows it
will sponsor and does so on the basis
of "judgment," "quality," "good taste"
and being "entertaining to people."
He said Chrysler's contracts do not
specifically give the company the right
to edit its programs but that this is a
matter of "understanding." Actually,
he said, many of Chrysler's programs
have been musicals or variety shows —
he mentioned Lawrence Welk, Garry
Moore Show and Steve Allen Show
among others from past years — which
by their nature give little cause for

GM policies like P&G's....B&W
urges care
and during the last three years of
The policies laid down by General
Motors and Brown & Williamson To- that period was associate manager
bacco Co. to guide their respective
of the advertising production divitelevision programming were added
sion, heading P&G's programming,
commercial production and media
Thursday to those already presented
sections.
by Procter & Gamble and Bell &
B&W's polices were set out in
Howell in FCC's programming hearthree documents, one for each of
ing (see story page 23).
three programs in which B&W curGeneral Motors'
was version
basically ofa
rently has a part: Defenders and
somewhat
shortened
Bob Cummings Show on CBS-TV,
P&G's (see text, page 25), in many
Bus Stop on ABC-TV. The docucases using virtually the same lanments, identical in substance, provide
guage and sequence of points as that, among other things, cigarettes
are not to be used in a derogatory
P&G's. It was presented by Gail
Smith, advertising and research di- way — are not to be ground out viorector of General Motors. Mr. Smith
lently in ashtrays or stamped out on
was with P&G from 1943 to 1957
the ground. Other highlights:
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R. E. Forbes, Chrysler Corp.: ". . . generally speaking I would avoid controversy. .. ."
major editing.
He recalled that on the Climax dramatic series which Chrysler sponsored
on CBS-TV a few years ago the
company saw all scripts in advance,
checked them, made sure they were "in
the best interests of the Chrysler Corp.,"
and usually managed to have deleted
or changed any lines or scenes that "we
thought would offend." He remembered deleting "some damns and hells
and words of that nature," but no entire script. He agreed to Examiner
Cunningham's suggestion that he give
this question further thought and submit a report in a week or so.
Under questioning, Mr. Forbes speculated that "an advertiser, generally
speaking,
avoid that
controversy."
Advised bywould
Mr. Bryant
he need
not speak for all advertisers, he amended his reply to say that "generally
speaking, I would avoid controversy."

with cigarettes
Tobacco products are to be used
in a casual, natural manner incidental to the action; women are not to
smoke while walking on the street;
actors portraying undesirable characters are to smoke regular, plainend cigarettes not identifiable as
B&W products; the only recognizable tobacco products should be
B&W products, and in scenes showing tobacco counters, vending machines and other places where tobacco products are sold, B&W products should be clearly identifiable.
B&W policies were presented at
the hearing by John W. Burgard,
B&W advertising vice president.
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WHO Radio Farm Director Herb
Plambeck (right) receives first broad"Oscar in Agriculture"
award from cast-industry
Thomas
H. Roberts,
Sr., President, DeKalb Agricultural
Association, for "outstanding service to American agriculture."

WHO'S

Herb

Plambeck

Wins

Second

Major 1961 Farm Service Award-"Oscar
in Agriculture". For the second time this year,
WHO is proud to announce that Farm Director
Herb Plambeck has received another of America's
top farm service awards. And again, the award is
from an organization that sponsors one of Herb's
farm programs!

WHO
for Iowa PLUS!
Des Moines . . . 50,000 Watts
NBC Affiliate
WHO Radio is part of
Central Broadcasting Company,
which also owns and operates
WHO-TV, Des Moines;
WOC and WOC-TV, Davenport
Peters, Griffin, Woodward, Inc.
National Representatives
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This time it is the first annual ''Oscars in Agriculture" award for the one broadcast personality
judged to be most helpful to the farming industry.
The award will be presented annually by the DeKalb
Agricultural Association, Inc., through a panel of
independent agricultural experts.
Earlier in the year Herb received the coveted
American Feed Manufacturers Association "Animal
Agricultural Award" for outstanding service to livestock and poultry farmers. Now both these top
awards are added to the tremendous string of 45
other state, national, and international citations
Herb has received in the past 25 years.
Herb Plambeck is known as "Mr. Agriculture"
throughout the large WHO coverage area — America's 14th largest radio market. He and his expert
WHO staff are on the air sixty times per week with
farm programs.
Ask your PGW Colonel for availabilities.
27
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At another point he observed: "When
you have the responsibility of administering dollars of this nature, you certainly are not going out and deliberately antagonize the public."
Ratings Not Everything ■ Mr. Forbes
thought ratings "important" but by no
means everything. He said Chrysler
wants large but not necessarily the
largest audiences, so long as its programs create a "good climate" for
Chrysler, its products and its commercials.
Some programs, he thought, may be
too "exciting" to do a good commercial
job. He said it was his personal view,
for instance, that some action-adventure
programs may stimulate viewers to such
a degree that they are not receptive to
the sales messages, at least for some
product types.
He thought controversial subjects
might create this sort of "wrong commercial mood," depending on what
sort of controversy is involved.
Musical in February ■ Chrysler
Corp.'s plans to sponsor a Lerner &
Lowe musical next February were confirmed when Mr. Bryant inadvertently
referred to them after Mr. Forbes had
said he'd rather not disclose the nature
of one planned show. "That's it, that's
it," he said as Mr. Bryant apologized.
Mr. Shepard of Standard Oil (New
Jersey), said the company's contract
regarding The Play of the Week specified that Jersey would have no voice
in the subject matter, script, production
techniques or casting of the play. He
said this was "at our request."
This aspect of Jersey's sponsorship,
he said, was criticized adversely in some
industrial and advertising circles and
objected to "by some of our stockholders in letters to us." The company's

H. M. Kennedy, Prudential Insurance
Co.: "Once in a while we might ask
to see a script."
28 (BROADCAST ADVERTISING)

continued

attitude, as summarized by Mr. Shepard, was:
"We felt an obligation to be satisfied
as to the professional competence and
mature judgment of the producers, as
well as their purpose, but we considered it as somewhat pretentious and
unrealistic to set ourselves up as arbiters
or censors in the field of drama in our
democratic society. We decided it
would probably be better for everybody if we were to leave the program
in the hands of experienced television
Extended Series ■ He noted that response to The Play of the Week in New
people."
York
over WNTA-TV led the company
to extend the series to Washington over
WTTG(TV) a few weeks later, in early
1960. Mr. Shepard reported that the
company considered its sponsorship of
the series "a most successful" project,
pointing out that Jersey Standard had
received some 6,500 letters, most of
which were "highly commendatory."
Mr. Kennedy, of Prudential Insurance Co., told the hearing that Prudential had no formal list of programming
taboos. Prudential sponsors CBS-TV's
The Twentieth Century and, Mr. Kennedy noted, "there are certain controversial subjects we would prefer not
to have telecast." During informal discussion with producers, Mr. Kennedy
said, Prudential has communicated to
them that the company would not want
to sponsor programs "with a religious
or social bias, for example."
When asked to give an example of
a program Prudential would avoid
sponsoring, Mr. Kennedy replied:
"We were thinking of doing a show
on the bank holiday of 1933. But we
decided against it because it might cast
doubt on all financial institutions. And
today all financial institutions are in
pretty
shape."
Mr. good
Kennedy
said Prudential usually
does not see scripts of The Twentieth
Century, but added: "Once in a while
we might ask to see the script."
$100 Million in Tv ■ P&G's Mr.
Halverstadt, who said trade press estimates putting P&G's television billings
in the neighborhood of $100 million
a year were "close enough," and that
the total splits about 50-50 between
network and spot, said his company's
program-buying policy has three objectives, listed as follows "in the order of
their importance":
"(1) Our primary objective is the
purchase of an excellent show with
high audience potential; (2) we want
to secure agency control of that show;
(3) we want to secure ownership of
and complete rights to the program."
(For text of P&G's detailed "editorial
policy" on programming, see page 26.)

He said the ownership-and-rights objective goes back to radio days and
applies only to daytime programs (daytime serials). The same policy would
also be advantageous in the case of good
nighttime programs, he said, "but we
just
happen
not to own any" that are
carried
at night.
Have Some Influence ■ He acknowledged that P&G officials and their agencies do have some influence over their
nighttime programs but said that "almost without exception" the producers
can disregard their suggestions. Asked
to what extent P&G's "suggestions" prevail, he said they are "always listened
to thoughtfully" and sometimes are
heeded, sometimes not.
Mr. Halverstadt said P&G prefers to
deal directly with the producers rather
than networks in negotiating for a program with strong potential appeal, because this gives the advertiser extra
"flexibility" in negotiating with the networks if the program is good enough.
The growing trend of network ownership and control of programs has made
it difficult to find good network time
periods for non-network-controlled programs, he said, but if an advertiser
brings in a show which seems apt to
be another / Love Lucy or Gunsmoke,
the networks are more apt to clear good
time for it.
Never Failed to Find Network ■ He
said P&G has never failed to place one
of its shows on a network — but on
many occasions has not been able to
get the time spot it preferred.
In answer to another question he said
no network had ever sought a financial
interest in a P&G show as a condition
of scheduling it. Nor did he recall that
an interest in any such show was ever
acquired by a network subsequently,
but he agreed to check his records and
submit a more positive answer.
Mr. Halverstadt said "we try to do

Torrence M. Hunt, Alcoa, recalls only
one instance when a production had
to be changed.
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MARTIAL

PLAN

"Blast" Jones, an up-and-cometing young man, was the first Whatnaut orbitted close enough to Mars to see the cities and canals of
that planet.* Returning to earth with this sketch, Blast determined
that next Mars trip, he would land at southermost city "A" and
make a tour of the canals to all the cities, visiting each one only
once and ending up back at "A".
Blast claimed he found such a route which would also spell out an
informative sentence.
If you can find such a sentence, send in the memorable words and
win an exciting new prize. We're offering several, so be sure and
tell us what you've already won.
Puzzle adapted
from "Mathematical
Puzzles Inc.,
of Sam
I.,
reprinted
hy permission
of Dover Publications,
New Loyd,"
York 14,Vol.
N. Y.
* films.
Worlds They
apartdelivered
from their
neighbors
on earth
are thousand
WMAL-TV's
feature
homes
at a lower
cost per
than late-night
all their competition during the 1960-61 season. Now, more first-run films have been added.
(ARB, Oct. '60-Apr. '61)

Washington,
C. v
l-D.t
wma
An Evening Star Station, represented by H-R Television, Inc.
Affiliated with WMAL

and WMAL-FM,
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Washington,

D. C; WSVA-TV

and WSVA,

Harrisonburg, Vaj
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DO'S, DONTS continued
works "under today's conditions" can
as good a buying job as we can," and
acknowledged that P&G sometimes bar- take the initiative on what goes into
gains with the networks over what it their schedules. These "conditions" include network control of more proshould pay for a network-controlled
grams, increasing difficulty in placing
program. Asked why networks are willing to make concessions on the cost independently owned programs in
choice network spots and what he
of a program, he speculated that "the
prime consideration is their desire to called the virtual elimination of an
sell it." Another reason, he agreed,
earlier commonplace: advertiser "franchises" on network time spots.
might be the network's desire to get an
But he said he assumed the networks
advertiser to take a program which is
up against especially tough opposition.
have taken this course partly to disAgencies Have Policy ■ In a lengthy
charge their programming responsibilities more directly and partly because
discussion of P&G's "editorial policy"
he said P&G has a contractual right to network control permits them to sell
approval on matters of policy and taste programs in participations at prices
and that he felt it also has a right to within the means of many advertisers
who cannot afford regular sponsorships.
see that its editorial policy is observed
in other respects. Copies of this pol- He thought this was "necessary and
icy, he said, are distributed to all P&G
proper"
making television available
to
more in
advertisers.
agencies and its contents are "reviewed"
Mr. Halverstadt said P&G uses ratwith producers on P&G programs.
P&G and its agencies, he said, try to
ings primarily as "the best measurement
see that the policy is "enforced in de- we know" for gauging size of audience
but that its judgments are affected by
tail."
Asked for examples, he said a Rifle- more factors than just audience size.
man script about a Civil War episode
He said there was "no foundation whatsoever" for the widespread industry
referred to the Confederate flag as "that
red rag," and that P&G got the line impression that P&G will not buy prochanged on the ground that it would
grams having CPM's higher than $1.25
be offensive to Southerners.
for daytime or $3 for night. "We've
He said parts of another program
cancelled programs that had lower
were changed because they would have
costs-per-thousand than that and kept
held the teaching profession up to ridi- programs that had higher," he asserted.
Misleading Term ■ He thought the
cule, and that in another case "an
amputee was depicted inconsiderately
term "magazine concept" is misleading
and this was changed at our suggesbecause "it would be absolutely impossible to duplicate in television the situation."
Examiner Cunningham wanted to
tion that exists in magazines." The fact
that commercials might be rotated
know if these "suggestions" didn't
throughout a program schedule does
amount to "firm taboos." Mr. Halverstadt said he didn't like the word "ta- not make that situation comparable to
boo," but that instead of referring to advertising in magazines, he said. An
advertiser who, like P&G, looks pri"suggestions" he might have called
these matters "unacceptable."
marily for a woman's audience can
Network Initiative ■ He thought net- buy space in women's magazines and
be sure of its audience, but on a rotation basis its commercials might fall
within programs having little or no appeal for the sort of audience the advertiser wants to reach, he explained.
Mr. Halverstadt said that after thinking about references to the size of
P&G's advertising budgets he wanted
to make it clear that the company does
not think in terms of how much money
it should put into tv. The effort rather
is to decide how to advertise each of
P&G's many brands most effectively,
and "our total expenditure is simply the
sum total of all those brands." He said
that on the average the P&G advertising expenditure per brand per year is
5.6 cents per U. S. home.
Public Service Pays ■ Bell & Howell's
president
Peterson
said of
his sponsoring
company's
two-and-a-half
years
Albert R. Stevens, American Tobacco
prime-time public-affairs programming
Co., has no firm do's and don'ts but without interference has been "a sucabides by NAB code.
cessful and a very gratifying experi30 (BROADCAST ADVERTISING)

ment." B&H's share of the motion picture photographic market is "at an alltime high and we are now in the position of sales leadership," and "we have
already committed virtually all of our
advertising funds to prime-time publicservice programs through the entire
He ofsaid1962."
B&H launched this "experiyear
ment"— after participating in westerns,
mysteries
andit felt
other
"conventional"
fare — because
its advertising
must
be different in order to be "heard or
remembered."
B&H's policy, he said, is one of
"sponsorship without censorship" (for
details, see excerpts from text of Peterson statement, page 22). He said subjects dealtonwith
Bellpicked
& Howell's
Close-Up!
ABCon are
jointly
by network and sponsor but that the
criterion is whether the subjects "materially affect the life or welfare of
a substantial segment of the American
public." Under this standard, he said,
"a few subjects" have been rejected.
Legitimate Interest ■ Under further
questioning he said he thought it "quite
legitimate for an advertiser on an entertainment show, which he is paying
for, to get involved in the programming." Even so, he thought many sponsors have an exaggerated view of how
viewers will react. He said, for instance, that in one scene in a B&H show
the lighted sign of Eastman Kodak, a
competitor, kept flashing on and off
but that B&H left it in the scene because "we suspect that 99% of the people know that Eastman Kodak exists
and a sign flashing isn't going to affect
their sales or ours."
Mr. Peterson reasoned that "the more
freedom producers have, the more mature television will become." Freedom
from advertising influence is as desirable in tv as in newspapers, he said,
"and we are confident (tv) will step up
to He
its responsibilities."
said B&H programs have lower
average ratings than the average entertainment show — though in some cases
the public-service shows out-rated their
competition — but that interviews by
McCann-Erickson, B&H agency, found
that viewers "were significantly more
aware of our sponsorship than was true
on other shows" and in one case 68%
of the audience "made positive statements about a company that would
sponsor such thought-provoking material." Commercials on these shows
also seemed to register better with the
audience — not to mention the impact
on B&H's selling and dealer organization, he reported.
He said he was confident that "never
in our history have our dealers and
salesmen been as favorably aware of
our advertising as they are today."
Armstrong System ■ Mr. Banzhaf, of
Armstrong Cork, described in detail the
BROADCASTING, October 2, 1961

This

looks

contagious.

-3%

A rash of increased viewing for
ABC -TV programs has broken out in
New York, Chicago, Detroit, Los
Angeles, San Francisco.
The stations involved are, respectively,
WABC-TV, WBKB, WXYZ-TV, KABC-TV,
and KGO-TV...the 5 Owned and Operated
ABC -TV stations.
Following the network pattern, four of these
stations are now first in their markets. . .and
WABC-TV, a strong second, is closing the
gap for first place in N. Y.
How much audience has been gained-and
at whose expense-can be quickly charted
as follows:
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-11%
Gain or loss in share of network audience*
-14%
-6% NETZ
ABC-TV NETY
Station Station Station
+ 16%
-3% - 3%
New York
(WABC-TV)
Chicago
+ 13%
-2% 12%
(WBKB)
+ 8%
Detroit
-14%
(WXYZ-TV)
+ 15%
Los Angeles
(KABC-TV)
+14%
San Francisco
(KGO-TV)

♦Source: ARB March-April 1961, Sun. -Sat., 7:30-11
PM (N.Y.T.) as against same period for 1960. Network
Programs.
With scarcely more effort (like phoning one of
the 5 ABC-TV National Station Sales offices
below) you can get the info needed to plan
your
smartest ad strategy in these great TV
markets.
ABC-TV

National

Station Sales, Inc.
New York, New York, SUsquehanna 7-5000
Chicago, Illinois, ANdover 3-0800
Detroit, Michigan, WOodward 1-0255
Hollywood, California, NOrmandy 3-331 1
San Francisco, California, UNderhill 3-0077
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processes by which Armstrong exerts
control over its 11 -year-old Armstrong
Circle Theater series of "dramatic actuals." Control is essential, he said, because the public holds the sponsor responsible for what it sees, and with
Armstrong putting its name on almost
400 products, it must make sure that
no "bad impression" rubs off anywhere.
Responsible service to the public is the
keynote of both the business and the
television policies of Armstrong, he
said.
He said conferences are held monthly or oftener to canvass program ideas.
Present, in addition to Mr. Banzhaf, are
the general manager of advertising and
promotion, a tv coordinator, and representatives ofthe public relations department, plus representatives of BBDO,
Armstrong's agency, and producer
Robert Costello and the script editor,
from Talent Associates.
Carefully Reviewed ■ When the first
draft of a script is ready, he said, it is
carefully reviewed by sponsor, agency
and producer. Armstrong officials seek
especially to evaluate general interest
and dramatic value, detect inaccuracies
or lack of objectivity, and see "if it is
in good taste and makes some contribution to the public good." The comments are passed along to producer
Costello — who "in most instances has
already spotted the same objectionable
parts of the script and has initiated
action to correct them."
Mr. Banzhaf said that in the last five
years eight scripts had been cancelled.
He listed them, givina reasons that included dullness, morbidity, failure to
present solutions to problems raised,
conflict with another program being
planned, and, in the case of one speculating on the aftermath of atomic
attack, fear of creating a feeling of
futility and perhaps causing panic.
Challenge Print ■ Mr. Banzhaf contended that television, although it could
be improved, has not sunk to the depths
of other media. He also challenged the
contention that advertisers do not influence the editorial content of print
media.
Promotion and cut prices have inflated print media circulations to the
point where "today we can no longer
assume that circulation alone is an accurate measure of editorial vitality,"
he asserted. "Many advertisers . . . suspect that the unread circulation of some
magazines is great. These magazines
have lost their editorial vitality."
He said Armstrong is "quite concerned" and "carefully examining the
editorial content of every magazine in
which we advertise"; that "we do not
hesitate" to point out faults and "if the
publication fails to improve, we stop
32

continued

spending advertising dollars in it, because we know its advertising vitality
is dependent upon its editorial vitality."
Sales Increase ■ Mr. Banzhaf described Circle Theatre as "a most valuable property" and important part of
the total selling and merchandising prohasfrom
raised
total U.gramS.which
sales
$249Armstrong's
million in
1955 to $291 million in 1960.
No Do's and Don'ts ■ American Tobacco's Mr. Stevens said his company
has no firm do's and don't but tries to
abide by the NAB Code, avoiding offense to any race, creed or religion,
avoiding undue stress on sex or violence, etc. In addition, he said, producers are advised not to show the
smoking of cigarettes in flammable
surroundings or by anybody below college age. The changes American Tosaid. bacco makes in scripts are "trivial," he
Unlike the witnesses who preceded
him, Mr. Stevens was willing to indicate what his company considered an
"acceptable" cost-per-thousand range —
from $8.40 to $13.00 for a prime-time
half-hour show, and from $2.80 to
$4.15 per thousand homes per commercial minute on a one-hour show.
He acknowledged that ratings figure
in decisions to drop or retain programs,
but said other factors also are involved
including sales, both nationally and by
area.
Policy Control ■ Gail Smith of General Motors testified that GM exerts a
form of "policy control" with respect to
its sponsorship of entertainment programs in order to avoid subjects that
are likely to be "offensive" or influence
viewers to commit illegal, immoral or
offensive acts. He said some sort of
"policy control" is necessary because
an advertiser's "good will" is intimately
associated with the television program
he sponsors.
He offered for the record a copy of
General Motors' guides concerning television program content employed in
making program selections and in evaluating program content once GM has
made a commitment (see page 26). He
said these copies are distributed by GM
to its various division executives and to
officials at its several advertising agencies.
"Basically these guides are nothing
more than expressions of good common sense as it applies to respecting
the feelings, morals and beliefs of people," Mr. Smith declared.
No Controversy ■ Under questioning,
Mr. Smith reported that GM avoids
sponsoring "programs that could be
controversial." Asked why GM follows
inter"We're
he replied:
this policy,
ested in maintaining
the good
will of
all

David A. Shepard, Standard Oil of
N. J.: ". . . unrealistic to set ourselves
up as censors. . . ."
the viewers and we see no reason why
we should jeopardize this good will.
It's the better part of valor to avoid

He replied to another question by
controversy."
saying: "In my experience in advertis (
ing and television, I would say it is
general practice on the part of ad.ertisers
to avoid
Torrence
M. controversy."
Hunt, general manager j
of advertising and promotion for the
Aluminum Co. of America (Alcoa).
Pittsburgh, read a previously prepared I
statement that answered most of the
questions
Mr. Bryant had asked previous witnesses.
Alcoa Policy ■ Among other things,
Mr. Hunt said that Alcoa, a network
tv advertiser since 1951, chooses its
programs on the basis of good taste and
entertainment value; does not have any
written policy governing program selection, but reserves the right to reject
material that is contrary to its "interests
and standards." Mr. Hunt said that in
practice his company rarely exercised
this right and recalled only one instance
in the past seven years when a production had to be changed because it conflicted with Alcoa's business interests.
Later. Mr. Hunt identified the production as "tragedy in a temporary
town," a dramatic show in NBC-TV's
Alcoa Hour series (1955-56 season).
He said the show's theme was one of
racial discrimination which took place
in He
a "mobile
homesinceatmosphere."
added that
the mobile home

|

I
j
|
1
|

\
i|
'
jj
11

industry is a "fine customer for Alcoa,
we did not want to put them in an unfavorable light." As a result the show
was changed, with full consent of the
producer, from a "mobile home type
operation
into atestified
shantytown."
Mr. Burgard
Thursday after- ,
noon that his company seldom has to
tell a network that it will not sponsor
a program, but he brought to light two |
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Dr. Vladimir K. Zworykin

spent long years of

research that resulted in major television developments; among them the camera tube he named the
iconoscope, for which he filed patent application
in 1923, and the cathode ray or picture tube called
the kinescope, which he first demonstrated in 1929.
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SPONSORS SPELL OUT DO'S, DONTS continued
instances of refusal regarding episodes
He said several of the programs Allin new tv series this season.
state refused to sponsor were presented
in the series on the alternate weeks
Show Censored ■ Mr. Burgard said
under other sponsorship. Even so, he
Brown & Williamson could not approve
said, Allstate still received letters of
sponsorship of an episode titled "The
complaint
from viewers because of its
Benefactor" in CBS-TV's The Defenders
identification with the series.
because of its treatment of abortion.
He said the script "never touches on
the psychological and physiological aspects of abortion." He said that in his
view the program was not proper for
a young audience, and that many young
viewers would see the show because of
its early time period — 7:30-8:30 p.m.
in the central time zone. He added:
"As you can see, we do not exercise
censorship lightly."
Asked to compare B&W's policies
in tv with its advertising in print publications, Mr. Burgard said that "we
might refuse to pay for an ad if it's
adjacent to an article detrimental to
smoking
or tobacco."
Mr. Burke
of General Electric was
questioned primarily on sponsorship of
GE Theatre. He said the sponsor's
participation in selection of programs
for the series, which started in the
1954-55 season, is limited to a review
of script or story outlines submitted by
the producer to both the advertiser and
the agency (BBDO).
Mr. Burke said: "We exchange viewpoints with the agency to see if the
story meets our requirements," which
he said must be suitable for the program's anthology format and "balanced
audience." He said the program presents avariety of dramatic fare for all
members of the family. Outside of
contractual rights to reject scripts he
said GE has not tried to spell out a
specific policy, "but we do have standards."
Mr. Gorman of Allstate Insurance
said:
"We are not currently sponsoring a
network dramatic program. This means
we are not presently involved in the
expensive and time-consuming process
of reviewing scripts and making suggestions which we believe to be the duty
of any sponsor of major dramatic presentations. We can't say we are sorry
to escape this burden. If, however, the
opportunity ever presented itself for us
to participate in a dramatic program
of the quality and stature of Playhouse
90 (which the company co-sponsored
in 1957-60), we would gladly accept
this opportunity and the burdens that
would accompany it."
Allstate currently is a co-sponsor of
CBS-TV's What's My Line and NBCTV's Bob Newhart Show in the west
and southwest, starting Oct. 11.
Many Rejections ■ Mr. Gorman cited
1 1 programs in the Playhouse 90 series
in which the advertiser either rejected
sponsorship or asked for script changes.
BROADCASTING, October 2, 1961

Mr. Gorman said Allstate's principal
concern was with the area of good
taste. "In our examination of 78 stories
in synopsis or script form over a twoand-a-half -year period we made approximately 175 suggestions for changes. A
substantial portion of these were concerned with a single line of dialogue
or a single phrase.
"Out of this total approximately 95%
were changes related to the general
categories of taste, sex, violence or brutality, and profanity, and about 5%
to business considerations." Referring
to a Playhouse 90 program called "The
Ding-a-Ling Girl," in which the girl
commits suicide by crashing her automobile, Mr. Gorman said Allstate objected to the program for a number of
reasons, including the NAB Code stand
against the presentation of suicide. He
added that his company pays close at-

NIELSEN
First Report for September 1961
(Based on two weeks ending Sept. 3, 1961)
Rating
NIELSEN TOTAL AUDIENCE (t)
No.
Homes
Rank
(000)
1 Gunsmoke
14,445
26.6
2 Have Gun, Will Travel 30.8
12,475
3 Ed Sullivan Show
26.6
25.0
12,475
4 The Untouchables
11,725
25.0
5 Playhouse 90
24.8
11,725
6 My Three Sons
11,631
24.6
7 Rawhide
11,537
8 Lawrence Welk Show 24.3
11,397
11,256
9
24.0
23.7
11,115
10 Wagon
Candid Train
Camera
Rating
NIELSEN AVERAGE AUDIENCE (t)
U.S.
TV% Homes

Rank
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

% U.S.
TV Homes
28.1
Gunsmoke
22.1
Have Gun, Will Travel 23.7
My
Three
Sons
21.5
Candid Camera
20.8
What's My Line
20.7
Real McCoys
20.6
Price Is Rght
20.5
Ed Sullivan Show
Holiday Lodge
19.6
19.1
G. E. Theatre

No.
Homes
(000)

13,179
11,115
10,365
10,084
9,755
9,708
9,661
9,615
10
9,192
(t) Homes reached by all or any part of8,958
the
program, except for homes viewing only 1
to 5 minutes.
(W Homes reached during the average minute of the program.
Background: The following programs in
alphabetical order, appear in this week's

tention to the positioning of auto accidents in all programs it sponsors because they "can look too contrived if
they are immediately followed by a
commercial about Allstate's auto insurNo Taboo List ■ Mr. Kletter of the
ance policies." Co., stated that Williams
J. B. Williams
does not have any list of programming
taboos. He does not see scripts of programs in advance, he said, explaining
that as general policy, Williams buys
into programs that "have track records" and accordingly, the company is
acquainted with the types of stories that
the various series present.
He noted that from 1958 through
1961, Williams has been a co-sponsor
or participating sponsor on 40 network
tv programs but pointed out they are
largely entertainment programs and
contain "nothing to be fearful of."
Mr. Kletter said cost-per-thousand
was not a major factor in Williams' buying decisions, pointing out the company
has sponsored various Arthur Godfrey
programs and The Original Amateur
Hour, both of which, he said, had high
costs-per-thousand but nevertheless were
regarded as satisfactory buys by Williams.

BROADCASTING tv ratngs roundup. Information isin following order: program
name, network, number of stations, sponsor, agency, day and time.
Candid Camera (CBS-175); Bristol-Myers
(Y&R), Lever (JWT), Sun., 10-10:30 p.m.
General Electric Theatre (CBS-168); GE
(BBDO), Sun., 9-9:30 p.m.
Gunsmoke (CBS-194); Remington Rand (Y&R);
L&M (D-F-S), Sat., 10-10:30 p.m.
Have Gun, Will Travel (CBS-177); Lever (JWT),
American Home Products (Bates), Sat.,
9:30-10 p.m.
Holiday Lodge (CBS-187); State Farm (NL&B),
Lipton (SSC&B), Sun., 9:30-10 p.m.
My Three Sons (ABC-188); Chevrolet (C-E),
Thur., 9-9:30 p.m.
Playhouse 90 (CBS-195); P&G (B&B); P. Lorillard (L&N);
Johnson's
Wax
(FC&B);Bristol-Myers
Starkist Tuna(Y&R);
(FC&B),
Tue.,
9:30-11 p.m.
Price Is Right (NBC-183); Lever (0BM), Wed.,
8:30-9 p.m.
Rawhide (CBS-190); Gen. Foods (B&B); Bristol-Myers (Y&R); Colgate (L&N); Drackett
(Y&R); Nabisco (M-E); Philip Morris (Burnett), Fri., 7:30-8:30 p.m.
Real McCoys (ABC-178); P&G (Compton),
Thur., 8:30-9 p.m.
Ed Sullivan (CBS-181); Colgate-Palmolive
(Bates), Eastman Kodak (JWT), Sun., 8-9
Untouchables (ABC-179); L&M (M-E), Armour
(FC&B), Whitehall (Bates), Beecham (K&E),
Union Carbide (Esty), Sunbeam (FC&B),
Thur., 9:30-10:30 p.m.
Wagon
p.m. Train (NBC-186); R. J. Reynolds (Esty),
Ford
(JWT),p.m.National Biscuit (M-E), Wed.,
7:30-8:30
What's My Line? (CBS-147); Sunbeam (PerrinPaus), Kellogg (Burnett), Sun., 10:30-11
Lawrence Welk Show (ABC-160); J. B. Williams (Parkson); Dodge (BBDO), Sat., 9-10
Copyright 1961 by A. C. Nielsen Co.
p.m.
(BROADCAST ADVERTISING) 35
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Gail Smith, director of advertising
and marketing research for General
Motors Corp., suggested last week that
the Station Representatives Assn. can
help improve the business prospects of
spot radio and television by (1) adopting acode to discredit questionable bases
in listener circulation claims and by
(2) streamlining the paperwork mechanics of spot buying.
Addressing the initial luncheon meeting of the new Detroit chapter of SRA
on Monday, Mr. Smith said the continuing intramural battle of exaggerated
rating claims in radio hurts stations and
prospective advertisers alike and creates
general mistrust.
As for buying spot on a national
basis, Mr. Smith observed that the
"paperwork and time consumed sometimes costs more than the campaign is

ratings

BY GENERAL

bubble

MOTORS

EXEC

us, rather than hacking away at each
other and belittling the real strength of
our entire industry. If radio deserves
larger appropriations, more stations undoubtedly will benefit."
Buttonholer
■ Mr. Smith felt there
could be great justification for increased
use of radio in the future. Radio catches
the prospect while he is actually using
the product and at a time when he

cannot be reached by other media, he
said.
Mr. Smith also asked broadcasters
and their representatives for their ideas
on how to improve on the use of spot
television. He said the man in the
family makes the car buying decision
and tv can reach him only at night.
He also noted that the auto industry
feels it needs more commercial time
than many other products to tell its story
and spot doesn't provide enough time.
"Spot tv, at night in prime time," he
said "just cannot provide, across the
board, selling opportunities of 60 seconds or longer. Believe me, there are
many choice spot periods available between top ranking network shows that
we would love to have, but we can't
justify the expenditure on a national
basis, at the expense of basic effort, for
a campaign of IDs or even 20-second
spots. We may be wrong, but we have
not been able to prove it up to now."
The auto industry's basic media, he
explained, include magazines and newspapers "which give us the opportunity
to establish image in style and appearance" and television which "provides
the benefits of practically giving the
viewer a demonstration ride." Adequate
weight must first be given to these
media, he said, "because they best answer our basic selling strategy." But
spot radio and spot tv are not quite
as supplemental as one might think, he

Among those at Station Representatives Assn.'s first Detroit luncheon
were (I to r) Robert Britton, vice president and director of media and research, MacManus, John & Adams;
Gail Smith, director of advertising and
market research, General Motors
Corp.; Sheldon Moyer, vice president,

D. P. Brother & Co.; Carl Uren, assistant advertising manager, Chevrolet
Motor Division of GM; Harold Savage,
media supervisor, Chevrolet; Carl
Georgi Jr., vice president, CampbellEwald Co.; Charles Fritz, vice president, John Blair Co., and president of
the Detroit SRA chapter.
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He asked stations to join their naworth."tional representatives in devoting more
time
thought
as to assist
how
radio "toas constructive
a medium can
further

HOOPER. JAN. -MAR. '61

RADIO

1ANSING
1320
24 HRS/DAY
5000 WATTS DAYS
1000 WATTS NIGHTS
represented exclusively by
Venard, Rintoul and McCo'nnell
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MEDIA AND
ADVERTISING PLANNERS
Ask your PGW Colonel to
show you PERSPECTIVE '61 %
—a quantitative study
of South Florida media.

Metropolitan Miami has now become a member of the magic circle
of American cities with populations of one million or over. This means
Miami joins that distinguished group of 15 cities which account for
one-third of America's population and retail buying power. Today, the
population of the vast South Florida market is 1,850,000— and only
WTVJ among all media covers it totally, with one signal, with circulation
greater than any other TV station, greater than any newspaper.

WTVJ®

TELEVISION IN
SOUTH FLORIDA

A Wometco Enterprises, Inc. Station • South Florida's Largest Daily Circulation
REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY PETERS, GRIFFIN , WOODWARD, INC

Statement Required by the Act of
August 24, 1912, as Amended
by the Acts of March 3, 1933,
and July 2, 1946 and June 11,
1960 (74 Stat. 208) Showing
the Ownership, Management,
and Circulation of Broadcasting, published weekly at Washington, D. C, for September
27, 1961.
1. The names and addresses of the publisher,
editor,
managing editor, and general manager
are:
Publisher and Editor— SOL TAISHOFF, Washington, D. C.
Managing Editor — ART KING, Bethesda, Md.
General Manager — MAURICE H. LONG, Chevy
Chase, Md.
2. The owner is: (If owned by a corporation,
its name and address must be stated and also
immediately thereunder the names and addresses
of stockholders owning or holding 1 percent or
more of total amount of stock. If not owned by
a corporation, the names and addresses of the
individual owners must be given. If owned by a
partnership or other unincorporated firm its name
and address, as well as that of each individual
member, must be given.)
Broadcasting Publications, Inc., Washington
D. C. ; Sol Taishoff, Washington, D. C.
Betty Tash Taishoff, Washington, D. C.
Lawrence B. Taishoff, Washington, D. C.
Joanne T. Cowan, Westport, Conn.
3. The known bondholders, mortgagees, and
other security holders owning or holding 1 percent or more of total amount of bonds, mortgages, or other securities are: (If there are none,
so state.) None.
4. Paragraphs 2 and 3 include, in cases where
the stockholder or security holder appears upon
the books of the company as trustee or in any
other fiduciary relation, the name of the person
or corporation for whom such trustee is acting;
also the statements in the two paragraphs show
the affiant's full knowledge and belief as to the
circumstances and conditions under which stockholders and security holders who do not appear
upon the books of the company as trustees, hold
stock and securities in a capacity other than
that of a bona fide owner.
5. The average number of copies of each
Issue of this publication sold or distributed,
through scribers
the duringmails
otherwise,
to paid
subthe 12or months
preceding
the date
shown above was: 23.216.
MAURICE H. LONG
Vice President and General Manager
Sworn to and subscribed before me this 27th
day of September 1961.
ETHNA WHITE
Notary Public
(Seal)
(My commission expires Feb. 28, 1966)
. . . about paid circulation
The surest barometer of the reader acceptance of any publication is its paid circulation.
People read business and trade papers for
news and ideas that will help them in their
jobs, not for entertainment.
The purchase of a subscription immediately
establishes a contractual relationship between
the subscriber and the publisher. The subscriber buys the publication and anticipates
news and features to keep him abreast of
developments in his own business. He expects
the publication to reach him regularly
throughout the subscription year. If reader
interest is not maintained, paid circulation
is directly affected.
BROADCASTING for the past 12 months
averaged a paid weekly circulation of 23,216
(as sworn above in the ownership statement).
This is the largest paid circulation in the
vertical radio-tv publication field as confirmed by Audit Bureau of Circulations.
Incidentally only BROADCASTING »" >*S
field qualifies for ABC membership since the
pre-requisite is paid circulation.
That's why the intelligent advertiser always chooses BROADCASTING as his basic
promotional medium in 'the radio-tv trade
field. He knows paid circulation is a true
reflection of the publication's value.
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explained, because "we probably invest
more" in spot radio-tv "than many advertisers who use them as basic media."
How They Do It ■ The General
Motors executive, in suggesting that
SRA can and should take the lead in
adopting a code to discredit questionable
bases for circulation claims in radio,
asked: "How in the world can two or
even more than two stations claim to
be number one in a given market?" His
answer: "Very easily. One station
opens a half-hour earlier than the others; one station remains on the air a
half-hour later than the others and the
third only researches homes outside the
signal of the other two."
Mr. Smith acknowledged that audience research is expensive, but thinks
more qualitative, not quantitative, work
is needed. General Motors itself must

vertising on tv, more favorably so, in
fact, than by the same advertising in
print media.
This approval for auto ads in tv came
Thursday in Chicago from typical
housewife delegates attending an advermagazine's
tising panel during
fifth annual
CongressMcCall's
on Better
Living.

the
what and
to "see"
able on
being like
liked look
They cars
new
television
they felt television gives them a better
concept of how their own families
would look in the cars being shown.
The women, however, expressed extreme dislike of drug advertising on tv

feel "sick"
actuallyInstead,
said they them.
some watching
and from
just
they
said, they like to read drug ads in print
because they feel they get more information this way and can re-read technical points.
do more, he said, "and we're going to
The 65 McCall's magazine delegates,
chosen to make up a representative
see that it is accomplished."
Before joining GM, Mr. Smith owned national sample from all the states,
his own production firm for a short favored informative tv commercials,
period and before that for some 16 years subtle or sophisticated spots, cartoon
was with Procter & Gamble, ultimately ads and personal endorsements by well
as associate manager of the advertising known people. Tv personalities are
production division.
believable salesmen, they think, but tv
His last bit of advice:
doctors are "obviously phony."
"Finally, I bring you a plea from our
Other panel meetings earlier in the
timebuyers. Market selection is our busi- week disclosed reports from the deleness. If we do not include a market,
gates that their families' adult tv viewdon't come rushing in with the news
ing is "slightly off" and more selective
that we forgot that there are umpteen
dealers in WWW radioland. Hell, we but radio listening is up, "music to work
by." Only one of the 65 delegates has
know. We put 'em there."
a color tv set but she reported, "we
love it and we wouldn't go back to black
THE WOMAN'S VIEW
and white." Others reported family
interest in getting color tv, but many
She prefers tv auto ads
still think the price is too high and fear
too many service calls.
to print, 'McCall's' finds
Radio and tv set ownership among
Although General Motors may be
more interested in reaching the man of the delegates was high, some reporting
the family through television (see story, as many as five and six radios per household and most two or three. About one
page 36), the woman of the house is
quite favorably impressed by auto ad- third said they have two tv sets.
Wool

Bureau

moves

into television

For the first time in its history,
the Wool Bureau Inc., New York,
is using television as an advertising
medium, placing 20-second announcements primarily in Class
"AAA" time slots in four major markets to promote fall men's wear.
The copy theme in the commercial
is: "If it isn't wool, forget it!" In
each of the cities, local store credits
will be given, and national manufacturer credit will be provided to Kuppenheimer, Timely and Hammonton
Park. The campaign started last
week in Chicago, spreads this week
to New York, Los Angeles and
Washington, D. C, and continues
through mid-October. The filming
and creation of the commercial,

which includes four characters, were
prepared
by the Wool
Bureau's
agency, Hockaday
Assoc.,
New
York. The Wool Bureau is financed
by wool growers throughout the
world.
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What

famous

communicator

said

what?

These are the first letters of a famous five-

word statement in history. Give them a whirl— then help yourself to the answer you'll find below. To ease the
tease, here are a few hints about their author. 1. He was a commander but, contrary to a current cigarette commercial, "they" weren't welcome aboard! 2. His last name rhymes, appropriately, with "torrents."
On the subject of famous communicators, the letters WWDC have long spelled radio "leadership" in the rich,
ever-expanding Washington, D.C. 5-county metropolitan area. Leadership in listeners— in programming—
in personalities— in dollars-and-cents results to advertisers. Let us communicate your sales message.

. . . the station that keeps people in mind
Member of the Blair Group Plan . . . represented nationally by John Blair & Co.
And in growing Jacksonville, Fla., it's WWDC-owned

WMBR

,,d!MS 941 d(1 3A!3 ),u0Q,t — 33U9Jmb"| samef japuewwoQ
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Ted
Bates'
minimum
share
plan
FIVE PRODUCTION COMPANIES ENTER AGREEMENT ON COMMERCIALS
Ted Bates & Co., an individualistic
tirely unprecedented. Robert Margulies,
to a word. A spokesman for Sarra Inc.
said that Bates would get no price disagency lished
when
it
comes
to
"rules,"
estabBates'
vice
president
in
charge
of
comone in the television commercial
mercial broadcast production, indicated
counts as a result of the agreement. He
production field last week that had that that other agencies follow a similar
said the agency was looking for a
element of the industry humming.
practice on a perhaps less formalized
guarantee of "good quality and good
The agency announced it had agreed
basis. "The only revolutionary thing service" and "that's what it will get."
to grant five leading tv commercial pro- we've done," he said, "is to be open
He added that Bates will also get "closer
ducers at least a minimum share of its
about our operation."
communication" with its production
total annual commercial production
Nothing Sinister ■ Mr. Margulies
companies and more efficiency for its
business in return for assurances of top- emphasized that there was nothing
money. His company, he said, will still
quality service and closer cooperation.
"sinister" or "unethical" in what his have to do a competitive job and had
The announcement stressed that the agency had done, which in effect was to no written commitment from Bates that
agreement did not place the firms in- insure itself and its clients of the "high- it will always receive a percentage of
volved under any obligation to the
est consistent production quality."
business.
The agency executive explained that theA agency's
agency, and did not preclude Bates from
representative of VPI Productions
giving business to outside companies.
since the companies involved were some
said an important result of the agreeThe five firms are VPI Productions,
ment was that Bates would now get the
of the best in the business, Bates' clients
were now assured that their commerFilmways Inc., Transfilm-Caravel, MPO
help
of
outfits at an earlier
cials would be produced only by top date thanproduction
Videotronics and Sarra. All were albefore. The spokesman said
ready enjoying a good percentage of crews. He added that a lot of waste
he was willing to bet that the agency
motion would be avoided, and that the would be dealing out the same percentBates commercial production business,
which is estimated to bill about $2.5
agency could enjoy the talents of the
age of its business to the five companies
production crews at an earlier date. Mr.
million a year. Although the agency
as
it
had done in the past. "Remember
did not indicate in money or specific Margulies indicated that in many in- one thing,"
he said, "We have to do a
stances
the
production
companies
would
good job or Bates will knock us right
percentage figures how much each production company would be allotted
be called in on even the earliest planNot Beneficial ■ A spokesman for
ning levels on a consultation basis. He
under the agreement, it was believed
that they will divide about 80% of said that his agency feels that all these
Van Pragg Productions, a company not
factors are of considerable and sufficient
included in the Bates agreement, said
Bates' business among them. This would
benefit and that Bates does not expect
give each company an average of 16%
that his firm "wouldn't have any part"
of $2 million, or approximately $400,the production companies to give it pri- of the deal — "it wouldn't be beneficial."
ority services over another agency.
He explained that entering such an
000 from Bates. The remaining $500,000 worth of business would be availSome of the companies questioned,
agreement meant a company would
able to other companies.
which will now be servicing Bates, have its top crews tied up. "We believe
in servicing
off." an industry, not only an
The agreement apparently is not en- echoed Mr. Margulies sentiments almost
agency,"
he declared.
Last week
Van Pragg circulated a
Bell & Howell ignores boycott threat
Bell & Howell announced last readers to write the sponsor and to
week that it would not give in to send copies to the FCC and the netthreatened boycotting of its products
work. One headline read "Tv Threat
in certain areas, especially Shreve
To Racial Harmony" he said. The
newspaper also suggested that Bell
port, La., as a result of its sponsor& Howell pay for equal time on the
ship Sept. 19 of the ABC-TV oneair to reply, the spokesman said.
hour documentary on the problems
of the Negro, Walk in My Shoes.
E. Newton Wray, KTBS-TV president and general manager, recalled
Company President Peter G. Peterson mentioned the subject during his some complaints were telephoned to
the station during the program. He
testimony before the FCC's hearing
said the station last Tuesday donated
in New York last week (see p. 23).
a
half hour of time to William
The major advertiser said it will
Rainach of the White Citizens Councontinue its sponsorship of tv public
cils of America and Thad Touchservice documentary programs "withstone of Monitor South for reply.
out exercising censorship over proShreveport
Response ■ As of
gram production or subject treatafternoon, Bell & Howell
ment" in spite of economic pres- Thursday
had received 406 letters and wires
sures. A Bell & Howell representative said the Shreveport outburst ap- from all areas except Shreveport that
were favorable to the Negro show
peared to stem from articles and
and 162 that were unfavorable. From
editorials in the Shreveport Journal
Shreveport a total of 263 had been
(operator of KSLA-TV there) which
received that were unfavorable plus
protested the ABC-TV show carried
on KTBS-TV there and which urged
a "sprinkling" of favorable.
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news release to agencies which pointed
out that it had "only first teams available" and that all of its clients — "big or
small" — always got first preference.
Other sources noted that other big
agencies have their favorite production
companies too, and on an informal basis
give them a good share of their business. Reportedly, several years ago
Compton Adv. entered into a similar
agreement, also with five production
companies, but that it proved impractical and was dropped after a time.
Dairy group sets ad plans
The American Dairy Assn.'s consumer promotion program for 1962 has been
set at $5.2 million dollars, with almost
$4.15 million to be spent in tv, radio,
magazines, newspapers and billboards,
ADA announced last week. ADA said
some network tv participations are under
consideration to support its co-sponsorship of the Dinah Shore show on NBCTV Fridays 9:30-10:30 p.m. Selected
local radio-tv spot also may be used.
ADA agencies: Compton Adv. and
Campbell-Mithun, both Chicago.
BROADCASTING, October 2, 1961

RCA

TV

Microwave
New

TVM-1B

Spans

136

Equipment
Over

Great

Engineered by RCA specialists, this single-hop Microwave
system transmits TV programs from a 9000-ft. mountain
peak near Salt Lake City . . . traveling across the length
of Great Salt Lake, and through a mountain pass to the
receiving point in Idaho, 136 miles away. From there the
programs are distributed via another RCA Microwave
link, 89 miles long, to station KID-TV in Idaho Falls.
"We're getting the kind of superior performance and reliability that one might expect from short-hop studio-totransmitter links," reports Carroll Secrist, KID-TV
Chief Engineer. "The new TVM-1B equipment has been
in operation since January 1961. A series of measurements recently made indicate: video signal-to-noise
ratio (PP/RMS) . . . 64db; audio signal-to-noise ratio . . .

Miles

Carries
Salt

Lake

TV
To

in

a

Single

Hop!

Signals
KID-TV,

Idaho

Falls

greater than 65db. Propagational reliability, conservatively
estimated at 99.9 percent, is approaching 99.99 percent."
RCA's new TVM-1B Microwave Relay equipment is designed for maximum performance with reliability and
economy in transmission of television programs in blackand-white and color. This superiority of performance
and reliability is being proved daily in over 700 TVM
systems now in use.
A new RCA TVM-1B Microwave system for your installation may be counted on to accomplish impressive results.
Be sure to consult your RCA representative on your
microwave plans. Or write to RCA, Broadcast and
Television Equipment, Department A -22, Building
15-5, Camden, N. J.

The Most Trusted Name in Television
RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA

ARBITRON'S DAILY CHOICES
Listed below are the highest ranking the American
Research Bureau,
television shows for each day of the These ratings are from a sample of
week Sept. 21-27 as rated by the 1,200 television homes per half hour
National Arbitron instant ratings of properly distributed across the U. S.
Date
Program and Time
Network Rating
*Thur., Sept. 21
The Untouchables (9:30 p.m.)
ABC-TV 22.7
*Fri., Sept. 22
Twilight Zone (10 p.m.)
CBS-TV 28.4
*Sat.,
Saturday
Movies (9 p.m.) NBC-TV
Sun., Sept.
Sept. 23
24
Bonanza (9Night
p.m.)
NBC-TV 24.4
27.3
Mon., Sept. 25
The Price Is Right (8:30 p.m.)
NBC-TV 21.2
Tue., Sept. 26
Dick Powell Show (9 p.m.)
NBC-TV 24.5
Wed., Sept. 27
Wagon Train (7:30 p.m.)
NBC-TV 25.5
*Multi-city
Chicago,
Detroit,
Washington).Arbitron
National(Baltimore,
Arbitron rating
beganCleveland,
Sun., Sept.
24. New York, Philadelphia and
Coppright 1961 American Research Bureau
TV Fridays 9:30-10:30 p.m. Selected
local radio-tv spot also may be used.
ADA agencies: Compton Adv. and
Campbell-Mithun, both Chicago.
Agency appointments...
■ Pet Dairy Products Co. (division of
Pet Milk Co., St. Louis), Johnson City,
Tenn., appoints Henderson Adv.,
Greenville, S. C, to handle its advertising and promotion.
■ Mineral Industries (Peak and Nor
Way antifreeze), Chicago, to Fuller &
Smith & Ross there. Radio-tv planned.
■ Comay Labs. Inc. (Or-A-Azma tablets), Lake Forest, 111., to Stern, Wal-

ters & Simmons, Chicago. Radio is
planned.
■ Dr. Salsbury's Laboratories (manufacturer of poultry medicines and feed
activities), Charles City, Iowa, appoints
Flnlay, Marley & Hodgson, Chicago,
as its new agency, effective Jan. 1.
Rep appointments...
■ WCSH Portland, WRDO Augusta
and WLBZ Bangor, all Maine, and
WERI Westerly, R. I.: Nona Kirby Co.
as New England representative.
■ WATE-TV Knoxville, Tenn.: Harrington, Righter & Parsons, effective
Oct. 1. Also on this date, Robert East-

man Co. became national representative for WATE Radio.
■ WJAB Portland, Me.: Foster &
Creed,
sentative.Boston, as New England repre■ WKDL Clarksdale, Miss.: WalkerRawalt Co., New York.
RTES

sets

courses

for 1961-62 seminar
A variety of broadcast subjects, including an analysis of firms that make
up the industry, will be covered during
the newly-designed 1961-62 Timebuying
& Selling Seminar of the Radio & Television Executives Society this season.
The comprehensive, eight-week course,
which begins Oct. 24, also includes a
discussion of how marketing considerations direct choice of media and markets, how the station representative
functions, and how the network functions.
Sessions five through eight will highlight "Using Research for Your Decisions;" "Buying the Schedule;" "Getting
Your Media Money's Worth," and
"Working Together for Better Advertising" (agency-media relations).
The series of 90-minute discussions
will be held at 5:30 p.m. each Tuesday
beginning Oct. 24 (except Nov. 7, Election Day) at 49 E. 52nd St., New York,
a CBS Radio studio. The registration
fee for the course is $15.

PROGRAMMING

RTNDA

hears

of

threat

to

news

freedom

NEWSMEN, MEETING IN WASHINGTON, WORRY ABOUT FEDERAL CONTROLS
Broadcast newsmen met last week
Saturday night dinner addressed by attacks on his "wasteland" speech last
Edward R. Murrow, director of the May and has declined reply time.
at the source of many of their worst
U. S. Information Agency. Other
troubles and much of their big news —
He tosaid
broadcast
journalism
more
offer
the American
people"hasin
speakers included David Brinkley,
the Nation's Capital. More than 200
freedom than the government regudelegates at the Radio-Television News
NBC; Newton N. Minow, FCC chairlators have to offer them by methods
man, and Donald H. McGannon,
Directors Assn.'s convention Sept. 2730 talked over their freedom problems
Westinghouse Broadcasting Co. presi- of official persuasion."
Mr. Monroe charged, there is
and ways to improve service to the
dent. A group of top Washington ad- tooBut,
much fear of Washington among
ministrators gave background talks.
public.
broadcasters. Some stations are afraid
Two top RTNDA members warned
Mr. Monroe urged broadcast newsof government interference with freemen "to stand up like men and fight to criticize congressmen "lest they
dom of expression. They were Bill government interference in the radio
somehow act adversely on the station's
Monroe, NBC Washington, retiring
and television news field." He said relicensing by the FCC." He added,
"Some broadcasters have become overly
they should attack threats to freedom
president, and Russ Van Dyke, KRNTneurotic about the threat of governof the air just as newspapermen attack
AM-TV Des Moines, a past president
ment. The men on the FCC are not
of the association.
any effort to remove their freedoms.
Mr. Monroe said federal regulation
He said he speaks for himself when he head hunters. They're not about to
of any one segment of the broadcast
take anyone's license away capricisays that no one should take the future
industry is reflected in broadcast news.
freedom of broadcast news for granted.
ously." He contended the federal government's role should be toward miniMr. Van Dyke warned of the influence
The Other Cheek ■ Mr. Monroe said
mum rather than maximum regulation.
Mr. Minow has demonstrated his own
of the FCC, for example, in station
Mr. Van Dyke posed this question,
editorials.
faith in the value of broadcast edito"Would
a station involved in FCC hearThe RTNDA convention opened
rials, recalling that the FCC chairman
ings editorialize against Chairman
Wednesday afternoon and ended at a accepted in good humor the broadcast
BROADCASTING, October 2, 1961
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Agencyman
over

worried

criticism

of ads

Concern for the continuing attacks
on advertising in general and tv in particular has been expressed by Thomas
B. Adams, president of Campbell-Ewald,
Detroit. "I have
no complaint regarding sincere
and objective criticism, but it is almost impossible
to find a favorable review of advertising in the
public prints. Certainly, there must
be something
Mr. Adams
good we do," Mr.
Adams said.
The agency official told the annual
sales convention of Time Magazine in
Bermuda Sept. 19 that he is alarmed because pseudo critics are sowing seeds
of mistrust, especially against television
commercials and billboards, that ultimately hurts all advertising. He said
snide comments by these critics diminish the power of advertising and consequently make it less appealing to potential advertisers. "I suggest that magazines and newspapers figure out where
their
real, long-range interests lie," he
cautioned.
Mr. Adams also cited the damaging

Minow? Or if, in all honesty, it wanted
to come out for Mr. Minow, wouldn't
this be misunderstood and thus weaken
the whole broadcast editorial function?
Does it not strain people's credulity to
promote unbiased news coverage on
the one hand, and then assume a strong
editorial stand on the other,"
He also questioned whether broadcast news directors can approach subjects objectively if the station management has already taken a public stand
on the issues. He questioned management's fitness to comment on subjects
without benefit of a news background.
Critics ■ The whole matter of editorializing was covered in depth during
the convention. Heavy criticism was
voiced by many of the news directors.
C. Wrede Petersmeyer, president of
Corinthian Broadcasting Corp., observed while moderating a panel session that lack of an editorial slant at a
station can add to the believability of
newscasts on the part of the public.
He warned stations not to bend over
too far in broadcasting news unfavorable to the industry.
Elmer Lower, NBC news and public
BROADCASTING, October 2, 1961

effect such loose comments have on
the recruitment of creative talent for
the advertising agency field. CampbellEwald has a college training course, he
related, and said "to our great shock we
find these young people are often reluctant to enter advertising because, to
boil it down, they feel it is dishonorable. Ithink they are influenced by the
attitude adopted by the critics of advertising."
He called upon all in advertising and

editorial work to act now to stem the
tide of unwarranted attacks and to explain to the consumer "fully, honestly
and convincingly" how the American
economy is put together and how advertising fits in. "Beyond the basic role
of advertising as a mover of goods,"
he continued, "its many beneficial byproducts should be stressed, from free
tv and the low cost of a copy of Time
to continuing education, from good
dental habits to driving safely."

Commercials
in production
Listings include new commercials be- Dallas; Ben January, a.e. & prod. mgr. Approx.
cost $2,400.
ing made for national or large regionHumble Oil & Refining Co. (gasoline), four
al radio or television campaigns. Ap58s, animation, film. Bob Farrar, prod. mgr.
pearing in sequence are names of ad- Agency: McCann-Erickson (Houston), John Walvertiser, product, number, length and
lace, a.e. & prod. mgr. Approx. cost $4,000.
type of commercial, production manGray & O'Reilly Productions, 480 Lexington
ager, agency with its account executive
Ave., NYC 17.
and production manager, and approxiNational Biscuit Co. (all products), two 20mate cost of commercial.
sec. Wagon Train billboards, live, film. John
Bandelier Films Inc., 1837 Lomas Blvd. N.E., O'Reilly and George Livermore, prod. mgrs.
Agency: McCann-Erickson; William Workman,
Albuquerque, N. M.
M. J. Holloway & Co. (candy), three 60s, prod. mgr.
American Home Products (Chef-Boy-Ar-De)
animation, film. Agency: Erwin Wasey, Ruthrauff
five 60s, six 20s, live, film. George Livermore
& Ryan.
and John O'Reilly, prod. mgrs. Agency: Young
Commercial Recording Corp., 3104 Maple Ave., & Rubicam; Theodore Storb, prod. mgr.
Dallas 4, Tex.
Scripto, (pens), one 60, one 20, live, film.
Burroughs Mills (Light Crust Flour), eight George Livermore and John O'Reilly, prod. mgrs.
60s (sing-along jingles), stereo tape for radio. Agency: McCann-Marschalk; Paul Blustain, prod,
Bob Farrar, prod. mgr. Agency: Sanders Adv., mgr.

affairs director, said news competition
is increasing in Washington. He said
President Kennedy has made wider use
of live and tape tv exclusives in addition to the live broadcasts of news
conferences. He said it remains to be
seen whether ABC-TV management
will supply James C. Hagerty, news
vice president, with a budget large
enough to make tv network newscastingRobert
"a three-way
race."president of the
E. Dunville,
Crosley stations, said the average tv
station has neither the men nor time
to editorialize regularly and expertly.
He described the combination of network and station news coverage as an
important public service.
On the other hand Crawford Rice,
WTVT (TV) Tampa, Fla., advocated
regular editorializing on area issues.
His station carries nightly editorials
running two to three minutes as an
expression of station management.
WTVT's program department is built
around the news operation. Donald
McDonald, tv news chief of the Canadian Broadcasting Corp., advised stations to improve their news product

rather than to editorialize. He called
the RTNDA's campaign against rules
banning coverage of court trials a
waste of time. With several other
speakers, he stressed the desirability of
late-evening news wrapups for the day.
Minority ■ Informal polls showed
only a minority of stations editorialize
daily, with roughly a fourth doing it
on a regular basis. No news director
responded to a request for showing of
hands on those having full control over
editorials.
"Rip-and-read" newscasting was criticized at a morning radio discussion.
Jack Webster, CKNW New Westminster, B. C, described it as "pap for
the masses." Eugene Hallman, CBC
programming vice president, said the
Canadian corporation does not combine opinion discussions and news, and
takes no editorial stands.
Jim Bormann, WCCO Minneapolis,
said in a discussion of actors vs. reporters that "a pratfall may be more
interesting than a solid newscast." Jack
Shelley, WHO Des Moines, thought a
way should be developed to symbolize43
professional stature in newsmen. He

Board members of Radio-Television
News Directors Assn. met Sept 27, the
opening day of the association's annual convention in Washington. Sitting (Ito r): Leo G. Willette, WWL-TV
New Orleans; Jack Morris, KTUL-TV
Tulsa, Okla.; Bill Monroe, NBC Washington, RTNDA president; Bill Small,
WHAS-AM-TV Louisville, board chairman; Dick Cheverton, WOOD-AM-TV
Grand Rapids, Mich.; Rob Downey,

WMSB East Lansing, Mich.; Dick
John, WKY-TV Oklahoma City.
Standing: Bill Garry, WBBM-AM-TV
Chicago; Harry McKenna, WEAN Providence, R. I.; Lee White, KROS Clinton, Iowa; Edward Ryan, WTOP Washington; Bob Frank, WOC-AM-TV Davenport, Iowa; Hugh Brenner, CFPL London, Ont.; Bert Cannings, CFCF Montreal, Que.;
Columbia,
Mo. Philip Berk, KOMU-TV

added that opinion leaders can be
reached "by a solid news job." George
Brown, WOR New York, said the public doesn't care whether a newsman is
an actor or reporter but pointed to the
value of a news sense, personality and
poise on the air. He said WOR newsmen do not do station breaks and other
chores.
Jim Bennett, KLZ Denver, agreed
the public doesn't care about a newscasters qualification. He said a station
survey found 75 respondents approve
of news sound effects and 318 disapprove. Bill Small, WHAS Louisville,
did not feel a newscaster should do a
commercial. He said that local exposure of corruption can build a station following.
RTNDA Seal ■ A seal of approval
for RTNDA stations, supported by a
public relations campaign to promote
confidence in reliability and believability, was proposed by the Ethics &
Standards Committee headed by Fred
Heckman, WIBC Indianapolis.
The committee felt broadcast management should be given a better understanding of RTNDA policies and
standards, after which the doors would
be
closedunless
"to new
renewals
there membership
is adherence andto

port added, "If the ethics and standards of all are not unimpeachable, the
handwriting is on the wall for eventual
governmental control, enforced by the
threat of revocation of license. It is
only a minority of the stations, mainly
those represented in RTNDA, that even
approach producing what should be
expected of a news operation; and
many of us fall far short of achieving
minimal standards and ethics."
Empty Words ■ Critical comments
were made about RTNDA and NAB

policy by both management and newsmen.
Without publicity and understanding,
the committee felt, the RTNDA Freedom of Information Committee cannot
function freely and effectively.
The committee said the ethics problem is "serious, if not critical, in the
actual life of this profession." The re44 (PROGRAMMING)

codes. The committee said, "The pious
wording of our standards and ethics
policy and those of the NAB code mean
nothing, for there is no enforcement
nor can the adherence to the policy
be worn as a badge of honor, for it is
not recognized as such either by most
stations, by management, by agency,
by government or anyone else, other
than a few members of RTNDA."
The committee recalled an RTNDA
study of stations "that were dubious
of broadcasting editorials not in agreement with the (past or present) federal
administration, for fear of retaliation
by the FCC." It added, "There were
The Career Recruiting Committee
ofmany."
RTNDA has been working to increase the supply of young people of
high quality in broadcast journalism,
according to the report of the committee headed by Marlowe Froke of Penn
State, chairman. A recent RTNDA
bulletin listed 92 names of students
who were graduated in tfie field last
June. It has studied the proposal for
RTNDA
sponsorship of a national

Broadcast News Day, or week, during
which broadcasters would invite high
school students to their stations and
acquaint the public with the importance of broadcast news. It is reviewing
a proposal by Julian Goodman, NBC
newsman, for creation of a national!
clearing house on job information.
The Research Committee, headed by
Robert Lindsay, U. of Minnesota, endorsed a survey of broadcast journalism
scholarships conducted by Prof. Gordon
B. Greb, of San Jose State College for
the Council on Radio & Television
Journalism.
Sen. Kenneth Keating (R-N. Y.), a
regular user of radio and tv in his.
state, said broadcast newsmen should
not only disseminate information but
also should "sharpen the edge of awareness, of screening the myth from the
reality, of setting up the psychological
anti-missile missile that clears the air
of false notions, lulling half-truths and
calculated confusion."
News

directors pick

five for annual

awards

National news awards by the RadioTelevision News Directors Assn. were
last week to three tv and twopresented
radio
stations.
Named for awards in the tv division,
were WSB-TV Atlanta, for television,
editorializing; WDSU-TV New Orleans,,
for reporting of community problems,
and WNBC-TV New York, for reporting of an on-the-scene news story.
Radio awards went to WSAC Fort
Knox, Ky., for editorializing and:
WBBM Chicago for reporting of community problems. No award was made
in the radio spot news category. KGVO'
Missoula, Mont., was cited for its program, Editor's
Judges
in Desk.
the awards competition
were Prof. Baskett Mosse, Medill
School of Journalism, Northwestern U.;.
Prof. Richard Yoakam, Indiana U.;
Russ Van Dyke, KRNT Des Moines,.
Ia.; Sheldon Peterson, WTCN Minneapolis; Jack Krueger, WTMJ Milwaukee, and Frank Jordan, NBC Chicago.
Public affairs: only
results count-McGannon
Public affairs programs must bring
results and their effectiveness should be
based on what happens after the program is over, Donald H. McGannon,
president of Westinghouse Broadcasting
Co., told the Radio-Television News
Directors Assn. Sept. 29 at its Washington meeting.
Mr. McGannon addressed the Friday
dinner session. The other speaker was.
MCC Chairman Newton N. Minow.
(For report on Minow talk, see At
Deadline).
WJZ-TV Baltimore, a WBC station,
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agencies,

advertisers
are

-the

only

tv station

up-to-date
coverage

now

and
using

industry-accepted

data

CALL

for efficient

. . .WIRE

broadcasters

... OR

source

time

WRITE

of radio

buying

TODAY

and

selling

for immediate

delivery of the NCS '61 facts you need ... on any
stations, radio or tv, in any or all 50 states.

CHICAGO
NEW

or all

1, ILLINOIS-360 N. Michigan Ave., FRanklin 2-3810

YORK 22, NEW

MENLO

and

YORK— 575 Lexington Ave., MUrray Hill 8-1020

PARK, CALIFORNIA— 70 Willow Road, DAvenport 1-7700

HOLLYWOOD

28, CALIFORNIA— 1680 N. Vine St., HOIIywood 6-4391

overage
Service
a service of A. C. Nielsen Company
2101 Howard Street, Chicago 45, Illinois • HOIIycourt 5-4400
*As of September 1961
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First ratings

for the

As more of the networks' new
prime-time shows last week made
their first appearance of the 1961-62
season, the programmers responsible
for their selection (or creation) and
the sales executives for their sale to
advertisers paid closer attention to
audience reaction (and the reviews)
than to the programs themselves.
Among the tell-tale marks this
SUNDAY
7:30-8
Follow the Sun (ABC)
Dennis the Menace (CBS)
World (NBC)
8-*Disney's
8-30
Follow the Sun (ABC)
Ed Sullivan (CBS)
World (NBC)
9-'Disney's
9:30
Preview (ABC)
*G. E. Theatre (CBS)
t*Bonanza (NBC)
9:30-10
Asphalt Jungle (ABC) (repeat)
Holiday Lodge (CBS) (summer)
t*Bonanza (NBC)
MONDAY
7=30-8
*Cheyenne
To
Tell the (ABC)
Truth (CBS)
No network service (NBC)
8- 830
*Cheyenne (ABC)
*Pete
& Gladys
tNational
Velvet (CBS)
(NBC)
9- 9-30
Surfside Six (ABC) (repeat)
Spike Jones (CBS)
87th Precinct (NBC)
9:30-10
Adventures in Paradise (ABC) (repeat)
Ann Southern (CBS)
87th Precinct (NBC)
10- 10:30
Adventures in Paradise (ABC) (repeat)
*Hennesey (NBC)
(CBS)
tThriller
10:30-11
Peter Gunn (ABC) (repeat)
tTve Got a Secret (CBS)

Rating

new

television

early in the season: the overnight
national reports delivered to advertisers, agencies and to two of the
three networks (NBC-TV is not a
client). American Research Bureau's
national Arbitron service started on
Sunday, Sept. 24, surveying the entire U. S. in each time zone and in
both urban and rural areas by means
of meters and coincidental calling.
Audience
share
22.5
32.6
38.3%

10.7
15.7
18.3
13.8
19.0
21.3
8.8
20.5
25.0

14.6
34.0
41.7

8.0
15.4
29.5

16.7
27.9
53.5

17.7
16.7

36.2
34.7

19.1
17.1
10.6
19.4
13.5
20.7
15
14.4
21.4
12.9
16.8
17.8
8.9
19.0

Two specials were on Wednesday:
Victor Borge on CBS-TV, 9-10 p.m.
(high with a little over a 21 rating
for the full hour and ahead of the

plans to start a new cooperative community effort Oct. 2 based on community activities which will push or lead
the viewer directly rather than indirectly, he said.
The program is called Focal Point
and its essential design is the very tight
interrelation between a thoroughly organized community structure and a series of related tv programs he said. The
46 (PROGRAMMING)

season

24.6
33.5
37.8

34.9
31.4
20.1
32.7
23.0
34.4
27.4
27.0
39.1
25.7
34.3
36.0
19.4
40.6

From Sunday night (Sept. 24)
through Wednesday (Sept. 27), the
Arbitron had methodically clicked
off ratings, shares, sets in use and
coverage statistics for every prime
time period on the tv air. Result:
an interesting quick glimpse of impressions made by the new shows
as well as the newly-made shows of
continuing series.
Rating

tThriller (NBC)

16.3

Audience
share
35.5%

11.3

25.2

TUESDAY
Bugs Bunny (ABC) (repeat)
7:30-8network service (CBS)
No
9-*Laramie
9:30
(NBC)
Stagecoach West (ABC) (repeat)
t*Red Skelton (CBS)
*Dick Powell (NBC)
9:30-10
Stagecoach
West (ABC) (repeat)
*lchabod & Me (CBS)
*Dick
10- 10:30Powell (NBC)
Alcoa Presents (ABC) (repeat)
*Garry Moore (CBS)
Cain's Hundred (NBC)
No
network service (ABC)
10:30-11
*Garry Moore (CBS)
Cain's Hundred (NBC)

21.2
8.4
23.9
22.8
8.4
17.6
26.1
7.6
23.1
13.8
24.9
14.0

WEDNESDAY
*Steve Allen (ABC)
10.6
7=30-8 Run (CBS) (repeat)
Malibu
13.3
8-8-30
*Wagon Train (NBC)
23.8
*Steve Allen (ABC)
11.7
Malibu Run (CBS) (repeat)
11.1
*Wagon Train (NBC)
27.1
8-30-9
*Top Cat (ABC)
17.9
Music special (CBS)
7.5
Joey Bishop (NBC)
24.8
New programs are in bold face type.
*Season premiere.
tNew time period for a continuing series.

other programs on the other two
networks), and the Jack Benny spewhich was nip 'n'
tuck cial
with(CBS-TV)
Naked City on ABC-TV

success of these programs will be measured only by their ability to make something happen in Baltimore after the
broadcast is over.
Mr. McGannon emphasized the need
for continuous adult education, including public affairs in this category. He
pointed also to the need for continuous
education of the community. "This is
the end to which our programs should
be planned," he said.

45.5
14.5
40.6
39.2
14.2
31.4
44.9
16.1
47.7
28.2
29.5
52.4
20.9
26.7
46.9
21.4
20.6
50.4
32.7
14.2
45.5

in the 10-11 p.m. hour. It Could
Be You on NBC-TV at 10-10:30
lagged with 11 and 22.2. NBC-TV
didn't program 10:30-11 p.m. period.

Pilot made on tv golf show
The pilot film of a new 30-minute
golf series, Meet the Pros, was completed in New York last week. It was
produced by Arthur M. Marks in association with J. F. Films Inc., syndicator
of several sports series including Campy's Corner. Mr. Marks is head of his
own New York advertising agency, Arthur M. Marks & Assoc.
BROADCASTING, October 2, 1961

BROADWAY

ON

CLOSED

CIRCUIT

TV?

Dynamic Films to test show telecasts to other cities
Television and Broadway soon will not a financial success. Last April, International Telemeter presented its
enter into a trial marriage. Closed cir5,800 pay tv subscribers in Etobicoke,
cuit telecasts of a live theatre production are planned for playhouses outside
Canada, with a telecast of "Show Girl"
of New York before next spring.
directly from its Broadway theatre
The impending telecasts are part of (Broadcasting, April 10). The program was considered an experiment
an experiment being conducted by Dynamic Films Inc., New York, producer
and Telemeter plans more such telecasts in the future.
of industrial, educational and medical
films. Dynamic's aim is to eventually
televise live legitimate productions into
theatres across the nation on a pay-asyou-see basis.
The film company, through its specifically formed division, Dynamic
Theatre Networks Inc., has been working toward this end since Sept. 13 when
a regularly scheduled performance of
the Broadway comedy, "Come Blow
Your Horn," was televised from its
theatre over a closed-circuit hookup
into another theatre about two blocks
away. There the comedy was viewed
by a select audience, which included
theatre owners, performers, writers,
producers and union representatives.
The show's next two regularly scheduled showings — matinee and evening
performances — also were televised. In
all about 500 professional theatre people watched the telecasts.
Dynamic is now scheduled to start
a "pilot operation" with telecasts of a
Broadway show to a theatre in a city
somewhere 200 to 500 miles from New
York beginning sometime during the
winter. The show, theatre and city are
still the
to telecasts
be determined.
It's for
reported
that
will continue
about
a month and the admission price will
be approximately half the usual ticket
price of a Broadway show.
Dynamic's closed circuit system uses
three Marconi Mark IV tv cameras,
some with zoom lenses; a large screen
color or black and white tv projector;
and high fidelity sound equipment. Picture images are transmitted to a screen
15 feet high and 22 feet wide, angled
slightly to the floor and black-framed
for a proscenium effect. Transmissions
can be made in black and white or
color, but present-day theatre lighting
is believed to be inadequate for color
telecasts. The tv cameras are positioned
in the back of the theatre so as not to
interfere with the sight-of-line of the
audience. Marconi's Wireless Telegraph Co. Ltd., Great Britain, developed most of the equipment for Dynamic.
The current project is not the first
attempt to telecast live Broadway productions via closed circuit hookups. Six
years ago a live performance of the
"ANTA Album," an anthology of
Broadway highlights, was telecast to
theatres in more than 30 cities. It was
BROADCASTING, October 2, 1961

Agency

takes a look at

program improvement
Ketchum, MacLeod & Grove thinks
that tv programming will improve of
its own accord because the inevitable
improvement in people's education and
ming.
tastes will force better quality programThe agency got into the question in
the first place on its own hook, publishing a booklet with the title, "See Educational Television on Any Channel Any
Week." The Television Information
Office thought the whole question of tv
programming and etv was wrapped so
appealingly and presented so clearly that
TIO sent a copy to stations across the
U.S.
The booklet starts on a low key, eyeing educational tv stations. "A great
job" in raising the people's cultural
level, is its verdict — but hold on, the
booklet warns, — not all people will
watch "brain fare" on etv though they'd
pay money for it in schools, auditoriums
and concert halls. From there the booklet goes on to show how etv fails to
reach a wide audience but that commercial tv sooner or later "will smuggle
some cultural tonic into their [viewers']
Though drenched with escapism and
the like, commercial tv has much that
lives."
"fulfills its promise, and proves the
dynamic power of blending sight and
sound," and it's been but within the
past decade that people can watch a
President be nominated, and see (as
did millions in a classroom last Jan. 20)
his inaugural.
After compiling the many titles of
cultural shows on the commercial tv airwaves, the agency brings the whole
matter to a head with this comment
"One by one, the world's great plays,
great music, great artists, great intellects, great statesmen come before the
cameras, and in a single night reach
more people than they have in all the
nights that have gone before.
"In the reaching, they bring educational television to every channel every
Commented TIO in its flier: A
"thoughtful departure from the day-toweek."
day concern with cost-per-thousand (by
the agency) is both interesting and
encouraging."

Sociological,

historical,

economical

felt until the 1962-63 season bows in a
year from now, the panel members

facts

HUGGINS SAYS MINOW IGNORES TV'S FACTS OF LIFE
FCC Chairman Newton Minow's state- for MGM-TV, and Don McGuire, coment about tv's vast wasteland of producer of Hennessey. William Dozier,
president and production head of
television was "completely irrespon- vice
Screen Gems was moderator.
sible" and "ignored the sociological,
There was sharp disagreement as to
historical and economical facts" of tv,
Roy Huggins, vice president of 20th how right Mr. Minow was in his description oftv programming. Miss Cass
Century-Fox Television in charge of
production, declared Wednesday (Sept. said she turns her tv set on and lets it
27).
run, "not that what's on is worth watching but I like the noise in my living
"All popular art is a wasteland," Mr.
Huggins stated during a panel discus- room." Mrs. Wrather admitted that
sion of the question, "Is Television In- much of the programming on tv today
deed aWasteland?", at a meeting of the is "drivel" which should and could be
Hollywood chapter of the Academy of improved. Mr. Smith tartly commented
Television Arts & Sciences. This has that last May, when the FCC chairman
always been true, he said, noting that fired his blast, "television would make
the newsstands used to be filled with the Dead Sea look like the Garden of
pulp magazines of western stories until Eden." There was also disagreement as
tv came along and took over the enter- to whether Mr. Minow's remarks had
tainment of western devotees and the been helpful or the reverse, but the consensus was that both networks and adpublic censure of catering to this allegedly low public taste.
vertising agencies are now asking for
With Mr. Huggins on the panel were new and better program ideas rather
actress Peggy Cass, starred in the new than for carbon copies of program forThe Hathaway s series; Cecil Smith,
mats which have proved to be successentertainment editor of the Los Angeles
ful in achieving high ratings in past
Times, and three other producers of seasons. In May, the 1961-62 programtv programs: Bonita Granville Wrather,
ming was pretty well set, so the change
producer of Lassie; Robert M. Weitman,
in programming resulting from the
vice president in charge of production "wasteland" criticism will not really be
ANOTHER
THE
OF

FIRST

PIONEER
THE

change
business,
the
showsvery
are much.
paid for"Inby our
people
with
products to sell," Mr. Dozier stated,
"and they're going to buy the programs
that will sell their products to the most
people."in He
added:is "The
only real
censor
television
Mr. Nielsen,
as
90% of the advertisers are guided 90%
of This
the time
by the was
ratings."
viewpoint
strongly endorsed
by Mr. Huggins, who pointed out that it
costs a lot of money to put a tv show
on the air and tie up a network and the
break-even point is an essential consideration inthe tv economy which Mr.
Minow seems to have overlooked. "It
requires so many millions of viewers
to pay for a television campaign, and by
experiment we have found out what
kind of shows will produce that kind
of audience." He listed these as shows
about private eyes, police, cowboys,
newspapermen and, now, doctors, and
commented that "any series show has
a built in mediocrity, because there
aren't enough competent people —
writers, directors, producers and actors
— to turn out a first class show week

FROM

RADIO

STATION

PIEDMONT

WSPA

agreed.
Not Much Change ■ Considerable
doubt was expressed that even then the
nature of tv programming is going to

•

m

WSPA

1
was the first radio station established in South Carolina.

WSPA-FM

was South Carolina's FIRST Frequency Modulation station.
AND NOW !
WSPA-FM STEREO becomes the first station not only in South Carolina but the entire Southeast to provide STEREO broadcasting for those
who enjoy fine music with full dimension in sound. WSPA-STEREO
is on the air 14 hours a day with continuous good music. Sponsorship in hour and half-hour blocks is available to advertisers.
For cost and other details of this new broadcasting service in the
Carolina Piedmont . . .
CALL THE GEORGE P. HOLLINGBERY COMPANY
OWNED AND OPERATED BY
AM
SPARTAN RADIOCASTING COMPANY
FM - STEREO
Spartanburg. S. C.
WSPA
TV
WALTER J. BROWN. PRESIDENT
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after week, despite the best efforts of
the producers to do just that. "I hope
one Hennessey show in seven is a good
one," Mr. McGuire chimed in. He
blamed the three-day shooting schedule
for much of the trouble. "Even if we
saw how we could improve the show
we don't have the time to do it."
When Mrs. Wrather said that "We
have a moral responsibility to the viewing public" (and Mr. McGuire interjected "Our real responsibility is to the
bank"), Mr. Weitman pointed out that
television "is an entertainment medium;
it always has been and always will be.
Lose sight of that you lose the business."
Mr. Huggins commented there is no
contradiction between providing entertainment and making a profit by doing
it. Mr. Dozier added that, regretable
though ft may be, entertainment will
usually beat art in attracting an audience. "The highest rating Dennis the
Menace ever had was the night it was
opposite Macbeth," he reported, commenting that "As long as the networks
are publicly held companies with stockholders who want to get dividends and
the only way the networks can make
money is to sell their shows and the
only buyers are advertisers who want
high ratings and the best programs are
not necessarily the most popular, between 7 andDennis
10 p.m.
we're going
have more
the Menaces
on to
tv
than Macbeths."
Film sales...
40 Lopert and United Artists Color
Films (UAA) : Sold to KBTV (TV)
Denver.
27 Blue Chips (M&A Alexander
Productions): Sold to KONO-TV
Honolulu, KLZ-TV Denver; WCCOTV Minneapolis; WISH-TV Indianapolis; KTVU (TV) Oakland. Now in
20 markets.
Ripcord (Ziv-UA) : Sold to Interstate Life and Accident Insurance Co.
for WABG-TV Greenwood, Miss, and
Penn Dairies for WGAL-TV Lancaster,
Pa. Also sold to WEAU-TV Eau
Claire, Wis.; WICD (TV) Danville,
111., and WBTW (TV) Florence, S. C.
The Life and Legend of Wyatt Earp
(ABC Films): Sold to KMBC-TV
Kansas City; WCSH-TV Portland, Me.;
KXTV (TV) Sacramento; KSYD-TV
Wichita Falls, and KUTV (TV) Salt
Lake City. Now in 33 markets.
Films of the 50' s Vol. II (Seven Arts
Associated): Sold to WISH-TV Indianapolis; WSLS-TV Roanoke; KXTV
(TV) Sacramento, and WCTV (TV)
Tallahassee. Now sold to 49 stations.
Bold Journey (Banner Films) : Sold
to KENS-TV San Antonio; KVOA-TV
Tucson; WNEM-TV Bay City-Saginaw;
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WMBD-TV Peoria; WHAS-TV Louisville; KTBS-TV Shreveport, La.;
KIMA-TV Yakima; KLIX-TV Twin
Falls; WTTV (TV) Indianapolis, and
KHOL-TV Kearney-Holdrege, Neb.
King of Diamonds
to Safeway Stores for
KOOK-TV Billings;
soula, and KFBB-TV
in Montana. Now in

(Ziv-UA): Sold
KXLS-TV Butte;
KMSU-TV MisGreat Falls, all
185 markets.

Tarzan features (Banner Films, Inc) :
Sold to WOW-TV Omaha; WSAV-TV
Savannah; WTMJ-TV Milwaukee;
KLZ-TV Denver; WAVE-TV Louisville; KBMT (TV) Beaumont, Tex.;
WRVA-TV Richmond; WHIO-TV
Dayton; KYTV (TV) Springfield,
Mo.; KDAL-TV Duluth, and WTVD
(TV) Durham, N. C.
Night Court, U.S.A. (Banner Films) :
Sold to WXLX (TV) Milwaukee;
KARD-TV Wichita; WRBL-TV Columbus; KBMT (TV) Beaumont, Tex.
and WTTG (TV) Washington, D. C.
/ Search For Adventure (Banner
Films): Sold to KPLR-TV St. Louis;
KPHO-TV Phoenix; KENS-TV San
Antonio; KTVR (TV) Denver;
KREM-TV Spokane; KOTA-TV Rapid
City, and KIVA (TV) Yuma.
Official Films edges
into profit column
In a sharp reversal of its financial
position, Official Films Inc., New York,
last week announced a pre-tax profit
of $412,000 for the fiscal year ended
last June 30, as compared with a pretax loss of $1,308,000 for the period
ended June 30, 1960.
Seymour Reed, Official Films president, attributed the turnabout in profit
to the new management team which reduced overhead costs, developed a
"hard-hitting" sales organization and
acquired "excellent salable product."
He added that sales during the first
2Vz months of the current fiscal year
have been "encouraging" and, based on
current acceptance, he believes this
trend will continue.
Net profit after taxes amounted to
$237,000, equal to 10 cents per share
on 2,351,428 shares outstanding on
June 30, 1961, Mr. Reed said. This
contrasts with the net loss of $691,000
in the previous fiscal year.
During the year, Mr. Reed noted,
Official acquired distribution rights to
Peter Gunn, Mr. Lucky, Yancy DerPlayboy's
Service and
ringer, Wire
Penthouse;
obtained
extensions
of
rights to My Little Margie and Trouble
With Father and acquired exclusive
rights to the Paramount newsreel library
and ownership of Almanac Newsreel.

Is there

a trend

to 'runaway'

production?

UNION LEADERS SAY 'YES'; WANT INVESTIGATION
A Screen Actors Guild representative
1,280 television film episodes were produced abroad for the American market.
has warned that "runaway" film production may eventually pose as much of a These films, he said, have played in
threat to workers in the television in- syndication across the country and "represent between 25 and 30 million dollars
dustry as it does to those making
theatrical films. Signs of a trend are worth of production money, a great deal
of which might have been spent in the
already apparent, he said.
The SAG representative, Buck Har- United States, giving employment to
ris, made the comments in urging Rep. American technicians and artists."
Another danger sign, he said, was a
John H. Dent (D-Pa.), chairman of a
House Labor Subcommittee on the Im- Screen Gems announcement that it plans
pact of Exports and Imports on Amerito produce "a number of filmed televican Employment, to hold hearings on
sion series" abroad. That company is
"runaway" tv and film production. He already producing two tv series in forwas one of a number of labor and movie
eign countries, he said.
industry people who met with the conMusicians' Complaint ■ Musicians'
unions, which have long been concerned
gressman in Los Angeles last month
about the importing of music sound
(Broadcasting, Sept. 18). Statements
made by the labor representatives in the tracks, said legislation was needed to
informal discussions came to light last stop the practice to protect the jobs of
American musicians.
week.
Phil Fisher, an American Federation
Mr. Harris said that, with the growing
number of U.S. feature films being pro- of Musicians international representative, said Congress had passed laws to
duced abroad, television "is the only
restrict
the entry of foreign instrumenthing that has kept Hollywood alive."
talists. But, he added, some television
But, he said, "What has happened to
feature motion pictures can happen in producers, by importing sound tracks,
television films and may already have
had found a "back door" to frustrate
the will of Congress. He said over 60%
started."
He said that in the last 10 years
of American television films are cur-

Here are the next 10 days of network color
shows (all times are EDT).
NBC-TV:

American Tobacco through Sullivan, Stauffer,
Colwell & Bayles; Procter & Gamble through
Benton & Bowles.
Oct. Hall,
4, 11Kraft
(9-10through
p.m.) J.Perry
Kraft
Music
WalterComo's
Thompson.

Oct. 2-6, 9-11 (6-6:30 a.m.) Continental
Classroom, Contemporary Mathematics.
Oct. 2-6, 9-11 (6:30-7 a.m.) Continental
Classroom American Government.
Oct. 2-6, 9-11 (10:30-11 a.m.) Play Your
Hunch, part.
Oct. 2-6, 9-11 (11-11:30 a.m.) The Price Is
Right, part.
Oct. 2-6, 9-11 (12:30-12:55 p.m.) It Could
Be You, part.
Oct. 2-6, 9-11 (2-2:30 p.m., The Jan Murray
Show, part.
Oct. 2-6, 9-11 (11:15 p.m.-l a.m.) The Jack
Paar Show, part
Oct. 2, 9 (8:30-9 p.m.) The Price Is Right,
P. Lorillard through Lennen & Newell; American Home Products through Ted Bates.
Oct. 3, 10 (7:30-8:30 p.m.) Laramie, part.
Oct. 4 (10-10:30 a.m.) Say When, part.
Oct. 4 (11:30 a.m.-12 noon) Concentration,
part.
Oct. 4 (12-12:30 p.m.) Truth or Consequences, part.
Oct. 4, 5 (12=45 p.m.-conclusion) World
Series, Gillette through Maxon; Chrysler
through Leo Burnett.
Oct. 4 (6:45-7 p.m.) The Huntley-Brinkley
Report, Texaco through Cunningham & Walsh;
R. J. Reynolds through William Esty.
Oct. 4 (7:30-8:30 p.m.) Wagon Train, R. J.
Reynolds through William Esty; National Biscuit through McCann-Erickson; Ford through
J. Walter Thompson.
Oct. 4 (8:30-9 p.m.) The Joey Bishop Show,

4 (10-11
Theatre
'61, American
GasOct.Assn.
throughp.m.)
Lennen
& Newell.
Oct. 5 (10-11 p.m.) Sing Along With Mitch,
R. J. Reynolds and Ballantine through William
Esty; Buick through Leo Burnett.
Oct. 6 (9:30-10:30 p.m.) Dinah Shore Show,
American Dairy Assn. through CampbellMithum; S&H Green Stamps through Sullivan
Stauffer, Colwell & Bayles.
Oct. 7 (9:30-10 a.m.) Pip the Piper, General Mills through Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample.
Oct. 7 (10-10:30 a.m.) The Shari Lewis
Show, Nabisco through Kenyon & Eckhardt.
Oct. 7 (10:30-11 a.m.) King Leonardo and
His Short Subjects, General Mills through
Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample.
Oct. 7 (7:30-8:30 p.m.) Tales of Wells
Fargo, part.
Oct. 8 (6-6:30 p.m.) Meet the Press, co-op.
Oct. 8 (7-7:30 p.m.) The Bullwinkle Show,
General Mills through Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample; Ideal Toys and Beech-Nut Gum through
Young & Rubicam.
Oct. 8derful(7:30-8:30
p.m.) Walt
WonWorld of Color,
RCA Disney's
and Eastman
Kodak through J. Walter Thompson.
Oct. 8 (9-10 p.m.) Bonanza, Chevrolet
through Campbell-Ewald.
Oct. 11 (10-10:30 p.m.) The Bob Newhart
Show, Sealtest through N. W. Ayer.
Oct 11 (10:30-11 p.m.) David Brinkley's
Journal, Douglas Fir Plywood through Cunningham & Walsh; Pittsburgh Plate Glass
through BBD0.
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rently being scored abroad.
Cecil Read, of the Musicians Guild of
America, said that the major film producers have signed contracts agreeing
not to use foreign sound tracks. But
there is another group of producers who
are not under contract and enjoy a
competitive advantage by using foreign
tracks, he said.
An effort, which proved fruitless, to
induce producers to abandon the use of
foreign sound tracks was described by
John Tranchitella, of Local 47 of the
American Federation of Musicians. He
said the union issued protests to sponsors, hoping they would put pressure on
the producers. "But," he concluded, "I
think the producers turn off their hearing aids so far as the citizens of this
country
concerned."
As a are
follow-up
to the September
meeting, the Hollywood Film Council
last week notified Rep. Dent that it is
compiling statistics on the number of
jobs and man days of work which "runaway" productions have cost the U. S.
workers. The council is made up of
unions and guilds claiming a total membership of more than 24,000.
The council said it would not release
the "startling figures" it has compiled at
this time, declaring, "that is what we
want the hearing for." But as an indication of the magnitude of the problem, H. O'Neil Shanks, council secretary and chairman of its foreign film
committee, cited records of the Motion
Picture Assn. of America. These
showed, he said, that the volume of
foreign-made feature pictures shown in
American theatres rose from 19% of
the total in 1946 to more than 60% in
1960.
An early decision on whether hearings on "runaway" film productions will
be held is not expected. Rep. Dent has
not met formally with his subcommittee
on the matter and he is now in Italy
as a member of the U.S. delegation to
the centennial
celebration
existence as a state.
He is ofnotItaly's
expected
back in Washington until late this month.
Town Meeting' to return
WBAI (FM) New York, listenersupportedof station,
will "revive"
Meeting
the Air, broadcast
from Town
1935
to 1956 on the Blue Network (and later
ABC Radio). Rebroadcasts of the original series will alternate with the live
broadcasts of controversial topics starting Oct. 9 on a twice-monthly basis.
AP renews lease
The Associated Press has renewed
its lease in the building that bears its
name at 50 Rockefeller Plaza in New
York. The renewed lease, in effect
until Sept. 30, 1982, represents an
aggregate rental of $7 million.
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New

program syndicator

A new entry in the syndicated programming field, Creative Features Inc.,
New York, began
operations last
week at 59 E.
54th St.
Everett Goodm a n , formerly
vice president in
charge of sales of
Harry S. Goodman Productions,
has joined Creative Features in a
similar
capacity.
Mr. Goodman
According to Mr.
Goodman, Creative Features next week
will release a series of station ID jingles
and four one-minute program spots.
New radio service firm
formed in Texas

A group of Texas radio and advertising men has formed an organization
to provide programming, sales promotion and management services to radio
stations throughout the country.
The new firm, called Radioprofit
Research, is at 3107 Broadway, San
Antonio, Tex. It is headed by Chip
Adams, a veteran of radio and advertising.
According to Mr. Adams, Radioprofit Research will make available to
subscribing stations ideas and facilities
formerly restricted (by personnel and
finances) to large or multiple-owned
groups. RR, he said, will limit its
affiliates to one station per market.
KONO San Antonio, KEYS Corpus
Christi and KOKE Austin, all Texas, are
the first three subscribers.
Program

notes...

Birthday party ■ Chevrolet Div., General Motors Corp., announced it
has signed Henry Jaffe Productions, in
association with Jim Arness Productions, to produce The Chevy Golden
Anniversary Show, a 60-minute tv special celebrating company's 50th birthday. The program, with Mr. Arness as
host, will be broadcast on CBS-TV,
Friday, Nov. 3 (8:30-9:30 p.m. EST).
New sponsor ■ The American Institute
of Biological Sciences, national organization representing professional biologists, has joined with the Learning
Resources Institute as co-sponsor of the
"The New Biology," first CBS-TV College of the Air credit course.
Groucho goes "straight" ■ Comedian
Groucho Marx has been signed to play
his first straight dramatic role — on
CBS-TV's General Electric Theatre
early next year. The show, "The HoldBR0ADCASTING, October 2, 1961

out," will be directed by Charles Haas
for executive producer Stanley Rubin.
New G-T pilots ■ Goodson-Todman
Productions, New York, reports three
one-hour pilot films and a half-hour
live series are being developed in conjunction with two networks. The films
are: Roads Three, and Sun Valley, both
with NBC-TV, and Skyscraper, with
CBS-TV. The live show is A Matter
of Opinion, a news-quiz series for
NBC-TV. Another G-T game show,
Password, starts today on CBS-TV
(Mon.-Fri., 2-2:30 p.m. EDT).
European shows ■ A production team
from WKBW (TV) Chicago, including Math Vieracker, the station's general manager, has left for Europe to
film programs depicting life in West
Germany, Paris and Rome. Particular
emphasis will be given to such topics
as the Jewish population, the entertainment industry and the youth of today.
NATO Report ■ NATO Report, a series
of chronicles dealing with the history
and status of the North Atlantic Treaty
Organization, made its debut on KOATV Denver earlier this month. John
Rayburn, host for the series of seven
half-hour presentations, explores each
of the 15 member nations through film
obtained directly from NATO headquarters inParis. Each program groups
two member countries, taking the relative strength and geographical locations
as springboards for the groupings.
TVettes ■ Filmack Studios, Chicago,
announces the availability of a complete library of TVettes, one frame
slides promoting feature films. They
consist of production stills and art titles.
According to Don Mack, vice president
in charge of Filmack, some 10,000
TVettes both for American and foreign
films are available.
NET series ■ Mayer-Sklar Productions
Inc., New York, has begun production
on a series of 10 half-hour films on
psychology for National Educational
Television.
International
internship
MGM-TV's
new
full-hur Dr.
Kildare ■ series
had a
three-country debut during an eight-day
period during September. The series
started on the Canadian Broadcasting
Corp. on Sept. 23. Last week it
made its initial American network appearance on NBC-TV (Thur., 8:309:30 p.m.), and on Oct. 1, the premiere
program in the series was shown on
BBC's tv network in England. Foreign
sales for Dr. Kildare were made
through NBC International's sales organization.
Top floor ■ Jayark Films Corp., New
York, formerly located at 15 E. 48th
St., has leased the entire top floor of

NOW
PRESENTS
MGM-TV

THE

ASPHALT

JUNGLE

ISI ANDERS
BEST-RATED
OF HOUR
NOW

GROUP

SHOWS

AVAILABLE

IN SYNDICATION!
■ The Asphalt Jungle stars Jack
Warden as police commissioner,
Arch Johnson his chief inspector,
Bill Smith as the rugged young lieutenant. Every episode crackles with
action, real human problems. Topquality production values. Famous
guest stars add to the drawing power of this absorbing series based on
the bbok by W. R. Burnett and the
hit movie by M-G-M.
H The Islanders, two men, a girl,
and a sturdy seaplane. William
Reynolds, Zack Malloy, and Diane
Brewster fly their plane all over the
Dutch East Indies in search of adventure, mystery, and romance.
Top-name guest stars and absorbing stories make the series a family
favorite.

MGM

TELEVISION
Put proven power in your
programming. Contact
MGM Television, 1540 Broadway
New York 36, N. Y. JU 2-2000

How independent WPIX (TV) holds its own
grams with educational values but
The independent television station
they are exciting and full of suspense
— in a metropolitan area, particulartoo. In a small way, we regard them
ly— must anticipate programming
trends as well as provide a strong
as a 'Peace Corps in reverse,' informing Americans in our coverage area
news and community service "image"
on the ways of life in foreign counto compete effectively with network
stations, says Fred M. Thrower, exThe WPIX (TV) schedule this
ecutive vice president and general
fall and winter will include Bold
manager of WPIX (TV) New York.
tries." Passing Parade, Adventure
Journey,
Mr. Thrower advises other indeTheatre, It's a Wonderful World, I
pendent tv stations to "counter-proSearch for Adventure, You Asked
gram" whenever possible. He points
out that for several years WPIX relied substantially on off-network programs as well as first-run and second-run shows to reach segments of
the audience which had not seen
various series in earlier runs on other
outlets. But this year, with more
stations buying and scheduling offnetwork shows than ever before
(Broadcasting, Sept. 18), WPIX is
modifying its approach: five hours of
its prime-time periods each week will
be allocated to 10 real-life traveladventure programs, most of which
are first-run in the New York market.
"Last year we ran four such programs and they compiled ratings that
were just as good and in some cases
better than off-network and syndicated programs," Mr. Thrower declared. "These are informative prothe newly completed 24-story office
building at 733 Third Ave. Reuben R.
Kaufman, Jayark president, said the
move is keyed to the program of controlled personnel expansion planned by
the company for the past three years.
New telephone: TN 7-3232.
Giants on AFR ■ Armed Forces Radio
has begun to send by shortwave all
WNEW New York's broadcasts of the
14 regular season games of the New
York professional football Giants to
troops abroad. Coverage will be simultaneous with the New York broadcasts.
'Bell Hour' hobbled
by pre-telecast mishaps
With the new tv season barely two
weeks old, Bell Telephone Hour (NBCTV)
doesn't have to ask for whom the
bell tolls.
Last week, two days before its season's premiere (Sept. 29, Fri. 9:3010:30 p.m.), the musical series fell
victim to double trouble. First Harry
Belafonte, the biggest name star of the
opening program, was taken to the
hospital with a severe form of laryn52 (PROGRAMMING)

Mr. Thrower

gitis. Then
another
of the show's
big
names,
singer
Rosemary
Clooney
dropped out because of a dispute over
a song. Miss Clooney, who earlier in
the month started well-publicized divorce proceedings against actor-director
Jose Ferrer, was asked by the Bell
Telephone Co., and its agency, N. W.
Ayer & Son, to delete two romantic
songs from the seven she was to sing.
The singer agreed to compromise on one
song, but not the other.
With complete chaos waiting in the
wings, NBC-TV's programming staff
rushed to the rescue. Since the opening program was to be televised live,
and with specific time segments allotted
to each entertainer, a repeat of a Belafonte appearance on the Bell program
Jan. 12, 1959, was due to be pressed
into emergency service. Both the taped
segment of the folk singer's previous
performance and the live segment reserved for his Friday appearance were
of approximately 15 minutes duration.
A substitution of the two was planned.
Miss Clooney was scheduled to be
replaced by several entertainers including Metropolitan Opera stars Anna
Moft'o and Richard Tucker, Dorothy
Collins and Eddie Condon's jazz combo.

in programming
For It, True Adventure, Seven
League Boots, High Road to Adventure and Global Zobel.
Mr. Thrower observed that these
shows were fitted into the station
schedule by dropping several westerns and private-eye shows, though
the station still carries some off-network and syndicated programs. But
he believes there is a discernible interest inreal-life adventure programs
and he hopes WPIX can cash in on
this popularity wave.
Another approach by WPIX is to
produce its own documentaries that
can be sold to other outlets, Mr.
Thrower said. He indicated this
practice will be accelerated. In the
past, the station offered special programs spotlighting Hitler, Castro,
Rudolph Valentino, outer space and
Freedomland, and on the agenda for
the future are documentaries on
Evita Peron, the universe, Berlin
and Mussolini.
He envisions the day when there
will be a freer exchange of locallyproduced programs among both independent and network stations and
concluded : "But the independent station, to survive, must offer aspects
of a programming service that are
not readily available on other stations in the market."
Warner

Bros, announce

six new hour-long shows
Warner Bros.-TV, producer of 10
current network television series, last
week announced it was putting into
production six additional new hourlong series for the 1962-63 season.
The new shows are: Battle Zone
(human interest stories about people
caught in the stress of perilous times);
Timber Hill (adventure in a fictitious
town in the Sierras); One Night Stand
(romantic adventure with emphasis on
youth,
comedycrime
and stories),
music); It's
Murdera
(spectacular
// Takes
Thief (sophisticated adventure shows);
The Dakotas (adventure and romance
in the territorial days).
In addition to the six new series,
William T. Orr, vice president in charge
of production for Warner Bros., said
the studio was blueprinting four other
series yet to be named.
Network shows (all ABC-TV) in
production at Warner are Cheyenne,
Bronco, Lawman, Maverick, The Roaring 20's, Hawaiian Eye, 77 Sunset Strip,
Surfside 6, Room for One More, The
Bugs Bunny Show.
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Hot

history,

served

with

verbs

and

inventory

There's an AP radio wire in our newsroom. Ditto UPI. And a UPI newspaper wire. Ditto AP. And AP photofax.
And UPI film service.
We have a direct wire to U. S. Weather.
And a Collins weather radar. We subscribe
to the Krick weather service.
We're on the CBS Net Alert. We get
CBS radio and CBS tv news.

tronic link between event and perceiver, is
to provide equipment and verbalizers — the
best we can get — worthy uf our audience.
We haven't once changed the course of history. Only products.
The WMT Stations
CBS Radio and Tv for Eastern Iowa
Cedar Rapids — Waterloo
Represented nationally by The Katz Agency
Affiliated with K-WMT, Fort Dodge;
WEBC, Duluth

We have two mobile radio units, eight
telephone and portable tape recorders, one
Ampex VTR, an assortment of still cameras,
movie cameras, and an Oricon sound-on-film
camera. We have a darkroom, equipped to
process still and movie film. That's inventory.
Verbs are supplied by one director of news
services, two tv newsmen, three radio newsmen, one newsman on special assignments
(legislature, political campaigns), one sports
director, one sports assistant, one basketball
play-by-play reporter, one farm service director, one farm editor, one farm reporter,
one farm scholarship assistant, and a fulltime weather consultant. We have one sports,
and three general, photographers. All those
CBS foreign correspondents and cameramen
in 52 countries are really on our payroll too.
And we have 65 part-time Eastern Iowa
news and picture correspondents.
We

deliver history hot — from eye-witnesses or with the total recall of tape and

film — to Eastern Iowa's well-informed, articulate, literate, and, if we may say so, wellheeled population. Our part, that of elec-
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More
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MEDIA

Christal-Politz

radio

RADIO'S FIRM HOLD ON WIDE AUDIENCE INDICATED
The virtually universal nature of range even in television's mid-evening
peak periods (Broadcasting, Aug. 28).
radio's audience and the substantial
level of loyalty that radio commands
Although the areas surveyed are
widely dispersed — the stations are WGY
throughout the broadcast day are underscored in detailed findings being re- Schenectady, WBEN Buffalo, WJR Deleased today (Oct. 2) from the latest
troit, WTIC Hartford and WTMJ Milwaukee— officials noted a high degree of
so-called "Christal-Politz" research
studies.
similarity in the findings. For instance:
In four markets 97% of the responThe surveys were conducted by Alfred Politz Media Studies, independent
dents said they listen to radio at some
research organization, on behalf of five time during the week, while in the fifth
stations represented by the Henry I. market the figure was 98%; at-home
Christal Co. The findings include but listening was reported by a range of
go considerably beyond the highlights
95% to 98%, in-car listening by 45%
released a few weeks ago showing that to 57% and other-location listening by
25% to 29%; the number who said
98% to 99% of the people interviewed
have working-order radio sets in their they listen fewer than six days a week
homes, that practically all listen during ranged from 12% to 18%, and, in
the average week and most listen day music preferences,
popular music
°L
in and day out, that audience levels Byranked No. 1 and rock-n-roll No. 5
among five categories covered (also see
remain relatively constant throughout
accompanying tables).
the day and run close to the 50%

Total
Male
Female
15-24 years
25-34 years
35-54 years
55 and over
Upper Third
Middle Third
Lower Third

WEEKLY CUMULATIVE AUDIENCE OF RADIO
Market
WJR Area WTIC Area WTMJ Area WGY Area
%
%
97
Population 15 and over
97
98
97

wdlin rtrea
%

By Sex48

48

49

51
52
By Age Groups
19
19
19
20
40
39
22
22
By Socio-Economic Status
33
34

48
52

47
53
21

18
21
39
22

17
27
35

34
34

33
34
33
45
98
25

34
33
33
By Place Bofy Listening
32
48
95
97
95
At home
29
In car
29
27
50
49
Other places- -out of home
0/
0/
TYPE OF MUSIC PREFERRED FOR RADIO LISTENING
Markets
WJR Area WTIC Area WTMJ Area WGY Area
%
%
Total Population 15 & Over
40
Classical anc concert,
47
40
fine music
39
Popular music with full
orchestration of the
Kostelanetz, Faith, Rose,
62
69
64
Montevani type
Popular music with small
61
orchestration of the
Shearing Quintet, Three
29
Sons, Jonah Jones Quartet
33
55
54
67
61
type
28
Rock and Roll
37
Folk Music, ncluding
country, western, Negro
39
53
spirituals
6
8
46
Other
. 5455
8
6
107
Don't Listen to Music
54

97

52
17
36
27
20

33
33
34
96
28
57

WBEN Area
%

39
51
27
55
37
13
5

study

IN FINDINGS
The studies are based on surveys of
more than 1,000 persons of 15 and
above throughout the coverage area of
each participating station. This is one
of the features which, authorities
pointed out, distinguish these studies
from conventional ratings. Instead of
dealing in program audiences the studies seek to (1) document the size and
nature of radio audiences generally and
(2) provide qualitative as well as quantitive analyses of audiences and their
attitudes toward the participating stations.
The report for each of the five market areas runs to 27 pages and data is
shown both in percentages and in projections of these figures against the
area's total population. In addition to
data on radio generally the reports also
show the percentages and numbers of
people who consider the subscribing stations "best for" news, sports news, farm
programs, traffic reports, weather news,
homemaker programs, "most helpful,"
"most public spirited," etc.
The reports — which may be obtained
through the Christal Company — also
contain another departure from conventional practice: they contain no competitive information directed against
other stations. Officials said this omission was designed to insure that the
material would be used constructively
in evaluating both radio as a whole and
the subscriber stations specifically.
Tv goes with mayors
A two-man special events team
from WFGA-TV Jacksonville,
Fla., last week accompanied 25
American mayors to West Berlin
for a meeting with Mayor Willy
Brandt, a mission designed to
demonstrate the support of the
American people during the current crisis.
Bob Henry and Harold Baker,
news editor and news director, respectively, of WFGA-TV, will
coordinate radio-tv coverage of
the mayors' journey, headed by
Mayor Haydon Burns of Jacksonville, president of the U. S. Conference of Mayors.
The newsmen will provide the
mayors with news clips for use
in their home cities in addition
to filming activities in West Berlin and the Munich headquarters
of Radio Free Europe.
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The following editorial appears in the October issue
of TELEVISION, the monthly business magazine. TELEVISION and BROADCASTING, the Businessweekly of
Television and Radio, are published by Broadcasting
Publications Inc., Washington 6, D. C.

CASE

AGAINST

MINORITY

In some circles it has become fashionable to say
that television cheats the public. Television, according to this view, is making a fortune by using the
public's airways and giving the public little in return.
This criticism has not been stilled by the program
changes of the new season that is just beginning. It
persists despite an abundance of objective evidence
disputing it.
By any sensible measurement, television is giving
more people more entertainment and information at
less expense than any other medium or combination
of media.
It costs the three television networks about $1.2
million a day to produce and distribute their program services.
It costs the average television set owner about 13
cents a day to own and operate a set.
Accounting only for the network service, which is
available throughout the country, any American
viewer can take his choice of better than a million
dollars worth of television service every day at a
price about one-tenth that of a seat at a first-run
movie and about one-fiftieth that of a decent ticket to
a Broadway play. Add to the network schedules the
wealth of locally-originated programs that are broadcast in many communities, and the value of the service that the viewer can buy for 13 cents is multiplied.
If television is cheating the public, other media are
stealing it blind. Why then is television chosen as the
principal target of criticism?
At this point it is important to note that the vast
majority of the American people are by no means
disenchanted with TV. No responsible research service shows any decline in the size of the audience or
the time the audience spends before its sets.
The criticism comes from a minority whose tastes
differ from those of the mass culture. To this
minority, relatively few television programs have personal appeal. Random tuning is more apt to frustrate
than to gratify. The same experience would be encountered in an indiscriminate sampling of current
books, magazines or movies, but in television the possibility offrustration is accentuated.
BROADCASTING, October 2, 1961

RULE

Television programs cannot be set aside like books
or magazines to be examined at moments of convenience. They cannot be chosen in advance on the
advice of respected critics, for no television review
becomes available until the program it appraises has
disappeared. The more discriminating the viewer,
the higher the odds against his chancing upon a program that he likes.
In these circumstances it is understandable that
some casual searchers of the television dial should be
left unsatisfied and that, in time, they should assume
that their experiences are universal. Their social
contacts are likely to be with others of similar habits
and similar tastes, and from them they hear of similar
disappointments. For added confirmation they have
only to turn to disparagements of television in newspapers and magazines whose writers are conditioned
not only by personal aversions to many television
shows but also by the knowledge that they work for
proprietors of media that compete with television for
audience and advertising revenue. By this process the
critical minority has come to believe that television
is failing everyone.
It is a belief that cannot be corrected by the sweeping program changes that the minority demands. If
television were to make a massive redirection of its
programming appeal, it might succeed in satisfying
the minority that is now unsatisfied, but it would do
so at the cost of losing the great majority that now
pays it allegiance.
This is not to suggest that television ought to ignore
the unsatisfied minority. It must continue to create
programs of minority appeal and do what it can to
bring audience and program together by advance
publicity.
It is to suggest that television cannot live on
minority appeal alone, any more than the other mass
communications media can live on it. Right now television isruled by the majority. In the American system majority rule is trusted to choose governments
and national policies that can mean the difference be
tween survival or extinction. It ought to be trusted
to choose television programming too.

Changing hands
ANNOUNCED ■ The following sales of
station interests were reported last week
subject to FCC approval:

Richard H. Gundle for $375,000. The
purchasers are currently active in the
management of WTMT. Station operates on 620 kc with 500 w daytime.
Broker was Paul H. Chapman Co.

■ WNCT (TV) Greenville, N. C: Sold
by Earl McD. Westbrook and associates
to Roy H. Park, Utica, N. Y., businessman, for $2,611,872. Mr. Park's offer
was accepted by the board of directors
holding more than 50% of the stock
of WNCT licensee, Carolina Broadcasting System. The board urged other
stockholders to sell their shares to Mr.
Park. This is the second transaction
involving the sale of WNCT — which
owns 30% of WECT (TV) Wilmington, N. C. Last April, J. B. Fuqua
(WJBF [TV] Augusta, Ga.) and A.
Hartwell Campbell, general manager
of WNCT, offered $2,445,000 for the
property. No agreement was ever
signed on this, however. Mr. Park, a
native North Carolinian, is vice president and editor in chief of Duncan
Hines Institute, a publishing and printing firm, and holds real estate and investments in Ithaca and other places.
WNCT was founded in 1953 and operates on ch. 9; it is affiliated with both
CBS and ABC; WECT is on ch. 6.
■ WTMT Louisville, Ky. : Sold by John
F. Davenport and associates to Robert
J. Campbell, Bernard Groven and

APPROVED ■ The following transfer of
station interests was among those approved by the FCC last week (for
other commission activities see For
The Record, page 85.)

avoid

the

■ KBTV (TV) Denver, Colo.: 50%
interest sold by Webb & Knapp to other
50% owner, John C. Mullins, for $2.4
million. Mr. Mullins also owns KBTR
Denver.
■ KOCO-TV Enid, Okla.: Sold by L. E.
Caster estate and others to Capital City
Investment Co. for $1,376,320 plus
obligations bringing aggregate price to
$3 million. Capital City is headed by
John Kirkpatrick, Oklahoma oilman,
and includes P. R. and L. D. Banta
(present KOCO-TV stockholders),
Dean A. McGee, Grayce B. Kerr (wife
of Sen. Robert S. Kerr [D-Okla.]) and
others. Among the stockholders are
three associated in the ownership and
management of WREX-AM-TV Rockford, 111. (these are Joe Baisch, Gertrude Franzen and Clinto Maslen).
WREX stations are largely owned by
the Caster estate. Messrs. Kirkpatrick,
Banta and McGee will hold about 70%

of KOCO-TV. Mr. McGee and Sen.
Kerr own WEEK-TV Peoria and
WEEQ-TV LaSalle, both Illinois and
hold a 45% interest in KVOO-TV
Tulsa, Okla. FCC Chairman Newton
N. Minow and Commissioner Robert
T. Bartley dissented to the KOCO-TV
sale.
■ KQEO Albuquerque, N. M., and
KLEO Wichita, Kan.: Sold by K. R.
Greenwood and group to Swamco
Broadcasting Inc. (George A. Bolas
and associates) for $665,000 — of which
$300,000 is for KQEO and $365,000
for KLEO. Mr. Bolas is a Chicago
advertising executive; associated with
him in the ownership of Swamco is
Gilbert C. Swanson, Omaha businessman, as chairman. Mr. Greenwood
will become executive vice president
of Swamco which earlier this year acquired KIOA Des Moines, Iowa.
■ KG ST Fresno, Calif.: Sold by the
estate of Juan Mercado to International
Radio Inc. for $281,000. International
is headed by Richard E. Ryan; one of
its stockholders, E. L. Barker, owns
KLOK San Jose, Calif.
' WSTE

(TV) Fajardo, P. R.: Construction permit sold by Carmen Mendez to WSTE-TV Inc. for 20% of
WSTV-Tv Inc's stock (valued at
$2,000) plus a note for $31,000 for
equipment and other assets. WSTE-Tv
Inc. is owned by the Griffin-Leake interests (KTUL-AM-TV Tulsa, KWTV
[TV] Oklahoma City, and KATV [TV]
Little Rock). FCC Commissioner Robert T. Bartley dissented.

hazards
Warner
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your

own

Why take the risks involved in negotiating without our
knowledge of markets, of actual sales, of responsible
contacts? In speaking to any buyer, Blackburn's
experience and reputation for reliability naturally
lend greater weight to our opinion than any seller can
reasonably expect to be given to his own.

& Company, Inc.
BLACKBURN
RADIO • TV • NEWSPAPER BROKERS
NEGOTIATIONS • FINANCING • APPRAISALS
BEVERLY HILLS
ATLANTA
WASHINGTON, D. C. CHICAGO
James W. Blackburn H. W. Cassill Clifford B. Marshall Colin M. Selph
lack V Harvey William B. Ryan Stanley Whi raker Calif. Bank Bids,
loseph M. Sitrick 333 N. Michigan Ave. Robert M. Baird 9441 Wilshire Blvd.
RCA Building Chicago, Illinois John C. Williams Beverly Hills, Calif.
FEderal 3-9270 Financial 6-6460 JAckson 5-1 576 CRestview 4-2770
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Bros, offer

on
$5.5 million for 'Lady'
CBS' fairest "gamble" — its $360,000
complete financing of the "My Fair
Lady" production in 1956 — is ready to
pay another handsome dividend.
Warner Brothers Pictures Inc. is reportedly set to pay a record $5.5 million dollars in cash for the movie rights
to the musical, the longest running one
in Broadway history. In addition, the
film company has offered 47Vi% of
gross receipts over $20 million. The estate of George Bernard Shaw, author of
Pygmalion, source for the musical,
would
get offer.
5% of the distributor's gross
under the
CBS and Herman Levin, who produced the show, have 26 days to seek
a better deal. Mr. Levin has already
indicated that if a more attractive proposal is not forthcoming, he "would
assume" that the Warner Bros.' offer
would be accepted.
CBS acquired a 40% share of the
musical's box office profits when it
agreed to back the show five years ago.
Since that time the investment has
BROADCASTING, October 2, 1961

netted the network more than $3.2 million on a ticket gross of some $18
million.
Columbia Records, a subsidiary of
CBS, has original cast album rights to
the show's musical score. The albums
have sold more than 3 million copies
and have grossed about $15 million.
The $5.5 million cash bid for film
rights to the still-running musical is believed to be the highest such offer ever
made. It came as a direct result of a
legal battle CBS won over Mr. Levin
in July. Previously CBS had purchased
movie, tv and other subsidiary rights
to MFL for $2 million from Alan Jay
Lerner and Frederick Loewe, the musical's authors. Mr. Levin sought to rescind the deal, but an arbitration panel
upheld the sale as valid. CBS was then
directed to place the movie rights to the
stage production on the open market.
In addition to CBS, Mr. Levin,
among others, will share in the movie
proceeds .
Delaware

saturation:

90% for tv, 93% radio
Tv saturation in Delaware reached
90% in April 1 960, according to a preliminary report by the U. S. Census
Bureau. The report showed 100,906 of
the 128,852 occupied homes in the
state had one tv set and 15,251 had two
or more sets.
Radio saturation was 93%, the bureau found. A total of 65,131 homes
had one set and 55,020 had two or more
sets.
Circulation by counties follows: Kent
— 14,259 of 18,165 occupied homes,
one tv set and 1,553 homes two or more
tv sets; 9,894 homes, one radio; 6,382
homes, two or more radios. New Castle
—69,849 of 88,406 homes, one tv set,
and 12,905 homes, two or more tv sets;
41,102 homes, one radio; 42,238
homes, two or more radios. Sussex —
16,798 of 22,01 1 homes; one tv set, 793
homes, two or more tv sets; 14,135
homes one radio, 6,310 homes, two or
more radios.

FOUR

BUY

CONTROL

OF

PEARSON

FIRM

Buyers Savalli, Weil, Hartley, Connolly plan expansion
John E. Pearson, owner of the station
representative firm bearing his name
since 1935, has sold controlling interest
in the company to a group whose principal members are Joseph Savalli, Ralph
N. Weil, Arnold Hartley and Edward
B. Connolly. Mr. Pearson stays on with
the firm as a consultant.
Messrs. Weil and Hartley, former
owners of WOV New York, now have
interests in KATZ St. Louis; KCOR San
Antonio, and WMMW Meriden, Conn.
Mr. Connolly is a partner in the firm
of Edward L. Lawson & Co., certified
public accountants, and is a financial
analyst for broadcast properties.
Mr. Savalli, formerly of WADO New
York, announced the new owners of the
Pearson Co. (which now represents
more than 115 radio and tv stations)
are taking over on a "platform of expansion." A separate department will
be established to represent Pearson's
specialized stations, principally Negro,
with increased research and promotional
facilities.
Mr. Savalli, who will make his headquarters in New York, said the firm
will be operated "with the station man's
viewpoint uppermost." He announced

the appointment of Ray Henze as New
York manager, effective immediately.
Other New York staff members are Bill
Wilson, Mort Coley and Russ Walker.
Bob Flanigan remains as manager of
the Chicago office. Like positions are
held by Jon Farmer in Atlanta, Sue
Masterson in San Francisco, Alan
Hundley in Dallas and Clark N. Barnes
in Los Angeles.
NLRB

examiner asks dismissal

A National Labor Relations Board
examiner has recommended dismissal of
a complaint by Triangle Publications
Inc. (WFIL-AM-FM-TV Philadelphia)
against Television & Radio Broadcasting
Studio Employes Local 804. The complaint charged Local 804 required emationployes
fee. covered by it to pay a $500 initiExaminer Louis Plost of NLRB said
Triangle and the union should have
tried to solve the high initiation fee
problem through collective bargaining
before coming to the board. Parttime employes are required to pay the
$500 union fee to the union, it was
noted.

NEW

ENGLAND — Prosperous single station market facility grossing $75,000.00 — absentee owned. Ideal spot
for industrious owner-operator to easily gross $100,000.00 annually. Priced at $120,000.00 with 29%
down and good terms. Another H & L Exclusive.
FLORIDA — Long established, good power radio station
in beautiful growing market. Grossed approximately
$178,000.00 last year and capable of doing much better.
Total price $330,000.00 with 29% down. Anofher
H & L Exclusive.

Stations accept Frank offer
An offer by the Peter Frank Organization to replace without charge any
*'big sound" or other production and
programming aids destroyed or damaged by Hurricane Carla, made to all
stations using PFO services in the devastated area, has been accepted by number of stations, Peter Frank, PFO president, reported. Among those taking
advantage of offer to get new material
for that damaged by storm are KOKE
Austin, KIOX Bay City, KFJZ Fort
Worth, KILT Houston, all Texas;
KSYL Alexandria and KIKS Lake
Charles, both Louisiana.
BROADCASTING, October 2, 1961
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WASHINGTON, P. C.
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Ray V. Hamilton Richard A. Shahecn
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line

of

EMI/US

Now in one integrated line: everything in the video-audio spectrum
from cameras and monitors through solid-state terminal equipment,
switching, distribution and studio intercom systems to mobile vans
and video recording tape — including just about all the components
in between. And, all of highest quality. Some from England's EMI
Electronics, Ltd., one of the world's largest electronics companies
and developer of the first public TV system. More from our own
manufacturing plant, the recently acquired General Communications facility of Fort Atkinson, Wis., a highly regarded developer
of solid-state systems. We offer planning and design service, too, as
well as 24-hour availability of parts and service. For details, write,
phone or wire. Los Angeles 28, California: 1750 No. Vine Street,
HO 2-4909. New York 36, New York: 315 W. 44th Street, CI 5-1216.
EMI

/ US

General Communications Division

telecommunications

HYDE:
FCC

'GET

commissioner

ON
expresses

THE
concern

BALL'
over 'winds

of regulation' in speech to Tennessee group
FCC Commissioner Rosel H. Hyde
that broadcasting is not a common carrier business, Mr. Hyde stressed, refears for the future of broadcasting —
and last week he urged broadcasters to
peating much of what he said to the
Idaho
Broadcasters
Assn. last July
"get on the ball."
Speaking on Friday to the Tennessee
(Broadcasting, July 24). And the Act
Assn. of Broadcasters, the senior FCC
forbids censorship of programs.
member (in point of service) expressed
Censorship means prior restraint, Mr.
his concern at the winds of regulation
Hyde pointed out, and this is patently
that are blowing in Washington. The
illegal. But, he added, "Under the polIdaho Republican said that broadcasticy being undertaken by the commising reached its full flower under a free
sion, there are real possibilities, it seems
enterprise and competitive environto me, that the commission will find apment; now there are stirrings in Washplicants making promises in their apington that the FCC should establish
plications designed to satisfy the comprogram guidelines for broadcasters.
mission's wishes as to programming.
The operator thus committed must then
"By specifying program guidelines
for the programming of broadcast sta- perform in the manner designed to
please the commission or risk being
tions," Mr. Hyde explained, "the combrought to task on the issue of good
mis ion isassuming responsibility properly residing with the licensee and, by faith. It does not take much imagination to find elements of prior restraint
such assumption, improperly places itself in the position of being held resuch a system."
there are imperfections in
sponsible bythe public in matters in- in Agreed
volving creative effort, taste and opin- programming, Mr. Hyde stated, "But
ion with which it could be helpless to do such imperfections when viewed in
broad perspective and against the vast
deal."
backdrop of the total program offerings
Not a Utility ■ The Communications Act and court decisions maintain
constitute so drastic a departure from

■ siiiptiie
mmimmsm
illliSi;

This territory is IMPORTANT
This territory is ACTIVE
This territory is DEMANDING
That's why 4 of Weed's

14 offices are located here. Only

direct face-to-face salesmanship
can produce

maximum

and constant servicing

results in the South.

Wherever a buying decision is made...
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Lan IS THERE!

excellence as to justify the addition of
another dimension to the concept of the
public interest, convenience and necessity? Is conformity to governmentally
proclaimed standards and guidelines to
become the measure of the public interest? Itrust that it will not."
Let's make sure the "time-honored"
regulatory approach has failed Mr.
Hyde declaimed, before accepting a new
path that will make inroads on the "established free enterprise, censorship-free
system
of broadcasting."
The instrument
to be used, Mr. Hyde
told the Tennessee broadcasters, is better programming. This is the most persuasive means to maintain broadcasting's freedom.
Spanish

language

plans research,

radio

promotion

The National Spanish Language Network drafted plans for a new program
of research and promotion aimed at
national and regional advertisers at its
annual meeting in Phoenix, Ariz.
Members of 14 Spanish-language
stations and their reps took part in the
Sept. 22-24 convention. The group
also elected the following officers for
one year terms: John K. Redfield, general manager of KIFN Phoenix, president; Gustavo Moran, XEGM Tijuana,
Mex., 1st vice president; Peter Trowbridge, KEVT Tucson, 2nd vice president; Richard Ryan, KLOK San Jose,
Calif., secretary-treasurer.
Attending the sessions were: Ed
Barker, owner of KLOK, San Jose,
Calif.; Richard Ryan, general manager, KLOK San Jose; Levi Beall, general manager, KFSC Denver; Les Malloy, president, and Stan Breyer, vice
president, KWKW Los Angeles; Johnny
Hernandez, general manager, KLVL
Houston; Ray Williams, owner, KAPI
Pueblo, Colo.; Peter Trowbridge,
owner, KEVT Tucson; Jack Nobles,
manager, and Larry Lunker, sales manager, WMIE Miami; Gaston Mascarenas, owner, XEHF Nogales, Sonora, Mex.; Gustavo Moran, owner,
XEGM Tijuana; Milton Ledet, commercial manager, KABQ Albuquerque,
N. M.; John K. Redfield, general manager, KIFN Phoenix.
Also in attendance were the national
sales representatives Harlan G. Oakes
and Hugh Wallace of Los Angeles, Don
Pickens of San Francisco and Art
Gordon of National Time Sales.
IGM

seeks

fm surveys

for its Tm Info Fife'
International Good Music Inc., Bellingham, Wash., is seeking all available
surveys relating to fm for inclusion in
its "Fm Info File," published earlier this
year. Full credit will be given to the
BROADCASTING, October 2, 1961

originator of the survey.
John Tuttle, vice president of IGM,
reports over 400 requests for "Fm Info
File" by agency personnel, radio stations, advertisers, schools and other interested parties have been filled.
The first two fm surveys published by
IGM were a study of the Los Angeles
fm audience (conducted by the U. of
Southern California) and a portion of
a Politz survey of fm listening in five
Pacific coast cities.
THE

STATION

IMAGE

'Automated buying' makes
it important, says Dorrell
The growth of "automated buying"
of time calls for qualitative research
into the image of radio and tv stations
as well as depth studies of their audiences, according to W. Ward Dorrell,
vice president-research director of Blair
Television Assoc. and Blair-Tv, station
representatives.
Speaking Sept. 26 at the Louisiana
Broadcasters Assn. convention at
Biloxi, Miss., he conceded automated
buying "can be done," adding, "That
gives you and me more time to concentrate on creative and constructive
matters." He cited the extensive use
of automation by Nielsen, American
Research Bureau, Pulse and Trendex.
The Blair Test Market Plan has
worked successfully as measured in
sales results for numerous blue-chip tv
advertisers and their agencies, he said.
Conducted for Blair by Pulse, he said
the plan answers the need of advertisers
to examine more than the number of
people or audience share for a campaign, providing a way to determine
"share of mind — what goes on in the
person's mind when he sees and hears
your selling message, and what happens." He said the qualitative project
uses a two-step before-and-after research technique based on 300 interviews before the campaign begins and
a second set after the campaign is completed— the same questions but different homes. He credited the plan
with adding "well over $1 million to
Blair station tv billings."
An audience image report, he said,
should show information on spending
by members of the family for food
and groceries in a week; trips taken
(excluding weekends), with details on
cost of vacations; security ownership;
auto ownership details; employment of
head of family; family income; last
grade in school of head of family.
"It has been our experience that our
radio stations need qualitative research
to a greater extent than our tv stations," Mr. Dorrell said. "However,
the time is rapidly approaching particularly with the threat of automated
BROADCASTING, October 2, 1961

Wage,

syndication...
AUTOMATION
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BETTER
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PROGRAMMING

TO

GREATER

PROFITS

Heritage is exciting . . . it's dynamic . . . make it a point to find
why Heritage has revolutionized the broadcast industry.
For full particulars, call or wire collect:
1151 Ellis Street, Bellingham, Washington
RE 34567
610 Lloyd Building, Seattle, Washington
MA 3-0620
P. 0. Box 487, W. Sacramento, California
FR 1-6717
1601 Church Street, Indiana, Pennsylvania
HO 3-0903
P. O. Box 324, Ridgecrest, North Carolina
669-4761
a division of international good music, inc . . . 1151 ellis st, bellingham, wash.
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buying when tv stations will find such
research invaluable. He noted that
ARB is producing this type of report
for Salt Lake City stations.
He suggested such surveys "would
be useful in convincing Mr. Minow
and his colleagues at the FCC that
you deserve a renewal of your station
license. These data are a wonderful
defense against the carping criticism
of our media."
Dr. John A. Hunter, president-elect
of Louisiana State U., said the basic
responsibility of mass media is to remain free if they are to represent the
public's right to know. He said this
right is the most essential ingredient of
the American form of government.
Douglas Manship, WBRZ-TV Baton
Rouge, retiring LBA president, said
proposed FCC logging forms would
make it necessary for most broadcasting stations to hire one or two additional employes, a special burden on
small stations.
LBA adopted a resolution stressing
the hardship involved in the FCC
forms. Another resolution asked the
FCC to amend its rules on publication
of complaints to eliminate the specific
requirement of notifying the public such
complaints can be filed, arguing this
procedure invites irresponsible elements
in the community to file unfounded,

wate

presented LBA with an award "for
outstanding public service prior to and
during Hurricane Carla."
AMST crash meeting
slated for St. Louis
A special meeting of the entire membership of the Assn. of Maximum Service Telecasters has been called for
Thursday, Oct. 12, in St. Louis to discuss
the FCC's tv allocations proposals regarding deintermixture and short spaced
vhf drop ins.
According to Jack Harris, KPRC-TV
Houston, AMST president, the association's board of directors felt it necessary
for the discussion to involve ownership
and management of all member stations.
It was the first time in several years such
a meeting has been called.
An NAB fall conference will be held
in St. Louis the following day.

i?a<fa

Announces

ROBERT

AND

scurrilous complaints.
Thomas H. Wall and Robert L.
Heald, Washington communications attorneys, discussed proposed changes in
FCC regulations, observing the New
Frontier has taken a much more active
interest in broadcast programming
than past administrations and has proposed a much stricter accounting of
programming.
The American National Red Cross
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COMPANY,

Inc.
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protest

NBC has completed "a handshake
deal" to sell New York's Hudson Theatre, and in the process the network
stirred up a teapot tempest on Broadway. The deal is subject to ratification
board of directors. It meets
NBC's
by
on Oct. 6.
The theatre, which NBC once used
as a television studio for the Jack Paar
Show, among other programs, more recently has housed legitimate theatre
productions.
The Hudson is being sold for an
estimated $1.1 million to Samuel Lehrer,
who reportedly operates several garages
in New York. It is said, and he does
not deny it, that Mr. Lehrer plans to
tear down the 58-year-old, 1,065-seat
theatre and erect a garage in its place.
The League of New York Theatres
and Actors Equity, which most of the
each other with ill-contime attack
cealed venom over labor negotiating

tables, joined hands for once to denounce this impending Broadway sacrilege. In a joint statement, issued earlier
this month, Robert Whitehead, president of the league, and Ralph Bellamy,
heads of the actors' guild, loudly condemned NBC's action and appealed to
city officials to intervene.
NBC, in explaining its reasons for
selling the Hudson to a non-theatrical
c effort", was
"energetipurchaser
buyer, tosaid
made
find an
a theatrical
but
that "none was remotely competitive."
NBC's move was part of what is an
apparent trend among the networks to
expensive "big" theatre
unload their
holdings.
Since 1955, five playhouses
have been returned to the legitimate
fold after serving brief tenures as television studios. In addition, two years
ago CBS sold the Alvin, a theatre it was
operating strictly as a legitimate playhouse, to a theatrical purchaser. CBS
still leases two other Broadway theatres.
Studio 50, formerly the Hammerstein
Theatre, now houses the Ed Sullivan
Show, while Studio 52, formerly the
New Yorker Theatre, is the telecast
site for What's My Line? among other
CBS-TV shows.
Besides the Zeigfeld, NBC also leases
the Colonial Theatre.
ABC leases three Broadway theatres:
the Ritz, the Elysee and the Little Theatre.
Media

Wate

sale of Hudson

reports...

Endorsement ■ The National Audience
Board last week endorsed FCC Chairman Newton N. Minow's proposal for
a tri-network cooperative effort to crea daily one-hour
children's issued
program
on atetelevision.
A statement
by
BROADCASTING, October 2, 1961

Peter Goelet, president of the board,
commended Mr. Minow's suggestion,
and urged that this proposal or an
alternative plan by the networks be
adopted and implemented soon. The
three tv networks have agreed to consider Mr. Minow's proposal (Broadcasting, Sept. 25).
Tv Classroom ■ WJHG-TV Panama
City, Fla., is presenting in cooperation
with the U. S. Armed Forces Institute
and Tyndall Air Force Base, various
educational courses which can lead to
college credits (Mon.-Fri., 6:30 a.m.,
EST). Mathematics, college chemistry,
American government and practical
English are among the courses offered.
NRA winners ■ KXOK St. Louis and
Peter Molnar and Paul Levitan, both
of CBS-TV, were among the winners
of a national journalism contest sponsored by the National Recreation Assn.
to encourage journalists and broadcasters help create better understanding of programs in the field of physical
education.
Gold Medal winner ■ Fulton Lewis Jr.,
MBS commentator since 1937, has
been named Winner of the 1961 Bill of
Rights Defense Gold Medal, sponsored
by Wall St. Post, American Legion.
AP

stations

urged

to swap news tapes
Radio-tv station subscribers to the
Associated Press were urged last week
to exchange voiced news tapes with
other AP outlets in the state or region
to "dress up" their newscasts.
This suggestion was contained in a
report delivered by F. O. Carver, news
director of WSJS Winston-Salem, N..C,
and chairman of the Associated Press
Radio and Television Assn. Wire Study
Committee during the annual meeting
of the APRTA board of directors in
New York on Monday (Sept. 25). He
noted some AP broadcast stations are
exchanging the voiced news tapes at
present and he recommended "greater
development of this mutually beneficial
service."
Other highlights of the committee's
report: newsmen at radio and tv stations are supplying AP bureaus more
and more with news tips and complete
stories, particularly during the Sunday
hours when many newsrooms close;
maximum efficiency can be achieved
through a total effort from the AP bureau, the broadcast station and the
newspaper in the community. The
aspect of "competitiveness" between the
station and the newspaper, it was said,
can be discounted largely because at
times the station can be protecting the
newspaper, and at other times the newsBROADCASTING, October 2, 1961

Elected at the annual meeting of the
Associated Press Radio & Television
Assn. board of directors are (I to r):
Oliver S. Gramling, assistant general
manager of AP, secretary; F. 0. Carver,
WSJS Winston-Salem, N. C, vice president for the southern district; Daniel
W. Kops, WAVZ New Haven, Conn.,
president; Ken Nybo, KBMY Billings,

Mont., western district vice president;
Joe Cleary, WESB Bradford, Pa., vice
president for the eastern district; Carl
Lee, WKZO-TV Kalamazoo, Mich., central division vice president. All but
Mr. Carver were incumbents. AP
Treasurer Robert Booth (not in picture) was reelected treasurer of the

paper can be assisting the station.
John A. Aspinwall, radio-television
news editor of the AP, submitted his
annual report to the association and
pointed out that in line with previous
wire study committee suggestions, some

feature scripts had been eliminated to
permit "flexibility on the wire for hard
news." He said AP has focused considerable attention in 1961 on delivering "more detail and more background

group.

on the big stories."
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Collins
MEETINGS

to head
OPEN

NAB

OCT.

fall conference

series

The complete awards list:
(Radio) : Best multi-man news operation— WTOB Winston-Salem; best protection of the wire service — WTOB;
most original use of the wire service —
WTOB; best feature story development
— George Thomas, WTOB; best coverage of a top local story — WBUY Lexington; best commentary — Sherwood
Versteeg, news director, WKLM Wilmington; best community awareness —
WKLM Wilmington.
(Television): Best single man operation—Roy Hardee, WNCT (TV) Greenville; best protection of the wire service
— WNCT; best feature story development— Scott Jarrett, WFMY-TV Greensboro; best coverage of a top local story
— WLOS-TV Asheville; best community
awareness — WLOS-TV; best editorial —
Arthur Whiteside, WLOS-TV; best documentary— Arthur Whiteside, WLOSTV; best coverage of a single spot news
story— WFMY-TV.
Individuals cited for outstanding coverage for the wire service: George
Thomas, WTOB; Lloyd Gordon, WBIG
Greensboro; Jerry Elliott, WPTF Raleigh; Roy Hardee, WNCT (TV) ; Sherwood Versteeg, WKLM; Betty Baker,
WKBC North Wilkesboro; Clay Cline,
WDBM Statesville; Mike Hight, WHVH
Henderson; Bob Hager, WBUY.

9 IN DALLAS, RUN TO NOV. 20
San Francisco. Clair R. McCollough,
A nine-man NAB headquarters team
will open the annual Fall Conference
chairman of the joint board, will preside at St. Louis and Pittsburgh. Dwight
series Oct. 9 at the Adolphus Hotel,
Dallas. The conferences will be held
W. Martin, WDSU-TV New Orleans,
in two groups, winding up Nov. 20 at chairman of the tv board, will preside
Jacksonville, Fla.
at Boston, Minneapolis and Jacksonville.
Gov. LeRoy Collins, NAB president,
Messrs. Bronson and Stone will rewill head the conference group, making
view the work of the two code offices.
his first nationwide circuit since assumA special motion picture, prepared
ing the presidency last Jan. 4.
Accompanying Gov. Collins will be under supervision of Ward Quaal,
Vincent T. Wasilewski, executive vice WGN-AM-TV Chicago, will depict the
application of the radio and
president; John M. Couric, public re- practical
tv codes.
' lations director; William Carlisle, newly
President Collins will be the speaker
elected station services vice president;
at the luncheons. The afternoon will
James H. Hulbert, broadcast personnel
and economics manager; John L. Perry,
include a report by the policy committee member, to be followed by an
assistant to the president; Edward H.
Bronson, tv code affairs director;
informal discussion of the FCC's proCharles M. Stone, radio code director;
posed logging and program forms and
other industry problems.
William L. Walker, assistant treasurer
and convention manager.
The meetings will start at 9:15 a.m.
Robert D. Swezey, who joins NAB
after a continental breakfast. RecepOct. 15 as director of the combined
tions will be held at 6:30 p.m.
radio-tv code authority, will make his
first conference appearance Oct. 18 at North Carolina stations
the third meeting, to be held in Salt
get first UPI awards
Lake City.
Non-members of the association are
WLOS-TV Ashville and WTOB
eligible to attend the conferences this Winston-Salem took top honors in the
Three more L. A. stations
year. Delegates are permitted to pick first annual United Press International
Broadactsers Assn. of North Carolina
the meeting most conveniently located
sign AFTRA contracts
(see complete schedule in Datebook,
news awards competition held at the
Three more independent radio stapage 16). The registration fee will be organization's fall meeting in Winstontions in the Los Angeles area signed
$15, including all meetings, luncheon
Salem.
two-year
contracts with AFTRA last
and reception. There will be no formal
Arthur Whiteside, public affairs di- week, KFAC
dinner.
and KRKD Los Angeles
rector of WLOS-TV, received top honand KGIL San Fernando. They are
Hospitality suites will be maintained
ors in two categories and was runnerup
in a third as his station was tapped for retroactive to May 1. The contracts call
by NAB 5-8 p.m. on the day preceding
each conference.
two news awards. WTOB topped the for increases to staff announcer of $10
awards
list with three firsts while its a week the first year, $7.50 the second
Mr. Wasilewski will be making his
news director, George Thomas, was
year. They also include the new profirst industry circuit since his election
vision that gives AFTRA the right to
selected for two personal awards.
last month as executive vice president,
a new administrative position created
in the Collins reorganization plan. He
will be the first speaker at the one-day
WHDF folds in protest against FCC policy
conferences, reporting on Washington
The point has been reached.
developments.
After 32 years of operation,
WHDF Houghton, Mich., (1400 kc, WHDF told the FCC, when a subSpecifics ■ Mr. Couric will unveil
stantial lowering of programming
250 w fulltime) was scheduled to
a new NAB service designed to help
build public relations of radio and tv
sign off the air permanently last standards would be necessary to remain on the air. The station said it
stations. Mr. Carlisle will describe
Saturday
(Sept.
30)
as
"the
only
progressed
from 1928 until March
main association services, including a
method by which we can lodge a
1957 when day timer WMPL went
protest
against
the
FCC
policy
of
report on work of the engineering deon the air in nearby Hancock, Mich.
partment under George W. Bartlett.
authorizing
unlimited
WHDF said
the fact competition."
that it is not WHDF's demise will deprive the
manager. Mr. Hulbert will discuss
area of any reliable service after sunbankrupt, not involved in any court
automation including billing, bookkeepset, its only independently gathered
action
and
has
not
been
cited
by
the
ing and other personnel and office prolocal
news and NBC Radio programcedures. He will tell how to operate
commission for any reason is "very
ming, the station said.
under new wage-hour legislation.
pertinent" to its action. The station
WHDF's license expired Saturday
stated it is going off the air because
A member of the three-man NAB
and the station's planned action was
the area's economic base has become
Policy Committee of board chairmen
announc
ed to the FCC in reply to
too restricted to permit two stations
will preside at each meeting. George
the agency's inquiry as to why no reto render the type of programming
C. Hatch, KALL Salt Lake City, chairnewal application had been filed.
man of the radio board, will preside at
required.
Dallas and later at Salt Lake Citv and
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respect picket lines of other unions
whose strikes are sanctioned by the Los
Angeles County Federation of Labor
and approved by the national AFTRA.
Eight of the 17 Los Angeles independent radio stations who began bargaining with AFTRA as a group before
negotiations were interrupted by the
strike against KFWB Los Angeles have
now signed with the union. The strike
enters its 12th week tomorrow (Tuesday) and although rumors were circulated last week that a settlement was
near there was no confirmation from
either union or station.
Summer
new

months

tv viewing

YOU'RE

ONLY

HALF-COVERED
IN

NEBRASKA

IF YOU
KOLN

DON'T

USE

-TV / KGIN

-TV!

set
records

More and more tv is being watched
in the U. S. In the words of Television
Bureau of Advertising, "Americans are
watching television at an all-time record rate."
This is how it is expressed in figures
as taken from A. C. Nielsen data: In
the first eight months of the year,
viewing levels went over the previous
year seven out of eight times with alltime monthly highs set in three of the
eight months.
For three straight months (June, July
and August) records were set or tied.
In June of this year, the average U. S.
tv home watched 4 hours 29 minutes,
per day breaking the record of 4 hours
24 minutes set in 1957. In July, the average home viewed 4 hours 10 minutes to
tie the 1958 total, and in August, viewing was at 4 hours 12 minutes, or over
the 4 hours 10 minutes average in 1959.
February of 1961 also was a record
time for viewing when the average tv
home watched 6 hours 8 minutes.
TvB added there are now more
homes with two or more tv sets than
there are homes without any television.
ABC-TV's daytime hits
95% mark on sales
ABC-TV daytime shows are 95%
sold for the fourth quarter of this year,
according to Edward Bleier, vice president in charge of tv daytime sales.
The fourth quarter sales level represents a new record for the network.
This and other topics will be discussed today (Oct. 2), when the network's daytime sales staff and top ABC
executives hold a full day sales and
planning meeting in New York.
The principal future item on the
agenda will be the recently acquired
Tennessee Ernie Ford Show, which
will begin on the network early next
year. Also under discussion will be
other women's programming, children's
programming, sports and daytime news
and public affairs.
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. . . covering a bigger,
better Lincoln -Land

VITAL STATISTICS OF THE
NEW LINCOLN-LAND
(Sales Management, May 10, 1961)
Population
888,200
Total Homes
275,800
Effective Buying Income . $1,519,268,000
TV Homes
237,900
Retail Sales
$1,124,130,000

Launching a sales program in Nebraska?
The "countdown" shows just two big television markets — the extreme East and
Lincoln-Land.
In the East, three top stations divide
your viewers. In the other big market two
stations — KOLN-TV and satellite KGINTV — combine to bring you a tremendous
new Lincoln-Land — bigger and better
than ever before! The map, and the figures at left, give you an idea of what it
has to offer.
Avery-Knodel has the full story on
KOLN-TV/KGIN-TV— the Official Basic
CBS Outlet for most of Nebraska and
Northern Kansas.

K1GI0-TV-GRAM RAPIOS-KAIAMA200
NKZ0 RADIO-KAUMAZOO-BATHE (MB
Witt RADIO-GRAND RAPIDS
WIEF-FM— GRAND RAP1DS-KALAMAZ0O
WWTV-CAOIllACTRAVERSt CITY
K0LNTV-UNCOLN, NEBRASKA
KGIN-TV— GRAND ISLAND, NEBRASKA

She
SPtmUonA
WKZ0-TV&efyeb
— GRAND RAPIDS-KALAMAZ00
WKZ0 RADIO— KALAMAZ00-BATTLE CREEK
WJEF RADIO— GRAND RAPIDS
WJEF-FM— GRAND RAPIDS-KALAMAZ00
WWTV-CADILUC-TRAVERSE CITY
KOIN-TV— LINCOLN, NEBRASKA
KGIN-TV— GRAND ISLAND, NEBRASKA

KOLN-TV
CHANNEL 10 • 316,000 WATTS
1000 FT. TOWER

KGIN
TV
CHANNEL 11 • 316,000 WATTS
1069 FT. TOWER

COVERS LINCOLN-LAND — NEBRASKA'S OTHER BIG MARKET
Avery-Knodet, Int., Exclusive National Representative

Wmf
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CHANGES IN FCC'S PROPOSED RULEMAKING
RECOMMEND
BROADCASTERS
ine form of spiritual uplift.
flexibility should be allowed in radio staSpecific objections to the FCC's proStorer would eliminate a report on
posed program and log forms appear
tions' programming; that with the many
to be crystallizing in the opinions of the frequency and length of spots in stations available in certain markets,
stations should be allowed to specialize
the programming form. Such inquiry
broadcasters, judging from comments
on the proposals received by the FCC
and not hew to balance in each proexceeds
the FCC's jurisdiction, Storer
said.
last week.
gramming category.
Storer Broadcasting Co. submitted
Station Representatives Assn. offered
KMPC Los Angeles and KSFO San
the commission an alternative form to Francisco asked the FCC to abolish the
counterproposals to both forms. Among
the changes:
the logging proposal which it described
distinction between commercial an■ Promotional matter would not be as less burdensome and which it claimed
nouncements and( commercial contiprovides the FCC with the information
nuity which they claimed gives network
counted as spot commercials. Storer
it needs. It would eliminate exact times
stations a better showing than indeargued that telling listeners which profor spot announcements and would
pendent stations. The stations also
grams follow is a public service which
saves them time in consulting listings
make note of spots which benefit a asked that a sustaining program be deor waiting to see what comes on before
fined as one "which does not contain
licensee by indirect interest but not by
commercial matter except at station
time broadcast.
switching channels.
■ Local and network originations are
breaks." This would present a fairer
States Speak ■ Identical comments
treated in the same manner. Storer said filed by the Illinois Broadcasters Assn.
picture of sustaining against commercial
time, they said.
and the Florida Assn. of Broadcasters
this is the main reason the proposed
WKUL Cullman, Ala., expressed
applauded the FCC for revising
forms are "unduly burdensome."
■ Forms would not have to be filled "archaic" forms but took issue with
alarm at "the intention of the commissome proposals.
jn at time of broadcast. The company
sion to regulate the number of commercial announcements" through license
claimed this would require an emThe state groups objected to the plan
renewal
threats. This, it said, "opens
ploye with a stopwatch to monitor prosubmit a "selected week"
the door to government price control
that stations
from
the
renewal
period
as
well
as
the
grams and classify by FCC type the proin the day-to-day finangram content. The forms could be
se- and intervention
cial operation of a radio station and can
broken down in this manner if the current composite week. One week
lected bythe commission from the peri- lead to financial ruin of stations in cerlicensee desires to make a more comod should suffice, they maintained. They
tain market areas." It pointed out that
plete showing (i.e., programs like NBC's
objected to classifying station IDs as business in small markets is often seacommercial matter. They approved the
Today which might contain "entertainsonal and that spots may cluster during
ment, news, education and discussion"
change of "educational" category to these limited periods.
in one complete program).
suggested the "agriThe Washington law firm Pier son,
■ Starting time and proposed length "instructive." They outdated
and should
culture" category is
Ball
& Dowd, on behalf of some twoshould be the only requirements for log- be eliminated,
with attention paid to
ging spots.
dozen
stations, criticized the FCC's use
the station's serving community needs of the term "interruptions" in defining
■ Religious music would be classified
farmers.
include
might
which
commercials. PB&D said that commerThe. associations also argued that
under the "religion" category as a genucials perform a public service in promoting the gross national product.
The firm emphasized the public serv16 to tell FCC about those log forms
ice that commercials perform if properly
placed and not carried in abundance.
NAB will offer a group of 16 inton D. Brown, WTVL Waterville,
A station which carries too many comdustry spokesmen at the Oct. 6 conMe.; Ben B. Sanders, KICD Spencer,
mercials may not be serving the public
ference with the FCC on program
interest, PB&D said, not because the
WWDC-AM-FM
Strouse,
Ben
Iowa;
and logging forms. The conference
commercials interrupt other program
Washington, and Eugene S. Thomas,
was proposed Aug. 3 by President
KETV (TV) Omaha, Neb.
material but because too many commerLeRoy Collins to provide an outlet
Other NAB participants are Mrs.
cials may result in broadcasting becomfor industry views on the paper-work
Charlotte H. Brader, KOJM Havre,
ing an ineffective selling and marketing
burden proposed logging requireMont.; Francis H. Brinkley, Ottatool.
ments would impose.
Endicott, N. Y.;
way
The conference will be held at Graver Stations,
: C. Cobb, KVGB Great
FCC denies reargument
2 p.m. NAB will submit results of Bend, Kan.; Henry H. Fletcher,
in ch. 8 Moline case
a series of logging tests showing the KSEL Pocatello, Idaho; G. David
relative workload involved in filling
Gentling, KROC-TV Rochester,
A move by four potential losing apout two types of forms.
Kpckritz, Storer
plicants for Moline, 111., ch. 8 lost out
Two NAB board chairmen will be Minn.; . Ewald
last week when the FCC denied a joint
Broadcasting Co.; Donald H. Mcamong NAB participants in the
Gannon, Westinghouse Broadcastpetition for reargument. The commisconference — Dwight W. Martin,
ing Co.; Charles C. Smith, WDEC
sion has issued staff instructions proWDSU-TV New Orleans, tv board,
Americus, Ga.; Thad M. Sandstrom,
posing to grant the channel to the fifth
and George C. Hatch, KALL Salt
WIBW-TV Topeka, Kan., and Wilapplicant,casting,Moline
Lake City, radio board. Other NAB
July 3). Tv Corp. (Broadlard E. Walbridge, KTRK-TV Houston.
board members taking part are CarlTerming this action "wholly incrediBROADCASTING, October 2, 1961
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bie" because Moline Tv allegedly had
not surveyed local programming needs,
Community Telecasting Corp., Midland Broadcasting Co. and Illiway Tv
Inc., supported by Tele-Views News
Co., asked the FCC to listen to a second argument in the case (Broadcasting, July 24).
The commission said that the joint
pleading is entitled to "no meritorious
j consideration" since the release which
prompted the petition is merely a preliminary staff instruction and does not
constitute a final decision. When it
I does make a final disposition of the
j case, the FCC pointed out, that decision will be subject to further review
at the agency and in the courts.
Chairman Newton N. Minow and
Commissioner T. A. M. Craven did not
participate in last week's order or in
the July staff instructions. The July
action also was attacked in Congress
by Rep. Robert Michel (R-Ul.) as a
political decision (Broadcasting, July
31).
GE

withdraws

common-carrier
plan
The day when the United States
establishes a communications satellite
system for commercial trans-oceanic
and trans-continental relay of telephone, telegraph and television moved
closer last week with the elimination
of one thorny problem.
General Electric Co. withdrew its
application to the FCC to have its communications subsidiary, Communication Satellite Inc., certified as a common carrier.
The action came in a Sept. 22 letter
to FCC Chairman Newton N. Minow
from George L. Haller, vice president
of GE. Mr. Haller explained that GE
was withdrawing its application (which
was denied once) and its petition for
reconsideration in the interest of speed
in establishing a U. S. satellite communications system. GE also has decided, Mr. Haller said, to concentrate
on its traditional role as a manufacturer of space vehicles and allied equipment in the light of the government's
accelerated space program.
Ad Hoc Report ■ The FCC is awaiting a report by a special committee of
10 international common carriers on
how the space communications organization should be organized. This 25man ad hoc committee has been meeting in New York for the last month,
with Harold G. Cowgill* Washington
attorney and
formerandchief
of the Carrier
FCC's
Broadcast
Bureau
Common
Bureau, as recording secretary. The
committee's report is due Oct. 13.
The FCC's preliminary proposal for
the establishment of a satellite comBROADCASTING, October 2, 1961

FCC on camera in New York
FCC Chairman Newton N.
possible manner in the public interMinow (above), during a special
est." Mr. Minow and Commissioners
program taped in New York for
Hyde, Lee and Ford as well as Chief
Counsel Max Paglin, Chief Engineer
showing last night (Oct. 1) on MeEdward Allen and Chief of Broadtropolitan Broadcasting Co.'s six tv
cast Bureau Kenneth Cox from the
stations, said the current uhf experiment on ch. 31 in New York City
FCC participated in an in-depth
study of the history of U. S. commu"may help eliminate what many connications (Broadcasting, Sept. 25).
sider a bottleneck to the complete
development of television in AmerTitled "New York Debut — 31," the
one-hour program will be made availica." He said it is one of many
able to other tv stations and to eduefforts to help the FCC develop comcational institutions.
munications facilities "in the best

munications system is to have the existing international common carriers in
this field form a combine to own and
operate the space system. The committee was formed to recommend the details of this "carrier's carrier" to the
FCC.
Fears have been expressed that any
consortium of this type would give
AT&T a dominant role in the organization. AT&T officials have denied that
they are seeking a monopoly in the
field.
AT&T is planning to put up its own
satellites in an experimental project. It
will pay the government for the use of
launching facilities, including a space
rocket. This agreement was signed
with the National Aeronautics & Space
Administration last month. NASA also
has picked RCA to build communications satellites for its own experiments
in space communications. All the plans
propose the establishment of active satellite repeaters in Earth orbits.
FCC says am stereo not
in public interest, now
Stating that it has "a host of other
current problems" of much more concern to the public, the FCC last week

denied three petitions asking that rulemaking be instituted looking toward
the adoption of an am stereophonic system.
There are no persuasive arguments
for initiating such rulemaking at the
present time and, contrary to circumstances which motivated the recent fm
stereo rules, there is little evidence of
public need or industry desire for am
stereo, the commission said. Am stereo
standards had been sought by Philco
Corp., RCA and Kahn Research Labs,
with Kahn filing a second petition for
rulemaking just two days prior to the
FCC's denial.
"The pattern of operation of the
nearly 4,000 [am] stations now licensed,
the needs and purposes served and the
very nature of the service itself are such
that the beneficial effects of innovations
of this nature [am stereo] are clearly
de minimis," the commission stated.
Also, the problems of am stereo transmission are much greater than those
connected with fm, the agency said, and
the necessary diversion of effort to
thoroughly explore the feasibility of an
am system would not be in the public
interest.
Commissioners Robert T. Bartley and
John S. Cross dissented.
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FCC

FINGERS

'THE

UNTOUCHABLES'

Commission censures ABC-TV for Capone sequences
The FCC last week called a foul on
the complaint by James V. Bennett, director of the Federal Bureau of Prisons,
The Untouchables — and the network on
which the Eliott Ness program appears.
that the Capone segments early this
year were more fanciful than factual.
In a ruling which is about the closest
Commissioner Rosel H. Hyde was not
the federal agency has come to putting
its finger on a specific program, the present at the meeting at which this
action was taken.
FCC said ABC has not played fair with
Miffed ■ Mr. Bennett took umbrage
its audience. It didn't make clear, the
commission ruled, that the Al Capone
at the two-part dramatization of the
transfer of the Chicago racketeer from
segments are just fiction.
FCC spokesmen disclaimed any in- the federal prison in Atlanta to Alcatention ofcensorship or tampering with
traz. He claimed that the programs defamed and undermined the integrity of
the particular program. Deception of a
sort is involved, they said, and there is the federal prison service in the way
it depicted the behavior of several prisnothing in the commission's decision
on guards (Broadcasting, Jan. 16).
which says anything at all about the
Fact, or Fiction ■ When a broadprogram itself.
Some observers saw the FCC inchcaster puts on a show which is a fictionalized version of a real event, he must
ing into program censorship, but FCC
sources insisted the admonishment to take care, the FCC states in its letter
of Sept. 27 to ABC.
ABC is similar to the warnings many
stations received a couple of years ago
"... a distinction can reasonably be
for not identifying the source of film drawn between that freedom of expression which may be exercised in dealing
clips of a congressional hearing on the
Kohler Co. strike. The films were fur- with historic facts on a clearly fictional
basis and the proper degree of freedom
nished to many tv stations by the National Assn. of Manufacturers.
of expression which may be exercised by
In its Sept. 27 letter to ABC, a an author in dealing with specific inunanimous FCC said there is truth in
dividuals and events which are rela-

tively contemporaneous in point of
time, particularly when the individuals
and events are readily identifiable. It
is our view that in the latter situation,
not only is there greater necessity for
accuracy in the reporting of facts and
events but there also exists an affirmative duty to take reasonable measures
to avoid the creation of false impressions on the part of the viewing public."
Since ABC did not specifically disclaim the authenticity of the Capone
segments — and did not deny the charges
brought
by that
Mr. the
Bennett
— the had
commission found
network
been
"clearly derelict" when it did not
form the viewing public by clear
nouncements in the programs of
degree
to
which
the programs were
tionalized.
New
takes

Frontier
over

inanthe
fic-

finally

at FTC

The Federal Trade Commission got
its New Frontier majority last week.
A. Everett Maclntyre, 60, who has
been serving as staff director and chief
counsel for the
House ness
Small
BusiCommittee,
took his oath as
an FTC sionercommislast week,

NO
CAN

ONE
MAKE

ELSE
THAT

of all the
TV stations
in the Pacific
Northwest

only KTNT-TV
includes all
"A" contour
5 cities* in its

Before you buy television
in the Pacific Northwest,
consider this one basic fact: Only KTNT-TV in
this area includes five major cities of Western
Washington within its "A" contour, and KTNTTV's
locatedmarket.
to beam a clear
signaltower
to aMisofideally
this major
Ask your WEED TELEVISION man about dozens
of other reasons you should include KTNT-TV
in your advertising plans.
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'SEATTLE TACOMA EVERETT
BREMERTON OLYMPIA

CHANNEL 1 1
CBS for Seattle, Tacoma
and Puget Sound area
Studios in Seattle and Tacoma

Mr. Maclntyre

and in marks
a few
reafter the
ceremony proposed a new and
ingenious
of catchingmethod
up on
the backlog
of
false
advertising

and unfair and deceptive practices cases:
Use the rulemaking process to condemn deceptive and unfair practices on
an industry by industry approach, instead of long, drawn-out case-by-case
litigation of individual complaints.
This, following the initial decision
on the Rise shaving cream case (see
page 73), indicates that there might be
a decided thrust against alleged false
advertising, involving at its peak, television commercial presentations.
Reiterated among FTC staffers is a
standard for tv commercials which was
made a year ago by Charles A. Sweeny,
tising.
the long-time chief of radro-tv adverIf a tv commercial enhances a product
beyond its honest qualities, or disparages
a competing product unfairly, look out.
Former FTCer ■ Mr. Maclntyre,
who served on the staff of the FTC
from 1930 to 1955, succeeds Robert T.
Secrest of Ohio. Both are Democrats.
Mr. Maclntyre is from North Carolina.
This is the third appointment to the
FTC in the less than year-old Kennedy
administration. The first was Paul Rand
Dixon, named as chairman; the second
BROADCASTING, October 2, 1961

was A. Philip Elman, an independent in
politics, who was named to the FTC
from the office of the Solicitor General
of the United States.
Mr. Dixon, a Democrat, was chief
of the Senate Antitrust and Monopoly
Committee, and a protege of Sen.
Estes Kefauver (D-Tenn.).
The third Democrat on the five-man
commission is William C. Kern. Sigurd
Anderson is the sole Republican remaining on the FTC.
Intimations of the FTC's renewed interest in advertising were given early by
Mr. Dixon. To the Assn. of National
Advertisers in April, the FTC chairman
said that his agency was going to move
against deceptive advertising "with a
squad car, not a hearse." This alluded
to the length of time it takes to see a
complaint through litigation and to a
final decision. Mr. Dixon also inveighed
against advertisers' "brinkmanship" —
knowingly skirting the truth on the assumption that a copy line will serve its
purpose before the FTC cracks down.
A month later, Mr. Dixon told the
American Federation of Advertisers that
he feared a continued increase in false
advertising because, he said, too many
advertisers, with the convinance of advertising agencies and with or against
the advice of their lawyers, will take
a chance on "trading truth for sales."
The FCC last week...

FCC 'ignoring' First Amendment arguments
■ There is no reason why the
"If you want to file 'First Amendlogs cannot be prepared in advance.
ment' arguments, they will be read
. . . and summarized . . . and ig- The only items that require individual logging are the time notations,
With these words Kenneth A. changes from the prepared log and
Cox,
Broadcast Bureau chief of the
the identities
nored."
taining the log.of the persons mainFCC, warned last Thursday that the
commission wants information on
■ Instead of requiring logging of
station identification announcements,
the program logging proposals —
especially for radio stations, perhaps
not "rhetoric" about censorship.
The censorship issue, Mr. Cox
the stations could furnish a statement on ID policy.
told communications lawyers at the
Federal Communications Bar Assn.
■ Instead of logging network proluncheon last week, was settled last
grams, stations might indicate the
year when the FCC issued its report
time they joined the network and
the time they left the network.
on program jurisdiction (Broadcasting, Aug. 1).
■ Estimate of local news might
Following this shock treatment to be based on newsscripts or otherwise, instead of having to make this
attorneys who represent broaddetermination while news broadcasters, Mr. Cox held out hope that
casts are on the air.
the FCC may accede to broadcaster
complaints that the proposed logging
"We're willing to listen and to
work out an accommodation where
requirements are too onerous. Speaking for himself, he emphasized, he possible," Mr. Cox said. But, he
was ready to revise the forms to added, the FCC wants to know what
alleviate these burdens:
kind of programs its licensees are
broadcasting.
The commission is in■ Delete the "on-off" time-reporting requirement, but require that
terested, he said, in what the broadcaster is doing in local news, conthe "on" log indicate the estimated
length of the program or announcetroversial issues and children's proment.
grams.

* Denied request of ch. 5, WNEM-TV
Bay City-Saginaw, Mich., also to identify itself with third city, Flint. The
commission majority said that WNEMTV does not provide a signal of city
grade intensity over a substantial portion of Flint and that the station had
failed to demonstrate a "close relationship" between Bay City-Saginaw and
Flint sufficient to warrant the triple
identification. Commissioners Robert
E. Lee and T. A. M. Craven dissented;
Commissioner Rosel H. Hyde did not
participate.

sioner Frederick W. Ford dissented and
Chairman Newton N. Minow dissented
to inclusion of financial issue. Commissioner T. A. M. Craven did not partici-

■ Clarified its am-fm rules with respect
to station location and program origination to remove any inference that only
incorporated cities may receive station
grants. The new rules, effective immediately, specify that no decisional
weight will be given when an applicant
specifies an unincorporated town with
no local government. Tv rules already
specify that a tv station can be assigned
to an unincorporated city within 15
miles of the city to which a channel is
allocated.

■ Added character qualification issue
in application of WIFE Corp. for new
am station in Indianapolis, which is in
comparative hearing with three others:
Sands Broadcasting Corp., Hoosier
Broadcasting Corp. and Independent
Indianapolis Broadcasting Corp. At
issue is whether WIFE Corp. concealed
any information from the FCC pertaining to broadcast backgrounds of any
of its principals and whether WIFE
principal Ronald Woodyard has enin licenses. Comgaged in trafficking
missioners Frederick W. Ford and John
S. Cross dissented to addition of character issue.
In a separate order, the commission
granted a petition by Hoosier and added an issue to determine if Sands is
qualified to operate in the manner proposed in light of Sands' planned staff.

■ Enlarged issues to determine whether
John J. Farina, applicant for a new am
in Burlington-Mt. Holly, N. J., is the
real party in interest, whether other
parties have an undisclosed interest in
the Farina application (Burlington-Mt.
Holly Broadcasting Co.) and if Mr.
Farina is financially qualified. CommisBROADCASTING, October 2, 1961

■ On its own motion, enlarged issues
inpate.
hearing on applications of Elbert H.
Dean and B. L. Golden for a new am
in Lemoore, Calif., and KHOT Madera,
Calif., to increase power to determine
efforts made by both applicants to determine programming needs of areas
to be served. Commissioner T. A. M.
Craven dissented.

Integrity
Quality
wast
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IT'S QUIET ONLY
FOR A LITTLE WHILE
Hill committees plan radio-tv hearings during recess
Capitol Hill was virtually deserted folicy regarding private ownership of the
U. S. satellite communications system
lowing Congress' adjournment at dawn
Wednesday. But it promises to become
will lead to monopoly control, will have
a fairly lively spot for some broadthe FCC back up before his Antimonopcasters long before Congress returns on
oly Subcommittee on Nov. 8-9. The ad
hoc committee of 10 international comJan. 10, 1962. At least three congressional committees, will hold hearings
mon carriers chosen by the FCC to preaffecting broadcasting during the recess.
pare plans on how private ownership
The Senate Juvenile Delinquency
could be achieved, is scheduled to subSubcommittee will continue its probe
mit its report on Oct. 13.
of the effect, if any, of tv crime and
The space hearing previously had
been scheduled for Oct. 17, but was
violence on juvenile delinquency. A
House Small Business subcommittee
postponed at the request of the FCC.
will begin its hearing on radio-tv ad- The commission wanted to give intervertising opportunities for small busiested parties an opportunity to comnessmen, as well as on the FCC's conment
on the ad hoc committee's report
troversial proposal for revising program
before presenting its own statement to
reporting forms. And the Senate Small
Sen. Long's subcommittee.
In addition to these three hearings,
Business Committee's Antimonopoly
Subcommittee will reopen its hearing
there is a good chance two or three
on U. S. space communications policy,
others affecting broadcasting will be
held before Jan. 10.
with the FCC as the principal witness.
The Senate Juvenile Delinquency
The Senate Watchdog Subcommittee
Subcommittee, which began its tv in- is considering looking into alleged
broadcaster bias in connection with
quiry last June, is expected to resume
its hearing later this month. No plans state and local elections (Closed Cirhave been announced, but it's believed
cuit, Sept. 18). A House Labor subthe subcommittee, headed by Sen.
committee has been laying the groundThomas Dodd (D-Conn.), will conwork
for
an
inquiry into "runaway"
tinue the closed-door sessions it began
film production and foreign-made sound
tracks used with U. S. television films
in September (Broadcasting, Sept. 11)
before going back into a public hearing.
(Broadcasting, Sept. 18 and see story,
The House Small Business subcompage 50). And the Senate Aeronautical
mittee headed by Rep. Dale Alford
& Space Committee, headed by Sen.
(D-Ark.) is expected to announce soon
Robert S. Kerr (D-Okla.), wants to
dates for its hearing which will be held
be brought up to date on the fast-movearly next month. The subcommittee
satellite-coming developments
munications field. in the
will look into the question of whether
national advertisers put small businessmen at a disadvantage by "monopolizLebel to head State's
Telecommunications Div.
ing" choice radio and television time.
Rep. Alford's subcommittee will alDr. Arthur Lebel, assistant chief of
so provide a congressional forum in
which broadcasters can express their the State Dept's Telecommunications
Div. since 1958, has been named acting
views on the FCC's proposed program
chief. He succeeds Francis Colt deforms, whihc have met with considerable opposition in the industry.
Wolf, who has been promoted to speWho's to Own the System? ■ Sen.
cial advisor to the department's Office
of Transport & Communications.
Russell B. Long (D-La.), who has exDr.
Lebel has been involved with
pressed the fear that administration pol-
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telecommunications matters since joining the State Dept. in 1930. He joined
the Telecommunicaitons Div. in 1944,
and before being named assistant chief,
was head of the branch responsible for
ional wire communicasafety, internat
tions and foreign broadcasting services.
A lawyer with a doctorate in juridical
science, Dr. Lebel has served on U. S.
to more than 60 internans conferences.
delegatio
tional
Mr. deWolf, who joined the State
headed the TeleDept. in 1922, had
communications Div. since 1944. He
was assistant for one year before that,
and from 1938 to 1943 served in the
division of international communications.
Mr. deWolf has represented the
U. S. on the International Telecommunications Union's administrative council since 1948. He was chairman of the
U. S. delegations to the Moscow conference in 1946 and the Geneva conference in 1959 and represented the
U.
S. at the Buenos Aires Conference
in 1952.
Tv changes requested
in rulemaking at FCC

A request by ch. 56 WBJA-TV Binghamton, N. Y., that ch. 34 be assigned
to that city in lieu of ch. 56 has been
set for rulemaking by the FCC. The
proposal involves deletion of ch. 34
from Wilkes-Barre, Pa., and ch. 20
from Ithaca, N. Y. The commission did
not propose new channels for WilkesBarre and Ithaca in asking for comments on Binghamton since these cities
can be taken care of in the overall allocations proceedings in Docket 14229,
the agency said.
The commission also invited comments on proposals to add chs. 19 and
25 or 40 to Huntsville, Ala., and to add
ch. 25 or ch. 17 to Hamilton, Ala. To
accomplish any of the proposals for
Huntsville and Hamilton, several changes
in uhf allocations would be required in
cities in Alabama, Tennessee, Georgia
and Mississippi.
Nixon's California foes
want equal radio-tv time
Richard M. Nixon received regional,
live radio-tv coverage of his announcement last Wednesday (Sept. 27) that
he would be a candidate for the Republican nomination for governor of
California — and the Democrats and
several Republicans did not like it one
bit.
Cries of equal time and free publicity immediately were raised. Roger
Kent, cratic
chairman
of California's
State Central
Committee, Demolodged
protests with ABC and the FCC before the broadcast. Two days prior to
Mr. Nixon's
p.m., accused
PST, news
ference. Mr.7Kent
ABC con-of
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Harris plans to put on heat next year
. . . but in the substance of economic
The House Commerce Committee,
which in the past few years had
Specifically, he mentioned the
caused broadcasting's fur to fly with
regulation."
its investigations of payola, plugola,
FCC's controversial proposals to
break down clear channels and to
quiz-show scandals, and the like, was
relatively quiet in the session just deintermix vhf and uhf, on which he
ended. But next year, Chairman
has already promised to hold hearings in January (Broadcasting,
Oren Harris (D-Ark.) promised the
House, last week, will be different.
Sept. 18 and 25) as well as such
In a long floor speech summing
other "thorny problems" as network
up the activities of his committee in regulation and control of trafficking
in station licenses. He introduced
the first session of the 87th Conuary. covering both subjects last Janbills
gress, Rep. Harris said the past few
months have been a period for "takThe Regulatory Agencies Subcoming stock" and considering new apmittee staff also has begun an invesproaches. Such a period is necessary
tigation of broadcast ratings and
after a time of "ferment and uptheir use. The subcommittee has reheaval," he said.
ceived anumber of complaints from
But the time has come to move
stations concerning the allegedly
again, he said. As chairman of the
"hypoed" ratings of competitors
Commerce Committee and its Reg(Closed Circuit, Sept. 25), and
ulatory Agencies Subcommittee, he staff members plan to query broadpromised in the months ahead to seek
casters, rating services and adverfurther improvements in the FCC
tisers in the coming months. The
and other agencies, "not only in hearings probably will be held after
[their] organization and procedure
Congress reconvenes.

planning to give the candidate $ 1 00,000
worth of free time.
James C. Hagerty, ABC vice president and news director and news secretary to former President Eisenhower,
replied that Mr. Kent had been "misinformed." The Nixon announcement
received regional coverage by ABC-TV.
CBS-TV and independent stations. Mr.
Kent, in requesting equal time before
the broadcast, maintained that Mr.
Nixon's announcement for the governorship was "in no sense a legitimate
news event."
Mr. Hagerty countered: "Such evaluation for ABC must be made by our
news department, not by an outside
source."
The commission wired an acknowledgement to Mr. Kent of receiving his
complaint. While the telegram did not
so specify, the feeling at the FCC reportedly was that the equal-time demand was premature.
WBEN-TV

on option time

Network option time is a "vital and
necessary part of tv programming,"
WBEN-TV Buffalo, N. Y., told the FCC
last week in comments on the re-opened
option-time rulemaking. In urging that
option time be continued, the CBS-TV
affiliate said that local stations cannot
finance extensive programs nor is there
enough, top local talent.
Comments are due this Friday (Oct.
6) and oral argument before the FCC
en banc is scheduled for Nov. 3.
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WSAAA credits ad groups
for Calif, tax amendment
Thanks to the efforts of California
advertising individuals and organizations, the state sales tax ruling adopted
last month protects the advertising
agency and permits it to function as
an "agent" for its clients rather than
as a "retailer" selling its output to them,
according to Harry Lindersmith, attorney for the Western States Advertising Agencies Assn., which spearheaded the drive to amend the original
measure before its adoption. The new
rulings, Mr. Lindersmith pointed out,
specifically exempt copy, layout, consultation, research and other creative
agency services from the tax.
Jim Dean, of Boylhart, Lovett &
Dean, chairman of the WSAAA sales
tax committee, pointed out that the
meetings held with the state board of
equalization during the summer were
participated in by representatives of the
Advertising Assn. of The West, the
Northern California Advertising Agencies Assn., the AAAA and other groups
in addition to the WSAAA.
"It was the WSAAA that first called
the attention of the advertising community to the pending ruling which, if
it had gone through as first proposed,
would have been detrimental to advertising agencies and others engaged in
servicing clients. We in the WSAAA
are pleased to have been able to protect the interests of the people in our
business," Mr. Dean said.
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MARVIN
News in focus -that's authoritative
Tony Marvin's forte on Mutual Radio.
Always one of the top news commentators inthe business, now he's in the
Mutual line-up - bringing his news
experience into play -as a regular
member of Mutual Radio's news corps.
♦ Remember: Mutual covers 94 of the
top 100 markets with local affiliates
—more than any other radio network.
Buy Mutual Radio-and you've got it
covered at the point of sale.
MUTUAL
RADIO
A Service to Independent Stations
of Minnesota Mining
&Subsidiary
Manufacturing
Company ^ITI
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'Rise' commercial phony,
charges FTC examiner
A Federal Trade Commission hearing examiner has held that the 1959-60
Rise shaving cream tv commercials,
comparing Rise and a "competing"
shaving cream, were phony. He recommended that Carter Products Inc. and
its advertising agency, Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell & Bayles, New York, be
ordered to halt the alleged deception.
The order is not final and may be appealed, stayed or reviewed by the commission itself.
The hearing examiner held that the
"competing" shaving cream was not
shaving cream at all but a special preparation which dried out quickly. This
was used in the tv commercials to show
how
"ordinary"
latheritsdries
out while
Rise lather
maintains
moisture.
This
falsely disparaged competing products,
he ruled.
Rejecting the argument that it was
necessary to use the mixture because of
technical photographic problems in the
filmed commercials, the examiner said:
"Reasonable lattitude is and should
be granted to advertisers and advertising agencies in the use of 'make-up'
where necessary to meet the technical
requirements of photography. However,
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this is not a license to misrepresent the
truth as material fact. It is undisputed
that
used 'Rise' shaving
latherresponden
in the tstelevision
commercials
complained about. If respondents could
successfully photograph 'Rise' shaving
lather, they could also successfully photograph competing shaving lathers.
Representatives of respondents testified
that their reason for using the specially
prepared substance which resembled
shaving cream but contained ingredients which caused it to disappear and
dry up considerably faster than ordinary shaving cream was to dramatize
the difference between 'Rise' and 'ordinary' lathers. Even so, it was not
necessary to prepare and use a phony
substance resembling shaving cream
and represent this to the public as a
competing shaving cream inferior to
The hearing examiner ruled that
there is no evidence that S. Heagen
Bayles,
Rise.' " SSC&B board chairman and
chief executive officer, had participated
in and was in charge of the challenged
advertising. This was one of the charges
in the FTC's complaint last June
(Broadcasting, June 20. 1960).
NABET asks KQBY hearing
The National Assn. of Broadcast
Engineers & Technicians asked the
FCC last week to deny or set for hearing the proposed sale of KQBY-AMFM San Francisco from Sherwood
Gordon to Frank & Patricia Atlass. The
union alleged its contract with Mr. Gordon expired in July and the union did
not renegotiate because of the pending
sale and verbal assurances from Frank
Atlass that he would retain the same
employes with union benefits.
NABET said that KQBY has been
off the air since July 31. It said Mr.
Atlass has said he will bargain with
NABET only if the new employes he
selects designate the union as their bargaining representative. Former KQBY
employes are not now employed and
no provision for their social security
and other benefits has been made,
NABET claimed. The union charged
that the sale would constitute trafficking
from one absentee owner to another,
in that Mr. Gordon has held KQBY
less than one year.
WMIN

sale cancelled

The sale of WMIN Minneapolis from
Franklin Broadcasting Co. (William F.
Johns and family) to Tedesco Inc., set
for hearing in July by the FCC on
charges of trafficking by both parties,
fell through last week. Franklin petitioned the FCC to approve the sale
without hearing or dismiss the application without prejudice (which would
allow the company to apply again any

time) (At Deadline, Sept. 18).
The Broadcast Bureau opposed the
request for grant without hearing but
did not object to dismissal of the application. Acting Chief Hearing Examiner
Jay A. Kyle dismissed the application
last week but with prejudice.
Largo ch. 10 grant
looms for WTSP-TV
WTSP-TV Inc. moved closer to
a grant for ch. 10 Largo, Fla. (TampaSt. Petersburg area), last week when
the FCC instructed its staff to prepare
a final decision granting WTSP-TV's
application and denying five competitors for the channel.
No vote was announced, but it is
understood the commission was split
3-2, with Commissioner Frederick W.
Ford not participating and Commissioner Rosel H. Hyde absent. The staff
instructions do not constitute a final
action with the FCC reserving the right
to reverse its preliminary decision.
A February initial decision by Hearing Examiner Millard F. French also
favored a grant to WTSP-TV Inc.,
principally owned by N. Joe, Farris E.
and Sam G. Rahall (each with just
over 26%). The applicant has 12
other stockholders with minority interests. The Rahalls also own WLCY St.
Petersburg, WKAP Allentown and
WNAR Norristown, both Pennsylvania,
WWNR Beckley, W. Va., and WQTY
Jacksonville, Fla.
Other ch. 10 applicants include Bay
Area Telecasting Corp., Florida Gulfcoast Broadcasters Inc., Suncoast Cities
Broadcasting Corp., City of St. Petersburg (ch. 38 WSUN-TV) and Tampa
Telecasters Inc. Oral argument in the
case was held last summer (Broadcasting, July 17).
Perjury trials delayed
for tv quiz winners
The perjury trials of 16 contestants
who won prize money on rigged tv
quiz shows, including Charles Van Doren, were adjourned last week until Oct.
18 by New York County Special Sessions Justice Thomas E. Rohan. The
postponement was ordered because
some of the defendants were still filing
legal challenges in other courts.
Assistant District Attorney Joseph
Stone said he is ready to begin the cases
of David Mayer, Timothy Horan, Paul
Bain and Patricia Nance now, but does
not want to impair any of the legal
rights of the defendants. Mr. Stone said
three defendants are seeking a New
York Supreme Court order of prohibition to be heard Oct. 6, and that another move to block the trials will be
heard in General Sessions Court on
Oct. 1 1 . Justice Rohan adjourned the
BROADCASTING, October 2, 1961

case of all 16 defendants when he was
advised of the pending hearings.
In all, 18 tv quiz show contestants
have been charged in grand jury informations with testifying falsely that they
never received questions and answers
in advance of a show. Two contestants,
including Mrs. Vivienne Halen Nearing, pleaded guilty to the charges earlier
this year and received suspended sentences.
Oct. 24 argument set
on MCA-Schreiber refusal
U. S. District Judge Leon R. Yankwich will hear arguments Wednesday
(Oct. 24) on whether MCA Inc. and
its vice president, Taft Schreiber, should
supply records and testimony subpoenaed by the FCC in its network
study.
Mr. Schreiber twice has appeared before the commission in Los Angeles
hearings but both times failed to produce the subpoenaed documents or to
answer questions when the FCC refused to promise secrecy (Broadcasting, March 13, Oct. 24, 1960). On behalf of the commission, the Justice
Dept. has filed a civil suit asking Judge
Yankwich's court to order MCA to
comply.
In its pleading with the court, Justice
and the FCC said that MCA has failed
to show substantial reason which would
warrant "this unusual treatment" of
secrecy. The petition pointed out that
MCA's principal competitor, the William Morris Agency, "freely complied"
with an identical subpoena.
"Failure fully to explore the policies,
practices and activities of MCA Inc. in
connection with its television programming would seriously impair, if not
render nugatory, any attempt on the
commission's part to understand and
delineate the policies, practices and activities involved in the creation, production and licensing of television filmed
products," the court petition stated. The
FCC wants a list of all programs in
which MCA or its subsidiary, Revue
Productions, has a financial interest
other than talent representation.
KWK

gets its turn Nov. 6

KWK St. Louis will present its defense against FCC license revocation
proceedings begining Nov. 6, it was
decided last week in a conference among
government and station attorneys and
Hearing Examiner Forest L. McClenning.
The government finished presenting
its case 10 days ago during hearings in
St. Louis (Broadcasting, Sept. 25).
KWK asked for and was given the recess to prepare its answer to charges
contests conducted by the station "perpetrated afraud on its listeners."
BROADCASTING, October 2, 1961
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The remarkable ATC 55 allows use
of regular staff voices at all hours,
with a minimum number of personnel on duty. Ideal for early morning
and late evening hours, or to clear
announcers for other duties during
certain hours of the day. Lets you
use your best talent during week
ends or for separate FM operations.
The ATC 55 will automatically play
back up to 55 magazine-loaded
made

taped spots, themes, and production
aids; up to 165 full length musical
selections, without resetting or reloading. It is also designed to
operate in conjunction with other
broadcast equipment. A special 3200
cycle auxiliary control tone may be
inserted at any point in the sequence
to start (1) material recorded on
reel-to-reel tapes, (2) a Seeburg record changer, or (3) the standard
ATC units. Used in multiples of two
or more (4), the ATC 55 may be
programmed to play in any desired
sequence automatically. It delivers
the highest quality broadcast reproduction. And, best of all, it is so
easy to operate that any of your
personnel can run it. Write, wire or
phone collect for complete information and literature today.

by broadcasters

for broadcasters
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209 E. Washington St. • Room 110 • Bloomington, Illinois
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PETITIONS

DENIED

FCC turns down governor's
plea in S. C. deintermixture
The petitions of South Carolina's governor and an imposing array of federal,
state and local officials were denied last
week by five FCC commissioners. The
officials asked that the commission reconsider and withdraw its rulemaking
proposal looking toward deleting ch. 10
WIS-TV from Columbia, S. C, and
making that city an all-uhf market. The
commissioners said the petition will be
made part of the record and studied with
other comments and "will receive full
consideration
the its
appropriate
time."
The FCC will at
reach
own decision
on
facts received and wants to give ample
opportunity for all interested parties to
comment, the commissioners said. Commis ioners T. A. M. Craven and John
S. Cross dissented, as they have in all
decisions concerning deintermixture.
Comments continued to come into the
FCC from Connecticut cities asking that
ch. 3 WTIC-TV Hartford not be deleted. Petitions were sent by city councils or boards of selectmen from Canaan, Windsor, Chesire and Rockville
stating that their cities would be deprived of tv service if Hartford is
deintermixed.
WISC-TV Madison, Wis., ch. 3, also
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facing deletion, asked the FCC to hold
an evidentiary-adjudicatory hearing on
the proposal. The station listed some
20 issues to be decided, adding that it
proposed the hearing without abandoning its original position that the FCC's
deintermixture proceeding is illegal.
ABC asked the FCC to ignore all petitions for reconsideration of deintermixture and vhf drop-ins and to proceed
with commission proposals. The network said that some action must be
taken to provide more channels if network television is to be truly competitive
and that no solution would please all
parties. As in the past, ABC charged
Assn. of Maximum Service Telecasters,
which had asked reconsideration, with
striving to maintain the status quo and
block progress and with employing delaying tactics. To AMST's contention
that drop-ins at short milage separations
would degrade existing tv service, ABC
answered that the FCC specifications
for short-spacing in the markets where
it is considering drop-ins are sufficiently
strict to avoid disruption of current
tv service.
WARD-TV Johnstown, Pa., uhf station seeking a vhf channel proposed in
that market, also accused AMST of
halting progress. The station said it
had struggled to exist as a uhf station
and unless it is granted a channel in the
lower band it might be forced to cease
operation, thus depriving Johnstown of
its "only local service."
More Drop-ins Opposed ■ A request
by KUTV (TV) Salt Lake City that
the FCC shift ch. 5 Cleveland to Toledo
and that WEWS (TV) Cleveland be
shifted from ch. 5 to ch. 12 so KUTV
could apply for the Toledo channel
was called "procedurally out of order,"
by WEWS. It would "open the door to
dissolution" of the FCC's current interim proposals, WEWS said. WAKRTV Akron ch. 49 also opposed the
KUTV proposal, saying it would result
in more than a minimal dislocation to
an existing station. WAKR-TV suggested the FCC add a vhf in Akron
instead.
A similar drop-in request by WKNXTV Saginaw, Mich., for ch. 11 in
Saginaw-Flint-Bay City was opposed by
WJRT (TV) Flint, which said that the
same proposal had previously been advanced and was rejected by the FCC.
WJRT said that if WKNX-TV is shifted
as it requests, it will actually serve a
smaller audience than at present and
will deprive the public of service.
WTOL-TV Toledo joined in the protest, stating that the licensee of WKNXTV has a construction permit for ch. 1 1
in Alpena, Mich., and that this request
shows a lack of good faith for suggesting
the channel be shifted.

opposition to the FCC's
Congres
d sional
vhf-uhf deintermixture plan
propose
was expressed almost up to the final

gavel that rapped an end last week to
the first session of the 87th Congress.
Rep. Kenneth A. Roberts (D-Ala.)
inserted a speech in the Congressional
Record on Tuesday warning that if the
FCC is permitted to proceed with its
plan to delete vhf channels from eight
markets (Broadcasting, July 31), it
will carry its deintermixture program
"to every other city in the country that
now enjoys" vhf.
Then, to give his colleagues something to ponder during the adjournment
period, he inserted in the Record the
nine bills and resolutions that have been
introduced to delay deintermixture or
limit the FCC's authority to shift stations fromcasting,
vhfSept. to
25).uhf channels (BroadEarlier Reps. William W. Scranton
(R-Pa.) and John J. Riley (D-S.C.)
voiced their opposition to the FCC proposal. Rep. Scranton is concerned about
the possible loss of ch. 12 Binghamton,
N. Y. (WNBF-TV) and Rep. Riley is
worried about the proposed deletion of
ch. 10 Columbia (WIS-TV). Both stations serve rural areas which the congressmen said would be deprived of
television service if the v's are removed.
Applications pour in
for new vhf channels
The land rush continues for vhf tv
channels the FCC has recently added
in Syracuse and Grand Rapids, Mich.
Some applicants have proposed expedited procedures to get the stations on
the air; others want the FCC to follow its regular schedules (Broadcasting, Sept. 25).
WAGE Inc., a Syracuse holding
company, applied for ch. 9 there and
forwarded a plan under which the FCC
would examine all applicants for the
channel and select one as "temporary
trustee." Then a new corporation
would be formed with all qualified applicants given the opportunity for equal
ownership. The permanent corporation
would reimburse expenses of the temWAGEporary trustee.
Inc. also applied for dual
operation on chs. 9 and 30 in Syracuse
should the FCC implement its proposal to allow this to foster uhf. Frank
Revoir is president and controlling
stockholder of the company, which
operated WAGE Syracuse from 1941
through 1954.
Two other applicants for ch. 9 are
Onondaga Broadcasting Inc. and Syracuse Civic Tv Assn. Principal stockholder of 16 in Onondaga is Marvin
H. Sugarman (20%), who owns a tv
packaging and merchandising company. Syracuse Civic has over a dozen
stockholders, none holding more than
9.7%. Those having other broadcast
interests are Arthur C. Kyle Jr. (stockBROADCASTING. October 2, 1961

holder in WNDR Syracuse, WACK
Newark and WPDM Potsdam, all New
York) and Richard L. Sandefur, national sales manager of WNDR.
Onondaga has asked for interim operation of ch. 9.
Grand Turmoil ■ Two prospective
applicants for ch. 13 Grand Rapids
last week urged the FCC not to grant
without hearing the application of
Grand Broadcasting Co., which submitted several hundred pages and asked
that this information be made the basis
of an immediate grant. Grand also
asked permission for interim operation
"upon the basis of its complete showing."
Atlas Broadcasting Co. and West
Michigan Telecasters, both companies
which participated in rulemaking proceedings to add the channel, said they
intend to file for the facility and that
the FCC should not grant interim
operation until all applications have
been filed. Atlas had submitted a proposed timetable to expedite getting the
station on the air and said when all
applications are in, it will be glad to
discuss methods of shortening or eliminating hearing procedures with all
parties. West Michigan stressed that
Grand Rapids will not be without any
service while the ch. 13 grant is being
decided and said such an emergency
measure as grant without hearing is
unjustified.
An application was filed last week
for ch. 13 Rochester, N. Y., the third
vhf drop-in authorized by the FCC, by
Flower City Broadcasting Co.

Shoe is on other foot
in Wisconsin am case
The FCC's Broadcast Bureau last
week recommended that an am applicant who had made an issue of a rival's
character qualifications should be examined as to his own conduct vis-a-vis
the commission's rules.
At the request of Beacon Broadcasting System, applicant for a standard radio station in Grafton-Cedarburg, Wis.,
issues in its hearing were enlarged to include whether rival Suburban Broadcasting Co., seeking a Jackson, Fis.,
frequency, had brought unfair pressure
on a bank to refuse Beacon a loan. At
the same time, the issue Suburban
sought — whether Beacon was financially
qualified — was added. (Broadcasting,
July 10).
The bureau found that evidence at the
hearing indicated no pressure had been
placed on the bank by Suburban or anyone connected with or influenced by that
company. Suburban's character qualifications were approved in the bureau's
findings. It further suggested that
Beacon is not financially qualified to
operate its proposed station.
Paul T. Foran, president and 75%
stockholder of Beacon, testified that
there had been no financial transactions
between his company and Beacon Elec-

tronics Inc., of which he owns less than
25%. Suburban submitted to the FCC
vouchers and checks between the two
companies for some 25 financial transactions, the bureau said. It recommended that issues in the hearing now
be expanded to include Beacon's character qualifications and whether Mr.
Foran has shown a lack of candor.
Congresswoman
WIL

cites

job project

At a time when broadcasting is under
congressional fire for allegedly contributing to the increase in juvenile
delinquency, a St. Louis radio station
has been praised in the House of Representatives for helping youngsters find
summer jobs.
The station, WIL, sponsored an experimental employment-service project
conducted by the Metropolitan Youth
Commission of St. Louis. The service
found jobs for some 250 youngsters —
a degree of success that induced the
State Employment Service to continue
the program on a permanent basis.
In reporting this to the House, Rep.
Leonor K. Sullivan (D-Mo.) praised the
youth commission and WIL "for their
imagination and enterprise in this

project."

California deintermixture
Standing fast on its decision to make
Bakersfield and the San Joaquin Valley,
Calif., all-uhf, the FCC has refused
to reconsider its decision issued March
22, 1961 (Broadcasting, March 27).
KERO-TV Bakersfield, threatened by
an FCC show-cause order why it
should not operate on ch. 23 instead
of its present ch. 10, asked the commissioners to reconsider, as did the
San Joaquin Valley Community Tv
Assn.
Commissioner John S. Cross dissented to the FCC action. He also had
dissented to the original deintermixture
proposal.
GIT convention ratified
■ The Senate last week ratified by a
66-0 vote, the 1959 Geneva International Telecommunications convention,
embodying the bylaws of the International Telecommunications Union. By
the same vote, the Senate also approved
the radio regulations governing frequency assignments, which were negotiated in connection with the ITU convention.
BROADCASTING, October 2, 1961
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JUST LOOK AT THIS MARKET DATA
Population
1,520,100 Automotive
Drug Sales Sales
$ 40.355.000
Households
423,600
General Merchandise
$ 299.539,000
Consumer Spendable Income
$ 148.789,000
Total Retail Sales
$1,761,169,000
$1,286,255,000
Food Sales
$ 300,486,000
KNOE-TV AVERAGES 71.7% SHARE OF AUDIENCE
According to March, 1961 ARB we average 71.7% share of audience from
9 a.m. to midnight, 7 days a week in Monroe metropolitan trade area.
CBS
• ABC
A James A. Noe Station
V
-T
KNOE
Represented by
Channel 8
Monroe, Louisiana
H-R Television, Inc.
The
only commercial TV station licensed to
75
Monroe.
Photo: Forest Products Division, OKn-Mathieson Cliemical C.or/>oration, West Monroe, Louisiana.
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Canada's second television network
began operations yesterday (Oct. 1)
with two half-hour programs On The
Air and Sneak Preview on eight major
market tv stations of Canada. The programs dealt with the development of
the network and the programs it will
air this fall and winter.
Eight hours of programs are being
fed weekly over the eight major market
stations. Half of the shows are of Canadian content, 5% more than required
by the Board of Broadcast Governors.
Four more half-hour programs are being added in mid-October, to give CTV
10 hours weekly of network shows. Six
more hours are expected to be added
before year-end, with sponsors now
auditioning 16 Canadian pilot shows.
Programs are being aired at the same
time locally in each city. Programs for
most of the first year are being taped,
until the microwave network is completed next September.
Sponsors for the opening period of
the new network are General Foods
Ltd., Toronto, with three half-hour
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16

shows, Andy Griffith Show, Whiplash
imported from Australia, and Canadian
musical memory game Showdown;
Procter & Gamble Ltd., Toronto, shares
Whiplash with General Foods, has halfhour shows The Rifleman and Canadian quiz show Twenty Questions;
Aluminum Co. of Canada Ltd., Toronto, shares with Imperial Tobacco Co.
Ltd., Montreal, the one-hour British
Broadcasting Corp. film Inspector Maigret; Adam Brands Sales Ltd., (Chiclets and Dentyne) has Canadian quiz
show Take a Chance; Colgate-Palmolive Ltd., Toronto, and American
Home Products Ltd., Toronto, share
one hour program Checkmate; General
Motors of Canada Ltd., Oshawa, Ont.,
has NBC network show Sing Along
With Mitch.
A number of participating sponsors
across Canada share half-hour Canadian variety show West Coast, animated cartoon program Tom Cat, and
one hour Cross Canada Barn Dance.
United States film shows will be
shown in Canada prior to their release
in the United States.
The Canadian programs will originate from different stations on the network, which consists of CJCH-TV
Halifax, N. S.; CFCF-TV Montreal,
Que.; CJOH-TV Ottawa, Ont.; CFTOTV Toronto, Ont.; CJ AY-TV Winnipeg, Man.; CFCN-TV Calgary, Alta.;
CFRN-TV Edmonton, Alta.; and
CHAN-TV Vancouver, B. C. Each of
these stations is one of two tv stations
in their respective cities.
Headquarters of CTV Television network is at Toronto.
Six tv repeaters
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SALE

BEGINS
The number 1 voice and picture
in Northeastern New York and
Western New England. 992-11
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BBG

new

grants

Seven tv outlets — six of them intended for retransmission of other stations
have been recommended to the Department of Transport, Ottawa, for new
station licenses. Recommendations came
from the Board of Broadcast Governors
and followed public hearings late in
August. One radio and two fm stations
also were approved by BBG.
The new tv licenses:
Canadian Broadcasting Corp., Ottawa, for new tv station at Dryden, Ont..
in the northwestern part of the province, with 8.9 kw video and 4.45 kw
audio power on ch. 9, with antenna
569 feet above average terrain; at
Sioux Lookout, Ont., for 5 w transmitter on ch. 12 for rebroadcasting programs from the new Dryden station:

at Courtenay, B. C, for ch. 9 station
with 625 w video and 332 w audio
power, to rebroadcast programs of
CBUT (TV) Vancouver, B. C.
CKBI-TV Prince Albert, Sask., for
ch. 4 station at Greenwater Lake, Sask.,
with 3 kw video and 1.6 kw audio
power, and at Nipawin, Sask., for ch.
12 station with 5 w power, both to rebroadcast CKBI-TV.
CKOS-TV Yorkton, Sask., for ch. 6
station at Wynyard, Sask., with 670 w
video and 340 w audio power, to rebroadcast programs of CKOS-TV.
CJLH-TV Lethbridge, Alta., for ch.
3 station at Burmis, Alta., with 225 w
video and 112.5 w audio power, to rebroadcast programs of CJLH-TV.
CFCN-TV Calgary, Alta., for ch. 8
station at Drumheller, Alta., with 5 w
power, to rebroadcast CFCN-TV.
New radio station grants:
At Baie Comeau, Que., on north
shore of St. Lawrence River, to Jean
Claude Temblay on 580 kc with 5 kw
day and 2.5 kw nighttime power;
At Seven Islands, Que., on north
shore of St. Lawrence River, to Raymond Maynard on 560 kc with 5 kw.
A new fm station was recommended
for Roy Vernon Parrett at Victoria,
B. C, on 100.3 mc with 415 w, to be
in part programmed by CFAX Victoria,
B. C.

Canadian

rating group

plans to double service
Doubling the number of audience
surveys from two to four a year in 20
major Canadian markets is being proposed to radio and television stations,
advertisers and advertising agencies by
the co-operative Bureau of Broadcast
Measurement, Toronto, Ont. The proposal will be voted on at the Central
Canada Broadcasting Assn. annual
meeting
at Hamilton. Ont., October
30-31.
The proposal will increase fees to
BBM for all members, with advertiser
fees being doubled from $50 a year,
advertising agencies to pay three times
the present fee based on total billings,
station representatives to pay four times
the present fee of $50 plus $10 for each
station represented, radio stations to
pay 50% more than the present twice
peak one-time half-hour rate, and tv
stations to pay one-third more than the
present VA times peak one-time quarter-hour rate.
TvBC orders Nielsen Index
Television Bureau of Advertising of
Canada, Toronto, has signed a two-year
contract with the A. C. Nielsen Co. of
Canada Ltd., which will make the comBROADCASTING, October 2, 1961

plete Nielsen Broadcast Index Service
available to TvBC, in addition to expanded data on tv audience trends,
Canadian homes using tv by hours of
the day and various other viewing patterns.
Nigerian

tv to get

help from NBC Intl.
NBC International Ltd., a subsidiary
of NBC, will send 16 executives and
technicians to Nigeria within two
months to establish a federal tv service
there, Robert W. Sarnoff, NBC board
chairman, and T. O. S. Benson, Nigeria's
nounced lastminister
week.of information, anUnder the agreement, NBC International as managing agent will provide
personnel with experience in the technical, programming, sales and administrative areas of tv to operate the
service initially and to train Nigerians
to take over its complete future operation. The NBC representatives are
scheduled to begin their assignment in
mid-November.
The new service is expected to start
early in 1962 covering Lagos, Nigeria's
federal capital, and Ibadan, capital of
the western region. Eventually, it is
lloped to extend service to all of Nigeria's population of 35 million.
Court tests legality
of BBG recommendation
The first legal test of a decision by
the Canadian Board of Broadcast Governors, the regulatory body, was made
in the Ontario Supreme Court at Toronto Sept. 21. CIFB-TV Swift Current, Sask., asked the court to set aside
a BBG recommendation that a satellite
station license be granted at Stranrear,
Sask., to CFQC-TV Saskatoon, Sask.
CJFB's brief said the BBG recommendation was based on a revised technical
brief that had not been subject to a
public hearing. CIFB-TV had requested
a satellite at Kindersley, Sask. at a public hearing with CFQC-TV in April.
The license was recommended for
CFQC-TV and conditioned on modification of the proposed satellite's antenna to reduce coverage in the Swift Current area.
Ontario Chief lustice J. C. McRuer
reserved judgment after he had suggested that the case be given another
BBG hearing. CFQC-TV did not agree
with this suggestion.
Lovick agency buys Brooks
James Lovick & Co. Ltd., Toronto,
Ont., advertising agency, has bought
Brooks Adv. Ltd., for an undisclosed
amount. Herbert Brooks becomes vicepresident of Lovick. The combined
BROADCASTING, October 2, 1961

BBG turns down ABC bid
The Canadian Board of Broadcast Governors last week turned
down a bid by ABC-TV to purchase
approximately 25% of CFTO-TV
Toronto. In denying the application, the board said it is "not prepared to recommend any transaction
involving financial participation of
American networks in Canadian tv
Earlier, the board had moved to
stations."
defer a decision to permit interested
Canadian groups to bid on the
CFTO-TV stock. One member of

operation will give the Lovick agency
billings of over $20 million annually
making it the third largest Canadian
agency following MacLaren Adv. Ltd.,
Toronto with about $30 million and
Cockfield Brown & Co. Ltd., Toronto,
with about $28 million annually.
Doyle Dane
forms

Bernbach

German

ad agency

Formation of a new German advertising agency to be known as Doyle
Dane Bernbach, GmBH., effective Oct.
16, was announced last week. Partners
in the new enterprise are Doyle Dane
Bernbach Inc., New York, and Von
Holzschuher & Bauer, KG. Dusseldorf,
West Germany.
DDB, which has been handling advertising for a number of foreign clients in the U. S., had worked through
affiliates in foreign countries. The
formation of the new German agency
is the first overseas agency in which
DDB is a principal.
Dominion

set sales lag

Radio and television receiver sales
continue to drop, according to the Electronic Industries Assn. of Canada. The
report for July explains there is one
less company reporting this year to account for part of the drop. Radio set
sales for the first seven months
amounted to 232,999 units as against
262,916 in the same period last year.
July figures showed 31,478 units this
year, 34,070 last July.
Tv set sales in the January-July 1961
period amounted to 143,282 units as
compared with 156,064 for the same
period last year. Tv receiver sales in
July were 18,411 units, 19,664 in July
1960.
'Real West' wins Prix Italia
NBC-TV's Project 20 production of
"The Real West," sole U. S. network
television entrv in the 1961 Prix Italia

for 25% of CFTO-TV
the board, Edward Dunlap of Toronto, favored approval of the proposed ABC acquisition. Mr. Dunlap pointed out that Canadian bids
had been made for the stock and
said that denial would impair the
interests of CFTO-TV.
In New York, ABC said it had
no comment on the action of the
Canadian government. An American company, RKO General, owns
66%% of CKLW-TV Windsor,
Ont., just across the border from
Detroit.

competition, received the grand prize
Sept. 18 at Pisa, Italy, as the best of
the tv documentaries submitted by 16
countries. The program, narrated by
the late Gary Cooper, was presented
on NBC-TV March 29. It was produced and directed by Donald B. Hyatt,
with a script by Philip Reisman Jr.,
and an orchestral score by Robert Russell Bennett. Daniel W. Jones was head
of picture research. The American
entry was chosen last month in New
York from among 15 programs
screened by the Broadcasting Foundation of America, the International Div.
of the National Educational Tv & Radio
Center.
Abroad

in brief...

Site chosen ■ Montreux, Switzerland,
was
chosen Festival.
for next year's
Television
The International
Swiss resort
city also was the scene last May of the
Festival's inaugural conclave. The
Montreux event, which will feature an
equipment exhibition, a technical symposium and a tv contest, is to run from
April 23 to May 5.
French film firm ■ Les Productions
Francaises, at 1452 Bishop St., Montreal, Que., is new French-language
film distributor in Canada. Manager is
Phil Chailler, former free-lance film
producer in Montreal. Company will
distribute Parisian films and handle
film translations.
Pearson appointed ■ McQuarie Broadcasting Services, Australia, a 67-station
network, has appointed John E. Pearson Co., New York, as its representative for tourism placed by U. S. Travel
Service.
Japanese Client ■ United Press Movietone News reports it is serving the
Nippon Television Network (NTV)
with its daily newsfilm service. NTV
services a 12- station network in Ja77
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Bruce Crawford, vp and account
supervisor on Brown & Williamson Tobacco account at Ted Bates & Co., New
York, appointed advertising manager,
proprietaries and toiletries division,
Chesebrough-Pond, that city.
Raymond R. Morgan, vp of Fletcher
Richards, Calkins &
Holden, joins Walker
Saussy Adv.. Hollywood, as vp.
William Gordon,
Los Angeles pr consultant, named by
Mr. Morgan
American Bar Assn.
to succeed late John Stone as liaison
representative to tv and film industry.
Philip E. Bash named senior vp at
Clinton E. Frank agency, Chicago.
Others similarly promoted were Hill
Blackett Jr.; Wayde M. Grinstead;
Buckingham W. Gunn and Bowman
Kreer.
Harry Vosburg, vp and director of
research, Lambert & Feasley, New
York, and formerly with McCannErickson, that city, appointed to newly
created post of vp and marketing services director, L&F. Fred L. Ryner, associate research director, Fletcher
Richards, Calkins & Holden, New York,
succeeds Mr. Vosburg.
Kai Jorgensen, president, Hixson &
Jorgensen, Los Angeles, has been elected chairman of Southern California
Council of American Assn. of Advertising Agencies. Lou Scott, Foote,
Cone & Belding, Los Angeles, is vice
chairman. Norval Lavene, Fuller &
Smith & Ross, Los Angeles, is new
secretary-treasurer.
Claudia Benge,
head of radio-tv department of Rowland
Broiles Co., Ft. Worth
pr and advertising
agency, named vp.
Mrs. Benge has been
with agency since
Mrs. Benge 1946.
David R. Fenwick joins Edward H.
Weiss & Co. as vp in charge of west
coast operations. He will be located in
agency's Los Angeles office. Recently
resigned as vp and chairman of plans
board of Los Angeles office of Donahue & Coe, Mr. Fenwick was formerly
partner in Robinson, Fenwick &
Haynes, that city.
Hans L. Carstensen Jr., vp and manager of plans and marketing department, N. W. Ayer & Son, Philadelphia,
succeeds Robert F. Kurtz, who resigns,
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as manager, service department. Harry
C. Groome, vp, plans and marketing
department, succeeds Mr. Carstensen
as manager.
Charles J. Murphy, assistant advertising manager of Olin Mathieson
Chemical Corp., New York, promoted
to advertising manager. Wells Newell,
formerly account executive, BBDO
New York, named assistant advertising
manager.
J. Dennis Molnar joins Charles W.
Hoyt Co., New York advertising agency, as creative executive. He had previously been with Compton Adv. and
Cohen & Aleshire.
Judson H. Irish, vp, copy department, Foote, Cone & Belding, New
York, appointed copy director.
James W. Nichols,
executive vp and general manager of Fidelity Advertising of
Abilene, Texas, appointed to newly created position of vp in
charge of new business of Ted Workman
Mr. Nichols
Adv., Dallas. Mr.
Workman said Mr. Nichols would be
officer of both companies, and that
firms would be affiliated.
James 0. Luce named media director of Detroit office of J. Walter
Thompson. Mr. Luce, associate media
director and group head in radio-tv
department in agency's New York
office, will be in charge of all media
planning
for agency's
which include
Ford Div.,Detroit
Ford clients
Motor
Co.; Ford International; Ford Dealer
Advertising Committees; Champion
Spark Plug Co.; Evans Products Co.;
Burroughs Corp., (International).
Victor F. Boero, art director, Ketchum, MacLeod & Grove, Pittsburgh,
joins Fuller & Smith & Ross, that city,
in similar capacity.
John Elliot, member of
ment, and Thomas Knitch,
coordinator, Ted Bates &
York, join art department.
Newell, that city.

art departtv creative
Co., New
Lennen &

Ray Barnett, sales
representative of KNX
Los Angeles and CBS
Radio Pacific Network, that city, named
vp and general manager oflished
newly
estabLos Angeles
Mr. Barnett

branch office of Garland agency.

Sid Tamber,
formerly
CBS-TV's
Candid
Camera
show,with
New
York,
named tv-radio producer, Erwin Wasey,
Ruthrauff & Ryan, that city.

THE MEDIA
William Klusmeier, business manager of Rockford Newspapers, elected
vp of Rockford Broadcasters Inc.,
Rockford, 111., operators of WROK,
that city. David Salisbury and Maurice
Owens named general manager and assistant manager of WROK, respectively.
Sterling Beeson,
formerly president of
Headley - Reed Co.,
New York, joins sales
executive staff of The
Pulse Inc., that city.
Wilson C. Wearn,
executive vp of
Mr. Beeson
WMRC Inc. (parent
corporation of
WFBC-TV Greenville, S. C.) named
general
manager
of Douglas
WFBC-TV.
Robert Q. Glass
Jr. and
A. Smith
join station as general sales manager
and national-local sales manager, respectively.
Orv Koch named administrative assistant toRichard W. Chapin, executive
vp of Stuart Stations, operators of
KMNS Sioux City, and KOEL Oelwein,
both Iowa; KSAL Salina, Kan.; KFOR
Lincoln, KRGI Grand Island, and
KODY North Platte, all Nebraska.
Harry Peck, formerly manager of
KODY North Platte, Neb., named manager of KOEL Oelwein, Iowa. Joe
DiNatale, KODY sales manager, named
to succeed Mr. Peck. Ron Gray, production director of KSAL Salina, Kan.,
named account executive at KODY.
Roy Battles, assistant to Master, National Grange, and former farm director of WLW Cincinnati, named director of Clear Channel Broadcasting
Service with headquarters in Washington (Closed Circuit, Sept. 25).
John F. Screen,
WDSU New Orleans,
elected president of
Louisiana Assn. of
Broadcasters, succeeding Douglas Manship,
WBRZ Baton Rouge.
Others elected: WinMr. Screen
ston Linam, KSLATV Shreveport,
tv vp;
John Chauvin, WFPR Hammond, radio vp; S. Willing, KMAR Winnsboro,
treasurer. Elected to board: Don
Bonin, KANE New Iberia; Louis Basso, KSIG Crowley; John Knight,
WIKC Bogalusa; Willard Cobb, KALB
Alexandria.
John R. Barrett, assistant manager
of WKBW Buffalo, N. Y., appointed
general manager of KRLA Pasadena.
F. A. (Mike) Wurster, sales manager.
Weed & Co., New York, elected vp in
BROADCASTING, October 2, 1961

charge of newly established San Francisco office, Bernard Howard & Go.,
station representative.
Dean C. Wilson, operations manager
of WMEG Eau Gallie, Fla., named vp
and general manager. Hugh Robinson,
program and promotion manager of
WABR Winter Park, Fla., named assistant manager of WMEG. Alan
White, general manager of WZRO
Jacksonville Beach, named commercial
manager. Dick Batchelor of WDBOTV Orlando joins as news director and
Rick Esbenson, previously program
manager of WMMB Melbourne, named
air personality.
Walter M. Stein, director of research,
ABC-TV National Station Sales, N. Y.,
assumes title of director of marketing
and research. Mr. Stein joined sales
arm of ABC o&o stations on July 1. For
previous three years he was director of
research and sales development for
WCBS-TV New York.
John McEniry, member of sales staff
of KOA Denver, appointed assistant to
general manager of KHOW, that city.
Richard M. Walker, vp and manager
of Atlanta office of Clarke Brown Co.,
southern regional rep firm, named executive vp. Harry M. Harkind, also in
Atlanta office, elected secretary of firm
and will serve on board of directors.

Edward J. DeGray, head, DeGray &
Assoc., specialists in broadcast activity,
New York, named chairman of newly
formed executive committee, Broadcast
Editorial Reports, that city. Mr. DeGray at one time was in charge of
ABC Radio.

Fred Emory and John Buckley appointed associate directors of WSOCTV Charlotte, N. C. Leo Deker, former tv director, resigns to pursue university studies.
Herman Land, director of pr and
special projects for Corinthian Broadcasting Corp., named to newly created
post of director of creative services of
Westinghouse Broadcasting Co.
C. B. (Rik) Rogers, formerly sales
manager of WAYS Charlotte, N. C,
named commercial manager of WIST,
that city.
Jack O'Mara, vp in
charge of promotion,
merchandising and research for KTTV
(TV) Los Angeles,
joins Television Bureau of Advertising
on Oct. 23 as director
of western division.
Mr. O'Mara
He succeeds Walter
McNiff, who has resigned to form new
company in communications field.
TvB's western headquarters is moving
from San Francisco to Los Angeles,
BROADCASTING, October 2, 1961

KTAL-TV's premiere draws VIP's
Many were
civic onandhand
localforgovernment
network's newest affiliate. Here
officials
the debut
Shreveport Mayor Clyde E. Fant (1)
of KTAL (TV) Shreveport, La., welcomes Robert W. Sarnoff (c),
NBC board chairman, while Walter
last month (Broadcasting, Aug.
E. Hussman (r), KTAL president,
21). NBC-TV personalities also took
watches approvingly.
part in the festivities honoring that

and Mr.
latter
city. O'Mara will operate out of

Michael E. O'Laughlin joins WMAQ
Chicago as account executive.

John E. Surrick, development manager of WPEN Philadelphia, named to
newly created position of national sales
manager.

Thomas P. Robinson, national sales
and business manager, WPIX (TV)
New York, resigns to enter stock brokerage field.

Vincent Y. Bowditch, unit manager
and assistant executive art director,
CBS-TV, New York, named director
of mass media, National Conference of
Christians and Jews, that city.

Mike Keating, national sales representative for KCBS San Francisco, joins
CBS Radio Spot Sales, Los Angeles.
He replaces Jack D. Pohle, who is reentering Air Force.

Henry Untermeyer, account executive of KABL Oakland, Calif., named
regional sales manager of Viking Sauna
Corp., San Francisco.
Robert J. Lobdell, manager of Chicago offices, Adam Young, station representative, appointed midwest sales
manager of Mutual Broadcasting System.

Thomas R. Winters, account executive, WWJ Detroit, joins Detroit radio
sales staff of The Katz Agency.
Charles A. DeVault, formerly with
WJW-TV Cleveland, named program
manager of WKST-TV Youngstown.
Herman Land, pr
and special projects
director, Corinthian
Broadcasting Corp.,
New York, appointed
director, creative services, Westinghouse
Broadcasting Co.,
that city.

Larry Saunders, account executive
of WTAR Norfolk, Va., promoted to
local sales manager.
Philip O'Farrell, formerly with
WFBR Baltimore, Md., named sales
manager of WMCK McKeesport, Pa.
Howard Saunders, account executive, Bob Dore Assoc., New York, joins
WWRL, that city, in similar capacity.
Charles F. Wister named account
executive of WCAU Philadelphia. He
succeeds Paul Abrams, who joins CBS
Radio Spot Sales staff in New York.
Charles B. Jordan Jr., sales representative atKLIF Dallas, joins KBOX,
that city, as regional account executive.

Mr. Land

William J. McNicol
Jr., radio sales staff, WOR New York,
appointed assistant sales manager.
Bill Gorman, sales executive at
KFRC San Francisco, joins KGO, that
city, in similar capacity. He succeeds
Bill Unger, who has joined Los Angeles sales staff of XTRA Tijuana,
Mexico.
Bruce Houston, timebuyer on Wil79

liam Wrigley Jr. account and others for
three years at Arthur Meyerhoff Assoc.,
Chicago, to Gill-Perna Inc., there. Don
Dalton, with Gill-Perna sales staff in
New
staff. York, returns to firm's Chicago
George R. Jeneson,
vp and midwest sales
manager for WORAM-TV New York,
named vp and midwestern manager, national sales division,
RKO General. Mr.
Jeneson will headquarter in Chicago.
Mr. Jeneson
Gordon Jump joins WLWD (TV)
Dayton, Ohio, as director of special
broadcast services.
Lou Wagner, air personality at
KXEL Waterloo, Iowa, named director
of operations and John Berry, formerly member of news staff of Waterloo
Daily Courier, named director of sports
of KXEL.
Gerald Janes, air personality, WGLI
Babylon, L. I., appointed program
manager, WTFM (FM), that city.
Nancy Lang, assistant director, recorded music, WGLI, named music director.
Gene Edwards, assistant program director, WMGM New York, appointed
program director, WFYI Mineola,
N. Y. Burt Wanetik, sales staff, succeeds Sumner Pearl as sales manager
of WFYI. Mr. Pearl becomes commercial manager of WCCC Hartford; Jerry
Bender, formerly with Harry S. Goodman Co., program syndication firm,
New York, named to sales staff, and
Andy Anderson succeeds John Frogge
as news director. Mr. Frogge is pr
director of Nassau County Republican
Party.
Claude Frazier, vp
and general manager
of WAGA Atlanta,
Ga., named manager
of WTMA Charleston, S. C.
Joseph Savalli,
sales manager of
Mr. Frazier
WADO
New York,
resigns
to become
general manager of John E. Pearson
Co., station rep.
Charles F. Cremer, news director of
WREX-TV Rockford, 111., joins WTHI
Terre Haute, Ind., as director of public
affairs and news. Richard 0. Bieser,
formerly manager of WMFT Terre
Haute, named radio production director of WTHI.
Robert Currie, assistant general manager, WQED (TV) and WQEX (TV)
Pittsburgh, appointed director of program operations, in broadcasting &
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film commission of The National Council of Churches, New York.
Earl Baldwin appointed program director of KXIV Phoenix, Ariz. He will
continue to serve as production manager.
Jim Shaheen, sports director of
WLEC Sandusky, Ohio, appointed program director of WCMW Canton, Ohio.
Dale Kirby, program director of WWIZ
Lorain, Ohio, joins WCMW as co-news
director.
Ray Gaber, executive vp and general manager of Sorin-Hall Adv., Miami, named production manager of
WAGA-TV Atlanta. Bill Kimbrough,
news reporter-photographer at WJXT
(TV) Jacksonville, joins WAGA in
similar capacity.
Dale Adkins named chief engineer
of WGIL Galesburg, 111., replacing Ray
Bevenour, who resigned,. Alan Kent,
formerly of WAIK, that city, joins
WGIL announcing staff.
Gerald R. Chinski, chief engineer of
KXYZ Houston, Texas, resigns to join
engineering staff of McCullum Research Laboratories, that city.
Del Malkie, WMAL-TV Washington, D. C, news reporter, named director of research and community relations of Prince Georges County, Md.
Steve Warren, news director of
WMCT (TV) Memphis, Tenn., named
to head expanded WTVJ (TV) Miami
news department. Coverage of news
throughout Dade, Broward and Palm
Beach counties will be increased in new
"Tri-County Report'* news feature.
Clarke Manning, formerly of WILS
Lansing, named director of news and
special events of WKBZ Muskegon,
both Michigan.
Ronald C. Stone joins KHOU-TV
Houston-Galveston, Tex., news department as day news editor.
David White, news director of
WKHM Jackson, Mich., joins news
staff of WJR Detroit.
Ernest J. Christie, retired chief
meteorologist of U. S. Weather Bureau,
New York, named weather consultant,
WNEW New York.
Roger Grimsby joins KGO-TV San
Francisco as news reporter and broadcaster. Mr. Grimsby's last assignment
was as newscaster with KMOX-TV St.
Louis.
Ron P. Richards, news editor of
KREM-AM-TV Spokane, Wash., appointed member of Montana State U.
journalism staff.
Jerry Bockhahn joins announcing
staff of KHAS-TV Hastings, Neb., succeeding Lyle Hansen, who is leaving
to join Air Force.

Thomas H. Gilligan, formerly in advertising department of Philadelphia
that city.
Daily
News, joins sales staff of WPEN,
Murray Gans appointed sales representative ofWRGB (TV) Schenectady.
Pat Patterson, program director of
WAMS Wilmington, Del., joins WCOP
Boston, Mass., as air personality.
Palmer Payne, former news editor of
WPTR Albany, N. Y., appointed news
director of WCOP.
Ted LaBarr joins WAVY-AM-TV
Portsmouth, Va., as air personality.
Wayne Van Dine joins WSTV-TV
Steubenville, Ohio-Wheeling, W. Va.,
as air personality.
Alvin M. King, NAB
field representative
for last seven years,
named field director
of association under
William Carlisle, newly elected station services vp. He will spend
in field. He was with
his time
; j Kinc
KFMB-TV
San majority
Diego, of
KSTM
St.
Louis, Capitol Records and operated
own advertising agency before joining
NAB.
Jay Giles, writer-announcer, transfers
from WTVP (TV) Decatur, to WTVH
(TV) Peoria, both Illinois. Both stacasting.
tions are owned by Metropolitan BroadJohn Lupton, WGAR Cleveland air
personality, moves to WGBS Miami,
in similar capacity.
Allan Michaels, air personality with
WTOL Toledo, Ohio, joins WHK
Cleveland in similar capacity. He succeeds Eddie Clarke who joined KMBC
Kansas City, Mo.
Clark Weber, air personality with
WRIT Milwaukee, joins WLS Chicago
in similar capacity. He succeeds Bob
Hale who is doing show at new time.
Mike Sherman joins WSAI Cincinnati as air personality.
Les Lampson, announcer, m.c,
newscaster, most recently with CBS-TV
in Hollywood, joins announcing staff
of KTTV (TV) Los Angeles.
PROGRAMMING
William P. Warwick, vp in charge of
radio-tv at Warwick & Legler. New
York, has joined Hanna-Barbera Productions, Hollywood, as vp in charge
of special projects. Hanna-Barbera produces Yogi Bear, The Flintstones and
other tv cartoon programs, including
new Top Cat series.
Edward R. Graham Jr., president,
Goulding-Elliot-Graham Productions,
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radio-tv production company, New
York, resigns to form own corporation
which will produce tv commercials and
entertainment.
Richard Buch, formerly with ABC
Films, Chicago, joins Telesynd, new
syndication division of Wrather Corp.,
that city, as account executive. Owen
Duffy, previously with Guild Films,
Los Angeles, and Frank Spiegelman,
who was with ITC, join Telesynd as
account executives in Los Angeles and
Buffalo, respectively. Telesynd was set
up for syndication of The Lone Ranger
series, a Wrather Corp. property.
Henry S. White, vp and general manager of WNTA-TV New York, has resigned to join Filmex, New York, as
program vp. Mr. White's appointment
is part of Filmex's expansion into tv
programming. Company to date has
specialized in tv film commercial production.
Howard B. Koerner,
executive in charge
of product acquisition
for Official Films Inc.,
;? New York, elected
vp of company, coincident with announcement that Official has allocated
Mr. Koerner
funds of more than
$1 million for acquisition of new programs and for co-production activities.
Pauline Frederick of NBC News department has been signed as hostessnarrator for second season of daytime
hour-long Special For Women programs sponsored by Purex Corp. on
NBC-TV.
Henry L. Shensky, manager, business
affairs, NBC-TV, New York, elected
vp and treasurer, New Merritt Enterprizes, tv production-packaging firm,
that city. Craig Allen, senior staff
director, NBC-TV, takes a leave of abto produce New Merritt's Slimnastics senceseries.
Elliot Abrams, general sales manager,
Sterling Television Co., producer-distributors of films, New York, elected
vp in charge of syndication sales.
Ezra R. Baker, formerly partner,
Little Movies of Mount Vernon, N. Y.,
and most recently co-star and associate
producer of feature film, Come Thursday, joins Paramount Pictures Corp.,
that city, as eastern representative for
company's west coast tv commercial
and film subsidiary.
Norman Flicker, legal staff, Paramount Pictures Corp., New York,
named copyright and production counsel, International Telemeter Co., that
city, division of Paramount Pictures.
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Herbert Sussan, freelance producer
and supervisor of special programs,
Screen Gems, New York, and at one
time with NBC-TV, that city, appointed to executive staff of Screen Gems,
as executive producer and supervisor
of new program concepts. He will be
active in live and tape programming
and public affairs and informational
program series.
Howard A. Enders, freelance producer, appointed public affairs director,
RKO General. Mr. Enders, who will
make his headquarters at WOR-AMTV New York, will supervise preparation of special documentaries and programs for all 12 RKO General radiotv stations.
E. W. Swackhamer joins Jackie
Cooper Productions as associate producer of Hennesey (CBS-TV, Mon.,
10-10:30 p.m. EDT).
GOVERNMENT
Guy Douglas,
accountant
in FCC's
Renewal
& Transfer
Div., retires
after
26 years service.
ALLIED

FIELDS

Frank U. Fletcher, Washington communications attorney, is to be married
to Nelle Wood Crowell, also of Washington, Oct. 3 at Duke U. chapel in
Durham, N. C. Miss Crowell is broker
with Jones, Krieger Co., Washington.

System, New York, appointed controller, tv administration.
W. 0. Morrison, formerly with E. W.
Reynolds Co. Ltd., Toronto, Ont., and
Benton-Bowles, New York, named
commercial manager of CJOH-TV Ottawa, Ont. Peter Francis, film supervisor of Canadian Broadcasting Corp.,
joins as program manager of CJOHTV. W. E. J o I i iff e named pr manager
of CJOH-TV; Bruce Sutton, formerly
of Granada Tv Network, London, England, publicity manager and June FerTV.
guson, press representative of CJOHPierre Pelletier, director of French
services at BBDO, Montreal, named
manager of Montreal office.
Bill R. Onn, chief engineer of CHLO
St. Thomas, Ont., joins CKEY Toronto
as chief engineer.
Aime Grandmaison named assistant
program research director, and Hugh
Batchelor assistant economics research
director. Board of Broadcast Governors, Ottawa, Ont.
Gerald Ross, film manager of CKMITV and CFCM-TV Quebec City, Que.,
appointed technical supervisor of Screen
Gems (Canada) Ltd., Montreal, Que.
A. A. McDermot appointed advertis-

How
EQUIPMENT & ENGINEERING
Charles A. Black has been promoted
to position of general manager of New
Marketing Services Div. of Ampex
Corp., responsible for market research,
advertising, sales promotion, pr and
related marketing services for all Ampex domestic operations. Since joining
Ampex four years ago as director of
corporate relations, Mr. Black has successively been manager of finance division and corporate manager of financial
relations.
George Roberts, studio engineer and
editor, Gotham Recording Corp., New
York, named producer. Other appointments include: James Reichert, director, background music, WCBS-TV New
York, producer, audio-visual unit: Jim
Shields and Frank Kulaga join engineering department as daytime supervisor and night supervisor, respectively,
and Tom Shea, engineering department.
INTERNATIONAL
Graham Ford, formerly with CFTOTV Toronto, Ont., named co-ordinator
of network operations of CTV Television Network Ltd., Toronto.
Stuart G. Williams, director, British
Commonwealth & International Newsfilm Agency Ltd., British Broadcasting

Ted

helps build
sales two

Bates
strong
ways

We still can't reel off those 12 ways
that Ted Bates' favorite bread
builds strong bodies. But we surely
know the two ways Ted Bates helps
build strong sales for this product.
First, 'by finding the right selling
idea and sticking with it.
Second, by choosing media that hit
people right in the breadbasket.
WICE radio in Providence is a good
example.
WICE is "the food station" in this
market. Tops. Number one. Lengths
ahead of the also-rans.
People listen hard to WICE, because WICE has something to say
— and says it. WICE gives Providence the kind of public service
programming every city needs, and
the citizenry eats it up.
The wily ones at Ted Bates are
capitalizing on this. Are you?

PROVIDENCE
AN ELLIOT STATION !
Representatives: Avery-Knodel
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ing sales representative in Canada of
WDAU-TV and WGBI Scranton, Pa.
Mr. McDermot will have headquarters
in Toronto.
D. Gordon Ritchie, formerly of
CJRH Richmond Hill, Ont., named
operations supervisor of CKBB Barrie,
Ont.
George Epworth appointed supervisor of network sales and Jack Lynch
named supervisor of sales service of
Canadian Broadcasting Corp., Toronto.
Allan Stone joins national selective
sales of CBC, Toronto, as supervisor.
DEATHS
Stewart L. Mims, 81. retired vp of
J. Walter Thompson, died Sept. 22 in
Stamford, Conn.
Paul Lepage, 55, vp and general
manager of CKCV Quebec City, Que.,
and director of CFCM-TV and CKMITV Quebec City, as well as director of
Interprovincial Broadcast Sales Ltd.,
Montreal, station representation firm,
died on Sept. 21 at Quebec City. He
was pioneer French-language broadcaster, was instrumental in 1945 in obtaining French-language news service
from Broadcast News Ltd., affiliate of

AM's Best 5 KW Buy!
The unique PA circuit in ITA's
5 kw AM transmitter operates
with about 90% efficiency.
Only five tube types used and
total tube complement is nine.
Makes maintenance simple
and economical. Check these
advantages: • Solid State RectifiersConelrad
•
and Remote
Control Provisions • Power
Cutback to 1 kw • Automatic
Recycling • Free Installation
Supervision. It's value packed!
For complete information
write ITA Dept. BJ-1.
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Canadian Press, and was founder of
Canadian French-language Broadcasters
Assn.
Gilbert Forbes, 57,
news editor of WFBM
Indianapolis, Ind.,
died Sept. 18 after
year's illness. He had
been member of station's news staff since
1937. Funeral services were held Sept.
Mr. Forbes
22 at Flanner & Buchanan Fall Creek Mortuary, Indianapolis.
William H. Minshall, 35, news director of WMBD-AM-TV Peoria, 111., died
Sept. 26. Mr. Minshall was stricken in
station's newsroom and died shortly
thereafter.
Edwin L. Rogers, 59, account executive at WQMR Silver Spring, Md., and
WGAY (FM) Washington, D. C, died
Sept. 23 of heart attack at his home in
Silver Spring. He was broadcasting veteran of 30 years.
John Eldrege, actor who portrayed
father in tv series, Meet Corliss Archer,
among many tv, movie and stage roles,
died Sept. 23 at his home in Laguna
Beach, Calif. He was 56.

Radio-tv pioneer 0. B. Hanson dies
Oscar Byram (0. B.) Hanson,
pioneer radio and tv broadcasting
engineer, died Sept. 26 at Norwalk,
Conn, hospital. The 67-year-old engineer had suffered heart attack
Sept. 22.
Mr. Hanson retired in March
1959, as vp, engineering services,
RCA, but stayed on with company
as consultant. Before joining RCA,
he was vp and chief engineer, NBC,
for 17 years. His accomplishments
at NBC included design of studios
for WRCA-TV New York (now
WNBC-TV); converting radio studios for tv use; design of studio and
master control systems; design of
mobile tv units, and establishment
of NBC facilities for introduction of
color tv.
retirement.
He began his broadcasting career
Mr. Hanson held several patents
in engineering department of Marin radio, tv and acoustics. He v/as
coni Wireless Telegraph Co., aca fellow of the Institute of Radio
quired by RCA in 1919. When NBC
Engineers, the Acoustical Society of
was formed in 1926, Mr. Hanson
America, and the Society of Motion
was plant manager of WEAF New
Picture Engineers.
York, key (now WNBC) network
Born in Huddersfield. England,
station. He advanced to chief engiFeb. 11, 1894, Mr. Hanson is surneer, NBC, and in 1937 was elected
vived by a sister, Miss Elaine Hanvp. He was elected vp of RCA in
son, of Hartford, Conn.
1954 and remained in that post until
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TV
Networks are listed alphabetically
with the following information: time,
program title in italics, followed by
sponsors or type of sponsorship. Abbreviations: sust., sustaining; part, participating; alt., alternate sponsor; coop, cooperative local sponsorships. All
times EDT. Published first issue in each
quarter.
SUNDAY MORNING
10- 11 a.m.
ABC-TV No network service.
CBS-TV 10-10:30 Lamp Unto My Feet, sust.;
10:30-11 Loofc Up and Live, sust.
NBC-TV No network service.
11- 12 noon
ABC-TV No network service.
CBS-TV 11-11:30 No network service; 11:3012 Camera Three, sust.
NBC-TV No network service.
SUNDAY AFTERNOON
Noon-1 p.m.
ABC-TV 12-12:30 No network service; 12:301 Meet The Professor, sust.
CBS-TV No network service.
NBC-TV No network service.
1-2 p.m.
ABC-TV
Directions '62, sust.; 1:30-2
No network1-1:30
service.
CBS-TV No network service.
NBC-TV 1-1:15 News, sust.; 1:15-1:30 No
network
service; 1:30-2 Frontiers of Faith,
sust.
TV SPECIALS FOR OCTOBER, NOV
ABC-TV
Oct. 3: 10:30-11
World Series Special, Union Carbide.
Oct. 19: 8:30-9:30
Feathertop, Mars Candy.
Oct. 25: 10-11
Accent on Youth, Timex.
Oct. 28 : 8:30-9
Ernie Kovacs Show, Dutch Masters
Cigar.
Oct. 31: 10-11
Bell
Howell.& Howell Close-Up!, Bell &
Nov. 14: 10:30-11
Bell & Howell Close-Up!, Bell &
Howell.
Nov. 21: 10-11
An Old Fashioned Thanksgiving, Westinghouse.
Nov. 23: 9:30-10
BellHowell.
& Howell Close-Up!, Bell &
Nov. 24: 8:30-9
Ernie Kovacs Show, Dutch Masters
Cigar.
Nov. 28: 10:30-11
BellHowell.
& Howell Close-Up!, Bell &
Nov. 30: 10-11
Accent on Broadway, Timex.
Dec. 5: 10:30-11
BellHowell.
& Howell Close-Up!, Bell &
Dec. 10: 10-11
BellHowell.
& Howell Close-Up'.. Bell &
Dec. 11: 9-10
Bingr Crosby Show, Timex.
Dec. 12: 10:30-11
Ern*e Kovacs Show, Dutch Masters
Cigar.
Dec. 13: 8:30-9
BellHowell.
& Howell
Close-Up!, Bell &
Dec. 23: 10-11
Nutcracker Suite, Westinghouse.
Dec. 30: 7:30-8:30
Orange Bowl Parade, TBA.
CBS-TV
Oct. 24: 10-11
Westinghouse Presents, Westinghouse.
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NETWORK

SHOWSHEET

2- 3 p.m.
ABC-TV No network service.
CBS-TV NFL Football, part.
NBC-TV
Pro Football, Ford, Anheuser
Busch, Philips Petroleum.
3- 4 p.m.
ABC-TV 3-3:30 Adlai Stevenson Reports,
sust., alt. with Issues and Answers, sust.
3:30 to conclusion AFL Football, part.
CBS-TV Football, cont.
NBC-TV Football, cont.
4- 5 p.m.
ABC-TV AFL Football, cont.
CBS-TV Football, cont.
NBC-TV Football, cont.
5- 6 p.m.
ABC-TV
5-5:30service.
AFL-Pro Scoreboard; 5:30-6
No network
CBS-TV 5-5:30 Ted Mack And The Original
Amateur
Hour,GE.J. B. Williams; 5:30-6 GE
College Bowl,
NBC-TV 5-5:30 Wisdom, sust.; 5:30-6 Chet
Huntley Reporting, Mutual of Omaha.
6- 7 p.m.
ABC-TV 6-6:30 No network service; 6:307:30 Maverick, Peter Paul, Maytag, Kaiser,
Ideal Toy, Keystone Camera.
CBS-TV 6-6:30 Twentieth Century, Prudential; 6:30-7 Mr. Ed, Studebaker. part.
NBC-TV 6-6:30 Meet The Press, co-op; 6:307Texaco.
1, 2, 3 — Go/, Quaker Oats, Beech-Nut,
7- 8 p.m.
ABC-TV
Follow The7-7:30
Sun, Maverick,
Kaiser, L&M.cont.; 7:30-8:30
CBS-TV 7-7:30 Lassie, Campbell Soup; 7:308 Dennis The Menace, Best Foods, Kelloggs.
NBC-TV 7-7:30 Bullwinkle, Gen. Mills, Ideal
Toys, Beech-Nut; 7:30-8:30 Walt Disney's

Wonderful World of Color, RCA, Eastman
Kodak.
8- 9 p.m.
ABC-TV 8-8:30 Follow The Sun, cont.; 8:309 Lawman, R. J. Reynolds, Whitehall.
CBS-TV Ed Sullivan Show, Colgate, Eastman Kodak.
NBC-TV 8-8:30 Walt Disney Show, cont.;
8:30-9 Car 54— Where Are You?, P&G.
9- 10 p.m.
ABC-TV Bits Stop, Mobil Oil. Brown &
Williamson, Alberto-Culver, Singer, Brillo,
CBS-TV 9-9:30 GE Theatre, Gen. Elec;
9:30-10 Jack Benny, Lever, State Farm.
NBC-TV Bonanza, Chevrolet.
10- 11 p.m.
ABC-TV Adventures in Paradise, Brunswick, Polaroid, Gen. Cigar, Armour, Miles,
Union
Carbide, Block Drug, Mobil Oil, Keystone? Csmcrs
CBS-TV 10-10:30 Candid Camera, Lever,
Bristol-Myers;
10:30-11 What's My Line?,
Kellogg,
NBC-TV All
Du State.
Pont Show of the Week, du
Pont.
11- 11:15 p.m.
ABC-TV No network service.
CBS-TV Sunday News Special, Whitehall,
alt. with Carter.
NBC-TV No network service.
MONDAY-FRIDAY
7- 8 a.m.

MORNING

ABC-TV No network service.
CBS-TV No
network
NBC-TV
Today,
part. service.
8- 9 a.m.
ABC-TV No network service.

BER & DECEMBER
Oct.
9-11
Tfie29: Power
& The Glory, Breck,
Motorola.
Nov. 3: 8:30-9:30
Chevy
rolet. 50th Anniversary Show, ChevNov. 6: 9-10
Danny Kaye Show, Gen. Motors.
Nov. 23: 10-12 Noon
Thanksgiving Day Parade, TBA.
NBC-TV
Oct. 4: 10-11
Theater
"The Assn.
Spiral Staircase,"
American'62—Gas
Oct.
9:30-10:30
The 6: Dinah
Shore Show, S&H Green
Stamps, Amer. Dairy Assoc.
Oct.
9: 10-11
Sound
of the Sixties, Westinghouse.
Oct. 13: 9:30-10:30
Bell Telephone
Hour — "Salute to Autumn," Bell System.
Oct. 15: 5-6
The Nation's Future, Lincoln-Mercury.
Oct.
19: Special
3-4
Purex
For Women, Purex.
Oct. 20: 8:30-10:30
Hallmark
Hallmark. Hall of Fame— "Macbeth,"
Oct. 27: 9:30-10:30
Bell Telephone Hour— "Trio," Bell
System.
Oct.
29: of
7:30-8:30
World
Bob Hope, Purex.
Nov.
3:
9:30-10:30
The Dinah Shore Show, S&H Green
Stamps, Amer. Dairy Assoc.
Nov.
9:30-10:30Hour, Bell System.
Bell 10:Telephone
Nov. 14: 10-11
Cfiet
Huntley— "Face of Spain," Westinghouse.
Nov.
16:
3-4
Pure.r Special
for Women, Purex.
Nov. 17: 9:30-10:30
TBA, Lincoln-Mercury.
Nov. 19: 5-6
The Nation's Future, TBA.
Nov.
19: 10-11
Theater
Assoc. '62 — "Intermezzo," Amer. Gas

Nov. 23: 10-10:30 a.m.
Thanksgiving Day Circus, Remco.
Nov. 23: 10:30-12
Macy's
Day Parade,
Lionel, Thanksgiving
Remco.
Nov. 23: 5:30-6:30
Thanksgiving
Special — "Home for
the Holidays,"DayMohawk.
Nov.
24:
8:30-9
Ulysses S. Grant, Union Central Life.
Nov.
24: 9-10:30
Threshold
No. 1, Bell System.
Nov.'Hope',"
28: 7:30-8:30
Elgin.
News Special — "The
Good Ship —
Nov.
29: 7:30-8:30
Hollywood:
The Golden Years, P&G.
Nov.
29:
10-11of Billy Graham, Purex.
The World
Nov. 30: 9:30-11
Hallmark Hall of Fame — "Victoria
Regina."
Hallmark.
Dec.
9:30-10:30
The 1: Dinah
Shore Show, S&H Green
Stamps, Amer. Dairy Assoc.
Dec.
10-11 Paper, TBA.
NBC3: White
Dec.
TBA,4: 8-9
Lincoln-Mercury.
Dec.
7:30-8:30
U.S.7:Bases
Overseas, Elgin.
Dec. 8: 9:30-10:30
Bell Telephone Hour, Bell System.
Dec. 10: 10-11
Theater
'62 — "Notorious," American
Gas Assoc.
Dec. 13: 9-10
Bob Hope, Revlon.
Dec.
9:30-10:30
Peace15: Corps
Progress Report, Elgin.
Dec. 20: 8:30-9
The Coming of Christ, U.S. Steel.
Dec. 22: 9:30-10:30
Bell Telephone Hour, Bell System.
Dec. 24: 4-5
NBC Opera — "Amahl and the Night
Visitors," TBA.
Dec.
5-6
The 24:Nation's
Future. TBA.
Dec.
9:30-10:30
The29:Dinah
Shore Show, S&H Green
Stamps, Amer. Dairy Assoc.
Dec. 31: 10-11
Projection '62, TBA.
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CBS-TV 8-8:15 CBS News, sust; 8:15-9
Captain Kangaroo, part.
NBC-TV Today, cont.
9- 10 a.m.
ABC-TV No network service.
CBS-TV No network service.
NBC-TV No network service.
10- 11 a.m.
ABC-TV No network service.
CBS-TV
10-10:30
I Love Lucy,
part. Calendar, part.; 10:30-11
NBC-TV 10-10:30 Say When, part.; 10:30-11
Play Your Hunch, part.
II a.m.-noon
ABC-TV
The Texan, part.; 11:30-12
Love That11-11:30
Bob, part.
CBS-TV 11-11:30 Video Village, part.; 11:3011:55 Surprise Package, part.; 11:55-12 News,
sust.
NBC-TV 11-11:30 The Price Is Right, part.;
11:30-12 Concentration, part.
MONDAY-FRIDAY AFTERNOON,
EARLY EVENING AND LATE NIGHT
Noon-1 p.m.
ABC-TV
12-12:30part.Camouflage, part.; 12:30-1
Make A Face,
CBS-TV 12-12:30 Love of Life, part.; 12:3012:45 Search For Tomorrow, P&G; 12:45-1
Guiding Light, P&G.
NBC-TV 12-12:30 Truth Or Consequences,
part.; 12:30-12:55 It Could Be You, part.;
12:55-1 News, Gen. Mills.
1- 2 p.m.
ABC-TV
1-1:30service.
Day In Court, part.; 1:30-2
No
network
CBS-TV 1-1:30 College Of The Air, sust.;
1:30-2 As The World Turns, part.
NBC-TV No network service.
2- 3 p.m.
ABC-TV 2-2:30 Number Please, part.; 2:30-3
Seven Keys, part.
CBS-TV 2-2:30 Password, part.; 2:30-3 Art
Linkletter's
HouseJanParty,
part. Show, part.;
NBC-TV 2-2:30
Murray

★ MATURE, ESTABLISHED
PERSONALITIES ★ AWARD
WINNING

NEWS ★ EXCLUSIVE HELICOPTER

FIGHTING

EDITORIALS

ADULT

W

MUSIC

★

P
E
PHILADELPHIA
THE STATION OF THE STARS
CALL GILL-PERNA, INC.
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2:30-3 Loretta Young Theatre, part.
3- 4 p.m.
ABC-TV 3-3:30 Queen For A Day, part.;
3:30-4 Who Do You Trust?, part.
CBS-TV 3-3:30 The Millionaire, part.; 3:303:55
News, Thepart.Verdict Is Yours, part.; 3:55-4
NBC-TV 3-3:30 Young Dr. Malone, part.;
3:30-4 From These Roots, part.
4- 5 p.m.
ABC-TV 4-4:50 American Bandstand, part.;
4:50-5ley, American
Lehn & Fink. Newsstand, Milton BradCBS-TV 4-4:15 The Brighter Day, part.;
4:15-4:30 The Secret Storm, part.; 4:30-5
Edge of Night, part.
NBC-TV 4-4:30 Make Room For Daddy,
part.; News,
4:30-4:55
4:55-5
MogenHere's
David.Hollywood, part.;
5- 6 p.m.
ABC-TV
No network service. 5:30-6
No network5-5:30
service.
CBS-TV No network service.
NBC-TV 5-5:05 Kukla And Ollie, Miles;
5:05-6 No network service.
6- 7:30 p.m.
ABC-TV 6-6:15 News, Squibb, Columbia
Pictures: 6:15-7:30 No network service, exPurina. cept Mon., 7-7:30 Expedition, Ralston
CBS-TV 6-6:45 No network service; 6:45-7
News, part.;
7:15-7:30
News, 7-7:15
sust. No network service;
NBC-TV 6-6:45 No network service; 6:45-7
Huntley -Brinkley Report, R. J. Reynolds,
Texaco; 7-7:30 No network service.
11 p.m.-1 a.m.
ABC-TV 11-11:13 ABC News Final, Sun Oil.
11:13 p.m.-l a.m. No network service.
CBS-TV No network service.
NBC-TV 11-11:15 No network service; 11:15
p.m.-l a.m. Jack Paar Show, part.
MONDAY EVENING
7:30-8 p.m.
ABC-TV 7:30-8:30 Cheyenne, Miles, P&G,
Mobil
Dalton. Oil, American Tobacco, Edward
CBS-TV To Tell The Truth, American
Home. R. J. Reynolds.
NBC-TV No network service.
8- 9 p.m.
ABC-TV
8-8:30 Cheyenne, cont.; 8:30-9
Rifleman, P&G.
CBS-TV 8-8-30 Pete & Gladys, Polaroid,
Menley & James. Carnation: 8:30-9 Window
On Main Street, Scott, Toni.
NBC-TV 8-8:30 National Velvet, Gen. Mills,
Bulova, Beech-Nut; 8:30-9 The Price Is
Right, P. Lorillard, American Home Products.
9- 10 p.m.
ABC-TV Surfside Six, Armour, Brown &
Williamson, Noxzema, Pontiac, Speidel,
Union Carbide.
CBS-TV 9-9:30 The Danny Thomas Show,
Gen.
Foods; 9:30-10 Andy Griffith Show,
Gen. Foods.
NBC -TV 87th Precinct, part.
10- 11 p.m.
ABC-TV Ben Casey, Block Drug, Wynn Oil,
Warner-Lambert, Amer. Chicle, Dow Chemical, Brillo, Minnesota Mining & Mfg., Bristol-Mvers, Con. Cigar, Mobil Oil.
CBS-TV 10-10:30 Hennesey, Gen. Foods, P.
Lorillard;
10:30-11Hertz.
I've Got A Secret. Gen.
Foods,
Polaroid,
NBC-TV Thriller, part.
TUESDAY EVENING
7:30-8 p.m.
ABC-TV Bugs Bunny, Gen. Foods. Mars.
Keystone
Camera. Dillon, co-op.
CBS-TV Marshall
NBC-TV 7:30-8:30 Laramie, part.
8-9 p.m.
ABC-TV 8-8:30 Bachelor Father, Amer.
Tobacco, Whitehall,
Armour; Lever.
8:30-9 Calvin And The
Colonel,
CBS-TV 8->8:30 Dick Van Dyke Show, P&G;
8:30-9 Dobie Gillis, Pillsbury, Philip Morris.
NBC-TV
Laramie, cont.; 8:30-9 Alfred
Hitchcock,8-8:30
Mercury.

9- 10 p.m.
ABC-TV
New Edward
Breed, Brown
Williamson, Scott,TheMiles.
Dalton, &Mobil
OH.
CBS-TV 9-9:30 Red Skelton, Sinclair, S. C.
Johnson; 9:30-10 Ichabod & Me, Socony,
Mobil Oil, Quaker Oats.
NBC-TV
Dick Powell Show, Reynolds
Metals andThepart.
10- 11 p.m.
ABC-TV Alcoa Premiere, Aluminum Co. of
America
alt. with Bell & Howell Close-Up!,
Bell & Howell.
CBS-TV Garry Moore, Oldsmobile, S. C.
Johnson, R. J. Reynolds.
NBC -TV Cain's Hundred, part.
WEDNESDAY EVENING
7:30-8 p.m.
ABC-TV 7:30-8:30 The Steve Allen Show,
Ludens, Brunswick, Pepsi-Cola, Timex,
Maytag
Brillo, Con.
Cplffon. Sandura,
Mattel. Cigar, Maybelline,
CBS-TV 7:30-8 The Alvin Show, Gen. Foods.
NBC-TV 7:30-8:30 Wagon Train, R. J. Reynolds, Ford, National Biscuit.
8-9 p.m.
ABC-TV 8-8:30 The Steve Allen Show,
cont.;
Mvers. 8:30-9 Top Cat, Kelloggs, BristolCBS-TV 8-8:30 Father Knows Best, Scott,
Mutual
of Omaha,
Checkmate,
Colgate, P.
L&M.Lorillard; 8:30-9:30
NBC-TV 8-8:30 Wagon Train, contj 8:30-9
The Joey Bishop Show, P&G.
9-10 p.m.
ABC-TV Hawaiian Eye, WhitehaD, AmeriNoxzema, Carter, AlbertoCulver.can P.Chicle,
Lorillard.
CBS-TV Checkmate, cont.; 9:30-10 Mrs. G.
Goes To College, Gen. Foods.
NBC-TV
Perry Como's Kraft Music Hall,
Kraft.
10-11 p.m.
ABC-TV Naked City, American Chicle,
Brown & Williamson, Bristol - Myers,
Beecham,
Brillo. MobilSpeidel,
Oil. Ludens, Haggar Slacks,
CBS-TV Armstrong Circle Theatre, Armstrong, alt. with U.S. Steel Hour, U.S. Steel.
NBC-TV 10-10:30 Bob Newhart Shnw. Sealtest, Beech-Nut;
David Pittsburgh
Brinkley's
Journal,
Douglas 10:30-11
Fir Plywood,
Plate Glass.
THURSDAY EVENING
7:30-8 p.m.
ABC-TV Adventures of Ozzie & Harriet,
Edwardbert.Dalton,
Warner-LamBrunswick. Peter
Mobil Paul,
Oil, Derby.
CBS-TV 7:30-8:30 Frontier Circus, part.
NBC-TV 7:30-8:30 Outlaws, part.
8- 9 p.m.
ABC-TV 8-8:30 Donna Reed Show, Johnson
& Johnson, Campbell Soup; 8:30-9 Real
McCoys,
P&G. Frontier Circus, cont.; 8:30-9
CBS-TV 8-8:30
Bob Cummings Show, Kelloggs, Brown &
Williamson.
NBC-TV 8-8:30 Outlaws, cont.; 8:30-9:30
Dr. Kildare, Singer, L&M, Sterling, WarnerLambert, Colgate.
9- 10 p.m.
ABC-TV 9-9:30 My Three Sons, Chevrolet;
9:30-10 Margie, P&G.
CBS-TV The Investigators, part.
NBC-TV 9-9:30 Dr. Kildare, cont.; 9:30-10
Hazel, Ford.
10- 11 p.m.
ABC-TV The Untouchables. J. B. Williams,
Armour, Miles, Alberto-Culver, Beecham,
Whitehall.
CBS-TV CBS Reports, part.
NBC-TV Sing Along With Mitch, R. J. Reynolds, Ballantine, Buick.
FRIDAY EVENING
7:30-8 p.m.
ABC-TV Straightaway, Autolite, Mobil Oil.
CBS-TV 7:30-8:30 Rawhide, part.
NBC-TV 7:30-8:30 International Showtime,
7- Up, Derby Foods, and part.
8- 9 p.m.
ABC-TV

8-8:30 The Hathaways, Ralston
BROADCASTING, October 2, 1961

Pmstoa, Polaroid, Mars, Mobil Oil; 8:30-9
Fl^tstones. Miles. R. J. Reynolds.
CBS-TV 8-8:30 Rawhide, cont.; 8:30-9:30
Route 66, Philip Morris, Sterling Drug,
Chevrolet.
NBC-TV 8-8:30 International Showtime,
cont; 8:30-9:30 Robert Taylor's Detectives,
part.

sust.;
Colgate. 10:30-11 Mighty Mouse Playhouse,
NBC-TV 10-10:30 Shari Lewis Show, National Biscuit, Cracker Jack, Prewitt. Remco,
Amer. Doll & Toy; 10:30-11 King Leonardo
&Eldon
His Industries.
Short Subjects, Gen. Mills, Sweets,

9- 10 p.m.
ABC-TV 77 Sunset Strip, American Chicle,
Whitehall, Beecham, R. J. Reynolds.
CBS-TV 9-9:30 Route 66, cont.; 9:30-10
Father Of The Bride, Gen. Mills, Campbell
Soup.
NBC-TV 9-9:30 Detectives, cont.; 9:30-10:30
Bell Telephone Hour, Bell System, alt. with
Dinah Shore Show, S&H Green Stamps,
American Dairy Assn.

11 a.m.-noon
ABC-TV 11-11:30 On Your Mark, Emenee
Industries (Div. of Audion Emenee Corp.);
way.
11 :30-12 Magic Ranch, Beatrice Foods-HolloCBS-TV 11-11:30 Magic Land of Allakazam,
Kellogg;
11:30-12 Roy Rogers Show, Nestle
Co.
NBC-TV 11-11:30 Fury, Miles, Nabisco,
Sweets,
11:30-12 Make
Room ForDeluxe
Daddy, Reading;
Eldon Industries.

10- 11 p.m.
ABC-TV Target: The Corruptors, P. LorilIard, Union Carbide, Alberto-Culver, Lever,
du Pr nt, Soeidel. Brillo, Edward Dalton
CBS-TV 10-10:30 Twilight Zone, L&M,
Chesebrough-Ponds; 10:30-11 Eyewitness,
American Cyanamid, L&M.
NBC-TV 10-10:30 Bell/Dinah Shore Show,
cont.;
10:30-11
Now, Gulf
Oil. Frank McGee's Here And

Noon-1 p.m.
ABC-TV 12-12:30 No network service.
CBS-TV 12-12:30
Sky Robert
King, Nabisco;
12:30-1
Saturday
News With
Trout, sust.
NBC-TV 12-12:30 Update. H. Rubinstein;
12:30-1 Mr. Wizard, Gen. Elec.
1-2 p.m.

SATURDAY MORNING & AFTERNOON
9-10 a.m.
ABC-TV No network service.
CBS-TV Captain Kangaroo, part.
NBC-TV 9-9:30 No network service; 9:30-10
Pip The Piper, Gen. Mills.

ABC-TV No network service.
CBS-TVservice.
1-1:30 Accent, sust.; l:S0-2 No netwoik
NBC-TV No network service.
2-5 p.m.

ABC-TV 2:30-3 Pre Game Warm-Up, Union
Carbide; 3-5:30 NCAA Football, part.
CBS-TV 2-4:30 No network service; 4:30concl. NFL Game of the Week, United
10-11 a.m.
Motors Service.
NBC-TV Pro Basketball Game of the Week,
ABC-TV No network service.
CBS-TV 10-10:30 Video Village Jr. Edition, various regional.

FOR THE

5-7:30 p.m.
ABC-TV 5-5:30 NCAA Football,, cont.; S:3«6 NCAA Scoreboard, Gen. Mills, BristolMyers; 6-7 No network service; 7-7:36
Matty's
Mattel.of the Week,
CBS-TV Funday
to concl.Funnies,
NFL Game
United Motors Service.
NBC-TV 5-6 All-Star Golf, Kemper, Reynolds Metals; 6-7:30 No network service.
SATURDAY EVENING
7:30-8 p.m.
ABC-TV 7:30-8:30 Roaring Twenties, Mobil
Oil, Peter Paul, Edward Dalton, Gen. Cigar,
Armour.
CBS-TV 7:30-8:30 Perry Mason, part.
NBC-TV 7:30-8:30 Tales of Wells Fargo,
American Tobacco, part.
8- 9 p.m.
ABC-TV 8-8:30 Roaring Twenties, eont.;
8:30-9 Leave It To Beaver, Ralston, Peter
Paul, Mars, Polaroid.
CBS-TV 8-8:30 Perry Mason, cont.; 8:309:30 Defenders, Brown & Williamson, Lever,
Kimberly-Clark.
NBC-TV
Tall Man, 8-8:30
part. Wells Fargo, cont.*, 8:30-9
9- 10 p.m.
ABC-TV Lawrence Welk, Polaroid, J, B.
Williams, Union Carbide.
CBS-TV 9-9:30 Defenders, cont.; 9:30-10
Have Gun, Will Travel, Lever, Whitehall.
NBC-TV
9-11 Saturday Night At The
Movies, part.
10- 11 p.m.
ABC-TV 10-10:45 Fight of the Week, Gillette, Con. Cigar; 10:45-11 Make That Spare,
Brown
Williamson,part.
Brunswick.
CBS-TV & Gunsmoke,
NBC-TV Movies, cont.

RECORD

coordinates 42° 57' 09" N. Lat., 76° 06' 37" W.
APPLICATIONS
Long.
Trans. Legal
GE TT-51-B;
ant. TY-52-B
(directional).
counsel Collins,
Robb,
ating cost $1,200,000; revenue $1,500,000.
Porter &sulting
Kistler,
Washington,
D.
C.
ConAs compiled by Broadcasting, Sept. 21
engineer Jules Cohen, Washington.
P.O. address 224 Harrison St., Syracuse.
Principals
include:
T.
Frank
Dolan
Jr.,
Studio location DeWitt, N. Y.; trans, locathrough Sept. 27. Includes data on new
Leonard P. Markert (each 17.3%), William
tion Lafayette, N. Y. Geographic coordiV.
Stone,
Robert
J.
Conan
(each
17.28%),
stations, changes in existing stations,
nates 42° 56' 30.5" N. Lat., 76° 07' 05.5" W.
Richard N. Groves (8.04%) and others. Mr.
Long. Trans. RCA TT-25-CH; ant. RCA
ownership changes, hearing cases, rules TW-15A9-P-D1.
Dolan dentis andattorney;
Markert manufacturing
is vice presiLegal counsel Arent, Fox,
director Mr.
of candle
& standards changes, routine roundup.
Kintner, Plotkin & Kahn, Washington, D. firm; Mr. Stone
is
president
and
director of
C; consulting engineer Kear & Kennedy,
bank; Mr. Conan owns 50% of real estate
Washington.
Principals:
Marvin
H.
Sugarfirm; Mr. Groves
Abbreviations: DA — directional antenna, cp man (20%), Asher S. Markson (12%), F. management
firm. owns 99.8% of real estate— construction permit. ERP — effective radiRobert Gilfoil Jr., Vance L. Eckersley (each
Syracuse,
N.
— Syracuse Civic Tv Assn.
ated power, vhf — very high frequency, uhf
107o); 12 others. Mr. Sugarman owns tv Inc. Vhf ch. 9 Y.(186-192
mc). ERP 316 kw
— ultra high frequency, ant. — antenna, aur. —
packaging and merchandising firm; Mr.
vis., 92 kw aur. Ant. height above average
aural, vis. — visual, kw — kilowatts, w — watts,
Markson
25%
of
retail
furniture
chain
and
terrain
1,000
ft.;
above
ground
650 ft. P. O.
mc — megacycles. D — day. N — night. LS —
33% of real estate investment firm; Mr.
address Suite 600 Lafayette Bldg., 210 E.
local sunset, mod. — modification, trans. —
Gilfoil is attorney; Mr. Eckersley is at- Fayette
St.,
Syracuse
2.
Estimated
constructransmitter, unl. — unlimited hours, kc — kilotion cost $923,714; first year operating
cost
torney. Ann. Sept. 26.
cycles. SCA — subsidiary communications au$1,335,000:
revenue
$1,673,000.
Studio
location
Syracuse,
N.
Y.—
W.
R.
G.
Baker
Radio
&
thorization. S A — special service authorizaSalina,
N.
Y.;
trans,
location
near
Pompey,
Tv Corp. Vhf ch. 9 (186-192 mc); ERP 316
tion. STA — special temporary authorization.
kw vis.,
158 kw1,000
aur.ft;Ant.
height
above 656
aver-ft. N. Y. Geographic coordinates 42° 55' 58" N.
SH — specified hours. CH — critical hours. * —
age terrain,
above
ground
Lat., 76° 01' 42" W. Long. Trans. GE-TT-51educational. Ann. — Announced.
P. O. address 1426 Valley Drive, Syracuse 7. B; ant. GE TY-52-B (modified). Legal counEstimated
construction
cost
$1,041,440;
first
sel Richard
O'Hare,
Washington,
C; conNew tv stations
sulting
engineer
George
C. Davis,C.D. Washingyear operating cost $1,052,422; revenue $1,ton.
Principals
include:
Arthur
Kyle
Jr.,
250,000.
Studio
location
Syracuse;
trans,
loAPPLICATIONS
William H. Porter (each 8.4%), Frances A.
cation Sentinel Heights, N. Y. Geographic
Grand Rapids, Mich. — Grand Bcstg. Co.
Vhf ch. 13 (210-216mc); ERP 316kw vis., 171
kw aur. Ant. height above average terrain
1,000 ft.; above ground 1,061. Estimated construction cost $1,215,356; first year operating
cost $889,315; revenue $1,494,750. P.O. address 404 Fountain St. N.E., Grand Rapids
EDWIN
TORNBERG
3. Studio location Grand Rapids; trans,
location 10 miles East of Muskegon, Mich.
Geographic coordinates 43° 14' 19" N. Lat.,
86° 02' 45" W. Long. Trans. RCA TT 25
& COMPANY, INC.
CH; ant. RCA TW-18A P 13. Legal counsel
Mary Jane Morris; consulting engineer
George C. Davis, Washington. Principals include: Leonard A. Versluis, Marv Jane
Morris, John C. Morris (each 16.66%);
Donald F. DeGroot, Leonard A. Versiuis
Negotiators For The Purchase And Sale Of
Jr. (each 6.41%) and others. Mr. Morris is
i
attorney; Miss Morris is attorney and has
Radio And TV Stations
been secretary of FCC; Mr. Versluis Sr. is
partner in photographic studio; Mr. Versluis
Appraisers
• Financial Advisors
Jr. owns film production and commercial
photography business; Mr. DeGroot is asNew York-60 East 42nd St., New York 17, N. Y. • MU 7-4242
Detroit. sistant general manager of WWJ-AM-TV
West Coast— 1357 Jewell Ave., Pacific Grove, Calif. • FR 2-7475
Syracuse, N. Y. — Onondaga Bcstg. Inc.
Vhf. ch. 9 (186-192mc); ERP 173kw vis., 87
Washington-1426 "G" St., N.W., Washington, D.C. • Dl 7-8531
kw aur. Ant. height above average terrain
1.000 ft.; above ground 658 ft. Estimated
WBaKEttaBM$3&Mf~'
construction cost $1,071,000; first year operBROADCASTING, October 2, 1961
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Singer (9.7%), Dr. Edward C. Hughes, James
G. Brock, John E. McAuliffe, Richard L.
Sandefur, Arve S. Wikstrom (each 6.4%),
Trevor K. Serviss, Margaret VV. Osterlund,
Robert D. Brown (each 4.5%) and others.
Mr. Kyle is stockholder in WNDR Syracuse,
WACK Newark, and WPDM Potsdam, all
New York; Mr. Porter has interests in real
estate and market chains; Frances Singer is
major stockholder in textbook publishing
firm; Dr. Hughes is physician; Mr. Brock is
president of several insurance firms and
owns two motels; Mr. McAuliffe is employee
of real estate firm and of candle-manufacturing firm; Mr. Sandefur is national sales
manager of WNDR: Mr. Wikstrom owns
dairy farm, is partner in hardware and
machinery business and has steel interests;
Mrs. Osterlund is housewife; Messrs. Serviss
and Brown are in publishing.
Existing am stations
APPLICATIONS
KXAR
Hope,
— Cpto tolkwincrease
daytime power fromArk.250w
and install
new trans. (SH). Ann. Sept. 21.
WSSB Durham, N. C. — Cp to increase daytime power from 250w to lkw and install
new trans. Ann. Sept. 26.
New fm stations
APPLICATIONS
San Diego, Calif.— Assembly of God of
Pacific Beach Inc. 107.9mc; 27.4kw. Ant.
height above average terrain 586 ft. P.O.
address 1682 Emerald St., San Diego 9. Estimated construction cost $25,982; first year
operating cost $41,364; revenue $45,705. Applicant is non-profit religious organization.
Ann. Sept. 22.
New Britain, Conn. — Hartford County
Bcstg. Corp. 100.5mc; 20kw. Ant. height
above average terrain 133 ft. P. O. address
16 Mitchell Dr., Kings Point, N. Y. Estimated construction cost $17,852; first year
operating cost $18,000; revenue $24,000.
Louis A. Sodokoff, sole owner, owns WKNB
New Britain. Ann. Sept. 22.

man Bcstg. Corp. to Waterman Fm Corp.,
new corporation with same principals as
assignor;volved.no
financial
Ann. Sept.
22. consideration inWEZL Richmond, Va. — Seeks transfer of
all outstanding shares of stock in WEZL
Inc. from Ben Strouse, Samuel E. Feldman
and Leon B. Back (each 33%) to Eastern
States Radio Corp.; consideration $50,000.
Assignee's principals are Robert A. Monroe
and Metropolitan
Small Mr.
Business
ment Corp. (each 50%).
Monroe Investowns
50% of WAAA Winston-Salem, and 25% of
WSRC Durham, both North Carolina;
Metropolitan Small Business Investment
Corp. is small business loan company. Ann.
Sept. 22.
Hearing cases
FINAL DECISIONS
■ Commission gives notice that July 28
initial decision which looked toward granting application of Board of Public Instruction of Dade County, Fla., for new tv station to operate on ch. 17 in Fort Lauderdale, Fla., and denying, for failure to prosecute, applications of Gerico Investment
Co. for renewal of its licenses for station
WITV (ch. 17) Fort Lauderdale became
effective
Sept. Sept.
18 pursuant
to Sec. 1.153 of
rules. Action
22.
■ Commission gives notice that July 31
initial decision which looked toward granting application of Hazlehurst Radio for
new am station to operate on 1480kc, lkw,
D. in Hazlehurst. Ga. became effective Sept.
19 pursuant to Sec. 1.153 of rules. Action
Sept. 22.
■ Commission gives notice that July 26
initial decision which looked toward granting application as amended of Pan American Radio Corp., for new am station to
operate on 1600kc, lkw, D, in Tucson. Ariz.,
with engineering condition became effective
Sept.
pursuant
to Sec. 1.153 of rules.
Action 14Sept,
21.
■ Commission gives notice that July 26
initial decision which looked toward granting application of Miners Bcstg. Service
Inc. to increase power of WLSH Lansford,
Pa., from lkw to 5kw and install DA. continued operation on 1410kc, D became effective Sept. 14 pursuant to Sec. 1.153 of
rules. Action Sept. 21.
■ Commission gives notice that July 26
Y
initial decision which looked toward grantHtkrr DUT
!
f
t
a
l
*
ing application of Eugene Bcstrs. for new
a
am station to operate on 1320kc. 1kw, D, in
ftl^ST
PROFESSIONAL
QUALITY
Eugene,
Ore., engineering conditions beAUTOMATIC
TAPE CARTRIDGE
EQUIPMENT
came effective Sept. 14 pursuant to Sec.
1.153 of rules. Action Sept. 21.
THAT IS DESIGNED ESPECIALLY FOR RUGGED
STAFF INSTRUCTIONS
■ Commission directed preparation of
BROADCAST
USE
document looking toward granting application of WTSP-TV Inc. for new tv station
to
oDerate on ch. 10 in Largo, Fla.. and
I denying
AND IS FULLY
competing applications of Florida
Gulfcoast Bcstrs. Inc.. Citv of St. Petersburg,
Fla. (WSUN-TV) Suncoast Cities
COMPATIBLE
Bcstg. Corp.. Tampa Telecasters Inc.. and
Bav Area Telecasting Corp. Feb. 1, initial
decision looked toward this action. Action
WITH ANY SI Mi LA
Sept.
27.
■ Commission
directed preparation of
UNIT
document looking toward denving petitions
by Broadcast Bureau and F. H. Boney
Professionally Engineered, Professionally Manufactured for
(applicant for new am station on 1560kc in
Professional Use — featuring
Centre, Ala., and not party to proceeding)
for reconsideration of June 16 public notice
• conventional type wiring — no trick circuits.
advising that initial decision granting ap• double cue system isolated so no transient current interference!
plication of Cherokee
Sta• heavy duty synchronous motor.
tion for new
station toCounty
operate Radio
on 990kc,
• simple operation — only six moving parts!
250w,
D,
in
Centre.
Ala.,
had
become
efAvailable on sale, lease or time payment plans
Just send any
fective June 15. Action Sept. 27.
with or without trade-ins.
Fidelipac or C ATM
Announcement of these preliminary steps
does not constitute commission action in
cartridges that are nonfor anyin reason
Masuch cases, but is merely announcement of
CarTausable
and receive
return to
factory
proposed disposition. Commission reserves
rebuilta cartridges
that guarantee
work like to
newback—
and carry
new cartridge
right to reach different result upon subthem up. Of course, new cartridges are available, too.
sequent adoption and issuance of formal
decisions.
WRITE OR CALL FOR FULL INFORMATION, STARTLINGLY LOW TRADE-IN AND NEW
INITIAL DECISION
EQUIPMENT PRICES FOR MaCarTa RECORDING/PLAYBACK UNITS AND CARTRIDGES
a Hearing examiner Annie Neal Huntting
issued initial decision looking toward grantTHE
MARKETING ORGANIZATION
FOR NATIONAL
MDULIC SPECIALTIES
COMPANY OF
ing application
CornbeltClinton,
Bcstg. Co.
inBLOOMINGTON. ILLINOIS crease power ofof WHOW
111., tofrom
lkw to 5kw. reduced to lkw during critical
SUPPLIERS OF CONTINUOUS LOOP TAPE
hours, continued operation on 1520kc, D.
CARTRIDGES
AND RECORDING AND PLAYBACK EQUIPMENT.
and applications for new am stations of
Loves Park Bcstg. Co. to operate on 1520
kc, 500w, D, in Loves Park, and Radio
Joiiet to operate on 1510kc, 500w, D, in
86 (FOR THE RECORD)
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Miami, Fla.— WMIE Inc. 99.1mc; 67.4kw.
Ant. height above average terrain 198 ft.
P. O. address box 42-157, Miami 42. Estimated construction cost $31,330; first year
operating cost $14,400; revenue $20,000.
Principals: E. D. Rivers Sr. (95%); Milton
M. Ferrell, Dr. Robert M. Oliver (each
2.5%), who own similar interests in WMIE
Miami. Ann. Sept. 26.
Cedar Rapids, Iowa — WMT-TV Inc. 104.5
mc; 31.7 kw. Ant. height above average
terrain 540 ft. P. O. address c/o William
B. Quarton, Paramount Theatre Bldg.,
Cedar Rapids. Estimated construction cost
$37,700; first year operating cost $15,000;
revenue $10,000. Principals: American Bcstg.
Stations Inc. (60%); William B. Quarton
(31%). WMT-TV is licensee of WMT Cedar
Rapids, and KWMT Fort Dodge, both Iowa.
Ann. Sept. 26.
Beaufort, S. C. — Beaufort Bcstg. Inc. 98.7
mc; 37.8kw.
height c/c
aboveLouisaverage
terrain 204 ft. P.Ant.
O. address
M. Neale,
951, Beaufort. Estimated construction cost
$26,286; first year operating cost $21,865;
revenue $23,000. Principals: John M. Trask
(50%), Harold E. Trask (25%), George
Tucker (10%), Joab M. Dowling. G. G.
Dowling, Flora Trask (each 5%), who own
similar interests in WBEU Beaufort. Ann.
Sept. 26.
Ownership changes
APPLICATIONS
WFST-AM-FM Caribou, Me. — Seeks transfer of 75% of stock in Northern Bcstg. Co.
from Forrest S. Tibbetts (74.2%) and Jean
K. Tibbetts (.8%) to Elbridge F. Stevens
Jr., consideration $150,000; and subsequent
transfer of 50% from Mr. Stevens to R.
Murray Briggs and Allison J. Briggs (each
25%). Mr. Stevens is present owner of 25%
of licensee corporation; R. M. Briggs owns
99% of beverage distribution firm and 32%
of real estate firm; A. J. Briggs owns 34%
of brewery. Ann. Sept. 22.
WAAB-FM Worcester, Mass.— Seeks assignment of license and SCA from Water-

PROFESSIONAL

CARDS

JANSKY & BAILEY
Offices and Laboratories
1339 Wisconsin Ave., N.W.
Washington 7, D.C. FEderal 3-4800
Member AFCCE

JAMES C. McNARY
Consulting Engineer
National Press Bldg.,
Wash. 4, D. C.
Telephone District 7-1205
Member AFCCE

—Established 1926—
PAUL GODLEY CO.
Upper Montclair, N. J.
Pilgrim
Laboratories,
Creat6-3000
Notch, N. J.
Member AFCCE

Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
Everett L. Dillard, Cen. Mgr.
INTERNATIONAL BLDC.
Dl. 7-1319
WASHINGTON, D. C.
P.O. BOX 7037
JACKSON 5302
KANSAS CITY, MO.
Member AFCCE

A. D. Ring & Associates
30 Years' Engineering
Experience in Radio
1710 H St., N.W. Republic 7-2347
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
Member AFCCE

GAUTNEY & JONES
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
930 Warner Bldg. National 8-7757
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE

MAY & BATTISON
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Suite 805
711 14th Street, N.W.
Washington 5, D. C.
REpublic AFCCE
7-3984
Member

L. H. Carr & Associates
Consulting
Radio & Television
Engineers
Washington 6, D. C. Fort Evans
1000 Conn. Ave. Leesburg, Va.
Member AFCCE

GUY C. HUTCHESON
P.O. Box 32
CRestview 4-8721
1100 W. Abram
ARLINGTON, TEXAS

SILLIMAN, MOFFET &
ROHRER
1405 G St., N.W.
Republic 7-6646
Washington 5, D. C.
Member AFCCE

WALTER F. KEAN
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Associates
George M. Sklom, Robert A. Jones
19 E. Quincy St. Hickory 7-2401
Riverside,Member
III. (A AFCCE
hCicago suburb)

HAMMETT & EDISON
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Box 68, International Airport
San Francisco 28, California
Diamond 2-5208

CARL E. SMITH
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
8200 Snowville Road
Cleveland 41, Ohio
Tel. JAckson 6-4386
Member AFOOE

J. G. ROUNTREE
CONSULTING ENGINEER
P.O. Box 9044
Austin 17, Texas
CLendale 2-3073

Service
Directory

COMMERCIAL RADIO
MONITORING CO.
PRECISION FREQUENCY
MEASUREMENTS
AM-FM-TV
103 S. Market St.,
Lee's Summit, Mo.
Phone Kansas City, Laclede 4-3777

CAMBRIDGE CRYSTALS
PRECISION FREQUENCY
MEASURING SERVICE
SPECIALISTS FOR AM-FM-TV
445 Concord Ave.,
Cambridge 38, Mass.
Phone TRowbridge 6-2810

COLLECTIONS
For the Industry
ALL OVER THE WORLD
TV — Radio — Film and Media
Accounts Receivable
No Collection — No Commission
STANDARD ACTUARIAL
WARRANTY CO.
220 West 42nd St., N. Y. 36, N. Y.
LO 5-5990

FREQUENCY
MEASUREMENT
AM-FM-TV
WLAK Electronics Service, Inc.
P. O. Box 1211, Lakeland, Florida
Mutual 2-3145 3-3819

CAPITOL RADIO
ENGINEERING INSTITUTE
Accredited Tech. Inst. Curricula
3224 16 St., N.W. Wash. 10, D.C.
Practical Broadcast, TV Electronic! engineering home study and residence
course. Write For Free Catalog. Specify course.
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GEORGE C. DAVIS
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
RADIO & TELEVISION
527 Munsey Bldg.
STerling 3-0111
Washington
4, D. C.
Member AFCCE
Lohnes & Culver
Munsey Building District 7-8215
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFOOE

1302 18th St., N.W. Hudson 3-9000
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
Member AFCCE

A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
INWOOD POST OFFICE
DALLAS 9, TEXAS
MEIrose 1-8360
Member AFCCE

LYNNE C. SMEBY
CONSULTING ENGINEER
AM-FM-TV
7615 LYNN DRIVE
WASHINGTON 15, D. C.
OLiver 2-8520

GEO. P. ADAIR ENG. CO.
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
Radio-Television
Communications- Electronics
1610 Eye St., N. W.
Washington, D. C.
Executive Member
3-1230 Executive
AFCOE 3-5851

KEAR & KENNEDY

JOHN B. HEFFELFINGER
9208 Wyoming PI. Hiland 4-7010
KANSAS CITY 14, MISSOURI

JULES COHEN
Consulting Electronic Engineer
617 Albee Bldg. Executive 3-4616
1426 C St., N.W.
Washington 5, D. C.
Member AFOOE

VIR N. JAMES
SPECIALTY
DIRECTIONAL ANTENNAS
232 S. Jasmine St. DExter 3-5562
Denver 22, Colorado
Member AFCCE

JOHN H. MULLANEY
and ASSOCATES, INC.
2000 P St., N. W.
Washington 6, D. C.
Columbus 5-4666
Member AFCCE

A. E. Towne Assocs., Inc.
TELEVISION and RADIO
ENGINEERING CONSULTANTS
420 Taylor St.
San Francisco 2, Calif.
PR. 5-3100

PETE JOHNSON
Consulting am-fm-tv Engineers
Applications — Field Engineering
Suite 601
Kanawha Hotel Bldg.
Charleston, W.Va. Dickens 2-6281

MERL SAXON
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEER
622 Hoskins Street
Lufkin, Texas
NEptune 4-4242 NEptune 4-9558

KEITH WILLIAMS and
ASSOCIATES. ARCHITECTS
Consultants — Radio Station Design
110 North Cameron Street
Winchester, Virginia
MOhawk 2-2589
Planning Equipment layout
Renovation Acoustic Design

L. J. N. du TREIL
& ASSOCIATES
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
10412 Jefferson Highway
New Orleans 23, La.
Phone: 721-2661

SPOT YOUR FIRM'S NAME HERE
Be Seen
100,000"
Readers
—Toamong
them,by the
decision-making station owners and managchief engineers
cians—ers,applicants
for and
am, technifm, tv
and
facsimile
facilities.
*ARB Continuing Readership Study
87

Joliet.fault
both
Illinois,
and Zurich
denyingBcstg.
for deapplication
of Lake
Co.
for new am station to operate on 1520kc,
lkw, D, in Lake Zurich, 111. Action Sept. 22.
OTHER ACTIONS
■ By memorandum opinion and order,
commission dismissed joint petition by
Community Telecasting Corp., Midland
Bcstg. Co., and Illiway Tv Inc., and supporting pleading by Tele-Views News Inc.,
for reargument in Moline, 111., tv ch. 8
proceeding. Commission stated: "The release which prompted the filing of the petition herein, merely announced the commission's directionandto ittheisstaff
prepare asa
draft document,
not toregarded
a final disposition or vote, as the public
notice thereof makes clear in stating that:
'announcement
of these
preliminary
does not constitute
commission
actionstepsin
such cases, but is merely an announcement
of proposed disposition. The commission
reserves the right to reach a different result upon the subsequent adoption and
issuance ofclear,
the that
formalthedecisions.'
It is
therefore
announcement,
which is the basis of the joint petition,
is not art order, decision, report or action
subject to reconsideration under Sec. 405
of the Act. Consequently, since the attempt
of the joint petitioners
to question
an announcement of a tentative
determination
by the commission is at best a premature
pleading, entitled to no meritorious consideration prior to the issuance of the commission's finalreview
decisionunder
whichthe will
be subject to further
communications Act of 1934, as amended, or under our
rules issued thereunder, it will be dismissed." Chmn. Minow
Comr.
not participating.
ActionandSept.
27. Craven
■ By memorandum opinion and order,
commission denied request by Rev. Haldane
James Duff for additional time in which
to state objections
to commission's
June of
26
decision
which granted
application
Northwest Bcstrs. Inc. for new am station
to operate on 1540kc, lkw, DA, unl., in
Bellevue, Wash., and which denied Rev.
Duff's DA-1,
application
for Seattle,
new station
1540kc,
lOkw,
unl. in
Wash.on Petition

THE

lacked showing of good cause. Action
Sept.
■ By27. memorandum opinion and order,
commission on its own motion enlarged
issues in proceeding on applications of
Elbert H. Dean and B. L. Golden for new
am station in Lemoore, Calif., and Glomar
Music Bcstrs. Inc., to increase power of
KHOT Madera, Calif., to determine what
efforts have been made to ascertain programming needs and interests of areas each
proposes to serve, and manner in which
each of applicants proposes to meet such
needs and interests; granted, to extent indicated in memorandum opinion, motion
by Dean and Golden to enlarge issues.
Comr. Craven dissented. Action Sept. 27.
■ By memorandum opinion and order,
commission, on its own motion, enlarged
issues in proceeding on applications of
Sands Bcstg. Corp., WIFE Corp., Hoosier
Bcstg. Corp., and Independent Indianapolis
Bcstg. Corp. for new am stations in Indianapolis, Ind., to determine whether WIFE
Corp. concealed any information pertaining
to broadcast background of its principals;
and, if so, whether it possesses requisite
character qualifications to receive grant
herein, and to determine whether Ronald
Woodyard, principal in WIFE application,
has engaged in trafficking in broadcasting
authorizations, and if so, whether WIFE
possesses requisite character qualifications
to receive grant; denied for untimely filing
petition by Independent Indianapolis to enlargesentedissues.
Comrs. ofFord
and Cross
to inclusion
character
issuedis-of
27.
WIFE, former with statement. Action Sept.
■ By separate memorandum opinion and
order in above-mentioned proceeding, commission granted petition by Hoosier Bcstg.
Corp. to extent of enlarging issues to determine whether Sands Bcstg. Corp., in
view of its proposals as to staff, is qualified
to operate its station in manner proposed
by its application. Action Sept. 27.
■ By memorandum opinion and order,
commission granted petition by National
Assn. dumofof law
Bcstrs,
and for
be leave
heard toatfile
timememoranof oral
argument in proceeding on application of

TELE-COMMUNICATIONS
PORTA-CASTER
jgefX' ~^Model 675

Size: 13" x 19" x 46 Vi"
Weight; 90 lbs.
Console only 13 lbs.
Cabinet: Grey unbreakable
fiberglass and
aluminum with
removable legs
and cover.

Console completely
self-contained (including
monitor amplifier) and
may be removed for
remote broadcasts.
INPUT CONTROLS :
2 Turntables with cue
position, 1 Microphone
Control with two inputs,
1 Remote Control with
high level inputs.

A COMPLETE, COMPACT
TRANSISTORIZED PORTABLE UNIT
FOR STUDIO OR REMOTE USE
OUTPUT CONNECTIONS:
1 Line Output, 1 P.A.
Output with control,
1 External Speaker ■
Output, 1 Phone Output.

EQUIPMENT :
Includes 2 Rek-O-Kut,
Rondine B-12 Turntables,
2 Presto PA-1 Tone Arms
( with snaplock )., 2 G.E.
Type 4G-050 Triple Play
Cartridges.

FOR' INFORMATION CONTACT
TELE-COMMUNICATIONS
CORP.
AN AFFILIATE OF TE LEBROADCASTE RS, INC.
50 DRUMM STREET, SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA •. YUkon 2-4314
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Carter Mountain Transmission Corp. for
cp to install an additional transmitter at
Cody, Wyo., for off-air pickup of tv signals
for delivery
to community
antenna
tv systems in Riverton,
Lander and
Thermopolis.
Wyo.; accepted NAB memorandum and
also Translator
memorandumAssn.;
submitted
Tri-State
Tv
allowedby five
days
from release of memorandum opinion for
filing of pleadings or memoranda of law in
response to NAB and Tri-State. Comrs.
Bartley and Cross dissented; Comr. Craven
not participating. Action Sept. 27.
■ By memorandum opinion and order in
Burlington- Mt. Holly, N. J., am proceeding
in Doc. 13931 et al., commission granted
petition by Burlington Bcstg. Co. to extent
of enlarging issues to determine whether
John J. Farina, tr/as Mt. Holly-Burlington
Bcstg. Co., is real party in interest and
whether other parties have undisclosed
interest in that application and whether
Mr. Farina is financially qualified to construct and operate station for which he
Chmn. Minow
proceeding.
seeks cp into this
dissented
inclusion
of financial issue;
Craven not
Comr.
Comr. Ford dissented;
participating. Action Sept. 27.
order,
■ By memorandum opinion and Kenton
commission granted petitions by extent
of
to
Ky.,
Covington,
County Bcstrs.,
proceeding in Docs.
enlarging issues in am what
dings
understan
14125-8, to determine
and/or arrangements exist between Dale H.
applicant for new station in NorMossman,
wood, Ohio, and Caldwell Sherrill, whether
is principal to Mr. Mossman apMr Sherrill
plication or controls Mr. Mossman, and. if so,
is legally and/or otherwhether Mr. Sherrill
Mossman
wise qualified to be party toMr.Mr.Sherrill
in event Mr. Mossman isis
applicationbe and
whether
party,
to
found
concurred
qualified. Comr. Bartley concurred
legally
and issued statement; Comr. Ford and
issued
part
in
dissented
in part andComrs.
Lee and Cross dissented;
statement;
Action
ting.
Comr. Craven not participa
Sept. 27.
Routine roundup
ACTIONS ON MOTIONS
By Commissioner John S. Cross
■ Granted petition by Andrew B. Letson
(WZRO) Jacksonville, Fla., and extended to
Sept. 29 time to reply to comments of
Broadcast
Bureau to on
petition
for application.
reconsideration in proceeding
his am
Action
Sept. 21.■ Granted
petition by Radio Station
WPAY Inc. (WPAY) Portsmouth, Ohio, and
extended to Sept. 29 time to respond to
petition by WNXT Inc. for reconsideration
in proceeding on am applications of WPAY
et al. Action Sept. 21.
■ Granted petition by Acadian Tv Corp.
and extended to Oct. 2 time to file replies to
exceptions in Lake Charles-Lafayette, La.,
tv ch. 3 proceeding. Action Sept. 20.
■ Granted petition by Tidewater Bcstg.
Inc., and extended to Sept. 25 time to file
exceptions to initial decision in proceeding
on its application and Edwin R. Fischer for
new am stations in Smithfield and Newport
News, Va. Action Sept. 19.
■ Granted petition by Broadcast Bureau
and extended to Sept. 22 time to respond to
petition by Tedesco Inc. for reconsideration
and grant of application of Franklin Bcstg.
Co. for assignment of license and cp for am
station WMIN St. Paul, Minn., to Tedesco
Inc. Action Sept. 19.
By Acting Chief A.Hearing
Kyle Examiner Jay
■ Granted petition by Franklin Bcstg. Co.
for dismissal
its application
ment of licenseof and
cp for WMINforSt.assignPaul,
Minn., to Tedesco Inc., but dismissed application ceeding.
with prejudice
and
terminated
proAction Sept. 22.
■ Granted petition by Rea Radio and
Electronic Laboratory and accepted its appearance filed late in proceeding on its
application for renewal of license of WREA
East Palatka, Fla. Action Sept. 22.
■ Granted petition by Broadcast Bureau
and extended from Sept. 21 to Sept. 28 time
for filing proposed findings in matter of
modif. of license of Marietta Bcstg. Inc.
(KERO-TV ch. 10) Bakersfield, Calif. Action
Sept.
20.
■ Granted
joint request by applicants for
approval of agreement as amended to show
no consideration paid or promised for dismis al of application of Golden Strand Bcstg.
Co. to change operation of WMYB Myrtle
Beach, S. C, from 1450 kc, 250 w, unl.. to
1480 kc, 5 kw-LS, 1 kw-N, DA-N, and dismissed WMYB application, but with nrejliBROADCASTING, October 2. f 961

dice; granted remaining applications of
Coast Bcstg. Co. for new station to operate
on 1470 kc, 500 w, D, in Georgetown, S. C,
and Radio Charlotte Inc., to change operation of WWOK Charlotte, N. C, on 1480 kc
from 1 kw, D, to 5 kw, unl., DA-2; terminated proceeding. Action Sept. 20.
■ Scheduled prehearing conferences and
hearings in following proceedings on dates
shown: Oct. 25 and Nov. 27 on applications
of Hershey Bcstg. Inc., and Reading Radio
Inc., for new fm stations in Hershey and
Reading, Pa.; Oct. 26 and Nov. 29 on applications of Holmes-Roberts Bcstg. Co. and
Crosbytions inCounty
Bcstg.
Co. Tex.
for new
staSlaton and
Ralls,
Actionam Sept.
20.
By Hearing Examiner Basil P. Cooper
■ Granted request by Columbia Bcstg.
System Inc. (retroactive to Sept. 20) and
continued Sept. 20 further evidentiary hearing to date to be announced at conclusion of
further hearing conference to be held on
Sept.
in proceeding
Edward27 Walter
Piszczekonandapplication
Jerome K.of
Westerfield for new fm station in Des
Plaines, 111. Action Sept. 22.
By Hearing Examiner Thomas H. Donahue
■ In accordance with agreements reached
at Sept. 22 prehearing conference, scheduled
engineering conference for Sept. 28 and
further prehearing conference for Sept. 29
in proceeding on applications of Vernon E.
Pressley for new am station in Canton, N. C,
et al. Action Sept. 22.
By Hearing Examiner Asher H. Ende
■ Granted motion by applicant, cancelled
Sept. 22 further hearing conference and
postponed Oct. 11 hearing without date
pending action on petition by KWTX Bcstg.
Co. (KWTX-TV)
Texas,
for reconsideration and grantWaco,
without
hearing
of its
application. Action Sept. 21.
By Hearing Examiner Charles J. Frederick
■ Granted petition by Broadcast Bureau
and continued date for filing proposed findings from Sept. 29 to Oct. 16, and on own
motion continued date for filing replies from
Oct. 23 to Oct. 27 in matter of revocation
of license of Mandan Radio Assn. for KBOM
Bismarck-Mandan, N. D. Action Sept. 22.
■ On own motion, continued without date
proceeding on applications of Elbert H. Dean
and Richard E. Newman, Clovis, and Charles
W. Jobbins, Grass Valley, Calif., for new
am stations to operate on 790 kc, in light of
commission's
report
and order
in clear channel proceeding.
Action
Sept. 20.
By Hearing Examiner Millard F. French
■ Continued without date Sept. 27 hearing
in proceeding on application of Franklin
Bcstg. Co. for assignment of license and cp
of WMIN St. Paul, Minn., to Tedesco Inc.
Action Sept. 21.
By Hearing Examiner Walther W. Guenther
■ Pursuant to agreements reached by all
parties at Sept. 22 prehearing conference,
scheduled certain procedural dates and continued Oct. 3 hearing to Nov. 7 in proceeding on applications of Frank S. Bare Jr.,
Maricopa County Bcstrs. Inc., and Maryvale
Bcstg. Co. for new am stations in Mesa,
Ariz. Action Sept. 22.
By Hearing Examiner Isadore A. Honig
■ On own motion and with agreement of
all parties, scheduled further hearing for
Sept. 28 in proceeding on applications of
News-Sun Bcstg. Co. and Radio America
for new fm stations in Waukegan and Chicago, 111. Action Sept. 25.
■ Issued memorandum of ruling at Sept.
22 oraltions ofargument
in proceeding
on applicaWEXC Inc.,
Leon Lawrence
Sidell,
De-Lan Inc. and Seaport Bcstg. Corp. for
new am stations in DePew, Hamburg and
Lancaster, N.Y., granting request by WEXC
Inc. and continuing Sept. 25 further hearing
to Oct. 30, and ordered, on own motion, that
WEXC Inc. shall submit report by Oct. 16
pursuant to direction made by examiner in
this connection at oral argument. Action
Sept, 22.
By Hearing Examiner Annie Neal Huntting
■ Denied petition by Joseph P. Wardlaw
Jr., Canton, Ohio, to add Evansville issue in
proceeding on its application which is in
consolidation with am applications of KentRavenna Bcstg. Co., Kent, Ohio, et al.
Action Sept. 20.
By Hearing Examiner H. Gifford Irion
■ Granted motion by Interstate Bcstg.
Inc., and continued Sept. 21 further hearing
BfTOABCASTiNG, October 2, 1961

to Oct. 5 in proceding on am applications of
Walter L. Follmer, Hamilton, Ohio and Interstate Bcstg. Inc. (WQXR) New York, N. Y.
Action Sept. 20.
By Hearing Examiner David I. Kraushaar
■ Granted petition by Covington Bcstg.
Co., Covington, Ky., to extent that if late
exchange of Exhibit 2 of applicant Kenton
County Bcstrs., Covington, should result in
adversely affecting progress of hearing in
consolidated proceeding on am applications
in Docs. 14125-8, that exhibit will be stricken
by
on his
own ordered
motion
whenhearing
profferedexaminer
in evidence;
further
that Covington is entitled to reasonable opprepare and
exchange2 exhibit
material inportunity torebuttal
of Exhibit
and if
allowance of such reasonable opportunity
would delay conduct of hearing this factor
will
be considered
in relation
examiner's
consideration
of any
profferto of
Kenton
County's Exhibit 2. Action Sept. 22.
By Hearing Examiner Herbert Sharfman
■ Received in evidence Exhibit No. 3 of
Ivy Bcstg. Inc. (WOLF) Syracuse, N. Y., and
closed record in proceeding on its am
application, et al. Action Sept. 22.
By Hearing Examiner Elizabeth C. Smith.
■ Upon request by applicant, continued
Sept. 21 further prehearing conference to
Oct. 2 in proceeding on application of Melody Music Inc., for renewal of license of
am station WGMA. Hollywood, Fla. Action
Sept. 21.
■ Scheduled prehearing conference for
Oct. 3 in proceeding on application of
Radio Americana Inc., for new am station in
Baltimore, Md. Action Sept. 20.
BROADCAST ACTIONS
by Broadcast Bureau
Actions of Sept. 26
KAHU Waipahu, Hawaii — Granted cp to
change frequency from 920 kc to 940 kc;
increase power from 1 kw to 10 kw; install
new trans.; change ant. -trans, location to
Kunia Road, Kunia, Hawaii; and make
changes in ant. and ground system; remote
control permitted.
WTCN Minneapolis, Minn. — Granted cp to
increase nighttime power from 1 kw to 5
kw, continued operation on 1280 kc, 5 kw, D;
change ant. -trans, location; install DA for
nighttimemitteduse
remote control perdaytime(DA-N);
only; conditions.
KFI Los Angeles, Calif. — Granted transfer
of control from Earle C. Anthony, deceased,
to Eugene Overton, trustee.
■ Approved specifications submitted by
Triangle Bcstg. Co. for operation of WJMY
(TV) Allen Park, Mich., on ch. 20 pursuant
to report and order (which substituted ch.
20 for ch. 62 and modified WJMY authorization accordingly, effective Sept. 11) ; ERP vis.
20 kw, aur. 11 kw; ant. height 310 ft.
KREstall newBerkeley,
Calif.— Granted cp to intrans.
KSIJ Gladewater, Tex. — Granted cp to
change ant. -trans, location and changes in
ground system.
WMJM Cordele, Ga. — Granted mod. of cp
to change type trans.
KSWM — Aurora, Mo.— Granted mod. of
cp to change type trans, and specify studio
location and remote control point.
WBUY-FM Lexington, N. C— Granted
mod. of cp to change type trans.; type ant.;
and reduce trans, power output to 890 w.
KPOI-FM Honolulu, Hawaii— Granted
mod. ofcreasecpERP toto 55change
kw. type trans, and in■ Following
stations
extensions of completion were
dates granted
as shown:
WITN (TV) Washington, N. C, to Dec. 24;
KTPS (TV) Tacoma, Wash., to Oct. 15;
WCIN Cincinnati, Ohio to March 14, 1962;
WYNS Lehighton, Pa., to Jan. 31, 1962;
WJRM Troy, N. C, to Jan. 1, 1962; KANI
Wharton, Tex., to Dec. 15: KBOX Dallas,
Tex., to Oct. 31; KMOX-FM St. Louis, Mo.,
to Nov. 30; WRNL-FM Richmond, Va., to
Nov. 15, and K73AT Blue Mountain Tv Assn.,
Elgin, LaGrange, Union and Baker, Ore.,
to Nov. 15.
Actions of Sept. 25
KFMP(FM) Port Arthur, Tex.— Granted
mod. of SCA to cancel operation on subcarrier frequency 41 kc, with continued
operation on 67 kc, and make changes in
equipment.
Sunburst Tv Assn., Sunburst, Mont. —
Granted cp for new vhf tv translator station
on ch. 4 to translate programs of CJLH (TV)
Continued on page 95

PUSHBUTTON
NUMBERS
The sad part about push-button circulation figures is that the advertiser
pays for them — and pays handsomely. And the cost of tickets to
The Numbers Game, already pretty
high, goes up every time a publisher
pushes a button and says: "Add
another 3,000 names, George."
In ABP businesspapers, on the other
hand, no amount of button pushing
is going to produce 3,000 circulation
— for this circulation has to be paid
for . . . and new subscribers just
don't jump into line when a publisher pushes a button. Advertising
rates that
go up at harder
a publisher's
decision are somehow
to swallow
than those that rise in response to
reader demand.
We have nothing against numbers,
understand — when they have dollar
signs attached. But we feel that
numbers per se are not the be-all
and end-all in judging publication
values. And we go so far as to say
that a man who pays $x to subscribe to a publication is more meaningful, even as a sheer number, than
one who pays nothing. He wants the
publication more than he wants $x.
If you feel, as an advertiser, that
the reader should meet you half way
by paying for a publication, you can
be sure you're putting your money on
the right numbers when you put it
in publications bearing this symbol;

The plus value of paid circulation is "wantedness"
mm-f BROADCASTING
THE BUSINESSWEEKLV OF TELEVISION AND RADIO
BROADCASTING is the only publkatldrt
in its field qualifying for
83
ABC and ABP membership

CLASSIFIED

ADVERTISEMENTS

(Payable in advance. Checks and money orders only.) (FINAL DEADLINE — Monday preceding publication date.)
• SITUATIONS WANTED 20* per word — $2.00 minimum • HELP WANTED 25* per word — $2.00 minimum.
• DISPLAY ads #20.00 per inch— STATIONS FOR SALE advertising require display space.
• All other classifications 30* per word — $4.00 minimum.
• No charge for blind box number. Send replies to Broadcasting, 1735 DeSales St., N.W., Washington 6, D. C.
Applicants: If transcriptions or bulk packages submitted, $1.00 charge for mailing (Forward remittance separately, please). All transcriptions, photos,
etc., sent to box numbers are sent at owner's risk. Broadcasting pxpresslv repudiates anv !iahilit\ oi responsibility for their custodv or return
RADIO
Help Wanted — Management
Immediate requirement for manager and
chief engineer at new 1000 watt daytimer
locatedeast.inWritesuburban
market in northBox 942G,major
BROADCASTING.
Somewhere there is a young, ambitious, aggressive time salesman at a negro programmed station who is ready to move up
to sales managers job of a fast growing
negro market chain. Unlimited opportunity
for
ING.the right man. Box 330H, BROADCASTSales
Progressive single market station is looking
for a sales manager interested in settling
in growing
Texas community
city working
of 10.000.
Good opportunity,
pleasant
conditions. Must be experienced in sales
and prefer air voice if possible. Job is now
open but will wait for right application.
Box 799G, BROADCASTING.
Salesman, ready to move-up to sales manager. Must be thoroughly experienced in am
operation. Golden opportunity to move into
management in good small eastern market.
Aggressive sales record a must. Box 219H,
BROADCASTING.
Will pay top wage for experienced radio
salesman. Rapidly expanding medium Florida east coast market. Immediate employment. Send picture and background. Box
275H, BROADCASTING.
Florida, east coast, medium metropolitan
market. Minimum 2 years fulltime radio
sales. Compensation depends entirely upon
present income and past sales record. Good
opportunity to advance within chain. Reply
in confidence to Box 288H, BROADCASTING.
Salesman. Proven producer desired for
upstate lished
N.Y.station,metro
area. with
Young,market,
well estabgrowing
offers
excellent opportunity for advancement
based on results. Send resume, sales record. Box 302H, BROADCASTING.
Newark, New Jersey — opportunity, top
money and future for man who can sell,
resume to Box 313H, BROADCASTING.
Part time announcing. Heavy sales. Salary
and commissions. Metropolitan. Box 316H,
BROADCASTING.
North Carolina 5,000 watter needs experienced salesman or salesman-announcer.
Salary and commission. Car and aggressiveness
necessary. Box 331H, BROADCASTING.
Young, aggressive career salesman seeking
solid future with large multi group radio
station Direct selling experience desirable.
Contact Chester Steadman, WCOP, Boston.
Hi-flying go-getters needed by w-HI-h.
Tightest most talked about production in
Tidewatei Chance to join hi-flying Elliot
chain if you have a desire to make money
and advance to responsible executive position. Send complete resume and late snapshot to Earl Harper, w-HI-h, 731 Boush St.,
Norfolk, Va. Available for personal interview at President Hotel, New York City,
October 2 through 6.
Radio television jobs. Over 630 stations. All
major markets, midwest saturation. Write
Walker Employment, 83 South 7th Street.
Minneapolis 2, Minn.
90

Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Announcers

Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Announcers

Kentucky station needs combination engineer-announcer, air-time 24 hours weekly;
combination sales-announcer, air-time 20
hours weekly; also needs additional announcer, air-time 44 hours weekly. Immediate openings for competent personnel.
Well-known dependable operation. Send
resume of training, experience, picture and
tape. Box 879G, BROADCASTING.
Dependable commercial announcer with at
least 2 years experience not afraid of work.
Locate in eastern Pennsylvania. Successful
non-screaming format that you must fit
into. Play-by-play experience helpful but
not necessary. Opportunity to grow with
chain. Start $85 for 48 hours. Regular
raises, personal interview necessary, but
first send tape and resume to Box 991G,
BROADCASTING.
Mature voice, experience, and the desire to
grow with a long established, expanding
radio station in the midwest. Send full details, including salary expectations. No tapes
now, far
but away
we mayforwanta personal
them later interview.
if you're
too
Immediate
opening.
Box
217H,
BROADCASTING.
DJ for 12-6am shift. Excellent Florida market. Send audition tape, experience and
picture, to Box 279H, BROADCASTING.
Staff announcer wanted for middle Atlantic
full time operation. Established middle of
road
station. No rock and roll. Box 287H,
BROADCASTING.

Good hoard operator, announcer with competent news delivery. Send tape-resume
to R. D. Jensen, KTKN, Box 1852, Ketchikan, Alaska.
Mature-announcer-news editor for daytime
station. Must be able to gather, write and
report local news. Friendly town, friendly
staff, good pay, many benefits. Write or call
Ray
Saadi,
KTIB, Thibodaux, La. Phone
Hillcrest
7-9006.

Announcer needed immediately; with ability, short on talk to program good music.
Experience unimportant for right man.
Send audition, resume, picture, references,
telephone number with first letter. Box
293H, BROADCASTING.
Southeastern New York station wants mature young announcer with commercial experience willing to settle in growing market. Must be strong on news and commercials, run tight board. No "personalities" ences.
or floaters.
Send resume,
State minimum
salary. tape,
Box refer318H,
BROADCASTING.
Professional announcer; growing station. 44
hour week. Illinois. $90. Box 322H, BROADCASTING.
Top salary to outstanding morning man for
eastern major market station. All replies
confidential. Tape, resume. Box 328H,
BROADCASTING.
Multiple chain has immediate openings for
program manager and two announcers. Prefer formula experience and good voice.
Upstate New York and southern New
Jersey. Tell all first letter. No tapes. Box
329H, BROADCASTING.
Going northwest, operation needs solid,
stable worker. Must have good voice, production experience, adult radio. Salary
open. Excellent community. Send tape,
resume to Bruce Hamilton, general manager, KBLL. Helena, Montana.
Needed at once! One combo announcer and
one straight announcer. Top salaries to top
men.
ana. Si Willing, KMAR, Winnsboro, LouisiWanted: 1st phone announcers. Tight
operation. Happy sound network affiliation
located in the beautiful Rocky Mountains.
Send tape to KOPR, Butte, Montana. State
salary desired.
Announcer, for adult music station. Must
have experience. Some copy writing. Send
tape and resume to Manager, KMAQ Radio,
Maquoketa, Iowa.

First phone: bright, full time announcer,
no maintenance. Happy, non rock, but fast
moving format. Salary to ability. KUTT,
Box 109, Fargo, N. Dakota.
Good board operator, announcer with comnews delivery.
No hunting
"personality."
Daytime petent
station,
good fishing
country. Prefer young single man. Immediate
opening. KVWM, Show Low, Arizona.
Experienced staff announcer needed imland.
mediately. WASA, Havre de Grace, MaryWashington creative announcer — strong,
resonant bass voice; intelligent production
capacity. Top salary, excellent future with
growing organization. Send tape, photo,
experience to Arthur Arundel, President,
WAVA, Arlington 7, Virginia or telephone
KE 6-9000 if near Washington, D. C.
Combo, first class ticket essential. "Smoothsound"
rockbased
and roll
please. station,
Salary no
good,
on screamers,
applicants
ability and knowledge in both announcing
and engineering. Immediate opening.
WCNL, Newport, New Hampshire.
Wanted: Immediate opening for two staff
anouncers. Pa. ABC affiliate. One position
requires first phone. Top money to right
men. Send tape-photo-resume to Al Dame,
Station Manager— WCPA, Clearfield, Pa.
At once, morning man combo-lst class
ticket. Adult music station, excellent working conditions. Maintenance a must. Must
be experienced. Excellent pay. Immediate
opening due to man going into service.
Contact Fred W. Cole, WDOG Radio, Marine City, Michigan. Phone Rockwell 5-7944.
Newsman with good reporting sense, authoritative voice for active news department needed for immediate opening. Send
tape and resume, or contact by telephone
Mr. Bill Frink, Program Director, WIMA
Radio, Lima, Ohio, Immediately.
WISM in Madison, Wisconsin has opening
for experienced format personality who
can turn out quality production with imagination. Salary commensurate with ability.
Send tape and resume to Chuck Mefford.
Michigan daytimer — network affiliate has
opening for 1st phone announcer. Prefer
family man. Local news experience —
permanent employment for competent man.
Personal interview necessary. First send
tape, resume, salary requirements. J. F.
Marzke, WJUD, St. Johns, Michigan.
WLPM, is going 5kw and needs mature
voice personality for quality programming.
Send tape and resume or contact Ed Baydush,
view. WLPM. Suffock, Virginia, for interExperienced announcer wanted for adult
music station. Warm, friendly voice plus
smooth board work. $500.00 a month to
start. Good future. Send tape to Box 7321,
Fort Worth, Texas.
Engineer-announcer-newsman. Wanted in
Easton, Maryland. Call TA 2-3301, collect.
BROADCASTING, October 2, 1961

Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Announcers

Situations Wanted— (Cont'd)

Versatile experienced dj from northeast
who canandhandle
both quote
"good" regional
unquote
music
top forty.
We operate
network covering New York state plus tight
format stations in Ithaca and Syracuse.
Good pay. Phone Ithaca, N.Y., AR 2-5040.
Radio television jobs. Over 630 stations. All
major markets, midwest saturation. Write
Walker Employment 83 South 7th Street,
Minneapolis 2, Minn.
Technical
Chief engineer for 1,000 watt am and fm
midwest station. No announcing required.
Excellent opportunity. Send background experience, references, and salary requirements with first letter. Box 126H, BROADCASTING.

An experienced broadcaster desires to participate in management of top ten market
fm operation and would like an option to
purchase with cash up to 51% of station.
Box 244H, BROADCASTING.
General manager, $200 minimum. 15 years
experience. Immediate. Box 246H, BROADCASTING.
Manager; program. 32; radio 13. South.
ABJ. Civic gramming
president.
Family. Copy.
Sales. Pro(award). Voice.
Box
289H, BROADCASTING.
12 years experience, sales, promotion, programming, announcing. Married, family.
Prefer midwest, but will consider opporING. tunity anywhere. Box 299H, BROADCAST-

Engineer-announcer or engineer salesman.
Main requirement engineering ability for
500 watt daytimer that believes in providing best equipment for maintenance in one
of
Carolina's
growing
small markets.
Salary
open. fastest
Box 129H,
BROADCASTING.

Know-how: sales 'management. Profitable
sales-operation record. Sold three stations
from under me in twelve years. Figures to
prove. Available. Good references. Resume.
Box 327H, BROADCASTING.
Manager-commercial manager. Eight years
experience these capacities. Also national
network and advertising agency. Solid record of profits and success. Robert D. WilKansas. liams, 1126 Bluemont Ave., Manhattan,

First class engineer who can double in
brass — either announcing, copy, production,
or traffic. Medium southern market fulltimer with fm. Send resume, tape, recent
photo,
and expected salary. Box 130H,
BROADCASTING.
Position open for chief engineer at WCOA,
Pensacola. Our man must be experienced
audio-rf man. No announcing. Currently
ready to re-equip control facilities. Five kw
directional night. Top pay to right man.
Many other benefits. Gulf coast Florida
presents finest in family living. Contact J.
McCarthy
Miller, WCOA, Pensacola, Florida.
At once, morning man combo-lst class
ticket. Adult music station, excellent working conditions. Maintenance a must. Must
be experienced. Excellent pay. Immediate
opening due to man going into service.
Contact Fred W. Cole, WDOG Radio, Marine
City, Michigan. Phone Rockwell 5-7944.
Wanted announcer with first class license,
emphasis on announcing. Light technical
maintenance work. Send information to
WJHB, Box 292, Talladega, Alabama.
Radio television jobs. Over 630 stations. All
major markets, midwest saturation. Write
Walker Employment, 83 South 7th Street,
Minneapolis 2, Minn.
Need chief engineer immediately. Good
salary and
plus good
condition.benefits
Contact WKAL,
Rome,working
New York.
Production — Programming, Others
Kilowatt independent in small western
Pennsylvania market needs fulltime newsman to gather, write and announce news.
Send tape, photo, details of experience and
salary
ING. required. Box 234H, BROADCASTExperienced male writer. Full time position commercial continuity 1,000 watt Illinois independent. $90.00 weekly. State age,
education, detailed experience, references.
Box 310H, BROADCASTING.
Small market tv-am combination, northwest, needs copywriter who is willing to
service accounts and wants advancement.
Salary open. Community facilities excellent.
Solid, stable staff. Adult programming. Box
319H, BROADCASTING.
for program director.
Immediate opening
service.
Present man being recalled into
of assuming
Must be creative and capable
ive responsibilities. If interested
administrat
call Howard Frederick, WIRL, Peoria,
Illinois.
RADIO
Situations Wanted — Management
Man and wife team. Wants job running
small community station or country music
operation. 17 years experience with good
references. Available now. Box 285H,
BROADCASTING.
BROADCASTING, October 2, 1961

Management

Sales
Strong in radio sales. Top qualification is
general manager, with 6 years in radio and
tv. Also 2 years selling jingles and sales
aids. Prefer Ohio or Florida major market
but will accept all inquiries. Had billings
to $10,000 in UHF market. Box 284H,
BROADCASTING.
Conscientious, hard working sales manager
successfully employed seeks greater challenge and larger commission checks. Prefers
at
ING.least 5000kw. Box 308H, BROADCAST-

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Announcers
Disc jockey, newscaster, announcer. Tight
board. Married, not a floater. Limited experience. Tape on request. Box 276H,
BROADCASTING.
I just in
can'tthisafford
to pay
he's
worth
market.
Wanthimto what
help him
relocate. A top-flight announcer-deejaynewscii.-ter and soft-sell air salesman. Family man, sclii citizen. Will increase rating
of
mediumHousewives
to major love
market
musicanystation.
him. goodWrite
station owner, Sox 278H, BROADCASTING,
and I will put you in touch with him.
Exciting,
play-in '-plav
announcer.
All
sports.excellent
Available
. \vo weeks.
Box
281H, BROADCASTING.
School of Broadcasting graduate, thoroughly tranied. DJ, news, board. Colored. Box
286H, BROADCASTING.
Man with a transient mind wants position
as tangential disc jockey. My past zeros
me as a floater and a nut but even their
contribution adds to the gross national
product.
from a long
off —befrom
the
land
whereSo universes
are way
yet to
created
and echoes hover in the air like the muted
chords of some forgotten piano player — 1
sit listening
to Bunny
— waiting.
Would
mesh with
southwestBerigan
or (California!
or
someplace
in
east.
Box
290H,
BROADCASTING.
Announcer-dj-newscaster. Available to right
offer. able.Experienced.
Want to relocateQuality
in New sound.
York Reliarea.
Box 291H, BROADCASTING.
DJ/news. 2 years experience. Professional
training. Military service completed. Heavy
on personality dj work. Humorous style.
Available
CASTING. immediately. Box 297H, BROADImmediately, young, ambitious, experienced
announcer; bright, tight, versatile, creative,
persuasive. Box 298H BROADCASTING.

Announcers

Announcer, not the best you've heard! But
get along
others,
what Sam.
I'm told.
Spent
threewithyears
withdoUncle
He
liked me. Sell, write and do production
copy.
You'll
like
me.
Box
300H,
BROADCASTING.

8 years experience. Sports, play-by-play,
pd & staff, top character and references.
27, family & college graduate. Employed.
Box 920G, BROADCASTING.
Announcer-d. j.— newscaster-relief man
looking for permanent position. Have car.
married, age 24, 1 year experience, 2 years
college preler to relocate in a northeastern
state. Box 186H, BROADCASTING.
DJ-newsman: Tight, cheerful, personality;
family, college. Best Hooper in midwest
city ofwill
100,000
3-6 p.m.
prove
give during
100%. Tape
and References
resume on
request. Box 201H, BROADCASTING.
Announcer with sales and administrative
experience, college education, married,
stable. Am looking for growth opportunity
with expanding organization. Box 205H,
BROADCASTING.
Sports director looking for sports minded
station. Finest of references. Box 220H,
BROADCASTING.
Veteran Los Angeles area sports announcer
desires position with sports-minded station Top play by play. Box 262H, BROADCASTING.

DJ, seven years experience, knows music.
Family. Box 304H, BROADCASTING.
New Jersey announcer, 27, 2 years radio, 1
year television. Strong music-news. Married, college. Draft exempt. Desires position
New Jersey-New York area. Box 314H,
BROADCASTING.
Cheerful, personable deejay. First phone. 8
years experience in depth, 3 in majors.
Managerial experience. Outstanding knowledge "modern," middle of road formats.
Friendly morning show. Natural ability with
music, production, continuity. Presently
employedwork. Light
production
department
major netmaintenance.
Best references.
26 years old, family, draft exempt. Desires
pd-dj position. Available November 1st. Box
317H, BROADCASTING.
Announcer, disk jockey. Fast board. Willing
to travel. #3 FCC. News delivery, mature
personality. Box 324H, BROADCASTING.
Experienced dj. Announcer, newscaster.
Fast board. Family man. Want to settle
down. Box 325H, BROADCASTING.
Announcer and dj experienced fully. Fast
board
capacity. Family man. Box 326H,
BROADCASTING.

Versatile, thoroughly trained. 1st phone.
Announcing,
maintenance,
radio-tv, color
tv
too! Box 266H,
BROADCASTING.
Attention: Nashville and middle Tennessee.
Young, married. 3- A, dj -announcer. Two
years experience
at same good
station.
Broadcasting school graduate,
references,
tight board, pop or country music. $65
minimum. Box 268H, BROADCASTING.
DJ-salesman. Small market. After October
15. Box 272H, BROADCASTING.

Announcer, engineer, first phone, experi5-8900
after 6 enced,
PM. references,
WDLP, veteran.
Panama Call
City,SU Florida.
Announcer-engineer, 1st phone. No noise.
Edward Fehl, Route #3, McDonald, Pa.
First-class announcer, first-class ticket, with
copy.
years experience
all phasesOctober
radio.
Prefer 13southeast
Florida. Available
8. No tape, no picture, but will travel for
personal interview. 3600 Needles Dr., Orlando, Fla., or call CY 3-9220.

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Announcers

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Technical

Have sound . . . will travel. Charles H.
Pelto, Jr., 37 Lunenburg Street, Fitchburg,
Mass. DI-3-7195.
Announcer, engineer, program director.
Young, aggressive, sober. Available now.
South Atlantic, small time preferred. Box
70,
3349. Fenwick, West Virginia or phone 846Staff announcer, board man, traffic and
continuity. DJ your format. No smoke, no
booze, no float. Have car. Single. Carvalho
—5504 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood, California. HO 9-7878.
Responsible staff anncr: 28, New England
college, AFN, experienced, married, pleasant appearance and personality. Authoritative, resonant delivery. Desires responsible
position, presently in same NYC market but
suburban living agrees better. Outline your
opening, I'll answer. Box 505, Congers, N.Y.

Midwest vhf station, needs experienced
studio and transmitter man. Must have rust
phone license. Please include draft status
in resume. Box 667G. BROADCASTING.
Experienced chief engineer and studio
supervisor for small market vhf— northcentral. Write Box 938G, BROADCASTING.
Western vhf needs experienced studiotransmitter engineer with first phone license. Send resume and salary requirement
to Box 190H, BROADCASTING.
Technical school graduate. Experienced on
full power GE and RCA transmitters, plus
studio experience. Desires studio or studio
and transmitter position. Age 27, single.
First phone. Box 210H, BROADCASTING.
Pennsylvania UHF station desires tv engineer for combined studio and transmitter
operation. Box 263H, BROADCASTING.
Northwest
am-tv needs
and transmitter
man. experienced
Maintenancestudio
and
supervisory background desirable. Salary
open. Box 320H, BROADCASTING.
TV engineer — station expanding technical
facilities has opening for young man.
Thoroughly grounded installation and maintenance tv equipment or who has fundamental knowledge and capability learn
quickly under guidance. Chief Engineer,
WSAV-TV, Savannah, Georgia.

Technical
First phone-dependable 37, single, good
maintenance, SRT grad, sober, seeks VirKentuckyBROADCASTING.
area, available immediately. Boxginia,
820F,
Engineer, first phone. Ten years radio,
television. Capable, reliable, conscientious.
Box 292H BROADCASTING.
First tion
phone,
desire permanent
posiin radiofamily,
or television.
Prefer Ohio.
Box 296H, BROADCASTING.
Production — Programming, Others
Got programming and production problems? College grad, ten years experience in
major stations, available. Seek station needing man to gramming.
take Minimum
complete
of prosalarycontrol
$150 weekly.
Write Box 267H, BROADCASTING.
Program director. Idea man. 8 years experience. All phases. Station promotion
specialty. First phone. Available October
10. Box 280H, BROADCASTING.
Good music stations attention! My copy
sells. 17 years major-minor markets, including Mike
sales promotion,
saleable Box
news 303H,
features.
voice, if desired.
BROADCASTING.
Public affairs position. 12 years announcing,
continuity, community service, programming. Box 306H, BROADCASTING.
50 kw radio newswriter with newscaster
experience desires newscasting position. ExING. cellent references. Box 307H, BROADCASTYoung woman, BA degree, experienced
music director leading midwest fm station
desires change. Comprehensive knowledge
of music, good organizational ability, experienced script writer and production
work. Box 315H, BROADCASTING.
Qualified broadcast reporter. Authoritative,
articulate — ranks with the above average
good voices. Varied adult schedule. Box
323H, BROADCASTING.
TELEVISION
Sales
Sales manager for midwest network medium-sized market. Excellent opportunity
for person with right background and
sales record. vancement.
Opportunity
for further adBox 271H, BROADCASTING.
TV sales experience. We have an opening
for you. Draw-commission, no ceiling, profit sharing, insurance and vacation. Write
KFBB, Box 1139, Great Falls, Montana.

Production — Programming, Others
Opportunities in tv. Promotion director,
managerial, account executive, studio assistant, midwest location: Box 62, Bloomington, Indiana.
TELEVISION
Situations Wanted — Management
Manager-commercial manager. Eight years
experience these capacities. Also national
network and advertising agency. Solid record of profits and success. Robert D. WilKansas. liams, 1126 Bluemont Ave., Manhattan,
Sales
Local tv salesmanager in top ten seven
years one station desires position as general or national salesmanager with progressive station or chain. Must have opportunity for advancement. Present employers
know of my plans. Available for personal
interview. Box 265H, BROADCASTING.
Sales manager for major group tv station
in
one of
top markets Completely
wants to
relocate
for nation's
greater opportunity.
qualified
for
general
manager
or
sales
ager position. Outstanding national manand
local sales record and thorough knowledge
of programming, film buying, and day to
day operations.
Also money
extensive
radio Top
experience. Can make
for you.
references. Box 270H, BROADCASTING.
Technical
Engineer with 11 years experience in radio
& tv; desires position in south or west in
radio or tv. Box 321H, BROADCASTING.
Opportunities
offered to capablewith
audioexpanding
and videostation
operators
and cameramen. Also technicians experienced with RCA tv tape. Immediate openings. Phone Chief Engineer. KTAL-TV,
Shreveport, Louisiana. 425-2422.
Production — Programming, Others
News director,
presentlyoneheading
department of number
stationnews
in top
thirty market. Seeking more news minded
operation.
consider
newsman's
position with Will
potential
in top
organization.
Box 182H, BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted— (Cont'd)
Production — Programming, Others
News director educated here and abroad
experience.entation.Outstanding
ability and presBox 261H, BROADCASTING.
Promotion-Programming. 7 years experience in all phases television production, 2
years in audience/sales promotion in large
eastern market; unmarried; BA degree in
writing. Box 282H, BROADCASTING.
Copywriter.
7 years2 years
experience
in television production;
in promotion;
BA degree in writing; 29; unmarried. Box
283H, BROADCASTING.
Available. Chief photographer good market middle west station. 16mm silent/sound,
news public service, commercials processing, direction. News reporting and air
experience.
International
background.
Ex:
tensive
European
knowledge.
No family
Will travel. Not clockwatcher. Box 309H,
BROADCASTING.
Wanted experienced news editor. Duties
include writing, gathering, editing, and
some news photo. Send resume at once to
George
Goode,
KSOO-TV
and
Radio,
Sioux news
Falls, director,
S. D.
FOR SALE
For sale: 550 footEquipment
Blaw-Knox self-supporting H-21 Dismantled,
tower. Designed
fm and
tv
antennas.
ready for
to ship.
$15,000.
Box 264H, BROADCASTING.
I.T.A. rfPriced
amplifier
Used 269H,
two
weeks.
to sellRCFMA-1A.
. . . now. Box
BROADCASTING
RCA BTA-1MX 1000 watt am transmitter.
Excellent condition, appearance and perce. 5 yearsBROADCASTING.
old. Six 833-A, other
tubes. Box forman294H,
Collins 300G-250 watt broadcast transmitter
on 1490 kc excellent condition $1250 FOB.
Marietta, Clark Communications Service,
Marietta, Ohio.
Rek-O-Kut Imperial disc cutter. Used only
aspeeds,
few hours,
perfectwith
condition,
331/3-45-78
complete
amplifier
$375.00
KOCW-FM, We 2-3523, Tulsa, Oklahoma.
For sale. Western Electric 250 watt transmitter. Model 451A-1, 550-2750kc. Completely
equipped with instructions, all tubes, meters,
two oscillators, change-over switch. Crystals
and ovens for 1230-1240kc. WBVP, Beaver
Falls, Pennsylvania.
One GE-FM-10 kw amplifier and power
supply type 4BF 3A-1 $3,500.00. Write
WDOD, Chattanooga, Tennessee.
Collins type 300G serial 34 transmitter.
Excellent condition. Full set tubes plus
some spares. Two 1240 crystals excellent for
conelrad stand-by. Contact G. P. Richards,
WCEM, Cambridge, Maryland.
Am, fm, tv equipment including monitors,
5820, bus1850,
p.a. tubes. Electrofind, 440 ColumAve., N.Y.C.
Will buy or sell broadcasting equipment.
Guarantee Radio & Broadcasting SupDly
Co.. 1314 Iturbide St., Laredo, Texas.
Transmission line, styrofiex, hehax, rigid
with hardware and fittings. New at surplus
prices. Write for stock list. Sierra Western
Electric Cable Co., 1401 Middle Harbor Road,
Oakland 20. California.
WANTED TO BUY
Equipment
Wanted: One Altec
Limiter. Box 194H,
BROADCASTING.
Used trol
equipment
for 250everything.
watt remote Quote
conoperation. Need
price
and
terms.
Box
277H,
BROADCASTING.
Very good used Gates Studioette, RCA BC4 or similiar small board. KROX, Crookston,
Minnesota.
BROADCASTING, October % 1961

Wanted to Buy — (Cont'd)
Equipment
Surely someone, somewhere must manufacture a dependable, sturdy, fast heavyduty professional tape splicer. Send details
to CFP, Box 10513, Tampa 9, Florida.
Used. Rear screen slide projector. State
manufacturer, model, age and price. Write
R. Kline, WFBG-TV, Altoona, Pa.
WANTED

TO BUY

MISCELLANEOUS
Paying $1,000.00 yearly for 15 minutes daily.
Pay in advance monthly. Christian overseas news. Reply only if you program minimum two hours daily religion. Gospel
Broadcasters, 5610 Camellia Avenue, North
Hollywood, California.
"Deejay Manual," a complete gagfile containing adlibs, bits, gimmix, letters, patter
. . . $5.00: Show-Biz Comedy Service, 65
Parkway Court, Brooklyn 35, N. Y.
Ib.ouu professional comedy lines, routines,
adlibs. Largest laugh library in show business. Special monthly topical service featuring deejay comment, introductions. Free
catalog Orben Comedy Books, Hewlett, N.Y

Stations
FM broadcaster desires partner (s) for purof the southwest's
facility.
Stereo chasedesigned
for high finest
qualityfm low
cost
operation, this station can be purchased
reasonably. All replies answered. Box 245H,
BROADCASTING.
Somewhere
Texas ofthere's
station
owner
who isin tired
runninga radio
his property
or just
wants
I'm looking
for
that
owner,
withto anretire.
eye toward
eventually
buying, on credit, part of his station and
running it. I have an excellent track record in station
and it)management;
I'm
honest
(and cansales
prove
and my credit
is good. Community minded, married, three
children. Presently employed. Box 295H,
BROADCASTING.
Arkansas small town station. State current
gross and your price. No brokers. Box 305H,
BROADCASTING.
INSTRUCTIONS
FCC first phone license preparation by
correspondence or in resident classes.
Grantham Schools are located in Hollywood,
Seattle, Kansas City and Washington. Write
for our free 40-page brochure. Grantham
School of Electronics, 3123 Gillham Road,
Kansas City 9, Missouri.
Be prepared. First class F.C.C. license in
six weeks. Top quality theory and laboratory training. Elkins Radio License School
of Atlanta, 1139 Spring St., N.W., Atlanta,
Georgia.
Elkins Radio License School of Chicago —
Six weeks quality instruction in laboratory
methods and theory leading to the F.C.C.
First Class License. 14 East Jackson St.,
Chicago 4. Illinois.
Since 1946. The original course far FCC 1st
phone license, 5 to 6 weeks. Reservations
required Enrolling now for classes starting
October 11 January 3, 1962. For information, references and reservations write William B. Ogden Radio Operational Engineering School, 1150 West Olive Avenue, Burbank, California. Authorized by the California Superintendent of Public Instruction
to issue diplomas upon completion of Radio
Operational Engineering course.
FCC first phone license in six weeks.
Guaranteed instruction in theory and
laboratory methods by master teachers.
G. I. approved. Request free brochure.
Elkins Radio License School, 2603 Inwood
Road, Dallas. Texas.
Train now in N.Y.C. for FCC first phone
license. Proven methods, proven results. Day
and evening classes. Placement assistance.
Announcer Training Studios, 25 W. 43 N.Y.
OX 5-9245
FCC License in six weeks or less. Instruction covers additional material of new FCC
examinations. No increase in tuition. License guaranteed for tuition of $300.00. No
charge for extra time if needed. Next
classes October 30 and January 8. Pathfinder.California.
5504 Hollywood Boulevard, Hollywood,
Announcing programming, console operation. Twelve weeks intensive, practical
training. Finest, most modern equipment
available. G. I. approved. Elkins School of
Broadcasting,
2603 Inwood Road, Dallas 35,
Texas.
BROADCASTING, October 2, 1961

Business Opportunity
Have cash and successful record as owneroperator. Wish to pool financial resources
with experienced program man, engineer
or radio accountant who possesses matching resources for the purpose of purchasing and ope ating excel'ent reCTion=l "^qnk
references
CASTING. exchanged. Box 273H, BROADHelp Wanted — Management
i
RADIO
HELP WANTED
MANAGEMENT
General Manager for No. 1 rated
station in Wilmington, Del.,
WAMS. Sales background and
impressive sales record essential
plus thorough knowledge of station operations. Excellent opportunity for good money in this
group owned station. Send complete resume, sales record, expected earnings and recent photo
to: Albert R. Lannhear, Vice
President, Rollins Broadcasting,
Inc., 414 French St., Wilmington,
Del.

Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Sales

CAREER OPPORTUNITY
In national radio sales. Old respected firm is expanding representation infield. Need executive
type men with radio station sales
and management experience for
Mid-west, South-west, and New
England areas. Must be free to
travel extensively. Rewarding work
contacting top station executives.
Top salary, bonus, and all expenses. Send resume, full particulars, and photograph with first
letter to:
Box 274H, BROADCASTING

Announcers
:
»
■
\

Opening for morning radio personality. Only experienced persons should apply. Station pays
top figure — consequently uses
only TOP people. Send photo,
tape, and information. TV ability
will also be factor.
Box 311 H,
BROADCASTING

Sales

BROADCAST
SALES ENGINEERS
WANTED
Immediate opportunity for sales engine rs to manage broadcast equipment
sales in various territories. The main
requirement is a broad background in
radio combined with some sales experience. Also, must be aggressive,
responsible and with a deep desire to
sell equipment. Excellent starting salary
with an attractive incentive program
and all travel expenses paid.
Opening also available in home office
sales staff preparing technical proposals
for men who want to sell but cannot
travel.
Become part of the dynamic expanding sales organization of a nationally
known electronics manufacturer. Send
resume immediately to Box 24 1H,
BROADCASTING.

$12,000
SALARY FOR
MORNING SHOW
DISC JOCKEY
We want a man with four or five years
experience.tablished
We'll
him best
a huge
esaudience give
and the
Morning
Show set-up in Baltimore. Send resume
and tape at once to lake Embry, WITH, 7
East Lexington St., Baltimore 3, Maryland
— andton 9-7808.
follow up by phoning him at LexingW-I-T-H
RADIO BALTIMORE

MISCELLANEOUS

Colorful
RADIO MARKET SHEETS
and
COVERAGE MAPS
Address Radio Dept. on your letterhead for FREE information and samples.
EVEREADY ADVERTISING
1817 Broadway • Nashville 4, Term,,
93

WANTED

TO BUY

FOR SALE — (Cont'd)

Stations
Experienced radio group wants to
buy station in South or Southwest
town above 10,000 population.
Wants a property with potential.
Not interested in "quick-built—
quick turn" station. Want right station with intention of staying with
it. Financial references. No brokers,
please. Replys in strictist confidence. D. R. White, 213 West Oak,
El Dorado, Arkansas.

EMPLOYMENT

FOR SALE— (Cont'd)
Stations

Stations

_
GUNZENDORFER wmmm
Arizona single market station. Growing
area. Great potentials. Asking $145,000
29% down.fulltimer
A Gunzendorfer
"Exclusive."
California
owner will
deal for
as low as $29,000 down. Asking $175,OOO. Near big metro market.
Arizona top market fulltimer. Can be
bought for S50,000 down. Full price
§180,000. A Gunzendorfer "Exclusive."
WILT GUNZENDORFER & ASSOCS.
8630
W. Brokers
Olympic, LosFinancial
AngelesConsultants
35, Calif.
Licensed

I Excellent property for sale.
1 Only radio station in county,
' with over #37,000,000.00 retail
I sales. Class 4 local. Already ini creased to 1000 Watts daytime.
( Located in Midwest within 250
I miles of Chicago. Yearly gross
(| over #94,000.00. Would be interested in selling station plus
' owner home on 40 acres. Properties priced separately. Station
#170,000.00. This is not a
broker's ad.
Box 301H,

SERVICE

BROADCASTING
HIRING?
RADIO OR TV * MANAGEMENT
ANNOUNCERS
* ENGINEERS
PRODUCTION
All degrees of experience
QUICK RESPONSE
NO ORLIGATION
WALKER EMPLOYMENT SERVICE
Jimmy Valentine Broadcast Division
83 So. 7th St. Minneapolis 2, Minn.
FEderal 9-0961

J

PACIFIC NORTHWEST
REGIONAL
Non-competitive single market fulltimer located in beautiful coastal area. Good gross and
earnings history. Non-active owner advised to
sell for health reasons. Extremely well equipped.
Good real estate included in total price of
$100,000 on excellent terms.
Box 209H, BROADCASTING

FOR SALE

ATTENTION
MULTIPLE & GROUP
STATION OWNERS
I have a client who will buy up
to seven stations and pay "All
Cash." Wants profitable major
market operations properly priced.
I am not interested in a "General
Listing" but would like to present
your stations to this one particular client "only." Let's discuss this
matter immediately in STRICT
CONFIDENCE.
patt Mcdonald co.
Box 9266 — GL 3-8080
Austin 17, Texas

Equipment
^iiiiniiniiiimiHiit]iniiiiiiiii[]iiiiiiiiiiiiE]iiiiiiiiiiii[]iiiiiiiiiiiic]iiiing
I #100.00 off list on new Collins §
3 cartridge units. Have 1 AB — 190 =,
g recorder and 1 PB — 190 playback =
= unit. Also cartridges — big discounts; =
|
2 new Mohawk — 500's, $325.00 ||
= and
each.
1
Bruce Hayward
i
I
KTVI-TV
5
|
5915 Berthold
|
S
St. Louis, Missouri 5
I
MI 7-3600
§
R]niiiii(niiC]iiiiiiiiiiiiE]iiiiiiiiimniiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiinncii^

FOR SALE:
Midwest daytime station. Can be
purchased for cash or low down
payment with extended monthly
payments. Station located in a
single market and with all new
equipment. Contact Box 312H,
BROADCASTING.
29%

FOR SALE
Stations

MIDWEST STATION
Single-market daytime station in small midwest city serving stable trade area. Profitable operation, ideal for owner-operator.
Virtually new equipment in first-class condition. Priced to sell. Reason, other interests.
Full in
details
Inquiries
strictfurnished
confidence.in person only.
Box 934F, BROADCASTING

STATIONS FOR SALE —
NORTHWEST. Exclusive. Full time. $70,000
gross. Priced at $75,000. $20,000 down.
CALIFORNIA. Daytime. Excellent growth.
Asking $100,000. 29% down.
WEST SOUTH CENTRAL. Exclusive. Daytime. $42,000. 29% down.
CALIFORNIA. Daytime. $15,000 down.
JACK L. STOLL & ASSOCS.
Suite 600-601 6381 Hollyw'd Blvd.
Los Angeles 28, Calif
HO. 4-7279

=
—
fj|
|j|
§|

sw
small
single
Calif. single
Fla.
single
Ca.
Ind. single
Gulf metro
South major
West
And others
Top 30

VHF-TV
fulltime
daytimer
daytimer
daytimer
daytimer
fulltime
power

29%
terms
137M
165M
$150M
45M
125M
116M
400M
300M

NEED HELP?
20dn
terms
25dn
lOOdn
cash

CHAPMAN
COMPANY
1 182 W. Pea chtree St., Atlanta 9 Ga.

LOOKING FOR A JOB?
SOMETHING TO BUY
OR SELL?

I
For Best Results

Nebraska daytime 1000 watt
$52,500, $12,500 down.
Box 240H, BROADCASTINC
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■ CONFIDENTIAL NEGOTIATIONS ~
For Buying and Selling
RADIO and TV STATIONS
in the eastern states and Florida
W. B. GRIMES & CO.
2000 Florida Avenue, N.W.
Washington 9, D. C.
DEcatur 2-2311

You Can't
in Top A
Classified Ad
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Continued from page 89
ch. 7 Lethbridge, Alberta, Canada.
K07AI Broadus, Mont.— Granted mod. of
cp to change type trans., and tv primary rebroadcast station to KGHL ch. 8 Billings,
Mont., via vhf translator, ch. 12, Broadus,
Mont.
■ Following stations were granted extensions of completion dates as shown: KAFE
(FM) San Francisco, Calif., to Dec. 1; KXTV
(TV)
Sacramento,
to Dec.
27; *WEGATV Savannah, Ga., Calif.,
to April
11, 1962;
KYMA
(TV) Flagstaff, Ariz., to March 19, 1962;
KUSU-TV Logan, Utah, to April 12, 1962.
and WBVI-TV Panama City, Fla., to April
6, 1962.
Actions of Sept. 22
KOCA Kilgore, Tex. — Granted assignment
of licenses and 10 year lease of real estate
and broadcast equipment to A. E. McCubbin
for total rental of $120,000.
WJAG Norfolk, Neb.; KVSH Valentine,
Neb. — Granted involuntary acquisition of
positive control by E. F. Huse Jr., individand as co-executor of estate of E. F.
Huse, ually
deceased.
WYSH Clinton, Tenn.— Granted relinquishment of negative control each by
George R. and Charlotte M. Guertin (as
family group) and John M. Paxton through
sale of stock to James F. Stair.
KBTV(TV) Denver, Colo— Granted transfer of control from Tv Denver Inc. to Mullins Bcstg. Co.
KBTV(TV) Denver, Colo.— Granted assignment of licenses to Mullins Bcstg. Co.
KAKA Wickenburg, Ariz. — Granted assignment of license to Wickenburg Bcstg.
Inc.
KTWO, Rocky Mountain Tele Stations,
Casper, Wyo. — Granted assignment of licenses and cp and license to company of
same name.
KOST(FM)
Houston, Tex.— Granted license for fm station.
WVNJ-FM
Newark,
N. J. — Granted license
for fm station.
*WETA-TV Washington, D. C— Granted
mod. of cp to change ERP to vis. 224 kw;
aur. 123 kw; make changes in ant. and
ground system; ant. height 600 ft.
KNTO-FM Wichita Falls, Tex.— Remote
control permitted.
Actions of Sept. 21
Broadus Tv Club Broadus, Mont.— Granted
cp for new vhf tv translator station on ch.
12 to translate
Billings,
Mont. programs of KGHL-TV ch. 8
WLET-AM-FM Toccoa, Ga.— Granted assignment of licenses to Virgle E. Craig tr/as
Radio Station WLET; consideration $50,000.
■ Granted licenses for following am stations: WENZ Highland Springs, Va., and
KGCA Rugby, N. D.
■ Granted licenses for following fm stations: KVOP-FM Plainview, Tex., and
KROW (FM) Dallas, Tex.
■ Granted licenses covering increase in
power and installation of new trans, for following stations: WLAS Jacksonville, N. C,
and KOOD Honolulu, Hawaii.
■ Granted licenses covering increase in
daytime power and installation of new trans,
for following stations: WAUD Auburn, Ala.;
WAJF Decatur, Ala.; KBOL Boulder, Colo.;
WFVA Fredericksburg, Va.; WJJM Lewisburg, Tenn.; WBET Brockton, Mass.; WEVE
Eveleth, Minn.: KWLM Willmar, Minn.
KOGO San Diego, Calif.— Granted license
covering installation of new trans, as auxiliary trans, and operation by remote control.
WINY Putnam, Conn. — Granted license
covering installation of new trans, as auxiliary trans.
KOZI Chelan, Wash.— Granted license
covering change in frequency; change from
D to unl. hours: and increase in power.
WCLM(FM) Chicago, 111.— Granted license
covering changes in transmitting equipment
and inr-rea^e in ERP.
WQXR-FM
New installation
York, N. Y.—
censes covering
of Granted
new mainlitrans, and installation of old main trans, as
alternate main trans.
KVNA Flagstaff, Ariz. — Granted license
covering installation of alternate main trans,
at present mam trans, location.
WELM Elmira, N. Y. — Granted license
cove*-in<? installation of auxiliary trans.
KYSM-FM Mankato, Minn. — Granted cp
to increase ERP to 47 kw, and make changes
in transmitting equipment; remote control
permitted.
Actions of Sept. 20
KARS Belen, N. M.— Granted mod. of cp
to change type trans, and studio location;
remote control permitted.
WMSA(FM) Massena, N. Y.— Granted exBROADCASTING, October 2, 1961

nsion of authority to Jan. 2, 1962 to signoff at 9 tep.m.
WKRW Cartersville, Ga.— Remote control
permitted.
KFOY-TV Hot Springs, Ark.— Granted assignment of cp to American Tv Inc.
WCKM Winnsboro, S. C— Granted license
for am station and specify type trans.
WPHB Philipsburg, Pa.— Granted license
covering
new trans.increase in power and installation
WDOR Sturgeon Bay, Wis.— Granted license covering increase in power.
KCMC Texarkana, Tex.— Granted license
covering change in frequency; increase in
power; change of ant. -trans, location; installation of DA-1; changes in ground system
and DA pattern; and installation of new
trans.
KCLA Pine Bluff, Ark.— Granted license
covering
in daytime power and
installationincrease
of new trans.
WOMI Owensboro, Ky.— Granted license
covering increase
installation
of new in
trans.daytime power and
KBLF Red Bluff, Calif.— Granted license
covering increase in daytime power; installation of new trans.; change studio and ant.trans. locations; changes in ground system
and operation by remote control.
WOCH North Vernon, Ind.— Granted license
covering trans.
increase in power and installation of new
WCOH Newnan, Ga.— Granted license
covering
in daytime power and
installationincrease
of new trans.
WBLJ Dalton, Ga.— Granted license covering lation
increase
daytime power and instalof new intrans.
WKNB New Britain, Conn.— Granted license covering installation of new trans, and
change in studio location to trans, site.
WJCM Sebring, Fla.— Granted license
covering change of ant. -trans, and studio location; make changes in ant. and ground
system and operation by remote control.
WDXN Clarksville, Tenn.— Granted license trans.
covering installation of old trans, as
auxiliary
KSFR(FM) San Francisco, Calif.— Granted
license covering change in ERP; ant. height;
type trans, and ant. and changes in ant.
system.
WSUB Groton, Conn.— Granted cp to replace expired permit to install new trans, for
auxiliary purposes only with remote control
operation.
SUMMARY

AM
TV
FM

Commercial
Non-commercial

KPOF Denver, Colo.— Granted cp to install new trans.
KRTV(TV) Great Falls, Mont.— Granted
cp to change ERP to vis. 30.5 kw; aur. to
15.3 kw; type trans.; type ant.; changes in
ant. system; ant. height 450 ft., and change
in programming.
KTOB Petaluma, Calif .—Granted mod. of
cp to change type trans.
WOHI East Liverpool, Ohio — Granted mod.
of cp to change type trans.
WGHQ Kingston, N. Y.— Granted mod. of
cp to change
studio
location. type trans, and specify main
Actions of Sept. 19
■ Granted cps for following new vhf tv
translator stations: North Country Tv Club
on ch. 10 Opheim and Glentana, Mont., to
translate programs of KUMV-TV ch. 8 Williston, N.dition;D.,Danville
via Tvch. Assn.
6 Peerless,
on chs.Mont.,
12, 10 conand
8Wash.).
Danville, Wash. (KHQ-TV ch. 6, KXLYTV
ch. 4 and KREM-TV ch. 2 Spokane,
Actions of Sept. 18
■ Grantedstations:
cps for Rodeo
following
new vhf
tv
translator
Tv Assn.
on ch.
7 Rodeo. N. M., to translate programs of
KGUN-TV ch. 9 Tucson, Ariz.; Chinook Tv
Assn. Inc. on ch. 2 Chinook, Mont. (KFBBTV ch. 5 Great Falls, Mont., via K72AM
Shelby. Mont., condition).
Frank William Schmidt, Big Fork, Mont.
— Granted cp for new uhf tv translator station on ch. 82 to translate programs of KHQTV ch. 6 Spokane, Wash.
Actions of Sept. 15
■ Following
stations
renewal of SCA: fmKCFM
(FM)were
St. granted
Louis, Mo.:
WJEF-FM Grand Rapids, Mich.; WLAV-FM
Grand Mich.
Rapids, Mich.; WTVB (FM) Coldwater,
Rulemakings
PETITION FILED
Sec. 3.606: William 3. Calsam, Oneonta.
N. Y. (9-15-61) — Requests amendment of
rules so as to assign ch. 15 to Oneonta, N. Y.,
in lieu of ch. 62, by making following proposed changes:
Present Proposed
Oneonta, N.Y.
62—
15—
Rochester, N.Y.
5-,10+,15- 5— ,10-(-,*21.
29—
62+
*21,27+
27+,
62—
Cloversville, N.Y.

OF COMMERCIAL

BROADCASTING

Compiled by BROADCASTING Sept. 28
37
ON AIR
Not 177
on air
Lie.
106
CP
871
3,594
Cps.
63
87
68
OPERATING TELEVISION STATIONS

TOTAL APPLICATIONS
148
For new stations
852
101
TV

Compiled by BROADCASTING Sept. 28
VHF
UHF
466
38
COMMERCIAL

548
55

17
82
STATION BOXSCORE

Compiled by FCC July 31
AM
Licensed (all on air)
Cps on air (new stations)
Cps not on air (new stations)
Total authorized stations
Applications for new stations (not in hearing)
Applications for new stations (in hearing)
Total applications for new stations
Applications for major changes (not in hearing)
Applications for major changes (in hearing)
Total applications for major changes
Licenses deleted
Cps deleted

3,556
53
155
3,766
519
174
693
496
148
644
2
0

FM

TV

841
55
201
1,097
69
28
97
49
6
55
0
4

4871
57
99
654
27
47
74
40
13
53
0
0

1 There are, in addition, 10 tv stations which are no longer on the air, but retain their
licenses.
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Leather

Instead Of Shining The Seats Of Our Pants
PJtysical Fitness Should Be A Goal For Everyone
There are many reasons why all of ns owe full support to President Kennedy in his efforts to encourage
Americans to become actively interested in being
physically fit. Some of the reasons are patriotic in
nature, for surely a nation of physically strong and
healthy people is a nation more capable of meeting the
challenges of this age.
There are economic reasons for stressing physical
fitness, too. Many of the ailments that plague people
today are the penalty we pay for failing to care for
and develop our physical selves adequately. Obesity,
lack of muscle tone, fatigue, and a number of other
common complaints of civilized man can often be
traced to our somewhat steadfast refusal to be concerned about our physical well being. Medical and
hospital costs are higher than they need be if more of
us would take physical fitness seriously.
There are very personal, and selfish, reasons why
all of us should get excited about sound physical
fitness programs. Obviously the physically fit person
is going to enjoy life a great deal more and is going
to be able to accomplish more of his goals. It is much
easier to fight the battle against the fatigue and letdown feeling that is so characteristic of our modern
urban living if one follows a careful plan of maintaining physical fitness.
Physical Fitness Perhaps Needs An Improved "Image"
One obstacle that stands in the path toward a higher
level of physical fitness for the nation as a whole is
the unfortunate spread of the idea that physical fitness issomething for the young to be concerned about
and that physical fitness is a matter of lifting weights
or going through a rugged program of calisthentics
each morning upon arising. Then, too, it is to be regretted that many times physical fitness is used by
quacks and faddists to sell so-called "nature foods"
and high-priced gimmicks and gadgets.
Weight lifting and calisthenics are excellent forms
of exercise, of course, but lack of interest in this
kind of exercise need not deter anyone from trying
to be physically fit. Physical fitness is not measured
by muscle development alone or primarily. Fitness
really is adaptation — -which we may interpret, simply,
as making the proper use out of the organism which
happens to be our body.
Physical fitness is a state of well being about which
we must be concerned throughout the full span of
life. While man has survived on the earth largely
because of his mental capacity, rather than physical
strength, mental alertness is usually greatly enhanced
by physical fitness.
Know The Ingredients Of Sound Fitness Programs
Although heredity plays an important role in the
development of the physical being, whether or not
we will enjoy good health and maximum energy to
do the things we want to do is determined pretty
much by the kind of living habits we develop. There
96

are many factors which contribute to a state of
physical fitness.
What we eat — both in terms of the variety of food
and the amount consumed — never ceases to be one
of the fundamental determinants of good health
and energy. In the United States of America there
is little excuse for poor dietary habits since we do
have a great variety of high quality foodstuffs, but
too many of us have not learned how to select and
use foods wisely. In the midst of our abundance of
good foods we are finding people who do not consume
enough variety to provide a well balanced diet, and
we are finding that excess intake of food is a growing
health problem.
There is no doubt that we enjoy life more because
we have been able to harness other sources of power
than human muscles to perform many of our chores,
but too many of us have taken this development as a
signal for giving up practically all muscular activity.
Walking Is Something Most Of Us Could Do
On the average, women outlive men in this country,
and one of the reasons for this may be that the woman
who is a homemaker still gets a great deal of physical
activity even though she may have a house full of
wonderful appliances to help her with the work. She
still walks miles every day and g-ets a lot of bending
and stooping to pick up after lazy husbands and
children.
Obviously, we aren't all going to do household
chores to keep physically fit, but we certainly can
make more effort to get communities excited about
the kind of physical development — and maintenance
— programs that everyone might participate in. Encouraging people, especially men engaged in sedentary
occupations, to do more walking is one good step forward. It wouldn't be a bad idea, either, to encourage adults and teen-agers to make more use of the
bicycles gathering dust in most garages.
Above all else, let's not confuse our need for sound
physical fitness programs with grandiose plans to
build new marble palaces with plenty of weight lifting equipment. Gymnasiums and stadiums are needed
for the training of the young and certainly should
be used much more effectively for training the young
in life-long physical fitness habits. Physical fitness,
however, is much more a result of our daily habits —
in eating, sleeping, exercising moderation in all that
we do, and in getting regular daily exercise which
riding.be confined to walking a few blocks instead of
may
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dairy association

The Ko/ce of the Dairy Farmers in the Market Places of America
20 North Wacker Drive
Chicago 6, Illinois
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MW&S

plans

to Emil Solomon

to work

As a youngster in the neighborhood
of First Avenue and 99th Street in
Manhattan, where he was born Aug. 5,
1900. Emil Solomon Mogul used to get
up before dawn to deliver milk and
rolls from his mother's grocery store.
In a wider, more lucrative sense, the
president of Mogul, Williams & Saylor
Inc., New York, is still delivering — but
in terms of sales results — for a variety
of large and small companies. Some
have been with him since he started
the Emil Mogul Co. on Jan. 13, 1940.
Mr. Mogul had to start work early in
life to help support his widowed mother
and an invalid sister. His father died
when Emil was three years old. Speaking of those years of "most abject poverty," Mr. Mogul says: "We really had
to scrounge. . . . Mom ran the grocery
store for a while, and then we moved to
Brooklyn where she had a candy store.
We sold newspapers and I remember
carrying those bundles of papers, which
weighed more than I did, down the long
flight of stairs at the el station." Continuing, he had
said: a"We
neveruntil
livedI in
house that
bathtub
wasa
nearly 16. . . . Once a week we visited
relatives who did have a tub."
At 13, Emil finished his required
number of years in the New York public schools, and immediately obtained
working papers to take a job as an errand boy in a clothing factory at $5
per week. It was there he learned one
of life's crudest lessons on an unforgettable errand. He was sent out to pick
up a package of silk worth $21, and
while walking back to the factory (he
walked whenever possible to save the
10 cents carfare he was allowed) a man
accosted him and asked him if he
wanted to make 50 cents by delivering
a letter to a certain upstairs office. The
stranger volunteered to hold the silk
until Emil retured to the lobby. When
he got back, the man, the silk and the
50 cents were, of course, nowhere in
sight.
"Instead of firing me, the company
let me pay back $ 1 a week for the next
21 weeks ... so then I was working
for $4 a week."
Except for two years during World
War I, when he was a civilian employe
of the War Department, Mr. Mogul
continued to work in various capacities
at the clothing factory until 1920. He
finished high school by attending at
night. Because he had to choose between his job and college, he was unable to fulfill an ambition to become a
lawyer. But he did attend night classes
BROADCASTING, October 2, 1961

Mogul,

for new

president,

Mogul, Williams

billings, not

get them

at the Brooklyn Law School of St. Lawrence U. for two years.
From 1920 to 1931 ("when the depression cleaned me out"), Mr. Mogul
was a partner in a men's clothing manufacturing business. The most durable
asset of this association was a limited
exposure to the workings of advertising.
He worked on ads, displays and sales
promotions. In January 1932, after his
partners had paid his way out of the
firm, Mr. Mogul considered himself
most fortunate to find a job as a salesman for WAAT Jersey City, N.J. Nurturing his newly discovered interest in
advertising, Mr. Mogul set up an agency
specializing in radio advertising.
In 1937, after finding the radio specialty too confining, Mr. Mogul formed
a more general agency in partnership
with Alvin Austin (now executive director of the National Father's Day
Committee) and Raymond Spector (now
board chairman of Hazel Bishop Inc.).
Three years later he felt ready to hit
the agency trail alone, forming Emil
Mogul Co. with three accounts, a staff
of four and first-year billings of $177,000.
Mrs. Mogul, the former Helene Cohen of New York City, has been treasurer of the company since its founding.
They were married Dec. 30, 1928. Their
son, Malcolm, 31, is in the import-export business, and daughter, Suzanne,
25, is married and is a mother. The
family lived in Rockville Center, N.Y.,
for 19 years. After the children were
grown, Mr. and Mrs. Mogul returned

& Saylor, N.Y.

in a dowry

to the city and they live now at 45
Sutton Place. A terrace completely surrounding their 18th floor apartment
enables them to maintain a touch of
the country and prevents the common
apartment
complaint
bia," Mr. Mogul
says. of "claustrophoBy nearly
1949, Emil
Mogul Co.'s
billings
were
$1.5 million.
During
the
next two years, Mr. Mogul prepared for
acquisition of major national accounts
by hiring high-priced marketing talent.
The investment paid off. By 1952, billings started to climb, reaching $11 million and 19 clients by 1958.
The present agency was formed Jan.
1, 1959, when Mogul merged with
Lewin, Williams & Saylor. Current billings run at about $19 million, about
equally divided between print and
broadcast media. (Broadcast clients include Esquire shoe polishes, Rayco,
Rootes Motors, Pacific Mills, National
Shoes, Ronzoni, Bonomo's Turkish Taffy, Transogram Toys and Howard
clothes).
In 1960, MW&S launched a "fouryear
Its goal
is to The
add
$5-10 growth
million plan."
in billings
by 1964.
agency is acquiring a west coast agency
this fall (Closed Circuit, Sept. 25),
and a merger with a Chicago agency is
also expected soon. The expansion plan
also calls for the agency to increase
billings 10% annually without benefit
of mergers.
In line with Mr. Mogul's search for
new agency investment opportunities,
MW&S has purchased part of WAKE
Atlanta and WYDE Birmingham. The
purchase of a third station, WWVA
Wheeling, W.Va., awaits FCC approval.
This is Mr. Mogul's hard-hitting
philosophy for running an advertising
agency.
"Creativity is the heart of advertising
and all the collateral aspects of the
business are the head, arms, legs, etc.
We start with the creativity, or heart,
which pumps life to all other agency
He is outspoken on many and varied
functions."
subjects. Some examples: The hardsell is "a course of action dedicated to
its own destruction"; the tv networks'
increase of station-break time is "an
abuse of evitable
network
power";
pay-tv
is "inunless the
industry
improves

Agencyman Mogul
He learned one lesson the hard way

program quality and corrects commercial abuses"; the 15% commission system is "absolutely archaic"; and advertising people "should stop apologizing
for being craftsmen, artists and businessmen."

EDITORIALS
Far from child's play
A GOVERNMENT can seize control of a communications medium in one of two ways.
It can do it by fiat, if it is a dictatorship in full command
of its armed forces and police.
It can do it by gradual progression if the communications medium is too weak to resist. The second method
takes longer, and works only if nobody realizes what is
going on. This is precisely the process that has begun in
the United States of America.
As reported here last week, FCC Chairman Newton
Minow has proposed that the television networks enter a
cooperative agreement to provide a high quality children's
hour every weekday afternoon at 5 o'clock. The three networks have promised to study the proposal. At this point
the seeds of government control over programming have
been sown.
Assume that some form of agreement is reached and that
some form of children's hour is broadcast. It is quite possible that it will be better for young viewers than the programs it replaces. If so, it will be appraised as a net gain
for the television audience, the networks and the affiliated
stations and as an endorsement of the Minow approach.
Now suppose Mr. Minow or someone else of influence in
the government decides that a similar improvement is needed in the programming for housewives between 4 and 5
p.m. He needs only to follow the procedure that created
Mr. Minow's children's hour, and suddenly the supply of
high-minded afternoon programming is doubled. Critics
will applaud another triumph of what will then have become
a formula for television improvement. From then on, it
will be only a matter of time until the formula is applied
throughout network schedules. When the application is complete, the government will direct tv's programs and the first
amendment will have been as good as repealed.
We have no doubt that Mr. Minow is sincere in his desire
to elevate program standards and in his belief that he can
do so without interfering with the freedoms that the constitution guarantees. We can understand why the networks
are reluctant to offend the chairman of a seven-man commission that has the power to renew or revoke the licenses
of their valuable owned and operated stations. It is possible that the networks are hoping stations' objections will kill
the proposal. The 5-6 p.m. period is in station time.
But no matter how commendable Mr. Minow's objectives
and how explainable the networks' desire to please the FCC,
the Minow plan for juvenile programming must be scuttled.
It could be scuttled more easily if a precedent for this kind
of enterprise had not been set two years ago by the Doerfer
plan of information programming in the evening hours. But
if the Minow plan becomes a sequel to the Doerfer plan,
it could mark the beginning of the end of the American plan
of broadcasting.
Changing course
I S the New Frontier changing its course from what has had
the earmarks of an anti-business, anti-advertising crusade
to one of cooperation with industry? Hopeful signs are now
emerging in Washington.
First evidence has come from the White House itself with
the olive branch held out to leaders of industry. Members
of the Business Council conferred with President Kennedy
ten days ago. And, we're told, President Kennedy expects
to meet with public relations experts in the near future.
The first tangible break-through, however, came last week
from the Commerce Department. A publication, bearing
the imprint of that department and underwritten by 17
•8
associations
identified with advertising, will tell the affirma-

tive story of what advertisers and media are doing in selfregulation, through codes, standards and trade practices.
Eldridge Peterson, the knowledgeable ex-editor of Printer's
Ink, will write the tract wih a November target date.
This in contrast to the strafing fire from the government
agencies, members of Congress and the Defense Departban ofonNew
defense
contract
the firstment's
few proposed
months
Frontier
rule. advertising during
We are encouraged. We're pleased to see that the administration can shift gears. And we're delighted to see Secretary
of Commerce Luther H. Hodges and the new assistant secretary for public affairs, the experienced William Ruder, help
advertising tell its own affirmative story of its vast contribution to our economic and social development. This is as
it should be because it is the function of the Department
of Commerce to give aid to development of commerce and
industry under our free enterprise system.
The reorganized NAB
M AB President LeRoy Collins has fielded his new management team with the approval of his reorganization
and policy committees. Mainly it is the same team reassigned
through promotions from within.
The single exception is the commendable appointment of
veteran broadcaster Robert D. Swezey to the highly critical
post of Code Authority Director. Mr. Swezey is removed
from the main-stream of trade association activity and reports to the President and the radio and television boards.
There had been criticism of the organization Gov. Collins had inherited. In the nine months Gov. Collins has
headed the NAB he has had occasion to work closely with
its staff. It is his considered judgment that optimum performance could be obtained through redeployment of the
staff. Certainly the promotions will help morale.
After nine months in office, Gov. Collins still finds himself on trial. The NAB membership hasn't been sold on
his philosophies of programming control or his zeal for allout cooperation with government. They find encouraging
signs, however, in his willingness to accept counsel. They
recognize that he has the qualities, the prestige and the personal magnetism to become their acknowledged spokesman.
The reorganized NAB will be as strong as its leadership.
Gov. Collins has selected his own team. He needs and deserves the help of every NAB member. With this support
he could achieve success. Without it, the NAB will collapse
and with it might go the hopes of every broadcaster to live
a freer and better life.

Drawn for BROADCASTING by Sid Hix
"Is this the new uplift on tv we've been hearing so much
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ALREADY
BOUGHT
WCiD Danville
WNBC New York City
WHIO Dayton
WRGB Albany-Schenectady
KLZ Denver
WLOS Asheville
KELP El Paso
WAGA Atlanta
KEZI Eugene
WJBF Augusta
WBTW Florence
WAFB Baton Rouge
KJEO Fresno
KVOS Bellingham
WINK Ft. Myers
KOOK Billings
WKJG Ft. Wayne
WNAC Boston
KNOX Grand Forks
WUSN Charleston, S.C.
KREX Grand Junction
WCHS Charleston, W.Va.
WHC Hartford-New Haven
KHSL Chico-Redding
WLBT
WLW-T Cincinnati
WLEX Jackson,
Lexington,Miss.
Ky.
WRBL Columbus, Ga.
KLEW Lewiston
Columbus, 0.

BY:
WDSU New Orleans
WVEC Norfolk
WDBO Orlando
KEPR Pasco
KGND
WRCV Pembina
Philadelphia
KTVK Phoenix
WCSH Portland, Me.
KGW Portland, Ore.
KREM Spokane
WCTV
Tallahassee
WTVT Tampa
KGUN Tucson
KLIX Twin Falls
WRC Washington, D.C

WNEP Wilkes-Barre-Scranton WJAC Johnstown-Altoona
KIMA Yakima
KRCA Los Angeles
and many more

RON HAYES
stars as Constable
Line Vail, deep in
the Everglades.

Z1V

r

■ ■ ■ •

Compact,
the "Must

close, crowded

. . . Providence,

Buy"

market . . . where fresh sales impact springs
coverage dominance of WJAR-TV. Programmed to

from the
penetrate, WJAR-TV
reaches more homes, more people,
in the most compact, close, crowded market in the country
with a showmanship that translates advertising into sales
for coverage

conscious

sponsors.
CTrJ

ARB 1960 TV Homes

NBC • ABC
Represented by
Edward Petry & Co. Inc.

WWL-TV

NEW

It's
WWL-TV
Quality
and

ORLEANS

Agreed!

Programming
- Integrity

above

all

means

- Imagination

- ACCEPTANCE

PUBLIC SERVICE ACCEPTANCE: Ninety-minute local production of Julius Caesar, programmed in
prime time, received overwhelming acclaim! "... the type of television that should be encouraged and
supported . . . something different, something of quality," Bob Sublette, New Orleans States-Item Television Critic. And national recognition— Robert Guy, WWL-TV Program Director and producer of Julius Caesar,
is invited to lecture at Pittsburgh's WQED, the Nation's most outstanding Educational Television Station.
NEWS ACCEPTANCE: WWL-TV News Director Bill Reed swept the TV news awards of the New
Orleans Press Club. "Year's Best News Story"— "Year's Best Feature Story"— "Year's Best Running News Story."
FARM PROGRAM ACCEPTANCE: WWL-TV Farm Director George Shannon's "Spotlight on Dairying" program acclaimed as the "Nation's Finest" by the National Milk Producers Federation. WWL-TV is
the only New Orleans television station with a full time Agricultural Department.
SPECIAL EVENTS ACCEPTANCE: WWL-TV Special Events Director Mark Hepler awarded a
CBS Fellowship at Columbia for 1961 for his outstanding achievements in public service and special events
programming. WWL-TV is proud to have won this award for the 2nd time in 3 years.
COMPETITION'S ACCEPTANCE:
The Editor of the New Orleans Times-Picayune requested a
repeat performance of a "Channel 4 Reports" program on the school integration crisis. Request granted, of
course, again in prime viewing time.
WWL-TV
NEW
ORLEANS
REPRESENTED
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NATIONALLY

BY

KATZ

AGENCY
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Pioneer
SHADOW
MASK

public

service

m

PLATE
PHOSPHOR-OOT

Dr. Alfred N. Goldsmith: ( nventions include important techniques with
respect to the shadow-mask color tube,
three-gun color television systems, and
ultrasonic receiver-control equipment.

uugm.
• uicm-Fm
• wgbi-tu
in the development of mass communications. Established
1949, respectively,

these stations

have

all listeners in the cities and communities

been

and

havered
in 1922, 1944, and

are dedicated

throughout

their coverage

Lancaster,
NBC

and

STEINMAN
Clair

Representative: The MEEKER
4

Company, Inc. New York

Chicago

Los Angeles

areas.

Pa.

CBS
STATION

McCollough,

•

to serving

Pres.

• San Francisco
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Gross tax scuttled
On 4-2 vote, FCC last week scuttled
proposal to charge broadcast stations
.4% of gross revenues annually as part
of fee structure designed to recoup
entire $13 million government appropriation for commission (Broadcasting, July 10). Opposing rulemaking were Commissioners Rosel
Hyde, John Cross, Robert Bartley and
T. A. M. Craven; favoring it were
Chairman Newton N. Minow and
Robert E. Lee.
FCC, however, instructed staff to
come back with new filing fee proposal designed to recoup administrative costs only. It would be pegged on
flat filing fee — amount as yet undecided— for applications in all types of
services. Old plan killed last week
would have charged $600 for new tv
■applications and transfers and $300
for am-fm applications in addition to
tax on gross revenues.
Fusion of awards ahead?
Consolidation of plethora of awards
into single event sponsored by seven
award-making groups and to be called
"'Broadcast Awards" is actively under
consideration at instigation of Radio
& Television Executives Society in
New York. If project is successful,
single awards dinner would be arranged beginning in spring of next
year. Included in group would be
Peabody, Ohio State, NAB, American
Women in Radio & Television, Broadcast Pioneers, American Tv Commercial Festival and RTES. Peabody
heretofore has presented its awards in
conjunction with RTES but has been
negotiating with Broadcast Pioneers
for annual dinner arrangement.
Project motormanned by Matthew
J. Culligan {director, Interpublic
Inc.) , RTES president, if implemented,
would entail reduction in and division
of award categories by participating
organizations, with each selecting own
award winners as in past. Network
exposure of awards dinner would be
sought. Outside scope of plan are
talent awards such as "Emmy" of
Academy of Television Arts & Sciences, TV Guide and others in pure
performing category.
All's well at NBC
It wasn't announced, but Chairman
Robert W. Sarnoff, President Robert
E. Kintner and other NBC officers
were re-elected Friday at October board
meeting. These elections come up annually, but Friday's were given extra
significance as answer to recurrent reports, always denied but unusually
rampant earlier last week, that Mr.

CLOSED

CIRCUIT

Kintner might be moving to another
post. Board reportedly also approved
plan for sale of Hudson Theatre in
New York, which had generated fireworks among Broadway people who
opposed idea of its being taken out of
theatrical use and torn down for parking garage (Broadcasting, Oct. 2).
Publicker list grows
Publicker Industries' two-month-old
broadcast campaign for Old Hickory
Bourbon and Philadelphia White
Label whiskey brands is still claiming
new stations, but at slower rate than
before. Some 80 radio stations — high
50s for Hickory and 25-30 for White
Label — are now taking commercials.
This is about 25-station increase
from lineup at campaign's start on
Aug. 5 (Broadcasting, Aug. 21).
Indications are campaign will continue
for both brands, with renewals for
present stations getting approval as
they fall due (most come up for renewal in November).
FCC revamps skull session
Armed with new law, FCC will
hold special meeting today (Monday)
on reorganization of agency to expedite its work. Staff prepared document under supervision of Assoc.
General Counsel Henry Geller, in
which all bureaus participated, recommends three-man staff review
board but names no names. Chairman Newton N. Minow is anxious to
implement reorganization but, unof icial y atleast, is meeting resistance
from some other members who are
counseling a go-slow approach.
New AAAA head
Close security surrounds his identity, but new president-elect of American Assn. of Advertising Agencies is
expected
to emerge
next
board meeting,
Oct.from
18 AAAA's
at Coronado,
Calif. Committee to choose successor
to Frederic R. Gamble, who is scheduled to retire next April 30 after 33
years of running association, has been
at work for year or more, assisted
much of that time by management
consultant firm of Booz, Allen & Hamilton (Closed Circuit, May 8). Committee is now reported set to submit
its nomination for board's approval.
How they voted
How did FCC vote in granting application ofWTSP-TV Inc. for ch. 10
at Largo (Tampa-St. Petersburg) on
Sept. 27? Customarily FCC does not

give division when announcing instructions to Opinions & Review staff until
such time as final action is taken on
written opinion. Well-circulated report around Washington last week was
that in this controversial case involving six applicants, five members of
FCC divided as follows: Craven, Lee
and Cross for WTSP Inc.; Minow and
Bartley for City of St. Petersburg
(now operating uhf ch. 38 WSUNTV). Commissioner Ford did not
vote. Commissioner Hyde was out
of town.
Clyne's peregrinations
C. Terence Clyne tomorrow (Oct.
10) officially winds up his seven-year
contract as vice chairman of McCannErickson Adv. and chairman and
general manager of M-E Productions.
He continues, however, as consultant
to M-E Productions until 1972. While
he has not announced plans, Mr.
Clyne has made several trips to Washington for conversations with State
Dept. and other government agencies
in external affairs and may get appointment or consultancy. If he returns to private business, it's known
he has proposals from two large tvradio advertisers as well as from several agencies in top management.
Prestige promotion
Surprise feature of NAB fall conference series, opening today (Oct. 9)
in Dallas, will be preview of public
relations series titled Meet the Man.
Project is built around radio-tv interviews with prominent government
leaders. NAB President LeRoy Collins is interviewer. Proposed series
will be made available to NAB radio
and tv members for local broadcast.
Pilot to be shown at conference will
feature Secretary of Commerce Luther
Hodges and Sen. Everett Dirksen (R111.). Episodes include public service
announcements by Gov. Collins promoting broadcasting industry.
Tennessee

treatments

FCC Commissioner Rosel Hyde's
"get on the ball" exhortation, opposing program guidelines edict by FCC
(Broadcasting, Oct. 2) won standing ovation from 150 broadcasters attending Tennessee Assn. of Broadcasters convention in Chattanooga.
At same meeting, NAB's recently appointed No. 2 executive vice president, Vincent T. Wasilewski, was
bombarded with questions about approach and philosophy of NAB's new
president, LeRoy Collins.
hub
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and because people are different in different markets . . . Storer programming is different ! We put together a
flexible format to fit the needs of each community . . . making it local in every respect. Result? Both
WSPD-TV* and WSPD-RADIOt rate first in Toledo . . . WIBG dominates Philadelphia in all surveys!
. . . Further evidence that Storer quality-controlled, local programming is liked, watched and listened to.
Storer representatives have up-to-the-minute availabilities. Important Stations in Important Markets.
*Nielsen—June 1961
i Pulse— July- August 1961
LOS ANGELES
K.GBS

PHILADELPHIA
WIBG

CLEVELAND
WJW

WHEELING
WWVA

TOLEDO
WSPD

DETROIT
WJBK

MIAMI
WGBS

MILWAUKEE
WITI-TV

CLEVELAND
WJW-TV

ATLANTA
WAGA-TV

TOLEDO
WSPD-TV

DETROIT
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Buying secrets of big television advertisers continued
to unfold last week as FCC resumed its New York hearings on programming. Sponsors tell how they avoid
offending viewers and sell products. See lead story . . .
FCC

HEARS

SUCCESS

SECRETS

lenge the commission's asserted rights in its proposed
program rules and find new logging-form provisions
burdensome. See . . .
DELUGE

PAPER

WORK

TIME

COMMENTS

FOR

NEW

PLAN

NEEDED:

DEFENDED

... 62

PRECISE

DATA

... 40

SEASON

Agency and media people in Minneapolis-St. Paul are
telling everything — about each other. Regional study
shows how buyers feel about media salesmen. And it
shows how salesmen feel about treatment from buyers.
See . . .
AGENCY-MEDIA

... 90

DEALINGS

... 46

With atoms buzzing overhead in case of a shootout
war, broadcasters could go underground. Two radio stations already have plans for duplicate facilities they
figure will be safe from fallout and such. See . . .
TWO

... 68

As is customary at the start of a new broadcast season,
program ratings are getting unusually close attention.
ARB submits extensive reports covering prime-time shows
measured by its new overnight Arbitron. See . . .
RATINGS

UHF

It's really quite difficult to evaluate the effectiveness
of advertising but it can be done. At least that's the way
the experts felt at Advertising Research Foundation's
seventh annual conference in New York. See . . .

... 74

In the news again — network option time. A perennial
on the FCC's docket, this controversial practice is defended as usual by networks and opposed as usual by
KTTV Los Angeles, which sees antitrust aspects. See . . .
OPTION

FCC

FCC ... 54

Paper work headaches, common affliction of tv station
personnel, should diminish under an automated system
adopted by H-R Television. Increased efficiency and
accuracy found in WMAL-TV Washington tests. See . . .
H-R CUTS

Uhf's best friend, FCC Commissioner Robert E. Lee,
in letter to House committee, expresses opposition to any
plan of delaying deintermixture plans while uhf is being
studied in New York field experiments. See . . .

... 29

They had a deadline deluge last week at the FCC.
Over 150 comments were filed by broadcasters who chal-

COMMENTS

BRIEF

UNDERGROUND

PROJECTS

... 77

The Great Debates are in the spotlight again. Last
week President Kennedy named a nine-man committee
to study the costs of financing presidential campaigns
and ways of providing money for candidates. See . . .
NETWORK HEADS SEE JFK . . . 66
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We don't believe in hiding honors under a bushel. Particularly this one. wpix is the only New
York independent TV station qualified to display the National Association of Broadcasters' Seal of Good Practice. It's far from being an empty honor - it has -real and
valuable meaning for you, our advertisers. It is an assurance of specific higher standards
of programming and commercial practices, wpix is the only independent with the Seal.
Where
NEW

YORK'S

are your 60-second

PRESTIGE

commercials

tonight?

INDEPENDENT

Late news breaks on this page and on page 10 AT
Complete coverage of week begins on page 29 f\ |

Advertiser

testimony

completed in N. Y.
Witnesses from Texaco, Ideal Toy
and National Biscuit testified Friday at
last day of national advertiser phase of
FCC inquiry into network tv program
practices (see story, page 29). Networks themselves will be called in final
hearing, tentatively scheduled for early
January in Washington.
Kerryn King, vice president and assistant to board chairman, Texaco Inc.,
stated Texaco's policy regarding sponsorship of entertainment programs is
reverse of position in news programs.
Referring to Texaco sponsorship of
NBC-TV's Huntley-Brinkley Report,
Mr. King said, "We maintain hands-off
position." On other hand, policy for
entertainment shows varies from program to program, Mr. King said. "We
have reviewed the complete script in
advance of the production of the [entertainment] program and indicated our
approval or disapproval of the proposed
material. Our policy is to evaluate each
specific program on its merits before we
decide to sponsor it."
Mr. King said Texaco insists on right
to suggest changes in entertainment
programs, but that in four-year period
covered in inquiry "We have not made
or suggested a single change."
Melvin Helitzer, advertising director,
Ideal Toy Corp., dealt with televising
of children's programs. He said more
than 90% of Ideal ad budget, representing "in excess of $2 million," goes to tv
advertising, bulk in tv spot in 35 major
cities.
Ideal, Mr. Helitzer said, follows
principle of not being involved directly
with production
of tvwill
program.
have
advertised and
continue"Weto
advertise only on programs which we
JFK accepts Chauncey

bid

Tom Chauncey, president-general manager of KOOL-AM-FMTV Phoenix, got thrill of his life
last Friday — telegram from President John F. Kennedy. Addressing Arizona broadcaster as chairman of committee to observe 50th
anniversary of Sen. Carl Hayden
(D-Ariz.) in national legislature,
President accepted invitation to
attend dinner in Phoenix on Nov.
17. President wired he is looking
forward
to being inpresent
"on this
historic occasion
the service
of
a great American."

believe are wholesome and in good
taste for the audience to which they are
Harry F. Schroeter, director, gendirected."
eral advertising department of National
Biscuit Co., listed four chief considerations for company's network program
selections: ( 1 ) subject matter and treatment; (2) production quality; composition and geographical scope, and (4)
costs,
basis. total and on cost-per-thousand
Mr. Schroeter said marketing requirements determine Nabisco's program commitments and that its range
of products dictates use of programs
which reach family audiences in all
population segments. Nabisco's program agreements with networks usually
give privilege of editorial comment
which in practice is exercised only
nominally by Nabisco's ad agencies.
Paramount 'milking'
charged in pay tv deal
Norman S. Robertson, director of
Famous Players Canadian Corp. Ltd.,
parent company of Trans-Canada Telemeter, operator of wired pay-tv franchise in Etobicoke, Canada, has resigned
because of what he said were efforts by
Paramount Pictures to "milk" his company. Paramount has 5 1 % share of
Famous Players, and owns International
Telemeter Co., developer of wired paytv system.
Mr. Robertson, who was Famous
Players' director for 20 years, claims
20-month-old pay-tv test is losing $11,000 a week in Etobicoke. He says Paramount is deluding Canadian company
shareholders, who have not been kept
aware of losses.
Paramount officials in New York said
Friday (Oct. 6) that losses are open
knowledge, but admit precise figures
have not been publicly revealed. They
point out that Paramount stockholders
meeting in June dealt with subject at
length.
In formal statement, J. J. Fitzgibbons,
president of Famous Players, expressed
regret that "impatience and misinformation" motivated Mr. Robertson. He
said that "size of plant" in Etobicoke —
which is designed to ultimately service
400,000 tv sets, but which now reaches
only 5,800 sets — and "high initial costs"
do not permit operation to be "selfsupporting
on its present
narrow
Mr. Fitzgibbons
also said
that base."
since
Jan. 1, 1961, International Telemeter,
which before that date had assumed
certain costs, has been assuming "all
further expenses" of experiment.

Industry
ask

form

spokesmen
changes

Industry spokesmen, under auspices
of NAB, asked for new changes in proposed programming and logging forms
in spirited exchange with FCC en banc
Friday (Oct. 6). Specifically, 15 radiotv leaders asked for deletion of following questions:
Classification
of programs by categories (proposed by Dwight Martin of
WAFB-TV Baton Rouge without backing of NAB) ; efforts to determine needs
of locality served; breakdown of maximum number of commercial interruptions per hour; distinction between sustaining and commercial programming;
amount of time devoted to local news;
efforts to develop local talent; steps
taken for prior review of network programming, and live vs. recorded news
and programming.
In closing statement delivered for
him by George Hatch of KALL Salt
Lake City, NAB President Gov. LeRoy
Collins said commission does not need
all detail it is requesting. In trying to
weed out small percentage of broadcasters who do not provide public service, FCC is placing undue burden on
all broadcasting, Gov. Collins maintained.
Mutual announced Friday its affiliates have suggested FCC "carefully
probe the economic abilities of communities to support broadcast activities
in their areas as one way to offset bad
programming
Other MAACpractices."
points: recommended
forms are "too elaborate, too costly and,
accordingly,
to most
licensees";
tests indicate unfair
proposed
changes
would
increase station overhead by $3,000 to
$10,000 or more; that this extra cost
would force some stations to curtail
spending for creative programming and
additional community services.
Comments

filed

on tv option time
Pros and cons of network option time
filed at FCC Friday to meet deadline
for comments (story page 68):
Station Representatives Assn. held
"effective network operation is possible
without option time." Recommending
FCC curtail networks' power, SRA
asked for per-unit compensation rule to
prohibit rising scale of compensation
from network to affiliate on basis of
hours carried (as now proposed by
CBS-TV). SRA further suggested network renewal and cancellation terms
mmmm
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Lloyd Griffin,
vp-television director, Peters,
Griffin, Woodward, New
York, elected to
new office of
president - television (Closed
Circuit, Oct.
2). H. Preston
Peters, who
Mr. Griffin
continues as
president and chief executive officer,
said new title "more accurately describes" Mr. Griffin's responsibilities.
Following war-time period with Office
of War Information, Mr. Griffin joined
PGW in Chicago in 1945, became vp
in 1946, director during following year
and elected partner in 1949. He transferred to New York headquarters in
1951. Before World War II he was
with several radio stations and for
seven years with Knox-Reeves Adv.,
Minneapolis.

HEADLINERS

Morris Rittenber appointed president of
NBC Films, division of NBC
Enterprises. Mr.
Rittenber joined
NBC in March,
1953, from U.S.
Department of
Labor. Starting
as manager, fiMr. Rittenber
nancial planning, NBC-TV, he moved to sales department in March, 1956, as manager
of sales development. He became manager of special program sales in May
1957.
Leo Burnett Co., Chicago, announces
major executive changes following decisions ofWilliam T. Young Jr. to retire
from presidency and Richard N. Heath,
until now chairman of executive committee, to retire from agency at end of
this year. Mr. Young will continue

partly active (story page 38). Board
Chairman Leo Burnett continues as
chief operating officer.
Robert Ballin, vp, Sullivan,
Stauffer,
Colwell
& Bayles,
named head of
agency's Hollywoodfective
officeNov.ef-1.
Jack
trand, Van
vp, Noswho
has been in
charge of office,
Mr. Ballin
will continue as
consultant for SSC&B on tv programs
handled by agency and originating in
Hollywood. Before joining SSC&B in
1956, Mr. Ballin was vp on Ford account in J. Walter Thompson's radio-tv
department. Previously he was with
Foote, Cone & Belding and at Ruthrauff & Ryan. At latter, he was director
of Jack Benny radio show.

For other personnel changes of the week see FATES & FORTUNES
mmmmammammmMmmmmmmmmmmmmmKmmmmmtmmmmam
should be same as with all other program sources.
Westinghouse Broadcasting Co. asked
that FCC ( 1 ) increase maximum authorized option hours to three per
broadcast day segment; (2) restrict network programs (in three or more station markets) to those option hours
(3) prohibit affiliation contracts with
"incentive"
"penalty"
NBC TV or
affiliates
asked rising
FCC scales.
not to
change option-time status but that if it
does, to allow one or two years trial
period before final decision.
Minow

calls on parents

to monitor tv programs
FCC Chairman Newton N. Minow
was awaiting first reaction at weekend
to his appeal to nation's parents to help
commission monitor television programs.
Writing in October PTA magazine,
Mr. Minow said public should let commission know about broadcasters who
misuse their privilege.
"We want to know if a broadcaster
consistently rejects public affairs programming (or puts it on the air at 6
o'clock Sunday morning)," he said.
"If offensive material is carried on the
air, we should know its nature and the
time it was broadcast."
But commission, he added, is also interested in public-spirited broadcaster
10

who fulfills his responsibilities. He
should be supported and cheered "for
serving his country well," Mr. Minow
said.
He urged PTA groups to keep informed of expiration dates of broadcast
licenses and said that three-month period before renewal date is "strategic
time" for public to review broadcasters'
performance.

Still another starter
One more entry in timebuying
central billing field will be announced this week — with extra
services calculated to help agencies spend their clients' money
more efficiently as well as assure
stations of prompter payment.
It's Central Media Bureau,
headed by ex-Remington-Rand
systems experts in association with
CEIR, which recently acquired
American Research Bureau ratings firm. One service will keep
agencies automatically informed
— especially important for accounts with multiple agencies — as
their buys on any station bring
them toward new discount level
where it would be more economical to buy few more spots than
not.

MW&S reports merger
with coast agency
Mogul, Williams & Saylor Inc., New
York, announced merger today (Oct.
9) with Davis, Johnson, Andersen &
Colombatto Inc., Los Angeles (Closed
Circuit, Sept. 25). Merger agreement
was reached through exchange of stock.
MW&S acquires one-fifth interest in
DJA&C and latter acquires equivalent
value in MW&S stock.
Upon completion of stock transfer,
name of west coast agency will be
Davis, Johnson, Mogul & Colombatto
Inc. Emil Mogul, MW&S president,
will become director of DJM&C, and
Henry Mayers director of MW&S. Effective date of merger is Nov. 1 , thus
ending several months of searching by
Mr. Mogul for western office to handle
"coast" end of two major MW&S accounts, Rayco Mfg. and Rootes Motors.
WMKE

(FM) all-storeo start

WMKE (FM) Milwaukee was scheduled to start operation Oct. 9 as "the
first all-stereo" station. Richard V.
Steffen, president, said WMKE has operated 10 months "completely from
stereo
magnetic
tape" and
now service
would
provide full multiplex
stereo
from its tape library. A 14-hour daily
operation is planned, with test broadcasts for servicemen and dealers opening schedule.
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/ In ancient Greece a drachm

delivered

many things... a seat at a Sophocles play, a ride in a two horse
chariot, a ticket to the Olympic games!

Drachms,

of course,

aren't what they used to be... even the name has changed!
But drachms, drachmas or dollars, they still go a long way in
Baltimore at WBAL-Radio.

WBAL-Radio

takes the Greek out of

station buying by translating these facts into sales: WBAL-Radio
is powerful - dominating

the entire metropolitan

area

plus 3

surrounding counties in Maryland and four adjacent states. WBALRadio is progressive - providing its listeners with a distinctive
format of full range programmingand
WBAL-Radio

is productive-reaching

musicfor mature minds.
more homes

in a given

week than any other Baltimore radio station, providing
more unduplicated coverage in this market than any other
station. If you want your advertising to deliver sales in
Baltimore and Beyond, drag your drachmas

to WBAL-Radio

today. . . or call our reps and let them do your heavy work !
WBAL-RADIO
BALTIMORE ^f3 Maryland's only 50,000 watt station
Associated with WBAL FM & TV/ Nationally represented by(§|Daren F. McGavren Co., Inc.
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DATEBOOK
What

WJ

they see

on

AC-TV

THEY

BUY!

In the Johnstown-Altoona market,
the "hot" one is WJAC-TV! Happy
sponsors say that WJAC-TV sells
everything, and in large quantities,
at that. It's easy to see why this is
true. Both ARB and Nielsen rate
WJAC-TV tops, month after month.
And the people who watch WJACTV are people who buy. Why don't
you cook up a great sales story by
advertising your product on
WJAC-TV?
For Complete Details, Contact:
HARRINGTON,

RIGHTER

AND PARSONS, INC.
New York Boston Chicago Detroit
Atlanta Los Angeles Son Francisco
SERVING MILLIONS FROM
ATOP THE ALLEGHENIES
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A calendar of important meetings and
events in the field of communications
•Indicates first or revised listing.
OCTOBER
Oct. 8-18 — International seminar on instructional television, sponsored by Purdue U,
in cooperation with UNESCO and the U.S
National Commission for UNESCO. Purdue
U., Lafayette, Ind.
*Oct.
9 — Hollywood
Advertising Club.,
luncheon. Hotel Hollywood Roosevelt. Baseball day program.
Oct. 9-10 — Virginia AP Broadcasters Assn.,
Washington & Lee U, Lexington, Va.
Oct. 9-11 — National Electronics Conference,
International Amphitheatre, Chicago.
Oct. 9-13 — Audio Engineering Society, annual fall conference and technical exhibit.
Hotel New Yorker, New York.
*Oct. 10 — Broadcast Advertising Club of
Chicago, luncheon. Sheraton-Chicago Hotel.
Speaker: Fairfax M. Cone, Foote, Cone &
Belding on "The Two Publics of TeleOct.
outing, Federal Comvision."10 — Annual
munications Bar Assn. Golf, tennis, baseball game, cocktails and buffet supper.
Woodmont Country Club, Rockville, Md.
(Washington, D. C, area).
Oct. 10-11 — Texas Assn. of Broadcasters.
Speakers include Rep. Walter Rogers (DTex.); FCC Commissioner Robert T. Bartley; Harold Cowgill, consultant. Adolphus
Hotel, Dallas.
*Oct. 11 — Radio & Television News Club of
Southern California, annual awards banquet. Greater Los Angeles Press Club.
*Oct. 11 — Western States Advertising
Agencies Assn., dinner meeting. Nikabob
Restaurant, Los Angeles. Speaker: Walter
Guild, president, Guild, Bascom & Bonfigli.
*Oct. 12— AMST, special membership meeting. Chase-Park Plaza Hotel, St. Louis.
*Oct. 12 — Seventh Wisconsin Fm Station
Clinic. Center Building, U. of Wisconsin.
Madison. Keynote speaker is FCC Commissioner Robert E. Lee.
Oct. 12-13 — American Assn. of Advertising
Agencies, central region, annual meeting.
Ambassador West Hotel, Chicago.
Oct. 12-14 — Alabama Broadcasters Assn.,
fall meeting. U. of Alabama and Hotel Stafford, Tuscaloosa.
*Oct. 13 — Art Directors Club of Los Angeles,
meeting. Los Angeles Press Club.
Oct. 13 — Wisconsin AP Broadcasters, fall
meeting. Hotel Eau Claire, Eau Claire, Wis.
Oct. 13-15 — American Assn. of Advertising
Agencies, board Hotel,
of directors'
Sheraton-Chicago
Chicago. meeting.
Oct. 14-15 — Missouri AP Radio-Tv Assn.
meeting, Kentwood Arms Hotel, Sprnigfield,
Mo.
Oct. 15-18 — American Assn. of Advertising
Agencies, western region convention. Hotel
del Coronado. Coronado. Calif.
Oct. 16 — Deadline for entries in 17th annual exhibition of Western Advertising &
Editorial Art, sponsored by the Art Directors Club of Los Angeles. For information write John Whyte, exhibition chairman, ADLA, 4315 W. 2nd St., Los Angeles 4.
Oct. 17-19 — Kentucky Broadcasters Assn.,
annual fall meeting. FCC Commissioner
Frederick W. Ford, guest speaker. Phoenix
Hotel, Lexington.
Oct. 18 — Pulse Inc. annual "Man of the
Year Award" to presidential news secretary
Pierre Salinger at luncheon, Plaza Hotel,
New York.
*Oct. 19— National Academy of Television
Arts & Sciences, Hollywood chapter. Emmy

awards for Los Angeles stations. 8 p.m.,
Hollywood Palladium.
*Oct. 19-21 — National Educational Television
& Radio Center, fall meeting of affiliated
stations'
Barbizon Plaza Hotel,
New
Yorkmanagers.
City.
Oct. 19-21 — Advertising Federation ol
America, 3rd district convention. Jack Tar
Hotel, Durham, N. C.
Oct. 20-22 — American Women in Radio &
Television,
Pennsylvania
PennSheraton Hotel,
Pittsburghconference.
.
Oct. 20-22 — American Women in Radio &
Television, west-central area conference.
Lassen Hotel, Wichita, Kan.
*Oct. 22-26 — National Assn. of Educational
Broadcasters, Marriott Motor Hotel, WashD. C. Speakers
include Oscar
FCC Chairmanington,Newton
N. Minow;
Reed,
Jansky & Bailey and Leonard Marks, Cohn
& Marks, in panel on FCC problems. Other
panels: instructional broadcasting, teaching
and research, programs and production,
technical
casting. developments, international broad*Oct. 23 — Hollywood Advertising Club,
luncheon. Hotel Hollywood Roosevelt, 12
noon. Lee Fondren, manager, KLZ Denver
and AAW president, is speaker.
Oct. 23-26 — National Assn. of Educational
Broadcasters convention. Marriott Twin
Bridges Motor Hotel, Washington, D. C.
Oct. 25-28— Sigma Delta Chi, 52nd national
convention. Hotel Fontainebleau, Miami
Beach, Fla.
*Oct. 26 — Federal Communications Bar
Assn., luncheon with FCC Chairman Newton
N. Minow as speaker. Washington Hotel,
Washington, D. C.
Oct. 26-28 — Mutual Advertising Agency
Network, management meeting. Palmer
House, Chicago.
Oct. 26-28 — North Dakota Broadcasters
Assn., annual meeting. Holiday Spot Motor
Hotel, Minot.
Oct. 27-29 — American Women in Radio &
Television, southwest area conference. New
Orleans.
Oct. 27-29 — Advertising Federation of
America, ference.
women's
intercityToledo,
conCommodoremidwest
Perry Hotel,
Oct. 28-29— Kansas AP Radio-Tv Assn.
Ohio.
meeting. Broadview Hotel, Wichita.
Oct.
— Illinois News Broadcasters
burg. 28-29
Assn.
fall convention. Hotel Custer, Gales*Oct. 30-31 — Central Canada Broadcasting
Assn., annual meeting. Hamilton, Ont.
Oct. 30-Nov. 1— Annual radio fall meeting,
jointly neers
sponsored
by Institute
and Electronic
Industriesof Radio
Assn. EngiHotel
Syracuse, Syracuse, N. Y.
NOVEMBER
Nov. 2-3— Ohio Assn. of Broadcasters, fall
NAB fall conferences
-Hotel Adolphus, Dallas.
-Hotel Jefferson, St. Louis
Oct. 9—:
13 -Hotel
Utah, Salt Lake City
Oct.
Oct. 18 i— Sheraton Palace, San FranOct.
cisco 20
Nov. 10 -Somerset Hotel, Boston
-Pittsburgh Hilton, Pittsburgh
-Hotel Leamington, MinneaNov.
15
Nov. 13Meyer Hotel, JackNov. 20 -Robert
Fla.
sonville
polis
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Why

KMSP-TV

Says

Don

bought

Seven

Arts'

Vol.

II

Swartz:

££ Having the largest library of feature film in Upper Midwest, we felt that the addition
of Volume

II of Warner

Bros. 'Films of the 50's' would

REJUVENATE

OUR

POSITION

in the presentation of motion pictures.

"Advertisers are quick to sense the strong audience appeal of these Seven Arts feature
films. Three days after buying Volume

II, we were over 50%

the Week' which we're initiating September

sold out on 'Picture of

8th on Friday evenings at 10:30 p.m. 99

DONALD SWARTZ, President and General Manager
KMSP-TV, Minneapolis-St. Paul
Warner's
Money

films

of the

50's.

makers

of the

60's

SEVEN

ARTS

ASSOCIATED
CORP.
A SUBSIDIARY OF SEVEN ARTS PRODUCTIONS, LTD.
Motion Pictures— "Lolita", scheduled for Fall release,..
Theatre— Tennessee Williams' "The Night of the Iguana" — Bette Davis,
Margaret Leighton...
Television — Distribution of films for T.V., 20th Century Fox Films...
Literary Properties— "Disenchanted" by Budd Schulberg...
Real Estate— The Riviera of the Caribbean, Grand Bahama, in construction . .
NEW YORK: 270 Park Avenue
YUkon
CHICAGO: 8922-D N. La Crosse, Skokie, III. ORchard
DALLAS: 5641 Charlestown Drive
ADams
LA.: 232 So. Reeves Drive GRanite 6-1564-STate

6-1717
4-5105
9-2855
8-8276

For list ot TV stations programming Warner Bros. "Films of
the 50's" see Third Cover SRDS (Spot TV Rates and Data)

convention. Columbus Athletic Club, Columbus.
Nov. 2-4 — Assn. of National Advertisers,
annual national meeting. The Homestead,
Hot Springs, Va.
Nov. 3— Oral argument on FCC's option
time proposals (rescheduled from Oct. 27).
*Nov. 5-8 — Broadcasters Promotion Assn.,
annual convention. James C. Hagerty, ABC
news vp will be keynote speaker. WaldorfAstoria Hotel, New York City.
*Nov. 6-7— North Carolina Assn. of Broadfall convention. Mid-Pines Club,
Southern casters,
Pines.
Nov. 10 — California Broadcasters Assn., annual meeting. Mark Hopkins Hotel, San
Francisco.
*Nov. 10 — New deadline for comments in
FCC rulemaking concerning major revision
of
5). fm broadcast rules, (extended from Sept.
Nov. 10-12 — Advertising Federation of
America, 2nd district convention. Hershey
Inn, Hershey, Pa.
Nov. 13-16 — Public Relations Society of
America, 14th national conference. Edward
R. Murrow, director of USIA, to deliver
keynote speech at opening session. Hotel
Shamrock-Hilton, Houston (first three days);
Mexico City (last day).
Nov. 14-16 — IRE, Mid-America Electronics
Conference, Kansas City, Mo.
Nov. 15-16 — American Assn. of Advertising
Agencies, eastern region meeting. Biitmore
Hotel, New York City.
Nov. 15-17 — Television Bureau of AdverDetroit. tising, annual meeting. Statler-Hilton Hotel.
Nov. 17-18 — Oregon Assn. of Broadcasters,
fall meeting. Multnomah Hotel, Portland.
'Nov. 18 — TJPI Broadcasters of Wisconsin,
fall meeting. Lorraine Hotel, Madison.
*Nov. 20-21 — Nebraska Broadcasters Assn.,
convention. Grand Island.
Nov. 24-25 — Advertising Federation of
America, 8th district convention. Hotel St.
Paul, St. Paul, Minn.
DECEMBER
*Dec. 4— Deadline for comments on FCC's
proposal to add additional vhf channel at
below minimum mileage spacing to following cities: Baton Rouge, La. (Doc. 14233);
Birmingham, Ala. (Doc. 14236); Charlotte,
N. C. (Doc. 14238); Dayton, Ohio (Doc.
14234); Jacksonville, Fla. (Doc. 14235);
Johnstown, Pa. (Doc. 14232); Knoxville,
Tenn. (Doc. 14237); Oklahoma City, Okla.
(Doc. 14231).
Dec. 4— Deadline for comments on FCC's
proposals to delete single vhf and substitute uhf channel to make community
all-uhf in following cities: Binghamton, N.
Y. (Doc. 14243); Champaign-Urbana, Hi.
(Doc. 14244); Columbia, S. C. (Doc. 14245);
Erie, Pa. (Doc. 14242); Hartford, Conn. (Doc.
SERVING THE ONE £|
14241); Madison, Wis. (Doc. 14239); Montgomery, Ala. (Doc. 14246); Rockford, 111.
(Doc. 14240).
MARKET OF FLINT • SAGINAW •
Dec. 4— Deadline for comments on FCC's
BAY CITY AND ALL EASTERN
proposals to expand use of uhf band, indual vhf-uhf operation, reserved
i pools of cluding
uhf channels for existing operatMICHIGAN
ing vhf stations, abolition of uhf allocation,
relaxation of technical rules for uhf stations, uhf grants without a hearing, etc.
UN4lMlllb.H
(Doc. 14229).
RAB management conferences
Oct. 9-10 Palo Alto, Calif.
Oct. 12-13 Detroit.
16 (DATEBOOK)
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Get the Full Story from HARRINGTON,
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it

Ever

hear

/ ibout

We agree with timebuyers: most pitches for
television and radio stations are pretty boring.
After you've heard the results of the latest sensational survey for the umpteenth time, you wish
you could sneak downstairs for a quick icy coldie.
Well, we don't like to bore our media friends.
They're our bread and butter. We like to make
our pitches as painless as possible. That's why We
gave the king salmon sodium pentothal.
You see, it started with the idea that we needed
something different (and painless) for a big presentation party in Los Angeles for media people.
Some wiseacre suggested we hold a salmon derby
in Hollywood, of all places. Like most ideas that
jell in Monday morning meetings, this one hadn't
quite jelled. There was a loud chorus of huzzas
and nobody gave a second thought as to how the
heck you get the live fish there.
Tons of dollars and three weeks later, we had
five drowsy 25-pound fish lollygagging in the pool
at the flossy Sportsmen's Lodge.

the

time

we

gave

About 350 timebuyers, account executives, network wheels, and assorted Hollywood celebrities
had the time of their lives trying to land a fighting king salmon, a couple of which looked about
as animated as that young lady you see in the
Nite-All ads.
How did we get the salmon there? Well, we
retained Clarence Pautzke, the country's leading
expert on salmon (he must be — JFK just made
him U. S. Game Commissioner). Clarence netted
the salmon at the mouth of the Columbia River,
rushed them to a waiting Flying Tiger plane,
dumped the fish into custom-built tanks, and then
nursemaided them all the way to L. A.
To keep the salmon quiet, Clarence administered the sodium pentothal. But that's only half
the story. He had to supply them with oxygen
on the 1,000-mile flight, too. Pretty narrow line
between keeping salmon quiet and putting them
to sleep for good.
When the plane door sprang open in Los

the

king

salmon

sodium

Angeles, out bounded Clarence Pautzke, bellowing,
"I don't want to talk to reporters — where the heck
are the fresh oxygen tanks?"
WWW
We tell this story not to illustrate the wonderful, wacky world of show business, but rather to
make another point. The Crown Stations are not
ordinary stations. We sell differently, just as we do
things differently in our respective communities.
Our audiences expect a Crown Station to go all
the way, to show more ingenuity, to provide more
entertainment, to dig deeper on news and public
interest programs, than any other station. That's
how we expect to win constant viewer and listener
loyalty.
The record shows that we have done it. Most
timebuyers, agency account men, and sales managers prefer to have their business on a Crown
Station (all other things being equal).

pentothal?

And the beauty of it is, of course, that we cover
the three key markets of the Pacific Northwest —
Portland, Seattle, and Spokane. Crown Corner,
U.S.A., is the second largest lump of business in
the entire West.
Work out your problems in California, we
always say, and then come north for the easy
decision. The Crown Stations.

THE

CR0WN

STATIONS

KGW, AM, TV, Portland
KING, AM, FM, TV, Seattle
KREM, AM, FM, TV, Spokane

MONDAY
I was

MEMO

a messenger

from ROBERT L. REDD, Erwin Wasey, Ruthrauff & Ryan, LA.

to Moscow

Top management of Erwin Wasey,
Ruthrauff & Ryan, with whom I have
associated for the past 11 years, has a
continuing plan to travel some of its
key personnel to various EWR&R offices about the globe. Recently I was
assigned to make a two-week tour of
our sizeable London establishment and
arranged to spend another month seeing parts of Russia and continental Europe.
Two days before I was to depart I
received a long distance call from the
executive director of the First International Assembly of the Academy of
Television Arts & Sciences. He asked
if I would call upon director generals
of state tv systems, especially the
U.S.S.R., and invite them to attend the
assembly which is to be held in recognition of the need for world-wide exchange of television information and
ideas.
Tv for the Masses ■ Actually I had
no idea of what to expect of Moscow
or the U.S.S.R. As the car sped along
from the airport we passed miles of the
kind of shacks and hovels that lie on
the outskirts of almost any metropolis,
there or here. I was surprised to see
how many of these broken-down homes
were crowned with the same kind of
television antennas we see here in
America.
I learned later that Moscow, a city of
almost seven million people, has almost
three million tv sets, that there is a total
of five million tv sets in all of the
U.S.S.R. and that Russian officials predict there will be 25 million sets by
1965. There is only one channel, and
programs are telecast on a non-scheduled basis about eight hours daily. Set
owners pay a toll of $1.25 a month to
the state. Occasionally there are commercials, but only when "they are of
benefit to the people."
My hotel room had a radio, with a
choice of two channels. One channel
produced 16 hours a day of beautiful
symphony and choral programming.
The other was the people's popular programming. One morning, within a 15minute period, I heard a man give
setting-up exercises in Russian to the
background music of "Charmaine," followed by a symphonic-jazz arrangement of "Blue Danube," followed by,
if you will believe me, "Take Me Back
to Tulsa 'Cause I'm too Young to
Marry."
In Moscow I was invited to the home
of Henry Shapiro, bureau chief of
United Press International for 21 years
in Moscow and ABC-TV's "Voice of
Moscow to the Free World."
20

for the

ATAS

I told him I hadn't the slightest idea
how to get in contact with the heads
of Soviet television for ATAS. He said
he knew they were suspicious and lukewarm to such a conclave, particularly
since the first assembly then was scheduled to meet in the U.S. in November of this year. He also offered to
attempt to make an appointment for
me to see the gentlemen. He warned
me that they would probably make and
break numerous appointments. They
did that. Mr. Shapiro aranged three
appointments for me, before one was
finally kept.
Meeting in Moscow ■ We met at 12
noon the last day I was in Moscow.
Present were Mr. Sakuntiukov, vice director of all Soviet television, the administrative head for both government
and party control of television, and Mr.
Aperyan, chief of the International Program Exchange of the Moscow TV
Center.
It was a most formal affair in the
beginning and lasted for an hour and
12 minutes. I extended greetings from
the academy, asked them to reconsider
and to agree to send delegates. They
haggled and asked for the list of countries that would attend. They wanted to
know if there were any political implications to such an assembly. ... Is the
academy affiliated in any way with
UNESCO? the United Nations? Would
the "Real China" as they put it (Red
China) be invited? Finally, they withdrew to a corner and whispered among
themselves for a while, came back and
with broad smiles announced: "If you
will put your Academy's invitation in
writing, we will be happy to accept.
. . . We will send three representatives."
They
added, will
"We notmust
sure
the quickly
United States
try be
to
monopolize the meetings and we want
to be in on whatever advance planning
there is." I assured them I could convey their ideas to the academy. I
asked to see their studios and transmit er. Itold them I understood they
did not allow foreigners, and Ameritions. cans in particular, to see their operaThey sent for their chief engineer
and their head of program operations
and I was shown everything . . . five
studios . . . master control . . . transmit er .. . recording rooms. . . . They
apologized for their miserable equipment . . . vintage 1948 . . . soon they
would have an all-new setup.
All in Favor ■ Wherever I went, the
idea of the assembly was well received.
Even in Greece and Turkey, where
there is as yet no television and the

state controls radio, the broadcast officials want to attend; and all throughout
Europe I found enthusiastic plans for
participation. Everybody's looking to
the day of instantaneous global television (which may well be here by
1965, or sooner) and in London I got
the vague notion that the BBC would
like to take the leadership.
I am sorry to say that the First International assembly has been postponed.
Already 28 television nations and 7
non-television nations have agreed to
participate and greater planning must be
made to accommodate such interests.
I am of the firm opinion that if the
United States does not continue to take
aggressive leadership in the matter,
BBC, or Moscow, will step in quickly
to take over. The leadership belongs
here in this country because we are still
first and foremost in the field of television communication.

Starting in radio as a time
salesman for KWJJ Portland, Ore., while he was
still a student at Oregon
State College, Robert L.
Redd went on to write continuity for KGW Portland
and to become program
manager for NBC in San
Francisco. He moved to
Hollywood for NBC, left
the network to open an
office there for William
Esty Co., and since 1950,
has been head of West
Coast radio-tv for EWR&R.
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Allen admirer

MIKE®

editor: . . . Our bottlers have done a
tremendous job promoting the new
Steve Allen Show [Broadcast Advertising, Sept. 25], and they enjoyed the
kick-off program . . . Sept. 27. We have
high hopes for Steve. We like the way
he handles himself, his guest talent and
our commercials. — Philip B. Hinerfeld,
Vice President-Advertising, Pepsi-Cola
Co., New York.
Other side of the avenue
editor: Is there really a "John P.
Warwick"? If so, will the real John
P. Warwick please stand up . . . and
swear that he did write a Monday
Memo on Sept. 25. Otherwise, an awful lot of readers may be excused for
thinking Mr. Warwick is actually a
straw creation of Newton Minow's, set
up for easy puffing over.
"Tampering with television programming can derail economy." How? Why?
Because "any change in the pattern
would be unfair"? Because "people
know what's best for themselves"? Because "what's good for business is good

IN

BIG

SAN
THE

ANTONIO

NATION'S

h
17t
LARGEST
CITY
• RADIO 1200 • 50,000 WATTS
• ADULT AUDIENCE
• CLEAR CHANNEL COVERAGE
BIG

RADIO

with

for everyone"?
Talk about "pseudo-intellectualism"
(the phrase is Mr. Warwick's)! There's
more pseudo-intellectualism in those
sample quotes from his Monday Memo
than in a whole speech by Newton
Minow.
"Why not try your own taste for a
change?" the FCC chief recently teased
tv programmers. "If you prefer the
new, the creative, the daring, the imaginative— why not give your audiences
a chance to share your preferences?"
Nothing pseudo about that challenge!
But Mr. Warwick's answer: "I personally favor the status quo," will hardly benefit an industry whose public
image has been lately translated into
a sick preoccupation with crime and
violence.
If all this sounds too harsh on Mr.
Warwick,
let me
say thatMemo
I've read
and
re-read his
Monday
several
times, and find almost nothing to agree
on. That may help a horse race, but
it hardly begins to help our present
problems in the television industry. —
Lincoln Diamant, Vice President, Daniel & Charles Inc., New York.
Agreement

the

BIG

IMPACT!

NBC-TQN
Represented by

The Original Station Representative

from ABC

editor: The feature [Monday Memo,
Oct. 2] by E. J. Donaldson, vice president of Ketchum, MacLeod & Grove,
mentioned specifically public affairs
projects entered into by the ABC owned
and operated radio stations and WABC
New York's "stay in school" project. ... I would like to echo the
challenge Mr. Donaldson set forth . . .
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Incredible

-but

True!

Yes, metro Norfolk-Newport News is greater in
urban population than all those metro areas combined (source: Sales Management's Survey of Buying
Power).

millions in retail sales by the dozens of commissaries,
post exchanges, shops, clubs, etc., operated here
by Army, Navy, and Air Force bases for service
personnel, their families, and authorized civilians.

Dig a little in Tidewater Virginia and you'll find
other surprises — and a lot of treasure buried statistically.

Just the civilians employed by federal installations
here (greatest military concentration in the world)
outnumber all manufacturing production workers
in the State of Delaware!

For example, standard market statistics omit many

JRBAN

POPULATIO

These are some of the reasons why Philip Salisbury,
Another hidden plus — of $200 million in effective
editor and publisher of Sales Management has called
buying income — lies in the fact that the huge
srmed forces payroll is largely available for disNorfolk-Newport News "America's most misunder'retionary spending.
stood market."
For more information, write to any of these stations, at Norfolk, Va.
WTAR-TV
CHANNEL 3-CBS

WVEC-TV
CHANNEL- 13-ABC

WAVY-TV
CHANNEL 10-NBC

that it is high time radio starts communicating information not available

Sweeney

any place else and that radio be "original" and "vital," as evidenced by the
examples used in the article. ... —
Stephen C. Riddleberger Vice President for Owned and Operated Stations,
ABC, New York.

editor: Mr. Walton of WRBL-TV apparently has been watching his 21 -inch
screen so avidly for the past 10 years

The Bay Area story
editor: While reading through the current issue of Broadcasting I discovered, much to my delight, an article
concerning San Francisco [Special Report, Sept. 25]. May I congratulate
your magazine for an excellent effort on
behalf of one of my favorite cities. —
Cy Ostrup, Vice President & General
Manager, XTRA , News Radio, TijuanaLos Angeles.

ab1o0v2e0'
e
averag
terrain

editor: Please send us as soon as you
can 100 reprints. . . . — Carol Fogle,
Secretary to A. H. Christenson, Advertising-Sales Promotion, KPIX (TV)
San Francisco.
editor: I want to tell how much I
enjoyed reading the story of the fantastic expansion in the San Francisco
Bay Area. Being a broadcast consultant, I am very happy you told our
story. — William H. Hagerty, San Mateo,
Calif.
[Reprints of the special report on the San
Francisco Bay Area market are available
at 20 cents per copy or $20 per hundred,
plus express or mailing charges.]
BOOK

TV
SERVING
THE QUINT CITIES
DAVENPORT
BETTENDORF'
ROCK
IStAND l0WA
MOUNE
HI.
EAST MOUNE

r

WOC-TV
Channel 6
D.Raymond
D. Palmer,
President
' .. ^_
E. Guth, General Manager
Pax Shaffer, Sales Manager
Exclusive National Representatives
Peters, Griffin, Woodward, Inc.
26

"Pressure Group (the campaign for
commercial tv in England)," by H. H.
Wilson, Rutgers University Press, 215
pp. plus references and index, $4.
The non-commercial virginity of
Britain's broadcasting system was violated in 1954, according to many of
England's old guard (and implied in
the title of Prof. Wilson's book), when
the House of Commons passed the law
establishing an Independent Television
Authority. The story behind this legislative feat is the theme of Dr. Wilson's
little volume — a fascinating account of
how commercial tv came into being in
Britain.
If Dr. Wilson's investigations are correct, a group of Conservative Party
young turks overrode the opposition of
their elders and forced commercial tv
on the not-unwilling British public.
Ostensibly fighting the monopoly of the
BBC — and its inherent dangers to free
speech and non-partisanship in politics
— the Tory backbenchers fought and
won over the stand-patism of The Establishment. Adynamic in the fight,
according to Prof. Wilson, was the
force in post-World War II England
of commercial advertising.

strikes back

that he knows nothing of radio's successful efforts directed at print advertising [Open Mike, Sept. 25].
And somewhere he has gathered the
totally mistaken impression that radio
and television are brothers-in-arms and
not intensely competitive.
To straighten him out:
(1) Radio's sales efforts are directed
at all media (when they are directed
at any) in rough proportion to the
amount of business that these media
do. Newspapers have long received
more attention from RAB than tv because newspapers' billings are greater.
(2) When radio ceases to contest tv's
position
with advertisers,
days
are numbered.
It is because radio's
some radio
operators who had tv grants neglected
their radio properties, "stole" their best
young radio station personnel for their
tv stations,
etc., itthat
radio's
was
slower that
should
have comeback
been.
Radio must compete as vigorously
with tv as with other media.
If Mr. Walton would like us to live
in peace with tv and fight only print,
OK. But as part of the peace pact let's
start by tv returning all the advertisers
they stole from us since 1951! — Kevin
B. Sweeney, President, Radio Advertising Bureau, New York.
NOTES
How the group came together, its
tactics and strategy is recited in Dr.
Wilson's study. The author, professor
of politics at Princeton, bolsters his
document with careful references and
citations.
"Instructional Television Review,
1959-1961," by Leon C. Fletcher, for
the Educational Television Research
Assn., Pacific Coast Publishers, Menlo
Park, Calif., 73 pp, $2.
Instructional television is television
used in classroom teaching. It is instruction of the classroom type broadcast for serious students at home. It is
also less formal but perhaps equally
educational tv tours of museums and
art galleries, tv reporting of national
political conventions, interviews and discussions with leaders in various fields
and other news and public affairs programming presented by commercial tv
stations and networks as well as by educational tvstations. How each type of
itv fared in the 1959-61 period is discussed in detail in this volume, third in
a continuing series, whose author is instructor of broadcasting and public
speaking at Taft College, Taft, Calif.
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From supermarket shelf to shopper's basket
. . . faster on Colorfull Channel 5. Do your
telling and selling in color — on WBAP-TV
in Dallas - Fort Worth.
All local WBAP-TV
cast in color.

live studio shows

tele-

Complete color facilities include two RCA
color-equipped tape recorders.

\
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0
FORT WORTH: 3900 BARNETT ST.— DALLAS: 1900 NORTH AKARD
Peters, Griffin, Woodward, Inc.— Exclusive National Representatives

The

Unstoppables,

followed

by The

Untouchables,

took

5 out

of

the top 10.
Continuing its new-season
trend, ABC-TV trended into
the top ten with My Three Sons,
The Real McCoys, 77 Sunset
Strip, The Flintstones and The
Untouchables. (The first 3
named made it in the top 5.)
This happy record, as recorded
by Nielsen,* has the added
virtue of being scored where
the program popularity race is
roughest. Namely, those
competitive markets where
viewers can view all 3 network
offerings. And viewed as herein
reported.
ABC

Television

:Source: Nielsen 24 Market TV Report,
week ending Sept. 24, 1961. Average
Audience, Mon. thru Sat. 7:30-11 PM;
Sun., 6:30-11 PM
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■ Tv buyers vote unanimously against 'magazine concept'
Buying secrets of some of the na- and cost-per-thousand guidelines and in ments in other terms: Scott Paper's
minimum standard for a prime-time nettion's biggest and most successful tele- cost trends (see table, page 30).
vision advertisers continued to spill out
Three advertisers indicated the costwork program tune-in
is a "one-third
share"
of
onto the public record last week as the per-thousand ranges within which they total network
during the
period
prefer to operate (but in most cases
the program is on the air.
procession of multi-million-dollar sponNetwork Control ■ The hearing again
made clear that cpm is only one insors in FCC's program hearings moved
fluence on their renewing or cancelling
smartly along.
ranged
across a broad variety of subdecisions) :
Decision-making executives of 20
jects including the effects of trends toward network control of programs and
leading television advertisers testified
■ Lever Bros.' prime-time programs
and were questioned on tv business and
were said to range between $2.50 and
increase in one-hour participation shows
(less diversity in total network program
programming intimacies by Thursday
$4.50 per thousand per commecial minute, its daytime programs between $1 fare is one consequence, according to
night, bringing the two-week total for
and $2.50.
this phase of the hearings to 38. These
some witnesses) and advertisers' views
sessions, held in New York, were slated
— almost unanimously negative — on the
■ Reynolds Tobacco's position was
to recess Friday after testimony by ex- that "about $5 per thousand per minute"
so-called "magazine concept" of rotating commercials among programs in
is acceptable for evening programs, but
ecutives of three other companies: National Biscuit, Texaco and Ideal Toy that the company would not cancel at lieu of specific program sponsorships.
(see At Deadline).
FCC Chief Hearing Examiner James
$7 per thousand if the program were
doing
a
good
sales
job.
D.
Cunningham presided over the hearThe weight of the week's testimony,

Daniel Ladd
P. Lorillard Co.

R. H. Bolin
Westinghouse

as in the week before, was on the influences that sponsors almost universally
exert — in degrees ranging from nuance
to fiat — to make sure their programs
reflect favorably on the company and
its products and give offense to no
prospective customer (Broadcasting,
Oct. 2).
Benchmarks ■ The week lacked the
fireworks of a Procter & Gamble directory of programming do's and don'ts,
which along with similar but less complicated policy directives of General
Motors and Brown & Williamson had
enlivened the first week's sessions. But
the second week seemed generally more
productive in eliciting business benchmarks, especially in the area of ratings
BROADCASTING, October 9, 1961

R. L. Eskridge R. J. Fisher
Ralston-Purina Ford Motor Co.

■ Alberto-Culver was said to shoot for
a cpm not exceeding $4 on nighttime
shows and in the $l-to-$1.50 bracket
for daytime. Any cpm above $4 would
be
considered "inefficient" for AlbertoCulver.
These figures compared with the first
week's testimony that American Tobacco's "acceptable range" is $8.40 to
$13.50 cpm for a prime-time half-hour
or $2.80 to $4.15 per thousand homes
per commercial minute on an hourlong show (Broadcasting, Oct. 2). Of
18 witnesses heard during the first week,
American Tobacco was the only one to
define its cpm standards so precisely.
Another advertiser in last week's
parade expressed its audience require-

E. W. Ebel
General Foods

Howard Gray
R. J. Reynolds

ing. Questioning was by Chief Ashbrook P. Bryant of the FCC's network
study staff and associates James Tierney
and Francis Nolan. They are expected
to resume the hearings in January for
the final phase: testimony by network
officials.
Last week's witnesses through Thursday were Douglas L. Smith, director of
advertising and merchandising, S. C.
Johnson & Son; Samuel Thurm, advertising vice president, Lever Bros.; Theodore G. Bergmann, advertising vice
president, Revlon; Thomas B. McCabe
Jr., internal marketing vice president,
Scott Paper; Pierre A. de Tarnowsky,
vice president and general manager,
Warner-Lambert Pharmaceutical Co.'s
29

script if certain parts of the scenario
Comparative tv costs over 10-year period
Tables were introduced by Westinghouse Electric Co. during the FCC hearings in New York. One shows how evening television time costs have risen
in the past 10 years and the other shows program costs in relation to audience
for a specific number of stations.
HOW EVENING TV COSTS HAVE RISEN SINCE 1950
(Total of both time and talent)
1950
1955
Cost Per
Cost Per
Telecast (1)
Telecast (2)

Type of
Program
60-Minute Shows
General drama
$21,375
Variety
24,725
(Not Available)
Suspense mystery
Western
(Not Available)
Adventure
(Not Available)
Average evening
23,592
program (60-min.)
30-Minute Shows
General drama
13,250
Variety
13,200
Suspense mystery
13,934
Situation comedy
9,960
Western
(Not Available)
Adventure
(Not Available)
Quiz and audience
participation (Not Available)
Average evening
program (30-min.) 12,709
Source: (1) McCann-Erickson (2) Nielsen
YEAR-BY-YEAR COSTS OF
TV Sets
in
No. of
Coverage
Area
Stations
25
2,047,300
19409*
48
Sep t. 195
7,069,000
52
Sept. 1951
12,315,400
52
15,800,000
Sept. 1952
63
Sept. 1953
23,470,000
86
29,020,000
Sept. 1954
98
31,390,000
Sept. 1955
95
Sept. 1956
34,610,000
98
Sept. 1957
38,770,000
99
Sept. 1958
40,280,000
on last week in September.
'BROADCASTING estimates.

1960
Cost Per(2)
Telecast
$210,967
258,183
167,067
163,900
178,950

$123,700
190,250
(Not Available)
(Not Available)
(Not Available)

201,950

143,600
68,950
76,950
70,200
70,200
59,350
(Not Available)

95,350
95,967
87,317
91,100
91,300
79,275
78,283

56,650
65,550

WESTINGHOUSE "STUDIO
Weekly
Weekly
Time
Program
Cost
Cost
11,784
19,754
6,100
8,500
34,546
13,500
45,950
15,950
24,850
48,297
29,156
51,498
32,550
53.620
55,769
43,620
50,800
61,150
60,927
62,500

88,017

Weekly
Total
Cost
17,884
28,254
48,046E"
ON
61,900
73,147
80,654
86,170
99,389
111,950
123,427

areHe"offensive."
indicated that in practice Johnson
rarely has asked for any major changes
in a script, but offered one example: A
sequence
in aa "Zane
episode showed
young Grey
motherTheatre"
being shot
in the back while her children looked
on. Mr. Smith reported that he protested to the producer and this scene
was eliminated.
In reply to a question, Mr. Smith said
ratings are one — but not the sole — factor in determining whether Johnson will
sponsor or renew a program.
Mr. Smith reported that Johnson currently is"looking at" programming for
the rest of 1961 and for 1962 and indicated the company is favorably disposed
toward public service programming and
may
series. take on sponsorship of such a
Lever Thinking ■ Lever's Mr. Thurm
said his company has no definite policy
on television programming but that
Lever and its agencies review scripts for
"good taste and good programming."
He said few objections are raised about
scripts, but that the company did recently object to a film episode dealing
with an abortion.
Mr. Thurm stressed that cost-perthousand is an important consideration
to Lever, which directs its advertising
to the mass market, but said cpm is not

Cost
Per
Thousand
8.74
4.00
3.90
3.92
3.12
2.78
2.75
2.87
2.89
3.06

HI

^vs mS^IH^I

in jk abHIb
consumer products division; Alfred A.
Whittaker, vice president and advertising director, Bristol-Myers Product
Div.; M. A. Souers, director of media
and shows, General Mills; Lawrence W.
Bruff, advertising vice president, Liggett
& Myers Tobacco Co.; Daniel Ladd, advertising director, P. Lorillard Co.;
Roger H. Bolin, director of advertising,
Westinghouse Electric Corp.; Edwin W.
Ebel, advertising vice president, General Foods; Robert L. Eskridge, acting
director of advertising, Ralston Division
of Ralston-Purina; Robert J. Fisher, director of advertising and sales promotion, marketing staff, Ford Motor Co.;
Howard Gray, advertising manager of
R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co., and Sam
Northcross, tv vice president of William
Esty Co., agency for Reynolds; Charles
M. Underhill, staff director, television
30 (BROADCAST ADVERTISING)

and visual media, United States Steel;
Leonard H. Lavin, president, AlbertoCulver; Albert Brown, advertising vice
president, Best Foods Div., Corn Products Sales Corp.; Robert A. McNeil,
advertising vice president, Glenbrook
Labs Division of Sterling Drugs; Glenn
Gundell, vice president, Sealtest Foods
Division of National Dairy Products
Corp., and Robert A. Davis, general
advertising director, Kraft Foods Division of National Dairy Products Corp.
A running account of highlights of
their testimony follows:
No Taboos ■ Mr. Smith of S. C.
Johnson cV Son testified that its advertising agencies review scripts of dramatic
shows for "good taste" and quality but
said the company has no specific taboos.
He voiced the belief that an advertiser
has "the right" to demand a change in

T. B. McCabe Jr.
Scott Paper Co.

D. L. Smith
S. C. Johnson

the only governing factor. He reported
that on its evening programs, Lever's
cost-per-thousand ranges from $2.50 to
$4.50 per commercial minute and on its
daytime programs from $1.00 to $2.50.
In reply to questioning centering
around the trend toward network ownership of programs, Mr. Thurm said
Lever had brought a proposed series.
The Audrey Meadows Show, to NBCTV last spring and asked for time.
NBC-TV declined this series and instead
asked Mr. Thurm if Lever wanted to
sponsor The Joey Bishop Show, which
the network owns. Mr. Thurm reported
that Lever rejected the offer.
Asked what effect the trend toward
hour-long network programs has had
on the advertiser, he answered: "It has
BROADCASTING, October 9, 1961

resulted in smaller participations by
sponsors and it tends to restrict the diversity of programming."
Mr. Thurm
offered these reasons for
an advertiser's interest in programming
content, as opposed to a hands-off policy
in the contents of a magazine or newspaper: The public holds the sponsor responsible for a television program; the
investment in a program is "extremely
high" on a long-term basis, and the
values of a television program are not
so apparent as with a publication, which
provides circulation and audience characteristics data in advance of the advertising insertion.
Network Decides ■ Mr. Bergmann
of Revlon testified that while his company has the right to object to a program, in almost all cases the network
has the final say. As an example Mr.
Bergmann cited two programs scheduled
for the Alfred Hitchcock Presents series
on NBC-TV last season. Revlon was an
alternate sponsor on the weekly halfhour program.
The advertising executive said one of
the programs concerned a "deranged"
magician's helper traveling with a circus.
"He decided to emulate the magician
and saw a woman in half," Mr. Bergmann recalled, "and in this case he really
did it."
Believing the program was "excessive,
unnecessary" and not suitable for "the

T. G. Bergmann
Revlon

A. A. Whittaker
Bristol-Myers

living rooms of America," Revlon protested to NBC and succeeded in having
it eliminated even though it already had
been filmed, Mr. Bergmann stated.
Revlon was not so successful with its
other protest. The show in question
ended with the strangling of a young
girl. The company thought it in bad
taste and objected to the network but
was overruled. The program went on
the air as scheduled.
In the main Revlon wants it programs
to be "consistent with good taste and
dignity," and not to violate business policies. Depicting a druggist as a "dope
addict" or a "woman of ill-repute" as
using execessive cosmetics would be a
violation of Revlon's business policies,
Mr. Bergmann said.
BROADCASTING, October 9, 1961

He also testified that Revlon spends
between $6 million and $10 million annually in network tv, and chooses its
programs because of both qualitative
and quantitative factors. He defined
qualitative factors as programs that are
"cheerful, optimistic and have a certain
amount of importance." He added that
they should also have "high production
standards" and deliver audience "imReflect Sponsor ■ Scott Paper's Mr.
McCabe expressed the belief that tv
programs are a "direct reflection of the
sponsor and his products in the eyes
pact."
of the viewer." He added that the evening programs sponsored by Scott Paper
have to reach a "reasonably large audience to justify costs." The company's
minimum standard on a network program in prime
time,
he said,
is "one-at
third share
of the
network
audience
the time the show is being broadcast."
He explained that programs are given
an
"adequate chance" to build such
audiences.
Later Mr. McCabe cited The Gisele
MacKenzie program, which Scott paper
sponsored in 1957-58, as a network show
which could not reach a large enough
audience and had to be cancelled. He
said that Scott Paper believes that "outstanding quality shows" in almost every
programming category can be developed
to ultimately reach the minimum stand-

L. W. Bruff P. A. deTarnowsky
L&M Tobacco Warner-Lambert
ard audience demanded.
Mr. McCabe also testified that from
"time to time" his company makes suggestions to producers on how a program can be improved. He said that
in 1955 when the company took over
sponsorship of the Father Knows Best
series it suggested that the program
could be "significantly improved" by
"broadening its scope" outside of the
strictly home atmosphere.
Dislikes Magazine Concept ■ Mr. de
Tarnowsky of Warner-Lambert Pharmaceuticals consumer products division
said that if television adopted the
"magazine concept" of advertising, it
would have to be analyzed as a new
medium. He indicated that such a
move by television could adversely af-

fect Warner-Lambert's advertising expenditures inthe medium.
Influence "Appropriate" ■ Mr. Whittaker, of the Bristol-Myers Products
Div., asserted that it is "most appropriate" for an advertiser to be in a position
to influence programming decisions,
while not being ultimately responsible
for making the final decision.
"We believe the ultimate decisions as
to the placements of the programs and
the program material which appears on
the network should and, indeed, must
rest in the hands of the network," Mr.
Whittaker explained. "In the process,
however, it is in the interest of the public as well as the advertiser, whose funds
make tv possible, for the advertiser to
consult with the network in the selection and placement of shows as well as
with respect to the programming ma(scripts,these
casting,
production)."
He terial—offered
reasons
to support
his view about sponsor participation on
programming: an advertiser is in a better position to judge the programs which
best meet the advertiser's marketing objectives; an advertiser and his agency
represent abilities and experience equal
to that of the network in making programming judgments; he provides financial support and is held responsible
for the program by the viewing public;
he must have a certain degree of influence to assure delivery by the pro-

S. Thurm
Lever Bros.

M. A. Souers
General Mills

ducer or network of shows maintaining
the quality and characteristics contracted
for, and, as a group, advertisers provide awider pool of experience and, in
many instances, a closer liaison with the
public in reflecting the acceptable standards of taste and decency.
No Disadvantage ■ Mr. Souers, General Mills, told the hearing his company has not felt it was at a disadvantage in its attempts to obtain a time
period for programs it controls in comparison toshows owned or controlled by
the network. He noted that General
Mills financed the pilot of Father of the
Bride, and experienced "no more than
the usual difficulty" in securing a satisfactory time slot on CBS-TV.
General Mills and its agencies, Mr.
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Souers reported, like the opportunity
to review scripts to make certain they
do not violate "good taste" and "sound
business judgment." He could not recall any instances in which a program
the company sponsored had required
significant revisions.
Mr. Souers testified that the company
advertises on prime-time adult programs, children's shows, sports presentations and daytime shows catering to
women.
Changes Made ■ Mr. Bruff, of Liggett & Myers, thought a sponsor has
the right to evaluate television programs
to ascertain whether they conform to
"good taste" and "sound business policy." He gave several examples of
changes sought and obtained in several
episodes of The Untouchables, including
one in which the slaying of a group of
Mexican girls was eliminated from the
final script and another in which the
appearance of a deaf mute was handled
"more sympathetically" than originally
planned.
He confirmed officially a report that
had been circulated widely — that Liggett & Myers finally dropped The Untouchables because (1) Italian-American organizations had protested characterizations ofindividuals of that na-

G. T. Laboda
Colgate-Palmolive

R. M. Greene
Philip Morris

tionality and (2) ABC-TV planned to
move the program to a time period the
company considered less desirable. (The
series, which was shown at 9:30 p.m. on
Thursday, begins at 10 p.m. on Oct.
12.)
Mr. Bruff told the hearing that the
company believes cigarettes should be
used on a dramatic program "as they
are in real life."
Under questioning, Mr. Bruff indicated that Liggett & Myers did not regard the magazine concept for television
advertising favorably. He said:
"We'd have to take a long, hard look
at the magazine concept, and then decide whether we still wanted to be in
tv under this plan."
Rely on Agency ■ Mr. Ladd, P.
32 (BROADCAST ADVERTISING)
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Lorillard, testified the company does not
have a list of "do's and dont's" but
judges programs for good taste and for
"showing our products in a good light."
He said Lorillard relies largely on its
advertising agency for guidance on
scripts but always examines the pilot
of a tv series.
He reported the company on a few
occasions has objected to "excessive violence" in Zane Grey Theatre but said
these were rare instances. Under questioning, he said that on one occasion he
objected to a script in which a drunken
sailor was a major character, the producer assured him the characterization
would be "amusing, light and in good
taste." He said the company withdrew
its complaint and the script was produced as originally planned without further repercussions.
Westinghouse Policy ■ Mr. Bolin, of
Westinghouse Electric, in a 40-page prepared statement, gave a detailed history
of his company's sponsorship of tv programs since 1949. He said television
advertising was important to the company because in a recent public survey
73% of 2,000 people interviewed said
they formulated opinions and impressions of Westinghouse by watching
"their tv program."

Edward Kletter
J. B. Williams Co.

R. E. Gorman
All-State Insurance

Mr. Bolin stressed the pioneering and
"top-flight" nature of the companysponsored programs in the past 12
years. Chief among these was Studio
One, which Westinghouse sponsored on
CBS-TV for nine years, dropping it in
September 1958.
Westinghouse still remained a supporter of good drama on tv, Mr. Bolin
said. He pointed out that the companysponsored Desilu Playhouse replaced
Studio One, and that this season Westinghouse will present six new original
dramas on CBS-TV as part of a new
series of 18 specials to be shown among
the three networks.
Westinghouse's advertising director
said his firm's one experience with a
situation comedy program — last sea-

son's Westinghouse Playhouse got low
ratings and had to be dropped.
Mr. Bolin listed several Westinghouse
yardsticks for judging a program. They
are: letters from the public, critical reviews, customer and dealer word-ofmouth, management's personal feelings,
and ratings. He also outlined the company'sdid
programming
principles,
which
he claimed
not include
a desire
for
creative control of a tv program. "Final
decision has been, is and should be with
the producer," he said. The only exception to this rule, according to Mr. Bolin,
is in instances where plays "militate
against
Mr. our
Bolinpolicy."
said that Westinghouse
has "retained the right" not to sponsor
dramas which may offend racial, religious or nationality groups. He added
that the company has "never had occasion to exercise this right." He did,
however, cite some other kinds of policy
rights that Westinghouse exercised on
several occasions. One of these concerned the use in stage sets of the types
of products made by the company. In
he said,toaster,
"if therefrigerator,
scene calls etc.
for
ageneral,
coffee maker,
— Mr.
it must
Westinghouse."
Bolinbe also
had several appendices
to his statement added to the record.
One showed how costs for the Studio
One program increased from a weekly
time charge of $1 1,784 and weekly pro-

David W. Burke
General Electric

J. W. Burgard
B. & W. Tobacco

gram expenditures of $6,100 in 1949,
to weekly time charge of $60,927 and
weekly
program expenditures of $62,500 in 1958.
Another appendix traced the rise of
evening tv costs since 1960. Highlighting this document was the purported
almost $200,000 per-telecast rise in
costs of 60-minute drama shows during
the ten-year period.
Compatible Programs ■ Mr. Ebel,
of General Foods, indicated that the
nature of his company's business had
a great influence on the types of programs itsponsored.
"We feel that eating is a pleasant experience," Mr. Ebel said," and we look
for programs that are compatible with
our commercials."
In the main, he
BROADCASTING, October 9, 1961

"WSOC-TV has built
its reputation on excellent
local, regional and
network programming. The
excellent new facilities
and aggressive management
speak well as an
outstanding television
property for WSOC-TV."
VINCENT d. DARAIO
Vice President
Hicks & Grelst, Inc.
New York

Thirty-one news shows per week originate at WSOC-TV. Also: strongest
regional sports shows in the Carolinas, award-winning "best kids' show
in the South", radar weather, farm and home service features daily.
Add the best of NBC, ABC and a great film library. You come up with
a station that's outstanding for viewers, outstanding for advertisers.
One of the nation's great area stations. Schedule WSOC-TV.
WSOC

and WSOC-TV

are associated with WSB

CHARLOTTE 9-NBC and ABC.

Represented by H-R

and WSB-TV, Atlanta, WHIO and WHIO-TV, Dayton
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added, they must be "light, pleasant
and must respect decency." Consequently, General Foods seeks "good
high-grade
He cited comedies.*'
two examples of General
Foods' objections to what it deemed
taste violations. One concerned the Life
With Luigi show. Mr. Ebel said that
while it was supposed to be a story of
an Italian immigrant's struggle in the
New World, it actually was a "caustic
satire" on business. "Since it was not
the comedy show we bought," Mr. Ebel
said, the program was dropped.
On another occasion General Foods
objected to a show in the Richard Diamond series because it concerned a
poisonous snake that was loose on a
ship. "What was supposed to be a whodun-it was actually a horror story," Mr.
Ebel said. "Women don't like snakes,
particularly
they're
runningis
around loose when
and when
the story
followed by a baby Jello commercial."
Mr. Ebel, who testified that General
Foods' gross annual time expenditures
on network and spot tv is about $50
million, also said that he would rather
have a Hennesey program that reached
an 8 or 10 million audience, than an
Untouchables, which will attract 15 million people. His reason: the latter ser-

R. G. Rettig
Gail Smith
Amer. Home Products
General Motors
ies is "completely out of keeping" with
our products.
Ralston-Purina Policy ■ Ralston-Purina's Mr. Eskridge said his company
had exerted only negligible influence
over its television programming but had
a right to withdraw — and on one occasion did withdraw — its commercials
from a program which it considered in
poor taste or adverse to company products.
The one withdrawal over the past
five years, he said, involved a program
in which a dog was treated badly. Ralston-Purina makes Purina Dog Chow in
addition to its cereals and other products.
He said the company has called its
attention to inprogramstancesproducers'
that it considered questionable
34 (BROADCAST ADVERTISING)
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and that sometimes this resulted in program changes and sometimes it did
not.
He said that since 1956 more than
half of Ralston-Purina's commercial
minutes have appeared on solely sponsored documentary programs — Bold
Journey, John Gunther's High Road
and then, last year and this, Expedition.
Mr. Eskridge went into detail on
Ralston-Purina's program for furnishing teacher manuals and guides which
he said currently go to at least 125,000
school teachers with almost 10 million
students to help them use the Expedition tv series as a teaching resource.
These are sent only on request, he said,
and in addition the school project has
included teacher award programs and
other school incentive features.
Ralston-Purina pays 85 percent of
the school project's costs and ABC
pays 15 percent, he asserted.
After outlining the school project Mr
Eskridge said: "This was a long digression, but it makes one point which we
feel is important: The influence of the
sponsor on the content of television
programs is not necessarily malignant.
It is indeed possible to combine commercial objectives with public service."
How well the commercial objectives
were served was pointed out by Mr. Eskridge at another point "In the time of
our sponsorship of network television,
our Chex cereals have grown in sales
six times faster than the industry increase in the same period. Our dog
food. Purina Dog Chow, has become
the largest selling dog food in the history of the industry.
Mr. Eskridge said "we feel that the
television industry can best serve the
needs and interests of the public and
industry while operating within the traditions and framework of the free enterprise system. He said a trend appeared to be developing toward greater
network control over programming and
that this might become a problem because it means the advertiser has less
to say about what he will sponsor and
the time period in which he will sponConsult on Problems ■ Mr. Fisher,
of Ford
sor it." Motors, said most of his company's tv contracts contain the "standard provision giving us the right to reject material" considered detrimental to
the company. He said Ford agencies
work with the program producers and
consult with the company when potential problems are detected. Actually, he
said, Ford rarely finds it necessary to
"exercise this general right."
Mr. Fisher said Ford officials got
into the act when an Alfred Hitchcock
episode was planned to center around a
minister who bet on horse races. He
said Ford representatives suggested that

ministerial councils representing various faiths be consulted; that this was
done, certain changes were suggested
and "from my viewpoint it was a very
He said Leonard
delightful
had beenshow."
chosen
Lincoln-Continental
that this program

Bernstein concerts
as a vehicle for
cars on the theory
would appeal pri-

marily to the$6,500
type ofcars.
"selectIt market"
that buys
turned
out that the audience composition
was pretty typical of tv audiences generally, he said, so that the program was
an "abnormal expense" for LincolnContinental. Sponsorship then was taken
over by Ford Motors as a corporate
venture and used primarily for institutional and public-relations promotion.
Mr. Fisher considered ratings "very
important" as an objective measurement
of the "dollar efficiency" of tv expenditures.
Rely on Agency ■ Mr. Gray of Reynolds Tobacco fielded the corporate policy questions and let Mr. Northcross
of Esty, Reynolds' agency for 28 years,
handle those relating to television specifically. He said Reynolds relies heavily on Esty and that not once, so far
as he could recall, had the Reynolds
executive committee disapproved proposals submitted by the agency, except
for budgetary reasons.
Under questioning, Mr. Northcross
said Esty would consider "about $5 per
thousand per minute" an acceptable
cost-per-thousand range for a primetime tv program. "But we would not
recommend cancellation of one as high
as $7 if in our judgment the program
was doing a good job for Reynolds,"
he added.
Mr. Northcross said Esty reads the
scripts of Reynolds' many programs and
objects if it finds anything offensive.
Esty and Reynolds officials disapproved
a Playhouse 90 script dealing with unwed mothers because, he said, it was
dull, in questionable taste and presented
no solutions to the problems it raised.
He said that in another case the Witness program on CBS-TV recreated
baseball's "Black Sox scandal" of 1919
and Esty objected on behalf of Reynolds
because Reynolds was spending a lot
of money in baseball sponsorships and
"didn't see any good in reviving anything as old as that." The program went
on as scheduled but Reynolds was permitted to lift its commercials from that
episode, Mr. Northcross asserted.
Mr. Gray said Reynolds had no formal statement of policy or taboos to
guide Esty, explaining that after 28
years' association Esty knew intuitively
how Reynolds would react in most circumstances.
Asked why advertisers should have
the right to "edit" television programs
but not the editorial content of print
media, Mr. Northcross gave the standBROADCASTING, October 9, 1961
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ard answer — that the public holds the
sponsor responsible for his programs —
and added that the costs of television
are "so much more enormous" and the
risks "so much greater" that sponsoring
a television program is almost like
launching a new product, so that much
greater care is essential.
Sameness an Accident ■ Mr. Underbill, of United States Steel, was questioned about the "sameness" of television programs over the past three or
four years, and replied:
"I agree there has been a tendency
toward "sameness' on network television programs the last few years. But
I think it's an accident rather than a
plan. There has been an absence of
new writing talent over the past few
years, because of various changes in the
industry."
Earlier Mr. Underhill, whose company sponsors The United States Steel
Hour on CBS-TV on alternate weeks,
had noted the trend away from live
drama programs on tv in recent years.
Mr. Underhill expressed the view
that a live drama program seemed to
be a suitable vehicle for U. S. Steel's
objective of attaining effective exposure
of both its product and institutional advertising messages. He testified that the
company and its producer, the Theatre
Guild, have been successful in keeping costs down, though he estimated
that overall costs for the Steel Hour
have risen about five times over 1951,
while production costs are only about
twice as much. He attributed the difference to expansion in the station lineup and to higher station charges.
The Theatre Guild is the creative
head for the program, Mr. Underhill
said, but the company and its agency
work with the producer in deciding on
which script to produce. The program
uses 25 scripts a year, he pointed out,
but the company may contract for as
many as 10 or 12 additional scripts
each year in order to find the suitable
ones.
Tv Helped Growth ■ Mr. Lavin,
president of Alberto-Culver, praised
television for contributing "a great
deal" to the growth of the company and reported A-C spends about
$15 million in tv, both network and
spot. He said the company aims primarily for the women's audience.
Alberto-Culver has no list of programming taboos and does not give its
agency any oral instructions concerning
programs to buy, Mr. Lavin told the
hearing. He relies solely on the agency's "good judgment" in examining programming for the company in terms of
"good taste" and "quality."
Mr. Lavin said cost-per-thousand
was "important" to the company, which
36 (BROADCASI ADVERTISING)
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tries to attain a cpm of $4 on evening
shows and $1-1.50 on daytime shows.
He added he would consider any
amount beyond $4 an "inefficient" costper-thousand for Alberto-Culver.
Mr. Lavin said he regards the magazine concept unfavorably.
Products Inserted ■ Mr. Brown, vice
president in charge of advertising for
the Best Foods Div., Corn Products
Sales Co., told the hearing that Best
Foods depends on its agency to review scripts for possible infringement
of taste and business policy. He mentioned several examples of revisions —
requested by the agency and agreed to
by the producer — in the scripts of various Dennis the Menace episodes.
"In one episode, a character used the
expression, 'a snowball in hell'." Mr.
Brown related. "The agency thought
that could be considered offensive and
something milder was substituted. In
another episode Dennis was shown with
a soft drink . Since Bosco was the
product advertised on the show, the
agency felt that Bosco and milk should
be shown instead. This was done. In
another episode, Dennis was to munch
a bologna sandwich. The agency suggested that he nibble on a peanut butter sandwich. Skippy Peanut Butter is
oneMr.of Brown
our products."
lauded television as an
advertising medium, pointing out Best
Foods will spend about 50% of its
budget in tv in 1961, and will raise
this figure to 60% in 1962.
Reflects Agency ■ Mr. McNeil of
Glenbrook Labs, division of Sterling
Drugs, said Thursday afternoon that
"generally
speaking,shows
the selection
network television
into whichof
Glenbrook buys reflects in a major degree the recommendations of DancerFitzgerald-Sample, our advertising agen-

Big deal
What is believed to be one of
the largest package deals between
a major national advertiser and a
local television station was signed
by Liggett & Myers (Chesterfield
and L&M cigarettes) and KTTV
(TV) Los Angeles.
The package, arranged by J.
Walter Thompson Co., New
York, was estimated to be in
the neighborhood of $250,000. It
calls for sponsorship of 91 events
(public affairs, sports and specials) over a period of 60 weeks
— more than 250 hours of air
time. Over half of the telecasts
will be sports events.

cy associated with us for three decades
of Glenbrook's
Sterling growth."
network tv program selections, he said, are made solely on
the basis of specific shows which reach
in each case the kind of audience appropriate to its product line (products
include Bayer Aspirin, Flavored Bayer
Aspirin for Children, regular and flavored Phillips' Milk of Magnesia). Glenbrook, which Mr. McNeil stated is the
only Sterling division using tv, is a
participating advertiser on four nighttime and six daytime tv network shows
(prime-time participations in the 196162 season are in Route 66 and Perry
Mason, both on CBS-TV; Thriller and
Dr. Kildare, both NBC-TV.)
During questioning, Mr. McNeil
elaborated briefly on the stress placed
on scripts keeping in character with the
pilot show. He cited one instance in
the case of Glenbrook's buy into Route
66 last season. He pointed out that the
idea of the pilot was to have "these two
young boys experience adventures at
various places on the highway, but then
we noticed that eight or nine successive
shows were shot around Hollywood so
we requested that the program move
around the country more."
National Dairy Salesmen ■ Spokesmen for two divisions of National Dairy
Products Corp. were called Thursday
afternoon: Mr. Gundell, Sealtest Foods
and Mr. Davis of Kraft Foods. Mr.
Gundell said:
"The selection of any particular program is a complex process, involving
various criteria of good taste, entertainment and commercial values, cost,
appreciation of creative and artistic
qualities and the factor of executive
judgment. In exercising this judgment,
we do not rely upon a written policy;
neither do we automatically subscribe
to prevailing television program patterns. However, we do have a basic
principle that governs the selection of
our programs — they should be in good
taste and appeal to the entire family.
"Our marketing and advertising executives work closely with our advertising agencies (N. W. Ayer & Son for
Sealtest; J. Walter Thompson for Kraft)
in formulating and re-evaluating our
television activities, and in choosing
programs which are compatible with
our principles, our products, and the
family circle to which we appeal. We
value the agencies' knowledge and
judgment, and rely upon their counsel
and advice as experts in advertising.
The final decision rests with our own
Kraft Foods' current program is
management."
Kraft
Music Hall, which started its
third
year
this season Oct.
is The4.BobSealtest's
Newhartprogram
Show,
which will follow Music Hall, starting
Oct.
11, on NBC-TV's Thursday night
schedule.
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Get this big, bold, booming market at low
cost-per-thousand on KCMO-Radio — 810
Kc. — 50,000 watts, Kansas City's most powerful station, and KCMO-TV — Channel 5 —
100,000 watts full power from tall tower
television.
It's hundreds of towns and villages — like
Osawatomie, Kansas; Tecumseh, Nebraska;
Knob Noster, Missouri... a 200-mile wide

remember

our

A.

P.

market, representing well over 2,300,000
hearty folk . . . plain and "everyday" . . . but
very prosperous.
Because KCMO-Radio and KCMO-TV awardwinning news men, farm directors and programmers know these persons . . . these
towns ... intimately, they deliver the kind
of programs that give you an AREA POTENTIAL of 2,320,499 cash customers.
* AREA POTENTIAL.

W7

ra«

rvi
LMJ

TV-Radio-FM
E. K. HARTEN BOWER, V. P. and Gen. Mgr., R.W. EVANS, Radio Sta. Mgr., SID TREMBLE, TV Sta. Mgr.
Represented Nationally by Katz Agency
JtL
A Meredith Station Affiliated with "Better Homes and Gardens" & "Successful Farming" Magazines.

LEO

BURNETT
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TOP
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SHUFFLE

Daniels takes over Heath duties; Thiele replaces Young
Jr., executive vice president for adminLeo Burnett Co.. Chicago, last Monistration and finance, becames chairman
day announced several major changes
of the finance committee: Strother Cary,
in the agency's management structure vice president for client services, beeffective immediately following plans of
comes vice chairman of the executive
one key official to retire and another
to partially retire. Leo Burnett, board committee. Mr. Cary, who was one of
chairman and one of eight original the eight founders, also continues as
founders, continues in that post and as vice president for client services.
Messrs. Burnett and Heath anthe chief operating officer of the agency.
nounced that other key officers continue
Burnett anticipates it will exceed $125
in their present positions: James E.
million gross billing this year.
Richard N. Heath, until now chair- Weber, executive vice president in
man of the executive committee, an- charge of marketing services (research
nounced his decision to withdraw from
and marketing departments), and Deactive participation at the end of this Witt O'Kieffe, senior vice president and
year, but he will continue as a director.
an agency founder. They also announced that the area of responsibility
Draper Daniels, until now executive
vice president for creative services, suc- for Robert G. Everett has been "conceeds him as executive committee chairsiderably broadened" as overall manman. Mr. Heath has been with Burnett
agement representative for a number of
clients and he will work with Mr. Web24 years.
William T. Young Jr.. announced his er.
Mr. Young has been president of
retirement as president and will be
Burnett three years. Mr. Thiele has
succeeded by Edward M. Thiele, who
has been executive vice president for been with the agencv for 10 years. He
is 47.
client services. Mr. Young has decided
Mr. Daniels. 48, will continue to
to divide his time between the agency
and his personal affairs. He will con- have full responsibility for Burnett's
tinue active in agency management as a creative output and will continue to
director, a member of the executive head the creative review committee.
committee and as chairman of the plans Mr. Burnett explained. Mr. Daniels has
board.
been with the agency since 1954 and
Other key appointments, all new po- before that had been with Young &
sitions:
Rubicam. Kenyon & Eckhardt and McLeonard S. Matthews, vice president Cann-Erickson.
for marketing services, becomes execuMr. Matthews, 39, in his new position will have primary management
tive vice president for broadcasting media and administration; Philip H. Schaff responsibility for the media department

and for both the business and programming areas of the broadcasting department. Research, marketing and client
services also will be included in his
administrative duties. He has been with
Burnett 14 years. Mr. Schaff has been
with the agency since 1947 in various
capacities. Burnett passed the SI 00
million billing level in 1958.
Morning

Minute

sold out at CBS-TV
CBS-TVs nine-month-old Morning
Minute Plan (Broadcasting, Jan. 16,
et seq.) is sold out with a total of 28
participating advertisers, according to
William H. Hylan. vice president of
sales administration. Instituted because
morning sales were skimpy, the buying
plan provides for rotating, minute-participation
sponsorships(EDT)
in the network's
10 a.m. -12
noon
Mondaythrough-Friday period, and the advertisers' commercials rotate through all
four programs — Calendar, I Love Lucy,
Video Village and Your Surprise Package— during the two-hour span and
within a given day of the week.
Morning Minute Plan advertisers are:
Church & Dwight (Arm & Hammer),
Gold Seal, Bon Ami, R. T. French,
Morton Pie. Dow Chemical, Vick
Chemical. Alberto-Culver. Noxzema,
Standard Brands, Hartz Mountain, Mentholatum. Chesebrough-Ponds. Kellogg,
Mazola Margarine, A-l Sauce. Shinola.
Toni. Campbell Soup, Isodine. Staley
Mfg.. Lever Bros.. Excedrin. Menly &
James. Scott Paper. Armstrong Cork,
Thomas Leeming and Minnesota Mining & Mfg.
Illinois farm
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Plan

network

signs five for 2nd year
Five major farm advertisers have
signed for their second full year of
sponsorships on the Illinois Radio Network, adaily leased-wire regional network of 14 stations in that state. IRN
president William J. Nolan said the renewal further marks the trend of agricultural radio sponsors to local market
stations. Advertisers include International Harvester, Keystone Steel & Wire,
Allied Mills. DeKalb Agricultural Assn.
and Honeggers & Co.
IRN has been operating without publicity during the past year to prove out
its daily operation of live market reports from Chicago. A new weekday
noontime program from the U. S.
Weather Bureau in Chicago has been
added. IRN offers all program production and live remote facilities. Mr.
Nolan said. One-time one-minute fullnetwork rate is $106.35. Mr. Nolan
has been in Chicago radio 14 years and
is an engineer at WLS there. IRN address: 35 E. Wacker Drive. Chicago 1.
Phone Central 6-149S.
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Here's the cartridge tape system with something new— trip cue! This unique
feature allows you to record a special trip-cue tone that, during playback,
can be used to start the next device in an automatic or semi-automatic system,
with split-second timing. (In TV operations it may be used to advance slide
projectors.)
Delayed broadcast, spot announcement campaigns, production aids, themes,
station breaks can be handled by the RT-7A with a minimum of effort. Cartridge isselected, placed in a playback unit, forgotton until "Air" time, then
instantly played at the flick of a button. Cueing and threading are eliminated.
Check this handsomely-styled equipment against any other for compactness
and design ... Provides transistor circuitry, low power consumption, simplicity of operation! It's one more in a growing line of value-packed new products for radio and television stations from the pioneer in broadcasting. See
your RCA Broadcast Representative. Or write to RCA Broadcast and Television Equipment, Dept. AB-22, Building 15-5, Camden, N. J.

The Most Trusted Name in Electronics
RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA

Typical packaging is this attractive
four-unit console with single BA-7
Cartridge Tape Record and Playback
Amplifier and three Cartridge Tape
Decks, as illustrated.
Separate units of this system available are the Record and Playback
Amplifier, and the Cartridge Tape
Deck. A Cartridge Storage Rack is
also available.

IN NASHVILLE

• . .

♦ARB REPORTS WSIX-TV 8 NO. 1
in Metro Share of Audience
and Total Homes

Delivered,

NEEDED:

MORE

PRECISE

MEASUREMENT

ARF conference told how to determine tv's effect
ness of figures as well as the hazards of
It ain't easy, but it can be done —
and the time to start doing it is now.
stopping
research
too
soon. In sales-effectiveness
this study, supplied
by NBC,
This slangy simplification summarizes
the eruditely developed conclusions
28.4% of the viewers of a specific proreached on the subject of evaluating
gram (not identified) were found to be
the effectiveness of television advertisbuying the sponsor's product, as coming, as treated during the Advertising
pared to 19% buying among nonResearch Foundation's seventh annual
viewers. "The first impulse," Mr.
conference in New York last Tuesday.
Landis
noted,
to say be
thatcredited
the 9.4%to
difference
. . "is
. should
Such techniques as "regression analysis," "controlled experimentation" and
"statistical decision theory" got star theButprogram."
he pointed out that by "matchbilling, but in rebuttal the audience was
ing" viewers and non-viewers it could
be found that 1.6% of the 9.4% differcautioned that a much simpler thing —
the size of the audience, as typified by
ence in buying levels could be attributed to age, and that further research,
a less complicated sounding device
including regression analysis, could
called "ratings" — ought not to be overshow that sales went up 3.6% for
looked in the process. There was uniform agreement, however, that the need
every 10 years' increase in the customfor more precise measurements of ader's age — and that the buying rate went
down 4.6% for every $1,000 of the
vertising's effectiveness is great.
Jack B. Landis, director of developcustomer's income.
mental research for J. Walter ThompAfter analyzing 11 factors in addition to that of viewing, Mr. Landis
son Co., reviewed problems and methsaid, it was found that viewing was
ods of measuring tv advertising effectiveness as one of the principals in a responsible for 6.4% of the sales among
session on mass media. In the process
viewers, while various factors not assohe cited an experiment which showed
ciated with viewing accounted for the
other 22%.
that stepping up tv usage to abnormal
L. T. Steele, senior vice president and
levels may produce abnormally good
sales results for the advertiser.
management supervisor for Benton &
In this experiment a household prodBowles, appearing as "discussant" to
uct used ( 1 ) no spot television in some
evaluate Mr. Landis' evaluation, concurred on the need for effectiveness remarkets, (2) its "normal" volume of
search but cautioned that since adverspot television in some other markets,
(3)
twice
its
"normal"
volume
in
still
tising's impact still depends to a great
other markets.
extent on the number of people who
The Results ■ Sales went up in the see it, ratings remain "vitally impormarkets where a "normal" volume of
Dr. George H. Brown, director of
spot tv was used, but slid back again
after the advertising stopped. In the the marketing research office of Ford
Motor Co., examined techniques for
double-weight markets, sales went much
higher and stayed up much longer.
comparing the advertising effectiveness
of different media. He said Ford has
"After removal of the advertising from
tant."
these markets the levels slipped slightly been
engaged in research work the results of which cannot be detailed yet
but remained quite a bit higher than in
the [other] markets," Mr. Landis re- but which shows "(1) a demonstrable
relationship between advertising and
sales and (2) no significant superiority
Another example showed the trickiported.

6 to 10 P.M. Monday through
Friday (*June ARB, 1961)

Affiliated with WSIX AM-FM Radio
Represented Nationally by:
PETERS, GRIFFIN, WOODWARD, Inc.
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ARBITRON'S DAILY CHOICES
Listed below are the highest ranking the American
Research Bureau,
television shows for each day of the These ratings are from a sample of
week Sept. 28-Oct 4. as rated by the 1,200 television homes per half hour
National Arbitron instant ratings of properly distributed across the U. S.
Date
Program and Time
Network Rating
Thur., Sept. 28
Sing Along With Mitch (10 p.m.)
NBC-TV 27.9
Fri., Sept. 29
Rawhide (7:30 p.m.)
CBS-TV 20.1
Sat., Sept. 30
Perry Mason (7:30 p.m.)
CBS-TV 25.5
Sun., Oct. 1
Bonanza (9 p.m.)
NBC-TV 28.5
Mon., Oct. 2
Andy Griffith Show (9:30 p.m.)
CBS-TV 23.8
Tue., Oct. 3
Red Skelton Show (9 p.m.)
CBS-TV 24.9
Wed., Oct. 4
Wagon Train (7:30 p.m.)
NBC-TV 27.2
Copyright 1961 American Research Bureau
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KRON-TV HAS MOST
POSITIVE IMAGE
IN SAN FRANCISCO
•Dr. Ernest Diehter. Ph.D.
Institute for Motivational Research
San Francisco Study, 1960-61 j

S.F. CHRONICLE • NBC AFFILIATE . CHANNEL 4 . PETERS. GRIFFIN, WOODWARD
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The
cost anatomy
of a tv spot campaign
DDB has bought the following 13After a three-month summer lay
weekly cost of $1,830 on WOR-TV
New York.
off, the National Federation of
week, 60-second schedules for the
federation:
Weekly
Coffee Growers of Colombia is back
Four weekly spots on WNBC-TV;
10 weekly spots on KRCA-TV; 1
in national spot tv. The federation's
cost
new campaign, which began in most
Station
weekly spot on WGN-TV; 4 weekly
perspots
week
markets Sept. 17, covers 21 stations
WMAR-TV Baltimore
(2 rotating) spots on KRON-TV;
12
WBZ-TV Boston
in 10 major U. S. and Canadian
735
6
and 4 weekly spots on WRCV-TV
WBEN-TV Buffalo
markets on a 13-week schedule endare in color. Two of the seven
5
1,428
$1,470
WGR-TV Buffalo
2
ing in December. Another station
weekly spots on WOR-TV also will
WBBM-TV Chicago
7
390
on a seven-week schedule is due to
be in color.
2,713
WGN-TV Chicago
5
be added later this month. The
Most of the schedules started on
KYW-TV Cleveland
8
1,190
WJBK-TV Detroit
campaign calls for the use of a total
1463
Sept. 17. With the exception of
1,414
1,065
t)
CKLW-TV Windsor (Detro
of 165 spots per week at an overall
400
WOR-TV the others started on Sept.
KNXT (TV) Los Angeles
2,170
expenditure of nearly $500,000.
24. In a few instances the weekly
KRCA-TV Los Angeles
10
costs of the spots given were slightly
With typical coffee-worker, Juan
WCBS-TV New York
1,500
12
WNBC-TV New York
5,045
Valdez, acting as commercial repreduced as of Oct. 1 due to adver4
WCAU-TV Philadelphia
6
resentative, the federation prepared
tiser-station arrangement.
3,810
WRCV-TV Philadelphia
6
1,580
1,333
The current campaign will lift the
nine 60-second commercials in April.
KDKA-TV Pittsburgh
14
1,574
Only two are being used in the curKR0N-TV San Francisco
6
federation's total gross time tv bill487
rent campaign. All were produced
KG0-TV San Francisco
ings to more than $1 million this year.
156
580
KPIX
(TV)
San
Francisco
11
in both back-and-white, and color,
Only
two years ago the federation
WTOP-TV Washington
285
1,704
and were filmed in the rugged mounwas
a
first-time, tentative television
WMAL-TV Washington
1
1,379
advertiser with some vague ideas on
tain coffee-growing country near
Manizales, Colombia. Six stations
how to influence consumers on the
In addition the federation has purduring the current campaign are
chased a 7-week schedule starting
fine quality of coffee Colombia proshowing the commercials in color.
Oct. 30 of 7 spots a week at a
duces. In January 1960, the federaIt marks the first time the federation
ran
a spot campaign on a 21tion has ever made use of color
week schedule in New York, and an
commercials.
extensive newspaper campaign in
nine other major markets. A survey
Theme of the campaign, which
taken after the campaign showed
again is being handled by the adthat tremendous progress had been
vertiser's agency, Doyle Dane Bernbach, is the support of the sale of
made in New York, but an only inquality coffee blends that contain
different impact had been scored in
the other markets. By the fall of
large percentages of Colombian
coffee. This advertising is done
1960, the coffee federation had become a confirmed tv advertiser,
under the generic heading of "Coffees
switching all its newspaper billings
of Colombia," and is similar to other
tv campaigns the federation and
to spot television.
DDB have conducted with awardThe federation, according to Television Bureau of Advertising figures,
winning success. But currently some
spent
a
total of $810,640 in gross
of the federation's tv advertising reflects a major departure from the
time billings — all in spot — -in 1960.
In the first six months of this year,
past. For the first time the federait spent $604,880 in spot tv billings.
tion is directing promotional support for specific brands of 100%
TvB says the federation is the fourth
Colombian coffee. Messages about
biggest association advertiser on tv,
these brands, all of which are sold
with only such giants in the field as
the National Grape Cooperative
on a local basis, are tied in as 10Assn., Pan American Coffee Bureau,
second trailers to the regular Juan
and American Gas Assn. outranking
Valdez commercials. The messages
it.
announce the availability of the
C. Jackson Shuttleworth Jr., the
specific brand and give locations
Juan Valdez is back on spot telewhere it can be purchased.
vision. The dark-eyed commercial
federation's director of advertising,
indicates that his organization is
representative of the National FedThe logistics of the federation's
current advertising schedule add up
eration of Coffee Growers of Coplanning another heavy spot camlombia will be seen in 10 major
to what might properly be called the
paign— this one for 21 weeks — beU.S. and Canadian markets.
anatomy of a spot tv campaign.
ginning January 1962.
or infirmity for any one of the limited
number of media for which we have
completed enough tests to warrant
drawing conclusions."
Arthur Hull Hayes, president of CBS
Radio, is chairman of ARF.
In the principal luncheon address
Under Secretary of Commerce Edward
Gudeman commended the advertising
42 (BROADCAST ADVERTISING)

business for its role in advancing the
national economy and called on it to
face "the obvious challenge" of stimulating even greater consumer demand.
Rep appointments...
■ WQSR Syracuse, N. Y. : Weed Radio
Corp., New York, as national repre-

sentative. Station, owned by Entertainment & Amusements of Ohio Inc.,
signed on the air Oct. 2.
■ WDRC Hartford, Conn.: John Blair
& Co., New York, as national representative.
■ WKTX Atlantic Beach, Fla.: J. D.
Whitehead & Assoc., Atlanta.
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Every
food

WD

important
chain

AY-

TV,

uses

Fargo!

These four big food chains make approximately 75% of ALL
the retail food sales in the big WDAY-TV
75% equals nearly $116,000,000 per year!

area — and that

Advertising isn't the whole answer, of course, because the Fargo
area is a fabulous one. But it is significant that the four important
food chains in the area all use WDAY-TV on a year-' round basis.
Certainly you can be sure that the biggest merchants in North
Dakota know a lot about the best media values! Ask PGW for
all the facts!

WDAY-TV
FARGO, N. D.
•
CHANNEL

6

;>
Affiliated with NBC
LfiT PETERS, GRIFFIN, WOODWARD, Inc.
Exclusive National Representatives

Jane Johnston speaks for Red Owl on
the Red Owl Theatre on WDAY-TV

Carol Olson speaks for Fairway-Super Fair
in the Phil Silvers Show on WDAY-TV

Bill Weaver speaks for Super Valu in their
very heavy spot schedule on WDAY-TV

Glen Hanson speaks for Piggly Wiggly
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on "Bold Venture" on WDAY-TV
43

ESTI MATED EXPENDITURES
July's
tv EXPENDITURES
network
billings
ESTIMATED
OF NETWORK TELEVISION
ADVERTISERS
BY PRODUCT juiy
CLASSIFICATION
Source: TvB/LNA-BAR
January-July
1 an Udl
1 1 3 r\ty-juiy
11 1 1 v
lulu
Jdll
13DU
1 QG1
jD 1
Agriculture & farming
$ 161,200
$ 5,980,655
1,472,684
$ 4,414,855
1,318,807
212,370
Apparel, footwear & accessories
Automotive, automotive accessories
30,641,724
26,522,097
& equipment
3,286,613
401,354
Beer, wine
3,613,886
4,627,132
Building materials, equipment
& fixtures
2,525,476
n1,550,794
11A 1CA
37,336
1111,652,153
rno i ri
793,604
9,114,154
Confectionery & soft drinks
428.111
Consumer services
2,142,820
3,604,219
52,151,225
47,327,416
Drugs & remedies
7,363,913
OTA flAI
842,467
Entertainment & amusement
879,902
82,632
65,332,423
79,187,446
Food & food products
10,561,028
Freight, industrial & agricultural
270,010
247,530
development
10,035,015
Gasoline, lubricants & other fuels
1,251,015
8,748,970
165,790
Horticulture
371,250
17,901,059
Household equipment & supplies
18,302,491
2,672,986
293,556
Household furnishings
2,139,093
3,499,664
14,619,003
Industrial materials
10,645,341
1,170,955
Insurance
892,221
AC A 684
A~If\
6,648,849
8,454,479
Ipw/plru nntiral floods £ rampr^s
6O 631
7 316 008
762,179
Office equipment, stationery &
writing supplies
57,188
1,474,772
1,866,420
47,963
Publishing & media
1,152,203
1,617,192
Radio, tv sets, phonographsmusical instruments, accessories
3,655,177
1,039,031
145,164
Retail or direct by mail
36,792
47,669,577
Smoking materials
44,865,471
8,098,069
49,712,364
Soaps, cleansers & polishes
39,925,448
6,600,689
167,516
1,905,306
Sporting goods & toys
1,442,792
70,891,507
Toiletries & toilet goods
64,867,095
11,927,387
765,173
Travel hotels & resorts
33,829
Miscellaneous
5,239,527
863,527
4,842,968
TOTAL
$421,974,188
$58,133,412
$392,072,191
TvAR

answers

on daytime

magazines

tv findings

Television Advertising Representatives Inc., New York, has distributed to
its stations a point-by-point rejoinder
to a Hooper survey conducted for McCalls and Ladies' Home Journal magazines which the rep firm claims discredits daytime tv as an advertising
medium.
Calling the survey "one of the sorriest examples of media research," TvAR
set out to get the record straight regarding such statements in a McCall's release as: "Daytime tv lacks appeal
among women under 50 and those in
better income households." TvAR asserted:
"The survey covered only four daytime television programs — three of
which are 'soap operas' (As the World
Turns, Guiding Light, Edge of Night
and Concentration) . Interviewing consisted of phone calls to housewives who
were questioned as to ( 1 ) which of
these four programs they watched 'last
week' and (2) how many days 'last
week' they watched these programs.
"All conclusions relating to characteristics of the daytime television audience
were based solely on the housewives
44 (BROADCAST ADVERTISING)

who watched each of these programs
every day of the week — (a group McCalls and Ladies' Home Journal refer
to as 'frequent' viewers).
On another point, that an analysis of
the kind of women who watch these
programs should have been properly
based on all viewers rather than the
group who watch five days a week,
TvAR asks: "Could it be that the use
of the total audience might have prodifferent results?"
The ducedmemo
to stations concludes
that "while there is every reason for
one medium to analyze the audience of
a competitive medium, the use of faulty research techniques and the application of results far beyond the scope of
a particular survey is inexcusable."
Food

stores say day tv

best advertising medium
Daytime television is regarded by the
nation's self-service market operators as
their most effective advertising medium,
according to the results of a study by
CBS-TV.
The study, made for CBS-TV by the
research firm of Stewart, Dougdale &
Assoc. New York, was conducted last
spring among more than 2,800 self-

TOP 15 NETWORK COMPANY ADVERTISERS
OF
Source: TvB/LNA-BAR
July
1961
$5 055 244
1. Prnrtpr ft Gamhlp
2 756 405
2 Ampriran Hnmp Prnrliirt'?
2 748 463
3 Lever Brothers
4. R. J. Reynolds
2^047755
P. Lorillard
1,884,176
6.
Colgate-Palmolive
1,798,010
1,544,339
General Foods
5.8. General Mills
1,506,867
9. General Motors
1,424,367
7. Brown & Williamson
1,374,961
11. Gillette
1,312,347
Bristol-Myers
Sterling Drug
1,302,623
10.
13.
1,149,687
12.
14. S. C. Johnson & Son
944,735
15. Miles Laboratories
1,001,968
ESTIMATED EXPENDITURES
OF
TOP 15 NETWORK BRAND ADVERTISERS
Source: TvB/LNA-BAR
July 1961
1. Crest tooth paste
2. Anacin tablets
Winston cigarettes
4. Camel cigarettes
5. Kent cigarettes
Bufferin
3. Tide
10.8.
9.
6.
7.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

Spring cigarettes
cigarettes
Salem
Viceroy cigarettes
Swan liquid detergent
Goodyear car tires
Pall Mall cigarettes
Alka-Seltzer
Chevrolet passenger cars

873,557
$978,850
779,299
767,524
725,811
644,930
582,284
542,064
500,932
480,435
466,054
462,837
438,322
434,124
420,911

service dealers in food, drug and variety
stores throughout the country. The results, incorporated into a CBS-TV presentation, are being mailed to advertisers, agencies and stations.
Dealers were asked to compare the
effectiveness of billboard, radio, women's magazines, newspapers, Sunday
supplements and daytime television in
selling to women customers. All three
dealers' groups preferred daytime tv,
with an average of 67% of the dealers
favoring that medium, followed by
newspapers, women's magazines, radio,
Sunday supplements and billboards.
Niles opens N. Y. studio
The Fred Niles Communications
Centers has announced the opening of a motion picture production
studio in New York City, the company's third film production facility in
the country. The organization, which
has other studios in Chicago and Hollywood, produces tv commercials, industrial and public relations films and
television programs.
The New York studio is at 108
West End Ave., telephone Susquehanna
7-8770. Howard Henkin, formerly a
partner in HFH Productions, is in
charge of the New York facility.
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It could be disastrous (and almost was to
WFAA's Wes Wise and Jack Renfro). "Carla"
was her name, and the courtship lasted a full
week. As Texas' worst hurricane in 60 years bore
down on the coast, WFAA's two-man team drove
from city to city for their date — determined to
rendezvous in the very "eye" of the storm. All
during this period they reported back to WFAA
listeners ... 42 reports in all. Many have called

WFAA-820
RADIO
DALLAS

it the "greatest" reporting job of the year for a
station hundreds of miles from the scene.
Another example of top reporting through electronic journalism from "Southwest Central" — the
spot on the dial where more of a highly news-conscious audience reside every day. It's just the
spot for your message, and, your PETRYMAN can
effectively slot that schedule for you.

,,=
D ALLA
WFAA
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• AM

• FM

• TV — THE

DALLAS

MORNING NEWS

IMPROVING

AGENCY-MEDIA

DEALINGS

Study shows likes, dislikes among media buyers, salesmen
on time, and creativity. Among the
Agency buyers and media salesmen
vented their likes and dislikes about
traits they liked least were "down-gradeach other — and thus produced some
ing large stations," "over-sold on tv,"
suggestions for mutual improvement of "sound and fury only," and "offering
'choice' time that isn't."
their business relationships — in a MinRadio Salesmen ■ Among radio salesneapolis-St. Paul area survey released
last week.
men the things buyers liked most inThe Twin City council of the Americluded "know the statistics," "goodcan Assn. of Advertising Agencies re- planning," "brief presentations," favorleased the findings of the study, one in
able costs, submitting availabilities on
a series planned by AAAA regional
time, and their general tendency to "accouncils. The Michigan council concept our decisions." Liked least in radio
ducted one a year ago, and results of salesmen: "fast-pitch artists," "overone from the St. Louis area may be reambition," failure to submit "facts" and,
leased soon.
at the other extreme, "vast array of raBuyers in 30 Minneapolis-St. Paul
dio data," stressing merchandising instead of media values, and failure to
agency offices rated television and radio as Nos. 3 and 4 among media whose
suggest creative buying methods.
Paul R. Phillips of Knox Reeves
salesmen they feel do "the best jobs."
Trade magazine representatives were
Adv., chairman of the Twin City council, released a list of suggestions for
rated No. 1, consumer magazine No. 2.
Television and radio salesmen were fol- improving buyer-salesmen relationships,
based on the survey results:
lowed, in the buyers' ranking, by newspapers, outdoor advertising and direct
1. "Since most media buyers prefer
mail.
calls by appointment — but since there
is an important difference of preference
Asked what they liked best about
television salesmen, the buyers included
on this point — it would seem wise for
media representatives to find out as
among their favorite traits "optimism,"
the offering of specific advertising sug- much as they can about the preferences
gestions, the submission of availabilities
of individual media buyers and to con-

NOW

TELEVISION

HOMES

. . .w
SERVED

BEST

BY

WFLA-TV

Any advertiser seeking sales in America's top markets
— must include the Tampa - St. Petersburg Metropolitan
Market — America's 28th Retail Market, which includes
Florida's largest city — Tampa !
WFLA-TV delivers the Tampa - St. Petersburg market
plus 26 other big, busy counties — a total sales market
of 425,200 TV homes* - an increase of 53,000 TV homes
in the last year !
Want top-rated availabilities on this Florida Sales
Powerhouse? See your Blair-TV man, or write us.
*ARB TV home estimates, 6/61

Ckomd

8
REPRESENTED NATIOHAUY Bf ■ BLAIR-TV
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TAMPA

■ ST. PETERSBURG

form to their preferences, in individual
cases, as much as is practicable."
2. "Because so many media representatives and agency buyers disapprove
of setting aside definite time periods for
calls without appointment (with calls
at other times by appointment only),
it would not seem best for agencies to
make use of this practice."
3. "Agency media buyers, in general,
speak favorably of media salesmen's
presentation material — but clearly there
is room
for improvement."
4. Media
salesmen should submit
condensed versions of their presentations to buyers to summarize their fullscale pitches.
5. Media salesmen would do well
to avoid "strictly comparative" presentations and concentrate on "positive
facts" about the medium they're selling,
"with or without comparative facts in6. "It would appear to be very important for media salesmen to check
cluded."
the
timing of their pitches with media
buyers more often — since so many
buyers believe that timing of presentations is often either too early or too
late. It would seem equally important
for buyers to keep the timing of sales
presentations in mind — and to avoid
putting salesmen off until it is too late
(as media representatives say the buyers
do, at least some of the time)."
7. "Since most media salesmen feel
that they do not get enough information from buyers, at least some of the
time, it would appear very important
for the buyers to make a definite point
of providing more information, to the
greatest extent possible and consistent
with objectives. This should not be too
difficult, since most agency respondents
say they are in favor of giving media
reps8. more
"Mediainformation."
buyers might well resolve
to be more receptive and attentive, more
often," to salesmen's suggestions about
markets and scheduling.
9. "Because buyers differ in their
attitudes toward long presentations,
salesmen ought to "study the personalities, preferences and problems of individual buyers as much as practical
— and perhaps to weigh the value of a
pitch that is objected to against no
pitch at all (or the postponement of the
pitch
10. until
Morea more
buyers auspicious
ought to time)."
consider
explaining to a salesman, in detail, why
a particular decision went against him.
11. Buyers were divided about 5050 on whether they object to a salesman taking his case directly to the client
when the buyer's decision has been adverse. Salesmen, therefore, "should perhaps give consideration, in individual
instances, to the attitude of the buyer
involved and the relative importance of
the12.
rebuttal
as a sales
Salesmen
fortechnique."
other media
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The

ad

agency

The average net profit
tising agencies, computed
centage of gross income,
declining over the past
hitting a bottom point of
1960 as compared with

Number of agencies represented
Rent and depreciation
Taxes (other than U. S. income)
Other operating expense
Total payroll
Payments into pension or
profit-sharing plans
Insurance for employe benefit
Total expenses
Profit before U. S.
income tax (as percentage
of
U. S. gross
incomeincome)*
taxes
Net profit (as percentage
of gross
Profit
beforeincome)*
U. S. income
tax for incorporated
agencies (as percentage
U. ofS. gross
incomeincome)*
tax for incorporated
agencies
Net profit for incorporated
agencies (as percentage of
incorporated
forme)*
profs itinco
Netgros
agencies (as percentage of
sales — i.e. billing)

profit margin
of adveras a perhas been
10 years,
3.86% in
6.17% in

squeeze

1951, as shown on this chart prepared by the American Assn. of Advertising Agencies. AAAA also added
a new set of figures, covering incorporated agencies only. An association spokesman noted that it was

Ten-Year
Recordof of
Advertising
Agencies'
Costs
(Per cent
gross
income unless
otherwise
1951
1952
1953
1954
1955
213
207
1951
188
211
197
6.03%
5.93%
5.93%
6.03%
1.45
6.09%
1.68
1.47
1.47
1.58
14.40
14.16
14.50
13.96
13.58
68.57
68.63
69.87
69.10
68.62
0.65
0.91
0.88
0.81
1.10
0.34
0.14
0.24
0.19
0.21
91.50
91.29
91.46
92.48
91.79

and
Profits
stated)
1956
213
6.32%
1.65
13.69
68.58
1.42
0.41
92.07
7.93
2.74

8.71
2.54

8.54
2.29

2.40
8.50

7.52
2.11

2.70
8.21

6.17

6.25

6.10

5.41

5.51

5.19

8.40

8.80

8.17
3.20

8.63
3.57

8.57

9.42
3.78

3.41

3.36

5.64

4.99

5.44

0.99

0.87

0.95

tending to make more use of this figure than the one for all agencies
since the latter includes proprietorships and partnerships which are not
actually comparable with corporations.

3.55

4.97

5.06

5.02

0.87

0.89

0.88

1960
1957
222
6.69%
1.71
13.92
69.86
1.31
0.42
93.1
6.09
1.98
4.11

1958
239
7.20%
1.72
14.51
70.30
0.45
1.17
95.35
4.65
1.42
3.23

2.55
6.09

4.28
1.89

3.54

2.39

0.58

0.42

1959
240
6.92%
1.91
14.14
69.18
1.27
0.52
93.94
6.06
1.79
4.27
5.94
2.17
3.77
0.67

245
2.18
7.02%
14.34
68.94
1.31
94.35
0.56
5.65
1.79
3.86
5.56
2.12
3.44
0.60

*Gross income comprises commissions, agencies' service charges, and fees.
Source: Annual studies of advertising agencies' costs and profits conducted by American Association of Advertising Agencies. Figures are avfor agencies of all sizes. Agencies included handled close to two-thirds of the billing of the entire advertising agency business in the
United erages
States.

"might profit from consideration of the
selling techniques used by trade paper
representatives," since these salesmen
were rated as "doing the best job."
13. "Since most media respondents
are in favor of entertainment by media
reps — but some are not, and some are
favorable in a qualified way — and since
the same differences of opinion appear
to exist among media salesmen also —
this appears to be an area in which consideration of individual likes and dislikes isimportant."

'World' opens campaign
on good music outlets
World, a new weekly newspaper on
the newsstands this week, starts a onemonth introductory radio promotion today (Monday) on good music stations
in seven major markets. The campaign
of some 1,300 spots will cost more than
$25,000, according to Manchester Adv.,
Washington, World's agency.
The radio campaign is experimental,
explains Harmon Elder, Manchester
vice president who is handling the
World account. Mr. Elder said good
48 (BROADCAST ADVERTISING)

music stations were selected because
they appear to be the best way to
reach "the adult listening audience," the
kind
ers. of audience World wants for readThere are no media plans beyond
November, when the radio results will
have been evaluated, but the use of
television has not been ruled out, Mr.
Elder added.
World will be sold on newsstands
and through subscriptions. At first
its sales efforts will be concentrated in
the area from Washington to Boston
and west to Chicago.
Stations being used in the radio push
are: WGMS Bethesda and WQMR Silver Spring, both Maryland (Washington
suburbs); WMCA and WQXR New
York; WPAT Paterson, N. J.; WEZE
and WXHR (FM) Boston; WDAS-FM
and WFLN-FM, both Philadelphia;
WLOA Braddock, Pa. (Pittsburgh
area), and WKJF (FM) Pittsburgh;
WNMP Evanston, 111., WJJD-FM and
WFMF (FM), both Chicago; WAQE
Towson and WAYE Dundalk, both
Maryland (Baltimore suburbs).
Most of the spots will be concen-

trated in the first two weeks, tailing off
fairly sharply during the last two, Mr.
Elder said.
Richfield to sponsor
anti-communist program
Richfield Oil Co., through Hixson
& Jorgensen, Los Angeles, on Oct. 16
will sponsor a special program that
will occupy three hours of prime evening time, 8-11 p.m., on a special west
coast network of 33 tv stations.
The program is "Hollywood's Answer to Communism," a giant outdoor
rally to be held in the Hollywood Bowl
that evening. The live telecast will be
fed to the special hookup by KTTV
(TV) Los Angeles, which itself is
broadcasting the three-hour event under
sponsorship of Schick Safety Razor Co.
through Compton Adv. Inc., Los AnSpeakers on the broadcast will include Sen. Thomas J. Dodd (D-Conn.)
geles.
of the Senate Internal Security Committee; Rep. Walter H. Judd (RMinn.); W. Cleon Skousen, former
FBI agent and author.
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WHAT

Pulse

ARE

TV

YOUR

PROSPECT

Program

. . in 55 product-use and socio-economic categories. First of three-reports-a-year due January,
based on face-to-face personal interviews in
November. You still have time to submit a question
of specific concern to you. As with all questions
asked in the Profiles, it will be answered for every
U. S. network tv program — the new, as well as
the hold-overs. Subscribers thus far include:
Young & Rubicam, Inc.; Colgate-Palmolive Company; Campbell-Ewald; William Esty Company,
Inc.; Fuller & Smith & Ross Inc.; McCannErickson Inc.; Kenyon & Eckhardt, Inc.; Sullivan,
Stauffer, Colwell & Bayles Inc.; Edward H. Weiss
& Co.; Hicks & Greist, Inc.; Curtis Publishing Co.;

Profiles

PROSPECTS?

will

tell

you.

.

Westinghouse Broadcasting Co.; Tucker Wayne &
Co.; Lawrence C. Gumbinner Advertising Agency
Inc.; John Blair & Company; The Katz Agency;
and H-R Representatives.
takra the

For full information, write, wire or
phone for a Pulse representative.
730 Fifth Avenue, New York 19, N.Y.
Phone: JUdson 6-3316

Our 20th year of face-to-face contact with America— through personal interviews in a minimum
of 2,000,000 different homes each year

"People,"
a practical
man about Madison
Avenue

once

"watch

TV

remarked,

programs,

not organizations."
We have no basic quarrel with the quotation,
but before it gets into Bartlett we'd like to
make a point or two:
Corinthian, an organization of stations in several markets, believes that its group set-up
provides impetus for the kind of local programming that ties communities to stations.
Indeed, people watch programs. Well-advised
sponsors watch ownership.
Responsibility in Broadcasting

50
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Oil company signs deal
with Angels for radio
Standard Oil Co. of California,
through BBDO, San Francisco, has
signed a two-year contract as one-third
sponsor of the play-by-play broadcasts
of the season and pre-season games of
the Los Angeles Angels on KMPC Los
Angeles and a special Angels sports
network of some 20 radio stations in
Southern California, Arizona and
Nevada. Standard Oil joins J. A.
Folger Co., through Fletcher Richards,
Calkins & Holden, San Francisco, and
Brown & Williamson (Viceroy cigarettes), through Ted Bates & Co., New
York, in equal sponsorship of the
Angels broadcast, replacing Falstaff
Brewing Co., which shared in the 1961
broadcasts.
In its arrangement with the Angels,
Standard Oil has also acquired onethird of the rights to the telecasts of
the team's games. The 1962 tv schedule is still to be determined, but it is
believed that it will follow the 1961
pattern of 26 telecasts, including 10
home games and 10 road games during the regular season and six preseason exhibition games.
The price the three Angels sponsors
paid for the rights to the play-by-play
broadcasts was not revealed but it is
understood to be in excess of $1 million overall.

Wallace A. Ross, director of the festival, announced last week.
Mr. Ross reported that a 45-minute
film presentation of the 1961 festival
award winners has been set for 32
bookings at advertising clubs throughout the country. The national convention of the Assn. of National Advertisers will feature a three-part screening of the winners.

Festival of commercials

Nestle Co., White Plains, N. Y., and
Polaroid Corp., Cambridge, Mass., will
co-sponsor the 85-minute CBS News
special Thur., Nov. 23 (10:30-11:55
a.m. EST) presenting pickups from
three Thanksgiving Day parades (New
York, Detroit, Philadelphia). Program pre-empts are / Love Lucy, Video

The American Tv Commercials
Festival will make available shortly
2,700 tv commercials in the form of
product category reels which can be
obtained for showing to advertisers and
agency creative and research staffs,

Commercials
KOTV
Tulsa
KHOU-TV
Houston
KXTV
Sacramento
WANE-TV
Fort Wayne
WISH-TV
Indianapolis
WANE-AM
Fort Wayne
WISH-AM
Indianapolis

Represented by H-R

in

Listings include new commercials being made for national or large regional radio or television campaigns. Appearing in sequence are names of advertiser, product, number, length and
type of commercial, production manager, agency with its account executive
and production manager, and approximate cost of commercial.
CBS Animations, 477 Madison Ave., NYC 22
Ludens Inc. (Fifth Avenue Candy Bar), one 30,
animation, film. Frank Schudde, prod. mgr.
Agency: J. M. Mathes Inc.; Roy Passman, a.e.
Quaker City Chocolate & Confection Co. (Good
& Plenty Candy), one 60, animation, film. Frank
Schudde, prod. mgr. Agency: Bauer & Tripp Inc.;
Elmer lasper, a.e.
Gray
NYC 17& O'Reilly Studios, 480 Lexington Ave.,

Texaco Inc., five 90s, live, film. George Livermore, prod. mgr. Agency: Cunningham & Walsh;

Business

briefly...

Bristol-Myers Inc., New York, has
bought two NBC-TV news shows,
Afternoon Report (Mon.-Fri., 4:55-5
p.m. EDT), and the new Saturday
Night Report, which begins Oct. 21
(6-6:15 p.m. EDT). Agency: Young
& Rubicam Inc., New York.
Pharmaco Inc., Kenilworth, N. J.,
maker of Feen-A-Mint laxative, is using
a 13-week spot radio campaign (began
Sept. 18). Advertiser has placed business in 70 markets — 50 of them aimed
for Negro audience. Agency: N. W.
Ayer & Son, Philadelphia.
Mennen Co., Morristown, N. J., Sunbeam Corp., Chicago, and AnheuserBusch Inc., St. Louis, have bought 23
professional basketball games on NBCTV (Saturday afternoons starting Oct.
14). Agencies: Grey Adv., New York,
Foote, Cone & Belding, New York, and
Gardner Adv., St. Louis, respectively.

production
Ed
Kogan and Video
Fred Tape,
Carney430
a.e.'s.
International
N. Camden Drive,
Beverly Hills, Calif.
Miles Laboratories Inc. (Alka Seltzer, One-ADay Vitamins), six 60s, live, tape. Richard
Rosenbloom prod. mgr. Agency: Wade Adv.;
Snowden Hunt, a.e.; Ed Pierce, prod. mgr.
MGM Telestudios Inc., 1481 Broadway, NYC
Arnold Bakeries, four 60s, one 40, live, tape.
Chuck Struthers, prod. mgr. Agency: Donahue
& Coe; Carl Rigrod, prod. mgr.
Helena Rubinstein (Bio Clear), two 60s, live,
tape. Bob Carlisle, prod. mgr. Agency: L. W.
Frohlich; Ed Rooney, prod. mgr.
Ronzoni Macaroni Co. (spaghetti), six 60s,
live, tape. Will Roth, prod. mgr. Agency: Mogul
Williams & Saylor; Jim Lichtman prod. mgr.
National Video Tape Productions Inc., 36 W.
44th St., NYC
Armstrong Cork Co. (building materials), two
60s, live, tape. A. DeCaprio, prod. mgr. Agency:
BBDO; H. Monasch, prod. mgr.
(BROADCAST ADVERTISING) 51
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'61-'62 'Yearbook' goes to
Broadcasting's restyled and
thumb-indexed 1961-62 Yearbook ■
Marketbook is in the mails this week
with first copies going to regular subscribers. This 27th consecutive issue
of the standard radio and television
reference work includes 566 pages.
Besides the thumb indexing of departments, which will greatly facilitate use of the book, larger type has
been used for the station directories
and additional information has been
added to many of the listings.
The new Yearbook ■ Marketbook
has been restyled to be published in
handy desk-top size that will make
it easier for the broadcasting executive to keep within arm's reach at
all times.
Worlds of Radio-Tv ■ Containing
more than a half-million words, the
book includes the vital economic,
technical and business facts that are
necessary to anyone working in, or
having contacts with, the worlds of
Village, and Your Surprise Package.
Agencies: McCann - Erickson, and
Doyle Dane Bernbach, respectively.
P. Lorillard Co., New York, is intro-

WAVE

-TV

28.8%

subscribers
radio and television.
The station directories include all
pertinent facts on the 5,158 am, fm
and tv stations now on the air in the
United States. Of this number 548
are commercial tv stations, 3,264 am
radio stations and 931 fm radio stations. Complete facts on radio and
television time sales, audiences and
viewing time are included.
Other Features ■ A special section
includes imposed and voluntary regulations for broadcasters. Closed circuit tv, pay tv interests and community antenna systems are listed.
The facts, figures and history of
broadcasting are dealt with in detail.
Single copies may be obtained for
$4 each as long as they last. The
Yearbook issue plus the 52 weekly
issues of Broadcasting are $11.
Orders should be sent to Broadcasting Circulation Department, 1735
DeSales St. N.W., Washington 6,
D.C. For foreign postage add $1.
ducing its new cigarette, York, imperial
size, with a "saturation" spot tv campaign and a "heavy" radio drive in
Chicago. A similar schedule will begin
in New York in mid-October. Details

viewers

more

have

TEETH

—and keep 'em sparkling with 28.8%
more tooth paste, powders and brushes!
That's because WAVE-TV has 28.8% more
viewers, from sign-on to sign-off, in any
average week. Source: N.S.I., July, 1961.
CHANNEL 3 • NBC
MAXIMUM POWER
LOUISVILLE
THE KATZ AGENCY, National Representatives
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of the buys are not available. Agency:
Lennen & Newell, New York.
Bell Telephone System will sponsor
an NBC News three-part series entitled
Crossing the Threshold, the biography
of a manned orbital flight, on NBC-TV,
starting Nov. 24 (Fri., 9-10:30 p.m.
EST). The date for the second 90minute program is Jan. 5, 1962 (Fri.,
8:30-10 p.m. EST). The third date
has not been announced. Agency:
N. W. Ayer, Philadelphia.
Also in advertising...
Relocation ■ Compton Adv., Chicago,
has moved to new offices at 1 1 1 West
Jackson Blvd., zone 4. New phone:
427-4642.
Agencies merge ■ Two Los Angeles
advertising agencies, Speer Advertising
and Mays & Co., have merged as
Speer & Mays, according to the joint
announcement of James K. Speer and
Roderick A. Mays. New agency will
be located at 1833 W. 8th St., Los
3-8300. 57. Phone number: Hubbard
Angeles
Heads task force ■ William Dozier,
vice president in charge of West Coast
activities for Screen Gems, will head a
"task force" to advise and consult with
the Advertising Council in the area of
motion picture industry relations.
New cold remedy gets
introduction via tv
A new cold remedy product — Contac
—was introduced Oct. 5 by Smith,
Kline & French Labs, Philadelphia. The
advertiser has never used network tv
but is launching the product on CBS-TV
and also in spot tv in major markets.
Described as a continuous-action cold
remedy, Contac is being marketed as the
first product of SK&F's new proprietary
distributing subsidiary, Menley & James
Labs. The account recently was assigned to Foote, Cone & Belding, New
York, which plans a national advertising campaign in both tv and print. The
product (selling at $1.49 for a package of 10 capsules) previously was
available only through prescription.
Contac's schedule on CBS-TV includes
periodic participations in CBS Reports,
Checkmate, Pete and Gladys and What's
My Line? on a continuous basis, a daytime order includes CBS-TV's / Love
Lucy, Video Village and Calendar. Intensive tv spot schedules start this week
on 50 stations in major markets.
As a major entry into the hotly competitive cold remedy field, Contac has
been FC&B's most closely-guarded secret
in recent weeks while the account group
was preparing one of the largest introductory campaigns ever conducted
for a product of this type. The account
supervisors are Augy Becker and Paul
Caravatt.
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The Cost of Freedom — One of a Series

We believe that part of the cost
of freedom is to become "knowledgeable" about Communism.
Hoiv about some facts?
First, there is
Communist Theory.
But, there is also
Communist Reality.
Not a very good match, as you
can see here.
Facts like these are being broadcast in prime time announcements on WKY Radio and Television. Facts like these give the
fact of our freedom added
meaning.

Prime Communicators to Vh Million Oklahomans

RADIO AND TELEVISION
DIAL 930 • CHANNEL 4 NBC
OKLAHOMA CITY
The WKY Television System, Inc. fg WTVT, TompaSt. Petersburg, Fla : Represented by the Katz Agency
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A maelstrom of some 150 comments,
representing over 250 parties, enveloped the FCC last week in response to
the agency's rulemaking on proposed
program reporting and logging forms.
The deadline deluge represented only
about two-thirds of the total comments
filed. Commenting last week were some
75 individual stations, two dozen group
owners, 16 trade associations and state
groups, a dozen law firms, the four
networks and other interested parties
such as religious organizations, individuals and unions.
Comments ran along two general
lines — some accusing the FCC of violating the First Amendment and Sec.
326 of the Communications Act (for-

blackjack

OTHER

SHORTCOMINGS

bidding censorship) and some making
point-by-point suggestions for further
revision of the forms.
There was virtual unanimity among
broadcast interests on certain points in
both forms which they found undesirable:
■ The FCC should be less concerned
with "counting spots" than in the ratio
of commercial to program matter.
■ There should be no distinction between commercial and sustaining programs in any category.
■ The composite week should satisfy
the FCC's need for logs; the week selected by the broadcaster is unfair and
unnecessary.
■ News copy should not be consid-

Industry spokesmen at the FCC's joint hearing with NAB
on proposed revision of program and logging-form rules
met Oct. 5 at NAB Washington headquarters to prepare
testimony. Radio witnesses (top photo, seated I to r):
Charles C. Smith, WDEC Americus, Ga.; Mrs. Charlotte H.
Brader, KOJM Havre, Mont; Grover C. Cobb, KVGB Great
Bend, Kan.; Ben Sanders, KICD Spencer, Iowa, radio
director; George C. Hatch, KALL Salt Lake City, NAB
radio board chairman; Henry H. Fletcher, KSEI Pocatello,
Idaho; Carleton D. Brown, WTVL Waterville, Me., NAB
radio director; Francis H. Brinkley, Ottaway Stations,
Endicott, N. Y.; Ben Strouse, WWDC-AM-FM Washington,
54

for

FCC?

IN PROGRAM

FORMS

recorded just because an ancopy. ered nouncer
reads it from wire service
■ Religious music should be classified as religious programming, not
entertainment.
■ Station IDs are not of sufficient duration to require logging.
■ Spots should be logged simply by
starting time and length.
NAB made a two-pronged presentation: "an examination in the abstract
of the proper range of government authority in relation to the broadcaster's
program
to achieve
"a balanceservice"
betweenandthehow
lawful
desires
of the commission for program information and the practical handicaps of

NAB radio director. Standing: Dan Shields, NAB special
tv assistant; Hollis Seavey, NAB government relations
manager; John F. Meagher, NAB radio vice president.
Television witnesses (bottom photo): Dwight W. Martin,
WAFB-TV Baton Rouge, La., NAB tv board chairman;
Ewald Kockritz, Storer Broadcasting Co.; Eugene S.
Thomas, KETV (TV) Omaha, Neb., NAB tv director; Thad
M. Sandstrom, Wl BW-AM-FM-TV Topeka, Kan.; Carroll Gray,
KWTV (TV) Oklahoma City; Willard E. Walbridge, KTRKTV Houston; NAB President LeRoy Collins; Vincent T.
Wasilewski, NAB executive vice president; Douglas A.
Anello, NAB general counsel.
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School's
and with
it Continental
Classroom
has
opened forOpdl...
its fourth year.
Continuing
the unique
vehicle
NBC established in 1958 — the first and only television educational series broadcast simultaneously across the country for
college credit — Continental Classroom, presented in color,
breaks new ground this season. Departing from its past concentration on scientific technology ("Atomic Age Physics,"
"Modern Chemistry," and "Contemporary Mathematics"), it
turns to political science with a two-semester course on "The
Structure and Function of American Government," a sprightly
and searching examination of the organization, workings and
stresses of a democratic political system. The teacher: a disBROADCASTING, October 9, 1961

tinguished scholar of government, Dr. Peter N. Odegard of the
University of California at Berkeley. A dramatically successful
experiment in educational television, Continental Classroom
fills a special niche in the roster of NBC programs, a roster
which offers a broad range of informational services — from
documentaries-in-depth on major issues and events to daily news
reports; from "David Brinkley's Journal" and Frank McGee's
"Here and Now" to "Update" and "1,2, 3, Go"; from "Meet the
Press" to "Chet Huntley Reporting"— and which enchants
millions of families through week after week with the most
diversified entertainment I
55
schedule available anywhere.
I It tiappenS On

trwho

knows

better
my
how

than

salesmen
our

schedule
WSUN

spot
on
pays

off?"

THIS IS HOW C. J. STOLL, MOBILE HOME
DEALER IN ST. PETERSBURG, FLORIDA,
AND PAST PRESIDENT OF THE NATIONAL
MOBILE HOME DEALERS ASSOCIATION,
FEELS ABOUT WSUN RADIO.
"Whenever we prepare a budget for
advertising my salesmen always remind me of the important results
delivered to us by WSUN radio
and insist that a good portion of our
advertising dollars be spent on this
station. I ask you, who knows better than my salesmen how our spot
-schedule
on WSUN
pays off?" This
is how most
local advertisers
feel
about the Suncoast's greatest coverage radio station. It will pay off for
you, too!
Ttatings vary from survey to survey;
the true yardstick is SALES! Dollar
for dollar by any survey, your best
Tampa - St. Petersburg buy
WSUN
radio 62
Tampa -St. Petersburg
Nafl. Rep: VENARD , RINTOUL & McCONNELL
S.E. Rep: JAMES S. AYERS
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the broadcaster in seeking to deliver it."
Down the Middle ■ NAB said it
holds a middle position between those
who regard the FCC as merely a traffic
regulator and those who consider the
FCC a spokesman for the public which
"owns the airwaves."
There are disturbing implications in
the FCC terminology, "balanced programming," NAB said. As long as a licensee demonstrates responsibility and
good faith, he is serving the public interest; the degree of specialization of
his programming is a matter for the
licensees' own judgment, NAB stated.
Practitioners of free speech must be
defended against subsequent punishment as well as against prior restraint,
the trade organization emphasized. It
is a hollow privilege to publish whatever one wishes if the penalty for incurring displeasure is death, the NAB
remarked. When the FCC moves from
encouragement and stimulation of program ing ingeneral to favoring or disfavoring particular programs or types,
it is overstepping its authority and interfering with the responsibility of the
licensee, the NAB said.
Among the proposed requirements
which met NAB's specific objections
was one that broadcasters describe
"outstanding or unusual" programs they
have carried. This represents an unfair
subjective evaluation, NAB said. The
association also cautioned the FCC not
to dictate commercial policy by suggesting that only a given number of
commercials are acceptable.
On logging NAB covered the virtual
gamut of specific objections, stressing
that the proposed form at present would
place "unwarranted and unnecessary
burdens" on broadcasters.
Network Objections ■ ABC suggested that the FCC is coercing broadcasters in an abuse of its licensing
power. Doctors lose none of their constitutional rights because they are licensed, ABC said, citing court precedent against prior restraint of free
speech or punitive use of licensing
ABC submitted citations of court depower.
cisions dealing with censorship. The
network presented, in essence, a rebuttal to the legal memorandum backing
the FCC's program proposals presented
by Chairman Minow at the Northwestern U. seminar (Broadcasting,
Aug. 7).
ABC said the "changed role" of radio is to integrate varying information
with music in a way which does not demand the listener's full attention. A
station carrying much talk other than
sports and news risks losing its audience— and competition is keen — ABC
stated. Therefore, it is hard to attain
"program balance" on radio, ABC said.
When the FCC asks that promises of

Star-secretary for a day
Mrs. Newton (Jo) Minow, wife
of the FCC chairman, has joined
the hundreds of Washington citizens who have become "movie
stars" for one-shot appearances in
"Advise and Consent." However,
unlike the legion of volunteers,
Mrs. Minow performed at the personal request of Otto Preminger,
producer of the movie about the
U. S. Senate.
Appearing only briefly, Mrs.
Minow will be seen as the secretary of one of the movie's stars,
Henry Fonda. She has donated
her salary as an actress to Radio
Free Europe.

balanced radio programming be
matched against performance, it is extracting a commitment from the licensee that borders on prior restraint,
ABC charged.
The network opposed the plan for
a broadcaster to submit a selected
week. It is a device which the FCC
could use to show that by its own admission astation is deficient in certain
categories. A large station could afford
to analyze all its program days to select
seven that make a good showing; a
small station could not finance such
research, ABC said.
The more program categories listed
on the FCC form, the closer the FCC
comes to telling the licensee what he
must carry, ABC argued, holding that
most licensees fear commission wrath
if they have no programming in certain
categories.
Heavy-Handed
Guidelines ■ CBS
charged that the FCC's proposed
"guidelines" for programming would
be comparable to a requirement by the
government that publications receiving
"subsidized mailing rates" devote so
much space to fiction, news, humor,
children's stories, drama, etc. Improvement is an evolutionary process that
cannot be brought about by government fiat, CBS stated.
CBS said the FCC must recognize
the profit motive as a legitimate element in the broadcaster's overall programming judgment. Critics of programming (and minority interests) are
unwilling to exercise the same selectivity among radio-tv programs that they
do in choosing movies, books, records
and friends, the network said.
CBS objected to the detail with which
questions on the program form examine programming. This amounts to
"government prediliction by particularization," or simply that it is dangerous
to answer "no" to the question "Do
BROADCASTING, October 9, 1961

GROUCHO"

6-6:30

P.M

MONDAY

THRU

NOW
FRIDAY!

Newest Addition to the WMAR-TV
"New-Season"
Line-up!
The audience leadership long established for WMAROther choice participating buys . . . "Films of the
50's," 1 1 :20 P.M., Fridays and "Big Movie of the
TV in the 6-6:30 P.M. strip is reinforced: "The Best
Week" 11:00 P.M., Saturdays following the new fullof Groucho"will become a viewing "must" in the homes
of Maryland. This time-tested comedy hit, with appeal
hour "Gunsmoke." Both feature many post '50 Firstfor all members of the family, is a natural at family
Run films! WMAR-TV IS NOW THE ONLY BALTIMORE STATION OFFERING LATE EVENING
viewing
time . . . Viewmanship at its best in the nation's
twelfth market!
FILMS NIGHTLY, MONDAY THRU SATURDAY!
ATTENTION!
WB0C-TV Channel 16
WB0C-AM 960 kc
represented by: represented by:
The Boiling Company Burn-Smith
in Salisbury, the heart of the growing Eastern Shore of Maryland, are owned and
operated by the Sunpapers of Baltimore and
WMAR-TV.
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No Wonder— In Maryland

WMAR
Channel 2 • SUNPAPERS
THE

Most People

Watch

-TV®
TELEVISION, Baltimore 3, Md.

KATZ AGENCY,
National Representatives
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Tv network

MICHIGAN'S
UPPER PENINSULA

IS EASILY AVAILABLE
NOW

The New

$100,000,000

BIG-MAC Bridge
carries thousands to the U. P. daily!

Paul Banyan Television
WT0M-TV
WPBN-TV
Cheboygan
Traverse City
One Rate Card
Covers 25 Northern Michigan Counties
INCLUDING a big chunk of -the U. P.
and parts of Canada
Offering the Only Principal
City Grade and Grade A
coverage to Traverse City,
Cheboygan, and much of Resort-Rich
Northern Michigan
Reach the MOST homes with
7000 MORE Homes Reached Than
(M-F, Noon-6 PMi
1900 MORE Homes Reached Than
(M-F, 6 PM-Mid.)
2800 MORE Homes Reached Than
.'.Sat. 6 PM-Mid.)
1900 MORE Homes Reached Than
(Sun. 6 PM-Mid.)
'ARB (March, 1960)

P B N *
Sta. B
Sta. B.
Sta. B.
Sta. B

heads

lunch with JFK at White

Three major network heads
lunched at the White House Oct. 5
with President Kennedy and Edward
R. Murrow, director of the U. S. Information Agency. They discussed
a plan Mr. Murrow has proposed to
make more effective use of media
material in the USIA program.
Attending the luncheon were William S. Paley, chairman of the board,
CBS; Robert W. Sarnoff, chairman
of the board, NBC; Leonard Goldenson, chairman of the board, ABC,
and LeRoy Collins, president of
NAB. Discussions with other media
at the White House level have been
proposed by Mr. Murrow, a former
CBS newsman.
Use of network documentary films
by the USIA was discussed. The information agency is understood to
desire the material along with the
large quantity of un-used film edited

you
carrysaid.
this type of program?" the
network
NBC Points ■ NBC, in point-by-point
comments, emphasized a belief that the
FCC's need for the information should
outweigh the burden imposed upon the
broadcaster collecting it.
The network asked the FCC not to
require a selected week in addition to
the now-required composite week. It
said NBC now sends an analysis of
program types for each network program on days of the composite week
to each of its affiliates. In the case of
a selected week, NBC said, the network
would have to be prepared to make
such an analysis of each day of the
year because affiliates would select different days.
NBC said the proposed logging requirements would tax the ability of
most station logkeepers. "Interpretive
skills and factual knowledge necessary
to make decisions interpreting intricate
and involved definitions" would be required of logkeepers who would have
to classify programs, deciding which
issues should be considered "controversial" while monitoring each proThe network suggested changes
gram.
(similar to others submitted) in classifications of programming categories,
logging procedure and treatment of
commercials on the forms. NBC said it
supports the FCC's basic approach in
the proposed forms insofar as it places
the emphasis and responsibility on the
licensee to exercise his own best judgment.

Network Representative Elisabeth Beckjorden
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Networks Maligned ■ MBS took
issue with FCC phraseology, which it

House

out of these programs, feeling much
of this edited material is of high
quality.
Network officials promised to review the Murrow proposals. They
pointed out the possibility of USIA
competition with foreign film business of the networks. USIA is believed to plan major use of the program material in remote spots. President Kennedy is represented as being opposed to imposition of economic hardship on the private broadcasting industry through USIA programming.
The three network officials issued
this joint statement after the luncheon: "We met with the President
and Mr. Murrow. Suggestions were
made as to how the networks could
cooperate with USIA. These suggestions will be given consideration."
said indicates a lack of recognition of
the affirmative contribution that network radio programming makes. MBS
deplored the emphasis on local programming. The network said it supplies news, farm, educational and cultural programs that a local station could
not afford to produce. In addition,
MBS termed the provision in the program forms for previewing network
fare "unrealistic," and asked that stations not be held accountable for the
content of network commercials.
The Washington law firm of Daly
& Ehrig delivered a protest against
the censorship aspects of the FCC proposal: "The establishment
of burning
'guides'
for programming
is worse than
the books." It charged coercion by
FCC staff members who "anxious to
please their superiors" or "overbalanced
with their own individual tastes" write
a licensee asking him to prove a certain program is in the public interest.
Even if the licensee's judgment is that
the program is worthy, he may fear a
renewal hearing that might cost thousands of dollars and will comply with
the letter-writer's wishes.
Communication attorneys Robert M.
Booth Ir. and John L. Tierney expressed satisfaction with the existing
forms. They said, "Experience has
shown that less than 5% of all renewal
applications raise any serious question
concerning program service," and suggested that the FCC ask detailed questions such as those on the proposed
forms only to those applicants whose
programming raises doubt, removing
the burden from the other 95%.
Pierson, Ball & Dowd, on behalf of
several clients, said that tests of the
BROADCASTING, October 9, 1961

Dan Ingram
Charlie Greer
3-6:15 PM
1-3 PM

Time flies. So does WABC.

Bruce Morrow
10 PM-12 Mid.

Scott Muni
7:15-10 PM

Sam Holman
Herb Oscar Anderson Fred Hall
11AM-1PM 6-10 AM
10 AM-6 PM Sun.

And so do the delighted listeners to the

Swingin' Seven from 77. Fly with us to our Fortieth Birthday
Party. Special features. Special events. Extra Special prizes and
surprises. All day. All month. And, of course, First Person News,
Your Kind of Music. All the time on the new sound of new york.
RADIO

CHANNEL
on your sound dial
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Kennedy, Murrow meet with information advisory unit
The objectives of the U. S. In- are taking in his agency's campaign
man of the board, Young & Rubicam; J. Leonard Reinsch, managing
formation Agency and their imple- to provide a worldwide information
mentation were reviewed before Presi- service showing America's day-by- director of the Cox stations; Jonathan Daniels, editor, Raleigh (N. C.)
dent John F. Kennedy Oct. 4 by the day history and bringing factual accounts of news events.
News & Observer; President KenneU. S. Advisory Commission on Infordy; Dr. Mark A. May, professor
The advisory group reviews govmation. The group met in the executive mansion.
ernment
information
activities
periemeritus,
Yale U., commission chairodically.
Edward R. Murrow, USIA direcman; Lewis W. Douglas, former ambassador to Great Britain (partly
At the meeting were (clockwise,
tor, told the commission about the
part broadcasting and other media
from left) : Sigurd S. Larmon, chair- concealed) and Mr. Murrow.
proposed logging forms at WWDC
Washington and WFBM-TV Indianapolis had shown that in a four-hour
period an employe thoroughly conversant with the forms was unable to
cope with stop-watching, program
classifying, timing and making estimates
of the amount of local news in general
news broadcasts, bulletins, etc.
Special Interest ■ Some comments
and proposals isolated certain objections to the forms:
Kansas Assn. of Broadcasters: Let
broadcasters submit a composite week
of their own choosing covering the entire license period instead of only the
last year.
Ohio Assn. of Broadcasters: FCC
should specify whether "development
and encouragement
of local
talent"
means
broadcasters must
embark
on
expensive training programs.
Meredith Broadcasting Co.: Specify
different programming forms for new
applicants and license renewals. Renewal applicants with a record of performance to stand on should not have
to make an elaborate programming
showing.
American Federation of Musicians:
Add a requirement to the program
form that all tv proposals must include
some local live musical programs.
New York Democratic State Committee: Forms should contain detailed
60 (GOVERNMENT)

listing of political programs or editorials carried and should include a
record of all candidates who have been
refused time.
Radio Press International: Remove
unfair emphasis on local news. Good
reporting requires national and international news as well and in these times
it may have a profound effect on local
affairs.
WGAU-AM-FM Athens, Ga.: The
number of commercial interruptions
should be the average rather than
maximum (which can "produce a dangerous and damaging picture, even of
a good operation").
Religious Groups ■ The Oral Roberts
Organization, an evangelist using radio
and tv, protested against the separation
of religious programs into commercial
and sustaining categories.
The National Council of Churches
of Christ praised the proposed forms
generally, suggested that sustaining and
commercial distinction be retained in
all categories.
The American Council of Christian
Churches, which represents fundamentalist Protestant sects, approved the
sustaining distinction and said that
broadcasters who only sell but will not
give religious time do so for self
enrichment instead of community
spiritual enrichment. ACCC protested

that many broadcasters discriminate in
favor of the National Council, not
realizing they are rivals. ACCC said
many sermons broadcast contain controversial political or social matter and
should be included when broadcasters
report in this category.
The Dissenters ■ Two who favored
adoption of the proposed program
forms and in fact urged that they be
more stringent were AFTRA and Philco
Broadcasting Corp. (applicant for ch. 3
Philadelphia, now used by WRCV-TV).
Philco said a selected week should
be submitted by licensees for each year
of the renewal period. It further suggested that the FCC itself classify network fare as to category instead of
leaving it to the licensee's judgment.
Philco said its suggestions will benefit
the conscientious broadcaster and disturb only those operating contrary to
the public interest.
AFTRA said the proposed forms
would serve the public interest and
community needs. The union said stations should have an obligation to explain why they reject network programs. AFTRA also said more information should be required about the
manner in which community programs
are broadcast, with specifics about
whether the programs are recorded or
live.
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Candlestick Park, home of the San Francisco Giants, opened April 12, 1960.
Constructed at a total cost of over $15,000,000, the stadium is municipally
owned. It seats 42,500 people. Photo by Moulin Studios
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deintermixture
N.Y. UHF STUDY

Uhf's most outspoken advocate on
the FCC, Commissioner Robert E. Lee,
has replied to congressional critics who
contend the commission's deintermixture plans should be delayed pending
completion of its uhf studies in New
York.
He has argued that nothing would
be gained by such a delay. The New
York tests, he said, are designed to
show how uhf works in large skyscraperstudded metropolitan centers, like New
York and Chicago, not in smaller communities throughout the country.
He expressed these views in a letter
to Rep. Oren Harris (D-Ark. ), chairman of the House Commerce Committee. Copies of the letter — which was
written Sept. 18 but did not come to
light until last week — went to all membes of the Senate and House Commerce
Committees.
Commissioner Lee's letter was aimed
at a resolution (H Res 450) introduced
by Rep. Vern Thomson (R-Wis.),
which would request the commission to
delay its plan to delete vhf channels
from eight markets until the New York
tests are completed in 1963. The resolution also accuses the FCC of being
"grossly inconsistent" in proceeding

BIGGER

Buy

[MOT INVOLVED

with its plans before knowing the results
of the uhf tests for which Congress appropriated $2 million (Broadcasting,
Sept. 4). Rep. George W. Andrews CDAla.) has introduced a similar resolution (H Res 457).
Commissioner Lee said "a fair reading" of the committee
House
Appropriations
record will
reveal that Subthe
commission has been concerned about
the efficiency of uhf transmissions in
large metropolitan areas because of a
lack of experience with low-band signals in such cities as New York and
Chicago.
The technical feasibility of uhf in
moderately-sized cities has been made
"abundantly clear" by broadcasters' experience insuch communities as Buffalo, Milwaukee, Albany, Fresno, Miami
and Pittsburgh, he said. The uhf broadcasters' problem in competing with vhf
stations, he added, is to be found in
network practices and the lack of allchannel television sets.
No Argument About uhf ■ He said
it is "a conceded fact" that uhf doesn't
cover as wide an area as vhf, adding,
"It is not the purpose of the New York
test to seek information on the range
of uhf transmissions."

than

SACRAMENTO
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IDAHO
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plus 1 1 counties in Wyoming

at lower cost per thousand

SKYLINE TV NETWORK delivers 10,100 more TV homes than the
highest rated station in Sacramento-Stockton at nearly 1 8% less cost
per 1 ,000. SKYLINE delivers 92,300* nighttime homes every quarterhour Sunday through Saturday. Non-competitive coverage. One
contract — one billing — one clearance. Over 254,480 unduplicated
sets in 5 key markets. Interconnected with CBS-TV and ABC-TV.
IDAHO -

KID-TV Idaho Falls
KLIX-TV Twin Falls
MONTANA - KXLF-TV
KFBB-TV Butle
Great Falls
KOOK-TV Billings

"Little if any information is expected
competitive."
to be obtained from the New York
tests which could be helpful in these
deintermixture proceedings," he said.
"Accordingly, it is clear that the postponement of deintermixture of these
cities to examine the New York data
would not be waranted."
Commissioner Lee's letter is the first
known reply by a member of the FCC
to the host of congressional critics who
have been attacking the FCC's deintermixture plans. The critics, all of whom
represent areas that would be affected
by the deintermixture plan, maintain
their districts are faced with the loss of
most if not all of their television service.
Hearing Planned ■ Nine bills and
resolutions have been introduced to
block or delay the FCC plans (Broadcasting, Sept. 25). The controversy is
expected to get a thorough airing soon
after Congress reconvenes in January.
Rep. Harris has promised to hold a
hearing on the deintermixture issue at
that time. Most of the opposition in Congress
has been voiced in the House. But
Senate Minority Leader Everett Dirksen (R-Ill.) is now known to oppose
the deintermixture proposal (Closed
Circuit, Oct. 2).
Meanwhile, one of the stations affected bythe proposal, WISC-TV Madison, Wis. (ch. 3), has requested the
commission to specify the criteria on
which it will consider moving the station off its vhf channel. WISC-TV said
the commission has not made this information available, and that unless it
does, the station will be deprived "of
its basic procedural rights to prepare to

l-' MONTANA

meet this grave issue."

p. : ■ „, :

Beachview says WAVY-TV
not following promises
Beachview Broadcasting Corp.
charged last week that WAVY-TV (ch.
10) Norfolk - Portsmouth - Newport
News, Va., has "willfully and repeatedly" failed to live up to its programming
proposals and asked the FCC to revoke
the station's license.
Tidewater Teleradio Inc., present licensee of WAVY-TV, won the ch. 10
grant in 1956 by a 3-2 vote over the
competing application of Beachview.
"Winning its construction permit on
BROADCASTING, October 9, 1961

- RF88-TV '
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WYOMING
TV NETWORK
P.O. Box 2191
Idaho Falls, Idaho
ARB overoge Morch. 1 961
Call Mel Wright, phone JAckson 3-4567 - TWX No. I F 1 65
or your nearest Hollingbery office or Art Moore in the Northwest
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"Our purpose," he declared, is "to
investigate the problems involved with
the installation of adequate receiving
antennas in complex terrain and to determine the relative vhf-uhf picture
quality under extremely adverse transmission conditions."
He observed
that uhf stations are
now operating in the eight cities ticketed by the FCC for deintermixture, and
said they have not only proven technically feasible but "at least moderately

The

United

Fund

of
Houston,

Texas

Salutes
Television
KHOU-TV

Stations
KPRC-TV

KTRK-TV

At 7:30 p.m. on October 3, 1961 the staff and facilities of the three Houston commercial television stations
were engaged in a simultaneous thirty minute telecast
supporting the largest United Fund Drive in Houston's
history.
The people of Houston are grateful to the owners, managers and personnel of these stations for their devoted
and effective service to the community.
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state

The petitioner also asked the FCC not
to approve the pending $4.5 million
sale of WAVY-TV to multiple station
owner and newspaper publisher Gannett
Inc. (Broadcasting, April 17). Citing
a monitoring survey of WAVY-TV
from Aug. 24-30, Beachview charged
the station's programming constitutes
a "grossly inadequate public service
performance ... at extreme variance
[with]
renewal maintained
commitments."
Beachview
that WAVYTV, which was renewed in September
1960, proposed 50.78% entertainment
originally but actually carried 89.1%
during the monitored week. The same
performance occurred, the petition
stated, on the station's composite weeks
during its four years on the air.
WAVY-TV further was accused by
Beachview of falsifying logs; chopping
off network programs for local spots;
"flagrant indifference" to the FCC's
July programming responsibility statement (Broadcasting, July 17); failure
to cooperate with local groups interested in presenting public-affairs programming, and canceling its NAB code
subscription for a "substantial period"
in order to carry spots without code
approval.
A spokesman for WAVY-TV said
that a "complete reply" to the Beachview charges will be filed proving that
there
charges.is no basis to the Beachview
Program forms to get
hearing on Capitol Hill
Broadcasters will be both dishing it
out and taking it at a hearing of a
House Small Business Subcommittee
next month. They will go on the offensive in expressing their views on
the FCC's proposed program forms,
which have aroused considerable opposition inthe industry (see story, page
54). But they will also be the object
of complaints by small advertisers who
feel some broadcasters discriminate
against them in the sale of prime time.
The hearing will be held Nov. 6 and
7 by a subcommittee headed by Rep.
Dale Alford (D-Ark.). He said the subcommittee will lookbetween
into "all
phases
of the interrelation
television
and radio advertising as it affects small
business." This, reportedly, will include an investigation of whether monopoly control of prime time is held
by large advertisers or networks.
He promised to add the programform item to the agenda at the request
of Rep. William Avery (R-Kan.), a
BROADCASTING, October 9, 1961
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Exactly the better-type feature you'd
expect WWJ-TV to come up with
for fall and winter spot advertising!
Praised in Washington as a "good"
successful action-adventure series,
and boasting a fast track record,
"Wyatt Earp" is first run off
network— slotted across the board for
maximum exposure to WWJ-TV's
big family-hour audience.
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important sales gains in the brawny
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complete details. Phone him today !
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NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES: PETERS, GRIFFIN, WOODWARD, INC.
Associate AM-FM Station WWO
Owned and Operated by The Detroit News
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subcommittee member who formerly
served on the House Commerce Committee and its Communications Subcommittee (Broadcasting, Aug. 7).
Rep. Avery said that since no other
congressional committee was looking
into the program-form controversy, the
Small Business Subcommittee should
provide a forum for broadcasters interested in presenting their views directly to Congress.
A subcommittee source said the twoday hearing would be just the beginning. Everyone with a complaint
will be invited to present it at that time,
he said. Then the subcommittee will
decide on the direction it wants to go.
Subsequent hearings may be held outside Washington, he said.
Deprived of Lifeblood ■ In announcing the hearing, Rep. Alford described
advertising as "the lifeblood of business." Therefore, he said, it's of "paramount importance" that small businessmen have access to radio and television advertising. The importance of
television, he added, is evident, since
82% of all U. S. homes have at least
one tv set.
But the subcommittee, he said, has
received complaints that radio and television stations and networks sell prime
time only to advertisers who use either
an entire network or a major portion
of it, and thus exclude small firms.
If the subcommittee finds the allegations true, Rep. Alford said, it will
"make appropriate recommendations."
The House Small Business Committee,
which is solely an investigative unit,
does not have authority to initiate legislation. But the report it makes to the
House could be referred to the House
Commerce Committee, which has jurisdiction in broadcasting matters.
Road

block to sale

of WEBR-AM-FM

removed

Stanlin Inc.'s purchase of WAMVAM-FM (now WEBR-AM-FM) East
St. Louis, 111., received approval of the
FCC last week for the second time. The
commission withdrew a July 3 order
(Broadcasting, July 10) which set the
$350,000 purchase of WAMV from
Hess-Hawkins Inc. for hearing.
The commission originally had approved the transfer June 1 without a
hearing. However, following protests
by the East St. Louis Chamber of Commerce, the mayor and other civic leaders, Stanlin's purchase of WAMV was
set for hearing. Protests were made on
the ground the new owners planned to
discard the stations' good-music format
in favor of Negro programming.
In its final order last week, the FCC
said that the objecting parties did not
respond to requests for further information and that it had been shown that
66 (GOVERNMENT)

two other stations — KADI and WEW
both St. Louis — provide good-music
programming for the area.
Stanlin principals Lawrence R. Picus
and Simpson R. Walker Jr., also own
WOBS Jacksonville, Fla.
JFK

sets

committee

on campaign costs
The high cost of presidential campaining — and that includes extensive
use of radio and television — poses a
problem that moved President John F.
Kennedy into action last week.
A nine-member Commission on Campaign Costs to study election financing
and to come up with recommendations
for better ways of financing the essential expenditures required of major
party nominees for President and Vice
President was named Oct. 4 by the
President.
Candidates must use such services
as "staff assistance, transportation and
communication facilities, radio and television time," the President said. "Under present circumstances these items
are enormously expensive, and thus the
ability of candidates to carry on campaigns is, in large measure, governed
by their success as fund raisers."
This raised the problem of how to
finance all these expenditures. Traditionally the money comes from private
funds provided by a relatively small
number of contributors, President Kennedy said. He added, "It is not healthy
for the democratic process — or for ethical standards in our government — to
keep our national candidates in this
condition of dependence. I have long
thought that we must either provide a
federal share in campaign costs, or reduce the cost of campaign services, or
both.
Fresh Look ■ "My commission will
take a fresh look at this problem and
will make such recommendations as it
deems appropriate, looking toward proposals for the next session of Congress."
Dean Alexander Heard, of the U. of
North Carolina graduate school, was
named chairman. He recently wrote a
book titled Campaign Costs.
Other members include Paul Porter,
of the law firm of Arnold, Porter &
Fortas and FCC chairman in the mid408.
Other members of the study committee are: Prof. V. O. Key, Harvard;
Dan Kimball, president of Aerojet-General Corp.; Malcolm Moos, former administrative assistant in the Eisenhower
administration and political science professor at Johns Hopkins U.; Neil Staebler, Democratic committeeman from
Michigan; Walter Thayer, president,
New York Herald-Tribune; John Vorys,
Columbus, Ohio, attorney; James Worthy, president, Republican Citizens of
Illinois.

MCA

court

decision

delayed until 1962
Opening statements were made before afederal court in Los Angeles last
week in the FCC's fight to obtain records and testimony from MCA Inc. but
procedural steps have delayed a final
decision until 1962.
Judge Leon R. Yankwich of the
U. S. District Court ordered MCA to
file a reply to the government suit by
Nov. 17 with further replies running
until Jan. 10, 1962. Through a Justice
Dept. suit, the commission is seeking
information on MCA's tv programming
operations as part of the agency's overall network investigation (Broadcasting. Oct. 2).
MCA has refused to provide the material subpoenaed and to answer questions unless the information is held
confidential. The records in question
were delivered to the court last week
pending a decision by Judge Yankwich.
The Los Angeles proceeding is one
segment of the investigation which continued with hearings in New York last
week (see page 29). With a court decision delayed, the FCC will be unable
to issue a final report in its four-yearold investigation by the target date of
Jan. 1, 1962, announced by Chairman
Newton Minow.
Commerce

advisors

plan

ad self-regulation study
Self-regulation in the advertising industry will be described in a publication
to be put out by the Dept. of Commerce, advisory
according to committee.
the department's
advertising
Cost
of preparing the information will be
born by the committee, which met Sept.
26 with department officials.
Eldridge Peterson, of Pace College,
New York, and former editor of
Printers' Ink, will conduct the study of
self-regulation. It will give information
on what advertisers are doing to create
and live up to standards set for themselves as well as group-self-regulatory
efforts, besides describing trade codes
and practices.
The committee recommended ways
to improve department publications and
displays. Next meeting will be held
Nov. 30 in Washington.
William Ruder, designee assistant secretary of commerce, said a businessman's information center will be set up
in the lobby of the department's building. It will advise visitors on governmental agencies and make appointments for them.
Frederic R. Gamble, president, American Assn. of Advertising Agencies, is
chairman of the advertising committee.
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tell FCC

COMMENTS

practice is reasonable

and necessary for continued
The three tv networks and affiliated
stations made new pleas to the FCC
Friday (Oct. 6) for the retention of
option time while KTTV (TV) Los
Angeles again urged the commission to
ban the practice and all other exclusive
arrangements as well.
Often argued in the past before many
forums, the practice of time optioning
was the subject of further comments
in the commission's reopened rulemaking. The networks again pleaded that
the time-honored custom is reasonable
and necessary for a continuation of the
present broadcast system.
A year ago the FCC ordered a cutback, effective last Jan. 1, of the time
an affiliate may option to its network
from 3 to 2V2 hours during four separate periods of the day. This action
was taken on a 4-3 vote. Last spring,
by a 5-2 vote, the commission asked
the Court of Appeals to remand the
earlier action for further consideration.
The case was in the court on the appeal
of KTTV which maintained option
time is a violation of the antitrust laws
and should be abolished entirely.
The commission then asked for further comments directed toward (a) if
time optioning, apart from whether it
is legal under the antitrust laws,
is in the public interest, and (b) if time
optioning should be found to be contrary to the public interest, what form
of rule should be promulgated to effectuate its prohibition. Reply comments
will not be accepted and oral argument
is scheduled for Nov. 3.
KTTV Solution ■ Independent KTTV
maintained the commission should not
only abolish option time but should
prohibit any station from devoting more
than 75% of its time during prime
hours to programs from a single source.
Such a rule would restore full responsibility for programming to the licensee
and would bring the benefits of free enterprise to tv by providing access to the
medium for all programming sources,
KTTV said.
"It would do this by preventing the
existing power of the network companies . . . from being employed to
compel stations to accept programs on
an exclusive dealing basis, rather than
on the basis of individual merit," the
station said. At the present time, KTTV
continued, the three-network control of
programming
is stronger and more extensive than ever.
"Mere prohibition of the option-time
practice will not reduce that control one
iota unless the commission also takes
affirmative steps to ensure some meas-

operation
ure of free choice to the licensee in its
selection of programs and some measure of competitive opportunity to nonnetwork program sources and non-netadvertisers." ■ ABC gave a deABCworkOperations
tailed explanation of each of the separate operations of a network designed
to show that option time is necessary
and tied-in to each one. Primarily, the
network made these points: (1) the network system operates in the public interest and is essential to the development, expansion and success of quality
tv, and (2) option time is the keystone
to the
survival of broadcasting as it exists today.
The network said that its annual
broadcasting expenses are substantially
over $100 million and that 3% of this
total goes into the development of new
programming. Such an investment
would not be possible without the assurance that affiliates will carry offered
programming, ABC said. All that goes
into the makeup of a vast network complex is an undeniable conclusion that
the same functions could not be undertaken by individual stations or non-network organizations, ABC maintained.
Option time was further compared
to the circulation guarantee offered by
print media and if abolished all operations of networks and advertisers in
the public interest would be crippled,
the network said. No other conclusion
can be drawn except that option time
is necessary and in the public interest
ABC said. It could think of no worthwhile substitute.
All three networks quoted from the
FCC's 1960 decision that, irrespective
of antitrust considerations, option time
is "reasonable and necessary." CBS
noted that on three separate occasions
the commission has found that optiontime practices were in the public interest.
With this in mind, CBS said that the
FCC already has answered in the affirmative its first question. "Moreover,
in the light of the existing record, any
attempt now ... to decree a total abolition of option time would be manifestly unfair and would . . . constitute a
serious abuse of the administrative
CBS also questioned the move by the
FCC to reconsider the case after a
change in the agency's personnel
(Chairman
process." Newton N. Minow has replaced Charles H. King on the FCC
since the 1960 order). "Administrative
chaos would result if a regulatory agency may properly change its definition of
BROADCASTING, October 9, 1961
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the public interest . . . each time there
is a change in agency personnel and
even though there be no change of relevant fact," CBS said. "The principle of
administrative finality should not so
lightly be overturned if the administrative agencies are to do the job for
which they were created."
The network said that the "gross unfairness" of any re-determination of
important policy questions merely because of a change in agency personnel
has been presented to the FCC and
other agencies in the past and that the
option-time reconsideration is a reversal of past decisions.
Why? Asks NBC ■ In sustaining option time, the commission went even
further than necessary, NBC said, yet
in the present case the FCC gave no
hint as to why it has decided to reopen
the case or what specific objections are
to be examined. "Thus, the proponents
of the practice are called upon to defend it without knowing the direction
of the attack," NBC said. The present
notice excludes any consideration of
the antitrust question, the main thrust
of the attack in the past, the network
pointed out.
Like CBS, NBC also questioned the
prudence of the FCC's action in stating: "The facts of this case would
seem to be unprecedented, but the most
nearly analogous authorities point out
that reconsideration and reversal under
such circumstances would be subversive of the stability of commission decisions generally and should not be
undertaken."
The Select Committee of ABC-TV
Affiliates said that a reversal of the
FCC's finding that option time is in
the public interest "cannot be supported even by rudimentary standards
of legal process or by basic principles
of equity and fairness. . . . Option time
today just as in 1959 assures the best
possible quality of programming, simultaneity of broadcast where necessary
and the continuity of programming and
revenues necessary to finance local public-service activities of the affiliates."

110 ADVERTISERS

Option time is "emphatically in the
public interest," CBS affiliated stations
told the FCC. "It is in the public interest because networking is in the public interest — indeed, weakening of tv
networking would be strongly contrary
to the public interest." CBS Affiliates
Special Committee stressed the practice
is limited in scope and carefully safeguarded against abuse.
"The commission should not even
consider its abolition without first investigating the potential harmful consequences ofpossible substitute devices
for assuring clearance of programs,"
the CBS stations said. They stated that
advocates of abolition have shown a
"curious lightheartedness" in the goal
of ending a practice upon which network operations depend. The commission certainly should not lightly undertake to ban option time "in a spirit of
experimentation."
House group recommends
'flexibility' in space
The House Science & Astronautics
Committee has recommended that the
government retain "as much policy
flexibility as possible" regarding a decision on ownership and operation of
the U.S. satellite communications system.
The committee said communications
satellite systems represent the first opportunity for commercial use of space
technology. This, the report added,
raises a number of public policy questions, some of which will require action
by Congress and all of which will require coordination by various government agencies.
The committee made no recommendation of its own regarding ownership,
but declared that in order to accord
"noncommercial public interests" maximum protection, the government
"should retain as much policy flexibility
as possible with respect to such matters as ultimate ownership and operaIt also said that the international
implications of space communications
tion."

SPONSOR

COLOR

During the '60-'61 season, 110 major advertisers
sponsored network Color Television programs. More
and more sponsors are moving up to Color. What about
you? Get the full Color picture today from: W. E. Boss,
Director, Color Television Coordination, RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA, 30 Rockefeller Plaza, New
York 20, New York, Tel: CO 5-5900
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TV

"requires an intense interest and a continuing major role on the part of the
government." And regardless of how
the question of ownership of the system
is resolved, the report said, the researchand-development phase must proceed
rapidly and should not be delayed by
disagreements over business and financial arrangements.
RKO

seeks

dismissal

of Philco's WRCV-TV bid
RKO General, applicant to buy
WRCV-AM-TV Philadelphia from
NBC, has asked the FCC to dismiss the
application of Philco Broadcasting Co.
Philco for many years has sought to
have NBC*s license for the ch. 3 facility revoked and to have it granted to
Philco.
RKO said Philco's application is now
"incomplete and defective" because it
does not reflect the proposed purchase
of the company by Ford Motor Co.
Philco was asked on an FCC questionaire May 23 if contracts pended to
change its management structure. It
answered in the negative. The proposed
Philco-Ford transaction changes this,
RKO claimed. Philco's letter to the
commission saying it intends to pursue
its application was unsworn and did not
include contracts, as specified by FCC
rules, RKO maintained (At Deadline,
Sept. 18).
WGMA

hearing rescheduled

The license renewal hearing of
WGMA Hollywood, Fla., was rescheduled for Nov. 1 3 by FCC Hearing Examiner Elizabeth C. Smith last week.
The hearing, originally scheduled for
Oct. 18, will be held in Washington
and was ordered following disclosure
of the role played by 50% owner Daniel Enright in the rigging of tv quiz
programs.
Bureau relents on KWTX-TV
The Broadcast Bureau last week went
along part of the way with a request
by KWTX-TV Waco, Tex., that the
FCC reconsider its order setting a hearing on the
application
to increasestation's
antenna height
and power
(Broadcasting, Sept. 18, 25).
The bureau agreed the change would
not create a duopoly situation between
KWTX-TV and the LB J Co.'s KTBCTV Austin, Tex., because LBJ has only
a minority interest in the Waco station
and exercises no control over it.
But the bureau felt the FCC should
explore the possibility concentration of
control and extent of signal overlap between KWTX-TV and KBTX-TV
Bryan, which is 50% owned by the
Waco station group.
BROADCASTING, October 9, 1961

ninety

month

s

of
commercials!
. . ."it's always good to see a product as well as hear about it."
We are confident, as is ^TTm Mrs. Cynthia A. Rydholm, President,
PEPSI-COLA BOTTLING V» / CO. OF AUBURN, that the 1.500 botties of Pepsi consumed gr > ite. by announcer Clif Reynolds during the
course of 1000 original H JHr commercials has contributed in a large
measure to the success story of the PEPSI-COLA BOTTLING CO. OF
AUBURN. That is why they have been a continuous advertiser over
WCSH-TV

Maine

WCSH-TV

for over 7V2 years.

Broadcasting

• Portland
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/ WLBZ-TV

• Bangor

System
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katz
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ARTISTS'

EMPLOYMENT

To be subject of inquiry
by House education group
Additional congressional interest in
job opportunities for American actors
and musicians was indicated last week
when it was learned that a House Labor
subcommittee plans to hold a hearing
on the subject in New York next month.
The House Select Subcommittee on
Education, which is headed by Rep.
Frank Thompson (D-N.J.), has scheduled a hearing Nov. 15, 16, and 17 on
the economic conditions of performing
artists, including actors, concert musicians and ballet dancers. The subcommittee has jurisdiction over cultural affairs and fine arts.
Because of the mobility of these performers, the hearing will get into the
area of television and radio, according
to a subcommittee aide. He said network representatives, as well as artists
unions, recording companies, individual
performers, producers organizations and
citizens groups, will be invited to submit their views.
According to present tentative plans,
the subcommittee will hold hearings in
Washington and San Francisco following the New York phase of the inquiry.
The subject matter overlaps to some
degree a preliminary inquiry launched
last month by Rep. John H. Dent (DPa.), chairman of the House Subcommittee on the Impact of Exports & Imports on American Employment
( Broadcasting, Sept. 11). He is concerned with the effect of "runaway"
film production on employment in
American film and television industries, and has been urged by actors and
musicians unions to hold a hearing.
Maine

special session

set for etv financing
Gov. John H. Reed of Maine plans
to call a special session of the State
Legislature to appropriate funds for a
state-wide educational tv network, he
disclosed in a telegram to the FCC.
Maine wants the FCC to reconsider
its reallocation of ch. 7 in Maine from
Calais to Bangor as a commercial outlet and wants it retained in Calais for
etv use. The FCC last week released
the governor's wire and gave interested
parties 15 days to comment.
The April shift of ch. 7 also has
been protested by the U. of Maine and
ch. 5 WABI-TV Bangor. Last summer, FCC Chairman Newton Minow
wrote Gov. Reed suggesting that the
latter go through normal channels if
he wanted commission reconsideration
of the ch. 7 assignment (Broadcasting,
July 31). At the same time ch. 7 was
72 (GOVERNMENT)

moved to Bangor, the FCC reserved ch.
10 allocations in Augusta and Presque
Isle, both Maine, for etv (Broadcasting, April 24.)
In his wire to the commission, Gov.
Reed said the special legislative session
will convene Nov. 27 and asked that
any final FCC action be withheld until
the legislature has had a chance to act.
Cp grants not automatic
when

competition

quits

The grant of a requested broadcast
facility by the FCC is not necessarily
assured when one applicant reimburses
expenses of a competing applicant in
return for the latters dismissal.
Dixie Radio Inc. learned this fact of
life last week when Hearing Examiner
Isadore A. Honig released an initial dedenying Dixie's
for a
new amcision
station
on 790 application
kc in Brunswick,
Ga. The examiner ruled that Dixie did
not show the need for a third station in
Brunswick (1950 population 17,954 and
that 11.7% of Dixie's normally protected contour would receive objectionable interference, in violation of the 10%
rule.
Two fulltime stations, WGIG and
WMOG, are now operating in Brunswick and 17 stations provide service to
the proposed Dixie coverage area.
Harry L. Bowyer Jr. also originally
was an applicant for 790 kc in Brunswick. Last March, Mr. Bowyer's application was dismissed with prejudice
(after it had been set for hearing with
Dixie) following an agreement whereby Dixie paid Mr. Bowyer $500 as
"partial reimbursement" for expenses.
Moss

information

group

praises administration
The House Freedom of Information
Subcommittee has examined the record
made thus far by the Kennedy Administration inrespecting the people's right
to know, and found it deserving of qualified praise.
In a report to the House, the subcommittee, headed by Rep. John E.
Moss (D-Calif.), said the administration has succeeded in removing many,
if not all, of the restrictions on government information "left over" from the
days of President Eisenhower.
But the report added that new information problems have developed on
the New Frontier which remain unsolved. The subcommittee said this
shows that "a thin veneer of new leadership" isnot enough to prevent some
bureaucrats from "equating secrecy with
good
The government."
President's Policy ■ The report
said the administration's record was examined in light of President Kennedy's
preelection statement that "the goal

of our government is the widest possible dissemination of information to all
the American people."
It added that "for the first time" in
the subcommittee's six years of existence, "there is a powerful new weapon"
in the fight against excessive government secrecy — a President "clearly on
record in favor of the greatest possible
flow
of government
information."
Partisan
considerations
in this assessment of a Democratic administration
by a Democratic-dominated subcommitee were seen "by two minority members, Reps. Clare E. Hoffman (RMich.) and George Meader (R-Mich.).
Rep. Hoffman said the majority appears to think "under Kennedy, the
problem of government secrecy stems
from the nature of bureaucracy, but that
under Eisenhower, it was the fault of
theAnd
President's
personalstatement
policy." Rep.
in a separate
Meader said the majority report "has
political overtones and accepts the selfserving declarations" of administration
officials. He said the subcommittee
should have examined the officials "acperformance"
determining
whethertualchannels
of in
communications
between the administration and Congress and the public are being widened.
FCC gives WHOL
short-term renewal
On the basis of a comparison of programming proposed in a 1956 application for a construction permit with the
station's actual composite week submitted in a renewal application, the FCC
last week granted WHOL Allentown,
Pa., a license renewal for only one year.
According to the commission, WHOL
proposed the following percentages in
1956 (with actual performance in parenthesis): entertainment, 72.61% (86.
66%); religious, 3.93% (1.94%); agricultural, 2.72% (none); educational,
1.51% (none); news, 10.17% (10%);
discussion, 1.41% (none); talk, 7.65%
(1.4%); live, 12.98% (1.3%), and
sustaining, 34.74% (12.1%). After receiving acommission inquiry. WHOL
amended its application in September
to reduce entertainment to 74.9% and
increase all other categories.
In a letter to the station, the FCC
said the variances in WHOL's programming "fall short of the degree of responsibility which the commission has
a right to expect of its licensees. Accordingly, the commission is unable
to find that the public interest would
be served by a grant of your application for a regular period of three
years." The station's renewal is valid
until Nov. 1, 1962.
Commissioners Rosel Hyde and T. A.
M. Craven voted for a regular threeyear renewal.
BROADCASTING, October 9, 1961

FILMS

...RECORDS..

Don't miss air-dates ! Remember : it's there in hours
...and costs you less... when you ship by Greyhound
Package Express! Even packages going hundreds
of miles can arrive the same day they're sent I
Whatever the destination of your shipment, chances
are, a Greyhound is going there anyway . . . right to
the center of town. Greyhound travels over a million
miles a day! No other public transportation goes to
so many places— so often.
You can ship anytime. Your packages go on regular
Greyhound passenger buses. Greyhound Package
Express operates twenty-four hours a day... seven
days a week. . .including tveekends and holidays.
What's more, you can send C.O.D., Collect, Prepaid
... or open a charge account.

IT'S
THERE
BROADCASTING,
October 9, 1961

IN

HOURS...

CALL
BUS

YOUR

.TA PES . ..S CR I
PTS

LOCAL

GREYHOUND

TERMINAL TODAY...OR

MAIL

THIS CONVENIENT COUPON TO:
GREYHOUND PACKAGE EXPRESS
Dept. K-8, 140 S. Dearborn St., Chicago 3, Illinois
Gentlemen: Please send us complete information on Greyhound
Package Express service ... including rates and routes. We
understand that our company assumes no cost or obligation.
NAME
TITLE
COMPANY..
ADDRESSPHONECITY
STATE..
ZONE

AND

COSTS

YOU

LESS!
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H-R
cuts
paper
work
with
SPECIAL MASTER FORMS PROVIDE FOOL-PROOF
A new system for clearing the jungle
of paper work that surrounds timebuying, described as an immense saving in
time and manpower but even more important in its reduction of error, was
announced last week by H-R Television.
The system, based on recommendations made by the management consultant firm of Booz, Allen & Hamilton
after months of study among stations
and agencies as well as at H-R (Closed
Circuit, July 31), will be offered first
to stations represented by H-R and then
will be made available to all other stations and reps who wish to use it.
One station where the system has
been tested— WMAL-TV Washington
— was said to have been enabled to reassign eight persons from typing and
other essentially clerical duties to more
important responsibilities (Broadcasting, Oct. 5, 1959). But it was emphasized that the increased efficiency in
the use of manpower, although considerable, isless significant than the
reduction of the possibility of error
through the seemingly endless copying
of essential data that is necessary under
conventional systems.
Heart of the new system, as described
by Frank E. Pellegrin, H-R executive
vice president, is (1) special translucent
forms which can be revised easily and
hence kept always up to date, and (2)
duplication equipment which can
quickly reproduce as many copies of
the master forms as station, rep or
agency may need.
H-R supplies the special forms. The
duplicating equipment is purchasable
from several sources at a price described as "roughly equivalent to the
cost of an electric typewriter."
Multi-Use ■ The style of the forms

DISNEY:
INNOVATION

"COLOR
IN HOME

system
FOR UPDATING

Here's what H-R system's new timeorder form, one of five master forms
involved, looks like. It has multiple
uses, including agency contract, traffic order, billing ledger, invoice and
certification of performance. Section

at left gives full description of the
order, one in center details the schedule ordered, one at right may be detached and sent to accounting department for its records and then
sent on to agency as invoice.

was worked out with an eye to making
each one useful in as many ways — and
to as many different departments of
stations and agencies — as possible. In
this respect they combine functions
ordinarily served by different forms.
The master time-order form, for example, serves not only as the agency
contract (sheets on which the form is
reproduced carry the standard AAAA
contract provisions on the back), but
also as traffic order, billing ledger and

invoice
(including certification of performance).

TV GREATEST
ENTERTAINMENT"

With his new TV show, "The Wonderful World of
Color," Disney, too, makes the big move to Color TV.
What about you? Get the full Color picture today from:
W. E. Boss, Director, Color Television Coordination,
RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA, 30 Rockefeller
Plaza, New York 20, New York, Tel: CO 5-5900
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new
METHOD

In addition to the basic contract form
there are four other "master" forms:
A change-order form which provides
for reporting of schedule interruptions,
cancellations and any other change in
the basic contract; a station daily program log; a comparative revenue report
form on which stations can keep track
of current sales in comparison with
those in earlier periods on almost any
basis desired, and an availabilities form
showing what adjacencies and programs
are open for sale.
The translucent material of which
these master forms are made enables
a station, for example, to erase out-ofdate information, substitute current
data or add new information — and
then, by quick duplication in the special copying equipment, have on a
moment's notice a complete, up-to-date
report which otherwise may take two
or three days to prepare.
No Hand Copying ■ By eliminating
the need for hand-copying — which in
the case of program logs, for example,
may take one typist one day a week —
the system "reduces to the lowest possible figure the possibility of making
BROADCASTING, October 9, 1961

you

get

on WBEN-TV
of quality
The background to your commercial message is important when you're doing
business in Western New York. Western New Yorkers are good spenders, dropping
over $3.5 billion into the retail tills each year — but they buy with discernment.
That's why national advertisers choose WBEN-TV to reach this rich, vital and
expanding market. They know that Western New Yorkers believe what they see
and hear on WBEN-TV. The pioneer TV station of the area, WBEN-TV has
devoted 13 years to prestige programming and dedicated public service. The
result : A quality image that reflects well on the products of our sponsors.
Get the facts from Harrington, Righter & Parsons,
National Representatives

V
T
EN
WB
The Buffalo
Evening
News
Station
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CBS in Buffalo

UNDERGROUND

Blueprint of H-R Representatives' new
system for cutting down on timebuying paper work gets the attention of
(I to r) Loretta Kealy, head of the
firm's contract department; Frank M.
Headley, H-R president; Thomas J.

McDermott, vice president in connection with radio and tv at N. W. Ayer
& Son, and Frank E. Pellegrin, H-R
executive vp. Officials said the system also has been previewed for
AAAA financial management group.

the sort of typographical error that
often takes station, rep and agency
people days or even a week to track
down and rectify," Mr. Pellegrin explained. By using forms which can
serve multiple purposes the snowstorm
of paper that flows among stations,
agencies and reps is materially reduced
— "and the paper that is necessary flows
faster," he added.
Booz, Allen & Hamilton devised the
basic forms by borrowing or adapting
"the best features" of many existing
forms and organizing them as efficiently

as possible, Mr. Pellegrin said. Thus
although no one feature is strictly
"new," the way in which the features
are combined results in forms that

NAB

roadshow

starts

NAB's annual nationwide sweep,
known historically as the "Flea Circus," starts today (Oct. 9) at the
Adolphus Hotel, Dallas. A nineman crew from the association's
Washington headquarters will tour
eight cities, holding the annual Fall
Conferences that wind up Nov. 20
(Broadcasting, Oct. 2).
The group will be reinforced Oct.
15 when Robert D. Swezey, newly
elected director of the NAB's combined radio-tv code authority, assumes his post and appears at the
76 (THE MEDIA)

themselves are "new."
H-R's contract department, currently
being expanded to handle the new system, is headed by Miss Loretta Kealy.
As one by-product of the system, H-R
said, her department will clear all
broadcast time orders on the same day
they are received. Brochures describing the system are slated to go out to
H-R stations and to agencies within the
next few days.

in Dallas today
Oct. 18 conference in Salt Lake City.
George C. Hatch, KALL Salt
Lake City, chairman of the NAB
radio board, will preside at the Dallas meeting. The 1961 program has
been tailored into one day, winding
up with a reception and without a
dinner at Dallas and following the
same routine around the circuit.
The NAB's flying squadron held
a warmup session Oct. 4 in Washington. Taking part were William L.
Walker, assistant treasurer and convention manager; John M. Couric,

STATIONS

WEAM, WGIV to set up extra
equipment for emergencies
Broadcasters have begun to dig in
for the Cold War on the theory it may
turn hot at any moment.
Two radio stations last week announced plans to duplicate transmitters
and studios in underground shelters.
WEAM Arlington, Va. (across the
Potomac River from Washington) plans
to spend an estimated $50,000 installing
a complete standby radio station underground at its 10-acre antenna site on
the Arlington-Fairfax County line.
WGIV Charlotte, N. C, plans to
commit $20,000 for putting its facilities
underground at two locations — one as
part of its new studio building, the
other in a shelter on the other side of
town.
In both cases the stations aim to
maintain broadcast operations to serve
their listeners with civil defense information, fallout data, news and other
life-saving details. Neither believes it
would operate normally during a numath. clear attack and its crises-ridden afterBoth stations plan to install hydraulic lifts to extend retractable antennas from below-ground silos. Both
shelters, of the blast-proof variety, will
be stocked with food, water and the
other necessities required to maintain
personnel
30 days. and facilities for a week to
Arlington Burial ■ WEAM's plans
started several months ago when the
management of the 5 kw, 24-hours-aday station agreed that an addition was
needed for its transmitter building. As
plans were discussed, the idea of a
shelter as part of the construction was
brought up. Owner Harold Thorns
made the final decision — to put the
entire operation underground.
Preliminary plans — now the subject
of talks with contractors and civil defense officials — call for the construe-

public relations manager; Charles
M. Stone, radio code director; Vincent T. Wasilewski, executive vice
president; NAB President LeRoy
Collins; James H. Hulbert, broadcast personnel-economics manager;
William Carlisle, station services
vice president; Edward H. Bronson,
Washington tv code director; John
L. Perry, assistant to the president.
The second meeting in the series
will be held Oct. 13 at the Hotel
Jefferson, St. Louis (see complete
schedule in Datebook, page 14).
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tion of a 600-sq.-ft., blast-proof, underat the
antenna
site. It ground
willshelter
house
a 5station's
kw transmitter
and associated equipment, studio gear,
a 50 kw generator and microwave
equipment to link the subterranean
radio station with its regular studio and
possibly with area civil defense headquarters in Washington.
The shelter will contain bunks, cots,
food and facilities (including a Geiger
counter) for a minimum of six men.
Connected to the below-earth quarters will be an adjacent 400-foot-deep
well and a water storage tank to provide an unlimited water supply, and a
large emergency fuel tank.
WEAM's planned telescopic tower
could be raised to 100-150 feet in height
and would be used if WEAM's present
four tower array should be damaged or
destroyed.
Kenneth L. Wood, WEAM's general
manager, has offered to provide at the
station's wave
owninstallation
expense between
a complete Greater
microWashington's civil defense headquarters
in Washington and the present studios
or its underground twin. WEAM's
present studios and offices are now
housed on the full basement level of a
steel and concrete office building in the
business district of Arlington. There
also are plans for installing a standby
generator at these studios, plus a stockpile of food, water, medical supplies
and other emergency items.
The main studios are now linked to
the transmitter by a leased telephone
circuit; a standby microwave link is
being installed.
Charlotte Shelters ■ The WGIV plan
is similar to that of WEAM in that
both originated with planning for new
construction. At Charlotte, it was decided to include a blast-proof shelter
underneath a new studio building to
be built — plus a second shelter in another part of the city.
Each shelter will house a 250 w
transmitter and associated equipment,
and a 3 kw or 10 kw generator (it
hasn't been decided exactly what rating
will be used yet) to be operated on
propane gas. Each shelter will be
completely equipped with food and
supplies for personnel.
Two-way communications with state
emergency defense officials would be
maintained through the use of amateur
equipment, Francis M. Fitzgerald,
president of the 1 kw Charlotte outlet,
said.
Each shelter, he said, will be
equipped with a periscope, electronic
fall-out counters, weather instruments,
all band receivers and amateur band
transmitters. All exhaust and air intakes will be filter-equipped; these will
be duplicated in case any of them are
damaged. A pressure water system will
be installed at each site outside the
BROADCASTING, October 9, 1961

This is the architect's preliminary
drawing of a portion of WEAM. It
shows the operating half of the proposed underground communications

center, including water well, fuel tank
and retractable antenna tower silo.
The Arlington Trust Bldg. is the regular home of WEAM's studios.

public water system. Each underground station will be equipped with
pumps which may be operated manually or electrically.
For one week, WGIV will have the
80-square-foot or second shelter on its
present studio grounds. One WGIV
announcer will enter the shelter Oct.
18 and live there one week. He will
perform his regular duties during this
period. WGIV is setting up a closed
circuit tv installation to permit visitors
to the WGIV studios to view the

Board. The board's regional office at
Winston-Salem, N. C, certified a vote
of 10 to 5 in favor of IBEW. The
election was conducted Sept. 19.

"guinea pig" under simulated emergency conditions.
After the week of demonstrations,
the shelter will be moved to a second
site where it will be equipped as a
standby broadcast communication center. This site will be several miles from
theBoth
permanent
site. their own
stations shelter's
are spending
money on these projects. Both have
offered to make their plans and experiences available to other broadcasters or groups.
Media reports...
Award presented ■ A New York college student has been awarded a $ 1 ,000
scholarship given to Columbia U.'s
Graduate School of Journalism by Edward P. Morgan, ABC Washington
news commentator. Mr. Morgan's gift,
which represents the $1,000 Alfred I.
du Pont Award he received in 1960
as the best commentator in broadcasting, was given to Dwight Beach of
Manhasset, N. Y.
1BEW picked ■ International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers has been
selected by production personnel, announcers and engineers of WUSN-TV
Charleston, S. C, as bargaining agent,
according to National Labor Relations

Catv system bought ■ TelePrompTer
Corp., New York, reports it has acquired the Pacific Telescription System
of Santa Cruz, Calif., a community antenna operation, for approximately
$696,000 in TPT stock. Irving B.
Kahn, president, said TelePrompTer
now has an investment of about $5
million in 1 1 systems serving 28,000
subscribers.
WEEP no more ■ WEEP Pittsburgh
last week changed its call letters to
WYRE and introduced a format featur-'
ing a new emphasis on news. The station is owned by Golden Triangle
Broadcasting and managed by Philip
B. Hirsch.
Ford grants ■ The Ford Foundation
has awarded grants to various educational institutions and groups, totaling
$432,400, to help finance the fifth year'
of a nationwide experiment, begun in
1957-58, to test and demonstrate the
effectiveness of television as a teaching
medium. It also has awarded Nebraska
U. a $17,500 grant, to help finance a
survey for the establishment of a state- .
wide educational-television network. i
KSIX rejoins CBS Radio
KSIX Corpus Christi, Tex., affiliated
with ABC Radio since 1947; and previously with CBS Radio, resumed CBS
affiliation effective Oct. 1. It is understood that ABC Radio is negotiating
for another affiliate in the market.
KSIX, a 250 w outlet on 1230 kc, is1
owned and operated by Corpus Christi
Broadcasting Co. Van M. Kennedy is
- KSIX president and general manager.
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Changing

hands

ANNOUNCED ■ The following sales of
station interests were reported last week
subject to FCC approval:
■ KFOX-AM-FM Long Beach, Calif.:
Sold by Bing Crosby, Kevin Sweeney
and the estate of Kenyon Brown to Egmont Sonderling for $1 million. Mr.
Sonderling is the owner of WOPA-AMFM Oak Park, 111:; KDIA Oakland.
Calif., and WDIA Memphis, Tenn. No
change in personnel is contemplated.
KFOX operates fulltime with 1 kw on
1280 kc; KFOX-FM is on 102.3 mc
wiht 1 kw. Broker was Blackburn & Co.
■ KBIF Fresno, Calif.: Sold by Ethan
Bernstein and associates to Norwood J.
Patterson for approximately $250,000.
Mr. Patterson owns KICU-TV Visalia,
Calif., and KSAN San Francisco. KBIF
operates daytime only on 900 kc with
1 kw.
■ KTIX Seattle, Wash.: Sold by Hugh
Ben LaRue and associates to William E.
Boeing Jr. for $247,500. Mr. Boeing
owns KIDO Boise, Idaho, and KPAMAM-FM Portland, Ore. The station
operates with 5 kw daytime only on
1590 kc. Broker was Edwin Tornberg
& Co.

4

Outstanding
Broadcast

■ KPIG Cedar Rapids, Iowa: Sold by
John C. Kelly and associates to Black
Hawk Broadcasting Co. for $195,000
plus $17,500 for a seven year consultancy contract and agreement not to
compete. Black Hawk owns KWWLAM-TV Waterloo, Iowa, and KAUS
and KMMT-TV Austin, Minn. Ralph
J. McElroy is president of Black Hawk.
KPIG is fulltime 250 w on 1450 kc.
■ WMRC Milford, Mass.: Sold by Edward I. Cetlin and associates to Daniel
B. Ruggles III and group for $75,000.
Mr. Ruggles owns WSKI Barre-Montpelier, Vt. Associated with Mr. Ruggles
in the Milford purchase is Lawrence
Shane, also associated with Mr. Ruggles
in WSKI. Mr. Cetlin is a principal
owner of WHAV-AM-FM Haverhill,
Mass. WMRC operates on 1490 kc
with 250 w fulltime. The WMRC sale
was handled by R. C. Crisler & Co.
APPROVED ■ The following transfers
of station interests were among those
approved by the FCC last week {for
other commission activities see For
The Record, page 102).
■ KQBY-AM-FM San Francisco, Calif. :
Granted sale by Sherwood R. Gordon to
Atlass Broadcasting Co. for $720,000.
Atlass is principally owned by Frank
Atlass and wife Patricia; Mr. Atlass,

Exclusive

Properties

This is a 24-hour operation in one of
the country's top metropolitan markets.
An outstanding property and in the
black. $65,000 down and terms.
An excellent daytime facility with exceptional real estate. A single station
market and growing rapidly. 29% down
and balance over 5 years.
This is a fulltime facility that needs an
owner-operator. The market is a wholesale and shipping center. Station owns
real estate. 29% down and balance over
5 years.

SOUTH

$265,000
FLORIDA
$135,000
ROCKY MOUNTAINS

$55,000

BLACKBURN
& Company, Inc.
RADIO • TV • NEWSPAPER BROKERS
NEGOTIATIONS • FINANCING • APPRAISALS
WEST COAST
ATLANTA
WASHINGTON, D. C. MIDWEST
Colin M. Selph
Clifford B. Marshall
H. W. Cassill
lames W. Blackburn
Calif. Bank Bldg.
Stanley Whitaker
William B. Ryan
lack V. Harvey
9441 Wilshire Blvd.
333 N. Michigan Ave. Robert M. Baird
Joseph M. Sitrick
John
C.
Williams
RCA Building
Beverly Hills, Calif.
Chicago, Illinois
CRestview 4-2770
Financial 6-6460
FEderal 3-9270
(Ackson 5-1576
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formerly with WIND Chicago, is head
of Atlass Productions, Beverly Hills,
Calif. In making the grant, the commission dismissed a petition by the National Assn. of Broadcast Employes &
Technicians (AFL-CIO) and its Local
No. 5 1 to deny the applications because
of displacement of personnel. The FCC
said that although it failed to find that
NABET had standing to oppose the
sale, it considered the allegations and
determined that the alleged dealings
with the union involve business management and policy, not within the supervision of the commission. FCC Chairman Newton N. Minow and Commissioner Robert T. Bartley dissented.
■ WXXX Hattiesburg, Miss.: Granted
sale from David Matison and associates
to Broadcast Development Co. for $ 100,000. Broadcast Development is headed
by George
P. Mooney.
ers have interests
in WKGNIts stockholdKnoxville,
WDXI-AM-TV Jackson and WDXN
Clarksville, all Tennessee, and WBSR
Pensacola, Fla. FCC Chairman Newton
N. Minow and Commissioner Robert
T. Bartley dissented. The commission
by letter, with Commissioners Rosel H.
Hyde and T. A. M. Craven dissenting,
told both the buyer and the seller that
the grant of the renewal and of the
assignment should not be considered as
an indication that the commission is
satisfied with the reasons advanced by
the licensee for not programming the
station in accordance with previous proposals. These were made in the application for construction permit granted
in 1957, the FCC letter points out, and
in the renewal application granted in
1958. Last week's approvals were made,
the FCC said, on the basis of proposals
by the buyer.
■ WOGA Chattanooga, Tenn. : Granted
sale by C. R. Rader and associates to
Dick Broadcasting Co. (James A. Dick)
for $90,000. Dick Broadcasting owns
WQOK Greenville, S. C, and WIVK
Knoxville, Tenn. The grant included a
renewal of license for WOGA. FCC
Chairman Newton N. Minow and Commissioner Robert T. Bartley dissented,
with the latter issuing a statement questioning the amount of commercialization proposed, and the possibility of
concentration because of the buyer's
other stations. In referring to the statement that the commercial ratio is necessary to put WOGA on a sound finanicial
basis,
Bartley
stated:
"To
me thisCommissioner
raises substantial
public
interest
questions as to ( 1 ) whether the assignee
is financially qualified to operate the
station in the public interest, or (2)
whether there is sufficient need for the
station to justify its continued use of
a valuable frequency." He favored the
holding of a hearing to resolve these
questions.
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Unions drop opposition
to Rochester tv sale
The way has been cleared for consum ation ofthe $6.5 million Rochester, N.Y., tv stations transfer — held up
for the last two months because of
union objections.
Settlement of the dispute was announced Sept. 29 when the National
Assn. of Broadcast Employes & Technicians (NABET) and the American
Federation of Television & Radio Artists told the FCC their dispute with
the Rochester tv stations had been
settled. The information was contained
in the notice withdrawing the union's
petitions for reconsideration of the
FCC's August action approving the sales
(Broadcasting, Aug. 7).
In the triple transaction, ch. 5
WROC-TV Rochester is being sold to
ch. 10 share-timers WVET-TV and
WHEC-TV also in Rochester. At the
close of the three-step transaction,
WVET-TV will operate on ch. 5 and
WHEC-TV, also in Rochester. At the
see on ch. 10.
The crux of the union's complaints
was that 48 WROC-TV employes (37
technicians and 1 1 announcers) were
not taken care of in the arrangements.
The solution, agreed to last month, is to
integrate the WROC-TV employes into WVET-TV and WHEC-TV ranks on
the basis of seniority.
In a corollary move, WVET-TV acquired the facilities of WROC-FM
Rochester for $48,700 and an agreement that Transcontinent Television
Corp. will not compete in the Rochester
area for five years. The FCC approved
the transaction on Oct. 4.
AFTRA,

KMPC

sign

new three-year pact
The American Federation of Television &Radio Artists has signed a new
three-year contract with KMPC Los
Angeles calling for a base wage for announcers of $187.50 the first year,
$197.50 the second and $205 the third,
retroactive to May 1, 1961. Claude
McCue, executive secretary of the
AFTRA Los Angeles local, said that
the KMPC contract is the tenth to be
signed with independent radio stations
in the Los Angeles area since July 11,
when the union called a strike against
KFWB Los Angeles that is still in
progress.
An action committee, elected at a
Sept. 21 meeting of some 20 unions
in an effort to bring an end to the
strike, called on KFWB to resume negotiations, arequest which Mr. McCue
said he was informed had been taken
under advisement by the station. The
inter-union action committee's members are: Syd Rose, NABET, chairman;
BROADCASTING, October 9, 1961

'Bus Stop' starts, stops,
starts again in Asheville
ABC-TV's new Bus Stop hit a road
block in Asheville, N. C, last week but
WLOS-TV, affiliate in the AshevilleGreenville-Spartanburg area, found a
solution after cancelling the program.
Early in the week WLOS-TV announced it was dropping the Sunday
evening ABC-TV program on the
ground it was "too adult" and contained profanity at children's viewing
time (9-10 p.m.). Theodore A. Eiland,
vice president-general manager, wired
the network he felt that "to continue
carrying a program of questionable
moral integrity would jeopardize the acceptance in our area of WLOS-TV and

Andrew Draghi, IBEW; John Tranchitella, AFM; Douglas Smith, SAG;
Ralph Clare, Studio Transport Drivers.
Of these, only IBEW has members employed at KFWB and they are still at
work there, despite the AFTRA picket
line around the station.
AFTRA's board last week approved
plains for a benefit show and dance to
be held Nov. 2 at the Hollywood
Palladium, the proceeds to go to the
strike benefit fund.
Idaho broadcasters

call

FCC proposal 'a burden'
The FCC's proposed logging and programming forms will load stations with
"a tremendous burden" and will not
provide information necessary to enforcement of the Communications Act,
the Idaho Broadcasters Assn. board decided at a Sept. 26 meeting held at
Boise. Edward M. Brainard, KORT
Grangeville, IBA secretary, was directed
to inform the FCC of the association's
stand.
IBA's board decided to participate in
two public service campaigns — the state
highway traffic safety drive and the Religion in American Life program to encourage church attendance. Duane
Wolfe, KCID Caldwell, presided at the
board meeting as association president.

FREE!

STATION
"YOUR

He said he felt the networks, especially ABC-TV, do a good job of handling
ABC-TV."
the problem of providing programs acceptable simultaneously to viewers in
any
part
of the
nation.
ABC-TV
had
no comment
on the
Asheville
decision.
Last Thursday Mr. Eiland said he
would reinstate Bus Stop, switching it
to 10-11 p.m. and moving Adventures
in Paradise to 9-10 p.m. He feels the
later hour for Bus Stop will solve the
problem. Unsolicited viewer comments
on the initial cancellation were numerous, Mr. Eiland said.

OWNERS

STATION

ONLY

I!

PROFILE"

An attractive pocket-size folder that enables you to record in one place all of the
pertinent data you need to refer to covering both your radio or television station and
market.
It contains places to note Service Contracts, Major Equipment, Rating Info, Station
Real Estate, Market Data — and there's even a spot for remarks concerning your competition. All condensed in a one-fold pocket piece that you can always have on hand for easy
reference use.
Copies will be mailed on request — free of charge — to bona fide radio and television
station owners only. Or you can obtain one from a Hamilton-Landis representative personal y ifyou are planning to attend any one of the NAB District Meetings.
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Ray V. Hamilton
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WESTERN

ELECTRIC

AND

"SNOW WHITES" are girls at Western Electrics new Kansas City Works who work in super-clean conditions
to produce miniature electronic products for the Bell Telephone System to the most exacting specifications. The
girls you see are assembling mounts for electron tubes which will be used in Bell System telephone amplifiers.

KANSAS

CITY

Known as the "Gateway to the Southwest" — fast-growing Kansas City offered
an ideal location for Western Electric's new manufacturing plant, where electronic
parts and equipment are now being manufactured for the Bell Telephone System.
An electronically-triggered dynamite explosion signalled the start
of construction on April 28th, 1960, at the 340-acre site in Lee's
Summit, just outside Kansas City, Missouri.
Eventually, there will be some 5000 employees at the new plant,
receiving an estimated payroll of $25 million annually — all playing important roles in the production of a wide variety of communications products for the Bell Telephone System. These include transistors, electronic tubes, switchboard lamps, and complex
carrier equipment capable of transmitting a TV program and
hundreds of telephone calls over a single channel.
Western Electric has been warmly welcomed by our neighbors
in the Kansas City area. In return, it's our hope that the new jobs
we are creating here, the resulting new business for local merchants and suppliers, and the taxes we pay will contribute to the
future progress of this vital area.

A WARM WELCOME was expressed by Roy
Roberts, President and General Manager of the
Kansas
CitytoStar,
said, "Kansas
are
delighted
havewhen
W.E.he expand
their Citians
operations
here. Western's employees are already proving
that they're good citizens as well as good workers."

Besides Kansas City, Western Electric has 1 2 other principal manufacturing locations, where we make hundreds of different products
for the Bell System and for the Government, mainly for defense.
Last year we purchased over a billion dollars' worth of raw materials, products and services from our nearly 40,000 suppliers located
in every State of the Union. Of these, 90% are "small businesses."
The things we make and buy are distributed to the Bell Telephone
companies through Western Electric distribution centers in 33 cities.

MANUFACTURING AND SUPPLY

UNIT OF THE BELL SYSTEM

j OVER 30 ACRES of well-organized working areas are housed in three
buildings
at Western
Electric's new
The forbuilding
in the center
is for administration
and Kansas
service City
— the Works.
other two
manufacturing electronic communications equipment for the Bell System.

AUTOMATIC FEATURES of a copper coating
machine are pointed out by John Hoover, Vice
President of the Summit Engineering Co., to L. G.
Swenson, a visiting W.E. buyer. Summit is one of
many local businesses that supply parts, tools, and
machinery to the Kansas City manufacturing plant.

ON STAGE at Kansas City's Starlight Theatre are
Western Electric training leader Lou Wells and his
family. Lou, like many other employees at W.E., is
active in community life. Above, set and lighting
designer Phillipe de Rosier explains his work to the
Wellses— Lou, wife Flo, Susan, Randy, and Debbie.

MACFADDEN

FINANCES

Proposed merger with Bartell
explained in filing at SEC
Macfadden Publications, which intends to merge with Bartell Broadcasting Corp., last week filed with the Securities & Exchange Commission to
register $5.3 million in debentures due
in 1971 and some 200,000 shares of
common stock. The interest rate on
the debentures will be supplied by
amendment.
Macfadden publishes pulp and slick
magazines and pocket books and recently acquired Process Lithographers
Inc. If the FCC approves its merger
with Bartell, the broadcasting firm will
be entitled to vote slightly more than
50% of the capital stock of the company for a period of five years. Gerald
A. Bartell will be president and board
chairman.
Bartell stations are WOKY Milwaukee, WADO New York, KYA San
Francisco and KCBQ San Francisco.
The broadcasting company showed
an income of $2,476,935 for the year
ended June 30, 1961, as against $3,139,300 the prior fiscal year. Its operating loss was $613,085 for 1961 but
the company showed a net profit of
$338,031 because of the $l-millionplus sale of WAKE Atlanta and WYDE
Birmingham, Ala. In the 1960 period,
the operating loss was $288,609 and
the net loss $262,795. Bartell attributed
the 1961 operating loss to a decline of
advertising revenue during the period
it changed the format of WADO to
Italian, Spanish and Negro specialty
programming and to "a general business recession affecting advertising revenue."
The registration statement revealed
that the purchasers of WAKE and
WYDE (a group headed by Ira Herbert
and Bernice Judis) have brought suit
for $650,000 in the New York Supreme
Court against the Bartell brothers for
"alleged misrepresentation and material
nondisclosures in connection with certain financial data relative to the sold
stations that allegedly were furnished
to the plaintiffs."
Pay-Tv Interests ■ On March 30
Macfadden bought 5% of Teleglobe
Pay-Tv System Inc. for $50,000. The
system proposes to send separate audio
and video signals (unscrambled), the
former to be transmitted from the tv
station over telephone-type wires directly to subscribers' homes. The system
is as yet untested but the tentative test
market is Denver. Demonstrations of
the system are planned for Curacao
and the Netherlands Antilles.
Macfadden has agreed to advance
Teleglobe $50,000 to prepare for its
test. If the FCC approves a full-scale
82 (THE MEDIA)

New officers were installed Sept. 30
at the windup of the Radio-Television
News Directors meeting in Washington. Seated (I to r): William G. Garry,
WBBM-TV Chicago, first vice president; Richard Cheverton, WOOD-AM-

TV Washington, president; Bert Cannings, CFCF Montreal, tv vice president. Standing: Ed Ryan, WTOP-AMTV Washington, radio vice president;
Lee F. White, KROS Clinton, Iowa,
treasurer.

test, Macfadden will put up another
$300,000. Teleglobe, in exchange for
granting Macfadden an exclusive 49year franchise, will receive one-third
of the stock of a corporation Macfadden will form to finance the pay-tv
venture as well as 5% of gross receipts
in royalties subject to annual minimum
royalty of $25,000 commencing the
second year after the FCC approves.
On Sept. 29 Macfadden purchased an
additional 5% of Teleglobe for $50,000
with an option to buy 20% more on
a rising scale for each year of the threeyear option.
Three of the four Bartell brothers
are officers of Macfadden: Gerald A.,
president and board chairman at an
annual salary of $65,000 in addition to
benefits and stock options; Lee B., secretary-treasurer ($45,000 salary); Melvin Bartell, a director. Rosa Bartell
Evans, their sister, and her husband
are also directors. The Bartell family
will own 37.6% of Macfadden Publications when the stock issue takes effect.
David B. Bartell owns stock but is not
an officer or director.

Murrow calls for
mature news judgment

Minow asked to get in swim
FCC Chairman Newton Minow was
invited Oct. 5 by the Georgia Assn. of
Broadcasters to "roll up his sleeves"
and engage in a grass-roots inspection
of broadcasting
stations.
GAB'sWGAU
president, H. Randolph
Holder,
Athens, wrote Chairman Minow to invite him to Georgia for a personal inspection and observation tour of
Georgia stations at work. Chairman
Minow has praised the recent Southeast Radio-Tv Seminar held Sept. 15
at Atlanta (Broadcasting, Sept. 18).

Edward R. Murrow, U. S. Information Agency director and former CBS
newsman, had some somber advice for
his former colleagues at the closing session of the Radio-Television News Directors Assn. meeting held Sept. 27-30
in Washington (Broadcasting, Oct. 2).
Speaking at the Sept. 30 dinner he
warned RTNDA that in the coming
months the United States is approaching a time when its fortitude and steadiness "will be tested as never before."
He told his listeners they must have
more information about government
policy bility
andthat purpose,
rests upon"foryouthe isresponsigreater
than that which has burdened communicators at any time in the long history
of communications." The speed of
radio and television communications,
he added, "represents a hazard and puts
a premium upon restraint, coolness and
mature judgment."
The gerous
coming
months will
be ' danand nerve-racking,
he said,
yet
events will be covered by newsmen with
a freedom of expression "that is known
in He
no other
told country."
his listeners the relative
youth of their media is no excuse for
their shortcomings — an excuse he said
he felt has been given too frequently.
"You have the power and therefore
you have the responsibility," he said.
He said he wasn't pleading for conformity or uncritical acceptance of administration policies. "But I do suggest
that there isn't going to be any need
in the coming months for anyone to
hop-up his copy or to exaggerate the
importance of events," he said.
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Dolph

'optimistic'

about NFL '62 pact
A CBS-TV spokesman said last week
he believes a new package television
contract can be negotiated with the National Football League for the 1962
season.
Jack Dolph, sports director for the
network, made the statement following
President Kennedy's action in signing
into law a bill permitting professional
sports leagues to enter into pooled television arrangements with the networks.
The new law is a direct result of a
federal court's action last July in voiding an NFL-CBS-TV contract as a violation of the antitrust laws (Broadcasting, July 24). Under the pact, CBS
would have televised all of the league's
games this season and next, paying each
team about $660,000.
Mr. Dolph said that contract was invalidated bythe court, but added he is
"optimistic" about the possibility a new
arrangement can be reached with the
league for next season. This season's
NFL games are being televised under
provisions of 1960 contracts. CBS is
televising the games of 1 1 of the teams,
NBC two, and Sports Network one.
Congress passed the new sports bill,
which exempts sports package tv contracts from the antitrust laws, largely

KLZ

radio

at the urging of the NFL. The league
argued that if such arrangements are
not permitted, the networks would not
purchase the television rights of the
weaker teams.
This, the league said, would deprive
many fans of the opportunity of watching their home teams' road games,
weaken the clubs' financial positions,
and endanger the existence of the league
itself.
KOLN-TV

adds

satellite

in Grand Island, Neb.
KGIN-TV Grand Island, Neb., went
on the air Oct. 1 as a satellite of KOLNTV Lincoln, Neb. The new station will
pick up the KOLN-TV signal via a
two-leg microwave hop and re-transmit
the programs over ch. 11. The new station is licensed to Cornhusker Television Corp., subsidiary of the Fetzer
Stations. It is a CBS affiliate.
A. James Ebel, vice president and
general manager of KOLN-TV, will
assume similar positions at KGIN-TV
in addition to his current responsibilities. Bob Schnuelle will be the operations manager.
Fetzer Stations are WKZO-AM-TV
Kalamazoo, WJEF-AM-FM Grand
Rapids, WWTV (TV) Cadillac, all
Michigan, and KOLN-TV.

a

KXTV

asks

NLRB

ballot

in dispute with NABET
KXTV (TV) Sacramento, Calif., a
Corinthian station, has petitioned the
National Labor Relations Board office
at San Francisco for an election to determine the status of union representation at the station. The station has
challenged the National Assn. of Broadcast Employes & Technicians to show
it is entitled to represent any KXTV
employes. NABET members struck
Sept. 26, 1960, at KXTV. During the
past year NLRB twice has denied the
union's charges of unfair practices.
NLRB has ordered an election at
KOIL Omaha for employes who appear
before the microphone, including announcer-technicians, tovote on representation by the American Federation
of Television & Radio Artists.
NLRB granted a CBS Inc. request
to withdraw a complaint against the
International Brotherhood of Electrical
Workers. The complaint was dismissed
after the U. S. Supreme Court ruled
the NLRB Act requires the board to
decide jurisdictional disputes on their
merits.
NLRB certified an election in which
employes of WISN-TV Milwaukee
voted 9 to 1 for representation by
AFTRA.

STATION?

FORMULA

SURE
. KLZ has a formula that will deliver a punch that will make your
sales campaign a champion! Plenty of roadwark with the best music ... a
left hook with top CBS presentations . . . solid footwork with national and
local news coverage . . . and that right uppercut that means a knockout . .
Salesmanship! If your sales picture is on the ropes . . . challenge KLZ's
"Party Line" with Starr Yelland, who is known and respected by
thousands of listeners in the KLZ area as "Mr. Radio" himself. His
"Party Line" show, heard from 8:05 to 9:00 pm nightly, is an audience
participation presentation with both Starr's and his caller's voice
going out over the air. j*MM*"iiftiiii'iihr

Advertisers have found that when Starr Yelland recommends a
product, sales increase! So . . . let Starr Yelland get in the ring for
you with his sounding board of public opinion show . . . "Party
Line" ... on KLZ Radio.
KLZ

Represented by Katz Agency
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COMMUNITY

PROJECT

WJZ-TV program to stir
interest in local problems
Over 500 civic and political leaders
took part Oct. 2 in the opening of a
media-community campaign to modernize the facilities and government of the
Baltimore metropolitan area. The conference was held at Johns Hopkins U.
under auspices of WJZ-TV Baltimore
and the Greater Baltimore Committee.
Focal Point, a bi- weekly tv series designed to stir local interest in community problems starts Oct. 12, 8-8:30 p.m.
Community viewer groups will observe
the program, hold discussions of the
issues and then communicate their conclusions, questions and comments to
those involved in the metropolitan development project. By this means the
Westinghouse Broadcasting Co. station
expects to demonstrate how public affairs broadcasting can provide measurable results.
Donald H. McGannon, WBC president, told the conference WJZ-TV hopes
to involve "the largest possible segment
of our population in the problems that
concern them as people and the city
and other governmental subdivisions."
He said the challenge is "to shorten the
distance and the time lag between the
recognition of the problems and their
solution."
mass
media Hetheadded
chancethetoproject
inform gives
and
stimulate people to action .
FCC Commissioner Frederick W.
Ford emphasized the role of radio and
tv in the undertaking. "Electronic journalism will be of great assistance," he
said, adding that "other mass media
have not paid much attention to this
project." He recalled the FCC has been
placing strong emphasis on public-affairs programming. Baltimore newspapers have practically ignored this community-wide effort to modernize the
metropolitan area.
Mr. McGannon invited all media —
radio, television, newspapers, magazines

COLOR
63%

Five-hundred participants in the WJZTV Baltimore media-community project were fed in three huge tents despite rain. At entrance to tents on
Johns Hopkins U. campus were these
panelists and speakers (I to r): Robert
B. Hobbs, chairman, Greater Baltimore Committee; J. Harold Grady,
— to join the campaign. He said, "There
is no room for competitive attitudes
when dealing in the public interest."
Speakers at the conference included
Sam Levenson, comedian; Dr. Robert
C. Weaver, administrator of the Federal
Housing & Home Finance Agency; Allan A. Lamport, former mayor of Toronto, Ont, where a metropolitan government system is operating; J. Harold
Grady, Baltimore mayor; John H. Muller, vice president of Equitable Life
Assurance Society, and representatives
of community and civic interests. WJZTV broadcast segments of the conference as did WITH-FM Baltimore, and
WASH (FM) Washington.
Storer to retire shares
Storer Broadcasting Co. announced
last week it has concluded negotiations
to purchase 37,500 shares of Storer
Class B common stock from the estate
of the late J. Harold Ryan, senior vice

PROGRAMMING

AHEAD

OF

LAST

YEAR!

This year, there'll be 655 more hours of Color programming than last year. The big move to Color TV is
on. Get the full Color picture today from: W. E. Boss,
Director, Color Television Coordination, RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA, 30 Rockefeller Plaza, New
York 20, New York, Tel: CO 5-5900
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Baltimore mayor; Donald H. McGannon, president, Westinghouse Broadcasting Co.; Sen. Harrison A. Williams
Jr. (D-NJ.); Sam Levenson, comedian;
Christian H. Kahl, county executive,
Baltimore county; Frank W. Wilde,
president, board of commissioners,
Anne Arundel County.
president and director of the company,
who died June 6. The company said
it intends to hold the shares, amounting to about 1.5% of outstanding stock,
in its treasury. The price paid for
these shares was not available.
Niven says 98 colleges
offer radio-tv courses
Courses in radio-tv leading to one or
more degrees, were offered by 98 colleges and universities for 1960-61, according to the sixth annual report by
Harold Niven, U. of Washington communications school.
The survey showed that another 72
schools offer work in broadcasting but
without a degree program. One school
offers only a masters degree.
Mr. Niven found that in the 97
schools which offered an undergraduate degree, 2,618 junior and senior
students majored in broadcasting, 391
fewer than reported the year before. A
total of 50 schools had 489 students
who studied for a master's degree, 67
more than a year ago. There were 121
graduate students, the same number as
a year ago, studying for a doctoral
degree with an emphasis or major area
in broadcasting. They were studying at
15 universities.
The scholastic work in broadcasting
is offered in 12 departments, led by
speech and followed by radio-tv,
speech-drama and communications.
Only nine journalism schools offered
courses leading to bachelor degree. The
number of undergraduate majors was
26, the median 20. A total of 602
teachers of broadcasting was reported
by the 170 schools surveyed.
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Mobil

Every newsman likes to be right. That's why we want to
make it easy for you to spell and pronounce our company's
name correctly— Socony Mobil Oil Company, Inc.
Not like that town down in Alabama . . . not like those
modernistic decorations . . . not like what they make in
Detroit— but like Mobil (rhymes with global.)
Who cares if Mobil is spelled right or wrong? Well, those
fellows on the copy desk with a passion for accuracy*, plus:
The
30,000 U. S. Mobil dealers
Our
2,800 U. S. distributors
Our
64,000 employees
Our
231,000 shareholders
Our . . . 4,500,000 credit card holders
Our
53,000 royalty-interest owners
plus dealers, distributors, and customers in more than 100
other countries of the world where Mobil products are sold.
* To be accurate, please remember there's no hyphen between Socony
and Mobil.
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Mobil

SOCONY MOBIL OIL COMPANY, INC.
150 E. 42nd St., New York 17, N. Y.
and its operating divisions:
Mobil Oil Company
Mobil International Oil Company
Mobil Petroleum Company
Mobil Chemical Company
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Networks at impasse on 'children's hour'
ABC-TV PULLS OUT TO DEVELOP OWN PROGRAMS
The early-evening pause in the tv
day's
Chairman
Newtonoccupation,
N. Minowwhich
wantsFCCto be
known
as a children's hour, at this point would
seem at least a year away from realization— and then only in partial form.
That's the way it looked late last
week as ABC-TV pulled out of a threenetwork deliberation and announced it
would go it alone with the development of a cultural children's program
for the 1962-63 season.
The heads of the three tv networks
had their discussions last week in response to Mr. Minow's suggestion made
last month that they alternate in presenting quality children's shows in a
specified one-hour time slot daily
(Broadcasting, Sept. 25). But the
talks ended Oct. 3 when ABC-TV
President Oliver Treyz announced the
creation of a children's programming
unit with instructions to develop a
"topnext
quality
lateToafternoon
for
season.
this end, program"
producer
Jules Power was appointed director of
children's programming for the network, and put in charge of the project.
Almost immediately CBS-TV and
NBC-TV issued separate statements
which in effect said that ABC-TV's decision to act independently had made
unnecessary any further meetings
among the networks.
NBC Statement ■ NBC-TV said in
part: "NBC will continue its development of additional programming . . .
which has already resulted in the inclusion in the current season's schedule
of such young people's information
programs as Update and 7, 2, 3 — Go!
CBS-TV's announcement mentioned
"further development" of cultural and
educational programs, and added the
network "is currently programming a
very substantial number of hours of
direct value to young audiences." Captain Kangaroo, which is on the network for an hour daily, six days a week,
was cited as an example of good children's fare now being presented. The
network also referred to its newly announced schedule of New York Philharmonic and young people's concerts in
prime evening time (see page 91).
It was freely speculated that ABCTV's decision to act on its own was
influenced by its possession of a programming "ace" — the Discovery program concept, or as one broadcaster
put it:worked
"ABC out.
already
a goodit share
kid's
series
Whyhasshould
the credit and prestige with the other
networks?"
Earlier this year, the network had
86

heralded the coming of Discovery as a
"new concept in tv programming for
children," and promised it "will plumb
the world around us and present an infinite variety of entertaining and informative subjects for young viewers."
Not Eough ■ But the program, which
was to start Oct. 2, as a 30-minute,
five-day-a-week, late-afternoon series,
never made it on the air. It was
dropped because not enough of the network's affiliates cleared time for it to
satisfy the prospective sponsors (Broadcasting, Aug. 14). (Mr. Minow pointed
to this failure to clear in his speech
on children's programming).
Jules Power, who heads a tv packaging company (Jules Power Productions), created Discovery for ABC-TV.
With Mr. Power now within the ABC
organization, the network once more
has the opportunity to program the
series. At one point, CBS-TV was seek2). ing his services (Closed Circuit, Oct.
The indications are strong that ABCTV will eventually program either the
Discovery show as it was to be presented this season, or a very reasonable
facsimile. Because the series is being
developedthatasit will
a daily
it's
doubtful
reach program,
the air before
October 1962.
Giraud Chester, ABC-TV's daytime
programming vice president, said last
week that Mr. Power would be working
on the development of "several" children's projects. He indicated that some
of them might be ready for presentation before next season.
Offical Films latest
to offer stock to public
Another film producer-distributor has
joined the half-dozen offering stock to
the public in the past six-months — Official Films, New York, which handles
such tv series as Peter Gunn, Mr.
Lucky, Yancy Derringer and Adventures of Robin Hood.
The company filed with the Securities
& Exchange Commission to register
232,086 outstanding shares of common
stock to be offered to the public by the
present holders from time to time either
over-the-counter at prevailing market
price or through private sale at negotiated prices. The statement also includes
65,000 shares to be offered by certain
officers of Official upon exercise of
stock options. President Seymour Reed
will sell all his common stock currently
held, 35,000 shares.
Official has 25 tv series, mostly half-

hour programs, which it acqaired by
financing or co-financing production
and thereby gaining proprietary interest
and distributing rights. Ten other series
are distributed by Official. On the first
group the company gets between a minimum 22V2% to 100% of gross receipts; on the second group, it gets 35% .
Sales of tv series amounted to $1,380,722 for the year ended June 30, 1961
with net profit of $237,854 or 100 per
share of common stock. This compares with $1,002,940 in 1960 sales and
a net loss of $691,031 equalling 30c
loss per share.
Scranton

Corp.

finds

buy for Roach studio
The trustees of the Scranton Corp.
last week petitioned the federal bankruptcy court in Scranton, Pa., to be
allowed to sell the Hal Roach Studios in
Culver City, Calif., for $2.1 million to
Wenrob Inc. Jack L. Rau, Santa Monica, Calif., financier, is president of the
proposed purchaser. Lou Snader, program packager and distributor, worked
out the details of the deal for Wenrob
to take over the Roach properties of
more than 14 acres plus the studio and
office buildings, according to Henry
Jensen, of the Los Angeles law firm of
Ball, Hunt & Hart, California representatives of the trustees.
Scranton Corp., which went into
bankruptcy in 1959, after the collapse
of the involved financial structure built
by Alexander L. Guterma, then head
of the Scranton organization, is sole
owner of Hal Roach Studios, acquired
by Mr. Guterma along with the Mutual
Broadcasting System in a diversification
program. (Mutual later was acquired
by the Minnesota Mining & Manufacturing Co.) The Wenrob offer, Mr. Jensen reported, calls for a cash payment
of $210,000 and the balance to become
due nine months from the date of the
contract. The court, Mr. Jensen said,
will set a hearing on the Scranton Corp.
proposal, probably within the next 60
days, and at that time presumably will
approve the sale either to Wenrob or to
a higher bidder, should one appear in
the interim.

'Monitor' format changed
NBC Radio implemented a change
in its Monitor weekend service format
yesterday (Oct. 8), placing a threehour segment of news and news features in the Sunday, 7-10 p.m. time
This segment will be presented each
periods.
Sunday by NBC News correspondent
Frank McGee and will be devoted to
late-breaking news, analyses in depth
and human interest stories.
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and

now

there

At last you have a choice when you buy video recording tape. The
new one is called Emitape. It was developed in the United Kingdom by EMI, pioneer and developer of the world's first public TV
system. It has been proven in tens of thousands of actual telecasting hours. It was most enthusiastically received at the recent
NAB Show. The rigid quality control maintained throughout the
Emitape manufacturing process assures you of excellent wearing
qualities, edge straightness, signal-to-noise ratio and recording
performance.
Dropouts average no more than 20 per minute, including
defects of less than 6db amplitude modulation depth, and a time

are

two!

duration of under a few microseconds. Head wear is considerably
reduced with Emitape. With most equipment a minimum head
life of 150 hours can be expected. Audio head stacks show negligible wear after 500 hours of service. Tape life is also long. The
average figure is 100-150 passes.
But get all the facts. Write, wire or call EMI/US Magnetic
Tape Division. Los Angeles: 1750 North Vine Street, Hollywood 2-4909. New York City: 317 West 44th Street, Circle
5-3400. (Also available, from the new General Communications
Division of EMI/US: a complete line of TV cameras, solid state
distribution and switching equipment.) Emitape
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C. Laury Botthof, President and Publisher
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Mr. Minow,

. . . because of your public expressions on the attitude of
Broadcasters toward their responsibilities,
in a report of our
experiences.
A year ago this month, SRDS embarked upon a program applying to
advertising in its radio and TV editions.
We called it "Truth in
Advertising."
At its heart was the stipulation that all rating
claims be properly documented.
We left no doubt as to our meaning, stating clearly that "this policy becomes a requisite for
acceptance of advertising in SRDS."
We admitted the possibility of some unfavorable comment from the
industry - even the loss of advertising contracts. The results,
however, confirmed not only our belief in the correctness of the
move, but the desire of the majority of persons in the broadcast
field to conduct their business on a high, ethical plane.
Since the plan's inception, over 5300 radio and TV media advertisements
in SRDS have been reviewed.
Many ads have required checking against
rating sources or directly with the stations involved. Cooperation
has been outstanding.
In fact, the tendency has been to welcome
our suggestions as providing sounder support for selling claims.
In a sense, our advertisers voted their approval with dollars.
Only one contract was lost to us in the past year because of the
new policy - and this, we feel, was more than offset by the overwhelming acceptance of the majority, plus hundreds of unsolicited
comments of approval from advertisers, agencies, representatives,
and the rating services, themselves.
We're proud to tell this story.
The demonstration of acceptance,
as described,
is proof to us of the industry's willingness to
cooperate in a common cause - collectively and individually.
Cordially,

Mr. Newton N. Minow,
Chairman
Federal Communications
Commission
New Post Office Building
Washington 25, D.C.

More

ratings

for the new television season
A new batch of first rating s for the new tv season was
service started on Sept. 24, covering prime-time shows
(certain weeks also will be devoted to daytime schedules).
being studied carefully last week at advertiser, agency,
As the season progressed through September and into
producer and network offices in New York and Hollyearly October, still more new shows received their first
wood. These were the overnight Arbitrons delivered by
overnight "scores" as did newly-made shows of continumessenger
the "morning
Research Bureau Arbitron
The National
Americanafter."
ing program series (Broadcasting,r\d Llflg
Oct. 2).
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Maestro

Lenny

to get

prime-time tv slots
Leonard Bernstein and the New York
Philharmonic-Symphony Orchestra last
week were graduated from tv's so-called
"intellectual ghetto" to a prime-time slot
on CBS-TV.
In announcing the switch this season
from Sunday afternoons (as in past
seasons) to a monthly position at 7:308:30 p.m. EST, James T. Aubrey Jr.,
CBS-TV president, said his network
was grateful to Shell Oil Co. and Ford
Motor Co (both through Kenyon &
Eckhardt, New York) for their "cooperation" withof
CBS-TV
presentingat
these six hours
musicalin concerts
a new time (regular symphonic music
and concerts for young people, probably
alternating each show).
Mr. Aubrey noted the telecasts now
would be seen at a time when the family, including children, can enjoy the
music together. The announcement also came during a week when the networks appeared to be traveling their
own road in any so-called Minow (children show) Plan (see story, page 86).
Although CBS didn't say so, it was
apparent the concerts would not preempt the same show at each telecast
performance. A glance at the schedule
however, would seem to rule out only
the Sunday night (Ed Sullivan is on
8-9 p.m.) as the logical time period for
the music hour. CBS-TV also programs
early-evening hour-long shows (but at
730-8:30 p.m.) on three other nights:
Thursday — Frontier Circus; Friday —
Rawhide, and Saturday — Perry Mason.
On Mon.-Wed. the network feeds halfhour shows back to back between 7:308:30.
The Philharmonic last week, meanwhile, was in the throes of a strike begun
Oct. 2 by the more than 100 members
of the orchestra against the management. The Philharmonic announced suspension of concerts until further notice.
Program notes...
NBC purchases specials ■ NBC-TV
has purchased two entertainment documentary specials, "Biography of a
Movie" and "Birth of a Broadway Musical," produced by Wolper Productions,
for broadcast next spring on the DuPont Show of the Week series.
Tv news educates ■ CBS Films Inc.
and Hemisphere Reports Inc. have a
long-term agreement wherein Hemisphere will produce, for in-school showing, a series of educational films using
material available in the CBS News
film library. Hemisphere will produce
current events films and distribute them
through local sponsors to secondary
schools.

TULSA'S
PUBLIC

SERVICE

PROGRAMMING
From on-the-spot coverage of the Conference On Peaceful Uses Of Space, to 4!/2
hours a week of education and information
programs (more. than the other Tulsa stations combined), KVOO-TV offers the finest
public service programs in Eastern Oklahoma. Further proof that Channel 2 is
Tulsa's finest station!

Represented by
KVOOTV

(Edward If Pefry A I Co., Inc.l
The Original Station Representative

FULL-LENGTH
ON

FEATURE

COLOR

FILMS

TV

This season, "Saturday Night at the Movies" will bring to the
Color Television screen such color film classics as "There's
No Business Like Show Business" and "Halls of Montezuma."
No wonder everybody's moving up to Color. What about you?
Get the full Color picture from: W. E. Boss, Director, Color
Television Coordination, RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA,
30 Rockefeller Plaza, New York 20, N. Y., Tel: CO 5-5900

Historical series ■ Cinema-Vue Corp.,
BROADCASTING, October 9, 1961
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Here are the next 10 days of network color
shows (all times are EDT).
NBC-TV:
Oct. 9-13, 16-18 (6-6:30 a.m.) Continental
Classroom, Contemporary Mathematics.
Oct. 9-13, 16-18 (6:30-7 a.m.) Continental
Classroom, American Government.
Oct. 9-13, 16-18 (10:30-11 a.m.) Play
Your Hunch, part.
Oct. 9-13, 16-18 (11-11:30 a.m.) The Price
Is Right, part.
Oct. 9-13, 16-18 (12:30-12:55 p.m.) It
Could Be You, part.
Oct. 9-13, 16-18 (2-2:30 p.m.) Jan Murray
Show, part.
Oct. 9-13, 16-18 (11:15 p.m.-l a.m.) The
Jack Paar Show, part.
Oct. 9 (1:45 p.m. to conclusion) World
Series (fifth game) Gillette through Maxon;
Chrysler through Leo Burnett.
Oct. 9, 16 (8:30-9 p.m.) The Price Is Right,
P. Lorillard through Lennen & Newell; American Home Products through Ted Bates.
Oct. 10, 17 (7:30-8:30 p.m.) Laramie, part.
Oct. 11, 12 (12:45 p.m. to conclusion)
World Series, (sixth and seventh games, if
needed), Gillette through Maxon; Chrysler
through Leo Burnett.
Oct.Music
11, 18
PerryJ. Como's
Kraft
Hall,(9-10
Kraftp.m.)
through
Walter
Thompson.
Oct. 11, 18 (10-10:30 p.m.) The Bob Newhart Show, Sealtest through N. W. Ayer.
Oct. 11, 18 (10:30-11 p.m.) David Brinkley's Journal, Douglas Fir Plywood through

New York, will co-produce with Pathe
News a documentary series entitled
They Made History. Consisting of 26
half-hour films, the series will be based
on lives of present or recent international leaders. Robert Considine, newsman
and columnist, will serve as narrator.
Sales will be handled by Joseph P.
Smith, president of Cinema-Vue, in
New York, and by Frank Smith, vice
president and general manager of company's office in Canoga Park, Calif.
Opens on coast ■ WCD Inc., New
York producer of filmed tv commercials
and other film services, has opened a
west coast office and facilities under the
supervision of Bob Carlisle Jr., producer
and editor. Address: 780 Gower Ave.,
Hollywood 38, Calif. Telephone: Hollywood 3-3311.
Moves to MGM ■ Filmways Inc., New
York, is moving its west coast tv commercial operation to the Merto-Goldwyn-Mayer lot, where the full facilities
of MGM will be used in the production,
editing and post-production activities of
the tv commercials division, according
to Martin Ransohoff, Filmways board
chairman. The division has been operating three separate units in Hollywood
which will be consolidated at MGM
within a month.
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Cunningham & Walsh; Pittsburgh Plate Glass
through BBDO.
Oct. 12 (10-11 p.m.) Sing Along With
Mitch, R. J. Reynolds and Ballantine through
William
Esty; Buick through McCann-Erickson.
Oct. 13 (9:30-10:30 p.m.) The Bell Telephone Hour, The Bell System through N. W.
Ayer.
Oct. 14 (9:30-10 a.m.) Pip the Piper, General Mills through Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample.
Oct. 14 (10-10:30 a.m.) The Shari Lewis
Show, Nabisco through Kenyon & Eckhardt.
Oct. 14 (10:30-11 a.m.) King Leonardo and
His Short Subjects, General Mills through
Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample.
Oct. 14 (4-5 p.m.) All-Star Golf, Kemper
Insurance through Clinton Frank; Reynolds
Metals through Lennen & Newell.
Oct. 14 (7:30-8:30 p.m.) Tales of Wells
Fargo, part.
Oct. 14 (9 p.m. to conclusion) Saturday
Night at the Movies, part.
Oct. 15 (4:30-5 p.m.) Patterns in Music,
sust.
op.Oct. 15 (6-6:30 p.m.) Meet the Press, coOct. 15 (7-7:30 p.m.) The Bullwinkle Show,
General Mills through Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample; Ideal Toys and Beech-Nut Gum through
Young & Rubicam.
Oct. 15 World
(7:30-8:30
p.m.)
Disney's
Wonderful
of Color,
RCA Walt
and EastmanKodak through J. Walter Thompson.
Oct. 15 (9-10 p.m.) Bonanza, Chevrolet
through Campbell-Ewald.
Oct. 15 (10-11 p.m.) DuPont Show of the
Week, duPont through BBDO.

Driving tips ■ A new approach to assist
radio stations in serving the automobile
listener has been introduced by the
trucking industry. The American Trucking Assn. is making available free to radio stations a kit containing 111 practical driving tips. The announcements are
suggestions on how to drive best under
a variety of conditions. The project
was tested last fall on four Washington
area stations and received favorable
acceptance.
Carolina shrine ■ WSJS-TV WinstonSalem, N. C, documented the Naval
festivities whereby the U.S.S. North
Carolina, a World War II battleship,
was turned over to the state for a war
memorial shrine. Max TJlrich, news
and community services director for
the station, flew to Bayonne, N. J.,
filmed the proceedings, conducted a
number of interviews and made it back
to Winston-Salem in time to present a
news special that same evening.
Telephones for teenagers ■ The Bell
Telephone System, as part of its
coming phone promotion, will make
available to its associated companies
60- and 20-second tv commercials and
30- and 60-second radio spots, to be
placed locally as the associate companies see fit. The autumn promotion,

prepared by N. W. Ayer & Son, New
York, has its central theme "to each
her own Princess," and encourages extension telephones for teenagers.
Two part documentary ■ The Balance
of Terror, a look at the spectre of nuclear war and mankind's chances of
avoiding universal catastrophe, will be
presented as a two-part series of CBS
Reports on two Thursdays early in November (CBS-TV, 10-11 p.m. EST).
Exact show dates for the programs have
not been set.
Sign star ■ Red Buttons has been signed
to star in "Tippy Top," a musical play
to be presented on The General Electric
Theater later this year. G.E. Theater is
seen on CBS-TV, Sundays (9-9:30
p.m. NYT).
Series complete ■ Trans-Lux Tv Corp.,
N. Y., last week announced the 260th
episode of the new Felix The Cat cartoons has just been delivered, and that
the series is now completed. The show
is
currently being telecast in over 75
markets.
Joiners ■ Seven stations have joined
Radio Pulsebeat News, audio news agency. They are WJJD Chicago; KIXL
Dallas; WMPS Memphis; WCOP Bostop; KOMA Oklahoma City; WCAO
Baltimore, and WPLO Atlanta.
Stations offered films ■ A special current events version of the public-affairs
series, Your Neighbor — The World, is
being offered to stations by Association
Telefilms, N. Y. The series, which has
played on more than 100 stations, i&
made up of films dealing with contemporary news happenings.
Harling cites effects
of pay tv on exhibitors
What will the advent of pay tv mean
to motion picture exhibitors? Last
week Philip F. Harling, chairman of
the Anti-Pay Tv Committee of Theatre
Owners of America, told a convention
of North and South Carolina exhibitors
the blunt facts of a possible coming way
of life:
First, he said, "your patronage, which
you have struggled to retain and build
these many years since free tv first hit
you, will begin to dwindle in competition with living room theatres."
And that wouldn't be all, he warned.
One day, pay tv will show a first-run
picture, and then another and another.
"Now, brother, you're in real
trouble," Mr. Harling said. He told the
exhibitors that they would have to bid
for new feature films, with pay tv
steadily
will
get upping
steeper the
and bids.
steeper,"The
untilprices
you
find yourself unable to meet the compeBROADCASTING, October 9, 1961

tition," Mr. Harling said. And where
will that leave the exhibitor? "Right
outside the door," he predicted.
The only survivors, Mr. Harling said,
would be exhibitors with "deluxe widescreen" theatres and an "established
hard-ticket policy," or operators of
plush drive-in theatres. He further predicted that the nation's 12,000 conventional theatres would be "cut down to
a few thousand" in a short time, and
the 4,500 drive-ins "will decimate to
about half that number. This is inevitable he indicated, "if pay tv is able to
show our product before we do."
The anti-pay tv spokesman asked the
exhibitors to organize for an anti-pay tv
campaign, and to contribute a total of
$12,000 to a national defense fund of
$240,000 needed to stem the advance
of the new medium.
Project III gets rights
to 'Johnny Dollar' for tv
Project III Enterprises, Hollywood,
has acquired exclusive tv rights to the
Johnny Dollar radio action-adventure
series, it was announced last week.
Rights to the series were purchased
from CBS Radio, where the program
has been broadcast since its debut in
1949.
Project III, an independent packager,
plans to produce the series as a weekly
half -hour entry for the 1962-63 season. MGM-TV will film and distribute
the programs. This is in keeping with
an agreement signed in June, which
called for Project III to create and produce a total of three one-hour and
three half-hour series for the movie
company'
s tv arm (Broadcasting, June
19).
Plans for the first two series in the
agreement have already been announced. Included are All That Jazz,
a situation comedy, and The House of
7, a drama-action show. The pilot film
for Johnny Dollar is scheduled for November.
IM.Y. teachers study tv course
WPIX (TV) New York, in cooperation with the New York City Board of
Education, last Wednesday (Oct. 4),
began a tv course designed to instruct
about 4,000 city teachers on how to
teach reading. Primarily for new teachers in the system, the program will be
broadcast Wednesdays from 3 to 3:30
p.m.
The Board of Education announced
that the course is part of an intensive
program to remedy deficiencies in reading that were revealed last spring by
Superintendent of Schools John J. Theobold. Teachers will watch the program
in 150 schools and will participate in
one-hour workshops after each tv lesson.
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Frankly, we don't
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that "modern"
transmitters
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resemble tooversize
refrigerators.
Nor
do we agree with the idea that the Broadcast Engineer
or Station Manager is overwhelmed with exotic exterior design.
STANDARD ELECTRONICS ENGINEERS AND DESIGNERS LIVE BY THE
CREED THAT PERFORMANCE, ACCESSIBILITY OF COMPONENTS, AND
RELIABILITY ARE THE PRIMARY CONSIDERATIONS.
The Standard Electronics 20 KW FM Transmitter Type 2012
has been developed to this concept.
intensely -modern IHTERHAL design includes:
"Patchover" protection
Simplified operation and
Proved 8000-hour-plus
Another
TV-tested feature maintenance
power tubes
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routingkeeps
the you
rf signal
aroundby dials, along with multiple metertime in TV transmitter ap- a temporarily inoperative
ing points,
circuit monitoring and facilitate
provide optimum
ease
plication.
amplifier.
of operation.
For more information on the Standard Electronics 20 KW FM transmitter, simply
send in the attached coupon. We will be happy to fulfill your every technical wish.
standard electronics
PRODUCT LINE BY REEVES INSTRUMENT CORP.
SUeSfDMRY/DYNAMICS
Or AMCRICA
FARMINCOALE. CORPORATION
NEW JERSEY
send more information on the Standard Electronics 20 KW FM transmitter,

NAME
STATION
ADDRESS
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Film sales...
Everglades (Ziv-UA) : Sold to Household Finance Corp. for KRCA (TV)
Los Angeles; Peoples Natural Gas Co.
for WJ AC-TV Johnstown, Pa.; Albers
Supermarkets for WLEX-TV Lexington, Ky.; City Markets for KREX-TV
Grand Junction, Colo. Also sold to
WICD (TV) Danville, 111.; WCHS-TV
Charleston, W. Va.; WBTW (TV)
Florence, S. C; KNOX-TV Grand
Forks, N. D., and KCND-TV Pembina,
N. D. Now in 61 markets.
_
Radar,

uhf

ENGINEERS

top

REVIEW

IRE

Ben Casey (ABC Films Inc.): Sold
to Colgate-Palmolive Ltd. and Ford
Motor Co. of Canada for CBHT (TV)
Halifax; CBMT (TV) Montreal; CBOT
(TV) Ottawa; CBLT (TV) Toronto;
CBWT (TV) Winnipeg; CBXT (TV)
Edmonton; CBUT (TV) Vancouver,
and CHCT-TV Calgary. Also sold to
CKSO-TV Sudbury; CKVR-TV Barrie;
CKCO-TV Kitchener; CKCK-TV Regina; CFPL-TV London; CJON-TV St.
John's, Newfoundland, and CHSJ-TV
St. John, New Brunswick.
EQUIPMENT

broadcasting

STEREO,

Engineers attending the broadcast
symposium sponsored by the Professional Group on Broadcasting of the
Institute of Radio Engineers in Washington last weekend heard a meteorologist urge the increased use of radar for
weather-casting by tv stations, and a
discussion of fundamentals for tv allocations for uhf and vhf.
These were among the highlights of
the two-day meeting which also covered
technical advances in video tape recorders, klystron tubes for uhf, the New
York uhf experiment, and latest information on fm stereo.
New Radar ■ The radar story was
presented by Tony Sands, chief meteorologist for Crosley Broadcasting Co.
Crosley finds radar so satisfactory for
providing weather news to the audiences of its four midwest tv stations
that it has ordered a new and more
powerful one, Mr. Sands disclosed.
The newly-ordered radar, with a
range of 300 miles — compared to Crosley's present 120-mile radar — is being
installed at WLWT (TV) Cincinnati at
a cost of $41,400. When it is in operation it will provide meteorological information for the whole area now
served by WLWT, WLWC (TV) Columbus, WLWD (TV) Dayton, all Ohio,

& ENGINEERING
meet

VIDEO RECORDERS TOO
and WLWI (TV) Indianapolis. Crosley
also has a radar at its WLWA (TV)
Atlanta, Ga.
Mr. Sands heads a group of three
meteorologists employed by the Crosley group. The WLW weather service
originates 185 radio and 35 tv radar
weather forecasts weekly.
In describing how Crosley uses its
radar in conjunction with its weather
service, Mr. Sands recommended the
use of overlays of the area over the
radar picture tube and the broadcasting of this picture directly over the
air. Other popular methods, he explained, are (1) the use of two cameras,
one carrying the geographic area map
and the other the radar presentation
and the superimposition of these for
broadcast (there is a problem of alignment, he agreed), and (2) the superimposition of the radar screen over a
black background so the weatherman
can chalk in geographic landmarks.
Private Services ■ Although the
weathercasts at the Crosley stations pay
their own way through sponsorships
(Crosley spends almost $50,000 a year
on its weather service), added income
comes from special requests for private
services, Mr. Sands told his audience.
These come from building contractors.

lfif\ore titan a decade mf (Constructive Service
to broadcasters and tlte i2roadcastina industry

HOWARD

E.

STARK

Brokers — Consultants
SO EAST 58TH STREET
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NEW YORK, N. Y.

True Adventure: Sold to the Triangle
stations; WFIL-TV Philadelphia,
WNBF-TV Binghamton, N. Y., WNHCTV New Haven, Conn., WFBG-TV Altoona, Pa., WLYH (TV) Lebanon Pa.
and KFRE-TV Fresno, Calif. This
brings sales of the color series to more
than $150,000 in two weeks. Other
purchasers include WPIX (TV) New
York, WLWT (TV) Cincinnati, and
KCOP (TV) Los Angeles.
Films of the 50 's Vol. 11 (Seven Arts
Associated): Sold to WJBK-TV Detroit. Now sold to 50 stations.

ELDORADO 5-0405

utilities companies, highway departments, private pilots and local industries. For two years, Crosley's weathermen have prepared exclusive weather
forecasts for a transcontinental trucking firm. Even the U. S. Weather
Bureau has called on the Crosley meteorologists for help.
The broadcasting industry is the
ideal user of weather radar, Mr. Sands
emphasized. It is the only medium
whereby instantaneous warning can be
delivered to the public.
To make most effective use of a
weather warning service, Mr. Sands
commented, ( 1 ) the radar installation
must be kept at peak efficiency; (2)
radar readings must be interpreted by
trained and experienced meteorologists,
and (3) delay.
warnings must be transmitted
without
The Decca radars used at Crosley
operate in the "S" band (5,200-10,000
mc). The new Decca MK41-11A system uses an antenna about 14 feet
wide, with a .6° horizontal beam width
and a 2.8° vertical beam width to the
half power points. The antenna can
be tiltedsaid.
to a vertical angle of 30°, Mr.
Sands
Uhf Discussion ■ Engineers who attended the two-day symposium also
heard:
■ Dr. George R. Town, Iowa State
U., and Dr. William L. Hughes, Oklahoma State U., discuss the critical
technical factors to be considered in
formulating a uhf or vhf tv allocations
plan (wave propagation, receiver noise
figure, receiving antennas, interference
and transmitter power). A consideration of these factors leads to the conclusion that the service provided by
the 70 uhf channels is far less than
what the ratio to the 12 vhf channels
suggests. Vhf service may be increased
by the use of directional antennas; uhf
service by the development of satisfactory on-channel boosters.
■ Arnold Skrivseth, FCC supervisor
of the New York uhf test summarized
the project just now beginning. The
experiment, backed by a $2 million
grant from Congress for this purpose,
BROADCASTING, October 9, 1961

is a test of uhf in New York to determine the technical and economic feasibility of using this band to provide
satisfactory tv service to large cities
with special emphasis on the canyon
areas of such cities. R. W. Masters,
Melpar Inc., spoke about the New York
uhf antennas atop the Empire State
Building.
■ George M. W. Badger, EitelMcCullough Inc., described his experience with American klystron tubes in
German uhf transmission systems.
COLOR

INTEREST

UP

RCA executive credits
fall network schedule
Consumer interest in color television
has risen sharply since the beginning
of the increased fall network color programming schedule, Raymond W.
Saxon, marketing vice president, RCA
Sales Corp., said last week.
He based his comments on the results of a survey conducted among
RCA distributors and dealers. "Further proof in the surge of interest in
color television," he added, "is the fact
our distributor-to-dealer sales since
Labor Day have been running about
105% ahead of the same period last
year."
Burns' Report ■ The week before,
RCA President John L. Burns told
newsmen in Chicago that since the introduction of RCA's new color line in
June, dealer orders have almost doubled
over the previous year.
Chicago, New York and Los Angeles
currently are running nip and tuck in
color set sales and leading the other
major markets of the country, Mr.
Burns said, with Los Angeles currently running first. W. W. Watts, RCA
group executive vice president, noted
that the lead position changes almost
week by week among the first three
markets.
Mr. Burns said the RCA color tv
production lines are operating at high
capacity and with more back orders
"than at any time in the seven year
history of color tv." He observed that
at the end of 1960 RCA Victor dollar
sales were greater for color than for
black and white. He predicted a $4.3
billion market for color tv in 1970 in
terms of receiver equipment, sales,
service and broadcasting.
"Color television is the only major
new consumer durable on the market
today," Mr. Burns said. "It is a prime
example of a new frontier and can be
the sparkplug that will lead the country in getting the 'soaring sixties' off
the ground." RCA's consumer entertainment business will continue to account for the major single share of
RCA sales and revenue over the future,
BROADCASTING, October 9, 1961

Helt award winner
James
H. Greenwood, chief
engineer
ofWRYTAM-FM and
WTAE (TV)

for all in this new field." As a good
corporate citizen, he said, RCA will
do all in its power "to promote the
progress of the industry as a whole."
He added, however, RCA intends "to
compete vigorously for our full share
of the color market with every ounce

Pittsburgh, rec e i v e d the
Scott Helt
Award of the

of Mr.
energy
we saluted
possess."WGN-TV Chicago
Burns
for its heavy schedule of weekly colorcasts and active promotion of color,
along with NBC-TV-owned WNBQ
(TV) there.

sional Group
Profes-

Technical

on B r o a d casting of the Institute of Radio
Engineers. The award, made at
the Broadcasting Symposium in
Washington last weekend, was for
Mr. Greenwood's
paper
"Future Possibilities for
Filmon Room
Mechanization," published in the
August 1960 issue of IRE Transactions on Broadcasting.
he said, even though the company has
been growing rapidly in other electronic fields including defense.
The RCA president said he was delighted to see "so many important companies" come into the color market and
felt "there is room and growth enough

topics...

Re-broadcast receiver ■ The Dynatech
Corp., Miami, has announced the development ofa new high-gain television
re-broadcast receiver, said to nearly
triple the effective receiving distance of
a tv station. Designated TVR-1, the
receiver is expected to prove especially
beneficial to the catv systems by matching the distribution network of any catv
system to the receiver itself. The TVR-1
will handle both color and black-andwhite telecasts. Further information
may be obtained from the company:
471 N.E. 79th St., Miami, Fla.
New name ■ Allied Radio Corp., Chicago, announced that the name of its
west coast industrial subsidiary, Electronic Supply Corp., Pasadena, Calif.,
will be changed to Allied Radio of Cali-

It's as simple as this: If you broadcast music, you can get exactly the
records you need from Record Source, Inc.
RSI now has nine different services — each developed to meet a specific
programming need. They feature over 60 different labels, including all
the majors. They come singles or albums; monaural or stereo. They carry
a satisfaction-or-money-back guarantee, plus low, low price tags.
That's why close to 800 stations subscribe to RSI. If you have any
special record requirements, chances are we can help you, too. Call or
write for the complete story. No obligation, of course.
RECORD
SOURCE,
333 EAST 46th STREET, NEW YORK
YUkon 6-0155
p.o. box 4098, north hollywood, cal.

INC.
17, N. Y.
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fornia Inc., effective immediately. L.
M. Burchett, formely manager of the
corporation's Chicago area retail stores,
has been appointed general manager of
the California subsidiary.
Government contract ■ Allied Record
Co., division of Precision Radiation
Instruments Inc., Los Angeles, has been
awarded an estimated $1 million contract to perform all recording, processing and pressing of radio transcriptions
for all U. S. government agencies.
Ampex appoints C&W
for all advertising
■ Ampex Corp., Redwood City, Calif.,
has appointed Cunningham & Walsh,
San Francisco as advertising agency for
all of its divisions and subsidiaries, in
a move to consolidate its advertising,
now handled by five agencies. The

C&W appointment is effective next
Jan. 1, for all domestic divisions of
Ampex, and next May 1 for the company's international marketing operations. Currently McCann-Erickson, San
Francisco, handles advertising for Ampex consumer audio products and international sales; Boland Assoc., San Francisco, for instrumentation and professional audio products; Carson/ Roberts,
Los Angeles, for computer products;
Hal Lawrence, Palo Alto, for segments
of audio products and pre-recorded
tapes, and McCann-Marshalk, Atlanta,
for industrial and consumer tape products.
The appointment of C&W was announced by Charles A. Black, manager
of the new marketing services division
of Ampex, with responsibility for all
advertising, promotion, publicity and
public relations activities of the comFATES
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Mr. Fleming
Herbert G. Drake,
C. James Fleming Jr.,
and John Metcalf
elected members of
board of directors of
Ted Bates & Co. Mr.
Drake, senior vp and
account group head,
joined agency in 1956
Mr. Metcalf
as vp and account executive. He formerly was account executive with J. Walter Thompson Co.
Mr. Fleming, also senior vp and account group head, came to Bates in
1960 from Compton Adv., where he
served as executive vp. Mr. Metcalf is
joint managing director of Hobson,

COLOR
STRAIGHT

TV

FOR
YEAR

Kraft knows from experience that Color commercials
sell. What Color does for Kraft it could do for your
product, too. Get the full Color TV story today. W. E.
Boss, Director, Color Television Coordination, RADIO
CORPORATION OF AMERICA, 30 Rockefeller Plaza,
New York 20, New York, Tel: CO 5-5900
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More fm stations are converting to
fm stereo broadcasting, RCA reported
last week. C. H. Colledge, vice president and general manager, RCA broadcast and television equipment division,
said that 11 fm stations in the U.S.
have bought RCA stereo generator
equipment to produce stereocasts, and
more than 25 other stations have
ordered the equipment. Mr. Colledge
also announced that CFRB-FM Toronto had started stereo broadcasts using
an RCA generator, and indicated that
at least six other Canadian fm stations
were expected to install the RCA equipment before year's end.

Bates & Partners Ltd., London, Bates'
European division. Election fills vacancies which had existed on board of
directors. Included among other members of board are: Theodore L. Bates,
honorary chairman; Rosser Reeves,
chairman; and Rudolph Montgelas,

Angelus, associate general
manager, Colgate-Palmolive
York, joins Ted Bates & Co.,
as vp and account supervisor
& Williamson Tobacco Corp.

Clark L. Dozer appointed sales manager for Taylor-Jessop Adv., Akron,
after serving 12 years as station manager of WCMW Canton, both Ohio.
Prior to that, he was sales manager of
WMRN Marion, Ohio.

RCA stereo sales

& FORTUNES

ADVERTISING

Martin A. Devine, vp, Compton Adv.,
New York, joins Warwick & Legler, that
city, as vp and account executive on
drug group account. Peter A. Krug,
account executive on U.S. Steel account,
BBDO, New York, joins tv programming production staff at W&L.
Raymon M. Wall, vp of Waldie &
Briggs, Chicago advertising agency, appointed pr director. Mr. Wall had
previously served as account supervisor
for agency.

pany. The advertising budget for fiscal
1962 is not set, but expenditure for all
divisions now is about $400,000.

president.
Mitchell Streicker, director of marketing services, Post & Morr, Chicago,
promoted to new post of vp in charge
of marketing, research and media.
Maurice Bowers, formerly with Erwin Wasey, Ruthrauff & Ryan, joins
Fuller & Smith & Ross, Los Angeles, as
media buyer, Mr. Bowers succeeds Al
Iftiger, who was called to active duty in
Air National Guard.
Bert Fink, formerly head of Bert
as vp.& Assoc., has joined Cleary-StraussFink
Irwin & Goodman, Los Angeles pr firm,
Robert Fiore, art director on Esquire
Socks, WABC New York, joins Papert,
Koenig & Lois, that city, in similar
capacity.
Bill Adler, account executive for new
business, Kenyon & Eckhardt, New
York, joins Smith/ Greenland, that city,
as account supervisor.
Robert J. McDonald, previously account supervisor at McCann-Erickson,
Chicago, to Knox Reeves, Minneapolis,
as account manager.
Jack L. Matthews, account executive
at Clinton E. Frank agency, Chicago,
promoted to account supervisor.
Richard Berger, account executive,
Daniel & Charles, New York, joins
Smith/ Greenland, that city, in similar
capacity on Dulaney Foods, Wallace
& Co. and Downyflake accounts. Janet
Schlesinger, private secretary, promoted
to assistant account executive to Doug
BROADCASTING, October 9, 1961

Warren, account supervisor and vp on
Downyflake account.
Edmund Burke, vp
and account supervisor on Falstaff beer,
Simoniz and Minute
Maid accounts at
Dancer-FitzgeraldSample, New York,
joins BBDO, that city,
as vp and management
Mr. Burke
supervisor. Mr. Burke
will supervise F. & M. Schaefer Brewing
Co. account.
Frederick D. Montgomery, former
account executive with Needham, Louis
& Brorby, Chicago, to account group
of Leo Burnett Co. there. Gilbert P.
Goetz, previously account executive with
Klau-Van Pietersom-Dunlap, Milwaukee, joins Burnett as account executive.
Bernard Gross, executive vp, Edward
H. Weiss & Co., Chicago, named by
Gov. Otto Kerner to membership on
15-man Illinois Council of Economic
Advisors.
Ted Joyce, publisher of Fairways
magazine, joins John B. Hickox Adv.,
Cleveland, as account executive. Mr.
Joyce will be concerned with pr, publicity and account management.
Henry Humphrey, formerly with Cunningham & Walsh, New York, joins
Doherty, Clifford, Steers & Shenfield,
that city, as account executive.
Robert Jacoby, in
account management
on Sterling Drug, at
Compton Adv., New
York, named vp. He
joined Compton in
1954 as associate research director; was
made
assistant acMr. Jacoby
count executive on
Gleem toothpaste account in December
1957, and then was made account manager on Sterling Drug account.
Thomas H. Shands, account executive and senior writer at McCarty Co.,
Los Angeles, joins Davis, Johnson,
Anderson & Colombatto, Los Angeles,
as copy chief.
Gabriel Berner, sales analyst, Pepsi
Cola Co., New York, joins Lennen &
Newell, that city, as market research
project director. Louis Schatz, formerly with Oxtoby-Smith, motivational
research firm, New York, and Tony
Siciliano, who was with Benton &
Bowles, named creative research project
directors at L&N.
Bernard Schlossman, media buyer
on Tide and Crest accounts, Benton &
Bowles, New York, joins media department, Papert, Koenig, Lois, that city.
BROADCASTING, October 9, 1961

Donald Dietz, formerly with Fletcher
Richards, Calkins & Holden, New
York, joins Lambert & Feasley, that
city, as copywriter in Phillips Petroleum Co. copy group.
J. Duff Reed, vp of Sorin-Hall, Washington advertising and pr firm, elected
president. Formerly, he served as senior
account executive with Larrabee Assoc.,
that city.
Marion Lock, formerly copywriter
at Chas. A. Lilienfeld Adv., Chicago,
joins copy department of Garfield, Hoffman & Conner, San Francisco. Miss
Lock was previously associated with
Beaumont & Hohman, Chicago.
H. W. Shepard, for
11 years with NBC
and RCA, most recently in color tv sales
development management, joins Edward H.
Weiss & Co., Chicago,
as vp and account supervisor on Helene CurMr. Shepard
tis account Edward
A. (Ted) Atwood, formerly in industrial
advertising, to Weiss as associate account supervisor. Robert E. Immen,
formerly with Simoniz Co., and Harry
Crosswell, previously head of his own
Texas bottling plant, join agency as
account executives. New to Weiss copy
staff are Dennis Altman, formerly with
Doyle Dane Bernbach, and Wendell S.
Abern, previously with Buchen Adv.
Richard Klaner joins Weiss as art director.
James E. Braunworth, personnel
services division, Kenyon & Eckhardt,
New York, appointed employment manager.
Stanley Rogers, creative director at
McCann-Marschalk, Boston, joins creative staff of Fuller & Smith & Ross,
Pittsburgh.
Leonard Unger and Judy Fallon join
Wermen & Schorr, Philadelphia advertising agency. Mr. Unger, named assistant radio-tv production director, had
held similar post with ABC in Hollywood. Miss Fallon, named to radio-tv
traffic department, had been with Albert Frank, Guenther Law Adv., Philadelphia.
MEDIA
Jayne Swain, former manager of
WAKE Atlanta, named general manager of KYA San Francisco, replacing
Bill Nichols, resigned.
E. Jonny Graff, president and general manager, WNTA-AM-FM New York,
additionally appointed general manager
of WNTA-TV succeeding Henry S.
White, who joined Filmex Inc., that

ONE
BUY!
FOUR
MARKETS!
• Albany
• Dothan

• Tallahassee
• Panama City

EXCLUSIVE

PROGRAMMING

One buy, one bill, one clearance delivers
four market areas with a combined population of 1,230,700 and 211,290 TV
Homes! WALB-TV and WJHG-TV dominate this area!
Albany,
WALB-TV
Ch. 10

WJHG-TV
Panama
Ch. 7City,
Fla.

Ga.
GRAY

TELEVISION,
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Raymond E. Carow, General Manager
Represented
by Venard,
Rintoul,
McConnell,
Inc.nationally
In the South
by James
S. Ayers
Company.

We'd like to be
the cream in
Doug ff if in m's Coffee
Dear Doug: Your copywriters at
Charles W. Hoyt insist that since
yourbetter
client's
it's
everycoffee
way. is better black,
The logic is crushing.
So is our logic at WHIH. We
maintain that if you want to talk
up coffee
in thestory
Tidewater,
best
tell your
over a you'd
radio
station that people really listen to.
WHIH, for example . . . where
the news is hot, the music cool and
the public service programming
grown-up and important.
Granted, we're the newest station
down here, hence temporarily embarrassed for case histories as long
as your arm. But we're also the
freshest station. And after all, Mr.
Humm, isn't that the name of the
game? Would you have your coffee
or your commercials (or your
media) any other way?
HI
FORMERLY WLOW
TIDEWATER, VIRGINIA
AN ELLIOT STATION
Representatives: Avery-Knodel
9?

city, as vp. Mr. Graff had been vp in
charge of national sales for films syndications division of NTA, and previously was radio writer and producer at
Donahue & Coe, New York from 19431946.

MONEY

TALKS

-but what does it say?
If you eavesdrop in the businesspaper field, you'll find the circulation
dollars saying to the publisher: the
man who sent me in wants your
publication.
For parting with money in exchange
for a businesspaper is more than just
sweet sorrow — it's proof that the
one who parts sets a definite, ascertainable value on the publication.
And, carried to the next logical step,
it's an affirmation to the advertiser
that the readers are meeting him at
least half way.
A lot of very good businesspapers
believe this is an important consideration. In fact, by having their
circulations audited by the ABC,
they voluntarily lay their books open
to the scrutiny of interested outsiders and, in a very real sense,
invite — and obtain — customer supervision of one of the most vital phases
of their businesses.
If you could hold a quiet conversation with your advertising dollars,
we think you'd hear a good many of
them saying they'd feel a lot safer
about the mission you're sending
them on if they carried this kind of
insurance.

****
m

w

The plus value of paid circulation is "wantedness'
Wm I BROADCASTING
THE BUSINESSWEEKLY OF TELEVISION AND RADIO
BROADCASTING is the only publication
in its field qualifying for
ABC and ABP membership

Thomas A. Dooley, account executive, Adam Young Inc., New York,
named eastern sales manager. Mr.
Dooley was administrative assistant to
vp in charge of advertising, Whitehall
Pharmacal Co. Dell Simpson, manager,
Young-TV, St. Louis, named radio sales
manager, San Francisco. He is succeeded by John M. Walker, manager,
Daren F. McGavren Co., St. Louis.
John Fenwick, sales staff, WNBC-TV
New York, joins tv sales staff of YoungTV, that city. Mr. Fenwick succeeds
Roger Sheldon who transfers to Chicago office as manager. Other appointments include: Lee Redfield, radio
salesman in charge of Piladelphia, Baltimore and Wash., D. C, also will cover
tv division; George Yonan, sales staff,
ABC, Chicago, joins radio sales staff,
Adam Young Inc., that city; James
(Ted) Brew, media supervisor, BBDO,
New York, named to radio sales staff
in New York, and Millard F. Ewing,
station manager, KPRO Riverside,
Calif,, joins Los Angeles office in radiotv sale capacity.
Jack Steck, former director of
WFIL-AM-FM Philadelphia operations,
named to newly created post of director
of talent and program development for
WFIL-AM-FM-TV. John J. Hyland,
publicity director, appointed director of
advertising and promotion for WFIL
stations, succeeding Macey I. Schaffer.
Robert E. Klose, air personality at
WFIL, assumes additional duties as
acting program director.
Murray Gross, director of sales development for Television Bureau of
Advertising since 1958, appointed director of advertising for Metromedia
Inc., New York. He has been with
TvB since 1957.

Jim Scott, staff announcer for WNYC
New York, named production head.
Thomas B. Jones,
program Binghamton,
director of
WNBF
N. Y., named executive program manager
of WFIL-AM-FM-TV
Philadelphia, effective
Oct. 30. He had been
assistant to president
of Gross Telecasting,

Mr. Jones

operator of WJIM-AM-FM-TV Lan1960. sing, Mich., before joining WNBF in
Ray Baker, general sales manager of
KOGO-AM-FM San Diego, joins KITT
(FM), that city, as vp. Before joining
KOGO four years ago, he had spent
10 years with KOMO-AM-FM-TV
Seattle.
Robert 0. Franklin appointed general manager of WAKY Louisville, Ky.
Mr. Franklin joined station in 1960
as commercial manager.
Sheldon Van Dolen named general
manager of WBFM (FM) New York.
He had previously served with Blair,
ABC and McCann-Erickson.
Warren Earl, advertising and promotion director of KFI Los Angeles, appointed director of advertising for
Crowell - Collier Broadcasting Corp.
(KFWB Hollywood [where he will
make his headquarters], KEWB San
Francisco and KDWB Minneapolis-St.
Paul). He succeeds Allen A. Arthur,
who resigned to open his own advertising-publicity office.
Hal Phillips, operations director of
KHJ-TV Los Angeles, appointed to
similar position with Don Lee division
of RKO General.

Edwin P. Howell named program editor, assuming responsibility for direction of all program operations at KITN
Olympia and KITI Centralia-Chehalis,
both Washington.

John Young, formerly with NBC,
Henry Jaffe Enterprises and California
Studios, joins KTTV (TV) Los Angeles
as controller.

Joseph J. DiBuono, tv producer,
BBDO, New York, joins NBC Telesales, that city, as producer-salesman.
James G. Babb Jr., regional sales
manager of WBT Charlotte, N. C,
promoted to sales manager.
David W. Salisbury named general
manager of WROK Rockford, 111., succeeding Joseph B. Kirby, resigned.
Maurice P. Owens appointed assistant
manager.

r

Doug Seigal, formerly account executive and air personality at WCVS
98 (FATES & FORTUNES)

Springfield, 111., appointed assistant
manager of WCVS.
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Richard Woodies, account executive
at WNHC-TV New Haven, Conn.,
named account executive for WBZ Boston. Prior to joining WNHC-TV, Mr.
Woodies was branch manager of Henry I. Christal Co., Boston, and later
transferred to the New York office as
account executive.

Robert M. Adams, director of promotion of WTOP-TV Washington, elected
president of local chapter of Academy
of Television Arts & Sciences. Ellis
Shook, production director of WTTG
(TV), and Jim Silman, production director of WTOP-TV, elected first and
second vps, respectively.

Bruce Houston, chief buyer at Arthur Meyerhoff Agency, Chicago, joins
Gill-Perna, that city, as account executive.

Philip Waterman appointed local and
regional sales manager of KTUL-TV
Tulsa, Okla. Original news release
(Broadcasting, Sept. 18) erroneously
designated Mr. Waterman as sales man-

Grady Berry joins WQXI Atlanta as
account executive. He formerly served
as secretary-treasurer of Cummings Enterprises, Washington, Ga.
John Hummer, formerly account executive atKEWB Oakland, Calif., joins
KFRC San Francisco in similar capacity.
John R. Barrett,
formerly assistant
manager of WKBW
Buffalo, N. Y., appointed general manager of KRLA Pasadena, Calif. Mr. Barrett has served as program director of
Mr. Barrett WTIX New Orleans,
and WHB Kansas City.
Jack Barton named account executive
at KING Seattle. Ray Court joins KING
as air personality.
James F. Mullen, formerly with
WFBL Syracuse, N.Y., sales staff,
named account executive at WQSR,
that city. Previously, Mr. Mullen had
served for 20 years in former Syracuse
Herald display advertising department.
Jack Beauchamp, account executive,
Television Advertising Representatives,
New York, joins tv sales staff, The
Katz Agency, that city.
Jack F. A. Flynn, account executive,
sales staff, WP1X (TV) New York,
appointed national sales and business
manager, sales department.

ager.
Howard A. Jorgensen named sales
manager of KCPX Salt Lake City,
while at present serving as acting radio
manager. Prior to joining KCPX, he
served as account executive at KWIC,
that city.

Freshen Up Your
Fall Programming.
Premiere In Your Market
With These Brand New . .
MINUTE
RADIO
FEATURES!
Individual Series
STARRING
CLEG CASSsNI
Fashion Commentary
HY GARDNER
Show Biz Round-up
HENRY Comedy
MORGAN

William J. McNicol Jr., member of
WOR New York sales staff, appointed
assistant sales manager.
Bill Huddy, news and sports editor of
KEYT (TV) Santa Barbara, Calif.,
named to newly created post of director
of news and public affairs. Mary Ann
Casey, program and traffic manager and
women's news editor, appointed director of enlarged program department.
Other appointments include Carol Davis,
formerly on staff of CBS-TV press department, Los Angeles, named promotion manager; Cherie Kaplun, formerly with Harrington, Righter & Parsons,
New York, appointed traffic manager;
Harvey Degering named station's transmitter supervisor.

1
Mr. Craig

Frank Craig, national sales manager of
WINZ Miami, appointed vp of Rand
Broadcasting, owner
and operator of
WINZ. Mr. Craig
joined station in 1959.

Ben Ashe, most recently Los Angeles
exchange manager for National Screen
Service, named director of video tape
commercial sales of KCOP (TV) Los
Angeles.

ft , Details
ForandComplete
Sample Tapes
WRITE or PHONE
Chuck

Prager Radio

Syndications Inc.
441 West End Ave.
Suite 4A
New York 24, N. Y.
Phone: TRafalgar 7-8402
"INSURED AGAINST EVERYTHING."
YES? Check on the chance that somebody "out there" will accuse you of
LIBEL
SLANDER
INVASION OF PRIVACY
PIRACY, VIOLATION OF
COPYRIGHT.
For these and related hazards
you need our EXCESS POLICY to
hold your loss upon any claim to
whatever figure you choose to
carry the
yourself
cover
excess.— INSURANCE to
WE ORIGINATED THIS
SPECIAL COVER
AND IT IS USED NATION-WIDE
and is SATISFACTORY
AND INEXPENSIVE.
Write for details and rates.

MONROE
MENDELSOHN
STUDIOS

George E. Raybould, associate producer-director, KYW-TV Cleveland,
joins WKNY Kingston, N. Y., as creative services director.

editorial
and
advertising
photography

Cy Nelson, news director of WJJD
Chicago, joins news staff of WOKY
Milwaukee.

REINSURANCE

Vadim Gontzoff, producer and director, NBC-TV, Hollywood, joins WTFM
(FM) New York as announcer. Alexander Urban, master of ceremonies of
Polish-American programs, WHOM
New York, and Bernard Whitefield,

CORPORATION
2 1 WEST TENTH STREET
KANSAS CITY, MO.
New York,
Son Francisco
100 Bush
107 Williorr
St.

254 FIFTH AVENUE
NEW YORK
LE. 2-7495
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EMPLOYERS

St.
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supervisor, radio-tv department, Charles Sheldon Adv., Springfield, Mass.,
named staff announcers at WTFM.
PROGRAMMING
Robert E. Dressier, since 1954 with
WNBQ (TV) Chicago, most recently
production manager for sales and video
recording, to Field Enterprises Educational Corp., Chicago, as director of
radio-tv and film activities for pr department. Firm publishes World Book Encyclopedia and Childcraft books.
Herbert Sussan, formerly director of
special programs for NBC, appointed to
executive staff of Screen Gems, Hollywood.
Alton Whitehouse, district sales manager, Eastern Div., Independent Television Corp., succeeds Bert Weiland as
eastern division sales manager. Mr.
Whitehouse will have his office in
Atlanta.
Fred Jochum, for 15 years producerdirector with Wilding Inc., Chicago, and
during past two years account executive
with Allen, Gordon, Schroeppel & Redlich Film Studios there, to Atlas Film
Corp., Oak Park, 111., as account executive.
Crawford W. Hawkins Jr. joins staff
of On Film Inc., Princeton, N.J., as
project supervisor. He has been commercial reporter with Dun & Bradstreet
and CBS.
Gerry Corwin, sales executive at NTA,
appointed midwestern sales director of
Television Enterprises Corp., Hollywood.
Norman Flicker named copyright and
production counsel of International Telemeter Co., division of Paramount Pictures Corp., Hollywood.
Kenneth Flower, account executive,
eastern sales staff, CBS Films, New
York, assigned New York state and
Pennsylvania territory. Other account
executives assigned territories include:

ANOTHER

COLOR

Robert J. Kolb, Connecticut, central
New Jersey and eastern Pennsylvania;
James Monahan, Washington, Maryland, and Delaware; Victor Bikel, Virginia and West Virginia, and William
Stynes, western Pennsylvania and eastern Ohio.
Jerry Wechsler, account executive,
United Artists Associated, Chicago,
succeeds John McCormick as midwestern division sales manager. Mr. McCormick becomes assistant general
sales manager for distributor in New
York.
Robert J. Kinney, account executive
at Robert Lawrence Productions,
named commercial production coordinator of On Film Inc., Princeton, N. J.
GOVERNMENT
Paul Schrimpf, farm director of
WEW St. Louis, named information
specialist in Agriculture Stabilization
and Conservation Services branch of
U. S. Department of Agriculture, Washington.
INTERNATIONAL
Muriel Haynes, vp and associate creative director and head, radio-tv copy
department, Compton Adv., N.Y., appointed tv consultant, Armstrong-Warden Ltd., London.
Norman Katz, vp in charge of foreign
operations, Television Industries, New
York, joins Seven Arts Associated, London, in similar capacity.
EQUIPMENT

& ENGINEERING

M. L. Doelz, vp and general manager
of Collins Radio Co.'s western division,
named to board of directors, replacing
R. S. Gates, who resigned his unexpired
board post in June.
John Jip, manager of Ampex Data
Products Co., Redwood City, Calif., and
vp of Ampex Corp., promoted to vp-

TV

PREMIERE

The Bullwinkle Show makes its Color debut this season. General Mills and Ideal Toys are the sponsors.
Learn today why more and more shows and sponsors
are moving up to Color. Contact W. E. Boss, Director,
Color Television Coordination, RADIO CORPORATION
OF AMERICA, 30 Rockefeller Plaza, New York 20,
New York, Tel: CO 5-5900
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(FATES & FORTUNES)

sales and general manager of newly
formed sales and service division of
Ampex Corp.
Gerald H. Reese, pr and sales promo- i
tion manager of Crush International, i
Evanston, 111., makers of beverages, appointed coordinator of sales promotion,
advertising and pr of Shure Brothers,
Evanston high fidelity and electronic
components manufacturer.
Vroman W. Riley assigned sales responsibility for RCA's microwave department, succeeding R. J. Fichthorn
who has been transferred to department's national accounts group. Before
joining RCA, Mr. Riley was midwest
sales manager for Motorola Communications and Electronics.
Jack P. Langford appointed sales
representative for General Electronic
Laboratories, Cambridge, Mass., covering Kansas, Oklahoma, Missouri and
Arkansas. Mr. Langford has served as
chief engineer at KDMO Carthage,
WMBH Joplin and KODE-AM-TV
Joplin, all Missouri.
ALLIED FIELDS
Edward S. O'Neill joins law firm of
Welch, Mott & Morgan, Washington,
D. C.
DEATHS
Lloyd S. Quynn, 66, died Sept. 28 at
his home in Laurel, Md. Mr. Quynn
has been radio inspector with FCC
prior to retirement last June.
J. Howard Johnson, 66, head of his
own Los Angeles broadcast advertising
agency and veteran radio-tv promotion
man, died Sept. 29 in Los Angeles. In
early 1920's he helped arrange broadcast of Los Angeles Philharmonic Orchestra on KHJ Los Angeles, reportedhistory.
ly first symphony broadcast in radio
Louis Goldstein, 61, vp of Hygo
Television Films and for many years
active in theatrical film distribution,
died in Los Angeles Sept. 28.
William C. Brearly, 41, radio sales
manager, George B. Hollingbery Co.,
New York, died Sept. 28 at his home
in Englewood, N. J. He was previously executive in recording division
of WOR New York.
Carlyle Stevens, 54, died Oct. 1
in Lake Forest, 111. Mr. Stevens was
continuity director of WGN-TV Chicago.
Clyde G. Wend, 59, died at Methodist Hospital, Indianapolis, on Oct. 2
after month's illness. Mr. Wend had
been transmitter engineer of WIBC Indianapolis.
Herman S. Hymson, regional sales
manager of WKLO Louisville, died
Sept. 26 in Louisville, Ky.
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FANFARE
Nationwide

WWJ's bingo parties
To stimulate retention of the key
sales points in its newest slide film
presentation for agency and advertiser
executives, WWJ Detroit has devised a
"bingo" type game to be played immediately following the showing. Sales

tour helps

promotion of Top Cat'
To promote its new cartoon series,
Top Cat, which began on ABC-TV
this season (Wed., 8:30-9 p.m. EDT),
Screen Gems sent the show's "star performers" on a personal appearance
tour of local stations around the country— traveling by air express.
Gene Plotnick, SG's public relations
director, and Arnold Carr of HannaBarbera, producers of Top Cat, devised
a five-minute script in which Top Cat
and Benny the Ball talk with the local
emcees by way of a record with open
spaces for the personality's comments.
At the same time, Messrs. Plotnick
and Carr ordered a set of costume-replicas of the cartoon characters sent to
the station with the recordings.
The "act"
at ABC-TV
affiliate
stationshasin played
nine markets
since
Aug. 15, including Chicago, Detroit,
St. Louis, Philadelphia, Baltimore,
Washington, D. C, Boston, Cleveland,
and Milwaukee. Now that the promotion is over, the Top Cat costumes will
be used for retail store and fair appearances.
Surprise winner for contest
There's no telling what to expect
when an unheralded team like Cincinnati fights its way into the World Series.
Take the contest conducted by WKAZ
Charleston, W. Va., for instance.
WKAZ, which originates the Reds'
games in Charleston, decided to
enter the pennant tension by selecting
Cincinnati's greatest rooter in a "Root
the Reds Home" contest.
Station officials were surprised when
the winner turned out to be D. Denzil
Finney, a disc jockey at WCHS Charleston, and arch-rival of WKAZ disc jockey Bob Turley, who conducted the
contest. Mr. Turley appeared on Mr.
Finney's
program to present him the
award.
Talks his way to Mexico
Because of his ability to write about
conversation radio, Raymond R. Morgan Jr., vice president of Walker Saussy
Adv., Hollywood, is the winner of
KABC Los Angeles' Talk Your Way to
Mexico contest conducted among west
coast agency personnel.
Mr. Morgan's prize, for giving his
reasons in 50 words or less, why conversation radio has been successful in
Los Angeles, is a two-week vacation in
Mexico for two.
Runners-up, all receiving transistor
clock radios are: Robert J. Forestal,
McNaughton-Laub; Charles J. Neugebauer, J. M. Straus & Co.; Stan Ross,
BROADCASTING, October 9, 1961

points such as "total radio," "award
winning news," "marketer mailings" and
"387,000 listeners average cum" are
used instead of numbers in the bingo
card positions. Prizes are awarded.
Game was idea of WWJ's assistant general manager, Don DeGroot. The presentation was made in New York Oct.
2-3, Chicago Sept. 29, and will be made
in Detroit Oct. 23. WWJ representative
is Peters-Griffin-Woodward.
WFBM
Gold in 'Kelo-Land'
Mrs. Floyd Carlon of Sioux
Falls, S. D., holds certificate entitling her to $10,000 in cash for
winning the Centennial Gold Rush
contest conducted by KELO-TV
Sioux Falls. More than 5,000
persons dug for "gold" worth
varying amounts in cash in merchandise in the event that was
held recently as part of the
Dakota Territory Centennial.
Gov. Archie Gubbrud of South
Dakota holds Mrs. Carlon's shovel
as Joe Floyd, president of Midcontinent Broadcasting Co., operator of KELO-TV and sponsor of
the Gold Rush, presented the certificate tothe winner.
Wade Adv.; Ted Sally, Ted Sally Co.;
J. H. Fishman, Milton Weinberg Inc.;
Ruth Johnson, Milton Carlson Co.; Joe
Karbo, Humphrey & Karbo; and Joel
Douglas, Joel Douglas Adv., all Los
Angeles, and Bob Matthes, Cunningham & Walsh, and Lou Rolle, BBDO,
San Francisco.

turns from

to antique

auto

speed

parades

The symbol of speed often associated
with Indianapolis because of the famed
Memorial Day 500 mile race held there
each year also has a nostalgic side —
and it has nothing to do with speed.
Under the auspices of WFBM-AMTV Indianapolis and the Veteran Motor Car Club of America, the fall season is the time for the annual Antique
Auto Tour, an event designed strictly
for fun.
Among the entries this year were:
a 1935 Graham, a 1934 Rolls Royce, a
1932 Auburn, a 1930 Duesenberg, a
1929 Marmon, a 1928 Stutz, a 1926
Gardner, a 1918 Haynes, a 1914 Maxwell, a 1914 Empire, a 1913 Hupmobile, a 1912 Winton, a 1912 Overland,
a 1911 Oakland and a 1905 Reo.
To keep the tour manageable, participation was limited to 125 cars, which
are split into six flights. In all, about
350 men, women and children took
part, many of them wearing gay costumes.
Unlike the Memorial Day racers, who
cover 500 miles in less than four hours,
the Antique Car drivers cover about

150 miles in two days. The route varies
each year but the festivities do not. On
Saturday evening the tour arrived at
one of the state's larger cities for a
banquet and festivities. Sunday morning prizes were awarded for the oldest
car, the oldest couple, the best costumes and many others.
WFBM-TV carried four telecasts of
the proceedings, two Saturday and two
Sunday. The station estimates that the
event was witnessed by more than one
million persons on the air and 100,000
along the route.
WIIC (TV) promotes via radio
WIIC (TV) Pittsburgh is turning to
radio to promote its new fall programming with one-quarter sponsorship of
the U. of Pittsburgh football games on
a 16-station radio network.
The following stations comprise the
network: WWSW Pittsburgh; WNCC
Barnesboro; WBVP Beaver Falls; WISR
Butler; WCVI Connellsville; WHJB
Greensburg; WJAC Johnstown; WACB
Kittanning; WMGW Meadville; WKST
New Castle: WPIC Sharon; WVSC
Somerset; WMBS Uniontown; WJPA
Washington; WANB Waynesburg;
WNAE Warren, all Pennsylvania.
WNAE will carry only the last three
games of the schedule.

paper Syndicate by Screen Gems Inc.
on a royalty basis. Hanna-Barbera
Studios, Hollywood, which produces the
tv series for Screen Gems, also prepares the newspaper strip.

than $100,000. The promotion, built
around the single, graphic figure 9 (the
station's channel number in Chicago),
was prepared by Foote, Cone & Belding,

CHUM bus ■ School holidays lasted two
weeks longer than usual for some 76
Vaughn Township pupils until CHUM
Toronto stepped in. Parents kept the
children out of school because of a
dispute with the school board over bus
transportation. The parents felt it was
too dangerous to send the children on
a daily two-mile walk along a threelane, 50-mile-an-hour highway to the
school. CHUM ended the hostilities by
providing the bus for the children.

Openers ■ CTV Television Network
Ltd., Toronto, sent letter openers to
advertisers and agencies to mark its
opening broadcasts. The plastic letter
opener with CTV Big City Television
on the handle was sent in a folder with

Hole in One contest ■ WPRO Providence, R. I., earned nearly $1,500 for
the Rhode Island League for Emotionally Disturbed Children with its first
annual Hole in One Tournament. Some
3,000 people, spurred on by civic spirit
and various prizes donated by WPRO,
paid fifty cents each for three cracks
at a hole in one. The tournament lasted
six days.
Swap ■ The Western Broadcasting Co.
(KBMN Bozeman, KCAP Helena,
KGVO Missoula and KURL Billings,
all Montana) has started an intra-station publication called Swap, to be published each month. Swap features various activities of the personnel at the
four stations, a report on the parent
organization and editorials.

Drumbeats...
'Flintstones' in comics ■ A daily comicstrip version of ABC-TV's weekly animated series, The Flintstones (Fri.
8:30-9 p. m.), started last week in
more than 100 newspapers. The strip
was licensed to the McClure News-

WGN's fall promo ■ WGN Chicago is
launching an all-media promotion of
its new fall schedule estimated at more
FOR THE

STATION

AUTHORIZATIONS,

EDWIN

changes, hearing cases, rules & standards changes, routine roundup.
Abbreviations: DA — directional antenna, cp
— construction permit. ERP — effective radiated power, vhf — very high frequency, uhf
— ultra high frequency, ant. — antenna, aur. —

TORNBERG

& COMPANY,

INC.

Negotiators For The Purchase And Sale Of
Radio And TV Stations
Appraisers • Financial Advisors
New York-60 East 42nd St., New York 17, N. Y. • MU 7-4242
West Coast— 1357 Jewell Ave., Pacific Grove, Calif. • FR 2-7475
Washington-1426 "G" St., N.W., Washington, D.C. • Dl 7-8531
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the message "open up the markets with
CTV . . . the major market network!"
Red coats ■ CKWX Vancouver, B. C,
had hostesses in distinctive red coats
circulating through Brentwood Shopping Center during its grand opening
in suburban Vancouver. The girls conducted a"search for knowledge" contest with prizes including the Encyclopaedia Britannica. There were also
"CKWX Lucky Spots" with prizes to
shoppers at these spots when stopped
by station personnel. CKWX broadcast opening of shopping center from
9:30 a.m. to 5 p.m. continuously.
Highbrow IDs ■ Photographs of featured exhibits at the Minneapolis Institute of Art and the Walker Art Center
are being scheduled by WTCN-TV
Minneapolis-St. Paul this fall and winter season as backgrounds for the station break ID slides. Audio portion
first identifies WTCN-TV and then
promotes the background exhibit, giving gallery information.

RECORD

APPLICATIONS

As compiled by Broadcasting, Sept. 28
through Oct. 4, and based on filings,
authorizations and other actions of the
FCC. Includes data on new stations,
changes in existing stations, ownership

Chicago, in department.
connection with
promotion
The WGN's
teaser
campaign utilizes billboards, newspapers, television spots and sky-writing.

aural, vis. — visual, kw — kilowatts, w — watts,
mc — megacycles. D — day. N — night. LS —
local sunset, mod. — modification, trans. —
transmitter, unl. — unlimited hours, kc — kilocycles. SCA — subsidiary communications authorization. S A — special service authorization. STA — special temporary authorization.
SH — specified hours. CH — critical hours. • —
educational. Ann. — Announced.
New tv stations
APPLICATIONS
Tuscaloosa, Ala. — Tv Bcstg. Circuits Inc.
Uhf ch. 45 (656-662 mc); ERP 20.7 kw vis.,
11.2 kw aur. Ant. height above average
terrain 451.75 ft.; above ground 339.2 ft.
Estimated construction cost $5,000; first year
operating cost $140,000; revenue $150,000.
P.O. address box 591, Tuscaloosa. Studio
and trans, location east of Tuscaloosa.
Geographic
coordinates
33° 11'
N. lat.,
87°
29' 05" W.
long. Trans.
RCA52"TTU-1B;
ant. GE TY-25-E. Consulting engineer
Claude cipals:
M. T. H.
Gray.
ToddBirmingham.
(24.3%), Dr.Ala.SamPrin-V.
McCall (12.5%), C. H. Armstrong (11.2%).
George O. Miller (10%), David A. Decker
(4.2%). Mr. Todd owns 26% of wholesale
radio parts distribution business; Dr. McCall is dentist and owns 25% of development firm; Mr. Miller owns 40% of theater;
Mr. Armstrong owns 52% of petroleum
products distribution firm.
Sault Ste. Marie, Mich. — Fetzer Tv Inc.
Vhf ch. 10 (192-198 mc); ERP 87.5 kw vis.,
52.6 kw vis. Ant. height above average terrain 1,214
above cost
ground
1.123firstft. year
Estimatedft.;construction
$272,170;
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operating cost $665,000; revenue $700,000.
P.O. address 417 North Mitchell St., Cadillac,
Mich. Studio and trans, location Goetzville,
Mich. Geographic coordinates 46° 03' 49"
N. lat., 84° 06' 08" W. long. Trans. RCA
TT10-AH; ant. RCA TF-12-AH. Legal counsel Mallyck & Bernton, Washington, D. C;
consulting engineer Lohnes & Culver, Washington. John E. Fetzer, sole owner, owns
WKZO-AM-TV Kalamazoo and WJEF-AMFM Grand Rapids, both Michigan; KOLNTV Lincoln, Neb., and 49% of WMBD-AMFM-TV Peoria, 111. Ann. Oct. 2.
Rochester, N. Y. — Flower City Tv Corp.
Vhf ch. 13 (210-216 mc); ERP 316 kw vis.,
158 kw aur. Ant. height above average
terrain 500 ft.; above ground 515 ft. Estimated construction cost $1,044,697; first
year operating cost $1,000,000; revenue $1,200,000. P.O. address 45 Exchange St.,
Rochester 14. Studio location Rochester;
trans, location Mendon, N. Y. Geographic
coordinates 43° 00' 25" N. lat. 77° 32' 15"
W. long. Trans. RCA TT-25-CH; ant. RCA
TW-15A13-P. Legal counsel Pierson, Ball &
Dowd, Washington, D. C; consulting engineer May & Battison, Washington. Principals include: James P. Wilmot, John L.
Wehle, G. Bennett Larson, Gordon Auchincloss II, Louis A. Wehle (each 8.88%) and
24 others. Mr. Wilmot has numerous real
estate, construction, restaurant and motel
interests; J. L. Wehle is president and
stockholder in brewing firm; Mr. Auchincloss is radio-tv writer and producer; L.
A. Wehle has beef-cattle, electrical, brewing
and real estate interests. (Applicant requests STA to operate station pending
final action on application.)
Syracuse, N. Y. — Syracuse Tv Inc. Vhf
ch. 9 (186-192 mc); ERP 316 kw vis., 158
kw aur. Ant. height above average terrain
1,000 ft., above ground 648 ft. Estimated
construction cost $939,900; first year operating cost $1,312,200: revenue $1,324,200. P.O.
address Box 1390, Collamer Rd., East
Syracuse, N. Y. Studio location DeWitt,
N. Y.; trans, location near Lafayette, N. Y.
Geographic coordinates 42° 55' 03" N. lat.,
76° 05' 21". Trans. GE TT-46-A; ant. GE
TY-52-B2. Legal counsel Krieger & Jorgensen, Washington, D. C; counsulting engineer Siliiman. Moffet & Rohrer, Washington. Principals include: Founders Corp.
(80%), Macmillan Ring-Free Oil Co. (20%).
Majority stockholder of Founders Corp. is
John M. Shaheen (53.6%), who has extensive petroleum interests. Founders Corp.
owns WFBL Syracuse, WSMB New Orleans
and KORL Honolulu.
Syracuse, N. Y. — Veterans Bcstg. Inc. Vhf
ch. 9 (186-192 mc); ERP 100 kw vis., 50
kw aur. Ant. height above average terrain
1,000 ft., above ground 599 ft. Estimated
construction cost $833,900; first year operating cost $1,050,000; revenue $1,450,000. P.O.
address 17 Clinton Ave. S., Rochester, N. Y.
Studio location Syracuse; trans, location
near Pcmpey, N. Y. Geographic coordinates
42° 56' 54" N. lat., 76° 00' 45" W. long. Trans.
GE TT-32-B; ant. GE TY-70-H. Legal counsel Spearman & Roberson, Washington, D.
C; consulting engineer Creutz & Snowberger, Washignton. Veterans Bcstg. Inc. is
licensee of WVET-AM-TV Rochester, N. Y.;
majority stockholder in KTVE El Dorado,
Ark., and assignee of WROC-FM-TV Rochester. (Applicant requests STA to operate
station pending final action on application.)
Syracuse, N. Y. — WAGE Inc. Vhf ch. 9
(186-192 mc); ERP 79.6 kw vis., 39.8 kw
aur. Ant. height above average terrain
1,516 ft.; above ground 961 ft. Estimated
construction cost $2,286,000; first year operating cost $1,350 000; revenue $1,450,000.
P.O. address Loew Theater Bldg., Syracuse
2. Studio location Syracuse; trans, location Pompey, N. Y. Geographic coordinates
42°
42" TT-11AH;
N. lat., 76°
W. long.
Trans.56'RCA
ant. 01'
RCA28"TF-12AH-S.
Legal counsel Dempsey & Koplovitz, Washington, D. C; consulting engineer A. Earl
Cullum Jr. & Assoc., Dallas, Tex. Principals
include: Frank G. Revoir (80%), Alexis N.
Muench (12%), and others. Mr. Revoir is
president and majority stockholder of applicant corporation which is holding company;
Muench
and stockholder ofMr.three
candleis president
manufacturing
firms,
real estate firm, novelty firm, and has
banking interests. (Applicant requests STA
to operate station pending final action on
application.)
Wilmington, N. C. — Cape Fear Telecasting
Inc. Vhf ch. 3 (60-66 mc); ERP 16.3 kw vis.,
8.32 kw aur. Ant. height above average
terrain 261.3 ft.; above ground 281 ft. Estimated construction cost $122,290.49; first
year operating cost $280 500; revenue $310,BROADCASTING, October 9, 1961

000. P.O. address c/o W. G. Broadfoot Jr.,
Murchison Bldg., Wilmington. Studio location Wilmington; trans, location Wilmington. 77°
Geographic
34° 14' Gates
13.5"
N. lat.,
56' 58"coordinates
W. long. Trans.
BT5C;sel Smith
ant. &Jampro
JATV
34/L/.
Legal
counPepper, Washington, D. C;
consulting engineer Creutz & Snowberger,
Washington. Principals: William G. Broadfoot Jr., Elvin Linwood White, Percy Robinson Smith Jr. (each one-third). Mr. Broadfoot owns one-third of commercial property
management
firm,30%one-third
vending
chine business,
of real of
estate
firm maand
20% of bowling alley; Mr. Smith owns 37.5%
of automobile business, one-third of development firm and 25% of real estate firm;
Mr. White owns 41.7% of real estate and
investment firm. Ann. Oct. 2.
Existing tv stations
ACTION BY FCC
KOPR-TV ch. 6, Butte, Mont.— Waived
Sec. 3.613 of rules and granted application
to change trans, site to immediately north
of city ERP to vis. 26.3 kw, aur. 13.2 kw,
ant. height to 490 ft., and specify studio
location at trans, site. Action Sept. 27.
New am stations
ACTIONS BY BROADCAST BUREAU
Thomaston, Ga. — Alfred A. Britt. Granted
1500 kc. 1 kw D. P.O. address 324 East Lee
St., Thomaston, Ga. Estimated construction
cost $12,648. first year operating cost $25,000,
revenue $35,000. Applicant owns fertilizer
company. Action Oct. 3.
Makawao, Hawaii — Eugene G. Panissidi.
Granted 1310 kc: 1 kw unl. P.O. address
1042 E. Walnut Ave., Burbank, Calif. Estimated construction cost $14,701.15; first
year operating cost $36 000; revenue $48,000. Eugene Panissidi, sole owner, owns 40%
of station DYDR Cebu City, Philippine Islands, and one-third of aircraft electronics
sales and service business. Action Oct. 3.
Existing am stations
APPLICATIONS
WJAZ Albany, Ga. — Cp to change hours
of operation from D to unl. using power of
1 kw, 5 kw-LS, make changes in DA system (add one tower) and change from DAD to DA-2. Ann. Oct. 3.
WPKE Pikesville, Ky.- Cp to increase
daytime power from 250 w to 1 kw and
install new trans. Ann. Sent. 28.
WSTA Charlotte Amalie, V. I.— Cp to incease daytime power from 250 w to 1 kw
and install new trans. Ann. Oct. 2.
New fm stations
APPLICATIONS
Huntsville, Ala. — Smith Bcstg. Inc. 103.3
mc: 10 kw. Ant. height above average terrain seven ft. P.O. address box 986, Huntsville. Estimated construction cost $11,800;
fi-st year operating cost $24,000; revenue
$36,000. Principals: M. Davidson Smith III
(98%); K. H. Jones. Elizabeth Jones Smith
(each 1%). Mr. Smith owns 98% of WAAY
Huntsville, 51% of WNUE Fort Walton
Reach. Fla.; Mr. Jones is stockholder; Mrs.
Smith owns 1% of WAAY and 25% of
WNUE. Ann. Oct. 2.
Albany, Ga. — Albany Bcstg. Co. 104.5 mc:
24.75 kw. Ant. height above average terrain
141 ft. P.O. address box 838, Albany. Estimated construction cost $1,000 for instal ation of presently-owned equipment.
Albany Bcstg. Co. is licensee of WGPC
Albany. Ann. Sept. 28.
Harrisbur>», Pa. — George Voron Co. 104.1
mc; 7 kw. Ant. height above average terrain
705 ft. P.O. address 1230 E. Mermaid Lane.
Wyndmoor, Philadelphia 18, Pa. Estimated
construction cost $36,000; first year operating
cost $46 000: revenue $48 000. Principals:
George Voron, Abe J. Voron (each 50%),
who are equal partners in WQAL-FM Philadelphia, Pa. Ann. Sept. 29.
Grundy, Va. — Virginia-Kentucky Bcstg.
Inc. 96.1 mc; 1 kw. Ant. height above average terrain 477 ft. P.O. address box V,
Grundy. Estimated construction cost $9,780;
first year operating cost $18,000; revenue
$18,000. Principals: Herman G. Dotson
(50%); David B. Jordan (25%); Aubrey
Garber, (12.8%), Elmo Mills (12.2%), all of
whom are stockholders in WNRG Grundy.
Ann. Sept. 28.

We're

proud

of our
Stainless
TOWER
leading
say these
broadcasters

WILLIAM H. REUMAN
President
WWRL
NEW YORK CITY

BENTON R. BARTLETT
Chief Engineer
If you're planning a tower,
take
advantage
of Stainless'
experience
in designing
and
fabricating AM, FM and TV
towers of all kinds — up to
1700' tall.

Get your free book
describing these
installations.

Existing fm stations
APPLICATIONS
*WIPR-FM San Juan, P. R. — Cp to change
frequency from 89.7 mc to 91.7 mc; increase ERP from 3.8 kw to 384 kw; increase
ant. height above average terrain to 752
ft. and install new trans. Ann. Sept. 28.
KBLE(FM) Bellingham, Wash.— Cp to
change frequence from 104.3 mc to 107.3
mc. Ann. Sept. 28.
Ownership changes
ACTIONS BY FCC
KGST Fresno, Calif.— Granted assignment
of license to International Radio Inc.
(Richard E. Ryan, president); consideration
$281,000. One assignee stockholder, E. L.
Barker,
owns KLOK San Jose. Action Sept.
27.
KLEO Wichita, Kan. — Granted assignment
of license to Swanco Bcstg. of Kansas Inc.
(G. A. Bolas, president); consideration
$365,000; stockholders are also stockholders,
officers and directors of Swanco Bcstg. Inc.
of New Mexico, and of KIOA Des Moines,
Iowa. Action Sept. 27.
KQEO Albuquerque, N. M. — Granted assignment of license to Swanco Bcstg. Inc.
of New Mexico (G. A. Bolas, president);
consideration $300,000; stockholders are also
stockholders of Swanco Bcstg. of Kansas
Inc., and of KIOA Des Moines, Iowa. Action
Sept. 27.
KOCO-TV, ch. 5, Enid, Okla.— Granted
transfer of control from Caster-Robison
Tele. Corp. to Capital City Investment Co.
(John E. Kirkpatrick, president); consideration $1,376,320. Two assignee stockholders.
Dean A. McGee and Gravce B. Keer have
interest in WEEK-TV Peoria, WEEQ-TV
LaSalle, both Illinois, and own approximately 42% of KVOO-TV
Tulsa; one minority
stockholder,
J. M. Baisch,
has interest in
KGA Spokane, Wash., WREX-TV Rockford
111., and WHYZ-TV Duluth, Minn. Chmn.
Minowtion Sept.
and27. Comr. Bartley dissented. AcWFMZ(FM) Allentown, Pa.— Granted assignment of license to Franklin Bcstg. Co
( WFLN- AM-FM Philadelphia); consideration $18,000 plus payment to Raymond F.
and Maribelle J. Kohn, 75% owners of station, of $5,000 per year for five years for
agreement not to compete within service
area of sented.
WFMZ(FM).
Action Sept. 27.Comr. Bartley disWSTE(TV), ch. 13, Fajardo, P.R.— Granted
(1) assignment of cp to WSTE-TV Inc.
(James C. Leake, president, has interest in
KTUL-AM-TV Tulsa, KWTVfTV] Oklahoma
City, both Oklahoma, and KATV[TV] Little
Rock, Ark.; and Carmina Mendez); consideration 20% of assignee's stock to
Mendez, sole stockholder of assignor, for
$2,000 and $31,000 note; and (2) extended
for six months time to complete construc27. tion. Comr. Bartley dissented. Action Sept.
KGA Spokane, Wash. Granted (1) renewal
of license and (2) transfer of control to
Bankers Life & Casualty Co. (KCSJ-AM-TV
Pueblo, Colo.), through purchase of 100%
stock 27.
at public auction for $100. Action
Sept.
APPLICATIONS
KCSJ-AM-TV Pueblo, Colo.— Seeks transfer of all outstanding shares of stock in
Star Bcstg. Inc. from Bankers Life &
Casualty Co. to Metropolitan Tv Co.; conAssignee's
include Bob sideration
Hope$1,250,000.
(42.5%),
Hendrieprincipals
Investment Co. (15.5%), James L. Saphier (5%),
Robert H. Waterman (7.63%), and others.
Mr. Hope is entertainer; Mr. Saphier is
producer; Hendrie Investment Co. is holding
firm; Mr. Waterman is president of Hendrie
Investment Co. and owns accounting forms
and office systems business. Metropolitan
Tv Co. is licensee of KOA-AM-FM-TV Denver, Colo. Ann. Oct. 2.
KHQL-TV Sterling, Colo.— Seeks assignment of cp from Richard B. Steuer to Steuer
Bcstg. Co., new corporation of which Mr.
Steuer is sole stockholder; no financial consideration involved. Ann. Sept. 28.
Calif. —Inc.
Seeks
of KWG
licenseStockton,
from KMO
to assignment
Roland B.
Vaile, John B. Jacobs (each 25%), Francis
M. Dunne (15%), Carl E. Brandt, Martin
M. Hill (each 7.5%), Roy A. Rowan, David
P. Boyer, Gordon B. Sherwood, Edward R.
Hopple (each 5%), d/b as Royal Bear Bcstrs.
Inc.; consideration $157,500 plus $833.33 per
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month from Aug. 1, 1961, to date of closing.
Mr. Vaile has owned 35% of KTOO Henderson, former;
Nev.;Mr. Dunne
Mr. Jacobs
is radio-tv
peris entertainer
and actor;
Mr. Brandt owns music publishing firm; Mr.
Rowan is radio-tv announcer; Mr. Boyer
owns 60% of mortgage and insurance firm;
Mr. Sherwood has owned 20% of KENO
Las Vegas; Nev.; Mr. Hopple owns 50% of
radio program packaging firm; Mr. Hill is
29.
employe
of tv production firm. Ann. Sept.
KMCD Fairfield, Iowa — Seeks assignment
of license from RB Inc. to RF Inc., new
corporation consisting of same principals
and officers;
financial
consideration involved. Ann.noSept.
29.
KJCK Junction City, Kan. — Seeks assignment of license from Ralph L. Weir Jr. to
Junction City Bcstg. Inc., new corporation
of which Mr. Weir is sole stockholder; no
financial consideration involved. Ann. Oct.
2
WIRV Irvine, Ky. — Seeks assignment of
license from South C. Evans, d/d as
Irvenna Bcstg. Co., to James M. Gaskin,
d/b under same name; consideration $96,000. Mr. Gaskin is present station manager
of WIRV. Ann. Sept. 28.
WCSR Hillsdale, Mich. — Seeks assignment
of license from Bawbeese Bcstrs. Inc. to
Fahey J. Flynn d/b as Flynn Enterprises
Inc.; consideration $85,000. Mr. Flynn is
newscaster for CBS. Ann. Sept. 28.
Las from
Vegas,Frontier
Nev. — Seeks
assignment
of KLAS
license
Bcstrs.
Inc. to
Paul C. Schafer d/b as Radio KLAS Inc.;
consideration $155,000. Mr. Schafer is majority stockholder in KDOT Reno, Nev., and
KOFA Yuma, Ariz. Ann. Sept. 28.
WSIB Beaufort, S. C— Seeks assignment
of cp from Sea Island Bcstg. Co., partnership consistindg of Lee J. Berry, T. D.
Hiers (each 32.5%), Louis M. Neale Jr.
(25%), Julian S. Levin and T. Reeve Sams
(each 5%) to new partnership of same name
in which Mr. Neale will have sold his
interest to Messrs. Berry and Hiers (12.5%
to each); consideration to Mr. Neale $550.
Ann. Sept. 28.
WMSC Columbia, S. C. — Seeks assignment
of license from WMSC Radio Corp. to
Speidel Bcstg. Corp.; consideration $60,000.
Assignee's
principals:
Joe Speidel (16.66%).
III (83.
33%), Russel
George-Busdicker
Mr. Speidel owns over 99% of WWBD
Bamberg,
WYNN Florence, andWPAL
83.33% Charleston,
of WOIC Columbia,
all
South Carolina; 100% of WSOK Savannah,
Ga.; 90% of WKET-FM Kettering, Ohio, and
90% of am application in that city. Mr.
George-Busdicker owns 35% of WJOT Lake
City, S. C, and 16.66% of WOIC. Ann. Oct. 2.
WNNT Warsaw, Va. — Seeks assignment of
license from Grayson Headley, deceased, to
Patricia Headley, executrix of Mr. Headley's estate;
consideration involved. Ann. no
Oct.financial
20.
Hearing cases
STAFF INSTRUCTIONS
■ Commission directed preparation of
document
looking E.toward
granting
application of Wilmer
Huffman
for new
am
station to operate on 1290 kc, 5 kw-D,
500 w-N, DA-2, in Pratt, Kan., and denying
applications of Pier San Inc., and Francis
C. Morgan Jr., for new stations on 1490
kc, 500 w, D, in Larned, Kan. March 29
initial decision looked toward granting Pier
San and denying Morgan and Huffman applications. Action Oct. 4.
■ Commission directed preparation of
document looking toward granting application of Sunbury Bcstg. Corp. to change
facilities of WKOK Sunbury, Pa., from 1240
kc. 250 w, unl., to 1070 kc, 10 kw-LS, 1 kw-N,
DA-2, at new trans, site. April 11 initial
decision looked toward this action. Action
Oct. 4.
■ Commission directed preparation of
document looking toward affirming April
14 supplemental initial decision which
would reinstate and affirm May 25, 1959
grant of application of Fred H. Whitley
for new am station to operate on 960 kc,
1 kw, D, in Dallas, N. C., and deny application of Wayne M. Nelson for new
station on same frequency with 500 w,
D, in Concord, N. C. Action Oct. 4.
■ Commission directed preparation of
document looking toward affirming, with
modifications, March 22 initial decision
which would (1) grant applications of
Washington State University for renewal
of license of KWSC and auxiliary, Pullman,
Wash., and for mod. of license to provide

for unlimited time operation on 1250 kc, 5
kw, and (2) grant application of First
Presbyterian Church of Seattle, Wash., for
renewal on 1250 kc, 1 kw. KWSC and KTW
presently are licensed on share-time basis
at Announcement
night. Action Oct.
4. preliminary steps
of these
does not constitute commission action in
such cases, but is merely announcement of
proposed disposition. Commission reserves
right to reach different result upon subsequent adoption and issuance of formal
decisions.
INITIAL DECISIONS
■ Hearing examiner Isadore A. Honig issued initial decision looking toward denying application
of Dixieon Radio
am station
to operate
790 kc.Inc.
500 for
w, new
DA,
D, in Brunswick, Ga. Action Oct. 4.
■ Hearing examiner Annie Neal Huntting
issued initial decision looking toward grantTv Corp.
of Michigan
Inc. ing
for application
new am ofstation
to operate
on 1510
kc, 500
tion Oct.w, 4. DA, D, in Jackson, Mich. Ac■ Hearing examiner Forest L. McClenning
issued initial decision looking toward grantof Ebony
Enterprises
Inc.
for ing
newapplication
am station
to operate
on 1590
kc, 1 kw, D, in Chadbourn, N. C. Action
Oct. 4.
Routine roundup
ACTIONS ON MOTIONS
By Commissioner John S. Cross
■ Denied
by Edwin
R. Fischer
for
leave
to file petition
consolidated
appendix
and brief
in suppovt of exceptions m excess of 50
pages, without prejudice however to right
of movant
to file briefwith
in support
of exceptions in compliance
Sec. 1.154(c)
not
later than 10 days from date of release of
this order in proceeding on its application
and Tidewater
BcstgandInc.,
for newNews,
am stations in Smithfield
Newport
Va.
Action Sept. 26.
■ Granted
tem Inc. and petition
extendedby toBeacon
Sept. Bcstg.
29 timeSys-to
respond to petition by Suburban Bcstg. Inc.
to enlarge issues and reopen record in proceeding on their applications for new am
stations
in Grafton-Cedarburg
and Jackson,
Wis.
Action
Sept. 25.
By Acting ChiefA.Hearing
Kyle Examiner Jay
■ Denied joint request by Western Bcstg.
Co. stations
and R. L.in McAlister,
applicants
for newof
am
Odessa, Tex.,
for approval
agreement
providing
for
dismissal
of
Western's application and payment of $2,000
by
Mr. McAlister as reimbursement of expenses incurred in connection with that
application, and remanded proceeding to
hearing examiner for prompt attention and
further consideration. Action Sept. 27.
By Hearing Examiner Asher H. Ende
■ Granted motion by Wireline Radio Inc.,
and extended from Sept. 26 to Oct. 2 and
from Oct. 10 to Oct. 16 time for filing proposed findings and replies in proceeding on
its application for renewal of license of
WITT Lewisburg, Pa. Action Sept. 25.
■ Granted motion by Sands Bcstg. Corp.,
WIFE Corp. and Hoosier Bcstg. Corp., and
continued Sept. 26 hearing until further
order of examiner, provided, however, that
any party
to proceeding Indianapolis
on their applications and Independent
Bcstg.
Corp. for new am stations in Indianapolis,
Ind. may for good cause shown file motion
requesting
hearing
certain date.thatAction
Sept.be22.rescheduled for
By Hearing Examiner Millard F. French
■ On request of parties in proceeding on
am application of Strafford Bcstg. Corp.
(WWNH) Rochester, N. H., continued Oct. 11
hearing to Oct. 13. Action Sept. 25.
By Hearing Examiner Walther W. Guenther
■ Pursuant to agreements reached at
Sept. 27 oral argument, scheduled further
prehearingceeding onconference
29 inBcstg.
proapplicationsforofSept.
Seward
Inc., Marion, and Saltville Bcstg. Corp.,
Saltville, both Virginia. Action Sept. 27.
■ On own motion, scheduled further hearing for Sept. 28 for purpose of discussing
further procedural steps to be established
in view
commission's
memorandum
ion and oforder
released on
Sept. 25 in opinWilmington, Del., tv ch 12 proceeding. Action
September 25.
By Hearing Examiner Annie Neal Huntting
■ Scheduled prehearing conference for
Oct. 10 in remand proceeding on applicaBROADCASTING, October 9, 1961

PROFESSIONAL

CARDS

JANSKY & BAILEY
Offices and Laboratories
1339 Wisconsin Ave., N.W.
Washington 7, D.C. FEderal 3-4800
Member AFGGE

JAMES C. McNARY
Consulting Engineer
National Press Bldg.,
Wash. 4, D. C.
Telephone District 7-1205
Member AFCCE

—Established 1926—
PAUL GODLEY CO.
Upper Montclair, N. ).
Pilgrim 6-3000
Laboratories, Great Notch, N. J.
Member AFCCE

GEORGE C. DAVIS
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
RADIO & TELEVISION
527 Munsey Bldg.
STerling 3-0111
Washington
4, D. C.
Member AFCCE

Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
Everett L. Dillard, Cen. Mgr.
INTERNATIONAL BLDC.
Dl. 7-1319
WASHINGTON, D. C.
P.O. BOX 7037
JACKSON 5302
KANSAS CITY, MO.
Member AFCCE

A. D. Ring & Associates
30 Years' Engineering
Experience in Radio

Lohnes & Culver

1710 H St., N.W. Republic 7-2347
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
Member AFCCE

GAUTNEY & JONES
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
930 Warner Bldg. National 8-7757
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE

MAY & BATTISON
CONSULTING RADIO ENCINEERS
Suite 805
711 14th Street, N.W.
Washington 5, D. C.
REpublic AFGGE
7-3984
Member

L. H. Carr & Associates
Consulting
Radio & Television
Engineers
Washington 6, D. C. Fort Evans
1000 Conn. Ave. Leesburg, Va.
Member AFGGE

GUY C. HUTCHESON
P.O. Box 32
CRestview 4-8721
1100 W. Abram
ARLINGTON, TEXAS

SILLIMAN, MOFFET &
ROHRER
1405 C St., N.W.
Republic 7-6646
Washington 5, D. C.
Member AFCCE

WALTER F. KEAN
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Associates
George M. Sklom, Robert A. Jones
19 E. Quincy St. Hickory 7-2401
Riverside, III. (A Chicago suburb)
Member AFGGE

HAMMETT & EDISON
CONSULTING RADIO ENCINEERS
Box 68, International Airport
San Francisco 28, California
Diamond 2-5208

CARL E. SMITH
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
8200 Snowville Road
Cleveland 41, Ohio
Tel. jAckson 6-4386
Member AFGGE

J. G. ROUNTREE
CONSULTING ENGINEER
P.O. Box 9044
Austin 17, Texas
CLendale 2-3073

VIR N. JAMES
SPECIALTY
DIRECTIONAL ANTENNAS
232 S. Jasmine St. DExter 3-5562
Denver 22, Colorado
Member AFGGE

JOHN H. MULLANEY
and ASSOCIATES, INC.
2000 P St., N. W.
Washington 6, D. C.
Columbus 5-4666
Member AFGGE

A. E. Towne Assocs., Inc.
TELEVISION and RADIO
ENGINEERING CONSULTANTS
420 Taylor St.
San Francisco 2, Calif.
PR. 5-3100

PETE JOHNSON
Consulting am-fm-tv Engineers
Applications — Field Engineering
Suite 601
Kanawha Hotel Bldg.
Charleston, W.Va. Dickens 2-6281

MERL SAXON
CONSULTING RADIO ENCINEER
622 Hoskins Street
Lufkin, Texas
NEptune 4-4242 NEptune 4-9558

KEITH WILLIAMS and
ASSOCIATES, ARCHITECTS
Consultants — Radio Station Design
110 North Cameron Street
Winchester, Virginia
MOhawk 2-2589
Planning Equipment layout
Renovation Acoustic Design

COMMERCIAL RADIO
MONITORING CO.
PRECISION FREQUENCY
MEASUREMENTS
103 AM-FM-TV
S. Market St.,
Lee's Summit, Mo.
Phone Kansas City, Laclede 4-3777

L. J. N. du TREIL
& ASSOCIATES
CONSULTING RADIO ENCINEERS
10412 Jefferson Highway
New Orleans 23, La.
Phone: 721-2661

PAUL DEAN FORD
Broadcast Engineering Consultant
4341 South 8th Street
Terre Haute, Indiana
Wabash 2643

contact
BROADCASTING MAGAZINE
1735 DeSales St. N.W.
Washington 6, D. C.
for availabilities

BARKLEY & DEXTER LABS.,
INC.
Donald P. Wise James M. Moran
Consulting, Research &
Development for Broadcasting,
Industry & Government
50 Frankfort St. Diamond 3-3716
Fitchburg, Massachusetts

SPOT YOUR FIRM'S NAME HERE
To Be Seen by 100,000» Readers
— among them, the decision-making station owners and managchief engineers
cians—ers,applicants
for and
am, technifm, tv
and facsimile facilities.
'ARB Continuing Readership Study
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CAMBRIDGE CRYSTALS
PRECISION FREQUENCY
MEASURING SERVICE
SPECIALISTS FOR AM-FM-TV
445 Concord Ave.,
Cambridge 38, Mass.
Phone TRowbridge 6-2810
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Munsey Building District 7-8215
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE

1302 18th St., N.W. Hudson 3-9000
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
Member AFOOM

A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
INWOOD POST OFFICE
DALLAS 9, TEXAS
MEIrose 1-8360
Member AFGGE

LYNNE C. SMEBY
CONSULTING ENGINEER
AM-FM-TV
7615 LYNN DRIVE
WASHINGTON 15, D. C.
OLiver 2-8520

GEO. P. ADAIR ENG. CO.
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
Radio-Television
Communications- Electronics
1610 Eye St., N. W.
Washington, D. C.
Executive Member
3-1230 Executive
AFGGE 3-5851

KEAR & KENNEDY

JOHN B. HEFFELFINGER
9208 Wyoming PI. Hiland 4-7010
KANSAS CITY 14, MISSOURI

JULES COHEN
Consulting Electronic Engineer
617 Albee Bldg. Executive 3-4616
1426 C St., N.W.
Washington 5, D. C.
Member AFCCE

tions and
of Young
Church forof new
the Air
Inc.,
WJMJ People's
Bcstg. Corp.,
fm
stations in Philadelphia, Pa. Action Sept. 25.
■ Granted request by Broadcast Bureau
and initial decision on application of Community Service Bcstrs. Inc., for new am
station in Ypsilanti, Mich., will be withheld
pending
action by commission
petition for reconsideration
by Williams onCounty
Bcstg. Co. Action Sept. 25.
By Hearing Examiner David I. Kraushaar
■ Granted
quash and Bcstg.
for alternative relief motion
filed byto Covington
Co.,
Covington, Ky., to extent of ordering that
depositions noticed by applicant Dale H.
Mossman, Norwood. Ohio, to be taken on
Oct. 2 at Pleasant Ridge, Ohio, shall not be
taken tions.
in Action
proceeding
Sept. 28. on their am applica■ Denied motion by Covington Bcstg. Co.,
Covington, Ky., to quash notices by Massillon Bcstg.
Inc.,toandtake
Daledepositions
H. Mossman,of Norwood, Ohio,
two
individuals in Newport in proceeding on
their am applications and Kenton County
Bcstrs., Covington. Action Sept 27.
B Terminated proceeding on application
of Hollv Springs Bcstg. Co. for new am
station in Holly Springs, Miss.; dismissal of
application by commission on Sept. 25 moots
proceeding. Action Sept. 27.
B On own motion, scheduled special prehearing conference for Sept. 28 to consider
effect of report and order in Doc. 6741 (clear
channels) on Oct. 2 hearing and further
proceeding in re applications of Creek
County Bcstg. Co. for new am station in
Sapulpa, Okla., et al. Action Sept. 27.
a Ordered that Sept. 22 hearing session
be deemed nullity and struck all evidence
from record in proceeding on application
of Kenosha Bcstg. Inc. for new fm station
in Kenosha, Wis. in view of disclosure of
noncompliance
requirement
to publication of noticewith
of hearing;
will asrule
later
on applicant's
petition
(requesting
establishment of new hearing date sufficiently in
advance to enable applicant to publish and
comply other
with statuta
commission's
rules)
after
pf .tiesandhave
been afforded
opportunity
to
respond
to
that
petition.
Action Sept. 26.
a Granted petition by Covington Bcstg. Co.
for leave to amend its application for new
am station in Covington, Ky., by providing
up-to-date information concerning other
businessholderinterests
in Sec. II, of
pageits 4,principal
Table II,stockFCC
Form 301, together with copy of proposed
amendment submitted therewith; application is in consolidated am proceeding. Action Sept. 26.
By Hearing Examiner Jay A. Kyle
a Granted petition by Burlington County
Bcstg. Co., Burlington, N. J., for leave to
amend its application to eliminate Alexander
Denbo as principal of petitioner, to indicate
proposed
ownership,
officerial
tional changes
which would
occurandas direcresult
thereof, and to reflect other minor changes
in
petitioner's
and am
amendment;
application
is inapplication
consolidated
proceeding. Action Sept. 28.
By Hearing Examiner Forest L. McClenning
a Due tocontinued
conflict inNov.
hearing
examiner'sto
schedule,
6 hearing
Nov. 27 in proceeding on am applications
of Putnam Bcstg. Corp., Brewster, and Port
Chester Bcstg., Port Chester, both New
York. Action Sept. 27.

a Denied petition by Beacon Bcstg. Sysfor reconsideration
denialtem ofInc. admission
in evidence ofof examiner's
new bank
loan commitment in proceeding on its application for new am station in Grafton-Cedarburg, Wis., which is consolidated for hearing. Action Sept. 26.
a Issued Errata changing ordering clause
of Sept. 7 action re Ebony Enterprises Inc.,
Chadbourn, N. C. to admit in evidence
Ebony's
exhibits
6 inSept.
lieu 26.
of 6 and 7
and
record
closed.5 and
Action
b Granted petition by Broadcast Bureau
and extended from Sept. 22 to Sept. 29 time
for filing proposed findings in proceeding on
applications of Gila Bcstg. Co. for renewal
of licenses of KCKY Coolidge, Ariz., et al.
Action Sept. 25.
By Hearing Examiner Herbert Sharfman
a Ordered that hearing record which had
been closed on June 29 is reopened, Paducah
Bcstg. Inc. (WPAD) Paducah, Ky., Exhibit
3 and WPFA Radio Inc. (WCVS) Springfield,
111. Exhibit G are received in evidence, and
hearing record is again closed. Action
Sept. 25.
By Hearing Examiner Elizabeth C. Smith
a Granted petition by Fisher Bcstg. Inc.
(WSOK) Savannah, Ga., for leave to amend
its am application to reflect change of
ownership substituting Joe Speidell III as
100% owner of stock of Fisher and to reflect
further changes in officers and directors of
corporation; application is in consolidated
am proceeding. Action Sept. 28.
b Pursuant to agreement of counsel,
scheduled further prehearing conference for
Oct. 4, for purpose of discussing further
procedural steps necessary in view of commemorandum
opinion
releasedof
Sept. 25 in mission's
proceeding
on am
application
Skyline Bcstrs. Inc., Klamath Falls, Ore.
Action Sept. 27.
a Pursuant to agreement of counsel and
conflict in calendar of one counsel, advanced
from 10 a.m., to 9 a.m., hearing scheduled
for Oct. 2 on application of Melody Music
Inc. for renewal of license of WGMA Hollywood, Fla. Action Sept. 27.
Accepted Broadcast
Bureau's findings
late filing
of D comments
on joint proposed
of
Middle South Bcstg. Co. (WBML) Macon,
and Ben Hill Bcstg. Corp. (WBHB) Fitzgerald, Ga.,
tion Sept.
26.on their am applications. AcAccepted Broadcast
Bureau's findings
late filingof
of a comments
on joint proposed
Radio Station WAYX Inc. (WAYX) Waycross, Ga., Radio Gainesville Inc. (WGGG)
Gainsville, Fla., Fisher Bcstg. Inc. (WSOK)
Savannah, Ga., and Laurens County Bcstg.
Co. (WXLI) Dublin, Ga., in proceeding on
their am applications. Action Sept. 26.
BROADCAST ACTIONS
by Broadcast Bureau
Actions of Oct. 3
KCRA-TV Sacramento, Calif.— Granted cp
to maintain trans, and ant. as auxiliary
facilities.
*WEDU(TV) Tampa, Fla.— Granted cp to
change ERP to 100 kw, vis., 50 kw aur.; type
trans.; type ant.; and make changes in
equipment and ant. height; ant. 520 ft.
WXIV Windermere, Fla. — Granted cp to
replace expired permit for am station.
*WFBE(FM) Flint, Mich.— Granted mod.
of cp tocreasechange
inERP to 3.7type
kw; trans.;
decreasetypeant.ant.;
height
to 115 ft.; waived Sec. 3.261 of rules to permit

Wm^m
BROADCASTING
TtfE BUSINESSWEEK!- Y OF TELEVISION AND RADIO
1735 DeSales St., N. W. Washington 6, D. C.
NEW

SUBSCRIPTION

ORDER

Please start my subscription immediately for —
□ 52 weekly issues of BROADCASTING $ 7.00
□ 52 weekly issues and Yearbook Number
11.00
□ Payment attached
□ Please Bill

company name

I
J ■
§- I
°^ ■
J !
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address
city
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Send to home address
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II

I
J
■
1

station to remain silent on Saturdays, Sundays, and during vacation periods.
WFMD Frederick, Md. — , nte" extension
of completition date to April 7, 1962.
Actions of Oct. 2
WOOD-TV Grand Rapid*. Mich.— Granted
cp to change trans, location to 2.5 miles
southwest of Middleville, make changes in
ant. system and other equipment; subject to
whatever action commission deems appropriate as result of final decision of U. S.
Court of Appeals for District of Columbia
Circuit in Television Corporation of Michigan Inc. v. FCC, Case No. 16253.
WTVO(TV) Rockford, 111.— Granted cp to
change ERP to vis. 155 kw, aur. 77.6 kw;
type ant.; and make changes in ant. system;
ant. height 660 ft.
WINR-TV Bimrhamton, N. Y.— Granted
cp to decrease ERP to vis. 288 kw, DA aur.
144 kw, DA; ant. height 630 ft.
KTIV(TV) Sioux City. Iowa— Granted cp
to
install
trans,
site. auxiliary ant. system at main
KXRQ(FM)
Sacramento.
.—Granted
extension of completion
date Calif
to Dec.
15.
Actions of Sept. 29
WTMCmote control
Ocala,authority.
Fla.— Granted change of reKIWA Sheldon, Iowa — Remote control permitted.
WCNGment of license
Canonsburg,
— Granted
to RadioPa. Hill
Inc. assignInc.KJCK Junction City, Kan. — Granted assignment of licenses to Junction City Bcstg.
a Granted licenses for following fm stations: WATR-FM Waterbury, Conn., and
WAJM Montgomery, Ala., and change type
trans.
KCMS-FM Manitou Springs, Colo. —
ant.
Granted license covering installation of new
WPKM(FM) Tampa, Fla.— Granted license
line.
covering increase of length of transmission
KCFM(FM) St. Louis, Mo.— Granted license covering increase in ERP and decrease in ant. height, change ant. -trans, location, installation of new ant. -trans, and
new ant. system and change studio location; ERP 88 kw, ant. height 420 ft.
*KUSD-TV Vermillion, S. D.— Granted cp
to change ERP to vis. 0.42 kw; aur. 0.21 kw;
type
ant.; and
ant. height
190 make
ft. changes in ant. system;
K08AI St. Regis, Mont.— Granted mod. of
cp to change make of trans.; ERP from 3.76
w to 24.18 w; trans, location (geographical
coordinates only) and make changes in ant.
system
station. and equipment of vhf tv translator
WTOF(FM) Canton, Ohio— Granted mod.
of cp to change trans, and studio locations
to approximately 2.5 miles west of East
Sparta; and make changes in ant. system
(increasepermitted.
height) ; ant. height 500 ft.; remote
control
KPOL-FM Los Angeles, Calif.— Granted
mod. of cp to change type trans, and make
changes in ant. system; conditions.
a Granted SCA for following stations:
KMLB-FM Monroe, La., and WNEM-FM Bay
City, Mich. Actions of Sept. 28
Green River Community Tv Inc., Green
River,
Utahstations
— Granted
translator
on chcps2, 9,for4, new
11, 5 vhf
and tv
13
to translate programs of KUTV ch 2 Salt
Lake City, Utah via Cedar Mountain (near
Green River); KUTV-TV ch 2 Salt Lake
City, condition; KCPX-TV ch 4 Salt Lake
City, via Cedar Mountain; KCPX-TV ch 4
Salt Lake City, condition; KSL-TV ch 5
Salt Lake City, via Cedar Mountain; and
KSL-TV ch 5 condition.
WVNA-FM Tuscumbia, Ala.— Remote control permitted.
a Granted renewal of licenses for following stations: KBRS Springdale, Ark.; KFDF
Van Buren. Ark.; KMLB Monroe, La.;
KNEA Jonesboro, Ark.; KOSE-FM Osceola,
Ark.; KTOC Jonesboro, La.; WBBK Blakely,
Ga.;WCTA-AM-FM Andalusia, Ala.; WDXL
Lexington, Tenn.; WHHT Lucedale, Miss.;
WJDB Thomasville, Ala.; WKAM Goshen,
Ind.; WOLF Syracuse, N. Y.; K70AA,
K73AA Bishop. Calif.; W73AC Clarks Summit, Dalton and Waverly, Pa.; K70AY Chamber of Commerce, Lovelock, Nev.; K80AG
Show Low, Ariz.; W81AA Lebanon and
Hanover, N. H., and White River Junction,
Vt.; WAVI Dayton, Ohio; WBCK Battle
Creek, Mich.; WBEX Chillicothe, Ohio;
WCMW Canton, Ohio; WDOG Marine City,
Mich.; WGAR Cleveland, Ohio; WHLO
Akron, Ohio; WHRV Ann Arbor, Mich.;
WHRW Bowling Green, Ohio; WJBL Holland, Mich.; WJW Cleveland, Ohio; WKAR
East Lansing, Mich.; WKRC Cincinnati,
Ohio; WMIQ Iron Mountain, Mich.; WMUS
BROADCASTING, October 9, 1961

Muskegon, Mich.; WNCO Ashland, Ohio;
WONW Defiance, Ohio; WOUB Athens,
Ohio; WSTV Steubenville, Ohio; WTNS
Coshocton, Ohio; WWST Wooster, Ohio;
WABX(FM) Detroit, Mich.; WAKR-FM
Akron, Ohio; WBBC(FM) Jackson, Mich.;
WSTV-FM Steubenville, Ohio; WJW-FM
Cleveland, Ohio; *WKAR-FM East Lansing,
Mich.; WILX-TV Onondaga, Mich.; WIMATV Lima. Ohio; WKNX-TV Saginaw, Mich.;
WSTV-TV
Steubenville,
*WOSU-TV
Columbus, Ohio;
WBRB Mt.Ohio;
Clemens,
Mich.;
WCNS Canton, Ohio; WFAH Alliance, Ohio;
WJIM, Lansing, Mich.; WPAG Ann Arbor,
Mich.; WPVL Painesville, Ohio; WRFD
Columbus-Worthington, Ohio; WSPD Toledo,
Ohio; WVKO Columbus, Ohio; WBBW-FM
Youngstown, Ohio; WFAH-FM Alliance,
Ohio; WGAR-FM Cleveland, Ohio; WJBKFM Detroit, Mich.; WJIM-FM, Lansing,
Mich.; WKRC-FM Cincinnati, Ohio; WLDM
(FM) Detroit, Mich.; WLEC-FM Sandusky,
Ohio; WMHE(FM) Toledo, Ohio; WMVOFM Mount Vernon, Ohio; WOMC(FM) Detroit, Mich.; WPTW-FM Piqua, Ohio; WSPDFM Toledo, Ohio; WTOL-FM Toledo, Ohio;
WWST-FM Wooster, Ohio; *WBGU(FM)
Bowling Green, Ohio; *WBOE(FM) Cleveland, Ohio; *WOAK(FM) Royal Oak, Mich.;
•WOBN(FM) Ohio;
Westerville,
Ohio; WBNS-TV
Columbus,
WEWS(TV)
Cleveland,
Ohio; WJBK-TV Detroit, Mich.; WKBN-TV
(main trans. & ant.) Youngstown, Ohio;
WKOZ-TV Kalamazoo, Mich.; WLWC(TV)
Columbus, Ohio; WLWD(TV) Dayton, Ohio;
WLWT(TV) Cincinnati, Ohio; WSPD-TV
Toledo, Ohio; *WTVS(TV) Detroit, Mich.
WJDY Salisbury. Md. — Grafted acouisition of positive control by Norman M. Glenn
through sale of stock by Hoyt C. Murphy
to Salisbury Bcstg. Co.; consideration
$40,000.
■ Granted licenses covering installation
of new trans, for following am stations:
KBOY Medford, Ore.; WSBC Chicago, 111.,
without prejudice to such further action as
commission may deem warranted as result
of final determinations with respect to
pending
inquirywithintoSec.
compliance
by broadcast licensees
317 of communications Act and related matters.
b Granted licenses for following am stations: KPGE Page, Ariz.; KALN Iola, Kan.;
WMLP Milton, Pa.; KTOW Sand Spring,
Okla.
■ Granted licenses covering increase in

SUMMARY

AM
FM
TV

daytime power and installation of new trans,
for following am stations: WSPB Sarasota,
Fla., conditions; WCMA Corinth, Miss.;
WNBZ boro,Saranac
Lake, Ashland,
N. Y.; WGBG
N. C; WATW
Wis.; GreensWOWL
Florence, Ala.; WERI Westerly, R. I.
WITY Danville, 111.— Granted license
covering changes in DA pattern.
WEOK Poughkeepsie, N. Y. — Granted license covering increase in power, installation DA-D and new trans.; condition.
WOPA Oak Park, 111. — Granted license
covering increase in daytime power.
WCYN Cynthiana, Ky. — Granted license
covering increase in power.
WCMA Corinth, Miss. — Granted license
covering auxiliary trans.
*KKVM(FM) Eugene, Ore— Granted license covering change in composite trans.
WTAR-FM
for fm station.Norfolk, Va. — Granted license
WMOK Fort Massac Bcstg. Co., Metropolis, 1 1.— Granted mod. of license to
change name to W. R. Tiner, Noah J. Korte,
Estate of Walter H. Firmin, et al, limited
partnership, d/b under same name.
Actions of Sept. 27
KOLJ Quanah, Tex. — Granted assignment
of license
Fay agreement
Neel Eggleston;
tion $40,000to and
not toconsideracompete
within 100 miles of KOLJ for 10 years.
WHKP-AM-FM Hendersonville, N. C—
Granted transfer of control from Beverley
M. Middleton to Kermit Edney; consideration $36,400.
■ Granted licenses covering increase in
power of following am stations: KBYG Big
Spring, Tex.; KLGR Redwood Falls, Minn.;
WCSR Hillsdale, Mich., and installation new
trans, for daytime use retaining licensed
trans, for nighttime use.
WJBL Holland, Mich. — Granted license
covering change in ant. -trans, location, DA
and ground system.
*WDTR(FM) Detroit, Mich.— Granted license covering installation of new trans.,
ant., increase in ERP and ant. height and
change in ant. system.
KDB Santa Barbara, Calif. — Granted licovering change
ant. -trans,
and
studio cense
location,
remote incontrol
operation,

OF COMMERCIAL

BROADCASTING
TOTAL APPLICATIONS
For new stations
851
153
108

STATIONS

Compiled by BROADCASTING Oct. 5
Commercial
Non-commercial

VHF
467
38

COMMERCIAL

TV

UHF
85
18
STATION

56
552

BOXSCORE

Compiled by FCC July 31
AM
Licensed (all on air)
Cps on air (new stations)
Cps not on air (new stations)
Total authorized stations
Applications for new stations (not in hearing)
Applications for new stations (in hearing)
Total applications for new stations
Applications for major changes (not in hearing)
Applications for major changes (in hearing)
Total applications for major changes
Licenses deleted
Cps deleted

3,556
53
155
3,766
519
174
693
496
148
644
2
0

FM
841
55
201
69
28
1,097
97
49
6
0
554

TV
57
99
27
654
47
13
74
40

AM's Best 5 KW

Buy!

The unique PA circuit in ITA's
5 kw AM transmitter operates
with about 90% efficiency.
Only five tube types used and
total tube complement is nine.
Makes maintenance simple
and economical. Checkthese
advantages: • Sotid State Rectifiers Conelrad
•
and Remote
Control Provisions • Power
Cutback to 1 kw • Automatic
Recycling • Free Installation
Supervision. It's value packed!
For complete information
write ITA Dept. BJ-1,

53 4881
0
0

1 There are, in addition, nine tv stations which are no longer on the air, but retain their
licenses.
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TRANSMITTER

Continued on page 113

Compiled by BROADCASTING Oct. 5
ON AIR
CP
Not on air
Lie.
Cps.
102
3,598
38
171
873
62
83
486'
67
OPERATING TELEVISION

5 kw AM

ITA Electronics Corporation
BROADCAST DIVISION
Lansdowne, Pennsylvania

CLASSIFIED

ADVERTISEMENTS

(Payable in advance. Checks and money orders only.) (FINAL DEADLINE — Monday preceding publication date.)
• SITUATIONS WANTED 20* per word— $2.00 minimum • HELP WANTED 25* per word— $2.00 minimum.
• DISPLAY ads #20.00 per inch— S TAT IONS FOR SALE advertising require display space.
• All other classifications 30* per word — $4.00 minimum.
• No charge for blind box number. Send replies to
1735 DeSales St., N.W., Washington 6,
C.
Applicants: If transcriptions or bulk packages submitted, $1.00 Broadcasting,
charge for mailing (Forward remittance separately, please). AllD.transcriptions,
photos,
etc., sent to box numbers are sent at owner's risk. Broadcasting expressly repudiates any liability or responsibility for their custody or return.
RADIO
Help Wanted — Management
Somewhere there is a young, ambitious, aggressive time salesman at a negro programmed station who is ready to move up
to sales managers job of a fast growing
negro market chain. Unlimited opportunity
for
ING.the right man. Box 330H, BROADCASTSales
Progressive single market station is looking
for a sales manager interested in settling
in growing Texas community city of 10.000. Good opportunity, pleasant working
conditions. Must be experienced in sales
and prefer air voice if possible. Job is now
open but will wait for right application.
Box 799G, BROADCASTING.
Require experienced combo-man for sales
and announcing, guaranteed salary and
good commission. Call collect Colfax 5-7123
in Adrian, Michigan talk to E. J. Hahn,
Commercial Manager, radio station WABJ.
Will pay top wage for experienced radio
salesman. Rapidly expanding medium Florida east coast market. Immediate employment. Send picture and background. Box
275H, BROADCASTING.
Florida, east coast, medium metropolitan
market. Minimum 2 years fulltime radio
sales. Compensation depends entirely upon
present income and past sales record. Good
opportunity to advance within chain. Reply
in confidence to Box 288H, BROADCASTING.
Let's
merge talents/money!
Need active
sales partner
with money, administrative
sales-ability, willing traveller, ambitious
money-maker. . . . For established moneymaking sales/commercial company. Box
371H, BROADCASTING.
Sales position available. Not as junior salesman. Established accounts. Good present
billing. Call for discussion. Rod Wolf,
WRTA, Altoona, Penna.
Opportunity radio salesman. Salary plus
commission. Good market. KFRO, Longview,
Texas.
Experienced salesman, some announcing,
needed at once. Apply by letter with snapshot to Bob Ray, WBBB, Burlington. North
Carolina.
Wanted: Salesman for radio. Two to three
years sales experience required, guaranteed
salary and good commission. Call collect
to: E. J. Hahn, Commercial Manager, radio
station WABJ in Adrian, Michigan. Colfax
5-7123.
Young, aggressive career salesman seeking
solid future with large multi group radio
station. Direct selling experience desirable.
Contact Chester Steadman, WCOP, Boston.
Salesman wanted: Minimum three years
sales experience with network affiliated
station required. Immediate starting income
of $450.00 to $600.00 per month based on
17% comm. Good solid station doing business for 38 years. Sickness, health insurance, vacations, credit union and retirement plans. Position open immediately.
Send picture and qualifications to radio
station WHBY, Appleton, Wisconsin.
108

Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Announcers

Help Wanted — (Cont'd)
Announcers

Announcer with first class ticket, maintenance is secondary. Box 928D, BROADCASTING.
Talented personality jocks needed for top
chain. Must be able to deliver top job in
our top markets. To be considered send
air-check
and resume today to Box 919F,
BROADCASTING.
Mature voice, experience, and the desire to
grow with a long established, expanding
radio station in the midwest. Send full details, including salary expectations. No tapes
now, far
but away
we mayforwanta personal
them later interview.
if you're
too
Immediate
opening.
Box
217H,
BROADCASTING.
Growing southern chain accepting auditions
from like
production-minded
announcer-d.j.'s.
We
the bright, happy
pace. No
screamers or dreamers, but dedicated
workers who want to grow with our organization and advance themselves into a
solid lucrative future. Young or old, if you
can take hold and produce, there is a place
for you in this energetic group. Send tape
and resume, including references and picture. Your application acknowledged immediately and held for action. Box 225H,
BROADCASTING.
DJ for 12-6am shift. Excellent Florida market. Send audition tape, experience and
picture, to Box 279H, BROADCASTING.
Staff announcer wanted for middle Atlantic
full time operation. Established middle of
road station. No rock and roll. Box 287H,
BROADCASTING.
Top salary to outstanding morning man for
eastern major market station. All replies
confidential.
Tape, resume. Box 328H,
BROADCASTING.

Announcer with flair for smooth production and knowledge of music and news.
Not top "40." Box 393H, BROADCASTING.
New England's finest medium market station has opportunities for experienced
morning announcer and news director.
Box 397H, BROADCASTING.
Complete staff needed by expanding Texas
group. Complete details first letter. Must
be experienced and trustworthy. Ideal
working conditions and excellent salaries
plus
advancement. Box 401H, BROADCASTING.

Combo-chief engineer-announcer daytimer
full maintenance. Must be good voice and
engineer. $100 week. Mississippi. Box 336H,
BROADCASTING.
Major Miami station needs two top personality dj's.Send
Minimum
salary
$150.00 week.
aircheckstarting
and resume.
Box 354H, BROADCASTING.
Needed immediately. Announcer with good
voice and delivery who has a first class
ticket wages
and knows how
use it!WeWe'll
good
rightto of
man.
wantpayisa
man
who istonotthe afraid
work ...
married . . . and ready to settle down
with an expanding organization. State
salary, qualifications, in first letter. Box
356H, BROADCASTING.
Mississippi
needsNo atmaintenance
once, announcer daytimer
with first phone.
required. Announcing shift and copy. Good
salary
for right person. Box 363H, BROADCASTING.
Wanted: Morning man for southwestern
station in city of 10,000. Must have network
quality voice, be sober, dependable, hard
working. Prefer older man who wants to
settle down in small friendly community
with ideal climate and earn a liveable
wage. Full details with tape which will be
returned. Box 372H, BROADCASTING.
Country music dj personality for board
shift and part time selling. Florida fulltime
all country music station offers wonderful
opportunity for a dj who loves country
music.
Tape, resume to Box 374H, BROADCASTING.
New Jersey. Experienced announcer-newsman for adult music station. Must be good.
Salary commensurate with ability. Send
tape, resume. Box 380H, BROADCASTING.

Going northwest, operation needs solid,
stable worker. Must have good voice, production experience, adult radio. Salary
open. Excellent community. Send tape,
resume to Bruce Hamilton, general manager, KBLL, Helena, Montana.
First phone announcer. Must have minimum
4 years experience. Adult music service
and information format. Salary commensurate with experience. For KHMO, Hannibal,
Missouri. Contact Jerrell Shepherd, Moberly, Missouri. Amherst 3-1601.
Needed at once! One combo announcer and
one straight announcer. Top salaries to top
ana. Si Willing, KMAR, Winnsboro, Louisimen.
Wanted: 1st phone announcers. Tight
operation. Happy sound network affiliation
located in the beautiful Rocky Mountains.
Send
to KOPR, Butte, Montana. State
salary tape
desired.
Creative announcer-production man. Will
spend half-time on board; half-time creating and producing
nouncements. We havedistinctive
the tools spot
... ando
you have the talent? Immediate opening.
KWHK, Hutchinson, Kansas. MO 5-4661.
Good board operator, announcer with competent
news delivery.
No hunting
"personality."
Daytime
station,
fishing
country. Prefer
younggoodsingle
man. Immediate
opening. KVWM, Show Low, Arizona.
Morning man — salesman. Salary plus commission. We want a permanent man, no
floaters. Outstanding one station market.
If you have a good voice, personality and
enjoy making money, air mail tape, brief
resume and recent photo to Charles K.
Bentz, WADK, Newport, Rhode Island.
First phone who likes to hunt, fish or ski
and can do announcing for a good music
format will find a happy home, with good
pay, at daylighter WBNC, Conway, N. H.
Wanted: Immediate opening for two staff
anouncers. Pa. ABC affiliate. One position
requires first phone. Top money to right
men. Send tape-photo-resume to Al Dame,
Station Manager— WCPA, Clearfield, Pa.
Michigan daytimer— network affiliate has
opening for 1st phone announcer. Prefer
family man. Local news experience —
permanent employment for competent man.
Personal interview necessary. First send
tape, resume, salary requirements. J. F.
Marzke, WJUD, St. Johns, Michigan.
Good music man — with know-how. Must be
ambitious and original. Salary according
N.
to Y.
ability and experience. WICY, Malone,
Immediatenouncer.opening
experienced
anSend detailsfor
to Manager,
WMFJ,
Daytona Beach, Florida.
Announcer dj experienced 5000 watts.
WNLC. Mohican Hotel, New London, Connecticut. Send tape and resume.
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Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Announcers
C & W specialist who also is able to do
pop shows and handle some news. Come
join us in the beautiful Shenandoah Valley
at WSIG, Mt. Jackson-Harrisonburg, Va.,
and earn yourself $110 base plus 15% on
sales. Job now open. Your references will
be checked. An R. F. Lewis Jr. station.
Write Phil Potter manager.
Progressive adult Ohio daytimer needs
combo man. Good pay. Good town for
family. Plenty of opportunity for a mature
experienced man. Send tape and full details to Box 317, Delaware, Ohio.
Will need all personnel for new am station at Georgetown, S. C. Especially interested in combo men. Apply to F. K.
Graham, P. O. Box 554, Vidalia, Ga.
Chief engineer — Mississippi ND daytimer,
going directional
night — regional
applicants
preferred.
Send complete
resume,
salary
requirements and late photograph first
letter. Box 953G, BROADCASTING.
First class licensee that can sell, write copy,
or announce. Box 188H, BROADCASTING.
Needed immediately. Announcer with good
voice and delivery who has a first class
ticket
and knows
use it!WeWe'll
good wages
to thehowrightto man.
wantpaya
man who is not afraid of work ... is
married . . . and ready to settle down
with an expanding organization. State
salary, qualifications, in first letter. Box
357H, BROADCASTING.
Technical
Chief engineer, new major market, northeast stereo fm station and recording company. Must be thoroughly familiar with
the latest recording techniques, equipment,
maintenance, and operations. Group operation with unlimited future opportunities.
Box 408H, BROADCASTING.
Combo man wanted. Maintenance a must.
Good salary. Rush tape and resume to Bill
Mende, KAPR, Douglas, Arizona.
Educational radio station control room
operator needed immediately. Second class
license, essential, salary $4296, state civil
service. required.
Personal Contact
interviewDr. atKenapplicant's
expense
Thomas
at KSAC, Manhattan, Kansas.
Engineer, 1st class with rapidly growing
chain. Little maintenance, strong on air
and local news. Call Manager, Easton,
Maryland. TA 2-3301 or CA 6-5403.
Production — Programming, Others
Top-flight chain needs seasoned newsmen
with abilities at creative, dramatic rewrite
and ferreting out local news. Send sample
oi rewrite, air-check,
918F, BROADCASTING. and resume to Box
Experienced male writer. Full time position commercial continuity 1,000 watt Illinois independent. $90.00 weekly. State age,
education, detailed experience, references.
Box 310H, BROADCASTING.
Small market tv-am combination, northwest, needs copywriter who is willing to
service accounts and wants advancement.
Salary open. Community facilities excellent.
Solid, stable staff. Adult programming. Box
319H, BROADCASTING.
Experienced newsman: Must be able to
write, cover beat, report. Top wages for
medium Michigan market. Usual fringe
benefits. Box 342H, BROADCASTING.
Producer-director. Excellent production opportunity with leading midwestern tv station doing above average live program
schedule. Production experience required,
good creative background desirable. Send
detailed resume and salary requirements
to Box 390H, BROADCASTING.
Wanted immediately. Program director with
mature
knowledgenewsof and"middle-of-road"
music, production,
public service
interest. Send full details, first letter. Box
392H, BROADCASTING.
Newsman: Strong on gathering local news,
writing and delivery for major morning
slot inket. large
metropolitan
southwest
marGood voice
and delivery
a necessity.
Send tape and resume immediately. Box
411H, BROADCASTING.
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Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Production — Programming, Others
Newsman needed for operation with heavy
emphasis on local news. We have 3 mobile
units aerial coverage, many stringers and
stature and prestige in our area as a source
of news and information. If you have had
local news training and experience and
want a good job, with good pay, contact
J A. Shepherd, KNCM, Moberly, Missouri.
Prefer a man familiar with Missouri. Salary
open and according to experience and
ability.
Announcer-producer for am educational
radio station. Masters degree desirable,
bachelors degree essential, Federal Civil
Service benefits, salary open, contact Dr.
Ken Thomas, KSAC, Manhatten, Kansas.
Have opening for news director. Please
send picture, tape, and resume immediately.
Chuck Phillips, Program Director, WEMP,
1701 West Wisconsin Ave., Milwaukee 3,
Wisconsin.
RADIO
Situations Wanted — Management
Man and wife team. Wants job running
small community station or country music
operation.
years experience
with 285H,
good
references. 17Available
now. Box
BROADCASTING.
Know-how : sales/management. Profitable
sales-operation record. Sold three stations
from under me in twelve years. Figures to
prove. Available. Good references. Resume.
Box 327H, BROADCASTING.
Working manager, strong on sales, promotions, proven money maker. Desires change
to medium or small market. Best references. Box 343H, BROADCASTING.
Manager.
Smallchange
to medium
market experience. Desire
and opportunity.
Box
367H, BROADCASTING.
Manager-radio or television. Qualified to
head promotion or production units, and to
move eventually to station management.
Sales-oriented. Young. Capable. Experienced. Background (9 years) includes New
York agency, rep and station credits. Box
389H, BROADCASTING.
Manager-commercial manager. Eight years
experience these capacities. Also national
network and advertising agency. Solid record of profits and success. Box 409H,
BROADCASTING.
Wide experience in sales management and
public
relations',background.
also staff announcing
and
news writing
First phone.
Family man, age 38. Write 1037 E. Northview or phone WI 4-4047, Phoenix, Arizona.
Sales
Top flight radioactive sales personality . . .
Restless, frustrated, for lively organization
with solid recognition in major market
providing top production, promotional and
merchandising tools. In return . . . will
create the thrust power necessary to skyrocket sales . . . Must be top 50 market.
Box 964G, BROADCASTING.
An old pro in programming would like to
become an old pro in sales . . . but needs
some old pros to teach him the tricks of
the trade.
Five promotions,
years experience
. . . sellable ideas and
good voice,
first
phone, self starter, sober, family man that
loves tionradio.
Wants where
to connect
that knows
their with
going.organizaContact
Mike Korgan, 1020 G. St., Lincoln, Nebraska.
Phone GR 7-4369.
Announcers
DJ-newsman: Tight, cheerful, personality;
family, college. Best Hooper in midwest
city ofwill
100,000
3-6 p.m.
prove
give during
100%. Tape
and References
resume on
request. Box 201H, BROADCASTING.
School of Broadcasting graduate, thoroughly tranied. DJ, news, board. Colored. Box
286H, BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Announcers
DJ/news. 2 years experience. Professional
training. Military service completed. Heavy
on personality dj work. Humorous style.
Available immediately. Box 297H, BROADCASTING.
Announcer, disk jockey. Fast board. Willing
to travel. #3 FCC. News delivery, mature
personality. Box 324H, BROADCASTING.
Announcer and dj experienced fully. Fast
board
capacity. Family man. Box 326H,
BROADCASTING.
Combo-first phone, desires night show, r&r
own paced,
planned
delivers
ence. Old pro,
good format
on news.
$110. audiBox
335H, BROADCASTING.
Have talent — will travel. Experienced interviewer— dj, news and sportscaster, sales.
Desires metropolitan area. Box 339H.
BROADCASTING.
Announcer, dj, bright modern top forty
sound. Tight board, not a floater. Box 341H,
BROADCASTING.
Disc jockeyperienced.
— announcer
ExControl board— newscaster.
operator. Bright
sound. Box 346H, BROADCASTING.
6 years experience. Straight sell, intelligent
style. Am/Fm. East. Box 348H, BROADCASTING.
Staff announcer. Over two years experience
in all phases of radio. Prefer northeast,
good music format with news and sports
possibilities. Box 351H, BROADCASTING.
Good radio man, major market experience.
Now want to try radio and tv. Minimum
salary $125. Will accept more. Box 362H,
BROADCASTING.
Radio entertainer.
just another
"jock."
Happy,
funny but Not
not nonsense.
Strong
on
sports and interviews. Midwest major markets only. Box 365H, BROADCASTING.
Air personality-staff announcer. Experienced,
small to large markets. Able for tight
production, good ad-lib., network-style
newscasts. Married, college educated. Permanent spot with respectable salary desired. Box 366H, BROADCASTING.
First license,
five years seeks
experienced
announcer, no maintenance,
opportunity
near Washington. Personal interview preferred. Box 375H, BROADCASTING.
First-phone personality. Experienced c&w,
pop, news editing and delivery. Sales. Sober
family man. Prefer c&w in midwest. Box
376H, BROADCASTING.
I'm hysterical! It drives me wild to read
"ads" offering — hunting, fishing, blue skies,
instead of long green. If yours is a major
or
market,
let's hear from
you.good
Top regional
drawer radio
experience-networkindependent, from country, popular, classical music dj., to newscaster, newswriter,
news director. Not a drifter. Sober, responsible, family man would become permanent
resident of your city. Require $175-$200 per
week.
WouldBROADCASTING.
earn every penny. Interested?
Box 381H,
Mid-west. Professional, nine years, references. Veteran with college. Finest background. Know formula and standard radio.
ING. production. Box 382H. BROADCASTTight
Experienced sports announcer. Play by play
on all sports. Specifically, baseball, football,
basketball. Young and exciting. Desires
sports minded station. Midwest preferred.
Box 384H, BROADCASTING.
Swinger, tight
board. married.
2\'2 years Box
experience.
Veteran.
college,
385H,
BROADCASTING.
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Situations Wanted— (Cont'd)
Announcers

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Technical

Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Announcers

For rent: Good property; young (28),
quality dj, married, with family, happy and
successful, desires to move up to position
with a future, will relocate. Can write,
produce, promote, and work to contribute
to successful organization, maybe yours?
Rent reasonable, structure sound, and foundation firm. Interviews a specialty. Box
387H, BROADCASTING.

Engineer, first phone, radio school graduSol Brown,
1910 North Ringgold St.,
Phila.ate,21,
Pa.

WSBT-TV established respected leader in
the area offers staff opportunity for man
with 2-3 yrs experience. Must be veteran
or draft exempt. If interested in prestige
station, salary plus talent, insurance, hospitalization and pension benefits, send
resume, tape (video preferred) and photo
to Personnel Director, South Bend Tribune,
South Bend 26, Indiana.
Technical
Midwest vhf station, needs experienced
studio and transmitter man. Must have first
phone license. Please include draft status
in resume. Box 667G, BROADCASTING.

Wake-up deejay, (Great)— First phone. 8
years .ences.. Box. 394H,
everything.
Top ratings, referBROADCASTING.
Outstanding morning man guarantees improved rating to major market fulltimer
with modified top-tune format. Need top
dollar. Box 396H, BROADCASTING.
Negro announcer, looking for employment.
Graduate of A-TS. Will travel. Box 404H,
BROADCASTING.
DJ— announcer experience. Tight production, work own board. Prefer, east coast,
want
ING. to settle. Box 403H, BROADCAST-

good man. Florida independent
Good job
needs
manforfor all around work . . . disc
Call Dick Clark,
jockey, news, production.
WMFJ, Daytona Beach. No collect calls.
Seven years combo. References. Herbert
Boyer, 609 South Dodge, Algona, Iowa.
Negro announcer, first phone, Sol Brown,
1910 North Ringgold St., Phila. 21, Pa.
Top announcer — dj. Desires return to radio.
relations. Will travpublicunimportant.
doingSalary
Currently
el anywhere.
Contact:
John Dovas, 172 Auburn St., Manchester,
N. H. National 3-3684, after 6:00 p.m.
Have
swingingcollege,
mike. "Will
travel."married.
2 yrs.
experience,
employed,
USL, Box 1014, Lafayette, Louisiana.
license. Little exHave 1st class FCC phone
perience, willing to learn. William G.
Smith, P. O. Box 263, Randolph, Massachusetts.

in sportsFive years radio-tv experience
ed staffcasting, coupled with a well-round
us thirty-year
. Conscientio
sales background
seeking
educated,
college
man,
old family
west
coast assignment. 725 Indiana Ct #2,
El Segundo, California. Eastgate 2-5605.
experience,
First phone two years varied hours
from
style. Want $100. Two
WNEW
Manhattan. 676 Bryant, Roslyn Harbor, L. I.
MA 1-3706.
Middle Tennessee . . . dj, sales copy. 9
28, married, draft exempt,
years experience.
available
immediately. Location first, salary
8-7177, Columbia, TenEV
Call
secondary.
nessee.
Attention . . . California, New Mexico,
Arizona. Combo announcer, 5 years experience,Norecord
shows, newsIf director,
tion.
maintenance.
interestedpromo. . .
call WI 5-3251 or write Lee Voss, Lakeview
Motel, Apt. 14, Memphis Highway, North
Little Rock, Arkansas.
Technical
First phone-dependable 37, single, good
maintenance, SRT grad, sober, seeks Virarea, available immediateKentuckyBROADCASTING.
ly. Boxginia820F,
Experienced first phone, chief, dj, news.
Florida— Texas preferred. $100. Car. Ten
days notice. Box 344H, BROADCASTING.
Engineer 25 years experience, 8 tv desires
studio and or transmitter techpositionnicalassupervisor
of aggressive station. Remote experience. Warm climate preferred.
Box 347H, BROADCASTING.
Chief engineer. Nine years experience,
complete station maintenance. Available
immediately. Box 386H, BROADCASTING.
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Radio or television engineering position desired in Texas. Formerly KXKW. Married.
First class ticket. Contact Ray Loper, 1221
Neblett, Stephenville, Texas. Phone Woodlawn 5-3357.
4 yrs. C.E. 1 kw daytimers, no announcing.
Present 6 month, c.e. rust. Remote control
unsat., Anthony Ostopoff, P. O. Box 3681.
Phone 334-2661. Charlotte 3, N. C.
Production — Programming, Others
Young, successful program director for station interested in quality adult radio. Good
announcer.
CASTING. 33, family. Box 192H, BROADExperienced radio-tv-8 years. Will travel.
Particulars
CASTING. on request. Box 340H, BROADProgram director, 5000 watt metropolitan
area. Prefer good music format in northeast. Specialize in news and play-by-play
sports. Box 352H, BROADCASTING.
Girl Friday. Copy, traffic, announcing. Completely trained. Excellent references. Box
358H, BROADCASTING.
Clip and
save!be Ratings
slipping? you
Dull need
news-a
casts could
factor. Perhaps
new news chief. 8 years desk, air, mobile,
all formats. Presently major eastern market 4V2 years. Married, Vet, $165 minimum.
Ownership change near future prompts
move. Box 359H, BROADCASTING.
Agency and station managers. Major station program-production manager available.
Collegeence.grad,
ten years solid
Ascap songwriter
(with radio
hits),experijingle
writer, record producer, idea man, administrator. Seek job where ability will be
utilized. Write Box 373H, BROADCASTING.
Modern radio major market program director now available. Five years experience
. . .377H,
promotion-production.
Box
BROADCASTING. First phone.
Production minded, light experienced . . .
1st phone-announcing for live fm programming. Box 379H, BROADCASTING.
Agree?
commercial
that
counts! It's
Movewhat
up in
to the
swingin
radio copy.
Move up to trained, experienced copywriter who has ideas, will write! Box 383H,
BROADCASTING.
Male copywriter experienced small market radio seeks radio-tv opportunity. Primarily interested Indiana or surrounding
states. For resume, write Box 398H,
BROADCASTING.
TELEVISION
Help Wanted — Sales
Sales manager
medium-sizedfor
market.midwest
Excellentnetwork
opportunity
for person with right background and
sales record. vancement.
Opportunity
for further adBox 271H, BROADCASTING.
Salesmanager Wanted. ABC affiliate in
southeastern market has opening for salesmanager who knows his way in the south.
Excellent salary and commission. Please
furnish complete resume and confidential
interview can be arranged. Box 360H,
BROADCASTING.
Needed at once tv salesman in southeast
market. On-air accounts to start and excellent money-making future for right man.
Send complete resume and late snapshot.
Box 361H, BROADCASTING.
TV sales experience. We have an opening
for you. Draw-commission, no ceiling, profit, sharing, insurance and vacation. Write
KFBB, Box 1139, Great Falls, Montana.

Western vhf needs experienced studiotransmitter
engineerandwith
firstrequirement
phone license. Send resume
salary
to Box 190H, BROADCASTING.
Pennsylvania
UHF station
tv engineer for combined
studio desires
and transmitter
operation. Box 263H, BROADCASTING.
Northwest am-tv needs experienced studio
and transmitter man. Maintenance and
supervisory background desirable. Salary
open. Box 320H, BROADCASTING.
Transmitter engineer for TT25-BH. Good
pay for right man. . . . KSWO-TV, P. O.
Box 699, Lawton, Oklahoma.
Opportunities with expanding station offered to capable audio and video operators
and cameramen. Also technicians experienced with RCA tv tape. Immediate openings. Phine Chief Engineer KTAL-TV,
Shreveport, Louisiana. 425-2422.
Production — Programming, Others
Video switcher, director. Some experience
required. Must be sharp. 1st phone not
necessary, but would be helpful. Will also
handle film. Network station. Send complete details. Box 368H, BROADCASTING.
Wanted experienced news editor. Duties
include writing, gathering, editing, and
some news photo. Send resume at once to
George
Goode,
and
Radio,
Sioux news
Falls, director,
S. D. KSOO-TV
Newsman — Leading tv-radio operation has
opening in news department for recent
journalism graduate or young man with
some ingexperience
in gathering,
writand presenting
news on filming,
air. WSAV
Radio-Television, Savannah, Georgia.
TELEVISION
Situations Wanted — Management
Television sales manager with plenty of
successful experience on management level
at top station in major market wants generalferencemanagement
responsibility,
prefor an incentive
deal. Canwith
consider
part
ownership. Write Box 349H, BROADCASTING.
Sales manager — 10 years experience with 3
major broadcasters in radio-television sales
capacities as top man in top 10 market.
Solid, hard-working, sober family man
whose main interest now is obtaining sales
results for stable operation. Box 364H,
BROADCASTING.
Manager-commercial manager. Eight years
experience these capacities. Also national
network and advertising agency. Solid record of profits and success. Box 410H,
BROADCASTING.
Sales
Local tv salesmanager in top ten seven
years one station desires position as general or national salesmanager with progressive station or chain. Must have opportunity for advancement. Present employers
know of my plans. Available for personal
interview. Box 265H, BROADCASTING.
Announcers
First phone:
UCLA
graduate,
radio-tvaudio,
division, schooled
in studio
operation;
camera work etc. Age 27. Tom Mason, 1657
Neptune, Wilmington, California.
BROADCASTING, October 9, 1961

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Technical
Young man, single ... 32. Solid backgroundperience
in electronics.
class ticket.
Extv service and1st studio
technician.
Desires position. PO 7-5530, TW 1-7774
(NYC), or Box 405H, BROADCASTING.
Production — Programming, Others
News director educated here and abroad
experience.entation.Outstanding
ability and presBox 261H, BROADCASTING.
Available.
photographer
good market middle Chief
west station.
16mm silent/sound,
news public service, commercials processing, direction. News reporting and air
experience. International background. Extensive European knowledge. No famih
Will travel. Not clockwatcher. Box 309H.
BROADCASTING.

Imaginative yet practical producer-director.
station production manemployed
Currently
ager. 8 Years
experience all phases tv.
Family man, 33, seeking positive thinking
community with good schools and cultural
facilities. Box 350H, BROADCASTING.
Programming-promotion-production. Creative approach for the broadcaster who
takes his business ($) seriously. Nine years
of handling station and agency assignments.
Young. Capable.
New BROADCASTING.
York and out-of-town
credits.
Box 388H,
News is my field and has been for seven
years. Unbeaten tv news personality in
Michigan's
second
marketFamiliar
seeks responsibility as news
director.
with all
phases
of
tv
news
operation.
Box 399H,
BROADCASTING.
Available . . . experienced television newsman wants opportunity to direct tv news
department. Thoroughly grounded in all
requirements,
film, lab, with
reporting
and newscasting. Will manage
or without
air
work. Box 400H, BROADCASTING.
FOR SALE
Equipment
RCA BTA-1MX 1000 watt am transmitter.
Excellent condition, appearance and perce. 5 yearsBROADCASTING.
old. Six 833-A, other
tubes. Box forman294H,
Tower — excellent condition — 1120 feet high
less antenna-50 pound design, elevator, now
standing may be inspected. Available in
about 12 months. Box 337H, BROADCASTING.
Mobile studio, all aluminum 14 feet 7 inches
long. Custom built like a radio. Call Jim
Massey, Mgr. WCKI, Greer, South Carolina.
Telephone Trinity 7-4451 if interested. Completely equipped with two turntables, console, p.a. system, couch, etc. Picture on
request. Cost $1700.00. Will take $1000.00
cash. You will have to deliver.
Gates M5144A RF amplifier for remote reading of frequency and modulation monitors.
Like new. Also 150-foot Stainless guyed
tower. WSTU, Stuart, Florida.
One used R. E. L., Inc. 10,000 watt fm
broadcast transmitter complete with 1,000
watt driver and interconnecting wiring.
Transmitter type No. 518-DL, including
R. E. L. type 600 frequency modulation
monitor. Immediate delivery. Capital
Broadcasting Company, Inc., Virgil Duncan,
Chief Engineer, 2619 Western Boulevard,
Raleigh, N. C, Telephone 828-2511.
Am, fm, tv equipment including monitors.
5820, bus1850,
p. a. tubes. Electrofind, 440 ColumAve., N.Y.C.
Commercial crystals and new or replacement crystals for RCA, Gates, W. E. Bliley
and J-K holders, regrinding, repair, etc.,
BC-604
Conelrad. Also
A.M.
monitor crystals
service.andNationwide
unsolicited
testimonials praise our products and fast
service. Eidson Electronic Company, Box
31, Temple, Texas.

WANTED

For Sale— (Cont'd)
Equipment
Will buy or sell broadcasting equipment.
Ciuaraniee Radio & Broadcasting SupDly
Co., 1314 Iturbide St., Laredo, Texas.
Thermometer, i emote, electrical; enables
announcer to read the correct outside temperature from mike position. Range 0-120
deg F. Installed in less than an hour. Send
for brochure. Electra-Temp. Co., Box 6111,
San Diego 6, Calif.
Film scratches and dirt showing on your
tube? A lot of stations got rid of them by
using Piclear — You can too. Piclear, Inc.,
905 Palmer Ave., Mamaroneck, N. Y. OW
8-0258.
Transmission line, styroflex, neiiax, rigid
with hardware and fittings. New at surplus
prices. Write for stock list. Sierra Western
Electric Cable Co., 1401 Middle Harbor Road.
Oakland 20, California.

YOUR

HANDY

TO BUY

Equipment
Wanted: One Altec Limiter. Box 194H,
BROADCASTING.
Used trol
equipment
for 250everything.
watt remote Quote
conoperation.
Need
IN
G
price and
terms.
Box .
277H, BROADCASTWanted 10 and 50 kw am-transmitters — 250
foot towers. Box 391H, BROADCASTING.
Wanted: One modulation transformer, suitable for RCA BTA-1M or MX type transmitter. WCTA, Andalusia, Alabama.
Will buy or trade used tape and disc recording
equipment
— Ampex,
Concertone, forMagnecord,
etc.
Audio equipment
sale.
hoe, N.Presto,
Y
Boynton
Studio, .
10B Pennsylvania, TuckaWanted: Ampex 300's. Need 2, cash or will
ately.
trade 351's. Contact Bill Meeks, Pams, 3123
Knox, Dallas or call LA 6-7721 immedi-
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□ Bi

WANTED

TO BUY

Stations
Recently sold interest in small competitive
market. Looking at radio facility in large
western vestors.
market.
one or two inBox 345H. Seeking
BROADCASTING.
INSTRUCTIONS
FCC first phone license preparation by
correspondence or in resident classes.
Grantham Schools are located in Hollywood,
Seattle, Kansas City and Washington. Write
for our free 40-page brochure. Grantham
School of Electronics, 3123 Gillham Road.
Kansas City 9, Missouri.
in
Be prepared. First class F.C.C.andlicense
laboraTop quality theory
six weeks.
License School
tory training. Elkins Radio
Atlanta, U39 Spring St., N.W., Atlanta.
of
Georgia.
of Chicago-y
Elkins Radio License School in
laborator
Six weeks quality instruction to
the F.C.C.
methods and theory leading
First Class License. 14 East Jackson St.,
Chicago 4, Illinois.
Sinre 1946. The original course for FCC ns1st
Reservatio
phone license. 5 to 6 weeks.
required Enrolling now for classes startine
3, 1962. For informaOctober 11, January reservatio
ns write Wiltion references and
l EngineerOperationa
Radio
Ogden
B.
liam
Buring School, 1150 West Olived Avenue,
the Caliby
Authorize
bank, California.
fornia Superintendent of Public Instruction
to issue diplomas upon completion of Radio
Operational Engineering course.
in six weeks.
FCC first phone license
in theory and
Guaranteed instruction master
teachers.
by
laboratory methodsReques
e.
t free brochur
G I approved.
Inwood
2603
School,
Elkins Radio License xa
s.
Road, Dallas. Te
FCC first phone
Train now in N.Y.C. forproven
Day
license. Proven methods,Placement results.
e.
classes.
and eveningTraining Studios, 25 W.assistanc
N.Y.
43
er
Announc
5-9245
OX
in six weeks or less. InstrucLicense
FCC tion
covers additional material of new FCC
. Li. No increase inof tuition
examinations
$300.00 No
cense guaranteed for tuition needed
. Next
if
charge for extra time
January 8. Pathclasses October 30 and Boulev
ard, Hollyoodfornia.
Hollyw
5504
finder.
Cali
wood,
___
opera-l
consolepractica
mming,
progra
Announcing
tion Twelve weeks intensive,equipment
most modern School of
training. Finest,
e.
availabl G. I. approved. Elkins
Inwood Road, Dallas 35,
2603
sting,
Broadca
Texas
MISCELLANEOUS
Paying $1,000.00 yearly for 15 minutes daily.
overmonthly. Christian miniPay in advance only
if you program
seasmumnews.twoReply
hours daily religion. Gospel
Broadcasters, 5610 Camellia Avenue, North
Hollywood, California.
cona complete gagfilepatter
Manual,"
"Deejay taining
adlibs, bits, gimmix, letters,
Show-Biz Comedy Service, 65
. . $5.00;
.Parkway
Court, Brooklyn 35, N. Y.
25,000 professional comedy lines, routines,
in show busiadlibs. Largest laugh library service
featurmonthly topical
nessdeejay
Special comment,
introductions. Free
ing
catalog. Orben Comedy Books, Hewlett, N Y
Disc Jockeys! Personalized intros and
"teasers." Most unusual female voice. For
sample and details. Alma, 835 N.W. 170
Terrace, N. Miami, Florida.
First aid to ailing announcers! Chicago radio
syndicate script service for 5000 watters or
less. New jokes! Fresh program material!
Low cost! Protected area! For free sample
Write "The Weekly Prompter," Radio Dilinois. vision, 4151 W. Lake Ave., Glenview, IlClass four increase, frequency search, new
am facility. Check our equitable rates. Box
406H, BROADCASTING.
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BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)

Rapidly — growing broadcast news agency
seeks $5,000-$10,000 investment for expansion and development. A New York corporation, we have experienced, responsible
people heading our operation. Write immediately to Box 402H, BROADCASTING.
RADIO
Help Wanted — Management
RADIO
HELP WANTED MANAGEMENT
General Manager for No. 1 rated
station in Wilmington, Del.,
WAMS. Sales background and
impressive sales record essential
plus thorough knowledge of station operations. Excellent opportunity for good money in this
group owned station. Send complete resume, sales record, expected earnings and recent photo
to: Albert R. Lanphear, Vice
President, Rollins Broadcasting,
Inc., 414 French St., Wilmington,
Del.
Sales
CAREER OPPORTUNITY
In national radio sales. Old respected firm is expanding representation infield. Need executive
type men with radio station sales
and management experience for
Mid-west, South-west, and New
England areas. Must be free to
travel extensively. Rewarding work
contacting top station executives.
Top salary, bonus, and all expenses. Send resume, full particulars, and photograph with first
letter to:
Box 274H, BROADCASTING
Situations Wanted — Announcers
Successful top ten market DJ
and TV. Top five market newsman, program director. Playby-play available.
Box 353H, BROADCASTING

5
3j
\
5"

Production — Programming, Others
II
1 PROGRAM
MODERN
§§
DIRECTORRADIO
— DEEJAY
g
FIRST PHONE
years experience
depth.do everything
Top ratings,
== 8references.
Can andin will
to
= make or keep you
Great organizer.
= West, Southwest, Gulf, Florida preferred.
= Presently employed network O&O, want
j : job with challenge. Family man. S650
|p
in 6 but
months,
if
= monthly
successful. minimum,
Get the more
full story
hurry.
^ Wire, write :
1 Box 395H, BROADCASTING
illLl

MISCELLANEOUS

1

Moving?

g
g
~r^
=§
g
^
=
=^
^
1

2
Send for Booklet
B A free, 16-page booklet prepared
B by Burnham Van Service, Inc.
= can give you helpful, work-saving,
S cost-saving pointers on how to
H organize your move from city to
|= city
when you
changetipsjobs.
How
to prepare
to move,
on packE ing, a helpful inventory checklist
a of things to do are among the
= topics included. Write for your
El free copy. No obligation. Chuck
|
Burnham
VanColumbus,
Service,
= Swann,
1634 Second
Avenue,
i i a; i ts a s a b an
Hri Georgia.
EMPLOYMENT SERVICE

s

JOB HUNTING?
ALL BROADCAST PERSONNEL PLACED
ALL MAJOR U.S. MARKETS
MIDWEST SATURATION
Write for application NOW
WALKER EMPLOYMENT
SERVICE
Jimmy Valentine Broadcast Division
83 So. 7th St.
Minneapolis 2, Minn.
FEderal 9-0961
FOR SALE— EQUIPMENT
RADIO REMOTE
CONTROL SYSTEM
ModelAM RRC-10
FOR FM AND
TRANSMITTERS
Eliminate costly wire line charges. Own
your own system. 950 mc PROGRAM STL
AVAILABLE SEPARATELY. Attractive leasingMOSELEY
plan.
ASSOCIATES
4416 Hollister Avenue, P. 0. Box 3192
Santa Barbara, California

I KNOW
WHAT
I'M DOING
If you want a program director that can remedy an ailing rating structure or maintain
and build on to a healthy rating, look no further. Impressive background in several of
the top 20 markets familiar with and capable of programming of all types. Extremely
well versed on top 40 operation. Promotional minded and detail conscious. Will consider any offer, but expressly interested in top 50 markets.
Box 407H, BROADCASTING
BROADCASTING, October 9, 1961

FOR SALE
Stations
MIDWEST
Daytime station in top 25 markets
priced below owners cost two years
ago. Excellent terms.
Associated Media Brokers
Suite 328 Bayview Building
Fort Lauderdale, Florida
Phone LOgan 6-7843
Bob Flynn
Myles Johns

1000 watt daytimer, network, single )
| market station. On the air six years
under one owner who wants to re- )
| tire. Station in a fast growing N.W.
market.
You can't lose. #20,000
will
handle.
Box 370H, BROADCASTING

PACIFIC NORTHWEST
REGIONAL
Non-competitive single market fulltlmer located in beautiful coastal area. Good gross and
earnings history. Non-active owner advised to
sell for health reasons. Extremely well equipped.
Good real estate included in total price of
$100,000 on excellent terms.
Box 209H, BROADCASTING

FOR SALE:
Midwest daytime station. Can be
purchased for cash or low down
payment with extended monthly
payments. Station located in a
single market and with all new
equipment. Contact Box 312H,
BROADCASTING.

W.WWAWW.W.W.V.Wjl
JS Florida fulltime kw. . . . Good op■ portunity owner-operator. . . . $100,000.00,
down with long term
■' pay
out. 29%
No brokers.

For Sale— (Cont'd)
Stations
THE PIONEER FIRM OF TELEVISION AND RADIO MANAGEMENT CONSULTANTS
ESTABLISHED 1946
Negotiations Management
Appraisals
Financing
HOWARD S. FRAZIER, INC.
1736 Wisconsin Ave., N.W.
Washington 7, D. C.

FLORIDA
Fabulous East Coast fulltimer located
in one of America's fastest growing
areas. All competition daytimers except one other station. Sensibly priced.
Excellent terms.
Associated Media Brokers
Suite 328 Bayview Building
Fort Lauderdale, Florida
Phone LOgan 6-7843
Bob Flynn
Myles Johns
29%
29%
terms
small VHF-TV
SW
137M
single
fulltime
Calif.
165M
Fla.
20dn
single
125M
single daytimer
Ca.
45M
terms
daytimer $150M
Ind. single daytimer
25dn
Culf metro daytimer
116M
fulltime
lOOdn
400M
South major
West
300M
cash
Top 30 power
And others
CHAPMAN
COMPANY
1182 W. Peachtree St., Atlanta 9, Ga.

First time offered! L.A. single
$26,950 — L.A. major $100,000 —
West Coast regional $100,000.
About 40 others $35,000 to $865,000, also 7 TV stations. Have all
cash buyer for up to seven major
market money makers properly
priced.
patt

Mcdonald

co.

Box 338H,
BROADCASTING

Box 9266 — GL. 3-8080
AUSTIN 17, TEXAS

MAJOR MARKET
Fulltimer, Number 1 in all surveys.
Grossing over $500,000 per year. Above
average earnings record. Good terms.
Associated Media Brokers
Suite 328 Bayview Building
Fort Lauderdale, Florida
Phone LOgan 6-7843
Bob Flynn
Myles Johns

— STATIONS FOR SALE
NORTH WEST CENTRAL. Daytimer. Fine
profit. Absentee owned and can continue so.
Asking $100,000. 29% down.
CALIFORNIA. Exclusive. Full time. Asking
$110,000. Terms.
ROCKY MOUNTAIN. Exclusive. College town.
Doing $70,000. Asking $75,000. 29% down.

•
■
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JACK L. STOLL & ASSOCS.
Suite 600-601 6381 Hollyw'd Blvd.
Los Angeles 28, Calif
HO. 4-7279

Continued from page 107
and changes in ant. and ground systems;
Conditions re remote-control.
WTWNcense St.
Johnsbury,
covering
installationVt.—ofGranted
old mainlitrans, as alternate main trans, nighttime and
auxiliary trans, daytime.
■ Granted licenses covering installation of
new trans, for following am stations: WWCO
Tex.
Waterbury, Conn., and KBYG Big Spring,
K83AH Roseburg, Ore. — Granted cp to
change type trans., trans, ant., and make
changes
station. in ant. system of uhf tv translator
KXO, Feldman Enterprises Inc., El Centro,
Calif. — Granted mod. of license to change
name to Radio Active Inc.
KONO-TV San Antonio, Tex.— Granted
cp to change
trans, location
to nearandElmendorf,
Tex., change
type trans,
ant.,
make changes in equipment and change
ant. height to 1480 ft.
KLZ Denver, Colo. — Granted cp to install
new auxiliary trans.
WITI-TV Milwaukee, Wis. — Granted mod.
of cp to change overall height above ground
from 1,074 ft. to 1,078 ft.; conditions.
■ Granted mod. of cps of following am
stations to change type trans.: WGRV
Greeneville, Tenn.; WKOZ Kusciusko, Miss.;
KLZ Denver, Colo.; condition.
La Plata Electric Assn. Inc., La Plata,
Colo. — Granted cp for new uhf tv translator
station on ch. 79 to translate programs of
KGGM-TV ch. 13 Albuquerque, N. M.
WCBS
New York, date
N. Y.—
sion of completion
to Granted
March 1,exten1962,
without mission
prejudice
to
whatever
com-of
may deem appropriate action
in light
any information developed in pending inquiry concerning compliance with Sec. 317
of Communications Act, and without prejudice to such action as commission may
deem warranted as result of its final determination with respect to (1) conclusions
and recommendations set forth in report
of Network Study Staff; (2) related studies
and inquiries
now being considered
or conducted by commission;
and (3) pending
anti-trust matters.
WJOE Ward Ridge. Fla.; Sarasota-Charlotte Bcstg. Corp.. Englewood, Fla. — Designated for consolidated
tion to change
facilities bearing
of WJOEapplicafrom
1570 kc 250 w, D to 1530 kc, 1 kw, D and
Sarasota-Charlotte for new am station to
operate on 1530 kc, 1 kw, D.
WKAR-AM-FM East Lansing, Mich.—
Granted authority to remain silent on
Nov. 23, Dec. 25, and Jan. 1, 1962.
WTRC-FM Elkhart, Ind.— Granted extension tional
of authority
30 days. to remain silent for addi■ Following
stations
granted WFMH
extensions of completion
dateswereas shown:
Cullman, Ala., to Nov. 30; WDCX(FM) Buffalo, N. Y., to April 1, 1962; KOQT Bellingham, Wash.,
to to
Nov.April
30; KCRA-FM
Sacramento, Calif.,
1, 1962; WORA
Mayaguez, P. R., to Nov. 1; KGB-FM San
Diego, Calif., to Dec. 30; KLVL-FM Pasadena, Tex.,
18, 30.
1962; WWVA-FM
Wheeling,
W. toVa.,Jan.
to Dec.
Actions of Sept. 26
Alva, Wyo.
— Granted
forAlva
new Tvvhf Club,
tv translator
station
on ch en12
to translate programs of KOTA-TV ch 3
Rapid City, S. D.
License renewals
■ Commission granted renewal of license
of following stations: WCAR Detroit, Mich.;
WEXLbus. Ohio;
Royal
Oak, Mich.;
WTVN-TV
WWJ-FM,
WWJ-TV
Detroit, ColumMich.;
WTIL Mayaguez, P. R.; WCKY Cincinnati,
Ohio; WCPO-AM-FM-TV Cincinnati, Ohio;
WERE-AM-FM Cleveland, Ohio: WTOD
Toledo,
WJR-FM
Mich.;
WJIM-TV Ohio;
Lansing,
Mich.; Deti-oit,
WJLB Detroit,
Mich.; WSAI-FM Cincinnati, Ohio. Action
Sept. 27.
WHK-FM
Cleveland,
Granted
renewal of license
and SCA; Ohio—
without
prejudice
to whatever action, if any, commission may
deem warranted as result of any final deterreached byof commission
in Midconnectionmination
with matter
WORZ Inc. and
Florida Tv Corp. Chrmn. Minow dissented.
Action Sept. 27.
Short-term renewal
B Commission
of Allentown
Bcstg. Corp. renewed
for WHOLlicense
Allentown,
Pa.,
for one year. Comrs. Hyde and Craven voted
for regular three-year renewal. Action
Oct. 4.
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THAT

on SCOTCH®

"LIVE"
BRAND

LOOK,

Live -Action

TAPE
Video

IT. . .
Tape!

"Real-life" presence is the new TV look achieved by today's
commercials using "Scotch" brand Video Tape. Until now, the
home-viewer's picture has been an ingenious compromise — an
optical medium shown on an electronic screen.

Tape has many advantages — for advertiser, agency, producer.
Playback is immediate, serious goofs can be remedied at once by
retakes. Special effects are made instantaneously ... no lab work
and waiting. Costs are competitive, savings gratifying.

Not so with tape! "Scotch" brand Video Tape offers complete
compatibility of picture source and picture — both electronic —
with a greatly expanded gray scale for gradual transitions from
absolute black to absolute white. In addition, tape eliminates

Tape is easy to work with, no mystery . . . talen'ed specialists
are available to help you. Prove it to yourself!
Send your next TV storyboard to your local tape
producer for an estimate that will surprise you
— at no cost or obligation.

jitter, provides excellent sound quality and an "unlimited" number
of special effects. It all adds up to cleaner, crisper originals of
unsurpassed quality . . . with exceptional Video Tape duplicates
and kines from master tapes.
"SCOTCH" is a registered trademark of 3M Company. © 1961, 3M Co.

Write for the new brochure, "The Show is on
Video Tape" — a case history of six commercial
tapings. Enclose 25fi to: 3M Co., Box 3500,
St Paul 6, Minn.

jyjlNWESOTA J\£|NING AND ]\/Ja N U F ACTU R I NG COMPANY
WHERE RESEARCH IS THE KEY TO TOMORROWS
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OUR
He

RESPECTS
feels

to Thaddeus

broadcasters

If a native son is supposed to find it
hard to win honor in his own country,
someone forgot to tell Thad Sandstrom,
general manager of the Stauffer Publications stations, WIBW-AM-TV Topeka, Kan. His business and professional leadership is acknowledged national y, asit long has been on the local
scene.
.Born Oct. 11, 1925, in Kansas City,
Kan., he got his start in radio in that
state while still in high school and he
has been at it ever since. Through the
years he has participated in various
state, civic and professional affairs and
now is serving his second term as president of the Kansas Assn. of Radio
Broadcasters.
This last Friday (Oct. 6) Mr. Sandstrom was in Washington as one of 16
industry spokesmen for the NAB at a
special conference with the FCC on
proposed changes in program and logging forms. WIBW-TV was one of
three tv stations conducting a one-week
test of the proposed new regulations.
Service Makes Sense ■ Mr. Sandstrom is a strong believer in the basic
principles of free broadcasting and
voluntary compliance with codes of
ethics and good taste. He has been
behind strong and concerted drives in
his state to sign all broadcasters to the
radio and tv codes of the NAB.
He frequently gives his "basic talk"
■— that broadcasting must remain free
if it is to help America fight its way
out of today's world problems — to the
people in the places where it counts
most, including the Kansas congressional delegation.
But he never neglects to point up the
responsibilities that go hand in hand
with such freedom. Mr. Sandstrom is
emphatic on the point that stations
must do more than just play records.
Broadcasters must inform and safeguard, as well as sell and entertain, he
believes, and they have a "basic obligation" to help promote the important
events of their own communities. Diversity of programming and features
to meet all the varied needs of the local
listeners are likewise essential, he feels.
Setting The Example ■ This is why
the WIBW stations keep their agricultural staffs and mobile news crews active, in addition to offering a variety of
other entertainment and informational
programs, both network and local, he
explains. And this is why they have
invested considerable effort and money
to promote and cover such special
events as the Kansas Centennial Celebration and the World Food Fair. And
BROADCASTING, October 9, 1961

Martin

must

Sandstrom,

WIBW-AM-TV

Topeka,

aggressively

accentuate

the

this is why WIBW staffers are active in
community affairs, too.
A radio pioneer, WIBW is an affiliate of CBS Radio and operates on 580
kc with 5 kw, directional night. WIBWTV, full power on ch. 13, is basic CBS
but also carries ABC and NBC.
"Like most of our fellow broadcasters, we want to run so fine a radio
or tv station that no one would ever
question our right to hold a license,"
Mr. Sandstrom says. He doesn't think
the "respectable broadcaster" today
really has much to worry about, but he
does believe broadcasters must aggressively and positively tell their side of
the story.
Nor is this the time for "containment
of creativity," Mr. Sandstrom feels. He
marvels that only in the U. S., where
broadcasting has been generally free of
censorship, could the average citizen
watch and listen as an astronaut describes his experience of space flight.
Fight For Freedom ■ It is to preserve
such freedom that the Kansas broadcasters' group under his leadership has
instituted award programs for public
service and editorializing. The association also has been vigilant in its efforts
to win free access to the courts and
other public hearings. Earlier this year,
FCC Chairman Newton N. Minow
commended Mr. Sandstrom and the
KARB for the association's six point
check-list project to assist member stations in fulfilling every detail of their
obligation to serve the public interest.
In his youth, Thad Sandstrom was
like most young men.
He delivered

Thad Sandstrom
Eliminate the negative

Kan.

positive

papers, worked for the grocer and did
all the odd jobs young men do to earn
their spending money. In his senior
year at public high school he learned
about radio through a course conducted
with KCKN Kansas City. For him it
became a part-time job.
In the summer of 1944, after a year
at Washburn U. in Topeka, he got a
vacation job at KSAL Salina, Kan.,
that stretched out for 18 months and
"covered almost everything" from announcing to selling. But at the encouragement of the late Bob Laubengayer,
then owner of KSAL, Mr. Sandstrom
returned to Washburn.
During college, in 1946, he worked
parttime for the Stauffer-owned KTSJ
(FM) Topeka, an early fm venture
later dropped but which resumes as
WIBW-FM later this month. He also
worked for KTOP Topeka for a time.
After he earned his B.A. from Washburn in 1948, Mr. Sandstrom was sent
to KSEK Pittsburg, Kan., another
Stauffer property, and he became manager of KSEK in October 1949. There
he recalls "doing about everything a
small station operator does — announcing, play-by-play sports, news, selling
andProfit,
keeping
Too books."
■ Given a free hand at
KSEK, he quickly learned all of the
basics of community service and successful operation, he remembers, "infor profit."
In 1953
he servedcludingasthe need
president
of the Pittsburg
Chamber of Commerce.
In early 1957, after the Stauffer
group acquired the WIBW properties,
Mr. Sandstrom was assigned to manage them. His first big challenge was
getting
WIBW-TV
"intohasthe had
black."
But Mr.
Sandstrom
lots of
understanding help on the domestic
front as he faced his new assignments.
In 1954 he married Milda Ruth Jackson, the copper-haired Oklahoma girl
who worked at KSEK during his managership there. Together they have become familiar faces at many broadcaster gatherings.
Mr. Sandstrom has continued his active participation in community affairs
in Topeka too. Currently he is on the
board of the Topeka Chamber of Commerce, the United Fund and the
YMCA. Nationally he is also on the
Catv Committee of the NAB and is a
member of the Television, Radio &
Film Commission of the Methodist
Church.
His hobby: refinishing the antique
furniture Mrs. Sandstrom picks out
during their many trips.
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EDITORIALS
Vision on supervision

THE testimony of major television advertisers at the FCC
hearings in New York during the past two weeks was
the best recent argument we have heard for the introduction
in television of the publishing principle that separates editorial and advertising control.
With one or two exceptions the advertising chiefs asserted
authority over programs they sponsor. Full sponsorship of
a show identifies the sponsor with responsibility for the
show, most of the witnesses agreed. If a sponsored prosponsor earns the audience's gratitude.
pleases, the
If the gram
program
displeases, the sponsor gets the blame.
The same accountability does not apply to programs in
which several advertisers participate, according to the majority of witnesses. The public seems to understand that
programs of that kind are vehicles carrying advertising and
not an advertiser's property to be managed as he likes.
No one quoted research to confirm the supposition that
the public can draw so fine a distinction between sponsored
and participating programs, but the mere fact that the supposition isbelieved by so many leading advertisers is in itself important. It is their justification for exercising tight
editorial control to prevent their sponsored programs from
antagonizing any viewer who might be a prospective customer. The system of sponsor surveillance over sponsored
shows has produced several billion dollars worth of light
entertainment that has performed the useful service of
amusing a large majority of the American people. But the
system is unlikely to do much more than that.
There are advertisers, like Bell & Howell, that have given
the broadcaster wide latitude in the choice of themes and
creation of programs, but they are a minority too small to
have a general effect on tv. In the main, experiments with
novel program forms and daring themes will come only
from broadcasters and only if broadcasters reclaim total editorial supervision of their shows.
The answer:

a new

law

AFTER long, sober contemplation of the shocking way
in which all broadcasting is being intimidated, we suggest that the only salvation against the creeping paralysis
of government control of programming lies in the writing
of a new communications law by Congress. It should spell
out in unmistakable language the applicability to radio and
television of the First Amendment which forbids government
interference with free speech and a free press.
This is the only hope if broadcasting's freedom is not to
be nibbled away completely. What has happened so far
has happened largely by default because no licensee has
had the clear-cut test case or the stomach to put his license
on the line.
A strong case can be made for new legislation. The
present law applicable to radio and television actually was
written 34 years ago. The 1927 Radio Act became Title
3 of the Communications Act of 1934.
In those intervening years, the original Radio Act of
1927 has been interpreted, reinterpreted, spliced, revised and
re-revised. It has been implemented by rules and regulations sufficient to overload a ten-ton truck. There have been
court decisions by the hundreds. There are patches-onpatches. There are conflicts and contradictions. Almost anything can be proved it one digs enough.
But through it all the First Amendment, until now, has
been the rock that has defied challenge.
Now the FCC majority no longer regards the First
116

Amendment as inviolate. Kenneth A. Cox, chief of the
FCC's Broadcast Bureau, an able lawyer, former counsel of
the Senate Commerce Committee, is authority for this remarkable conclusion. He told the Federal Communcations
Bar Assn. that: "If you want to file 'First Amendment' arguments, they will be read . . . and summarized . . . and
ignored." (Broadcasting, Oct. 2). He said that the FCC
wants information on program logging proposals, now in
the rule-making process, not "rhetoric" about censorship.
This, in his mind, was settled last year when the FCC issued
its report on programming jurisdiction.
Mr. Cox's views can be regarded as representing those
of FCC Chairman Minow. It was Mr. Minow who persuaded Mr. Cox to accept the Broadcast Bureau post.
It becomes clear that the scholarly coments filed by stations, networks and the NAB in the broadcast application
form rulemaking mean very little. The FCC may soften the
blow on logging requirements to appease smaller stations
(as was probably its intention anyway) but it won't give on
"program guidelines" wherein it imposes its tastes and predilections upon broadcasters and thereby invokes censorship
as effectively as if were done by decree.
How can Congress be made aware of the need for a new
communications law? We suggest it be done through the
NAB by a task force of lawyers representing all segments
of broadcasting — the same lawyers who during the past fortnight have been filing learned comments with the FCC.
These lawyers, representing groups of stations and networks, should draft their idea of a model statute. The
cornerstone must be the First Amendment. All else flows
from this mandate of the Founding Fathers.
Let the bill give the commissioners the status of judges
with lifetime appointments and salaries sufficient to entice
able men. Have the statute provide for licenses in perpetuity subject to revocation for violation of the criminal statutes
with abuses to be made specific crimes.
If the task is handled properly the result should be a newr
clean, clear law — a cohesive, intelligent declaration of national policy relating to communications. To those who may
argue that the "climate" in Congress is bad, we say that if
the case for free broadcasting is properly presented, Congress will enact reasonable law. It won't repeal the First
Amendment.
There is no more urgent or important assignment for
the NAB. Its reason for being is to protect the sanctity of
free broadcasting under the First Amendment.

Drawn for BROADCASTING by Sid Hix
"Do you want to know what I'm actually watching, or
what I'd rather be watching?"
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4A report indicates some of the heat may be

Collins tells NAB

off radio-tv ads

governmental
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roadshow

46
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relations
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outdoor boards, in newspapers— even in
sky*— as well as on television, Chicago has been decked out with thousands of smiling 9s during
the past eight weeks. This was the biggest teaser campaign
blockbusting, news-making

campaign

to introduce WGN-Television's

ming to viewers on Channel 9. This was a campaign
Best movies at 10:15 P.M.— presenting the 111 post-1950 film features from the celebrated Seven Arts
and MGM packages.
e newscasts . . . Snappy, exclusive 'ewsbreak," nine times daily—
9, 10 a i 11 a.m. and at 1, 2, 3, 7, 8,
and 9 p
supplemented by complete and nprehensive news coverge at 7:4. nd 1 1:45 a.m. — 5:45
.m., plus "I. h Hour News" at 10
p.m. and the '
'night Roundup."
"more than 1,000 9s

skywriting

ever to hit a metropolitan area— a
exciting new fall program-

promoting greater audiences for,

More outstanding features . . .
more music, more drama, more special events and service programming
—"Great Music from Chicago," "The
Play of the Week," "Bozo's Circus,"
"Ripcord," "King of Diamonds,"
"Dick Tracy," "Your Right to Say It."
Exclusive year-around sports
. . . introducing this season the Saturday Sports Spectacular featuring
away-from-home hockey games of
last season's hockey champions, the

Chicago Biackhawks, and Chicago's
new professional basketball team, the
Chicago Packers . . . every Saturday
night starting October 14.
For availabilities, contact: wgnTV, 2501 Bradley Race, Chicago 18,
Illinois. Phone: LAkeview 8-2311.
WGNTV, 220 E. 42nd Street, New
York, N. Y. Phone: MUrrayhill 2-7545.
Represented by Edward Petry & Co.
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after time both Nielsen and ARB

figures have shown that KRLD-TV

4

survey

leads all its

competitors in market coverage, in TV-Homes
delivered, and in consistently higher program
ratings —

making KRLD-TV

your most potent

ad voice in the Dallas-Fort Worth

market area.

To see for yourself just how far your advertising
dollar will go, contact your Advertising Time
Sales representative.
Cover the Dallas-Fort Worth
with KRLD-TV,

market EFFECTIVELY
Channel

4.

REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY ADVERTISING TIME
SALES - FORMERLY
THE BRANHAM COMPANY
THE

MAXIMUM

TIMES

POWER

HERALD

STATIONS

TV-Twin to KRLD radio 1080, CBS outlet with 50,000 watts.
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New kettle of fish
Look for new blast from FCC
Chairman Newton Minow against
newspaper and magazine ownership
of radio-tv stations. In interview to
FCC's rehe citesapplications
week, allows
next
appear newal
rule which
for existing stations and will stress
vulnerability of newspapers as licensees, notably in so-called monopoly
newspaper markets. This follows tack
enunciated in appeal to nation's parents (in PTA magazine article) to
help commission monitor television
programs and turn in evidence at renewal time (Broadcasting, Oct. 9).
Rum research
At least two advertising agencies
are known to have researchers probing audience reaction to stations
which have accepted Publicker Industries' radio commercials for hard
(whiskey and bourbon) liquor (Broadcasting, Aug. 21, et seq.). These
agencies have top-billing, multi-brand
clients who might be interested in
campaigns of their own. But they
seek sufficient number of stations that
will attract high-income audiences
(good music stations, for example)
for limited-appeal products, say rum
or vodka.
Renewal form compromise?
"They'll get just about everything
they want." This was view of several
FCC members following Oct. 6 conference of FCC en banc with broadcaster spokesmen rallied by NAB on
proposed new programming and logging requirements. But commissioners
wouldn't commit themselves beyond
compromise on logging and some definitions, tolighten load on smaller stations.
Such contested items as program
categories and guidelines and promise
versus performance aren't likely to be
jettisoned, but there is hope that
onerous label of commercial "interruptions" will be softened. Several
commissioners admitted they had
learned things at meeting and hadn't
realized hardships involved.
One more over Paar
Is Jack Paar's announced leavetaking from his nightly program (see
story, page 73) also mixed blessing
for NBC-TV? Network, which fought
hard to retain nightly services of performer who brought in heavy sponsor
revenues yearly, was said to have been
in tough spot, because of him, with
some news publications and certain
advertisers. Part of New York press
reportedly had adopted policy to ignore Paar except when he is part of

CLOSED

CIRCUIT-

legitimate news story. This policy also seemed to be extending, in subtle
way, to point where other NBC-TV
shows would have increasing difficulty in breaking into print. Some
advertisers reportedly also had expressed annoyance to network over
Paar's antics.
Rating quandary
Ratings can be tricky, but Arbitron's instant nationals have provided
extra element of reverse-twist consternation: Inone way or another two
networks had indicated skepticism
about nationals, and both have found
cause to re-think their positions.
NBC-TV didn't subscribe at all and
hence finds itself frustratingly limited
in publicizing some of best ratings
reports
it's but
had in
years.
subscribed
when
firstABC-TV
returns
showed lags for several of its shows
it took vigorous steps to plug leaks
that had let those reports get into
print; almost immediately, however,
ABC-TV found in subsequent reports
enough favorable results to start leaking itself. CBS-TV, which also subscribed, meanwhile has been getting
at least reasonably solid ratings — and
said nothing. (For ratings of last
week's premieres, see page 76).
Conference box score
Unofficial appraisal of first two
NAB conferences: Majority of broadcasters thought Pres. LeRoy Collins
has improved industry-government relations; isacquiring better understanding of basic issues; professes to have
thick skin but is bitter about trade
press criticism; hasn't obtained familiarity with grass-roots operating
problems; shows great agility and eloquence in difficult situations; needs
to throw away his political eyeglasses.
Frown on fillers
It seems reasonable bet that tv networks will be asked by Assn. of National Advertisers to shorten up on
such so-called "filler" material as
promos, cross-promos, credits, titles,
etc. ANA authorities are disenchanted
with volume of such material, as
Brown & Williamson's John W. Burgard made clear in his testimony during FCC's advertiser hearings (Broadcasting, Oct. 2). Mr. Burgard, cochairman of ANA broadcast subcommittee to study problem, said
clocking of evening programming
showed "almost as much time is devoted to this kind of material as to
commercials," and suggested it is not

only "an irritant to viewers" but also
"may be a cause of some criticism
of overcommercialization."
R, S & G cutoffs
With Nov. 1 established as likely
cut-off date for applications for new
vhf channels open in Rochester, Syracuse and Grand Rapids, to provide
three-station (and three-network)
competition, prospects are that efforts
will be made to encourage interim
authorization of new stations through
whatever feasible means may be developed by applicants who get in
under wire. FCC, in deciding on Nov.
1 cut-off date, met requirements of
existing rules by establishing that date
as one on which then qualified applications will be scheduled for hearing.
It's presumed that efforts will be
made to have applicants who get in
before deadline agree for "trusteeship" arrangement so that immediate
construction might start, with ultimate winner in hearings to take all
after reimbursing others for legitimate
expenses. One thought advanced was
that ABC-TV might take on temporary trusteeship, without regard to existing multiple ownership rules, with
understanding that facilities later
would go to winning applicants. These
three cases are distinguished from
sub-standard drop-in cases in eight
markets which more than likely will
wind up in courts.
When

Swezey

takes over

One of first tasks confronting RobSwezey, NAB'sas new
radio-tv
codeert D.administrator,
he formally
takes over post this week, is drastic
rewriting of tv code. Assignment is
under supervision of Joe Herold,
KBTV (TV) Denver, as chairman of
subcommittee. Goal is more easily
understood language and improved
guideposts for station personnel.
Test for tv

television'
pastimes
pettalk
of to
One is
nd-s
critics
about ofchicken-a
egg effect of television and juvenile
delinquency, with tv cast as chicken.
Soon there may be new way to test
validity of that argument and evaluate
extent to which it's true, if at all.
Research technique for studying JD
and tv is reportedly one of winners
in TvB's big communications research
competition, conducted by group of
nationally known authorities headed
by Mark May of Yale psychology
department.
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WARNER BROS.
"7 ARTS"

Sales

,J 20th CENTURY FOX
"SUNSET"

in cracker jack movies?

Then take a look at Channel 2's Fall lineup! The cream
of the movie packages . . . top stars in the big pictures
. . . John Wayne in "The High and the Mighty" and
"Island In the Sky", Ray Milland in "Sealed Verdict",
Bob Hope in "My Favorite Brunette", Robert Mitchum
in "Track of the Cat", plus scores of other audience
builders. Hit 'em where they're looking! WJBK-TV
movie spots SELL!

sij RKO
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WEEK

Television viewing is at an all-time peak, wasteland or
no wasteland, according to Television Bureau of Advertising. Some 47 million homes average 5 hours 22 minutes of viewing per home per day. See . . .
TV AUDIENCE,

REVENUE

HIGHS

... 27

HOPEFUL

HEAT

OFF

RADIO-TV

Sponsors and their agencies often come up with vastly
different evaluations of markets, according to Television
Advertising Representatives study. Spot tv billings in the
FCC's report are analyzed on per-family basis. See . . .
FAMILY IMPACT OF TV SPOT ... 30

... 62

who speak
the impact
appears to
See . . .

A rash of electronic methods designed to solve billing
problems has developed in recent months. The latest is
Central Media Bureau, third in the field of firms engaged
in cutting the paperwork in timebuying. See . . .

VIEW

The publicized comments by opinion leaders
about broadcasting generally get around to
of commercials. A survey by agency interests
remove some of the heat from commercials.

BRIEF

Want better and more successful programs? Ollie Treyz,
ABC-TV president, says agencies and their clients should
get together, joining the networks in planning for the
1962-63 season in search for solution to problems. See . . .
TREYZ CALLS FOR PLANNING ... 40

Washington goes to far points of the nation as NAB
headquarters squadron holds first two Fall Conferences
in Dallas and St. Louis. President LeRoy Collins tells
how he has improved relations with government. See . . .

NAB'S

IN

ADS?

THIRD

... 38

Broadcast coverage of the 1960 presidential campaign
estimated at $20 million in news and free time, according to Brookings Institute study. Expense of campaigning
in 1960 far surpassed 1956, it's shown. See . . .
FREE TIME FOR POLITICIANS ... 46

MEDIA

BUREAU

FORMED

... 32

The cluster system of tv commercials, often called the
"magazine concept," gets another boost from Fairfax
Cone. The agency executive also has some piercing comments about programs, ratings and balanced schedules.
See . . .
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Vhf television stations are deeply concerned about the
FCC's proposals to switch a number of markets to alluhf transmission. Last week they held a war council in
St. Louis, laying plans to protect the present system.
See . . .
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The future of the spectrum faces imminence of such
new miracles as space relay satellites. But there remains
the basic problem of private vs. government use. Sen.
Magnuson urges creation of super control agency. See . . .
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Nothing easier when you know how. We do. Give listeners
what they want. Flash them worldwide, national and
local news every hour and half hour. Fill the air with
personalities plus music, interview, comment. Next, give
advertisers what they want. Not just New York City but
24 counties in 3 states surrounding it. Over 17 million
people of all ages, interests, incomes whose annual
purchases equal those of the next 3 markets combined.
And give advertisers what they respect: a rating no
other New York station can deliver. An average of over
13 % of all listeners in the metropolitan listening area

New York

from 6:00 A.M. to Midnight every day of the week.*
No wonder WINS stands out in New York.
As do the products advertised on WINS.
•Pulse, July 1961, New York 18 County Area

Nationally Represented by The Katz Agency or call WINS, IU 2-7000
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Late news breaks on this page and on page 10 AT
Complete coverage of week begins on page 27 f\ |

Collins

opposes

all-uhf tv plan
NAB President LeRoy Collins said
Friday he feels any plan to move all
tv into uhf "is not the best way to
serve the people because it would result in loss of total tv service in many
remote areas."
Speaking at news conference held
during NAB fall conference at St. Louis,
he likened prospect of all-uhf system,
with many small stations, to economic
hardships in over-crowded radio band.
Gov. Collins said self-improvement
process in broadcasting is already underway and would have happened without
any prodding from FCC Chairman
Newton Minow. He denied broadcasters
are "running scared," saying instead
they are "running concerned." He said
he does not feel publicity impact of
Minow technique is best way to get
improvement in view of industry's selfregulation structure. He noted concern
at Oct. 9 Dallas NAB conference over
Mr. Minow and possible federal control. (See early NAB story page 62.)
St. Louis session opened with staff
presentations. Ward L. Quaal, executive
vice president-general manager of WGN
Inc., Chicago, demonstrated how his
radio and tv stations improve program
quality and boost income by strict adherence to radio and tv codes. His
filmed talk was also shown at Dallas
and will be feature of all fall conferences.
Clair R. McCollough, Steinman Stations, chairman of NAB joint boards,
presided at Friday afternoon discussion
of NAB and industry problems.
Victor Sholis, WHAS-AM-TV Louisville, said stations had rejoined NAB
as result of personal respect for Gov.
Collins and his achievements as president. He said Chairman Newton Minow
of FCC is man of personal integrity
but went too far when he told networks
to
program children's hour every afternoon.
It's NAB's job to tell chairman he is
going beyond his authority, he added.
He contended chairman has plenty to
do administering law and ought to stay
out of program content. But he said
if station makes promise to commission
and
then doesn't deliver, it should lose
its license.
Ogilvy7 Stowell move
to top OB&M posts
David Ogilvy, founder and president
of Ogilvy, Benson & Mather Inc., was

No time for selling
Fall circuit of one-day NAB
conferences appears to be drawing more broadcasters and fewer
associate members such as film
and program salesmen, check of
Dallas and St. Louis registrations
reveals.
One-day stands appear to give
salesmen inadequate time to contact broadcasters. Last Monday
213 registered at Dallas, seven
under figure year ago. St. Louis
meeting Friday drew 198 registrations atnoon, 14 above same
area year ago.

moved into newly-created "upstairs"
position on Friday (Oct. 13). Agency's
board of directors elected him chairman of board, and E. Esty Stowell,
president.
Mr. Stowell was Ogilvy's executive
vice president. He served in that capacity for five years, coming to agency
in 1956 from Benton & Bowles. Mr.
Stowell started his advertising career at
B&B in 1934, working his way up during next 22 years from apprentice to
executive vice president.
Realignment of executive officers is
said to have been motivated by agency's
growth and increasing load of administrative problems.
Papert, Koenig, Lois
gets Consolidated Cigar
Consolidated Cigar Corp., New York,
over weekend was to announce it has
awarded what is reported to be $2-$3
million account to Papert, Koenig, Lois
Inc., N. Y. Account, consisting of
Dutch Masters and Harvester brands,
switches Jan. 1 from Erwin Wasey,
Ruthrauff & Ryan. Consolidated now
fully sponsors ABC-TV's Ernie Kovacs
Show, and participates in five other
ABC-TV programs.
House

unit to hear

TvB, NAB, others
House Small Business subcommittee
has asked Television Bureau of Adver"interested" but
and other
tising, NAB parties
unidentified
to comment on its
scheduled inquiry into small advertisers' complaints that broadcasters
discriminate against them in sale of
prime time. Subcommittee Chairman
Dale Alford (D-Ark.) has set hearings

for
9). Nov. 6 and 7 (Broadcasting, Oct.
Subcommittee staff said query is
"exploratory" in nature, to provide
background information. Staff plans
further preliminary work this week in
talks with various television station officials and representatives of advertising
groups.
RCA
on

jacks

prices

all broadcast

5%
gear

RCA's broadcast and television equipment division will place 5% price increase on all equipment it manufactures effective Nov. 1, it was announced Friday (Oct. 13). Price adjustment covers transmitting, studio and
relay equipment used in radio-tv broadcasting and closed circuit tv industries.
RCA said new prices were made
necessary by rising engineering and
manufacturing costs. In defense of
move, company said prices of its broadcast equipment have not increased in
proportion to price increases of other
types of capital equipment.
Four new

tv shows

rated by Arbitron
New tv season now is well underway
with very few new shows yet to make
first appearance. Latest are Alvin Show
on CBS-TV, and NBC-TV's Bob Newhart Show and David Brinkley's Journal
(all Wed., Oct. 11) and Margie on
ABC-TV (Thurs., Oct. 12, 9:30-10).
Alvin, according to Arbitrons, received 13.3 rating and 26.1 share to
become No. 2 at 7:30-8 against Wagon
Train on NBC-TV, and Steve Allen on
ABC-TV; New hart got 18 rating and
34.8 share as No. 2 at 10-10:30 against
ABC-TV's Naked City and Circle
Theatre on CBS-TV. Brinkley was No.
3 at 10:30-11 period (13.5 rating and
28.9 share) against same opposition on
other networks (this also was new
episode on Naked City for this season).
Margie was No. 2 in that period with
20.6 rating and 34.9 share against
NBC-TV's Hazel and CBS-TV's The
Investigators.
Of new programs in established
series: Naked City came in with 19.4
rating and 37.7 share for first half-hour
and 17.1 rating and 36.5 share second
half-hour (see above), and Untouchables and CBS Reports ("Eisenhower
Years") on Oct. 12. Untouchables
scored with 22.3 rating and 39.2 share
in first half hour, and 21.2 rating and
38.9 share; CBS Reports in same period
was third.
HB9
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Florida

Citrus

to increase

unit

radio-tv

Stepped-up use of broadcast media is
proposed in presentations by four
agencies seeking $3.5 million Florida
Citrus Commission account. Commission said Friday race has narrowed
down to Ted Bates, Campbell-Ewald,
Lennen & Newell and Benton & Bowles.
Final decision will be made by commission Oct. 26. Budget of $3.1 million
for past year included little broadcastexcept What's
My Line Commission
and Today.
No ingradio
was included.
will go over presentations in detail,
check backgrounds and reinterview
agencies before making selection.
Agencies eliminated from consideration after review of presentations were
Grant; Kastor, Hilton, Chesley, Clifford
& Atherton, and Keyes, Madden &
Jones, according to commission.

D'Arcy employes get
anti-communist lectures
It seems as if red-hot "cold war" has
extended to agency field. D'Arcy Advertising, St. Louis, is holding series of
anti-Communist lectures at noon-time,
which may be attended by its 280 employes in St. Louis. Lectures consist
of tape recordings made during greater
St. Louis School of Communism last
spring and is being run over period of
nine weeks. Each week one lecture,
devoted to specific area of communism,
is played for five days.
Attendance has been averaging 75
staffers per week. Project was approved by agency's management and
public relations committee before its
start in late September.
Spades not interested
in ch. 12, he testifies
Cyril C. Spades, former Republican
national committeeman for Florida,
told FCC hearing Friday (Oct. 13) that
contest for Jacksonville ch. 12 was "of
very little significance to me at any
time." Mr. Spades was called in rehearing on charges of ex parte contacts
on behalf of all three applicants for
channel, which went to Florida-Georgia
Tv Co. (WFGA-TV).
Witness said he first favored application of City of Jacksonville but after
talking to Commissioner Robert E. Lee
he received impression city had no
chance. Therefore, he said, he was
"stuck" with Florida-Georgia because
principal of third applicant, James R.
Stockton, was Florida Democratic finance chairman and he didn't want
enemy to be "rewarded."
Allen W. Potter and Mr. Spades both
testified on their relationship with
Lester W. Foley, earlier witness (see
10

Those good old days
Ingenious Texan has come up
with tongue-in-cheek plan, which
he says would solve purported
over-commercialization in radio as
claimed by some. Taking as his
model Eisenhower Administration's soil bank, under which
"not"
farmers
paidCliff
government
to
plant crops,
Sanderford,
commercial manager of KIUN
Pecos, suggests government establish "Federal Radio Agency,"
which would set up "commercials"
bank. Under plan, if station normally broadcast 1,200 commercials per week, FRA would put
one-third of them, or 400, into
its "bank," paying station 50%
of its regular rates for not carrying commercials.
story, page 60), who was president of
Beiswenger-Hoch & Assoc., Jacksonville
firm which did engineering work for
Florida-Georgia. Mr. Spades said he
did not remember if Mr. Foley asked
him to assist in getting grant for Florida-Georgia and that he had no contact with principals of applicants.
Mr. Spades said he called on Commissioner Mack twice and Commissioner Lee second time. He said he indicated to Mr. Lee that he favored Florida-Georgia (while case was pending)
and that commissioner told him he was
"out-of-order" and dismissed him.
Hall, Belknap appointed
senior vps at NL&B
In expansion of its top echelon,
Needham, Louis & Brorby has promoted Vinton H. Hall and Paul E.
Belknap to senior vice president.
Mr. Hall, who has been member of
NL&B's board of directors since 1958,
will become director of client services.
He has headed account executive department for past three years, prior to
which he served as vice president and
account supervisor.
Mr. Belknap has been serving as an
account supervisor in charge of group
of accounts, since joining agency in
1954 as vice president.
AFTRA

plans campaign

against KFWB owner
American Federation of Tv and Radio Artists announces nationwide propaganda campaign against Crowell-Collier
Publishing Co. as its strike against C-C's
KFWB Los Angeles entered fourth
month.
AFTRA will mail 5 million postcards
to prospective buyers of C-C encyclopedias and leaflets will be distributed

from house to house in 18 major cities
charging that company has been telling
public that C-C has been charged by
Federal Trade Commission with making "false, misleading and deceptive
presentations," according to Claude
McCue, executive secretary of AFTRA's
Los Angeles local. C-C also will be
identified as owner of KFWB where
"announcers and disc jockeys have been
on strike since July 1 1 for decent wages
and
working isconditions."
Mr. McCue
said AFTRA
soliciting support
by all
union members in every city of more
than 100,000.
Rocket
global

Society

hears

tv prospects

What's future of direct telecasting to
world receivers via space satellites?
Vice President Johnson thinks first
development will be direct fm broadcasts to home receivers to be followed
by direct tv telecasts.
FCC Commissioner T. A. M. Craven
raised question whether U. S. public
would stand for revisions in standards
and relinquishment of present tv channels (he thinks not) to accomplish
program. If not, public would require
new type of all channel receivers and
this
would cost
Mr. Craven
said. "billions" of dollars,
Both spoke to meeting of American
Rocket Society in New York on Friday
and Saturday.
Middle course was presented Friday
by Ad Hoc Carrier Committee which
submitted its proposals for organization of commercial satellite operating
company.
Committee recommended provision
for intercontinental tv channel or channels on relay basis, added that direct
telecasting to home receivers on worldwide basis seems farther in future.
"To broadcast direct to home receivers from a satellite," report stated,
"requires more transmitter power than
for a point-to-point purpose or for relaying of sound or television programs.
This in turn means a larger power supply and a large,
very heavy satellite."
Committee
recommended
that initially channel, or channels, should be
made available for two-way alternate
tv transmission on point-to-point basis.
In its major recommendations committee suggested establishment of nonprofit corporation to develop, operate,
manage and promote use of space communications system. It recommended
that each carrier participating in ownership of satellites be given two directors,
those using satellites but not participating in ownership one director collectively, and that President appoint three
directors.
Ground stations, report stated, should
be left under
complete control of individual carriers.
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COLUMBIA'S

... 5

GREAT

"Born Yesterday," "Phffft," "It Should Happen

Hollidays

POST-48's!
To You," "Solid Gold

Cadillac," "The Marrying Kind,". . . yes, all of Judy Holliday's top box office
hits are among the more than 200 great Columbia Post-48's now available for
television. No wonder so many top stations have signed on the dotted line.
Isn't it time you put these outstanding feature films on your calendar?

SCREEN
TELEVISION SUBSIDIARY

GEMS,
.«c
OF COLUMBIA PICTURES CORP.
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AGENCIES:

Don't worry about time slots and market availabilities . . . we
have the choice ones already blocked out for you . . . just call us.
50%

or 25%

sponsorship available in markets coast-to-coast.

Wft^U^Sc^^ii^
75 East Wacker

inc.

Drive/Chicago 1, Illinois

Phone: FRanklin 2-4392

DATEBOOK
N.C.S.61
"Nielsen Coverage Study Preliminary"
WFt.L

(14°°)
Doubled the penetration
of the second place station
in wealthy
FORT
LAUDERDALE
(METROPOLITAN

AREA)

"Where The Buyers Are"
Media Men Find Miami-Fort Lauderdale Market Like Dallas-Fort Worth
Like Dallas and Fort Worth, Miami and Fort
Lauderdale are two separate metropolitan
areas 29 miles apart forming one market.
Like Fort Worth, Fort Lauderdale is an important percentage of the combined market,
requires separate radio consideration.
Ft. Worth
29% of DallasFt. Worth market
7m

Dallas
Ft worth

Ft. Lauderdale

Ft. Lauderdale
Miami

26%of MiamiFt. Lauderdale market
But the analogy doesn't end here. It takes
more than nose-counting to solve the marketing problem in both. Everyone knows how
Fort Worth scorns Dallas. Fort Lauderdale
feels the same way about Miami!
Fort Lauderdale is a middle-western city
derived from Ohio, Michigan, Wisconsin, Illinois, Missouri, Iowa, Indiana. Miami,, on
the other hand, is New York City with palms.
The middle-westerners in Fort Lauderdale
didn't
like they
New like
Yorkit even
when less
theyfromliveddownup
north, and
here. Interest is centered in local Broward
affairs.
Every analysis ever made of the area confirms what marketers call the "Broward
Barrier." Advertisers must include LOCAL
Broward radio in their media plans in order
to penetrate and motivate the 333,946 peryear 'round
whichthatis
Broward manent,
County
to themetro
sameareadegree
they would penetrate Miami's (Dade County's) 935,047.
91 wise national and regional advertisers plus 469 local advertisers
used WFt.L to influence the rich Ft.
Lauderdale market during 1960.
But counting
who
wish
to know noses
what isn't
kind everything!
of noses as Forwell those
as howespecially
many noses,
ask for WFt.L's extensive Audience Composition Study.
Call WALT DUNN LO 6-9621 Ft. Lauderdale;
Wl 7-5551, Miami or your JACK MASLA man
N.Y., Chicago, San Francisco, Los Angeles,
Kansas City, St. Louis.
WFt.L
FIRSTAIN BROWARD
14

(14oo)
COUNTY

A calendar of important meetings and
events in the field of communications
•Indicates first or revised listing.
OCTOBER
Oct. 16 — Deadline for entries in 17th annual exhibition of Western Advertising &
Editorial Art, sponsored by the Art Directors Club of Los Angeles. For information write John Whyte, exhibition chairman, ADLA, 4315 W. 2nd St., Los Angeles 4.
Oct. 17-19 — Kentucky Broadcasters Assn.,
annual fall meeting. FCC Commissioner
Frederick W. Ford, guest speaker. Phoenix
Hotel, Lexington.
Oct. 18 — Pulse Inc. annual "Man of the
Year Award" to presidential news secretary
Pierre Salinger at luncheon. Plaza Hotel,
New York.
Oct. 19 — National Academy of Television
Arts & Sciences, Hollywood chapter. Emmy
awards for Los Angeles stations. 8 p.m.,
Hollywood Palladium.
Oct. 19-21 — National Educational Television
& Radio Center, fall meeting of affiliated
stations'
Barbizon Plaza Hotel,
New Yorkmanagers.
City.
Oct. 19-21 — Advertising Federation oi
America, 3rd district convention. Jack Tar
Hotel, Durham, N. C.
Oct. 20-22 — American Women in Radio &
Television, Pennsylvania conference. PennSheraton Hotel, Pittsburgh.
Oct. 20-22 — American Women in Radio &
Television, west-central area conference.
Lassen Hotel, Wichita, Kan.
Oct. 22-26 — National Assn. of Educational
Broadcasters, Marriott Motor Hotel, Washington, D. C. Speakers include FCC Chairman Newton N. Minow; Oscar Reed,
Jansky & Bailey and Leonard Marks, Cohn
& Marks, in panel on FCC problems. Other
panels: instructional broadcasting, teaching
and research, programs and production,
technical
casting. developments, international broadOct. 23 — Hollywood Advertising Club, luncheon. Hotel Hollywood Roosevelt, 12 noon.
Lee Fondren, manager, KLZ Denver and
AAW president, is speaker.
Oct. 23-26 — National Assn. of Educational
Broadcasters convention. Marriott Twin
Bridges Motor Hotel, Washington, D. C.
*Oct. 24 — The Advertising Council, sixth annual Hollywood meeting. Speakers include
Frederick G. Dutton, special assistant to
President Kennedy and Edwin Ebel, General Foods vice president and Ad Council
vice chairman. Beverly Hills Hotel.
Oct. 25-28— Sigma Delta Chi, 52nd national
convention. Hotel Fontainebleau, Miami
Beach, Fla.
Oct. 26 — Federal Communications Bar Assn.,
luncheon with FCC Chairman Newton
N. Minow as speaker. Washington Hotel,
Washington, D. C.
Oct. 26-28— Mutual Advertising Agency
Network, management meeting. Palmer
House, Chicago.
Oct. 26-28 — North Dakota Broadcasters
Assn., annual meeting. Holiday Spot Motor
Hotel, Minot.
Oct. 27-29 — American Women in Radio &
Television, southwest area conference. New
Orleans.
Oct. 27-29 — Advertising Federation ol
America, ference.
women's
intercityToledo,
conCommodoremidwest
Perry Hotel,
Ohio.
*Oct. 28 — UPI Broadcasters of Connecticut.
Manero's Steak House, Berlin, Conn.
Oct. 28-29 — Kansas AP Radio-Tv Assn
meeting. Broadview Hotel, Wichita.

Oct.
burg. 28-29 — Illinois News Broadcasters
Assn. fall convention. Hotel Custer, GalesOct. 30-31 — Central Canada Broadcasting
Assn., annual meeting. Hamilton, Ont.
Oct. 30-Nov. 1— Annual radio fall meeting,
jointly neers
sponsored
by Institute
and Electronic
Industriesof Radio
Assn. EngiHotel
Syracuse, Syracuse, N. Y.
NOVEMBER
Nov. 2-3 — Ohio Assn. of Broadcasters, fall
convention. Columbus Athletic Club, Columbus.
Nov. 2-4 — Assn. of National Advertisers,
annual national meeting. The Homestead,
Hot Springs, Va.
Nov. 3 — Oral argument on FCC's option
time proposals (rescheduled from Oct. 27).
*Nov. 3-4 — WSM's 10th annual Country
Music Festival, celebration of Gran' Ole
Opry's 36th birthday. Andrew Jackson Hotel,
Nashville, Tenn.
Nov. 5-8 — Broadcasters Promotion Assn.,
annual convention. James C. Hagerty, ABC
news
will beNewkeynote
speaker. WaldorfAstoriavp Hotel,
York City.
N0v. 6-7— North Carolina Assn., of Broadcasters, fall convention. Mid-Pines Club,
Southern Pines.
*Nov. 8 — National Academy of Television
Arts & Sciences, Los Angeles chapter.
Speaker:
president of Sir
the Gerald
BBC. Beadle,
Beverly former
Hills Hotel,
Beverly Hills, Calif.
Nov. 10 — California Broadcasters Assn., annual meeting. Mark Hopkins Hotel, San
Francisco.
Nov. 10 — New deadline* for comments in
FCC rulemaking concerning major revision
of
5). fm broadcast rules, (extended from Sept.
*Nov. 10-11 — Illinois Broadcasters Assn.,
Sheraton-Chicago Hotel, Chicago.
Nov. 10-12 — Advertising Federation of
America, 2nd district convention. Hershey
Inn, Hershey, Pa.
Nov. 13-16— Public Relations Society of
America, 14th national conference. Edward
R. Murrow, director of USIA, to deliver
keynote speech at opening session. Hotel
Shamrock-Hilton, Houston (first three days);
Mexico City (last day).
Nov. 14-16 — IRE, Mid-America Electronics
Conference, Kansas City, Mo.
*Nov. 14-18 — Associated Press Managing
Editors Assn., annual convention. Speakers
include Attorney General Robert F. Kennedy. Dallas.
Nov. 15-16 — American Assn. of Advertising
Agencies, eastern region meeting. Biltmore
Hotel, New York City.
Nov. 15-17 — Television Bureau of Adver-

Oct.
Oct.
cisco
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.

NAB fall conferences
18— Hotel Utah, Salt Lake City
20 — Sheraton Palace, San Fran10 — Somerset Hotel, Boston
13— Pittsburgh Hilton, Pittsburgh
15 — Hotel Leamington, Minnea-

Nov. 20 — sRobert
Meyer Hotel, Jackonvil e, Fla.
polis
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THE
HEAD
WAITER
Belongs to
Not-so-secret Order
of the Itching Palm. Frightens
dignitaries and
tourists alike. Student of
horses. Carries private black
list of animals and people
he has lost money on.
Lavish only in praise of
WTOP

Radio, the station

important to people
in the Greater Washington area.

WTOP
RADIO
Washington, D.C.
Represented by CBS Radio Spot Sales
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THE WASHINGTON POST COMPANY

tising,
Detroit. annual meeting. Statler-Hilton Hotel.
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*Nov. 16-17 — Institute of Broadcasting Financial Management, Sheraton-Chicago
Hotel, Chicago. Speakers include Hamilton
Shea, chairman All-Industry Television Station Music License Committee; and Hyman
H.
Goldin, chief of the FCC's economic
division.
Nov. 17-18 — Oregon Assn. of Broadcasters,
fall meeting. Multnomah Hotel, Portland.
Nov. 18 — UPI Broadcasters of Wisconsin,
fall meeting. Lorraine Hotel, Madison.
Nov. 20-21 — Nebraska Broadcasters Assn.,
convention. Grand Island.
Nov. 24-25 — Advertising Federation of
America, 8th district convention. Hotel St.
Paul, St. Paul, Minn.
DECEMBER
Dec. 4— Deadline for comments on FCC's
proposal to add additional vhf channel at
below minimum mileage spacing to following cities: Baton Rouge, La. (Doc. 14233):
Birmingham, Ala. (Doc. 14236); Charlotte,
N. C. (Doc. 14238); Dayton, Ohio (Doc.
14234); Jacksonville, Fla. (Doc. 14235):
Johnstown, Pa. (Doc. 14232); Knoxville,
Tenn. (Doc. 14237); Oklahoma City, Okla.
(Doc. 14231).
Dec. 4 — Deadline for comments on FCC's
proposalsstituteto
delete single
and subuhf channel
to makevhf community
all-uhf in following cities: Binghamton, N.
Y. (Doc. 14243); Champaign-Urbana, 111.
(Doc. 14244); Columbia, S. C. (Doc. 14245);
Erie, Pa. (Doc. 14242); Hartford, Conn. (Doc.
14241); Madison, Wis. (Doc. 14239); Montgomery, Ala. (Doc. 14246); Rockford, HI.
(Doc. 14240).
Dec. 4— Deadline for comments on FCC's
proposals to expand use of uhf band, including dual vhf-uhf operation, reserved
pools of uhf channels for existing operating vhf stations, abolition of uhf allocation,
relaxation of technical rules for uhf stations, uhf grants without a hearing, etc.
(Doc. 14229).
Dec. 6-8— NBC Radio & Tv Affiliates, annual convention. 35th anniversary observance. Beverly Hliton Hotel, Beverly Hills,
Calif.
Dec. 11 — Reply comments due on FCC
rulemaking to make major changes in fm
broadcast rules, (formerly set for Oct. 5).
JANUARY 1962
Jan. 1 — Reply comments due on FCC proposal to expand use of uhf band and to
deintermix
vhf stations.eight markets by deleting single
*Jan. 19-21 — Advertising Assn. of the West,
annual conference. Hotel Californian,
Fresno.
FEBRUARY 1962
*Feb. 1 — Deadline for entries for the American Tv Commercials Festival. Contact Wallace A. Ross, director; 40 East 49th St.,
New York 17.
*Feb. 4-13 — Advertising Recognition Week.
Feb. 7 — Advertising Federation of America,
mid-winter legislative conference. StatlerHilton Hotel, Washington, D. C.
*Feb. 7-9 — National Winter Convention on
Military Electronics, Ambassador Hotel, Los
Angeles.
Feb. 28-March 1 — NAB, seventh annual conference for presidents of state broadcasters' associations. Shoreham Hotel, Washington, D. C.
APRIL 1962
April
— National Assn.
Broadcasters,
Chicago
annual 1-4convention.
Conradof Hilton
Hotel,
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first

with

with

Hoosiers
WFBM-TV

3rd Annual Antique Auto Tour— This Hoosier love for old motor cars just comes naturally.

year's caravan included 125 cars and extended
nearly three miles. Each year it has been more fun

Indiana happens to be the birthplace of today's

for those who went— and even more exciting to

automobile.

goggle-eyed thousands in cities around Indian-

That's why WFBM-TV

included

Kokomo and honored the "Haynes" on its first
tour. So successful were preceding tours that this

apolis who watched it. These Mid-Indiana viewers
prefer WFBM-TV,

too. Ask your KATZ

man!

Represented Nationally by The KATZ Agency

c
C
A TIME-LIFE STATION
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"THOSE PLANES— ARE THEY OURS?" Yes, Linda, they are. And the steps being
taken to see that the bombers flying overhead will always be ours (in short, the fundamentals ofour position and progress in national defense) are among the critical subjects
explored in depth by an expert panel on KTVT's exciting new series, The Big Question.

Prime
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are continually
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||

"So that our facilities may be most
helpful to the entire area we serve,
KTVT's constant goal is to see
that each element in our programming has definite value for the
viewer— whether in the stimulation
of ideas, the relaxation of entertainment, or the enlightenment of
news. Only in this way can we
maintain the rapport with our
viewers which is so important both
to us and to our advertisers."
John Hopkins
General Manager, KTVT

Toward True Understanding
Texas is a border state. In a short span
of History, Texas has lived under six flags.
So Texans are especially alert to the international problems facing America —
problems brought into sharp focus by
"The Big time
Question"
every Sunday in prime
evening
on KTVT.
Produced by the station-staff, "The Big
Question" is a panel-show, moderated by
Bill Johns, dean of Texas news personalities. Each panel is chosen for ability to
throw new light on a key topic.
Since the tv screen has become the place
where Americans watch the international
scene, 'Television' was a fitting subject for
the initial telecast, on August 20. Managers of other Dallas-Fort Worth stations
graciously joined the panel with John
Hopkins of KTVT and three important
Texas journalists. Together they explored
the services television performs in an era
when understanding is so vital.
Subsequent telecasts have covered such
subjects as "Berlin"— "Cuba"— "Missiles or
Aircraft" — "Censorship" — "Latin
America."
Audience-response shows how well the
series meets the need for facts on which
true understanding can be built. Press and
community groups have also acclaimed
the series, with due recognition to station
and sponsors for standout tv journalism
and public-affairs programming.
ifc % % s(: 5$:
To Blair-TV, creative community-interest programming by great stations like
KTVT is a constant source of inspiration.
We are proud to serve more than a score
of such stations in national sales.

BLAIR-TV
Televisions' s first exclusive
national representative, serving:
W-TEN — Albany-Schenectady-Troy
WFBG-TV-Altoona-Johnstown
WNBF-TV-Binghamton
WHDH-TV- Boston
WCPO-TV- Cincinnati
WEWS- Cleveland
WBNS-TV- Columbus
KTVT— Dallas-Ft. Worth
K0A-TV- Denver
KFRE-TV- Fresno
WNHC-TV- Hartford-New Haven
WJ IM-TV- Lansing
KTTV-Los Angeles
WMCT- Memphis
WDSU-TV-New Orleans
WOW-TV -Omaha
WF1L-TV— Philadelphia
WI1C- Pittsburgh.
KGW-TV- Portland
WPRO-TV-Providence
KING-TV -Seattle-Tacoma
KTVI-St. Louis
WFLA-TV — Tampa-St. Petersburg
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N.Y. hearing coverage

OPEN

editor: I think that your coverage of
the FCC advertiser hearing in New
York [Lead Story, Oct. 2, 9], which
I read thoroughly, is excellent and boils
down the lengthy procedures to the essence of the matter. — Albert R. Stevens,
advertising manager, The American Tobacco Co., New York.
editor: ... I would like to commend
you on the usual factual manner in
which you reported these proceedings.
I am a regular reader of your very fine
magazine and I commend you and your
staff for another fine job. — Sam Northcross, vice president, William Esty Co.,
New York.
editor: ... An outstanding job. By
far the most complete I've seen. —
Thomas B. McCabe Jr., vice president,
Scott Paper Co., Philadelphia.
editor: . . . Excellent. — C. M. Underbill, United States Steel Corp., New
York.
Critical hour
editor: Your excellent editorial [Who's
boss? Sept. 25] means so much to us
at this critical "hour." Therefore, I
am writing in behalf of the executive
committee [of the Clear Channel
Broadcasting Service] to express our
gratitude and to tell you that your support means so very much to all of us. —
Ward L. Quaal, executive vice president, general manager, WGN Inc., Chicago.
On the 'Minow Plan'
editor: I address myself to your editorial "Far from child's play" [Broadcasting, Oct. 2]. Mr. Minow — as one
of many ideas that coursed through his
agile mind — cast out a suggestion for
a new approach to tv programming for
children. This you seem to resent. Are
you proposing that he and other informed members of the FCC owe a
duty to imprison generic thoughts that
occur to them, as worthy of exploration? Should our culture not enjoy the
privilege of appraising such ideas, uttered at the peril of the proposer for
public acceptance, rejection or even
ridicule? How do we sterilize the
minds of such people who sit at the
matrix of development of tv? Or do
you believe that the heads of the networks are so supine as to accept as
mandates each new idea that comes
from the best informed officials of our
republic? . . .
I hope that [Mr. Minow] and his
confreres will proffer many more ideas.
My guess is he will have a respectable

MIKE®
batting average as tested by the tv
owners. I am confident that the holders
of the monopoly licenses and their suppliers, the networks, will welcome his
fertile thoughtfulness. I choose not to
believe as you do that every new idea
from the FCC is meritricious because
of its source. . . . — Morris L. Ernst,
Greenbaum, Wolff & Ernst, New York.

Most pleased
editor: The National Federation of
Coffee Growers of Colombia is most
pleased with the excellent article ["The
cost anatomy of a tv spot campaign,"
Broadcast Advertising, Oct. 9]. — C.
Jackson Shuttleworth Jr., director of
advertising and promotion, National
Federation of Coffee Growers of
Colombia, New York.
Permission granted
editor: Thought your Oct. 2 Monday
Memo ["Radio's salvation: to get the
other ear"] was outstanding. Would
appreciate the opportunity of reprinting it and sending it out to all our clients.— Lloyd E. Borg, Willis & Borg
Adv., Minneapolis.
(Permission granted — with proper credit).
The Bay Area story
editor: Having just read your report
on the San Francisco Bay Area market
[Special Report, Sept. 25], I congratulate you on an outstanding job of
research and reporting. You have both
painted the big picture and unearthed
pertinent facts such as that no San
Francisco newspaper has as much as
30%
penetration
of Itheordered
Bay Area's
1.17 million
families.
50 reprints in advance of publication to distribute to our radio spot salesmen.
Now, I am very glad that I did. —
Robert E. Harris, manager, advertising
& sales promotion, KCBS San Francisco.
\ Reprints of the special report on the San
Francisco Bay Area marl.et are available
at 20 cents each copy or $20 for each
hundred, plus express or mailing charges.]
The correct agency
editor: I have noticed at various times
in past issues of Broadcasting, when
referring to the Garry Moore Show's
agency of record for S. C. Johnson &
Belding.
Son,
you have listed Foote, Cone &
This is incorrect. Needham, Louis &
Brorby is the agency of record again
this year as it was last year. ... —
Laurence Frerk, Assistant Manager,
Promotion & Merchandising, Tv-Radio
Program Department, Needham, Louis19
& Brorby, New York.
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You might want it for a conversation piece, but as far as broadcasting
is concerned— it's obsolete. The same thing is true of most tape cartridge
equipment. If all a tape cartridge machine can do is record and play back
tape in cartridges, it's obsolete the day you buy it. ATC tape-in-magazine
systems are designed with your future needs in mind. Only with an ATC
Dual-Tone system can you go to full or part-time automation easily and
inexpensively. All ATC units will actuate other broadcast equipment, such
as reel-to-reel tapes, record changers, TV slide changers, etc. The new
ATC 55 will play up to 55 magazine-loaded tapes (up to 165 musical
selections) without resetting or reloading. And all ATC equipment is
ready to adapt to the new ATC accessory (available in 1962) that will
perform automatic program logging and billing
direct from magnetic tape! If you plan to install
a tape-in-magazine system, be sure to get
full information from our First Class licensed
engineers about the only really modern system—
Automatic Tape Control. Phone collect.
Dual-Tone (PC-2)
Dual
-Tone (AC-2)
PLAYBACK UNIT
RECORDING
AMPLIFIER

ATC 55
ters A
A
Made by broadcasters

for broadcasters
broadcasters
f°r

AUTOMATIC
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It's

MICHIGAN

It's MAIN

Avenue

STREET

in

in

Ohio's

CHICAGO...

Third

Market

Dayton's main street is called MAIN STREET, laconically and logically enough. And within the
wide range of our signals there are 23 other communities with a street called Main. Jokes to the
contrary notwithstanding, these towns are not peopled with straw-chewing farmers. Nor with
Chicagoans, for that matter. But there are shades of difference in their interests that WHIO and
WHIO-TV take pains to detect, and having detected them, program to them. Our listeners want
it that way. Our advertisers want it that way. Among the sounds of Main Street is an interesting
jingle. If it sounds like money that's because that's what it is. Ask George P. Hollingbery.
WHIO

1 WHIO-TV

■ FM— 99.1 MC II !

DAYTON,
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WHIO-AM-FM-TV
OHIO
Associated with WSB, WSB-TV, Atlanta, Georgia
and WSOC, WSOC-TV, Charlotte North Carolina

Dayton
Channel J Ohio
21

P AM — 1290 KC 1 WA

MONDAY
The

seven

MEMO
lively parts

It started several years ago with a
question my dear mother asked me:
"I know you're in television and that
you're with an advertising agency, but
just what do you do?" I should warn
you that to mother a person in the
television industry, if not physically on
camera, then must repair tv sets.
There's nobody, in her mind, between
the actor and the repair man. Obviously, if mother had really worn
tights, she'd know this isn't true.
But my trouble in denning the functions and qualities that go to make up
an agency tv producer came to a head
recently when I had occasion to go
through a stack of personnel resumes
in search of just the right man for a tv
commercial production post. The resumes were forwarded by the personnel
department, business acquaintances, tv
film suppliers, a writer and a man who
manages a very fine Madison Avenue
newsstand. Everybody wants to help.
The Problem ■ The longer I read,
the more confused I became. The sell
in each was "hard." The first applicant
was plainly a C. B. de Mille who could
produce three 20-second spots for $300
in living color! But the second applicant made this one look like a bum.
And so on.
It was clear that I was going to have
to put down on paper (in living black
and white) just what qualifications my
new commercial tv producer must have.
This meant that I, too, had to know
what I was looking for. Just what are
the specifications for a first-class ad
agency tv commercial producer?
The following seven-part formula is
the result. You can add to it or delete
from it, or dispense with it entirely,
but I found it most helpful. And, employer or applicant, it may help you.
1. Film Man: He must know every
phase of film production from raw
stock to finished air prints. But, not so
thoroughly that he becomes preoccupied with the marvels of a camera lens,
a lighting plan or the workings of a film
processing laboratory and loses perspective as the agency overseer of the product itself — the commercial.
2. Theatre Man: Your man should
love the legitimate theatre. Experience
as producer, actor or director in summer stock amateur theatricals is ideal.
And there's much to be said for a good
spectator. In any case, it is necessary
that he use the theatre as a fount of
information and reference, much as an
attorney refers to his law books.
3. Writer: It is not necessary for
him to have written the great Ameri22

from T0M de huff- Cunningham & Walsh, New York

that

make

up

a tv commercial

can novel, or even the worst one. But
your applicant should have done some
writing, if only as a hobby. An agency
tv producer should instinctively know
when copy needs editing or rewriting.
He should be the diagnostician who
can also make the emergency night call
for consultation when the copywriter
is unavailable.
4. Musical Background: It is important that he appreciate music. It's a
bonus if he reads it. But it's not mandatory that he be a card-carrying member in the local musician's union. Your
man must be able to work along harmoniously with composers of jingles
and commercial background music. In
short, he should know enough, musically, to recognize what is applicable to
the commercial need and, most importantly, whether it is in good taste.
Does your new man attend concerts
and musical comedies and play records
and tapes at home? The answer should
be an emphatic "yes!" He should know
composers and be able to communicate
with them. If he does, the music they
write for him will satisfy his commercial needs.
5. Human Who's Who: An agency
tv commercial producer's talents most
certainly should include a heavy backlog of facts on all facets of film, video
tape and live production. He should
keep up to date on changes that take
place with at least 30 to 40 film suppliers. He should know when and
where to shoot his commercials and
have a pretty fair bead on when a particular production house can give him
its best in facilities and manpower. He
should know a film supplier's strengths
and weaknesses. If your applicant apwho"
"who's
on this
pears to be rusty
requirement,
beware.
Pet film
suppliers
are nice to have, but be wary of the
applicant whose pet has robbed him of

producer

the desire to explore and to expand on
his knowledge of supply sources.
6. Business Man: If your new applicant has never had to wrestle with a
production budget, do not delay the
indoctrination. He should be able to
formulate and explain a budget on his
own
missing
or
"abovewithout
line" cost
item.oneHe "below"
should be
able
budget.to stay within a client-approved
The "big idea" that rears its head
once a commercial is in production
should be ignored until another day,
unless your agency wants to absorb the
extra cost! Don't require your applicant to be a CPA; he should, however,
be able to define every budgetary item
and know where he stands, financially,
throughout his production schedule.
7. A Salesman: When called upon,
he should be able to present a storyboard to agency or client groups. He
should be well grounded in the basics
of salesmanship and be able to acquit
himself with dignity, clarity and a
touch of showmanship. He should not
be a "loner" among his fellow copywriters and art directors. On the contrary, he should work in harmony with
them, for the old team effort is important in every phase of commercial birth.
Yet, he can't be an "order boy,"
translating into film the identical frameby-frame, rough storyboard handed to
him by someone who may not visualize
the improvement possible from a few
strategic changes the producer can
make. The ability to communicate with
agency and client personnel is vital. If
your producer cannot inject a degree
of diplomacy into meetings, he will incur many unpleasant hours.
There is, above all, one quality your
man — and mine — must have. Without
it, none of the seven specifications has
real meaning. That's good taste!

Tom De Huff, director of commercial productions at C&W, has been there since
1952, was for two years director of live tv
production at William H. Weintraub Agency (now Norman, Craig & Kummel). He
began his career with radio stations in
Pennsylvania and Texas and joined NBC's
advertising and promotion department in
1940. After World War II, he went to ABC
Radio as a program director. In 1948, he
transferred to that company's tv division
acting as a staff director there.
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MUSICAL

MARKSMANSHIP

FROM

RADIO'S

HOUSE

OF SOUNDSMANSHIP

Four great jingle packages. Each as distinctive as your call letters. Customized I.D.'s.
Newscast, weathercast, sportscast and commercial intros. Time and temperature jingles.
Musical beds to peak your production.
The sweep of a hit Broadway musical overture backed by a big, big
show orchestra. Sold to WABC, New York; KQV, Pittsburgh and other leading stations.
High-speed, 15 to 20 second jingles that etch your call on the listener's
a bonus — tailored intros for every type of local and regional advertiser.
JET JINGLES-

mythm

COUNTRY AND W

and blues jingles for specialized contemporary

Wk\ mM

J

Ya shore kaint beat these. Corn pone and sorghum

to git-tars and fiddles. You'll get more dough with these dough-see-dough
grab your partner. CALL YOUR ULLMAN-MAN instead, or wire for demos.

RICHARD

programming.

H

ULLMAN,

set

jingles. Don't

INC.

Marvin A. Kempner, Executive Vice President, 1271 Ave. of the Americas, New York 20, N.Y., PL 7-2197
Distributors of
SUCTION SPOTMASTER TAPE CARTRIDGE EQUIPMENT.
THE BIG SOUND. FORMATIC RADIO, CRC JINGLES. IMN JINGLES. EV WREN PRODUCTIONS,
A DIVISION OF ^
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I THE PETER FRANK ORGANIZATION, INC.
HOLLYWOOD/ NEW YORK

(all 6 ABC

owned

radio stations sparked

a big

The key to safety is community action. And words spark
action. The words came from people like the officer in
charge of the Golden Gate Bridge; President of the
National Safety Council; Indianapolis 500 winner; President of the American Medical Association. These and
other interesting people participated in another ABC
owned radio station community action campaign. They
have helped fight polio; promote physical fitness, city
cleanliness, automobile seat belts. This time the point was
driven home for street and highway safety. Over three

community

action drive for automobile

safety)

thousand specially created announcements were broadcast by the ABC owned radio stations in six of the nation's
largest cities: New York, Chicago, Pittsburgh, Detroit, Los
Angeles, and San Francisco. Once again, the ABC owned
radio stations are proving we can produce the kind of radio
that generates community action — and listener respect.

SAN FRANCISCO
WLS CHICAGO KGO STAT
YORK D
' ABC NEWOWNE
»WABC
KQV PITTSBURGH WXYZ RADIO
DETROIT KABC LOS IONS
ANGELES

Community Club Awards, that's
what. Samantha and 100,000 other
Baltimore clubwomen eagerly buy
the products of CCA-participating
advertisers on W-l-T-H and amass
mountains of proofs-of-purchase in
competition for the $10,000 W-l-T-H
gives away each 13 weeks to
women's clubs to spend as they like
for worthy projects.
What

makes

Samantha

rum

$190,000 is the total cash W-l-T-H
has distributed through CCA, and if
you think this isn't a powerful incentive, you should see the millions
of bottle-caps, box-tops, labels and
sales slips we collect.
Let us show you how we can increase your sales. You'll find it refreshing to hear about a merchandising plan that really works. Write,
phone or wire today.

P

RADIO 123

PERSONALITY
Tom Tinsley, President; R. C. Embry, Vice President; NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES:
SELECT STATION REPRESENTATIVES in New York, Baltimore, Washington and Philadelphia; ADAM YOUNG in Boston, Detroit, Chicago, St. Louis, San Francisco, Los Angeles,
Minneapolis, Milwaukee, Cincinnati, Cleveland, Pittsburgh and Seattle; JAMES S. AYERS
in the South and Southwest.
26

RADIO
BALTIMORE
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TV
■ 47

AUDIENCE,
million

■ Homes

homes

viewing

■ Six-month

watch

continues

advertiser

The record expenditures that advertisers are investing in television are returning record dividends in unsurpassed
viewing of their programs.
Never before have so many millions
of homes spent so much time with their
television sets: Some 47 million homes
average 5 hours 22 minutes of viewing
per home per day.
This time-spent total matches the record that some competitors said was too
good to count: The daily average of
5 hours 22 minutes established by a
considerably smaller number of homes
in 1958 with the help of that year's
Asian flu epidemic. The epidemic was
credited with helping to set that record
by keeping working people at home,
and accordingly was blamed by print
competitors with exaggerating tv's true
popularity.
The return to that level was accompanied bythe attainment of new dimensions in other audience measurements
and also in dollars spent by advertisers.
Industry Study ■ These figures are
taken from a special report compiled
by TvB and being released today (Oct.
16) to show the stature of television
as an advertising medium in the first
half of 1961 as compared to the same
periods of prior years. (See summary
table on this page; additional details in
tables on pages 28, 29.)
The report cites A. C. Nielsen Co.
figures showing that homes viewing
TvBox Score
January-June 1961 vs 1960
TELEVISION USAGE
Average minute audience (Homes)
Total Day
Morning
Afternoon
Evening
Average hours per home
Average audience— network show (homes)
Nighttime
Weekday daytime
Week-end daytime
TELEVISION EXPENDITURES
Network
Spot
Total gross time, network & spot
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REVENUE
5

hours,

22

to increase

investment

HIT

minutes

television (network and local) continued to increase during the first six
months of this year not only on a totalday basis but in all three principal dayparts: morning, afternoon and evening;
that audiences of nighttime network
programs, after dipping slightly in 1960,
resumed the upward movement that had
been their habit in prior years but that
daytime network audiences slid slightly;
that national advertisers' investments in
television reached a record $675.8 million in 1961's first half despite a 1%
drop-off in spot tv billings for that recession-marked period (Broadcasting,
Sept. 4).
Advertisers' cost-per-thousand-homes
for all network programs averaged
slightly higher than in the first half of
1960 — $2.73 vs. $2.65 — but remained
below the $2.75 average for the last
five years. Evening network cpm was
up four cents to $3.98 as against a fiveyear average of $3.79, while daytime
cpm at $2.01 showed a gain of 11 cents
since 1960 but remained under its fiveyear average by that same amount.
Possible Problem ■ Although the report showed solid advances for tv in
most areas, it contained some hints of
possible weakness. One that observers
considered indicative of a potential
problem for the future — unless it proves
to be a temporary deviation or otherwise is checked — showed a decline of
three-tenths of one percentage point
1st six months
1961

13,882,000
6,519,000
11,678,000
21,058,000
5 hrs. 22 min.

daily, TvB

in all parts

at record

HIGHS

$675.8

says

of the

day

million

in the proportion of tv homes using
television during the average minute
in nighttime hours (6 p.m. to 1 a.m.).
This fractional slip (see table on
television usage by day parts) from
the 1960 first-half figure brought the
1961 nighttime percentage of usage to
44.9 and followed an even smaller
slide — one-tenth of one percentage
point — in 1960 as compared to 1959.
In both years, however, the number of
homes actually watching television during the average nighttime minute was
higher than the year before — 20,430,000 in 1960 and 21,058,000 in 1961
as against 19,932,000 in 1959. The
fractional decline in percentages occurred because the number of homes
using tv, while increasing, did not quite
keep pace with the gains in total number of homes equipped with tv.
Slight Slip ■ Figures on the amount
of time the average tv home is spending
with nighttime television were not available, but the consensus appears to be —
apart from the indications in the average-audience table— that the figure has
slipped somewhat.
Several months ago Lever Bros, distributed to the networks a set of computations, also from Nielsen, to indicate that evening audiences in the prime
hours from 7:30 to 11 have slipped by
about 5% over three seasons (Broadcasting, April 17).
Broadcast researchers at that time

1st six1960months

13,244,000
5,966,000
10,938,000
20,430,000
5 hrs. 19 min.

8,261,000
2,985,000
3,382,000

7,863,000
2,998,000
3,532,000

$363,869,000
311,927,000
$675,796,000

$336,294,000
315,191,000
$651,485,000

change
%

-0
-4.4
.2

-1.0
+4.8
+9.3
.8
+3.1+6
+5.1

+8.2
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countered that Lever had used the
"Asian flu" year of 1957-58 as the
basis of its comparisons and that a
fairer frame of reference would have
shown 1960-61 evening viewing down
no more than 1%.
Broadcasters also have noted that
Nielsen measures only sponsored programming and that this, once concentrated primarily in peak viewing hours,
has gradually expanded into early- and
late-evening fringe time where audiences are naturally smaller and always
have been. Inclusion of those fringe
periods, broadcasters point out, unavoidably brings down the average for
the entire evening.
Steady Increase ■ For daytime and
total-day viewings, TvB's report showed
steady audience gains in terms of percentages as well as number of homes.
TvB also pointed out that in the past
two years alone one million homes have
been added to the average-minute audience for the entire broadcast day — from
12,848,000 homes during the average
minute in the first half of 1959 to
13,882,000 for the comparable period
of this year.
"Wasteland" Highs ■ The all-time
highs in both audience size and hours
of viewing per home, observers noted,

Cone
RECENT

still

continued

were recorded during the six-month
period spanning the furor raised by
FCC Chairman Newton Minow when
he blasted television programming as
"a vast wasteland."
The figures on daytime network proCost per 1000 commercial
minutes delivered
Network Programs— by Day Parts
January-June 1957-1961
The cost-per-thousand for all network
programs during the first six months of
1961 was slightly higher than 1960,
though lower than the average of $2.75
for the past five'6 years.
1
Daytime network
cost-per-thousand,
'60
after a high of'5$2.24 and $2.30 in 1958
9
and 1959 respectively,
has fallen off
'58
'
considerably to 57$1.90 in 1960 and $2.01
in 1961.
First
6 months

Network Cost per
1000
Evening

All
Daytime
programs
2.65
1.90
3.94
2.72
$2.73
3.60
2.30
$3.98
2.85
$2.01
371
2.24
2.79
3.72
2.14
Note: All the above data is reported on a proSource:gramA.basis.C. Nielsen

boosting

ADVERTISER

CRITICISM

Fairfax M. Cone, chairman of the
executive committee of Foote, Cone &
Belding, Chicago, renewed his plea for
the enlargement of the magazine concept in television last week as the
means to make the good things of tv
even better and more plentiful. His
plan would eliminate most preferred
positions and provide for advertiser rotation among all programs at a single
rate for prime nighttime and another
rate for daytime.
Mr. Cone's advocacy contrasted
sharply with the negative attitude towards the magazine concept expressed
by leading national advertisers in two
weeks of testimony before the FCC in
New York (Lead Story, Oct. 2, 9).
Spokesmen for these blue-chip clients
said that should the magazine concept
become the tv way of life, they would
have to re-evaluate their media planning.
Mr. Cone, speaking last Tuesday
(Oct. 10) before the Broadcast Advertising Club of Chicago said the magazine concept plan would halt "stand
off" deadlocks in rating battles and en28 (BROADCAST ADVERTISING)

OF

gram audiences show a marked decline
in average program rating after 1958
— a decline attributed to ABC-TV's
entry into full-scale daytime programming in October of that year. Since
then daytime as well as nighttime audiences have been divided among three
networks instead of two, making the
average network daytime audience
lower than it was before.
The data on time spent with television per home per day also showed regional breakdowns. Homes in the east
central region had the highest average
for the first half of this year: 5 hours
52 minutes per tv home per day. The
lowest average was in the South: 5
hours 1 1 minutes, which was within a
minute or two of that region's average
over the past five years. Averages in
the east central and Pacific areas have
been moving steadily up. Only the
west central region has shown a material decline.
These gains in viewing per home apparently did not stop with the end of
the six-month period covered by the
report. TvB's detailed accounting of
that period was preceded by an announcement twO weeks ago that, in the
eight months through August, viewing
levels surpassed those of the previous
year in seven monthly reports (Broadcasting, Oct. 2).

magazine

concept

METHOD

DAUNT

FAILS

TO

FC&B

HEAD

courage program diversity and experimentation not possible now.
Citing the many fine shows now
available on the air, Mr. Cone did not
hesitate to express his opinion of the
other extreme too. He called the first
installment of the new ABC-TV Bus
Stop the "nastiest, ugliest show I have
ever seen on tv."
No Censorship ■ Mr. Cone said he
shared with the FCC chairman, Newton N. Minow, a clear distaste for censorship in any form, noting that it was
Mr. Minow, as an attorney for the publisher, who freed the book Lady Chatterly's Lover from the censor's ban.
"But neither do I think there can be
any question but what television must
come under some new conscientious, if

But this is no excuse for television."
Acknowledging that it is quite possible amajority of the people are getting what they want on the air,
"crummy as much of it is," Mr. Cone
felt there is a "sizable minority that
rarely is satisfied. He believes this segment of the non-audience is actually
quite large (as much as 60%) and to
fail to serve better programs to interest this public "is something less than
good business." Mr. Cone indicated
he would not presume to define what
"better" programming is.
Diversity ■ The key is in program
diversity or choice at any one given
time, Mr. Cone said. The only course
"is not to constrict television but to ex-

not rigid control," Mr. Cone said. "For
every step forward that television takes,
and each with considerable fanfare, it

Since expansion in uhf appears
economically unfeasible, the answer
lies in changing the ground rules for
networkpand it."advertising, Mr. Cone indicated. Advertisers themselves are already changing the procedure anyway,
he observed, since the networks have
become virtually spot carriers.
As an example of the rating standBROADCASTING, October 16, 1961

appears
to take
two steps
backward."
Mr. Cone
reviewed
the moral
decay
problems current in movies, books and
publications such as Playboy and observed that "only the major magazines
have not entirely let down the bars.

Television usage
During an Average Minute by Day Parts
January-June 1959-1961
The percentage and number of homes using television during the first half of the year has been increasing gradually.
One million homes have been added to average audience in
the past two years alone.
1960
1959
1961
Homes
%
%
%
Homes
Homes
tv Homes (000) tv Homes (000) tv Homes (000)
13.9
13.2
Morning
13.1
5,966
6,519
5,764
(7 a.m.-12 N)
24.9
24.2
Afternoon
10,938
23.8
11,678
10,472
(12 N-6 p.m.)
Evening
45.2
45.3
21,058
20,430
44.9
19,932
(6 p.m.-l a.m.)
29.6
29.3
12,848
13,244
Total Day
13,882
29.2
(7 a.m.-l a.m.)
Source: A. C. Nielsen Co.
Average minute audiences for network shows
by Day Parts
January-June 1957-1961
The trend in nighttime network programs has been moving
in an upward direction for the past five years except for a
slight decline in 1960.
Avg. Weekday
First
Rating
Avg. Nighttime
Rating Daytime
Avg. Week-end
Months
Program
Program
ProgramRating Daytime
Homes
Homes
Homes
(000)
(000)
(000)
17.6
1961
7.2
6.4
2,985
8,261
17.4
1960
6.6
7.8
3,382
7,863
2,998
3,532
8.0
18.6
1959
6.2
8.3
8,201
2,741
19.2
1958
7.6
3,643
7.3
8,140
3,382
3,242
18.9
1957
7,437
2,870
3,404
8.7
Source: A. C. Nielsen Co.

Average hours of tv usage
per Home-per Day
January-June 1957-1961
The average hours of tv usage per home, per day, during
the first six months of 1961 has equaled the all-time high
for that period of five hours and 22 minutes set in 1958.
The tv homes in the East Central Territory led the others
in time spent with tv during the first six months averaging
five hours and 52 minutes per day. The East Central and
Pacific Territories have been trending upward during the
last five years. Only the West Central has fallen off.
Time Spent
per Home East
per Day
East
Total
West
First 6 Months
Pacific
5:12
Central Central
U.S.
South
1960
5:24
1961
5:11
5:14
5:52
5:22
5:29
5:35
5:12
5:25
5:06
North1959
5:16
5:19
4:40
5:15
5:19
5:28
5:16
5:26
1958
5:37
5:13
5:22
5:33
4:22
5:23
5:19
1957
4:48
5:43
5:13
Source A. C. Nielsen Co. 5:21

off problem which retards diversity,
Mr. Cone recalled a recent Saturday in
Chicago when for three hours on four
tv channels the choice was among one
baseball game and three football games.
"Something is terribly wrong," he said,
"and it needs to be corrected." The
real
explained,stations.
"is that We
we
have difficulty,
no little hetelevision

don't like the idea but he was of the
opinion that sponsors would agree to
rotation through "all kinds of programs," assuming it could be done at
a single rate for nighttime and another
single rate for daytime.
Mr. Cone said he felt competent to
speak on the subject since FC&B this

have only giants, fighting each other."
Since the network participation buying trend of sponsors has already
brought into reality the magazine concept, only two more steps are needed
to make television "what it should be,"
Mr. Cone observed. "The first of these
is to program as a responsible magazine

Mattel

would."
This would require the networks to
balance the weekly fare between regular and special entertainment features,
Mr. Cone explained, and regular and
special features in the fields of controversy and ideas, including the arts.
"Not only is such programming possible," Mr. Cone felt, but "it is also the
means, and the only means, to experimentation."
His reason for its practicality is implicit in the second step, he said, which
is rotation of advertisers through the
total week's programming and the
elimination of preferred positions except for special programs. This way
BROADCASTING, October 16, 1961
m
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Television expenditures
Network and Spot Gross Time Charges Only
Change
January-June 1957-1961
%
Network Change
%
Spot*
First six Months Expenditures
Expenditures
1961 $363,869,000
+ 8.2 $311,927,000
1960 336,294,000
+ 9.0 315,191,000
1959 308,651,000
+ 9.0 285,493,000
1958 283,071,000
+12.9 229,462,000
1957 250,663,000
+ 6.9 216,941,000
1960 to
*Figures havefor been
adjusted
to theprocedure.
Second Quater of
compensate
changes
in the prior
reporting
+10.4
Source: TvB-Rorabaugh
TvB/LNA-BAR
+ 14.6
++24.4
5.8

year is spending $60 million of clients'
money in television, mostly for participations on 28 different programs.

Fairfax M. Cone
For magazine concept
every advertiser would pay his share
for the new experimentation, he said,
and have his exposures rotated much
as is done now with multiple-show
participations.
Mr. Cone admitted network officials

budgets

$4.5
million
forCalif.,
'62toyMattel Inc.,
Hawthorne,
maker, has increased its advertising
budget for 1962 to $4.5 million, 30%
increase over the 1961 budget and the
highest in the history of the toy industry, according to Clifford W. Jacobs,
vice president-marketing. Mattel will
continue year-round tv advertising,
with approximately $1.5 million budgeted for a new weekly half-hour show,
Matty's Funnies with Beany and Cecil
on ABC-TV, starting Jan. 7, 1962.
Spot tv will also have an important
place in the 1962 advertising, will also
include use of consumer and toy trade
publications, as well as point-of-pur29
chase display materials. Agency for
Mattel is Carson/ Roberts, Los Angeles.

I

Tv
TVAR

spot
FIGURES

spending
SHOW IT VARIES

The widely varying values that advertisers and agencies consciously or
unconsciously put on different markets
in allocating their television budgets
was pointed up last week in a study by
Television Advertising Representatives
(TvAR).
The study, second in an annual series
by TvAR, breaks down the FCC's report on 1960 spot television billings
(Broadcasting, Sept. 4) to show what
1960's $459.2 million total spot volume means in terms of dollars spent
per television family in each market.
Television magazine's tv homes estimates were applied against FCC's dollar figures to get the average for each
market.
On a nation-wide basis the average
is $10.03 per television family, but by
market the averages range from a high
of $12.76 (Chicago) to a low of $2.73
(Evansville, Ind. -Henderson, Ky.).
The report also estimates that total
television advertising expenditures in
1960 — network and local as well as national and regional spot — averaged
$35.07 per tv family. For this estimate

per
WIDELY

family
FROM MARKET

TvAR used the Printers Ink "Guide to
Marketing for 1962" estimate of $1605
billion for tv advertising volume in
1960 because the FCC's report omitted
talent costs in many cases.
TvAR said the $35.07 figure showed
total tv advertising expenditures to be
"surprisingly low" in terms of homes
served, and pointed out that this average may be compared to $4,127 in
retail spending by the average family
during the same period.
Diminishing Returns ■ The report
shows that in the 10 biggest markets
for which FCC figures are available,
spot tv spending in 1960 averaged $9.67
per tv home. The average for each
succeeding group of 10 in the so-called
"top 40" markets declined, and the
figure fell off even further when all
markets below the top 40 were averaged
as one group (see table).
Although the averages for different
size groups thus followed predictable
patterns — the bigger the size group, the
heavier the spot tv investment — a wide
variation is evident among markets
within the same group, ln the first 10,

TO

MARKET

for instance, the range extends from
Chicago's $12.76 per tv family to San
Francisco's $7.40, a figure exceeded by
all but two markets in the second 10.
TvAR authorities said these reports
are useful to both agencies and stations:
Buyers may discover that they have not
put as much emphasis on some markets
as they thought they had or as they
should, for instance; and stations may
detect "problem markets" where common as well as competitive selling efforts may be needed to bring the average up.
Robert Hoffman, TvAR vice president in charge of marketing and research, directed preparation of the report. The list covers all markets with
three or more tv stations — the only
markets for which spot totals are reported separately by the FCC — except
Detroit, where the FCC's figures are
incomplete, and except for certain
markets made up of two or more cities
having varying set counts. These multicity exceptions are computed separately
in the appendix which follows the list.
billings

Spot Billings Per Television Family in 1960
billings
Spottv
Television
(in $000)
billings
families
Source:
Spot
FCC report
pertv
family
(7/1/60)
New York Market*
4,961,300
$59,629
Los Angeles
10.24
28,013
2,734,700
12.76
$12.02
Chicago
2,188,600
27,933
(a)
Philadelphia
18,520
9.68
1,912,600
Detroit
(a)
(a)
9.58
Boston
13,869
1,447,600
San Francisco
7.40
1,323,300
7.95
Cleveland
9,791
1,307,300
10,391
8.46
Pittsburgh
1,267,600
10,727
851,500
St. Louis
9.56
836,500
Washington
9.06
8,137
7,579
7.28
743,600
Minneapolis-St. Paul
7.39
5,414
708,200
Dallas-Ft. Worth
5,234
Baltimore
9.20
674,300
6,205
8.70
Cincinnati
650,100
5,656
10.67
647,800
Buffalo-Niagara Falls
6,909
9.17
Kansas City
611,100
5,606
Milwaukee
601,400
9.77
7.60
Atlanta
5,878
578,800
4,399
9.94
Seattle-Tacoma
552,300
5,488
9.60
Miami
515,400
4,950
10.53
Houston-Galveston
502,400
5,288
488,300
6.43
Memphis
3,139
Columbus, Ohio
7.55
487,500
9.43
4,597
463,900
Albany-Schenectady-Troy
3,504
463,000
9.84
Portland, Ore.
4,554
3.91
Greenville, Spartanburg, Asheville
395,300
1,545
Sacramento-Stockton
388,400
9.13
3,545
8.99
New Orleans
386,300
3,472
10.22
Denver
355,600
3,634
5.59
346,800
Nashville
6.30
1,939
Norfolk
342,400
7.00
2,156
Omaha
337,300
2,361
(a) Data for Detroit have been excluded
inasmuch as the FCC
total for that market does not include billings for station
CKLW-TV.
30 (BROADCAST ADVERTISING)

(inSpot$000)
Source:tv
FCC report

Television
families

billings

per tv 8.45
family
(7/1/60)
335,400
9.09
Spot
328,300
325,500
2,833
4.60
321,100
2,983
8.07
1,496
313,900
7.34
4.80
304,300
2,591
6.88
2,304
275,400
259,000
2,095
6.70
253,000
1,746
5.18
1,321
251,100
686
2.73
8.29
5.69
250,600
1,310
249,300
4.59
Little Rock
Spokane
232,000
1,426
4.35
Madison
2,067
232,000
Knoxville
229,800
1,010
224,600
Fresno
7.38
1,066
5.18
1,190
4.59
221,700
4.31
Orlando-Daytona
Beach
207,600
Ft. Wayne
1,658
956
204,500
8.34
Phoenix-Mesa
203,000
953
Chattanooga
4.54
1,705
177,400
Bakersfield
4.06
922
Peoria
169,100
721
5.98
677
4.36
155,200
South Bend-Elkhart
144,700
850
5.87
1,011
Youngstown
129,900
Honolulu
126,800
Albuquerque
508
8.44
Amarillo
111,700
1,096
588
4.01
103,300
4.88
Tucson
5.26
4.85
El Paso
6.22
102,600
504
199
445
91,800
638
Colorado Springs-Pueblo
37,000
Las Vegas-Henderson
* Excludes tv areas where the FCC billing figures represent
5.38 a
combination of 2 or more markets with varying set counts.
(Overall figures for these areas are appended.)
APPENDIX
As noted previously, this report excludes those television
areas where the FCC billing figures represent a combinaBROADCASTING, October 16, 1961

Oklahoma City
Tampa-St. Petersburg
Cedar Rapids-Waterloo
Rochester, N.Y. *
et
San
Tulsa Antonio Mark
Richmond-Petersburg, Va.
Wichita-Hutchinson
Scranton-Wilkes-Barre
Evansville-Henderson
Salt Lake City

You get MORE of Atlanta's million when you buy WSB -TV! Your
sales message reaches 41.6% of the tv homes in the five-county
Atlanta metropolitan market*. . . also penetration in 121 other counties. WSB -TV's share of audience is nearly 20% greater than the next
station, 70% more than the third*. Channel 2 delivers more because
it serves the public interest best. Put your advertising on WSB -TV.
Represented by

Affiliated with The Atlanta Journal and Constitution. NBC affiliate. Associated with WSOC/WSOC-TV, Charlotte; WHIO/WHIO-TV, Dayton.
BROADCASTING, October 16, 1961
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tion of two or more markets with varying set counts (e.g.,
Hartford-New Haven-New Britain-Waterbury).
Since these "combinations" frequently include markets
of varying size, the billings per tv family would not necessarily apply equally throughout each of these FCC-designated areas. However, for purposes of completeness, the
data for these areas are shown below with the spot television
billings per family computed on the basis of the largest tv
market in each group:
Television television
billings
Spot
families
billings
Market
(7/1/59) per family
(inSpottv
$000)
Hartford-New Haven-New BritainWaterbury
860,900
7.55
716,400
$7,017
Indianapolis-Bloomington
$8.15
3.88
5,406
565,800
Altoona-Johnstown
2,193
Harrisburg-Lancaster-York-Lebanon
515,900
5.41
2,791
Charleston-HuntingtonOak Hill4.26
Ashland
444,800
1,896
Springfield-Decatur-Champaign345,800
Urbana-Danville, III.
4.74
1,639

What

Central

Media

billings
Market
Green Bay-Marinette
Des Moines-Ames
Portland-Poland Spring, Me.
Bay City-Flint-Saginaw
Roanoke-Lynchburg
Mobile-Pensacola
Harrisburg, Ill.-Paducah, Ky.Cape Girardeau, Mo.
Austin-Rochester-Mason City

Expenditures
1-10
Markets
11-20
21-30
31-40
All others

Expenditure
per tv home*
8.93
6.927
8.16
$9.6

(in $000)
913tv
Spot
2,388
1,659
1,580
1,195
1,258
595
1,049

Television
families
(7/1/59)
324,200
316,600
313^00
306,000
298,700
228,400
225,600
161,200

billings
television
Spot
per 2.82
family
7.54
5.29
5.16
4.00
4.65
5.51
3.69

*Tv areas where the FCC bitting figures
represent a combination of 2 or more
markets with varying set counts have
been omitted. Detroit has also been excluded since billings
for CKLW-TV
are
not included
in the FCC
total for that
market.
Source:
Based
on
spot
tv
billfor markets
with by
threeFCC.or
more ingstvin 1960
stations
as reported

5.41

Bureau

ITS SERVICES, AND SURVEY SHOWING WHY THEY'RE
A new central billing service with processing equipment, CMB is headed
electronic flourishes added to its basic
by three systems experts who have
been closely identified with the broadpromise of cutting timebuying papercast advertising field.
work, helping agencies make more efficient spot buys and speeding the flow
Kenneth C. Schonberg, RemingtonRand Univac expert who in the 1950s
of payments to stations (Closed Cirsupervised the installation of datacuit, July 24, et seq.) is being announced today (Oct. 16).
handling equipment at such agencies as
Ted Bates, BBDO, J. Walter Thompson
The new company, third to announce
its entry into a field unoccupied three
and others, and who in 1960 sold and
months ago, is Central Media Bureau.
installed at Young & Rubicam what was
Associated with and partly owned by said to be the first electronic dataprocessing system in the agency field, is
C-E-I-R, one of the world's largest
president of CMB. William J. Sloboda,
independent users of electronic data-

will

do

NEEDED, EXPLAINED
former financial systems expert with
the Peters, Griffin, Woodward station
representation firm and before that with
Curtiss-Wright, is executive vice president and treasurer. Mrs. Lois R. Hirst,
a former Remington-Rand systems
analyst who was manager of PGW's
automated data system in 1957-59 and
since has been assistant director of the
JWT data processing center, is vice
president and secretary.
President Schonberg said CMB's computer-coordinated services would include "prompt and accurate media estimates for agencies," same-day teletype
information on rate and discount
changes for advertisers and agencies,
"and on-the-spot clearance of billing
discrepancies between media, media
representatives
and agencies."
The Rub ■ With
its announcement
CMB released results of surveys of
agencies, stations and station representatives which among other things showed
that tv and radio stations have $8.8
million in time-billing accounts receivable regularly outstanding for 60 days
or more (Broadcasting, Oct. 9), that
major agencies average more than
$500,000 apiece in overhead for servicing spot campaigns and more than $65,000 a year just for clearing discrepancies between spot orders and spot
billing, and that the average rep spends
more than 40% of his time on paper-

The three people who will run the
C-E-l-R-connected Central Media Bureau are shown with some of the
electronic data processing equipment
which will be used by the new billing
firm to help facilitate the spot time32 (BROADCAST ADVERTISING)

buying function at the C-E-I-R Center
in New York (I to r): Kenneth Schonberg, CMB president; Lois Hirst, vice
president-secretary; William J. Sloboda, executive vice president-treasurer.

actual "selling."
opposedits toservice
CMBwork asclaims
will materially reduce all these problems and in the
process cut back the need for campaign
cost estimating by agencies; keep
agencies constantly (and automatically,
via teletype tape) advised as their buys
approach the point where a few more
spots purchased will actually save
BROADCASTING, October 16, 1961

Rep

A

$30

million

bill that

The radio-tv business spends about
$30 million to process spot buying
and billing. This represents money
paid by agencies, station representatives and stations themselves.
The claim was made last week by
Broadcast Clearing House, a central
billing house set up for spot radiotv last summer (Broadcasting, Aug.
7). The firm has arranged for the
Bank of America to handle the dataprocessing for an "industry-wide"
system of automated billing and processing that it hopes to have in operation early next year.
BCH said the estimate was prepared in a research project in which
Arthur Young & Co., its accounting
firm, consulted with the Bank of

money by bringing them to a new discount level; and take over virtually
all of the extra functions of the "agency
of record" for multi-agency advertisers.
Mr. Schonberg said CMB will use
the facilities of C-E-I-R's New York
electronic center and can have its new
service in operation within about six
months after the first contract is signed.
Presentations to prospective clients are
slated to start immediately. CMB's fee
will be an as yet undisclosed percentage
of gross billings handled, payable by
agencies, stations and reps.
Although client solicitations will
cover all levels, it appeared likely that
some of the services would hold greatest appeal for multi-agency advertisers
(and the agencies of those advertisers).
CMB said that in its agency survey
40% of the respondents reported a twoto-three-week time lag between confirmation of a buy and notification to
all participating agencies regarding new
discounts earned. CMB promises sameday notification and also says it will
handle other problems, such as clearance of discrepancies, which while
troublesome in any case, can be especially difficult where several agencies
are buying for one advertiser.
Other Possibilities ■ Mr. Schonberg
said CMB also is working on a number
of long-range possibilities including a
system that would enable agencies and
reps to feed questions directly into the
C-E-I-R computers and get their
answers back in seconds. Tying the
New York center in with C-E-I-Roperations in other cities, so that a
computer in Houston or Chicago, for
example, might "talk to" the CMB
equipment in New York and get quick
estimates for Houston or Chicago
agencies, also was suggested as a future
34 (BROADCAST ADVERTISING)

can

be

cut

America's Edward Martin, who is
director of research. Broadcast
Clearing House's principals (John
Palmer, president, and Lee Mehlig,
executive vice president) then compiled data from various interviews,
conferences and seminars with agencies, stations and reps and projected
results against cost information of
typical clerical systems, procedural
steps and time studies. The latter
information, BCH said, was provided
by the accounting firm.
The clearing house said the study
was made to determine how much
of the estimated $30 million could
be saved through its proposed central
billing. The answer: "More than
50% in most cases."

possibility. Expansion of the CMB services to other media is still another possibility, Mr. Schonberg said.
Observers speculated that there might
be another distant possibility, though
CMB officials said nothing to justify
the speculation. This was that conceivably stations' rating records might
eventually be stored in the computer
along with their rate structures, so that
buys might be "tested" — or alternative
plans compared — in terms of ratings
efficiency. This otherwise unsupported
speculation stemmed from the fact that
C-E-I-R recently acquired the American
Research Bureau ratings organization.
CMB summarized its "basic services"
and benefits to be gained from them
by agency, station and rep clients as
follows:
Agencies — Services include same-day
earned rate information; prompt media
plans, accurately costed; spot estimates
and estimate revisions; central clearance of discrepancies; control of client
contract records and a four-part account package consisting of as-ordered
invoice, supporting logs, adjustment invoice and station affidavits. Benefits:
"Increased agency profits" encompassing "lower operating costs, greater efficiency, more flexible use of media
budget
[and] services
increased include
revenue." central
Stations
clearance of discrepancies, pre-printed
log-affidavits, standardized station invoice and unified voucher checks. Benefits: "More income faster to stations,"
covering "simplified billing operations,
prompt payments [and] increased spot
Reps — Services include same-day
notification of earned rates, central
sales."
clearance
of discrepancies, stationagency contracts and station billing

in half

More parison
specifically
this saved
is the by
"comof percentage
the
BCH plan over Agency
present systems":
Station
51.5%
33.3%
57.2%
procedural steps
OperationalComparison and 66.6
66.6
66.6
check points
29.1
62.1
70.4
Internaldling timehanMaterial, space
27.5
and equipment
41.3
58.5
costs
shows
a
The above table
down of the percentage saved in
various functions by agency, by stabreaktion representative and by station in
the BCH plan as compared to present
systems.

projections. Benefits: "Less paperwork,
more
clericalselling
burden,time"
better through
tools for "reduced
creative
selling,
new sales
opportunities."
Economic
Maximum
■ CMB officials said one of their key services,
which would both increase spot sales
and enable agencies to buy more
economically and efficiently is what
they call the "economic maximum
formula." Each station's rates are stored
in the machine — about 180 different
rates per station — and then, as buys
are fed in, the machine determines the
point at which an advertiser's total buys
on any station are so close to a higher
discount level that the advertiser would
save money or get more for his dollar
by buying additional spots and thus attaining the new level. For instance:
If a station has a 156-time rate of
$104 per minute and a 260-time rate of
$97.50,tweenthe
"economic
bethose rate
levels ismaximum"
244 minutes.
At that point it becomes more efficient
to buy up to the higher discount level.
If an advertiser has bought 238 spots
at the 156-time rate, for example, his
cost is $24,752. At the "economic maximum"— 244 spots — the cost is $25,376.
If he goes to the 260-time level he gets
260 spots for $25,350. This gives him
more spots than the "economic maximum" but at a total price $26 less, and
as compared to his original total (238
minutes) he gets 22 extra spots worth
$2,288 at the 156-time rate but actually
costing him only $598 more than his
original 238-spot order.
CMB's point is that buyers using a
number of stations cannot keep track
of all this detail, which varies from
one station to another, and thus may
miss
many where
"good it buy"
and efficient
"bargain"to
situations
is more
BROADCASTING, October 16, 1961

buy more spots than not to. The
"economic maximum" service is designed to keep oversight from happening.
Survey Findings ■ Among the findings from its surveys released by CMB
were: Timebuyers divided their working hours thus: 39% in selecting availabilities, 8% in checking confirmations,
12% costing alternate schedules, 5%
preparing client estimates, 13% clearing discrepancies and 2% revising client
estimates. For all but the first two, CMB
said its service would cut down the time
involved.
Stations estimated that 16% of their
gross monthly spot billing is continuously 60 days or more in arrears. This
comes to $8.8 million and, in addition,
more than $4 million is overdue for 90
days or longer. Almost half of the station respondents said 10% of their
monthly spot gross is outstanding from
90 days to a year.
Of the station respondents 69% said
it takes them 2 to 4 man-days a month
to prepare performance affidavits. Almost one-fourth said it takes them 6 to
15 man-days a month to prepare client
invoices.
Reps broke down their use of time —
and their secretaries' time — as follows,
according to CMB:
Percent Percent
Percent of total of total
of total
sec'y
salesman
time clerical
time
Time
time
con- con20%
selling activity
consumed sumed
sumed
25%
Selecting
availabilities
17
Figuring discounts,
20
plans
19
Confirmation
of
sale
12
Processing schedule
changes
8
15
Clearing
2
discrepancies
5
Making
33
presentations
CMB, whose offices are
C-E-I-R Center at 270 Park Ave., New
York, was the first of the central billing organizations whose plans leaked
out. Its formal announcement, however,
was preceded by those of Broadcast
Clearing House (Broadcasting, Aug.
7) and Broadcast Billing Co. (Broadcasting, Aug. 14). Another firm, United
Media Inc., also is reportedly considering entering the field (Closed Circuit,
Sept. 18).

I've Got a Secret, Checkmate and The
Investigators (all CBS-TV). Agency:
The Wesley Assoc., New York.
Procter & Gamble Co., New York, will

Business briefly...
Johnson & Johnson Inc., has become
a partial sponsor of ABC Evening Report (Mon.-Fri., 6 p.m. EDT), and
Bus Stop (Sun., 9-10 p.m. EDT).
Agency: Young & Rubicam, New York.
Shulton Inc., New York, has planned
an 80-market, 5,000 - spots - per - week
tv campaign, for the two weeks just
prior to Christmas. At the same time,
Shulton will participate in about nine
prime-time network tv shows, including
BROADCASTING, October 16, 1961

General Electric Co. is calling attention to its television commercials
on CBS-TV's General Electric Theatre (Sun., 9-9:30 p.m.) through use
of "the first print tune-in" advertising campaign for commercials. GE
will place a series of half-page ads
for its commercials in Tv Guide and
plans five or more insertions through
this year. The first insert (see
photo) was used two weeks ago and
promoted a three-minute tape mes-

sponsor this year's telecast of The Wizard of Oz on CBS-TV (Dec. 10, 6-8
p.m. EST). The movie was presented
on tv in 1956, 1959 and 1960. Agency:
Benton & Bowles, New York.
Pez Candy will begin a spot tv campaign in 15 major markets starting in
mid-October. Strong emphasis will be
placed on local children's program personalities. Agency: Daniel & Charles
Inc., New York.
Agency appointments...
■ National Presto Industries Inc., Eau
Claire, Wis., appoints BBDO, Minneapolis, to handle advertising of its kitchen
and home electrical appliances, effective Jan. 1. No media plans have been
formulated, but Presto has been a
broadcast advertiser in the past.

B-M's Mexican operation.
■ Durkee-Mower Inc., Lynn, Mass.,
appoints Richard K. Manoff Inc., New
York, as its advertising agency. Manoff
will prepare a spot tv drive in the Northeast for D-M's Marshmallow Fluff.
■ Sun Chemical Corp. has appointed
Kastor, Hilton, Chesley, Clifford &
Atherton Inc., New York, as agency
for corporate and product advertising
of all divisions, in both Canada and
U. S.
■ Beckman • Koblitz, Los Angeles,
agency for National Safti-Break Centers, that city, appoints Pacific National
Adv., Portland, Ore., and Seattle and
Spokane, both Washington, as agency
for National Safti-Break in those cities.

■ Bristol-Myers de Mexico, S. A. de
C. V., has appointed Kenyon & Eckhardt de Mexico as advertising agency
for Ipana Tooth Paste and BromoQuinina. The agency already handles
Sal Hepatica and Talco Ammens for

GE bolsters tv commericals

■ Monsieur Henri Wines Ltd., has appointed Smith/Greenland, New York,
to handle advertising of their imported
French wines.
■ Value Fair (department store),
Oceanside, Calif., appoints Irvin L.
Edelstein Assoc., Los Angeles, as its
agency. A $100,000 promotional campaign, of which radio and television
will share a major part, will begin Nov.
2

with print ads
sage, "Tv Traffic Copy," which was
carried on the television program
Oct. 8. This commercial demonstrated how a number of small tv
cameras developed by GE will aid
highway traffic control on the John
C. Dodge Freeway in Detroit. All
of the tune-in ads in the series refer
exclusively to commercials and no
reference is made to program content, cast or airtime.
35
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O-Vation Music— sparkling new tunes plus personalized new format - represents the finest
automated radio service available. Geared to
today's mature audiences and to FM programming needs, each 8-hour O-Vation Music tape
plays exciting NEW instrumental and vocal arrangements drawn from the greatest talent in
the world. It's the economical way for a broadcaster to separate FM from AM programming.
Played on superb Programatic equipment you
are assured of beautiful music reproduced with
true tonal qualities.
Equally important is O-Vation's flexibility
which allows the insertion of any number of
local broadcasts, news breaks, commercials and
public service programs.

Only Programatic equipment is specially designed toplay O-Vation Music to maximum advantage. Programatic starts and stops O-Vation
tapes automatically. It pre-selects other broadcast material, including desirable public service
programs, and automatically injects them at
times you select. From the small local broadcaster tobig city giants, FM or AM, this means
great savings in manpower and operating costs.
O-Vation Music is available to only one station per market. Make it yours and open new
horizons Of audience and profit potential. To
find out more about it, just send in this coupon.
BROADCASTING, October 16, 1961

an international affiliate of Wrather Corporation
Programatic Broadcasting Service
229 Park Avenue South
New York 3, New York
Please send me information
on O-Vation Music and
Programatic equipment.
Name
Address
City

State

Is

some

of

the

heat

off

radio-tv

ads?

IT MIGHT BE, BUT AAAA REPORT LEAVES QUESTIONS UNANSWERED
A survey reported by the American
is based on personal reactions to partic- leading college professors, religious
leaders, top business executives, editors
Assn. of Advertising Agencies last week
ular advertisements."
and writers and government leaders,
appeared to take some of the heat off
Closed Meeting ■ The report was
television and radio commercials as maanalyzed in a closed meeting of the and described some of their attitudes
as follows:
jor causes of so-called opinion leaders' AAAA central region which also was
slated to hear talks by Edwin Cox of
criticisms of advertising generally.
"Religious leaders think advertising
Whether, or to what extent, it did ab- Kenyon & Eckhardt, AAAA National
does not completely fulfill its social obsolve the broadcast media could not chairman; Marion Harper Jr., of Inligations. Irresponsible advertising, they
be ascertained immediately because full
terpublic Inc., AAAA vice chairman,
say makes business as well as adverand Don Calhoun of Jack Tinker &
tising morally suspect.
details of the findings were not made
Partners, a division of Interpublic.
"Sociologists think 'advertising is a
public. The publicized portions, howcultural depressant, tending to destroy
ever, carried no such references as
Oliver Treyz, president of ABC-TV,
those contained in a predecessor pilot called for more agency participation in
study, released by AAAA last spring, network program planning during an individualism.'
"Economists join with other groups
that said "television and to a lesser ex- appearance before a public session (see in criticizing what they call non-infortent radio advertising bore the brunt" p. 40). Other speakers included Dr. vertising.mative or purely brand-vs.-brand adof criticisms (Broadcasting, April 26). James S. Coleman of Simulmatics Inc.
(see box, below) and CBS entertainer
"Another criticism common to all
The report on the new survey was
delivered at the annual meeting of the Arthur Godfrey (see below).
groups ... is that advertising influences
John G. Mapes of Hill & Knowlton,
AAAA central region in Chicago last
to buy unnecessary
Thursday and Friday.
public relations counsel to AAAA, an- people
No Legislation
Wanted things."
■ Despite
their
criticisms,
Mr.
Mapes said,
alyzed the opinion-leader study, which
It said "criticism of advertising by
thought leaders stems primarily from was made by Group Attitudes Group,
"thought leaders show no sentiment
for restrictive legislation or control of
the absence of readily available infor- a Hill & Knowlton subsidiary.
mation on the functions, achievements,
In the published portions of his re- advertising." His analysis concluded that
Mr. Mapes said the study was about 80% of those interviewed "would
and limitations of advertising." The re- based port
on extensive interviews with 180 be
likely to adjust their views on adport added that "to a lesser extent it
vertising if enlightened by facts and

What

computer

simulation

The crucial problems of determining the types and sizes of media
advertising campaigns will be solved
soon through electronic computer
simulation, Dr. James S. Coleman,
a member of the research board of
Simulmatics Corp., predicted last
week.
He told the annual central board
of regional meeting of the American
Assn. of Advertising Agencies in
Chicago (see above) that because
of computers and techniques developed by Simulmatics, advertising campaigns will become more
complex, using different media, different formats in the same media,
regionalization and local media. He
observed that the "most efficient"
campaign may be one "too complex
to be devised without artificial aid —
that is, computer simulation — and
consequently, present campaigns
overlook many possibilities."
The computer simulation of media
audiences, Dr. Coleman explained,
integrates audience data "so completely and so swiftly that such
questions as 'size of audience' can
be answered for a complex advertising campaign without elaborate
surveys asking people if they saw or
38
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can do
heard certain ads." Projections can
be produced as automatically and
almost as accurately as circulation
figures for a magazine, Dr. Coleman
claimed.
"But this process, which Simulmatics calls 'the media-mix model,'
is capable of going one step further,
and this is a crucial step," he
stressed. "Because it involves simulation (setting up in the computer
a model of real life processes), the
new technique can give the expected circulation figures for hypothetical advertising campaigns. Thus
newer, different combinations of
media can be experimented with,
not in the field, but on the comSimulmatics Corp. is composed of
a group of social scientists, mathematicians and computer experts from
puter."
such
universities as Harvard, Yale,
Massachusetts Institute of Technology and Johns Hopkins. Dr.
Coleman, who is chairman of the
Dept. of Social Relations at Johns
Hopkins, forecast that electronic
computer simulation will bring a
"revolution in the development of
advertising and marketing techniques."

Mr. Godfrey, appearing Friday before an open session, labelled the presargument."
ent era "the selling sixties," pointing
out for the first time in many years,
the U. S. economy is such that products
are available and consumers have
money. But the task of industry and
the advertising business, he added, is
"not only to offer something better but
to He
make
peoplethatwant
buy it." have
claimed
publicto attitudes
changed regarding consumer products,
since they are freely available, and
stressed that "a selling job must be performed." In this connection, he noted
that his CBS radio program is on the
road, originating from such cities as
Little Rock, Tulsa, Wichita, San Antonio, Cedar Rapids, Houston and Austin, and added: "A trip like this is
pretty rough, as you know, and you may
wonder why we are doing it. Well, we
feel we've got to get out and sell our
program, just as you must get out and
sell your products . . . Folks aren't
going to tune us in simply because
we're there on the dial — any more than
they'll buy our goods just because
they're on the shelf. We've got to sell
Simple and Direct ■ During a panel
session Friday on future trends, James
L. Isham, of Needham, Louis & Brorby.
Chicago, said the best advertising of
them."
tomorrow "will be simple and direct."
He said the advertising to come will be
"relevant" and increasingly will find its
BROADCASTING, October 16, 1961
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As any Lansing listener survey
for the past four years will
you, WILS dominates the
tell et.
mark
Here's one reason why the
Lansing market is worth buying:
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theme and drama "in the product itself." He said there will be "less resort
to borrowed interest, gimmicks and 'device-y' techniques."
Mr. Isham felt that "more advertisers
will discover the power and effectiveness of understatement" and that as a
result advertising will become more believable and will leave a "clear net impression, or image, of the product and
Treyz

its maker." He said advertisers are only
on the threshold of making the most
effective use of the sound track in television commercials; staging, drama and
sound are the new frontiers in this
medium, he indicated, and the surface
has been "barely scratched." Perhaps
we have been "too pre-occupied with
the
Mr. video
Isham andsaid.mute words and music,"

calls for agency-network

BEST WAY TO GET 'EFFECTIVE,
Advertising agencies and their clients
were urged last week by Oliver Treyz,
ABC-TV president, to join the networks
in program planning for the 1962-63
season as a move toward achieving
"effective and successful programming."
Mr. Treyz stressed that the final
programming decision must be made
by the networks, but he also told a
meeting of the American Assn. of Advertising Agencies in Chicago (story
page 38) that "the fall is the crucial
time for agency suggestion and participation . . . when the seed of the proidea is planted."
He gram
suggested
that agency executives
ask themselves these questions: (1)
Have you ascertained, early enough,
the tentative television needs and desires of your clients for the 1962-63
season? (2) Have you started to set
goals as to amount of time, types of
programs, nights of the week? (3) If
so, have you approached one of the
networks with your thinking so that
it can be given careful consideration
in the network's program decisions?
Mr. Treyz declared that agency manpower is highly cognizant of the advertiser's marketing and public relations needs, and has developed a "feel"
for public taste. He asked that this
knowledge be shared with the networks,
stressing that agencies presently are not
sufficiently a part of the long-range
planning process.
Few Exceptions ■ "Today, with but
few exceptions, the network schedules
represent programs selected by the net-

planning

SUCCESSFUL' PROGRAMS
works themselves," Mr. Treyz asserted.
"Only a handful of time periods are
being bought by an advertising agency
and then programmed with an agencyselected show which meets the network's standards."
He divided each network schedule
into four groups : ( 1 ) the few programs
in the advertiser-controlled category;
(2) the network-owned programs which
it has purchased and scheduled without
consultation with agency and advertisers; (3) network-owned shows bought
by the networks but scheduled in specific time periods with specific lead-ins
in consultation with an advertising
agency and (4) network-owned shows
bought by the networks after working
with an advertising agency and scheduled with the advice and sponsorship
of the agency's clients.
"It is our experience that shows in
the third and fourth group — where networks and agencies planned together —
have shown greater public appeal than
either of the other groups — where the
network
the agency worked alone,"
Mr. Treyzor commented.
He urged that agency and advertiser
consultation be accomplished within the
next three months, explaining that by
mid-January, "virtually the entire 196263 schedule will be locked-in."
Mr. Treyz sounded a sober note during another point of his talk, pointing
out that serious questions are being
raised about the future of the American
system of television. He observed:
"The alternate choices to the Ameri-

RADIO

mis
/ I M mKANS/NG
1320
24 HRS/DAY
5000 WATTS DAYS
1000 WATTS NIGHTS
represented exclusively by •
Venard, Rintoul and McConnefi
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ARBITRON'S DAILY CHOICES
Listed below are the highest ranking the American
Research Bureau,
television shows for each day of the These ratings are from a sample of
week Oct. 5-11, as rated by the 1,200 television homes per half Rating
hour
National Arbitron instant ratings of properly distributed across the U. S.
Network
Date
Program and Time
21.8
24.8
Thur., Oct. 5
Sing Along With Mitch (10 p.m.)
NBC-TV
24.8
Fri., Oct. 6
Route 66 (8:30 p.m.)
Sat., Oct. 7
Perry Mason (7.-30 p.m.)
CBS-TV
23.0
CBS-TV
27.7
Sun., Oct. 8
Bonanza (9 p.m.)
NBC-TV
Mon., Oct. 9
Danny Thomas Show (9 p.m.)
27.8
25.4
Tue., Oct. 10
Red Skelton Show (9 p.m.)
CBS-TV
CBS-TV
Wed., Oct. 11
Wagon Train (7:30 p.m.)
NBC-TV
Copyright 1961 American Research Bureau
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He's

got

acute

politzomania

When our sales reps saw the results of the 1961 WJRPolitz Study, they nipped! Now, normally they are
quite an aggressive group. But this really got them.
Their reaction to the contents of the study was far
beyond our sales manager's fondest dreams. As one
voice, they broke into a chant, "We love Politz, we
love Politz!"
Alas, they had contracted acute politzomania.* And all
it took was one exposure to one fact: Of the 175 stations
mentioned in the 1961 WJR-Politz Study, one station —
WJR— had 32% or 2,183,000 of the listeners. Since
each rep left the office with his own copy of the complete study with all the facts, we thought it best to

. . . and

it's

catching!

pass along a warning to all our friends in advertising:
Be patient. Our reps are so inspired that their enthusiasm just spills over. As they apply this new kind of
radio research to your specific advertising objectives,
you'll be able to reach logical prospects for your products. And these prospects are presented in a complete
profile according to age, sex, socio-economic status,
home ownership, radio listening habits, and other
characteristics.
When you have this data in hand, just sit back and
relax. Try not to be quite as conspicuous as our reps.
But then who can fight politzomania?

DETROIT
WJR
760
KC^^SO.OOO
>
T60
KC^^
50,000 WATTS
Represented by Henry I. Christal Co., U. S. & Canada
Atlanta • Boston • Chicago • Detroit • Los Angeles
New York • San Francisco

The measured area of the Alfred Politz media study
released September, 1961. This area includes 6,801,000
people — age 15 and older.
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po • lit» zo« ma • ni • a — newly discovered advertising
affliction. Highly contagious. Identified by uninhibited displays of
enthusiasm. Always found in WJR sales reps who have 1961 WJRPolitz Study in hand. Time-buyers and ad managers particularly
susceptible. Wipes out sales resistance. A ppears in flashes of marketing41
insight. Only known remedy: Sign the order!

August

'THE VOICE OF LONG ISLAND"

known
by

the

companies
we

keep!

GAS STATION SALES*
$189,548,000
SOME "BLUE CHIP"
ADVERTISERS
USING WHU
TO REACH BIG, RICH
LONG ISLAND MARKET
Amoco
Cities Service
Esso
Gulf Oil
Sun Oil
Texaco
5TH IN GAS STATION
SALES IN THE
UNITED STATES
•Nassau-Suffolk, (Sales Management X961)
I
Over 400 top advertisers
chose WHU in 1960-1961.
Will you be en the
"preferred" list in 1961-1962?
► 10,000 WATTS
AM IIOO
WHLI
FM 98.3
tk ixnce off
HEMPSTEAD
LONG ISLAND, N. Y.
fjontj MiW
Represented
by Gill-Perna :
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network tv billings
NETWORK TELEVISION GROSS TIME BILLINGS
Source: TvB/LNA-BAR
January-August
August
0/
Change
%
1961 Change
1960
1960
1961
0.0
46,330 $123,417,660 +22.4
$11,366,100
ABC-TV
$14,484,650
$100,8
21,448,482
21,446,651
183,242,588
176,374,866
- 3.7
CBS-TV
158,850,358
180,598,490 +13.7
18,052,503
22,472,613
NBC-TV
Total $50,867,085
0,391,016 + 8.5
$442,939,276
$48
+27.4
$58,403,914
Month +24.5
By Month 1961
NBC
TOTAL
CBS
ABC
January
+14.8
May
$22,894,855
February
$23,031,118
$15,89
21,203,055
20,928,850
14,939,180
$61,824,283
57,071,085
8,310
March
23,085,353
16,577,140
23,952,458
63,614,951
59.784,516
21,989,913
15,791,210
22,003,383
22,253,355
23,229,565
April
16,197,190
61,680,110
59 865,831
22,845,630
21,787,201
15,233,000
June
21,860,668
14,296,970
21,988,688
58,146,326
14,484,650
21,446,651
August
22,452,613
58,403,914
*Figures revised as of October 2, 1961
NETWORK TELEVISION GROSS TIME BILLINGS BY DAY PARTS
July*
Source: TvB/LNA-BAR
January-August
Change
August
%
Change
%
1961
1960
1960
1961
$131,528,244
Daytime
109,560,448 $157,348,929
133,525,602
Mon.-Fri. $15,288,154
13,318,998 $18,465,704
16,455,076
21,967,796
23,823,327
Sat.-Sun.
1,969,156
323,042,087
2,010,628
311,411,032
38,938,210 +20.8
35,578,931
Nighttime
$442,939,276 $480,391,016 +19.6
Total
$50,867,085 $58,403,914 +23.5
+21.9
++ +12.3
14.82.1
+ 8.4
+ 3.7
8.5
in the advertising business with that of
can system are well-known, of course —
architects in the construction industry,
government subsidy, the magazine con- the committees note that "while at one
cept and pay tv. We believe the American method of financing television is time architects were merely specialized
the best way. But we also believe the building tradesmen, professionalization
has evolved out of necessity — and to
system can function better if the agen- the lasting benefit of the entire concies, and networks work together."
struction industry." Also, they point out
that while most advertising men today
A move to give
were not formally trained for advertising, each year the need for formal trainstatus to admen
ing for this increasingly complex occupation becomes greater and more and
Recommendation that qualified indi- more people are seeking education in
advertising.
viduals inadvertising be "certified" and
So, the committees recommend the
be permitted to use the words "Certified
Advertising Practitioner" or the letters certification of advertising men and
"CAP" after their names has been subwomen, but they strongly urge that this
mitted to the board of the Western
certification be done by the WSAAA
States Advertising Agencies Assn. The and other similar groups and not by
plan was formed by joint committees
of WSAAA and the San Diego Assn. of government licensing. " 'Certification' is
Advertising Agencies, following a not envisioned as a requisite for membership in WSAAA, nor for media
lengthy exploration of the subject of
recognition,"
the ultimately
committeesdesignation
state. "It
professionalization of the advertising is anticipated that
fraternity.
"It is not a question of whether ad- as a 'Certified Advertising Practitioner'
vertising shall be regulated or disci- may distinguish the so-called 'elite' advertising counselor and thereby complined," the joint committee concluded;
mand special consideration by clients to
"it is merely a question of what kind whom such a designation is attractive.
of regulation — and by whom — is in the
is recognized that this disbest interests of the public and of ad- However,tinction it
or added respect will have to be
vertising in general and advertising
earned. It cannot be legislated."
agencies in particular. . . . The commitThe report further recommends that
tees firmly believe this is through self- available college courses in advertising
governmental
than
regulation, rather
be surveyed, but "strongly" recommends
that minimum educational requirements
place
regulation."
agencies'
g
Comparing advertisin
BROADCASTING, October 16, 1961

ITA

uality

35
ITA 35 KW

KW

FM

FM TRANSMITTER . . . designed to fill in coverage

weak spots— blanket the area with POWER at a price you can
afford. Perfect for stereo, it also transmits a multiplex subchannel. And it's compact, only 1 1 square feet over-all. Examine
its features . . . step-up to the best high power FM transmitter
ever made. For complete information write ITA Dept. BJ-3.
ITA

ELECTRONICS

BROADCAST
ITA Sales Offices:

DIVISION
Chicago, III. AN 3-3797
Cincinnati, Ohio CH 1-6386
Dallas, Texas FL 7-9607

•

Transmitter
•
•
•
•

Grounded Grid PA
Silicon Rectifiers
Ceramic PA Tubes
Automatic Recycling

• Free Test and Tune-up
A Complete Broadcast Equipment Service

CORPORATION

LANSDOWNE,
Jacksonville. Fla. EL 6-0121
Kansas City, Mo. GR 1-2838
Lansdowne, Pa. CL 9-8200

PENNSYLVANIA
New York City, N.Y. CH 2-1999
Portland, Ore. CA 2-2651
Washington, D.C. 337-2884

Western

AAAA

convention underway
More than 400 advertising and media
executives are on hand for the 24th
annual Western Region Convention of
the American Assn. of Advertising
Agencies which opened yesterday (Oct.
15) at the Hotel Del Coronado at
Coronado, Calif. Jack W. Smock, vice
president in charge of the Los Angeles
office of Young & Rubicam, is AAAA
regional chairman. (For election of
new officers, see Fates & Fortunes,
page 84).
After Sunday and Monday closed
sessions for member agencies only, the
general business sessions of the convention start Tuesday morning, with John
H. Hoefer of Hoefer, Dietrich & Brown,
San Francisco, presiding. Ray Mithun,
Campbell-Mithun, Minneapolis, chairman of the AAAA committee on agency personnel, will make the first talk
on "Needed: A Mental Fitness Program." John H. Bricker, marketing vice

Cott
Beverages
Tv advertising is in a great measure responsible for Cott Beverage
Corp.'s sales increase this year, reports Adrian Hirschhorn, Cott advertising manager.
When the New Haven, Conn.,
soft drink company engaged Riedl
& Freede Adv., Clifton, N. J., early
this year to plan a $400,000 advertising campaign, the client was looking for a medium that could produce "reach, frequency, prestige
value to both consumer and trade,
and the ability to deliver an exciting
presentation."
Agency and client decided on a
concentrated spring-summer regional
tv campaign with about 150 spots
per week on nine stations in seven
eastern markets, instead of a yearround newspaper schedule.
The Cott campaign station lineup
included WABC-TV, WCBS-TV and

president of Foremost Dairies, San
Francisco, will follow with an answer
to the question: "Where Do We Go
From
The Here?"
second segment of the Tuesday
morning session, with John W. Davis,
Honig-Cooper & Harrington, San Francisco, as chairman, will include talks by
Clark Leavitt, creative research director,
Leo Burnett, Chicago, on "Intrigue in
Advertising" and Dr. Frank Meissner,
associate professor of marketing at San
Francisco State College, on "The Experimental Approach to Measuring Impact of Advertising."
On Wednesday morning, Hal Stebbins
of Hal Stebbins Inc., Los Angeles, will
preside over the opening session, which
will be addressed by John Flack, vice
president and executive art director,
Cunningham & Walsh, San Francisco,
on "The Visual Side of Advertising,"
and William A. Marsteller, Marsteller,
Richard, Gebhardt & Reed, New York,
and AAAA secretary-treasurer, "On the
Pursuit of Excellence."
The second Wednesday session, with

Psychological
"You onCan't
Tell a SalesmanServices,
by the on
Bumps
His
Head," and Harold D. Germann, western manager of customer relations for
Thiokol Corp., on "The Most Important
Account in the World."
Tv ads bring higher profits
The use of television by advertisers
appears to be related to higher profits,
Norman E. Cash, president of the Television Bureau of Advertising, told a
meeting of the Lions Club of Columbus,
Ohio, last week. He pointed out that a
recent analysis by TvB of the top 100
advertisers revealed that those companies which placed more than 50% of
their advertising budget in television had
a ratio of profit to sales of 7.6%. A
listing compiled by Fortune Magazine
of 500 industrial companies showed a
ratio of profits to sales of these companies was only 4.4%, Mr. Cash told
the meeting.

turned
to tv for summer
push
ductions, New York, prepared a
WNEW-TV New York; WNHC-TV
New Haven and WHNB-TV New
series of three one-minute anBritain-Hartford, both Connecticut;
nouncements for the 13 -week drive —
WWLP (TV) Springfield, Mass.;
one for each of Cott's products
WTAE-TV Pittsburgh and WFBGflavors)
(mixers,. cherry cola and true-fruit
TV Altoona both Pennsylvania;
WKBN-TV Youngstown, Ohio, and
Mr. Whitney describes the comWADO New York, lone radio stamercials as active, fast-paced, and
tion used in the drive.
"orchestrated" — blended with numerous cuts.
Sales for May, June and July
jumped 15% over the same period
Each of the product commercials
last year, and the percentage is ex- is keyed to a different age group —
pected to increase when August fig- the mixers to adults, cherry cola to
ures are ready.
the teen set and true-fruit flavor to
The beverage firm gained its tv
younger
children.
sales increase, according to Dan
To show
its faith in television,
Whitney, Riedl & Freede vice presiCott isof placing
weeks'
worth
regionalanother
businesssixNov.
15
dent, despite stepped-up competitor
advertising and an unusually cold through the end of the year.
spring. "And we thought we had a
And, Mr. Hirschhorn noted, "there
good
deal with newspapers," added
is a good likelihood we'll go into
Mr. Hirschhorn.
tv bigger in New York and ConThe agency, through Gerald Pronecticut next year."

Each of the three commercials prepared for Cott
Beverage Corp.'s spring-summer spot-tv drive opens
with human feet in motion. Stills above show one
scene from each commercial — true-fruit flavors, cherry
44 (BROADCAST ADVERTISING)

Robert P. Heintz, Heintz & Co., Los
Angeles, in the chair, will hear from Dr.
Franklin Gilchrist, vice president of

cola and mixers (left to right). Spots were designed to
appeal to varying age groups: true fruit flavors to
children, cherry cola to teenagers, and mixers to
adults. Cott's agency is Riedl & Freede, Clifton, N. J.
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Whether you are a time buyer or
time seller, here is the tv audience
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be deferred until such time as the needs
for formal advertising education and
the ability of schools to fulfill them are
more clearly defined than at present.
For now, the recommendation is that
"recognized authorities" in the fields
of print advertising media, electronic
advertising media, education (college
level), graphic arts and research, "plus
an advertising manager and two agency
principals of major stature" be invited
to form a board to formalize certification requirements and procedures.
When these requirements have been
formulated and announced, "advertising
practitioners — men and women — may
then apply for an examination appointment and will be sent preliminary questionnaires to eliminate obviously unqualified aspirants.
Ad-income
top 25

ratios

for

advertisers

Procter & Gamble, tv's biggest advertiser and the second-ranking company in total expenditures for national
advertising in all media, increased its
national ad expenditures by an estimated $4 million in 1960, but the proportion of its sales or revenues spent
on all media fell from 8.5% in 1959
to 8.2% last year. Similar comparative
ratios of national ad expenditures by
the 25 biggest advertisers listed on the
New York Stock Exchange are reported
in the October issue of The Exchange

Commercials

in

Listings include new commercials being made for national or large regional radio or television campaigns. Appearing in sequence are names of advertiser, product, number, length and
type of commercial, production manager, agency with its account executive
and production manager, and approximate cost of commercial.
Transfilm-Caravel Inc., 445 Park Ave., NYC 22
Ford Motor Co. (Mercury-Comet), three 60s,
live, film. Agency: Kenyon & Eckhardt.
Consolidated Cigar Corp. (Muriel), six 60s,
two 20s, live, film. Agency: Lennen & Newell.
Duffy-Mott Co. (Sunsweet Prune Juice), three
60s, one 20, animation, film. Agency: Sullivan,
Stauffer Colwell & Bayles Inc.
magazine.
More than half of the 25 companies
increased their ad outlays in 1960, but
the total advertising expenditure of
$1,365 billion for the 25 was 2.5%—
or 1% less than in 1959 — of all their
sales and revenues, according to the
magazine's use of Advertising Age figures and its own research.
The relationship of sales to ad expenditures results in some sharp contrasts. Last year American Telephone
& Telegraph spent only 0.4% of its
revenues for advertising, while BristolMyers Co. ad spending was 27.3% of
sales — tops for the 25 largest listed ad-

production
General Motors (Buick), two 50s, six 30s, live,
film. Agency: McCann-Erickson Inc.
Videotape Productions of New York, 205 W. 58th
St., NYC
The U. S. Time Corp. (Timex), two 60s, live,
tape. Jack Kelly, prod. mgr. Agency: Warwick
& Legler; Peter Krug, prod. mgr.
Andrew Jergens Co. (Jergens Products), three
60s, live, tape. Chuck Holden, prod. mgr.
Agency: Cunningham & Walsh; Don Wilson, prod,
mgr.Liggett & Myers (Chesterfield cigarettes),
one 60, live, tape. Prod. mgr. Chuck Holden.
Agency: J. Walter Thompson; Bob Kronenberg,
prod. mgr.
Armstrong Cork Co. (ceilings, tiles and
floors), four 60s, live, tape. Jack Kelly, prod,
mgr. Agency: BBD0; Henry Monasch, prod. mgr.
vertisers, according to the investors'
publication.
General Motors again topped the list
of advertisers last year with outlays of
$168.5 million, a rise of 8.7% over
1959. GM was followed by P&G, General Foods, Ford Motors and General
Electric — the same order as in 1959.
It was noted in the Exchange article
that 14 of the 25 had higher ad expenditures in 1960 than in the previous
year, 10 reduced outlays and one (General Mills at $35.5 million) remained
unchanged. In the previous year, 23 of
the same 25 companies boosted their
spending.
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PREDICTS INCREASED PRESSURE
expenditures by parties and
The broadcasting industry's contri- campaign
bution to the American electorate dur- candidates at all levels at $14.2 million,
a record high and a 45% increase over
ing the 1960 political campaign broke
all records, possibly totalling as much
the $9.8 million spent in 1956 (Broadcasting, April 17).
as $20 million in terms of special news
But all of this increase was felt at
coverage and free time. But pressures
for increasing this can be expected by the lower levels of the political system,
1964.
he said, free time permitted the presidential and vice presidential candidates
The estimate and prediction are contained in a book being published by the held broadcast expenditures in those
Brookings Institution a non-profit, pri- races to $3 million, which was close to
the 1956 figure.
vate research organization in Washington. The book, The Presidential ElecAs a result, he added, "pressures for
tion and Transition 1960-1961, will not making similar amounts of free time
be out until Oct. 30. But Brookings
available" to candidates below the top
released a chapter on financing parties of the ticket "will likely become very
and campaigns following President
great by 1964."
Broadcasting's Contribution ■ "The
Kennedy's announcement that he had
total contribution by the broadcasting
formed a commission to study campaign costs (Broadcasting, Oct. 9).
industry in 1960," Mr. Alexander reHerbert E. Alexander, a political
ported, "was greater than ever before.
Some estimates have put the cost to the
scientist who wrote the chapter, quoted
industry as high as $15 million to $20
an FCC report putting the total 1960
46

FOR

IT BY

1964

He didn't identify his sources for the
estimates, but said the figures made allowances for convention and election
million."
night coverage, newscasts, and special
programs, as well as the free time provided the presidential candidates.
Despite this evidence of industry cooperation, "the sharp increases in costs
for many types of political broadcasting undoubtedly accentuated the problems of campaign finance," he said.
The experience of the 1960 campaign, he added, supports the view expressed in 1959 by the then Sen. John
F. Kennedy, that if all candidates are
to have equal access "to this essential
and decisive campaign media without
becoming deeply obligated" to major
campaign contributors "a solution must
be found to this problem of tv costs."
Mr. Alexander supported this view.
He declared that if the political system
BROADCASTING, October 16, 1961
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257,961 people who make WIS-television's home market the state's largest metropolitan area (and a close second in the two Carolinas after a
38.1% increase in the 1960 Census) give Channel 10 their major time and
attention,

not

to say devotion.

This

adds

up

to a 78.5 share

of audience,

says ARB
(March 1960). And throughout South Carolina, WIS-television's
1526-foot tower, tallest in the South, delivers more of the state, more effectively
than

any

WIS
a station

other

station.

In short, South
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television
NBC/ABC — Columbia, South Carolina
Charles A. Batson, Managing Director
of THE BROADCASTING
G. Richard Shafto, Executive Vice President
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WIS-television, Channel 10, Columbia, S.C. • WIS Radio, 560, Columbia, S.C. • WSFA-TV, Channel 12, Montgomery, Ala. / All represented by Peters, Griffin, Woodward, Inc.
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"Reps" in the business . . .
HARRINGTON,
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is to be kept healthy, parties should be
assisted in financing their campaigns
either through government subsidies or
by widening the base of political donations by granting tax benefits to small
contributors.
The total cost of the campaign on
the national level was the highest ever —
$25 million, a 46% jump over 1956
costs. And while figures for state and
local campaigns were not available, Mr.
Alexander estimated they cost another
$175 million.
Comparative Costs ■ The chapter
said the Republicans spent $10.1 million on the national level, and the
Democrats and organized labor, which
usually supports Democratic candidates,
$10.6 million in 1960. In 1952 and
1956, the Republicans had outspent the
other two.
Although the Democrats spent more
money — a feat they accomplished by
going $3.8 million in debt — war chest
shortages caused them to cut back on
their use of television last year, Mr.
Alexander reported. He said they reduced their schedule of prime time from
seven hours to 2V2 after Oct. 1, and
later cancelled paid telecasts in six
states on Oct. 26 and trimmed election
eve television plans.
In breaking down the $3 million
spent by the major parties on television
and radio for their presidential and vice
presidential candidates, Mr. Alexander
said the Democrats spent $1.1 million
and the Republicans $1.9 million. He
added that while tv expenditures were
almost the same as those in 1956, the
amount spent on radio declined. But
the broadcast appearances of the presidential and vice presidential candidates
cost the networks more than they did
the parties, according to Mr. Alexander.
He put the total network costs involved
in the free time given the candidates
at between $4 and $5 million. Of this,
the cost of the four hour-long face-toface encounters between Sen. Kennedy
and former Vice President Nixon was
estimated to be at "probably over $2
Network Costs ■ He said NBC estimillion."
mated its "network-produced tv programs" would have cost $1.7 million.
CBS, including less cost factors, placed
its cost at $1.4 million. ABC did not
provide any overall estimate, but said
the four joint appearances cost it $750,000. This figure includes administration and advertising costs, as well as
revenue lost to affiliated stations. The
four joint appearances were said to
have cost CBS $636,700 for time and
production charges, and NBC, $444,520
for time alone.
Discussing the free-time issue in terms
of individual stations, Mr. Alexander
said 429 television outlets averaged 6V2
hours of free time for the presidential

and vice presidential candidates. The
average of paid time per station was
almost 10 hours.
The chapter also noted, however,
that the literature which, during the
campaign, had attacked Sen. Kennedy
on religious grounds, had its counterpart in Texas radio. It said that 24
station in that state carried paid broadcasts on the religious issue for 15 minutes aday, five days a week, for "many
weeks during
campaign," at an estimated cost ofthe$100,000.
Expert urges silencing
of radio nutritionists
A nationally known nutrition expert
has urged FCC Chairman Newton N.
Minow to "catch some fish" in the
form of "self-styled" radio nutrition
commentators and the stations that
carry interested
them. Thus
far, near
the FCC
isn't
even
in going
the water.
Dr. Frederick J. Stare, professor of
nutrition at Harvard U.'s School of
Public Health, said "about 60 radio
stations" permit commentators who
have no training in the field "to spread
false
and misleading
about nutrition.
He asked information"
the FCC to
"take a long, hard look" before revolved. newing the licenses of the stations inHe made the comments at the National Congress on Medical Quackery,
in Washington, on Oct. 7. The congress was jointly sponsored by the
American Medical Assn. and the Food
& Drug Administration.
At the conference, it was learned
that the principal "fish" Dr. Stare has
in mind is nutrition commentator Carlton Fredericks, who has long been a
source of concern for the AMA and
FDA. The agency says Mr. Fredericks
lacks the professional training needed
to qualify as an expert on nutrition and
that much of the information he dispenses has no scientific substantiation.
The FCC has received inquiries and
complaints about Mr. Fredericks but it
shows no sign of moving against him
or the stations that carry him. A commission source agreed last week that
much of Mr. Fredericks' material is
"controversial." But he indicated the
FCC doesn't want to assume responsibility for deciding which side in a
controversy over nutrition is correct.
The FCC,but heit said,
the
situation,
has isnot"watching"
yet received
sufficient evidence of fraud or other
wrongdoing.
He said one course open to the AMA
is to request equal time in which to
rebut those views of Mr. Fredericks
with which the doctors disagree. The
FCC has made this suggestion to the
AMA, but the association rejected it,
the source said.
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Another

look

at ch. 6 asked
The Broadcast Bureau has investigated charges by a losing applicant for
ch. 6 in Perrine-South Miami, Fla., that
the winner forged letters to the FCC.
On its findings the bureau has asked
the commission to reopen the case.
Last month the FCC denied a petition by Coral Tv Corp. to defer grant
of ch. 6 and reopen the record on
grounds that South Florida Amusement
Co. had deliberately submitted "seriously misleading information" (Broadcasting, Sept. 11). Coral, among other
charges, claimed that 49 letters sent to
individual commissioners, supposedly
signed by Buffalo businessmen and asking the FCC to modify WBUF-TV
Buffalo (now defunct) from uhf to
vhf were forgeries initiated by the station's licensee, Sherwin Grossman. He
is the principal owner of South Florida
Amusement.
The bureau submitted the 49 letters
to a document expert who said they
had been written on the same typewriter Mr. Grossman used in writing
then-Chairman George C. McConnaughey. Although the letters included
letterheads of 13 different organizations,
13 of the signatures were said by the
expert to have been written by the
same person.
Affidavits by employes of WBUF-TV,
which said Mr. Grossman ordered them
to forge letters to the FCC asking for
a vhf channel, were considered but rejected as inconclusive evidence in the
original hearing for the channel. South
Florida principals completely denied the
forgery charges.
THING'S

THE

THING?

Argument's oral, but point's
visual in Rapid Shave case
The Federal Trade Commission is
considering whether tv watchers must
be told that a mockup used in an advertisement really isn't actually the
thing it represents — even though on tv
it looks more like the real thing than
the thing itself.
Or, in other words, must tv advertisers tell the public that things that
look like what they aren't, aren't what
they look like.
This is the problem being considered
by the FTC, following 90 minutes of
oral argument last week before the fiveman agency on the charge that ColgatePalmolive's Rapid Shave tv commercial is misleading.
The issue before the FTC is whether
Colgate-Palmolive deceived the public
when it used a sand-on-plexiglass mockup to represent sandpaper.
The improvisation was necessary,
50 (GOVERNMENT)

What price politics?
An upstate New York announcer-d.j. says he will lose
about $1,200 in pay because of
his decision to run as the Democratic candidate for supervisor of
East Greenbush (20 miles southeast of Schenectady). The reason: the FCC's ruling that when
an announcer runs for public
office, the time he spends on the
air is considered the use of the
airways and the announcer's opponent isentitled to equal time —
it's the exposure to the public that
counts, not what he says.
Francis (Pat) Ryan, who announces news and sports and
serves as a d.j. for WGY and
WRGB (TV), both Schenectady,
was advised by the stations' lawyers that the stations would be required to meet the equal-time law
if he continued announcing, so
Mr. Ryan stopped working on
Sept. 13, and will not resume
until Nov. 8, the day after election.
said Colgate-Palmolive, because real
sandpaper doesn't look like real sandon tv. brought the complaint last
The paperFTC
year. In addition to naming ColgatePalmolive, it also named the advertiser's agency, Ted Bates Co., as a
respondent.
It Will, Too ■ An FTC examiner
last May recommended that the complaint be dismissed. The improvisation,
he said, was not a deception in a material sense — since the shaving cream
does indeed possess the wetting qualities necessary to shave sandpaper.
This course is what the FTC staff
opposed. Edward F. Downs, FTC attorney, charged that the ads were a
hoax. He claimed the commercials were
rigged and offered a false demonstration. He urged the FTC to issue an
order forbidding any such demonstration advertising.
Mathias F. Correa, attorney for Colgate-Palmolive, urged the commissioners
to
adopt
the
examiner's
initial decision. He hearing
said that
if the
demonstration conveys the correct
properties of the product it is not misleading. He also emphasized that tv
has production problems that require
mockups and improvisations where the
tv picture of the product is not a true
picture.
The FTC members questioned Mr.
Correa closely on some of his assumptions and his points were attacked
vigorously by Paul Rand Dixon, the
new FTC chairman, and Commissioner
Philip D. Elman, also a New Frontier
appointee.

Chicago AFTRA wants
WMAQ-WNBQ
hearing
For the second time, the Chicago
local of the American Federation of
Television & Radio Artists has petitioned the FCC to hold a hearing on
the license renewal applications of
NBC-owned WMAQ and WNBQ (TV)
Chicago. The AFTRA local's complaint: failure to present a sufficient
balance of local live programs serving
the
midwest city's cultural and public
interests.
The union representatives explained
the action is prompted by the "enlightened self-interest" of its membership, who are concerned with the cultural progress of their community as
much as their own individual economic
prospects. They also acknowledged
that they anticipate "faster" action by
the commission under its present chairmanship than previously, when 14
months elapsed before the petition was
denied and the NBC licenses renewed.
The original protest was filed in late
1958 after the NBC stations had cut
back their live talent staffs. But NBC
explained that some of these were rescheduled later and other new programs
started.
Raymond A. Jones, executive secretary of the Chicago local, said the
union believes that "riding the network
and a steady fare of reruns and old
movies, coupled with a reduction of
live performers, writers, musicians and
technicians to a 'bare-bones' crew is not
in the public interest.
Lloyd E. Yoder, NBC vice president
and general manager of WMAQ and
WNBQ, termed the AFTRA petition
a "1961 edition" of the earlier complaint. He said that the FCC "dismissed that petition and NBC proposes to move for a dismissal on this
occasion. We are confident that the
commission will recognize the stations'
operations in providing a balanced
schedule of programming in the public
Appeals
interest." Court upholds FCC
The FCC has the right to prevent
interference to an existing station — even
though the station being protected plans
to move to another frequency. This was
established by the U. S. Appeals Court
in Washington in upholding an FCC
decision denying an application by
WMAX Grand Rapids, Mich., for a
boost from 1 kw to 5 kw (on 1480 kc)
because of interference this would
cause to WIOS Tawas City, Mich. The
FCC refused to hold up action until a
decision was rendered on WIOS' request
to change its frequency. The decision
was by a three-judge court composed of
Circuit Judges Charles Fahy, Walter M.
Bastian and Warren E. Burger.
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LOOK INTO THIS 'PROFIT PICTURE'!
■ More than doubled the ARB rated audience.
■ Pulled over 5,000 local promotion letters.
...In the first week shown on WFLA-TV, Tampa, Florida!
ARB RATINGS:
WFLA-TV
STATION B
STATION C
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ALL 13 FULL LENGTH BOMBA'PROFIT PICTURES'ARE
"ALLIED ARTISTS TELEVISION CORP.
New York, New York • 165 West 46th Street • PLaza 7-8530 • Alan G. Roberts
Chicago, Illinois • 1232-1234 So. Michigan Ave. • WAbash 2-7937 • James C. Stern
Hollywood, California • 4376 Sunset Drive • NOrmandy 2-9181 • Maurie Gresham
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Supreme Court denies appeal
by National in Miami case
The end of the legal road came last
week for National Airlines and its ch.
10 WPST-TV Miami, Fla. The U. S.
Supreme Court denied National Airlines' request for a review of a lower
court ruling upholding an FCC decision to take its grant away.
The court, in its usual pro forma
order, turned down National Airlines'
petition for a writ of certiorari.
The end result of this action is to
uphold the FCC's 1960 decision voiding the 1957 grant of ch. 10 in Miami
to the airlines company and granting
the same facilities to L. B. Wilson Inc.
A formal FCC order is expected to
be issued this week putting into effect
the 1960 decision. National Airlines
presumably will be given a period of
time to cease its tv operations in Miami.
L. B. Wilson Inc., which already has
committed itself to over $1 million, has
reported it is ready to commence broadcasting as soon as it receives a green
light from the commission. L. B. Wilson Inc., licensee of 50-kw WCKY
Cincinnati, was found to be the only
one of the original four applicants for
Miami's ch. 10 which did not engage
in off-the-record contacts. In addition
to National Airlines, the other applicants were WKAT Inc. (WKAT Miami) and North Dade Video Inc.
The Supreme Court ruling also
turned down a request by L. B. Wilson
Inc., asking damages be charged against
National Airlines for the delay Wilson
has suffered in not being able to begin
operating due to National's court appeals.
JFK okays Geneva
communications treaty

President Kennedy has signed ratification documents putting into effect
Geneva international telecom1959
the
munications treaties. The President's
action came after the Senate approved
ratification in the closing days of the
first session of the 87th Congress.
Senate Foreign Relations Committee
approval — and subsequent full Senate
approval — came after airlines and the
federal government adjusted their dispute over the future of civilian doppler
navigation aids in the 8800 mc region.
The FCC three years ago took this area,
among others, away from civilian use
at the request of the then Office of
Civil & Defense Mobilization. It proposed to permit temporary use of the
8800 mc bands for non-government use,
until interference occurred to military
radiolocation devices also using this
52 (GOVERNMENT)

region of the radio spectrum. Failing to
persuade the U. S. Court of Appeals to
overrule the FCC's action, the airline
interests appealed to the Foreign Relations Committee on the ground that the
Geneva plans permitted the use of this
band for dopplers without discrimination. After review by OCDM, the FCC
informed the committee that civilian
doppler radars would be permitted to
use 8800 mc on a par with government
radiolocation services. It was after this
compromise that the Senate committee
approved the Geneva regulations.
The Geneva treaties provide for the
first time for frequency assignments for
space communications and for radio
astronomy.
FCC reorganization
meeting delayed
A special meeting of the FCC to consider reorganization of the agency was
not held last week as planned (Closed
Circuit, Oct. 9) because of the absence
of two members from Washington. No
new date for the meeting had been circulated as of last Thursday and it will
not be held until all seven commissioners can be present.
Commissioner Robert T. Bartley has
been in Texas at the bedside of his
critically-ill uncle, House Speaker Sam
Rayburn. Commissioner Bartley also
addressed Texas broadcasters in Dallas
(see page 68) and is due back in Washington this week. Commissioner John
S. Cross was in Arkansas because of
the death of his mother-in-law, Mrs.
Claude A. Fuller. He returned to Washington in time for regular commission
meeting last Wednesday.
The seven commissioners are sharply
divided on how best to implement the
new authority given them by the last
session of Congress. Commissioner
Cross wants individual commissioners
to be responsible for, and sign, agency
decisions — a practice which several
commissioners have opposed in past
appearances before Congress. The FCC
staff already has submitted a legal opinion on what the commission can do
and has made broad recommendations
in some areas.
FCC throws open case
for Lamar am applicants

Notice to prospective broadcasters:
For the next 30 days, the FCC will
entertain an application for a new am in
Lamar, Mo. (population, 3,608) on
1560 kc.
This, in short, is what the commission said last week in refusing to approve a joint request by William B.
Neal and James R. Williams, applicants
for 1560 kc in Joplin and Lamar,
respectively, for dismissal of Mr. Wil-

liams' application. Mr. Neal proposed
to pay Mr. Williams $194 for his outof-pocket expenses.
Noting that Joplin already has three
radio stations while Lamar has none,
and that the cities are only 32 miles
apart, the commission said that a
"strong presumption" arises of a need
for a first station in Lamar. Therefore,
the FCC said, immediate approval of
the agreement would do violence to a
fair, efficient and equitable distribution
of radio service (under Sec. 307 [b] of
the Communications Act) between the
two cities.
The FCC ordered the Lamar applicant to publish his intention to
withdraw locally and said any applications in conflict with the Neal proposal
will be accepted for 30 days after the
final publication. The ruling is the first
under commission rules added last summer providing for such a procedure in
the case of a dropout by an applicant
for a first station in one city which is
mutually exclusive with an application
in another city where there now exist
7).
multiple
services (Broadcasting, Aug.
Crosley replies to UAW
on cancelled program
Crosley Broadcasting Corp. has told
the FCC that it was not discriminating
against the United Automobile Workers
when it dropped the union program
from its WLW Cincinnati; it's just that
it had a better program lined up for
the time.
The automobile workers union complained to the FCC last month that
Crosley had "abruptly" cancelled its
year-old Eye Opener program of commentary (Broadcasting, Sept. 25).
Crosley emphasized that the union
program was not controversy, and
therefore did not require equal-time
offerings. The new program, Conference Call, comprises five minutes of
NBC news, and 25 minutes of news
and analysis from its four news editors
in Cincinnati, Columbus, Dayton and
Indianapolis.
It is moderated by Peter Grant, a
2 8 -year veteran of WLW and Crosley.
It was felt that this is a more acceptable program for the 7-7:30 p.m. time
previously filed with the union's Eye
Opener program, Crosley said.
When the union's 52-week contract
ran out, Crosley noted, the union was
offered anytime between 12:30 and
5:30 a.m. This is a desirable time,
Crosley stated, because the present
sponsor has held it for seven years.
Crosley also observed that the UAW
originally asked for 5:30-p.m. for its
Eye-Opener program. It also noted that
this program is run in the early hours
of the day by other radio stations carrying the UAW commentary.
BROADCASTING, October 16, 1961

SERIOUS
MONKEY
USINESS

An agency, unlucky in hiring time buyers,* decided to sift deadheads from eggheads by having job applicants answer this
question:
If from a rope passed over a pulley is suspended a ten-pound,
basic black attache case (contents: pictures of WMAL-TV's unequaled 16-man local news team, news helicopter and six mobile
news units) exactly balancing a monkey at the other end of the
rope, what happens to the case when the monkey tries to climb
the rope? (Assume wheel and rope are weightless and frictionless.)
Send in the correct answer and you're hired. Better yet, keep your
job and we'll send you an exciting prize. We're offering several,
so tell us what you've already won.
Puzzle adapted
from "Mathematical
Puzzles of Inc.,
Sam N.Loyd,"
Vol. II, reprinted
by permission
of Dover Publications,
Y. 14, N. Y.
* They thought ratings referred to horses, didn't know where to place their
money in Washington to win. Our advice: WMAL-TV nighttime newscasts: 6-6:30 p.m. Monday through Friday, 7-7:30 p.m. Monday through
Friday, 11-11:30 p.m. Sunday through Friday, 11-11:15 p.m. Saturday.

Washington, D. C. v
wmal-t
An Evening Star Broadcasting Company Station, represented by H-R Television, Inc.

Affiliated with WMAL

and WMAL-FM,

Washington,

D. C; WSVA-TV

and WSVA,
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Harrisonburg, Va.
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AMST

PRIMES

115 vhf stations

RECIPE: Take 4 top stations,
sandwich into one BIG market,
serve with extra helping of
simultaneous merchandising and
promotion effort. It's economical as a one purchase, one film,
one billing dish . . . served in
any combination to fit any appetite.

"west

texas

television
network
KDUB-TV
LUBBOCK, TEXAS
KPAR-TV
ABILENE • SWEETWATER

KEDY-TV
BIG SPRING, TEXAS
KVER-TV
CLOVIS. NEW MEXICO

REPRESENTED BY ,
W. D. "Dub" Rogers, President and Gen. Mgr.
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ITS

represented

GUNS

at St. Louis meeting

that plans opposition to deintermixture proposal
A council of war was held in St.
port early hearings on the several bills
and resolutions that were introduced in
Louis Thursday by a large cross-section of the nation's vhf broadcasters
the last session of Congress." Some nine
— the small and medium-sized market bills and resolutions were introduced
in the House late in the session, all opoperators as well as the independentlyposing the FCC's deintermixture proowned "power houses."
posals or at least calling for delay until
They sought to build up their defenses for what they consider will be the commission's special uhf study is
a long and possibly bitterly-fought cru- completed and a report is made to
sade to save the present vhf telecasting Congress.
The board also announced the elecsystem.
The enemy: FCC Docket No. 14229,
tion of two new directors to fill vacancies on the board. These were Edgar
the commission's controversial but
sweeping proposal to deintermix eight B. Stern, WDSLKTV New Orleans, retelevision markets now — to kill their
placing Ed Wheeler, WWJ-TV Detroit,
v's and make them all uhf — as a pre- and W. W. Warren, KOMO-TV Seatlude to other successive but relatively Kansas
tle, replacing
City. Don Davis, KMBC-TV
prompt moves which would cause the
eventual shift of all vhf stations into the
The AMST declined to reveal its deuhf. Deadline for comments has been
fense strategy in detail, but it is known
extended to Dec. 4. The complex pro- that the association has in preparation
ceeding was initiated in late July by a very comprehensive legal and technical
pleadings which will be filed with the
narrow 4-to-3 majority of the commission.
commission before the deadline in December. Several exhaustive legal and
The occasion in St. Louis was a special closed meeting of the membership
engineering research projects are also
of the Assn. of Maximum Service Tele- known to be underway.
casters. It was attended by the owners
The morning session of the AMST
and managers of 115 vhf stations from meeting was devoted to a detailed review of the commission proposal by
every section of the U. S., representative of at least 80% of the total AMST
Lester W. Lindow, AMST executive dimembership. The owned-and-operated
rector, and Ernest W. Jennes, legal
tv stations of the three networks are counsel. The entire afternoon was spent
not AMST members.
in an off-the-record question-and-anThe participants were described as swer session. It was learned that some
"very aroused" and the meeting was 40 of the best-known figures in television expressed themselves frankly and
termed
perhaps
the of"most
vigorous" in
the current
annals
broadcasting.
forcefully in opposition to the FCC proNot Anti-Uhf ■ It was made very
clear, however, that neither AMST nor
the member stations are in any sense posals.
"anti-uhf" and that they will continue
JFK at Magnuson fete
to support the FCC and take every
President Kennedy will be the
measure to encourage development of
featured
speaker at a dinner
uhf — short of destroying the existing
vhf service.
honoring Sen. Warren G. Magnuson (D-Wash.) on Nov. 16 in
Although no resolutions were passed
Seattle, Wash. The dinner, in
at the AMST meeting, it was reported
that the FCC proposals were the subhonor of Sen. Magnuson's 25
years in the Senate, will be held
ject of "thorough and vigorous discusin
Seattle'sof Olympic
Cosion." AMST President Jack Harris,
chairmen
the affair Hotel.
are former
KPRC-TV
Houston, presided at the
meeting.
President Harry Truman, House
Speaker Sam Rayburn, Senate
In a carefully-worded brief statement
Majority Leader Mike Mansfield,
after the AMST board meeting ThursSen.
Henry M. Jackson CDday evening, it was said that "forceWash. ), and Washington Gov.
ful action by the association and its inAlbert D. Rosellini. Sen. Magnudividual members was pledged." The
son is chairman of the Senate
pledge was explained unofficially to
Commerce
Committee, which
constitute a "clear" consensus of those
oversees radio and tv legislation
participating rather than any formal
vote.
as well as other areas of the econThe board announcement also said
omy. He is a minor stockholder
that in addition to the FCC docket, the
in KIRO-AM-FM Seattle.
association and its members "will supBROADCASTING, October 16, 1961

BUT...

WKZO

Radio Will Feed You

Big Audience

7-COUNTY

PULSE REPORT

KALAMAZOO-BATTLE CREEK AREA — JULY, 1960
SHARE OF AUDIENCE — MONDAY-FRIDAY
WKZO
29
6 A.M. - 12 NOON
Statio19n "B" Statio9n "C"
8
28
17
12 NOON -6 P.M.
8
6 P.M. - 12 MIDNIGHT
32
17

A

In Greater Western

Michigan!

WKZO Radio gives you by far the biggest bite of the
important radio audience in Kalamazoo-Battle Creek
and Greater Western Michigan.
Pulse (see left) gives WKZO

Radio an average of 73%

more listeners than Station 'B' during 360 quarter
hours surveyed, 6 a.m. -Midnight, Monday through Friday.
WKZO Radio is the recognized leadership station in
Kalamazoo-Battle Creek and Greater Western Michigan.
Ask your Avery-Knodel man.
^Philip Yazdzik ate 77 hamburgers at one sitting in Chicago on April 25, 1955.

WKZO-TV — GRAND RAPIDS-KALAMAZOO
WKZO RADIO — KALAMAZOO-BATTLE CREEK
WJEF RADIO — GRAND RAPIDS
WJEF-FM — GRAND RAPIDS-KALAMAZOO
WWTV — CADILLAC-TRAVERSE CITY
KOLN-TV — LINCOLN, NEBRASKA
BROADCASTING, October 16, 1961

WKZO
CBS RADIO FOR KALAMAZOO-BATTLE CREEK
AND GREATER WESTERN MICHIGAN
Ayery-Knodel, Inc., Exclusive National Representatives
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A super

agency

SEN. MAGNUSON

for space

TERMS

IT A 'SPACE-AGE

Sen. Warren G. Magnuson (DWash.), chairman of the Senate Commerce Committee, last week said he'll
support proposals to create a super
governmental agency to oversee employment of the "finite" radio spectrum by
both government and non-government
users. Such an agency is a space-age
necessity, he said.
A panel of experts competent enough
to plan for the spectrum's use and make
recommendations directly to the President and Congress is needed if the potential of U. S. communications satellites is to be realized, he said.
Similar proposals already have been
heard on Capitol Hill. They were the
subject of hearings before the House
Commerce Committee two years ago,
and last summer the Senate Commerce
Committee's Communications Subcommittee took testimony on a resolution
( S J Res 32) to create a commission
to study spectrum allocations and recommend ways to improve them. These
hearings will be resumed in the next
session, the senator said.
The principle of an overall coordinating group was opposed by the FCC
at the Senate hearing (Broadcasting,
Aug. 7). FCC Chairman Newton N.
Minow agreed a study is needed but
said it should be conducted by the
commission, which is responsible for
non-government frequencies, and an
"adequate
ment side. counterpart" on the governSen. Magnuson's views were contained in a paper presented at the
American Rocket Society's meeting in
New York.
saidwe "within
ernmentHe
structure
should the
havegov-a
group professionally qualified for overall planning in the field of frequency
allocations for both government and
non-government use."
Will Ask Agencies for Plans ■ He
expressed the "hope" that the proposed
group would give broad consideration
to a wide range of expanded uses of
the spectrum for space communications. He said all non-military government agencies should, as a guide for
the planning group, prepare short- and
long-term programs which satellite communications would permit them to pursue. He said he will recommend this
step to Congress when it reconvenes in
January.
He said these matters should be
given the most urgent attention in view
of the Extraordinary Administrative
Radio Conference of the International
Telecommunications Union, to be held
in Geneva in 1963. He noted that the
108 member nations of the ITU will
56 (GOVERNMENT)

communications?
NECCESSITY'

determine the frequency allocations to
be made for satellite-communications
use.
Use of the spectrum for space communications isa matter of concern also
for the House Science & Astronautics
Committee, which held a hearing on
satellite communications last summer.
A staff report said space communications might be "seriously handicapped"
unless proper allocations of radio frequencies are made soon.
Leaves it to FCC and IRAC ■ The
report assumed that this would be left
to the FCC, in the non-government
field, and the Interdepartment Radio
Advisory Committee, which has jurisdiction over government agency frequency needs. It said these agencies
are faced with the difficult task of conserving and making maximum use of
the limited spectrum.
The report held out little hope for
worldwide television via communications satellites for ordinary commercial
purposes. It said language and time
differences would appear to bar global
telecasting of all "but the most extraordinary tv programs." The current
practice of delayed broadcast of taped
or filmed shows flown to other countries
will probably be continued, according
to the report.
The committee staff took no position
in the controversy concerning ownership and operation of the satellite system. Questions involving private-vs.government ownership and control
should not be permitted to delay development of the system, which is a "fundamental national objective."
CCTV engages Smythe
to study Illinois area
Dallas

Prof. Smythe

W.

Smythe, U. of Illinois communications professor,
former chief economist of the FCC,
and author of several books and articles critical of
broadcasting in the
United States, has
been hired by uhf
broadcasters to

study the PeoriaSpringfield, 111., area. That area was
deintermixed several years ago and the
proposed study, according to the Committee on Competitive Tv, which hired
Prof. Smythe, should show what happens when a market's single vhf chan-

all-uhf^
nel is removed and the area becomes*
It is the first move by uhf broadcasters in support of FCC proposals to
deintermix eight major markets by removing single vhfs and substituting
uhfs for them. The markets are Hartford, Conn.; Binghamton, N. Y.; Columbia, S. C; Montgomery, Ala.; Erie,
Pa.; Champaign and Rockford, 111.,
and Madison, Wis. Most of the vhf
stations involved in the deintermixture
proposals have rallied state and federal
officials in opposition to the moves.
Tv networks

to classify

programs-by request
All three tv networks are trying to
categorize their prime-time programming to fulfill the FCC's request for
their November evening schedules with
classifications for each program.
The request covers shows between
7:30-11 p.m. on weekdays and 6-11
p.m. on Sundays. It is for programs to
be aired during November only and
will not be a continuing request for
each month, a commission spokesman
said last week. The economics division
of the Broadcast Bureau asked for the
lists. After earlier requests by the same
division for programming information,
the networks started sending regular
publicity releases and monthly program
logs to the FCC.
But the bureau's request was the
first the networks have had for a description ofprogramming.
Syracuse suit again
back in lower court
The U. S. Court of Appeals in New
York has sent back to a lower court for
the third time an antitrust civil suit
brought by WNDR Syracuse, N. Y.,
against S. I. Newhouse and his Syracuse newspapers and radio-tv properties. WNDR claims that Mr. Newhouse tried to buy the station and, failing that, bought WSYR in 1948 and
began a campaign to drive WNDR out
of business. The suit was instituted in
1952.
Three times a federal judge has dismissed the suit as without foundation;
three times the appeals court has remanded itfor further action.
The Newhouse newspapers in Syracuse are the Post-Standard and the
Herald-Journal. Newhouse also owns
WSYR-AM-TV in that city.
Metromedia

pulls application

What began as a five-way fight for
ch. 12 Wilmington, Del., was narrowed
to a contest between two applicants —
commercial vs. educational — last week
with the withdrawal of Metromedia
Inc. Remaining applicants are multiBROADCASTING, October 16, 1961

The
preferred
stations
in this
"preferred service
city" are
TV,
leaders
in ratings,
leaders
in community
. . KRNT
. leadersRadio
in theandbilling
parade. Our share of local television business in this major 3-station
market has always averaged nearly 80% ; our local radio business has
always been way ahead in a 6-station market.
Most
don't according
realize thisto about
Des Moines
— we're spot
36th TV
in the
FCC
list offolks
markets
appropriation
of national
revenue.
The
sources
radio same
market,
too. prove that Iowa's capital and largest city is a good
You
when people
you buybelieve
these inmost
Radioknow
and you're
TV, theright
stations
and unusual
depend stations,
upon. AndKRNT
you
know
you're
buying
at
the
same
low
rate
as
everyone
else
when
you
deal
with these responsible stations.
Buy "thesented bylive
KRNT Radio and TV, Cowles stations ably repreThe ones"
Katz —Agency.
KRNT
RADIO
AND
TV
Des
Moines
An operation of Cowles Magazines and Broadcasting, Inc.
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pie-owner Rollins Broadcasting Co. and
WHYY Inc. (educational WHYYFM-TV Philadelphia.)
Earlier during the FCC comparative
proceedings, National Television Assoc.
(WNTA-TV New York) and Wilmington Tv Co. withdrew their applications.
Metromedia, which owns four vhf and
two uhf stations, announced its intention to withdraw last Wednesday (Oct.
11) when the hearing resumed before
Examiner Walther Guenther.

Deadline

set for comparative

tv hearings
FCC MOVES TO BRING ORDER TO VHF APPLICATIONS
consideration.
To bring some order out of the chaos
The FCC announcement was brought
of applicants scrambling to get newly
assigned vhf channels in Rochester and
on by petitions from parties who intend
to file for the available channels and
Syracuse, N. Y., and Grand Rapids,
Mich., the FCC last week informed the have not yet submitted their bids. They
asked the FCC to defer its cut-off date
channel seekers that orders of designauntil after Oct. 30 and not to grant spetion of hearing will not be issued before
cial temporary authorizations to any of
Nov. 1. The FCC warned that applicathe
many
parties requesting them until
tions should be on file "in substantially
Last week's testimony highlighted
all applicants have had an opportunity
programming and promotion contests
complete form" prior to the day on
to reach agreement on the nature of
of WAMS Wilmington, a Rollins sta- which the commission sets applications
interim operations.
tion.
for hearing if they want comparative
Among those filing or indicating
they would file last week were Citizen's
Tv Corp. (for ch. 13 Rochester) and
Six Nations Tv Corp. (for ch. 9 SyraWMCT/MEMPHIS
features more
cuse) who said they had many stockholders, most of whom were active in
local interest programs than all other
civic activities in their respective communities; Star Tv Inc., (Rochester)
Memphis
TV stations combined!
principal holders of which are Maurice
R. Forman (20%), Robert S. Kieve
In fact, locally-produced programs that serve the
community's needs and interests have been a major
(15%), Isaac Gordon and Fred Foreffort of WMCT for over twelve years. Here are a few.
man (each 14%). Maurice Forman
is a majority stockholder of WGVA
Geneva, WTLB Utica and WBBF
Rochester, all New York. Mr. Kieve
is general manager of WBBF. Mr.
Gordon has real estate, transportation
and hotel interests. Fred Forman is
an attorney.
Genesee Valley Tv Inc. has applied
for the Rochester channel. The company has some dozen stockholders.
Most are business and professional men
and none has other broadcast interests.
The Rochester Area Educational Tv
Assn. has applied for ch. 13, even
though that group has petitioned the
court of appeals to overturn the FCC
decision refusing to reserve the facility
for exclusive etv use. The etv group
asked permission to operate the channel pending FCC disposition.
Multiple owner Ivy Broadcasting
Inc. applied for ch. 9 Syracuse, requesting interim operation. Ivy now
operates WOIF Syracuse, WEIV (FM)
Ithaca, WBIV (FM) Wethersfield,
WMIV (FM) Bristol Center, WOIV
(FM) DeRuyter, WJIV (FM) Cherry
Valley, all New York.
6. Weather . . . three daily weather programs.
1 . television
Mid-South farm
Today
... the area's
only daily
Renewal hearing for KPOR
information
program.
Complete in every detail.
7. Sports . . . golf, bowling, and other leading
2. Youred television
Esso Reporter
.
.
.
Memphis'
top
ratKPOR Quincy, Wash., must go
newscast for over nine years.
sportsbile unit.action is covered by WMCT's mothrough a hearing on its license re3. Looney Zoo . . . the most popular chil8. Pride of the Southland . . . amateur talent
dren's show in the Memphis market.
newal application, the FCC has orshow
seen
every
Saturday
morning.
4. News Specials . . . the largest TV news
dered.. Among issues listed by the com9. TV Chapel (Religion) . . . live religious
staff in the Mid-South prepares special
mission were an alleged unauthorized
programs on local events.
program
featuring
a
different
church
each
week.
5. News Picture . . . News Director Norm
transfer
of control,
"misrepresentations
and omissions
of material
facts and
10. Remotes . . . on-the-scene live coverage of
Brewer's
local
news. popular evening regional and
important Mid-South events.
repeated
and willful
violationsapplication,
of rules."
According
to the renewal
If it's of interest to the Mid-South, it's of interest to WMCT
KPOR is owned by Donald R. Nelson,
L. D. Adcox, Gene R. Johnsick and
WMCT
5
MEMPHIS
Richard C. Singleton. The date and
location of the KPOR hearing will be
FULL POWER • NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVE: BLAIR-TY
announced later, the commission said.
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TARZIAN
VERTICAL

INTERVAL

SWITCHER—

"Most

Advanced

on

Market

the

Design
Today.

Morris Barton, Director of Engineering,
KSLA-TV, Shreveport adds, "We desperately
needed certain special effects equipment in order to
renew an important client. The new Sarkes Tarzian
solid state switcher provided this equipment — and it
was available immediately. I'm still amazed at the
flexibility and ease and speed of adjustment."
And so it goes, as the new Tarzian switcher continues to win praise and acceptance from engineers

MAJOR

PERFORMANCE

1 SWITCHING TRANSIENT
None
2 Phase Delay
.02 microseconds @ 3.58
(Ref. to 200 kc)
3 SWITCHING TIME
Less than .1 microseconds

SPECIFICATIONS
4 Differential Gain
max.
5 .2%
DIFFERENTIAL
PHASE
.5° max @ 3.58 mc
6 Isolation (between
any 2 channels)
60 db @ 3.58

This performance is engineered into a compact package less than
half as big as other switchers, and it's priced lower.

throughout the industry. Fully solid state, amazing
flexibility, half the size of others — we think you'll
agree it's "the most advanced design on the market
today." The Tarzian switcher is available now . . .
no waiting. And, we will engineer your switching
system requirements at no cost or obligation to you,
BROADCASTING, October 16, 1961

For immediate delivery or more
information, call or write:
SARKES TARZIAN, INC.
Broadcast Equipment Division
Bloomington, Ind. • EDison 2-7261
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VISIT

TO

MACK

SOCIAL,

FOLEY

SAYS

Engineer denies influence in Jacksonville decision
1960, in which he said he was never
Further explorations were conducted
last week by an FCC hearing examiner
employed by or had financial interest
to determine whether applicants for ch. in any of the applicants. Mr. Foley
said he wanted the statement amended
12 Jacksonville, Fla., or others acting
to make clear he conducted soil inon behalf of the applicants, attempted
to influence FCC commissioners in offvestigations and designed the antenna
base for Florida-Georgia. Mr. Foley
the-record approaches (Broadcasting,
said testimony before the Oversight
Sept. 11). Witnesses told of various
Subcommittee that he tried to influence
meetings with former Commissioner
Richard A. Mack, but in general denied
Mr. Mack to favor Florida-Georgia was
not true.
trying to influence his vote.
Other Parties ■ W. Haydon Burns,
The original applicants were FloridaGeorgia Tv Co., Jacksonville BroadJacksonville's mayor, told Hearing Examiner James D. Cunningham that no
casting Corp., and the City of Jacksonville. Florida-Georgia (WFGA-TV) re- city commissioner was empowered to
ceived the grant in a 4-2 vote Aug. 29, employ anyone to make representations
1956, and is operating the channel. The
on behalf of the city's tv application.
city has withdrawn its application. ExEarlier, in September, the hearing exparte presentations on behalf of all
amined an FCC attorney's charge that
three parties were alleged in 1958 be- Jacksonville utility commissioner J.
Dillon
Kennedy
hired a Tampa lawyer
fore the House Legislative Oversight
Subcommittee.
for $5,000 to talk with Mr. Mack.
Lester W. Foley, head of a JacksonA Sanford, Fla., businessman, Ranville engineering firm, testified he visdall Chase, admitted writing Commisited Commissioner Mack but discussed
sioner Mack, "After you have carefully considered the matter I hope that
only social matters and FCC nonbroadcast actions, not the Jacksonville
you will find it in order to favorably act
channel.
on the application of the FloridaFCC attorney Hilburt Slosberg introGeorgia Television Co., of Jacksonduced a sworn statement Mr. Foley
made to FCC investigators in May
Harold Cohn, a minority stockholder
ville."

The latest sports results
Tom Carr, WBAL Baltimore,
won the low gross golf prize at
last week's Federal Communications Bar Assn. outing at Woodmont Country Club, Washington,
with a three over par 75. The
Broadcasting Magazine trophy
for low net was won by Stan
Harris, Hogan & Hartson, with a
72.Other winners in the annual
outing of communications barristers and their guests: Hole in one,
Mark Evans, Metromedia; putting, Bill Dempsey, Dempsey &
Koplovitz; longest drive, Bill
Coburn, Washington attorney,
highest gross, Lou North, FCC.
The annual softball game was
won by the FCC, beating an
FCBA team by a score of 7-2.
Doubles tennis tournament was
won by a team comprising Art
Schroeder, Miller & Schroeder,
and Ed DeGray, New York consultant.

of Florida-Georgia, said he was not
kept apprised of developments while the
case was pending but was told by
other stockholders how the FCC would
vote before the decision was made
James R. Stockton, president of
Jacksonville Broadcasting, testified that
public.
he, too, heard of the FCC decision before the public was informed. He said
he was told by Sen. George Smathers
(D-Fla.).
The hearing is expected to continue
this week.
FCC

ND"
E-LA
"KNO
IS
(embracingTHIS
industrial, progressive
North Louisiana,
South Arkansas,
NO,
West Mississippi)
JUST LOOK AT THIS MARKET DATA
Population
1,520,100 Drug Sales
$ 40,355,000
Households
423,600 Automotive Sales
f 299,539,000
Consumer Spendable Income
General Merchandise
$ 148,789,000
$1,761,169,000 Total Retail Sales
$1,286,255,000
Food Sales
$ 300,486,000
KNOE-TV AVERAGES 71.7% SHARE OF AUDIENCE
According to March, 1961 ARB we average 71.7% share of audience from
9 a.m. to midnight, 7 days a week in Monroe metropolitan trade area.
A
KNOE-TV
Channel 8
Monroe, Louisiana
The
only commercial TV station licensed to
Monroe.
Photo: The southern plant of Armstrong Tire and Rubber
rubber
plant to be located in Mississippi under Governor
with industry.
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CBS
• ABC
James A. Noe Station
Represented by
H-R Television, Inc.
Company, Mississippi; also the first
White's plan to balance Agriculture

defends

decision

on pay-tv experiment
The FCC was entirely within its
statutory rights in authorizing RKO
Phonevision to conduct a pay-tv experiment in Hartford, the agency's general
counsel's office contended last week.
The brief was filed in the U.S. Court
of Appeals in response to a suit brought
by the Connecticut Committee Against
Pay Television, seeking to block the
RKO trial run.
The Communications Act permits
the FCC to deal with technicological
developments and to encourage or foster
their expansion if the FCC finds them in
the public interest, the brief stated.
It said RKO had met the conditions
set forth by the commission in the First
and Third Reports (on pay tv) in that:
■ RKO is not selling decoders. Although the Connecticut group holds
that a rental charge of 750 weekly with
BROADCASTING, October 16, 1961

WHY---?

WHY are some people urging the federal government to
spend billions more on electric power plants when
the federal budget is already hard pressed to meet
the nation's defense needs?
WHY are some people trying to get the government to
spend money needlessly on federal electric transmission lines instead of using existing and planned
facilities of the investor-owned electric light and
power companies?
WHY do certain pressure groups keep pushing for more
federal government electricity when the electric
light and power companies can supply all the
additional power the nation will ever need?

Investor-Owned Electric Light and Power
Company names on request through this magazine

WHY should the federal government spend money needlessly when it can get money instead— through the
additional taxes the investor-owned electric companies will produce if they supply all of the power
for the future?
WHY should the federal government ever waste its effort
on jobs American industry can do better, especially when there are so many other problems in
the country and the world that only the government can deal with?
The answers to all of these questions are important to
you— because they can help curb further waste of your
tax money.

Companies
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the $7.50 installation fee would come
to manufacturer's cost for the decoders
— $125. But the subscriber can discontinue service on a month's notice and
besides, the manufacturer's cost would
not necessarily be the retail price if
decoders were sold.
■ The licensee's exercise of its responsibility will not be impaired under
the RKO proposal.
■ RKO has supplied sufficient information on its proposed programming.
The brief pointed out that the FCC
cannot expect an applicant for an experimental venture to be as precise as a
regular tv licensee. The FCC must
consider future possibilities in such a
new industry, it said.
Eisenhower is against
presidential tv debates
Former President Dwight D. Eisenhower is opposed to presidential television debates. He made his position
clear on CBS Reports telecast of "Eisenhower on the Presidency" last Thursday
(Oct. 12) when he asserted:
"Well, answering this in the general
rather than any specific sense, I can't
think
of anything
that's worse.
Any
man who
is an incumbent
has to stick
to the facts. He is a responsible man —

debating with someone, who if he
chooses, can be irresponsible. . . . No,
if I were giving one political piece of
advice to my associates in government,
my past associates, I would say, 'when
you're in, never debate with an outer.' "
CBS News correspondent Walter
Cronkite, who served as reporter on the
one-hour program (10-11 p.m.) asked:
"Suppose Mr. Kennedy takes that advice?" Mr. Eisenhower replied: "He
probably will."
Bureau asks

revocation

of WITT's license
Wireline Radio Inc., licensee of
WITT Lewisburg, Pa., does not possess
the experience or capability to be a
broadcast
Broadcast Bureaulicensee,
said last the
week.FCC's
The bureau
recommended that the station's license
not be renewed in proposed findings to
Hearing Examiner Asher Ende.
WITT countered that the record
demonstrates "mitigating factors that
negate any willful, deliberate or callous
action" and asked that its license be
renewed for the full three-year period.
A hearing on Wireline's renewal application was held last summer on technical violations and to determine if
control of the station had been trans-

fered with authorization (Broadcasting, Aug. 7). WITT, which went on
the air in 1957, is owned by local citizens without prior broadcast experience.
The bureau charged that since 1958,
the directors of Wireline" have devoted
most, if not all, of their energies toward finding someone who would purchase their unprofitable venture."
Specifically, the commission counsel
said that two unauthorized transfers of
WITT had occurred: (1) to Robert L.
Wilson, owner of WKVA Lewistown,
Pa., in 1959-60, and (2) in June 1961
to the present time to employes
Joseph Pelletier and Richard Fenstermacher. The technical violations, the
bureau found, were brought on by an
insolvent financial position, rather than
willful intent, but are of such magnitude to prohibit renewal.
WITT countered that the proposed
sale and management arrangement with
Mr. Wilson was "openly and freely set
forth" to the commission and that the
licensee retained a "very substantial
voice" in the station's operation under
Wilson management. Mr. Wilson had
contracted to purchase WITT in December 1959 with an agreement to
manage and put money into the station
pending FCC approval.
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NAB's
ROADSHOW

hopeful
view
of Washington
TOLD MINOW NOT ANTAGONISTIC TO BROADCASTING

The regulatory conflicts of broadcasters and the FCC were road-showed
last week as NAB held the first two of
its eight fall conferences in Dallas and
St. Louis. Several hundred station delegates were given first-hand accounts
of the industry's troubles as NAB took
a hopeful view of what's been happening lately in Washington.
President LeRoy Collins made his
first major industry appearance since
the May convention of NAB. He delivered aformal speech at each meeting and took part in question-answer
sessions.
At the opener in Dallas Oct. 9 Gov.
Collins flatly stated that FCC Chairman Newton Minow is not antagonistic to the broadcasting industry but is
the victim of trade press emphasis of
the critical parts of his speeches. The
chairman wants to see better programming, Gov. Collins said, but has "overstated his case."
The NAB conference series resumes
Oct. 18 at Salt Lake City and the first
half of the eight-meeting series will
wind up Oct. 20 at San Francisco.
Several broadcasters at the Dallas
62

meeting
were critical
of
administration,
including
censorship and Chairman
cies, but the association's
welcomed criticism and

Gov.stands
Collins'
his
on
Minow's polihead said he
had "a thick

The Trade Press ■ The topic receiving most attention in Gov. Collins reskin." marks at the question-answer session in
Dallas was the purported "screaming"
by the trade press about the FCC along
with what he described a dozen times
as misleading reports of speeches. Time
after time he denounced business journalism for the way it dealt with regulatory problems and comments. He minimized the importance of Chairman
Minow's speeches,
saying
he was
concerned
about his
actions
thanmore
his
words.
The fast-moving agendas, based on a
single day of conference programming,
included morning reviews of the activities ofNAB departments in the fields
of lobbying, public relations, station
services, codes, accounting, engineering
and station personnel problems.
Final action at Dallas was adoption
of a resolution commending Gov. Col-

lins and his administration. It was introduced by W. D. Rogers, KDUBAM-TV Lubbock, Tex., an NAB tv
director and member of the original
committee that selected him for the
NAB's top post.
Fate ■ "We should be thankful we
could attract a man like LeRoy Collins,"
Mr.
was
fate. Rogers
It was said.
fate "Believe
that gave meus itJudge
Justin Miller as leader when freedom
of speech was at stake. It was fate that
gave us Harold Fellows at a time when
radio and television were pulling in opposite directions and he brought us together. And now fate has given us
LeRoy Collins at a time government
intervention is knocking on our door.
In the past we have complained about
NAB's relations with the FCC and
George Hatch, KALL Salt Lake City,
president of the NAB Radio Board, put
Congress."
the
resolution to a vote as presiding
officer. It was passed unanimously.
Gov. Collins and Vincent T. Wasilewski, executive vice president, reviewed the association's activities on the
New Frontier. The president said he
BROADCASTING, October 16, 1961

had been praised and criticized by the
trade press. "I do not think I have
allowed myself to be too much impressed with either the praise or the
criticism," he said.
He recalled his speech to the joint
NAB board in Palm Springs, Calif.,
last winter when he spoke about "the
major needs of broadcasting." The
highly critical talk brought "a heartwarming avalanche of favorable replies," he said, urging him not to let
anyone dissuade him from his course.
Both Mr. Hatch and Mr. Wasilewski said they felt the Oct. 6 FCC-NAB
logging conference would bring important relief from the oppressive requirements imposed in proposed new FCC
rules.
In his luncheon speeches Gov. Collins said NAB's improved relations with
the government could not have been
achieved if the association "had created
an atmosphere of furor and distrust by
screaming invectives, as some of the
observers of the broadcasting scene and
some broadcasters would have us do.
Government relation problems do not
go away if you scream at them. Screams
may sound good and look good in print,
but often this is a good way to magnify your problem rather than minimize
it." He cited the FCC-NAB logging
conference Oct. 6 as an example of
effective government relations, calling
it the first such meeting in history.
Flames Fanned ■ As to basic freedoms, he said many broadcasters feel
the rights inherent in the First Amendment are now in jeopardy under policies of the FCC and Chairman Minow.
"Some trade press editors most vigorously have fanned the flame of this fear
to a high pitch. Now, understand, I
do not treat this matter lightly. But
at the same time I simply do not believe the facts justify the extremism
that has been expressed and I would
not be honest with you if I didn't say
just that.
"I do not believe that the FCC intends to try to coerce broadcasters at
any time to put on the air specific programs or specific categories of programs because it may approve or desire such." He added that if that ever
happens, he will use every resource to
combat it.
Gov. Collins said Chairman Minow
overstated his case at the NAB May
convention in calling tv programming
a vast wasteland. He said he spurned
suggestions he declare war on the chairman because there was justification for
much of the criticism and he didn't
want it to appear that broadcasters
were arraying themselves against the
public interest. Chairman Minow has
become "the white knight" or people's
champion for better tv, he said. As to
radio, he said the medium is plagued
BROADCASTING, October 16, 1961

Almost nobody cuts off the local news pictures. If you
want your viewers back night after night, show them
the drama, humor and excitement that lie around every
corner in their town. For fast, low cost delivery of your
news films, put the Mini-Rapid Processor on your team.
FAIRCHILD MINI-RAPID

100' of 16mm negative — in less than 20 minutes — 20 cents
per 100 feet — 400' capacity — dry-to-dry processing — premeasured chemicals — daylight operation — self -threading —
leaderless - 13" x 13" x 27" - only 65 lbs.

INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTS
DIVISION
FAIRCHILD CAMERA AND
INSTRUMENT CORPORATION
580 MIDLAND AVENUE, YONKERS, N. Y.
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The cast for NAB's fall conferences
A nine-man NAB headquarters
T. Wasilewski, executive vice president; President LeRoy Collins;
team is making the annual fall conference circuit, appearing last week
James H. Hulbert, personnel relain Dallas and St. Louis. L to r,
tions-economics manager; William
around table: William L. Walker,
Carlisle, station services vice presiassistant treasurer and convention
dent; Edward H. Bronson, tv code
manager; John M. Couric, public director; John L. Perry (forerelations manager; Charles M.
ground), assistant to president,
Collins.
Stone, radio code director; Vincent

with many problems largely due to
over-licensing.
Not Minow Advocate ■ Gov. Collins

made many uncomplimentary remarks
about the trade press in the afternoon
floor discussion. To the suggestion that
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man IS THERE!

his own speeches were damaging to
the industry,
he said, "I
am notHean said
advocate for Chairman
Minow.
very fine things about broadcasting in
all his speeches, but the press only reported the conflicts. The trade press
only reported that part calling on networks to program more children's programs. He made suggestions but made
it clear they were not dictation.
"We must consider ourselves big and
strong, with basic responsibilities. We
shouldn't allow ourselves to get excited
over these speeches.
"Under the impetus of the trade press
we put too much emphasis on remarks
made in speeches. The whole concept
of the FCC needs more study.
"You should understand Chairman
Minow also wears a legislative hat. The
FCC exercises more legislative power
than judicial and also wears an executive hat. Under the law the political
party trol.inIampower
required toabout
have what
conmore is concerned
they do than what they say. . . .
"There is nothing vicious in Mr.
Minow's mind. He simply wants to
help broadcasting. I disagree the way
to get better programming is more station licenses. I disagree on the subject
of pay tv. But he wants better programs
he made an impassioned plea
forThen
the people."
for better programs. "We have the intelligence and ability — let's do it."
Raised Eyebrow Technique ■ When
Vann M. Kennedy KZTV (TV) Corpus
Christi, Tex., said censorship by guidelines and raised eyebrow could be more
dangerous than prior restraint, Mr.
Wasilewski said NAB had taken this
very position in formal filings with the
commission. He added there is no
constitutional objection to commission
inquiry into a station's program plans
and no court test was possible unless
a station would put its license on the
line.
Gov. Collins cited the case in which
the FCC found an applicant did nothing to find the public's needs, using a
borrowed program form. "You call
that censorship; I don't think so," he
replied to Mr. Kennedy. "If granted,
it would be an insult to the profession
of broadcasting." He continued with
this query, "what has the FCC done
that you regard as censorship?"
Mr.outKennedy
replied, of"The
FCC and
can
suck
the substance
a station
leave the shell. There's danger Mr.
Minow will enter the field of taste control. That's worse than censorship."
Gov. Collins mentioned the case of
a Dallas station's rejection of a network
racial program because of a local situation. "This is a sound exercise of
judgment,"
said. skin," Gov. Collins
"I have ahetough
said. "And I do not feel freedom is in
BROADCASTING, October 16, 1961

jeopardy as stated in some trade magazines."
Home-Town Hearings ■ Marshall H.
Pengra, KLTV (TV) Tyler, Tex., said
the FCC's new policy of holding hearings in a station's own town exposes
the station to community embarrassment as citizens wonder why the U. S.
government has taken this punitive action. He said such an FCC step has
coercive aspects and it invites cranks
and competitive interests.

the

new

—
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"You interpret it differently than I
do," Gov. Collins said. "I do not think
there is coercion in holding a hearing
in the local market. No broadcaster
should be concerned about a hearing in
his own market."
Later, Gov. Collins clarified his position by saying there should be "a big,
basic reason if a local hearing is to be
held. If a license is challenged, it would
be better to have the hearing in the
community than elsewhere. It would
be difficult and unwise to oppose a local hearing as a matter of principle."
Clyde Rembert, KRLD-AM-TV Dallas, observed there has been talk of an
industry-operated rating service. Gov.
Collins said he has long been concerned
about the use made of rating data as
well as the authenticity of ratings and
their samples. He recalled a congressional committee report that questioned
application of rating reports to single
markets though not seriously questioning their credence for the nation as
a whole.
"NAB should evaluate rating services
but I don't want to see NAB in the
rating service," said Gov. Collins, who
has instigated a study of a proposed
industry research center at a college
campus.
Fine Service ■ Mr. Rembert pointed
out that networks give credence to ratings in setting their local market rates.
"I think it would be one of the finest
services NAB could perform," he continued, explaining an industry-operated
service would be impartial. "Ratings
are the lifeblood of this business," Mr.
Rembert added, "but broadcasters are
dependent on services in other hands,
not the industry itself." He contended
there is as much reason for the industry to provide a rating service as to
start Broadcast Music Inc., Radio Advertising Bureau and Television Bureau
of Advertising.
A paperwork control system for
broadcast stations developed at WMALAM-TV Washington, was explained in
detail by lames H. Hulbert, economics
and personnel manager. The system
is based on use of copying machines,
plastic sheets and other easily available
devices involving installation costs of
$500 to $2,500 (Broadcasting, Oct.
9). Fred Houwink, WMAL general
manager, and Richard Stakes, conBROADCASTING, October 16, 1961
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NAB President LeRoy Collins
does not believe President John F.
Kennedy and FCC Chairman Newton N. Minow regard themselves
as unfriendly to broadcasting. Asked
about his luncheon at the White
House Oct. 5 (Broadcasting, Oct.
9), Gov. Collins told the Dallas NAB
meeting that President Kennedy
took him and the three tv network
board chairmen on a tour of the
White House. "There by his fourposter bed was a television set," he
said. "That's an endorsement of
broadcasting." At the luncheon were
Robert W. Sarnoff, NBC; William
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troller, developed the system for radio
and tv sales, billing and traffic procedures. WMAL is demonstrating the
operation at each fall conference.
Mr. Hulbert said the system "is fairly simple to install and operate, is not
expensive
complete.'
Stakes andand W.is quite
Richard
Lyman Mr.of
Ozalid division, General Aniline & Film
Corp., showed how the system operates.
Wage-Hour Inspectors ■ A functional talk, "What to Do When the WageHour Inspector Walks In," was given
by Mr. Hulbert. He said this happens
to about 150 stations a year "on a
surprise basis." All stations are covered by the wage-hour law. Inspections are made on a random basis and
sometimes as a result of complaints by
past or present employes.
The inspector can examine and subpoena records, he said, and interview
employes on a confidential basis. Reports are made to regional wage-hour
offices. Mr. Hulbert said "it is a rare
station in which an inspector cannot
find a violation." The regional offices
notify stations of any apparent violations or back pay due employes. Mr.
Hulbert urged managers to cooperate
with inspectors and not to question
employes with whom they have talked.
Edward H. Bronson, director of television code affairs, cautioned stations
to edit with special care all movie films
produced since 1948. Charles M.
Stone, director of radio code affairs,
said the radio code is designed to bring
the greatest good to the greatest number of radio stations. He said there
are 1,400 radio code subscribers, 53%
of member stations and 31% of all
non-members.
In previewing the public relations
projects now getting under way or in
the planning stage, John M. Couric,
public relations manager, told broadcasters, "What radio and television can
and must do is a better job of inform-

bedroom
S. Paley, CBS, and Leonard Goldensen, ABC, along with Edward R.
Murrow, U. S. Information Agency.
Gov. Collins paid his respects
Sunday to Sam Rayburn, Speaker
of the House, now confined to Baylor Hospital, Dallas.
Before leaving Dallas for the
NAB St. Louis meeting Gov. Collins
went fishing in Lake Texoma, on the
Oklahoma border. He was guest
of Boyd Kelley, KRRV Sherman,
Tex., NAB board member, and came
up with a couple of bass. Howard
E. Bell, NAB vice president, was
with the Kelley party.

ing the people of the services they render and the fact that these services can
develop
a climate
of freedom."
Slick only
and in
Sick
■ He reviewed
the
media attacks directed against the industry. Consumer magazines, he said,
"aren't going to give you a fair shake."
He added,, "The magazine business is
slick and sick, very sick. The attacks
on broadcasting, particularly tv, are the
result of a carefully conceived plot the
magazine industry hopes will make it
Broadcasting "does better" in newsadding,
"Let's face
News is papers,
thehe said,
measure
of conflict
in ourit.
society, the chronicle of the unusual
and the bizarre. Therefore the everyday positive benefits of radio and telewell."
vision will never be highlighted in the
same way as the stories of broadcasting's difficulties and its occasional failfoibles."
Thisures andposes
the task of reaching the
people themselves through person-toperson contacts and the hundreds of
thousands of organizations to which
they belong. National organizations
will reach local officials and members,
who also can serve as character witnesses when radio and television are
under attack in Washington, he said.
NAB proposes to set up a publicservice clinic in Washington to build
goodwill for broadcasters with national
public service groups, using discussions,
instructional material and other procedures such as the new bulletin, // You
Want Air Time, distributed to over 400
national organizations.
Mr. Couric said his department is
compiling national and regional lists of
broadcasters available to speak at meetings; plans study guides for public service groups interested in broadcasting;
supplies speech material and fact sheets,
and is working on a broadcast public
relations manual which may be published commercially.
The Build Radio With Radio moveBROADCASTING, October 16, 1961
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ment is progressing with more than
1,400 stations taking part in on-the-air
promotion, he said, adding that National Radio Month promotional material was widely used.
NAB Tv Series ■ But the most dramatic device is the proposed Meet the
Man radio and tv series. The pilot tv
film ran 28 minutes, with Gov. Collins
introducing the interviewees, Secretary
of Commerce Luther Hodges and Sen.
Everett Dirksen (R-I1L). He opened
with brief comments on the place of
broadcasting in the American scene
and then moved into questions (Closed
Circuit, Oct. 9).
The radio version was edited into two
10-minute programs. If reception is
Texas

MO

ME

UP ! . .

with SALES
and PROFITS
in the Beaumont,
Port Arthur and
Orange
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market

Hurricane

Carla

favorable at the fall conferences, Mr.
Couric said, six programs a year will
be produced and distributed to tv stations via network closed circuit and
16 mm films. Radio programs will be
made available for $2 per two 10-minute shows. Space is left in both radio
and tv versions for local promotion or
introductions by station managers.
William Carlisle, NAB station services vice president, outlined the service
projects conducted by the association
for its members. Among new projects
are an announcer's training manual,
radio-tv career booklets, labor relations
manual and accounting bulletins. A
survey of editorializing is planned, he
said.
service

lauded

LEADERS CREDIT RADIO-TV WITH LEADING ROLE
Texas broadcasters were credited
less than three years, power to levy
with saving thousands of lives during
fines for rules infractions and requirement for approval of mergers and payHurricane Carla in September as leadoffs in the case of conflicting applicaing civic and political figures took part
tions. He also mentioned the intensified
in the Texas Assn. of Broadcasters coninspection
of station operations.
vention held Oct. 10-11 in Dallas.
Witch Hunt ■ Mr. Cowgill called the
W. W. Overton, chairman of the
board of Texas Bank & Trust Co. and
House legislative oversight hearings of
vice chairman of the Red Cross naseveralbrought
years ago
a "witch
hunt,"
that
a quick
reply
froma term
Rep.
tional fund campaign, presented a Red
Cross plaque to TAB in recognition of Walter Rogers (D-Tex.), a member of
this service. Another plaque was pre- that committee. Rep. Rogers said the
sented by Brigadier Gordon of the Sal- investigators "had tried to keep crooks
vation Army.
from fouling up one of the nation's
Gov. Price Daniel sent TAB a letter finest
industries" and had "showed the
stating radio-tv warnings were a vital public the dangers inherent in misuse
factor in the evacuation and saved
of Rep.
the airways."
Rogers said broadcasters have
many lives. He also praised on-thescene reporters who risked their lives most to fear at this time from administo cover the disaster. The tributes were
trative procedures such as the vesting
received by retiring TAB president, Jim in staff employes of rights to adjudicate
cases. He said the administrative
Hairgrove, KBRZ Freeport.
changes are ascribed to the need of exOnly the Beginning ■ FCC Commispediting commission cases, adding,
sioner Robert T. Bartley, speaker at the
Oct. 11 luncheon, termed the Oct. 6 "Have we reached a point in the United
NAB-FCC conference on program log- States where we sacrifice rights of those
engaged in business in the interest of
ging forms "the beginning of a very
happy relationship." He recalled sugexpediting these matters?"
gesting to the Georgia Assn. of BroadNo Hard Liquor ■ TAB's board went
on record against the advertising of
casters last summer that stations conduct tests of the proposed new log re- hard liquor on radio or television, feeling it is not in the public interest.
quirements, an idea that led to the
Sept. 15 South East Radio-Television
Texas broadcasters were asked "to reSeminar in Atlanta (Broadcasting,
frain from accepting such advertising
Sept. 18).
contracts." In addition the TAB board
The Pitluk Advertising Agency
asked "our fellow broadcasters in other
trophy for outstanding public service
states
consider ataking
similarcalling
stands."
TAB to adopted
resolution
for
was presented to KWED Sequin. David
Mylam, of Edward Petry & Co., made
cooperation with the Mexican government in promotion of international
the presentation on behalf of Jack Pitluk to Stan McKenzie, operator of the goodwill through use of 20 and 30station.
second promotional spots. It was subHarold G. Cowgill, former FCC
mitted by McHenry T. Tichenor,
broadcast bureau chief, pointed to the KGBT (TV) Harlingen.
Gene Hendryx, KVLF Alpine, was
commission's "strengthened hand" unelected TAB president; Jack Roth,
der 1960 amendments to the Communications Act. He referred to outlawing
KONO San Antonio, vp, and Wendell
of deceptive quiz shows, payola rules, Mayes Jr., KCRS Midland, secretaryclarified language permitting licenses of treasurer.
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PUBLIC

AFFAIRS

AREA

AWRT asks, is broadcasting
doing the job it should?
Are radio and television doing their
jobs in the area of public affairs? This
overriding question and a few others
such as tv's effectiveness in the news
area — was highlighted at the Oct. 6-8
conference of the four New York state
chapters of the American Women in
Radio & Television. Theme of the Lake
Minnewaska, N. Y., conference was
"The Challenge: Public Interest, Convenience and Necessity."
Among the chief topics:
■ FCC and broadcasters: Frank J.
Shakespeare Jr., vice president and general manager of WCBS-TV New York,
felt the proposed new station program
application form could well be a step
toward direct government influence
over programming.
■ Radio and tv news: The feeling
that broadcast news coverage keeps improving and newspaper coverage keeps
sliding was highlighted at a Saturday
morning panel on "The Changing Face
of News Coverage." Participants included Walter D. Engels, manager,
news and special projects, WPIX (TV)
New York; Charles Shutt, manager,
Washington Bureau, Hearst Metrotone

News; Van Buren W. DeVries, vice
president and general manager, WGRAM-FM-TV Buffalo, and Samuel
Sharkey, editor, NBC News.
■ Programming: The three afternoon
panelists felt the broadcaster has a definite responsibility to upgrade, and still
please, his audience. Expressing "The
Conscience of Programming" were
Fran Allison, radio and tv personality;
Edward P. Shurick, executive vice president, Blair Tv, and E. R. Vadeboncoeur, president, WSYR-AM-FM-TV
Syracuse.
"In the U. S., the 'people's air' is
vastly safer in the hands of a local station manager, subject to all the pressures of his community and viewing
audience . . . than it ever would be in
the hands of a relatively remote commission in Washington," according to
keynote luncheon speaker Frank
Shakespeare.
At the panel discussion on news coverage, Mr. Sharkey, comparing coverage of newspapers, and tv, said there
is definitely better reporting today in
tv. Newspapers, he pointed out, are
becoming more and more partisan every
day: "Papers are not doing a good job
— their work is slipshod."
Mr. Engels, on the same subject,
noted "tv news has stayed cleaner than
newspapers.
We remember the old

fashioned
integrity
in news."
Mr. Shutt
pointed
out tv reporters
now are pursuing a more interesting
way to present news, and rely greatly
on newsfilm services.
Independence ■ Mr. DeVries, who
feels a news department must have
complete
autonomy,
his station's
news
director
reports said
directly
to him,
instead of to the program director.
At the panel on "programming conscience,' Mr. Shurick spoke about
Blair's Special Projects Div., organized
to sell local public service programs.
"We know," he said, "we can get people to watch good programs, and we're
out to prove it to the advertiser."
Media reports...
Joins radio network ■ WOBT Rhinelander, Wis., has joined NBC Radio,
according to Thomas E. Knode, vice
president, NBC station relations. The
outlet is a 1-kw station, owned and operated byOneida Broadcasting Co. The
affiliation brings to 192 the number of
stations in NBC Radio.
On the air ■ WETA-TV Washington,
educational station, went on the air
Oct. 2. The station, uhf ch. 26, is licensed to the Greater Washington Educational Television Assn., George A.
Baker, station manager.

NEWSPAPERS
THAT

MEAN

BUSINESS
IN SAN

DIEGO

Total Retail Sales of $1,290,068,000
last year ranked San Diego County
24th among the nation's 200 leading
counties in this category. Note these
comparative totals:
SAN DIEGO, CALIFORNIA .... $1,290,068,000
ALAMEDA (OAKLAND), CALIFORNIA . $1,284,885,000
FULTON (ATLANTA), GEORGIA . . $1,063,052,000
FRANKLIN (COLUMBUS), OHIO . . $ 921,529,000
Two metropolitan newspapers sell the
important San Diego market: The San
Diego Union and Evening Tribune.
Combined
daily circulation is 226,437
"The Ring
(ABC 3/31/61).

COPLEY
NEWSPAPERS: 15 Hometown Daily Newsof Truth"covering
papers
San Diego. California — Greater Los
Angeles
—
— and Northern
Illinois.
Served by Springfield,
the Copley Illinois
Washington
Bureau and
The
Copley
News
Service.
REPRESENTED
NATIONALLY
BY NELSON ROBERTS & ASSOCIATES, INC.
fljc Bm
Evening
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Jlicjia Union 69
Tribune

N.Y. debate asks more
A one-hour debate by the two
major candidates for mayor of New
York was carried on WPIX (TV)
New York last Tuesday (Oct. 10)
and touched off another debate: may
radio stations in the area carry excerpts of such a program without
the prior permission of the originating station and the participants?
WPIX (TV) agreed to make the
program, a debate between Mayor
Robert F. Wagner, the incumbent,
and his Republican opponent, New
York State Attorney General Louis
Lefkowitz, available to radio stations
in the area, provided they carried
it live in its entirety, and pledged
not to use excerpts at a later time.
WOR, WNYC and WNCN-FM carried the program live. Several stations had protested these "ground
rules" for several days before the
telecast and both WMCA and
WNEW later revealed they had used

ATAS

has activities

besides

Emmy

awards

The National Academy of Television Arts & Sciences' reason for being
exists far beyond the Emmy awards
for which it is principally noted, Robert
Lewine, academy president, told a meeting of the academy's board of trustees
in Washington.
"To be known for this activity [the
Emmys] only is regrettable but understandable," he said. "The backstage
activities of donors are often overshadowed if not completely obscured
by the glamour of their awards, but this

questions than it answers
recorded excerpts of the program
any laws or FCC regulations.
The telecast received a Nielsen
during periods after the telecast
Instantaneous rating of 8.1, equal to
(9:30-10:30 p.m.).
about 1.3 million homes, according
Immediately following the telecast,
to a WPIX spokesman. He said this
radio
arguedboth
the mayoralty
"fairness"
of thenewsmen
rules with
was "double the rating for the procandidates and their advisors and
usually in that
period."
Mr. grams
Lefkowitz
told time
newsmen
after
won the following modifications: excerpts could be used if they were
the another
telecast that
he was debate,
"agreeable"
to
television
but
"complete sequences" that contained
"a question, an answer and a rebutMayor purpose
Wagner said
he could
see "no
tal." The WNEW official acknowluseful
served
by going
on
edged the station had not carried a
tv again with this type of program."
"complete
this
would
entail sequence"
two minutessince
or more
In arranging the Wagner-Lefkowitz debate, WPIX pledged to make
of programming time. WMCA reequal time available to other candiported it had carried excerpts even
dates (one-half hour to each). A
before the modifications of the
station official said arrangements
ground rules had been completed.
had not been completed for these
A spokesman for WPIX said
management and legal counsel to
telecasts, and added: "It is very
doubtful that we will agree to have
the stations were "reviewing the enradio stations pick up these protire matter" to ascertain if WMCA's
and WNEW's actions had broken

does not necessarily mean the tail is
wagging the dog," Mr. Lewine explained.
Actually, the academy does many
things which contribute to the welfare
of the television industry, he commented, offering this explanation:
"For the past several years we (the
academy) have had in motion a public
information, lecture and service bureau
which provides lectures, advisors and
technical and program services to colleges, universities, secondary schools,
adult education programs and civic and
service organizations. We also have
presented scholarships to students of

drama and communications and fellowships to the heads of communications
grams."
departments
universities."
In another at
areamajor
of business,
the academy approved a new chapter — its eighth
— in San Francisco under the presidency of William Hollenbeck, KPIX (TV)
San Francisco. New chapters also are
planned during the year for St. Louis,
Boston, Dallas and Miami.
The San Francisco charter was accepted for President Hollenbeck by Ken
Langley, director of the Northern California Radio-Tv Council for Tuberculosis & Health Education, first vice president. Other officers of the San Francisco chapter: James Baker, KGO-TV
San Francisco, second vice president;
Martha Conger, J. Walter Thompson
Co., secretary; Nancy Besst, hostess of
Romper Room, treasurer. Mr. Langley
was named vice president from San
Francisco
academy. and trustee of the national
RAB

Robert F. Lewine, president of the
National Academy of Television Arts
& Sciences, signs the charter establishing San Francisco as the eighth
chapter of the organization. Watching are (I to r) the various chapter
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presidents: Robert M. Adams, Washington; Betty Furness, New York; Gail
Patrick Jackson, Hollywood; Lee
Schulman, Seattle; Don Tuckwood,
Phoenix; Thomas Van A. Dukehart,
Baltimore.

says

radio

made it 13 in a row
Radio Advertising Bureau reported
in a special bulletin last week that for
13 consecutive weeks this past summer,
radio audiences were larger than those
for television. Using statistics devel& Co. for its naopedtional
by Sindlinger
media activity report, RAB
stated that during the July-September
period, the daily number of people exposed to radio exceeded the number of
exposed to tv by 6.9 million on
people
the
average.
Radio's lead over tv began as early
BROADCASTING, October 16, 1961

as the final week in June when it moved i
ahead of tv by 3.1%, RAB claimed.
This dominance continued for a total
of 13 weeks.
Radio's margin over tv was said to
have ranged from a high of 11% for
the week ending July 7 to a low of
5.3% the following week.
Theatre

owners

talk

about tv's threat
The specter of an all dominating
television hovered over the 14th annual convention and trade show of the
Theatre Owners of America, held in
New Orleans last week .
Movie exhibitors who attended the
four-day conclave were told repeatedly
in speeches and reports that television
— both commercial and pay tv — threaten their future existence.
Motion picture companies were denounced for selling their film libraries
to the networks, and exhibitors were
warned they would have to contribute
money and resources to fight off pay
tv's challenge.
The only bright note on pay tv was
sounded by Philip F. Harling, chairman of TOA's anti-pay tv committee.
In reporting to TOA's board, Mr. Harling indicated pay tv's proponents now
are less enthusiastic about toll tv's future. He said, however, he was unable
to determine "whether this is a lull before the storm or portends worse things
to come."
In either case, Mr. Harling told the
exhibitors, they couldn't afford to relax. "The longer we are in grips with
our opponents, the better are our
chances to come out ahead," he contended.
Laurence A. Tisch, president and
board chairman of Loew's Theatres,
took up the problem of competition
from free tv. He told the conventioneers that the film companies selling
their motion-picture libraries to tv "are
not only consuming themselves but are
threatening the existence of exhibition
as well."
S. H. Fabian, president of Stanley
Warner Corp., sounded a different kind
of warning. He said, "More than anything else we need more pictures." He
explained that more features would
help combat television because it would
open opportunities for the development
of more talent and give exhibitors more
quality material to fight off the competition of old films on tv.
During the convention the TOA
board elected a full slate of officers.
Albert M. Pickus, formerly president,
was elected board chairman. John H.
Stembler was elected president, and
Roy Cooper was made chairman of the
executive committee.
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"We

at

is the

WRTA
most

feel

that

SPOTMASTER

versatile instrument

to broadcasting

introduced

since the advent of tape/'
Louis Murray, WRTA, Altoona

Wherever you find a SPOTMASTER unit in use — the opinions of
broadcasters are the same: "Tighter cueing and better sound . . . we
are very pleased." (KOGO, San Diego) "No more noisy playbacks
or jumping grooves. We have not bought a single acetate blank disc
since installing your machines in July, 1960." (WFBR, Baltimore)
"We have improved our production immensely," (KING, Seattle)
". . . frankly, I don't know how we ever got along without this equipment." (WGTC, Greenville, N. C.) SPOTMASTER, is engineered
for compactness, efficiency, reliability and low maintenance. It is the
most field-tested and field-proven cartridge equipment manufactured anywhere. We would like to tell you more about the SPOTMASTER
Cartridge Recorders. Call, write or wire today.
Your

Key to Pushbutton

Broadcasting

INC.
ELECTRONICS
BROADCAST
8 8 0 0 Brookville Road, SilverSpring, Maryland, Dial J U 8 - 49 8 3
SOLD NATIONALLY BY: Visual Electronics Corp., 356 West 40th Street,
N.Y., N.Y., Richard H. Ullman, Inc., 1271 Ave. of the Americas, N.Y., N.Y.,
CANADA — Northern Electric Co., Ltd., 250 Sidney St., Belleville, Ontario.,
AUSTRALIA — Simon Gray Pty., Ltd., 28 Elizabeth St., Melbourne, C.l
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STORER

BUYING

WMGM

Will pay $11 million; drops contract

Among best friends
"Some of our best friends are

to buy

WINS after waiting 13 months for FCC approval
KDWB Minneapolis station (it had
Storer Broadcasting Co. last week
announced it was dropping its contract
been going on with full power before
local sunrise). It also owns stations
to buy WINS New York and simulKFWB Los Angeles and KEWB San
taneously announced it was buying
Francisco.
WMGM New York.
The Crowell-Collier WMGM deal
The Storer company twice had extended its agreement with WINS owner
was agreed upon a year ago this month.
Both WINS and WMGM are 50 kw
J. Elroy McCaw. WINS is involved
with the FCC in its license renewal.
independents.
The commission has raised questions
Same Deal ■ Although the Storer announcement gave no details beyond the
regarding payola.
Storer was going to pay $10 million
bare facts that it had reached an agreefor WINS. It agreed to the purchase
ment with WMGM owner Loew's
Theatres Inc., it is believed that the
in August 1960.
transaction is the same that WMGM
WMGM until recently was scheduled
had with Crowell-Collier, $11 million.
to be sold to multiple broadcaster-pubWhen Storer arranged to buy WINS
lisher Crowell-Collier Publishing Co.
last year it also arranged to sell
for roughly $11 million. CrowellCollier, however, also had problems
WWVA-AM-FM Wheeling, W. Va., in
with the FCC (these involved allega- order to remain inside the FCC limit
of seven radio stations. Arrangements
tions of alarm-producing announcements, and off-color remarks by one of were made with Ira Herbert, former
its disc jockeys as well as technical vio- New York broadcaster, and his assolations, and last August it and WMGM
ciates, to buy the Wheeling stations for
abrogated the sales contract by mutual
$1.3 million. This arrangement, which
consent (Broadcasting, Aug. 28).
was contingent on Storer's acquisition
of the New York station, will remain.
Crowell-Collier was assessed a $2,500
fine for the technical violations at
Storer now owns in addition to the

Is

an

appraisal

necessary
"What are you worth" is always a vexing problem. You
should know, whether you are refinancing, increasing
insurance, evaluating your stock, settling an estate, or
considering the sale of your property. Corporate
decisions demand this knowledge.
Broadcast properties are not appraised on a brick and
mortar scale, but on a true market value basis. We have
evaluated hundreds of broadcast properties from coast
to coast. Inquiries are held in the strictest confidence.

WASHINGTON, D. C.
James W. Blackburn
Jack V. Harvey
joseph M. Sitrick
RCA Building
FEderal 3-9270
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CHICAGO
ATLANTA
Clifford B. Marshall
H. W. Cassill
Stanley Whitaker
William B. Ryan
333 N. Michigan Ave Robert M. Baird
John C. Williams
Chicago, Illinois
Financial 6-6460 l|Ackson 5-1576

So, one of the Citizen's "best
friends in television" came back
that evening with the like disclaimer "that some of our best
friends are in the newspaper business." WLOS-TV, ABC-TV affiliate for the area, had its own editorial in which it analyzed the
very edition that complained of
over-commercialization. Among
the many findings: five ads intruding on 11 funnies; a tv program page with 26 ads, and
several pages with a 7 to 1 advertising-tv-editorial ratio.
WWVA outlets WGBS-AM-FM Miami, WJBK - AM - FM - TV Detroit,
WSPD-AM-FM-TV Toledo, WAGATV Atlanta, WJW-AM-FM-TV Cleveland, KGBS Los Angeles, WIBG-AMFM
Philadelphia
and WITI-TV Milwaukee.
Changing hands
ANNOUNCED ■ The following sales of
station interests were reported last week
subject to FCC approval:

really

l^LA-CIiEJlJPiiN
& Company,
RADIO • TV • NEWSPAPER BROKERS
NEGOTIATIONS • FINANCING • APPRAISALS

in the television
but . the
. ."
With
that tiredbusiness,
disclaimer,
Asheville, N. C, Citizen editorially swiped at the Steve Allen
Show of Sept. 27. The morning
newspaper's complaint: too many
commercial interruptions during
the show and some questions
about Mr. Allen's belief in his
own selling words.

Inc.

BEVERLY HILLS
Colin M. Selph
Calif. Bank Bldg.
9441 Wilshire Blvd.
Beverly Hills, Calif.
CRestview 4-2770

■ WMGM New York: Sold by Loew's
Theatres Inc. to Storer Broadcasting
Co. for a reported $11 million (see
story this page).
■ WVVW Grafton, W. Va.: 50% interest sold by J. Patrick Beacom to
Patrick W. and Jean S. Larkin for
$33,000 to be paid over a period of
four years. The Larkins are co-managers of WGHM Skowhegan, Maine,
and would move to Grafton in the
same capacity after FCC approval of
this transaction. Mr. Beacom is president and 50% owner of ch. 5 WJPBTV Fairmont-Weston, W. Va. WVVW
operates
time only.on 1260 kc with 500 w dayAPPROVED ■ The following transfers
of station interests were among those
approved by the FCC last week (for
other commission activities see For
The Record, page 92).
■ KDUB-AM-TV Lubbock and KEDYTV Big Spring, Texas: Sold by W. D.
(Dub) Rogers and associates to Sydney
BROADCASTING, October 16, 1961

A. Grayson and group for $3.8 million.
Mr. Grayson and his associates also
own KSYD-TV Wichita Falls, Tex.
Mr. Rogers, under the agreement with
the new owners, will remain as general
manager of the stations for an extended
period.
Mr. Grayson is president and general
manager of the buying group. He holds
a 15% interest. Others are Nat Levine,
22.37%; Irving and Murray Gold,
H.I8V2 each; Lee Pension Fund,
22.37%. The group sold KSYD Wichita Falls last July to R. E. Lee Glasgow
and Bob H. Walker. The price was
$300,000.
Mr. Rogers, an immediate past president of the NAB Television Board, is
former chairman and one of the founders of TvB and chairman of Tv Stations
Inc., a film-buying firm. He intends
to remain in the broadcasting business.
Jack

Paar

to get

prime time on NBC
Volatile Jack Paar, who has managed
to keep viewer yawns at a minimum
in NBC-TV's after-prime-time hours
and a once-estimated $15 million gross
billing in the shop, changes hats as a
performer next fall.
The network reported last week (Oct.
12) that Mr. Paar has signed a new
contract and will be in a weekly series
of
fall."major,
As a prime-time
result Mr. programs"
Paar, who next
has
been on NBC-TV's late show since
July 29, 1957, when it was called Tonight, will leave The Jack Paar Show
in a contract that terminates March
30 of next year. The show itself will
continue with another star.
The new program series with Mr.
Paar will be telecast live and in color,
will be "comparable" to the current
late-evening session guest stars.
Mr. Paar has had an excitable career with NBC-TV. In September, a
show he taped in West Berlin created
a furor in Washington (Broadcasting,
Sept. 18). In February 1960, there was
an attempt to link Mr. Paar with a
real estate operator in Florida. It was
alleged Mr. Paar used an item on the
show that was in fact a "commercial,"
and early that same month Mr. Paar
took his celebrated walk off the show
during its taping (Broadcasting, Feb.
29 and 15, 1960, respectively).
CBA opposes liquor ads
The advertising of alcoholic spirits
on radio and tv was opposed by Connecticut Broadcasters Assn., meeting
Oct. 12 at Cheshire. CBA restated its
endorsement of the NAB's stand
against liquor advertising on the air and
recommended that the subject be reviewed from time to time.
CBA adopted a resolution asking
BROADCASTING, October 16, 1961

VFW sole sponsor
The Veterans of Foreign Wars
announced last week that it will
be the sole sponsor of the Voice
of Democracy contest — originated 14 years ago by the NAB
and co-sponsored during that time
by the Electronic Industries Assn.
The VFW was the third co-sponsor of the youth radio contest,
following the withdrawal of the
Junior Chamber of Commerce
from the contest. Both NAB and
EIA decided earlier this year to
drop the contest. VFW Commander Robert E. Hansen asked
for the cooperation of schools
and individual broadcasters. NAB
has offered to help promote the
contest.
NAB and FCC to examine with the
Defense Dept. the problems of Conelrad, including the feasibility of dropping the system. Another resolution
asked the federal government to show
broadcasters how they can finance
underground facilities for emergency
broadcasting in case of enemy attack.
Speakers at the meeting included
Douglas Anello, NAB general counsel,
and Morton H. Wilner, communications
attorney.

Pool

tv plan

for storm

urged

coverage

Tv stations in "hurricane alley" — the
gulf and east coasts of the United
States — are going to be asked to set up
pool arrangements when they want to
cover weather bureau offices live: and
direct during storm emergencies. '
A letter suggesting that this be done
has gone out to all major weather
bureau offices over the signature of
Dr. F. W. Reichelderfer, chief of the
Weather Bureau.
Referring to the coverage by tv stations of Hurricane Carla (Broadcasting, Sept. 18), Dr. Reichelderfer says
this has sparked renewed interest on
the part of the tv industry and is welcomed "because in storm situations
which lend themselves to television
presentation, it can result in more effective communication of warnings and
storm information to the public than is
possible by radio or by studio tv."
Only one telecast unit (camera, announcer and associated equipment) will
be permitted inside a Weather Bureau
office, Dr. Reichelderfer suggests. Telecasters should agree among themselves
on one broadcaster who will represent
all tv interests in the area. This is
because space is limited, he points out.
He also urges that one weather station

CALIFORNIA — Fulltime AM-FM combination grossing in
excess of $10,000.00 monthly and capable of doing
much better under different ownership. Good real estate
included. Priced at less than $175,000.00 on long
terms. ANOTHER H&L EXCLUSIVE.
SOUTHEAST — Popular fulltime major market radio station that has almost hit $400,000.00 in annual billing.
Priced at $600,000.00 with easy to live with terms.
ANOTHER H&L EXCLUSIVE.

AND

ASSOCIATES,

INC.

John F. Hardesty, President
FINANCING OF CHOICE PROPERTIES
NEGOTIATIONS • APPRAISALS
DALLAS
SAN
WASHINGTON, D. C. CHICAGO
John F.FRANCISCO
Hardesly
Dewitt
tartdis
Richard
A.
Shaheen
Ray
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Hamilton
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111 Sutter
John 0. Stebbins
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Tribune Tower
Riverside 8-1175
ExecutiveJ. Boorom
3-34S6
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2-5671
Warren
Joe A. Oswald
DEIaware 7-2754
New Orleans
New York
:
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official be designated to assist the
broadcaster by providing charts, texts
and other information. Where appropriate, he may appear on the air,
the Weather Bureau chief says.
Where sufficient electric power is
not available, or where the weather
station's own power plant is needed to
maintain meteorological equipment,
the broadcaster must provide his own
emergency power, Dr. Richelderfer
stated.
Virginians encouraged
to broadcast editorials
An FCC commissioner, two politicians and a newspaper editor gave
strong endorsements to broadcast editorials at a meeting of the Virginia Associated Press Broadcasters in Lexington last week. Commissioner Frederick
W. Ford said the field is particularly
fertile for stations operating in communities without a daily newspaper or
two or more independently owned
papers.
Marion Saunders, editor of the Danville (Va.) Register, welcomed broadcasters into the "swim" and suggested
that editorials could become high points

of broadcast programming. Also commending air editorials were Albertis S.
Harrison Jr., Democrat, and H. Clyde
Pearson, Republican, both candidates
for governor of Virginia.
Charles W. Shugert, vice president
of DArcy Advertising Co., Chicago,
told the broadcasters that news programs have grown into the most important single feature on radio and tv
Commissioner Ford, on behalf of
the Virginia AP Broadcasters, presented
the Douglas Southall Freeman award
for excellence in broadcast journalism
to WSLS-AM-TV Roanoke.
Murder trial broadcast
WJBL - AM - FM Holland, Mich.,
taped the murder trial of a 16-year-old
local youth accused of killing two girls.
Doug Tjapkes, WJBL news director,
was given permission by Circuit Judge
Raymond L. Smith to record the proceedings. Portions of the trial were
broadcast. Before the trial, defense
counsel objected to radio coverage on
the ground tv cameras and lights also
might be admitted. The portable recorder would not interfere with a fair
trial, Judge Smith ruled.
EQUIPMENT

Government

patent

MOTOROLA

TERMS

HEAD

ownership
IT DETERRENT

The growing trend of government
ownership of basic patents in the electronics field gravely threatens not only
the economic life blood of private industry but also the nation's defense
status, Robert W. Galvin, president of
Motorola Inc., said Wednesday before
the annual convention of the National
Electronics Conference Inc. in Chicago.
The three-day meeting was attended by
12,000 electronic engineers.
Mr. Galvin described the trend as
a "sinister threat" and said that for
decades "our patent system has been
under attack by those who would socialize our economy." He conceded
that there may have been "unique justification" for the government to own
inventions associated with atomic research because of the lethal nature of
the weapon that resulted. But the justiasserted. fication "should have ended there," he
Mr. Galvin said the National Aeronautics & Space Administration stipulated that the federal government
should own inventions resulting from
work on NASA projects. "This same
public policy now threatens to expand
over all defense contracts," he observed, "with legislation introduced in
the last Congress." Mr. Galvin said
?4

New

Portland

tv outlet

plans early '62 start
KATU-TV Portland, Ore., has announced plans to be on the air early
in 1962 as the fourth television station
in that city.
Operating as an independent on ch.
2,
KATU-TV
is owned
Blend
Station Inc.
(which byalsoFisher's
owns
KOMO-AM-TV Seattle, Wash.), a subsidiary of Fisher Broadcasting Co., and
four Portland residents: John A. Zehntbauer, Thaddeus B. Bruno, Joseph E.
Franz and the estate of the late L. H.
Hoffman.
Installation of the station's transmittingElectric
equipment,
fromto be
Gen-in
eral
Co. purchased
at a cost said
excess of $200,000, already has begun,
according to William J. Hubbach, vice
president and general manager. Mr.
Hubbach also said he expects to complete his staff appointments by the end
of this month.
Studio and office facilities are being
readied for KATU-TV at 2153 N.E.
Sandy Blvd., Portland. A tentative
completion date has been set for early
December.

& ENGINEERING
seen

threat

TO MOTIVATION

the Constitution never contemplated
that government would enter any business let alone the business of acquiring
and selling patent rights. On the contrary, he said, the Constitution vests in
Congress the power "to promote the
progress of science and useful arts by
securing for limited times to authors
and inventors the exclusive right to
their respective writings or discoveries."
The Motorola president said that
without rewards no company "would
strive so hard to motivate patentable
works. No individual would strive so
hard to ideate." He did not favor patent
concentration among a few big companies either. Rather, Mr. Galvin said
"many small companies exist for the
very reason that they enjoy patent protection privately on a great idea."
Mr. Galvin said if all of Motorola's
factories and physical assets were taken
away, 10 men with ideas "could rebuild our corporation in a few short
years. But if you leave me all of our
physical assets and take away our ideas,
you leave me virtually nothing." The
abolition of private property through
such new proposed legislation would
constitute "an easy and unnecessary
victory for communism," he said.
The NEC meeting also was occasion

Back up again
Production of radio and tv began its upward march again in
August after the vacation month
of July. The eight-month figures,
as announced by the Electronic
Industries Assn. last week:
Period Tv
Radio
Jan.-Aug.
9,952,790**
Jan.-Aug. 1961
1960 3,699,188*
3,694,184 10,463,285
* Includes 205,011 tv receivers with
uhf tuners compared with 286,297 for
same period in 1960.
** Includes 3,153,293 auto radios and
473,799
fm radios
compared with 3,991,961
radios inauto
1960.radios and 565,665 fm
for release of a preliminary study by
Prof. Albert H. Rubenstein of Northwestern U. which found that Chicagoarea electronics firms are not keeping
pace with east and west coast industries
in advanced research developments.
The initial report shows that despite
Chicago's dominance in production and
sales of electronic products, the lack
of emphasis upon research and development has accounted for some of the
area's failure to recruit and keep exceptionally well-qualified scientists. A
similar study also has been in preparation by Armour Research Foundation.
Better industry cooperation with local
BROADCASTING, October 16, 1961

university research departments is implied in the studies.
Michael J. Cudahy, Cozzens & Cudahy Inc., Skokie, 111., presented a technical paper on a new concept for an
audio amplifier designed to eliminate
the use of linear amplifying devices
such as tubes and transistors and yet
produce almost distortion-free power
amplification to 15,000 cycles or higher.
Practical application of the device
would include transmitter modulators
and high-fidelity audio amplifiers. The
new circuit involves use of the fourlayer "pnpn" diodes which were recently developed for telephone crossswitching.

= t+i =

AES convention has
fm stereo session
Audio Engineering Society, which
held its 13th annual convention and
•exhibition in New York last week, devoted Friday afternoon to papers on
fm stereo multiplex, with Norman
Parker of Motorola Inc., Chicago, as
chairman. FCC Commissioner John
S. Cross addressed the organization's
banquet Thursday night. His speech
was titled "Engineers and the FCC."
Specifications concerning stereophonic broadcasting as adopted by the
FCC on April 19 served as the basis
for a paper presented by A. Csicsatka
and R. M. Linz, both from General
Electric Co. in Utica, N. Y. Entitled
"The New Fm Stereo Broadcasting
System — How to Understand the FCC
Specifications and Generate the Composite Signal," it offers technical clarification for such "unfamiliar" sections
as pilots phasing and interchannel
phase relations, as well as orientation
in FCC rules and specifications.
Other stereo broadcast papers included: "Audio Considerations for
Stereophonic Broadcasting," in which
R. W. Burden, Burden Assoc., Mount
Kisco, N. Y., and S. E. Frohock, Nemo
Audio Assoc., Boston, took a new look
into audio design requirements; "Multiplex Stereo Fm Tuners and Adapters,"
by Daniel R. Von Recklinghausen,
H. H. Scott Inc., Maynard, Mass., which
considers the relative advantages and
disadvantages in double, single and vestigial sideband demodulations; "Transistor Front Ends for Fm Tuners," in which
T. C. Lawson, Philco Corp., Lansdale,
Pa., describes two basic types of front
ends, and gives advantages and disadvantages of two and three transistor
configurations, and discusses frequency
drift versus temperature; and "A Multiplex Stereo Generator," by Mr.
Recklinghausen and T. W. Pickett of
H. H. Scott, on how FCC requirements
necessitate use of a complex signal for
modulation of laboratory fm signal
generators.
BROADCASTING, October 16, 1961
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Stereo FM broadcasting is here now — READY RIGHT NOW.
Standard Electronics offers the first low-cost, ready-to-install
unit for IMMEDIATE DELIVERY.
The Standard Electronics FM Stereo Generator 935 is
completely compatible with existing transmitters — in some
instances simply plug-in— and you're in business. At most,
minor modification will be necessary. At no time will more than
2 hours of off-broadcast time be needed
STEREO
for installation.
SCOREBOARD
WLIR
ACT NOW— Attract new listeners during
Garden City, L. I., N.Y.
the first flush and enthusiasm of FM
KPEN
San Francisco,
Stereo reception — listeners that will
KWFM Cal.
swell your audience and buy your
Minneapolis, Minn.
KPFM
advertiser's products. Fill in the coupon
Portland, Ore.
for complete technical information and
Milwaukee,
low, low price — or send your order in
WMKE Wise.
WBLR
today for fast, off-the-shelf delivery.
Long Branch, N.J.
Performance guaranteed of course.
WFPR
Detroit, Mich.

standard electronics
PRODUCT LINE BY REEVES INSTRUMENT CORP.
SUBSIDIARY/DYNAMICS
OF AMERICA
FARMINGDALE. CORPORATION
NEW JERSEY
Gentlemen:
Please send me specification sheet and price on the new Standard Electronics
Stereo Generator 935.
NAME
STATION
ADDRESS
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'Anticipation' survey
Eighty percent of the New York
television audience couldn't name a
single new television program when
The Pulse Inc. conducted an "anticipation" month.
survey among 500 New
Yorkers last
The Hathaways (ABC-TV, Fri.,
8 p.m. EDT), with only 3% respondents, topped the list of the new
shows from the standpoint of audience awareness.
According to Laurence Roslow,
associate director of The Pulse, the
low figures apparently do not follow
one feeling of those surveyed — some
62% said that they were looking
forward to the new shows, compared with 48% the previous year.
Yet, they couldn't name the shows.
The detailed report:
ANTICIPATION OF VIEWING NEW
FALL TV PROGRAMS
In a few weeks the new television season
will get underway. Would you say that you

THE

RATINGS

TALE

How tv's newer shows
fared on the networks
Still more new shows and new series
within established programs are appearing on the network's fall season schedule. As they've gone on the air, Arbitron, American Research Bureau's overnight ratings service, automatically
has clocked ratings and shares. (For
earlier ratings of new shows, see Broadcasting, Oct. 2 and 9). Among highlights reported to Broadcasting:
On Oct. 5 (Thursday) Frontier Circus made its first appearance on CBSTV at 7:30 and with a 13.5 rating and
29.1 share of audience was No. 3 in
that period against ABC-TV's Ozzie &
Harriet and NBC-TV's Outlaws.
The second half hour of the circus
show rated similarly in position. Also
on CBS-TV, Bob Cummings Show, a
new series, placed no. 3 in the 8:30-9
p.m. period (13.8 rating and 25.4
share) behind NBC-TV's Dr. Kildare
and ABC-TV's Real McCoys. The first
season's new episode of the established
My Three Sons (ABC-TV) came in at
the 9-9:30 period with a 19.7 rating
and 35.2 share, which is No. 2 in the
time slot against NBC-TV's Dr. Kildare
and CBS-TV's Investigators.
On Oct. 6 (Friday), ABC-TV's
Straightaway at 7:30-8 came on for its
first appearance in the scene, and was
No. 3 (9 rating and 18.1 share) against
76
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Rawhide on CBS-TV and International
Showtime on NBC-TV. So was ABCTV's new Hathaways at 8-8:30 with a
13 rating and a 25 share against the
same opposition shows. Later that
night at 9:30-10, Dinah Shore Show
on NBC-TV was on for the first time
this season. Its 16.5 rating and 29.2
share placed it No. 2 for the first half
hour against 77 Sunset Strip on ABCTV and Father of the Bride on CBSTV, and No. 1 in the second half hour
(at 10) against CBS-TV's Twilight
Zone
tors. and ABC-TV's Target: CorrupOn Oct.Welk
7 (Saturday),
ABC-TV's
Lawrence
at 9-9:30 was
No. 3
with a 12.6 rating and a 22.8 share
against Defenders on CBS-TV, and
Saturday Night at the Movies on NBCTV, and again at 9:30-10 with a 14.7
rating and a 25.9 share against CBSTV's Have Gun Will Travel and NBCTV's movie. Fight of the Week resumed on ABC-TV at 10 coming in
at the first half hour with a 7.3 rating
and a 13.2 share at No. 3 position behind NBC-TV's movie and CBS-TV's
Gunsmoke. It similiarly trailed in the
second half of the hour.
There were no new shows or starts
on Sunday or Monday following but
on Oct. 10 (Tuesday) two half hours
were of interest: ABC-TV's Bugs Bunny in the No. 3 position at 7:30-8 against
Laramie on NBC-TV and Marshall Dillon on CBS-TV. At 8:30-9, first two
new season episodes in Alfred Hitch-

cock on NBC-TV and Dobie Gillis on
CBS obtained respective 21.5 and 19.5
ratings. ABC-TV's entry in that period
is Calvin and the Colonel, a new show
that already had begun the season.
First oral history
series covers movies
A new series of 16 half -hour broadcasts, based on first person recollections
of movie greats, is scheduled to start
this fall on the six Westinghouse Broadcasting Co. radio stations and WNYC
New York. Entitled Memoirs of The
Movies, the series was produced by
WBC in collaboration with the Oral
History Research Office of Columbia
U.
Each program encompasses interviews and anecdotes on Hollywood history, trends and other topics of interest. The 16 narrators include such
names as Francis X. Bushman, Ruth
Chatterton, Aileen Pringle, Buster Keaton, Arthur Mayer, Howard DeSilva
and Joe E. Brown.
Memoirs is the first in a continuing
oral history project built around the
actual voices of people who have participated in the activity, event or area
under study. Forthcoming series will
explore such topics as alcoholism and
Tin Pan Alley.
WBC radio stations are KEX Portland, Ore.; KDKA Pittsburgh; KYW
Cleveland WBZ Boston; WIND Chicago and WOWO Fort Wayne, Ind.
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Time-Life, RKO join
hands for news plan
The broadcasting division of Time
Inc., and RKO General Inc., are cooperating in the development of a
broadcast news service, under which
feature reports from special correspondents within the Time organization will
be made available to RKO General's
seven owned-and-operated radio stations and Time-Life Broadcast Inc.'s
four radio outlets.
Four series of five-minute, five-aweek voiced reports on tape will be
distributed to the stations by Nov. 1.
They will be: Topic A, Hollywood,
Business and Sports. Other organizations are expected to be added to the
service, primarily from overseas and
domestic points, including Washington. Voiced reports also are expected
to be originated by the local news staff
of the RKO General and Time-Life
Broadcast stations.
The service will be made available
at a later date to stations not competitive with RKO General or Time outlets.

Bend, Ind.; WCCB-TV Montgomery,
Ala.; KSYD-TV Wichita Falls, Tex.,
and WBTW (TV) Florence, S. C.

New Orleans; KXLY-TV Spokane;
KXTV (TV) Sacramento; WKST-TV
Youngstown; WANE-TV Fort Wayne,
Ind.; KPTV (TV) Portland, Ore.;
WBRC-TV Birmingham, Ala.; WGANTV Portland, Me.; WEAT-TV West
Palm Beach, Fla.; KOTV (TV) Tulsa;
WALB-TV Albany, Ga.; KWTV (TV)
Oklahoma City; KSBW-TV Salinas,
Calif., and KTTV (TV) Los Angeles.

Films of the 50' s Vol. II (Seven Arts
Associated) : Sold to KHOU-TV Houston; KOTV (TV) Tulsa; WTEN (TV)
Vail Mills, N. Y.; KOLD-TV Tucson;
WDAU-TV Scranton, and KGHL-TV
Billings. Now sold in 56 markets.

Pre-1948 Paramount Pictures (MCATV) : Sold to KFVS-TV Cape Girardeau, Mo.; WMUR-TV Manchester,
N. H.; KGNS-TV Laredo, Tex.;
KVOA-TV Tucson, Ariz.; WHBF-TV
Rock Island, 111.; WSBT-TV South

Films of the 50's in color (Seven
Arts Associated): Sold to WNBC-TV
New York; KQTV (TV) Ft. Dodge,
Iowa; WISH-TV Indianapolis; WFLATV Tampa, and KOTV (TV) Tulsa.
Colorcasts now sold in 18 markets.

Fund pays $2.5 million
to musicians for half
A total of $2.5 million was paid out
to 165,300 musicians during the first
half of 1961 by Recording Industries
Music Performance Trust Fund, according to a statement by Samuel R.
Rosenbaum, trustee. The total amount
paid out in the year 1960 was $5.3 million, compared to $3.3 million five
years ago.
Mr. Rosenbaum reported $5.5 million has been allocated for the fiscal
year beginning July 1, 1961. Allocations are based on sales of recorded
programming. The report cited sales
declines for many producers of phonograph records.
Total allocations from all recording
funds for musicians services since 1949
have been $45.9 million.
Film sales...
December Bride (CBS Films) : Sold
to WJBK-TV Detroit; WJXT (TV)
Jacksonville, Fla.; WKYT (TV) Lexington, Ky.; KOOL-TV Phoenix;
WSPA-TV Spartanburg, S. C; WJIMTV Lansing, Mich.; KRLD-TV Dallas;
WALB-TV Albany, Ga.; WTVJ (TV)
Miami and WBRC-TV Birmingham,
Ala.
Wanted— Dead or Alive (CBS
Films): Sold to KHSL-TV Chico,
Calif.; WTVR (TV) Richmond; KGOTV San Francisco; KIMA-TV Yakima,
Wash.; KROD-TV El Paso; KOSA-TV
Odessa, Tex.; WRC-TV Washington,
D. C; KOOL-TV Phoenix; WDSU-TV
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INTEGRITY
Thomas Jonathan Jackson, Li General C.S.A., remains one of
the most colorful and studied personalities of the War Between
the States. A brilliant soldier, this famous Virginian broke the
rules of war to win. His place in history assured by his military
genius, this man popularly known as "Stonewall" was also a
man of great principle and integrity.
We at Shenandoah Life Stations believe devotion to high principles to be essential to the success of all phases of our broadcasting services.

TV
WSLSROANOKE
, VIRGINIA
AM
61 • FM
99.1
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES
AVERY-KNODEL, INC..
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'THERE IS NO SUBSTITUTE EOR INTEGRITY'
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iOLORCASfiNi
Here are the next 10 days of network color
shows (all times are EDT).
NBC-TV:
Oct. 16-20, 23-25 (6-6:30 a.m.) Continental
Classroom, Contemporary Mathematics.
Oct. 16-20, 23-25 (6:30-7 a.m.) Continental
Classroom, American Government.
Oct. 16-20, 23-25 (10:30-11 a.m.) Play
Your Hunch, part.
Oct. 16-20, 23-25 (11-11:30 a.m.) The Price
Is Right, part.
Oct. 16-20, 23-25 (12:30-12:55 p.m.) It
Could Be You, part.
Oct. 16-20, 23-25 (2-2:30 p.m.) Jan Murray
Show, part.
Oct. 16-20, 23-25 (11:15 p.m.-l a.m.) The
Jack Paar Show, part.
Oct. 16, (8:30-9 p.m.) The Price Is Right,
P. Lorillard through Lennen & Newell; American Home Products through Ted Bates.
Oct. 17, 24 (7:30-8:30 p.m.) Laramie, part.
Oct.Music
18, 25
PerryJ. Como's
Kraft
Hall,(9-10
Kraftp.m.)
through
Walter
Thompson.
Oct. 18, 25 (10-10:30 p.m.) The Bob Newhart Show, Sealtest through N. W. Ayer.
Oct. 18, 25 (10:30-11 p.m.) David Brinkley's
Journal,& Douglas
Fir Plywood
Cunningham
Walsh; Pittsburgh
Platethrough
Glass

King Features appoints
Plotnik in expansion
In line with expansion plans in the
television division of King Features
Syndicate, New York, the company
has acquired additional space and has
appointed Gene Plotnik as director of
creative services with responsibility for
promotion and new program development.
Mr. Plotnik, who has resigned as director of public relations for Screen
Gems Inc., New York, will work with
Al Brodax, director of television for
King Features, on the development of
new programs. The company now produces the Popeye series and is developing several other animated series
for distribution during the 1962-63 season. Mr. Brodax said the television
division has leased an entire floor in
the building adjacent to its present headquarters in midtown Manhattan and
will move into the new quarters shortly
after the first of the year.

SAG-AMG negotiations begin
Negotiating committees of the Screen
Actors Guild and the Artists Managers
Guild (talent agencies) met Wednesday
to start discussion of terms of a new
agreement to succeed the one expiring
Dec. 31. Major item in the list of SAG
proposals is the elimination of waivers
permitting talent agencies to act as
78 (PROGRAMMING)

through BBDO.
Oct. 19 (10-11 p.m.) Sing Along With
Mitch, R. J. Reynolds and Ballantine through
William Esty; Buick through McCann-Erickson.
Oct. 20 (8:30-10:30 p.m.) Hallmark Hall ol
Fame — 'Macbeth', Hallmark through Foote,
Cone & Belding.
Oct. 21 (9:30-10 a.m.) Pip the Piper, General Mills through Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample.
Oct. 21 (10-10:30 a.m.) The Shari Lewis
Show, Nabisco through Kenyon & Eckhardt.
Oct. 21 (10:30-11 a.m.) King Leonardo and
His Short Subjects, General Mills through
Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample.
Oct. 21 (4-5 p.m.) All-Star Golf, Kemper
Insurance through Clinton Frank; Reynolds
Metals through Lennen & Newell.
Oct. 21 (7:30-8:30 p.m.) Tales of Wells
Fargo, part.
Oct. 22 (4:30-5 p.m.) Patterns in Music,
sust.
op.Oct. 22 (6-6-.30 p.m.) Meet the Press, coOct. 22 (7-7:30 p.m.) The Bullwinkle Show,
General Mills through Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample; Ideal Toys and Beech-Nut Gum through
Young & Rubicam.
Oct. 22 (7:30-8:30 p.m.) Walt Disney's
Wonderful World of Color, RCA and EastmanKodak through J. Walter Thompson.
Oct. 22 (9-10 p.m.) Bonanza, Chevrolet
through Campbell-Ewald.

program producers (Broadcasting,
Sept. 11). The organizations agreed
not to issue progress reports on negotiations until they can make a joint statement on the outcome, which is expected
"probably
man said. in a few weeks," a spokesNew production firm
A new tv production-distribution
firm has been formed by David Savage,
former vice president in charge of radiotv for Lynn Baker Adv., New York.
The new company, Universal Entertainment Corp., New York, is now
producing Ern Westmore's Tips &
Tricks, a five-minute filmed program of
130 segments. Offices of the new company are at 200 W. 57th St. Telephone
is Circle 5-7020.
Western competition
Announcement of the second annual
Western Heritage Awards competition
has been made by Ben K. West, KOCOTV Oklahoma City, awards advisory
chairman of the National Cowboy Hall
of Fame and Western Heritage Center, sponsors of the competition.
Of the 10 award categories, four are
of interest to television personnel: fictional television program; factual television program; documentary film, and
musical composition.
Rules and entry blanks can be obtained by writing Glen W. Faris, ex-

ecutive vice chairman, National Cowboy Hall of Fame and Western Heritage Center, 200 Skirvin Tower, Oklahoma City. Entries must be postmarked no later than Nov. 17. The
winners will be announced Jan. 22,
1962.
Mutual's 'Big Lie' program
Mutual has scheduled a program designed to counteract communist broadcast propaganda. Titled The Big Lie,
the weekly program will rebroadcast
English-language propaganda picked up
during the week from such stations as
Radio Moscow, Radio Havana, Radio
Bucharest, and others, and then will
follow with the "true facts to nail down
the lies and innuendos which are stockin-trade for the communist propaganda
machine," according to Norman Baer,
Mutual's public affairs director.
The Big Lie will be heard on Saturdays 12:05-12:30 p.m. EDT (repeat
broadcast for Rocky Mountain and
Pacific Div. stations at 8:05-8:30 p.m.
EDT). Newsman Phil Clarke handles
the "debunking" and Frank Miller is
producer.
Program

notes...

Special programs ■ Hearst Metrotone
News, New York, is making available,
for use during the Christmas season,
two special half-hour programs, News
Review of 1961 and Sports Review of
1961. This is the 13th year the programs have been distributed.
Sales upswing ■ ABC Films Inc., New
York, reports a third-quarter sales gain
of 357.6% over the like period a year
ago in the area of domestic syndication.
Henry G. Plitt, president of the tv-film
production and distribution company,
also said the first nine-months of the
current year are ahead of last year's
initial nine-months by 148.8%. ABC
Films' clude
newest
inThe Life syndicated
and Legendofferings
of Wyatt
Earp, One Step Beyond, Casper the
Friendly Ghost and Company and Consult Dr. Brothers.
Taped in Canada ■ Screen Gems Inc.
last week began production of a tape
program in Canada, By Pierre Berton,
a series of five-minute programs of personal commentary by Mr. Berton, a
newspaper columnist. This program
marks the first step in SG's plans to
produce tv shows in foreign countries
for distribution in those countries specifically. SG also plans to film and
tape other programs in Canada.
Winners announced ■ The American
Heart Assn. has named four winners
to receive its 1961 Howard W. Blakeslee Awards for "outstanding reporting
on diseases of the heart and blood vessels." Among them are the news and
BROADCASTING, October 16, 1961
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TOWERS
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CARLA

KMBT-TV Transmitting Tower at Sabine Pass,
Texas. 993 ft high, held by 12 Roebling guys ranging
from 1-1 J 16 to 1-3/8 inches in diameter.
KPAC-TV Transmitting Tower near Port
Arthur, Texas. 1025 ft high, held by 12 Roebling guys
ranging from 1-1/16 to 1-5/16 inches in diameter.

The two KIMCO-TV transmitter towers shown here,
designed, fabricated and built by Kline Iron & Steel
Company, Columbia, S. C, were directly in the path
of hurricane Carla, the largest and one of the most
brutal hurricanes ever recorded in the Western
Hemisphere.
Held firmly upright by guys of Roebling Galvanized
Bridge Strand, both of these high towers-993-ft
KMBT-TV tower at Sabine Pass, Texas, and 1025-ft
KPAC-TV tower near Port Arthur, Texas-came
through unscathed. Not only was the KMBT-TV
tower battered by powerful winds, but its base was
submerged by flood tide.
This is the kind of performance you can expect of
Roebling guys. And for good reasons. Roebling's
skill, knowledge and experience are unmatched in
this field. Roebling also has unrivaled experience in
every type of suspension system. If you need guys—
BROADCASTING, October 16, 1961

or the solution to a difficult guying problem— write,
wire or call Bridge Engineering, John A. Roebling's
Sons Division, Trenton 2, New Jersey.
Branch Offices in Principal Cities
John A. Roebling's Sons Division • The Colorado Fuel and Iron Corporation
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public affairs department of WJXT-TV
Jacksonville, Fla., for its documentary,
The Second Heart, and Douglas Ritchie
of London, England, a BBC commentator, for his book Stroke.
PS expands ■ Producers Studio, Hollywood, which provides facilities to independent producers of tv and theatrical films, is erecting a new four-story
office building on Clinton Ave., to
house the executive offices of the Producers Studio organization as well as
those of companies leasing lot facilities.
The new building adjoins the present
two-story structure which houses the
Filmaster and Pennebaker offices at
650 N. Bronson Ave.
AP says it might absorb
increased line rates
Nobody can predict at this point
whether radio and television stations
will or won't have to pay more for their
news services if AT&T's proposed new
leased-lines tariffs are approved by the
FCC, the Associated Press said last
week. The cost increase, estimated by
AT&T at about 19% but being opposed
by AP among others, might be absorbed

wholly or partly by the news agencies,
AP pointed out.
It termed misleading and speculative
Broadcasting's Sept. 25 story indicating the proposed increase would be
passed on to station clients. "The cost
of the wire is only one part of the expense for delivering
AP's statement
added. the news report,"
Four Star's profits
up 104%
this year
Four Star Television increased profits
104% and gross revenues 60% in the
fiscal year ended June 24, 1961, as
compared with the previous fiscal year,
Dick Powell, president, and Thomas J.
McDermott, executive vice president,
stated last week in the company's first
annual report to stockholders. Gross
revenues were $24,193,715 compared
with $15,141,000 the year before. The
net after taxes was $647,422, versus
$317,506. Per share earnings were
$1.06, based on 611,250 shares of common stock outstanding, up from 66
cents the previous year, when there
were 480,000 shares. The increase in
the number of shares comes from the

sale of 120,000 shares to the public in
September 1960 and the issuance of
11,250 shares which were exchanged
for all the outstanding capital stock of
Heatter-Quigley Productions and two
related organizations engaged in the
production of live tv shows in August.
Robert Quigley and Merrill Heatter
are now developing new live programs
for Four Star for both daytime and
nighttime tv, the report states. In addition, Four Star's diversification plans
include: "syndication of our film library
for both domestic and international
markets, the entry of Four Star into the
production of technical, industrial and
scientific films, the entry into educational television and the entry into full
length
picture
production."
Sincemotion
the end
of the
1960-61 fiscal
year, Four Star has acquired all outstanding stock in Marterto Productions
from Danny and Rose Marie Thomas,
which includes all 90 half-hour films of
the first three years of Make Room for
Daddy. Earlier, Four Star had purchased the 146 filmed half-hours of
The Real McCoys from Marterto, plus
a continued interest in future episodes
of this series.

INTERNATIONAL
CBC

AD

Higher income

REVENUE

DROPS

for first nine-months,

but advent

of second tv stations causes drop in final months
Competitive television stations being showed higher revenues, and the last
established in major Canadian markets
three months, after second stations
began operating in major markets,
are blamed by the Canadian Broadcasting Corp. in its report for the fiscal showed a drop.
CBC operating expenses during the
year 1960-61 for a drop in advertising
revenue of 1.5%, as compared with a 1960-61 fiscal year amounted to $100,gain the previous year of 18.3%.
952,825 as against $94,039,765 the
The annual report for the April 1, previous year. Of this amount $47,024,839 was attributable to programs
1960-March 31, 1961 fiscal year shows
advertising revenue of $37,601,000 as with advertising content, the remainder
for sustaining programs.
against $38,162,000 the previous year.
Revenue in addition to $37,601,651
The first nine months of the fiscal year
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from advertising included $145,645
from investments, $340,927 from miscellaneous sources, and $59,288,476
from parliamentary grants, for a total
of $97,376,699, as compared with
$90,864,218 in the 1959-60 fiscal year.
The report points out that at directors' meetings throughout the year it
was decided that CBC should continue
to have full control of programs, that
CBC should retain the rights to refuse
to disclose CBC news sources except
when withholding such information
would be in contravention of the law,
that in the 1961-62 fiscal year more
Canadian programs should be aired
during evening hours, that beer and
wine advertising policies be reviewed
periodically, that advertising announcements should be limited to a maximum
of 3 minutes 40 seconds per half-hour
program even though regulations permit 4 minutes 15 seconds.
The report also points to a change in
CBC policy to permit its programs to
be used by community antenna and
closed-circuit television systems where
it would contribute to the CBC's national broadcasting service. Longrange planning includes CBC television
stations in the provinces of Saskatchewan, New Brunswick, Newfoundland
and Prince Edward Island, and an outlet in Quebec City.
The report reviewed major programs
and expansion of CBC services.
CBC president Al Ouimet stated emBROADCASTING, October 16, 1961

phatically in this report to the Canadian
government it "could be disastrous to
Canadian broadcasting in the long run"
if pressures
were and
applied
national
service
raid to
its cut
radioCBC's
and
television networks. He dealt at length
with the possibilities of a deterioration
in national service if a second television
network (which began operations in
October 1, 1961) were to undercut
rates and be allowed to raid affiliated
CBC stations.
Paramount

AVAILABLE FROM BLONDER-TONGUE

NEW

assumes

pay-tv test costs
Paramount Pictures Corp. has agreed
to take over the operating costs of the
pay-tv experiment being conducted by
Famous Players in the Toronto suburb
of Etobicoke. Announcement of Paramount's move was made by J. J. Fitsgibbons, president of Famous Players
Corp., following the resignation of Norman S. Robertson, a director of Famous
Players for the past 20 years.
Mr. Robertson, chairman of the
board of North American Life Assurance Co., Toronto, said he resigned
because of heavy pay-tv losses. He
said Famous Players has spent more
than $2 million on the pay-tv experiment since it began in February 1960.
He said losses amounted to $481,000
in 1960 and $225,000 in the first half
of 1961. He claimed the system is still
losing at the rate of $11,000 a week.
Famous Players owns Trans-Canada
Telemeter Ltd., which is conducting the
pay-tv test. In turn, Paramount Pictures Corp. owns 51% of Famous
Players. Paramount also owns International Telemeter Corp.. which owns
world rights to the pay-tv system used
in Etobicoke.
Mr. Robertson stated he wrote Barney Balaban, Paramount Pictures president, in August and Septembei that he
would stay as a director of Famous
Players only if Paramount would assume the costs of Trans-Canada Telemeter and make a full disclosure of its
operations to Canadian shareholders of
Famous Players. No reports on the
operation have been revealed to the
8,300 shareholders.
European service outfit
for U.S. producers
Elliot Saunders International will begin operations in Paris today (Oct. 16)
as a service to U.S. program and commercial producers and advertising agencies throughout Europe.
Mr. Saunders, who has been a program and commercial producer for the
past 15 years at CBS-TV, NBC-TV,
Kenyon & Eckhardt and Van Praag
Productions, believes his company can
help reduce costs in production of proBROADCASTING, October 16, 1961

BENCO
(MODEL

T-6)

VHF

TRANSLATORS

(FCC

THE ECONOMICAL

TYPE

APPROACH

ACCEPTED)

TO TRANSLATOR

j

INSTALLATIONS

The Benco T-6 VHF Translator is a straightforward unit — it is business-like
with no frills, yet it provides all the capabilities necessary for top performance in a translator installation at an ecoTECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
nomical price. It is a high quality transPrimary Power Source
lator, meeting all FCC requirements.
117 v ± 10% 60c/s
Power Consumption 120 W
The T-6 provides one watt of undistorted
Temperature Ambient
power. It will cover distances from 8 to 30
— 30°C to + 50°C
miles. Its low noise preamp includes AGC
Overall Noise Figure
to maintain satisfactory picture quality
Low Band
4 db ± 1 db
with input signals as low as 50 microvolts.
High Band
Sdb ± 1 db
Recommended Input
The T-6 is equipped with an identification
50
—
4000
microvolts
unit which meets FCC specifications. It
Max. Permissible Power
sends out identifying signals and provides
1 Watt (Peak Power)
automatic shutoff when the master station
Frequency Stability
02%
goes off the air. If the T-6 is installed in a
Gain (maximum) 105 db
remote or inaccessible area, it can easily be
Band Width 6 Mc (3 db points)
equipped with the RC-1 remote control unit
Dimensions (metal base)..18"x22V2"
to turn the translator power on or off from
Weight
27 lbs.
a distance of 5 miles or more.
BENCO VHF AND UHF TRANSLATORS FOR EVERY TYPE OF INSTALLATION
MODEL T-l VHF TRANSLATOR FCC type-accepted. 1 watt output for U. S. use. There
is no finer translator available today. It not only meets but exceeds FCC specifications. Some of its features include a noise proof automatic shutoff; regulated power
supply for stable operation even at the end of poor quality power lines; and underrated output section for continuous service; a weatherproof housing; quick easy
coding of identification unit; built-in direct reading power meter.
MODEL T-14 VHF-TO-UHF TRANSLATOR FCC type-accepted. 2.5 watts output. For
United States use. Includes identification units with automatic "on/off," power indicator and voltage regulator. VHF input, channels 7-13.
MODEL T-13 VHF-TO-UHF. Same as T-14 except: VHF input, channels 2-6; not yet
FCC type accepted.
you'reservice;
planningfielda translator
contact
Blonder-Tongue.
Free //layout
engineeringinstallation,
assistance at
nominal
cost are available*
engineered and manufactured by
BLONDER^TONGUE
9 Ailing St.. Newark, N. J.
Canadian Div.: Benco Television Assoc., Toronto, Ont. Export: Morhan Export Corp., N. Y. IS, N. Y.
home TV accessories • UHF converters • master TV systems • closed circuit TV systems
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Americans honor French agencyman in N. Y.
new French tv network now under
Marcel Bleustein-Blanchet (fourth
construction be allocated for comfrom left), board chairman of Pubmercial use.
licis, Paris advertising agency, was
a guest at a reception given in his
Shown are (1 to r) Bernard Mushonor at the French consulate in
nik,
head of Publicis' American
New York.
office; Gen. David Sarnoff, RCA
Mr. Bleustein-Blanchet, whose
board chairman; Mme. Marie-Francoise Rachline, Mr. Bleusteinagency bills about $16 million annually (7% of the total advertising
Blanchet's daughter; the guest of
expenditure in France), is a pioneer
honor; Sigurd Larmon, chairman,
in commercial radio advertising in Young & Rubicam Inc., and RayFrance. On behalf of his clients and
mond Laporte, Minister Plenipotenother French advertisers, he is memtiary-Consul General of France in
ber of a group requesting that the New York.
grams and commercials abroad by completing for clients necessary pre-production details, such as set-up of crews,

COATS

&

BURCHARD
COMPANY
appraisers

• Specialists in radio and TV
property appraisals
• Acquisitions — sales —
mergers — or purchase
• Allocations under Section
334(b) 2 of the 1954
Internal Revenue Code
Write for complete information
and analysis of your specific
requirements (no obligation).
44)3 RAVENSWOOD AVE. • CHICAGO 40, IlllNOIS
SERVICE — COAST TO COAST
Industrial • Commercial • Institutional Appraisals

casting and procurement of sets. For
program producers, for example, he
plans to screen available material for
new programming ideas.
Saunders International starts with
three clients — Videotape Productions of
New York, Van Praag Productions,
New York, and Videocraft Productions,
New York. Headquarters are at the
Promos Agency, 1 Rue Lord Byron,
Paris.
BBG

bars U. S. network

ownership in Canada tv
The Canadian Board of Broadcast
Governors announced Sept. 28 it will
not recommend any future transactions
which would permit financial participation by U.S. networks in Canadian television stations. At the same time it
turned down an application by CFTOTV Toronto to sell 25% of its equity
stock to American Broadcasting-Paramount Theatres Inc. (Broadcasting,
Oct. 2). Board decisions are framed
as recommendations to the Canadian
government for action. So far the government has never reversed a BBG recommendation. BBG Chairman Andrew
Stewart refused to discuss whether the
general policy statement would affect
future investment in Canadian tv stations by U.S. interests other than networks. Under the Broadcasting Act of
1958, the BBG may recommend nonCanadian ownership of up to 25% in
a station or network. The board's decision followed a month of controversy.
On Aug. 28, after hearing CFTO's ap-
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plication tosell the stock to AB-PT, the
board announced it would defer a decision until Sept. 25 but would then
recommend approval of the transfer
unless comparable offers were made by
Canadian broadcasters. In the interval
no Canadian group did bid for the
stock, though some showed interest.
However, considerable opposition was
expressed, both in the press and parliament, to the sale to AB-PT. The projected stock transfer would have given
AB-PT an 18.9% voting interest in the
station. At the same time the board
recommended approval of the sale of
240 shares of CFTO stock by station
President Joel Aldred to the Telegram
Publishing Co. Ltd. of Toronto.
CFTO Chairman John Bassett, who
has voting control of the station, is also
publisher of the Telegram. Mr. Aldred,
who split with station ownership over
policy, no longer has any financial interest in the station.
Abroad in brief...
Foster expands ■ Foster Adv. Ltd.,
Toronto, Ont., has bought for an undisclosed amount, the western Canadian
branches of J. J. Gibbons Ltd., Toronto
advertising organization. The purchase
includes the Gibbons branches at Vancouver, B.C.; Calgary, Alta.; Regina,
Sask.; and Winnipeg, Man. David S.
Catton has been named supervisor of
the
Ltd. new western division of Foster Adv.
Rep appointments ■ CFAM Altona,
Man., names Radio Representatives
Ltd., Toronto, Ont. CJOB-AM-FM
Winnipeg, Man., names Standard Broadcast Sales Ltd., Toronto.
Call letter change ■ CJRH Richmond
Hill, Ont., has changed call letters to
CFGM, and has appointed Air-Time
Sales, Toronto, as exclusive representatives.
CBXT-TV starts ■ CBXT-TV Edmonton, Alberta, Canada, owned and operated by the Canadian Broadcasting
Corp., went on the air Oct. 2. The station is located at 75th St. & 89th Ave.,
Edmonton. It is represented by CBC
National Selective Sales, Toronto.
Stovin-Byles' new clients
Stovin-Byles Ltd., Toronto, has taken
over representation of most stations handled by National Broadcast Sales Ltd.,
Toronto, which ceased operations Sept.
30. CKGB Timmins, Ont.; CFCH and
CKGN-TV North Bay, Ont.; CJKL
Kirkland Lake, Ont.; CHEX Peterborough, Ont.; CKWS Kingston, Ont.; and
CKSL London, Ont., have changed over
to Stovin-Byles Ltd.
CFTO-TV Toronto, Ont., has appointed Stovin-Byles Ltd., as representative in Montreal, Winnipeg and Vancouver.
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FATES
BROADCAST

ADVERTISING

Walter R. Ceperly
Jr., vp, client services,
elected to board of
directors, Waldie &
Briggs, Chicago. Before joining agency,
Mr. Ceperly was associated with Cleveland
and
Chicago
offices
Mr. Ceperly
of Fuller & Smith &
Ross and earlier, The Buchen Co.,
Chicago.
Ben January, media and radio-tv director of Sanders Adv., Dallas, elected
vp, assuming duties of account executive and media supervisor. Barbara
Longoria named media buyer.
Walter L. Cooper, commercial producer and associate producer for radiotv programs, Lennen & Newell, New
York, joins radio-tv department in similar capacity at N. W. Ayer & Son, that
city. James B. Gibson, formerly in
print production for Chicago Suburban
Newspapers, joins agency as media assistant, that city; Tyson L. Janney,
office manager and account executive,
Mid American Adv., Philadelphia, and
John W. Shepherd, advertising manager of Rubbermaid Inc., Wooster,
Ohio, named to plans and marketing
department in Philadelphia office.
Robert Colburn, formerly with W. D.
Lyon Adv., Cedar Rapids, joins Ken
Strandberg & Assoc., Minneapolis as
radio-tv director and account executive.
Previously, Mr. Colburn was production manager for WTCN-TV Minneapolis-St. Paul.
James E. Shriner, former sales promotion manager at Westclox, LaSalle,
Tyler named
William D. Tyler, executive vp,
Benton & Bowles, becomes cochairman of ANA-AAAA Committee for Improvement of Advertising Content, succeeding Robert
E. Allen, president, Fuller &
Smith & Ross. Edward G. Gerbic,
vp, Heublein Inc., continues as
co-chairman.
Other new appointees are William B. Lewis, board chairman,
Kenyon & Eckhardt; Mary E.
O'Meara, vp and associate creative director, Young & Rubicam;
Edward Dean, advertising director, E. I. du Pont de Nemours &
Co., and Gail Smith, director, advertising and market research,
General Motors Corp.
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111., to Howard H. Monk & Assoc.,
Rockford, 111., as assistant account
executive.
Byron Chandler, formerly of J. Walter Thompson, New York, joins Ketchum, MacLeod & Grove as media manager, New York offices.
Robert Ross joins Leo Burnett Adv.,
Chicago as marketing supervisor. He
formerly was executive vp and account
supervisor with Arthur Meyerhoff &
Assoc., Chicago.
Bob Clark, art supervisor, D. P.
Brother & Co., Detroit, joins Kenyon &
Eckhardt, that city, in similar capacity.
Robert David, vp and account supervisor, Erwin Wasey, Ruthrauff & Ryan,
New York, joins Papert, Koenig, Lois,
that city, in similar capacity. Robert
Previdi, media buver, Benton & Bowles,
ity. York, joins PKL in similar capacNew
Robert D. Fertig, former sales rep
at WRGB (TV) Schenectady, N. Y.,
appointed account director for BarlowJohnson, advertising-pr agency, that
city. Previously, Mr. Fertig was radiotv director and account executive with
Woodard, Voss & Hevenor, Albany,
N. Y.
Norman L. Peterzell, supervisor on
Bristol-Mvers account at Ogilvy, Benson & Mather, New York, joins Lennen
& Newell, that city, as vp on ColgatePalmolive account.
James A, Dernocoeur, former advertising and sales promotion manager.
Norse Sales Corn., Chicago, to MacFarland, Avevard & Co., that citv, as
account executive on Qualitv Chekd
Dairv Products Assn. account. F.
Thomas Bertsche joins MFA as account executive.
Ferrill T. Robinson, radio research
director, advertising and promotion department, Adam Young, New York,
joins Gardner Adv., that city, as media
group supervisor.
William H. O'Connell, formerly with
J. Walter Thompson, New York, joins
Ted Bates & Co., that citv, as account
executive on Mobil Oil Co. account.
Frank L. Callahan, formerly with
Edward H. Weiss Co., Chicago, to
Erwin Wasey, Ruthrauff & Ryan, that
city, as account executive on A. E.
Staley Mfg. Co. account, including StaFlo liquid and spray starches.
Albert A. Sessions joins Wermen &
Schorr Adv., Philadelphia, as account
executive. He formerly was with Lawrence C. Gumbinner, New York.
Stanley Burger, senior buyer, Doyle
Dane Bernbach, New York, joins media

city.
department, The Kudner Agency, that
Ken Carter, former
vp and general manager of old WAAMTV Baltimore
(now
WJZ-TV), named vp
in charge of radio-tv
for Leon Shaffer Golnick Adv., that city.
In 1957, he resigned
Mr. Carter
from WAAM-TV and
formed own pr firm, handling eight
Mr. Carter
broadcasting stations,
served as member of board of directors
of NAB and was a founder and member of Television Bureau of Advertising.
Robert Fiore, art director on Esquire
Socks, Daniel & Charles, New York,
joins Papert, Koenig & Lois, that city,
in similar capacity.
THE MEDIA
Lee A. Lahey, member of New York
sales staff of Robert E. Eastman Co.,
elected to board of directors.
Thomas Petry, program manager of
WQED (TV) Pittsburgh, etv station,
appointed assistant general manager for

Ask our reps . . .
Harrington, Righter and Parsons
83
. . . about the naturally rich KSLA-TV market.

programming. Betore joining WQED,
Mr. Petry was program manager of
KNME-TV Albuquerque, N. M. Other
WQED appointments: Carolyn Patterson, retired principal of Linden School,
named liaison in station's school participation instructional tv program; Sam
Francis, producer-director, to administrative assistant in charge of business
affairs: Rhea Sikes named assistant
program manager and continues as
director of school services; Ivy Willis,
to assistant director of school services;
and Adele Moyer Allison joins staff as
pr director.
Kenneth M. Albridge, formerly of
WPOR Portland, Me., appointed manager of WLYN Lynn, Mass.
Don Hedges appointed manager of
KISN Vancouver, Wash., while continuing as sales manager, post he has
held for past six months. Lee Parsons,
production manager, to program director.
A. J. Stahmer named general manager of KGMJ-FM Seattle after serving as account executive and sales manager at KXA, that city, past six years.
Martin Tobin appointed director of
news and public affairs for Heritage
stations: KGMI - FM Bellingham,
KGMJ-FM Seattle, KVOS-AM-TV
Bellingham, all Washington: KFMUFM Los Angeles, KFMW-FM San Bernardino, both California: and KGMGFM Portland, Ore.
William R. McAndrew, executive vn
of NBC News, accepts chairmanship of
radio - tv committee.
Foreign Policy Assn.
— World Affairs Center, New York. Mr.
McAndrew, former
Mr. McAndrew UP correspondent in
Washington, has lead NBC News since
1954 and was named vp in 1958.
Samuel Hall Jr., account executive
at KXOK St. Louis, succeeds William
Oldham as radio sales manager of St.
Louis office of Edward Petry & Co.,
station representative.
Robert P. Schroeder, former sales
rep with TvAR, Chicago, joins KYWTV Cleveland as sales manager, succeeding Albert Krivin, who becomes
general manager of KMBC-TV Kansas
City. Prior to joining TvAR, Mr.
City.
Jack Reavley, co-owner and commercial manager of KAPA Raymond.
Wash., named commercial manager of
KGST Fresno, Calif.
Robert M. Fowler, former national
sales rep at WTVT (TV) Tampa-St.
Petersburg, promoted to national sales
manager.
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Davis elected AAAA

western

John W .
Davis, secretary
and treasurer of
Honig - Cooper
& Harrington,
San Francisco,
has been elected
1961 -62 westmanern region
of chairthe
American Assn.
of Advertising
Agencies, now
holding its 24th annual western region convention at the Hotel Del
Coronado, Coronado, Calif, (see
story, page 44). Mr. Davis succeeds
Jack E. Smock, vice president in
charge of the Los Angeles office of
Young & Rubicam, at the conclusion
of the four-day meeting of more
than 400 advertising and media executives (Oct. 15-18).
Donald B. Kraft, Kraft, Smith &
Ehrig, Seattle, was elected vice chairman and David Botsford Jr., BotsWilliam Shela named sales manager
at KAYO Seattle.
Nick St. John, announcer at KIXZ
Amarillo, to program director. Ralph
Henry joins station as account executive.
Warren Duffy named program director and Vince Kierney assistant program director of WHLO Akron. Bob
Janis appointed news director of
WSBA York, Pa., succeeding Mr.
Duffy. Susquehanna Broadcasting Stations include: WSBA; WARM Scranton; and WHLO.
Gerry Newman, staff announcer at
WAQE Towson, Md., promoted to
program director of WAQE-FM Baltimore.
Ken Gaughran, acting program director of WWCO Waterbury, Conn., appointed program director.
Dale Kemery, production manager of
WRAW Reading, Pa., appointed program director of WATS Sayre, Pa.
Jack Gale joins WWIN Baltimore
as program director.
Chris Lane and Don Hughes join
KAYO Seattle as director of program
operations and news operations chief,
respectively. Mr. Lane was formerly
with WLS Chicago. Mr. Hughes was
former director of WOKY Milwaukee
news department.
Alfred J. Harding, sales manager for
public affairs programs, WCBS-TV
New York, appointed sales planning

chairman

ford. Constantine & Gardner, becomes secretary-treasurer for the
coming year. Named to serve on the
western region AAAA board of governors were Robert P. Heintz,
Heintz & Co., Los Angeles; Gaybert
B. Little, Little & Co., Los Angeles;
Slvin Kabaker, Compton Adv., Los
Angeles; Raymond B. Milici, Milici
Adv., Honolulu. Mr. Smock automatically continues as a governor
for the year.
Six ex-officio governors, representing the six councils of the Western
Region, were also elected for the
1961-62 period: Duncan Jennings,
Jennings & Thompson, Phoenix,
Ariz.; H. A. Lee, J. Walter Thompson Co., San Francisco; Jess Shinn,
Richard G. Montgomery & Assoc.,
Portland, Ore.; Irving Stimpson,
Baker & Stimpson Adv., Seattle,
Wash.; Kai Jorgensen, Hixson &
Jorgensen, Los Angeles; John
Geraghty, Virgin A. Warren Adv.,
Spokane, Wash.
director for CBS News, that city.
William Reynolds appointed account
executive at KUGN Eugene, Ore. He
previously
had his
on
KVAL-TV,
thatown
city.children's show
John F. Crohan,
former vp and station
manager of WICE
Providence, R. I., appointed vp and general managerBoston.
of WCOPAM-FM
Mr.
Crohan is an officer of
Rhode Island Broadand IndustryMr. Advisory
Crohan
chairman casters
of Assn.,
State
Committee, Conelrad.
Gary B. Smart, director of radio-tv
continuity at WAVY-TV NorfolkPortsmouth-Newport News, Va., appointed account executive. Previously,
Mr. Smart had been with WFMY-TV
Greensboro. N. C. in various capacities.
Arthur J. DeCoster, account executive, The Katz Agency, Chicago, joins
ABC-TV National Station Sales, station
rep, that city, in similar capacity.
James W. Svehla Jr., account executive at KTVI (TV) St. Louis, joins
radio sales staff of Edward Petry &
Co.. Chicago.
Al McCoy, air personality at KRUX
Glendale, Ariz., appointed director of
community services, newly-organized
department.
He will continue as announcer.
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Steve Shepard, vp and general manager of KOIL Omaha, post he has held
since joining station three years ago,
promoted to executive vp and member
of board of directors. Steve Brown
promoted to vp of KOIL Omaha and
KISN Vancouver, Wash. Mr. Brown
will continue as national program director of Star Stations: KICN Denver,
Colo.; KOIL-AM-FM Omaha, Neb.;
and KISN Vancouver, Wash. -Portland,
Ore.

Sid Lasher joins KHOU-TV Houston-Galveston asweather personality.
John Dunham, formerly of WBBM
Chicago, named newscaster at WJXT
(TV) Jacksonville, Fla. Charles Sykes,
formerly of WESH-TV Daytona Beach,
and George Brolin, WTOC-TV Savannah, Ga., named weathercaster and
news photographer, respectively.
Breck Harris, former air personality
with KZIX Ft. Collins, Colo., joins
WACO Waco, Tex., in similar capacity.
Hal Jackson, d.j., WDAS Philadelphia, joins WWRL New York in similar capacity. Maurice Hulbert and
Frank Graham, d.j.'s at WHAT Philadelphia and WBUD Trenton, respectively, named air personalities for
WWRL.

Mr. Brown
Mr. Shepard
Jack Douglas, WCSI Columbus,
elected president of Indiana Broadcasters Assn., succeeding Robert McConnell, WISH-AM-FM-TV Indianapolis. Other new officers: secretary-treasurer, J. C. Amaturo, WIRE Indianapolis; assistant secretary, Reid Chapman,
WANE Fort Wayne; assistant treasurer,
William Fowler, WBAT Marion; vp for
am, Carl Vandergrift, WOWO Fort
Wayne; vp for fm, Richard Witty,
WORX-FM Madison, and vp for tv,
Don Menke, WFBM-TV Indianapolis.
Craig S. Parker, program and commercial director, WDEV Waterbury,
Vt., elected president, UPI Broadcasters Assn., succeeding Lincoln Furber,
WCAX-TV Burlington.
Suzy Simpson joins KFJZ Fort
Worth as publicity and merchandising
director. Miss Simpson was formerly
Chevrolet account secretary for Campbell-Ewald, San Francisco.
Ralph C. Mayher, chief cameraman
at KYW-TV Cleveland, to KGO-TV
San Francisco, in similar capacity.
Donald L. Oliver, news director,
KIFI-TV Idaho Falls, named recipient
of The Earl Godwin Memorial Fellowship by the Graduate School of Journalism at Columbia U. Fellowship was
established by RCA and NBC to honor
NBC News correspondent Earl Godwin, who died in 1956.
Ken Boyer, third baseman for St.
Louis Cardinals, appointed sports director of KWK St. Louis.
Bob Kelly appointed news director
of KTHT Houston. Other news department additions: Don Williams, Beri
Moore and Shelly Hancock.
Louis N. Wagner, formerly of WBUD
Trenton, N. J., appointed news director
of WTTM, that city, succeeding Jack
Gartland.
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Arnold W. Albright named news director of WHEN Syracuse, N. Y.
Jerry Harper, former news director
at WFLA-AM-TV Tampa, to WBBMTV Chicago as announcer.
Arthur J. Decoster, account executive with The Katz Agency and formerly with CBS-TV Spot Sales and
WBBM-TV Chicago, to ABC-TV National Spot Sales Inc., Chicago as account executive. George P. Phillips,
formerly with Metropolitan Sunday
Newspapers Inc., Chicago, to ABC-TV
Network Sales staff as account executive. William F. Dubois, Chicago vp
for network and syndication with Independent Television Corp., to account
executive staff of ABC-owned WBKB
(TV) Chicago.
George J. Higgins,
vp and national sales
manager of KMBC
Kansas City since
1951, will be succeeded by Albert P. Kirvin, who will serve as
Mr. Higgins

vp and general manager (Broadcasting,

Sept.announced
4). Mr. Higgins'
future plans will be
shortly.
Jeanne Caskey, formerly with Yeck
& Yeck Adv., Dayton, Ohio, appointed
promotion and pr director, WONE, that
city.
Michael Hautman, assistant program supervisor at program department, WABC New York, named advertising and promotion director.
Chet Rhodes, tv operations director,
Guild, Bascom & Bonfigli, San Francisco, has joined KTVU (TV) Oakland-San Francisco as director of audience promotion and publicity. He succeeds Don Arlette, who will open his
own pr firm.

Bob

Kelly,
you

are

listening?

Because Bob Kelly is so highly
respected as a time buyer at Lennen
& Newell, we're proud to claim him
as one of our biggest boosters. Bob is
originally a Providence boy, and makes
ahome
pointtown.
to keep up to date on the old
And in Providence, how times have
changed! WICE sure has grown-ups
talking with its nice balance of music
and news, spiked with a healthy shot
of public service programming — the
honest to goodness kind that really
does serve the public.
If you know Bob Kelly, please give
him a ring and pass along this new
information. We're as proud of Providence as Bob is — and we want to
make sure he's up to date on what's
been happening here at the live-wire
station.
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Neil Rosen named director of promotion and pr, WMSB (TV) Onon85

daga, Mich., succeeding Thomas L.
Turk, who becomes director of news
bureau at DePauw U., Greencastle,
Ind.
Lewis I. Cohen, attorney in FCC
Broadcast Bureau hearing division, joins
law tive
department
of CBS Radio, effecOct. 23.
Charles Clapp, promotion assistant,
WSJS-AM-TV Winston-Salem, N. C,
promoted to promotion manager.
John P. Hanly appointed advertising
and promotion manager for WGBS
Miami. Other appointments: Ken Maiden to director of public affairs and
service, and Spencer Danes, news director.

SOLITROL

lighting

systems ... off er

unprecedented
control flexibility
Now, for the first time, you can buy mastering. SOLITROL's functional, modyour complete lighting control system
ular "packaging" lets you select the sysfrom Ward Leonard— a name made fatem complexity or simplicity you needmous through years of experience in the no more, no less.
manufacture of dimming components.
There's a SOLITROL system, utilizing
SOLITROL lighting systems were re- silicon controlled rectifier dimmers, for
search developed for extreme operating every application . . . from the largest
versatility ... in scene presetting . . . theatre or civic center, to the smallest
club, church or school.
,6
. . . cueing . . . fading, and individual
Write for descriptive literature. Ward Leonard Electric Co., 72 South Street,
Mount Vernon, New York. (In Canada, Ward Leonard of Canada, Ltd., Toronto.)
RESULT-ENGINEERED CONTROLS
WARD

LEONARD

MOUNT VERNON
ELECTRIC
CO.
NEW YORK
RESISTORS • RHEOSTATS • RELAYS • CONTROLS • DIMMERS

United

Press
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International

news

produces!

Ted Kavanau, tv commercial producer, N. W. Ayer & Son, New York,
joins WUHF-TV New York (uhf experimental station) as producer-director.
Bob Zak named assistant program
manager of WJBK-TV Detroit, succeeding Donn Shelton, who moves to
WITI-TV Milwaukee as promotion
manager. Both are Storer Broadcasting
Co. stations. Mr. Zak has held copywriting positions with Otto & Abbs and
Karl Behr, Detroit advertising agencies.
Robert H. Glassburn, staff director
at KRON-TV San Francisco, named
assistant program manager and production manager, replacing James Bentley,
resigned. Other KRON-TV appointments: Allen H. Scollay, former producer-director oftv news, special events
and public affairs at KCMO-TV Kansas City, to director, succeeding Mr.
Glassburn; Robert M. Anderson assigned as writer-producer; Anthony
Green shifted to program department.
Ronald Hickman, general manager
of WNNJ Newton, N. J., re-elected
president of New Jersey Associated
Press Radio Assn.
Glenn C. Jackson, vp and general
manager of WTTM Trenton and Fred
Wood, president and general manager
of WMVB Millville, elected president
and vp, respectively, of New Jersey
Broadcasters Assn. Other executive
committee appointments: Howard
Green, executive vp, WOND Pleasantville; Paul Alger, executive vp and general manager, WSNJ Bridgeton; Ronald
L. Hickman, manager, WNNJ Newton;
Gordon Giffen, vp and general manager, WKDN Camden; and Frank
Matrangola,
general manager, WCMC
Wildwood.
Mason Dixon, president and general
manager of WFTM Ft. Morgan, elected
president of Colorado Broadcasters
Assn., and James Croll, manager of
KCSJ-TV Pueblo, elected vp. Russel
Shaffer, president and general manager
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succeeds Lynwood Vajn Aman, who
moves to WONE Dayton, as chief
studio engineer.
Joseph Stamler, vp and general manager, WABC-TV New York, named
New York chairman for radio-tv inServices. dustry's campaign for B'nai B'rith Youth
David M. Johnstone, formerly account executive with Theodore R. Sills
& Co., Chicago, to Herbert M. Kraus &
Co. there as creative director and senior
account supervisor.
Al Jarvis joins KHJ Los Angeles as
air personality.
Jack Carney, formerly with WABC
New York, joins KSFO San Francisco
as air personality.
Gary Palant, program coordinator and
air personality at KDAY Santa Monica,
Calif., joins WBBQ Augusta, Ga., as
air personality.
Don Evans, formerly with WJET
Erie,
joins announcing staff of
WEEP Pa.,
Pittsburgh.
Gen. Sarnoff

shows

the ladies a trinket

During a recent luncheon and reception honoring 25 members of the
Women's National Press Club at the
Sarnoff home in New York, Gen.
David Sarnoff shows (1 to r) Florence Lowe (Metropolitan Broadcastof KBOL Boulder, named to board of
directors.
Jack Worley, promoted to vp of
WOWL-TV Florence,
Ala. Mr. Worley
joined WGAD Gadsden, Ala., in 1955,
when station was acquired by WOWLTV, and was proMr. Worley
moted to commercial
manager in 1956. In 1957, he was
transferred to WOWL in similar capacity, and that year promoted to station
manager of WOWL-TV.
Herbert Fields, account executive,
WPEN Philadelphia, joins sales staff,
WCBS-TV New York. Andrew Leach,
account executive, The Katz Agency,
New York, and Francis P. (Pat) Shannon, media buyer, Benton & Bowles,
New York, named account executives.
Emery McCullough, manager of
WRLD Lanett, Ala.-West Point, Ga.,
named general manager of WGEA
Geneva, Ala.
Donald W. Hansen named to radiotv-film department of U. of Kansas. He
previously served as manager of KSTE
(FM) Kansas State Teachers College,
BROADCASTING, October 16, 1961

ing, Washington), Bonnie Angelo
(WNPC president), and Mrs. Sarnoff a golden key to Tokyo, one
among hundreds of mementos of
the RCA board chairman's 55 years
in communications.
Emporia.
Paul Blue, program director of KLZTV Denver, appointed assistant to president, succeeding Clayton Brace, who
assumes duties as operations manager at
CLT-TV Beirut, Lebanon (Broadcasting, Sept. 11, 1961).
Dr. George Stoddard, chancellor and
executive vp, U. of New York, succeeds
Ralph Lowell as chairman, board of
directors, National Educational Television and Radio Center, New York.
Sam Zelman, director of news, CBSTV Pacific Coast, elected president of
Radio & Television News Assn. of
Southern California. Mr. Zelman succeeds John Thompson, manager of news
and special events, NBC-TV West Coast.
George Lewin, news director of KTLA
(TV) Los Angeles, elected vp and Jacqueline Brown named secy.-treasurer.
Lee Atwell named director of public
affairs at WHBC Canton, Ohio, in
addition to current post as program director. Chuck Craig, staff announcer
and host, appointed nighttime program
director, with exception of news, sports,
and public affairs programs. Other
WHBC staff additions: Jack Peterson,
staff announcer; Carla Arnold, commercial continuity writer; Larry Decker

Rou de Gravelles, promotion manager of Bolton Publications, Willoughby,
Ohio, appointed
WJW-TV
Cleveland.producer-director at
Joel Salberg, news director of WSOR
Windsor, Conn., named program director.
Jim Washburn named program director of KRLA Pasadena, Calif., succeeding Herb Heiman, who resigned.
Mel Burka, WTIP Charleston, elected president of West Virginia Broadcasters Assn. Other appointments:
A. G. Ferrise, WMMN Fairmont, vp;
Don Hays, WKAZ Charleston, secretary-treasurer; board of directors appointments: E. M. Johnson, WCAW
Charleston; William Becker, WVOW
Logan; Mel Barnette, WHIS Bluefield;
C. Leslie Golliday, WEPM Martinsburg; Robert Ferguson, WTRF-TV
Wheeling;
Bluefield. and John Short, WHIS-TV
Jerry Kunkel, assistant program manager of WKY Oklahoma City, named
program director of KTRN Wichita
Falls, Tex. Joe Henderson appointed
program manager of KTUL Tulsa,
Okla., and also will be responsible for
programming of newly acquired KTRN.
Nancy Allen joins WFLA Tampa,
Fla., as music librarian. Frank Johnson
named station's farm director and Judy
Huffman named to continuity department of WFLA-TV.
Don Webster and Fred Goerner appointed staff reporters for KCBS San
Francisco. Mr. Webster previously
concentrated in research and preparation of KCBS editorials and will con-
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tinue this work in addition to his news
assignments.
Jim McGovern, formerly newscaster
at KEYD-TV Minneapolis-St. Paul,
joins KMSP-TV, that city, in similar capacity.
Jim Beasley, announcer and program
host at WKZO Kalamazoo, Mich., called
to active duty in armed services.
Jack Sterling joins WIBG Philadelphia as all-night air personality. Mr.
Sterling was formerly with WMID Atlantic City, N.J.

AUTOMATIC
DEADWOOD

REMOVER

If you sat down deliberately to devise a method of separating the
cream from the crop in any list of
potential customers, you couldn't
devise a more "self-correcting"
system than the built-in "deadwoodremover" you find in the circulation
methods of ABP businesspapers.
Its name is money — and it works
like this:
A man pays money to subscribe to a
businesspaper in any given field
because he wants it, uses it in his
work. Because he uses it, he is a
likely prospect for what you have
to sell to the industry covered by
the publication.
When he changes jobs or moves to
another part of the forest, he has his
subscription transferred. If he no
longer needs it, he lets it expire. And
if he himself expires, his name automatically comes off the list at next
renewal date.
While not quite so complex or visually
spectacular as the electronic machinery that sweeps away dead bowling pins and sets up live ones, the
deadwood-remover in ABP publications isjust as efficient. And it saves
you, the advertiser, a good deal of
time and money setting up the live
wood you need for a high average
of sales strikes.

m

•

The plus value of paid circulation is "wantedness"
Wmt
BROADCASTING
THE BUSINESS WEEKLY OF TELEVISION AND RADIO
BROADCASTING is the only publication
in its field qualifying for
ABC and ABP membership
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Gilbert H. Cristeon, account executive, CBS Radio Spot Sales, Chicago,
named radio sales executive, national
sales division, RKO General, that city.
Floyd E. Beaston, sales manager,
WSPD-TV Toledo, and William F. Sanford, tv account executive, Crosley
Broadcasting Co., named tv sales executive in Chicago.
David Bader, general sales manager,
Atlantic Television, New York, joins
Intercontinental Television, that city,
as national sales manager.
David K. Williams, account executive at WGN-TV Chicago, named tv
sales executive of national sales div.,
RKO General, that city. John Lego,
account executive with George P. Hollingbery, Chicago, and Seymour Gair,
who was with WBBM Chicago, appointed radio sales executive.
PROGRAMMING
Leonard Feldman, general manager,
Sterling Television Co., producer-distributor of films for tv, New York,
elected to board of directors.
Kenneth L. Grosman, motion picture
veteran most recently assigned as business manager of Universal-International
Productions' Lover Come Back, Touch
of Mink and Six Black Horses, has
joined Creston Studios as studio manager. Mr. Grossman was executive assistant to the late L. K. Sidney and
E. J. Mannix at MGM.
Leonard Schwartz and Fred Schiller
join Warner Bros., Hollywood as assistant producers in tv department. Mr.
Schwartz will work with producer
Charles Hoffman on Hawaiian Eye
series. Mr. Schiller is assigned to producer Joel Rogosin on Surfside 6.
Ernest Motyl, in charge of commercial and industrial division, MGM-TV
New York, appointed sales manager of
MGM Telestudios, video tape production subsidiary, that city.
Hardie Friedberg, manager for syndication of The Lone Ranger series
at Telesynd, a division of Wrather
Corp., New York, named president of
Telesynd.

John Willis, director of news and
special events at KHJ-TV Los Angeles,
signed to host and narrate The Story
Of-, documentary tv series currently being produced by Wolper Productions,
Hollywood for Ziv-UA.
Bernard Small, film editor and producer for motion pictures and tv, has
been signed as film editor for Keyhole,
new Jack Douglas nonaction tv series
now in production for Ziv-United Artists Documatics release.
Andy Rooney and Maurice Robinson appointed writers of new CBS-TV
ieature-and-news program, Calendar.
Other appointments: rial Haley, news
editor; KOn Bonn, news writer; and
vince Walters, news director.
Joseph Benadon, formerly with Animation Inc., Sheila Cornell, from Format Films, and Kenah Goldman, previously with Creative Arts Studio,
Washington, D. C, have joined the
staff of Filmfair, Hollywood, producer
ot filmed tv commercials and industrial
ad commercial motion pictures.
Paul Weston, recording conductor
and tv musical director, elected president of The National Academy of Recording Arts & Sciences. Other new
officers: Nesuhi Ertegun, 1st vp; David
Carroll, 2nd vp; Voyle Gilmore, secretary; and Bob Yorke, treasurer.
EQUIPMENT

& ENGINEERING

Boyce Nemic, executive vp of
Reevesound Co., subsidiary of Reeves
Soundcraft Corp. (manufacturers of
motion picture sound systems and laboratory recording equipment), New
York, succeeds Walter R. Hicks as
president. Mr. Hicks recently was
made vp of special projects at Reeves
Soundcraft Corp., Danbury, Conn.,
parent organization.
Robert E. Hysell appointed manager
of materials engineering for General
Electric Co.'s rectifier components department. Mr. Hysell's most recent assignment was manager of measurement
studies at conductor
company's
advanced N.semilaboratory, Syracuse,
Y.
Robert J. McDonald, South American regional manager for RCA International, named merchandise manager
of Blonder-Tongue Labs, Newark, N.J.
Kenneth E. Farr appointed chief engineer of industrial products division of
Jerrold Electronics Corp., Philadelphia,
and John W. Black Jr. named to head
products design division. Mr. Farr was
former senior engineering specialist
with Philco Corp. Mr. Black was packaging consultant at Bendix systems division, Ann Arbor, Mich.
James M. Tierney, formerly with
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Transitron Electronic Corp., Calif.,
named senior sales engineer, semiconductor division, Sylvania Electric Products, Burlingame, Calif.
INTERNATIONAL
Robert J. McGuigan, general sales
manager and promotion manager of
CJSS-TV Cornwall, Ont, joins Romper
Room tv program as director of Canadian operations.
Charles E. Norton, former manager
of Ampex International Operations'
video products marketing department.
Redwood City, Calif., appointed regional marketing manager, Latin America, for Ampex International, that city.
Before joining company in 1960, Mr.
Norton was southern area manager for
RCA.
Murray H. Chercover, executive producer of CFTO-TV Toronto, Ont.,
named director of programming. A.
Raymond Arsenault appointed executive producer of CFTO-TV.
Jack Craine, supervisor of programs
of Canadian Broadcasting Corp. for
northern and armed services, to representative of CBC at United Nations,
succeeding John Dunn, recently named
director of CBC for Ottawa, Ont., area.
Ted Murphy to chief announcer of
CFCF-TV Montreal, Que.
Don R. McRobie, president of Cockfield Brown & Co. Ltd., Montreal, was
elected president of the Canadian Assn.
of Advertising Agencies at annual meeting at Ste. Adele, Que., succeeding
Warren Reynolds of Ronalds-Revnolds
& Co., Toronto. J. E. McDonnell, McConnell-Eastman Co. Ltd., Toronto,
elected first vice president; K. G. Anderson, Walsh Adv. Ltd., Toronto, as second vice president; and R. C. Baker,
Baker Adv. Agency Ltd., Toronto, as
secretary-treasurer.
C. W. Harvison, in charge of technical film operations of CBWT (TV)
Winnipeg. Man., and Frank Goodship,
producer of CBUT (TV) Vancouver.
B. C, have been loaned by Canadian
Broadcasting Corn, for two years to
the government of Ghana to advise on
technical and programming aspects of
television broadcasting.
Harvey Kirck, formerly of CHUM
Toronto, Ont.. to news editor of CFTOTV Toronto.
John Tyrrell, formerly part-owner of
Air-Time Sales Ltd., Toronto, has
formed station rep firm under his own
name at Toronto, and starts with CFUN
Vancouver. B. C. and CHOW Welland.
Ont.
G. Paschal Swift, sales manager of
WGR-TV Buffalo, N. Y., to Montreal
BROADCASTING, October 16, 1961

sales office of Stovin-Byles Ltd., Toronto station rep firm, to handle national sales of CFTO-TV Toronto.
Thelma Sherman to office manager
of Montreal office of Standard Broadcast Sales Ltd., Toronto, station rep
firm.
Roch Demers, formerly of CFCLAM-TV Timmins, Ont., to general
manager of CJMS Montreal, Que. Paul
J. Audette, formerly of WOAI-TV San
Antonio, Tex., and CKRS-TV Jonquiere, Que., to assistant general manager of CJMS.
Kenneth J. Page to president of
S. W. Caldwell Ltd., Toronto, Ont..
film producer and distributor. He succeeds Spence Caldwell, who earlier this
year became president of CTV Television Network Ltd., Toronto.

WITHIN A STONE'S THROW
OF COMMUNICATIONS ROW!
rable locations
most desi
One of New York's
AVENUE
MADISON
AT 52nd STREET

Graham Ford, formerly of Associated
Rediffusion Ltd., London, England, and
CFTO-TV Toronto, Ont., to operations
coordinator of CTV Television Network Ltd., Toronto.
DEATHS
Henry T. Parrott, 75, president of
Taylor County Broadcasting Co., operators of WTCO Campbellsville, Ky.,
died in Louisville, Ky., hospital, Oct. 5.
Walter M. Heymann Jr., 45, vp and
director of sales development, North
Adv., Chicago, died Oct. 10 in Presbyterian-St.
hospital
illness. HeLuke's
had been
with after
Northlongsince
1958 and before that was account executive for seven years with Foote,
Cone & Belding, Chicago.

A Bigger and Better

HOTEL
Just steps from anywhere...
now with 500 individually decorated rooms and suites — and
completely air conditioned.

Hal A. Carlson, 63, district marketing manager for Illinois Bell Telephone
Co., Chicago, and for number of years
in charge of mobile radio-tv broadcast
channels, died Oct. 10 following heart
attack at his home. He was member of
Illinois Broadcasters Assn.
Raymond Sawyer, secretary and director of May Broadcasting Co. (licensee of KM A Shenandoah, Iowa)
and executive vp and general manager
of May Seed Co., died in Shenandoah
of cancer, Oct. 7.
Ted Pearson, 58, staff announcer
and narrator for CBS, working in both
radio and tv, died Oct. 5, at his home
in Eastchester, N. Y. After starting his
radio career as singer, Mr. Pearson
joined announcing staff of NBC in Chicago and later became freelance announcer. He was with network radio
shows of Benny Goodman, Fred Waring, Paul Whiteman, The Goldbergs
and Cavalcade of America and with
leading symphony orchestras.
Stuart B. Krasne, 34, news director
of KOLN Lincoln, Neb., died Oct. 9
after long illness.

The magnificent new
17 E. 52 St.
Your rendezvous for dining
deliberately and well . . .
open every day of the week
for luncheon, cocktails,
dinner, supper.
PLAZA 3-5800 •

NY 1-138
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FANFARE
BUY

STEEL

WSTV-TV

CAMPAIGN

joins hands with

local industry in promotion
A "Better Buy Steel" campaign on
WSTV-TV Steubenville, Ohio, has increased consumer demand for steel
products in the upper Ohio Valley area,
in addition to creating a new image of
"leadership and service" for the station.
So reported John J. Laux, executive
vice president and general manager of
WSTV-TV, at a meeting of American
Iron & Steel Institute's "Steelmark" coordinators inNew York.
WSTV-TV's campaign, which started
last May in conjunction with the Institute's "Steelmark Month" project, has
"re-awakened" an area of some 400,000
people to the fact that "as steel goes —
so goes our valley," Mr. Laux said in
his slide presentation. He emphasized
that WSTV-TV's plan for a year-long
promotion triggered extra local-level
participation by business people in 40

communities in three states (Broadcasting, May 8).
After deciding that the campaign
"had to be a do-it-yourself effort on the
part of people," Mr. Laux explained
that WSTV-TV established a cooperative advertising rate based upon the
general idea that the station would telecast 60 "Better Buy Steel" sales messages weekly for 52 weeks. The cost of
the year-long effort was estimated at
$60,000, but the station declared it
would absorb 50% of the cost because
of the public service aspect, and the remaining 50% was to divided among
participating companies. Some 25 companies joined in for periods of one to
three or more months. With each brief
message, WSTV-TV telecast a slogan
such as "Buy steel — keep our area
prosperous" or "Buy steel — provide
more area jobs," etc.
Mr. Laux quoted a number of statements from businessmen who reported
sales gains following the tv promotion.
A soft drink company had a 300% in-

You
don't have
to buy other
newspaper
space
stations have not had
the same to
Can broadcasters
build audience
success with on-the-air promotion,
through radio and television promoMr. Sadler said:
tion?
Can audience promotion in the
"1. They do not use 'produced'
promotions. Many promos are mere
broadcasting media compete successannouncer ad libs and even the writfully with intensive newspaper advertising by competitors in the same
ten spots all sound alike — uninspired,
market?
routine, simply fill-in stuff.
The answer to both questions is
"2. They do not use choice time
"yes," and the man who has proved
periods. They simply run promotions when and if an odd spot might
the point over a three-year span is
Owen Sadler, executive vice presibe
Why and
won't
they follow
theiravailable.
consciences
common
sense
dent of KMTV (TV) Omaha, ch. 3.
Mr. Sadler's belief in on-the-air
and use 'professional' promos in toppromotion was first put to the test in
flight,broadcasters
non-pre-emptible time
Some
areperiods?"
almost
1958 when, in the face of heavy
forcing themselves to use newspapers
competitive print advertising, the
KMTV executive put on a campaign
or other media to compensate for
over his own station and that of sister
their self-imposed deficiences, in the
radio station KFAB which increased
opinion of the Omaha broadcaster.
the overall share of program audi"When they spend hard money for
ence in 90% of program hours.
newspaper space they will use good
illustrations and insist on preferred
Armed with this proof of his
theory that promotion on the station
positions," he adds. If they worked
as hard on their own promotions
can be effective, Mr. Sadler has continued his campaign through the past
they would be more inclined to see
three seasons. KMTV did not use
that these were aired in good time
more than 100 lines of newspaper
periods. "After all, a station should
advertising per week through 1959
work as hard for itself and its audiand 1960 and this year has used none
ence leadership as it does for its
at all. Despite that fact and in face
sponsors," Mr. Sadler sums up.
of heavy competing newspaper adCareful Preparation ■ Planning for
vertising the NBC station has led
promos
Omaha's This
ch. 3fall,
station
a seriousatbusiness.
as anis
its own market in ARB "average
example, several hundred dollars
homes reached" through the entire
three-year period.
was spent on a special set for perReasons for Success ■ Asked why
sonal presentations by station person90

crease in its canned beverages sales; a
regional brewery said canned beer sales
rose 200% with some sales coming
from places that had never stocked
canned beer before, and a hardware
store owner claimed that "with all the
competition from plastic and aluminum,
we sold over 300 steel buckets."
Radio-newspaper join hands
KCBS San Francisco and the San
Francisco News-Call Bulletin have
pooled their forces in a rare radionewspaper venture to promote a football pool contest.
After only two weeks, the results are
indicative of the combined pulling
power. Some 43,000 entries have been
received — the same number the newspaper drew (running the pool alone)
last year after seven weeks.
Contestants can win up to $5,000
weekly by correctly predicting the
scores of the weekend college football
games. Both the newspaper and KCBS
also offer special bonus prizes in addi-

build audience
alities (see photo). These promos
were kinescoped by groups for individual nights — Monday, Tuesday,
etc. and program types such as
comedies, westerns, news, etc.
Special emphasis is placed on news
programs. Interview and man-onthe-street techniques are used, the
interviewee being a member of the
news department. This method has
the double advantage of showing
how big the station news department
is and of introducing each member
to the viewing audience so that each
becomes a "personality" in his own
right. Results of this campaign are
already apparent in latest ARB ratings. The 10 p.m. news show outpulls
the preceding programs. These 20second promos are inexpensive to
produce since they are done during
regular shifts of the crew and the
only out-of-pocket costs are for film.
Network and syndicated shows are
promoted by 10-second slides produced by the station's art department,
which employs unusual illustrations
to keep them from falling into a promotional rut. This year an "antique"
tion).
approach has been used (see illustraTopical Promotions ■ Promotions
are kept topical — especially when
promoting a series. A person may
tune in Bonanza and decide he does
not like the series because he doesn't
like one story line. To avoid this
BROADCASTING, October 16, 1961

tion plugging each other via their own
medium. The station tells its listeners
to get entry blanks from the newspaper
and the paper tells its readers to listen
to KCBS sport shows for results and
other information.
Colgate's big Fab contest
Colgate-Palmolive Co. will kick-off
a $253,000 giveaway promotion for its
New Fab product on the Oct. 22 Ed
Sullivan Show (CBS-TV, 8-9 p.m.
EDT). All of Colgate's commercial
time on the Oct. 22 show, including
30, 60, 90 and 120-second spots, will
be devoted to news about the product
and the giveaway. In addition Colgate,
through its product agency, Ted Bates
& Co., will support the promotion with
an extensive spot and network tv campaign, five-color print newspaper ads
in 70 top national markets, and full
page color ads in consumer magazines.
The winner of the giveaway, to be
chosen by a blindfold drawing from
names submitted on official entry
blanks, will receive a furnished sevenroom "dream" house, a swimming

DEATH

VALLEY

pool, and two 1962 Ford Falcons —
representing a total value of more than
$50,000. Some 850 other prizes will
be given including trailer homes, diamond ring sets and 13-day Caribbean
cruises aboard a luxury liner.
The purpose of promotion is to highlight the introduction of New Fab on
the national level. Colgate says Fab
has been improved by means of an increase in its whitening power. Also
being promoted is Fab's new modernized bright-blue and red packaging.
Theme for the campaign is "a whole
new way of life for you."
Big response for
WJBO's 'adult' contest
WJBO-AM-FM Baton Rouge, La.,
proved that a good music station that
doesn't run many audience hypo contests can do a successful job when it
does.
The station collaborated with the local Pepsi Cola distributor (after stipulating that the promotion had to be
conducted in an adult fashion) in a
10-week sales promotion contest in

which the soft drink company offered
$10,000 in prizes.
Treasure Chest entry boxes were
placed
over Every
300 stores
WJBO's
coveragein area.
hour in
throughout
the day and night, the station read the
name of an entrant who became eligible for a daily prize if he called the
station within five minutes after his
name was read on the air.
The station said it received 30% response from the calls — with some coming from such far away places as New
Orleans, Lafayette and New Iberia.
The contest drew 500,000, according to
WJBO's tabulations and Pepsi Cola
sales increased by 30% during the contest, the station reported.
Fm jazz audience surveyed
WJZZ Fairfield, Conn., an all-jazz fm
station, in its first audience study, has
found jazz listeners to be well-educated,
business and professionalhigh-income
people.
Almost 80% of the 550 listeners
surveyed are between the ages of 20
and 45. Forty-eight percent are college
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"we think it important to sell each
show or individual performance on
its own. This is where we disagree
with the networks. They produce
some spots on a program series and
run them over and over throughout
the season."
KMTV has made considerable use
of its sister station, KFAB radio.
Specially-produced radio spots by
tv personalities are used, the tv station buying time at the regular radio
rates.
"Our current radio budget for time
only will average between $900 and
$1,000 monthly," says Mr. Sadler.
"Our radio spots, like our tv spots,
are tailored to the audience we are
to reach."
trying
Conversely, KFAB radio is using
KMTV television as promotion, buyBROADCASTING, October 16, 1961

ing about $1,200 in time each month.
The result has been a constantly improving audience position, according
to Manager Lyell Bremser.
Works Both Ways ■ "In the past
five years we have tried almost every
conceivable vehicle for audience promotions," says Mr. Bremser. "But
not until we began buying television
time, a little over two years ago, did
our audience begin to climb appreciably. Our position, audience-wise,
has been constantly improving. During the past two years the use of
newspaper has been negligible.
"Perhaps our outstanding effort
has been on the early morning
hours," Mr. Bremser continues.
"That is the lead-in for the entire
day. To do the job here we produced avariety of 'sound-on' tv spots

— always with something in them to
serve as a strong remembrance
factor.
"Above all every effort was made
to avoid the stereotype. As a result,
people talk about our tv spots. And
those tv spots have been a mighty
factor in building an awareness that
'things happen' on KFAB radio.
"Our solid change in audience
position
is proof ofhisthat."
In summarizing
experience Mr.
Sadler says he does not feel newspapers are "valueless" as advertising
media and adds that some papers —
those with big television feature departments— are better than others in
audience promotion.
"We are simply stating that we are
getting along very nicely without
newspapers, thank you."
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graduates while about 8% are college
students. Almost 29% reported earning from $7,500-$ 10,000 annually. Almost 32% were in the $10,000-$20,000
bracket, while nearly 15% earned over
$20,000.

Welcome

back!

Although competition between
stations in the same market is
usually stiff, it isn't always bitter.
At least not in Bakersfield, Calif.
KLYD-TV was forced off the
air for three days because of
tower trouble. So KBAK-TV, a
rival, devised this welcome for
KLYD-TV's return to the air:
"Ch. 29 (KBAK-TV) is happy
to welcome Ch. 17 (KLYD-TV)
back on the air. The three Bakersfield television stations provide
our community with the finest
tv service found anywhere. Television is your best family enter-

No tea served
at Boston radio party
It was a Boston radio party, and
most likely tea was not served. In a
unique radio "promotion," 175 radio
executives from the New England area
converged Oct. 3 on the city's Vendome
Hotel for a dinner dance attended by
more than 200 agency-advertiser people.
Purpose of the special event: to "sell"
radio en masse direct to the buyers of
time, using the first-hand, personal approach of the radio operators (and representatives) themselves. The party was
held under the auspices of the Broadcast Executives Club of New England.
Given away were prizes worth $3,500
and including four French poodles.
Frank Browning, Badger & Browning
& Partridge in Boston, the club's president, served as "host." According to
Boston reports: this was the first turnout of station people in such proportion from outside the Boston area.

The spot was aired 10 times
tainment."
between 4 p.m. and midnight the
day KLYD-TV went back on the
air.

Drumbeats...
Football party ■ Paul H. Raymer Co.,
Chicago, held its 25th annual football
party for Chicago agency personnel by
taking a railroad car full of them to the
Notre Dame-Oklahoma game in South
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Back to school in Detroit
WKMH Detroit got solid backing
from the Michigan Education Assn.
over its latest contest — a back to school
promotion — and the event may become
a state-wide project next year.
The contest, conducted on the evening Dave Prince show, required students to write essays in 25 words or
less why they wanted to return to
school. The station picked 10 winners,
each of whom received transistor radios and watches.
The promotion was conceived by
WKMH to help reduce the drop-out
problem by encouraging students to return to school. It was endorsed by the
Michigan Education Assn.

RECORD

tion. ST A — special temporary authorization.
SH
— specified Ann.
hours.
CH — critical hours. • —
educational.
— Announced.
New tv stations
APPLICATIONS
Rochester, N. Y. — Channel 13 of Rochester.
Vhf. ch. 13 (210-216 mc); ERP 316 kw vis.,
290 kw aur. Ant. height above average
terrain 304.25 ft.; above ground 375.4 ft.
Estimated construction cost $938,050; first
year operating
cost $750,000;
000.
P.O. address
34 Greenrevenue
Place,$1,250,New
Rochelle, N. Y. Studio location Rochester;
trans, location near Rochester. Geographic
coordinates 43° 05' 35.7" N. lat., 77° -32'
48.5" W. long. Trans. RCA TT-35-CH; ant.
RCA TF-12-AH. Legal councel Lauren A.
Colby, Washington, D. C; consulting engineer John H. Mullaney & Assoc., Washington. Anthony R. Tyrone, sole owner, is ex-
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Raymer.
Project fire control ■ When a rural
family of 10, including six children,
was left homeless by a fire, WPTX
Lexington Park, Md., came to the
rescue with an on-the-air appeal. Result:
several hundred dollars and articles of
merchandise were received, in addition
to a home.

APPLICATIONS

As compiled by Broadcasting, Oct. 5
through Oct. 11, and based on filings,
authorizations and other actions of the
FCC. Includes data on new stations,
changes in existing stations, ownership
changes, hearing cases, rules & standards changes, routine roundup.
Abbreviations: DA — directional antenna, cp
— construction permit. ERP — effective radiated power, vhf — very high frequency, uhf
— ultra high frequency, ant. — antenna, aur. —
aural, vis. — visual, kw — kilowatts, w — watts,
mc — megacycles. D — day. N — night. LS —
local sunset, mod. — modification, trans. —
transmitter, unl. — unlimited hours, kc — kilocycles. SCA — subsidiary communications authorization. S A — special service authoriza-

i

Bend. Part of the trip was a lunch for
the group furnished by WSBT-AM-TV
South Bend, Ind., represented by

TORNBERG

COMPANY,

INC.

Negotiators For The Purchase And Sale Of
Radio And TV Stations
Appraisers • Financial Advisors
New York-60 East 42nd St., New York 17, N. Y. • ML) 7-4242
West Coast— 1357 Jewell Ave., Pacific Grove, Calif. • FR 2-7475
Washington-1426 "G" St., N.W., Washington, D.C. • Dl 7-8531

ecutive vice president and 24.5% stockholder of The Hamilton Fund Inc. Applicants requests STA to operate station
pending action by commission.
Rochester, N. Y.— Star Tv Inc. Vhf ch. 13
(210-216
mc); above
ERP 316
kw vis.;
158 kw
Ant.
height
average
terrain
500 aur.
ft.;
above ground 349 ft. Estimated construction
cost $1,350,000; first year operating cost
$1,400,000; revenue $1,600,000. P.O. address
339 East Ave., Rochester. Studio location
Rochester; trans, location Brighton, N. Y.
Geographic coordinates 43° 08' 09" N. lat.,
77° 35' 00" W. long. Trans. GE TT-51-B; ant.
GE TY-53-A3. Legal counsel Fly, Shuebruk,
Blume & Gaguine, Washington, D. C; consulting engineer A. Earl Cullum Jr. & Assoc.,
Dallas, Tex. Principals include Maurice R.
Forman (20%), Robert S. Kieve, (15%),
Isaac Gordon, Fred Forman (each 14%),
Gilbert J. C. McCurdy, James M. Trayhern
Jr., Edward Menden (each 5%) and others.
Maurice Forman is majority stockholder
of WGVA Geneva, WTLB Utica, and WBBF
Rochester, all New York, and has real
estate interests; Mr. Kieve is general manager of WBBF; Mr. Gordon has real estate,
electric and transportation interests and
owns hotel; Fred Forman is attorney; Mr.
McCurdy owns 25% of department store;
Mr. Trayhern has been executive director
of production of WROC-TV Rochester; Mr.
Menden is attorney and is stockholder in
WGVA, WTLB and WBBF. Ann. Oct. 11.
♦Rochester, N. Y. — Rochester Area Educational Tv Assn. Inc. Vhf ch. 13 (210-216 mc);
ERP 316 kw vis., 158 kw aur. Ant. height
above average terrain 500 ft.; above ground
346 ft. Estimated construction cost $637,591;
first year
operating St..
costRochester
$439,076. 7.P.O.
address 410 Alexander
Studio
and trans, location Rochester. Geographic
coordinates 43° 08' 08" N. lat., 77° 35' 04"
W. long. Trans. GE TT-51-B; ant. GE TY70-H. Legal counsel Krieger & Jorgensen,
Washington, D. C; consulting engineer
George P. Adair Engineering Co., Washington. Applicant is non-profit corporation. ReSTA to operate
tion byquests
commission.
Ann.station
Act. 11.pending acSyracuse, N. Y. — Ivy Bcstg. Inc. Vhf ch.
9 (186-192 mc); ERP 100 kw vis., 50 kw aur.
Ant. height above average terrain 1,000 ft.;
above ground 463 ft. Estimated construction
BROADCASTING, October 16, 1961
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cost $869,427; first year operating cost $1,200,000; revenue $1,260,000. P.O. address 127
W. State St. Ithica, N. Y. Studio location
Syracuse; trans, location southeast of
Syracuse. Geographic coordinates 42° 56'
47" N. Lat., 76° 01' 32" W. Long. Trans.
RCA TT-ll-AH; ant. RCA TF-12-AH. Legal
counsel Davies, Hardy & Schenck, New
York; consulting engineer, John H.
laney & Assoc., Washington, D. C MulIvy
fjcstg. Inc. is licensee of WOLF Syracuse,
WTKO and WEIF(FM) Ithaca, WBIV(FM)
Wethersfield, WMIV(FM) South Bristol,
WOIV(FM) DeRuyter, and WJIV(FM)
Cherry
Y-^a6^to 311
N<!w station
York- Applicant
requests
&1A
operate
pending
action
bv
commission. Ann. Oct. 11.
New am stations
ACTION BY FCC
Sag Harbor, N. Y. — The Hamptons Bcstg.
Co. Granted 1600 kc, 500 w D. P.O. address
c/o Fitzgerald Smith, 19 Howard St.,
Sag
Harbor. Estimated construction
cost $17 000
Zj*^?eal
operating
cost
$35,000,
revenue
$48,000. Fitzgerald Smith, sole owner, is
radio-tv producer-writer.
Action Oct. 4.
Existing am stations
ACTIONS BY FCC
KPER Gilroy, Calif.— Granted increased
power from 1 kw to 5 kw, with DA, continuing operation on 1290 kc, D; engineering conditions.
Action Oct. 4.
WBIA Augusta, Ga.— Granted increased
daytime power on 1230 kc from 250 w to 1
kw, continued nighttime operation with 250
w;
remote Action
control Oct.
permitted;
engineering
conditions.
4.
WBBT Lyons, Ga.— Granted increased
daytime power from 250 w to 1 kw, continued operation on 1340 kc, 250 w-N; engineering conditions. Action Oct. 4.
WTIF Tifton, Ga.— Granted increased daytime power from 250 w to 1 kw, continued
operation onand1340without
kc, 250 w-N; engineering
conditions
prejudice to such
action as commission may deem warranted
as result of final determination with respect
to application of WDMG Inc. for renewal
of
of WDMG Douglas, Ga. Action
Oct.license
4.
WFAI Fayetteville, N. C— Granted increased daytime power on 1230 kc from
250 w to 1 kw, continued nighttime operation with 250 w; engineering conditions;
remote control permitted. Action Oct. 4.
WISP Kinston, N. C— Granted increased
daytime power on 1230 kc from 250 w to 1
kw, continued nighttime operation with 250
w; remote control permitted; engineering
conditions. Chmn. Minow and Comr. Lee
dissented. Action Oct. 4.
WTOL Toledo, Ohio— Granted increased
daytime power from 250 w to 1 kw, continued operation on 1230 kc, 250 w-N; remoteditionscontrol
permitted; not
engineering
conand construction
to commence
until decision has been reached in proceeding on application of WCOL Columbus for
like increased daytime power, and in event
WCOL application is granted, WTOL not
to commence program tests until WCOL
is similarly authorized. Chmn. Minow dissented. Action Oct. 4.
WNOK Columbia, S. C— Granted increased daytime power on 1230 kc from 250
w to 1 kw, continued nighttime operation
with 250 w; remote control permitted; engineering conditions.
Chmn.
and Comr.
Lee dissented.
Action
Oct.Minow
4.
WOLS Florence, S. C— Granted increased
daytime power on 1230 kc from 250 w to
1 kw, continued nighttime operation with
250 w;
remote control
ing conditions.
Action permitted;
Oct. 4. engineerAPPLICATIONS
Mod. of license to
WLTC Gastonia, N. C— from
Gastonia to
change station location
both
GastoniaEast lina.
Ann. Act. Gastonia,
,. .
10. North . Caro(which
Mod. oftocp increase
Wis.—station)
WIGL Superior,
authorized new am
1 kw, install new
power from 500 w to location
to Duluth,
trans., change station
specify studio
and
Wis.,
Minn. -Superior.
location
in Superior. Ann. Oct. 10.
New fm stations
APPLICATIONS
Holland, Mich— Holland Bcstg. Co. 96.1
Ant. height above average
mc; 2.9186 kw.
terrain
ft. P.O. address 5 E. Eighth St.,
Holland. Estimated construction cost $12revcostA.$14,100;
operating W.
yearPrincipals:
591; first
enue $14,500.
Butler, W.
C. Wichers, Nelson Bosman, F. H. Marsilje,
P. T. Cheff, M. C. Westrate (each 16.66%),
who own
land. Ann.s'nvlar
Oct. 5. interests in WHTC Hol-

Tulsa, Okla. — Tulsa Bcstg. Co. 105.1 mc;
8.25 kw. Ant. height above average terrain
1,190 ft. timated
P.O. construction
address cost
box $35,500;
9697, Tulsa.
Esfirst year
operating cost $34,776; revenue $44,025. Applicant is licensee of KTUL-TV Tulsa. Ann.
Oct. 4.
Erie, Pa. — Gibraltar Enterprises Inc. 97.9
mc; 37.8 kw. Ant. height above average
terrain 612 ft. P.O. address 3514 State St.,
Erie. Estimated construction cost $32,872;
first year operating cost $35,000; revenue
$35,000.
TV
Erie.Applicant
Ann. Oct.is 4.licensee of WICU-AMOwnership changes
ACTIONS BY FCC
KTUC Tucson, Ariz.— Granted transfer of
negative control by G. M. and E. W. Krampert through sale of their 50% interest to
Ben L. Slack, Robert Lebsock and Van
Haaften; consideration $103,725. Action Oct.
4.
KMET Paradise, Calif— Granted assignment of cp and license (1) from Douglas
F. Mariska and Howard T. Churchill to Mr.
Mariska; no monetary consideration, and
(2) from Mr. Mariska to Komet Radio Inc.
(Mr. Mariska, 61.45%, Mr. Churchill, 11.10%,
and
18 Action
others, Oct.
27.45%);
$14,000.
4. newcomers to pay
KQBY-AM-FM San Francisco, Calif.—
Granted assignment of licenses from Sherwood R. Gordon to Atlass Bcstg. Inc.
(Patricia Powell Atlass, president); consideration $720,000. By memorandum opinion
and order, commission dismissed petition
by the National Assn. of Broadcast Employes and Technicians, AFL-CIO, and its
Local Union No. 51 to deny applications on
ground that assignments would cause displacement of radio station personnel and
be otherwise contrary to public interest.
Commission held that, nothwithstanding
petitioner's
failure to to
showallegations
standing, and
it gave
careful
consideration
was
of view that NABET had failed to allege
any matter requiring commission to accord
hearing and that alleged dealings with
union involve business management and
policy, matters which Supreme Court has
held trol
areof commission.
not within the
supervisory
Chmn.
Minow conand
Comr. Bartley dissented. Action Oct. 4.
KAGRment of license
Yuba City,
Calif—
Granted
assignto B. B. Ballard and M. A.
THE

Eehr, d/b as Ballard and Behr Enterprises;
consideration $30,000. Action Oct. 4.
■ Commission
(1) renewal
license of WXXX granted
Hattieburg,
Miss., andof (2)
assignment velopment
of Co.license
from
Broadcast
Deto WXXX Inc. (George P.
Mooney,
president,or and
other stockholders
have individual
collective
interests in
WKGN Knoxville, Tenn., WBSR Pensacola,
Fla., WDXI-AM-TV Jackson, and WDXN
Clarksville, both Tennessee); consideration
$100,000.
dissented.Chmn.
ActionMinow
Oct. 4.and Comr. Bartley
WKOC-FM Rochester, N. Y.— Granted assignment of license and SCA to Veterans
Bcstg. Inc. (WROC-TV); consideration $48,700 and agreement to refrain from acquiring directly or indirectly any interest in
any radio or tv station whose principal
location is Rochester, or whose main trans,
location is within 35 miles of Rochester, for
five years. Chmn. Minow abstained from
voting. Action Oct. 4.
WSHH Latrobe, Pa. — Granted assignment
of license to Tayloradio Corp. (K. W. Horton, president, has interest in WELM Elmira, N. Y.); consideration $60,000. Action
Oct. 4.
WAGR Lumberton, S. C— Granted relinquishment of negative control by Albert and
Linda W. Kahn and Denzell M. and Lou
C. Shaver, as family groups, through issuance of 30 shares of stock each to George
E. Gautney and Carl T. Jones in payment
of $3,000 consultant fee and 20 shares to
Milton A. Newsome in payment for his
work as chief engineer of WAGR. Action
Oct. 4.
WOGA Chattanooga, Tenn. — Granted (1)
renewal of license and (2) assignment of
license to Dick Bcstg. Inc. of Chattanooga
(WQOK Greenville, S. C, and WIVK Knoxville, Tenn.); consideration $90,000. Comr.
Bartley issued dissenting statement in
which Chmn. Minow joined. Action Oct. 4.
APPLICATIONS
WAHR-FM Huntsville, Ala.— Seeks assignment of license from James A. Hornbuckle to WAHR Inc., new corporation consisting of Mr. Hornbuckle (66.2%) and William R. Lane (33.2%); no financial consideration involved. Mr. Lane is present
operations
manager of WAHR-FM. Ann. Oct.
5.
KSEA San Diego, Calif.— Seeks transfer
of all outstanding shares of stock in Sea-

TELE -COMMUNICATIONS
PORTA-CASTER
4Bn-^odBf675

SizefW'x 19"x46i/2"
Weight: 90 lbs.
Console only 13 lbs.
Cabinet: Grey unbreakable
fiberglass and
aluminum with
removable legs
and cover.

Console completely
self-contained ( including
monitor amplifier ) and
may be removed for
remote broadcasts.
INPUT CONTROLS:
2 Turntables with cue
position, 1 Microphone
Control with two inputs,
1 Remote Control with
high level inputs.
FOR INFORMATION

A COMPLETE, COMPACT
TRANSISTORIZED PORTABLE UNIT
FOR STUDIO OR REMOTE USE
OUTPUT CONNECTIONS:
1 Line Output, 1 P.A.
Output with control,
1 External Speaker
Output, 1 Phone Output.

EQUIPMENT:
Includes 2 Rek-O-Kut,
Rondine B-12 Turntables,
2 Presto PA-1 Tone Arms
(with snaplock), 2 G.E.
Type
4G-050 Triple Play
Cartridges.

CONTACT

TELE-COMMUNICATIONS
CORP.
AN AFFILIATE OF T E LE B ROA D C AST E RS, INC.
50 DRUMM STREET, SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA
YUkon 2-4314
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kc,
Oct. 16. kw, DA, D, in Normal, 111. Action
OTHER ACTIONS
■ Tucson
Commission,
by letter,
of
Radio
Inc.
(K VET denied
) Tucson,request
Ariz,
Compiled by BROADCASTING Oct. 12
to vacate July 26 initial decision (which
became effective Sept. 14 granting applicaON AIR
CP
TOTAL APPLICATIONS
tion of Pan-American Radio Corp. for new
am station to operate on 1600 kc, 1 kw D,
Lie.
Cps.
Not on air For new stations
in
Tucson)
and requireso Pan-American
AM
3,600
40
99
850
amend its application
as to eliminateto
receiver image interference to KVET which
FM
874
53
169
156
operates on 690 kc. Action Oct. 4.
TV
4871
68
82
112
■ By memorandum
opinionby and
order,
commission
denied petition
Broadcast
Bureau to enlarge issues to include Sec. 3.35
OPERATING TELEVISION STATIONS
consideration as to applicant Robert F.
Neathery, Fredericktown, Mo., in am proceeding in Doc. 13060 et al. Chmn. Minow
Compiled by BROADCASTING Oct. 12
and Comr. Bartley dissented. Action Oct. 4.
■ By memorandum opinion and order,
VHF
UHF
TV
commission granted petition by Evangeline
Commercial
468
85
553
Bcstg. Inc., to the extent of dismissing its
application for new tv station to operate
Non-commercial
38
18
56
on ch. cision
3 inlookedLafayette,
La. (Juneapplication
6 initial de-of
toward granting
Acadian
Tv
Corp.
for
new
tv
station to
COMMERCIAL STATION BOXSCORE
operate on ch 3 in Lafayette, and denying
applications of Evangeline Bcstg. Inc., seeking same facility and KTAG Assoc. for mod.
Compiled by FCC Sept. 30
of cp to specify operation of station KTAGTV
on
ch 3 instead of ch 25 in Lake Charles,
AM
FM
TV
45
La.) Action Oct. 4.
35
876
■ By memorandum opinion and order,
Licensed (all on air)
3,600
59
commission dismissed as moot petition by
Cps on air (new stations)
Burlington Bcstg. Co., Burlington, N. J., for
193
154
review ciencyofof funds
examiner's
denial toto add
suffion air (new stations)
Cps notauthorized
657
issue relative
applicant
Total
stations
.
3,789
98
92
John
J.
Farina,
tr/as
Mt.
Holly-Burlington
1,114
532
hearing)
in
26
43
166
Bcstg. Co., Mt. Holly, N. J., in am proceedApplications for new stations (not
124
75
32
Applications for new stations (in hearing)
ing in Docs. 13931-3. Action Oct. 4.
stations
698
new
■ June
By order,
action
Total applications for
41
of
1 incommission
granting, finalized
without itshearing,
hearing)
in
116
7
13
Applications for major changes (not
applications
for
assignment
of
licenses
of
504
71
WAMV-AM-FM (now WEBR-AM-FM) East
78
Applications for major changes (in hearing)
changes
620
major
for
Louis,
fromdoing,
Hess-Hawkins
Total applications
2
0
0 871 St.
Stanlin
Inc.111.,
In so
it withdrew Co.
orderto
Licenses deleted
1
0
441 4 of July 3 which reopened matter for further
Cps deleted
consideration because of certain communications objecting that assignment would
depriveming.locality
"gooddidmusic"
program-to
1 There are, in addition, nine tv stations which are no longer on the air, but retain their
Objecting of
parties
not respond
commission letters of inquiry for further
licenses.
information, and applicants showed availability of "good
Louis area.
Actionmusic"
Oct. 4.station in East St.
assumption
of
liabilities.
Mr.
Owings
is
com■
By
memorandum
opinion and order,
to
M. Victor
mercial manager of WMIE Miami, Fla. Ann
commission denied petition by Rollins Teleboard Bcstg. Inc. from Alex
Oct. 5.
E. Youstcasting
Inc.
(WPTZ
ch.
5
North Pole, N. Y.),
), William
Sutton (72.91%
Clark L.27%)
requesting that commission report and order
and Willard P. Shultes (7 7%,)
ler (19
raHearing cases
Inc.; total conside
of
Aug.
3,
which
assigned
third vhf chand/b as Sound-Deck
innel (chtioned5)to right
to Rochester.
N. ultimately
Y., be condi-to
plus additional expensession
447.46,
tion $11curred
FINAL DECISIONS
of
WPTZ
by transferor pending commis
operate with power of 100 kw ERP and ant.
Sound-Deck Inc.
■
Commission
gives
notice
that
Aug.
17
approval of transaction.
height of 2,000 ft above average terrain.
which looked toward grantequipm
is high-fi
11. ent sales and serv- initialing decision
Ann. Oct.
ice firm. delity
held modification unnecessary
application of Peach Bowl Bcstrs. Inc., Commission
because its Aug. 3 action does not jeopardize
asSeeks
to
increase
daytime
power
of
KUBA
Yuba
Calif.—
ide,
Rivers
KDUO(FM)
consideration
of application by WPTZ to
South-L
City, Calif., from 1 kw to 5 kw, continued
and SCA
f licenseBcstg.
signment oCalifornia
increase in facilities. Comrs. Craven and
Howard
Co. tofrom
eastern
operation
on
1600
kc,
500
w-N,
DA-N
beCross
absent.
Action
Oct. 4.
(45%)
,
Hearne
P.
came effective Oct. 6 pursuant to Sec. 1.153
Tullis (55%) and John
$60,- of rules. Action Oct. 10.
ration
conside
Co.;
■
By
memorandum
opinion
and 1.310
order,of
Bcstg.
KFXM
as
d/b
KFXJVl
of
e
commission
waived
Sees.
1.308 and
license
Co. is
000 KFXM Bcstg. Calif.;
■ Commission gives notice that Aug. 14
Mr. Tullis owns
San Bernardino,
initial decision which looked toward grant"multiple for
application"
to extent
, Calif.; Mr. Hearne,
accepting
filing as rule
of date
tenderedof
52% of KEAP Fresno
ing application of Shenandoah Life Stations
Ventura
KVEN-AM-FM owns
owns 20 9% ofTullis
Inc.
to
increase
power
of
WSLS-FM
Roa(Aug.
8)
application
of
WJAC
Inc.
to in50%
and Hearn
crease daytime power of WJAC Johnstown,
Calif ; Messrs.
noke, Va., from 21 kw to 202 kw and ant.
and KAFY BakersCajon,
El
KDEO
Pa.,
from
250
w
to
1
kw,
continued
operaof
each
height
from
1,890
ft.
to
1,892
ft.,
continued
nia.
field, both Califor
Ann. Oct. 4.
tion on 1400 kc, 250 w-N. Action Oct. 4.
operation on 99.1 mc; engineering condition
Calif — became
effective Oct. 3 pursuant to Sec.
KUDU-AM-FM Ventura-Oxnard,
Barren County Bcstg. Co., John M. BarTriin
stock
1.153
of
rules.
Action
Oct.
9.
of
50%
of
transfer
Seeks
rick, Glasgow, Ky. — Designated for conCounties Public Service Inc. from Virginia
hearing applications
for 1440
new kc,
day-1
INITIAL DECISIONS
tion
time am solidated
stations
to operate on
Wallace to Russel L. Furse; considera
has
and
t
is tv consultan
kw.
Action
Oct.
4.
$25 000 Mr. Furse
■
Hearing
examiner
Elizabeth
C.
Smith
Santa Maria, Calif., tv ch. issued initial decision looking toward grantintereston.inAnn.
Ridgestated
Radio
Corp.,
Windber,
— ReinOct. 5.
410%applicati
ing applications of Radio Station WAYX Inc.
application
of Ridge
RadioPa.for
new
t of (WAYX)
KLMR Lamar, Colo.— Seeks assignmen
Waycross, Ga., Radio Gainesville
am station to operate on 1350 kc, 1 kw, D
Colorado Bcstg. Co. Inc.
license from Southeast
(WGGG)
Gainesville,
Fla.,
Fisher
and
designated
it
for
consolidated
hearing
tion $158,000 plus Bcstg. Inc., (WSOK) Savannah, Ga., and
to KLMR Inc.; considera
with Windber Community Bcstg. System
liabilities
value of other assets and minus
Laurens County Bcstg. Co. (WXLI)
for new am station to operate with the same
on as of closing date.D. The
of assignor corporati
facilities in Windber. (Court of Appeals on
Dublin,
Ga.,
for
increased
daytime
power
Sole stockholder of assignee, Douglas
from
250
w
to
1
kw,
continued
operation
June 8 reversed order of commission disrepresentative of Edwin
Western
is
Kahle,
on
1230
kc,
250
w-N,
each
with
interference
Ridge applicationconsideration
and held itwith
enTornberg & Co. Ann. Oct. 5.
titledmissing
to comparative
and additional
engineering
conassign-to condition
Seeks Inc.
Colo.—Bcstg.
dition
to
WSOK.
Action
Oct.
11.
TV Pueblo,
Windber.)
Action
Oct.
4.
KCSJ-AMment of license from Star
■ Hearing examiner Elizabeth C. Smith
KPOR application
Quincy, Wash.
— Designated
for
consideraCo.; no nfinancial
an TvApplicatio
Metropolit
decision looking toward granthearing
for renewal
of license
is contingent on issueding initial
tion involved.
applications of Middle South Bcstg. Co. on issues concerning unauthorized transfer
conof
transfer
for
n
applicatio
grant trolofof Star
(WBML) Macon, Ga., and Ben Hill Bcstg.
of ownership or control, misrepresentations
to Metropolitan (FOR THE
material facts,
and repeatCorp. (WBHB)
Fitzgerald,
in- and edomissions
RECORD, Oct. 9). Ann. Oct. 10.
and willfulof violations
of rules.
Action
creased daytime power
from 250Ga.,w tofor1 kw,
assignment of
Oct.
4.
KCSJ Pueblo, Colo. — anSeeks
continued
operation
on
1240
kc,
250
w-N,
William
Tv Co. to
license from Metropolit T. White
both
with
interference
condition.
Action
(each 40%)
■ By memorandum
opinion
and order,
M White Jr., Mahlon
Bcstg. Oct. 11.
commission
granted petition
by Community
and others, d/b as Sangre de Cristo Mahlon
■
Hearing
examiner
Annie
Neal
Huntting
$210,200.
ion
Corp.; total considerat
Bcstg. (WTOL)
for reconof bank: William White
issued initial decision looking toward grantpresident
tion of JuneforToledo,
21increased
grant Ohio,
to daytime
WaterwonderWhite
land Bcstg. sideraInc.
power
business interests. Application
has no isother
ing application of Robert E. Podesta and
of WSTR Sturgis, Mich., from 250 w to 1 kw,
Podesta for new Class B fm sta- with
t of anli- Marcella
is contingent upon (1) assignmen
continued
operation
on
1230
kc,
250
tion
to
operate
on
103.3
mc;
ERP
1.67
kw;
Metropolit
to
-TV
cense of KCSJ-AM
height
568 ft., in Santa Clara, Calif. w-N, to extent of recognizing that WSTR
Star ant.
transfer of control THE
(above) and (2) Metropoli
Action
Oct.
11.
operating
with
1
kw
day
causes
2.63%
(FOR
tan
Bcstg. Inc.Oct.to 9). Ann. Oct.
interference to 250 w service area of WTOL.
■ Hearing examiner Herbert Sharfman
10.
RECORD,
However, effects of this interference can be
WSUZ Palatka, Fla.— Seeks assignment of issued initial decision looking toward granteliminated by WTOL similarly operating
ing application of McLean County Bcstg.
license from Raymond P. McMillin to Neal Co. for
new am station to operate on 1440 with 1 kw day. Action Oct. 4.
C. Owings, d/b as WSUZ Inc.; consideration
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SUMMARY

OF COMMERCIAL

BROADCASTING

PROFESSIONAL

CARDS

JANSKY & BAILEY
Offices and Laboratories
1339 Wisconsin Ave., N.W.
Washington 7, D.C. FEderal 3-4800
Member AFCCE

JAMES C. McNARY
Consulting Engineer
National Press Bldg.,
Wash. 4, D. C.
Telephone District 7-1205
Member AFCCE

—Established 1926—
PAUL GODLEY CO.
Upper Montclair, N. J.
Pilgrim
Laboratories,
Great6-3000
Notch, N. J.
Member AFCCE

GEORGE C. DAVIS
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
RADIO & TELEVISION
527 Munsey Bldg.
STerling 3-0111
Washington
4, D. C.
Member AFCCE

Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
Everett L. Dillard, Cen. Mgr.
INTERNATIONAL BLDG.
Dl. 7-1319
WASHINGTON, D. C.
P.O. BOX 7037
JACKSON 5302
KANSAS.CITY, MO.
Member AFCCE

A. D. Ring & Associates
30 Years' Engineering
Experience in Radio

Lohnes & Culver

1710 H St., N.W. Republic 7-2347
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
Member AFCCE

GAUTNEY & JONES
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
930 Warner Bldg. National 8-7757
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE

MAY & BATTISON
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Suite 805
711 14th Street, N.W.
Washington 5, D. C.
REpublic AFCCE
7-3984
Member

L. H. Carr & Associates
Consulting
Radio & Television
Engineers
Washington 6, D. C. Fort Evans
1000 Conn. Ave. Leesburg, Va.
Member AFCCE

KEAR & KENNEDY
1302 18th St., N.W. Hudson 3-9000
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
Member AFCCE

A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
INWOOD POST OFFICE
DALLAS 9, TEXAS
MEIrose 1-8360
Member AFCCE

GUY C. HUTCHESON
P.O. Box 32
CRestview 4-8721
1100 W. Abram
ARLINGTON, TEXAS

SILLIMAN, MOFFET &
ROHRER
1405 C St., N.W.
Republic 7-6646
Washington 5, D. C.
Member AFCCE

LYNNE C. SMEBY
CONSULTING ENGINEER
AM-FM-TV
7615 LYNN DRIVE
WASHINGTON 15, D. C.
OLiver 2-8520

GEO. P. ADAIR ENG. CO.
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
Radio-Television
Communications- Electronics
1610 Eye St., N. W.
Washington, D. C.
Executive Member
3-1230 Executive
AFCCE 3-5851

WALTER F. KEAN
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Associate
George M. Sklom
19 E. Quincy St. Hickory 7-2401
Riverside,Member
III. (A AFCCE
Chicago suburb)

HAMMETT & EDISON
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Box 68, International Airport
San Francisco 28, California
Diamond 2-5208

CARL E. SMITH
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
8200 Snowville Road
Cleveland 41, Ohio
Tel. JAckson 6-4386
Member AFCCE

Munsey Building District 7-8215
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE

9208 Wyoming PI. Hiland 4-7010
KANSAS CITY 14, MISSOURI

JULES COHEN
Consulting Electronic Engineer
617 Albee Bldg. Executive 3-4616
1426 G St., N.W.
Washington 5, D. C.
Member AFCCE

J. G. ROUNTREE
CONSULTING ENGINEER
P.O. Box 9044
Austin 17, Texas
GLendale 2-3073

VIR N. JAMES
SPECIALTY
DIRECTIONAL ANTENNAS
232 S. Jasmine St. DExter 3-5562
Denver 22, Colorado
Member AFCCE

JOHN H. MULLANEY
and ASSOCIATES, INC.
2000 P St., N. W.
Washington 6, D. C.
Columbus AFCCE
5-4666
Member

COMMERCIAL RADIO
MONITORING CO.
PRECISION FREQUENCY
MEASUREMENTS
AM-FM-TV
103 S. Market St.,
Lee's Summit, Mo.
Phone Kansas City, Laclede 4-3777

A. E. Towne Assocs., Inc.
TELEVISION and RADIO
ENGINEERING CONSULTANTS
420 Taylor St.
San Francisco 2, Calif.
PR. 5-3100

PETE JOHNSON
Consulting am-fm-tv Engineers
Applications — Field Engineering
Suite 601
Kanawha Hotel Bldg.
Charleston, W.Va. Dickens 2-6281

CAMBRIDGE CRYSTALS
PRECISION FREQUENCY
MEASURING SERVICE
SPECIALISTS FOR AM-FM-TV
445 Concord Ave.,
Cambridge 38, Mass.
Phone TRowbridge 6-2810

FREQUENCY
MEASUREMENT
AM-FM-TV
WLAK Electronics Service, Inc.
P. O. Box 1211, Lakeland, Florida
Mutual 2-3145 3-3819

MERL SAXON
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEER
622 Hoskins Street
Lufkin, Texas
NEptune 4-4242 NEptune 4-9558

KEITH WILLIAMS and
ASSOCIATES, ARCHITECTS
Consultants — Radio Station Design
110 North Cameron Street
Winchester, Virginia
MOhawk Equipment
2-2589 layout
Planning
Renovation Acoustic Design

CAPITOL RADIO
ENGINEERING INSTITUTE
Accredited Tech. Inst. Curricula
3224 16 St., N.W. Wash. 10, D.C.
Practical Broadcast, TV Electronics engineering home study and residence
course. Write For Free Catalog. Specify course.

contact
BROADCASTING MAGAZINE
1735 DeSales St. N.W.
Washington 6, D. C.
for availabilities

L. J. N. du TREIL
& ASSOCIATES
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
10412 Jefferson Highway
New Orleans 23, La.
Phone: 721-2661

William B. Carr
Consulting Engineer
AM— FM— TV
Microwave
P. O. Box 13287
Fort Worth 18, Texas
ATlas 4-1571
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Routine roundup
■ Commission granted petition by Lake
Huron Bcstg. Corp. and extended to Oct. 20
time to
replies reconsideration
to oppositions toofitsreport
petition forfilepartial
and order on interim policy on vhf channel
assignments to include Saginaw-Flint-Bay
City,which
Mich.,additional
within group
major markets
to
vhf tvof channel
would
be assigned. Action Oct. 3.
ACTIONS ON MOTIONS
By Chairman Newton N. Minow
B Granted motion by Pier San Inc.,
Larned, Kan., and corrected in various
respects ceeding
transcript
of oral argument
proon its am application,
et al. inAction
Oct. 6.
■ Granted petition by Acadian Tv Corp.
and extended to Oct. 5 time to file replies to
exceptions
in Lake Action
Charles-Lafayette,
La.,
tv ch 3 proceeding.
Oct. 4.
■ Granted
motion
by
WIBC
Inc.,
Indianapolis, Ind., and corrected as requested
transcript of June 8 oral argument in Indianapolis, Ind., tv ch 13 proceeding. Action Sept. 29.
By Commissioner Frederick W. Ford
■ Granted petition by Acadian Tv Corp.
and extended to Oct. 23 time to file replies
to
in Lake Action
Charles-Lafayette,
La., exceptions
tv ch 3 proceeding.
Oct. 5.
■ Granted petition by Suburban Bcstg.
Inc., Jackson, Wis., and extended to Oct. 16
time to respond
opposition
to Suburban's
petition
to enlargeto issues
and reopen
record
filed by Beacon Bcstg. System Inc., GraftonCedarburg, Wis., in proceeding on their am
applications. Action Oct. 5.
By Acting Chief Hearing Examiner
Jay A. Kyle
■ Scheduled prehearing conference on
Nov. 3 in proceeding on am applications of
Little Joe Enterprises (WJOE) Ward Ridge,
Fla.,
and Sarasota-Charlotte
Englewood,
Fla. Action Oct. 4. Bcstg. Corp.,
■ Granted petition by Rollins Bcstg. of
Delaware Inc., for leave to amend its application for new fm station in Wilmington,
Del., to specify operation on 98.5 mc in lieu
of 102.5 mc, removed from hearing status
and returned amended application to processing line; granted application of Howard
F. Reber and Frank A. Franco for new
class B fm station to operate on 102.5 mc,
ERP Action
1 kw, Oct.
ant. 2.height 488.2 ft., in Reading,
Pa.
■ Granted petition by Radio Temple and
dismissed without prejudice its application
for new am station in Temple, Tex.; retained in hearing status am application of
Georgetown
Action
Oct. 2.Bcstg. Co., Georgetown, Tex.

transcript
proceeding
applicationsrected
of KSTP
for inmod.
of cp andonAmerican
for renewal of license. Action Sept. 28.
By Hearing Examiner Charles J. Frederick
by 11Broadcast
and■ Granted
extended petition
from Oct.
to Oct. 25Bureau
time
to file proposed findings and conclusions in
proceeding on application of United Tv Co.
of New Hampshire for cp to change facili(ch 9) Manchester, N. H.
Actionties of WMUR-TV
Oct. 5.

Kent -Ravenna. Ohio, to Kent, Ohio. Action
Sept. 28.
By Hearing Examiner H. Gifford Irion
■ On own motion, continued Oct. 9
hearing to Oct. 18 in proceeding on fm
applications of Lakeshore Bcstg. Inc.,
Racine, Wis., et al. Action Oct. 2.
■ Changed date for commencement of
hearing from Oct. 16 to Nov. 13 in proceeding on fm applications of Plains Radio
Bcstg. Co.
(1) additional
time toWFFM
constructforKRKY(FM)
Denver, Colo.;
(FM) Cincinnati, Ohio; KFMV(FM) Minneapolis, Minn.; KFMC(FM) Portland, Ore.,
and KPRN(FM) Seattle, Wash., and (2)
assignment of cps for those stations to
United Communications Inc. Action Oct. 2.
By Hearing Examiner David I. Kraushaar
■ Denied motion by Dale H. Mossman,
Norwood, Ohio, for postponement of Oct. 9
hearing in proceeding on am applications
in Docs. 14125-8. Action Oct. 3.
■ Directed Kenosha Bcstg. Inc., Kenosha,
Wis., applicant for new fm station in Kenosha, Wis., requesting scheduling of new
hearing date, to file supplemental petition
supported by affidavit or affidavits of facts
not later than by close of business Oct. 23,
and deferred ruling on its petition until such
supplemental petition is filed and all parties
have
to reply to same.
Action had
Oct. opportunity
2.
■ Granted motion by Broadcast Bureau
and continued sine dine Oct. 2 hearing in
proceeding on am applications of Creek
County Sept.
Bcstg.29. Co., Sapulpa, Okla., et al.
Action

By Hearing Examiner Millard F. French
■ Upon oral motion by Winfield Bcstg. Co.,
Winfield, Kan., and with consent of other
parties, extended from Oct. 2 to Oct. 6 time
for exchange of non-engineering and lay
exhibits in proceeding on its am application,
et al. Action Sept. 29.
■ Upon oral motion by Broadcast Bureau,
and with consent of other parties, continued
9:30 a.m., Oct. 2, prehearing conference to
Oct. 3, same time, in proceeding on applications of Bi-States Co. (KHOL-TV) Kearney,
Neb.,
and Topeka
Assn. Inc. (WIBWTV) Topeka,
Kan.,Bcstg.
sites.
Action Sept.
29.for cps for new trans,
By Hearing Examiner Walther W. Guenther
■ Granted joint request by applicants and
continued prehearing conference from Oct. 6
to Nov. 6 and hearing from Oct. 30 to
Nov. 30 in proceeding on applications of
Higson-Frank Radio Enterprises and Irving
E. Penberthy for new am stations in Fresno,
Calif. Action Oct. 3.
■ Formalized rulings made on record;
granted petition by Audio House Inc., insoBy Hearing Examiner Jay A. Kyle
far as accepting amendment to its application to change operation of fm station
■ Pursuant to agreement among all conKRPM San Jose, Calif., to change trans,
cerned, ordered that hearing shall be relocation, height of ant. and ERP, but denied
sumed Oct. 11 at 9:30
recess on
petition insofar as it requested retention in Oct 9 m proceeding on following
am applications of
Burlington Bcstg. Co., Burlington,
hearing status; removed amended applicaN. J., et
tion from hearing docket and returned to al. Action Oct. 6.
processing line. Action Oct. 2.
■ Pursuant to agreement reached by all By Hearing Examiner Elizabeth C. Smith
parties atferenceSept.
29 further
con■ Granted oral motion made at Oct. 4
in proceeding
on prehearing
am applications
prehearing
conference by Skyline Bcstrs.
of Seward Bcstg. Inc., Marion, and Saltville
Inc. for leave to amend its application
Bcstg. Corp., Saltville, both Virginia, ordered
new am station in Klamath Falls, Ore., forto
reflect that Ray K. Coddington is sole owner
that
exhibits
be exchanged
on orapplicants'
before Oct.
23; andwillover
objections
including amended stock subof counsel for Saltville at Sept. 27 oral of Skyline,scription
agreement and detailed explanaargument and Sept. 29 further prehearing
tion
of
financial
planning and operation of
conference continued Oct. 11 hearing to station and certain
engineering
Oct. 30. Action Sept. 29.
minor character. Action
Oct. 4. changes of
■
Pursuant
to
agreement
at prehearing
By Hearing Examiner Annie Neal Huntting
conference, scheduled further hearing on
■ Upontinuedoral
agreement
of
parties,
conOct.
6
in
proceeding
on
application
of SkyOct. 10 prehearing conference to
line Bcstrs. Inc. for new am station in
Oct. 11, at 9:00 a.m., in proceeding on fm
Klamath Falls, Ore. Action Oct. 4.
■ Scheduled prehearing conference on
applications
Churchbothof Oct.
the Air Inc. ofandYoung
WJMJ People's
Bcstg. Corp.,
9 in Municipal Building, Farmington,
Philadelphia, Pa. Action Oct. 4.
N. M., m proceeding on applications of San
Juan
Non-Profit Tv Assn. for new tv trans■ On petition by Ybor City Bcstg. Co.,
By Hearing Examiner Asher H. Ende
lator stations in Farmington-Bloomfield
Ybor
City,
Fla.,
changed
dates
for
various
Highway
Area and Huerfano-Bloomfield
■ Granted petition by Broadcast Bureau
procedural steps and postponed hearing
and extended from Oct. 2 to Oct. 10 time
from Oct. 12 to Nov. 8 in proceeding on Highway Area. Action Oct. 3.
for filling proposed findings and from Oct. 16 its application and Johnson Bcstg. Corp.,
■ Pursuant to agreement at prehearing
conference, scheduled hearing for Nov. 27 in
to Oct. 24
replies, Radio
in proceeding
appli- Indian tions.
Rocks
Beach,
Action Oct.
3. Fla., for new am sta- proceeding
cation offor
Wireline
Inc., for onrenewal
on application of Radio Ameriof license of WITT Lewisburg, Pa. Action
cana'5Inc. forOct.
new3. am station in Baltimore,
■ On own
motion toadvanced
preMd. Action
J
Sept. 29.
hearing conference
9:00 a.m.,Oct.
same10 date,
in
proceeding
on
fm
applications
of
Young
■ On own motion, rescheduled from
■ Granted Theatres
motions Inc.
by American
Paramount
(WABC &Bcstg.
aux.)Oct. 10 to Oct. 24 prehearing conference in
Church Philadelphia,
of the Air Inc.,Pa.
and Action
WJMJ
New York, N. Y., Broadcast Bureau, and in People's
Bcstg. Corp.,
proceeding on applications of Chronicle
Sept.
29.
part motion
by KSTP
Inc. (KOB)
AlbuPublishing Co. (KRON-TV) and American
■ Granted
petition by Portage County
querque, N. M.,
and corrected
in various
Bcstg. -Paramount Theatres Inc. (KGO-TV)
Bcstg. Corp. for leave to amend its am
respects transcript of Sept. 8 prehearing
both SanOct.Francisco,
Calif., in Doc. 12865-6.
3.
application to change city designation from atAction
conference; on own motion, further corJ■ Pursuant to agreement of counsel at
Oct. 2 prehearing conference, scheduled
hearing for Nov. 13 in proceeding on appli■MS
BROAD CASTING
cation of Melody Music Inc. for renewal of
THE BUSINESSWEEKLY OF TELEVISION AND RADIO
01 | license
Oct. 2. of WGMA Hollywood, Fla. Action
CD
|
1735 DeSales St., N. W. Washington 6, D. C.
BROADCAST ACTIONS
by Broadcast Bureau
Actions of Oct. 10
NEW
SUBSCRIPTION
ORDER
WBJA-TV
Binghamton, N. Y.— Granted aso- 1
Please start my subscription immediately for —
signment of cpErie,
to WBJA-TV
Inc. assignment
WEPA-TV
Pa.— Granted
□ 52 weekly issues of BROADCASTING
* I of cp to WEPA-TV Inc.
WDLR Delaware, Ohio — Granted license
7.00
□ 52 weekly issues and Yearbook Number $ 11.00
for am station; condition.
□ Payment attached □ Please Bill
*WMCO(FM)
New Concord, educational
Ohio— Granted
license for noncommercial
fm
station.
name
licenses for following fm staTJ ■ ■ Granted
tions: WCUE-FM Akron, Ohio; WJBL-FM
title/ position*
Holland, Mich.; WCNO Canton, Ohio; WDGO
Cleveland, Ohio; WMER Celina, Ohio.
company name
WWST-FM Wooster, Ohio— Granted license tomain
use old
trans, as auxiliary
address
? trans, at
trans,mainlocation.
city
WJW Cleveland, Ohio — Granted license
covering installation of new trans, as auxiliary trans.
zone
state
WEXL Royal Oak, Mich.— Granted license
Send to home address
to use old main trans, as auxiliary trans, at
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present main trans, location.
WTVB Coldwater, Mich— Granted license
covering
installation
at main trans,
location.of new auxiliary trans,
WFIN Findlay, Ohio— Granted license to
use old main trans, (main trans, location)
as auxiliary trans, with remote control
operation.
WBNS-FM Columbus, Ohio— Granted litrans. cense to use old main trans, as auxiliary
WABJ Adrian, Mich.— Granted license to
use old main trans, (main trans, location)
as auxiliary trans, with remote control
operation.
WBOP Pensacola, Fla.— Granted cp to
change ant. -trans, location (using NW tower
of WCOA array), and make changes in ant.
(decrease
height) and ground systems; ant.
200
ft.
KCMC-FM Texarkana, Tex.— Granted mod.
of cp to change ant. -trans, location (no
change in site description); decrease ERP
to 81 kw; and change type trans.
WYCR(FM) York-Hanover, Pa.— Granted
mod. of cp to change ant. -trans, location;
type trans., type ant.; decrease ant. height
to
720 ft.;permitted.
and increase ERP to 8 kw; remote
control
KSTN-FM Stockton, Calif.— Granted extension of completion date to Oct. 30.
Actions of Oct. 9
KFDA Amarillo, Tex.— Granted involuntary transfer of control from Charles B.
Jordan to Louise M. Jordan, executrix of
estate of Charles B. Jordan.
Lansing, Mich.— Granted license
forWMRT
am station.
■ Granted licenses for following fm stations: WBRB-FM Mt. Clemens, Mich.;
WRFD-FM Columbus-Worthington, Ohio;
WMRT-FM Lansing, Mich.; WBEX-FM Chillicothe, Ohio; and WRMP Detroit, Mich.
WLDM(FM) Detroit, Mich.— Granted license covering increase in ant. height, decrease in ERP and installation of new trans,
and ant. as auxiliary trans.
Duchesne County, Myton, Utah— Granted
cps for new uhf tv translator stations on
chs. 70 and 75 to translate programs of
KLS-TV
and KCPX-TV (ch. 4) both
Salt Lake (ch.
City,5) Utah.
Harpster Tv Assn., Harpster, IdahoGranted cp for new vhf tv translator station
on ch. 9 to translate programs of KXLY-TV
(ch. 4) Spokane, Wash.
*WUNC
Chapel HU1, N. C— Remote control permitted.
KTRN, Texoma Bcstg. Co. of Wichita
Falls, Tex., Wichita Falls, Tex.— Granted
mod. ofCo.license to change name to T & O
Bcstg.
■ Granted cps for following new vhf tv
translator stations: Alvarado Television Inc.
on ch. 11 Casa Adobes and Cataline Foothills Additions, Tucson, Ariz., to translate
programs of KVOA-TV ch. 4 Tucson, Ariz.,
condition; Old Pueblo Bcstg. Co. on ch. 11
Casa Adobes, Ariz. (KOLD-TV ch. 13, Tucson, Ariz.), conditions.
KTACnewTacoma,
install
trans. Wash.— Granted cp to
Actions of Oct. 6
KRSC
Othello,
Wash.— Granted
ment of license to Kathleen
Brownlow assignWard
and Dan and Jean Leary, his wife, d/b as
Othello Radio.
WMUU Greenville, S. C. — Granted license
covering increase in power and installation
of new trans.
KWRE Warrenton, Mo. — Granted license
covering increase in power and installation
of new trans.
WNSL increase
Laurel, inMiss.
— Granted
licenseof
covering
power,
installation
new trans, and specify type trans.
WKJB Mayaguez, P. R. — Granted mod. of
license to change studio location and remote
control point.
WPRP Ponce, P. R.— Granted mod. of license to change studio location; remote control permitted.
WDVA
Danville,
— Granted
cp totrans,
install alternate
mainVa.trans,
at main
location.
Granted
to WNOB(FM)
change type Cleveland,
trans, and Ohio—
decrease
ERP cpto
70 kw; ant. height 390 ft.
WEIV(FM)
Ithaca, and
N. Y.—
GrantedERPcp to
install
new trans,
increase
to
20 kw.
*WBJC(FM) Baltimore, Md.— Granted cp
to change ant. -trans, and main studio location; increase ERP to 800 w; install new ant.;
make changes in ant. system and transto 91.5 mc.mitting equipment, and change frequency
WVGR(FM) Grand Rapids, Mich.— Granted
mod. of cp to increase ant. height to 640 ft.;
change type trans, and type ant.
WIGL Superior, Wis. — Granted mod. of
cp to change tower location and type trans.;
condition.
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WAWA West Allis, Wis.— Granted mod.
of cp to make changes in DA pattern.
■ Following
stations
extensions of completion
dateswereas granted
shown: WPLM
Plymouth. Mass., to Jan. 9, 1962; KLHS
Lordsburg, N. M., to June 26, 1962; WOMC
(FM) Detroit, Mich., to April 1, 1962; KXQR
(FM) Fresno, Calif., to Nov. 30; WSBC-FM
Chicago, 111., to Dec. 30; KGUD-FM Santa
Barbara, Calif., to Jan. 12, 1962; WINE (FM )
Pittsburgh, Pa., to Nov. 8; KBFI(FM) Boise,
Idaho, to Jan. 25, 1962; WWCO Waterbury,
Conn., to April 14, 1962; WICH Norwich,
Conn., to Nov. 18; WRAA Luray, Va., to
Jan. 3. 1962; KITS Springfield, Mo., to Nov.
27; WGSB Geneva, 111., to Dec. 1, and WNBC
New York, N. Y., to March 15, 1962, without
prejudice to whatever action commission
may deem appropriate in light of any information developed in pending inquiry concerning compliance with Sec. 317 of Communications Act, and to such action as commission may deem warranted as result of
its final determinations with respect to: (1)
conclusions and recommendations set forth
in report of Network Study Staff; (2) related studies and inquiries now being considered or conducted by commission; and
(3) pending anti-trust matters.
■ Following stations were granted extensions of authority to remain silent for periods shown: WFAW(FM) Fort Atkinson, Mo.,
to Jan. 2, 1962; KQRO(FM) Dallas, Tex., to
Jan. 1, 1962, condition.
KARO(FM) Houston, Tex.— Granted exmain tension
silent;of authority
condition. to Jan. 1, 1962 to reWIKC Bogalusa, La. — Granted authority
to operate from sign-on at 7 a.m., to sign-off
at 6 p.m., daily except for Friday and Saturday nights and special events when station
may operate in accordance with licensed
sign-off time.
KSID Sidney, Neb.— Granted authority to
sign 31.off at 6:30 p.m. for period ending
Dec.
KVAN Vancouver, Wash. — Granted mod.
of cp to specify main studio location as
Riveria Motel Block, Vancouver, change ant.
location to NW corner parking area Hayden
Island Amusement Park; remote control
permitted.
■ Following stations were granted mod. of
cps to change type trans.: KIBS, Bishop,
Calif.;
kinsville,KDAB
Ky. Arvada, Colo.; WHOP HopWHFI(FM) Birmingham, Mich.— Granted

authority to remain silent for period ending Jan. 2, 1962; conditions.
■ Following stations were granted extensions of completion dates as shown : WMROFM Aurora, 111., to March 27, 1962, without
prejudice to such further action as commission may deem warranted in light of American Bcstg. -Paramount Theatres, v. F.C.C.,
Case Nos. 16264 and 16528; U. S. Court of
Appeals for District of Columbia; KSGM
Chester, 111., to April 1, 1962; *KTOY(FM)
Tacoma, Wash., to Dec. 20; KTSM-FM El
Paso, Tex. to April 15, 1962; WOSC-FM
Fulton, N. Y., to Dec. 30; WKVA Lewistown,
Pa., to Nov. 30; WKDA Nashville, Tenn., to
April 6, 1962; KUTY Palmdale, Calif., to
Dec. 31, and WQSR Solvay, N. Y., to Nov. 30.
Actions of Oct. 5
WKTX Atlantic Beach, Fla.— Granted assignment of license to Good Music Bcstg.
Co.; consideration $75,000.
WPRN, assignment
Radio Butler
Co., Butler,
Ala.—
Granted
of license
to Paul
D.
Nichols
and Houston L. Pearce d/b under
same name.
WJFC Jefferson City, Tenn. — Granted assignment of cp to Jefferson County Bcstg.
Inc.
WSIB, Sea Island Bcstg. Co., Beaufort,
S. C. — Granted assignment of cp to Lee J.
Berry, T. D. Hiers, Julian S. Levin and T.
R. Sams d/b under same name.
forWUPY(FM)
fm station. Lynn, Mass.— Granted license
Granted
covering increase
daytime powerlicenses
and installation
of new in trans,
for following stations: WLOG Logan. W. Va.,
and WKBV Richmond, Ind.
WWRL New York, N. Y.— Granted licenses
covering changes in DA system and make
changes in ground system (main & alt.
main); conditioned to acceptance of such
interference as may result from grant of
pending
of Fitzgerald
Smith to
establish proposal
new standard
broadcast station
at
Sag Harbor, N. Y.
Coulee City Tv Assn. Inc., Coulee City,
Wash. — Granted cps for new vhf tv translator stations on chs. 10, 8 and 12 to translate programs of KXLY-TV (ch 4) , KREMWash.
TV (ch 2) and KHQ-TV (ch 6) all Spokane,
Duchesne City, Duchesne City and StrawContinued on page 103
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'"T
Van
dFM
AMCI
antennas

• Omnidirectional TV and FM
Transmitting Antennas
• Directional TV and FM
Transmitting Antennas
• Tower-mounted TV and FM
Transmitting Antennas
• Standby TV and FM
Transmitting Antennas
• Diplexers
• Vestigial Sideband Filters
• Coaxial Switches
and Transfer Panels
• Power Dividers and other Fittings
Write for information and catalog.
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CLASSIFIED

ADVERTISEMENTS

(Payable in advance. Checks and money orders only.) (FINAL DEADLINE — Monday preceding publication date.)
• SITUATIONS WANTED 20* per word — $2.00 minimum • HELP WANTED 25* per word — $2.00 minimum.
• DISPLAY ads $20.00 per inch — STATIONS FOR SALE advertising require display space.
• All other classifications 30* per word — $4.00 minimum.
• No charge for blind box number. Send replies to Broadcasting, 1735 DeSales St., N.W., Washington 6, D. C.
Applicants: If transcriptions or bulk packages submitted, SI. 00 charge for mailing (Forward remittance separately, please). All transcriptions, photos,
etc., sent to box numbers are sent at owner's risk. Broadcasting expressly repudiates any liability or responsibility for their custody or return.
RADIO
Help Wanted — Management
Somewhere there is a young, ambitious, aggressive time salesman at a negro programmed station who is ready to move up
to sales managers job of a fast growing
negro market chain. Unlimited opportunity
for the right man. Box 330H, BROADCASTING.
California medium market radio manager.
Must
be active in sales. Box 451H, BROADCASTING.
Sales
Progressive single market station is looking
for a sales manager interested in settling
in growing
Texas community
city working
of 10.900.
Good opportunity,
pleasant
conditions. Must be experienced in sales
and prefer air voice if possible. Job is now
open but will wait for right application.
Box 799G, BROADCASTING.
Florida, east coast, medium metropolitan
market. Minimum 2 years fuiltime radio
sales. Compensation depends entirely upon
present income and past sales record. Good
opportunity to advance within chain. Reply
in
ING.confidence to Box 288H, BROADCASTRadio station in Boston market seeks young,
bright salesman. Direct selling experience
necessary.fidential.Send
All replies conBox 464H,resume.
BROADCASTING.
$15,000 is what we pay to start local radio
salesman in eastern 3 million market. No
swivel chair artists. After you've proven
yourself you'll direct a staff of local salesmen. Opportunity and advancement unlimited with chain organization. Replies
confidential. Box 475H, BROADCASTING.
Southern group — Top rated metro stations,
expanding, seeking two potential managers
as salesmen — 30-40, married. Guarantee,
moving, rapid advancement for creative
producer. Area applicants preferred. Send
photo — complete resume first letter. McLendon Broadcasting, Box 197, Jackson, Miss.
Immediate opening in local sales staff in
single station market. Must be thoroughly
experienced in radio sales. Personal interview a must. Contact General Manager
KATE, Albert Lea, Minnesota.
Opportunity radio salesman. Salary plus
commission. Good market. KFRO, Longview,
Texas.
Salesman wanted: One of North Carolina's
most modern and progressive radio stations (am and fm) has immediate opening
for aggressive, alert salesman. Guaranteed
salary against draw . . . depending on sales
record and ability to produce on full-time
sales. Send photo and full resume at
earliest opportunity to: Clay Cline, WDBM.
P.O. Box 1027, Statesville. North Carolina.
Salesman wanted: Minimum three years
sales experience with network affiliated
station required. Immediate starting income
of $450.00 to $600.00 per month based on
17% comm. Good solid station doing business for 38 years. Sickness, health insurance, vacations, credit union and retirement plans. Position open immediately.
Send picture and qualifications to radio
station WHBY. Appleton, Wisconsin.
Salesman (2) send complete resume to F.O.
Pease, G.M., WSUG, Clewiston, Florida. No
fone calls.
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Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Sales
Sales manager — aggressive, creative, ready
to grow
rapidly fm
withstation
Central
first
commercial
and Michigan's
network.
Apply with details to John P. McGoff,
WSWM. Box 289, East Lansing.
Top-notch salesman for major midwest market. Number one country and western station. Station manager Edwin J. Charles,
P.O. Box 1165, Kansas City 17, Kansas.
"Get in on ground floor! FM good music
station going on the air soon in one of
Ohio's usual
toppeoplethree
three Girl
un. . . markets.
Salesman,Need
Engineer,
Friday, all with ability to announce and
all with more than just an interest in the
classics . . . Experience preferred. Write
immediately to Russ George, P. O. Box 565,
Columbia, S. C."
Radio television jobs. Over 630 stations. All
major markets, midwest saturation. Write
Walker Employment, 83 South 7th Street,
Minneapolis 2, Minn.
Announcers
Top salary to outstanding morning man for
eastern major market station. All replies
confidential.
Tape, resume. Box 328H,
BROADCASTING.
Major Miami station needs two top personality dj's.Send
Minimum
salary
$150.00 week.
aircheckstarting
and resume.
Box 354H, BROADCASTING.
Needed immediately. Announcer with good
voice and delivery who has a first class
ticket
and knows
how
use it!WeWe'll
good who
wages
rightto of
man.
wantpayisa
man
istonotthe afraid
work ...
married . . . and ready to settle down
with an expanding organization. State
salary, qualifications, in first letter. Box
356H, BROADCASTING.
Wanted: Morning man for southwestern
station in city of 10,000. Must have network
quality voice, be sober, dependable, hard
working. Prefer older man who wants to
settle down in small friendly community
with ideal climate and earn a liveable
wage. Full details with tape which will be
returned. Box 372H, BROADCASTING.
Country music dj personality for board
shift and part time selling. Florida fuiltime
all country music station offers wonderful
opportunity for a dj who loves country
music.
Tape, resume to Box 374H, BROADCASTING.
Announcer with flair for smooth production and knowledge of music and news.
Not top "40." Box 393H, BROADCASTING.
New England's
finest medium
station has opportunities
for market
experienced
morning announcer and news director.
Box 397H, BROADCASTING.
Complete staff needed by expanding Texas
group. Complete details first letter. Must
be experienced and trustworthy. Ideal
working conditions and excellent salaries
plus
advancement. Box 401H, BROADCASTING.
Good music staff announcer, bass voice,
professional delivery, fast board. Major
southwest market. Send tape and resume
immediately to Box 424H, BROADCASTING.

Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Announcers

Needed immediately. Announcer with good
voice and delivery who has a first class
ticket
and knows
use it!WeWe'll
good wages
to thehowrightto man.
wantpaya
man who is not afraid of work ... is
married . . . and ready to settle down
with an expanding organization. State
salary, BROA
qualifications,
in first letter. Box
357H,
DCAS
TING.
Wonderful opportunity for wide awake
morning man in smaller market looking
for opportunity in major eastern market.
Adult formal. Deep resonant voice, strong
commercial
delivery required. Send tape,
CASTING^
resume
and photo to Box 428H, BROADKnow music? Strong on news? Have ticket?
If so, we need you for midwest 5,000 watter.
Minimum
maintenance. Experience. Send
CASTING^
tape, photo, resume. Box 448H, BROADFirst phone announcer. Must have minimum
4 years experience. Adult music service
and information format. Salary commensurate with experience. For KHMO, Hannibal,
Missouri. Contact Jerrell Shepherd, Moberly, Missouri. Amherst 3-1601.
Creative announcer-production man. Will
spend half-time on board; half-time creating and producing
nouncements. We havedistinctive
the tools spot
... ando
you have the talent? Immediate opening.
KWHK, Hutchinson, Kansas. Mo 5-4461.
First phone who likes to hunt, fish or ski
and can do announcing for a good music
format will find a happy home, with good
pay, at daylighter WBNC, Conway, N. H.
Wanted: for a 5000 watter, experienced announcer with ability to do play-by-play
sports. References and air tape requested.
Contact Greeley N. Hilton or Ed Fuller,
WBUY, Lexington, North Carolina.
Opening nouncer.
forWho can
experienced
salesman-anassume duties
of salesmanager. Prefer morning man background.
Excellent future with a newspaper owned
station. Send tape, resume to Bill Poole,
WFLS, Fredericksburg, Virginia.
Beginner . . . this is it . . . tough shift
(nites & weekends) . . . week-day off,
prefer 1st ticket; all tapes accepted. Fast
format. Manager, WHAP, Hopewell, VirFor 50 kw operation, warm, friendly perginia. sonality for mature audience morning show.
Rush tape, picture, background to WLAC
Radio, Nashville, Tennessee.
Immediatenouncer.opening
experienced
anSend detailsfor
to Manager,
WMFJ,
Daytona Beach, Florida.
Immediate opening for fm announcer. Fully
paid pension plan and excellent working
conditions. Tape, resume, and photo requested. Write WNNJ, Newton, New Jersey.
C & W specialist who also is able to do
pop shows and handle some news. Come
join us in the beautiful Shenandoah Valley
at WSIG, Mt. Jackson-Harrisonburg, Va.,
and earn yourself $110 base plus 15% on
sales. Job now open. Your references will
be checked. An R. F. Lewis Jr. station.
Write Phil Potter manager.
Immediate job with 5000 watt station as
local and area news director. Will have
assistant. Must work 6 days a week. Mileage
allowance. 3 week vacation. Complete news
studios. Salary depends on experience and
qualifications.
Apply: H. M. Thayer, WGHQ,
Kingston,
N. Y.
Immediatenouncer.
opening
for experienced
Forward audition
and resume an-to
manager, WASA, Havre de Grace, Maryland.
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Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Will need all personnel for new am station at Georgetown, S. C. Especially interested in combo men. Apply to F. K.
Graham, P. O. Box 554, Vidalia, Ga.
Radio television jobs. Over 630 stations. All
major markets, midwest saturation. Write
Walker Employment, 83 South 7th Street,
Minneapolis 2, Minn.
Technical
Chief engineer, new major market, northeast stereo fm station and recording company. Must be thoroughly familiar with
the latest recording techniques, equipment,
maintenance, and operations. Group operation with unlimited future opportunities.
Box 408H, BROADCASTING.
Chief Engineer-New York State. 90 miles
from city. Box 454H, BROADCASTING.
Chief engineer for metropolitan daytimer
going directional night. Part of southern
group building 3 stations. Good opportunity
for experience working with group engineer. Excellent working conditions. Send
photo — complete resume, salary requireING. ments first letter. Box 490H, BROADCASTFirst fm station in prestige in first city in
opportunity needs first class engineer with
creative imagination for stereo. Write
KRBE, 1400 Hermann Drive, Houston 4,
Texas.
Educational radio station control room
operator needed immediately. Second class
license, essential, salary $4296, state civil
service.
Personal Contact
interviewDr. atKenapplicant's
expense required.
Thomas
at KSAC, Manhattan, Kansas.
Engineer experienced in control board
operation and fast production needed at
KSTT, Davenport, Iowa. No announcing.
Contact D. H. Horner, Chief Engineer.
WJON, St. Cloud, Minn., is seeking capable
engineer-announcer with above average
engineering capability. WJON is now in
process of building a complete new buildnew X-mitter.
Working and
willwillbe house
nites. brand
Successful
applicant
will be chief. Send complete background to
A. E. Dahl, Gen. Mgr.
First phone engineer for transmitter duty.
No experience necessary. Ideal for retired
man. WTTF, Tiffin, Ohio.
"Get in on ground floor! FM good music
station going on the air soon in one of
Ohio's usual
toppeoplethree
three Girl
un. . . markets.
Salesman,Need
Engineer,
Friday, all with ability to announce and
all with more than just an interest in the
classics . . . Experience preferred. Write
immediately to Russ George, P.O. Box 565,
Columbia, S. C."
Production — Programming, Others
Experienced newsman: Must be able to
write, cover beat, report. Top wages for
medium Michigan market. Usual fringe
benefits. Box 342H, BROADCASTING.
Wanted immediately. Program director with
matureproduction,
knowledgenewsof and"middle-of-road"
music,
public service
interest. Send full details, first letter. Box
392H, BROADCASTING.
Need
for expanding,
news photographer-reporter
conscious, midwest medium
market.
Aurican & Bell and Howell knowledge important. No dark room, little air work.
Imagination
are "musts." Send
full
details toandBoxindustry
425H, BROADCASTING.
Pulse rated No. 1 station midwest market of 300,000 looking for experienced
newsman. Half and half leg work and air
work. No beginners. Send particulars and/or
tape to Box 435H, BROADCASTING.
Newsman needed for operation with heavy
emphasis on local news. We have 3 mobile
units aerial coverage, many stringers and
stature and prestige in our area as a source
of news and information. If you have had
local news training and experience and
want a good job, with good pay, contact
J A. Shepherd, KNCM, Moberly, Missouri.
Prefer a man familiar with Missouri. Salary
open and according to experience and
ability.
BROADCASTING, October 16, 1961

Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Production — Programming, Others
Announcer-producer for am educational
radio station. Masters degree desirable,
bachelors degree essential, Federal Civil
Service benefits, salary open, contact Dr.
Ken Thomas, KSAC, Manhatten, Kansas.
Suburban Chicago — combo. First class license. Permanent. Open now. $125.00 per
week. Complete information and tape to
WEAW, Evanston, Illinois.
Experienced newsman to gather, write, and
deliver local and area news. Send tape,
resume,
linois. references to WSOY, Decatur, Il"Get in on ground floor! FM good music
station going on the air soon in one of
Ohio's usual
toppeoplethree
three Girl
un. . . markets.
Salesman,Need
Engineer,
Friday, all with ability to announce and
all with more than just an interest in the
classics . . . Experience preferred. Write
immediately to Russ George, P. O. Box 565,
Columbia, S. C."
Dude Ranch resort hotel catering to luxury
trades needs cowboy-singer who plays own
guitar, actually fides horses well, and
would like position as assistant to manager
and host, with fine possibility of advancement in hotel managerial field. This unusual opportunity requires well-educated,
handsome, not-too-old male who likes the
southwest and would work November-April
season at modest salary to prove competence. Mail photos and resumes to C. J.
Martin, Box 250, Route 6, Tucson, Arizona.
Radio television jobs. Over 630 stations. All
major markets, midwest saturation. Write
Walker Employment 83 South 7th Street.
Minneapolis 2, Minn.
RADIO
Situations Wanted — Management
Manager. Small to medium market experience. Desire change and opportunity. Box
367H, BROADCASTING.
Manager-commercial manager. Eight years
experience these capacities. Also national
network and advertising agency. Solid record of profits and success. Box 409H,
BROADCASTING.
Manager, sales manager. Currently employed, major west coast market account
executive with eleven years all around
radio background, including management.
Early thirties, family man, honest, sober.
Move anywhere for top management opportunity. Box 426H, BROADCASTING.
Tired blood? Mgr. with ideas; small,
medium and metro experience, ready to
give your station vigorous life and profits.
34. Have worked with the best. Box 455H,
BROADCASTING.
Experienced general manager now available. Just completed 14 years as general
manager of competitive western New England facility — sold to chain — built facility
from ground up: 1st phone ticket; family
man; 43 years old; want solid long term
opportunity as full-charge manager. ExING. cellent references. Box 456H, BROADCASTProfits down! Expenses up! Make your station pay with a manager experienced in
rough,
tough small-medium market. Box
466H, BROADCASTING.
Sales
Florida, southeast. Selling experienced commercial manager. Top account executive.
Currently employed Florida. No drifter, outstanding sales record, references. 20 years
experience. Write Box 463H, BROADCASTING.
Announcers
Sports director, play by play football,
basketball, baseball. Finest references. Box
710G, BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Announcers
DJ-newsman: Tight, cheerful, personality;
family, college. Best Hooper in midwest
city of 100,000 during 3-6 p.m. References
prove will give 100%. Tape and resume on
request. Box 201H, BROADCASTING.
Sports director looking for sports minded
station. Finest of references. Box 220H,
BROADCASTING.
School of Broadcasting graduate, thoroughly tranied. DJ, news, board. Colored. Box
286H, BROADCASTING.
Disc jockeyperienced.
— announcer
ExControl board— newscaster.
operator. Bright
sound. Box 346H, BROADCASTING.
Experienced sports announcer. Play by play
on all sports. Specifically, baseball, football,
basketball. Young and exciting. Desires
sports minded station. Midwest preferred.
Box 384H, BROADCASTING.
Negro announcer, looking for employment.
Graduate of A-TS. Will travel. Box 404H,
BROADCASTING.
Staff announcer. Experience all phases.
First
phone. Married. Box 419H, BROADCASTING.
DJ, seven years experience, knows music.
Family. Box 420H, BROADCASTING.
Presently working crew available. Sales,
production, management. Present situation
was neglected operation at time of takeover. Have increased business 800 per cent
through aggressive sales and intelligent
adult programming. Can move in Sunday
night — have operation clicking Monday
morning. If you have an honest end rate
of no less than $3.00, we are interested in
your
operation. Write Box 421H, BROADCASTING.
In top one-hundred market as announcer
salesman. Good sales record and proven
air rating. Write Box 434H, BROADCASTING.
Attention North-East: Announcing, sales,
copy . . . available, Oct. 20th. Box 436H,
BROADCASTING.
5 years experience, radio and tv, including all phases of radio announcing. Presenthave topOnrated
children's
tv showInterand
tv lysports.
camera
commercials.
ested in radio and/or television. Top references. Married, two children, draft exempt.
Box 440H, BROADCASTING.
Announcer now working-top metro market desires change to better permanent
position. First phone. DJ work okay, but
please no top 40 (only) station. Prefer
east or southeast. $115.00 week min. Box
441H, BROADCASTING.
Currently employed dj, bright, happy
sound, seeking station with same characteristics. Northeast preferred, but all
considered. Box 442H, BROADCASTING.
I want to join your staff. Young, capable,
radio school trained, willing to relocate.
Staff announcing, music, news, sports. ReING.
ferences and tape. Box 446H, BROADCAST1st class ticket. Not too much experience.
Willing
to work, eager to learn. Box 447,
BROADCASTING.
With number one in top thirty market,
midwest. Prefer south Los Angeles, Texas.
Top
or good
music."
Humorous25,
style.forty
Bright.
Seven"good
years
experience.
family. Military completed. References.
Available
CASTING. November. Box 449H, BROADAttention New England! Presently employedmanency
family medium
man orof large
four market
seeking good
permusic station. Six years experience. Pd,
nd, sd, dj, State
am man,
play-by-play.
$125.00
minimum.
type of
audition required.
Box 459H, BROADCASTING.
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Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Announcers

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Announcers

Announcer with 6 years diversified broadcast experience desires permanency with
eastern adult station. Resume and interview.
Salary not cheap but negotiable. Box 460H,
BROADCASTING.
DJ, two years top rated jock 50,000 kw
eight station market. Seeks Florida availING. able two weeks. Box 465H, BROADCAST-

Mature announcer. Single, 40, stable individual, good character, familiar with hard
work, presently employed. 2V2 years experience— 5 hours per week, operate own
board, good pop and adult music format.
Desires full time opportunity with small
operation. Third phone. References. Box
475, Logansport, Indiana.

Announcer, dj : tight format, mature voice,
experienced. Want to settle. Box 467H,
BROADCASTING.
Experienced
newsmanarea.
— married.
Desires
work deejay
in N. and
Y., general
Not a
drifter. Tape, resume or personal interview,
available
CASTING. upon request. Box 469H, BROAD5 years experience announcing plus programming, production and first phone. Best
offer. Box 470H, BROADCASTING.
DJ-announcer. Nine years major market.
No screamer. Minimum $125.00. Employed.
Box 472H, BROADCASTING.
Versatile staff announcer. 33. Married.
Veteran. Experienced. Excellent knowledge
jazz, show music)
good music. (Modern
mile radius N. Y. Box
news. 200
Strong BROADCA
STING.
481H,
Announcer, first class ticket, experienced.
Family man. Bright happy sound. Want to
settle. Box 482H, BROADCASTING.
Experienced announcer, dj. Progressive
family man. Fast board. Negro. Box 483H,
BROADCASTING.
Ambitious negro announcer, dj, run tight
board, experienced, newscaster. Willing to
travel. Box 484H, BROADCASTING.
Immediately or sooner— young, ambitious,
Bright, tight, creaannouncer.
experienced
tive. Box 486H,
BROADCASTING.
10 years radio-tv news, sports, veteran,
skilled all phases. 30, married, located west
coast. Box 488H, BROADCASTING.
Announcer, 23, 2 yrs college, 1V2 yrs. experience. AFRS-TV. Type 50 wpm. Prefer
station near college town. For tape and
resume write: Norm Colwell, 2443 Broad
St., San Luis Obispo, California.
Five years radio-tv experience in sportscasting, coupled with a well-rounded staffsales background. Conscientious thirty-year
old family man, college educated, seeking
west coast assignment. 725 Indiana Ct #2,
El Segundo, California. Eastgate 2-5605.
Stop
look no director
more — here's
and —program
who hasdj, 6 production
years experience in all phases of modern radio.
Married, with service obligations completed.
Looking for a home in a medium or large
market. In the past 3 years has had a
number one pulse rating in a medium
market. No prima donna, love work. Minimum salary $140 per week. Available immediately. Interested, write Frank Malone,
6503D
5635. Military Highway, Norfolk, Va. 853Combo-man with limited experience desires
station in Florida or surrounding states.
Mature with liking for good music. Fair
announcer with first phone. Bob Mundy,
1250 Emeralda Drive, Orlando, Florida.
Announcer, 1st phone, no maintenance.
$85,
no car.
7-6721 after
Walter
Piasecki,
2219 N.BEParkside,
Chicago,5. Illinois.
Getting out of radio sales. Desire announcing fulltime. Two years doing both. No
rock. Will consider all offers, 3rd phone,
call RA 2-3049, 1215 West Santafe Ave., Mr.
R. H., Merced, California.
Have ticket, will travel, working in New
Mexico. Write to Ray Smith, 1506 3rd.
N.W., Albuquerque, N. Mexico.
Announcer with one year experience. Wants
opportunity to sell. Write Kenneth Watts,
P.O.
after Box
6 pm.44, Chester, S. C, or call 385-2274
100

Technical
Experienced first phone, chief, dj, news.
Florida— Texas preferred. $100. Car. Ten
days notice. Box 344H, BROADCASTING.
First phone engineer. Fourteen years experience. Radio or tv. Midwest location.
Married. Available immediately. Box 430H,
BROADCASTING.
Combo: Friendly engineer. Weekend announcer, 4 years experience. Good . . .
reliable. Presently employed. Box 433H,
BROADCASTING.
Technical school grad, first phone. Two
years experience. Master control major
market radio, tv, fm station. Reliable, best
references, single, combo considered. Southern California preferred. Available there
personal interview my expense. Box 468H,
BROADCASTING.
Young, chief engineer, announcer desires
position with permanency and advancement
in east. Box 485H, BROADCASTING.
4 yrs. C.E. 1 kw day timers, no announcing.
Present 6 month, c.e. rust. Remote control
unsat, Anthony Ostopoff, P. O. Box 3681.
Phone 334-2661. Charlotte 3, N. C.
Production — Programming, Others
Internationally-known program director desires change. Seasoned young executive.
Exceptional ability in audience development, all age groups. Unexcelled references.
Consider solid, established station anywhere. Low five figures. Detailed resume
available. Box 203H, BROADCASTING.
Program director. New England, New York,
Pennsylvania. Experienced all formats.
$150.00
ING. minimum. Box 422H, BROADCASTHave advanced to limit as dj at midsouth's
number
1 station. Greatest
talent
in creative
administration,
so am seeking
p.d. — ship in 100,000-500,000 market. Phone
area 504 no. 835-1952 or write Box 427H,
BROADCASTING.
Program-production manager. College grad,
experienced administrator. Specialize in
new ideas,duction.
music
proMinimumprogramming,
salary $150.00spot
a week
Seek station needing man to take charge
of all programming. Write Box 432H,
BROADCASTING.
Qualified broadcast reporter. Authoritative,
articulate — ranks with the above average
good voices. Varied adult schedule. Box
439H, BROADCASTING.
Tops in copy, disc jockey. Idea Girl. Great!
Hire
me. Don't wait! Box 443H, BROADCASTING.
Young, devoted newsman desires solid position with news minded am and/or tv. A-l
reporter- writer. Ability to dig . . . editorialize . . . analyze. Responsible newsman,
not dj or commercial announcer. N.Y.C.
newspaper;
radio-tv
background.
with network
affiliate.
Top 25 Currently
markets.
Willing to accept challenging position. Box
479H, BROADCASTING.
Mtn states or Calif! 5 years experience production, programming, all phases of radio.
2 years major market. Wish permanent
position in or near larger city. Sincere, 32,
family man. Asking $500 month. Box 480H,
BROADCASTING.
Composer of music will collaborate with
poem writers. E. Greene, 35833, Miami,
Florida.

TELEVISION
Help Wanted— Sales
Sales manager for midwest network medium-sized market. Excellent opportunity
for person with right background and
sales record. vancement.
Opportunity
for further adBox 271H, BROADCASTING.
Salesmanager wanted. ABC affiliate in
southeastern market has opening for salesmanager who knows his way in the south.
Excellent salary and commission. Please
furnish complete resume and confidential
interview can be arranged. Box 360H,
BROADCASTING.
TV sales experience. We have an opening
for you. Draw-commission, no ceiling, profit sharing, insurance and vacation. Write
KFBB, Box 1139, Great Falls, Montana.
Experienced tv salesman wanted to make
money. Want a self-starter. We are an
ABC-TV affiliate in expanding Florida market with tremendous potential. Please send
background first. Draw based on experiFlorida.ence. William V. Miller, WLOF-TV, Orlando,
Announcers
Newscaster for Westinghouse station in
major market. Please include tape and picture. Box 418H, BROADCASTING.
WITN-TV,
Washington,
Carolina
needs announcer
for both North
booth and
live
duties. Can also use good weatherman.
Prefer native to southeastern seaboard
states. Send full qualifications, tape recording and picture to Hal Wilson, Director
of Operations.
WSBT-TV established respected leader in
the area offers staff opportunity for man
with 2-3 yrs experience. Must be veteran
or draft exempt. If interested in prestige
station, salary plus talent, insurance, hospitalization and pension benefits, send
resume, tape (video preferred) and photo
to Personnel Director, South Bend Tribune,
South Bend 26. Indiana.
Technical
Midwest vhf station, needs experienced
studio and transmitter man. Must have first
phone license. Please include draft status
in resume. Box 667G, BROADCASTING.
Midwest metropolitan vhf has opening for
transmitter maintenance man. Must have
RCA transmitter experience. Box 423H,
BROADCASTING.
Film technician: Competent, experienced
man to technically evaluate film and maintain quality control in large film-video
tape operation. Send resume and references
to: Supervisor of Recording Services,
WTTW, 1761 E. Museum Drive, Chicago 37.
Vacancies for tv control room operators
and maintenance technicians. Tulsa and
other areas of Corinthian stations. Write
G. G. Jacobs, 302 So. Frankfort, Tulsa.
Production — Programming, Others
Producer-director. Excellent production opportunityabove
with leading
midwestern
tv station doing
average
live program
schedule. Production experience required,
good creative background desirable. Send
detailed resume and salary requirements
to Box 390H, BROADCASTING.
TELEVISION
Situations Wanted — Management
Manager-commercial manager. Eight years
experience these capacities. Also national
network and advertising agency. Solid record of profits and success. Box 410H,
BROADCASTING.
Announcers
TV — radio announcer. 11 years experience.
Versatile background. Box 457H, BROADCASTING.
Live childrens show. Low cost 2 man package. Box 458H, BROADCASTING.
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Situations Wanted— (Cont'd)
Technical
Transmitter engineer — television. Supervisory or operator capacity — experienced in
both. Ten years in broadcasting. Free to
travel — if price is right. Sound reason for
applying for new position. Box 452H,
BROADCASTING.
Engineer with 11 years experience in radio
and tv. Desires job in south or west in
radio or tv. Drennon Kenny, 1708 Lucile,
Wichita Falls, Texas. Phone 767-0917.
Production — Programming, Others
Photographer. Family man. 3V2 years with
award winning news department. Shootedit. Sof-sil, plus dark room. Box 431H,
BROADCASTING.
TV and film coordinator now with leading
ad. agency. Requires change to network or
tv station admin, post. Interested only in
challenging top-pressure work. Box 438H,
BROADCASTING.
Writer/announcer available Nov. 1st. Six
years experience. Draft exempt. Enjoy difING. ficult assignments. Box 453H, BROADCASTAnnouncing, directing, production, programming. Eight Resume
years experience.
lent references.
available. ExcelWrite
or phone Herb Buck, 602 Ohio Avenue,
Fort Pierce, Florida.
Skilled cinematographer - editor, desires
steady mentemployment
tv news
departof an Arizona,with
Texas
or California
station. 28, married and draft exempt.
Schooling — experience: motion pix, tv,
music, dramatics and pr. Will pay for interview trip. Henry Elstein, 58, Burley Circle,
Cincinnati 18, Ohio. Telephone: JA 2-5599.
Man with talent plus going to waste in
radio, desired to move into tv. Can do
Santa Claus show, teen show or what have
you. Call Ra 2-3049, 1215 West Santafe,
Merced, California. Consider all offers.
Robert North.
Educational television: Producer-director,
engineer perience
& ininstructor.
in speech, able
excommercial B.S.
broadcasting,
to instruct in speech & drama. Position
where graduate work is available, designed,
but not necessary. Resume available. Write:
Michael P. Stowers, 1404 N. Franklyn Ave.,
Bloomington, Illinois.
FOR SALE
Equipment
RCA BTA-1MX 1000 watt am transmitter.
Excellent condition, appearance and perce. 5 yearsBROADCASTING.
old. Six 833-A, other
tubes. Box forman294H,
Latest RCA 250 watt transmitter BTA 250M,
built in remote control, many spare parts
and tubes. Excellent condition, sell very
reasonable. Box 473H, BROADCASTING.
All components for 10 kw 3-phase power
supply, including modulation transformer.
Also some used, one new, 891-R tube. Write
KGEM, Boise, Idaho, for details and prices.
1 Hewlett-Packard distortion analyzer
model 330-B. 1 Hewlett-Packard audio oscillator model 201-B. 1 Raytheon transmitter
control console. F.O.B. Greenville, good
offers accepted. Vern Hutchinson, WESC,
Greenville, ,S. C.
Andrew Heliax, 350', type H 1-50 (RG-270/v),
1 %" size, 50 ohms impedance, gas tight,
black polyethylene jacket. Write Don Kemp,
WSWM, Box 289, East Lansing.
One used R. E. L., Inc. 10,000 watt fm
broadcast transmitter complete with 1,000
watt driver and interconnecting wiring.
Transmitter type No. 518-DL, including
R. E. L. type 600 frequency modulation
monitor. Immediate delivery. Capital
Broadcasting Company, Inc., Virgil Duncan,
Chief Engineer, 2619 Western Boulevard,
Raleigh, N. C, Telephone 828-2511.
BROADCASTING, October 16, 1961

For Sale— (Cont'd)
Equipment
Am, fm, tv equipment including monitors,
5820, bus1850,
p. a. tubes. Electrofind, 440 ColumAve., N.Y.C.
Gates BT-1AH 500 watt high band vhf-tv
transmitter. Discontinued model, will tune
to any frequency 7-13. Last catalog selling
price $16,750.00. Close-out price $9,995.00
f.o.b. Quincy. Contact Gene Edwards, Gates
Radio
details. Company, Quincy, Illinois for further
Used fm transmitter — one RCA BTF-10B
10 kw fm transmitter with one set used
operating tubes. Now tuned to 96.1 mc.
Price $4,900.00 as is f.o.b. Gates Radio Company,for Quincy,
wards
furtherIllinois.
details.Contact Gene EdWill buy or sell broadcasting equipment.
Guarantee Radio & Broadcasting SupDly
Co.. 1314 Iturbide St., Laredo, Texas.
Transmission line, styroflex, heliax, rigid
with hardware and fittings. New at surplus
prices. Write for stock list. Sierra Western
Electric Cable Co., 1401 Middle Harbor Road.
Oakland 20, California.
Image orthicon chains (2) — For quick sale.
RCA TK31— Contact Glenn Winter or Jack
Schuster, Phone 25531, York, Pennsylvania.
WANTED

TO BUY

Equipment
Wanted 10 and 50 kw am-transmitters — 250
foot towers. Box 391H, BROADCASTING.
Conventional tape recorders in good condition. Preferably Ampex, Magnecorder, etc.
Box 445H, BROADCASTING.
Used equipment for one kilowatt fm operation. Need everything. Quote price. Box
461H, BROADCASTING.
Wanted: One modulation transformer, suitable for RCA BTA-1M or MX type transmitter. WCTA, Andalusia, Alabama.
10 kw fm amplifier with power supply or
RCA type BTF-10B fm transmitter. Also
wanted a 1 kw fm transmitter of any
manufacture. W. C. Florian, WNIB, 108
North State Street, Chicago 2, Illinois.
Wanted, used two channel consol any make
or model. Also RCA studio mikes 44BX, etc.
Larry's
Crestline,Record
Ohio. Service, 133 N. Seltzer St.,
Wanted: Ampex 300's. Need 2, cash or will
trade
BillLAMeeks,
3123
ately. 351's.
Knox,
DallasContact
or call
6-7721Pams,
immediNeed WE 23-C studio console. Will also
consider Collins dual channel. State condition and price in first letter. Box 10513,
Tampa 9, Florida.
Stations
Operation showing two working owner incomes totaling 30M minimum. Box 471H,
BROADCASTING.
Religious, educational station with limited
budget urgently needs used console and
tape recorders. Contributions tax deductiIowa.ble, KWAR-FM, Wartburg College, Waverly,

INSTRUCTIONS— (Cont'd)
Elkins Radio License School of Chicago —
Six weeks quality instruction in laboratory
methods and theory leading to the F.C.C.
First Class License. 14 East Jackson St.,
Chicago 4, Illinois.
Since 1946. The original course for FCC 1st
phone license, 5 to 6 weeks. Reservations
required. Enrolling now for classes starting
October 11, January 3, 1962. For information, references and reservations write William B. Ogden Radio Operational Engineering School, 1150 West Olive Avenue, Burbank, California. Authorized by the California Superintendent of Public Instruction
to issue diplomas upon completion of Radio
Operational Engineering course.
FCC first phone license in six weeks.
Guaranteed instruction in theory and
laboratory methods by master teachers.
G.
I. Radio
approved.
Request
Elkins
License
School,free2603brochure.
Inwood
Road, Dallas, Texas.
Train now in N.Y.C. for FCC first phone
license. Proven methods, proven results. Day
and evening classes. Placement assistance.
Announcer Training Studios, 25 W. 43 N.Y.
OX 5-9245.
FCC tion
License
in six weeks
or less.
Instruccovers additional
material
of new
FCC
examinations. No increase in tuition. License guaranteed for tuition of $300.00. No
charge for extra time if needed. Next
classes October 30 and January 8. Pathfinder. 5504 Hollywood Boulevard, Hollywood, California.
Announcing
programming,
consolepractical
operation. Twelve
weeks intensive,
training. Finest, most modern equipment
available. G. I. approved. Elkins School of
Broadcasting, 2603 Inwood Road, Dallas 35,
Texas.
MISCELLANEOUS
Paying $1,000.00 yearly for 15 minutes daily.
Pay in advance monthly. Christian overseasmum news.
Reply daily
only religion.
if you program
minitwo hours
Gospel Radio
Broadcasters, 5610 Camellia Avenue, North
Hollywood, California.
"Deejay Manual," a complete gagfile containing adlibs, bits, gimmix, letters, patter
. . . $5.00; Show-Biz Comedy Service, 65
Parkway Court, Brooklyn 35, N. Y.
25,000 professional comedy lines, routines,
adlibs. Largest laugh library in show business. Special monthly topical service featuring deejay comment, introductions. Free
catalog. Orben Comedy Books, Hewlett, N.Y.
Business Opportunity
Let's partner
merge talents/money!
Need active
sales
with money, administrative
sales-ability, willing traveller, ambitious
money-maker. . . . For established moneymaking sales/commercial company. Box
371H, BROADCASTING.
RADIO
Help Wanted— Sales

INSTRUCTIONS
FCC first phone license preparation by
correspondence or in resident classes.
Grantham Schools are located in Hollywood,
Seattle, Kansas City and Washington. Write
for our free 40-page brochure. Grantham
School of Electronics, 3123 Gillham Road,
Kansas City 9, Missouri.
Be prepared. First class F.C.C. license in
six weeks.
TopElkins
qualityRadio
theory
and laboratory training.
License
School
of Atlanta, 1139 Spring St., N.W., Atlanta,
Georgia.

Aggressive, experienced salesman with
proven record of selling success to
serve as account executive in the West
Coast Division of a major television
film producer and distributor. Excellent opportunity for right man. Top
draw against commission plus transportation expenses. Send resume and
sales
ING. record. Box 489H, BROADCAST101

RADIO
Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Sales

Help Wanted — (Cont'd)
Announcers

BROADCAST
SALES ENGINEERS
WANTED

$15,000 PLUS
for
MORNING MAN

Immediate opportunity for sales engine rs to manage broadcast equipment
sales in various territories. The main
requirement is a broad background in
radio combined with some sales experience. Also, must be aggressive,
responsible and with a deep desire to
sell equipment. Excellent starting salary
with an attractive incentive program
and all travel expenses paid.
Opening also available in home office
sales staff preparing technical proposals
for men who want to sell but cannot
travel.
Become part of the dynamic expanding sales organization of a nationally
known electronics manufacturer. Send
resume immediately to Box 24 1H,
BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted — Management
GENERAL MANAGER; available around first
of year. Present station being sold. 15 years
experience all phases. 37. Family. Sober. Active in community affairs. Excellent recommendations include present employers. Organize
and develop new station or administer operating
concern. Active in sales, etc. First phone many
years. Prefer western market 20-50,000 or perhaps small group. Would like eventual partial
or full purchase opportunity, though not essential. Box 437H, BROADCASTING.

Major eastern metropolitan radio
market. Modern pop music format. The competition is tough,
but good man can help us beat
them. Must have minimum 3
years experience. Tape and resume held in strictest confidence.
Box 474H, BROADCASTING

Announcers
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WANTED
QUALITY RADIO-TV
ANNOUNCER

1
I

E Major New England radio-TV station =
S invites applications from high caliber =
= announcers, well seasoned in both 3
H media. Excellent voice and photo- =
5 genie qualities are required. Write: =.
Box 487H, BROADCASTING §
^]llllllllllll[]|||||IIIIMI[]MIIIIIIIIIIC]MIIIIIIIIII[]llllllllll!lt]llllllllllll[3'J |
1
EXECUTIVE SALESMAN | FlllllllllC]|||||lllllll[]IIIIIIIIIIIIC]|IIIIIIIIIIIC]IIIIIIIIIIIIE]llllllllllllt]|lllllW
3 To sell exciting, complete and =
E proven sales promotion and mer- §
I chandising plan to top station =
Production — Programming, Others
M management. One radio or tv sta- 3
1 tion in a market is franchised. In |
5 addition men will help train sta- 5
| tion sales personnel to effectively 1
We need news announcer — writer
S sell plan. Must be free to travel. 1
with good journalism background.
1 Most territories open. Excellent =
Good possibility of becoming News
Director. Station has strong local
§ opportunity for right men to join =
news acceptance, AP, UP and RPI
services.
Send resume, picture, tape
j| one of America's most reputable |
I organizations serving the broad- §
and salary desired.
g casting industry. Top salary, bonus I
Reply to:
= and all expenses. Send resume, =
Chuck Phillips
§ full particulars, and photograph §j
1 to:
B
Program Director
1
Box 462H, BROADCASTING 1
Radio Station WEMP
^illllliiC]llllllllllll[]llllllllllll[]llllllllllll[]llllllllllll[]||||||||||||[]|||||||rL
Milwaukee 3, Wisconsin

Top rated DJ in large metro
market during traffic hours.
Family man. Knowledge of
all types of music. 18 years
experience. Looking for
permanent home.
Box 478H, BROADCASTING

Production — Programming, Others
NEWS & PUBLIC AFFAIRS SPECIALIST
AM:
Heading a five man radio-television news
department
major mid
Atlantic
market of over ina amillion.
Talented
reporter
— writer — cinematographer — news director
with an excellent voice and camera pres.
ence. An
aggressive 34 year old professional newsman.
HAVE:
A good job with reasonable security, an
excellent reputation in the business. Many
network feeds and newsreel films to my
credit. Some sound investments, a good
credit rating, and the finest of professional
references.
WANT:
Larger horizon, a better job in a top
market with a bigger challenge and a
bigger reward. . . . Videotape, film, and
resume available on request. Travel anywhere for personal interview.
Box 4.77H, BROADCASTING

NEED HELP?
LOOKING FOR A JOB?
SOMETHING TO BUY

"SALES DEVELOPMENT"
"Two men for Radio and Television sales
development departments. Must be talented, aggressive and know how to turn
their knowledge of radio and television
production into sharp selling tools. You
will work with account men, create brochure and videotape presentations, make
the presentation to the client with the
account man, supervise all production
phases of the presentation and commercials. Working knowledge of retail stores
and their problems is a must. Send detailed resume to Ed Gish, Sales Development Department, KCRA-TV, 310 - 10th
Street, Sacramento 14-, California."
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WERE
Cleveland's top news station is expanding its award winning news staff. The
man we seek must have proven background inthe news field with a distinct
personality. If you think you're our
man, umeplease
rush tape, photo and resto:
Ray Tannehill, News Director
Radio Station
WERE
1500 Chester Avenue
Cleveland 14, Ohio

OR SELL?
For Best Results
You Can't
in Top A
Classified Ad
BROADCASTING
THE BUSINESSWEEKLY OF TELEVISION AND RADIO
BROADCASTING, October 16, 1961

MISCELLANEOUS
IIIIH!lllB!IIIBII!IBinn!llinillHil!ni!IIB!imiliH![IIDl|
Moving?
Send for Booklet
A free, 16-page booklet prepared
by Burnham Van Service, Inc.
can give you helpful, work-saving,
cost-saving pointers on how to
organize your move from city to
city when you change jobs. How
to prepare to move, tips on packing, a helpful inventory checklist
of things to do are among the
topics included. Write for your
free copy. No obligation. Chuck
Swann, Burnham
Van Service,
1634 Second Avenue, Columbus,
Georgia.
minimi
FOR SALE
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Equipment
SUBCARRIER GENERATOR
FOR SCA MULTIPLEXING
Model SCG-2 features high performance at
low cost. Use with any FM transmitter
with MX input. Write for technical data

FOR SALE
Stations
PACIFIC NORTHWEST
REGIONAL
Non-competitive single market fulltimer located in beautiful coastal area. Good gross and
earnings history. Non- active owner advised to
sell for health reasons. Extremely well equipped.
Good real estate included in total price of
$100,000 on excellent terms.
Box 209H, BROADCASTING

Florida fulltime kw. . . . Good opportunity owner-operator. . . . #100,- »*
000.00, 29% down with long term
pay out. No brokers.
Box 338H,
J
BROADCASTING
J

BROADCASTING, October 16, 1961

FULL TIME
NEVADA
Sacrifice at $90,000. 29% down.
5 years. Ideal for owner-operator.
Box 47 6H, BROADCASTING
29%
29%
29%
29%
terms
29%
25dn

single
100M
Midwest single
Georgia
500w d 45M
small
daytime
120M
150M
West
New York medium VF-TV
suburban daytime 175M
100M cash
Calif.
metro
fulltime
South
lkw-D
metro
Texas
low freq 225M
75M
Negro
South
lkw-D
And others
CHAPMAN
COMPANY
1 182 W. Peachtree St., Atlanta 9 Ga.

^UNZENDORFER,
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA. Single market
fulltimer. $125,000. 29% down. Easy
payout. "A Gunzendorf er Exclusive."
ARIZONA SINGLE MARKET. 1O0O watts.
Asking $145,000 with $42,000 down. "A
Gunzendorfer Exclusive."
WILT GUNZENDORFER
AND ASSOCIATES
8630 W. Olympic, Los Angeles 35, Calif.
Licensed Brokers
Financial Consultants

° MOSELEY ASSOCIATES
4416 Hollister Ave., P.O. Box 3192
San-fa Barbara, California

Excellent property for sale.
Only radio station in county,
with over #37,000,000.00 retail
sales. Class 4 local. Already increased to 1000 Watts daytime.
Located in Midwest within 250
miles of Chicago. Yearly gross
over #94,000.00. Would be interested in selling station plus
owner home on 40 acres. Properties priced separately. Station
#170,000.00. This is not a
broker's ad.
Box 301H, BROADCASTING

For Sale— (Cont'd)
Stations

)
J
'
|
)

La. single $40,000 — La. single
$26,950 — La. major $100,000—
Okla. single $100,000 — Tex. medium $160,000 — Tex. single regional $145,000 — Tex. single
$59,750 — Ark. major $180,000
— Tenn. major $375,000 — Fla.
major power $550,000 — Fla. major power $237,000 — Tex. metro
$275,000 — N.M. regional $150,000 — N.M. fulltimer $160,000—
Calif, single regional $100,000—
Miss, single $45,000 — 41 radio
listings $26,950 to $865,000 — 7
tv $150,000 to $4,000,000.
patt Mcdonald co.
Box 9266 — GL. 3-8080
AUSTIN 17, TEXAS

STATIONS FOR SALE —
CALIFORNIA. Daytimer. $75,000. $15,000
down.
WEST SOUTH CENTRAL. Exclusive. Daytime. $42,000. $10,000 down.
NORTHWEST. Daytime. Exclusive. Asking
$28,000. $12,000 down.
NEW ENGLAND. Daytime. Asking $85,000.
29% down.
JACK L. STOLL & ASSOCS.
Suite 600-601 6381 Hollyw'd Blvd.
Los Angeles 28, Calif
HO. 4-7279

Continued from page yl
berryvhfRiver
area, Utahstations
— Granted
cps8, for
new
tv translator
on chs.
13
and 10 to translate programs of KSL-TV
(ch. 5), KCPX-TV (ch. 4) and KUTV
(ch. 2) all Salt Lake City, Utah.
WBBY Wood River, 111.— Granted mod. of
cp to make changes in DA system.
Valdese,
— Granted
extension
of WSVM
completion
date N.to C.Dec.
15.
Actions of Oct. 4
Palm Springs Translator Station Inc.,
Palm Springs, Cathedral City and Palm
Desert, Calif.
— Granted
cps 75,for79new
tv
translator
stations
in chs.
and uhf
82 to
translate programs of XETV ch. 6 Tijuana,
Mexico via K77AV Palm Springs, Calif.,
KFMB-TV San Diego, via K70AL Palm
Springs,Palm
and Springs;
KOGO-TV
San Diego, via
K73AD
condition.
Uintah
County,
Redwash,
Bonanza,
velt, Ft. Duchesne, Whiterocks,
NeolaRooseand
Vernal,
Utah
—
Granted
cps
for
vhf tv translator stations on chs. 7,nine
9, 11,new
13,
10,
8,
to
translate
programs
of
KCPX-TV
Lake
ch. 4, City.
KUTV ch. 2, KSL-TV ch. 5 all Salt
Actions of Oct. 3
Laurier Tv Club, Laurier, Wash. — Granted
cps for new vhf tv translator stations on
chs. 11, 9 and 7 to translate programs of
KHQ-TV
ch. Spokane,
6, KXLY-TV
TV ch. 2 all
Wash.ch. 4 and KREM■ At request of petitioners to withdraw
pleading, dismissed as moot petition by
National Assn. of Broadcast Employes &
Technicians, AFL-CIO, and American Federation of Tv & Radio Artists, AFL-CIO,
directed against memorandum opinion and
order released Aug. 7 which granted applications for assignments of licenses of Rochester, N. Y., stations WROC-TV from
Transcontinent Tv Corp. to Veterans Bcstg.
Inc.,
and
WVET-TV
from Veterans Bcstg.
Co. to WHEC
Inc.
WAAB-FM
Worcester,
asFM Corp. signment of license and Mass.
SCA —toGranted
Waterman
WORD siSpartanburg,
Granted
gnment of licenses to S.
BelkC. —Bcstg.
Co. asof
South Carolina.
WMBM
Miami,
Fla.
—
Granted
assignment
Corp.license to Consolidated Communications
of
WDLR Delaware, Ohio — Granted relinquishment of negative control each by
Theodore H. Oppegard and Carl R. Lee
through
sale
Robert Taylor. of stock by Delaware to C.
WITZ-FM
Jasper, Ind. — Granted cp to install new trans.
WZRH Zephyrhills, Fla. — Granted cp to
replace expired permit for am station.
WKLW(FM)
Rapids,ERPMich.—
Granted
mod. of Grand
cp to increase
and
change trans.
*KFJC(FM) Los Altos, Calif .—Granted
mod. of cp to change ant. -trans, location;
type trans.; decrease ERP to 32 w; increase
ant. height to 1,386 ft.; remote control permitted.
■ Granted mod. of cps for following stations Neck,
to change
trans.:andWYAL
land
N. C, type
condition,
KGFJ ScotLos
Angeles, Calif, (one main trans.).
Following stations were granted extensions
of completion dates as shown: KEBJ(FM)
Phoenix, Ariz., to Jan. 7, 1962; WYCE (FM)
Warwick, R. I., to Jan. 15, 1962; KCJH San
Luis Grand
Obispo, Rapids,
Calif., toMich.,
March to9, Feb.
1962; 8,WJEFFM
1962;
WRIT-FM
Milwaukee,
Wis., to Oct.
30;
KWIN Ashland, Ore., to Dec. 15.
WSAI-FM Cincinnati, Ohio — Granted
change of remote control authority.
Translators
Binghamton Press Inc., Johnson City, N.
Y. — Waived Sec. 4.702 of rules and granted
application for new uhf tv translator station
on ch 75 to translate programs of its staOct. tion
4. WINR-TV (ch 40) Binghamton. Action
License renewals
WJR Detroit, Mich. — Granted renewal of
license; conditioned that operation under
this renewal is subject to whatever interference may be caused to WJR outside of its
0.5
mv/munlimited
50% sky wave
contourII by
cochannel
time Class
station
assigned to San Diego, Calif., pursuant to
report and order in Doc. 6741 adopted
Sept.
Oct. 4. 13, 1961 (clear channel case). Action
■ Granted renewal of licenses of following stations'.S.WIVK
Knoxville,
; WQOK
Greenville,
C. Action
Oct. Tenn.
4.
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Why

Air

France

Jet

This technician is subjecting a gear from the altimeter of an Air France 707 Intercontinental Jet
to microscopic study. It's being examined for
signs of wear or oxidation . . . and this is just one
of fifty separate tests given every Air France altimeter every 1000 hours of use!
What's more, each Air France jet part undergoes exhaustive inspection . . . and has a "life" of
its own. Technically, this "life" is called the "potential"— a fixed period of time when it just can't
wear out. In the case of the altimeter, for instance,
the potential is 5,000 hours. Yet Air France in-

AIR

parts

never

wear

out

spection is continual throughout this time period, and long before the potential is reached, the
part has been replaced by a new one!
Such attention to detail explains why 6,525 out
of 22,200 employees, almost one-third of all Air
France personnel, are engaged in maintenance.
Skilled technicians working on a round-the-clock
basis guarantee that every Air France flight will
leave the ground in perfect working order. One
more reason why Air France is the world's largest
airline, with a forty-two year record of flying experience and service.

FRANCE

JET

World's Largest Airline/Public Relations Personnel Ready To Serve you In New York, Chicago, Los Angeles, Montreal, Mexico City
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OUR

RESPECTS

Network

to Robert

radio

Reinhold

is being

Robert Reinhold Pauley is ABC
Radio's man "in charge." As the newlyelected president of the network
(Broadcasting, Oct. 2), Mr. Pauley
has joined fellow and youthful president Oliver Treyz (ABC-TV) and
Donald W. Coyle (ABC International)
in the executive ranks of ABC, a network that likes to think of its appeal
to a "young adult audience."
Young adult Pauley has taken hold
of the radio network with a gusto that
would appear to fit into the pattern of
youth and aggressiveness set by his
colleague ABC presidents. And he's cut
from the same sales cloth.
Robert Pauley got his start in radio
sales, and he has stuck to his chosen
field with determination as well as
enthusiasm.
It almost appears that Mr. Pauley,
born the son of an architect on Oct.
17, 1923, at New Canan, Conn,
(where he still makes his home), trained
"from the beginning" for a network
presidency.
Much of what Mr. Pauley thinks
should go into the building of a broadcast executive, he feels also should
characterize a network. He speaks, for
example, of holding a "positive point
of view," and of how the right man, or
in the case of a network, the "right
plan" can be put forward at the "right
time."
Peel It Inside Out ■ To Mr. Pauley,
it's important to get to the heart of an
issue, make a decision and thus solve
a problem. Or, as he notes, "Let's peel
the onion from the inside out," and
thus, "not waste time on the outside."
Mr. Pauley has definite plans for
radio, particularly network radio.
First, he says, all of the networks will
be operating in the black within twoand-a-half years. He sees a 20% increase in billing within the next year.
As for radio's "ills," that happened
many
years
Mr.excuse
Pauley's
He feels
thereagowasin no
for book.
radio
to have ever considered itself "sold out"
(as he says the medium did in its peak
years). He explains, it should have
been priced "high enough." It was sold
too cheaply, he emphasizes.
Actually Bob Pauley has been "in
charge"
ABC he
Radio
the aspring
of 1960 atwhen
was since
elected
vice

Pauley, president, ABC

shortchanged
October, a regional network entity that
covers 1 1 western states. In Mr.
Pauley's eye, network radio must travel
a path of "regionalizing" as contrasted
to "cutaways."
The network under Mr. Pauley instituted 10 major news changes, among
them a weekly increase from 35 to 240
"actualities," plus commentary and
news in depth. Also under his aegis,
the Breakfast Club has been "revitalNews Beef Up ■ As an example of
the new news look that Mr. Pauley has
instituted
at the network: commentator
ized."
Alex Drier went on ABC Radio last
January on a 6:30-40 p.m. EDT schedule on a total of 243 stations. At last
count the outlets now total 301.
It's Mr. Pauley's prediction that radio
emphasis on news will continue. But
there is this question:
The network's objective? There are
several in Mr. Pauley's opinion but he
feels one overrides all others: "We seek
improved programming in the local station's frame of reference." And this
is where Flair comes in. It can be used
with maximum flexibility, a phrase that
can be translated as the program's use
in any way the station feels it can fill
a need.
The Pauley policy, moreover, is to
place basics before expansion. This
puts station clearances first in the list
of matters which concern the network

president. He has made things happen
at the network.
ABC a Radio's
is now
year old Flair
and inprogram
the black.service
The
program was started by Mr. Pauley for
"image" and audience appeal to the
young adults ABC likes so well both in
radio and tv.
ABC Radio West was created last
BROADCASTING, October 16, 1961

Radio

Robert Reinhold Pauley
Positive viewpoint

most. The philosophy:
A network must have affiliate support
if it is to be effective. And Mr. Pauley
believes ABC Radio now is getting good
clearances and in important markets.
From the time the network has been so
engaged, 35 affiliate contracts were canceled, 19 of these returned after clearances were improved and of the 16 stations whichreplaced.
chose to "stay away," 14
have been
The stress on affiliate clearance might
be best explained in the credo of Mr.
Pauley, which is, a belief "in delivering
on Robert
each sale."
R. Pauley attended St. Luke's
School for Boys where he played football and baseball. He then attended
Harvard prior to the war, aiming his
career toward architecture along the
path of his father who retired in the
1940's as an architect and builder. But
that career was aborted quite early as
Mr. Pauley served as a merchant marine
officer (1943-46) on convoy duty
around the world.
His first post-war position was with
Ideal Publishing Co. (Hollywood fan
magazines) for which he sold space.
In 1949, Mr. Pauley entered Harvard
Business School, convinced this was the
field he wished to follow, and in 1951
he received his Master of Arts in business administration.
The Start ■ In the summer of 1950
he took a part-time sales job at independently-operated WKOX Framingham, Mass. Although perhaps not obvious at this time, this post started Mr.
Pauley on his radio sales career.
Mr. Pauley was an account executive
at WOR New York (under the aegis of
Theodore Streibert) until 1953 when
he moved to NBC Radio. In 1956, he
left that network for a brief stint at
Benton & Bowles. In July 1956, Mr.
Pauley joined CBS Radio and in
October 1957, ABC Radio. He was in
sales at each of the companies, and in
1959 was advanced to eastern sales
manager at ABC Radio.
Mr. Pauley married the former Barbara Anne Cotton of Pound Ridge,
N. Y., in 1946. They have four children.
Mr. Pauley's associations include
memberships in the Harvard Club in
both New York and at New Canaan,
the Empire State Society, the Sons of
the American Revolution and the Radio
& Television Executives Society.
He's no "hobbyist" although the nearest things to an avocation might be said
to be architecture and design. To a
degree he's hoping there'll be some
redesigning in radio ratings methods.
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Is network radio being shortchanged?
Mr. Pauley is convinced this is the case.

EDITORIALS
Percentages and people
IN the latest set of television audience statistics compiled
by TvB there is one table that strikes us as singularly
significant.
The table, which along with other highlights of the TvB
report is published elsewhere in these pages, compares "television usage during an average minute" of the first six
months of this year with usage during the same periods of
1959 and 1960. Nobody is apt to be surprised that it shows
steady overall gains in audience just as there have been
steady overall gains in the amounts of money that advertisers have invested in television.
The point where trouble lies is in the figures for evening
viewing (6 p.m. to 1 a.m.). Morning, afternoon and totalday viewing have gone up by any standard, but evening
tune-in, expressed as a percentage of the total potential audience, has declined. Not much — from 45.3% of all tv
homes in 1959 to 44.9% in 1961 — but enough to make
nighttime advertisers slightly restless and, we should think,
give broadcasters some second thoughts. The fact is, as
the table shows, the average evening tune-in is larger now
than in either prior year. Because the number of tv homes
has increased, 44.9% today represents more homes than
45.3% did two years ago.
Yet this percentage decline should not be ignored, least
of all by broadcasters. Advertisers are not apt to overlook
it— though on the evidence of the TvB table they would
seem to have no grounds for complaint unless they are
selling to percentages instead of people.
As long ago as last April, Lever Bros, was circulating
figures — compiled from the same source that TvB used,
A. C. Nielsen Co. — to show that in the narrower and
choicer nighttime period from 7:30 to 11 p.m. tv usage had
dropped 5% in three seasons (Broadcasting, April 17).
Lever's computations were challenged on several grounds,
but there is little doubt that they have influenced Lever's
subsequent tv strategy.
We would recommend that broadcasting management
and broadcasting programmers, especially, take the percentage slippage seriously — not as an alarm signaling immediate danger but as a symptom to be watched and cured
in the only way that any audience problem can be cured:
by programming. This is an unsettling thought not yet subject to proof, but it is conceivable that we may be seeing
the first effects of the rising volume of "public service"
programming that critics have been clamoring for. If that
be true, deep thought is urgently needed — now.
Then

issue of Broadcasting (Oct. 15, 1931). The man we
quoted was Walter J. Damm, then general manager of
WTMJ Milwaukee and president of the NAB. (Mr. Damm
now is living in well-earned retirement in Florida.) The
occasion was the eve of the NAB's ninth annual convention.
In that year of 1931, the total broadcasting (radio exclusively) billing was $60 million. In 1961 the total radio
and television billing will approach $2 billion.
From NAB's founding in 1923 until 1938 the presidency
was filled by a broadcaster elected from membership. The
paid executive officer was then the managing director.
Philip G. Loucks, Washington communications attorney,
became the first managing director at the then newly established Washington headquarters in 1930, when it was largely a paper organization. NAB was a vigorous and respected
entity when he left in 1935 to re-establish his law practice.
Mr. Loucks was drafted twice thereafter to reorganize the
association after it had faltered.
Last week the NAB began its 1961 series of fall conferences. Anew president, fourth in the line of paid chief
executives, hit the sawdust trail for the first time since he
assumed his post last January. He had served with distinctionman asofFlorida's
governornational
for six convention
years and had
been chairthe Democratic
in 1960.
President LeRoy Collins has not had an easy time of it
these past nine months. His strong views on programming
and on government relations has aroused concern. He has
profited by experience, however, and has demonstrated his
ability to change course. We feel that his exposure at the
conferences will give him further insight since he will learn
at first hand the vicissitudes of station operations and the
views of many of his members.
The overall result should be salutary. The fundamental
problems confronting broadcasters today are not far different from those that prevailed when Messrs. Damm and
Loucks were running the NAB. The economic denominator
is multiplied by 33, and there are the not inconsiderable
added factors of television, fm, space satellites and politics.
There will never be peace and quiet in broadcasting. Nor
should there be because if that day ever came broadcasting
would become decadent. There's a difference, however, in
having exciting, creative, competitive activity and being torn
apart by internal discord.
It was so 30 years ago. It's just as valid today.

as now

MQROADCASTING in the United States today stands in
O grave jeopardy. Politically powerful and efficiently
organized groups, actuated by selfishness and with a mania
for power, are now busily at work plotting the complete
destruction of the industry we have pioneered and developed. These groups give no thought to the efforts and the
moneys which have been expended nor the services which
have been rendered the American people in the development
of the greatest broadcasting system in the world. To protect the present system of broadcasting is a definite obligation which we as broadcasters owe to ourselves and to millions of the public whom we serve. And adequate protection can be achieved only through efficient organization. In
other words, American broadcasting today is given its choice
between organization or destruction."
Do these lines have a familiar ring? They should not
because they were published 30 years ago in the very first
106
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"Remember that low bid you accepted for painting our
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WNBC New York City
KRCA Los Angeles
WRGB Albany-Schenectady
WLOS Asheville
WAGA Atlanta
WJBF Augusta
WAFB Baton Rouge
KVOS Bellingham
KOOK Billings
WNAC Boston
WUSN Charleston, S.C.
WCHS Charleston, W.Va.
KHSL Chico-Redding
WLW-T Cincinnati
WRBL Columbus, Ga
WTVN Columbus, 0.
WCID Danville
WHIO Dayton
KLZ Denver
KELP El Paso
KEZI Eugene
WBTW Florence
KJEO Fresno
WATE Knoxville

BOUGHT

WRCV Philadelphia
WRC Washington, D.C.
WKJG Ft. Wayne
KNOX Grand Forks
KREX Grand Junction
WTIC Hartford-New Haven
WLBT Jackson, Miss.
WLEX Lexington, Ky.
KLEW Lewiston
WDSU New Orleans
WVEC Norfolk
WDBO Orlando
KEPR Pasco
KGND Pembina
KTVK Phoenix
WCSH Portland, Me.

BY:
WINK Ft. Myers
KREM
Spokane Ore. "
KGW Portland,
WCTV Tallahassee
WTVT Tampa
KGUN Tucson
KLIX Twin Falls
WNEP Wilkes-Barre-Scranton
KIMA Yakima
WJAC Johnstown-Altoona
and many more
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Breck shampoo's suppleness and savvy in tv
keeps it jump ahead of giants
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SIOUX

CITY

LOOKS

TO

KVTV

And for leadership on the local scene in news,
sports and public affairs programming. The
KVTV weather ball is symbolic of the station's
leadership in Sioux City.
KVTV's leadership in programming and inter-

nm
CHANNEL 9 • SIOUX CITY, IOWA
CBS • ABC

FOR

THE

WEATHER

est in the viewers viewpoint are highly rewarding. Viewers' confidence in KVTV makes our
commercials most effective ... as a result,
they buy our advertisers products — en masse.
Isn't this what you're looking for? Your Katz
man can put you in touch.
PEOPLES
BROADCASTING CORPORATION
KVTV
Sioux City, Iowa
WIN AX
Yankton, South Dakota
Cleveland, Ohio
WGAK
WR1D
Columbus-Worthington,
WTTM
Trenton, New Jersey Ohio
Fairmont, West Virginia
WMMIN

This magnificent expanse of tropical beach is in Dade County, Florida, which this Fall will have grown to a permanent
population of over a million people.
The South Florida audience coverage of WCKT, Channel 7, Miami, begins with this new one million population and spreads
to Broward County with 333,946, Palm Beach with 228,106, and continues over 11 other counties for a total of 1,813,225
people and 525,000 television homes. Dade County alone is America's 17th market by population and 13th by retail sales.
Check your NSI and ARB area studies to see the great WCKT homes circulation.
And check our National Representatives, Harrington, Righter and Parsons. In the South, Bomar Lowrance & Associates.
BISCAYNE
BROADCASTING, October 23, 1961
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Pioneer

seruice

Major Edwin H. Armstrong made an outstanding contribution to the
field of electronics when he developed the superheterodyne circuit in
1919 — an invention used to this day in all home radios. Major Armstrong
also did pioneer work in the regenerative circuit which is a fundamental
part of all radio receivers and transmitters. His last great contribution
to radio was the invention of the system of noise-free FM now widely
used throughout the world for high fidelity broadcasting and in television.
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Demix unrest
Deintermixture is No. 1 topic in
eight cities (four of them state capitals) marked by FCC for all uhf operation through elimination of single v's
in each market. Since adjournment of
Congress last month, legislators who
have returned home report public
highly exercised over threatened loss
of service, particularly in areas contiguous to markets which won't be
covered by single uhf outlets. It's now
foregone conclusion that House Commerce Committee will hold extensive
hearings, probably early next session,
with FCC final action forestalled until
Congress reaches conclusion.
Drop-ins, however, are different
matter. Because proposals in eight
markets do not do extreme violence to
existing separation standards, notion
is that Congress would be loathe to
interfere on ground that no new policy
is involved. Feeling is that FCC will
process grants, probably with interim
authorizations in eight markets (Oklahoma City; Johnstown, Pa.; Baton
Rouge, La.; Dayton, Ohio; Jacksonville, Fla.; Birmingham, Ala.; Knoxville, Tenn., and Charlotte, N. C),
plus standard drop-ins in Rochester,
Syracuse and Grand Rapids and call
it quits. As one commissioner recently
expressed it: "We'll slam down the lid
and throw the key away."
WINS to Mutual studied
Half dozen inquiries about availability ofWINS New York at $10 million-plus figure have been made with
intriguing prospect that station may
wind up under ownership of Mutual,
for which it is now serving as key station. Mutual, wholly owned subsidiary
of Minnesota Mining & Manufacturing
Co., has had conversations with J. Elroy McCaw, WINS owner, since option held by Storer Broadcasting Co.
was terminated earlier this month with
Storer's acquisition (subject to FCC
approval) of WMGM New York for
approximately $11 million (Broadcasting, Oct. 16).
Credence is given 3 -M -WINS possibility because of recent affiliation
(Broadcasting, Aug. 14) of WINS as
Mutual's key station in New York.
Moreover, Robert F. Hurleigh, MBS
president, who left last week for European trip, publicly has stated that
network would like to acquire owned
and operated stations and logical start
would be station in nation's first market. WINS last week received license
renewal, held up since June 30, 1960,
because of payola questions involving
station personnel. It isn't likely that

CLOSED

CIRCUIT-

anything will be done for fortnight,
either with Mutual or with other prospective purchasers, which are said to
include both newspaper and magazine
groups.
Paper offers 'spot space'
New Advertising selling concept
carrying intriguing title of "Spot
Space" is being introduced by New
York Daily News in effort to bolster
frequency insertions by national advertisers. Under concept, national advertisers buying minimum of 25 lines
and maximum of 100 lines earns frequency discount of 35%. Buy must
be for 13 weeks, as in tv. Move said
promoted by inroads of both spot tv
and network tv on national advertisers' dollars. Hope is plan will
spread out advertising insertions,
which at times, causes cancellations
of some advertisements because of
overload and will persuade advertisers
lured to tv to return to newspaper
fold. Plan started in late September,
but apparently has had few takers.
Re-engineering spectrum
Coverage of universe by satellite
relay transmission would be simple
feat in comparison with exploratory
plan of Jerome B. Wiesner, President
Kennedy's scientific adviser, who envisages solution of all allocations problem through use of variation of pulse
transmission that theoretically would
multiply spectrum to accommodate
every known type radio communications. FCC Chairman Newton N.
Minow, who has maintained close
liaison with Dr. Wiesner, on leave
from his professorship at MIT, is intrigued with project and is exploring it.
Even if plan proved feasible, it
necessarily would make obsolete all
existing equipment, both in hands of
public and industry. For tv alone, it
might entail $20 billion to replace existing equipment — and this after period of essential experimentation and
development . Question: Who would
foot bill?
Mets sponsors
There's much ado now about something regarding future baseball broadcast coverage in New York next season. New National League club
(Mets) starts in Spring, as will radiotv coverage of games. As of last week,
talks were on looking toward possible
sponsorship of games by F. & M.
Schaeffer brewing and Gulf Oil

(Closed Circuit, May 29). Another
advertiser (cigarette) also said to be
in negotiation.
WNTA-TV sale studied
With eye on Oct. 30 contract expiration date FCC will consider $6.2
million sale of WNTA-TV NewarkNew York to educational interests
this week. In petition for speedy action, both parties pointed out that approval must be forthcoming before
Sunday (Oct. 29) (Broadcasting,
Sept. 25). State of New Jersey has
bitterly protested sale of ch. 13 outlet to Educational Tv for the Metropolitan Area Inc.
FCC faces somewhat similar dilemma in Westinghouse Broadcasting
Co. purchase of KLAC Los Angeles
for $4.25 million. This sales contract
has been extended once at indirect
suggestion of FCC (Closed Circuit,
Oct. 2) and expires second time this
weekend. Approval has been held up
by commission's failure to renew licenses of WBC station because on anti-trust case and late last month FCC
told parties it hoped to act on sale in
near future. As consequence, sales
contract was extended for one month.
Favor repayer
Chairman Newton N. Minow of
FCC is repaying favor with favor but
Washington broadcasters have balked
privately at accepting invitation to
participate on grounds forum is
stacked. FCC Chairman has agreed
to be "featured" speaker on Dec. 5
panel discussion on tv programs arranged by Janney Elementary School
(Washington) PTA. Prof. Gilbert
Seldes of Annenberg School of Journalism, U. of Pennsylvania, and NAB
President LeRoy Collins and representatives of Washington tv stations
have been invited to participate, all at
suggestion of Chairman Minow.
Movie stay-at-homes
Survey of effects of NBC-TV's
Saturday night prime-time programming of post-'48 motion pictures (91 1 p.m.), taken in New York City by
small but prosperous movie exhibitor
chain, showed drop of as much as
business.
15% in metropolitan area's movie
Biggest loss was in suburban areas,
with broadway business running about
normal. Movie exhibitors are concerned lest other networks follow
NBC's lead and also program films in
prime time.

Published every Monday, 53rd issue (Yearbook Number) published in September, by Broadcasting Publications Inc..
1735 DeSales St., N. W., Washington 6, D. C. Second-class postage paid at Washington, D. C, and additional offices.

WPIX-11 services New Yorkers by delivering local news and special events with consistent
excellence and dependability— as attested to by our six Sylvania Awards, two Emmy
Awards, the Headliner Award and the DuPont Award. Over the years wpix-11 has been
the only New York Independent to provide live television news on a regular basis as part
of its service to the community. One more important reason why wpix is New York's
prestige independent.
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Late news breaks on this page and on page 10 AT1
Complete coverage of week begins on page 23 f\ |
Robinson

tells RTES

tv needs creativity
Hubbell Robinson, veteran tv show
architect, told Radio & Tv Executives
Society of New York Friday (Oct. 20)
that it's time tv started to communicate
with "emotion, uniqueness and excitement."
After lamenting the present level of
tv program quality, and throwing
punches at "part-time practitioners"
[advertisers and their agencies] in tv's
creative process, Mr. Robinson said:
"In short, I would like to see television
start imagining again . . . asking that
creators start thinking first of what will
give the medium vitality, reach, excitement whose currency will last in the
viewer's mind beyond the moment of
broadcast, not die with it."
Mr. Robinson resigned as executive
vice president in charge of CBS-TV
programs in 1959. He is now producer
of tv programs (Hubbell Robinson Productions Inc.) and currently has Thriller and 87th Precinct on NBC-TV.
RTES guest speaker asked that creators think of values before they think
of "will it sell?" "This is not starryeyed idealism," he said, it's "most pragmatic showmanship."
Mr. Robinson pointed to specific
areas of program subject matter to supplant tv's "preoccupation with the splitlevel family on Elm Street" adding that
"people who live by the subway can be
fun, too." He said tv is unaware that
a new wave of satire in American humor is aborning; he'd like to see tv
delve into biographies of figures "less
removed and less saintly than the founding fathers and the American hero
myths," and also to see tv entertainment roam worldwide as its information producers do.
Jefferson

was

right

on free press-Collins
Free broadcasting and free press are
"just about the most important things
we have in America," NAB President
LeRoy Collins said Friday at news conference in San Francisco during NAB
fall meeting there. He said he agrees
with lefferson's belief that free press is
more important than government. "This
doesn't mean that everything in broadcasting isperfect, any more than everything in any newspaper is," he said,
but the knowledge broadcasting is there
is tremendously reassuring to the peoHe said he believes the individual
ple."
BROADCASTING, October 23, 1961

Overcrowded

school

It's standing - room - only and
then some at new 1961-62 Radio
& Television Executives Society
Timebuying and Selling Seminar.
Interest is so high among Madison Avenue's broadcast executives there'll be much spillover at
tomorrow's opener. Limitation is
placed at 75 students for eightweek course, but 45 late-hour registrants have been asked to attend
next seminar, tentatively scheduled for next spring. Seminars
will be held in studio at CBS
Radio.
can be adequately informed just by
watching television. "News coverage
by both radio and television has improved to the point where anyone can
be fully informed if he wants to be informed. Broadcasting presents news in
depth and not hours later, but at the
very
time it is happening."
Broadcasting
industry has three main
needs NAB president said: "to improve
the broadcast product — programming;
to improve its public relations by letting
people know about the many fine programs that are broadcast, and to improve its government relations."
FCC

yields, will accept

replies on option time
Reply comments will be accepted in
reopened tv option time rulemaking,
FCC announced Friday (Oct. 20) in
reversal of original order which banned
replies to first comments (Broadcasting, Oct. 9). At same time, commission announced that oral argument has
been postponed from Nov. 3 to Nov. 17
while reply comments are due Nov. 6.
Parties making argument will be allotted 30 minutes and will appear in
the following order: ABC; CBS; NBC;
ABC tv affiliates committee; CBS tv
affiliates committee; NBC tv affiliates
committee; WBEN-TV Buffalo, N. Y.;
Westinghouse Broadcasting Co.; Station
Representatives Assn.; KTTV (TV)
Los Angeles, and Ziv-United Artists Inc.
Dentists

would

prevent

ad misinterpretation
Crest toothpaste advertising campaign
using American Dental Assn. recognition of that product as "effective decay preventive" has led to ADA resolution seeking to prevent misinterpreta-

tion of such recognition.
ADA House of Delegates, meeting
in Philadelphia, rejected more sweeping
resolution which would have barred
association recognition of specific products.
Then it accepted proposal directing
Council on Dental Therapeutics to take
"all necessary steps to prevent misinterpretation through advertising of its
action on therapeutic agents, particularly dentifrices, by the public."
Networks to ask
in FCC

study

cut

papers

Chief legal aides of three tv networks
met with FCC staffers in all-day session
Friday (Oct. 20) in preliminary plans
for final round of hearings by commission's Network Study Staff. Commission reportedly asked for "tons of information" prior to public sessions and
networks plan to return this week with
request of own that material sought be
trimmed substantially.
Among information requested by
FCC are analysis of programs, with
categories for past four years, and network policy statements on all types of
subjects. Representing FCC at meeting
were Ashbrook Bryant, chief of Network Study Staff; lames Juntilla of
Broadcast Bureau, and economist Hy
Goldin. Network spokesmen were Mort
Weinbach of ABC, Thomas Ervin of
NBC and Thomas Fisher of CBS, plus
Washington counsel for all three networks.
Hearing will begin approximately
Ian. 10, 1962.
Two dozen comment
on translator plan
Flood of comments on proposed rule
to restrict use of tv translators to extend stations' coverage areas was received Friday by FCC. Rule would allow translators only in unserved areas
and would prohibit program duplication. It would also prohibit "invasion"
of existing station's coverage area by
means
luly 3). of translators (Broadcasting,
Over two dozen parties responded,
including networks, group owners and
individual stations. Almost all comments requested some modification in
proposals. Parties owning translators or
planning to build them generally felt rule
too restrictive. Existing station (particularlyconstructed
uhf) with other
stations' within
translators
or proposed
their coverage area generally supported
FCC proposal.
mamm more AT DEADLINE page 10
9
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Mr. Fitzgerald
Chester T. Birch, executive vp,
named president of Dancer-FitzgeraldSample, New York, succeeding Clifford
L. Fitzgerald, who becomes chairman
of board. Reportedly move was made
to spread agency's administrative load
over broader base, and to permit Mr.
Fitzgerald to take more direct hand in
planning of campaigns. Mr. Birch
joined DFS as vp in 1952, and was
made executive vp six years later. Previously, he had been vp and advertising director for The Andrew Jergens
Co., Cincinnati, toilet requisites firm.
He began his advertising career as account executive with Sherman K. Ellis
(now defunct), Chicago, in 1934. Mr.
Fitzgerald, who founded DFS 20 years
ago, has been executive officer of
agency since that time. No one was
named to succeed Mr. Birch as executive vp.
John Crichton, editor of Advertising
Age, was chosen president-elect of
American Assn. of Advertising Agencies at AAAA board of directors meeting, Oct. 18, at Coronado, Calif. Mr.
Crichton will join AAAA on Jan. 15,
1962, and take office next May 4, when
Frederic R. Gamble will step down
from post (see story, page 30).
Lawrence H. Rogers II, operations
vp, Taft Broadcasting Stations, elected
executive vp Friday, succeeding David
G. Taft, who became vice chairman of
board, new position. Mr. Rogers joined
Taft in March 1960 after serving as

president of WSAZ-AM-TV Huntington, W. Va. Taft owns WKRC-AMFM-TV Cincinnati and WTVN-AMFM-TV Columbus, both Ohio, WBRCAM-FM-TV Birmingham and WKYT
(TV) Lexington, Ky. Hulbert Taft Jr.
is president.
Roy Battles, assistant to master of
National Grange for last nine years,
named executive director of Clear
Channel Broadcasting Service. Announcement was made by Edwin W.
Craig, WSM Nashville, CCBS board
chairman. Mr. Battles fills vacancy
created Dec. 31, 1960, by resignation
of Gayle Gupton, who is now vp in
charge of pr of Third National Bank,
Nashville. Before joining National
Grange in 1952, Mr. Battles had spent
nine years in farm program department
of WLW Cincinnati, last seven as director. In 1950 he was president of National Assn. of Television and Radio
Farm Directors.
Edwin Cox,

Fallout shelter ads
phia.
to get sharp FTC ads
Federal Trade Commission announced Friday (Oct. 20) that it will
closely monitor all advertising for home
bomb and fallout shelters to prevent
exploitation of public. Watchdog project is being undertaken at request of
Steuart J. Pittman, assistant secretary
of defense.
False or misleading claims on radiotv and other media will be prosecuted
where Trade Commission has jurisdiction, FTC said. In addition to policing
programs, FTC is preparing guide of
acceptable
advertising claims for shelters.
Fourth

quarter spurt

chairman of executive committee, Kenyon &
Eckhardt, will
retire Nov. 1
after 28 years
with K&E. He

predicted for color
Fourth quarter of this year will be
recorded as real "blast off" of color
tv, NBC Board Chairman Robert W.
Sarnoff said Friday before luncheon
meeting of Executives Club of Chicawouldgo (story
have page
arrived70).
soonerHeif said
others color
had

began his
tising advercareer in
1920 with A.W.
Mr. Cox
Shaw Co., Chicago as copywriter, and later was advertising manager of Celotex Co. and in various executive posts with Lennen & Mitchell,
and Young & Rubicam, both New
York. Mr. Cox also will resign Nov. 1
as chairman of the American Assn. of
Advertising Agencies to be succeeded
there by Marion Harper Jr. of Interpublic Inc. (see story, page 30). Upon
retiring, Mr. Cox will reside in Vero
Beach, Fla., and plans to write books,
articles and papers concerning professional aspects of advertising.

joined in RCA-NBC pioneering of color
during 1950s. Nine set makers are
producing color sets this fall, he noted.
Mr. Sarnoff did not think color promotion of last decade was "too optimistic" as some have suggested. Without it color wouldn't be as far as it is
today, he said in answer to questions.

For other personnel changes of the week see FATES & FORTUNES
Examiner backs KERO-TV
on issue of move to uhf
FCC Hearing Examiner David I.
Kraushaar found Friday in initial decision that Broadcast Bureau did not
demonstrate urgency in arguing KEROTV Bakersfield, Calif., should be required to shift from vhf ch. 10 to uhf.
ch. 23 or 45 before station's license
comes up for renewal Dec. 1, 1962.
He asked for termination of proceeding.
KERO-TV was ordered Sept. 6 to
show cause why it shouldn't shift prior
10

Fels & Co., Philadelphia, to handle its
$4 million billings for Fels Naptha
soap and other soap and detergent
products. Effective Jan. 1, 1962, appointment of Fels brings Manoff billings to $ 1 1 2 million. Fels' present
agency is Aitkin-Kynett Co., Philadel-

to renewal should FCC decide to deintermix Bakersfield. On March 27,
1961, FCC did so decide and granted
station's
how soon.request for hearing on issue of
Examiner's decision, if adopted,
would permit KERO-TV to operate on
ch. 10 only until license renewal at
which time channel will be deleted.
Manoff gets Fels account
Richard K. Manoff Inc., New York,
five-year-old agency handling grocery
products only, has been appointed by

Hartenbower

urges

more self-regulation
Chairman of NAB's Television Code
Review Board warned broadcasters Saturday they must redouble their efforts
at self-regulation to prevent more extensive federal controls.
E. K. Hartenbower, KCMO-TV
Kansas City, said he is convinced majority of broadcasters are conscientious
and shun "commercial expediency."
But there is need for greater effort at
self-regulation, he added.
Critics of broadcasting, he noted, are
not limited to housewives having "nothing better to do than sit around all day
counting pistol shots" and "village
crank who has a particular ax to grind."
National figures, respected educators
and community leaders are also advocating increased government controls,
he said.
Mr. Hartenbower spoke before regional meeting of American Women in
Radio & Television.
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Storer

Good

Company!

Programs
You'll rub elbows with
the best! These are

Inc.

some of the "Blue Chip"
national advertisers who
put T.V. dollars in
Storer Programs Inc's
"DIVORCE COURT" ItJS the
proven vehicle for
audience and sales alike...
DIVORCE

• COURT

accepted by the leading
advertisers and top
stations all over the
country. Thirty

VICK'S • BETTY CROCKER

• DRISTAN

HELLMANS • CARTER PRODUCTS • GLEEM
DRANO • HI ELS BROTHERS • TONI
ALKA SELTZER • MR. CLEAN • HAZEL BISHOP
■■■■■■■■■■HBHBBBHBBHfflMP**
ALItERTO-CULVER • PHILLIP MORRIS
SHtlLTON • HELENA

RUBENSTEIN

• SECRET

top television stations
in the key markets
bring in a larger share
of audience through
"DIVORCE

COURT"

So, if

you want the high-rating
show with adult
buying power... you want
"DIVORCE COURT"...
With "DIVORCE COURT"
you're in good company!

NEW YORK: 500 PARK AVENUE, PLAZA 2-7525 • CHICAGO: 333 NORTH MICHIGAN AVE., CENTRAL 6-8868
LOS ANGELES: 338 S. WESTERN AVE., DUNKIRK 3-4691 • ATLANTA: 1018 W. PEACHTREE ST., N.W., 875-857(5

DATEBOOK
What

they see

on

WJAC-TV

■ ■ ■■ ■ ■ ■ ■

THEY

■ ■ :■ : ■ ■ ■ ■ ■

BUY!

If you're driving for better sales
in the Johnstown-Altoona market,
you'd do well to take a "test ride"
on WJAC-TV.
More people watch WJAC-TV than
any other station, according to both
ARB and Nielsen. But, more important, these people go out and
buy the products they see on
WJAC-TV.
Put yourself in the driver's seat,
with a selling campaign on
WJAC-TV!
For Complete Details, Contact:
HARRINGTON,

RIGHTER

AND PARSONS, INC.
New York Boston Chicago Detroit
Atlonlo Los Angeles Son Ftancisto

JOHNSTOWN • CHANNEL 6
12

A calendar of important meetings and
events in the field of communications
■Indicates first or revised listing.
OCTOBER
Oct. 23 — HoUywood Advertising Club, luncheon. Hotel Hollywood Roosevelt, 12 noon.
Lee Fondren, manager, KLZ Denver and
AAW president, is speaker.
*Oct. 24 — Radio & Television Executives
Society, Time Buying and Selling Seminar,
first session. "The Role of Broadcasting —
Communication
Advertising."
Instructors: Matthew J.and
Culligan,
Interpublic
Inc.;
Maurie Webster, CBS Radio Spot Sales;
John Dickinson, Harrington, Righter &
Parsons. CBS Radio Studios, 49 E. 42nd St.,
New York City. 5:30-7 p.m.
Oct. 24 — The Advertising Council, sixth annual Hollywood meeting. Speakers include
Frederick G. Dutton, special assistant to
President Kennedy and Edwin Ebel, General Foods vice president and Ad Council
vice chairman. Beverly Hills Hotel.
Oct. 25-28— Sigma Delta Chi, 52nd national
convention.
Beach, Fla. Hotel Fontainehleau, Miami
Oct. 26 — Federal Communications Bar Assn.,
luncheon with FCC Chairman Newton
N.
Minow asD. speaker.
Washington Hotel,
Washington,
C.

Oct. 26-28— Mutual Advertising Agency
Network,
management meeting. Palmer
House, Chicago.
Oct. 26-28— North Dakota Broadcasters
Assn., annual meeting. Holiday Spot Motor
Hotel, MJnot.
"Oct. 27— Missouri Broadcasters Assn.,
Governor Hotel, Jefferson City. Speakers
include Theodore W. Pierson, attorney;
Douglas A. Anello, NAB general counsel,
and FCC Commissioner John S. Cross.
Oct. 27-29— American Women in Radio &
Television, southwest area conference. New
Orleans.
Oct. 27-29— Advertising Federation ot
America, women's midwest intercity conference. Commodore Perry Hotel, Toledo,
Ohio.
Oct. 28— UPI Broadcasters of Connecticut.
Manero's Steak House, Berlin, Conn.
Oct. 28-29— Kansas AP Radio-Tv Assn.
meeting. Broadview Hotel, Wichita.
Oct. 28-29 — Illinois News Broadcasters
burg. fall convention. Hotel Custer, GalesAssn.
"Oct. 30-31— NAB Tv Code Review Board,
NAB headquarters, Washington. Two-year
revision project will be considered.
Oct. 30-31— Central Canada Broadcasting
Assn., annual meeting. Hamilton. Ont.
Oct. 30-Nov. 1— Annual radio fall meeting,
jointly sponsored by Institute of Radio Engineers and Electronic Industries Assn. Hotel
Syracuse, Syracuse, N. Y.
♦Oct. 31— Radio & Television Executives
Society, Time Buying & Selling Seminar,
second session. "A Look Behind the Media
Plan." Instructors: Herbert Zeltner, Lennen & Newell; Al Petcavage, Doyle Dane
Bernbach. CBS Radio Studios, 49 E. 42nd
St., New York City. 5:30-7 p.m.
NOVEMBER
Nov. 2-3 — Ohio Assn. of Broadcasters, fall
convention.
Columbus Athletic Club, Columbus.
Nov. 2-4 — Assn. of National Advertisers,
annual national meeting. The Homestead.
Hot Springs, Va.
Nov. 3— Oral argument on FCC's option
time proposals (rescheduled from Oct. 27).

Nov. 3-4— WSM's 10th annual Country
Music Festival, celebration of Gran' Ole
Opry's 36th birthday. Andrew Jackson Hotel,
Nashville, Tenn.
Nov. 5-8 — Broadcasters Promotion Assn.,
annual convention. James C. Hagerty, ABC
news vp will be keynote speaker. WaldorfAstoria Hotel, New York City.
Nov. 6-7 — North Carolina Assn., of Broadcasters, fall convention. Speakers include
FCC Commissioner Robert T. Bartley. MidPines Club, Southern Pines.
*Nov. 6-9 — National Community Television
Assn., committee and board meeting. Greenbriar Hotel, White Sulpher Springs, W. Va.
*Nov. 8 — Radio & Television Executives
Society, Time Buying and Selling Seminar,
third session. "When the Rep Answers His
Phone." Instructors: Arthur H. McCoy,
John Blair; Max Friedman, H-R Representatives; Cris Rashbaum, Harrington
Righter & Parsons; Marion Lonsberry,
WCBS-TV. CBS Radio Studios, 49 E. 42nd
St., New York City. 5:30-7 p.m.
Nov. 8 — National Academy of Television
Arts & Sciences, Los Angeles chapter.
Speaker: Sir Gerald Beadle, former president of the BBC. Beverly Hills Hotel,
Beverly Hills, Calif.
Nov. 10 — California Broadcasters Assn., annual meeting. Mark Hopkins Hotel, San
Francisco.
Nov. 10 — New deadline for comments in
FCC rulemaking concerning major revision
of fm broadcast rules, (extended from Sept.
5).
Nov. 10-11 — Illinois Broadcasters Assn.,
Sheraton-Chicago Hotel, Chicago.
Nov. 10-12 — Advertising Federation of
America, 2nd district convention. Hershey
Inn, Hershey, Pa.
Nov. 13-16 — Public Relations Society of
America, 14th national conference. Edward
R. Murrow, director of USIA, to deliver
keynote speech at opening session. Hotel
Shamrock-Hilton, Houston (first three days);
Mexico City (last day).
*Nov. 14 — Radio & Television Executives
Society, Time Buying and Selling Seminar,
fourth session.
the Network."
Instructors: Jules"Using
Barnathan,
ABC-TV; Ben
Lochridge, CBS Radio. CBS Radio Studios,
49 E. 42nd St., New York City. 5:30-7 p.m.
Nov. 14-16— IRE, Mid-America Electronics
Conference, Kansas City, Mo.
Nov. 14-18 — Associated Press Managing
Editors Assn., annual convention. Speakers
include Attorney General Robert F. Kennedy. Dallas.
Nov. 15-16 — American Assn. of Advertising
Agencies, eastern region meeting. Biltmore
Hotel, New York City.
tSov. 15-17 — Television Bureau of AdverDetroit. tising, annual meeting. Statler-Hilton Hotel.
Nov. 16-17 — Institute of Broadcasting Financial Management, Sheraton-Chicago
Hotel, Chicago. Speakers include Hamilton
Shea, chairman All-Industry Television Station Music License Committee; and Hyman
H. Goldin, chief of the FCC's economic
division.
NAB faU conferences
Nov. 10 — Somerset Hotel, Boston
Nov. 13— Pittsburgh Hilton, Pittsburgh
Nov. 15 — Hotel Leamington, MinneaNov. 20— soRobert
Meyer Hotel, Jacknvil e, Fla.
polis
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Basic Fact: WCCO Television has a greater daily
St. Paul-Minneapolis market, than any other televi
circulation is also greater than any other medium in
penetration is further proved by the basic fact
Television reaches 31% more homes than any other
Basic Medium: WCCO Television, with its vast
Northwest area, is the single medium you need
Modern selling demands the advantages of
WCCO television combines these with a big,
on this Basic Medium call WCCO Television

circulation in the 68 county,
sion station in the area.* This
the market. The extent of this
that in prime viewing time WCCO
television station in the market. f
range and acceptance throughout the
to sell your product in this great market,
sight, sound and motion advertising,
buying audience. For more Basic Facts
or
Woodward, Inc.
♦ARB Peters,
1960 CoverageGriffin,
study
fNielsen, Nov. '60— Aug. '61 Average

Nov. 17-18 — Oregon Assn. of Broadcasters,
fall meeting. Multnomah Hotel. Portland.
Nov. 18 — UPI Broadcasters of Wisconsin,
fall meeting. Lorraine Hotel, Madison.
Nov. 20-21 — Nebraska Broadcasters Assn.,
convention. Grand Island.
*Nov. 21 — Radio & Television Executives
Society, Time Buying and Selling Seminar,
fifth session. "Using Research For Your
Decisions."
Instructors:
Metromedia Inc.;
William Mary
Murphy,McKenna,
Papert,
Koenig, Lois. CBS Radio Studios, 49 E.
42nd St., New York City. 5:30-7 p.m.
Nov. 24-25 — Advertising Federation of
America, 8th district convention. Hotel St.
Paul, St. Paul, Minn.
*Nov. 28 — Radio & Television Executives
Society, Time Buying and Selling Seminar,
sixth session.
Schedule."
structors: Ann"Buying
Janowicz, theOgilvy,
Benson In-&
Mather; Ruth Jones, J. Walter Thompson.
CBS Radio Studios, 49 E. 42nd St., New
York City. 5:30-7 p.m.
*Nov. 30 — Academy of Television Arts &
Sciences, New York chapter, fourth annual "close-up" of tv personalities (David
Brinkley
New YorkandCity.Chet Huntley), Astor Hotel,

The rules are explicit, George. You don't score in South Bend when you hit
Chicago. Why, goodness, you're missing more than $1.7 billion in buying
income and $1.1 billion in retail sales. Worse, though, you're forfeiting 915
thousand affluent customers who are burning to buy. In the South Bend
Metro Area alone, household income is $7987, individual income is $2246—
highest in Indiana. And how they eat! Last year they devoured better than
$248 million in staples and goodies. Same with drugs, clothes and appliances.
It's a big target, George.
And here's how to hit it— with one shot. Propel your product into this rich
15-county market with the distinctive voice of WSBT-TV. A full CBS schedule, peppered with top-rated local shows, accounts for WSBT-TV carrying
36 of the top 50 locally-favored programs, 9 of the top 10 and 16 of the
leading 20. No wonder WSBT-TV gets 41% of the sets in use, sign-on to
sign-off, in this 3-station market. This stations pulls because it penetrates.
Want the fine points? Call your Raymer man. He'll dart right over.

V
-T
SOUTH BT
BEND,
INDIANA
WS
Channel 22
ONE
ASK

PAUL
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DECEMBER
Dec. 4— Deadline for comments on FCC's
proposal to add additional vhf channel at
below minimum mileage spacing to following cities: Baton Rouge, La. (Doc. 14233);
Birmingham, Ala. (Doc. 14236); Charlotte,
N. C. (Doc. 14238); Dayton, Ohio (Doc.
14234); Jacksonville, Fla. (Doc. 14235);
Johnstown, Pa. (Doc. 14232); Knoxville,
Tenn. (Doc. 14237); Oklahoma City, Okla.
(Doc. 14231).
Dec. 4— Deadline for comments on FCC's
proposals to delete single vhf and substitute uhf channel to make community
all-uhf in following cities: Binghamton, N.
Y. (Doc. 14243); Champaign-TJrbana, 111.
(Doc. 14244); Columbia, S. C. (Doc. 14245);
Erie, Pa. (Doc. 14242); Hartford, Conn. (Doc.
14241); Madison, Wis. (Doc. 14239); Montgomery, Ala. (Doc. 14246); Rockford, 111.
(Doc. 14240).
Dec. 4— Deadline for comments on FCC's
proposals to expand use of uhf band, including dual vhf-uhf operation, reserved
pools of uhf channels for existing operating vhf stations, abolition of uhf allocation,
relaxation of technical rules for uhf stations, uhf grants without a hearing, etc.
(Doc. 14229).
*Dec. 4 — Deadline for comments on FCC
proposal to deintermix Springfield, 111., by
shifting ch. 2 to St. Louis. Original grant
of ch. 2 to KTVI (TV) was remanded by
court for exploration of ex parte activities.
*Dec. 5— Radio & Television Executives
Society, Time Buying and Selling Seminar,
seventh session. "Getting Your Media
Money's Worth." Instructor: Robert Liddel, Compton Adv. CBS Radio Studios, 49
E. 42nd St., New York City. 5:30-7 p.m.
Dec. 6-8— NBC Radio & Tv Affiliates, annual convention. 35th anniversary obserCalif. vance. Beverly Hliton Hotel, Beverly Hills,
Dec. 11 — Reply comments due on FCC
rulemaking to make major changes in fm
broadcast rules, (formerly set for Oct. 5).
"Dec. 12 — Radio & Television Executives
Society, Time Buying and Selling Seminar,
eighth session. "Working Together for
Better Advertising." Instructors: Herbert
Maneloveg, BBDO; Morris Kellner, The
Katz Agency. CBS Radio Studios, 49 E.
42nd St., New York City. 5:30-7 p.m.
JANUARY 1962
Jan. 1 — Reply comments due on FCC proposal to expand use of uhf band and to
deintermix eight markets by deleting single
vhf stations.
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"In meeting our responsibilities for
community service and leadership,
WIIC pays particular attention to the
production of telecasts like 'Open
Heart Surgery' which combine high
informational value with deep humaninterest. Such programs have a strong
appeal to the responsible and responsive elements in our community— a factor of great importance to us, and to
our advertisers."

R. A. MORTENSEN
Exec. Vice President
Station WIIC

Keeping

Viewers

to Medical

Alert

Achievement

Alert management of leading stations
has long recognized this principle with
regard to programs:
The seeing-eye of Television is rarely
more exciting, or more enlightening, than
when focused on a local event with broad
human significance.
A perfect case in point is "Open Heart
Surgery"— WIIC's telecast of the operation
to repair a break in the heart-wall — performed at Allegheny General Hospital.
As soon as word of the imminent operation reached Ray Stewart, Director of
Public Affairs at WIIC, he arranged hospital cooperation for a two-hour telecast.
Being experienced in medical broadcasts,
Stewart himself served as television narrator, with Dr. D. L. Fisher of Allegheny
General handling the technical narration.
As a television feature, "Open Heart
Surgery"
greatness: combined many elements of
Suspense— the thrill of seeing an Oxygenator take-over the duties of heart and
lungs for nearly 40 minutes, while the distance between life and death narrowed to
fractions of an inch.
Drama — the perfectly coordinated activities of a professional team of seven,
engaged in a race with time.
Skill— the wizardry of deft surgical fingers stitching-up an almost imperceptible
break in delicate heart-muscle.

Jan. 19-21 — Advertising Assn. of the West,
annual conference. Hotel Californian,
Fresno.
FEBRUARY 1962
Feb. 1 — Deadline for entries for the American Tv Commercials Festival. Contact Wallace A. Ross, director; 40 East 49th St.,
New York 17.
Feb. 4-13 — Advertising Recognition Week.
Feb. 7— Advertising Federation of America,
mid-winter legislative conference. StatlerHilton Hotel, Washington, D. C.
Feb. 7-9 — National Winter Convention on

editor: The coverage given to these
FCC hearings [in New York] by your
fine publication [lead stories, Oct. 2, 9]
is more complete than that given by
any other segment of the trade press
and I congratulate you for this excellent treatment. — Howard Gray, advertising manager, R. J. Reynolds Tobacco
Co., Winston-Salem, N. C.
editor: ... I think your coverage was
handled very well. . . . — R. L. Eskridge,
Ralston Purina Co., St. Louis.
Cott Beverage

To Blair-TV, exciting cultural programming by great stations like WIIC is a
constant source of inspiration. We are
proud to serve more than a score of such
stations in national sales.

OPEN

The New York hearings

campaign

editor: . . . The story on the Cott campaign [Broadcast Advertising, Oct.
16] . . . was excellent and we appreciate
the exposure you have given our tv
activities. — Adrian Hirschhorn, advertising manager, Cott Beverage Corp.,
New Haven, Conn.
Advertising standards

BLAIR-TV
Televisions' s first exclusive
national representative, serving:
W-TEN - Albany-Schenectady-Troy
WFBG-TV-Altoona-Johnstown
WNBF-TV-Binghamton
WHDH-TV- Boston
WCPO-TV- Cincinnati
WEWS- Cleveland
WBNS-TV-Columbus
KTVT — Dallas-Ft. Worth
K0A-TV- Denver
KFRE-TV — Fresno
WNHC-TV- Hartford-New Haven
WJ IM-TV- Lansing
KTTV-Los Angeles
WMCT- Memphis
WDSU-TV-New Orleans
WOW-TV -Omaha
WFIL-TV-Philadelphia
WIIC — Pittsburgh
KGW-TV- Portland
WPRO-TV- Providence
KING-TV -Seattle-Tacoma
KTVI-St. Louis
WFLA-TV— Tampa-St. Petersburg

editor: I am grateful for the opportunity .. . [you] gave me to present the
case for the establishment of enforceable standards of conduct and proficiency inadvertising [Monday Memo,
Sept. 18]. — W. C. Chambliss, director
of corporate communication, Space
Technology Laboratories Inc., Los Angeles.
A new communications

law?

editor: I have just finished reading
your editorial entitled "The answer: a
new law" [Editorials, Oct. 9] I sincerely believe that you are on the right
track; that it is time for a complete
new law on communications. — F. ErnLackey, president, WHOP Hopkinsville,est Ky.

Military Electronics, Ambassador Hotel, Los
Angeles.
*Feb. 10 — Awards Dinner, Directors Guild
of America. Western awards: Beverly HilCity. ton Hotel, Beverly Hills, Calif. Eastern
awards: Waldorf-Astoria Hotel, New York
Feb. 28-March 1 — NAB, seventh annual conference for presidents of state broadcasters' associations. Shoreham Hotel, Washington, D. C.
APRIL 1962
April
1-4
—
National
Assn. of Broadcasters,
annual
Chicago convention. Conrad Hilton Hotel,

MIKE®
valid interpretation of the objects of
the First Amendment.
As Sidney Head indicates in Broadcasting in America, these regulations
have the purpose of enabling the realizations of the objectives of the First
Amendment. "Some freedoms are
curbed in order to enlarge others. . . ."
You indicate that no licensee "has had
the stomach to put his license on the
line." A study of the FCC decisions
and court appeals in the past 35 years
reveals otherwise. . . .

Perhaps you are right. A new communications law may be in order. But
certainly one no less stringent than the
existing one, lest the high priests of
mediocrity sound the death knell for
programming
the many
publics." —of
E.
Roderick for
Deihl,
Department
Speech (Broadcasting) , Ohio Wesleyan
University, Delaware, Ohio.
The stamp

of Stan

editor: ... A recent development here
points out the impact of a well-produced radio commercial. Throughout
the country, millions of people have
laughed at the Stan Freberg radio commercial production for Chun King
[Monday Memo, April 24]. The latest
one narrates a story of a lady who believed that good Chinese food must
come in "take-out cartons with little
WISN
has a new advertiser called
wire
handles."
Paradise Garden, an elegant and brand
new Chinese restaurant ... in our
town. The last line in our present radio copy reads that Paradise Garden
features "take-out food with special
wire handles. . . ." — James T. Butler,
vice president-general manager, WISN
Milwaukee.
The sales tax fight

editor: I have been interested ... in

editorial: . . . We appreciate your

your analysis of the present "program
evaluation" of the FCC and the general "creeping paralysis of governmental control of programming." I feel,
however, that . . . you hold a rather in-

publication's
coverage [of
the successful efforts of California
advertising
men
and organizations to obtain a state ruling which exempts advertising agency17
services from state sales taxes] [Gov-

ernment, Oct. 2]. . . . We believe we
achieved somewhat of a victory and,
naturally, extend our thanks to all people concerned who gave us a hand. —
James A. Dean, Roylhart, Lovett &
Dean Inc., Los Angeles; chairman,
Western States Advertising Agencies
Assn. Sales Tax Committee.
The RTES seminar
editor: Thank you for running our
registration ad and the fine editorial
coverage of the Time Buying & Selling
Seminar. The combination proved extremely effective. Not only will the
seminar be fully subscribed, but all save
one of our first choice instructors readily accepted the invitation to lecture.
This could not have happened without
your help. . . . — Erwin H. Ephron,
chairman, Radio-Tv Executives SocieTime Buying & Selling Seminar,
New ty's
York.
Getting around

Television's greatest promotion!
108,000 persons in 40,000 cars
followed our driving instructions
to the site of the KELO-LAND
Gold Rush. They came from hundreds of miles in 5 states because
KELO-LAND TV covers many
hundreds of square miles. Just
think what a natural this 103county KELO-LAND tv network
is to sell the blazes out of your
product.

CBS • ABC
kelOland
KELO-tv SIOUX FALLS; and interconnected
KDLO-tv Aberdeen, Huron, Watertown
KPLO-tv Pierre, Valentine, Chamberlain
JOE FLOYD, President
Larry Bentson, Vice-Pres. • Evans Nord, Cen. Mgr.
Represented nationally by H-R
MIDCO
Midcontinent Broadcasting Group
KELO-LAND/tv and radio Sioux Falls, S. D.;
WLOL/am, fm Minneapolis-St. Paul; WKOW/am
and tv Madison, Wis.; KSO radio Des Moines
18 (OPEN MIKE)
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editor: When in London I walked into
the library of the U. S. Embassy and
there on the first rack was Broadcasting magazine. Congratulations on your
circulation. Have been listening to
British radio and more I listen the
better I believe U. S. radio is. — Neville
Miller, Esq., Miller & Schroeder, Washington, D. C.
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On nighttime radio impact
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editor: . . . Last night City News Service carried a story about a Redondo
Beach woman critically ill . . . who
could not live through the night without six to eight pints of O-negative
blood, of which the Red Cross banks
had none. . . . We carried the story on
our 9:55 p.m. newscast and by 10:10
p.m. we had calls from three volunteers
with the proper blood type. . . . This
morning we found that the patient had
been given six pints during the night
and would need twelve more today,
but that calls are still coming in and
plenty of blood now is available.
I don't know how many stations may
also have carried the item, but . . .
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this speaks pretty highly of radio's
night-time audience. — Norman Boggs,
president-general manager, KGIL San
Fernando, Calif.
San Francisco tv image
editor: . . . Your report of our findings
on Dr. Dieter's study of the San Francisco television "image" [Fanfare,
Sept. 25] was well done and has resulted in comment from several of my contacts who . . . read it/ — A. Richard
Robertson, promotion & merchandising
manager, KRON-FM-TV San Francisco.
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in
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Says

Patricelli:

Leonard

Vice President, Programs, WTIC-TV,

"We

A

bought

Hartford, Connecticut

Seven

Arts'

Vol. II because

you've

for

got to have

PRIME
"Warner's 'Films of the 50V

TIME
have name value

and story line, two of the main points I
weigh when I compare the quality of feature films.
We couldn't afford less than the best for
AFTER

DINNER

MOVIES, 7 to 9 Monday nights."

Leonard Patricelli
Warner's
Money

films of the

makers

50's,

of the 60's

SEVEN ARTS
ASSOCIATED
CORP.
A SUBSIDIARY OF SEVEN ARTS PRODUCTIONS, LTD.
NEW YORK: 270 Park Avenue
YUkon
CHICAGO: 8922-D N. La Crosse, Skokie, III. ORchard
DALLAS: 5641 Charlestown Drive
ADams
L.A.: 232 So. Reeves Drive GRanite 6-1564-STate

61717
4-5105
9-2855
8-8276

For list of TV stations programming Warner Bros. "Films of
the 50's" see Third Cover SRDS (Spot TV Rates and Data)

MONDAY
The

recipe

MEMO

from RUTH S. LEACH, McCann-Erickson Inc., Chicago

for broadcast

There is a saying that the best way
to a man's heart is through his stomach.
It's one of those age-old secrets that
every girl learns very early in life from
her mother. But a girl instinctively
knows that the "system" won't work if
she fails to follow the recipe carefully.
Romance can fall with the cake.
In the advertising business, too, there
is a highly successful way for the time
salesman to get his station accepted at
the top level of the agency or sponsor.
The "system" is first to win the attention, interest and confidence of the
agency timebuyer.
Yet it is quite surprising how frequently this basic, respectable and sensible way of doing business is just overlooked or, sometimes, considered quite
unnecessary. Always start at the top,
they say, then the decision will trickle
down through the ranks. But it doesn't
always work.
Friendship, Plus ■ It is a wonderful
thing to share friendship with those
with whom we do business. But to be
successful and effective it is the "plus"
part that counts.
The time salesman may have gone to
school with the account executive. He
with the client's advermay play
tising bridge
manager. He may see the account
supervisor socially twice a month or so.
These contacts, of course, are important and useful. But there are other
things to consider.
For instance, there are few account
executives who will take it upon themselves to request a buy of a particular
station without first exploring each proposal from the viewpoint of cost efficiency, audience characteristics, coverage and station image. The fundamental exploratory work that must be done
before the buying decision is made is
extensive and this exploratory work is
the job of the timebuyer. That's why
the agency hires a timebuyer in the
first place.
How It Works ■ If a station representative or station salesman feels he
has to go to the account group or his
client friend, he usually is in a much
better position if he goes to the media
buyer first. Here is where certain
unique characteristics of the account,
reasons for advertising in the current
campaign and other basic factors can
be explored and developed.
If a presentation has been prepared,
it can be most advantageous to try it
out on the media buyer first to get his
blessing — which he usually gives! If for
some reason or defect in the presentation argument he does not, there is still
20

success

starts

with

time to make the needed changes before
going to the top executives.
After many years of buying time (I
don't like to be specific), it is possible
to get a "feeling" that certain stations
will do a better selling job for a particular account than others. Such a
feeling, of course, must be backed up
by the many factual documentations
that are required to assure a good purchase.
Experience Counts ■ I have found
through the years that it is very important for the representative or station
salesman to know everything that there
is to know about the medium he is selling. Then he must communicate this
knowledge to the buyer. There must be
a rapport between buyer and seller to
do the most effective job for an advertiser in the least time.
A buyer simply does not have time
to question each statement a salesman
makes. Therefore, it is important never
to shake the confidence a buyer places
in a salesman.
To go a step further: it is most important for a buyer to communicate all
the facts, figures and reasons to the
account group so there is no doubt in
the client's mind that he is getting the
best buy for his money. Therefore it is
not only important for the buyer to be
one who listens, but also for the salesman to be one who tells all the facts
and sells.
Through the years it has been my
fortune to make friends among many
sales people. These sales people many
times have helped me work out very
effective buys for various clients. But
these same friends on other occasions
did not get the order. They, as I, have
realized that according to the weight of
the facts, someone else was entitled to
the business for a particular campaign.

the

timebuyer

But they know there will be another
campaign tomorrow and they will be
fairly considered then.
One never places business on a station just because of friendship. Such
buying would ultimately fail and disclose the shallow factual premise on
which it had been made. And such
long.
business friendships could never last
Recipe Works ■ A media buyer wants
to know a salesman's inspiration for a
campaign first, as soon as he is inspired.
More than one of us sitting on the buying side of that knee-hole desk have
been known to spark at a salesman's
rough idea, to refine the idea and to
help him sell it to the right man up
front.
A salesman and a buyer should establish the best working arrangement
so that all information needed can be
conveyed with as little loss of time as
possible. Because of the different time
zones in the country, this is not always
a 9 to 5 job and many availabilities
and confirmations have to be lined up
after 5.
Finally, it is important for a buyer
to knew as many people as he can so
he can call on these friends for help.
A buyer must keep up to date and see
as many people as his schedule will
allow to learn about new programming,
new trends and marketing information.
I could never answer the many requests
that come up in the agency if it were
country.
not for my many friends all over the
A mutual understanding, appreciation
and respect for one another's problems
by station, representative, agency and
client, are the qualities that turn the
chaos in this business into order. Or,
rather, orders! This is how the recipe
works.

r
Ruth Leach, now media group supervisor
at McCann-Erickson Inc., started her advertising career in 1947 with Young &
Rubicam as a secretary to the radio production department. She transferred to
the media department as an estimator
and later moved into a buying capacity.
For five months between Y&R and M-E
(September 1957 to January 1958) she
worked for the Edward Petry Co., radio-tv
representative. She is a graduate of the
University of Wisconsin.
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CUT

IN

ASCAP

■

Industry

group

urges

■

Propose

stations

System

patterned

pay

The reason — television plus radio's
$10 million (estimated) together pay
roughly $28 million, 89% of all the
money that ASCAP collects. This is
unreasonable in the view of the AllIndustry Tv Station Music License
Negotiating Committee headed by
Hamilton Shea, WSVA-TV Harrison-

wonders:

wholly
only

concept

for music
urged

used

Adams Gets Letter ■ Under date of
Oct. 18 Mr. Shea wrote Stanley Adams,
ASCAP president, to request quotation
of a new type of license effective upon
expiration of the present contract Dec.
31, 1961 (see history of broadcastingASCAP negotiations page 24).
For the first time in television history
the industry is seeking a license formula adapted to the medium. Past formulas have been expedient extensions
of the radio formula of the 1940s
though industry negotiators have managed to effect important cuts in
ASCAP's proposed fees.
Three important points are introduced in the Shea committee's letter to
Mr. Adams:
■ Tv broadcasters want the same
deal as motion picture exhibitors for
recorded programs, with the producer
rather than the broadcaster paying directly at the source for rights.
■ Special rates should be provided
for films already in the can.

log of all ASCAP

litigation.
In an Oct. 6 letter to stations he
explained that complete station logging of musical performances would
go
a
survey.long way toward improving his
It didn't take long for Mr. McGeehan's mail to start piling up. He
said in his Oct. 6 letter, "I would expect that, for your own purposes,
such a log is necessary." Judging by
some of the station replies, the
trustee has much to learn about the
paper work already burdening radio
and tv stations.
"I will appreciate your letting me
know whether or not there exists
any mechanical difficulty which
would make such logs impractical,"

ASKED

in licensing

fees

in programming

by Shea

burg, Va., and besides is outmoded as
ing. as an unfair burden on broadcastwell

Would

You figure the FCC's new logging
rules are tough? Take a look at this
one.
A trustee in an ASCAP meloncutting fight, John E. McGeehan of
New York, has written broadcast
stations asking them to supply logs
of musical selections performed on
the air. This information would be
used for an analysis of ASCAP performances.
Mr. McGeehan was named trustee
by the U. S. District Court for the
Southern District of New York to
survey ASCAP performances. A
dissident ASCAP group, unhappy
with the society's way of splitting up
its estimated $32-million in annual
receipts, is engaged in drawn-out
■»■■■■■■■■■■■■»■■■■■■
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MILLION

new

to television

One of television's biggest cost items,
the performance fees paid to the American Society of Composers, Authors &
Publishers, now faces a series of negotiations which the industry hopes will
bring logic and realism into the music
copyright morass.
Last week an all-industry committee
laid at ASCAP's door a wholly new
concept of music licensing fees based on
the practicalities of broadcast operation.
The goal — reduced charges bearing
some relation to the amount of ASCAP
music used by television stations and
networks.
The stake — a sharp cut in the estimated $18 million paid in 1960 by tv
stations to ASCAP — over 50% of
the
field society's
of music total
users.take from the entire

Trustee

$28

committee

■ Sustaining fees should be nominal.
(Current fees for sustainers are the highest quarter-hour card rate monthly,
amounting to about a sixth of station
payments to ASCAP).
Should the clearance-at-source formula be negotiated for films, then perprogram licenses will become highly
important. Under the government consent decree ASCAP is required to give
the choice of blanket or per-program
fees. Producers of films and taped
shows would then ask for ( 1 ) recording rights and (2) performance rights.
Blanket Rights ■ Currently producers
get recording rights from a publisher or
his agent. The station pays ASCAP
performing rights on all of its programs, even
if the
programs
include
ASCAP
music.
Only don't
political
broadcasts are exempt.
The Shea committee parallels a prior
all-industry radio committee that effected a $1 -million saving for radio
broadcasters as a result of its ASCAP
negotiations. The five-year radio contract dates from Jan. 1, 1959.
Mr. Shea wrote Mr. Adams that un-

tunes

be difficult?

Mr. McGeehan wrote. His mail
brought quick replies, mostly indignant or amazed comments on his
naivete.
Here is a sample reply, sent by
Ian A. Elliott, KATL Miles City,
Mont.: "If your idea were put into
effect much less ASCAP music
would be played. An announcer or
disc jockey would play the music
that he would not have to log. In
the long run ASCAP and its members would suffer. Their tunes could
not become popular if they disappeared from radio and tv. We as
broadcasters would fight such a proposal to the end. In the case of the
small station it is a fight for sur-

vival."

CUT

IN ASCAP

$28

MILLION

der the committee's proposal only locally produced programs of stations
would be subject to a license fee. He
explained: "We make this request because we believe the present licensing
arrangement unduly restrains competition in the licensing of television music
performance rights to compositions
used in filmed or taped materials, and
results in the payment of excessive fees
by tv stations."
The letter explained the present practice is to split rights in the music by
licensing recording rights to the producer and channeling the licensing of
tv performance rights through the society to the broadcaster — a practice described as avoiding competition in the
licensing of tv performance rights.
Competition at Source ■ Under the
committee's plan the owners of music
would license taped and filmed material
by competitive effort to film producers
just as they now compete in licensing
recording rights and, in the case of theatrical motion pictures, the theatrical
performing rights. Producers could
then engage in real bargaining with
composers and publishers, and broadcasters would benefit by this competition at the source.
Broadcasters, it was explained, can't
bargain for music rights because they

ASKED

continued

already have been recorded and are
part of the films or tapes. In addition,
as recognized by the courts, it is economically impossible for a broadcaster
to negotiate licenses for each individual
use of performance rights. "The motion picture industry, with which we
compete for the entertainment dollar,
has already established the right to
such clearance," the Shea letter stated,
adding: "We are entitled to the same
"Competitive clearance at the source
would also reduce the discriminatory
rights."of the present licenses, which
effect
charge the same fees to stations irrespective of differences in the quantity,
type and popularity of the musical compositions broadcast by different stations, and which require the stations to
pay for the right to perform many
compositions in your repertory which
the broadcaster neither wants nor needs
in order to acquire the right to perform
the limited number of compositions
which are actually used.
"As long as the present licensing arrangements continue, competitive clearance at the source will not develop.
Producers have no incentive to purchase music performance rights, since
the rights have already been licensed

Some Participate ■ The letter said
producers have no incentive to buy music performance rights since they already are licensed to broadcasters.
Large producers,
it was
added,through
"have
ASCAP
publishing
affiliates
which they participate in revenues
which we (the industry) are required to
pay"Our
to you
(ASCAP)."
proposal
would eliminate these
inequities by excluding from your licenses to tv stations music performing
rights with respect to program material
hereafter produced by persons other
than the licensees as to which the program producer normally obtains music
recording rights prior to the initial tv
broadcast of such material" the letter
continued.
"Short of a license of the type requested, we do not know of any type
of formula that would assure broadcasters of the cost savings to which
they are entitled under competitive
clearance at the source. If, on the
other hand, you have any alternative to
suggest,
we are prepared
give it care-is
ful consideration.
Thisto statement
without prejudice to our rights to seek
a court order directing competitive
clearance at the source.
Excessive Fees ■ License fees paid
ASCAP, it was stated, are excessive in
view of the nature and extent of music
played on the air. Tv uses far less music,
especially feature music, than radio, it

by you to us."
ASCAP-broadcaster
negotiations first started in 1921
named but it could never get ASCAP
ASCAP had been operating six
not using its music and it limited
fees on sustaining programs.
to form a negotiating committee. The
years as a voluntary writer-publisher
result was formation of a nonThen came the Jan. 1, 1941 period
copyright group when radio broadcasting began in 1920. At that time
of non-ASCAP music on the radio
ASCAP music publishing organizait acted merely as agent, not owning
tion, Broadcasting Music Inc.
networks. After industry-ASCAP
(BMI),
which issued its first licenses
performance
rights
to
members'
musinegotiations,
the society's
recal compositions. This was changed
turned to the networks
Oct. music
30, 1941
effective April 1, 1940.
At
that
time
NAB
estimated
on
the
basis
of
2%%
of
revenues
in 1921 to provide ASCAP with exclusive public performance rights.
ASCAP was trying to double the $4.3
for network and 2Va% for nonUsers were granted only blanket
network business. Affiliates agreed
million it got out of broadcasting in
1939. ASCAP refused to propose a
to reimburse networks for their share
licenses up to 1941, when broadcasters paid a fixed percentage of net
of the cost of network clearance at
per-program license but offered a
receipts even if these receipts were
reduced rate ranging from 3% to
the source. Four types of contracts
small stations to IVi % for networks
based on non-musical as well as musiwere offered stations, extending to
cal programs. In 1932 ASCAP had
(which previously had paid fees only
Dec. 31, 1949.
obtained a broadcast fee of 5% of
on owned-operated stations).
Tv, With New Problem ■ Televirevenue from time sales to be paid in
sion had arrived, presenting a new
BMI agreed to a consent decree if
addition to the amount then being
ASCAP signed one. A federal court
problem. Before 1949 ASCAP had
levied, about $1 million a year. This
levied a fine of $35,250 on ASCAP
offered the young industry free rights
was renewed in 1935 for five years.
and soon the 1941 decree was signed.
to its music. This was pulled in 1949
when a blanket contract was accepted
Consent Decree ■ The government
ASCAP was required to offer broadhad entered the scene in 1934 by
casters achoice of a flat rate per
after negotiations. Limited rights
filing an antitrust suit against ASCAP.
program or percentage of revenue
were
offered, not including per-proThis was never settled. Instead a
for a program license. And it was
consent decree was entered in 1940.
also directed to clear transcriptions
fees.
Tv gram
networks
and about 40 tv staIn the meantime NAB had started
tions eventually accepted the radio
at the source if requested by manuconferences with ASCAP in 1939
facturer, advertiser or agency. The
blanket formula— 2.25% plus 10%
for non-network and 2.75% plus
seeking contract terms for license redecree mand
specified
debroadcastASCAP
fees forcouldn't
programs
10% for network. This amounted to
newal. An industry committee was
24
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was noted. But the tv rate of 2.05%
is about the same as the radio rate,
2.125%.
As to sustainers, the letter explained
that the programs bring no revenue
and use little music. Furthermore present blanket licenses fail, aside from
political programs, to give any recognition to the fact that news, farm,
weather, sports, interview and discussion programs use little if any music
and are entitled to a lower blanket fee
on revenues derived from their performance on the air.
Amendments Urged ■ After proposing a committee-ASCAP conference,
the letter listed a series of detailed
amendments and clarifications. These
deal with program and production
charges, with a new formula proposed.
Stations also should be able to deduct
the 15% agency fee where they perform the normal agency functions for a
client. In the case of co-op programs,
the revenue should not be subject to a
higher rate because the program is originated by a network.
Trade deals based on a space exchange with printed media should be
free from fees, it was suggested, though
merchandise received in trade would be
levied on the basis of fair market value.
Clarified auditing procedure is suggested, with a two-year limit on the
right to examine past statements filed
by stations. Separate and lower new
2.475% for local and 3.025% for
network payments. Contracts were
effective for five years to Dec. 31,
1953. The formula brought industry
objection and a committee of tv station managers was formed with
Dwight W. Martin, then WLW-TV
Cincinnati, as chairman. Its job was
to find a new formula. ASCAP had
signed an amended consent decree in
1950.
In 1954 new blanket tv licenses
were worked out, networks conducting their own negotiations; Martin
and his group conducted separate
negotiations.
ASCAP's
tv had risen from
$200,000takein from
1949
to $9 million in 1954, by that time
almost half of all ASCAP's income.
Fee Reduced ■ The 1954-57 pact
called for a reduced fee of 2.05% for
stations, a 20% cut, based on advertising income minus sales costs
and 2.5% for networks with a reduction in the local sustaining fee
from the highest half-hour rate per
month to the highest quarter-hour
rate. Networks paid a flat $150 annual sustaining fee for each affiliate.
Tv stations were becoming restless
at their high ASCAP payments by
1957 and an all-industry meeting was
BROADCASTING, October 23, 1961

Stanley Adams, president of the
American Society of Composers, Authors & Publishers, who today received the all-industry committee letter asking for a new concept in licensing fees.

Hamilton Shea, WSVA-TV Harrisonburg, Va., whose committee is urging
an entirely new type of licensing for
use on television stations upon expiration of the present contract on Dec.

program fees asked for bridge, cue or
background music or for spots and
theme music. A plan of segmentizing
programs over a half-hour was proposed along with a simplified way for
stations to report to ASCAP.
Mr. Shea emphasized in a letter to
broadcasters that ASCAP is required to
advise the committee of the fee it con-

siders reasonable. If the negotiators are
unable to agree on a fee within 60 days,
a court determination of a fee can be
asked.
He stressed that broadcasters are entitled to the competition and lower costs
that would result from clearance at the
source. Local stations would then be
required to pay a license fee based only
on receipts from locally originated programs and from those using filmed and
taped material heretofore produced, he
added.
Then he reminded that the committee asks an immediate lower fee "in
recognition of the fact that if this material had been cleared at the source
the cost of the performance rights
would have been substantially lower.
In effect we seek the same rights enjoyed by theatrical motion picture exhibitors" who for many years have not
had to pay film license fees.
Serving on the all-industry committee with Mr. Shea are Campbell Arnoux, WTAR-TV Norfolk, Va.; J. B.
Fuqua, WJBF-TV Augusta, Ga.; William Grant, KOA-TV Denver; Payson
Hall, Meredith stations; Andrew J.
Murtha, Time-Life; Clifford M. Kirtland Jr., Transcontinent; Nathan Lord,
WAVE-TV Louisville, Ky.; John E. McCoy, Storer Broadcasting Co.; John T.
Murphy, Crosley Broadcasting Co.;
W. D. Rogers, KDUB Lubbock, Tex.r
Robert H. Smith, WCYB-TV Bristol,
Va.; Raymond W. Welpott, WRCV-TV
Philadelphia; Charles C. Woodard
Jr., Westinghouse Broadcasting Co.r
Matthew E. Vieracker, WBKB (TV)

held during NAB convention week.
It was noted that while tv used less
music than radio and its rates were
10% below radio, dollar tv payments
had risen to $9 million or more,
about the same as radio, or a total
that might run close to $20 million
a year in broadcast payments to
ASCAP. Irving Rosenhaus, WATV
(TV) Newark, N. J., was named
chairman of an all-industry tv negotiating committee.
ASCAP offered at yearend to renew the old contracts for four years.
The networks and stations agreed.
1957-61 Contract ■ Here are the
provisions of the 1957-61 contract:
Sustaining Fee — Station's highest
quarter-hour rate per month.
Commercial Fee — 2.05% of station's net receipts from sponsors
minus 15% costs and minus 15%,
agency commission if allowed.
No payment on sponsored political programs. Network co-op programs defined as network tv programs; national spot defined as local.
Networks — 2.5% for commercial
programs minus the same two 15%
deductions as well as cost of interconnection; $150 per affiliate per
year for sustainers.

31, 1961.

Chicago; David M. Baltimore, WBRETV Scranton-Wilkes-Barre, Pa.; Harvey25
Struthers, CBS Television Stations;
Charles H. Tower, Corinthian stations.
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How
A QUALITY

Breck
IMAGE,

found
MASS

How does a relatively small company, selling packaged goods in a
fiercely competitive field, use tv to help
create an indelible "quality" image of
itself on a comparatively modest advertising budget?
John H. Breck Inc., Springfield,
Mass., maker of hair and scalp preparations, seems to have discovered the
right formula and has been applying it
in increasing doses on network television since 1958. The formula's potency can be measured by the mighty
mite standing Breck has among such
corporate giants in the shampoo industry as Colgate-Palmolive, Procter &
Gamble, Helene Curtis, and Revlon.
Basically it is pegged on a carefully
determined programming philosophy:
sole sponsorship, whenever economically feasible, of star-studded dramatic
originals or classics with a decided
feminine appeal. For greatest audience
impact and widest reach, at minimum
cost, the programs since 1958 have all
been bought as prudently scheduled,
prime-time specials. The emphasis is
always on worthwhile stories, professionally done. The object, besides the
obvious one of inducing more sales, is
to create an aura of quality around
products that are mass marketed in
countless supermarkets and drug stores.
This season Breck will be doing more
sales promoting and image building on
network tv than ever before. The cosmetic house will present six specials —
five dramatic and one musical — on
CBS-TV at total time and production
costs of about $1.7 million.
The first is Talent Assoc. -Paramount's much heralded, two-hour film
The Power and the Glory (Oct. 29,
9-11 p.m.). The play, which stars Sir
Laurence Olivier, cost more than $700,000 and is believed the most expensive
«ver created for tv (Broadcasting,
July 10).
Because of the prohibitive costs,
Breck is sharing sponsorship with Motorola Inc. For each advertiser the
half sponsorship represents an approximate $210,000 investment— $175,000
for production costs and $135,000 for
time charges. Talent Assoc. -Paramount
Ltd. will attempt to recoup the remaining $350,000 in production costs by
showing the film in foreign movie
theaters. Breck has an option to repeat
the program during the summer or
sometime next season.
Other Specials ■ The remaining specials, all 60-minute programs fully
26
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its
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tv

formula

MARKET SELLING AND A MODEST AD BUDGET
sponsored by Breck, will be presented
of subdued beauty, taste and soft-sell
could be adequately translated by the
under a group heading — The Breck
electronic media. The company wanted
Golden Showcase — on a one-a-month
schedule beginning in December and
to show that it was just as big and imending in April of 1962. In keeping
portant as any of its competitors and
also
needed
tv's added dimensions to
with the company's insistence on identification only with top-grade properties
show the pastel-type campaigns to their
fullest advantage.
the first four programs will be produced
by such well-established people as
In 1957 Breck bought a series of parDavid Susskind and Leland Hayward.
ticipations in NBC-TV's highly-acThe last, slated for April 30 (8-9 p.m.),
claimed daily dramatic series, Matinee
Theatre. It was here Breck devised its
will depart somewhat from Breck's
usual adherence to strictly dramatic
future tv plan of operations. The comfare. It's the world premiere of Igor
pany enjoyed being associated with a
Stravinsky's "Noah and the Flood,"
"quality
program," but wanted to reach
with George Ballanchine doing the a wider audience
— especially in the 18choreography. The musical work was
34
age
group
—
and
attain closer show
identification.
especially commissioned for the proAH In ■ The Shirley Temple Storygram by CBS.
Only one other specific production in
book, aseries of 14 once-a-month 60the Golden Showcase series, Mr. Sussminute specials on NBC-TV, seemed to
kind's production of "The Picture of be just the program for Breck. Starting
in January 1958, Breck jumped into
Dorian Gray" (Dec. 6, 8:30-9:30
p.m.) has been announced so far. The
network tv with both feet, spending a
other specials will be shown Jan. 13 little more than $1 million of its total
(8:30-9:30 p.m.), Feb. 25 (10-11
advertising budget of almost $4 million
p.m.), and March 31 (8:30-9:30
to co-sponsor the series of specials in
p.m.). Under consideration for the prime Sunday time, along with regional
series are only those stories or plays advertisers Sealtest and Hills Bros.
written in the last 100 years. Each of Coffee.
the Golden Showcase specials will cost
Since that time, Breck has sponsored
Breck about $150,000 for production
shows only in prime time. In 1959 it
and $135,000 for network time.
repeated the Shirley Temple programs
Its network schedule this season is
on ABC-TV, but the two-season camin keeping with Breck's tv buys for the
paignvertiser.
proved Surveys
disappointing
the adpast five years. The company first got
showed the toprograms,
into television in 1956 when it bought
intended to reach young mothers together with their children, actually
participations
ABC-TV'sThedaytime
Afternoon FilmOn Festival.
move
drew more of a juvenile and less of the
was very much an experiment for the expected adult audience.
advertiser, which from 1946 had waged
Consequently in the 1959-60 season,
the advertiser shifted gears, sponsoring
its campaigns mostly via full-page color
ads in mass circulation consumer magathe Breck Sunday Showcase, a series of
zines. Pastel tinted portraits of beautione-hour, once-a-month specials on
ful women had become Breck's familiar
NBC-TV. The series of original dramas
trademark, and there was a question of reached a more mature audience than
the Shirley Temple shows, but was still
whether the same "pastel" combination
heavily weighted to the distaff side.
What made the difference for Breck:
the series could also interest the entire
family, an important consideration for
the company which by this time was
selling products for men and children,
as well as women.
Breck was satisfied it had at last captured all its advertising objectives in a
general programming concept. The advertiser made one additional change for
the 1960-61 season: it channeled all of
its tv billings away from NBC-TV.
Last season the hair preparations
maker sponsored six pre-empted speProjected: an aura of quality
cials entitled Family Classics on CBSBROADCASTING, October 23, 1961

What

famous

communicator

said

what?

The letters above— TASBEM— do not stand

for "Take A Shower Bath Each Month." But as used by their originator, they do refer to taking the populace
to the "cleaner's". Part of his success was achieved by rule of Thumb; part as a powerful proponent of the
Scandinavian nightingale. Who was he— and what did he say? You'll find the answer below.
On the subject of famous communicators, the letters WWDC

have long spelled radio leadership in the rich,

ever-expanding Washington, D.C. 5-county metropolitan area. Leadership in listeners— in programming— in
personalities— in dollars-and-cents results to advertisers. Let us communicate your sales message.

.. . the station that keeps people in mind
Member of the Blair Group Plan . . . represented nationally by John Blair & Co.
And in growing Jacksonville, Fla., it's WWDC-owned

WMBR
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ARBITRON'S DAILY CHOICES
Listed below are the highest ranking the American
Research Bureau,
television shows for each day of the These ratings are from a sample of
week Oct. 12-18, as rated by the 1,200 television homes per half Rating
hour
National Arbitron instant ratings of properly distributed across the U. S.
Network
23.8
Date
Program and Time
Hazel (9:30 p.m.)
Thur., Oct. 12
NBC-TV
23.8
21.3
Sing Along With Mitch (10 p.m.,
NBC-TV
Route 66 (8:30 p.m.)
Fri., Oct. 13
23.3
Gunsmoke (10 p.m.)
CBS-TV
Sat., Oct. 14
28.6
CBS-TV
Bonanza (9 p.m.)
Sun., Oct. 15
NBC-TV
21.6
Andy Griffith Show (9:30 p.m.)
Mon., Oct. 16
CBS-TV
28.3
Red Skelton (9 p.m.)
Tues., Oct. 17
26.6
CBS-TV
Wed., Oct. 18
Wagon Train (7:30 p.m.)
NBC-TV
Copyright 1961 American Research Bureau
TV. Included in this series were such
stalwarts as "The Heiress," "The Scarlet Pimpernel," and "The Three
Musketeers." The shows were programmed in two one-hour installments
on two successive days, but ratings indicated aconsiderable loss in audience
and the experiment was hastily abandoned.
In all, Breck markets more than 40
products, most sold on a professionalonly basis to barber and beauty shops.
Five are advertised nationally on
Breck's television shows. They are:
the three Breck Shampoos (for dry
hair, oily hair and normal hair), Breck
Hair Set Mist, Breck Children's Shampoo, Breck Banish Dandruff Treatment
Shampoo and Breck Creme Rinse.
N. W. Ayer & Sons is Breck's advertising agency for the children's shampoo,
dandruff treatment shampoo and creme
rinse. Reach, McClinton Inc. handles
Breck Hair Set Mist.
Charles Sheldon Inc., Springfield,
Mass., is the agency for the three
Breck Shampoos.
The agencies prepare commercials
for the products each handles, with
Reach, McClinton acting as agency of
record for all television ventures.
Of all the Breck products, the three
liquid hair shampoos produce the biggest sales, accounting for an estimated
75% of the company retail sales volume, and Breck is believed to be the
leading hair shampoo in the country.
This is more striking when its understood that Procter & Gamble's Drene
and Prell Shampoos and Colgate-Palmolive's Halo and Lustre-Creme Shamtors. poos are among Breck's many competiTelevision has helped the company
double its sales volume in the past five
years, says John P. Hughes, Breck's
advertising manager. Since Breck is a
family-owned company (John H. Breck
Sr., who founded the business in 1907
is now chairman of the board, while
his sons, Edward J. Breck and John J.
Breck Jr., are president and general
manager, and executive vice president,
respectively) financial figures are not
28 (BROADCAST ADVERTISING)

easily obtained. But it's estimated that
the company's total retail sales are well
in excess of $50 million annually.
Currently Breck is spending about
$4 million in measured media advertising. Network tv and consumer magazines share this total about equally.
(Car cards, bus and subway posters,
outdoor signs and 30-sheet billboards
get another estimated $1 million in nonmeasured advertising.)
Except for $30,440 in 1956 and
$24,510 in 1957 (Source: Television
Bureau of Advertising/ Rorabaugh ) ,
Breck has never used spot television.
"We would use spot if it were possible,"
Mr. Hughes says, "but our budget won't
allow it. The company feels that network television is the best way to reach
an audience with a class product."

Commercials

in

Listings include new commercials being made for national or large regional radio or television campaigns. Appearing in sequence are names of advertiser, product, number, length and
type of commercial, production manager, agency with its account executive
and production manager, and approximate cost of commercial when available.
CBS Animations, 477 Madison Ave., NYC 22
Cadillac Dog Food (dog food), three 60s,
animation, film. Art Bartsch, prod. mgr. Agency:
The Elkman Co.
Era Productions Inc., 3459 Cahuenga Blvd.,
West, Hollywood 28
Mattel Toys (toys), one 10 (ID), animation,
film. Milton Schaffer, prod. mgr. Agency: Carson-RobertS; Dick Perkins, a.e., Milton Schaffer,
prod. mgr.
Knudsen Creamery Co. (sour cream, cottage
cheese), one 60, one 20, live, film. C. Moray
Foutz, prod. mgr. Agency: Heintz & Co.; Ken
Higgins, a.e., Brice Mack, prod. mgr.
Douglas Fir Plywood Assn. (plywood), ten,
90s and 60s, live, color, film. Dean O'Brien,
prod. mgr. Agency: Cole & Weber Inc.; Jim
Schultz, a.e., Robert C. Mack, prod. mgr.
Advertising Council ("Smokey Bear"), six,

Brinkley's sponsor takes
'hands-off attitude
Douglas Fir Plywood Assn., Tacoma,
Wash., advertiser on David Brinkley's
Journal on NBC-TV, is bolstering the
program's independence against "presA wire to that effect was sent last
week from John D. Ritchie, advertising director of Douglas Fir, to Thomas
sures."
B. McFadden, NBC-TV's vice president, national sales.
The first show of the season (Oct.
11, Wed., 10:30-11 p.m.) kicked up a
storm at Cocoa Beach, Fla., as chamber of commerce and other groups and
individuals protested the portrayal of
garish aspects of the strip located near
Cape Canaveral.
NBC-TV had said it found nothing
unfair about the show. Mr. Ritchie
commented on "lots of excitement" in
his mail. Reaction to Cocoa, he found
both "pro and con but all vigorous."
Mr. Ritchie said his company has "complete confidence in David Brinkley's integrity, taste and ability to do a good
reporting job," and that it will "resist
any pressures here to get us to influence
editorial content."
Said happy NBC in a return acknowledgement to the Douglas Fir Plywood
Assn.: the show will do a good job for
"you and us."

production
60s and 20s, live and animation, color, film.
L. Milton Schaffer, prod. mgr. Agency: Foote,
Cone & Belding; Jim Felton, a.e., Brice Mack,
prod. mgr.
NBC Telesales, 30 Rockefeller Plaza, NYC 20
AT&T (telephones), one 180, tape. Dan Sullivan, commercial producer. Agency: N. W. Ayer
& Son Inc.; Wyn Walshe, prod. mgr.
PGL Productions Inc., 6 East 46th St., NYC
New York Herald-Tribune, one 60, live, film.
C. Ciccolini, prod. mgr. Agency: Papert-KoenigLois; Fred Papert, agency producer.
Transfilm-Caravel Inc., 445 Park Ave., NYC 22
U. S. Steel Co. (institutional), one 135, live,
film. Agency: BBD0.
Crown-Zellerbach Corp. (Zee Paper Towels),
four 60s, live, film. Agency: Cunningham &
Walsh.
Beech Nut Baby Foods & Gum (mashed
potatoes), one 60, one 20, live, film. Agency:
Young & Rubicam Inc.
Gulf Oil Corp. (Gulf oil products), two 60s,
live, film. Agency: Erwin Wasey, Ruthrauff &
Ryan.
Lehn & Fink Products (Tussy Cosmetiques),
one
Inc. 60, live, film. Agency: Young & Rubicam
Louis Marx & Co. (Marx toys), four 60s, live,
film. Agency: Ted Bates & Co.
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How
to
improve
advertising's
AAAA WESTERN MEETING PINPOINTS PROBLEMS, WAYS
The poor public image of advertising
and what should be done to improve it
was a major topic of discussion at the
American Assn. of Advertising Agencies Western Regional annual meeting,
held Oct. 15-18 at Coronado, Calif.,
with more than 400 agency executives
and guests in attendance.
On Monday, in a closed session for
AAAA members only, John G. Mapes,
chairman of the executive committee
of Hill & Knowlton, reported on a survey of thought leaders made for the
AAAA by Group Attitudes Corp., an
H&K subsidiary. Extended interviews
with 180 college professors, religious
leaders, editors and writers, business
executives and government officials, he
reported, showed that nine out of 10
of these opinion molders consider advertising productive
a
force in the economy, but many of them questioned its
true value to our society.
Religious leaders, Mr. Mapes said,
think advertising falls short of fulfilling
its social obligations. Irresponsible advertising, these men believe, makes business generally, not advertising alone,
morally suspect. Sociologists think "advertising isa cultural depressent, tending to destroy individualism." Economists object to what they term noninformative advertising of brand versus

brand. And all types of thought leaders
were critical of advertising that influences people to buy unnecessary things.
"The reason for this attitude is complex,"lectuals
Mr. Mapes
stated. resources
"Some intelthink national
are
wasted when what they call 'unnecessary' goods and services are produced.
But substantial numbers of thought
leaders in all categories think also that
Americans are growing too soft — that
because of luxury living we are losing
the moral fiber and physical strength
needed to stand up against the hard
challenges
of the
Mr. Mapes
notedday."
that the study was
made at the time when the Berlin problem was becoming critical and that this
undoubtedly influenced the thinking of
the individuals interviewed. But he
pointed out that despite their criticisms
of advertising, these thought leaders
show no signs of favoring restrictive
legislation or control of advertising.
To evaluate the basic attitudes of
each person interviewed, the research
committee of the AAAA prepared a
list of five questions for use by the interviewers. The results were summarized as follows:
■ Does the respondent believe that
competition is wasteful, unproductive?
Only one in 10 feels that way, the in-

image
TO SOLVE THEM
terviewers said. They noted that the
percentage would be higher for clergymen and editors of intellectual publications.
■ Does the respondent believe that
advertising itself is wasteful and unproductive? 12% believe advertising wasteful and another 12% aren't sure, with
economists, sociologists and editors of
intellectual publications most doubtful
about advertising's advantages.
■ Does the respondent believe that
advertising promotes values that are too
materialistic? Less than half of the respondents, 45%, disagreed with that
conclusion; 44% felt advertising is too
materialistic; 11% had mixed feelings.
■ Does the respondent believe more
money should be spent on schools, etc.,
and less on "unnecessaries?" About a
third would agree, the interviewers felt.
■ Does the respondent believe that
advertising should give the facts and
only the facts? Yes, say the majority,
as high as three-fourths of some cateMr. Mapes concluded by stating that
75% of the thought leaders interviewed
gories.
were unaware of the efforts being made
to improve the quality of advertising,
such as the joint AAAA-ANA interchange (to eliminate bad taste and dishonesty from advertising) or the AAAA

Crichton
to succeed
Gamble;
Harper
for Cox
The long search for a successor to tight secret pending final action of 1958.
Frederic R. Gamble as president of the AAAA board last week (Closed
Mr. Gamble, who became manCircuit, Oct. 9). Marion Harper
the American Assn. of Advertising
aging head of AAAA in 1929 and
Agencies was completed last week
president in 1944, has been closely
Jr. of Interpublic Inc., who himself
was elected AAAA chairman last identified with the search for his sucwith the election of John H. Crichcessor as a member of both the
ton, editor of Advertising Age.
week, succeeding Edwin Cox, KenMr. Crichton, 42, is slated to join yon & Eckhardt, who for reasons of Ganger committee and the Harper
AAAA on Jan. 15 and take over the health is retiring from both K&E and
committee which took over after
Mr. Crichton was nominated.
presidency next May, when Mr.
the AAAA, headed a special committee of the board which took over
Serving with Mr. Ganger and Mr.
Gamble retires after 33 years as opGamble on the advisory council
erating head of the association.
negotiations after the Ganger comcommittee which made the initial
mittee made its recommendation.
The search for a new president
Arthur E. Tatham, Tatham & recommendation were Louis N.
has been under way since Mr. Gamble announced 3V2 years ago that Laird, also was elected as vice chairBrockway of Young & Rubicam and
Atherton W. Hobler of Benton &
man of the 4A board, succeeding
he planned to retire in the spring of
1962. It has been intensive for close
Mr. Harper.
Bowles. The special committee of
the board, which subsequently took
to two years: a special committee
Mr. Crichton has been with Adheaded by Robert M. Ganger of
vertising Age since 1941, a year after
over because AAAA by-laws specify
DArcy Adv. worked for a year,
he was graduated from the U. of that the advisory council recommends apresident but that the board
then engaged the management conMissouri with an AB degree in joursultant firm of Booz, Allen & Hamilnalism. He become Washington edi- must do the hiring, consisted of
ton to assist in the search.
tor in 1943, was on the New York
Messrs. Harper and Gamble; Norman Strouse, J. Walter Thompson
The committee unanimously rec- editorial staff from 1946 to 1949,
was executive editor from 1949 to Co., and William Marsteller, of Marommended Mr. Crichton in midAugust but their choice was kept a
1957, and advanced to editor in steller, Rickard, Gebhardt & Reed.
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code. If they were informed of the
facts about advertising, some 80%
would be likely to adjust their views,
he said.
Educating the thought leaders and
the public at large about advertising's
contributions to our nation's well being
is important. But even more important
is the internal job of correcting "the
small area of advertising that is still in
bad taste or that otherwise justifies public criticism," Edwin Cox, chief executive officer of Kenyon & Eckhardt and
AAAA board chairman, told the meeting. We must "give our own people a
stronger code of ethics and persuade
them to be bound by it," he declared.
The Interchange of Opinion on Objectionable Advertising, which last year
became a joint AAAA-ANA activity
after 15 years as a major item in the
AAAA program, "is working well,"
Mr. Cox stated. "There have been
fewer complaints received in this first
year of joint effort than in the preceding year (due, I believe, to considerable
improvement in certain classes of tv
commercials) but there has been even
more cooperation from advertisers and
agencies in correcting the abuses when
the committee sustained the criticism
and considered it serious."
Mr. Cox called attention to the considerable difference between the kind of
criticisms which professional advertising people make and those reported in
studies of public opinion. He said,
"75% of the criticisms in the public
studies arise from television. Only
about 20% of those recently received
in the Interchange concern this medium.
"Is this because it is easier to clip
and send in a printed advertisement than
to note station and time on a tv broadcast? Or is it because advertising people (God forbid) do not listen to commercials as much as the public does?
Or is it that professionals are not concerned with quite the same problems
as the consuming public?
"Another evidence of this disparity
between professional and public opinion is that food and automobiles lead
in the number of complaints received
in the Interchange, whereas drugs,
proprietaries and personal products are
way out in the front rank of complaints
in such public studies as the one made
recently in Cleveland.
"Is there a danger of our being out of
touch with what the great body of consumers think about advertising?" he
asked. "If so, we had better take steps
to correct it."
Mr. Cox proposed that one step
should be "an organized and vigorous
effort by agency people to call to the
attention of media any advertisements
or commercials that are below our
standards or that are harmful to advertising." He noted that media people are
BROADCASTING, October 23, 1961

Marlboro commercials feature grid greats
A series of commercials featuring
while smoking a Marlboro at the
outstanding football plays and play- Los Angeles Coliseum, site of his
ers of the past and present has been
long-distance run.
devised for Marlboro cigarettes for
The commercials spotlight four
showing during its sponsorship of gridiron greats of yesteryear — Ken
National Football League games on
Strong of the New York Giants, Don
Hutson of the Green Bay Packers,
CBS-TV, NBC-TV and the Sports
Frankie Albert of the San Francisco
Network.
Each commercial consists of a 49'ers and Johnny Lujack of the
film showing the star in street
Chicago Bears — and four stars of
clothes smoking a Marlboro; shifts today — Charlie Conerly of the New
York Giants, Bobby Layne of the
to a newsreel film clip depicting one
Pittsburgh Steelers, Paul Hornung
of his outstanding exploits and ends
with the star's testimonial for the of the Green Bay Packers and Jon
Arnett. Leo Burnett, agency for
cigarette. Jon Arnett of the Los Angeles Rams is shown as he scoots
Marlboro, will show the eight com98 yards for a touchdown during a
mercials during the games on an alternating basis. Each will be carried
game with the Chicago Bears in
about six times during the season.
1957 and reminiscing about this feat

in a highly competitive business and
"it is hard to resist the advertiser who
comes with a commercial in one hand
and a check in the other," and "difficult to reject advertising that others are
running."
The media executive's decision to reject or discontinue an objectionable
campaign
wouldletters
be easier
to make
"if
he had a dozen
from other
valued
customers urging him" to make such a
move. "Can we get agency people to
do this?" Mr. Cox asked. "It is really
a question of how much you care. Are
you concerned about the good name of
advertising? Would you like to slay the
ghost of Madison Avenue? Are you
worried about how much of your client's dollar is being eroded by public
distaste and disbelief?
"Then write to the publisher or
broadcasting station whenever you see
an advertisement or commercial that
is detrimental to advertising and persuade your own associates to do the
same. In the same spirit, when you
hear that a media owner has turned
down a lucrative piece of business, write
him a letter of commendation. You
may be surprised how warmly it will be

received. I am convinced that only by
strengthening the community of interest between advertisers, agencies and
media can our industry do the selfpolicing
job that
needed."
But there
is anis even
larger assignment for advertising than an internal
house-cleaning or an external image-improvement campaign, the convention
was told by John L. Bricker, vice president and marketing director of Foremost Dairies. America is in a state of
crisis, he told the advertising men and
women, and the persuasive influence of
the best advertising techniques are
needed to revitalize our nation's faith
in itself and in the moral precepts that
32).
made it great (see separate storv, page
Mediocrity is an even more dangerous enemy of good advertising than
downright dishonesty, William A. Marsteller, board chairman, Marsteller,
Rickard, Gebhardt & Reed, New York,
warned the AAAA assembly.
"We have set up machinery, voluntarily, to deal with malpractice in our
industry," he stated. "And if our policing falls down it will be done for us
by the government. . . . But dullness,

Time is short— the need is urgent
Advertising has been challenged to
thing ironic about this scheme. If
put its persuasion and influence to
we don't know what our goals are,
work for the national good, to use the
how can anyone tell us, however
newest and most powerful communiThis state of national uncertainty
cations medium, television, to revitalize the faith of the American
presents advertising with "not an oppeople in their nation and in themwise?"
portunity, but an obligation," Mr.
selves.
Bricker
declared. "Weandare influencers
the greatest
communicators
John L. Bricker, vice president of
in the world. Our sales records show
Foremost Dairies, speaking at the
it. But, if Rosser Reeves can sell
annual meeting of the American
Anacin to relieve the common pains
Assn. of Advertising Agencies Westof headaches, neuritis and neuralgia,
ern Region, held last week at Coronado, Calif., warned that we have
can't he help sell Americans on
honesty, integrity and morality?
lost the moral code of past genera"Now I don't say this advertising
tions and are living in a "time of
confusion and profound uncertainty.
is wrong, but with all this time, enWho are we and what are we
talent and
we
promoteergy, one
hour money,
a week can't
or every
about?," he asked. "We mouth platitudes but no one really knows. We
two weeks for our people and our
even have a committee which has
country? I do have a specific proworked out goals for us and we are
posal and it can be put into action
urged to write for a booklet to find
by the agreement of not more than
ten men:
out what they are. Whatever the
merits of such a plan (and I am
"The President of the United
States, Messrs. Kintner, Aubrey and
sure there are several) there is some-

toothlessness,
aren't
too
frauds of emptiness
a sort? —How
shallthese
we
deal with them?"
Mr. Marsteller pointed out that all
advertising, "weak or strong, charming
or churlish, is created by people" and
the problem "must spring from people
and the way they use their talents."
The solution, he suggested, is "to put
our most creative people in the most
sensitive spots in the company — those
that carry the most prestige and the
most money ... to hire the best people
we possible can [and] to eliminate from
our staffs those of low ambition and
limited ability ... to let our people
realize that what they do is being
judged . . . [and] to have only one set
of standards . . . [that] are equally binding on management and non-management people of every station. Our foe
is
not
dishonesty;
Marsteller
concluded.it's laziness," Mr.
"There is no shortage of devices for
measurement of the impact of advertising," Dr. Frank Meissner, associate
professor of marketing at San Francisco
State College, said during a Tuesday
morning session on advertising research.
"For a hefty
fee,thecommercials
researchers will tell
advertiser how
many people were exposed to his ad,
how many people noted it, read it, listened to it, were affected by it ... . The
tool kit of qualitative measurement
techniques is impressive in size, variety
and usefulness. But what we need now
is a tool kit of quantitative input-output gauges, and here the state of the
32 (BROADCAST ADVERTISING)

Treyz, an enterprising and dedicated
advertising agency president, the
presidents of the top five advertisers
in the United States. This group —
10 men — could put into motion a
program that could begin to rebuild
our American heritage.
"One hour a week — prime tv time
— all networks simultaneously — presented with all the urgency, drama
and impact of an Untouchables.
Endorsed by the President of the
United States: written, directed and
produced by the top talent this country has to offer and underwritten by
the networks and leading advertisers
who, if we must be mercenary, have
the greatest stake in the rebirth of
American pride — integrity — honesty
— morality and purpose. . . .
"Through communications people
learn — let us use this priceless facility to make America and Americans
a true example for the rest of the
world. The time, is short and the
need is urgent."

art is unimpressive.
"In the final analysis, your client
wants
know of
onlymyonetotal
thing:
'Within thetocontext
marketing
effort how much credit can I ascribe
to advertising? Has my advertising dollar really taught consumers to buy my
product? How much extra sales revenue will an additional ad dollar bring
back?' So far only few techniques have
been developed that would help to answer this supremely simple and basic
question. . . . The job is incredibly
tough, a situation which is a supreme
challenge to the imaginative re-

tising. "These relate primarily to the
benefits of on-the-spot agency service
from both a marketing and economic
standpoint. The decision to transfer the
accounts in no way reflect on . . . the
Wrisely agency, John W. Shaw, and the
Potter agency, Kastor, Hilton, Chesley,

searcher."
Two Purex accounts
transferred to FB&B

■ CVA Co., division of Schenley Industries Inc., New York, appoints Norman,
Craig & Kummel as its agency, effective Jan. 2. CVA spends about 20%
(about
$200,000) of its ad budget in
broadcasting.

Purex Corp. Ltd., Los Angeles, will
transfer the advertising accounts of its
subsidiaries, Allen B. Wrisely Co.
(toiletries and drug sundries), Chicago,
from John W. Shaw agency, that city,
and the Potter Drug & Chemical Co.
(Cuticura medicated drug products),
Maiden, Mass., from Kastor, Hilton,
Chesley, Clifford & Atherton, New
York, to Foote, Cone & Belding Inc.,
Los Angeles, effective next Jan. 1.
Allen B. Wrisley Co., acquired by
Purex in 1958, will move its operations
to Purex headquarters in the near future. Potter Drug & Chemical Co. was
acquired last August.
Purex is presented with new working conditions and considerations, said
Leslie C. Bruce Jr., director of adver-

Clifford & Atherton."
Agency appointments...
■ Admiral Corp., Chicago, to Campbell-Mithun, that city. Account formerly was handled by Henri, Hurst &
McDonald, Chicago.

■ Allen B. Wrisley Co., Chicago, and
Potter Drug & Chemical Corp., Medford, Mass., both subsidiaries of the
Purex Corp., appoint Foote, Cone &
Belding, Los Angeles, effective Jan. 1.
■ Seaboard Finance Co., Los Angeles
(operating over 600 offices specializing
in personal loans and installment credit), appoints Foote, Cone & Belding,
Los Angeles, as agency throughout U.S.
and Canada, effective Jan. 1, 1962.
■ Emge Packing Co. (smoked meat
products), Ft. Branch and Anderson,
both Indiana, appoints Ruben Adv.,
Indianapolis as its agency.
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When you buy time on KPOL AM, you automatically
get equal time on KPOL FM. The attractive program
format of great popular music 24 hours a day, news on
the hour, headlines on the half hour, and commercials
only on the quarter hour, have resulted in a high number of adult listeners from higher income families. This
combined with low rates and soon new top power make
KPOL
THE BEST BUV in LOS M1GELES For ail
the facts, call WEbster 8-2345 or write Coast Radio
Broadcasting Corporation, 4628 Wilshire Boulevard,
Los Angeles 5, California.
Represented Nationally by Paul H. Raymer Company
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Erickson jumps on 'Cone Plan' bandwagon
FAVORS 'MAGAZINE CONCEPT' FOR TELEVISION ADS
Rodney Erickson, film maker and tion of tv advertisers here or abroad is
to reach the greatest number of people
former advertising agency executive
(Young & Rubicam), last week joined a and disseminate commercials which will
sell. The principal motivation of advervocal minority of advertising practitioners who advocate an enlargment of the
tising is"mass merchandising" and "not
so-called magazine concept in television.
to entertain people."
Mr. Erickson, who is president of
■ International viewing of tv — "There
is no country in the foreseeable future
Filmways Inc., New York, placed himself alongside Fairfax M. Cone, chair- that will not have mass viewing of
man of the executive committee of television within the next decade and
Foote, Cone & Beld- most of the major countries have it
ing, Chicago-New
York, who has a
■ U. S. tv film abroad — With a good
plan of his own to tv series about 25% of gross income
offer (Broadcastcan
be attributed to foreign sales. And
now."
ing, Oct. 16).
it's nearly impossible to make a profit
It's precisely this on first runs of tv shows at home. "Only
"Cone Plan" that when
the program goes into repeats or
Mr. Erickson sup- foreign sales does the producer begin
ports. The idea is
make afor
profit."
of the
film
to eliminate the to
available
marketsSupply
abroad
exceeds
the
demand.
He
estimates
that
over
the
most
preferred
poErickson
sitions on the primepast 10 years, 1,000 series of 39 epitime schedule and provide for adversodes each (both half-hour and hour)
tiser rotation among all programs at a have been made in the U. S. for the
single rate for prime nighttime. Both
market here plus about 10,000 feature
Mr. Cone and Mr. Erickson feel this films.
All of these are available for
would encourage advertisers to sponsor
overseas sales. Tv producers now, he
both entertainment and public infor- said, are producing film at the rate of
mation shows.
about 125 series a year. Result: need
As specified by Mr. Erickson (who
for a common distribution outlet of film
included his proposal for a magazine
for tv abroad.
concept plan with a detailed talk on
In film, Mr. Erickson asserted,
"world-wide show business" at a meetwhether for theatrical or tv distribution
ing of the International Advertising
Assn. in New York Oct. 18), the ad- abroad, the U. S. producer has an "immediate responsibility" to voluntarily
vertiser would place either a 1 -minute
"put our best international face foror 2-minute spot within time periods.
ward" and "project that good image."
As he noted, the advertiser would sponThis need also covers U. S. advertising
in other countries.
sor "cultural as well as entertaining
programming."
In England, Mr. Erickson said, adRTES unit to scout
vertising isplaced in a "natural break"
and there's "nothing more successful" in broadcast legislation
tv advertising than the British system.
He also predicted commercials in EngThe Radio & Television Executives
land will resemble more those in
Society Inc., New York, will be keepthe U.S. in the future. To him a method
ing close watch on New York state
similar to the British way of carrying
and federal legislation concerning the
commercial spots in programming is industry this year, according to Sam
as inevitable a system for the U.S..
Slate, vice president and general manwherein "advertisers won't have anyager of WCBS New York, chairman of
thing to say," as it is for other parts the RTES legislative committee.
of the globe where commercial channels
The committee's three-point program
will open alongside government-operconsists of ( 1 ) monitoring state and
ated systems.
federal legislation, and keeping RTES
Mr. Erickson linked this prognostication with several others ranging afar members informed of these activities;
in the general entertainment business
(2) urging the organization's membership to take firm stands on issues affectand in international business relationing the industry; (3) functioning as a
ships. Some of them:
■ On advertising in general — U. S. "positive arm" of the organization, suggesting new and amended legislation for
advertisers on tv are "trying to be polite
the
good
of the industry and the membership.
because we are scared" (of government
edicts etc.). But there's "no way to
Serving on the RTES legislative compolitely advertise on television" bemittee are Harvey L. Victor, Jayark
cause "sooner or later the sledge hamFilms; Samuel Spring, Spring & Mayer;
mer [hard sell] has to fall." The func34 (BROADCAST ADVERTISING)

Commercial

trophy

Over 40 International Broadcasting Awards trophies will be
presented to the winners in 15
classes of radio commercials and
25 classes of television commercials in a competition sponsored
by the Hollywood Advertising
Club. The contest is open to any
advertiser, producer, agency or
broadcast station in the world.
To be eligible, commercials must
have been broadcast between
Dec. 1, 1960 and Dec. 1, 1961.
Entry deadline is Dec. 1, 1961.
The trophies (above) will be presented at a formal awards banwood. quet Feb. 13, 1962, in Holly-

Elizabeth Bain, CBS; Elisabeth Beckjorden, Elisabeth Beckjorden Co.; Viola
Becker, V. S. Becker Productions; Bill
Pegler, TV Zoomar Corp.; Bob Leder,
WOR-AM-FM-TV New York; Tom
White, Avery-Knodel, and Tom Murphy, Capital Cities Broadcasting. RTES
is made up of broadcasting and advertising executives in New York.
Foremost

back to GB&B

Foremost Dairies Inc., San Francisco, has returned its $5-million account to Guild, Bascom & Bonfigli, San
Francisco, which had handled this business for five years before Foremost
shifted in 1956 to BBDO, San Francisco and New York. John C. Bricker,
vice president of Foremost, said the
change was undertaken because of
GB&B's location in San Francisco,
facilitating communication between the
client and the agency, and its "wide
experience" in food accounts.
BROADCASTING, October 23, 1961

IT'S THOSE

LITTLE

''EXTRAS"

QUALITY

Quality reporting is more than just
game statistics. WFAA-TV's award winning Sports Director Wes Wise gets the
human interest aspects, the "whys and
wherefores," the real meat behind important sports developments which has
won for him a large and loyal sports
audience. With two pro teams and those
Southwest Conference powerhouses in

THAT

HELP

BUILD

THE

TOUCH

the Dallas area, that "sports beat" inevitably shows up on WFAA-TV!
But whether it's a sports audience,
women's, children or combined, you'll
find this same quality touch prevalent in
all facets of WFAA-TV's operation. Why
not call your PETRYMAN for good
avails during the popular fall season?

WFAA-TV
channel

8

Q

Rtpretfnltd by (ErtwwdlPctrf AlCo., Inc.j Thr Original Station Reprtitntatii't
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IN NASHVILLE

. . .

Second
HANKEY

liquor advertiser
BANNISTER

SCHEDULE

Another hard liquor advertiser is buying radio time. The move might herald
a "breakthrough" into the broadcast
media by distillers with "modest" advertising budgets who seek specialty audiences (Closed Circuit, Oct. 16).
Peerless Importers, Brooklyn, N. Y.,
distributor of Hankey Bannister scotch
and gin, said last week, through its
agency, Pace Advertising, that a test
campaign for its scotch brand has been
placed on WVNJ Newark, N. J. The
campaign was scheduled to start Monday (Oct. 23) and continue at least
until the end of November. A minimum of 60 one-minute spots are scheduled for the four-week period.
Peerless thus becomes the second
hard liquor advertiser since August to
turn to broadcasting. At that time,
Publicker Industries Inc., Philadelphia,
started separate broadcasting campaigns
for its bourbon and whiskey brands
(Broadcasting, Aug. 21). Both are
still going strong. A total of approximately 80 radio stations, including
WVNJ, are now taking the advertising
(Closed Circuit, Oct. 9). This is believed to be the first hard liquor advertising placed on radio since 1958.

*ARB REPORTS WSIX-TV 8 NO. 1
in Metro Share of Audience
and Total Homes

Delivered,

6 to 1 0 P.M. Monday through
Friday (*June ARB, 1961)

Affiliated with WSIX AM-FM Radio
Represented Nationally by:
PETERS, GRIFFIN, WOODWARD, Inc.
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Sid Kallner, Pace Advertising's radio
and tv director, said last week his agency has always been "oriented toward
local radio" and wants to see "what
kind of reaction a broadcast campaign
would get."
He said
that in
dition to the
spot radio
schedule
in adthe
New York market, other areas where
Hankey Bannister is widely distributed
are being considered. He named Boston and Washington, D. C, as two
such markets, and indicated a series of
radio spots for the scotch brand on a
"good music" station in or around the
Boston area was all but placed.
"For a hard liquor advertiser, radio
is a new medium," Mr. Kallner explained, "and we want to see what results we get by being exposed to it."
Music Lovers ■ The advertising
agency executive added that stations
programming "better music" attract a
"more sophisticated audience" and are
the ones Pace Advertising will be seeking out for its hard liquor spots, (most
of the Publicker spots also are on
both).
either fm or "good music stations" or
Pace has prepared two transcribed
spots for its hard liquor campaign on
WVNJ. Both are low key and stress
the "uniquely delicate flavor" of the
brand. Mr. Kallner said the campaign
theme "comes right off the product's
label": that more people in Her Majesty's service and diplomatic corps prefer Hankey Bannister than any other

enters
BOUGHT

radio

ON WVNJ

scotch. He indicated the reported "lack
of adverse public reaction" to the PubPace's
decision licker
to use campaign
radio influenced
for its liquor
client.
A spokesman for WVNJ, a whollyowned subsidiary of the Evening News
Publishing Co., publisher of the Newark
News, said the station has received "absolutely no bad reaction" since it first
accepted the Publicker commercials.
The station, which features show, and
light classical music, carries about a
dozen spots weekly for each of the
Publicker brands. All the spots, according to the station representative, are
programmed after 7 p.m.
WVNJ, like apparently all the stations that are carrying the Publicker
to NAB'sof
a subscriber
is not bans
spots, which
code,
the acceptance
hard liquor advertising.
(Peerless Importers does not belong
to the Distilled Spirits Institute which
also bars its members from advertising
on the air. Neither is Publicker Industries an institute member.)
Public education

needed

on advertising-Proud
More tangible public education is
necessary for the advertising industry
to overcome the undesirable reputation
it has acquired in recent years, C.
James Proud, President of the Advertising Federation of America, said in presenting a charter to the Erie (Pa.)
Advertising
on Oct. 18. Club, AFA's 138th club,
The tangible assets of our industry
are the people of the industry, Mr.
Proud said. "They represent the articulate, dedicated public servants on
Madison Avenue and Main Street,
U.S.A., and for a professional group of
communicators who are small in number, they perform public services out
of all proportion to these few thousands
among the millions in this great naLast week also, officers were elected
tion. . . ."
in AFA's Seventh "Deep South" District, and the AFA, in cooperation with
the State Department, volunteered
through its affiliated advertising clubs
to provide local welcoming meetings
for the approximately 60,000 foreign
students attending schools in the U. S.
Thomas C. Buntin, vice president of
Buntin & Assoc., Nashville, was elected
governor of the Seventh District. He
succeeds Otis H. Segler, manager of
WDEF-TV Chattanooga. Nashville
was selected as the site for the 1962
district convention for the 14 clubs in
Georgia, Alabama, Mississippi, Tennessee, eastern Louisiana and western
Florida.
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of local TV advertisers!

waoa*tv
A STORER
STATION O
represented

by Storer Television Sales

! ! !
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Albany, N. Y.: Radio-Tv Reps Inc.,
New York.
■ WKYN and WFQM, both San Juan,
and WORA-FM Mayaguez, all Puerto
Rico: Intercontinental Services Ltd.,
New York, as U. S. representative.
■ KPRO Riverside - San Bernardino,
KREO Indio-Palm Springs, KROP
Brawley-El Centro, KYOR Blythe, all
California, appoint John Pearson Co.,
New York, as national representative.
■ WHDA-FM Dover, N. J.: Fine Music Hi-Fi Broadcasters as national representative.
■ XEGM Tijuana, Mex.-San Diego:
National Time Sales in the East and
Midwest, effective immediately.
■ WLBW-TV Miami: H-R Television
Inc., New York, as exclusive national
representative. New ch. 10 station will
be ready to begin programming soon
(see story, page 42).
McCulloch Corp.'s big 'R.C.M.P.' buy
For its first national tv sponsorship
Ross, Los Angeles. In the photo are
more than 100 stations have been
(1 to r) : Robert K. Orser, McCulloch
individually contracted by McCulloch
advertising manager; David Mathews,
F&S&R vice president for west coast
Corp. (power chain saw producer),
broadcast; Frank McKibbin, F&S&R
Los Angeles, for a 26-week showing
of R.C.M.P., a film series about the vice president and McColloch account executive; Gerry King, F&S&R
Royal Canadian Mounted Police. The
deal was negotiated through Mcspecial television buyer; and Cliff OgCulloch's agency, Fuller & Smith & den, NBC Films sales.
18 experts lined up
for RTES winter seminar
Instructors posts have been accepted
by 18 advertising and broadcast industry executives for the Radio & Television Executives Society's newly re-designed 1961-62 Time Buying & Selling
Seminar. The eight-week course of 90minute classroom-type lectures, which
begins Oct. 24, will be held at the CBS
Radio studio at 49 E. 42nd St., New
York.
Seminar subjects and instructors are:
■ "The Role of Broadcasting — Communication and Advertising": Matthew
J. Culligan, director, Interpublic Inc.;
Maurie Webster, vice president and
general manager, CBS Radio Spot
Sales; John Dickinson, vice president
and director, manager of new business
development, Harrington, Righter &
Parsons.
■ "A Look Behind the Media Plan":
Herbert Zeltner, vice president and
media director, Lennen & Newell; Al
Petcavage, media director, Doyle Dane
Bernbach.
■ "When the Rep Answers His
Phone": Arthur H. McCoy, executive
vice president, John Blair & Co.; Max
Friedman, eastern radio sales manager,
H-R Representatives; Cris Rashbaum,
38 (BROADCAST ADVERTISING)

vice president and director of research
and promotion, HR&P; Marion Lonsberry, manager of operations, WCBSTV New York.
■ "Using the Network": Jules Barnathan, vice president and director of
research, ABC-TV; Ben Lochridge, national sales manager, CBS Radio.
■ "Using Research for Your Decisions"; Mary McKenna, vice president
in charge of research, Metromedia Inc.;
William A. Murphy, vice president, director of media and research, Papert,
Koenig, Lois Inc.
■ "Buying the Schedule": Ann Janowicz, media supervisor, Ogilvy, Benson
& Mather Inc.; Ruth Jones, associate
media director, J. Walter Thompson.
■ "Getting Your Media Money's
Worth": Robert Liddel, associate media director, Compton Adv.
■ "Working Together for Better Advertising": Herbert Maneloveg, vice
president and media director, BBDO;
Morris Kellner, vice president and director, sales manager, radio division,
The Katz Agency Inc.
Rep appointments...
■ WSLI Jackson, Miss.; WFLI Chattanooga, Tenn.; WRAW Reading, Pa.;
WKGN Knoxville, Tenn., and WABY

■ KPOI Honolulu: Daren F. McGavren Co. as national sales representative.
■ Northern Broadcasting Ltd., Toronto
(CFCH North Bay, CKGB Timmons,
CJKL Kirkland Lake, CHEX Peterborough, CKWS Kingston, all Ontario): Stovins-Byles Ltd., Toronto.
CKGN-TV North Bay appoints StovinByles as its rep, effective Nov. 1.
■ KGFJ Hollywood, Calif.: Bernard
Howard Co. as San Francisco representative.
■ WFLB Fayetteville, N. C; WTTF
Tiff en, Ohio; KRIG Odessa, Tex., and
WYGO Corbin, Ky.: Prestige Representation Organization, New York, as
national representative.
■ WSAR Fall River, Mass.: Kettel-Carter as New England representative.
■ KONA Honolulu: George P. Hollingbery Co., New York.
PGW's 'Cost Yardsticks'
estimates spot tv costs
Peters, Griffin, Woodward Inc., New
York, last week published up-to-date
information on spot tv "Cost Yardsticks." Covered are markets whose
leading stations, PGW says, take in
about 91% of all U. S. tv homes.
Prepared as a working tool for advertisers and their agencies to develop
estimates for tv spot schedules on a regional, seasonal, market-by-market or
national basis, "Cost Yardsticks" gives
data for half-hour nighttime programs,
nighttime station break announcement
schedules and for various types of "volume plans," both day and night. The
rate categories also include costs for
five-day participations, five fringe night
BROADCASTING, October 23, 1961

We
than

got

more

men.

wimmin

Lucky,

Ever since we went on the air in 1922, WDAY
Radio has had far more adult listeners than any
other station in these here parts. Money adults,
too — Fargo itself is the Nation's No. 2 market
in retail sales per family.
The latest 55-county Area Nielsen gives us
as high as 111% more men than Station B — as

wot?

high as 87% more women. Our total MondayFriday adult listenership is 155,100 women,
91,400 men (Mon.-Fri., 6 a.m. to midnight,
March-April, 1961).
Ask PGW for the hour-to-hour figures. Them
city slickers know everything about us Hayseeds !

WDAY
FARGO,

N.

D.

NBC • 5000 WATTS
970 KILOCYCLES
Afef^r PETERS, GRIFFIN, WOODWARD, INC.,
^^^^^
Exclusive National Representatives
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minutes (generally early evening and
late evening) and 10/12 plan for minutes (day and night). A special feature
of the tv spot tool is a set of tables
showing month-by-month temperatures
in 84 major markets to help determine
seasonal campaign starting dates.
The new cost guide gives estimates
for each of the five rate categories in
each of the 84 markets. If all these
markets are used, PGW estimates the
total weekly cost of a one-week fiveday participation schedule would total
$33,748; five fringe night minutes, $45,426; a weekly 10/12 minute plan
$65,508; one weekly nighttime 20-second spot $23,099, and a weekly nighttime one-half hour, $42,907. The total
U. S. homes covered (unduplicated)
43,002,000.
Lee

RECIPE: Take 4 top stations,
sandwich into one BIG market,
serve with extra helping of
simultaneous merchandising and
promotion effort. It's economical as a one purchase, one film,
one billing dish . . . served in

Bristol

ANA's West Award
Lee H. Bristol, board chairman of
Bristol-Myers Co. and chairman of The
Advertising Council, will be presented
with the first Paul B. West Award at
the opening session of the Assn. of
National Advertisers annual meeting
Nov. 2 at the Homestead in Hot
Springs, Va.
ANA set up the award last year to
honor the person
contributing most
to advertising and
who fies
best
"personithe goals
and
standards of the

any combination to fit any appetite.

Mr. Bristol

we

st

texas

television
network
KDUB-TV
LUBBOCK, TEXAS
KPAR-TV
ABILENE • SWEETWATER

KEDY-TV
BIG SPRING/ TEXAS
KVER-TV
CLOVIS. NEW MEXICO

REPRESENTED BY ,
W. D. "Dub" Rogers, President and Gen. Mgr.
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to get

late
West."as
Mr. Paul
West B.served
ANA's president
1932-1960 (year
he died). Cited in
particular
by ANA
in
announcing
the

award is Mr. Bristol's leadership of The
Advertising Council (which he helped
found). Mr. Bristol also served as
ANA's director (1927-39), its chairman in 1931 and member of its advisory committee in 1944 to the present.
Other associations: a founder of Advertising Research Foundation and one
of its first chairmen, and active participation in the Audit Bureau of Circulations as a director (1929-30).
Roger H. Bolin, advertising director
of Westinghouse Electric Corp. and
chairman of ANA, in describing Mr.
Bristol's career while announcing the
award today (Oct. 23), said the "record of Mr. Bristol's company and its
intelligent and efficient use of advertising played Mr.
a partBristol
in the was
ANA responsible
directors'
decision.
for Bristol-Myers advertising for many
years. As chief executive, he has maintained close interest in his company's
advertising operations." The company
is a major radio-tv advertiser. Mr.

Bristol's other varied business organizational as well as philanthropic activity
was noted.
The ANA board acts as jury in selecting the person to receive the annual
award, a gold medallion featuring a
sculptured portrait of Mr. West.
Business

briefly...

Gillette Inc. and Liberty Mutual Insurance have bought ABC's Wide
World of Sports, a 90-minute Sunday
sports special to be shown on Jan. 7
(5-6:30 p.m. EST). Agencies: Macon
Inc.
(Gillette), and BBDO (Liberty
Mutual).
International House
of Pancakes,
North Hollywood, Calif, (buttermilk
pancake mix), is using a 26-week
southern California spot radio campaign (began Oct. 12), rotating among
Los Angeles and San Diego stations on
a four-week schedule. Initially stations
being used are KHJ, KGBS, KPOL,
all Los Angeles and KOGO San Diego.
In addition, participation is used in
The Internation Hour, two-hour nightly
recorded program sponsored by the
Restaurant Chain on KPOL. Agency
is Wade Advertising, Los Angeles.
S. C. Johnson, Racine, Wis., is introducing its new Glade Mist household
air freshener via a spot tv campaign in
44 markets throughout the country,
starting Nov. 4. Agency: Benton &
Bowles, New York.
Blue Chip Stamp Co., Los Angeles,
is supplementing an outdoor advertising campaign (began Oct. 17) with a
spot schedule on six television stations.
Utilizing 10-second film commercials,
calculated to deliver 150 to 200 rating
points per week in each market, stations include: KRCA (TV), KABC-TV
Los Angeles, KLYD-TV Bakersfield,
KEYT (TV) Santa Barbara, all California; KLAS-TV Las Vegas, Nev.;
XETV (TV) Tijuana -San Diego.
Agency is J. Walter Thompson Co.,
Los Angeles.
General Electric's Clock and Timer
Dept., Ashland, Mass., has begun introduction of an automatic toothbrush
in Chicago. Consumer advertising in
the Chicago vicinity started Oct. 9 and
includes a six-week spot tv campaign
with 18 one-minute spots running each
week. The tv spot drive is expected to
reach 80% of all Chicago tv homes,
the average home being exposed six
times during the period. Agency: N. W.
Ayer & Son, Philadelphia.
M. J. Holloway & Co. (Milk Duds, HiNoon bars, Slo-Poke and Black Cow
Suckers), Chicago, signed to co-sponsor
the new weekly half-hour children's
program, Magic Ranch, Saturday
1 1 : 30 to noon on ABC-TV. Agency: Erwin Wasey, Ruthrauff & Ryan, Chicago.
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delivers
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overnight,

helps

cut

costly

inventory

This auto dealer had thousands of dollars tied up in inventory. Then he found out how quickly and easily
he could get parts direct from the manufacturer by AlR EXPRESS. So now he lets the factory carry most
of his inventory, and he banks the savings. AlR EXPRESS
the same

service enables you to streamline your in-

ventory. Why stock a warehouse when Air Express will deliver the goods at jet speed — very often
day? Throughout the U. S. and Canada, 35

scheduled airlines and 13,000 trucks give your shipments
first on— first off— first there priority, with kid-glove han-

— —
_
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dling all the way. Just mark your orders "AlR EXPRESS"
CALL YOUR LOCAL RE A EXPRESS OFFICE FOR

M
AIR

—^
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EXPRESS

SERVICE

GOVERNMENT

National
WPST-TV

TOLD

gets
TO

GET

A final and unappealable eviction
notice was tendered to National Airlines by the FCC last week, ordering
WPST-TV (ch. 10) Miami to cease
operations at 3 a.m., Nov. 20.
The order makes effective a July
1960 commission decision revoking the
ch. 10 grant to National's subsidiary,
Public Service Tv Inc., disqualifying
that applicant and two others, and assigning the channel to L. B. Wilson Inc.
(Broadcasting, July 18, 1960).
L. B. Wilson (which owns WCKY
Cincinnati) was the only one of the
four applicants found not guilty of attempts to influence the FCC outside
the hearing record. The other two ap-

Comr. Ford explores
Economic considerations radio
broadcasters must contend with in
provding the improved program
service the FCC is demanding were
explored by Commissioner Frederick
W. Ford at the Kentucky Broadcasters Assn. meeting (see story, page
62).
Tracing the contradictory history
of the commission's right or duty to
determine whether a community can
economically support further stations
when considering a new application,
Commissioner Ford said the subject
should be studied. He expressed the
hope that Congress will authorize
the FCC funds for such a study.
With the squeeze for spectrum
space, the problem has been intensified, Mr. Ford said. During the
'30s the FCC regularly took into
account the nature and extent of economic injury which would be
caused to existing stations by the
grant of a new applicant, the commissioner said. A 1940 Supreme
Court decision emphasized that radio stations are distinguished from
common carriers by the element of
unrestrained free enterprise and that
free competition should determine
which station stands or falls. "Plainly it is not the purpose of the Communications Act to protect a licensee
against competition but to protect
the public," the court held. However, if competition would cause
both stations to go under financially and the public would be thereby
42

walking
OFF
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plicants were WKAT Miami Beach and
North Dade Video Inc.
The Miami ch. 10 case was the first
and widest publicized of the famous
ex parte representations in tv contested
cases by the House Legislative Oversight Subcommittee. Former Commissioner Richard A. Mack was forced to
resign following the ch. 10 exposure
and he and the late Thurman Whiteside
were indicted for criminal conspiracy.
Their first trial ended in a hung jury.
Mr. Whiteside, whosei gunshot death
last May was ruled a suicide, was acquitted in a second trial but Mr. Mack
was not retried because of illness.
Soon after the commission's 1960

radio's

in

WILSON

Miami
TAKEOVER

order revoking the WPST-TV grant,
Wilson constructed and equipped a
completely new tv station — WLBW-TV.
It has been on a standby basis since,
with skeleton staff, awaiting an order
from the FCC permitting it to go on
the air. A Wilson spokesman said last
week WLBW-TV will be ready to start
telecasting the day WPST-TV ceases.
No Avenues Open ■ Public Service
has exhausted all legal steps to retain
its license for WPST-TV. An appeal
from the original grant was pending in
the U. S. Court of Appeals at the time
of the ex parte disclosures in Congress
(February and March, 1958). The
court subsequently remanded the case

economic

problems
the existing station would have to
be extremely compelling to persuade
the commission to reach such a
finding. The cost of such a proceeding might well be prohibitive
from the standpoint of an already
hard-pressed station," Commissioner
Ford said. He added that in raising the argument that the community could not support another station, the licensee would run the risk
that his own authorization might be
considered comparatively with that
of the new applicant.
The commissioner suggested that
the FCC might re-examine its thinking on this question because there is
a possibility that bad programming
might drive out good because it
costs less to produce.
deprived of service, the FCC would
Dramatic changes in radio revenues and its sources were discussed
be free to find this not in the public
interest. The commission met this
by Commissioner Ford: In 1946,
21% of total times sales was netargument by granting a second station in a small community on the
work, 31% national spot and 48%
local. By 1959, network time sales
grounds that if both stations failed, a
had decreased to 2%, national spot
new applicant could be expected to
sales remained the same and local
fill the void of service to the public.
When the FCC held that it had
times sales increased to 67%. "Thus
the average revenue for stations in
no statutory authority to consider an
economic injury issue, the court of
1946 was $221,000 with average income for each station $57,100.
appeals reversed the decision, holdThese figures dropped in 1960 to
ing that the FCC should afford an
existing licensee opportunity to prove
$153,200
and $14,900
the
commissioner
said, respectively,"
pointing out
economic injury and if he does prove
that due to the economic squeeze
it the FCC should make a finding.
more than one-third of the am sta"Judging by commission actions
tions in the country reported an
over the past 20 years, however, the
nature of the evidence produced by
operating loss in 1960.
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to the FCC but retained jurisdiction.
Following a hearing before special
Examiner Horace Stern, a retired Pennsylvania judge, the commission revoked
the WPST-TV grant and disqualified
Public Service, WKAT and North
Dade. The same decision granted the
L. B. Wilson application, but for a
period of four months only. The commission said nothing about this provision in last week's order but it is assumed that new applicants may apply
for ch. 10 when WLBW-TV comes up
for renewal in late March 1962.
WPST-TV appealed the FCC's July
1960 order and the appeals court affirmed the grant to Wilson last summer
(Broadcasting, July 10). Two weeks
ago, the U. S. Supreme Court refused
to consider a petition for a writ of
certiorari by National Airlines, setting
the stage for last week's order.
A commission lawyer said last week
that, unless a technical error can be
found in the FCC's procedures, WPSTTV has no legal recourse remaining
but to comply with the order to go
dark. With this in mind, he said, the
order was drafted with caution to prevent such errors. It was pointed out
WPST-TV was given 30 days to relinquish ch. 10 because of a provision in
the Communications Act relating to
non-broadcast regulation. It was felt,
however, that a shutdown order encompassing less than 30 days might
give National a course of appeal.
Never Before ■ This is the first time
in the history of television that the
FCC has revoked the authority of an
operating station. Awaiting court action, however, is a decision to revoke
the license of Biscayne Tv Corp. for
WCKT (TV) (ch. 7) Miami. In addition, the commission has given WHDHTV (ch. 5) Boston a comparative demerit and is reconsidering that case
(see story, page 46) and has pending
an initial decision proposing to revoke
the license of Mid-Florida Tv Corp. for
ch. 9 WLOF-TV Orlando (Broadcasting, July 10). Currently in hearing
status is the ch. 12 grant in Jacksonville, Fla., as WFGA-TV (see this page) .
WLBW-TV will take over the ABC
affiliation of WPST-TV. The Wilson
facility is authorized to operate with
316 kw with a 993-ft. tower. L. B.
Wilson stockholders include C. H. Topmiller (32.4%), president; Jeanette
Heinze (19.3%), vice president-treasurer; Thomas A. Welstead (19.3%),
vice president; William M. Ittman
(11.3%); Jolar Inc. (11.3%); Essie
Rupp (6.3%), secretary. Mrs. Heinze
and Messrs. Topmiller and Welstead
are voting trustees of 198 of the 485
outstanding shares in addition to the
stock they own privately. The trust is
composed of some of the shares held
by all stockholders and gives the three
right to vote over 75%.
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principals deny 'ex parte' charge
WFGA-TV
JACKSONVILLE CH. 12 CASE INDEFINITELY RECESSED
Principals in Florida-Georgia Tv Co., mind that the commissioner mentioned
Mr. Wolfson's name.
successful applicant for ch. 12 JackThe Other Side ■ Michell Wolfson,
sonville, Fla., told an FCC hearing last
president of Wometco Enterprises
week that they had not tried to influwhich owns 47.5% of WFGA-TV, folence the decision off-the-record and
lowed the congressman to the stand and
denied asking any other party to interstated that he met Mr. Mack for the
cede or any knowledge of such activ- first time in 1955 in connection with a
ities.
Miami civic matter. In a prepared
The statements were made as Chief
affidavit, Mr. Wolfson stated that he had
Hearing Examiner James D. Cunningactually seen Mr. Mack only three or
ham continued a hearing on charges
four
times since and on each occathat ex parte contacts were made in the
sion it was at a public hearing or socase on behalf of one or more of the
cial function when other people were
three original applicants. In addition to
present.
"I have not communicated by
Florida-Georgia (WFGA-TV), Jacksonville Broadcasting Co. and the City phone or by mail with Mr. Mack with
of Jacksonville (WJAX) also were in regard to any matter concerning the
comparative hearing in Jacksonville,
the comparative hearing. The city no
Fla., or any other comparative hearlonger is actively seeking the grant.
ing," he said.
A U. S. congressman testified that
There have been no direct charges
former Commissioner Richard A. Mack
or testimony in the hearing linking Mr.
stated that he (Mack) had committed
Wolfson or other Florida-Georgia prinhis vote to Florida-Georgia and several
cipals with personally contacting any
witnesses testified about the efforts of
a Catholic monsignor to mediate a commissioner or having knowledge of
such contacts. Mr. Wolfson said a
merger of two of the applicants. Also
playing a role in the hearing was a file document in the ex-commissioner's file
indicating that "Mitch Wolfson" was a
from the records of Sen. Spessard Holland (D-Fla.).
political
of Mr.
the lattersupporter
was running
for Mack's
public when
office
The hearing ran from Monday
in
Florida
did
not
refer
to
him. Mr.
through Thursday morning last week,
Wolfson denied ever supporting or even
after which it was adjourned indefiknowing Mr. Mack when the former
nitely. Trying the case for the comcommissioner was running for office.
mission are Assistant General Counsel
Mr. Wolfson said he knew nothing
Hilburt (Bud) Slosberg and attorneys
William Jensen and Jack Mayer.
of Mr. Mack allegedly being "committed" until he read the statements
Distinct Impression ■ Rep. A. S.
made in the 1958 hearings by the
Herlong Jr. (D-Fla.) said that he called
Mr. Mack while the ch. 12 case was
House Legislative Oversight Subcommittee. He said he had no knowledge
pending at the request of Charles Murof
any
outside
ex parte contacts on bechison, attorney for Jacksonville Broadhalf of Florida-Georgia and that Mr.
casting Co. From that conversation,
Rep. Herlong said in an affidavit ad- to
Mack
not committed
"personally"
Mr. was
Wolfson.
The witness
said the
mitted in the record that he gained the
impression that the commissioner said only outside help sought was concernhe was committed to vote for Floridathe applicant's
tower site,
with ingthe
assistance proposed
of Sen. Holland
enGeorgia. The affidavit stated:
listed
on
this
problem
with
the
Navy
"Commissioner Mack then volunteered the information to me that . . . and not the FCC.
George Hodges, first president of
a person by the name of Mitch Wolfson
Florida-Georgia, in a prepared affidavit
had talked to him about this particular
said that at no time did he discuss the
channel. ... I am not sure of the exact
words the commissioner used, but the case with any member or staffer of the
commission or ask anyone else to do
sense of it was that he had known
so. To the best of his knowledge, he
Wolfson since they were boys in school
said,
no one associated with Floridatogether and that he was already comGeorgia had taken any similar steps.
mitted on this particular channel."
Mr. Hodges denied any knowledge of
Rep. Herlong said the purpose of the
the activities of Lester Foley and C. C.
call was to let Mr. Mack know that the
Spades,
who have stated they visited
congressman knew the principals of
Commissioner Mack but denied any
Jacksonville Broadcasting and "all atempt to influence him (Broadcastthings being equal, that might have
ing, Oct. 16). Neither Messrs. Foley
some bearing on the outcome." He
nor Spades have ownership interests in
said
he wasMr.
"veryMack.
careful"Under
not tofurther
try to WFGA-TV.
influence
questioning, Rep. Herlong said he did
not know if Mr. Mack used the word
"committed" but that it was clear in his

Mr. Hodges, who sold his 25Vi% interest in WFGA-TV in 1959 to Wo-43
metco, said he did not know that Ran-

to 154.4%. ANPA said these increases
were "unjust and unreasonable and
prejudicial to the public interest in the
widest dissemination of news.
NAB has not participated in the
proceedings in behalf of radio and television stations using leased-wire services for their news departments. However, an NAB official said last week the
matter was under consideration.
AT&T noted that while teleprinter
news costs would be increased substantially, the teleprinter-telephoto costs
for commercial users would be hiked
only 2.1% and costs for government
users would be dropped 7.8%. The
company proposed new rates it said
would result in increases of no more
than 4% for any user.
Rep. Herlong

Mr. Wolfson

dall Chase, a personal friend, had written Commissioner Mack regarding the
Florida-Georgia application until it was
disclosed by the Oversight Subcommittee. Mr. Chase earlier had testified that
he wrote such a letter.
The Monsignor Sheehy ■ Mr. Hodges
stated that he had discussed at a luncheon meeting with Monsignor Maurice
Sheehy the failure of negotiations for a
merger between Florida-Georgia and
Jacksonville Broadcasting. The monsignor had been in the Navy at Jacksonville and later was assigned to Catholic
U. in Washington while the ch. 12 case
was pending.
The witness said he did not remember
receiving a letter from Fathey Sheehy
addressed jointly to Mr. Hodges and
James Stockton, president of Jacksonville, in which the monsignor offered
to mediate merger discussions. In the
letter, Monsignor Sheehy said that since
"both applicants for the tv channel in
Jacksonville have asked my counsel . . .
I wish to repeat in writing a suggestion
I have made orally. There is no reason
why anyone should lose on this deal.
The ideal situation would be for the
applicants to get together on a 50-50
basis. . . . Accidentally I met a member of the FCC . . . and he indicated
that this would be a happy solution. . . .
If I can help arbitrate this matter, I
would be willing to fly to Jacksonvil e. .. ."
Sen.
Holland's name
came introduced
up again
when commission
counsel
a memorandum purporting to record the
topic of a telephone call from Guy
Simmons, Jacksonville city commissioner while the ch. 12 case was pending, to the senator. Subpoenaed from
the senator's
stated Mr.
Simmons asked files,
Sen. it
Holland
to favor

longtime friend of both Messrs. Hodges
and Stockton and that "he was not going
to take any part." Mr. Simmons said
that he knew Sen. Holland only casually
and that he had no recollection of ever
making such a telephone call. Mr.
Simmons also was questioned at length
about an insurance policy he had written for Florida-Georgia and an insurance "consulting fee" he had received
from the tv grantee.
Mr. Foley returned to the witness
stand last Monday after an earlier appearance the week before (Broadcasting, Oct. 16). He denied discussing the
ch. 12 case with Commissioner Robert
E. Lee and, in fact, said that he had
never visited the commissioner's office
where the conversation allegedly took
place. Mr. Foley said he had discussed
the case with Monsignor Sheehy but
only relating to the tower height.

Florida-Georgia since the city's appliwas "out of the related
way." that Sen.
The cation
memorandum
Holland told the caller that he was a
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AT&T opposes hikes
in its teleprinter rates
AT&T and the American Newspaper
Publishers Assn. last week bitterly attacked a preliminary FCC decision
that would substantially increase newsservice costs for leased teleprinter and
telephoto services.
The decision, issued in July, would
authorize AT&T to increase its annual
revenue by $2.5 million and Western
Union by $750,000 (Broadcasting,
July 10).
AT&T's major objection was that
the preliminary decision would fix rates
for particular services almost solely on
the basis of costs and "substitutes a
slide-rule approach" for experience and
judgment.
The AT&T brief said that the rate
revision would result in a 19% increase
in news-service costs. The ANPA's
filing, however, said for six typical
newspapers the proposed prices would
result in cost boosts ranging from 18%

Court upholds FCC action
on radio relay system
Efforts of a tv station to block construction of a microwave radio relay
system bringing tv signals into the station's community came to naught as
the result of a U. S. Court of Appeals
decision last week affirming FCC grants
to the system.
Collier Electric Co. was granted a
permit by the FCC in January 1958
to construct the system from Denver
to Scottsbluff and Alliance, Neb. In
May the company applied for modification of its permit. KSFT (TV) Scottsbluff, asked the FCC to revoke Collier's permit on grounds the company
had already proceeded to construct the
facility in accordance with the pending but unapproved modification. The
FCC found this was unintentional on
Collier's part and granted the applications. KSFT sought no judicial review of the FCC action and filed no
protest or petition for rehearing. Collier sought a license to cover its permit
and it was granted by the Common
Carrier Bureau later. KSFT then filed
a protest and petition for reconsideration.
The court held that KSFT had not
sought judicial review at the proper
time and had raised complaints at an
advanced licensing stage (at which time
the Communications Act "affords a
high degree of protection to holders
of The
construction
court saidpermits").
the FCC had acted
within its discretion in considering
other KSFT objections and rejecting
them. The FCC has assured the court
it will consider Collier's status as a
common carrier and assure it makes a
factual showing it has served the public
during censeits
is nowlicense
up forperiod.
renewal.Collier's liThe court, consisting of Judges
Prettyman, Fahy and Danaher, reached
a unanimous decision affirming the
FCC's actions.
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EDITORIALS

It's a wonderful feeli ng to receive four first place awards out of five categories
entered. This happened to WLOS-TV recently when the United Press International Broadcasters
Association gave top recognition to outstanding broadcasters in North Carolina. To say that
we are proud of this honor would be an understatement. We believe that it is this kind of
service to viewers that has made WLOS-TV the dominant station in the vast Carolina Triad.

DEMERITS

IN

BOSTON

CASE

ARGUED

Broadcast Bureau: don't disregard them in final decision
A comparative demerit would be
"quite meaningless" if the final decision
favors the applicant with this mark on
its record, the FCC's Broadcast Bureau
maintained last week in oral argument
on the Boston ch. 5 ex parte case. The
commission is re-evaluating its April
1957 grant to the Boston HeraldTraveler (WHDH-TV) in light of
charges that off-the-record approaches
had been made to commissioners on behalf of two of the applicants.
Fourteen months ago, the FCC vacated its grant to WHDH-TV and gave
that applicant and Massachusetts Bay
Telecasters Inc. comparative demerits
in any further consideration of the case
(Broadcasting, July 18, 1960). The
third remaining ch. 5 applicant, Greater
Boston Tv Corp., did not receive a demerit.
In last week's argument, WHDHTV (WHDH Inc.) and Massachusetts
Bay maintained that their respective
demerits should not be given any great
weight. John Riley, for the Broadcast
Bureau, and Greater Boston argued that
the ex parte background of the two
applicants is the prime issue and must
disqualify them from receiving the ch.
5 grant.
Mr. Riley said the channel should
go to Greater Boston as the only applicant found free of attempts to influence. He said if there is a difference
in the ex parte representations in this

case and those in ch. 10 Miami — where
the FCC absolutely disqualified three
applicants — it is a difference of degree
only. The distinction, he stated, is that
in Boston the applicants are disqualified from receiving the ch. 5 grant only
while in the Miami case the guilty parties were disqualified from ownership
in any broadcast property.
The bureau spokesman and Joseph
Maloney, counsel for Greater Boston,
repudiated the contention of WHDH
Inc. that Greater Boston also is tarred
because of past activities in the legal
field of its proposed general manager,
Michael Henry. Mr. Riley said that
Mr. Henry was under no obligation to
disclose to the commission that he
(Henry) could no longer practice as a
lawyer. Mr. Henry voluntarily surrendered his license to practice in Missouri
after disbarment proceedings had been
started in the 1930's, Mr. Riley stated.
Mr. Maloney said the other applicants
have attempted to "puff up Mr. Henry
outHeof said
all proportion."
there is very little to choose
from among the three applicants along
normal criteria with no overriding factor favoring any one applicant.
No Justification ■ William Dempsey,
WHDH-TV counsel, said that any demerit lodged against his client is "negligible" and, even if given all the weight
possible, would not justify taking away
the "superior service" of WHDH-TV

Massachusetts 'Blue Laws' don't cover radio-tv
paring aruling to the effect that radio
A proposal to bar Sunday and holiday broadcasting under the elderly and tv are so intricately interwoven
blue laws of the Commonwealth of into the interstate commerce of our
Massachusetts died a quiet death last nation that in my opinion Congress
week.
through the Communications Act has
Just so nobody will lose any sleep, already occupied fully and preempted these fields to the exclusion
Attorney General Edward J. McCormack Jr., announced Oct. 19 he of individual state regulations. Acwas preparing a ruling to the effect
cordingly iis
t my opinion that broadthat Massachusetts had no right to
casting activities of radio and tv do
not come within the purview of the
supersede the Communications Act
and the federal government by apply- laws of Massachusetts."
The issue arose Oct. 18 in a reing the blue laws to broadcasting.
quest for ruling sent the attorney
Mr. McCormack issued a statement at the request of Thomas Y. general by Edmund Dinis, district
Gorman, CBS-WEEI Boston vice attorney of the South District, Superior Court, New Bedford. Mr.
president. Mr. Gorman presided at a
Dinis asked if the blue laws apply
joint luncheon of the Massachusetts
to Sunday and holiday broadcasting.
Broadcasters Assn. and the BroadMax Paglin, general counsel of the
casting Executives Club of New England. He is retiring president of the FCC, told the luncheon broadcasters
former and vice president of the must start planning ahead now for
latter.
the
campaign. has"Don't
wait 1962
until political
the first candidate
used
Here is Mr. McCormack's statement to Mr. Gorman, "I am pre- your facilities," he warned. "Decide
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in return for an "inferior, second-rate
service." He maintained that there is
not a shred of evidence that Robert B.
Choate, Herald-Traveler publisher and
president of WHDH-TV, attempted to
influence the FCC in admitted talks
with
then Chairman George McConnaughey.
He said the conduct of Greater Boston is "far, far worse" than anything
charged against WHDH Inc. and should
be given
commission. If proper
the FCCweight
does bynotthereevaluate
the Henry episode, the agency will be
acting in direct conflict with an order
of the U. S. Court of Appeals, Mr.
Dempsey stated. WHDH-TV also renewed its argument that Greater Boston should be dismissed because 2.77%
stockholder Richard Maguire, now a
White House aide, had disposed of his
stock (Broadcasting, July 24).
Lawrence Sullivan, Massachusetts
Bay counsel, argued that the FCC must
consider the transgressions of individuals in light of the role they play in
their application. He said that Forrester
Clark, Massachusetts Bay stockholder,
who also contracted Chairman McConnaughey, is not an officer or director of
the company and holds no management
position. This contrasts, he said, with
Mr. Choate who "dominates" WHDHTV.
Mr. Sullivan asked that the case be
decided on conventional criteria, which
dictates a grant to Massachusetts Bay.
He said that diversification of mas:«
media "just screams from this record"
concerning the Herald-Traveler which,
he charged, has abused its power.

well in advance what your policy will
Candidates are using radio-tv more
and more with all indications that
problems for radio-tv will continue
to rise under provisions of Sec. 315
of the Communications Act, Mr.
Paglin said. He urged stations to
( 1 ) figure out well in advance the
availabilities for political programs
and spots, (2) go to all the candidates with an explanation of what is
be."
available and (3) maintain an overall program balance during the height
of campaigning.
He also stressed the importance
for carefully handling all political
complaints and reporting them, with
their disposition to the commission.
Much helpful information on Sec.
315 has been sent to each station in
the country by the FCC, Mr. Paglin pointed out, in urging that station
executives study and know this material.
BROADCASTING, October 23, 1961

"Well, we decided

one thing, anyhow:

we include Charleston-Huntington

and WSAZ-TELEVISION."

The decision to buy CHARLESTON-HUNTINGTON is easy to make because it's so easy to back up with sound
dollars-and-cents facts. Two million industrious people spend $4 billion a year in this dynamic 4-state, 72 -county
market ... in the very heart of the "American Ruhr" region of the great Ohio Valley. Here advertisers find close
to half a million TV homes. And WSAZ-TELEVISION is the only
television station that covers these homes. For WSAZ-TELEVISION
WSAZ
TELEVISION
created this market, through its power and programming. Ask your
CHANNEL 3 CHARLESTON - HUNTINGTON
Katz Agency man for further facts about this newest Goodwill
DIVISION: THE GOODWILL STATIONS. INC.
Station, and why it definitely belongs on your must-buy list.
47
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Proposal

ONE

TAKES
ALL

The FCC Sept. 14 decided on a 5-1
vote to duplicate 13 Class 1-A clears
(with 1030 kc added as a 25th Class
1-A) in widely-scattered, specified
areas.
CCBS charged the FCC majority with
failing to recognize the precise nature
of the basic clear-channel problem. The
purpose of the FCC move is to provide satisfactory nighttime radio service to unserved or white areas of some
25.7 million population. However CCBS
maintains that the best method of
doing this is by creating new or improved skywave service (by increasing
power) and not by means of groundwaves as the FCC proposes.
The clear channel group agreed with
Commissioner Robert E. Lee's dissent
that the FCC proposal to duplicate 13
channels will result in their being "so
highly limited by interference that it
can be expected to render nighttime
primary service to but scant popula-

THREE
LANSING
JACKSON
BATTLE CREEK

J.,

A solid play in Michigan's Golden Triangle
stakes you to a lively market— Lansing,
Jackson and Battle Creek! WILX-TV cracks
all three with a city-grade signal and scores
big in a lush outstate area.
CHANNEL £|®
-■stub I t*'™ ^. i
i 1 ,— K;l

j

Ian

— v/'
(

INDIANA '

' tower
Operating with a 1,008OHIOfoot
at 316,000 watts. Let this one
outlet give you all three markets.
Represented by
VENARD, RINTOUL & McCONNEL, INC.
THE GOLDEN TRIANGLE STATION
m
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clears

draws CCBS' fire
Clear Channel Broadcasting Service
and several clear channel stations expressed ire in comments last week on
the
FCC's
proposal to break down
18). channels
such
(Broadcasting, Sept.

SHOT

"4..-. TT=~ LANSING
1 " "~ — ? "* *~
oaitii !JACKSON

on

CCBS also scored the commission
for
not holding a hearing at which
tions."
modifications could be presented. Such
a hearing is required, CCBS said.
CCBS urged the FCC to settle the
question of allowing higher power than
the currently authorized maximum
50 kw. Allowing clear channel stations 750 kw power would serve the
white areas, CCBS maintained.
It further said the FCC had not
given rational seasons for selecting 13
channels to be duplicated and leaving
the other 12 clear. A minimum of 20
Class 1-A stations operating with power
of 750 kw is needed in order to provide four reasonably reliable skywave
services to all regions of the U. S., the
group claimed.
As a companion to its request for
reconsideration, CCBS submitted to the
FCC a request for a stay of effectiveness of the clear channel order until
Congress has had a chance to legislate
in the field. Rep. Oren Harris (D-Ark.),
House Commerce Committee chairman,
had requested the FCC to defer judgment on the question until the committee could consider it. Such a request should certainly be honored,
CCBS held.
WHAM Rochester, N. Y., WGN
Chicago and WJR Detroit, all CCBS
members facing duplication, petitioned
the FCC to set aside its order or at
least to hold an evidentiary hearing to

give the stations a chance to present
their cases.
Westinghouse Broadcasting Co. requested that the FCC decide now
whether the use of higher power will
be a necessary element in settling the
clear channel problem. It pointed out
that "interim solutions' have a way of
becoming "final solutions." It suggested
the FCC give higher power to existing
clears, then decide whether duplication
is necessary and where it should be
done to make most efficacious use of
the am spectrum.
Other broadcasters asked reconsideration of the order in general with emphasis on the frequency they occupy.
An applicant for a 500 w station at
Tracy, Calif., asked for a cut-off date
of Feb. 28, 1962 for clear channel applicants because other applications are
practically frozen in the interim. An
applicant for an am in Livonia, Mich.,
asked reconsideration of the portion of
the order concerning processing restrictions on applications designated for
hearing with the record closed as of
Sept. 13, 1961, and that the FCC consider such applications on a case-bycase basis.
23).Deadline for comments is today (Oct.
Tripp fined $500

for payola

Former WMGM New York disc jockey Peter C. Tripp, convicted of taking
payola,
fined Court
$500 in
Special was
Sessions
lastNew
weekYork's
and
in addition was given six-month suspended jail sentences on each of 35
counts of commercial bribery.
He was the first disc jockey to be
tried, convicted and sentenced as a result of District Attorney Frank S. Hogan's 1960 investigation into payola.
Four other disc jockeys and three
former station employes, all of New
York stations, also are accused of accepting under-the-table payments from
various record companies. One of them,
Alan Freed, formerly of WINS New
York and WABC New York, is scheduled to go on trial today (Oct. 23).
Paar loses libel suit
The New York Supreme Court last
week upheld a verdict awarding band
leader Pupi Campo $15,000 in his
libel-slander suit against lack Paar. In
his suit filed in 1955, Mr. Campo complained that Mr. Paar, then appearing
on a CBS-TV morning program, had
publicly stated that the musician lacked
talent and was "musically unfit" to
perform on a live broadcast.
Judge Samuel M. Gold, however,
granted a motion by the New York
Post, also a defendant in the suit, to
set aside a verdict against it for having
printed
Campo. Mr. Paar's comments on Mr.
BROADCASTING, October 23, 1961

1

SYMBOL

OF

SALES

Advertising Time Sales combines solid experience with vitality.
Formed by the personnel of The Branham Company's broadcast division itis employee-owned. It has already won the confidence of the
stations formerly in the Branham line-up. By limiting its list of
stations, ATS adds a new depth in service - Personalized Sales
Service. This includes personal contact with agency, research and
station people . . . full-time research and promotion departments . . .
direct contact with advertisers and distributors through 9 national
sales offices. Let ATS build giant sales for you!
ADVERTISING

TIME

SALES,
INC.
New York • Chicago • Detroit
Minneapolis • Atlanta
St. Louis • Dallas
Los Angeles • San Francisco
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Kefauver

wants

hearings

Sen. Estes Kefauver (D-Tenn.),
who has squared off against many
General Electric and Westinghouse
officials in hearings of his Senate
Antitrust Subcommittee, has urged
the FCC not to renew the radio and
television licenses of those companies
without holding public hearings first.
In a statement inserted in the
Congressional Record that appeared
last week, Sen. Kefauver said he
made his request in a telegram to
FCC Chairman Newton N. Minow
on Sept. 20. He indicated the commission has made no promises, but
added that he has "since been advised" that the commission will act
— either grant the renewals or call
for hearings — "before the middle of
November."
Sen. Kefauver's statement plowed
ground that had already been furrowed by Sen. Gale McGee (DWyo.) in a Senate speech last month
(At Deadline, Sept. 25)
The Democrat from Tennessee
maintained that his colleague had
raised two "fundamental questions
of public policy."
■ Whether large companies (like
Westinghouse and GE) doing a considerable amount of business with
the government should be licensed
to operate radio and television stations.
■ Whether the two giant electrical
companies are entitled to retain their
licenses in view of their conviction
— and the conviction of many of
their officers — on antitrust charges.
Sen. Kefauver noted, in this connection, that hearings of his subcommittee had demonstrated that GE
and Westinghouse had previously
been "flagrantly disregarding the

LEE'S

CHANGING

TUNE

Uhf test's purpose changes
after appropriation okayed
Rep. Vernon W. Thomson (R-Wis.)
and FCC Commissioner Robert E. Lee
are engaged in a running dispute — conducted through letters to House Commerce Committee Chairman Oren Harris (D-Ark.) — over the purpose of the
commission's uhf tests in New York.
At issue are the commission's controversial proposal to delete vhf channels
from eight markets and the congressman's resolution (H Res 450) to delay
these deintermixture plans until the
New York tests are completed in 1963.
Commissioner Lee touched off the
50 (GOVERNMENT)

on

Westinghouse,

antitrust laws and getting away with
Will Fail Trust ■ He said the commission "will be failing in its public
trust if it renews" the GE and Westinghouse licenses without public
hearings. "The public," he said,
"has a right to know whether the
same corporate attitude which led
it." and GE to flout the
Westinghouse
antitrust laws carries over into their
operation of radio and television stations— channels of communications
that are themselves a public trust."
He said the FCC should also inquire into the "objectivity" of the
GE and Westinghouse outlets "in
molding
opinion."
particularlypublic
important
in viewThis
of theis
parent concerns' heavy dependence

Sen. Kefauver
Wants renewal hearings
dispute (Broadcasting, Oct. 9) with
a letter to Rep. Harris, asserting there
would be no point in such a delay. He
said the tests are designed to show how
uhf works in a major metropolis and
are not needed to help assess uhf's value
in less heavily congested areas.
In introducing his resolution (H Res
450), Rep Thomson declared that Congress last year appropriated $2 million
for the tests after hearing commission
arguments that they were necessary for
a conclusive determination as to uhf's
possible future role in U. S. television
allocations (Broadcasting, Sept. 4).
And last week, in a letter responding
to Commissioner Lee's remarks, he told
Rep. Harris that "it comes as a surprise to find Commissioner Lee . . .

GE

renewals

on government business, he said.
Sen. Kefauver isn't interested in
the customary information about
news coverage GE and Westinghouse
submitted to the FCC in support of
their license-renewal applications.
He said he wants the commission to
"scrutinize" the manner in which GE
and Westinghouse stations handled
"unfriendly news."
And there has been a good deal
of this type of news he said — the
antitrust convictions and the "mass
of damage suits" that resulted from
them, tionshis
investigaof the subcommittee's
giant electrical firms,
and
congressional charges that the two
firms discriminated against rural electric cooperatives in the delivery of
scarce equipment.
He is also interested in whether
the radio and television stations
were used by GE and Westinghouse
in a 1959 controversy involving the
purchase by the Tennessee Valley
Authority of a 500,000-kw generator.
He said that after the contract went
to a British firm, which had submitted a bid of $12 million — about $5
million less than the nearly identical
Westinghouse and GE bids — those
two companies waged a campaign
"to pressure the government into
awarding
of them
the contract."
Only theoneFCC,
Sen. Kefauver
said,
"is equipped ... to judge" whether
GE and Westinghouse stations are
handling news objectively. And he
added, its investigation can be conducted satisfactorily only through
public hearings.
The Commission's Broadcast Bureau reportedly has recommended
that the license renewals be granted,
while the General Counsel's office
is said to favor hearings.

seeking to modify the commission's
as well as his own expressed positions"
in requesting the appropriation.
The appropriations subcommittee record, he said, shows that "the asserted
need" for the New York tests "was the
general exploration into the uhf and its
utility as a replacement service for tv
Rep. Thomson said the commission
allocations."
members agreed that the tests would
have a bearing on the nationwide future
of uhf, and quoted several of Commissioner Lee's comments in an effort to
indicate that he did not dissent.
What Lee Said ■ He said that in discussing the need for the New York
tests, Commissioner Lee told the subcom it e '.
" . . with respect to the
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ENTIRELY

NEW

new

shadow-mold

advanced

rectifiers throughout

GATES

and

FM-5G

styling, new

built-in remote

5 KW

FM

TRANSMITTER-^

cooling system, longer tube life, silicon
control. Just a few

of the outstanding

features of this entirely new FM transmitter. ■ The FM-5C is a picture of conservative
simplicity, with clean vertical lines accented by an array of controls protectively enclosed in a horizontal three-dimensional setting. Basic cabinet is medium dark glossgray, outlining the soft tones of
recessed twin doors and meter panel, further distinguished by brushed aluminum door handles and
trim. ■ Inside is an engineer's dream. A new cooling system reduces blower noise to an extremely
low level - a low whispering hum is the sound of the FM-5C at work. One type 4CX5000 power
tetrode, conservatively rated for long tube life, is used in the final amplifier. Silicon rectifiers are
used in all power supplies, and all remote control accessories are included as part of the transmitter.
■ There are many other exceptional features that tell an exciting story of engineering excellence in
FM.

Write today for complete technical information — yours for the asking.
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seven commissioners here you will find
strong differences of opinion as to the
relative merits of u and v, but you
will find unanimity with respect to the
fact that we should perhaps find out
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Rep. Thomson also said that Commissioner Lee and "another commissioner" insisted it was necessary to conduct the tests in New York rather than
some smaller
city because " 'if [uhf]
works
City.'in" New York City, the chances
are it will work any place else in the

separate directories indexing
the world of broadcasting

• NEWLY designed departments,
new easy-to-read type faces

more
"He about
went this.'
on to state that 'the degree
of disparity with respect to coverage is
subject to some debate, but there is no
question about the fact that it has improved. We propose to settle this problem by putting a station in New York

slate

"Clearly," Rep. Thomson added,
"this statement likewise refers to the
" the basic adequacy of the
country.' of
question
uhf rather than to the limited aim of
exploring its effectiveness only in a
huge metropolis. The latter aspect
would have a limited utility and would
scarcely have warranted such a major
congressional appropriation." Rep.
Thomson's constituents would be affected by the proposed deletion of ch. 3 in
Madison (WISC-TV).
Program forms, pay tv
not in Alford probe
The House Small Business Subcommittee headed by Rep. Dale Alford
(D-Ark.) is preparing a more compact
version of its television-advertising
probe than was originally reported, it
was learned last week.
A subcommittee aide said that neither
the FCC's proposed program forms nor
pay television — two of the most controversial items reported under consideration by the subcommittee — would be
included in the Nov. 6 and 7 hearing.
The hearing will deal only with the
question of the opportunities given
small firms to buy prime time on tv.
Rep. Alford had been quoted as saying that the program forms would be
on the agenda (Broadcasting, Aug
14). Rep. William Avery (R-Kan.), a
subcommtitee member, had asked him
to add this item to give broadcasters a
Capitol Hill forum in which to express
their views on the proposed form
changes. However, the aide said, Rep.
Alford, who is now in Little Rock, has
denied giving any assurance on the
matter.
Pay tv, nounced
which
Alford
anwould Rep.
be on
the had
agenda
(Broadcasting, Aug. 14), is being
dropped "because we have no time for
a controversy of that nature," according to the aide. He also said there is a
question as to whether the subcommittee has jurisdiction in that area.
BROADCASTING, October 23, 1961

Illinois legislature
opposes vhf deletions
Protests, both official and civilian,
were recorded at the FCC last week
from states in which tv markets are to
have sole vhf channels deleted.
Both houses of the Illinois legislature
last week resolved to ask the U.S. Congress to pass a law forbidding the FCC
to delete any vhf channels in that state.
The resolution held deintermixture is
not in the public interest and would
deprive many Illinois citizens of service, "especially in rural areas and small
communities." The FCC has proposed
the deletion of ch. 3 WCIA (TV)
Champaign-Urbana, 111.
The Illinois House Thursday refused
to consider a resolution asking Congress
to prohibit newspaper ownership of
radio or tv stations. The vote was 92-12.
The
stated:
"Ownership
or
controlresolution
of a radio
or television
station
by a newspaper tends to restrict news
coverage and makes possible the control
andA coloring
subjects toreported."
resolutionof similar
the Illinois
pleading against deintermixture was
passed unanimously last month by the
Alabama legislature. Ch. 12 WSFA-TV
Montgomery, Ala., is another station
the FCC has marked for a shift to the
higher band.
City councils and boards of selectmen from towns adjoining cities to be
deintermixed, including Hartford,
Conn., Binghamton, N.Y., and Columbia, S.C., have petitioned the FCC to
leave the channels vhf. Characteristic
of the petitions is one from the Manchester (Conn.) Grange, protesting the
proposed deletion of ch. 3 (WTIC-TV
Hartford), "as this would remove our
only television station which can be
viewed without damage to our eyes and
health."
Bureau opposes WGMA's
move to enlarge issues
The FCC Broadcast Bureau last
week recommended that the commission not enlarge issues in the renewal
hearing of WGMA Hollywood, Fla., as
requested by the station. The hearing
is set for Nov. 18 on the character
qualifications of Daniel Enright to be
a licensee because of his alleged participation intv quiz fixes.
The bureau said it does not object
to evidence exploring the character and
standing of Mr. Enright in his community but that evidence can be presented under the issues as now framed.
It argued that since programming was
not an issue, it would be pointless to
introduce such evidence.
Whether the city would lose its only
station if WGMA's license is not renewed isnot a legitimate issue, accordBROADCASTING, October 23, 1961

ing to the bureau, because there is no
reason to believe other applicants
would not seek a station there.
The bureau opposed adding an issue
to determine how widespread deceptive
practices were in the industry at the
time Mr. Enright produced quiz shows.
It said the cases cited by WGMA (illegal gambling and liquor sales) were
not applicable in the WGMA case because those practices, though illegal,
were found to be condoned by state
and local officials with the approval of
the
community.wereMr.on Enright's
misdemeanors
a nationalalleged
scale
and not known to the public, the bureau said.
Hollywood

mission

on Murrow's agenda
U. S. Information Agency director
Edward R. Murrow is planning a
Hollywood trip early in November to
discuss the agency's needs and problems with producers, directors and
writers of movie and television films.
USIA officials reject any implication
that Mr. Murrow will try to suggest
that Hollywood exercise caution in the
type of films it exports.
But they express the belief that once
the film makers have a full understanding ofthe agency's problems overseas, "they won't export films that hurt
Murrow, who is known to be
ourMr.image."
concerned about some tv and movie
films sold abroad, touched on this
point, but only briefly, in the White
House meeting he had with chairmen
of NBC, CBS and ABC two weeks ago
(Broadcasting, Oct. 9).
He is said to feel that producers do
not realize that some films made with
a domestic audience in mind "distort"
the American "image" when seen in
foreign countries.
One source said Harvest of Shame
"is still on his mind." This is the
CBS-TV documentary about migrant
farm laborers that Mr. Murrow, on his
first day in office, tried to keep off the
BBC (Broadcasting, March 27). He
not only failed but was roundly criticized for his attempt. He later agreed
he had made a mistake, though he still
felt foreign audiences lacked the background to view the documentary in the
proper perspective.
Sources close to him say that in discussing matters of mutual concern with
the film makers, Mr. Murrow will be
as discreet and diplomatic as possible.
There will be no do's or don'ts or
pointed suggestions, they add.
While on the West Coast, Mr. Murrow may also seek to enlist the personal cooperation of television and
movie stars. He is reported to be con-
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sidering a plan to dispatch entertainment-world personalities on good-will
tours abroad.
Plans for the trip have not been
made firm. But the Motion Picture
Academy of Arts and Sciences is said
to be preparing a dinner in his honor.
Turner Shelton, the agency's director
of motion picture services, will accompany Mr. Murrow.
WINS

renewal

comes

—too late for sale
Just a week after the proposed $10
million sale of WINS New York was
called off because its license had not
been renewed by the FCC (Broadcasting, Oct. 16), the station's authority
to operate was renewed.
The WINS license had been held up
since June 1960 because of allegations
that station employes accepted payola
and that the licensee, Gotham Broadcasting Corp., knew of these payments
and shared in them (Broadcasting,
July 10). The vote on the WINS renewal was 4-2. Chairman Newton N.
Minow and Commissioner Robert T.
Bartley dissented, the former with a
strongly-worded statement. Favoring
renewal were Commissioners Rosel
Hyde, T. A. M. Craven, Robert E. Lee

and John S. Cross. Commissioner Fred erick W. Ford did not participate.
An application, pending for over a
year and extended on two occasions
for the purchase of WINS by Storer
Broadcasting Co., was dismissed less
than two weeks ago. Storer, instead,
contracted to buy WMGM New York
for $11 million. WINS is owned by J.
Elroy McCaw.
The commission discussed giving
WINS a short term renewal (licenses
normally run three years). This course
was rejected, however, since the station's new license, retroactive to June
1960, expires June 1, 1963 (within 20
months), and because the issues in the
WINS case were dissimilar to those instances in which short term licenses
have been granted (primarily on prolations). gramming deficiencies or technical vioThe commission conducted an intensive investigation of WINS running
more than a year. Last summer the
FCC instructed its staff to prepare an
order designating the station's renewal
application for hearing (Broadcasting,
July 3). A week later this action was
sidelined when the FCC sent WINS a
pre-hearing inquiry.
Substantial Questions ■ Chairman
Minow, in his dissent, said he could
not agree that renewal of WINS would

be in main
thesubstantial
public questions
interest. whether
"There the
relicensee has been wholly candid and
whether, for purposes of its own, it
willfully or recklessly tolerated the
taking of payola by several of its key
employes,"
he said.
In addition
to WINS, Mr. McCaw
owns KTVR (TV) Denver, KTVW
(TV) Seattle-Tacoma and 50% of
KELA Centralia, Wash.
Senate,

too, plans

hearing on clears
Hearings in the Senate as well as the
House now are promised on the FCC's
decision to break down 13 of the remaining 25 clear-channel stations.
Sen. Warren G. Magnuson (DWash.), chairman of the Senate Commerce Committee, said his committee
will hold hearings on a bill (S 2290)
that would, in effect, reverse the commission action.
Hearings on similar House bills have
already been promised by House Commerce Committee Chairman Oren Harris (D-Ark.) (Broadcasting, Sept. 18).
All of the measures, which would
prohibit the FCC from licensing more
than one station to operate at night on
any of the 25 Class I-A clear-channel
frequencies, were introduced before the
commission's final decision in the case
(Broadcasting, Sept. 18).
Some approval plans
for FCC's
deintermixture
Wilton E. Hall, licensee of ch. 40,
WAIM-TV Anderson, S. C, has
praised
the FCC's
proposal
delete
ch.
10 from
Columbia,
S. C,tomaking

WAVE
28.8%
—use

-TV
more

28.8%

more

viewers

do

LAUNDRY
soaps, detergents,

bleaches, bluings and starches!
Thafs because WAVE-TV has 28.8% more
viewers, from sign-on to sign-off, in any
average week. Source: N.S.I., July, 1961.
CHANNEL 3 • MAXIMUM POWER
NBC
LOUISVILLE
THE KATZ AGENCY, Nationol Representatives
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that market all-uhf, and asked that ch.
10 be assigned to Anderson in lieu of
ch. 40.
Mr. Hall said the deintermixture of
Columbia was desirable because uhf
stations there cannot compete with ch.
10, WIS-TV, the only vhf station. He
said his station was a pioneer uhf struggling in a market of vhfs and said putting ch. 10 in Anderson would deintermix both Columbia (which would be
all-uhf) and the Spartanburg-Greenville-Anderson market (which would be
all vhf). He said the channel would
have to be added at less than the minimum spacing requirements now specified but that more people would gain
service than would lose it.
Mr. Hall said he had equipment
available to make the switch in facilities on two weeks' notice.
Assn. of Maximum Service Telecasters opposed Mr. Hall's suggestion
because it would result in a co-channel
separation of only 126 miles from
WBIR-TV Knoxville, Tenn.— 64 miles
less than the minimum prescribed by
FCC rules.
BROADCASTING, October 23, 1961

Cosmography

Broi^,

t

■\"\77e live, we have it on reliable authority1, on
one planet of one star of some two billion
in our (that's the editorial our) galaxy. These
stars are billions of miles from each other. There
are some billion similar galaxies which are quadrillions of miles apart. Between is space, probably
empty.
Our earth is about 1/2,000,000,000,000,000,000
of the works.
That seems to be a suitably self-effacing framework
for our next observation.
Only one station in television markets of three stations or more, U.S.A., Planet Earth, Our Star, Our
Galaxy, surveyed by an equally reliable authority2,
had more than 50% of BOTH total homes and
metro share. That station was WMT-TV, Cedar
Rapids-Waterloo, CBS Television for Eastern Iowa,
represented by The Katz Agency, Inc., affiliated
with WMT Radio, K-WMT, Fort Dodge; WEBC,
Duluth. How do you express that as a fraction of
1 /2,000,000, 000,000,000, 000?
1Hubble Atlas of Galaxies.
2ARB, June '61.
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IN THE MORNING

Rep.

Celler

satellite

WASHINGTON
DRIVES
TO
ON

WORK
WRC

Washington drives to work and it
drives early . . . staggered working hours, long distances and
(gulp!) traffic. WRC is the capital's
favorite companion during drowsy
time in the morning. And, don't
forget, Washington is the nation's
tenth market.
Facts: WRC lands in first place for
every quarter hour between 7:00
and 8:30 A.M. (7:30, by the way,
hits a nice, round 8.0.) Source:
Pulse, July-August, 1961 (Mon.Fri.)
Whatever you make — and you
want to make sales— make sure
WRC gets your message.

WRC-980
NBC Radio in Washington
REPRESENTED BY NBC SPOT SALES
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against

plan

Rep. Emanuel Celler (D-N. Y.),
chairman of the House Judiciary Committee, lost little time last week in criticizing recommendations of the FCCcreated Ad Hoc Carrier Committee for
the development of a privately-owned
communications satellite system (At
Deadline, Oct. 16).
He said the committee's proposals
"create the risk — indeed, the probability— of ultimate domination of the projected
AT&T."
He recommendedsystem
that theby plan
be scrapped
and
that ownership of the proposed system
be opened to domestic carriers and
equipment manufacturers — and, possibly, the public as well.
Rep. Celler expressed his views in a
letter to FCC Chairman Newton N.
Minow. He has long opposed the commission's approach to the problem of
ownership and operation of a communications satellite system. Two months
ago he joined 34 other members of
Congress who requested that President
Kennedy defer a decision on ownership
and operation until the system is fully
operational (At Deadline, Aug. 28).
The Ad Hoc Committee, composed
of 10 international common carriers,
sought to ease congressional fears that
private ownership would lead to monopoly control. It proposed control of
the communications satellites by a nonprofit company owned and operated by
the international carriers.
Under their plan, carriers contributing more than $500,000 would elect
two directors each, while one director
would be named to represent all nonowning users. The President would appoint directors to represent the public.
But Rep. Celler sees no comfort in
this plan. He said AT&T would provide 80% of the use of the system and
80% of the capital. Therefore, he
added, "the proposed distribution of
directorships cannot prevent AT&T
dominance."
Such dominance, he said, would conflict with President Kennedy's July 24
policy statement setting forth the broad
guidelines for private ownership and
control of the system.
If these requirements are to be met,
he said, the committee's plan should be
rejected, "and the base of the proposed
satellite corporation should be broadened at least to include domestic carriers andsaid
equipment
manufacturers."
He also
consideration
should be
given to proposals that the public be
permitted to invest "in this great new
The Ad Hoc Committee's proposals
venture."
are expected to come in for additional
criticism when the Senate Small Business Antimonopoly Subcommittee holds

hearings on them Nov. 8 and 9. Like
Rep. Celler, Sen. Russell B. Long (DLa. ) , subcommittee chairman, feels that
stringent safeguards are needed to prevent AT&T from dominating any private system in which it participates.
Gannett

says repetitious

pleadings delaying sale
The Gannett Co. has told the FCC
that Beachview Broadcasting Co. is
seeking to delay consummation of
Gannett's $4.5 million purchase of ch.
10 WAVY-TV Norfolk-PortsmouthNewport News, Va., through "a series
of Gannett,
repetitious with
pleadings."
multiple newspaper
and radio-tv interests, was replying to
a Beachview petition asking the commission to institute license revocation
proceedings against WAVY-TV and to
hold up approval of the sale (Broadcasting, Oct. 9). Beachview lost out
following a comparative hearing for
ch. 10 to Tidewater Teleradio Inc., licensee of WAVY-TV, in 1956.
Beachview's petition for revocation
of WAVY-TV adds nothing of substance except affidavits of "disgruntled
former
employes"
the isstation,
nett said.
The real ofissue
whetherGanthe
prospective buyer is qualified to operate the ch. 10 facility, Gannett maintained.
Tidewater's reply to Beachview has
not been filed as yet and the licensee
has asked for more time to answer.
WTTV (TV) seeks switch
to Indianapolis as 4th v
Pioneer ch. 4, WTTV (TV) Bloomington, Ind., asked the FCC to shift its
channel and license to Indianapolis as
that city's fourth vhf station. It said
the Bloomington area is economically
unable to support a vhf tv station.
The station, which went on the air
in November 1948, has had an operating deficit of $1,176 million over the
past four years, it said. WTTV said
the financial situation was made worse
by allocations in Indiana and Kentucky.
If permitted to shift, WTTV would
provide more competitive tv as Indianapolis' only independent station, it
said, planning to move its transmitter
as near as possible to the Indianapolis
antenna farm to comply with FCC
spacing
Sarkes rules.
Tarzian is licensee of WTTV.
Scrambled

transmissions

okayed in N.Y. uhf test
The FCC has granted, subject to
"certain conditions," a request by the
municipal government of New York
City, allowing the city to test scrambled
transmissions over the commission's
BROADCASTING, October 23, 1961

New York uhf experimental station.
The scrambling tests will include
police line-up and medical school instruction— not intended for public viewing— at times when the FCC is not using WUHF (TV) for measurements and
observation. Aural transmissions will
be sent by multiplexing over the city's
WNYC-FM, accompanied by announcements tohome viewers that the
visual portion is encoded and that
nothing is wrong with their receivers.
Commissioners T. A. M. Craven and
John S. Cross dissented from the
grant; Commissioner Frederick W.
Ford was absent.
Tv applications returned
as against FCC rules
Applications for three tv channels by
three different parties were returned by
the FCC last week as being "patently"
against commission rules. They included avhf in Albuquerque seeking a
lower channel allocated to Santa Fe,
both New Mexico, and vhf interests in
Boston and Syracuse, N. Y., seeking
uhf's not assigned to those cities.
In dismissing the application of
KOAT-TV (ch. 7) Albuquerque for
modification of license to specify ch.
2, the FCC stated: "Your application
is motivated by purely economic considerations. .. . You make no allegation that grant of a new station to
operate on ch. 2 Santa Fe would impair
your ability to operate in the public interest."
Also, the FCC said, to give KOATTV authority to operate on ch. 2 would
prejudge a petition for rulemaking to
assign the channel to Albuquerque.
WHDH-TV (ch. 5) Boston had requested simultaneous operation on ch.
26 and WAGE Inc., applicant for ch.
9 Syracuse, had requested ch. 30 also,
contingent on a vhf grant. Acceptance
of these applications would be premature in light of rulemaking which
would abolish the present uhf allocations and permit the type of dual operation herein requested (Broadcasting,
July 31), the commission said.
FCC asked to cancel license
The Broadcast Bureau last week asked
the FCC to terminate the hearing it
has set for WREA East Palatka, Fla.,
and to cancel its license. The station
has never responded to FCC questions
nor has it informed the commission it
published or broadcast notices of the
hearing as required by FCC rules.
Broadcasting such notice would be out
of the question because WREA's broadcast equipment has been dismantled and
repossessed. The station has not received
FCC authorization to remain silent and
has taken no steps to resume broadcasting, the bureau charged.
WREA is owned by Peter, Anthony
and Concetta Corado.

CBS
not

says

contract

IN THE EVENING

part of inquiry

CBS last week asked the FCC to
strike certain portions of comments in
response to the commission's optiontime inquiry which dealt with CBS'
sliding-scale plan for station compensation (Broadcasting, Oct. 9). The network said its private contractual agreements with affiliates does not fall withinenttheinquiry.
scope of the commission's presCBS asked certain comments from
KTTV TV) Los Angeles, Station Representatives Assn., Ziv-UA, NBC affiliates and Westinghouse Broadcasting
Co. be stricken. If the FCC should
decide not to strike these comments, it
should permit reply comments and
move back by a month the Nov. 3 date
for oral argument; the problems are
too complicated to be presented in oral
argument, CBS claimed.
KTTV, which argued that option
time should be eliminated as anti-competitive, made suggestions which would
achieve the same result, CBS charged.
The station's proposal is too far-reaching in asking the FCC for a rule to preclude any exclusive contract arrangement between a station and a network
which would prevent or hinder a station from, or penalize it for, broadcasting programs of another network or
program source, CBS said. In addition
to being anti-competitive, it requires
separate rulemaking and should not be
considered in the option time docket,
CBS stated.
For similar reasons the network opposed Ziv-UA's request that the FCC
prohibit a station from accepting more
than 2Vi hours of programming per
segment from any network.
SRA is out of order in asking the
FCC for the first time to regulate compensation agreements between networks
and affiliates that were found to be
"reasonable and proper" by the FCC
Network Study Staff, CBS said. It furtherworks
objected
to SRA's
plan that
netmust make
the same
financial
arrangements with stations that the stations make with other program sources.
This would be unfair and force the network to lower prices to the most common level of any syndication producer,
CBS said.
The network's objection to NBC
affiliates' comments was its proposal
that if the FCC prohibits option time it
should address itself to CBS' station
compensation plan (under which a station is paid more for carrying a higher
percentage of network programs). If
the FCC is going to regulate network
contracts, it should investigate the financial arrangements of all networks, CBS
maintained.

WASHINGTON
DRIVES
HOME
ON

WRC

The latest Pulse report (JulyAugust, 1961) (Mon.-Fri.) puts
WRC in first place (or tied for
first) in every quarter hour between 5:00 and 6:45 P.M. This
means that during evening driving time we reach more listeners
than another station.
Not surprising! WRC's brand of
unbeatable new coverage, music
and weather attracts the kind of
peoplemarket
that make
the nation's
tenth
so responsive.
And
it attracts more of them at the
key driving hours.
In the evening, make Washingtonians aware of your brand.

WRC-980
m
NBC Radio in Washington E59
REPRESENTED BY NBC SPOT SALES
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.for

your

complete

FM

Here's the Complete Package:
FM TRANSMITTERS FOR STEREO
stereo operation. Use them for excellence of performance with the new RCA stereo pickup cartridge, lightA complete range of transmitter power is available
weight tone arm and dual preamplifiers.
— 1, 5, 10, 20. 25 and 50 kw. Each is designed to
accommodate the new stereo signals and an RCA
STEREO CONTROL CENTER
multiplex subchannel. All these FM Transmitters are
NEW BC-7 DUAL CHANNEL CONSOLETTE
built to the same high performance and dependabilProvides complete stereo (or monophonic) mixing,
ity standards which characterize all RCA transmitters.
switching, monitoring, and cue/talk-back. All-transistor design — with plug-in amplifiers for ease of
STEREO GENERATOR-TYPE BTS-1
servicing; assures long-life even under continuous
Heart of the new stereo system is this double sideservice. Dual controls may be "ganged" for stereo
band generator. Fully transistorized, the BTS-1 prooperation.
vides full fidelity frequency response over the entire
NEW RT-21 TAPE RECORDER FOR STEREO TAPE
audio range. The generator produces a double-side
band, suppressed-carrier AM signal for transmission
High fidelity performance combined with operatorof one of the stereo channels.
oriented controls make this the most flexible stereophonic recorder available. Features include: Easy
TURNTABLE EQUIPMENT FOR STEREO
speed change, interlocked record operation, ease of
The standard RCA Turntables, such as the 16-inch
threading, and variable speed cue. Has two module
amplifiers for stereo recording and reproduction.
BQ-2 or the 12-inch BQ-51 are recommended for

FOR

YOUR

Stereo

STUDIOS

.. .

Package...

RCA

offers a complete line of FM Stereo Broadcasting Equipment, making it easy to meet all
your needs from one reliable source. For your
studio there are turntables with stereo pickups
and dual preamps, stereo tape recorders, dual
channel consolettes; for your transmitting plant
there are stereo generators, a full choice of FM
transmitters and antennas. This is a complete
package of "matched" equipments — all designed
to work together in a stereo system, and all built
to the same high quality RCA standards.
Stations already equipped with a post-war
model RCA FM Transmitter can begin stereo programming at once — merely by adding the stereo
generator — plus the necessary audio equipment.

from

RCA

Designed by forward thinking RCA engineers this
stereo generator was the only equipment available when FM stereo broadcasting was authorized. The RCA stereo generator is FCC type approved and is now "on the air" at a number of
FM stations.
RCA Stereo Equipment has been engineered to
provide many years of dependable operation
while producing the highest quality FM signals.
And, you get unparalleled RCA service both before and after the sale. For additional information about the complete line, call your RCA
Broadcast Representative. Or write to RCA, Dept.
AD-22,

Building 15-5, Camden, N.J.

The Most Trusted Name

in Broadcasting

PROGRAMMING
The resurgence of television game
DAY AND NIGHT VERSIONS PLANNED FOR NEW
Game shows, which were almost
annihilated after the quiz scandals two
years ago, took another long step on
the comeback trail last week when
ABC-TV revealed that Yours For a
Song, a new game program, will be
shown in a daily daytime version starting in December and as a prime-time
weekly entry beginning in January
1962.
Format for the program, which will
be emceed by Bert Parks, calls for competing contestants to supply missing
words to song lyrics. The daytime version of the show, will be shown Mon.Fri., 11:30 a.m. to noon. The nighttime show (Sat. 7:30-8 p.m.), will replace the first half of the hour-long
Roaring 20's, which is leaving ABC-TV
after a little more than a season's tenure
on the network. Possibly because of its
weak ratings record, ABC-TV had been
thinking of moving or cancelling the
program since the end of last season
(for ratings of the first new show of the
season, see story this page). Room For
One More, a filmed situation comedy,
is scheduled to take over the second
half of the time slot (8-8:30 p.m.).

Here are the next 10 days of network color
shows (all times are NYT).
NBC-TV:
Oct. 23-27, 30-31, Nov. 1 (6-6:30 a.m.)
Continental Classroom, Contemporary Mathematics.
Oct. 23-27, 30-31, Nov. 1 6:30-7 a.m.)
Continental Classroom, American Government.
Oct. 23-27, 30-31, Nov. 1 (10:30-11 a.m.)
Play Your Hunch, part.
Oct. 23-27, 30-31, Nov. 1 (11-11:30 a.m.)
The Price Is Right, part.
Oct. 23-27, 30-31, Nov. 1 (12:30-12:55
p.m.) It Could Be You, part.
Oct. 23-27, 30-31, Nov. 1 (2-2:30 p.m.)
Jan Murray Show, part.
Oct. 23-27, 30-31, Nov. 1 (11:15 p.m.-l
a.m.) The Jack Paar Show, part.
Oct. 23, 30 (8:30-9 p.m.) The Price Is
Right, P. Lorillard through Lennen & Newell;
American Home Products through Ted Bates.
Oct. 24, 31 (7:30-8:30 p.m.) Laramie, part.
Oct. 25, Nov. 1 (9-10 p.m.) Perry Como's
Kraft Music Hall, Kraft through J. Walter
Thompson.
Oct. 25, Nov. 1 (10-10:30 p.m.) The Bob
Newhart Show, Sealtest through N. W. Ayer.
Oct. 25, Nov. 1 (10:30-11 p.m.) David
Brinkley'sCunningham
Journal, Douglas
Plywood
through
& Walsh;FirPittsburgh
Plate Glass through BBD0.
Oct. 26 (10-11 p.m.) Sing Along With
Mitch, R. J. Reynolds and Ballantine through
William Esty; Buick through McCann-Erickson.
Oct. 27 (9:30-10:30 p.m.) The Bell Tele60

shows
ABC ENTRY

All three networks currently are
scheduling a full complement of game
shows (Broadcasting, July 24), with
strong indications that more of this
type programming will be shown in the
1962-63 season. MGM-TV and Four
Star Television, among other tv series
producers, recently indicated that they
were developing game shows programs
for next season.
MGA

members

vote

to return to AFM
The Musicians Guild of America, in
a mail referendum, has endorsed its
board's decision to accept an agreement
with the American Federation of Musicians to dissolve the guild and unify
all professional musicians once more
in a single union.
The agreement provides for AFM to
renegotiate its phonograph record agreements to allocate 50% of royalties now
going to the Music Performance Trust
Funds to the individual musicians; negotiate re-use and residual payments
for musicians wherever possible; give

phone Hour, The Bell System through N. W.
Ayer.
Oct. 28 (9:30-10 a.m.) Pip the Piper, General Mills through Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample.
Oct. 28 (10-10:30 a.m.) The Shari Lewis
Show, Nabisco through Kenyon & Eckhardt.
Oct. 28 (10:30-11 a.m.) King Leonardo and
His Short Subjects, General Mills through
Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample.
Oct. 28 (4-5 p.m.) All-Star Golf, Kemper
Insurance through Clinton Frank; Reynolds
Metals through Lennen & Newell.
Oct. 28 (7=30-8:30 p.m.) Tales of Wells
Fargo, part.
Oct. 28part.
(9-11 p.m.) Saturday Night At The
Movies,
op.Oct. 29 (6-6:30 p.m.) Meet the Press, coOct. 29 (7-7:30 p.m.) The Bullwinkle Show,
General Mills through Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample; Ideal Toys and Beech-Nut Gum through
Young & Rubicam.
Oct. 29 (9-10 p.m.) Bonanza, Chevrolet
through Campbell-Ewald.
Oct. 29 (10-11 p.m.) Du Pont Show of the
Week, Du Pont through BBD0.
Nov. 1 (6:45-7 p.m.) The Huntley-Brinkley
Report, Texaco through Cunningham &
Esty.
Walsh, and R. J. Reynolds through William
Nov. 1 (7:30-8:30 p.m.) Wagon Train, R. J.
Reynolds through William Esty, National
Biscuit through McCann-Erickson, and Ford
through J. Walter Thompson.
Nov. 1 (8:30-9 p.m.) The Joey Bishop
Show, American Tobacco through Sullivan,
Stauffer, Colwell & Bayles; Procter & Gamble
through Benton & Bowles.

musicians in recording, motion picture
and tv the right to ratify agreements
negotiated by AFM in these fields; provide for an advisory committee elected
by recording musicians to participate
in all stages of contract negotiations by
AFM and the employers; restore to
full membership in AFM and its Hollywood Local 47 all musicians suspended
or expelled for guild activity and return
all fines or new initiation fees levied because of guild activities.
The MGA membership vote was
354 for dissolution, 28 against and
three void ballots among 385 ballots
returned of 503 mailed to eligible
voters. Legal steps to receive state and
federal approval of the dissolution of
MGA should be completed by the end
of the year, it was said.
Ratings

for last

of season

premieres

The current tv season is now fully underway. New shows of the season for
three established prime-time program
series had their ratings and shares
ticked off by Arbitron overnight ratings.
From now on in, the fevered fears or
high hopes of advertisers, agencies and
film producers, not to mention the
highly-competitive networks are at the
"mercy" of the public.
The three: 77 Sunset Strip on ABCTV, Oct. 13 (Friday), 9-10 p.m., was
No. 2 in the first half hour (15.7 rating
and 23.4 share) against Route 66 on
CBS-TV and Detectives on NBC-TV,
but No. 1 in the second half hour (23.4
rating, 42.4 share) against Father of the
Bride on CBS-TV and Telephone Hour
on NBC-TV.
Roaring 20' s on ABC-TV Oct. 14
(Saturday) 7:30-8:30 p.m., which with
a 10.9 rating, 21.1 share, was No. 3 in
the first half of its time period, and
again in the second half (11.9 and
22.2). Competition is made up of
CBS-TV's Perry Mason and NBC-TV's
Wells Fargo. Roaring 20's is going off
the air after the first 13-week cycle
(see story this page).
Jack Benny Show on CBS-TV Oct.
15 (Sunday), 9:30-10 p.m., which with
an 18.1 rating, 28.6 share was No. 2 in
the period against NBC-TV's Bonanza
and ABC-TV's Bus Stop.
New

Fedderson

unit

The establishment of Don Fedderson Commercial Productions, Hollywood, to specialize in the creative planning and production of television commercials has been announced by Don
Fedderson, president of the parent Don
Fedderson Productions.
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Another

false

statement

from Karl Marx
"The battle of competition is fought by cheapening
of commodities," he said. But at United States Steel
we've found that the battle of competition is fought
by improving of commodities. For example, we have
just completed the development of a thinner, lighter,
proportionately stronger tin-plated steel for cans. The
new steel is called Ferrolite. It reduces the weight of
cans about 40%, and it proves that a product doesn't
have to be made weak when it's made light.
Ferrolite is one of the newest additions to more
than 10,000 types and grades of USS steels. In this
instance it was a new steel for food cans. At other
times, it was a new steel for nuclear forgings; stronger
steel plate for submarine hulls; tougher steel for automotive gears; a new Stainless Steel for re-entry capsules. There's a story of competition behind every one
of them— from the men who developed them to the
companies and industries that produce them. And the
benefit— is a stronger nation. America grows with steel.
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TRADEMARK
(USS) United

States Steel
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A
new
'conscience7
for
SWEZEY TELLS SALT LAKE NAB CONFERENCE
"I have no intention of trying to be
a program czar," Robert D. Swezey declared Wednesday (Oct. 18) in his first
public appearance as director of the
code authority of the National Assn. of
Broadcasters. "But perhaps I can act in
a measure as an industry conscience."
He added that he expects to be a "nagging" conscience "until our house is
clean and in order."
This job is not his alone, Mr. Swezey
told the third NAB Fall Conference in
Salt Lake City. "I have no authority
whatever except as I shall find it in your
support," he said.
Broadcasting "very much needs, and
right now, to convince the public that
it not only can but that it is determined
to do a competent job of self-regulation," Mr. Swezey said. "I will help in
so far as I can, but nothing can be accomplished without a genuine willingness of the broadcasters to search out
and correct
their
service. any substantial defects" in
"In today's miserable climate," he
declared, "the only realistic approach
for any of us is to think more in terms
of contribution to the common cause
and less in those of personal profit and
convenience."
Problems Involved ■ From his more
than 20 years experience in network and
station management, Mr. Swezey said
he realizes "that for networks, stations
and clients there are real difficulties involved in any genuine effort to improve
program service. They are inherent in
our commercial system and greatly enhanced by competitive pressures. It
takes courage for one network to turn
down a lucrative account when it knows
that another will probably pounce on it
and that its own affiliates will be howling because of the lost business. It takes
courage for a station to clear for a sustaining program when to do so means
loss of money, client resentment and
audience complaint. It takes courage
for advertisers to abandon the routine
'me, too' programming, cast in the mold
of the current rating leaders, which is
responsible for much of the tediousness
viewers complain of in the tv schedule,
to strike out into original format or to
support quality vehicles with traditionally low ratings.
"It takes courage for a station to
tackle in its editorial service the many
highly controversial matters which are
crying for discussion and solution rather
than voicing profound opinions on autumn leaves, baseball and salutes to
prominent local citizens. But I submit
62

radio-television
HE'S NOT A PROGRAM 'CZAR'
it is this type of courage which broad- vinced that the most we shall ask of
casting must demonstrate if we are to you is that you act in your own intelliinherit the full measure of public reWhile
the codes should be kept
gent self-interest."
spect which we do not have today."
Asking how large actually and how "apace with industry developments,"
well founded are the complaints against Mr. Swezey urged that changes not be
radio and television Mr. Swezey called made without good reason. "Let's
it "essential to find out what a really strengthen [the codes] rather than weakadequate and competently analyzed
en them . . . Weak self-regulation is an
sampling of public appraisal of broad- open invitation for stern government
casting would reveal today" and exGeorge Hatch, KALL Salt Lake City,
pressed hope that up-to-date studies will
of the NAB Radio Board, preregulation."
soon be available. He expressed par- president
sided at the meeting.
ticular concern on why "we have been
Re-Runs ■ The reports of NAB exso dimly regarded by much of official
ecutives on the conduct of their departWashington," asking "Why? Where's the
ments followed the same pattern, and
fire that generates so much smoke?
the same texts, as in the first two of
Would any reasonable and conscientious
this fall's conferences in Dallas and St.
effort on our part put it out?"
No Ducking ■ Speaking specifically Louis (Broadcasting, Oct. 16) and
of his code assignment, Mr. Swezey LeRoy Collins, NAB president, delivered approximately the same luncheon
called it a "sensitive one," to be "dis- address,
with its scathing criticism of
creetly done and yet without ducking or
the trade press.
pussyfooting. I want to do the job withDuring the afternoon discussion sesout trespassing upon the jurisdiction of
sion Gov. Collins said that the NAB
your president or his board," he stated.
"has
kept telling the commission that
"I want to do it without needlessly em- the broadcaster
is jealous of his right
barrassing the industry which is hiring
me. I must stress, however, that I have and authority and if there's any abuse
not been hired as a blind apologist for we'll move in and stop it." But he
broadcasting and in my opinion I should added that "there's been no censorship
render it a great disservice if I should that I've seen" and he expressed vigorour disagreement with the contention
attempt to act in that capacity."
that the FCC denial of a New Jersey
The code authority will "have no applicant for failing to determine the
favorites," he promised the broadcasters.
"We shall be as reasonable as we can. needs of the community it proposed to
But we shall call things as we see them serve constituted censorship. "For the
and not all of you can possibly agree FCC to entertain that application would
with all of our decisions. I am con- have been an affront to other broadcasters," Gov. Collins declared. "I don't
callThethatmeeting
censorship."
unanimously adopted a
resolution offiered by Rex G. Howell,
KREX-AM-FM-TV Grand Junction,
Colo., urging the NAB to "seek a reevaluation of the entire Conelrad program with the suggestion that greater
consideration be given improved informational frequencies and adequate protection for regular or emergency radio
transmitters. Also, it is further suggested that such studies should equate
the use of the present Conelrad required
frequencies against possibly greater service of allowing all Conelrad stations to
remain in operation at maximum efficiency upon their regularly assigned fa-

Mr. Swezey

In presenting his motion, Mr. Howell
noted that most of the public will be
cilities."
dependent
on radio for information essential to the survival of the individual
and the nation.
The meeting also adopted a resolution
BROADCASTING, October 23, 1961

presented by Arch Madsen, KSL-TV
Salt Lake City, urging the FCC not to
adopt any engineering standards that
would result in a deterioration of service.
A Review ■ Much of the afternoon
was devoted to the Oct. 6 meeting of
the FCC with a committee of some 15
broadcasters and NAB executives to
discuss the proposed logging and renewal forms. Gov. Collins, Mr. Hatch
and Vincent Wasilewski, NAB executive vice president, gave a point-bypoint report of the three-and-a-half
hour session and agreed that it was extremely worthwhile, with the probability that the broadcasters will win
their arguments on about 90% of the
logging items and about 50% of their
programs proposals. Asked how the
broadcasters are ever going to find out
just what the authority of the FCC is,
Mr. Wasilewski said the NAB feels the
commission is within its legal rights
when it seeks to match program performance against promises made by the
applicant before he received his license.
There can be no court case, he said,
until the FCC uses this information to
coerce the licensee and only then if
he's willing to risk his license.
When another broadcaster questioned
the validity of the FCC attempt to use
a "quantitative approach to a qualitative matter, such as equating five minnutes of news from the New York
Times with five minutes from the New
York Daily News, or five minutes of
rock and roll against five minutes of
Chopin," Mr. Wasilewski replied that
this had been discussed many times but
the commissioners insist that they need
the quantitative data as a yardstick.
Asked about ratings, Gov. Collins
emphatically stated that NAB should
not get into the rating business, but
urged that the research center the association istrying to establish at a major
university make a study of rating methodology afirst order of business. "Ratings are a vital factor in our lives," he
stated, "and their influence is beyond
their proven validity with their methodologies not yet established."
Briefly discussed was a letter to stations from John E. McGeehan, appointed by the federal court to examine
ASCAP's method of obtaining data on
broadcast performances of musical compositions, asking if the stations could
provide this information from their logs,
which he felt would be more accurate
than the independent survey now employed. Mr. Wasilewski noted that the
logs do not include this information and
that the broadcasters are under no obligation to reply to the letter, but he reminded them that their ASCAP contracts contain a clause, never invoked,
that gives ASCAP the right to call on
stations for lists of the music they
broadcast for three months out of the
year.
BROADCASTING, October 23, 1961

TOO

MANY

RADIO

STATIONS?

FCC's Ford says Congress ought to take look
at question in major address to Kentuckians
Should government do anything gories by percentage breakdowns, but
he doubted whether the FCC majority
about the overpopulation of radio sta- would
go along.
tions because of "an economy of satLocal Ads ■ Opposition was voiced
uration" to the possible detriment of
improved radio programming? That from the floor to new requirements that
question was posed officially last Thurs- broadcasters advertise locally in advance
day by FCC Commissioner Fred W. of applications for license renewals beFord in a major address before the
cause it"forces us to spend money with
Kentucky Broadcasters Assn. at Lexing- our competitors." Mr. Ford said these
ton.
requirements are complicated and he
Though the commissioner propoundisn't wholly familiar with them.
Douglas Anello, NAB general couned
the
question
he
admitted
he
didn't
know the answer. He suggested that
sel, was critical of unnecessary government regulation as reflected in the acCongress appropriate funds for an overall study (see story, page 42).
tions of both Congress and the FCC.
More than 90% of the broadcasters
In a free-swinging question-and-answer session, Commissioner Ford said who "honorably" discharge their oblithe economic problem troubled him
gations are being penalized because of
since it was raised by a small market
the transgressions of 10%, he said.
broadcaster at another state meeting
Mr. Anello deplored the trend toward
a few weeks ago (Virginia Assn. of more rigid controls. He thought govBroadcasters). And he commented that
ernment would stop short of direct
it's a good thing for FCC members to program regulation but would continue
attend state meetings because of the op- to exert indirect pressures.
portunity to talk with rank-and-file
A panel discussion on sale of broadbroadcasters about their problems.
cast time to food manufacturers was
Expressing his own rather than the launched as the first of a series to be
FCC's views, Mr. Ford vouchsafed that conducted at future KBA meetings to
he would make no distinction between
be participated in by broadcast advercommercial and sustaining time in the
tisers. John Sherer, sales manager of
Shedd-Bartush Foods, and Harold WebFCC's new program forms. Moreover,
he said, he would do away with the ner, director of sales and advertising
composite week and with program cate- of Paramount Foods, related how their
companies budget for air time and how
they work with their agencies' media
selection. They rejected the claim that
WMCA switches parties
food advertisers buy entirely "by the
WMCA New York urged supnumbers," but agreed that costs per
thousand and ratings influence them in
port of James P. Mitchell, Repubsome degree.
lican candidate for governor of
New Jersey, in an editorial broadConelrad — Conked out? ■ Misgivcast last Thursday (Oct. 19) by
ings about the current efficacy of ConR. Peter Straus, president of the
elrad was freely expressed after a closed
station. Mr. Straus, who is a
meeting conducted by Ken Miller, FCC
registered Democrat, endorsed
director of Conelrad, in which ComPresident Kennedy's candidacy
missioner Ford participated. Several
broadcasters said they think Conelrad
last year. The station's action of
last year touched off protests from
is obsolete and that broadcasters should
the New York State and National
not be called upon to carry the burden
Republican Committees (Broadof an expendable service.
casting, Oct. 31, 1960 et seq.).
Katherine Peden, manager of WHOP
Mr. Strause noted in the editorial
Hopkinsville and national president of
that
New Jersey's
crucial need
to attract
new industries
to theis
the Business & Professional Women's
state and thereby create new jobs.
Club, was the recipient of KBA's "Mike
Award" for outstanding contributions
to broadcasting in the state. Miss Peden,
He praised
Mr. years
Mitchell's
record
during
his seven
as Secretary
in radio for 17 years, is the only woof Labor and endorsed him as an
man ever to receive the award or to
individual who "is superbly qualiserve
as a KBA director.
fied to lead New Jersey in this
A special award, the first of its kind,
undertaking." The station notified
was presented to Sol Taishoff, editor
Richard J. Hughes, the Demoand publisher of Broadcasting and
cratic candidate for Governor, that
Television magazines. In making the
he might have equal time to compresentation, Hugh Potter, WOMI
ment on the editorial.
Owensboro, called Broadcasting "the
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FILM

does

the

unusual...
How to say "99 squeezes" (make
every last squeeze count). How to
say "soapy . . . soapier . . .
soapiest!" How to do it all with
such zest that the new Brillo Soap
Pads sing out in the mazes of marts
everywhere !
Answer: Do it in words and pictures. Put it to music. On film, of
course! Because film gives you
commercials, crisp, vivid, exciting
— the way you want them —
and when!
And that's not all ! Film provides
the optical effects you require for
sharp, high-polish commercials; in
addition, assures you the convenience, coverage and penetration
market saturation requires.
For more information, write
Motion Picture Film Department
EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
Rochester 4, N.Y.
East Coast Division
342 Madison Avenue
New York 17, N.Y.
Midwest Division
1 30 East Randolph Drive
Chicago 1 , III.
West Coast Division
6706 Santa Monica Blvd.
Hollywood 38, Calif.
or W. J. German, Inc.
Agents for the sale and distribution of
Eastman Professional Motion Picture
Films, Fort Lee, N.J., Chicago, III.,
Hollywood, Calif.
ADVERTISER:
Brillo Manufacturing Co., Inc.
AGENCY:
J. Walter Thompson Company
PRODUCER:
Elektra Film Productions

guardian and advocate of the freedom
and the constitutional rights of the
broadcasting industry."
At the closing session Thursday.
Messrs. Ford and Anello received commissions from Gov. Coombs of Kentucky as colonels on his staff.
James Caldwell, WAVE Louisville,
first vice president, was elected president of KBA for the ensuing year.
Other officers and directors: first vice
president, William Whitaker, WMOR
Morehead; second vice president, Roy
Redmond, WFTM Maysville; secretarytreasurer, Ed Shadburne, WLOU Louisville; directors: Charles Stratton,
WNGO Mayfield; Malcolm Greep,
WVJS Owensboro; Walter Huddleston,
WIEL Elizabethtown; C. A. McClain,
WFKY Frankfort and Art Grunewald,
WCTT Corbin.
The next KBA meeting is scheduled
for Louisville in May 1962.
New

Frontier does

little

to lift veil of secrecy
Little evidence appears that members of the New Frontier are "any less
reluctant to lift the veil of secrecy than
were their predecessors," according to
an Oct. 19 statement by V. M. Newton Jr., editor of the Tampa (Fla.),
Tribune (WFLA-AM-TV) and chairman of the press freedom committee of
Sigma
society. Delta Chi, national journalistic
In a report to the Oct. 25 opening of
the SDX convention at Miami Beach,
Fla., Mr. Newton said.
"Radio and tv news people in the
capital are not reporting any special increase in the growing trend toward government censorship but they note that
the abundance of hard news in the
early months of the Kennedy administration commanded the attention of the
media to the point where there has been
little investigative reporting."
Mr. Newton's report noted that in
some communities, including San Francisco and Austin, Tex., authorities have
attempted to prevent monitoring of police radio broadcasts for news gathering purposes. He proposed that the
American Bar Assn. and media make
a study on the local level of the effects
on trial participants of tv, radio and
still photo coverage.
The report added that the Radio
Newsreel Tv Working Press Assn. of
New York has voiced "shock" at Gov.
Nelson Rockefeller's veto of a bill permitting radio and tv coverage of legislative and commission hearings. The
group plans to continue its long fight
for such legislation.
Mr. Newton reported the free press
in Cuba "is completely extinct" and
powerless to reveal Fidel Castro as one
of the most "power-grabbing, ruthless

dictators the world has ever known."
Latin American press freedom will be
one of the principal topics at the convention. Mr. Newton reported 24
states, now including Missouri and
Nebraska, have put into law the SDX
model freedom of information law.
AFTRA appeals to
KFWB's parent company
The American Federation of Television & Radio Artists, charging that
KFWB Los Angeles, is prolonging the
101-day-old strike "by refusing to accept parity on base wages, the pattern
for which was set with the KMPC
settlement three weeks ago," in a telegram Thursday (Oct. 19) appealed to
William Cole, chairman of the board
of Crowell-Collier Publishing Co., New
York, parent of Crowell-Collier Broadcasting Co., station licensee, to "bring
an end to this bitter dispute."
Urging that "the way is clear for the
company to enter into a contract honorable to all parties," Tyler McVey,
AFTRA local president, in his appeal
to the board chairman, stated that prior
to the strike, KFWB offered parity with
KMPC Los Angeles, but is now violating its own basic agreement "for reato comprehend."
He
said sons
the impossible
difference
between the last
KFWB wage offer and the final union
proposal represents an additional cost
to management the first year of a threeyear contract of only $2,400 and only
$2,000 for each of the other years.
James F. Simons, KFWB station
manager declared that AFTRA was
"taking words out of context to create
another false issue. We never made an
agreement to parity as indicated by
AFTRA, nor had we ever been offered
complete parity," he said.
National Audience
honors

tv news

Board

programs

NBC-TV's Chet Huntley Reporting
and CBS-TV's CBS Reports and The
Twentieth Century received the National
Audience Board Award of Merit last
week. The awards recognize the high
ranking accorded the shows by some
2,400 civic and community leaders
polled in a recent tv survey by the
board.
Award certificates were presented in
informal ceremonies at NBC News and
CBS News headquarters in New York.
The award for Chet Huntley Reporting
was accepted by William McAndrew,
NBC News executive vice president, and
Chet Huntley, NBC News correspondent
and show host. The awards for CBS
Reports and The Twentieth Century
were accepted by Richard Salant, CBS
News president, and the respective program executive producers, Fred Friendly and Burton Benjamin.
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Other

stations aid

fire-stricken WGBH-TV

Viewers air tv gripes on Inside KMOX-TV'
Not only does KMOX-TV St. letters per week, some crackpot, but
Louis answer its mail on the air but
most presenting legitimate gripes. In
the station now brings in affected or many of the sequences, Gene Wilkey,
interested groups
vice president and general manager
to make their
of the station, is featured with a decomplaints about
partment head under whose supervitelevision. It all
sion a particular question falls and
Parker Wheatley, the host.
takes place on InNow the station is concentrating
side KMOX-TV,
on
the group idea on the theory
a public - affairs
that a spontaneous discussion also
program where
breeds additional material usually
athesay.viewers have
not found in a letter. In fact, the
The show was
group sessions have provided lively
fireworks already with members of
conceived early in
Mr. Wilkey
the same group switching their atJanuary 1960 and
tacks from KMOX-TV to themhas continued
selves.
ever since but with a change of forThe successful program format is
mat. Although reading viewers' let- also in use at other CBS-TV o&o
ters on the air had merit, KMOX-TV
stations.
officials believed a group questionThe show is presented every other
and-answer session was better suited
to the purpose.
Sunday at 12:45 p.m. and is videotaped. The groups range from five to
For most of the first year, Inside
KMOX-TV averaged in excess of 50 25 persons.

WGBH-TV Boston, a pioneer educational television station, returned to
the air last week, following a $ 1 million
fire Oct. 14.
Temporarily WGBH-TV is using the
studios of the Diocesan Broadcasting
Center of the Boston-Catholic Archdiocese. The station's fm affiliate, having returned to the air about 12 hours
after the blaze, currently is using the
studios of Symphony Hall, Boston.
Others coming to WGBH-TV's aid
were WNAC-TV Boston, which offered
the use of its new cameras and equipment, and the National Educational
Television Network which flew in special films from its Ann Arbor, Mich.,
headquarters.
Media

reports...

Begins broadcasting ■ WNNJ-FM
Newton, N. J., went on the air Oct.
4 operating with 1 kw at 103.7 mc. The
new station will simulcast sister station
WNNJ (a day timer) until sign off and
then will program separately until midnight. Licensee is Sussex County Broadcasters.

more Corp. for an undisclosed amount
has been announced. The 2,000 subscriber catv system picks up DallasFort Worth and Ardmore, Okla., tv
stations. Vumore, a subsidiary of Video
Independent Theatres Inc. which is

Denison catv sold ■ Sale of the Denison, Tex., community tv system to Vu-

it
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covering TWO Metro Markets
with a SINGLE cost!
★ NEW EXPANDED FACILITIES . ,

GIANT ... //V TOWER, POWER. COVERAGE

★ SOUTH'S TALLEST TOWER ... a 1553'
giant, beaming city-grade signal to
both Shreveport and Texarkana!
★ STUDIOS IN BOTH MARKETS ... with
the new Shreveport facility being the
area's newest and finest!
★ NEW, WIDER COVERAGE... Power
and Tower make Kay-Tall dominant
NBC station for 1,250,000 viewers!

Get the facts from. . .
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c
★

da
Maximum Power on Channel 6
NBC for
SHREVEPORT
Texarkana and The Ark-La-Tex
Walter M. Windsor James S. Dugan
Gen. Mgr.
Sales Dir.

BLAIR TELEVISION ASSOCIATES

owned by RKO General Inc., owns 14
other catv systems in the Southwest.
NBC's big deal ■ NBC turned a neat
$500,000 profit over an 11-year period
from its Hudson Theatre holding, it
was revealed last week when sale of
the theatre was made official. The
theatre, which the network bought in
1950 for $550,000, was sold for $1.1
million to parking garage builder Samuel Lehrer. The new owner already has
indicated that he plans to tear the
theatre down and replace it with a
garage (Broadcasting, Oct. 16). The
sale was
possible
NBC's
board
of made
directors
voted when
its approval
Oct. 9). this month (Closed Circuit,
earlier
Top-pop
station
New "soft"jingles
soundwasin
station break
and ■promotion
introduced by WLS Chicago last week
as the ABC-owned station also increased local news breaks using beeper
phone and remote reports. Popular
top-40 format otherwise remains unchanged except for increase of album
and memory tune inserts in 6 a.m.3 p.m. period to two each hour.
Justice award ■ KLZ-TV Denver has
been named the first recipient of the
Colorado Bar Assn.'s first annual Justice award. The station was cited for
its "outstanding efforts in bringing to
the attention of the public the vital role
of the law, the legal profession and the
courts in American life." KLZ-TV in
1956 won another law award when its
editorial stand against Canon 35 (which
bars cameras in courtrooms) resulted
in legislation modifying Canon 35 in
Colorado.
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SYLVANIA
QUICK GUIDE TO POPULAR SYLVANIA
HIGH-POWER TUBES FOR VHF
TETRODES

TRIODES
Type
357B
5530
5541
5681
5736
6256
6257
6258

Max. Plate
Dissipation
(Watts)
400
3,000
10,000
75,000
2,500
5,000
5,000
3,000

Max.
Freq.
(Mc)
100
110
110
110
60
110
110
110

Type

Max. Plate
Dissipation
(Watts)
4-125A 125
4-250A 250
4-1000A 1,000
4X500A 500
6166 10,000
7007 10,000

Freq.
Max.
(Mc)
120
110
120
60
220

TUBES

Pick a tube, any tube— every one's a winner! Every one's a
Sylvania High-Power Tube. They're wizards at "finessing"
time, stretching out tube life. Sylvania Tube longevity means
lower tube costs per hour of operation, reduced maintenance
time — maximum assurance of on-air continuity.
Pick a winner from your Sylvania Industrial Tube Distributor. He can deliver from one of the widest lines of high-power
tubes available -tubes for AM, FM, VHF, and UHF. Ask him,

too, for your copy of the informative "Sylvania Industrial
110 ' Tubes" booklet. Or, write Electronic Tubes Division, Sylvania
Electric Products Inc., Dept. 125, 1100 Main Street, Buff alo,N. Y

subsidiary of GENERAL
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HIGH-POWER

TELEPHONE

&ELECTRONIDS^

TVB

RESEARCH

18 research

PLAN

plans picked as winners

AWARDS
of special awards

in TvB-sponsored competition to uncover new tv data
Can television be substantially better $4,000 in addition to the $250 honorarium which went to the author of
than it is now — and still hold its audience?
each winning entry — proposed a reDoes repetition, the bedrock of much
search technique which may help anof the current advertising philosophy,
swer the question of whether tv proever reach the point where it causes
gramming does or doesn't influence
juvenile delinquency (Closed Circuit,
people to forget instead of remember?
Does violence in tv programming tend Oct. 16). The plan is designed to deto make viewers violent, too?
termine "The Role of Television in
Does a viewer's personality influence
Shaping Adolescent Behavior" and was
submitted by Dr. Arthur J. Brodbeck,
his reaction to what he sees in a commercial?
consultating psychologist at Yale Law
Are non-viewers as well as viewers af- School, and Mrs. Dorothy B. Jones, a
film research consultant of Los Angeles.
fected by what's on television?
Is there a connection between teleScientific Uses ■ The winner of the
vised communications and income-tax
second special award — $1,500 plus the
compliance?
$250 honorarium — anticipates the use
Answers to these greatly over-simpli- of tv equipment in ways that other refied questions — and many others — may
searchers described as holding "great
be found through research plans an- promise for a new level of scientific
nounced by TvB last week as winners
study of perception, learning, motivation, development, aging and behavior
in its international "Competition for Exceptional Plans in the Field of Television
disorders." The plan was seen as havResearch." The competition was coning "implications for specific questions
ducted for TvB by a committee of na- of importance in space science, meditionally recognized authorities, who
cine, human engineering and visual scichose 18 plans as winners.
ence." Submitted by two brothers, Dr.
Karl U. Smith of the U. of Wisconsin
The winner of the top award —
and Prof. William H. Smith of Dartmouth, the plan is called "Scientific
Television Methods Applied to Analysis
of The
Perceptual
in Behavior."
winners Feedback
were announced
at a

★ MATURE, ESTABLISHED
PERSONALITIES ★ AWARD
WINNING

NEWS ★ EXCLUSIVE HELICOPTER

TRAFFIC

REPORTS*

FIGHTING
ADULT

EDITORIALS

MUSIC

★

WPE
PHILADELPHIA
THE STATION OF THE STARS
CALL GILL-PERNA, INC.
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*

luncheon in New York last Tuesday,
but specific details of the winning plans
will be withheld pending their publication about a year from now. Dr. Mark
May of Yale, chairman of the U. S.
Advisory Commission for Information,
headed the committee of university, industrial and advertising experts who
supervised the competition and chose
the winners out of 147 entries.
The winning entries included plans
for:
■ A study to determine whether it is
possible to make substantial improvements in television's artistic values
while keeping it economically feasible.
This involves an experiment in which,
in one community, programming would
be improved gradually to the point
where, in two years, two-thirds of it
would have a quality equal to the top
20% of today's programming. The difference this higher ratio of "quality"
programming would make on the community would be studied in this plan,
conceived by Dr. Bernard Berelson, director of the Bureau of Applied Social
Research and professor of sociology at
Columbia U.
■ Determining and evaluating "secondary, remote effects" of television resulting from interpersonal communica-

tion between viewers (primary audience) and other persons (secondary
"audience"). The plan envisions the
televising of an experimental program
and provides for relating the so-called
secondary effects to a number of sociological, psychological, sociometric and
ecological variables. Author: Dr. J.
Stacy Adams, behavioral research service consultant at General Electric.
■ A study of tv's effect in inducing
action. The plan calls for further research, following up preliminary field
work already done on commercial
messages, which would also investigate
the effectiveness of documentary programs in producing social action and
of televised political campaigns in influencing voting. Author: Dr. Harold
Mendelshon, assistant director of marketing and social research at the Psychological Corp., New York.
■ An extension of experiments in
"semantic satiation," which indicates
that words lose meaning as a result of
repeated presentation and that this effect persists for at least a period of
minutes. The study would seek to determine the conditions under which repeated stimulation is constructive, as in
learning, or disruptive as in satiation.
Authors: Dr. Wallace E. Lambert and
Leon A. Jakobovitz of McGill U.,
Montreal.
■ Experiments to assess the impact
of cumulative exposure to tv programs
having aggressive content, as well as
the impact of a single such program.
Dr. Seymour Feshbach of Berkeley U.
and the U. of Pennsylvania, author of
this entry, suggests that, depending on
the characteristics of the program and
the audience, exposure to "aggressive"
program content may either stimulate
or reduce covert aggressive feelings, inhibit or strengthen covert aggressive behavior and produce more favorable or
less favorable attitudes toward acts of
aggression.
■ An investigation of "the relations
of personality to perception of television advertising messages." The study
would aim at constructing an instrument for assessing the impact of television commercials in relation to specific personality types. Such an instrument could be used for pre-testing commercials. Author: Dr. Lawrence Myers
Jr. of Syracuse U.'s tv and radio department.
■ A study of "taste development," in
which children would be led to overcome their natural tendency to avoid
programs that are intellectually demanding. The findings would throw
light on "the role of personal influence
in effecting change of viewer differences
in susceptibility to persuasion, and on
theories
of attitude
change."
or: Dr. Hilde
Himmelweit
of the AuthU. of
London, co-author of "Television and
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How-to-say-it guides
Pronunciation guides for place
names in 19 states are available
for radio and television broadcasters, according to the Council
on Radio-Television Journalism
of the Assn. for Educational
Journalism.
The guides were compiled this
summer by Robert A. Mott, assistant professor of Journalism,
Washington State U., Pullman,
Wash. They are available by writing to the university's journalism
department.
Pronunciation guides are available for the following states: Arizona, California, Colorado, Florida, Hawaii, Illinois, Indiana,
Iowa, Kansas, Kentucky, Louisiana, Michigan, Minnesota, Missouri, Montana, Nebraska, New
Jersey, New Mexico, North Carolina, North Dakota, Oklahoma,
South Dakota, Texas, Washington, West Virginia and Wisconsin.
the Child: An Empirical Study of the
Effect of Television on the Young."
■ An experiment designed to test
the author's beliefs that family structure largely governs the kind of program selected for viewing and that commonly held concepts on why people
view television, how they view and
what they view are primitive and inadequate. Author: S. D. Forsey, senior
research officer of the Australian Broadcasting Control Board.
■ Research involving group instruction via teaching machines, standard
television instruction techniques and individualized teaching, with the ultimate
objective of making television group
instruction more efficient pedagogically.
Author: Dr. George L. Gropper of the
American Institute for Research, Pittsburgh.
Other Winners ■ Other winning entries included: "The Logic of Politics,"
which includes an analysis of the Kennedy-Nixon campaign and proposes a
similar study of the 1962 gubernatorial campaigns, by Dr. Edwin S. Shneidman of Harvard; "The Principle of
Television Orientation and a Proposal
for Testing It," by Robert F. Agne of
Harold Cabot & Co., Boston agency;
"Rational vs. Emotional Communications:
mond AA.New
BauerApproach,"
and Donald byF.Dr.CoxRayof
Harvard; "Television Communications
and Income
Tax Compliance,"
by Dr.
Richard
D. Schwartz
of Northwestern
U. and Dr. Jerome H. Skolnick of Yale
U.; "Physician Education, Medical Television and Patient Care," by Dr. J.
Frank Whiting of the Assn. of Medical
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Colleges,
Evanston,
Ind.; "Prominence
and
Audience
Structure:
the Linkage
Between Mass Media and Interpersonal Communication," by Dr. Kurt W.
Back, Duke U., and "The Design and
Assessment of an Experimental Program
to Maximize Active Participation and
Feedback in Television Instruction
Through the Utilization of Programmed
Learning Techniques," by Dr. James V.
Mitchell Jr., U. of Texas.
Norman E. Cash, TvB president, presided at the awards luncheon and Dr.
May directed the distribution of awards.
Several awards committee members

singled out Dr. Leon Arons, secretary
and research vice president of TvB, for
praise > for his work in coordinating
committee activities throughout the
months of judging. Other committee
members, in addition to Prof. May and
Dr. Arons, were Prof. C. R. Carpenter,
Penn State; Prof. John B. Carroll, Harvard; Dr. Joseph T. Klapper, General
Electric; Prof. Paul Lazarsfeld, Columbia U.; Prof. Wilbur Schramm of
Stanford, and Milton Sherman of Benton & Bowles. The late Prof. Samuel
A. Stauffer of Harvard also served on
the committee.

WITH MEDIA SELECTION
BECOMING

INCREASINGLY MORE COMPLICATED
YOUR
NO. 1 BUY
IS STILL
KEWB
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVE: THE KATZ AGENCY. INC.

Here's still another slant on the right way to buy San
Francisco. The top four radio stations are Independents,
right? Right! (See Pulse or Hooper) . By much? Wow!
Take KEWB and the other two in the top three. In Pulse/1
these stations produce 49.8% of the audience, total rated
time periods, while the three network stations total 18.4%.
Hooper* says these same three top Indies deliver 52.8%,
the nets 17.7%.
No 'whistling in the dark' - just KEWB's consistency . . .
all year, every year!
,„,„.„ , , ,
J
'
J J
*PULSE, July-Aug, '61 HOOPER, Aug-Sept, '61
CROWELL COLLIER BROADCASTING CORPORATION
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such matters. He said he could visualize high school football broadcasts being used to advertise "beer, liquor, or
whatever a commercial sponsor chooses
to sell to the public."
Don Laufer, WMMW general manager, said written permission for the
broadcast had been obtained in advance
from the school principals. He added
that WMMW accepts no liquor advertising and would never consent to the
sponsorship of high school games by
unsuitable products.

Special tv network for 'Answer to Communism'
A special television network of 35 above, C. D. Jackson, vice presistations in six Western states carried
dent of Time Inc. and publisher of
Life magazine, addresses the audience
a special program, Hollywood's
in the Hollywood Bowl.
Answer to Communism, last Monday
Another group, the Crown Stations
with Richfield Oil Co., through Hixson & Jorgensen, Los Angeles, pick(KING-TV Seattle and KREM-TV
Spokane, both Washington, and
ing up the three-hour tab (Broadcasting, Oct. 9). The live telecast KGW-TV Portland, Ore.) also took
was fed to the special hookup by a crack at communism Oct. 21 with
KTTV (TV) Los Angeles, which it- a special 90 minute program entitled
self broadcast the event under the The Threat, also in prime time. Featured speakers included Dr. Edward
sponsorship of Schick Safety Razor
Teller, often called the Father of the
Co. through Compton Adv. KLAC
Los Angeles reported it carried an H-Bomb, and Arthur S. Flemming,
audio version of the event. In photo president of the U. of Oregon.

Storer net down slightly
in third quarter
Storer Broadcasting Co., Miami, last
week reported its net earnings for the
third quarter ending September 30
amounted to $702,584, down $30,000
from the corresponding period last
year. Shares paid 28.4 cents each in
1961, as against 29.6 cents in 1960.
Total earnings for the first nine
months of this year were down $800,000 from last year's total of $3,554,011
to $2,735,085. On a per share basis,
Storer earned $1.11 to the end of the
nine month period in 1961, compared
to $1.44 last year.
The fiscal report also announced
that the company had reached an agreement with Loew's Theatres Inc. for the
purchase of WMGM New York.
The Storer stations are WGBS-AMFM Miami, Fla.; WJBK-AM-FM-TV
Detroit; WSPD-AM-FM-TV Toledo;
WAGA-TV Atlanta; WJW-AM-FMTV Cleveland; KGBS Los Angeles;
WWVA-AM-FM Wheeling; WIBGAM-FM Philadelphia; WITI-TV Milwaukee.
Equal time, New York style
WPIX (TV) New York, which carried a one-hour debate between Mayor
Robert F. Wagner and his Republican
70 (THE MEDIA)

opponent Louis J. Lefkowitz recently
(Broadcasting, Oct. 16), last week
completed arrangements for providing
equal time to other candidates. The
telecast will be carried on Oct. 28 from
9-11 p.m. WPIX (TV) will make audio
portions of the program available to
radio stations, which may carry it in
whole or in part and on a delayed basis,
and to tv stations, which present it only
on a delayed basis, in whole or in part.
The minority candidates are Lawrence
Gerosa, Citizens Party; Vito Battista,
United Taxpayers Party; Richard Garza,
Socialist Workers Party, and Eric Hass,
Socialist Labor Party.
Democrat up in arms
about GOP sponsorship
A high school football broadcast
sponsored on WMMW Meriden, Conn.,
by a Republican organization Oct. 14,
brought complaints last week.
The Republican Town Committee of
Wallingford, Conn., which sponsored
the game between teams from Wallingford and Cheshire, was criticized by
Democratic leader William Bridgett, a
candidate for Wallingford board of education membership. Mr. Bridgett said
such sponsorship "is not proper for
either Democratic or Republican organizations," and if elected, he will insist
that the board take "firm action" on

'Spirit of alliance'
urged in economic race
Both government and business must
keep the economy expanding at its full
potential if America is to win the economic "race to 1980" against Nikita
Khrushchev's challenge, Robert W. Sarnoff, board chairman of NBC, told a
meeting of the Executives' Club of Chicago Friday (Oct. 20).
Mr. Sarnoff referred to the Soviet
leader's economic goals for 1980 —
multiplying Soviet industrial output sixfold— and warned that this "commits
us to a race in which we dare not drift
or lag." He observed that Russia already had passed the U. S. in annual
investment in growth-producing industry and was pursuing a policy of total
economic mobilization under government control.
He urged
a "spiritandof business
alliance"
tween government
"concrete action on both sides to
ther the national economic goals

beand
furthat

may spell survival for the free world."
Tele-Broadcasters
forms rep division
Tele-Broadcasters Inc., New York —
owner of KALI Los Angeles, KOFY
San Francisco, KUDL Kansas City and
WPOP Hartford — has announced the
formation of a new station representative division, Tele-Radio & Tv Sales Inc.
The sales arm will represent TeleBroadcasters' two Spanish stations,
KALI and KOFY, and specialize in
national representation of Spanish radio
and tv stations throughout the country.
It will also offer new concepts in Spanish
programming, jingles and commercials
created and produced in their Mexico
City studios. Warren A. Shuman is
general manager of the firm.
ABC Radio adds WQSR
WQSR, which went on the air Oct.
10, has been signed as the ABC affiliate, for Syracuse, N.Y., bringing to
385 the total number of ABC stations.
The station, licensed to suburban Solvay, operating with 500 on 1320 kc, is
owned and operated by Entertainment
& Amusements of Ohio Inc., Myron
H. Bolton, president.
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SALINGER

PRAISES

RADIO-TV

Honored as 'Man of the Year' by
Broadcasters are doing a bang-up
news-and-information job in which they
can take pride despite the barrage of
criticism that's been directed against
their general programming, Pierre Salinger, White House news secretary, said
last week.
He said radio-tv are the media most
depended upon for news and information, and that the responsibility for
broadcast coverage of news is not theirs
alone — that news sources themselves
have a responsibility to cooperate, and
that the Kennedy administration will do
all it can in "breaking down barriers"
so that radio-tv may have access on a
par with other media.
Mr. Salinger offered these views in
a speech accepting The Pulse Inc.'s
"Man of the Year" award for 1961 at
a luncheon attended by some 400 Pulse
subscribers and other guests in New
York on Wednesday. He was honored
for his role in President Kennedy's use
of television and radio during and since
the 1960 campaign and especially in
the decision to open presidential news
conferences for live broadcasting.
He said President Kennedy is "following in the great tradition of talking
directly to the American people" that
President Franklin D. Roosevelt started in his "Fireside Chats." He discounted print media complaints that live
broadcasting of presidential news conferences would be "hazardous" because
it would publicize any mistakes the
president might make in off-the-cuff
answers. Actually, he said, if a president makes mistakes they're going to
be known "around the world" anyway,
whether on radio-tv or not.
Step Forward ■ In any event, he
said, "we believed it [live coverage of
news conferences] was an essential step
forward in preserving the freedom of
communications. "
The broadcaster, Mr. Salinger said,
"is
guardian
of the
most powerful
and the
effective
means
of communication
ever designed, and more people depend
on him for news, for information, for
interpretation than on any other means
of communication."
pointed
out
that
the first half ofHethis
statement
came from President Kennedy's speech
to the NAB convention last May, the
last half from a recent statement by
FCC Chairman Newton N. Minow.
Mr. Salinger said that while he didn't
want to "poach on Newton Minow's
territory," he did have a few observations to make about recent general
criticisms of broadcasting.
"Whatever else it has done," he said,
"this debate certainly has focused attention on the job the networks and
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NEWS

The Pulse Inc.
the stations have done, and are doing,
in the fields of news, information and
public affairs. I think it is highly significant, aswell as gratifying, that the
quality of the job being done is almost
universally praised. . . .
"The broadcaster's skill, technical
proficiency and news integrity have
made history, and have made history
come alive for us in a manner never
before possible. . . ."
Quality vs. Quantity ■ Mr. Salinger
said that while "quality is not in controversy," quantity is— whether we are
getting as much news and information,
and debate and disagreement, as we
need to arm us in these critical times."
He said it was not his place to tell more
stations to carry the presidential news
conferences but that the public interest
indicated by a recent Pulse survey suggested that more stations ought to consider carrying them.
He said this survey, conducted in
New York where viewers have the
maximum of seven programs to choose
from, found that 90.2% of the respondents realized presidential news conferences are carried live, and that almost
85% had watched at least one and
80% had done so "on purpose" as opBIGGER

posed to tumbling onto it by accident.
He also pointed out that only eight
U. S. newspapers carry the transcripts
of these news conferences.
Dr. Sydney Rostow, Pulse director,
presided over the annual event, which
marked the organization's 20th anniversary. He described two "new develnow in operation at The Pulse
(see next opments"
page).

than

SACRAMENTO
One

Mr. Salinger

- STOCKTON

Buy Delivers
IDAHO
- MONTANA

plus 1 1 counties in Wyoming

at lower cost per thousand

SKYLINE TV NETWORK delivers 10,100 more TV homes than the
highest rated station in Sacramento-Stockton at nearly 1 8% less cost
per 1 ,000. SKYLINE delivers 92,300* nighttime homes every quarterhour Sunday through Saturday. Non-competitive coverage. One
contract — one billing — one clearance. Over 254,480 unduplicated
sets in 5 key markets. Interconnected with CBS-TV and ABC-TV.
IDAHO -

KID-TV
Falls
KLIX-TV Idaho
Twin Falls
MONTANA - KFBB-TV
KXLF-TV Butte
Great Fal
KOOK-TV Billings

TV NETWORK
P.O. Box 2191
Idaho Falls, Idaho
ARB average March, I 961
Call Mel Wright, phone JAckson 3-4567 - TWX No. I F 1 65
or your nearest Hollingbery office or Art Moore in the Northwest
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'QUALITY' AUDIENCES
Potential of elite programs
measured by Pulse service
A new service designed to show that
relatively small audiences of "quality"
television programs may be high in
"quality" prospects for potential sponsors was reported last week by The
Pulse.
Dr. Sydney Roslow, director of the
survey organization, said this service
and an unprecedented use of personal
coincidental interviewing are two new
developments now in operation at The
Pulse.
He gave a brief glimpse of the developments during the annual Pulse
Man-Of-The-Year award luncheon in
New York last Wednesday (also see
page 71). Details will be released later,
he said.
Dr. Roslow said Pulse is the first to
employ "personal, house-to-house coincidental interviewing in a continuing
broadcast audience survey operation,"
has been doing so since March 1, and
that this type of interviewing represents
about 9% of Pulse's total sample. He
said the technique has proved so successful that Pulse is now moving into
a second phase, "paired coincidental
technique," which will "double the ef-

i

Outstanding
Broadcast

Stanton's culture award
CBS President Frank Stanton
was awarded the Cultural Leadership Award of the Sterling Silversmiths Guild of America in ceremonies Oct. 18 at the Museum of
Contemporary Crafts in New
York. Denham C. Lunt Jr., president of the guild, presented the
award which is made annually to
honor consistent and dedicated
leadership in support of the creative arts in the U.S.
fectiveness of the personal coincidental
in He
our described
surveys." the audience-quality
evaluation service as a "marketing survey of network television program audiences." This will be a thrice-yearly report on "every network program, dissecting it in terms of 30 product-use
and socio-economic characteristics per
report." In three reports thus far 75
characteristics have been covered, he
said. He also reported that 20 companies have ordered such surveys during the last year.
In the current climate of widespread
criticism of television programming, Dr.
Roslow said, "there is a need to meet

Values

Excellent daytime facility in a prosperous, medium-sized two station market.
Ideal opportunity for an owner-operator.
Low down payment and long payout.
Profitable single station market daytimer with cash flow that justifies price.
29% down.

SOUTH
$175,000

MIDWEST
$155,000

VIRGINIA
$90,000

BLACKBURN
& Company, Inc»
RADIO • TV • NEWSPAPER BROKERS
NEGOTIATIONS • FINANCING • APPRAISALS
WEST COAST
ATLANTA
WASHINGTON, D. C. MIDWEST
Colin M. Selph
H. W. Cassill
Clifford B. Marshall
James W. Blackburn
William B. Ryan
Calif. Bank Bldg.
Jack V. Harvey
Stanley Whitaker
333 N. Michigan Ave. Robert M. Baird
9441 Wilshire Blvd.
Joseph M. Sitrick
Chicago, Illinois
RCA Building
Beverly Hills, Calif.
John G. Williams
Financial 6-6160
FEderal 3-9270
CRestvicw 4-2770
JAckson 5-1576
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Heing allsaid
Pulseus."believes in qualitative
around
audience research "because we know in
our hearts that it is the only way to
take the emphasis and hysteria manufactured bythe critics off of sheer numbers. We're just as dismayed as television critics or FCC commissioners by
the tendency of some to attribute to
ratings the be-all and end-all of programming decisions. We feel true conversion to numbers plus quality will
give broadcasting the best of both
worlds, and perhaps the first true freedom it has ever enjoyed."
Changing hands
ANNOUNCED ■ The following sales of
station interests were reported last week
subject to FCC approval:
■ KPRL Paso Robles, Calif.: Sold by
Radio Station KPRL to Arthur C.
Youngberg Jr. for $200,000. Mr.
kc.
Youngberg
owns a newspaper. KPRL
operates fulltime with 250 w on 1230

in

Properties

Powerful daytimer in a good, multiple
station market. Currently showing good
profit but needs owner-operator to
realize full potential. 29% down.

the unmistakable drive for a programming revolution with intelligence — in
the face of an obvious intention to enforce standards.
"If sponsors are going to underwrite
the new programs, they will want to
see potentialities for their products in
a program which, in all probability,
would not attract huge audiences. If,
as widely suspected, quality prospect for
many types of products are found in
high concentration among viewers of
quality programs, companies will want
to sponsor such programs, and this may
be the best of all possible solutions to
the programming revolution now erupt-

■ KZON Tolleson, Ariz.: Sold by
Eldred O. Smith to Latin American
Broadcasters Inc. for $85,000. Sole
stockholder of assignee is Tele-Broadcasters Inc., licensee of WPOP Hartford, Conn.; KDUL Kansas City; KALI
San Gabriel, and KOFY San Mateo,
both California. KZON operates with
250 w on 1190 kc. Broker was Wilt
Gunzendorfer.
APPROVED ■ The following transfers
of station interests were among those
approved by the FCC last week {for
other commission activities see For
The Record, page 83).
■ KRGV-AM-TV Weslaco, Tex.:
Granted sale from The LBJ Co. to
Kenco Enterprises Inc. (Bruce Lee and
John A. Kennedy, publisher of Sioux
Falls, S. D., Argus-Leader) for $1.4
million.
■ WEOA Evansville, Ind.: Granted
sale from WEHT Inc. to J. B. Fuqua
(WJBF [TV] Augusta, Ga.) for
$75,000 and $48,000 for agreement not
to compete within 50 miles of Evansville for three years.
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Bright outlook

for fm

cited by FCC's Lee
The future of fm is "very good indeed," FCC Commissioner Robert E.
Lee told the seventh Wisconsin FM Station Clinic in Madison.
He pointed to the tremendous increase in fm stations over the past few
years, recent developments in stereo
broadcasting and current commission
rulemaking designed to greatly increase
the possible number of fm stations in
predicting great things for the future.
Adoption of stereo standards last spring
was made possible through active participation by the industry and is another example of "government cooperating with its citizens for the common
good," Commissioner Lee said.
To those critics of broadcasting who
urge more active government participation and even ownership, the commissioner stated: "The good music fm
stations across the land are dramatic
refutation of this belief . . ." that the
government should operate stations
rather than private industry. "The
American broadcast system, along with
its human faults, has been primarily
responsible for the greatest cultural
revolution in modern times."
Commissioner Lee said that he is not
disposed to "even study, let alone approve, stereo in the am band." He proposed, however, the allocation of television vhf ch. 6 to fm to increase the
potential of the latter and to make the
fm band continuous. He said that personal discussions with businessmen, attorneys and engineers satisfy him that
such "deliberate and bold courses of
action are required."

TOA to keep fighting
pay tv, says Stembler
A pledge to continue the fight against
pay tv was part of a five-point inaugural
program presented by John H. Stembler,
incoming president of the Theatre Owners of America. At a closing-day session
of the 14th annual TOA convention in
New Orleans (Broadcasting, Oct. 16).
Mr. Stembler also promised to work toward TOA's continued growth and to
keep trying to increase motion picture products, encourage closer relationships between various branches of the
film industry, and strive for good taste
and discretion in motion picture production.
John H. Rowley, president of the
Rowley-United Theatres, Dallas, Tex.,
said International Telemeter chose Little
Rock as the site for its wired pay tv
system to elicit quoted telephone company cable tariff rates. He said Telemeter had tried unsuccessfully for five
years to get such rates quoted.
Midwest Video Corp., which holds a
Telemeter franchise for Little Rock,
BROADCASTING, October 23, 1961

earlier in the year petitioned Southwestern Bell Telephone & Telegraph Co. to
set up a rate schedule for installing and
servicing a pay tv system. Last July the
three-man Arkansas Public Service Commission ordered the telephone company
to issue such rates (At Deadline, July
31). The ruling was appealed by several movie exhibitors and is still pending in Arkansas courts.
Telemeter granted the Midwest Video
franchise, Mr. Rowley charged, because
it "hoped that Midwest could break
down the telephone company resistance."
Canadian calls for
U.S. owned tv network
The establishment of a live publicly
supported television network in the U.S.
was suggested by E. S. Hallman, vice
president, programming, for the Canadian Broadcasting Corp., in a speech
before managers of 58 non-commercial
stations affiliated with the National Educational Television & Radio Center in
New York last Friday (Oct. 20).
Mr. Hallman noted in the U. S. there
is a tradition of public highways, public education, public power and other
public enterprises and added: "Surely
it is not Utopian to envisage the establishment of a live publicly supported
television network in the United States."
He claimed that television is differ-

FREE!

STATION
"YOUR

ent from the print media and requires
public financing to "discharge its essential social obligations and to realize its
full service opportunities to the community." He added, "I would go so
far as to suggest that a public network
is The
necessary."
three-day meeting opened Thursday (Oct. 20) with a report from John
F. White, NETRC president, that
$3,735,130 has been received by the
center from various business organizations since September 1958 (this figure does not include substantial grants
made by the Ford Foundation and the
Fund for Adult Education).
He also announced that NETRC is
holding conferences with top government officials on a plan that would utilutilize etv stations or civil defense.
KGA joins CBS Radio
KGA Spokane, a 50-kw station fulltime, joined CBS Radio as the network's
primary affiliate Oct. 16. KGA replaces KXLY there, according to William A. Shudt Jr., CBS Radio's vice
president for affiliate relations. KGA
had been affiliated with ABC Radio and
is owned by Gran Broadcasting Co.
Arthur M. Vogel is vice president and
general manager. ABC Radio reportedly
is negotiating in Spokane for a new
affiliation.
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WMAUs

training

course

A recurring station problem — coping with the personnel turnover common to the industry — has been solved
by WMAL-AM-FM-TV Washington
through an intensive training program.
"It may seem incredible to turn
a floorman into a tv salesman, until
you know the key," according to
Fred S. Houwink, general manager.
"We recently filled four important
posts with graduates of our two-year
course, which gives them a working
understanding of all radio and tv departments."
The program was started in 1955,
Controller Dick Stakes recalled, but
it didn't work out satisfactorily at
first as department heads resisted interdepartment transfers of trainees
or channeled important work to regular staffers. It was clear the executives had to be trained to train the
trainees.
After a series of conferences, plus
participation by station executives in
American Management Assn. conferences, department heads developed enthusiasm for the plan. Right
now 16 young men from 12 different colleges and universities are taking the training program under direct
supervision of various department
heads.
Theodore N. McDowell, program
director, training officer for the proj-

ATAS
formed

radio counterpart
in Chicago

Radio counterpart of the Academy
of Television Arts & Sciences has been
organized in Chicago as the American
College of Radio Arts, Crafts & Sciences and a "Radio Hall of Fame" has
been founded with a site donated by
Chicago's Conrad Hilton Hotel.
Local broadcast, agency and advertiser executives make up the officers
and board of regents of the college
with Donald N. Mann, manager of
special projects, WBBM Chicago, as
president. Purpose of the college is to
"fill the need in the field of radio broadcasting for proper recognition of the
continuation of the development of
radio as an art, craft and science and
to bring to public attention a greater
appreciation of its growing stature in
America and abroad."
The hall of fame seeks to "commemorate the spectacular history of radio
and through it, the creation of suitable
awards, grants-in-aid, scholarships, fellowships and the encouragement of institutions of higher learning to create
74 (THE MEDIA)

provides

versatile

ect, recalled "a wonderful surge of
morale" once the program was working efficiently. The complete program starts with a brief orientation
period. The trainee then goes
through this basic routine: tv production, 26 weeks; film department,
26 weeks; tv programming, 3 weeks;
radio programming, 6 weeks; radio
promotion,
weeks;
office, 6 weeks;6 radio
sales,controller's
6 weeks;
tv promotion, 6 weeks; tv sales, 6
weeks; engineering, 6 weeks; newspublic affairs, 6 weeks. In addition
the trainee spends a week analyzing
the operations of a major advertising agency.
The schedule is flexible, and is
adjusted to the interests and response
of the trainee. Training positions
are available at WSVA-AM-TV
Harrisonburg, Va., also owned by
the Evening Star Broadcasting Co.
A former trainee heads national
sales at the station.
Trial Period ■ "After a man has
been in the program three months,"
Mr. McDowell said, "we meet with
department heads to evaluate his performance and determine if he is
seriously bent on a broadcasting
career and has the necessary qualifications." Some are dropped at this
point. Not every graduate is placed
in the organization but effort is made
to obtain positions elsewhere.
departments, or chairs of learning to
promulgate the purposes hereof." The
college will be national, its founders
said, and will have chapters in other
cities.
Funds will be obtained through individual memberships, endowments,
contributions and profits from such
events as the first local awards dinner
banquet scheduled for Dec. 12 in
Chicago.
Vice presidents of the new college
include Christopher Cross, Grant Adv.;
Jim Conway, radio-tv personality; Richard Doney, assistant dean, college of
liberal arts, Northwestern U., and
Charles Zeller, Guenther-Bradford &
Co. Ruth Leach of McCann-Erickson
is secretary. Max Call, Jos. Schlitz
Brewing Co., is treasurer. Regents in
addition to officers include: Dr. Seymour Banks, Leo Burnett Co.; Armand
Belli, WLS Chicago; Buddy Black,
WEBH (FM) Chicago; Les Brown,
Chicago bureau chief of Variety; Robert Brown, WMAQ Chicago; Aaron
Cushman, Aaron Cushman & Assoc.;
E. Robert Entwistle, Quaker Oats Co.;
Ed Fitzgerald, J. Walter Thompson Co.;
Marvin Frank, W. B. Doner & Co.;

staff
The top executive echelon at
WMAL includes these program graduates: Andy Ockershausen, WMAL
radio manager; Herb Victor, tv
production manager; Dick Stratton,
film director; Charles Macatee, tv
sales; Thorn Winkler, news-public
affairs director; Hank Wilson, newsman; Bob Goodwin, accountant;
Dick Eury, radio sales coordinator.
In addition, the entire roster of directors came from the program. "It's
our
to promote
from within,"
Mr. policy
Houwink
said.
"There isn't one who can't take
off one hat and put on several
others," Mr. Stakes observed. And
Mr. directors
McDowellneeds
added,
"When
oneend
of
our
a filler
at the
of a feature he doesn't have to put
in a frantic phone call to someone
to find out what to put on and where
The station executives and trainees
to finda it."
hold
seminar every three months
to review broad industry problems
such as NAB codes, FCC, industry
developments and Capitol Hill developments.
Mr. Houwink summed it up this
way, "The program brought us a
pushing up from the bottom. The
entire operation is on its toes. We
have a bright, imaginative group of
young men skilled in every facet of
our broadcasting business."
Eloise Kummer, radio-tv personality;
John E. Mosman, J. Walter Thompson
Co.; Judge Harold W. Sullivan; Daniel
T. Pecaro, WGN Chicago; Art Thorsen,
WBBM; Ed Wallis, WIND Chicago,
and Dick White, executive assistant
manager, Conrad Hilton Hotel.
PRO rep firm organized
A new station representative firm has
been established with the goal of selling
only for stations in medium and small
markets. The company, Prestige Representation Organization (PRO), New
York will be headed by Sam Brownstein, formerly national sales manager
of Broadcast Time Sales Inc., New
York. PRO, located at 550 Fifth Ave.
(Circle 6-7230), now represents 15
radio stations.
Share-time schedule revamped
A major change in the share-time
broadcasting arrangement between
WIBW Topeka, Kan., and KSAC Manhattan, Kan. (Kansas State U. educational station), has been instituted.
Under the agreement, KSAC increases its broadcasting week from 20
BROADCASTING, October 23, 1961

hours, 30 minutes to 23 hours and 45
minutes. It will broadcast from 12:305:15 p.m. daily plus all regularly scheduled Kansas State football games on
Saturday. WIBW will have access to
all other times.
Successful

radio based

on management-Baxter
Management responsibility is the
basis of successful radio programming,
Lionel F. Baxter, radio vice president
of Storer Broadcasting Co., said in an
address to the Alabama Broadcasters
Assn. meeting in Tuscaloosa. He advised managers to go out into their
markets, talking to all types of people
and studying characteristics of individuals and groups. "The more you know
about the people you serve, the less
luck will play in putting your station
on top of the town," he said.
Senators offer games
to radio stations
The Washington Senators baseball
team this week is announcing the opportunity for radio stations to join its
12-state 130-station network at what
the team terms "an extremely nominal
fee."
According to Robert Best, the team's
director of radio-tv operations, the offer
is being made in various package forms:
■ Play-by-play and a post game show.
■ Play-by-play, pre-game show and
post game show.
■ Play-by-play, pre-game show, post
game show, a daily half hour sports
show and a new syndicated show, The
General Manager Speaks, in which the
Senators' general manager will answer
questions from fans.
The network, stretching from Waynesboro, Pa., to Miami, one of the largest
in the country, contains 60 stations
from the state of North Carolina alone.
According to Mr. Best, the Senators
are near accord on negotiations which
would increase their television network
from WTOP-TV Washington and
WSVA-TV
Harrisonburg, Va., to a
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VIOLATION OF COPYRIGHT
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i
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'Dr. 16 call surgery'
KORL Honolulu has added a
new aspect of community affairs
programming to its format with
a system to notify area physicians
when they are needed at local
hospitals.
According to Dan Collins, the
station's director of operations, a
physician can be anywhere in the
area and still be reached if he has
a radio nearby.
The plan works like this: A
Physician's Exchange has been established with all doctors being
given a number. If one is ever
needed, the exchange calls the station, gives the announcer the doctor's designated number and it is
broadcast as "Doctor # — call
the Physician's Exchange." The
message is repeated until the doctor is located.

total of 16 stations in six states.
The offer for stations to join the
Senators' network has been extended
to Dec. 15. Mr. Best stressed the fact
that other extras would be available to
accepting stations. One, he said, is the
broadcast of one of the annual All-Star
games which will be played in Washington. All inquiries should be made
to Mr. Best, care of the Senators.

best commentary — Mr. Hart and KPOL, for
John Birch Society; best documentary —
KNX for Black Muslim Report; most outstanding support of a radio news operation
— KMPC Los Angeles; best overall news
operation — KNX.
In television the awards and their
winners were:
Best regular newscast— KNXT (TV) Los
writing—
Ed Hakker,
for 11 sports
P.M.
Jack
Latham
News; KRCA,
best regular
program — Chick Hearn, Sports on KRCA;
best special
news
for Airplane Landing
on report
Golden— KTLA
Gate Freeway;
best news film cameraman — Gene Barnes,
KRCA, for Laguna Beach Claim and Mint
Canyon News
Fire;Room,
bestKFMB-TV
commentary
Keen's
San— Harold
Diego;
best documentary — KABC-TV Los Angeles
for While the City Sleeps; most outstanding
support of a news operation — KTLA; best
overall news operation — KTLA.
Jury trial possible
in suit against Bartell
A $650,000 civil suit brought by
WYDE Inc. and WAKE Inc. against
Bartell Broadcasting Corp. probably
will go to jury trial, but the court must
first rule on a motion to return the
case to the New York Supreme Court.
The suit, filed in the state supreme
court, was removed on Aug. 18 to the
U. S. District Court, Southern District
of New York. Milton Pollack, attorney
for the plaintiff, said Oct. 11a motion
was being prepared to seek return of
the case to the state court on the ground
that the parties concerned are New
"The Giant of
Southern Skies

KNX, KTLA(TV)

win

top 'Gold Mike' awards
Honors for the best overall broadcast news operations in Southern California went to KNX Los Angeles for
radio and KTLA (TV) Los Angeles
for television when the Radio & Television News Assn. of Southern California made its 12th annual "Golden
Mike" awards. Of the 17 awards
made, KNX received four, KTLA and
KRCA (TV) Los Angeles three each,
to head the list of winners. Special
commendations were presented to California Gov. Edmund G. Brown, Mayor
Samuel Yorty of Los Angeles and State
Assemblyman Tom Carroll, who guided
through the state legislature a bill giving broadcast newsmen the right to refuse to reveal a news source, for their
services to broadcast journalism. Judges
for this year's awards were: Hubbard
Keavy of Associated Press, Henry
Rieger of United Press International
and Charles Riley of City News Service.
Radio awards and their winners
were:
Best regular newscast— KMPC for 12 Noon
News; best news writing — Paul Udell.
KNX, for Frank Goss News; best sports news
program
— Tom
Harmon's
Sports
FinalHart,
on
KNX; best
special
news report
— John
KPOL Los Angeles, Finch-Tregoff Decisions;
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York residents.
The purchasers of Bartell Broadcasting's WYDE Birmingham and WAKE
Atlanta brought suit for $650,000 for
"alleged misrepresentation and material
nondisclosures in connection with certain financial data relative to the sold
stations that allegedly were furnished
to the plaintiffs" (Broadcasting, Oct.
9). Bartell denied the charges.
The group which purchased the stations last year (Ira M. Herbert, Emii
Mogul, Louis Fried, Irving T. Siegel
and their associates) charged in their
complaint that the logs of the stations
"did not accurately and correctly reflect the operation (WYDE and
WAKE) and the source and number"
of all monthly sales.
The complaint also charges: "Based
on allowable commercial announcements as determined and prescribed by
said applicable laws, rules, regulations
and requirements," the radio stations
had no cash flow, no profit, and their
sales were from 20% to 30% less than
Bartell had stated.
The plaintiffs also claim that on Aug.
26, 1960, WAKE was worth $300,000

"less than it would have been" had the
defendants' statements and representations been true. Similarly, the plaintiff
seeks damages of $350,000 in the purchase of WYDE for total damages of
$650,000.
Originally, the purchasers of the two
stations agreed to buy WYDE for
$525,000 and WAKE for $500,000, the
complaint says. The written contract
was conditioned on obtaining FCC approval of the transfer within six months.
As a condition to extending the time
to obtain FCC approval, and to continue the effectiveness of the contracts
beyond the six-month period, Bartell
Broadcasting and the individual defendants (the brothers Gerald, Lee,
David
and inMelvin
Bartell)
increases
the sales
prices"demanded"
and other
changes in terms of the contracts, according to the complaint. The prices
were increased to $575,000 for WAKE
and $645,000 for WYDE. WYDE Inc.
and WAKE Inc. took title to the stations on Oct. 24, 1960, after the FCC
approved the ownership changes on
Sept. 14, 1960.
The defendants' answer to the com-

plaint, filed Sept. 21 in the federal
court, denied all charges of misrepresentation and nondisclosures and stated
that the complaint "fails to state a
claim against the defendants upon
which any relief can be granted."
Another goes underground
WYDE

Birmingham, Ala., has announced the construction of an emergency concrete fallout shelter on the
grounds of the station's studios atop Red
Mountain. The underground shelter
will be equipped with a self-contained
power unit and a small transmitter
which will be used to activate the 50
kw emergency power supply at the main
transmitter at Tarrant City. In the event
the main studios are destroyed or become inoperable, the shelter unit will be
used to broadcast Conelrad and civil
defense information and instructions.
Mounted outside will be a geiger counter
to measure radiation; a periscope from
the shelter will enable it to be read in
safety. WEAM Arlington, Va., and
WGIV Charlotte, N.C., three weeks ago
announced their plans for underground
stations (Broadcasting, Oct. 9).
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Paramount head says Etobicoke weekly losses are $3,500
More fuel was added last week to the by a former director of Famous Players
controversy raging over International
Canadian Corp., Ltd. a company which
is 51% Paramount owned. Famous
Telemeter's
costly pay-tv experiment in
Etobicoke, Canada.
Players is the parent company of TransBarney Balaban, president of Para- Canada Telemeter, operator of the wired
mount Pictures Corp., parent company
pay-tv franchise in Etobicoke.
of Telemeter, flatly refuted a claim that
Norman S. Robertson, who was a director of Famous Players for 20 years,
the pay tv test is piling up losses of
resigned earlier this month because of
$11,000 a week. Instead, he said, weekly losses before depreciation are cur- what he said were efforts by Paramount
rently no more than $3,500. Mr. Bala- to "milk" his company (At Deadline,
ban added that even if amortization of Oct. 9). Among other things Mr. Robertson said that the 20-month-old pay-tv
all the projects' facilities were taken into
account, the total weekly loss for the test is losing $ 1 1 ,000 a week and that
operation is still less than $7,500.
Canadian shareholders of Famous PlayThe figures were cited in a letter Mr.
ers were not informed of the losses. Almost immediately Paramount revealed
Balaban wrote to answer charges made
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periment.
Mr. Balaban's letter rebutting the
charges was sent last week to John J.
Fitzgibbons Sr., president of Famous
Players. It also was released publicly.
In his letter
Paramount's
president,
reasserted his faith
in the eventual
success
of the Canadian experiments and said
further moves would be made in other
major tv markets.
He also said that it was still too early
for the results of the test to be judged
by profit or loss figures, and that the pay
tv costs were considered as expenditures
for research and experimentation in a
new medium.
"It costs money to make these tests
and to maintain a proving ground for
testing purposes," Mr. Balaban added.
That is why, he indicated, that Paramount agreed to shoulder the entire
financial burden of the Etobicoke operation.
ABC International moves
into the Philippines
ABC's expanding overseas tv activities last week extended into the Philip-

Brokers — Consultants
50 EAST 58TH STREET

that it had agreed as of last January to
assume "all further expenses" of the ex-

ELDORADO 5-0405

Donald W. Coyle, president of ABC
International Television Inc., and Loreto
pines.
F. Stewart, president of the Republic
Broadcasting System in the Philippines,
announced an agreement by which programming, engineering and sales assistance will be supplied by ABC to ReBROADCASTING, October 23, 1961

public Broadcasting's new DZBB-TV
Manila, which is to start operations
soon on ch. 7. Republic also has received licenses for other tv and radio
operations.
Mr. Coyle, who said the agreement
marks the first time a U. S. broadcasting company has joined in a Philippine
tv venture in an equity position, added
that ABC International will act as the
new station's advertising sales and program purchasing representative. ABC's
other tv interests in the Southeast AsiaPacific area include minority interests
in JOEX-TV Tokyo and JOOR-TV
Osaka, both Japan, and also a minority
interest in News Ltd. of Australia
which operates NWS-TV Adelaide.
Abroad

in brief...

Package sale ■ By-Line Steve Wilson,
originally telecast as Big Town, has
been sold for theatrical exhibition
throughout the Union of South Africa

by M. & A. Alexander Productions,
Hollywood. The package contains 39
half-hour programs, which will be
shown as short subjects in South
African theatres.
Global news ■ WRUL New York (international shortwave) has started to
broadcast a new series of five-minute
programs, titled Globalcast, which will
present the background to, and significance of, news-making events. The program will be beamed from 12:25-12:30
p.m., Mon.-Fri., to Europe and Africa,
and 6:25-6:30 p.m. to Latin America.
The series is being produced by Worldwide Broadcasting, operator of WRUL,
in association with Broadcast Editorial
Reports, and will feature such commentators asLouis P. Lochner, Vincent
Sheehan, Will Oursler, Ansel Talbert
and Eugene Lyons.
Tv package deal ■ A packaged television station with a range of 10 miles
_

BROADCAST

ADVERTISING

Ronald McCulloch and Eugene A.
Raven, account supervisors on Equitable Life Assurance Society of the U.S.
and Trans World Airlines domestic account, respectively, at Foote, Cone &
Belding, New York, elected vps of

FATES

& FORTUNES

for outlying communities of about
30,000 people is being offered by Pye
Canada Ltd., Ajax, Ont., subsidiary of
a British electronics company, for
$68,000. For this sum the station includes a100-watt transmitter, two cam
eras, four microphones, monitoring and
mixing equipment, two 16 mm telecine
units with slide projectors, two transcription-phonograph units, monitoring
loudspeaker, and two equipment cubicles. The entire station takes up a space
of 20 by 20 feet. It can also be used
for closed-circuit telecasting and for
classroom purposes.
Million in East Germany ■ The total
number of registered tv sets in East
Germany exceeded 1 million in May
this year,
according
"official"
statis-a
tics. On June
1 theretowas
reportedly
total of 1,234,889 sets in operation.
Tv in the "East German Democratic
Republic" is state-operated.

_

vp of Los Angeles office. Mr. Wheeler
joined Y&R in 1940 and has worked
in various capacities in art department.

on Willys Motors account. He formerly was with Geyer, Morey, Madden &
Ballard, New York.

Donald R. Stimble, advertising manager, Quaker Oats Co., Chicago, joins
Leo Burnett Adv., that city, as account
executive.

Leo B. Pambrun, director of advertising for Pacific Airmotive Corp.,
Hollywood, joins Charles Bowes Adv.,
Los Angeles, as account executive.

Robert C. Brinsmaid appointed advertising manager for Ready-to-Eat
cereals, division of The Quaker Oats
Co. Mr. Brinsmaid joined Quaker Oats
in 1950 as retail salesman in Syracuse,
N. Y., office.

Mr. McCulloch

Mr. Raven

agency. Mr. McCulloch joined FC&B
as account executive on the Edsel car
account in Detroit and Chicago offices
and in 1959 was transferred to New
York on Equitable Life Assurance of
U. S. account and subsequently was
named supervisor. Mr. Raven formerly
was vp and account supervisor on KLM
Dutch Airline and Trans Texas Airline
accounts at Erwin Wasey, Ruthrauff &
Ryan, New York.
Jack Manning, brand manager on
Beecham Products in New Jersey, joins
Norman, Craig & Kummel, New York,
as account executive on Colgate-Palmolive Co. household products.
Onofrio Paccione, vp and art director at Grey Adv., New York, resigns
to become executive vp and creative
director at Leber & Katz, that city.
Leber & Katz, effective Nov. 1, will
become Leber/ Katz/ Paccione Inc.
Robert Wheeler, art director at
Young & Rubicam, Los Angeles, elected
BROADCASTING, October 23, 1961

Bernice G. Preisser, merchandising
group supervisor for Ketchum, MacLeod & Grove, New York, named to
newly created post of consumer marketing director.

Mr. Rupp
Mr. Crutchfield
J. Ralph Crutchfield, assistant sales
manager for the American Research
Bureau, Beltsville, Md., named station

Norman K. Carrier, formerly with
Young & Rubicam, Chicago, joins MacFarland, Aveyard & Co., that city, as
chief radio-tv time analyst and buyer.

sales supervisor.
Rupp, ARB's
southern
regional James
sales manager,
appointed
marketing
director
of
station
services.

James D. Moos joins Norman, Craig
& Kummel, Chicago, as copy-contact

Edward F. Cauley, former marketing
executive on Listerine for Lambert &

Facsimile Newspictures and ^~
ational
United Press Intern
United Press Movietone Newsfilm
Build Ratings

L

Feasley and account group head for
Coty at BBDO, both New York, joins
Edward H. Weiss, Chicago, as account
supervisor on Kings Men account.
Lewis P. Birchfield, station manager
of WFAI Fayetteville, N.C., and Reynold Fischmann, who was on sales staff
of WHIZ-TV Zanesville, Ohio, appointed regional managers in member service
department of Radio Advertising Bureau. Mr. Birchfield will cover Southeast and New England areas and Mr.
Fischmann will be in charge of stations
in Midwest.
Ray Connors, general manager, Philip Lesley Co., pr firm, Los Angeles,
resigns to head newly organized public relations department of MacManus,
John & Adams, that city.
Leonard A. Schindler, general manager, WOKY Milwaukee, to James
Jeffords Adv., that city, as vp in charge
of new business.
George Roberts, personnel manager
at Revlon Inc., New York, joins Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell & Bayles, that
city, as personnel director.
Martin Narva, assistant media director in media department at Lennen &
Newell, New York, named associate
media
director.
Michael Keenan,
media buyer at Foote, Cone & Belding,
that city, succeeds Mr. Narva.

Bohen, president of Meredith Publishing Co., parent organization of Meredith Broadcasting Co. (licensee of
KCMO-AM-FM-TV Kansas City, Mo.,
KPHO-AM-TV Phoenix, WOW-AMTV Omaha, WHEN-AM-TV Syracuse,
and KRMG Tulsa), elected to board
of directors. Other officers elected:

White joins CBS News
Theodore H. White, distinguished journalist, writer and editor (author of The Making of
the President 1960), named consultant on creative planning at
CBS News. Presentlyhe's
,'
enwith CBS
News' gaged
President
Richard S. Salant
and VP-General
Manager Blair
Clark on planning election for
Mr. White
1962. Mr. White,
a foreign correspondent with 15
years experience in Europe and
Asia, has written Fire in the
Ashes, The View from the Fortieth Floor, Thunder Out of China
(with Annalee Jacoby), and
Mountain Road.
During his career, Mr. White
has served as chief of Time magazine's bureau in China, senior
editor of the New Republic, European correspondent of The Reporter and national correspondent
of Collier's magazine.

Payson Hall, firm's executive vp; L. H.
Mugge, senior vp; E. T. Meredith Jr.,
vp; J. P. Eves, vp; 0. G. Schaefer, vp;
and R. S. Old berg, senior member of
McDermott, Will & Emery, Chicago
law firm.
Paul E. Gilmor, manager of WHBCAM-FM Canton, Ohio, elected director
and vp of Ohio Broadcasting Co. (licensee of WHBC), subsidiary of BrushMoore Newspapers Inc. Mr. Gilmor
joined station in 1946 as salesman, became sales manager in 1949, and was
named manager of station in January
of this year.
John S. Hansen, general manager,
KPTV (TV) Portland, Ore., elected
president of licensee Oregon Television
Inc., subsidiary of Nafi Corp.
Sheldon Van Dolen, account executive with Blair Assoc., New York,
named general manager of WBFM
(FM), that city.
Robert M. O'Brien appointed administrative assistant to vp and general
manager of KGMS Sacramento, while
continuing regular duties as account
executive.

THE MEDIA

Randolph Hernandez, senior project
coordinator for Marketing Merchandising Research, New York, joins research
department of Fuller & Smith & Ross,
that city, as senior project director.
Bob Dahlquist, art director of Paramount Television Productions, Hollywood, appointed production director
for Freberg Ltd., that city, advertising
consultant firm.
Elizabeth C. Elder, copywriter, Marshall Field & Co., Chicago, joins
DArcy Adv., St. Louis, in similar capacity.
Robert S. Edwards, senior copywriter, D. P. Brother & Co., Detroit,
promoted to group creative supervisor.
Mariano Guastella, former head,
Publicidad Guastella, advertising and
marketing agency, Cuba, and branches
in Mexico and Spain, opens newlyestablished office bearing his name at
260 Madison Ave., New York.
Forrest H. Respess to Bird Adv.,
Indianapolis, as radio-tv director. He
formerly was producer-director at
WLWI (TV), that city.
Richard D. Kudner named advertising manager of Champion Spark Plug
Co., Toledo. He was senior account
executive on B. F. Goodrich account
for BBDO, New York.
78 (FATES & FORTUNES)

Hugh T. Cardenos, formerly of KRSI
St. Louis Park, Minn., to KUXL Golden Valley, Minn., as program director
and news editor.

Mr. Whitsett

E. J. Hahn, commercial manager,
WABJtionAdrian,
manager. Mich., promoted to sta-

Mr. Baron

Alvin G. Flanagan resigns as president of broadcast division of Nafi Corp.
and president and general manager of
KCOP (TV) Los Angeles, in order to
be free to complete negotiations for another position in Los Angeles broadcasting, expected to be announced
shortly. William Whitsett, administrative vp of KCOP, becomes president
and general manager of station. Post
of president of broadcast division is
being eliminated, with station managers
reporting directly to Nafi Corp. Before
joining Nafi, Mr. Whitsett was general
counsel for Mutual-Don Lee in Hollywood. Amos T. Baron, general sales
manager of KCOP, has been elected a
vp of the station.
Frank Furbush and D. D. Tucker
elected vps of Meredith Publishing Co.,
Omaha. Mr. Furbush has served as
assistant to president since 1945. Mr.
Tucker has been director of advertising since August, this year. Fred

Frederick G. Harm, general manager
of WJJD Chicago, has resigned and
will announce future plans soon. He
had been with WJJD for 25 years.
Loyd Sigmon, vice
president, Golden
West Broadcasters
(KMPC Los Angeles,
KSFO San Francisco,
KVI Seattle), promoted to executive
vice president, heading three stations. He
continues also as
KMPC general manager.

Mr. Sigmon

George Palmer, Cincinnati radio-tv
personality, named general manager of
WSAI-FM, that city.
Wayne Muller, former sales manager
of KBIG Santa Catalina, Calif., promoted to vp of sales for John Poole
Broadcasting
Co., Hollywood (licensee
of
KBIG).
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James Pratt, formerly with art department of WFAA-TV Dallas, and
recently radio-tv director for TaylorNorsworthy Adv., that city, returns to
station as operations manager.
Richard B. Barnhill, operations coordinator for WNBC-TV New York,
named manager of operations.
Vic Ludington, director of local and
regional sales of WSPA-TV Spartanburg, S. C, named assistant manager.
Previously he was sales manager of
WLYH-TV Lebanon, Pa. Charles
Lineberger, formerly with program and
production departments of WBTV
(TV) Charlotte, N. C, joins WSPATV as director of programs and operations succeeding James Hobbs, resigned.
Dick Hunter, Hollingbery Co., elected president of Radio & Television Representatives Assn. of Atlanta. Other
officers elected: Joe Sierer, Edward
Petry & Co., vp; John Hicks, H-R Reps,
secretary - treasurer. Frank Rice,
Dutch Savage, Dick Walker and Bill
McRae elected to board of directors.
Robert Barone appointed producerdirector for WQED (TV) Pittsburgh,
etv station, succeeding Samuel Francis
(Broadcasting, Oct. 16). Robert
Whitnah named assistant chief engineer and Frank Miele to engineering
crew chief in charge of video-taping.
Bruce Ruhlen, former studio manager, promoted to director at WJRT
(TV) Flint, Mich. Ron St. Charles
succeeds Mr. Ruhlen as studio manager and Wayne Wells named lighting
director. Gerald Gehl, former student
in Michigan State U.'s radio-tv department, joins WJRT's production crew.
David Green, former vp of KXTRFM Kansas City, Mo., to KMBC, that
city, as director of advertising and promotion.
Warren S. Doremus appointed director of news and public affairs,
WHEC-AM-TV Rochester, N. Y., newly created post. Frederick W. Hodge,
former program director and acting
manager of WENY Elmira, N. Y., succeeds Mr. Doremus as program director of WHEC.
Rob Downey named director of public affairs programming for WMSB
(TV) Onondaga and WKAR-AM-FM
East Lansing, both Michigan. Jim
Adams succeeds Mr. Downey as news
director of WMSB (TV). Jack Hogan
appointed news director of WKAR.
(Both stations are licensed to Michigan State U.)
Jerome J. Klasman, formerly of
WMAR-TV Baltimore, joins WTOPTV Washington, D. C, as account exBROADCASTING, October 23, 1961

ecutive, succeeding Hal Teagle, resigned.
Dudley W. Faust, administrative
sales manager of CBS New York, joins
sales department of WPIX (TV), that
city, as account executive.
Robert A. Frank, account representative for CBS-TV Sales Service, New
York, joins sales department of CBS
Radio, that city, as account executive.

Mr. Wogan

Mr. McCormick

Robert Wogan, program operations
manager for NBC, New York, named
director of programs. Marvin McCormick, treasurer and controller for Virginia Metal Products Inc., Orange, Va.,
appointed business affairs director for
NBC owned stations and NBC Spot
Sales in New York.
George Wallace, sales manager, appointed general manager of KCUB
Tucson, Ariz.

William Manning named sales manager of KCPX (TV) Salt Lake City.
He previously held similar position
with KMUR Murray, Utah.
Donn Shelton, former audience promotion manager of WJBK-TV Detroit,
named
promotion manager of WITITV Milwaukee.
Daniel P. Galogley, account service
representative in station clearance department for ABC New York, appointed to newly-created post of station
clearance manager for ABC Radio.
Ray Durkee, assistant program manager at KTLN Denver, named program
manager of KRIZ Phoenix, sister station, succeeding Michael D'Arcy, resigned. Warren Maus, KRIZ account
executive, appointed sales manager,
succeeding Bert Martin, resigned.
Robert H. Van Roo, formerly promotion manager of WITI-TV Milwaukee, to WBKB (TV) Chicago as director of research and sales development.
Jack L. Currey, formerly account
salesman with Pillsbury Co., Minneapolis, to KCPX-TV Salt Lake City as
account executive.
Robert M. Wagner named to head

John J. Kelly, client relations director for tv spot sales department, CBS
New York, joins CBS Radio network
sales department as account executive.
John Brannon Jr., Nick Nixon and
Larry Vance join WQXI Atlanta as account executive, continuity director and
air personality, respectively.
William Keup, account executive at
Crosley Broadcasting Corp., Chicago,
joins AM Radio Sales Co., station rep,
that city, in similar capacity.
Jack A. Scott, former account executive with WTVN Columbus, Ohio, apity.
pointed to WTVN-TV in similar capacJack Davies, former account executive at KIRO-TV Seattle, joins KINGTV, that city, in similar capacity, succeeding John Jessup, deceased.
Dick Gove, promotion manager,
Clint Mason, regional sales manager,
and Ken Saunders, staff announcer, all
of WMTW-TV Poland Springs, Me.,
have been called to active duty.
Robert A. Fishman, commercial
manager, WAMS Wilmington, Del.,
joins local sales staff of WTTG (TV)
Washington, D. C.
Ronald E. Mires, news director,
WITH Port Huron, Mich., to WHAM
Rochester, N. Y., in similar capacity.

TREAT!
Irv. Schwartz Adam Young, Inc.
V. P. & Gen. Mgr.
Natl. Rep.

Ron Truax, former announcer for
WYCA-FM Hammond, Ind., to
WKAK-FM Kankakee, 111., as program
director.

newly established WDSU-TV New Orleans news bureau in state capitol at
Baton Rouge.
James L Neal named acting news director for KVOO-AM-TV Tulsa. George
Martin promoted to assistant news director.

James Hoffman named director of
merchandising and promotion, KTTV
(TV) Los Angeles, succeeding Jack
O'Mara, who joins Television Bureau
of Advertising as director of western
division. Mr. Hoffman joined station
in 1952 as account executive and was
later appointed assistant national sales
manager.

Daniel P. Weinig,
vp and general manager of WPRO-AMFM Providence, appointed to newly-created post of assistant
to president of WPAT
stations
by
Paterson,areN.owned
J. (both
Capital Cities Broadcasting Corp.). Earlier, Mr. Weinig
had been account executive at WINS
New York, eastern radio sales manager
for Storer group and account executive
with The Katz Agency.

Paul Sommerkamp, sportscaster at
WCKY Cincinnati, joins pr division of
Farson, Huff & Northlich, advertising
and pr agency, that city, while continuing as sportscaster at WCKY.

grf^ff*'
Mr. Weinig /

Jim McAleer, weekend producer supervisor atWOR-TV New York, named
daytime production supervisor. Bob
Garrity, program director at WFYI
Garden City, New York, succeeds Mr.
McAleer. Mr. Garrity previously
served as WOR's first flying traffic reporter.
James T. Lynagh, former production
manager of WTOL-TV Toledo, named
program director of KTAL-TV Texarkana, Tex.-Shreveport, La. Other staff
appointments: Gene Under, production
manager; Carl Tibbetts, promotion director; James S. Dugan, sales director;
and Earl Lotridge, news director.
Richard J. Kelliher, national sales
manager for two RKO General stations
(KHJ Los Angeles and KFRC San
Francisco), New York, joins WNEW
Radio National Sales, division of Metropolitan Sales, as midwestern manager
in Chicago.
Claire R. Horn, sales development
manager of WOR-AM-TV New York,
joins The Daren F. McGavren Co., that
city, as research and planning director.

PROGRAMMING
Monroe M. Rifkin, secretary-treasurer
of TelePrompTer Corp., New York,
named to new post of vp and assistant
to president. Mr. Rifkin previously was
director of administration for NBC-TV.
William V. Sargent, who joined TPT
in 1958 as vp, designated vp, special
projects. Edmund R. McCauley, controller and assistant secretary-treasurer,
assumes additional duties as principal
financial and accounting officer.
Howard Christensen elected vp of
Television Artists & Producers Corp.,
producers and distributors of tv programs. Prior to joining TAPC, Mr.
Christensen was a regional sales manager for Ziv-UA Television.
James Perrin and Robert Cosner
named
of CBS-TV's
Accent, associate
and Johnproducers
J. Desmond,
former
director of Camera Three, named director. Other staff additions: William
Netter, former editor of program practices department, CBS-TV, appointed
editorial associate, and Mary Russell
and Joan Shigekawa, researchers.
Daniel Wilson, children's programming director with ABC-TV New York,
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Harry Lange, executive producer of
Fred A. Niles Communications Centers Inc., Chicago, named vp.
John Pearson, assistant director of
international sales for Independent
Television Corp., New York, named
director of international sales.
Francis Grombacher-lrwin joins On
Film Inc., Princeton, N. J., as producer.
As senior film director and executive
producer for Alpha Film Studios, Johannesburg, South Africa, he directed
tv production for Vicks, Shell, Camels
and Schweppes accounts.
William S. Todman, partner of
Goodson-Todman Productions, New
York, named chairman of broadcasting
and tv industry's campaign for the Federation ofJewish Philanthropies of New
York.
Francis B. O'Brien appointed public
relations, advertising and merchandising coordinator for Phil Davis Musical
Enterprises, New York.
Phil Schultz, creative director of tv
workshop at J. Walter Thompson, New
York, joins Robert Lawrence Productions, that city, as staff creative director-cameraman and supervisor of experimental workshop for the development of commercials.
Devery Freeman, movie and tv
writer-producer, signed as producer of
El Camino Productions' Pete and
Gladys series on CBS-TV. Parke Levy,
president, El Camino, continues as executive producer of series, co-production of CBS-TV Network.
Harold D. Tunis, executive producer
of children's tv film series, New York,
appointed Midwest division account executive for Seven Arts Associated.

Please start my subscription immediately for —
□ 52 weekly issues of BROADCASTING $ 7.00
□ 52 weekly issues and Yearbook Number
11.00
□ Payment attached
□ Please Bill
name

appointed vp and administrative head
of Jules Power Productions, tv packaging firm, that city.
William Miesegaes, president and
chief executive officer at TransfilmCaravel Inc., producer of tv commercials, industrial films and business
shows, New York, appointed chairman
of executive committee. Robert
Klaeger, vp and former head of Klaeger
Film Production, which was acquired by
and integrated into Transfilm-Caravel
early this year, succeeds Mr. Miesegaes.

E. L. (Spike) Colburn, formerly with
Programs for Television Inc., and
Sandy Frank, who was with Ziv-UA,
both New York, join Telesynd, a division of Wrather Corp., as account executives for The Lone Ranger series.
Mr. Colburn and Mr. Frank will make
their headquarters in Dallas and New
York, respectively.
Michael Carr, former local programming director of HZ-22-TV Dhahran,
BROADCASTING, October 23, 1961

Saudi Arabia, joins editing staff of Bill
Burrud Productions, Hollywood.
INTERNATIONAL
S. Campbell
Ritchie appointed
president and general
manager of CKLWAM-FM-TV Windsor,
Ont. -Detroit, succeeding the late J. E.
(Ted) Campeau
(Broadcasting, Sept.
Mr. Ritchie
11). Mr. Ritchie has
been with station since 1936, serving
as announcer, vocalist, traffic manager,
program director, and operations manager.
Joel Aldred resigns as president of
CFTO-TV Toronto, post he occupied
since station's formation last year. His
interest in station was purchased by
Toronto Telegram, evening newspaper,
Sovereign Film Distributors Ltd., and
Foster Hewitt, sportscaster and owner
of CKFH Toronto. Transfer of 240
Aldred-owned common shares was approved by Board of Broadcast Governors.
Chris Bach appointed manager of
service and rentals of Caldwell A/V
Equipment Co. Ltd., Toronto, to
oversee broadcast and audio-visual
equipment.
Gaby Lalande, director of Frenchlanguage radio-tv department of Young
& Rubicam Ltd., Montreal, Que., elected vp in charge of the Montreal office.
He replaces Yves Menard, who has
joined Personal Products Ltd., Montreal, as vp.
EQUIPMENT

& ENGINEERING

C. J. Harrison, senior vp of Rixon
Electronics Inc., Silver Spring, Md.,
reappointed chairman of Electronics
Industries Assn.'s small business committee. Harvey Riggs, president of International Electronic Research Corp.,
Burbank, Calif., and R. G. Zender, executive vp of Lenz Electric Co., Chicago, named vice chairmen of committee.
MONROE
MENDELSOHN
STUDIOS
editorial
and
advertising
photography
254 FIFTH AVENUE
NEW YORK
LE. 2-7495
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Norman B. Krim, former vp of Raytheon, Lexington, Mass., named president and chief executive officer of Radio Shack Corp., Boston.
Robert R. Sherwood, vp of Rek-OKut/Audax Co., New York, joins University Loudspeakers, division of LingTemco-Vought, White Plains, N. Y.,
as assistant to president.
Jack M. White appointed midwest
district manager of closed circuit television equipment sales for General
Electric's technical products operation.
He succeeds E. M. Shea, who moves to
operation's headquarters sales staff in
Syracuse, N. Y. Mr. White formerly
was assigned assemblies
to sales work
GE's
distribution
and with
insulating
materials departments.

Chicago. Last year, Mr. Flack was
elected president of Advertising Club
of New York, and was a director of
Advertising Federation of America. He
was particularly known for his unpredictable, humorous talks to advertising
groups and NAB conventions.
William Bissett
Way, ager
76,of KVOO
general Tulsa
manfor 24 years until retiring in 1956, died
Oct. 16. He was
board
NAB's
memberof ofdirectors.
Mr. Way,
one figures,
of radio's pioneer

Mr. Way

continued as consultant to KVOO
lowing retirement.

fol-

Robert C. Leedham appointed sales
representative at General Electronic
Lab., Cambridge, Mass., for Ohio,
Michigan and western Pennsylvania.
He had served as chief engineer of
WNOB (FM) Cleveland.

Carlyle Stevens, director of continuity, WGN-TV Chicago, died Oct. 1, in
Lake Forest, 111., after illness of several
months. Before joining WGN in 1949
as writer, Mr. Stevens was program director and assistant manager of KFAC
Los Angeles.

Vernon L. Hedges appointed microwave sales and engineering representative for microwave systems, Alpha
Corp., division of Collins Radio Co.,
Cedar Rapids, Iowa. With headquarters at Galion, Ohio, Mr. Hedges will
represent Alpha microwave activities in
Ohio, Pennsylvania, Virginia, West Virginia and New York.

James Craig, newsman with WECT
(TV) Wilmington, N. C, died Oct. 15,
at Brooke Army Medical Center, San
Antonio, Tex., from injuries received
in crash of Air Force cargo plane during air show at Wilmington, Sept. 4.

ALLIED

FIELDS

Leonard E. Spector, vp of Audits
and Surveys Co., marketing research
organization, New York, elected to
company's board of directors.
Claire McGranahan, coordinator of
marketing research technical services,
General Mills, Minneapolis, to Market
Facts Inc., Chicago, as field director.
Richard P. Milloy, former attorney,
office of chief counsel, Internal Revenue Service, Washington, D. C, joins
law firm of Dow, Lohnes & Albertson,
that city.
DEATHS
Harold T. Bers, 47, advertising executive with BBDO, New York, died
of heart attack, Oct. 13, at his home
at Windmill Farms, Armonk, N. Y. Mr.
Bers formerly was vp of William Esty
Co., and earlier associated with Young
& Rubicam, McCann-Erickson, and
Lennen & Newell, all New York.
Eugene W. Flack, 66, advertising director and trade relations counsel of
Sunshine Biscuits Inc., New York, died
in Lawrence Hospital, Oct. 12, after
short illness. Prior to joining Sunshine
Biscuit, then Loose-Wiles Biscuit Co.,
in 1936, he was vp of Swensen Adv.,

Will success
J. Walter

spoil

Thompson?

We hope so. You see, J. Walter has
been running automobile commercials on WICE. our sister station in
Providence. We hope these commercials have been so successful
that the agency is now spoiling to
schedule them on WHIH, our hrand
new station here in the Tidewater.
As "the new kid in town", perhaps
we shouldn't act so cocky and brash.
Nonetheless, our new format with
its slam-bang interest in local
affairs is making converts licketysplit. We want you agency people
to know about this.
So — we naturally hope success
in Providence has whetted J.
Walter's appetite for more of the
same like
in the
Tidewater.
Wouldn't
you
to get
in on this
good
thing, too?

FORMERLY WLOW
TIDEWATER, VIRGINIA
AN ELLIOT STATION
Representatives: Avery-Knoriel

FANFARE
RAB's 'Sales Caravan'
begins Ohio trial run
Radio Advertising Bureau's "Sales
Caravan," described as a crash program
to apply national presentation techniques to local radio selling, pulls into
Fostoria, Ohio, today (Oct. 23) to
start a five-day Ohio tour covering 10
of thesionstate's
of the smaller
caravan markets.
to otherExpanstates
hinges on the acceptance of the twohour slide presentations by RAB executives in this first outing.
Each of RAB's presentations this
week on radio's retail effectiveness will
include a report on techniques used by
local merchants, and tapes of successful
retail commercials will be played. Material will be localized for each market,
with special slides to cite local stations
"hosting" the presentation and to show
circulation and penetration figures for
newspapers in each area.
From Fostoria the caravan will move
to Lima and Middletown on Tuesday,
Portsmouth, Chillicothe and Athens on
Wednesday, East Liverpool and Dover

on Thursday and Canton-Massilon and
Painesville on Friday.
While the caravan presents details
of the RAB media study conducted at
the Higbee Co., Cleveland ("Department Store Challenge"), it is not to be
confused with another RAB project —
the Department Store Retail Advertising Seminar — which is limited to top
executives from one large department
store at a time in a day-long session.
KYW's deaf and blind guests
KYW Cleveland last week helped to
play host to some 1,500 blind, deaf
and deaf-blind persons at a special performance of "The Miracle Worker," a
play about Helen Keller, who is both
deaf and blind.
Promotional spots on KYW spurred
the performance to a success when
other efforts failed to rouse acceptance
of the project. Paul Bedford, KYW announcer, narrated the details of the
play for the blind people.
The play was presented in connection with the Cleveland Society for the
Blind.

WSAC's

civil defense

program praised
WSAC Ft. Knox, Ky., has received
state and national recognition following
a one-day campaign designed to raise
questions on civil defense among its listeners. The station became concerned
after its own survey disclosed that not
one person in 50 knows what to do in
case of an alert.
As a consequence and without advance warning, WSAC devoted an entire broadcast day to civil defense. The
day's programming featured repeated
alert sirens, patriotic music and this
question of listeners: "If you heard this
sound [alert] and you were a teacher
in class [or policeman, driving your
automobile,
would day,
you Dick
do?"
At
the close etc],
of itswhat
broadcast
Mendenhall, news director of the daytime station, discussed the nature of and
reason for the unusual programming.
WSAC President Byron Cowan said
that the CD promotion was designed to
cause people to ask questions and that
it was highly successful. The station received over 800 telephone calls and
many other listeners came by the
WSAC studios seeking more information. "We felt that if enough people
were to ask questions and were to find
out . . . that their own civil defense
authorities could not answer these questions, then some kind of positive action
would result from the people themFCC Commissioner Robert Bartlev
and NAB President LeRoy Collins botb
requested a sample tape of the WSAC
selves."
promotion.
Additionally, the State
Dept. has placed copies in the hands
of Secretary Dean Rusk and the White
House. Mr. Cowan, who is plumping
for all radio stations in the U. S. to
conduct a similar promotion of CD on
the
same program
day, also
special
Broadcasters Assn.,
ton last Wednesday

WABC throws big party
for 40th birthday

DlSFUy COURTED
mm rmnm

,4

WMCT (TV) float promotes 'Ripcord'
Two members of Memphis flying Artists' Ripcord series which is carclubs ride in a float display with Jack
ried by the station. More than 400,Agnew, promotion manager of 000 persons attended the fair, and
WMCT (TV) Memphis, during the
float, part of the station's "Fall
Mid-South Fair in that city as part the
Program Preview Parade," was on
of exploitation effort for Ziv-United
display throughout the six-day fair.
82

presented
WSAC's
to
the Kentucky
meeting in Lexing(Oct. 18).

was24,860
free birthday
at FreedomlandEverything
Park for the
party
guests of WABC New York the night
sary.
of Oct. 6, the station's 40th anniverFreedomland's gates opened at 6 p.m.
to admit WABC listeners. Their only
official "admission" was a birthday
card, thus saving $1.95, the regular
adult admission price. The birthday
celebrants could dance to the music of
Louis Armstrong and his orchestra,
hear on-the-spot broadcasts by WABC
personalities Scott Muni and Bruce
Morrow and, among other attractions,
BR0ADCASTIN6, October 23, 1961

join in a unique 40th birthday ruby
hunt (ruby is the symbolic stone for 40
years). These in addition to enjoying
the park's regular attractions.
Each of WABC's guests had the opportunity to draw one of seven real
rubies, each valued at over $250, that
were mixed with some 100,000 imitation rubies in a huge treasure chest. A
certified appraiser checked each ruby
as it was pulled from the chest. Another feature: 77 free chicken dinners
awarded to the holders of the lucky
numbers written on badges distributed
at the start of festivities. The dinner
winners ate at Freedomland's Plantation House as the guests of WABC
and the Brass Rail restaurant chain
Freedomland officials said the party
attracted the largest nighttime crowd in
the park's two years of operation.
WNTA-TV's

announcing zoo

Promotional spots on WNTA-TV
New York are being delivered by a
new announcing specie — talking animals. The station is using film clips
of footage dealing with animals, edited
to specification and with the original
sound deleted. New sound track has
been substituted with an English bull
dog, for example, muttering: "Forget
it, bud; you can't budge me from ch.

AUTHORIZATIONS,

As compiled by Broadcasting, Oct. 12
through Oct. 18, and based on filings,
authorizations and other actions of the
FCC. Includes data on new stations,
changes in existing stations, ownership
changes, hearing cases, rules & standards changes, routine roundup.
Abbreviations: DA — directional antenna, cp
—construction permit. ERP — effective radiated power, vhf— very high frequency, uhf
—ultra
high visual,
frequency,
antenna,
aur.—
aural, vis.—
kw— ant—
kilowatts,
w— watts,
mc — megacycles. D — day. N — night. LS —
local sunset, mod. — modification, trans. —
transmitter, unl. — unlimited hours, kc — kilocycles. SCA — subsidiary communications authorization. SSA— special service authorizaNew tv stations
APPLICATIONS
Jackson, Miss. — McClendon Telecasting,
tlhf ch. 25 (536-542 mc); ERP 240 kw vis.,
120 kw aur. Ant. height above average terrain 163 ft., above ground 152 ft. Estimated
construction cost $12,000; first year operating
cost $186,000; revenue $204,000. P. O. address
box 197, Jackson. Studio and trans, location
Jackson; geographic coordinates 32° 22' 01"
N. lat., 90° 13' 26" W. long. Trans. RCA
TTU-12A; ant. RCA TFU-21DL. Legal
counsel Spear, Hill & Greeley, Washington,
D. C; consulting engineer Willis C. Beecher,
Washington. John M. McClendon, sole
owner, owns KOKY Little Rock, Ark.,
KOKA Shreveport, La., WENN Birmingham,
Ala.,
Oct. 12.and 50% of WOKJ Jackson. Ann.
Austin, Tex. — Capitol Telecasting Co. Uhf
ch. 24 (530-536 mc); ERP 17.3 kw vis., 9.15
kw aur. Ant. height above average terrain
416 ft.; above ground 345 ft. Estimated construction cost $168,780; first year operating
BROADCASTING, October 23, 1961

Survival kit ■ KOMO-TV

Seattle,

Wash., passed
"survival
kit" containing rationsoutfora seven
evenings
of
television viewing (on KOMO-TV, that
is) which contained 17 different food
items. The blue and gold menu was

Drumbeats...

developed ofbyspecial
Bob Ryan,
manager
projects.the station's

WRC in movies ■ WRC-TV Washington will get world-wide publicity in the
movie "Advise and Consent," currently being filmed in that city. The station furnished tv cameras for scenes
shot in the Caucus Room of the Old
Senate Office Building.

Any broken teeth? ■ Cake cutters on
Madison Ave. found something hard
and bigger than a file inside. Cakes
sent to selected media people of ABC
Radio's Flair, a network program service that is celebrating its first-year anniversary, contained packaged transistor radios.
A "card" that was sent with the
cake read: "Break out of your routine
listening habits and tune in Flair." A
parenthetical note read, "inside the
cake you'll find the means to do this."
The
radios.cakes were "baked around" the

Old tubes ■ WCKT (TV) Miami found
a way to dispose of its used Orthicon,
Vidicon and transmitter power tubes
and at the same time performed a public service. Chief Engineer Robert
Paasch and Don Fisher, promotion
manager, wrote the science departments of area high schools and offered
them a set of three tubes for lab dispurposes on a first-come-firstserved play
basis.

The winner ■ A 13-year-old Brooklyn,
N. Y. boy, has been named grand prize
winner of the WABC-TV Expedition:
New York essay writing contest. Christopher Ausschnitt received a $2,000
Savings Bond from Joseph Stamler,
vice president and general manager of
the station.

Color contest ■ WLWT (TV) Cincinnati awarded 54 prizes to winners of
its coloring contest, a promotion for the
younger set designed to publicize its
new Fall shows. The contest was staged
in conjunction with the Cincinnati Post

FOR THE
STATION

& Times-Star and drew 43,985 entries
according to the station.

13." A silky Persian cat appears and
snarls: "Skip that pussy-footing around
and stay tuned to ch. 13." In all, 21
animals, ranging from jungle beasts to
household pets, will be used. The more
ferocious animals include an orangutan, a water buffalo, a lion and a tiger.

RECORD
G. U. Yoachum, J. Stanley McCubbin, Carol
Ann Watson, F. L. Sartain (each 20%). A.
E. and J. Stanley McCubbin have oil and
real estate interests; Mr. Yoachum owns
oil well drilling business; Mr. Sartain is
president
housewife. ofAnn.twoOct.banks;
12. Mrs. Watson is

APPLICATIONS
cost $68,000; revenue $85,000. P. O. address
box 5345 Midland, Tex. Studio and trans,
location
Geopraphic
coordinates
30°
19' 54" N.Austin.
lat., 97°
46' 25" W.
long. Legal
counsel Loucks & Jansky, Washington,
D. C.; consulting engineer Jansky & Bailey,
Washington. Dalton H. Cobb, sole owner,
owns 93% of KDCD-TV Midland, Tex., and
is independent oil operator. Ann. Oct. 12.
Dallas, Tex. — Consolidated Enterprises
Inc. Uhf ch. 73 (824-830 mc); ERP 310 kw
vis., 145 kw aur. Ant. height above average
terrain mated
306.12construction
ft.; above
ft. Esticost ground
$169,565;364first
year
operating cost $203,000; revenue $268,300. P.
O. address Kilgore Hotel, Kilgore, Tex. Studio
and trans, location Dallas. Geographic coordi32° 46' 42"Prescott
N. lat., &96° Prescott,
47' 56" W.Dallas;
long.
Legal natescounsel
consulting engineer Guy C. Hutcheson, Arlington, Tex. Principals: A. E. McCubbin,

Existing tv stations
ACTION BY FFC
KTAL-TV Texarkana, Tex. — Granted waiver
cf Sec. 3.652(a)
of rules to permit identification as Texarkana-Shreveport
station
without changing obligations to serve
Texarkana as principal city. Action Oct. 11.
New am stations
ACTIONS BY FCC
Pine
Bluff,
J. address
B. Scanlon.
Granted 1530 kc;Ark.250— James
w D. P.O.
1236
W. Perkins Rd., Memphis, Tenn. Estimated
construction cost $10,791; first year operat-

EDWIN
&

TORNBERG

COMPANY,

INC.

Negotiators For The Purchase And Sale Of
Radio And TV Stations
Appraisers • Financial Advisors
New York-60 East 42nd St., New York 17, N. Y. • MU 7-4242
West Coast— 1357 Jewell Ave., Pacific Grove, Calif. • FR 2-7475
Washington-1426 "G" St., N.W., Washington, D.C. • Dl 7-8531
83

ing cost $25,000; reveiue $40.0C0. Applicant
is associated with KWAM Memphis, Tenn.
Action Oct. 18.
Indianola, Iowa — The James R. & Barbara
J. Roberts Co. Granted 1490 kc, 100 w unl.
P.O. address 908 Moorland Dr., Farmington,
Mo. Estimated construction cost $9,964, first
year operating cost $26,000 revenue $30,000.
Mr. Roberts is news director, KREI Farmington, Ind. Action Oct. 17.
Halfway,
Granted 1410 kc. Md.
1 kw— Regional
D. P. O.Bcstg.
addressCo. Richard
Hildreth, 703 Perpetual Bldg., Washington
4, D. C. Estimated construction cost $15,040;
first year operating cost $41,000; revenue
$45,000. Owners are Richard T. Williams
(46%), David R. Mellen Jr. (44%) and
Richard Hildreth (10%). Mr. Hildreth is
attorney; Mr. Mellon is contract; Mr. Williams is in advertising. Action Oct. 17.
ACTION BY BROADCAST BUREAU
Otsego,
Cheever. Room
Grant-1,
ed 980 kc.Mich.
500 —w Dwight
D. P. O.M. address
Tripp Bldg.. Allegan, Mich. Estimated construction cost $31,007; first year operating
cost $38,000; revenue $48,000. Applicant is
municipal judge of Allegan, Mich. Action
Oct. 12.
APPLICATIONS
Muncie, Ind. — Muncie Bcstg. Corp. 990 kc;
250 w D. P. O. address 112-114 E. Gilbert St.,
Muncie. Estimated construction cost $96,264;
first year operating cost $75,000; revenue
$90,000. Principals: Robert J. Poorman,
Betty J. Poorman, Sidney E. McClellan
(each one-third). Mr. and Mrs. Poorman
own advertising agency and bowling alley;
Mr. McClelland is attorney. Ann. Oct. 12.
A.Paoli,
King. Ind.
1560— Z.kc;Denzel
250 w King
D. P.andO. Virginia
address
R. R. 2, English, Ind. Estimated construction cost $10,428; first year operating cost
$23,099; revenue $40,000. Mr. King (50%)
is
Ann.minister;
Oct. 13. Mrs. King (50%) is housewife.
Crowley, La. — Rice Capital Bcstg. Co. 1560
kc: 1 kw D. P. O. address box 801, Coos
Bay, Ore. Estimated construction cost $18,065; first year operating cost $48,000; revenue
$60,000. Principals: Barton W. Freeland Sr.,
Leon O. Fremaux, Elizabeth P. Duncan,
Edmond M. Keim (each 25%). Mr. Freeland
is officer and stockholder in bank; Elizabeth
Duncan is employe of Southern Bell Telephone Co.: Mr. Fremaux is president of
loan firm; Mr. Keim is salesman and sports
announcer
for KOOS Coos Bay, Ore. Ann.
Oct. 12.
1510
kc;Jeanette,
500 w D. Pa.P. —O.Century
address Bcstg.
c/o JohnCorp.
J. Keel,
1121 E. Capitol St., Washington 3. D. C.
Estimated construction cost $20,297; first
year operating cost $40,000; revenue $50,000.
Principals: John J. Keel, Henry Gladstone,
Lloyd W. Dennis (each one-third), who own
similar interest in WCRO Johnstown, Pa.
Ann. Oct. 17.
Co. St.,
690
kc;Oshkosh,
250 w D.Wis.—
P. O.Winnebago
address 714Bcstg.
S. Kline
Aberdeen, S. D. Estimated construction cost
$22,163; first year operating cost $28,000;
revenue $60,000. Principals: Joseph A. Wettstein (51% ), Delila Pierce, Sterling H. Saunders, Charles J. Niles (each 16.33%). Delila
Pierceness sales
is consultant;
attorney; Mr.
is busiMr. Saunders
Niles is broadcast
consultant. Ann. Oct. 12.
Existing am stations
ACTIONS BY FCC
KWOS creased
Jefferson
City,from
Mo.—250Granted
indaytime power
w to 1 kw,
continued operation on 1240 kc, 250 w-N;
engineering conditions. Action Oct. 18.
WCSS Amsterdam, N. Y.— Granted increased daytime power from 250 w to 1 kw,
continued operation on 1490 kc, 250 w-N;
remote control permitted; engineering conand without may
prejudice
such action as ditions,
commission
deem towarranted
as result of its final determination with
respect to pending application for renewal
of license of WCSS. Action Oct. 11.
WKNY Kingston, N. Y. — Granted increased
daytime power from 250 w to 1 kw, continued operation on 1490 kc, 250 w-N; remote
control permitted; engineering condition
and acceptance of interference conditions.
Action Oct. 11.
WIST Charlotte, N. C— Granted increased
daytime power from 250 w to 1 kw, continued operation on 1240 kc, 250 w-N; remoteditions.
control
engineering conActionpermitted;
Oct. 18.
WNNC
Newton,
N.
C—
Designated
for
hearing application to increase
daytime
power from 250 w to 1 kw, continued operation on 1230 kc, 250 w-N; made WKMT
Kings Mountain, N. C, party to proceeding. Action Oct. 11.
WMY15 Myrtle Beach, S. C— Waived Sec.
84 (FOR THE RECORD)

1.354(c) of the rules and granted increased
daytime power from 250 w to 1 kw, continued operation on 1450 kc, 250 w-N; remoteditions.
controlActionpermitted;
Oct. 11. engineering conWKVT creasedBrattleboro,
Vt.—250
Granted
indaytime power from
w to 1 kw,
continued operation on 1490 kc, 250 w-N;
engineering conditions. Action Oct. 11.
WTAP Parkersburg, W. Va.— Granted increased daytime power from 250 w to 1 kw,
continued operation on 1230 kc, 250 w-N;
remote control
ditions. Action permitted;
Oct. 18. engineering conAPPLICATIONS
KBIQ
Avalon,
Calif. — from
Mod. Avalon
of license
change station location
to Losto
Angeles, both California. Ann. Oct. 17.
WTCJ power
Tell City,
Ind.—
daytime
from 250
to Cp
1 kw toandincrease
install
new trans. Ann. Oct. 12.
WASAcreaseHavre
de
Grace,
Md.
—
Cp
to
infromOct.
1 kw13. to 5 kw and install
new trans. powerAnn.
WALE Fall River, Mass. — Cp to increase
daytime
Oct.
11. power from 500 w 1 kw. Ann.
WJBL
Holland,
— Cpunl.,
to change
hours
of operation
fromMich.
D to
using power
of 1 kw, 5 kw-LS, make changes in DA
system (add one tower) and change from
DA-D to DA-2. Ann. Oct. 12.
KLIZ Brainerd, Minn. — Cp to change hours
of operation from D to unl., using power of
5 kw; install DA-N, install new trans, and
change ant. -trans, location. Ann. Oct. 17.
WTUP
Tupelo,
Miss.—
to increase
time power
from 250
w toCp1 kw,
Ann Oct.day13.
WCGC Belmont, N. C. — Cp to increase
daytime
power
from
1
kw
to
5
kw
and
install new trans. Ann. Oct. 16.
WEND Ebensburg, Pa. — Mod. of license to
increase hours of operation from D (Canadian-restricted)Oct.
with 1 kw 12.to D 1 kw (Cancritical hours. Ann.
KCOR San Antonio, Tex. — Cp to increase
power from 1 kw to 5 kw, make change in
DA system (add one tower) and change
from DA-2 to DA-N only. Ann. Oct. 11.
New fm stations
APPLICATIONS
Indianapolis, Ind. — WIRE Bcstg. Co. 98.7
mc; 51.2 kw. Ant. height above terrain 266
ft. P. O. address 307 N. Pennsylvania St.,
Indianapolis 6. Estimated construction cost
$24,665; first year operating cost $4,000.
Applicant
Ann. Oct. is11. licensee of WIRE Indianapolis.
Greenville, Ky. — Greenville Bcstg. Co.
101.1 mc; 2.66 kw. Ant. height above average terrain 150 ft. P. O. address box 170.
Estimated construction cost $17,926; first
year operating cost $42,000; revenue $48,000.
Principals: Charles P. Stovall Sr., Charles
P. Stovall Jr. (each 50%). Mr. Stovall Sr.
owns 50%
of Mr.
gasoline
oil distribution firm;
StovallandJr.fuel
is announcer
for WLCK Scottsville, Ky.; both are partners in Greenville am application. Ann.
Oct. 12.
Louisville, Ky. — Mid-America Bcstg. Corp.
99.7 age
mc;terrain
73.3711kw.ft. Ant.
averP. O.height
addressabove
c/o Radio
Station WING, 128 W. First St., Dayton 2,
Ohio. Estimated construction cost $27,000;
first year operating cost $3,600; revenue not
to exceed
am operation.
Applicant
is licensee of WKLO
and WEZI(TV)
Louisville.
Sole stockholder is Great Trails Bcstg.
Corp., sole owner of which is Charles
Sawyer. Mr. Sawyer owns WING Davton,
and 20% of WCOL Columbus, both Ohio.
Ann. Oct. 17.
GrandFm Rapids,
West kw.
Michigan-MidState
Inc. 100.3Mich.
mc;— 80.47
Ant. height
above average terrain 442 ft. P.O. address 320
E. Fulton St., Grand Rapids 3. Estimated construction cost $40,404; first year operating
cost $35,000; revenue $45,000. Stockholders:
West Michigan Telecasters Inc. (80%), MidState Bcstg.
Corp.East
(20%).
Mid-State
censee of WSWM
Lansing,
and isis51%listockholder in WQDC Midland, both Michigan; West Michigan is new corporation.
Ann. Oct. 11.
Rochester, N. Y. — Functional Bcstg. Inc.
92.5 mc; 102.17 kw. Ant. height above average terrain 417 ft. P. O. address 1227 Main
St., Buffalo, N. Y. Estimated construction
cost
year Applicant
operating iscost
$40.000; $30,775;
revenue first
$50,000.
licensee
of WDDS-FM Syracuse, and WBUF (FM)
Buffalo, both New York. Ann. Oct. 12.
Greensboro N. C. — Murray Hill Bcstg. Co.
102.7 mc; 20 kw. Ant. above average terrain
315 ft. P. O. address Room 721. Jefferson
Standard Bldg.,
Greensboro.
Estimated
construction cost $23,040;
first year
operating
cost $29,000; revenue $30,000. Principals:
Harry J. Hill (92.9%), Walter R. Murray

(4.9%), Mary H. Hill, Kathryne H. Murray
(each 1.1%).
Hill owns
industrial
musicMr.franchise;
Mr. one-third
Murray 12%of
of electronic equipment distribution firm;
Mrs. Hill
Ann.
Oct. and
16. Mrs. Murray are housewives.
Dover-New Philadelphia. Ohio — Dover
Bcstg. Inc. 95.7 mc; 7.65 kw. Ant. height
above average terrain nine ft. P. O. address
646 Boulevard, Dover. Estimated construction cost $16,300; first year operating cost
$24,000; revenue $30,000. Dover Bcstg. Inc.
is licensee of WJER Dover-New Philadelphia. Ann. Oct. 13.
Altoona, Pa. — John R. Powley. 99.1 mc;
1.58 kw. Ant. height above average terrain
1,222 tonft.Tex.P.Estimated
O. addressconstruction
3825 Ruth, cost
#4, $3,124;
Housfirst
year operating
$20,800. John
R. Powley, cost
sole$6,885;
owner,revenue
is employe
of KTRK-TV Houston, Tex. Ann. Oct. 12.
Austin, Tex. — Texas-Longhorn Bcstg. Corp.
94.7 mc; 3.73 kw. Ant. height above average
terrain 296 ft. P. O. address 3825 Ruth, #4,
Houston 4, Tex. Estimated construction cost
$1,150; first year operating cost (fm and tv)
$40,000; revenue $20,904. John R. Powley,
sole owner,
is employe
of KTRK-TV Houston. Ann. Oct.
12.
Port Arthur, Tex. — Port Arthur College.
98.5 mc; 960 w. Ant. height above average
terrain 380 ft. P. O. address 1500 Proctor
St., Port Arthur. Estimated construction
cost $6,362; first year operating cost and
revenue not to exceed present am operaApplicantOct.is 17.
licensee of KPAC Port
Arthur.tion.Ann.
Existing fm stations
APPLICATION
*WRFK
Richmond, Va. — Cp to change
frequency from 102.9 mc to 106.5 mc. Ann.
Oct. 18.
Ownership changes
ACTIONS BY FCC
KIBS
Bishop,
Calif—
control from James
R. Granted
Oliver totransfer
Royal ofS.
Beming (now 49%. owner); consideration
$9,000 for additional 50.1% interest. Action
Oct. 11.
KPLY Crescent
Calif.—C. Granted
assignment of license City,
to Mason
Deaver and
Virginia E. McWhorter, d/b as Summit
Bcstrs.; consideration $65,000. Action Oct. 18.
WOOO DeLand, Fla.— Granted (1) renewal of license and (2) assignment of licenses to Polaris Bcstg. Inc. (Steven D.
Potter,tion Oct.
president);
consideration $75,000. Ac18.
WAIK toGalesburg,
— Granted
control
Frederick111. W.
Webstertransfer
Jr., andof
Harold B. Inman through acquisition of
Fred 18.W. Aspey Jr.'s 33 % % interest. Action
Oct.
WEOA
Evansville,
Ind.Fuqua
— Granted
assignment of license
to J. B.
(WJBF[TV]
Augusta, Ga.); consideration $75,000 and
$48,000 for agreement not to compete within
50 miles
tion Oct.of18. Evansville for three years. AcKDMI(FM)of license
Des Moines.
Iowa —& Granted
assignment
to Richards
Assocs.
Inc. (Rev. D. A. Richards, president); consideration $88,144. Action Oct. 18.
KANB Shreveport, La. — Granted (1) reof con-S.
trolnewalfromof license
David and
Kent (2)et transfer
al to Leon
Walton, Frank F. Dusenbury and Joseph J.
Phillippus;
consideration
$18,052.Tenn.,
Mr. Walton owns WNOO
Chattanooga.
and
has interest in KJET Beaumont, Tex., and
KMLB-AM-FM
Monroe,
La.
Comr.
Bartley
dissented. Action Oct. 18.
N. C.of— Granted
of WISP
licenseKinston,
to Smiles
Kinston assignment
Inc. (N. J.
Suttles, president, and other stockholders
have interest in WRMT Rocky Mount);
consideration $70,000 including $10,000 for
agreement not to compete within 15 miles
of WISP trans, for four years. Chmn.
Minow and Comr. Lee dissented. Action
Oct. 18.
KAGIment of license
Grants and
Pass,cpOre.
Granted
to —KAGI
Inc. assign(N. P.
Hoff, president); consideration 3,300 shares
of KAGI
par 11.value common voting stock.Inc.'s
Action$10Oct.
WSHP
Shippensburg,
transfer of control through Pa.M.— Granted
Robert Rogers
surrending his 51 % subscription rights including 5.1 shares owned for $180 to Arthur
K. Greiner
whoOct.will18.pay $1,275 for 51% interest. Action
WTTC-AM-FM, Vical Bcstg. Co., Towanda,
Pa. — Granted assignment of license from
Victor A. Michael, T. Justin Myers Sr. and
Leroy J. Hopkins to Clifford S. and Harry
M. Brown, d/b under same name; consideration $65,000. Action Oct. 18.
WPTN Cookeville, Tenn. — Granted assignBROADCASTING, October 23, 1961

ment of cp from Hamilton Parks to J. B.
Crawley, W. B. Kelly and R. I. Turner
(WMSK Morganfield, interest in WLCK
Scottsville, and Messrs. Crawley and Turner
also have interest in WTCO Campbellsville,
all Kentucky); consideration $3,059. Action
Oct. 11.
KAZZ from
Austin,
— Granted
transfer
control
J. E. Tex.
Moore
Jr. to Wroe
Owensof
and Earl Podolnick; consideration $10,250.
Action Oct. 11.
KDUB-AM-FM-TV Lubbock; KEDY-TV
Big Spring, Tex. — Granted assignment of licenses and cp to Grayson Enterprises Inc.
(Sidney A. Grayson, president, and other
stockholders have interest in KSYD-TV
Wichita
tion Oct.Falls);
11. consideration $3,800,000. AcKRGV-AM-TV Weslaco, Tex.— Granted
transfer of control to Kenco Enterprises
Inc. (Bruce Lee and John A. Kennedy,
publisher
of Sioux Falls,
S. D., ArgusLeader); consideration
$1,400,000.
Action
Oct. 18.
KDYL from
Tooele,
Utah —L.,Granted
control
Samuel
Zelpha transfer
U. and O.of
Larry Gillette to Burnell G. Stanton and
T. Dee and Jack A. Tranter; consideration
$27,000. Action Oct. 18.
APPLICATIONS
KZON Tolleson, Ariz. — Seeks assignment
of license from Eldred O. Smith to LatinAmerican Bcstrs. Inc.; consideration $85,000.
Sole stockholder of assignee is Tele-Bcstrs.
Inc., licensee of WPOP Hartford, Conn.;
KUDL Kansas City, Mo.; KALI San Gabriel,
and KOFY San Mateo, both California. Ann.
Oct. 17.
KPKLment of Paso
Calif. — Station
Seeks assignlicenseRobles,
from Radio
KPRL
to Arthur C. Youngberg Jr., d/b as KPRL
Inc.; consideration $200,000. Mr. Youngberg
owns newspaper. Ann. Oct. 16.
KACL Santa Barbara, Calif. — Seeks transfer of 89% of stock in Riviera Bcstg. Inc.
from Bert Williamson and Lester W. Spillane
to Roy P. Dolley, total consideration $8,100.
Mr. Dolley owns 50% of KSKI Sun Valley,
Idaho. Ann. Oct. 16.
KHUM Santa Rosa, Calif.— Seeks assignment of cp from John F. Egan and Robert
Sherman, d/b as Bay Area Electronic Assoc.,
to Bay Area Electronic Inc., new corporation consisting
of same
principals;
no financial
consideration
involved.
Ann. Oct.
16.
WACL Waycross, Ga. — Seeks transfer of
all outstanding
shares S.ofRivers
stock to
in Teletronics
Inc. from James
James S.
Rivers Jr.; consideration $66,000. Mr. Rivers
Jr. is present general manager of WACL.
Ann. Oct. 17.
KVOL Lafayette, La. — Seeks transfer of
50% of stock in Evangeline Bcstg. Inc. from
Lafayette Advertiser-Gazette Inc. to lieorge
Thomas, present
50'*; Ann.
consideration 50% ofowner
equityof inother
licensee.
Oct. 11.
WJMR-AM-TV, WRCM-FM New Orleans,
La. — Seeks transfer of 91% of stock in
Supreme Bcstg. Inc. from Chester F. Owens
(deceased) to Flora S. Owens as executrix
of Mr.tionOwen's
no financial
considerainvolved. estate;
Ann. Oct.
12.
WMRC Milford, Mass. — Seeks assignment
of license from Milford Bcstg. Corp. to
Green Mountain Bcstg. Inc. (52.8%), Lawrence Shane (21%), Eben Parsons, Daniel B.
Ruggles, III (each 13,1%), d/b as Milford
Radio Corp.; consideration $75,000. Green
Mountain Bcstg. Inc. is licensee of WSKI
Montpelier,
Vt.; each
Messrs.of Ruggles
and Par-is
sons own 49.5%
WSKI; Parsons
attorney; Mr. Shane is employe of WSKI.
Ann. Oct. 12.
Miss. — Seeks
assignmentto
of WDSK
licenseCleveland,
from Lawrence
A. Feduccia
Lowry Tims Inc.; consideration $20,000.
Lowry Tims, 99.9% owner of assignee, owns
99% each of two gasoline distribution firms,
one investment firm and one tank manufacturing firm. Ann. Oct. 16.
WEMJ Laconia, N. H. — Seeks transfer of
all outstanding shares of stock in New
Hampshire Bcstg. Corp. from Eileen M.
Jaspert, estate of George H. Jaspert III and
Lawrence Bcstg. Co. to Albert F. Orlandino
(51.66%), Martin J. Cicatelli (33.33%) and
Samuel Kassel (15%); total consideration
$92,500. Mr. Orlandino is accountant; Mr.
Cicatelli is attorney: Mr. Kassel is announcer
for WUPY(FM)
cist. Ann. Oct. 12.Lynn, Mass., and is pharmaWOTW-AM-FM Nashua, N. H.— Seeks assignment of license from Gateway Bcstg.
Corp. to Eastern Assoc. Inc. (50%), Roger
H. Strawbridge, William N. McKeen (each
25%), d/b as Eastminster Bcstg. Corp.; consideration $200,000. Messrs. Strawbridge and
and McKeen own 50% each of WCME
Brunswick, Me.; Eastern Assoc. Inc. is
investment firm. Ann. Oct. 16.
WSET Glenns Falls, N. Y. — Seeks transfer
of all outstanding shares of stock in Olean
BROADCASTING, October 23, 1961

Bcstg. Corp., 80% stockholder in licensee,
from Donald W. Merriman (50%), Herman
C. Mosch, James C. Gleason, F. Kenyon
Reed, William C. Goodlett and Carroll W.
Anstaett
(50% in
to Mr.(16.33%);
Merriman (83.66%)
andaggregate)
Mr. Anstaett
consideration includes surrender to Olean
for cancellation certain of its debentures
and capital stock owned by Messrs. Mosch,
Gleason, Reed and Goodlett. Ann. Oct. 12.
WMNS Olean, N. Y. — Seeks assignment of
license from Olean Bcstg. Corp. to Herman
C. Mosch, James C. Gleason (each 28.7%),
F. Kenyon Reed, William C. Goodlett (each
21.43%), d/bsideration
as $110,000.
RadioDr.Olean
total conMoschInc.;
is physician;
Mr. Gleason is present general manager and
10% stockholder of WMNS; Mr. Reed owns
radio-tv sales and service business and is
10% owner of WFRM Coudersport, Pa.;
Dr. Goodlett is physician. Ann. Oct. 12.
WSRC of Durham,
C— Seeks
68.42%
stock in N.
Carolina
Radio transfer
Inc. fromof
Seymour Schneidman, Philip Nadler,
Arnold Schneidman and Vincent Colangelo
to Robert A. Monroe, present 26.32% owner
of licensee; total consideration $34,450. Ann.
Oct. 11.
WAAA of 50%
Winston-Salem,
N. Assoc.
C— Seeks
transfer
of stock in Laury
Inc.
from Robert A. Monroe to Seymour Schneidman (36.66%), Arnold Schneidman and Vincent Colangelo (each 6.66%); total considerMessrs. are
Schneidman,
Schneidmanationand$13,864.
Colangelo
present 25%,
9.37%
and 12.5%
stockholders
in
WAAA
respectively. Ann. Oct. 11.
KDAK Carrington, N. D. — Seeks assignment of cp from Judson D. Tracy, F. W.
Carr and Claire Ihringer (each one-third)
d/b as Central Bcstg. Co. to Central Bcstg.
Co., new corporation consisting of same
principals;
consideration involved. Ann.noOct.financial
12.
KWCO
Chickasha,
Okla. — C.Seeks
assignment of license
from Bayard
Auchincloss,
d/b as Washita Valley Bcstg. Co., to Washita Valley Bcstg. Corp., new corporation of
which Mr. Auchincloss is sole stockholder;
no financial consideration involved. Ann.
Oct. 17.
Seeksfromtransfer
of WWW
50% of Grafton,
stock in W.
WWWVa.— Inc.
J. P.
Beacom (present 100% owner) to Patrick
W. Larkin and Jean S. Larkin (each 25%);
consideration $33,000. Mr. and Mrs. Larkin
are co-managers
of WGHM Skowhegan, Me.
Ann.
Oct. 16.

WELL

SUCCESS

Hearing cases
FINAL DECISIONS
■ By order, commission made effective
Nov. 20, 1961, its July 14, 1960 decision in
Miami, Fla., tv ch. 10 proceeding (which had
been suspended pending appellate procedures) and (1) set aside Feb. 7, 1957 grant to
Public Service Tv Inc., and ordered it to
cease operation of station WPST (TV) on
ch. 10 in Miami at 3 a.m., EST, November
20, 1961, and (2) granted application of L. B.
Wilson Inc., for new station to operate on
that channel in Miami. Comr. Craven not
participating. Action Oct. 18.
■ Commission gives notice that Aug. 23
initial decision which looked toward granting applications of The James R. & Barbara
J. Roberts Co. for new am station to operate
on 1490 kc, 100 w, unl., in Indianola, Iowa,
and Goldenrod Bcstrs. Inc. to increase daytime power of KBON Omaha, Neb., from
250 w to 1 kw; continued operation on 1940
kc,
250 w-N;
eacheffective
subject Oct.
to interference
condition,
became
12 pursuant
to Sec. 1.153 of rules. Action Oct. 17.
■ Commission gives notice that Aug. 24
initial decision which looked toward granting application of Regional Bcstg. Co. for
new am station to operate on 1410 kc, 1 kw,
DA, D, in Halfway, Md., became effective
Oct. 1317. pursuant to Sec. 1.153 of rules. Action
Oct.
■ Commission gives notice that Aug. 18
initial decision which looked toward granting application
of WIRY
station
to operate
on 920 Inc.
kc, for
1 kw,newD, amin
Lake Placid, N. Y., became effective Oct.
9 pursuant to Sec. 1.153 of rules. Action
Oct. 12.
STAFF INSTRUCTIONS
■ Commission
directed
preparaton
of docu-of
ment lookng toward
granting
application
WBUD Inc. for new Class B fm station to
operate on 101.5 mc, ERP 20 kw, ant. height
132 ft., in
J., and Inc.
denying
cation ofTrenton,
Concert N.Network
for applisame
facilities with ant. height 500 ft. Feb. 24
initial decision looked toward granting Concert Network application and denying WBUD
Inc. Action Oct. 16.
Announcement of this preliminary step
does not constitute commission action in
such case, but is merely announcement of
proposed disposition. Commission reserves
right to reach different result upon subse-

SPOIL

THE

SUMMIT?

New York's first new luxury hotel in three
decades - The SUMMIT — welcomed its first
guests on Monday, July 31. As this copy is
being written, it has enj oyed close-to-capacity room and restaurant business ever since.
Service at The SUMMIT ... from concierge to
car attendant in our in-hotel garage ... has
received unprecedented praise. In short, the
new SUMMIT is a complete Success Story.
Management is appreciative . . . BUT ... we are
well aware that success sometimes breeds complacency. We, therefore, pledge unremitting
endeavor to sustain and, if possible, improve
the service, spirit and hospitality of The
SUMMIT.
Sincerely,

Preston R. Tisch, President
LOEWS HOTELS, INC.
!UNI MIT OF NEW YORK
East 51st Street at Lexington Avenue
Robert Huyot, Vice President and General Manager, PLaza 2-7000
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RE: A GOSSAMER
INTANGIBLE
Beneath the beat, beat, beat of the
tom-toms lurks the haunting suspicion there must be a far better way to
communicate about such a gossamer
intangible as editorial quality.
It's great. We have it. But what is it?
We think it's what people pay for
when they subscribe to a publication.
And, like most diaphanous things, it
can be measured, if not described.
We think the best measurement of
any businesspaper's editorial quality
is the number of readers who pay to
read it. This means they value it,
want it. It has that vital intangible
called quality. Quality enough to
move people to buy it. Quality enough
to surround your advertising with
reader interest. Quality enough to
complement its appeal with the appeal of sound, wanted editorial.
Quality enough to deliver a live,
interested, paid audience. Just the
right quality, in short, for the particular reader who reads it — and the
advertiser who wants to reach him.
To find it in a businesspaper, look
for the ABP symbol. It is, uniquely,
the symbol of that gossamer, diaphanous, tremendously vital and elusive
intangible known as quality. And
most often, you'll find, it has bred
the quart tity your advertising needs.

The plus value of paid circulation is "wantedncss"
Wmmn BROADCASTING
THE BUSINESSWEEKLY OF TELEVISION AND RADIO
BROADCASTING is the only publication
in its field qualifying for
ABC and ABP membership
«6 (FOR THE RECORD)

quent adoption and issuance of formal decision.
INITIAL DECISIONS
■ Hearing examiner Elizabeth C. Smith
issued initial decision looking toward granting application of James E. Walley for new
am station to operate on 1340 kc, 250 w,
unl., in Oroville, Calif., with interference
condition, and denying application of SanVal
Bcstrs. for same facilities. Action Oct. 17.
■ Hearing examiner H. Giffiord Irion
issued initial decision looking toward granting application of New Bcstg. Inc. for new
Class B fm station to operate on 107.5 mc in
New York, N. Y., and denying applications
of Herbert Muschel and Independent Bcstg.
Co. for same facilities. (On Nov. 2, 1960,
commission vacated Oct. 13, 1958 initial
decision aminerand
remanded
to exfor further
hearingproceeding
to determine
(1)
significant differences and extent thereof
between applicants as to their background
and experience, proposals with respect to
management and operation, and proposals
with respect to programming service; (2)
what efforts the applicants took to discover
the tastes, needs, and desires of their proposed communities or service areas, for type
of broadcast service proposed, and (3) in
light of evidence adduced pursuant to foregoing issues, which, if any, of applications
should be granted.) Action Oct. 17.
OTHER ACTIONS
■ By memorandum opinion and order,
commission denied petition by applicants
Washington Bcstg. Co. (WOL) Washington,
D. C, and Cumberland Valley Bcstg. Corp.
(WTBO) Cumberland, Md., for expedited
oral argument in am proceeding in Doc.
13528 et al. Action Oct. 18.
■ By memorandum opinion and order,
commission granted petition by WNXT Inc.
(WNXT) Portsmouth, Ohio, to extent of
deleting
condition
concerning
tion attached
to Aug.
3 grant ofcross-modulacp to Radio
Station WPAY Inc. (WPAY) in same community and substituting two new conditions:
(1) before license will be issued, permittee
will show that no adverse effects will be
caused to WNXT due to cross-modulation
resulting from WPAY operation with 1 kw
D, and (2)
permittee shall
respon-of
sibility of installation
and assume
adjustment
necessary equipment to prevent adverse
effects due to cross-modulation and/or blanketing. Comr. Craven dissented. Action Oct.
18.
■ By memorandum opinion and order,
commission (1) denied petition by Carnegie
Bcstg. mentCorp.,
Pa., for enlargeof issuesPittsburgh,
in am proceeding
in Doc.
14076 et al., and (2) on own motion, added
financial and programming issues as to applicant Petty Durwood Johnson, tr/as Radio
Trumbull.curred,Niles,
Ohio. Comr.
BartleyChmn.
conwith statement,
in which
Minow joined. Action Oct. 18.
WFYC Alma, Mich. — Designated for hearing application to increase power from 1
kw to 5 kw, with DA, continued operation
on 1280 kc, D; made WXYZ Detroit and
WNOW Defiance, Ohio, parties to proceeding. Action Oct. 18.
KOFE Pullman, Wash. — Designated for
hearing application for mod. of license to
changecow, designation
Wash. -MosIdaho. Action toOct.Pullman,
18.
■ By memorandum opinion and order,
commission denied petition by American
Bcstg. -Paramount Theatres Inc. (WABC)
New York, N. Y., to clarify or enlarge iskc" ofproceeding
on its applicationsues forin "770
renewal
existing license
and application of KSTP Inc. for mod. of cp of
KOB Albuquerque, N. M. Action Oct. 11.
■ By order, commission took following
actions concerning applications for new or
changed am stations on 1490, 1500, 1510. 1520,
1530 and 1540 kc in Midwest: (1) afforded
Williams County Bcstg. System, Bryan, Ohio,
comparative consideration with Community
Service Bcstrs. Inc., Ypsilanti, Mich.; (2)
consolidated Williams County application in
hearing with Community Service, already in
hearing, and (3) designated for hearing adceeding: ditional 20 applications in consolidated proAdded 20 applicants are: Barsland Inc.,
Holly, Mich.; Chief Pontiac Bcstg. Co., Lapeer, Mich.; Radio One Five Hundred Inc.,
Indianapolis, Ind.; Don F. Price, Battle
Creek, Mich.; Geneco Bcstg. Inc., MarionJonesboro, Ind.; Mainliner Bcstrs., Louisville,
Ky.; Waterland Bcstg. Corp., Fenton, Mich.;
Downriver Bcstg. Assn., Napoleon, Ohio;
Progressive Bcstg. Corp., Highland, 111.;
Storer Bcstg. Co. (WJBK) Detroit, Mich.;
Rossford Bcstg. Inc., Rossford-Toledo, Ohio;
Lapeer Bcstg. Co., Lapeer, Mich.; Andrew
Emerine, Bucyrus, Ohio; Crawford County
Bcstg. Co., Bucyrus, Ohio; Pike County
Bcstrs., Louisiana, Mo.; Bill Lamb Produc-

tions, Lapeer, Mich.; Shelby County Bcstg.
Inc. (WSVL) Shelbyville, Ind.; Airon Inc.,
Decatur, Ind.; Peter-Mark Bcstg. Co., Vandalia,
Ind. 111., and Hoosier Bcstrs. Inc., Kokomo,
Made parties to preceeding are Federal
Aviation Agency and WSVL Shelbyville,
Ind.; WKBV Richmond, Ind.; WTOD Toledo,
Ohio; WMRN Marion, Ohio; WHUT Anderson, Ind.; WRSW Warsaw, Ind.; WOPA Oak
Park, 111.; WNDU South Bend. Ind.; WJBK
Detroit, Mich.; WBBR East St. Louis, 111.;
and WD cants:ANTv Corp.
Danville,
111.; alsoInc.,
theseJackson,
appliof Michigan
Mich.; Community Service Bcstrs. Inc., Ypsilanti, Mich.; Portage County Bcstg. Corp.,
Kent-Ravenna, Ohio; Kent-Ravenna Bcstg.
Co., Kent, Ohio; Joseph P. Wardlaw Jr.,
Canton, Ohio, and Speidel Bcstg. Corp. of
Ohio,
Oct. 11. Oakwood-Kettering, Ohio. Action
Champion Electronics; Edwin A. Niehay,
Provo, Utah — Designated for hearing applications for new am stations to operate on
1540 kc, 1 kw, D. Action Oct. 11.
■ By memorandum opinion and order,
commission granted petition by Louise E.
and Gerald K. Mann for reconsideration and
granted, without hearing, their application
to increase power of KTKR Taft, Calif., from
500 w to 1 kw, continued operation on 1310
kc,
engineering
condition. Action
Chmn. Oct.
Minow12.
and D;Comr.
Cross dissented.
■ By memorandum opinion and order,
commission denied petition by Broadcast
Bureau for reconsideration, reopening of
record and enlarging issues directed to
June 16 public notice advising that initial
decision which looked toward granting application of Cherokee County Radio Station
for new am station to operate on 990 kc, 250
w, D, in Centre, Ala., had become effective
June 15; also dismissed petition for rehearing filed by F. H. Boney, applicant for new
station on 1560 kc in Centre and not party
to this proceeding. Action Oct. 12.
■ By memorandum opinion and order,
commission denied petition by Broadcast
Bureau to enlarge issues in am proceeding
in Docs. 14192-4 to include multiple ownership consideration as to applicant Smackover
Radio Inc., Smackover, Ark. Action Oct. 12.
Routine roundup
■ By third notice of proposed rulemaking
and memorandum opinion and order in
Doc. 13860, commission invites comments on
suggested alternative (and to some extent
mutually exclusive) assignments of various
vhf channels in Nebraska, Wyoming, Colorado and Kansas. Although comments and
reply comments on original requests of
Bi-States Co. to add chs. 4 and 8 to Superior
and Albion, Neb., respectively, and conflicting tv
requesttoofreserve
Nebraska
for
Educational
theseCouncil
and other
channels for state-wide tv network have
been received, commission states that further rule making is required to consider
counter-proposals to effectuate (1) assignment of vhf channel to Scottsbluff-GeringTerrytown, Neb., by Terry Carpenter Inc.,
(2) assignment of ch. 11 to Julesberg, Colo.,
proposed by Frontier Bcstg. Co., and (3)
plan tive
of Committee
on of
Education
Council of State
Kansas ofto Legislareserve
sufficient channels for Kansas educational tv
network. These proposals are either in conflict with one another or with Bi-States and
Nebraska
Council placed
proposals.
For proposals
convenience, commission
various
into three groups:
Group 1: (A) Addand ch.delete
13 tothat
ScottsbluffGering-Terrytown
channel
from Alliance; add educational chs. *9 to
Lakeside
and
*12
to
North
Platte,
eh. 9 from North Platte and add delete
it to
Superior, all Nebraska; (B) add ch. 8 to
Scottsbluff-Gering-Terrytown, substitute edcational ch. *11
ch. *8Springs,
in Laramie,
ch. 8 for uch.
13 infor Rock
Wyo.,Wyo.,
and
ch. 13 for ch. 11 in Rawlins, Wyo., (C) add
ch. 11 to Julesberg, Colo.
Group *4
2: to
(A) Kearney,
Add educational
chs. *3andto
Bassett,
*8 to Albion,
reserve chs. *13 (now commercial) in Alliance and *9 (now commercial) in North
Platte; (B) add ch. 4 to Superior, ch. 8 to
Albion, and educational chs. *7 to Bassett
and *3 to Lexington or Oxford, all Nebraska.
Group 3: Switch ch. *8 from Manhattan to
Hutchinson,
Lawrence
to Topeka, delete ch.ch.16 *11
fromfromWichita
and add
it to
Chanute
for
educational
use.
add
ch.
Grainfield, delete ch. 9 from Garden *4Cityto
and place it in Lincoln for educational use,
and add ch. *3 to Lakin or Satana, all
Kansas.
Commission denied suggestion by Terry
Carpenter Inc. to assign ch. 11 to Terrytown
by various channel changes which would require KSTF (TV) to shift from ch. 10 to ch.
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PROFESSIONAL

CARDS

JANSKY & BAILEY
Offices and Laboratories
1339 Wisconsin Ave., N.W.
Washington 7, D.C. FEderal 3-4800
Member AFCCE

JAMES C. McNARY
Consulting Engineer
National Press Bldg.,
Wash. 4, D. C.
Telephone District 7-1205
Member AFCCE

—Established 1926—
PAUL GODLEY CO.
Upper Montclair, N. J.
Pilgrim 6-3000
Laboratories, Creat Notch, N. ].
Member AFCCE

GEORGE C. DAVIS
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
RADIO & TELEVISION
527 Munsey Bldg.
STerling 3-0111
Washington
4, D. C.
Member AFCCE

Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
Everett L. Dillard, Gen. Mgr.
INTERNATIONAL BLDC.
Dl. 7-1319
WASHINGTON, D. C.
P.O. BOX 7037
JACKSON 5302
KANSAS.CITY, MO.
Member AFCCE

A. D. Ring & Associates
30 Years' Engineering
Experience in Radio

Lohnes & Culver

1710 H St., N.W. Republic 7-2347
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
Member AFCCE

GAUTNEY & JONES
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
930 Warner Bldg. National 8-7757
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE

MAY & BATTISON
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Suite 805
711 14th Street, N.W.
Washington 5, D. C.
REpublic AFCCE
7-3984
Member

L. H. Carr & Associates
Consulting
Radio & Television
Engineers
Washington 6, D. C. Fort Evans
1000 Conn. Ave. Leesburg, Va.
Member AFCCE

GUY C. HUTCHESON
P.O. Box 32
CRestview 4-8721
1100 W. Abram
ARLINGTON, TEXAS

SILLIMAN, MOFFET &
ROHRER
1405 C St., N.W.
Republic 7-6646
Washington 5, D. C.
Member AFCCE

WALTER F. KEAN
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Associate
Ceorge M. Sklom
19 E. Quincy St. Hickory 7-2401
Riverside,Member
III. (A AFCCE
Chicago suburb)

HAMMETT & EDISON
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Box 68, International Airport
San Francisco 28, California
Diamond 2-5208

CARL E. SMITH
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
8200 Snowville Road
Cleveland 41, Ohio
Tel. JAckson 6-4386
Member AFCCE

J. G. ROUNTREE
CONSULTING ENGINEER
P.O. Box 9044
Austin 17, Texas
GLendale 2-3073

VIR N. JAMES
SPECIALTY
DIRECTIONAL ANTENNAS
232 S. Jasmine St. DExter 3-5562
Denver 22, Colorado
Member AFCCE

JOHN H. MULLANEY
and ASSOCIATES, INC.
2000 P St., N. W.
Washington 6, D. C.
Columbus AFCCE
5-4666
Member

.. E. Towne Assocs., Inc.
TELEVISION and RADIO
ENGINEERING CONSULTANTS
420 Taylor St.
San Francisco 2, Calif.
PR. 5-3100

PETE JOHNSON
Consulting am-fm-tv Engineers
Applications — Field Engineering
Suite 601
Kanawha Hotel Bldg.
Charleston, W.Va. Dickens 2-6281

MERL SAXON
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEER
622 Hoskins Street
Lufkin, Texas
NEptune 4-4242 NEptune 4-9558

KEITH WILLIAMS and
ASSOCIATES, ARCHITECTS
Consultants— Radio Station Design
110 North Cameron Street
Winchester, Virginia
MOhawk Equipment
2-2589 layout
Planning
Renovation Acoustic Design

COMMERCIAL RADIO
MONITORING CO.
PRECISION FREQUENCY
MEASUREMENTS
103 AM-FM-TV
S. Market St.,
Lee's Summit, Mo.
Phone Kansas City, Laclede 4-3777

L. J. N. du TREIL
& ASSOCIATES
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
10412 Jefferson Highway
New Orleans 23, La.
Phone: 721-2661

Service
Directory
CAMBRIDGE CRYSTALS
PRECISION FREQUENCY
MEASURING SERVICE
SPECIALISTS FOR AM-FM-TV
445 Concord Ave.,
Cambridge 38, Mass.
Phone TRowbridge 6-2810
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contact
BROADCASTING MAGAZINE
1735 DeSales St. N.W.
Washington 6, D. C.
for availabilities

Munsey Building District 7-8215
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE

1302 18th St., N.W. Hudson 3-9000
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
Member AFCCE

A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
INWOOD POST OFFICE
DALLAS 9, TEXAS
MEIrose 1-8360
Member AFCCE

LYNNE C. SMEBY
CONSULTING ENGINEER
AM-FM-TV
7615 LYNN DRIVE
WASHINGTON 15, D. C.
OLiver 2-8520

GEO. P. ADAIR ENG. CO.
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
Radio-Television
Communications-Electronics
1610 Eye St., N. W.
Washington, D. C.
Executive Member
3-1230 Executive
AFCCE 3-5851

KEAR & KENNEDY

JOHN B. HEFFELFINGER
9208 Wyoming PI. Hiland 4-7010
KANSAS CITY 14, MISSOURI

PAUL DEAN FORD
Broadcast Engineering Consultant
4341 South 8th Street
Terre Haute, Indiana
Wabash 2643

JULES COHEN
Consulting Electronic Engineer
617 Albee Bldg. Executive 3-4616
1426 G St., N.W.
Washington 5, D. C.
Member AFCCE

William 6. Carr
Consulting Engineer
AM— FM— TV
Microwave
P. O. Box 13287
Fort Worth 18, Texas
ATlas 4-1571
BARKLEY & INC.
DEXTER LABS.,
Donald P. Wise James M. Moran
Consulting,forResearch
&
Development
Broadcasting,
Industry & Government
50 Frankfort St. Diamond 3-3716
Fitchburg, Massachusetts

13 in Scottsbluff. Since simpler methods
whereby vhf channel could be assigned to
Terrytown have been proposed, commission
felt that Carpenter suggestion would unduly complicate and lengthen proceeding.
Action Oct. 18.
■ Commission granted, subject to certain
conditions, a request by the City of New
York that it be permitted to send scrambled
transmissions over the Commission's uhf-tv
experimental broadcast station WUHF atop
the Empire State Building in association
with the Craven
city's municipal
WNYC-FM.
Comrs.
and Crossstation
dissented;
Comr.
Ford absent. Action Oct. 18.
■ Commission has had many inquiries
concerning possible dates of designation for
hearing of pending applications for new tv
broadcast stations to operate on vhf channels recently assigned to Syracuse and
Rochester. N. Y., and Grand Rapids, Mich.
Because of widespread interest in this matter, commission announces that orders of
designation for hearing of pending applications for ch. 9 Syracuse, ch. 13 Rochester
and ch. 13 Grand Rapids, will not issue
prior to Nov. 1, 1961.
Attention of prospective applicants is
called to provisions of Sec. 1.361(c)(1) of
commission's
substance, that inrules
orderwhich
to be provides
entitled toin comparative consideration with application or
applications alreadv on file, application must
be tendered for filing in substantially complete form by close of business on day preceding d=>v on which commission takes
action with respect to application or applications
on Oct.
file f"r
nel involved.alreadyAnn.
12. particular chan■ Commission granted petition bv Sangamon Vallev Tv Corp. and extended from
Oct. 16 to Dec. 4 time for filing comments
in pronoseri rulemaking to deintermix
Springfield. 111., and from Oct. 30 to Jan. 8,
1962 for filing replies. Action Oct. 11.
ACTIONS ON MOTIONS
By Chairman Newton N. Minow
■ Granted petition bv Jackson Bcstg. &
Tv Corn. (WKHM) Jackson, Mich., and
extended to Oct. 12 time to file exceotions to
initial decision
proceeding
on its am application. in
Action Oct.
19.
■ Oran+fd petition bv WDUL Tv Corn
(WHY7-TV) Duluth. Minn., and extended to
Nov. 13 time to file exceotions to initial
decision Oct.
in proceeding
on its tv application.
Action
9.
By Commissioner Frederick W. Ford
■ Granted petition by KWTX Bcstg.
(KWTX-TV) Waco. Tex., and extended to
Oct. 17 time to reply to Broadcast Bureau's
"partial opposition to petition for reconsideration and grant Action
without
KWTX-TV application.
Oct. hearing"
13.
■ Granted petition bv Tidewater Bc=ts.
Inc.. Smithfield, Va., and extended to Oct.
24 time to file replies to exceptions to initial
decision in proceeding on its am application
and Edwin
Action
Oct. R.13. Fischer, Newport News, Va.
■
Granted
petitionto by
Corp. and extended
Jan. Mid-Florida
19, 1962 time Tvto
file exceptions to initial decision in Orlando,
Fla., tv ch. 9 remand proceeding. Action
Oct. 13.
■ Granted petition bv Burlington Bcstg.
Co. and extended to Oct. 23 time to file
petition for review in response to hearing
examiner'sceeding on order
released for
Sept.new29 am
in proits application
station in Burlington. N. J., et al. Action
Oct. 11.
By Chief Hearing Examiner James D.
Cunningham
■ Granted petition by B. E. Bryant for
dismissal of his application for new am
station in Asbeville. N. C, but dismissed
application with prejudice and retained in
hearing status am applications of Vernon
E. Pressley, Canton, N. C, and Folkways
Bcstg.
Oct. 16.Inc. (WTCW) Whitesburg, Kv. Action
■ Dismissed with prejudice for failure to
prosecute application of Holmes-Roberts
Bcstg. Co. for new am station in Slaton,
Tex.; dismissed as moot petition by Crosby
County Bcstg.andCo.retained
for dismissal
of Holmes'
application,
in hearing
status
Crosby's
application
for
new
am
station in
Ralls, Tex. Action Oct. 16.
■ Scheduled prehearing conference for
Nov. 8 and hearing for Dec. 13 in proceeding
on am application for Dec. 13 in proceeding
Inc. (WNNC) Newton, N. C. Action Oct. 16.
■ Granted petition by Broadcast Bureau
and extended from Oct. 10 to Oct. 20. Oct.
24 to Nov. 3. and Nov. 3 to Nov. 13, the
period for filing proposed findings, proposed
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conclusions and reply findings, and reply
conclusions in consolidated am proceeding
on applications of Richmond Bcstg. Co.,
Centerville, Ind., et al. Action Oct. 11.
■ Dismissed as moot request for approval
of agreement by Ybor City Bcstg. Co. and
Johnson Bcstg. Corp., applicants for new
am stations in Ybor City and Indian Rocks
Beach, Fla. Action Oct. 11.
■ Scheduled prehearing conferences and
hearings
for Nov. 6 ofandBarren
Dec. 13County
in proceeding on applications
Bcstg.
Co. and John M. Barrick for new am stations
in Glasgow, Ky.; Quincy Valley Bcstrs. for
renewal of license of KPOR Quincy, Wash.
Action Oct. 11.
■ Granted petition by Frank S. Bare Jr.
and dismissed, but with prejudice, his application for new am station in Mesa Ariz.; retained in hearing status similar applications
of
County
Inc., and MaryvilleMaricopa
Bcstg. Co.
ActionBcstrs.
Oct. 10.
■ Granted petition by Dale H. Mossman
and dismissed
with prejudice,
his application for new but
am station
in Norwood,
Ohio;
retained in hearing status similar applications of Massillon Bcstg. Inc., Norwood,
Ohio, and Covington Bcstg. Co. and Kenton
County Bcstrs., both Covington, Ky. Action
Oct. 10.
By Hearing Examiner Thomas H. Donahue
■ Granted petition by Vernon E. Pressley and continued hearing under Issue No.
10 from Oct. 16 to Oct. 30 on his application for new am station in Canton, N. C,
which is consolidated for hearing. Action
Oct. 13.
By Hearing Examiner Charles J. Frederick
■ Scheduled oral argument at October 25
prehearing conference on motion by Hershey Bcstg. Inc., Hershey, Pa., to enlarge
issues to ceeding
include
in proon its "Evansville
application issue"
and Reading
Radio Inc.. Reading, Pa.; setting of oral
argument not to preclude filing of reply by
Reading
within
Action Oct.
11. time prescribed by rules.
■ Denied petitions for leave to reopen
record and for leave to amend filed by
Jerome Sill, as assignee and successor to
WFPG
Toms Oct.
River,
13092 et Inc.,
al. Action
9. N. J., in Doc.

SUMMARY

AM
FM
TV

Commercial
Non-commercial

By Hearing Examiner Millard F. French
■ Granted request by Louise E. and
Gerald K. Mann (KTKR) Taft, Calif., and
continued without date Oct. 16 hearing on
their am application. Action Oct. 11.
■ Granted petition by Courtney Bcstg. Co.
for severance of its application and Winfield
Bcstg. Co. for new am stations in Winfield,
Kans., from consolidated proceeding with
applications of Oklahoma Bcstg. Co. and
Sapulpa Bcstrs. for new stations in Sapulpa,
Okla.; ordered independent proceedings on
applications for each city. Action Oct. 6.
By Hearing Examiner Isadore A. Honig
■ Granted
requestsrevised
by applicants
received in evidence
paragraphsand8 and
9 of Exhibit 2 of KDEN Bcstg. Co. (KDEN)
Denver, Colo., and additional Exhibit 3 of
Kenneth G. and Misha S. Prather, Boulder,
Colo.;ing onordered
findingsto inbe proceedtheir amproposed
applications
filed by
Nov. 10 and replies by Nov. 24; closed
record. Action Oct. 11.
By Hearing Examiner Annie Neal Huntting
■ Granted
tinued frompetition
Oct. 11by toapplicants
Oct. 17 and
datecon-of
exchange of exhibits constituting direct
case and from Oct. 25 to Oct. 27 for notificationnationofinwitnesses
cross-exami-of
proceedingdesired
on am forapplications
Catskills Bcstg. Co., Ellenville, N. Y., et
al. Action Oct. 11.
■ Upon
agreement
prehearing
ence, scheduled
hearingat for
Nov. 14 conferon apf The WJMJ
Young Bcstg.
People's
the Air Inc.,plications oand
Corp.Church
for newof
fm
11. stations in Philadelphia, Pa. Action Oct.
By Hearing Examiner H. Gifford Irion
■ Granted motion by Des Plaines-Arlington Bcstg. Co., Des Plaines, 111., and continued Oct. 17 hearing to Oct. 27 in proceeding ondatedits
am 12798
application
consoliin Doc.
et al. which
Action isOct.
13.
„ Denied petition by Ruth M. Crawford,
executrix of estate of Percy B. Crawford
(WYCA) Hammond, Ind., for leave to amend
tofm application
ward proposal toof reduce
Serviceinterference
Bcstg. Corp.,
Kenosha, Wis. Action Oct. 12.

OF COMMERCIAL

BROADCASTING

Compiled by BROADCASTING Oct. 19
ON AIR
CP
TOTAL APPLICATIONS
Lie.
Not on air For new stations
68
102
850
Cps.
3,600
874
168
166
42
82
115
54
TV
OPERATING TELEVISION STATIONS
Compiled by BROADCASTING Oct. 12
VHF
UHF
38
85
18
468
4871
COMMERCIAL

56
553
TV

STATION BOXSCORE

Compiled by FCC Sept. 30
35
Licensed (all on air)
Cps on air (new stations)
Cps not on air (new stations)
Total authorized stations
Applications for new stations (not in hearing)
Applications for new stations (in hearing)
Total applications for new stations
Applications for major changes (not in hearing)
Applications for major changes (in hearing)
Total applications for major changes
Licenses deleted
Cps deleted

AM
3,600
154

45
FM
876
193

3,789
166
532
698

98
1,114
26
124

116
504
6200
1

7
78
712
0

59
92
657
13
43
75
41
32
44
0
1

1 There are, in addition, nine tv stations which are no longer on the air, but retain their
licenses.
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4871

By Hearing Examiner David I. Kraushaar
■ Dismissed
as moot of
Broadcast
motion
for extension
time toBureau's
Oct. 3
to file proposed findings in matter of modif.
of license of Marietta Bcstg. Inc. (KEROTV ch. 10) Bakersfield, Calif. Action Oct. 12.
■ Scheduled prehearing conference for
Nov. 3 in proceeding on applications of
Windber Community Bcstg. System and
Ridge Radio Corp. for new am stations in
Windber, Pa. Action Oct. 11.
By Hearing Examiner Forest L. McClenning
by George
O'Brien,
New■ Granted
Milford, motion
Conn., and
extended F.from
Oct.
16 to Oct. 20 time for final exchange of hearing exhibits in consolidated am hearing in
Doc. 14166 et al. Action Oct. 11.
■ Granted request by Port Chester Bcstg.
Co., Port Chester, N. Y., for continuance of
certain procedural dates in proceeding on its
am application and that of Putnam Bcstg.
Corp., Brewster, N. Y.; extended from Oct.
16 to Nov. 1 date for exchange of preliminary drafts of technical engineering exhibits,
and from Oct. 30 to Nov. 16 date for exchange of exhibits to be offered in evidence
in presentation of direct affirmative cases.
Action Oct. 9.
By

Hearing Examiner Herbert Sharfman
■ Scheduled hearing for Oct. 31 in proceeding on am application of Batavia Bcstg.
Corp.
(WBTA) Batavia, N. Y. Action Oct.
11.
■ Granted petition by WMOZ Inc., and
rescheduled hearing from Oct. 17 to Dec. 4
in proceeding on application for renewal of
licensetion of license
of WMOZof Edwin
Mobile,H.Ala.,
Estesandfor revocaWPFA
Pensacola, Fla. Action Oct. 10.
By Hearing Examiner Elizabeth C. Smith
■ Granted petition by WAEB Bcstrs. Inc.
(WAEB) Allentown, Pa., reopened record
in proceeding
on its amspecified
application,
rescinded dates currently
for filing
of proposed findings and reply findings,
scheduled Oct. 25 date for further exchange
of engineering evidence, and hearing for
Nov. 8. Action Oct. 6.
BROADCAST ACTIONS
by Broadcast Bureau
Actions of Oct. 17
■ Following stations were granted modif.
of cps to change type trans.: WJFC Jefferson City, Tenn., and change name to Jefferson County Bcstg. Inc.; KFKF Bellevue,
Wash.; WIRY Inc. (call letters unassigned),
Lake Placid, N. Y.
Actions of Oct. 16
WPAT-AM-FM Paterson, N. J.— Granted
assignment of licenses to Capital Cities
Bests. Corp.
KELY Ely, Nev.— Granted authority to
operate
at 6 p.m.from sign-on at 6 a.m. to sign-off
WBHB installation
Fitzgerald, ofGa.new
— Granted
covering
trans. license
Spanish Valley Community Tv Assoc.,
Moab, Utah — Granted cp for new vhf tv
translator station on ch. 7 to translate programs of KTJTV (ch. 2) Salt Lake City,
via intermediate translator station.
KLIX-TV Twin Falls, Idaho— Granted cp
to change ERP to vis. 247 kw, aur. 124 kw,
specify studio location, make changes in
trans., type ant., equipment; ant. height
1,060 ft.
■ Following stations were granted cps to
install new trans.: WWOD-FM Lynchburg,
Va.,
and increase
Mt. Vernon.
111. power to 1 kw; WMIX-FM
KAYL-FM
Storm
Iowa— Granted
cp to install new
ant. Lake,
and increase
ERP to
17.47 kw.
WORauxiliary
New York,
N. Y.— Granted cp to
erect
ant.; condition.
■ Remote control permitted following stations: WEAQ Eau Claire, Wis., main and
aux., while
using Wis.;
non-directional
ant.; WIAL
(FM)
Eau Claire,
KDAB Arvada,
Colo.;
WLOS- FM Asheville, N. C.
■ Following stations were granted change
of remote control authority: KLIF, KROW
(FM) Dallas, Tex.
■ Following stations were granted cps to
install auxiliary trans.: WMUU-FM Greenville, S. C; KPOL-FM Los Angeles, Calif.
WLNC Laurinburg, N. C. — Granted mod.
of cp to change ant. -trans, and studio location.
KLUK Evanston, Wyo. — Granted mod. of
cp to change type trans.
WEOK-FM Poughkeepsie, N. Y.— Granted
mod. of cp to increase ERP to 4.7 kw,
decrease ant. height to 830 ft., change type
trans., ant., make changes in ant. system,
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change tion);
trans,
locationpermitted.
(same site descripremote control
WKMK Blountstown, Fla. — Granted mod.
of cp to location;
change ant.remote
-trans, control
location permitted.
and main
studio
■ Following
stations
were
granted
sions of completion dates as shown: extenKTIX
Seattle, Wash., to Dec. 15; WDYL Ashland,
Va., to Feb. 1, 1962; WDJK Atlanta, Ga., to
March 1, 1962; KACL Santa Barbara, Calif.,
to
25, 1962; KIXI Seattle, Wash., to
Dec.March
1.
Actions of Oct. 13
WEEE Rensselaer, N. Y. — Granted assignment of cp to Fairview Bcstrs Inc.; extension of completion date to Feb. 14, 1962.
Columbia Bcstg. System Inc., New York,
N. Y. — Granted
authority
transmit
programsextension
to CFRB,of CKAC,
CJADto
and other stations under the control of
Canadian Bcstg. Corp. for period Sept. 15,
1961 to Sept. 15, 1962, without prejudice to
whatever action commission may deem
appropriate in light of any information
developed in pending inquiry concerning
compliance with Sec. 317 of Communications
Act and without prejudice to such action
as commission may deem warranted asresult of its final determinations with respect
to (1) conclusions and recommendations set
forth in the report of Network Study Staff;
(2) related studies and inquiries now being
considered or conducted by commission; and
(3) pending anti-trust matters.
WLOS-FM Asheville, N. C— Granted auDec. 1. thority to remain silent from Oct. 5 to
■ Following stations were granted mod. of
cps to change tvpe transmitter: K04BP Collbran,
Colo.;Mo.KIOBT Mesa, Colo.; KSHE
Crestwood,
KWUN Concord, Calif.— Granted mod. of
cp to make changes in DA pattern.
KDCD-TV Midland, Tex.— Waived Sec.
3.685 of rules and granted mod. of cp to
change ERP to vis. 0.759 kw, aur. 0.389 kw,
change studio location, make changes in
geographic coordinates, ant. system and
equiDment: ant. height 390 ft.
WTEL Philadelphia, Pa.— Granted change
of remote control authority.
Actions of Oct. 12
*K70CO, School District No. 1 and New
Mexico Dept. of Education, Taos, N. M. —
Granted cp for new uhf tv translator station
on ch. 70 to translate programs of KNMETV (rh. 5) Albuauerque: condition.
W11AA, Aroostook Bcstg. Corp., Madawaska, Me. — Granted cp for new vhf tv
translator station on ch. 11 to translate
programs
of WAGM-TV (ch. 8) Presque
Isle:
condition.
KDAL Inc., Grand Portage, Minn. —
Granted cp for new uhf tv translator station
on ch. 79 to translate programs of KDALTV (ch. 3) Duluth. via intermediate translator station; condition.
Northwest Publications Inc., Grand Portage, Minn.—
Granted
new uhfuro-tv
translator
station
on ch.cp82 for
to translate
grams of WDSM-TV (ch. 6) Superior, Wis.,
via intermediate translator station: condition.
WRSJ Bayamon, P. R. — Granted increased
daytime power from 250 w to 5 kw, continued operation on 1560 kc, 250 w-N and
new tran=. for daytime use: condition.
WISV Viroaua, Wis. — Granted increased
power on 1360 kc. D, from 500 w to 1 kw and
inst-^l^tion of new trans.; condition.
WREX-TV Rockford, 111.— Granted cp to
utilize trans, formerly authorized as auxiliary trans, at main trans, site.
KIWA Sheldon, Iowa — Granted mod. of
cp to change tvpe trans.
KKAL Denver City, Tex. — Granted mod.
of cp to change tvpe trans.
K06AR, K09BD Creede, Colo.— Granted
mod. of cps to change make of trans.
K11AY, K13BB Carlin, Nev.— Granted
mod. of cps to change make of trans, and
make changes in ant. system.
KIOAD Area, Colo. — Granted mod. of cp
to change type trans.
Actions of Oct. 11
■ Granted cps for following new vhf tv
translator stations: Glenwood Tv Committee,
Glenwood Springs, Colo., on chs. 11, 3, 9
and 6 to translate programs of KOA-TV
ch. 4 Denver, via ch. 10 Avon, Eagle, Edwards, Gypsum and Wolcott, via ch. 6
Glenwood Springs (Lookout Mountain),
KFBC-TV ch. 5 Cheyenne, Wyo., via ch. 7
Avon, Eagle, Edwards, Gypsum and Wolcott
(Castle Peak) and same via ch. 3, Glen(Lookout
KOATV via wood
ch. Springs
10 Avon,
Eagle, Mountain),
Edwards, Gypsum
Continued on page 95

1 kw FM
TRANSMITTER

FM's Best 1 KW Buy!
Specially designed for multiplex and stereo broadcasting,
this compact unit uses ITA'S
phase-modulated FM exciter
for stability and dependability.
Requires only two tube types
for simple, economical maintenance. Remote control is
extremely practical . . . very
few adjustments required.
Offers these features: • Stable
Grounded Grid PA • Selfneutralized • Semi-conductor
Power Supplies • Free Installation Supervision. It's value
packed! For complete information write ITA Dept. BJ-4.

ITA Electronics Corporation
BROADCAST DIVISION,
Lansdowne, Pennsylvania
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CLASSIFIED

ADVERTISEMENTS

(Payable in advance. Checks and money orders only.) (FINAL DEADLINE — Monday preceding publication date.)
• SITUATIONS WANTED 20$ per word— $2.00 minimum • HELP WANTED 25$ pet word— $2.00 minimum.
• DISPLAY ads $20.00 per inch— STATIONS FOR SALE advertising require display space.
• All other classifications 30$ per word! — $4.00 minimum.
• No charge for blind box number. Send replies to Broadcasting, 1735 DeSales St., N.W., Washington 6, D. C.
Applicants: If transcriptions or bulk packages submitted, $1.00 charge for mailing (Forward remittance separately, please). All transcriptions, photos,
etc., sent to box numbers are sent at owner's risk. Broadcasting expressly repudiates any liability or responsibility for their custody or return.
RADIO
Help Wanted— Sales
Progressive single market station is looking
for a sales manager interested in settling
In growing Texas community city of 10.900. Good opportunity, pleasant working
conditions. Must be experienced in sales
and prefer air voice if possible. Job is now
open but will wait for right application.
Box 799G. BROADCASTING.
If you have two or more years experience
selling in radio on a fulltime basis and
you would like to make money, this is
what we can offer you. You will sell Radio
time in the most beautiful and fastest growing area in Florida with top compensation.
As our
yankee thesalesman
"Man! money
Florida weather,
beach says;
and good
what
more
could
I
ask
for.
Join
me!"
resume to Box 288H, BROADCASTING.Send
$15,000 is what we pay to start local radio
salesman in eastern 3 million market. No
swivel chair artists. After you've proven
yourselfmen.you'll
direct and
a staff
of local salesOpportunity
advancement
unlimited with chain organization. Replies
confidential. Box 475H, BROADCASTING.
Two old, not has-beens AM pros with sports
and sales for Michigan fulltimer. Box 561H,
BROADCASTING.
Experienced time salesman wanted. Draw
and commission. Good established full time
station. Must have good selling background,
chance
to become
managerfirst
—
plus other
benefits. commercial
Mail full detail
letter. Experience — references — picture —
salary. Box 578H. BROADCASTING.
Immediate opening in local sales staff in
single station market. Must be thoroughly
experienced in radio sales. Personal interview a must. Contact General Manager
KATE, Albert Lea, Minnesota.
Louisiana, experienced competitive market
salesman. Excellent accounts and commissions for right man. Personal interview
necessary.
Shreveport. Apply John Strength, K-REB,
Experienced announcer desiring extra income thru sales. KTFI, Twin Falls, Idaho.
Salesman wanted: One of North Carolina's
most modern and progressive radio stations (am and fm) has immediate opening
for aggressive, alert salesman. Guaranteed
salary against draw . . . depending on sales
record and ability to produce on full-time
sales. Send photo and full resume at
earliest opportunity to: Clay Cline, WDBM.
P.O. Box 1027, Statesville, North Carolina.
Michigan daytimer — network affiliate has
opening for 1st phone announcer. Prefer
family
Local news
experience
permanentman.
employment
for competent
man.—
Personal interview necessary. First send
tape, resume, salary requirements. J. F.
Marzke. WJUD, St. Johns, Michigan.
Salesman, ready to move up to local sales
manager. missions
$100and car
per allowance.
week plus Bright
liberal future
comfor career position and earnings in excess
of five figures yearly. One station market.
Must have local sales experience and ability
to write hard hitting commercials. No chair
or phone salesman wanted. Station WNJH,
Hammonton, New Jersey. Apply WCOJ,
Coatesville, Pennsylvania.
Salesman (2) send complete resume to F.O.
Pease, G.M., WSUG, Clewiston, Florida. No
fone calls.
Sales manager — aggressive, creative, ready
to
rapidly fmwithstation
central
firstgrow
commercial
and Michigan's
network.
Apply with details to John P. McGoff,
WSWM, Box 289, East Lansing.
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Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Sales

Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Announcers

Local sales position available for right man
with ing.advertising
agency,
705 weekly,
Olive BuildCan make $139.72,
$205,17
radio
and tv, St. Louis 1, Missouri, Ch 1-6656.

Immediatenouncer.
opening
for experienced
Forward audition
and resume an-to
manager, WASA, Havre de Grace, Maryland.
Immediate job with 5000 watt station as
local and area news director. Will have
assistant. Must work 6 days a week. Mileage
allowance. 3 week vacation. Complete news
studios. Salary depends on experience and
qualifications. Apply: H. M. Thayer, WGHQ,
Kingston, N. Y.
Announcer-salesman and announcer-writer.
Good job . . . good pay for good man.
Apply
J. B. Delzell, WGTN, Georgetown,
South Carolina.

Announcers
Country music dj personality for board
shift and part time selling. Florida fulltime
all country music station offers wonderful
opportunity for a dj who loves country
music.
Tape, resume to Box 374H, BROADCASTING.
Wonderful opportunity for wide awake
morning man in smaller market looking
for opportunity in major eastern market.
Adult format. Deep resonant voice, strong
commercial delivery required. Send tape,
resume
CASTING.and photo to Box 428H, BROADMature delivery? Deep resonant voice?
Quality radio announcer needed for beautiful music adult am-fm-tv station in midwest. If you pride yourself in high prowe'd like to hear your
tape. Box fessional
517H,standards
BROADCASTING.
EasternencedPennsylvania
chain
needsExcellent
experiman for 5000 watt
station.
salary, ideal conditions, good opportunities. Send tape, resume. Box 519H, BROADCASTING.
Versatile announcer for staff and farm programs on network station in city of 13,000.
Illinois. Box 520H, BROADCASTING.
Wanted: versatile announcer with good,
tight swinging sound for southeastern
North Carolina, 1000 watt, daytimer. Send
ING.
tape, resume to Box 572H, BROADCASTMid eastern state — staff man with morning
potential, no novices, drifters or hot shots.
Personal interview required. Send photo,
tape, resume, references, salary expected.
Box 577H, BROADCASTING.
Announcer with first phone, maintenance
secondary.
No "rock"
resume
KIQS,
Willows
Hotel, jocks.
Willows,SendCalifornia.
Leading full time thousand watt station
needs experienced all around announcer at
once. Must be capable of adult programming, highly commercial. Salary open but
the right man will deserve and justify at
least $450.00 a month. Prefer non military
obligated man from midwest as personal
interview is necessary. Excellent permanent opportunity for man who can qualify.
Call Jerrell Shephered, KNCM, Moberly,
Missouri, Amherst 3-1600.
Wanted: a combination man that is capable
of complete maintenance and operating a
board shift. Please send tape with reply.
KODI Radio, Box 1222, Cody, Wyoming.
WBHB needs top flight announcer immediately. Send tape, resume to Paul E. Reid,
WBHB, Fitzgerald, Georgia.
Staff announcer wanted. Location Maryland, Eastern Shore. Experience necessary.
Strong news and adult music programming.
Sam Cannon, WCEM, Cambridge, Maryland.
AC 8-4800.
Opening nouncer.
forWho can
experienced
salesman-anassume duties
of salesmanager. Prefer morning man background.
Excellent future with a newspaper owned
station. Send tape, resume to Bill Poole,
WFLS, Fredericksburg, Virginia.

Immediate opening for announcer-engineer
at 5 kw fulltime
station.
announcer. Telephone
Carol Prefer
Hines,good
WHNY,
Mccomb, Miss.
For 50 kw operation, warm, friendly personality for mature audience morning show.
Rush tape, picture, background to WLAC
Radio, Nashville, Tennessee.
Wanted:topyoung,
announcer
dj formarket
nonfrantic
40 format
in one station
60 miles from Nashville. Minimum, one
year experience. Must have good delivery
for
Send air
checktapeandrecording
resume commercials.
to Murray Chumley,
WMSR, Manchester,
Tenn.
State
salary
requirements. Do not apply unless you are
close enough to come for personal interview.
Morning top 40 personality needed. Rush
resume and tape to Johnny Canton, WRAW,
Reading, Pa.
Pleasant morning announcer, adult music
station, good permanent working conditions
with latest equipment.
Opportunityapplicants
for advancement. Only experienced
considered. Send tape and resume first
letter. No collect calls please. Manager,
WRTA, Altoona, Pa.
Experienced combo-announcer-production,
announcer-sales, or announcer-first class license. Box 1056, Twin Falls, Idaho.
Two first-phone announcers. New station
in southcentral Pennsylvania. Experience
not necessary; age no limit. Contact Glenn
Winter, Box 1480, Shippensburg, Pa.
Technical
Chief engineer — Mississippi ND daytimer,
going directional
— regional
applicants
preferred.
Send night
complete
resume,
salary
requirements and late photograph first
letter. Box 953G, BROADCASTING.
WJON, St. Cloud, Minn., is seeking capable
engineer-announcer with above average
engineering capability. WJON is now in
process of building a complete new building and will house brand new X-mitter.
Work will be nites. Successful applicant
will be chief. Send complete background to
A. E. Dahl, Gen. Mgr.
Production — Programming, Others
Pulse rated No. 1 station midwest market of 300,000 looking for experienced
newsman. Half and half leg work and air
work. No beginners. Send particulars and/or
tape to Box 435H, BROADCASTING.
Newsman who can gather and broadcast
news for network station in city of 13,000.
Illinois
network station. Box 521H, BROADCASTING.
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Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Production — Programming, Others
New England — major indie operation needs
good producer. Real opportunity with growmultiple chain for right man. Resume to
Box 538H, BROADCASTING.
Suburban Chicago— combo. First class license. Permanent. Open now. $125.00 per
week. Complete information and tape to
WEAW, Evanston, Illinois.
Experienced newsman. Capable of showing leadership, initiative and editorial
judgment with a pace setting news station.
If
live news
you'llWisconsin.
love this. WISM,
122 you
E. Main,
Madison,
Modern, dynamic newsman, strong on writing and delivery. Send resume and tape to
Johnny Canton, WRAW, Reading, Pa.
Experienced newsman to gather, write, and
deliver local and area news. Send tape,
resume,
linois. references to WSOY, Decatur, IlRADIO
Situations Wanted — Management
Manager-commercial manager. Eight years
experience these capacities. Also national
network and advertising agency. Solid record of profits
BROADCAS
TING. and success. Box 409H,
I'm market.
a wanted
. Salesmanager,
top
50
Loyalmanand. .dynamic,
outstanding
track record in highly competitive market,
have figures. Present AAA-I rated employer
wants
— but . I. want
opportunity
greater megrowth
. perhaps
you need fora
wanted man. Box 504H, BROADCASTING.
Management: Aggressive, capable, 34 years
old. 7 years experience. Small market, sales,
sales manager, assistant manager. Family
man, veteran, civic minded. Best of references. Desire change and opportunity. Box
523H, BROADCASTING.
Top man for right position. Thirteen years,
programming, production, announcing,
sales, promotions, merchandising, ideas.
Seven years present employer. Prefer Florida or other coastal market to best utilize
extremely successful specialty. Will consider other if right opportunity. 32, family.
Box 525H, BROADCASTING.
Active manager, sales, promotions, airwork.
Medium market experience. Desire healthy,
progressive minded market. Good references. Box 530H. BROADCASTING.
Manager-commercial manager. 15 years with
top southern stations. Thoroughly experienced in station operation and sales. AvailING. able November 1. Box 555H, BROADCASTDominate your area with a manager who
can attract billing, trim expenses, up profit
in
thin, tough small market. Box 569H,
BROADCASTING.
Available immediately, twelve years radio,
manager, salesman, chief engineer, anHe 6-3354. nouncer. Eddie Lane, Welch, West Virginia,
Interested sales management medium
southwest market. Experienced, effective.
Edwards, Box 7222, Albuquerque, New
Mexico.
Announcers
Sports director looking for sports minded
station. Finest of references. Box 220H,
BROADCASTING.
With number one in top thirty market,
midwest. Prefer south, Los Angeles, Texas.
Top
or good
music."
Humorous25,
style.forty
Bright.
Seven"good
years
experience.
family. Military completed. References.
Available
CASTING. November. Box 449H, BROADCombo-man with limited experience desires
station in Florida or surrounding states.
Mature with liking for good music. Fair
announcer with first phone. Bob Mundy,
1250 Emeralda Drive, Orlando, Florida.
BROADCASTING, October 23, 1961

Situations Wanted— (Cont'd)
Announcers

Situations Wanted— (Cont'd)
Announcers

Attention New England! Presently employed family man of four seeking permanency medium or large market good
music station. Six years experience. Pd,
nd,
sd, dj,State
am man,
play-by-play.
$125.00
minimum.
type of
audition required.
Box 459H, BROADCASTING.
Announcer, dj; tight format, mature voice,
experienced. Want to settle. Box 467H,
BROADCASTING.
Broadcasting graduate, #3 FCC. Announcer,
news. Age 36 — new in business. Box 501H,
BROADCASTING.
Experience counts: 3 years university footfall play-by-play. Smooth, solid and stable.
Presently employed in fast moving operation in "Big Ten" city. Family, college
grad, draft exempt. Box 502H, BROADCASTING.

Major west coast personality brings sales
ideas, personal appearances, writing and
production of commercials, plus a fast moving comedy-music show. Strictly youngadult audience. Top ratings & references.
Box 551H, BROADCASTING.
West-southwest. 10 years radio experience.
#1 morning show in competitive market.
Experienced in all phases of sports, production, programming, and sales. Ready Nov.
15th. $579.50 plus. Box 553H, BROADCASTING.

Ayem personality, music, pd 5 kw 600,000
market desires relocation, advancement potential. No first phone; I'm not a chief engineer, but dohumorous,
run tight mature,
board with
"bits."
Intelligently
single,
27,
college, car, trade knowledge, experience,
tape, ratings, references, resume now. No
top 40. Ten hour workday normal; want a
hustler? Box 505H, BROADCASTING.
Texas firstphone: Tell all first letter. No
mind reader. Box 506H, BROADCASTING.
Personality dj. Experience, college, first
phone, draft exempt, available immediately.
Box 507H, BROADCASTING.
Sensible announcer: A yen for good music.
Excellent on commercials. Make your ratings climb. Hire me! Box 516H, BROADCASTING.
Attention: South or east, young, aggressive,
married. Announcer. Professional school
graduate. One year experience. Box 518H,
BROADCASTING.
Can you use a man that is radio wise?
Have a good voice, over 5 years experience. 1st class ticket, mature and married.
Box 524H, BROADCASTING.
Big sound air personality. Twelve years
experience, all phases, programming, sales,
dj. 32, family, college degree. Now emMetropolitan
experience.
character ployed.
and work
references.
Must Good
have
good dollar. Box 529H, BROADCASTING.
Announcer currently employed met market
seeks position of responsibility. Radio since
1947, permanent. Strongest personal and
professional references. Salary secondary
to opportunity,
congenial forworking
tions, good community
family.condiBox
531H, BROADCASTING.
Board, staff. No chatter or sales. Kansas or
close. 25. Box 532H, BROADCASTING.
Experienced fast paced dj desires top 40
position. Proved audience builder. Box
533H, BROADCASTING.
Announcer, beginner, no professional experience, college graduate. Radio major,
armed forces radio experience. Box 534H,
BROADCASTING.
Sick of working for nothing. Personality
plus! Top 40 & news, production. Married.
Good references,
draftratings!
free. $150.00
mum! Boost any
Box mini536H,
BROADCASTING.
Announcer — four years experience, good
voice. Prefer midwest, small station new/
old. Family, available immediately. Box
539H, BROADCASTING.
1st phone, age 43. 5 years chief engineer 5
kw da & fm, 7 years transmitter engineer.
3 years mobile radio, 4 yrs. technician &
asst. radio engr. r & d radar and marine
transmitter. Graduate army and civilian
radio school. Amateur license. Car, married,
family. Mechanical inclined, available on
2ING.weeks notice. Box 547H, BROADCASTProgram director/and/or announcer, desires change. 6 years experience in all
phases of radio, mostly format. Last 5 years
with
same
CASTING. corporation. Box 550H, BROAD-

DJ, announcer, newscaster, experienced. Do
tight work, run board. Sportscaster. Box
562H, BROADCASTING.
DJ, experienced, not a floater. Wants to
settle down. Box 563H, BROADCASTING.
Experienced announcer, dj, progressive
family man. Fast board, negro. Box 564H,
BROADCASTING.
Experienced negro announcer, family man,
run tight board. Ambitious, will travel. Box
565H, BROADCASTING.
Negro dj. Experienced, free to travel. Tape,
resume
CASTING.on request. Box 566H, BROADExperienced dj, newscaster, looking for
large market in northeast. Box 567H,
BROADCASTING.
Top-forty
dj, tight,
runs BROADCASTING.
own board. Married, veteran.
Box 570H,
Experienced announcer-engineer, 1st phone.
All
considered. Florida preferred. Box 571H,
BROADCASTING.
Increased business comes only from forceful merchandising. My years of actual major
sports competition gives me the facts for an
extensive background. As a pro sportscaster, commentator, and personality of
major cally
proportions
have been
enthusiastireceived and Isought
by listeners
and
sponsors alike. Four years of successful
sales has enhanced the desire to return
to the air. A quality radio and television
station should investigate by writing Box
575H, BROADCASTING.
Have first phone. Want home in east.
KTTN, Trenton, Mo.
Combo-man. Limited experience, good
voice, runs tight show, likes news, has
some college, and first phone. Professionally
trained. Write or wire Bill Blackwell, 3939
Lively Lane, Dallas 20, Texas.
Young negro announcer 6 years of experience. Capable of handling all markets, not
afraid of hard work, salary open. Phone
Iv 6-2868. Edward Green, 265 E. Columbia
St., Hempstead, L. I., N. Y.
See for yourself if I have the effective radio voice you are looking for. 31, broadcasting school graduate, some college and
sales background. Write, wire or phone
Donald Johnston, 5756 N. Fairfield, Chicago
45, Illinois, Ar 1-1202.
Have first phone, 2 years experience as
combo-man. Need to move. Presently employed. Veteran, no service obligations. 34
years old. Write 205 3rd Avenue, phone
In 5-3091, Madill, Oklahoma. Tommy Jones.
Announcer: news, dj, also write copy. Need
station that will give young ambitious bestart. completed.
Want to liveForin tape,
Kansas.resume,
Military ginner,
service
Gerald
Laprade,
13
Dragon
Circle,
Easthampton, Mass.
First phone personality, staff announcer,
newscaster,
permanent
employment. Can dj,
do desires
maintenance,
a real
$$$
maker. For tape, photo and resume contact
Abram B. Staggs, 1025 Valley Drive, Sand
Springs, Oklahoma. Home Ci 5-3180.
Combo
— first ticket,Draft
goodexempt,
voice — some
good
on
news,mancommercials.
sales, minimum $125.00. Box 8101, Nashville
7, Tenn.

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Technical

Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Sales

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Production — Programming, Others

Chief engineer desires change to stable
operation experienced to 50 kw. Construction, maintenance — d'rectionals, field work
and proofs. Box 509H, BROADCASTING.
Broadcast engineering specialist. 18 years
construction, rejuvination, proof of performance, chief since 1944. Family man,
sober, 3 years present position. Desire south
or
pacific
northwest.
Box 513H, BROADCASTING.

Sales secretary
wantedadvertising
with radioagency
or tele-or
vision station, traffic,
related experience. Major New York station representative firm. Good starting
salary, profit sharing, other benefits. All
replies
CASTING.confidential. Box 568H, BROAD-

TV and film coordinator now with leading
ad. agency. Requires change to network or
tv station admin, post. Interested only in
challenging
top-pressure work. Box 438H,
BROADCASTING.
Video switcher-director. 8 years experience
with same station. 34, married, 1st phone.
Film, audio and camera work experience.
Box 515H. BROADCASTING.
Newsman, versatile, creative, a year New
York area radio. 2 years armed forces network. Much magazine newspaper editorial
experience. Harvard graduate 30, married.
Can handle studio and remote work, knowledge
photography.
Personable,
would consider
radio-television
combination.
Box
542H, BROADCASTING.
Newsman. Experienced two degrees. Gather,
write and air. Seek better opportunity.
Box 545H, BROADCASTING.
Program manager — 5 years assistant program/film director/operations manager. Thoroughtly grounded in sales and accounting. Experienced in organization and adBackground College
all phases
documentary film ministration.
production.
graduate.
Box 549H, BROADCASTING.
Director. 7 years on board. Excellent ref.
present employer. Salary commensurate
with
5. Month's notice. West
coast. theBoxsupport
554H, ofBROADCASTING.
Veteran of 13 years all phases radio tv
seekingscious
assignment
with news/sports
conoperation in sizeable
market. Prefer
tv or combination radio/tv/. Will perform
other duties. Single, veteran, 39, dependable, 1stimmediately.
phone. California
preferred.tapeAvailable
Full particulars,
and
references on request. Write Box 557H,
BROADCASTING.

Want an inexperienced technical dope for
your
engineer? Then don't write. Box
537H, chief
BROADCASTING.
Chief engineer (am) employed, young,
ambitious, married, veteran desires position
as engineer and management trainee. Prefer south-east or Texas. Box 576H, BROADCASTING.
Production — Programming, Others
Mtn states or Calif! 5 years experience production, programming, all phases of radio.
2 years major market. Wish permanent
position in or near larger city. Sincere, 32,
family man. Asking $500 month. Box 480H,
BROADCASTING.
Good news; I like your regular fifteen
minute programs. Most other stations cover
only
'headlines' . . . How true! Box
508H, the
BROADCASTING.
News director — will trade . . . top-rated
major market radio-tv proven ability, for
position with newsminded management
looking for authoritive, mature, audience
building delivery. Journalism bred, executive tested, community minded, non-transient. Tapes? Of course. Box 541H, BROADCASTING.
Hardworking, creative newsman leaving
New York metropolitan area station after
year. Also 2 years newspaper magazine
editorial, 2 years armed forces radio, Married, 30, Harvard graduate. Prefer large
metropolitan areas. Excellent developing
features, lively angles, editorials in-depth
coverage, sports ideal for tv/radio combination, available immediately. Box 543H.
BROADCASTING.
Newsman — gather, write and air — two degrees. On air 10 years, 3 years in news inCASTING. cluding newspaper. Box 544H, BROADExperienced all phases of broadcasting and
ready to streamline a station with the nabest ideas
as program
operations
director.tion'sWill
do some
on air work
— plus
much production. Free hand only. Box
552H, BROADCASTING.
Veteran of 13 years all phases radio/tv
seeking assignment with news/sports conscious operation in sizeable market. Prefer
tv or combination radio/tv/. Will perform
other duties. Single, veteran, 39, dependable, 1st phone. California preferred. Available immediately. Full particulars, tape and
references
on request. Write Box 558H,
BROADCASTING.
Woman seeks position in continuity and
programming. No experience, graduate of
NAOB. Box 559H, BROADCASTING.
Program director-announcer, 4 years experience, references. Married, 27. Presently
employed as p.d., and third ranking morning man in half million market. Interested
in settling down with progressive station
in
ING.major market. Box 560H, BROADCASTSports director: five years broadcasting
basketball, football, and some baseball.
Also
excellent newsman. Box 573H, BROADCASTING.
TELEVISION
Help Wanted — Sales
TV sales experience. We have an opening
for you. Draw-commission, no ceiling, profit sharing, insurance and vacation. Write
KFBB, Box 1139, Great Falls, Montana.
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Announcers
Experienced tv announcer would also do
children's
program.
Send McDaniel,
tape, resume,
picture and salary
to Dick
Program
Director, KFEQ-TV, St. Joseph, Me.
Technical
Midwest vhf station, needs experienced
studio and transmitter man. Must have first
phone license. Please include draft status
in resume. Box 667G, BROADCASTING.
TV transmitter engineer wanted. Dumont
experience preferred. Please contact Lad
Hlavaty,
C. E., KCRG-TV, Cedar Rapids,
Iowa.
Film technician: Competent, experienced
man to technically evaluate film and maintain quality control in large film-video
tape operation. Send resume and references
to: Supervisor of Recording Services,
WTTW, 1761 E. Museum Drive, Chicago 37.
Vacancies for tv control room operators
and maintenance technicians. Tulsa and
other areas of Corinthian stations. Write
G. G. Jacobs, 302 So. Frankfort, Tulsa.
Production — Programming, Others
Producer-director. Excellent production opportunity with leading midwestern tv station doing above average live program
schedule. Production experience required,
good creative background desirable. Send
detailed resume and salary requirements
to Box 390H, BROADCASTING.
Position opening soon for experienced film
editor. Good salary and many benefits.
Must have completed military obligation.
Write Box 512H, BROADCASTING.
Wanted: station artist. Background in tv
art helpful but not a must. Send resume
with salary requirements to Box 546H,
BROADCASTING.
Needed immediately. Television director for
ABC affiliate. Send complete resume to Al
Evans, KCRG-TV, Cedar Rapids, Iowa.
TELEVISION
Situations Wanted — Management
Sales manager for major group tv station
in one of
top markets Completely
wants to
relocate
for nation's
greater opportunity.
qualified for general manager or sales manager position. Outstanding national and
local sales record and thorough knowledge
of programming film buying, and day to
day operations.
Also money
extensive
experiences. Can make
for radio
you. Top
references. Box 270H, BROADCASTING.
Manager-commercial manager. Eight years
experience these capacities. Also national
network and advertising agency. Solid record of profits and success. Box 410H,
BROADCASTING.
You need to know the man you hire. Let's
get
ING. acquainted. Box 503H, BROADCASTSales
Representative firm or responsible station
position desired by experienced man. Box
510H. BROADCASTING.
Technical
Technical and operations supervisor of fine
engineering department looking for opportunity to grow. Eight years experience;
operations, construction, maintenance, VTR,
color. Box 548H, BROADCASTING.

FOR SALE

Equipment
Latest RCA 250 watt transmitter BTA 250M,
built in remote control, many spare parts
and tubes. Excellent condition, sell very
reasonable. Box 473H, BROADCASTING.
2 Ampex 300 — 2's, demonstrators, 334-712
ips. takes 14" reels, two channels. Box
511H, BROADCASTING.
Seeburg model 200LU-1P 45 rpm record
player
Caldwell,excellent
Idaho. condition $425.00. KCID,
1 Hewlett-Packard distortion analyzer
model 330-B. 1 Hewlett-Packard audio oscillator model 201-B. 1 Raytheon transmitter
control console. F.O.B. Greenville, good
offers
accepted.
Greenville, S. C. Vern Hutchinson, WESC,
Microwave (Raytheon) transmitter and rack
(model RTRT-lc), and one Raytheon microwave receiver and rack (RTRR-1C). Excellent condition — $3,975.00. Radio station
WHUT, Anderson, Indiana. Phone John
Karr at 644-1255.
Andrew Heliax, 350', type H 1-50 (RG-270/v),
1 %" size, 50 ohms impedance, gas tight,
black polyethylene jacket. Write Don Kemp,
WSWM, Box 289, East Lansing.
Immediate sale— 300' Blawnox heavy-duty
tower with guys. Dismantled; ready to go.
$1,800. WTRN, Tyrone, Pennsylvania.
One used R. E. L., Inc. 10,000 watt fm
broadcast transmitter complete with 1,000
watt driver and interconnecting wiring.
Transmitter type No. 518-DL, including
R.
E. L. type
600 frequency
monitor.
Immediate
delivery.modulation
Capital
Broadcasting Company, Inc., Virgil Duncan,
Chief Engineer, 2619 Western Boulevard,
Raleigh, N. C, Telephone 828-2511.
Am, fm, tv equipment including monitors,
5820, bus1850,
p.a. tubes. Electrofind, 440 ColumAve., N.Y.C.
BROADCASTING, October 23, 1961

For Sale— (Cont'd)
Equipment
Will buy or sell broadcasting equipment.
Guarantee Radio & Broadcasting Supply
Co.. 1314 Iturbide St., Laredo, Texas.
Transmission line, styroflex, heliax, rigid
with hardware and fittings. New at surplus
prices. Write for stock list. Sierra Western
Electric Cable Co., 1401 Middle Harbor Road.
Oakland 20, California.
Image orthicon chains (2) — For quick sale.
RCA TK31— Contact Glenn Winter or Jack
Schuster, Phone 25531, York, Pennsylvania.
WANTED

TO BUY

Equipment
Used equipment for one kilowatt fm operation. Need everything. Quote price. Box
461H, BROADCASTING.
Wanted: Channel 11 tv amplifier 50 watts
peak visual power output. New or used.
Box 500H, BROADCASTING.
Raytheon RC-11 or similar console, any
condition. State price, details. Also need
used
test equipment. Box 535H, BROADCASTING.
Wanted, new or used fm receivers with
audio amplifiers, incorporating relays with
15,000 and 20,000 mute and boost system, or
information about where this might be
secured. Write Box 540H, BROADCASTING, stating condition of equipment and
asking price.
Wanted to buy Ampex 350 or 352 tape
recorder. Must be in working condition.
Write giving price and condition to KBIM,
Box 910, Roswell, New Mexico.
Wanted: RF bridge, GR 916 or equivalent.
Will buy or rent. Write chief engineer,
KSYL, P. O. Box 1489, Alexandria, La.
Wanted: Microwave unit and or related
mobiletion.equipment
uhf under
Please contactfor Harold
Gannconstrucat TW
7-5021, Kingsburg, California. Box 521.
Wanted: Used fm transmitter, antenna,
equipment, send details. P. O. Box 668,
Victoria, Canada.
Need WE 23-C studio console. Will also
consider Collins dual channel. State condition and price in first letter. Box 10513,
Tampa 9, Florida.
WANTED

TO BUY

Stations

Instructions — (Cont'd)
Since 1946. The original course for FCC
First Class Radiotelephone Operator License
in six weeks. Reservations necessary. Enrolling now for classes starting January 3,
March 7, May 9, July 11. For information,
references and reservations write William
B. Ogden Radio Operational Engineering
School, 1150 West Olive Avenue, Burbank,
California.
Elkins Radio License School of Chicago —
Six weeks quality instruction in laboratory
methods and theory leading to the F.C.C.
First Class License. 14 East Jackson St.,
Chicago 4, Illinois.
Announcing programming, console operation. Twelve weeks intensive, practical
training. Finest, most modern equipment
available. G. I. approved. Elkins School of
Broadcasting, 2603 Inwood Road, Dallas 35,
Texas.

YOUR

HANDY

Instructions — (Cont'd)
FCC License in six weeks or less. Instruction covers additional material of new FCC
examinations. No increase in tuition. License guaranteed for tuition of $300.00. No
charge for extra time if needed. Next
classes October 30 and January 8. Pathfinder. 5504 Hollywood Boulevard, Hollywood, California.
FCC first phone license preparation by
correspondence or in resident classes.
Grantham Schools are located in Hollywood,
Seattle, Kansas City and Washington. Write
for our offree
40-page brochure.
Grantham
School
Electronics,
3123 Gillham
Road,
Kansas City 9, Missouri.
Be prepared. First class F.C.C. license in
six weeks.
Top Elkins
qualityRadio
theory
and laboratory training.
License
School
of
Atlanta, 1139 Spring St., N.W., Atlanta,
Georgia.

CLASSIFIED

AD ORDER

FORM

ISSUE DATE(s)
□ TF (until forbid)
RATES
□ Situations Wanted — 20# per word — $2.00 minimum (Payment in advance)
□ Help Wanted — 25# per word — $2.00 minimum
□ Display ads $20.00 per inch — STATIONS FOR SALE advertising require display space
□ I"
□ 2"
□ 3"
□ 4"
□ other
□ All other classifications 30* per word — $4.00 minimum
(No charge for blind box number)
Indicate whether Radio or TV
□ Radio
□ TV
HELP WANTED
FOR SALE
□ management
□ equipmentTO BUY
WANTED
□ sales
announcers
□ technical
□ production-programming
□ stations
SITUATIONS WANTED
ADDITIONAL
□ equipment CATEGORIES
□ management
□□ Instructions
Business Opportunity
□ Miscellaneous

announcers
□ sales
□ technical
□ production-programming
COPY

Radio station in Ohio, Indiana, Illinois,
Michigan or Wisconsin. Have $30,000 down,
Send details. Box 522H, BROADCASTING.
Hawaii or Kansas. Want station in Hawaii
or Kansas. Must be property with solid
potential priced right. All replies held in
strict
Pleaseas don't
tease neces. . .
want toconfidence.
know as much
you deem
sary
in
first
letter.
Box
526H,
BROADCASTING.
$50,000 cash as down payment on a struggling metropolitan or profitable medium
market operation. All considered. Confidence assured. Box 528H, BROADCASTING.
INSTRUCTIONS
Train now in N.Y.C. for FCC first phone
license. Proven methods, proven results. Day
and evening classes. Placement assistance.
Announcer Training Studios, 25 W. 43 N.Y.
OX 5-9245.
FCC first phone license in six weeks.
Guaranteed instruction in theory and
laboratory methods by master teachers.
G. I. approved. Request free brochure.
Elkins Radio License School, 2603 Inwood
Road, Dallas, Texas.
BROADCASTING, October 23, 1961

(If larger space is needed, please attach separate copy)
BROADCASTING MAGAZINE. 1735 DeSales St., N.W., Washington 6, D. C.
NAME
COMPANY
ADDRESS
Remittance enclosed $
93
□ Bill

MISCELLANEOUS
Paying $1,000.00 yearly for 15 minutes
Pay in advance monthly. Christian
seas news. Reply only if you program
mum two hours daily religion. Gospel
Broadcasters, 5610 Camellia Avenue,
Hollywood, California.

daily.
overminiRadio
North

"Deejay taining
Manual,"
complete letters,
gagfilepatter
conadlibs, bits,a gimmix,
. . . $5.00; Show-Biz Comedy Service, 65
Parkway Court, Brooklyn 35, N. Y.
25,000 professional comedy lines, routines,
adlibs. Largest laugh library in show business. Special monthly topical service featuring deejay comment, introductions. Free
catalog. Orben Comedy Books, Hewlett, N Y.
Anyone knowing whereabouts of Oral
Frank Osman (Bob Fields), please contact
Elkins Institute of Radio & Electronics,
2603 Inwood Road, Dallas 35, Texas.
First aid to ailing announcers! Chicago
Radio Syndicate Script Service for 5000
watters or less. New jokes! Fresh program
material! Low cost! Protected area! For
free sample
write4151"TheW. Weekly
Prompter,"
Radio
Division,
Lake Ave.,
Glenview, 111.
Business Opportunity
Am looking for partner in progressive radio
station in intermountain area population
119,000, would like you to be willing to
invest $45,000 for 45 percent of station with
option to buy 50 percent. Station is 1000
watt
daytimer currently in black. Box 579H,
BROADCASTING.
RADIO

Help Wanted — Announcers

$15,000 PLUS
for
MORNING MAN
Major eastern metropolitan radio
market. Modern pop music format. The competition is tough,
but good man can help us beat
them. Must have minimum 3
years experience. Tape and resume held in strictest confidence.
Box 474H, BROADCASTING

Moving?
WANTED
BROADCAST FIELD ENGINEER
We are looking for an alert, aggressive and clean cut broadcast engineer
to operate throughout the United States
assisting broadcast stations in tune-up
of new equipment. He must be free to
travel extensively and a degree would
be helpful but more interested in a
technically experienced broadcast engineer who understands AM-FM electrical techniques and can solve problems independently. He will be assertive, a self starter and capable of
making competent decisions. He must
also understand public relations since
he will represent our company, technically to the customer. All expenses
paid, excellent fringe benefits, salary
commensurate with experience. Applicant should state his requirements and
send a copy of his resume, to: Sales
Manager, ITA ELECTRONICS CORPORATION, 130 East Baltimore Ave.,
Lansdowne, Pennsylvania. CL 9-8200.

PROGRAM DIRECTOR/
PERSONALITY
RON McKAY
Have resigned KONO, San Antonio. Now Available. Wire-write
2246 W. Magnolia, San Antonio.
TELEVISION
HELP WANTED
Production — Programming, Others

J
V
5
V

Important
Hawaii
$69,720.17
Badio Station
Loan Over 10 Years
Station
Free & Clear
as Security
Box 556H, BBOADCASTING

Program Manager
WANTED
Western Major Market
Exceptional opportunity at an exceptional
station. Need immediately experienced
television program manager. Must have
minimum five years as program department head in one of top twenty five markets with complete experience in all facets
of television programming. Please do not
apply if your experience does not meet
above requirements. Include complete history and salary requirements. Reply to
Box 580H, BROADCASTING.

EMPLOYMENT

SERVICE

JOBS
ALL BROADCAST PERSONNEL PLACED
ALL MAJOR U.S. MARKETS
MIDWEST SATURATION
Write for application now
WALKER EMPLOYMENT
SERVICE
Jimmy Valentine — Broadcast Division
83 So. 7th St.
Minneapolis 2, Minn.
FEderal 9-0961

TV

■II

FOR SALE
Equipment

950 MC STL
MODEL PCL-2A
Ideal cuits
to for replace
cirAM, FM,costly
and wire
TV program
broadcasting.
Eliminate
second
party
—
YOU
maintain
full
control over link. U.H.F. antennas included.
Leasing terms available.
MOSELEY ASSOCIATES
4416 Hollister Ave., P. 0. Box 3192
Santa Barbara, California
FOR SALE

Need experience — drive — imagination
Responsible for advertising-promotion (audience-Sales) Ability
to handle department and budget completely.
NEED NOW

ilK.n WliKHfHVIIIKSV
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Business Opportunity

Situations Wanted — Announcers

Advertising/Promotion Manager
for 50,000 watt #1 station in area.

\ Salary open to discussion.
! Send complete resume to:

Send for Booklet
A free, 16-page booklet prepared
by Burnham Van Service, Inc.
can give you helpful, work-saving,
cost-saving pointers on how to
organize your move from city to
city when you change jobs. How
to prepare to move, tips on packing, a helpful inventory checklist
of things to do are among the
topics included. Write for your
free copy. No obligation. Chuck
Swann, Burnham Van Service,
1634 Second Avenue, Columbus,
Georgia.

RADIO

Production — Programming, Others
=
I
I
|
I
§

MISCELLANEOUS

Help Wanted—
Technical(Cont'd)

Carl W. Vaiidagrift
WOWO
128 W. Washington
Fort Wayne, Indiana

Stations
iiMiiiMinimmii'
PACIFIC NORTHWEST
REGIONAL
Non-conipetitive
fulltimer
located in beautiful single
coastal market
area. Good
gross and
earnings
history.
Non-active
owner
advised,
sell for health reasons. Extremely well equipped.to
Good real estate included in total price of
$100,000 on excellent terms.
Box 209H, BROADCASTING
BROADCASTING, October 23, 1961

Continued from page 89
For Sale — (Cont'd)

For Sale— (Cont'd)

Stations

Stations

FULL TIME
NEVADA
Sacrifice at $90,000. 29% down.
5 years. Ideal for owner-operator.
Box 476H, BROADCASTING

__
rmmm
m
4% Iwl

FOR SALE — FULLTIMER
Excellent Southern market. Consistent gross and profits for past
five years. $100,000 down and
good terms.
Box 514H, BROADCASTING

wmgR n mm
JF IVI

WEST COAST
MAJOR MARKET
Well known and substantial regional
full time
facilitymarkets.
in one Average
of the Nation's
better
growth
annual
sales in excess of $500,000 with excellent earnings record. Realistically
priced for immediate sale.
Box 574H, BROADCASTING

29%
Midwest single
500w d 100M terms
29%
Georgia single
daytime
45M
29%
VF-TV
150M
small
West
25dn
New York medium daytime 120M 29%
suburban lkw-D 100M 2996
Calif.
metro
fulltime 175M cash
South
metro
Texas
lkw-D 225M
Negro
low freq 75 M
South
And others
CHAPMAN
COMPANY
1182 W. Peachtree St., Atlanta 9, Ga.

THE PIONEER FIRM OF TELEVISION AND RADIO MANAGEMENT CONSULTANTS
ESTABLISHED 1946
Negotiations Management
Appraisals
Financing
HOWARD S. FRAZIER, INC.
1736 Wisconsin Ave., N.W.
Washington 7, D. C.

""CONFIDENTIAL NEGOTIATIONS
For Buying and Selling
RADIO and TV STATIONS
in the eastern states and Florida
W. B. CRIMES & CO.
2000 Florida Avenue, N.W.
Washington 9, D. C.
DEcatur 2-2311
BROADCASTING, October 23, 1961

Regional, large marfor cash, $40,000
k-'i- owner will sell
month average gross
onl
. . y.. exclusive. Write

Norman & Norman, Inc.
Davenport, Iowa

Class B in top ten
. . $40,000.
market .eqpd.
Collins
. . .
less than 2 years . .
exclusive. Write only.

Daytimer, 5KW, adjacent to metro area,
$260,000. Good
terms, exclusive.
Write only.

AM

Norman & Norman, Inc.
Davenport, Iowa
iGUNZENDORFERi
OREGON MAJOR MARKET. New listing.
Asking $215,000 with 29% down. Good
terms. "A GUNZENDORFER Exclusive."
ARIZONA 250 WATTS FULLTIMER. Asking 878,000. Has real estate. "A GUNZENDORFER Exclusive."
WILT GUNZENDORFER
AND ASSOCIATES
8630 W. Olympic, Los Angeles 35, Calif.
Licensed Brokers
Financial Consultants

La. single $40,000 — La. single
$26,950 — La. major $100,000—
Okla. single $100,000 — Tex. medium $160,000 — Tex. single regional $145,000 — Tex. single
$59,750 — Ark. major $180,000
— Tenn. major $375,000 — Fla.
major power $550,000 — Fla. major power $237,000 — Tex. metro
$275,000 — N.M. regional $150,000 — N.M. fulltimer $160,000—
Calif, single regional $100,000—
Miss, single $45,000 — 41 radio
listings $26,950 to $865,000—7
tv $150,000 to $4,000,000.
patt Mcdonald co.
Box 9266 — GL. 3-8080
AUSTIN 17, TEXAS
— STATIONS FOR SALE —
SOUTH CENTRAL. Major market. Full time.
Asking $180,000. 29% down.
CALIFORNIA. Exclusive. Full time. Asking
$72,500. $10,000 down.
ROCKY MOUNTAIN. Competitive but growing. Asking $50,000. $10,000 down.
NEW ENCLAND. Full time. Fine market.
Profitable. Asking $180,000. Terms.
JACK L STOLL & ASSOCS.
Suite 600-601 6381 Hollyw'd Blvd.
Los Angeles 28, Calif
HO. 4-7279

and Wolcott (Castle Peak), Colo.; Eagle
Valley Tv Corp. on chs. 2, 10, 7 and 13
Colorado River Valley, Sheephorn and State
Bridge area; Avon, Eagle, Edwards, Gypsum
and Wolcott, Colo., KBTV ch. 9 Denver,
KOA-TV ch. 4 Denver, KFBC-TV ch. 5
Cheyenne, Wyo., and KBTV ch. 9 Denver,
via ch. 2 Kremmling (Yust Ranch), Colo.
■ Granted cps for following new uhf tv
translator stations: K80BC, Bay Area Educational Tv Assn. on ch. 80, Concord and
Walnut Creek, Calif., to translate programs
of KQED ch. 9 San Francisco; condition;
K77BB, Palo Verde Valley Tv Club Inc. on
ch. 77 Blythe
and Palo Ariz.
Verde Valley, Calif.,
KAET
ch. 8 Phoenix,
■ Granted cps for following new vhf tv
translator stations; K05BL, K13DF, Lame
Deer Community Tv Club on chs. 5 and 13
Lame Deer, Mont., to translate programs of
KGHL-TV Umatilla
ch. 8, KOOK-TV
K03AX,
River Tv ch.
Assn.2 Billings;
Inc. on
ch. 3 Umatilla River Valley, Ore., KEPRTV ch. 19 Pasco, Wash.; condition; K11DK,
K09DE, K07DD, Riverside Tv Inc. on chs.
11, 9, 7, Ahsahka, Idaho, KHQ-TV ch. 6
KXLY-TV ch. 4. KREM-TV ch. 2 Spokane,
Wash.; K04BS, City of Oakley on ch. 4,
Oaklev, Kan.. KAYS-TV ch. 7 Hays, Kan.;
K11DJ, K09DD, K07DC, Green River Tv
Co-op, Green River, Wyo., KSL-TV ch. 5,
KCPX-TV ch. 4, KUTV ch. 2 Salt Lake
City, Utah; conditions.
WNNT Warsaw, Va. — Granted involuntary
assignment of license to Patricia Parker
Headley, executrix of estate of Grayson
Headley.
WBSM-AM-FM New Bedford, Mass.—
Granted involuntary transfer of control
from
P. Duchaine to Maurice C. and
Paul Joseph
A. Duchaine,
executors of estate of
Joseph P. Duchaine.
KEOK, Treasure Valley Bcstrs., Payette,
Idaho— Granted assignment of license to
David Lawrence Lester
R. Walker
Billy under
same andname.
d/b
KLIQ Portland, Ore.— Granted acquisition
of negative control each by John F. Malloy
and Stanley G. Breyer through purchase of
Factor. from Donald A. Breyer and Ted H.
stock
■ Granted
renewal
of license for following
stations:
KAPB
Marksville,
La., KFSA Fort
Smith, Ark.; WABG Greenwood, Miss ;
WBHB Fitzgerald, Ga.; WCMB Harrisburg,
Pa.; WDAR Darlington, S. C; WDOC Prestonsburg, Ky.; WEAM Arlington. Va.: WENT
Gloversville, N. Y.; WFST-AM-FM Caribou,
Me; WFWL Camden, Tenn.; WJVA South
Bend, Ind.; WPDM Potsdam, N. Y.; WSLM
Salem, Ind.; WVJS Owensboro, Ky.; WWJB
Brooksville,
WENK Union Fla.;
City, WDIA
Tenn. Memphis, Tenn.:
WPTN Cookeville, Tenn.— Granted mod.
of cp to change ant. -trans, location; studio
location and type trans.; remote control
permitted.
WKPT Kingsport, Tenn.— Granted request
for cancellation of cp which authorized
change in frequency from 1400 kc to 1550
kc, change hours of operation from unl. to
D, increase in power from 250 w to 10 kw,
changeandin other
ant. -trans,
location,
install new
trans,
engineering
changes.
WPTN Cookeville, Tenn.— Granted extension of completion date to June 15, 1962.
License renewals
WINS New York, N. Y. — Granted renewal
of licenses with Comr. Lee concurring and
Chmn. Minow and Comr. Bartley dissenting,
Chmn. Minow with dissenting statement.
Action Oct. 18.
Rulemakings
PETITIONS FILED
Part 15 DuKane Corp., St. Charles, 111.
(10-9-61) — Requests amendment of rules so
as to increase scope of Subpart C, Part 15,
Incidental and Restricted Radiation Devices,
to include radio frequency powered ionic
typeattachment
acoustic transducers
described
in
A thereto,such
withas suggested
rewording
Oct. 13. as included in attachment B. Ann.
Sec. 3.606 Tv Bcstg. Circuits Inc., Tusment of caloosa,
rulesAla. (10-9-61)—
so as to Requests
assign ch.amend25 to
Tuscaloosa, Ala. Ann. Oct. 13.
PETITION DISMISSED
Sec. 3.606 California Northwest Bcstg.
Co., KVIQ-TV
Eureka,of Calif.
(10-14-60)—
♦Requests
the rules
allocate
ch.amendment
11 to Fort Bragg,
Calif. so as to
•Letter
requesting dismissal of petition
filed
Oct. 11.
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Somebody up there likes us. In fact — 10,000 somebodies in top jobs where the
TOP

FLIGHT

Decision Gets Made. TELEVISION'S soaring subscription figures prove it. Just
the other day we received 25 new subscriptions from one major advertising agency which was buying them for its clients.
Things like this happen again and again. ■ Of course, we edit TELEVISION for a particular audience — the executive who
has the time and interest to read articles which probe below the surface of topical news. ■ TELEVISION is distinguished by
thoughtful writing and fine illustration set in a
handsome format. No wonder the number of adverTELEVISION
tisers scheduling TELEVISION is on the rise.

OUR

RESPECTS

You

must

to Norman

live in and

"There's no pat formula for running
a television station," according to Norman Louvau, vice president of Columbia Pictures Electronics Company, and
manager of CPEC-owned KCPX-TV
Salt Lake City.
"Every community has its own accomplishments, itsown short comings,
and its own entertainment preferances.
There's a great need for the public to
be kept informed about what's going on
in their community. What other media
can match the impact of the local television station for a job of this kind?
You must live in an area and know it
before you can run a broadcast operation that contributes its full share to the
best interests of the community. You
can't know Salt Lake City from a desk
in New York."
Theory Into Practice ■ To carry out
this theory Norm and his family have
lived in Salt Lake City since CPEC
acquired the station back in 1959. He
recently went "back-to-school" to study
Spanish while awaiting approval of his
second tv station purchase, WAPA-TV
San Juan, Puerto Rico.
A switch to ABC-TV about a year
ago by the station has much to do with
the dominant position KCPX-TV enjoys in the market, Norm says, but he
takes pride too, in the role local programs have played: programs such as
Teenage Press Conference and the documentary, Soviet Timetable, produced
in cooperation with Utah National
Guard's Freedom Academy.
Norman Louvau (and that's his complete name, without even a middle
initial) was born in San Francisco,
Nov. 28, 1916. High school graduated
him at the thick of the depression, a
time when there was no money for
further schooling and no jobs for eager
young men without experience. So
Norm created his own employment.
He'd studied music as a boy and
played any reed instrument, mostly sax
and clarinet, so he formed a band and
made the rounds of booking agencies
getting engagements for it. "We worked
most of the hotels and night clubs in the
Bay Area and even farther," he said.
"I got my first look at Salt Lake City
when we were playing at the Rainbow
Rendezvous."
But band dates were at night, which
left Norm with nothing to do all day,
an impossible situation for anyone with
his vitality. So he pursued another interest, advertising, by working at various jobs in the advertising departments
of the San Francisco newspapers. This
led to a position with the Robbins
Agency. "It was a small shop," he recalls, "and a great education, as I had
BROADCASTING, October 23, 1961

Louvau,

know

an

manager
area

of KCPX-TV

to serve

the chance to try my hand at just about
everything there is to do at an agency,
from writing copy and laying out ads
to Bands
hustlingand
new Boats
business."
■ Growing up in
San Francisco, surrounded by water,
Norm was born with a love of boats
and sailing and he spent most of his
free time on the Bay. In 1941 he saw
that the nation's defense effort was
keeping the tug boats busy and foresaw
that with America's inevitable entry
into the war, the demand for tugging
would be even greater. So he and a
friend pooled their resources and purchased atug boat.
"We got a Navy contract almost immediately, that kept the tug — and us —
busy around the clock. I had the band
at night, so I ran the tug during the
day. My partner had a day job, so he
tookBusiness
the night
at sea."
was shift
so good
that soon the
partners were able to buy a second tug
and had dreams of becoming fleetowners, but along with booming business World War II brought greetings
from the President and Norm found
himself wearing sergeant's stripes and
running an Army newspaper at the air
base in Stockton, Calif. But the Navy
needed his tugboat and they asked the
Army to release him for three days a
week, "so there I was, wearing an Army
uniform
but working
for thedecided
Navy." that
After the
war, Norman
his knowledge of advertising and of entertainment formed a combination most
usable in broadcasting. After helping
an fm station (KRCC) get started, he
joined the broadcast branch of the San
Francisco Chronicle, working briefly at
KRON-FM while KRON-TV was being

Salt Lake

City

it
built and for the next 12 years at this
tv station, where he headed the sales
operation and, in the early days, had
charge of film buying as well. It was
then he introduced strip programming
to television, buying syndicated halfhour series and broadcasting them at
the same time every day instead of only
once a week. A familiar practice, today, it was a sensational innovation at
the time.
In 1959, Mr. Louvau left KRON-TV
to join Columbia Pictures as vice president and general manager of its broadcast subsidiary Columbia Pictures Electronics Co. His first assignment was to
acquire some broadcast properties and
his first acquisition was KCPX-AMFM-TV, purchased from Time Inc.
HelluvaRicoPusher
"He's Hurricane
going to
hitA Puerto
harder■ than
Carla," a KCPX-TV executive commented. "Norm's a terrific operator,
quite an idea man, a good programmer
and a great salesman. He's a helluva
pusher, never convinced that whatever
we've done couldn't have been just a
little better than it was, but the way
he does it we all admire him rather
than resent the pressure.
In 1953, Norman married Bonnie
Kever, a tv personality with her own
program at KRON. They have a son,
Raoul, four. Norm's on the ABC-TV
Affiliates board of governors, as well as
a charter member and director of the
Television Affiliate Corp. He is a member of the Salt Lake City Chamber of
Commerce and past commodore of the
Corinthian Yacht Club in San Francisco. His hobby is still sailing and he
has a catamaran on Bear Lake, one of
the few sailboats in Utah.

Norman Louvau
No pat formula

EDITORIALS
A compliment that counts
PIERRE SALINGER, the White House news secretary,
ventured a tribute to television and radio last week that
left little doubt as to his opinion — and by implication, therefore, the Kennedy administration's opinion — that the socalled "power of the press" resides now among broadcasters.
In accepting The Pulse Inc.'s "Man of the Year" award
for his part in putting President Kennedy's news conferences
on the air live, Mr. Salinger, described today's broadcaster
in these terms: "He is the guardian of the most powerful
and effective means of communication ever designed, and
more people depend on him for news, for information, for
interpretation than on any other means of communication."
Mr. Salinger did not stop there. As purveyors of news
and information, he said, broadcasters have no cause to be
ashamed of their performance. On the contrary, he said,
the quality of their work should not be obscured by the
criticisms rampant lately. Although he thought more stations might consider carrying presidential news conferences
in full — and this regardless of which party is in office — the
disparity between radio-tv and newspaper coverage was emphasized byhis point that transcripts of these sessions are
carried by only eight newspapers in the entire U. S.
Mr. Salinger also recognized that coverage is not a onesided obligation and that news sources themselves have a
responsibility "to help make radio and television coverage
possible." He said the current administration will do its part
in "breaking down barriers" so that each medium will have
the fullest possible latitude in using "the tools of its trade."
This kind of talk is not surprising to anyone who has
watched President Kennedy's own skillful and extensive use
of the broadcast media. Its importance is increased, however, by the fact that in saying it Mr. Salinger risked the
ire of print media generally. This, as any broadcaster could
tell him, can be spleenful ire, indeed — but, as we've been
saying, the center of influence no longer resides there.
ASCAP:

round

one

COPYRIGHT, one of the oldest and most tortured subjects in broadcasting, emerges in the news after an absence of more than two years. ASCAP licensing agreements
for television expire Dec. 31, and the tv broadcasters last
week made their proposal for new licensing terms to the
performing rights society.
Copyright is a complex subject. Royalty payments are
critically important overhead items both in radio and television. Although precise figures are hard to come by, we are
told that about nine-tenths of ASCAP's total revenue of
some $32,000,000 in 1960 came from the broadcast media.
Television paid in about $18 million; radio about $10
million. This aside from copyright payments to Broadcast
Music Inc., which grosses almost half of ASCAP's total,
as well as to smaller licensing entities.
All told, television is paying about $26 million annually
to all licensing groups. The All-Industry Television Station
Music License Negotiating Committee, which has been
diligently at work for many months in analyzing the problem, feels that payments are inordinately high and the formula inequitable, if not at variance with the anti-trust laws.
It so told ASCAP last week in a detailed presentation.
ASCAP can be expected to react negatively.
The All-Industry Committee seeks from ASCAP the treatment accorded theatrical motion picture exhibitors in television's performance of motion pictures and syndicated
filmed or taped programs. This would entail clearance at
98

the source for all new product, with stations then paying a
licensee fee based only on receipts from locally originated
programs. This would be a departure from the blanket and
per program licenses currently in effect.
The committee cogently spells out other reasons for reduction in television rates relating to various types of programs in which no music or incidental music is used. It
also asks that the differential between the current per program and the blanket license rates be lowered to a level at
which the per program license "becomes a genuine alternative to the blanket license."
The new negotiations apply to television only. In June
1959 radio broadcasters, through an all-industry committee
that challenged an ASCAP proposal to renew at the same
rates, effected a 9% savings (roughly $1 million) which
benefited all radio stations under a five-year contract
retroactive to Jan. 1, 1959. But only 700 stations contributed to the committee's fund. About 2,000 got a free ride.
The tv committee's work, including the retention of eminent counsel, so far is being underwritten by about half of
the television stations through pledges of four times their
highest quarter-hour rate. Since all stations stand to benefit from the evolution of a more equitable formula, all stations should carry their proportionate share of the cost.
The standard

bearer

I F Bob Swezey, the new director of broadcasting's beefedjj up Code Authority, adheres to his announced intentions,
he may lose the next popularity contest conducted in the
industry, but radio and television will gain in stature and
respect.
Mr. Swezey last week identified his new job as that of
"an industry conscience." A conscience can be bothersome
at times, but only when its possessor is doing something
that he hopes will escape its notice. We suspect that some
broadcasters will be bothered by Mr. Swezey. But more
will not. As a man who has had practical experience in both
network and station operations, Mr. Swezey can be expected
to apply a useful mixture of realism and idealism to his job.
The aims he announced last week are consistent with those
of all respectable broadcasters.

Drawn for BROADCASTING by Sid Hix

"I'm through with you! I heard you bragging about how
expert you were at night-time pickups!"
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DIEGO'S
SAN
FIRST
STATION
Minutes — 40 seconds — 30 seconds
Delivers 51.9% more audience than
2nd station — 54.9% than 3rd station

PERSONALITY^!

Take one full measure of cooking skill, add a portion of
showmanship and a dash of humor . . . You have the recipe
for Cordelia Kelly's enduringly popular cooking show.
Cordelia, WFMY's Home Economics Director, here enjoys a
grocery store chat with one of her viewers. She talks with many
of her TV friends in person, and to thousands of them by mail.
Women everywhere in WFMY's coverage area of 466,640 TV
homes feel that Cordelia is their "next neighbor'" , and they
love to trade kitchen talk with her — 3,000 wrote requesting her
recipe for German chocolate cake. Her mail also includes just
plain fan letters. A woman over near Chapel Hill wrote,
" You've taught me more about cooking through TV than I
ever knew before.'' In the nation's 44th television market
"Mom's cooking" wouldn't be that good if it weren't for
Cordelia Kelly.
Represented by Harrington, RighterA Parsons, Inc.

Now

fmy-tv
GREENSBORO,
N.C.
In Our 13th Year Of Service"
M
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Is there a trend among

advertising agencies

to ignore radio as ad medium?

25

Color tv ready, willing, able, to sell for
advertiser who can use it
63

when

you

think

of SPOT

CBS-TV

compensation

plan for affiliates hit

by FCC as 'prejudicial'
MCA

to drop talent or program production by

next season as MCA -SAG agree
85
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TELEVISION—

think

of these

stations

WSM-TV
Nashville
KOB-TV
Albuquerque
WNEW-TV
New York
WSB-TV
Atlanta
mark everyone must see, these stations
KERO-TV
Bakersfield
WTAR-TV. .Norfolk-Newport News
WBAL-TV
Baltimore
KWTV
Oklahoma City
stand out as "must-see" viewing in their
WGR-TV
Buffalo
KMTV
Omaha
markets. That's why they deliver effective
WGN-TV
Chicago
KPTV
Portland, Ore.
Spot TV results. And that's why alert
WFAA-TV
Dallas
WJAR-TV
Providence
national advertisers list them first, when
KDAL-TV
Duluth-Superior
WTVD
Raleigh-Durham
WN EM-TV
Flint-Bay City
they go into a Spot TV campaign.
WRQC-TV
Rochester
KPRC-TV
Houston
KCRA-TV
Sacramento
WDAF-TV
Kansas City
WOAI-TV
San Antonio
Television Division
KARK-TV
Little Rock
KFMB-TV
San Diego
KCOP
Los Angeles
WNEP-TV. .Scranton-Wilkes Barre
Edward
Petry & Co., Inc.
WPST-TV
Miami
KREM-TV
Spokane
The Original Station
WISN-TV
Milwaukee
Representative
KV00-TV
Tulsa
KSTP-TV . . .Minneapolis-St. Paul
NEW YORK • CHICAGO • ATLANTA • BOSTON • DALLAS • DETROIT • LOS ANGELES • SAN FRANCISCO • Sr. LOUIS

Just as Monticello stands out as a land-

52

TReffigies

a SERIES OF FRAMEABLE

ADworld CLOSE-UPS!

h e elin

^C«A*6F

OF

WxTf*?

137? ?<a A* t")

#9 WTReffigy TV SERIES FROM WHEELING, WEST VIRGINIA
Scan Zoo Animals, Inc., Los Angeles, California

Important . . . WTRF-TV Wheeling Market . . . Dominant in Rich
Booming Wheeling-Steubenville Industrial Ohio Valley . . . 2 1 2 Million
ets.
People spending 134 Billion Dollars Annually . . . 7500 Retail Outlets.
Tops in Sales . . . Service . . . Results! Better Buy . . .
WTRF-TV Wheeling!

wtrf
316,000 watts f\J

. by ^
Represented Nationally
George P. Holhngbery „
Company

tv

^ network color
WHEELING

7, WEST

VIRGINIA

As

Baltimore

grows

WCBM

adult-directed

reaches

DECISION

the

in Baltimore's

programming
MAKERS

rapidly-growing
market!
The new Civic Center is further evidence of
the great development now taking place in
Baltimore . . . where industrial payrolls are
well over $1,000,000,000 a year and where
$1,300,000,000 has been spent in plant expansion in ten years!
Here is a vast market of DECISION MAKERS
. . . the adults with money to spend for growing
families . . . the adults who must make purchase
decisions every day!
In Baltimore radio, WCBM reaches them best!
Why? Because WCBM programming pleases
adults with the kind of music, news and programs they prefer. WCBM is your best choice
if you want increased sales in the nation's 9th
fastest growing major metropolitan area!

©GOO
A CBS RADIO AFFILIATE
10,000 Watts on 68 KC & 106.5 FM • Baltimore 13, Maryland
Peters, Griffin, Woodward,
Exclusive National Representatives
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INC.

of

the

field

ime and time again Nielsen and ARB
surveys have shown

that KRLD-TV

is far and away the

bejt buy in the Dallas-Fort Worth
age is in TV Homes

audience

area market. The

delivered, in higher ratings

and in all-round market dominance.
Find out for yourself how far ahead you wilt be
when

you buy KRLD-TV

—

contact your Advertisinj

Time Sales representath

Cover the Dallas-Fort Worth market

EFFECTIVELY

with KRLD-TV

REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY ADVERTISING TIME
SALES — FORMERLY THE BRANHAM COMPANY
TIMES

HERALD

STATIONS
CS(dfRemberl
a)
Clyde Pi W.

TV-Twin tn KRLD radio 1080, CBS outlet with, 50,000 waits.

Renewals

undecided

It's still Broadcast Bureau vs. General Counsel's office in FCC deliberations on whether to renew broadcast
licenses of Westinghouse Broadcasting Co. and General Electric. Commissioners were unable to reach decision at special meeting last Thursday (Oct. 26) and will reconsider
thorny matter this week. Broadcast
Bureau has recommended renewal
while legal aides favor hearing because of antitrust convictions of parent firms, and several executives, of
WBC and GE broadcast arms
(Closed Circuit, Sept. 11). "We are
working
compromise," spokesman said for
last aweek.
Hanging in balance is proposed
$4.25 million sale of KLAC Los Angeles to WBC, with sales contract expiring before next FCC meeting. Following letter from commission, contract already has been extended once
(Closed Circuit, Oct. 2) but FCC
decided last week not to let KLAC
status influence WBC renewal discussions. KLAC President M. W. Hall
gave terse "no comment" Friday on
possibility of extending contract second time.
Timebuying made easy
Dream of timebuyers, station reps
and salesmen to put spot timebuying
on automatic basis may be near fruition. Data processing firm has completed feasibility study and intends to
offer plan to industry this week. Trick
is to set up central clearing house for
availabilities and search for proper
spots becomes matter of pressing button on computer-type machine.
WNTA-AM-FM sold
On heels of FCC approval of sale
of WNTA-TV New York to educational group (see page 83), WNTAAM-FM Newark, N. J., has been sold
for over $1.5 million to Communications Industries Inc., group broadcaster headed by Lazar Emanuel and
including Paul Smallen and Blair
Walliser. Group now owns WEOK
Poughkeepsie, N. Y.; WKST New
Castle, Pa.; WKST-TV Youngstown,
Ohio, and WACE Chicopee, Mass.
Make haste slowly
It will be many weeks before FCC
reorganizes along lines authorized by
Congress. While Chairman Newton
N. Minow originally planned to move
quickly, commissioners have decided
to wait until results of FCC survey
now underway are available. Under
aegis of Budget Bureau, Booz, Allen,
Hamilton began study last month

CLOSED

CIRCUIT

(Broadcasting, Sept. 18). Final report is not expected until early next
Commissioners themselves are split
year.
on how best to implement their new
authority, and much give-and-take
will ensue before final rules are
adopted. Most are agreed there is
need for employe board to make final
decisions but there are widely divergent ideas on composition, tenure and
length of delegation for board members. Another stumbling block will be
whether individual commissioners
should be responsible for, and sign,
decisions.
Rating wringer
Study of rating services, in preparation for 1962 hearings, is continuing
by House Subcommittee on Regulatory Agencies with staffers now in
field for on-the-spot investigations.
Bob Richardson and Rex Sparger of
subcommittee are in Chicago at present and previously spent three weeks
at rating firms in New York. From
Chicago, pair will go to Kansas City
and also plan visits with measurement
services in other cities. Upcoming
hearings will get national headlines
with airing of charges that surveys by
smaller firms in individual cities have
25).
been rigged (Closed Circuit, Sept.
Charity ruling
On theory that "entertainment" is
not compatible with the tragedy implicit in charitable causes, NBC has
reaffirmed policy against telethons and
also ruled out programs, commercial
or sustaining, which solicit charitable
contributions for any purpose. Policy
statement was circulated to executives
of network and its owned stations last
week by NBC Standards & Practices
Director Ernest Lee Jahncke Jr. It
takes position that public service announcements and other assistance that
NBC provides directly or in support of
Advertising Council are "more suitable," but gives some lee-way to
owned stations for exceptions if their
community needs indicate. New policy would require turndown of, among
others, programs such as one-hour
prime-time special sponsored on NBCTV last winter by group of advertisers
in support of American Child Guidance Foundation.
Record breaker
Possibly fastest news "leak" in history of FCC occurred last week on

agency's
approvalNewark-New
of $6.2 million
of
WNTA-TV
York sale
to
educators (see story page 83). After
approving transaction early in meeting, commissioners were informed
while still on agenda that word was
out. This is what happened: Immediately after sale was approved, UPI
and AP were called and both wire
services spread word well ahead of
official 3 p.m. release date.
Subliminal religion
Quickie Biblical quotations will be
fed by Mutual to its affiliates, starting shortly, for optional use as "dropins" in their local schedules, a la
Spanish-language lessons provided on
same basis since last May, reportedly
with widespread acceptance among
stations. Like Spanish drop-ins, biblical quotations will run 55 to 60 seconds each, with 21 or more to be fed
each week. Details of plan expected
to be presented to affiliates this week.
Further expansion of drop-in plan also is being considered.
Matter of money
FCC will appear tomorrow (Tuesday) in closed session before Budget
Bureau in first hearing on commission's budget requests for fiscal 1963.
While exact amount sought is secret,
FCC is understood to be asking for
"significant increase" over $12.5 million appropriated for current fiscal
year. Much of increase is targeted
for broadcast activities. All seven
commissioners are expected to attend
along with key staffers.
Cut rates for etv?
FCC Chairman Minow is pushing
AT&T to come up with some sort of
reduced rate for educational tv network. Bell company is studying situation and may be filing special tariff
for non-profit educational networking
soon. Mr. Minow urged formation of
such network in his speech to National Assn. of Educational Broadcasters last week (see page 51).
FTC mailers
Broadcasters can expect to begin receiving correspondence from Federal
Trade Commission soon consisting of
synopsis of FTC actions involving
false and misleading advertising. Hope
is station management will be alerted
for products and ad claims found offbase by federal agency. It is all part
of new look at FTC under New Frontier administration.
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and because people are different in different markets . . . Storer programming is different ! We put together a
flexible format to fit the needs of each community . . . making it local in every respect. Result? Both
WSPD-TV* and WSPD-RADIOt rate first in Toledo . . . WIBG dominates Philadelphia in all surveys!
. . . Further evidence that Storer quality-controlled, local programming is liked, watched and listened to.
Storer representatives have up-to-the-minute availabilities. Important Stations in Important Markets.
* Nielsen— June 1961
^ Pulse— July- August 1961
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LOS ANGELES
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PHILADELPHIA
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CLEVELAND
WJW

WHEELING
WWVA

TOLEDO
WSPD

DETROIT
WJBK

MIAMI
WGBS

MILWAUKEE
WITI-TV

CLEVELAND

ATLANTA
WAGA-TV

TOLEDO
WSPD-TV

DETROIT

WJW-TV

STORER
BROADCASTING COMPANY

WJBK-TV
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WEEK

Some advertising agencies are beginning to tune out
national spot radio salesmen and it's cause for concern
about whether there may be an agency trend to write off
radio as an ad medium. See . . .
RADIO

REACHING

AGENCY

COLOR'S

MESSIAH?

IN COLOR

MUST

MAKE

CHOICE

aspiring talent agency— General Artists Corp.— is banking
heavily on to make it the No. 1 outfit in the field. Future
plans are announced. See . . .
LOOKS

TO TV ... 86

CLUBS

CBS-TV

PAY

PLAN

... 52

The House Un-American Activities Committee, concerned about possible Communist infiltration of radio-tv,
questioned four engineers last week on alleged Red
affiliations. See . . .
HILL HUNTS

NBC's hopes
through as FCC
it means NBC
to RKO also is

RADIO-TV

REDS

... 56

to buy KTVU (TV) San Francisco fall
holds up deal beyond contract deadline;
plan to sell WRC-AM-FM-TV Washington
blocked. See . . .

ANOTHER

STATION

SALE

OFF . . . 42

The FCC and its current plans and policies get a goingover from inside and outside the organization as Missouri
broadcasters hear talks by FCC's Cross, NAB's Anello and
attorney Pierson. See . . .
MISSOURIANS

... 85

Television is the hole card the new owner of one

GAC

FCC

TV . . . 63-82

MCA-SAG agreement makes it official that talent
agency will drop talent or program production by 196263 season— and the chances are that MCA will hang on
to profitable Revue Productions. See . . .

MCA

CBS-TV's 'incentive compensation plan' for its affiliates
suffers a telling blow from FCC, which charges it prejudices programs of other networks by enticing station
with payment system. See . . .

... 63

RCA's and NBC's steady plugging and unfaltering faith
in color tv is starting to bring results. A dozen set makers
are now in color and dealers see increasing sales. Special
report . . .
ADVANCES

BRIEF

EAR? ... 25

No matter how gorgeous color tv gets, it'll never be a
mass medium till advertisers realize the punch it packs
for them and start move for wider acceptance, special
study indicates. See . . .
ADVERTISER:

IN

HEAR

FROM

D. C

49

Educators are encouraged on two counts. The FCC: has
finally approved the sale of WNTA-TV Newark-New York
to educational tv; has set up a special educational broadcasting branch. See . . .
TWO

BREAKS

FOR

EDUCATORS

. . . 51-83
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Late news breaks on this page and on page 10 AT
Complete coverage of week begins on page 25 f\ |

Crosley
ch. 13

loses
goes

fight;

to WIBC

Four-year contest in Court of Appeals and FCC culminated Friday
(Oct. 27) in commission award of ch.
13 at Indianapolis to WIBC-AM-FM,
that city, and termination of authority
for Crosley Broadcasting Corp. to operate WLWI (TV) on ch. 13 there.
Vote in long case, which reversed
1957 grant to Crosley, was 4-2. Chairman Newton N. Minow and Commissioners Frederick W. Ford, Robert T.
Bartley and Robert E. Lee favored
WIBC; Commissioners Rosel H. Hyde
and John S. Cross voted for Crosley,
and Commissioner T. A. M. Craven
abstained.
WLWI was ordered to cease operating at 3 a.m. Nov. 30, but Crosley
spokesman said Friday commission
would be asked to reconsider decision,
and if that fails appeal will be made
to court. WIBC, which is owned by
R. M. Fairbanks and family, was favored over Crosley on issues of duopoly, concentration of control, diversification, local ownership and integration of ownership and management.
Crosley, wholly-owned subsidiary of
Avco Corp., also owns WLWT (TV)
and WLW Cincinnati, WLWC (TV)
Columbus, WLWD (TV) Dayton, and
WLWA (TV) Atlanta.
Grant to Crosley in 1957 was remanded to FCC by court in 1958 because Commissioner T. A. M. Craven
participated in 4-3 decision without
hearing oral argument. Case had been
called up several times but in each instance FCC reportedly was split 3-3.
John C. Doerfer at that time was FCC
chairman.
Lodge

says CBS

plan

is 'perfectly proper'
New station-compensation plan challenged by FCC (see page 52) is perfectly valid and proper," CBS-TV declared Friday. In wire to all CBS-TV
affiliates, William B. Lodge, vice president in charge of affiliate relations and
engineering, assured both signers and
non-signers of controversial payment
plan that CBS would file statement supvaliditycommission
with FCC set.by
Nov. 24 porting
dateplan'swhich
Plan was prepared and offered to
affiliates, Mr. Lodge said, "only after
careful consideration by us of its propriety from the legal viewpoint and its
equitableness from the business view-

point." In event plan is ultimately
ruled improper, "we shall, of course,
promptly offer substitute terms of
compensation," he added.
B&B

remains

agency

for citrus group
Florida Citrus Commission Friday
(Oct. 27) reappointed Benton &
Bowles, New York, as its agency, climaxing long search involving some 25
major agencies.
According to commission, last year's
$3.1 million budget (which included
little broadcasting) will remain basically intact, ending speculation (Broadcasting, Oct. 16) that radio-tv spending would be increased.
Under terms of agreement with
Benton & Bowles, commission has
adopted policy of more stringent control over advertising and merchandising than in previous dealings with
agency. Appointment of Benton &
Bowles will terminate June 1, 1962,
at which time terms of six members
of commission expire. New contract
will be awarded after appointments of
new commission are complete.
Clear channel

decision

voids conflicting bids
Am applications inconsistent with
September clear channel decision by
FCC (Broadcasting, Sept. 18) will
not be accepted by commission in future and those now pending will be
Unfair to tv?
FCC Chairman Newton Minow, who has raised many eyebrows in his brief time in office,
raised another last week in endorsing new Public Service Network (see page 46.) Tv programmers, smarting from his attacks, wondered why he would
go on record for commercial radio venture while professing a
no-plug policy in refusing to give
specific commendation to any tv
show including some he apparently thinks highly of. They
didn't object to his plug for PSN,
but argued that "if he's going to
set himself up as a Good Houseseal, he shouldn't
bestowit
it in one keeping
medium
and withhold
from attacking.
programs in medium he's
been

dismissed, commission said Friday
(Oct. 27). FCC move makes further
changes in earlier order breaking down
13 clear channels and maintaining stains
quo for remaining 12 and clarifies
methods to be followed in processing
applications, FCC said.
Applications involving frequencies
adjacent (within 30 kc) to those clears
to be duplicated will not be considered
unless proposed stations can co-exist
with planned Class II assignments under breakdown. For 12 clear channels
upon which decision has been deferred,
FCC said it will accept no applications
for new changes or major changes in
facilities on adjacent frequencies. Moratorium does not apply in Hawaii,
Alaska or Puerto Rico.
ANA

convention

sets

panel on tv costs
Nation's top advertisers will get advice on how to minimize the impact of
increased television costs from panel
of network, agency and film productionsyndication authorities at Assn. of National Advertisers' annual meeting this
week. Some 375 to 400 leading advertising executives are expected to attend
sessions Thurs.-Sat. (Nov. 2-4) at The
Homestead, Hot Springs, Va.
ANA officials said Friday that panel
on tv costs will consist of William H.
Hylan, CBS-TV sales administration
vice president; Richard Jones, vice president and media director of J. Walter
Thompson Co., and John Mitchell, vice
president of Screen Gems. Howard
Eaton, media director of Lever Bros,
and chairman of ANA's broadcast committee, will moderate this session, one
of nine closed clinics Thursday.
Other features of three-day meeting
include, Friday morning, reports on significant media developments and how
they affect media values and cost trends,
by President William Steers of Doherty,
Clifford, Steers & Shenfield; major
changes in markets and how they affect
advertisings impact, by President William Hesse of Benton & Bowles; and
A. C. Nielsen Co.'s new Nielsen Media
Service which compares tv and magazine audiences, by Harry Schroeter of
National Biscuit and Donald Armstrong, Communications Affiliates Inc.
On Friday afternoon, ways to improve public understanding of advertising, by Beatrice Adams of Gardner
Adv., and implications of increased
power for Federal Trade Commission,
by Gilbert H. Weil, ANA general
counsel.
■■MB
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Lee
B .
Wailes, executive vp for planning and finance, Storer
Broadcasting
Co. (WGBSAM-FM Miami,
WJBK - AM FM-TV Detroit,
WSPD - AM Mr. Wailes
FM-TV Toledo,
WAGA-TV Atlanta. WJW-AM-FM-TV Cleveland,
KGBS Los Angeles, WWVA-AM-FM
Wheeling, WIBG-AM-FM Philadelphia,
and WITI-TV Milwaukee), announces
his retirement, effective Jan. 1, 1962.
He will maintain association with
Storer in consulting capacity. Mr.
Wailes began his broadcasting career
with NBC in 1931. He joined Storer
(then Fort Industry Co.) in 1946 as
assistant general manager. He was
named executive vp in 1953.

David E. Guerrant, former president
of John W. Shaw Adv., Chicago, named
president of MacFarland, Aveyard &
Co. there, effective Nov. 6. He was
with Campbell-Ewald before Shaw, has
been in agency field 20 years. A. E.
Aveyard, president for 15 years, becomes chairman of executive committee and Hays MacFarland continues as
chairman of board.
Charles Helfrich, media director,
Donahue & Coe, Los Angeles, appointed divisional director of advertising and
promotion
for effective
RKO-General's
coast
properties,
Nov. 1. west
He
will be responsible for directing advertising, promotion and research departments of KHJ-AM-FM-TV Los Angeles and KFRC San Francisco. Mr.
Helfrich started in advertising with
Cunningham & Walsh, New York, and
moved to Los Angeles in 1956 as media
director of Erwin Wasey office. He
joined Donahue & Coe in 1959.

For other personnel changes of the week see FATES & FORTUNES

SDX

confers

award

on B&J's Hoover
Donald D. Hoover, president of
Bozel & Jacobs in East, received Sigma
Delta Chi's highest honor — Wells Memorial Key— last Saturday at closing
banquet of annual convention at Miami
Beach. Mr. Hoover, one of reporting
and editing team which won 1931 Pulitzer prize for Indianapolis News, has
headed B&J New York operation more
than 10 years.
Nominated for fellowships in professional journalistic society for 1961:
Lyle C. Wilson, vice president-general
manager of UPI in Washington; James
Stuart, editor, Indianapolis Star; William T. Evjue, editor-publisher, Madison (Wis.) Capital Times.
Pennsylvania State U. won all first
place awards in radio-tv undergraduate
competition. Ft. Worth chapter won
professional chapter award for outstanding service and Chicago chapter
won the annual award for cooperation
with SDX publication, The Quill.
Taylor to head MAAN
Mutual Advertising Agency Network at annual meeting in Chicago
Friday elected following new officers:
president, Jim Taylor, James C. Tayloi Jr. Adv., Ottumwa, Iowa, succeed'ng Ken Warren, Warren & Litzenberge . Davenport. Iowa: first vice
10

president, Art Gerst, Gerst, Sylvester
& Walsh, Cleveland: second vice president, Phil Jones, Lyons Adv., Attleboro Falls, Mass.; secretary, Rolla
Nolting, Perry-Brown, Cincinnati;
treasurer, Gladys Lamb, Kelly & Lamb,
Columbus, Ohio.
House

unit favors

anti-red proposal
House Un-American Activities Subcommittee indicated Friday it favors
proposal to empower FCC to deny and
revoke station licenses for individuals
who refuse to answer questions about
Communist Party activities.
Subcommittee is considering bill
(HR 6) which would permit FCC to
deny radio operator licenses in such
cases (see story, page 56). Subcommittee's interest in station licenses was
indicated during questioning of Dee
Pincock, FCC assistant general counsel.
He said proposed bill would not add to
commission's existing authority and
broader proposal "might be helpful."
Earlier, Rudolph W. Jones, chief engineer for Tuschman Broadcasting
Corp.'s WABQ-AM-FM Cleveland, denied he is Communist, but refused to
say if he had ever been member of that
party.
Mr. Jones said he has two technician's license renewals pending before
FCC. Action on both has been held up

by his refusal to answer FCC questions
about Communist Party affiliations.
He said Friday he believes FCC lacks
statutory and constitutional authority to
ask such questions. Mr. Pincock said
later that FCC authority in this area
has been upheld by courts. He also
said that, following hearing on Jones
case, hearing examiner recommended
rejection of applications. Further open
hearing is tentatively scheduled Nov. 3.
RCA

says color sales up,

notes record

production

RCA's production of color tv sets is
at record level and fall sales to dealers
are up about 175% over last year,
company said Friday (Oct. 27). Increased network and local color programming, heightened public interest
in color, and entry of practically all
major manufacturers into color tv set
marketing, were some of the factors
cited for "spiraling sales." Over entire
year, RCA reported that color set sales
are 40% ahead of last year, "and climbingporteach
week."63).(for special color resee page
AAAA

regional meeting

set Nov. 14-16 in N.Y.
American Assn. of Advertising Agencies has announced agenda for Nov.
14-16 eastern conference at Hotel Biltmore, New York.
Conference will begin with concurrent afternoon meeting on Tuesday
(Nov. 14) covering media buying and
direct mail advertising. Wednesday
sessions cover agency management in
morning and what's ahead in afternoon;
three concurrent morning sessions on
Thursday will be on research, print, production and account management, while
afternoon meetings will be on marketing and creative subjects.
Barton A. Cummings, president of
Compton Adv. and chairman of AAAA
region's
board of governors,
will preside at conference
luncheon Nov.
15.
Harold L. McClinton, president of
Reach, McClinton & Co. and vice chairman of regional board, will preside at
management session.
Missourians re-elect Hyland
Missouri Broadcasters Assn. on Friday announced its officers for 1962.
They are Robert Hyland, KMOX St.
Louis, re-elected president; Don Daley,
KGBX Springfield, vice president;
Harold Douglas, KMMO Marshall, secretary-treasurer. Board members named
are Earl Dougherty, KXEO Mexico;
Elmer Donze, KSGM Ste. Genevieve;
Sam Burk, KTRX Kirksville; and William Bates, WDAF-TV Kansas City
(also see story, page 49).
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A

ROSE

FOR

EMILY

Emily Tickletyper worked in a small wing of H-R with three other
distaffers. For her birthday, her ofhcemates bought a beautiful cake*
embellished with four tempting candy roses.
Emily, a stickler for fair play, wanted to cut three friends in on
equal shares of cake. She also wanted each piece to have an unmutilated candy rose. Using an ordinary cake knife (which cannot cut
curves), how can she divide the cake into four equal pieces, each
containing a flower? (No fair transplanting roses.)
Send in the correct answer and win a memento of your gastronomical
thinking. Several are available so tell us what you've already won.
Puzzle
adapted
fromof Dudeney's
"Amusements
reprinted
courtesy
Dover Publications,
Inc., inN. Mathematics,"
Y. 14, N. Y.
* To get your just desserts, sweeten your dough on WMAL-TV late-night feature films. You'll get the lowest cost per 1000 homes in the Washington, D. C.
market. (ARB, Oct. '60 thru Apr. '61.)

Washington, D. C.
wmal-tv
An Evening Star Broadcasting Company Station, represented by H-R Television, Inc.
Affiliated with WMAL

and WMAL-FM,

Washington,

D. C; WSVA-TV

and WSVA,

Harrisonburg, Va.
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DATEBOOK
A calendar of important meetings and
events in the field of communications
•Indicates first or revised listing.
OCTOBER
Oct. 30-31— NAB Tv Code Review Board,
NAB headquarters, Washington. Two-year
revision project will be considered.
Oct. 30-31— Central Canada Broadcasting
Assn., annual meeting. Hamilton. Ont.
Oct. 30-Nov. 1— Annual radio fall meeting,
jointly neers
sponsored
by Institute
and Electronic
Industriesof Radio
Assn. EngiHotel
Syracuse, Syracuse, N. Y.
*Oct. 31 — Chicago chapter, American Women in Radio and Television, dinner meeting. Lake Shore Club, Chicago. Henry
Loomis, director of Voice of America, is
speaker.
Oct. 31 — Radio & Television Executives
Society, Time Buying & Selling Seminar,
second session. "A Look Behind the Media
Plan." Instructors: Herbert Zeltner, Lennen & Newell; Al Petcavage, Doyle Dane
Bernbach. CBS Radio Studios, 49 E. 42nd
St., New York City. 5:30-7 p.m.
NOVEMBER
Nov. 2-3 — Ohio Assn. of Broadcasters, fall
convention. Columbus Athletic Club, Columbus.
Nov. 2-4 — Assn. of National Advertisers,
annual national meeting. The Homestead,
Hot Springs, Va.
Nov. 3 — Oral argument on FCC's option
time proposals (rescheduled from Oct. 27).
*Nov. 2-4— WSM's 10th annual Country
Music Festival, celebration of Gran' Ole
Opry's
36th Tenn.
birthday. Andrew Jackson Hotel,
Nashville,
♦Nov. 4-5 — TJ. of Missouri Broadcasting
News Seminar (rescheduled from Oct. 2122). U. of Missouri campus, Columbia.
Nov. 5-8 — Broadcasters Promotion Assn.,
annual convention. James C. Hagerty, ABC
news vp will be keynote speaker. WaldorfAstoria Hotel, New York City.
♦Nov. 6— Reply comments due on FCC inquiry into network option time.
Nov. 6-7 — North Carolina Assn., of Broadcasters, fall convention. Speakers include
FCC Commissioner Robert T. Bartley. MidPines Club, Southern Pines.
Nov. 6-9 — National Community Television
Assn., committee and board meeting. Greenbriar Hotel, White Sulpher Springs, W. Va.
Nov. 8 — Radio & Television Executives
Society, Time Buying and Selling Seminar,
third session. "When the Rep Answers His
Phone." Instructors: Arthur H. McCoy,
John Blair; Max Friedman, H-R Representatives; Cris Rashbaum, Harrington
Righter & Parsons; Marion Lonsberry,
WCBS-TV. CBS Radio Studios, 49 E. 42nd
St., New York City. 5:30-7 p.m.
Nov. 8 — National Academy of Television
Arts & Sciences, Los Angeles chapter.
Speaker: Sir Gerald Beadle, former president of the BBC. Beverly Hills Hotel,
Beverly Hills, Calif.
*Nov. 8— Petry Co. seminar on promotion,
research, and merchandising, annual meeting in conjunction with BPA convention.
Board room, Edward Petry & Co., 3 E.
54th St., New York.
*Nov. 9 — Argument before U. S. Court of
Appeals for the District of Columbia on
Connecticut theatre owners appeal from
FCC decision authorizing pay tv operation
in Hartford, Conn.
Nov. 10 — California Broadcasters Assn., anBROADCASTING, October 30, 1961

nual meeting. Mark Hopkins Hotel, San
Francisco.
Nov. 10 — New deadline for comments in
FCC rulemaking concerning major revision
of fm broadcast rules, (extended from Sept.
5).
Nov. 10-11 — Illinois Broadcasters Assn.,
Sheraton-Chicago Hotel, Chicago.
Nov. 10-12 — Advertising Federation of
America, 2nd district convention. Hershey
Inn, Hershey, Pa.
Nov. 13-16 — Public Relations Society of
America, 14th national conference. Edward
R. Murrow, director of USIA, to deliver
keynote speech at opening session. Hotel
Shamrock-Hilton, Houston (first three days);
Mexico City (last day).
Nov. 14 — Radio & Television Executives
Society, Time Buying and Selling Seminar,
fourth session. "Using the Network." Instructors: Jules Barnathan, ABC -TV; Ben
Lochridge, CBS Radio. CBS Radio Studios,
49 E. 42nd St., New York City. 5:30-7 p.m.
Nov. 14-16 — IRE, Mid-America Electronics
Conference, Kansas City, Mo.
Nov. 14-18 — Associated Press Managing
Editors Assn., annual convention. Speakers
include Attorney General Robert F. Kennedy. Dallas.
Nov. 15-16 — American Assn. of Advertising
Agencies, eastern region meeting. Biltmore
Hotel, New York City.
Nov. 15-17 — Television Bureau of AdverDetroit. tising, annual meeting. Statler-Hilton Hotel.
Nov. 16-17 — Institute of Broadcasting Financial Management, Sheraton-Chicago
Hotel, Chicago. Speakers include Hamilton
Shea, chairman All-Industry Television Station Music License Committee; and Hyman
H.
Goldin, chief of the FCC's economic
division.

Ted

helps build
sales two

Bates
strong
ways

We still can't reel off those 12 ways
that Ted Bates' favorite bread
builds strong bodies. But we surely
know the two ways Ted Bates helps
build strong sales for this product.
First, 'by finding the right selling
idea and sticking with it.
Second, by choosing media that hit
people right in the breadbasket.
WICE radio in Providence is a good
example.
WICE is "the food station" in this
market. Tops. Number one. Lengths
ahead of the also-rans.
People listen hard to WICE, because WICE has something to say
— and says it. WICE gives Providence the kind of public service
programming every city needs, and
the citizenry eats it up.
The wily ones at Ted Bates are
capitalizing on this. Are you?

PROVIDENCE
AN ELLIOT STATION
Representatives: Avery-Knodel

*Nov. 17 — Oral arguments before the FCC
en banc on network option time proposals
(rescheduled from Nov. 3).
♦Nov. 17 — Maine Assn. of Broadcasters, annual November meeting. Pilots Grill,
Bangor.
Nov. 17-18 — Oregon Assn. of Broadcasters,
fall meeting. Multnomah Hotel, Portland.
Nov. 18 — UPI Broadcasters of Wisconsin,
fall meeting. Lorraine Hotel, Madison.
Nov. 20-21 — Nebraska Broadcasters Assn.,
convention. Grand Island.
Nov. 21 — Radio & Television Executives
Society, Time Buying and Selling Seminar,
fifth session. "Using Research For Your
Decisions." Instructors: Mary McKenna,
Metromedia Inc.; William Murphy, Papert,
Koenig, Lois. CBS Radio Studios, 49 E.
42nd St., New York City. 5:30-7 p.m.
Nov. 24-25 — Advertising Federation of
America, 8th district convention. Hotel St.
Paul, St. Paul, Minn.
Nov. 28 — Radio & Television Executives
Society, Time Buying and Selling Seminar,
sixth session.
Schedule."
structors: Ann"Buying
Janowicz, theOgilvy,
Benson In-&
Mather; Ruth Jones, J. Walter Thompson.
CBS Radio Studios, 49 E. 42nd St., New

NAB fall conferences
Nov. 10 — Somerset Hotel, Boston
Nov. 13— Pittsburgh Hilton, Pittsburgh
Nov. 15 — Hotel Leamington, MinneaNov.
Meyer Hotel, Jackpolis 20 — sRobert
onvil e, Fla.

CHANNEl| 3

ROCKFORD

fjm I ,' J. m. baisch Kfiyl 15
\^
y Vice Pros, t Gen. Mgr. . .^p^T

1

York City. 5:30-7 p.m.
Nov. 30 — Academy of Television Arts &
Sciences, New York chapter, fourth annual "close-up" of tv personalities (David
Brinkley
New YorkandCity.Chet Huntley), Astor Hotel,
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DECEMBER
*Dec. 1 — Deadline for entries in International Broadcasting Awards contest. Submit to Hollywood Advertising Club, 6362
Hollywood Blvd.
Dec. 4 — Deadline for comments on FCC's
proposal to add additional vhf channel at
below minimum mileage spacing to following cities: Baton Rouge, La. (Doc. 14233);
Birmingham, Ala. (Doc. 14236); Charlotte,
N. C. (Doc. 14238); Dayton, Ohio (Doc.
14234); Jacksonville, Fla. (Doc. 14235);
Johnstown, Pa. (Doc. 14232); Knoxville,
Tenn. (Doc. 14237); Oklahoma City, Okla.
(Doc. 14231).
Dec. 4 — Deadline for comments on FCC's
proposals to delete single vhf and substitute uhf channel to make community
all-uhf in following cities: Binghamton, N.
Y. (Doc. 14243); Champaign-Urbana, 111.
(Doc. 14244); Columbia, S. C. (Doc. 14245);
Erie, Pa. (Doc. 14242); Hartford, Conn. (Doc.
14241); Madison, Wis. (Doc. 14239); Montgomery, Ala. (Doc. 14246); Rockford, 111.
(Doc. 14240).
Dec. 4— Deadline for comments on FCC's
proposals to expand use of uhf band, including dual vhf-uhf operation, reserved
pools of uhf channels for existing operating vhf stations, abolition of uhf allocation,
relaxation of technical rules for uhf stations, uhf grants without a hearing, etc.
(Doc. 14229).
Dec. 4— Deadline for comments on FCC
proposal to deintermix Springfield, 111., by
shifting ch. 2 to St. Louis. Original grant
of ch. 2 to KTVI (TV) was remanded by
court for exploration of ex parte activities.
Dec. 5 — Radio & Television Executives
Society, Time Buying and Selling Seminar,
seventh session. "Getting Your Media
Money's Worth." Instructor: Robert Liddel, Compton Adv. CBS Radio Studios, 49
E. 42nd St., New York City. 5:30-7 p.m.
Dec. 6-8— NBC Radio & Tv Affiliates, annual convention. 35th anniversary observance. Beverly Hliton Hotel, Beverly Hills,
Calif.
Dec. 11 — Reply comments due on FCC
rulemaking to make major changes in fm
broadcast rules, (formerly set for Oct. 5).
Dec. 12 — Radio & Television Executives
Society, Time Buying and Selling Seminar,
eighth session. "Working Together for
Better Advertising." Instructors: Herbert
Maneloveg, BBDO; Morris Kellner, The
Katz Agency. CBS Radio Studios, 49 E.
42nd St.. New York City. 5:30-7 p.m.
*Dec. 27-29 — American Marketing Assn., annual winter conference. Theme is "The
Social Hotel,
Responsibilities
more
New York.of Marketing." BiltJANUARY 1962
Jan. 1 — Reply comments due on FCC proposal to expand use of uhf band and to
deintermix eight markets by deleting single
vhf stations.
Jan. 19-21 — Advertising Assn. of the West,
annual
Fresno. conference. Hotel Californian,
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FEBRUARY 1962
Feb. 1 — Deadline for entries for the American Tv Commercials Festival. Contact Wallace A. Ross, director; 40 East 49th St.,
New York 17.
Feb. 4-13 — Advertising Recognition Week.
Feb. 7 — Advertising Federation of America,
mid-winter legislative conference. StatlerHilton Hotel. Washington, D. C.
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Beneath
is a complex communications center
In minutes, an enemy attack could
level some of our sprawling cities.
Because of this, the Bell System is
now supplementing its great reaches of
buried cable with a network of underground communications stations.
Under the protection of a thick earth
and concrete cover, and away from
major target areas, several Bell System
communications centers are already in

a

field

like

operation. Many more are to come.
The walls for these installations are
huge, reinforced concrete slabs. Ventilation systems filter air so fine that
even radioactive fallout cannot enter.
Food and water are stockpiled. Living
quarters are provided for all operating
personnel.
These buildings are costly. Tough
to build.
Yet, the Bell System recognizes that
communications are the lifelines of our

BELL

this...
defense systems. And so we took the
lead in establishing these underground
centers with our own money.
There are many other ingenious
projects in our "Survivability" program for America's communications.
Many cannot be mentioned here.
Because of them, ambitious command, control and defense systems
are feasible. And our vast existing
communications network is one of
America's most ready defense weapons.

TELEPHONE

SYSTEM

IS)
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The Breck article
editor: Everyone is delighted with the
Breck article [Broadcast Advertising,
Oct. 23]. By everyone, I mean . . .
Reach, McClinton; Breck, and Werner
Michel. — Phil Wasserman, Publicity
Director, Reach, McClinton & Co.,
New York.

NEWS

Program hearings
FILMS

editor: . . . Congratulations on your
excellent coverage of the FCC [program] hearings [Lead Stories, Oct. 9,
2]. — R. E. Gorman, Assistant Vice
President & Advertising Director,
All-State Insurance Co., Skokie, 111.

BUILD
ENTHUSIASM!

Mitigating factors
editor: As the firm retained by Ralston
Purina for show publicity on The Hathaways, we were naturally pleased to
see that this show "topped the list of
the new shows from the standpoint of
audience
Oct.
16]. awareness" [Programming,

Almost nobody cuts off the local news pictures. If you
want your viewers back night after night, show them
the drama, humor and excitement that lie around every
corner in their town. For fast, low cost delivery of your
news films, put the Mini-Rapid Processor on your team.
FAIRCHILD MINI-RAPID
F316A FILM PROCESSOR

100' of 16mm negative — in less than 20 minutes — 20 cents
per 100 feet — 400' capacity — dry-to-dry processing — premeasured chemicals — daylight operation — self -threading —
leaderless - 13" x 13" x 27" - only 65 lbs.

INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTS
DIVISION
FAIRCHILD CAMERA AND
INSTRUMENT CORPORATION
580 MIDLAND AVENUE, YONKERS, N. Y.
INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTS DIVISION

But I would like to question the interpretation you gave to the Pulse Inc.
survey. Rather than "low audience
awareness" for the new shows in general, taken in context the results seem
to show surprisingly high audience
awareness. Here's why:
1. The survey was taken in New
York, which has the greatest diffusion
and multiplicity of media. ... I would
suspect that the same survey taken nationally would show significantly higher
figures.
2. The question . . . asked respondents to recall (in September) the names
of any new shows about which they
had heard. . . . This is quite a feat.
One out of five correctly named one
or more shows not yet on the air. Remarkable!
. . . The key factor in audience
"awareness" or anticipation of a new
show or a new product is that it be
built up in consonance with the show
or product. All the advance publicity
in the world won't help a bad product.
. . . — George Biderman, Biderman,
Tolk & Assoc. Inc., New York.
No more doubt
editor: Your coverage in this week's
issue of the activities and objectives of
our All-Industry Television Station Music License Negotiating Committee
[Lead
notch. Story, Oct. 23] was sure topThere should be no broadcaster in
this country who is now in any doubt
as to our objectives or the method
through which we hope to attain them.
. . . — Hamilton Shea. President, WSVAAM-FM-TV Harrisonburg, Va.
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BOOK

NOTES

"Advertising, Its Role in Modem
Marketing," by S. Watson Dunn; Holt,
Rinehart & Winston, New York. 621

IN WORDS

OF

ONE SYLLABLE...
A man who pays to get a thing, as a
rule, wants it.
Or needs it. Or both.
This is true for things men read — as
well as things they eat or wear. Which
is why we think it makes sense to
look for the ABP sign in the books
in which you plan to run your ads.
For the ABP sign in a book means
it goes to men who want it. It is a
sign they have paid to get it. And
with some of them — a lot of them, in
fact — it is a sign they need it.
When you pay for space to talk to
men who can buy what you have to
sell, it's a good thing to keep this in
mind. For if they want the book in
which you run your ad, there is a
good chance they will see it and read
it. And if they need the book in
their jobs, the chance is more than
just good. It's what we used to call
a lead pipe cinch.
When you buy space to talk to men
you want to sell, buy it in the books
they buy — books that are proud to
stand a plain old test of worth: cash.
You can spot them through this sign:

The plus value of paid circulation is "wantedness"
TING
BROA
Km
KL* op television
the
eusiNessweeDCAS
ano radio
BROADCASTING is the only publication
in its field qualifying for
ABC and ABP membership.
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pp. $8.95.
Written primarily as an introductory
text for students on the complexities of
the constantly changing advertising
field, this book also serves a purpose for
professional advertising men who may
want to re-examine advertising's place
in the turbulent '60s.
As with most books directed to students, this one devotes much space to
"how-to" chapters on copy writing for
various media, basic production methods, etc.
Most important, however, is a section
devoted to the social and economic effects of advertising, answering such
questions as "Does advertising cause
people to buy things they do not really
need?" Mr. Dunn gives this answer in
"It is the wants and desires people
part:
have — not their needs — that make both
advertising and business in general
"The History of Broadcasting in the
prosper."
United
Kingdom, Vol. 1 — the Birth of
Broadcasting," by Asa Briggs. Oxford
University Press, New York. 415 pp.
$10.How broadcasting has fared in Great
Britain from the organization of the
BBC as a private company in 1922 to
the passing of the Independent Television Act in 1955 is the story Prof. Asa
Briggs of Leeds University chronicles.
This volume covers the years 1922 —
when the BBC emerged as the country's
only broadcasting service after "tough
commercial bargaining" among private
interests and between private interests
and the Post Office — through 1926,
when the BBC was changed to a publicly-owned corporation. Prof. Briggs
plans two or three other volumes to
complete his story.
It is not solely a history of the BBC.
Prof. Briggs dips into the beginnings of
broadcasting, there is a chapter on
broadcasting in the U. S., there are
humorous accounts of early broadcasting, there are cartoons and photographs
about the new medium of radio and its
principals and there are pros and cons
on what broadcasting's functions should
be. The last part of this volume describes how opinion gradually "hardened" in favor of a public corporation
supported by license fees paid by radio set owners and of the climate of
news events and programming in which
the Post Office accepted the recommendations ofthe Crawford Committee
to nationalize the radio monopoly,
which took place Jan. 1, 1927.
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from S. F. WIKSTROM, American Gas Assn., New York

Natural

gas

and

color

Why is the gas industry in color television? The answer is obvious: We believe color television can help sell gas.
Six months ago this conviction was
based on logic alone. Today, with our
first color program (Theatre 62, "The
Spiral Staircase," NBC-TV, Oct. 4) and
our experience with color commercials
behind us, we are more excited than
ever over the marvelous potential this
medium holds for the gas industry.
Color television fits our market, fits our
product and fits our future.
The market for gas is almost as big
as America itself. Natural gas is available now in 47 of the 50 states. Well
over 30 million homes use gas; by 1970
we foresee another 10 million customers added to our lines.
The sheer size of the gas business is
one of the important reasons the American Gas Assn. is in television today.
Television's rapid growth and tremendous coverage have more than kept
pace with our own expansion. Little
wonder, then, that for the gas industry
— as for American business — television
has become a primary means of reaching and selling the consumer.
Where It Counts ■ Though the size
of our market is large, some segments
hold more opportunity than others. A
$40,000 house with central heating and
cooling, range, water heater, refrigerator, clothes drier, disposer and patio
lighting obviously has several times the
potential gas "load" of the IVi-room
flat with its apartment-size range.
Color tv is now an important means
— and will become increasingly so — of
getting the gas story before these upperincome, pace - setting, high - potential
homes.
Not only are the affluent color tv
families potentially the largest volume
consumers of gas, they represent a
premium market for the higher-priced
"top-of-the-line" appliances advertised
in our commercials. The importance
of having first-line, fully-automatic gas
appliances installed in these homes goes
far beyond the value of an immediate
sale. Experience has shown the trendsetting effect of having such families
choose gas. Moreover, color television
is ideally suited to our product.
Manufacturers long ago discovered
the consumer appeal in the use of
pastels in household appliances. This
advantage, too, speaks to the viewer
through color tv. With research, however, we have learned that it is necessary to show more than just a hands mie gas appliance in a modern kitchen
in hope it will sell itself! Before parting
witi the $200, $300 or $500 one of
22

tv are

naturals

for each

these appliances might cost, the public
wants to learn about its features.
Demonstration ■ Today's gas appliances fortunately are studded with features which lend themselves to demonstration. On the recommendation of
our advertising agency, Lennen &
Newell Inc., New York, we have always
featured a demonstration as a key element in every gas commercial. Such
demonstrations support our contention
that gas appliances are more modern
and automatic, and that they are faster,
cooler, and cleaner.
Now, with color television, the persuasivenes ofthese demonstrations is
multiplied many times. The flamekissed flavor of a gas-broiled steak virtually sizzles through the screen. The
delicate heat control so vital to good
cooking takes on new meaning when
the housewife is able to see the instantaneous reaction of the blue gas
flame on the temperature-controlled top
burner which we call the "burner-witha-brain."
Food advertisers have long known
the appetizing effect of color. Action
demonstration has been the heart of
tv's selling power. The wedding of the
two in color television has extended to
us the most convincing method ever
devised for selling the fuel which cooks
the food.
And, let it be emphasized, color television fits our future. As with other
forward-looking businesses, the gas industry today is looking increasingly to
the future. There is a growing need to
tell consumers of the modernity of gas
today, and tomorrow.
Through an ambitious research program, new uses for gas are being developed. The story of these new wonders of tomorrow not only makes exciting viewing but reflects favorably on
our products of today.
Modern Medium ■ Told in color tele-

other

vision, the most modern of all media,
our modernity story carries maximum
conviction. On our opening "Spiral
Staircase" commercial, for instance,
Jinx Falkenburg set a modernity tone
for our entire Theatre 62 series by touringersthewere
gasintroduced
"home of to
tomorrow."
walls thatViewwill
keep them warm in winter and cool in
summer, to a disappearing oven which
bakes a cake in 12 minutes, and to a
tiny gas fuel cell planned to supply all
the energy a home will use.
Such fantastic wonders of the future
being developed through gas industry
research suddenly seem much nearer
when viewed through color television,
the miracle of our decade!
A basic premise of the AGA national
television campaign always has been to
provide AGA member companies with
a caliber of television advertising that
it would be difficult, if not impossible,
for them to acquire alone on a local
basis: specifically, a prestige program
with outstanding stars, a prime midevening time period, and a large inventory of powerful commercials delivered
by nationally-known talent.
Theatre 62, with its monthly, onehour live dramatizations and fine casts;
our choice Sunday, 10-11 p.m. EST
time spot on NBC-TV; and our new
gas commercials delivered with such
warmth and conviction by Jinx Falkenburg, add up to a television campaign
which each utility can be proud to
sponsor in its own community.
With the added increment of color,
the stature and conviction of the American Gas Assn.'s television campaign
has taken on a whole new dimension.
Advertising and television people
seem generally agreed that this is color's big year. We believe they are right.
Now, at last, they are "cooking with

S. F. Wikstrom is director of promotion,
advertising, research, television and public information for the American Gas
Assn., representing a $20 billion industry.
Since 1958 he has headed AGA's $8 million PAR (promotion, advertising and research) plan. He began in 1940 with Birmingham Gas Co. gas!"
In 1949, he became
general sales manager for Mississippi Gas
and in 1953 was made AGA southern manager. A year later, he became promotion
manager, adding advertising in 1956.
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The

audience

(on
ABC

leads on more

is settling

ABC-TV)

nights than

any other network.*
The restless dial -twisting from new
show to new show is over. And the
dial -twisters are beginning to settle
down comfortably — in front of ABCtuned sets.
The first report (after all new shows
had premiered) shows ABC commanding more nights of the week than any
other network.

ABC's new shows are demonstrating
their audience popularity with Ben
Casey on Monday, Margie on Thursday
and Target: The Corruptors on Friday.
Each of the aforementioned frontrunners ran first in its time period and
helped give ABC over- all superiority
on its night.
From where we sit, the audience
would seem to be definitely settling on
ABC

It also shows ABC's Monday-thruFriday evening audience average to be
greater than any other network's!

Television

♦Source: Nielsen 24 Market TV Report, week ending Oct. 15, 1961.
Average Audience, Mon. thru Sat., 7:30-1 1 PM; Sun., 6:30-1 1 PM.
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Spot radio is facing a crisis which,
while not yet menacing its future, is
clearly retarding sales and promises to
get worse unless somehow solved.
The heart of the problem is typified
by a small number of agencies which
in varying degrees are tending to write
off radio as a dependably sound advertising tool— and moreover will admit,
at least privately, that they are doing
so.
Trend Ahead? ■ The number of
these agencies is still limited to less
than a handful, but it includes agencies
big enough to justify fears that a trend
could develop. On a wider scale, signs
of the same unrest are discernible in a
rising volume of complaint among radio's salesmen that quite a few agencies
won't listen to them — and among many
agencies that radio's salesmen, as a
whole, aren't saying much that's worth
listening to.

are
could

Whichever is right — whether it's true
that agencies are growing deaf or salesmen dumb, or whether the truth lies
between these extremes or in other
areas altogether — it seems generally
agreed that radio has a problem which
urgently needs solving.
These conclusions condense — and
necessarily over-simplify — a long catalog of other and often more entangled
problems found by Broadcasting in
an exploration of the radio attitudes
of buyers and former buyers as well as
sellers of spot radio time.
Sales Soft ■ The study came at a
time when radio's national spot sales
were encountering a softness, unusual
for this time of year, which is spotty
but widespread and which, by most accounts, is continuing (see story page
27) hence the study dealt largely in
terms of national spot rather than local business, which appears to be run-

EAR?

in medium
unconvincing
turn

to trend

ning strong, or network sales, which apparently are still edging forward on
the comeback trail.
Here are some of the key roadblocks standing in the way of better
spot radio sales, as seen from the varying viewpoints of agencies, advertisers
and radio sales authorities:
■ Communications, from the buyer's
standpoint: Probably more agency and
advertiser executives than ever before
are inclined to criticize today's run of
radio sales presentations as "routine,"
"uncreative"; unmindful of the advertiser's individual problems, so slanted
against competitive stations or so loaded with unproven claims and counterclaims as to be "meaningless" or "more
confusing than anything else."
■ Communications, from the seller's
standpoint: Also probably more than
ever before, salesmen are apt to complain that specific agencies — and in
some cases agencies generally — either

PERCENTAGE INCREASE IN AVERAC 5E DAILY
RADIO AUDIENCE AND U. S. POPU -ATION (1957-1961*)

■ 'v ;i
AVERAGE DAILY ?ADIO AUDIENCE

WSSBBBBEKB/MSm

IB

Population explosion misfire compared with radio's growth
established by independent research, do not give radio the
Radio's growth has moved rapidly ahead of the increase in
full benefit of its normally higher summertime audiences.
U. S. population, the Radio Advertising Bureau points out.
They
were calculated at the mid-point of 1961, just before
In 1957 radio's average daily audience was 68,354,000 peothe peak months of summertime listening. They do show
ple. By mid-year 1961, radio's average daily audience was
79,003,000. This is an increase of 15.6% compared to a
radio's audience rising rapidly over four years — against a
6.2% population growth in the same period. These figures.
1957 figure which does include summer.
25
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won't give them time to make their
presentations or pay little or no attention to the presentations after they have
been made. An apparently growing
number of salesmen feel it is necessary
to go directly to the advertiser in order
to get a fair shake — and this often alienates the agency further.
■ For whatever reason, which may
range from apparently legitimate
"change of media strategy" decisions
to reasons which are never clearly given, a few agencies have virtually abandoned spot radio — at least temporarily.
One of the top half-dozen in broadcast
billings acknowledged, privately, that it
has not asked for a list of spot availabilities in "three or four months." Another, perhaps harshest of all, said some
clients consider today's radio "only one
step ahead of billboards."
■ "The profits are in television." This
argument is used widely by salesmen
who feel that agencies stand to make
much more money from television than
from radio and this factor, consciously
or not, inevitably influences decisions
against radio. The same argument also
is used frequently by agency people
against reps. With several notable exceptions, they contend, rep firms working both media are apt to put greater
heft behind their television efforts.
■ Sales manpower: This is a point
frequently raised, but the evidence is
contradictory. Some experts feel that,
especially in New York, home base of
the networks, the sheer number of television salesmen — network, spot and
local — overwhelms buyers to such an extent that they are unable to give radio
much more than a second thought.
Numerically, at least, the evidence does
not seem to support this argument to
so significant a degree. Several reps
have more radio than tv salesmen, but
this question is inevitably influenced by
the number of tv or radio stations represented. Many buyers (including, ironically, some who aren't buying much
radio at the moment) think radio's
salesmen are better than tv's. Others
look upon radio salesmanship as often
used as a training ground for television
salesmanship.
■ Rates and deals: Buyers and sellers
are inclined to agree that off-card deals
separate "local" and "national"
and the
rate
structures in effect at many stations
are either driving many advertisers out
of radio or diverting much "national" spot business to lower-priced
"local" through direct dealing with stations. Brokerage and/ or bartering of
time is a similarly critical factor in
keeping spot sales down, in the opinion
of many experts.
■ The "glamor" of television: This
lonj, -standing radio complaint appears
to cling to its validity, especially in
26 (BROADCAST ADVERTISING)
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buying decisions designed to please
manufacturers' distributors and local
dealers. In addition, whether the "glamor" element influences advertisers or
not, in a number of markets it is possible to buy daytime television at prices
on a par with radio and at the television
network level the rise of spot-carrier
selling is taking appropriations which
radio salesmen feel would otherwise go
at least partly into radio.
■ The sheer number of radio stations :
With more than 4,000 am and fm
stations now on the air, radio's intramural in-fighting is inevitably intensified, contributing to such already-noted
problems as overly competitive claims
and off-card deals.
The dominant single theme found in
the study was that somewhere — and
for whatever reasons — there is a
"thinking gap" which radio must
bridge in order to get its story across
more effectively. Radio Advertising
Bureau thought this "gap" is biggest
between certain agencies and their own
clients. Said Miles David, RAB vice
president and director of promotion:
"The way to get perspective on radio
is to talk to advertisers. You can go to
leading clients of the agency which
rarely recommends radio and find enthusiasm for the medium."
"Unfortunately, there is a gap between the thinking of some agencies
and their clients. The advertiser looks
at radio as a medium which does a
marketing job. Often RAB's national
sales staff finds advertisers are thoroughly familiar with radio, down to
individual markets. This is because
there's a 'feedback' from the company's
own marketing channels through to the
advertising department, and they therefore know about the selling job radio
does and are receptive to radio presentations.
"One solution to the problem is increased activity at the top level of those
advertising agencies which are not now
very positive about radio. Radio needs
all the sales manpower it has to reach
the opinion-makers — the agency executives who create basic philosophy.
"We believe agencies which are now
less than enthusiastic about radio — the
really negative shops are few in number
— can be turned around. Every presentation by RAB, by station representatives, by network salesmen, by station
executives is a step toward closing the
Facts at Hand ■ Radio, Mr. David
said, has "the facts to work with." He
cited, for example, RAB studies showing that radio in 1961 has a 15.6%
bigger audience, the year-round, than
it had
gap."in 1957, although population
growth in the same period has amounted to substantially less than that figure.

He also noted the current indications
that radio set sales this year will exceed 20 million for the second year
in a row.
"We also have an intangible weapon
— the excitement of selling ideas," he
added." Great radio commercials are
being done by the many agencies who
are enthusiastic about radio. We suffer because some agency executives,
and, particularly the creative people,
aren't aware of the excitement you can
put into radio.
"Most presentations to top-level people at agencies ought to include examples of effective commercials. RAB
gets tremendous reaction out of these
— and we're delighted to make commercials available from our library to
anyone who wants to include the
sound of radio's sell in their agency or
advertiser presentations."
Others, including both users and sell"gap" insalesmen
many cases
was ers,
as thought
muchthebetween
and
agencies as between agencies and clients. At least two sales organizations
have done studies underscoring this
contention.
Advertising Survey ■ Broadcast Time
Sales, a radio sales representative, commissioned Trendex a year ago to survey
some 120 New York-based advertisers
to find tional
out advertising
why radio's
the nadollarshare
was of slipping.
The results showed that almost half
(48%) of the respondents thought tv
and print salesmen were out-selling spot
salesmen, as against less than two out
of ten (18.5%) who didn't think so;
but, among other things, better than
eight out of ten said they were willing
to devote time to presentations showing what radio could do for them
(Broadcasting, Jan. 2).
Better Broadcast Bureau conducts a
continuing "survey" of advertisers and
agencies in a search for guides toward
more productive radio selling, and this
has turned up a number of prominent
advertisers openly critical of spot-radio selling practices.
A P. Lorillard executive said spot
radio presentations too often are "carbon copies of the same stuff that's been
going on year after year." A Pet Milk
official said that "magazine and smart
supplement salesmen sell their media
first and their own books second, in
a "smart and creative way," while radio
salesmen too often sell predominantly
against one another in what amounts
to "intramural hara-kiri."
Skeptical Comments ■ Similarly
skeptical references to general radio
salesmanship have been advanced by
executives of other well-known companies in BBB's running study.
Other
radio's
problems in authorities
a different rank
order.
Lawrence
Webb, managing director of Station
Representatives Assn., regarded rate
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'Major market spot good, medium
stinks, small all local'
late with their tv buying, hoped this
The severity of the current prescal." But as a clear-cut pattern, even
would be followed by a new spurt of
in the midwest, this generality was
sures on spot radio business (see
spot radio placements. In many
page 25) apparently depends on
challenged by reports that spot busiwhere you sit. Overall, the slowdown
quarters it was stressed that not only
ness on one of Chicago's top "foris regarded as modest and not alarmspot radio but other media are curmula programming" stations is running as low as 20% of what it was
rently feeling a pinch.
ing, but individual stations and staThe softening market came after
a year ago, that the Chicago office
tion reps are feeling it— or not feelnational spot radio billings snapped
of another important station is proing it— in varying degrees which reback from an estimated 7.9% drop
ducing about half as much now as
flect no neatly uniform patterns.
a year ago, and that at least one rep
in the recession-marked first quarter
Some stations and reps say they
of 1961 to a less-than-2% drop in
handling mostly medium-market stahave been unaffected; some, in fact,
the second. Estimated total for the
tions, on the other hand, has ensay they expect to come through
first half, as prepared for Station
countered
little
slippage
and
consid1961 with record, or at worst nearers the outlook good.
record, totals. Others, including
Representations Assn. by the acAssorted reasons are given for the
counting firm of Price Waterhouse
some major-market stations which
unaccustomed fall softening, which
& Co., was $89,644,000 or 4.7%
are normally among the last to feel
became apparent in September and
below the 1960 first-half total
an economic pinch, say they're feelOctober. Some authorities attribute
(Broadcasting, Sept. 4).
ing it now to an extent unaccountit
to
general
economic
problems
in
As the third quarter got under way
able by any rational explanation.
authorities were hopeful that the
specific areas, and to overall uncerSmallest First ■ In general, the
tainties— inflation fears, stock marfirst-half drop-off would be offset by
ket fluctuations, a drop in consumer
slowdown appears to be moving in
gains in the second half. Although
traditional lines, affecting smaller
there was no official prediction, the
spending, the Berlin crisis — on a
broader scale.
stations first. One Chicago rep charconsensus of many sales authorities
Others speculated that some agenlast week was that the current slackacterized itthis way: "If you're a
cies made their spot radio buys
major-market station, spot business
ness might preclude substantial secearlier this year, and that it was not
ond-half gains but that billings probis good; if you're a medium-market
surprising
that
a
doldrums
period
station it stinks, and if you're in a
ably would hold their own as comfollowed. Others said agencies were
small market your business is all lopared to the second half of 1960.

problems — especially off-card dealing
and rate structures that price "national" and "local" business differently —
and so-called bartering and/ or brokerage of time as problems holding approximately equal importance at the
head of the list. The vast number of
stations in operation and fighting each
other for audiences and budgets was
another factor seen by Mr. Webb as
a prime source of trouble.
Critics a Minority ■ Actually agencies and advertisers openly critical of
radio as a selling force represent a small
minority. A great majority of those
canvassed have used radio successfully
I and indicated they are not about to
i cut themselves off from its advantages
when they can serve their own, or cliclients' purposes.
A major Midwest-based oil company,
which puts some 60% of its total advertising budget into broadcast media,
said it was considering an expansion in
television for next year — but would not
cut back radio in any event. The extra
emphasis on television, an official explained, would be in response to dealers' clamor for television as a more
spectacular sales stimulant.
BBDO, a major agency traditionally
heavy in radio, reported that it finds
radio salesmen selling harder than ever
— and effectively, too. An official said
BBDO is not reducing its use of radio
BROADCASTING, October 30, 1961

— is buying this year at about the same
level as last year. Nor does BBDO
feel that television is in any way outmanning or out-pitching radio in the
battle for the advertiser's dollar.
At Keny on &Eckahrdt, Seymour Lieberman, vice president and marketing
group
that "radio,in both
networkhead,
and reported
spot, is constantly
our
considerations during product planning and strategy development. Radio
has certain unique properties and when
these properties dovetail with marketing strategy requirements, radio can
make an effective contribution to a
strong media effort.
"In recent years," he continued,
"K&E clients, ranging from Underwood
Deviled Ham to Ford automobiles,
have used anything from single personalities on network shows to four-network spot buys to 2,400 spots a week
through local stations and individual
markets.
Many of our clients are constantly
testing different media strategies and
radio has been and is being involved
in these media experiments. Our use
of radio has depended on the product
and problem, but in our judgment it
is by no means neglected at K&E, nor
do we underestimate the importance of
the medium as it is constituted today."
Quality Up ■ Peter Bardach, a media
supervisor at Foote, Cone & Belding,
New York, put it this way: "The num-

ber of radio pitches has dropped off
but those we do see, or notice, seem
to have improved in quality." (FC&B
is among those agencies which do not
encourage presentations for either radio
or tv unless they are solicited.)
He reported a pick-up in general
radio interest and a coincidental decline in the "prevalence" of top 40 and
rock 'n' roll or "formula" radio. His
summation, however, was: there's less
"aggressive selling" in radio.
While the general agency air bespoke
attitudes of open-mindedness — or better— toward the use of radio, some
agency executives had less than flattering observations to offer. Others, while
not wholly unflattering, included observations pointing up areas where
remedial action — or counter-action —
might be indicated. Here are further
highlights of Broadcasting's findings:
Disenchanted ■ The vice president
and media director of a large New
York-based agency said he is "generally unimpressed" with radio — network
or spot — although he conceded that
some of the colleagues in his office
disagree with his disenchantment.
He said he regards radio as "purely
a supplementary medium," adding: "If
there's money left over and the advertiser needs frequency and extra
reach,
I recommend
He reported
that heradio."
personally does
not see salesmen visiting the office, but
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an assistant media director in charge
of broadcast media could provide information on sales calls and sales presentations. This aide agreed generally
with his superior though his condemnation was not so harsh. It was his experience, hesaid, that salesmen from the
networks and representatives "do a
good job in trying to sell us," but formal presentations suffer from "lack of
facts, and unsubstantiated claims."
"I don't say we would use more radio
if presentations were better," he added,
"but I think it would help us a lot and
we would at least give radio more consideration."
Can radio stations provide accurate
facts and figures about their markets?
One media vice president at a major
agency, who has had considerable experience in media research, replied:
"Frankly, I think it's a complex prob-

WSAI

suggests

In
spot
25),
week

continued

lem. Many stations cannot give you
precise figures about their coverage, and
it would take a lot of work to supply
accurate
Fail to data."
Get Attention ■ He conceded
that network and spot radio salesmen
"do not get the attention" given to their
tv counterparts by agencies, and offered
these reasons: Most good-sized advertisers, rightly or wrongly, consider radio
a supplementary medium and agencies
therefore cannot allocate much time to
radio pitches; television "chews up so
much
the budget"thethatconsideration
a decision
about of
it commands
of agency personnel; most media buyers
at agencies buy for both radio and tv
and because of the sums involved in
television they concentrate attention on
"glamor medium."
"To be blunt about it," this executive
confided, "many advertisers today think

spot buyers

the endless quest for bigger
radio billings (also see page
WSAI Cincinnati set out last
to convince national advertisers they ought to use the same
system that local advertisers have
employed so successfully: big spurts
of spots on and just before their biggest traffic days.
WSAI president Erny Tannen
outlined results of a survey of Cincinnati Ford dealers and suggested
that Ford Motor Co., in particular,
might find it useful in placing radio
business more effectively throughout
the country.
An open letter from Mr. Tannen
explaining the survey and the plan
was to be circulated throughout
Ford's executive echelon and, in cooperation with Robert E. Eastman
& Co., WSAI's national sales representative, toother auto companies
and, subsequently, to other national
advertisers. Mr. Tannen said food
companies, for instance, should also
find the plan effective.
The technique, used by some big
accounts in the past, involves concentration of spots during and immediately preceding the account's
biggest sales days of each week,
rather than spreading them uniformly throughout the week. Mr. Tannen
said the system had produced
WSAI's "biggest break-through in
local billing in recent history," leading to a complete sell-out of local
availabilities last week. He continued:
28 BROADCAST ADVERTISING)
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try local formula

"We ask every prospect: 'On what
days of the week do you generally
do the most business?' Then saturate
the station with a minimum of 10
spots per day on the day before and
the day of the heaviest traffic. We
have gone into the place of business
of every new account and conducted
a survey of customers. The results
have
generallyadvertisers,
been astounding."
National
he added,
continue for the most part to specify
spots scheduled lightly on a Monday-through-Friday basis. "But locally we almost never sell time this
way," he said, because "if we expect to get renewals from local
merchants, what we sell must work
for our clients. And we have learned
that the only way their advertising
will work is to remind our listeners
about the client's product or sale
over and over again the day prior to
and the day of his normally largest
traffic
eachsaid
week."
Mr. days
Tannen
that in his survey of Cincinnati Ford dealers, most
designated Saturdays and Mondays
as their biggest business days. If
this pattern is typical of Ford dealers
throughout the country, he said,
"then Ford should saturate each
station they buy on Friday, Saturday, Sunday and Monday. As far
as I am concerned, they can forget
the rest of the week. The remaining days will improve proportionately. I am certain that this proposal, if followed, will result in a
marked increased in sales."

of radio only after their tv and print
plans are firmed up. And for a lot of
advertisers, radio today is only one step
ahead
billboards."
The ofmedia
director of another top
agency summed up the agency's attitude
towards radio by saying: "You know,
we haven't asked for any availabilities
in radio in three or four months."
Tv Efficient ■ He acknowledged that
radio is "getting short shrift," but pointed out that the agency and its clients
regard television — both spot and network— as "more efficient" than radio.
He added: "We know we can buy spot
tv at a cost that is more efficient than
radio.
Why not that
buy it?"
He conceded
buying spot tv today can be "a nightmarish experience
because of the complex rate cards," but
stressed that its values outweigh its
drawbacks.
Radio billing will come more and
more from local advertisers and from
those national advertisers who can
utilize the medium effectively because
of budgetary limitations or require
added frequency and broader reach, according to the vice president and media
director of an agency which is relatively
inactive in radio. He noted that radio
salesmen are not encouraged at his
agency but added: "I have no doubt
that they concentrate on agencies that
have accounts that utilize radio. That
cite reasons for not using
onlyAsked
makesto sense."
radio in larger volume, he replied: "We
have found that given a certain sum of
money, this allocation is more effective
on tv than on radio. It's as simple as
that. In most cases, if a client is going
to be in broadcasting, he's going to use
tv — unless the budget is not adequate
or the advertiser has certain problems
that indicate the use of radio."
Active in Radio ■ The vice president
and media director of another large
agency was surprised that there might
be a prevailing opinion that agencies
"have not been made aware of radio's
potentialities." He pointed out that his
agency is active in radio, with many of
its major accounts in the medium. He
said that he personally was "aware of
considerable sales pressure" on behalf
of radio from network and station representative salesmen and believes "a
very
good agencies,
job is done."
This large,
executive
felt that
by and
will
utilize radio if "radio can do the job."
Donald E. Leonard, vice president
and media director at Fuller & Smith
& Ross, New York, estimates he sees
five to ten radio salesmen each week,
according to the needs of the individual
account. He said there are two kinds
of salesmen in radio (as in other media): the "creative" and the "door
leaner." The "creative" salesman tries
to cope with the agency's media problems, while the "door leaner" simply
BROADCASTING, October 30, 1961
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Other
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CONFIRMED again ... and for the 24th consecutive year! WHO Radio leads all Iowa
radio stations in audience ratings by a wide margin.
But this is nothing new to those of you familiar
with 50,000- Watt WHO Radio.
The new 93-County Area Pulse Survey (March,
1961) strongly confirms WHO's claim to superiority. The survey was conducted in 68% of all counties
in which WHO has 10% or more NCS No. 2
penetration (93 of 137 counties). This area holds
75% of all radio families in WHO's

rich "Iowa

year!

Compete

Radio

Market

Plus" coverage area (647,000 of 865,350 families).
The survey gives WHO Radio a greater share of
homes using radio in all quarter hours surveyed
Monday through Friday, than any of the 94 other
competing stations.
WHO Radio and the 865,350 homes it serves
in "Iowa Plus" — America's 14th largest radio market
— should be on every major radio-market list. Ask
your PGW Colonel for complete results from the
24th consecutive survey of the Iowa radio audience.
Sources: Pulse (March, 1961), NCS No. 2.

WHO
for Iowa PLUS!
Des Moines . . . 50,000 Watts
NBC Affiliate
WHO Radio is part of Central Broadcasting Company, which also owns and operates WHO-TV, Des Moines; WOC and WOC-TV, Davenport
Peters, Griffin, Woodward, Inc., National Representatives
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asks, "Got anything for me today?"
Mr. Leonard thought radio selling
was a training ground for many aspiring young salesmen who would eventually go into tv. In general, he felt the
radio salesman was "poorly equipped
in knowledge of competitive media."
Not Easy to Buy ■ Beryl Seidenberg,
head timebuyer at Kastor, Hilton, Chesley, Clifford & Atherton, New York,
felt that radio salesmen have to "work
harder" than their tv counterparts. She
thought the "concept" of selling radio
should be improved, because radio is
"not easy to buy." She expressed a desire to hear the "sound" of radio, in
addition to listening to statistical acaudience.counts of a station's performance and
Another KHCAA timebuyer said
she's "not terribly unhappy [with radio
salesmen].
. ."
But
she feltMost
radio domena good
could job
be .more
creative in their selling. The trend, in
her opinion, is toward "boys" as radio
salesmen (she estimates she sees about
50% youngsters; 50% experienced
salesmen), and in many cases, "we
[the buyers] have to train them."
She thought salesmen would be better equipped to do a helpful job if
more of them are placed in training
before they were allowed to call on
buyers. Station or rep firm research
departments, she noted, are conducive
to training good salesmen.
A timebuyer at Doherty, Clifford,
Steers & Shenfield, New York, said he
sees about one radio salesman a day —
"like taking vitamins," he pointed out.
Generally, he thought radio salesmen
"leave something to be desired" but
even though "sometimes it gets trying,
they're learning." However, he noted,
"they're doing the best they can with
what they have."
Place Through Dealers ■ William A.
Murphy, vice president and director of
media and research, Papert, Koenig,
Lois, New York, felt that "few large
national advertisers buy spot radio
through reps." Most, he thought, have
agency media people place business locally through dealers and thereby pay
only local rates.
Carol Lewis, PKL timebuyer, pointed out that a tv rep sells availabilities,
but a radio rep sells radio. She has
found that radio men know their medium "quite well," and although many
of them are youngsters just getting
started, they seem "pretty well primed."
A buyer for a prominent Chicago
agency took the position that "fall has
long been television time" and that
some slippage in spot radio at this
tiine of year is not alarming. She felt,
hovever, that radio would be doing
better if it were "sold more creative30 (BROADCAST ADVERTISING)
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ly," or if as much creativity went into
selling it for fall as in selling for summer. She also professed annoyance at
what she called the" ignorance" of many
station reps about details of the programming and other operations of the
stations they sell.
Buying More Radio ■ Another Chicago buyer said her agency is buying
more radio now than ever before,
solely because of the results it produces, and is considering radio for
other clients not now using this medium. Despite this dollars-and-cents evidence of the agency's faith in radio,
however, she felt that too often it is sold
"as a stepchild."
At another Midwest agency a buyer
with long experience in radio was
quoted as saying that "buying radio today is hard," not only because of fragmented audiences and conflicting rating
claims but also because there have been
so many changes in station ownership
and in station formats that "there's no
consistency in the medium any more."
Not Effective ■ Are radio salesmen
doing an effective job selling their medium? The senior vice president and
media operations director of one of the
biggest tv-radio agencies said: "I'm
afraid I must answer negative. I think
good creative thinking is missing."
He placed the blame for this deficiency on radio networks and sales rep
firms.
"They don't want to recognize the
problem for what it is," he said.
"They're putting out less money, with
fewer sales tools, than they formerly
did — when radio was a much better
buyHe than
it is the
now."
felt that
problem is that radio
interests are trying to grab a bigger
share of the market without spending
anything extra.
Generally, he thought, radio salesmen
are better than those who make sales
pitches for tv. "Radio guys seem to
have more confidence," he said. "They
work harder and are more sincere. Unfortunately they're not properly supHe added, however, that his agency
is not really a good example of what's
happening
ported." in radio, because it spends
"very little" in radio as against "millions in television."
Radio Salesmen Best ■ A timebuyer
at Doyle Dane Bernbach, New York,
said she considers that, on the whole,
radio salesmen are "much better" than
tv salesmen. She sees five or ten a
week. Radio people have a harder sell,
she reasoned, while tv salesmen are
"just order takers."
She said she feels that radio salesmen deserve better support from their
firms. "They're mostly oldtimers and

youngsters," she said. "I suppose that's
because there's more money to be made
on A the.'tv
veteranside."
buyer at another top agency said her agency does very little
radio business now, but that from long
experience she feels that radio salesmen are real salesmen.
Tv salesmen, she said, "usually are
nothing more than order takers. Take
the rating cards out of their hands and
they can't sell you a nickel's worth."
This buyer blames the heads of networks and station rep firms for "down"They feel they know where the
grading radio."
money is," she said, "and they don't
payForenough
attention
the most
part, to
sheradio."
said, the radio sales ranks are made up of the
young and the old. The oldtimers, she
contended, "are the best in the business
— the old pros — and they really know
Open-Door ■ Margot Telki, radio
their jobs."
and
tv timebuyer at Reach, McClinton Inc., New York, said her agency doesn't have too many radio clients
and consequently she doesn't see too
many radio salesmen. Nevertheless she
wishes more would come in.
"It's a shame more radio salesmen
don't come around," she said. "I have
an open-door
policy.
"The geographical
more salesmen I see, the
broader
perspective I get. I'm always interested in picking up new market informaMiss Telki estimates that on the average she sees about 5 or 10 tv salesmen a week — and in busy seasons perhaps 10 a day. She was convinced
that radio people don't do as effective
tion."
a job
of selling as their tv counterparts.
"I don't see enough of them," she says.
The broadcast media director of one
of the biggest agencies insisted that
radio, like other media, receives "full
consideration" by the company's plans
board but claimed there are two factors
operating against radio. One is that
television is "the number one medium
around and consumes a large part of
the budget," and the other is that there
is still "a strong opinion that radio, unlike newspapers and magazines, is not
merchandiseable." He added that he
personally felt that radio is merchandiseable but that information submitted by station representatives often does
not include merchandising plans.
A timebuyer at MacManus, John &
Adams, New York, who said he handles
more radio accounts than tv, believes
that the radio salesmen "do at least as
good of
a job
the house,
tv salesmen."
the
case
one asrep
which heIn said
services both radio and tv station, "the
radio guy does a better job than the tv
guy." The buyer estimates that over
a period of time he sees four radio
salesmen to every three tv salesmen.
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Here in the Carolinas, WSOC-TV is the station that does something
about the weather ... so well that Piedmont Natural Gas has been a
continuous sponsor since Channel 9's first month on the air. This station serves an area of nearly 3 million people with the region's most
helpful public information services. For success in the Carolinas,
schedule WSOC-TV-one of the great area stations of the nation.

WSOC and WSOC-TV
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and WSB-TV, Atlanta, WHIO and WHIO-TV, Dayton

A refresher

course

for agencies

Quick-changing developments in
the field of tape production have
prompted Videotape Productions of
New York to offer a series of refresher courses for advertising agen-

Agencies should improve
business methods-Rubel
The "piece-by-piece approach" is out
of date in the management of advertising agency accounts and administration
of compensation, Ira Rubel, head of
his own agency management consulting
firm, told the annual meeting of the
Mutual Advertising Agency Network in
Chicago last week. He felt this has
been one reason agency profits have
been so low.
To make the most effective use of
their creative talents, agencies must assume a more professional attitude and
plan ahead more carefully just as other
businesses do, Mr. Rubel indicated.
With a clear policy on services and
charges, the advertiser also will learn
"that he cannot bargain for such an
intangible and delicate product as creative personal services without running
a great risk of reducing the value of the
product
that he is bargaining for," he
said.
Mr. Rubel also envisioned a new era
for the agency creative man if the administrator ofthe agency refrains from
telling him how to create and instead
helps him understand better the importance of what he is doing in relation to
the needs of the client. "Working as a
team, the business man and the creative
man can understand the implications of
ihe agency's work for a client and with
stch knowledge they will be in a position to control the operations costs
32 , «?0ADCAST ADVERTISING)

cy executives at its new three-stage
studio in mid-Manhattan. A session
for D'Arcy personnel last week
placed the emphasis on new techniques and devices created to im-

and
said. agency compensation," Mr. Rubel
MAAN also announced the membership of three new agencies: Creative
Assoc. Inc., Grand Rapids, Mich.;
Dudgeon, Taylor & Bruske Inc., Detroit,
and Advertising Agency and Public Relations Consultants, Pittsburgh.
Fondren sees dangers
in legislation on ads
A fearful picture of a nation without
advertising and therefore without competitive commerce and the products it
provides was painted Monday (Oct.
23) by Lee Fondren, station manager
of KLZ Denver and president of the
Advertising Assn. of the West. And it
can happen, he warned a meeting of
the Hollywood Advertising Club, unless all members of the advertising fraternity— advertisers, agencies, media —
work to educate the public and the
public's representatives in the state and
federal legislatures on what advertising
means to our economy.
Mr. Fondren's address, "Advertising
— 1980," which he has made to more
than 30 meetings, cited restrictive legislation introduced against various types
of advertising and various advertising
media.
"Why am I, a broadcaster, so interested in speaking up for the billboard people? Why should I be con-

prove the lighting of commercials.
Charles (Chuck) Holden (1.),
Videotape's director of production,
conducted the refresher course for
DArcy production and creative
staffers, who are grouped around
him, as he explains the value of
Roto-Glo, a device designed to bring
out the visual highlights of products
with glass and metallic finishes. The
group of 12 D'Arcy staffers were
given
a tour ofvarious
Videotape's
facilities
and viewed
commercials
produced by the company recently,
accompanied by an explanation of
the techniques involved in production. Questions from D'Arcy personnel were answered by Mr. Holden and other Videotape executives.
The sessions last about two hours,
and from two to three agencies are
invited each week. Representatives
of Ogilvy, Benson & Mather and of
Lennen & Newell already have taken
the refresher courses. Others scheduled are from Warwick & Legler,
Compton Adv., Fuller & Smith &
Ross, and Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell
& Bayles.

cerned about the attack being made
on the drug industry, the automotive
business or the optometrists?" he asked.
". . . The reason — to me — is a simple
one. ... I see a threat to all of us as
citizens of a democracy where we have
the right to expect freedom of speech
whether it's on a platform or through
an ad to sell a product or an idea to
a preventative, Mr. Fondren urged
theAspublic."
his colleagues to carry out better selfregulation of advertising, to give more
information to the public about the
role of advertising in maintaining the
standard of living and to give representatives in the legislatures the facts
about advertising and the dangers of
proposed controls.
Also in advertising...
Agency moves ■ Ketchum, MacLeod
& Grove Inc. has moved its New York
office into larger quarters at 733 Third
Ave.
Telephone
— Murray Hill 7-5640
— remains
the same.
New commercials consultant ■ A new
company has been formed to service
documentary realism in radio and tv
commercials. Sound Actualities Inc.,
2 W. 46th St., New York, is organized
as a world-wide recording network and
as a creative consultant to agencies in
the planning and production of "actuality commercials."
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Member of Quality Radio Group, Inc.
IN CHICAGO, WGN RADIO means quality
programming and dedicated community service.
CHICAGO: 2501 Bradley Place, LAkeview 8-2311
NEW YORK: 220 E. 42nd Street, MUrrayhill 2-7545
Represented by Edward Petry & Co., Inc., except in
Chicago, New York, Philadelphia and Milwaukee.
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*Nielsen NCS 61, Advance Station Service.
**Nielsen, August-September, 1961, Chicago NSI Report.
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Bob Rich, Seven Arts Vice President and General Sales
Manager, after person-to-person talks with seven
representative station executives, states:
"No motion pictures ever released to television have gener
ated as high a commercial return for stations as Warner's
'Films of the 50's.'
"In such important markets as Denver, Chicago, Amarillo,
Dallas, New York, Asheville, N. C. and Minneapolis 'Films
of the 50's' have clearly demonstrated their overwhelming acceptance by local and national advertisers. Here's
what they reported at mid-September."

IN DENVER
KLZ-TV debuts "THE 10:30 MOVIE," a new Monday
through Saturday feature film showcase primarily
scheduled with Warner Bros. "Films of the 50's."
Says Jack Tipton, Manager and Director of Sales,
Three weeks prior to the premiere, this new
show was 80% sold out to such blue chip national
out.^^
advertisers as Coca-Cola, Avon Products, Wrigley
Chewing Gum and Vick Chemical in addition to
such local advertisers as Meadow Gold Dairy, Ford
Dealers, Dupler's Furriers, Nides Electric Appliances and the Paradise Pet Shop. By premiere date
September 8th 'The 10:30 Movie' was 100% sold

IRCUI

of stations' commercial
with

Seven

Arts' "Films

success
of the 50's"

IN NEW

IN DALLAS

YORK

Peter Affe, Station Manager, WNBC-TV says,

says KTVT's Program Manager, Arno Mueller,

^^That the Seven Arts product is accepted by time buyers as
top quality TV entertainment is attested by the fact that we
premiered our new Saturday night Movie Four on September

^^Selling is made somewhat easier when you have the best
feature films to schedule. To wit: our Friday night show, 'Films of
the 50's,' was sold out before its September 8th premiere.^^

23rd with all available minutes and 10 second ID's sold out.^^

ASHEVILLE,

IN CHICAGO
Jim O'Rourke, Western Division Sales Manager, WGN-TV, reports:
^^WGN-TV was 100% sold out a week before its new feature
strip unveiled 'Films of the 50's' on September 11th, Mondays
through Fridays at 10:15 P.M.^^

GREENVILLE,

SPARTANBURG

Theodore Eiland, WLOS-TV's Vice President
and General Manager, says:
^^To develop not
deliver top product.
for Seven Arts, they
outstanding movies
a sold out situation.

only audiences, but dollars you've got to
When you tell TV buyers you've signed up
instantly connect the name with the most
on TV today. Result, we entered Fall with

Warner's
films of the 50's...
Money
makers
of the 60 s

IN AMARILLO
we hear from Charlie Keys, General Manager, KVII-TV,
^^KVII-TV debuted its weekly presentation of 'Films of the
50's' on Sunday, September 17th at 10:00 P.M. Two weeks before starting time this ABC network affiliate was 75% sold out to
two local sponsors, Amarillo National Bank and Fedway Department Stores. By starting date KVII was 100% sold out.^^

arts

JIFW^
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ASSOCIATED

Ifei^r

corp.

A SUBSIDIARY OF SEVEN ARTS PRODUCTIONS,

IN MINNEAPOLIS-ST.

PAUL

says Don Swartz, President and General Manager, KMSP-TV,
^^Advertisers are quick to sense the strong audience appeal
of these Seven Arts feature films. Three weeks after buying Volume II,we were over 80% sold out on 'Picture of the Week,' which
we initiated September 8th on Friday evenings at 10:30 P.M.^^

LTD.

NEW YORK: 270 Park Avenue
YUkon 6-1717
CHICAGO: 8922-D N. La Crosse, Skokie, III. ORchard 4-5105
DALLAS: 5641 Charlestown Drive
ADams 9-2855
L.A.: 232 So. Reeves Drive GRanite'6-1564-STate 8-8276
For list of TV stations progr
the 50's" see Third Cover J

er Bros. "Films of
V Rates and Data)

Advertising

Council

NEW

ON COMMUNISM

CAMPAIGN

sees

Spearheaded by radio and television
and with the strong backing of other
media, Advertising Council campaigns
last year received contributions of advertising time and space evaluated at
more than $200 million, Edwin W.
Ebel, General Foods vice president for
advertising agencies, vice chairman of
the council and its national radio-tv
chairman, reported Tuesday (Oct. 24)
at the annual luncheon of the council's
Hollywood committee. Network tv
commercial programs alone accounted
for more than 20 billion tv home impressions, he stated, noting that "the
additional support given by local stations would more than double this figIn thanking the radio and tv neture."
works, agencies, producers and advertisers for their support of past council
campaigns, Mr. Ebel asked "the big
question we all face: Now that the
networks are taking over program control [and he estimated that they now
control more than 90% of prime-time
tv programming], will they, along with
that control and authority, assume the
responsibility for serving the many major public-service campaigns regularly,
systematically and effectively?
"I know they can and I believe they
will," Mr. Ebel answered his own question. "For if they do not — if they don't
gear themselves for such a large undertaking, then it could happen that the
most powerful plan ever devised for
public-service information through mass
media would wither and die. . . .
"I am hopeful that the network management will relentlessly work to make
clear to all in their organizations — and
to their customers as well," Mr. Ebel

big job ahead
TO START

SOON

declared, "that, holding this program
authority, they must initiate and follow
through on plans and policies to give
the time to public-service messages that
was given regularly and generously
when the advertiser and his agency
were in this position of control. For
I believe that this kind of advertising,
public service advertising, makes all
advertising more believable and more
Citing the more successful campaigns
trusted."
of
the past year, Mr. Ebel said that in
the months ahead major effort will be
called for support of a nationwide educational program on the nature, purposes and techniques of international
communism. Titled "The Present Danger," this will be the third phase of the
overall "Promise of America" campaign, which began last December with
"Goals for Americans" and followed
with "Confidence in a Growing America." The final phase of the program,
"will be a campaign to help affect such
changes in American attitudes as may
be vitally needed to help us in the struggle with international communism.
Frederick G. Dutton, special assistant to President Kennedy, thanked the
Hollywood committee on behalf of the
President for their contributions to the
national welfare through the council
campaigns and asked their support of a
new campaign on Civil Defense and the
shelter program, which he said will be
launched within the next 60 days.
Walter H. Bunker, vice president and
radio-tv director, Young & Rubicam,
Hollywood, and chairman of the council Hollywood committee, presided at
the luncheon meeting, held in the Beverly Hills Hotel.

Changing vtr picture
A marked decrease in the number of tv stations which charge
for running a video-tape commercial supplied by an advertising
agency is disclosed in the second
annual survey of vtr-equipped
stations by D'Arcy Adv., Chicago.
This year only 12 of a total 253
vtr-equipped stations charge, compared to 19 of a total 203 last
year. This year there are 23 stations with color vtr, compared to
15 in 1960, the survey showed.
The survey was made by Don
Norton of D'Arcy.

Empire

sets

fm

push

for hi-fi equipment
One of the country's first hi-fi equipment manufacturers to sponsor fm
stereo broadcasts has launched an fm
radio campaign nationwide.
The buy, for Empire Scientific Corp.,
Garden City, N. Y., through Katz,
Jacobs & Co., New York, is for 13
weeks, but the campaign has been projected for at least a six-month run, according to the agency.
Empire, which is promoting its new
Empire Troubador hi-fi playback unit
and components, will tie in local Empire distributors in more than 25 cities
across the country. The campaign consists of four one-minute spots each day
— two daytime plus two in nighttime —
over each fm station selected; an overall rate of more than 100 spots a day,
over 3,000 each month.
Earlier this year on WKFM (FM)
Chicago, Empire became the first hi-fi
manufacturer to sponsor an fm-stereo
broadcast, an agency spokesman said.
The success of this experiment led to
the selection of the fm medium on a
national basis.
Agency appointments...
■ Lester Bros. Inc. (home builders),
Martinsville, Va., appoints ZimmerMcClaskey-Frank, Richmond, for the
firm's Lesco Homes Div.
■ Fisher Radio Corp., Long Island
City, N. Y., manufacturer of highfidelity sets and components, appoints
Daniel & Charles Inc., New York, as
its advertising agency.

Among participants at the sixth annual Hollywood meeting of The Advertising Council were (I to r): Edwin
Ebel, vice president and advertising
manager, General Foods, and council
36 (BROADCAST ADVERTISING)

vice chairman; Frederick G. Dutton,
special assistant to President Kennedy, and Walter Bunker, Young &
Rubicam, chairman of the council's
Hollywood radio-tv committee.

■ Santa Clara Packing Co., San Jose,
Calif., appoints Cappel, Pera & Reid,
Orinda, Calif., as its agency.
■ Mackel Development Co. appoints
The Allenger Adv. agency, Brookline,
Mass.
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ARBITRON'S DAILY CHOICES
Listed below are the highest ranking the American
Research Bureau,
television shows for each day of the These ratings are from a sample of
week Oct. 19-25, as rated by the 1,200 television homes per half hour
National Arbitron instant ratings of properly distributed across the U. S.
Date
Program and Time
Thur., Oct. 19
Dr. Kildare (8:30 p.m.)
Fri., Oct. 20
Route 66 (8:30 p.m.)
Sat., Oct. 21
Perry Mason (7:30 p.m.)
Sun.. Oct. 22
Bonanza (9 p.m.)
Mon., Oct. 23
Andy Griffith (9:30 p.m.)
Tue., Oct. 24
Red Skelton (9 p.m.)
Wed., Oct. 25
Wagon Train (7:30 p.m.)
Copyright 1961 American Research Bureau

Angostura

back on radio

after three-year hiatus
The Angostura-Wupperman Corp.,
New York, last week returned to radio
after a three-year absence.
The advertiser of Angostura aromatic
bitters moved into six major markets
the week of Oct. 30 with varying schedules of one-minute and 10-second spots.
The new campaign prepared by Foote,
Cone & Belding, New York, features
the product in food recipes with the
theme 'Angostura is the magic ingredient that adds tantalizing taste to hamburger, cream sauce, salad dressing,
stew, soup, tomato juice."
The commercials are spotted on local
personality programs in the Los Angeles, Chicago, San Francisco, New
York, Cleveland and Minneapolis-St.
Paul markets. Magazine insertions during the current campaign will promote
Angostura's quality of "How to make
a good drink better — dash Angostura
on the ice before you pour your rum,
vodka, gin or whiskey."
Angostura's last radio outing was in
1958 as a participant in CBS Radio's
daytime Arthur Godfrey Show. The
following year, a spot tv campaign featured Genevieve and Dione Lucas as
commercial spokeswomen in Angostura
food commercials.
Pacific Gas buys 'Biography'
The purchase by Pacific Gas & Electric Co., San Francisco, of the Biography half-hour series in seven northern
and central California markets was announced last week by Seymour Reed,
president of Official Films Inc., New
York. The series, being produced by
David L. Wolper, centers around the
lives of noted figures and will include
such subjects as Babe Ruth, Admiral
Richard Byrd, Thomas A. Edison,
Franklin D. Roosevelt and Fiorello H.
LaGuardia.
Pacific Gas sponsorship, arranged
through BBDO, San Francisco, will
38 (BROADCAST ADVERTISING)

Network
NBC-TV
CBS-TV
CBS-TV
NBC-TV
CBS-TV
CBS-TV
NBC-TV

Rating
23.1
23.7
28.2
27.1
23.4
23.4
28.8

cover San Francisco, Eureka, Fresno,
Salinas-Monterey, San Luis Obispo,
Chico-Redding and Bakersfield. The
series also has been bought for showing
in New York and Los Angeles.
Rep appointments...
■ KICU-TV Fresno - Visula, Calif.:
Sandeberg/ Gates in the West and Weed
& Co. in the East. The station will go
on the air next month.
■ WVUE (TV) New Orleans: Edward
Petry & Co. as national representative.
Shell dealers' radio buy
A group of 13 Shell Oil dealers in
the Sacramento, Cailf., area are
jointly sponsoring 20 football scoreboards each weekend on KRAK Sacramento. Manning Slater, general manager of KRAK, foresees the move as a
precedent involving the return to radio
of Shell Oil Co., which early in the
year decided to withdraw from the
broadcast media and place virtually all
of its advertising appropriation in news-

Commercials

in

Listings include new commercials being made for national or large regional radio or television campaigns. Appearing in sequence are names of advertiser, product, number, length and
type of commercial, production manager, agency with its account executive
and production manager, and approximate cost of commercial when available.
Format Films, 4741 Laurel Canyon Blvd., North
Hollywood, Calif.
General Foods (Jell-0), one 60, animation,
film. Herb Klynn, prod. mgr. Agency: Young
& Rubicam; Reed Springer, prod. mgr. and a.e.
Pantomime Pictures Inc., 8961 Sunset Blvd.,
Hollywood 69.
Old Milwaukee Beer (beer), one 60, live-animation, film. Fred Crippen and John Marshall,
prod. mgrs. Agency: Post & Morr Inc.; Anthony
Habell a.e.; Paul Zara, prod. mgr.

papers. The Sacramento area Shell
dealers are in radio for the winter at
least, with the 12 weekends of football
scores on KRAK to be followed by ski
reports and basketball scores. Comare devoted largely to Shell's
antifreeze mercialsproduct.
Program
meeting

for TvB
announced

It'll be sales sessions and a speechfest of top agency officers at the Television Bureau of Advertising annual
meeting on Nov. 15-17 at the Statler
Hilton in Detroit.
As released today (Oct. 30) by TvB
the program includes speeches by
Campbell-Ewald President Thomas
Adams on Nov. 16 at lunch and Kenyon & Eckhardt Board Chairman William Lewis on Nov. 17 in the morning, and still a third, Charles F. Rosen,
executive vice president of W. B. Doner
& Co., who appears Nov. 17 on a panel
with a group of broadcasters at lunch.
The top sales feature at the meeting
is the unveiling of a new presentation,
"The Salesmachine," for members, advertising and agency executives and
newsmen in the ballroom in the morning (Nov. 17).
Also on the agenda: receptions Nov.
15 and 16 evenings, sales managers
meeting morning of Nov. 16, full membership meeting that aftrnoon, and tours
of the Cadillac plant and of Greenfield
Village. Reports will be delivered by
TvB officers on Nov. 17 (morning). On
the panel with Mr. Rosen: Otto Brandt
(King Broadcasting Co., Seattle), A.
Louis Read (WDSU-TV, New Orleans), Mike Shapiro (WFAA-TV Dallas). Their topic is "Television's Influence in the Market Place."

production
Phil Davis Musical Enterprises Inc., 59 East
54th St., NYC 14
Eskimo Pie Corp. (Eskimo Pie), one 60, one
20, one 10, open-middle musical; magnetic tape
transferred to vinyl pressings. Phil Davis, prod,
mgr. Agency: Eastern Adv. Inc.; Raymond Berry,
a.e. and prod mgr. Approx. cost $7,500.
Videotape Productions of New York, 101 West
67th St., NYC
American Cyanamid Co. (Creslan fiber, Melmac dinnerware), two 60s, tape. Tack Keely,
prod. mgr. Agency: Erwin Wasey, Ruthrauff &
Ryan; Jack Schwartz, prod. mgr.
Minnesota Mining & Manufacturing (Scotch
Brand Tape), one 60, tape. Chuck Holden, prod,
mgr.Africano,
Agency: prod.
MacManus,
Joe
mgr. John & Adams Inc.;
National Biscuit Co. (various products), four
60s, tape. Phil McEnery, prod. mgr. Agency:
McCann-Erickson; George Weber, prod. mgr.
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POLITZOMANIA
. . . and again and again and again ! Each time another
fact is uncovered in the 1961 WJR-Politz Study, politzomania * strikes deeper and deeper into advertising people
and places. Even media vice presidents and advertising directors now fall helpless before politzomania.
The latest politzomania-causing fact reported from the
field by WJR sales reps is the impact WJR news has
on its listeners. The 1961 WJR-Politz Study reveals
WJR as the number one choice for news by more than
a million adults in the Detroit-Great Lakes Area. To be
more specific, more than 1,132,000 people age 15 and
older named WJR best for news. And 175 stations were

STRIKES

AGAIN!

mentioned in the 100-county four-state area of the study.
Please understand, then, our reps' enthusiasm as they
apply this new kind of radio research to your specific
advertising objectives. Well-armed with all the facts
from the 1961 WJR-Politz Study, our sales reps will
help you pinpoint logical prospects for your products.
These prospects are profiled according to age, sex,
socio-economic status, home ownership, radio listening
habits, and many other helpful characteristics.
As this data passes into your hands, anticipate politzomania. Don't fight it. So far, no one has been immune.

DETROIT

WJR

WATTS
760 KC ^^50,000 '
Represented by Henry I. Christal Co., U. S. & Canada
Atlanta • Boston • Chicago • Detroit • Los Angeles
New York • San Francisco

The measured area of the Alfred Politz media study
released September, 1961. This area includes 6,801,000
people — age 15 and older.
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po» lit« zo» ma • ni »a — newly discovered advertising
affliction. Highly contagious. Identified by uninhibited displays of
enthusiasm. Always found in WJR sales reps who have 1961 WJRPolitz Study in hand. Time-buyers and ad managers particularly
susceptible. Wipes out sales resistance. Appears in flashes of marketing39
insight. Only known remedy: Sign the order!

The

Constant
on

KTVI,

Protectors'
St.

Louis

PROTECTION IN ACTION-With the cooperation of the St. Louis Police Department, KTVI cameramen record exciting action-sequences of officers on the job.

One
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BLAIR-TV

"Awarded to KTVI for America's
best local programs in the interest
of Youth,Mike
the bears
American
Legion'sto
Golden
testimony
our continued high standard of
television programming. Through
'The Constant Protectors' and
others in the Expedition series, our
staff has proved its dedication to
the production of telecasts that
meet the vital needs of our community and its people."
Paul E. Peltason
Executive Vice President
Station KTVI

Highlighting True Value
in Community

Advantages

Television has few assignments more
challenging than this:
To present a clear, objective picture of law-enforcement in actionfree from overplayed dramatics, yet
not minimizing grimness, nor danger.
So Station KTVI, St. Louis, is naturally
gratified by the community's enthusiasm
over "The Constant Protectors" produced
as part dition,
ofSt. Louis!
KTVI's featured series, ExpeBesides on-the-scene filming of police
in action, "The Constant Protectors" includes an operational outline of the police
alarm system; a thought-provoking sequence showing capture, booking and inter ogation ofyouthful suspects; detailed
explanations of polygraph and spectrograph; and a fast-moving interview with
the Chief of Police, Col. Curtis Brostron.
Submitted as typical of the Expedition,
St.
Constant
wonLouis
for series,
KTVI "The
an Ohio
State Protectors"
Award in
1961. And from the National Education
Association came a citation to KTVI for
"an outstanding series presented in cooperation with local education authorities
to meet curricular needs."
Responding to such nation-wide recognition, ABC Television chose "The Constant Protectors" for its FOCUS ON
AMERICA series, presenting the KTVI
telecast on the entire network at 8 p.m.
EDST on Tuesday, July 11.
To Blair-TV, creative community-interest programming by great stations like
KTVI is a real source of inspiration. We
are proud to serve more than a score of
such stations in national sales.

BLAIR-TV
Televisions' s first exclusive
national representative, serving:
W-TEN— Albany-Schenectady-Troy
WFBG-TV-Altoona-Johnstown
WNBF-TV-Binghamton
WHDH-TV- Boston
WCPO-TV- Cincinnati
WEWS- Cleveland
WBNS-TV-Columbus
KTVT— Dallas-Ft. Worth
KOA-TV- Denver
KFRE-TV- Fresno
WNHC-TV-Hartford-New Haven
WJIM-TV-Lansing
KTTV-Los Angeles
WMCT-Memphis
WDSU-TV-New Orleans
WOW-TV -Omaha
WFIL-TV-Philadelphia
WIIC — Pittsburgh
KGW-TV- Portland
WPRO-TV- Providence
KING-TV -Seattle-Tacoma
KTVI -St. Louis
WFLA-TV— Tampa-St. Petersburg
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August network tv spenders
ESTIMATED EXPENDITURES OF NETWORK TELEVISION ADVERTISERS BY PRODUCT CLASSIFICATION
Source: TvB/LNA-BAR
1960
January-August January-August
August
1961
1961
Agriculture & farming
121,320
1,594,004
1,405,313
373,001
Apparel, footwear & accessories
6,352,529
5,061,612
Automotive, automotive accessories
33,815,406
29,237,522
& equipment
2,716,246
Beer, wine
478,698
5,294,125
4,092,584
DUiioing materials, equipment
& fixtures
2,525,476
1,550,794
12,466,999
Confectionery & soft drinks
814846
9,812,349
399,758
Consumer services
4,003,977
2,374,243
Drugs & remedies
53,939,692
7,620,956
59,772,181
842,467
879,902
Entertainment & amusement
90,300,500
Food & food products
74,209,115
11,115,307
Freight, industrial & agricultural
270,010
247,530
development
Gasoline, lubricants &
10,020,119
11,108,498
other fuels
1,072,663
172,830
371,250
Horticulture
Household equipment & supplies
20,567,200
19,987,085
2,086,026
7,040
401,330
Household furnishings
3,881,952
2,540,423
Industrial materials
12,025,261
15,978,439
1,379,920
Insurance
684,087
9,139 035
7,332,936
Jewelry, optical goods & cameras
561,098
7,877,106
7,165,491
Office equipment, stationery &
2,055,164
writing supplies
539,178
2,013,950
Publishing & media
1,209,696
57,493
1,648,939
Radio, tv sets, phonographsmusical instruments, accessories
1,039,031
3,663,861
145,164
Retail or direct by mail
36,792
55,422,935
51,119,428
Smoking materials
57,436,663
45,544,573
Soaps, cleansers & polishes
7,705,207
200,667
2,105,973
Sporting goods & toys
1,597,652
7,740"444
82,356,158
Toiletries & toilet goods
75,142,722
11,480,363
35,200
69,029
Travel, hotels & resorts
765,173
813,067
Miscellaneous
6,052,594
5,688,840
TOTAL
$480,391,016
$442,939,276
$58,403,914
ESTIMATED EXPENDITURES
ESTIMATED EXPENDITURES
TOP 15 NETWORK OFBRAND ADVERTISERS
TOP 15 NETWORK COMPANY
ADVERTISERS
OF
Source: TvB/LNA-BAR
Source: TvB/LNA-BAR
August 1961
August 1961
1. Crest
Camel cigarettes
1. Procter & Gamble
2.
869,821
tooth paste
$927,768
$5 219,840
2. Lever Brothers
859,332
2,989,704
3. Anacir tablets
3. American Home Products
2,571,321
4.
Bufferin
701,991
683.950
4. R. J. Reynolds Tobacco
2,062,724
5. Kent
1.8'8 974
5. Colgate Palmolive
cigarettes
6. Winston cigarettes
658,654
6. P. Lorillard
645,810
1,729,274
7. Tide
7. General Mills
1,500,355
8. Swan liquid detergent
591,698
1,408,733
8. Bristol-Myers
9. Viceroy cigarettes
9. General Motors
586,823
476,302
1,382,003 10.
Salem cigarettes
10. Brown & Williamson Tobacco 1,327,912
471,641
11. Alka-Seltzer
11. General Foods
1,283,737 12. Nabisco cookies
12. Sterling Drug
434,590
428,876
13. Pall Mall cigarettes
1,256,961
13. National Biscuit
1,043,262
14.
Philips
Milk
of
Magnesia
419,759
14. Miles Laboratories
1,023,996
405,477
15. Gillette
987,857 15. Bayer aspirin tablets

New

York

to see

'answer'
communism
The growing interest by advertisers
in today's political climate was pointed
up by the announcement that Schick
Razor Co., New York, through Compton Adv., New York, and Technicolor
Inc., Hollywood, through Kenyon &
Eckhardt, Hollywood, will sponsor a
three-hour-long
program,on Hollywood's
Answer
to Communism
WPIX(TV)
New York on Thurs., Nov. 2, 8-11 pm).
The program is a tape of a three-

hour rally held Oct. 16 at the Hollywood Bowl, during which many top
Hollywood personalities and several national political leaders spoke against
communism. Initially it was carried live
and was beamed in prime time to 35
western tv stations under the sponsorship of Schick and Richfield Oil Co.
(Broadcasting, Oct. 23).
The close attention of business to
communism was revealed in an earlier
report that D'Arcy Adv. in St. Louis is
inviting its employes to listen to weekly
taped lectures on this subject (At
Deadline, Oct. 16).
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falls
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out

AFFECT

MEDIA

of

NBC-RKO

MULTIMILLION

deal

TRANSACTIONS
ownership in the Philadelphia stations.
This came after it signed a consent order agreeing to a Dept. of Justice antialso includes the exchange of NBC's
Philadelphia stations (WRCV-AM-TV)
trust complaint questioning its methods in acquiring the Philadelphia propfor RKO General's Boston facilities
erties. NBC bought the WRCV stations
(WNAC-AM-FM-TV).
(then KYW and WPTZ [TV]) from
The termination of the NBC-KTVU
Westinghouse in 1956. The transaction
sales agreement is not believed to have
any effect on the basic Philadelphiainvolved the trading of Westinghouse's
Boston transfers.
Philadelphia stations for NBC's Cleveland stations (WTAM-AM-FM and
Although no comment was forthcoming from NBC with regard to the WNBK [TV]). The network also paid
KTVU purchase termination, the net- Westinghouse $3 million.
The Justice Dept. charged that the
work may be presumed to be still inCollapse of the San Francisco purnetwork forced Westinghouse to agree
terested in acquiring a tv outlet in San
chase also stymies RKO General's $11.5
Francisco or in some other city. Failto the transaction by threatening to deprive WBC of NBC affiliations.
million contract to buy NBC's WRCing that, NBC presumably will not disAM-FM-TV Washington, it is underpose of its Washington stations.
Westinghouse itself bought WPTZ
This is based on the belief that NBC
from Philco Corp. in 1953 for $8.5
stood. This is because the network's
million.
sale of its Washington facilities is conwill not settle for less than the maxitingent on its purchase of the San Franmum five vhf tv stations permitted unUnder the terms of the FCC's ducisco outlet.
der FCC regulation.
opoly regulations, which prohibit one
Must Sell ■ The network is under a company from owning more than one
The San Francisco and Washington
federal court order to dispose of its group of broadcast facilities in the
sales are part of an estimated $40 milsame city, RKO General had contracted
to sell its WGMS-AM-FM Washington to Crowell-Collier for $1.5 million
following successful approval of the
WRC stations' acquisition. Both Crowell-Collier and RKO General mutually agreed to terminate this contract
earlier this year.
Stock Exchange ■ The San Francisco
transaction was based on an exchange of
RCA stock for the ch. 2 outlet. The
stock, at the time of the signing of the
agreement was selling for $62 per
share; RCA common closed on the
New York Stock Exchange last Thursday at $51%.
KTVU is owned by a group of former RKO General executives, including Ward D. Ingrim & William D.
Pabst. The station is assigned to Oakland, Calif.; across the bay in San
Francisco there are the ABC-owned
KGO-TV, the Westinghouse-owned
KPIX (TV), affiliated with CBS, and
Smiling camel jockey sees family on tv
the
San Francisco Chronicle's KRONCamel driver, Bashir Ahmed,
At the same time, Mr. Bashir was
TV, affiliated with NBC.
while a guest in the U. S. of Vice interviewed by CBS newsman Kevin
Adding complexity to the manifold
President Lyndon B. Johnson, was
Delaney (1 above) for showing that
transfers are the objections of KRONon a local newscast. Vice
TV and Westinghouse to elements of
given a tv "reunion" with his family evening
President Johnson has asked for a
in Pakistan Oct. 21 through CBS
the transactions: KRON-TV, the existNews facilities. CBS invited Mr.
print of the filmed interview, and at
ing NBC-TV affiliate in San Francisco,
Ahmed to a New York screening
the request of the American Embassy
has filed an antitrust suit against NBC
room to see films of his wife, chil- at Karachi, another print will be
in the matter and has filed an applicadren and his camel that had been sent there so that his countrymen
tion for ch. 4 in Washington — the same
taken by a CBS News stringer just can see him on his U. S. visit. Surfacility
now occupiedthebyNBC
NBC's
WRC-in
48 hours earlier at his home in
TV. Westinghouse,
affiliate
prised at tv's capabilities, Mr. Bashir
Karachi. Portions of the film foot- asked through his interpreter at the
Boston, has objected to the exchange of
age were shown on CBS-TV newsNBC and RKO General stations. Philinterview:
"Why
can't
I
talk
to
my
casts.
co, immured in antitrust litigation with
RCA, has filed a formal application for
family?"
42
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The first crack in the pyramid of station sales and exchanges involving
NBC and RKO General appeared last
week when the owners of KTVU (TV)
San Francisco called off their deal to
sell the vhf independent to the network.
The decision will become formally
known today (Oct. 30) when the FCC
is informed that the $7.5 million contract has been allowed to terminate.
Originally the KTVU-NBC contract
ran to Aug. 24, but this was extended
last summer to Oct. 30.

lion transfer and exchange compact between NBC and RKO General which

Time
are

Time

buyers
studying

Do

are

it!

you

know
(about

studying

what
station

Buyers and sellers of broadcast time
are finding Nielsen Coverage Service
'61 a gold mine of current information
about radio and television station coverage market by market.
Advertisers and agencies are applying
NCS '61 coverage facts to marketing
strategies . . . seeking the most effective
buys. NCS '61 is telling them:
• The size of each station's coverage
area.
— the number of homes in each
marketing area.
• How well each station serves these
areas
— how often families receive
the station
— how often they tune elsewhere.
•Over 500 agencies, advertisers and broadcasters are
now using NCS '61.

Son

sellers
it!

they

know?

coverage)
• How well each station's coverage
dovetails with specific marketing
patterns. know how well each staSubscribers*
tion scores on the above points . . . have
the information they need to guide
effective sales campaigns. To get your
share, start planning today . . . using
the
coverage
facts from NCS '61,
now latest
available
to everyone.
FOR ALL THE FACTS
CALL . . . WIRE ... OR WRITE
CHICAGO 1, ILLINOIS
360 N. Michigan Ave., FRanklin 2-3810
NEW YORK 22, NEW YORK
575 Lexington Ave., MUrray Hill 8-1020
MENLO PARK, CALIFORNIA
70 Willow Road, DAvenport 1-7700
HOLLYWOOD 28, CALIFORNIA
1680 N. Vine St., HOIIywood 6-4391

nwpranp

ptvipp 43

a service of A. C. Nielsen Company
2 IO I Howard
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Street, Chicago 45, Illinois • HOIIycourt 5-4400

1453

ch. 3 in Philadelphia — the channel now
occupied by the network's WRCV-TV.
All of these transactions have been
set for hearing by the FCC. Involved
also are license renewals for some of
the NBC and RKO General stations,
as well as the application for license of
KTVU itself. The hearing issues, as
spelled out by the commission, run the
gamut — promise vs. performance, character qualifications, antitrust considerations, duopoly, trafficking in licenses,
etc. (Broadcasting, May 1).
EDITORIALS

SDX

TOPIC

Broadcast editorial vices,
virtues explored at Miami
What would happen if a broadcast
station editorialized against the FCC?
That question enlivened a panel discussion at last Thursday's opening session of Sigma
DeltaBeach.
Chi's annual convention in Miami
William Arthur, managing editor of
Look, owned by Cowles Magazines &
Broadcasting Inc., opened the subject
by inquiring how long the FCC would
tolerate a licensee if it "took after the
FCC" or how long a congressman
would tolerate a station's renewal of
license after he had been attacked.
From the floor, James Bormann, news

director of WCCO Minneapolis and a
board member of the journalism society, said his station had criticized the
FCC for its position on Sec. 315, had
sent a copy to the commission and had
heard nothing about it.
Russ Van Dyke, news director of
KRNT-TV Des Moines, a panel member, doubted that the FCC would revoke a license for criticism of the FCC
because "it wouldn't be that stupid."
Richard Yoakam, assistant professor
of journalism, radio-tv, Indiana U.,
said he hoped that if revocation proceedings were instituted because of an
attack upon the FCC, "some brave man
is around when that day comes."
The virtues of broadcast editorializing were explained by Mitchell Wolfson, president of Wometco, operator of
WTVJ (TV) Miami, WFGA-TV Jacksonville, Fla., WLOS-TV Asheville,
N. C, and the recently acquired KVOSTV Bellingham, Wash. Mr. Wolfson
said the three stations that have been
longest in Wometco's portfolio have
editorialized regularly on local and state
affairs but not on national or international issues. He said the stations had
exercised care in selecting responsible
editorialists and had received public acceptance.
Mr. Van Dyke, a foe of broadcast
editorializing, said many stations had
rushed into it with inadequate prepara-
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This territory is ACTIVE
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man IS THERE!

Newsman

arrested

George Berkeley, newsman at
WCOP Boston, was arrested by
East Berlin police Wednesday
while he was taping an on-thescene report of East German military activities for the Plough stations. Held for two hours, he was
questioned and ordered to erase
his tape. Upon his release Mr.
Berkely was told that in the future he would have to obtain permission from the East German
Ministry of Information before
"broadcasting" from East Berlin.
He is on a two-week assignment
to cover the Berlin crisis and
phones five reports daily to
Plough stations (WMPS Memphis, WJJD Chicago, WCAO
Baltimore, WPLO Atlanta and
WCOP).

tion. Station newsmen, he said, will be
identified with whatever editorial position their stations take. "You'll be
known by the company that keeps you,"
he said. He expressed similar views at
the convention of the Radio & Television News Directors Assn. in Washington last month.
Professor Yoakam, who has been
studying general trends in broadcast
editorializing, said there had been a recent decline in the number of stations
doing it. Some of those that went into
it as a "promotion gimmick" have given
it up; others that undertook ambitious
schedules of editorializing have cut
back. He thought the next step would
be in the direction of treatment of more
significant issues and the hiring of more
responsible manpower.
William Monroe, chief of the Washington office of NBC News, the panel
moderator, said he thought stations
ought to editorialize vigorously. They
"can't be fearful of government and
should exercise their privilege to comment," he said.
At a Thursday luncheon at which he
was host, James M. Cox Jr., president
of the Cox newspaper and broadcast
properties, expressed gratification at the
full recognition of radio and television
in the Sigma Delta Chi membership. It
is "particularly important in these
times," he said, that newspapers and
broadcasting should join forces.
In elections to be held Saturday,
Buren McCormack, vice president and
editorial director of the Wall Street
Journal, was expected to move up to
the presidency, succeeding E. W. (Ted)
Scripps II, Scripps-Howard newspapers
and radio. Nominated for first vice
president was Walter Burroughs, publisher of the Costa Mesa (Calif.) GlobeHerald. Theodore F. Koop, WashingBROADCASTING, October 30, 1961
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We were looking at it, aghast and agape! Here are the pictures
to prove it. (Taken March 4, 1961.)
Did we do anything about it? No. Our weatherman,
Warren Culbertson, was so surprised and found the formation so
incredible, he was reluctant to call it a Twister for fear of
panicking Chicago. After all, Chicago had not had a Twister in
years. Culbertson had good company. Chicago's official weather
forecaster, Joseph Fulks, and his staff also shared this reticence.

4:00 P.

But radar doesn't lie. Only man is fallible. (Remember radar at
Pearl Harbor? It didn't lie then either, and human failure
permitted the enemy to attack although their planes
were detected.)
Since then we have believed our radar. Our meteorologist,
Warren Culbertson, has shown the weather accurately 680 times
to Chicagoans, who have come to rely on WBKB for
accurate weather forecasting.
Just as they rely on Alex Dreier for the best news.
And on Norman Ross for the most informed commentary.
this comes
from theof "Climate
theAllstudios
and offices
Channel 7.of Creativity" that pervades
4:30 P.M.

By the way— are your clients taking full advantage of WBKB's
"Climate of Creativity"?

A GOOD
CHICAGO HABIT
WBKB

CHANNEL
CHICAGO';
An Owned-and-Operated Station of the American Broadcasting Company • A Division of American Broadcasting-Paramount Theaters, Inc.
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move all tv into uhf (Broadcasting,
Oct. 16).

Crown

Stations

air show

The Crown Stations— KING-TV
Seattle, KGW-TV Portland, Ore.,
and KREM-TV Spokane — broadcast
a 90-minute special on Communism,
Sat., Oct. 21, from 7:30 to 9 p.m.
(Broadcasting, Oct. 23). Entitled
The Threat, the presentation consisted of a panel discussion followed
by a question and answer period beton vice president of CBS Inc., was to
move from treasurer to secretary, and
Ralph Sewell, assistant managing editor, Daily Oklahoman and Times (WKYAM-TV Oklahoma City; WTVT (TV)
Tampa) to treasurer. Mr. Bormann,
of WCCO Minneapolis, was re-nominated for the board of directors.
Public Service Network
reported in business
The formation of Public Service Network to supply community-interest programs to radio stations initially and tv
stations later was announced last week
by Ted Cott, PSN president and chief
executive officer.
The organization will supply member
stations at the outset with four libraries
of one-minute programs and a group
of short coordinated radio lectures,
each nine minutes long, under the overall title National Radio University.
Under this heading, courses will be
offered on American history, the history
of journalism, the new nations and the
history of the theatre. Printed study
sheets and bibliographies will be prepared and made available to stations
for posting and distribution.
Frederick W. Richmond, an industrialist and board chairman of the Carnegie Hall Corp., will serve as chairman
of Public Service Network. Others associated with Mr. Cott in the new
undertaking will be Budd Getschal, a
long-time advertising and merchandising executive, who will be executive
vice president, and David Garth, vice
president for production. Headquarters
is at 743 Fifth Ave., New York, N. Y.
Telephone number is Plaza 3-7410.
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on communist

threat

tween the panel and members of the
live audiences in Seattle, Portland,
and Spokane. The panel members,
shown above, were (1. to r.) : Arthur
S. Fleming, member of the Eisenhower cabinet, and now president
of the U. of Oregon; Dr. Edward
Teller; Richard Rovere, writer for
the New Yorker; and Gilbert Seldes.

Radio Liberty puts
commies 'on the spot'
A new service by Radio Liberty,
New York, will provide radio stations
with a one-mintue daily featurette,
Communism On The Spot, which describes various facets of living in the
Soviet Union today. Approximately 30
one-minute scripts dealing with Soviet
life, written in everyday language, will
be sent to radio stations each month
for voicing by local announcers.
Radio Liberty, an 11 -year-old shortwave facility which beams its messages
exclusively to the peoples of the Soviet
Union, is supported by private organizations in the United States. RL's
new script service to U. S. stations will
utilize information provided by its
overseas installations. Additional information may be obtained from Sid
Bard, Radio Liberty, 1657 Broadway,
New York.
Quaal terms tv expansion
economically unsound
The large-scale population explosion
of new television stations which the
FCC envisions by use of the uhf band
is economically unsound and would degrade rather than improve program
quality, Ward L. Quaal, executive vice
president and general manager of
WGN-AM-TV Chicago, said last week
in a talk before the city's Junior Assn.
of Commerce. Mr. Quaal earlier this
month participated in the St. Louis
meeting of the Assn. of Maximum Service Telecasters which was called to protest the commission's plan to eventually

"There simply isn't enough advertising revenue and talent to support a
wholesale increase in the number of
stations," Mr. Quaal said, citing the
population explosion in am radio as an
example of what would happen in television too. Mr. Quaal said he agreed
with FCC Chairman Newton N. Minow's aims to improve broadcasting, but
with Mr. Minow's means
disagreed
he bring
to
this about.
The FCC's best course is to stress
the "absolute need" for balanced programming, Mr. Quaal said, and to support "the splendid instrument of selfregulation inherent in the NAB's television code."
KFWB files suit against
AFTRA over lost ads

KFWB Los Angeles last week filed
suit in U. S. District Court, Southern
District of California, against AFTRA,
which has been on strike against the
station since July 11, asking $179,384
actual damages for lost advertising
revenue due to the union's leaflet campaign urging the public not to patronize
firms advertising on KFWB, plus $30,000 a month for the duration of this
union activity.
Claude McCue, executive secretary
of the Los Angeles chapter of AFTRA,
called the suit a form of harassment
of the union, "because in all of its own
bulletins to advertising agencies and
sponsors, KFWB has stated that it has
not lost any sponsors as a result of
AFTRA activity. KFWB will have to
explain its inconsistency in court." The
suit is "part of a concentrated antiunion campaign by KFWB to establish
charged.
shop,"
opensuit,
an The
filedMr.
by McCue
Sheppard, Mullin,
Richter & Hampton, Los Angeles, lists
69 firms leafletted or threatened with
leaflets by AFTRA.
Anatomy of an fm audience
The average listener to WDTM (FM)
Detroit, according to the results of a
survey taken by the U. of Michigan, is
a mature (45 years of age) professional
man who earns in excess of $7,000 and
who has graduated from college.
The survey was based on questionnaires sent at random to 1,087 subscribers of WDTM's monthly listening
guide, of which 741 (69.4%) replied.
The breakdown showed:
■ 64% were professionally or technically employed.
■ 81.8% had at least one year of
college.
■ 77% earned in excess of $7,000.
■ 73.3% were male.
■ 66.5% of the listeners were between the ages of 30 and 60.
BROADCASTING, October 30, 1961

More congressmen watch the news most on WRC-TV. Were it the proverbial "little bird" that
told us, we'd hardly mention it. But the Senators and Representatives themselves were the source!
85% of Congress responded to a special survey completed in July, 1961.* WRC-TV & NBC came out a
staggering favorite over other Washington stations . . . with 56% more votes than all other stations
combined! This marked preference went to WRC-TV

for its complete news coverage, thorough analysis,

distinguished commentators and wide -range of news and informational programs. We're pleased —
but not surprised. WRC-TV has always aimed at and attracted the adult and knowledgeable47
audiences in Washington. You can attract them too... on WRC-TV, of course! ww jj% f\ rflYTISRI
'—Walter Gerson & Associates. Inc.
CHANNEL 4 IN WASHINGTON • NBC OWNED
REPRESENTED BY NBC SPOT SALES
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Experience the problems to know the answers
neighbor next door runs his power
A radio consultant is supposed to
business. Frequently they also interlawn mower, the taping session may
view interesting personalities, many
know all the answers, so George
of them from the Greenwich area.
last until midnight. When Mr. SkinSkinner, The Katz Agency's director
ner goes on the road to service his
"We feel there's a need for converof radio programming services, took
radio station clients, he tapes several
steps this past summer to learn a few
sation in the daytime," Mr. Skinner
programs in advance. Mrs. Skinner
new ones. He spent $4,000 of his
explains, "and we hope to provide
delivers the tapes to WSTC-AM-FM
own money on broadcasting equipgood
for the housewife."
Thecompany
Katz employe
usually tapes
(the program is broadcast on both)
ment, turned the den of his 9-room
early each morning.
Colonial house into a studio, wired
the program with his wife after he
Combo Man ■ Mr. Skinner exgets home from work. Most often
it himself, and last month started
plains that many of the stations he
he starts taping at 7 p.m. and findoing a daily radio show on WSTCishes an hour-and-a-half later. But
AM-FM Stamford, Conn.
services are "combo" run — "the ansometimes,
especially when the
Mr. Skinner, who has spent the
nouncer doing everything" — so furpast three years solving the radio
ther to get the feel of such an operation, he acts as his own engineer.
programming problems of stations
Included among the equipment in
represented by The Katz Agency,
his home-built studio are a full-sized
has a simple answer to inquiries
professional Gates console, three
about his motivations: "I want to
tape
recorders, two microphones,
get the feel of a local station operatwo turntables, and a portable tape
tion and the strain of doing a dayrecorder for mobile interviews.
to-day show."
Entitled The Greenwich GoThe program has availabilities for
Round, the radio show is heard 11a maximum of 12 spots. Mrs. Skinner, who is a housewife and the
11:55 a.m., Mon.-Fri. It's aimed
mother of two boys, is the time
at the upper income community of
Greenwich, which does not have its
salesman. She picked up her broadcasting terms and technique from
own radio station. Mostly it's an
studiously reading trade magazines
adult discussion program, with recorded music used as an occasional
that her husband brings home. So
far Mrs. Skinner has had modest
Mr. and Mrs. George Skinner in the
change-of-pace. Mr. Skinner is assuccess; she is awaiting finalization
sisted on the program by his wife,
midst of a taping session. Off-theof three imminent sales — to a restauBetty. Together they discuss topics
air he's a radio programming consultant for The Katz Agpncy.
rant, a camera shop and a machine
ranging from fallout shelters to show
NAB

FALL

MEETINGS

GO

EAST

NOV.

10

Pros, cons of radio-tv codes aired in San Francisco
vision code and 31% of all am and fm
Now midway in their series of fall
conferences, NAB executives and staff stations are code subscribers (53% of
are preparing for the eastern and midthe NAB's radio membership and
western part of the schedule. It re- 6Vi% of non-member stations).
sumes Nov. 10 in Boston.
When Mr. Swezey asked why these
percentages were not higher, R. E.
Of all the points discussed at the four
western meetings, the most sensitive
Ryan, general manager of KLOK San
was regulation, whether imposed or Jose, Calif., stated that he is a nonvoluntary. This was largely inevitable
subscriber as a matter of principle. "I
think the code puts too much emphasis
because of the presence of NAB's new
Code director, Robert D. Swezey. But
on the wrong things," he said. "As a
Mr. Swezey could present only the vol- radio man, I feel we've acquired guilt
from our association with television. I
untary aspects of broadcast regulation.
The involuntary side of the regula- think radio broadcasters are honest and
tions will undergo discussion at the don't need a police force to make them
Nov. 15 meeting at Minneapolis. Kenlive up to the code they've signed."
No More Volunteering ■ Cliff Gill,
neth A. Cox, the FCC's Broadcast Bureau chief, will participate in a roundpresident, KEZY Anaheim, Calif., and
chairman of the NAB Radio Code
table discussion on the commission's
program and program-logging requireBoard, pointed out that "we used to
ments and on other regulatory prob- have
a voluntary code but the FCC
lems.
told us that wasn't good enough. They
wanted to know who subscribed and
Mr. Swezey got a brief but direct
whether they abided by the code or not.
schooling on why some broadcasters
dislike the codes Oct. 20 during the So we now operate just like a police
force does in controlling traffic; we use
open discussion period of the regional
conference in San Francisco. Inquiring
enforcement to keep the few violators
about code membership, he was in- in line." Mr. Gill stated that the radio
formed that 70% of the country's op- code today has more subscribers with
erating tvstations subscribe to the tele- enforcement than when compliance was
48 (THE MEDIA)

a purely voluntary matter and added
that monitoring shows no appreciable
loss of business by code stations.
But done
Mr. that
Ryan is retorted:
has
radio
so bad that"What
we have
to apologize for it?" And he drew more
than a smattering of applause when he
stated: "I feel we ought to go to the
FCC and boast about the good things
we've done."
Objection was made to the code fees
and the question raised whether code
membership should not be free, with
NAB picking up the bill for enforcement expenses. NAB President LeRoy
Collins said this would encourage stations to drop their NAB memberships
to get this service for nothing.
Inequitable Fees ■ A good music fm
broadcaster, who did not announce his
name or station, said he is a code subscriber but is thinking of dropping his
subscription because fees based on the
cost of an announcement are unfair to
stations like his which limit spots to six
an hour in comparison to most am stations, which run 18 spots per hour.
Howard Stalnaker, station manager,
KPHO-TV Phoenix, Ariz., said he is
a code subscriber but may not be much
longer. "Operating an independent tv
station is tough enough as it is," he declared, "and reducing our commercials
to four an hour as we are now asked to
BROADCASTING. October 30, 1961

manufacturer. The Skinners, who
have no written contract with
WSTC-AM-FM, a 250-watt ABC
affiliate, will share the commercial
proceeds from the program with the
station.
Appearing before a microphone is
nothing new to Mr. Skinner, who
has had an extensive career in the
talent field for the past 22 years.
He's worked as a newscaster for
stations WHIZ Zanesville, Ohio,
WWVA Wheeling, W. Va., and
WLW Cincinnati; was a producerdirector with KYW Cleveland; emceed a daytime show, Let Skinner
Do It, on NBC's Philadelphia tv
station; was a political interviewer
on the We The People program; was
star of the George Skinner Show
on WCBS-TV New York; conducted
an early morning show on WABCAM New York; and was, for five
years up until this summer, an interviewer on NBC's Monitor program.
Mr. Skinner also is a muchsought-after commercial spokesman
on radio and tv. Advertisers who
have used his talents in recent years
include Ballantine beer, Winston cigarettes, Bell Telephone, Old Gold
cigarettes and Instant Maxwell
House coffee.
do would cost us $110,000 a year. How
do we handle this and stay in business?" Edward H. Bronson, director of
television code affairs, promised to take
this problem up with the tv code review board when it meets next week
and urged Mr. Stalnaker not to drop his
code subscription before then.
The code discussion also touched on
the subject of hard liquor advertising.
One broadcaster called the NAB stand
against such advertising hypocritical.
"Our stand ought to be that we'll take
this
advertising
it's in
good warned
taste,"
he declared.
ButifGov.
Collins
that any widespread broadcasting of
hard liquor advertising would almost
certainly lead to legislation prohibiting
all advertising of alcoholic beverages on
the air and thus lose radio-tv the sizable
revenue it now gets from beer and wine
advertising. He noted that the Supreme
Court has ruled that there's no First
Amendment protection for advertising
as there is for news.
Conelrad Rundown ■ Conelrad came
up for discussion again in San Francisco, where general approval was given
to the resolution adopted at Salt Lake
City urging NAB to do everything it
can to permit stations to continue to
operate on their regular frequencies
during a period of enemy attack. John
Redfield, general
manager, KIFN
BROADCASTING, Octobe, 30, 1961

decision on whether to carry a networK

Phoenix, said his station broadcasts
100% in Spanish and his listeners need
to get instructions in their own language
and at their accustomed place on the
dial if they are to be served properly
during a time of crisis.
Whether a station should editorialize
at all and what stand it should take on
any particular issue is up to station
management only, Gov. Collins said
during a discussion of editorializing.
The same thing is true of an affiliate's

program,
broadcaster hashe
the declared.
license and "The
the responsibility for what he broadcasts. As an
affiliate you are not obligated to carry
any network show if you feel it is not
right for your community. You know
it better than your network does and
better than the NAB does. . . . You've
got to answer if any answer is called
for,
so you must make the decision,"
he concluded.

MISSOURIANS

FROM

HEAR

WASHINGTON

Cross, Pierson, Anello offer views on new FCC activitias
presenting what in their judgment the
Three spokesmen intimately concerned with government-industry rela- public wants. "If you wish to significantly elevate the culture of the masses
tions— FCC Commissioner John S.
beyond what is popularly demanded,
Cross, Douglas A. Anello, NAB genI suggest that you probably have missed
eral counsel, and W. Theodore Pierson of the Washington communications
your calling," he told the broadcasters,
law firm, Pierson, Ball & Dowd — ad- "It would be better for you to join
the teaching profession or the
dressed the Missouri Broadcasters Assn.
at Jefferson City last week.
Mr. Anello predicted the FCC would
Commissioner Cross said the proclergy.
. ." 90% of the changes
adopt .about
posed FCC reorganization would lead
broadcasters
have suggested in comto FCC decisions of higher quality because everybody will have more time
ments on the agency's proposed revised program reporting and logging
to reach thoughtful conclusions. The
most important effect will be that the forms. But efforts to persuade the FCC
to accept a narrative form of describcommissioners will be freed from rouing program content instead of a statine matters to consider overall policy.
tistical breakdown would probably be
The commissioner favored the writing
of decisions by individual members as unsuccessful in this rulemaking, he
said, estimating that those efforts would
is the practice in several federal reguneed to be applied "over a long period
latory agencies.
FCC plans and policy as announced
Not Alarmed ■ Mr. Anello was sanon uhf allocations, increased interest
in fm broadcasting, clear channel
of time."
guine about the "present climate" in
Washington, saying he doubts it's as
breakdown and duplication and communication space satellites were dis- unfriendly as many believe. Broadcasting has always been faced with
cussed by Commissioner Cross.
crises and if there seems to be an inCensoring Already ■ Mr. Pierson's
creasing tempo toward regulation, perthesis was that the FCC is already enhaps broadcasters should ask themgaged in censorship, albeit indirectly.
selves why, he said.
In his speech at Northwestern U.
(Broadcasting, Aug. 8) he accused the
He said he doesn't believe broadFCC chairman of practicing censorship
casting needs to "apologize to anyone."
Critics, he charged, forget that a broadin fact while declaring it to be anathema
to him. Mr. Pierson told MBA he is
caster's first requirement is to stay in
business; but if they take a good look
shocked that criticism of his speech
at tv programming "they might be sur"was based on the premise that it was
sound and good for our people to
prised to find not so much a 'wasteland' as a diverse country that should
barter away freedom of mass communicators in exchange for freedom from
be more thoroughly explored," he said.
Mr. Anello defended Chairman Minthe television programs the critics disow,
saying that to blame the present
liked." He added that he finds it dechairman as many do [for broadcastpressing that these critics "seem more
ing's problems] is to put the cart belikely to be eggheads than blockheads."
fore the horse. "I would say that he
He
charged
that
the
commission
"in
is simply an articulate and able spokesrecent months has expertly used every
man for the chorus of criticism that
device at hand to effect changes in the
content of broadcast communications."
is so
popular
If the
timetoday."
should come when the
Seemingly, he said, innocent questions
sent by the FCC to a licensee up for FCC attempts to dictate which programs abroadcaster can or cannot prerenewal could easily sway his program
sent, Mr. Anello said, "then I can
proposals.
The attorney urged broadcasters to promise you . . . that we in NAB would
49
use every resource at our command to
learn the tastes of their own communities and then stick to their guns in fight this unlawful encroachment."

Gunts

defends

period. While admitting it was true that
an opera or discussion program was
seen by comparatively few on Sunday
afternoon, "let WBAL-TV schedule a
World Series game (at that time), and
suddenly it is prime time, with as large
or larger an audience than many a

television

as providing fine service
To the myriad voices protesting
Chairman Minow's "vast wasteland"
charge, Brent Gunts, vice president and
general manager of WBAL-TV Baltimore, has added his. As a featured
luncheon speaker before the annual
convention of the Maryland Assn. of
Insurance Agents, Mr. Gunts addressed
some 500 guests on "How Vast is the
Wasteland?"
Though he obviously did not believe
"all to be peaches and cream with tv
programming," Mr. Gunts said he
thought that "in the main, tv is providing a remarkably fine service, and it is
anything but a vast wasteland."
From the general, the station executive went to the particular, and analyzed
WBAL-TV's weekly schedule as a refutation of Chairman Minow's allegation.
Starting with Continental Classroom at
6 a.m. daily, and going through the
11 p.m. news service, Mr. Gunts tabulated approximately 52 hours of programming which he doubted "even Mr.
Minow would call a wasteland."
He questioned the validity of the
"prime-time" theory, pointing out that
it had been his observation that programming time was prime or not depending on the shows aired during the

the

night-time show."
Changing

ANNOUNCED ■ The following sales of
station interests were reported last week
subject to FCC approval:
■ WIRO Ironton, Ohio: Sold by C. E.
McElroy and Clarence Baker to Kenneth Auble, Orville, Ohio, for $125,000.
WIRO is a 250 w fulltime on 1230 kc.
Broker was Blackburn & Co.
■ WVMC Mt. Carmel, 111.: Sold by
Steve Bellinger, Joel Townsend, Morris
Kemper, Keith Coleman and Ben
Townsend to John Hurlbut for $100,000. Mr. Hurlbut is promotion-public
relations manager of Time-Life's
WFBM stations in Indianapolis. He is
also president of Broadcasters Promotion Assn. Messrs. Bellinger, Townsend,
Kemper and Coleman will continue the
ownership of WIZZ Streator and
WRAM Monmouth, both Illinois.
WVMC is a 500 w daytimer on 1360
kc. Broker was Hamilton-Landis &
Assoc.

sales

reject
our

.

hands

.

we

. prove

worth

In selling or buying a broadcast property, one of your
greatest protections is Blackburn's often demonstrated
willingness to reject a sale rather than risk our
reputation. For our business is built on confidence,
and no single commission can be worth as much
as our good name. Why hazard the risks of negotiating
without benefit of our knowledge of markets,
of actual sales, of responsible contacts?

J3LA.CIiI3lJEtN
& Company,
RADIO • TV • NEWSPAPER BROKERS
NEGOTIATIONS • FINANCING • APPRAISALS
WASHINGTON, O. C.
James W. Blackburn
Jack V. Harvey
Joseph M. Sirrick
RCA Building
FEderal 3-9270
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CHICAGO
H. W. Cassill
William B. Ryan
333 N. Michigan Ave.
Chicago, Illinois
Financial 6-6460

ATLANTA
Clifford B. Marshall
Stanley Whitaker
Robert M. Baird
John C. Williams
|Ackson 5-1576

APPROVED ■ The following transfer
of station interests was among those
approved by the FCC last week (for
other commission activities see For
The Record, page 97).
■ WNTA-TV New York, N. Y.: Sold
by National Telefilm Assoc. Inc. to
Educational Tv for Metropolitan Area
for $6.2 million (see separate story,
page 83).
■ KRED, KIEM (FM), KIEM-TV Eureka, Calif.: Sold by principal owner
William B. Smullin to California Oregon Radio Co. (Wayne Vickers, president), for $800,000. California Oregon
comprises 20 stockholders, each owning 5%, including some who had minor
interests in original ownership.
Three

for promotion

BEVERLY HILLS
Colin M. Selph
Calif. Bank Bldg.
9441 Wilshire Blvd.
Beverly Hills, Calif.
CRestview 4-2770

managers

Three station representatives have
announced informational seminars in
New York for client station personnel.
The meetings cluster around the Broadcasters Promotion Assn. convention to
be held next week (Nov. 6-8).
The Katz Agency's information exchange following BPA will be an informal meeting attended by promotion
managers of radio and tv stations Katz
represents. H-R Television and H-R
Representatives will hold an "idea seminar" on Nov. 3. It will be moderated
by Ray Simms, H-R's sales promotion
director, assisted by the rep's sales promotion department. Norman Cash,
president of Television Bureau of Advertising, and Miles David, executive
vice president, Radio Advertising Bureau, are slated to address the seminar
audience.
Edward Petry & Co. released its
agenda for the fifth company seminar
(held, annually) on promotion, research
and merchandising. The Petry session
is slated for the afternoon of Nov. 8.
It will feature brief talks by Petry people who specialize in the three areas.
Media

Inc.

reps plan seminars

reports...

Helping hand ■ KVAL-TV Eugene,
Ore., lent a helping hand to the Eugene
Public Schools, licensee and operator
of KRVM (FM), that city, by donating
a 5 kw DuMont television transmitter
to the noncommercial station. The
transmitter, already installed at the
Eugene Technical- Vocational School,
will be used to instruct students in the
technical operations of commercial tv
stations.
WNEB to CBS ■ WNEB Worcester,
Mass., will become an affiliate of CBS
Radio effective Nov. 12. In advance of
the affiliation, WNEB has increased its
daytime power from 250 w to 1 kw.
BROADCASTING, October 30, 1961

NEW

EDUCATIONAL

Minow tells NAEB

BRANCH

AT

FCC

convention about etv plans

The FCC and educational broadcasters snuggled together closer than
•ever last week when FCC Chairman
Newton N. Minow announced the
establishment of a special branch in
the federal agency to handle educational broadcasting matters.
Mr. Minow informed more than 600
xadio-tv educators attending the Washington convention of the National Assn.
of Educational Broadcasters that the
commission has unanimously approved
the formation of a division of research
and education in its Broadcast Bureau.
The division, which supersedes the
present Economics Division, will be
beaded by H. H. Goldin.
The education branch will be a oneman, one secretary office, Mr. Goldin
said. He issued a call to the NAEB for
applicants for the $12,000-a-year job.
The research branch will include the
present three professional economists
(Messrs. Goldin, Arthur Schatzow and
Irwin Fine). The appointment of a
fourth economist is pending, Mr. Goldin said.
In his remarks, Chairman Minow
called for an aggressive and "militant"
campaign to formulate a national, live
etv network; urged support of the Magnuson bill which would give each state
$1 million for etv on a matching basis;
asked educators to back the FCC-sponsored legislation to require manufacturers to make and sell all-channel tv
receivers.
The future of etv, Mr. Minow declared, lies in uhf. Even if the educators were given all of the present 12
vhf channels, he pointed out, these
would not be sufficient for educational
needs.
Spectrum
■ Mr. Minow's
remarks aboutStudy
etv channel
needs were
bolstered by the report of NAEB's tv
spectrum study committee. Vernon
Bronson, in charge of the association's
spectrum study, reported that etv requires the use of both vhf and uhf frequencies; that research is needed to increase the efficient use of channels assigned to educational tv; that there is
need for more than 500 etv stations in
order to use tv effectively to help overcome the shortage of teachers; and that
in some cities educators need more than
a single channel (e.g., 18 in the Greater
Los Angeles area).
Other highlights of the NAEB convention:
■ NAEB President William Harley
proposed the building of an Educational
Broadcasting House in Washington as
headquarters for the association as well
as a center for educational broadcasting
activities.
■ FCC Broadcast Bureau Chief KenBROADCASTING, October 30, 1961

neth Cox told inquirers at a session on
FCC activities that if they want to use
translators to originate programs they
better ask for rulemaking. He implied
that the commission would be sympathetic.
■ An NAEB delegate can attend a
meeting on school broadcasting Dec.
3-9 in Rome. This was made possible
through a $5,000 donation to NAEB
for this purpose by the Generoso Pope
Foundation (// Progresso Italiano —
WHOM-AM-FM New York).
■ Special emphasis was placed on international broadcasting and education.
The convention heard representatives of
British, Italian, lapanese and French
broadcasting companies; witnessed a
demonstration of Voice of America
broadcasting activities, and had as the
principal speaker at its banquet Wednesday night Philip Coombs, assistant secretary of state for educational and cultural affairs.
■ President John F. Kennedy told
NAEB that his administration actively
supports legislation to make educational tv more effective. This was taken
to mean that the White House is behind
the Magnuson bill.
NAEB, organized in 1925, has 176

active organization members (operating
229 educational radio and tv stations),
125 educational institutions and organizations concerned with educational
programming; 65 other organizations
interested in general development of
educational broadcasting, and 700 individual members. It also includes industrial
associates and sustaining members.
KTLN programs banned
from Denver city jail
One of the several ramifications of
the police department scandal in Denver was the banning of KTLN Denver
broadcasts at the city jail, according to
KTLN. The station's programming,
which had been piped into the jail, was
ordered discontinued on Oct. 6.
KTLN has criticized Denver Mayor
Richard Batterton, John Schooley, the
manager of civil safety, and the chief
of police for their handling of the police
department scandal. The station criticized "their lack of effective action in
the investigation of criminal activities
by Denver police officers," and editorially demanded the resignation of both
Mr. Schooley and the police chief.
The police chief has already resigned
and the station plans to continue to
press for Mr. Schooley's departure also.

NEW ENGLAND — 5,000 watt radio station with new
equipment and practically new building — grossing
$130,000.00. Station capable of doing much better in
this market of 1 00,000-plus. Priced at $210,000.00 on
terms, considerably less for cash. ANOTHER H&L
EXCLUSIVE.
NORTHWEST — Medium size market fullrime radio station
operating at slightly better than break-even but past
record indicates it can do much better under experienced
owner-manager. High fixed assets. Total price of
$95,000.00 with 29% down and payout in excess of
ten years. ANOTHER H&L EXCLUSIVE.
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CBS-TV
VIOLATE

CBS-TV's controversial "Incentive
Compensation Plan" was the target of
a knockout punch thrown by the FCC
last week.
By letter, the commission informed
CBS that it is of the opinion the comviolates FCC
"in
that . . . pensation
theplan inevitable
effectrules
of the
plan will be to hinder your affiliates
from, and penalize your affiliates for,
broadcasting the programs of any other
network. . . ." The commission asked
for comments by Nov. 24 from CBS
and its affiliates who contract for the
plan.
The agency also found it hard to
understand why CBS instituted the plan
in the face of two prior warnings that
such a method of compensation would
be frowned upon.
The FCC charged that the plan
works against syndicated programming
and the other networks and is designed
to induce a CBS affiliate to carry all
afternoon and evening CBS commercial programs. Affiliates will clear more
time under the plan, it was charged, to
obtain the greatly increased compensation. The FCC included projected
charts in the letter to CBS to show how
this works.
Under the plan, adopted early last
spring (Broadcasting, May 8), CBS
compensates its affiliates by 10% of
the network-station rate for each hour
cleared up to a certain level and 60%
for each hour carried over the cutoff.
Many variants affect the 10% -60%, but
in practically every case a minimum of
60% of all converted hours will be
compensated at 10%, the commission
said. Clearance above the 60% level
would
rate. earn 60% of the station's hourly
Fair Warning ■ The FCC told the
network that it should have been aware
that such plans would not be treated
favorably because of a warning in the
1957 Network Study Staff Report
(Barrow Report) and a 1958 chastising
of CBS for activities with its primary
affiliates held by the FCC to be contrary to its rules.
In its letter to CBS last week, the
commission cited Sec. 3.658 (a) of its
rules, which states: "No license shall
be granted to a television broadcast
station having any contract . . . with
a network organization under which the
station is prevented or hindered from,
or penalized for, broadcasting the programs of any other network organisations." The compensation plan is de52

compensation

RULES,

AGENCY

plan

HOLDS
To illustrate its contention, the FCC
signed to force affiliates through the economic pressure of an extreme sliding- prepared the following table which
scale formula of compensation, to take
compares the CBS standard contract
the full line of afternoon and evening
with two variants (unexplained in the
letter) of the new plan:
CBS programs, the commission charged.
"We believe that this sliding-scale
formula will . . . hinder the affiliate
COMPARISON OF PREVIOUS CBS STANDARD
COMPENSATION PLAN WITH TWO VARIANTS
from, and penalize him for . . ." acceptOF CBS PLAN
ing other programs, the FCC told CBS.
assumptions that station is ordered for
"Similarly, we believe that the effect of (Under
35 converted hours and its rate is $1,000)
this formula will be to restrain interConverted Previous
network competition and interfere with
(3)
(2) CBS Plan
Hours
Standard
Variant
1
Variant 2
Carried CBS Plan
theInlicensee's
program
responsibilities."
New
a conference last summer (Closed
35
Circuit, July 17), CBS said the pri(1)
mary purpose of the plan is to meet
10,890
33
$11,550
10,230
competition from syndicators and other
$10,230
9,570
$9,900
9,570
34
29
non-network program suppliers and to
9,240
8,910
28
8,250
8,910
induce affiliates in one- or two-station
7,590
8,580
32
9,570
8,910
markets to clear more CBS program6,930
26
8,250
31
8,250
30
7,920
7,590
ming,
to last week's com27
mission according
letter.
7,590
6,270
4,950
7,260
23
6,930
5,610
25
6,930
4,290
Standard Payment, 30% ■ Under the
5,610
6,270
24
21
3,630
standard contracts of all three networks,
2,970
4,290
6,600
4,950
2,530
22
affiliates are paid on a 30% basis over
6,270
5,940
2,420
and above five "free" hours per week
3,360
5,610
2,970
which the affiliate furnishes the net2,310
2,310
2,200
5,280
2,200
4,950
work, the FCC pointed out. "By con20
Extreme Pressures ■ These statistics
trast, the new compensation plan . . .
would heavily penalize the affiliate who
reflect the "extreme economic presdid not clear the overwhelming bulk of
sures" exerted by CBS on its Incentive
CBS commercial programs. Thus, in- Compensation Plan affiliates, the FCC
charged. Under one of the variants, an
stead of an affiliate receiving approximately 23% of its network rate for the affiliate must clear all but one of the
first 60% of all converted hours as CBS programs ordered to obtain the
under the existing plan, the affiliate
same compensation as under the standard contract and as the affiliate clears
would now receive only 10% of its
network rate for the same number of less than 35 hours, his returns steadily
hours. This token rate of 10% is the decrease, the commission stated.
first factor in a compensation formula
"Thus, the affiliate which cleared 31
which is designed to induce the affil- hours and received $8,580 per week
under the previous CBS arrangement
iate to carry all. . . ." CBS offerings.
would receive almost $1,000 less($7,590) under the new arrangement.
Under all the variants of the new plan,
No party line
affiliates must carry substantially more
than
24 hours to earn a satisfactory reThe FCC will respect the priturn
on network time."
vacy of your telephone conversaFurther indicting the CBS contracts,
tions— unless you are told otherthe FCC said that use of the sliding
wise. This is the provision of an
administrative order adopted by
payment scale enables the network to
apply the 60% rate to the segment of
the commission Oct. 25. The orcommercial hours where competition
der states that "telephone comfrom other program suppliers is most
munications byor to its officials
intense — after an affiliate has ordered
and employes shall not be monthe
most desirable CBS programs and
itored by commission personnel
is considering alternatives to others.
without prior notification to the
The contention was illustrated thusly:
other party." nouncement
Inthe FCC
makingsaid
the itan-is
Suppose Station X, with a network
rate of $1,000, in a one- or two-station
only formalizing an existing policy which prohibits unannounced
market is weighing a CBS order against
monitoring.
a more desirable program from ABC
or NBC. The station may expect toBROADCASTING, October 30, 1961

receive $300 to $350 from ABC or
NBC while it will receive $600 from
CBS under the 60% rate. "Such disparity leaves Station X no practical
choice except to take the CBS program. .. . CBS is able to offer such a
rate only by virtue of its low beginning
rate of $100 [for the first 60% cleared];
as a result the overall average it would
pay to the particular affiliate would be
less than $350 per hour. . . . For these
reasons, we conclude that the CBS plan
will have the effect of penalizing and
hindering a CBS affiliate from carrying
programs of other networks."
An additional undesirable effect of
the compensation plan will be to discourage further the limited amount of
non-network programming now carried
in prime time, the FCC predicted. Networks already have virtually dried up
the opportunities for first-run syndicated programming in evening hours,
according to the FCC, with the following figures "dramatically" illustrating
this fact:
1956
1957
1958
1959
1960

No. of New Syndication
Series
29
20
16
15

Rough Sledding « The CBS Incentive

Compensation Plan has been under federal attack and scrutiny almost from
its beginning. The commission first expressed an interest last May when it
wrote CBS for full details and asked
for a list of affiliates under the plan
(Broadcasting, May 29). In its letter
last week, the FCC listed 41 stations
under the sliding scale contract. This
list was furnished as a result of the
May inquiry and it is known that there
are many more compensation plan affiliates today but CBS has never named
any of them or disclosed the total.
Those listed last week, who also received the FCC letter:
WTVY (TV) Dothan, Ala.; WKRGTV Mobile, Ala; KTHV (TV) Little
Rock; KPIX (TV) San Francisco;
WTVI (TV) Ft. Pierce, Fla.; WCTV
(TV) Tallahassee, Fla.; WRDW-TV
Augusta, Ga.; WMBD-TV Peoria, 111.;
KHQA-TV Quincy, 111.; WMT-TV
Cedar Rapids, Iowa; KTVC (TV) Ensign, Kan.; KWHT-TV Goodland,
Kan.; WABI-TV Bangor, Me.; WAGMTV Presque Isle, Me.; WMAR-TV Baltimore; WKNX-TV Saginaw, Mich.;
KBLL-TV Helena, Mont.; WOW-TV
Omaha; KGGM-TV Albuquerque;
WTEN (TV) Albany, N. Y.; WNBFTV Binghamton, N. Y.; sharetimers
WHEC-TV and WVET-TV Rochester,
N. Y.

CBS-TV tells affiliates
While CBS-TV was getting bad
news about its new compensation
plan from the FCC last week (see
foregoing), its affiliates were getting
good news about improved compensation payments from the network.
In two letters from CBS-TV officials, affiliates were told their payments are running higher now. They
did not mention either the new compensation plan or the old one, but
presented totals or typical examples
from which each affiliate could make
its own computation according to its
own circumstances in terms of rates,
orders and clearances — and, presumably, type of compensation contract.
One told them that, on the basis
of the entire CBS-TV sales schedule, they could expect their gross
network billings in the fourth quarter of this year to run 9-11% higher
than in the same period last year,
with station payments up accordingly. The other told how the oncecontroversial rotating-minutes plan
of selling
the network's
morning
block
had worked
benefits for
both
the affiliates and the network.
The overall sales picture was
sketched by William B. Lodge, vice
president in charge of affiliate relations and engineering, in response to
affiliate requests for information on
BROADCASTING, October 30, 1961

Also, WHEN-TV Syracuse, N. Y.;
WCPO-TV Cincinnati; WSTV-TV Steubenville, Ohio; KWTV (TV) Oklahoma City; KOIN-TV Portland, Ore.;
WFBG-TV Altoona, Pa.; KGBT-TV
Harlingen, Tex.; KOSA-TV Odessa,
Tex.; KENS-TV San Antonio; KWTXTV Waco, Tex.; KSL-TV Salt Lake
City; WSVA-TV Harrisonburg, Va.;
WTAR-TV Norfolk, Va.; WTVR (TV)
Richmond, Va.; WHTN-TV Huntington, W. Va.; WISN-TV Milwaukee,
Wis., and WAKQ-TV San Juan, P. R.
Perhaps a tipoff of what was to come
was given by FCC Chairman Newton
N. Minow in testimony before the
House Antitrust Subcommittee last
June. Under questioning from Rep.
Emanuel Celler (D-NY.), Mr. Minow
said a staff inquiry of the plan was being
pursued and that it was more effective
in securing station clearances than the
embattled option time practice (Broadcasting, June 19).
Later in the summer, the commission called in CBS officials for a further explanation of the Incentive Compensation Plan and as a result the
spreading inquiry was intensified
(Closed Circuit, July 17). The Dept.
of Justice also has had the plan under
study for some time but to date has
taken no public action.
Barrow's Hand ■ Dean Roscoe Bar-

how compensation
has improved
work compensation.
which to base forecasts of their network revenues.
"At this level of sales, after allowing for summer rates, annual staThe CBS-TV affiliate that carries
tion payments would amount to
the full network commercial schedabout $31,000," he continued. "Even
ule, Mr. Lodge
"should gross
have
if the average sales level fell to
between
9 and wrote,
11% greater
80%, a $1,000 station would renetwork billings during the last quarceive some $25,000 for its 10 a.m.
ter of this year than for the fourth
to
12
noon (NYT) network schedquarter of 1960. Station payments
will, therefore, increase accordingly."
Before the morning plan was
Mr. Lodge did not indicate what
adopted, Mr. Ward said, sales in
the 9 to 11% gain means in terms
this block under the conventional
of increase in the network's total
quarter-hour method of selling were
billings. Unofficially, however, it
running at about 25% capacity.
was speculated that, after allowing
"Under these conditions the two
for the so-called "free hours" prohours per day of programming, for
vided in network affiliation cona $1,000
tracts, the increase would translate
ule." station, yielded annual
network payments of approximately
to approximately a 10 to 12% gain
in network sales this fourth quarter
In addition to boosting station
over last year's fourth.
payments,
Mr. Ward pointed out,
The other letter, from vice presthe
new plan has provided affiliates
ident and affiliate relations director
$16,000."
with 20 one-minute availabilities per
Carl Ward, told affiliates that the
week for local sale within the twonew morning sales plan that went
into effect last February is meaning
hour block. From the network's
standpoint, he said, it not only had
more money for them as well as for
brought sales in this period to the
CBS-TV. The two-hour block that
100% level but had removed the
is involved — 10 a.m. to 12 noon —
is now completely sold out, Mr.
"almost impossible burden" of continuing to program 10 hours per
Ward noted. He said a station with
a $1,000 rate and carrying the full
week on the "largely unsold" basis
that prevailed before the new plan
two hours would in this way get
went into effect.
approximately $625 per week in net53

row, head of the 1955-57 network inquiry and principal author of the aforementioned Barrow Report, returned to
the FCC as a consultant last summer.
He recently submitted a preliminary
statement to the commission in which
he attacked the CBS plan and recommended a course of action similar to
that taken last week. The letter, however, was drafted in the commission's
Broadcast Bureau under the over-all
supervision of Chief Kenneth Cox.
On the subject of a network slidingscale formula for compensation, the
original Barrow Report stated that such

a plan "would clearly be contrary to
the public interest in that it would
provide so little compensation for a
low volume of programming and so
high a rate for a large volume that
the freedom of choice of the station
and the competitive position of other
program sources would be seriously
jeopardized." The commission said that
no further action was necessary at that
time — in 1957 — because no such plans
were then in existence.
The commission said last week that
this report should have served fair warning to CBS that the present plan is of

"questionable validity." Despite this,
CBS was reminded in July 1958 of the
scope of Sec. 3.658 (a) of the FCC's
rules when the FCC "informed you
[CBS] that you had engaged in conduct contrary to the purpose and intent of the rule" in negotiations with
prospective primary affiliates.
In the light of all this, the commission finds it hard to understand CBS's
institution of the plan under question,
an FCC spokesman said. The letter
was sent to CBS and the 41 compensation-plan affiliates on a unanimous vote,
with all commissioners participating except Frederick W. Ford.
South

WWTV

RETAIL

SALES

WYOMING'S

4r
4*
WWTV
hoi
dolly
circulation,
daytime and
nighttime,
Michigan
countioi
(NCS No.in 3).36

WKZO-TV— GRAND RAPIDS-KALAMAZOO
WHO RADIO— KALAMAZOO-BATTIE CREEK
WJEF RADIO— GRAND RAPIDS
WJEF-FM— GRAND RAPIDS-KALAMAZOO
WWTV-CADIILAC-TRAVERSE CITY
KOLN-TV- LINCOLN, NEBRASKA
KGIN-TV— GRAND ISLAND, NEBRASKA

AREA

BY

TOP

91%!

Your chances of making sales in the big WWTV
coverage area (Northern Lower Michigan) are
almost twice as good as in all of Wyoming*.
WWTV, Cadillac-Traverse City, is the undisputed leader in 36 Northern Lower Michigan
counties — delivering more homes than Station B
in all 168 quarter hours surveyed, 6 p.m. -Midnight,
Sunday through Saturday (NSI for CadillacTraverse City— Oct. 17-Nov. 13, 1960). You
would need 13 daily newspapers or 16 radio stations
to even approach this penetration.
Add WWTV to your WKZO-TV (KalamazooGrand Rapids) schedule and get all the rest of
outstate Michigan worth having. If you want it
all, give us a call!
*WWTV area retail sales are $832,349,000 annually compared to $436,251 for Wyoming. Source: SRDS.

316,000 WATTS • CHANNEL 13 • 1383' TOWER • CBS and ABC
Officially Authorized for CADILLAC-TRAVERSE CITY
Serving Northern Lower Michigan
Avory Knodol, Inc., Exclusive National Representativmi
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Florida opposes

reopening ch. 6 case
South Florida Amusement Co. has
told the FCC that there is no basis for
reopening the record in the contest for
ch. 6 Perrine-South Miami, Fla., on
charges certain letters to the FCC were
forged. Such action was sought by the
FCC's Broadcast Bureau following analysis of letters by a documents expert
(Broadcasting, Oct. 16).
In reply to the bureau, South Florida
said its president, Sherwin Grossman,
had obtained signed statements from
persons whose signatures appeared on
each of 49 letters in question. They
concerned operation of WBUF-TV (ch.
17) Buffalo, N. Y., when Mr. Grossman was the principal in that station.
"In every single case the author of the
letter confirms the fact that the original
letter is his . . . and the signature on
the letter is either that of the author or
of a person duly authorized by the
author
attach his signature," South
Florida tosaid.
South Florida urged the bureau to
"make good its implied commitment"
to withdraw petition for reconsideration
if satisfactory explanation is made. Last
March, the FCC instructed its staff to
prepare a document to grant South
Florida's application and deny those of
Publix Tv Corp. and Coral Tv Corp.
(Broadcasting, March 20).
FCC amends

rules for Geneva

The FCC has amended its rules relating to frequency allocations and radio
treaty matters to align them "to the
extent practicable" with the provisions
of the Geneva Radio Regulations of
1959.
The action followed President Kennedy's recent signing of ratification documents committing the U.S. to observance of the international treaty
(Broadcasting, Oct. 16). The amended rules will be published in "an early
edition" of the Federal Register. Reference copies are open to public inspection
at the FCC.
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plants in broadcisting

The House Un-American Activities
Committee, worried about a "direct
threat" to national security, began a
two-day hearing Thursday into penetration of radio and television station
technical positions by employes allegedly under Communist Party discipline.
The committee promptly ran into
four witnesses — a top official of the
American Communications Assn. and
three radio and television technicians
employed in New York — who invoked
the Fifth Amendment scores of times
in refusing to answer questions about
their alleged Communist Party activities.
The committee is considering legislation (HR 6) which would deny FCC
radio operator licenses to anyone who
refuses to appear before "any federal
agency" to answer such questions.
The uncooperative witnesses were
William Bender, secretary-treasurer of
the 8,000-member AC A; Ralph Ilowite,
a television engineer for ABC, New
York; Jacob (Jack) Winocur, who
holds a similar position at NBC, New
York; and Marvin (Milton) Shapiro, a
radio engineer employed at WBNX
New York.

Ilowite and Winocur had been identified by previous witnesses as Communist Party members. A former undercover agent for the FBI, who also testified Thursday, pointed out Mr. Shapiro
as having been a member of the party
when he knew him in 1950-51.
The agent, Loron D. Wardwell, a
former Communist who had stayed on
in the party in the early 50s at the
FBI's request, also identified a one-time
WLIB New York radio operator, Rudolph W. Jones, as a Communist he
knew in there 10 years ago. Mr. Jones,
who was in the hearing room, was
scheduled to testify last Friday.
Many of the questions dealt with
Joseph Selly, president of the ACA. The
subcommittee wanted to know whether
he is or has been a Communist, but no
answers were forthcoming. The ACA
was expelled from the CIO in 1950 on
grounds it was Communist-dominated.
The only flare-up during the hearing
came when Frank S. Tavenner, the
committee staff director, asked Mr.
Bender whether the late Joseph Kehoe,
whom he succeeded last year as union
secretary-treasurer, had been a Communist.

Rep. Edwin E. Willis (D-La.), chairman of a subcommittee appointed to
conduct the hearing, detailed the committee's concern in an opening statement. He said Communists employed
in radio or television stations could
sabotage the Conelrad system that has
been devised to permit the government
to communicate with the public during
an enemy attack without, at the same
time, giving enemy bombers navigational aid.
He noted that FCC Commissioner
Robert E. Lee, during a previous hearing, had said that an operator who kept
his station on the air without shifting
to either of the two designated emergency frequencies, could direct enemy
bombers to U.S. targets and transmit
subversive information to his listeners.
'Could Wreak Havoc' ■ Rep. Willis
also quoted Air Force Major Dow E.
Evelyn as saying that Communists with
radio operator licenses could "wreak
havoc" on the defense system by interfering with radar and other electronic
equipment.
Mr. Bender, the first witness Thursday, refused to say whether he was ever
a member of the Communist Party.
The other three said they are not Communists now and were not when served
with subpoenas to appear at the hearing.
But they refused to say whether they
had ever been members of the party.
The committee said Messrs. Bender,
56 (GOVERNMENT)

"What's the purpose of raising the
name of a dead man and asking me to
identify him as a Communist" shot back
Mr. Bender. "That's sinking pretty low."
Union's Members ■ The union represents workers employed in radio and
television stations and communications
companies. Mr. Bender said ACA is
bargaining agent for employes at
WHAT, WDAS, WPEN, WIP and
WIBG, all Philadelphia; WBNX and
WLIB, both New York; and Western
Union in New York; Western Union
Cables; RCA Communications in New

Fred Coe to be Kennedy'
The Robert Montgomery of the
Kennedy administration was chosen
last week: he's Fred Coe, tv, motion picture and stage producer who
made his mark in the early days of
tv by producing the Philco Playhouse (Closed Circuit, Aug. 28).
In the theatre he produced "The
Miracle Worker" and is a co-producer of Paddy Chayefsky's "Gideon." He is producing a film version
of "The Miracle Worker" to be released by United Artists.
Actor-producer Montgomery was
tv adviser to President Eisenhower.
Mr. Coe said he was approached

York and Puerto Rico; French Cables,
and Teleregister Corp.
Mr. Shapiro was the only technician
testifying Thursday who said he is a
member of the ACA. Mr. Ilowite said
he had been but switched to the National Assn. of Broadcast Employes and
Technicians in 1948, when he moved
from a job with WOV New York to
ABC. Mr. Winocur said he is a member of NABET, but declined to say
whether he ever belonged to ACA.
Although the committee is considering legislation to bar radio operators
licenses to persons refusing to answer
questions about Communist Party affiliations, it appeared that none of the
witnesses Thursday had such licenses.
Forgerfulness ■ Mr. Bender, who had
been a transmitter operator for WHN
New York before going on the union
payroll in 1946, said he had kept renewing his license until 1957, when he
"forgot" to file for another renewal.
Mr. Ilowite said his radiotelephone
license had expired in 1948, and Mr.
Shapiro said he let his lapse in 1958.
Mr. Winocur declined to say whether
he ever held one, but the subcommittee
staff said its evidence was that he, too,
held one that he let expire.
The subcommittee indicated it felt
that Messrs. Bender, Shapiro and Winocur had let their 5-year licenses expire
as a result of a procedure put into effect
by the FCC in 1953. At that time, the
commission began submitting questionnaires about Communist affiliations to
those license-renewal applicants about
whom it had received "derogatory inSubcommittee concern with amateur
formation."
operators as well as professionals was
indicated in the questioning of Mr.
Ilowite. He said he had an amateur's
license and operated an amateur station
from his home, in Ridgewood, N. J.
Under questioning, he acknowledged
that under proper conditions, his transmitter could broadcast to Cuba, Mexico
City, Canada and Europe.
Robert

Montgomery

by Ted Sorensen, a White House
aide, to take on this work. "I said
I'd be glad to," Mr. Coe said. Mr.
Coe produced a film, "New Frontiers," for the Democratic National
Committee during the presidential
campaign. He also produced a taped
tv political program of Mr. and Mrs.
Kennedy which was carried on the
CBS-TV network.
White House News Secretary
Pierre Salinger said Mr. Coe will be
asked to come to the White House
from time to time on an informal
basis. There is no pay involved, Mr.
Salinger emphasized.
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PERSONALITIES
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Hugh Roberts
with Knut and
Big Mouth Baxter
smooth Les Martens

personable John Lynker
Bumper-to-Bumper
Club's
Bob Allison

showman Bob Maxwell

first lady of
fine music
Faye Elizabeth

witty
weathercaster
Sonny Eliot
They're supported
by an unbeatable
news team

University of
Michigan football
Detroit Tiger
baseball

... an average three-hour cum audience of 303,000 homes
(545,000 people)* 55% women, 31% men, 14% young people,
and a client list that's a who's who of advertising.
m

r

W
*Nielsen July-August, 1961, 4 week cum
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Detroit's
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NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES: PETERS, GRIFFIN, WOODWARD, INC. • OWNED AND OPERATED BY THE DETROIT NEWS
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DOES

TV

WIN

VOTES?

JFK's tv need not proved;
'danger' seen in tv coverage
President Kennedy, most of his top
campaign advisers and many Republicans have long since agreed, could not
have won his election victory last year
without television. But a political scientist writing in The Presidential Election and Transition 1960 and 1961,
published
today (Monday), isn't convinced.
Charles A. H. Thomson, a senior
staff member of the RAND Corp., a
research organization, agrees that television had a "critical effect" on the
election and notes that "Kennedy got
his biggest critical votes in the big
cities — prime television territory."
But, he quickly adds, "The Scottish
verdict
of 'not
proven'
must theprevail,
for in 1960
television
carried
campaign to the whole country, and it is
yet to be demonstrated whether it was
in fact critical in rolling up the big
city majorities, or whether it was even
an important catalyst in getting the
most out of organizational efforts,
registration drives, labor union activities, and other elements that worked
on balance in Kennedy's favor."
Mr. Thompson's views are contained
in a chapter on "Mass Media Activities and Influence." The book, published by the Brookings Institution, a

Minow asks lawyers
The Federal Communications Bar
Assn. was both praised and condemned by FCC Chairman Newton
N. Minow in an address before that
group last week. The chairman was
critical of the 1952 amendments to
the Communications Act, much of
which, he told the association, "you
may claim authorship without pride."
On the other hand, the 1961 reorganization act and 1960 amendments— for which both parties strived
— calling for pre-grant protests will
greatly help the commission processes and all who practice before
the agency, he said. "Essentially,
the FCC reorganization act repeals
several of the restrictive provisions
of the 1952 amendments," Chairman Minow said. "It takes the commission's head out of the sand. . . .
No judicial system, to my knowledge, ever imposed such a disability
on its judges and certainly no other
so-called 'expert' administrative
agency has ever been so absurdly
deprived
of its expertise."
The chairman
said that the FCBA
has not always served a common
58 (GOVERNMENT)

private, non-profit research organization in Washington, is the work of
seven political scientists, two U. S.
senators and a newspaperman.
Mr. Thomson credited television, in
1960, with coming "closer than ever
before to confirming the hopes, if not
the fears, of those who had predicted
sovereign political power for it." And
the debates between Vice President
Richard M. Nixon and Senator John F.
Kennedy, he said were "the most important innovation in the political use of
any medium of mass communication
since the fireside chat and the open
press
But conference."
if the debates are to be continued in future presidential campaigns,
the author— like many other observers
— feels their format should be revised.
He argues that a "quiz show" in which
newsmen ask the candidates questions
during all or part of a program is not
the best vehicle for presenting the presidential hopefuls' qualifications to the
The Conventions ■ Mr. Thomson was
public.
also critical of broadcasting's coverage
of the nominating conventions. But
party managers must share the blame,
he said, adding that the party men
were responsive to considerations of
inter-network competition for ratings
than to "new and imaginative ways of
bringing
storytalent
to theandpublic."
For allthetheir
equipment,
he said, broadcasters did not provide
sharply edited coverage of each day's

events. He said their reporting technique combined ponderous inclusiveness with attempts to display network
celebrities as well as political notables.
And "to the connoisseur," he said, "radio provided some of the best comall [media]."electioneering of
Whethermentary ofelectronic
the 1960 type will be possible in the
future, he said, depends on "more
courage among broadcasters and more
good sense on the part of the FCC, or
asection
definiteofrelaxation"
of the equal-time
the Communications
Act.
(Two bills [S204 and S 205]) are
pending in the Senate; the former,
which is narrower in scope, applying
only to presidential and vice presidential candidates, reportedly has a good
chance of enactment.)
Mr. Thomson sees some dangers in
expanded television coverage, but none
of them overriding. There is the "everpresent risk" of unequal treatment by
the networks; there is also the "subtle
threatcould
to the
process success
itself"
that
resultelectoral
from increased
in predicting the significance of early
returns in terms of the national outcome. These predictions could have an
improper influence on voters in the
West, he said.
He feels the first danger is more
serious, but adds there is a built-in
safeguard against unfair treatment —
broadcasting's self-interest dictates that
it keep a balance between the demands
of the two major parties.

help on FCC reorganization
objective (with the FCC) in the asConcern Misplaced ■ This new
sociation's charter — to promote the
power "concerns — even disturbs —
proper administration of radio and
some practitioners," the chairman
the due administration of justice.
noted. "I think this concern misplaced and I am confident that we
"Your mea culpa is the 1952 amendwill be able to demonstrate this in
ments," he stated. "You had your
way then and what was the result?
the months ahead." Relating his
Did it promote the proper adminis"early impression" of FCC legal
tration of the laws to have the proprocedures, Chairman Minow said
test procedure? Did things work
it is often more complicated to try
better with the commission cut off
a case before that agency than before a federal court.
from so much of the expertise of
It is a paradox, he pointed out,
that as the art of communications
between the FCBA
staff?"
itsAgreement
and
the FCC has been far too rare
has grown, the art of law has slowed
and "certainly it should not depend
the delivery of FCC actions and deon congressional prodding" as in the
cisions. "The red tape is choking,"
case of the protest amendment,
he said, "and as a commission we
Chairman Minow said. He stressed
are often reluctant to send a case to
the FCC's need for help from the
hearing for just that reason. Inassociation "will soon be sorely
stead of being a method to ascertain
tried" as the commission implefacts, a hearing has come to be rements its reorganization powers.
garded as punishment. Sending a
Some of the amendment's provisions
case
to
hearing now is often interpermit the commission to consult
preted as sending somebody to
with its staff, set up a review board
Siberia — since the commission may
to make final decisions and divide
not hear from the parties again for
the commission into panels for specified duties.
several years."
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THE

YEAR

These two companies have just made the most productive buy
in Southern California television. The buy's productivity is
rooted in twelve years of KTTV service to Southern California.
Beginning Jan. 2, 1962, they will sponsor the KTTV Special
Events package:
More than 100 hours of scheduled events (Rose Parade,
Santa Barbara Fiesta, Easter Sunrise Services, etc.), provocative local and national documentaries — and KTTV's
nonpareil coverage of fast-break news stories like floods, robberies, fires, accidents. Real, living television that eclipses
anything from make-believe land because (a) you know it's
happening as you watch, (b) you don't know what'll happen
next.
Liggett & Meyers and Great Western Savings
and Loan Association have made

the buy of the year,

the year of television's Renaissance of Local Vitality.
KTTV • TIMES-MIRROR BROADCASTING COMPANY • 5746 Sunset Boulevard • Los Angeles 28, California

REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY B LAIR-TV
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ON

CLEAR

CHANNELS

Most comments

against

FCC's proposed changes
Further comments to the FCC on its
decision to break down 13 of the 25
clear channel radio frequencies were
generally opposed to the action with
many parties pleading for at least special consideration of certain frequencies
(Broadcasting, Oct. 23).
CBS attacked the FCC decision as
an "insignificant step" towards solving
the clear channel problem. It said the
selection of channels to be duplicated
is "strained" and in the case of the network's KMOX St. Louis is "patently
unfounded." Even if the FCC will not
stay and reconsider its clear channel
order, it should leave KMOX in its
clear channel status, the network said.
ABC suggested that the FCC action
indicates the commission is using the
13 channels to be duplicated as "guinea
pigs"
that the
is notsaid
too ifsure
of its and
solution.
The FCC
network
the
FCC is sure it should either duplicate
all 25 channels, allow all 25 to operate
with superpower (above the now-authorized maximum of 50 kw) or maintain the status quo for the "foreseeable
future." The FCC's action is "not only

pointless but patently unfair," ABC
charged. If the FCC is unsure of its
solution it should elicit information
from experts on the problem before
tinkering with an allocations system
which has "done yeoman service" for
a large segment of the public, ABC
said.
Agreeing with comments of Clear
Channel Broadcasters Service, ABC
said the FCC should abandon its "will
o' the wisp" attempt to provide groundwave
"everyconcentrate
square foot"
of
the U. service
S. and toshould
efforts

and that the FCC has had ample opportunity to consider the protests now
being raised. WNYC is limited by
WCCO Minneapolis and would be favorably affected by the FCC change.
KFMB pleaded special circumstances
in its case should persuade the FCC in
fairness to expedite the order. The station said its frequency problem (760
kc) is "unique" because it alone of all
stations in the U. S. must be shifted in
accordance with the United StatesMexican agreement.

on providing more radio service to
areas in need of a wider choice of radio
service by blanketing such areas with
skywave signals at night.
Several applicants for am stations
asked the FCC to remove the "freeze"
it had announced on new stations pending the clear channel breakdown.
National Assn. of Educational Broadcasters asked the FCC to reserve at
least two Class II am frequencies for
educational broadcasting.
KBIG Avalon, Calif., objected to the
decision and asked for a hearing.
WNYC New York and KFMB San
Diego both opposed requests for a stay
of effectiveness of the FCC order.
WNYC pointed out that the proceedings have been extended over 16 years

FCC runs program tests
for WUHF in New York
The practicability of operating a uhf
station in a major metropolitan market
is being tested in New York. WUHF
(TV), which operates on ch. 31, went
on the air last Monday (Oct. 23) with
technical tests before the planned start
of regular operations on Nov. 5. The
station is functioning with a grant of
$2 million from the FCC.
The tests involved the transmission
of still pictures last week. When the
station begins regular operation, the
Municipal Broadcasting System, operator of New York-owned WNYC, will
provide the manpower to operate the
facility and also will supply some of

NEWSPAPERS
THAT

MEAN

BUSINESS
IN SAN

DIEGO

With a total net effective buying income
of more than $2 billion last year, San
Diego County ranked 13th among the
nation's 200 leading counties in this
category. Notethese comparative totals:
SAN DIEGO, CALIFORNIA .... $2,454,580,000
SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA . . $2,401,671,000
DALLAS, TEXAS
$2,141,158,000
HAMILTON (CINCINNATI), OHIO . . $1,926,360,000
SUFFOLK (BOSTON), MASSACHUSETTS $1,683,018,000
Two metropolitan newspapers sell the
important San Diego market: The San
Diego Union and Evening Tribune.
"The Ring
Combined
daily circulation is 226,437
(ABC 3/31/61).

COPLEY
NEWSPAPERS: 15 Hometown Daily Newsof Truth"papers
covering San Diego, California — Greater Los
Angeles — Springfield, Illinois — and Northern Illinois.
Served by the Copley Washington Bureau and The
Copley
News ROBERTS
Service. REPRESENTED
BY NELSON
& ASSOCIATES, NATIONALLY
INC.
Wilt $m
Evening
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iSlieiga Union
Tribune
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the programming. The remainder of
the programs to fill the tentative schedule from 9 a.m.- 11 p.m. will be provided by New York commercial tv outlets.
New York City, through its Municipal Broadcasting System, has been considering the start of a tv station operation more than 10 years. Seymour N.
Siegel, director of the system, last week
noted that the experimental tv station
operation also is designed to show if
the outlet is economically feasible in
New York and if it can be utilized as
a municipally owned-and-operated station, as is WNYC. The present plan
is to turn the station over to the city at
the conclusion of an experimental
period, provided that the tv station can
fill the needs of the municipality.
FCC to stop taking
some contingent bids
The FCC has announced it will no
longer accept am or fm applications
for new stations, or for major changes
in existing facilities, which are contingent upon other such applications.
The commission took the action because experience has disclosed "that the
existing policy of accepting 'contingent'
applications . . . for new facilities and
major modifications or both has not
been satisfactory." The commission
said such applications "consume considerable staff time" which could be
used for processing other applications.
Moreover, after the time that elapses
before the contingencies are removed,
it is often necessary for the applicants
to file "substantial amendments."
The FCC said it would delete "as
soon as practicable" the question on its
new-stations/major-changes form which
deals with contingencies.
The new policy, adopted Oct. 25,
does not apply to applications for
ownership changes.
Broadcast

Bureau

wants

closer look at tv request
The FCC's Broadcast Bureau called
for a closer look at what might have
been a routine request to amend an application for ch. 3 in Salem, Ore., on
grounds that the amendment might have
considerable bearing on the issues in the
case. Although Willamette-Land Tv Inc.
is the only remaining applicant for the
facility, the FCC is holding a hearing
to determine character qualifications of
the applicant's principals.
Among the issues are whether the
company president, W. Gordon Allen
made misrepresentations in regard to
his sale of KB AM Longview, Wash.,
whether he gave the FCC incorrect
financial reports and whether he gave
BROADCASTING, October 30, 1961

fair and balanced treatment to parties
he opposed in radio editorials over his
KGAY Salem and if he gave opportunity for reply.
The amendment objected to by the
bureau would reflect a change in Willamette's management, deleting John
Truhan as an officer and director and
substituting Madeline Allen. The bureau said that no good cause had been
shown in requesting the amendment
and that Mr. Truhan's part in owning
other stations with Mr. Allen has a
bearing on the present application.
In response to the bureau's plea,
Hearing Examiner Charles J. Frederick

TRIPLE

SPOTTING

scheduled oral argument on the amendment for Nov. 8.
According to the bureau, Mr. Allen
had editorials broadcast over KGAY
which accused members of the Oregon State Police of taking graft and
operating in their own interest to the
detriment of the public interest. In one
the force was said to have been reto as the
"Oregon Minow,
Gestapo."Mr.
In a ferred
letter
to Chairman
Allen has alleged that the hearing for
the channel was initiated by false
charges made by Oregon Gov. Mark
Hatfield (Rep.) with whom he said he
has had a long-standing political feud.

ON

KVOO-TV"

Many agencies and advertisers have been concerned
about over-commercialization as a result of the 42-second
breaks this fall.
The management of KVOO-TV has reaffirmed its policy
which has been in effect for the past five years: there will
be no triple spotting ... no over-commercialization . . .
on Tulsa's Channel 2.
"Our policy on the above remains absolutely inflexible.
WE WON'T DO IT!"
The result? You buy with confidence when you buy
KVOO-TV in Tulsa.
Represented by
KVOO-TV

(Edward I Petry & I Co., Inc.)
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governor's request
ABC and two prospective applicants
for ch. 7 Bangor, Me., which the FCC
ordered shifted there from Calais, Me.,
last week asked the FCC to deny the
request of Maine's Gov. John H. Reed
to stay making the shift final. Gov.
Reed made the request so the state
legislature could pass funds to support
etv on9).ch. 7 in Calais (Broadcasting,
Oct.
Downeast Tv Inc. and Dirigo Broadcasting Inc. joined with ABC in claiming that no action taken by the legislature could outweigh the compelling
reasons considered by the FCC when it
authorized the shift last April. They
said that only assignment of a third
commercial channel would permit tv
munity.
competition in Maine's largest comIn another allocation rulemaking,
Central Minnesota Tv Co. backed a
proposal to shift ch. 12 to Walker,
Minn., from Brainerd, Minn., and said it
would apply for the facility. The company pointed out no one has applied
for the channel in Brainerd and that
it would meet all technical requirements
in Walker.
In a third proceeding, H & B American Corp., owner of many catv systems, asked the FCC not to delete ch.
19 from Palm Springs, Calif., despite
short spacing between that channel
and ch. 18 in San Bernardino, Calif.
H & B said the shortage is indistinquishable from normal separation requirements in terms of mutual effects
on the stations involved. H & B said
further it wished to construct a station on ch. 19 to bring the Palm Springs
area its first tv service.
Several applicants
new allocations

New Yearbook only — $4.00

company name

oppose

for

Applications for channels recently
added by the FCC to Grand Rapids,
Mich., and Rochester, N. Y., continue
to come in before the announced probable cut-off date of Nov. 1.
Seeking ch. 13 in Grand Rapids
were West Michigan Telecasters Inc.
and Atlas Broadcasting Co., both of
whom commented in the rulemaking
which assigned the channel there. West
Michigan comprises 22 stockholders, all
local residents. The company claims its
transmitter site will also serve Muskegon, Mich., and that the FCC designated the channel for Grand RapidsMuskegon at West Michigan's request
Lewis V. Chamberlin Jr. is president
and Paul A. Johnson vice president of
the company.
Atlas is licensee of WMAX-AM-FM
Continues on page 83
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If color television is ever to be king
of the home electronic entertainment
world, advertisers must lead the way.
They alone, of all key factors involved,
are not caught up and snarled in the
cause-and-effect log-jam that impedes
color's progress.
This is the prognosis that emerged
last week from Broadcasting surveys
of agencies and advertisers, producers,
manufacturers and retailers.
For gradualism is still the definitive
descriptive word for color, and despite
some impressive achievements this year
(see story, page 68), the young medium
plods forward only at a moderate pace.
The missing link to a complete color
breakthrough seems to be lack of network interest — other than NBC's — in
colorcasting. Both ABC and CBS say
the public will let them know when they
want more broadcasts in color. Color
set ownership has not reached a meaningful level, these networks add, and
until such time as it does, they will
maintain wait-and-see policies.
Price Cuts Unlikely ■ Yet observers
indicate that unless the retail price of
color receivers comes down, multichrome set sales will offer, at best, a
steadily increasing but not overwhelming challenge to black-and-white. Dealers freely admit that to cut color tv
prices sharply, the industry needs a
major technical breakthrough in the
manufacture of the set. And William E.
Boss, RCA's color tv coordinator, concedes that the color tv chassis "is already as refined as it ever will be," and
that manufacturers "just don't know
how to make them any cheaper."
So it goes around — the chicken-andthe-egg effect, with nobody knowing
which will come first. The answer possibly lies in CBS' formal statement on
the color question. In part, that network
says that it is prepared to go all out for
color broadcasting when color tv "becomes an actual rather than a potential
advertising medium."
Future Tool ■ How potential and
how actual is color tv as an advertising
medium? Broadcasting canvassed a
considerable number of advertisers, advertising agencies and commercial producers and posed those questions. A
consensus agreed that color tv is more
an advertising tool of the future than
one of the present. There seems little
doubt, from answers received — that col8R0AD CASTING, October 30, 1961

REPORT

COLOR'S
may

yet

deficiencies

win
are

victory

MESSIAH?
for tint tv

delaying

or commercials enhance the visual effects of products, increase their desirability, leave deeper impact on viewers,
and give advertisers a significant status
symbol.
But lack of reliable marketing information as to how many color receivers
are actually in home use, is given constantly as the major reason for color's
still relatively minor position as an advertising force. As one advertiser executive bluntly put it: "I want to know
what I'm getting when I buy a thing.
With color
tv I show
know upI"mmygetting
some-to
thing that will
product

supremacy

Gordon Webber, vice president and
director of Benton & Bowles' broadcast
commercial production department, says
it's "a matter of practical dollars and
cents. Color is not a mass medium yet;
it's for very specialized selling."
Yet, though B & B is not very active
in
color (the for
agency
hasn't for
done about
a colora
commercial
a client

good advantage, but how do I know
who and how many are going to watch

year), Mr. Webber is keeping abreast
of the color picture. Earlier this month,
his department investigated color activity at 18 major New York production
firms. Its findings:
■ "Production of color tv commercials during the past year has neither
increased nor decreased to any appre-

Mainly because of these same reasons, most advertising agencies (J. Walter Thompson, William Esty and N. W.
Ayer are notable exceptions) are not
pushing color television to their clients.

■ Most
of the color activity centers
ciable extent."
around large advertisers who sponsor
network programs in color on NBC.
Of the 18 commercial producers canvassed, 3reported a large increase in

it?"

Zenith sparks manufacturer interest in color
Decision of Zenith to enter the
sidiary of General Telephone &
color tv receiver market sparked a Electronics and Delmonico, a divichain reaction among other set mansion of Thompson Starrett Co. — announced that they were putting color
ufacturers, much to the relief of
sets
on
the market.
RCA which had been practically
alone in producing color sets for the
Zenith's first public showing of its
new color line in New York (at its
past seven years. They are reported
Exhibition Hall on Fifth Avenue)
to have spent $130 million on the
drew crowds of the curious. NBCproject. Soon
Zenith's
announcement last after
February
five other
TV's It Could Be You show is being
watched above in color on Oct. 2,
manufacturers — General Electric;
Philco; Warwick Mfg., subsidiary of first day the sets were on the floor.
See story, page 68.
Sears, Roebuck & Co.; Sylvania, sub63

IS ADVERTISER

COLOR'S

MESSIAH? continued
color production during this year, 3 oth- & Brorby, Chicago, looks forward to the
day when color enjoys wider circulation
ers said they showed a slight increase
in color production, 10 producers
in U.S. homes because of the "obvious
claimed no change and 2 commercial
added impact" it lends to tv commermakers said their production of color
cials. NL&B pioneered color commercials in 1953 for Kraft Foods and S. C.
commercials has decreased during 1961.
Little Incentive ■ Sherman J. McJohnson's Wax. Kraft is still a big user
Queen, vice president and director of of color on NBC-TV's Perry Como
show.
broadcast in Foote, Cone & Belding's
Opinion Leaders ■ Mr. Isham beLos Angeles office, voices familiar realieves that advertisers who sponsor color
sons why his agency is not more active
programs would be wise to use color
in color. "If the other two networks
commercials because color set owners,
would do as much programming in coleven if they are in a minority, do repreor as NBC, and if the people who make
sent a significant proportion of the naand distribute the color sets could get
them priced so the public would begin
tion's so-called opinion leaders. But the
to buy them at a more rapid rate, we at agency executive also thinks that color
the agencies would be more apt to try has taken a disappointingly long time to
harder to persuade our clients to put catch hold. He said that based on agency research, color set saturation is not
their commercials in color," explains
expected
to top 5% of total U.S. houseMr. McQueen. "But as things stand
holds before 1965. With this informanow, there's little incentive for an adtion as the decisive factor, NL&B does
vertiser to use color tv."
not recommend that its clients, who are
Another agency man, Alan M. Berger,
radio-tv director, Tilds & Cantz Inc., now using black-and-white, switch to
Los Angeles, said that he would only stockpiling color commercials. The extra 15% or 25% cost of color producrecommend use of color when 75% of
tion, he says, does not make this practhe nation's sets in use can receive tint tical.
images and he added that "I'll welcome
Another obvious pitfall, Mr. Isham
the day, because there's nothing like pointed out, is that color sometimes
color to give impact to an ad."
makes realism too vivid. "Pictures of
Fuller & Smith & Ross doesn't make
color commercials because its clients nasal passages and diagrams of stomachs
in color might prove highly objectiondon't want them. Art Duram, director
able to many viewers," the NL&B executive suggested.
of radio and tv at the agency, says he's
studying color and its trends, but so far
Bernie Haber, vice president and head
has had no call to do anything tangible
of film production at BBDO, cites still
with his information. He feels that color another
reason why color commercials
adds 20% to the production costs of a
are
not
too
widely used. "Actually there
commercial and says its main advantage
not too many color shows available"
is in reaching an upper-income audi- are
that fit the needs of particular clients, he
ence.
points out.
Lack of Set Information ■ A representative of Doyle Dane Bernbach says
his agency doesn't usually recommend
the use of color to its clients. "There
just isn't enough information on set
ownership," he explained. He listed
additional production costs and poor
transmissions as other color commercial
drawbacks.
Robert Margulies, vice president in
charge of commercial broadcast production at Ted Bates & Co., mentions lack
of "color film consistency," and the need
for his agency to reach the largest possible audience at the lowest possible cost
for its many packaged-goods clients as
important reasons why Bates does not
push more for color.
The agency has made color commercials in the past for Colgate-Palmolive
and Minute Maid, but is producing none
at present. Mr. Margulies estimates that
color adds anywhere from 20% to 50%
Joe Zabinski, artist from Walt Disney
to the cost of a commercial production,
Productions, sketches some of his
tion.
famous crayon characters for Art Sedler, left, and Ted Genock, right, of
James L. Isham, executive vice president, creative services, Needham, Louis
Eastman Kodak Co.'s television adver64 (SPECIAL REPORT)

Not Determining Factor ■ In this connection, Arthur Bellaire, vice president
for tv-radio copy at BBDO, emphasizes
that color is not the determining factor
in selecting a program for a client. He
acknowledges that color adds to the
effectiveness of commercials but says
the criteria for choosing shows for particular clients include the appropriateness of the program, the time period, the
adjacencies and the cost. It was his
opinion that the limited number of color
receivers in circulation downgrades the
medium as a significant factor in an
agency advertising decision. BBDO
has used commercials in color for Lucky
Strike Cigarettes, but has none definitely
scheduled for this year.
But if color has its legion of disbelievers and non-participants, it also has
an ever-growing band of adherents, delighted first-time users, and hopeful potential users.
Clients Use Color ■ The bellwether
agency in color is J. Walter Thompson
Co. Over the past five years a considerable number of its clients have used
color commercials, including EastmanKodak, Ford Motor Co., ChesebroughPonds, Kraft and the U.S. Brewers
Foundation. Most of these advertisers
are still actively using color. In the
1959-60 season alone, J. Walter Thompson created and produced more than
600 minutes of color television commercials.
The agency produces its color messages both on film and on tape, with the
latter system gaining an approximate
60% to 40% edge. Commercials of an
institutional nature are repeated and
stockpiled for future use, but those that
convey new style and model messages,
such as Ford, are used during one season only. This policy holds true at all

tising division. Eastman co-sponsors
Disney's "Wonderful World of Color"
on NBC-TV every Sunday evening. The
three met in the Kodak Exhibit Center
in Grand Central Terminal, N. Y. C.
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the agencies that do any color work.
Though agency officials declined to
comment on the reasons why advertisers
at other agencies have been shunning
color, the impression emerges that
Thompson feels that advertising people
are not doing enough to persuade clients
to try color.
Another Believer ■ Grey Adv. seems
to be a firm believer in the value —
present and future — of color tv for advertisers. The agency currently orders
color commercials for the RCA Victor
Record Div., and for the Lionel Corp.
Jack R. Davis, the agency's vice president and commercial production manager, is confident that color set sales
should increase substantially within the
next few months, and points out that
this enlarged circulation should result
in heightened advertiser interest in
color.
Mr. Davis' optimism is shared by
Frank M. Brandt, vice president and
director of tv commercial production,
Compton Adv., who believes that color
tv should make significant progress
soon. He does not, however, envision
any sudden, drastic increases in color
set ownership, but sees a gradual buildup in the number of such receivers in
use. He stresses that an advertiser is
interested primarily in a show's values
for him. If a desirable program is transmitted in color, this is an added plus,
he indicates, but the dominant consideration isthe program.
Effective Commercials ■ Compton, on
behalf of the American Dairy Assn.,
uses color commercials on NBC-TV's
The Dinah Shore Show, Mr. Brandt
reports, and adds that he considers the
commercials "attractive and effective."
The agency producer of color commercials for American Tobacco's Pall
Mall cigarettes is "very happy with the
results."
Charles Vallenti, of Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell & Bayles Inc., reports that
a total of eight Pall Mall commercials
have been filmed for use on NBC-TV's
Tales of Wells Fargo and Joey Bishop
Show this season. The Bishop show is
not telecast in color.
The producer said that currently the
making of color commercials is not an
uncomplicated task. Since even color
commercials are seen mostly on blackand-white sets, particular care must be
taken in choosing the proper colors, he
explained, because certain tints come
out in black-and-white in varying and
sometimes conflicting shades of grey.
In Stride ■ SSC & B is "not pushing
color" for its clients, Mr. Vallenti declares: "We're
it in stride."
He indicates
thatjustthetaking
additional
cost of
color production over black-and-white
production depends on the complexity
of the individual commercial, but that
generally color productions are about
20% more expensive.
BROADCASTING, October 30, 1961

Mohawk Carpet Mills, a firm color advocate, goes all out to take advantage
of this new advertising medium. For
its NBC-TV Thanksgiving Day special

colorcast last year, the advertiser had
replica of an entire house built to add
realism to its color carpet commercials.

Joseph S. Forest, vice president and
commercial radio-tv director at William

Kenneth C. T. Snyder, vice president
and radio-tv creative director at Needham, Louis & Brorby, Hollywood, is another color enthusiast, and he thinks advertisers who stay away from color because of low cost-per-thousand situations are not being "wholly realistic."
Mr. Snyder says that while the number
of color sets in use might be low, the
people that own them represent a high
income group worth reaching.
"Color is as different as stereo compared to low-fi sound. It has esthetic
and selling impact, and is startlingly
better than monochrome in kindling
sales enthusiasm," he contends.
Although Leo Burnett Co. has produced color commercials for clients in
the past, the Chicago agency has none
in production at the present time, one
broadcast executive said last week. The
high selling impact of color is well recognized as a general principle, he observed, but he felt the major obstacle
to color's more frequent use is the small
set circulation.
This view was affirmed by Gail
Smith, director of advertising and marketing research, General Motors Corp.,
who
pointed
to GM's
of
color in print
media effective
and theuseauto

Esty Co., says that color tv's rise is "inevitable," and compares it to the development of color in the motion picture industry. He calls color a "tremendous aid" to advertisers and asserts that
there is a "dramatic difference" in viewing a commercial on a color receiver,
side by side with the same commercial
on a black-and-white set. While he estimates that color commercials cost 30%
to 50% more to produce, depending on
the use of opticals, etc., he does not
think additional costs are a deterrent influence on advertisers. Mr. Forest does
believe, however, that the "instability,
from a viewer's standpoint," of color
commercial film, does produce advertiser objections. "Color doesn't give the
same flat response that black-and-white
film
does," the
executive flaws
explains.
Production
and Esty
transmission
are
much more apparent and disturbing in
color than black-and-white, and consequently some advertisers are leery of
using a less stable means of communications, theorizes Mr. Forest.
Esty is one of the more active color
agencies, and currently is making color
commercials for the R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co. and P. Ballantine & Sons.
Not Enough Sets ■ Robert L. Redd,
vice president, radio-tv director, Erwin
Wasey, Ruthrauff & Ryan, Los Angeles,
agrees with most of his agency colleagues that there aren't enough color
sets in use to justify the added cost of
color. But he says he's looking forwrad
to the day when this condition is overcome because then "we'll be in color
tooth and nail. Then, too, tv will be
truly competitive with print advertising
in promoting not only the product, but
the package. And color can beat print
1,000 times in appetite appeal."

maker's pioneering of color in tv too.
Color tv relatively is still a minor factor, however, when the total marketing
strategy is worked out, he said. This
is because of the low set circulation
situation.
Oldsmobile, for example, while a
very early user of color tv, this current
season happens to have all its program
vehicles on non-color networks. A
spokesman at D. P. Brother & Co., Detroit agency for Oldsmobile, explained
that color simply didn't weigh for or
against the tv decision this year. Other65
marketing factors simply took prece-
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dent, he said. Brother, however, is producing color commercials for GM's
A. C. Sparkplug division for use on
Laramie on NBC-TV.
Chevrolet, because of its sponsorship
of Bonanza on NBC-TV through Campbell-Ewald Co., Detroit, is very heavy
in color commercials this fall and set
what it considers is an industry time
and volume record in production of
color spots to meet the introduction
date. (See sidebar story, page 80).
The time element was the only reason Chrysler Corp. did not have color
commercials for use with its sponsorship of the World Series on NBC-TV,
according to Richard Forbes, director
of corporate advertising. Color, however, is under consideration for future
tv exposures, he said, including the
Rose Bowl game Jan. 1.
Edward H. Weiss & Co., Chicago,
currently is producing a series of experimental color commercials in Hollywood for three of its clients. Weiss,
however, will not disclose them until
a buying decision has been made.
Stockpiling for the future is the unusual twist in color commercials prepared for Holloway Candies by the
Chicago office of Erwin Wasey, Ruthrauff & Ryan. Holloway is using Magic
Ranch on ABC-TV this season. Although telecast in monochrome, both
commercials and the series of 13 week
programs are on color film and both
were produced by the agency. EWR&R
expects the re-runs eventually will be
telecast in color, according to the producer, George Anderson, vice president
and director of radio-tv for EWR&R.
Mr. Anderson is bullish on color's future. He said three animated color
commercials also are in production for
Holloway's use on a spot basis.
But even if advertisers do not seem
to be using a great deal of color commercials to promote their products, they
are giving the color band-wagon some
impetus by sponsoring color programs.
141 in Color ■ Last year, according
to NBC's color information department,
110 advertisers bought all or part of
some network color tv programming.
This year, Broadcasting learned, the
list has grown by 31, making 141 advertisers inall who are represented on
NBC-TV's color schedule. Sixty of
them are either first-time color sponsors, or returnee sponsors who have
come back to color programming after
a time lapse of some kind. About one
fifth, or more than 25, of the color
sponsors actually are advertising, at
least partly, in multichrome, and of
these advertisers 10 have been so engaged since 1956. All together, 21 of
NBC-TV's 141 color program advertisers have been sponsoring some sort
6G (SPECIAL REPORT)
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of color programming for the last five
years. Color program advertisers are
expected to spend more than $70 million in gross billings this year, a $10
million increase over 1960.
What are the reasons for this apparent growing advertiser interest in color?
Mostly it's because NBC, still carrying
its color banner high, is programming
more color shows — 1,600 to 1,800
hours expected this year, a more than
50% increase over the 1,034 color
hours programmed in 1960 — and thus
opens up more commercial time. Yet
many advertisers seek out color programs because they are vitally interested in reaching, even if its by way of
a black-and-white commercial, that
small but upper-income bracket audience that can afford to own color sets.
Status Symbol ■ For example, Mohawk Carpet Mills, a division of
Mohasco Industries Inc., Amsterdam,
N. Y., wants to reach a selective
audience.
Herbert
L. Jay, the
company's
tor of advertising,
explains
why: direc"Having color tv in your home is
pretty much like having a Cadillac or
Mercedes in your garage," Mr. Jay
says. "The odds are that color set owners have the desire for better possessions and the money to acquire them.
This makes them a selective market of
high probability as purchasers of Mohawk carpets. That's why we willingly
spend one-third more than the cost of
black-and-white to produce all our commercials incolor. We willingly pay the
premium to present our products the
best possible way — in color — to the
cream of the tv audience."
This season, Mohawk will sponsor a
60-minute Thanksgiving special on
NBC-TV.

RCA's animated commercials featuring Prof. Ludwig von Drake, are
credited with part of the increasing
interest in the new medium this year.

The American Telephone & Telegraph Co. is another advertiser who
likes to sell in color. Asked if color
does a more effective job than blackand-white commercials, a Bell Telephone spokesman
"You're
a damnin
sight better
off said:
selling
anything
color." Bell's color commercials are
seen and
on the
NBC-TV's
Bell series.
Telephone
Hour
Bell Science
The
advertiser also is making use of its
color commercials on a black-andwhite show, CBS-TV's CBS Reports.
Mel Helitzer, advertising manager of
the Ideal Toy Co., New York, reports
that his company is using color in 5
of the 35 markets where its spots are
being shown this season. Ideal also is
using
NBC-TV's
winkle color
Show.on Mr.
Helitzer The
finds Bullthat
when Ideal's commercials are shown in
color,
bring a 20-25% increase in
dealer they
enthusiasm.
Colombian Coffee ■ Another spot
user of color is the National Federation
of Coffee Growers of Colombia, which
last April made nine color commercials— a first for the federation — on
location in Colombia.
Jack Shuttleworth Jr., director of
advertising and promotion for the federation, says that color adds realism
to the story of how Colombian coffee is
grown. He adds that he knows that
"those who own color tv sets, for the
most part, are trend-setters; therefore
an excellent audience to reach with our
H. J. Heinz Co., Pittsburgh, which
is
a heavy NBC-TV daytime color
promotion."
user, feels that color is beneficial to
"appetite appeal." James Gordon, the
company's assistant advertising manager, also thinks that color promotes
quicker and more lasting "label identifiA spokesman for Clairol Inc., New
York, says that it's difficult trying to
tell
"a color story — which Clairol escation."
l y—is in black-and-white."
Clairola
will use sentiacolor
on the Big Preview,
two-hour feature film program seen on
WOR-TV New York.
Another hair preparation firm, John
H. Breck Inc., Springfield, Mass., is
eagerly awaiting a color breakthrough.
Historically Breck has always leaned
towards color. The company has never
used anything but color in magazines,
because the color gold plays an important role in its corporate advertising.
Breck's packaging and tones are also in
gold. Formerly Breck was able to use
color in its tv advertising because it
sponsored only specials on NBC-TV.
But CBS-TV has now captured its business, and vertising
John manager,
P. Hughes,
adcan onlyBreck's
say that
"when color becomes more available,
we'll make as many color commercials
Local Reaction ■ Even on a local
as possible."BROADCASTING, October 30, 19B1

RCA designs and builds the TV cameras and other TV studio equipment that record the action and sound .

And RCA designs and builds the TV sets, color and black-and-white, that bring the picture
and sound into your home. There is an RCA Victor model for every taste and pocketbook.

RCA designs and builds the equipment that transmits the TV signals.

RCA

takes
No

the picture... sends

wonder

RCA

When you buy an RCA Victor
television set, you can rest assured that you're getting the very finest
your money can buy.
For RCA has an unequalled background of experience in every phase of
the television industry. In fact, the very
same RCA electronic skills, research,
and facilities that build everything from
BROADCASTING, October 30, 1961

is the

the picture.. .and
most

trusted

receives

name

studio cameras ... to transmitters ... to
the tube you see the picture on . . . combine to bring you the sharpest, clearest
television pictures you've ever seen.
From the very beginning of the industry— first in black and white, then in
Color TV — RCA has been recognized as
the most trusted name in television. Today, more RCA Victor sets are in use

the picture!

in television

than any other make. Yet important as
television is to RCA, it is but one of many
fields of electronics in which the Radio
Corporation of America is active as a
pioneer and leader.
tmk(s)®
The Most Trusted Name
in Television
RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA
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level, advertiser satisfaction with color
can be found and attested to. The
Hudepohl Brewing Co., Cincinnati, half
sponsor of 54 Cincinnati Reds baseball
games — 28 of them in color — on
WLWT (TV) Cincinnati this past season, used 240 in-game color commercials. The commercials were done live
and on film.
John A. Hesselbrock, president of
the brewing company, expresses regret
that all of his beer commercials cannot
be in color. "Color does great things
from an appetite and presentation
standpoint," he says, "and it does great
things for sales."
The Kroger Co., third largest supermarket chain in the country, is another
advertiser who uses and endorses color
advertising on a local level. Kroger
does a total of 12 color commercials
per week on a year round basis in the
Cincinnati, Columbus, Dayton areas.
Roy W. Godley, advertising vice president of the company, explains why
Kroger is so color attuned.
"We believe color tv enhances the
visual appeal of our products," he says.
Cincinnati Color City ■ It's on the
local level, and especially in Cincinnati
— perhaps the best color city in the
country, with an estimated 5% average
of color receiver households (the national average is about 2%) — that the
color advertising picture is brightest.

Dozen

firms

FIVE

SET

OTHER

WLWT (TV), a primary NBC affiliate, broadcasts more than 20 hours of
local color programming weekly and
31 hours of NBC-TV color programming per week, for a total of more than
5 1 hours of color weekly, done on a regular schedule. More than 75% of the
station's commercials are in color.
One possible explanation for this is
that many of the color commercials are
done live, which would negate any
added costs, since no station, including
NBC-TV, is known to charge extra for
commercial color time. It's usually
agreed that the extra money that national advertisers pay out for their color
commercials is the single most important reason why more color commercials aren't being used.
A check of leading commercial production houses in New York showed
that most firms' color commercials cost
between 20-30%, or one-third, more
than black-and-white commercials. The
reasons for the added costs:
■ Wardrobes and sets have to be
color corrected.
■ Lighting is more critical and more
of it is needed.
■ Film and tape editing is slower and
more difficult.
■ It's a more difficult and a longer
process to make film rushes and prints.
■ Color film stock is more expensive.
■ Studio rates will probably increase.

now

MANUFACTURERS

Zenith's entrance into the color tv
market was the big news in the electronic home entertainment industry this
year. It propagated interest, excitement
and hope. For Zenith is generally conceded to be one of and
the nation's
tv
set manufacturers,
reaction top
to its
move can be compared to the clamor
the New York Yankees would cause
with a decision to field a soccer team:
namely, there must be money and a
future in this game if the champs are
getting involved.
Even RCA applauded the move. It
has been bearing the burden of promoting and selling color, at a reported cost
of $130 million, for the past seven
years. Now it had a potent ally, in a
generic sense, by its side.
Others Join Rush ■ Zenith's action,
announced earlier in the year (Broadcasting, Feb. 27), started an almost
immediate land rush by other set manufacturers into the now-suddenly-grownattractive color marketing area. By the
time the dust had cleared, five more
'68 (SPECIAL REPORT)
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QUICKLY

But a majority of the commercial
producers did not think that the onethird higher costs was significant if
color fitted
market
needs.an advertiser's product and
"If a big advertiser thinks he needs
color, he's not going to let the extra
cost stop
him,"expressed
one producer
commented. Another
the belief
that
if color tv commercials are ever going
to move, "now's the time for it."
And indeed the time does seem propitious for such a move. For undoubtedly 1961 has been a good year for
color. Among other achievements, the
color receiver field has more than
doubled since the first of the year, with
12 manufacturers now vying for a trade
that attracted the competition of only
five companies last year (see story, this
page). With more color receivers on the
markets, color sales are said to be better
than ever before. The industry outlook
for 1961 is for a 50,000 set increase
over the estimated 150,000 color sets
sold last year. Reliable estimates put
the current U. S. total of color sets in
use at about 700,000, thus making
color's first milestone of one million
color-set households reachable sometime before the end of next year.
The sets are beginning to sell, and
the marketing information is starting
to trickle in. All the ingredients for a
substantial color upsurge look to be
present. The rest, it appears, is strictly
up to the advertiser.

color

receivers

FOLLOWED

ZENITH

set producers had staked claims to the
color market.
Currently a total of 12 tv receiver
manufacturers are, or will soon be, represented on dealer's floors with color
models. Six of the manufacturers are
hold-overs from previous years. Besides RCA they are: Emerson Radio &
Phonograph Corp.; Olympic Radio &
Television Corp., a division of The
Siegler Corp.; Admiral Corp.; Packard
Bell Electronics Corp.; and Magnavox
Corp.
Entries ■ In addition to Zenith this
year's new entries include General Electric Co.; Philco Corp.; Warwick Manufacturing Corp., a subsidiary of Sears,
Roebuck & Co.: Sylvania Electric Products Inc., a subsidiary of General Telephone & Electronics Corp.; and Delmonico International, a division of
Thompson Starrett Co. GE, Sylvania,
Philco and Warwick are making return
appearances in the color picture after
having faded out earlier because of unsuccessful sales experiences.

LEAD

Only two major tv set manufacturers
— Westinghouse and Motorola — are
missing from the present color lineup.
Westinghouse manufactured and sold
color receivers from 1956-1958, but
dropped color production because it
proved unprofitable. The manufacturer
now feels color doesn't represent an important facet of the tv receiver business
and it won't for at least another several
years.
indicates
it won't
re-enterWestinghouse
the field until
a lower
cost,
more reliable, easier-to-operate color
receiver is built.
Shorter Tube ■ Motorola, which
steadily has maintained it will shun
color until somebody comes up with an
"advanced design" set, may be only a
year or two away from joining the color
competition. Tired of waiting for a
technological breakthrough, the manufacturer, this past summer, showed the
prototype of a 23-inch, 90-degree rectangular color picture tube it had developed for mass production (Broadcasting, July 31). Several months
BROADCASTING, October 30, 1961

I'LL

YOU CAN
QUOTE ME..
"RCA Victor distributors tell
me they select the WLW Television Stations to advertise
RCA Victor Color sets because
they're among the Colorcast
mg leaders in the nation . . .
with their Color TV engineering
skills, wonderful Color programming, and Color selling

"WLW Television Stations
have gone all out to sell RCA
Victor Color TV sets in the
grand tradition of the Crosiey
Broadcasting group . . . cover
ing store fronts and home
fronts to really mean business
for RCA Victor. Advertisers
have a pot of gold waiting for
them at the end of the WLW
Television Color rainbow!"
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after it was introduced, the new tube,
which is said to be shorter and less
bulky than the color tubes now being
marketed, is still in an undeveloped
stage. Motorola, claiming that it's not
in the tube manufacture business, put
the pattern for the new design up for
grabs. So far the offer has received no
takers, but Motorola is confident that
before too long the tube will be commercially produced and marketed in its
receivers.
The search for a new color tube design has dominated the research of electronic technicians almost since the first
color set was produced. For its the
three-electron "gun" shadow mask color
tube — the only one now being mass
produced — that is the most expensive
component part of present-day color
sets. Production of a less costly tube,
followed by a reduction in the price of
the set, equals a retail sales stampede —
that's the equation that has been teasing
manufacturers for years.
Last June, Paramount Pictures Corp.
demonstrated a single-gun chromatic
color tube, which it is said could reduce

)R RECEIVERS
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the retail price of color sets by 25%.
But the company has been heralding
the revolutionary single-gun concept
for several years, and it's still not ready
for production. Nor has it yet found
a willing manufacturer.
RCA Tubes ■ Currently RCA, which
pioneered the compatible color system
and was the first to mass produce color
sets in 1954, supplies all color picture
tubes and does about 95% of the total
color business. Last year, it's believed
that approximately 150,000 color sets
were sold.
RCA says that color has already become a $100-million industry and its
president, John L. Burns, predicts that
by 1962 color business will double its
volume and reach a $200-million status.
This is small potatoes to Mr. Burns' 10year color prediction: A $4.3 billion
industry by 1970.
Prices ■ But high receiver prices, lack
of three-network color programming,
and insufficient advertiser interest, probably in that order, are impeding color's
immediate take-off into Mr. Burns'
spectacular U. S. mint-green yonder.

/

Thompson-Starrett's Delmonico Division is offering a color tv combination
for $595, which they believe is $400 to
$600 under a comparable unit. Set includes 21-inch color tube, hi-fi stereo,
70 (SPECIAL REPORT)

11-tube am-fm, fm multiplex-ready radio and four-speed automatic record
changer. It has four speakers. The
major part of the hand-wired chassis
is the product of the Victor Co., Japan.

List price for sets now range from
Warwick Manufacturing's $459 model
to RCA's multi-combination $1,500 set.
The majority of the color receivers are
priced at the $700-$750 level with the
mark-up for dealers on most sets about
50% of the suggested retail list price.
With the ponderous color console
hardly qualifying as a fine piece of
furniture, and with its price tag roughly
twice as much as that for a comparable
black-and-white model, it's small wonder that color has not yet reached its
promised land.
Bugs & Relatives ■ Adding to the
color manufacturers' woes, is a general
public suspicion of color set reliability.
In the early days of color, set users continually moaned that their sets had
more bugs than an army mattress, and
that servicemen were visiting them
more regularly than some relatives. And
because there were few mechanics
around who had the necessary knowledge and equipment to handle color
receivers, service calls were prohibitively expensive. But today, thanks to some
technical refinements, there is sufficient
evidence to indicate that most color sets
are performing with a reasonable
amount of reliability. The majority of
service calls seem to be limited to manual picture adjustments.
Service charges for color sets, however, are still more expensive than the
same services provided the black-andwhite receiver. Color-educated servicemen are not in abundance, and most
manufacturers are busily teaching their
authorized dealers color's intricacies.
Warranty ■ All manufacturers offer a
90-day warranty on all parts and service and do not charge extra for installation. RCA, through its service company division, also offers a nine-month
extension at a cost of $44.95 for complete coverage, and $24.95 preferred
rate, with a $5.95 service charge added
for each call. If an RCA set owner
wants to renew his contract for another
year after the first one, the rates jump
to $119.50 for complete coverage, and
$79.50 and $5.95 per service call on
the preferred rate plan. Zenith, through
its authorized dealers, offers similar
plans.
Service service
Co.'s most
expensiveRCA
black-and-white
contracts
—
for the RCA 24-inch model — run about
$10 more than color contracts for the
first year, and $30-$35 more on second
year renewals. Add to these extra costs
the $50-$75 charge for the special color
antenna that is sometimes needed — perfect reception on a color set is critical
— and it's easy to see how color set
purchases fall into super-luxury classification.
With the cost factor still making itself very much felt, most manufacturers
are still not completely sold on color,
and consequently are reluctant to do
anything more to promote the sets than
BROADCASTING, October 30, 1961
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color

It's good business to use equipment that is matched, both electrically
and mechanically, to work together as a system. Color Studio
Cameras, Tape Recorders, Film Cameras, Monitors, Switching, and
Special Effects — plus Color Mobile Units — are work-together teammates for finest color performance.
RCA

Color equipment is designed for incorporation into a completely matched package. You get everything you need from one
reliable source of supply. RCA Color Systems are smooth in operation,
use common tube types and standard parts. They follow regular
broadcast practices for installation, operation, and maintenance.
From RCA you obtain equipment that is without equal in the
television industry. And you have at your command the engineering
and planning counsel of RCA experts in your area . . . When you
think of color, think of the Matched Color Package made by RCA.
And you can't beat the kind of service that only RCA can offer.
COMPLETE COLOR EQUIPMENT
MADE BY RCA FOR FINEST COLOR

TV

. . . get

equipment

RCA COLOR STUDIO CAMERA
Improved color camera with new precision yoke and
prism optics . . . superb resolving power and clear,
precise registration of "living" colors.
RCA COLOR TV TAPE RECORDER
Provides the freshness and sparkle of living color,
with built-in improvements for superior color quality
RCA 3-VIDICON FILM SYSTEM
Designed for
and industry.
slides . . . performance setop
ts the quality
standardin film
for the
RCA SWITCHING AND SPECIAL EFFECTS
RCA color-engineered switching and special effects
equipment imparts peak flexibility to programs.
RCA COLOR MONITOR
Professional quality color monitor produces sparkling
color
pictures
. , . quality.
serves as reference standard for
evaluating
picture
ALSO, AUDIO, MICROWAVE, TRANSMITTERS AND
ANTENNAS OF PROVEN RCA QUALITY

PACKAGEPERFORMANCE

ALL COLOR STATION — WHDH-TV, Boston, has RCA equipment throughout its modern plant,
from color cameras and master control to color tape recorders and 3-vidicon color film chains.

Glenn Armistead Color Mobile Unit
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...getting
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color.

RCA Mobile Equipment is customdesigned for the job. Complete color
studios on wheels, these units bring
studio convenience to "on-location"
programs and commercials.
Red Skelton Studios Color Mobile Unit

See your RCA Representative for the
complete color package. Or write to
RCA Broadcastand Television Equipment, Building 15-1, Camden, N. J.
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go through a few advertising motions.
It's generally agreed the majority of
manufacturers has produced color sets
solely to be represented on dealers'
floors. If color begins to move, they
want to be in a position to move with
it, and Zenith's plunge seemed to indicate there was no time for delay. Manufacturers also were being embarrassed
by customer and dealer inquiries about
color. It has become a prestige factor
for them to produce a color set. But
other than RCA, none of the manufacturers seems ready to do anything but
minimal advertising — particularly where
radio and tv is concerned — for their
color lines.
The Sets ■ Here is a product breakdown on 1962 color sets now being
offered :
■ RCA: RCA shows 14 new color
models ranging $495-$ 1,500 in price.
Among other things, sets feature "master-off" remote controls on eight models, a "brighter-than-ever, high-fidelity"
color tube, a "new vista" tuner, and
ascreen.
new "reflection-proof" safety glass
To get its color messages across to
the public, RCA, now that so many
competitors are in the market, for the
first time is promoting its own role as
a manufacturer, rather than extolling
the generic glories of color. It's believed that the company is spending
about $5 million to advertise its color
sets this year, with the biggest single
chunk tied up with the Walt Disney tv
program (on NBC-TV) and with its
print campaign.

Shortage of color sets?
Failure of the retailer-distributor-manufacturer triangle to estimate correctly the popular demand for color sets may result in
a marked shortage of receivers if
the buying trend continues. RCA,
the major manufacturer of color,
is now shipping sets the minute
they are off the line, and are
unable to promise immediate delivery of certain less-expensive
color models. In an interview,
Raymond W. Saxon, marketing
vice president of RCA Sales
Corp., said that "this is a case
where obviously everybody underestimated the market," and that
RCA has been caught in the position of not having enough merchandise. This is despite the fact
that this year there are 12 makers
of color receivers in the market
compared to three or four in
previous seasons.
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■ Zenith Radio Corp: Zenith has
10 different color tv models ranging in
price from $730 for a "lo-boy" console
model, to $1,090 for a French Provincial decorator set. The manufacturer
claims "numerous advances" that add
"brilliance and precision" to reception:
among these are "color demodulator
circuitry," "fringe lock" circuit, and
"push-pull color level control."
The Zenith color line was on dealers
floors by Oct. 15, and is expected to
become available to the public for the
first time this week. A New York
spokesman for the Chicago company
said the color sets will get "very little
promotion" this year. "We're backordered to dealers to the end of December," he explained, "and every set we've
made is sold." He did indicate, however,
that color will be given a considerably
stronger advertising push next year.
■ Admiral Corp.: Its color line consists of four models in a choice of several finishes. Suggested list prices range
from $595 for a consolette, to $845 for
a wireless remote control lowboy
model. Color line features include
"automatic gain control," new turret
tuner and an amplifier tube that is said
to "increase sensitivity." No special
broadcast budget has been set up to
promote the color sets apart from mentions on the manufacturer's regular participations on NBC-TV's The Price Is
Right, and It Could Be You.
■ General Electric Co.: There are
eight color receivers in GE's 1962 line
ranging in price from about $595 to
$775. The sets feature a color balance
stabilizer, which the manufacturer says
"successfully overcomes" the problem
of color changes in relation to picture
brightness. Because it does not believe
that color as yet occupies a strong position in the tv set market, GE plans no
special promotions for its color line.
■ Delmonico International: Its first
color receiver was previewed last week.
Retail sale of the set, which combines
color tv, am-fm multiplex radio, and
stereo hi-fi, is expected to start in late
November. Priced at $595, which the
manufacturer claims is $400-$600 under comparable set prices, the Delmonico color tv combination has a handwired chasis made for it by the Victor
Co. of lapan. The company has not
as yet revealed its advertising plans.
■ Magnavox: Two models are offered, both consoles, one selling for
$699.90, and the other costing $745.
Receiver features include "beautiful
furniture" styling, and simplified controls. The manufacturer, while "extremely optimistic" about color's future,
is not stressing color promotion in its
advertising. There has been a color set
in the line since 1955.

■ Olympic: There are three models
in the Olympic new color line. They
sell on a retail level for $675, $695 and
$995, respectively. The most expensive
model is an "all-in-one dual channel"
color combination that includes am-fm
simulcast radio, four-speed stereo phonograph, dual amplifiers, and dual sound
systems. The company is not singling
out color in any of its advertising.
■ Packard-Bell: Like RCA, they have
been turning out color sets since 1954.
Its 1962 color line, three sets in all,
starts at $695 for a consolette and goes
up to $995 for a lowboy console. Packard-Bell, which distributes throughout
13 Western states, is advertising its color line in newspapers and radio on a
co-op basis with dealers. The company
is using tv on a test basis in Dallas and
Amarillo.
■ Philco: Plans to merge soon with
Ford Motor Co., introduced three color
tv receivers this summer. They carry
suggested retail prices of $595, $695,
and $750, respectively. All models feature a new "high-brightness" color tube.
Philco does not plan any special advertising campaign in connection with its
new line of color sets.
■ Sylvania: This year Sylvania introduced its first color receiver since 1956.
The set is a console model with Scandinavian styling available in only one
finish at a suggested list price of $825.
The set is getting only minimal promotion.
■ Emerson Radio & Phonograph:
In the color tv business right from the
start, Emerson dropped out about two
years ago because of diminishing profits. The manufacturer re-entered the
field last year and currently is marketing two color models, one each under
its DuMont Emerson and Emerson Radio marketing divisions. The Emerson
model, priced at $750, is a 21 -inch
console i|n a traditional cabinet. The
DuMont division, which specializes in
"fine" furniture, sells for $795 and
comes in three different cabinets. A
spokesman for the parent company said
"We're not pushing the sets, they're doing fine on their own."
■ Warwick Mfg. Corp.: This Sears,
Roebuck & Co. subsidiary is marketing
three 21 -inch color models under the
Silvertone label in 100 of the approximate 740 Sears department stores
across the country. The models range
in price from $459 to $549. Advertising for the color line is strictly point-ofpurchase at this time.
■ At least two Japanese manufacturers— Tokyo Shibaura Electric Co.
(Toshiba) and Hitachi Ltd. — are active
in the color receiver field. Both have
produced a 14-inch color set. Toshiba
plans to market the small-screen receiver, which it says will be offered "at
75
a price substantially lower" than present
color sets, in Japan early next spring.

Color
is dealers'
gold
at rainbow's
end
MULTICHROME
BUSINESS BETTER BUT NOT AS BRIGHT AS FUTURE HOPES
sibilities for tv-set dealers.
A bull market in their future: that's will prove a sharp spur to consumer
what a majority of color television set interest (see story, page 68). The imBuying Inducements ■ For the most
mediate outlook is that color set sales
dealers see. Their diagnosis for this
part dealers in the past, aware that in
in 1961 are sure to top the estimated
color lies their destiny, have kept the
year's business: firm, up about 10%
150,000 sets sold in 1960, by about
over last year, and coming strong.
color set minimum list price inviolate.
But since the start of the current fall
50,000 sets.
A check of some of the leading color
receiver dealers across the country finds
season, an increasing number of dealers
The dealers need the business, for
most of them convinced that their fu- there is strong evidence that the blackare offering trade-ins on black-andture is in a large way tied up with the
white sets, outright discounts, free servand-white sales have just about reached
ice premiums, and other miscellaneous
future of color, and that someday color
their saturation point. This is widely
sales gimmicks. The general feeling
will add a dynamic new dimension to feared in the industry despite an opamong dealers is that with more manutheir income-making. For the present,
timistic report by the Electronic Indusfacturers in the field, the competition
however, they report that color is retries Assn. which says that some 200,000 more tv sets of all kinds will be is entering the cut-throat stage, and it's
ceiving asteadily improving, rather than
an overwhelming, consumer response.
sold this year than in 1960 when set time to separate the salesmen from the
order takers.
High-Income Item ■ Stores in uppersales reached slightly more than 6 million. But dealers feel that the blackmiddle and upper-income neighborEven Bruno-New York, RCA's distributor arm, has been running a limand-white receiver business is living on
hoods, particularly in the suburbs, reborrowed time in a shrinking market.
ited-time promotion which offers a $95
port considerably higher sales figures
than their counterparts in middle and
discount
on
the lowest-price RCA color
The initial installation black-andlow income areas. The reason appears
white market is almost completely
table model, list priced at $495. Bruno's
promotion says the offer is good only
to be elementary: the more well-to-do
mined. It's reliably estimated that more
households have multiple everything —
with an "acceptable trade," but conthan
46
million,
or
about
90%,
of
all
from dishwashers to erector sets. Rather
sumers inthe New York area are being
U. S. homes have at least one tv set.
than get a third or fourth black-andtold by some dealers, "keep your blackReceiver dealers are now mostly selling
white set, they are buying their first
and-white set, we'll let you have the
color set.
to the replacement and multiple-set
color model for $399.95 anyway."
markets. The replacement market, howWithout exception the dealers menYet the dealers still welcome the proever, may be able to wag a tail, but it
motion because they are doing very
tioned price as the chief — some said
can't move a sleeping dog industry all little color set promotion on their own.
the only — reason more sets aren't being
by itself. The multiple set market,
Some are featuring color sets in their
sold. "When the price of color models
is low enough to meet the budget of the which received its greatest impetus
windows and on their showroom floors.
when General Electric introduced a
Others have scheduled regular in-store
average man, then we'll see some chain$99.95 portable receiver in 1955, also
demonstrations in conjunction with
reaction buying," a dealer in Manhattan
predicted.
offers dubious salvation: it's one of in- NBC's colorcasts. Only a few are headcreasingly harder sell and diminishing
More Sets Spur ■ All the dealers are
lining color in their advertising camhoping that the addition this year of profit ratio for the dealer. Color sets,
paigns, and what color expenditure
on the other hand, with their high price
five manufacturers to the color picture,
there is, is going almost exclusively to
making a total of 12 companies which
tags and high mark-ups, represent a the print media.
are now making multichrome receivers,
market of infinitely more lucrative posRCA-NBC Carry Ball ■ Mostly, color dealers are letting RCA and its NBC
subsidiary carry the promotional ball.
With Walt Disney as its personal color
tv spokesman, RCA is putting on what
is probably its most concentrated and
extensive promotion push. Walt Disney's Wonderful World of Color program (NBC-TV, Sun., 7:30-8:30 p.m.),
which RCA sponsors on an alternate
basis with Eastman Kodak, has been
the dealer's best sales aid to date, because most of them are convinced set
sales and color programming are in
direct relationship. The dealers point
to NBC-TV's Bonanza (Sun., 9-10
p.m.) as another of their favorite programs, because with its large outdoor
scenic shots it allows them to show off
most demonstrably the virtues of color.
The recent World Series also provided
a shot-in-the-arm for color sales across
the country, and especially in the MidColor is the natural television medium
west. Still another programming feascene above is for one of the comutre that reportedly has helped color
mercials promoting Breck Hair Set
for Breck's established trademark of
Mist. Reach, McClinton Inc. is the
set sales is NBC's Saturday Night at
pastel-tinted portraits of beautiful
women.
The mother and daughter agency.
the Movies (9-11 p.m.), a program
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ZOOMAR

is

art

SUPER UNIVERSAL
ZOOM RANGE 2Vi TO 72 INCHES
ZOOM RATIO 6:1
THREE CONVERTORS
SPEED: F 3.9

without

SUPER STUDIO
ZOOM RANGE 2V4 TO 714 INCHES
CONVERTOR 5 TO 16 INCHES
ZOOM RATIO 3'/2:l
SPEED: F 2.7
JACK

television

A. PEGLER

color

Step Up Local Live and Tape
Production With a Super Studio or
Super Universal Zoomar Lens.
New Optics and coatings specially
designed for color make it
f
monochrome pictures sharper than
ever. Over 600 ZOOMARS in use by all three
networks and most independents.
Five more SUPER UNIVERSALS recently
purchased by NBC. Let us demonstrate on
your cameras without obligation.
. BILL PEGLER

ZOOMAR
BRyant 9-5835
Cable PEGTELZOOM

company

500 Fifth Avenue-Suite 2223-New York 36, New
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the entire answer. The great increase
in the number of color hours offered on
both network and local stations has
caused such a great consumer demand,
Mr. Bracken explains, that his dealers
are having difficulty satisfying it. Cincinnati isgenerally conceded to be the
hottest color market in the country.
The store manager of Heins & Bolet,
New York, flatly says that "color is
doing no business." Referring to the
Bruno-New York trade-in promotion,
he said "I'm selling the RCA table
model for $399.95 — trade-in, or no
trade-in, but I'm not getting many
takers. Asked if he thought RCA was
doing an effective promotion job, he
replied, "Better they stop spending so
much money for promotion and lower
Color tv adds realism to the National
Federation of Coffee Growers of Colombia's selling message. Federation
stresses that only ripe red coffee
beans are used in Colombian coffee.
This is graphically illustrated in film

clip taken from a 60-second color spot
the advertiser is currently showing in
six markets. Typical coffee worker
Juan Valdez is shown picking only the
ripest of the beans against the lush,
semi-tropical vegetation of Colombia.

of first-time -on-tv post- 1950 prestige
films, most of them in color.
On the direct sales pitch level, RCA
scheduled three "color nights" (one has
already been held) on NBC-TV as part
of its regular scheduled sales promotion
campaign. The special "nights" are
slated to coincide with the peak periods
of the fall retail selling season and are
being promoted as a means of encouraging color tv dealers to offer in-store
demonstrations of their color stock.
Most important to dealers however, is
the continued policy of increased color
programming practiced by NBC and
stations on a local level.

color model in its window and another
on its floor, and also promotes the line
with a weekly Sunday newspaper ad.
Sell in Hollywood ■ The Hollywood
branch of Sears, Roebuck & Co., which
markets a set under the Silvertone label,
reports that color sets are selling "real
fine." Aside from a floor model, the
store currently doesn't do any advertising for its color set. It plans, however,
to start a small newspaper campaign in
November.
The appliance manager of Barker
Bros., another West Coast store, said
that so far this year, sales have been
running about the same as in 1960. He
claims the sets are too expensive — "out
of reach of the average pocketbook."
Victor Jencaro, sales manager of
Wallich's Music City, Los Angeles, also
reported no color sales increase so far
this year. He feels that color transmissions should be improved. He believes
that natural colors don't come across
truly, but cites the Walt Disney show
as a perfect example of good color programming that also performs a solid
promotional job.
Ohio Sales Good ■ The most encouraging dealer report by far comes from
Earl Bracken, vice president and general manager of Ohio Appliances, RCA
distributor for Southern Ohio. Mr.
Bracken claims that RCA dealers in
the area sold 1,000 color tv receivers
in a two-week period — Sep. 27 and
Oct. 10 — commencing the week before
the recent World Series and ending the
Tuesday after the last game. The sales
figure seems staggering, but Mr. Bracken insists they represent "bona fide retail sales," and he says that the Cincinnati Reds' participation in the series
— for the first time in 21 years — is not

Programs Help ■ "The more color
programming, the better chance I have
to sell sets," a spokesman for Starling's,
an RCA dealer in Brooklyn, said this
month. The store representative also
reported that his color business was up
about 10% over 1960, but explained
that business last year "wasn't that hot."
Most of the store's business someday
will be in color sets, he said, but he felt
it wouldn't happen suddenly.
An official of Newmark & Lewis, a
dealer with two stores in Cedarhurst
and Freeport, L. I., New York, said
that color sets are selling "better, much
better" than last year. Singling out the
three-month period from July to September, the dealer said his color sales
have increased about 75% this year
over a like period in 1960 in the Cedarhurst store, and about 50% in the
other store.
A spokesman for Nicholson's, a Los
Angeles dealer, said his store started
carrying color sets for the first time
this summer. In the first month, the
spokesman estimated that Nicholson's
sold about 14 sets. The store keeps a
78

theGimbel
price ofSales
the Up
set ■instead."
Among other key
New York stores, Gimbels reported
sales "significantly better" than last
year, Abraham & Strauss said color
sales were up about 20%, Macy's
claimed a "definite color pickup" over
last year, and Klein's said that color
sales for the first three quarters of this
year had already surpassed total color
sales for all of 1960.
In Washington a check of Woodward and Lothrop, Kanns and Georges
came up with the consensus that while
color sets are selling from 35 to 40%
faster than a year ago they are still not
an important part of the gross sales for
appliance departments in any of the
stores.
One sales executive, who declined to
be identified, remarked that his store
expected color to be the most important part of their television business in
five years, all of it in ten.
There have been more inquiries
about color in recent months in Washington stores than ever before and dealers in suburban communities have reported more sales than downtown
stores. This follows the pattern followed
in other metropolitan markets.
Stores here are not actively promoting color sets and few show more than
two or three lines of multichrome receivers. Several dealers expect to stock
more lines as they come on the market.
While customers still repeat the old
comments about high price and limited
color programming they talk more seriously about buying. Many who have
seen color in the past are impressed by
improvemetns.
A spokesman for Georges pointed
out that the big bulk of color sets is one
of their principal drawbacks since people living in apartments often have to
conserve space and settle for a smaller
black-and-white portable or table model. He believes that price is a secondary
consideration with most of his customers.
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Color commercials

CHEVY

on new

in time to meet deadline for
Chevrolet believes it set some kind
of an industry record this fall getting its
color commercials produced for the
Bonanza show which started on NBCTV Sept. 24 with a teaser commercial
for the new models.
The key piece of equipment: The
color video tape recorder. The key
human factor: Close cooperation between the Campbell-Ewald agency production team and network crews.
Although 1 1 color film spots were
produced early in the Everglades, on
Broadway and around Detroit, the principal Chevrolet commercials did not go
into production on tape until Aug. 27.
A total of 15 were made, some in
studios and others on location. These
were for the Bonanza series. In addition, black and white versions of the
same commercials were produced for
use on Chevrolet's sponsorship of My
Three Sons on ABC-TV and Route 66
on CBS-TV.
"There is no question that color adds
to the impact of the show and comCOLORCAST

through

'Bonanza' series
mercial," according to Willard Klose,
vice president and director of broadcast creative activities for CampbellEwald. "Color makes all the difference between looking at the world
through smoked glasses, or in the clear
sunlight," he said.
"The sense of reality in a color commercial is much higher than that of a
black-and-white commercial. The mind
of the viewer may have to make unconscious adjustments from black and white
to color, but this is a small hurdle compared with the value of what a color
commercial has to say," Mr. Klose explained.
He said the use of tape permitted the
agency to make a later start on the actual production of commercials than
ever before.
The later start permitted the tv crews
in California to film finished cars fresh
off the Van Nuys assembly line. This
avoided costly transcontinental shipment of hand-made models which had
been used in previous years.

S NG

Here are the next 10 days of network color
shows (all times are EST).
NBC-TV:
Oct. 30-31 Nov. 1-3, 6-8 (6-6:30 a.m.) Conmatics. tinental Classroom, Contemporary MatheOct. 30-31, Nov. 1-3, 6-8 (6:30-7 a.m.)
Continental Classroom, American Government.
Oct. 30-31, Nov. 1-3, 6-8 (10:30-11 a.m.)
Play Your Hunch, part.
Oct. 30-31, Nov. 1-3, 6-8 (11-11:30 a.m.)
The Price Is Right, part.
Oct. 30-31, Nov. 1-3, 6-8 (12:30-12:55 p.m.)
It Could Be You, part.
Oct. 30-31, Nov. 1-3, 6-8 (2-2:30 p.m.)
Jan Murray Show, part.
Oct. 30-31, Nov. 1-3, 6-8 (11:15 p.m.- 1
a.m.) The Jack Paar Show, part.
Oct. 30, Nov. 6 (8:30-9 p.m.) The Price Is
Right, P. Lorillard through Lennen & Newell;
American Home Products through Ted Bates.
Oct. 31, Nov. 7 (7:30-8:30 p.m.) Laramie,
part.
Nov. 1 (6:45-7 p.m.) The Huntley-Brinkley
Report, Texaco through Cunningham & Walsh,
and R. J. Reynolds through William Esty.
Nov. 1 (7:30-8:30 p.m.) Wagon Train, R. J.
Reynolds through William Esty, National Biscuit through McCann-Erickson, and Ford
through J Walter Thompson.
Nov. 1 (8:30-9 p.m.) Ths Joey Bishop
Show, American Tobacco through Sullivan,
Stauffer, Colwell & Bayles; Procter & Gamble
through Benton & Bowles.
Nov. 1, 8 (9-10 p.m.) Perry Como's Kraft
Music Hall, Kraft through J. Walter Thompson.
Nov. 1, 8 (10-10:30 p.m.) The Bob Newhart Show, Sealtest through N. W. Ayer.
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Nov. 1,Douglas
8 (10:30-11
p.m.) David
Brinkley's
Journal,
Fir Plywood
through
Cunningham & Walsh; Pittsburgh Plate Glass
through BBD0.
Nov. 2 (9:30-10 p.m.) Hazel, Ford through
J. Walter Thompson.
Nov. 2 (10-11 p.m.) Sing Along With
Mitch, R. J. Reynolds and Ballantine through
William Esty; Buick through McCann-Erickson.
Nov. 3 (9:30-10:30 p.m.) The Dinah Shore
Show, American Dairy Assn. through Campbell-Mithum; S&H Green Stamps through
Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell & Bayles.
Nov. 4 (9:30-10 a.m.) Pip the Piper, General Mills through Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample.
Nov. 4 (10-10:30 a.m) The Shari Lewis
Show, Nabisco through Kenyon & Eckhardt.
Nov. 4 (10:30-11 a.m.) King Leonardo and
His Short Subjects, General Mills through
Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample.
Nov. 4 (4-5 p.m.) All-Star Golf, Kemper
Insurance through Clinton Frank; Reynolds
Metals through Lennen & Newell.
Nov. 4 (7:30-8:30 p.m.) Tales of Wells
Fargo, part.
Nov. 4 (9-11 p.m.) Saturday Night At The
Movies, part.
Nov. 5 (concl. of football game to 5
p.m.) Patterns in Music, sust.
Nov. 5 (6-6:30 p.m.) Meet the Press, coop.
Nov. 5 (7-7:30 p.m.) The Bullwinkle Show,
General Mills through Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample; Ideal Toys and Beech-Nut Gum through
Young & Rubicam.
Nov. 5 (7:30-8:30 p.m.) Walt Disney's
Wonderful World of Color, RCA and Eastman Kodak through J. Walter Thompson.
Nov. 5 (9-10 p.m.) Bonanza, Chevrolet
through Campbell-Ewald.

The security problem — to prevent
unauthorized persons from seeing the
new cars before announcement date
(September 29) — also was made easier
because less time was involved and the
new cars had to be transported shorter
distances, the C-E executive said.
Shooting of the tape began on the
West Coast Aug. 27, and the tapes of
the announcement spots were wrapped
up for client approval Sept. 2 1 . Teasers
were approved Sept. 8. As each commercial was completed, it was flown to
Detroit for showing to K. E. Staley,
general sales manager, and other Chevrolet and agency officials.
The most interesting tape commercials, Mr. Klose felt, were those made
in the mountain forests of southern
California. In these the stars of Bonanza
acted as salesmen for the cars.
Donald L. Miller, Campbell-Ewald
radio-tv production supervisor, headed
the crew of 25 people that went into
the mountains 100 miles from Los Angeles for a day of shooting in the tall
ponderosa pine country.
The agency team (consisting of Mr.
Miller, Robert S. McTyre, radio-tv
copy supervisor; Willard Hanes and
Donald Frankman, of the agency's
Hollywood office) got up at 2 a.m. to
make preparations at the forest site before the stars arrived. "We had some
hard luck," Mr. Miller said. "Previously the sun had shone every day for
more than three weeks. But that day
it was raining when we left Los Angeles— a seasonal phenomenon — and it
was cloudy with showers on location.
We had about 3 Vi hours of intermittent
sunshine during the day, though, and
we One
managed
tape two commercials."
teaser tocommercial
was filmed in
New York under the supervision of
A. J. office
(Pete) and
Miranda
agency's ofNew
York
W. W.of Boggess
the
Detroit radio-tv creative department.
One morning at 3 a.m. a Broadway
spectacular sign was converted to Chevrolet's use. Cameras caught the blinking lights and showed a happy couple
getting the message to wait for Chevrolet's announcement before buying.
Two other location films were made
in the Florida Everglades and the
Withlacoochee swamp. Produced by
Miller and Ray Delman of the C-E
staff, the pictures show the Corvair's
sports-car-type performance in almost
unbelievable feats, dashing over swampy
grassland, fording streams and pulling
out of the muck.
The taping operation at Hollywood,
both in studios and on location, were
"a most gratifying experience for everyone at NBC," according to John K.
West, vice president in charge of NBC's
west coast operation. "This is the larr
est single commercial video taping a* •
tivity ever undertaken as a single entity," Mr. West said.
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ply, all in a mere 514 inches of vertical space in
the present electronic racks as compared with other
color-tape systems requiring an additional rack.
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Color

can

add

drama,

There's no grey area in answer to
the question of whether or not color
is an advantage in news programming. The pros and cons are as
well-contrasted as are black and
white, an interview in New York
with Ted Yates, producer of David
Brinkley's Journal, indicates. The
weekly NBC series is produced in
color and is new this season
(Wednesday, 10:30-11 p.m.).
It's obvious, of course, that where
a tv commentator sits before a microphone and talks news headlines,
the addition of color most likely
won't
do muchis much
to heighten
The situation
differentinterest.
when
the color film, or live camera is used
as a "tv pencil" in "depth" or documentary news reporting.
There's this immediate disadvantage of color for any tv producer:
The more-than-usual concern about
lighting when shooting in color (particularly non-studio, interior shooting).
As He Sees It ■ These are some of
the thoughts expressed by Mr. Yates:
Color is used to compliment a
news story but it doesn't make sense
to shoot for "color per se" in filming news. Color is most effective
where there is no great contrast.
Color can add excitement and realism to an ordinary discussion if the
setting lends itself to the use of multichrome.
On the latter point — color adding
to a discussion group — Mr. Yates
cites the program's experience in
filming a segment on organized crime
for the Oct. 18 program. A sequence
featured a discussion of U. S. Attorney General Robert Kennedy and
his top "crime busters" in Mr. Kennedy's office. In this instance additional lights and crew were necessary
(see picture), but color added substantial y to the interest.
Why? The U. S. Attorney General's office in the Justice Dept.
building in Washington, D. C, is
huge and grandiose. The wood, furnishings and other appointments offer an asthetic richness heightened
in color. A more dramatic backdrop to a knowledgeable and authoritative discussion could hardly be
found.
Blood 'n' Color ■ Peculiarly
enough, color can increase impact
in a news filming where it might be
revolting in an entertainment program. In news it is real and color adds impact. But in fiction a
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interest

to documentary

scene showing blood; as an example, would shock the viewer unnecessarily.
Still in question: The value of
color in a "candid" tv event. But
who can determine how much more
effective candid filming in color of
say, a President Kennedy at work in
the White House, can be compared
to filming him in black-and-white?
How does color convey something
in news interviews where black-andwhite must fail? Answer: A person
often shows his anger or embarrassment in a slow blush, which is easily

programs

quality" in color filming. Too much
detail before a scene is shot may
dampen the spontaneity of a given
sequence, and arrangements there
are many when preparing a sequence
for color. This situation is being
tackled — especially in shooting candid scenes — through refinements of
"fast" color film that requires less
light. But fast color film may bring
up a problem of correct exposure,
and often, a tendency toward too
Mr. grain
Yates oris "snow."
most enthused with
much
color's natural enrichment in estab-

The crew setting up for filming in
color in the office of the U. S. Attorney General Robert Kennedy
(background, at I) at the Justice
Dept. in Washington. It takes men,
equipment and lights — more than

needed for a comparable blackand white newsfilming — to cover a
news show in color. This was for
an Oct. 18 segment on crime in the
"David Brinkley's Journal" series
on NBC-TV.

picked up by the sensitive color
camera.
Thus far, the Journal producers
have found it satisfactory — particularly in certain scenes photographed
at night — to film in black and white
and then print the film on a tint.
This has been used in a sequence
dealing with Cocoa Beach, Fla., at
night (primiere, Oct. 11), and again,
the Journal has some exclusive
black-and-white footage of scenes in
Soviet Russia's backyard depicting
civil defense measures there (scheduled to be seen Nov. 8). This film
has been printed on tint, both for
effect
tinuity. and for a look of color con-

fishing "mood." It's his experience,
for example, in filming a scene
showing people in a state of near
starvation in a section of Lima,
Peru, that the color naturally heightened, or established, the necessary
"mood" for the viewer. In this area,
he noted, color indeed can "make a
difference" in filming a news story.
The Brinkley show can be likened
to the "news feature" in magazines,
and as such can use color in a similar way. An interesting feature use
of color coming up: The Nov. 15
program that will include a segment
on foreign commercials (all of which
are in color, since most of them are
seen in motion picture theatres). On
Dec. 13 there's a feature on "Children's Art," which is considerably
enhanced by the use of color.

Looks Staged ■ It's difficult also to
get away from the "curse of a staged
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— Continued from page 62
Grand Rapids. There are 42 stockholders with Theodore J. Peters
(8.214% ) holding the major share. Mr.
Peters owns an investment firm and
50% of a real estate firm.
Community Broadcasting Inc. has
applied for ch. 13 Rochester and requested special temporary authority to
operate on the channel pending the
FCC's final decision. Community has
over a dozen stockholders; Joseph W.
Alaimo, an attorney, and F. Robert
Greene, owner of an advertising agency,
hold major shares (15.53% each).
Senate

unit may

rehash

FCC New York hearing
Some of the testimony developed in
the FCC hearing in New York earlier
this month on advertisers' influence
over the programs they sponsor
(Broadcasting, Oct. 9, 2) may become grist for the Senate Watchdog
Subcommittee's mill.
Creekmore Fath, subcommittee counsel, said some of the views expressed
at the hearing "come clearly within
our interest."
The subcommittee was created in
1959 to watch the broadcast industry
after the freedom given it by the liberalization of the equal-time section of
the Communications Act.
A Watchdog hearing on sponsor influence, however, is still in the early
talking stage, Mr. Fath said. Sen. Ralph
Yarborough (D-Tex.), subcommittee
chairman, is in Europe with his Army
reserve unit and has not discussed the
matter with the other members, Sens.
Gale McGee (D-Wyo.) and Hugh
Scott (R-Pa.)
If a hearing is held, it will probably
cover complaints to the Senate unit
about broadcaster bias in election campaigns this fall. The group held a
hearing last spring on alleged broadcaster bias during the 1960 campaigns.
Global cabinet
proposed

post

by Brower

A new "department of world affairs"
with a secretary post in the President's
cabinet was proposed by Charles H.
Brower, president and chairman of the
executive committee of BBDO, in a talk
before the annual meeting of Audit Bureau of Circulations in Chicago. He said
critics who charge the U.S. can sell cornflakes but can't sell itself fail to realize
advertising hasn't even been given the
opportunity to try.
The proposed world affairs department would "drain from peoples' minds
the poison of Soviet lies and tell them
the truth about America."
BROADCASTING, October 30, 1961

FCC

OKAYS

WNTA-TV

SALE

TO

ETV

But Gov. Meyner threatens to take court action
Educational interests received the dark until early next year at which
time it will return to the air as WMET
FCC's blessing last week for the $6.2
million purchase of WNTA-TV (ch. (TV) with educational programs.
Commercial tv stations in New
13) Newark-New York and immediately new protests came from New Jersey York are furnishing $2 million of the
Gov. Robert Meyner.
required purchase price — $500,000
Commission approval came on a from each of the three network sta6-1 vote, with Commissioner John S.
tions (WABC-TV, WCBS-TV and
Cross dissenting in favor of a hearing.
WNBC-TV) with independents WORGov. Meyner and other New Jersey TV and WNEW-TV providing $250,000 each.
civic and state officials bitterly denounced the proposed sale in seeking a
The public will be asked to contrihearing on the grounds consummation
bute the annual operating costs — estiwould take away the state's only vhf
$2 million — of
tv allocation. In dismissing the various WMET. mated atItapproximately
will be the first vhf etv in
pleadings, the FCC stated:
the New York metropolitian area.
Taken Aback ■ In its decision last
"We have carefully considered the
contentions of New Jersey. We are conweek,
the FCC
majoritytaken
said aback
that "we
vinced that they present no substantial
are frankly
somewhat
by
or material issue of fact and that a the suggestion [of Gov. Meyner] that a
grant of the application would serve
full-time broadcast fare of educational,
the public interest, including the in- cultural and informational programs
terest of the public in the northern
designed for enlightenment would not
New Jersey area."
greatly promote the public interest."
Gov. Meyner immediately accused
The commission noted that ETMA's
was formulated after exthe FCC of being "biased" and an- programming
tensive discussions with educators,
nounced plans to seek redress in the
clergymen, agricultural experts, civic
U. S. Court of Appeals in Washingofficials and others.
ton. New Jersey, in fact, immediately
asked the FCC informally for a stay
To the charge that approval of the
but it was felt such a delay was not WNTA-TV sale would be illegal, the
necessary. It also was reported that the FCC said that "on the basis of unparties involved, Educational Tv for
disputed facts, there has been no realthe Metropolitan Area and National
location of the channel . . ." from
Newark to New York. Additionally,
Telefilm Assoc. (WNTA-TV licensee),
had agreed not to consummate the deal the commission said that commercial
before the close of business tomorrow
stations are to be commended rather
(Tuesday), at the earliest. The gover- than accused of antitrust violations for
nor indicated his state could have an providing a portion of the purchase
appeal ready by then.
ETMA is a nonprofit corporation
"In sum then, the grant would reheaded by John C. White. After the price.sult in bringing a new, specialized educational and cultural format to this
educators take over, ch. 13 will go

You have a responsibility ...if
Notice to television stations whose
state, the FCC said it was sending
the WNTA-TV decision to other outsignals cross the New Jersey state
lets in New York, Pennsylvania and
line: The FCC wants you to know
who are viewed in New
Jersey.
that you have a responsibility in the Delaware
public interest "to serve as an additional outlet for local expression
This was done, the commission
for
the
many
small
communities
.
.
."
said,
"as notice that they have a
located across the border.
duty to serve, to some extent, the
And, the FCC so informed such
stations last week in its approval of local needs of their New Jersey viewing audience. . . . Our purpose is
the sale of WNTA-TV Newark-New
solely
a prospective one: To insure
York (see story, this page). Since
that these stations know of their
New Jersey has only one vhf chanresponsibilities in this regard and of
nel (and the commission emphasized
the commission's intention to inthat while ch. 13's main studio
would be located in New York it
quire, at time of renewal, whether
and how these responsibilities have
was still a New Jersey allocation),
and no uhf's are operating in the
been met."
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area, without in any way being in
derogation of the local needs of Newark
and its mission
surrounding
area," the comstated.
Roughshod Ride ■ Commissioner
Cross said that he could not approve
the transfer without a hearing in the
face of the "considerable opposition"
of the New Jersey officials. He emphasized that ch. 13 is the only New
Jersey vhf while New York has 22.
He said the educational format of
the buyers is a "strong recommendation indeed. However, under the circumstances presented here, even this
is not sufficient in my opinion for the
commission, acting on behalf of the
federal government, to ride roughshod
over the expressed opposition of the
duly-elected state officials without giving them opportunity to be heard."
In a separate letter last week, the
FCC dismissed a petition by present
and former WNTA-TV employes asking that the sale not be approved until
they had received NTA stock promised
as a 1960 Christmas bonus. The commission pointed out that NTA has
promised to make good as soon as required registration is made with the
Securities & Exchange Commission.
The commission waived its rules to
permit ETMA to locate its main studio
in New York "where there is the
greatest concentration of the area's educational and cultural resources." Etv
ch. 13 also will be required to maintain a studio in New Jersey.
NTA announced last winter that it
would sell WNTA-TV and immediately several commercial groups made
bids — some well above the eventual
selling price to ETMA. A short time
later, the FCC invited inquiries on
methods to provide an educational vhf
station for New York and Los Angeles
(Broadcasting, April 3). This move
effectively blocked the sale of WNTATV to commercial interests, according
to spokesmen at the time, und paved
the way for a successful bid by etv.

FCC sets mass hearings
for microwave renewals
Mass hearings were ordered by the
FCC last week for license renewals of
some dozen-and-a-half microwave relay
stations which are owned by catv companies and serve only those companies.
If the licensees wish to avert a hearing they were offered several alternatives by the commission: dismiss the
request for renewal (and surrender use
of the radio facilities) ; make efforts to
obtain customers for the services of the
point-to-point microwave service who
are not in any way related with the
licensee; consider seeking a license to
operate the facilities as a private system in the Industrial Radio Services
(instead of as a common carrier which
must by law serve the public).
In a separate action, the FCC set for
hearing renewal of four microwave licenses held by Collier Electric Co. to
determine among other issues whether
it has engaged in any discriminatory or
unlawful practices relating to the operation of the stations (located in Colorado and Nebraska); whether it made
misrepresentations to prospective customers concerning charges or service;
as to the nature of its past business
activities. KSTF (TV) Scottsbluff,
Neb., and KFBC-TV Cheyenne, Wyo.,
which petitioned to deny the Collier
applications were made parties to the
hearing. Two weeks ago, the U. S.
Court grant
of Appeals
upheld
the FCC's
initial
to Collier
(Broadcasting,
Oct. 23).
Further AMST volleys
in deintermixture fight
Further efforts to block consideration of the FCC*s proposals on deintermixture and vhf drop-ins were made
by the Assn. of Maximum Service
Telecasters last week. The group petitioned the FCC to provide more detailed information on its overall pro-
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ceeding to foster the use of uhf channels and asked the commission to defer
any action until certain events have
transpired.
Requested were 15 items of information goingonintoallocation.
specifics AMST
of the asked:
FCC's
intentions
a list of the uhf channels to be included in the pool from which applicants may draw; details of any proposals the FCC has in mind to revise
current provisions for etv; a "statement
of all engineering assumptions and
parameters employed in any studies or
analyses prepared or used by the commission or its staff in connection with,
or as basis for, the commission's decision to invite comments on proposals"
in the overall proceedings (to include
15 specific subtopics). AMST also
asked the FCC what it proposes to do
with vhf channels to be deleted from
markets slated for deintermixture.
In a companion petition, AMST
asked the FCC "at least" to defer all
further procedural steps and consideration of its deintermixture and drop-in
proposals
untilon "at
least
after the date
which
the six
last months
of the
following shall have occurred." These
events: Congress shall have considered
and taken action on the FCC-inspired
bill to require tv set manufacturers to
make all receivers capable of tuning in
uhf as well as vhf; Congress shall have
completed its planned hearings on deintermixture and considered legislation; the FCC shall have complied with
AMST's request for detailed information. Moreover, AMST said, the FCC
should "in no event" take further affirmative action to effectuate its proposals until the results of the FCC's
New York uhf experiment have been
evaluated and made readily available
to the public.
KWK hearing resumes
in D. C. next week
Over theBureau
objections
theHearing
FCC's
Broadcast
on theofsite,
Examiner Forest L. McClenning last
week ordered that continued hearings
in the revocation proceeding against
KWK St. Louis will resume Nov. 6
in Washington.
The government presented its case
six weeks ago during a hearing in St.
Louis on charges KWK had perpetuated a fraud
casting, Sept.on
18). its listeners (BroadMr. McClenning adopted a motion
by Robert Booth, KWK counsel, that
the November sessions, during which
the station will present its case, be held
in Washington. Thomas Fitzpatrick,
counsel for the Broadcast Bureau, immediately announced plans to appeal
the examiner's ruling to the FCC with
a request that the hearing be held in
St. Louis.
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MCA

to

quit

as

agent

or

as

producer

SAG THINKS MCA WILL DROP TALENT, HOLD PROFITABLE REVUE UNIT
episodes reportedly with a price tag of
Music Corp. of America has agreed
not benefit or affect MCA."
$20 million. (See story, page 88.)
with Screen Actors Guild to drop either
But some observers say MCA's
"The MCA waiver was first granted
its program producing activities or its roster of top talent has had much to do
talent agency operations by Sept. 30, with Revue's financial success. They
in 1952," SAG explained. "Under the
1962. The agreement, signed Monday
point out that Revue's ability to get big agency regulations, agents are prohibited from engaging in production unless
(Oct. 23) in Los Angeles, calls for a names as guest stars at relatively small
a waiver is granted. The state of the
termination of the waiver of SAG tal- fees — thanks to MCA — has had much
industry in 1952 was such that the
ent agency regulations which for nearly
to do with the studio garnering production
business
from
the
tv
networks.
To
guild
granted waivers to MCA and,
10 years has permitted MCA to reprethereafter, to several other agents to
cite just one example, three years ago,
sent SAG members while its whollybefore Wagon Train began its seemingencourage the growth of a tv film inowned Revue Productions was employdustry and the employment opportuniing them in its filmed programs for
ly endless trek across the nation's tv
television.
ties of motion picture actors.
screens, some of NBC-TV's top execuWhich way MCA will turn was not
tives thought the network should pro"At that time, in spite of the enormous economic impact of television on
duce the series itself. But Revue got
disclosed, if indeed any decision has
been made. Taft B. Schreiber, MCA
the job, reportedly because it could de- the theatrical box office, a large segliver name artists week after week at
ment of the industry was determined to
vice president and president of Revue,
resist the new medium. Under the
asked if he would indicate what the what television considers "reasonable"
prices, or at least far below what the
terms of the waiver, tv production ineventual outcome will be, said: "I not
creased substantially and our purpose
same names would have cost the netonly won't; I can't." He declined furwas
fully
achieved.
work
if
it
had
been
the
producer.
And,
ther comment, saying, "The document
"MCA was aware that the waiver
as
of
next
September,
MCA
must
despeaks for itself and there's nothing I
was not perpetual; and the guild, in
cide which way to go from there on
add."
canSAG,
along with most of Hollywood,
out. Wagon Train moves to ABC-TV,
spite of MCA's adherence to all the
which purchased the series from Revue
terms and conditions of the waiver, recbelieves MCA will leave the agency
field to remain in production. In a after NBC-TV rejected the studio's twoognized that renewal of the waiver under present circumstances could open
special letter to all SAG members, the year offer of a package of new and old
union's board reports that MCA "will
terminate one activity or the other before next fall's television season" and
continues: "The guild board believes it
to be a foregone conclusion that MCA
will surrender the agency franchise and
THE COMMUNITY
maintain and probably expand production activities. During the transition
DEPENDS ON W0C
period, MCA will be permitted to prepare for theatrical production, although
no actual production may take place."
FOR LEADERSHIP
Supporting that position are financial
reports which show that Revue contributed $57.6 million of MCA's 1960 rev"The unqualified enthusiasm
enues, while commissions it received as
of
WOC's executive and
a talent agency amounted to only $8.7
million. The latter amount was the
program staff, plus the liberal
offering of air time, were
same as that which Revue contributed
among the factors that enabled
to the company coffers in 1954 and
since then the tv production revenue
us to reach the goal of
has steadily spiraled upward to $17
almost half-a-million dollars
250,000
million in 1955, $23.7 million in 1956,
$30.4 million in 1957, $38.6 million in
for United Fund."
1958, $48.1 million in 1959 and $57.6
Leon F. Wernentin
million commissions
last year. Meanwhile,
MCA'sat
President and Chairman
talent
have remained
Scott County United Fund Drive
about the same level since 1958.
Other Signs ■ Another indication that
MCA plans to cease representation is
the company's acceptance of a clause in
the agreement whereby it agrees to
waive "any so-called 'favored-nations'
position. Even though other agents or
the Artists Managers Guild [talent agencies' association of which MCA is a
member] shall be granted more favorable terms by SAG, such terms shall
BROADCASTING, October 30, 1961
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GAC

looks

to

tv

General Artists Corp., which is
celebrating its first birthday today
(Oct. 30) under its new management
team, is concentrating its brains and
manpower in television to make
GAC "the home run hitter of the
talent agency league."
"And I think our timing is absolutely perfect," commented GAC
Board Chairman Herbert J. Siegel,
alluding to the agreement announced
last week by the Screen Actors Guild
under which the Music Corp. of
America will withdraw either as a
talent agent or as a producer of films
for television (see page 85).
Mr. Siegel made this observation
on the role of television in the talent
agency business during 1961 and for
the future:
"There's no question about it—
television is the number one income
producer in our field today. The
financial returns have been most
lucrative for those agencies — MCA
and William Morris — that have
served as packagers and sales agents
for tv series and special programs.
GAC in the past lagged behind some
of the others. In order to be important today, a talent agency must be
important in television. We intend
to create tv packages and act as
a sales agent."
A year ago today, the BaldwinMontrose Co., Philadelphia, of which
Mr. Siegel is board chairman, bought
GAC for $2.5 million. Since then
$1 million more has been spent to
point GAC more directly toward the
television field.
He characterized 1961 as "the year
that we started to build a ball team,"
and cited these GAC moves designed
to strengthen the overall corporate
structure of the company, with an
accent on television:
■ The revitalization of GAC's television division, including the hiring
of a sizable group of experienced
television executives, headed by Don
W. Sharpe, who was appointed president of GAC-TV last July. Mr.

the doors to any and all applicants to
play the dual role of employer and
agent simultaneously. As a result, the
guild announced that it would seek the
termination of such waivers (Broadcasting, Sept. 11). Immediately thereafter, the agreement with MCA was
negotiated."
The Provisions ■ The agreement permits MCA to acquire stocks, bonds or
securities of any motion picture company "listed on any recognized stock
86 (PROGRAMMING)

to

become

top

Sharpe*s career in radio-tv spans
more than 20 years and between
1951 and 1961 he produced or represented for sale such tv series as /
Love Lucy, Four-Star Playhouse,
Desilu Playhouse, Peter Gunn, Mr.
Lucky and Meet McGraw. Other
long-time executives added at GACTV include Herman Rush, onetime
president of Official Films Inc., who
was named senior vice president in
charge of television sales; David
Gerber, formerly head of the tv
department of Famous Artists Corp.,
who was appointed a vice president
of GAC-TV. Other staffers were
hired to function in creating tv
packages and representing tv program and commercial performers.
■ GAC's late-summer purchase of
the Preminger-Stuart-Feins Agency,
which has become the literary division of the company, a maneuver
placing
at GAC's
disposal
of
writers and
directors,
whosea host
output
can be directed to television, motion
pictures and other facets of entertainment. Among its clients are producer-director Otto Preminger, writer
Leon Uris and writer-director Robert
Rossen. The division is headed by
Ingo Preminger, Otto's brother.
■ GAC-TV's appointment as sales
agent earlier this summer by Desilu
Productions (Broadcasting, July 24)
and its similar agreements with
smaller companies, including Pat
Boone's Cooga Mooga Productions.
■ The scheduled opening in November of an office in Rome which
will look for European talent suitable
for U.S. television, motion pictures
and other entertainment forms and
seek opportunities for American talent abroad. Mr. Siegel sees an expansion in the use of European performers and material on U.S. tv and
motion picture screens.
"We could have tried to build a
ball team by assembling up-andcoming executives and developing
them over a period of a few years,"
Mr. Siegel observed, commenting on

exchange, without limitation of percentage or amount," but provides that if
MCA acquires more than 50% of the
voting stock of any such company,
SAG must be notified and MCA's agency franchise shall be deemed automatically surrendered 30 days afterward. Or,
if MCA chooses to retain its agency
franchise, it must within 30 days after
the end of the transition period get rid
of "such stocks, bonds and securities"
as are denied to agencies by SAG's

talent

agency

GAC's moves in "buying" seasoned
tv executives. "But we felt that the
time was ripe now for aiming for the
fences — and last week's action affectMCA justifies
strategy."
Axing Man
■ Mr. ourSiegel
confided
that during this "build-up" year he
had to discharge personnel who did
not fit into the plans projected for
the new GAC. But he added that
this was "no wholesale purge, and
various top-flight executives of long
standing with the company have been
retained. Prominent among the old
guard, who are playing key roles in
the reconstituted talent organization,
are Larry Kanaga, president of GAC,
and Milton Krasny, executive vice
president. Shortly before the takeover of the company by Mr. Siegel
and his business associates, Martin
Baum was elected president of the
Equity and motion picture division.
He is regarded by Mr. Siegel as "a
most valuable member of our team."
Another long-time GAC executive
prominent
company's
future
operations, in
Mr. the
Siegel
said, is Buddy
Howe, who is president of the personal appearances division.
Now that GAC has an impressive
"who's who" list in the television
field specifically and the entertainment field generally, it is logical to
inquire: "What's what?" Mr. Siegel
replies that Mr. Sharpe and his staff
in Hollywood have been assembling
various package proposals for submission to the television networks,
and, though he declined to name specific programs because of competitive
considerations, he mentioned the
following:
■ Desilu Productions plans at least
eight film series in the comedy, action-adventure and drama anthology
areas, plus a one-hour live drama
series.
Cooga Mooga Productions is mapping two filmed series, plus a series
of live specials, some of which may
star Pat Boone.
■ Roncom
Productions, Perry

"agency regulations as they exist at the
endIf ofMCA
the elects
transition
period." its SAG
to surrender
agency franchise, the union agrees to
issue a franchise to any sub-agent of
MCA if the sub-agent chooses to become a franchised agent on its own
behalf. Some of the hundreds of actors
MCA represents will undoubtedly sign
up with these sub-agents, if it becomes
necessary to select a successor to MCA.
But a mad scramble of all talent agents,
BROADCASTING, October 30, 1961

Como's production firm, is working
on several live projects and one
filmed series.
■ Various independent producers
are working on panel and game
shows and special programs.
The Talent Stable ■ GAC represents more than 300 performers, Mr.
Siegel noted, and many can be accommodated within the formats of
special or regular series. Among its
clients are Jackie Gleason, Buddy
Hackett, Rudy Vallee, Don Ameche,
Orson Bean, Dane Clark, Shirley
Booth, Marilyn Maxwell, Jessica
Tandy, Robert Alda, Tom Poston,
Tony Bennett, Nat (King) Cole,
Julius La Rosa, Bobby Rydell, Paul
Anka, Connie Francis, Edyie Gorme,
Patti Page, Cyd Charisse and Les
Paul and Mary Ford.
Mr. Siegel was confident, even
before the MCA-SAG development,
that the business climate was favorable for an aggressive talent agency
that would practice what he likes to
call "creative" representation. He is
caustic in his criticism of most talent
agents, claiming that in the years
following World War II "most of
these people were merely talent
bookers." He asserted that GAC
would service clients assiduously
and try to develop new talent as a
key approach toward procuring new
business.
Mr. Siegel's record in business is
a formidable one, though difficult to
follow. He is 33 and graduated from
Lehigh U. in journalism in 1950. But
he confesses that his interests were
more closely allied to high finance
than to literature.
Biggest Deals ■ Staked to an undisclosed sum by his father, Jacob
Siegel, a Philadelphia clothing manufacturer, he set off for New York in
1950 and bought a substantial interest in Official Films because he believed tv had "tremendous growth
potential." He served as a director
and secretary of Official for five years
and comments: "I made some of the
biggest deals that Official made in
those days."
Shortly before his association with

including even the William Morris
Agency, can be anticipated to take over
such lucrative artist properties as Jack
Benny, Marilyn Monroe, Phil Silvers,
Ozzie and Harriet Nelson and their
sons Ricky and David, Polly Bergen,
Alfred Hitchcock, George Gobel, Ronald Reagan, Faye Emerson, Bob Cummings, Nanette Fabray, Danny Kaye,
Donna Reed and Dean Martin.
Whether MCA could or would continue to represent non-performing talBROADCASTING, October 30, 1961

The new General Artists Corp. is
one year old and Herbert J. Siegel
(c), board chairman, is convinced
that its concentration on television
will be the key to future success.

Two of his chief aides are Larry
Kanaga (r), president of GAC, and
Herman Rush (I), senior vice president in charge of television sales
for GAC.

Official, he married Ann Levy,
daughter of Ike Levy, prominent as
an investor with both Official and
earlier with CBS. They were divorced
in 1960.
Selling out his interest in Official
in 1955 at a tidy profit, he has devoted his attention over the past few
years to investing in various companies. When he acquired management
control,with
he often
merged healthy
"sick"
companies
financially
companies to take advantages of tax
losses. He notes that he served actively with these companies, helped
put them in strong financial positions, then disposed of stock in some.
A list of his business affiliations:
vice president and director, BevRich Products (soft drinks), Philadelphia, 1955-56; vice presidentdirector, Wesley Industries (auto
polishes), Cleveland, 1955-59; board
chairman, Fort Pitt Industries
(brewery), Pittsburgh, 1956-58;
board chairman, Seeburg Corp.
(vending machines), Chicago, 1958-

60; board of directors, Centilivre
Brewing Corp., Fort Wayne, Ind.,
1959-61; board chairman of BaldwinMintrose Co., from earlier this year
to the present.
Mr. Siegel's most recent business
exploit was earlier this year when
Centilivre Brewing bought the Baldwin Rubber Co., Detroit and the
Montrose Chemical Co., Newark.
Thereupon, the Centilivre brewery
was sold, and the remaining companies were organized as the Baldwin-Montrose Co. When GAC was
bought last year, it was first part of
Centilivre, but now functions as a
wholly-owned subsidiary of BaldwinMontrose. Mr. Siegel places BaldwinMontrose's net worth at more than
$18 million.
Asked why he bought GAC, Mr.
Siegel, with a thin smile, replied:
"I have a history of making ten
dollars to an investment of $1. I've
put about $3.5 million into GAC.
I expect it to return about $35 mil-

ent, writers and directors, for example,
Bosustow sues UPA Pictures
if it withdrew from representing actors, lion."
Stephen Bosustow, founder of UPA
was another question to which there
Pictures, has filed suit for $1,210,000
was no answer last week.
damages against that company, Henry
The SAG board letter concludes:
"The resolution of the problem, fairly G. Saperstein, UPA president, and
Peter De Met, one of the principal
and equitably, is a major forward step
stockholders in UPA. Mr. Bosustow
toward sound industry practice. While
seeks to recover damages for breach
a substantial change is involved, there
is no question but that the ultimate re- of contract of June 27, 1960, by which
he alleges he was to be employed for
sult is in the best interest of the mem10 years by UPA, the first five on an
bership of the guild and the industry."
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exclusive basis. He charges that he has
not been paid his weekly salary of $600
since July 15, 1961, nor received his
weekly expense account of $100, and
that the defendants have not kept up
payments on insurance policies as called
for by the contract. The complaint also
charges Messrs. Saperstein and De Met
with causing a transfer of all the assets
of UPA Pictures to Television Personalities inorder to defeat Mr. Bosustow's
contractual rights. Mr. Saperstein
termed these allegations as "wild" and
said the suit was filed "shortly after
the studio demanded the return of its
numerous Oscars and awards which
plaintiff had wrongly removed from
the premises."
NEW TRAIN' TRAIL
Western series will fight
Indians, hombres

on ABC-TV

Wagon Train, NBC-TV's long-running, top-rated western series will be
traveling the ABC-TV network trail
next season. The hour-long program,
which has been on NBC-TV since its
inception five seasons ago, was sought
by ABC-TV under a five-year contract
between its producer, Revue Productions, and the network.
The news about Wagon Train coincidentally triggered a disclosure that
ABC-TV probably will now go ahead
with plans to program an extra hour
next fall (program reruns after 11
p.m.).
Under the terms of the deal, ABC-TV
purchased 39 new episodes of the
series to be shown during the 1962-'63
season, with options for renewals over
a five-year period. In addition ABC-TV
obtained 189 old episodes of the series,
which the network will rerun at other
than prime time in its schedule.
Thomas W. Moore, ABC-TV's vice
president in charge of programming,
said last week that although a firm decision has not been made, "it's entirely
possible" that the new Wagon Train
episodes will be televised next season in
the same Wednesday, 7:30-8:30 p.m.,
time slot they now occupy on NBC-TV.
It's believed that if this happens ABCTV's Steve Allen Show, which so far
has not gained expected rating strength
opposite Wagon Train, will be moved
to another night in the network's schedule, or dropped entirely.
In its presentation on NBC, the show
invariably has been among the first ten
rated programs on the air and this
season is a notable exception to the
apparent trend away from the tv western. With Wagon Train and the Perry
Como show (9-10 p.m.) in the lineup,
NBC-TV has dominated the Wednesday night schedule so far this season.
NBC-TV, whose contract with Re88 (PROGRAMMING)

vue Productions and its parent company, Music Corp. of America, is
scheduled to run out at the end of
this season, reportedly had an opportunity to renew for a two-year period
but balked at buying the backlog films.
The transaction is said to have called
for purchase of 78 new programs — 39
each season — for $10 million and 189
old episodes for another $10 million.
An NBC-TV spokesman indicated
that in order to make the transaction
profitable the network felt it would
have to schedule three runs of each of
the backlog episodes within a two-year
period. That would mount up to 570
hours of the old films, which added to
the new programs would make a total
of 646 hours of Wagon Train to be
presented in two years, or more than
six hours a week.
In explaining NBC-TV's negative
decision, the network spokesman said,
"We don't believe the future of television lies in glutting the broadcast
schedule with such a large volume of
replayed westerns."
It's not known yet how ABC-TV will
program the backlog episodes, or how
much it paid for the MCA-Revue package. Mr. Moore indicated, however,
that the $20 million figure quoted by
NBC might be a valid one for ABC
if the network picked up every available option during the five-year term of
its contract with MCA.
He also said that next season the repeat shows might be programmed in
the daytime hours or at a late-night
hour, or even in a combination of both
times. He said a plan to add another
hour to the network's schedule, from
11:15 p.m. to 12:15 a.m., is "under
consideration and highly likely." Presumably Wagon Train, together with reruns of other one-hour western and
action-adventure series would be programmed opposite the only other latenight
network
90minute talk andservice,
variety NBC-TV's
program now
emceed by Jack Paar. The chances are
that the old Wagon Train episodes will
be presented — either in daytime or latehours — under different series' titles.
The late-night concept is not a new one
at ABC. Up until as late as this past
spring, the network hoped to enter late
night programming (with a variety show
or Warner Bros, series reruns) but withdrew its plan after failing to interest
a major advertiser in the new time segment (Closed Circuit, May 8).
Wagon Train's move to ABC-TV is
all the more a surprising one because,
although MCA in the past has placed
some of its programs on other networks, it has sold an inordinate share
of them to NBC-TV. It has been estimated that since the 1957-58 season,
roughly twice as many MCA-produced
or represented shows have appeared in
NBC-TV nighttime as have appeared

on CBS and ABC. Even though it has
lost the western series, NBC, which
helped MCA produce the programs,
still retains some financial equities in
the reruns (maybe as much as 25%).
ITC appoints agency
to handle network sales
Independent Television Corp., which
has only one series on a network —
Fury (NBC-TV) — this season, brought
in new selling blood last week.
The television film production and
distribution company asked AshleySteiner Inc. to act as its exclusive network and national sales representative
on all phases of network and national
sales of properties now owned or developed by its parent company, Associated Television Ltd., London, Eng.
ITC will continue to act as its own
sales agent in the syndication field.
Four new-to-the U.S. filmed series
are among the ATV-ITC properties
that Ashley-Steiner will handle. They
are The Jo Stafford Show Specials, Sir
Francis Drake, Ghost Squad and Man
of the World. All but the last named
currently are being shown in England.
The Joe Stafford Show Special, consisting of 13 hour-long shows, is considered the best bet for a future U.S.
network sale.
Ashley-Steiner is sales agent for seven tv shows now enjoying network exposure in this country. Included are
The Defenders, Alvin, Twilight Zone,
Candid Camera, on CBS-TV; Camouflage and Make A Face, ABC-TV, and
Dr. Kildare, NBC-TV.
Ashley-Steiner's activities also reach
out to the motion picture, theatre and
book and music publishing fields. Since
this past summer, two other talent
agencies — General Artists Corp. for
Desilu Productions (Broadcasting,
July 24) and William Morris Agency
for some Ziv-UA properties were
named sales representatives for big tv
film production companies.
Official Films income
keeps its upward slant
Official Films Inc. stockholders were
advised last week that the profit position
of the company continued through the
first quarter of the current fiscal year,
ended Sept. 30. Gross sales climbed to
$333,655 from $223,854 and net income increased to $54,436 from $46,147 in the corresponding fiscal period
last year.
Seymour Reed, Official Films president, pointed out to stockholders at
the company's annual meeting in New
York that the net income figure was
"even more promising" because it included provisions for federal income
tax of $46,135, although the corresponding figure for the previous fiscal
BROADCASTING, October 30, 1961

year did not include a tax because of a
loss carry forward. He noted the financial statement was unaudited and
could be on the "conservative side."
Stockholders voted to increase the
stock authorization of the company
from three million to five million shares.
Mr. Reed earlier had stated that although the company had no specific
purpose for the additional shares at
this time, it sought the authorization
in the event that "an attractive proadditional tv properties posal"
aroseto acquire
in the future.
Mr. Reed reported the company library has increased to 36 series, made
up of 2,667 episodes, ranging in length
from one minute to one hour, the majority being in the half-hour category.
For the fiscal year ended last June,
Official showed a gross profit before
taxes of $412,000, as against a loss of
$1,308,000 for the preceding year, and
a profit after taxes of $237,000, as
against a loss of $691,000.
Storer makes radio series
available to stations
Tapes are now available for the new
Voices of Freedom series produced by
the radio stations of the Storer Broadcasting Co. in conjunction with the
Freedoms Foundation, Valley Forge,
Pa.
The series features one-minute capsule programs based on the writings
and patriotism of famous people from
Aristotle to Herbert Hoover in addition to outstanding citizens in the
fields of government, education, sports,
industry, religion and show business.
The tapes are free, except for a two
dollar deposit which will be refunded
if the tapes are returned within 45
days, and are available from the Freedoms Foundation.
Stations which have indicated that
they will carry the tapes are the seven
Storer radio stations (KGBS Los Angeles, WGBS Miami, WIBG Philadelphia, WJW Cleveland, WJBK Detroit,
WSPD Toledo, WWVA Wheeling);
WAVI Dayton; WIBX Utica, N. Y.;
KTVA Anchorage, Alaska; WSUN St.
Petersburg, Fla.; WBIC Long Island,
N. Y.; KNDI Honolulu; WJMJ Philadelphia; KSL Salt Lake City; WSLS
Roanoke, Va.; WFLA Tampa, Fla.,
and the subscribing stations of Radio
Press International.
Program notes . . .
Sports package ■ WTOP Washington
announced last week that it has acquired the radio rights for the home
games of the Washington Tapers of the
new American Basketball League.
Duke's life story ■ The Duke of Windsor has arranged with Jack Le Vien
(producer, Winston Churchill — The
Valiant Years on ABC-TV) for the proBROADCASTING, October 30, 1961

duction of a tv series based on his life
story. The Duke and the Duchess of
Windsor plan to narrate. Episodes will
be based on A King's Story, written by
the former King of Great Britain and
now Duke, and on photographs and
films he made but has never shown
publicly.
All Greek ■ Twentieth Century-Fox
Television is going all the way back to
the ancient Greeks for its future program material. The tv arm of the film
company has announced plans to produce a half-hour weekly television film
series
withandepisodes
based onTheHomer's
The Iliad
The Odyssey.
series,
which will have Ulysses as a leading

character, is scheduled for release during the 1962-63 season.
Cutback for Truman ■ Talent AssocParamount Ltd., which has been having
trouble selling the programs, cut sixand-a-half hours out of its still-to-becompleted Time for Decision series.
The programs, which are to feature
former President Harry S. Trumaii,
initially were to contain 26 hour-long
episodes. Instead they will contain 39
half-hour programs. Talent AssocParamount said the cutback was made
to reduce production costs and make
the shows more attractive to prospective
sponsors.

ACROSS

THE

BOARD

HARLEM
SERENADE
with JACK

WALKER

HARLEM SERENADE (6 AM to 9:30 AM) is first in every one of its half-hour segments
across the board! It offers 100% more listeners (in the total cume) and in some
segments — two and a half times the audience of the next nearest station in the market!
But that's only a fraction of the story. The July-August Negro Pulse gives WLIB
an astounding 22 out of a possible 28 firsts; and ties it for first in two segments more.
That means WLIB is FIRST IN AUDIENCE 6 out of every 7 minutes it's on the air.
Being first is not a new story for WLIB. It has been first consistently, for years,
in the Great Negro Community of New York. But more important to advertisers is that it is
widening this gap all the time. Today, it is far and away the best buy in its market.
In New York — people who do business with the Negro Community
find it's good business to do business with WLIB.
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White

House
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o

A public affairs special that "didn't
come off" led CBS-TV to schedule
two telecasts of The Dick Van Dyke
Show during the week of Nov. 6, it
was learned last week. In addition
to the regularly scheduled half-hour
telecast of the weekly comedy series
(Tue., Nov. 7, 8-8:30 p.m.), a
special broadcast of the series is
slated for Mon., Nov. 6 (10-10:30
p.m.). Procter & Gamble, the series'
regular advertiser, will sponsor both
telecasts, each of which will feature
original storylines.
A spokesman for CBS-TV said
last week that the Hennesey program, which usually occupies the
Mon., 10-10:30 p.m. time slot, was
originally scheduled to be pre-empted
on Nov. 6 so that the network could
present a special public affairs program under preparation. The spokesFilm sales...
Jungle Girl (Banner Films): Sold to
KONO-TV San Antonio, Tex.; WTVT
(TV) Tampa-St. Petersburg, Fla.;
WREX-TV Rockford, 111., and WTVD
(TV) Durham, N. C.
Great Music From Chicago (Second
series) (WGN-TV Chicago): KBMT
(TV) Beaumont, Tex.; WTTV (TV)
Bloomington-Indianapolis; KTTV (TV)
Los Angeles; WTCN-TV Minneap-

; Dick Van Dyke in
man indicated the special could not
be completed in time. He would
make no comment on the nature of
the program, but from another
source Broadcasting learned that
the proposed special was to be an
hour-long camera tour of the White
House with the first lady, Mrs. Kennedy, acting as guide. The program
reportedly ran into some top-level
roadblocks and while not yet irrevocably cancelled, is believed to be
in a tenuous position.
It is also believed that CBS-TV
planned to pre-empt the Nov. 6 telecast of I've Got a Secret (10:30-11
p.m.) in order to make room for its
proposed special. When the network
learned
thataffairs
it couldn't
"bring
in"
the public
show, it
told the
sponsors of the two pre-empted programs that they could retain their
olis-St. Paul; WOR-TV New York;
KTVU (TV) Oakland-San Francisco;
WGAN-TV Portland, Me.; WNDU-TV
South Bend, Ind.; WFAA-TV DallasFort Worth, and WPTV (TV) West
Palm Beach, Fla.
Mahal ia Jackson Sings (Television
Enterprises Corp.): Sold to WBKB
(TV) Chicago; WXYZ-TV Detroit;
KTVI (TV) St. Louis, and WTCN-TV
Minneapolis.
Debbie Drake (Banner Films) : Sold
EQUIPMENT

regular time slots. According to information given Broadcasting, the
I've Got a Secret advertisers agreed
to take back the time, but at least
one of the two Hennesey sponsors
(P. Lorillard Co. and General Foods)
refused, saying it had already allocated billings gained by the preemption.
With "empty" time on its hands,
CBS-TV apparently opened it up to
other advertisers. It is said that
Procter & Gamble grabbed the time
for its Dick Van Dyke Show in an
effort to give the series a "broader
sampling
and exposure."
advertiser and Benton
& Bowles, The
its agency
of record for the program, are known
to be "high" on the series even
though it has so far received "disappointing" critical and statistical
reactions.
to KDAL-TV Duluth; WAPI-TV Birmingham; KDUB-TV Lubbock, Tex.;
WTVP (TV) Decatur, 111.; KVIP-TV
Redding, Calif.; KLIX-TV Twin Falls,
Idaho; KXLY-TV Spokane, and KTEN
(TV) Ada, Okla. Also resold to:
WJBF (TV) Augusta; WRGP-TV
Chattanooga; WHBF-TV Rock Island,
III; WJHL-TV Johnson City, Tenn.;
KATV (TV) Pine Bluff, Ark., and
WSB-TV Atlanta. Now sold in 80 markets.

& ENGINEERING

RCA's
profit
gains
3%
in third
quarter
NET FOR FIRST NINE MONTHS
OF '61 DOWN SLIGHTLY
CONSOLIDATED STATEMENT OF INCOME
RCA sales for the third quarter of
1961 rose to $368.3 million, a 4% rise
1960
1961
For the nine months ended September 30
over the comparable 1960 period, RCA
Products and services sold
Chairman David Sarnoff and President
$1,090,100,000
$1,061,000,000
Cost of products and services sold and other
John L. Burns announced last week.
operating costs
1,045,800,000
1,014,200,000
Profit before federal taxes on income
Net profit for the period (after fed44,300,000
Federal taxes on income
46,800,000
eral income taxes) amounted to $6.2
20,500,000
22,700,000
Net profit for nine months
million, an increase of 3% over last
23,800,000
24,100,000
Preferred dividend
21,400,000
Balance
for
common
stock
2,400,000
year's
third quarter.
Earnings
per share
2,400,000
1.46
of
common
stock were
32 cents,
the
21,700,000
Earnings per share of common stock as
1.29
computed on average number of shares
same as in the 1960 period when a
For the quarter ended September 30
smaller number of shares were outProducts and services sold
standing.
$368,300,000
Cost of products and services sold and other
$354,000,000
RCA reported sales for the first nine
operating costs
342,600,000
months of 1961 totalled more than
357,400,000
Profit before federal taxes on income
11,400,000
10,900,000
Federal taxes on income
$1.09 billion, compared with slightly
4,700,000
Net profit for the quarter
more than $1.06 billion for the 1960
5,400,000
6,200,000
Preferred dividend
800,000
800,000
period. Net profit after taxes was $23.8
Balance for common stock
6,000.000
5,400,000
million, compared with $24. 1 million
Earnings per share of common stock as
5,200,000
computed on average number of shares
.32
.32
for the first nine months of 1960. Earn16,559,000
ings per common share totalled $1.29, Average number of shares for nine months
14,882,000
as against $1.46 last year on a smaller
on approximations and are subject to
number of shares.
audit and year-end adjustments.
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Space radio 'mirror'
still hasn't formed
Scientists were still waiting late last
week to determine whether the Air
Force's artificial radio mirror will form
in space. Project West Ford, the laying
of a five-miles-wide band of tiny copper
"dispoles"
in the
space,
was States
inaugurated
Oct. 24 when
United
sent a
Midas "spy-in-the-sky" satellite into a
2,000-miles-high orbit around the earth.
Within the same rocket was a container
of 350 million copper needles; the container was ejected at the same altitude
as the Midas. Dispersion of the needles
was due to take place over a four-tofive-day period. If successful, radio
scientists expect to be able to use the
artificial radio reflective needles to establish communications across oceans
and continents, using microwave frequencies.
Objections by some scientists — that
the needles might obscure radio astronomy and other space exploration — were
answered by government officials, including a presidential advisory committee, which held the project would not
seriously interfere with other astrophysical investigations. Apprehension
that the reflectors might disrupt clear
channel broadcasts was also allayed.
The frequencies for which the needles
are cut are in the microwave portion
of the radio spectrum, it was pointed
out, and they will not respond to standard broadcast band signals.

ance in both models. Sequence triggering plusses can be recorded on the cartridges and be used to start other components of an automation system. The
recorder also can record directly from
a microphone.

experiments and public events. Crews
will be able to move cameras into
school rooms (WHA-TV is the U. of
Wisconsin's station), public buildings
and other "remote" points in the state.
Zenith stockholders

Technical topics...
New Zoomar ■ Television Zoomar Co.,
New York, announces the availability
of a remote controlled Super Universal
Zoomar-Model B for camera locations
inaccessible for manually operated cameras. The new lens has an overall zoom
range with converters of 2Vi to 72
inches. Demonstrations are available
by writing to the company at 500 Fifth
Ave., New York.

okay 3-for-l stock split
Zenith Corp. stockholders Oct. 24
approved a three-for-one stock split by
voting for an increase of authorized
common shares from the previous 8
million to a new total of 12 million.
On Nov. 20, stockholders of record
Nov. 3 will receive two additional
shares for each share now held.

Adapter taxable ■ The Internal Revenue Service has ruled that an fm multiplex adapter, converting fm receivers
for stereo reception, is liable for the
excise tax on radio and tv components.
The ruling, announced in the Oct. 16
Internal Revenue Bulletin, specifies that
the stereo adapter is to be considered
the same as a radio or tv chassis.
Compact tv tape recorder ■ RCA said
last week that WHA-TV Madison, Wis.,
is the first educational station to install
the manufacturer's new "compact" tv
tape recorder in a mebile unit. The installation permits on-the-scene tape recordings of demonstrations, laboratory

Zenith"s net consolidated profit for
the three months ended Sept. 30 was
estimated at $4.53 million, equal to
$1.51 per share, after depreciation and
provision for federal income taxes of
$4.7 million. This was a 38.7% increase over the same period last year.
Zenith's nine-month consolidated profit
totaled almost $9.93 million, or $3.30
per share, an increase of 15.7% over
the first nine months of 1960. Nine
month consolidated sales were almost
$188 million, up 2.1% over last year.
Factory shipments of Zenith monochrome tv sets hit new record highs for
both the third quarter and the ninemonth period, as did the shipments of
radio sets. Quantity shipments of new
Zenith stereo fm sets began last month.

Engineering societies
plan international group
A new international organization involving 150,000 engineers, scientists,
educators and industrialists was proposed
last week in a resolution passed by the
board of directors of the American Institute of Electrical Engineers and the
Institute of Radio Engineers, the two
largest engineering societies in the
world.
Both societies appointed members to
a special committee to study the merger
proposal. The committee report will
be submitted for approval of both
boards by Feb. 15, 1962. If approved,
a vote by the memberships of the two
institutes will follow by Jan. 1, 1963.
ITA tape recorder
An all-transistor cartridge tape recorder in three models, one designed
especially for stereo, has been introduced by ITA Blectronics Corp., Lansdowne, Pa. Monaural, stereo adaptable and stereo models are available.
Plug-in circuits make it possible to
convert the stereo adaptable model to
stereo. Separate record and play heads
are used to assure optimum performBROADCASTING, October 30, 1961
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$ 40,355,000
Drug Sales
1,520,100
Population
Households
423,600 Automotive Sales $ 299,539,000
Consumer Spendable Income
General Merchandise $ 148,789,000
$1,761,169,000 Total Retail Sales $1,286,255,000
Food Sales
$ 300,486,000
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FANFARE
FSR vice president wins
RAB radio-tv contest

duck sailor hat. These and similar
items will be offered in monthly bulletins.

Because he came the closest in predicting radio's lead over tv in average
number persons exposed to the two
mediums during the summer, Donald
E. Leonard, vice president and media
director of Fuller & Smith & Ross,
New York, is $250 richer.
It was the climax to a 12-week contest conducted by Radio Advertising
Bureau following a speech by Kevin
B. Sweeney, RAB president, who said
radio would be ahead of tv in audience
12 out of 13 weeks in the summer
(July 1-Sept. 22).
Sindlinger & Co. figures revealed that
radio (in the 12-week period) pulled
a daily average of 6.9 million more
people than television.
Runnerup, and winner of $100, was
Allan S. Kalish, vice president of
Philip Klein Adv., Philadelphia. Others
who received honorable mention and
transistor radios for their efforts were
Robert B. Strom, brand manager, Armour & Co., Chicago; Leslie L. Dunier,
vice president-director of radio and
television, Mogul, Williams & Saylor,
New York, and Edward R. Fitzgerald,
senior timebuyer, radio-tv, J. Walter
Thompson Co., Chicago.

At the offset, the SMP will be available to subscribers to The Big Sound
and Formatic Radio program services.
After the new Country and Western
Music package has been introduced,
Nov. 1 at the C&WM convention in
Nashville, stations subscribing to this
new program service can become SMP
members as well.

Surprise luncheon locale
WEWS (TV) Cleveland pulled a
surprise on local newspapermen covering the premiere of its new Ripcord
series.
From invitations, the newspapermen
supposed they were to be WEWS
guests for a routine luncheon where
they would see an advance screening
of the new show.
The car which picked them up turned
out to be an airport limousine which
whisked them to the airport where
they had lunch in a hangar, were
treated to a skydiving exhibition by Pat
Kelley of the Cleveland Sky Divers, and
the Ripcord preview.
Public service campaign
An extensive public service campaign
devoted to accident prevention and
safety will be launched next month by
Lawrence C. Gumbinner Adv., New
York, on behalf of the U. S. Dept. of
Health,
Education & Welfare's Public
Health Service.
The campaign will include seven 15minute films produced primarily for tv,
and a number of tv and radio public
service announcements. Gumbinner is
working on nationwide distribution
plans for the films, which will be incorporated in a series of half-hour
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Drumbeats...
New booklet ■ Radio Advertising Bureau has distributed a new booklet
called "101 Sales Ideas For Appliance
Dealers," consisting of sales promotion
schemes used by dealers around the
country. The brochure is part of a new
package designed to promote radio advertising tothe appliance industry. Six
case histories, describing the positive
effects radio had on appliance sales, a
full-scale presentation, and an industry
background complete the package.
Tall viewing on KPIX (TV)
When KPIX (TV) San Francisco announced a "Big Show"
promotion to publicize its new
fall programs, it hired a personality to carry the theme to the
hilt — Charles Sandor, a ten-footer
(with stilts, that is). Mr. Sandor
(see photo) visited various newspapers, agencies and advertisers,
leaving a KPIX press kit wherever he went and the impression
of Tall Viewing on KPIX.

shows designed for network tv presentations. Subsequently, the films will
be available for local tv use.
Ullman

announces

merchandising

new

services

Richard H. Ullman Inc., sales division of the Peter Frank Organization,
is inaugurating a new service for radio
station subscribers to its programming.
It will enable them to buy all types of
merchandise from penny premiums to
major prizes for audience participation
programs
below retail.at prices averaging 25-30%
Titled "Soundsmanship Merchandising Plan," the new service was developed in response to a continuing flow of
requests from stations for help in purchasing novelties and prizes.
On an experimental basis, PFO has
already produced such items as an auto
litter box, an auto visor calendar-mileage record book and pencil and a white

Talent hunt ■ CHUM Toronto will
hold its third annual Canadian talent
hunt final auditions on Nov. 15 at the
Eaton Auditorium, Toronto, with an
array of judges not connected with the
station. A dozen young men and women vocalists will be competing for prizes
of $200, $100, and $50.
Network look ■ WPIX (TV) New
York, has issued a new presentation in
which it claims to be "New York's
prestige independent with the network
look." The portfolio-size promotion
says the "network look" governs the
station's programming, advertisers, audience, policies and practices.
Guest stars ■ WAPI-TV Birmingham.
Ala., helped to promote its fall fare of
television by importing nine CBS-TV
performers, Miss Alabama, a 67-piece
band and 10,000 free tickets to the
climax of the Alabama State Fair. On
hand to trigger interest amongst WAPITV's viewers were Jay North, Dennis
The Menace; Paul Brinegar, Rawhide;
Karl Held, Perry Mason; Sebastian
Cabot, Checkmate; Bob Denver, Florida Freibus, Sheila James, Nancy Priest
and Sybil Collier, all of Dobie Gillis.
Chow time ■ WICE Providence, R. I.,
is solving a dilemma for many students
in its area. The station has started a
daily information service from 7-8
a.m. called "What's for Lunch?" Dave
Cummins, host of the early morning
show, reveals the luncheon menu for
each of the area's high schools, thus
enabling the students to make a choice
whether
to eat in school or pack their
lunch.
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ADVERTISING

William F. Craig,
program supervisor,
manager of daytime
radio and tv director,
Procter & Gamble,
New York, joins tvradio department,
Young & Rubicam,
that city, as group
supervisor.
E. W. Rawlings, executive vp, General Mills Inc., Minneapolis, elected
president, effective Dec. 1, succeeding
C. H. Bell, who was elected chairman
of board of directors. Gerald S. Kennedy, former board chairman, named
chairman of board's executive committee. Mr. Rawlings, upon retirement
from USAF in 1959, joined GM as
financial vp and member of board of
directors. In April, 1960, he was named
executive vp, heading finance and consumer food activities, and in June,
1961, appointed executive vp for all
operations and finance.
Duane Ragsdale, account executive
on Gleem toothpaste account, Compton
Adv., New York, elected vp of agency.
Donald W. Severn, media relations
manager, Ted Bates & Co., New York,
elected vp of agency.
Jack Jones named tv advertising
manager, Mattel Inc.
(toys), Hawthorne, Calif. Prior to
joining Mattel, Mr.
Jones was vp and general manager of Musicasting Inc., Chicago,
and earlier, network
services supervisor
and account director,
North Adv., in Chir. Jones
cago, New York and
Beverly Hills.
Barton A. Cummings, president,
Compton Adv., New York, appointed
chairman of 1962 advertising, publishing and entertainment division of
Lunch-O-Ree for the greater New York
council of the Boy Scouts of America.
John L. Bate, vp in charge of western
division, Pepsi-Cola Co., Los Angeles,
succeeds Philip Rubenstein as president of Pepsi-Cola Metropolitan Bottling Co., New York. Mr. Rubinstein
will continue as vp of labor relations
for Pepsi-Cola Co. in New York.
John W. Shaw, chairman of board
of directors, John W. Shaw Adv., Chicago, assumes post of president, succeeding David E. Guerrant, resigned.
Charles Allen, vp, named executive vp.
Perry Brand, vp and plans board chairman, Clinton E. Frank Adv., Chicago,
joins Shaw as executive vp.
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William
T. Todd,
supervisor,
Kudner
Agency,
rejoinscopy
Geyer,
Morey, "
Madden & Ballard, as creative director
for Chicago and Racine, Wis., offices.
Prior to joining Kudner in 1948, Mr.
Todd served as copy director for
GMM&B.
Ralf Spangler, president, General
Adv., Hollywood, elected secretarytreasurer, Western States Adv. Agencies
Assn., succeeding John Spear, resigned.
Laurence Field named radio-tv director at Tacoma, Wash., office of Cole
& Weber Adv., Portland, Ore. He forwas with tv department of firm's
Seattle merlybranch.
Gerald Kornfield, advertising and
sales promotion manager, Bates Fabrics,
New York, appointed advertising manager, Exquisite Form Brassiere Inc.,
division of Exquisite Form Industries,
that city.
H. D. Wakefield, product manager,
S. C. Johnson & Son, Racine, Wis.,
named assistant advertising and merchandising director. Ralph H. Deihl
appointed product manager for all floor
care products. William W. Herzog
named product manager for air refresheners and insecticides. L. R. Peterson
to serve as product manager for Johnson's wax shoe polishes. J. B. Rasmussen serves as product manager for company's automotive equipment.
Milton E. Stanson, merchandising
director, Hicks & Greist, New York,
appointed vp in charge of tv and merchandising atThe Zlowe Co., advertising agency, that city.
Eugene B. Shields and Richard K.
Montgomery, account supervisors at
Clinton E. Frank Inc., Chicago, elected
vps. Mr. Shields has been with Frank
agency two years, and previously with
Waldie & Briggs Adv. and Erwin
Wasey, Ruthrauff & Ryan, both Chicago. Mr. Montgomery formerly was
with Compton Adv., in both Chicago
and New York offices.

Samuel Dalsimer,
vp and account
supervisor on packaged
goods accounts, Grey
Adv., New York,
elected executive vp
of agency. Prior to
joining Grey, in 1955,
Mr. Dalsimer was exMr. Dalsimer
ecutive vp, Cecil &
Presbrey Adv., that city.
Richard H. Pell, corporate and industrial division staff member, Donahue & Coe, New York, named assistant
account executive for Bosco milk amplifier, product of Best Foods, division
of Corn Products Co., New York.
Robert A. Johans, free lance copywriter and artist, joins Gardner Adv.,
New York, as tv-radio producer.
Mary G. Ellsworth joins W. B. Doner
& Co., advertising agency, Philadelphia,
as copy director in pr department. She
previously was copywriter with Reach,
McClinton & Co., New York.
Richard M. Bueschel, account manager, Waldie & Briggs Adv., Chicago,
elected vp and account supervisor.
Prior to joining agency, Mr. Bueschel
was account executive with Erwin
Wasey, Ruthrauff & Ryan, New York.
Horace Notte appointed advertising
manager for Krueger brands of Narraganset Brewing Co.,
Providence. Mr.
Notte, through own
agency, Horace Notte
& Assoc., had handled
Hanley brand advertising for Narragansett. Krueger brands
r. Notte
are placed through Ellington & Co., New
York.
Hardy Burt, tv producer and writer
for news syndicate magazines, appointed public affairs consultant for Donald
E. Degnan Assoc., pr firm, New York.

~to

any

a smart

addition

newsroom

William D. Fries Jr., art director,
KMTV (TV) Omaha, joins creative
staff of Bozell & Jacobs Adv., that city.
Richard J. Muller, news director,
KDKA-TV Pittsburgh, joins pr staff
of Chrysler Corp., Detroit, as manager
of radio-tv services. He succeeds Robert J. Shafer, who resigned to join NBC
news staff in Philadelphia.
John F. Sanderford Jr. joins ZimmerMcClaskey-Frank Adv., Richmond, as
account executive.
Bob Tannehill joins marketing department of Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell
& Bayles, New York.
THE MEDIA
John M. McRae, station manager,
KDWB Minneapolis-St. Paul, appointed
sales manager for Crowell-Collier
Broadcasting Corp. (licensee of KDWB,
KEWB San Francisco-Oakland and
KFWB Los Angeles), with headquarters in Los Angeles. James W. Simons,
station manager, KFWB Los Angeles,
promoted to general manager of station. Robert E. Sharon, in charge of
local sales for KFWB, named general
sales manager, handling national sales
as well.
James Bentley, formerly with
KRON-TV San Francisco, to KJEO
(TV) Fresno, as program director and
film buyer.
Jack Lee named
tjeneral manager of
WPRO-AM-FM Providence, succeeding
Daniel P. Weinig
(Broadcasting, Oct.
23). Before joining
Capital Cities Broadcasting, Mr. Lee was
Mr. Lee
general manager of
WAKY Louisville, and earlier, was
sales manager of KILT Houston.
Peter B. Clark, secretary and assistant to president, Detroit News (licensee
of WWJ-AM-FM-TV Detroit), named
vp and assistant publisher, succeeding
D. Roy Merrill, retired. Richard M.
Spitzley, vp facilities planning, and
Richard B. Wallace, news director and
president of Nylok-Detroit Corp.,
named vp planning and secretary, and
assistant treasurer, respectively.
F. A. Wurster appointed vp in charge
of newly established Los Angeles and
San Francisco offices of Bernard Howard & Co., rep firm, New York. Norman Berk named to manage Los Angeles office.
Ed Starr, former local operations
manager and regional sales manager of
KSOO-TV Sioux Falls, S. D., appointed
general manager of KMMT-TV and
KAUS, both Austin, Minn, (both stations licensed to Black Hawk Broadcasting Co.).
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SMPTE appointees
Dr. Deane R. White, associate
research laboratory director, E. I.
du Pont de Nemours, Parlin,
N. J., re-elected engineering vp,
Society of Motion Picture & Television Engineers, New York.
Ethan M. Stifle, manager, east
coast division of motion picture
film department, Eastman Kodak
Co., New York, re-elected financial vp of society. Garland C.
Misener, vp in charge of laboratory operations, Capitol Film
Labs, Washington, re-elected sections vp. Wilton R. Holm, manager of motion picture products
sales, E. I. du Pont de Nemours,
Hollywood, elected treasurer, succeeding G. Carleton Hunt, General Film Lab., Hollywood. Harold Jones, Richard E. Putman,
George W. Colburn, Howard W.
Town, G. Carleton Hunt and Edward H. Reichard elected governors of society.

Frank Browne, program sales manager,

Mr. Browne

KTTV (TV) Los Anwesterngeles,
salesappointed
and mai
midketing manager, with
new offices in Chicago at 100 E. Ohio
Street,
head. which he will

Jim Pratt, radio-tv director, TaylorNorsworthy Adv., Dallas, joins WFAATV Dallas-Fort Worth, as operations
manager.
Gib Keith, news director, KTTN
Trenton, elected chairman of Missouri
AP Radio-TV Assn., succeeding Walt
Bodine of WDAF-AM-TV Kansas
City. Robert Tibbitts, news director,
KWOS Jefferson City, elected vice
chairman.
William E. Miller, account executive,
AM Radio Sales, Chicago, joins WBZ
Boston as assistant sales manager.
Gene Jankowski, account executive
for WBNY Buffalo, joins sales departof CBS Radio, New York, in similarment capacity.

Lee W. Spafford, account executive,
KCPX Salt Lake City, named sales
manager, KMUR Murray, both Utah.
Dick Dixon, production director, appointed program director, succeeding F.
Wm. Houghtaling, who joins IBM as
engineer. John G. Galarneau and Dick
Gillespie, staff announcers, KONI Spanish Fork and KSXX Salt Lake City,
join KMUR, in similar capacity.

Sidney J. Flamm, president, WMMM
Westport, Conn., elected director of
Connecticut Broadcasters Assn.

James Canto, salesman and announcer, WSKI Montpelier, Vt., named
manager, effective Nov. 1.

Bill Duane named to newly-created
post of news operations director, WLS
Chicago. He has been with station since
1950 as newscaster.

Eddie Clark, formerly with WHK
Cleveland as air personality, named
program manager, KMBC Kansas City.
Johnny Pearson, formerly with The
Katz Agency, New York, as radio
programming consultant, appointed production manager. Mike Foster and
Farrel Smith join KMBC staff.
Warren Shuman, eastern sales manager, KALI San Gabriel, Calif., appointed general manager of Tele-Radio
& Tv Sales, subsidiary of Tele-Broadcasters Inc., in sale and representation
of Spanish-language radio and tv stations in U. S. and Mexico.
Dick Conrad, air personality, WCAR
Detroit, to WERE Cleveland as production manager. Peter Roper, promotion
director, WERE, appointed assistant
attorney general, Ohio.
Harry Mooradian, sales manager,
KZTV (TV), Corpus Christi, Tex.,
joins KRYS, that city, in similar capacity.

John W. Nelson joins WWJ
sales department.

Detroit

Rex Vance appointed chief engineer,
KALL Salt Lake City, succeeding D'Orr
Cozzens, who becomes technical director of Intermountain Network stations.

William C. Drake joins WLBK DeKalb, 111., as traffic and continuity director and announcer. Before joining
station he was program executive and
announcer
with KWON Bartlesville,
Okla.
Don Schlademan, announcer, WIRE
Indianapolis, appointed chief announcer
and music director.
Alan Skuba, manager, KRML Carmel, Calif., joins KFWB Los Angeles
as director of sales development.
James H. Grant, director of projects
and planning, WFBM Indianapolis, to
WTCN Minneapolis as public affairs
director (both stations licensed to
Time-Life Broadcast Inc.).
Leonard N. Sable, formerly with
Transit Ads, Milwaukee, to sales staff
of WTMJ-TV, that city.
Frank J. Honoski, account executive
for WINS New York, joins Communications Industries Corp. as New York
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national sales representative for WACE
Springfield, Mass., and WKST New
Castle, Pa. Charles Hilton, music librarian. WGY Schenectady, N. Y.,
named music director for CIC. Mr.
Hilton will make his headquarters in
New York.
Art Primm, formerly with KXA
Seattle, appointed news and special
events director, KIXI, that city.
Steve Winn, senior account executive, Concert Network, Boston, appointed sales rep, that city, for Knight Quality Stations: WEIM Fitchburg, Mass.;
WHEB Portsmouth, WGIR Manchester, WTSL Hanover, and WTSV-AMFM Claremont, all New Hampshire.
A. Boyd Siegel succeeds William S.
Yard, deceased, as president, Washington Broadcasting Co., while retaining
position as chairman of board. Jack
Meridan, general manager, WJPA
Washington, Pa., elected to fill Mr.
Yard's seat on board.
James E. Necessary, account executive, KTVI (TV) St. Louis, named local sales manager.
Kenneth M. Albridge, formerly of
WPOR Portland, Me., appointed general manager of WTSA Brattleboro, Vt.
Robert Williams named local sales
manager. WAPI Birmingham.
Leonard Walk, program manager,
WAZZ-FM Pittsburgh, named general
manager.

Named

chairman

Daniel W. Kops, WAVZ New
Haven, Conn., and WTRY Albany-Troy-Schenectady, N. Y.,
has been named chairman of the
NAB's Editorializing Committee.
Mr. Kops was co-chairman of
same committee last year; his colleague was Joseph Baudino,
Westinghouse Broadcasting Co.
Other members of 1961-62 committee, which encourages and assists radio and tv stations to develop techniques for editorializing
on the air are: Frank J. Abbott
Jr., WWGP Sanford, N. C; John
F. Dille Jr., WTRC-WJSV-TV
Elkhart and WKJG-AM-TV Fort
Wayne, both Ind.; Eugene B.
Dodson, WTVT (TV) Tampa,
Fla.; Simon Goldman, WJTNAM-FM Jamestown, WDOE Dunkirk and WGGO Salamanca, all
New York; Frederick S. Houwink, WMAL-AM-FM-TV Washington, and Lee Ruwitch, WTVJ
(TV) Miami, Fla.

Henry Lickel, scene designer for
This Is Your Life and assistant art
director for The Sieve Allen Show and
THE

Del Sharbutt, formerly with CBS
news staff, New York, joins MBS, that
city, as newscaster.

Ronald B. Egar joins WOKY Milwaukee as sales representative.
Carl Myers, account executive, Jack
Masla & Co., New York rep firm, joins
sales staff of WNBC-TV New York.
Dene C. Ratermann, radio-tv rep for
National 4-H service committee, and
president of AWRT's Chicago chapter,
named general chairman, American
3-6.
Women
in Radio & Television's 1962
convention
to be held in Chicago, May

William H. Currie, general manager,
WRAL-AM-FM Raleigh, to WVOTAM-FM Wilson, both North Carolina,
as news and sports director.
Robert C. Foster resigns as treasurer
of and relinquishes stock interest in
Foster & Creed, rep firm, Boston, effective Oct. 31.
Bruce A. Salvucci resigns as program director-announcer of WCCM
Lawrence, Mass.
Bob Miller named director of news
and special events, WOHI-AM-FM
East Liverpool, Ohio.
Charles D. Wiggs named news director, WCMS Norfolk, succeeding Lee

TELE-COMMUNICATIONS

Chuck Powell, formerly of WFOX
Milwaukee, joins WFIE-TV Evansville,
Ind., announcing staff.
Oscar M. Litton, former program
manager-announcer for WYCA-FM
Hammond, Ind., to WLNR-FM Lansing, 111., as announcer.

The Bob Hope Show, joins KTLA (TV)
Los Angeles as art director, succeeding
Bob Dahlquist, who has joined Freberg
Ltd.

Model 675
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Weight: 90 lbs.
Console only 13 lbs.
Cabinet: Grey unbreakable
fiberglass and
aluminum with
removable legs
and cover.

Ray Quinn and Bruce Davies join
local news staff of WIBG Philadelphia.
Robert J. Shafer, former news director of WCCO-TV Minneapolis-St. Paul,
to WRCV-AM-TV Philadelphia, in similar capacity.
Helen Wabbe named liaison for
KWKW Pasadena, Calif. (Spanishlanguage station), and English-language
press media.
Robert Askey named production director of KFOR Lincoln, Neb.

Console completely
self-contained (including
monitor amplifier) and
may be removed for
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INPUT CONTROLS:
2 Turntables with cue
position, 1 Microphone
Control with two inputs,
1 Remote Control with
high level inputs.

A COMPLETE, COMPACT
TRANSISTORIZED PORTABLE VISIT
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1 Line Output, 1 P.A.
Output with control,
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Output, 1 Phone Output.
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Includes
Rek-O-Kut,
Rondine 2B-12
Turntables,
2 Presto PA-1 Tone Arms
( with snaplock )., 2 G.E.
Type
4G-050 Triple Play
Cartridges.

Barbara Shabroski joins WEJL
Scranton, Pa., as continuity director.

FOR INFORMATION

Pat Flaherty, news director emeritus
of KPRC-AM-TV Houston, assumes
additional duties of audience relations
director.

TELE-COMMUNICATIONS
CORP.
AN AFFILIATE OF TEIEBROAD CASTERS, INC.
50 ORUMM STREET, SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA v YUkon 2-4314
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CONTACT

Whitehead, who joins news staff of
WTAR-AM-FM-TV, that city.
Irvine B. Hill named account executive with WTAR Norfolk.
Larry Martel joins announcing staff
of KPHO Phoenix. Previously, he was
associated with WENY Elmira, N. Y.
Bill Beebe to KTOK Oklahoma City
as news director.
Joe Patrick, news director, KRUX
Phoenix, leaves to join Arizona Air
National Guard's 161st Fighter Group
as public information officer.
James Jacobsen, air personality and
account executive, WCVS Springfield.
111., joins U. S. Navy as public information officer and officer in charge of
Armed Forces Radio VOUS Argentia,
Newfoundland.
Frank J. McNally, account executive, Headley-Reed, New York rep
firm, named radio sales executive for
National Sales, division of RKO General, that city.
John A. Carrigan, formerly with
Radio-Tv Representatives Inc., to NBCTV Spot Sales, Chicago, as account executive, succeeding John Rohrbach,
who joins Television Adv. Representatives, that city.
Paul C. Holter joins San Francisco
offices of NBC Radio Spot Sales as account executive. Mr. Holter formerly
was manager of San Francisco radio
division, Avery-Knodel, media rep,
New York.
Willard Hatch joins KOMO-TV
tle as news photographer.

Seat-

Fred Parsons, independent radio
newscaster and formerly with NBC Radio News, New York, joins WCBS New
York, in similar capacity.
Boyd A. Rippey, Pacific coast manager, Weed Radio-TV Corp., joins Torbet, Allen & Crane, rep firm, San Francisco, as account executive.
PROGRAMMING
Paul L. Jacobson, producer-salesman
for NBC Telesales, named vp and general manager, Video Tape Unlimited,
New York.
Alvin Sussman, former eastern sales
manager, United Artists Associated,
New York, elected executive vp of
newly established Universal Entertainment Corp., producers and distributors
of tv programs, that city.
John Mallon, film traffic controller,
ABC, New York, joins Gerald Productions, division of Advertising Radio &
Television Services, that city, as administrative assistant to Henry Traiman,
vp and general manager.
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Chilton Ryan, writer-producer-director for NBC-TV's advertising and promotion department, New York, joins
Gerald Productions, division of Advertising & Television Services Inc., that
city, as account executive.
Martin Roberts, director of promotion and sales service, National Telefilm Assoc., New York, named advertising, promotion and publicity director.
Mel Stuart named supervising producer for The Story Of, documentary
tv series being produced by Wolper
Productions, Hollywood, for Ziv-UA.
Johnny Green appointed musical director for 34th annual Oscar show of
Academy of Motion Picture Arts &
Sciences.
Herbert G. Luft, foreign correspondent and film historian, named associate
producer of 30-minute documentary
being produced by Jack L. Copeland,
executive producer
of Allied
Artists'
informational
film division,
which
will
tell story of Hollywood Motion Picture
& Television Museum.
Fred Simons, video tape engineer.
WCBS-TV New York, joins National
Video Tape Productions, that city, in
similar capacity.
EQUIPMENT

& ENGINEERING

Robert G. Butterwick named advertising and sales promotion manager of
Rubicon division, Philadelphia, and
special systems division, Pottstown, Pa.,
Minneapolis-Honeywell Regulator Co.,
Minneapolis.
E. Bruce McEvoy, midwestern regional sales manager, Sylvania Electric
Products, New York, appointed distributor sales manager for electronic tube
sales, effective Nov. 1. He succeeds
Harold R. Rainier, retiring.
INTERNATIONAL
Mark
N. Foster,
consultant to InterAmerican Literacy
Foundation Inc., New
York, elected president. Mr. Foster will
be in charge of establishing educational
communications sysschools operating in isolated rural areas
of Latin America. Previously, Mr.
Foster was public affairs consultant to
the White House for Cuban refugee
affairs in Miami.
Eric J. Miller, account executive at
F. H. Hayhurst Ltd., advertising agency, Toronto, joins Kenyon & Eckhardt
Ltd., that city, as account supervisor.
Mengie Shulman, National Telefilms

Ltd., Toronto, and previously with
VOCM St. John's, Nfld., named general sales manager. G. Norris MacKenzie Ltd., Toronto, radio program distributor.
Blair Paterson, formerly of CHANTV Vancouver, B. C, forms own firm,
Paterson Consultants Ltd,, Vancouver,
specializing in short promotion camRoch Demers appointed general
paigns.
manager, CJMS Montreal, and Paul J.
Audette named assistant general manager.
Gary Gray to producer, radio-tv department of Spitzer, Mills & Bates Ltd.,
Toronto advertising agency.
G. Spracklin, national selective sales
division of Canadian Broadcasting
Corp., Toronto, named account executive for CHCH-TV Hamilton, Ont.
James M. Murdoch, with VOCM St.
John's, Nfld., since 1937, named station
manager of new 620 kc, 10 kw station
at Grand Falls, Nfld., which is to open
soon under same ownership as VOCM.
Bill Williamson, program director,
CHEX Peterborough, and CKWS
Kingston, both Ontario, named program
manager, VOCM St. John's, Nfld.
Charles Noseworthy, formerly of
VOCM St. John's, Nfld., named station
manager of new 1 kw station on 560 kc
to open soon at Marystown, Nfld.
Max Keeping named news director,
VOCM St. John's, Nfld.
Al Bruner, general sales manager of
CFTO-TV Toronto, to director of sales,
and marketing at CHCH-TV Hamilton, Ont.
Douglas A. McGowan, formerly of
CJIC-TV Sault Ste. Marie, and CKNXTV Wingham, both Ontario, to program director of CFRA Ottawa, Ont.
Rocco N. Delarso named to radiotv production staff of McKim Adv. Ltd.,
Toronto.
ALLIED

FIELDS

Philip D. Taylor, assistant vp of public relations, New York Telephone Co.,
New York, rejoins AT&T, Washington,
as public relations director. From
1951-56 Mr. Taylor served as news
supervisor and public relations supervisor for AT&T in New York office.
In 1957 Mr. Taylor was named news
service manager in the Washington
office.
Louis C. Stephens, chief attorney in
FCC's Rules & Standards Div., and
recently on leave of absence representing an international housing corporation, resigns to join law firm of Canter,
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Lyon & Stephens, Washington.
J. Russel Smith named chief of Law
& Enforcement Office, Safety and
Special Radio Services Bureau, Federal
Communications Commission. He has
been acting in that capacity since appointment of Irving Brownstein as assistant chief of bureau.
DEATHS
A. Edward Rood, 62, senior vp in
charge of finance and member of board
of directors, Foote, Cone & Belding,
Chicago, died Oct. 18 at Chicago Wesley Memorial Hospital.
Mr. Rood

joined Lord & Thomas Adv. (predecessor firm of FC&B) in 1929, as assistant
secretary-treasurer, principally to handle finances of late Albert D. Lasker.
He was elected vp in charge of finances
and secretary of FC&B in 1943, and
became director in 1951.
Frank W. Miller Sr., 68, board chairman of Headley-Reed Co., station rep
firm, New York, until its sales to Boiling Co., that city, early this year (At
Deadline, Jan. 2), died of heart ailment, Oct. 26, in Bronxville, N. Y. Mr.
Miller also was president of Kelly-Smith
Co., newspaper reps, which operated

FOR THE

RECORD

Headley-Reed as radio division starting
in 1936. From 1939 until its sale to
Boiling, Headley-Reed had been subsidiary of Kelly-Smith.
Carl A. Schultz, 66, president, Business Music Inc., parent company of
WBMI (FM) Meriden, Conn., died
Oct. 9, after brief illness.
Buddy Dodson, 33, news photographer, WFBM-TV Indianapolis, died
of cancer, Oct. 19, that city. Mr. Dodson, native of Oklahoma City, worked
as freelance news photographer in
Oklahoma and Texas before moving to
Indiana.

*WDIQ(TV). Tv Commission; changed from
Educational
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— construction permit. ERP — effective radiP.O. address 525 Times Square Bldg.,
Port
Gibson,
Miss.1320
— Southwestern
ated power, vhf — very high frequency, uhl
Rochester. Studio and trans. location
Co. of Mississippi.
kc; 500 w D. Bcstg.
P. O.
—ultra high frequency, ant. — antenna, aur. —
address
box
571,
Hazlehurst,
Miss. Estimated
aural, vis. — visual, kw — kilowatts, w — watts,
Rochester. Geographic coordinates 43° 08'
construction cost $14,893; first year operat07" N. lat., 77° 35' 03" W. long. Trans. GE
mc — megacycles. D — day. N — night. LS —
ing cost $25,000; revenue $30,000. Principals:
TT-51-B; ant. GE TY-70-H. Legal counsel
local sunset, mod. — modification, trans. —
Louis Alford, Philip D. Brady, Albert Mack
Cottone & Fanelli, Washington, D. C.; contransmitter, unl. — unlimited hours, kc — kiloSmith (each
one-third).
Mr. Alford
is atsulting engineer Commercial Radio Equipcycles. SCA — subsidiary communications autorney; Messrs.
Alford, Brady
and Smith
ment Co., Washington. Principals: Joseph
thorization. S A — special service authorizaown one-third each of WAPF McComb,
W. Alaimo, F. Robert Greene (each 15.53%),
tion. STA — special temporary authorization.
WMDC Hazlehurst, both Mississippi, and
Elbert H. Carver, Louis A. Cerulli, David
SH—
specified Ann.
hours.
CH — critical hours. •—
KADL Pine Bluff, Ark. Ann. Oct. 24.
S. Rutty, Raymond P. Salamone, Patrick
educational.
— Announced.
DiGennaro, Rosario J. Stagnitto, Raymond
Carolina, P. R. — Mauricio Alvarez-Martin.
LeChase, James V. Alaimo, Samuel R. 1400 kc; 250 w unl. P. O. address 11 D
New tv stations
Alaimo, Steven L. Alaimo, Anthony S. St., Catano, P. R. Estimated construction
Alaimo (each 5.83%), Michael R. Hanna
APPLICATIONS
cost $12,121; first year operating cost $27,(4.85%). Joseph Alaimo is attorney; Mr.
980; tin,
revenue $30,000. Mauricio Alvarez-MarBangor, Me. — Downeast Tv Inc. Vhf ch. Greene
owns
advertising
agency
and
25%
Oct. 25.sole owner, is electrical engineer. Ann.
7 (174-180 mc); ERP 63.1 kw vis., 31.55 kw
interest
in
DePew,
N.
Y.,
am
application;
aur. Ant. height above average terrain 818 Mr. Carver is attorney; Dr. Cerulli is phyP. R. — Angel O. Roman. 1400
ft., above ground 182 ft. Estimated consician; Mr. Hanna is general manager of kc;Carolina,
250 w unl. P. O. address 218 Almirante
struction cost $319,729; first year operating
*WHCU
Ithica,
N.
Y.;
Mr.
Rutty
is
investPinzon,
El
Vedado,
Rey, P.firstR. year
Escost $267,090; revenue $361,600. P.O. address
ment broker; Dr. Salamone is physician;
timated construction Hato
cost $23,167;
145 Lisbon St., Lewiston, Me. Studio loca- Mr. DiGennaro
owns lumber company; Dr. operating cost $16,000; revenue $23,000.
tion Hampden, Me.; trans, location EddingStagnitto is physician; Mr. LeChase is conAngeltionO.contractor.
Roman, Ann.
sole Oct.
owner,
25. is constructractor, James V. and Samuel R. Alaimo
ton, Me. Geographic coordinates 44° 45'
30" N. lat., 68° 33' 57" W. long. Trans.
have real estate interests; Drs. Stephen L.
Vega
Baja,
P.
R.
—
Raul
Santiago
Roman.
RCA TT-5-BH; ant. Alford 1046-P. Legal and Anthony S. Alaimo are physicians.
1460 kc; 1 kw-D, 500 w-N. P. O. address
counsel Dempsey & Koplovitz, Washington,
Applicant requests STA to operate station
box
W,
Isabela,
P.
R.
Estimated
construction cost $15,317; first year operating cost
D. C;terconsulting
Barkley & Mass.
Dexpending FCC action. Ann. Oct. 23.
Laboratoriesengineer
Inc., Fitchburg,
$15,000; revenue $24,000. Raul S. Roman,
Principals: Herbert S. Hoffman (50%),
sole
is stockholder
in WMNT
Manati,owner,
P. R. Ann.
Oct. 19.
Louis J. Borgatti, Melvin L. Stone (each ExistingCALLtv stations
LETTERS ASSIGNED
20%), David L. Royte (5%). Mr. Hoffman
DePere, Wis. — Tedesco Inc. 1520 kc; 10
is owner of one clothing manufacturing
kw D, 1 kw N. P. O. address 1202 Pioneer
*WDIQ(TV)Tv Andalusia,
Alabama
firm and part-owner of two others, owns
Educational
Commission; Ala.—
changed
from
*WAIQ(TV).
Bldg..
Paul, Minn.
Estimated
construcWBOS-AM-FM Brookline-Boston, Mass.,
tionSt.
cost $62,830;
first year
operating
cost
and one-third of WSME Sanford, Me.; Mr.
$85,000;
revenue
$100,000.
Tedesco
Inc. has
*WAIQ(TV)
Montgomery,
Ala.—
Alabama
Borgatti owns 50% of WGUY Bangor; Mr.
Stone owns 77% of WRUM Rumford, 55.5%
of WGHM Skowhegan, 25% of WLOB-AMFM Portland, one-third of WSME Sanford,
and 25% of WGUY Bangor, all Maine; Mr.
Royte owns promotion agency and 25% of
WGUY. Ann. Oct. 23.
■
EDWIN
TORNBERG
Grand Rapids, Mich. — Atlas Bcstg. Co.
J
Vhf ch. 13 (210-216 mc); ERP 316 kw vis.,
158 kw aur. An-t. height above average
terrain 1,000 ft.; above ground 1,032.5 ft.
& COMPANY, INC.
Estimated construction cost $1,778,461; first
year operating cost $1,645,488; revenue
$1,822,668. P.O. address 207 Keith Theatre
Bldg., 113 Lyon St. N.W., Grand Rapids 2.
Studio location Grand Rapids; trans, location near Ravenna, Mich. Geographic coNegotiators For The Purchase And Sale Of
ordinates 43° 14' 53" N. lat., 86° 01' 32" W.
Radio And TV Stations
long. Trans. GE TT-51-B; ant. GE TY-53A3. Legal counsel Robert M. Booth Jr.,
Washington, D. C; consulting engineer
Appraisers • Financial Advisors
Kear & Kennedy, Washington. Principals
include: Theodore J. Peters (8.214%), Titus
Hager, William J. Lawrence Jr., Charles A.
New York-60 East 42nd St., New York 17, N. Y. • MU 7-4242
Smith Jr., Herbert G. Daverman, Lawrence
West Coast— 1357 Jewell Ave., Pacific Grove, Calif. • FR 2-7475
D. Kahilly (each 7.144%), Carl S. Herrud
(6.787%) and 35 others. Mr. Peters owns
Washington-1426 "G" St., N.W, Washington, D.C. • Dl 7-8531
investment firm and 50% of real estate
firm; Mr. Hager has lumber and real estate
interests; Mr. Lawrence lumber and paper
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STATION

AUTHORIZATIONS,

more than 20 stockholders and is licensee of
KWKY Des Moines. Iowa. Ann. Oct. 24.
Existing am stations
ACTIONS BY FCC
WDNG Anniston, Ala. — Granted increased
power from 250 w to 1 kw, condaytime tinued
operation on 1450 kc, 250 w-N;
engineering
Comr. Lee dissented.
Action Oct. conditions.
25.
WYAM Bessemer, Ala— Granted increased
daytime power from 250 w to 1 kw, continued
operation
on 1450
kc, Oct.
250 w-N;
neering
conditions.
Action
25. engiKVIP Redding, Calif. — Granted increased
operacontinued
5 kw, Oct.
1 kwD. toAction
powertion onfrom
25.
540 kc,
WMNZ Montezuma, Ga.— Waived Sec.
1.323(b) of rules and granted application
for replacement
for w.newAction
daytime am station ofonexpired
1050 kc,cp 250
Oct. 25.
WLBK DeKalb, 111. — Granted increased
power tionfrom
to 1engineering
kw, continued
operaon 1360500kc,w D;
condition.
Action Oct. 25.
WFRL Freeport, 111. — Granted increased
with DA, con5 kw,
1 kwon to1570
fromoperation
power tinued
kc, D; engmeering
dissented. Action
Minow
Chmn.
conditions.
Oct. 25.
APPLICATIONS
KIFW Sitka, Alaska. — Mod. of license to
change Oct.
hours25. of operation from SH to unl.
Ann.
WMRT Lansing, Mich. — Cp to increase
power Ann.
from Oct.
500 w 19.to 1 kw and install new
trans.
WJQStime power
Jackson,
Cp to increase dayfrom Miss—
250
new trans. Ann.
Oct.w 24.to 1 kw and install
to increase
WNJH Hammonton, N. J.— Cp install
new
250 w 19.to 1 kw and
from Oct.
power Ann.
trans.
license
of
Mod.
Y—
WADO New York, N.
operationN. from
to change
unl.
J., toshareWHBI ofNewark,
with hours
time
transrequesting
application
on
(contingent
fer of control of Radio Station WHBI to
Bartell Bcstrs. of New York Inc.). Ann.
Oct. 20.
WHVH Henderson, N. C— Cp to increase
w to 1 kw and
daytime
install newpower
trans.from
Ann.250Oct. 25.
Okla.—
Springs,
KTOW Sandfrom 100 w unl. toCp250tow,in-1
crease power
kw LS, and install new trans. Ann. Oct. 25.
CALL LETTERS ASSIGNED
Bakersfield, Calif.— KMAP Inc.;
KWAC
changed from KMAP.
KEVC Fresno, Calif .—Robert L. Ltppert.
WXIV Windermere, Fla.— Orange County
Bcstg. Co.; changed from WYNZ.
WISZ Glen Burnie, Md— Southfield Bcstg.
InKRSY
Roswell,
N. M— John Burroughs;
changed from
KSWS.
„
N. C— Blue
Black
WFGW
Ridge Bcstg. Corp. Mountain,
KSHA Medford, Ore— Medford Bcstrs.;
changed from KMFR.
Pa— Radio Hill Inc.;
Canonsburg
WERO from
changed
WCNG.,
^ WPTN Cookeville, Tenn. — Cookeville
Bcstg. Co.; changed from WTPI.
City, Tenn.— Jefferson
Jefferson
WJFC Bcstg.
County
Co.
,
KKAL Denver City, Tex.— Yoakum County
Bcstg. Co.
KTFO Seminole, Tex.— KSML Bcstrs.;
changed from KSML.
_
KCAS Slaton, Tex.— Star of the Plains
Bcstg. Co.
Co.WABH Deerfield, Va.— Deerfield Bcstg.
New fm stations
APPLICATIONS
Mobile, Ala. — Radio Mobile In». 975 mc;
22.26 kw. Ant. height above average terrain
221.5 ft. P. O. address 525 Donald St..
Mobile. Estimated construction cost $24,517; first year operating cost $12,000;
revenuecensee $15,000.
Inc. 17.is liof WKAB Radio
Mobile.Mobile
Ann. Oct.
Honolulu,
Hawaii
—
Hawaiian
Bcstg.
System Ltd. 96.3 mc; 34.94 kw. Ant. height
above average terrain minus 331 ft. P. O.
address box 581, Honolulu 9. Estimated
construction cost $23,950; first year operating cost $10,000; revenue $12,000. Hawaiian
Bcstg. System Ltd. is licensee of KGMBAM-TV Honolulu, KHBC-AM-TV Hilo. and
KMAU-TV
Wailuku, all Hawaii. Ann. Oct.
25.
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Ramsey, N. J.— I & S Bcstg. Corp. 94.3
mc; 1 kw. Ant. height above average terrain 124 ft. P. O. address box 696, Ridgecrest, Calif. Estimated construction cost
$10,700; first year operating cost $24,000;
revenue $28,000. Israel Sinofsky, sole owner,
owns 19.
KLOA-AM-FM Ridgecrest, Calif. Ann.
Oct.
Chester, Pa.— James S. Tisdale. 94.9 mc;
20 kw. Ant. height above average terrain
214 ft. P. O. adress Wolf Bldg., Market
Square, Chester. Estimated construction
cost $22,010; first year operating cost $15.t)00; revenue $10,000. James S. Tisdale, sole
owner,
Oct. 20. is licensee of WVCH Chester. Ann.
Spartanburg, S. C— Belk Bcstg. Co. of
South Carolina. 97.5 mc; 72 kw. Ant. height
above average terrain 361 ft. P. O. address
box 1808, Spartanburg. Estimated construction cost $40,350; first year operating cost
$4,000; revenue $5,000. Applicant is licensee
of WORD Spartanburg. Ann. Oct. 17.
Tullahoma, Tenn.— Jordan Bcstg. Co. 93.3
mc; 2.59 kw. Ant. height above average
terrain 286 ft. P. O. address box 2139, Tullahoma. Estimated construction cost $15,443; first year operating cost $20,000; reve25.
nue $24,000. Edwin B. Jordan, sole owner,
is licensee of WJIG Tullahoma. Ann. Oct.
Laredo, Tex.— Border Bcstrs. Inc. 98.7 mc;
3 kw. Ant. height above average terrain
157 ft. P. O. address box 1638, Station 1,
Laredo. Estimated construction cost $12,500; first year operating cost $15,000; revenue $20,000. Border Bcstrs. Inc. is licensee
of KVOZ Laredo. Ann. Oct. 19.
Existing fm stations
APPLICATION
WDHA-FM Dover, N. J.— Cp to change
frequency
Oct. 24. from 105.5 mc to 104.7 mc. Ann.
CALL LETTERS ASSIGNED
KNIK-FM Anchorage, Alaska— Northern
Tv Inc.; changed from KTVA-FM.
KOGO-FM
Diego, Calif.— KFSD Inc.;
changed
from SanKFSD(FM).
WRMI-FM Morris, 111.— Radio Morris.
WSID-FM Baltimore, Md.— United Bcstg.
Co. ofWYOU(FM).
Eastern Maryland Inc.; changed
from

SUMMARY

AM
FM
TV

Lie.
3,600
874

A.WCEN-FM
Brandt. Mount Pleasant, Mich.— Paul
KRVN-FM
Lexington, Neb— Nebraska
Rural
Radio Assn.
WTFM(FM)
Babylon,
changed from WGLI-FM.N. Y. — WGLI Inc.;
WERC(FM) Erie, Pa. — WERC Inc.;
changed from WWYN-FM.
Mount Horeb, Wis.— Leon
F. WFMK(FM)
Jenkins.
Ownership changes
ACTIONS BY FCC
KBLO Hot Springs, Ark.— Granted (1) renewal of license and (2) assignment of
license to George T. Hernreich (KFPW
Fort Smith and KAIT-TV Jonesboro); consideration $18,025. Action Oct. 25.
WCRY Macon, Ga. — Granted (1) renewal
of license and (2) assignment of license to
Middle Georgia Bcstg. Co. (John T. Wheeler,
president) ; consideration $80,000. Action
Oct.
25.
WNTA-TV
Newark, N. J.— Granted assignment of license of WNTA-TV (ch. 13)
Newark, N. J., from NTA Tv Bcstg. Corp.
to Educational Tv for the Metropolitan
Area Inc. for operation as first vhf educational tv station in that area.; considerationsented.
$6,200,000.
Comr.25. John S. Cross disAction Oct.
KYFM(FM) Oklahoma City , Okla.—
Granted
assignment
of license
Bern-to
ard Groven
and Richard
Harry from
Gundle
KYFM Inc. (James Edward McCarty,
Jimmie Lynn Smith and Bernard Groven);
consideration $35,000. Action Oct. 25.
APPLICATIONS
KYOS Merced, Calif. — Seeks transfer of
50% of stock in KYOS Inc. from Lou C.
McCormick, executrix of estate of Glenn
E. McCormick
(deceased),
to Lou
Mrs. Kerr;
McCormick as trustee
for Glenda
no financial consideration involved. Ann.
Oct.
18.
KRDO-AM-FM-TV
Colorado Springs, Colo.
— Seeks transfer of 29.22% of stock in Pikes
Peak Bcstg. Co. from Harry C. Hoth to
Harry W. Hoth Jr. and Joan G. Hoth (as
family group); consideration $141,000. Mr.
and
Mrs. Hoth
of licensee.
Ann.areOct.present
17. 24.84% owners
WGES Chicago, HI. — Seeks assignment of

OF COMMERCIAL

BROADCASTING

Compiled by BROADCASTING Oct. 26
ON AIR
CP
Not on air
48
99
Cps.
55
167
68
82

TOTAL APPLICATIONS
For new stations
852
118
173

OPERATING TELEVISION STATIONS

Commercial
Non-commercial

Compiled by BROADCASTING Oct. 2685
VHF
UHF
38
468
18
4871
COMMERCIAL

TV
553

STATION BOXSCORE

Compiled by FCC Sept. 30
35
Licensed (all on air)
Cps on air (new stations)
Cps not on air (new stations)
Total authorized stations
Applications for new stations (not in hearing)
Applications for new stations (in hearing)
Total applications for new stations
Applications for major changes (not in hearing)
Applications for major changes (in hearing)
Total applications for major changes
Licenses deleted
Cps deleted

56

AM
3,600
154

45
FM
876
193
26

3,789
166
532
698

98
1,114
124

116
504
620
0
1

7
78
712
0

59
TV
657
32
13
43
92
41

750
1
44
1 There are, in addition, nine tv stations which are no longer on the air, but retain their
licenses.
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4871

PROFESSIONAL

CARDS

JANSKY & BAILEY
Offices and Laboratories
1339 Wisconsin Ave., N.W.
Washington 7, D.C. FEderal 3-4800
Member AFCCE

JAMES C. McNARY
Consulting Engineer
National Press Bldg.,
Wash. 4, D. C.
Telephone District 7-1205
Member AFCCE

—Established 1926—
PAUL GODLEY CO.
Upper Montclair, N. |.
Pilgrim
Laboratories,
Great6-3000
Notch, N. J.
Member AFCCE

GEORGE C. DAVIS
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
RADIO & TELEVISION
527 Munsey Bldg.
STerling 3-0111
Washington
4, D. C.
Member AFCCE

Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
Everett L. Dillard, Cen. Mgr.
INTERNATIONAL BLDC.
Dl. 7-1319
WASHINGTON, D. C.
P.O. BOX 7037
JACKSON 5302
KANSAS.CITY, MO.
Member AFCCE

A. D. Ring & Associates
30 Years' Engineering
Experience in Radio

Lohnes & Culver

1710 H St., N.W. Republic 7-2347
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
Member AFCCE

GAUTNEY & JONES
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
930 Warner Bldg. National 8-7757
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE

MAY & BATTISON
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Suite 805
711 14th Street, N.W.
Washington 5, D. C.
REpublic AFCCE
7-3984
Member

L. H. Carr & Associates
Consulting
Radio & Television
Engineers
Washington 6, D. C. Fort Evans
1000 Conn. Ave. Leesburg, Va.
Member AFCCE

GUY C. HUTCHESON
P.O. Box 32
CRestview 4-8721
1100 W. Abram
ARLINGTON, TEXAS

SILLIMAN, MOFFET &
ROHRER
1405 C St., N.W.
Republic 7-6646
Washington 5, D. C.
Member AFCCE

WALTER F. KEAN
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Associate
George M. Sklom
19 E. Quincy St. Hickory 7-2401
Riverside,Member
III. (A AFCCE
Chicago suburb)

HAMMETT & EDISON
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Box 68, International Airport
San Francisco 28, California
Diamond 2-5208

CARL E. SMITH
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
8200 Snowville Road
Cleveland 41, Ohio
Tel. lAckson 6-4386
Hember AFOOE

J. G. ROUNTREE
CONSULTING ENGINEER
P.O. Box 9044
Austin 17, Texas
GLendale 2-3073

VIR N. JAMES
SPECIALTY
DIRECTIONAL ANTENNAS
232 S. Jasmine St. DExter 3-5562
Denver 22, Colorado
Member AFCCE

JOHN H. MULLANEY
and ASSOCIATES, INC.
2000 P St., N. W.
Washington 6, D. C.
Columbus AFCCE
5-4666
Member

COMMERCIAL RADIO
MONITORING CO.
PRECISION FREQUENCY
MEASUREMENTS
AM-FM-TV
103 S. Market St.,
Lee's Summit, Mo.
Phone Kansas City, Laclede 4-3777

A. E. Towne Assocs., Inc.
TELEVISION and RADIO
ENGINEERING CONSULTANTS
420 Taylor St.
San Francisco 2, Calif.
PR. 5-3100

PETE JOHNSON
Consulting am-fm-tv Engineers
Applications — Field Engineering
Suite 601
Kanawha Hotel Bldg.
Charleston, W.Va. Dickens 2-6281

CAMBRIDGE CRYSTALS
PRECISION FREQUENCY
MEASURING SERVICE
SPECIALISTS FOR AM-FM-TV
445 Concord Ave.,
Cambridge 38, Mass.
Phone TRow bridge 6-2810

FREQUENCY
MEASUREMENT
AM-FM-TV
WLAK Electronics Service, Inc.
P. O. Box 1211, Lakeland, Florida
Mutual 2-3145 3-3819

MERL SAXON
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEER
622 Hoskins Street
Lufkin, Texas
NEptune 4-4242 NEptune 4-9558

KEITH WILLIAMS and
ASSOCIATES, ARCHITECTS
Consultants — Radio Station Design
110 North Cameron Street
Winchester, Virginia
MOhawk 2-2589
Planning
layout
Renovation Equipment
Acoustic Design

CAPITOL RADIO
ENGINEERING INSTITUTE
Accredited Tech. Inst. Curricula
3224 16 St., N.W. Wash. 10, D.C.
Practical Broadcast, TV Electronic* engineering home study and residence
course. Write For Free Catalog. Specify course.

contact
BROADCASTING MAGAZINE
1735 DeSales St. N.W.
Washington 6, D. C.
for availabilities

L. J. N. du TREIL
& ASSOCIATES
CONSULTING RADIO ENCINEERS
10412 Jefferson Highway
New Orleans 23, La.
Phone: 721-2661

William B. Carr
Consulting Engineer
AM— FM— TV
Microwave
P. O. Box 13287
Fort Worth 18, Texas
ATlas 4-1571
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Munsey Building District 7-8215
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE

1302 18th St., N.W. Hudson 3-9000
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
Member AFCCE

A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
INWOOD POST OFFICE
DALLAS 9, TEXAS
MEIrose 1-8360
Member AFCCE

LYNNE C. SMEBY
CONSULTING ENGINEER
AM-FM-TV
7615 LYNN DRIVE
WASHINGTON 15, D. C.
OLiver 2-8520

GEO. P. ADAIR ENG. CO.
CONSULTING ENCINEERS
Radio-Television
Communications-Electronics
1610 Eye St., N. W.
Washington, D. C.
Executive Member
3-1230 Executive
AFCCE 3-5851

KEAR & KENNEDY

JOHN B. HEFFELFINGER
9208 Wyoming PI. Hiland 4-7010
KANSAS CITY 14, MISSOURI

JULES COHEN
Consulting Electronic Engineer
617 Albee Bldg. Executive 3-4616
1426 C St., N.W.
Washington 5, D. C.
Member AFCCE
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1 kw FM
TRANSMITTER

FrVTs Best 1 KW Buy!
Specially designed for multiplex and stereo broadcasting,
this compact unit uses ITA's
phase-modulated FM exciter
for stability and dependability.
Requires only two tube types
for simple, economical maintenance. Remote control is
extremely practical . . . very
few adjustments required.
Offers these features: • Stable
Grounded Grid PA • Selfneutralized • Semi-conductor
Power Supplies • Free Installation Supervision. It's value
packed! For complete information write ITA Dept. BJ-4.

ITA Electronics Corporation
BROADCAST DIVISION
Lansdowne, Pennsylvania
100
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license from Radio Station WGES Inc. to
McClendon Corp.; consideration $2,000,000.
McClendon Corp. is licensee of KILT and
KOST(FM) Houston, KROW(FM) Dallas,
both
WYSL-AM-FM Amherst, N.
18. andTexas;
Y.,
WAKY Louisville, Ky. Ann. Oct.
— Seeks(40%),
assignment
of WGCM
license Gulfport,
from E. Miss.
O. Roden
W. I.
Dove (23%), James E. Reese (13%), Zane
D. Roden, Bruce H. Gresham (each 12%),
d/b as E. O. Roden & Assoc., to Messrs.
E. O. Roden (45.45%), Dove (26.14%), Reese
(14.77%) and Z. D. Roden (13.64%), d/b
under same name; consideration to Mr.
Gresham
$2,000Oct.for25. his 12% partnership
interest. Ann.
KPBM Carlsbad, N. M. — Seeks assignment
of license from Coronado Bcstg. Inc. to W.
C. Taylor (50%), Gene Reischman (27.3%),
J. Kenneth Smith (11.3%), Homer F. Glover,
J. Raymond Harris (each 5.7%), d/b as
Taylor Bcstg. Inc.; consideration $90,000.
Messrs. Taylor, Reischman, Glover and
Harris own 50%, 20%, 15% and 15% respectively of KGRT Las Cruces, N. M. Ann.
Oct. 25.
WSSC Sumter, S. C— Seeks transfer of
90% of stock in Radio Sumter Inc. from
J. A. Gallimore (80%) and Virginia F. Gallimore (10%) to C. Edward Damron (80%)
and Laura Damron (10%); total consideration $75,000 plus assumption of $10,600
liability. Mr. Damron is vice president,
manager
10% owner
Damron isand
housewife.
Ann. ofOct.WSSC:
18. Mrs.
KCAD Abilene, Tex. — Seeks assignment
of cp from Jack Hughes to Westgate Bcstg.
Co., new corporation of which Mr. Hughes
is soletionstockholder;
considerainvolved. Ann. no
Oct.financial
25.
WPMH Portsmouth, Va. — Seeks assignment of cp from D. D. Cameron to D. D.
Cameron (50%), Ralph D. Epperson and
Earlene Epperson (each 25%), d/b as Tidewater Bcstg. Corp.; consideration voluntary
dismissal of application for same facilities
by Eppersonscost.
and Ann.
assumption
construction
Oct. 25. of 50% of
Hearing cases
FINAL DECISIONS
■ By cation
decision,
granted
appliof Sunburycommission
Bcstg. Corp.
to change
facilities of WKOK Sunbury, Pa., from 1240
kc, 250 w, unl., to 1070 kc, 10 kw-LS, 1 kw-N,
RA-2, at new trans, site; engineering condition; dismissedfinal
as moot
Sunbury's 11petition
for
expeditious
decision.
initial
decision
looked toward
this April
action. Action
Oct. 25.
B By decision,
appli-to
cations of Westerncommission
Minnesota granted
Bcstg. Co.
change facilities of KMRS Morris, Minn.,
from 1570 kc, 1 kw, D, to 1230 kc. 250 w,
unl., and KISD Inc., to increase daytime
power of KISD Sioux Falls, S. D., on 1230
kc from 250 w to 1 kw, continued nighttime
operationference
with
250 and
w, each
to inter-of
condition;
deniedsubject
application
Alexandria Bcstg. Corp. to change facilities
of KXRA Alexandria, Minn., from 1490 kc,
250 w, unl., to 1230 kc, 1 kw-LS, 250 w-N.
Feb. 7 initial decision looked toward granting applications of KXRA and KISD and
denying KMRS. Action Oct. 25.
■ Bv cation
decision,
of Tuscolacommission
Bcstg. Co.granted
for newappliam
station to operate on 1360 kc, 500 w. D, DA,
in Caro, Mich., and denied application of
Caro Bcstg. Co. for like facilities. Comrs.
Hyde and Lee dissented. Aug. 4, 1960, initial
decision cations.
looked
toward
Action Oct.
25. denying both appli■ By cationdecision,
commission
of Brandywine
Bcstg. granted
Corp. forapplinew
am station to operate on 690 kc, 500 w, DA,
D, in Media, Pa., and denied applications of
Boyerstown Bcstg. Co. and Dinkson Corp.
for new stations on same frequency with
250 w. D, in Boyerstown, Pa., and Hammonton, N. cision
J., looked
respectively.
Marchaction.
7 initial
detoward this
Action
Oct. 25.
■ Bytion bydecision,
denied
James J.commission
Williams for
leavepeti-to
amend his application to specify new trans,
site (applicant
meetand requirements of Sec. 1.311failed
[b] of to
rules),
denied
his application
for
new
am
station
to operate on 1450 kc, 250 w, unl., in Williamsburg,
Va.; dismissed as moot related petitions by
Williamsburg
Bcstg. Inc.
Williamsburg. Comrs. Bartley
and (WBCI)
Craven dissented.
Supplemental initial decision of May 19
looked
Oct. 25. toward granting application. Action
■ By cdecision,
appliations of WSTV commission
Inc. (WSTV) granted
Steubenville,
Ohio,
and
Connellsville
Bcstrs.
(WCVI)
Connellsville, Pa., to increase daytime power
from 250 w to 1 kw, continued operation on

1340 kc, 250with
w-N, additional
subject to condition
interferenceto
condition,
WCVI. Chmn. Minow concurred in result;
Comr. Cross
not participating.
Feb. 20 Action
initial
decision
looked
toward this action.
Oct. 25.
STAFF INSTRUCTIONS
■ Commission
directed granting
preparation
of document looking toward
application
of David L. Kurtz for new Class B fm station to operate on 101.1 mc; ERP 9.4 kw,
ant. height 128 ft., in Philadelphia, Pa.
Jan.
initial Oct.
decision
action.30 Action
25. looked toward this
Announcement of this preliminary step
does not constitute commission action in
such case but is merely announcement of
proposed disposition. Commission reserves
right to reach different result upon subdecision. sequent adoption and issuance of formal
INITIAL DECISIONS
a Hearing Examiner Isadore A. Honig issued initial decision looking toward grantof Radioto Co.
of Texas
County
for ing
newapplication
am station
operate
on 1250
kc,
500 w, D, in Houston, Mo. Action Oct. 24.
■ Hearing Examiner David I. Kraushaar
issued initial decision looking toward terminating and dismissing proceeding on mod.
of license of Marietta Bcstg. Inc. to specify
operation
KERO-TV
Calif.,
on ch. 23 ofinstead
of ch.Bakersfield,
10 effective
on
earliest practicable date prior to expiration
of term of license on Dec. 1, 1962, and for
remainder of such term. (On March 27 commission amended tv table of assignments to
make Bakersfield all-uhf by substituting ch.
23 for ch. 10 in Bakersfield, effective concurrently with expiration of outstanding
license for KERO-TV on ch. 10 or upon such
earlier date as station may cease operation
on ch. 10 in Bakersfield; at same time, it
ordered cense.)
hearing
Action Oct.on 20.mod. of KERO-TV liOTHER ACTIONS
Wolverine Bcstg. Co., Wyoming, Mich.,
Muskegon Heights Bcstg. Co., Muskegon
Heights, Mich., Grand Valley Bcstg. Co.,
Saranac, Mich. — Designated for hearing applications for new am stations of Wolverine
on 1530 kc, 500 w, DA-D, Muskegon, 1520 kc,
1 kw with 250 w CH, D, and Grand Valley,
1520 kc, 250 w, D; made Federal Aviation
Agency and applicants Lake Zurich Bcstg.
Co., Lake Zurich, 111., Tel. Corp. of Michigan Inc.,
Jackson,
Community
Service
Bcstrs.
Inc., Mich.,
Ypsilanti,andMich.,
parties
to proceeding. Action Oct. 25.
Neil N. Levitt, Roswell, N. M. — Designated
for hearing application for new am station
to operate on 960 kc, D; made KSEL Lubbock, and KGKL San Angelo, Tex., parties
to proceeding. Action Oct. 25.
KWBE Beatrice, Neb. — Designated for
hearing application to change operation from
1450 kc, 250 w, unl., to 1590 kc, 1 kw-N, 5
kw-LS, DA-2; made Federal Aviation
Agency and KNDY Marysville, Kan., parties
to proceeding. Action Oct. 25.
a By letter, commission advised Sangamon
Valley Tv Corp. that, since availability of
ch. 2 is condition precedent to further consideration of its application for new tv
station to operate on that channel in Springfield, M., action on that application will be
deferred pending resolution of current rulemaking in Doc. 14267 which looks toward
transferring ch. 2 from Springfield to St.
Louis, Mo., and Terre Haute, Ind. Chmn.
Minow
and 25.
Comr. Craven not participating.
Action Oct.
a By memorandum opinion and order,
commission denied petition for reconsideration and extraordinary relief filed by Broadcast Bureau directed against June 27 order
which denied petition by Mt. Holly-Burlington Bcstg. Co., Mt. Holly, N. J., for enlargement of issues in Burlington-Mt. Holly,
N. J., am proceeding in Docs. 13931 et al.
Chmn. Minow dissented and issued stateContinued on page 107
ATTENTION-GETTERS
BUILD BETTER RATINGS!
Attention-getting SOUND EFFECTS build
station identification . . . make more money for
your station,STRATIONandDISC and
you! 56Mailpage$1 Catalog
today forlisting
DEMONover
2000
professional
quality
Sound
Effects,
to
MP-TV
Services (an affiliate of RADIO RECORDERS),
7000-P
Monica CALDWELL
Blvd., Hollywood
38, Calif.
Canadian Santa
Distributors:
A/V EQPT.
CO.,
Ltd., 447 Jarvis St., Toronto 5, Ontario
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CLASSIFIED

ADVERTISEMENTS

(Payable in advance. Checks and money orders only.) (FINAL DEADLINE — Monday preceding publication date.)
• SITUATIONS WANTED 20* per word— $2.00 minimum • HELP WANTED 25« per word— $2.00 minimum.
• DISPLAY ads $20.00 per inch — STATIONS FOR SALE advertising require display space.
• All other classifications 30? per word — $4.00 minimum.
• No charge for blind box number. Send replies to Broadcasting, 1735 DeSales St., N.W., Washington 6, D. C.
Applicants: It transcriptions or bulk packages submitted, $1 .00 charge for mailing (Forward remittance separately, please). All transcriptions, photos,
etc., sent to box numbers are sent at owner's risk. Broadcasting expressly repudiates any liability or responsibility for their custody or return
RADIO
Help Wanted — Management
Fast-growing station in New York area
seeks leading salesman who is ready and
able to make the move to sales manageHighly attractive
Future ment.
unlimited.
Send remuneration
detailed resumeplan.to
Box 590H, BROADCASTING.
New England city, (population 35,000) has
only one radio station but need two people
— both manager and sales manager. Young
outstanding, salesman with managerial
talents and aspirations. Wanted by mature
radio operators to take over smallest of
group of stations. Excellent remuneration
— salary, profit sharing — five figures. Organization offers real future. Send complete
resume to Box 631H. BROADCASTING.
Sales
Progressive single market station is looking
for a sales manager interested in settling
In growing Texas community city of 10.900. Good opportunity, pleasant working
conditions. Must be experienced in sales
and prefer air voice if possible. Job is now
open but will wait for right application.
Box 799G, BROADCASTING.
If you have two or more years experience
selling in radio on a fulltime basis and
you would like to make money, this is
what we can offer you. You will sell radio
time in the most beautiful and fastest growing area in Florida with top compensation.
As our
yankee thesalesman
"Man! money
Florida weather,
beach says;
and good
what
more
could
I
ask
for,
join
me!"
resume to Box 288H, BROADCASTING.Send
Two old, not has-beens AM pros with sports
and sales for Michigan fulltimer. Box 561H,
BROADCASTING.
Sales: Earn $7,500 plus. Guarantee to start.
Substantial account list furnished. Experienced self-starter required, family man
desired. Midwest fast growing community.
Box 596H, BROADCASTING.
Salesman for eastern metropolitan market.
Chance to make good money and chance
for advancement to more lucrative position.
Station has very good standing in market.
Send complete resume. Box 629H, BROADCASTING.
Madison, Wisconsin. Excellent situation and
future for right man, strong on sales.
Growing multiple market chain, complete
resume to Box 643H, BROADCASTING.
Needed immediately a announcer who desires sales experience or announcer with
sales experience who is looking for stable
organization. Will pay good salary, plus
commission to the right man. Radio station,
KLEX, Box 358, Lexington, Missouri.
KOLT, 5 kw CBS needs salesman. Prefer
first phone
combo-man
man Send
from photo,
midwest or Rocky
Mountainandarea.
tape, resume. KOLT, Scottsbluff, Nebraska.
Louisiana, experienced competitive market
salesman. Excellent accounts and commissions for right man. Personal interview
necessary. Apply John Strength, K-REB,
Shreveport.
Experienced
announcer
desiring
extra
income thru sales.
KTFI, Twin
Falls,
Idaho.
Suburban & Chicago — Completing increase
to 5 kw. Need experienced successful salesdesirous of — "moving
25% men
commission
advance. up."
SendPermanent.
full details first letter. WEAW, Evanston, Illinois.
Salesman (2) send complete resume to F.O.
Pease, G.M., WSUG, Clewiston, Florida. No
tone calls.
BROADCASTING, October 30, 1961

Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Sales
Southern group — Top rated metro stations,
expanding, seeking two potential managers
as salesmen — 30-40, married. Guarantee,
moving, rapid advancement for creative
producer. Area applicants preferred. Send
photo — complete resume first letter. McLendon Broadcasting, Box 197, Jackson, Miss.
Radio television jobs. Over 630 stations. All
major markets, midwest saturation. Write
Walker Employment, 83 South 7th Street,
Minneapolis 2, Minn.
Announcers
Country music dj personality for board
shift and part time selling. Florida fulltime
all country music station offers wonderful
opportunity for a dj who loves country
music.
Tape, resume to Box 374H, BROADCASTING.
Eastern Pennsylvania chain needs experienced man for 5000 watt station. Excellent
salary, ideal conditions, good opportunities.
Send tape, resume. Box 519H, BROADCASTING.
Versatile announcer for staff and farm programs on network station in city of 13,000.
Illinois. Box 520H, BROADCASTING.
Announcer with experience in upstate New
York. Box 620H, BROADCASTING.
Leadingareastation
excellent
— New
York
seeks incombo
man.market
Strong
on
engineering, who can qualify as newscaster, top working conditions. Good salary.
Fringe
CASTING.benefits. Write Box 625H, BROADAnalysis of your audition tape by big market program directors. Tips on style, pace,
production and overall improvement. Also
get 86 speech jawbreakers, and 25 one line
laff getters. Guaranteed return of your
tape. Rush $3.50, check or money order,
and your tape today to Box 637H, BROADCASTING.
Announcer with vim, vigor and vitality for
a good Texas market. Immediate opening.
Send tape and background in first letter.
Box 642H, BROADCASTING.
DJ with first class ticket. Emphasis on announcing. Personality and ideas. Top job
with top station in market. Box 652H,
BROADCASTING.
Announcer with at least two years experience needed immediately. Must be a
mature-dependable person. Box 658H,
BROADCASTING.
Immediate opening for experienced newsman in Pennsylvania. Send details of experience and salary expected. Box 661H,
BROADCASTING.
First phone announcer minimum three
years air experience, remote control operation,James
good music
format. Hannibal,
Salary open,
contact
Jae, KHMO,
Missouri.
Needed immediately a announcer who desires sales experience or announcer with
sales experience who is looking for stable
organization. Will pay good salary, plus
commission to the right man. Radio station, KLEX, Box 358, Lexington, Missouri.
Immediate nouncer.
opening
for strong
morningmusic.
anCBS station
with adult
Send tape and resume to KILO, Grand
Forks, North Dakota.

Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Announcers

Leading full time thousand watt station
needs experienced all around announcer at
once. Must be capable of adult programming, highly commercial. Salary open but
the right man will deserve and justify at
least $450.00 a month. Prefer non military
obligated man from midwest as personal
interview is necessary. Excellent permanent opportunity for man who can qualify.
Call Jerrell Shephered, KNCM, Moberly,
Missouri, Amherst 3-1600.
Danny White, formerly of WPDQ, Jacksonville, Florida, please contact Bud Connell,
at KXOK, St. Louis, Missouri.
Newsman — experienced in gathering-writing-mobile
spot reporting
and Weairing
to
fifteen minute
newscasts.
needfivea
professional
sane-sober-reliable
individual.
. . . Not a psycho or floater. We are
equipped with the finest facilities and do
the top news work in the area. Send tape
and resume to Jim Setters, News Director,
KWBB, P.O. Box 486, Wichita, Kansas.
Staff announcer wanted. Location Maryland, Eastern Shore. Experience necessary.
Strong news and adult music programming.
Sam Cannon, WCEM, Cambridge, Maryland.
AC 8-4800.
Announcer: Experienced for 5000 watt station near Philadelphia. Run own board.
Good salary, fringe benefits, good working
conditions. WCOJ, Coatesville, Pennsylvania.
Immediate opening for morning man, capable on news, sports and announcing. Send
tape and resume to WDDY, Gloucester,
Virginia.
Opening nouncer.
forWho can
experienced
salesman-anassume duties
of salesmanager. Prefer morning man background.
Excellent future with a newspaper owned
station. Send tape, resume to Bill Poole,
WFLS, Fredericksburg, Virginia.
Newsman with good reporting sense, aufor active opening.
news department neededthoritative
forvoice immediate
Send
tape and resume, or contact by telephone
Mr. Bill Frink. Program Director, WIMA
Radio, Lima, Ohio, immediately.
Immediate opening for newsman with ability to write, edit tapes, handle air work.
Experience and good air voice a must.
Contact Bob Capps, WISH, Indianapolis.
Michigan daytimer — network affiliate has
opening for 1st phone announcer. Prefer
family man.
Local news
experience
permanent
employment
for competent
man.—
Personal interview necessary. First send
tape, resume, salary requirements. J. F.
Marzke, WJUD, St. Johns, Michigan.
WLPM, needs mature voice for quality
programming into tidewater Virginia. Send
tape and resume or contact Ed Baydush,
WLPM, Suffolk, Virginia.
Wanted: young, announcer dj for nonfrantic top 40 format in one station market
60 miles from Nashville. Minimum, one
year experience. Must have good delivery
for
Send air
checktapeandrecording
resume commercials.
to Murray Chumley,
WMSR, Manchester,
Tenn.
State
salary
requirements. Do not apply unless you are
close
enough
to
come
for
personal
interview.
Morning top 40 personality needed. Rush
resume
Reading, andPa. tape to Johnny Canton, WRAW,
101

Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Announcers

Situations Wanted — (Confd)

Pleasant morning announcer, adult music
station, good permanent working conditions
with latest equipment. Opportunity for advancement. Only experienced applicants
considered. Send tape and resume first
letter. No collect calls please. Manager,
WRTA, Altoona, Pa.
Adult appeal morning man. Experienced.
Requirements rigid. $85 start. Call, write
pd, WTXL, West Springfield, Massachusetts.
REpublic 9-4768.
Experienced combo-announcer-production,
announcer-sales, or announcer-first class license. Box 1056, Twin Falls, Idaho.
Two first-phone announcers. New station
in southcentral Pennsylvania. Experience
not necessary; age no limit. Contact Glenn
Winter, Box 1480, Shippensburg, Pa.
Radio television jobs. Over 630 stations. All
major markets, midwest saturation. Write
Walker Employment, 83 South 7th Street,
Minneapolis 2, Minn.

I'mmarket.
a wanted
. Salesmanager,
top
50
Loyalmanand. .dynamic,
outstanding
track record in highly competitive market,
have figures. Present AAA-I rated employer
wants me — but I want opportunity for
greater growth . . . perhaps you need a
wanted man. Box 504H, BROADCASTING.
General manager . . . available around first
of year. Present station being sold. 15 years
experience all phases. 37. Family, sober.
Active in community affairs. Excellent
recommendations include present employers.
Organize and develop new station or administer operating concern. Active in sales,
etc. First phone many years. Prefer western
market 20-50,000 or perhaps small group.
Would like eventual partial or full purchase opportunity, though not essential.
Box 616H, BROADCASTING.
Twenty years broadcasting. All phases.
Independent. Network. Large and small
markets. Handled local . . . regional . . .
national accounts. Will build your station
in to top rating and profits as manager
or sales manager. Solid record. Location
open. Box 635H, BROADCASTING.
Available immediately, twelve years radio,
manager, salesman, chief engineer, announcer. Eddie Lane, Welch, West Virginia,
He 6-3354.

Technical
Recording Studios, Philadelphia area requires thoroughly experienced control room
engineer for live talent production. Disc
or
magnetic-film
experience desirable. Box
599H, BROADCASTING.
Radio television jobs. Over 630 stations. All
major markets, midwest saturation. Write
Walker Employment, 83 South 7th Street,
Minneapolis 2, Minn.
Production — Programming, Others
Newsman who can gather and broadcast
news for network station in city of 13,000.
Illinois
network station. Box 521H, BROADCASTING.
New England — major indie operation needs
good producer. Real opportunity with growmultiple chain for right man. Resume to
Box 538H, BROADCASTING.
Negro newsman — Major eastern market.
Live wire, experienced. Writing, gathering
"beep"BROADCASTING.
tapes. Resume and tapes to Box
588H,
Newsman: Strong on gathering local news,
writing and delivery for major morning
slot in large metropolitan southwest market. Good voice and delivery a necessity.
Send tape
and resume immediately to Box
597H,
BROADCASTING.
Young man, familiar with off-set and letterpress processes, capable of doing lay-out
and general production, including knowledge of types and typography for central
marketing and promotion department of
radio-tv
group. Box 623H, BROADCASTING.
Operations manager wanted by eastern
metropolitan market. Must understand station operations. Thoroughly experienced.
Must have good references and send resume. Box 630H, BROADCASTING.
News director, 5000 watt regional with accent on statewide news coverage. Must
write, collect, broadcast. Good existing
news setup. Prefer man with smattering of
sports ability. Craig Parker, WDEV, Waterbury, Vermont.
Immediate opening. Top 40 production man
with originality and ideas. Must have tape
to prove it. Send photo, tape, background
to Bill Frosch, WISH, Indianapolis.
RADIO
SITUATIONS

WANTED

Management
Manager-commercial manager. Eight years
experience these capacities. Also national
network and advertising agency. Solid record of profits and success. Box 409H,
BROADCASTING.
102

Management

Announcers
Sports director looking for sports minded
station. Finest of references. Box 220H,
BROADCASTING.
Experienced deejay and newsman — married.
Desires work in N. Y., general area. Not a
drafter. Tape, resume or personal interview,
available upon request. Box 469H, BROADCASTING.
Ayem personality, music, pd 5 kw 600,000
market desires relocation, advancement potential. No first phone; I'm not a chief engineer, but dohumorous,
run tight mature,
board with
"bits."
Intelligently
single,
27,
college, car, trade knowledge, experience,
tape, ratings, references, resume now. No
top 40. Ten hour workday normal; want a
hustler? Box 505H, BROADCASTING.
Experienced fast paced dj desires top 40
position. Proved audience builder. Box
533H. BROADCASTING.
Program director/and/or announcer, desires change. 6 years experience in all
phases of radio, mostly format. Last 5 years
with
same
CASTING. corporation. Box 550H, BROADDJ, announcer, newscaster, experienced. Do
tight work, run board. Sportscaster. Box
562H, BROADCASTING.
Combo man first phone thirty years.
Twelve
play-by-play-news.
engineer years
past five.
Desires AlabamaChiefor
Florida. Non screamer, tape and references.
Box 598H, BROADCASTING.
Adults only. A personality who can make
you
money. Family. 21 years. Box 600H,
BROADCASTING.
Announcer with writing, sales and production experience. Single, 35 years of age.
Canadian. Now employed with U. S. tv and
radio school. Interested in joining progressive network affiliate. Box 602H, BROADCASTING.
Announcer-account executive: Available
January, experienced. College, professional
training, veteran. No military obligation,
desire
news exposure. Box 606H, BROADCASTING.
Oklahoma combo 1st FCC. Our needs may
be
ING.mutual. Write. Box 609H, BROADCASTNegro: Professional background including
tv. Age 41. Highly educated. Family man,
integrity, talented, dedicated. Deserves
break for immeasurable determination,
patience, effort, confidence to succeed top
position. nouncer.
Non-stereotyped
straight anBox 614H. BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted— (Cont'd)
Announcers
Announcer, 10 years experience radio &
tv, relocate, available middle of November.
Family, service exempt, adult programming,
excellent references. Box 604H, BROADCASTING.
Professional. Solid: references. Finest background. Nine years experience. Veteran
with college. Know standard and formula.
News
and
CASTING. production. Box 618H, BROADToo shocking — engineer with announcing
experience wishes to return to announcing
as combo with light maintenance. Young,
married, willing to work. Fast board and
good ad-lib. Texas preferred all considered.
Box 619H, BROADCASTING.
Need that first job. Speech trained, broadcasting school, some college, third phone.
Have good potential and willing worker.
Box 624H, BROADCASTING.
A specialist? You bet! This highly experienced airman captures the teenage audience and reaps a small fortune for you
with creative, successful advertising and
promotional tie-ins during the evening
when most adults are glued to the tuber
Have the highest rating of any station in
your market! Compensate me on the basis
of monies earned for you! Fringe benefits
include
CASTING.a first phone! Box 628H, BROAD150 a week absolute minimum. San Francisco
said:summer
"Could relief
be nextat Sherwood"Examiner
when I did
KGO
(50 kw). Sherwood is very very big here.
Tight
(It'shappen
not thatto
I'll
takeformat
what Iorcanpersonality
get ...My I wife
just
do both
extremely
well.)
and 4 kids
wouldn't
let me to.beAska for
floater
boozer
even if I wanted
tape, orbrochure,
picture, references. Send no money. Box
632H, BROADCASTING.
TV or radio/tv announcer considered
among best in state. 11 years experience including 5 tv. Good voice, very good appearance. References. Minimum $135 weekly. Move anywhere up. Box 633H, BROADCASTING.
Have suit — wiU commute. I'm looking for
a swingin'
40 operation
on the
move.
Knowtop music.
Have that's
programming
experience.
Personality
type,
not
time —
temp robot. Married. Currently employed
2 years, itl rated station in top 30 market.
Box 639H, BROADCASTING.
Gal-experienced. Air personality, copywriting, news, some sales. Desires permanent
position, single. Tape on request. Box 644H,
BROADCASTING.
Announcer— disk jockey, young, some experience. Prefer eastern seaboard, desire to
settle down. Box 645H, BROADCASTING.
Tops copy, disk jockey, idea girl, credit.
Hire
me! Why wait! Box 646H, BROADCASTING.
Negro announcer,
dj, tight
format, newscaster, mature voice,
experienced.
Will
travel. Box 648H, BROADCASTING.
Announcer and dj. Fully experienced, fast
board
capacity. Family man. Box 649H,
BROADCASTING.
Radio-tv announcer seeks position in New
England. Married, steady. Box 653H,
BROADCASTING.
Immediately— young. ambitious, experienced,
hungry announcer.draft-free,
Box 654H, vice-free,
BROADCASTING.
Experienced announcer — sportscaster. 27,
desires position with responsibility at well
organized station. Sports with complete
local promotion speciality. Offer consistent,
and cooperation. EmworkBROADCASTING.
ability
best of ployed.
Box 655H,
Canadian — 17 years as newscaster, writer,
program
director, commercials
. . berth
. deejay.in
Also tv newscaster.
Looking for
Florida or other southern state. Info on
ING.
request. Write Box 657H. BROADCASTBROADCASTING, October 30, 1961

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Announcers
I am interested in helping a station develop
good will through a qualified, sincere air
personality. I am no prima donna or fast
paced immature announcer. My desire is to
be with a station programming intelligent,
respectful entertainment. My experience
covers sixteen years on air and program
directing. Available immediately. Box 659H,
BROADCASTING.
1st phone, announcing experience, junior
college diploma, single, age 20. Write Ken
Cox, Howe, Oklahoma. Call Poteau, Oklahoma, OL 8-2205.
See for yourself if I have the effective radio voice you are looking for. 31, broadcasting school graduate, some college and
sales background. Write, wire or phone
Donald Johnston, 5756 N. Fairfield, Chicago
45, Illinois, Ar 1-1202.
First phone
personality
dj -newscaster.
Versatile, creative,
tight board.
Experienced
pop, timing, straight announcing, classical.
Send full details: Rick Knapp, 2223 North
Fair Oaks Avenue, Altadena, California.
Good man wants good position with good
station. Five years sportscasting-staffer,
radio-tv. Family, college, reliable; wants
only sound permanent operation. Larry
Myers, 725 Indiana Ct. #2, El Sequndo,
California. EAstgate 2-5605.
Combo-man with limited experience desires
station in Florida or surrounding states.
Mature with liking for good music. Fair
announcer with first phone. Bob Mundy,
1250 Emeralda Drive. Orlando, Florida.
Two years experience, 18 months as Chicago'srelations,
midnight flyer. Prefer a minded
good music,
publiction.
staFamily and Iproduction
need $100+. Rick Wade,
132 N. Leamington, Chicago, Illinois. ES
8-8137.
Technical
Engineer 25 years experience, 8 tv desires
position as studio and or transmitter technical
supervisor ofWarm
aggressive
Remote experience.
climatestation.
preferred.
Box 347H, BROADCASTNG.
Broadcast engineering specialist. 18 years
construction, rejuvination, proof of performance, chief since 1944. Family man,
sober, 3 years present position. Desire south
or
pacific
northwest.
Box 513H, BROADCASTING.
Engineering position
Formerly KXKW,
ticket. Contact— Ray
Stephenville,
Texas.
3357.

desired in southwest.
Married. First class
Loper, 1221 Neblett,
Phone Woodlawn 5-

C.E. 4 years. 1 kw daytime. No announcing. Available. Anthony Ostopoff, P.O. Box
3681, Charlotte 3, North Carolina. Phone
334-2661.
Production — Programming, Others
Hardworking, creative newsman leaving
New York metropolitan area station after
year. Also 2 years newspaper magazine
editorial, 2 years armed forces radio, Married, 30, Harvard graduate. Prefer large
metropolitan areas. Excellent developing
features, lively angles, editorials in-depth
coverage, bination,
sports
for tv/radio
comavailableideal
immediately.
Box 543H.
BROADCASTING.
Newsman — gather, write and air — two degrees. On air 10 years, 3 years in news inCASTING. cluding newspaper. Box 544H, BROADSports director: five years broadcasting
basketball, football, and some baseball.
Also
excellent newsman. Box 573H, BROADCASTING.
Newsman — experienced, competent all
phases news operation. Seeking station with
mature news concept. Tape, resume, references. Box 586H, BROADCASTING.
BROADCASTING, October 30, 1961

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Production — Programming, Others
News or public affairs director. Radio
and/or television. National award winner.
Specialfairs,
events,
afeditorials. documentaries,
References. Nowpublic
50 kw.
Box 607H, BROADCASTING.
Commercial copy that sells! Expert spot
production, sales promotion. 17 years radio.
Stuart. Box 621H, BROADCASTING.
Gal Friday-New York City. Radio-tv film
production, pr, promotion assistant. College
degree
in broadcasting. Box 627H, BROADCASTING.
Program manager and/or operations manager— over eight years in production and
operationscellent
— four
years
Exreferences.
Preferprogramming.
west or southwest. Box 636H, BROADCASTING.
Radio-tv newsman, reporter-photographerairman ... 8 years major metropolitan
areas. Box 660H, BROADCASTING.
TELEVISION
Help Wanted — Sales
Top station needs aggressive, young knowledgeablewant
salesman-sales
development
salesman. If you
outstanding
opportunity
and earnings with leading CBS affiliate in
one of top ten major markets, this is it.
Our staff knows of this ad. Rush resume,
photo. We move fast. Box 592H, BROADCASTING.
TV sales experience. We have an opening
for you. Draw-commission, no ceiling, profit sharing, insurance and vacation. Write
KFBB, Box 1139, Great Falls, Montana.
Announcers
Network affiliate — south. If you have ability
as a tv announcer to portray sincerity,
salesmanship, authority, send resume, tape,
photo to Box 589H, BROADCASTING. Could
he
excellent opportunity for one not now
in tv.
VHF all networks need all-around tv announcer for on-camera commercial news,
emcee, sports, etc. Prefer background in
secondary market tv. Top radio man without tv experience could qualify. Opportunity to advance in production and directing.
Must be 20-30 years of age. Send letter
with full background, tape and snapshot.
Applv Marshall Pengra, KLTV, Channel 7,
Box 957, Tyler, Texas.
Technical
Expanding midwest station group desires
experienced, competent tv transmitter and
maintenance technicians. Ideal family living
conditions. Good pay and future for men
who want to progress. Write Box 593H,
BROADCASTING.
Maintenance technician — maximum power
uhf tv station in city of culture and tradition. Chesapeake Bay and mountains nearby
offer wide variety recreation. Small technical staff being
beefed
Rapid advancement for man
whoup.demonstrates
know-how
and
leadership.
Can't
use
beginners, mail order students or drifters.
Box 603H, BROADCASTING.
Southwest growing vhf station needs engineer with first phone-experienced in studio
or transmitter operation and maintenance.
Good pay. Send resume to Box 608H,
BROADCASTING.
Transmitter operator some experience
necessary. Small station, Rocky Mountain
area. Also opening for video switcherdirector. Prefer licensed man. State salary
and availability first letter. Box 610H,
BROADCASTING.
Transmitter operator for KMVI-TV, Maui.
Television experience not necessary, but
valid first class radio -telephone license is
essential. Work 40 hours in three days,
four days off each week. Write or call
KMVI-TV, Wailuku, Maui, Hawaii.
TV transmitter engineer, first phone license,
no experience necessary. Contact Jerry E.
Smith, V.P. for Engineering, P.O. Box 840,
Corpus Christi, Texas.

Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Production — Programming, Others
Producer-director. Excellent production opportunity with leading midwestern tv station doing above average live program
schedule. Production experience required,
good creative background desirable. Send
detailed resume and salary requirements
to Box 390H, BROADCASTING.
Wanted: station artist. Background in tv
art helpful but not a must. Send resume
with salary requirements to Box 546H,
BROADCASTING.
TELEVISION
SITUATIONS

WANTED

Management
Manager-commercial manager. Eight years
experience these capacities. Also national
network and advertising agency. Solid record of profits and success. Box 410H,
BROADCASTING.
Selling general manager. 37; college graduate; thoroughly experienced 18 years — 8
years television. Can triple ratings and
profits; enhance quality image. Have done
it; am doing it. Box 626H, BROADCASTING.
TV sales manager wants to relocate in tv
or radio. Eight years of solid, successful
sales background through the ranks, including local, regional and national. Agency
experience. Will manage local sales department and sell regional and national. Midwest market preferred. Box 638H, BROADCASTING.
Sales
Executive-type salesman experienced in
major and medium sized markets interested in sound, permanent connection.
Presently employed with seven years television sales and ten years radio sales and
management. Mature, married, sober. Excellent record with best references past
and present employer. Box 585H, BROADCASTING.
Seeking tv executive position with station,
film company, agency or client. Offer 12
years experience. National sales manager
tv film production and syndication, sales
for major New York tv rep., and tv station sales. Los Angeles. Box 656H, BROADCASTING.
Announcers
TV announcer, intelligent, good voice, appearance. Most professional in market. 10
years radio/tv. Looking only for major
market. $160. Prefer in-person audition but
will
send audio tape. Box 634H. BROADCASTING.
Technical
TV engineer experienced in maintenance
and operation of television transmitter and
microwave equipment seeks opportunity to
work for station in Florida or near-by state.
Responsible, excellent references. Box 587H,
BROADCASTING.
Looking for permanent position as chief,
or assistant in medium, or small market.
Experienced in all phases of radio and
television. Good reason for moving. Box
591H, BROADCASTING.
TV maintenance engineer — supervisor. 10
years experience. All phases. Box 611H.
BROADCASTING.
Desire job in south or west. 8 years in
radio- 3 years in tv. D. C. Kenny, 1708
0917.
Lucile, Wichita Falls, Texas. Phone 767Technical s_'iriool grad. Experienced in
transmitter maintenance, plus studio. Desires studio or studio and transmitter position.
27, single,
draft. duties.
Interested in Agesmaller
stationfreewithof varied
J. G. Wilson
Phone
1039. RR #2, Monmouth, Illinois.
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For Sale— (Cont'd)

Wanted to Buy— (Cont'd)

Production — Programming, Others
Newsman, versatile, creative, a year New
York area radio. 2 years armed forces network. Much magazine newspaper editorial
experience. Harvard graduate 30, married.
Can handle studio and remote work, knowledge
photography.
Personable,
would consider
radio-television
combination.
Box
542H, BROADCASTING.
Newsman. Experienced two degrees. Gather,
write and air. Seek better opportunity.
Box 545H, BROADCASTING.
Program manager — 5 years assistant program/film director/ioperations manager. Thoroughly grounded in sales and accounting. Experienced in organization and administration. Background all phases documentary film production. College graduate.
Box 549H, BROADCASTING.
Director. Top 20. College. 5 dependents.
Se\{en years experience. $720. Box 605H,
BROADCASTING.
Announcing, directing, production, programming. Eight Resume
years experience.
lent references.
available. ExcelWrite
or phone Herb Buck, 602 Ohio Avenue.
Fort Pierce, Florida.
Educational television : Producer-director,
engineer perience
& ininstructor.
in speech, able
excommercial B.S.
broadcasting,
to instruct in speech & drama. Position
where graduate work is available, designed,
but not necessary. Resume available. Write:
Michael P. Stowers, 1404 N. Franklin Ave.,
Bloomington, Illinois.

Equipment
Will buy or sell broadcasting equipment.
Guarantee Radio & Broadcasting SupDly
Co., 1314 Iturbide St., Laredo, Texas.
Transmission line, styroflex, heliax, rigid
with hardware and fittings. New at surplus
prices."
list. Sierra
Electric Write
Cable for
Co., stock
1401 Middle
HarborWestern
Road.
Oakland 20, California.
Repair exchange — Rebuilt motors and major
parts for Ampex, Magnecord, etc. Same
performance and warranty as new. Sigma
Electric Co., Inc., 11 E 16 St., New York 3,
N. Y.

Stations
An experienced operator, well known in the
trade, has 80-90 thousand to invest in a
realistic
offer.on Prefer
downassume
with workable terms
balance.29%Will
active
management.
Confidential.
Box
612H,
BROADCASTING.

FOR SALE
Equipment
Tower — excellent condition— 1120 feet high
less antenna-50 pound design, elevator, now
standing may be inspected. Available in
about 12 months. Box 337H, BROADCASTING.
For sale a very clean 250 watt transmitter,
modulation monitor and frequency monitor.
Won't
last long. Rush reply. Box 601H,
BROADCASTING.
RCA MI-7330 50 kw short wave broadcast
transmitter, 6 to 22 mc. For further details Box 640H, BROADCASTING.
Gates M5144A RF Amplifier for remote
readings, like new $150. 150-foot stainless
guyed tower, dismantled, $200. WSTTJ,
Stuart, Florida.
One used R. E. L., Inc. 10,000 watt fm
broadcast transmitter complete with 1,000
watt driver and interconnecting wiring.
Transmitter type No. 518-DL, including
R. E. L. type 600 frequency modulation
monitor. Immediate delivery. Capital
Broadcasting Company, Inc., Virgil Duncan
Chief Engineer, 2619 Western Boulevard.
Raleigh, N. C, Telephone 828-2511.
Am, fm, tv equipment including monitors
5820, bus1850,
p.a. tubes. Electrofind. 440 ColumAve., N.Y.C.

WANTED

TO BUY

Equipment
Used equipment for one kilowatt fm operation. Need everything. Quote price. Box
461H, BROADCASTING.
For sale as a package or separately. 250
watt GE transmitter, duel GE console, GE
limiter amplified — two presto turn tables
good condition. Box 615H, BROADCASTING.
Wanted to buy Ampex 350 or 352 tape
recorder. Must be in working condition.
Write giving price and condition to KBIM,
Box 910, Roswell, New Mexico.
Wanted: RF bridge, GR 916 or equivalent.
Will buy or rent. Write chief engineer,
KSYL, P. O. Box 1489, Alexandria, La.
Wanted: Microwave unit and or related
mobiletion.equipment
uhf under
Please contactfor Harold
Gannconstrucat TW
7-5021, Kingsburg, California. Box 521.
Wanted: Frequency monitor, modulation
monitor, limiting amplifier, turn table and
tower. Radio Summerville, Inc., Box 384,
Summerville, South Carolina.
Want: Hewlett-Packard 330-B or General
Radio 1932A distortion meter. J. E. Thompson, 908 Burns, Flossmoor, Illinois.
WANTED

TO BUY

Stations
Radio station in Ohio, Indiana, Illinois,
Michigan or Wisconsin. Have $30 000 down.
Send details. Box 522H, BROADCASTING.
$50,000 cash as down payment on a struggling metropolitan or profitable medium
market operation. All considered. ConING.
fidence assured. Box 528H, BROADCAST-

INSTRUCTIONS
Train now in N.Y.C. for FCC first phone
license. Proven methods, proven results. Day
and evening classes. Placement assistance.
Announcer Training Studios, 25 W. 43 N.Y.
OX 5-9245.
FCC first phone license in six weeks.
Guaranteed instruction in theory and
laboratory methods by master teachers.
G. I. Radio
approved.
Request
Elkins
License
School.free2603brochure.
Inwood
Road, Dallas. Texas.
Be prepared. First class F.C.C. license in
six weeks.
TopElkins
qualityRadio
theory
and laboratory training.
License
School
nf
Atlanta, 1139 Spring St., N.W.. Atlanta.
Georgia.
FCC tion
License
in six weeks
or less.
Instruccovers additional
material
of new
FCC
examinations. No increase in tuition. License guaranteed for tuition of $300.00. No
charge for extra time if needed. Next
classes October 30 and January 8. Pathfinder. 5504 Hollywood Boulevard, Hollywood, California.
FCC first phone license preparation bv
correspondence or in resident classes.
Grantham Schools are located in Hollywood.
Seattle. Kansas City and Washington. Write
for
our offree
40-page brochure.
Grantham
School
Electronics,
3123 Gillham
Road.
Kansas City 9, Missouri.
Since 1946. The original course for FCC
First Class Radiotelephone Operator License
in six weeks.
necessary.
rolling now forReservations
classes starting
JanuaryEn-3,
'""alifornia.
March
7. May 9. July 11. For information,
references and reservations write William
B. Offden Radio Operational Engineering
School, 1150 West Olive Avenue, Burbank.
Elkins Radio License School of Chicago —
^ix weeks oualitv instruction in laboratory
method" and theory leading to the F.C.f
First Cla=s License. 14 East Jackson St..
Chicago 4. Illinois.
Announrin? nroerammine. console operation. Twelve weeks intensive, practical
training. Finest, most modern equipment
available. G. I. approved. Elkins School of
Texas
Rroadcasting. 2603 Inwood Road. Dallas 35.
MISCELLANEOUS
WU1 swan ?S0 watt transmitter for new
Ampex South
300. C=H
5R3-2727. w. THE. Spartanbur«*.
Carolina.

Ravine $1,000.00 yearlv for ]5 minutes daiiv.
Pav in ad^anoe monthi-". Christian overminiif von n»noram
onlv religion.
Reply ^ailv
seasmum news.
two hourc
Oosnel Radio
Broadcaster^ s«in Cimellia Avenue. North
Hollywood. California.
ilB« DIIIIIIIIBIIIIIIII1IBIIIIIIII r l.B_BII B JB ■ H /a
!■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ mm m mmBB_BD
m m m BBC
ma iDBiBBiiBiiiiiiifliiDiiiiiiiDBniiiiiB
"rieeiav Manual." a oomnlete eaefile containing aHlibs bits simmiv. letters. Darter
$5.00: Show-Bi7 Comedv Service, 65
MANAGER
WANTED
:| Parkway
Court. Brooklyn 35. N. Y.
r
Indiana 1,000 watt fulltime, city of 100,000, wants a man who is cur- £ 25 000 professional oomedv lines, routines,
lanfh hbrarv in show busi> rently employed as manager. Good executive and good salesman (must jl adlibs. Largestmonthlv
service featurness.deeia^
Special comment,topical
ing
introductions.
Free
S handle $50,000.00 himself in local billing). Know sales nationally. Must A catalog. Orben Comedy Books.
Hewlett, N.Y.
Anyone knowing whereabouts of Oral
jj have social wife so couple can fit into community fast. Must know all S ^ank
Osman fBob Fields), ole=se contact
■curins
Tnstiti'+e of Radio & Electronics.
£ about running a radio station, handling personnel, FCC rules, etc. Must Ji ?fin3 Inwood
Road. Dallas 35. Texas.
■J have good backgroud and lots of radio references. All info confidential.
First aid to ailin? announcers! Chiraeo
I; Air mail picture and complete story to Box 617 H, BROADCASTING. 'I Radio Syndicate Script Service for 5000
watters or less. New jokes! Fresh nrogram
J HARD WORKER WHO WANTS TO ADVANCE and MAKE $15,000.00
material! Low cost! Protected area! Fo>free sample
write4151"TheW. Weekly
Prompter."
Division,
Lake Ave.,
Glen£ Plus Now, and $25,000.00 three years from now— APPLY!
$ Radio
view, 111.
^VA%V.VAVW.W/AV1W.VV.\\S%V.W<VW.VV.W.,.V.,AW.V^
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Business Opportunity
Recently sold interest in small competitive
market. Looking at radio facility in large
western vestors.
market.
one or two inBox 345H,Seeking
BROADCASTING.
Am looking for partner in progressive radio
station in intermountain area population
119,000, would like you to be willing to
invest $45,000 for 45 percent of station with
option to buy 50 percent. Station is 1000
watt daytimer currently in black. Box 579H,
BROADCASTING.
Record prexy wishes to invest $10,000 to
$15,000 as partner in new or existing station; anywhere U.S.A., but prefer S. Florida, S. Jersey, Philadelphia or N.Y.C.,
areas.
Write "New Frontiers." Box 651H,
BROADCASTING.
RADIO

Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Sales

Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Production — Programming, Others

Need two good salesmen, one for
radio (KGNO) and one for television (KTVC), to work protected areas and inherit existing
accounts. We sell on term contracts and specialize in good service. Men we are looking for
might be young men hopelessly
outranked by senior men in larger
markets. Interested in personable
"soft sell" men who can build
client relationship, and provide
good steady service on stable accounts. No drifters or "hot shots."
Liveable draw and a fair commission. Contact Wendell Elliott,
Dodge City, Kansas.

NEW YORK PERSONALITY
Shows and news on VVNEW, WCBS,
WNTA. Want Program Director-Personality combo but will not overlook either
job
separately.
If you think
I'm expensive,
you're
wrong.
15 markets
need Only
answer.stations in the top
Box 650H, BROADCASTING

Announcers
Help Wanted — Sales

RADIO
Situations Wanted — Management
HUSBAND
AND TEAM
WIFE
MANAGEMENT
With
$20,000
or
$25,000
to invest
small or medium size midwest
fulltimein
radio station.
versed
in na-as
tional, regional Completely
and local sales
as well
the financial aspects of station operation.
Write Box 3276, Grand Central Station,
New York 1 7, New York.

$15,000
for PLUS
EXTRA

INCOME

$1000 to $5000 per year
In your spare time
A well known midwest manufacturer of broadcasting equipment is
seeking a field representative in each
of the 50 states. Technical knowledge is not required. A station manager, program manager, chief announcer, engineer, or chief engineer— anyone experienced in the
broadcast industry, who knows the
broadcasting in his state — can earn
up to $5000 annually.
The product is the most accepted in
its field. It is equipment that every
radio and television station needs
today. Selected representatives will
be paid generous commissions for
direct sales as well as referrals.
Your spare time — your knowledge
of the industry — your contacts in
your home state — can pay you
handsomely and not detract from
your present employment.
Send details of your broadcasting
experience and present employment
to Box 647H, BROADCASTING.
Alt inquiries will be held in strictest
confidence.

MORNING

MAN

Major eastern metropolitan radio
market. Modern pop music format. The competition is tough,
but good man can help us beat
them. Must have minimum 3
years experience. Tape and resume held in strictest confidence.

UNBEATABLE OUTSTANDING
HUSBAND AND WIFE
MANAGEMENT TEAM
Let ustion input
stationOffer
in topcombined
notch sales
posiyouryour
market.
experience
of 39 years in network, national, regional, local
selling. Both television and radio experience.
Well versed in financial aspects of station operation. Capable of taking complete charge. Excellent
for absentee
or group
ship.
Best opportunity
references.
Write Box
3276, ownerGrand
Central Station, New York 17, New York.

Box 474H, BROADCASTING
Production — Programming, Others

NEED

GOOD

AGENT

Independent writer-producer seeks
services of talent and literary agent
who enjoys respect of television network and 4-A agency heads. Have
(( material and sponsors for 39 halfhours on two networks. Agencies
also please contact.
Box 641 H, BROADCASTING

TELEVISION
Situations Wanted — Management
TV GENERAL MANAGER
Top level executive available for ■
large or medium market TV operation ... 20 years experience ALL
PHASES. Can stand rigid investigation. . . . Fully qualified to assume complete management responsibility or as executive officer of
your corporation. . . . Am former
station owner-operator and corp.
President . . . have capital for investment in good station with aggressive future plans, or will discuss
joining forces with substantial principals interested in purchasing TV
properties. Write in confidence with
full disclosure of identity.
Box 622H, BROADCASTING

AUDITIONS

rail

DJ's
AND
NEWSMEN
Call, write or send tape to:
Washington, D. C, Quality Music Station
has opening for experienced salesman or
saleswomen. This is an opportunity with
group operation that promotes from within. Salary, commission, hospitalization
and retirement plans. This opening is
necessitated by death of staff member with
8 years standing. Reply in confidence to
Ted Dorf, station manager, WQMR, Wisconsin Bldg., Washington, D. C
BROADCASTING, October 30, 1961

Chuck

Blore

KFWB • 6419 Hollywood
Phone HOllywood 3-5151

Blvd. • Hollywood

Labor dispute exists*

28, Calif.
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FOR SALE
Sales

Equipment
ATTENTION
TV ENGINEERS
Add reliable control circuits to your existing STL. Equipment compatible with RCA
diplexers.
Write for Details
MOSELEY ASSOCIATES
4416 Hollister Ave., P. 0. Box 3192
Santa Barbara, California

Aggressive, experienced salesman with
proven record of selling success to
serve as account executive in the West
Coast Division of a major television
film producer and distributor. Excellent opportunity for right man. Top
draw against commission plus transportation expenses. Send resume and
sales record. Box 489H, BROADCASTING.
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TOP
NEWSCASTER
For West Coast television station.
Must research, write, edit and report own news. Interested ONLY
if you're presently #1 in your own
sizeable market. NOT interested in
arrow-collar-announcer. Looking for
versatile, hard-working, personable
NEWSMAN worth $30,000-^40,000
a year. Send facts with 16MM
print or VTR (we'll return) of
current newscast to:
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Box 2710

|

Hollywood 28, Calif. j
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MISCELLANEOUS
Moving?
Send for Booklet
A free, 16-page booklet prepared
by Burnham Van Service, Inc.
can give you helpful, work-saving,
cost-saving pointers on how to
organize your move from city to
city when you change jobs. How
to prepare to move, tips on packing, a helpful inventory checklist
of things to do are among the
topics included. Write for your
free copy. No obligation. Chuck
Swann, Burnham Van Service.
1634 Second Avenue, Columbus,
Georgia.

MERCURY CONSULTING
SERVICE
Consultants to the Broadcast
Industry
Management Consultation — Taxes
FCC Applications — License
Renewals
Station Negotiations — Personnel
Search
Research — Engineering —
Labor Relations
Stokes Gresham, Jr.
7525 Gypsy Hill Road
Indianapolis, Indiana
106

FOR SALE
Stations
PACIFIC NORTHWEST
REGIONAL
Non-competitive single market fulltlmer located in beautiful coastal area. Good gross and
earnings history. Non-active owner advised to
sell for health reasons. Extremely well equipped.
Good real estate included in total price of
$100,000 on excellent terms.
Box 209H, BROADCASTING
WE APOLOGIZE
Rec'd offer on October 9th ad of
Florida fabulous East Coast station
before ad appeared.
But now have daytimer available. Can
go fulltime on Florida Gold Coast —
with long pay out.
Associated Media Brokers
Suite 328 Bayview Building
Fort Lauderdale, Florida
Phone LOgan 6-7843
Bob Flynn
Myles Johns
FULL TIME
NEVADA
Sacrifice at $90,000. 29% down.
5 years. Ideal for owner-operator.
Box 476H, BROADCASTING

MAJOR MARKET
5000 watt-non-directional — specialized
programming . . . good terms.
Associated Media Brokers
Suite 328 Bayview Building
Fort Lauderdale, Florida
Phone LOgan 6-7843
Bob Flynn
Myles Johns

For Sale — (Cont'd)
Stations
FLORIDA
North — fulltime facility — good market
- — rated number one on the air over
20
terms.years. Making money. Excellent
Associated Media Brokers
Suite 328 Bayview Building
Fort Lauderdale, Florida29%
Phone LOgan 6-7843
Bob Flynn
Myles Johns
29%
29%
25M
single
Pa
single daytimer
85M terms
40M
Ore
daytimer 100M
75M
NW
Midwest
107M terms
fulltime
La
9dn
small
daytimer
Culf
metro
Plains medium
500 w-D 116M
capital
90M lOdn
major
Ikw-D
rated
daytimer
Fla
fulltimeFM
South
400M lOOdn
major
And others
65M
CHAPMAN
COMPANY
1182 W. Peachtree St., Atlanta 9, Ga.

ihh GUNZENDORFERSBfi
OREGON MAJOR MARKET. New listing.
Asking $215,000 with 29% down. Good
terms. "A GUNZENDORFER Exclusive."
ARIZONA 250 WATTS FULLTIMER. Asking $78,000. ZENDORFER
Has Exclusive."
real estate. "A GUNWILT GUNZENDORFER
AND ASSOCIATES
8630 W. Olympic, Los Angeles 35, Calif.
Licensed Brokers
Financial Consultants

La. single $40,000 — La. single
$26,950 — La. major $100,000—
Okla. single $100,000 — Tex. medium $160,000 — Tex. single regional $145,000 — Tex. single
$59,750 — Ark. major $180,000
— Tenn. major $375,000 — Fla.
major power $550,000 — Fla. major power $237,000 — Tex. metro
$275,000 — N.M. regional $150,000— N.M. fulltimer $160,000 —
Calif, single regional $100,000—
Miss, single $45,000 — 41 radio
listings $26,950 to $865,000 — 7
tv $150,000 to $4,000,000.
patt Mcdonald co.
Box 9266 — GL. 3-8080
AUSTIN 17, TEXAS

STATIONS
SALE —
CALIFORNIA.
Daytimer.FORAsking
$75,000.
$15,000
down. Daytimer. Exclusive,
NORTHWEST.
ing $28,000. $12,000 down.
NORTH itable.
WEST$90,000.CENTRAL.
29% down.Daytimer. ProfSOUTHWEST. Full time. Asking $75,000.
29% down.
JACK L. STOLL & ASSOCS.
AskSuite 600-601 6381 Hollyw'd Blvd.
Los Angeles 28, Colif
HO. 4-7279
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Continued from page 100
ment; Comrs. Bartley and Craven dissented.
Action Oct. 25.
■ By memorandum opinion and order,
commission denied petition by Wireline
Radio Inc. for bill of particulars, revision
and/or clarification of issues and procedures
in hearing on its application for renewal
of license of WITT Lewisburg, Pa. Comr.
Craven not participating. Action Oct. 25.
■ Commission scheduled following proceedings for oral argument on Dec. 7 and
Dec. 8: Northeast Radio Inc. (WCAP)
Lowell, Mass.; Washington Bcstg. Co. (WOL)
Washington D. C, et al; Greater Princeton
Bcstg. Co., Princeton, N. J., et al; and G.
Stuart Nixon, San Jose, Calif., and Franklin
Mieuli
(KHIP[FM]
) San Francisco, Calif.
Action Oct.
25.
Routine roundup
■ By order, commission granted motion
by Columbia Bcstg. System Inc. to extent
of (1) affording those who filed comments
in tv option time proceeding right to submit reply comments by Nov. 6 and (2) postponing to 9:30 a.m. Nov. 17 oral argument
previously set for Nov. 3. Parties (all of
whom filed comments and notices of intention to participate in argument) will each
be limited to 30 minutes for presentation
and will be heard consecutively in following
order: American Bcstg. Co., Columbia Bcstg.
System Inc., National Bcstg. Co., Select
Committee of Affiliates, ABC Tv Network;
CBS Tv Affiliates, Special Committee;
NBC Tv Affiliates, WBEN Inc., Westinghouse Bcstg. Inc., Station Representatives
Assn., Times-Mirror Bcstg. Co. (KTTV
[TV]),
Oct.
20. Ziv-United Artists Inc. Action
ACTIONS
ON MOTIONS
By Chairman Newton N. Minow
■ Granted petition by Jackson Bcstg. &
Tv Corp. (WKHM) Jackson, Mich., and
extended to Oct. 16 time to file exceptions
to initial decision in proceeding on its am
application. Action Oct. 20.
By Commissioner Frederick W. Ford
■
Granted
Tv Inc.,
and petition
extended byto Willamette-Land
Oct. 30 time to
reply to petition by Broadcast Bureau to
enlarge issues in proceeding on its application for new tv station to operate on ch. 3
in Salem, Ore. Action Oct. 17.
■ Granted petition by Robert S. Taylor
and extended to Oct. 25 time to file reply to
petition by Clarence Everett Jones to enlarge issues in proceeding on their applications for new am stations in St. George and
Aiken, S. C. Action Oct. 17.
By Chief Hearing Examiner James D.
Cunningham
■ Scheduled oral argument for Oct. 26 on
joint petition by Oklahoma Bcstg. Co. and
Sapulpa Bcstrs., applicants for new am
stations in Sapulpa, Okla., for approval of
agreement Action
contemplating
interests.
Oct. 23. merger of their
■ Granted motion by WTWV Radio,
Tupelo, Miss., and extended from Oct. 20 to
Oct. 31 and from Oct. 27 to Nov. 7, respectively, dates for filing proposed findings and
replies in proceeding on its application for
new am station in Tupelo which is consoliFor Sale— (Cont'd)
Stations
FOR SALE
TV & Radio properties in expanding communities, midwest. Contact Box 595H, for
particulars.

"Combination studio-transmitter daytimer in single market for sale. Excellent set up for owner-operator. Equipment in top condition. Priced reasonably with terms.
Box 613H, BROADCASTING
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dated in Doc. 14135 et al. Action Oct. 20.
■ Granted request by Bloomington Bcstg.
Corp. (WJBC-AM-FM) Bloomington, 111.,
and accepted its written appearance filed
late in proceeding on its applications for
mod. of licenses. Action Oct. 20.
■ Granted petition by Metromedia Inc. for
dismissal
of its application
new tv station to operate
on ch. 12 for
in Wilmington,
Del., but
dismissed
application
with prejudice and retained in hearing status
the
remaining
tion Oct. 20.applications in consolidation. Ac■ Scheduled prehearing conference for
Nov. 17 and hearing for Dec. 21 in proceeding on applications of Champion Electronics
and Edwin A. Niehay for new am stations
in Provo, Utah. Action Oct. 19.
■ Dismissed with prejudice for failure to
prosecute application of J. C. Henderson for
new am station in Dadeville, Ala., and retained in hearing status applications of
Radio Alexander City and Clay Service
Corp., for new am stations in Alexander
City 19.and Ashland, both Alabama. Action
Oct.
By Hearing Examiner Charles J. Frederick
■ Upon consideration of answer of Mandan
RadioforAssn.
Inc. toofBroadcast
request
extension
time to Bureau's
file proposed findings in matter of revocation of license of am station KBOM Bismarck-Mandan, N.D., gave notice to all parties that examiner's order of Oct. 16 granting Broadcast
Bureau's
was basedof personnel
solely uponof
admittedly request
heavy workload
bureau and not on any allegations of material fact of adjudicatory significance contained in Bureau's motion. Action Oct. 23.
■ Granted petition by applicant and continued Oct. 19 hearing to Nov. 20 in proof Willamette-Land
Tv Inc. ceeding
foron application
new tv station
on ch. 3 in
Salem, Ore. Action Oct. 19.
by Broadcast
and■ Granted
continuedpetition
from Oct.
16 to Nov. Bureau
6 and
from Oct. 27 to Nov. 14 time to file proposed
findings
and
replies
in
matter
revocation of license of Mandan Radio Assn.of
for
Bismarck-Mandan, N. D. Action
Oct. KBOM
16.
By Hearing Examiner Millard F. French
■ Granted petition by Broadcast Bureau
and extended from Oct. 18 to Nov. 17 time
to file proposed findings in proceeding on
am applications of Radio Quests Inc., Willoughby. and WHOT Inc. (WHOT) Campbell, both Ohio. Action Oct. 18.
By Hearing Examiner Walther W. Guenther
by Seward
Bcstg.
Inc.
and■ Granted
extended petition
from Oct.
23 to Nov.
20 date
for exchange of exhibits and continued
Oct. 30 hearing to Nov. 29 in proceeding on
its application and Saltville Bcstg. Corp.
for new am stations in Marion and Saltville,
Va. Action Oct. 20.
■ On own motion scheduled further prehearing conference for Oct. 23 in proceeding on applications of Maricopa County
Bcstrs. Inc. and Maryvale Bcstg. Co. for new
am stations in Mesa, Ariz. Action Oct. 20.
■ Scheduled oral argument for Oct. 20 on
request by WHYY Inc. that Wayne and John
Rollins, principal stockholders of Rollins
Bcstg.tion atInc.,
cross-examinaOct. be26 produced
hearing, orforsome
other date
convenient, and opposition by Rollins and
request for oral argument in Wilmington,
Del., tv ch. 12 proceeding. Action Oct. 19.
By Hearing Examiner Isadore A. Honig
■ Granted petition by Radio Co. of Texas
County, reopened record in proceeding on
its application
for newin am
stationitsinExhibit
Houston, Mo., to receive
evidence
No. 20.
17, and again closed record. Action
Oct.
By Hearing Examiner Annie Neal Huntting
■ Scheduled prehearing conference for
Nov. 7 in proceeding on applications of
Community Service Bcstrs. Inc., for new am
station in Ypsilanti, Mich., et al. Action
Oct. 18.
a Scheduled further prehearing conference
for Nov. 7 in proceeding on applications of
Kent-Ravenna
Bcstg.et al.
Co. Action
for newOct.am18. station in Kent, Ohio,
By Hearing Examiner Forest L. McClenning
■ Granted joint petition by applicants and
continued date for formal exchange of all
exhibits from Oct. 20 to Nov. 20, further
prehearing conference from Oct. 23 to
Nov. 24, and on own motion continued
Oct. 30 hearing to Dec. 4 in proceeding on
applications
of Eastern
Bcstg. System
for new am station
in Brookfield,
Conn.,Inc.et
al. Action Oct. 19.
■ Grantedfrom
request
Perrin
Co. andto
extended
Oct. by18 Earl
to Oct.
24 time

file reply findings in proceeding on applications of Gila Bcstg. Co. for renewal of liKCKY Coolidge, Ariz., et al. Action censes
Oct. of17.
BROADCAST ACTIONS
by Broadcast Bureau
Action of Oct. 23
KIMN
Denver,
Colo. — Granted cp to
change
ant.-trans.
new
trans.; remote
control location,
permitted install
while using
non-DA
(daytime).
Actions of Oct. 20
WLBW-TV (ch. 10) Miami, Fla.— Granted
mod. of cp to change aur. ERP to 141 kw
with vis. ERP 288 kw, type trans., ant., studio and trans, locations, make changes in
equipment and ant. height to 880 ft.
KALA(TV) Wailuku, Hawaii— Granted cp
to change ERP to vis. 29.8 kw aur. 16.4 kw,
and type trans.
KIKI Honolulu, Hawaii — Remote control
permitted.
Miss. — Granted change
of WKDL
remote Clarksdale,
control authority.
Actions of Oct. 19
■
Granted
cps for following
vhf tv
translator stations:
Seligman new
Recreation
Assn. on ch. 6, 10, Seligman, Ariz., to translate programs of KVAR ch. 12 and KOOLTV ch. 10 Phoenix, Ariz., latter via intermediate translator station; Glen wood Tv
Club on ch. 13 and 6 Glenwood, N. M.,
KROD-TV ch. 4, El Paso, Tex., KGUN-TV
(ch. 9) Tucson, Ariz.; Anaconda Tv Assn.
Inc. on ch. 10 and 8 Anaconda, Opportunity
and Warm Springs, Mont., KMSO-TV ch. 13
Missoula, via intermediate translator, and
KMSO-TV ch. 13 Missoula; Ridgwav Tv
Assn. on ch. 3 Ridgway, Colo., KREX-TV
ch. 5 Grand Junction, Colo., conditions;
Sevier County ch. 12 Koosharem, Utah,
KSL-TV ch. 5 Salt Lake City, Utah.
K78AS
N. M.—
Granted license for Santa
uhf tv Rosa,
translator
station.
KHQL-TV
Sterling,
Colo.—
Granted
assignment of cp to Steuer Bcstg. Co.
KUFM El Cajon, Calif.— Granted authority to remain silent until action is taken on
transfer of control to be filed; conditions.
KBBR North Bend, Ore.— Granted authority to sign off at 7 p.m. for period
commencing Oct. 16 and ending April 15,
1962, except for special events when station
may operate to licensed sign-off time.
WNADnew Norman,
Okla. — Granted cp to
install
ant. system.
Okla.— Granted mod. of cp
to KWHW
change Altus,
type trans.
Actions of Oct. 18
WTKM Hartford, Wis.— Granted transfer
of control from John W. Cleary, et al., to
Ralph Schewe and Galen Brunner.
WENK Union City, Tenn.— Granted license covering increase in daytime power;
and license to use old main trans, as auxiliary trans.
WYNK Baton Rouge, La.— Granted authority to remain silent for period ending
Jan. 20, 1962; conditions.
Juliaetta Tv Assn., Juliaetta, Idaho —
Granted cps for three new vhf tv translator
stations on ch. 9, 11 and 7 to translate programs of KXLY-TV (ch. 4), KHQ-TV (ch.
6) and KREM-TV (ch. 2) Spokane, Wash.
KPLC
Charles,
La. — Granted change
of remoteLake
control
authority.
Translators
Yosemite Park and Curry County, Yosemite new
National
Calif. — stations
Granted oncpsch.for6,
four
vhf tvPark,
translator
7 and 9, to translate programs of San Francisco stations *KQED-TV (ch. 9), KRON-TV
(ch. 4), KPIX (TV) (ch. 5) and on ch. 13 to
translate programs of KSBW-TV (ch. 8),
Salinas.
Comrs.
Action Oct.
25. Bartley and Lee dissented.
License renewals
Following stations were granted renewal
of license: WQAM Miami, Fla.; WTDC New
Orleans, La.; WKJB Mayaguez, WIAC San
Juan, both Puerto Rico. Action Oct. 25.
Rulemakings
PETITION FILED
Sec. 3.606 Sarkes Tarzian Inc. Tv Station
WTTV quests
Bloomington,
Ind. so(10-18-61)—
Reamendment of rules
as to delete
ch. 4 from Bloomington, Ind., and to assign
it to Indianapolis, Ind. Further requests
issuance of show cause order to Sarkes
Tarzian Inc. to specify that Station WTTV
shall Oct.
operate
Ann.
20. on ch. 4 in Indianapolis, Ind.
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To the
businessman
who can
see beyond
here

ft
Our population is growing, moving, shifting. And more
people than ever need more goods — opening new areas in
which to build your business, to provide more jobs in America's growing economy.
But how? And where? These key questions are answered
best by marketing research, often costly and time-consuming. But it doesn't have to be. And it isn't — if you consult
your U.S. Department of Commerce. On file, it has a 135million-dollar fund of marketing data — vital and valuable
up-to-date facts. Yours for the asking.
You'll find information in depth on U.S. business, manufacturers, housing and many other basic aspects of market-

ing. Itwill help you pinpoint your profit potential and select
the best areas for your product, industry or service. (A detailed study of 750,000 blocks in 475 cities will even help
you find the ideal corner for a retail outlet.)
Take advantage of the many ways in which your business
can grow. In new U.S. markets. In foreign markets. In developing new products and services. In attracting new
industry to your community. Just write or phone the U.S.
Department of Commerce Office of Field Services in your
city, or Washington 25, D.C. Your U.S. Depart- <f*J^.
ment of Commerce is always ready to help you ffi^jp

grow with America!
NOW'S THE TIME TO GET GROWING IN A GROWING AMERICA!

'^^er
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RESPECTS

Broadcasting

Henry

to Bennet

blends

business

Bennet H. Korn concedes he was no
Benny Goodman during the early
1930's when
played engagements
various
social hefunctions
and on severalat
radio stations in New York. But his
proficiency with the clarinet helped pay
his college expenses and, more significantly, exposed him to radio broadcasting.
"I picked up a severe case of what I
like to call 'broadcast fever' during
those
days," Mr.to Korn
"andto
this attachment
radio recalls,
and later
television continues until this day."
He relinquished the clarinet-playing
business to Mr. Goodman and other
virtuosi a long time ago, but stresses
that his life-long obsession with "good
music" — both classical and popular —
has stood him in good stead during his
25-year broadcasting career. His vocational progress report shows a steady
upward climb in various posts at such
New York operations as WQXR,
WNEW, the DuMont Broadcasting
Corp., and Metropolitan Broadcasting.
He currently functions as executive vice
president for television at Metropolitan
Broadcasting, charged with over-all supervision of WNEW-TV New York,
KMBC-TV Kansas City and WTTG
(TV) Washington, D. C; WTVH (TV)
Peoria, 111.; KOVR (TV) Sacramento,
Calif., and WTVP (TV) Decatur, 111.
"But I think I was fortunate to have
been exposed fairly early in my career
to quality music formats at two radio
stations in New York — first at
WQXR with its classical music approach and later at WNEW with its
'best-in-popular' music concept," Mr.
Korn relates. "I learned how to program to fit the needs of the community, and to sell the national advertiser,
and this insight is a tremendous asset to
a person operating stations."
Medicine to Music ■ Mr. Korn calls
himself a "New Yorkphile." As with
other aficionados of the Big City, he
was born elsewhere — in Zadowa, Bukowina, Austria, on March 14, 1914. He
was brought to New York at seven, and
has lived there continuously, except for
almost three years in the U. S. Army.
Mr. Korn attended New York public
schools, DeWitt Clinton High School
and New York U. and the College of
the City of New York, from which he
graduated in February 1936 with a
B.S. degree in the social sciences. Originally Mr. Korn had set his sights on a
career in medicine, but midway through
college, he realized that family finances
during those depression years could not
sustain a medical school education.
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Korn, executive

with

the

vp, Metropolitan

Broadcasting

arts

"Playing the clarinet from time to
time on various radio stations gave me
the idea that broadcasting could be a
challenging
rewarding career," Mr.
Korn reportsandtoday.
His interest in music prompted him
to seek a job with W2XR (now
WQXR), a small station at that time,
and Elliot M. Sanger, the manager,
hired him as a salesman in early 1936.
In such a modest operation, Mr. Korn
was encouraged to participate in formulating programming ideas and he
helped create various musical shows.
Sergeant to Salesman ■ A tour of
duty with the U. S. Army in various
camps in this country interrupted his
career from March 1943 until late
1945. He was discharged a staff serMr. Korn was appointed sales progeant.
motion manager of WQXR upon his
return to civilian life, and remained
there in that capacity until 1949 when
he joined WNEW New York as a salesman. He left WNEW in 1955 to become a general sales executive for the
DuMont Broadcasting Corp.
After a year with DuMont, he served
briefly as a sales executive for Television Programs of America, a tv film
distributor, and in late 1956, he was
appointed director of sales for WABD
(TV) New York (now WNEW-TV).
In lanuary 1957 he was elevated to vice
president and general manager of the
station.
In May 1958 he was appointed vice
president for television operations of
Metropolitan Broadcasting when John
Kluge acquired WNEW-TV and WTTG

Bennet Henry Korn
"Salesman with stamina and intellect"

(TV). Mr. Kluge is president of Metromedia Inc., of which Metropolitan
Broadcasting is a division.
With Metropolitan's steady acquisition of other tv stations, additional responsibilities were placed on Mr. Korn,
and in November 1959, he was appointed executive vice president in charge of
television for the division.
Arts-Business Enthusiast ■ He is a
slim, medium-sized man with a friendly,
down-to-earth manner. A former colleague described him as an "outstanding salesman who has stamina and intellect." Mr. Korn, in a moment of selfanalysis, attributes the success he has
attained to "an overwhelming enthusiasm for broadcasting — a medium that
blends my interest in the arts and in
Mr. Korn views his present post as
business."
"a crucial challenge." He points out
that Metropolitan's complement of stations encompasses two independent outlets in metropolitan markets — WNEWTV and WTTG — and four network stations in medium-sized markets. The
group also includes two uhf stations,
which, he notes "pose particular probown."as factotum for MetIn lems
hisof their
capacity
ropolitan's television operations, Mr.
Korn oversees basic policy for the stations, but points out that local general
managers enjoy considerable autonomy.
Weekly reports, he said, are submitted
from the station managers, outlining
progress, problems and growths in their
respective communities.
"And I'm happy to say that each of
the stations is in the black," Mr. Korn
says pridefully. "I wouldn't be surprised ifWNEW-TV is the most successful independent tv station in the
Mr. Korn is active in various civic
activities
business." in New York, and urges other
station managers in the Metropolitan
group to participate in affairs of the
city in which they function. Perhaps
the most significant cultural development in New York in years is the establishment of the Lincoln Center for the
Performing Arts. Mr. Korn has been a
member of the Lincoln Center Participating Committee for more than a year,
and has been a long-time member of
the Radio & Television Executives Society of New York.
Mr. Korn, who was divorced several
months ago, lives in Manhattan. He
says his work is his hobby, but confesses that he finds the theater and concerts relaxing when he can go.
"But what I enjoy probably most of
all," he relates, "is good conversation
109
with interesting people."

EDITORIALS
The color line
SOME television broadcasters have taken comfort in the
recent rash of expensive face-lifting in consumer magazines. These broadcasters take it as a sign that magazines
are in trouble, that the restylings are a desperate attempt to
recover for magazines some of the advertiser interest that
has been deflected toward tv.
There is no doubt that magazine advertising volume has
been declining. But that fact ought not to lull television
broadcasters into thinking that magazines are incapable of
reversing the trend. Indeed as trends are now running in
both media, magazines are already drawing well ahead of
tv in one important characteristic: color.
A look at any issue of McCall's, Life, The Saturday Evening Post, to name three big books that have taken the most
dramatic steps in graphic redesign, is a look at a world of
color — full color — in both the editorial and advertising content. The same can be said of the shelter books, House
Beautiful, Better Homes & Gardens to name but two of
many. This is the direction in which all magazines are
heading. It is the direction in which television must head —
at a considerably faster clip than it is now.
There is another entry in the color race: the newspaper.
By magazine standards the quality of newspaper color is
still primitive, but it is being steadily improved. Both magazines and newspapers enjoy an advantage that tv cannot
easily overcome. All the color that a publication prints can
be seen right now by every reader who is not color blind.
All the color that tv presents is missed by 98% of tv
viewers. The longer this disparity exists, the less secure is
the television broadcaster's position.
As the Special Report in this issue points out, color
has become a waiting game. With the conspicuous exception of RCA-NBC and a few television stations, most broadcasters have been content to wait for manufacturers to
build a color audience, and most manufacturers have been
content to put their major production and marketing effort
behind the cheaper black-and-white sets as long as the majority of programs were broadcast without color.
This might make sense if newspapers and magazines were
also playing the waiting game. All the evidence proves they
are not.
Radio's soft spot
ONLY an incorrigible optimist could deny that radio has
been taking its lumps almost from the moment that
television stormed onto the advertising scene. At this moment, national spot radio business appears to be heading in
to another difficult period. Nobody, of course, likes to say
so — and most would rather not talk about it at all.
Realistic broadcasters, however, cannot shut their eyes
and expect radio's problems to go away. If anything goes
away, it is more apt to be radio — unless its problems are
sorted out and faced up to. Accordingly, for several weeks
Broadcasting editors have been talking to buyers and
sellers, non-users as well as users of radio, trying to single
out some of these problems and put them into some sort
of perspective. The results of this study are printed elsewhere in this issue.
They do not make a pretty picture. A number of agencies— and advertisers— who were once heavy in radio confide now that they have become disenchanted. Although
these are still the exceptions, they are numerous enough to
justify serious concern. There is a much larger number
who think that radio is short-changing itself through the use
of lacklustre sales techniques and reliance on station-against110

station pitches to the exclusion of constructive salesmanship that would help the entire medium.
These, perhaps, are only symptomatic of more basic
problems. There are others — the vaunted glamor of television (and the rising trend in spot-carrier selling by tv networks); the complexity of radio rate cards, disparities between national and local rates and, worse yet, the shortsighted willingness of many stations to go for the quick buck
by dealing off rate cards altogether; bartering or brokerage
of time; the sheer number of radio stations competing for
the listener's ear and the advertiser's dollar; the unwillingness or inability of many agency people to see radio salesmen when they do call; the apparent knowledge gap of
many agencies in how to use radio effectively, and, by some
authorities considered the root problem of them all, the
fact that agencies simply stand to make more money from
television than from radio.
Yet the picture for radio, although not pretty, is certainly far from hopeless. For every agency that has closed its
ears to radio there are others that use it happily — and advertisers who insist on it. Contemporary advertising history
teems with success stories to prove that when used with
initiative and intelligence radio is still the mass-est mass
medium of them all. For all practical purposes radio set
ownership is universal, and listenership maintains high levels
even in television's finest hours.
Obviously there is no one easy, all-purpose solution to
radio's problems. But there are several things that each station can do to help unclutter the mess. It should be obvious,
for example, that off-card dealing can lead only to further
deterioration of rates and sharpen buyers' suspicions about
all radio. Some sensible accommodation between local and
national rates should be arrived at — and then adhered to.
Sales pitches aimed solely against competitive stations should
be minimized on the grounds that they help nobody — except rival media.
These are some of the things to do first. It may take
longer to re-kindle the radio flame in agencies where the
light has failed. Problems of this magnitude will be solved
only by demonstrating again that radio is so good an advertising tool— as indeed it is— that it cannot be relegated
to the status of an after-thought.
This will be far easier to do — and in fact will become
inevitable — if the general untidiness in radio rates and selling practices is cleaned up first. This clean-up requires the
support of all stations, not just a few.

Drawn for BROADCASTING by Sid Hix
"Take Daddy his glasses.

He thinks he's watching Sea
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Hunt."

So KPRC-TV
has the jump
on us.
So their signal leaps
out in a 75 mile
radius 7 days a week.
So they're faster
than us.
And smoother than us.
And better-looking than us.
And more accurate than us.
And better salesmen
than us.
But I ask you:
can they offer
anything to match
a mother's love?*
*No, but we try . . . with
five plans, 10 plans
and 20 plans . . .
and the world's most
considerate coddling!
Find out for yourself
by calling any
Edward Petry & Company man.

KPRC-TV
Houston's Channel 2 Station

Courtesy of Qantas Empire Airways, Ltd.

NEVER
WITH

SO

RON
HAYES

WRCV Philadelphia
WNBC New York City
WRC Washington, D.C.
KRCA Los Angeles
WRGB Albany-Schenectady WKJG Ft. Wayne
KNOX Grand Forks
WLOS Asheville
WAGA Atlanta
KREX Grand Junction
WJBF Augusta
WTIC Hartford-New Haven
WLBT Jackson, Miss.
WAFB Baton Rouge
WLEX Lexington, Ky.
KVOS Bellingham
KLEW Lewiston
KOOK Billings
WNAC Boston
WDSU New Orleans
WVEC Norfolk
WUSN Charleston, S.C.
WDBO Orlando
WCHS Charleston, W.Va.
KEPR Pasco
KHSL Chico-Redding
KGND Pembina
WLW-T Cincinnati
KTVK Phoenix
WRBL Columbus, Ga.
WCSH Portland, Me.
WTVN Columbus, 0.
WCID Danville
KDKA Pittsburgh
WHIO Dayton
KLZ Denver
WLW-I Indianapolis
KELP El Paso
KSLA Shreveport
KTBC Austin
KEZI Eugene
WBTW Florence KIRO Seattle
KJEO Fresno
KZTV Corpus Christi
WATE Knoxville WCCA Columbia, S.C.
WKTV Utica
WCCB Montgomery, Ala
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Ray Moore, news director, and Dick Goss, cameraman, show RTNDA Award to Marcus Bartlett, WSB-TV, general manager

Forty of the nation's finest television stations entered the 14th annual competition of the Radio Television News Directors Association. Three awards were made:
WDSU-TV, New Orleans, for "On-the-Spot Reporting"; WNBC-TV, New York, for
"Community Affairs"; and WSB-TV, Atlanta, for ''Editorializing." All three were
recognized for distinguished achievement in broadcast journalism. The award
made to WSB-TV was based on a program produced last year, "Desegregation:
New Orleans." This was one of a series of programs that, over a period of a
year, helped pave the way to peaceful integration of public schools in Atlanta.
This type of programming is traditional at WSB-TV.
Represented by
Affiliated with The Atlanta Journal and Constitution. NBC affiliate. Associated with WSOC/WSOC-TV, Charlotte; WHIO WHIO-TV, Dayton.
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WFAA-TV

IMPORTANT

is BIG

FACET

THE

WEATHER

AT

ITS

FINGERTIPS!

IN THE

TOUCH

QUALITY
Weather

HAS

in Texas,

and

with

WFAA-TV it's big business. So big, in fact,
WFAA-TV maintains a fulltime meteorologist, Dale Milford. He is also the only TV
weatherman in the area meriting the seal of
approval of the AMERICAN

METEORO-

LOGICAL SOCIETY! Milford's vast array
of equipment includes two long-line weather
teletypes, and a continuous motion mapproducing facsimile recorder directly connected to the U.S. Weather Bureau in Wash-

ington, D. C, a system which is the backbone
of all official weather bureau forecasting. His
home is also a fully equipped weather station,
giving WFAA-TV viewers an accurate account of changing weather regardless of the
hour.
Naturally, there is a long waiting list for
sponsors. But WFAA-TV

does have other

equally strong time slots, and your PETRYM AN is kept informed daily. Why not call him
and put this "quality touch" to work for you?

WFAA-TV
channel

8

Q
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Double whammy
Team-work between Federal Trade
Commission and FCC takes on new
aspect this week with scheduled release of notice to all licensees that advertising adjudged false or improper
by FTC is taboo on air. With FCC
notice will be first synopsis of FTC
accounting of advertising in all media
about which questions have been
raised (Closed Circuit, Oct. 30).
FTC will issue periodic reports listing questioned advertisements. FCC
letter will urge stations to heed lists
and re-evaluate policies. No threat
of revocation is made, it's understood,
but FCC underscores necessity of accounting at time of renewal.
Swing to half hours?
It's only "felt" and not pinpointed,
but highly placed network and agency
executives cite renewed interest of advertisers in identifying themselves
with regular half-hour tv sponsorships. If swing develops next season,
it's sure to knock props from under
proponents of spot rotation ("magazine concept"). Several agency-produced pilots have been offered at
NBC-TV looking toward 1962-63
placement.
Government

control quiz

"Do mentyoushouldbelieve
federal
have the
control
of governtv and
radio programs?" That question is one
of 19 covering wide range of topics included in questionnaire sent by Rep.
Wm. H. Avery (R-Kan.) to some
100,000 constituents. While Rep.
Avery, now member of powerful
Rules Committee and former member of Commerce Committee, which
handles broadcast regulation, has opposed undue government encroachment, fact that he would include direct question in survey is regarded as
indicative of great concern in Congress over current regulatory efforts.
Another survey, undertaken by
WTMJ-AM-TV Milwaukee inquires
into tv's effect on youth. George
Comte, general manager, has arranged
with Dr. Wilbur Schramm, of Stanford U., for study in depth of findings
of survey in Milwaukee area and results will be made available to broadcasters through NAB.
Another Georgia bellringer
Georgia, which has figured prominently in broadcast news by virtue of
its recent "SERTS" conference on
programming regulation (Broadcasting, Sept. 18) will start off new year
with another bellringer. 17th Annual
Georgia Radio and Television Insti-

CIRCUIT'
CLOSED
Double reverse movies?
tute at Athens, Jan. 23-25, under
auspices of U. of Georgia, will have
There may be even more mileage
list of headline participants that would
to
old feature films than repeated exdo justice to national convention. Alposure on tv. MCA-TV, as experiready booked are Pierre Salinger,
ment, booked some of its pre- 1948
Presidential news secretary; Roger
Paramount features {Double IndemTubby, Asst. Secretary of State; Arthur L. Sylvester, Asst. Secretary of
nity and It's a Gift, with W. C. Fields,
Defense; Clair McCollough, chairman
and Horse Feathers and I'm No Angel) as double features in New York
NAB joint board of directors and J.
theatre. Grosses topped average by
Leonard Reinsch, executive director
more than 20%. MCA officials are
of Cox radio and television stations,
communications advisor to President
considering extension of theatre-to-tvback-to-theatre concept to motionKennedy and member of U.S. Adpicture houses throughout country.
visory Commission on Information.
Institute, arranged under auspices
of John E. Drewry, dean of Henry
W. Grady School of Journalism of U.
of Georgia, also combines its proceedings with those of Georgia Assn.
of Broadcasters, which conducted
"SERTS" conference. While main
thrust of Institute sessions will be in
news and commentary areas, future
of communications and global coverage through space satellites also on
agenda.
NAB negotiations
Conversations have been underway
between Peter Goelet, president, National Audience Board Inc., and President LeRoy Collins of the National
Assn. of Broadcasters regarding recapture by association of rights to
"NAB" insignia. Goelet enterprise
has been using "NAB" on its Newsletter since association dropped it almost decade ago when it became
NARTB. Subsequently, when association reverted to National Assn. of
Broadcasters, it found "NAB" had
been pre-empted and trademarked.
While there has been no formal
comment, it's understood that Mr.
Goelet felt his organization was entitled to remuneration, particularly
since it would necessarily have to adopt
new title for its Newsletter and other
board promotion insignia and related
documentation. Figure of $25,000$50,000 has been mentioned but
hasn't been confirmed.
More millions?
In face of presidential directive for
agencies to cut down spending, FCC
reportedly is seeking for fiscal 1963
20% increase over 1962 fiscal appropriation of $12.5 million. Commission's strongest argument is space
communications and will seek 15-20
men for new unit. FCC hopes to effect housekeeping savings following
management survey now underway.

Tricks and retreats
Members of FCC have rebelled because important and often controversial items have been added to meeting agenda very late on day before
meeting. Commissioners have complained they do not have enough time
for study, resulting in recent abstentions. Two recent examples: program
incentive plan letter to CBS-TV
(Broadcasting, Oct. 30) and FCC
letter on advertising. Scheme is designed to prevent premature disclosure
of matters to be considered at commission meetings. Last summer, false
agenda items were being circulated
but this practice was stopped followingcuit,
public
(Closed CirJune disclosure
5).
Tower tussle
FCC and Federal Aviation Agency
are at odds again over tower jurisdiction— often bone of contention between two regulatory agencies. FCC
has sent recommended legislation to
Bureau of Budget asking that it be
given authority to order unused towers
dismantled. FA A told budget that
such legislation would be useless since
FAA has jurisdiction, not FCC.
Unions unite
International Alliance of Theatrical
Stage Employes and National Assn.
of Broadcast Employes & Technicians
have been holding series of meetings
to attempt to work out areas of mutual interest in which two unions can
cooperate. NABET represents largely technicians at various networks and
IATSE represents stagehands but also holds contracts for some technical
workers. It is believed that unions
want to strengthen areas in which
they can cooperate, particularly because of trend toward automation at
networks, which could displace some
employes.
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The WMAR-TV news department has covered every newsworthy event in this area since
October 27, 1947. Folks here look to WMAR-TV
for the fastest, most authoritative local coverage
plus CBS Network national and international
news.
The fast-moving, experienced WMAR-TV
news staff, working with a vast variety of equipATTENTION!
WBOC-TV Channel 16
WBOC-AM 960 kc
represented by: represented by:
The Boiling Company Burn-Smith
in Salisbury, the heart of the growing Eastern Shore of Maryland, are owned and
operated by the Sunpapers of Baltimore and
WMAR-TV.

cover

news

the

scene!

programs

plus

bulletins!

ment . . . film and sound cameras, printers,
film processors, fully-equipped station wagon,
remote equipment and wire services . . . prepare
the daily "Early News," "Seven O'Clock Final,"
"Eleven O'Clock News" and "Sunday News
Report." WMAR-TV— with the nation's oldest
continuous newsreel— keeps the millions in the
nation's 12th market well-informed. This is
Viewmanship at its best!

No Wonder— In Maryland

Most People

Watch

WM
AR
-TV®
Channel 2 • SUNPAPERS TELEVISION, Baltimore 3, Mri.
THK

KATZ AGENCY,
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Up, up, up is the word for the quality of television programs now being planned for the 1962-63 season as networks, agencies and producers respond to government,
audience pressures. See . . .
FRESH,

NEW

PROGRAMS,

1962-63

... 31

Will increased segmentation of advertising efforts favor
spot at network expense? Will automation make drastic
changes in present practices? ANA delegates were told
that last week. See . . .
AD

POINTS

GETTING

BRIEF

When the agency turns out those resounding commercials that overpower the viewers with statistics and comparisons, itbetter be ready to prove them. That's what
FTC is warning firms using this tack. See . . .
MORE

THAN

A COPYWRITER'S

DREAM

... 56

Complaints by independent tv stations that they are
losing money by subscribing to the revised code with its
reduction in commercial time brings orders for NAB code
staff study. See . . .
NEW

FINER? ... 36

LOOK

AT CODE

LIMITS ... 74

The FCC finally makes public what it's been doing for
some time in antitrust cases involving GE, Westinghouse.

How can reps keep more current on client tv station
availabilities and how can stations keep these salesmen

They're asked to tell why they deserve license renewals.
See . . .

up to date without excessive paper-work? Datatrol's
answer: data automation. See . . .

GE, WBC

TO

FCC

CARPET ... 54

Who says some agency time buyers aren't interested
in hearing a radio rep's pitch? A BROADCASTING survey
did; but some radio reps deny it, say buyers welcome
them as though they were tv men. See . . .
RADIO
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BOYCOTT

LEGAL— NLRB

INSTANT

AVAILABILITIES

... 82

There's one act it seems everybody's getting into — as
shown by the lengthening lists of applicants for vhf
drop-ins in three markets under the FCC's plan for interim
tv operation on a joint basis. See . . .

... 42

Broadcasters sell a product, not a service, rules NLRB,
holding they are not entitled to protection from secondary
boycott practices in finding against WOGA Chattanooga.
See . . .
SECONDARY

DATATROL'S
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FOR

VHF

DROP-INS

... 58

There are lots of things a station can do to endure and
prosper. But there are some musts, according to Elmo I.
Ellis, WSB Atlanta, who lets fellow operators in on his
maxims for making a go of radio. See . . .

... 50
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The programming standards of a television station are always on view. All you need do is watch to
see that wpix-11, New York's Prestige Independent, has the "network look"— an array of
network proven and network caliber programs night after night. Groucho Marx, Wyatt Earp,
One Step Beyond, World of Giants, Troubleshooters, It's a Wonderful World, Wanted, Dead
or Alive are some of the new fall shows joining the best looking and top-rated independent
in New York— and the only one qualified to display the NAB Seal of Good Practice. Only \X
wpix gives you minutes in prime time in such a network atmosphere. A client list that is 98%
national advertisers is the clincher.

NEW

YORK'S

where are your 60 second commercials tonight?

PRESTIGE

INDEPENDENT

Late news breaks on this page and on page 10 AT
Complete coverage of week begins on page 31 f\ |

Radio-tv

usefulness

assured,

says

Steers

AGENCY EXEC TELLS ANA MEDIA WON'T BE OUTMODED
Radio is pace setter for all major
already apparent in radio, Mr. Steers
media, including television, in trends
predicted.
which eventually will make them pri"Radio has become a uniquely personal medium," he said. "It is, in many
marily "personal" services, William
Steers, president of Doherty, Clifford,
ways, a bellwether medium. It shows
.
.
.
the
direction in which media are
Steers & Shenfield, said Friday at Assn.
trending
and, in a curious way, it is
of National Advertisers' annual meetahead of the pack ... an intensely
ing (earlier stories pages 36-38).
He also predicted that television will personal medium . . . private and individual.
extend its hold on people and become
even more valuable advertising instru"Though radio sometimes offers very
ment— a prediction that seemed to give little in the way of controversy or depth
no support to fears expressed by numof reporting, it has become a very satisfying medium to many, many people
ber of advertisers that rising tv prices
.
.
.
in
its
programming radio has manmight in time imperil television's cost
efficiency (see page 38).
aged to capture many different areas of
Mr. Steers also thought that "in the special interest — in music, in news, in
next few years" all television may be sports. . . .
consolidated in uhf. This would mean,
"Radio is very much 'with it'— in
terms of satisfying the modern man.
he said, that "many small and middlesized markets now being covered by By becoming personal and individualized, it dramatizes the changes that
metropolitan stations will have to get
must
come
about among magazines and
outlets of their own"; that advertisers'
network lineups would have to number
newspapers. It also, I believe, dramatizes the trend of television."
closer to 225 stations than today's 160;
He said tv "is the greatest man-enterthat "opportunities for regional and intainment invention in history — so far,"
dependent networks will spring up," and
and promises many electronic adthat "buying television time will become
even more complex and exacting than
vances: "as a competitor for people's
time, television's power is only beginit is today." He said existing vhf channing to be felt. Low-cost color televinels would be taken over by governsion is not far off. We will also see
ment, armed services and educators.
Fragmentation ■ Current trends to- mural, or wall television. These advances will make tv more enjoyable to
ward "market fragmentation," also watch and more valuable as a sales
pointed up by Benton & Bowles President William Hesse (page 36), will be tool." And as each family member
reflected in changes in all media and gets his own tv set, he said, television
like radio will become a more "personal medium," filling more "specialized needs and wants."
In another ANA session Friday, tv
Nightsiders
consultant Harry Wayne McMahan
showed filmed presentation designed for
Latest wrinkle in political advertising: all-night telethon will
wide distribution to help acquaint pubbe sponsored by Republican Comlic with benefits they receive from admittee for election of Lefkowitzvertising. In closed session Gilbert H.
Weil, ANA general counsel, analyzed
Fino-Gilhooley on WPIX (TV)
New York tonight (Nov. 6),
problems for advertisers in the tempostarting at 11:30 p.m. and conrary cease-and-desist power Federal
tinuing until 6 a.m. tomorrow
Trade Commission is seeking from
when polls open. Answering
Congress.
viewers' phone calls will be Louis
J. Lefkowitz, mayoralty candiBig Revlon accounts
date, and his running mates, Paul
Fino and John Gilhooley, plus
to move to NC&K
Gov. Rockefeller of New York,
Sen. Jacob Javits and Rep. John
Details haven't been worked out but
Lindsey. Agency is McCannsome of Revlon's billing (possibly as
Marschalk, New York. WPIX
much as $5-7 million) reportedly is
normally goes off air at 12:30
going to Norman, Craig & Kummel.
a.m.
Products hadn't been decided Friday
(Nov. 3) but bulk is said to be comBROADCASTING, November 6, 1961

Fewer but better
Tv film commercial production
in New York over past four
months is reported to be "way
off" from last year, evidenced by
curtailment of staffs and elimination, in many cases, of animation units. Reason is said to be
that advertisers are producing
fewer (but more expensive) commercials and running them over
longer periods of time, necessitating smaller number of film
spots. Particularly hard hit have
been production houses which
were heavy in animation because
these companies were required to
keep personnel on staff, in contrast to live-action employes,
often hired on per-project basis.
ing from Warwick & Legler. NC&K
once before had been Revlon's chief
agency. Revlon account moved from
NC&K to BBDO in 1955. Broadcast
billing might amount to 50% -60% of
total.
Tv networks to testify
in final program phase
Final phase of FCC's exhaustive exploration into tv programming practices will begin next Jan. 9 in Washington, agency announced Friday. Testimony of spokesmen for three tv networks will be taken.
Proceedings started in May 1959; last
month advertisers testified in New York
(Broadcasting, Oct. 9, 2). FCC's purpose is "to hear from all principal
groups in the industry" about their policies and practices in network tv programming processes.
Local radio business
rosy, Taft execs told
Television and radio managers of
eight Taft Broadcasting Co. stations
were told last week that local radio
business is better than ever.
Morris Kellner of The Katz Agency,
which represents six Taft stations, addressed Taft's fifth annual management conference in Ponte Vedra Beach,
Fla., which concluded Thursday night.
He said man spending his own money
knows radio is producing sales — and
at low cost. National spot, he said, is
not in same position.
In discussion of FCC regulations
Bernard Koteen, Taft's Washington attorney, cautioned managers to documore AT DEADLINE page 10
9
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HEADLINERS

Richard M.
Allerton, who
for 10 years has
headed research
activities of
NAB, retired
Oct. 31. Mr.
Allerton, 63,
joined NAB as
research director in February
1952. Before
Mr. Allerton
that he was marketing and research specialist with William Esty & Co. and Abbott Kimball
& Co., in advertising field, and with
Crossley Inc. and Free & Peters in
broadcasting side of research. He spent
14 years on Wall St. as research statistician, economic and financial researcher and bond salesman. Mr. Allerton
said last week he plans to be active in
business and will announce his future
plans shortly.

NBC. Mr. Abry, eastern sales executive since 1958, joined NBC-TV as
eastern sales manager in January 1957.
Mr. Jahncke, director, standards and
practices since October 1960, joined
NBC Dec. 30, 1959, as director, standards. Mr. Robinson, director of central
sales for NBC-TV, joined network in
1953.

Stimson Bullitt, partner in law firm
of Riddell, Williams, Voorhees, Ivie &
Bullitt, Seattle, elected president and
chief executive officer of King Broadcasting Co. (K1NG-AM-FM-TV Seattle, KREM-AM-FM-TV Spokane, and
KGW-AM-TV Portland, Ore.). He succeeds Mrs. A. Scott Bullitt, his mother,
who will continue as chairman of
board. Mr. Bullitt has been an officer
and director of King Broadcasting Co.
since it was founded in 1946 and president of Bullitt Co.

Ernest J .
Hodges, vp and
account service
supervisor on
Ralston Purina
and Foremost
Dairies accounts

Charles R. Abry, Ernest Lee Jahncke
Jr. and Angus Robinson become vps at

Robert L. Werner, vp and general attorney of RCA and director of RCA
Victor Distributing Corp. and RCA
Communications Inc., elected executive
vp and general attorney today (Nov.
6). Mr. Werner, formerly attorney
with U.S., joined RCA in 1947 as attorney and was elected vp in 1951. Dr.
Carroll V. Newsom, who leaves New
York U. presidency at end of this year,
elected to board of RCA. (Dr. Newsom also becomes director on NBC's
board, as does Mrs. Everett Needham
Case, who had been elected to RCA
board last Sept. 1).

at
Bascom Guild,
& Bonfigli,
San Francisco,
elected senior
Mr. Hodges
vp of agency.
Mr. Hodges
joined GB&B in 1952 as vp and supervisor on Ralston account, and from

1948 to 1952 opened own public relations firm, Hodges-Pierce & Co., San
Francisco.
Grant
A .
Tinker, vp and
director of proton & Bowles,
gramming, BenNew York,
since October
1959, appointed
general program

l
flt
P^j
M Mr.
^^V
L^_
Tinker
fSj
ist
|A

TV.
BC Ine-e Njoine '•ecuBefor
B&B, with
Mr.
Tinkeringwas
McCann-Erickson for five years as director of program development, and
earlier was operations manager of NBC
Radio for three-and-one-half years.
Storer Broadcasting Co. announces
that two of its top executives, Bill
Michaels and Terry H. Lee, have assumed additional duties and responsibilities of vp for tv and director of
business planning and development, respectively. Itwas also announced that
Robert M. Akin, partner of Dittmar &
Co. Inc., San Antonio investment firm,
joins Storer as director of finance (story
page
Assn.94).of National Advertisers elected
John Veckly chairman and Max Banzhaf as vice chairman, at its annual
meeting at The Homestead, Hot
Springs, Va. Mr. Veckly, director of
advertising, U.S. Steel, succeeds Roger
Bolin, Westinghouse Electric Corp.
(story page 31).

For other personnel changes of the week see FATES & FORTUNES
ment thoroughly all public affairs
broadcasts. He stressed importance of
getting into record community services
supported by stations.
More facts and less fancy in station
presentations was advice of Robert Liddell, Compton Agency's associate media
director. He said stripped-down information is required if time spent on
presentations is to pay off for agencies
and stations.
Four-day conference was climaxed
by Thursday night banquet addressed
by Hulbert Taft Jr., board chairman
and president of Taft group.
IMLRB switch favors AFTRA
National Labor Relations Board ruled
Nov. 3 that AFTRA efforts to persuade
its members to refuse to make transcriptions for WCKY Cincinnati during
strike there in 1957 did not constitute
illegal secondary employe action. Board
originally
had held that AFTRA's at10

tempt was unfair labor practice, but
appeals court remanded case for reconsideration because of procedural errors.
WPIX

says 1.8 million

watched 'answer' program
WPIX (TV) New York reported Friday (Nov. 3) that approximately 1.8
million persons watched its three-hour
"Hollywood's Answer to Communism"
special program on Thursday (Nov.
2). Audience figure was based on
American Research Bureau study.
Station spokesman added program
prompted 780 telephone calls and more
than 100 telegrams from viewers.
No extra equal time,
FCC tells Socialist
FCC gave short shrift in Friday wire
to Socialist Labor Party which had
complained its candidate for mayor of

New York had been treated unfairly
by WNTA-TV Newark-New York.
Candidate Eric Hass said his appearance on station was only for time equal
to that given Republican candidate, but
that he'd
been given no chance to answer Democrats.
Broadening Emmy?
There's talk of expanding annual Emmy awards to include
some for outstanding service by
individual television stations. Subject was explored last week at
Washington meeting of high officials of Academy of Television
Arts & Sciences, which gives out
Emmys, and NAB. Proposal originated with academy officials, it
was learned Friday, and is looked
on with at least some favor by
NAB.
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ABSORBING

ONE-HOUR

TELECASTS

THAT

ONLY

REAL

LIFE CAN

OELIVER!

No fictional work can compare with the tense and gripping drama
of life itself. No writers or actors can capture the tension that can
only come from seeing real surgeons perform real operations!
The first year's production of MEDICINE OF THE 60's is currently
making medical and television history in more than 75 local markets.
In nearly half of these it is being sponsored by local Blue Cross and
Blue Shield Chapters.
Now, Screen Gems is making 12 more of these video taped public
service programs available for local and regional sponsorship.
For full details, contact
NC.
SCREEN
GEMS,
»
TELEVISION SUBSIDIARY OF COLUMBIA PICTURES CORP.
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Pioneer Station Representatives Since 1932
NEW YORK
CHICAGO

ATLANTA
BOSTON

DETROIT
ST. LOUIS

FT. WORTH
LOS ANGELES
DALLAS
SAN FRANCISCO

WHAT

DID

HE

SAY?

No one will ever know. As so often happens, the basic selling idea
got lost in a gaggle of opticals, a covey of camera angles, a pride
of takes and 4000 feet of film. It didn't sell much of anything.
At N. W. Ayer, we have all the opticals, angles, takes and film that
commercial production requires. But our best technique is never to
leave a profitable selling idea on the cutting room floor.
The commercial is the payoff / N. W. AYER
14

& SON,

INC.
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DATEBOOK

FACTS

PROVE

A calendar of important meetings and
events in the field of communications

Conclusively!

"Indicates first or revised listing.
-NUZ
NOVEMBER
"Nov. 6-8 — Broadcasters Promotion Assn.,
annual convention. James C. Hagerty, ABC
news vp will be keynote speaker at joint
BPA-Radio & Television Executives Society luncheon. Waldorf-Astoria Hotel, New
York City.
Nov. 6— Reply comments due on FCC inquiry into network option time.
Nov. 6-7 — North Carolina Assn., of Broadcasters, fall convention. Speakers include
FCC Commissioner Robert T. Bartley. MidPines Club, Southern Pines.
Nov. 6-9 — National Community Television
Assn., committee and board meeting. Greenbriar Hotel, White Sulpher Springs, W. Va.
*Nov. 7-9 — Point-of-Purchase Advertising
Inst., annual symposium and exhibit. McCormick Place, Chicago.
Nov. 8 — Radio & Television Executives
Society, Time Buying and Selling Seminar,
third session. "When the Rep Answers His
Phone." Instructors: Arthur H. McCoy,
John Blair; Max Friedman, H-R Representatives; Cris Rashbaum, Harrington
Righter & Parsons; Marion Lonsberry,
WCBS-TV. CBS Radio Studios, 49 E. 42nd
St., New York City. 5:30-7 p.m.
Nov. 8 — National Academy of Television
Arts & Sciences, Los Angeles chapter.
Speaker: Sir Gerald Beadle, former television director of the BBC. Beverly Hills
Hotel, Beverly Hills, Calif.
Nov. 8 — Petry Co. seminar on promotion,
research, and merchandising, annual meeting in conjunction with BPA convention.
Board room, Edward Petry & Co., 3 E.
54th St., New York.
Nov. 9 — Argument before U. S. Court of
Appeals for the District of Columbia on
Connecticut theatre owners appeal from
FCC decision authorizing pay tv operation
in Hartford, Conn.
*Nov. 10 — Special newsmaker luncheon of
Radio & Television Executives Society with
the Overseas Press Club and United Nations Correspondents Assn., Indian Prime
Minister Nehru, guest speaker. WaldorfAstoria Hotel, New York.
Nov. 10 — California Broadcasters Assn., annual meeting. Mark Hopkins Hotel, San
Francisco.
Nov. 10 — New deadline for comments in
FCC rulemaking concerning major revision
of fm broadcast rules, (extended from Sept.
5).
Nov. 10-11 — Illinois Broadcasters Assn.
Sheraton-Chicago Hotel, Chicago.
Nov. 10-12 — Advertising Federation of
America, 2nd district convention. Hershey
Inn, Hershey, Pa.
*Nov. 13 — 25th anniversary celebration of
the establishment of tv in England. Luncheon at Empire Room, Waldorf-Astoria Hotel,
N. Y., given by Robert W. SarnofT, NBC
NAB fall conferences
Nov. 10 — Somerset Hotel, Boston
Nov. 13— Pittsburgh Hilton, Pittsburgh
Nov. 15 — Hotel Leamington, Minneapolis.
Nov. 20— Robert Meyer Hotel, Jacksonvil e, Fla.
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IS

NO.
ADULT AUDIENCE

HOUSTON'S
1

BUY

and TOTAL AUDIENCE

Here are the latest FACTS and FIGURES on cost-perthousand TOTAL audience and cost-per-thousand ADULTS
delivered by Houston Radio Stations. K-NUZ again is
conclusively Houston's number one BUY!
TRAFFIC TIMES
6 AM -9 AM and 4 PM- 7 PM
Monday thru Friday
Cost Per 1000
STATION
Total Audience
K-NUZ

$1.19

Ind.
Net.
Ind.
Net.
Ind.

$1.54
$2.08
$2.40
$3.45
$1.55

Sta.
Sta.
Sta.
Sta.
Sta.

"A"
"A"
"B"
"B"
"C"

9:00 AM -4:00 PM
Monday thru Friday
Cost Per 1000
STATION
Total Audience
K-NUZ

$1.17

Ind.
Net.
Ind.
Net.
Ind.

$1.28
$2.56
$1.85
$4.84
$1.63

Sta.
Sta.
Sta.
Sta.
Sta.

Source:

"A"
"A"
"B"
"B"
"C"

Cost Per 1000
Adult Audience

$1.46
$1.97
$2.23
$2.72
$3.61
$1.61
Cost Per 1000
Adult Audience

$1.56
$1.92
$2.73
$2.27
$5.16

July-August PULSE, 1961 Vn hour average ratings$1.72
against
published one time minute rates in October 1, 1961 SRDS.
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NUZ

THE LEADER IN HOUSTON — 24 HOURS
AffiliatedTOP
withFMK-QUE
— Houston's
STATION
MEMBER OF TEXAS QUADRANGLE
IN HOUSTON, CALL DAVE MORRIS
JAckson 3-2581
THE

KATZ AGENCY,
National Representatives

inc.
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board chairman. Hugh Carleton Greene, director general of BBC, is honored guest.
*Nov. 13 — Hollywood
Advertising Club
shirtsleeves session on creative radio, 12
noon. Hollywood Roosevelt. Harfield Weedin,
program director, KNX Los Angeles, will
chair a panel of three other program directors— Robert Forward, KMPC; Charles
Blore, KFWB; Jack Meyers, KABC, all
L.A., plus Ira Laufer, sales manager, KEZY
Anaheim, Calif.; Robert Light, president,
SCBA, and Bob Crane, KNX morning disc
jockey.
*Nov. 13 — Annual general membership
meeting of Screen Actors Guild, 8 p.m.,
Beverly Hilton Hotel, Beverly Hills, Calif.
Nov. 13-16 — Public Relations Society of
America, 14th national conference. Edward
R. Murrow, director of USIA, to deliver
keynote speech at opening session. Hotel
Shamrock-Hilton, Houston (first three days);
Mexico City (last day).
Nov. 14 — Radio & Television Executives
Society, Time Buying and Selling Seminar,
fourth session.
the Network."
Instructors: Jules"Using
Barnathan,
ABC-TV; Ben
Lochridge. CBS Radio. CBS Radio Studios,
49 E. 42nd St., New York City. 5:30-7 p.m.
Nov. 14-16 — IRE, Mid-America Electronics
Conference, Kansas City, Mo.
Nov. 14-18 — Associated Press Managing
Editors Assn., annual convention. Speakers
include Attorney General Robert F. Kennedy. Dallas.
Nov. 15-16 — American Assn. of Advertising
Agencies, eastern region meeting. Biltmore
Hotel, New York City.
Nov. 15-17 — Television Bureau of AdverDetroit. tising, annual meeting. Statler-Hilton Hotel.
Nov. 16-17 — Institute of Broadcasting Financial Management, Sheraton-Chicago

Hotel, Chicago. Speakers include Hamilton
Shea, chairman All-Industry Television Station Music License Committee; and Hyman
H.
Goldin, chief of the FCC's economic
division.
*Nov. 17 — Chicago chapter, American Marketing Assn., second annual conference.
Sheraton-Chicago Hotel, Chicago.
Nov. 17 — Oral arguments before the FCC
en banc on network option time proposals
(rescheduled from Nov. 3).
Nov. 17 — Maine Assn. of Broadcasters, anBangor.nual November meeting. Pilots Grill,
*Nov. 17-18 — Oregon Assn. of Broadcasters,
fall metting. Multnomah Hotel, Portland.
Kenneth Cox, FCC Broadcast Bureau
chief, will be principal speaker ?nd will
answer questions after his talk. Other
speakers include prominent men from the
educational and business fields as well as
broadcasters.
Nov. 18 — UPI Broadcasters of Wisconsin,
fall meeting. Lorraine Hotel, Madison.
*Nov. 18 — Deadline for comments on FCC
proposed tv allocations in Wyoming,
Nebraska, Colorado and Kansas (Docket
No. 13860). Replies due Dec. 18.
Nov. 20-21 — Nebraska Broadcasters Assn.,
convention. Grand Island.
Nov. 21 — Radio & Television Executives
Society, Time Buying and Selling Seminar,
fifth session. "Using Research For Your
Decisions." Inc.;
Instructors:
Mary McKenna,
Metromedia
William Murphy,
Papert,
Koenig, Lois. CBS Radio Studios, 49 E.
42nd St., New York City. 5:30-7 p.m.
*Nov. 21 — Philadelphia chapter, American
Women in Radio and Television, dinner
meeting. Hotel Sheraton, Philadelphia.
*Nov. 21 — Florida Assn. of Broadcasters,

YOU'VE
with
-

WBIR-TV*

Channel
-a

10

CBS

affiliate

one-day seminar following NAB regional
meeting of the day before. Speakers include: James O. Juntilla, asst. to the FCC
Broadcast Bureau chief; Marcus Cohn,
Washington attorney practicing before the
FCC; Arthur Gilbert, FCC Florida engineer.
Robert Meyer Hotel, Jacksonville, Fla.
*Nov. 24 — Deadline for answer from CBSTV and affiliates to FCC letter questioning
proprietycompensation
of the network's
sliding-scale
affiliate
plan.
*Nov. 24-26 — National Assn. of Television
& Radio Farm Directors, annual convention. Conrad Hilton Hotel, Chicago.
Nov. 24-25— Advertising Federation of
America, 8th district convention. Hotel St.
Paul, St. Paul, Minn.
Nov. 28 — Radio & Television Executives
Society, Time Buying and Selling Seminar,
sixth session.
Schedule."
structors: Ann"Buying
Janowicz, the
Ogilvy,
Benson In-&
Mather; Ruth Jones, J. Walter Thompson.
CBS Radio Studios, 49 E. 42nd St., New
York City. 5:30-7 p.m.
Nov. 30 — Academy of Telvision Arts &
Sciences, New York chapter, fourth annual "close-up" of tv personalities (David
Brinkley
New York and
City. Chet Huntley), Astor Hotel,
DECEMBER
Dec. 1 — Deadline for entries in International Broadcasting Awards contest. Submit to Hollywood Advertising Club, 6362
Hollywood Blvd.
*Dec. 1 — Arizona Broadcasters Assn., annual meeting. Apache Junction, Ariz.
Dec. 4— Deadline for comments on FCC's
proposal to add additional vhf channel at
below minimum mileage spacing to following cities: Baton Rouge, La. (Doc. 14233);

You catch
the profitable,
GOT
IT;...
big-volume sales of this market when you
capitalize on these three media values:
■ WBIR-TV's strong, strong showing in the heart of
the Tennessee Valley market (ARB and Nielsen).
■ WBIR-TV's extraordinary viewer acceptance, the
result of outstanding news coverage and public
service programs. M WBIR-TV's extensive CBS
network programming interlaced with local
features of exceptional viewer attraction.
■ WBIR-TV is affiliated with WFBC-TV-AM,
Greenville, South Carolina
Knoxville, Giant of the Tennessee Valley
America's 67th Metropolitan
Watches and Responds

Area

to WBIR-TV.
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Birmingham, Ala. (Doc. 14236); Charlotte,
N. C. (Doc. 14238); Dayton, Ohio (Doc.
14234); Jacksonville, Fla. (Doc. 14235);
Johnstown, Pa. (Doc. 14232); Knoxville,
Tenn. (Doc. 14237); Oklahoma City, Okla.
(Doc. 14231).
Dec. 4— Deadline for comments on FCC's
proposals to delete single vhf and substitute uhf channel to make community
all-uhf in following cities: Binghamton, N.
Y. (Doc. 14243); Champaign-Urbana, 111.
(Doc. 14244); Columbia, S. C. (Doc. 14245);
Erie, Pa. (Doc. 14242); Hartford, Conn. (Doc.
14241); Madison, Wise. (Doc. 14239); Montgomery, Ala. (Doc. 14246); Rockford, 111.
(Doc. 14240).
Dec. 4 — Deadline for comments on FCC
proposal to deintermix Springfield, 111., by
shifting ch. 2 to St. Louis. Original grant
of ch. 2 to KTVI (TV) was remanded by
court for exploration of ex parte activities.
Dec. 5 — Radio & Television Executives
Society, Time Buying and Selling Seminar,
seventh session. "Getting Your Media
Money's
Worth."
del, Compton
Adv. Instructor:
CBS Radio Robert
Studios,Lid-49
E. 42nd St., New York City. 5:30-7 p.m.
Dec. 6-8— NBC Radio & Tv Affiliates, annual convention. 35th anniversary observance. Beverly Hilton Hotel, Beverly Hills,
Calif.
Dec. 11 — Reply comments due on FCC
rulemaking to make major changes in fm
broadcast rules. (Rescheduled from Oct. 5).
Dec. 12 — Radio & Television Executives
Society, Time Buying and Selling Seminar,
eighth session. "Working Together for
Better Advertising." Instructors: Herbert
Maneloveg, BBDO; Morris Kellner, The
Katz Agency. CBS Radio Studios, 49 E.
42nd St., New York City. 5:30-7 p.m.
Dec. 27-29 — American Marketing Assn., annual winter conference.
Theme is "The

AND

the

JANUARY 1962
*Jan. 1— Reply comments due on FCC proposal to expand use of uhf band and to
deintermix eight markets by deleting single
vhf stations.
*Jan. 6-14 — International Television Festival
at Monte Carlo, sponsored by the government of Monaco.
*Jan. 17 — Awards presentation of the International Television Festival at Monte
Carlo. Gold Nymph awards will be presented for outstanding tv programs. The
Opera House, Monte Carlo, Monaco.
Jan. 19-21 — Advertising Assn. of the West,
annual conference. Hotel Californian,
Fresno.
FEBRUARY 1962
Feb. 1 — Deadline for entries for the American Tv Commercials Festival. Contact Wallace A. Ross, director; 40 East 49th St.,
New York 17.
*Feb. 2 — Deadline for comments on FCC's
proposals to expand use of uhf band, including dual vhf-uhf operation, reserved
pools of uhf channels for existing operating vhf stations, abolition of uhf allocation,
relaxation of technical rules for uhf stations, uhf grants without a hearing, etc.
(Doc. 14229). (Rescheduled from Dec. 4.)
Feb. 4-13 — Advertising Recognition Week.
Feb. 7— Advertising Federation of America,
mid-winter legislative conference. Participants include FCC Chairman Newton N.
Minow, FTC Chairman Paul Rand Dixon
and Secretary of Commerce Luther C.
Hodges.
D. C. Statler-Hilton Hotel, Washington,

Feb. 7-9 — National Winter Convention on
Military Electronics. Ambassador Hotel, Los
Angeles.
Feb. 10 — Awards Dinner, Directors Guild
of America. Western awards: Beverly HilCity. ton Hotel, Beverly Hills, Calif. Eastern
awards: Waldorf-Astoria Hotel, New York
*Feb. 13 — Formal awards banquet of the
International Broadcasting Awards contest.
Hollywood Palladium, Hollywood, Calif.
*Feb. 20- March 25 — Art Directors Club of
Los Angeles, 17th annual western exhibition of advertising and editorial art. Western advertisers, agencies, artists and producers have submitted examples of their
work in commercials, titles, stills, or print.
Los Angeles Museum of Science & Industry.
Feb. 28-March 1— NAB, seventh annual conference for presidents of state broadcasters' associations. Shoreham Hotel, Washington, D. C.
MARCH 1962
*March 14-16 — Electronic Industries Assn.,
committee, section, division and board
meeting. Statler-Hilton Hotel, Washington,
D. C.
APRIL 1962
April
1-4
—
National
Broadcasters,
annual convention. Assn.
Conradof Hilton
Hotel,
Chicago.
MAY 1962
*May 23-25 — Electronic Industries Assn.,
38th annual convention, committee, section,
division and board meeting, Pick-Congress
Hotel, Chicago.
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OPEN

MIKE

The 1961-62 Yearbook
editor: Congratulations for the excellent job your staff did on the latest
Broadcasting Yearbook. The excellent
presentation of a wealth of solid facts
and figures has already been put to good
use. — Harvey Chertok, director of advertising &publicity, Seven Arts Associated Corp., New York.

Programming
center

or

editor: your new yearbook surpasses
ANYTHING YOU OR ANYONE HAS EVER
ON A FINF
CONGRATULATIONS
DONE.
JOB. LARRY WALKER, EXECUTIVE VICE
PRESIDENT, WSOC-AM-FM-TV CHARLOTTE

part-time

San Francisco story
editor : Will you please send me 10
reprints of your fantastic article on the
San Francisco Bay area published in
your Sept. 25 issue.
The in-depth studies and future projections in population, economics and
advertising penetration provide valuable
tools for future planning in this area.
Every issue of Broadcasting provides invaluable material to those involved inmedia evaluation and analysis.
— W. Robert Thompson, regional promotion manager, Columbia Records
Sales Corp., Hollywood.

for

full

automatic

broadcasting
Plays up to 55 tape magazines
and can be used to automatically start other broadcast
equipment after any magazine.

The remarkable ATC 55 allows use
of regular staff voices at all hours,
with a minimum number of personnel on duty. Ideal for early morning
and late evening hours, or to clear
announcers for other duties during
certain hours of the day. Lets you
use your best talent during week
ends or for separate FM operations.
The ATC 55 will automatically play
back up to 55 magazine-loaded
made

taped spots, themes, and production
aids; up to 165 full length musical
selections, without resetting or reloading. It is also designed to
operate in conjunction with other
broadcast equipment. A special 3200
cycle auxiliary control tone may be
inserted at any point in the sequence
to start (1) material recorded on
reel-to-reel tapes, (2) a Seeburg record changer, or (3) the standard
ATC units. Used in multiples of two
or more (4), the ATC 55 may be
programmed to play in any desired
sequence automatically. It delivers
the highest quality broadcast reproduction. And, best of all, it is so
easy to operate that any of your
personnel can run it. Write, wire or
phone collect for complete information and literature today.

by broadcasters

for broadcasters

AUTOMATIC
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More Senators' signers
editor: Your recent article (The Media, Oct. 23) brought 14 mail responses
and three long-distance phone calls the
following day, which gave us an additional 26 stations for the new Washington Senators' Baseball Network.
I take this opportunity to thank your
staff for the fine article. — E. R. Quesada, president, Washington Senators.
In defense

editor: I am writing this letter as an
individual and not as a representative
of WLEE.
It seems to me to be rather inconsistent for people nowadays to discuss
the need for better standards of broadcasting and, in the next breath, to discuss the possible revocation of licenses
held by Westinghouse and General
Electric stations.
I grew up in the arms of the 50,000
watt transmitters of both a GE station
and a Westinghouse station, back in the
days when small town stations were few
and far between and clear channel stations provided a vital service to rural
America.

I cannot condone unethical conduct
in any industry, but we are judging men
in the broadcasting industry, not officials of an appliance manufacturing
empire. In years gone by, WestingBROADCASTING. November 6, 1931

I DRACHMS

/ In ancient Greece a drachm

delivered

many things... a seat at a Sophocles play, a ride in a two horse
chariot, a ticket to the Olympic

games!

Drachms,

of course,

aren't what they used to be... even the name has changed!
But drachms, drachmas or dollars, they still go a long way in
Baltimore at WBAL-Radio.

WBAL-Radio

takes the Greek out of

station buying by translating these facts into sales: WBAL-Radio
is powerful - dominating

the entire metropolitan

area

plus 37

surrounding counties in Maryland and four adjacent states. WBALRadio is progressive - providing its listeners with a distinctive
format of full range programmingand
WBAL-Radio

is productive-reaching

music for mature minds.
more homes

in a given

week than any other Baltimore radio station, providing
more unduplicated coverage in this market than any other
station. If you want your advertising to deliver sales in
Baltimore and Beyond, dragyour drachmas

to WBAL-Radi

today. . . or call our reps and let them do your heavy work .
WBAL-RADIO
BALTIMORE
Maryland's only 50,000 watt station
Associated with WBAL FM & TV / Nationally represented by(§)0aren F. McGavren Co., Inc
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This Fall, the CBS Television Network will again chalk up the biggest attendance record in football.
The same

go-go-go spirit that first brought professional football home

(the late National Football League Commissioner

to a nationwide audience

Bert Bell attributed the game's phenomenal

rise

to this network's pioneering coverage) is also responsible for many other CBS Television Network
sports firsts. First to give the nation a front row seat at international competitions through exclusive coverage of the I960 Winter and Summer Olympics. First to use video tape in sports, making
it possible to rerun thoroughbred

races, crucial golf rounds and scoring football plays as soon as
31

•
they are over. First to televise the whole incredible range of sporting events from rugby to auto racing,
from sky diving to figure skating— through the introduction of the weekly Sports Spectacular series.
And throughout the year, this network continues to bring a hundred million television fans such
major events of every season as the college bowl games, the Triple Crown, the UN Handicap, the
PGA and Masters golf tournaments, and baseball's Major League Games of the Week. Sports play
an exhilarating, exciting part in the powerful CBS Television Network W% AIUI 1 N AXC
line-up, which again this season has the balance, depth and quality to UwlWI
!HUlI
wU

Integrity

Q

uality

The
CREATIVE
Television Station
in This important
ALBANY - SCHENECTADY
TROY MARKET

Selling
the Great

Northeast

house and General Electric have shown
a willingness to experiment with new
and worthwhile forms of broadcasting
that other stations would not have dared
to touch. In some instances, these experiments have proved far from beneficial to ratings. In other instances, the
latter has been true and other stations
have been only too willing to jump on
the bandwagon.
I do not always agree with the thinking of the programming men at GE and
Westinghouse. I do not even feel that
their stations, in many instances, are
the best in their respective markets.
But I commend these stations for their
forward outlook.
Surely there are broadcasters who
have not demonstrated this forward
thinking and who have been far more
negligent in their handling of the public
trust than Westinghouse or General
Electric.
If it is felt that these stations warrant
investigation, by all means investigate;
but let's not punish a person before his
friends for what his parents have
done. . . . — David E. Lyman, program
director, WLEE Richmond.
On talent agencies
editor: It has been brought to my attention that the Oct. 21, 1957, issue of
Broadcasting contained special articles
on
the subject
"The Ten-Percenters,"
directed
to theof activities
of theatrical
agencies. I would appreciate it if you
would send me a copy of the same, or if
there has been a special supplement
published, would you send me a copy of
that supplement. . . . — Morton Galane,
lawyer, Las Vegas.
Success story reproduction

Peters,

Griffin,
!>, INC.
Exclusive National Representatives

ALBANY, N. Y.
WILLIAM A. RIPLE, General Manager

■BY
[BROADCASTING
THE BUSINESSWEEKLY OF TELEVISION AND RADIO
1735 DeSales St., N. W. Washington 6, D. C.
NEW

SUBSCRIPTION

ORDER

Please start my subscription immediately for —
□ 52 weekly issues of BROADCASTING $ 7.00
G 52 weekly issues and Yearbook Number
11.00
□ Payment attached □ Please Bill
name

title/ 'position*

company name
address
ctty
state
Send to home address22 (OPEN MIKE)

editor: From time to time there are
articles appearing in Broadcasting
which provide the basis for a good
sales pitch or success story for our
station.
About a year ago, I called and spoke
to someone, whose name has escaped
me, and asked for permission to reproduce some of these for distribution to
our accounts and agencies as a success story when making station pitches.
I was told that it was possible to do so
as long as credit is given to Broadcasting, which we have done.
There are a good number of items in
the recent issues and I am writing to
inquire again if we can still do this and
for the purpose of keeping the records
clear, I feel that we probably should receive permission in a letter from you
approving the same. . . . — Howard V.
Wry, director of promotion, WHNB-TV
New Britain, Conn.
[Permission granted, provided the material
is not quoted out of context and credit is
given to this publication as the source.]
BROADCASTING, November 6, 1961
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Traffic Reports
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.
INTERESTING
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DAILY

MUSIC

IN RADIO
IT'S THE

SALES

THAT
950
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ON YOUR

DIAL

CLIMATE23

COUNTS

Represented Nationally By GIL-PERNA

One great after another. . . night after night, after night, after night .....
Like Eddie Albert, Cannonball Adderley, Paul Anka, Count Basie, Richard Dyer Bennett, Jim Backus, Tony Bennett, Monica
Boyar, Shelley Berman, Theodore Bikel & Joan Blondell, Richard Boone, Doctor Albert Burke, Abe Burrows, Oleg Cassini,
Betty Comden and Adolph Green, Irwin Corey, Sam Cooke and Joyce Davidson -fr Matt Dennis, Phyllis Diller, Bradford
Dillman, Carl Foreman, Anita Gillette, The Grandison Singers, Harry Golden, Lionel Hampton, Woody Herman and Sterling
Hayden Charlton Heston,Tab Hunter, Will Holt, George Jessel, Chubby Jackson, T. C. Jones, Gene Krupa, Eartha Kitt,
Piper Laurie and Elsa Lanchester Art Linkletter, Leonard Lyons, Gerry Mulligan, Vaughn Monroe, Julie Newmar, Hugh
O'Brian, Terrence O'Flaherty, Dick Powell, Otto Preminger, Leontyne Price and Roger Price & Tony Randall, William L. Shirer,
Mickey Spillane, Jule Styne, Leopold Stokowski, Gore Vidal, Mike Wallace, Andy Williams, Dana Wynter and many morel

11:15 pm Mon thru Fri on the Westinghouse Broadcasting Company stations in: Boston WBZ-TV 4 / Baltimore
cisco KPIX 5 / Cleveland KYW-TV 3 / also seen in New York on WNEW-TV 5 (11:10 pm) / Dallas WFAA-TV
"P
S
Washington, D.M
C, WTTG-TV 5 E
(11:00 pm)A
/ Harrisburg,
Pa.,T
WHP-TV&
21 (11:15T
pm) / York,
Pa., WSBA-TV 43
M

WJZ-TV 13 / Pittsburgh KDKA-TV 2 / San Fran8 (11:35 pm) / Los Angeles KTTV 11 (11:30 pm>
(11:15
pm) WESTINGHOUSE
BROADCASTING T
COMPANY, INC. (O) _(©)■'
W
ES

Broadcasting Publications Inc.
President
Sol Taishofi
Vice President
Maury Long
Vice President
Edwin H. James
Secretary
H. H. Tash
Treasurer
B. T. Taishoff
Comptroller
Irving C. Muxes
Asst. Sec.-Treas Lawrence B. Taishoit

/

Here's when
proof positive
will watch public
service pro
grams
they are audiences
timely, imaginatively
programmed
and
actively promoted. For costs and availabilities, contact us or
your Blair-TV man.
TAKE A LOOK AT THESE ARB SPECIAL SURVEYS ON
OUR "BATTLEGROUNDS OF THE COLD WAR" SERIES !
STATION
PROGRAM
DATE5-5-61
& TIME RATING
18
10-11 PM
WFIA-TV
"Battlegrounds-Cuba, Castro & Communism"
18
"Twilight Zone" & "Eye Witness"
"
"A
STATION
7
''Detectives"
&
"Law
&
Mr.
Jones"
5-30-61
STATION "B"
WFLA-TV
"Battlegrounds-Secret Life of Adolph Hitler 7:30-8:30 PM
20
25
STATION "A" "Jungle— Tarzan'' (Movie)
3
6-12-61
STATION "B" "Bugs Bunny" & "Rifleman''
10-11 PM
WFLA-TV
"Battlegrounds-Remember Us?"
12
15
STATION "A" "Hennessy" & "Dangerous Robin"
"Adventures in Paradise" & "Peter Gunn"
STATION "B"
11
TAMPA - ST PETERSBURG

NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES, BLAIR-TV
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WAVE

-TV

28.8%

more

—and

28.8%

viewers

buy

AUTOMOBILES
more

tires, batteries,

anti-freeze and other supplies, of course!
That's because WAVE-TV has 28.8% more
viewers, from sign-on to sign-off, in any
average week. Source: N.S.I., July, 1961.
CHANNEL 3 • MAXIMUM POWER
NBC
LOUISVILLE
THE KATZ AGENCY, National Representatives
26
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Why

WLOS-TV

Says Ted

bought

Seven

Arts' Volumes

II

I&

Eiland:

"When you're committed to heavy movie scheduling, you've got to
deliver top product

I rTWi

ot

but

mTt7m

only

rTTTI

audience,

dollars.

"This calls for the best feature films available and Warners' 'Films of the 50V
qualify handsomely. When you tell TV buyers you've signed up for
Seven Arts' features, they instantly connect the name with the most outstanding
movies on TV today. Result, we entered Fall with a sold-out situation."

Theodore A. Eiland
Vice President and General Manager
WLOS-TV, Asheville, Greenville, Spartanburg

Warner's
Money

films

makers

of the

50's.

of the 60's

SEVEN

ARTS

ASSOCIATED
CORP.
A SUBSIDIARY OF SEVEN ARTS PRODUCTIONS, LTD.
NEW YORK: 270 Park Avenue
YUkon
CHICAGO: 8922-D N. La Crosse, Skokie, III. ORchard
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MEMO

from JOE R. EISAMAN, Eisaman, Johns & Laws Advertising, LA.

natural ally, tv, helped put the 'show' hack into auto show
In our office we call the campaign for on NBC-TV, news sponsorship on netimported automobiles, spectacular engiwork tv stations, musicals and all other
neering exhibits that required almost a
the Los Angeles International Auto
Show "the big sell with the soft sell." one-time-only tv specials that were of- year to design and assemble, elaborate
fered locally. If fresh, new programs
decorations, fashion models, music and
It's really a promotion of paradoxes.
were not available in sufficient quantity, strolling minstrels, art exhibits and exThe auto show is created to sell cars —
but not one order is taken at the show
we produced our own shows and pubcitement galore. To reach vast and
itself.
licized them in newspapers. Our objec- spread-out Southern California, the native was always the same: buy enough
tion's biggest automobile market, we
Yet, it's the job of Eisaman, Johns &
Laws to sell the auto show big ... to commercial time to sell the public on used a rare combination of advertising
bring out ever bigger crowds ... to going to the auto show.
and publicity approaches.
A Good Formula ■ The same formula
draw them to a colorful, glamorous
The auto show campaign each year is
setting in which are displayed the new
worked again in 1960 when attendance
anchored to a gala, socialite premiere
output of all auto manufacturers in all held its own despite bad weather. And
sponsored by the prominent Assistance
modes, designs, styles and prices . . . for the 1961 auto show which ends League. Its distinguished members and
and then to move them to go to the dis- today, we repeated the format and con- their friends give the show a prestige
play room of their favorite dealer for
tinued our dedication to tv specials and and distinction that enhances the auto
the car of their choice.
show. It also reaps columns of news
Broadway show-type taped commercials.
This spectacular, a demonstration of Among the special events we sponsored pictures for the cars (along with the
to reach untapped audiences was a live society belles and dames) and the auto
the American system of free competitive
enterprise, was undertaken by our office three-hour telecast of the Los Angeles shows in the newspapers, coverage of
at a challenging time — 1959 — when at- Lakers pro basketball game directly the event in the tv newsreels and in the
from the Sports Arena in prime evening
radio news.
tendance had been declining. Auto
shows in some parts of the country had time, as well as a day-long telecast of
Razzle Dazzle ■ This glamorous, Hollost the luster of the time when the the International Air Show remote from
lywood searchlight event is backed up
home town auto show was an annual
nearby Chino, Calif.
with
razzle
dazzle, such as this year's
The
latter
event
offered
us
the
rare
social event and the people jammed the
use of 194 Day-Glo billboards dramalocal armory as they would for the opportunity of combining an Internatizing the decorator's theme, "A Night
tional Air Show with an International
opening of the theatre season. Suburban
in Paris;" consistent ads appearing in all
living had produced more casual auto Auto Show — both means of travel being metropolitan newspapers; all leading
the two most exciting ways to get about.
show visitors. Many shows themselves
radio stations ballyhooing the auto show
suffered from the bleakness of being Television cameras eyed a parade of excitement; and a score of appearances
held in a department store parking lot. antique cars circling a runway filled on tv by the auto show queen and her
with World War I aircraft — on the heels court of princesses. In fact, a fired-up
Show's the Thing ■ Our first step was
to concentrate on putting the show back of which came a fleet of unusual 1962
public relations wing of the agency
in auto show. But the addition of Zieg- autos directly from our auto show. In made news of the queen's selection by
short, we traced the history of aircraft the Los Angeles auto editors, an event
feld Follies glamor entailed expense.
That meant getting the money to cover
and automobiles up to the present day —
covered by every tv news reel and
in a way that was as entertaining as it metropolitan paper.
the cost by charging admission.
We first decided to sell by utilizing was commercial. In fact, few network
Efforts such as these place the Los
a show business medium that was a advertisers have ever played their comAngeles International Auto Show far
mercials on such a gigantic stage.
natural ally — television; and to sell and
above "exhibits" and "shows" usually
The other media were not neglected.
launch the auto show with the same
seen in the United States.
To us it is an example of creative
kind of comprehensive promotion you We employed every medium of communication to sell the auto show as advertising designed to meet the needs
use to launch a new tv series. We used
absorbing entertainment well worth the of a most unusual production — an auto
tv particularly to sell the "non-car-buff"
who might ordinarily prefer to spend a $1.50 admission price. Here under one show which sells cars but one where
roof was an exhibit of 400 U.S. and
free afternoon or evening at the movies.
you can't place an order.
To influence this market we prepared a
series of television commercials a la
Jackie Gleason — commercials reminiscent of an Ed Sullivan production, feaJoe Eisaman, a principal in Eisaman,
turing beautiful auto show fashion modJohns & Laws Advertising, opened the
els, experimental prototypes of the
agency with Jess Johns in 1948. In the
autos of the future, music, everything
auto and allied lines the agency represents
necessary glamor and excitement.
Los Angeles Motor Car Dealers Assn.
To promote this formula properly
(sponsor
of the auto show), Southern Calicalls for costly use of a costly medium
fornia Motor Car Dealers Assn., Pennzoil,
— television — which we first introduced
Sure-Fit Stores nationwide, combined
for the 1959 auto show. Its sales value
Southern California Chevrolet Dealers,
was proved by a 23% increase in atGreater Seattle Chevrolet Dealer Assn.
tendance over the preceding year. Heavy
and National Automobile Dealer Assn. He
emphasis was placed on special events
is a graduate of Dartmouth College.
usually preferred by prestige advertisers
— for example, local co-sponsorship of
the NCAA Football Game of the Week
28
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Here's proof — WELFs quality sound rule pays off.
Excellent programming, strong merchandising, and outstanding salesmanship
result in the largest weekly audience by far.
In the rich New Haven market . . . your best buy is WELL
Nationally contact HR Representatives; in Boston sec Eckels & Co.
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Target: The Corruptors knocks off largest share of audience of any new show on any network.
mm Out of the files of Lester Velie , crusading reporter whose
stories have triggered Kefauver and McClellan Committee
probes, comes this new kind of show--packed with public
service as well as public suspense.
Starring Stephen McNally as a corruption-hunting newsman, Target: The Corruptors has streaked to immediate
success. It now tops all new shows in share of audience
and has, in happy conjunction with such established favorites as The Flintstones and 77 Sunset Strip, made ABC-TV
the No. 1 network on Friday night .f
ABC

TELEVISION

'Source: Nielsen 24 Market TV Report. Average audience, week ending October 22, 1961 t Friday 7:30 lo 11 PM.
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producers all promise
format

is losing

vast

ground

'62-'63

improvement

to half hours

production groups in prospect next season
at the various programming sources,
The 1962-63 tv season holds promise
lightshour
projectedformat
for 1962-63:
■ The
seems to be loseven though the current season scarcely
of providing a maturing and changing
ing favor because of the trend against
audience with a noticeable helping of has begun and the national ratings from
Nielsen and Arbitron can provide only westerns and private eyes but this length
the "new and original."
There's evidence that network tv's a preliminary "reading" of the status of was cited by some programmers as apfirst planned season since the beginning
propriate for drama-anthology or the
this year's offerings.
semi-anthology drama series (such as
Network, agency and production
of pressures from government groups,
opinion leaders and what is said to be company executives talk about the
CBS-TV's The Defenders, which uses
some regular actors in different situa more sophisticated audience, will pre"new," "different," and "fresh." Though
ations each week). Conversely, there
sent some major changes in regularly
they acknowledge these qualities are not
will be an expansion in the number of
scheduled tv program fare.
easy to attain, they point out there
half-hour series.
need not be an overhauling of program
If program creators have their say,
■ The number of documentary-pubclassifications,
but
a
conscious
and
dithere will be a sharper accent on "more
lic affairs series will remain about the
rected
effort
toward
upgrading
the
qualmeaningful" drama programs, musical
same
or increase slightly. Though this
ity
of
existing
formats
through
improved
variety series and specials, family situawriting and direction.
type does not often attain the rating the
tion comedies, games and quiz programs
network or advertiser desires, a combiCreativity Trust ■ This asserted
and children's
eral formats. shows cutting across sevnation of government pressures and the
thrust toward "creativity" presages a
present climate dictates that there be no
further decline in the number of westBetter Quality ■ As some buyers redecrease in the number of television
erns and private eyes on network primeact: "There will be no program 'trends,'
"actualities."
time
schedules
next
season.
The
conjust better shows and with more qualsensus appears to be that westerns and
■ A more diversified group of outside production companies are expected
Networks currently are busy blueity."
private
"copy-cat"
vehicles eyes
and are
tendinherently
to operate
against
to be represented on forthcoming netprinting for next year — sifting through
work schedules. Producers of serious
program ideas, reading scripts and pro"newness," "freshness," "originality of
jecting some pilot production ahead.
dramas, music-variety and game or
These are some of the other highquiz programs report they are receiving
The "plan ahead" season is in full force
ideas."

Veckly

diversified

named

ANA

John Veckly, director of advertising, United States Steel, was elected
chairman of the Assn. of National
Advertisers Thursday as ANA
opened its annual meeting at the
Homestead, Hot Springs, Va. He
succeeds Roger Bolin, Westinghouse
Electric Corp. Max Banzhaf, Armstrong Cork Co., was elected vice
chairman.
Peter W. Allport, elected ANA
president a year ago to succeed the
late Paul B. West, was re-elected.
Five new directors were named
and two whose terms expired were
re-elected. New directors: Kenneth
R. Baumbusch, American Home
Products; John Burgard, Brown &
Williamson Tobacco; Victor Elting,
Quaker Oats; Michael F. Ryan, AlBROADCASTING, November 6, 1961

chairman,

Mr. Veckly

Banzhaf

new

Ir. Bolin

lied Chemical, and Gail Smith, General Motors. Re-elected: Albert N.
Halverstadt, Procter & Gamble, and
Gene Wedereit, Chemetron Corp.
Mr. Veckly, new ANA chairman,

vice

chairman

Ir. Banzhaf

joined U.S. Steel in 1955 as assistant
advertising director and became director in 1957. He formerly was
with Saturday Evening Post. (For
ANA story see page 36).
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FRESH, NEW PROGRAMS FOR '62-'63 continued
more encouragement from the net- I
works.
Network track record
■ With the decline in the number of
hour programs may come a slowing
The apparently heavy turnover
down of the strong trend toward minute
of new network tv programs is
sponsorship of network shows evidenced
indicated in a special compilation
this season (Broadcasting, Aug. 21).
provided by the A. C. Nielsen Co.
■ There are now more half-hours in
Using the Nielsen television index
as a source, the company reported
prime time on CBS-TV than on the
that of the 43 new programs
other networks (NBC-TV has eight entertainment half-hour series, ABC-TV has
launched during the 1960-61
15 and CBS-TV has 24). A return
season, only 18 (42%) returned
for 1961-62. In contrast, of the
emphasis next season on the half-hour
format may very well open the way to
71 established programs carried
an increase in advertiser-owned shows,
on 1960-61, 52 (73%) were back
on the networks this season. The
though there's no such move visible at
present. (Benton & Bowles, an agency
analysis is based on shows carried
noted for placing advertiser-controlled
on the networks during November-December ofeach year.
shows, reportedly is considering several
programs for next season).
■ There's no specific talk about replacement shows, though ABC-TV's first programs, though many can be deferred
move against some apparent weakness
for several weeks.
in the lineup will be put into effect later
The Networks ■ At ABC-TV, it is
this month (see box page 33).
felt there will be many changes ahead
■ The aim for "stronger plotting" in for the network, particularly more half
drama programs does not point neceshours and some live shows, and most
sarily to an upsurge in live or tape
likely with fewer hour shows, there will
drama, though several executives indibe some decline in minute availabilities.
cated some increase in this area seems
Thomas W. Moore, vice president in
warranted. Many felt that "more seri- charge of programming, reports the
ous, more provocative
wouldof network will make more use of Bing
be included
within the drama"
framework
Crosby Enterprises, noting the success
drama-anthology programs and actionadventure series and an expansion in the network feels it has had with that
anthology series is envisioned.
company's new Ben Casey show (Monday, 10-11 p.m.).
■ Several new series are expected to
be developed from existing anthology
ABC-TV, it's reported, next season
series now on the air such as The Dick
will be characterized by less action-adventure, more situation comedy and a
Powell Show, General Electric Theatre
and perhaps The Defenders.
"higher quality" show.
There'll be at least one more dra■ There is a possibility that some
one-hour comedy series, developed along
matic entry to add to this season's Alcoa
Premiere and Bus Stop (the latter rethe lines of CBS-TV's half-hour Jack
ported to be weak in its ratings so far) .
Benny programs, stressing characterization and warmth, will find places on
Wagon Train, which shifts from NBCnetwork schedules.
TV to ABC-TV next season, will be
■ There will be an increase in live counted on to strengthen the same period (Wednesday, 7:30-8:30 p.m.).
programs of all types because of a beIt's admitted that Steve Allen Show,
lief that this form permits "experimennow in that period, has been something
tation, freshness, originality of ideas."
■ There will be a further de-emphaof a disappointment and if further format changes are not enough to lift it
sis of "violence for the sake of violence,"
out of the doldrums, the program may
not only to placate government and organizational groups but to appeal to shift to a new and perhaps more favorable time period.
an increasingly sophisticated audience
Mr. Moore stated that the network
(Broadcasting, Aug. 28).
■ The animated cartoon show for already has a number of shows in pilot
adults, widely represented this year, is form. Aside from the usual program
not likely to return next fall on the sources for ABC-TV, the network also
is expected to buy properties from
same scale as at present.
MGM-TV and from independent comWhile scanning the 1962-63 horizon,
programmers, of course, also are concerned with the current season.
New Creativeness ■ Oscar Katz, vice
panies.
The care they profess to be taking
president, network programs, CBS-TV,
with their 1962-63 entries makes using emphasized that in 1962-63 television
must "do new things with top-flight
these projected properties during midseason this year impractical. But netcreative people." Among the network
work program planners of necessity
projects he cited for the next season,
must make decisions on replacement
which he believes exemplify the new
32 (LEAD STORY)

direction of television, are: A live onehour variety show, titled Tv Tonight, a
Bob Banner production; a half-hour situation comedy, based on a book, Wake
Up, Stupid, concerning the exploits of
a non-conforming college professor; a
half-hour situation comedy to be created by Max Shulman (possibly called
Zelda); several half-hour drama series
to be "spun off" the General Electric
Theatre; a drama series, Star Witness,
portraying each week a supercharged
exchange between a prosecutor and a
witness, and several program series to
be produced by Herbert Brodkin, who
is responsible for The Defenders, regarded as one of the more promising
entries of this season.
Mr. Katz reported that CBS-TV has
about 25 new programs in various
stages of development but stressed they
may wind up with "a lot less" from this
group. He noted that plans call for
both hour and half-hour shows and
film and live programs. But he voiced
the opinion that half hours will be
stronger next season.
"It's not important if a series is film
or live," Mr. Katz stressed. "The important consideration is that a program
must be new or different or provocaNBC-TV is following the pattern toward more live programming. Jack Paar
is slated to appear in prime-time with
an hour live comedy-variety show. The
network, according to Mort Werner,
vicetive."
president, programs, is developing
a live drama show, and has a color cartoon series working that will feature
Laurel and Hardy figures and voices.
The network has already announced
such possible entries as Kings of Broadway, ahalf-hour program (pilot by Bob
Banner Assoc.) about a two-a-day
vaudeville circuit; and Stop The Camera
(live game-show packaged by Harry
Salter). A new half-hour series that
would feature Loretta Young as a
mother of five daughters is under consideration.
More Game Shows ■ Goodson-Todman Productions, New York, will undoubtedly be one of the sources of
some of the live game shows which
seem destined to return to nighttime tv
next season. Bud Austin, East Coast
executive vice president of G-T, said
that preliminary work has started on
"a couple
of new are
live nearly
game shows."
He
said
the shows
ready for
presentation and discussions will start
soon with agencies and networks.
Goodson-Todman's film activity also
has been stepped up, with work on a
half-dozen hour or half-hour series under way at the company's Hollywood
office. Now being prepared for presentation, and aimed for 1962-63 network showing, are: Sky scrapper, in association with CBS-TV, an hour anthology series that will portray draBROADCASTING, November 6, 1961

matic stories of the business world;
Roads Three, an hour series in association with NBC; an action-adventure
series that will take place "all over the
world"; Sun Valley, in association with
NBC, an hour series located in Sun
Valley, Idaho; Count Your Chickens,
said to be an adult comedy series dealing with an urbane executive who moves
his family to a farm; Days Ahead, a
half-hour show described as a futuristic
situation comedy, is being produced
with Projects Unlimited.
Mr. Austin reports that scripts are
being prepared for both new hour and
half-hour versions of the Rebel series,
again starring Nick Adams. (It would
not seem unlikely for Rebel to be considered as a mid-season replacement on
ABC-TV). And in another GoodsonTodman development, actor James
Drury was signed to star in a series
titled The Yank.
There is a possibility that GoodsonTodman's latest daytime game show,
Password, now on CBS-TV, will turn
up in a nighttime spot this season to
replace one of the potential program
casualties. Mr. Austin said there have

'Room for One More', a situation
comedy, moves into the 8-8:30 p.m.
Saturday slot.

ABC-TV

plans

been some conversations on this subOriginality ■ John H. Mitchell, vice
president and national sales manager,
ject.
Screen Gems, reported that for the future the premium has to be on "originality of ideas." He agreed that criticism from the government and opinion
leaders has accelerated the demand for
creativity for the 1962-63 season.
This climate of thinking, he said, will
result in a decline of private eyes and
westerns and will contribute toward an
expansion in the number of live drama
and game shows, situation comedies and
documentaries. He envisions fewer
hour-long formats, claiming that these
programs are sometimes unprofitable
for the networks. He added, "an hour
show that is failing tends to suffer more
sharply
a failing
half-hour
show."
Another than
factor
working
against
the
hour programs, he claimed, is that they
tend to curtail opportunity for diversification of programming by using a
longer time period.
Talent Assoc. -Paramount appears to
be split into two program operations,
one based in Hollywood under Al Levy,

'The Roaring 20's', now in the 7:308:30 p.m. Saturday period will be
dropped.

to shuffle

Immediate adjustment to what the
network believes is a changing audience mood is being made this season— after only about six weeks —
by ABC-TV in its Tuesday and Saturday schedules.
Effective Nov. 14, ABC-TV is expected to move The New Breed
from its 9-10 p.m. slot on Tuesday
to 8:30-9:30 p.m., transfer Calvin
& The Colonel (cartoon show using

its Tuesday

and

Amos 'n' Andy voices) out of the
8:30-9 p.m. period and move a game
show, Yours For A Song, into the
9:30-10 p.m. slot.
At a later date, Calvin will move
into the 7:30-8 p.m. spot on Saturday, and Room For One More, a
situation comedy produced by Warner Bros., goes in at 8-8:30 p.m.
Roaring 20' s, which is in the 7:308:30 period, will be discontinued

the other in New York with David
Susskind at the head. Mr. Levy said
last week he wanted to establish the
west coast operation as the "United
Artists of television" and hoped to
build up a creative staff. Mr. Susskind
is operating with a five-star producer
staff (in addition to himself) of Robert
Alan Aurthur, Robert Costello, Jacqueline Babbin and Audrey Gelan.
Shows under the Talent Assoc. -Paramount banner: In the East — a musical
tv show based on academy award songs,
a half -hour and on tape; a half-hour
tape game show conceived by Carl
Reiner and Mack David; a half-hour
situation show centered about twin
girls; a dramatic half-hour or hourlong series that would fall somewhere
in between a Twilight Zone or Way
Out, and Sutton Place South, a story
about a man who owns a brownstone
house in New York.
In the west — Crimes of the Century
(one-hour, tape, using such cases as the
Dreyfus story, the shooting of Abraham
Lincoln and the dynamiting of the
New York Times etc. as bases) ; dramatic and variety format specials;

'The New Breed' moves from its
9-10 p.m. Tuesday slot to 8:30-9:30
p.m. on ABC-TV.
Saturday

(Broadcasting, Oct. 23). The latter move in particular indicates a
new reluctance to tie up money and
time periods with hour-long shows
and the resurgence of the half hour
as the predominate program length.
It's easier to replace a half-hour than
a one-hour show, when the hour
show goes off, it takes two halfhour programs to re-fill the time
period.
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FRESH, NEW PROGRAMS FOR '62-'63 continued
mature" to discuss them.
Emergency
Dial would
O, an use
"actual"
halfhour series— that
a mobile
From Hollywood ■ The major source
tape unit in following ambulances and
of program supply for network tv prothe like around the city of New York;
grams continues to be the motion picture companies. A typical example is
two half-hour series working respectively with the Bureau of Health and the
MGM-TV which has talked about, or
considered, a dozen or more properties.
Pentagon in Washington; and an hourSome are ideas held over from last
long taped dramatic show using an Old
Vic repertory theatre type of permanent
year's plans for the 1961-62 season.
Holding true to anticipated trends,
cast which would be made up of name
stars with a different play presented
MGM-TV's current thinking leans
each week.
slightly more to the half-hour than to
Thomas McDermott, executive vice
the hour-long format. It could produce either.
president, Four Star Productions, also
predicts a decline in hour programs and
Among the hour-long shows: Jeopan increase in half hours. The program
ardy, a mystery anthology series drawing from such authors as Sinclair Lewis,
classifications that will suffer, he says,
are the western and the animated carJ. P. Marquand, Graham Greene, Ben
toon, while the situation comedy for- Hecht, Agatha Christie and Alex Copmat is headed for wider representation
pel, and one that's been on the drawing board for at least two years; All
on the networks. He envisions an upThat Jazz, a situation comedy produced
surge in live drama and in the film
by Project III Enterprises for MGM;
drama-anthology classifications. Mr.
McDermott's critique: "Television is The House of 7, an adventure drama,
Project III in association with Phil
less of a 'wasteland' today than it was
last year. Next season, with the emSilvers' Tranan Productions.
Also, The Human Comedy, in which
phasis on 'something different,' it will
ABC-TV at one time was said to be inimprove even more."
terested. The latter title comes from
A spokesman for Warner Bros.,
the
William
Saroyan novel that was
which produces many of the hour-long
made
into
an
MGM motion picture in
series, said it is "too early" to talk about
1943 (family type with small town
1962-63. He added that Warner is preparing eight pilots but it is "too presetting). There's Washington Corre-

Programs

on the doubtful

According to those who "read"
the ratings in the television business,
there is a group of shows which already would appear to be "less than
healthy." It's emphasized though,
that track records are not yet complete and any one of the series
might suddenly take an upward turn
in popularity.
The shows: ABC-TV — Follow the
Sun at 7:30 on Sunday, Surf side
Six at 9 on Monday, New Breed and
Calvin & the Colonel on Tuesday
Steve Allen at 7:30 on Wednesday
plus Top Cat at 8:30, Straightaway
at 7:30 on Friday, and the Saturday
changes (see age 33). There may
be some soft spots with Margie and
The Untouchables on Thursday but
the climate is unsure.
CBS-TV — Pete & Gladys and
Window on Main St. are a little
shaky on Monday, Ichabod and Me
on Tuesday at 9:30, Mrs. G. Goes
to College on Wednesday at 9:30,
Bob Cummings Show and Investigators at 8:30 and 9 respectively on
Thursday, and Father of the Bride
on Friday at 9:30.

list this season
NBC-TV — Surprisingly the "quality" Du Pont Show of the Week is
said to be slipping in audience on
Sunday at 10, Cain's Hundred on
Tuesday at 10, Captain of Detectives on Friday at 8:30. In addition
there are question marks — 87th Precinct at 9 on Monday and possibly
Bob Newhart at 10 on Wednesday.
It's reported that NBC-TV already
is changing the locale of the Joey
Bishop Show, which appears at 8:30
that night. (It will change from "office" to "home," and become a "docomedy.")shows are cited as
Whilemesticthese
needing a hypo, some certainly can
be expected to be in a position to
pick up audience as the season proto
hear talk gresses.ofIt's standard
Window procedure
on Main St.
repeating the pattern of the first
year of Father Knows Best on CBSTV: to wit, a slow start and then an
upward climb. Such talk is heard
also at ABC-TV which suffered
through the early weeks of the now
very popular 77 Sunset Strip when
first it went on the air.

spondent, an hour-long series dealing
with the adventures of a reporter covering a political beat in Washington
(pilot being written by David Davidson) and the hour-long show, 333
Montgomery, a series based on the life
of Jak Ehrlich, famed San Francisco
criminal lawyer.
The half-hours also range far.
Among those mentioned are Fairest
Lady of All, a series about immigrants
who have become famous (the title refers to the Statue of Liberty) ; Boonbay Harbor, a situation comedy; Woman of the Year (or Designing Woman),
both titles from former MGM movies;
Sabina's Beauty Salon, comedy developed by Joe Stein, and Zero-One 39 adventure episodes co-produced with the
BBC with filming starting this fall at
MGM's Elstree Studios.
MGM-TV also has these half-hour
series in mind: The Crazy Club, a
comedy, and You Don't Say, a game
show, both produced either live or on
tape in association with Harry Anger;
Johnny Dollar, the former radio actionadventure series that'll be produced by
Project III Enterprises weekly with
MGM-TV filming and distributing.
Filmways Inc., New York, reports
several properties under development,
among them: Bill Bendix Show, a
comedy, the pilot "spun off" from Mr.
Ed in non-prime time on CBS-TV:
Hillbillies with Buddy Ebsen in the lead
in this "broad comedy" series being
produced in association with CBS-TV;
Emmy Lou about a teen-ager patterned
after the cartoon character and now in
script form; a script called Goggle
which centers around a father and son
relationship; a tv pilot (and aimed for
motion picture use), The Face in the
Rain, featuring Rory Calhoun and now
being filmed in Rome.
More Live Shows ■ Leslie L. Dunier,
vice president in charge of radio-tv at
Mogul, Williams & Saylor Inc., predicts
a rise in live shows, particularly in
game shows of the panel or variety
type. In other program categories, Mr.
Dunier expects an increase in publicaffairs shows, and more programs for
children. He says there will be more
children's shows not because of the recent speech by FCC Chairman Newton
N. Minow, but because of the economic
demands of the business — a wider selection of such shows to meet the needs
of advertisers of products for children.
The MW&S executive also thinks
feature motion pictures will play a more
important part on network tv. He says:
"It wouldn't surprise me if movies will
be shown on tv even before their theatrical exhibition — but not in the immeAlfred
Hollender, executive vice
diate future."
president and head of broadcast operations for Grey Adv., New York, foresees an increase in live shows, both
BROADCASTING, November 6, 1961

Attention
Business

Radio-TV
Managers

Associated

with

Station Controllers,
and Other Financial

Treasurers,
Executives

Broadcasting:

Last chance to insure your attendance at the first annual meeting of the

Institute
November

of Broadcasting

16 • Sheraton-Chicago

Financial

Hotel

• Chicago,

Management
III. • 9 a.m.

to 5 p.m.

You'll find this full-day seminar helpful in keeping you informed
and working at top efficiency.
Program

ment Services, Arthur Young & Co.

9:00 a.m. IBFM.
Welcome by WCCO's H. W. Dornseif,
President,
9:30 A.M. A REVIEW OF THE BACKGROUND RELATIVE TO PRESENT ASCAP
NEGOTIATIONS— Mr. Hamilton Shea, President of Shenandoah Valley Broadcasting, Inc., and
Chairman of the All-Industry Television Station
Music License Committee.
11:00 A.M. A NEW APPROACH TO SALES
TRAFFIC AND BILLING PAPER WORK —
Mr. W. Richard Lyman, National Representative
to the Broadcasting Industry for the Ozalid Division of General Aniline and Film Corporation.
12:30 p.m. Luncheon Speaker: Mr. Ralph Lewis,
General Partner and National Director of Manage-

2:30 P.M. SRDS's
CENTRAL
ACCOUNTING FACILITY
AND ITSMEDIA
RELATION
TO LOCAL STATION BILLING— Mr. George
W. Schiele,
Vice President of Sales of the Broadcast Billing Company.
3:30 P.M. A DISCUSSION OF THE ANNUAL
FINANCIAL REPORT, FCC FORM 324, FOR
1961 AND ITS PRINCIPAL CHANGES Mr.
Hyman H. Goldin, Chief of the Economics Division, Broadcast Bureau, Federal Communications
Commission.
(A question-and-answer period will follow each
speaker, providing all in attendance with an opportunity toexplore areas of special interest.)

Use coupon below to reserve your place. Please act at once so facilities may
be reserved. You will find attendance rewarding solely for the topical
information presented. However, you will also discover many plus values in meeting
and associating with others whose background and problems are identical
with yours. Total cost of seminar, including lunch, $15.
About the sponsoring organization. IBFM has been formed to promote association and
exchange of information and ideas among men and women concerned with financial aspects of
radio-tv station management. If you are not presently a member but would like more information
about our organization, please check the appropriate section of coupon below. You do not have
to be a member to attend the seminar. Members will also meet the morning of Nov. 17, when
committees will be activated and chairmen appointed.

Institute of Broadcasting

Financial Management*

P.O. Box 4955 •Washington

Count me in for the General Meeting of the Institute of Broadcasting Financial Management to be
held Thursday, November 16, at the SheratonChicago Hotel in Chicago, Illinois.
NAME

8, D.C.

Q MY registration fee of $15.00 is enclosed. I
understand this covers the cost of the all-day
meeting, including lunch. If I need hotel reservations I'll make them myself.
TITLE

STATION OR FIRM
ADDRESS
CITY

STATE

j | Please send information about the IBFM, along with membership application form,
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drama and audience participation-quiz,
and an expansion in the "adventure-anthology" (example: Dick Powell Show),
and family-type situation comedies. He
believes there will be a slightly stronger
accent placed on half-hour shows in the
coming season.
Time-Life Broadcast Inc., in association with Ogilvy, Benson & Mather Inc.,
is currently developing a half-hour
weekly live program for next season.
Titled Speaking of People, the series
is planned for prime-time exposure, but
negotiations with a network have not
started. The program would combine
the newspaper and magazine featurestory techniques with tv's advantages of

immediacy.
Jerry Hammer, president of Jerry
Hammer Productions, which specializes
in game shows, emphasizes that although there is a "strong interest" in
this type of program, he predicts only
the "strong ones" will survive. He adds
that he has been approached about
packaging several programs designed
for the children's audience, and he
hopes to make a presentation shortly
on two such shows — one in the musical area and the other in the audienceparticipation classification.
The direction of television is highly
important to writers. Evelyn Burkey, executive director of Writers Guild of

BROADCAST

Advertising:

fine

in previous years. There are some indications, she says, that networks may
use some live programs for mid-season
replacements.
A well-known tv drama writer, Dale
Wasserman, agrees that there is a search
on now for "more trenchant material."
He points out that in recent weeks, he
has been approached by producers who,
in the past, "never would have asked
me to write a script because they know
that I like to deal with meaningful sub-

ADVERTISING

points

to

get
finer?
jects."
MORE USE OF AUTOMATION

ANA TOLD TO EXPECT SEGMENTATION TREND,
A revolution in both the concept
"trend toward segmentation" of peoand mechanics of "national" advertisple, products and services and noted
ing— with overtones that seemed to that, for example, "a food item that's
carry special significance for spot
popular in Dallas may wither on the
broadcasting — was foreseen at the
supermarket shelf in Des Moines." He
Assn. of National Advertisers' annual
added that "the product today that
meeting last week (also see page 38).
makes an appeal right across the board
Some 375 of the nation's biggest adis the exception rather than the rule."
vertising spenders heard President WilBeneficiaries ■ Although he did not
elaborate, this was construed as having
liam Hesse of Benton & Bowles predict
Friday morning that the concept of special significance for spot radio and
tv, newspapers and regional editions of
"national marketing," of which advermagazines as opposed to national magtising is a key ingredient, "is being
azines and perhaps network tv and
shaken to its very foundations" and
will yield more and more to the kind
radio. Observers also thought it implied agrowing need for more careful
of planning that is done "from the
planning of spot broadcasting cambottom up rather than the top down."
In the same session Wallace T. Drew,
paigns and those in other media more
"local" than "national."
marketing vice president of Coty Inc.,
The importance of weighing many
stressed that spot radio and tv, newsalternative plans before making a final
papers and perhaps other media will
"soon" be "bought and billed eleccampaign decision — and of having the
equipment to make these comparisons
tronically," and warned that agencies
had better acquire and start using
quickly — was stressed by Mr. Drew.
modern data-processing equipment or With modern computers available, he
run the risk that their clients will "sucsaid, it is no longer necessary "for a
cumb to the lures of setting up a house
tired media man to be laboring at an
adding machine at midnight to check
agency."
Mr. Hesse reviewed the nationwide
out pitifully inadequate numbers of
ARBITRON'S DAILY CHOICES
Listed below are the highest ranking the American
Research Bureau,
television shows for each day of the These ratings are from a sample of
week Oct. 26-Nov. 1, as rated by the 1,200 television homes per half Rating
hour
National Arbitron instant ratings of properly distributed across the U. S.
Date
Network
Program and Time
24.3
Thur., Oct. 26
Untouchables (10 p.m.)
28.0
ABC-TV
21.1
Fri., Oct. 27
Rawhide (7:30 p.m.)
CBS-TV
Sat., Oct. 28
Perry Mason (7:30 p.m.)
CBS-TV
Bonanza (9 p.m.)
Sun., Oct. 29
24.0
NBC-TV
Mori., Oct. 30
26.1
Andy Griffith Show (9:30 p.m.)
CBS-TV
Tue., Oct. 31
24.0
Red Skelton Show (9 p.m.)
29.9
CBS-TV
Wed., Nov. 1
Wagon Train (7:30 p.m.)
NBC-TV
Copyright 1961 American Research Bureau
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America (East), reports that writers
generally feel there is more interest in
live drama or serious film drama than

Mr. Drew singled out Young & Rubialternatives."
cam as being well on the way to becoming one of the "agencies of the
future." Y&R "leads among advertising agencies in data processing in order
to effect more intelligent media buying," he said. Y&R has equipment
which among other things "pre-scans
the alternative media plans [and delivers] in a few minutes information it
would take months to process by
hand," he asserted.
He cited Needham, Louis & Brorby,
Chicago, as another agency now using
modern data processing equipment.
But many others, he said, offer their
clients "inadequate help" in this respect. He predicted that the role of
the agency media man will "greatly
Inducement ■ To encourage their
agencies to offer help that is not strictly
commissionable
— and to compensate
expand."
them for doing so — Mr. Drew suggested more advertisers should consider
installing the fee-system of agency compensation.
In another ANA session Paul E. J.
Gerhold, vice president of Foote, Cone
& Belding, offered an "outrageously
simple" formula for measuring advertising's sales effect: the way to do it, he
said, "is to stop advertising ... in a
typical selected sample of markets and
study the levels and trends in sales in
these areas against those in which advertising had been sustained.
Other speakers of the three-day session, held Thursday through Saturday
at the Homestead, Hot Springs, Va.,
included:
■ Harry Schroeter of National Biscuit and Donald Armstrong of Communications Affiliates Inc. reviewed
A. C. Nielsen Co.'s new Nielsen Media
BROADCASTING. November 6, 1961

On the street where you live there's one favorite
troubador. In Cleveland it's WHK.

Our serenade now

charms more fair ladies, and men, than ever before.*
As a matter of fact, WHK

now out-troubs all other

Cleveland troubadors in the morning as well ! Before
you plunk down your ad dollars in Cleveland , listen
to Jack Thayer, Vice-President and General Manager,
CLEVELAND
A Metropolitan Broadcasting station
National Rep.: John Blair & Co.

€atteei9tible

AUGUSTSPPTf MBER. 1961 .

Measuring advertising
The effectiveness of advertising
can be measured — if the conditions
are right. How to make sure the conditions are right is the subject of a
book published by the Assn. of National Advertisers last week and exat Saturday
morning's
of the ploredANA
annual
meetingsession
(also
see page 36).
The 114-page book, Defining Advertising Goals for Measured Advertising Results, offers a "new approach" to the basic problem of
making advertising more effective
and its effectiveness more measurable. The first essential, it is emphasized, is to express the advertising
campaign's goals in specific terms
that will permit measurement.
In this process, it is important not
to confuse advertising goals with
marketing goals, the book points out.
Increasing sales is a commendable
objective, but it is "a total marketing goal,"
not anthe"advertising
goal."
Sales
results,
book continues,
depend not only on advertising but
also on such other factors as appearance and quality of the product,
price, point-of-purchase display,
package design, personal selling,
promotion and publicity. The "advertising goal" must be more speService, which measures exposure to
magazines and television within the
same homes. They stressed — as many
tv authorities have done — that NMS
does not measure sales efficiency: "you
first have to decide which medium is
going to be your basic one, develop that
to a satisfactory point (using NMS as
a guide to determine which vehicles
within the medium, programs or magazines, fit best together), and then
complement this base with the very
best possible match in the other
medium."
■ Robert M. Prentice, Lever Bros,
marketing services director, detailed
Lever's procedures in reviewing the effectiveness of its agencies. In the
process, he said, Lever discovers problems arising from its own operations
as well as those of its agencies and thus
is able to make it easier for the agencies
to do a better job.
■ Beatrice Adams of Gardner Adv.
maintained that the way to change advertising's "image" is not to make a
survey — as the American Assn. of Advertising Agencies has done, but to
"change the advertising." She urged
advertiser cooperation in eliminating
advertising that is "off color, off key,
off base."
Appearing as a member of the ANA38 (BROADCAST ADVERTISING)

effectiveness subject
cific, related to the delivery of a
sales message that will create an
awareness of or attitude toward the
product that is in keeping with the
overall marketing strategy.
For example, does the manufacturer wish to show that because
Brand X is a low-sudsing detergent
it will clean clothes faster and whiter,
or does he wish to show that its lowsudsing qualities will save costly repair bills and messy suds spillovers?
Or does he wish to reach one group
of prospects with the first message,
and a different audience with the
second?
Brand Awareness ■ Another of the
book's guidelines emphasizes the
need for "benchmarks" against which
progress can be measured. Research
on brand awareness, for example,
will show the extent to which people
are aware of the product before the
advertising appears and thus will
provide a basis against which to
compare the results of similar research done after the campaign.
Roger Bolin, advertising director
of Westinghouse Electric Corp. and
retiring chairman of ANA, hailed
the book as one that "will assist further in the development of productive and efficient advertising." In

AAAA committee for improvement of
advertising content, she said the group
had received 88 complaints during the
past year, that in about half of these
cases the committee agreed that the
advertising complained about was "objectionable," and that less than half
of this was considered "serious." But
she said, "you can bet your next martini that if 88 complaints have come
in, 888 are being complained about but

of ANA

book

addition, he said, "beyond the scope
of measurement, [it] will serve the
creative forces in designing advertising which is aimed directly at marketing requirements. It should be of
help to media executives, as well, in
integrating their efforts with the advertisers' marketing needs."
A panel and several other speakers were to discuss the book and related subjects at the ANA Saturday
meeting. The panel consisted of
Ralph Winslow, Koppers Co.; Gene
Wedereit, Chemetron Corp.; Douglas L. Smith, S. C. Johnson & Son,
and Donald S. Frost, Bristol-Myers.
Other speakers: Paul E. J. Gerhold,
Foote, Cone & Belding; Robert J.
Fisher, Ford Motor Co., and R. E.
Olson, Taylor Instruments Corp.
The book was edited by Russell H.
Colley, management consultant and
editor of ANA's seven-volume Advertising Management Guidebook
series, under the supervision of the
ANA committee on the corporate
management approach to advertising
investment, headed by Mr. Bolin.
Non-members of ANA may order
copies at $7.50 each from ANA
headquarters, 155 E. 44th St., New
York 17. Quantity discounts are
available.

honor of the late ANA president and
to the award annually by ANA for outstanding contributions to the advancement of advertising.
■ A selection of outstanding television commercials was presented in
20-minute showings immediately preceding the business sessions on each of
the three days.

not■ reported."
Lee H. Bristol, Board Chairman
of Bristol-Myers, was presented the
first Paul B. West Award, named in

Samuel Thurm, Lever Bros, advertising vice president, headed the program committee for the annual meeting. Entertainment at the annual dinner
last Friday night was arranged by CBS.

Can

be

tv network

costs

kept

in line?

ANA TOLD PRICES INCREASE WHILE AUDIENCE DOESN'T
Rising costs in the face of a levelling tures available to timebuyers.
Television and its current users hope
off in audience values are giving television advertisers serious concern about
it won't come to this, but it is conthe future efficiency of the medium.
ceivable that at some point the "deThey are afraid there will be no end
ciding factor" in setting television prices
to spiralling costs.
will not be television's own cost and
The opportunities for further audi- values, but the price structures of comence growth already are so limited that
peting media — the defensive pricing
the sponsor's best remaining hope for approach that "usually means it is too
continuing to improve his dollar's worth
These observations, related to net"now lies in the area of cost control"
— understanding and using to greatest
work tv specifically, sum up the feelings of a panel of network, film and
advantage the various discount strucBROADCASTING, November 6, 1981
late."

Voices
ot

Freed
om

Stirring words . . . important words in these times . . . have been dramatically recorded for presentation to all freedomloving Americans. Storer Broadcasting Company, working with Freedoms Foundation at Valley Forge, has prepared a
series of one-minute capsule programs. Each is an expression of great American ideals and patriotism. Each is
voiced by an outstanding citizen . . . Among them, Bob Hope, Billy Graham, Barry Goldvvater, General Curtis LeMay,
James A. Farley. Storer Broadcasting Company is pleased — and proud — to make these tapes available to any interested
radio station free of charge.
Address: Voices of Freedom," Freedoms Foundation, Valley Forge, Pennsylvania.

LOS ANGELES
KGBS
MIAMI
WGBS

PHILADELPHIA
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MILWAUKEE
WITI-TV
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WHEELING
WWVA

TOLEDO
WSPD

DETROIT

ATLANTA
WAGA-TV

TOLEDO
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WJBK

WJBK-TV
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BROADCASTING COMPANY

OVER 1000 TIMES in the past four years, viewers have gained vital knowledge of their own
community through 'Dateline Boston.' Above, WHDH-TV cameras focus on Nike maneuvers.

Prime example of the programming through
which creative talent and community leadership
are continually

building

new

vision on stations represented

vision

by

into Tele-

|^

~

"From the start, our aim for 'Dateline Boston' has been very simple:
to make it America's finest series
of locally-produced public-service
telecasts ... an outstanding contribution tothe fields of art, music,
medicine, science, education and
theatre. We are tremendously
pleased by continuing evidence,
both from our own community and
from the nation at Targe, that our
aim is being completely realized."
William B. McGrath
Vice Pres. & Managing Director
Station WHDH-TV

Brings Viewers
to Their Own

I

I

!

I

Closer

Community

When a community has a wealth of articulate citizens, thoroughly conversant with
the Traditions of yesterday, the Culture
of today, or the Science of tomorrow . . .
And when an inspired program staff
has free rein in bringing the finest of talent
before the camera . . .
Then the resultant telecasts are bound
to be "highly rewarding"— a phrase often
used to describe 'Dateline Boston.'
Every week-day since WHDH-TV went
on the air in '57, Dateline Boston has
occupied the choice time from 6 to 6:30,
P.M. Developed by the station in association with the Massachusetts Department of Education, the series presents
the day-by-day drama of a great region.
It is spiced with infinite variety. One
evening, it may breathe new life into New
England history. The next program may
trace the pulsing record of community
progress — or take a searching look at
the shape of things to come, especially
as they relate to the homes and families
of Massachusetts.
Having already passed the 1000th
telecast, Dateline Boston continues to
maintain a high level in talent, and in
community participation. Numbered by
hundreds are the Bostonians and other
celebrities, and the New England organizations that have helped make the series
so successful. More than 100 cities and
towns have taken active part. Long hours
of preparation have been rewarded with
intense audience-interest.
To Blair-TV, creative cultural programming by great stations like WHDH-TV is
a constant source of inspiration. We are
proud to serve more than a score of such
stations in national sales.

BLAIR-TV
Televisions^ first exclusive
national representative, serving:
W-TEN - Albany-Schenectady-Troy
WFBG-TV-Altoona-Johnstown
WNBF-TV-Binghamton
WHDH-TV -Boston
WCP0-TV- Cincinnati
WEWS- Cleveland
WBNS-TV-Columbus
KTVT— Dallas-Ft. Worth
KOA-TV- Denver
KFRE-TV- Fresno
WNHC-TV-Hartford-New Haven
WJ IM-TV- Lansing
KTTV-Los Angeles
WMCT- Memphis
WDSU-TV-New Orleans
WOW-TV -Omaha
WFIL-TV- Philadelphia
WIIC— Pittsburgh
KGW-TV- Portland
WPR0-TV- Providence
KING-TV -Seattle-Tacoma
KTVI-St. Louis
WFLA-TV— Tampa-St. Petersburg r

agency experts at the Assn. of National Advertisers' annual meeting (also see
pages 36, 38) as reported afterward at a
news conference in which the panelists
participated.
Still Big Results ■ For television
men, perhaps the most heartening feature of the private panel session —
which was held twice to accommodate
more advertisers — was the report that
in neither session did anyone suggest
that television costs had led him to
think of abandoning the medium.
Moreover, it was emphasized that for
the advertiser television's rewards "have
been and still are great." They "just
come a little bit harder now."
Howard Eaton, media director of
Lever Bros., moderated the closed panel
session and summed up the highlights
for newsmen afterwards. The panelists
were William H. Hylan, CBS-TV's sales
administration vice president; Richard
Jones, vice president and media director of J. Walter Thompson Co., and
John Mitchell, vice president of Screen
Gems. They joined Mr. Eaton and
supplemented his summary at the news
conference.
"While the right show is still a
mighty important ingredient," Mr.
Jones said, "more emphasis today must
be placed on the factor of cost control.
It is not only what you buy but how
you buy it. More sophisticated techniques are required and the man who
knows how to be creative with a rate
card is a very handy fellow to have
Mr. Jones presented figures develaround."
oped by JWT or compiled from other
sources to show:
■ The potential tv audience has been
levelling off since 1958. Tv saturation,
with approximately 88% of all homes
now tv equipped, is virtually complete.
The leaps in ownership have shortened
now to the point where another five
million tv homes may be added by
1965, when saturation is expected to be
92%.
■ Average daily viewing per tv home
is also levelling off. Since 1956 there
has been "a sharp increase" in daytime
viewing but a 3% decline in the percentage of homes watching at night,
according to JWT figures. Mr. Jones
said the daytime increase results largely
from the increase in daytime programming, and that the nighttime decrease
primarily stems from the fact that a
big part of the increase in set ownership in recent years has been among
early-to-bed rural families and among
former holdouts who could not be expected to be avid viewers.
■ Because there are now more stations and a wider choice of programs
and because the networks have counter
programmed so successfully, ratings
have been tapering off. "The average

Homecoming
Cities Service Oil Co., New
York, will return to network tv
after an absence of 1 1 years with
sponsorship of three special color
programs, Cities Service Highways
In Melody on NBC-TV on Dec. 3,
31 and April 22 (10-11 p.m.).
The series will present Gordon
McRae as host and will offer top
artists from the popular, opera
and folk-music fields. The agency
for Cities Service is Lennen &
Newell, New York.

evening program would have actually
had a decline in number of viewing
homes if advertisers had not increased
their station lists to offset the diluting
effects." This device for increasing
coverage "has nearly been exhausted,
■ Network time charges are up by
however."
about
one-third since 1956, for "roughly the same rate as the growth in total
tv homes." But in terms of delivered
audience for the average half-hour
nighttime program the cost has gone
up 57% as against the 26% increase
in ■actual
Talenthomes
costs reached."
too have increased —
by about 30% over the last five years.
Actually Mr. Jones said, the figure is
higher than this, because the 30% figure is based on averaging the rerun
costs with the much higher original
costs.
Time Near Peak? ■ Mr. Hylan said
that in his view, network time costs
have themselves reached a levelling off
point and are not apt to go up much
more. He said CBS's tv rate had increased not more than 3% a year for
the past three years. Figuring from an
average audience base of 10 million
homes he estimated that rates would go
up 80% for every 100% increase in
average delivered audience.
Mr. Mitchell said that one of the
"roadblocks" hindering stabilization of
program production costs is the fact
that producers must deal with 37 different unions. Another is that television
production of programs is so great that
"there is a wage premium" on good
writers, producers, directors and other
creative personnel. "Everybody wants
theMr.
goodMitchell
ones" said
he observed.
there seems to be
a general awareness that television is
"facing some sort of inefficiency because of both time and program costs
and
in audience."
Eaton levelling
said that off
although
nobody at Mr.
the
session indicated any intention of leaving television "a thing that bothers advertisers most is that they don't see any
end in sight for this cost spiral."
(BROADCAST ADVERTISING) 41

RADIO

REPS

STILL

Rep firms deny agencies

give them

WELCOME
short shift,

but some say more aggressive selling needed
Some station representation firms last of one large agency that is not now
week came to the defense of agencies
using radio but is planning on radio
against charges that some buyers appear
for 1962-63 budgets. He said "There
is every indication that this agency . . .
less interested in hearing spot radio
will be using spot radio in the season
presentations than they used to be.
The charges, made by several salescoming
up." also pointed out that the
Mr. Venard
men, were reported in a Broadcasting
study of the radio attitudes of buyers
article "ignored the fact that many advertisers that were using national spot
as well as sellers, designed to sort out
spot radio's principal problems and put exclusively in radio for a large part of
them into focus (Broadcasting, Oct.
their budget are now buying participa30).
tions on networks and, as one buyer
Station Representatives Assn., comremarked facetiously 'The best way to
mending the article, felt that "direct to buy radio network is to ask for sealed
the point" information of this kind is bids.' The recognition of participations
in radio network is also recognition for
valuable and of a problem we have
too often failed to recognize and 'face spot radio, and history shows that most
advertisers either utilize both or alterto.' "
Robert E. Eastman & Co. nate.
upSimilarly,
declared the agency attitude underMr. Venard
thought
it "unfair"
to
scores aneed for continuous selling of timebuyers
to say
that agencies
do not
radio's "intrinsic values."
give time
radioallreps.
He are
said:always
"We
Officials of both Weed Radio Corp.
have
foundto that
buyers
and Venard, Rintoul & McConnell said
anxious to get all the information in
it was their experience that buyers are both radio and television. The fact that
ready and willing to hear — and pay at- agencies have not asked for spot availabilities and spot plans in three or four
tention t—o spot radio sales presentamonths does not mean that availabilities
tions.
Lloyd George Venard, president of and plans have not been suggested to the
VR&M, said his firm had found all
buyers are always anxious to get all the
Mr. Venard's letter also gave an
information in both radio and television.
agency." of the article's reference to
example
He also offered collateral views on other
rates and deals, which he said is "unfindings in the study, which he called
doubtedly correct." He mentioned an
"stimulating" but at variance with his account that spent $1.5 million for naconviction that selling — in both radio
tional spot this year and which is going
to spend the same amount in the 1962
and tv — "certainly ... is more aggresperiod for local radio — the same account, the same agency. "Naturally, national spot is going to be down a million
and a half on the basis of this. Stations
which hold out for the national rate
lessen their chances and it seems that
there is less national spot from that

Eastman

Mr. Venard

sive on the national level than your
article indicates."
Marvin D. Melnikoff, Weed's director of marketing and research, said a
check of his firm's seven New York
salesmen showed they feel that timebuyers treat them fully as considerately
as they do tv salesmen — that radio salesmen are not treated as "stepchildren to
tv salesmen, but are given as much
time for their presentations as tv salesmen are.
Only One ■ Challenging the article's
report
radio that
attitudes,
Mr.
Venard onsaidagencies'
in his letter
he knows
42
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agency.
Actuallyarethere
but the
the
representatives
not isn't,
getting
business.
"In checking with other representatives Ifind that most of them regard
the radio departments and their television department salesmen as about the
same age with perhaps the radio men
being a little older because some of
them were in business before television
came into existence. In our own particular organization we try to keep the
balanced."for Agency Calls ■ Mr.
ages
Approach
Melnikoff explained the approach used
by his firm in dealing with agency calls.
He said Weed's radio salesmen call
on buyers only after radio has been
chosen by clients and top echelon agency executives as the medium to be used.
In short, a radio rep doesn't try to sell

Hair raiser
This bizarre electrical effect has
been utilized for the Xerox Corp.
tv commercial Nov. 9 on CBS Reports. Jonathan Karas & Assoc.,
Dover, N. H., which specializes in
creative science and engineering
consutling, placed a model on a
glass-insulating stand and safely
subjected
body these
to a half-million volts.herUnder
extreme
circumstances a charge was produced which forces the hairs to
repel each other.
Demonstration was filmed by
Elliot-Unger for Xerox and its
agency, Papert, Koenig, Lois Inc.

a buyer radio as such — it is often not
in the buyer's domain to plan an advertisingWebb,
campaign." managing director,
Lawrence
Station Representatives Assn., pointed
out in his reply that "radio is in the
position of being continuously overly
researched, rather than creatively considered." He said the more statistics
furnished agencies and advertisers "the
more they want." He maintains that
radio "should be measured dollar for
dollar, idea for idea along with any
other major advertising vehicle. For
this reason SRA in its efforts to further
the use of spot radio has embarked
upon a major pilot project which if it
proves successful, will go a long way
towards proving that radio advertising
can be a dominant part of an advertiser's media strategy."
Robert E. Eastman, head of the New
York station representative bearing his
name, said that the agency attitudes on
spot radio point up the need for continuous selling of the "intrinsic values"
radio offers. "For the past three years
there has been no sustained creative
selling of the medium on the part of
BROADCASTING, November 6, 1961

BROADCASTPULSE
Audience measurement in
radio and television
Cumulative Pulse
Foreign Language studies
Negro studies
FM surveys
Sponsor identification and
commercial remembrance

3-time-a-year marketing study of every U.S.
network TV program in light of product-use
and socio-economic questions. Report #4, due
this week, reports on 55 categories, bringing
total covered thus far to 147.

Pulse Personal Interviewing
accounts for all family members
measures listening and viewing in
any part of the house
accounts for all listening and viewing
in multi-set homes
covers out-of-home listening and viewing
reaches different families each survey
preserves the process of natural
program selection — all data
obtained only after selection
has been made.

based on the Profiles for each of the 147
categories covered thus far. Pulse has all this
data — and much more — stored on electronic
tapes and offers cross-tabulations for any two
more characteristics. (E.g., income vs. cost of
new car purchased.) Rates on request.
custom-research to your own marketing requirements.
Typical MarketPulse clients include: American Cyanamid, Hicks & Greist, ChesebroughPonds.

for further information, contact:
Solhit,,
takti Ike
ISTEKV1EWS

730 Fifth Avenue • New York 19, N.Y.
JUdson 6-3316

IN NASHVILLE

. . .

representatives," Mr. Eastman said.
"This is the problem — the medium is
notHebeing
said sold."
Robert E. Eastman & Co.
prepared a spot radio presentation early
this year which is being shown to agencies and advertisers on a continuing
basis. Following the presentation, Eastman leaves the agency with a booklet
further outlining the advantages of spot
radio. Key ideas in the Eastman pitch
include:
(A) Spot radio's ability to reach busy
people where no other medium can and
while they are otherwise engaged; (B)
radio receives one-third more hours of
weekly attention than newspapers and
magazines combined; (C) the "warmth
and persuasion" of the human voice;
(D) the ability to build and develop a
personal sales touch through the use
of personalities.
The Eastman presentation also points
out that 84% of all people turn first to
radio for news and 55% for weather.
Continuous sales efforts "will gradually
plant ideas which will take root, be
verbally repeated by agency and client
people and re-establish a greater appreciation of the medium and larger
national
advertiser
Mr. Eastman said. investment in it,"
RAB expands activity
with new department
The old member service department
at Radio Advertising Bureau, New
York, is sporting a new name and new
functions. And, its old duties will be
assumed by a newly formed member
service department.
The changes are designed to handle
a predicted 300% increase in RAB's ac-

♦ARB REPORTS WS1X-TV 8 NO. 1_
In Metro Share of Audience and Total
Homes Delivered, 6 to 10 P.M. Monday through Friday (*June ARB, 1961)
and NOW ... 37th TV MARKET**
homes delivered, 6 P.M. to midnight,
Sunday through Saturday (**ARB
November, 1960 and March, 1961)

Affiliated with WSIX AM-FM Radio
Represented by:
PETERS, GRIFFIN, WOODWARD, Inc.
44 (BROADCAST ADVERTISING)

Commercials

in

Listings include new commercials being made for national or large regional radio or television campaigns. Appearing in sequence are names of advertiser, product, number, length and
type of commercial, production manager, agency with its account executive
and production manager, and approximate cost of commercial when available.
CBS Animations, 477 Madison Ave., NYC
Associates Investment Co., five 60s, animation with live inserts, film. Al Kouzel, prod. mgr.
Agency: Foote, Cone & Belding; John Rundall,
agency producer.
Chuck Goldstein Productions Inc., 730 Fifth
Ave., NYC 19.
Canadian General Electric Co. Ltd. (Christmas
lightbulbs), one 60, musical, released in stereo
and monaural, music recorded additionally and
sent to Quebec for recording in French for
French-language stations. Chuck Goldstein and

tivities
the field."service department,
The "inmember
which handled individual requests of the
bureau's more than 1,100 members and
maintained field contact with them, has
been renamed the member development
department. It will assist in local sales
development, sales training and the use
of sales promotion materials in local
markets.
The newly formed member development department's former functions,
which included answering more than
1 1 ,000 requests annually for help on
individual problems, have been shifted
to a new member service department. It
will assume such additional functions
as arrangements for sales clinics and
management conferences and will merge
the functions of the tape division and
the
department store radio advertising
seminars.
Business briefly...
Lion Packaging Productions Inc., New
York, has bought spot time on 17 tv
stations and 18 radio outlets for a sixweek drive on behalf of the company's
plastic snap-off bags. The business was
placed direct.
Salada Tea, product of Salada-ShirriffHorsey Inc., is now engaged in a 23market spot radio campaign in the
northeast. The seven-week drive, on
27 stations, uses between 25 and 50
spots per week, per station. Agency:
Cunningham & Walsh Inc., New York.
Savings & Loan Foundation will sponsor Sentimental Journey, a special program to be broadcast in color on NBCTV Thur., March 29, 1962 (7:30-8:30
p.m. EST). The foundation will also
co-sponsor NBC-TV's coverage of the

production
Norman Richards, prod. mgrs. Agency: MacLaren Adv. Co., Toronto; Larry Trudell, prod.
mgr. Approx. cost $4,250.
Keitz & Herndon Inc., 3601 Oak Grove, Dallas,
Tex.
Cain's Coffee Co., six, live-animation, film.
Agency: Lowe Runkle Co.; Howard Neumann,
agency
producer.
Commerce
Trust Co. of Kansas City, Mo.
(banking services), six 20's, live-animation, film.
Agency:
Valentine-Radford
Adv. Ave., NYC
Phoenix Studios,
420 Lexington
National Biscuit Co. (Milk Bone), two 60s,
animation, film. Michael Smollins, prod. mgr.
Agency: Kenyon & Eckhardt; Marshall E. Rothen,
agency producer.
Tv Spots Inc. (division of Creston Studios),
1037 N. Cole, Hollywood 38
Quaker Oats Co. (Life), three 60s, one 12
(billboard), live-animation, film. Jean Matheny,
prod. mgr. Agency: J. Walter Thompson; Herb
Bull, prod. mgr.
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WD
makes

the

AY-

TV

ladies

PANT!

10,320 women in and around Fargo are greatly
exercised about what Bill Weaver says and does

(not pushed) every day. In two weeks, 10,320
requests were received.

on his daily "Party Line" program
afternoon.

"Party Line" is doing a magnificent job for
well-known brands of coffee, appliances, soft
drinks, cake mixes, soaps, cleaners, etc. If you

every late

For example: Bill had "Miss Exercise" appear
on the show daily for two weeks to demonstrate
a group of thinning and stretching exercises. A
mimeographed
instruction sheet was offered

buy into it, you'll have better proof-of-listenership than ever came out of any ratings book.
Ask Peters, Griffin, Woodward!

WDAY-TV
AFFILIATED WITH NBC • CHANNEL 6
FARGO, N. D.
PETERS, GRIFFIN, WOODWARD,
Exclusive National Representatives
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East-West Shrine football game Sat.,
Dec. 30, also in color. Agency: McCann-Erickson, New York.
Birds Eye Frozen Foods, product line
of General Foods, White Plains, New
York, has bought a tv campaign of 67
spots per week in eight markets in New
York and New England, beginning this
week. Agency: Young & Rubicam,
New York.
Hills Bros. Coffee Inc., San Francisco,
ordered one-quarter sponsorship of the
San Francisco Forty-Niners National
Football League games on KPIX (TV)
that city. The advertiser's last pro
football buy was the 1960 NFL championship game on a west coast regional
network. Agency: N. W. Ayer & Son,
Philadelphia.
Rep appointments...
■ KUGN Eugene, KUMA Pendleton
and KBZY Salem, all Oregon: George
P. Hollingbery Co.
and
how

see

to get more

sales tonnage
in the port of
PITTSBURGH,

PA.

According to the U. S. Army
Engineers, the Port of Pittsburgh handled 6,872,194 tons
last year.The greaterPittsburgh
marketing area is even bigger
when it comes to sales tonnage. Last year retail sales totaled $2,883,162,000. How to tap
that market? Buy WTAE. Need
proof? Just look at the record.
In the past year, 46 major local
Pittsburgh advertisers have
switched to WTAE. They know
the market. They demand sales.
You can get more sales for
your clients' money on WTAE,
too. See your KATZ representative for the story of the overwhelming local and national
trend to WTAE in Pittsburgh.

BASIC ABC IN PITTSBURGH

big televisiohJ^ih uttsbm
CHANNEL
(BROADCAST ADVERTISING)

■ KONG Visalia, Calif.: J. A. Lucas
Co., San Francisco and Los Angeles.
■ KTVE (TV) El Dorado, Ark.:
Venard, Rintoul & McConnell.

■ KICU-TV Fresno-Visalia, Calif.:
Sandeberg/ Gates & Co., San Francisco.
■ KIEV Glendale, Calif.: California
Spot Sales Inc., Los Angeles.
■ WHIM Providence, R.I.: Eckels &
Co. as its New England representative.
■ WHIM Providence, R. I.: Broadcast
Time Sales Inc., New York.

Agency

appointments...

■ Mackel Development Co. appoints
The Allenger Adv. agency, Brookline,
Mass.
■ Fairfield Labs Inc., Pasadena, Calif.,
appoints Fuller & Smith & Ross Inc.,
Los Angeles.
■ Zellwatte GmbH, German company
making Kleenex tissues and other
Kleenex products, appoints Foote, Cone
& Belding in Frankfurt to handle advertising inGermany. FC&B also handles Kleenex advertising in U. S. and
in United Kingdom.
■ Albany Frosted Foods Inc., Syracuse,
N. Y., has appointed Barlow/ Johnson,
vertising.
Latham, New York, to handle its ad■ Canadian Pacific Airlines has appointed Kenyon & Eckhardt Inc., New
York, to handle its advertising within
the U.S. and throughout Latin America. K & E's Mexico City office will
place Latin American business.
■ Bristol-Myers Canada Ltd., has announced that Canadian advertising for
Ban deodorant and Ipana tooth paste
will be handled by Ogilvy, Benson &
Mather (Canada) Ltd., effective Jan.
1, 1962. Also effective that date, Vickers & Benson Ltd. will begin handling
Canadian advertising for these BristolMyers products: Bufferin, Ingram Concentrated Lather Shave, Medicated
Minit-Rub, and a new product in Canlets. ada, 4-Way Heat Congestant Cold Tab-

How radio and 'Mabel' made Carling beer
GARRETSON TELLS ABOUT 11-YEAR CLIMB IN OHIO TALK
How a brewing company used radio
its output was number four in the brewpredominantly to move from 62nd place
ing industry (5 million barrels).
in the industry to fourth place in 1 1
Throughout this 11 -year climb, Caryears was described last week by R. C.
ling used radio extensively to target its
Garretson, marketing vice president of message in opening new distribution
the Carling Brewing Co.
areas, promoting its new "handy" botAnd how a hair dressing company
tle, or directing its message to communities where it was opening new brewuses "perpetual motion" tv to move its
product was also described last week
eries. Mr. Garretson presented a numby Charles A. Pratt, advertising direcber of tape recordings of Carling rator of Alberto-Culver Co.
dio musical messages and observed that
Both were principal speakers at the the brewer has even used music alone
fall convention of the Ohio Assn. of
on radio, thus "delivering an almost
Broadcasters. OAB met Nov. 2-3 in
subliminal
message."
Columbus, Ohio.
In describing
Alberto-Culver use of
Radio offers the most flexible, the tv throughout the year, Mr. Pratt suggested that lower rates should apply in
quickest and most effective medium at
a reasonable cost "not possible in any the summer because of the smaller tv
other medium," Mr. Garretson told the audience. He also urged telecasters to
broadcasters. He traced the history of hold down over-commercialization. He
he personally feels that much of
the Carling firm's "Mabel, Black La- said
bel!" slogan from introduction in 1949 the criticism levelled against tv today
(when Carling was producing and sell- is unjustified. "People outside the ining only 360,000 barrels) to 1960 when
dustry can't fully understand the superBROADCASTING, November 6, 1961
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National Representatives

mc.

Foodtown

has

a good

reason

for putting

new

money

into tv

A profitable 10-store supermarket
chain and a constantly rising sales
curve dispel any reservations Foodtown Stores Inc., Baton Rouge, La.,
may have had about television advertising.
Foodtown ventured into tv seven
years ago when it purchased five 1minute spots on WAFB-TV Baton
Rouge. The buy represented some
2% of its advertising budget. Today, 34%tv ofmedium.
Foodtown's ad budget
is in the
The spots were replaced in 1955
by syndicated programs. Since that
time, Foodtown has sponsored eight
syndicated series on WAFB-TV.
This season, it's back on the schedule with four more: Ripcord, Shannon, Everglades and King of Diamonds, all in prime time.
Foodtown's ads this year emphasize a merchandising program — low
prices and why it pays to shop at
Foodtown — as well as the corporate
image.
"It's really a healthy balance of all
three sales approaches," according
to John P. Casey Jr., president of
Foodtown's
agency, AdvertisingPromotion Assoc.
"These four shows that Foodtown
will sponsor not only confirm its
belief in television's ability to sell,"
Mr. Casey said, "but also show

Completing Foodtown's purchase
of four syndicated shows on WAFBTV are I to r (standing) Elmo
Harelson and Frank Forte, Food-

town executives, and (sitting) Tom
E. Gibbens, president and general
manager of WAFB-TV; Lon Keeley,
account executive on Foodtown.

planning, since the four nights of
sponsorship are during the peak
grocery business days of the week.

In addition ... a series of minute
spots [will serve] as a booster ele-

human job it is to program 18 hours or
more
he said.a day for 365 days of the year,"

AFA makes plans
for D.C. conference

Sales and advertising spending by Alberto-Culver have doubled almost each
year, Mr. Pratt said. It now uses all
three tv networks plus a heavy spot
schedule. Company sales for 1961, he
said, are expected to top 1960 by $10
million — an amount equal to total sales
just two years ago.

Three government leaders will headline the Fourth Annual Mid-Winter
Washington Conference of the Advertising Federation of America on Feb. 7.
Secretary of Commerce Luther C.
Hodges will address the luncheon session. FCC Chairman Newton N. Minow
and FTC Chairman Paul Rand Dixon

will participate in panel discussions with
a member of Congress and spokesmen
ment."media, agencies and advertisers.
from
The one-day meeting will explore advertising's relationship with government,
its contributions, content and cooperation, according to conference chairman
Ralston H. Coffin, vice president in
charge of advertising for RCA. Discussion topics were chosen from a poll
of 1,800 AFA members.
Also in advertising...

HALF
IN 50

MILLION

COLOR

MAJOR

MARKETS

TV

SETS

ALONE

A Television Age Color-set count through distributors,
wholesalers, and colorcasting stations shows 547,320
Color receivers in 50 major markets alone. The big
breakthrough in Color TV is here. Are you with it? Get
the full Color picture today from: W. E. Boss, Director,
Color Television Coordination, RCA, 30 Rockefeller
Plaza, New York 20, N. Y., Tel: CO 5-5900
48 (BROADCAST ADVERTISING)

Southwest rep ■ The Adam Young
Companies. New York, have appointed
Clyde Melville Co., regional station representative firm, as representative for
all of the Young radio and tv stations
in the states of Texas, Oklahoma, New
Mexico, Arkansas and Colorado. The
Melville Co.'s headquarters are in the
Tower Petroleum Bldg., Dallas.
New marketing agency ■ A new advertising-marketing agency, Bernstein
& Campbell, has been formed in Toledo, Ohio, by Joseph J. Bernstein,
formerly in various advertising capacities with the Toledo Blade. It is located
at 2828 W. Central Ave.
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Stations represented

by Henry I. Christal Co., Inc.

WAPI

— Birmingham

WBEN

— Buffalo

WTIC

WGAR

— Cleveland

KTHS

KOA-

Denver

WJR

WHAS

—Louisville

WHAM

-Hartford

WTMJ

— Milwaukee

"

—Little Rock

WSYR

— Syracuse

KWKH

—Detroit

KFI — Los Angeles

WSM

— Nashville

— Rochester

• ■ Schenectady-Troy
— Shreveport

WTAG
—Worcester
WGY-Albanv

GOVERNMENT

Secondary

boycott

legal,

NLRB

says

DECISION IN WOGA-IBEW CASE IS SETBACK TO BROADCASTERS
Broadcasters who thought they and
cott prohibition, the examiner based 'distributed' because such service is of
their advertisers were protected from his interpretation on the ground that an intangible rather than physical nature.
secondary boycotts found Friday they radio stations deal in a service, not a This concept was recently rejected by
product. The need for this distinction, the Board in Lohman Sales. As found
aren't.
in that case, labor is the prime requiIn a precedent-making ruling Nov.
he pointed out, is that the Landrum3, the National Labor Relations Board Griffin Act expressly permits a union
site of one who 'produces,' and therefore an employer who applies his labor
held a union may appeal to its members
to "publicize" its dispute and to seek
and the public not to deal with a mer- to persuade the public not to buy the to a product, whether of an abstract or
chant who is advertising over a station products of an employer with whom
physical nature, or in the initial or init is in dispute.
termediate stages of the marketing of
with which the union is in dispute.
The case involved Local 662 RaBoard Reverses ■ A majority of the the product, is one of the 'producers'
of the product.
dio & Television Engineers, affiliated five-man NLRB reversed the examiner
with the International Brotherhood of on all points. The board held that the
"Accordingly, the Board held in that
Electrical Workers (AFL-CIO), and picketing at the automobile company
case that a primary employer wholeWOGA Chattanooga. WOGA engi- was within the law because the station
saler, by adding his labor in the form
neers struck Ian. 11, 1960, when they had set up remote facilities and these of capital, enterprise, and service to a
could be considered an extension of the product manufactured by someone else,
failed to get a contract from the new
management of the facility (formerly main station. They also ruled that a became one of the producers of that
WAGC).
radio station's services can be consid- product. Similarly here, the primary
The engineers picketed not only the
ered a product in the meaning of the employer radio station, by adding its
station, but also its remote facilities at labor law. This would bring to the labor in the form of capital, enterprise and service to the automobiles
a local automobile agency. They also
the right to "publicize" its dis- which it advertises for the secondary
mailed and distributed handbills asking union pute,
they said.
their own members and the general
The board's ruling on this point employer retail distributor of the automobiles, becomes one of the producers
public not to patronize merchants con- reads as follows:
of the automobiles. Indeed, by adding
tinuing to advertize on WOGA.
"We disagree, however, with the trial
The station charged that the union
examiner's finding that the proviso such labor in the form of advertising
in order to make the automobile salewas engaging in unfair labor practices,
[right to "publicize" dispute] does not
able, the radio station becomes a very
citing the 1959 Landrum-Griffith Act protect the leaflets, because in his opinwhich prohibits secondary boycotts in
ion the primary employer does not important producer in the intermediate
a labor dispute.
stage leading toward the ultimate sale
'produce a product' and the secondary
or consumption of the product.
A trial examiner ruled that the pickemployer does not 'distribute' such
eting in front of the automobile firm product
"And of course the secondary emwithin the meaning of the proand the distribution of the handbills
viso. This finding rests on the trial
ployer retail distributor of the automoviolate the prohibition against seconbiles clearly 'distributes' such product
examiner's concept that a primary emdary boycotts.
ployer which provides a service to a within the meaning of the proviso. For
In holding that the distribution of secondary employer, such as the radio the foregoing reasons, and the additional reasons fully explicated in Lohthe "Do Not Patronize" pamphlets by station's advertising service here, does
the union violated the secondary boy- not 'produce a product' which is
man Sales for not drawing any arbitrary distinction between different kinds
of 'producers of products,' we find
that the publicity proviso is applicable
HST on tv: no subsitute for whistle stop
to the service-type situation present
Tv speeches and debates will never Asked "What do you think of
here. Accordingly, we find that ReFCC Chairman
match the person-to-person, whistlespondent's leaflet circulation and distristop method of winning votes, forbution was protected by the publicity
Minow's polimer President Harry S. Truman,
cies on tv proproviso . . . and therefore was not viopolitical master of the latter techTruman drew
gramming?" Mr.
nique, told the National Press Club
Boardlative. .. member
Philip Ray Rodgers
."
in Washington last week.
laughter
by
redissented on both points. He mainThe former President said tv often
tained that picketing of remote broadare they? plying,
I have
gives a misimpression and that voters
"What
no idea what
are most influenced by seeing a cancasts is illegal, and also that the "publicity" proviso of the 1959 Act is
didate in person and hearing what
a
limited to products, not services.
Endorsing the
he stands for. Asked if he would
Truman
Landmark Decision ■ Gordon M.
recommend that President Kennedy
they are?"of regprinciple
ular news conferences
by the Chief
Freeman, international IBEW presidebate his opponent on tv if he runs
dent, hailed the decision as one which
Executive, he said they should be
again in 1964, Mr. Truman said he
held once a week when possible. He
will afford "the full scope to the prothinks tv debates prove little but adtection of the right of labor unions in
mitted that President Kennedy did said he felt as President he had
all industries to advise the public of
learned
as
much
from
the
questions
well in last year's debates. President
labor disputes." He added:
about what was on editors' minds as
Kennedy
was "lucky," Mr. Truman
said.
"Also important is the holding that
he gave information in answering.
the picketing of remote broadcasts as
50
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Politz
new

look

Buffalo

LOOK

HOW

THEY

study

LISTEN

at

gives

radio

-Western

LOOK

completely

listeners
New

HOW

THEY

York

LIKE

WBEN

over 1,203,000 listen to the 63 stations in the area.

LOOK HOW THE LADIES
LIKE WBEN

34% of those expressing an opinion
specify WBEN best for programs
for homemakers.

HOW

the

area

LOOK

HOW

WBEN

over 515,000 listen to WBEN —
42% of total, an increase of 52,000
new listeners in four years.
LOOK

in

THEY RELY ON

WBEN

LIKE

FOR NEWS

31% of those expressing an opinion
specify WBEN as best for news.
LOOK

HOW

WBEN

20% of those expressing an opinion
would tune WBEN to verify a
rumor of war.

THEY

THEY

LIKE

SPONSORS

29% of those expressing an opinion
specify
WBEN as having the best
advertising.

Look what this means. More Western New Yorkers hear WBEN.
More like to listen to WBEN and more like what they hear !

WBEN
THE

BUFFALO

EVENING

930
Kilocycles
Represented by HENRY

More than 1,240,000 persons over 15 years
of age live in the eight-county
WBEN coverage area.
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NEWS

STATION

5000
Watts
I. CHRISTAL CO.

NEW YORK
• CHICAGO
LOS ANGELES
• SAN FRANCISCO
BOSTON
• DETROIT
• ATLANTA
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Wage & Hour unit interprets new law
lation over 100,000, or in a city of
The U. S. Dept. of Labor's Wage
and Hour Division has issued its in- 25,000 or less which is part of such
a metropolitan area but which is at
terpretation ofthe revised Fair Labor
least 40 airline miles from the prinStandards Act exempting announcers,
cipal city.
news editors and chief engineers of
small market radio and tv stations
The interpretation defines announcers, news editors and chief enfrom overtime payment requiregineers and contains industry-backed
ments.
provisions conceding that announcers
The bulletin, sent to all Wage and perform related duties in addition to
Hour Division offices, was published
straight announcing. The bulletin
in the Nov. 2 Federal Register.
(Part 793, Title 29) also tells how
The exemption, passed by Con- the distances from studio to principal
gress earlier this year, applies to city shall be measured. Copies are
broadcasters whose major studios are available at the Washington national
located in a city of 100,000 or less, headquarters of the Wage and Hour
except where the city is part of a Division, as well as at regional and
metropolitan area which has a popu- field offices.
distinguished from those at the principle studio of the station, was a form
of primary picketing which is lawful
under the National Labor Relations
Act. As radio and tv stations continue
the trend to such broadcasts, this aspect
of the decision will have even greater
significance."
NAB and station officials, it was
learned, are studying the decision and
considering whether to appeal it.
Audience participated
in this tv show-down
There were several wranglers at the
showdown at the old city hall in Farmington, N. M. Catv was branded a
sidewinding swindle by tv translator interests and catv lawyers reckoned
town folks would fare poorly with noncable reception. The local citizens were
so riled up that over 300 of them
packed the city hall for the FCC hearing. The second day it was moved to
the roomier high school cafeteria. The
audience even cheered its favorite witnesses and lawyers, it was reported.
San Juan Non-Profit T.V., a group
of local citizens, had applied to the
FCC to set up a translator system to
bring in three channels. TelePrompTer
Transmission of New Mexico, which
holds a catv franchise for Farmington,
opposed the request and the matter was
set for hearing before FCC Examiner
Elizabeth C. Smith on whether the
translator system would require a waiver
of FCC rules and whether it would
serve the public interest. The nonprofit
group ran large, black ads in the local
newspaper urging the citizens to attend
the hearing and stating that it was being
held "to determine if there is enough
public interest to grant the permits."
Farmingtonians rallied. After the first
day, over 200 attended each of the
hearing sessions, which ran three days,
including an evening session.
52 (GOVERNMENT)

Skirts clean, says Allen,
in plea for ch. 3 grant
Answering FCC Broadcast Bureau
charges that he lacks the character
qualifications to be a licensee, W. Gordon Allen, president of WillametteLand Tv Inc., sole remaining applicant
for ch. 3 Salem, Ore., asked the FCC
last week to grant him the channel
without further hearing (Broadcasting,
Oct. 30).
Mr. Allen said he is sole owner of
the company and for that reason deletion of John Truhan from the list of
officers of his company should not
affect his application. The Broadcast
Bureau had said the change should not
be allowed without a showing of good
cause. Mr. Allen said the bureau relied
for evidence on a fraud suit brought
against Messrs. Allen and Truhan for
making misrepresentations in the sale
of KBAM Longview, Wash., to Paul
Wickre. Mr. Allen said he wasn't implicated in the guilty verdict. He submitted an affadavit from the general
manager of KBAM (before the sale)
saying Mr. Allen and his wife had little
knowledge of the day-to-day operation
of the station and that incorrect financial data had been given to them
inadvertently.
As to a charge that Mr. Allen had
not given "both sides of a pubic issue" in broadcasting editorials criticizing the Oregon State Police on his
KGAY Salem, Mr. Allen said the only
communication he received from the
police official was a letter of denial
which Mr. Allen had read on KGAY
five times daily in its entirity in the
same time segments the editorials had
been aired. He said he received no requests for free time or other redress.
Mr. Allen's petition included testimonials to his character and to the
fairness of his news and editorial policies from Sen. Wayne Morse (D-Ore.)

and from former Oregon officials. Included was a statement by a former
Republican state senator, Warren Gill,
who said Mr. Allen is a "controversial
figure" and that he had felt the sting
of Mr. Allen's criticism when he was
in the state legislature. But, Mr. Gill
said, Mr. Allen is "a man of truthfulness, integrity and high character."
RUNAWAY

FILMS

It will be part of hearing
to start Nov. 27 on Hill
A House Labor subcommittee, which
for months has been considering an inquiry into runaway productions by
American makers of television and
theatrical films, decided last week to
go ahead with it.
But the subcommittee — on the impact of imports and exports on American employment — will lump it with
hearings on the foreign-competition
problems of 15 other industries.
The hearings will begin Nov. 27 and
run for seven days. Rep. John H. Dent
(D-Pa.), subcommittee chairman, said
the omnibus hearings are necessary because the subcommittee is scheduled to
expire Jan. 31, 1962.
Although they won't have the spotlight all to themselves, actors, musicians and technicians will have an opportunity toexpress their concern about
alleged runaway film making.
Announcement of the hearings followed a charge by the Screen Actors
Guild that the Motion Picture Assn.
was seeking to block the inquiry. SAG
said the association feared bad publicity might result if it developed that
some companies made films abroad to
dodge U.S. taxes and to take advantage
of cheap labor and foreign subsidies.
MPA officials in Washington denied
knowledge of any effort to block the
hearings. MPA members say they make
films abroad for artistic reasons, generally because of the need for foreign
locales.
Although runaway productions at
one time were the concern mainly of
those in the theatrical film business,
they have become an issue among those
employed in making television films.
During a preliminary meeting with
union officials in Hollywood in September, Rep. Dent was told that in the last
10 years, 1,280 television film episodes
were produced abroad for the American market (Broadcasting, Oct. 2).
In addition, the American Federation
of Musicians claims that 60% of American television films are scored abroad.
Among those expected to testify at
the hearings are representatives of the
MPA, SAG, Screen Extras Guild, Alliance of Television Film Producers,
and the AFM.
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downs by age, sex and socio-economic
status. It defines extent of education
and whether listeners are home owners or not.

The
offers
radio
sales

1961 WJR-Alfred Politz Study
a completely new approach in
research. It so well equips WJR
representatives to pinpoint customers for your products that we
warn you in advance — they're bound
to get a bit aggressive. But let them.
You'll find that as they apply this
new kind of radio research to your
specific advertising objectives, you'll
be able to reach logical prospects.
Prospects who buy soap and soup,
new cars and used cars, pianos and
grass seed. All kinds of people who
buy all kinds of products.

Th is study is of radio listening in
general and of WJR listening specifically. It comprehensively covers a
100-county four-state area, and gives
an accurate up-to-date picture of the
area, of its radio listening habits, of
listener reaction to WJR programming.
The study is of individuals, not households. All data refers to listeners aged
15 and over. This method makes it
possible to reliably report break-

The measured area of the Alfred Politz media
study released September, 1961. This area includes 6,801,000 people — age 15 and older.
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The study compiles the total weekly
cumulative audience of WJR and of
174 other radio stations mentioned. It
breaks down overall radio listeners
and WJR listeners by time of day,
day of week, by age, by sex, by socioeconomic status, and by where they
listen to radio.

Equally important to advertisers, the
1961 WJR-Politz Study points up
listeners' preference for WJR's news,
sports news-scores summaries, sports
play-by-play, farm programs, traffic
conditions, news reporting accuracy,
homemaker programs, farm news and
market reports, weather forecasts, allaround helpfulness, public spirit, and
listeners' attitudes toward the kind of
advertising WJR carries.

An unusual point covered by the
WJR-Politz Study is a profile of the
types of music listeners prefer according to their age and sex. The music
categories rated by listeners include
popular music with full orchestration,
popular music with small orchestration,

area

folk music, classical music, fine music,
and rock V roll.

You've been fairly warned that WJR
sales representatives will be not just
enthused, but aggressive — and with
good reason. So hear them out for
your own good and for that of your
sales curve as they apply the 1961
WJR-Alfred Politz Study specifically
to your products and to your prospects. Itwill give you a revealing new
look at the lucrative Detroit-Great
Lakes area, served best by WJR.

We believe
find helpful.
the WJRPolitz
Study you'll
extremely
So
give us or the people at Henry I.
Christal a call — and hear the story
out. You owe it to yourself — because
WJR is continuing to help advertisers
toward well-grounded radio research
with this completely new look at radio
listeners in the Detroit-Great Lakes

DETROIT
WATTS
WJR
"760 KC%^50,000
Represented by Henry I. Christal Co., U.S. & Canada
• Atlanta • Boston • Chicago • Detroit • Los Angeles
• New York • San Francisco
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GE,

WBC

TO

FCC

CARPET

They're asked to explain why licenses should
be renewed, despite price fixing convictions
After several weeks of executive
consideration, the FCC made public
last week its investigation of the renewal applications of Westinghouse Broadcasting Co. and General Electric.
In nearly identical letters to the
broadcast station owners, the commission asked for information "in the
most detailed form. . ." because of criminal antitrust convictions of GE and
Westinghouse Electric Co. The commission pointed out that the "numerous violations" to which Westinghouse
Electric Co. and GE officials pleaded
guilty "were of recent vintage, flagrant
and based on persistent unlawful acts
over a period of time."
Earlier inquiries had been sent to
WBC and GE but last week's letters
were the first that have been made
public (Closed Circuit, July 31).
The investigation has been under way
since early this year, when Westinghouse Electric, GE and several other
companies pleaded guilty to violating
the Sherman Act in conspiring to rig
prices of electrical equipment.
As a result of the antitrust case, "a
serious question" has arisen in connection with the pending renewal applications, the commission told both companies. The FCC, therefore, asked
both licensees to submit detailed information on broadcast operations since
their station licenses were last renewed
— and anything else which might constitute "countervailing circumstances"
that may qualify GE and WBC for renewals in spite of "the record of unlawful conduct."
Who's Responsible? ■ In light of
what has occurred, the FCC said, it is
concerned "as to whether the corporate
policies, procedures and organization
structure [of both companies] are such
as to assure proper discharge of the
responsibility of top management for
the operation of the broadcast stations
in the public interest." GE is the direct licensee of WGY, WRGB (TV)
and WGFM (FM) Schenectady, N. Y.,
while WBC is a wholly-owned subsidiary of Westinghouse Electric. WBC
owns WBZ-AM-FM-TV Boston, WBZA
Springfield, Mass., KYW-AM-FM-TV
Cleveland, KDKA-AM-FM-TV Pittsburgh, WJZ-TV Baltimore, KPIX (TV)
San Francisco, WOWO Ft. Wayne,
Ind., KEX-AM-FM Portland, Ore., and
WIND Chicago.
In addition, WBC is seeking FCC
approval for the $4.25 million purchase of KLAC Los Angeles. This
transaction also is being held up by the
54 (GOVERNMENT)

renewal problem, the FCC told Westinghouse. Donald McGannon, president
of WBC, said Friday (Nov. 3) that negotiations are underway for extension
of the KLAC contract, which expired
earlier last week.
The FCC said that the top officials
of the parent companies have the "ultimate responsibility" for operating the
stations in the public interest and that
officials of both Westinghouse and GE
stated that they were unaware of the
"flagrant and long continuing pricefixing . . . The commission is concerned
that such officials may also not be familiar with, or exercise proper supervision of, the operation of the broadcast stations." Established ■ With this
Background
background, the FCC asked both licensees to state in detail and with dates
of beginning the corporate policies and
organizational structure designed to assure that top management exerts its
proper responsibilities. Specifically, the
licensees were asked to state:
(a) What broadcast policies are determined by the officers and board of
the parent company; (b) procedures
used to ensure that such policies are
carried out; (c) methods for review of
policy decisions made by lower authorities; (d) a full showing as to how policies and procedures are implemented
in actual practice, and (e) any revisions
D. C. or St. Louis?
On its own motion, the FCC
last week called a temporary halt
in the license revocation proceedings against KWK St. Louis, and
canceled hearings scheduled to resume today (Monday) in Washington (Broadcasting, Oct. 30).
The principle issue is, in fact,
whether the hearing will be held
in Washington, as ordered by Examiner Forest L. McClenning, or
in St. Louis, site of the FCC's
presentation of its case against
KWK (Broadcasting, Sept. 18).
Pending is an appeal by the
FCC's Broadcast Bureau from the
examiner's ruling for a Washington hearing and a reply by KWK.
The FCC also ordered that no
depositions will be taken in the
case until further order from
the commission itself. KWK
sought to take a series of depositions last week in St. Louis,
Chicago and Milwaukee.

A Closed Circuit item in the
Oct. 30 issue of Broadcasting
has been interpreted as meaning
that executives of the broadcasting divisions of Westinghouse
Broadcasting Co. and General
Electric were found guilty of antitrust violations. This was not the
intent of the item, no executives
of either broadcasting division
were involved in the antitrust
case.
of the above contemplated.
No deadline was placed on the submission of the required information but
the commission requested that it be
furnished "as soon as possible." Last
week's letter was different from a
normal public FCC inquiry for further
information in that it did not include
such language as "it appears a hearing
is necessary made
to determine.
. . ." ofThea
commission
no mention
possible hearing on either the GE or
Westinghouse applications.
McConnaughey
in WSPA-TV
case
George C. McConnaughey, former
chairman of the FCC, was subpoenaed
by the commission last week to testify
in the court-remanded WSPA-TV (ch.
13) Spartanburg, S. C, case. He is
expected to appear Nov. 13.
The subpoena was signed by Chief
Hearing Examiner James D. Cunningham at the request of Ben Cottone, attorney for WAIM-TV (ch. 40) Anderson, S. C. WAIM-TV has protested the
major facility changes of the Spartanburgh station through several FCC
hearings and the courts.
Mr. McConnaughey, currently practicing law in Columbus, Ohio, was subpoenaed after testimony last week by
WSPA-TV President Walter Brown
about his conversation in September
1956 with Mr. McConnaughey, then
FCC chairman. Mr. Brown said he
spoke to Mr. McConnaughey in an
effort to get the FCC to seek a U.S.
Supreme Court review of a lower
court
mission.remand of the case to the comMr. Brown said he was concerned
because the lower court revoked the
grant to WSPA-TV and accused the
station's licensee, Spartan Radiocasting
Co., of misrepresentation. He said a
Supreme Court review was the only
way this "stigma" could be removed
and that "I talked to anybody that
would listen to me about this decision."
Another person he talked to about
the court remand, Mr. Brown said, was
Sen. Strom Thurmond (D-S. C). He
denied, however, knowing of or motivating aletter the senator wrote Chairman McConnaughey shortly after it was
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The 1961 Alfred Politz survey which measured audience in southern New England has shown a tremendous rate of growth in radio listening . . . and an even greater rate of growth in the WTIC audience. Since
1955, when Politz last surveyed the same area, the number of radio broadcasting facilities serving southern
New England has grown from 104 to 120 stations. Adult radio listenership to all stations in the area has grown
from 87% to 98%. During the same period, the WTIC audience has grown from 36% to 44% of all adults
in the area served by 120 stations.
In specific numbers, a total of 1,438,000 adults listens to all radio during an average week in southern
New England . . . and 666,000 of these listen to WTIC.

And there's more ! Politz tells us that more people are listening more consistently during every time
period and on every day of the week, including Saturday and Sunday. But that's a detail you'll want to
hear more about from your Henry I. Christal man. May we suggest that you call him soon for details of the
big Politz survey. You'll learn first-hand how well radio, in general, and WTIC, in particular, are selling the
great and wealthy southern New England market.

WTIC
50,000
HARTFORD,
REPRESENTED
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It has to be more than a copywriter's dream
Charles A. Sweeny who heads the
Prove it! With this implicit attiproach, it's understood, is the belief
tude the Federal Trade Commission
bureau staff which scans newspaper
that quicker action can be obtained
on an informal, widespread basis
has begun a new campaign against
and magazine advertising and monitors radio and tv commercials.
an age-old advertising dodge — the
than in the legalistic, time-consumIf
after analysis of the answers,
ing traditional method of first issuing
"four of five doctors recommend . . ."
Mr. Sweeny explained the other day,
a complaint and then holding hearor the "Two out of three housewives
there seems to be little basis for the
ings to determine if the statements
prefer.
. . ." All media are included
in the attack.
claim, the company is going to be
are correct or not. A secondary purasked to discontinue the copyline.
This time the FTC is trying a new
pose sumed,of the
system,of it's
preIt will all be on an informal basis,
isthat new
the burden
proving
tack. It's writing to all companies
a claim is placed on the advertiser;
using this copy formula and asking
he explained, and it's expected that
there is no need for the FTC to disthem to furnish proof that the claims
most advertisers will accept the suggestion when it applies to them.
prove the message.
are based on something more tanWhen an advertiser balks, Mr.
Many of the products using the
tion. gible than just a copywriter's inspiracomparative, adjectival phrase are
Sweeny continued, the bureau will
ask the commission for a formal
in the drug and food area, it was
The campaign was initiated by the
learned. The advertising appears in
complaint.
FTC's Bureau of Deceptive Practices. It is under the direction of
many media.
Key to the bureau's new appublicly stated that the FCC would not
ask for certiorari by the Supreme Court.
Examiner Cunningham rebuffed the
efforts of William Dempsey, attorney
for WSPA-TV, to testify but Mr. Dempsey is expected to take the witness stand
when the hearing resumes next week.
The WSPA-TV record was reopened
last summer for the limited purpose of
testimony on Mr. Brown's talk
takingMr.
with
McConnaughey and the circumstances surrounding the senator's
letter (Broadcasting, July 31). Mr.
Brown was the only witness in a oneday hearing last week.
Examiner

favors approval
of $600,000 KGMS sale
FCC Hearing Examiner H. Gifford
Irion last week issued an initial decision recommending that the $600,000
sale of KGMS Sacramento, Calif., be
approved. The sale was announced
over a year ago but was set for hearing by the FCC on the unusual issue
of whether a slight overlap between
KGMS and other stations in which the
buyers have interest would result in
concentration of control (Broadcasting, May 15).
The buyers are A. J. Krisik, (51.1%),
Theodore Wolf (29%) A. Judson
Sturtevant Jr. (10%) and Herbert W.
Dustin (9.9%). Three of them own
varying interests in KFIV Modesto,
Calif., and all four have interest in
KFAX San Francisco.
Mr. Irion pointed out that the programming formats of the three stations
vary from one another and that each
is designed for the needs of its own
locality; that each of the three cities
had other stations and that the areas
of overlap are amply supplied with
other broadcast primary service.
Anthony C. and Alfred A. Morici
are selling KGMS.
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Engineer

fired

after Hill inquiry
Tuschman Broadcasting Corp., licensee of WABQ Cleveland, last week fired
its chief engineer for invoking the protection of the Fifth Amendment in refusing to answer questions from a congressional subcommittee about alleged
Communist affiliations.
Subpoenaed before a subcommittee of
the House Un-American Activities
Committee on Oct. 27, (Broadcasting,
Oct. 30) Rudolph Jones denied he belongs to the Communist Party. He also
answered "No, absolutely not," when
asked if he had been a Communist
courier while serving as a shipboard
radio operator during World War II.
But he invoked the constitutional
guarantee against self-incrimination in
refusing to answer questions about past
membership in the Communist Party
and other questions about alleged Communist Party activities.
In announcing the dismissal, on Monday (Oct. 30), Tuschman said it had
learned, "with profound shock and
amazement," that Mr. Jones "took
refuge behind the Fifth Amendment
rather than answer questions. . . ."
"It is not enough," the statement said,
"to avoid wrong-doing; we must also
be above the suspicion of wrong-doing.
. . . The refusal of Mr. Jones to answer
all questions of the committee fully and
frankly does not measure up to the
standards of this corporation or radio
station
WABQ."
Mr. Jones
was one of five witnesses
who invoked the Fifth Amendment during the subcommittee's hearings Oct.
26-27 on infiltration into communications industry technical positions by
alleged Communists. Three of the others
are radio or television engineers in New
York. The fourth is secretary-treasurer

of the American Communications Assn.
The subcommittee plans to resume
its hearings later this month. It is considering legislation (HR 6) to empower
the FCC to deny radio operator licenses
to persons who refuse to answer questions from federal agencies about alleged Communist activity. The subcommittee indicated it might broaden the
bill to include station licenses already
granted.
Court modifies

decision

on pro grid packages
Package tv deals for professional
football games, beginning next year,
received approval last week when Federal Judge Allan K. Grim, Philadelphia,
set aside the order he issued last summer prohibiting this practice.
Judge Grim modified his July 20
order after Congress passed and President Kennedy signed a bill to exempt
professional football from the antitrust
laws (Broadcasting, Sept. 25).
In his ruling last summer, Judge
Grim held the $9.3 million two-year
package deal between National Football League and CBS to be illegal. He
ruled that it violated the antitrust laws
because it eliminated competition.
Under the new law professional football, baseball, basketball and hockey
leagues are free to sell their television
rights as a package without fear of
prosecution under the antitrust laws.
It also includes a provision prohibiting
tv blackouts of professional football
games unless the clubs and the network
involved agree not to telecast another
game into the home area of a team
playing at home. The law also provides that the antitrust exemption will
be denied in arrangements providing for
telecasts of pro football games Friday
nights and all day Saturdays into areas
within 75 miles of a college game site.
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The recently completed Politz study pinpoints the
listening habits of a huge Wisconsin-area populace
. . . and verifies that WTMJ's listener-pulling popularity reaches far beyond its point of origin in
Million-Market Milwaukee.
The Politz study involved a 45-county segment
(38 in Wisconsin, 7 in Michigan) of WTMJ's vast
broadcasting range. In the comprehensive poll of
these counties, listeners mentioned 114 different
radio stations ... yet one out of every three stated
that they listened to WTMJ at least once every week.
With many facts like this at your fingertips, you'll
find it easy and profitable to "air" your sales messages in the lucrative Wisconsin area. For your copy
of the Politz study, write Joe Killeen, WTMJ Sales
Manager. Or the Henry I. Christal Co. in any of
the cities below.

Shaded area of map indicates the 45-county
segment of WTMJ's broadcasting range
covered by the Politz study.

THE MILWAUKEE

JOURNAL

STATION

WTMJ
5000 WATTS — 620 KC — NBC
REPRESENTED BY HENRY I. CHRISTAL CO. • NEW YORK • CHICAGO
BOSTON
• DETROIT
• SAN FRANCISCO
• ATLANTA
• LOS ANGELES
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FOR

VHF

DROP-INS

SWAMPS

FCC

Interim operations threatened by number of applicants
it may well be difficult to get agreement
The rush for vhf channels the FCC
on an equitable interim plan. If one
recently added in three markets creates
a problem of boom proportions for the applicant should appeal the FCC-approved interim plan to the courts the
agency itself.
In its order adding the channels in final grant could be further delayed,
Rochester and Syracuse, N.Y., and or indeed the start of any operation
Grand Rapids, Mich., the FCC asked whatsoever. Consent to an antenna site
that applicants submit plans for an in- which the winning applicant would "inherit" might also be hard to come by.
terim operation which would expedite
Eleven applications were filed last
a third service to the markets. But
week for the three vhf channels.
with 6 applicants in Grand Rapids, 10
For Grand Rapids ch. 13: Major
in Syracuse and 11 in Rochester (as
of Nov. 1, which the FCC indicated as Television Co. (stockholders own
WCAR Detroit); MKO Broadcasting
a possible cut-off date), an interim
solution to suit all applicants and the Corp. and Peninsular Broadcasting
Corp. (broadcaster and theater-owner
courts is difficult to reach.
An FCC spokesman indicated that H&B Balaban Corp. has 20% holdings).
comparative hearing dates will be set as Earlier applicants there: Atlas Broadcasting Co., Grand Broadcasting Co.
soon as the staff can process the appli- and West
Michigan Telecasters Inc.
cations. After this date is set further
(which
submitted
a plan for interim
applications will not be accepted. An
operation it estimated would enable it
order setting the applicants in Syracuse
for hearing was to be considered by the to start telecasting within four months).
For Syracuse ch. 9: Salt City BroadFCC last week but had to be withdrawn
casting Corp. (The Outlet Co., licensee
when two additional applications were
of WJAR-AM-TV Providence, holds
received shortly before the meeting.
50% interest) station representative
Almost all applicants have requested
George Hollinbery and Six Nations Telespecial temporary authority to operate
vision Corp. Earlier Syracuse applion the channels. Choosing just one in
cants: W.R.G. Baker Radio & Tv Corp.,
each market for interim operation might
be almost as complicated as making the Veterans Broadcasting Co., Syracuse
Television Inc., Onondaga Broadcasting
final grant.
Inc., WAGE Inc., Syracuse Civic TeleABC-TV, the network with which
vision Assn. Inc. and Ivy Broadcasting
most applicants expressed a desire to Co.
affiliate, in August suggested an interim
For Rochester ch. 13: Ivy Broadplan, certain features of which the FCC
casting Co. (also Syracuse applicant
is likely to adopt (Broadcasting, Aug.
21). The network asked the FCC to and owner of six radio stations), Leon
Halperin, Citizens Television Corp.,
specify criteria under which it would
Federal Broadcasting System (owns
permit interim operation and suggested
WSAY Rochester and WNIA Cheektothe applicants in the various cities meet
and work out a trusteeship for the waga) and Heritage Radio & Tv Broadcasting Inc. Earlier Rochester applichannel in which all interested applicants: Community Broadcasting Inc.
cants would have equal shares.
(which requested dual operation on
Compromise ■ Participants would
ch. 15 Rochester, although similar rehave to settle upon a common transquests have been denied by the FCC),
mitter site and antenna type for which
Anthony R. Tyrone, Flower City Telethe winning applicant would reimburse
vision Corp., Genesee Valley Tv Co.
the trustee organization. Studios could
be temporary and it is assumed the Inc., Star Television Inc. and Rochester
station might not operate on a full Area Educational Television Assn. Inc.
The Joint Council on Educational
schedule according to the ABC-TV proBroadcasting
has appealed to the court
posal.
to reverse the FCC's decision not to
An FCC spokesman said broadcast
experience or programming during the reserve the Rochester channel for etv
(Broadcasting, Sept. 5), adding cominterim period would not be considered
plications tothat case.
in the hearing for the channels. "We
West Michigan Telecasters last week
would not expect as much in the way of
programming from this interim operator
asked the FCC to add to the comparative hearing a trafficking issue in relaas we would from a regular licensee,"
he added. But, he said, engineering and
tion to Grand Broadcasting Co.'s applitechnical details should be the same
cation. Both companies seek ch. 13
Grand
Rapids.
for the interim operation as they would
be expected to be for the eventual
West Michigan claimed that Leonard
grantee, if the temporary operation is to A. Versluis Sr. has become the "major
serve the public.
principal" of Grand and that he is proWith such a diversity of applicants
viding about $340,000 of Grand's
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JFK praises tv debates
In New Jersey to support the
candidacy of Democrat Richard
Hughes for governor, President
Kennedy praised the effectiveness
of televised debates between candidates as "the way the people of
. . . this country can make a judgment as to the competence and
knowledge" of the vote-seekers.
James P. Mitchell, Republican gubernatorial candidate, has refused
to join in debate with Hughes,
generally regarded the underdog.
His refusal supports former President Truman's assertion last week
that tv debates will never match
whistlestops for winning votes (see
story page 50). President Kennedy, however, was unreserved in
his
support
debates:
all
for (them). ofI am
going "I
to am
debate
... if I am a candidate again."
$525,000 capital through direct investment and loans. West Michigan charged
Mr. Versluis with holding all or part of
WLAV-AM-TV Grand Rapids and
WLOD Pompano Beach, Fla., for short
periods of time and reselling his interests at considerable profit.
Small business

group

sets new hearing date
A Small Business Committee hearing
on radio and television advertising opportunities for small businessmen,
scheduled to get underway today (Monday), was postponed last week to Dec.
6-7. The delay, according to Rep. Dale
Alford (D-Ark.), chairman of the subcommittee conducting the probe, is to
permit staff investigators to develop
newly uncovered evidence.
Rep. Alford last month had said the
subcommittee had received complaints
that radio and television stations and
networks discriminate against small advertisers inthe sale of prime time.
As of late last week, however, the
subcommittee's witness list disclosed
no one likely to make such a charge
against broadcasters. The witnesses included representatives of the Television
Bureau of Advertising, the Radio Advertising Bureau, and the FCC.
The commission had no prepared
statement, and the two officials scheduled to speak for it, Kenneth Cox,
Broadcast Bureau chief, and Hyman
Goldin, head of the new research and
education division, were reported ready
only.
to
discuss the problem in general terms
Rep. Alford's announcement said that
staff work, "including field investigain various sections
the country,"
had tionsuncovered
new ofevidence
and
brought to light "new witnesses whose
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Since the results of this authoritative study have been compiled, we have been spreading the word about this
new dimension in radio audience research. At every meeting, a common denominator of basic questions are
asked —
QUESTION:

"How many people were called?"

ANSWER:

They weren't called. They were personally interviewed. 1,248 adults aged 15 and over. At the
conclusion of the interview they were given a diary to record their listening habits. Of these.
80 per cent were returned.

QUESTION:
ANSWER:

"Die? they know who ivas sponsoring the study?"
No. Nor did the interviewer. Result: 111 different radio stations' call letters were mentioned.

QUESTION:
ANSWER:

"Does this study show your market's competitive picture?"
No. The published results show the picture of radio listening in general in our market and
specifically the kinds and numbers of WGY listeners, where they listen, the times of day they
listen and their attitude toward WGY programs.

QUESTION:
ANSWER:

"All right then, when do they listen?"
The study effectively refutes the traditional theory of peak listening periods. Instead, it dramatically shows the consistent size and strength of the audience throughout the week. Of particular interest is the size of the audience during evening hours and on Saturday and Sunday.

QUESTION:

"How about being more specific. For example, how many people does WGY reach between noon
and 3:00 P.M.?"
There are an estimated 1,322,000 adults age 15 and over in the 25 county area measured by
Politz. The weekly WGY cumulative audience for the noon to 3 P.M. period is 239,000. And
remember — they have a choice of 111 radio stations.

ANSWER:

There are many more questions and twenty-seven pages of data to provide the answers. For the complete Politz
study of the WGY listening area, contact the nearest Henry I. Christal Company office.

Area measured: 25 Counties in New York, Vermont
and Massachusetts.
MAINE
HAMPSHIRE^
'^NEW V, A,
MASS. • Boston
CONN. R.I.

WGY
ALBANY • SCHENECTADY

• TROY

A GENERAL ELECTRIC STATION
represented nationally
by Henry I. Christal Co.
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Senate unit to air space committee plan
atives of nine international common
An FCC-created Ad Hoc Carrier
carriers,
recommends the creation
Committee's plan for developing a
of a non-profit corporation to deprivately owned and operated communications satellite system (At
velop and operate the space comDeadline, Oct. 16) will get its first
munications system. The corporation in turn would be owned by the
Capitol Hill going-over this week.
The Monopoly Subcommittee of international common carriers, and
controlled by directors representing
the Senate Small Business Committee will hold a hearing on the plan the owners, non-owning users and
the public.
Wednesday and Thursday, resumFCC Chairman Newton N. Mining an inquiry begun in August
(Broadcasting, Aug. 7). The sub- ow and the six other members of
committee, headed by Sen. Russell the commission and Lee Loevinger,
Long (D-La.), held six days of hear- the Justice Dept.'s antitrust chief,
ings then on the public policy ques- are among those scheduled to testitions involved in the ownership and fyMr. Loevinger will be the first
control of a satellite communicawitness on Wednesday, and will be
tions system.
Sen. Long at that time expressed followed by Dr. Edward Welsh, exapprehension that AT&T — the
ecutive director of the President's
largest company represented on the Space Council; Omar Crook, counsel
for Hawaiian Telephone Co. and
ad hoc committee — would eventuchairman of the Ad Hoc Carrier
ally dominate any private ownership
Committee; and S. M. Barr, vice
system. Now that that committee's
report has been submitted, Sen. Long president of Western Union, one of
the members of that committee. The
said last week, his subcommittee
second day of the hearings will be
wants to explore it and "the FCC's
devoted
entirely to testimony by the
reaction to it."
The report, prepared by represent- FCC.
testimony is expected to have a direct
and important bearing on the subject of
the hearings." He said the names of the
new witnesses were not received by the
subcommittee until Thursday (Nov. 2).
Since the subcommittee staff must
"evaluate all of the new evidence," he
said, "it would have been impracticable
for the subcommittee to hold the hearings on the dates originally scheduled."
Neither the nature of the new evidence nor the identity of the new witnesses was disclosed. But two staff investigators are known to have spent a
few days in Los Angeles two weeks ago,
talking to members of the broadcast
industry.
WOAI-TV not guilty
of unfairness-FCC
In a telegram to the campaign manager of a Texas congressional candidate
who charged discrimination by a tv station, the FCC said it felt the station
had not violated provisions of Sec. 315
of the Communications Act.
One of the complaints from the manager of Democrat Henry B. Gonzales'
campaign for the House from Texas in
a special election was that WOAI San
Antonio allocated all five-minute spots
before and after newscasts to Republican candidate John Goode Jr. He
charged that comparable time periods
had not been offered the Democratic
candidate and that the station editori60 (GOVERNMENT)

alized against his candidate.
The FCC responded that WOAI-TV
had answered the charges at the agency'sments
request;
in view
of time
offeredthat
to Mr.
Gonzales
and segrejected by him and the station's possible
obligation to candidates other than those
of the major parties, the FCC felt
WOAI-TV had acted acceptably.
The commission said the editorializmatter remains
an "open
and ingreminded
the station
of question"
the FCC
"fairness doctrine."
Fm station seeks rules
to reduce interference
Rules aimed at reducing interference
between fm stations were recommended to the FCC by WKFM (FM) Chicago.
The station suggested that when Class
A fm channels are assigned immediately adjoining a Class B channel, the
Class B station should be allowed to increase power sufficiently to equal the
power now being produced in the immediate area of the Class A station.
WKFM said stations engaged in
stereocasting should be required to use
an oscilloscope to read percentage of
modulation to prevent
"splatter" or
overmodulation.
The oscilloscopes
would
be read in conjunction with the station's regular modulation meter which
should be calibrated daily.
The FCC should require stations

providing background music services to
restrict these transmissions to the band
reserved for such service, WKFM said.
It also asked the commission to prohibit fm stations from creating false effects by installing tone controls on the
pre-amplifiers of their source material.
VOA

power

play set

to tell news of bomb
The U.S. Information Agency was
scheduled to turn up the volume of
its Voice of America all the way yesterday (Sunday) in an unparalleled effort to break through Soviet jamming
and spread the story of Russian nuclear testing behind the Iron Curtain.
USIA director Edward R. Murrow
said every facility capable of carrying
a signal to the Soviet Bloc would be
pressed into service for eight hours of
special programming. Plans called for
as many as 52 VOA transmitters, totalling 433.1 kw, to carry the story
over 80 frequencies, in a massive effort
to smash through
the Soviets' 2,000 interference transmitters.

The VOA has been broadcasting the
story of the tests behind the Iron Curtain since they were begun on Sept. 1,
and U.S. officials are confident that,
despite jamming, many Soviet satellite
citizens first heard of the Russian nuclear explosions from the VOA. The
Soviet government itself has not yet
announced the tests.
But the broadcast barrage planned
for Sunday — which would be the equivalent in power output of more than 86
of the strongest U.S. broadcasting stations operating simultaneously — has
never been approached.
FCC

allows more

for comments

time

on uhf

The FCC last week went along partially with broadcaster pleas for more
time to comment on its proposals to
aid uhf expansion, but made it plain
the Dec. 4 deadline holds for comments on its proposal to delete vhf
channels in eight mixed markets and
make short-spaced vhf drop-ins in eight
others. The deadline in the overall
policy docket was moved to Feb. 2.
Several vhf stations in markets facing deintermixture asked for more time
to comment in their dockets. Assn. of
Maximum Service Telecasters asked
the FCC to postpone comments in all
proceedings until at least April 4.
WISC-TV Madison, Wis., which has
previously requested an evidentiary
hearing and designation by the FCC of
its deintermixture criteria, last week
asked for a full field study and field
hearing by the FCC on the agency's
proposal
delete WISC-TV's
Madison tomaking
the marketch.all3 from
uhf.
BROADCASTING, November 6, 1961
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so much,

Mrs.

Gammon

. . .

TAMPA - ST. PETERSBURG

National
Representatives,
Blair-TV

Crosley

new
maximum
power
transmitter

SERVING
THE QUINT CITIES
ROCK ISLAND
MOLINE
EAST MOLINE

UL

r

WOC-TV Channel 6 ^
O. D. Palmer, President
Raymond E. Guth, General Manager
Pax Shaffer, Sales Manager
Exclusive National Representatives
Peters, Griffin, Woodward, Inc.
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loses

ch. 13

on

diversification

FCC'S 1957 FINDINGS DIDN'T CHANGE-JUST ITS VIEWS
Diversification will be a word long cy said that it is well established that
competition in the dissemination of
remembered by Crosley Broadcasting
news is a pertinent factor in comparaCo. For it was an "additional discustive evaluation when an applicant owns
sion" of that term by the FCC which
caused Crosley to lose its authority to a chain of stations "in the same general section of the country."
operate ch. 13 WLWI (TV) Indian"Against this background," the comapolis.
said, "it is our judgment that
The commission made public last diversity mission
of news dissemination and of
week the text of its decision which re- program and service viewpoints will be
versed a1957 grant of ch. 13 to Crosley
better enhanced by grant of the WIBC
and awarded the channel to WIBC In- application. It is true that . . . Crosley
dianapolis (Broadcasting, Oct. 30).
experiences widespread competition, but
In reversing its field by 180 degrees, the this consideration does not offset the
FCC left intact all its 1957 conclusions
demonstrated concentration of broadwith theferentfollowing
difcast interests by Crosley in Ohio-Indiresult flows notation:
from our "The
different
ana. . . . The conclusion is compelling,
view of the weight to be accorded the
therefore,
that Crosley's
areaoutweighs
concenfactors ..." where there is a cognizable
tration of broadcast
interests
difference between the applicants.
in adverse comparative effect the local
In addition to the diversification isof WIBC."■ The grant to
sue, WIBC was favored in local resi- concentration
Personnel Changes
dence, civic participation, integration of WIBC was made on a 4-2 commission
ownership with management. The two
vote. The majority consisted of Commissioners Newton N. Minow, Robert
applicants were equal in several other
criteria while Crosley was preferred in T. Bartley, Robert E. Lee and Frederick W. Ford, with Commissioners
past broadcast record and experience —
upon which much weight was given in Rosel H. Hyde and John S. Cross fathe 1957 grant.
voring Crosley. Commissioner T. A. M.
The diversification issue against Craven, whose 1957 vote broke a 3-3
tie in favor of Crosley and was the
Crosley arose because of its ownership
basis for a successful court appeal, did
of WLW-WLWT (TV) Cincinnati,
not participate.
WLWC (TV) Columbus and WLWD
Voting for Crosley in 1957 (in what
(TV) Dayton, all Ohio. (Crosley also
owns WLWA [TV] Atlanta which was
then was a four-way contest; two other
not involved in the FCC reasoning.)
applicants have dropped out since
"Illustrative of the concentration of then) in addition to Commissioner
Craven were Commissioners Richard
broadcast interests resting in Crosley
are those findings which disclose that A. Mack, John C. Doerfer and George
the Grade B contours of each of the C. McConnaughey — none of whom are
now on the FCC. Dissenting at that
existing
the
FCC Crosley
stated. tv stations" overlap,
time were Commissioners Hyde, BartWIBC and the Press ■ WIBC is
ley and Lee. Commissioner Craven
voted only after the general counsel
wholly owned by Richard M. Fairbanks
and members of his family, who also ruled he had an obligation to break the
have a 30% interest in the Indianapolis
then existing 3-3 tie.
Star and News. It should be noted, the
While in private practice as an engiFCC said, that the Fairbanks family
neer, Commissioner Craven had represented WIRE Indianapolis, one of the
has the newspaper interest, not WIBC
itself. "Beyond its 30% stock interest, ch. 13 applicants since withdrawn.
however, the Fairbanks family has no
WIBC appealed the Craven vote to the
significant
the commission
affairs . . ."said.
of U. S. Court of Appeals because he had
the
Star andvoice
News,in the
not heard oral argument. The court
As a practical matter, the owner of then remanded the case to the FCC and
said Commissioner Craven should not
70% of the papers (Eugene C. Pulliam
have participated.
— Central Newspapers Inc.) is in control, the FCC ruled. "In these circumIn its order last week, the commisstances, WIBC cannot be held fully
sion gave WLWI until Nov. 30 to cease
assessable with the newspaper interest
operations. Crosley, however, already
in the sense of concentration of media
has announced plans to appeal.
of mass communications."
On a purely local (Indianapolis)
basis, WIBC would possess a greater
degree of concentration than Crosley
but "this conclusion is tempered by the
degree of competitive media in Indianapolis," the FCC concluded. The agen-

Cruelty complaint dismissed
A complaint against NBC by the
Humane Society of the United States
— charging that its broadcast last Febrodeo inruary of the San Antoniotreatment
of
volved cruel and inhuman
BROADCASTING, November 6, 1961

The

Dangling

Comparative

Reaches

WMT-TV

Eastern

is a gasser in Eastern Iowa be-

cause it's a friendlier station, probably one
of the watchingest in all hereabouts; it motivates Iowans up, from early A. to late
P.M. It keeps them uppier into all hours of
the dark night, brainwise. Its fatter signal
is pushier down the antenna, and makes
scrumptiouser pictures. Anyone can get
WMT-TV

in Eastern Iowa, like Grandma

used to make, untouched by human hands
except all those engineerses.' It's the newsier
station. It's the farmier station. It's musickier. It's dramaier. It's movier. It's footballier. It's basketballier. It's entertainmentier.
It's . . . resultier.
WMT-TVier
Cedar Rapids— Waterloo
CBS Tv for Eastern Iowa
Represented by the Katz Agency
Affiliated with WMT

Radio;

K-WMT, Fort Dodge; WEBC, Duluth
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Iowa

animals — has been dismissed by U. S.
District Judge Alexander Holtzoff in
Washington. Judge Holtzoff held, in
granting the NBC's motion to dismiss
the complaint, that the court had no
jurisdiction and that the complaint
raised a question of censorship.
The Society attempted to enjoin the
showing of the Feb. 19 program by
claiming it violated the District of
Columbia laws concerning the treatment of animals. No cruelty to animals was involved, NBC said, since the
event was overseen by the Humane Society of America.
The FCC

last week...

■ Announced rulemaking which would
substitute ch. 24 for ch. 66 in Erie, Pa.
The proposed allocation shift would
delete ch. 39 from Sharon, Pa., and
ch. 28 from Flint, Mich., and would
involve certain other changes. The
FCC deferred action on a request by
WEPA-TV Erie (ch. 66) that it be
authorized to operate on ch. 24. WICUTV (ch. 12) there asked that this request be deferred until the agency has
reached a decision on whether it will
deintermix the market. While deintermixture is pending, low uhf channels
should not be earmarked for individuals, WICU-TV argued.
■ Instituted license revocation proceedings against WLOV (FM) Cranston,
R. I. Charges against the licensee,
Neighborly Broadcasting Inc., include
misrepresentations of fact, remaining
silent or operating at reduced power
without authorization, "willful and repeated" violations of specific rules,
failure to take corrective action upon
being informed of such violations, and
possible financial unfitness. The hearing will be held in Providence, R. I.,
at a time later to be specified.
■ Postponed from this Thursday (Nov.
9) to Nov. 30 hearing on license renewal application of WREA East
Palatka, Fla. The station was set for
hearing on programming, unauthorized

COLOR
RATED

TV

transfer of control, and other issues
(Broadcasting, Aug. 14). The station
has been off the air since February and
its transmitter has been repossessed and
its antenna dismantled, according to
FCC records. WREA's owners, Anthony, Peter and Ccuhcetta Corrado,
asked for a delay in the hearing, to be
held in East Palatka, because their attorney had withdrawn from the case.
■ Was asked by Kahn Research Labs
and KVOO Tulsa to reconsider its order denying a request for rulemaking
to establish am stereo standards. Both
said the FCC erred in ignoring its mandate from the Communications Act to
study new uses of radio. Kahn termed
the FCC refusal "an abuse of discretion." It disagreed with the FCC that
A

QUESTION

TOO

FCC raises point in giving WESY
An over-abundance of commercial
spots, according to FCC reasoning, and
unfilled programming commitments resulted in a license renewal of only one
year for WESY Leland, Miss., last
week. In issuing WESY a short-term
renewal, the commission charged that
the station has failed to "exercise the
degree of responsibility" required of
licensees.
The commission noted that WESY
proposed to broadcast 450 commercials
weekly (86.5 hours air time) in its original application in 1957 but actually
had aired 1,212 spots according to the
composite week submitted in the instant
application. Further, the commission
said, the 1957 application proposed the
following program format: entertainment, 71.5%; religious, 6%; agricultural, 2%; education, 1.5%; news,
10%; discussion, 1%; talks, 1.5%, and
miscellaneous, 7.5%.
Actual performance of WESY listed
in the renewal application gives the following, according to the FCC: entertainment, 63.98%; religious, 26.90%;
agricultural, 0% ; education, 0% ; news,

OWNERS

A TOP-CLASS

MARKET

A study by Market Facts, Inc. shows the median income of
Color TV families is $13,123 as against a $5,417 national
average. That's another dollars-and-cents reason why more
and more sponsors are moving up to Color TV. What about
you? Get the full Color picture today from: W. E. Boss,
Director, Color Television Coordination, RCA, 30 Rockefeller Plaza, New York 20, N. Y., Tel: CO 5-5900
64 (GOVERNMENT)

OF

there is little public or industry interest
in am stereo. KVOO said the FCC's
order denied stereo service to that portion of the public presently beyond
reach of fm stations.
■ Was asked by the Governor of South
Carolina and federal, state and local
officials from that state to deny the request of Wilton Hall, licensee of uhf
WAIM-TV Anderson, S. C, to delete
ch. 10 (WIS-TV) Columbia, S. C, and
move it to Anderson (Broadcasting,
Oct. 23). The officials claimed the operation in Anderson would be "substandard, ineffectual and limited by interference." They further charged that
the facility would not serve Spartanburg
and Greenville, S. C, also as Mr. Hall
had said, but only Anderson.
MANY

SPOTS

short-term renewal
9.12%; discussion, 0%; talks, 0%, and
miscellaneous, 0%. Following an FCC
inquiry, WESY amended its proposals
to show additional programming categories and an average of 14 commercial spots per hour.
The FCC said the actual variance
between past proposals and actual performance was not as "marked" as first
indicated, it was of sufficient degree to
negate against a three-year renewal.
Furthermore, the FCC said, 14 commercial spots hourly still raise the question of excessive program interruptions
contrary to the public interest.
Commissioners Rosel H. Hyde and
T. A. M. Craven dissented to the oneyear renewal for WESY, the 25th shortterm authorization the FCC has issued
in the past year.

COURT

UPHOLDS

CBS-TV

Decision goes against Amana
in suit against CBS policy
Since the sale of a "privilege" is involved and not the sale of a "commodity," the volume discount on the sale
of network television time does not violate the provisions of the Clayton Act,
the U. S. Court of Appeals for the
Seventh Circuit, Chicago, ruled unanimously last week.
Nor, for this reason, does the law
forbid must-buys for certain owned-stations or affiliates, or the requirement
that a sponsor use a specific program
in which the network has financial interest, the court said.
The interpretation affirmed a lower
court's ruling that dismissed a trebledamage counterclaim suit brought by
Amana Refrigeration Inc. against CBSTV. The lower court earlier had upheld a suit by CBS-TV against Amana
BROADCASTING, November 6, 1961

..filmed

with AURICON

16mm

Filmagnetic

Cameras

Mdgna-Stripe raw stock!
and SOUNDCRAFT
News-gathering services all over the world bring
Using Auricon Filmagnetic Cameras loaded with Magna-Stripe raw stock,
you get highest picture quality and all the advantages of magnetic tape
Talking-Pictures with "Living Sound" to America's 45 million television
—with no signal loss in transfer from the original to the final print!
screens— filmed with the incomparable Auricon Filmagnetic Camera and
Soundcraft's Oscar-winning Magna-Stripe raw stock.
If it's news you're after, or the production of commercial and industrial
sound-films, use Auricon Filmagnetic Cameras and Soundcraft Magna-Stripe
Magna-Stripe, Soundcraft's exclusive method of putting magnetic stripes
on film, is unaffected by photo developing processes.
raw stock— for high-fidelity results in single-system filming!
AURICON EQUIPMENT
IS SOLD WITH A 30 DAY MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE
AND A ONE YEAR SERVICE WARRANTY
"THEY GO TOGETHER"
Write for complete information about
Write for complete information about
Auricon Filmagnetic Cameras:
Soundcraft Magna-Stripe raw stock:
^

REEVES SOUNDCRAFT CORP.
Great Pasture Road, Danbury, Conn.
LOS ANGELES: 342 N. LA BREA AVENUE
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Inc. B§§^
AURICON
BACH Romaine
6998
St., Hollywood
38, Calif.
SOUND. ON-FILM EQUIPMENT SINCE 1931
S3

seeking settlement of payment claimed
to be due from Amana for co-sponsorship of the Phil Silvers Show several
years ago. Amana now can seek review
by the U. S. Supreme Court if it
chooses, although no decision had been
made as of late last week.
The appeals court did not agree
with Amana that the purchase of time
and programs accurately constituted a
"commodity" in the broad sense defined by the Clayton Act. Nor did the
court feel the agreement was merely a
"services" contract as claimed by CBS.
'Although both services and time are
involved," the court said, "we conclude that, in its essence, the contract
alleged is a purchase by Amana of the
privilege of having itself identified as
sponsor of the program broadcast, and
of making use of the permissible portion thereof for advertising its products."
The court explained it could not con-

First foreign-language

tv grant
If you don't understand Spanish, of Commissioner Frederick W. Ford.
you'll be rather confused by the Spanish International plans to operate with 244 kw from 2,940 ft., Mt.
audio signal of a new tv station in
Wilson.
Los Angeles granted by the FCC
Commissioner Ford dissented on
last week. Spanish International
the
grounds the grant furnishes a
Broadcasting Co. received a construction permit for ch. 34 on its proposal precedent for authorizing miscellaneous specialized uses of uhf. He
to telecast only in the Spanish lansaid it will impair the FCC in its
This is the first commission grant current rulemaking designed to proguage.
mote the use of uhf and that it may
for an all-foreign language tv station in the U.S. and the specialized hurt educational tv plans to use uhf
authority was given over the dissent in highly-populated areas.

sider the sponsorship agreement in the
same context as the sale or lease of a
commodity, which it considered means
goods, wares, merchandise, machinery
and supplies under the definition of the

Law. It also found no similarity with
contract rights, obligations or privileges
in such areas as insurance, electricity
and telephone service except the intangible quality they shared.

PROGRAMMING
RKO purchases programs
from CBC for U.S. showing
RKO General Inc. has acquired 21
one-hour drama programs from Canadian Broadcasting Corp. for distribution
to stations throughout the country, it
was announced jointly today (Nov. 6)
by Hathaway Watson, vice president in
charge of broadcast operations for RKO
General, and A. K. Morrow, director
of English Networks for the CBC.
The taped programs were carried on
CBC-TV over the past two years. They
will be shown on the five stations owned
by RKO General after the first of the
year, and are being offered for sale to
other tv stations. RKO General has
the distribution rights to the programs
for five years.
New production facility
Producing Artists Inc., tv commercial production house, New York, has

71%
IN NIGHTTIME

started construction of a $500,000 center for the production of commercials
and feature length motion pictures.
Located on West 59th St., two blocks
south of the new Lincoln Center for
Performing Arts, the two full-size studios are being constructed in a former
warehouse and garage, with editing
rooms, a dubbing stage and the studios
under one roof. Innovations include
walls which may be moved hydraulically to convert the two stages into one
unit representing the largest amount of
midtown New York floor space available for film production.
Film sales...
9 Special Features (Seven Arts Associated): Sold to KHSL-TV Chico,
Calif., and KICU-TV Visalia, Calif.
Films of the 50' s Vol. II (Seven Arts
Associated): Sold to WDAF-TV
Kansas City, Mo.; WICU-TV Erie, Pa.,

INCREASE
COLOR

PROGRAMMING

Reflecting the dynamic growth of Color TV, nighttime
programming increased from 476 hours in 1960 to 815
in 1961. The big breakthrough in Color TV is here. Are
you with it? Get the full Color picture today from: W. E.
Boss, Director, Color Television Coordination, RCA, 30
Rockefeller Plaza, N. Y. 20, N. Y., Tel: CO 5-5900
56

and WIS-TV Columbia, S.C. Now in
59 markets.
Films of the 50's Vol. I (Seven Arts
Associated): Sold to WKRC-TV Cincinnati; WICU-TV Erie, Pa., and
WIS-TV Columbia, S.C. Now in 111
markets.
Big Time Wrestling from Calgary
(Foothills Athletic Club Ltd., Canada) :
Sold to KROD-TV El Paso, Tex.
Global Zobel (Telecast Productions
Inc.): Sold to KTNT-TV Tacoma;
KOIN-TV Portland, Ore.; KICU-TV
Fresno, Calif.; and KBTV (TV) Denver, Colo.
Popeye (King Features Syndicates) :
Sold to Spain's government tv network.
Series is now being dubbed in Spanish
for showing in Spain and Venezuela.
: Sold
to WGRTVRipcord
Buffalo(Ziv-UA)
for John
LaBatt
Ltd.;
WCCO-TV Minneapolis for Culligan
Water Softener Dealers; WSPD-TV Toledo for Eckerts Meats; KOLN-TV
Lincoln, Neb.; KGIN-TV Grand Island, Neb., and KMED-TV Medford,
Ore. Show is now in 92% of top-50
markets.
Post- 48 feature films (Screen
Gems): Sold to WREC-TV Memphis;
WTVT (TV) Tampa-St. Petersburg;
KCPX (TV) Salt Lake City; WKYT
(TV) Lexington, Ky.; WEAU-TV Eau
Clair, Wis.; KCTV (TV) San Angelo,
Tex.; WJHG-TV Panama City, Fla.;
WALB-TV Albany, Ga., and WBAYTV Green Bay, Wis.
Supercar (ITC):
Broadcasting
Corp. Sold to Canadian
BROADCASTING, November 6, 1961
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HOW

o
IT'S GOOD AT WWJ- BECAUSE
ARE

ALL SOUND,

WWJ'S

BELIEVABLE,

ON-THE-AIR

CONVINCING

PERSONALITIES
BROADCASTERS

Hugh Roberts
with Knut and
Big Mouth Baxter
smooth Les Martens

personable John Lynker
Bumper-to-Bumper
Club's
Bob Allison

showman Bob Maxwell

first lady of
fine music
Faye Elizabeth

witty
weathercaster
Sonny Eliot
They're supported
by an unbeatable
news team

University of
Michigan football
Detroit Tiger
baseball

... an average three-hour cum audience of 303,000 homes
(545,000 people)* 55% women, 31% men, 14% young people,
and a client list that's a who's who of advertising.
11
W

ft

If
WJ

■

AM

and

FM

RADIO

♦Nielsen July-August, 1961, 4 week cum
Detroit's

Basic

NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES: PETERS, GRIFFIN, WOODWARD, INC. • OWNED AND OPERATED BY THE DETROIT NEWS
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Radio
NBC

Station
Affiliate
67

Benton

series banned

for use 6 a.m., Sundays
William Benton's Encyclopaedia Britannica Inc., a million-dollar buyer of
paid advertising space in magazines and
newspapers to sell its various books,
plans to distribute to television stations
next spring a "free" series of 13 halfhour film programs based on its 54volume series, "Great Books of The
Western World." The series is titled
Great Voices From Great Books and
stars Hans Conreid reading from the
EBI volumes and discussing them with
notable scholars and authorities in various fields.
The programs, while free of charge
to stations, may not be sold for sponsorship, local or otherwise, and they
must be scheduled in reasonably good
periods. "Sunday morning at 6 a.m.
won't be acceptable," one EBI source
explained.
EBI also is understood to be in search
of and "will pay well" for a television
executive to assist in the distribution
work for the new program series and
in the servicing of other EBI public
service and educational materials for
regular network programs and local
station use.
Four pilots of the "Great Voices"
series already have been aired as public

Unusual
for
TV

Creative

one

Outstanding
in

the

Tele-Sound to offer
new jingle package
Tele-Sound Productions, Washington,
plans to offer its best package of jingles
to stations this week at Broadcast Promotion Assn.'s annual convention Nov.
6-8 in New York.
It is a package plan called Top Dog
— a marketing blitz of 14 jingles, two
contests, more than 1,000 personalized
station prizes and numerous off-the-air
promotions — which Tele-Sound says
solves the problem of selling itself in
an inexpensive and quick way.
The jingles run from 5-50 seconds
and are custom-made for the individual
station. Top Dog will be sold on an
exclusive basis in each market. It has
been tested for the past month at
WTVN Columbus, Ohio, after seven
months in the developing stage, according to Bill Devries, vice president in
charge of sales for Tele-Sound.
In creating its jingles, Tele-Sound
uses three basic ingredients: Music,
rhythm and rhyme. "They apply to

Opportunity

SALES
with

service programs by WBKB (TV) Chicago, EBI said. Executive producer is
Jim Stewart of Television Features Inc.
Mr. Stewart and his wife are principal
performers on three regular WBKB
children's programs. Series director is
George Paul.

MANAGER
of

the

Companies

Entertainment

Field

We are looking for a man to head the market by market
sale of television shows of outstanding quality. It is important that he has a well-rounded knowledge of TV station
management, station programming, sale of non-network station time and a comprehensive knowledge of potential
sponsors of spot sales locally, regionally and nationally. It
is not necessary that the man we want be presently engaged
in sales of this kind. The job will involve a unique custom
sales job of the finest entertainment which will be made
available to local stations. Remuneration commensurate with
importance of job.
Box 731H, BROADCASTING
68 (PROGRAMMING)

any subject," commented Mr. Devries.
"We've sold everything from corn mash
to a strip-tease show (at the Chase
Club in St. Louis)," he added.
Program

notes...

Ullman Inc. appointed ■ Richard H.
Ullman Inc., division of the Peter Frank
Organization Inc., New York, has been
appointed sales representative for Record Source Inc., New York, producer
of phonograph record services for radio stations. The RHU-RSI agreement
also provides that Record Source may
continue
directly. selling its services to stations
Country-western package ■ Country
and Western Radio, a new program and
production package produced by Stars
International, has been placed in distribution byRichard Ullman Inc. The
new package was introduced at the
County Music Assn. convention in
Nashville, Tenn., Nov. 2. C&W Radio
provides stations with about 1,000 programming and production aids, including special station identification themes,
call letter announcements, public service announcements and many others.
Selling "Knowledge" ■ Trans-Lux Television Corp. has been named distributor of the half -hour Frontiers of Knowledge series, which is being produced by
the radio-tv division of Triangle Publications in cooperation with Pennsylvania U. and other colleges and research laboratories. Five films in the
series have been completed on such
subjects as the atom, outer space and
the universe, and seven others are
planned. Each program is carried once
a month on the six Triangle tv stations.
Trans-Lux began selling the programs
Nov. 1.
Commission broadcasts ■ WBCM Bay
City, Mich., has started to broadcast
live the formal meetings of the Bay
City Commission as a public service to
the community.
Before Christmas present ■ SESAC,
New York, has released a special package to be opened before Christmas:
Christmas Songs & Symbols, a series
of 26 five-minute radio shows containing stories and carols for the holiday
season.
Programming available ■ The Girl
Scouts of the U.S.A. has available for
radio and tv station programming a
collection of spots, films, slides and
program guests describing the organization's activities. For information about
this free material, contact the local
Council office.
More weather ■ WCBI-TV Columbus,
Miss., is doing something about the
BROADCASTING, November 6, 1961

ENTIRELY
NEW
GATES
FM-10B . . . America's Finest 10,000 Watt FM
Transmitter. Both inside and out, the new Gates FM-10B is the most outstanding transmitter in
its power class manufactured today. ■ The FM-10B sounds good, both in the transmitter room with
its soft low hum-and at the listener's receiver where the true deep high fidelity sound comes through in
a new dimension of tone quality. ■ The FM-10B looks good, with its new advanced shadow-mold styling-the new look in contemporary FM design. ■ There's much more to the FM-10B story, such as the
4CX10,000D power tetrode — conservatively rated for long tube life and used in the final amplifier,
the solid state rectifiers in all power supplies, the built-in remote control, improved varia line tuning,
plus many more exceptional features that set this transmitter apart from all others. ■ Write today
for complete technical information — yours for the asking.

— -

GATES
RADIO
COMPANY
Subsidiary of Harris-lntertype Corporation
QUINCY. ILLINOIS
Offices in HOUSTON, WASHINGTON, D.C.
In Canada. CANADIAN MARCONI COMPANY
Export Sales: ROCKE INTERNATIONAL CORP 13 EAST 40th STREET, NEW YORK 16, N.Y., U.S.A., Cables: ARLAB

GATES

the

all

new—

weather — broadcasting more about it.
The station has signed for a 20-hourper-day weather wire with direct connections to weather and radar stations
throughout the South. The service went
into effect Oct. 1.

1961-62

BROADCASTING
"One-book library of television and

radio information"

YEARBOOK
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+ NEW

newspaper's local news department.
Concurrent with the change, WROW
has enlarged its news staff and increased
its newscasts to 24 daily.

separate directories indexing
the world of broadcasting

size for easy handling and reference

+ NEW thumb index, separating the six major business areas of broadcasting
+ NEWLY designed departments,
new easy-to-read type faces
+ OLD

set-off with

price stands for your convenience

+ 566 pages, 3Vi lbs. — $4.00 each —
LIMITED EDITION
Compiled, edited and written by the same staff that produces BROADCASTING — The Businessweekly of Television
and Radio — serving the business of broadcasting since 1931.
* Published every September

1735 ?eSa,es street' NWBROADCASTING
6, D. C.
'HE BUS.NESSWEEKLV OP TELEV,S.ON AND RAD.O WaShi(lgtOll
□

New Yearbook and the next
52 issues of BROADCASTING

□ 52 issues of BROADCASTING

Businessweekly — $11.00
Businessweekly — $7.00

□ New Yearbook only — $4.00

title /position
company name
address
city
zone
Please send to home addtess-
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More coverage ■ WROW Albany,
N. Y., has initiated an enlarged news
operation by setting up a newsroom in
the city room of the Albany Times
Union. The new operation combines
the resources of CBS Radio News, the
Associated Press radio wire and the

state

Talent show ■ KFMN (FM) Abilene,
Tex., devoted an entire day of its programming schedule to present "Local
Talent Spectacular," a show featuring
amateur and professional entertainment
in the area. It was the third such spectacular the station has presented in its
six months on the air.
'Thin Man' overseas ■ MGM-TV's The
Thin Man series, starring Peter Lawford and Phyllis Kirk, has been licensed
in Italy and Spain, raising the total of
foreign countries signed for the series
to 1 1 . RAI-TV Network will carry the
series in Italy, Zuriguel Asociados C.A.,
in Spain. RAI-TV was also licensed for
a total of 19 MGM cartoons.
Studio improvements ■ Gerald Productions Inc., New York, announces
the modernization and expansion of its
sound-stage facilities to improve the
production of tv film commercials, programs and feature films. The modernization includes flooring the studio with
Monoprene, a latex compound, which
cuts down extraneous noises during
shooting, and the construction of a
permanent cyclorama to improve lighting effect.
Exclusive contract ■ Diana Trask, Australian-born singer, has been signed to
an exclusive five-year contract with
NBC.
MCA record earnings ■ MCA Inc. reports that unaudited figures for the first
nine months of 1961 show earnings
rose to a record high of $11,043,266
from $9,251,346 for the corresponding
period of 1960. Net income after taxes
amounted to $5,353,466, equal to $1.31
per share, as compared with $4,484,073, equal to $1.09 per share, for the
1960 period.
Sport shows back on CBS-TV ■ The
Sunday Sports Spectacular and This
Wonderful World of Golf — two-anda-half consecutive hours of sports program ing— return to CBS-TV for their
third winter season on Sun., Jan. 7.
The two series, featuring sports events
BROADCASTING, November 6, 1961

It's

PENNSYLVANIA

Avenue

in

Washington,

D.C....

It's MAIN
STREET
in Ohio's Third
Market
The President may travel Pennsylvania Avenue during his inaugural drive, but if he is feted in Dayton
he'll ride down Main Street. And nowhere in Ohio's Third Market do we make any bones about the fact
that so many of our main streets are called just that. ■ This doesn't suggest, we trust, that we are altogether provincial, but it does point up the fact that people are a little different here. Not better. Just
different. And it explains why we take such pains to program precisely to those differences with a varied
fare of facts and entertainment. With the result — and we have piles of statistics to prove it — that people
on our Main Streets, and our side streets, and down our country lanes, consistently prefer our signals —
on TV, on AM, on FM. ■ And, by and large, they have more spending money in their pockets (sometimes nicknamed "discretionary income") than people in any other Ohio market. Ask George P. Hollingbery.
WHIO

DAYTON,
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WHIO-AM-FM-TV
OHIO
Associated with WSB, WSB-TV, Atlanta, Georgia
and WSOC, WSOC-TV, Charlotte, North Carolina

WHIO-TV
i

Channel

I Dayton
Ohio
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COLORCAST
What

they

see

on

I NG

Here are the next 10 days of network color
shows (all times are EST).
NBC-TV:

WJAC-TV

Nov. 6-10, 13-15 (6-6=30 a.m.) Continental
Classroom, Contemporary Mathematics.
Nov. 6-10, 13-15 (6:30-7 a.m.) Continental
Classroom, American Government.
Nov. part.
6-10, 13-15 (10:30-11 a.m.) Play Your
Hunch,
Is Nov.
Right,6-10,
part.13-15 (11-11=30 a.m.) The Price
Nov. 6-10, 13-15 (12:30-12=55 p.m.) It
Could Be You, part.
Nov. 6-10, 13-15 (2-2:30 p.m.) Jan Murray
Show, part.
Nov. 6-10, 13 (11=15 p.m.-l a.m.) The Jack
Paar Show, part.
Nov. 6, 13 (8:30-9 p.m.) The Price Is
Right, P. Lorillard through Lennen & Newell;
American Home Products through Ted Bates.
Nov. 7, 14 (7:30-8:30 p.m.) Laramie, part.
Nov. 8, 15 (9-10 p.m.) Perry Como's Kraft
Music
son. Hall, Kraft through J. Walter ThompNov. 8, 15 (10-10:30 p.m.) The Bob Newhart Show, Sealtest through N. W. Ayer.
Nov. 8,Douglas
15 (10:30-11
p.m.) David
Brinkley's
Journal,
Fir Plywood
through
Cunningham & Walsh; Pittsburgh Plate Glass
through BBDO.
Nov. 9 (10-11 p.m.) Sing Along With
around the country, will be viewed each
Sunday in the 2:30 to 5 p.m. EST

The more people who see your product, the more prospects for sales. And
in the Johnstown-Altoona market, more
people watch WJAC-TV than any other
station. Both ARB and Nielsen back
up this statistical fact. But more importantly, WJAC-TV turns these statistics into sales, a fact backed up by
a host of happy advertisers from A (for
automatic washers) to Z (for zoup).
If you want people — purchasing people
—pick WJAC-TV.
For Complete Details, Contact:
HARRINGTON,

RIGHTER

AND PARSONS, INC.
New York Boston Chicago Detroit
Atlanta tos Angeles San Francisco
SERVING MILLIONS FROM

period.
Information on education ■ WTHI-TV
Terre Haute, in cooperation with the
Vigo County (Indiana) School System,
created and produced two programs designed to keep the people of Vigo
county informed about what their
school system is doing. One was an
hour-long presentation entitled Know
Your School Principal, in which 65
public and parochial educational leaders were presented to the public. The
other is a series of spots, exploring
various facets of the Vigo county school
operation.
New studios MPO Videotronics Inc.,
New York, has opened a Canadian
branch at Lakeshore Studios, Toronto.
MPO, commercial and industrial film
producer, now has offices and studios
in New York, Detroit, Chicago and
Hollywood, as well as in Toronto.
Monograph ■ The U. S. Secret Service
announced that it has updated its monograph covering illustrations of paper
currency, stamps and other obligations
of the United States and foreign governments.
Benefit performance ■ A benefit performance of "Sail Away," new Broadway show, is scheduled Nov. 14, for
the New York City chapter of American Women in Radio & Television.
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Mitch, R. J. Reynolds and Ballantine through
William Esty; Buick through McCann-Erickson.
Nov. 10 (9=30-10:30 p.m.) The Bell Telephone Hour, The Bell System through N. W.
Nov. 11 (9:30-10 a.m.) Pip the Piper, GenAyer.
eral Mills through Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample.
Nov. 11 (10-10=30 a.m.) The Shari Lewis
Show, Nabisco through Kenyon & Eckhardt.
Nov. 11 (10:30-11 a.m.) King Leonardo and
His Short Subjects, General Mills through
Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample.
Nov. 11 (4-5 p.m.) All-Star Golf, Kemper
Insurance through Clinton Frank; Reynolds
Metals through Lennen & Newell.
Nov. 11 (7:30-8:30 p.m.) Tales of Wells
Fargo, part.
' Nov. 11 (9-11 p.m.) Saturday Night At The
Movies, part. "The Halls of Montezuma."
Nov. 12 (concl. of football game to 5
p.m.) Patterns in Music, sust.
op.Nov. 12 (6-6:30 p.m.) Meet the Press, co-

' Nov. 12 (7-7:30 p.m.) The Bullwinkle Show,
General Mills through Dancer-Fi
tzgerald-Sample; Toys and Beech-Nut Gum through
Young &IdealRubicam.
Nov. 12 World
(7=30-8:30
p.m.) RCA
Walt and
Disney's
Wonderful
of Color,
Eastman Kodak through J. Walter Thompson.
Nov. 12 (9-10 p.m.) Bonanza, Chevrolet
through Campbell-Ewald.
AWRT's Educational Foundation will
be one of the beneficiaries.
Public-service spots ■ Petker's Personality Scope Co., Beverly Hills, Calif.,
which furnishes spots to 1,553 radio
stations, announced it has put into production 30-second and 1 -minute public
affairs spots that are strictly non-commercial. They will be released to member stations at the rate of 80-120 spots
per month.
UEC produces films
for local sponsor use
Informational television programs,
five and ten minutes in length, are being
prepared by a new producer-distributor,
Universal Entertainment Corp., New
York. David Savage, UEC president,
said he started the company with Alvin
Sussman, executive vice president, believing that the local advertiser in tv is
being
UEC"neglected."
began operations with a fiveminute film program on personal
grooming,
Westmore's
Tips on&
Tricks, and Ern
has started
production
two taped series — Arlene Calling, a 10minute woman's program, starring Arlene Francis, and Your Seat on the
Stock Exchange, a five-minute show explaining facets of personal investment
in lay language. Mr. Savage added that
UEC is developing additional fiveminute informational programs, one in
sports instruction.
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Recovery

Rising
Help

STREET

Farm

Bring

Incomes

an Upturn

In Equipment

Buying

Help for Trucks, Appliances
Farmers are so eager for new machinery
that they're haggling less over prices than they
did a year ago, dealers report.
"Farmers aren't a$ price conscious as last
year so we can get more money on a sale,"
says Jack Martin, who sells J, I. Case tractors
and implements in. Sioux City, Iowa. "This
morning, we allowed a farmer $600 on the old
picker he traded in on a new $2,700 model.
Last year, we probably would have given him
$700 for a comparable machine." Mr. Martin
sold 21 tractors m August; in August of 1960,
he sold seven.
7

s /
•SIOUXLAND'S
TOP COVERAGE STATION
•TENTH AND GRANDVIEW
SIOUX CITY. IOWA

The Sioux City Journal, on October 3rd,
reported that department stores sales in
Sioux City increased a whopping 30%
in August over the previous month. This
was a greater increase than was made
in any other city in Iowa. Another indication that business is good in Sioux City.
KTIV

— CHANNEL
NBC
— ABC
FIRST

4

In Siouxland
*ARB Area Study Fall '58
*ARB Area Study Spring '59
*ARB Area Study Fall '59
*ARB Area Study Spring 460
*ARB Area Study Fall '60
*ARB Area Study Spring '61
STATION AVERAGE HOMES
REACHED
(ARB., MAR., 1961)
AH shows Sunday through Saturday
KTIV Station B
6:00 PM to 10:00 PM — 41,000 28,800
10:00 PM to Midnight — 20,200 11,500
6:00 PM to Midnight — 34,000 23,200
9:00 AM to Midnight — 21,200 15,100
More than 85% of -236,100 Siouxland
TV homes lie outside of metropolitan
Sioux City — emphasizing the need for
KTIV Channel 4 wide range appeal.
*TV FACTBOOK 1961
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National Representatives
GEORGE P. HOLLINGBERY COMPANY
New York-Chicago-San Francisco-Los Angeles
Seattle-Detroit-Atlanta
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Regional Representatives
HARRY S. HYETT CO. Minneapolis
THE SODERLUND CO. Omaha
EUGENE F. GRAY CO. Kansas City

THE

Tv

code

staff

MEDIA

studies

commercial

cut

STATIONS CLAIM COMMERCIAL TIME REVISIONS IMPOSE "HARDSHIPS"
The NAB television code staff has undertake a study with a view to askSeptember by NAB President LeRoy
Collins. Mr. Swezey took over as code
begun a study of the new tightened
ing formined
clarifying
necessary. language if it's deterdirector on Oct. 15. His contract,
commercial time limitations for prime
The
code
board upheld the code staff which includes expenses, is for two
evening hours. The study was ordered
in its interpretation of the ban on the years and provides that negotiations
by the Tv Code Review Board, meeting
for extension shall begin six months
advertising, even indirectly, of feminine
in Washington last week, and follows
grumbling by some independent tv sta- hygiene products. The code staff posi- before expiration.
tion was taken on a plan by Mayfield
tions at the code commercial time reThe tv code currently has 391 stavisions last June. At that time the Industries Inc., Fort Worth, whereby
tions and the three tv networks as subcode board cut down the allowable
scribers. Italso has 22 film producers
tv spots would call attention to newsas affiliate subscribers. Present with
commercial announcement time in
paper advertisements relating to a femprime time from six minutes to four
inine hygiene product (Broadcasting,
Mr. Herold at last week's meeting:
E. K. Hartenbower, KCMO-TV KanAug. 14). Neither the product nor its
minutes per 30-minute program
name was to be mentioned on the air.
(Broadcasting, June 19).
sas City, chairman; Mrs. A. Scott Bullitt, KING-TV Seattle; Robert W. FerAt the request of Code Director RobLast week's move came after a number of non-affiliated tv stations claimed
ert D. Swezey, the special code board
guson, WTRF-TV Wheeling and
subcommittee which had been studying
they cannot afford the restrictions. One
George Whitney, KFMB-TV San Diego. Absent from the meeting were
the preparation of an operational code
such protest was lodged at the NAB
conference in San Francisco last month,
manual for station use, deferred its re- James M. Gaines, WOAI-TV San Antonio, and Lawrence H. Rogers II, Taft
port to permit Mr. Swezey to study the
by Howard Stalnaker, KPHO-TV
Phoenix, who said the reduction in matter. The subcommittee is headed
Broadcasting Co., Cincinnati. Chairman Hartenbower and some members
prime time commercial lengths would
by Joseph Herold, KBTV (TV) Denof the board called on FCC Chairman
ver.
cost his station $1 10,000 a year (BroadMinow during the meeting. Mr. Minow
casting, Oct. 30).
This was the code board's first meetThe official action of the Code Reing with Mr. Swezey since he was ap- pledged his aid in helping the board
with its work.
view Board was to instruct the staff to
pointed to his $40,000-a-year post last

New
AUDIENCE
BUILD
WITH

AWARD

ADVERTISERS
- WINNING

ADULT

RADIO

Carlton Fredericks' "LIVING SHOULD
BE FUN"
Hottest adult show on radio attracts,
holds adult audiences. Attracts, holds top
advertisers, national and regional. Five
25-minute shows per week, offered exclusively on a one-station-per-market basis.
Over 15 years' record of successful,
award-winning broadcasting.
YOU GET FIRM COMMITMENT from
national advertiser to buy time immediCarlton Fredericks, Ph.D.
ately on your station!
America's Foremost Nutritionist
These Top Stations KISOW Carlton Fredericks SELLS
- Philadelphia,
New
York, N.N. Y.Y.
Portland, Ore.
WOR - - Dunkirk,
KGON -- Great
WRTA
Pa.Pa. Pa.
Falls, Mont.
WJMJ
• -- Altoona,
Pottstown,
WPAZ
Jamestown,
N.
Y,
Erie,
Pa.
San
Diego,
Cal. Cal.
WHAM
Rochester,
N.
Y.
KARR
.
:
»
Los
Angeles,
Cincinnati,
Ohio
WICU
•
- San
Francisco,Cal.
Cal.
WIBX - - Utica,
WWOL
KGB
Cleveland,
Ohio
WGAR
Buffalo,N. N.Y. Y.
Sacramento,
WLW
KABC
.
WMOA - Marietta, Ohio
N. Y.
- Little Rock, Ark.
WEIV - Ithaca,
KFAX
WNAX
Yankton,
S.
D.
Syracuse,
N.
Y.
Shreveport, La.
WOIV
KWKH
KJML
WWVA -- Peoria,
N. Y.
Wheeling,III. West Va.
KTHS -• -Denver,
Col.
WJIV
WAAP
WKOP - Albany,
Binghamton, N. Y.
Wichita,
Kan.Ariz.
WHAY —— Hartford,
WCUM
KPHO
Cumberland,
Md.
Conn.
Phoenix,
WJOY — Burlington, Vt.
Tampa,
Fla.
KBMO
Benson,
Minn.
WDVH
KQAQ
WORL
KLZ - - Austin, Minn.
Fla.
Mass.
KFH
WFLA
WMFP ■ -- Gainesville,
WBEC —— Boston,
Omaha,
Neb.
Ft.
Lauderdale,
Fla.
KMEO
Pittsfield,
Mass.
WTYM — Springfield, Mass.
WMNE - Menomonie, Wis.
- Clovis, N. M.
WTUX — Wilmington, Del.
Rapids,Ind.Mich.
- World Wide Bdcstg
WRUL
WYCA
Hammond,
WLAV . -- Grand
WJWL — Georgetown, Del.
KVER
WPAW
WMUZ - Detroit, Mich.
- Providence, R. I.
FOR COMPLETE INFORMATION AND AUDITION TAPES, WRITE, WIRE OR PHONE
CF
PRODUCTIONS,
1 PARK AVE., N. Y. 16
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INC.
MU 5-8757

movie

approach

in pay-tv fight
An unusual approach was taken by
an opponent of pay television last week.
Philip F. Harling, chairman of the Joint
Committee Against Pay Tv and of the
Anti-Pay Tv Committee of the Theatre
Owners of America, urged RKO General board chairman Tom O'Neil to
abandon plans for a toll-tv undertaking
in Hartford, Conn., and suggested that
he return to the business of making motion pictures.
Mr. Harling's remarks constituted a
highly personalized plea to Mr. O'Neil
to give up the Hartford project, which
he called "hazardous," and, instead, to
"make pictures and we will buy them
for our theatres." Mr. Harling became
ill shortly before a state-wide meeting of
Connecticut motion picture exhibitors
in New Haven last Tuesday (Oct. 31),
and his speech was read by Bernard
Menschell of the Connecticut Committee Against Pay tv.
Mr. Harling pointed to reports of the
experiencenational
of Telemeter
Paramount
Pictures'
Interoperation
in Canada
(Broadcasting, Oct. 16) as bolstering
his contention that pay tv is a "hazardous undertaking." He advised Mr.
O'Neil, whom he called "a learned, aggressive, smart business man," to abandon the test plans of RKO PhonevisionZenith Radio Corp. Mr. Harling apBROADCASTING, November 6, 1981
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Francisco's KTVU
availabilities.

The Nation's LEADING
Independent TV Station
The 307 foot high Campanile on the Berkeley campus of
the
University
of California
Nation'sthelargest
University.
A San
Francisco
Bay Area—the
landmark,
Campanile
was
built in 1914, a donation by Mrs. Jane K. Sather.
CHANNEL
SAN

FRANCISCO

• OAKLAND

board
one-time
0*Neil,
Mr.RKO
pealed to of
chairman
Radio
Pictures, to
return to the motion picture field, in
these words:
•'Think it over, Tom O'Neil. Join us
again. Make your pictures and we will
You won't
for toourgettheatres.
buy them
have
to fight
customers. We are
ready, able and willing to back you,
when you forget this pay-tv foolishness
and get back into picture making."
He advised the meeting that on Nov.
9 TOA's counsel, Marcus Cohn, will
appear before the U. S. District Court
of Appeals to argue against authorization of the RKO Phonevision-Zenith
Radio three-year test of pay tv in the
Hartford area.
50-kw WGAR
going
from CBS to NBC
WGAR Cleveland, a 50-kw station
and a CBS Radio affiliate for the past
25 years, is switching to NBC Radio
at a date to be announced. The change
was made known last week in New
York in a joint statement by Herbert E.
Evans, president of Peoples BroadcastNBC's
WGAR, and
Corp., owner
Tom ing Knode,
viceofpresident
for station
relations.
CBS Radio — through William A.
Shudt Jr., vice president, affiliate relations— said the network regrets the
termination
of a relationship
"long-standing"
work and station
that netwas
termed as "pleasant," and added that
the
network
has future
"every we
confidence
that
within
the near
will be able
to announce a new affiliation in the
area."
Mr. Evans said the station always
thought "highly of CBS, but we feel
that NBC Radio today provides a service better geared to our concept of community service." He cited NBC's news
and coverage of world events. Carl E.
George is WGAR's general manager.
It's reported that WJW Cleveland,
the Storer station with which NBC Radio will terminate its affiliation, plans
to operate as an independent station
in the future.

A Totally NEW
Radio

Station

A reunion for KHJ and Mutual
KHJ-AM-FM Los Angeles, which
Godwin (1.), MBS stations vice presihad been Mutual affiliates for 23
dent. The stations will re-affiliate
years when the stations decided to with Mutual, effective Jan. 29, 1962.
become independent outlets in 1959, Interested onlooker is Frank W. Eris heading back into the Mutual line- win, assistant to MBS President Robert F. Hurleigh. Mr. Watson said
up. Arrangements were completed
last week by Hathaway Watson (r.), the re-affiliation is the result of the
vice president in charge of broadcast
stations" plans to implement an exoperations for RKO General Inc.,
pansion of news and public-affairs
owner of the stations, and Charles W. programming.

Fulltime paid staff
planned by Missourians
The Missouri Broadcasters Assn.
concluded its annual Fall meeting in
Jefferson City by raising its monthly
dues and increasing its membership fee
to $50 for the purposes of hiring a fulltime staff.
Concurrently, the MBA unanimously
passed a resolution voicing opposition
to the proposed FCC license renewal

Concept in
Promotion

— Entirely different from anything
ever offered before —
SEE it
TELE-SOUND PRODUCTIONS, inc.
AT THE BPA
PENNSYLVANIA BUILDING
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.
CONVENTION
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program forms as "tending to lead to
program control and inevitably to cenThe group adopted a resolution callsorship."
ing for increased efforts on its part to
win equal access for broadcasting in
the city, county and state whenever
possible.
In addition to electing Robert Hyland, KMOX St. Louis, president
(Broadcasting, Oct. 30), the MBA
also adopted two other resolutions:
( 1 ) made it mandatory for each member station to include broadcast editorials within its program schedule; and
(2) went on record as supporting the
movement to secure the National Research &Training Division of the NAB
to be located at the U. of Missouri.
KFMB-TV,

KOGO-TV

sign

KFMB-TV and KOGO-TV San Diego have signed new contracts with
the American Federation of Tv & Radio
Artists, giving $15 weekly increases to
more than 25 staff and freelance announcers over a three-year period. The
pacts also call for a 20% increase in
program fees for announcers.
BROADCASTING, November 6, 1961

New

RCA

Cartridge

with

Tape

"TRIP

System

CUE"

■
Mi;W*K...

Here's the cartridge tape system with something new— trip cue! This unique
feature allows you to record a special trip-cue tone that, during playback,
can be used to start the next device in an automatic or semi-automatic system,
with split-second timing. (In TV operations it may be used to advance slide
projectors.)
Delayed broadcast, spot announcement campaigns, production aids, themes,
station breaks can be handled by the RT-7A with a minimum of effort. Cartridge isselected, placed in a playback unit, forgotton until "Air" time, then
instantly played at the flick of a button. Cueing and threading are eliminated.
Check this handsomely-styled equipment against any other for compactness
and design ... Provides transistor circuitry, low power consumption, simplicity of operation! It's one more in a growing line of value-packed new products for radio and television stations from the pioneer in broadcasting. See
your RCA Broadcast Representative. Or write to RCA Broadcast and Television Equipment, Dept.
B-22, Building 15-5, Camden, N. J.

The Most Trusted Name in Electronics
RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA

Typical packaging is this attractive
four-unit console with single BA-7
Cartridge Tape Record and Playback
Amplifier and three Cartridge Tape
Decks, as illustrated.
Separate units of this system available are the Record and Playback
Amplifier, and the Cartridge Tape
Deck. A Cartridge Storage Rack is
also available.

AB-PTs

nine

month

profit hits new high
American Broadcasting - Paramount
Theatres set a new record for operating
profits in the first nine month of 1961.
Estimated net operating profits were
$7,580,000 or $1.78 a share, compared
with $7,522,000 or $1.76 a share for
the same period of 1960, according to
Leonard H. Goldenson, AB-PT president.
Net profits, including capital gains,
climbed to $13,758,000 ($3.24 a share)
from $8,873,000 ($2.08 a share) for
the first nine months.
Third-quarter estimated net operating profits were $1,866,000 (44 cents
a share) in 1961 compared with 1960's
$1,869,000 (43 cents a share). Net
profits, including capital gains, for the
third quarter of 1961 were $1,915,000
(45 cents a share) against $1,892,000
(44 cents a share) for 1960's third
quarter.
Mr. Goldenson noted that third quarter results for the ABC broadcasting division were ahead of 1960 figures, despite the cost of setting up ABC-TV
National Station Sales Inc., tv station
sales subsidiary which services the
company's
five owned
tv stations

(Broadcasting, July 24). In the same
period, AB-PT expanded its foreign tv
holdings by acquiring minority interests in two Japanese tv stations, and in
a station in Manila.
In a related development, Stephen C.
Riddleberger, ABC vice president for
owned and operated stations, reported
record fourth-quarter sales for the five
ABC-owned stations in the two-month
period since the establishment of the
tv station sales arm. He said more
fourth-quarter business was booked by
Oct. 15 than during the complete fourth
quarter in 1960. He predicted sales for
the quarter will exceed 1960 figures by
20%.
Smith
over

leaves
news

CBS

policy

"A difference in interpretation of
CBS news policy" — as it was termed by
CBS last week — caused a parting between news commentator Howard K.
Smith and the network. Mr. Smith was
chief Washington correspondent and
general manager of the CBS news bureau in that city.
Mr. Smith joined CBS in 1941 as a
Berlin correspondent, covered World
War II in Europe and the Nuremberg
Trials. He was chief correspondent in

FINANCING
AVAILABLE...
We are providing increasing volume of
financing for radio and television properties.
If you're planning additional purchases or
expansion of facilities, or have other capital
needs, call us about our financing services.
Inquiries are held in the strictest confidence'

IiLA.CI£I3UEtINr
& Company,
RADIO • TV • NEWSPAPER BROKERS
NEGOTIATIONS • FINANCING • APPRAISALS
WASHINGTON, D. C.
James W. Blackburn
Jack V. Harvey
Joseph M. Sitrick
RCA Building
FEderal 3-9270
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CHICAGO
H. W. Cassill
William B. Ryan
333 N. Michigan Ave.
Chicago, Illinois
Financial 6-6460

ATLANTA
Clifford B. Marshall
Stanley Whitaker
Robert M. Baird
John C. Williams
JAckson 5-1576

Inc.

BEVERLY HILLS
Colin M. Selph
Calif. Bank Bldg.
9441 Wilshire Blvd.
Beverly Hills, Calif.
CResrview 4-2770

Europe for CBS until 1957, when he
was moved to Washington.
It was learned last week that Mr.
Smith will wind up his duties with CBS
quite quickly but will remain with outstanding commitments he has on the
network's CBS Reports (he is to appear
on three specials).
For some time, questions of news
policy have provided a bone of contention between Mr. Smith and network
officials. The network has reportedly
become increasingly concerned over
what it considers his tendency to editorialize too strongly on the air.
On the Oct. 29 radio news broadcast
at 8:15 p.m., Mr. Smith failed to appear in his usual commentating role,
and another CBS newsman took his
place. Tom C. Stix of the Stix & Gude
agency, the commentator's
business
representative, refused to confirm
or deny
reports that Mr. Smith had offers from
other networks, nor would he comment
on what plans the newsman may have
for the future. Mr. Smith's contract
with CBS still has several years to run.
Changing hands
ANNOUNCED ■ The following sales of
station interests were reported last week
subject to FCC approval:
■ WNTA-AM-FM Newark, N. J.: Sold
by NTA to Bergen Broadcasting Corp.
for $2.5 million (Closed Circuit; Oct.
30). Bergen Broadcasting is a subsidiary of Communications Industries
Corp., owner of WEOK Poughkeepsie,
N. Y.; WACE Chicopee, Mass.; WKST
New Castle, Pa., and WKST-TV
Youngstown, Ohio. CIC is headed by
Lazar Emanuel, and includes Blair
Walliser, Paul Smallen and Charles P.
LeMieux Jr. WNTA operates fulltime
with 5 kw day, 1 kw night on 970 kc;
WNTA-FM is on 94.7 rac with 15 kw.
Broker was Edwin Torr/berg & Co.
■ KSON San Diego, Calif.: Sold by the
estate of JKenyon Brown to Dan and
Mike McKinnon for an aggregate sum
exceeding $350,000. The Messrs. McKinnon are the sons of Clinton D. McKinnon (KOAT-TV Albuquerque and
KVOA-TV Tucson, both Arizona).
Terms of the purchase include payment
of $100 for the stock of KSON and
include notes due the Brown estate. In
addition they are assuming $185,000
in obligations and guaranteeing $250,000 in notes. KSON operates fulltime
on 1240 kc with 250 w.
■ KFDM-TV Beaumont, Tex.: 33% interest sold by D. A. Cannan, C. B.
Locke and associates to W. P. Hobby
for $232,901. Mr. Hobby (Houston
Port-KPRC-AM-TV) is exercising his
option to purchase this interest. In
1954 he loaned Beaumont Broadcasting
$55,000 and in return received this option. The loan and the option were the
subject of litigation before the grant of
BROADCASTING, November 6, 1961

the ch. 6 facility was made final. The
Cannan-Locke group retains ownership
of KFDM. KFDM-TV operates on ch.
6 and is a CBS affiliate.
■ KITO San Bernardino, Calif.: Sold
by estate of Kenyon Brown to KPOI
Broadcasting Co. for $250,000. KPOI
Broadcasting Co. (KPOI Honolulu) is
headed by H. D. Fernhead. KITO is a
fulltime 5 kw station on 1290 kc.
■ KCKC San Bernardino, Calif.: Sold
by Raymond T. McKenzie and associates to Joseph H. McGillvra and wife
for $155,000. The McGillvras own
WBIW Bedford, Ind. Mr. McGillvra
was formerly in the station representation business. KCKC is 500 w fulltime
on 1350 kc.
Transcontinent

reports

nine-month gross rise
Transcontinent Television Corp. last
week declared a dividend of 10 cents
per share on outstanding common stock
payable Nov. 17 to stockholders of record Nov. 8.
In an interim financial report released
to stockholders, TTC President David
C. Moore reported that gross revenues
for the first nine months of 1961 totalled $12,694,683, compared with
$9,752,383 for the same period in 1960.
Net income increased by 16%, to
$798,341 (45 cents per share), compared to $690,967 (39 cents per share)
for the corresponding 1960 period. Mr.
Moore noted that the full nine-month
revenues of WDAF-AM-FM-TV Kansas City were included in the 1961
figures, but only those from Aug. 18,
1960 in the nine-month 1960 figures.
TTC acquired WDAF stations on the
August date last year. Mr. Moore stated
he anticipated earnings for the calendar
year 1961 in the range of 70-75 cents
per share. TTC stations, in addition to
the Kansas City outlets are WGR-AMFM-TV Buffalo, KFMB-AM-FM-TV
San Diego, KERO-TV Bakersfield and
60% of WNEP-TV Scranton, Pa.

Co.,
discussing
Standard Rate
& Data's
central
media accounting
facility
and
its relation to local station billing.
WUHF

programming

to begin

on

schedule

WUHF (TV) New York, the city's
(and the
new scheduled
experimental
uhf
outlet
on FCC's)
ch. 31, was
to start
programming on a regular basis at
11:30 a.m. yesterday (Sunday), even
though a fire last Tuesday in a power
supply transformer atop the Empire
State Building threatened a postponement.
Seymour N. Siegel, director for the
Municipal Broadcasting System which
is operating the station for the FCC,
expected repairs to be finished in time
for tests to resume late Thursday last
week. Earlier in the week, he released
the program schedule for the first week
of regular operation.
Some of the WUHF programs will
be simulcasts of programs originating
on existing vhf channels (2, 5, 7, 9 and
1 1 ) in New York. Other programs will
be produced for and by various official
and semi-official agencies offering services to the public. Still others are being
produced for experimental purposes by
professionals associated with commercial tv operations. These producers have

volunteered their services without
charge, and their programs will be
aimed at an "intellectual" audience.
Jerome B. Agel, president of his own
advertising agency in New York, is the
producer
of first
the station's
series. His
program first
lastregular
night
(7:30-8 p.m.) was to be a shortened
film version of etv's first spectacular
by Mr. Agel in Chicago in 1957. It
featured Alistaire Cook, Frank Lloyd
Wright and Carl Sandburg. Mr. Agel's
subsequent programs in the Sunday
time slot will be two series presented
live on alternate weeks. One will be
a visual arts quiz, with "no answers,
but many opinions," titled "Point of
View." The second series, "The Contemporary Scene," will have two participants and a moderator.
TelePrompTer

to carry fights

TelePrompTer Corp., New York, last
week announced plans to carry its
closed-circuit telecast of the "DoubleHeader" boxing card on Dec. 4 to 170
theatre locations and 100 catv systems.
TelePrompTer hopes to reach an audience of 250,000 persons. The telecast
will consist of two bouts on that night
— the Floyd Patterson-Tom McNeeley
heavyweight championship contest from
Toronto and the Sonny Liston-Albert
Westphal match from Philadelphia.

SOUTHWEST — Major network VHF-TV affiliate plus full
time radio station. Combined annual gross $170,000.00plus. Absentee-owned. Sale includes two buildings and
50 acres of land. Total price $305,000.00 with $60,000.00 down and attractive terms. ANOTHER H&L
EXCLUSIVE.
MIDWEST — Full time radio station grossing $90,000.00plus annually with excellent cash flow. Priced for quick
sale at $105,000.00 — all cash. Might consider terms at
a much higher total price. ANOTHER H&L EXCLUSIVE.

Financial group sets
Chicago meet Nov. 16
The first annual meeting of the Institute of Broadcasting Financial Management will be held Nov. 1 6 at the Sheraton-Chicago Hotel in Chicago.
The one-day session features key
addresses by broadcasters and allied
field personnel. Among them: Hamilton
Shea, president of Shenandoah Valley
Broadcasting and chairman of the AllIndustry Television Station Music License Committee, speaking on present
ASCAP relations; Hyman H. Goldin,
chief of the Economics Division, FCC's
Broadcast Bureau, discussing the annual report of FCC form 324 for 1961
and its changes; George W. Schiele,
vice president of sales, Broadcast Billing
BROADCASTING, November 6, 1961
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Western
Without

Stagecoach
In the Sacramento area, where stagecoaches rolled
and gold once rushed, many people need look
no further than their family trees for action
stories of the Old West. Finding modern, live
dramatic fare, however, is another matter. Like
so many areas west of Broadway, Sacramento
has very little live theater.
Corinthian station KXTV

is doing its part

to remedy this. "The Ties Have It," a drama
locally written and acted, was produced and
aired by KXTV. Finalist in the Corinthian
Stations Public Service Award competition, the
show is one of several being presented to encourage local writing, local little-theater groups,
local talent, and local dramatic schools.
In a computer world of machine decisions
and hot pursuit of numbers, KXTV's action is
hardly calculated to make Sacramento's Broadway replace its eastern namesake. It is, however,
typical of the Corinthian viewpoint: A station's
ties to a community, like all friendships, need to
be kept in good repair. We believe that this kind
of originality is not only good citizenship but a
sales virtue as well.
Responsibility in Broadcasting

BPA

conventioneers

KOTV
Tulsa
KHOU-TV
Houston
KXTV
Sacramento
WANE-TV
Fort Wayne
WISH-TV
Indianapolis
WANE-AM
Fort Wayne
WISH-AM
Indianapolis
Represented by H-R
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challenging

format

CONTESTS SEMINAR TOPICS
The annual convention of the Broad- Bayles, and John Eckstein, Wexton;
2:15-3:15, Market Data Panel— Medicasters Promotion Assn. gets underway
um to Large — Jackie DeCosta, Ted
& Co.; Bill Chrisman, Lennen &
6) atHotel, New
today (Nov. dorf-Astoria
whereYork's
some Wal350 Bates
Newell.
members are expected to attend the
Tuesday — 8-9 a.m., Regional Contiopening session at 9:30 a.m. By Wednesnental Breakfasts; 9-10 a.m., On Air
day evening, convention delegates will
Radio Promo Panel; 9-10 a.m., On Air
have participated in 17 workshops,
and will have heard top experts in the Television Promo Panel; 9-10 a.m.,
business discuss ways to improve sta- Contests — One Time Only Promotion
tion promotion activities. To give del- Contest Panel; 10-11 a.m., Trade Paper Relationships; 10-11 a.m., Budget
egates the opportunity to attend every
session that interests them, most of the Sessions; 10-11 a.m., Rating Panel,
sessions will be held twice — in succes- Julie Brown, Compton; Robert Boulware, Fletcher Richards, Calkins &
sive hours.
Holden,
and Frank Gromer, Foote,
Following is a list in chronological
Cone
& Belding;
sequence of events in the three-day
schedule:
Tuesday (continued) — 12:15 p.m.,
Monday — 9:30 a.m., Official Sem- Combined RTES-BPA Awards Lunchinar Opening Session (see above); 10eon; 3:30-5:30 p.m., General Business
11 a.m., station image panel, Theodore
Session; 7 p.m., Publications Cocktail
Grunewald, Hicks & Greist, Frank
Party; 8 p.m., Banquet.
Kemp, Compton, and Herb Zeltner,
Wednesday — 9-10 a.m., MerchandisLennen & Newell; 11-12 noon, Teleing Panel, Bern Kanner, Benton &
vision in the USA; 11-12 noon, Does
Bowles;
Raidt, D'Arcy, and Helen
Radio Need a Radio Information Of- Davis, J.Bill
Walter Thompson; 9-10 a.m.,
fice?
Critics Panel; 9-10 a.m., Trade Paper
Monday (continuing) — 12:15 p.m., Advertising, Bob Lidell, Compton;
Joint Radio & Tv Executives Society Roger Bumstead, MacManus, John &
Luncheon with James Hagerty, vice Adams, and Robert Kowalski, Young
president, ABC News, as keynote & Rubicam; 11-11:30 a.m., Closing
Session.
speaker; 2:15-3:15, sales promotion
panel, Mrs. Janet Murphy, Gumbinner; Philip Stumbo, McCann-Erickson,
News coverage tips
and Allan Silverman, Norman, Craig
& Kummel; 2:15-3:15, Market Data given at III. meeting
Panel, Ray Stone, Maxon; Richard
It's time for radio stations to return
Dunne, Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell &
to straight news that stands or falls on
its own merit, Lee White, news director
of KROS Clinton, Iowa, told the fall
High-placed friend
meeting of the Illinois News Broadcasters Assn. at Galesburg, 111., Oct.
When Joseph Mickey, news28-29. He said in many cases today the
man-photographer for WDAFnews is so interrupted by sirens,
TV Kansas City, Mo., told the
whistles and echo chambers that the
station that some film would be
listener gets a completely distorted picdelivered there by a friend of his
ture of the true story.
named John, other station people
Judge Gale A. Mathers of the Ninth
didn't get excited. The event Mr.
Circuit Court District of Illinois at
Mickey had covered was a parade
Knoxville, 111., related his experiences
in Humboldt, Kan., over 100
of satisfactory news coverage in the
miles away from Kansas City and
courtroom without disruption of the
far enough from major transporlegal proceeding. Judge Mathers said
tation centers to make shipment
he allows tv and still photography unof the film to the station difficult.
der strict conditions which assure due
It was therefore a stroke of luck
process
to the litigants and cited inthat Mr. Mickey's friend John
stances of photography so completely
happened to be going to Kansas
unobtrusive that no one knew pictures
City, doubly so since the parade
were being made.
was Mr. Mickey's first assignment
for WDAF-TV and the film was
Richard K. Hance, newsreel supervisor, WGN-TV Chicago, described
needed in a hurry. But it wasn't
until "John" showed up at the
techniques of tv newsreel film stories
station with the film that his full
that tell a complete story without narname was learned: John Anderration. He said such assignments reson, governor of Kansas.
quire the best skills of the photoSTATION

CORINTHIAN
STATIONS
H publicAWARDS
SERVICE
FINftLIST

face

IMAGE, RATINGS,

journalist.
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Datatrol firm offers instant tv spot availabilities
services in the country.
Succor for the harassed traffic deto overcome, Mr. Donaghue stated.
Basically, he concluded, it is similar
partments of tv stations — and their
"All signs point to the need for
equally immured spot representatives
to the automated reservation system
the service," Mr. Donaghue said last
used by airlines.
— may be on the way. Station
week. "We are now drawing up our
Present calculations indicate on a
presentation. This will be submitted
management and station representato several friends in the station, spot
rough scale, that the system could
tives may be out of their paper-work
rep and advertising agency field, and
prison soon.
be inaugurated for about $3 millionA team of Washington, D. C,
$4 million. General estimates indiif they approve, we'll make a firm
cate that it could be undertaken with
data processing specialists is aloffer
to
the
industry."
40% of the existing operating tv
most ready to present to the
Datatrol acts only in a consulting
stations as clients. Charges would
tv industry a proposal for the
and advisory capacity; it is not involved in selling equipment.
run $500 to $1,000 a month for
establishment of a central, fullyeach station. If the equipment is
Sea of Paper ■ The focus of the
automated spot availabilities clearclearing house idea, Mr. Donaghue
leased, the initial capital requireing house — capable of reporting virment can be reduced substantially.
tually instantaneously all day long
explained, is to overcome the mass
Under present plans, stations
a station's list of availabilities. The
of paper-work which is overwhelming both stations and spot reps in
proposal will be made next month
would continuously supply availato the Stations Representatives
bilities, adjacencies and ratings.
their attempts to keep current on
time availabilities.
These would appear in the offices of
Assn. by Datatrol Corp., a two-yeartheir spot representatives. Orders
old Silver Spring, Md., firm of auThe time has come, the automatomation and data processing confor time segments would be fortion expert emphasized, to put comsultants.
warded to stations by their reps, alputers to work on this subject — or
The study,
so on a continuous basis.
see stations and their reps sink unLead Time ■ If the project is apunderway for
der the paper sea.
proved, Datatrol is prepared to get
the past two
Mr. Donaghue thought the result
months, was
would be to make available many
a pilot operation going within six
made by Hugh
months and have the complete sysopportunities, heretofore lost, for
tem in full operation within a year.
P. D o n a g for the sale of spots. At the preshue, Datatrol
Datatrol
estimates it has already inent, he noted, availabilities aren't
vested $10,000 in the study.
president, and
known to rep salesmen and adverThe 30-man Datatrol Corp. was
top executives
tising agencies for two or three days
founded in 1959. It serves as data
Dr. Arthur
after they open. And, he added, in
processing and information storage
Kirsch and Wilmany instances spot rep salesmen
and retrieval consultant to such
liam Hammond.
will sell a time segment during the
Mr. Donagnue
It was initiated
firms as Remington-Rand, AT&T,
day only to discover it also has been
Dun & Bradstreet and the U. S.
at the suggestion of Dr. Kirsch, who
sold by another salesman from his
Army. Its business is now at $750,000
office to another client.
until last August was research director of American Research Bureau.
a year. Last July it issued 60,000
End to All That ■ It is all of this
shares of stock to the public.
ARB is one of the leading tv rating
that the processing center is tailored

WBC donates fm outlet
to Portland educators
Westinghouse Broadcasting Co. last
week gave away one of its fm stations.
WBC's KEX-FM Portland, Ore., was
offered as a gift, subject to FCC ap-

DAYTIME

proval, to the Oregon State System of
Higher Education. Governor Mark
Hatfield of Oregon accepted the station from Donald H. McGannon, WBC
president, at a public dinner in Portland. Speaking in behalf of assembled
board members, Gov. Hatfield accepted

COLOR

ALMOST

TELECASTS

TRIPLED

Daytime Color programming has mushroomed from
306 hours in 1959 to 815 in 1961. No wonder the big
switch is to Color TV. Are you with it? Get the full
Color picture today from: W. E. Boss, Director, Color
Television Coordination, RCA, 30 Rockefeller Plaza,
New York 20, N. Y., Tel: CO 5-5900
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with "great gratitude" and emphasized
the past need for "a radio outlet in
the state's most populous city to complement the Portland educational tv
In making the presentation, Mr. Mcchannel." Gannon noted "WBC's long association with educational radio and television systems, as well as with the National Educational Assn." He added:
"the
opportunity
to reach
bothaudience
the inschool audience and
the adult
after graduation is one of the great and
unique challenges of the future. We
hope that this grant of fm facilities will
contribute to these circumstances in
the educational system of Oregon."
The gift includes equipment and
studio facilities, as well as the license.
KEX-FM, which duplicates KEX programs, operates with 56 kw on 92.3
mc. Upon FCC approval the station
will operate under the general extension division of the OSSHE.
WBC's remaining fm outlets are
WBZ-FM Boston, KDKA-FM Pittsburgh and KYW-FM Cleveland.
BROADCASTING, November 6, 1961
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A Handsome

Who

Fact:

has the facts,

figures and findings
that add up to a most
handsome

audience

in New York?
Who

else but WINS

can prove a total of
3,770,500* impressions
daily, from 6:00 a.m.
to midnight, or an
hourly average of over
16,000 more listeners
than any other
New York station.
Figures confuse you?
Just remember: if you
want to sell New York,

Radio's own ten commandments
3. Thou shalt report the news of
Some common sense principles for
the
world with truth and honor.
the station manager seeking to deOur history as a communications
velop a sound, long-range operation
were suggested by Elmo I. Ellis, medium is relatively such a brief one
that many broadcasters have not yet
WSB Atlanta, at the Alabama Broadrealized the full extent of our recasters Assn. meeting in Tuscaloosa.
sponsibility— and the potential power
A portion of his talk, entitled "Rawe command — as reporters of the
dio's Ten Commandments and The
news.
Promised Land," follows:
Otherwise, we would not hear so
Thou shah operate at a profit.
That means running your business
many examples of bad journalism on
the air. There is no substitute for a
in such a professional and skillful
trained newsman. And there is no
manner that you are financially
satisfactory substitute for accurate,
sound and immune from the danger
or temptation of the quick-buck, the authoritative, reliable radio news refly-by-night advertiser, the shady per
porting. A teletype sound-effect
inquiry deals, or the cut-rate, cut- won't cover up a hack reporter . . .
throat competition that cheapens the
and rip-and-read techniques do nothing to localize news for your own
air waves in so many communities.
community.
2. Thou shalt broadcast the needs,
4. Thou shalt be original.
nity.
desires
and interests of the commuThis is a commandment that too
This implies integrating your radio
few broadcasters obey. And unstation into the community so that
happily the airwaves are filled with
it reflects the thinking of your citi- a sameness of sounds.
zens— their problems and how to
If you think your staff is too
solve them — what people are doing,
small — and your time too limited —
for developing new ideas, let me
and saying, and how they feel on
matters of general interest.
show you how simple it can be.
Take a magazine or a newspaper
This also means undertaking to
make your community a better place
and see what's on people's minds.
There are oodles of subjects but supto live by promoting good schools,
pose you decide on a simple subject
modern hospitals, sound churches,
such as "The Secrets of a Successful
clean and spacious parks, fine health
and welfare organizations, adequate
transportation facilities, a good poNow with this idea, you're only
lice force and fire department, an
aMarriage."
step away from one or more new
broadcast
creations. You can call
efficient city administration.

buy WINS. Your best
State governors

New York buy-any

accepts offer by NAB
The Council of State Governments
has accepted a broadcasting industry
offer of nationwide radio and tv cooperation inpublicizing the problem of
juvenile
delinquency
and efforts to combat it.

way you figure it.

1010

WINS

New York

Call WINS at JU 2-7000
*PULSE-Aug., 1961
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group

The acceptance of the offer, made to
the nation's governors by NAB President LeRoy Collins, was taken during
the governors' conference on delinquency and youth crime held Oct. 2021 in Denver. The group, headed by
Colorado Gov. Steve McNichols, voted
to submit recommendations to the next
meeting of tothebe National
Governors'
Conference,
held in Hershey,
Pa.,
next spring. Mr. Collins is a former
governor of Florida and a past chairman of both the National and the
Southern Governors' Conferences.
The Collins proposal was outlined
to the Denver meeting by Howard H.
Bell, NAB vice president for industry

affairs.
He suggested
a "broad-scale
mational program,
organized byinforthis
committee and including other interested groups, to bring all the facts to
the American people." The committee
agreed to invite other informational
media to join in the effort.
The basis of Mr. Bell's talk was that
no correlation has been shown to exist
between juvenile delinquency and
radio-tv, newspapers, magazines or
paperback books. He also emphasized
that both radio and tv have their own
codes which are aimed at combatting
programs which might have an injurious effect on young people. What is
needed, Mr. Bell suggested, is basic research to determine the causes of
crimes by youths.
Taft net income up
Taft Broadcasting Co. had net revenues of $4,894,030 and net income of
$744,188 (48 cents per share) for the
six months ending Sept. 30, 1961, HulBROADCASTING, November 6, 1961

wives and husbands and talk with

to them that no idea is ridiculous or

them on the phone about their "Secrets For a Successful Marriage." . . .
You may invite guests into your
studios or go out with a tape recorder. .. . Do an editorial on the subject. The possibilities go on and on.
5. Thou shalt Not covet another

silly. Respect listeners' opinions too.
8. Thou shalt make radio a partnership with the public.
This seems so obvious, doesn't it?
But think how many radio stations
are blasting out their news-andmusic, hour after hour, down a oneway street. Allow listeners to participate actively in the planning, programming and production of your
broadcasts, so they will be involved
in every moment of your air-time.
9. Thou shalt love thy audience
as thyself.
Practice the Golden Rule. Do
unto the listener what you would
have the listener do unto you.
I believe if we sincerely try to live
up to this precept — if we make ourselves sit down and listen to the programs we expect our listeners to accept— then we will remove from the
airwaves the cheap, the suggestive,
the inferior specimens of music,
news, commercials, and other program material.
10. Thou shalt broadcast with

broadcaster's programs or personalities.
Radio is the one medium where
stations sell harder against one another than they sell against newspapers, magazines, television and
other competitive media. It's a senseless type of warfare and it's harmful
to our profession — but still we do it.
6. Thou shalt protect and defend
the Radio Industry.
I think membership in an association is one indication of a broadcaster's concern for his profession.
Membership in NAB, and subscribing to the Radio Code are other
ways to show interest and cooperation. Every broadcaster should be
eloquent and evangelical in explaining, defending if necessary, and promoting broadcasting and the broadcaster's rights to the audience, to
advertisers, and to government officials.
7. Thou shalt cherish the right to
be wrong.
This one sounds a bit tricky. It
isn't intended to be. We all make
mistakes. From them we learn and
profit. But in order to make mistakes we must be willing to experiment. Maintain a creative climate
among your staff members. Preach

pride.
It's time we lifted our heads and
walked side-by-side with the other
sparkplugs of the town. Our newsmen should demand and deserve the
same respect as newspaper men. Our
announcers should be civic, church
and school leaders. Our stations
should be spokesmen for enlightened
thought and progressive movements.
Our industry should insist on the
same rights and privileges and freedoms enjoyed by other media.

Who

adds up blondes,

brunettes and redheads
of all ages, interests
and incomes?
Who

else but WINS

can add them up
any day of the week,
Monday through Friday,
starting at 6:00 a.m.
and ending at midnight,
and get a beautiful
total of more than
impressions1,500,000*
or
an average per hour
of over 83,000 women
who are dialed to 1010.
Remember,tosellwomen

bert Taft, president, reported to stockholders. This compares with net revenues of $5,350,221 and net income of
$705,834 (46 cents per share) for the
same six months in 1960. The 1961
figures reflect operations of Cincinnati
Bowl Inc., acquired June 22; the 1960
figures reflect operations of WBIR-AMFM-TV Knoxville, sold on Jan. 3. Earnings per share are based on 1,539,162
shares outstanding as of Sept. 30, 1961.
The board of directors, meeting Oct. 17,
voted a quarterly dividend of 10 cents
a share, payable Dec. 14 to stockholders
of record on Nov. 15.
WHDH-TV

aids WGBH-TV

WHDH-TV Boston is assisting
WGBH-TV, the etv station there, ravaged by a $1 million fire Oct. 14, by
letting the educational station use
WHDH-TV studios and equipment during repairs.
WHDH-TV gave air time (15 of 32
spots in Class A time) to solicit funds
for WGBH-TV.
Other area stations
BROADCASTING, November 6, 1961

and organizations also lent support to
the fire-damaged station (Broadcasting, Oct. 23).
Kansas

group

opposes

liquor ads on radio
Hard liquor advertising should not
be accepted by Kansas stations, according to a resolution passed Oct. 3 1 by the
board of the Kansas Assn. of Radio
Broadcasters. KARB reminded its
membership that radio traditionally has
refused liquor ads, the acceptance of
which violates the NAB radio code.
The KARB board also voted to sponsor a statewide teletype network to provide more weather and highway information for member stations. A project
for a demonstration of unobtrusive coverage of a court proceeding was approved. KARB also voted two full
scholarships for radio majors at state
schools to encourage training of qualified students interested in broadcasting
careers.

in and around New York,
you'll find them waiting
to be won on WINS.

1010

WINS

New York

Call WINS at JU 2-7000
*-PULSE-Aug., 1961
BS

INTERNATIONAL
Record

payment

upheld

in treaty

is

An international treaty which contains aprovision that record companies
be paid when their records are used
on radio or tv stations was adopted by
a 20 to 8 vote at a 38-nation conference
in Rome Oct. 25. The conference approved an international agreement protecting the rights of performers, record
makers and broadcasters (Broadcasting, Sept. 25).
In the vote on the crucial Article 12
requiring broadcasters to pay record
makers, nine countries abstained, including the United States.
The agreement, which must be ratified by at least six countries before it
becomes effective, does provide, however, that each country may reserve
honoring any section of the document
with which it disagrees. This can be
done by filing the exception with the
United Nations. In this case, other
countries are not required to honor the
particular provision with respect to the
nationals of the country which has
exempted itself.
The convention gives performers the
right to prohibit use of their work with-

CORRECTION
BROADCASTING is sorry for the unintentional typographical errors made
in the National Academy of Broadcasting advertisement that appeared in
the BROADCASTING 1961-62 Yearbook, page F-16. The correct advertisement appears below:

PROFESSIONAL
CLOSED CIRCUIT
OPERATION
Successful placement
of men & women for
27 years.
ALICE KEITH,
RESIDENCE,
PRESIDENT,
former Director of
CORRESPONDENCE, Education,
RCA . . .
SELF-STUDY
1st Broadcasting Director, CBS American
available
School of the Air.
NATIONAL ACADEMY OF
BROADCASTING, INC.
3338 16th St., N.W., Washington 10, D. C.
DEcatur 2-5580
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The hard sell is going to Japan
Rosser Reeves' Reality in Advertising, a personal advertising credo,
which has sold more than 30,000
copies, is being translated into Japanese. Above, Mr. Reeves, who is
Ted Bates & Co.'s chairman of the
board, discusses the book with Japanese advertising and broadcast executives. They are (1. to r.) : Masami
out their consent, and the producers of
recordings the right to prevent reproduction of their work without consent.
This right is also given to broadcasters.
The conference began Oct. 10 and
finished Oct. 26. It was held under the
auspices of three international organizations: International Labor Office,
United Nations Educational, Scientific
& Cultural Organization and International Union for the Protection of
Literary & Artistic Works. A draft
convention was drawn up at a meeting in The Hague last year, and was
circulated among all nations prior to
the Rome meeting.
Representing the broadcasting industry at last month's Rome meeting were
Robert V. Evans, CBS, and Harry R.
Olsson Jr., NBC. Sydney M. Kaye,
BMI, and Herman Finkelstein, ASCAP,
were also among the advisers to the
official U. S. delegation which was led
by Abraham L. Kaminstein, U. S. Register of Copyrights.
Third German tv network
to start in October 1962
Oct. 1, 1962 has been set as the
starting date
for West The
Germany's
television
network.
network third
will
televise from 30 transmitters throughout Germany in the uhf bands. Like
its two predecessors, one uhf, one vhf,
it will be operated on a generally noncommercial, public-institution basis.
Ultimate responsibility for the new
network rests with the television committee of the German Laender (federal
states), under whose auspices a 66-man
board will be set up to administer the
network. The board will be made up

Takeda, Orikomi Kokoku-sha Ltd.;
Shoichi Tomoda,
president, Daiichi Tsushin Sha Ltd.; Eiji Okuda,
Nippon Broadcasting System Inc.;
Mr. Reeves; Mikio Mori, executive
director, Chuo
Senko Kabushiki
Kaisha; and Soji Suzuki, president,
Showa Tsushin Ltd. Japan has commercial and government radio-tv.
of members of the Laender, the Bonn
government, religious groups, and labor
and management associations. A contract has already been concluded between the television committee and the
firm Freies Fernsehen GmbH., by
which the company will provide recording and technical equipment for the
network, and also make available to it
the firm's large film and tape library.
A production staff for the network has
been set up in provisional headquarters
in Mainz, and it is expected that all
personnel appointments will be made
soon.
Commercial spots have made only a
small dent in the largely non-profit operation of German tv, which is controlled
regionally by semi-official groups. But
West German advertisers spent about
110 million deutschmarks ($27,500,500) during the first half of this year
for television spots, a rise of 64.4%
over the same period last year. The increase in spot sales has been sparked by
the textile manufacturers, whose tv
budget for 1961 is 50% more than it
was last year. Though neither local programs nor local commercial tv is yet
available for sponsorship, German retailers plan to associate to buy time on
regional and national hookups for a
general promotional campaign.
Despite the over-all increase in commercial revenue, the third network will
not be supported directly by it. Rather,
the network will be financed mainly
from monthly set-license fees, now averaging about $1.25.
News of the third network has added
greatly to the already established trend
toward uhf sets. Tuners for uhf are now
standard with all German models, and
BROADCASTING, November 6, 1961

vhf-only sets are selling at greatly reduced prices in a temporarily fallen
market.
Television receiver sales have fallen
off drastically from last year because of
momentary saturation. During the first
eight months of this year, West German
set production was cut back by some
130,000 units from the corresponding
1960 level. Manufacturers expect business to return to normal as soon as last

duction costs, stations received $36,014,000 from tv advertisers, $47,510,000 from radio advertisers.
Of the tv income $23,405,000 went
to independently owned stations, $12,609,000 to Canadian Broadcasting
Corp. owned stations. On radio, independent stations took in $46,000,000,
CBC stations $1,510,000.

year's over-production has been absorbed. This, they estimate, will be by
early 1962.

sales tax problems
Sales, surveys, personnel training, the
sales taxes on tapes, the future of color
television and frequency modulation
were discussed at the annual meeting
of the Central Canada Broadcasters
Assn. at Hamilton, Ontario, Oct. 29-31.
Advertising agency executives from Toronto attended a panel session Monday
on "Meet the Buyers," in which broadcasters aired problems with sponsor
representatives.
The regional Assn. of English Lan-

$114

million billed

by Canada radio-tv
Last year sponsors spent $58 million
on Canadian television advertising and
$56 million on radio advertising, according to a report by the Dominion
Bureau of Statistics, Ottawa. After deducting agency commission and pro-

Canadian
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Philco, Moore attachments automatically warn of attacks
Two methods of using radio receivers cps tone in broadcast signals.
Philco proposes this system for tranto warn the public of impending atsistorized battery-operated sets, betack, even when the sets are "off," have
been made public.
cause the conventionally powered rePhilco Corp. last week demonstrated
ceiver isnot built to be in an operative
a robot alerting device which causes a condition 24 hours a day over long
battery-operated radio receiver— even
periods of time. In the "Silent Sentione turned "off" — to sound a sirennel" method, the rf stage of the receiver is continuously on and monilike warning when activated by a 37cps tone over regular broadcasts.
toring a broadcast, even though the
A. N. Moore, a Richmond, Va., in- rest of the set is "off."
ventor, announced that a patent has
For pocket transistor radios, Philco
been issued for his device which would
showed a stand which incorporates the
permit any radio receiver to be trig- alarm device. This can be plugged into
gered to full volume when activated by a regular power line, it was explained,
the official 1,000 cps Conelrad tone so that the penlight batteries in the
and tuned automatically to one of the picket receiver can be recharged durConelrad am frequencies, 640 kc or
ing the non-use periods. Batteries in
1240 kc. The method by which this pocket transistor radios could then rewould be done was not explained.
main usable for a minimum of six
The Philco device is called "Silent months, it was predicted.
Sentinel." It is a small circuit that can
Radio Alarm ■ The Moore device
be incorporated into all battery-oper- is a transistorized circuit which would,
ated transistor radios at a cost of less
upon receipt of the 1,000 cps Conelthan $10, Philco officials said. Broadrad tone, turn any radio on to full volcasters would have to add to transmitume and also switch it to the Conelters a circuit that will cost less than
rad frequencies. Mr. Moore said the
$100, it was explained. This is for system can be built into both am and
generating the 37 cps tone, using 10%
fm radios at the factory, or adapted to
modulation of the full broadcast sig- all present sets. It could also be atnal.
tached to a tv set, he said.
The 37 cps tone triggers battery-opThe device, Mr. Moore estimated,
erated receivers into an "on" condition,
alerting the radio set owner to the fact could be sold for less than $10, with
an installation charge of about $3. Prothat a Conelrad or other emergency
duction could begin in 90 days, he
alert has been ordered. Use of this syssaid.
tem would require a change in FCC
The Philco and Moore devices are
standards to permit the use of the 37
BROADCASTING, November 6, 1961

guage Broadcasters of Ontario and Quebec provinces asked the Canadian Assn.
of Broadcasters to further investigate
the possibility of relief from the 1 1 %
federal and 3% Ontario sales taxes on
taped shows. The tax could run as
high as $40,000 annually for some television stations.
John Moore, CHLO St. Thomas,
Ont., succeeded R. E. Misener, CFCFTV Montreal, Que., as president. Others
elected: William McGregor, CKCO-TV
Kitchener, Ont., first vice president;
Gordon Keeble, CHIC-AM-FM Brampton, Ont., second vice president; W. D.
Whittaker, CHML Hamilton, Ont., secretary; Gordon Garrison, CKLB-AMFM Oshawa, Ont., treasurer; F. A.
Bestall, CKCY Sault Ste. Marie, Ont.,
and Stuart Griffiths, CJOH-TV Ottawa, Ont., directors.
Next year's meeting will be at Toronto, Oct. 15-17. It will be combined
with a meeting of engineers of member
stations.

the latest in a series of proposals to use
radio as part of the public warning
service. A similar tone-actuating system over power lines is the heart of
the National Emergency Alert Receiver
(NEAR). This, is a device plugged inill O'iff fit Lift, -

ufi
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Ampex's 'Electronic Editor' eases vtr use
Two major criticisms of video
insert or add new material to a previously recorded tape by pushing a
tape have been that you can't edit it
button, without any physical cutting
without cutting and splicing, and you
or splicing. Moreover, the Eleccan't produce animation on tape.
tronic Editor enables the assembly of
To meet these criticisms, Ampex
has introduced its Electronic Editor,
a number of short items into a sea box of electronic gear that fits into
quential program with no restriction
the vtr rack within easy reach of the as to the time or location of the
operator, who can now electronically
assembly process. The material to
to a power line which would sound a
large buzz when triggered by a special
tone transmitted by utility companies
into homes, offices and factories.
Various methods of alerting radio
and tv stations to Conelrad commands
are in use; one is a special type SigAlert receiver tuned to key Conelrad
stations. This operates generally on
the same principle as that of the Philco
and Moore devices. Conelrad also
uses the news services teletypewriter
circuits for Conelrad and other stations.
SURVEY

topics...

Jamming analyzer ■ The Electronics
Group of General Mills, Minneapolis,
has developed a broadband spectrum
analyzer to measure the power and
coverage of radio transmitter signals.
In measuring average power, the total
time-average power output of a broadband radio frequency signal source is
determined by averaging the power over
the entire frequency band of generation.
Power distribution measurements are

FINDS

COLOR
HAVE

Technical

TV

COMMERCIALS

3'/? TIMES

MORE

IMPACT

A 1960 survey by Burke Marketing Research reveals the impact of Color TV commericals is such that 1000 Color homes
are equal to 3,589 black-and-white homes. No wonder more
and more sponsors are moving up to Color. What about you?
Get the full Color picture today from: W. E. Boss, Director,
Color Television Coordination, RCA, 30 Rockefeller Plaza,
N. Y. 20, N. Y„ Tel: CO 5-5900
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be inserted in or added to the tape
can come from any video signal
source: live, film, tape or slide. It
can come from a station studio, a
network, a remote location or a
mobile unit.
Many broadcast engineers have
achieved a high degree of perfection
in cutting and splicing, producing
tapes whose splices are speedily
made and can be played without a
trace of rollover. But there are
numerous vtr operators who are reluctant to cut into a tape if there is
any alternative.
Now there is. Ampex spokesmen
assert that the Electronic Editor can
make splices electronically at intervals as short as a quarter-second
with no chance of picture breakup
or disturbance. An experimental
four-minute tape presentation substantiates their claim. The tape contained more than 60 electronic
splices and gave every appearance
of being a multi-camera production
with cuts from scene to scene precisely timed to follow action and
narration.
The Ampex Electronic Editor is
priced at $3,300. It can be installed
on any Ampex VR-1000 series recorder-equip ed with full-track erase
and "Inter-Sync" (equipment that
sync-locks signals from various
sources so that they may be combined without rollover or other picture disturbance).
made by sampling a portion of the
jammer signal being fed to the antenna, and passing this signal through
a motor-driven tuned circuit of wide
tuning range. Further information may
be obtained from company: 1620 Central Ave., Minneapolis, Minn.
Diversification ■ MPO Videotronics
Inc., New York, producer of tv commercials and industrial films, takes its
first step into the field of motion picture equipment this fall with the introduction of a new 8mm sound continuous projector for use in sales and training. MPO, which currently produces
about $8 million annually in non-theatrical film footage, says it will offer
clients a film package from production through to leasing or sale of the
projector.
Motorola reports ■ Third quarter sales
of Motorola Inc., Chicago, hit a record
high of $78.98 million with earnings
$3.35 million or 83 cents per share.
This compared with sales of $78.75
million and earnings of nearly $3.3
million or 81 cents per share for the
same period last year.
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Calorie

Counting

Grows

Millions Of Americans

Into

Have

Excess Pounds, But Too
Calories Aren't Necessarily Bad
The calorie is a unit by which heat is measured, and
it is also the unit used to express the amount of heat
or energy produced by foods. Thus, for example,
when we say that an 8-ounce glass of milk contains
165 calories, we are talking about the energy production required to ride a bicycle at a moderate speed for
about an hour (175 calories required), or slightly less
than the amount of calories needed to dance the foxtrot for one hour (210 calories).
Oftentimes foods are promoted as being "low
calorie" items, but all too frequently there is little or
no basis for comparison to determine what the promoter is using as a base. In many minds the word,
calorie, unfortunately, has a very nasty connotation.
The mere suggestion that a food product contains
calories is enough to mislead many people completely
about that food product.
One of the greatest areas of confusion these days
is in the relationship between calories and other
nutrients present in foods. The terms "empty calories"
and "armored calories" have been used in an effort
to distinguish between those foods that provide essential nutrients along with their calories (armored) and
those foods which provide little more than calories for
energy production (empty).
Quacks And Faddists Ride The Bandwagon
There are some societies throughout the world today, as there once were groups within the United
States in the not too distant past, who look upon
obesity as a sign of affluence. The man whose wife and
children are fat is considered to be a successful
provider.
Today there is little question among health authorities that obesity is a major health hazard affecting
many millions of Americans. And those who determine styles and fashions have also decreed that
fatness is undesirable, that it is, in fact, evidence of
slovenliness. It is probably this cosmetic influence,
even more than the health influence, which has produced ageneration of calorie counters in this country.
Knowing how difficult it is for many people to
achieve and maintain proper body weight, the food
faddists and quacks have entered into this field and
have reaped a harvest of dollars at the expense of
disillusioned and oftentimes seriously injured people.
Pills and potions and machines of many kinds have
been sold, often at ridiculously high prices, but the
buyers very likely have not had much success in
weight control.
Mass Media Are Main Source of Information
Market research studies done recently for the
American Dairy Association confirm again quite
clearly that the mass media are the chief source of
public information about dieting for weight control.
This confidence in the media on the part of the public
as a source of information on this subject makes it
imperative, of course, that the kind of information
provided is sane and sensible and in the best interests
of the readers, viewers, and listeners.
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A

National

Pastime

A Strong Desire To Shed

Few Have

The

Will Power

There is never anything to be gained by suggesting
to people that weight control is easy or anything other
than a lifetime project for those who are having difficulties. Efforts to take off weight fast through fad
diets or pills or with machines are seldom successful,
for they do nothing to accomplish changes in basic
eating habits and attitudes which led to the excess
weight in the first place.
Anyone who needs rapid weight loss for any reason
at all should accomplish this strictly under the close
supervision of a physician. As a matter of fact, anyone with weight control problems should discuss these
with his physician in order to get at the basic problems and to work out a weight reduction and weight
control plan that will best suit the individual. There
may be some serious psychological adjustments to be
made before the weight control problem can be
tackled with any hope for siiccess.
Weight Control Deserves Very Serious Attention
Because obesity more often contributes to shortening the life span by being a complicating factor in
other diseases, the public has not become as shocked
about weight control as we have about such diseases
as cancer and atherosclerosis. But it is a certainty
that millions of man-hours are lost annually as a
result of the effects of obesity. Of much more importance, perhaps, is the heartache that many millions of people, especially many of our teenagers, go
through in trying to control their weight to meet
their ideals of how they should look. These people
need help, and all of us, including the mass media,
ought to work toward the goal of providing sane and
sensible advice about weight control.
We do know that sound weight reduction and
weight control programs must be based on consuming
a well balanced diet, a diet balanced in terms of providing essential food nutrients as well as the correct
amounts of calories to meet energy requirements.
Weight control based on a well balanced diet, rather
than relying upon faddist diets or special food preparations, islikely to be much more successful because
such an approach does not require drastic changes in
food consumption patterns and also provides the basic
diet that can be continued not only while losingweight but also after the desired weight level is
achieved.
A well balanced diet, adequate physical activity,
and the solution of any serious psychological problems
which may result in overeating are certainly among
the key elements in solving the weight control problems in this country. Encouraging any other kind of
approach is misleading and could very well be dangerous to the future health of people who may follow
any of the faddist or quack suggestions.
american

dairy association

The Voice of the Dairy Farmers in the Market Places of America
20 North Wacker Drive
Chicago 6, Illinois
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FANFARE
Challenge:

promoting

RADIO

VENTURE

TURNS

INTO

Gladiola
EXCITING

flour
SUCCESS

To many people, a chance to promote a flour company's product might
seem unexciting; but to Clay Stephenson Assoc., Houston, and to 121 radio
stations throughout the Southwest, it
was a zestful challenge.
It all began as a promotional campaign for Gladiola flour. Convinced
that radio is the best medium for reaching rural markets, Stephenson Assoc.
contacted 125 radio stations, asking
each to join in an unusual recipe contest. In the contest, a recipe was provided in every package of Gladiola
flour, and consumer contestants were
asked to name their finished product.
In turn, the stations were asked to publicize the contest, handle the entries,
and set up judging panels in their areas.
The "Mystery
Recipe Contest"
divided
into semifinals,
winners wasof

memorable mailing to send to grocers.
Stations' mailings ranged from that
of KOSY Texarkana, Ark., which sent
out freshly cut gladiola flowers with a
printed announcement, to that of
KDET Center, Tex., which mailed a
card saying only: "There's a mystery in
your store that it will pay you to look
into," signed "A Friend." All the stations did extra promotion work on their
own, running remote broadcasts from
grocery stores, contributing daily prizes
that added a semi-semi-final to the consumer contest, and generally going out
of their way to create a snowballing
promotion campaign.
The top prizes for radio station ingenuity and effectiveness went to
KCOR San Antonio, KTBC Austin,
and KDET Center, all Texas.

which won aluminum cooking sets and
went on to the finals, in which a Westinghouse all-electric "Dream Kitchen"
was the prize.
The consumers were not the only
participants in the over-all merchandising campaign. Radio stations, 121 of
the 125 originally contacted, were in a
competition of their own to determine
which could develop the most effective promotion for the recipe contest,
and which could prepare the most

Duluth

druggists

join

to promote their industry
To offset the unfavorable publicity
received in recent months by the drug
industry, KDAL-AM-FM-TV Duluth,
Minn., has instituted a public relationsproduct merchandising plan with the
local druggists.
To counteract the negative image of
the drug industry, area druggists formed
the Lakehead Area Associated Pharma-

cists to promote institutional advertising exploiting the druggists' integrity
and community service rendered them.
The campaign is on a continuing
basis on KDAL-AM-FM-TV, which
sends the druggists counter displays
which are promoted on the air for fourweek periods. The products are usually
displayed in a prominent place, a plan
that has created strong advertiser interest and has increased timebuying on the
station.
Ga.

broadcasters

put

radio-tv

on the map
The Georgia Assn. of Broadcasters
has just produced both a membership
roster and a highway map of the state,
and combined the two in one succinct
presentation. Upon a light olive-drab
map of Georgia, call letter listings for
member stations of the association are
super-imposed in white boxes. The
boxes pinpoint actual station location,
and besides giving the call letters, also
detail the frequencies of am and fm
stations, and the channel designation
of tv outlets.
Called "Radio-Tv on the Road," the
map is being distributed to approximately 1,000 agency, rep, travel and
auto-oriented organizations in the country. It was unveiled at the Georgia
Governor's Conference on Tourism as
part
of the
association's
of radio
and tv
stations in presentation
the state.
GAB makes no bones about the fact
that the map includes only those stations belonging to the organization.
"We're trying to make it mean something to belong to our association," says
Jack Williams, executive secretary. The
maps may be obtained at cost.
Public affairs series
draws

Coffee break on the run
Alii Ciocher, of John Blair &
Co., serves Beech-Nut coffee and
doughnuts to passers-by as WABC
New York morning man, Herb Oscar
Anderson, broadcasts his show from
WABC's mobile unit on a Long Is90

land parking lot. The show changes
locations daily, making new friends
for WABC and Beech-Nut and influencing early-morning coffee drinkers as they stop to say hello and get
that second cup of coffee.

honors

for CBS

CBS Radio has received commendation from five U. S. mayors for a public affairs series produced by the network's seven-owned radio stations. The
series of seven 50-minute broadcasts is
titled How Serious The Challenge? It
sparked favorable comments from the
mayors of Chicago, San Francisco, Boston, New York and Los Angeles.
The broadcast, dealing with economic issues of national scope, were
the result of a joint effort in which
each of the seven stations: WCBS New
York; WCAU Philadelphia; KCBS
San Francisco; KNX Los Angeles;
KMOX St. Louis; WEEI Boston, and
WBBM Chicago, made use of its own
news, public affairs and technical facilities to produce one program of the
seven-show series.
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of America.

Bear (Yogi) helps cheer
Gophers over Wolverines
Tv star Yogi Bear (who admits to
being "better than the average football
player") and his cohorts Huckleberry
Hound and Quick Draw McGraw
ambled over to the U. of Minnesota
from WCCO-TV Minneapolis where
each has a weekly show to stir up enthusiasm for the college's homecoming
football game.
Yogi not only served as cheerleader
and participant in half-time festivities
but also "guaranteed" the Minnesota
Gophers a win over the Michigan
Wolverines. Indeed with the backing of
the Prophet of Jellystone Park, the
Gophers denned the Wolverines by a
score of 23-20.
Drumbeats...
Tv week ■ November 13 to 17 has been
proclaimed "Television Week" in the
city of Detroit by Mayor Louis C.
Miriani, to mark the annual meeting
there of the Television Bureau of Advertising. For the occasion, special onthe-air promotion material will be presented by TvB's Detroit station members, WWJ-TV, WJBK-TV and WXYZTV.
Skydiving event ■ Sixteen skydiving
teams leapt through the air Oct. 28, at
mMM

mm

Try the KLZ formula . . .
IT CODDLES CUSTOMERS,

BOB BUTZ
NEWSCASTER

There's something medicinal
about a medicine show that always
attracts the people, and KTULTV Tulsa's exhibit at the 1961
Tulsa State Fair was certainly no
exception. The ch. 8 outlet set
up a 40x120 foot tent on the fair
grounds, and named its presentation "Dr. 8's miracle medicine
show." The good doctor's patent
medicine pills came wrapped in a
cellophane package attached to a
dosage instruction booklet, and
was called "a seven day plan for
youDosages
to get were
betterprescribed
looking." to cure

Help ■ KBUZ Phoenix, Ariz., in conjunction with major super market
chains in the area, has established a
plan to feed needy families during the
coming holiday season. Each time a
sale of $4 or more is made at a super
market, the receipt is sent to the station which sends out a free turkey to
a family. KBUZ is supporting the drive
with a four-week saturation spot cam-

such maladies as "Sunday psychosis, Tuesday twitch, or Friday
fatigue," and usually involved taking one or more of the little pills,
and remaining sedentarily inactive
for two or three hours before a
tv tuned to ch. 8.

Ghost guess ■ WSAI Cincinnati made
paign.
one of its more interesting free offers
last week in conjunction with Halloween. The station offered to send a
free ghost to any listener who wrote
in asking for one. Then WSAI held
a contest, seeking from the entrants
the correct number of ghosts that were
sent out. WSAI will announce the winner this month.

the first annual WNBC-TV New York
Ripcord Cup Parachute Meet, Adams
Air Park, Flemington, N.J. The meet,
held to promote Ziv-UA's Ripcord
series now playing on the station, was
open to members of the Parachute Club

mm

radio

Hunger strike ■ Bob Burnett, KALL
Salt Lake City, today (Monday) begins a hunger strike as part of a giant
promotion by the station for the United
Fund in that city. KALL listeners are
asked to name the amount of hours
and minutes Mr. Burnett will last. It
will be worth $100 to the person who
is closest in his guess. A contribution
must accompany each guess. Any number of guesses can be made.

Friday fatigue cured
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station?

SURE...
especially in the news
department. We baby our listeners with
a formula composed of the balanced
blend of local, national, and area
news they cry for. Bob Butx
newscasts at 6:45 am, 7:30 am, 8:00 am,
8:30 am, and 12:45 pm, plus CBS
reports on the hour throughout
the day give blanket coverage of
news around the world
, . . around the clock.
Sponsors thrive on this kind of news
reporting ... it delivers a buying
audience for everything
from diapers to dynamos. Rock
your competition with a selling
campaign on KLZ Radio.

5GO . CBS IN DENVER
Represented
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by Katz Agency

FATES
BROADCAST

& FORTUNES

ADVERTISING

AUTHORITATIVE
HAP

GLAUDI

SPORTS
At last, the New Orleans television market has a sports
editor who knows the facts and
presents them. HAP GLAUDI
fills this need more than 12
times per week!
For that big PLUS in New
Orleans . . . buy HAP
GLAUDI SPORTS!

Mr. Dickens

Mr. Johnson

Donald J. Dickens, assistant director
of copy department, and Franklin C.
Johnson, assistant director of art department, Needham, Louis & Brorby,
Chicago, elected vps. Both have been
with agency several years. Gerard
Normandin, former French creative director of McKim Adv., Montreal,
named director of French service and

Represented nationally by Katz

manager of NL&B's newly established
Montreal office. Agency has had Toronto office for 10 years. Both Canadian offices are under supervision of
John Willoughby, managing director,
NL&B of Canada Ltd.

WWL-TV
©NEW
ORLEANS

S. Brady Brown and James D. CameronatJr.,Young
Bristol-Myers'
account
tives
& Rubicam,
New execuYork,
named account supervisors.

Luxury Living!
Sensible Location!
Specify The New Weston, in the
heart of the advertising and
broadcasting belt, as your intown address. Our splendid
rooms and suites make an ideal
environment for living or entertaining. Theatres, clubs, shops
are advantageously close, now
COMPLETELY AIR CONDITIONED.

Monie Vandervort, sales supervisor,
General Mills Inc., Minneapolis, joins
Leo Burnett Adv., Chicago, as sales
promotion executive in marketing department.
Otis L. Wiese, vp in charge of pr,
Leo Burnett Adv., Chicago, resigns,
effective Dec. 31, to open own publishing and pr firm, Otis Wiese & Assoc.,
that city. Mr. Wiese formerly was editor and publisher of McCall's magazine.
A. E. 'Gene' Staley III, vp and marketing director, Arthur Meyerhoff &
Assoc., Chicago, named executive vp of
Chicago office, Don Kemper Adv., New
York.
Robert A. Hilton, former executive
vp, Don Kemper Adv., Dayton, joins
Lilienfeld & Co., Chicago, as vp in
charge of marketing. He succeeds
Thomas A. Casey, who resigned to join
Needham, Louis & Brorby, that city.

W or Id-Famous
NEW WESTON BAR &
ENGLISH DINING ROOM
Here you rub shoulders with
the smartest people any time
of day. Come in for cocktails
and hot canapes. The cuisine is
skillfully prepared to Continental tastes. Try it some day soon
. . . at lunch or dinner.
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Stanley Rogers and Jack Beale
named radio-tv copy supervisor and
print copy supervisor, respectively, at
Pittsburgh offices of Fuller & Smith &
Ross, New York.
Maurice Bowers, media buyer,
Fuller & Smith & Ross, Los Angeles,
promoted to media manager. Virginia
Weigl joins department as media buyer.
She was formerly with BBDO and
Hicks & Greist, New York and Roy
S. Durstine, Los Angeles.

Al Powers, copywriter, Robinson,
Fenwick & Haynes Adv., Los Angeles,
joins Fuller & Smith & Ross, that city,
in similar capacity.
Valle Grossman, formerly with
Ralston Purina Co., St. Louis, named
assistant to treasurer, Gardner Adv.,
that city and William McCann, who
was with Meldrum & Fewsmith, Birmingham, Mich., joins agency as agricultural creative supervisor in St. Louis.
William Ryder, vp and account executive, Grant Adv., New York, joins
J. M. Mathes Inc., advertising agency,
as vp of Miami office.
William B. Horsey, promotion and
advertising staff, Salada-Junket Div.,
Salada Foods, Woburn, Mass., appointed assistant advertising manager in
charge of promotion. David J. Walker,
product manager, and Thomas J. Mahoney, former market research assistant
for General Foods, named promotion
assistants and Robert H. Weiss, advertising assistant, promoted to promotion
assistant coordinator.

Mr. Little

Mr. Yaris

Henry Yaris, account executive on
National Distillers' Old Taylor bourbon
account, and John P. Little, account
supervisor on Pan American Clipper
Cargo and Intercontinental Hotels accounts at Kudner Agency, New York,
elected vps of agency.
Robey Smith, executive vp and west
coast manager, Cole, Fischer & Rogow
Adv., New York, joins Wade Adv., Los
Angeles.
Richard duB. Eckler, former proRe-elected to board
Lewis H. Avery, president of
Avery-Knodel Inc., New York,
re-elected to board of directors of
Television Bureau of Advertising
for new two-year term. Mr.
Avery has headed rep firm since
1945. Before that, he served with
National Assn. of Broadcasters
from 1942-45; sales manager,
Free & Peters Inc., 1940-42; director of sales, Buffalo Broadcasting Corp., 1932-40, and account
executive, BBDO, New York,
from 1930-32.
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EXCITING

new
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to
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FOR
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of
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—

exclusive

development

your

bring

OWNERS

you

present

the

PM
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deep
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makes

radio

beauty

of

!

Not an adapter, not a converter, no connections between sets — also operates as a Zenith quality FM
radio by itself. Now, without a large investment, you can have a complete Stereo FM
thanks to an ingenious new development
FM

by Zenith. It's Zenith's exclusive new MH910

Multiplexer Unit — especially designed to be used with your present FM

system,
Stereo

radio, anywhere in

the house! Together, they bring you the deep beauty of radio's
newest miracle — Stereo FM! Positioning for proper separation
is not limited by cords or connections between sets. Visit your
Zenith dealer now and hear the newest miracle in radio — Stereo
FM!

ZENITH
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The MH910,

only $99.95*.

\£ ZENITH RADIO
CORPORATION,39,
P1 CHICAGO
ILLINOIS. IN CANADA; ZENITH RADIO
The quality goes in
CORPORATION OF CANADA, LTD.,
TORONTO, ONTARIO. The Royalty of
before the name goes on
television, stereophonic
high radios
fidelity andinstruments,
phonographs,
hearing
43 years
of leadership
in
radionicsaids.
exclusively.
* Manufacturer's suggested retail price.
Prices and specifications subject to change without noti<
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ducer-director for NBC and DuMont
Network, New York, joins creative staff
of Leon Shaffer Golnick Adv., Baltimore.
Edward Acree, vp of Cargill, Wilson
& Acree Inc., Charlotte, N. C, elected
governor of third district of Advertising Federation of America succeeding
Douglas Smith, WFBC Greenville,
S. C. Others elected: William B.
Houck, Houck & Co., Roanoke, Va.,
lieutenant governor; J. Russell McEIwee, local and regional sales manager,
WSOC-TV Charlotte, secretary; Joseph
P. Fountain Jr., Belk's Buying Service,
Charlotte, treasurer. State governors
elected: for Virginia — David N. Martin,
Wilson & Acree, Richmond; for South
Carolina— John Y. Davenport, WESC
Greenville, and for North Carolina —
T. S. Ferree, Bennett Adv., Raleigh.
Jack F. Kerr appointed director of
advertising for 20
Mule Team department, U. S. Borax &
Chemical Corp., New
York. Prior to joining
Borax, Mr. Kerr was
vp and account superMr. Kerr visor for 20 Mule
Team products at McCann-Erickson,
Los Angeles.
Richard Mann, vp at Kastor, Hilton,
Chesley, Clifford & Atherton, New
York, appointed vp and senior account
executive at Smith, Henderson & Berey
Inc., that city.
Peter M. Moyer, formerly with Bruce
Friedlich Adv., New York, appointed
director of media relations for Brand
Names Foundation, that city.
David Strousse, vp and senior account executive, Warwick & Legler,
New York, named account supervisor
for drug and cosmetic group.
Clark E. Maddock, formerly with
Kenyon & Eckhardt, Detroit, joins McManus, John & Adams, New York, as
group art supervisor.

Storer

announces

top echelon

Mr. Michaels
Bill Michaels and Terry H. Lee,
board members and vps of Storer
Broadcasting Co., named vp for television and director of business planning and development, respectively.
Robert M. Akin, for past 12 years,
partner and manager of corporate
finance department of Dittmar & Co.,
San Antonio investment firm, joins
Storer as director of finance.
Mr. Michaels, filling position formerly held by George B. Storer Jr.,
who was elected president of company in April 1961, will establish
new offices in Birmingham, Mich.,
Detroit suburb and convenient liaiMabel Hill, formerly with tv publicity department, J. Walter Thompson,
New York, joins Audience Building
Counselors, tv publicity-promotion division of McFadden & Eddy Assoc.,
Hollywood, and Joe Wolhandler, pr
firm, New York.
Larry Rood, copywriter, BBDO, joins
Nides & Cini Adv., Los Angeles, as
copy chief.
THE MEDIA
Stoddard P. Johnson, former officer
and sales executive, San Francisco-Oakland Television Inc. (licensee of KTVU
(TV) San Francisco-Oakland), named
president and general manager, KRGVAM-TV Weslaco, Tex. Kenco Enter-

changes

son point among five tv stations
under his direction. He joined
Storer in 1953, when company purchased KABC San Antonio, of
which he was manager. In 1954
Mr. Michaels was appointed manager of WJBK-TV Detroit. He became vp in 1956.
Mr. Lee, as business planning and
development director, will supervise
company's program production and
releasing firm, Storer Programs Inc.,
which he helped organize. He joined
Storer in April 1958 as general manager of former WVUE (TV) Philadelphia, then owned by Storer, and
successively served as manager of
WITI-TV Milwaukee and WAGATV Atlanta before being promoted
to regional vp in January 1961.
Storer Stations are WGBS-AMFM Miami, WJBK-AM-FM-TV Detroit, WSPD-AM-FM-TV Toledo,
WAGA-TV Atlanta, WJW-AM-FMTV Cleveland, KGBS Los Angeles,
WWVA-AM-FM Wheeling, WIBGAM-FM
Milwaukee.Philadelphia and WITI-TV

prises Inc. purchased station Nov. 1
from LBJ Co.
C. L. Doty, station director and national sales manager, WSAI Cincinnati,
joins WONE Dayton, assisting president to plan station's future tv facilities,
and to assist in development of WONE
Inc. (WONE and WIFE-FM Dayton). John E. Hall joins station as chief
transmitter engineer.
Dave Maxwell appointed station
manager, KLYD-TV Bakersfield, Calif.,
and assistant general manager of Kern
County Broadcasting Co. (licensee of
KLYD- AM-FM-TV). Bill Walker,
commercial manager, KLYD, named
station manager.
Edd Routt, former vp and general
manager, KNOE Monroe, La., and recently administrative assistant to Giles
E. Miller (KBUY Amarillo, KOKE
Austin and 5% of KINT El Paso, all
Texas), returns to KNOE, in similar
capacity.

United

Press
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International

news

produces!

David O'Shea, former general manager, WMUR-TV Manchester, N. H.,
and earlier manager of station relations
department, Weed Television Corp.,
rep firm, New York, appointed general
manager, WINQ Tampa, Fla.
Joe Cahill, sales manager, KDEO El
Cajon, Calif., and earlier account executive with Potts-Woodbury Adv., Kansas City, appointed general manager.
BROADCASTING, November 6, 1961

Kenneth W. Pierce, formerly with
sales staff of Metropolitan Broadcasting,
Chicago, joins The Katz Agency, that
city, as member of tv sales staff.

Mr. Sisson

Mr. Sibbold
Franklin G. Sisson,
manager, WWJ Detroit, named station
manager, WWJ-TV.
Denman F. Jacobson
appointed WWJ manager succeeding Mr.
Sisson and Nestor A.
Sibbold to sales manMr. Jacobson
ager of WWJ. Earlier
Mr. Sisson served successively as announcer, program manager and sales
manager of WOOD-AM-TV Grand
Rapids, Mich. Mr. Jacobson joined
WWJ as local sales manager and was
later promoted to national, regional and
local sales manager. Previously he was
account executive with Detroit office
of CBS. Mr. Sibbold, member of WWJTV sales staff since 1956, was former
divisional sales manager of Closure
Sales Corp.
Farris E. Rahall, vp and director,
Rahall Broadcasting Co. (WKAP Allentown, WNAR Norristown, both Pennsylvania; WWNR Beckley, W. Va.;
WLCY St. Petersburg and WQTY
Jacksonville, both Florida), elected
president and director of Globe Capital
Corp., industrial and electronic financiers, St. Petersburg.
Boyd W. Lawlor,
general manager,
WAIT Chicago, joins
Plough Broadcasting
Co., as vp and general manager of
WJJD-AM-FM, that
city. Plough Stations
are: WMPS-AM-FM
Lawlor
Memphis; WCOPAM-FM Boston; WCAO-AM-FM Baltimore; WPLO-AM-FM Atlanta and
WJJD.
Arthur W. Watson, business manager,
WRCV-TV Philadelphia, named station
manager.
Bill Miller, WTAX Springfield, 111.,
elected president of Illinois News
Broadcasters Assn., effective Jan. 1,
succeeding Bill Spangler, who becomes
member of board. Other officers: Don
Newberg, WJBC Bloomington, 111., vp;
Don McMullin, WCIA Champaign, 111.,
treasurer; Donald E. Brown, U. of Illinois, Urbana, executive secretary. Directors: Lee White, KROS Clinton,
Iowa; Jim Kock, WHBF-TV Rock Island, 111.; Dick McGee, WMIX Mt. Vernon, 111., and Mr. Spangler.
BROADCASTING, November 6, 1961

William J. Schmitt, director of business affairs for NBC Enterprises Div.,
named to newly created position of general manager of division. Major operating concern of division is syndication
of tv programs through NBC films.
Glenn Williams, WSEN Baldwinsville, and past vp of New York State
AP Broadcasters Assn., succeeds Al
Cole, WRUN Utica, as president of
group. Don Decker, WTRY Troy,
elected vp, and Morris Paxton, AP's
chief of Albany bureau, re-elected secretary-treasurer. Elected to board of
directors were Warren Doremus,
WHEC-AM-TV Rochester; Floyd J.
Keesee, WMBO Auburn, and Frank
Dobisky, WSLB Ogdenburg.
Thomas Viscardi, media buyer and
analyst, Young & Rubicam, New York,
appointed director of sales development, WADO New York. Earlier he
had been in media and research posts
with Marschalk & Pratt (now McCannMarschalk), Kenyon & Eckhardt, CBS,
and Crossley Inc., market research organization.
Jack Petrik, KETV (TV) Omaha,
was named chairman of committee to
plan for broadcast engineering conference to be held as part of NAB's annual
convention in Chicago, April 1-4, 1962.
Others on planning group: Glenn G.
Boundy, Storer Broadcasting Co.; Virgil
Duncan, WRAL-TV Raleigh, N. C;
William S. Duttera, NBC; William B.
Honeycutt, KRLD-AM-FM-TV Dallas;
Leslie S. Learned, MBS; Frank Marx,
ABC; George L. McClanathan, KPHOAM-TV Phoenix, Ariz.; James D.
Parker, CBS; and Orrin W. Towner,
WHAS-AM-TV Louisville, Ky.
Charles R. Sanders appointed manager, WSPA Spartanburg, S. C, succeeding Ross Holmes, who resigned to
join WLOS-TV Asheville, N. C.
Howard A. Jorgensen, sales manager,
KCPX Salt Lake City, named manager.
Previously, Mr. Jorgensen was account
executive at KWIC, that city.
Harold Gann, former producer of
sports and special events shows for
KGEE, KMAP and KLYD-TV, all
Bakersfield, named general manager,
KDAS (TV) Hanford, both California.
Hal O'Donnell, formerly with KFRETV Fresno, Calif., to KAIL (TV), that
city, as director of operations.
John Rohrbach Jr., account executive, NBC-TV Spot Sales, Chicago, succeeds James King, in similar capacity,
for Television Advertising Representatives, that city. Mr. King transfers to
TvAR's sales staff in New York.

ONE
BUY!
FOUR
MARKETS!

WJHG-TV

• Albany
• Dothan

• Tallahassee
• Panama City

EXCLUSIVE

PROGRAMMING

One buy, one bill, one clearance delivers
four market areas with a combined population of 1,230,700 and 211,290 TV
Homes! WALB-TV and WJHG-TV dominate this area!
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Harry E. Travis, general manager,
WPBN-TV Traverse City, Mich., joins
Fetzer Television Inc. (WKZO-AM-TV
Kalamazoo, WWTV-FM-TV Cadillac,
WJEF-AM-FM Grand Rapids, all
Michigan, KOLN-TV Lincoln and
KGIN-TV Grand Island, both Nebraska), as public service director. Jim
Kelly, news director, KCUE Red Wing,
Minn., to news staff of WWTV-FM-TV.
Elie Abel, Washington bureau chief
for Detroit News, succeeds Frank
Bourgholtzer as NBC News State Department correspondent. Mr. Bourgholtzer will head NBC News bureau in
Moscow.
Al Dressner, attorney and owner of
WWHG-AM-FM Hornell, N. Y., and
WBNR Beacon, N. Y., appointed national deputy judge advocate of Jewish
War Veterans of the United States.
John F. Day, former vp, CBS News
and more recently
with Pacifica Foundation as executive vp
and general manager
of WBAI-FM New
York, joins Time-Life
Broadcasting Co. as
foreign correspondent
with headquarters in London. James
H. Grant, projects and planning coordinator, WFBM-AM-FM-TV Indianapolis, to newly created post of public
affairs director, WTCN-AM-TV MinneapoIis-St. Paul. (Time-Life stations
ere: KLZ-AM-TV Denver; WTCNAM-TV; WFBM-AM-FM-TV; and
WOOD-AM-TV Grand Rapids, Mich.).
Richard Lund joins WTCN as account
executive.
W. V. Hutt, commercial manager,
KTHV (TV) Little Rock, and Robert
M. Riley, commercial manager, KTHS,
that city, appointed assistant general
managers, respectively. Both stations
are owned by Radio Broadcasting Inc.
Don Edlund, director of advertising
and pr for Volkswagen, San Francisco,
joins KAVR Apple Valley, Calif., as
sales manager.

John H. Seide, chief engineer,
KNOP (TV) North Platte, Neb., joins
radio-tv department, U. of Denver, in
similar capacity.

Ernest T. Robarge, chief engineer,
WKNE Keene, N. H., resigns to join
Techrep Division, Philco Corp.
Wayne Barrington, formerly with A.
Earl Cullum Jr., engineering consultant
firm, Dallas, joins WISN-AM-FM-TV
Milwaukee, as assistant chief engineer.
Richard W. Fatherley, staff director,
WABC New York, joins WICC Bridgeport, Conn.
Daniel 0. Stengel, program and
sports director, WAMV East St. Louis,
111., joins
announcing staff of KSD-AMTV
St. Louis.
Jim Casey appointed executive news
editor, WPTR Albany, N. Y. Don
LaVine, formerly with WOLF Syracuse
news department, to WPTR, in similar
capacity.
John Bowles returns to news staff
of WNEM-TV Saginaw -Bay City,
Mich., following illness of several
months.
Russel Jones, CBS News, joins
NBC News as roving European correspondent, based in Vienna. Mr. Jones
won Pulitzer Prize for UPI coverage
of 1956 Hungarian uprising.
Bob Taylor and Don Wright named
news director and assistant news director, respectively, KOLN-TV Lincoln
and KGIN-TV Grand Island, both
Nebraska.
Harold Soldinger, program manager,
WTAR-TV Norfolk, Va., promoted to
director of programming and operations.
Thomas Holmquist, news director
and sales rep, KBUR Burlington, Iowa,
appointed sales promotion director.
Richard Scott, newsman, succeeds Mr.
Holmquist as news director.
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W. Va., sistant
appointed
secretary asof
parent organization,
Reeves Broadcasting
& Development Corp.

John M. Bobicz named chief engi111. neer and news director, WKID Urbana,

Wore tk an a decade oj? C^ondtructive Service

HOWARD

0. W. Myers, genmanager, WHTNTV eralHuntington,

NEW YORK, N. Y.

ELDORADO 5-0405

Mr. Myers

(KBAK-TV Bakersfield, Calif., WUSNTV Charleston, S. C, and WHTN-TV),
and promoted to vp of broadcast division.
Norman Paul, former general manager, KSJO-FM San Jose, and recently
promotion director, Merchants Assn. of
San Jose, joins KNTV (TV), that city,
as local sales manager.
Jim Hansen, farm and garden editor, KOMO-AM-TV Seattle, re-elected
president of Northwest Region of National Assn. of TV & Radio Farm Directors.
Don Allen joins KABC Los Angeles,
as news commentator of own 10-minute
western regional newscast Don Allen
and the News.
Bill Gill, former news director of
McLendon stations (KLIF, KROW
(FM) Dallas, KILT, KOST (FM)
Houston, KTSA San Antonio, all Texas;
KABL Oakland, Calif.; WAKY Louisville, Ky.; KEEL Shreveport, La., and
WYSL-AM-FM Amherst, N. Y.), joins
KWK St. Louis, as news director. Jim
Light joins station as program director.
Jack Latham, newscaster at KRCA
(TV) Los Angeles, and Ed Conklin,
KRCA news supervisor, are in Berlin
for two weeks of on-the-spot coverage
of critical East-West situation. Mr.
Latham will feed daily one-minute
"live" audio reports to KRCA for its
evening newscasts and will present a
special half-hour film report of his visit
upon return.
PROGRAMMING
Mitchell Leiser, production manager for Goodson-Todman TV, New
York, named programming affairs director for GAC-TV, that city.
William E. Huston, vp in charge of
tv commercial sales, Transfilm-Caravel
Inc., New York, named to newly created post of vp in charge of sales.
Roy Baker, motion picture director,
signed as director of Zero One series,
being produced by MGM in conjunction with British Broadcasting Co.,
London.
Les Baxter, Hollywood composer,
arranger and conductor, who has scored
such tv series as Lassie and The Flintstones, is expanding activities to include
creation and production of commercials for both radio and tv. His office
is in Taft Bldg., Hollywood 28.
BROADCASTING, November 6, 1961

Ralph H. Andrews, executive vp,
Trojan Productions, Los Angeles, joins
Wolper Productions, that city, to produce "Story of an Interne," documentary telefilm in The Story Of series.

tario and Quebec regions of the Canadian Broadcasting Corp., Toronto.

EQUIPMENT

& ENGINEERING

David Bader, sales executive, Atlantic
Television Inc., New York, joins Intercontinental Television Inc., subsidiary
of Continental Distributing Inc. and
affiliate of Walter Reade Group, that
city, as vp of company.
Hal Styles joins Animation Inc.,
Hollywood, producers of animated tv
commercials, as sales manager.
Howard A. Smith, technical animator;
Donald C. Medlin, illustrator; Andrew
F. Wages Jr., illustrator; Monte G.
Young, animator, and Mary E. Rubers,
inking and painting supervisor, join
Kietz & Herndon Inc., industrial film
producers, Dallas.
GOVERNMENT
Sol Schildhause appointed assistant
chief of Rules & Standards Div., FCC
Broadcast Bureau, succeeding Louis C.
Stephens who has resigned.
INTERNATIONAL
Robert D. Munro, former general
manager, Radio Representatives Ltd.,
Toronto, named vp of Stephens &
Towndrow Ltd., Toronto station rep
firm. Len J. Kennedy, manager for past
six years of Stephens & Towndrow
(Quebec) Ltd., Montreal, named vp at
Toronto office. J. Bart Gibb of firm's
Toronto office named vp.
A. Vance Hal lack, tv producer for
WNBC-TV New York, named general
manager, Eastern Nigerian Broadcasting Corp., Enugu, Eastern Nigeria. Mr.
Hallack is responsible for establishment
of Baghdad tv in Iraq.
M. Wayne Mondville, formerly of
National Broadcast Sales, Toronto, station rep firm, to client services of A. C.
Nielsen Co. of Canada Ltd., Toronto.
W. B. C. Burgoyne, president, CKTB
St. Catherines, Ont., to director of Consumers' Gas Co. Ltd., Toronto.
Ronald J. Rains joins radio division
sales staff, Stovin-Byles Ltd., Toronto
station rep firm.
Mrs. Carol Heron, formerly of CJCBTV Sydney, N. S., and CFCF Montreal,
to F. H. Hayhurst Co. Ltd., Montreal
advertising agency, as copywriter.
Gerard Normandin appointed manager of new Montreal office of Needham, Louis & Brorby of Canada Ltd.,
Toronto.
Mark Waldron, farm commentator,
CBE Windsor, Ont., named regional
supervisor of farm broadcasts for OnBROADCASTING, November 6, 1961

Mr. McClenning

Mr. Titus

S. Champion Titus, marketing services manager for audio products division, Ampex Corp., Redwood City,
Calif., promoted to advertising manager of Ampex. Lowell G. McClenning,
advertising and sales promotion manager of Ampex Computer Products Co.,
named manager of sales promotion department. Jackson V. Miller, in charge
of shows, exhibits and publicity for
video products division, will head special events for corporation. Warren L.
Anderson, advertising and sales promotion manager for Ampex Audio Co.,
named manager of merchandising department. All four executives will function within new marketing services division of Ampex.
Kipling Adams, office manager, Gen-

eral Radio Co., Abington, Pa., transfers to main office in West Concord,
Mass., to aid in administration of district sales offices. John E. Snook, sales
engineer in Philadelphia area, named
manager of district office and Carl W.
Alsen, who was with West Concord
office, named assistant to Mr. Snook,
Kenneth G. Berkley, product sales
specialist, microwave device division,
Sylvania Electric Products Inc., Williamsport, Pa., named sales engineer
for Sylvania's semiconductor division.
Mr. Berkley will make his headquarters
in Camillus, N. Y.
Shigeo Shima, former director of
research center of NHK, Japanese
non-profit radio-tv network of 150 stations, joins Sony Corp., New York, as
director of engineering.
Charles K. Chrismon appointed
broadcast equipment sales representative covering Florida for General Electronic Lab., Cambridge, Mass.
ALLIED

FIELDS

Al Petgen, northeast regional manager for American Research Bureau,
named eastern regional manager for
ARB station sales. C. A. Kellner, sales
staff of ARB at Beltsville, Md., appointed midwestern regional manager.
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• simple operation — only six moving parts!
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1940 and became director of National
Catholic Community Services. During
World War II, Dr. Dunham was named
special adviser to Secretary of War with
responsibility of establishing StarSpangled Network, Armed Forces radio.

Vin Rafferty, copywriter, WHIL
Medford, Mass., named assistant director, Northeast Broadcasting School,
Boston.
DEATHS
Dr. Franklin Dunham, 69, chief of
radio and television
services, U. S. Office
of Education, Dept.
of Health, Education
and Welfare, Washington since 1945, and
pioneer in educational
Dr. Dunham
radio-tv, died Oct.
27
of
heart
attack.
During
1930'sNBC
Dr.
Dunham was educational
director,

Alton F. Baker, president of KERG
Eugene, Ore., and chairman and former editor and publisher of The Register-Guard, that city, died in Yakima,
Wash., Oct. 27.
Peter L. Jensen, 75, co-inventor of
radio loudspeaker with Edwin S. Pridham and founder of Magnavox Co.,
died at his home in Western Springs,
111., Oct. 25. He later sold interests in
company and formed Jensen Industries,
manufacturers of phonograph needles,

Radio Network, where he produced
The Catholic Hour. He left NBC in

FOR
STATION

AUTHORIZATIONS,

THE

EDWIN

pals: New Jersey Industries Inc. (91.4%),
Polaris Corp. (8.6%). Ann. Nov. 1.
Grand Rapids, Mich. — Major Tv Co. Vhf
ch. 13 (210-216 mc); ERP 316 kw vis., 158
kw aur. Ant. height above average terrain
1,000 ft., above ground 1,056 ft. Estimated
contruction cost $1,598,900; first year operating cost $961,660; revenue $1,350,000. P.O.
address 1000 McKay Tower, Grand Rapids 2.
Studio location Grand Rapids; trans, location
Grant,
Mich.86°Geographic
43"
N. lat.,
01' 53" W. coordinates
long. Trans.43°RCA19'
TT-25CH; ant. RCA TW-18A13-P. Legal
counsel Scharfeld, Segal, Baron & Stambler, Washington, D. C; consulting engineer
James C. McNary, Washington. Principals:
H. Y. Levinson (52.62%); Celia D. Levinson
(23.68%); Thomas F. Chawke (12.36%),
Morris Garvett (6.25%), L. Warren Gatley
(5.19%); all of whom own similar interests
in WCAR Detroit, Mich. Messrs. Chawke
and Garvett are attorneys; Dr. Gatley is
physician and surgeon. Applicant requests
STA to operate station pending final disposition of application. Ann. Nov. 1.
Grand Rapids, Mich. — MKO Bcstg. Corp.
Vhf ch. 13 (210-216 mc); ERP 316 kw vis.,
158 kw aur. Ant. height above average
terrain 1,000 ft., above ground 1,034.4 ft.
Estimated construction cost $1,326,900; first
year operating cost $1,000,000; revenue
$1,400,000. P.O. address 932 Michigan Trust
Bldg. Studio location Grand Rapids; trans,
location near Muskegon, Mich. Geographic
coordinates 43° 14' 25" N. lat., 86° 03' 54" W.
long. Trans. RCA TT-35-CH; ant. RCA TW
12A13-P. Legal counsel Welch, Mott & Morgan, Washington, D. C; consulting engineer
Jules Cohen, Washington. Principals include:
G. Roger Bower, Frederik G. H. Meijer
(each 10%), Donald I. Battjes, Peter S. Cook,
Howard M. Elmore, Walter M. Klaus, Evangeline Lamberts, Hendrik Meijer, James R.

TORNBERG

& COMPANY,

INC.

Negotiators For The Purchase And Sale Of
Radio And TV Stations
Appraisers • Financial Advisors
New York-60 East 42nd St., New York 17, N. Y. • MU 7-4242
West Coast— 1357 Jewell Ave., Pacific Grove, Calif. • FR 2-7475
Washington-1426 "G" St., N.W., Washington, D.C. • Dl 7-8531
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in 1909, Mr. Jensen developed "wireless telephone" that he used primarily
to broadcast music to ships at sea.
Margaret McGlain Ludden, 43, wife
of Allen Ludden, moderator and host
of CBS-TV's GE College Bowl and
Password, died Oct. 31 in Roosevelt
hospital,
illness. New York, following a short
Relda Garrett Klug, 48, for many
years secretary to Joseph E. Baudino,
Washington vp, Westinghouse Broadcasting Co., died of heart attack at her
home in Munhall, Pa., Oct. 26. She
had been on extended leave since early
summer.

RECORD

APPLICATIONS

As compiled by Broadcasting, Oct. 26
through Nov. 1, and based on filings,
authorizations and other actions of the
FCC. Includes data on new stations,
changes in existing stations, ownership
changes, hearing cases, rules & standards changes, routine roundup.
Abbreviations: DA — directional antenna, cp
— construction permit. ERP — effective radiated power, vhf — very high frequency, uhf
—ultra
high
frequency,
antenna,
aur.—
aural, vis.
— visual,
kw — ant.—
kilowatts,
w — watts,
mc — megacycles. D— day. N — night. LS —
local sunset, mod. — modification, trans. —
transmitter, unl. — unlimited hours, kc — kilocycles. SCA — subsidiary communications authorization. S A— special service authorization. STA — special temporary authorization.
SH— specified hours. CH — critical hours. •—
educational. Ann. — Announced.
New tv stations
APPLICATIONS
Yuma, Ariz. — The New England Industries
Inc. Vhf ch. 13 (210-216 mc); ERP 920 w vis.,
678 wrain 133aur.
terft., Ant.
above height
groundabove
112 ft.average
Estimated
construction cost $83,500; first year operating
cost $153,824; revenue $166,600. P.O. address
120 Wall St., New York 5, N. Y. Studio and
trans, location Yuma. Geographic coordi32° 41' 53" N.Electronics
lat., 114° 37'TH28" 652;
W. long.
Trans. natesStandard
ant.
Alford 1020. Legal counsel Dow, Lohnes &
Albertson, Washington, D. C; consulting
engineer Electron Corp., Dallas, Tex. Princi-

cartridges, and accessories. In his native Denmark, before coming to U. S.

Searer, Stephen H. Sieradzki, Neil H. Tuori,
Gerrit W. Veurink (each 6.66%) and others.
Mr. Bower has been tv advisor in United
Arab Republic and has been vice president
and general manager of WNAO-TV Raleigh,
N. C; Frederik Meijer owns 48% of retail
grocery chain and has real estate interests;
Mr. Battjes has sand and gravel, real estate
and retail drug interests; Mr. Cook owns
one-third of foreign car distribution business; Mr. Elmore owns 50% of warehouse,
50% of finance company, 50% of foundry
and one-third of machine shop; Mr. Klaus
owns 50% of warehouse, 50% of foundry and
one-third of machine shop; Mrs. Lamberts
is Grand Rapids city commissioner and
housewife; Hendrik Meijer owns 25% of retail grocery chain; Mr. Searer owns public
skatingness;rink
and investment
busiMr. Sieradzki
is real property
estate broker;
Mr. Tuori is CPA; Mr. Veurink owns wholesale gas and oil business. Ann. Nov. 1.
Grand Rapids, Mich— Peninsular Bcstg.
Co. Vhf ch. 13 (210-216 mc); ERP 316 kw
vis., 316 kw aur. Ant. height above average
terrain mated
1,000construction
ft., above
998 first
ft. Esticost ground
$1,209,005;
year
operating cost $1,559,375; revenue $1,725,000.
P.O. address 123 Pearl St. Studio location
Grand Rapids; trans, location Ashland
Township.
34"
N. lat.; Geographic
85° 54' 44" W.coordinates
long. Trans.43°RCA18'
counTW-12A13-P.
RCA
Ant.
TT35CH;
sel McKenna & Wilkinson; Legal
engineering
counsel Gautney & Jones, both Washington,
D. C. Principals include John D. Loeks
(20%); H&E Balaban Corp. (207o). William
Mclnerney,
Pugno,
and Edward Alfred
C. McCobb
(9% Paul
each) G.andGoebel
nine
others. Mr. Loeks owns theaters and motels;
H & B Balaban
Corp. interests;
has theater
extensive broadcasting
Mr. and
Goebel
has retail and wholesale sporting goods
business; Mr. Pugno is insurance agent with
some theater holdings; Mr. McCobb is
lawyer; Mr. Mclnerney has interest in spring
and wire part manufacturing and auto
parts. Ann. Nov. 1.
Rochester, N. Y.— Citizens Tv Corp. Vhf
ch. 13 (210-216 mc); ERP 316 kw vis., 158
kw aur. Ant. height above average terrain
500 ft.; above ground 353.4 ft. Estimated
construction cost $1,450,000; first year operating cost $1,200,000; revenue $1,600,000. P.O.
address 47 S. Fitzhugh St. Studio location
Rochester; trans, location Pinnacle Hill.
Geographic
coordinates
43° 08'
N. lat.,
77°
35' 05" W.
long. Trans.
RCA08"TT35CH;
Ant. RCA TW12A13-P. Legal counsel Welch,
Mott & Morgan; consulting engineer Jules
Cohen, both Washington, D. C. Principals
include Lawrence P. Fraiberg (20%), William A. Fay (10%), Melvin B. Neisner, A.
Richard Todd and Wallace E. Wilson (9=3%
each) and 16 others. Mr. Fraiberg is account
executive with WNEW-TV New York and
will be general manager; Mr. Fay owns blueprint Tvcompany
and Mr.is Neisner
consultantis vice
to Transcontinent
Corp.;
president
of
department
store
chain;
Mr.
director of manufacturing, BurroughsTodd
Corp.is
(office equipment); Mr. Wilson is general
manager of Rochester Products Div.. General
Motors Corp. and owns farm. Applicant requests STA. Ann. Nov. 1.
Rochester, N. Y.— Federal Bcstg. System
Inc. Vhf ch. 13 (210-216 mc); ERP 316 kw.
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vis., 170 kw aur. Ant. height above average
terrain 500 ft.; above ground 310 ft. Estimated construction cost $509,265; first year
opeiating cost $1,250,000; revenue $1,460,000.
P.O. address 250 East Ave. (studio), trans,
location Brighton, N. Y. Geographic coordinates 43° 08' 06.5" N. lat.; 77° 35' 07" W. long.
Trans. RCA TT25CH, ant. RCA TW-15A13-P
Legal counsel Roberts & Mclnnis, Washington, D. C; consulting engineer George C.
iiavis, Washington, D. C. Gordon P. Brown,
sole owner, owns WSAY Rochester and
WNIA Cheektowaga, both New York, and
real estate holding corporation. Applicant
requests STA. Ann. Nov. 1.
Rochester, N. Y. — Heritage Radio & Tv
Bcstg. Inc. Vht ch. 1.3 (210-216 mc); ERP
316 kw vis., 171 kw aur. Ant. height above
average terrain 500 ft., above ground 336.5
ft. Estimated construction cost $1,342,935;
first year operating cost $1,000,000; revenue
$1,250,000. P.O. address c/o B. Birnbaum, 202
Reynolds Arcade Bldg., Rochester. Studio
location Rochester; trans, location Brighton,
N. Y. Geographic coordinates 43° 08' 09" N.
lat., 77° 35' 03" W. long. Trans. RCA TT-50AH; ant. RCA TW-9A-13-P. Legal Counsel
Wilner, Bergson, Scheiner & Lessenco,
Washington, D. C; consulting engineer Gautney & Jones, Washington. Applicant has 27
stockholders;
P. Birnbaum,
president and 4%Bernard
stockholder,
has extensive
ownership interests in bowling alleys. Ann.
Nov. 1.
Rochester, N. Y. — Ivy Bcstg. Inc. Vhf ch.
13 (210-216 mc); ERP 316 kw vis., 158 kw
aur. Ant. height above average terrain 500
ft., above ground 343.4 ft. Estimated construction cost $960,000; first year operating
cost $1,400,000;
revenue
$1,500,000.
address 127 W. State
St., Ithaca,
N. Y.;P.O.studio
location Rochester, trans, location Pinnacle
Hill. Geographic coordinates 43° 08' 09" N.
lat.; 77° 35/ 04" W. long. Trans. RCA TT35CH.
Ant. RCA TW-12A-P. Legal counsel Davies,
Hardy & Schenck, New York; consulting
engineer David L. Steel Jr., Washington,
D. C. Ivy is licensee of WOLF Syracuse,
WEIV (FM) Ithaca, WBIV (FM) Wethersfield, WMIV (FM) S. Bristol, WOIV (FM)
DeRuyter and WJIV (FM) Cherry Valley, all
New York,
is applicant
ch. 9 Syracuse. Ellis and
E. Erdman,
Ivy for
president,
also
holds majority interest in WTKO Ithaca.
Applicant requests STA. Ann. Nov. 1.
Rochester, N. Y. — Main Broadcast Co. Vhf
ch. 13 (210-216 mc); ERP 316 kw vis., 158
kw aur. Ant. height above average terrain
499.625 ft., above ground 344.25 ft. Estimated
construction cost $856,388; first year operating cost $970,000; revenue $1,100,000. P.O.
address 935 Main St. (studio), trans, location
Brighton, N. Y. Geographic coordinates 43°
08' 08" N. lat., 77° 35' 04" W. long. Trans.
GE TT-51-B; ant. GE T4-53-A3. Legal counsel Mullin & Connor, Washington, D. C;
consulting engineer Paul Roxin, Rochester.
Leon Halperin, sole owner, owns real estate
and construction firms and one-way radio
paging service. Applicant requests STA.
Ann. Nov. 1.
Syracuse, N. Y. — Salt City Bcstg. Corp.
Vhf ch. 9 (186-192 mc); ERP 316 kw vis.,
158 kw aur. Ant. height above average terrainmated
1,000 ft.,
abovecostground
655 ft.
construction
$1,177,000;
first Estiyear
operating cost $1,200,000; revenue $1,380,000.
P.O. address c/o Eagan Real Estate Inc., 205
Syracuse-Kemper Bldg., Syracuse. Studio
location Syracuse, trans, location near Syracuse. Geographic coordinates 42° 55' 18" N.
lat., 76° 05' 15" W. long. Trans. GE TT-51-B,
ant. GE TY-52-B. Legal counsel Wilner,
Bergson, Scheiner & Lessenco, Washington,
D. C, consulting engineer Commercial Radio
Equipment Co., Washington. Principals: The
Outlet Co. (50%), Edward G. Eagan, L. T.
Eagan (each 18.75%), L. William Eagan
(12.5%). The Outlet Co. is licensee of WJARAM-TV Providence, R. I.; E. G. Eagan and
L. T. Eagan own 50% each of real estate
firm; L.rector W.
vice president
of realEagan
estateis firm.
Ann. Nov.and1. diSyracuse, N. Y. — Six Nations Tv Corp.
Vhf ch. 9 (186-192 mc); ERP 195 kw vis.,
98 kw aur. RMS. Ant. height above average
terrain 1,000 ft., above ground 701 ft. Estimated construction cost $1,550,575; first year
operating cost $1,200,000; revenue $1,700,000.
P.O. address 1000 Merchants Bank Bldg., 214
S. Warren St., Syracuse 2. Studio location
Syracuse, trans, location Lafayette TWP.
Geographic coordinates 42° 56' 51" N. lat.,
76° 06' 10" W. long. Trans. RCA TT-25CH,
ant. RCA TW-15A9-P. Legal counsel Welch,
Mott & Morgan, Washington, D. C; consulting engineer Gautney & Jones, Washington.
Principals include Richard C. Landsman
(20%), Donald F. Neubauer (9%), and others.
Mr. Landsman is account executive for
WNEW-TV New York; Mr. Neubauer is employe of automotive parts manufacturing
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MEMO
TO:

A Prospective

Station-Buyer

If you have a well-rounded background in
broadcasting and a recent history of progressive
and profitable operation, with evidence of
broadcasting in the public interest, you may
have personal interest in the services offered
by Communications Fund, Inc., a licensed Small
Business Investment Company.
We are prepared to advance substantial
financing toward the purchase of fairly priced
radio and TV properties, with a portion of the
investment convertible into a minority stock
interest and the balance on long term notes
payable over a period of not less than five
years.
Complete operational control of the
corporation would remain in your hands with our
company becoming the senior secured investor.
Whether or not you have a property in
mind, your inquiry will be welcomed.
Tell us
all about yourself and your record.
Do not
forward financial statements on your present
operation unless you are clearly privileged to
do so.
If you have a station purchase in mind,
you may disclose its identity and be assured it
will be kept in confidence.
Until such time as
you authorize us to contact references we will
confine our study to the information you
provide .
If you feel you have the experience and
initiative to move into station ownership, have
access to reasonable equity capital, and have
the qualifying track record, we would like to
discuss it with you.
P.S. To successful station owners:
Our funds
are available for expansion into additional
markets and improvement of existing
facilities.
We specialize exclusively
in broadcast financing.

COMMUNICATIONS
INCORPORATED

FUND

A Federal Licensee Under the Small Business Investment Act of 1958
3 5 0 4

TIME

AND

LIFE

BUILDING

NEW YORK 20, N. Y.
• CIRCLE 5-2870
COMPLEMENTING THE SERVICES OF COMMUNICATIONS CAPITAL CORPORATION
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subsidiary of General Motors Corp. Applicant requests STA to operate station pending final disposition of application. Ann.
Nov. 1.
Existing tv stations
APPLICATION
*WDIQ (TV) Andalusia, Ala.— Mod. of
license to change station location from
Andalusia to Dozier, both Alabama. Ann.
Oct. 24.
CALL LETTERS ASSIGNED
WSEC-TV Fort Lauderdale, Fla.— Board
of Public Instruction of Dade County, Florida.
TvWPFL
Bcstg. (TV)
Corp. Pittsfield, Mass.— Springfield
WCWTconsin Tv (TV,)
Inc. Wausau, Wis.— Central WisNew am stations
ACTIONS BY FCC
Scott
City,
Kan.—
Scott City.
Granted 1310 kc,
500 Bcstrs.
w D. P.O.of address
6535
W. Jewell Ave., Denver, Col. Estimated construction cost $14,650; first year operating
cost $37,800; revenue $46,000. Applicants are
George B. and Florence Anderson, 50% each;
who are sole owners of KLIR-AM-FM Denver, Col.; KCLO Leavenworth, KJRG-AMFM Newton, both Kansas; and KJSK Columbus, Neb. Action Nov. 1.
Amherst, Mass. — College Radio. Granted
1430 kc, 5 kw D. P.O. address c/o WERI, 11
Railroad Ave., Westerly, R. I. Estimated construction cost $57,950; first year operating
cost $70,000; revenue $78,000. Augustine L.
Cavallaro Jr., sole owner, has interest in
WERI Westerly, R. I. Action Oct. 26.
ACTION BY BROADCAST BUREAU
Butler,
Mo. kc,
— Bates
Bcstg. Co.
Granted 1530
250 w County
D. P.O. address
c/o
B. D. Thornton, 1003 Northeast 2nd, Walnut
Ridge, Ark. Estimated construction cost
$12,871; first year operating cost $33,468;
revenue $36,000. Principals include B. D.
Thornton, E. E. Summers, and Woodrow
Behannon (each one-third). Mr. Thornton
is employe of KRLW Walnut Ridge, Ark.;
Mr. Summers is in restaurant business.; Mr.
Behannon is registrar of Southern Baptist
College. Action Oct. 24.
APPLICATIONS
Honolulu, Hawaii — Lawrence T. Kagawa.
1420 kc, 5 kw unl. P.O. address 123 Dowsett
Ave., Honolulu. Estimated construction cost
$60,366; first year operating cost $100,000;
revenue $120,000. Lawrence T. Kagawa, sole
owner, owns 85% of insurance agency and
has been officer and director of KOHO
Honolulu. Ann. Oct. 31.
Hastings, Neb.— K Bar J Inc. 1550 kc, 500
w D. P.O. address c/o James A. Lambros Jr.,
600 Ross Ave., Gillette, Wyo. Estimated construction cost $16,700; first year operating
cost $18,000; revenue $24,000. Principals:
James A. Lambros Jr. (80%), J. A. Lambros,
Yvonne N. Lambros (each 10%). Messrs.
Lambros and Lambros own 50% each of cafe;
J. A. brosLambros
is housewife.ownsAnn.tailor
Oct. shop;
27. Mrs. LamHerndon, Va. — Colchester Bcstg. Corp. 1440
kc, 1 kw D. P.O. address c/o Roy Simmons,
1107 Warner Bldg., Washington, D. C.
Estimated construction cost $67,063; first year
operating cost $54,000; revenue $69,000. Prin-

23

MAJOR
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cipals: Roy Simmons (50%); J. Grant
Wright, Robert Cotten Jr., William L. Fagg,
Eugene F. Renzi, A. Edwin Stern Jr. (each
8.4%); John E. Fallon (7%). Mr. Simmons
is attorney; Mr. Wright is attorney and
owns 25% of real estate holding company;
Mr. Cotten is attorney; Mr. Fagg is retired
Air Force officer and is executor-director
of trade association for security officers; Mr.
Renzi is financial and administrative consultant; Mr. Stern has been assistant program director of WWDC and assistant director at WMAL-TV both Washington, D. C,
and owns 95% of restaurant and 40% of
equipment firm; Mr. Fallon is economist
with Dept. of Defense. Ann. Oct. 26.
Herndon, Va. — Virginia-Potomac Bcstg.
Corp. 1440 kc, 5 kw D. P.O. address Gregory
Bldg., Herndon. Estimated construction cost
$60,269; first year operating cost $30,500;
revenue $32,500. Principals: Huntington
Harris, Howard Ross, James H. Symington,
Fitzhugh Turner (each 25%). Mr. Harris is
president of press analysis service firm;
Captain Ross is airline pilot and owns dairy
farm; Mr. Symington is farmer; Mr. Turner
is vice president and director of two publishing firms. Ann. Oct. 26.
Existing am stations
ACTIONS BY FCC
WSFB Quitman, Ga. — Granted mod. of cp
wto D.specify
Actionoperating
Nov. 1. hours on 1490 kc, 250
KAOK Lake Charles, La. — Granted change
of operation on 1400 kc from 250 w, unl. (cp
250 w, 1 kw-LS, DA-D, unl.) to 250 w-N,
1 kw-LS; remote control permitted; engineering condition. Action Nov. 1.
WRUL Scituate, Mass. — Granted waiver of
rules and authorized operating schedule of
international broadcast stations on specified
frequencies from Nov. 5, 1961 to March 3,
1962. Action Nov. 1.
KBRL McCook, Neb. — Granted increased
power from 1 kw to 5 kw, DA, continued
operationtions. onAction1300
Nov.kc,.1. D; engineering condiKEAN Brownwood, Tex. — Granted change
of operation on 1240 kc from 100 w, unl., to
250 w-N,Nov.1 kw-LS;
engineering conditions.
Action
1.
KIUNtime Pecos,
Tex.
—
daypower from 250 Granted
w to 1 increased
kw, continued
operation on 1400 kc, 250 w-N; engineering
conditions;
remote control permitted. Action
Nov.
1.
KCKG Sonora, Tex. — Granted change of
operation on 1240 kc from 250 w, unl., to 250
w-N, 1 kw-LS; remote control permitted;
engineering condition. Action Nov. 1.
KXOX Sweetwater, Tex— Granted increased daytime power from 250 w to 1 kw,
continued operation on 1240 kc, 250 w-N;
engineering conditions. Action Nov. 1.
APPLICATIONS
KIFN Phoenix, Ariz. — Cp to increase
power from 1 kw to 5 kw, install new trans,
and DA-D; change ant. -trans, location. Ann.
Oct. 27.
KOXR Oxnard, Calif. — Cp to change hours
of operation from D to unl., using power of
1 kw, 5 kw-LS; install new trans., change
ant. -trans, location, make changes in DA
system (add one tower) and change from
DA-D to DA-2. Ann. Oct. 26.
WABR Winter Park, Fla. — Cp to increase
hours of operation from D to unl., using
power
Ann. Oct.of 27.1 kw, 5 kw-LS, install DA-N.

COMPANIES
TV

RENEWING

SPONSORSHIP

23 major advertisers who sponsored Color TV in 1956
are buying it again in 1961. One more proof that Color
delivers the prospects. Get the full Color picture today
from: W. E. Boss, Director, Color Television Coordination, RCA, 30 Rockefeller Plaza, New York 20, N. Y.,
Tel: CO 5-5900
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WEMD Easton, Md. — Cp to increase daytime power from 500 w to 1 kw, make
changes in DA system (add one tower) and
change
from3.28(c)
DA-D of torules.
DA-2.Ann.
Requests
er of Sec.
Oct. 26.waivWRMT Rocky Mount, N. C— Cp to increase daytime power from 250 w to 1 kw
and install new trans. Ann. Oct. 27.
WETC creaseWendeU-Zebulon,
Cp install
to inpower from 250 w N.
to C—
5 kw,
DA-D and new trans. Ann. Oct. 26.
WETB Johnson City, Tenn. — Cp to change
hours from D to unl. using power of 1 kw,
5 kw-LS, install new trans, and DA-2;
change
Oct. 26. ant. -trans, and studio location. Ann.
CALL LETTERS ASSIGNED
KKHIchanged
San Francisco,
Inc.;
from KQBY.Calif .— Atlass Bcstg.
WISK Americus, Ga. — Sumter Bcstg. Co.
KNUI Makawao, Hawaii — Eugene G. Panissidi.
WROZ from
Evansville,
Inc.
changed
WEOA. Ind. — J. B. Fuqua;
KGLE Glendive, Mont.— King's Garden
WIRD Lake Placid, N. Y.— WIRY Inc.
WUSM Havelock, N. C— Radio-Marine.
KTAR Eugene, Ore. — Eugene Bcstrs.
WARO
Canonsburg,
changed from
WERO. Pa.— Radio Hill Inc.;
WXTR Pawtucket, R. I— Roger Williams
Bcstg. Inc.; changed from WPAW.
Chattanooga,
Tenn.—
Bcstg.
Inc.WMOC
of Chattanooga;
changed
fromDick
WOGA.
KVPH Canyon, Tex.— W. J. Harpole.
KIXI Renton,
Wash.— Cutie Radio Inc.;
changed
from KUDY.
KQOT Yakima, Wash.— M & W Co.
New fm stations
APPLICATION
Kansas City, Mo. — Heart of America Bcstrs.
Inc. 92.3 mc; 32.85 kw. Ant. height above
average terrain 56 ft. P.O. address 1012
Baltimore, Kansas City. Estimated construction cost $22,932; first year operating cost
$15,000; revenue $15,000. Applicant is licensee
of KUDL Kansas City. Ann. Oct. 27.
CALL LETTERS ASSIGNED
KKHI-FM San Francisco, Calif.— Atlass
Bcstg. Inc.; changed from KQBY-FM.
WGEE-FM
Indianapolis, Ind.— Rollins
Bcstg.
Inc.
KTAL-FM Texarkana, Tex.— KCMC Inc.;
changed from KCMC-FM.
Ownership changes
ACTIONS BY FCC
WSFB Quitman, Ga.— Granted (1) renewal of license and (2) assignment of license to R. B. H. Bcstg. Inc. (William F.
Hoopes, J. T. Rowland and Danny E.
Bailey); consideration $46,000. Action Nov. 1.
*WNAS (FM) New Albany, Ind.— Granted
(1) renewal of license and (2) assignment
of license to New Albany-Floyd County
Consolidated School Corp.; consolidation of
two school systems. Action Nov. 1.
WIRV from
Irvine,South
Ky.— C.Granted
license
Bevins assignment
to James M.of
Gaskins, trading under same name; consideration one dollar for lease of station's
physical property for period of 120 months
at $800 per month; upon termination of
lease, assignee
may 1.purchase equipment for
$5,000.
Action Nov.
APPLICATIONS
WRKT Cocoa Beach, Fla.— Seeks assignment of license from Mel Wheeler to C.
Sweet Smith Jr.; consideration $120,000. Mr.
Smith owns business properties leasing firm
and 25%
of home construction business.
Ann.
Oct. 26.
WKEI
Kewanee,
assignment
license from Joseph111.—
E. Seeks
McNaughton
(51%),of
George Walker (29%) and J. Richard Sutter
(20%) to Kewanee Bcstg. Co., new corporation consisting of same principals; no financial consideration involved. Ann. Oct. 27.
KPIG Cedar Rapids, Iowa — Seeks assignment of license from Cedar Rapids Bcstg.
Corp. to Ralph J. McElroy (50%), Robert
Buckmaster (9.2%) and others, d/b as Black
Hawk Bcstg. Co.; consideration $195,000. Mr.
McElroy owns KAUS and KMMT (TV) Austin, Minn.; Mr. Buckmaster is partner in
law firm. Black Hawk Bcstg. Co. is licensee
27.
of KWWL-AM-TV Waterloo, Iowa. Ann. Oct.
WRVK Mt. Vernon, Ky.— Seeks transfer of
48.8% of stock in Renfro Valley Bcstrs. Inc.
from Tom Hargis to John Lair, present
48.8%
ownerOct.of27.licensee; consideration $20,000. Ann.
KPEL Lafayette, La— Seeks assignment
BROADCASTING, November 6, 1961

of license from Pelican Bcstg. Inc. to Radio
ion $200,000. AsLafayette Inc., consideratH.
Jr., Ed-L.
HicksGeorge
John 42.5%),
principals:(each
ward L.signee's
Francis
Hicks and
Crouchet Jr. (15%). Messrs. Port
Arthur,
Francis own 50% each of KOLE
is vice president and
Tex ; Mr. Crouchet
sales manager of KOLE. Ann. Oct. 31.
KROX Crookston, Minn.— Seeks transfer
Bcstg.
of one-third of stock in CrookstoncorporaPetrich back to Oct. 31.
Co from Arnold F. $25,810.10.
Ann.
tion; consideration
Seeks assignWMGM New York, N. Y. —Theatres
Bcstg.
ment of license from Loew's
tion
Corp. to Storer Radio Inc.; considera
V
stations are WAGA-T
$10,950,000.Ga.;Storer
,
Cleveland
-FM-TV
WJW-AM
Atlanta,
Ohio; WJKB-AM-FM-TV Detroit, Mich;
MilWITI-TV
Fla.;
WGBS-AM-FMWis.; Miami,
V Toledo,
waukee, WSPD-AM-FM-T
Wheeling, W. .Va..
M-FM
WWVA-A
and
Ohio,
.
Ann. Oct. 26
Seeks assignment of
WJRI Lenoir, N. C— Rabb
(deceased) to
license from John P.
Katherine B. Rabb, executrix of Mr. Rabb s
involved.
tion
considera
financial
no 27.
estate;Oct.
Ann.

include determination whether public service programming needs of Covington, Ky.,
are presently being satisfied by adjacent
standard broadcast stations; dismissed as
moot motion by applicant Kenton County
Bcstrs, Covington, Ky., to strike Massillon
petition.
petition was
untimely
filed, failed(Massillon's
to make threshold
showing
that
such evidence would be of decisional significance, and did not support with factual
allegations its assertion that existing stations meet
needs of Covington.)
Actionprogramming
Nov. 1.
■ By memorandum opinion and order,
commission granted petition by Storer Bcstg.
Co. (WSPD) Toledo, Ohio, to extent of modifyingHerald,
construction
permit daytime
granted power
Telegraph
for increased
Prairie Radio Corp. (WPRC) Lincoln, 111.,
for increased power from 500 w to 1 kw,
continued operation on 1370 kc, D to add
conditions precluding pre-sunrise operations
under 1.provisions of Sec. 3.87 of rules. Action
Nov.
■ By memorandum opinion and order,
commission granted petition by Storer Bcstg.
Co. (WSPD) Toledo, Ohio, to extent of
modifying construction permit granted
Telegraph Herald increased daytime power
of KDTH Dubuque, Iowa, from 1 kw to 5
kw, continued operation on 1370 kc, 1 kw-N,
DA-N, engineering condition to add condition precluding
pre-sunrise
operations
under 1.provisions
of Sec.
3.87 of rules.
Action
Nov.
■ By memorandum opinion and order,
commission denied petition by Tropical Telecasting Corp. forapplicant
review South
of examiner's
ruling permitting
Texas Telecasting Inc. (KVDO-TV) to amend its application to show modification of its financing proposal in Corpus Christi, Texas, tv
ch. 3 proceeding. Comr. Craven not participating. Action Nov. 1.
■ Bytion,order,
commission,
on not
its own
modirected that
depositions
be taken
in proceeding on revocation of license of
KWK Radio Inc.'s am station KWK St.
Louis, Mo., pending further order of comset aside hearing
schedulingmission; further
hearing examiner's
on Nov. 6;order
and
ordered that no hearing session shall be
scheduled
order.
Actionpending
Nov. 1. commission's further

Hearing cases
FINAL DECISIONS
appligranteddaytime
decision
■ By cation
Inc. toionincrease
of WPET, commiss
N. C, on 950
power of WPET Greensboro, and
denied rekw, DA,
kc from 500 w to 5 of
(3) ofe
3.28(d)nighttim
waiver ty toSec.operate
quest for authori
rules for
Cross
with 5 kw. Chmn. Minow andbeComr.
printed by
dissented to grant. (Text to
5 initial
t). April
pamphledenying
weekly toward
in looked
GPO
application.
decision
^
Action Nov. 1.
after oral
■ By decision, commission, appeals
ret to court of
argumentmand, (1)pursuan
granted application of WIBC Inc.
for new tv station to operate on ch.tion13 inof
applica
Indianapolis, Ind., and fordenied
; (I)
same facility
Crosley Bcstg.thatCorp.
ore given
heretof
ty
authori
and ordered
staits
of
on
operati
e
continu
to
Crosley
to
on ch. 13 "pending final
tion
of further proceedings ordered
e WLWI(TV)
outcom
a.m. Ebi
ted effective 3 and
herein" is termina
Cross
Hyde
November 30, 1961. Comrs.statem
Routine roundup
Comr.
ent.
dissented, latter with
Craven did not participate. Action Oct. 27.
■ Commission extended for 60 days, from
that Aug. 30 Dec.
4, time for filing comments in general
a Commission gives notice toward
grant- proceeding
looked L. Cavallaro
initial decision which
involving overall policy and teche
Augustin
of
application
ing
nical proposals to aid uhf expansion, which
staam
new
for
was
announced
by commission on July 26.
Radio,
College
tr/as
,
Jr tion to operate on 1430 kc, 5 kw, DA, D, m
does not
apply to separate
proceed-to
19 Extension
Amherst, Mass., became effective Oct
ings
involving
deintermixture
proposals
Action
rules.
of
1.153
Sec.
to
pursuant
make
eight
markets
uhf
and
shorter-spaced
Oct. 26.
vhf
in eight other markets.
Actionassignments
Nov. 1.
INITIAL DECISION
■ Commission instituted rulemaking lookSharfman
ing toward adding ch. 24 to Erie, Pa., delet■ Hearing Examiner Herbert
toward granting ch. 66 from that city and deleting
issued initial decision looking
ch. 39 from Sharon, Pa., and ch. 28 from
Bcstg. Inc. (WOLF)
ing applications of Ivy and
Home Bcstg. Co. Flint, Mich., and deferring consideration of
Syracuse, N. Y., Farm
making substitute uhf channels available in
(WNBT) Wellsboro, Pa., and Radio Station
Sharon or Flint until decisions are reached
WESB (WESB) Bradford, Pa., for increased
Doc. 14229 concerning future methods
conkw,
1
to
w
250
from
power
daytime tinued operation on 1490 kc, 250 w-N, each in
uhf from
channels.
with interference condition. Action Nov. 1. of assigning
posal would stations
require onshift
ch. 24Pro-to
ch. 34 in St. Thomas, Ontario, and from
ch. 27 to ch. 28 in Stratford, Ontario, to
OTHER ACTONS
which Canada has concurred. Commission
preferred this proposal to that of Alfred E.
M&M
Telecasters,
Central
Coast
Tv,
Elson Electronics Co., Santa Maria Telecasting
Anscombe (WEPA-TV ch. 66) Erie, who
for assignment of ch. 24 in Erie
Corp., Santa Maria, Calif.— Designated for petitioned
consolidated hearing applications for new tv and substituting ch. 83 for ch. 39 in Sharon,
stations to operate on ch. 12. Action Nov. 1. which would have required shift from ch
ch.authorities
69 in St.
to which
CanaWFUN South Miami, Fla— Designated for 24 to dian
did Thomas,
not concur.
Commission
hearing application to change designation
lostudio
and
Miami,
to
deferred
action
on
Mr.
Anscombe's
request
location
of station
for issuance of order to show cause why
cation from trans, site, southwest of Miami,
for WEPA-TV should not be
to the Mac Arthur Causeway, Miami. Is li- authorization
modified to specify operation on ch. 24 in
censed on 790 kc, 5 kw, DA-2, unl. In event
of grant of this application, it would be lieu of ch. 66. Action Nov. 1.
■ Commission ordered Neighborly Bcstg.
without mission
prejudice
whatever action
commay deem toappropriate
Inc. to show cause why license of its fm
with regard
to renewal of license of stations WYLD New
station WLOV(FM) Cranston, R. I., should
Orleans,Nov.
La.,1. and WLOU Louisville, Ky. not be revoked and to appear at hearing to
Action
be held in Providence at time and place
to be speciefied later. Licensee appears to
Maunaloa Bcstg. Inc., Kealakekua, Hawaii
have failed to take corrective actions after
— Granted request for immediate processing
of application for new station on 790 kc, 1 being informed of various technical viola
tions, to have made certain misrepresenta
kw, unl.; same to be listed on next public
either operated with reduced power
notice
Action pursuant
Nov. 1. to Sec. 1.354(c) of rules. tions,
or was silent more than 10 days in April
May 1961 without authorization, willfully
Higson-Frank Radio Enterprises, S B.B.
and repeatedly violated or failed to observe
Corp., Houston, Tex. — Designated for conspecific rules, and may not be financially
solidated hearing applications for new dayqualified to operate station. Action Nov. 1.
stations and
on 1520
Higson-Frank
with time
250am w(CH)
S.B.B.kc, with
1 kw, D;
■ Bypetition
order, bycommission
joint
tv affiliatesdenied
of ABC,Oct.CBS?6
made ing.KGBC,
party to proceedand NBC networks which sought to have
Action Nov.Galveston,
1.
■ By memorandum opinion and order,
commission's
of Oct.
(with respect
to
scheduled order
Nov. 17
oral 20argument
in tv
commission denied petition by Massillon
Bcstg. Inc., Norwood, Ohio, for enlargement
option
time
proceeding)
modified
or
clariof issues in am consolidated proceeding to
fied to make provision for counsel to reBROADCASTING, November 6, 1961

PUSH-BUTTON
NUMBERS
The sad part about push-button circulation figures is that the advertiser
pays for them — and pays handsomely. And the cost of tickets to
The Numbers Game, already pretty
high, goes up every time a publisher
pushes a button and says: "Add
another 3,000 names, George."
In ABP businesspapers, on the other
hand, no amount of button pushing
is going to produce 3,000 circulation
— for this circulation has to be paid
for . . . and new subscribers just
don't jump into line when a publisher pushes a button. Advertising
rates that
go up at harder
a publisher's
decision are somehow
to swallow
than those that rise in response to
reader demand.
We have nothing against numbers,
understand — when they have dollar
signs attached. But we feel that
numbers per se are not the be-all
and end-all in judging publication
values. And we go so far as to say
that a man who pays $x to subscribe to a publication is more meaningful, even as a sheer number, than
one who pays nothing. He wants the
publication more than he wants $x.
If you feel, as an advertiser, that
the reader should meet you half way
by paying for a publication, you can
be sure you're putting your money on
the right numbers when you put it
in publications bearing this symbol :

The plus value of paid circulation is "wantedness"
— I
Hill II II III H Mill
THE BUSINESSWEEKLY OF TELEVISION AND RADIO
BROADCASTING is the only publication
in its field qualifying for
ABC and ABP membership
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1 kw AM
TRANSMITTER

AM's Best 1 KW Buy!
Only ITA offers single control
operation . . . solid state rectifiers . . regulated filament
and plate power supplies.
PLUS all these features:
Remote Control Provisions •
Automatic Recycling • Built-in
Dummy Load • Only 3 Tube
Types • Free Installation
Supervision. It's value packed!
For complete information write
ITA Dept BK-4.

ITA Electronics Corporation
BROADCAST DIVISION
Lansdowne, Pennsylvania
102 (FOR THE RECORD)

serve for rebuttal portion of time granted
for oral argument. Action Nov. 1.
■ Commission granted motion by Midwest
Radio-Tv. Inc. (WCCO) Minneapolis, Minn.,
and extended to Nov. 6 time for filing
responses to petitions for reconsideration
of matter
commission's
14 report
and orderin
in
of clearSept.
channel
broadcasting
standard broadcast band. Action Oct. 26.
■ Commission granted motion by Broadcasting Co. of the South (WIS-TV ch. 10)
Columbia, S. C, and extended to Oct. 31
time for filing responses to petition of Wilton E. Hall (WAIM-TV ch. 40) Anderson,
S. C, to makingamend
of proposed rule-of
in matternotice
of deintermixture
Columbia, S. C. Action Oct. 24.
■ Commission granted petition by Rocket
City Tv Inc. (WAFG-TV ch. 31) Huntsville,
Ala., and extended from Oct. 27 to Nov. 17
time for filing comments and from Nov. 6
to Nov. 27 for filing replies in Huntsville,
Ala., tv rulemaking proceeding. Action
Oct. 24.
ACTIONS ON MOTIONS
By Commissioner Frederick W. Ford
■ Granted petition by Broadcast Bureau
and extended to Nov. 3 time to respond
to opposition by South Florida Amusement
Inc. to Broadcast
Bureau's petition
reconsideration in Perrine-South
Miami,for Fla.,
tv ch. 6 proceeding. Action Oct. 27.
■ Granted petition by Broadcast Bureau
and extended to Nov. 16 time to file reply
to petition by Jackson Bcstg. & Tv. Corp.
(WKHM) Jackson, Mich., to reopen record,
exceptions and brief in support of exceptions in proceeding on its am application.
Action Oct. 25.
■ Granted petition by Broadcast Bureau
and extended to Nov. 6. time to respond to
petitions for review in proceeding on
applications of Kent-Ravenna Bcstg. Co. for
new
am station in Kent, Ohio, et al. Action
Oct. 25.
■ Granted petition by Broadcast Bureau
and extended to Nov. 3 time to respond to
motion by Reading Radio Inc. to enlarge
issues in proceeding on its application and
Hershey Bcstg. Inc. for new fm stations in
Reading and Hershey, Pa. Action Oct. 25.
m Granted
petition
applicants
and ex-to
tended to Nov.
13 timeby for
filing replies
exceptions in Lake Charles-Lafayette, La.,
tv ch. 3 proceeding. Action Oct. 24.
■ Granted petition by Columbia River
Bcstrs. Inc. and extended to Oct. 26 time
for filing replies to exceptions in proceeding on its application for new am station
in Mount Vernon, Wash. Action Oct. 24.
By Chief Hearing Examiner
James D. Cunningham
■ Granted petition by New Sounds Bcstg.
Corp., for dismissal of its application for
new am station in Fort Myers, Fla.; application dismissed with prejudice; retained
in
hearing status
remaining
consolidation.
Action
Oct. 27.applications in
■ Scheduled prehearing conferences for
Nov. 22 and hearings for Dec. 15 in proceedings on applications of KOFE Inc. for
mod. of license of am station KOFE Pullman, Wash., and WFYC Inc. (WFYC) Alma,
Mich. Action Oct. 24.
■ Granted petition by Broadcast Bureau
and extended from Oct. 20 to Oct. 27 time
for filing proposed findings, from Nov. 3 to
Nov. 16 for filing proposed conclusions and
reply findings and from Nov. 13 to Nov. 27
for filing reply conclusions in proceeding
on applications of Richmond Bcstg. Co. for
new
ActionamOct.station
23. in Centerville, Ind., et al.
By Hearing Examiner Thomas H. Donahue
■ Granted petition by Vernon E. Pressley,
Canton, N. C, and continued hearing on
issue 10 from Oct. 30 to Nov. 13, with hearing to be held on Oct. 30 on all other issues
not heretofore rendered moot in proceeding
on Mr.waysPressley's
am application
and FolkBcstg. 25.
Inc. (WTCW)
Whitesburg,
Ky.
Action Oct.
By Hearing Examiner Asher H. Ende
a Issuedferenceorder
prehearingon conheld Oct. following
27 in proceeding
am
application of Radio-Active Bcstg. Inc.
(WATO)
Oak Ridge,
Tenn.,
scheduling
tain procedural
dates;
continued
Nov.cer-30
hearing to Jan. 4, 1962. Action Oct. 27.
By Hearing Examiner Charles J. Frederick
■ After Oct. 25 prehearing conference in
proceeding on applications of Hershey
Bcstg. Inc. and Reading Radio Inc. for new
fm stations in Hershey and Reading, Pa.,
scheduled certain procedural dates, and
scheduled hearing for Dec. 19 on engineering phases of proceeding in lieu of hearing

on all issues scheduled for Nov. 27; dismissed motion by Hershey to enlarge issues
without prejudice for movant to file motion
directed mis ito
within
on to actproper
upon authority
same. Action
Oct. com26.
■
Granted
petition
by
Broadcast
and continued from Oct. 25 to Nov. Bureau
13 time
to file proposed findings and conclusions in
proceeding on application of United Tv. Co.
of New chester, Hampshire
(WMTJR-TV)
ManN. H. Action Oct.
26.
■ After Oct. 26 prehearing conference,
scheduled certain procedural dates and
continued Nov. 29 hearing to Dec. 27 in proceeding on applications of Clarence Everett
Jones tionsand
Taylor
for new
stain St.Robert
GeorgeS. and
Aiken,
S. C. amAction
Oct. 26.
■ Scheduled oral argument for Nov. 8 on
petition
Willamette-Land
leave to by
amend
its application Tvfor Inc.
new for
tv
station
to
operate
on
ch.
3
in
Salem,
Ore.
Action Oct. 24.
By Hearing Examiner Annie Neal Huntting
■ Granted motion by Pontotoc Bcstg. Co.,
Pontotoc, Miss., and extended from Oct. 27
to Oct. 30 time for filing proposed findings
and from Nov. 7 to Nov. 13 for replies in
proceeding
tion Oct. 27.on its am application, et al. Ac■ Granted petition by Broadcast Bureau
and continued from Oct. 25 to Nov. 3 date
for notification of witnesses desired for
cross-examination and from Nov. 1 to Nov.
13 for hearing in proceeding on applications
of Catskills Bcstg. Co. for new am station
in Ellenville, N. Y., et al. Action Oct. 25.
■ Upon
agreement
of parties,
continued
Nov.
14 hearing
to Nov.
21 in proceeding
on
applications
The andYoung
Church
of the Airof Inc.
WJMJ People's
Bcstg.
Corp. for new fm stations in Philadelphia,
Pa. Action Oct. 26.
By Hearing Examiner H. Gifford Irion
■ Continued Nov. 30 hearing to Dec. 18 in
proceeding on applications of Bloomington
Bcstg.
111., for Corp.
mod. (WJBC-AM-FM),
of licenses. ActionBloomington,
Oct. 25.
By Hearing Examiner David I. Kraushaar
■ Granted petition by Kenosha Bcstg.
Inc. ule
requesting
examiner
hearing datehearing
for Nov.
15, ortoasschedsoon
thereafter as possible in proceeding on its
application for new fm station in Kenosha,
Wis., and scheduled hearing for Nov. 22,
provided that publication requirements of
commission's rules are duly and properly
complied with. Action Oct. 25.
By Hearing Examiner Jay A. Kyle
■ Issued order scheduling certain procedates in proceeding
on amAlexander
applicationsduralof Radio
Alexander City,
City, and Clay Service Corp., Ashland, both
Ala.; continued Nov. 27 hearing to Jan. 9,
1962. Action Oct. 27.
■ Upon request by Crosby County Bcstg.
Co., continued Nov. 29 hearing to Jan. 16,
1962, in proceeding on its application for
new am station in Ralls, Tex. Action
Oct. 26.
By Hearing Examiner Forest L. McClenning
■ Granted oral motion by KWK Radio Inc.
and changed place of further hearing from

Remember those in need across
the world. Every $1 sends one
gift package thru the CARE
Food Crusade, N. Y. 16, N. Y.
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PROFESSIONAL

CARDS

JANSKY & BAILEY
Offices and Laboratories
1339 Wisconsin Ave., N.W.
Washington 7, D.C. FEderal 3-4800
Member AFGOE

JAMES C. McNARY
Consulting Engineer
National Press Bldg.,
Wash. 4, D. C.
Telephone District 7-1205
Member AFCCE

—Established 1926—
PAUL GODLEY CO.
Upper Montclair, N. J.
Pilgrim 6-3000
Laboratories, Great Notch, N. |.
Member AFCCE

GEORGE C. DAVIS
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
RADIO & TELEVISION
527 Munsey Bldg.
STerling 3-0111
Washington
4, D. C.
Member AFCCE

Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
Everett L. Dillard, Cen. Mgr.
INTERNATIONAL BLDC.
Dl. 7-1319
WASHINGTON, D. C.
P.O. BOX 7037
JACKSON 5302
KANSAS.CITY, MO.
Member AFCCE

A. D. Ring & Associates
30 Years' Engineering
Experience in Radio

Lohnes & Culver

1710 H St., N.W. Republic 7-2347
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
Member AFCCE

GAUTNEY & JONES
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
930 Warner Bldg. National 8-7757
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE

MAY & BATTISON
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Suite 805
711 14th Street, N.W.
Washington 5, D. C.
REpublic AFCCE
7-3984
Member

L. H. Carr & Associates
Consulting
Radio & Television
Engineers
Washington 6, D. C. Fort Evans
1000 Conn. Ave. Leesburg, Va.
Member AFCCE

KEAR & KENNEDY
1302 18th St., N.W. Hudson 3-9000
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
Member AFCCE

A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
INWOOD POST OFFICE
DALLAS 9, TEXAS
MEIrose 1-8360
Member AFCCE

GUY C. HUTCHESON
P.O. Box 32
CRestview 4-8721
1100 W. Abram
ARLINGTON, TEXAS

SILLIMAN, MOFFET &
ROHRER
1405 C St., N.W.
Republic 7-6646
Washington 5, D. C.
Member AFCCE

LYNNE C. SMEBY
CONSULTING ENGINEER
AM-FM-TV
7615 LYNN DRIVE
WASHINGTON 15, D. C.
OLiver 2-8520

GEO. P. ADAIR ENG. CO.
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
Radio-Television
Communications-Electronics
1610 Eye St., N. W.
Washington, D. C.
Executive Member
3-1230 Executive
AFCCE 3-5851

WALTER F. KEAN
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Associate
George M. Sklom
19 E. Quincy St. Hickory 7-2401
Riverside,Member
III. (A AFCCE
Chicago suburb)

HAMMETT & EDISON
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Box 68, International Airport
San Francisco 28, California
Diamond 2-5208

CARL E. SMITH
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
8200 Snowville Road
Cleveland 41, Ohio
Tel. JAckson 6-4386
Member AFOOE

J. G. ROUNTREE
CONSULTING ENGINEER
P.O. Box 9044
Austin 17, Texas
GLendale 2-3073

VIR N. JAMES
SPECIALTY
DIRECTIONAL ANTENNAS
232 S. Jasmine St. DExter 3-5562
Denver 22, Colorado
Member AFCCE

JOHN H. MULLANEY
and ASSOCIATES, INC.
2000 P St., N. W.
Washington 6, D. C.
Columbus AFCCE
5-4666
Member

COMMERCIAL RADIO
MONITORING CO.
PRECISION FREQUENCY
MEASUREMENTS
103 AM-FM-TV
S. Market St.,
Lee's Summit, Mo.
Phone Kansas City, Laclede 4-3777

A. E. Towne Assocs., Inc.
TELEVISION and RADIO
ENGINEERING CONSULTANTS
420 Taylor St.
San Francisco 2, Calif.
PR. 5-3100

PETE JOHNSON
Consulting am-fm-tv Engineers
Applications — Field Engineering
Suite 601
Kanawha Hotel Bldg.
Charleston, W.Va. Dickens 2-6281

CAMBRIDGE CRYSTALS
PRECISION FREQUENCY
MEASURING SERVICE
SPECIALISTS FOR AM-FM-TV
445 Concord Ave.,
Cambridge 38, Mass.
Phone TRowbridge 6-2810

FREQUENCY
MEASUREMENT
AM-FM-TV
WLAK Electronics Service, Inc.
P. O. Box 1211, Lakeland, Florida
Mutual 2-3145 3-3819

MERL SAXON
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEER
622 Hoskins Street
Lufkin, Texas
NEptune 4-4242 NEptune 4-9558

KEITH WILLIAMS and
ASSOCIATES. ARCHITECTS
Consultants — Radio Station Design
110 North Cameron Street
Winchester, Virginia
MOhawk 2-2589
Planning Equipment layout
Renovation Acoustic Design

CAPITOL RADIO
ENGINEERING INSTITUTE
Accredited Tech. Inst. Curricula
3224 16 St., N.W. Wash. 10, D.C.
Practical Broadcast, TV Electronics engineering home study and residence
course. Write For Free Catalog. Specify course.

contact
BROADCASTING MAGAZINE
1735 DeSales St. N.W.
Washington 6, D. C.
for availabilities

L. J. N. du TREIL
& ASSOCIATES
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
10412 Jefferson Highway
New Orleans 23, La.
Phone: 721-2661

William B. Carr
Consulting Engineer
AM—
FM— TV
Microwave
P. O. Box 13287
Fort Worth 18, Texas
ATlas 4-1571
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JOHN B. HEFFELFINGER
9208 Wyoming PI. Hiland 4-7010
KANSAS CITY 14, MISSOURI

Munsey Building District 7-8215
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE

JULES COHEN
Consulting Electronic Engineer
617 Albee1426
Bldg.G St.,
Executive
N.W. 3-4616
Washington 5, D. C.
Member AFCCE
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St. Louis, Mo., to Washington, D. C, to
commence Nov. 6, as scheduled, in matter
of revocation of license for am station
KWK
St. Louis. Action Oct. 26.
■ Pursuant to request of parties, scheduled further hearing conference for Oct. 26
in matter of revocation of license of KWK
Radio Inc. for KWK St. Louis, Mo. Action
Oct. 24.
BROADCAST ACTIONS
toy Broadcast Bureau
Actions of Oct. 31
KDAK, Central Bcstg. Co., Carrington,
N. D. — Granted assignment of cp to company
d/b under
same name; change from partnership to corporation.
KBMS (FM) Los Angeles, Calif— Granted
mod. of SCA to make changes in transmitting equipment.
WGMR-FM Tyrone, Pa.— Granted mod.
of kc.
SCA to add sub-carrier frequency of
26
KCNO Alturas, Calif— Granted mod. of
cp to change type trans.
*WAMU-FM Washington, D. C— Granted
mod. of cp to increase ERP to 4.1 kw; ant.
height 420 ft.
WOXR (FM) Oxford, Ohio— Granted exmain tension
silent.of authority to Jan. 2, 1962, to reWTRC-FM Elkhart, Ind.— Granted extensilent. sion of authority to Nov. 20 to remain
WATN Watertown, N. Y.— Granted extensilent.sion of authority to Jan. 2, 1962 to remain
■ Following
stationsdates
wereas granted
sions of completion
shown: extenKCNO
Alturas, Calif., to Jan. 2, 1962; WAIM-TV
Anderson,
S. C,
to MayMilwaukee,
1, 1962; WITI-TV
(main trans.
& ant.)
Wis., to
May 29, 1962; WELI-TV New Haven, Conn.,
to May 22, 1962.
Actions of Oct. 30
■ Granted cps for following new vhf tv
translator stations with provision for multiple final amplifiers: Lyman T. V. Assn.
Little America, Lyman and Mt. View, and
Lontree, all Wyoming, on chs. 11, 9. and 13,
to translate programs of Salt Lake City,
Utah stations KUTV (ch. 2), KSL-TV (ch.
5) and KCPX-TV (ch. 4).
Columbia Empire Bcstg. Corp., ProsserWbitstran,
— Granted
new uhi
tv translatorWash.
station
on ch. cp74 for
to translate
programs of KNDO (ch. 23) Yakima, Wash.
Nationalextension
Bcstg. Co.,
New York,
N. Y.15,
—
Granted
of authority
to Sept.
1962 to transmit programs to stations under
the control of Canadian Broadcast Corp. or
to any licensed station in Canada whether
or not grams
suchand whether
programs orarenotnetwork
they propass
through
NBC's
regular
chain
facilities;
without prejudice to whatever action commission may deem appropriate in light
of any information developed in pending
inquiry concerning compliance with Sec.
317 of Communications Act, and to such
action as commission may deem warranted
as result of its final determinations with
respect to:
conclusions
and ofrecommendations set(1)
forth
in report
Network
Study Staff;
(2)
related
studies
and inquiries now being considered or conducted
by
commission;
and
(3)
pending
anti-trust
matters.
WHOA San Juan, P. R.— Granted cp to
install
eration. new trans, with remote control opK MID-TV Midland, Tex.— Granted cp to
change trans, location, ant. height to 1,050
ft., and make other ant. changes.
■ Granted mod. of cps to change type
trans, for following stations: KWLW
Nampa, Idaho; KPOL Los Angeles, Calif.,
(one main trans.) and side mount fm ant.
on no. 2 tower; conditions; WDJS Mount
Olive, N. C; WVLK-FM Lexington, Ky.,
conditions.
■ Following
stationsdates
wereas granted
sions of completion
shown: extenWSVI
(TV) St. Croix, V. I., to April 27, 1962;
KVLS(TV) Flagstaff, Ariz., to May 8, 1962;
KAIT-TV Jonesboro, Ark., to May 8. 1962;
KGRB West Covina, Calif., to April 28, 1962;
KHAI Honolulu, Hawaii, to March 31, 1962;
WVLK-FM Lexington, Ky., to Dec. 15;
WDJS Mount Olive, N. C, to Dec. 23; KPOL
Los Angeles, Calif, to Dec. 8.
Wis. — Granted change
of WIGL
remote Superior,
control authority.
Actions of Oct. 27
WMCA untary
Newtransfer
York,
N. Y. — Granted
involof control
from Nathan
Straus to The Bank of New York and Helen
Sachs Straus, executors of estate of Nathan
Straus.
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WBNY
Buffalo,
N. Y.—of Granted
involuntary transfer
of control
WMCA Inc.
from
Nathan Straus to The Bank of New York
and Helen Sachs Straus, executors of estate
of Nathan Straus.
WMNE, Menomonie Bcstg. Co., Menomonie,ment ofWis.
— Granted
assignlicense
to Chrisinvoluntary
Hansen, Henry
W.
Overbeck, administrator of estate of Charles
Whitford, deceased, and Wendell Hansen
d/b under same name.
KRDO-AM-TV Colorado Springs, Colo.—
Granted acquisition of positive control by
Harry W. Hoth Jr. and Joan G. Hoth
through purchase of stock from Harry C.
Hoth.
amWABF
station.Fairhope, Ala.— Granted license for
KROD EI Paso, Tex.— Granted mod. of
license to operate trans, by remote control
using DA nighttime; conditions.
■ Granted cps for following uhf tv translator stations: Northwest Publications Inc.
on ch. 74 Grand Marais, Minn., to translate programs of WDSM-TV (ch. 6) Superior, Wis.; KDAL Inc. on ch. 70 Grand
Marais, Minn. (KDAL-TV ch. 3) Duluth,
Minn.
■ Granted cps for following new vhf tv
translator stations: Ark Valley Tv Inc., on
ch. 3, 7 and 9 Lamar, Colo, to translate
programs of KKTV ch. 11, KRDO-TV ch. 13
Colorado
Springs,
ch.
5 Pueblo,
Colo. Colo., and KCSJ-TV
WAGR Lumberton, N. C— Granted cp to
change ant. -trans, location, make changes
in
ant. system
(increase height) and ground
system;
condition.
WHLI-FM
Hempstead,
N. Y.— Granted cp
to install new ant.
WNBT
Wellsboro,
Pa.—
Granted cp to install new type trans.
KPOL Los Angeles, Calif.— Granted cp to
install
mainlocation.
trans, as auxiliary trans,
at main oldtrans,
WOKE Charleston, S. C— Granted cp to
install
trans, as auxiliary trans.; remote
control old
permitted.
KFPW Fort Smith, Ark.— Granted cp to
install old main trans, as auxiliary trans,
for daytime and alternate main trans, for
nighttime.
KUGN
Eugene,
stall auxiliary
trans.Ore.— Granted cp to inWGVM Greenville, Miss.— Granted cp to
SUMMARY

AM
TV
FM

Lie.
874
3,601

install old main trans, as auxiliary trans.;
remote control permitted.
WMUU Greenville,
Granted trans,
cp to
install
main location.
trans,S. asC— auxiliary
at mainoldtrans,
WNEB Worcester, Mass. — Granted cp to
install old main trans, as auxiliary trans.;
remote control permitted.
KACL Santa Barbara, Calif, — Granted
dition. of cp to change trans, location; conmod.
KUXL Golden Valley, Minn.— Granted
moa. of cp for change m type trans, and
specify
main studio location; remote control permitted.
KFMF (FM) Fort Worth, Tex.— Granted
moa. of cp to increase ERP to 2.9 kw; decrease ant. height to 165 ft.; change ant.trans. location and main studio location;
cnangetion of remote
ant. system
type ant. conditions.
and delecontrolandoperation;
KGO San Francisco, Calif.— Granted mod.
of cp 5tokwchange
power of auxiliary trans,
irom
to 10 kw.
WAKE Atlanta, Ga.— Granted mod. of
cp to change type trans.
KMBY Monterey, Calif.— Granted mod. of
cp to change type trans.
KKIC Beaumont, Tex. — Granted mod. of
cp to change type trans.
WABF, Price Bcstg. Corp., Fairhope, Ala.
— Granted mod. of cp to change corporate
name to Eastern Shore Bcstg. Inc.
■ Granted mod. of cps to change type
trans, for following stations: WMIX Mt.
Vernon, HI.; WKAK(FM) Kankakee, 111.;
KSIW Woodward, Okla.; Cambria County
Bcstg. Co., Ebensburg, Pa.
WGMM Millington, Tenn. — Granted mod.
of cp to change ant.-trans. and main studio
locations.
■ Following
stationsdates
wereas granted
sions of completion
shown: extenKFMF
(FM) Fort Worth, Tex., to March 13, 1962;
WSBA-FM York, Pa., to March 1, 1962;
KHCB-FM Houston, Tex., to March 1, 1962;
KGMO Cape Girardeau, Mo., to Dec. 15;
WGPR(FM) Detroit, Mich., to Jan. 2, 1962;
KTUR Turlock, Calif., to March 31, 1962,
and WKBC-FM North Wilkesboro, N. C,
to March 1, 1962.
■ Granted CPs for following new vhf tv
translator stations: Hinsdale tv Club on
Continued on page 111
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Compiled by BROADCASTING Nov. 2
ON AIR
Not on air
52
CP97
166
Cps.

56
68
82
OPERATING TELEVISION STATIONS

Commercial
Non-commercial

TOTAL APPLICATIONS
For new stations
853
174
129

Compiled by BROADCASTING Nov. 2
VHF
UHF
468
85
4871
18
39
COMMERCIAL

TV
57
553

STATION BOXSCORE

Compiled by FCC Sept. 30
AM35
Licensed (all on air)
Cps on air (new stations)
Cps not on air (new stations)
Total authorized stations
Applications for new stations (not in hearing)
Applications for new stations (in hearing)
Total applications for new stations
Applications for major changes (not in hearing)
Applications for major changes (in hearing)
Total applications for major changes
Licenses deleted
Cps deleted

3,600
154
3,789
166
532
698
116
504
6200
1

FM
876
45
193
26
98
1,114
124
7
78
712
0

TV
657
59
13
43
92
32

75
410
1
44
1 There are, in addition, nine tv stations which are no longer on the air, but retain their
licenses.
4871
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CLASSIFIED

ADVERTISEMENTS

(Payable in advance. Checks and money orders only.) (FINAL DEADLINE — Monday preceding publication date.)
• SITUATIONS WANTED 20$ per word — $2.00 minimum • HELP WANTED 25* per word — $2.00 minimum.
• DISPLAY ads $20,00 per inch — STATIONS FOR SALE advertising require display space.
• All other classifications 30$ per word — $4.00 minimum.
• No charge for blind box number. Send replies to Broadcasting, 1735 DeSales St., N.W., Washington 6, D. C.
Applicants: If transcriptions or bulk packages submitted. $1.00 charge for mailing (Forward remittance separately, please). All transcriptions, photos,
etc., sent to box numbers are sent at owner's risk. Broadcasting expressly repudiates any liability or responsibility for their custody or return.
RADIO
Help Wanted — Management
Working motionmanager
strong on
sales inandmiddle
profor small market
station
atlantic
state.
Future
unlimited
for
aggressive man not afraid to work. Box 755H,
BROADCASTING.
Sales
Talented personality jocks needed for top
chain. Must be able to deliver top job in
our top markets. To be considered send
air-check and resume today to Box 919F,
BROADCASTING.
Progressive single market station is looking
for a sales manager interested in settling
In growing Texas community city of 10.800. Good opportunity, pleasant working
conditions. Must be experienced in sales
and prefer air voice if possible. Job is now
open but will wait for right application.
Box 799G, BROADCASTING.
Sales: Earn $7,500 plus. Guarantee to start.
Substantial account list furnished. Experienced self-starter required, family man
desired. Midwest fast growing community.
Box 596H, BROADCASTING.
Salesman for eastern metropolitan market.
Chance to make good money and chance
for advancement to more lucrative position.
Station has very good standing in market.
Send
complete resume. Box 629H, BROADCASTING.
Salesmanager — for a well established full
lime New England radio station. Idea man,
alert, hard working and aggressive organizer. Must be able to come up with
ideas, train salesman and sell on his own.
Very competitive market but good opportunity. Box 687H, BROADCASTING.
Sales-operation manager (plus two salesmen) for new (now building) 1-kw-D central atlantic-medium market. Send full
resume-photo
to Box 729H, BROADCASTING.
Florida. $100 week plus 15%. On collected
revenue of $500 per week you get $175.00.
On $800 per week you get $220.00. On $1500
per week you get $325.00 per week. Territorypetitive
unlimited
sky's market
the limit.on Commediumsometro
east
coast. At least 2 years fulltime radio sales
experience. No beginners please. Airmail
resume to Box 732H, BROADCASTING.
Needed immediately a announcer who desires sales experience or announcer with
sales experience who is looking for stable
organization. Will pay good salary, plus
commission to the right man. Radio station,
KLEX, Box 358, Lexington, Missouri.
KOLT, 5 kw CBS needs salesman. Prefer
first phone combo-man and man from midwest or Rocky Mountain area. Send photo,
tape, resume. KOLT, Scottsbluff, Nebraska.
WCLW . . . 1000 watts . . . 1570 kc. Mature,
stable people desired for permanent employment. Engineer-announcer first class license either good or light announcing. Also
good announcer or announcer that can be
trained. Salesman desired. Copy writer
desired. Send all information in first and
tape to WCLW, 771 McPherson Street, Mansfield, Ohio.
Suburban Chicago — combo. First class license. Permanent. Open now. $125.00 per
week. Complete information and tape to
WEAW, Evanston, Illinois.
Unusual opportunity for advancement in
sales with new station in metropolitan market. Resume and photo to H. Behre, WERA,
Plainfield, New Jersey.
BROADCASTING, November 6, 1961

Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Announcers

Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Announcers

Country music dj personality for board
shift and part time selling. Florida fulltime
all country music station offers wonderful
opportunity for a dj who loves country
music.
Tape, resume to Box 374H, BROADCASTING.
Negro newsman — Major eastern market.
Live wire, experienced. Writing, gathering
"beep"BROADCASTING.
tapes. Resume and tapes to Box
588H,
DJ with first class ticket. Emphasis on announcing. Personality and ideas. Top job
with top station in market. Box 652H,
BROADCASTING.
Immediate opening for experienced newsman in Pennsylvania. Send details of experience and salary expected. Box 661H,
BROADCASTING.

Immediate opening for strong morning announcer. CBS station with adult music.
Send tape and resume to KILO, Grand
Forks, North Dakota.
Needed immediately a announcer who desires sales experience or announcer with
sales experience who is looking for stable
organization. Will pay good salary, plus
commission to the right man. Radio station, KLEX, Box 358, Lexington, Missouri.
Operator-announcer with car, 1st class license, maintenance experience, permanent
position. KOAL, Price, Utah.
Wanted announcer with first class license,
emphasis on announcing. Light technical
maintenance work. Send tape and resume
to Aubry Mays. KTFO. Box 308, Seminole,
Texas. Phone, PL 8-3798.
Wanted staff announcer for good music
station — immediate opening. Personality
preferred, good nay. benefits. Send tape and
resume to WANE. Fort Wayne, Indiana.

Morning man wanted, small market northern N. Y. adult format progressive operation. Experienced air-salesman only. Immediate opening. Send tape, picture and
resume to Box 673H, BROADCASTING.
Southeastern
NewDecember
England 1st"good
music"
station
will have
opening
for
staff announcer. Must have ability in both
dj and newswork. Starting salary $85. Send
resume
CASTING.and tape to Box 680H, BROADAnnouncer-engineer to assume staff duties
and some nouncer,
maintenance.
be good
anfair technician.Must
Central
Atlantic
state,
tape,
photo,
resume
first
letter.
Will
return. Station plays good pop, c&w music.
No r&r. Character and credit references
required. Good opportunity for right man.
Average salary to start. If you have a
ticket
and 693H,
a good
voice, don't miss this
one. Box
BROADCASTING.
Announcer with well-rounded experience
for southwest network station. Box 714H,
BROADCASTING.
Experienced morning man with vim, vigor
and understanding of good sound programming. Immediate opening at station in
upper Great Lakes region. Good starting
salary. Send tape and resume. Box 730H,
BROADCASTING.
Immediate opening for program director
and maintenance
combination. Need allengineer-announcer
information, first letter
plus audition. Box 734H, BROADCASTING.
Capable radio announcer desired by amfm-tv station. Emphasis on voice quality
and intelligent delivery. We are adult
operation, terestednotin maturity
personalityandformat
. . . inperformance.
Above average benefits, pleasant midwestern
ING. community. Box 745H, BROADCASTAnnouncer for fm station in major eastern
market. Experienced operating board. $100
per week. Send tape and resume to Box
748H, BROADCASTING. Tapes will be kept
on file by station.
Announcer-engineer. Central Pennsylvania
station. Our need is immediate. Salary
open. Send resume and tape to Box 758H,
BROADCASTING.
First phone announcer minimum three
years air experience, remote control operation,James
good music
format. Hannibal,
Salary open,
contact
Jae, KHMO,
Missouri.
Wanted: 1 Announcer-salesman for small
market station in northeast Wyoming. Prefer single man with experience but will
answer all applications. Group insurance
plan. Send complete resume, tape, picture
and salary
requirements
to station
manager, radio station
KIML, Box
277, Gillette,
Wyoming.

Combination announcer-engineer . . . 1st
phone . . . air shift and maintenance . . .
top station in area offers much opportunity.
Call or write Don MacLachlan, FEderal 16300 . . . WBAZ, Kingston, New York.
Evening announcer
with secondary.
first phone, maintenance and technical
Good
popular
music
format,
up
tion in expanding market. and
Goodcoming
salary stafor
right man. Send taoe and resume, or call:
Mr. Halle, WBBX, Portsmouth, New Hampshire.
WCLW . . . 1000 watts . . . 1570 kc. Mature,
stable people desired for permanent employment.
first class
license either
goodEngineer-announcer
or light announcing.
Also pood announcer or announcer that can
be trained. Salesman desired. Copy writer
desired. Send all information in first letter
and tape to WCLW, 771 McPherson Street,
Mansfield, Ohio.
Immediate opening, announcer with 1st
phone for night shift. No maintenance,
must have good voice. Send tane. resume,
salary to: Jim Conner. WEAT Radio, P.O.
Box 70, West Palm Beach, Florida.
Suburban & Chicago — Completing increase
to 5 kw. Need experienced successful salesdesirous of —"moving
25% men
commission
advance. up."
SendPermanent.
full details first letter. WEAW, Evanston, Illinois.
The boys with the steel helmets are closing
in! Suburban northern Virginia daytimer
losing staff to over zealous draft board.
Need swinging, bright announcers: No
screaming,
funGreat
format. Stationjust
40 happy,
minutes up-tempo
from D. C.
opportunity if you swing right, so does
salary. Send
tape, resume to WEER, Warrenton,
Virginia.
Good announcer needed by expanding organization. Experience, or college training
necessary. Send tape, picture, background
to WGAD, Gadsden, Alabama.
Newsman with good reporting sense, authoritative voice for active news department needed for immediate opening. Send
tape and resume, or contact by telephone
Mr. Bill Frink, Program Director, WIMA
Radio, Lima, Ohio, immediately.
An experienced, well paced morning man
can do well in Madison, Wisconsin if he
sounds mature yet bright and exciting.
Send
WISM. tape and resume to Chuck Mefford,
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Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Announcers

Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Technical

Situations Wanted— (Confd)

Michigan daytimer — network affiliate has
opening for 1st phone announcer. Prefer
family man. Local news experience —
permanent employment for competent man.
Personal interview necessary. First send
tape, resume, salary requirements. J. F.
Marzke, WJUD, St. Johns, Michigan.
Announcer to host night-time good music
shows, WKRG, Mobile, Alabama.
Immediate opening, experienced staff man.
Must sound alive, give authoritative news
and run tight air show. Rush tape, resume,
salary requirements to Program Director,
WTHT, Hazelton, Pennsylvania.
Adult appeal morning man. Experienced.
Requirements rigid. $85 start. Call, write
pd, WTXL, West Springfield, Massachusetts.
REpublic 9-4768.
Newsman with mature, authoritative delivery for opening
world's
only all-news
radio station.
Sendon tape,
resume
to Russ
Barnett, XTRA News, 5106 Federal Blvd.,
Suite 203, San Diego 14, California.
Announcer, first phone, no maintenance.
5000 watt independent. Short board shift.
Send tape, resume to Box 972, Laramie,
Wyoming. FR 5-4888.
Wanted immediatelv, experienced first
phone announcer. Good music operation.
Mature voices — $95.00 to start. Phone Sarasota, Florida 955-2567.

Suburban Chicago — combo. First class license. Permanent. Open now. $125.00 per
week. Complete information and tape to
WEAW, Evanston, Illinois.

Available
due to pending
tion. Bestsoon
references.
Present sale
ownerof staand
previous associations. First phone. 15 years
experience. Want management . . . would
consider agency association. Box 711H,
BROADCASTING.

Technical
Chief engineer for metropolitan daytimer
going directional night. Part of southern
group building 3 stations. Good opportunity
for experience working with group engineer. Excellent working conditions. Send
photo — complete resume, salary requireING. ments first letter. Box 490H, BROADCASTRecording Studios, Philadelphia area requires thoroughly experienced control room
engineer for live talent production. Disc
or
magnetic-film
experience desirable. Box
599H, BROADCASTING.
Combo/first class. Evening show and routine
maintenance.
Southeast. Box 681H, BROADCASTING.
Chief engineer-announcer for stable Indiana station. Opening available after
January 1. Send engineering experience
references, salary requirements and tape
now. All considered, and tapes will be returned. Box 682H, BROADCASTING.
Chief engineer. West Virginia. Must be
familiar with automatic tape machines.
Send resume and salary requirement. Box
695H, BROADCASTING.
Opening-chief engineer. Strong on maintenance. Capable to do board shift. Minnesota fulltime operation. Single station market. Complete details. Tape, picture. Box
724H, BROADCASTING.
Good news man wanted by one of the
finest small station operations in USA,
located in So. California desert, with the
greatest weather around. Captive audience,
no newspaper or other radio competition.
Over, 25,000 people rely on us as only
source for daily news. Want man to take
charge news operation. Must be good
writer-reporter, as well as air man. Typing
as readable to others as to self. Complete
data and tape, minimum salary . . . KDHI, Twentynine Palms, California.
Chief engineer, Detroit suburban am and
fm. New studios. Growing chain. Write or
call manager, WBRB, Mount Clemens,
Michigan.
WCLW . . . 1000 watts . . . 1570 kc. Mature,
stable people desired for permanent employment. Engineer-announcer first class
license either good or light announcing.
Also good announcer or announcer that
can be trained. Salesman desired. Copy
writer desired. Send all information in first
and tape to WCLW, 771 McPherson Street,
Mansfield, Ohio.
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Production — Programming, Others
Top-flight chain needs seasoned newsmen
with abilities at creative, dramatic rewrite
and ferreting out local news. Send sample
of rewrite, air-check, and resume to Box
918F, BROADCASTING.
Operations manager wanted by eastern
metropolitan market. Must understand station operations. Thoroughly experienced.
Must have
good BROADCASTING.
references and send resume. Box 630H,
Girl Friday for Florida coastal mediummarket network station. Personable, capable, dependable, write creative copy, some
traffic,edgetype
simple photo
bookkeeping
knowlhelpful.logs,
Enclose
and references
and
salary
requirement.
Box
696H,
BROADCASTING.
Mid-atlantic. Operation manager for independent. ExDerienced in traffic, copy, at all
phases station operation. Send resume,
photo and expected salary to Box 744H,
BROADCASTING.
Newsman for local news operation. Top pay
for market. Tape, resume, and picture to
KBRZ, Freeport, Texas.
Experienced farm director with big and
practical ideas on agricultural broadcasting.
For big and practical KSOO Sioux Falls,
South Dakota. Sales and tv opportunitv
can
yoursfuture.
in addition.
a real
job
with begreat
Resume Here's
and tape
to Rav
Loftesness KSOO, Sioux Falls, South
Dakota.
Wanted: Copy-writer with screwball imagination. Must be able to write unusual
production spots that sell. Send complete
resume with examples of work to Henry
Beam, WAAY Radio, P.O. Box 986, Huntsville, Alabama.
Immediate onening. Too 40 production man
with originality and ideas. Must have tape
to prove it. Send photo, tape, background
to Bill Frosch, WISH, Indianapolis.
You'll love
the advantages
of living
Madison,
Wisconsin
and working
for topin
rated station at top salary. If you can write
creative and clever copy yet handle routine,
send resume and sample copy to Chuck
Mefford, WISM.
RADIO
SITUATIONS

WANTED

Management
Manager-commercial manager. Eight years
experience these capacities. Also national
network and advertising agency. Solid record of profits and success. Box 409H,
BROADCASTING.
I'mmarket.
a wanted
. Salesmanager,
top
50
Loyalmanand. .dynamic,
outstanding
track record in highly competitive market,
have figures. Present AAA-I rated employer
wants me — but I want opportunity for
greater growth . . . perhaps you need a
wanted man. Box 504H, BROADCASTING.
Win half the battle with programming. We
are prepared to take over all programming at your small or medium market
AM station or major market FM.
Two men — first phone, major market experience in announcing, news, copy, engineering, program management. Box 688H,
BROADCASTING.
Does your station suffer from ... a lack
of inspired management a void of new
ideas; undeveloped potential. For complete
relief write Box 704H, BROADCASTING.
Qualified responsible position manager,
sales manager adult programmed community station. Box 709H, BROADCASTING.

Management

Late on petition
top seempop
records?
to have
you Does
beat?your
Thencom-be
first-really first in your market with all
the latest top pop artists-all labels-mailings
3 times a week-two week trial-no obligation. T. R. Productions, 830 Market, San
Francisco, California.
Sales
Ambitious, creative salesman; 4 years experience; married, college graduate, draft
deferred; also do sports. Currently employed.
but will consider others. Midwest
Box preferred
692H, BROADCASTING.
Announcers
DJ, announcer, newscaster, experienced. Do
tight work, run board. Sportscaster. Box
562H, BROADCASTING.
Announcer with writing, sales and production experience. Single, 35 years of age.
Canadian. Now employed with U. S. tv and
radio school. Interested in joining progressive network affiliate. Box 602H, BROADCASTING.
Announcer-account executive: Available
January, experienced. College, professional
training, veteran. No military obligation,
desire news exposure. Box 606H, BROADCASTING.
Announcer — disk jockey, young, some experience. Prefer eastern seaboard, desire to
settle down. Box 645H, BROADCASTING.
Radio-tv announcer seeks position in New
England. Married, steady. Box 653H,
BROADCASTING.
Canadian — 17 years as newscaster, writer,
program
director, commercials
. . berth
. deejay.in
Also
tv newscaster.
Looking for
Florida or other southern state. Info on
request. Write Box 657H, BROADCASTING.
Two weeks free! Ambitious beginner. 3rd.
phone. Good
voice, Tape
strongavailable.
with commercials, news, music.
Box
685H, BROADCASTING.
From the tiny acorn doth the mighty oak
tree
grow.pains
I'm (growing)
a nut on the
Let's
air my
on rise
yourtoo.station.
Ticket? One first phone. One laundry, two
speeding. Salary? Mercy, yes $85. Type?
Top 40. Box 686H, BROADCASTING.
P.D., eight years experience all phases.
Play-by-play — first phone, quality voice.
Family man. seeking greater opportunities.
Box 689H, BROADCASTING.
Attention midwest markets. Top rated
morning man, 5 years experience. Smooth,
tight format. No screamer. References. Box
670H, BROADCASTING.
Former jazz disc-jockey looking perhaps in
vain for air-work that will permit him to
play jazz. Will also sell if permitted, now
working for rock station. Box 671H,
BROADCASTING.
Looking for all night show in relatively
large market. Have worked as disc jockey
for over eight years. Married with family.
Not a floater. Have worked all night stint
at major station in major market over 4
years. Box 672H, BROADCASTING.
Sportscaster-salesman. Thorough knowledge
all phases broadcast industry. Award winning play-by-play man, 8 years experience.
Consider
CASTING. all replies. Box 674H, BROADAnnouncer, young, single. Good voice.
Some experience. Midwest. Tape, resume
or personal interview upon request. Box
676H, BROADCASTING.
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Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Announcers

Situations Wanted— (Cont'd)
Announcers

Sportscaster. Excellent basketball play-bypiay. Available immediately. Salary open.
Box 677H, BROADCASTING.
Announcer-dj. AM-TV. Experience runs
gamut of Tcnaikowsky to Tchubby
Tcnecker. Top ratings and top money in
1,500,000
market. Minimum $150. Box 678H,
BROADCASTING.
College grad, 22 years old, looking for
beginner job as announcer, newsman, dj.
Reiocaxe
CASTING. anywhere. Box 694H, BROAD-

Young sports director who really knows
sports desiring to move up. Play-by-play
football, basketball, baseball. 2V2 years experience. Would also like dj work, can
run good smooth board. Have worked 1 year
adult, 1 year top 40. Married, hard worker,
will travel. Presently employed. Box 753H,
BROADCASTING.
Million market professional seeking larger
opportunity. Currently prime-time performer on nationally important station. Wellpaced
geared $15,000
to big-time
adult
radio. showmanship
One of the best!
minimum.
Box 756H, BROADCASTING.
Experienced radio/newspaper farm editor,
all-round broadcaster, display as sales, interested in substantial radio and/or newspaper position. Broadcaster, 827 Highland
Oaks Drive, Dallas 32, Texas.
All-night or FMer's: Interview show and/or
music ence.
(bigBA. bands-combos).
9 years experi#3 FCC. Jim Dougherty,
103
Middle Road, Muscatine, Iowa.
Texas 1st phone. Experienced, family, and
one of you out there needs me. 2300 Glendale, PI 2-5822 Waco.
Talent-imagination-loyalty—
past
employers say about this 28that's
year what
old draft
exempt veteran who is married, has 6 years
experience in modern radio as pd, nd, dj
and has always had or created a number 1
pulse rating in medium or large market.
.Looking for organization where he can
settle. Minimum salary $150 per week.
Available immediately. Call 853-5635 or
write Frank Malone, 6503D Military Highway, Norfolk, Virginia.
Combo-man with limited experience desires
station in Florida or surrounding states.
Mature with liking for good music. Fair
announcer with first phone. Bob Mundy,
1250 Emeralda Drive, Orlando, Florida.
Two years experience, 18 months as Chicago's midnight flyer. Prefer a good music,
publiction.relations,
staFamily and Iproduction
need $100+.minded
Rick Wade,
132 N. Leamington, Chicago, Illinois. ES
8-8137.

1st phone for combo work or transmitter
smft, limited experience. Box 697H,
BROADCASTING.
Basketball announcer (Detroit employed)
available high scnooi-coilege season. Michlgan-Onio,
freelance basis. Box 09811,
BROADCASTING.
Adults only. A personality who can make
you money, family. Broaucasting 21 years.
Box 700H, BROADCASTING.
Presently employed reliable, friendly, good
engineer. Weekend announcer . . . tour
years experience. Available. Box 703H,
BROADCASTING.
Want
a goodin tv?
"good(TV morning"
who
also doubles
optional). man
2b, single,
good voice, humor, brignt nappy mature
sound. Now top 40 in top 10 market, will
move to good music format with adult
audience. Top 20 markets only piease. Box
705H, BROADCASTING.
Announcer, 6 years experience, 27, married,
4with
years conservative
college. Desirestation.
permanent
Boxposition
706H,
BROADCASTING.
Outstanding personality, 6 years, finest
references. Age 26. Expecting first child this
spring. Minimum $150 to support it. Box
707H, BROADCASTING.
DJ, thoroughly trained, board, news.
Eager, creative, hard working, cheap. Box
710H, BROADCASTING.
Program director, experienced, good music,
similar operation. Good air work. Box
718H, BROADCASTING.
Top sportscaster looking for sports minded
station. Finest of references. Box 720H,
BROADCASTING.
First phone personality dj. College, experience, draft exempt. Available immediately.
Box 721H, BROADCASTING.
Experienced Negro announcer 2 years commercial experience. Does everything well.
Tape
ING. on request. Box 722H, BROADCASTExperienced personality for top 40 or adult
format. Presently employed as morning
man
& sports
director.
Have Pennsylvania,
play-by-play
experience.
Prefer
New York,
New
Jersey
area.
Box
723H,
BROADCASTING.

Technical
Experienced, chief engineer, will move anywhere for the right job. Working. LI 7-1714,
Alabama City, Alabama.
Chief engineer. Relief announcer, am-fm-tv.
Indiana-Illinois or Kentucky area. Available immediately. D. T. Gardiner— R.R. #3
Jasper, Indiana. Phone 022yl.
C.E. 4 years. 1 kw daytime. No announcing. Available. Anthony Ostopoff, P.O. Box
3681, Charlotte 3, North Carolina. Phone
334-2661.
Production — Programming, Others

Ambitious announcer, dj, fast board, experienced, newscaster. Family man . . .
will travel. Box 738H, BROADCASTING.

Newsman — experienced, competent all
phases news operation. Seeking station with
mature ences.
news
concept.
Tape, resume, referBox 586H,
BROADCASTING.

8 years.
personality.
Major markets only.Formula
Box 725H,
BROADCASTING.

News or public affairs director. Radio
and/or television. National award winner.
Specialfairs,
events,
afeditorials. documentaries,
References. Nowpublic
50 kw.
Box 607H, BROADCASTING.
Program manager and/or operations manager— over eight years in production and
operations — four years programming. Excellent references. Prefer west or southwest. Box 636H, BROADCASTING.
Six years experience news. Film, camera,
production and photography. Box 679H,
BROADCASTING.
Experienced news director with proved
news-in-depth record in competitive markets. Top airwork, references. Box 684H,
BROADCASTING.

Experienced, bright, happy sounding announcer seeks stable position with your
station. Tight board ... no floater. Box
739H, BROADCASTING.
DJ announcer and fully experienced. Fast
board capacity. Family man. Box 740H,
BROADCASTING.
Announcer and air personality experienced.
Married and want to become part of your
community. Box 746H, BROADCASTING.
DJ — promotion
man references.
with 4 years
ence . . . excellent
WriteexperiBox
752H, BROADCASTING.
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Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Production — Programming, Others
Film editor available December 1st. 10
years in tv — 5 in radio. Mature, sober, reliable male. Up thru the ranks. Can operate
your film library on small budget. Can
double as announcer, actor, film technician.
Must move to warm climate, southeast,
southwest
CASTING. or far west. Box 690H, BROADExperienced woman tv and radio personality available immediately-prefer N.E.
Highest
references
— "onevents,
camera"model
interviews,
commercials,
special
clothing-remotes-write copy. Interested in opportunity. Box 699H, BROADCASTING.
TELEVISION
Help Wanted— Sales
TV sales experience. We have an opening
for you. Draw-commission, no ceiling, profit sharing, insurance and vacation. Write
KFBB, Box 1139, Great Falls, Montana.
Announcers
Network
— south.to Ifportray
you havesincerity,
ability
as a tv affiliate
announcer
salesmanship, authority, send resume, tape,
photo to Box 589H, BROADCASTING. Could
be tv.
excellent opportunity for one not now
in
Sports Director
for call
midwest
combination. Duties
for radio-tv
play-by-play,
regular tv sports show and some news
work. Send background resume with tape
and picture if possible. Box 728H, BROADCASTING.
VHF all networks need all-around tv announcer for on-camera commercial news,
emcee, sports, etc. Prefer background in
secondary market tv. Top radio man without tv experience could qualify. Opportunity to advance in production and directing.
Must be 20-30 years of age. Send letter
with full background, tape and snapshot.
Apply Marshall Pengra, KLTV, Channel 7,
Box 957, Tyler, Texas.
Technical
Maintenance technician — maximum power
vhf tv station in city of culture and tradition. Chesapeake Bay and mountains nearby
offer wide variety recreation. Small technical staff being
beefed
Rapid advancement for man
whoup.demonstrates
know-how
andorder
leadership.
Can't
use
beginners,
students or
drifters.
Box
603H, mail
BROADCASTING.
Southwest growing vhf station needs engineer with first phone-experienced in studio
or transmitter operation and maintenance.
Good
pay. Send resume to Box 608H,
BROADCASTING.
Transmitter operator some experience
necessary. Small station, Rocky Mountain
area.
opening
for man.
videoState
switcherdirector.Also
Prefer
licensed
salary
and
availability
first
letter.
Box
610H,
BROADCASTING.
Engineer of good character, best technical
qualifications for south Texas vhf. Box
715H, BROADCASTING.
Have immediate opening for chief engineer
at small market vhf station in upper northeast. Musttenance.beGoodexperienced,
on mainpay to right strong
man. Box
743H,
BROADCASTING.
Transmitter operator for KMVI-TV, Maui.
Television experience not necessary, but
valid
first Work
class radio-telephone
license
essential.
40 hours in three
days,is
four days off each week. Write or call
KMVI-TV, Wailuku, Maui, Hawaii.
TV transmitter engineer, first phone license,
no experience necessary. Contact Jerry E.
Smith, V.P. for Engineering, P.O. Box 840,
Corpus Christi, Texas.
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Help Wanted— (Cont'd)

Situations Wanted— (Cont'd)

Production — Programming, Others
Producer-director. Excellent production opportunity with leading midwestern tv station doing above average live program
schedule. Production experience required,
good creative background desirable. Send
detailed resume and salary requirements
to Box 390H, BROADCASTING.
TV production, news and film people have
an opportunity in California. See ad in
display column under Television Help
Wanted Management.

Production — Programming, Others
Wanted: Radio or television news position.
Experienced news editor at midwest television station with public relations director's background
immediate
relocation.
30 yearsavailable
of age, for
married,
onechild. Presently on-camera with local news
which includes police and general assignING. ment coverage. Box 712H, BROADCAST-

TELEVISION
SITUATIONS

WANTED

Management
Manager-commercial manager. Eight years
experience these capacities. Also national
network
and advertising
agency. Box
Solid 410H,
record of profits
and success.
BROADCASTING.
TV sales manager wants to relocate in tv
or radio. Eight years of solid, successful
sales background through the ranks, including local, regional and national. Agency
experience. Will manage local sales department and sell regional and national. Midwest market preferred. Box 638H, BROADCASTING.
Salesmanager or salesman. Somewhere
there is an ethical, reliable, stable, honestly-run tv station that needs a salesmanager
with the
sameexperience,
qualifications.
had sixteen years
fromI'veradio
announcer, thru radio management, local, regional, national tv sales to general sales
manager major tv market. After being led
astray by half truths, unkept promises and
dollar signs,
I now
wantright
thetrack
opportunity to get
back only
on the
with a good station, and show you what I
can do. Since I'm in a spot (available immediately in other
consideris
any type sales
from words)
local up I'll
if there
an honest chance for advancement. Minimum $10,000.00. Let's talk it over. Box 751H,
BROADCASTING.
Announcers
14 years experience — announcer tv and
radio.
35, family,
employed
— want change.
1st phone.
Box 716H,
BROADCASTING.
East-Midwest: TV anncr, 11 years radio/ tv
seeks major market. Rehearses all spots
live or booth. References personality, character ability. Box 717H, BROADCASTING.
Attention major markets. Have talent and
have proven it. Want up and permanency.
8 years-midwest trained, seen and heard
on
net, 31, family man. Box 726H, BROADCASTING.
Technical
Three years experience. First phone. Looking for opportunity to grow with new tv
station. Prefer midwest or northern Florida.
Write Box 750H, BROADCASTING.

Have: first ticket, experience, desire, education,ordination,
family. promotion,
Know:direction,
Production,
cosales. Am:
27, employed, energetic, yankee leader;
jaycee. Want: Permanent home, incentive,
white
ING. Christmas. Box 713H, BROADCASTProduction manager seeking advancement.
Journalism degree. Thoroughly experienced.
Married. Veteran. Box 727H, BROADCASTING.
Two talents with 30 min. proven kids show
pilot. Thirteen years experience. TV produeing-directing, announcing, news-castingwriting, promotion, technical, sales. Radio
dj, technical. Box 733H, BROADCASTING.
FOR SALE
Equipment
For sale as a package or separately. 250
watt GE transmitter, duel GE console, GE
limiter amplified — two presto turn tables
good
ING. condition. Box 615H, BROADCASTRCA MI-7330 50 kw short wave broadcast
transmitter,
6 to BROADCASTING.
22 mc. For further details Box 640H,
Used general precision lab-16mm Kinescope
recorder
— latest
modelnot— electronics
good
condition.
Camera
used sincein being
placedtact in
new
condition
by
factory.
ConBox 742H, BROADCASTING.
PT-6-JA-H magnecord recorder . . . 3-channel amplifier and cases. Good condition.
$300.00. Box 757H, BROADCASTING.
For sale one Magnecorder Recorder model
PT63AH complete with case amplifier and
playback. Excellent condition. Priced $250.00
fob KGKL, Box 1878, San Angelo, Texas.
2 automatic (45 rpm) turntables & controls
(BQ-103 RCA) 2 turntable Equalizing preamplifiers (BA-26A RCA). One turntable
with controls and pre-amplifier priced at
$995.00. This equipment used only four
months. Both machines are equipped with
remote control cueing. For inspection and
contact, write or call WEAM, 1515 N. Court
House Rd., Arlington, Va. Jackson 7-7100.
Ampex 351-2P (portable). Machine delivered
June,multiplex
'61 is in playback
perfect con-or
dition.newIdealin for
stereo recording and playback. $1,795.00 fob
Portland, Oregon. Donald H. Bueerman,
220 Equitable Building, Portland 4, Oregon.
CA 6-6571.
1302-2 Andrews antenna. Make offer. Used
only for
tests. 250
AM transmitter bestlaboratory
offer. Electronic
Research,
Inc.,
700 Sparrow Road, Norfolk, Virginia.

For Sale— (Cont'd)
Equipment
Commercial crystals and new or replacement crystals for RCA, Gates, W. E. Bliley
and J-K holders, regrinding, repair, etc.,
BC-604 crystals
Conelrad. Also
A.M.
monitor
service.andNationwide
unsolicited
testimonials praise our products and fast
service. Eidson Electronic Company, Box
31, Temple, Texas.
Am, fm, tv equipment including monitors,
5820, bus1850,
p.a. tubes. Electrofind, 440 ColumAve., N.Y.C.
Thermometer, remote, electrical; enables
announcer to read the correct outside temperature from mike
0-120
deg F. Installed
in lessposition.
than an Range
hour. Send
for brochure. Electra-Temp. Co., Box 6111,
San Diego 6, Calif.
Will buy or seU broadcasting equipment.
Guarantee Radio & Broadcasting Supply
Co., 1314 Iturbide St., Laredo, Texas.
Transmission line, styroflex, heliax, rigid
with hardware and fittings. New at surplus
prices. Write for stock list. Sierra Western
Electric Cable Co., 1401 Middle Harbor Road,
Oakland 20, California.
Film scratches and dirt showing on your
tube? A lot of stations got rid of them by
8-0258.
using Piclear — You can too. Piclear, Inc.,
905 Palmer Ave., Mamaroneck, N. Y. OW
Tapak newscaster with duplex transistorized
playback built in. Recently overhauled at
factory. First check for $75.00 takes it. Box
691, St. Louis 88, Missouri.
WANTED TO BUY
Equipment
Used equipment for 50,000 watts. Need
everything including 450 foot antennas.
Quote particulars and price. Box 719H,
BROADCASTING.
Good used RCA TK-41 color camera . . .
contact Box 741H, BROADCASTING.
We are interested in purchasing 241-B type
tubes. If you have this type tube, still in
operating
sendDeMun,
information
radio stationcondition,
KFUO, 801
St. Louisto
5, Missouri.
Need transport for Magnecord PT6. Also
monor P75andeither
MagnecordStateP60 price
complete
aural or stereo.
condition
in first letter. Box 691, St. Louis 88, Missouri.
Will buy or trade used tape and disc recordingcord,
equipment
— Ampex,
MagnePresto, etc.
Audio Concertone,
equipment for
sale.
Boynton
hoe, N. Y.Studio, 10B Pennsylvania, TuckaWanted: Frequency monitor, modulation
monitor,
limiting
amplifier, turn
tower. Radio
Summerville,
Inc., table
Box and
384,
Summerville, South Carolina.
WANTED TO BUY

Stations
Radio station in Ohio, Indiana, Illinois,
Michigan or Wisconsin. Have $30,000 down,
,,^WMVww/.vA,Avw//^v.v.v.v.v.wAV.^,.^vA,^;
Send details. Box 522H, BROADCASTING.
MANAGER
WANTED
;| $50,000 cash as down payment on a struggling metropolitan or profitable medium
Indiana 1,000 watt fulltime, city of 100,000, wants a man who is cur- ^ ING.
market operation. All considered. Confidence assured. Box 528H, BROADCAST. rently employed as manager. Good executive and good salesman (must
5 handle $50,000.00 himself in local billing). Know sales nationally. Must
Wanted Wisconsin
to buy anor individual:
Minnesota. Radio
Size notsta-a
I* have social wife so couple can fit into community fast. Must know all »J factor.tion inWill
any way about
seller the
desires. Pleasepay
givecash
full orparticulars
*■ about running a radio station, handling personnel, FCC rules, etc. Must
property. Write Box 691H, BROADCASTING.
^ have good background and lots of radio references. All info confidential. »J
INSTRUCTIONS
I* Air mail picture and complete story to Box 677H, BROADCASTING.
now in N.Y.C. for FCC first phone
$ HARD WORKER WHO WANTS TO ADVANCE and MAKE $15,000.00 >m Train
license. Proven methods, proven results. Day
and
evening
classes. Placement assistance.
Announcer
J Plus Now, and $25,000.00 three years from now— APPLY!
J OX
5-9245. Training Studios, 25 W. 43 N.Y.
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INSTRUCTIONS— (Cont'd)
FCC first phone license in six weeks.
Guaranteed instruction in theory and
laboratory methods by master teachers.
G I. approved. Request free brochure.
Elkins Radio License School, 2603 Inwood
Road, Dallas, Texas.
Be prepared. First class F.C.C. license in
six weeks.
TopElkins
guahtyRadio
theory
and laboratory training.
License
School
of Atlanta, 1139 Spring St., N.W., Atlanta,
Georgia.
FCC first phone license preparation by
correspondence or in resident classes.
Gran tn am Schools are located In Hollywood,
Seattle, Kansas City and Washington. Write
for
our offree
40-page brochure.
Grantham
School
Electronics,
3123 Glllham
Road,
Kansas City 9, Missouri.
Since 1946. The original course for FCC
First Class Radiotelephone Operator License
in six weeks. Reservations necessary. Enrolling now for classes starting January 3,
March 7, May 9, July 11. For information,
references and reservations write William
B. Ogden Radio Operational Engineering
School, 1150 West Olive Avenue, Burbank,
California.
FCC first class license in 6 weeks. We are
specialists. We do nothing else. Small
classes. Maximum personal instruction.
One low tuition covers everything until
license secured. Pathfinder Method, 5504
Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood, California.
Elkins Radio License School of Chicago —
Six weeks quality instruction in laboratory
methods and theory leading to the F.C.C.
First Class License. 14 East Jackson St.,
Chicago 4, Illinois.
Announcing programming, console operation. Twelve weeks intensive, practical
training. Finest, most modern equipment
available. G. I. approved. Elkins School of
Broadcasting, 2603 Inwood Road, Dallas 35,
Texas.
MISCELLANEOUS
Will swap 250 watt transmitter for new
Ampex burg,300.SouthCall
583-2727, w. THE, SpartanCarolina.
Electronic technicians needed to install and
service wired-music and sound systems.
Part-time or full-time. Free details. Write:
CSOE, Box 10634, Jackson 9, Mississippi.
"Deejay taining
Manual,"
completeletters,
gagfilepatter
conadlibs, bits,a gimmix,
. . . $5.00: Show-Biz Comedy Service, 65
Parkway Court. Brooklyn 35, N. Y.
25,000 professional comedy lines, routines,
adlibs. Largest laugh library in show business. Special monthly topical service featuring deejay comment, introductions. Free
catalog. Orben Comedy Books, Hewlett, N.Y.
Business Opportunity
Am looking for partner in progressive radio
station in intermountain area population
119,000, would like you to be willing to
invest $45,000 for 45 percent of station with
option to buy 50 percent. Station is 1000
watt
daytimer currently in black. Box 579H,
BROADCASTING.
RADIO
Help Wanted — Announcers

Deep South — 5 KW — needs experi( enced, mature D. J. who has a "personality" that comes through. If you
( are experienced and making over $100
a week now — send tape, resume, employ| ment record to Box 747H, BROADCASTING."
BROADCASTING, November 6, 1961
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Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Technical

Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Sales

ENGINEER
Need
engineer with
for office
and field
work instaffconnection
AM, FM,
TV,
and Microwave activities. Please furnish
review of qualifications, interests, and
availability. A.Standards
must beJr. high.
Earl Cullum,
Consulting Engineers
P. O. Box 7004
Dallas 9, Texas

SALESMAN
East or Midwest Territory
Aggressive salesman needed for

Production — Programming, Others
12 years experience in radio & tv in
major eastern market within multiple
station operation. All phases of production, operations, continuity and traffic. Want to relocate for added responsibility and new challenges in major
market area. Box 708H, BROADCASTING.

WERE
Cleveland's top news station is expanding its award winning news staff. The
man we seek must have proven background inthe news field with a distinct
personality. If you think you're our
man, umeplease
rush tape, photo and resto:
Ray Tannehill, News Director
Radio Station
WERE
1500 Chester Avenue
Cleveland 14, Ohio
RADIO
Situations Wanted — Management
UNBEATABLE OUTSTANDING
HUSBAND AND WIFE
MANAGEMENT TEAM
Let us put your station in top notch sales position in your market. Offer combined experience
of 39 years in network, national, regional, local
selling. Both television and radio experience.
Well versed in financial aspects of station operation. Capable of taking complete charge. Excellent opportunity for absentee or group ownership. Best references. Write Box 3276, Grand
Central Station, New York 17, New York.
TELEVISION
Help Wanted — Management

top film syndication company. Excellent properties. Salary commensurate with ability. Write full
details to the president,
Box 736H, BROADCASTING
ll
Aggressive, experienced salesman with
proven record of selling success to
serve as account executive in the West
Coast Division of a major television
film producer and distributor. Excellent opportunity for right man. Top
draw against commission plus transportation expenses. Send resume and
ING. record. Box 489H, BROADCASTsales

TELEVISION
Situations Wanted — Management

TV GENERAL MANAGER
Top level executive available for
large or medium market TV operation ... 20 years experience ALL
PHASES. Can stand rigid investigation. . . . Fully qualified to assume complete management responsibility or as executive officer of
your corporation. . . . Am former
station owner-operator and corp.
President . . . have capital for investment in good station with aggressive future plans, or will discuss
joining forces with substantial principals interested in purchasing TV
properties. Write in confidence with
full disclosure of identity.
Box 622H, BROADCASTING

OPPORTUNITIES IN CALIFORNIA
Have you considered the possibility of changing from your present position
to a better opportunity? — Either now or later? We want to build an active
personnel file of the most capable people in our profession for openings
both now and later.
We operate radio, tv and fm stations in California (not S.F. or L.A.). We
are number 1 and expanding. We have immediate openings in television
traffic, radio and tv sales, and we need an artist who knows promotion
thoroughly: Also executive secretaries.
Regardless of what you are doing now if you are versatile and have experience
and ability in any phase of broadcasting we would like to hear from you.
Teamwork and responsibility are vital. We offer permanency, stability and
require the highest professional standards. We will answer all replies and
tell you all about our stations that are located in the most beautiful sections
of
California.
Write
now to: Good salary, excellent working conditions and fringe benefits
Box 737H, BROADCASTING
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Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Announcers

WEST COAST
MAJOR MARKET
Well known and substantial regional
full time
facilitymarkets.
in one Average
of the Nation's
better
growth
annual
sales in excess of #500,000 with excellent earnings record. Realistically
priced for immediate sale.
Box 574H, BROADCASTING

One of country's best sports men.
Presently with 50,000 watt radio
and full power tv stations. Network experience. All sports. Can
sell on air and off air as account
executive. Age 32. Want opportunity with more progressive station or ad agency. Airmail for
tapes, vtr's and other information.
You'll
be glad you did ! Box 749H,
BROADCASTING.

EMPLOYMENT

SERVICE

AMBITIOUS?
ALL BROADCAST PERSONNEL PLACED
ALL MAJOR U.S. MARKETS
MIDWEST SATURATION
Write for application NOW
WALKER EMPLOYMENT
SERVICE
Jimmy Valentine Broadcast Division
83 So. 7th St.
Minneapolis 2, Minn.
FEderal 9-0961

FOR SALE
Stations

Business Opportunity

Is there anyone in the United
States who would like to
trade me a partnership in a
good radio station for 114.32
acres of good cotton growing ground? Please write:
The Lovable Louise, D.J.,
P. O. Box 403, El Paso,
Texas.
FOR SALE

MISCELLANEOUS

Equipment

Colorful
RADIO MARKET SHEETS
and
COVERAGE MAPS
Address Radio Dept. on your letterhead for FREE information and samples.
EVEREADY ADVERTISING
1817 Broadway • Nashville 4, Tenn.

RADIO REMOTE
CONTROL SYSTEM
ModelAM RRC-10
FOR FM AND
TRANSMITTERS
Eliminate costly wire line charges. Own
your own system. 950 mc PROGRAM STL
AVAILABLE SEPARATELY. Attractive leasing plan
MOSELEY ASSOCIATES
4416 Hollister Avenue, P. 0. Box 3192
Santa Barbara, California

$,000 Cash Flow
Average over the past four years.
Single market full time in small
community in Northeast. Price —
$500,000. 29% Down. Box
683H, BROADCASTING.
gicjiiiiiiiiiiiiaiiiiiiiiiiiiuuiiiiiiiiiiaiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiniiiiit;!
y A class B maximum power FM §
I stereo multiplex radio station in §
if the second largest FM

major 1

I market — Boston, is for immedi- g
I ate sale. Presently with national =
5 and local sales billing. j
| Population over 3,500,000. |
I All brand new RCA and H. H. |
§| Scott broadcasting stereo equip- £
| ment. Excellent coverage. Will |
| sacrifice with terms at $75,000 — |
| 30% down. Priced for immedi- =
g ate sale.
1
| Box 702H, BROADCASTING {
^IIIIIIC>lllllllllll|[JIIIIIIIIIIII«lllllllllll|[3llllllllllll[]||||||||||ll»lllllllll

MOBILE UNIT FOR SALE
Complete unit included: 1956 Ford
cluded are two 50" relay racks, one containing aGates 50 watt FM transmitter
c-700 tractor, fully equipped, 37,396
miles; 1956 Fruehauf special highway dis- modified for operation on 166.25 MC;
play trailer with 21 foot display window
the other contains a Magnecord PT-6
on each side, 12.5 KVA 110/220 volt tape recorder and a 50 watt Newcomb
public address system. Four speaker
Kohler gasoline generator, and 3 ton
air conditioner. Broadcasting equipment
horns formitting
PA antenna
system,
"Yagi"
withand15 afoot
masttransare
includes
custom
announcer's
desk,
and control
desk built
for console,
turntables
included for mounting on roof.
and record storage. Console is a Gates
For further details, write: RADIO DIVISION, STORER BROADCASTING
"Yard" with 2 presto 3 speed turntables,
COMPANY, 1177 KANE CONCOURSE,
each with Cairad SV-16 pickup arm and
GE "turnaround" cartridge. Also in- MIAMI BEACH, FLORIDA.
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Mid-West. Non-competitive.
Single Market. Fulltimer within
150 miles of Indianapolis. Grossing over $94,000.00 last 12
months. Excellent terms. Around
$45,000.00 down, balance 7 to
10 years. 1000 Watts daytime
and 250 Watts nighttime. Direct
sale — not handled by brokers.
29%
Box 754H, BROADCASTING
29%
29%

single
single
25M
daytimer
75M terms
single
daytimer 100M
85M
small
40M terms
9dn
fulltime
medium daytimer
107M
500 w-D
metro
major
Ik w-D FM 116M
90M
capital
rated
daytimer
65M lOOdn
fulltime
400M
major
lOdn
South
And others
CHAPMAN
COMPANY
1182 W. Peachtree St., Atlanta 9, Ga.

Pa
Ore
Midwest
La
NW
Fla
Culf
Plains
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Continued from page 104
FOR SALE— (Cont'd)
Stations
THE PIONEER FIRM OF TELEVISION AND RADIO MANAGEMENT CONSULTANTS
ESTABLISHED 1946
Negotiations Management
Appraisals
Financing
HOWARD S. FRAZIER, INC.
1736 Wisconsin Ave., N.W.
Washington 7, D. C.
iGUNZENDORFERi
ARIZONA NEW LISTING. $22,620 down
for 2SO kw fulltimer. Asking $78,000 ineluding real estate. "A GUNZENDORFER
Exclusive."
OREGON 5000 WATTS. Major market.
Prieed to sell at $215,000. 29% down.
"A GUNZENDORFER Exclusive."
WILT GUNZENDORFER
AND ASSOCIATES
8630 W. Olympic, Los Angeles 35, Calif.
Licensed Brokers
Financial Consultants
Southwest medium TV-Radio $305,000
Texas single regional money-maker, one
of the nicest physical plants and best
equipped single market station in country
$145,000 with only $32,500 down, 15
yrs. on balance— Texas metro regional,
over $52,000 cash flow profit 1960, $250,.
000— Southern major profitable fulltime
regional $365,000— Louisiana single, growmarket $40,000
Florida exceptionally
major powering $237,000
Texas single,
well equipped and excellent plant, good
city,
good making
area, $59,750—
Texasequipment
medium
fulltimer,
money, lots
top condition. $160,000 Okla. single,
profitable, terrific area. $100,000 Louisiana single $26,950 We have what you
want, or we will get it for you!
PATT Mcdonald co.
Box 9266 — GL. 3-8080
AUSTIN 17, TEXAS
— STATIONS FOR SALE
NORTHWEST. Daytime. Exclusive $12,000
down.
SOUTH CENTRAL.
Major market. Full
time. Asking $180,000. 29% down.
CALIFORNIA. Exclusive. Full time. Asking $110,000. Terms.
EAST. Top market. Daytimer. $112,000.
Terms.
JACK L. STOLL & ASSOCS.
Suite 600-601 6381 Hollyw'd Blvd.
Los Angeles 28, Calif
HO. 4-7279

For Best Results

You Can't Top A
CLASSIFIED

AD

in

«T
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ch. 7, Hinsdale, Mont., to translate programs of KUMV-TV ch. 8 Williston, N. D.,
via intermediate translator; Bond-McCoy
Tv Assn. on ch. 13 Bond and McCoy, Colo.,
KOA-TV ch. 4, Denver, Colo., via intermediate translator; Emery Town on ch. 11
Emery, Utah, KCPX-TV ch. 4, Salt Lake
City, Utah,
viaNon-Profit
intermediate
dition; Park
Tv translator,
Inc. on ch.con-13
Livingston and Chadbourn, Mont., KGHLTV ch. 8 Billings, Mont., via intermediate
translator, condition; Martin Tv Club on ch.
12 Martin,
D., KPLO-TV,
6 Reliance,
S.
D.: Park S.River
Commercialch. Club
on ch.
8 Park River, N. D., WDAY-TV ch. 6, Eargo,
N. D.
Actions of Oct. 26
■ Granted cps for following new vhf tv
translator stations: Emery Town on ch. 13
and 9 Emery, Utah, to translate programs
of
LakeKUTV
City, ch.
Utah,2, via
stations
KSL-TV
ch. Salt
5 and
intermediate
translators, conditions.
WDOKchanges
Cleveland,
Ohio— DA
Granted
make
in daytime
system.cp to
WAOK Atlanta, Ga. — Granted cp to install new alternate main trans.; remote control permitted.
■ Following stations were granted cps to
install new trans.: WTBO Cumberland, Md.;
WRDB Reedsburg, Wis.; KTFY Brownfield,
Tex.; KOOK Billings, Mont.
WDOV Dover, Del. — Granted mod. of cp
to change type trans.
WSHP
Shippensburg,
— Waived
3.30
of rules
and grantedPa. mod.
of cpSec.to
change main studio and trans, locations
and tomotemake
changes in condition.
ant. system; recontrol permitted;
KEKO Kailua, Hawaii — Granted mod. of
cp
to change
-trans, and
main system;
studio
location,
make ant.changes
in ant.
remote control permitted.
KPIR Eugene, Ore. — Granted mod. of cp
to change ant. -trans, and main studio location.
KICU-TV
Calif—mod.
Waived
3.613
of rulesVisalia,
and granted
of cpSec.to
change ERP to vis. 214 kw, aur. 117 kw,
make changes in ant. structure and specify
studio location; ant. height 770 ft.
KEKO Kailua, Hawaii — Granted extension
of completion date to March 31, 1962.
■ Granted
of licensesWash.;
for following stations: renewal
KALE Richland,
KCOW
Alliance, Neb.; KSWO Lawton, Okla.;
WAKR Akron, Ohio; WAPF McComb,
Miss.; WASK Lafavette, Ind.; WAVU
Albertville, Ala.; WBKN Newton, Miss.;
WBOW Terre Haute, Ind.; WEAB Greer,
S. C; WFML(FM) Washington, Ind.;
WFOB-AM-FM Fostoria, Ohio; WFPR Hammond, La.; WGFS Covington, Ga.; WHBC
Canton, Ohio; WHLN Harlan, Ky. WHUT
Anderson, Ind.; WIRE Indianapolis, Ind.;
WKCW Warrenton, Va.; WKXV Knoxville,
Tenn.: WLOK Memphis, Tenn.; WMPSAM-FM Memphis, Tenn.; WNAG Grenada,
Miss.; WPLO-AM-FM Atlanta, Ga.; WTND
Orangeburg, S.C.; WTRO Dyersburg,
Tenn.; WVTS(FM) Terre Haute, Ind.;
WWGS
Tifton, Ga.; WWHI(FM) Muncie,
Ind.
Actions of Oct. 25
KTTN Trenton, Mo. — Granted assignment
of license sideration
to $90,000.
Clarence E. Breazeal; conKMCDment of license
Fairfield,
IowaInc.
— Granted assignto RF
KRED,
KIEM-FM-TV
Eureka,
CalifGranted assignment of licenses
to California
Oregon Radio Co.; consideration $800,000.
KHUM Santa Rosa, Calif. — Granted assignment of cp to Bay Area Electronic Inc.;
incorporation of existing partnership.
WGGG
Gainesville,
Granted Ed.
trans-C.
fer of control
from H. Fla.
W. — Holland,
Wright,
Harry
R.
Playford
and
Leon
Mims to Charles W. Mackey and RichardE.
L. Marsh; consideration $63,000.
WCLI Corning, N. Y. — Granted increased
daytime power from 250 w to 1 kw and
install new trans., continued operation on
1450 kc, 250 w-N, with remote control; condition.
KEMO (FM) St. Louis, Mo. — Granted mod.
of cp to change type trans.; conditions.
KCAS Slaton, Tex. — Granted mod. of cp
to change ant. -trans, and studio locations,
change type trans., make changes in ant.
system; remote control permitted.
WLBK-FM DeKalb, 111. — Granted mod.
cp to change type trans.
WRMI-FM Morris, 111.— Granted mod. of
cp
to change
location and ant. -trans,
location
(samestudio
site description).
KBLR Bolivar, Mo. — Granted mod. of cp
to change type trans.

WMLW
Milwaukee,
Wis.— toGranted
mod.
of cp (FM)
to increase
ant. height
190 ft,
move ant. -trans, and studio location, change
type trans., make changes in ant. system
and correct coordinates.
KIQS Willows, Calif— Granted mod. of
cp to mote
specify
main studio location and recontrol point.
KHGM (FM) Beaumont, Tex. — Granted
mod. trol
of from
cp main
to operate
studiotrans,
site. by remote conWMNI-FM Columbus, Ohio — Granted mod.
of
to decrease
to 91 kw,
ant.cpheight
to 200 ERP
ft., change
typeincrease
trans,
and ant.; condition.
WEFA of (FM)
111.— Granted
change
remote Waukegan,
control authority.
■ Following stations were granted extensions of completion dates as shown : WHTGFM
to Dec.26, 5:1962,
KFUR-TV
SantaEatontown,
Fe, N. M.,N. toJ., April
KXME
Laramie, Wyo., to Feb. 1, 1962.
Actions of Oct. 24
Helena Free Tv Assn., Helena and Helena
Valley, Mont. — Granted cp for new vhf tv
translator station on ch. 10 to translate programs of KRTV (ch. 3) Great Falls.
WENT creased
Gloversville,
indaytime power N.
fromY. —250Granted
w to 1 kw
and install new trans., continued operation
on 1340 kc, 250 w-N, with remote control;
conditions.
KRAD East Grand Forks, Minn. — Granted
change on 1590 kc from D to unl with 1 kw
night
day, DA-N,
delete remote
control and
operation
daytime;andconditions.
KSWI Council Bluffs, Iowa— Granted increased power from 500 w to 1 kw, continued
operation
on 1560 kc, D, with remote control, condition.
KVLV
Fallon,
of
facilities from 1250Nev.kc,— Granted
1 kw, D, change
to 980 kc,
5 kw, D, changes in ant. system (increase
height)
, ground system and installation of
new trans.
WFMT (FM) Chicago, 111.— Granted cp to
increase
ERP mc,to and
135 kw.
tion on 98.7
installcontinued
new ant. operaWZOE Princeton, 111. — Granted mod. of
cp to change type trans.
KFAX San Francisco, Calif.— Granted cp
to make changes in DA pattern.
KSWM Aurora, Mo. — Granted mod. of cp
to change type trans.
■ Granted cps for following new vhf
translator stations: R.V.T.V. Repeater Assn.
on ch. 2 and 6 Round Valley, Ariz., to
translate programs of stations KGGM-TV
(ch. 13) Albuquerque, N. M., and KGUNTV (ch.
Tucson,Inc.Ariz.;
conditions;
bany 9)
Electronics
on ch.
10 and Al-12
Laramie, Wyo., to translate programs of
Denver. Colo,
stations KOA-TV (ch. 4) and
KLZ-TV
(ch. 7).
Actions of Oct. 23
■ Granted cps for following new vhf tv
translator stations with provision for multiple amplifiers: Better Community Tv
Assn. Omak and Okanogan, Tunk Valley
and Pine Creek areas, Wash., on ch. 9, 11
and 7 to translate programs of Spokane,
Wash., stations KREM-TV (ch. 2), KHQTV (ch. 6) and KXLY-TV (ch. 4).
■ Grantedstations:
cps for Better
following
new vhf Tvtv
translator
Communitv
Assn. on chs. 10, 8 and 12 Tonasket. Riverside and Malott, Wash., to translate programs of Spokane stations KXLY-TV (ch.
4), KHQ-TV (ch. 6) and KREM-TV (ch. 2)
via intermediate
ern Tv Inc. on ch.translator
3, Kenai, stations;
Alaska, NorthKTVA
(TV) (ch. 11) Anchorage, Alaska.
WNEW-FM New York, N. Y.— Remote
control permitted main and aux. trans.
WLDB of Atlantic
City, N.
J.— Granted
change
remote control
authority.
Short term renewal
■ Commission granted Miss Ark Bcstg. Co.
one-year renewal of its license for am staWESY Leland,
letter.tionAction
Nov. 1.Miss., and sent licensee
Rulemakings
PETITION FILED
Sec. 3.606 National Educational Tv & Radio
Center, quests
Washington,of rules
D. C. (10-26-61)—
Reas to reassign
uhf ch. 14 amendment
from Modesto, so Calif.,
to San
Mateo, Calif.,
and reserve
non-commercialchanges:
educational
tv use itby formaking
following
Present Proposed
Modesto Calif. 14+ 58
58
San Mateo,
*14+
Ann.
Oct. 27.Calif.
(FOR THE RECORD) 111

a

report

health

on

and

nutrition

public

extension
materials

An educational consultant examined

206

Public Health nutrition education materials from 22 states and found that breakfast cereals were included in the majority
of them. In the same study, 350 Agricultural Extension Service nutrition education
materials from 34 states were also examined and it was found that 115 of them
included breakfast cereals. That cereal is
a basic breakfast item is demonstrated by
its inclusion in the above nutrition materials, whose aim is to improve the health
and well-being of the people.
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OUR

RESPECTS

to Ruth

Montez

Tjaden, president, AWRT

Broadcasting isn't strictly a man's world
many news stories during 1942, and
If any woman in broadcasting ever
she got the idea to try for a commission
could follow an act, as the old showbusiness saying goes, like Esther Van
in the Navy. "I was an ensign before I
Wagoner Tufty, it has to be Ruth Monknew what was happening," Montez
tez Tjaden, the new president of the says. Today she is a full commander in
the Naval Reserve.
American Women in Radio & TeleIntroduction to her present boss, Edvision and director of promotion, publicity and public relations for KWTV
gar T. Bell, executive vice president and
(TV) Oklahoma City.
general manager of KWTV, came while
In fact, following Montez Tjaden
Montez was on a public relations mission for the Navy. She and Mr. Bell
(pronounced Jaden) might even be a
combined their efforts in promoting the
tougher assignment. The drawling,
statuesque (she's a shade under six feet war bond drive in Oklahoma City. It
tall) leader of AWRT has cut quite a was a little more than coincidence that
she went to him for a job when her
caper in a broadcasting career spanning
some 20 years.
Navy tour ended.
Learns Promotion ■ Montez told Mr.
The former actress-newspaperwomanBell she wanted to learn the promotion
advertising copywriter-press agent-promoter-Navy Commander has done al- business, a wish he promptly fulfilled,
putting her to work in the promotion
most everything in her time except
department of the Oklahoma Publishing
break Babe Ruth's homerun record —
Co. writing trade and direct mail advermainly because she didn't have time.
tising for WKY Oklahoma City and
Like Mrs. Tufty, Montez also has
color, a boisterous personality and a KLZ Denver.
When WEEK Peoria, 111., was built
strong conviction that this isn't strictly
in
1947, Montez packed her bags and
acasting.
man's world — particularly in broadbecame the station's first promotion
Actually, Montez Tjaden (she hasn't manager. In 1949 she transferred back
used Ruth since childhood except for to familiar soil when KRMG Tulsa bea tenure in the Navy when ". . . that
gan operations.
She sailed a radical tack from broadbear of a CO. in San Francisco wouldn't
believe Montez was my real name.") is
casting atthis point, taking a year's time
dynamic as lady presidents go. With
out to be a press agent. As Montez exall her versatility and aggressiveness she
plains it "It sounded like fun, it was
is as refined as a typical socialite, and
good pay and it offered practical experihas a modern art and sculpture collecence in promotion." She became pubtion to prove it.
licity director for the LeBlanc Corp.,
But the lady is tough. She is big Lafayette, La., handling advance press
enough and has a voice loud enough to for the first Hadacol Goodwill Caravan,
command respect from her male couna 20th Century Medicine Show.
terparts— and she does.
"The James Arness of AWRT" ■ She
is appropriately described by a phrase
overheard at a broadcaster-legislative reception last May at the National Press
Club in Washington:
"She'd be great in the James Arness
role in Gunsmoke."
Whether in jest or not, the tag fits.
She grew up on a cattle ranch and is an
able rider as well as a good shot, a talent retained from her youth when she
hunted rabbits with her brothers.
Montez broke into broadcasting in
the early 1940s as a continuity writer,
assistant producer and part time actress
(when the occasion demanded) at KFB1
Wichita, Kan. Eighteen months later,
Montez was head of the continuity and
traffic department in addition to her
chores as a newscaster.
Still not satisfied (and she wouldn't
be for many years hence, as it came to
pass), she switched her allegiance to
Montez Tjaden
KOME Tulsa. The opening of the
armed services to women accounted for
A sailor guides her crew
BROADCASTING, November 6, 1961

A 90-day tour of duty with the Navy
during the Korean conflict stretched
into a two-year hitch, and it was 1953
before Montez and Edgar Bell renewed
their association to promote a tall television tower, which became KWTV.
She has been there ever since, running her department efficiently and
effectively. And it has not gone unnoticed as Mr. Bell himself will testify:
"As promotion manager of KWTV,
Miss Tjaden has won many awards and
high professional recognition — but we
are most proud of the leading part she
has
developing
'KWTV-Big
9'
imageplayed
— onein that
is second
to none in

Whale of a Lander ■ Today, the
theA Southwest."
chief concern of Montez Tjaden is
AWRT — its growth, its prosperity and
its role in the broadcasting industry.
But AWRT is not a new concern for
Montez. She has been a member for the
past nine years, active nationally the
past six as a director, vice president,
presidentelect and currently the group's
chief executive.
During her
administration
Educational
Foundation
(a sort AWRT's
of NAB
Harvard seminar for women) has flowered into bloom with a successful venture this past summer at Syracuse U.
The 1962 seminar at the U. of Washshe says.ington in Seattle will be even greater,
For years, Montez has believed that
there is a relationship between how well
informed the individual station executive is and the contribution that his (or
her) station will be able to make to the
industry. Every station official must be
fully up-to-date on the problems and
difficulties that face broadcasting, she
argues, if individual stations are to be
as productive as they potentially can
be. The vital importance of this relastressed. tionship, she maintains, cannot be overThe 48-year-old (she's not squeamish
about
lady president
confineherherage)
leadership
strictly doesn't
to the
1,600-member AWRT. She was a
founder vice president of the Broadcast Promotion Assn. (predominantly
male) during its first two years in addition to holding memberships in the
Oklahoma Public Relations Assn., the
Navy League, and Theta Sigma Phi
(national honorary journalism group).
Her hobbies are art and fishing —
and she's fairly proficient with the hook,
line
she out-do
says she'd
have and
to sinker,
land a though
whale to
her
father and three brothers during their
fishing trips in the Colorado Rockies
every summer.
113

EDITORIALS
Radio and the Fifth
UNLESS there are mitigating facts that have not come
to light, we must agree with the action of WABQ-AMFM Cleveland in firing its chief engineer for refusing to answer questions about past membership in the Communist
Party.
Yet we do not think that the WABQ action provides the
ultimate solution to the problem of protecting broadcasting
stations from the possibility of sabotage or seizure by enemy
agents in an international emergency. The problem is intricate, itis real, and, in the light of present relations between
East and West, it is acute.
The WABQ engineer was fired after he refused to answer
questions put to him by the House Un-American Activities
Subcommittee. Several other engineers currently employed
in tv and radio were equally uncommunicative. Are they
to be fired, and if so can American radio and television be
considered safe from infiltration?
Should there be a thorough screening of all radio and
television employes who have access to transmitting equipment and the knowledge to operate or sabotage it? By whom
would the screening be done?
These questions, it seems to us, deserve consideration by
responsible agencies of government and by broadcasters
themselves. No matter what kind of emergency may happen to confront the nation, radio and television will be the
paramount means of distributing information to the public.
They ought to be protected by some kind of security system that would minimize the chance of their being turned
against the public they are intended to serve.
Ethics, morality and good faith
THE FCC majority's calculated campaign to force licensee
conformity with its own ideas raises new questions of
ethics, morality and even good faith. These wholly aside
from the legal and constitutional right to insinuate itself into the programming and business operations of broadcasters.
The program reform routine is the only portion of the
crusade visible to the public. Newspapers and consumer
magazines have exploited this for competitive reasons.
Little known, except to broadcasters with their licenses
on the line, are the on-the-scene investigations of the FCC's
own cloak-and-dagger boys (Complaints and Compliance Division) and the recently intensified letter- writing compaign
to stations seeking explanations for purported programming
and other infractions.
The good faith question emerges from the commission's
move to deintermix to all uhf status eight cities having a
single vhf outlet. The FCC, which voted 4-3 for these
changes last July, now would not be averse to calling off
this whole deintermixture rulemaking if legislation to require the manufacture of all-channel receivers is passed by
Congress.
This is shocking disregard of the FCC's sworn duty. To
use the rulemaking process as a lobbying device is indefensible. Itwould constitute gross misrepresentation.
If the FCC knows there must be a dual allocation of vhf
and uhf channels (as several commissioners unequivocally
have stated), it should say so. It should have said so before
its deintermixture ruling which threw the affected public
and stations into tailspins. Commissioners are sworn to
vote their conscience. They cannot trifle with the regulatory processes to coerce licensees or to mislead Congress
and the public.
We happen to be for all-channel receivers because we
believe that the only answer to the allocations problem is
a dual uhf-vhf system. Six years ago we espoused legisla114

tion to eliminate the 10% tax on all-band receivers, while j
retaining it on vhf-band only sets.
Congress hasn't seen fit to enact legislation to make allchannel
mandatory, presumably because it isn't
sure aboutreceivers
its legality.
Hearings on deintermixture are committed early next
session before the House Commerce Committee. The committee, we assume, will not overlook the motivation for the
FCC's 4-3 vote or the calculated effort to disguise the New
York City $2 million uhf experiment as one to test the
feasibility of uhf service in New York only.
These and other manifestations of the FCC's considered
intent to crack down on licensees by imposition of censorship, threats and intimidation persuade us that an entirely
new law to replace the current 34-year old statute is essential. time
This toisn't
easily
accomplished.
It might
years.
The
start
is now
if broadcasters
want take
to reclaim

j

j
I,
|
I
j
j

the freedom they thought was guaranteed them under the
First Amendment.
JFK's news

switch

THERE is reason for concern to the general public as I
well as to broadcasters that President Kennedy is de- i
creasing the frequency of his news conferences.
The concern may be amplified by his newest method of
meeting the press in private luncheons attended by editors
and publishers. Five such luncheons have been held with
newspapermen from Kentucky, Missouri, New Jersey, Washington and Texas. (Is it oversight that similar luncheons for 1
broadcasters have not been held?)
In these circumstances — the decrease in the number of
open news conferences and the introduction of the private
affairs — the American public is losing an element of intimacy
in its contacts with the President.
We suggest that President may be losing something too.
Franklin Roosevelt said that he found news conferences useful because he could learn, from the questions that were i
asked, what was on the public's mind.
In the give-and-take of open news conferences of the
kind that were held with reasonable regularity during the
earlier part
of Mr.
were
benefits
for all.
The Kennedy's
live radio administration
and television there
broadcasts
were especially informative.
Certainly the subjects that are on the public's and the
President's minds right now are as deserving of discussion
as those with which early conferences dealt.

Drawn for BROADCASTING by Sid Hix
"They've found that the Huntley-Brinkley format is quite
popular in these parts, too!
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A

NEW

SERVICE

FROM

KSTP

FEATURE

FOODS

End-of-aisle

displays

Radio -TV

store

KSTP

for

advertisers

Now available to food-store-product advertisers who qualify for KSTP Radio and Television
FEATURE FOODS MERCHANDISING Service, are these end-of-aisle displays in top-volume
supermarkets in the Twin City area.
Gondolas — such as the one illustrated here — dump bins or carts, each topped by an eye-catching,
red banner reading "KSTP FEATURE OF
is most suitable for display of your product.

THE

WEEK"

are all available, depending on which

During each 13-week cycle of participation in KSTP FEATURE FOODS MERCHANDISING,
the advertiser will receive a guaranteed six weeks (36 days) of end-of-aisle displays in Twin City
area supermarkets.
KSTP personnel will place the displays and remove them,
thereby guaranteeing advertisers that their displays are
actually on the floor for the specified time. Advertisers
will be notified in advance of the location of each display.
These end-of-aisle displays are very desirable and their
availability disappears fast. Plan now to take advantage
of this new KSTP plan in conjunction with the highlysuccessful FEATURE FOODS MERCHANDISING
Service to give sales-building end-of-aisle display space
to your product.
Petry offices and KSTP Radio and TV representatives
have the details.

RADIO
KSTP

-1500

TELEVISION

EAPOLIS

-

SAINT

The familiar KSTP BARGAIN BAR combines with
FEATURE OF THE WEEK display to command
key traffic area in Minneapolis supermarkets.
KC

Channel 5
PAUL

lading the world
television program sales
N DEPENDENT

C

T

TELEVISION CORPORATION
488 Madison Avenue • New York 22, N.Y. • PLaza 5-2100
17 Gt. Cumberland Place • London W I • Ambassador 8040
100 University Avenue " Toronto I, Ontario • EMpire 2-1166
exico City • Paris * Rome • Rio de Janeiro • Sydney • and offices in principal cities in 45 countries around the world

NOW
FIRST
. . . brand
the

AVAILABLE

RUN...
new

FROM
episodes

distinguished
that

allegiance
and

won

of

series
instant

from

CBS

ITC

critics

Network

audiences.

Dynamic PATRICK McGOOHAN
with the artistry that won him the award
of Television Actor Of the Year,
as special security agent John Drake . . .
Danger and beautiful women
from all over the world
follow him.

35 Cents
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Full report on radio's $45.9 million income in
'60 with market breakdowns
31

Bed sheets at midnight: the romantic sales
success of Pacific Mills and Paar
42

What Madison Avenue

Easter AAAA

needs from promotion

people-a BPA convention report

session plans to take a look at

the story behind the numbers
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46

and

UMPHREY BOQAH
OSt FERRER
AN JOHNSON
RED MicMURHAY
tarring In
HE CAINE MUTINY

Two

more

greats

COLUMBIA

starring

in

POST-48's!

SCREEN
TELEVISION
SUBSIDIARY

GEM8,
■><.
OK COLUMBIA
PICTURES CORP

"Well, we decided

one thing, anyhow:

we include Charleston-Huntington

and WSAZ-TELEVISION.

Easiest decision of the year! For the only television station seen everywhere in the entire 72-county, 4-state
Charleston-Huntington market is WSAZ-TELEVISION. No other single television station is even close to this
exclusive coverage. It's a market that WSAZ-TELEVISION actually created through its power and programming.
So to reach the two million people earning $4 billion a year in the
TELEVISION
heart of this "American Ruhr" region of the great Ohio Valley . . .
pick Charleston-Huntington and WSAZ-TELEVISION. For more
CHANNEL 3 CHARLESTON - HUNTING-TON
about this newest Goodwill Station and why it belongs on your
DIVISION: THE GOODWILL STATIONS. INC.
must-buy list see your Katz Agency man.

Tlie

NEW

Spirit

of

St.

The
I ne new
might be
Dollars in

Louis

Spirit
opinx
called
Action.

of ox.
St. i_ouis
Louis
ot
One Billion
That is

the approximate

amount

being spent to improve the
business, industrial, civic,
cultural, educational
economic

and

profiles of this

great city . . . the 9th largest
metropolitan area in the
U. S. and the nation's "lOth
major market.
Look

to the new Spirit of

St. Louis for an everexpanding, lucrative market
potential. Communicate
effectively with this newly
revitalized market via KTVI
— still your lowest cost
per thousand TV buy
In St. Louis.

KRLD-TV

continues its long-established pattern of dominance

in the Dallas-Fort Worth

market. ... The September,

Market Survey shows that KRLD-TV's
Reached*

is 16.1%

1961, ARB

Average Quarter-Hour

greater than that of Station B, 27.1%

than Station C, and 120.3%

Homes
greater

greater than Station D.

This is conclusive proof that your ad dollar goes further when
you buy KRLD-TV.

Your Advertising Time

Sales representative will

be happy to offer a schedule of dominance
Cover the Dallas-Fort Worth

market

for you on KRLD-TV.

EFFECTIVELY

with KRLD-TV.

*9:00 a.m. to Midnight, Monday through Sunday

REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY ADVERTISING TIME
SALES- FORMERLY THE BRANHAM COMPANY
THE

TIMES

HERALD

STATIONS
Clyde President
W Rembert

MAXIMUM

POWER

TV-Twin to KRLD radio 1080, CBS outlet with 50,000 watts.
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Tighter money
Because of Washington pressures,
investment capital for station acquisition has become tighter, with outside
money becoming somewhat dubious
of risks. While there has been no deterioration inprices, consensus of investment experts is that if there are
fewer buyers, prices will drop in tempo with supply and demand. But still
in great demand are tv stations in
major markets (first 50) and this is
expected to remain so for foreseeable
future.
New element in consideration of
purchases, particularly in radio, is
number of spots carried by stations,
with question arising whether number
might be construed as overcommercialization by FCC sometime in future. Seasoned observers, however,
figure condition is temporary — it's
happened before under other FCC
chairmen.
Everything rosy at NBC
NBC officials, preparing for affiliates convention in Los Angeles Dec.
6-8, anticipate no serious controversies. On television side, it's expected biggest questions stations will
raise will be about replacement for
Jack Paar who leaves his Mon.-Fri.
late show next March. And so far
NBC has no answer.
On radio side, affiliates will be told
that radio network is in the black and
that stations will get total of more
than $3 million compensation in 1961.
By comparison with television yield,
radio compensation of $3 million isn't
much — but NBC affiliates will be reminded that it's more than affiliates of
any other network are getting.
Hatch battening down
To cope with radio station overpopulation problem, which currently
is under study by FCC, George C.
Hatch (KALL Salt Lake City), chairman of NAB radio board, has placed
topic at top of agenda of next board
meeting, Jan. 29-Feb. 3, 1962 at Sarasota, Fla. NAB staff, at Mr. Hatch's
instruction, is researching two specific
proposals: (1) How FCC engineering
standards can be tightened to protect
public against further deterioration in
programming quality; (2) Can FCC
allow mergers to reduce number of
competitive services in particular communities?
Greatest concern is that if FCC attempts to limit facilities to reduce competition (as had been proposed by
NAB President LeRoy Collins) would
it be required, in view of limitation of

CLOSED

CIRCUIT

competition, to consider economic factors, including even rate structures?
This would constitute public utilitycommon carrier form of regulation
from which broadcast services specifically are exempted under statute.
Brower barnstorming
"Keep your eye on Charlie Brower
this coming year." That's word from
inside BBDO on its president, who for
years has been articulate leader in
advertising field. Mr. Brower in Nov.
6 address before Economic Club of
Detroit kicked off first in series of
speeches in reply to advertising critics.
McCormack opposes radio-tv
House Majority Leader John McCormack (D-Mass.) intimates there'll
be no change in House Rule barring
radio-tv coverage of committee hearings if, as seems likely, he is elected
to succeed Sam Rayburn (D-Tex.) as
speaker. Mr. Sam has long insisted
on closing hearings to mikes and cameras, and Rep. McCormack, though
declining to spell out own views, said
last week, "I support the position
taken by the speaker."
Option time option
One of option time's creators, Edgar Kobak, former network executive,
now business consultant and still one
of broadcasting's best known figures,
will come to its defense in what promises to be major address before Chicago Broadcast Advertising Club tomorrow (Tuesday). He's expected to
take position that option time — whose
fate is now pending before FCC — is
essential to prevent eventual but sure
degradation of programming. Speech
probably will also deal with other major subjects, including advertiser-agency participation in programming, socalled
"magazine television.
concept" of selling,
and educational
Minow backs Collins
FCC Chairman Newton N. Minow
can, too, write fan letters. He did it
last week in note to TvB commending
bureau's recently completed research
competition (Broadcasting, Oct. 23).
He said TvB had "contributed significantly" and expressed hope that "most,
if not all" of 18 winning research
plans will find financial backing so
they may be carried out. He said he
agreed with NAB President LeRoy
Collins that long-term improvement of
television service will stem in appreciable measure from increasing pro-

fessionalization and expanded research
into the effects of this powerful meARB likes Nielsen's ratings
Initial
comparisons
Nielsen's
latest
national
tv ratingsofreport
with
dium."
overnight ratings produced by American Research Bureau's new "Instant
National" Arbitron service have left
ARB authorities delighted. Although
complete program-by-program comparisons are not yet available, and
although there appear to be certain
consistent differences in results of two
services, over-all correlation is described by at least some impartial
experts as "very high." Others, more
cautious, prefer to wait for analysis
of ARB-vs.-Nielsen ratings on complete program-by-program basis, since
that's context in which major program
decisions are made. Discrepancy between two services was said to average 2.6 rating points, ranging from
6.3 to minus 3.1.
Feniger to Cowles
Jerome R. Feniger, for past seven
years vice president radio-tv, Cunningham & Walsh, joins Cowles Magazines & Broadcasting Inc. this week.
His past experience includes former
Biow Agency and CBS Radio. It's
expected he will be assigned for first
few months to advertising department
at Look. Cowles Magazines & Broadcasting own and operate KRNT-AMTV Des Moines.
What constitutes control?
Does contract to sell advertising in
U.S. for Mexican station give sevenstation owner control of foreign outlet? FCC is seeking answer in regard to relationship of McLendon stations with (X-TRA) Tijuaua, Mexico,
which beams signal into southern California. Inquiry came after McLendon
contracted to buy WBNY Buffalo,
N.Y., for $650,000 and WGES Chicago for $2 million. To stay within maximum am ownership limit, McLendon
plans to sell WSYL-AM-FM Buffalo
and WAKY Louisville.
Commission feeling is that McLendon control would be violation of multiple-ownership restrictions. McLendon has denied he operates Mexican
outlet, contending firm merely acts as
sales agent. McLendon also owns
KL1F, KROW (FM) Dallas, KTSA
San Antonio, KILT, KOST (FM)
Houston, KEEL Shreveport and
KABL San Francisco.
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Ben Casey, M. D., now TV's biggest attraction with women
If so many feminine hearts flutter so
of all shows— with everyone from 18 to 50.
much faster on Monday nights, it's be
cause Monday's the night Dr. Casey
makes his house calls.
This understandably

excessive palpi

tation is cardiographed in TV Q's latest
popularity report. Itshows that Ben Casey
(starring Vincent Edwards) now outranks
all other shows with the ladies.
The program

swings with men, too

TV Q's report also rates it best-liked

Speaking of ratings, the latest Nielsen*
gives Ben Casey the highest score for
all Monday

night programs. And speak-

ing ofMonday,
another
ABC house.
night.
There
sure isit'sanow
doctor
in the

ABC

Television

*Source: National TV Q Scores, mid-October, 1961 report. tNielsen
24 Market TV Report. Average Audience, week ending Oct. 29,
1961, Monday, 7:30 to 11 PM.
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Late news breaks on this page and on page 10 AT
Complete coverage of week begins on page 31 f\ |

Automation

buying

in pilot use at BBDO
BBDO, New York, is announcing today (Nov. 13) that it has developed,
tested and placed into pilot use computer process for selecting advertising
media.
Process emerged after two years of
planning and experimentation in cooperation with C-E-I-R Inc., New
York research organization. It was
learned authoritatively that C-E-I-R and
American Research Bureau, its subsidiary, will make their resources available
to other agencies for development of
computer system.
Charles R. Brower, BBDO president,
said system has three advantages: it
combines marketing objectives, media
audiences and management judgment to
determine "best" media schedule; it includes factors for evaluating arbitrary
changes or substitutions in schedule and
costs involved, and its cost is low
enough so that smallest agency will be
able to use it. Mr. Brower noted that
up to now, virtually infinite number of
media combinations possible would be
matched only by "tedious hand methods," but these were "so time consuming that only a relatively few combinations could be fully explored."
Mr. Brower said basic principles
of "linear programming process" used
for selecting advertising media will be
given before research session of eastern annual conference of American
Assn. of Advertising Agencies in New
York, Thursday (Nov. 16) by various BBDO and C-E-I-R executives (see
page 38).
Examiner's dismissal
sought in KWK move
Novel legal question has been placed
before FCC by KWK St. Louis, which
asked that hearing examiner be authorized to entertain motion for issuance of
directed
verdict
of "not
KWK
license
revocation
case.guilty" in
Station maintained that if FCC's
Broadcast Bureau fails to sustain its
burden of proof in presenting prosecution's case, it would be waste of time,
money and "most unfair" to require
defendant to present unnecessary evidence. KWK said courts often entertain motions from defendant for directed verdict following prosecution case
and same procedure should follow in
FCC hearings.
KWK has been charged with running
fraudulent contests and promotions and

Mutual's 'Big Lie'
New Mutual program, The Big
Lie, which began last month, is
receiving exceptional audience acceptance according to reports to
MBS from affiliated stations. Program, in which news commentator Phil Clarke first monitors and
then answers Communists' propaganda broadcasts, is fed to network on Saturdays as 25-minute
non-commercial public service
feature. It's in tempo with increased anti-communist exposes
on air, both network and locally
originated.
bureau presented its case last September
(Broadcasting, 25). Further hearings
have been postponed indefinitely by
FCC (Broadcasting, Nov. 6). If examiner already has concluded that
prosecution failed, additional expense,
disruption of business and publicity will
further increase "extremely severe punishment already inflicted upon KWK"
through continuation, station said.
Loss of KWK business as result of
hearing already has "exceeded by many
times" maximum $10,000 fine which
FCC may impose on licensees, KWK
said. Adverse publicity, financial losses,
hearing costs and effect upon morale of
employes has made it exceedingly difficult for KWK to operate in public interest, station maintained.
Mets games on radio-tv
purchased by Rheingold
It's to be announced officially today
(Monday), that Liebmann Breweries
(Rheingold beer), New York, has purchased broadcast rights of New York
Mets, new National League baseball
club, next year. Exclusive five-year pact
was sold for $1 million per year, according to reports last Friday.
It's understood WOR-TV New York
will carry games, but source close to
deal said selection of both radio and
tv outlets "is still up in the air." Pieces
of rights are expected to be sold to at
least two other sponsors. Foote, Cone
& Belding, New York, is Rheingold
agency.
Webb sees global tv by '64
James E. Webb, National Aeronautics
and Space Administration chief, says
"it has been speculated" that development of satellite communications may

HC AHI
I IV! IT
\J tr^ULl Vt t,

have progressed enough by 1964 to
point that Americans can watch Olympic Games in Tokyo on television sets
at home. (See related stories, pages 66,
81). Mr. Webb made remark in speech
Thursday.
before Executives' Club in Chicago last
Radio-tv

gag

can

hurt

press,
Denial of too—
freedom ofCollins
press privileges
inherent in Constitution from radio and
tv would lead inevitably to government
restrictions on freedom of newspapers,
NAB President LeRoy Collins told
newsmen Nov. 10 during NAB fall
conference in Boston.
Conference was fifth in autumn series, opening second half of eight-meeting schedule. Sixth meeting will be
held today (Nov. 13) in Pittsburgh.
Gov. Collins' observations were made
to newsmen in response to Nov. 9 statement by Bernard Kilgore, publisher of
Wall Street Journal, during special convocation at Colby College, Waterville,
Me. Mr. Kilgore had said issue of press
freedom would be "obscured dangerously" ifextended to radio and tv stations
under government license (seeoperating
page 64).
Gov. Collins described as "preposterous" Mr. Kilgore's suggestion that
broadcast media aren't included in freedom-of-press
address had rights.
includedPublisher's
statementColby
that
press freedom is undermined when it
becomes vague or complicated. He had
added, "If freedom of the press is in
danger today where it exists, and making slow progress in areas where it
does not exist, I suggest that we look
for part of the explanation in the carelessness ofits well-meaning friends." He
defined it as "the right to own a press
and the right to report and comment
on Civil
publicDefense
affairs in
Unitprint."
■ Gov. Collins
announced membership of new NAB
Committee on Civil Defense. It includes: Clair R. McCollough, Steinman
stations; Rex Howell, KREX-TV Grand
Junction, Colo.; Richard M. Brown,
KPOJ Portland, Ore.; James L. Howe,
WIRA Fort Pierce, Fla.; Loyd Sigmon.,
KMPC Los Angeles; John S. Hayes,
WTOP Washington; Douglas L. Manship, WBRZ (TV) Baton Rouge, La.;
Mortimer Weinbach, ABC; Arthur Hull
Hayes, CBS; Robert F. Hurleigh, MBS;
P. A. Sugg, NBC. Committee will
work closely with government agencies
in civil defense program.
John F. Meagher, NAB radio vice
more AT DEADLINE page 10
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James A. Stabile, NBC-TV staff vp,
promoted to new post of NBC vice
president and associate general attorney.
He will report to Thomas E. Ervin, vp
and general attorney. Mr. Stabile joined
NBC as manager of talent negotiations
in February 1957 after serving as vp
and general counsel of ABC. He subsequently was vp for standards and
practices before being named staff vp.
James Conley, general sales manager
of WCAU-TV Philadelphia, appointed
vp and general sales manager of ABCTV National Station Sales Inc., which
represents network's owned tv stations.
He replaces Edwin T. Jameson, who
resigned and will announce his new
association shortly. Mr. Conley has
served WCAU-TV for three years, and
earlier was account executive for CBS-

TV Spot Sales in New York and Chicago from 1955-58. Previously, Mr.
Conley had been national sales manager
of WISH-TV Indianapolis and account
executive in Chicago with Boiling Co.
Mr. Jameson has been with ABC-TV
National Station Sales since company's
formation this past summer (Broadcasting, June 26) and previously had
been national director of NBC-TV Spot
Sales, and with Peters, Griffin, Woodward and Crosley Broadcasting Corp.
Odin S. Ramsland, general manager,
KDAL-AM-TV Duluth, Minn., named
executive vp of KDAL Inc. Mr. Ramsland, who has been associated with station since 1937, will continue as its
general manager. KDAL Inc., formerly
Red River Broadcasting Co., is affiliate
of WGN Inc.

For other personnel changes of the week see FATES & FORTUNES
president, told NAB conference medium's goal must be "a truly dynamic
voice for all people and not just a background sound nor limited service for
juveniles or intellectuals." Dan W.
Shields, NAB tv special assistant, outlined allocation problems. He noted tv
is gaining increased share of national
advertising dollar. The two made their
first appearances at the autumn series.
Others on NAB agenda were Robert
D. Swezey, radio-tv code authority director; William Carlisle, station services vice president: John M. Couric,
public relations manager; Edward H.
Bronson, tv code director; Charles M.
Stone, radio code director, and James
H. Hulbert, broadcast personnel-economics manager.
Vincent T. Wasilewski, executive
vice president, presided at morning session and reported on Washington developments. Dwight W. Martin, WAFBTV Baton Rouge, La., tv board chairman, presided at luncheon and afternoon discussion.
$600,000 in radio-tv
set for Dubonnet wines
Schenley Import Co. has set $600,000
fall and winter ad budget for expanded
radio-tv compaign of its Dubonnet
wines. Use of radio-tv time, tentative
experiment that became "smashing" success in New York last spring, will account for major portion of new budget.
Dubonnet's new broadcast schedule:
Sponsorship of 30-minute Mantovani
musical show on WNTA-AM-TV New
York, on twice-weekly basis; total of 41
spots weekly on WNEW-TV, WOR-TV
and WNTA-TV, and 21 spots weekly on
WNEW-AM-FM and WOR-AM-FM,
all New York; nine spots weekly on

Collins series dropped
Ambitious radio-tv series featuring NAB president LeRoy Collins and famous guests apparently will never get out of cans.
Titled Meet the Man, series was
previewed at first half of NAB
fall conference series. It was not
shown Nov. 10, however, as
second half of schedule opened in
Boston.
Two episodes of radio-tv program had been produced by NAB.
They offered introductory remarks by Gov. Collins dealing
with industry's role in national
life, followed by interviews. Guests
in first episodes were Luther
Hodges, Secretary of Commerce,
and
111.). Sen. Everett M. Dirksen (RNationwide distribution of series had been planned but broadcaster reaction after seeing and
hearing pilots was unfavorable.
WFIL-TV Philadelphia, 13 on KHJ-TV
Los Angeles and 10 on WTTG (TV)
Washington. Agency: Norman, Craig
& Kummel, New York.
Bernard Goldman, Schenley executive
vice president, reported Dubonnet sales
in New York jumped 22% after tv and
radio campaign earlier this year.
Business

briefly...

General Electric Co.'s Central Air
Conditioning Department, Tyler, Tex.,
will sponsor 5-minute newscasts, weekdays, 6:30-6:35 p.m., on Mutual. Buy,
which goes into effect next Jan. 1, will

continue for 52 weeks. Agency: Erwin
Wasey, Ruthrauff & Ryan.
Toaseal Inc., plans tv test campaign
in mid-Atlantic states and New York
City for its Toaseal 900 electronic cooker. Agency: Product Services Inc., New
York.
Helpful

data

can

win

agency buys-Watrous
Radio-tv stations could win new
stature with advertisers and agencies
by gathering and reporting significant
retail marketing data that is easily
available to them through their local
contacts, David G. Watrous, chairman
of executive committee of Earle Ludgin
& Co., Chicago, told fall meeting of
Illinois Broadcasters Assn. there Friday (early story page 55). He said
several tv stations already have started
"pantry surveys" like those done by
shot up.
newspapers
and as a result sales have
Type of data agencies and advertisers need, he said, includes that which
shows "cause and result relationship"
between advertising and local retail
sales activity. Mr. Watrous also suggested that "broadcasters seal of approval" for advertising, similar to Good
Housekeeping system, would enhance
radio-tv position and increase consumer
confidence in broadcast advertising.
Mr. Watrous thought radio-tv rate
structures eventually may "more accurately reflect audience values" and
might even be sold to highest bidder
or on basis of actual audience delivered.
He felt double and triple spotting in
traffic times in radio or prime time in
tv indicates rates there are too low
while lack of advertiser interest in other
periods of day means rates are too
expensive.
If 50% of listening and viewing is
done by less than one-third of people
today as surveys show, he said, broadcasters have before them rich untapped
market which new and more specialized
programming may win. He thought this
untapped group may also represent
much higher income homes with more
money to spend.
Lawrence H. (Bud) Rogers II, executive vice president of Taft Broadcasting
Co., related pitfalls of too much automation too quickly without precise preplanning of traffic, clerical and production functions along with technical.
Human psychological factor is as important astechnical, he explained, citing
problems of automation at WKRC-TV
Cincinnati
where practice did not fully
match theory.
William T. McKibben, WILSt. Louis,
related automation advantages gained
at Balaban Stations but said "preplanned programming" is more accurate word than "automation."
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A new television building
is more than glass and
steel and stone.

It is the best symbol of a station's dedication
to its public. This dedication penetrates
deeply into the community as the station seeks
new and better ways to meet the public needs.
It goes far beyond the letter of the broadcast
law which directs that the public interest,
convenience and necessity shall be served.
The new building means that the community
has approved the past efforts of the station and
has rewarded it with attention and trust. And,
as the public approves, the station improves.
Progress thus is served, and the station,
grateful to its public for their trust, and
firm in its faith in the future of free
broadcasting, dedicates a new building to
house that trust and that faith.

This has been true
all over America
during the past decade.
It is true in
Houston today.

LEGEND
1. FILM
2. DRESSING ROOMS
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

KTRK-TV
CHANNEL 13

8. PUBLIC RELATIONS
9. SALES
10. ART

NEWS
PROGRAM & PRODUCTION
CONFERENCE
STUDIO "B"STORAGE
11. PROPERTY
13.
EXECUTIVE
DIO "A"
STU
12. LOBBY
ACCOUNTING & TRAFFIC
14.
15. PUBLIC VIEWING
The spaces marked indicate how the varied functions of
a television station are placed to achieve maximum
efficiency in relationship to each other, and to the total
process. The Engineering spaces, including control rooms,
occupy the second level above the Property and Public
Viewing areas. The patio with pool and fountain will
offer unmatched opportunities to produce excellent local
programs and commercials in beautiful natural settings.
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DATEBOOK
A calendar of important meetings and
events in the field of communications
•Indicates first or revised listing.
NOVEMBER
Nov. 13 — 25th anniversary celebration of
the establishment of tv in England. Luncheon at Empire Room, Waldorf-Astoria Hotel,
N. Y., given by Robert W. Sarnoff, NBC
board chairman. Hugh Carleton Greene, director general of BBC, is honored guest.
Nov. 13 — Hollywood Advertising Club shirtsleeves session on creative radio, 12 noon.
Hollywood Roosevelt. Harfield Weedin,
program director, KNX Los Angeles, will
chair a panel of three other program directors— Robert Forward, KMPC; Charles
Blore, KFWB; Jack Meyers, KABC, all
L.A., plus Ira Laufer, sales manager, KEZY
Anaheim, Calif.; Robert Light, president,
SCBA, and Bob Crane, KNX morning disc
jockey.
Nov. 13 — Annual general membership meeting of Screen Actors Guild, 8 p.m., Beverly
Hilton Hotel, Beverly Hills, Calif.
Nov. 13-16 — Public Relations Society of
America, 14th national conference. Edward
R. Murrow, director of USIA, to deliver
keynote speech at opening session. Hotel
Shamrock-Hilton, Houston (first three days);
Mexico City (last day).
Nov. 14 — Radio & Television Executives
Society, Time Buying and Selling Seminar,
fourth session.
the Network."
Instructors: Jules"Using
Barnathan,
ABC-TV; Ben
Lochridge, CBS Radio. CBS Radio Studios,
49 E. 42nd St., New York City. 5:30-7 p.m.
Nov. 14-16 — IRE, Mid-America Electronics
Conference, Kansas City, Mo.
Nov. 14-18 — Associated Press Managing
Editors Assn., annual convention. Speakers
include Attorney General Robert F. Kennedy. Dallas.
Nov. 15-16 — American Assn. of Advertising
Agencies, eastern region meeting. Biltmore
Hotel, New York City.
Nov. 15-17 — Television Bureau of AdverDetroit. tising, annual meeting. Statler-Hilton Hotel.
Nov. 16-17 — Institute of Broadcasting Financial Management, Sheraton-Chicago
Hotel, Chicago. Speakers include Hamilton
Shea, chairman All-Industry Television Station Music License Committee; and Hyman
H. Goldin, chief of the FCC's economic
division.
Nov. 17 — Chicago chapter, American Marketing Assn., second annual conference.
Sheraton-Chicago Hotel, Chicago.
Nov. 17 — Oral arguments before the FCC
en banc on network option time proposals
(rescheduled from Nov. 3).
Nov. 17 — Maine Assn. of Broadcasters, annual November meeting. Pilots Grill,
Bangor.
Nov. 17-18 — Oregon Assn. of Broadcasters,
fall metting. Multnomah Hotel, Portland.
Kenneth Cox, FCC Broadcast Bureau
chief, will be principal speaker and will
NAB fall conferences
Nov. 13— Pittsburgh Hilton, Pittsburgh
Nov. 15 — Hotel Leamington, Minneapolis.
Nov. 20 — Robert Meyer Hotel, Jacksonvil e, Fla.
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answer questions after his talk. Other
speakers include prominent men from the
educational and business fields as well as
broadcasters.
Nov. 18 — UPI Broadcasters of Wisconsin,
fall meeting. Lorraine Hotel, Madison.
Nov. 18 — Deadline for comments on FCC
proposed tv allocations in Wyoming,
Nebraska, Colorado and Kansas (Docket
No. 13860). Replies due Dec. 18.
Nov. 20-21 — Nebraska Broadcasters Assn.,
convention. Grand Island.
Nov. 21 — Radio & Television Executives
Society, Time Buying and Selling Seminar,
fifth session. "Using Research For Your
Decisions." Instructors: Mary McKenna,
Metromedia Inc.; William Murphy, Papert,
Koenig, Lois. CBS Radio Studios, 49 E.
42nd St., New York City. 5:30-7 p.m.
Nov. 21 — Philadelphia chapter, American
Women in Radio and Television, dinner
meeting. Hotel Sheraton, Philadelphia.
Nov. 21 — Florida Assn. of Broadcasters,
one-day seminar following NAB regional
meeting of the day before. Speakers include: James O. Juntilla, asst. to the FCC
Broadcast Bureau chief; Marcus Cohn,
Washington attorney practicing before the
FCC; Arthur Gilbert, FCC Florida engineer.
Robert Meyer Hotel, Jacksonville, Fla.
Nov. 24 — Deadline for answer from CBSTV and affiliates to FCC letter questioning
propriety
of the network's
sliding-scale
affiliate compensation
plan.
Nov. 24-26 — National Assn. of Television
& Radio Farm Directors, annual convention. Conrad Hilton Hotel, Chicago.
Nov. 24-25 — Advertising Federation of
America, 8th district convention. Hotel St.
Paul, St. Paul, Minn.
Nov. 28 — Radio & Television Executives
Society, Time Buying and Selling Seminar,
sixth session.
Schedule."
structors: Ann"Buying
Janowicz, the
Ogilvy,
Benson In-&
Mather; Ruth Jones, J. Walter Thompson.
CBS Radio Studios, 49 E. 42nd St., New
York City. 5:30-7 p.m.
Nov. 30 — Academy of Telvision Arts &
Sciences, New York chapter, fourth annual "close-up" of tv personalities (David
Brinkley
New York and
City. Chet Huntley), Astor Hotel,
DECEMBER
*Dec. 1 — Joint radio seminar between Southern California Broadcasters Assn. and U.
of Southern Calif. Seminar proposes to explore Greater Los Angeles community
needs as they are related to radio broadcasting. Hancock Auditorium, USC campus,
Los Angeles.
Dec. 1 — Deadline for entries in International Broadcasting Awards contest. Submit to Hollywood Advertising Club, 6362
Hollywood Blvd.
Dec. 1 — Arizona Broadcasters Assn., annual
meeting. Apache Junction, Ariz.
Dec. 4 — Deadline for comments on FCC's
proposal to add additional vhf channel at
below minimum mileage spacing to following cities: Baton Rouge, La. (Doc. 14233);
Birmingham, Ala. (Doc. 14236); Charlotte,
N. C. (Doc. 14238); Dayton, Ohio (Doc.
14234); Jacksonville, Fla. (Doc. 14235);
Johnstown, Pa. (Doc. 14232); Knoxville,
Tenn. (Doc. 14237); Oklahoma City, Okla.
(Doc. 14231).
Dec. 4— Deadline for comments on FCC's
proposals to delete single vhf and substitute uhf channel to make community
all-uhf in following cities: Binghamton, N.
Y. (Doc. 14243); Champaign-Urbana, 111.
(Doc. 14244); Columbia, S. C. (Doc. 14245);
Erie, Pa. (Doc. 14242); Hartford, Conn. (Doc.
14241); Madison, Wise. (Doc. 14239); Montgomery, Ala. (Doc. 14246); Rockford, 111.
(Doc. 14240).
Dec. 4— Deadline for comments on FCC
proposal to deintermix Springfield, 111., by
BROADCASTING, November 13, 1961

CAPITAL

TYPES

§12

THE
ZEALOT

Leaps like a gazelle
when he spots a soap box.
Denounces everything from
fluoridation to women
in slacks. A formidable
adversary at a cocktail party.
Among few soft spots in
his heart: Motherhood . . .
and WTOP

Radio,

the station important to people
in the Greater
Washington area.

WTOP
RADIO
Washington, D.C.
Represented by CBS Radio Spot Sales
POST-NEWSWEEK
STATIONS
A DIVISION OF
THE WASHINGTON POST COMPANY

shifting ch. 2 to St. Louis. Original grant
of ch. 2 to KTVI (TV) was remanded by
court for exploration of ex parte activities.
Dec. 5— Radio & Television Executives
Society, Time Buying and Selling Seminar,
seventh session. "Getting Your Media
Money's Worth." Instructor: Robert Liddel, Compton Adv. CBS Radio Studios, 49
E. 42nd St., New York City. 5:30-7 p.m.
Dec. 6-8— NBC Radio & Tv Affiliates, annual convention. 35th anniversary obserCalif. vance. Beverly Hilton Hotel, Beverly Hills,

lost nobod
t your vie
drama, hu
ler in theii
s films, pi

100' of 16mm negative — in less than 20 minutes — 20 cents
per 100 feet — 400' capacity — dry-to-dry processing — premeasured chemicals — daylight operation — self -threading —
leaderless - 13" x 13" x 27" - only 65 lbs.
INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTS
DIVISION
FAIRCHILD CAMERA AND
INSTRUMENT CORPORATION
580 MIDLAND AVENUE, YONKERS, N. Y.
INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTS DIVISION
18 (DATEBOOK)

*Dec. 7— Art Directors Club of New York,
luncheon. 1961 gold medal of achievement
will be presented to Frederic R. Gamble,
retiring president of American Assn. of
Advertising
Agencies. Hotel Delmonico,
New York City.
Dec. 11 — Reply comments due on FCC
rulemaking to make major changes in fm
broadcast rules. (Rescheduled from Oct. 5).
Dec. 12 — Radio & Television Executives
Society, Time Buying and Selling Seminar,
eighth session. "Working Together for
Better Advertising." Instructors: Herbert
Maneloveg, BBDO; Morris Kellner, The
Katz Agency. CBS Radio Studios, 49 E.
42nd St., New York City. 5:30-7 p.m.
Dec. 27-29— American Marketing Assn., annual winter conference. Theme is "The
Social
Responsibilities
more Hotel,
New York. of Marketing." BiltJANUARY 1962
Jan. 1— Reply comments due on FCC proposal to expand use of uhf band and to
deintermix eight markets by deleting single
vhf stations.
Jan. 6-14 — International Television Festival
at Monte
Carlo, sponsored by the government of Monaco.
*Jan. 9 — Final phase of FCC hearing on network tv programming practices and policies.
Spokesmen for the three tv networks will
testify. Washington, D. C.
Jan. 17 — Awards
presentation
International Television
Festival ofattheMonte
Carlo. Gold Nymph awards will be presented for outstanding tv programs. The
Opera House, Monte Carlo, Monaco.
Jan. 19-21 — Advertising Assn. of the West,
annual conference. Hotel Californian,
Fresno.
*Jan. 23-25— Georgia Radio-Tv Institute,
under auspices of GAB and U. of Georgia,
17th annual program. Featured speakers
include: Pierre Salinger, Clair McCullough,
Sol Taishoff, and Ann Corrick.
FEBRUARY 1962
Feb. 1 — Deadline for entries for the American Tv Commercials Festival. Contact Wallace A. Ross, director; 40 East 49th St.,
New York 17.
Feb. 2 — Deadline for comments on FCC's
proposals to expand use of uhf band, including dual vhf-uhf operation, reserved
pools of uhf channels for existing operating vhf stations, abolition of uhf allocation,
relaxation of technical rules for uhf stations, uhf grants without a hearing, etc.
(Doc. 14229). (Rescheduled from Dec. 4.)
Feb. 4-13 — Advertising Recognition Week.
Feb. 7 — Advertising Federation of America,
mid-winter legislative conference. Participants include FCC Chairman Newton N.
Minow, FTC Chairman Paul Rand Dixon
and Secretary of Commerce Luther C.
Hodges.
D. C. Statler-Hilton Hotel, Washington,
Feb. 7-9 — National Winter Convention on
Military Electronics. Ambassador Hotel, Los
Angeles.
Feb. 10 — Awards Dinner, Directors Guild
of America. Western awards: Beverly HilBeverly Hills, Calif. Eastern
City. ton Hotel,
awards:
Waldorf-Astoria Hotel, New York
BROADCASTING, November 13, 1961
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See

where

Des

is a "preferred
the

7th

Moines
Yes,

city" for

straight

month

in Sales Management's
business activity forecast?

sir! And

campaign
on

our

is going

KRNT-TV,
unusual

great

a most

station!

The preferred
stations
in this
"preferred service
city" are
TV,
leaders
in ratings,
leaders
in community
. . .KRNT
leadersRadio
in theandbilling
parade. Our share of local television business in this major 3-station
market has always averaged nearly 80% ; our local radio business has
always been way ahead in a 6-station market.
Most folks don't realize this about Des Moines — we're 36th in the FCC
list of markets according to appropriation of national spot TV revenue.
The
sources
radio same
market,
too. prove that Iowa's capital and largest city is a good
You
when people
you buybelieve
these inmost
Radioknow
and you're
TV, theright
stations
and unusual
depend stations,
upon. AndKRNT
you
know
you're
buying
at
the
same
low
rate
as
everyone
else
when
you
deal
with these responsible stations.
Buy "thesented bylive
KRNT Radio and TV, Cowles stations ably repreThe ones"
Katz —Agency.
KRNT
RADIO
AND
TV
Des
Moines
An operation of Cowles Magazines and Broadcasting, Inc.
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IS

This

is

a

man

sentenced

die.

let

his

We

plan

him

mind

evening

to

speak

one

in

November.

Why?

to

The man is Don White, 24-year-old convicted
murderer. ■ His story is not pretty. It is sordid,
shocking. He has been in and out of jails and correctional clinics most of his life. ■ He has an I.Q.
of 120. He

draws

and

Christmas

Eve, 1959, in senseless

a 65-year-old woman

paints with talent. But on
fury, he killed

and a 40-year-old man.

■ The

jury's verdict: guilty of murder in the first degree.
■ Society has judged Don White, but who will judge
society? This was the question that motivated

the

King

the

Broadcasting

case of Don

Company

White. How

to investigate

did he come

to this tragic

pass? ■ We filmed three hours of Don White speaking from his jail cell. He told about his childhood,
his broken

family, his ambitions,

his friends, his

strange compulsions He talked about reformatories, medical treatment, jails. He chronicled the
hour-by-hour

events leading up to the two murders.

He revealed

all, his innermost

camera

visited the disturbed

we

thoughts. ■ Then, by
home,

streets and alleys, the neon-lit taverns

the dark

where

Don

White's fate was slowly but inevitably sealed. This
was part of Don White's biography and the sights
and sounds of these neighborhoods were as much
a prologue
sparked

to murder

as the diseased

mind

that

the final tragedy. ■ One night this month,

we plan to pre-empt

one houi

present the story of Don
delicate nature

of network

White. We

of the subject. We

time to

recognize
have

the

weighed

carefully the implications of the law. We have decided to do it. m Why? Not because of sympathy
for Don

White. Not because

has treated him

he is a negro and life

bitterly. Not because

witn the verdict. But because
there are other Don

Whites

our city and they may
would

of a simple

walking

CR0WN

if we

believe we

failed to try.

STATIONS

KREM, AM, FM.TV.Spokane
KING, AM, FM, TV, Seattle
KGW, AM.TV, Portland

reason-

the streets of

be saved. ■ We

be guilty of negligence

THE

we disagree

"Welcome
Aboard

OPEN MIKE®
The 1961-62 Yearbook
editor: A note of heartfelt congratulations on the superb 1961-62 Broadcasting Yearbook. In my opinion, after
cursory reading and with allowance for
the usual typos, it is by far the best edition you have yet produced. — Arthur
Arundel, president, WAVA-AMW. Arlington,
FM
Va.

editor: ... It certainly does contain
a wealth of information which will be
helpful to us in our radio work. . . . —
Kenneth J. Weaver, business manager,
Mennonite Broadcasts Inc., Harrisonburg, Va.
editor: . . . The new type is the easiest
ever. I am particularly delighted at the
new index. — Lou Peneguy, director, coordination & information, Alabama
Educational Television Commission,
Birmingham.
editor: Sincere congratulations! The
new Yearbook is wonderful! It will
greatly serve in the industry's interest,
convenience and necessity. — H. W. Cassill, Blackburn & Co., Chicago.

The warmth of Southern Skies
clings to the wings of Delta Jets,
even at 600 mph. And in the
cabin, all the graciousness of the
Old South is rekindled in a service which is personal, quick and
exceedingly thoughtful.

the air line wi th the BIG JETS
GENERAL OFFICES: ATLANTA, GEORGIA
22

Needed: a re-examination
editor: Your article, "Is radio reaching
agency ear?" was extremely well done.
It behooves all of us who specialize
in radio sales to re-examine the problems that exist in the medium today. We
should continue to attempt to dissuade,
even more strongly than before, individuals and organizations who are not sold
potential of spot radio — a medithe
on
um that continues to provide one of the
most effective ways to move products
and services. . . . — William T. Heaton,
president,
Spot Time Sales Inc., New
York.
That time of year
editor: I would appreciate it if you
would . . . send me the am-fm broadcasting financial data for 1960 that is
compiled and released by the FCC.
Inasmuch as we subscribe to Broadcasting and the Yearbook, ... do not
send us an additional copy in the event
that it is already published. . . . —
Wayne W. Geyer, president & general
manager, WKEE-AM-FM Huntington,
W. Va.
[The financial data Mr. Geyer seeks was
released by the FCC only last week and is
being
of thiscarried
issue.] in the GOVERNMENT section
Stefan 'Respects'
editor: ... I have received many wonderful letters re the article [Our Respects, Aug. 28] and I am your witness
that Broadcasting is well read and circulated... . — Bud Stefan, vice president,
Batten, Barton, Durstine & Osborn Inc.,
Hollywood.
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Bronze statues of the Mayo brothers,
founders of the Mayo Clinic.

MAYO

OKLAHOMA

KWTV- OKLAHOMA

CITY

Represented

nationally

by Edward

CITY

Retry & Company,

Inc.

AM

or FM,

STEP
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or Duplicate
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MUSIC

\

/.via

New

from

Programatic!

Newly

Recorded

. . Superb
in Full

Adult

Music

Fidelity

O-VATION MUSIC — Programatic's sparkling new music with a personalized,
audience-building format— shows the way for all broadcasters to upgrade their music
quality at minimum cost. Geared to today's mature audiences and programming
needs, O-VATION Music is fully automated for trouble-free operation. Each 8-hour
tape plays exciting new instrumental and vocal arrangements performed by top
talent and programmed by experts.
Equally important is O-VATION Music's flexibility which allows the insertion of
any number of local broadcasts, news breaks, commercials and public service programs. Played on superb Programatic equipment— specially designed for O-VATION
Music — you are assured of beautiful music reproduced with true tonal qualities.
Programatic starts and stops O-VATION Music tapes automatically; pre-selects
other broadcast material, including desirable public service programs, and automatically injects them at times you select. This alone means great savings in manpower and operating costs.

B
Programatic Broadcasting Service
229 Park Avenue South
New York 3, New York
O-Vation is on the move! Get the
complete story in your free copy of
this dramatic new full-color kit.
Mail the coupon without delay.
An Internationa! service of Wrather Corporation.

Please send me the new full-color
O-VATION Music kit.
Name.
Title_

Station.

Address.
City.
State.

MONDAY

How

MEMO

to put a bang

from S. ROBERT FREEDE, president, Riedl & Freede Inc.

into a small

How many times has a media director
01 account executive presented a television or radio spot schedule to a client
with an empty feeling in the pit of his
stomach because the budget just was
not adequate to do a job against a giant
competitor?
He has faced the situation squarely.
His analyses were absolutely sound, his
station buys unquestionably the best
possible for the money. He has concentrated on the one medium that would
deliver the maximum impact — either
radio or tv — simply because there wasn't
enough money for any kind of media
mix. But for the sheer weight of dollars, the competition seemed overpowering, even in the air medium in which
the budget had been concentrated.
This situation need not be as hopeless as it seems. There are extremely
economical supplementary "buys" which
can and should be working to make the
campaign a success. These extras are:
trade advertising, direct mail, bulletins
and all the various ways of influencing
the distribution people, right down to
retail level tie-ins, point-of-sale displays,
incentive programs for retailers and
salesmen, merchandising brochures,
publicity and many others. These must
be considered part of the media mix
by the advertiser. But they are so often
forgotten by the agency. The result can
be success or failure for a campaign.
There is no rule that a new product
can't be introduced successfully without a multi-million dollar introductory
campaign. Why can't a company sitting in the fourth or fifth position in
the industry improve its distribution
and its market position without adding
a dime to its present budget?
Small Budget, Big Success ■ That this
plan is feasible has been proven many
times by this agency, with a widely
diversified list of products.
With a comparatively small budget,
Bardahl Motor Oil became the number
one brand in metropolitan New York
in less than a year. This account concentrated exclusively in tv.
This same technique resulted in considerable sales increases for other accounts, including Glamorene spray
starch. Here the basic medium was
spot radio, with strong promotional support in every possible way. After only
four months, Glamorene is the number
one starch in Chicago and number two
in New York.
A medium size advertiser who puts
most of his eggs into advertising media
and puts little or no effort into planning, executing and following through
26

budget:

sell the

on promotional merchandising and
point-of-sale activities faces serious
problems.
The under-a-million-dollar broadcast
advertiser faces an almost inpenetrable
roadblock of dollars spent by his competition at the consumer level. Year
after year, good products make little
or no headway because they're bucking
the consistent barrage of commercials
extolling the virtues of the major lines
in the field.
Advertisers without multi-million-dollar budgets can't depend upon the
weight of advertising dollars and saturation spot schedules to influence and
stimulate consumer buying. Nor can
their undersized budgets and sporadic
schedules create the kind of trade and
consumer excitement which will give
their product the glamor and appeal
that helps stimulate the movement of
merchandise and increased sales. Any
undersized budget must do a man-sized
job, not with dollars alone, but with
talent, ingenuity and promotional creativity at all levels to make the smaller
budget pay off. This can be done only
when the advertiser supports his consumer media program, by incorporating
it as a portion of an overall and complete promotion package.
Distribution Aid ■ The close tie-in
of media schedules with promotion support on the local level can often be
used for another valuable purpose —
helping a client open up distribution
of his products. This was done in New
England with Marcal and resulted in a
number
of chain
Marcal's
napkin line
to thestores
otheradding
products
they
were already carrying.
Advertising dollars pay off double
when they help create new accounts and
deliver sales. The advertiser who plans
a promotion program so that he covers
all the bases is the advertiser who will

distributors

make each dollar do the job of two.
The smaller advertiser, out of necessity, should prepare and plan his program in advance so he can use and
merchandise the programming to stimulate his sales force. He should present
the program to the trade enthusiastically and use it as a device to gain additional distribution, sell more goods, get
better shelf space, obtain greater cooperation and trade support, develop
special displays at point of sale and
develop as many tie-ins as possible.
Advertisers can't operate a sound
business or build repeat sales on a consistent flow of price cuts, deals, special
promotions, giveaways and premiums.
That's why sound planning and promotional activity are so essential and why
greater results can be enjoyed when the
broadcast advertising budget becomes a
part of the overall promotional activity.
Constant Bombardment ■ Perhaps
one of the best examples was the tremendous success of Cott Beverage Corp.
during the 1961 summer season (Broadcasting, Oct. 16). Even though a
substantial tv schedule was purchased,
competition was spending millions. Yet
Cott's sales increased 19.7% over the
previous year, while the general industry sales level remained fairly static.
The difference: the creation of a promotion package that included the constant bombarding of the distribution
channels with trade advertising, direct
mail and bulletins, working with sales
forces and putting more effective sales
tools in the hands of the sales supervisors and truck route men.
Everyone was resold each week on
the Cott tv campaign and the benefits
of pushing Cott products. Cott's banner
season was a direct result of thorough
planning of a complete promotion package, utilizing it properly and following
through constantly.

S. Robert Freede is president of Riedl &
Freede Inc. New York and Clifton, N. J.
He spent five years as a merchandising
executive at Y&R, where he helped develop the Miss Rheingold promotion.
While account executive for Ruppert Beer
at Lennen & Newell, he helped spark Ruppert's concentration in New England. In
1950 he founded R&F. The agency's broadcast accounts include Marcal Paper Products, Cott Beverages, Glamorene, Cascade
Pools and Bootonware.
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ATTENTION

GIlG's
SINGING

NEW
GREETING

HOLIDAY
CARDS

FOR

EVERY

JINGLE
MAJOR

PACKAGE

HOLIDAY

IN THE

YEAR

© SAINT PATRICK'S DAY # SPRING
$ EASTER
DAY
VALENTINE'S
DAY
@ FATHER'S DAY © INDEPENDENCE
DAY © SUMMER
MOTHER'S
© WINTER
$ HALLOWE'EN
/ LABOR DAY
FALL m BACK-TO-SCHOOL
WEEK-END
« NEW YEAR'S © GENERAL
© CHRISTMAS
THANKSGIVING
© GO-TO-CHURCH
PUBLIC SERVICE
@ GENERAL
® PLUS
PROMO
» GET OUT AND VOTE
© RADIO FREE EUROPE
© CARE
UNITED FUND
Tunefully tailored station i.d.'s in the happy mood of each holiday. You know they're great
because they've been produced for you by COMMERCIAL RECORDING CORPORATION,
producers of the outstanding SING-A-LONG, SOUND OF MUSIC and RAZZ-MA-TAZZ Jingles.
PLUS the most timely bonus of 'em all : 6 TOP COMMUNITY

THE PROOF'S IN THE LISTENING.
DISTRIBUTED EXCLUSIVELY BY
RICHARD

Send for your demo

^

INTEREST

PUBLIC SERVICE

today or CALL YOUR

ULLMAN,

JINGLES

ULLMAN-MAN

INC.

Marvin A. Kempner, Executive Vice President, 1271 Avenue of the Americas, New York 20, N.Y. PLaza 7-2197
DISTRIBUTORS OF THE BIG SOUND, FORMATIC RADIO, IMN JINGLES, TARGET
JINGLES, EV WREN PRODUCTIONS, SPOTMASTER TAPE CARTRIDGE EQUIPMENT.
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A DIVISION OF
THE PETER FRANK ORGANIZATION
HOLLYWOOD / NEW YORK
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RCA

THESAURUS

PRESENTS...

A

GREA
I

Big news, exciting news ... for AM and
FM Station Owners, Managers and Programmers! With the new RCA Thesaurus
Programmed Music Library, you can now
round out your programming with firstrate, top-quality music shows. Big-name
artists, great composers and arrangements, unbeatable hi-fidelity reproduction
on 12" long playing discs ... a complete,
time-saving, money-saving program service from RCA Thesaurus.
Brilliant Hi-Fi Sound. Great new sound
for AM and FM programming . . . sensational quality and brilliance . . . new elec-

tronic process for low noise to signal ratio
at 30 to 15,000 cycles frequency range . . .
12" long-playing discs made from highest
quality anti-static compound ... all together, the finest sound available!
Great Music . . . Artists . . . Composers.
Audience-winning all-time popular standard titles . . . music and songs that get and
keep listeners! Among the artists: Sammy
Kaye, Freddy Martin, Lawrence Welk, Ray
McKinley, The Melachrino Strings and
Orchestra, Artie Shaw, Hank Snow, The
Sons of the Pioneers, The Statesmen
Quartet. Among the composers: Rodgers

and Hammerstein, Irving Berlin, Cole
Porter, Jerome Kern, the Gershwins.J
Beethoven, Liszt, Debussy, Tchaikovsky! :I
Great Programming Features. Balanced'
programming in quarter-hour shows — all J
ready to go . . . play straight through a
side, or play the banded selections indi-c
vidually. Artists, titles and arrangements:
are selected by programming experts with \
years of experience, save you valuable <c]
hours of staff time . . . your station (and
listeners!) get the cream of the greatest J
library of radio music available today!
Over 2,500 selections on more than 420 I

ANEW

MUSICAL

sides are delivered in the basic library
and a minimum of 6 sides are added each
month. Categories include:
Popular variety, Popular standards, Popular concert, Country-Western ■ Sacred,
Concert, Latin American, Jazz ■ SpiritualGospel, Holiday programs, Mood Music,
ients Band-military ■ College football songs,
Quickie tunes (each less than 2 minutes).
Results . . . just listen! "... tremendous aid
jto stations programming at the adult
level. "-M. H. Bonebrake, Pres., KOCY,
Oklahoma City ■ "Fidelity and content are
(excellent." — A. V. Santucci, Gen. Mgr.,

SOUND

FOR

WCGO, Chicago Heights ■ "... gives our
stations a distinctive sound so important
in today's radio programming." — W. H.
Higgins, Pres., WKOAm/WKOFm, Hopkinsville, Ky. ■ "Thesaurus . . . getting
plenty of turntable service with the new
12-inch Library." — W. L. Holter, Owner,
KLTZ, Glasgow, Mont. ■ "... material well
chosen, all usable ... very pleased."— J. H.
Vondell, Jr., Pres., WQDY, Calais, Me.
RCA Thesaurus Programmed Music Library is available in your area for such
a low cost you can't afford to miss it! For
complete information, phone, wire or write

RADIO!

the Thesaurus representative in your area.
155 East 24th Street, New York 10, N. Y
MUrray Hill 9-7200
445 N. Lake Shore Drive, Chicago 11, III WHitehall 4-3530
1121 Rhodes-Haverty Bldg , Atlanta, Georgia ... JAckson 4-7703
7901 Carpenter Freeway, Dallas 7, Texas MEIrose 1-3050
1510 N. Vine Street, Hollywood 28, Cal
OLdfield 4-1660
1800 17th Ave. South, Nashville, Tenn ALpine 5-5781
recorded

services
RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA • RCA VICTOR RECORD DIVISION
program

*
when

you

think

NOW
From

the
TALL TOWER
at
Broadcasting
House

of Kansas

City

remember

2,320,499

old Westport

Landing

our

A.

P.

STRONG

in 1847 to the hub of a big, bold, booming

200-mile-wide trade area . . . that's the recorded growth of Kansas City.
AND NOW...
2nd in Automobile Assembly
16th in Population
in Feed Manufacturing
15th in Manufacturing Employment
1st in Rail Receipts of All Livestock
14th in Number of Airline Operations
in Retail Sales
in Vending Machine Production
in Bank Deposits
13th in Wholesale Sales
KCMO-Radio— 810 Kc— 50,000 watts, Kansas City's
11th in Bank Clearings
most powerful station and KCMO-TV— Channel 5 —
6th in Apparel Industry
100,000 watts full power from tall tower television
3rd in Number of Railroads
as a Cattle and Calf Market
...give you all this at low cost-per-thousand.
♦ AREA POTENTIAL
LMJ

TV-Radio-FM

E. K. HARTEN BOWER, V. P. and Gen. Mgr., R. W. EVANS, Radio Sta. Mgr., SID TREMBLE, TV Sta. Mgr.
Represented Nationally by Katz Agency
A Meredith Station Affiliated with "Better Homes and Gardens" & "Successful Farming" Magazines.
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■ Spot

and

local top three-year

■ Only

network

■ Total

shows

HEALTHY

moderate

radio, tv revenue

Reports of a recent softening in national spot business for radio may not
be as serious as they seem. If spot is
down, its decrease is being measured
against spot volume for last year. And
last year's spot, it became officially
known last week, was the biggest in
radio history.
No industry-wide financial data for
1961 is yet available, but the impression
is general that these conditions exist:
Local radio business is strong, network
business is at least holding its own, and
radio spot is, as one observer put it last
week, spotty.
Assuming this impression is confirmed
when the 1961 records are compiled,
1961 may still turn out to be a good
year in terms of total radio volume. As
official FCC figures showed last week,

climbs

boom

'60

with

1.7%
toward

record

decline
$2

1 960 — the year against which radio has
been judging 1961 — was the all-time
record year for total business.
Of the three categories of radio time
sales by far the biggest is local, and
local sales in 1960 were bigger than they
ever had been — $385 million. If local
business in 1961 is as good as some
broadcasters say it is, local is headed
for a better than $385 million year.
Spot, the next biggest category, supplied $202 million in 1960. Assuming
local volume in 1961 is as strong as
some people think, spot could sag considerably without seriously damaging
total volume.
Network volume, the least of the
three, was $35 million in 1960, a little
less than it was in 1959. The signs in
1961 are that network volume has bot-

TOTALS
highs

in past

year

billion mark
tomed out after a decade of decline.
up, the
forSummed
1960 looked
likeFCC's
this: radio report
Total radio revenues were $597.7 million, up 6.7%
1959'sbefore
$560 million.
Total
radio over
income
federal
taxes were $45.9 million, 8.3% over
1959's $42.4 million.
Local time sales were $385,346,000,
up 7.3% over 1959's $359,138,000.
Spot time sales were $202,102,000,
up Network
7.4% over
$188,143,000.
time 1959's
sales were
$35,026,000,
down 1.7% from 1959's $35,633,000.
Radio broadcasters' income has been
pulling ahead each year for the last
three years. In the last 10 years, radio
income, before federal tax payments,
did slip twice — once in 1951 and again
in 1958. But except for those two years,

FCC radio figures complete broadcasting totals for 1960
BROADCAST REVENUES, EXPENSES AND INCOME OF NETWORKS AND
BROADCAST REVENUES, EXPENSES, AND INCOME OF RADIO
BROADCAST SERVICES
STATIONS OF RADIO1 AND TELEVISION BROADCAST SERVICES
1959-1960
1959-1960
($ Millions)
Percent
($
Millions)
Percent Increase
Increase
or (Decrease)
Item
1959
1960
Service
1960
1959
in 1960
1960
Total Broadcast Revenues 4.3
Total Broadcast Revenues
4 Nationwide networks
Radio
(including owned and
$ 597.7
$ 560.0 6.7
Television
1,268.6 1,163.9 9.0
operated
Industry Total
Other
radio stations)1
stations2
$1,866.3
$1,723.9 8.3
$534.7
63.0
6.7
499.6
Total
Total Broadcast Expenses
7.0
$
60.4
4 Nationwide networks
Total Broadcast Expenses
Radio
$ 551.8
$ 517.6 6.6
7.3
$560.0
$597.7
Television
(including
owned
and
1,024.5 941.6 8.8
1.7
Industry Total
$1,576.3
$1,459.2 8.0
485.8
operated
stations)1
Other
radio
stations2
Broadcast Income (before Federal Income Tax)
6.6
452.7
$ 66.0
Total
Radio
$ 45.9
$ 42.4 8.3
$
64.9
Television
244.1 222.3 9.8
$551.8 Broadcast Income
4 Nationwide networks
(before Federal
Income Tax)
Industry Total
$ 290.0
$ 264.7 9.6
$517.6
4.3
(including owned and
1 Includes am and fm broadcasting.
operated
46.9
($ 48.9
3.0)
NOTE: 1960 radio data cover the operations of 4 nationwide netOther
radio stations)1
stations2
($ 4.5)
8.3
Total
works, 3,470 am and am-fm and 218 independent fm stations. Excluded are 40 am and am-fm stations and 3
1 1959 and 1960 data cover the $operations
of $the42.4four nationwide
independent fm stations whose reports were filed too late
networks and their 19 owned and45.9
operated stations.
for tabulation. 1959 data are for 4 nationwide networks,
2 Includes 3,361 am, am-fm and 148 independent fm stations in
3,380 am and am-fm and 148 independent fm stations. 1960
tv data cover the operations of 3 networks and 530 sta1959
1960. and 3,451 am, am-fm and 218 independent fm stations in
tions. 1959 tv data cover the operations of 3 networks and
519 stations.
( ) Denotes loss.
For additional tables on radio income for past year see page 90
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income has consistently forged ahead.
Three Year Boom ■ In the last three
years, radio's healthy condition is exemplified by the revenue and income
figures. Total revenues amounted to
$523.1 million in 1958, $560.0 million
in 1959 and $597.7 million in 1960.
Radio's income has also climbed in that
period: $37.3 million in 1958, $42.4
million in 1959 and $45.9 million in
1960.
In 1951 radio income slumped badly, down from a record $68.2 million
in 1950 to $57.5 million in 1951. This
occurred again in 1958, when income
dropped from $54.6 million in 1957 to
$37.3 million in 1958. Aside from
these two dips, radio income has paralleled radio revenues, a year-by-year
climb.
The broadcasting industry as a whole
continued its climb toward the $2-billion-a-year mark. In 1960, radio and
television took in total revenues of
$1,866.3 million compared to $1,723.9
million in 1959. This was an 8.3% increase. Income for the whole industry
climbed similarly — $290.0 million before federal income tax payments in
1960 compared to $264.7 million in
1959. This is a jump of 9.6%.
The television financial roundup was
issued by the FCC Aug. 29 (Broadcasting, Sept. 4).
The four radio networks and their
19 owned stations reported total 1960
revenues of $63.0 million, compared
with $60.4 million in 1959. This is a
4.3% increase. The networks, however,
reported a loss of $3 million for 1960;
$1.5 million less of a loss than they

continued

suffered in 1959 when their losses were
$4.5 million.
The nation's 3,669 other am, am-fm
and independent fm stations reached
total revenues of $534.7 million — up
7% over 1959. Profits in 1960 for this
Time sales on the nose
Broadcasting's estimate of
total time sales in 1960 — published in its February 20 Perspective 1961 issue — was almost on
the nose. Broadcasting estimated
that total radio time sales would
reach $624,830,000; the FCC's
official calculations were $622,474,000 — a difference of fourtenths of one percent.
In the time sales breakdown,
Broadcasting estimates varied
from 1% to 1.5% from those reported last week by the FCC:
Sale of network time was estimated at $34,496,000; of national
spot at $199,164,000; of local
sales at $389,152,000. This compares with the FCC's final figures
of $35,026,000 for network sales
(a difference of 1.5% ) ; $202,102,000 for national spot (a difference
of 1.5%); $385,346,000 for local
sales (a difference of 1%).
A similar close correlation was
evident
estimates between
for 1960 Broadcasting's
television total
time sales and the actual revenues
as reported by the FCC; there was
only a difference of two-hundredths of one percent.

group
over thetotaled
1959 $48.9
income.million — up 4.3%
Radio Profitable ■ Although it's the
general belief that all broadcasters are
in the profit column, the 1960 financial
report shows that one-third of the reporting 3,470 am stations — 1,145 — reported they operated at a loss. This is
33% and compares with 34.7% so reporting in 1959.
Losses still plague fm. Of the 218
independent fm stations reporting (those
without am adjuncts), 77.1% (168)
showed losses from their operations.
The median profit of the 2,303 standard radio stations operating for the full
year and which reported profitable operations was $10,800 compared to
$10,300 in 1959. The average revenues
of all the am stations operating for the
full year was $165,164, with average
income amounting to $16,596. Interestingly, 50 kw clears showed average
income of $239,214, with regionals next
with $12,542; then 5-25 kw outlets,
$9,807 and local last, with $5,284.
All fm radio stations took $9.4 million in total revenues in 1960. Of this
the 218 independent fm stations had
$5.8 million and the fm stations affiliated with am licensees, $3.6 million.
The independent fm outlets reported
a loss of $2.4 million for the year. But
50 of the 218 independent stations reported profitable operations.
ex■ Total broadcast the
Expenses Up 1960
year topped
penses for the
half-billion mark. All broadcasters, including the four radio networks and
their 19 owned stations plus 3,451
other am stations spent $543,558,000
on expenses. The highest amount,
$193,785,000, went for general and administrative, $177,915,000 for pro-

AVERAGE PER RADIO STATION FINANCIAL DATA CLASSIFIED BY SIZE OF STANDARD METROPOLITAN
STATISTICAL AREA AND COMMUNITIES NOT IN METROPOLITAN STATISTICAL AREA1
[Stations Operating Full Year 1960 Only]
Average Time Sales:

Population of:
2,000,000 and over
1,000,000-2,000,000
500,000- 1,000,000
250,000- 500,000
200,000- 250,000
150,000- 200,000
100,000 - 150,000
50,000- 100,000
25,000 - 50,000
10,000- 25,000
5,000 - 10,000
2,500 - 5,000
Less than 2,500
TOTAL

No. of
Stations
in
Operation
206
140
244
342
113
97
149
71
370
648
561
358
119

porting
No. Re$25,000
or More
Time Sales
205
136
240
333
108
96
147
68
360
633
530
104
317
3,277

Networks
$ 10,360
7,412
4,868
3,435
2,058
2,095
3,022
3,076
1,867
517
1,065
459
128

National and
Regional
Advertisers

Total
Stations
Reporting
and Sponsors2 and Sponsors2
205
254,210
140
204,359
$405,720
$359,910
242
168,032
114,044
337
139,457
17,807
112
122,612
49,722
96
121,079
43,879
149
113,290
39,921
68
96,321
23,547
365
96,641
19,794
79,636
13,324
554
645
60,895
117
8,788
49,522
351
4,983
9,074
48,848
$116,400
$ 61,565
3,381
Local
Advertisers

3,418
$ 2,471
1 Census of Population, 1960.
2 Before commissions to agencies, representatives and others.
3 Total revenues consist of total time sales less commissions plus talent and program sales.
4 Before Federal income tax.
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Total
Broadcast
Revenues3
409,358
$697,350
259,188
197,718
162.901
164,316
151,016
120,685
116,927
92,338
67,915
51,357
52,859
$165,164

Total
Broadcast

Total
Broadcast

Expenses
$568,791
357,998
241,873
188,484

$128,559
Income4
17,315
51,360

154,117
150,117
144,877
116,049
109,306

9,234
14,199
7,926

85,697
62,367
47,581
50,136

6,319
4,636
7,621
6,641
5,548

$148,568

2,723
3,776
$ 16,596
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gramming, $100,745,000 for selling and
$71,113,000 for technical.
The bulk of these expenses are for
salaries. There were almost 53,000
people employed in the radio industry
in 1960 — 51,723 in standard radio and
1,266 in fm. In am radio, 41,705 people had full-time jobs and 10,018 parttime jobs. In fm radio, 749 people had
full-time jobs and 517 part-time.
The radio industry has $422,911,000
invested in tangible property on an original cost basis, of which $8,171,000 is
the fm investment. On a depreciated
cost, the entire industry has $226,109,000 invested in property, with $6,258,000 allocated to fm.
Two standard metropolitan areas
each have 30 standard radio stations

operating in their areas. One metropolitan area has 26 am outlets on the
air. There are 36 metropolitan areas
which have 10 or more am radio stations operating. There are 1,358 metropolitan communities which only have
one station each.
Chicago Is Best ■ The best city for
radio income is Chicago. A check of
the city-by-city breakdown (page 90)
included in the 1960 FCC report indicates that Chicago's 24 reporting stations took in $23.5 million in total revenues and $7.3 million as income. This
is a 31% return.
Detroit radio also showed up well in
the ratio of revenues to income. Total
revenues for Detroit's 11 radio stations
was $10.8 million; income $3.0 million.

Radio

prove

should

how

This is a 28% return.
New York ranked third in this catNew York's
30 in
stations
tookandin
a total ofegory.$34.3
million
revenues
had an income of $7.4 million — a ratio
of 22%.
Boston'^ 17 stations totalled $9.4
million in revenues and $1.7 million in
income, a ratio of 18%. Los AngelesLong Beach's 29 reporting stations had
total revenues of $19.6 million and income of $3.1 million, a ratio of 16%.
Philadelphia's 20 reporting stations took
in a total of $11.9 million with income
$904,251, a ratio in the neighborhood
of 8%.
The over-all ratio of total revenues,
$560.3 million, to income, $55.2 million, is 9.8i/2%.
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THAT'S REACTION TO AGENCY APATHY; OTHERS DOUBT SURVEY HONESTY
be seriously hurt because local agencies
Radio should take prompt action to populated industry. I would suggest
that Broadcasting offer reprints of the will say, if this is the way the big agenshow agency spot buyers the medium
article and editorial for further distribuoffers the most effective way to reach
cies feel we ought to re-examine the
the community, judging by response to
tion and discussion."
The article could have helped radio,
a survey of spot radio trends the reMr. Hatch said Commissioner Ford's
situation."
he
said, by taking the premise there
sults of which appeared in the Oct. 30 speech and the Broadcasting article
Broadcasting.
raise the question of whether the Radio
are many well-operated stations doing
Most comments took the position
Code "can or should enter into the area
well but they are "in jeopardy because
that radio should face up to any signs of selling off rate card, double billing of the shysters, slick operators, giveaway artists, garbage collectors and the
and other deplorable commercial practhat some agency spot buyers are showlike which do not deserve advertising
ing less interest in the medium. Others
tices." He continued, "There is no question that code membership would be support." He contended the article "did
were critical of the survey, claiming it
not take the trouble to emphasize the
more
meaningful if it meant more than
did not do justice to radio's community
service and might lead other agency
fact
that the tv networks by deep inprohibiting
obvious ■ program
abuses."vice
vasion of the spot field have helped to
Provost Critical
D. L. Provost,
buyers into an anti-radio position.
Official praise for the article and its president and radio-tv chairman of siphon off revenue that might otherHearst Corp., contended the Broadwise go into radio" and felt it should
resume of radio's problems came from
the NAB Radio Board, of which George
casting story "could have taken a posi- have emphasized that well-run radio
stations doing a community job still get
C. Hatch, Intermountain Network, is
tive approach," feeling it downgrades
chairman. He has asked the NAB staff radio unnecessarily. Both WISN Miltheir share of the advertiser's dollar.
waukee and WBAL Baltimore, Hearst
to study questions centering around the
Multiple Spots ■ Mr. Provost continued, "There are stations in our marcrowded spectrum as well as the feasiradio properties," will have larger profkets which run four, five and more spots
bility of strengthening the NAB Radio
its this year than in many years," he
added. He ascribed this improvement
together. Now the trend among these
Code to prevent off-card selling and
similar devices.
to constructive programming, avoidance
shadyto operators
is toschedule.
give a week's
run
get a spot
How free
can
of triple spotting and building station
Health of Radio ■ Mr. Hatch wrote:
an
agency
even
consider
placing
camprestige
through
high
operating
stand"The NAB Radio Board of Directors
ards.
paigns on stations of this type? Why
congratulates you on an excellent feadoes
not
Broadcasting point these out
ture article and editorial on radio in
Mr. Provost said local business "can
with the suggestion that advertisers and
your Oct. 30 issue. Gov. LeRoy Coladvertising agencies choose stations of
lins, NAB president, has been discusscharacter on which to place their comRadio
gets
a
whopper
ing thisinbasic
of radio's
economic
health
each issue
of our
fall conferences.
Jos. Schlitz Brewing Co. for old
He suggested the article "deliberately
"Commissioner Fred Ford's speech
Milwaukee Beer, through Post &
of Oct. 19 to the Kentucky Broadcasters
set
out to harm radio," saying a statemercials?"
ment that local business is good should
Mohr, Chicago, has bought new
Assn. gave a very thoughtful and penehave been used as basis for the argutrating analysis of the problem.
package of two-minute radio
ment that national buyers therefore
sports features, Sports Beyond
"We hope that industrywide discusBelief, for exclusive presentation
should buy radio. "Local advertisers
sion of this most important and fundaknow what medium moves their prodfive-times weekly on stations in
mental issue may enable the Jan. 29about 60 to 100 markets starting
Feb. 3 meeting of our NAB Radio
ucts and what stations," he said. He
Jan. 1 for two years. Packager is
Board to firm up radio code practices
proposed
the publication "should asJim Mills Productions, Chicago.
sume its responsibility and now come
and radio research projects that will
Markets
in
Midwest,
South
and
out with a positive story on the wellgive constructive leadership in solving
Southeast will be used.
run station in radio, and fast."
this most difficult problem of improving
Thomas S. Carr, vice president and
program and sales practices in an overBROADCASTING, November 13, 1961
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Charlotte...

grow,

grow,

grow!
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Charlotte is one of your finest areas for sales growth. Business
expansion far outstrips U. S. average ... and Charlotte leads in
healthy N. C. by a healthy margin. Nation's 29th in wholesale
distribution; tops giants like Louisville, Richmond, Miami. Get
more sales, more advertising exposure for your money. Get on
Charlotte's WSOC-TV, a great area station of the nation.

CHARLOTTE 9-NBC and
TV
Represente
d by H-R
vABC.CWS

WSOC and WSOC-TV are associated with WSB and WSB-TV, Atlanta, WHIO and WHIO-TV, Dayton
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manager of radio, WBAL, said he was
"shocked and dumfounded that you
would run such a completely negative
article on radio." He continued, "If
you had attacked the bad by pointing
out the good, it would have at least been
somewhat better, though still unpardonable. Worst of all, your editorial, 'Radio's Soft Spot,' compounded the article. ... I think you owe those of us
who run good, clean, hardhitting operations adirect apology. You have hurt
us immeasurably."
Effective Coverage ■ The general
manager of a southern radio station,
who asked that his name be withheld,
said he felt the story "covered all sides
of the question rather effectively" but
thought the station ratings problems
"was touched upon lightly." He suggested "ratings are not what they're
cracked up to be . . . Because those
stations that order surveys always soup
up programming with this and that
gimmick, or choose times when they
have specials on for several days, maybe baseball, football or what have you."
He proposed New York and Chicago
agencies "take a leaf from regional
agencies" to learn something about radio and a station's acceptance in its
own area.
agencies
are not
content
to sit"Those
and stare
at charts
on
office walls," he said. "They send people into the area to study the stations
firsthand; listen to them, and ask questions about them of people not connected with stations."
The southern broadcaster said agencies "lost radio somewhere along the
way, mostly through their own inability to properly evaluate radio today. . . .
Agencies themselves are frequently the
reason why radio salesmen seem wary,
because the national agencies started
trying the old business of buying two
spots and asking for an extra spot free.
If you don't agree, they buy elsewhere.
The national agencies have forgotten
that radio made broadcasting, and in
many cases, the agencies too. They
seem totally unaware that radio still
is a strong influence on the buying public. They choose to overlook the fact
that radio set sales continue to be far
higher than tv set sales, which means
radio must be used. They deliberately
ignore the known fact that radio news
can't be topped by any media, whether
the news is local or national or international."
Effort Needed ■ This broadcaster said
this dangerous trend must be stopped
by a concerted effort on the part of all
stations.
He concluded:
"While
may
be true radio
salesmen in
some itcases
are not selling their wares properly, it
also is equally true that the agencies
have deliberately blinded themselves to
radio and refuse to take even a peek
36
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continued

lest they find they have been wrong,
and might have some explaining to do
to their clients."
Lee Morris, sales manager of WSB
Atlanta, Ga., called the article "a synthesis of what's good and bad about
radio." He continued: "Granted, there's
some bad in radio. Likewise there's
bad in newspapers, magazines, billboards, tv, postcards. . . . Remember,
too, there's a lot of good in radio and
it's reflected every day in communities
across the nation."
Mr. Morris asked: "Is the current
softness in radio buying by some of the
major agencies really 100% based on
this long list of radio ills that are
paraded before us so regularly; or perhaps are we possibly playing follow
the leader down Madison Avenue where
radio buying 'isn't the vogue this seaAt WSB, he said, the station is busy
"programming in the interest of the only
son'?"

vinced that practically all people know
their radio stations, but the successful
radio stations are the ones that know
their people. I am optimistic that radio will gradually recover its share of
the Radio
national
and most
regional
dollar."
is the
efficient
means of
servicing expanding markets in the
country. That's the observation of
Maurie Webster, a CBS radio vice president and the general manager of CBS
Radio Spot Sales.
Mr. Webster talked about his favorite advertising subject at the Dallas Advertising League last week. He said
that radio is a new medium — "radio
has totally changed in the last 15 years.
It has significantly changed in the last
two years." Or specifically: there are
more sets in homes and in automobiles,
listening occupies a significant amount
of time for Americans, and confidence
(as well as dollars) of advertisers in
radio "has gone steadily upward since
our temporary low point in 1954."
Do's and Don'ts ■ Mr. Webster sug-

Cavemen promote advertising
Caveman characters named Og way of spreading the word about
and Zog will represent Lawrence C. what you're making to lots of people
instead of just a few. And when you
Gumbinner Inc.'s acceptance of CBS
Radio's invitation to all agencies to put an ad in the 'Caveman News' or
send up smoke signals many people
prepare one-minute spots explaining
advertising to laymen. The spots
learn about your invention, decide if
will be placed on 10 CBS-owned or
they want it and then buy it."
affiliated stations.
At the close, Zog says, "Well,
This is the way Og and Zog get to completed,
big and round, just like
the heart of the business: Og finds his a moon. I think I shall call it a
friend inventing something he is
planning to take around to a few
"Why a wheel?" asks Og.
other cavemen so "them that may
"Well," replies Zog somewhat delike it may order one." Og says that
is the old-fashioned way; today we
wheel." fensively, "it-uh-looks like a wheel.
advertise: "Advertising is a simple
Don't it?"
thing we have to offer — an interested
public." He listed some of the public
service projects undertaken by the station and the response by the public.
"In our coverage area where clients
and agencies can hear us, and personally know the type of service we offer,
there are no anti-radio advertising agencies," Mr. Morris said. "Our radio
salesmen are welcomed in all shops.
Our suggestions are appreciated."
Optimistic View ■ Morton Lowenstein, operating Philadelphia Spot Sales,
said: "It seems to me than unless the
entire radio industry can discover and
expose successfully those areas in
which it is pre-eminent above all other
media in assisting the advertiser to perform one or more of the many functions involved between the decision to
provide the maker or canner, and the
final use by the consumer, radio will
continue to be in trouble. I am con-

gested several considering
"don'ts" andradio:
one "do"
for advertisers
■ Radio is flexible, "but don't wait
until just before your campaign starts
to buy time." The good stations probably wouldn't be able to schedule you.
■ During driving times radio "reaches
huge audiences." But for products
housewives buy, "avoid driving times."
■ "Radio permits you to be selective
in reaching your best customers . . .
but don't set too firm a buying pattern."
Let the salesman know what your goals
are as he may know a "different and
better way to achieve them."
■ Production costs in radio are far
below those of tv and magazines "but
don't assign a junior writer to prepare
your commercials. They'll bring real
results if given imagination and care."
■ "The one 'do,' " he concluded, "is
— to try radio — it's a well-proven medium to move goods or services."
BROADCASTING, November 13, 1961
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MEDIA

AND

MACHINES

Tie-in between

media

buying and data-processing

to be explored

as part of busy eastern

Buying
just tool
"the which
numbers"— and bythemore
uses than
of a new
many broadcast salesmen fear will
make numbers-buying easier — will be
explored in two sessions of the annual
eastern conference of the American
Assn. of Advertising Agencies this
week in New York.
The media-buying session will deal
with "hidden media values, or going
beyond the numbers," which program
planners describe as an examination of
the advantages of not playing "follow
the leader" in media strategy.
The tool which has raised fears of
more reliance on numbers, especially
in spot buying, is the electronic computer. Its "applications to problems of
media strategy"
research
session. will be studied at the
The importance of agency services
available through the use of electronic
data-processing equipment was rated so
important by Wallace T. Drew, marketing vice president of Coty Inc., that he
warned agencies in a speech at the
Assn. of National Advertisers' fall
meeting 10 days ago that they had better start using this sort of equipment
or else risk having their clients set up
house agencies (Broadcasting, Nov.
6).
The media-buying session, scheduled
tomorrow (Tuesday) afternoon, will be
headed by Frank Gromer of Foote,
Cone & Belding. Speakers will be Howard G. Sawyer, Marsteller Inc.; Sam B.
Vitt, Doherty, Clifford, Steers & Shenfield; Robert Liddel, Compton Adv.,
and William E. Matthews, Young &
Rubicam.
The session on computers is slated
for Thursday morning and will be led
by Clark L. Wilson of BBDO. Speakers will be Herbert D. Maneloveg and
David Learner, also of BBDO; Milton

meeting

Godfrey of C-E-I-R, which owns the
American Research Bureau ratings organization and is a minority owner and
working associate of the new Central
Media Bureau's radio-tv billing and information service (Broadcasting, Oct.
16); Prof. William Cooper of Carnegie
Institute of Technology; Prof. A.
Charnes of Northwestern U., and Darrell B. Lucas of New York U.
Enthusiasm ■ The electronic computer's speed and versatility have generated widespread enthusiasm among
agency and advertising executives who
hope to reduce man-hours and increase
efficiency, especially in handling such
tedious chores as estimating alternative
campaign plans. Data-processing experts have acknowledged that the machines could also be used to make campaign buys almost strictly according to
program ratings. They could store
ratings data along with availabilities
lists and let the equipment designate
which spots are in or adjacent to the
highest-rated periods. Computer services operating in radio-tv have disavowed any immediate plans to put
their equipment to work in this way,
however.
The research and media-buying sessions are two of ten events planned
for the annual conference, to be held
Tuesday through Thursday at the Hotel
Biltmore. More than 1,500 agency people are expected to attend the threeday meeting, which will present a total
of 55 speakers and panelists.
Believability ■ The creative session,
on Thursday afternoon, will discuss believability or "how to advertise in the
new climate." Speakers will be Herbert
A. Carlborg of the Institute for Motivational Research. Advertisements will
be evaluated by a panel consisting of
Frederic Papert of Papert, Koenig,

ARBITRON'S DAILY CHOICES
Listed below are the highest ranking the American
Research Bureau,
television shows for each day of the These ratings are from a sampleRating
of
week Nov. 2-8, as rated by the 1 ,200 television homes per half hour
National Arbitron instant ratings of properly distributed across the U. S.
Date
22.7
Network
Program and Time
Thur., Nov. 2
Hazel (9:30 p.m.)
Rawhide (7:30 p.m.)
NBC-TV
Fri., Nov. 3
21.1
Flintstones (8:30 p.m.)
CBS-TV
ABC-TV
21.1
27.3
Perry Mason (7:30 p.m.)
Sat., Nov. 4
Bonanza (9 p.m.)
Sun., Nov. 5
CBS-TV
NBC-TV
26.4
Mon., Nov. 6
Danny Kaye (9 p.m.)
Red Skelton Show (9 p.m.)
25.1
Tue., Nov. 7
CBS-TV
24.4
Wagon Train (7:30 p.m.)
Wed., Nov. 8
CBS-TV
29.4
NBC-TV
Copyright 1961 American Research Bureau
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PAY ONLY THIS TOTAL ^

Living

it up. ..on

np

nothing

down

the cabinet member, the banker, the miner
You see him in all the best places, driving
In Hock?"— produced by WCBS New York.
the expensive car, flying the oceans, treadOn succeeding weeks the other six sta- with sweaty face. Local people on their lotions produced illuminating programs on
ing the soft carpeting of the executive suite
cal stations, digging into national problems.
—the 1961 American, living it up on nothing
Only
the CBS Owned Radio Stations—
other
phases
of
our
economy:
"Employdown.
with their strategic locations and skilled
ment: East" (WCAU Philadelphia); "Emstaffs,
who
know what the problems are
And the guy who works for him has
ployment: West" (KCBS San Francisco);
and how to present them— could explore
"Old Age: Care for Senior Citizens" (KNX
caught the virus, too. It's so easy to spend
such questions in depth. And only these
those two weeks island hopping the CaribLos Angeles); "Urban Development and the
stations did it.
bean (Pay Nothing Until April!), pick up
Housing Problem" (KMOX St. Louis); "Civil
that outboard, replace that old washing
This is grown-up radio, full-range radio,
Defense" (WEEI Boston); and "Wages and
idea radio — presenting challenging
machine. Buy now. Why not? Pay later? Ah,
Prices" (WBBM Chicago).
Who cares about statistics? We heard a thoughts to substantial people. People with
there's the rub.
real concern, real influence, real money in
voice
of misery finding new hope in the
"How Serious The Challenge?"— an Autheir wallets.
tumn series on our national economy by promise that his Pennsylvania ghost town
the seven CBS Owned Radio Stations— exwould be brought back to life. We heard the
These are the people- you reach most
often, with most impact, on . . .
octogenarian who is finishing his years on
plored the credit explosion on its premiere
THE CBS OWNED RADIO STATIONS
Social Security. We heard the factory owner,
program, "Credit Buying: How Much Are We
WCBS New York, WBBM Chicago, WCAU Philadelphia, WEEI Boston, KMOX St. Louis, KCBS San Francisco, KNX Los Angeles.
Represented by CBS Radio Spot Sales.

ILLUSTRATION COURTESY OF THE BETTMANN ARCHIVE
Half a century ago, before the advent of television,
entertainment and cultural opportunities were limited
in scope and available to only a few. Today, in sharp
contrast, WGAL-TV

regularly presents worthwhile

educational, cultural, and religious programs; accurate and informative news and sports coverage;
as well as the finest in entertainment, all of which
enriches the lives of many thousands of men, women
and children in the WGAL-TV

viewing audience.

WGAL-TV
CAclkhM

Representative:
The MEEKER Company, Inc.
New York
Chicago
Los Angeles San Francisco

&

Lancaster,
Pa.
NBC
and
CBS
STEINM
Clair

AN

STATION

McCollough,

Pres.
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Lois; John H. Tinker Jr. of Jack Tinker & Partners; Phyllis Robinson of
Doyle Dane Bernbach, and Edward G.
Zern of Geyer, Morey, Madden & Ballard. William D. Tyler of Benton &
Bowles will preside.
A closed session on agency management is scheduled for Wednesday morning, with speakers including Marion
Harper Jr. of Interpublic Inc., AAAA
chairman; Frederic R. Gamble, AAAA
president; Richard Turnbull, AAAA
senior vice president, and Dr. Peter
Sammartino, president of Fairleigh
Dickinson U. Harold L. McClinton of
Reach, Clinton & Co. will preside.
Another closed session Wednesday
afternoon will concentrate on causes
for criticism of advertising. Chairman
and keynote speaker will be Arthur C.
Fatt of Grey Adv. Other speakers will
include John G. Mapes of Hill &
Knowlton, public relations consultant
to AAAA; Alfred J. Seaman of Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell & Bayles; Robert T. Colwell, J. Walter Thompson
Co.; George H. Gribbin, Young & Rubicam; Frank K. White, Interpublic
Inc.; Stockton Helffrich of the NAB
television code office, and Roger H.
Bolin of Westinghouse Electric Corp.,
past chairman of ANA.
William E. Williams, president of
Procter & Gamble Co. of Canada, will
address the Wednesday luncheon. Barton A. Cummings of Compton Adv.,
chairman of the AAAA eastern region,
will preside.
The account management session on
Thursday morning will deal with the
account executive's varying roles as
communicator, initiator, appraiser and
interpreter. John P. Beresford of McCann-Erickson will preside. Speakers
will be Philip C. Carling, BBDO; Warren Fales, Norman, Craig & Kummel;
Edward Gumpert, Geyer, Morey, Madden & Ballard, and David Donovan,
Benton & Bowles. Herbert D. Strauss,
Grey Adv., will summarize.
Blow your own

horn,

H-R clients advised
The need for continuing promotional
activities by all stations to establish
radio-tv as a basic part of the community was the theme stressed at a
meeting in New York on Nov. 3 of 25
owners, general managers and promotion directors of stations represented by
H-R Television Inc. and H-R Representatives Inc.
Ray Simms, director of sales promotion for the H-R companies, urged station management to have at its disposal
"at least one individual who can represent the broadcasting industry at civic
meetings and can answer criticism about
our media." This subject was elaborated upon in a luncheon addressed by
BROADCASTING, November 13, 1961

NIELSEN
Second Report for October 1961
(Based on two weeks ending Oct.Rating
15, 1961)
NIELSEN TOTAL AUDIENCE (t)
No.
Homes
(000)
U.S.
Rank
TV% Homes
1 World Series— Sun.
21,949
46.8
2 World Series— Sat.
21,011
3 World Series— M-W-Th 44.8
37.7
17,681
4
37.5
17,588
Train
5 Wagon
16,040
Bonanza
6 Sing Along With Mitch 34.2
15,008
32.0
7 Walt Disney
14,445
30.8
8 Perry Mason Show
14,398
30.7
29.8
9 Red Skelton Show
13,976
29.1
10 Perry Como
Rating13,648
NIELSEN AVERAGE AUDIENCE (t)
No.
% U.S. Homes
Rank
TV Homes (000)
1 World Series— Sun.
15,571
33.2
2 World Series— Sat.
15,383
3 Wagon
32.8
14,258
29.9
4 Bonanza Train
27.8
14,023
30.4
5 Red Skelton Show
13,038
6 Gunsmoke— 10 p.m.
26.8
26.5
12,569
7 Andy Griffith Show
26.4
12,429
8 Gunsmoke— 10:30 p.m.
12,382
9 Danny Thomas Show
12,053
25.7
12,006
Sing Along With Mitch 25.6
10
(t) Homes reached by all or any part of the
program, except for homes viewing only 1
to 5 minutes.

Background: The following programs in
alphabetical
this week's
BROADCASTINGorder,
tv appear
ratings inroundup.
Information isin following order: program
name, network, number of stations, sponsor, agency, day and time.
Bonanza (NBC-178); Chevrolet (CampbellEwald), Sun., 9-10 p.m.
9-10 Como
p.m. (NBC-168); Kraft (JWD, Wed.,
Perry
Walt Disney (NBC-182); RCA (JWD, Eastman
Kodak (JWT), Sun., 7=30-8:30 p.m.
Andy Griffith Show (CBS-181); General Foods
(B&B), Mon., 9:30-10 p.m.
Gunsmoke (CBS-199); Liggett & Myers (D-F-S),
S. C. Johnson (FC&B), Remington Rand
(Y&R), General Foods (B&B), Sat., 10-11
Perry Mason (CBS-185); Colgate (Bates),
Drackett (Y&R), Philip Morris (Burnett),
Sterling Drug (D-F-S), Quaker Oats (JWD,
Sat.,
p.m. 7:30-8:30 p.m.
Sing Along With Mitch (NBC-171); Ballantine
(Esty), Buick (Burnett), R. J. Reynolds
(Esty), Thur., 10-11 p.m.
Red Skelton (CBS-195); S. C. Johnson (FC&B),
Corn Products (GB&B), Tue., 9-9:30 p.m.
Danny Thomas Show (CBS-179); General Foods
(B&B), Mon., 9-9:30 p.m.
Wagon Train (NBC-186); R. J. Reynolds (Esty),
National Biscuit (M-E), Wed., 7:30-8:30 p.m.
World Series (NBC-208); Gillette (Maxon),
Chrysler (Burnett), Oct. 4-5 and 7-9.
(t) Homes reached during the average minute of the program.
Copyright 1961 by A. C. Nielsen Co.

Miles David, vice president and director of promotion, of Radio Advertising
Bureau, who urged radio stations to
editorialize on vital issues as a way of
raising their prestige in the community,
and Norman E. Cash, president of the
Television Bureau of Advertising. Mr.
Cash claimed there is "a crying need
for spokesmen in individual markets
who will be recognized outside of the
broadcasting industry — the lack of
'blowing-our-own-horn' may be at the
root of much of the unjustifiable criti-

Agency appointments...
■ Bruning Paint Co., Baltimore, Md.,
appoints W. B. Doner & Co.
■ Rambler Dealers Assn. of Massachusetts appoints Ray Barron Inc., Boston.
■ Oak Manufacturing Co., Crystal
Lake, 111. appoints Klau-Van PietersomDunlap, Milwaukee.
■ Fire Safety Consultants Inc., Lodi,
N. J., appoints Metlis & Lebow Corp.,
New York.

cism against us."
Mr. Simms was moderator at an "idea
exchange" during which 11 speakers
from stations on H-R's list reviewed
case histories of some of the outstanding
promotions conducted by the outlets.
H-R sponsored the meeting as a preBPA convention activity.

■ ABC Radio West, regional link of
ABC Radio, appoints Albert FrankGuenther Law Inc., Los Angeles, as its
advertising agency.

Two

buy KNXT

(TV) special

Coca-Cola Bottling Co. of Los Angeles, through McCann-Erickson, Los
Angeles, and Frito-Lay Inc., through
Edwin Wasey, Ruthrauff & Ryan, Los
Angeles, will sponsor two telecasts of
a teen-age documentary, The Intense
Generation, on KNXT (TV) Los Angeles. The one-hour program delves into the thoughts and activities of teenagers in Southern California, and will
be broadcast on Nov. 23 (Thanksgiving) at 9-10 p.m. and repeated Dec.
17 (a Sunday) at 2:30-3:30 p.m.

■ Century 21 (Seattle World's Fair)
appoints The Mack Agency, Hollywood, Calif.
■ New England Lumber Div., Diamond
National Corp., appoints Gardner Adv.,
New York, as its agency.
Business

briefly...

Plymouth Dealers Assn. of the Los
Angeles Region is using radio and
newspapers this month in its first major
advertising effort for the 1962 Plymouth
and Valiant cars. Campaign, placed by
N. W. Ayer & Son, Hollywood, calls
for nine radio stations to carry a total
of 662 one-minute spots, each comprising a 50-second transcription and
(BROADCAST ADVERTISING) 41

A tv success

story

The start of one of tv's newest advertising success stories can be pinpointed to midnight, July 26, on
NBC-TV's Jack Paar Show. The
adroit tv introduction of Pacific
Mills Domestics and its new contour
sheet product led to a 41% increase
of branded Pacific Mills merchandise
within a two-month period, according to Everett Drake, the young,
dynamic president of the giant textile company, M. Lowenstein &
Sons Inc., New York, parent company of Pacific Mills Domestics.
Results of the initial three-week
campaign (July 26-Aug. 17) to introduce sheets with a "new and patented Custom-Ex corner" exceeded
all expectations of Pacific's management— a group of young men
who at first were reluctant to risk a
$4-5 million product investment on
an untried medium, since previous
tv advertising by competitors offered
insufficient
television's
effectiveness.proof
Their ofconcern
was
understandable since the century-old
company's future rested to a large
degree on the early acceptance of
Custom-Ex, Mr. Drake and William Smith, Pacific's advertising director, told Broadcasting.
It was Mogul, Williams & Saylor
Inc., New York, Lowenstein's agency
since 1951 and Pacific's agency since
1960 that prevailed upon the skeptical management to try the Paar latenight show as a way to meet a basic

a 10-second live tag.
Zenith Stereo Receivers has launched
a pre-Christmas saturation fm campaign in southern California a new lowpriced console model stereo set will be
featured in the spot schedule which
started Nov. 6 on 17 fm stations and
will run through Dec. 20. Mulle, Breen
& Waldie, Beverly Hills, is the agency
for Sues, Young & Brown, Zenith distributor.
Scott Paper Co., Philadelphia, is using
tv as its "basic medium" to advertise
its new "Magic Oval" facial tissue package that features a two-way dispensing
system. Scott is placing its commercials
primarily on network tv (nighttime
shows include New Breed on ABC-TV,
and Window on Main Street and Father
Knows Best, both CBS-TV).

Rep appointments...
■ WVUE (TV) New Orleans: Edward
Petry & Co.
42 (BROADCAST ADVERTISING)

at midnight:

selling

problem of immediate consumer acceptance. And it was the agency's
proposal, under the leadership of
Sidney Matthew Weiss, executive vice president, and Joseph
Eglies, agency account executive,
that the Custom-Ex corner sheet be
promoted because of its unique attributes. For some years Pacific had
been making the contour sheet for
hospital use. It was fitted with
tapes, a feature the agency recognized as not only one which "makes
bed-making as easy as child's play"
(as the copy now suggests) but also
offers the advantage of demonstration in tv advertising.
Sales Force Elated ■ The transition to convert the line required a
full year. But by last February,
Pacific Mills was ready to indoctrinate its sales force at a meeting in
New York. After seeing a slide
presentation and the first Custom-Ex
film commercial, Mr. Drake said the
"overwhelming enthusiasm of the
salesmen, who are jaded to every
sales gimmick in the book and more
besides, convinced us we were on
theInright
track."retailers of the selling
informing
qualities of Custom-Ex sheets and
the approaching national advertising
program, the salesmen last spring
took projectors around to store buyers to show the tv commercial as
well as a 12-minute segment from a
Jack Paar Show featuring come-

■ KUXL Golden Valley, Minn.: James
D. Bowden.
■ KFIF Tucson, Ariz.: J. A. Lucas Co.,
San Francisco, as west coast representative.
■ KTVE (TV) El Dorado, Ark.-Monroe, La.: Venard, Rintoul & McConnell
Inc.
Also in advertising...
Lighting up ■ Videotape Productions
of New York Inc., reports it has engaged Imero (Immie) Fiorentino as its
lighting consultant and will utilize two
devices invented by him to improve
lighting in the production of tape commercials. The new devices are called
Roto-Glo and Glamour-Ray and are
utilized for the lighting of small reflective objects. Charles Holden, Videotape Productions' director of production, claims the devices will enable the
company to create via tape a number

bed

sheets

dians Shelly Berman and Jack E.
Leonard. This presentation also was
shown continuously during the industry's June market week in New
York. Another pre-campaign technique to induce retailers to stock
the line was a mailing of some 2,000
"Here's Jack" promotion packets
which included both a brochure
titled "I Kid You Not," and Mr.
Paar's autobiography of the same
title.
Timed to coincide with August
white sales in department stores, the
initial tv schedule consisted of 10
one-minute participations over a 64station lineup on the late-night show.
The commercials were seen by
housewives just before going to bed,
and the local store cut-ins told them
where to buy the sheets the next
morning. Heavy viewer response,
Mr. Drake said, "made us decide to
divert money from a planned print
media campaign to do a two-week
follow-up campaign on the Paar
show in October."
Since
tv has
changed
"our
whole
concept,
our whole
philosophy
of doing business," Mr. Drake said,
"we have decided to return to the
Jack Paar Show in January 1962."
He said that the introductory tv
campaign cost approximately $100,000, out of a total tv promotion and
advertising expenditure in July of
$180,000. The tv budget for 1962,
he said, will be doubled, with 70%

of effects presently accomplished
through animation.
New home leased ■ Geyer, Morey,
Madden & Ballard Inc., New York, is to
move next April to a new building at
555 Madison Ave. The move will bring
together the 275 staff members from
595 Madison Ave. and 10 E. 40th St.
Midwest office ■ U. S. Tele-Service
Corp., New York monitoring and merchandising company has opened a Chicago office at 221 N. LaSalle St. to servLouisice thetocompany's
Cleveland. customers
The officefrom
will St.
be
managed by Joe W. Edwards.
Psychology firm formed ■ The formation of The Queen Applied Psychology
Co., 500 Fifth Ave., New York, has
been announced by Dr. Harvey
Queen. The company will specialize
in the "application of psychological
and other behavioral science techaid agencies
and advertisers
in marketniques" toresearch
studies.
BROADCASTING, November 13, 1961

of the total advertising budget going
to tv.
Viewers Flock to Stores ■ The decision to stick with the late-night
vehicle followed a look at phenomenal results at stores where sales of
Pacific merchandise jumped from
$20-30,000 annually to as much as
$150,000 in three months. September sales were the highest in the
company's history. Over 100 department stores were added to the company's lineup of retail outlets between March and July 15, and another 26 stores, which were thought
to have "great potential," were revitalized into major outlets. Some
stores, Mr. Drake said, were forced
to add the line when customers came
in day after day asking for the sheets
advertised on The Jack Paar Show.
He recalled that Pacific had tried
for many years to get one particular
midwest department store to carry
its merchandise, but all efforts failed
until last Aug. 15 when "finally the
store gave in to customer demands
for Custom-Ex."
The merchandising tie-in with Mr.
Paar is being continued in a new
sales presentation now being prepared for the 1962 campaign. An
18-minute sales film produced in
mid-October features announcer
Hugh Downs, and a five-minute
show segment in which he makes
humorous asides about sheets to
guest Eva Gabor just before a Pacific commercial. There is a scene
from one show in which Mr. Drake
is escorted by Mr. Downs from the
audience to a guest chair. They talk

Petry seminar stresses
advertising data needs
The need for full marketing information from agencies in advance of radio-tv spot campaigns was underscored
as a major problem in agency-stationrepresentative relationships during the
fifth annual Petry Promotional Seminar
in New York last Wednesday (Nov. 8).
Promotion directors and general managers of Petry-represented stations said
that the average agency fails to provide
both the representative and the station
with such marketing data as the advertiser's distribution problems, approximate volume of business, names of
jobbers and of key regional representatives. The result is that the advertising
campaign cannot be supported by satisfactory merchandising and promotional
efforts, station executives claimed.
Petry officials promised they would
attempt to establish a closer line of
communications with agencies as part
BROADCASTING, November 13, 1961

1

\

Everett C. Drake (c), president of
M. Lowenstein & Sons Inc., parent
company of Pacific Mills, reviews a
tv promotion brochure on the company's "Jack Paar Show" participa-

tion with William W. Smith (foreground), advertising director, and
Sidney Matthew Weiss, executive
vice president of Pacific's ad agency, Mogul, Williams & Saylor.

about the success of the Pacific commercials and the company's plans
for next year. Still another segment
covers a half-dozen store buyers discussing results of the commercials
at their respective stores.
Department store buyers and management executives will be invited
to NBC stations around the country

for showings of the new film, which
also will be made available to all the

of an effort to obtain pertinent marketing data before campaigns begin.
The meeting consisted of talks by
Petry executives, case histories of campaigns, and open discussions on topics
related to broadcast promotion, merchandising and research.
RAB Christmas

story

Radio Advertising Bureau has released
a new presentation stressing special
values radio advertising offers retailers
during the Christmas rush. The presentation, a red and green 12-page
booklet, is titled Put Radio Advertising
High on Your Christmas List.
Together with the presentation, RAB
issued a round-up of 25 Christmas
merchandising ideas for retailers.
JWT gives up glass account
J. Walter Thompson Co., New York,
is giving up the Owens-Illinois Glass
Co. billing of about $1.5 million a

company's salesmen. Salesman Paar
will be an eye-catcher in the stores
themselves. A five-minute segment
of the film, including remarks
between Miss Gabor and Mr. Paar,
will be merchandized on store
counters.

year, following a dispute between the
agency and the company over the latter's decision to transfer part of the
account to Meldrum & Fewsmith Inc.,
Cleveland. J. Walter Thompson last
week asked to be relieved of responsibility for the company's glass and forest product divisions after Owens-Illinois announced its intention of shifting
portions of the account to Meldrum &
Fewsmith.
Revlon switches $5 million
Revlon Inc., New York, last week
confirmed that $5 million of its $7 million account at Warwick & Legler, New
York, has been transferred to Norman,
Craig & Kummel, New York (At
Deadline, Nov. 6). W&L will retain
about $2 million of the account's billings. Approximately 60% of the billing
is in the broadcast media. Grey Adv.,
New York, which has handled Revlon's
cosmetic products, will retain this portion.

LEADERS ON CAMERA — typical of the distinguished leadership Farm Director Wally Erickson
attracts to KFRE-TV's monthly "Farm Forum". Left to right, Harry S. Baker, past president of the
National Cotton Council; Melville E. Willson, regional vice president, California State Chamber of
Commerce; Henry J. Andreas, chairman of the California Raisin Advisory Board and California representative tothe National Agricultural Advisory Commission to the President; Lloyd Dowler, Dean of
Agriculture, Fresno State College; and Erickson. Throughout California, agriculture and agribusiness
both agree these prime time evening programs are the most popular, penetrating and influential broadcasts
of their kind.

Prime
which

example
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creative talent and
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In America's number one agricultural
market, KFRE-TV consistently delivers the area's number one farm service
... a continuing part of our creative
programming
meet theValley.
genuine needs of designed
the San toJoaquin
Wallyum"Erickson's
monthly
provides the area's
only"Farm
prime Fortime
regular tv presentation of information
and discussion of the problems of agribusiness, the backbone of our regional
economy. Response to the series from
farm and business leaders is gratifying
proof of KFRE-TV's leadership in this
and as well
otherouraspects
munity as
service.all On
books,of comgood
deeds are also good business.
Leslie H. Peard, Jr.
Genera! Manager, KFRE-TV

Prime

Time

to Prime

Devoted

Area

THE

MEDIA

Needs

Few stations could hope to command a
mass audience with a prime time forum on
agriculture.
But KFRE-TV can-and does!
Why? Reason One: agriculture brings much
'gold' to the Golden State— 3 Vi billion dollars each year. And over half these billions
are produced in the coverage area of
KFRE-TV.
Reason Two: Wally Erickson. Through
his years with KFRE-TV, Erickson has become an international authority on U. S.
Farming. As KFRETV farm director as
well as director of
farm programming
on all Triangle Stations, he holds almost
every honor the 4-H
and Future Farmers
of America bestow; he is also past president
of the National Association of Radio and
TV Farm Directors. In Fresno and throughout the San Joaquin Valley, no other local
personality has such acceptance with the
leaders of agriculture as well as the thousands of farmers and ranchers producing
California's great farm wealth. Small wonder KFRE-TV and Erickson's daily broadcasts and his "Farm Forum" are so popular and influential — invaluable services
from KFRE-TV to America's #1 agricultural market.
To Blair-TV, creative public-affairs programming bygreat stations like KFRE-TV
is a constant source of inspiration. We are
proud to serve more than a score of such
stations in national sales.

BLAIR-TV

Televisions' s first exclusive
national representative, serving:
W-TEN— Albany-Schenectady-Troy
WFBG-TV-Altoona-Johnstown
WNBF-TV-Binghamton
WHDH-TV- Boston
WCPO-TV- Cincinnati
WEWS- Cleveland
WBNS-TV-Columbus
KTVT— Dallas-Ft. Worth
KOA-TV- Denver
KFRE-TV -Fresno
WNHC-TV-Hartford-New Haven
WJ IM-TV — Lansing
KTTV-Los Angeles
WMCT- Memphis
WDSU-TV-New Orleans
WOW-TV -Omaha
WFIL-TV — Philadelphia
WIIC — Pittsburgh
KGW-TV- Portland
WPRO-TV- Providence
KING-TV -Seattle-Tacoma
KTVI-St. Louis
WFLA-TV— Tampa-St. Petersburg
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CBS

PRODUCTION

Network

to spend

$14.5

CENTER

million to consolidate

news, radio, tv operations under one modern roof
Dr. Stanton said the center will give
CBS-TV announced last week that a
total of $14.5 million will be spent in producers and directors "greater artistic
the next two years on a new production
scope" as well as technical and economic "advantages." When completed,
hub in New York. Tv and radio production facilities will be consolidated
it will provide more than a half-million
in the modern production center.
square feet of floor space for radio-tv.
The new CBS Center (between West
CBS News' top management and its
56th and 57th Streets near 11th Aveheadquarters for domestic and foreign
nue) will be completed by January
operations will be located there. Also
1964, according to plans announced by housed: New York newsrooms, studios
Dr. Frank Stanton, CBS Inc. president.
and supporting operations. Electronic
Word of the CBS move last January
production advances in news and public
was seen in many quarters as a positive
affairs programming will be installed.
sign that a New York-to-Hollywood
The facility will contain six tv and
trend (especially in network television
five
radio studios, extensive technicalproduction) could be stemmed, if not
engineering facilities for all phases of
reversed (Broadcasting, Jan. 9).
radio-tv operations, film libraries, scenThe new center will house studios
ery storage, rehearsal halls and adminand related facilities of CBS-TV, CBS
istrative offices. Each floor of the proRadio, CBS News and WCBS-TV, the
duction area will cover more than 100,network's tv station in New York.
000 square feet. The tv studios will be
Other, "early" CBS studios and propon the third floor, the largest of them
erties at 14 locations scattered about
containing
7,300 square feet for proManhattan will be relinquished as the
duction (others will vary from 2,400
new studios become available.
to 5,000 square feet).
Modern Design ■ Dr. Stanton said
The production center is not related
the new facility will be "the most modto still another project that involves
ern and the most efficient production
plans for a new CBS headquarters
facility in the world," and one that building on the east side of the Avenue
would make full use of technological
of the Americas (Sixth Avenue) between 52nd and 53rd Streets, scheduled
advances as well as CBS's experience
gained in nine years of operating its for occupancy in 1964.
Television City in Los Angeles. (Charles
Luckman, who figured in the design of
Smith to act as host
the CBS west coast tv facility, is the
architect
engaged
on
the
New
York
building.)
for educational series

Kentucky alert
Fully 87 members of the Kentucky Broadcasters Assn. and several non-members joined in a voluntary and simultaneous radio
campaign to alert the public to the
needs of civil defense.
Although the effect was that
of a state-wide hookup, no network was actually used. Air raid
sirens were sounded and patriotic
music was broadcast all over the
state.
KBA made the plan after an
experimental test conducted by
WSAC Ft. Knox last September.
According to Byron Cowan, manager of WSAC and project chairman of KBA, over 800 persons
called the station after the September test.

Howard K. Smith, whose association
with CBS News was broken in a dispute
over news policy (Broadcasting, Nov.
6), has taken on his first new assignment.
The National Educational Tv & Radio Center announced Thursday (Nov.
9) that the former chief correspondent
and general manager of the CBS News
Washington bureau, will be host of the
eight half-hour programs in a new
series titled Great Decisions — 1962. It
will be seen on NETRC's 58 non-commercial stations starting in February
1962.
The video-taped series will deal with
events taking place in Vietnam, Red
China, Brazil, Nigeria, Iran, Berlin, the
United Nations, and a report on new
directions in U. S. foreign policy. The
series is being produced for NETRC
by Filmex Inc., in cooperation with the
Foreign Policy Assn. Donald Hillman45
is executive producer; Marshall Stone
is producer.

Broadcast

promotion

400

HEAR

BPA

MEMBERS

A group of Madison Avenue's media
decision makers last week talked broadcast promotion with more than 400 experts in the field. The men who listened
were attending the annual Broadcasters'
Promotion Assn. Nov. 6-8 seminar in
New York.
BPA members themselves talked
about promotion beginning at home,
and emphasized that theme by presenting the first On-The-Air Promotion
Awards (see page 52).
The advice from timebuyers was
simple and direct. Wanted: meaningful
information whether presented in terms
of "promotion," or "ratings," or in "audience" of a station or market in which
it operates.
In the meantime, both radio and television as media with distinctive images
were discussed at panels. James C.
Hagerty, ABC's vice president in charge
of news, in a keynote address urged
BPA — as representative of the U. S.
broadcasting industry — to get the story
(and image) of the free world across
to the people (see story, this page).
In a business session at which Donald Curran, director of advertising and
promotion for ABC owned and operated stations (New York), was elected
as BPA's new president (see story page
86), members designated sites for the
next two seminars: Dallas in 1962 and
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agencies

see

it

AGENCY PLEAS FOR MORE SIGNIFICANT DATA
San Francisco in 1963.
cate the "qualitative" dimensions of a
A total of 15 panel sessions were
station, including profiles of the audiheld at the Waldorf Astoria. The reence as to age, sex, income and the
port on these sessions:
type of programming it highlights.
Trade Paper Advertising ■ Two
Roger C. Bumstead, media director,
agency executives presented suggestions
eastern division, MacManus, John &
for making trade advertising more effecAdams, suggested two ways to improve
tive and a third drew fire by suggesting
station advertising: (1) a regular adthat stations concentrate more on their
vertising program in trade publications,
own communities to improve ratings.
calling attention each month to a speThe importance of ratings was
cific subject — programming, merchanstressed by Robert Liddel, associate
dising, public service, success stories.
media director of Compton Adv. He
(2) Possible pooling of budgets by stasaid an agency, in evaluating a station,
tions in a market to present a "market
is interested in two things: "Homes
story" in publications read by businessmen.
reached — and homes reached." If a
station builds up substantial ratings and
Contests ■ Successful on-air radio and
fits in with the marketing strategy of tv contests were analyzed by a panel of
a client, he said, an agency will buy
promotion managers moderated by Arthat station.
nold Katinsky of WIP Philadelphia.
Mr. Liddel later modified his refer- Participants were Caley Augustine,
ences, but said, "I still think the best WIIC-TV Pittsburgh; Jo Wilson, WWDC
trade books to buy are those put out by Washington, and Donn Winther, WBZ
Boston. Among their recommendations
ARB, Nielsen and The Pulse." He
didn't mean, he said, that a station
for the one-time-only type of contest:
that on-air promotions be entertaining
"shouldn't use any trade advertising,"
but that more, or part, of the budget
to both the listener who is not interested
should be used locally.
in entering the contest and the listener
Robert Kowalski, media supervisor who does enter.
of Young & Rubicam, challenged Mr.
On-Air Radio Promos ■ Radio proLiddel, emphasizing that ratings do not
motion men were told that on-the-air
provide the "qualitative" values of a promotion should add to or complement
station. He urged that trade-paper ad- a station's programming at a panel sesvertisements be written to communision titled "You Are Your Own Best

Hagerty offers a frank
Television and radio must take the
news lead in this country in presenting the free world's position.
Or, as James C. Hagerty, ABC's
vice president in charge of news,
placed it on the line: "Are we getting
through to the American people as
we should — as we are capable of
doing — as we are trying to do?
Mr. Hagerty was the keynoter at
the annual Broadcasters' Promotion
Assn. Seminar in New York last week
(see story, this page). He spoke at a
luncheon held jointly with the Radio
& Television Executives Society.
The former White House news
secretary admitted openly that tv-network public-affairs programming fails
to make a serious dent into audience
interest in entertainment shows. He
said they run "a bad second or even
third to cops and robbers, situation
comedies or musicals." But, he said,
this was true of all other news media,
including newspapers in which comics, sports and society features out-

as

appraisal

draw the front page in reader interest.
A rebuttal to talk of "wastelands
and poor programming," Mr. Hager-

ty asserted is the true national nature
of the broadcast news media. This,
he said, was not true of newspapers
which "are not national in scope,
although a few are beginning to be.
Radio and television networks," he
said, "are national, both in scope and
Mr. Hagerty emphasized that a
in operation."
newspaper's
or magazine's
tion is small when
compared circulato that
of radio and tv news presentations
"that enter many millions of homes
each
day throughout
He
commended
the U. ourS. land."
broadcast
newsman and warned the difficulty of
smaller-than-entertainment show audiences "is not with our news and information programs — they're good,"
but "with the listeners and viewers on
both radio and television." Ratings
show a decided dropoff of interest
whenever news or public affairs program ing isaired.
He urged BPA and RTES members to "plug" public-affairs shows
and news programming "as you plug
entertainment programs."
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Main Studio at WDBJ-TV. New building is one of the
largest and most modern in the South. Finest technical
equipment — 316,000 watts e. r. p. — CBS affiliate.

WDBJ-TV
ABOUT

BRINGS

UBEROUS

YOU
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WESTERN

NEWS

VIRGINIA

!

The fruitful, fast-growing Western

Virginia

market keeps making news with its accelerated
business and industrial expansion.
this market with WDBJ-TV,

Win and hold

Roanoke, now reaching

over 400,000 TV homes of Virginia, N. Carolina,
W. Virginia in counties with nearly 2,000,000
population. For thorough coverage and complete
merchandising assistance, you're right to use
Roanoke and WDBJ-TV.
New Shopping Centers . , . three of 'em
. . . will open in Roanoke this year. New business and industry in the area creates added
prosperity.
WE

Ask Your PGW Colonel For Current Availabilities

7

^

Ch. 1
WDBI-TV

New Industrial Activity as the Norfolk &
Western Railway authorized construction of
another 1,000 85-ton coal cars in its Roanoke
shops.

ROANOKE,

VIRGINIA
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Salesman." Panelists were Ruth Just,
promotion director, WIL St. Louis;
Robert V. Whitney, executive vice president, Mars Broadcasting Inc., Stamford, Conn., and Mike Ruppe, KYW
Cleveland, moderator.
Mr. Whitney said the continued existence of radio as a mass selling medium
is threatened by improper and unimaginative production. He called for a return to the production "magic" that
made radio great.
Mrs. Just called for enthusiasm in
everything a station does in the way of
programming as well as promotion.
This, she said, will create enthusiasm
for the station by its audience.
Ratings ■ "Who's on First?," session
on the promotional use of ratings,
prompted panelist Julie Brown, media
director of Compton Adv., to remark
that "it would appear everyone is on
first." She referred to trade ads and
promotional matter which stress station
superiority in a particular market or
audience area.
Dismissing the importance of such
claims, Miss Brown charged: "The top
[rated] stations are not necessarily the
best
buy." Gromer of Foote, Cone &
Frank
Belding Inc. also challenged the em"The
said: to
on ratings.
phasis placed
net result
of this
universalHe desire
be
first has obscured a number of other
very important considerations." Most
agencies have a preferred rating service,
and he said, "We would be lost without
rating data." But data alone is insufficient without special analyses.
Robert Boulware, media director of
Fletcher Richards, Calkins and Holden,
thought ratings have a place in trade
ads, for example, as a way to produce
a desirable climate for the station. But
he thought the promotion manager also
should substantiate the ratings with specific facts.
Consumer Publicity ■ Covering the
area of consumer publicity, the radio-tv
critics of three daily newspapers offered

suggestions for competing successfully
in the "Race for Space." Larry Laurent
of the Washington Post, Richard K.
Doan of the New York Herald Tribune
and Sid Benjamin of the Scranton
(Pa.) Times cited ways promotion managers can improve their chances of getting a story in print.
Mr. Laurent complained about the
publicity person who, introducing the
visiting personality, continues to do
all the talking.
Mr. Doan said he'd like to receive
pictures of higher quality than he generally gets. He thought the "worst offense" is in telephoning all the details
of a story already written and on the
way to the editor.
Mr. Benjamin said he takes five major points into consideration: localization, easy handling, timing, exclusivity
and economy.
Merchandising ■ Agency panelists discussing "Merchandising — Ogre or Opportunity" agreed that since timebuyers
buy "audience" a station's merchandising program is an "added plus," and
that it's the station's responsibility to
report what was done as well as the results to the agency, which in turn will
report to the client.
Bill Raidt, D'Arcy Adv., advised the
promotion managers to (1) make their
merchandising services known to the
agency; (2) work closely with the agency andtive the
advertiser's
sales (3)
representain their
area, and
report
promptly.
Bern Kanner, Benton & Bowles, suggested that when reporting to the agency the promotion manager should send
a summary statement of the overall effort instead of sending reports while
the campaign is in progress. Helen
Davis, J. Walter Thompson, felt a merchandising program is basically a media
responsibility.
Trade Press ■ Editors of 10 publications which serve the broadcast adver-

"Tell us about your merchandising activity," urged this
panel of media buyers at a BPA session on Wednesday.
Participating in the session called "Merchandising— Ogre
or Opportunity," with Arthur Garland (at microphone) of
WGY Schenectady, IM. Y., as moderator, were (I to r): Bill
Raidt, D'Arcy Adv.; Helen Davis, J. Walter Thompson, and
Bern Kanner, Benton & Bowles.
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tising business answered questions from
delegates on editorial requirements,
deadlines and circulation strengths in a
Tuesday morning panel.
Of chief interest were subjective
viewpoints on how editors view news releases submitted, as well as suggestions
to station promotion directors that they
consider the individuality and needs of
each publication.
Publications with regional offices prefer that stations distant from major
headquarters located in either Washington or New York deal with correspondents in the bureaus serving the
area, the editors agreed.
On-Air Tv Promos ■ A television station is its own best promotion medium,
but its possibilities in this respect are
too often overlooked or under-played,
panelists stressed at a session on television on-air promotion.
About 10% of the promotion managers at the session indicated they have
"budgets" for on-air promotion, as
against 70% to 80% with newspaper
budgets.
The panelists were Bud Vaden, WJZTV Baltimore; Jack Dorr, WBNS-TV
Columbus, Ohio, and John Dillon,
WBTV (TV) Charlotte, N. C.
Mr. Vaden admonished promotion
people to "be as fussy about an on-air
promotion spot as you are about a print
ad." Mr. Dorr suggested that promotion men "become your station's most
demanding
client."
He said WBNS-TV,
a CBS-TV affiliate, had found the network was invariably three to six seconds late in starting its programs. The station uses this
tardiness to display promotional slides.
Mr. Dillon said that contests and
other special promotions can be great,
but they should not be permitted to interfere with solid on-air promotion of
programs on a regular basis.
In the discussion period Mr. Dillon
reported that NAB had advised his station that the use of a promotional spot
plus two commercial announcements

Roger Bumstead (at microphone), MacManus, John &
Adams, suggests a trade-publication campaign on one
specific subject each month as a way of improving trade
advertising. Others who spoke on trade-paper advertising
and promotion were (I) Robert Liddel, Compton Adv., and
Robert Kowalski (extreme right), Young & Rubicam. Chick
Kelly of Storer Broadcasting Corp. was moderator.
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KRON -TV
biggest station share,
most homes reached
3-6 PM, M0N.-FRI.
NSI, Aug.-Sept., 1961
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in station breaks does not constitute
triple-spotting. Others noted, however,
that a number of agencies tend to challenge this interpretation of the Tv Code.

played an exaggerated account on tape
of a baseball broadcast, with the announcer reporting so many irrelevant
facts and statistics that he ignored the
game being played. It served to clarify
his point that "enthusiasm and extraneous facts may make funny broadcasts
but they do not make good promo-

Station Image ■ The convention's
opening panel session explored the
cause and effect of station image. Don
Curran of ABC Radio was moderator.
The panelists were Theodore Grunewald, Hicks & Greist; Ben Holmes, Edward Petry Co., and Frank Kemp,
Compton Adv.
"WhyMr. anGrunewald.
image in the
asked
He first
sees place?"
no real
need for promotional materials. He said
an "absence of gimmicks is important
in my opinion." Instead of individual
station promotions, he said, sometimes
it's better to join with other stations in
getting dollars into the market first.
Then the station will get a share that
otherwise wouldn't exist.
Station images affect buyers to some
extent, according to Mr. Kemp, but
"a lot of promotion dollars are wasted."
He thinks station reps can contribute
information for the station, and station
promotions should be directed more
often to the community and advertiser
areas.
In a similar vein, Mr. Holmes said
promotions may make "a silk purse out
of a sow's ear," but this kind of success will not be permanent. "A station's image starts at the top." Promotion managers should give all the help
they can to the sales manager, who
may come to New York City only four
or five times a year. But, he concluded,
if the sales manager's personal image
is bad "no promotion manager can help
him."
Promoting Sales ■ In a study of sales
promotion material, Gene Muriaty of
WTIC Hartford, Conn., was moderator
for panelists Janet Murphy, Gumbinner Adv.; Alan Silverman, Norman,
Craig & Kummel, and Philip Stumbo,
McCann-Erickson — all in agency media
department positions.
Mrs. Murphy emphasized that her
department wants to know about the
"market peculiarities" of a station, such
as variations in working habits, the time
it takes to travel to and from work, special-interest and ethnic groups, shopping
habits, geographical characteristics, and
so forth.
Mr. Silverman defined sales promotion as the practice of "preconditioning
the advertiser or timebuyer to be more
receptive to the station or station manager." He said detailed information
from the salesman should come only
when he does a selling job for a pending campaign. "Preconditioning" sales
calls are when the salesman "just wants
to say hello and get acquainted," or
when he calls to say "thank you" for
showing faith in his station.
"Only a small percentage of the presentations I've seen had the fundamental
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Richard Dunn, of Sullivan, Stauffer,
Colwell & Bayles, who discussed the
most important market data needed by
tions." concluded: "There is no agreeagencies,
ment on a single measure of market

Louis J. Hausman, director of the
Television Information Office, holds
up a booklet, "Television and the
Teaching of English," prepared by
TIO as part of its efforts to accentuate
television's
contribution to the community.

facts," Mr. Stumbo charged. He said
a salesman should "stockpile" information, which will give him confidence
leading to sales. Mr. Stumbo said pictures of antennas, studio shots, etc., are
irrelevant. "We want to know all about
the station's acceptance in the market,
its schedule, affiliation, unique market
factors, population facts, retail sales
within the station's primary coverage
area, audience profiles, merchandising
activities, success stories, availabilities,
rate cards and the station's programpolicy." ■ Criticism of television
Tv'smingCritics
means that the medium is important,
Louis Hausman, director of the Television Information Office, told a panel
on Monday. He added that this criticism, however, must be met with information on the significant programs television isscheduling and with facts that
can dispel misconceptions about tv. A
Television Information Office slide presentation was shown.
Market Data ■ An agency panel for
medium-to-large markets told a session
on Monday afternoon that stations
should standardize marketing data so
that information on one market can be
compared to that of a similar-sized
market. The panel thought (1) the
BPA should form a committee to establish uniform marketing data in consultation with a group of representative advertising agencies and (2) stations in
an individual market should develop an
annual analysis of their market, rather
than piecemeal presentations. The
panelists were William Chisman, Lennen & Newell; Jackie DeCosta, Ted
Bates & Co., and Robert Widholm,
Doherty, Clifford, Steers & Shenfield.
At a market data panel for small-tomedium markets, Ray Stone of Maxou

strength . . . the solution is the selection of items that can be equated as a
single unit of measure. What to use,
therefore, becomes a matter of good,
sound, economic judgment and some
skill in convincing others as to the
merits or validity of those selected," he
said.
The third panelist, George Johannasen of Russell Research, offered suggestions for sending information to the
right persons. Dorothy Mugford,
WNEP-TV Scranton, Pa., served as
moderator.
The Budget ■ A session on promotionadvertising budgets brought agreement
from the three panelists that the chief
financial executive of the station — the
controller, treasurer or business manager— should be cultivated by the promotion-advertising director so that expenditures ofan unclassified nature are
not charged regularly to the promotion
budgets.
James Evans, WTAR-TV Norfolk,
described a joint advertising-promotion
project underwritten by three tv stations
in the Tidewater area to sell the market
to national and regional advertisers.
Funds for the budget were provided
equally by WTAR-TV, WAVY-TV and
WVEC-TV, he said. Responsibility for
overseeing the expenditures of the advertising agency was given to one person. He reported that no direct increase
in advertising on the stations has developed, tohis knowledge, but the cooperating stations believe that this cooperative effort will "pay off" shortly.
Kent Stuart, KMBC-AM-TV Kansas
City, estimated about 4% of the stations' annual gross sales is spent on
advertising-promotion. He said Metropolitan Broadcasting recently assumed
ownership of the stations and has instituted apolicy of budget control in
contrast with the previous management.
Robert Draughon, KTUL-TV Tulsa
and KATV (TV) Little Rock, said
budgets at his stations are divided into
three categories — newspaper advertising, all other space and time, and miscellaneous, including promotion, photographs, engravings, etc. For accounting purposes, he added, his department
is charged with a set monthly figure,
though there are months when expenditures exceed this amount.
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GILT

COMPLEX

A media buyer endeared himself to Client X because a spot schedule
he bought upped sales markedly in the Washington area.* This so
pleased the boss that he came through with a bonus. Bursting with
enthusiasm for Washington, D.C., the buyer rushed out and bought
two gold-plated replicas of the city's best-known landmark.
The media buyer's wife decided replicas of the Washington monument
looked slightly ostentatious in the front yard. Our friend sold them
for $600 each, making a 20% profit on one, suffering a 20% loss on
the other.
Did he sustain a profit or loss on the whole transaction, and how
much?
Send in the right answer and win the Washington monument.
Puzzle
adaptedcourtesy
from Dudeney's
"Amusements
Mathematics,"
Reprinted
Dover Puhlications,
Inc., inN.Y.
14, N.Y.
* Like many alert media buyers who know their ABC's and ARB's, he bought
WMAL-TV exclusively.

Washington,
D. C. v
-t
wmal
An Evening Star Broadcasting Company Station, represented by H-R Television, Inc.
Affiliated with WMAL and WMAL-FM, Washington, D. C.J WSVA-TV and WSVA,
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Harrisonburg, Va.
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No

need

for RIO,

promoters

told

Does radio have a "tarnished image?"
Does the medium need a "Radio Information Office" to improve its public
relations? The consensus of a Broadcasters Promotion Assn. convention panel on this subject was that an RIO, similar to television's Television Information Office is not only unnecessary, but
couldn't
medium ifdoit adidtotal
exist.job for the whole
Participating in the discussion were
Bob Cheyne, sales promotion director,
WHDH Boston (panel moderator) ; Jay
Barrington, assistant to the general manager, WDAF Kansas City, Mo.; John
Sullivan, vice president and general
manager, WNEW New York, and John
Gilbert, vice president and general manager, WXYZ Detroit.
Mr. Barrington said radio is too diversified amedium for one organization
to solve its problems. Rather, he said,
it is the job of each individual station
to improve the complete medium's image through better programs, ethical
sales techniques and intensive promotion.
"We in radio have done a stinking
job," Mr. Gilbert said. "Basically, we're
salesmen, but we're the greatest bunch
of negative salesmen," he continued,
stressing that most radio stations sell
time at the expense of competing radio
stations rather than competing media.
Mr. Gilbert favored a central information office for radio, but thought it
should be made a function of an existing organization, such as NAB or RAB.
But, he said, such an office should represent all segments of radio.
Mr. Sullivan said, "We surely need"
Harris shows judges how
The case for television cameras
in the courtroom was presented by
Jack Harris, vice president and general manager of KPRC-TV Houston,
last week before the National Assn.
of Municipal Judges annual convention Nov. 5.
Mr. Harris was accompanied by
Ray Miller, the
station's news
director, who
showed with
a 12 - minute
film how
K P R C-TV
films proceedings of the
Houston
courts without
intruding upon
the court.
Mr. Harris
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a better image. The goal can be achieved by first making programs better
and then making the public know about
the improvement. He said, "I'd rather
have someone tell me 'I have listened
to you and you stink' instead of 'radio,
what's that?' ... I'd rather be connected
with a great station that is one among
many good stations, than be with a great
station because there are so few good

BPA
ones." makes

first awards

for on-air promotion
The first annual Broadcasters' Promotion Assn. awards for on-the-air promotion excellence were presented in New
York last week. In presenting the
awards at a luncheon Nov. 7, John F.
Hurlbut, outgoing president of BPA,
noted that a three-year study by BPA
and the conviction that broadcasters
have not given their own media the
attention that advertisers do led BPA
to establish the citations.
There were 16 awards to tv stations,
and 13 in radio (including one to a tv
station for promotion on radio). A
total of 399 entries from more than
100 stations were received.
Awards of merit (inscribed paper
weights) and honorable mention citations (wall plaques) were presented in
the following categories for both radio
and tv: station image, special events
and programs, and personalities and
programs. The awards:
TELEVISION
Station Image ■ Award of merit: KTRKTV and KHOU-TV,
both in Houston.
orable mention: WJRT(TV)
Flint, HonMich.;
WSM-TV Nashville; KCMO-TV Kansas
City;
KDKA-TV
Pittsburgh;
WBNS-TV
Columbus, Ohio; KMTV(TV) Omaha.
Special Events and Programs ■ Award of
merit: WFGA-TV Jacksonville. Fla.; KREM-

tv covered trial
Included were scenes from a murder trial filmed with sound cameras
out of sight. The cameras were
placed strategically before the trial
and left in place throughout. No
floodlights were used, just stronger
lights replacing the regular courtroom lights. The audio was tapped
from the courtroom sound system.
Mr. Harris, in his address to the
200 judges, said television's greatest
challenge today is to remain free
ming.
from government control of programCanon 35 of the American Bar
Assn.'s statement of ethics says photography and broadcasting in courts
tend to distract witnesses and degrade
the court and should not be permitted.

Poll persuasion
WWLP (TV) Springfield,
Mass., claimed victory over its
newspaper rivals in the election
of Charles V. Ryan as mayor over
the newspaper-supported incumThomasMr.
J. O'Connor.
stationbent,
said
Ryan used The
no
newspaper advertising in his campaign, relying instead on tv, while
Mr. O'Connor had the endorsement and support of local papers.
WWLP did not specifically endorse Mr. Ryan, but carried editorials to answer statements appearing in the three local newspapers during the campaign.
Equal time was provided in each
case for Mr. O'Connor to reply,
according to WWLP.
TV Spokane. Honorable mention: WCKT
(TV)
Miami. and Programs ■ Award of
Personalities
merit: KTVU(TV) Oakland (two awards),
KFMB-TV San Diego. Honorable mention:
WJBK-TV Detroit, KYW-TV Cleveland.
Station Image ■ RADIO
Award of merit: WANE:
Ft. Wayne;
KBOX
Dallas. Honorable mention:
CKVL
Verdun,
WHAS Louisville, Ky. Que; WJBK Detroit;
Special Events and Programs: Award of
merit: KSFO San Francisco; WLWI(TV)
Indianapolis. Honorable mention: WLS
Chicago; WHAS Louisville.
Personalities and Programs: Award of
merit: KCBS San Francisco; KNX Hollywood. Honorable mention: WJAS Pittsburgh; KRLD Dallas.
New fm-only network
FM Broadcasting System, Chicago,
announced it has arranged a network of
35 fm stations in 26 markets which
advertisers may buy with single contracts, atsavings over individual station
purchases.
FM Broadcasting System is a whollyowned subsidiary of Keystone Broadcasting System. John Hartigan is national sales manager. He said contracts
have been signed by 32 fm stations and
three outlets have made oral commitments. One-time one-minute rate is
$3,800. FMBS is at 1 1 1 W. Washington St., Chicago 2, 111.
Helping hands to KHAR
KHAR Anchorage, Alaska, which
was virtually destroyed by a fire Oct.
27, last week returned to the air —
with rival KENI, that city, and RCA
furnishing helping hands.
The RCA factory in Camden, N.J.,
sent two tons of transmitting equipment to the stricken station, "faster
service than we usually receive on our
normal mail deliveries up here," according to Willis R. Harpel, owner of
KHAR. Rival KENI loaned KHAR a
portable studio, enabling it to return
to the air sooner than planned. KHAR
is a 5 kw fulltime station operating on
590 kc.
Damage amounted to $15,000.
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Because transmitters get fussed over only when
transmitters have a proven record of less down
Collins 20V-3

1, 000/500/2 5 0-watt AM
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they break down, and Collins
time than any others. ■

Transmitter

The

incorporates the time-

proven circuitry of the 20V-2, with which you may be better acquainted. And,
like all Collins transmitters, it's completely tested on your frequency before
delivery. ■ Write us today for complete information.
COLLINS

RADIO

COMPANY

• CEDAR

RAPIDS

• DALLAS

• BURBANK

• NEW YORK

* Collins' transmitter design won the Award of Excellence at the 1961 Western Electronic Show & Convention,

COLLINS

NORTH
Broadcasters

CAROLINIANS

PLAN

hear sharp comments

A paid executive secretary for the
North Carolina Assn. of Broadcasters
in the very near future was made a
probability last week.
At their annual fall meeting the
North Carolina group voted overwhelmingly in favor of authorizing the board
to proceed with a plan which contemplates acontract with a public relations
firm, one of whose executives would
become executive secretary of NCAB.
The firm would take over the mechanical operation of the association itself,
making insurance collections, handling
personnel referrals and setting up the
details of the two annual meetings.
The executive secretary would actively campaign to improve broadcasting's
image in the area, would organize sales
clinics and generally promote plans to
make the group more effective as a unit,
according to Floyd Fletcher, WTVD
Durham, retiring president of NCAB
(for new officers see page 85).
The plan will be made possible by
increasing the NCAB annual budget
to $15,000 with radio station assessments running from $100 to $500 and
television stations to $750. The association has 125 members.
Trade press reports that some agen-

only

PAID

STAFF

on tv rate confusion

cies had little interest in radio as a national spot medium (Broadcasting,
Oct. 30, 1961) were referred to by an
agency executive who charged that stations themselves were often responsible.
Pointing out that radio has been
around a long time, Montague L. Boyd
Jr., vice president in charge of the Atlanta office of DArcy Advertising, suggested that while there have been many
changes, including those made necessary
by the arrival of television, most of
these changes have made the medium
better than ever. But stations, he
charged, have failed in some measure to
carry this message to the agencies. In
many cases agencies find it difficult to
do business with radio stations.
"Many stations don't have any real
policy regarding local and national television rates," Mr. Boyd said. An agency like D'Arcy will buy time in any of
the ways that a station will sell it—
through representatives, direct or locally
through a dealer. The difference between national and local rates varies
widely from market to market, he
pointed out. While the average shows
the national is about twice the local
rate, sometimes it is 10 or 12 times as
much. How this rate is determined is

serious

buyers
your

will

learn

identity

We do not send out lists. Every sale is handled on
an individual basis. You are revealed only to serious,
financially responsible buyers. You avoid the risks of
selling without our deep knowledge of markets
. . . and are further protected by our
reputation for reliability!

I3Lji^VCI£I5TJf^/]^J
& Company,
RADIO • TV • NEWSPAPER BROKERS
NEGOTIATIONS • FINANCING • APPRAISALS
WASHINGTON, D. C.
lamesV.W.Harvey
Blackburn
Jack
loseph M. Sitrick
RCA Building
FEderal 3-9270
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Robert M. Baird
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Inc.

BEVERLY HILLS
Colin
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a question to which every agency man
would like an answer.
"Decide what you want for your
time and stick to it," the agency executive advised.
"Phonies who will put a new cynical
or shocking twist in a routine plot,
sprinkle it with profanity, inject a judicious amount of pornographic titilation and hail it as a masterpiece of
mature programming" were put on
notice by the industry's chief code administrator.
Robert D. Swezey, director of the
Code Authority of the National Association ofBroadcasters, pointed out that
while there will always be phonies, of
which the broadcaster must beware,
"this is a field in which some few things
will be beautifully done and credit will
be achieved for the industry." Sexy
box office "smasharoos," being produced
by the motion picture industry for
movie theaters, were singled out as a
problem in the making for television
stations. "The motion pictures seem
to me to have given up virtually all
pretense of self-restraint without occaany noticeable
public
ment andsioning
censure.
. . . The
moralsresentand
mores of motion picture production
have real interest for broadcasting. Not
only are radio and tv carrying considerable motion picture advertising, but
it is assumed that, before long, we will
be offered some of these box-office
smasharoos for television exhibition."
Pointing out that the increasing interest in programming of late has
brought "charges and counter charges
of
censorship Robert
by the
commission,"
Commissioner
T. Bartley
denied
that there was any basis in fact for the
complaints. Much of the heat and
furor is, in his opinion, occasioned by
a lack of understanding of censorship.
Theodore F. Koop, Washington vice
president of CBS, spoke at the banquet
meeting and Milton Fruchtman, of
Capital dressed
Cities
Broadcasting
the luncheon
session. Co., adChanging hands
ANNOUNCED ■ The following sales of
station interests were reported last week
subject to FCC approval:
■ KRMG Tulsa, Okla.: Sold by Meredith Publishing Co. to Swanco Broadcasting Corp. for $500,000. Swanco is
headed by Gilbert C. Swanson, Omaha
industrialist, as chairman, and includes
George A. Bolas, Chicago advertising
executive, as president, and Kenneth R.
Greenwood as executive vice president.
Swanco owns KIOA Des Moines,
KLEO Wichita and KQEO Albuquerque. Meredith owns KCMO-AMFM-TV Kansas City, KPHO-AM-TV
Phoenix, WOW-AM-FM-TV Omaha
and WHEN-AM-TV Syracuse, N. Y.
KRMG is fulltime on 740 kc with 50
BROADCASTING, November 13, 1961

kw day, 25 kw night.
■ WJBW New Orleans, La.: Sold by
Sherwood Tarlow and associates to
Carmen Macri for $250,000. Mr.
Macri is 20% owner of WZOK Jacksonville, Fla. The Tarlow group owns
WHIL Medford, Ore.; WARE Ware,
Mass., and WWOK Charlotte, N. C.
WJBW operates fulltime on 1230 kc
with 250 w. Broker was Blackburn &
Co.
APPROVED ■ The following transfers
of station interests were among those
approved by the FCC last week (for
other commission activities see For
The Record, page 97).
■ WSTV - AM - FM - TV Steubenville,
Ohio; WBOY-AM-TV Clarksburg,
W. Va.; KODE-AM-TV Joplin, Mo.;
WRGP-TV Chattanooga, Tenn.; WPITAM-FM Pittsburgh, Pa.; WSOL Tampa, Fla., and WRDW-TV Augusta, Ga.:
Transferred by Jack N. Berkman and
associates to United Printers & Publishers Inc. in which Jack N. and Louis
Berkman and families have major interests. Transaction involved purchase
of Pittsburgh, Tampa and Augusta
properties for $1,350,000 and exchange
of stock for Steubenville, Clarksburg,
Joplin and Chattanooga properties.
United Printers & Publishers, greeting
card and specialties firm, is 26.1%
owned by the Louis Berkman Co., and
10.5% by Parkersburg Steel Co. (in
which the Berkman family has a major
interest). Commissioner Robert T.
Bartley dissented.
■ WEZL Richmond, Va.: Sold by Ben
Strouse, Samuel E. Feldman and Leon
B. Back to Eastern States Radio Corp.
for $175,000. Eastern States is equally
owned by Robert A. Monroe and Metropolitan Small Business Investment
Corp. Mr. Monroe has interests in
WAAA Winston-Salem and WSRC
Durham, both North Carolina. Commissioners Robert T. Bartley and Frederick W. Ford dissented.

Bright said. H & B American claims
to be the largest CATV company, having invested more than $9 million since
last November in systems which currecently are feeding tv program service
via cables to more than 2.6 million
viewers in 1 1 states and Canada.
FIGHT

FOR

FREEDOM

Broadcaster's progress slow,
Johnson tells Illinois group
Illinois broadcasters were warned last
weekend that little progress is being
made domin
broadcasting's fight for freeof information.
The warning came from Leslie C.
Johnson, vice president and general
manager of WHBF-AM-TV Rock Island, speaking before the annual Illinois
Broadcasters Assn. convention in Chicago. Delegates from member stations
also heard Ward L. Quaal, vice president and general manager of WGNAM-TV Chicago, talk on other broadcasting needs.
Mr. Johnson reported to the IBA as
chairman of the freedom on information committee for the group. Noting
that Illinois broadcasters were among
the first "to take up the cudgels for
broadcasting's freedom from government censorship," he said that their

efforts in this direction have got nowhere. While attempts to "hamstring
broadcasting" seem to be growing apace
in Washington, he declared, the NAB
"has made no special effort" to ensure
that broadcasting is given the rights
guaranteed it by the First Amendment.
"In effect," Mr. Johnson stated,
"NAB's president is not fully and completely inthe membership camp in this
issue," but gives the impression he
would be satisfied with a "half-free"
status for broadcasting. This willingness by the top national representative
for the industry to settle for second
best, he maintained, "is fatal to broadcasting's desire for top legislative and/
or Supreme Court decisions on broadcasting's freedom under the ConstituMr. Johnson urged that a resolution
be sent to NAB President Collins demanding action by the NAB on setting
a "specific course for the initiation of
appropriate action" to ascertain whether
tion."
broadcasters
"are free, half free, or, in
effect, a governmental bureau subject
to the shifting winds of politics."
Mr. Quaal emphasized the need for
a "professional" attitude by broadcasters.
This sort of attitude is necessary today, he explained, because of the tremendous national impact of radio and
tv and the vast responsibilities which

NEW

ENGLAND — Daytime radio station with fine physical plant located in beautiful substantial community.
Industrious owner-operator could easily increase gross
to over $120,000.00. Priced at $200,000.00 on terms.
ANOTHER H&L EXCLUSIVE.
SOUTHWEST — Major network VHF-TV affiliate plus full
time radio station. Combined annual gross $170,000.00plus. Absentee-owned. Sale includes two buildings and
50 acres of land. Total price $305,000.00 with
$60,000.00 down and attractive terms. ANOTHER H&L
EXCLUSIVE.

■ KWG Stockton, Calif.: Sold by
KMO Inc. to Roland B. Vaile and associates for $158,200. Mr. Vaile is former general manager of KTOO Las
Vegas. Commissioners Robert T. Bartley and Frederick W. Ford dissented.
H & B gets Lovington catv
H & B American Corp., has acquired
its 17th community antenna tv system,
the Lovington (N. M.) Antenna &
Service Co., serving 1,800 subscribers,
David E. Bright, H & B president, announced. Tex-Mex Communications
Co., carrying standard tv signals via
microwave from a relay point in Denver
City, Tex., to the Lovington CATV
operation, will be acquired as soon as
FCC approval can be obtained, Mr.
BROADCASTING, November 13, 1961
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fall to station operators as a result.
"Top management must involve itself more thoroughly on a day-to-day
basis if radio and television programming is to be upgraded to the point
where the industry will truly become a
profession and attain its true potential," Mr. Quaal said.
The problems of broadcasting today
CBS

INC.

QUARTERLY

stem from the station population explosion following World War II and
the shortage of sufficiently trained administrative personnel to manage them,
Mr. Quaal said. He called for a greatly increased program of in-company
training for young executives to meet
the shortage.

EARNINGS

UP

Paley, Stanton cite high 1960 earnings for CBS-TV
The management of CBS Inc. told
sued; stockholders will receive nontransferable order forms for their fracstockholders last week that the comtional share interests).
pany "has now recovered from the efThe report also noted that the recent
fects of the 1960-1961 recession" and
discontinuance of the CBS Electronics
that third-quarter earnings per share
were about 15% higher than for the Division in Danvers and Lowell, both
same period last year.
Massachusetts, will eliminate that diThe report, signed by Board Chairvision's "drain on earnings." The losses
and expenses involved, estimated at $5
man William S. Paley and President
Frank Stanton, also asserted that the million after applicable tax credits, will
be charged against retained earnings,
CBS-TV network's 1960 earnings "were
not against income, the report said.
greater than those of the other two netThe report showed that the corporaworks combined." This was evident,
tion's net sales for the first nine months
the report explained, from the FCC's
report on 1960 network television prof- of this year were up, totaling $339,018,246 as against $336,582,220 for the
its (Broadcasting, Sept. 4).
same period last year. But consolidated
In their references to the 1960-61
net income for the same period was
recession, Messrs. Paley and Stanton
also said: "Our studies show that tele- down from $15,496,313 in the first
nine months of 1960 to $12,653,513
vision advertising goes into a recession
this
year.
much later, and is not so severely afFor the third quarter, net sales
fected as the business economy in general. Further, the duration of the re- amounted to $98,250,501 as against
cession is shorter, and the decline in $104,760,250 for the corresponding
sales less drastic, than for competing
1960 period, but consolidated net income was up — from $2,827,144 in the
media such as newspapers and magathird quarter last year to $3,244,181 in
iznes."
The upbeat report was issued followthis year's third quarter. Third-quarter
ing a board meeting last Wednesday at earnings per share were put at 38 cents
which the directors declared a cash
as compared to 33 cents (adjusted for
stock dividend) for the third period
dividend of 35 cents a share on comlast year.
mon stock, payable Dec. 8 to stockholders of record Nov. 24. The board
Earnings for the first nine months of
also declared a 3 % stock dividend to be
1961 were equivalent to $1.47 per
share as compared to $1.80 per share
paid Dec. 18 to stockholders of record
Nov. 24 (no fractional shares will be is- for the first nine months of 1960.
Columbia Broadcasting System, Inc, and domestic subsidiaries
Income Statements
Nine months ended
SEPT. 30, 1961
OCT. 1, 1960
(39 weeks)
(39 weeks)
Net sales
$339,018,246 $336,582,220
Cost of sales
240,256,737 234,284,825
Selling, general and administrative expenses
72,518,407 68,466,608
Operating income
26,243,102 33,830,787
Other income
3,187,931 3,106,220
Other deductions
1,713,520 1,535,694
Income before federal income taxes
27,717,513 35,401,313
Federal income taxes
15,064,000 19,905,000
Net income
$ 12,653,513 $ 15,496,313
Net income per share
$147
$1.80
The operations of the CBS Electronics Division, which had been engaged in the manufacture and
sale of semiconductor devices, receiving tubes and related products, were discontinued in the
Summer of 1961. Substantially all of the assets of this division have been disposed of. Losses and
expenses of approximately five million dollars (after applicable tax credits) related to this disposition will be charged to retained earnings.
Net income per share is based on the average number of shares outstanding during the respective
nine months' periods, adjusted for 1960 stock dividend. The 1961 results are subject to year-end
adjustments and to audit by Lybrand, Ross Bros. & Montgomery.
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KETV was ready
KETV (TV) Omaha reported
last week it had an exclusive on a
recent kidnap story of the return
of four-year-old Glenda Jennings
who was allegedly kidnaped from
her home in Oklahoma in June
1960.
An unidentified person, according to the station, called KETV to
say the child would be returned
— but demanded that there be no
news break until the mother had
claimed her.
A KETV news team went to the
Omaha orphanage where the child
had been located, obtained permission from the institution to shoot
a news feature there (which was
used on the station) and filmed
several feet of the little girl at
When the story broke; KETV
play.
was ready with its filmed story.

WTMJ-TV

awaits tv study
WTMJ-TV Milwaukee is awaiting
compilation of the results of a survey
covering television's relationship to juvenile delinquency [Closed Circuit, Nov.
6]. The basic questionnaire was drawn
up by Dr. Wilbur Schramm, of the
Stanford U. communications department.
Dr. Schramm will digest the findings
of the survey "for whatever benefit it
will be to communications and the industry." Preliminary results will
made
available about Dec. 1. They bewill
be
statistical in nature and Dr. Schramm
will provide an analysis of the findings,
according to George Comte, WTMJAM-TV general manager.
Lexington International
formed as finance firm
The formation of Lexington International Inc., New York, to provide
venture capital and financial management counsel was announced last week.
The company president is Herbert L.
Gordon, formerly a director and vice
president in charge of operations of
United Artists Corp. He will continue
as a director of UA. With Mr. Gordon is Milton S. Gordon, president of
his own investment firm, as a director,
and William C. MacMillen Jr., until recently board chairman of Colonial
Trust Co., New York, chairman of the
board. The two Gordons are not kin.
The film and television industries
will be the major area of activity, according toLexington officials, although
its operation
industry. will encompass other types
of
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lt fcakes 50>000 watts of power to cover the
expanding South Florida market...and that
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Stations
ASCAP

resist
log plan

ASCAP's plan to have radio-tv stations submit logs to the society for use
in calculating broadcast performance
credits is being resisted by stations,
Stanley Adams, president, told the society's semi-annual membership meeting
in New York last Wednesday (Nov. 8).
Mr. Adams told the meeting that
"we expect problems from stations
which will not cooperate" with the
undertaking. He read excerpts of letters from three stations, which he said
are "typical" of those received on
ASCAP's proposal. The gist of the

letters, Mr. Adams adds, was that
ASCAP's plan would be "burdensome
and expensive and one station said it
would be forced to dispense with
ASCAP music if it were forced to provide the logs." tapes of programs are
Currently,
made by an independent organization
during a sampling period. The log proposal would cut the cost of figuring
credits, Mr. Adams said, and also reduce the chance of failure to identify
performances properly.
A treasurer's report on the first seven
months of operation, also presented to
the west coast membership meeting of
ASCAP in September (Broadcasting,
Sept. 25, 1961), showed domestic in-

ASSOCIATION Of BROADCAST! MS

come was $19,683,306, compared with
$19,668,982 for the corresponding
period of 1960.
During the open discussions Josie
Carey, who said she had appeared on
both commercial and educational tv
stations, protested ASCAP's issuance of
gratuitous licenses to educational outlets, asserting that this practice deprives
her and other song writers of payments
for the use of her music on such stations. A number of songwriters protested that ASCAP's survey system for
determining payments is unfair to
"small" writers and publishers.

Women

have advantage

in tv, says Miss Keith
Women have many opportunities in
television, Alice Keith, president of the
National Academy of Broadcasting,
told a meeting of
the D. C. UniverClub last
sityweek.
Women's
Miss Keith
cited the many
kinds of positions
open to women andin
broadcasting

SEAL
OF GOOD
PRACTICE
TELEVISION CODE

said radio-tv is
more than jockeyMiss Keith

'S

TULSA

To some this is a seal. To us at
KVOO-TV it stands for a way of business.
It represents our pledge of quality
operation and performance to our
advertisers and our viewers. It means
that KVOO-TV works to maintain its
position as Tulsa's finest station.

KVOO

*

TV

fte)JT**t* t<d by
[Edward! Potry 4 I Co.. Inc.)
Tbt Oriyinal Station Krpremitatit
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ing discs and reading news. She said
women aspiring to success in broadcasting should study announcing, scriptwriting, news, music programming, foreign language pronunciation, diction,
drama, journalism and publicity.
On programming, Miss Keith urged
listeners to make their wishes known
to sponsors as well as station managers.
She said there is "widespread demand"
for "more diversified fare" in radio programs, particularly children's shows.
CBS buys 10% interest
in Trinidad tv permit
CBS has obtained a 10% interest in
a station to be constructed in Trinidad,
British West Indies.
Merle S. Jones, president of CBS
Television Stations Division, announced
the transaction last week and said that
other participants in ownership of the
new station will be Rediffusion (West
Indies) Ltd., an affiliate of Associated
Rediffusion of England; the government
of Trinidad and Tobago and Scottish
Television Ltd. It will be the first tv
station in Trinidad, an island with a
population of 826,000.
A network spokesman said negotiations are in progress "anticipating the
possibility of CBS equity participation in
television stations in several other countries." CBS currently is associated with
local interests in television production
agreements in Argentina and Peru, and,
in addition,
has an agreement with RAI
of
Italy.
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Your product is in the Western New York spotlight when you spot your sales
effort on WBEN-TV.
WBEN-TV, with its high tower and maximum power, delivers a 15-county area
in Western New York and Northeastern Pennsylvania, plus a bonus audience
of over 2,000,000 people living on the Canadian Niagara Peninsula.
And you get more than coverage. You get impact! For Channel 4 — Buffalo,
is the television pioneer of the area — with 13 years of audience loyalty to its
credit, over a decade of leadership in audience preference.
Don't hide your product story under a bushel. Spotlight it in the clear, bright
picture of WBEN-TV. See how your TV dollars count for more on Channel 4.

Get the facts from Harrington, Righter & Parsons,
National Representatives
CH.

V
T
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The Buffalo
Evening
News
Station
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CBS in Buffalo

still bright in radio. The network -m
could cite the following:
On the commercial side: the signing of nine new advertisers in Mr.
Godfrey's show on the network. Activity: the return to New York of the
radio-tv star after a personal appearance tour through the South and Midwest. (He traveled 5,000 miles on
an eight-city journey that included
11 radio programs and a total live
audience of 24,000 people. At the
U. of Texas, he taped a broadcast
before 6,500 students).
The burnishing of the Godfrey image closely followed the 32nd anniversary broadcast of a month ago
which featured Mr. Godfrey (1); Dr.
Frank Stanton, CBS Inc. president,
and Arthur Hull Hayes (r) , CBS Rapresident. Trio's
favorite topic
theirdioon-the-air
conversation:
radio.in
Polishing the Godfrey 'image'
CBS Radio last week was touting
veteran
radio skills.
personality's
commercial
The on-the-air
Godfrey
the "Arthur Godfrey brand of salesimage,
according
to
CBS
Radio, is
manship," as the network calls the

The verdict: a bright future for the
medium. Dr. Stanton said he thought
radio today is doing a "much better
job" than five years ago.
Lyons

gives television

poor report card
American television, so far, has not
achieved the stature of the best of the
nation's newspapers, Louis M. Lyons,
curator of the Nieman Fellowships at
Harvard, said Nov. 3 in a speech sharply critical of the broadcast medium.
"Television is still in its adolescence
and we do not know what it will grow
up to be," he told the Modern Forum
of
Los institution
Angeles. is"But
failure
as an
that itsit great
did not
rise
in the great tradition of journalism
and realize that its operation should be
independent of its advertisers."
"The money of the advertiser calls
the tune in tv," he elaborated. It is as
though a newspaper had an editorial
page only if the big department store
sponsored it; or ran a financial column
only if the bank wanted to pay for it.
Until the management of broadcasting shapes its own programs, we won't
have responsible programming."
Television's "impact is enormous,"
Mr.
Lyons
allowed.
"Thehasprinted
cannot
match
it. Tv
stolenword
the
glamour and much of the dynamics of
the newspaper. It scoops the front
IWEST WEST WEST WEST WEST WEST WEST WEST WESl
ST WEST
NOW ON RADIO WEST
WEST WEST BRIGHT NEW WEST PERSONALITY WESl
REPORTING NEWS OF THE WEST
!
WEST WEST WEST WEST WEST WESl
IT WEST WEST WEST WEST WEST WE
Represented Nationally by Avery-Knodel, Inc
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page. But it has no inside pages."
WICE reporter assaulted
A radio newsman was seized and
slashed Nov. 4 by four Negroes after
he had read a report on a riot, his
station, WICE Providence reported. Injured was newsman George Norton,
who was told by his assailants "to be
a good boy" when reporting incidents
about their race, according to WICE.
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WKZO-TV Can Light Your

Sales Success In Kalamazoo -Grand
NSI SURVEY— GRAND RAPIDS-KALAMAZOO AREA
February 20-March 19, 1961
STATION TOTALS
Homes Delivered
WKZO-TV STATION B
Mon. thru Fri.
9 a.m. -Noon
Noon-3 p.m.
3 p.m.-6 p.m.
Sun. thru Sat.

48,400
65,900
56,400

155,600
6 p.m.-9 p.m.
9 p.m. -Midnight 138,200

Per Cent of Total
STATION B
WKZO-TV

Rapids!

WKZO-TV's 1000-foot tower can be your guide to
greater sales activity in the rapidly growing KalamazooGrand Rapids area.

34,000
53,800
71,900

58.7
55.0
43.9

45.0
56.1

Your commercials on WKZO-TV will reach an average
of 80% more homes than on Station B, Sunday through
Saturday, 6 p.m.-Midnight (NSI— Feb. 20-March 19,
1961). You'll be building for the future in a good
market, too. Both Kalamazoo and Grand Rapids are
among the 55 fastest-growing markets in America.

96,800
66,200

61.7
67.6

38.3
32.4

And if you want all the rest of outstate Michigan worth
having, add WWTV, Cadillac-Traverse City, to your
WKZO-TV schedule.

41.3

Sources: Sales Management Survey of Buying Power and Television Magazine.
ifcThe earliest U.S. lighthouse was first lit September 14, 1716 on Little Brewster Island in Boston Harbor.

WKZOTV
100,000 WATTS
• CHANNEL 3 • lOOO' TOWER
Studios in Both Kalamazoo and Grand Rapids
For Greater Western Michigan
Avery-Knodel, Inc., Exclusive National Representatives
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Radio-tv

covered

LA

fire all the

way

KTLA SETS PACE FOR ROUND-THE-CLOCK FIRE WATCH
Los Angeles broadcasters won the at 1:14 a.m. Tuesday.
KTLA continued its comprehensive
thanks of a grateful community last
week for their round-the-clock cover- coverage the second day of the fire, signing on an hour early (at 7:34 a.m.)
age of the worst fire in the city's hiswith a live report, from ground, air and
tory. They also demonstrated once
more the importance of radio and tele- newsroom, that ran until the start of
vision in time of emergency, not only the regular day's programming at 8:30
by keeping the public informed of the a.m.
Praised by fellow Los Angeles broadprogress of the fire but by relaying upto-the-minute instructions by police and
casters for "a job we can all be proud
fire officials that kept idle spectators out of," as one station manager put it,
KTLA was also cited by Los Angeles
of the trouble area and out of the way
of the fire fighters.
Mayor Sam Yorty for "public service
KMPC broke the story at 8:16 a.m.
of the highest order, deserving the highMonday (Nov. 6) when Herb Green,
pilot of one of the two helicopters
est praise." ■ The intensive fire coverExpensive
which provide the KMPC airwatch reage cost KTLA about $39,000 in preports of rush hour traffic, spotted smoke
emptions of commercial programming,
in Stone Canyon.
the cost of the crews and the equipment
First tv coverage of the fire also expense, Robert Quinlan, program director, estimated.
came from the air, at 8:39 a.m. when
KTTV (TV) had three remote units
the KTLA (TV) Telecopter, a fullyequipped video flying mobile unit, put on the scene. Bill Welsh, special events
a picture on the air from over Stone
director, was stationed with the key
Canyon.
unit at fire fighting headquarters. The
station in addition had four newsreel
KTLA followed its original report
with 10 more before 11:30 a.m., both
units in the field to film fast-breaking
from the air and three ground units, developments. (KTTV has its own
the first of which arrived on the scene
newsreel processing equipment.) Its
at 9:35 a.m., along with Clete Roberts,
log shows news bulletins and cut-ins on
KTLA's news editor-in-chief. Then at the fire starting at 9:21 a.m., with the
11:49 a.m., the station scuttled its reg- first film shown at 11:02 a.m. and the
ular programming and devoted itself first live pickup shortly before noon.
entirely to fire coverage until 11 p.m., a From 1:30 to 7 p.m. KTTV maintained continuous live coverage of the
half-hour summary preceded sign-off
fire, making frequent reports during the
evening hours and the following day.
Burned out
The city's other tv stations kept newsreel crews at the scene. NBC-owned
Los Angeles executives in
KRCA (TV) put special fire newscasts
broadcasting or advertising whose
on at 4-4:10 p.m. Monday and 4-4:15
homes were reported completely
p.m. Tuesday and expanded its 11
destroyed or badly damaged in
o'clock news Tuesday night from 15 to
30 minutes, devoted entirely to the
last week's Brentwood-Bel Aire
fire include: Howard Barnes,
fire. CBS-owned KNXT (TV) used
CBS-TV vice president; Robert
more than half of its hour-long Big
Breckner, vice president and genNews at 6:30-7:30 p.m. each day for
eral manager, KTTV (TV) (damreports of the fire.
aged); Howard Meighan, presiRadio Was There ■ Radio newsman
dent, Videotape Productions of
and mobile units were on the fire front
California; Robert K. Byars, vice
alongside tv and their word pictures of
president of Erwin Wasey, Ruththe conflagration were the first busirauff & Ryan; Howard D. Wilness of the day at most stations. KMPC
liams, chairman of the EWR&R
kept 10 men and four ground units in
finance committee; William A.
the field, under Bob Forward, program
Thomson, EWR&R radio-tv provice president, for the duration of the
duction director (damaged); Lufire, while the two helicopters put in
cille Liets, managing director,
more than 60 hours (at $85 an hour)
Hollywood Advertising Club; Jusof fire reporting from the air.
tin Dart, president, Rexall Drug
At 3:30 vice
Monday
afternoon,
Co.; Neil Reagan, vice president,
executive
president,
Loyd KMPC's
Sigmon,
M-E Productions. Many more,
ordered all commercials canceled to
including NBC Vice President
devote full time to fire coverage.
John West, ABC Vice President
A spot check showed a general recJames Riddell and KMPC Presiognition of the interest of the fire to
dent Bob Reynolds, reported near
everyone in the Los Angeles area and
misses.
the responsibility of radio to provide
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fast, frequent reports. KFWB kept up
to six newsmen and never less than four
at the fire scene throughout the crisis.
KNX had five reporters and two mobile
units on fire duty. KLAC had three
men giving beeper reports from the
field. KABC reported it gave full play
to fire coverage, only occasionally "interrupting it with regular programming." KHJ aired approximately 150
live reports of two to three minutes
each and pre-empted Wednesday's Robert Q. Lewis (6-10 a.m.) program, with
20 minutes of each hour given to fire
reporting.
KRLA devoted some 90% of its
regular news time to the fire, plus nine
hours of special coverage, five hours of
reports from the scene, four from the
station's newsroom. KFI gave seven
hours to fire reports, three of them
pre-empted. KLAC put on nearly eight
hours of fire news and was preparing
a documentary on fire prevention for
broadcast yesterday (Sunday), 8-9 p.m.
KFWB took 15 minutes or more from
each hour's regular programming for
fire reports.
KGBS not only covered the fire for
local airing, but provided on-the-scene
reports to WGBS Miami, WIBG Philadelphia and WSPD Toledo (all involved are owned by Storer Broadcasting Co.). KFMB San Diego sent a
four-man news team into the fire area
along with the airplane normally used
for the station's traffic coverage for
two-way radio direct reports back to
KFMB from the ground and the air
at the disaster area. KFMB also fed
reports to WDAF Kansas City (both
are owned by Transcontinent Television Corp.) and other stations.
NETWORK

NEWS

FURORE

Hagerty stirs argument
over New York election error
NBC News admittedly erred in its
tabulation of votes cast in last Tuesday's
mayoralty election in New York City,
but the loudest complaint came from
ABC.
An inter-network furore was touched
off Thursday when James C. Hagerty,
vice president in charge of news for
ABC, held a news conference "in the
interest
of accurate
reporting."
It was
immediately
followed
by a sharply
worded statement from NBC News, to
which Mr. Hagerty replied with brevity
and dispatch.
NBC News admitted on Wednesday
that it had credited Mayor Wagner
with approximately 50,000 more votes
than he actually received. The error
was explained as a tabulating mistake.
Mr. Hagerty charged at his news
conference that the actual margin of
error was "greater" than that ackBROADCASTING, November 13, 1961
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knowledged. He said NBC announced
shortly before 1 1 p.m. that the mayor's
total vote was 1,284,059, with 5% of
the election districts still missing. "This
was already 49,526 more votes than
the mayor finally received." Figuring
an average of 509 votes per election
district, and estimating the mayor's
share of them, Mr. Hagerty claimed
NBC was off an additional 61,967 —
making a total of 111,493, or a 9%
error in the final vote.
"These inaccuracies in the returns
were not a reflection on either ABC or
CBS," Mr. Hagerty said. "But rivalry
should not impair accuracy of returns
for station advantage. This could discredit the television industry which must
have the complete confidence of the
public in its ability to present returns
with all possible speed, but also with
complete reliability."
A Solution ■ In response to questions,
Mr. Hagerty expressed willingness to
"sit down" with the other networks, and
with people in the city's administration,
to seek a solution that would prevent
such inaccuracies from occurring in

SYRACUSE

CH.

the reporting of future elections.
Mr. Hagerty's remarks immediately
drew the following blast from NBC
News:
"Jim Hagerty is running true to form
— last with the audience and first with
the news conference. The only new
thing about his news conference was the
menu for the day — sour grapes. As a
partisan press agent for 16 years, Hagerty should have learned by now that the
public has no stomach for alibis for
failure. He'd do better if he spent his
energies on getting his audience up
from the 6% level it averaged — onefifth of NBC's audiences — instead of
worrying about NBC. The error in
the NBC Wagner returns that Hagerty
is using to divert attention from ABC's
disastrous performance, was a tabulatmistake
. . ." shot of the day, Mr.
Ininghis
parting
Hagerty said: "I am not interested in
personal attacks, only accurate reportCBS, whose election return coverage
was not challenged in any way, had "no
comment" on the whole affair.
ing."
GOVERNMENT
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HEARING

Six parties set for hearing, four to be added
for 10-way scramble over dropped-in facility
Six of the ten applicants for ch. 9 cuse, by station representative George
in Syracuse, N.Y., were designated for P. Hollingbery, was accepted by the
comparative hearing by the FCC last FCC Nov. 1. This means the FCC can
week. At the same time, the agency issue a final order, setting a hearing
announced that the remaining four date, early in December. The Syracuse channel now is closed to appliwould be consolidated in the hearing
cants— Nov. 7 was the cut-off date —
as soon as they have been pending the
but parties may file for the other two
30 days required by law.
cities until a hearing is ordered.
Similar orders will be forthcoming
among six applicants for ch. 13 Grand
Rochester now is prime for a hearRapids and 11 for ch. 13 Rochester
ing order since the first application
soon after two or more applications there was filed in September and two
have been pending for 30 days. The more on Oct. 6. The first application
FCC is prohibited by law from taking in Grand Rapids also was accepted in
any action on an application for at September while the second did not
least a month. Only one application in come in until Oct. 16.
In the Interim ■ Attorneys for six of
each city had been pending for the required time last week, which prohibited
the Syracuse applicants have met informally with representatives of the
the commission from acting in RochesFCC and expressed a willingness to
ter and Grand Rapids.
Also last week, the FCC replied to try to establish an interim operation, it
a letter from AB-PT President Leonard
is understood. Negotiations have progressed and are in the preliminary stage
Goldenson (Broadcasting, Aug. 21)
in which the agency expressed a con- and the FCC unofficially has taken a
"hands-off" policy as far as serving as
tinuing interest in encouraging some
sort of interim operation in the three an arbitrator.
A commission official said last week
cities pending a final grant. At the
time the commission assigned the three that the agency probably will act favorably on any interim plan in which all
vhf channels to Rochester, Syracuse
and Grand Rapids, it said it would wel- applicants have had a chance to participate. Any talks, however, still are
come proposals for interim operation
(Broadcasting, Aug. 7). Each of the tentative and a firm plan has not been
cities presently has two vhf stations in submitted in any of the cities.
Following are the vital statistics of
operation.
The last application filed for Syra- the six Syracuse applications for ch. 9
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Radio-tv

unsuited

for freedom— Kilgore
The basic freedom of the press cannot be applied to government-licensed
broadcast media, Bernard Kilgore, president of the Wall Street Journal, told
Colby College's annual Elijah Parish
Lovejoy convocation last week.
"We are going to get the idea of freedom of the press dangerously obscured
if we try to stretch it to fit radio and
television," Mr. Kilgore added. He
conceded that the broadcast media do
transmit news and information about
public affairs, "But this does not seem
to be their basic function — the time and
effort they spend on it is generally small
in proportion to that devoted to entertainment," he explained.
Mr. Kilgore was named recipient of
the Lovejoy award, given each year for
distinguished service to journalism. It
honors a Colby alumnus and abolitionist editor who was killed in Alton, 111.,
in 1837 while defending his newspaper
against a pro-slavery mob.
set for hearing last week:
■ Veterans Broadcasting Co., owner
of WVET-AM-TV Rochester and
80.5% of KTVE (TV) El Dorado,
Ark. Seeks 100 kw, antenna 599 ft.
above ground, special temporary authority pending final grant. President and
7.95% (largest single interest) owner is
Ervin F. Lyke. There are over 100
other stockholders.
■ Syracuse Tv Inc., owned by Founders Corp. (80%) and Macmillan RingFree Oil Co. (20%). Founders owns
WFBL Syracuse, WSMB New Orleans
and KORL Honolulu. John M. Shaheen owns 53.6% of Founders. Seeks
STA.
316 kw, antenna 648 ft. above ground,
■ W. R. G. Baker Radio & Tv Corp.,
principals include William V. Stone
(17.28%), Robert J. Conan (17.28%),
T. Frank Dolan Jr. (17.3%), Leonard
P. Market (17.3% ), Richard N. Groves
(8.04%), and others. Seeks 316 kw,
antenna 656 ft. above ground.
■ Onandaga Broadcasting Co., owned
by Marvin H. Sugarman (20%), Asher
S. Markson (12%), F. Robert Gilfoil
Jr. (10%), Vance L. Eckersley (12%),
and 12 others. Seeks 173 kw, antenna
658 ft. above ground, STA.
■ WAGE Inc., owned by Frank G.
Revoir (80%), Alexis N. Muench
(12%), and others. Seeks 79.6 kw,
antenna 961 ft. above ground, STA.
■ Syracuse Civic Tv Assn. Inc., principals include Francis A. Singer
(9.7%), Arthur C. Kyle Jr. and William H. Porter (each 8.5%), Dr. Edward C. Hughes, James G. Brock, John
E. McAuliffe, Richard L. Sandefur and
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Arve S. Wikstrom (each 6.4%), Trevor K. Serviss, Margaret W. Osterlund
and Robert D. Brown (each 4.5%).
Seeks 316 kw, antenna 650 ft. above
ground, STA. Mr. Kyle is stockholder
in WNDR Syracuse, WPDM Potsdam,
N.Y., WACK Newark; Mr. Sandefur
is national sales manager of WNDR.
The remaining Syracuse applicants,
with date filed in parenthesis:
■ Ivy Broadcasting Co. (Oct. 10),
also an applicant for ch. 13 Rochester.
E. E. Erdman, president and majority
owner; Joel Fleming, vice president. Ivy
also owns WOLF Syracuse, WTKO and
WEIV (FM) Ithaca, WOIV (FM)
DeRuyter, WMIV (FM) Bristol Center, WBIV (FM) Wethersfield and
WJUV (FM) Cherry Valley, all New
York. Seeks 100 kw, antenna 483 ft.
above ground, STA.
■ Six Nations Tv Corp. (Oct. 31),
principals include Richard C. Landsman (20%), Donald F. Neubauer
(9%), and others. Seeks 195 kw, antenna 701 ft. above ground, STA. Mr.
Landsman is account executive for
WNEW-TV New York.
■ Salt City Broadcasting Corp. (Oct.
31), principals include The Outlet Co.
(50%), Edward G. Eagan and L. T.
Eagan (each 18.75%), and L. William
Eagan (12.5%). Outlet owns WJARAM-TV Providence, R.I. Seeks 316
kw, antenna 655 ft. above ground.
■ George P. Hollingbery (Nov. 1).
Applicant is chairman of board and
71.35% owner of station representative
firm bearing his name. Seeks 184 kw,
antenna 662 ft. above ground.
Letter to ABC ■ The FCC agreed
with ABC that an interim operation is
highly desirable from a permanent antenna and transmitter site. The agency,
however, rejected ABC*s proposal that
the FCC's chief engineer serve as an
arbitrator to settle disputes among applicants.
The FCC told the network it would,
not be proper for ABC to participate in
financing an interim operation because
it might prejudice negotiations for terms
in future affiliation talks. Also, the
commission rejected ABC's contention
that the staff of any interim operation
should not contain principals in any
of the applicants.
KTBS-TV tall tower approved
The Federal Aviation Agency has
approved the building of a 1,600-ft.
tower for ch. 3 KTBS-TV Shreveport,
La. The site is at the station's present
tower near Mooringsport, La., and will
cost approximately $450,000. An application isbeing prepared and after this
is granted and the tower, tallest in the
South is built, KTBS-TV expects to increase its coverage from 22,000 to 33,000 square miles. Station is an ABCTV affiliate.
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Why can't stations own piece of satellite?
SEN. LONG'S POSER STARTLES HILL HEARING WITNESSES
Why not permit the radio-television
industry to participate in ownership of
the communications satellite system the
U.S. hopes to have in orbit within the
next few years?
Sen. Russell B. Long (D-La.) asked
this novel question last week of witnesses at a heara t eing Monopoly
by his SenS u b c o m mittee on a proposal by anternationalin-common - carriers'
committee
for
private ownership
of thesystem
satellite
(Ax Deadline,

Sen. Long
Oct. 16).
The question startled some of the
witnesses and dismayed others.
Lee Loevinger, head of the Justice
Dept.'s antitrust division, indicated he
hadn't thought of the possibility. But
he said it might not be a bad idea, as
a means of providing the system with
the broadest possible ownership.
FCC Chairman Newton N. Minow,

somewhat taken aback, said he didn't
know of any broadcasters who want to
participate. He also indicated he didn't
think they'd be any more interested in
owning a share of the satellite than
they are of owning AT&T cables.
Omar Crook, chairman of the carrier committee set up by the FCC to
suggest a private ownership plan, dismissed the idea out of hand. Direct
point-to-point television via satellites
"isn't going to come in my lifetime," he
said.
And when it does, he said, "we'll
have a separate satellite devoted to television use."■ Sen. Long was critical of
Critical
the industry committee plan and
the FCC's approach in choosing only
international common carriers to draft
a private-ownership plan. "You have
handled this in such a way," he told
Mr. Minow and the six other commissioners, that potentially competitive
companies are barred.
He said he suspects some companies
probably feel that AT&T, which he said
would wind up with 85% ownership
and use of the system, is destined to
dominate it and that, as a result, "they
better
out." for this view came
Somestaysupport
from S. M. Barr, vice president of Western Union Telegraph Co., which was
a member of the carrier committee but
dissented from the majority view in its
report. Mr. Barr said the committee's

plan would lead to domination by
AT&T, and advocated the widest possible ownership to guard against such
a development.
Sen. Long
also had
said brought
he wouldn't
be
surprised
if AT&T
pressure
on "some of these people" to keep them
out. He said he had no evidence of
pressure, but mentioned the withdrawal
by General Electric of its application
to participate in ownership of any satellite system established.
Mr. Minow said he knew of no pressure and suggested that if Sen. Long
does he should investigate. He said
GE's application was dismissed without
prejudice and that the commission welcomes GE's thoughts on developing a
satellite system. "If there's any feeling
that any company has not been given
fair consideration, I'd like to hear about
it," he said.
Competition Shut Out? ■ These comments did not satisfy Sen. Long, who
said the commission might be discouraging important competition. He said
a separate corporation might be able
to provide better and cheaper service
if permitted to own the system and
compete on that basis with existing international common carriers.
The international common carriers'
plan, submitted by nine companies, is
to create a non-profit corporation which
would operate and manage the satellite
system. The corporation would be
owned by international carriers, but the
government would be represented on its
board by three directors.
Mr. Minow protested that the FCC
has reached no decisions, and that the
FCC, in addition to the carriers' plan,
is considering ownership by a corporation that would compete with the international carriers. Government ownership also is a possibility, he said,
adding that legislation would be rerequested if the commission considers
this the most desirable solution.
Sen. Long's
suggestion
that broad-in
casters be allowed
to participate
ownership of the system reflected his
feeling that ownership should be broadened to include all interested parties,
including aerospace companies, equipment manufacturers and the public. Another reason, he indicated, is that "a
lot of stations" are dissatisfied with
cable rates and would like to have a
voice in what's being done about satellites.
Mr. Minow said he doesn't know of
any complaints. And Bernard Strassburg, assistant chief of the Common
Carriers Bureau, who appeared with
him at the hearing, said cost studies
BROADCASTING, November 13, 1961
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answer to a question, said that "eventually" radio and television will be
among
the
"most important"
of
a communications
satellite. users
But he
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state

didn't agree with the conclusion Sen.
Long drew from this — that the broadcasters should have as much right to
participate in ownership as the telephone companies. "We haven't taken
that view to date," Mr. Minow said.
The FCC, the Justice Dept. and Dr.
E. C. Welsh, executive secretary of the
National Aeronautics and Space Council, who also testified, were handicapped
in commenting on the industry plan
since the FCC proceeding in the matter
is not closed. The deadline for filing
comments is today (Monday).
But the administration officials indicated that the industry plan is not
likely to be adopted in its present form.
Mr. Loevinger said the committee's
recommendations "are not adequate to
achieve the principles" laid down for
ownership and operation of the satellite by the President and the Justice
Dept. He said "its deficiencies are in
its generalities and omissions." Dr.
Welsh said the plan doesn't provide
for "as wide a representative owneras possible
— it's limited."
He added
that shipthe
administration
is considering
a number of alternative proposals.
And the commission, Mr. Minow
indicated, in addition to reviewing the
industry plan and the comments filed
in connection with it, might open a new
chapter in proposals for satellite ownership. He said the commission might
invite firms excluded from the carrier
committee to form a group of their
own to make recommendations.
Macfadden to merge
with Bartell only
Macfadden Publications Inc., New
York, has withdrawn a Securities &
Exchange registration statement that
would have merged Process Lithographers Inc. and Bartell Broadcasting
Corp. in Macfadden. Macfadden is a
major stockholder of Process Lithographers and Bartell owns a majority in
Macfadden.
Macfadden's announcement on Nov.
3 of withdrawal of the registration which
proposed to issue $5.3 million indebentures and stock, stated that the merger
with Bartell will proceed. Terms of this
merger call for an exchange of one
share of Macfadden for each two shares
of Bartell. A new SEC registration will
be filed for this consolidation.
It was understood that the three-way
merger was called off because Process
is12 notmagazines,
in a position
to print Macfadden's
as originally
planned.
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LEE
FCC

WOULD

member

elaborates

JERK

IDLE

on Dallas proposal,

VHFS

live

says

he'll ask that unused vhfs go to non-broadcasters
forded to tv stations now operating than
Commissioner Robert E. Lee said
Friday (Nov. 10) that he will propose
is presently afforded by co-channel tv
rulemaking to the FCC which will destations," Commissioner Lee maintained.
lete
"withdrawn"
and
"unapplied
for"
vhf channels from the broadcast band
Tv Concern ■ He conceded that tv
and reserve them for non-broadcast use.
licensees "could be greatly concerned
by my proposal. However, I see no
Addressing the Manufacturers' Radio
Service of the National Assn. of Manuneed for any
The comfacturers, Commissioner Lee said that
missioner saidapprehension."
the following advantages
would
accrue
for
tv:
1.
The
immediate
the FCC must look outside the nonbroadcast band to solve the clamor for need to shift all tv to uhf would be
additional frequency space for such
lessened "but by no means removed"
by relieving the crowded situation in
users. "I have looked elsewhere for
spectrum vacancies to alleviate these
mobile services. 2. If non-broadcast
users are fitted into vhf, the likelihood
problems and focused attention upon
the unused channels of the vhf tv of any appreciable channel shifting to
satisfy tv requirements would be signifibands," he said. "I propose to . . . place
on the commission agenda appropriate
cantly lessened.
rulemaking to accomplish this purpose."
"Certainly,
from the standpoint of
He did not say when.
the broadcaster, it should be preferable
Expanding on an idea he first exto share a channel with low power radio
pressed in Dallas (Broadcasting, Oct.
devices than with high power tv stations
2), the commissioner said that the vhf
at standard or sub-standard spacings,"
channels removed in deintermixture
Commissioner Lee told the manufacproceedings and unused in other areas
turers.
should be reserved for mobile radio.
The commissioner said that nonHe said 2,000 circuits could be broadcast
services have been treated as
made immediately available for such
a step child by the FCC. He said
use with the eight vhf channels to be
stacking, congestion and mutually dedeleted in pending rulemaking and 50
structive interference are the rule
unassigned channels.
rather than the exception in such servUnder his proposal, mobile operaices. Solutions to the problems cannot
tions on vhf would be permitted at dis- be found in further compressing the
tances of over 150 miles from an existnon-broadcast bands, Commissioner
ing co-channel tv station and with a Lee said in pointing his finger at vhf.
maximum power of 600 watts. "An inA future move of all tv to uhf would
teresting sidelight to operation in the
manner that I have proposed is the open chs. 2-13 for efficient" uses by
services, he stated in disfact that more protection would be af- non-broadcast
closing aplan for such fallow vhf space.
He said that he would reserve chs. 2-8
for safety and special radio services and
Flu invasion
chs. 9-13 for common carriers. "It
should also be obvious that by providThe activity in FCC Chairman
ing new bands of frequencies for these
Newton N. Minow's office slowed
non-broadcast
services, the congestion
down considerably during the past
in
other
bands
can
be greatly relieved,"
he
said.
10 days — but the blame cannot be
placed on any lessening of interest
in commission activities.
Chairman Minow and several
Short-term licenses
members of his personal staff have
given to WBRO, WSME
been out with flu and Mr. Minow
Two more stations — WBRO Waynesmissed last week's meeting. He
returned to work last Thursday
boro, Ga., and WSME Sanford, Me.—
(Nov. 9) to testify before a Senate
received public reprimands from the
subcommittee on space communiFCC last week. They got short-term
license renewals.
cations (see page 66). Others in
In both instances, the commission
the chairman's office who have
missed work because of flu are
said
the licensees' program performTedson Meyers, administrative
ances had not matched their promises
assistant; Joel Rosenbloom, legal
and that they had not fulfilled
assistant; two secretaries, and a
their responsibility to the public. The
messenger.
seriousness was compounded because
both WBRO and WSME are the only
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This is how Charlie Cheezem, Realtor,
Builder and Developer of Florida's
leading West Coast Retirement Home
Development feels about WSUN-TV,
Tampa-St. Petersburg, Florida.
"Our 8 salesmen at Ridgewood
Mountain Village make it a
point to learn where our customers come from. Our weekly
half-hour Community Sing
program on WSUN-TV is over
2 years old, and has consistently been one of our best advertising investments."
Ratings vary from survey to survey;
the true yardstick is SALES! Dollar
for dollar by any survey, your best
Tampa - St. Petersburg buy

Natl. Rep: VENARD, RINTOUt & McCONNELL
S.E. Rep: JAMES S. AYERS a
WilMTV
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stations in their respective cities, the
FCC said.
WBRO was granted a license renewal for only 15 months instead of the
normal three-year period. In a letter
accompanying the renewal, the FCC
said WBRO had failed to broadcast any
programs whatever under the classification of education, discussion and talk.
The limited license was granted, the
commission said, on the basis of the
station's efforts to enlist the assistance
of qualified personnel in presenting
such programming.
WSME received an 18-month renewal. The commission questioned the
station's reasons for changing to a music and news format. Defending itself
against FCC charges that it carried no
education, talks, public service or live
programming, the station said its programming consisted of 60 one-minute
segments per hour rather than the 14V2minute divisions of the renewal form.
Therefore, WSME maintained, its programming in the questioned areas did
not show up in the composite week.
The commission countered, in a letter explaining its action, that WSME's
analysis is defective in evaluating past
service and cannot be compared with
proposals made. For example, the FCC
said the station equated non-commercial spots with public service programs
although there is a substantial difference between announcements and programs.
WSME was given a pat on the back
for programming substantial public
service offerings since the agency questioned the outlet's renewal application.
Commissioners Rosel H. Hyde and
T. A. M. Craven dissented to the sending of the letters to WSME and WBRO
but concurred in granting the shortterm renewals.
Proposed KBOM findings
KBOM Bismarck-M a n d a n ,
N. D., last week asked the FCC
for "censure and reprimand" but
pleaded that its license not be revoked. The station did not recommend what form such a reprimand should take in proposed
findings submitted in the commission's license revocation proceedings against KBOM.
The Broadcast Bureau maintained the only conclusion possible is that the station's license be
revoked because of an unauthorized and deliberately concealed
transfer of control, misrepresentation and "deceitful acts" by the
licensee, Mandan Radio Assn. A
hearing was held at Bismarck last
summer in the case (Broadcasting, July 24).
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AT&T

OFFERS

CUT

RATES

FOR

ETV

Economy service to etv peeves some commercial operators
etc.)
AT&T last week decided to help a pointed
out, there are services offered
worthy cause. The giant Bell system
to specialized users (government, press,
parent submitted to the FCC a schedule
of interconnection rates for educational
Whether AT&T can restrict the new
tv that is considerably below the tariff tv interconnection service to educators
charged for commercial tv networking
presumably will be answered by the
(Closed Circuit, Oct. 30).
FCC itself. And there is strong support
The non-commercial educational tv among the commissioners for helping
tariff is scheduled to become effective
educators in any way possible.
Dec. 7 unless it is protested by interEtv Rates ■ The monthly rate for
ested parties or suspended by the FCC
local etv service is divided into two cateitself.
It provides for a monthly charge of
$27.50 per airline mile for a single
Between buildings on the same premvideo-audio channel for a full 24 hours
gories:ises, the charge per tenth of a mile is
$6 for the first channel, $2 for the
between locations over 25 miles apart.
second channel, $1.20 for the third and
For local service, where two connecfourth channel, and 80 cents for the
tions are less than 25 miles apart, the
monthly educational rate is $15 per fifth and sixth channel.
Between separate premises no farther
quarter mile.
apart than 25 miles, the charge per
Commercial intercity rates run $35
per airline mile for a video-only chanquarter mile is $15 for the first channel, $5 for the second channel, $3 for
nel for the first eight hours of use; local
rates run $20 per quarter mile for the the third and fourth channel and $2 for
the fifth and sixth channel. Added to
same service.
Although the rates brought joy to this are charges for channel input equipeducational broadcasters — and raised
ment (per signal source), channel outthe eyebrows of commercial telecasters
(per receiving location)
put
equipment
and outlet
connections (per receiving
— AT&T officials warned that the two
location). For channel input equipment,
services are not to be strictly comparable.
the monthly charge runs $40 for the
first channel, $30 for the second chanThe educational service, it is emphathird and fourth chanfor the for
sized, isa stripped-down version of netnelnel,and$25 $12.50
the fifth and sixth
working that the regular broadcaster
channel. For channel output equipment,
wouldn't dare accept. Educators will
get no monitoring, no switching, no
the charges are $7.50 for the first channel and $5 each for the second to sixth
special supervision and no standby cir- channels. Outlet connections, which
cuits— all vital in commercial interconnections.
are optional, are at the rate of $15 for
a distribution amplifier and $1.25 for
each outlet.
No Comment ■ Although network
officials had no formal comment on the
Intercity Rates ■ Intercity connections
etv rates, one authority said his personal
(over
25 miles) for etv apply on an airview is that commercial broadcasters
line mile basis. The monthly charges
should have the right to use the service
are $27.50 for the first channel, $12.50
on the same rates and conditions as each for the second and third channels
educational stations — if they want to. and $10 each for the fourth and fifth
channels. To this is added $8 monthly
"Nobody wants to stand in the way
of educational television," he said, "but
for channel output suppression arrangements and $12.50 for a channel output
I don't see how AT&T can offer one
class of service to one group without
at a receiving location. Both the last
making it available to all. The service
two charges are optional.
AT&T proposes for the educational staAlthough commercial intercity connection charges begin at $35 per airline
tions is not good enough for long-haul
commercial networks, but it is perfectly
mile, this is for video only and does not
good enough for short-haul hookups,
include charges for audio circuits, staand if commercial stations want to use
tion connections and local loop.
it on that basis, I can't see why AT&T
A comparison between two etv stations 26 miles apart and two commershouldn't
permit it.'
cial stations the same distance apart
The question
whether AT&T can
indicates
that the educational stations
limit this service to educators only already has been raised within the FCC
would pay over $400 per month for the
itself. Although staff officials admitted
interconnection, while the commercial
they weren't sure of the answer, they broadcasters would pay over $4,000 a
agree that in theory common carriers
month. This is based on 24-hour,
7-days-a-week service — or a ratio of
propose a type of service which is sup10 to 1.
posed to be available to all who may
wish to use it. On the other hand it was
In practice, however, commercial staBROADCASTING, November 13, 1961
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AMF

Announces

its 1961,^1000
for Broadcasting
in the

Physical

Awards

and

Journalism

field of

Recreation

Established by AMF last year in cooperation with the National Recreation Association, "The AMF
Awards for Outstanding Reporting in the Field of Physical Recreation" honor journalists and broadcasters who help create better understanding of projects in physical recreation, and who help focus
attention on individuals or groups active in this area. An award of $1000 is made for work in each
of four categories: newspapers, magazines, radio, and television.
These four annual $1000 awards highlight the importance of physical recreation to the strength
and well-being of the United States and the world. Presentation of these 1961 awards will be made
in June, 1962 — National Recreation Month.

Here

are

the

1960

m
m
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Winners

Magazine:

Sports Illustrated (President John F. Kennedy's
article, "The Soft American")
Radio : Radio Station KX0K, St. Louis, Mo. ($1000 to author
Wayne C. Kennedy for a series of six daily spot
announcements concerning recreation programs)

Newspaper: Charleston Daily Mail, West Va. ($1000 to editor
J. D. Maurice, and reporters Charles Connor and
Jack Greene for a series of articles and editorials
dealing with a special recreation levy)
Television:

H

1
SB*
ill

CBS -TV ($1000 to producer Peter Molnar and Paul
Levitan for the 1960 coverage of the Winter and
Summer Olympics)

HERE'S HOW TO ENTER YOUR WORK OR A COLLEAGUE'S: to obtain your nominee card and personal entry
blank, with details, write to AMF today. All entries for work published or broadcast during 1961 must
be received by March 15, 1962.

AMF

Awards
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(flmpl American Machine & Foundry Company
261 Madison Avenue, New York 16, New York
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Theatres

aid WREX-TV

Contrary to the movie vs. tv tensions which have popped up on occasion elsewhere in the country,
theatre owners in the Wisconsin and
Illinois coverage area of WREX-TV
Rockford, 111., have spontaneously
come to the aid of the station in its
fight to retain vhf ch. 13 and to keep
from being moved into uhf as proposed by the FCC.
The moviemen not only have been
successful users of tv advertising on
WREX-TV, but they also were concerned about the loss of community
service given by WREX-TV to their
areas, according to Joe Baisch, vice
president and general manager of
the station.
During the past three weeks a total
of 1 5 theatres in as many cities have
run their own film trailers explaining the FCC proposal and warning
that if made final it would result
in the loss of the WREX-TV service.
The theatre managers on their own
initiative made the trailers, set up displays in their lobbies and collected
signatures from their patrons on petions use 15 to 16 hours daily. This
would reduce the difference to something nearer two to one, it's estimated.
In announcing the etv rates, AT&T
said that its Southern Bell Telephone &
Telegraph Co. is already providing
interconnection facilities for a statewide
etv system in South Carolina serving 67
schools in 21 counties, and that its
Chesapeake & Potomac Tel & Tel provides service to 44 schools in the Washington County, Maryland (Hagerstown),
school system.
AFTRA

takes to leaflets

again after NLRB ruling
American Federation of Television
& Radio Artists, whose strike against
KFWB Los Angeles entered its fifth
month Saturday (Nov. 11), has resumed distributing leaflets against retail outlets of KFWB's advertisers, following National Labor Relations Board
ruling that such activity is legal.
NLRB, in a case involving local 662,
radio & television engineers division of
International Brotherhood of Electrical
Workers, and WOGA Chattanooga,
held that union distribution of "do not
patronize" leaflets in front of a WOGA
advertiser did not violate the secondary
boycott provision of the LandrumGriffith Act (Broadcasting, Nov. 6).
Ruling was handed down Friday, Nov.
3, in Washington, D.C. AFTRA resumed its campaign in Los Angeles
Monday, Nov. 6.
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in fight against

loss of vhf channel
theatre screen and services to tell the
titions which protest the commispublic
what was taking place. Other
sions' plan to move the vhf station
into uhf.
exhibitors quickly joined in and they
Some managers also took to the worked out the educational campaign
streets in their communities during completely on their own, Mr. Baisch
the daytime hours to solicit the sig- said.
natures of businessmen, Mr. Baisch
For the past several years WREXsaid. The petitions will be part of TV has produced standing-room-only
WREX-TV's comments before the audiences for the local theatres by
FCC, due Dec. 4.
special advertising promotions for
Mr. Baisch said thousands of sig- certain films. The films in each case
natures have been turned in to him
were booked into all the theatres on
by the theatremen from each of the the same play dates through arrangecommunities. He described the grass
ment with the distributor. Tie-in
contests and other merchandising
roots response as "heartwarming."
promotions have been worked out
Unexpected ■ The voluntary movie
support began very unexpectedly in by WREX-TV for these events in
addition to the saturation tv spot
early October when Mr. Baisch was
campaigns.
explaining a new joint tv advertisMr. Baisch last week also reported
ing campaign to the movie group,
he recalled. One of the movie ex- that city councils, mayors and city
hibitors inquired about the possible
managers in more than "three score
effect of the FCC deintermixture
communities within the WREX-TV
proposal and during the discussion
coverage area have unanimously takthat followed Mike Pullen, president
en actions protesting the FCC proof the Independent Theatre Owners
posal." All feared loss of valuable
of Illinois and operator of the Hub
news, weather, agricultural and enterTheatre in Rochelle, 111., offered his
tainment features, he said.

COMMENTS

ON

FM

PROPOSALS

VARY

NAB, Meredith are in favor; engineers, Multiplex opposes
Early comments showed mixed reactions to the FCC's proposal to make
drastic changes in the rules governing
fm allocations and operations.
NAB expressed "general" approval
of the proposed rules. Meredith Broadcasting Co. said it is "wholeheartedly
in favor." On the other side, the Assn.
of Federal Communications Consulting
Engineers used such words as "uneconomical" and "unrealistic" in denouncing the proposal. Multiplex Co. said it
it "undemocratic."
Last luly, the commission asked for
comments on ( 1 ) an overall plan of
new fm station assignments based on
minimum mileage separations; (2) establishment ofa new class commercial
fm station (there presently are two
classes); (3) assignment of specific
channels to the three classes, plus two
educational classes (there now is only
one); (4) such technical topics as signal ratios, polarization, directional antennas and receiver efficiency, and (5)
am-fm duplication (Broadcasting, July
3). Comments are due today.
In a 43-page statement, NAB said
the mileage separation principle would
ensure efficient use of each channel,
help prevent interference and provide
the commission with a guide for future
assignments. The association also en-

dorsed the proposal for three classes of
fm stations and urged maximum power
limitations, with maximum as well as
minimum separations to preclude a
"potential for wasted space."
Whatever changes are made, NAB
said, consideration must be given to
their effect on existing stations. Am-fm
duplication should not be prohibited,
NAB added.
The present allocation of fm channels on a case-by-case basis is too cumbersome and results in lengthy hearings, NAB said in endorsing the FCC
plan for mileage separations. The NAB
comments were prepared by a special
five-man committee headed by Ben
Strouse of WWDC-FM Washington.
Other members were Allen T. Powley,
WMAL-FM Washington; Ogden Prestholdt, CBS New York; Harold I. Tanner, WLDM-FM Detroit, and William
Tomberlin, KMLA-FM Los Angeles.
Opposite Viewpoint ■ The consulting
engineers said it is necessary to allocate fm to protect a contour of a particular field intensity rather than to
devise an unrealistic and uneconomical
form of protection through minimum
mileage separations. Such a plan disregards the vital factor of terrain variations, AFCCE maintained.
Fixed minimum
distances thwart
BROADCASTING, November 13, 1961

A second

sun:

made

in U.S. A

The sun produces energy through nuclear fusion— a gigantic
hydrogen explosion that has been going on for more than 500
million years. We may duplicate it. Scientists at Princeton
University are experimenting with a Stellerator to attain controlled nuclear fusion that will produce endless energy from
the hydrogen in sea water. The Stellerator is supported by
17 USS Quality Forgings that could be made from only one
material— a new, non-magnetic Stainless Steel called Tenelon,
developed by United States Steel.
Although the Stellerator is strictly experimental, there would
be no nuclear programs of any type without steel. The very
heart of an atomic generating plant— the reactor vessel— must
be steel, whether it's the power plant of a nuclear submarine
or a commercial generating station. In addition to the reactor,
the power station literally bristles with tons of special steels
developed in the laboratories and produced in the mills of
United States Steel. If nuclear power is the door to America's
future, the key is steel. America grows with steel.
USS and Tenelon are registered trademarks

Fm

defense

network

termed

The first tryout of an east coast
defense network, using fm stations
only, took place in the early morning
hours of Nov. 5 and, according to
observers, "proved the feasibility of
linking the east coast on an off-theair, fm network."
The 30-minute exercise, arranged
through the National Industry Advisory Committee, interconnected almost 100 fm stations from Florida
to Maine. Originating stations were
WVCG-FM
Coral Gables, Fla.;
maximum use of channels and subjugate the public interest for the sake
of administrative convenience, the association charged. Fixed minimum separations will for all practical purposes
eliminate any further expansion of fm
in metropolitan areas, the engineers
said.
The association could see "no useful
benefit"
proposal
establish a
new classinfmthestation
but to
recommended
that a new zone be included in the
rules, thus: Zone 1A, same as tv Zone
I; Zone IB, in California from Mexican border to the 40th Parallel; Zone
II, all other land areas. A continued
use of a protected contour of 1 mv/m
would foster fm in the big cities and in
rural areas, where economics rather
than spectrum scarcity limits the number of stations, AFCCE said. The present system of station and channel designations should be retained, according
to the engineers.
A study of fm applications pending
Aug. 1 showed that only 8 of 49 could
be granted under minimum mileage
separations proposed, the association
said. "The notice of inquiry is so written that it is not possible for existing
stations or applicants to assess the effect
upon them," AFCCE maintained.
Undemocratic ■ Donald J. Lewis,
president of Multiplex Co., New York,
said that the FCC's Plan I (reallocation throughout the nation) is undemocratic in that it will provide for an
"economically elite" group of high
powered stations (100 kw). The advantages of the present rules are that
stations can be fitted in where needed
and therefore the FCC should consider
its alternate Plan 2, involving less
sweeping changes.
Meredith, licensee of KOMO-FM
Kansas City and WOW-FM Omaha,
said fm allocations should be placed
on an orderly basis to assure wise and
efficient development. Therefore, Meredith said, it particularly favors the plan
for Class C stations with 100 kw maximum.
WIBF (FM) Jenkintown, Pa., a Class
74

success

WWDC-FM Washington, D.C., and
WMTW-FM Poland Spring (Mt.
Washington ) , Me. Cooperating were state emergency fm networks in all states along the east
coast.
The test was coordinated by John
T. Rutledge, WHOO-FM Orlando,
and James L. Howe, WIRA-FM
Fort Pierce, both Florida; Ben
Strouse, WWDC-FM, and Carleton
D. Brown, WTVL-FM Waterville,
Me.
A station restricted to 1 kw, said that
it is experiencing signal intensity difficulties because of the low power. WIBF
maintained that it and other Class A
stations in metropolitan areas (Jenkintown isadjacent to Philadelphia) should
be authorized to operate with higher
power to compete successfully with
Class B stations.

Clear

channels

defending

reply,

status

quo

Replies
to comments
on the FCC's1 3
order
breaking
down or duplicating
of the 25 clear channel stations dealt
mainly with specific frequencies (Broadcasting, Oct. 23). Comments requesting the FCC to reconsider its decision and make certain frequency
changes and reservations were challenged by stations with a stake in maintaining their allocation assignments.
Clear Channel Broadcasting Service
made point-by-point reply to many of
the petitions of non-member stations.
It also opposed the request of the National Assn. of Educational Broadcasters that the FCC reserve two Class IIA frequencies for educational use.
CCBS again asked the FCC to authorize
clear channel stations to operate with
frequencies greater than the present
maximum of 50 kw.
WCCO Minneapolis and KFMB San
Diego both opposed the plan of KBIG
Avalon, Calif., to shift KFMB from
760 kc (proposed by the FCC) to 830
kc. WCCO pointed out that it is the
dominant station on 830 and termed
KBIG's proposal untimely, without
merit and a rehash of previous argument. KFMB said it deserves consideration because of its dislocation under
the U.S. -Mexican treaty, and said that
little interference will result to KBIG
if KFMB goes to 760 kc. KFWB Los
Angeles (980 kc) opposed WJR Detroit's suggestion that KFMB be assigned 1000 kc on technical grounds.
WOI Ames, Iowa, protested those
portions of the comments of KFI Los
Angeles which asked the FCC to de-

lete from its report the segment having
bearing on WOFs presunrise operation.
KXL Portland, Ore., asked the FCC
to classify 750 kc as a Class II-A frequency assigned to Oregon. It took
issue with the comments of WSB Atlanta, dominant station on that frequency, which had argued that it would
cover white areas if authorized to operate with "superpower." KXL called
WSB's
of view
and
said its point
solution
would "parochial"
aid the South
but would not be of nationwide benefit.
Crosley

opens

fight

to keep

WLWI

(TV)

Crosley Broadcasting Co. announced
last week that it "will vigorously prosecute all its legal remedies both before
the FCC and in the courts . . ." to retain authority to operate WLWI (TV)
(ch. 13) Indianapolis.
The commission has voted 4-2 to
rescind its 1957 grant of ch. 13 to
Crosley, and award the channel to
WIBC Indianapolis (Broadcasting,
Nov. 6, Oct. 30). WIBC was favored
on the diversification issue primarily because ofstations
Crosley'sin ownership
of three
other tv
Ohio.
James D. Shouse, chairman of Crosley, said his firm would ask the FCC to
stay its order that WLWI go dark Nov.
30, and to reconsider the grant to
WIBC. He pointed out the commission decision "involved not a single
criticism of Crosley's record of performance in Indianapolis" and refused
to consider the performance of WLWI
for the past four years.
Mr. Shouse said the FCC found that
a grant to Crosley, which has no other
Indianapolis communication interests,
would not result in concentration but
still favored WIBC Inc. — a 50 kw am
station whose owners also have a 30%
interest in the Indianapolis Star and
News. "There were no new factors considered by the commission," he stated
in pointing to changes in FCC members
since the 1957 grant.
Pay-tv argument postponed
Argument on pay tv before the U.S.
Court of Appeals for the District of
Columbia, scheduled for Nov. 9, was
postponed to Dec. 1 last week following a request by Marcus Cohn, counsel
for the Connecticut Committee Against
Pay Tv. Mr. Cohn's mother died earlier
in the week. All parties to the argument agreed to the continuance. The
Connecticut group, representing theatre
owners in the Hartford area, is seeking
to overturn the FCC's 1960 decision
granting RKO General Inc. permission
to run a Phonevision pay tv operation
for three years over its WHCT (TV)
in Hartford.
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fife
All

that's

new

in

PLASMA,

research

read
December

for

the

facts!

No matter what your field in electronics, having a working knowledge of plasmas is greatly to your
advantage. Why? Because plasmas
are becoming increasingly important
in electronics research and application.
more than ? 5 definitive papers
covering the following areas
of plasma research
and application:

Think of the major new developments in
this field. Scientists are using gaseous
plasmas to convert heat directly into elecfJf-^'T
tricity. Will this affect your work? Of course
p ^
it will! Others are designing new vacuum pumps,
'
again with gaseous plasmas helping to increase efficiency. Do you see the impact this will have on vacuum
tubes, on a whole host of electronics products?

2 Applications

..Much specialized research has been done on gaseous
plasmas in the last few years. Much more is being planned. To

3 Electric power

1 Fundamental

4 Propulsion

catch up with it, you'd have to read a mass of technical
papers, weed through conflicting theories, and often find at
the end that the research is not pertinent to your work at all.

5 tions
Low

Realising this . . .
Proceedings of the IRE devotes its entire December issue
to a survey of plasma research and findings to date . . .
More than 15 technical papers, each one written by an authority, will spell out what plasmas are, how they behave,
what they can do. Guest editor is Dr. E. W. Herold, Vice
President, Research, Varian Associates.
Every special issue of Proceedings in the past
has remained a definitive reference work for years.
Many were sold out almost immediately. If you
are not a member of the IRE, make sure of your
copy of the December special issue on plasmas by
sending in the coupon immediately.

plasma

processes

to communications
generation

systems

density

plasma

explora-

6 Generation and amplification of
oscillations in plasmas
7 Diagnostic

procedures

The Institute of Radio Engineers
1 East 79th Street, New York 21
Please send me the December 1961 issue of Proceedings of the IRE,
containing a survey of the research carried out on plasmas.
[ J Enclosed is $3.00 (for non-members only).*
~j *Extra
Enclosed
is company
copies
to IRC purchase
members, order.
$1.25 each (limit: 1 extra to a
member).

Proceedings

off the

IRE

The Institute of Radio Engineers
1 East 79th Street, New York 21
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FTC 'Ad Alert' mailed
PUBLICATION OF CONTESTED
A new government publication, Advertising Alert, was mailed to all broadcast licensees — as well as other advertising media — to "assist" them in fulfilling their obligations to refrain from
airing fraudulent and deceptive advertising.
The first issue of the circular, prepared by the Federal Trade Commission, was accompanied by a letter from
the FCC which said Alert will help licensees recognize false and misleading
ads.
Advertising Alert will be sent regularly to all media (Closed Circuit,
Nov. 6). It discusses current advertising problems and lists ( 1 ) all litigated cases in which FTC orders have
been issued; (2) those in which consent
decrees have been entered, and (3)
cases in which official FTC complaints
have been issued.
In its letter, the FCC noted that if
a station is carrying advertising which
is the subject of a complaint, the licensee "should realize that ... a question has been raised as to its propriety
and he should therefore exercise particular care in deciding whether to accept it for broadcast." When the FTC
has issued an order against a certain
ad it means a formal determination has
been made that it is false or deceptive,
the FCC pointed out.
And, the commission warned, should
an instance come to its attention where
a licensee has carried advertising subject to a final FTC order or consent
decree "serious question would be
raised as to the adequacy of the
measures instituted and carried out by
the licensee in the fulfillment of his
responsibility. . . ." The FCC said
Advertising Alert should help licensees
recognize questionable enterprises not
listed in the bulletin and that licensees
should bring them to the attention of
the FTC. The fact that a particular
product or advertisement has not been
the subject of FTC action in no way
lessens the broadcaster's responsibility
to ascertain the legitimacy of claims
aired, the FCC said.
"In this regard . . . licensee responsibility isnot limited merely to a review
of the advertising copy submitted for
broadcast but the licensee has the additional obligation to take reasonable
steps to satisfy himself as to the reliability and reputation of every prostressed. spective advertiser," the commission
The lead article of the first Advertising Alert concerned the rise in "flamboyant and false" advertising of home
food-freezer plans. Alert also told of
FTC plans to keep a close watch on
76 (GOVERNMENT)

to stations
ADS BLESSED BY FCC
advertising claims for fall-out shelters
(Broadcasting, Oct. 23). Specific ads
mentioned in the first complaint cover
everything from furs to a skin cream
which it was claimed would rejuvenate
the user's skin for '"natural, youthfullooking beauty."
OPTION TIME REPLIES
Arguments

cover pros, cons

on scope of FCC's Inquiry
An argument over the scope of the
FCC's renewed option time case featured reply comments filed with the
agency last week. Option time foes
KTTV (TV) Los Angeles and ZivUnited Artists Inc. maintained the commission must go beyond the question of
continuation of option time, but the
three tv networks and their affiliates
said issues raised by the opponents are
wholly extraneous and should not be
considered.
The FCC's order cutting option time
from 3 to 2Vi hours per daily time
period was remanded by the U. S. Court
of Appeals last spring at the request
of the agency. Original comments were
filed early last month (Broadcasting,
Oct. 9) after the FCC first said it would
not accept replies. However, the agency
acceded to many requests and ordered
that reply comments would be considered. Oral argument is scheduled for
this Friday (Nov. 17).
KTTV maintained last week that any
new rules must prohibit all forms of exclusive arrangements, not merely the
forms now in existence.
Ziv-UA said that the FCC must ensure that non-network program sources
will have access to a "reasonable
amount" of prime time viewing. Ziv
charged that the networks are seeking
to prevent a full presentation of the
facts and that a commission rule limiting network programming is necessary
to increase competition.
The Other Side ■ CBS maintained
that the FCC's failure to close the door
on KTTV-Ziv arguments is "disruptive"
of orderly consideration of option time.
The network said that opponents ignore
factual findings of the commission in a
1960 order concluding that option time
is in the public interest. The CBS affiliates organization charged that the real
object of the attack is not time optioning but networking itself.
Probability of a court appeal was announced by ABC if the commission
goes outside the scope of its rulemaking
order. ABC affiliates said the "self-serving proposals" of the minority already
have been rejected by the FCC and
should not be reconsidered.

WNTA-TV

sale delayed

A three-judge federal court in
Washington last week stayed the
WNTA-TV New York sale to a
New York educators' group. The
court appeals panel ordered the
FCC grant last month to be held
up until a New Jersey appeal has
been argued and decided. The
state of New Jersey through its
governor, has asked the court to
reverse the FCC action on the
ground that the ch. 13 station was
being moved from Newark, N. J.,
to which it is officially assigned,
to New York. The educational
group was paying $6.2 million for
the NTA-owned facility. The stay
was ordered by District of Columbia Circuit Judges Wilbur K. Miller, E. Barrett Prettyman and Walter M. Bastian.

NBC said that proposals to establish
"protected times" for non-network programming are "patently anti-competitive and contrary to the public interest."
The network's affiliates said such proposals are far more restrictive than option time and that proponents of such
plans are attempting to "fence out for
themselves" large preserves of prime
time.
Drive to end hearing
affects FCC, networks
Attorneys and statisticians for the
FCC and the networks are working
under a crash program to be prepared
for the final phase of a public hearing
in the agency's network programming
investigation.
The hearing is scheduled to start in
Washington Jan. 9 before the FCC en
banc and network officials are to testify
for the second time during the long inquiry. The series of public hearings began in May 1959 and has continued
sporadically in Washington, New York
and Los Angeles.
The current crash program was
brought
by by
thetheFCC's
close the on
record
end ofdesire
Januaryto
1962. To prepare for the Jan. 9 hearing, FCC Study Staff Chief Ashbrook
Bryant has asked the networks to supply large quantities of information and
statistics 10 days before the hearing begins. The networks have pleaded unofficially that too great a burden has
been placed on them to gather the requested material. They have indicated
that there is a strong possibility they will
not be able to furnish the information
by the deadline and that a postponement
of the hearing — or a cutback in the required material — will be requested.
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America has such links right now, due to the
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foresight of the investor-owned electric light and
power companies. With many more to come— fast.

ultra-high voltage lines will link pool to pool in
the most flexible and resourceful power system
the world has ever known.

The investor-owned companies are well under way with a giant program of power transmission expansion. This program includes new

The networks can relay electricity from New
England to Texas, if need be. From the tip of
Florida to the Great Lakes. Almost anywhere.

ultra-high voltage lines— among the most powerful in the world— and it will be ready to meet any
demand for electricity, anywhere in the nation.

Such pooling helps keep rates low, because
all users in a pool can benefit from the savings

America's investor-owned electric companies
pioneered in interconnecting transmission lines
and pooling power sources more than 40 years
ago. Today, their transmission networks are in
every section of the country. These networks
include 280,000 miles of lines, connecting billions
of dollars worth of plants.

of the newest, most efficient plants. Service becomes still more dependable; if one plant is shut
down by an emergency, others can instantly send
power in.
Interconnecting and Pooling of power, on an
ever-growing scale, is another example of performance and planning by the investor-owned
electric light and power companies.
It is just part of their nationwide program

The new plants and lines are being built
through an over-all plan that means all can work
together. Still more communities . . . bigger areas
. . . states and groups of states . . . will share in the

to increase America's electric strength.
The nation can depend on these companies.
They will be ready to meet all the additional

benefits of "power pools." The new heavy-duty

power needs of the future.

Investor-Owned Electric Light and Power Companies
\y{
Company names on request through this magazine
' ^Amuea^^e^C
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PROGRAMMING
DESILU

IN

SYNDICATION

Desilu Sales Inc. gets in the swim
will do Arnaz

shows,

to syndicate,

but available for others

Desilu Sales Inc. has been organized
as a wholly-owned subsidiary of Desilu Productions, to handle syndication of
$30 million worth of current program
inventory, including immediate distribution abroad of The Untouchables,
Desilu President Desi Arnaz announced
Friday. Richard W. Dinsmore, western
sales manager for Screen Gems, has
left that post to become vice president
and general manager of Desilu Sales,
of which Mr. Arnaz will be president.
The new distribution subsidiary will
also handle sales and syndication of
products from other producers and
owners ranging from tv series to feature
films and animated properties. Mr.
Arnaz made it clear that Desilu Sales
will not conflict with the studio's recent
contract with General Artists Corp. for
national network sales for new programing.~
In addition
to The Untouchables,
Desilu shows now available for syndica-

TACT!

tion at home and abroad through Mr.
Dinsmore's sales staff are: Desilu Playhouse, Ann Sot hern Show, The Texan,
Guestward Ho, Those Whiting Girls,
Harrigan & Son, the original two-part
(two-hour) version of The Untouchables and the two-part (also two-hour)
special, "Counter-intelligence Corps."
Desilu is also negotiating with CBS
over future distribution plans for 14
Lucille Ball-Desi Arnaz hour shows
originally broadcast on CBS-TV under
Westinghouse sponsorship. In announcing Desilu's new distribution arm, Mr.
Arnaz said: "We have studied the
distribution-syndication situation for
more than a year, and after careful observation itis our firm opinion that the
market potential for our own, as well
as for other products, is now greater
than it has been in many years.
Davan, Desilu set series
Davan Inc., an independent tv production company, has signed a coproduction deal with Desilu ProducR

S

Nov. 13-17, 20-22 (11-11:30 a.m.) The
Price Is Right, part.
Nov. 13-17, 20-22 (12:30-12:55 p.m.) It
Could Be You, part.
Nov. 13-17, 20-22 (2-2:30 p.m.) Jan Murray
Show, part.
No. 13, 20 (8:30-9 p.m., The Price Is
Right, P. Lori Ilard through Lennen & Newell;
American Home Products through Ted Bates
Nov. 13, 20 (11:15 p.m.-l a.m.) The Jack
Paar Show, part.
Nov. 14, 21 (7:30-8:30 p.m.) Laramie, part.
Nov. Hall,
15, 22
p.m.) J.Perry
Kraft
Music
Kraft(9-10
through
WalterComo's
Thompson.
Nov. 15, 22 (10-10:30 p.m.) The Bob Newhart Show, Sealtest through N. W. Ayer.
Nov. 15, 22(10:30-11 p.m.) David Brinkley's
Journal, Douglas Fir Plywood through Cunningham & Walsh; Pittsburgh Plate Glass
through BBDO.
Nov. 16 (10-11 p.m., Sing Along With
Mitch, R. J. Reynolds and Ballantine through
William Esty: Buick through McCann-Erickson.
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Film sales...
191 Looney Tunes cartoons (Seven
Arts Assoc.): Sold to WKTV (TV)
Utica, N.Y.
Films of the 50's (Seven Arts
Assoc.): Volumes I and II sold to
WKTV (TV) Utica, N.Y.; WCSC-TV
Charleston, S.C.; WLAC-TV Nashville,
Tenn., and KNTV (TV) San Jose,
Calif. Volume I sold to WTVC (TV)
Chattanooga, Tenn., and Volume II to
WRAL-TV Raleigh, N.C., and WTVH
(TV) Peoria, 111. Volume I is now in
116 markets, and Volume II is in 65.
Everglades (Ziv-UA): Sold to Falstaff beer for KOMU-TV Columbia,
Mo.; Summers-Hermann Ford Inc. for
WLKY (TV) Louisville, Ky.; Ford
Ideal Laundry & Dry Cleaning Co. for

I NG

Here are the next 10 days of network color
shows (all times are EST).
NBC-TV:
Nov. 13-17, 20-22 (6-6:30 a.m.) Continental
Classroom, Contemporary Mathematics.
Nov. 13-17, 20-22 (6:30-7 a.m.) Continental
Classroom, American Government.
Nov.Hunch,
13-17,part.20-22 (10:30-11 a.m.) Play
Your

Nielsen Coverage Service Report #2, SR&D)

tions for a new one-hour series titled
Anatomy. Ben Brady, owner of Davan,
wrote the first script for the Anatomy
series, his first independent tv series
since leaving CBS-TV, where he produced the first two years of Perry Mason,
the first year of the Red Skelton Show
and one season of Have Gun, Will
Travel. He has signed John McGreevy
to write a second Anatomy script,
ordered by Desilu.

Nov. 17 (9:30-10:30 p.m.) Vincent Van
Gogh: A Self Portrait, Lincoln-Mercury
through Kenyon & Eckhardt.
Nov. 18 (9:30-10 a.m.) Pip the Piper, General Mills through Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample.
Nov. 18 (10-10:30 a.m.) The Shari Lewis
Show, Nabisco through Kenyon & Eckhardt
Nov. 18 (10-30-11 a.m.) King Leonardo and
His Short Subjects, General Mills through
Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample.
Nov. 18 (5-6 p.m.) All-Star Golf, Kemper
Insurance through Clinton Frank; Reynolds
Metals through Lennen & Newell.
Nov. 18 (7:30-8:30 p.m., Tales of Wells
Fargo, part.
Nov. 18part.(9-11 p.m.) Saturday Night At The
Movies,
Nov. 19 (concl. of football game to 5
p.m.) Patterns in Music, sust.
op.Nov. 19 (6-6:30 p.m.) Meet the Press, coNov. 19 (7-7:30 p.m.) The Bullwinkle Show,
General Mills through Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample; Ideal Toys and Beech-Nut Gum through
Young & Rubicam.
Nov. 19 World
(7:30-8:30
p.m.) RCA
Walt and
Disney's
Wonderful
of Color,
Eastman Kodak through J. Walter Thompson.
Nov. 19 (9-10 p.m., Bonanza, Chevrolet
through Campbell-Ewald.
Nov. mezzo,
19 (10-11
p.m.)Assn.
Theatre
'62—Lennen
InterAmerican Gas
through
& Newell.
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WDAF-TV Kansas City, Mo.; and to
WSJS-TV Winston-Salem, N.C., and
KVIQ-TV Eureka, Calif.
One Step Beyond (ABC Films) : Sold
to Montana State Power Co., Butte, for
KXLF-TV Butte; KSMO-TV Missoula,
KBLL-TV Helena and KFBB-TV Great
Falls, all Montana; and to Public Service Co. of Colorado for KLZ-TV Denver.
The Life and Legend of Wyatt Earp
(ABC Films): Sold to WJZ-TV Baltimore. Now in 55 markets.
Hollywood Hist-O-Rama (Jayark
Films Corp.): Sold to WGN-TV Chicago; WTAR-TV Norfolk, Va.; International Tv Distributors for Australia,
Republic Broadcasting System for the
Philippine Islands; and distribution arrangements for Argentina and Uruguay.
Jayark Blockbuster Features (Jayark
Films Corp.): Sold to WICU-TV Erie,
Pa.; WJRT (TV) Flint, Mich.; WOWTV Omaha; WSAV-TV Savannah, Ga.;
WTHI-TV Terre Haute, Ind.; WITI
(TV) Milwaukee; WMTW-TV Poland
Spring, Me.; KOIN-TV Portland, Ore.;
KXTV (TV) Sacramento, Calif.;
KTVU (TV) San Francisco; KLZ-TV
Denver; KTAL-TV Texarkana, Tex.Shreveport, La.; WHIO-TV Dayton,
Ohio; WBOY-TV Clarksburg, W. Va.;
WSBT-TV South Bend, Ind.; WIIC
(TV) Pittsburgh; WRGP-TV Chattanooga, and WRDW-TV Augusta, Ga.
Bozo the Clown (Groups 1 and 2)
and Bozo's Cartoon Storybook (Jayark
Films Corp) : Sold to and/or renewed
by KWWL-TV Waterloo-Cedar Rapids,
Iowa; WCAX-TV Burlington, Vt.;
WOW-TV Omaha, Neb.; KTLA (TV)
Los Angeles; KOIN-TV Portland, Ore.;
KJEO (TV) Fresno, Calif.; WKJG-TV
Fort Wayne, Ind.; WCHS-TV Charleston, W. Va.; KXTV (TV) Sacramento,
Calif., and WRAL-TV Raleigh, N.C.

Screen

Gems

gross

hits $55.8 million
The gross income of Screen Gems
Inc., New York, for the fiscal year
ended July 1, 1961, reached a new high
of $55,821,052, compared with $41,690,042 in the period ended June 25,
1960, A. Schneider, SG president, reported last week.
The net income also was said to be
at a record high, totaling $2,665,371
(equal to $1.05 per share) as against
$1,620,017 (equal to 64 cents per
share) during the 1960 period.
The company's annual report, distributed to stockholders last week,
noted that SG plans to produce a number of live tv programs for the 196263 season. It added that Columbia
Pictures is expected to make additional
features, produced from 1956-60, availBROADCASTING, November 13, 1961

"OUR
"It's a big help in examining our
video signal to assure perfect synchronization and to quickly determine
the quality of the sync pulses," Mr.
Kelly adds.
by far the
versatile
and "This
usefulis monitor
we most
have
ever
The used."
new Conrac fully regulated
monitor will display either sync or
normal picture at the flick of a
switch. The 3-position, front-panel
switch permits selection between
normal picture, pulse cross, and
pulse cross expanded. In the last
position, vertical expansion of approximately five times shows each
horizontal line clearly. In both pulse
cross positions, video is inverted
(black is white) and auxiliary brightness is provided. Thus, pulse cross
brightness can be preset at a different level from that employed when
viewing the normal picture.
Mr. Kelly's appraisal of this monitor
and his experience with other Conrac monitors is not unusual. Consistency in quality, dependability, and
versatility are Conrac characteristics
known and preferred wherever a
need for monitors exists in the
broadcasting industry.

NEW

CONR

AC

picture/pulse
cross

monitors

improved

our

operating

efficiency:'

FROM 8" THROUGH 27", BROADCAST AND UTILITY, EVERY CONRAC
MONITOR HAS A COMBINATION OF UNIQUE FEATURES.
-k Video response flat to 10
megacycles
k DC restorer with "in-out" switch
k Selector switch for operation
from external sync
-k and
Videoswitch
line terminating resistor
CONRAC MONITORS ARE DISTRIBUTED BY RCA, GENERAL ELECTRIC, AMPEX, AND VISUAL ELECTRONICS
DIVISION
Glendora. California
A DIVISION OF GIANNINI CONTROLS CORPORATION
GCC 1-34
Makers of Fine Fleetwood Home Television Systems • Telephone: Covina, Calif., EDgewood 5-0541

[CONRAC]
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director of NBC special projects, is executive producer.
Ad news on radio ■ Joseph Kaselow,
advertising news columnist for the New
York Herald-Tribune, will be heard in
a Sunday afternoon "news specialty"
on the Mutual Radio Network beginning Nov. 19 (2:35-2:45 p.m. EST).
About Advertising — Joseph Kaselow
will present activities of the advertising
world in consumer language.
New Offices ■ Orbit Productions Inc.
has moved to the Film Center Bldg.,
630 Ninth Ave., New York. Telephone
is Plaza 7-3890.
Outsiders

Planning for O-Vation
O-Vation Music, a new music format being offered by Programatic
Broadcasting Service, New York, is
discussed by these three key officials.
They are (1 to r) Sheldon Van Dolen,
recently named manager of WBFM
(FM) New York; Joseph W. Robable to Screen Gems shortly for distribution to tv.
The report disclosed for the first time
the existence of a Screen Gems research subsidiary, Audience Studies
Inc., which is engaged in testing the
entertainment values of programs and
the sales effectiveness of tv commercials before the general public is exposed to them. Special electronic equipment has been constructed for use by
the subsidiary in its testing operations.
The unit has been operating since last
May.
Tv Marketeers adds series
Tv Marketeers Inc., New York, announced the acquisition of additional
television program series last week, covering 39 episodes of The Flying Doctor,
a first-run program in the United States,
and five series formerly distributed by
MCA-TV.
Wynn Nathan, Tv Marketeers president, said The Flying Doctor has been
shown in Canada but will be available
for telecasting in the U.S. in January.
The half-hour series was produced by
Donald Hyde and Jack Gross in association with ABC-TV of Britain and is
based on the exploits of Australia's
"Royal Flying Doctor Service." The
half-hour, re-run series obtained by Tv
Marketeers from their respective ownBO (PROGRAMMING)

erts, marketing vice president of
Muzak Corp. (parent organization of
Programatic Broadcasting and
WBFM); and John Esau, Programatic general manager. WBFM is
to be the New York key for Programatic's national operation.
ers are: Dr. Hudson's Secret Journal
(78 episodes), Headline (39), Heart of
the City (91), Mayor of the Town (39)
and Author's Playhouse.

'Danger Man' syndicated
Danger Man, Independent Television
Corp's former CBS-TV series, has been
released for syndication, it was announced last week by Abe Mandell, ITC
vice president in charge of sales and
administration. Stations are being offered 15 new episodes never before
shown, plus the first-run off -network
episodes. The series has been sold in
New York and Los Angeles.
Program notes...
Kelly vehicle ■ Dancer-actor Gene
Kelly will make his debut as a regular
tv performer next season, as the star
of Going My Way, a new, hour-long
light-drama series, in prime time on
ABC-TV. The show, based on the 1944
Paramount movie of that name, will be
co-produced
Mr. Kelly's
ductions andbyRevue
Studios.Kerry ProSecond time around ■ Evangelist Billy
Graham will be the subject of NBCTV's second special titled The World
Of . . ., to be presented Nov. 29 (Wed.,
10-11 p.m. EST). Donald B. Hyatt,

to develop

tv shows for Ziv-UA
Ziv-United Artists Inc., New York, is
implementing a new approach to television production. Under it programs
will be created by independent producers, who will function autonomously.
In announcing the move, John L.
Sinn, president of Ziv-UA, said that
Richard Dorso, who
has been with the
company for six
years in various
programming and
sales posts, has been
promoted
to executive vice president
in charge of all
programs.
Producers will report
directly
to
Mr.
DorMr. Dorso
so, who will make
his headquarters in
New York, but will divide his time between New York and Hollywood.
The first project under the new approach is a half-hour situation comedy
series, Acres and Pains, which will be
produced by David Schwartz. Humorist
S. J. Perelman will serve as script supervisor and write some of the scenarios.
The series is being produced in association with CBS-TV for the 1962-63 season.
Mr. the
Sinnindividual
said that taste
a tv and
seriestalent
"mustof
reflect
one man — the producer . . . our policy
affords an individual producer the creative freedom that makes this possible."
Mr. Dorso stated that his "primary task
is to attract new creative producers to
the Ziv-UA banner, particularly those
who have not worked in television beScreen Gems Inc., an active network
program supplier, has used the independent producer concept for several
years. Ziv-UA has concentrated largely
on the first-run tv film production field
in fore."
recent years and has been relatively
inactive in network production. It is
believed that its new approach indicates
increased production for network programming.
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RCA scientist figures development cost at $100 million
compact atomic reactors which would
Relaying television via satellite directbe contained in such a satellite and
ly to home receivers will become "perprovide sufficient power to permit direct
fectly feasible" from a technical standrebroadcasting on tv signals (or fm or
point "in the near future" and could
be demonstrated in the mid-1960s and
radio) to home sets on the earth. Such
reach
service" by the a satellite system would provide coverend of "full
this operational
decade.
age of from 1 to 3 million miles, he
This report was offered by Dr. N. I. said.
The comments of Messrs. Korman
Korman, director of advanced military
and Martin constituted an answer to
systems
RCA's
defense
electronicof
division, for
at the
annual
conference
Omar Crook, chairman of the international common carrier which has subthe Atomic Industrial Forum in Chimitted aplan for private ownership of
cago last Monday (Nov. 6).
a communications satellite system. He
Dr. Korman said the cost of developtold a congressional committee last
ment and testing beyond work already
in progress would be under $100 mil- week satellite-to-home television is not
likely in the foreseeable future, (see
lion, "A modest sum when compared
with the multi-billion-dollar space pro- story page 66).
gram now under way."
Admiral's earnings up
Uhf Best for System ■ He said RCA's
investigation had shown that the best
frequencies for satellite relays directly
Admiral Corp.'s color tv line now is
to home receivers are in the uhf band
on a "profitable basis and will continue
to represent an increasing segment of
and that a synchronous satellite — one
which remains over the same spot at all the company's business in the years
times — would be "best for this service."
ahead," President Ross D. Siragusa said
A. B. Martin, vice president and
last week in reporting improved earnmanager of compact systems, atomics
ings for Admiral's third quarter and
first nine months of this year.
international division of North American Aviation, described advances in
Sales for the third quarter totaled

almost $49.7 million and earnings were
over $0.95 million (40 cents per share).
The same quarter last year showed a
small loss on sales of nearly $49.8 million. Earnings for the first nine months
of this year were nearly $1.4 million
(58 cents a share) compared with about
$0.5 million (21 cents a share) last
year. Nine-month sales this year were
nearly $136 million compared to almost $145 million last year.
Visual Magnetics formed
The formation of Visual Magnetics
Corp., 36 W. 44th St., New York 36,
specializing in electronic systems for
broadcasting and allied fields, has been
announced by Louis MacDonald, president.
Aside from offering assistance in
broadcast electronics to companies without their own technical research and
development groups, VMC will offer
creative editing, syndication, duplicating
and quality control analysis of video
tape. Mr. MacDonald was formerly an
Ampex engineering supervisor.
Zenith orders decoder parts
Zenith Radio Corp. announced Wednesday ithas placed an initial order for
the production of Phonevision decoder
components
with Veeder-Root Inc.,

NEWSPAPERS
THAT

MEAN

BUSINESS
IN SAN

DIEGO

Apparel store sales were $76,440,000 in San
Diego County last year — a total which ranks
26th ties among
the nation's
counin that category.
Note 200
these leading
comparative
totals:
SAN DIEGO, CALIFORNIA
$76,440,000
HENNEPIN (MINNEAPOLIS), MINNESOTA $74,829,000
ORLEANS (NEW ORLEANS), LOUISIANA . $71,270,000
KING (SEATTLE), WASHINGTON . . . $68,889,000
FULTON (ATLANTA), GEORGIA . . . . $63,915,000
Two metropolitan newspapers sell San Diego:
The San Diego Union and Evening Tribune.
Combined daily circulation is 226,437 (ABC
3/31/61). Both newspapers offer advertisers
effective
"The Ring merchandising cooperation, product surveys, and award-winning ROP color.
4iCo^ News,
COPLEY
NEWSPAPERS: 15 Hometown Daily News
of Truth"covering
papers
San Diego, California — Greater Los
Angeles — Springfield, Illinois — and Northern Illinois.
Served by the Copley Washington Bureau and The
Copley News Service. REPRESENTED NATIONALLY
BY NELSON ROBERTS & ASSOCIATES, INC.
TEST 1961 SALES I AGEMENT SUR

WSfflBBi

Evening

Tribune

Hartford, Conn. The components will
be used as part of the Zenith decoder
which will enable Hartford residents to
receive pay-tv programs from WHCT
(TV) there next spring pursuant to test
authority from the FCC. Pilot production is to begin later this year. WHCT
is an RKO General station, licensed to
RKO Phonevision Inc.
Technical

topics...

Webcor reports ■ Webcor Inc., Chicago, last week reported record high
earnings of $911,000 (92 cents per
share) for the first quarter of the fiscal
year ending Aug. 31. The company
suffered a net loss of over $2.6 million
for fiscal year ended May 31. Earlier
this year Webcor acquired Dormeyer
Corp., Chicago appliance maker, in
a diversification move.
New offices ■ General Radio Co., West

Concord, Mass., has opened two new
sales-engineering offices in Syracuse,
N. Y., and Orlando, Fla. Leo J. Chamberlain, formerly of the New York district office, will manage the Syracuse
branch, and John G. Held, of the Washington district office, will move to the
Orlando branch.
Uhf translator ■ Development of a 20
w translator to extend tv coverage beyond distance and terrain barriers has
been announced by Adler Electronics,
New Rochelle, N.Y. It is known as the
UST-20, capable of picking up vhf signals off-the-air and converting them
to a uhf channel for rebroadcast.
Demonstration kit ■ MaCarTa Inc.,
Des Moines, Iowa, announces the availability of a completely equipped demonstration unit featuring the latest automatic tape-cartridge equipment. The
company describes the unit as a rolling

radio station. It has its own generator.
Requests for a demonstration visit
should be made to the company, 4012
Fleur Dr., Des Moines.
Receives medal ■ Dr. Mervin J. Kelly,
former board chairman of Bell Telephone Labs Inc., was awarded the 1961
Hoover Medal for "distinguished public
service," at the United Engineering Center in New York, Nov. 9. The medal,
established in 1930, was presented by
former President Herbert Hoover for
whom it is named.
Miratel buys firm ■ John Klindworth,
president of Miratel Electronics Inc.,
New Brighton, Minn., has announced
the purchase by Miratel of all outstanding stock of Mid-America Relays Systems Inc., Rapid City, S.D. Keith
Anderson, president of Mid-America,
continues as a vice president. MidAmerica produces vhf translators.

INTERNATIONAL

West German
pay-tv system
BONN STUDIES LEGAL AND TECHNICAL
The introduction of a pay-tv system
in West Germany has become a distinct
possibility for the not-too-distant future.
According to Bonn's Postal Minister,
Dr. Richard Stuecklen, the government
is studying the question, particularly
the technical and legal difficulties. German engineers are trying to develop a
pay-tv system which would use existing telephone and telegraph lines without disturbing either of the two services. The final decision as to the adoption of the program and its feasibility
rests with the Postal Minister, whose
job is the U. S. equivalent of Postmaster-General and FCC chairman.
Technical problems hinge mainly on
the limited production capacity of the
German electronics industry. To date,
only one company in West Germany,
the Feltz-Hoefer group in Cologne, is
actively preparing to apply for a pay-tv
license. The Cologne group's tentative

United

Press

probable
PROBLEMS

soon

plan seems not to require wired systems,
but would use existing tv transmitters
and buy time segments at irregular intervals for pay telecasts.
CBC anniversary show
sees advent of global tv
Global television and more use of tv
as an educational, rather than an entertainment medium were two items forecast by FCC Chairman Minow during
a taped symposium on the future of
broadcasting with Kenneth Adam, controller of BBC-TV, and Dr. Andrew
Stewart, chairman of the Canadian
Board of Broadcast Governors. The
occasion of the discussion was the 25th
anniversary of the Canadian Broadcasting Corp. on Nov. 2. The program was
carried on CBC's national tv network.
Kenneth Adam, whose BBC was
celebrating 25 years of telecasting on

International

the same day, reported on live telecasts
this summer direct from Yugoslavia and
Moscow, indicating that trans-Atlantic
live telecasting might be possible in
1962, and that perhaps the 1964 Olympic Games at Tokyo would be telecast
by the BBC direct from there.
Chairman Minow elaborated on the
need
ing. for more educational tv, and the
development of direct global newscastDr. Stewart, whose position in Canada is similar to Mr. Minow's, hoped
that broadcasters would always remember their audiences are composed of
individuals, and not just an amorphous
mass, and that broadcasting creates, as
well as expresses attitudes.
CKBL-TV

reaches new height

CKBL-TV Matane, Que., returned to
the air late in October, using its new
transmitter and new antenna on top of
Mont Logan, overlooking the Gulf of
St. Lawrence.
The channel 9 station was required to
close down for about a week to permit
a changeover to its new facilities. The
antenna is the highest in Canada, 3,980
feet above average terrain. CKBL-TV
now operates with 303 kw video and
182 kw audio power.

C
Nielsen expands in Canada

Facsimile
United

82

Newspictures

Press

Movietone

and
Newsfiim

Expanded service by A. C. Nielsen
Co. of Canada Ltd., Toronto, Ont., has
been announced by George W. Ralph,
vice president of its broadcast division.
The enlarged service includes extension of the four-reports-per-year system
to all multi-station markets.
The first survey is being made in
November. All multi-station areas will
BROADCASTING, November 13, 1961

be surveyed simultaneously. The Nielsen Broadcast Index report books will
be restyled for client convenience. The
four-reports-per-year service will cover
Halifax, Ottawa, Winipeg, Edmonton,
Calgary and Vancouver, while Toronto
and Montreal will be measured six
times a year.
Canadian

tv set sales

on the rise after lag
Sales of television receivers in Canada since July have been better this
year than last, according to F. W. Radcliffe, general manager of the Electronics Industries Assn. of Canada,
Toronto. Several Canadian manufacturers are out of stock in some lines.
Tv receiver sales in Canada have
been steadily going down since 1955
when a record 764,957 receivers were
sold. Last year total sales were 338,000
sets.
Stuart D. Brownlee, president of Canadian Admiral Corp. Ltd., Toronto,
said that warranty cards show 65% of
Admiral sales are now replacement,
compared with 50% at this time a year
ago.
C. E. Campbell, national sales coordinator of the home entertainment
division of Philips Electronics Industries Ltd., Toronto, said sales were up
this year and that family desire for a
second tv set is one of the big factors.
Monaco

Independent Television Authority, Britain's commercial network,
has agreed to keep tobacco commercials out of programs designed
for viewing by children. Niall
MacPherson, secretary of the
Board of Trade, last week said
the prohibition was instituted by
ITA at the request of the government and that it would also apply
to commercial slots before and
after these particular programs.

emanating free from Toronto and Buffalo stations. The pay-tv football
games cost subscribers $2 apiece, and
the 35 hockey games are $1 each.
Stars to earth ■ Following the example
set by the West German movie industry some months ago, German tv stations have adopted a uniform ceiling
for payments to tv stars and other
actors in top income brackets. The new
maximum is 7,000 deutschmarks (or
about $1,750) per show, regardless of
length or "name value" of the actor
involved. The new ceiling is 3,000
marks less than the current maximum.
Italian network begins ■ A second net-

work began operations in Italy on Nov.
4, as RAI Radiotelevisione Italiana
started programming on a uhf network.
RAI-TV also operates a vhf network.
The uhf operation will be on the air
from 9-11 p.m., seven nights a week.
BBG plans hearings ■ Six public hearings are to be held next year by the
Canadian Board of Broadcast Governors. First 1962 meeting will be at
Winnipeg, Man. on Feb. 6. Other hearings will be on April 3, May 29, Aug.
14, Oct. 16, and Dec. 4, locations to
be announced later.
Austrian tv in black ■ Austria's official,
semi-commercial television service has
estimated its 1961 annual income from
license fees and advertising at 153 million schillinge (about $6.5 million).
Income from commercial programming
in Austria has steadily risen, and now
much of this capital is being devoted
to
up Austria's less-successful
stateshoring
radio operations.
Latin-accented Swahili ■ Radio Vatican plans to inaugurate daily transmissions in English, French, Arabic, Portuguese and Swahili to Africa beginning
Nov. 6. The broadcasts will be transmitted by a 100-kw installation donated by Cologne Catholics, and the
programming will be opened by a blessing for Africa from Pope John XXIII.

to sponsor tv awards

The Second International Television
Festival will be held in Monte Carlo,
Monaco, in January, the ITF committee has announced. Following a
week-long judging, Jan. 6-14, Gold
Nymph awards will be presented at a
gala at the Monte Carlo Opera House
on Jan. 17.
Awards will be presented for the following categories: best dramatic program, best comedy program, best variety program, best performance by an
actor, best performance by an actress,
best coverage of a news or sports event,
best children's program, and the cultural, historical or scientific program
most likely to foster better international
understanding. A special award for exceptional achievement may be given at
the discretion of the judges. The festival is presented under the auspices of
the government of Monaco.
Abroad

Flags flagged

"KNOE
IS
(embracingTHIS
industrial, progressive
North Louisiana,-LAND
South Arkansas,"
NO,
West Mississippi)
JUST LOOK AT THIS MARKET DATA
Population
1,520,100
Drug Sales
$ 40,355,000
Households
423,600
Automotive Sales $ 299,539,000
Consumer Spendable Income
General Merchandise $ 148,789,000
$1,761,169,000
Total Retail Sales $1,286,255,000
Food Sales
$ 300,486,000
KNOE-TV AVERAGES 71.7% SHARE OF AUDIENCE
According to March, 1961 ARB we average 71.7% share of audience from
9 a.m. to midnight, 7 days a week in Monroe metropolitan trade area.

in brief...

Toronto teams on pay-tv ■ Trans-Canada Telemeter is piping into Toronto
pay-tv homes all the home games of
the Argonaut Football Club, and the
away-games of the Maple Leaf Hockey
Club for airing in competition with
four professional football telecasts
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ADVERTISING

r. Moore

Mr. Field

Wendell D. (Pete) Moore, director of
advertising, Dodge division, Chrysler
Corp., joins MacManus, John & Adams,
Detroit, as account executive on Cadillac account. Mr. Moore had been with
Dodge since 1955 and earlier served as
media director on Dodge account at
Grant Adv. Robert E. Field, account
executive on Cadillac at MJ&A, promoted to account supervisor.
William H. FitzSimmons joins Foote.
Cone & Belding, Los Angeles, as account
supervisor on grocery products division
of Purex account. Mr. FitzSimmons,
who recently resigned as vp of Filmaster Inc., Hollywood, had previously
been associated with Benton & Bowles,
New York, and Needham, Louis &
Brorby, Chicago.
Mort Reiner and Leonard Soglio,
radio-tv timebuyers, Hicks & Greist
Adv., New York, promoted to broadcast
media supervisors. Prior to joining
H & G, Mr. Reiner was tv director for
Glamorene Inc. Mr. Soglio came from
Ted Bates, New York, where he was
timebuyer specializing in food accounts.
John W. King, regional account executive for Budweiser in southern marketing area at DArcy Adv., St. Louis,
transferred to New York to handle consumer advertising and promotion for
Budweiser in nine-state eastern area.
Ralph Countryman, assistant to agency's
regional marketing service manager in
St. Louis, succeeds Mr. King in Atlanta
headquarters.

& FORTUNES

William R. Rosenthal named assistant gional
to manager
of D'Arcy
Adv.'s remarketing service
for Budweiser.
Mr. Rosenthal formerly served as coordinator of Budweiser posting and as
manager of field service unit.
Richard H. Depew appointed director of tv programming for Cunningham
& Walsh, New York. With C&W for
four years, Mr. Depew has performed
programming duties for all accounts including radio and tv. Previously he was
tv network operations director for
ABC-TV.
Ralph W. Jennings and Vina Ruggero join Ted Bates & Co., New York,
as account executives. Mr. Jennings,
assigned to Standard Brands account,
was formerly with Foote, Cone & Belding. Miss Ruggero, formerly of ShallerRubin Co., will work on International
Latex Corp. account at Bates.
Ian W. Beaton named general account executive on AC spark plug division account at D. P. Brother & Co.,
Detroit. Other D. P. Brother promotions: Robert E. Guerrier appointed
account executive in charge of ACFlint division advertising, John C. Barbuscak to account executive in charge
of AC-Flint division merchandising, and
John C. Martin to account executive in
charge of AC-Milwaukee division advertising and merchandising.
Larry Schwartz, president, Wexton
Adv., New York, since 1953, appointed
chairman and chief executive officer.
Martin Solow, executive vp, elected
president and creative director. Adrian
Price, vp. named executive vp and
supervisor of client service.
James D. North and Charles Overbeck elected vps of General Foods Co.,
White Plains, N. Y. Mr. North will be
vp, marketing services, and Mr. Overbeck, vp, research and technology. John
F. Nolden, associate product manager,
Perkins-S. O. division of General Foods,
moves to Battle Creek, Mich., as prod-

—
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zcme

uct manager for Tang Instant Breakfast
Drink and Instant Postum.
H. R. Haldeman, vp and manager of
Los Angeles office of J. Walter Thompson, has taken year's leave of absence to
manage campaign of Richard M. Nixon
for Governor of California. M. C. (Doc)
Borland, vp and account supervisor in
the JWT Los Angeles office, will be
acting manager during Mr. Haldeman's
absence.
David P. Hotz, vp and account supervisor, Benton & Bowles, New York,
joins Papert, Koenig, Lois Adv., that
city, as account supervisor. Harriet
Olguin, formerly with Daniel & Charles,
New York, to copy staff of PK&L.
Joseph Allentuck, formerly with
Reach, McClinton Adv., New York,
joins Doyle Dane Bernbach, that city,
as assistant treasurer in charge of accounting and financial division.
Beverly Reynolds, formerly with Leo
Burnett and Campbell-Ewald, both Chicago, joins Wade Adv., that city, as
art director.
Harold W. Gully
named pr manager,
Leo Burnett Adv.,
Chicago. He joined
agency in 1959 as
manager of New York
pr section and following year
was trans-as
ferred to Chicago
r' u y
pr manager of home
office. Prior to joining agency Mr.
Gully was General European News pictures manager for UPI. with headquarters in London.
Betty Nicholis appointed project
supervisor in research department, John
W. Shaw Adv., Chicago. She formerly
was director of media and research.
Roth Brothers & Co., marketing agency,
and earlier director of research, Arthur
Meyerhoff Adv., Chicago.
Charles H. Branch, formerly with
Noble-Dury & Assoc., Memphis, joins
Greenhaw & Rush Adv., that city, as
broadcast and copy director.
Ruth Konves and Richard T. Griffin
join creative staff and accounting department, respectively. White Adv.,
Tulsa, Okla.
Del Tycer, former manager of advertising and sales promotion, instrumentation division, Ampex Corp., Redwood
City, Calif., joins Charles Bowes Adv.,
Los Angeles, as account executive.
Gustave J. Richter, formerly with
Fred Wittner Co., New York, joins J. M.
Mathes Inc., that city, as account executive.
John Klein, staff announcer and salesman. KGAL (FM) Los Angeles, named
BROADCASTING, November 13, 1961

George M. Claffey, comptroller,
WVET-AM-TV Rochester, N. Y., and
treasurer, KTVE (TV) El Dorado,
Ark., elected vp of Veterans Broadcasting Co. (WVET-AM-TV and KTVE
(TV)).

account executive at Nides & Cini Adv.,
Los Angeles. Mr. Klein will be detailed
exclusively to production and development of new business.
Howard Colwell, copy coordinator,
The Kudner Agency, New York, appointed copy chief.
Dan MacMillan and A. S. White
named copy group heads for Henderson
Adv., Greenville, S. C. Mr. White served
earlier with J. Walter Thompson in
similar capacity. Mr. MacMillan was
formerly with George H. Hartman Adv.,
Chicago.
Robert C. Furman joins broadcast
department of Wade Adv., Los Angeles.
He had been director of west coast
commercial production for Sullivan,
Stauffer, Colwell & Bayles; production
supervisor for BBDO and commercial
production supervisor at Desilu Studios.
THE MEDIA
R. A. Dunlea Jr., WMFD Wilmington, elected president of North Carolina
Assn. of Broadcasters succeeding Floyd
Fletcher, WTVD Durham. Other officers elected: Jack Starnes, WBAG Burlington, vp for radio; Fred Fletcher,
WRAL-TV Raleigh, vp for tv; Doris
Brown, WKBC North Wilkesboro, secretary-treasurer. Elected to board: Garrett Allen, WSIC Statesville; Ray Stanfield, WIST Charlotte; George Walston,
WRRZ Clinton and Wally Jorgenson,
WBTV Charlotte, (see page 54).
John R. Hallstrom, commercial manager, WIZZ Streator, 111., named general
manager. Jim Mudd, WVMC Mt. Carmel, 111., to WIZZ as assistant manager. Bellinger-Townsend-Kemper Stations (WIZZ, WVMC and WRAM
Monmouth, 111.)
Pierce H. Foster, radio-tv time salesman, WGN Inc., New York, joins tv
sales staff, Edward Petry & Co., that
city, effective Nov. 15. Earlier Mr.
Foster was radio time salesman for
Adam Young Inc., rep firm, and radiotv timebuyer on Liggett & Myers, Procter & Gamble and Carter products accounts for Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample,
both New York.
Douglas D. Shull, publicity and promotion director, WANE-AM-TV Fort
Wayne, Ind., joins WO WO, that city, as
promotion and advertising manager succeeding Paul Lindsay, who joins WIND
Chicago, in similar capacity.
Alan J. Hartnick, assistant general
counsel and assistant secretary, Metromedia Inc., New York, resigns to enter
private law practice with Gallop, Climenko & Gould, that city.
Ralph L. Cunnyngham, assistant
secretary-treasurer, Skelly Oil Co., Tulsa, to KCMO Kansas City, Mo., as business manager.
BROADCASTING, November 13, 1961

Mr. McClymonds

Mr. Edney

Grady Edney, national program director for radio, and Clyde C. McClymonds, manager of special services,
elected vps of Storer Broadcasting Co.
Mr. Edney joined Storer in 1957 as
program manager of then newly acquired WIBG Philadelphia, and in 1959
was appointed company's national radio
program director. Mr. McClymonds
came to company as engineer in 1940
when Storer (then Fort Industry Co.)
owned WHIZ Zanesville, Ohio. He
served as assistant to vp for engineering
and was appointed manager of special
services in 1953. Storer Stations are:
WGBS-AM-FM Miami: WJBK-AMFM-TV Detroit; WSPD-AM-FM-TV
Toledo; WAGA-TV Atlanta; WJW-AMFM-TV Cleveland; KGBS Los Angeles;
WWVA-AM-FM Wheeling; WIBGAM-FM Philadelphia and WITI-TV
Milwaukee.
Virgil Wolff, formerly with KYW-TV
Cleveland, named general manager,
WRDW-TV Augusta, Ga.

BIGGER

Buy

Walter Lowe, formerly with KSUB
Cedar City, Utah, joins KDJI Holbrook,
Ariz., as general manager and sales executive. Harry Kersey and Dave Shane
appointed program and news director
and air personality, respectively.
F. J. Rawlinson named assistant to
president, WTHE Spartanburg, S. C.
Tim Parker and Bob Townsend appointed production supervisor and music director, and assistant news director
and supervisor in charge of special
events, respectively.
Tim Sullivan, air personality, appointed assistant station manager,
KGMC Englewood, Colo., and Gladys
Stanley named office manager. Dick
Peabody, Dan Tyler and Gil Verba join
station as music director, programming
and production director and news director, respectively.
B. H. Moore joins WAKE Atlanta
as program director.

than

SACRAMENTO
One

Bob Underwood named general manager, WTHR Panama City Beach, Fla.
He formerly was air personality, WAGATV, and account executive, WQXI, both
Atlanta, Ga.

- STOCKTON

Delivers

IDAHO

- MONTANA

plus 1 1 counties in Wyoming

at lower cost per thousand

SKYLINE TV NETWORK delivers 10,100 more TV homes than the
highest rated station in Sacramento-Stockton at nearly 1 8% less cost
per 1 ,000. SKYLINE delivers 92,300* nighttime homes every quarterhour Sunday through Saturday. Non-competitive coverage. One
contract — one billing — one clearance. Over 254,480 unduplicated
sets in 5 key markets. Interconnected with CBS-TV and ABC-TV.
IDAHO -

KID-TV Idaho Falls
KLIX-TV Twin Falls
MONTANA - KFBB-TV
KXLF-TV Butte
Great Falls
KOOK-TV Billings

TV NETWORK
P.O. Box 2191
Idaho Falls, Idaho
•ARB average March. 1961
Call Mel Wright, phone JAckson 3-4567 - TWX No. I F 1 65
or your nearest Hollingbery office or Art Moore in the Northwest
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BPA

elects new

officers:

Donald Curran, director of advertising and promotion for ABC Radio
owned and operated stations, New
York (second from left) has been
elected
of Broadcasters'
Promotionpresident
Assn., succeeding
John
Hurl but, promotion manager of
WFBM-AM-TV Indianapolis (right).
Shown with new president are Clark
Grant, (left) promotion director,
WOOD-AM-TV Grand Rapids,
Mich., elected second vp, and outAsk our reps ...
Harrington, Righter and Parsons K @
. . . about the naturally rich KSLA-TV market.

for your towe
r ||Q||^
requirements
check SYSTEMS
I A complete tower
l erection service
I that has these
I special advantages:
I ✓ DEPENDABILITY
j✓
j y/
j
!✓

RELIABILITY
COMPLETE
ENGINEERING
COAST TO COAST
SERVICE

I Be sure to obtain price quotaI lions and engineering assistance for your complete tower
needs
tower from
erectionAmerica's
service. foremost

ROHN SYSTEMS, INC.
P«oria, Illinois
6718 W. Plank Road
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Claire Hughes, general manager,
KWKW Pasadena, Calif., resigns.
Ned Nichols, sales manager, WSAF
Sarasota, Fla., named co-manager along
with Paul Kelly. Gerry Pike joins station as program and production director.
Charles E. Wallace, chief engineer,
WANE-TV Fort Wayne, to WISH-AMFM-TV Indianapolis, both Indiana, in
similar capacity.
Robert E. Fitzpatrick, for 30 years
engineer with NBC, retires from staff
of WMAQ Chicago, network owned
station.
Paul Luecke, with WOWO Fort
Wayne, Ind., in 1931, and more recently transmitter supervisor for Voice of
America, rejoins station as technical
operator. Charles Billiard, weather
analyst, recalled to active duty as commander, 163d Weather Flight, Indiana
Air National Guard.
Bernie Sandler, announcer, WGRAM-FM-TV Buffalo, N. Y., named assistant program manager. Albert M.
Benz, producer-director, named traffic
manager, succeeding Donald N. Finger,
who resumes duties as chief account of
WGR-AM-FM-TV.
Joe Finan, air personality, KTLN
Denver, named program manager. Jack
Diamond named to succeed Mr. Finan
and Steve Risien joins station as air
personality.

going second vp Harvey M. Clarke,
CKEY Toronto. James Bowermaster, promotion director, WMT Cedar
Rapids, Iowa, was eletced first vp.
Three-year directors elected: Daniel
Bellus, Transcontinent Tv. Corp.,
New York; Judd Choler, KMOX-TV
St. Louis; H. Taylor Vaden, WJZ-TV
Baltimore; and Jean Riopel, CFCN
Quebec City. Other directors: Casey
Cohlmis, WFAA Dallas; Jack Dorr,
WBNS-TV Columbus, Ohio.

Russ Baker, former program manager, KGO-TV San Francisco, returns
to station as operations director, newlycreated post.
James M. Washburne, jazz pianist
who has been air personality on KDEO
San Diego, Calif., and production manager of WKBW Buffalo, N. Y., and
WEAM Arlington, Va., appointed program director of KRLA Pasadena,
Calif.
Russell Smith, director of advertising and pr, KHJ-AM-FM, Los Angeles,
joins KFI, that city, in similar capacity.
Bradshaw

elected

Joseph D. Bradshaw, vp and
general manager, WRFD Columbus-Worthington, Ohio, elected
president of Ohio Assn. of Broadcasters at fall convention held
Nov. 2-3 in Columbus. He succeeds Gene Trace, WBBW
Youngstown, who becomes member of board. James Hanrahan,
vp and general manager, WEWS
(TV) Cleveland, elected first vice
president, and Lawrence H. Rogers II, vp, Taft Broadcasting Co.,
Cincinnati, elected second vice
president. Carlton S. Dargusch
was reelected secretary-treasurer
and Collis Young, WCOL Columbus, re-elected to board. Howard
A. Donahoe, WILE Cambridge,
was newlv elected to board.
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Albert W. Sturges, director, writer
and producer, KGO-TV San Francisco,
joins KATU-TV Portland, Ore., as program manager.
John B. Meyer, formerly with Bruce
Hayward Assoc., St. Louis pr firm, joins
WEW, that city, as program director
succeeding Charles Hale, who transfers
to WLOD Pompano Beach, Fla., in similar capacity. Both stations are owned
by Franklin Broadcasting Co.
George Wilson, Doug Randall,
Bobby Dee and Lee Simms named executive operations manager, program
director, production director and public
service director, respectively, WTMA
Charleston, S. C.
Richard P. Moran Jr., time salesman
and account executive, CBS Films, joins
WHEN-TV Syracuse, in similar capacity.
Leonard C. Warager, account executive at WABC-TV New York, joins tv
sales staff of The Katz Agency, that
city.
Joseph M. Higgins,
vp and general manager, WTHI-AM-FMTV Terre Haute,
named vp and general
manager, WIBC-TV
Indianapolis, both Indiana. He began his
radio career as acMr. Higgins
count executive with
WIBC in 1944 and earlier served in advertising departments of Dayton Daily
News, Frigidaire division of General
Motors and Airtemp division of Chrysler Corp. Mr. Higgins twice was director
of National Assn. of Broadcasters and
presently is vice chairman of 1962 National Convention of NAB, to be held
in Chicago in April.
John C. Sellers, formerly with
KOAT-TV Albuquerque, N. M., joins
KIRO-TV Seattle as account executive.
Lon Boutin, account executive,
KDAY Santa Monica, joins KWKW
Pasadena, both California, in similar
capacity.
Bill King, former account executive,
KENI and KBYR, both Anchorage,
Alaska, to KCPX Salt Lake City, in
similar capacity. Jan Rich appointed
KCPX record librarian.
Alvin D. Ostrin, media supervisor,
Foote, Cone & Belding, Los Angeles,
joins KGIL San Fernando, Calif., as
account executive.
Richard Schlichting, formerly with
WLWI (TV) Indianapolis, to KMOXTV St. Louis as producer-director.
William F. Abbott, account executive, George P. Hollingbery Co., New
York, appointed sales manager of radio
division in New York office.
BROADCASTING, November 13, 1961

Veteran retires
John
T .
Schilling, veteran broadcaster and vp Metromedia Inc.,
announced his
retirement last
week, but plans
to continue on
Mr. Schilling
consulting basis
for MMI's Kansas City properties,
KMBC-AM-TV. Mr. Schilling
first became associated with radio
in 1922 when named general manager and chief engineer of WHB
Kansas City, and remained with
station until its sale to Todd Storz
interests in 1954. WHB Broadcasting Co. was then changed to
KMBC Broadcasting Co. with the
purchase of KMBC-AM-TV and
KFRM Concordia, Kan., of
which Mr. Schilling became vp
and general manager.
F. Robert Fenton, account executive,
WMGM New York, appointed assistant
sales director.
Frances I. Pierce, promotion director, KIRO-TV Seattle, resigns. Phil
Brady, who formerly had own film pro-

duction company and also served with
United States Information Agency in
Washington, joins local sales staff of
KIRO-TV.
Kenneth Johnson named sales service coordinator for WLS Chicago.
Tom Dutton, air personality, WHMS
Charleston, W. Va., appointed production director. Calvin Dailey, Chuck
Kollias and Sandy Dutton join station
as music director, salesman and continuity director, respectively.
Bill Thompson, director of pr and
sales promotion, KGBS Los Angeles,
assumes additional duties as station's
director of community affairs.
Hugh Scott and Margaret Doumany
join promotion department of KWTV
(TV) Oklahoma City.
Terrence S. Ford, former promotion
director, WHK Cleveland, joins WJWTV,
that city, as assistant promotion
director.
Vicki Pigeon, assistant program director and women's editor for American
Forces Network, joins WCKY Cincinnati, as pr and promotion director.
Bailey W. Hobgood Jr., former continuity director, WFMY-TV Greensboro, N. C, returns to station as promotion manager. Recently Mr. Hobgood served as general manager, WMIT-

And stations all over the country are getting the message: "If you need
help in securing exactly the right records and albums for your music
programming — you can get it from RSI."
RSI makes your record dollar more productive. Does it with any
of eight different program services. The price is right, too. Thafs why
we have over 850 satisfied station subscribers — and the list grows with
almost every mail.
If you have any special record problems, call or write to find out
how RSI can help you, too. No obligation, of course.
RECORD
SOURCE,
,333 EAST 46th STREET, NEW YORK
YUKON 6-0155
P.O. BOX 4098, NORTH HOLLYWOOD, CAL.

INC.
17, N. Y.

PM Clingman's Peak and was part owner and operations manager, WYFM
Charlotte, both North Carolina.
Sylvia Allen, formerly of WPBC
Minneapolis, joins KUXL Golden Valley, Minn., as promotion director. Jack
Hyatt, KTTV (TV) Los Angeles; John
Sewall, KDWB Minneapolis-St. Paul;
and Mort Garren, WMIN MinneapolisSt. Paul, join announcing and news
staff of KUXL.

MONEY

TALKS

-but what does it say?
If you eavesdrop in the businesspaper field, you'll find the circulation
dollars saying to the publisher: the
man who sent me in wants your
publication.
For parting with money in exchange
for a businesspaper is more than just
sweet sorrow — it's proof that the
one who parts sets a definite, ascertainable value on the publication.
And, carried to the next logical step,
it's an affirmation to the advertiser
that the readers are meeting him at
least half way.
A lot of very good businesspapers
believe this is an important consideration. In fact, by having their
circulations audited by the ABC,
they voluntarily lay their books open
to the scrutiny of interested outsiders and, in a very real sense,
invite — and obtain — customer supervision of one of the most vital phases
of their businesses.
If you could hold a quiet conversation with your advertising dollars,
we think you'd hear a good many of
them saying they'd feel a lot safer
about the mission you're sending
them on if they carried this kind of
insurance.

The plus value of paid circulation is"wantedness"

BROADCASTING is the only publication
in its field qualifying for
ABC and ABP membership.
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Wynn Moore, former news director,
WNOR Norfolk, Va., and Tony de
Haro, formerly with KBOX Dallas, join
WSAI Cincinnati news staff.
Hal Henning, radio correspondent
for WEOK Poughkeepsie, N. Y., named
news director.
Merrill M. Ash, former night news
editor of KOMO Seattle, returns as
news director.
Fred Lewis, director of news and
public affairs, WOKY Milwaukee, to
KSON San Diego, as news director.
Don Lewis, formerly with WMEX
Boston, to WOKW Brockton, both
Massachusetts, as newsman and air personality.
Tom Edwards appointed news director, WNAX Yankton, S. D., succeeding
Whitey Larson, retired.
Allen Smith named news director,
KMBC Kansas City, Mo. Al Zimmerman, sales manager, KQEO Albuquertive. que, N. M., to KMBC as account execuJohn A. Parker, sports editor, KOGOTV San Diego, assumes additional duties of news editor, KOGO.

MCPA appointees
Phil Davis, president, Phil
Davis Musical Enterprises, elected
president, Musical Commercial
Producers Assn., New York. Other
officers elected: Morris Momorsky, first vp; Hank Sylvern, president. Signature Music Inc., second
vp; Victor Sack, business manager, Scott-Textor Productions,
secretary; and Gene Forrell, president, Forrell, Thomas & Polack
Assoc., treasurer. Elected to
board: Chuck Goldstein, president, Chuck Goldstein Productions; Curt Biever, president, Biever & Stein Productions; Tony
Faillace, president, Faillace Productions; Jerry Jerome, vp, Jerry
Jerome Productions; Howard
Plummer, president. Hap Music
Inc., and Will Lorin, president.
Will Lorin Productions.

War Dept. reunion
Radio, press and motion picture people who served in War
Department Bureau of Public Relations in Washington during
World War II, are invited to the
20th annual reunion party in New
York on Dec. 7. Organized by
Ed Kirby, USO director of public relations, 237 E. 52nd St., New
York, and others. Interested
parties may contact Mr. Kirby.
Jack Puter, spot sales manager, ZivUA, and Howard Beasiey, chief announcer, KXLY-TV Spokane, join
KOA-TV Denver.
Larry Martel, formerly with WENY
Elmira, N. Y., to announcing staff of
KPHO Phoenix.
Arthur N. Goodyear joins WIBC
Indianapolis as announcer.
Bob Kelley resigns as play-by-play
announcer for Los Angeles Angels baseball team on KMPC Los Angeles, but
will continue to announce L. A. Rams
football games and other sports events
on station.
Ethel Grey, formerly with WSBA
York, Pa., and WIOU Kokomo, Ind.,
appointed
supervisor
WJRL
Rockford,
111. of women's affairs,
Bill (Sheriff) Davis joins WCMS
Norfolk, as host of country music
show.
Gary Palant, formerly with KDAY
Santa Monica, Calif., joins WBBQ Augusta, Ga., as morning personality.
Jerry Gillies, formerly of WPAM
Pottsville, Pa., to WBCB LevittownFairless Hills, Pa., as air personality.
Clare Brown, Mel Aldridge and
Hank Meinhardt join WQTE Monroe.
Mich., as air personalities. William
Bonds named morning news and sports
editor, succeeding Frank Imburg, resigned. Irv Laing appointed operations
manager in addition to being chief enPROGRAMMING
gineer.
Peter Keane, technical director.
Screen Gems Inc., New York, elected
chairman of New York section of Society of Motion Picture & Television
Engineers.
Robert Kraus, formerly with Sterling
Films, New York, joins Banner Films,
that city, as eastern division manager.
William Egan, CBS production supervisor, joins Goodson-Todman Productions, New York, as production manager
of company's network tv game and
panel shows.
Bernard Barron appointed general
BROADCASTING, November 13, 1961

manager, Producers Studio, Los Angeles. He was studio manager and executive in charge of production for
American International, that city.

cently with company's microwave laboratory and traveling-wave tube product
section at Palo Alto, Calif., announced
his retirement last week.

Ellen M. Johansen, executive assistant to publisher of Printers' Ink, to
Storer Programs Inc., New York, as
sales promotion and publicity manager.
Don Garrett, creative staff member of
Candid Camera, joins Screen Gems Inc.,
New York, as director of publicity.
Warren G. Harris, trade press rep
and news copy editor, Paramount Pictures, Hollywood, named to newlycreated post of creative service manager.

Ralph W. Wight, general manager of
Westrex Recording Equipment Div.,
Litton Systems, promoted to vp.

Walt Usher, formerly with Rogers &
Cowan, Beverly Hills pr firm, to Freberg Ltd., Hollywood, as pr director.
Bob Mayberry, producer, Leo Burnett Adv., Chicago, joins Wilding Inc.,
that city, producer of industrial motion
pictures, as production manager of tv
division. Carl Nelson and Ralph Davis
named producer-director and editorial
supervisor, respectively.
Robert Evans, formerly of Tv
Graphics, New York, joins Gerald Productions, that city, as account executive
for tv commercial production.
David B. Williams, formerly with
Donall & Harman Inc., New York, joins
National Telefilm Assoc., that city, as
director of press information.
EQUIPMENT

& ENGINEERING

Joseph McPhee
named executive vp,
Telechrome Manufacturing Corp., producers of electronic equipment for broadcasting
and defense communications, Amityville,
Long Island, N. Y.
Mr. McPhee
Jack Horowitz and B.
Trimboli named vps of manufacturing
and purchasing, respectively.
Stanley E. Miller appointed manager
of Fullerton, Calif., picture tube plant
of Sylvania Electric Products Inc., succeeding Marion F. Chetty, who has
been named manager of foreign manufacturing
operations
international
division.forMr.Sylvania's
Miller had
been general foreman of Sylvania's Ottawa, Ohio, plant.
John P. Campbell named eastern regional division manager of H & B Communications Corp., wholly owned subsidiary of H & B American Corp.,
Beverly Hills, Calif. Mr. Campbell will
oversee operations of H & B's catv
systems in Alabama, Canada, Iowa,
Maine and New Jersey.
Dr. Harry L. Van Velzer, electronics
consultant with General Electric Co.,
Schenectady, N. Y., since 1925 and reBROADCASTING, November 13, 1961

ALLIED

FIELDS

Luther A. Huston, for 22 years on
staff of New York Times in Washington,
and from 1957-60 director of public information for Justice Department, appointed assistant to director of American Bar Assn., Washington, succeeding
Lowell R. Beck, who was called to active duty in U. S. Army. Mr. Huston
is member of National Press Club
and former chairman of board of
governors.
Joseph W. Bailey, former vp and production executive at Ziv-UA, has opened
law office at 200 W. 57th St., New
York. He will specialize in representation and consultation in radio, tv, motion pictures and theatre.

Now

Available

DIRECTORY
OF
ARGENTINA
TELEVISION,
1961
A specialized publication which
contains in its pages the comprehensive information about the
development of commercial TV
in the Republic of Argentina:
• Radio and TV Stations
• Managements
• Labor Groups

INTERNATIONAL
Bob Lapthorne, who has handled
sales and service in Australia, New Zealand and Philippines since 1960 for
Freemantle International Inc., New
York, named far eastern sales manager.
His territory has been increased to include Japan, Hong Kong, Thailand,
Singapore and Okinawa.
Hal Cooke, formerly of CKEY Toronto, named general manager, CKSL
London, both Ont.

» Directory of Actors,
Musicians, Authors,
Technicians.

Manny Brown, timebuyer, Baker
Adv., Toronto, to head timebuyer, MacLaren Adv., that city.

• Producers of film of

DEATHS
Louis P. Cashman, 74, editor and
publisher, Vicksburg Evening Post and
president, Delta Broadcasting Co.
(WQBC Vicksburg, Miss.), died Oct.
5. Mr. Cashman had served as president of Mississippi Press Assn., and as
director of Southern Newspaper Publishers Assn.
Burr Whyland, 62, engineer at WLS
Chicago for 36 years, died Nov. 5 in
Wesley Memorial Hospital. He had suffered heart attack while on duty at WLS
Oct. 7. Mr. Whyland was one of founding members of Local 1220, Radio
Broadcast Engineers and Technicians,
IBEW.
Marvin H. Collins, 84, father of
LeRoy Collins, president of National
Assn. of Broadcasters, died Nov. 5 of
heart ailment in Tallahassee (Fla.)
Memorial Hospital.
William J. Herman, 37, associate editor, CBS-TV's U. S. Steel Hour, died
Nov. 7 at New York Hospital.

• Manufacturers and
distributors of
transmitting equipment.
• Publicity in Argentina.

animated cartoons, film
series, etc.
In addition . . .
Extensive information about television in the world.
Limited edition
Send for your copy today.
Send
draft
or check
to " the.
order of
Editors
of Specialized
Publications . . .
— Ramon

Landajo,

CANGALLO

1143,

piso 8°—
104. Argentina,
Buenos
Aires,
in the amount of $10.00 (U.S.)
— and we will send your copy
by certified ;nail.
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FOR
Radio
HOW

financial

THE

NATIONAL

data
AM

THE

RECORD
From FCC compilations released last
week. See page 31 for story.

for 1960
RADIO

NETWORKS

& STATIONS

FARED

COMPARATIVE FINANCIAL DATA OF 4 NATIONWIDE AM RADIO NETWORKS AND 3,470 AM STATIONS 1959-1960
($ Thousands)
Item
A. Revenues from the sale of time:
1. Network time sales:
a. Sale of network time to advertisers
Total network time sales
2. advertiser:
Deductions from network's revenue from sale of time to
a. Paid to owned and operated stations
b. Paid to affiliated stations
Total participation by others (excluding commisions)
in revenue from sale of network time
3. Total retentions from sale of network time
4. Non-network time sales
a. National and regional advertisers
b. Local advertisers
Total non-network time sales
5. Total time sales
6. Deduct — Commissions to agencies, representatives, etc.
7. Net time sales
B. Revenues from incidental broadcast activities:
a. Talent
b. Sundry broadcast revenues
Total incidental broadcast activities
Total broadcast revenue
C. Total broadcast expenses
D. Broadcast income (before federal income tax)

Nationwide
Networks

Amount 1960
Total 4 Nationwide Percent of
Networks and 3,470 Increase
Stations
(Decrease)

19 Owned and
Stations
Operated

3451
Stations

$ 656
23,790
10,749
34,539
35,195
28,380
6,815

$ 7,445
178,312
374,597
552,909
560,354
55,255
505,099

$31,917
31,917
656
4,336
4,992
26,925
26,925
4,817
22,108

$ 202,102
35,026
385,346
587,448
622,474
66,887
555,587

(1.7)
7.4
6.8
7.3
6.4
7.3
0.3
6.8
1.7
2.5
6.5

22,831
12,203
620
2,438
11,575
8,190
13,445
1,250
23,778
591,863
9,440
528,877
31,438
36,276
31,548
3,058
477,553
38,443
27,561
543,557
9.8
($ 6,895)
6.2
NOTE: Data for 1959 cover the operations of 4 nationwide networks and their 19 owned and operated $ stations.
for owned and operated
51,324 1960 data$ 48,306
$
3,877
stations reflect the sale of one station by one network and the acquisition of one station by another network. ( ) Denotes loss

REPORT

ON

EXPENSE

& REVENUE

IN METRO

AREAS

& OTHER

I960: SELECTED REVENUE ITEMS AND BROADCAST REVENUES, EXPENSES AND INCOME* OF 3,470
Time Sales:
No. of No.
National and
porting
rein
stations
Local
advertisers
regional
and
advertisers
or$25,000
more
time
and
tion
Item
Networks
opera- 3300
sales3 $8,101,205 $202,101,805
sponsors*
3510
sponsors4 $385,345,652
GRAND TOTAL****
STANDARD METROPOLITAN AREAS:
432,950
Abilene, Tex.
61,701
2,996
Akron, Ohio
538,076
1,518,630
26,376
221,676
Albany, Ga.
63,024
58,807
Albany-Schenectady-Troy, N. Y.
1,396,142
1,349,863
302,379
Albuquerque, N. M.
1,119,842
15,763
1,228,359
Allentown-Bethlehem-Easton,
325,284
Pa.-N.J.
8,418
440,870
102,199
5
5
Altoona, Pa.
4,857
738,847
6
6
Amarillo, Tex.
214,833
302,705
15,296
3
3
398
Ann Arbor, Mich.
64,602
370,398
105,309
4
4
Asheville, N.C.
2,302
18
17
Atlanta, Ga.
91,739
1,873,491
2,939,166
142,428
4
4
357,276
Atlantic City, N.J.
7
152,993
662,262
Augusta, Ga.-S.C.
3,544
615,890
8,104
5
5
Austin, Tex.
263,327
15
702,055
13
12
15
280,104
Bakersfield, Cal.
2,148
32,660
8#
Baltimore, Md.
173,916
3,911,039
2,308,365
6
171,735
6
10,455
Baton Rouge, La.
908,922
2
2
Bay City, Mich.
772,744
284,171
8
8
Beaumont-Port Arthur, Tex.
5
379,265
5
110,847
3,325
Billings, Mont.
30,189
522,003
4
4
204,034
Binghamton, N.Y.
17,993
11
Birmingham, Ala.
859,598
22,328
1,419,731
12#
17
17
Boston, Mass.
102,931
4,962,077
5,214,804
2
2
Bridgeport, Conn.
1
1
Brockton, Mass.
90

COMMUNITIES

RADIO2 STATIONS
Total Total
Total Total
broadcast broadcast
stations broadcast
expenses income1
reporting5 revenues3470
$560,315,348 $505,114,371 $55,200,977
509,259
278,254
1,893,863
2,450,764
1,314,095
1,523,429
5
6
183
4
4
8
155
13
6
2
8
5
4
12
17
2
1

542,057
899,671
362,791
482,674
4,470,376
500,186
819,073
814,346
977,609
5,669,599
1,027,527
1,009,427
513,154
752,222
2,261,206
9,479,931

487,950
1,376,957
274,953
2,561,193
1,298,340
1,364,339
643,774
976,739
443,227
550,513
3,923,181
439,943
856,162
853,416
1,211,510
4,796,610
994,504
1,011,611
624,980
812,230
2,362,918
7,724,284

21,309
516,906
3,301
15,755
110,429—
159,090
101,717 —
547,195
77,068 —
60,243
80,436 —
67,839 —
872,989
37,089
** —
233,901
39,070—
33,023 —

111,826 —
1,755,647
2,184 —
101,712
60,008 ——
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No. of
in
stations

j
JQ
L9
1 cD1
7/Wr
00
?fi
0
q
c0
7
u
cu
1 7 it
0c
J
2
18

fi4 7Qfi
OH,/fi?R
j3
03,3£0
^ flfil
**
JJ
190,U148.
97
Rfifi
c! .ODD
Q ^lfi7
19 f1R7
1 4Q 4fi1
fi98
141 49^?
fl91
3U,003
1 9£ ,43U
4fiD
q9,084
014
14*T n^7
14,110/
4fi Q41
40,341
14 **7fi4
14,/04
171 90fi
1 197 J8
1%OU,■3.720
**
14
R8.9
14,Q0£
*+ 4 fion
fi 48Q
8 70fi
3,403
o,/U3
****
9,183
1 9 94Q
1^,^43
1 0 '399
113,4^3
QD,34D
49fi
3fi
^Q4
00,034
9K
18Q
£0,103
qi3lUn
111,1 7on
/3U
C94
*T 4fi
40,0£4
^18 Qni
R91
110,0,3U1
8 9QQ
**£33

R 9Rfi
**
**
58,479
293,794
26,039
**

1,322,334
1 493 004
6,770,324
346 915
144 320
216 021
220 116
191 592
217 89?
**
**
lUJ.JOll
Ol.UOU
fi? ufiPi
Sfi3 Rfi4
R43 ?fi1
JOOjOut794 fi9Q
39 71 Q
7fi 84?
70 Q9S
fi39 7ftn
73
/ o,/771/ 1
919 9Q9
1 OO.J3U
ft^ ^QD
914 ^48
**
379 R49
010,101
CI c CQQ
101
1 QA1
iJij£f/,0oy
91 3 570
5R 749
00,/R7A
He.
11,0/0,0/4
57fi
01 1**OflQ
99ft 785
oii,zuy
1 50 703uo
10U,/
307 ,10/
1R7
OU/
9 0Q0 350
^-?uyu,o0u

5
1132
fi
to7
8
25
8
q3
7
6
6
5
12
*jfi

771
X1 ,fi44
/ / X**, 3QQ
x143
to

2
11
17
6

2,889,244
1002798
5 693 243
731 020
O/3793,/44
7Ad
RfiS Idfi
SI 3 3(17
jSIS1 j,/77Q/ 3
SfiR S77
40/ ,000
487
3R8
Qfifi
K74
333,0/4
K4R £0£
989
040,
0£/
?97 ,331
Qfil
11,U£0,310
f)9fi fil 8
1 ,0U3,000
1 finfi
i4fi nn7
■Raa
1,143,UU/
£03,0UU
£0/
,03/
9^7
8Q7
0£/
R97 ,UOU
nan
1 nfi4 994
1,U04,££4
004,331
184 fiQI
484 K77/
404,0/
70c **47fl
/00,4/U
fioq
f|1 7
030,U1/
fiRfi 1 8fi
300,103
/0U,0UU
11,000,U33
K81 nfiQ
ori7 1 fi7
P.99
7fi1A
7qn
9£,330,314
ORfi **onn
Z'\
0££,/31
OU/ ,13/
9£,£00,
98K 91£13fi

A1 3 309
104 **41 3
91
97c1 ft90
540
**
101, U00
151
055
**
**
**
110/57 (HHO
44R
1XL//07 ,L97Q1 q
476,314
**
9,241,312
1,537,961
**

703
79fi
/U0,/£3
1 not; 70/i
l,U33,/y4
4/1K 0U£
Kn9
440,
fifi7 ,000
IRK
30/
9 A88
£,400,000
**
«C 1 Ifi
1 m 1 K74
1,U1 1,0/4
000,1
400, UUu
491
nnn10
7Q7
8P.4
/3/ ,004
430,003
400 **ooq
**
33/,
fifi7 004
R84
**
S89 n4R
00£,U40
630,503
**
**
13,229,931
1,581,048

1;
lotal
stations
reporting5
2

sponsors4
2 436 246
559 353
509 406
**
4^1 475
731 778
839 599
1 143 815
1 1 359 660
2 338 492
3 475 957
536,429
716644
564858
1 848 852
531 315
3 Ow046X (>J1
679J

■3

14,00 1
£0,000
1 4 -S-3
K8
aan1
DO.ooU
9fi
oca
1i££,£40
99 9Afi
7 fl^9
8/,U0£
**fi^K
0,000
13,030
1 fia fi.Q'J.
noi
£0,000
0,U3l
fil
90fi 84D
sec4
04 U
3,014
fifi 7Q9
33,**/3£
1 0,403
8 43Q
1 n?n
41 ,U£U
RP.4
4,004
10,13/
1"i7
fi**9fifl
**
*.*
3,£3U

**
sponsors*
2 S05 245
435 849
874,411
176 470
227,084
8527 11
220,592
12 374 150
3 081 333
3 437 987
'493813
23,516
223*231
168)849
1^649^471
500
X1 jU871/ 1|JUU
379 007
941 914
**

Local
advertisers
and
**

■3

0
K
4
03
7
7
9L
3fi
3fi
11 11
11 11
fi0
4
cc:u
L9
fi
in
3
q
ii
q
4
fi
At
i
u
9
7
9L
3
1
3
8
2
29
9
2

Networks
**

■}

9
30#
2

2
08
4
fiD
fi
fiD
fi^)
9
4A
9
fiD
fi3
4
4
7/
08
0

0

2c.
O8
A
7
j
fi
J
L.?
HA
c0
fiD
J
A
Ac;
7
q
oQ
c;Q
u
fi
An
3
7/
08
L
j
c;
1 Pit
11 11
fi
4
fi0
7
fiu
11 11
j
at
q
11
12#
4
5
4
1
7
7
0L.
9c
3
1
3
8
2

2
sales3
in
Dc.
00
9L
fi
fiD
7
0a
71
08
q
fi
7/
fi
fi0
fi0
19
fi
fi
2
17
11g

regional
and
advertisers

0

Item
DrAiiin^willa Uirlmn^n Con
Drownsviiie-nariingen-oan
Benito, Tex.
Dll-ff'lln
bUTraio, Mn.y.V
Canton, Ohio
Cedar Rapids, Iowa
Champaign-Urbana, III.
Unarieston, o.u.
onaneston, w.va.
unanoiie, ro.u.
Chattanooga, Tenn.-Ga.
Chicago, III.
Cincinnati, Ohio-Ky.
Cleveland, Ohio
uoioraao oprings,
uoio.
Pnlnmkio
QP
L.oiumDiaf
Pr>
11 imhi ic o.u.
Cl. o
PnliimKiic
h in
uoiumDUS, 11unio
uorpus u n r isti, lex.
UdlldS, IcX.
uavenpon-nocK isiana-ivioi me
uayiun, unto
npratur
III
l/CLatUI , III.
Dpiiupr
UCIIVCI , Pnln
LUIU .
Dpq Mninoc
UCo
IVIUIIICo, lnu/a
lUVVd
Dptrnit
UC 11 U 1 1, Mirh
IVIILII.
DnhnnMP Inwa
I") 1 1 1 lit h-'si ino r iui,
in r iviinn.-vvis.
Minn VA/ic
uuiuui'oupci
Durham IM.U.
WP
UUIIIdlll,
Fl Pacn Tov
Fn'p rd.
Pa
Cllc,
FliOPnP flro
Fwancwi
1 la 11 [IU.*r\y.
nrf U\r
LvalioVlllc,
Fall
Riupr ividoo.
Mace Ix.l,
R1
i an mvci,
Farori-Mnnrohaan1
W rial/ Minn
Idl
n.udf\.-iviinn.
FlrULMUUIg-LcUIIIIIlMcI,
ifgU'lVIUUI
nnl l rO-l CllcdU,
onmi ncfor
Moec
IVIdbS.
Flint
Mirh
mill, iviilii.
Ft 1 aiirlarHalo UnllviA/nnH Clo
n.
LdUUci
Udlc-nuliyWOOQ, rla.
Fort
^mith
rui l Oil
II Ul, MlArkK.
Fnrtl Wavno
InH
rui
waync, mu.
1Fnrt
Ul l Wnrth
rVUI III, Tpy
1 ca.
1Frpc.no
1 CollU, Pa
Lai .
ftaHcHpn Mid.
Ala
uaUoUCII,
(i?)l\/p<;tnn-TpYac
UOIVCj LUI 1 1 c Ad o UlPitv
IV, Tov
1 CA.
fi^i
rv-Ham
uaPiTanH
i y I idiRanirtc
1 1 Mmnnrl-F
1 u 1 1U L.MirhPhiraan
L- 1 11 LdgU , 1InH
III).
Ul aliu rxdUIUo, IVIILII.
Grpat
Falk
Mnnt
ui co i raiio, iviuiii.
Orppn
ui ecu Rav
uqj , Wk
vv I o.
firppnc.hnrn-Hiah
Pnint MPi.u.P
uiHrppnuillp
cciiouuiu~nigii
ruini,
9
UICCIIVHIC, o.u.P
Ha m ini Itnn-M
iHH 1 otnn
fih \n
nan
Luii'iviiuuic
Harrkhuro
Pa iun, unio
iiuiiiouuig, rd.
Hartfnrrf
i iai LI Ul Ll, Pnnn
L-UIII 1.
Hfinnl
i ih i Mauf
nunuiuiu,
ndWdlla i i
Mmictnn
Tov
nuuoiuil, 1 ca.
Wv v . Ua
Ku ft
iHlintincrtnn-A^hlanrl
iui i Lingiuirnoi
Va.*r\y-"U.
Ala iidiiu,
1Hnnt^willp
IUI 1 loV NIC, Mid
.
Inriianannlk
1 1 III idl IdUUI lo, 1Inrt
1 IU.
Iarkc.nn iviiLii.
Mirh
jaunooii,
larkcnn
Mice
J r\oU II , IVI loo.
1 U Qn n\/i 11 d Fla
JdLKoUMVlllc,
lid.
JInhnc.tnwn
Ul 11 lo LU VV 1 1 , Pa
Id.
Kalama7nn IVIILII.
Mirh
I\aiailldZ.UUr
KarKac
Pitu
Mn
-kan
rVdllodo
UlLj,
IVIU."i\dll.
konncha
lAcllUolld, \A/ic
VVIo.
Knrtyuillp
IM IUA VI 1 ICr Tpnn
1 CI II 1.
Lake Charlps 1 a
1 anra^tpr , Pa
uaiii/uoici
l a.
1Lulan^inc
lol 1 lgr Mirh
IVIILII.
Laredo Tpx
1Laoac Vooac
VCgab, No\/
m cv.
1 a\A/ronr*o_Ma\/orhi
1 IVIdbo.-ii.n.
Mace M U
LdVVI
ndvcl
[11111,
1LdWlUII,
auutnnCIILC Okl
Unld.a
1LCWIoLUIrMUUUl
ou/i cton.A i ihi i rnfl, Mo
IVIc.
1LCAPYinDftnn
1 1 IJ^LUI 1 , Kv
i\y.
1liiiio,
ima Ohin
viiiu
Lincoln Nob
Little Rock-N. Little Rock, Ark.
Lorain-Elyria, Ohio
Los Angeles-Long Beach, Calif.
Louisville, Ky.-lnd.
Lowell, Mass.
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<;
tion
opc?era-

NationalTimp ^alp<i'
and

porting
No.
reor$25,000
more
time

2
0a
4
7/
3
fi0
3fi
£9
4
9£
fi0
fi3
4
4
7/
q3
0
0q
0q
fi0
4
0q
7/
a0
£9
3fi
fi3
1l£9
1111
fi0
4A
0
9£
c0
lu
3
4
q3
11
1l£9
4
1:43fi
11
7/
9£
9£
£9
0q
11
0q
8
2
9
302

Total
broadcast

Total
broadcast

**
revenues6
A 408 **fiS1
4,4U0,03
1 031 41 1
11,U01,41
ian finq
1 ,00U,0U31
F.R7
Q1 9
00/ ,31£
OSfi 499
330,
4££
1 ssr qnn
11, 323
402
JJO,3UU
93 SOfi 3q4
£0,fi JU0,034
9q4 fifii
fiJ,£34,UU
7Sn S9K1
0, fioq
/ 3U,3£0
q82
qiq qni
748 8S4
3 ?4fi
7R9
Q45 P.0Q
4 355 **3Q7
1103Qc*
H,0Q5ft
JO, 03/
■/JO,
31ft
L9 ,575
J ' 0,010

expenses
**

**

44, 179
414
1 / 0,414
qi4
79S
314,/
£3
1 1Q9 7Sfi
1, 130,**/30
KS7 191
03/
,1£1
qfiq
fiqq
333,333
1 fifi9 1R1
IOI
1i ,00£,
97q 703
110,103,0/
fi!,£/1 1S3, 977
/ UO/
4 Ofi.9 71 7
/1/
fi4,UU£,
fiOfi R49
741
SIR
/ 41,300
3,033,04£
Rfin
fiiq
00U,303
737
/ 0 / ,4411 jS
9 771 4SR
£,/7R9/ 1,4J0
n99
/ 0£,U££
4 ififi Ron
4,100,
03U
1!,!£/
1 97 ,33U
qsn
1 OR0. nR9
1 ,300,U0£
3 861 151
2 375 8S9
7 751 588
**
1 031 477
504
out,©/ft77/
1 1 33 3fi0
1 , /100, oou
79Q JHO
54ft
75?
737
/ Jl,/431
0/
757

935income1
937
£00,
110,000
fi £0fiftfi/
111 00,000
ftfi ft53

4 032 1S3
2 290 866
10 828 933
1 055 5Q4
51X Q0,OU£_
3fi?
X1 ,000,03*+
O03?
5?3
X ,UOl,0£.O
**
000,000
767 3f!3
781
ftftft
/ 01 **,000
7ft4 41 5
/ Ot-jH-IO
1 994
K97
73fi
fi3ft
/ 00,000
3P.fi 70ft
000,
/ uo
1 fiO? ?43
?37J / ,00ftfilX
!_,9X ,00£-,tH-0
X1 , 71
/ x x1 ,0/8730
?QQ
OU*t, 71X 3IOfi/
£00,/
304 7Q?
1 Q7
771
1 557 90ft
5711, 79ft
0/fi77
/ £0
U/ / , Q1
OX X1
Q74
501
J 1 HjOUl
Q5fi 57Q
**
O0O,J/
z>
Q1
O X 1X ,UU001X
? 303 QP.5
£-,0U0,O0O
9 91ft 5QQ
/l£,C3Qft
Q3Q
10,OOO
ft9Q
**530
OtO,00U
353 fi4fi
OUOjOHO
3 4QA A1 Q
Q13 1H,/
A 75fi
OO
1 7A7 9ftA
5ft4 HHO
443
004-,
ftfil ,000
fiQ3
001
3 QAft 71 3
o,o*to,/** 10
11,*t/
4711 ,000
ftQft
428 292
*.*535
11 ,UlO,
0?ft
fi8P,'40?
****000
R30 **01 5
oou,uio
718
8Q5
/ 10,000
UO J ,791
/CI
689
****
1,047,648
19,661,145
2,807,444

/ 0LOj/ ,4-0
000
795
5ft31
**
**QQ1 1
99R0,Vj
1 ,L-C
7fi7
Q1 Q0
/ 0/ ,01
355
0/37Q0,000
1 935 OftO
9 903 ftQ4
1 fiQ7
710
£.00,000
1 ,00/
/ 1U
9ftft , 3R5
9ft5
045
£.oo,utto
70fi
/ UO, 74ft
/ HO
11 jHO
4fi1
3fifi
1,000
549
ft90
OHt,0£U
Qfi3
ftfiO
ooo,oou
ft39
550
OOil
559 ,oou
AqQ
74Q
/ 10,0/ft73
1 Q01
71 0Q
19 ,OUl,/
3Q5 QR41 0
3 5Q5 fiQ1
740 934
0,0o0,ool
39ft ft49
OU 1 ,000
9L ,OiOjOM-^.
R01
3ftfi
**
7fi1 7fi4
1l,0*+l,Zio
P.41 993
5fi3 190
000,
R04 91ItCU7
3 3R4 04ft
OjOOM-fUHO
1 4fifi 5fift
1 ,400,000
432 576
OO/
jlfr
59.7'
144
710
5fi0
/ 1U,J0U
**
71ft 4ftfi
/ 1 OjM-OO
**
**
700,129
644 044

Total
broadcast

1 0 7Q1ol
1U,/
*tO,000
3 177
103 9ft1
43 fiQQ
7 371
01 7 — :
1U0,£01/1,0/9311 ,U1Q44/
1 054 fift4
.•*'*0,1 / /
7Q 3fi4
l,Uott,001t
1/1 0,004
1,400
1 43Q
475 394
0fi30,0£.4
1,0044/11100,/
7R70/ —
1ftft 707
/ u 1/
1100,
5Q ft!
fil9/003
9 93fi
10o,010021 —
171
it'ii
3 077/ ,OHO
34S
0,U/
**
0*T,
£.4,
94 JjJ
111/1 7
14,400
14 4R5
1 00 R37
41 1Q9
14 P.9R
1UU,00/
9414,0i.0
457
£4,40/
A**OCA
41,
lot
5ft ft39
0o,o0£.
31 9R1
7 353
,000
3fi7/ ,100
1fi3
00/
33 Qfi7
14
1100fi3 —
01,tol
00,00/
114,
1 11,001
331
00*+
4,
1Q 159
fi5 044
00,U44
Q5 QPft
R49
Oft
CO,
DUO
o0,o4£11 tO,*t/
95 47ft0
11U,041
0 fi41
1 94 09Q
**
1fi1
1 01, 19ft
LcO
409 94fi
4U£.,£.4D
1 77 3R5
RflQ
94 R
oUo,£-4o
ftQ 9Qfi
R04
00, ,000
£.00 —
ill34
fiQ3
033
04,OU4
OoO.UOO
**
110tC,
59 QQ9
00Z
1UD,U01
91 393
57 47fi
5fi4
0/ ,4/fifi50
004,000
**
5 330
4 ?ftd
101 2S8
03171 / ,3/q7Sj
RR 471
**
00,4/
18****7661 —
**
45*•747

1,162,010
16,506.214
**
2,902,309

3,154,931
114,362 —
**
94,865—

No. of
in
stations
Item
Lubbock, Tex.
Lynchburg, Va.
Macon, Ga.
Madison, Wis.
Manchester, N.H.
Memphis, Tenn.
Meriden, Conn.
Miami, rla.
Midland, Tex.
Milwaukee, Wis.
Minneapolis-St. Paul, Minn.
Mobile, Ala.
Monroe, La.
Montgomery, Ala.
Muncie, Ind.
Muskegon-Muskegon
Heights,
Mich.
Nashville, Tenn.
New Bedford, Mass.
New Britain, Conn.
New Haven, Conn.
New London-Groton-Norwich,
Conn.
New Orleans, La.
New York, N.Y.
Newark, NJ.
Newport News-Hampton, Va.
Nortolk-rortsmouth, Va.
Norwalk, Conn.
Odessa,
Pi r-A - r, 1 Tex.
l+ « L
Ogden,
pi 1 1 -L I . , , , Utah
.- City,
OlKi Okla.
Pi Mm
Oklahoma
Omaha, Neb.-lowa
Orlando, rla.
Paterson-Clifton-Passaic, NJ.
Pensacola, Fla.
Peoria, III.
Philadelphia, Pa.-NJ.
Phoenix, Ariz.
Pittsburgh, Pa.
Pittsfield, Mass.
Portland, Me.
Portland, Ure.-wash.
Providence-Pawtucket, R.l.-Mass.
Provo-Orem, Utah
rueolo, Colo.
Racine, Wis.
Raleigh, N. C.
Reading, Pa.
Reno, Nev.
Richmond, Va.
Roanoke, Va.
Kocnester,
DRocktord,
« « |,X. , A III.
1 1n.y.
1
Sacramento, Calif.
Saginaw, Mich.
St.
OA Joseph,
l_..l_ HA—Mo.III
St. Louis, Mo.-lll.
bait LaKe City, Utah
San Angelo, Tex.
San Antonio, Tex.
San Bernardino-RiversideOntario, cant.
San Diego, Calif.
San Francisco-Oakland, Calif.
San Jose, Calif.
Santa Barbara, Calif.
Savannah, Ga.
Scranton,
Pa.
O — .ill _ Wash.
ill.,]
Seattle,
Shreveport, La.
Sioux City, Iowa
bioux halls, o.U.
South Bend, Ind.
bpokane,
r- - ' i jWash.
mi
Springfield,
III.
Springfield, Mo.
Springfield, Ohio
Springfield-Chicopee-Holyoke,
Mass.
Stamford, Conn.
92 (FOR THE RECORD)

tion
opera6
30
7
3o
103
13
1 01
3
Q
12
1 O8
7
4c
D
11
0n
Z9
9
ZA-tt
00
104#
in
30
0r
09
7
2
4
3Q
Q
7/
Qy
l
0Q
015 +r
Zl#
20
16r?
2
5
1lbc
19
Dr
Z
5
3AH8
66#
cD
• *t o6
•) . 34#■
3
14
10#
4A
1n—
Zl#
9
18
6
6
6
6
18
9
39
4
3n
y
3
4
102
1

porting
No. reor$25,000
more
time
sales3
6
3
6
3
103
113o1
3
0
12
7/
4
b
1
4
00
Z9
0Z
40A
0
10
in
30
5
z
7
2
4
3o
O
7
00
1
Q0
5
15
20
20
152
5
11 9r
ill0c0
b
9
5
3
4
8
6c
b
4
6
Ooo
103
14
1O
00
iiyn
1U
188
6
6
6
176
9
3A
4
3n
9
3
4
2
8
1

Time Sales:
National and
regional
advertisers
and
Networks
13,061
871
2,920
12,996
17,039
45,057
A O AOO
48,020
c7
om
b/,801
8,638
35,376
o6,9b5
non
o i nc
3,080
8,195
**
1 E9^
ft*
1,534
52,931
**

sponsors4
99,303
54,458
226,213
356,122
115,907
1,217,779
**
1,817,432
69,128
1,659,062
2,491,049
242,878
301,165
76,786
**
133,626
947,313

Q1,205
1 91

531,476
146,517

C 36,480
OP **1 oo
530,182

1,256,081
26,612,905
720,753
**
582,309
**

/,b0b
7Cn
CO 759
Of* ,
O C1I
oo2,blcnp I
33,606
C >I7 yl
5,4/4
C 009
5,88Z
6,352
53,219
192,007
1 no
nm*
82,708
28,297
117
11/, 7no
/U8
/in oi 7
4U,yi/
O 001
99 **qcc
8,881
50,477
10,245
10,353
51,471
o*7
nc 1
12,665
27,961
2,463
17,028
13,802
2,530
51,658
109,657
0 900
OO
£77
82,6//
A33y
23,061
43,585
107,707
8,099
10,407
8,611
47,351
37,833
5,121
1,540
17,715
**
4,668
6,012
**
27,469

46,188
1,899
798,149
1,011,525
231,809
ft*
84,827
413,704
6,923,580
712,887
3,037,523
271,349
1,598,354
1,323,933
15,810
**
81,044
572,855
160,299
78,088
874,938
190,668
1,285,876
231,350
1,122,124
165,197
155,048
3,744,028
432,178
30,559
1,213,095
485,568

Local
advertisers
and
> | 'U i lot* 1 J *
oon noc
830,936
oc o cnn
258,699
con nnc
520,906
C681,333
01 000
E 1 A C tl O
1 014,562
C C C OO A
1,666,334
2,991,930
279,877
3,266,405
9 C97 OQO
o,oo/,jyy
680,885
280,739
A Q£ OBI
901
43b,
**
395,186
**
QQQ OQ/1
337,338
1 CQO OO/l
1ll,oZb(o4o
T qol; qac
1 uhq oon
1,338,109
**
A C 1 A OQ
o44,U15
1 CA1 001
1,069,439
CCn
991
660,3^1
0 A n 1 AO
849,143
C A A 7 CCA
i nnn **noc
b,44/,bbO
1,900,985
CI C CI Q
3,780,294
1 QQQ 1 QC
i /ice
onn **ccn
/icq
i,4bo,bbU
Q7n a OA

1,188,360
5,113,143
198,101
107,917
195,955
303,866
1,741,714
686,132
116,968
140,060
251,730
534,413
121,175
215,340
**

A A c n AC\
445,949
583,185
oco o i n
i 252,810
1 oi /in
1,182,457
597,387
984,010
585,299
1,377,931
451,205
ocn lino
A obU,4Uo
1 AO AC1
4,243,451
1 A1C AAO
1,416,443
255,354
i cop
/ion
1,626,430
i o o o oon
1,382,389
1,401,435
l/•no
"\ fill p1 AA Oi
5,679,072
989,103
682,631
504,464
749,729
2,854,107
726,749
332,486
JOl
ooo
392,078
427,333
1,139,033
700,035
549,070
**

290,769

856,117

Total
i stations
cpui Ling
6
3
6
3
i103n
l
13
3
8
io
7
4
b
1
4
0Q
9
2
4/i
103
in
on
3U
3
3
7
9
4A
0Qo
87
/
81
1O
165O
O151
20
21Z9
5
itA
4
6
Zo
5
3
5
8
6
6
4
6
3
1039
14
3
10
21
9
18
6
6
6
6
18
9
3
4
3
9
3
4
2
8
1

Total
broadcast
revenues0
931,629
333,632
706,518
1 A A 1 A A "T
1,041,867
665,649
A TA AA Ar- A1 14 Al"\
2,722,176
4,274,040
349,492
c c 1 n coo
*** 4,778,557
5,510,523
**
887,171
357,920
813,141
515,253
ft*
o o a i c np
*#
2,347,596
i im oin
1,197,810
469,246
A C A A AAA
Ad2,530,963
Oil "TD1
34,377,781
a mi
raa
2,071,566
1,826,750
470,920
AAA ATT
A 396,277
AAA AAA
A2,020,262
AAA ~I A A
2,338,784
1,226,266
737,685
1 1 OA fTOO
1,182,523
11A /»n
or Aft*AAA
"TPA
11,954,762
2,651,632
6,606,816
o 801,712
/ion o i c
o c nc **i nc
3,439,815
2,51)6,105
07n
nno
279,908
A OO /I O A
482,434
AAA nAA
992,522
705,616
A 337,314
AAA AHA
2,023,649
1 at778,698
1 our
1,974,045
1 A 1 AAA
781,282
2,184,420
593,393
/no no^
i 4/^,034
non a oo
A"7 O onCOO/i
7,039,432
i m"?
O1,977,294
~1278,583
CA OOO
2,764,838
i one a on
1,805,489
A "no
AHA pA ~Jo nA
2,356,474
n c c "7 oon
9,567,889
1,242,077
1 O773,680
A685,081
AA oH nA "7A "T1
nn i a n o
991,402
4,091,251
1,257,494
429,614
523,879
ceo o o o
652,332
1,484,645
805,777
727,179
1,114,821
ft*

Total
broadcast
expenses
799,397
304,149
696,022
1,013,229
654,339
2,397,564
348,267
3,702,312
A A A n A AT
3,890,866
4,849,887
981,148
350,147
708,975
468,604
A r A 1 **O /I A
2,501,344
**
1 1AA AAA
1,192,668
437,283
2,445,298
26,924,734
1,690,217
1,553,351
442,664
362,279
1,702,415
2,145,108
1,217,023
719,541
1,331,182
11,050,511
2,713,218
5,419,262
A AAA
11A
824,877
o"7c noo
3,086,112
o con i p 1
OO/l 0~T~7
2,529,161
275,982
467,300
iipt onn
893,392
552,542
377,089
1,707,076
779,553
2,109,214
782,217
2,230,160
520,124
449,050
a a n nc n
6,565,475
A 261,413
AAA A t~ A
2,066,453
A AAA A A A
A AAA AAA
2,809,040
2,062,958
2,567,681
1 O O 1 OAT
9,909,027
1,231,327
746,084
702,120
856,581
4,163,677
1,299,672
374,807
495,300
r A "7 AAA
567,686
1,436,151
744,061
671,748
**
1,044,169
ft*

Total
broadcast
132,232
income1
29,483
10,496
28,638
11,310
324,612
**
571,728
660,636
887,691
1,225
104,166
7,773
46,649
93,977 —
**
**
153,748—
31,963
5,142
85,665
381,349
7,453,047
273,399
28,256
33,998
317,847
193,676
9,243
18,144
904,251
148,659 —
1,187,554
A f~ O 1 AO
61,586—
353,703
23,165
15,134 —
3,926 —
23,056
99,130
153,074
316,573
39,775 —
135,169 —
73,269
22,984
473,957
45,740—
855 —
17,170935 —
89,159 —
44,202 —
257,469
341,138
211,207
10,750 —
27,596
134,821
17,039 —
54 807
28,579
72 426—
84,646
42,178 —
48,494
61,716
**
55,431
70,652
ft*
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in
No. of
stations
Item

tion
operaSteubenville-Weirton, Ohio-W.Va. 2
Stockton, Calif.
4
Syracuse, N.Y.
9
Tacoma, Wash.
4
Tampa-St. Petersburg, Fla.
15#
Terre Haute, Ind.
3
Texarkana, Tex.-Ark.
3
Toledo, Ohio
4
Topeka, Kan.
4
Trenton, N.J.
3
Tucson, Ariz.
9
Tulsa, Okla.
6
Tuscaloosa, Ala.
5
Tyler, Tex.
4
Utica-Rome, N.Y.
8
Waco, Tex.
2
Washington, D.C.-Md.-Va. 17
Waterbury, Conn.
3
Waterloo, Iowa
3
W. Palm Beach, Fla.
9
Wheeling, W.Va.-Ohio
5
Wichita, Kan.
6
Wichita Falls, Tex.
3
Wilkes Barre-Hazleton, Pa.
6
Wilmington, Del.-N.J.
4
Winston-Salem, N.C.
5#
Worcester, Mass.
4
York, Pa.
4
Youngstown-Warren, Ohio
5
TOTAL
1362

porting
No. reor$25,000
more
time
2
sales3
4
9
144
3
3
4
4
3
9
6
5
3
7
2
17
3
3
6
5
6
3
6
4
4
4
4
5
1318

Time Sales:
National and
regional
and
advertisers
**
Networks
4,683
28,772
3,532
13,443
1,394
3,085
24,747
163
3,661
41,217
52,108
3,011
1,739
17,967
53,727
7,661
3,985
4,091
im
4,943
6,802
2,172
12
617
16,637
46,424
8,738
58,043
6,058,456

Local
advertisers
and

Total
stations

Total
broadcast

reporting5
2
4
9
4
15
3
3
4
4
3
9
6
5
3
8
2

revenues6
700,654

sponsors4
219,899
984,011
145,601
926,760
91,193
79,070
629,637
371,428
232,576
172,131
701,877
83,739
86,566
254,231

sponsors4
494,143
1,353,801
401,851

3,420,143
106,752
109,012
91,225
558,056
533,881
282,992
185,853
235 645
145,250
508,963
201,587
504,159
177,584,405

5,007,237
339,149
420,166
645,568
681,702
1,114,956
337,151
581,835
866 488
710,332
658,140
552,003
861,858
242,085,670

3
173
8
5
u
3
6
4
5
4
4
13505

20,123
25,084
40,715
15,918

242,056
139,892
158,293
117,238
153,652

3
3
3
3
2
3
3
4
3
4
3
3
5
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
4
3
4
3
2
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
4
3
5
3
3
4
3
3
3

1,985,850
316,059
226,814
1,383,805
631,255
502,564
929,336
1,055,156
302,499
223,776
638,374

2,041,537
572,424
2,724,723
396,223
306,903
1,877,280
970,832
707,977
1,081,425
1,641,722
411,923
297,931
924,882
7,883,947
430,400
737,148
518,837
11,167,686
"ifl4 940
584,598
787,227
1,086,557
906,774
1,072,448
716,228
l,356i443
391,639,320

Total
broadcast
expenses
743,751
1,738,332
545,938
2,422,934
402,176
295,549
1,475,423
931,059
717,410
1,184,353
1,609,539
396,280
295,642
937,591
6,979,758
377,359
494,844
755,568
1,008,361
1 025
630,537
803,032
864,609
849,176
1,168,441
572,981
1,239^069
348,647,980

Total
broadcast
income1
303,205
301,789
26,486
43,097—
11,354
401,857
39,773

5,953—
32,183
15,643 —
102,928
9,433 —
2,289
904,189
12,709 —
53,041
23,993
159,325
49 91 5

18,420 —
221,948
57,598
45,939—
143,247
15,805—
117^374
42,991,340
95,993—

NON-METRO. AREAS OF 3 OR MORE STATIONS
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
4
3
4#
3
3
5
3#
3
3
3
3
3
4
3
3
3#
3
4
3
4
4#
3
3
3
3
3 ■ ,3
3#
3
3
3
4
3
5
3
3
4
3
3
3

3
3
3
3
oI
0o
ZA
4
3
o0
o
3oA
4
i
0o
0o
0
50
3
J
3
3o
i
3
3
LA
4
0o
I
:i 3e.
0Q
0
0
i
i
3A
4
0c
J
6
3
4
3
3

423
485
**563
OO *«1 oc
Z8,18b
30,997
Z55
3.Z51
O2,634
ft OA
0 70/I
Z.980
0,876
00
ooc
84o
ZZ,3dO
3,273
700
1,000
1,315
it*
»*
66,505
115,455
r /ice
*#
36,591
1,786
4,619
*•
3,230
^ CIA
1,351
62,931
78
805
1,036
9U2
1,5Z7
1,977
16',875
55
545
5,285
7,662 •

3.

50,009
42,558
35,023
49,675
69,118
105,360
56,145
45,977
* 70,335
23,743
40,542
30,512
' 47,419
*\41,0Ann62
32,098
••' 45;*69

^

200,697
143,398
204,883
291,381
458,420
216,127
221,985
316,176
273,880
269,900
255,317
216,306
234,154
**
,281,306
331,648
*)

Anniston, Ala.
Decatur, Ala.
Dothan, Ala.
Selma, Ala.
Anchorage, Alaska
Flagstaff, Ariz.
Prescott, Ariz.
Yuma, Ariz.
Hot Springs, Ark.
Pine Bluff, Ark.
Eureka, Calif.
Modesto, Calif.
Redding, Calif.
San Luis Obispo, Calif.
Grand Junction, Colo.
Daytona Beach, Fla.
Gainesville, Fla.
Lakeland, Fla.
Ocala, Fla.
Tallahassee, Fla.
Athens, Ga.
Gainesville, Ga.
Griffin, Ga.
Rome, Ga.
Valdosta, G:
Hilo, Hawaii
Boise, Idaho
Idalio Falls, Idaho
Pocatello, Idaho
Twin Falls, Idaho
Mason City, Iowa
Bowling Green, Ky.
Paducah, Ky.
Alexandria, La.
Lafayette, La.
Bangor, Me.
Salisbury, Md.
Greenville, Miss.
Hattiesburg, Miss.
Laurel, Miss.
Meridian, Miss.
Joplin, Mo.
Butte, Mont.
Missoula, Mont.
Farmington, N.M.
Roswell, N.M.
Elmira, N.Y.
*
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, I 25,957
57,865

320,779
168,337

75,619
54,388

340,102
219,135

27,850
121,106
29,475
46,366
98.327
100,285
110,705
33,992
31,509
1 1,716
29,199
40,237
27,727
34,705
56,692
53,693

243.554
339.479
253,081
239,573
384.008
277.540
225,417
205,493
243.316
273,229
320,337
257.404
1 1 K Ot\Q
291.926
265,927
249,517
299,665

264,250
164,954
194,957
130,334
214,733
264,238
173,724
262,299
361,505
551,201
278,100
276,953
385 940
305^913
326,593
299,708
236,188
268,860
357,689
394,155
*
375,421
242^355
439
547
279,659
**
292,305
439,459
286,230
282,430
467,119
#
420,677
327,156
233,878
ion noi
309,078
367,375
291,089
242,669
•3
58,1
343,19568
294,922
301,424

240,824
160,547
161,409
126,673
228,455
291,328
183,015
239,756
321.088
597,857
300,668
290,056
373 633
29l',305
308,674
305,718
234,202
286,789
334,284
365,939
350,666
261,463
493 883
2651222
298,534
414,878
**
270,742
294,278
*
378,124
370,553
313,833
208,858
292,009
07Q CAO
324,108
301.795
245,527
■ 321,164
247,692
360,214
299,759

23,426
4,407
33,548
3,661

13,722 —
22,543
40,417
27,090 —
12 9,
307291 —
46,656 —
22,568
—
141608
17,919
13,103 —
1,986
23,405
28,216
17.929
6.010——
24,755
19,108
14,437 —
54 336 —
24,581
15,488
88,995
6.229 —
11,848 —
50,124
13,323
25.020
17,069
43,267
10,706—
47,230
2,858
1,665 ——
17,019
37,004

No. of
in
stations
Item
Watertown, N.Y.
Fayetteville, N.C.
Goldsboro, N.C.
Kinston, N.C.
Rocky Mount, N.C.
Wilmington, N.C.
Wilson, N.C.
Bismarck, N.D.
Minot, N.D.
Klamath Falls, Ore.
Medford, Ore.
Pendleton, Ore.
Roseburg, Ore.
Salem, Ore.
Williamsport, Pa.
Florence, S.C.
Orangeburg, S.C.
Spartanburg, S.C.
Sumter, S.C.
Rapid City, S.D.
Jackson, Tenn.
Big Springs, Tex.
Burlington, Vt.
Charlottesville, Va.
Danville, Va.
Bellingham, Wash.
Walla Walla, Wash.
Wenachee, Wash.
Yakima, Wash.
Clarksburg, W.Va.
Parkersburg, W.Va.
Eau Claire, Wis.
La Crosse, Wis.
Wausau, Wis.
Casper, Wyo.
Cheyenne, Wyo.

tion
opera3
4
3
3
3
3
3
33#
3
4
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3#
3
3
3
4
3
; 3
4
3
3
30
o
3
3
3
265

porting
No.
reor$25,000
more
time
2
sales3
4
3
3
3
3
2
3
3
3
4
2
3
3
3
3
2
3
2
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
4
3
3
3
0
3
3
2
247

Time Sales:
MCI
UUMtll and
CJIIU
National
regional
advertisers
and
Networks
10,717
7,593
9,396
6,511
**
1,797
8,785
1,404
7,449
8,034
2,291
5,503
5,828
1,864
6.911
2,790
1,381
824
4,494
979
972
1,225
7,728
1,449
4,077
1,572
1 3,240
n cca
lU,bb4
3,919
**
2,583
605,192

Commonwealth & poss.
3 or more stations

sponsors*
38,565
24,658
55,318
23,968
90,400
240,728
78,128
64,694
76,961
23,704
59,256
68,123
50,833
107,233
99,736
71,832
18,896
73,747
56,148
29,886
68,157
52,906
69,609
162,991
34,393
47,148
119,763
**
/y,D/o
141,207
38,395
4,565,428

Local
advertisers
and
sponsors4
442,638
261,688
194,456
227,728
239,103
**
267,703
282,827
216,802
274,752
185,651
267,592
230,978
214,681
349,378
314,019
215,486
204,107
346,536
282,993
416,324
260,198
181,223
240,332
342,655
235,767
201,030
335,548
234,532
242,023
**
20,542,328

Total
stations

Total
broadcast

reporting3
2
4
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
4
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
4
3
3
3
4
3
3
3
oq
3
3
2592

revenues6
580,612
297,806
259,490
257,544
334,249
*

Total
broadcast
expenses
604,109
270,749
241,782
245,225
348,798

461,142
340,261
300,965
346,961

399,437
314,921
324,335
371,059

207,448

219,470
367,548
300,881
239,887
455,213

306,531
369,311
259,524
470,078
417,429
280,991
231,482
430,410
480,398
361,222
307,880
227,580
297,217
472,277
270,058
256,445
451,477
AOt\
1 HQ
4ZU,lUo
359,272
275,702
25,812,950

395,854
230,995
237,103
410,523
317,946
462,886
308,907
222,813
317,239
490,444
307,986
266,007
417,908
307,445
QQ7 CftA
312,921
**
25,110,093

Total
broadcast

income1
27,057
17,708
12,319
23,497—
61,705
14,549 —
25,340
23,370—
24,098 —
1,763 —
19,637
12,022
5,650
14,865
21,575
49,996
19,887
43,276
17,512
5,621 —
4,767

1,027 —
20,022
39 Cf\A —
33,569
18,167 ——
37,928
51,827
702,857
9,562 —
37,219—

174,555
5
328,603
182,096
386,214
5
524,470
140,966
364,257
160,213
302,568
57,611
9
909,218
1,078,299
1,881,599
436,988
1,444,611
3
109,547
201,283
187,638
13,645
33
86,551
22
668,457
2,993,566
1,334,286
1,649,514
2,325,109
801,336
Other communities
339,609
729,965
503,044
31
71,371
3,794,902
1,673,895
739,828
2,152,558
1 Before Federal income tax
# Not all stations in 11this market operated 3,055,074
a full year during 1960.
2 Excludes 218 independently operated FM stations.
* Data tionwithheld
becauseduring
third 1960.
station in this market in operafor short period
3 Stations with less than $25,000 time sales report only total
revenues and total expenses. Stations with total time sales of
** Data not published for grouos of less than 3 stations.
$25,000 or more, however, accounted for over 99% of the
*** Data withheld to maintain confidentiality of individual station
broadcast revenues of the 3.470 reporting stations.
figures.
4 Before Commissions to agencies, representatives and others.
;'***The
on this
differ from
those19 given
Table station
below totals
since that
tablelineexcludes
data for
networkin
Note: — denotes loss.
owned stations while this table includes the data for such
5 Excludes data for 40 stations whose reports were filed late.
6 Total revenues consist of total time sales less commissions plus
stations.
F.C.C. - Washington, D. C.
talent and program sales.

Mayaguez, Puerto Rico
Ponce, Puerto Rico
San Juan, Puerto Rico
Arecebo, Puerto Rico

5
5
10#
3
23
11
34

5
4
9
3
10
21

55,059
113,127
91,591
10,448
270,225
31,313
301,538

BREAKDOWN OF FINANCES AT 3,451 RADIO STATIONS
COMPARATIVE FINANCIAL DATA OF 3,451 1 AM RADIO STATIONS 1959-1960 ($ THOUSANDS)
Item
Item
Percent of
Percent of
Amount
Amount
Increase
Increase
1960
1960
(Decrease)
(Decrease)
Revenues
from
incidental
broadcast
activities:
A. Revenues trom the sale of time:
Talent
12,203
(9.8)
1. Network time sales:
Sundry broadcast revenues
2.2
11,575
a. Nationwide networks
5
(16.6)
Total revenues from incidental
b. Regional networks
(4.3)
broadcast activities
2,098
c. Miscellaneous networks and stations .... 4,2622
13.1
3.6
23,778
1,085
Total broadcast revenues
6.8
Total
528,877
(8.1)
477,553
Total
broadcast
expenses
of
stations
7,445
2. Non-network time sales:
Broadcast Income (before federal income tax)
a. National and regional advertisers and
7.5
178,312
sponsors
8.0
b. Local advertisers and sponsors
f 51,324
NOTE: Excludes 218 independently operated fm stations.
7.6
Total revenues from non-network 374,597^
6.9
1 3,361 stations reported in 1959.
7.4
552,909
time sales ..J
Total revenues from time sales .... 560,354
2 Figure differs slightly from that shown in Item A.2.b. of Table 3 because of minor variations in accounting practices.
3. Deduct— Commissions to regularly estab3 Some small amount of network and national non-network time sales
lished agencies, representatives, brokers
7.4
7.7
and others
may be included here since stations with less than $25,000 time sales
55,255
505,099
Net revenues from time sales
for the year do not report detailed revenue breakdown.
5.9
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time power from 10 kw to 25 kw, install
APPLICATIONS
new tem
trans,
and make towers).
changes Ann.
in DANov.sys-2.
(two additional
WENO Madison, Tenn.— Cp to change
Nov.
8.
hours of operation from D to unl., using
As compiled by Broadcasting, Nov. 2
Hardin, Mont. — Big Horn County Musipowers of 1 kw, 5 kw-LS, install new trans,
through Nov. 8, and based on filings, casters. Granted 1230 kc, 250 w unl. P. O. for
Nov. nighttime
9.
use and install DA-N. Ann.
address timated
W. 411
33rd
Ave.,
Spokane.
Esauthorizations and other actions of the
construction cost $10,995, first year
operating cost $45,000, revenue $54,000. Equal
FCC. Includes data on new stations,
partners D. Gene WUliams and Delbert
New fm stations
Bertholf have interests in KOYN Billings,
changes in existing stations, ownership
KUDI Great Falls, both Montana; WQDY
APPLICATIONS
changes, hearing cases, rules & standMinot, KQDI Bismarck and KUTT Fargo,
all North Dakota. Action Nov. 2.
ards changes, routine roundup.
Miami, Fla. — Harvey Sheldon. 99.1 mc;
18.8 kw. Ant. height above average terrain
Taylorsville,
N. 500
C. — wRobert
Brown.
Granted
1570 kc,
D. P. B.
O. address
300 ft. P. O. address 23 Central Ave., SecurAbbreviations: DA — directional antenna, cp
North
Wilkesboro,
N.
C.
Estimated
construcity Trust Bldg.,
Lynn, Mass.
Estimated
con— construction permit. ERP — effective radition cost $17,925; first year operating cost
struction cost $16,792;
first year
operating
ated power, vhf — very high frequency, uhf
$30,000; revenue $35,000. Applicant is procost
$23,457;
revenue
$55,000.
Harvey
Shel— ultra high frequency, ant. — antenna, aur. —
don, sole owner, owns cp for WUPY(FM)
gram-news director of Wilkes Bcstg. Co.
aural, vis. — visual, kw — kilowatts, w — watts,
Inc., licensee of WKBC North Wilkesboro,
Lynn, and has been employed by WMASmc — megacycles. D — day. N — night. LS —
and
WATA
Boone,
both
North
Carolina.
AM-FM
andsachusetts.
WTYM
both Maslocal sunset, mod. — modification, trans. —
Action Nov. 2.
Ann. Nov.Springfield,
2.
transmitter, unl. — unlimited hours, kc — kiloLynchburg, Va. — Southeastern Bcstg.
*Orono, Me. — University of Maine. 91.9
cycles. SCA — subsidiary communications auCorp. Granted 1320 kc; 1 kw D. P.O. admc; 375
Ant.O. height
average
terthorization. S A — special service authorizarain 665 w.
ft. P.
address above
c/o Prof.
Wofford
dress c/o Denzel M. Shaver, box 1056, Lumtion. STA — special temporary authorization.
berton, N. C. Estimated construction cost G. Gardner, U. of Maine, Orono. Estimated
SH — specified hours. CH — critical hours. • —
$11,325; first year operating cost $58,000;
educational. Ann.— Announced.
cost $2,400; first year operatrevenue $78,000. Applicant is licensee of construction
ing cost $4,000. Ann. Nov. 2.
WAGR Lumberton, N. C. Action Nov. 8.
Keene, N. H. — WKNE Corp. 103.7 mc; 1
kw. Ant. height above average terrain 545
APPLICATIONS
New tv stations
ft. P. O. address c/o Joseph K. Close, 17
Dunbar St., Keene. Estimated construction
Apache
Junction,
Ariz.
—
Superstition
APPLICATIONS
Mountain Enterprises Inc. 660 kc: 1 kw D. cost $27,505.79; first year operating cost
P. O. address c/o Jack Harris, 1053 W. 6th $10,000; revenue $10,000. Principals: Joseph
Grand Rapids, Mich. — West Michigan
St., Mesa, Ariz. Estimated construction cost K. Close (69.5%), Robert T. Colwell, Abbot
Telecasters Inc. Vhf ch. 13 (210-216 mc);
K. Spencer (each 4.7%) and others, who
ERP 316 kw vis., 158 kw aur. Ant. height
$28,180; first year operating cost $33,600;
own similar interests in WKNE Keene. Ann.
above average terrain 959 ft., above ground
revenue $54,000. Superstition Mountain EnNov. 3.
966 ft. Estimated construction cost $994,722;
terprises Inc. has more than 1,000 stockfirst year operating cost $1,055,000; revenue
holders; W. Winfield Creighton, president,
N. C. — East Carolina Bcstg.
$1,283,000. P. O. address 320 E. Fulton St., is partner in real estate firm. Ann. Nov. 2. Co.WilHamston,
103.7
mc; 202
3 kw.
Grand Rapids 2. Studio location Grand
age terrain
ft. Ant.
P. O.height
addressabove
Box aver590,
Vista,
Calif.—
Tri-City
Bcstg.
Inc.
890
kc;
Rapids; trans, location near Bridgeton, Mich.
Williamston. Estimated construction cost
1 kw. D. P. O. address 740 E. Alosta, GlenGeographic coordinates 43° 18' 32" N. lat., dora, Calif. Estimated construction cost $10,070; first year operating cost $5,000;
85° 55' 00" W. long. Trans. GE-TT-51B.
$33,575; first year operating cost $36,000;
revenue $6,000. Principals: W. H. Farrior Jr.,
Legal counsel Arnold, Fortas & Porter,
Charles M. Gaylord (each 50%). Messrs.
revenue $54,000. Principals: Ray B. Bloker,
Washington, D. C., consulting engineer A.
Farrior and Gaylord are equal partners in
Charles
F.
Mitchell,
William
H.
Jaeger
Earl Cullum Jr., Dallas, Tex. Applicant has
WIAM
Williamston. Ann. Nov. 1.
(eachKWOW
one-third).
Mr. Jaeger
announcer
25 stockholders. Lewis V. Chamberlin,
for
Pomona,
Calif.; isMr.
Bloker
Amarillo, Tex. — Panhandle Bcstrs. 103.5
president and 3.7% owner, is vice president
mc;
Ant.O. height
average
owns citrus ranch; Mr. Mitchell is propriterrain3.034250 kw.
ft. P.
addressabove
528 Amarillo
of structural steel firm; William C. Dempetor of sales company. Ann. Nov. 2.
sey, vice president and 11.11% owner, has
Rochester, Minn.— WBIZ Inc. 1520 kc; 1 Bldg., Amarillo. Estimated construction
kw D. P. O. address c/o Howard G. Bill, cost $12,490; first year operating cost $21,been general
manager
burgh, Pa. Ann.
Nov. of
1. *WQED1TV Pitts609 Cameron St., Eau Claire, Wis. Estimated
600; revenue $24,000. Principals: B. W.
Spiller, U. C. Sterquell (each 50%). Mr.
Rochester, N. Y. — Genesee Valley Tv Inc. construction cost $17,746; first year operatVhf ch. 13 (210-216 mc); ERP 316 kw vis.,
ing cost $50,000; revenue $55,000. Howard
Sterquell is CPA; Mr. Spiller is manager of
158 kw aur. Ant. height above average
G. Bill, sole owner, owns WBIZ Eau Claire,
electronics
supply firm and has been genterrain 500
ft.,construction
above cost
ground$1,291,800;
334.5 ft. first
Es- Wis. Ann. Nov. 3.
eral manager of KFDA-TV Amarillo. Ann.
timated
Nov. 2.
South St. Paul, Minn. — South St. Paul
year
operating
$1,471,000;
revenueBldg.,
$1,- Bcstg. Co. 1370 kc; 1 kw D. P. O. address
KTWR(FM) Tacoma, Wash. — Cp to change
735,000.
P. O. cost
address
400 Wilder
Redfield, S. D. Estimated construction cost frequency
from 103.9 mc to 103.7 mc and
Rochester 14. Studio location Rochester;
$28,018;
first
year
operating
cost
$31,000;
increase
ERP from 830 w to 3.4 kw. Ann.
trans, location Brighton, N. Y. Geographic
revenue $60,000. Roger D. Wilson, sole Nov. 9.
coordinates
43° 08'
01" firm.
owner, Ann.
has one-third
W.
long. Trans.
RCA08.5"TT N.50 lat.,
AH; 77°ant.35'RCA
Nov. 3. interest in contracting
TW 9A13D. Legal counsel Hogan & Hartson,
Washington, D. C; consulting engineer
Existing fm stations
Robert Kennedy, Washington. Principals in- Existing am stations
APPLICATION
clude: Francis
D'Amanda,
APPLICATIONS
Stern, Horace
P. J.
Gioia,
Frederick Arthur
M. Tobin,L.
WOCB-FM
West
Yarmouth, Mass.— Cp to
1.
Carl S. Hallauer (each 8.52%) and others.
KFMB San Diego, Calif.— Mod. of cp change
frequency from 94.3 mc to 94.9 mc;
(which
authorized
change
in
anti-trans,
ERP from 1 kw to 3.12 kw, inMr.
D'Amanda building;
is attorneyMr.andStern
ownsis 25%
to change frequency from 540 kc increase
stall new ant. and increase ant. height
of apartment
at- location)
to 750Nov.
kc, 3.make changes in DA system.
torney; Mr. Gioia owns 25% of shopping
above average terrain to 191 ft. Ann. Nov.
Ann.
center and 19% of macaroni manufacturing
KGEK Sterling, Colo. — Cp to increase dayfirm; Mr. Tobin is president of meat packtime newpowertrans.
from Ann.
250 wNov.
to 9.1 kw and ining firm; Mr. Hallauer is president of optistall
cal
equipment
and
supplies
manufacturing
Ownership changes
firm.
WHHT Lucedale, Miss. — Cp to increase
power from 1 kw to 5 kw and install new
ACTIONS BY FCC
Syracuse, N. Y. — George P. HoUingbery.
trans.
Ann.
Nov.
2.
Vhf ch. 9 (186-192 mc); ERP 184 kw vis.,
KPGE Page, Ariz. — Granted assignment
WJW Cleveland, Ohio — Cp to increase day105 kw aur. (RMS). Ant. height above average terrain 1,000 ft., above ground 662.4 ft.
Estimated construction cost $856,575; first
year
operating
cost $1,250,000;
revenue Ave.,
$1,500,000.
P. O. address
307 N. Michigan
Chicago, 111. Studio location Syracuse;
Trans, location near Syracuse. Geographic
coordinates 42" 54' 50" N. lat., 76° 05' 16"
W. long. Trans. GE-TT-51B, ant. GE TY-52B.
EDWIN
TORNBERG
Legal counsel Maurice R. Barnes, Washington, D. C; consulting engineer Edward
Deeters, Washington. Applicant is chairman
of board and 71.35% owner of George P.
& COMPANY, INC.
HoUingbery
Ann.
Nov. 8.Co., station representative firm.

STATION

AUTHORIZATIONS,

New am stations
ACTIONS BY FCC
Berlin, N. H. — Good Radio Inc. Granted
1400 kc; 250 w unl. P. O. address c/o W. F.
Rust Jr., -155construction
Front St., Manchester,
H.
Estimated
cost $10,240;N.first
year operating cost $40,000; revenue $50,000.
Principals: William F. Rust Jr. (60%), Ralph
Gottlieb (40%). Messrs. Rust and Gottlieb
are stockholders in WKBR-AM-FM Manchester, WTSN Dover, WKBK Keene, all
New Hampshire; WAEB-AM-FM Allentown
and WNOW-AM-FM York, both Pennsylvania. Comr. Bartley dissented. Action
BROADCASTING, November 13, 1961

Negotiators For The Purchase And Sale Of
Radio And TV Stations
Appraisers • Financial Advisors
New York-60 East 42nd St, New York 17, N. Y. • MU 7-4242
West Coast— 1357 Jewell Ave., Pacific Grove, Calif. • FR 2-7475
Washington-1426 "G" St, N.W, Washington, D.C. • Dl 7-8531
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of cp to Wendell W. Motter; consideration
$5,000 for out-of-pocket expenses. Comr.
Bartley dissented; Comr. Ford abstained
from voting. Action Nov. 8.
KWG Stockton, Calif.— Granted assignment of cp and license to Royal Bear
Bcstrs. Inc. (Roland B. Vaile, president,
has interest in KTOO Las Vegas, Nev.);
consideration $158,280. Comrs. Bartley and
Ford dissented. Action Nov. 8.
WDBF Delray Beach, Fla.— Granted (1)
renewal of license and (2) assignment of
license to Sunshine Bcstg. Co. (Roscoe R.
Miller, president); consideration $63,000 and
agreement by assignor and its present directors not to compete in am or fm broadcasting in Palm Beach County for 10 years.
Action Nov. 8.
KASO Minden, La. — Granted (1) renewal
of license and (2) assignment of license
from Frederick A. W. Davis and Jimmie H.
Howell to Harold Ray Cook; consideration
about $46,000 and agreement not to operate
radio station in Webster Parish for 10
years. Action Nov. 8.
WCSR Hillsdale, Mich.— Granted (1) renewal of license and (2) assignment of
license and cp to Flynn Enterprises Inc.
(Fahey Flynn); consideration $85,000 and
$20,799 for agreement not to compete for
five years within limits of WCSR market
area. Action Nov. 8.
WPIT-AM-FM Pittsburgh, Pa.; WSOL
Tampa, Fla.; WRDW-XV Augusta, Ga.;
WSTV-AM-FM-TV Steubenville, Ohio;
WBOY-AM-TV Clarksburg, W. Va.; KODEAM-TV Joplin, Mo.; WRGP-TV Chattanooga, Tenn.— Granted transfer of 12 stations
of
"Friendly
five
am self-styled
and two pm
in sevenGroup"
cities)(five
fromtv, Jack
N. Berkman et al to United Printers & Publishers Inc., in two transactions: (1) purchase of WPIT-AM-FM, WSOL and WRDWTV and auxiliary (licensed toWPIT Inc.) for
$1,350,000, and (2) exchange of stock for other
properties (licensed to WSTV Inc.). Comr.
Bartley lishers,
dissented.
United Printers
Pubmakers of greeting
cards and& other
specialities, is owned 26.10% by The Louis
Berkman Co. and 10.5% by Parkersburg
Steel Co. (in which Berkman family has
interest). Jack and Louis Berkman are
officers of United Printers & Publishers.

COATS

&

BURCHARD
COMPANY
appraisers

• Specialists in radio and TV
property appraisals
• Acquisitions — sales —
mergers — or purchase
• Allocations under Section
334(b) 2 of the 1954
Internal Revenue Code
Write for complete information
and analysis of your specific
requirements (no obligation).
4413 RAVENSWOOD AVE. • CHICAGO 40, ILLINOIS
SERVICE — COAST TO COAST
Industrial • Commercial • Institutional Appraisals
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Transferee has no other broadcast properties although certain of transferors have
interest in WHTO-TV Atlantic City, N. J.,
which in turn owns .03% stock in transferee. This is largest number of broadcast
stations yet transferred between two
parties at same time. Action Nov. 8.
WEZL Richmond, Va. — Granted transfer
of control from Ben Strouse, Samuel E.
Feldman and Leon B. Back, to Eastern
States Radio Corp. (equally owned by
Robert A. Monroe, president, who has
interest in WAAA Winston-Salem, and
WSRC Durham, N. C, and by Metropolitan
Small Business Investment Corp.); considerationAction
$175,000. Comrs.
Ford dissented.
Nov. 8.Bartley and
APPLICATIONS
WHBB Selma, Ala. — Seeks assignment of
license from Selma Bcstg. Inc. to Julius E.
Talton (75%), Carrie Goodwin Luckie
(20%) and Pearle Luckie Talto» (5%), d/b
as Talton Bcstg. Co.; consideration $57,230.
Mr. Talton is salesman for WHBB; Mrs.
Talton
and 7. Mrs. Luckie are housewives.
Ann. Nov.
KGUD-AM-FM Santa Barbara, Calif.—
Seeks assignment of cp from Sherrill C.
Corwin to Metropolitan Theatres Corp.,
sole stockholder of which is Eighth Street
Theatre Corp., which in turn is owned by
Mr. Corwin. Total consideration to Mr.
Corwin from assignee $18,482. Ann. Nov. 1.
KFTM Fort Morgan, Colo.— Seeks transfer
of approximately 80% of stock in Morgan
County Bcstg. Co. from Robert H. Dolph
back to corporation. Ann. Nov. 8.
KOLR Sterling, Colo. — Seeks transfer of
81% of stock in Sterling Bcstg. Corp. from
Eugene H. Dodds (27%), D. L. Dodds (36%),
Raymond Hollingsworth (18%) and John
E. Gazdick (10%) to Kermit G. Kath (27%),
Robert D. Kath (36%), Bessie M. Kath
(18%), and Deloris M. Kath (10%).; total
consideration $11,100. Kermit Kath owns
KGOS Torrington, Wyo.; Robert Kath is
station manager of KOLR; Bessie Kath
and
Kath are housewives. Ann.
Nov. Deloris
2.
KHVH-AM-TV Honolulu, Hawaii- Seeks
assignment of license from Kaiser Hawaiian
Village Radio Inc. and Kaiser Hawaiian
Village Tv Inc. to Kaiser Industries Corp.
Henry J. Kaiser Co. will sell all stock of
licenses to Kaiser Industries Corp.; liNov. 2. censees to be dissolved on closing. Ann.
KHJK Hilo, Hawaii — Seeks assignment of
cp from Kaiser Hawaiian Village Tv Inc.
to Kaiser Industries Corp., in manner as
KHVH-AM-TV Honolulu. Ann. Nov. 2.
KLWN Lawrence, Kan.— Seeks transfer
of 103 out of 179 total shares of stock in
Lawrence Bcstrs. Inc. from Edwin F. Abels
(26 shares), L. E. Morgan (21 shares).
Lloyd Bigsby, William Essick, estate of
Ralph Graber, Chris Kraft (each 11 shares),
Woodrow W. Miller and Charles S. Andrews
(each six shares) to Arden Booth and
H. M. Booth, present owners of 50 and
26 shares respectively (63 and 40 shares
to each
per
share.respectively);
Ann. Nov. 3. consideration $600
KLIB Liberal, Kan.— Seeks transfer of all
stock in The Plains Enterprise Inc. from
David Howman to John B. Gray; consideration $45,000. Mr. Gray owns motel
and one-third of ranch, and has been 20%
stockholder
in KGYN Guymon, Okla. Ann
Nov. 7.
WMTE Manistee, Mich.— Seeks transfer of
all stock in Manistee Radio Corp. from
James R. Sumbler (51%) and Naomi V.
Sumbler (49%) to Leonard Schoenherr and
Raymond A. Plank (each 50%); total consideration $85,000. Mr. Plank owns WKLA
Ludington, Mich.; Mr. Schoenherr owns
floral
supplies
Ann. Nov. 3. firm and plastics business.
KBUB Sparks, Nev. — Seeks assignment
of license from Edward J. Jansen (75%) and
Keith J. Rudd (25%), d/b as Lakeside
Bcstrs., to Silver Circle Bcstg. Inc., new
corporation consisting of Mr. Jansen (60%),
Mr. Rudd (25%) and Edith V. Jansen, wife
of
Mr. Jansen;
no financial
consideration
involved.
Ann. Nov.
3.
WNTA-AM-FM Newark. N. J.— Seeks
transfer of all stock in NTA Radio Bcstg.
Co. from National Telefilm Assoc. Inc. to
Bergen Bcstg. Corp. Licensee to be
liquidated on closing; license for WNTAAM to be assigned directly to Bergen Bcstg.
Corp. and that of WNTA-FM to Bergen F.
M. Inc. Both assignee corporations are
owned by Communications Industries Corp.,
largest stockholders of which are Lazar
Emanuel (15%), Paul Smallen and Blair
Walliser (each 12%). Total consideration
to National Telefilm Assoc. $2,500,000. Ann.
Nov. 7.
WEYE Sanford, N. C— Seeks assignment

of license from Gale P. Lewis to Sanford
Radio Bcstg. Inc., new corporation consisting of Mr. Lewis (60%), Billy E. Peele
(10%) and Dallas L. Mackey (5%); 25% to
be lefttionoutstanding.
considerainvolved. Ann. No
Nov.financial
3.
WNAK Nanticoke, Pa. — Seeks transfer of
50% of stock in Wyoming Radio Inc. from
E. D. and Megan H. McWUliams to Martin
H. Philip and Frances J. Philip, present
owners of other 50%; balance due after
payment
Nov. 3. for option agreement $13,570. Ann.
WLSC from
Loris,PeeS. Dee
C. — Bcstg.
Seeks assignment
license
Co. to Terrellof
J. Rozier; consideration $45,000. Mr. Rozier
owns bookkeeping and tax service, is proprietor olishment
f laundry
cleaningmanager
estaband has and
beendrygeneral
and stockholder of WLSC. Ann. Nov. 3.
WATP Marion, S. C. — Seeks assignment
of license from Pee Dee Bcstg. Co. to
Terrell J. Rozier; consideration $50,000. Mr.
Rozier owns bookkeeping and tax service,
is proprietor of laundry and dry cleaning
business, and has been general manager
and stockholder
of WLSC Loris, S. C. Ann.
Nov.
3.
KRUN Ballinger, Tex. — Seeks transfer of
49.99% of stock in Central West Bcstg. Co.
from Walter G. Russel to Mrs. Bennie E.
Rochester, wife of M. M. Rochester who
also Nov.
owns 7. 49.99%; consideration $22,500.
Ann.
KFDM-TV Beaumont, Tex. — Seeks assignment of cp from Beaumont Bcstg. Corp.
to Beaumont Tv Corp. which consists of
assignor (67.5%) and W. P. Hoppy (32.5%).
Consideration to assignor stock interest
above. Mr. Hoppy is board chairman and
approximately
of Houston
Post
Co. Ann. 46.5%
Nov. stockholder
2.
KUTA Blanding, Utah — Seeks assignment
of cp from Jack W. Hawkins to KUTA,
new corporation of which Mr. Hawkins is
98.4% owner;
consideration involved. Ann. no
Nov.financial
2.
KITI Chehalis, Wash. — Seeks assignment
of license from KITI Corp. to KITN-KITI
Corp., merger of two corporations each
owned by Donald F. Whitman; no financial
consideration involved. KITN-KITI Corp.
is licensee
of KITN Olympia, Wash. Ann.
Nov.
7.
KTIX Seattle, Wash.— Seeks assignment
of license from KTIX Inc. to William E.
Boeing Jr., d/b as Chem-Air Inc.; consideration $260,000. Mr. Boeing owns KPAM
and KPFM(FM) Portland, Ore., KEDO
Longview, and KETO(FM) Seattle, both
Washington. Ann. Nov. 7.
KQDEment of cp
Spokane,
Wash.Crain
— Seeks
assignfrom Paul
to Delbert
Bertholf; consideration $1,763. Mr. Bertholf
is partner in KOYN Billings. KUDI Great
Falls, both Montana; KUTI Yakima, Wash..
KUTT Fargo, KQDI Bismarck, and KQDY
Minot, all North Dakota. Ann. Nov. 3.
KLOQ Yakima, Wash.— Seeks transfer of
50% of stock in Yakima Bcstg. Corp. from
William E. Shela to Virginia S. Richardson; consideration to Mr. Shela release
from payment of balance owed by him on
purchase price of his interest; Mrs. Richardson will loan corporation $10,000 as working capital. Mrs. Richardson owns 50% each
of
aviation
Ann. Nov. firm
1. and crop-dusting business.
Hearing cases
FINAL DECISIONS
■ By Decision,
commission
granted
following applications
to increase
daytime
power from 250 w to 1 kw, continued
nighttime
operation
250 w:Co.1240(KICD)
kc —
Iowa Great
Lakes onBcstg.
Spencer, Iowa; WSBC Bcstg. Co. (WSBC)
Chicago, 111.; Cornbelt Bcstg. Corp. (KFOR)
Lincoln, Neb.; WTAX Inc. (WTAX) Springfield, 111.; WJMC Inc. (WJMC) Rice Lake,
Wis.; Granite City Bcstg. Co. (WJON) St.
Cloud, Minn.; North Platte Bcstg. Inc.
formerly KODY Inc. (KODY) North Platte,
Neb.; Wapello County Bcstg. Co. (KBIZ)
Ottumwa, Iowa; 1230 kc — Bloomington
Bcstg. Corp.
(WJBC)Radio
Bloomington,
111.;
Southern
Wisconsin
Inc. (WCLO)
Janesville, Wis.; MarshaH Electric Co.
(KFJB) Marshalltown, Iowa; and Radio
Moline Inc., formerly WQUA Inc. Moline,
111.,
subjectdecision
to interference
condition.
Marcheach7 initial
looked toward
this
action. Action Nov. 8.
■ Commission gives notice that Aug. 18
initial decision which looked toward granting applications
of Telegraph
Herald
to increase daytime power
of KDTH
Dubuque.
Iowa, from 1 kw to 5 kw. continued operation on 1370 kc, 1 kw-N, DA-N; engineering
condition; and Central Wisconsin Bcstg.
Inc., to increase ant. tower height of WCCN
Neillsville, Wis., and remove resistor, conBROADCASTING, November 13, 1961

tinued operation on 1370 kc, 5 kw, D became effective Oct. 9 pursuant to Sec.
1.153 of rules. Action Nov. 2.
■ Commission gives notice that Aug. 21
initial decision which looked toward granting applications of WGRY Inc. (WGRY)
Gary, Ind., and Prairie Radio Corp. (WPRC)
Lincoln, 111., to increase power from 500
w to 1 kw, continued operation on 1370 kc,
D, became effective Oct. 10 pursuant to
Sec. 1.153 of rules. Action Nov. 2.
■ Commission gives notice that Sept. 6
initial decision which looked toward granting applications of Billings Bcstg. Co. to
increase daytime power of KBMY Billings,
Mont., from 250 w to 1 kw, continued
operation on 1240 kc, 250 w-N, and KXLO
Broadcast Inc., for like increased daytime
power of KXLO Lewistown, Mont., continued operation on 1230 kc, 250 w-N, each
with interference condition, and Big Horn
County Musicasters for new station to
operate on 1230 kc, 250 w, unl. in Hardin,
Mont., became effective Oct. 26 pursuant
to Sec. 1.153 of rules. Action Nov. 2.
■ Commission gives notice that Sept. 6
initial decision which looked toward granting application of Coastal Bcstg. Co. for
nighttime operation of WLAT Conway, S.
C. with 500 w, DA, continued operation
on 1330 kc with 5 kw daytime became
effective
Oct. Nov.
26 pursuant
to Sec. 1.153 of
rules. Action
2.
■ Commission gives notice that Sept. 11
initial decision which looked toward granting application of Robert B. Brown for
new am station to operate on 1570 kc, 500
w, D, in Taylorsville, N. C, became effec31 pursuant
to Sec. 1.153 of rules.
Actiontive Oct.Nov.
2.
■ Commission gives notice that Sept. 11
initial decision which looked toward granting application of Felix C. Abernethy for
new am station to operate on 1580 kc, 500 w,
D, in Granite Falls, N. C, became effective
Oct. 31 pursuant to Sec. 1.153 of rules.
Action Nov. 2.
INITIAL DECISIONS
■ Hearing Examiner H. Gifford Irion issued initial decision looking toward granting application for transfer of control of
KGMS Inc. (KGMS) Sacramento, Calif.,
from Anthony C. and Alfred A. Morici,
Carol McNamee, Marianne Aiassa and
Abraham R. Ellman to Capitol Bcstg.
consideration $577,500. Action Nov. 2. Co.;
■ Hearing Examiner Herbert Sharfman
issued initial decision looking toward
granting applications of Robert F. Neathery
for new am station in Fredericktown, Mo.,
to operate on 1450 kc, 250 w, unl. and
Paducah Bcstg. Inc. (WPAD) Paducah, Ky.,
and WPFA Radio Inc. (WCVS), Springfield,
111., to increase daytime power on 1450 kc
from 150 w to 1 kw, continued nighttime
operation with 250 w, each with interference condition. Action Nov. 2.
OTHER ACTIONS
Commission designated for consolidated
hearing following mutually exclusive applications for new tv stations to operate
on ch. 9 in Syracuse, N. Y.: Veterans
Bcstg. Inc.; Syracuse Tv Inc.; W.R.G. Baker
Radio & Tv Corp.; Onandaga Bcstg. Inc.;
Assoc'
Civic Tv
Inc.,30anddaysSyracuse public
WAGEAfter
Inc.
notice
acceptance for filing, from
commission will issueof
subsequent order consolidating in this proceeding applications of Ivy Bcstg. Co Inc
Six Nations Tv
Salt City Bcstg!
Corp. and George Corp.,
P. Hollinbery and
all
other applications for this facility
enbefore 5 p.m., November 7, which are filed
titled to comparative consideration. Comr
Ford abstained from voting.
Action. Nov
■ Commission scheduled following pro-8
ceedings for oral argument on Dec. 14 and
Dec. 15: Carter Mountain Transmission
Corp.; Bible Institute of Los Angeles Inc
(fm station KBBI), Los Angeles, Calif
and Benjamin C. Brown, Oceanside, Calif ■
Sayger Bcstg. Corp., Tiffin, Ohio, and
Malrite Bcstg. Co., Norwalk, Ohio; and
WMRC
Knoxville, Tenn., et
8.
al. ActionInc.Nov.(WBIR)
WFOL(FM) Hamilton, Ohio— Designated
for oral argument before commission en
banc application for additional time to construct new fm station, on issue to determine whether reasons advanced in support
of additional constructi
on time constitute
showing that failure to complete construction was due to causes not under permitor other
under tee's
Sec.control
319(b)
of Act matters
and Sec. sufficient
1.323(a)
of
commission
rules
to
warrant
extension.
's
Comr. Lee dissented. (Permittee stated
that
financial prospects for fm operation in
Hamilton are such that he was unwilling
to proceed with construction of fm station
until his co-pending application for new
BROADCASTING, November 13, 1961

am station
in that city is granted.) Action
Nov.
8.
Routine roundup
■ By order, commission granted petition
by Courtney Bcstg. Co. for waiver of Sec.
1.362(g) ofmission rules
concerning
to com-of
of publication
in proof
newspaper
order designating for hearing its application
for new am station in Winfield, Kan. Required
was timely published but applicantnotice
was nine
Action Nov.
8. days late in filing proof.
■ By order, commission amended Part 3 of
its broadcast
rulesfm tobroadcast
permit noncommercial educational
stations to
transmit stereophonic programs on multiplex
basis in accordance with technical standards
presentlymercialgoverning
comfm stations. such
In itsoperation
report andby order
of April 19 adopting national standards for
stereophonic broadcasting by commercial
fm stations, commission held that, on existing record, it could not conclude that it
was warranted at that time to include educational fm broadcasting in amended rules.
However, no opposition has been expressed
to subsequent requests from educational fm
licensees urging that prompt provision be
made for educational fm multiplex stereocasting. As in case of commercial fm
"stereo"quiredoperation,
no fm
applications
are refor educational
stations desiring
to so engage. Action Nov. 8.
■ Commission granted request by Norman
H. Rogers (KCHU [TV] ch. 18), San Bernardino, Calif., and extended from Oct. 30 to
Nov. 6 time for filing reply comments in
tv rulemaking proceeding involving Palm
Springs, Calif. Action Oct. 31.
ACTIONS ON MOTIONS
By Chairman Newton N. Minow
■ Granted petition by Broadcast Bureau
and extended to Nov. 15 time to file replies
to exceptions in matter of revocation of license of Leo Joseph Theriot for am staNov. 2.tion KLFT Golden Meadow, La. Action
■ Granted petition by Newton Bcstg. Co.
and Transcript Press Inc. and extended to
Nov. 20 time to file exceptions and supporting briefs with respect to initial decision in
proceeding on their applications for new am

stations
tion Nov.in2.Newton and Dedham, Mass. AcBy Commissioner Frederick W. Ford
petitionto by
Inc.■ Granted
and extended
Nov.Willamette-Land
6 time to reply Tvto
petitionsues in by
Broadcast
Bureau
to enlarge for
isproceeding on its application
new tv station to operate on ch. 3 in Salem,
Ore. Action Oct. 30.
By Chief Hearing
Examiner James D.
Cunningham
■ Granted
joint petition
by E.Higson-Frank
Radio
Enterprises
and Irving
Penberthy,
applicants for new am stations to operate
on 1510 proved
kc, 500
w, whereby
D, in Fresno,
Calif., apagreement
Mr. Penberthy
would pay Higson-Frank $2,925.96 as reimbursement of expenses
in connection with its
applicationincurred
in return
for its
withdrawal; dismissed Higson-Frank application with prejudice, granted Mr. Penberthy's ceeding.
application
Action Oct. 31.and terminated proBy Acting Chief Hearing Examiner
Jay A. Kyle
■ Scheduled oral argument for Nov. 14 on
joint request by Ybor City Bcstg. Inc. and
JohnsonmentBcstg.
Corp. for
of agreeand dismissal
of approval
Ybor application,
both for new am stations in Ybor City and
Indian Rocks, Fla. Action Nov. 7.
■ Scheduled prehearing conferences and
hearing in following am proceedings on
dates shown: Dec. 12 and Jan. 9, 1962 on
application of Neil N. Levitt, Roswell, N. M.:
Dec. 12 and Jan. 8, 1962 on applications of
Wolverine Bcstg. Co., Wyoming, Mich., et al;
Dec. 14 and Jan. 8, 1962 on application of
MIA Enterprises Inc. (KWBE) Beatrice,
Neb. Action Nov. 3.
■ Scheduled oral argument for Nov. 8 on
request by Barren County Bcstg. Co. and
John M. Barrick for approval of agreement
and
of Barren's
application,
both for
for dismissal
new am stations
in Glasgow,
Ky.
Action Nov. 2.
■ Scheduled oral argument for Nov. 7
on joint petition by Maricopa County Bcstrs.
Inc. and Maryvale Bcstg. Co. for approval
of agreement and for dismissal of application of Maryvale both applicants for new
am stations in Mesa, Ariz. Action Nov. I.
■ Scheduled resumption of hearing for

AMCI
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• Omnidirectional TV and FM
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• Directional TV and FM
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• Tower-mounted TV and FM
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• Diplexers
• Vestigial Sideband Filters
• Coaxial Switches
and Transfer Panels
• Power Dividers and other Fittings
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Dec. 4 in proceeding on applications of
Burlington Bcstg. Co., Burlington County
Bcstg.
Holly-Burlington
Co. for Co.,
new andam Mt.
stations
in BurlingtonBcstg.
and
Mount Holly, N. J. Action Nov. 1.
By Hearing Examiner James D. Cunningham
■ Continued Nov. 7 further hearing to
Nov. 13 in proceeding on application of The
Spartan Radiocasting
Spartanburg, S. C. Action Co.Nov.(WSPA-TV)
3.
By Hearing Examiner Basil P. Cooper
■ Pursuant to agreements reached at
Nov. 3 prehearing conference in proceeding
on am applications of Little Joe Enterprises
(WJOE)
WardCorp.,
Ridge,
and Sarasota-Charlotte Bcstg.
Englewood,
both Fla.,
continued
Dec.
4
hearing
to Jan. 9, 1962.
Action Nov. 3.
■ Granted
motion by conference
applicant andto Dec.
contin-11
ued Nov. 6 prehearing
in proceeding on application of Quincy
Valley Bcstrs. for renewal of license of am
station KPOR Quincy, Wash. Action Nov. 2.
By Hearing Examiner Thomas H. Donahue
■ Granted petition by Vernon E. Pressley
and continued Nov. 13 hearing to Nov. 24 in
proceeding on his application for new am
station in Canton, N. C, and Folkways
Bcstg.
Nov. 3.Inc. (WTCW) Whitesburg, Ky. Action
By Hearing Examiner Millard F. French
■ Upon request by Broadcast Bureau and
with consent of other parties, continued
Nov. 9 hearing to Nov. 15 in proceeding on
am application of Strafford Bcstg. Corp.
(WWNH) Rochester, N. H. Action Nov. 3.
■ Granted motion by Glomor Music
Bcstrs. Inc. (KHOT) Madera, Calif., and
continued Nov. 2 prehearing conference to
Dec. 13 in proceeding on its am application
and Elbert H. Dean & B. L. Golden for new
am station in Lemoore, Calif. Action Nov. 1.
■ Upon joint oral motion of parties in
proceeding on applications of Bi-States Co.
(KHOL-TV) Kearney, Neb., and Topeka
Bcstg. Assn. Inc. (WIBW-TV) Topeka, Kan.,
for cps for new trans, sites, continued Nov. 1
prehearing
conference to Dec. 1. Action
Oct. 31.
■ Upon oral motion of parties in proceeding on applications of Oklahoma Bcstg. Co.
and Sapulpa Bcstrs. for new am stations
in Nov.
Sapulpa,
Okla., continued
to
29. Action
Oct. 31. Nov. 3 hearing
By Hearing Examiner Walther W. Guenther
■ Upon informal agreement of parties,
continued Nov. 14 hearing to Nov. 20 in proceeding on applications of The Walmac Co.
for renewal of licenses of KMAC and KISS
(FM), San Antonio, Tex. Action Nov. 6.
■ Upon agreement of parties, continued
Nov. 1 further hearing to Nov. 14 in proceeding on applications of The Walmac Co.
for renewal of licenses of KMAC and KISS
(FM) San Antonio, Tex. Action Oct. 30.
■ Granted petition by Saltville Bcstg.
Corp. for leave to amend its application for
new daytime am station in Saltville, Va.,
to specify frequency 1080 kc, 500 w, in lieu
of presently requested 1330 kc, 1 kw, and
to amend further items as fully set forth
in proffered amendment, and removed
amended turnedapplication
and re-is
to processingfrom
line;hearing
application
consolidated in Docs. 14213-4. Action Oct. 30.
By Hearing Examiner Isadore A. Honig
■ Formalized ruling made on record of
Nov. 2 oral argument; granted petition by
De-Lan
tion for Inc.
new for
am leave
stationto inamend
DePew,its N.applicaY., to
reflect withdrawal of stockholder in De-Lan
Inc., cancellation of his commitment to lend
funds to this corporation, transfer of his
stock and other matters; time for Ailing any
appeal
actionof onmemoranpetition
will run from
from examiner's
date of release
dum of ruling. Action Nov. 6.
■ Upon
request
by parties,
John M. ordered,
Barrick nunc
and
with
consent
of other
pro tunc, continuance of Nov. 6 prehearing
conference to Nov. 14, pending action upon
joint request
of parties looking
toward
dismissal of application
of Barren
County
Bcstg. Co., both for new am stations in
Glasgow, Ky. Action Nov. 6.
By Hearing Examiner Annie Neal Huntting
■ Granted petition by Crawford County
Bcstg. Co. for leave to amend its application
for new am station in Bucyrus, Ohio, to
substitute Elfrieda Mercier as partner in
place cier,
of andher
late husband,
Merto make
changes Andrew
in other E.related
data;ingapplication
is
consolidated
for
hearwith Community Service Bcstrs. Inc.
for new am station in Ypsilanti, Mich. Action Nov. 2.

By Hearing Examiner David I. Kraushaar
■ After Nov. 3 prehearing conference in
proceeding
on System
applications
of Windber
munity Bcstg.
and Ridge
Radio ComCorp.
for new am stations in Windber, Pa., scheduled hearing for Jan. 10, 1962, and certain
procedural dates. Action Nov. 3.
By Hearing Examiner Jay A. Kyle
■ Granted petition by Mt. Holly-Burlington Bcstg.
application for Co.,
new for
am leave
stationto amend
in Mountits Holly,
correctechnical
involves
N. J.;tion amendment
of certain engineering calculations and
polar graph based thereon. Action Nov. 2.
22 pre■ On own
conference tocontinued
proceeding
Nov. 29 inNov.
hearing motion,
of limod.
for
Inc.
of KOFE
on application
KOFE Pullman, Wash.
cense of am station
Action Nov. 3.
By Hearing Examiner Herbert Sharfman
time
To afford commission additional
pending before
to a act on certain pleadings
9
it further continued hearing from Nov.
on application of
to Nov. 30 in proceeding
for
y
Laborator
Electronic
&
Rea Radio
renewal of license of am station WREA East
Palatka, Fla. Action Nov. 2.
■ Granted petition by Town & Country
Y., continN. proceeding
Bcstgued Inc.
dates in
proceduralRemsen,
certain (WREM)
Nov. 13
on its am application and continued
hearing to Dec. 20. Action Oct. 31.
BROADCAST ACTIONS
by Broadcast Bureau
Actions of Nov. 7
assignHanford,
KNGS ment of license to Calif.—
Valley Bcstg.
SalinasGranted
C°KRVK Mount Vernon, Ky.— Granted acLair
quisition of positive control by JohnHargis.
through purchase of stock from Tom
. Granted
KLMK
stationgs:noncomfm followin
educational for
merciallicenses
San
*KSFX(FM) trans.
Calif., andspecify
Loma Linda,Calif.,
type
and
o,
Francisc
"WT\^R. ant
d liVa.— Grante
WCOD(
ant. height,
increasend,in ERP,
covering Richmo
censeFM)
change ant.-trans. location and triplex
Ann Arbor, Mich.— Granted
*WUOM
covering installation of new trans ,
s (FM)
license
new ant., increase ant. height and ERP and
and use of old main
trans.;
ry trans.
specifyastype
trans,
auxilia
Ga.—to
Inc.)
S
(WEA
WGUN
mod. r,of cp
d mod. of licenses andDecatu
Grante
change name to WGUN Inc.
Troy, N. Y. — Granted cp to inWXKW
stall auxiliary trans, at main trans, location;
ans locaant.-tr
changestudio
of cpiet;to main
and mod.
n to
locatio
tion to Watervl
system
ant
in
s
change
make
iet;
Watervl
groundon.system, and
and operati
height)
(increase
control
remote
delete
Nev.— Granted auCity,
Carson
KPTL
thority to May 1, 1962 to operate sunrisecor-to
non-DA
kw
5
with me directionalpending
sunset only
array.
rections to nightti
d extension
Grante1962.
Troy,dateN. toY.—Feb.
WXKW ion
1,
of complet
Actions of Nov. 6
WJRI Lenoir, N. C— Granted toinvoluntary
Katherine
of cp and license
assignment
Rabb, executrix of estate of John f.
B.
Rabb
d assignGranteCo.
Neb.— Bcstg.
Superiotor, Valley
KRFS
ment of license
nt
assignme
Granted
—
HI.
,
WKEI Kewanee
of cp and licenses to Kewanee Bcstg. Co. acd
Grante
Crookston,e Minn.—
KROX quisition
by Jerome
of negativ control
through
Kiewel
J.
William
and
g
fiahlber
.
Bcstg.
ston
Co
,.
to CrookPetrich
F.
Arnold
by
stock
sale of
, Utah— Granted license
Blanding
KUTA
for am station.
fm stafor following
licensesAnchorag
. Granted
e, Alaska, and
tions: KBYR-FM
Redlands,
KCAL-FM
trans.;
type
specify
Seattle, Wash.; KTOD-FM
Calif KOL-FM
Tex.; KIMP-FM Mt. Pleasant, Tex.;
Sinton,
enne.
Wyo. Dallas, Tex.; KVWO-FM CheyKVIL-FM
KXXX Colby, Kan.— Granted . license
covering changes in trans, equipment
ebulon, N. C— _Granted
WETC Wendell-Z
ns.
. .
main
installation .of alternate
covering
licensetra
Granted
WLAV-FM Grand Rapids. Mich—
of new trans.,
installation.
license covering
ght
hei
. .
ERP and decrease ant.
new ant., increase
Granted
—
Calif.
to,
) Sacramen
KSFM(FM
move of ant.-trans. location,
covering
license
ERP and ant. height and installation
change
new trans.
of
WDSU New Orleans, La.— Granted license
covering change
trans. in ant.-trans. location for
auxiliary
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PROFESSIONAL

CARDS

JANSKY & BAILEY
Offices and Laboratories
1339 Wisconsin Ave., N.W.
Washington 7, D.C. FEderal 3-4800
Member AFCGE

JAMES C. McNARY
Consulting Engineer
National Press Bldg.,
Wash. 4, D. C.
Telephone District 7-1205
Member AFGCE

—Established 1926—
PAUL GODLEY CO.
Upper Montclair, N. J.
Pilgrim 6-3000
Laboratories, Creat Notch, N. |.
Member AFCCE

GEORGE C. DAVIS
CONSULTING ENCINEERS
RADIO & TELEVISION
527 Munsey Bldg.
STerling 3-0111
Washington
4, D. C.
Member AFGCE

Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
Everett L. Dillard, Cen. Mgr.
INTERNATIONAL BLDC.
Dl. 7-1319
WASHINGTON, D. C.
P.O. BOX 7037
JACKSON 5302
KANSAS CITY, MO.
Member AFGCE

A. D. Ring & Associates
30 Years' Engineering
Experience in Radio

Lohnes & Culver

1710 H St., N.W. Republic 7-2347
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
Member AFCCE

GAUTNEY & JONES
CONSULTING RADIO ENCINEERS
930 Warner Bldg. National 8-7757
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFGCE

MAY & BATTISON
CONSULTING RADIO ENCINEERS
Suite 805
711 Hth Street, N.W.
Washington 5, 0. C.
REpublic AFCGE
7-3984
Member

L. H. Carr & Associates
Consulting
Radio & Television
Engineers
Washington 6, D. C. Fort Evans
1000 Conn. Ave. Leesburg, Va.
Member AFGCE

KEAR & KENNEDY
1302 18th St., N.W. Hudson 3-9000
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
Member AFCCE

A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
INWOOD POST OFFICE
DALLAS 9, TEXAS
MEIrose 1-8360
Member AFCCE

GUY C. HUTCHESON
P.O. Box 32
CRestview 4-8721
1100 W. Abram
ARLINGTON, TEXAS

SILLIMAN, MOFFET &
ROHRER
1405 G St., N.W.
Republic 7-6646
Washington 5, D. C.
Member AFCGE

LYNNE C. SMEBY
CONSULTING ENGINEER
AM-FM-TV
7615 LYNN DRIVE
WASHINGTON 15, D. C.
OLiver 2-8520

GEO. P. ADAIR ENG. CO.
CONSULTING ENCINEERS
Radio-Television
Communications- Electronics
1610 Eye St., N. W.
Washington, D. C.
Executive Member
3-1230 Executive
AFCCE 3-5851

WALTER F. KEAN
CONSULTING RADIO ENCINEERS
Associate
George M. Sklom
19 E. Quincy St. Hickory 7-2401
Riverside,Member
III. (A AFGCE
Chicago suburb)

HAMMETT & EDISON
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Box 68, International Airport
San Francisco 28, California
Diamond 2-5208

CARL E. SMITH
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
8200 Snowville Road
Cleveland 41, Ohio
Tel. JAckson 6-4386
Member AFGOE

J. G. ROUNTREE
CONSULTING ENGINEER
P.O. Box 9044
Austin 17, Texas
CLendale 2-3073

VIR N. JAMES
SPECIALTY
DIRECTIONAL ANTENNAS
232 S. Jasmine St. DExter 3-5562
Denver 22, Colorado
Member AFCCE

JOHN H. MULLANEY
and ASSOCIATES, INC.
2000 P St., N. W.
Washington 6, D. C.
Columbus AFCGE
5-4666
Member

A. E. Towne Assocs., Inc.
TELEVISION and RADIO
ENGINEERING CONSULTANTS
420 Taylor St.
San Francisco 2, Calif.
PR. 5-3100

PETE JOHNSON
Consulting am-fm-tv Engineers
Applications — Field Engineering
Suite 601
Kanawha Hotel Bldg.
Charleston, W.Va. Dickens 2-6281

MERL SAXON
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEER
622 Hoskins Street
Lufkin, Texas
NEptune 4-4242 NEptune 4-9558

KEITH WILLIAMS and
ASSOCIATES, ARCHITECTS
Consultants — Radio Station Design
110 North Cameron Street
Winchester, Virginia
MOhawk Equipment
2-2589 layout
Planning
Renovation Acoustic Design

COMMERCIAL RADIO
MONITORING CO.
PRECISION FREQUENCY
MEASUREMENTS
AM-FM-TV
103 S. Market St.,
Lee's Summit, Mo.
Phone Kansas City, Laclede 4-3777

L. J. N. du TREIL
& ASSOCIATES
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
10412 Jefferson Highway
New Orleans 23, La.
Phone: 721-2661

William B. Carr
Consulting Engineer

COLLECTIONS
For the Industry
ALL OVER THE WORLD
TV — Radio — Film and Media
Accounts Receivable
No Collection — No Commission
STANDARD ACTUARIAL
WARRANTY CO.
220 West 42nd St., N. Y. 36, N. Y.
LO 5-5990

PAUL DEAN FORD
Broadcast Engineering Consultant
4341 South 8th Street
Terre Haute, Indiana
Wabash 2643

Service
Directory
CAMBRIDGE CRYSTALS
PRECISION FREQUENCY
MEASURING SERVICE
SPECIALISTS FOR AM-FM-TV
445 Concord Ave.,
Cambridge 38, Mass.
Phone TRowbridge 6-2810

JOHN B. HEFFELFINGER
9208 Wyoming PI. Hiland 4-7010
KANSAS CITY 14, MISSOURI

Munsey Building District 7-8215
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFCGE

JULES COHEN
Consulting Electronic Engineer
617 Albee Bldg. Executive 3-4616
1426 C St., N.W.
Washington 5, D. C.
Member AFGCE

Microwave
k AM—
FM— TV
P. O. Box 13287
Fort Worth 18, Texas
ATlas 4-1571
BARKLEY & DEXTER LABS.,
INC.
Donald P. Wise James M. Moran
Consulting,forResearch
&
Development
Broadcasting,
Industry & Government
50 Frankfort St. Diamond 3-3716
Fitchburg, Massachusetts
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1 kw AM
TRANSMITTER

KHBR-FM Hillsboro, Tex.— Granted liERP. cense covering change in frequency and
■ Granted licenses covering increase in
daytime power and installation of new trans,
for following stations: WMBN Petoskey,
Mich., and KBET Reno, Nev.
KVILcenseHighland
Park,in Tex.—
covering increase
power Granted
from 500 li-w
to 1 kw and specify studio location.
KVFC Cortez, Colo. — Granted license
covering change in hours of operation using
power of 250 w-N, 1 kw-LS, and installation
of DA-N.
KHBR Hillsboro, Tex.— Granted license
covering installation of new trans, as auxiliary trans, with remote control operation.
WDSU New Orleans, La. — Granted license
covering change in ant.-trans. location, instal ation of new trans, and changes in
ground system.
■ Granted licenses covering installation of
new trans, for following stations: WPIK
Alexandria,
Iowa (main). Va., and KFJB Marshalltown,
WRAK-FM Williamsport, Pa— Granted license covering change of frequency, ERP,
ant. height, installation new ant. and trans,
and changes in ant. system.
KBRC Mt. Vernon, Wash.— Granted license
to use old main trans, at main trans, location as auxiliary trans.
WSJS Winston- Salem, N. C— Granted license covering installation of new trans,
(specify type trans.); make changes in ant.trans. location; changes in DA and ground
system and changes in ant. system.
WAYB Waynesboro, Va. — Granted license
to use old main trans, at main trans, location as auxiliary trans, daytime and alternate main trans, nighttime with remote control operation.
WTOC Savannah, Ga.— Granted mod. of
licenses to operate main and auxiliary trans,
by remote
tion on maincontrol
trans.).while using DA (condiKVRD Cottonwood, Ariz. — Granted mod.
of
cp to change
locations
and typeant.-trans.
trans. and main studio
KORK-FM Las Vegas, Nev.— Granted extension of completion date to March 15, 1962.
Actions of Nov. 3
■ Granted renewal of licenses for following stations: *KASU(FM) Jonesboro, Ark.;

SUMMARY

Lie.
AM
TV
FM

3,602
881

KBJT Fordyce, Ark.; KOLT Scottsbluff,
Neb.;
KTVW(TV) Ind.;
Tacoma, KRUS
Wash.;Ruston,
WAWK La.;Kendallville,
WBBQ-FM Augusta, Ga.; *WGVE(FM)
Gary, Ind.; WHIO-AM-FM-TV Dayton, Ohio;
WKPA New Kensington-Tarentum, Pa.;
WMAK Nashville, Tenn.; WMIK Middlesboro,
Ky.; Paducah,
WMOV Ky.
Ravenswood, W. Va.;
WPSD-TV
KELK Elko, Nev.— Granted cp to install
old main trans, as auxiliary trans.
■ Granted cps to install new trans, for
following stations: WEAQ Eau Claire, Wis.,
condition, and KGHF Pueblo, Colo.
WROS Scottsboro, Ala— Granted cp to
move tower 60 feet and install new ground
system.
KCNY San Marcos, Tex.— Granted cp to
change
ant.-trans.
studioto site.
■ Granted
mod. and
of cps
change type
trans, for following stations: WMNZ Montezuma, Ga.; WEEE Rensselaer, N. Y.; KRBN
Red Lodge, Mont.; WMAF Madison, Fla.
WSMG Greeneville, Tenn. — Granted mod.
of cp to change ant.-trans. and main studio
location and change type trans.; remote control permitted.
WILY Greenville, N. C— Granted mod. of
cp
to
studio and
location;
make change
changesant.-trans.
in groundand system
ant.
system
and
change
type
trans.;
Granted
tnsion of completion date to Feb. 13, 1962.exKONG-FM Visalia, Calif.— Granted SCA
on multiplex basis.
KCMB-FM Wichita, Kan.— Granted mod.
of sea
42
kc toto 67change
kc. sub-carrier frequency from
WORX-FM
Madison, Ind.— Granted auDec. 30. thority to remain silent for period ending
Actions of Nov. 2
■ Granted cps for following new vhf tv
translator stations: Chief Joseph Community
Services on ch. 13, Bridgeport, Wash., to
translate programs of KREM-TV ch. 2
Spokane, Wash., Nor-Sis Tv Corp. on chs.
9 and 11, Weed, Calif. (KVIP-TV ch. 7
Redding,
and KHSL-TV
ch. 12 The
Chico,KeyCalif.),
via
intermediate
translators;
Club
of Dunsmuir, Calif, on chs. 6 and 4, Dunsmuir, Calif. (KHSL-TV ch. 12 Chico, and
KVIP-TV ch. 7 Redding); Pines Altos Tv
Continued on page 107

OF COMMERCIAL

BROADCASTING

Compiled by BROADCASTING Nov. 9
ON AIR
CP
Not 101
on82 air
Cps.
164
68
51
51

TOTAL APPLICATIONS
For new853 stations
178
132

OPERATING TELEVISION STATIONS

Commercial
Non-commercial

Compiled by BROADCASTING Nov. 9
18
VHF
UHF
468
85
4871
39
COMMERCIAL STATION BOXSCORE
Compiled by FCC Sept. 30
AM35

Supervision. It's value packed!
For complete information write
ITA Dept BK-4.

ITA Electronics Corporation
BROADCAST DIVISION
Lansdowne, Pennsylvania
100 (FOR THE RECORD)

Licensed (all on air)
Cps on air (new stations)
Cps not on air (new stations)
Total authorized stations
Applications for new stations (not in hearing)
Applications for new stations (in hearing)
Total applications for new stations
Applications for major changes (not in hearing)
Applications for major changes (in hearing)
Total applications for major changes
Licenses deleted
Cps deleted

3,600
154
3,789
166
532
698
620
116
504

TV
57
553

45
FM
876
193
26
98
1,114
124
78
7

0
1

712
0

'There are, in addition, nine tv stations which are no longer on the air,
licenses.

59
657
TV
32
43
92
41
13
75
0
1
44
but retain their
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CLASSIFIED

ADVERTISEMENTS

(Payable in advance. Checks and money orders only.) (FINAL DEADLINE — Monday preceding publication date.)
• SITUATIONS WANTED 20* per word — $2.00 minimum • HELP WANTED 25* per word — $2.00 minimum.
• DISPLAY ads $20.00 per inch — STATIONS FOR SALE advertising require display space.
• All other classifications 30* per word — $4.00 minimum.
• No charge for blind box number. Send replies to Broadcasting, 1735 DeSales St., N.W., Washington 6, D. C.
Applicants: If transcriptions oi bulk packages submitted, $1.00 charge for mailing (Forward remittance separately, please). All transcriptions, photos,
etc., sent to box numbers are sent at owner's risk. Broadcasting expressly repudiates any liability or responsibility for their custody or return.
RADIO
Help Wanted — Management
Sales managers, assistant and station managers, interested in joining expanding Pa.,
Florida, radio group in administrative capacities— excellent future — send detailed resume to Box 801H, BROADCASTING.
Independent 250 station going 1000 watts
interested in progressive, conscientious man
for supervisory
Must have Sober,
excellent referencesposition.
and experience.
family man preferred. Send complete
qualifications, picture and tape. Brilliant
future for high-caliber man. Box 846H,
BROADCASTING.
Ready for sales management? California
regional
and CPM,
Nielson,
pluswithtopnumber
power oneandPulse
lowest
needs full-charge self starter to keep local
sales way ahead of competition. Salary,
commission, override. Full pitch on yourself, plus references, to Tom Kelly, KAHR,
Redding, California.
Sales manager wanted for KUPI, Idaho
Falls, Idaho, 1 kw on 980. Take over local
sales for this top rated station in a market
of 150,000. If you are an aggressive salesman with a proven sales record in medium
size market,
your chance
advance
rapidly.
Sendhere's
complete
resume, to including
references, immediately to Gene Riesen,
P.O. Box 2557, Idaho Falls, Idaho.
Sales
Progressive single market station is looking
for a sales manager interested in settling
In growing
Texas community
city working
of 10.900.
Good opportunity,
pleasant
conditions. Must be experienced in sales
and prefer air voice if possible. Job is now
open but will wait for right application.
Box 799G. BROADCASTING.
Salesmanager— for a well established full
time New England radio station. Idea man,
alert, hard working and aggressive organizer. Must be able to come up with
ideas, train salesman and sell on his own.
Very
competitive
but good opportunity. Box 687H,market
BROADCASTING.
Sales-operation manager (plus two salesmen) for new (now building) 1-kw-D central atlantic-medium market. Send full
resume-photo
to Box 729H, BROADCASTING.
Florida. $100 week plus 15%. On collected
revenue of $500 per week you get $175.00.
On $800 per week you get $220.00. On $1500
per week you get $325.00 per week. Territorypetitive
unlimited
sky's market
the limit.on Commediumsometro
east
coast. At least 2 years fulltime radio sales
experience. No beginners please. Airmail
resume to Box 732H, BROADCASTING.
Single market northeast Texas station
looking for a salesman to take over local
accounts. . . . Must be willing to do some
air or news work. Young growing organization . . . definite advancements.
Worth happy employed looking into. . . .
Box 797H, BROADCASTING.
New England — Major indie needs good
strong salesman. Real opportunity with
growing multiple chain for man looking
to
the future. Resume to Box 837H, BROADCASTING.
Opportunity radio salesman. Salary plus
commission. Good market. KFRO, Longview, Texas.
Sales manager for areas #1 station. Guarantee; plus commission. Oklahoma, Arkansas, Missouri and Kansas applicants preferred. Call Gene Humphries, owner,
KVIN, Vinita, Oklahoma.

Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Sales

Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Announcers

Suburban & Chicago — Completing increase
to 5 kw. Need experienced successful salesdesirous of — "moving
25% man
commission
advance. up."
SendPermanent.
full details first letter. WEAW, Evanston, Illinois.
Unusual opportunity for advancement in
sales ket.
withResumenewandstation
marphoto into metropolitan
H. Behre, WERA,
Plainfield, New Jersey.
WCLW . . . 1000 watts . . . 1570 kc. Mature,
stable people desired for permanent employment. Engineer-announcer first class license either good or light announcing. Al=o
good announcer or announcer that can be
trained. Salesman desired. Copy writer
desired. Send all information in first letter
and tape to WCLW, 771 McPherson Street,
Mansfield, Ohio.
Announcer-salesmen who can sell their
programs.
Contact WSBC-FM, Chicago 12,
Illinois.
Southern group — Top rated metro stations,
expanding, seeking two potential managers
as salesmen — 30-40, married. Guarantee,
moving, rapid advancement for creative
producer. Area applicants preferred. Send
photo — complete resume first letter. McLendon Broadcasting, Box 197, Jackson, Miss.
Radio television jobs. Over 630 stations. All
major markets, midwest saturation. Write
Walker Employment, 83 South 7th Street,
Minneapolis 2, Minn.
Announcers

Experienced announcer with morning man
ability. New Jersey. Adult programming.
Resume, references, tape, salary expected:
first letter. Box 771H, BROADCASTING.
Announcer-salesman, experienced, capable.
Announce three hours daily, sell five. Send
resume, audition tape, photo. Permanent
or wocompetent onmansuccessful
job, good
man, salarypayandforcommission,
BROAD815H,
Box
station.
market
small
CASTING.
Quality small market station seeks quality
announcer. Job permanent on an established, successful station. Send audition
tape, resume, photo and salary expected,
in confidence. Box 816H, BROADCASTING.
Opportunity married staff announcer. Outline experience. KFRO. Longview, Texas.
Announcer with first phone to live in
paradise. Only station in Honolulu suburb.
Engineering ability desirable but not vital.
Living excellent, all year swimming, sailing, fishing, water skiing. Adult music forphoto, Hawaii.
tape, salary requirements.
K-LEI,mat. Send
Kailua,
Operator-announcer with car, 1st class limaintenance
experience,
permanent
position.cense,
KOAL,
Price,
Utah.
Wanted staff announcer for good music
station — immediate opening. Personality
preferred, good pay, benefits. Send tape and
resume to WANE. Fort Wayne, Indiana.
Opportunity; for mature, experienced announcer with a knack for entertaining
homemakers and the ability to sell them
our clients products. Must have a sincere
desire to play vital role on air and in
community on a permanent basis. Send
resume, photograph, tape and salary range
to WAR A, Attleboro, Mass.
Combination announcer-engineer ... 1st
phone . . . air shift and maintenance . . .
top station in area offers much opportunity.
Call or write Don MacLachlan, FEderal 16300 . . . WBAZ, Kingston, New York.
Small market announcer who's on the ball
for WBYS— Canton, Illinois.
Announcer-engineer with first phone. Minimum maintenance. Emphasis on news
gathering and writing. Immediate opening.
WCCF, Punta Gorda, Florida.
Wanted: Experienced announcer. Pleasant
voice and ability to interpret commercials.
No screamers. Send tape and resume to:
Capps Sutherland, program director, WCLO,
Janesville, Wisconsin.
WCLW . . . 1000 watts . . . 1570 kc. Mature,
stable people desired for permanent employment. Engineer-announcer first class
license either good or light announcing.
Also good announcer or announcer that can
be trained. Salesman desired. Copy writer
desired. Send all information in first letter
and tape toOhio.
WCLW, 771 McPherson Street,
Mansfield,
Announcer with first class ticket. For
WRJC, Mauston, Wisconsin, new station.
Maintain 500w transmitter. Send tape. State
salary. Inquire John D. Rice, care WCOW,
Sparta, Wisconsin.
Suburban Chicago — combo. First class license. Permanent. Open now. $125.00 per
week. Complete information and tape to
WEAW, Evanston, Illinois.
Sports Director for midwest radio-tv combination. Duties call for play-by-play,
regular tv sports show and some news
work. Send background resume with tape
and picture if possible. Box 728H. BROADCASTING.

Announcer with first class ticket, maintenance is secondary. Box 928D, BROADCASTING.
Experienced announcer — sportscaster. 27,
desires position with responsibility at well
organized station. Sports with complete
local promotion speciality. Offer consistent,
best of ability work and cooperation. Employed. Box 655H, BROADCASTING.
Morning man wanted, small market northern N. Y. adult format progressive operation. Experienced air-salesman only. Immediate opening. Send tape, picture and
resume to Box 673H, BROADCASTING.
Announcer-engineer to assume staff duties
and some maintenance. Must be good announcer, fair technician. Central Atlantic
state, tape, photo, resume first letter. Will
return. Station plays good pop, c&w music.
No r&r. Character and credit references
required. Good opportunity for right man.
Average salary to start. If you have a
ticketBox
and 693H,
a good
voice, don't miss this
one.
BROADCASTING.
Announcer with well-rounded experience
for southwest network station. Box 714H,
BROADCASTING.
Capable radio announcer desired by amfm-tv station. Emphasis on voice quality
and intelligent delivery. We are adult
operation, terested
notin maturity
personalityandformat
. . . inperformance.
Above
average
benefits,
pleasant
midwestING.
em community. Box 745H, BROADCASTAnnouncer for fm station in major eastern
market. Experienced operating board. $100
per week. Send tape and resume to Box
748H, BROADCASTING. Tapes will be kept
on file by station.
Announcer-engineer. Central Pennsylvania
station. Our need is immediate. Salary
open. Send resume and tape to Box 758H,
BROADCASTING.
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Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Announcers

Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Technical

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Management

Good announcer needed by expanding organization. Experience, or college training
necessary. Send tape, picture, background
to WGAD, Gadsden, Alabama.
Have opening for good middle of the road
announcer with first phone. Experience in
programming desired but not necessary.
ContactCarolina.
manager WGAI, Elizabeth City,
North
New St. Louis area station needs 1st phone
man for newscasting. Beginner considered
if
capable. Write WGNU, Granite City,
Illinois.

Chief Engineer some airwork. good working conditions and salary. Contact A. G.
Stanley,
WTSB AM-FM,
RE 9-6056, Box
393,
Lumberton,
North Carolina.

Michigan daytimer— network affiliate has
opening for 1st phone announcer. Prefer
family man. Local news experience —
permanent employment for competent man.
Personal interview necessary. First send
tape, resume, salary requirements. J. F.
Marzke, WJUD, St. Johns, Michigan.
Announcer to host night-time good music
shows, WKRG, Mobile, Alabama.
Immediate opening for experienced radiotv staff announcer. Call Elgin 5-8611 collect
or send tape, resume and photo to Frank
Wilson, WMBG-WTVR-TV. P.O. Box 5229,
Richmond, Virginia.
New England — immediate opening for
music and news man in growing modern
operation. Top pay for top man. Only experienced applicants considered. Forward
resume, audition to Curt Hahn, program
director W-OK-W, Brockton, Massachusetts.
Adult appeal morning man. Experienced.
Requirements rigid. $85 start. Call, write
pd, WTXL, West Springfield, Massachusetts.
REpublic 9-4768.
Newsman with mature, authoritative delivery for opening
world's
only all-news
radio station.
Sendon tape,
resume
to Russ
Barnett, XTRA News, 5106 Federal Blvd.,
Suite 203, San Diego 14, California.
Staff announcer for four station small market group. Dignified delivery. No "screamRush tape,Station,
photo DeRidder,
and resume Louisiana.
to Ralph
Hooks,ers."Dixie

Production — Programming, Others

General manager . . . available around first
of year. Present station being sold. 15 years
experience all phases. 37. Family, sober.
Active in community affairs. Excellent
recommendations include present employers.
Organize and develop new station or administer operating concern. Active in sales,
etc. First phone many years. Prefer western
market 20-50,000 or perhaps small group.
Would like eventual partial or full purchase opportunity, though not essential. Box
616H, BROADCASTING.
Prefer medium market — 35 — family man.
College graduate,
eleven public
years
commercial
radio —first
partphone
two — years
relations capacity with agency contacts.
Previous managerial experience. Box 807H,
BROADCASTING.
Ya got trouble? Imagination tempered by
stability,
by experience.youth
Excellent complimented
background. Box
810H,
BROADCASTING.
Management-production - sales - engineering
team to form the nucleus of your new
station or revitalize your existing operation . . . am or fm. Four steady, family
men, each a specialist in his field and all
on & off the air salesmen will increase
your gross. All experienced in major
(Chicago, Detroit, Ft. Wayne, Long Island
Kansas City) and smaller markets. All now
operating
in Chicago area. Write Box 814H,
BROADCASTING.
Assistant manager — program director. 39
years old, family man, 19 years radio-tv.
Expert on FCC form 303, section IV. Presresponsible
for production,
ing,entlytraffic,
continuity,
art, news,film-buypublic
service. Handle network and close association with national rep. Full particulars and
personal interview on request. Box 834H,
BROADCASTING.
Management — sales. Are you looking for
ame.good
man? to Successful
— experienced.
Medium
small market.
Available Try
...
January. Box 835H, BROADCASTING.
Will trade 5% of my southern California
5000 watt radio station for ownership and
management contract in your station.
California preferred. Box 841H, BROADCASTING.
General manager, strong on sales. 25 years
solid top level experience, ground up radiotv station development, same group. Station sold. Agency, network, Washington
contacts. Best references. Box 847H.
BROADCASTING.
Late on top pop records? Does your competition seem to have you beat? Then be
first-really first in your market with all
the latest top pop artists-all labels-mailings
3 timestion. T.aR.week-two
week trial-no obligaProductions,
830 Market, San
Francisco, California.
Sales

Immediate nouncers
placement
for experienced
with or without
1st phones an-in
Kansas, Oklahoma, or Texas. Send photo,
resume, and tape. Stations call us daily
for men and your tape will be played back
to them. State salary desired and area
wanted. Broadcast Placement Service, Box
70, Blackwell, Oklahoma or phone EM 34568.
Radio television jobs. Over 630 stations. All
major markets, midwest saturation. Write
Walker Employment, 83 South 7th Street,
Minneapolis 2, Minn.
Technical
Chief Engineer-New York State, 90 miles
from city. Box 454H, BROADCASTING.
Chief engineer-announcer for stable Indiana station. Opening available after
January 1. Send engineering experience
references, salary requirements and tape
now. All considered, and tapes will be returned. Box 682H, BROADCASTING.
Opening-chief engineer. Strong on maintenance. Capable to do board shift. Minneoperation. Single station marsota
ket.fulltime
Complete details. Tape, picture. Box
724H, BROADCASTING.
Chief engineer. First rate daytime station.
Heavy on maintenance and electronics in
general. Box 829H, BROADCASTING.
WCLW . . . 1000 watts . . . 1570 kc. Mature,
desired for permanent emstable people
ployment. Engineer-announcer first class
license either good or light announcing.
or announcer that
announcer
Also begood
can
trained.
Salesman desired. Copy
writer desired. Send all information in first
letter and tape to WCLW, 711 McPherson
Street, Mansfield, Ohio.
102

Wanted, reliable man with first-phone for
transmitter duty. Ideal for physically
handicapped or retired. $260.00 per month.
WTTF, Tiffin, Ohio.
Radio television jobs. Over 630 stations. All
major markets, midwest saturation. Write
Walker Employment, 83 South 7th Street,
Minneapolis 2, Minn.

Girl Friday for Florida coastal mediummarket network station. Personable, capable, dependable, write creative copy, some
traffic,edgetype
simple photo
bookkeeping
knowlhelpful.logs,
Enclose
and references
and
salary requirement. Box 696H, BROADCASTING.
Mid-atlantic.
for atindependent.Operation
Experienced in manager
traffic, copy,
all
phases station operation. Send resume,
photo
and expected salary to Box 744H,
BROADCASTING.
Immediate opening program director and
maintenance engineer-announcer combination, needBROADCASTING.
all information — first contact.
Box 788H,
If you are creative and can write effective
commercial
copysendandresume
have aandgoodaudition
commercial voice,
tape
immediately
to
Box
796H,
BROADCASTING.
Newsman for local news operation. Top pay
for market. Tape, resume, and picture to
KBRZ. Freeport, Texas.
Good news man wanted by one of the
finest small station operations in USA,
located in So. California desert, with the
greatest weather around. Captive audience,
no newspaper or other radio competition.
Over, 25,000 people rely on us as only
source for daily news. Want man to take
charge news operation. Must be good
writer-reporter, as well as air man. Typing
as readable to others as to self. Complete
data Twentynine
and tape, minimum
salary . . . KDHI,
Palms, California.
Experienced farm director with big and
practical ideas on agricultural broadcasting.
For big and practical KSOO Sioux Falls,
South Dakota. Sales and tv opportunity
can
yoursfuture.
in addition.
a real
job
with begreat
Resume Here's
and tape
to Ray
Loftesness KSOO, Sioux Falls, South
Dakota.
News director to take over established department that emphasizes responsible reporting. ABC affiliated station. WBYS—
Canton, Illinois.
Immediate opening on staff of award winning news department. Prefer young, aggressive newsman. Only those trained and
experienced in radio journalism with a
warm, authoritative sound need apply. Top
pay and talent. Send complete resume with
references and tape to: WCKR, P.O. Box
38M Miami, Florida.
RADIO
SITUATIONS

WANTED

Management
I'm a wanted man . . . Salesmanager, top
50 market. Loyal and dynamic, outstanding
track record in highly competitive market,
have figures. Present AAA-I rated employer
wants me — but I want opportunity for
greater growth . . . perhaps you need a
wanted man. Box 504H, BROADCASTING.
Qualified responsible position manager,
sales manager adult programmed community station. Box 709H, BROADCASTING.

Money hungry— straight commission salesman wants larger billings. Do you? Box
792H, BROADCASTING.
Executive type salesman wants to relocate
in television or radio. Eight
of solid,
successful sales backgrounyears
d, including
local, regional and national. Sales and management. Best record and references. Midwest market preferred. Box 802H, BROADCASTING.
Announcers
DJ, announcer, newscaster, experienced. Do
tight BROADCASTING.
work, run board. Sportscaster. Box
562H,
Announcer — disk jockey, young, some experience. Prefer eastern seaboard, desire to
settle down. Box 645H, BROADCASTING.
Radio-tv announcer seeks position in New
England. Married, steady. Box 653H.
BROADCASTING.
Announcer-dj. AM-TV. Experience runs
gamut of Tchaikowsky to Tchubby
Tchecker. Top ratings and top monev in
1,500,000
market. Minimum $150. Box 678H,.
BROADCASTING.
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Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Announcers

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Announcers

Outstanding personality, 6 years, finest
references. Age 26. Expecting first child this
spring. Minimum $150 to support it. Box
707H, BROADCASTING.
Program director, experienced, good music,
similar operation. Good air work. Box
718H, BROADCASTING.
Top sportscaster looking for sports minded
station. Finest of references. Box 720H,
BROADCASTING.

Experienced announcer with smiling personality. Good young dj. Station promotion
is my specialty. Play by play on major
sports. TV production background. Will
relocate. Box 794H, BROADCASTING.
Experienced announcer seeks advancement
into larger market. Vet, college, married.
Box 827H, BROADCASTING.
Negro announcer,
dj, tight
format,
caster, mature voice.
Family
man. newsWill
travel. Box 828H, BROADCASTING
Top rated dj major market wants to relocate New York city fringe area. Box
831H, BROADCASTING.
Experienced,
announcer seeksbright,
stable happy
positionsounding
with your
station, tight board, not) a floater. Box
833H, BROADCASTING.
Announcer — four months experience as
summer replacement. Graduate of A.T.S.
Will send resume and tape on request.
Box 836H, BROADCASTING.
Talent-imagination-loyalty
past
employers say about this —28that's
year what
old draft
exempt veteran who is married, has 6 years
experience in modern radio as pd, nd, dj
and has always had or created a number 1
pulse rating in medium or large market.
Looking for organization where he can
settle. Minimum salary $150 per week.
Available immediately. Call 853-5635 or
write Frank Malone, 6503D Military Highway, Norfolk, Virginia.
Country music dj., first phone, draft
exempt, family. 4691 Primm, St. Louis,
Missouri. Call FL 1-2179.
Successful announcer-chief engineer wants
permanent position in adult radio. Family
man. Jim Harris, Route 1, Box 916, Columbus, Georgia. FA 7-3028.
Experienced in announcing and sales. Bill
Huntington,
9952 Schiller, Franklin Park,
Illinois.

Experienced Negro announcer 2 years commercial experience. Does everything well.
Tape
ING. on request. Box 722H, BROADCASTThose
who'veever.
heard
agree —tape
best and
basketball
announcer
Request
decide
for yourself. Presently doing small college
sports; desire bigger set-up. 6 years experience. Box 765H, BROADCASTING.
Experienced major college basketball playby-play sportscaster. Good interviewer. Box
778H, BROADCASTING.
Negro fm announcer seeks FM station or
AM non r&r. Strong news, dj, board. Box
779H, BROADCASTING.
California, Arizona, New Mexico — 10 years
with production, sales, color, sports. Family
man. Desire permanent position. Taped
biography. Box 780H, BROADCASTING.
Deejay four years experience, desires top
forty
operation
in medium-major market.
Box 781H,
BROADCASTING.
Trained college graduate seeking announcpositionaudition
— news and
dj show.
and ingtape
available.
BoxResume
782H,
BROADCASTING.
Sportscaster. Seven years experience. Have
done 50 to 75 games play-by-play yearly.
Baseball, basketball tops. Good references.
Appreciated by audience but unappreciated
by present employer. 26. Single. Veteran.
I've doneferred. it
all, news,
dj, etc. Iowa preBox 783H,
BROADCASTING.
Southwest combo 1st FCC. Love those letters
from
good stations. Box 786H, BROADCASTING.
Announcer, dj, fast board, mature voice,
experienced, want to settle. Box 799H,
BROADCASTING.
Announcer-deejay . . . now employed
northeast. On air nine years. Broad experience.
Will goInterested
anywhere
opportunity.
in topfor40 better
or adult
programming. Box 804H, BROADCASTING.
Announcer. Versatile. Adaptable. Excellent
references prove hard worker. Call middle
atlantic
CASTING.states home. Box 805H, BROADDJ, sports, utility, 7 years experience,
draft exempt, midwest please. Box 813H,
BROADCASTING.
Boston top 40 personality with best ratings
at station, desires move to metro market
or pd. At major in east. Personality show
with voices, inserts. Reasons for move can
be easily explained by current management with high recommendation. I can produce for you as I have here. Formerly
p.d. in major eastern before Boston. Box
817H, BROADCASTING.
Sports director with 6 years play-by-play
ready to move up. Looking for station that
carries minor league baseball; and/or college basketball and football. College graduate. Married. Locate anywhere. Box 818H,
BROADCASTING.
Top 40 dj with first phone — IV2 years experience. Now employed. Prefer south but
will
consider all — tape available. Box 820H,
BROADCASTING.
First phone, married, 1 child, reliable,
sober, 29. Military obligation completed.
Permanent position. No experience. Willing
to work hard. Box 822H, BROADCASTING.
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Have ticket will travel: top 40 or country
in New Mexico, Oklahoma or Texas. Ray
Smith,
1306 3rd. N.W., Albuquerque, New
Mexico.
Top 40 dj., available in January. Now in
#2 market. B.S. degree. Write now for
aircheck. Married. N. Ward, 20764 Hartland
#2, Canoga Park, California.
Technical
1st phone, age 43. 5 years chief engineer 5
kw da & fm, 7 years transmitter engineer.
3 years mobile radio, 4 yrs. technician &
asst. radio engr. r & d radar and marine
transmitter. Graduate army and civilian
radio school. Amateur license. Car, married,
family. Mechanical inclined, available on
2ING^
weeks notice. Box 547H, BROADCASTEngineer, young and unattached, willing
to relocate for good pay. Experienced in
am-fm operation, studio work, and remotes.
Presently employed chief engineer in
Detroit.
Top references. Box 774H, BROADCASTING^
First phone, family, desire permanent position, radio or television. Available Jan. 8.
Prefer Ohio. Box 806H, BROADCASTING.
Experienced first phone, good chief. Announcing fair, music selection good. $95
week. Car. Ten days notice. Relocate south,
west. Box 830H, BROADCASTING.
Production — Programming, Others
Producer-director — long on creativity — short
on opportunities to use it. Ten years experience. Complete production background.
Box 775H, BROADCASTING.
Reporter-mature journalism graduate, limited experience. Available immediately.
Prefer midwest or west. Box 776H, BROADCASTING.
GO-getter. Production man experienced all
phases. Film, studio, announcing, traffic.
Young, married. Prefer mid-west. Box
784H, BROADCASTING.
Television art director or creative artist:
2V2 years performing and directing two and
three-dimensional design for television plus
promotional art. 6 years college. Family
responsibility.
in growing operation. Box 843H,Interested
BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Production — Programming, Others
Metro-radio and multiplex operations. Program director — announcer — sales. Seven
years am-fm programming-production.
Three years multiplex sales — programming.
Good music programming on your am-fm
and/or multiplex operation. Desire group
or stable independent. Write to: Box 785H,
BROADCASTING.
Versatile, aggressive newsman, 3 years commercial radio experience including New
York city area. Want location strong news
minded station, handle all phases gathering,
editing, delivery. Married, 30. Especially
interest California, Arizona, Colorado, but
will listen to other possibilities. Available
immediately. Box 790H, BROADCASTING.
Experienced newsman, 2 years commercial
plus 3 years AFRS. Want news situation
not top 40. Salary secondary. Presently
employed New York area but available
immediately. Best references. Box 791H,
BROADCASTING.
Programming-director, medium; assistant,
major market, 12 years writing, public
affairs, adult music, announcing, programming. Creative ideas. Box 800H, BROADCASTING.
Sports director — radio or television. Now
public relations director with professional
sports organization — thirteen years play-byplay football, basketball, baseball, all phases
of sports—
Married.BoxFirst
will
travel
for 35.
interview.
808H.phone
BROADCASTING.
Attention fine music and fine arts stations
. . . Wrote and directed industries first
qualitative survey of an fm audience; six
years as announcer, writer, producer, and
operations
the nation's
finest
fm station; manager
as programfor director
and operations manager, brought new top ten market
fm station into programming dominence
and commercial success in one year; network quality announcer; well-versed in
program guide production; degree from
Northwestern University; interested in permanent position with and possible investment in quality major market operation.
Box 809H, BROADCASTING.
Sales oriented program director/manager.
Excellent background, references, airwork.
Family. 32. Box 811H, BROADCASTING.
Jack of all trades! Performer of 10 yearsready for behind the scenes. What have
you? P.D., production, news, sports, music,
copy, traffic.
Yes, well-versed
in all — in all
types
programming.
Prefer metropolitan!
Box 832H, BROADCASTING.
Newsman — experienced, competent all
phases news operation. Seeking station with
mature news concept. Tape, resume, references. Box 586H, BROADCASTING.
News or public affairs director. Radio
and/or television. National award winner.
Specialfairs,
events,
afeditorials. documentaries,
References. Nowpublic
50 kw.
Box 607H, BROADCASTING.
TELEVISION
Help Wanted — Sales
TV sales experience. We have an opening
for you. Draw-commission, no ceiling, profit sharing, insurance and vacation. Write
KFBB. Box 1139. Great Falls, Montana.
Technical
Engineer of good character, best technical
qualifications for south Texas vhf. Box
715H, BROADCASTING.
Have immediate opening for chief engineer
at small market vhf station in upper northeast. Musttenance.beGoodexperienced,
on mainpay to right strong
man. Box
743H,
BROADCASTING.
Transmitter experience
operator fornotKMVI-TV,
Television
necessary,Maui.
but
valid
first
class
radio-telephone
license
essential. Work 40 hours in three
days,is
four days off each week. Write or call
KMVI-TV, Wailuku, Maui, Hawaii.
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Help Wanted — (Cont'd)

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)

Technical
Immediate opening first phone. Switching,
some maintenance. 48 hour week. Growing
station. Call or write Jerry Goff, KNOPTV, North Platte, Nebraska.
Studio technician experienced for expanding operation. Scale to $170.00. Send resume
and references to Chief Engineer, WTTW,
1761 Museum Drive, Chicago 37, Illinois.
TV transmitter engineer, first phone license,
no experience necessary. Contact Jerry E.
Smith, V.P. for Engineering, P.O. Box 840,
Corpus Christi, Texas.
1st phone, vhf and tv transmitter operation, installation and maintenance experience. Considerable travel involved, some
foreign. Send resume to; Mr. D. K. Thorne,
RCA Service Company, Cherry Hill, Camden 8, New Jersey. An equal opportunity
employer.

Announcers

Local ad agencies, colleagues, even management, think I have major market ability.
Excellent appearance, good voice. More
than 10 years announcing, including 5 tv.
High personal announcing standards, booth
or live. Box 812H, BROADCASTING.
Technical
Attention midwest: 7 years experience in
studio operation and maintenance, also construction. Middle-aged, family. Desire same
positionBoxwith
potential. Let's
QSO.
769H,advancement
BROADCASTING.
Engineer: 10 years tv experience in color,
net, remotes and videotape. 3 years asst.
C. E. Married and reliable. Box 770H,
BROADCASTING.
Production — Programming, Others

Production — Programming, Others
TV production, news and film people have
an opportunity in California. See ad in
display column under Television Help
Wanted Management.
Attractive and unusual opening at full
power vhf for qualified girl for several
time weekly live studio show along with
part time
secretarial
responsibilities
general manager.
Submit
immediate to
resume
and photo-include film clips and tape if
available. Mrs. Richard, Personnel, KSOOTV, Sioux Falls, South Dakota.

Big profit pack — see Announcers.
Program manager and/or operations manager— over eight years in production and
operationscellent
— four
Exreferences.years
Preferprogramming.
west or southwest. Box 636H, BROADCASTING.
Six years experience news. Film, camera,
production and photography. Box 679H,
BROADCASTING.
Experienced news director with proved
news-in-depth record in competitive markets. Top airwork, references. Box 684H,
BROADCASTING.

TELEVISION

Film editor available December 1st. 10
years in tv — 5 in radio. Mature, sober, reliable male. Up thru the ranks. Can operate
your film library on small budget. Can
double as announcer, actor, film technician.
Must move to warm climate, southeast,
southwest or far west. Box 690H, BROAD.
CASTING.
Experienced woman tv and radio personality available immediately-prefer N.E.
Highest
references
— "onevents,
camera"model
interviews,
commercials,
special
clothing-remotes-write copy. Interested in opportunity. Box 699H, BROADCASTING.
Imaginative young woman — seeks creative
position in tv production. Interested in
drama, documentary, and public affairs
programming. College graduate — tv, drama,
film background. Experience in educational
tv. Excellent references. Prefer NYC or
California area. Available after January.
Box 772H, BROADCASTING.
Film program manager 13 years in one of
top 15 markets, major NBC affiliate in
southwest. As department head, responsible
for film buying, personnel supervisor, administration. Full knowledge all phases
radio and tv programming, production, and
operations.cellent
Single
woman,
exreferences.
Writepersonable,
Box 787H,
BROADCASTING.
Documentary writer, producer, director,
cinematographer, editor. Experienced.
Young.
ING. References. Box 793H, BROADCAST-

SITUATIONS

WANTED

Management
Selling general manager. 37; college graduate; thoroughly experienced 18 years — 8
years television. Can triple ratings and
profits; enhance quality image. Have done
it; am doing it. Box 626H, BROADCASTING.
Salesmanager or salesman. Somewhere
there is an ethical, reliable, stable, honestly-run tv station that needs a salesmanager
with the
sameexperience,
qualifications.
had sixteen years
fromI'veradio
announcer, thru radio management, local, regional, national tv sales to general sales
manager major tv market. After being led
astray by half truths, unkept promises and
dollar signs, I now only want the opportunity to get back on the right track
with a good station, and show you what I
can do. Since I'm in a spot (available immediately in other
consideris
any type sales
from words)
local up I'll
if there
an honest chance for advancement. Minimum $10,000.00. Let's talk it over. Box 751H,
BROADCASTING.
Sales
Big profit pack — see Announcers.
Announcers
Big profit pack — Very successful two man
kids show. Outstanding 30 min. film as part
of resume. Thirteen years experience including network. TV producing-directing
(including 17 camera military unit) annews-casting-writing,
promotion,
technical, nouncing,
sales. Radio
dj, technical.
Box
733H, BROADCASTING.
Experienced tv announcer, wants job in
N. C, S. C, Georgia, Virginia, Florida.
Top references, single, steady, good appearING. ance, good voice. Box 766H, BROADCASTEmployed dj wants back into television.
Seven years announcing qualifies me. References. Veteran. Box 803H, BROADCASTING.
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Film editor, 4 years experience, draft
exempt. What do you have to offer? Write
P.O. Box 3026, Columbia, South Carolina.
FOR SALE
Equipment
Tower — excellent condition — 1120 feet high
less antenna-50 pound design, elevator, now
standing may be inspected. Available in
about
ING. 12 months. Box 337H, BROADCASTRCA MI-7330 50 kw short wave broadcast
transmitter, 6 to 22 mc. For further details Box 640H, BROADCASTING.
Used general precision lab-16mm Kinescope
recorder — latest model — electronics in good
condition. Camera not used since being
placed in new condition by factory. Contact Box 742H, BROADCASTING.

For Sale— (Cont'd)
Equipment
3 kw Western Electric fm transmitter. In
service. Excellent condition. Available 30
days. Priced to sell. Box 821H, BROADCASTING.
2 automatic (45 rpm) turntables & controls
(BQ-103 RCA) 2 turntable equalizing preamplifiers (BA-26A RCA). One turntable
with controls and pre-amplifier priced at
$995.00. This equipment used only four
months. Both machines are equipped with
remote control cueing. For inspection and
contact, write or call WEAM, 1515 N. Court
House Rd., Arlington, Va. Jackson 7-7100.
GE 1 kw fm transmitter in good condition
with complete set of tubes. Eight extra
final
tubes included. WFMB, Nashville,
Tennessee.
Magnecord 814 tape player. Three speed,
8-hour reels. In good condition. Cost $700.00,
see.
sell for $225.00. WFMB, Nashville, TennesAmpex and Magnecord tape recorders and
other recording and audio equipment for
sale at best possible prices. Write for list.
. . . Fidelity Florida.
Sound, Inc., P.O. Box 5455,
Jacksonville,
Complete inventory of Ampex, Magnecord
& Viking
parts. $350.08
Used Gates
PTS-JAH's—
$150.00
up. spare
Auto-trans
Radio
Company, 2700 Polk, Houston 3, Texas.
Am, fm, tv equipment including monitors,
5820, bus1850,
Electrofind, 440 ColumAve.. Np.a.Y tubes.
C.
Will buy or sell broadcasting equipment.
Guarantee Radio & Broadcasting Supply
Co.. 1314 Iturbide St., Laredo, Texas.
Transmission line, styroflex, heliax, rigid
with hardware and fittings. New at surplus
prices. Write for stock list. Sierra Western
Electric Cable
Co., 1401 Middle Harbor Road,
Oakland
20, California.
WANTED

TO BUY

Equipment
Good used RCA TK-41 color camera . . .
contact Box 741H, BROADCASTING.
Wanted.
Used Auricon
cine-voice,
able converted;
no sound,
3 lens preferturret.
Write Box 768H, BROADCASTING.
Wanted— used 1 watt microwave link. Must
include audio diplexing equipment. Box
789H, BROADCASTING.
WANTED TO BUY
Stations
Radio station in Ohio, Indiana, Illinois,
Michigan or Wisconsin. Have $30,000 down.
Send details. Box 522H, BROADCASTING.
Wanted
to buy anor individual:
tion in Wisconsin
Minnesota. Radio
Size notsta-a
factor. sires.
WillPleasepay
any way about
seller the
degivecash
full orparticulars
property. Write Box 691H, BROADCASTING.
Penna: wanted-radio station within 50 miles
radius of Pittsburgh. With a good potential.
Box 844H, BROADCASTING.
INSTRUCTIONS
Train now in N.Y.C. for FCC first phone
license. Proven methods, proven results. Day
and evening classes. Placement assistance.
Announcer Training Studios, 25 W. 43 N.Y.
OX 5-9245.
FCC first phone license in six weeks.
Guaranteed instruction in theory and
laboratory methods by master teachers.
G I. approved. Request free brochure.
Elkins Radio License School, 2603 Inwood
Road, Dallas, Texas.
Be prepared. First class F.C.C. license in
six weeks. Top auality theory and laboratory training. Elkins Radio License School
of
Atlanta, 1139 Spring St., N.W., Atlanta,
Georgia.
BROADCASTING, November 13, 1961

INSTRUCTIONS— (Cont'd)
FCC first phone license preparation by
correspondence or in resident classes.
Grantham Schools are located in Hollywood,
Seattle, Kansas City and Washington. Write
for our tree 40-page brochure. Grantham
School of Electronics, 3123 Glllham Road,
Kansas City 9, Missouri.
Since 1946. The original course for FCC
First Class Radiotelephone Operator License
in six weeks. Reservations necessary. Enrolling now for classes starting January 3,
March 7, May 9, July 11. For information,
references and reservations write William
B. Ogden Radio Operational Engineering
School, 1150 West Olive Avenue, Burbank,
California.
FCC first class license in 6 weeks. We are
specialists. We do nothing else. Small
classes. Maximum personal instruction.
One low tuition covers everything until
license secured. Pathfinder Method, 5504
Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood, California.
Elkins Radio License School of Chicago —
Six weeks quality instruction in laboratory
methods and theory leading to the F.C.C.
First Class License. 14 East Jackson St.,
Chicago 4, Illinois.
Announcing programming, console operation. Twelve weeks intensive, practical
training. Finest, most modern equipment
available. G. 1. approved. Elkins School of
Broadcasting, 2603 inwood Road, Dallas 35,
Texas.
MISCELLANEOUS
Station promos — new — different giant list of
80-500. Box 819H, BROADCASTING.
Will swap 25» watt transmitter for new
Ampex burg,300.SouthCall
583-2727, w. THE, SpartanCarolina.
"Deejay taining
Manual,"
completeletters,
gagfilepatter
conadlibs, bits,a gimmix,
. . . $5.00: Show-Biz Comedy Service, 65
Parkway Court. Brooklyn 35, N. Y.
25,000 professional comedy lines, routines,
adlibs. Largest laugh library in show business. Special monthly topical service featuring deejay comment, introductions. Free
catalog. Orben Comedy Books, Hewlett, N.Y.
Business Opportunity
Am looking for partner in progressive radio
station in intermountain area population
119,000, would like you to be willing to
invest $45,000 for 45 percent of station with
option to buy 50 percent. Station is 1000
watt daytimer currently in black. Box 579H,
BROADCASTING.
Ex Zivman wants to invest in Florida or
Hawaii radio station and participate actively in sales and/or management. Investor is experienced in radio, television,
newsprint and syndicated film sales. Box
838H, BROADCASTING.
RADIO
Help Wanted — Management

MANAGER

Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Announcers

$12,500 for
SWING JOCK

Top 40 highly rated in America's
top 7. North Eastern station has
immediate opening for mature
sounding personality D. J. All
replies confidential. Tape and
resume to:
Box 823H, BROADCASTING
Technical
ENGINEER
Need instaffconnection
engineer with
for office
and field
work
AM, FM,
TV,
and Microwave activities. Please furnish
review of qualifications, interests, and
availability. A.Standards
must beJr. high.
Earl Cullum,
Consulting Engineers
P. O. Box 7004
Dallas 9, Texas
CHIEF ENGINEER
5KW New England Big City Station. Must be excellent creative
studio and transmitter engineer.
Forward looking mgt. Wonderful future if you know your stuff
and are not a "lazybones." Detail experience, references in confidence to:
Box 825 H, BROADCASTING
CHIEF ENGINEER
To take over Engineering Department of
aggressive MUZAK Company in Washington, D. C. Must be thoroughly experienced in layout,
and Address
installation of major
Sound design
and Public
Systems. Knowledge of radio and television transmission and receiving facilities helpful, with knowledge of repair and
maintenance of Multiplex receiving equipment for background music reception.
Please write giving details of background
and salary desired. Send snapshot if possible. All replies will be held strictly
confidential.
MUZAK in WASHINGTON
1341 "L" Street, N.W.
Washington, D. C.

WANTED

Indiana 1,000 watt fulltime, city of 100,000, wants a man who is currently employed as manager. Good executive and good salesman (must
handle $50,000.00 himself in local billing). Know sales nationally. Must
have social wife so couple can fit into community fast. Must know all
about running a radio station, handling personnel, FCC rules, etc. Must
have good background and lots of radio references. All info confidential.
Air mail picture and complete story to Box 61 7H, BROADCASTING.
HARD WORKER WHO WANTS TO ADVANCE and MAKE $15,000.00
Plus Now, and $25,000.00 three years from now— APPLY!
BROADCASTING, November 13, 1961

RADIO
Situations Wanted — Management
HUSBAND AND WIFE
MANAGEMENT TEAM
With
$20,000
or $25,000
to invest
small or medium
size midwest
fulltimein
radio station. Completely versed in national, regional and local sales as well as
the financial aspects of station operation.
Write Box 3276, Grand Central Station,
New York 17, New York.
Production — Programming, Others
12 years experience in radio & tv in
major eastern market within multiple
station operation. All phases of production, operations, continuity and traffic. Want to relocate for added responsibility and new challenges in major
market
ING. area. Box 708H, BROADCAST-

NEWCASTER
Radio-TV News Director-Newscaster desires more challenging opportunity.
Presently doing 2 radio newscasts
(50KW) plus 2 television newscasts
(same sponsor 7 years. I have 6 National, State, and local awards, and
the # I rating in one of the largest
multi-station markets in the country.
Box 767H, Broadcasting.

NEWS

DIRECTOR

$10,000 to start
You write, live, breath news.
You're a self starter who writes,
announces and understands fast
paced modern news for top 40
station in large eastern mkt. Write
in confidence, tape, resume to:
Box 824H, BROADCASTING

NEWSMAN
Due to Unforeseen Situation, we must
reluctantly let an A-l newsman go. Good
background. An asset to any AM/TV
newsroom. He's reliable, versatile young
man devoted to news. We highly recommend for position in top 25 markets.
Box 826H, BROADCASTING.

Proven Successful
Radio Program Mgr.
will guarantee results
in exchange for station
management training.
Phone 412:661-6648
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TELEVISION

Help Wanted — Management

OPPORTUNITIES IN CALIFORNIA
Have you considered the possibility of changing from your present position
to a better opportunity? — Either now or later? We want to build an active
personnel file of the most capable people in our profession for openings
both now and later.
We operate radio, tv and fm stations in California (not S.F. or L.A.). We
are number 1 and expanding. We have immediate openings in television
traffic, radio and tv sales, and we need an artist who knows promotion
thoroughly : Also executive secretaries.
Regardless of what you are doing now if you are versatile and have experience
and ability in any phase of broadcasting we would like to hear from you.
Teamwork and responsibility are vital. We offer permanency, stability and
require the highest professional standards. We will answer all replies and
tell you all about our stations that are located in the most beautiful sections
of California. Good salary, excellent working conditions and fringe benefits
Write now to:
Box 737H, BROADCASTING
EMPLOYMENT

SERVICE

HIRING?
RADIO OR TV * MANAGEMENT
ANNOUNCERS
* ENGINEERS
PRODUCTION
All degrees of experience
QUICK RESPONSE
NO OBLIGATION
WALKER EMPLOYMENT SERVICE
Jimmy Valentine Broadcast Division
83 So. 7th St. Minneapolis 2, Minn.
FEderal 9-0961
MISCELLANEOUS
MOVING?
SEND
FOR BOOKLET
A free, 16-page booklet prepared by
Burnham Van Service, Inc. can give you
helpful, work-saving, cost-saving pointers on how to organize your move
from city to city when you change
jobs. How to prepare to move, tips on
packing, a helpful inventory checklist
of things to do are among the topics
included. Write for your free copy.
No obligation.
Chuck Swann,
Burnham Van Service,
1634 Second Avenue,
Columbus, Georgia

RADIO STATION
FINANCING
Jay J. G. Schatz
Continental Illinois Bank Bldg.
231 So. LaSalle Street
Chicago 4, Illinois

INSTRUCTIONS
THE AMERICAN
DISC JOCKEY SCHOOL
Offers fully trained and commercially
orieni-'d p 'rsonnci. What are your needs?
>*ev
• C&W • • Men
Top 40
• Jazz
Sale: - •• Sports
Programming
• Women
HELENA BLDG., NORFOLK, VA.
Statu .N • • Is— Tape, Photo, Resume Rushed
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FOR SALE
Equipment
950 MC STL
MODEL PCL-2A
Ideal cuits
to for replace
cirAM, FM,costly
and wire
TV program
broadcasting.
Eliminate
second
party
—
YOU
maintain
full
control over link. U.H.F. antennas included.
Leasing terms available.
MOSELEY ASSOCIATES
4416 Hollisrer Ave., P. 0. Box 3192
Santa Barbara, California

Drastically reduce overhead with
complete, practically new ShalerAitken Automated Programming
System Custom-designed 24-position random switching sequence
featuring pre-sensing Ampex and
Altafonic tape playback, automatic-cueing Seeburg, additional 24position 10-cartridge MacKenzie.
Full remote control, automatic
clock panel, all accessories. Ready
to operate both fully- and semiautomatic. Changes in management-format force sale. Liberal
financing.
Box
777H. BROADCASTING.

For Sale — (Cont'd)
Stations
WEST COAST
MAJOR MARKET
Well known and substantial regional
full
facilitymarkets.
in one Average
of the Nation's
bettertime
growth
annual
sales in excess of #500,000 with excellent earnings record. Realistically
priced for immediate sale.
Box 574H, BROADCASTING
IjciiiiiiiiiiiiiaiiiiiiiiiiiiaiiiiiiiiiiiiaiiiiiiniiiiaiiiiiiiiiiiiaiiiuiiiiiiiES
5 A class B maximum power FM §
1 stereo multiplex radio station in g
§ the second largest FM major I
I market — Boston, is for immedi|s
ate sale. Presently with national
| and local sales billing.

3
I5
§

1
|
1
|
5

I
|
=
1
I

Population over 3,500,000.
All brand new RCA and H. H.
Scott broadcasting stereo equipment. Excellent coverage. Will
sacrifice with terms at $75,000 —

| 30% down. Priced for immedi- s
p ate sale.
1
| Box 702H, BROADCASTING |
ffiiiiiiiauiiiiiiiiiiunimiiniiciiiiiiiiiiintiiiiiiiiiiiiinniniiiniiuiiiiiiiii

(
I
|
I

SINGLE MARKET— Due to the recent
passing of my husband — must sell fine
Texas single market station. Ideal for
family operation — all new — making
profit— terms. Box 795H, BROADCASTING.

Stations

HAWAII
Cash sales in excess of $10,000
monthly. Priced at about one and
one-half times annual gross with
terms available to buyer with good
background.
Box 840H, BROADCASTING

Mid-West. Non-competitive.
Single Market. Fulltimer within
150 miles of Indianapolis. Crossing over $94,000.00 last 12
months. Excellent terms. Around
$45,000.00 down, balance 7 to
10 years. 1000 Watts daytime
and 250 Watts nighttime. Direct
sale — not handled by brokers.
Box 754H, BROADCASTING

$500,000 CASH
That's what our client has available
— seeking good properties in Florida,
the south, and midwest. Client more
interested in good facility than earning record.
Associated Media Brokers
Suite 328 Bayview Building
Fort Lauderdale, Florida
Phone LOgan 6-7843
Bob Flynn
Myles Johns

FOR SALE

,
I
.
I

J
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For Sale— (Cont'd)

For Sale— (Cont'd)

Stations

Stations

Haskell Bloomberg
Station Broker, Lowell, Mass.
New Eng.— $150,000; $200,000; $350,000.
No. Car.— $150,000. $200,000. Perm.— $90,000. Ala.— $125,000; $200,000. Kans.— $85,000. Tv-Ariz.— $150,000. Ida.— $65,000. Minn.
—$65,000. Tv-Am-New Mex.— $300,000. Ga.
—$300,000. Wyo.— $100,000; $150,000. Ark.
—$80,000. Miss.— $125,000. Fla.— $55,000 ;
$125,000; $175,000. Tenn.— $85,000. Utah—
$70,000; $325,000. Ariz.— $225,000; $425,000.
Mont.— $150,000. Colo.— $210,000. New York
—$120,000. Tex.— $400,000. W. Va.— $50,000; $110,000. Please write.

— STATIONS FOR SALE
CALIFORNIA. Daytimer. Asking $75,000.
$15,000 down.
WEST time.
SOUTH
CENTRAL. Exclusive. Day$10,000 down.
NEW ENGLAND. Daytime. Asking $85,000.
29% down. Will negotiate.
UPPER MIDWEST.
Daytime. Exclusive.
Asking $65,000. Terms.

29%
100M terms
45M 25dn
290/d
150M
120M 290/o
100M
175M 290/0
cash
225M 290/o
75M

Midwset single
500w d
Georgia
single
daytime
West
small
New York medium VF-TV
Calif.
suburban daytime
lkw-D
metro
South
fulltime
Texas
metro
lkw-Dfreq
low
South
Negro
And others
COMPANY
CHAPMAN
1182 W. Peachtree St., Atlanta 9, Ga.

EXPERIENCED MANAGER
For Florida station being purchased
by our client who is seeking manager. Believe manager should be part
owner. Small amount required.
Associated Media Brokers
Suite 328 Bayview Building
Fort Lauderdale, Florida
Phone LOgan 6-7843
Bob Flynn
Myles John s

Southwest medium TV-Radio $305,000
Texas single regional money-maker, one
of the nicest physical plants and best
equipped single market station in countrv
$145,000 with only $32,500 down, 15
yrs. on balance Texas metro regional,
over $52,000 cash flow profit 1960, 8250,.
000— Southern major profitable fulltime
regional $365,000^— Louisiana single, growing market $40,000— Florida major power $237,000— Texas single, exceptionally
well equipped and excellent plant, good
city, good area, $59,750— Texas medium
fulltimer, making money, lots equipment
top condition. $160,000 Okla. single,
profitable, terrific area. $100,000 Louisiana single $26,950 We have what you
want, or we will get it for you !
patt Mcdonald co.
Box 9266 — GL. 3-8080
AUSTIN 17, TEXAS

AN INVITATION
To assist us in our hospitality suite
during the NAB Fall Conference in
Jacksonville.
Associated Media Brokers
Suite 328 Bayview Building
Fort Lauderdale, Florida
Phone LOgan 6-7843
Bob Flynn
Myles Johns
BROADCASTING, November 13, 1961

JACK L. STOLL & ASSOCS.
Suite 600-601 6381 Hollyw'd Blvd.
Los Angeles 28, Calif
HO. 4-7279

FM

STATION
DETROIT
For immediate sale.
Woodward 3-7240.

Continued from page 100
Assn. on ch. 11, Silver City, N. M. (KELPTV ch. merce13of Fort
El Paso,
Tex.);N. Chamber
Sumner,
M. on ch. of10,ComFort
Sumner,
N.
M.). N. M. (KVER-TV ch. 12, Clovis,
■ Granted
cps toKTLW
install Texas
new trans,
following stations:
City,forTex.;
WGOK Mobile, Ala.; KBRZ Freeport, Tex.
■ Granted mod. of cps to change type
trans, for following stations: WRTA Altoona,
Pa.;
Fla. KFLY Corvallis, Ore.; WCNH Quincy,
KURA Moab, Utah— Granted mod. of cp
to change ant. -trans, and main studio locations.
K71BB Daggett, Calif .—Granted mod. of
cp to change to ch. 71 and make changes in
ant. system.
K11AE, K13CU Newcastle, Wyo.— Granted
mod. of cps to change make of trans.
K11CY St. Johns, Ariz.— Granted mod. of
cp to(ch.change
primaryAriz.tv station to KVOATV
4) Tucson,
K11AQ Stanford, Mont.— Granted mod. of
cp to change make of trans.
K02AO Rexford-Gateway, Mont.— Granted
mod. of cp to change make of trans.
WGPR(FM)
Detroit,
mod.
of cp to increase
ERPMich.—
to 39Granted
kw; change
main studio location and remote control
point; type ant. and type trans.; remote
control permitted.
WOOD-FM Grand Rapids, Mich.— Granted
mod. of cp to change type trans.; type ant.;
increase ERP to 265 kw, and decrease ant.
height to 810 ft.
■ Following stations were granted extensions of completion dates as shown: KFBKFM Sacramento, Calif., to May 1, 1962;
WNFM(FM) Naples, Fla., to April 8, 1962;
KAIM-FM Honolulu, Hawaii, to Feb. 22, 1962;
KFLY Corvallis, Ore., to April 23, 1962;
WMIN St. Paul, Minn., to Dec. 30; WMRN
Marion, Ohio, to Jan. 8, 1962; WBAL Baltimore, Md.. (main & aux. trans.), to Mav 8,
1962; KUDL Fairway, Kan., to May 1, 1962.
Actions of Nov. 1
WFST-AM-FM Caribou, Me. — Granted
transfer of control from Forrest S. and Jean
K. Tibbetts to Elbridge F. Stevens Jr., and
R. Murray
Briggs, voting trustees; consideration $150,000.
WAYL(FM) Minneapolis, Minn. — Granted
cp to install new trans.
KAPT Salem, Ore. — Remote control permitted.
■ Granted renewal of licenses for following stations: WAPL Appleton, Wis.; WATW
Ashland, Wis.; WAUX Waukesha, Wis.;
WBEL S. Beloit, 111.; WCFL Chicago, 111.;
WCIL Carbondale, 111.; WCLO Janesville,
Wis.; WCWC Ripon, Wis.; WDUX Waupaca,
Wis.; WDZ Decatur, 111.; WECL Eau Claire,
Wis.; WFHR Wisconsin Rapids, Wis.; WHBF
Rock Island, 111.; WHBY Appleton, Wis.;
WHSM Hayward, Wis.; WIGM Medford,
Wis.; WILL Urbana, 111.; WISV Viroqua,
Wis.; WJBC Bloomington, 111.; WJBD Salem,
111.; WJMC Rice Lake, Wis.; WKAI Macomb,

1)1.; WKAN Kankakee, 111.; WKBH LaCrosse,
Wis.; WKRO Cairo, 111.; WLBK DeKalb, 111.;
WLIP Kenosha, Wis.; WMBI Chicago, 111.;
WMIL Milwaukee, Wis.; WMOK Metropolis,
111.; WOBT Rhinelander, Wis.; WOKZ Alton,
111.; WPFP Park Falls, Wis.; WRIG Wausau,
Wis.; WQMN Superior, Wis.; WRMN Elgin,
111.; WSBC Chicago, 111.; WTAQ La Grange,
111.;
WTCH Wis.;
Shawano,
Wis.; Elgin,
WCLO-FM
Janesville,
WELG(FM)
111.;
WFMQ(FM) Chicago, 111.; WIAL(FM) Eau
Claire, Wis.; WJBC-FM Bloomington, 111.;
WB AY-TV Green Bay, Wis.; WHBF-TV
Rock Island, 111.; WKOW-TV Madison, Wis.;
WTMJ-TV Milwaukee, Wis.; *WILL-TV Urbana, 111.; WXMT Merrill, Wis.; WITI-TV
Milwaukee, Wis.; WOPA Oak Park, 111.
Actions of Oct. 38
■ Grantedstations:
cps for Four
following
new TvvhfClubtv
translator
Corners
on chs. 7 and 13, Dolores, Cahone and Dove
Creek, Colo., to translate programs of KOATTV ch. 7 and KGGM-TV ch. 13 Albuquerque,
N, M., tions;
via Marathon
intermediate
condiTv Co. translators,
on ch. 9 Seward,
Alaska (KENI-TV ch. 2 Anchorage. Alaska);
Long Valley Tv Assn. on ch. 5 Whitemore
Hot Springs. Calif. (KOLO-TV ch. 8 Reno,
Nev.) ; Boulder City on chs. 11, 4 and 5
Boulder City, Nev. (KSHO-TV ch. 13,
KLRJ-TV ch. 2 and KLAS-TV ch. 8 Las
Vegas, Nev.); Box Elder Tv Club of Carter
County on chs. 11, 7 and 12 Lower Box
Elder, Capitol and Eastern Carter County
and Albion and Upper Box Elder, Mont.
(KOTA-TV ch. 3 Rapid City, S. D.); Conrad
Tv Club on chs. 7. 11 and 13 Conrad, Mont.
(KRTV ch. 3, KFBB-TV ch. 5 Great Falls,
Mont., and CJLH-TV ch. 76 Lethbridge,
Alberta, Canada, via intermediate translator,
condition); Chromo Tv Assn. on ch. 10,
N. M.). Colo. (KOB-TV ch. 4 Albuquerque,
Chromo,
Actions of Oct. 27
K13AC, K07AL
Fort Benton, Mont.—
Granted licenses for vhf tv translator stations
Short-term renewals
Commission
of ■ license
to Junegranted
1, 1962,15-month
to Radio renewal
Station
WBRO Inc., for its am station WBRO
Waynesboro,
Ga.,
and
sent
letter
to
licensee.
Action Nov. 8.
■ Commission
granted
(for
remainder of
current18-month
license renewal
period)
to York Broadcasting Co. for am station
WSME Sanford, Me. After considering
various reasons set forth by licensee for
changing its original program proposal to
music and
news format
in general,
mission in letter
to licensee
held thatcom-its
station's
performance
"falls
short of
degree of responsibility whichfarcommission
has right to expect of its licensees" — partic's onlyCounty.
radio
station ularly
andsince WSME
one of istwoSanford
in York
Accordingly,
station's
operations
will
be
reviewed when it next applies for renewal.
Comrs. Hyde and Craven voted for limited
renewal but dissented to letter. Action
Nov. 8.
Rulemakings
25+
PETITION FILED
Sec.
3.606:
Georgia
State
Department of
City
Education, Atlanta,
Ga. so
(10-27-61)—
amendment
of rules
as to Requests
establish
H4+
statewide
educationalfortv educational
system by reservation of channels
useH8+in
17+
Georgia as folows:
*18—
Delete
*20—
Dalton, Ga.
Add
Draketown, Ga.
Wrens, Ga.
Cochran, Ga.
Ga.
*14—
Dawson,
14+
Ashburn, Ga.
18+
Pelham, Ga.
Warm Springs,
Ga.
Dublin,
Ga.
15
Marianna, Fla.
Jasper,
Ala.
Tifton,
18
Americus,Ga. Ga.
Swainsboro, Ga.
Athens, Tenn.
Murfreesboro, Tenn.
Burnville, N. C.
Fort Valley, Ga.
25
Albany, Ga.
Douglas, Ga.
1 This channel could continue to be used
at Jasper, Ala.
if site
chosen approximately 1 miles
fromwere
Jasper.
—
2 This channel could continue14 to be used at
Americus, Ga. if site were chosen
20— approximately one mile from Americus. Ann. Nov.
3.
18—
171
(FOR THE RECORD) 107
312

32—

*1
*235

*17+

TB

STRIKES

EVERY

SEVEN

MINUTES!

If You Have "THE TIME"
Will You Help Fight TB?

1
JACK LEMMON
These stars have contributed their talent to make
this public service material available:

RADIO:

15-minute transcribed programs starring:
PAUL ANKA, POLLY BERGEN
BOB EBERLY & HELEN O'CONNELL
ELLA FITZGERALD, BENNY GOODMAN
STEVE LAWRENCE & EYDIE GORME
GUY LOMBARDO, JOHNNY MATHIS
ANDY WILLIAMS, FRANK SINATRA
5-minute transcribed programs starring:
BOB EBERLY & HELEN O'CONNELL
STEVE LAWRENCE & EYDIE GORME
GUY LOMBARDO, FRANK SINATRA
Transcription of 24 Celebrity Spot Announcements
Transcription of 20 Recording Artists' Announcements
Transcription of 8 "All Time Greatest Hits"
NEW CHRISTMAS SEAL SONG recorded by
CONNIE FRANCIS "HAVE YOURSELF A
MERRY LITTLE CHRISTMAS"

TELEVISION:

1-minute, 20-second and 30-second film spots featuring:
JACK LEMMON, GENE NELSON
NATALIE WOOD and CHARLES 0. FINLEY—
owner of the Kansas City A's, with MEL ALLEN
plus TB documentary spots
8-second ID
Produced by
FREEDOM FILMS, GOLDWYN STUDIOS, Hollywood, Cal.
Plus SLIDES, TELOPS, FLIP CARDS and POSTERS
available in GREYED AND COLOR

55th ANNUAL

CHRISTMAS

SEAL

CAMPAIGN

NOVEMBER

13th through

DECEMBER

For network use: Contact Frederick C. Wieting, Director
Radio and Television— National Tuberculosis Association
1790 Broadway, New York 19, N.Y.-CIrcle 5-8000
For local use: Contact Your Local Tuberculosis Association
in your own community.
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OUR

RESPECTS

Broadcasting

to Paul Church

programs

Perhaps you could say that the advertising career of Paul C, Harper Jr.
began at a very early age with a nice
hot bowl of Cream of Wheat.
It is true that as a boy he often enjoyed the steaming cereal on a cold
winter morning. It also happened that
his father worked on the account at that
time for J. Walter Thompson Co., from
the agency's Chicago office. He sometimes accompanied his father to Minneapolis when the elder Harper went
there to talk over marketing plans with
the officials of Cream of Wheat.
Early Exposure ■ Young Mr. Harper
also joined his father on many occasions
at Chicago radio studios for the origination of a number of top national programs that featured top name talent —
and top name sponsors, too. Many of
these personalities, those in front of
the mike as well as those behind who
paid the bills, became family and business friends through the years and left
a strong impression on the young man.
That these impressions produced a
noticeable effect appears proven by Mr.
Harper's intense interest in the field of
broadcast advertising. He early was
aware that radio — and later television —
would become more and more a potent
catalyst of commerce, prime mover of
goods and services from maker to consumer.
On Nov. 25 Mr. Harper will round
out his first full year as president of
Needham, Louis & Brorby, a position
he reached in only 15 years at age 39.
He has worked through the NL&B
ranks from the ground up, and the
Chicago-based agency this year will invest some $26 million, 50% of its total
billings in broadcast advertising under
his leadership.
A total of 50 programs are represented on all three tv networks and
CBC-TV this year, plus a substantial
showing in radio. The account list of
NL&B includes such brand names as
S. C. Johnson & Sons, Kraft Foods,
Campbell Soups, State Farm Insurance
Cos., Household Finance, Lever Bros.,
Massey-Ferguson, Monsanto Chemical,
Mars Inc., Rival dog food, Humble Oil
and Renault.
Critics Are Wrong ■ Television's
critics are wrong when they say that the
public taste is being degraded by tv,
Mr. Harper believes. Rather, he feels,
tv programming reflects more than it
affects public taste. To most people tv
means entertainment and nothing else,
he says, and they look for what they
have traditionally sought in entertainBROADCASTING, November 13, 1961

Harper

Jr., president, Needham,

reflect, more

than

they

ment: laughter, an occasional tear, the
thrill of the chase "and plenty of reassurance that other people have problems
just like theirs." But there is always
room to improve, he asserts.
Mr. Harper believes everyone in advertising should be concerned about
what people think or do about tv because what happens to tv, "either by
law or by precedent, will eventually
happen to all mass media." He thinks
critics should be reminded that no popular medium, if it is to survive, can get
too far ahead of popular taste. But in
some areas, he says, tv "is ahead rather
than
Paulbehind."
Church Harper Jr. was born
Dec. 16, 1920, at Coblenz, Germany.
His father at that time was a captain in
the U. S. Army of Occupation. He
spent most of his youth in Evanston,
111., and attended elementary school in
the Chicago suburb. His parents sent
him for preparatory schooling to the
Fountain Valley School in Colorado.
Two things of significance happened
there.
One was that he acquired a keen liking for mountain climbing, trout fishing,
and tennis; the other, his friendship with
the brother of Miss Eleanor Emery of
Denver. In 1946 she became Mrs.
Harper.
After prep school, Mr. Harper went
to Yale U. and in June 1942, he was
graduated with a B.A. degree in liberal
arts. He had volunteered for the Marine
Corps right after Pearl Harbor, but was
allowed to finish his education before
reporting for officer's candidate school.
Pacific Service ■ He subsequently

Paul Church Harper Jr.
Cream of Wheat is a Marine's dish

Louis & Brorby

affect

public

taste

served with the Marines in the Pacific
and saw action at such places as Saipan,
the Marshall Islands and Iwo Jima. He
was demobilized in 1945 with the rank
of major. His father also served as a
Marine in World War II, as a lieutenant
colonel, and just last year retired from
Leo Burnett Co., Chicago.
After the war a friend of the family
introduced Mr. Harper Jr. to Maurice
H. Needham, then president of NL&B
As a result of the meeting, Mr. Harper
was offered, and accepted, a job as cub
copywriter.
His first
account a was
Swift's
Red Steer brand
fertilizer,
timebuyer
in agricultural radio. Mr. Harper recalls
with a chuckle his extensive travels in
the field "spreading good will" for the
client, travels in which he learned a lot
about communicating at the grass roots
level.
His copywriting activity soon expanded to other accounts, and he
learned to write selling commercials for
such network radio shows as The Great
Gildersleeve and Fibber McGee and
Molly. His drive for constant improvement of production and creative content
was inspired from the start by Mrs.
Harper, who before her marriage had
studied drama in New York after graduation from Bryn Mawr. They continue
to share an active interest in the performing arts.
Up the Ladder ■ Mr. Harper was
selected by Mr. Needham in 1948-49 as
his personal assistant. At the end of this
tour of duty, he was made an account
executive and supervisor working on
various accounts that used both radio
and television. Just before Christmas
in 1951, he was elected a member of
the agency's board of directors, and two
years later, a vice president.
In early 1958, Mr. Harper was named
executive vice president, chairman of
the plans board, and head of the account executives department. Last year,
because of his unique leadership, administrative ability and creativeness, he
was elected
the agency's
president and chairman
of second
its executive
committee. He succeeded Mr. Needham, now chairman of the board.
Mr. Harper is a director of the American Assn. of Advertising Agencies, and
chairman of the AAAA Central Region.
He also is a member of the Chicago
Club and the Glenview Country Club.
The Harpers live in Winnetka, 111., and
are the parents of six children, including
two sets of twins. Their names are
Diana, 13; Bill and Jessica, 12; Lindsay,
8, and Charles and Sam, 5.
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EDITORIALS
Not on price alone
O OME pretty important advertisers are worried about
television's costs. This was made painfully clear at the
Assn. of National Advertisers' fall meeting 10 days ago, in
a panel session which expressed the fear that prices — time
and talent — will keep going up and up until the medium's
efficiency is impaired (Broadcasting, Nov. 6).
Even if they are wrong, the fact that a number of important advertisers feel this way makes the problem serious.
Certainly there is validity in the argument that the days of
television's "automatic growth" are over, and that for
various reasons, including keener network competition and
a wider choice of programming, the "average" network
program rating, at night, is not quite what it used to be.
Some of the advertisers' interpretations of the audiencevs-cost trends are open to challenge. But it is obvious that
rates in the future cannot be hiked helter-skelter on the
grounds of growth alone. It is also obvious that a stronger
element of reality should be introduced into talent pricing,
whose own spiral is totally unrelated to growth trends.
While we agree with the advertisers on several points,
however, we must suggest that they are minimizing others
that are equally valid if not over-riding. Most important,
they should remember that they get more for the money
they invest in television.
They would not expect to buy a home at fallout-shelter
prices; yet that is the sort of bargain they get when they
buy television as opposed to, say, newpapers or magazines.
For television, like radio, is still priced far below its competitors in terms of delivered audience.
Several weeks ago the Television Bureau of Advertising
put out a brochure which compared various media costs
and concluded that "television's price is not high — it is
too low." Broadcasters owe it to their clients — and themselves— to price their medium efficiently, but advertisers also
have an obligation: They owe it to themselves to make the
best buy. Before they get too worked up about television's
prices they should compare results-per-dollar in all media.
That
means.way they may get a truer perspective on what "high"
Those WBC-GE renewals
O INCE early this year the FCC has held up renewals of the
licenses of the stations owned by Westinghouse and General Electric because of antitrust convictions in the heavy
electrical equipment field. After considering diametrically opposing staff views, the FCC ten days ago took the middle course
of asking the companies for detailed information on management policies, along with anything else that might constitute "countervailing circumstances" and warrant renewals
in spite of "the record of unlawful conduct."
This whole procedure must mystify the listening and
viewing publics of the Westinghouse stations in eight markets
and of the GE am-fm-tv stations in Schnectady. It must
confuse other licensees, too. These stations are among the
best operated in the country. Westinghouse pioneered commercial radio and GE was not far behind.
This is not to condone the bid-rigging of the parent
companies. But these offenses had nothing whatever to do
with the broadcast operations. Westinghouse Electric maintains a separate corporate entity — WBC — responsible for its
broadcast operations. GE, from the beginning, has delegated
its broadcast operations to a separate division.
A majority of the FCC first favored automatic renewal
of the licenses, as had been recommended by its Broadcast
Bureau. The Law Department, however, urged a fulldress hearing to determine corporate responsibility. At
110

least two members thought a letter eliciting further information to establish precedent for future antitrust cases was
needed. This was the action finally taken, but only after
two Senators had expounded on the need for a full investigation and one had questioned the propriety of licensing
stations to large companies handling government contracts.
Neither the Department of Justice nor the presiding judge
in the Philadelphia antitrust proceedings saw need for punitive action against Westinghouse and GE as broadcast licensees, although the way was open under the statute to do so.
In those circumstances, the FCC majority's initial intent
was to renew.
We are confident that the detailed answers to the FCC's
new letters of inquiry will yield information adequate to
warrant renewals without further litigation. If this does
not prove the case, all licenses held by subsidiaries of large
companies will be in double jeopardy.
Undebatable
THE

tv debate has become an important, if not unavoidable, factor in politics — even when there's no debate.
In last week's New Jersey gubernatorial election, the
underdog Democrat, Richard J. Hughes, won over favored
Republican James P. Mitchell, former secretary of labor.
There had been no debates.
Democrat Hughes had challenged Republican Mitchell to
debate him. When Mr. Mitchell refused, his opponent
taunted him. So did President John F. Kennedy — the man
who knows about debates — in his eleventh-hour campaigning in Mr. Hughes' behalf.
Whether Mr. Hughes' razor-edge margin can be ascribed
to Mr. Mitchell's refusal to meet his opponent head-to-head
will
argued
by political
strategists.
victorybe over
Richard
Nixon just
a year ago,Mr.
it isKennedy's
generally
acknowledged, resulted from the edge he had in the Great
Debates.
The on-the-air debate has become a political issue as
well as a campaigning vehicle. Refusal to debate gives the
challenger a potent argument. It was so when Mr. Nixon
refused to debate Mr. Kennedy a fifth time a year ago. It
was so in New Jersey last week.
For the broadcaster the evolution of the political debate
is of great moment. It could be the turning point in the
eternal fight against government encroachment. In our twoparty system, the "opposition" now aggressively must oppose all efforts of the party in power to control broadcasting. Party survival could be at stake.

"We're a captive audience. . . . that's what we are."
Drawn for BROADCASTING by Sid Hix
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PERSONALITY^!

"Steady there, Lee". . . Lee Kinard, WFMY-TV, hits the
ice at Greensboro Coliseum Ice Rink for his TV Matinee
Show. He's smiling even as he goes down. That Kinard smile
is famous throughout WFMY-TV's area of 466,640 TV
homes. It's in evidence on TV Matinee, Lee's popular afternoon variety show, and it brightens morning moods on his
news-weather-sports Morning Show. A lady in Martinsville,
Va., wrote, " Your smile is infectious and always there. How
do you do it?" Genuine high spirits and good humor do it. Lee
has them in a combination that has won thousands of loyal
friends throughout WFMY-TV's 44-county service area. As
one viewer put it, "We don't even mind hearing that the
weather is going to be bad if you are the one to say it."
Represented by Harrington, Righter & Parsons, Inc.
SERVING

THE

"Now

f m
y
-N.C.1 v
GREENSBORO,
In Our 13th Year Of Service'"

PROSPEROUS

PIEDMONT

Old-time

PABST knows from experience, just as "old time flavor"
requires a special formula, so does modern advertising . . .
and PABST's special ingredient is SPOT TELEVISION.

flavor
likes

you

Through SPOT TV's unique flexibility, PABST is able to match
advertising effort to sales potential in each market.
Your HR salesman can show you the right formula for brewing
up heartier sales figures for your client. He's a specialist.

best!

35 Cents

BROADCASTING
THE

BUSINESSWEEKLY
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TELEVISION

AND

RADIO
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In Detroit, television is really all right, car

J. Walter Thompson still top radio-tv agency;
Bates moves to second in top fifty
27

capital spokesmen

Computer,

Tv networks have a Jan. 9 date in Washington

qualitative methods

of media

buying hold attention of eastern AAAA

CM

ON

UNDER

. . 50

tell TvB

60

with an FCC loaded with questions
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Under the shelter of a single, all-embracing KPRC-TV
sales plan. Programs, spots, participations — every kind
of television you need, all through one source: KPRCTV, Channel 2, In Houston, Texas. All through one
man: Your Edward Petry & Co. representative. And all
paid for with one easy-to-handle monthly payment. One
station, one man, one payment — that's the one modern
way to buy Houston television.
P.S. A friendly KPRC-TV

representative is waiting for

HOUSTON, TEXAS CHANNEL 2
KPRC-TV
"One station, one man, one monthly check to pay — that's the
modern KPRC-TV way!"
Courtesy of Traveler:
Insurance Companies
Hartford 15, Connecticu

WNAX-570

FOREMOST

In WNAX Big Aggie Land — farmers just naturally
turn to WNAX-570 for authentic farm information.
They know they'll get the complete story whether
it be weather, markets or farm news.
Farm advertisers, too, know they can reach and sell
upper midwest farmers through the medium of regional radio WNAX-570. WNAX is able to produce
results that spell r-e-n-e-w-a-1.

WMX-B70
CBS
PROGRAMMING FOR ADULTS OF ALL AGES
PEOPLES BROADCASTING CORPORATION
t
Sioux City. Iowa, Yankton, South Dakota
Represented by Katz

IN FARM
SERVICE
I8V2 hours of farm programming per week, backed
by expert knowledge and know-how of Craighton
Knau, Farm Director; George B. German, Inquiring
Farm Reporter; and Lyle Hansen, Farm Advisor,
reaches farm families in five rich agricultural states
every day.

See your Katz Man — he'll give you details on how the
WNAX-570 Farm Service Department can sell for
you effectively.

RADIO

PEOPLES BROADCASTING
CORPORATION
WNAX Yankton. South Dakota
KVTV Sioux City, Iowa
WGAR Cleveland, Ohio
WRFD Columbus-Worthington,
WTTM
Trenton, New Jersey Ohio
WMMN Fairmont, West Virginia

BRINGING

THE

How far is it to the moon:
in miles?
in years of work?
in dollars spent?
in people employed?
in acres of new industry
and homes?

MOON

INTO

FOCUS

The answer to the first question is simple — 238,857 miles.
The answers to the others aren't quite that easy or exact.
Last August, The White House announced Cape Canaveral would serve as the launching site for Project Nova
...the space program that plans to put an American
on the moon before the dawn of a new decade.
Thursday, November 9, WCKT presented "The Lunar
Boom", 8:30-9:30 in the evening. WCKT News Teams
had toured the state with cameras and news gathering
facilities — brought back the pictures and statements
that tell the story of promise and expectation, reality
and speculation. WCKT News brought Florida's moon
boom into focus ... Another WCKT Documentary serving community needs through "New Force" journalism
—citizenship and showmanship.

BISCAYNE
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WDOK to Transcontinent
Negotiations for acquisition of
WDOK-5AM-FM Cleveland by Transcontinent Television Corp. for $1.4
million were completed last week, subject to usual FCC approval. Frederick
C. Wolf, owner and manager of
WDOK, will continue in management capacity under TTC ownership.
WDOK, MBS affiliate, operates on
1260 kc with 5 kw and WDOK-FM
on 102.1 mc. Transcontinent, of
which David C. Moore is president,
owns WGR-AM-FM-TV Buffalo;
KFMB - AM - FM - TV San Diego;
KERO-TV Bakersfield; WDAF-AMFM-TV Kansas City and 60% of
WNEP-TV Scranton. Transaction
handled by R. C. Crisler & Co., Cincinnati.
Am station study
Moving cautiously, FCC last week
instructed staff task force to undertake
broad study of competition in am
broadcasting with particular scrutiny
of engineering standards and how they
might be bolstered to preclude plethora
of grants resulting in degradation of
service and economic injury to established stations. Station over-population problem was raised recently by
Commissioner Fred W. Ford who
posed questions but admitted he didn't
know answers and therefore urged
study.
FCC is wary of arbitrary limitation
of competition, since this would raise
serious legal questions. Assignment is
to re-evaluate engineering standards
with view toward better service where
needed but without degrading existing
services. Majority is opposed to direct consideration of economic injury
but thought is that indirect approach
through engineering standards would
obviate primary consideration of programming deterioriation through excessive competition. Exploratory study,
with no deadline, was assigned general counsel, chief engineer and chief
of broadcast bureau.
Color blockbuster
Color-conscious RCA is reported
preparing new promotion for color
tv that will be RCA's "most extended"
to date. It's set to start on or about
Feb. 5. RCA right now is reluctant
to release details, but formal word
may be expected in early December.
Ratings revisited
Quiet investigation of rating services
now underway by staff of House Regulatory Agencies Subcommittee is designed as followup to report of American Statistical Assn's. Technical Committee on Broadcast Ratings (Broadcasting, March 27). Among ques-

CLOSED

CIRCUIT

tions left unanswered in that report
and
expected
to engage next
subcommittee's
attention
in hearings
year: how
are ratings used by stations, advertisers
and agencies and what is their effect on
programming decisions? Potentially
most explosive question, however, remains that of possible survey rigging
by smaller firms in individual cities
(Closed Circuit, Oct. 30, Sept. 25).
FCC priorities
Here's unofficial schedule of priorities at FCC on pending policy considerations: (1) space satellites; (2) option time; (3) tv allocations (drop-ins,
interim operation); (4) programming
inquiry (includes network licensing or
regulation; final phase to open Jan.
9); (5) multiple ownership.
Contingent sales out?
Contingent sales, whereby multiple
owner with maximum holdings proposes to sell one outlet after he receives approval for acquisition of another, are headed for trouble. FCC
plans shortly to initiate rulemaking
proceedings to preclude maximum
multiple owner from acquiring an additional outlet. He would have to be
below seven-station limit before he
could acquire additional outlet.
Rulemaking, of course, would not
affect any pending cases involving
maximum station holdings. Basis for
new rulemaking is that contingent
transactions encourage speculation,
which FCC frowns upon.
Autumn

lessons

Windup of NAB's Fall Conference
series leaves this best guess for 1962
schedule — one-day agenda will be repeated. Series demonstrated fastmoving pace is popular. Another conference discovery — Gov. LeRoy Collins has become adept at fielding
tough questions asked by delegates
and newsmen.
HPL realignment
CBS Radio is implementing economy and decentralization move affecting 15-year-old Housewives Protective
League programming and promotion
operation, starting Jan. 1 . Service,
which has been directed from special
HPL unit in New York, will be supervised by local CBS stations. In its
heyday, HPL programming was carried on 14 stations and grossed more
than $3 million. It is now on 1 1 stations, seven of which are CBS-owned
and will continue HPL. Headquar-

ters staff members in New York are
expected to be absorbed into other departments.
Competitive satellite?
Sen. Russell B. Long (D-La.) and
staff are conferring with White House
and other administration officials preliminary to drafting legislation to provide for ownership and operation of
U.S. communications satellite system.
Sen. Long, whose Monopoly Subcommittee held hearings on subject
(Broadcasting, Nov. 13), is opposed
to plan of FCC-created international
common carriers committee; he feels
it serves
bers only.interest of committee memLegislation he is contemplating, and
for which he hopes to obtain President's support, would create privately
owned but broadly based system (including radio-tv interests that want to
participate), which would compete
with existing carriers for international
communications business.
Kaselow's MBS

beat

Latest program innovation on Mutual which began yesterday (Nov. 19)
is 10-minute "news specialty" conducted by Joseph Kaselow, New York
Herald Tribune columnist who pioneered advertising as regular newspaper feature. While 10-minute program will be devoted principally to
news of advertising world, it will be
much more than that according to
Robert F. Hurleigh, Mutual president.
Format covers interviews with leading figures in advertising and, according to Mr. Hurleigh, will show "that
there's more to advertising than Madison Avenue and gray flannel suits."
NAB Latin tour
Three-week goodwill tour of Latin
America by members of NAB board
has been arranged. Herbert E. Evans,
president of Peoples Broadcasting
Corp., Columbus, and NAB delegate
to Inter-American Assn. of Broadcasters, has notified board members of
itinerary, which begins Feb. 4 from
Miami (following NAB board meeting) and concludes Feb. 25. Firstclass jet tour will accommodate about
40 and will include visits to radio and
television stations, as well as sessions
with United States and other officials.
Itinerary covers Mexico City, Lima,
Santiago, Buenos Aires, Rio de Janeiro, Brasilia and Panama. Tab per
person, exclusive of meals (other than
on planes) : $ 1 ,395.
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WPIX-11 services New Yorkers by delivering local news and special events with consistent
excellence and dependability— as attested to by our six Sylvania Awards, two Emmy
Awards, the Headliner Award and the DuPont Award. Over the years wpix-11 has been
the only New York Independent to provide live television news on a regular basis as part y
of its service to the community. One more important reason why wpix is New York's
prestige independent.
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are your 60 second commercials
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For the fourth straight year J. Walter Thompson Co. is
the leading agency in broadcasting billings — $125 million
in radio and tv, according to BROADCASTING'S annual
survey of leading agencies. Ted Bates is second. See . . .
JWT, BATES

LEAD

AGENCIES

WELCOMES

Here's a lively bit for the new year.
the three tv networks to a hearing
which they will be questioned on
talent, news, ratings and other basic
CARPET'S

OUT

FOR

FCC has summoned
opening Jan. 9 at
financial, program,
topics. See . . .
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ROCHESTER

TIME

FOR

SPOT

TV ... 58

Up on Capitol Hill they're still investigating tv despite
the fact that Congress isn't in session. Last week Dodd
Senate subcommittee queried NBC Chairman Robert
Sarnoff but there's no word on what was said. See . . .
SARNOFF

HEARD

IN SECRET

... 85

The last of NAB's Fall Conferences, Nov. 20 in Jacksonville, Fla., wraps up a series of fast-moving, one-day
meetings in which the problems that harass broadcasters
have been discussed all over the U. S. See . . .
NAB

... 86

FALL

SERIES

ENDS

... 87

When fm is discussed there are two approaches. Some
conceive fm as sure to become the basic aural medium.
But others think of it as a supplemental service. More
comments on FCC's new fm proposals. See . . .

... 50

It looks now as if the race for the new vhf channel in
Rochester will involve 11 applicants. All but one of these
are commercial applicants. Next FCC step will be to
schedule these aspirants to a hearing. See . . .
11 WAYS

BARGAIN

TVB ... 60

The latest thing in media buying — automatic computers
— was examined last week at New York agency session.
But there also was close attention to the qualitative factors that influence the purchase of time and space. See . . .
WITH

Best spot tv buy of the year is mid-winter, when some
advertisers take a rest, according to a leading representative firm. The custom makes no sense in tv, it's explained,
because audiences are at a peak. See . . .

... 27

Maybe some of the carping criticism of tv is backfiring,
drawing support for the medium. At least, the idea arises
out of comments by speakers at meeting held last week
by Television Bureau of Advertising. See . . .
DETROIT

BRIEF

FM-BASIC

OR

SUPPLEMENTAL

... 78

Ten rules designed to improve tv programming have
been offered by David Levy, ex-NBC official. One rating-free
night a week, more open-end programs and other ideas are
offered as ways to provide balanced service. See . . .

... 74
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TV ... 68
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(Each of the 6 ABC

owned

radio stations shoots

Buckshot is for the birds! Aim for every market with the
same shotgun programming, and you won't get the best
score. But use specialized program techniques, molded
in each case to local needs, and you hit the mass
audience bulls-eye! The very strength of the ABC owned
radio stations is our adaptability to local market conditions. We call it The Flexibility Factor. Or putting it
another way: ABC owned stations bring each local mass
audience into the range of its programming aim. If

for the mass

audience

in its own

you'd like to know more about our arsenal, we and our
representatives are prepared to give you a detailed report ofour market strength. John Blair & Company has
the information on WABC, WLS, WXYZ and KGO. Adam
Young, Inc. has the word on KQV. The Katz Agency is
the one to see on KABC. Check our marksmanship now!

IONS
SCO
WABCC NEWOWNE
YORK D
WLS CHICAGO
SAN FRANCI
RADIOKGO STAT
§AB
KQV PITTSBURGH WXYZ DETROIT KABC LOS ANGELES

way!)

Late news breaks on this page and on page 10 AT
Complete coverage of week begins on page 27 §\ \

Read

made

at final TvB

chairman
session

A. Louis Read, WDSU-TV New Orleans, was elected chairman of board of
TvB Friday at close of three-day annual meeting in Detroit where major
sales promotion presentations were
made before top auto advertiser and
agency representatives (early story page
60).
Mr. Read succeeds Glenn Marshall
Jr., WJXT (TV) Jacksonville, Fla., for
one-year term.
TvB officers re-elected: president,
Norman E. (Pete) Cash; secretary, Payson Hall, president of Meredith Publishing Co. stations; treasurer, Gordon
Gray, WKTV (TV) Utica, N.Y.
Directors re-elected for two-year
terms: Richard Borel, WBNS-TV Columbus, Ohio; Mr. Gray; Donald Kearney, Corinthian Stations; Clair McCollough, Steinman Stations; John Murphy,
WLWT (TV) Cincinnati. George Henderson, WSOC-TV Charlotte, was elected for two-year term as director, succeeding Otto Brandt, KING-TV Seattle. Elected to one-year terms to fill
vacancies: Jack Tipton, KLZ-TV Denver; John Vrba, KTTV (TV) Los Angeles.
Optimism of delegates for increased
advertising budgets from auto industry
brightened Friday with forecast by auto
officials of banner sales year in 1962,
based on selling upturn this fall. Automakers now see 7-million-car year,
compared with 5 million for 1961.
Broadcaster panel at Friday lunch
showed films of successful local public service and editorial projects demonstrating that tv's influence in marketplace tops all other media. Case history
presentations were made by Mike Shapiro, WFAA-TV Dallas-Ft. Worth, and
Messrs. Brandt, Read and Vrba.
NAB

group

to revise

recording standards
Revision of recording and reproduction standards, including new section on
stereo, is underway by NAB's engineering committee. Standards, originally drafted in 1949 and revised in 1953,
cover disc and tape facilities used in
broadcasting.
Decision to take new look at recording
and reproduction standards was made
by NAB committee Nov. 15. Two subcommittees were established, on discs
and on magnetic tape. A. Prose Walker,
Collins Radio, is chairman of former,
and Warren L. Braun, WSVA-AM-FM-
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Tribute to Mr. Sam
FCC adopted resolution Friday
(Nov. 17) saying "it has lost a
true friend and wise counselor"
in death of House Speaker Sam
Rayburn. Commission noted that
Rep. Rayburn, as chairman of
House Commerce Committee, introduced bill in 1934 which resulted in birth of FCC and Communications Act. Even after his
election as speaker, "he continued
his abiding interest in, and intimate knowledge and understanding of, the FCC and the many
problems
it faced . . ." resolution
said.
Commission expressed heartfelt
sympathy to Rayburn family, including his nephew, FCC member Robert T. Bartley.
TV Harrisonburg, Va., heads latter.
George W. Bartlett, NAB engineering manager, is chairman of full committee. Other members at meeting were
Ross H. Beville, WWDC-AM-FM
Washington; Emile Vincent, ABC; Price
Fish, CBS; George Nixon, NBC, and
Mr. Braun. Mr. Walker was absent. Attending meeting also were C. J. Lebel,
Audio Devices Inc., New York, for
Magnetic Recording Industry Assn.,
and E. H. Uecke, Capitol Records, for
Record Industry Assn. of America.
Donovan,

Lideen

elected

BBDO vice presidents
Two new vice presidents, Michael J.
Donovan and Paul N. Lideen, have
been elected at BBDO, New York.
Mr. Donovan, associate media director, joined agency in 1959 in his present
post. Previously he was vice presidentmedia director at Benton & Bowles,
media supervisor at McCann-Erickson
and buyer at Ward Wheelock.
Mr. Lideen, account executive, joined

Mr. Donovan

Mr. Lideen

r^tTAni
MVICT
UEL/AULIiN Q

BBDO in 1956 and served as associate
director of agency's marketing department prior to his new assignment. He
has been in marketing and research
work at A.C. Nielsen Co. and Market
Research Corp. of America.
MGM

nets $12.6

million,

highest in 15 years
Net income of MGM for year ended
Aug. 31, 1961, hit 15-year high of
$12,676,516 or $5.02 per share, according toannual report mailed to stockholders over weekend. Earnings for
same period of 1960 were $9,594,908
or $3.83 per share.
Gross revenues for fiscal 1961
amounted to $140,539,527 against
$130,444,607 last year. Television income for year rose to $18,014,61 1 from
$14,127,538 in I960. This includes
revenues from programs produced for
tv as well as feature films. As of Aug.
31, 1961, contracts written for both pre1949 and post- 1948 pictures totaled
$62.6 million, of which $14.7 million
remains to be earned.
NTA

offers 40 features

in color to tv stations
National Telefilm Assoc., New York,
announced Friday (Nov. 17) it is offering for sale to stations group of
more than 40 color feature films. In
past, these features were sold in blackand-white versions, but according to
NTA spokesman, this is first time company has assembled features specifically
for sale in color.
Films are mainly from 20th CenturyFox library but some were made by
Selznick and London Films. Included
in package are "Captain From Castile,"
"Crash Dive," "Leave Her to Heaven,"
"The Dolly Sisters," and "Wilson."
Kansas City merger
unites two agencies
Merger of two Kansas City advertising agencies, Bruce B. Brewer & Co. and
Jones & Hanger Inc., was announced last
week. Merger will be effective February 1, 1962. operation will continue
Combined
under name of Bruce B. Brewer & Co.
New partners (all from Jones & Hanger)
joining Brewer organization are M.
Frank Jones, Robert C. Hanger, J. W.
Dick-Peddie Jr. and Donald G. Forbes.
Others joining Brewer as members of
client service staff are Charles R. Eatough, Robert M. Metheny and Robert
more AT DEADLINE page 10
9

Midge. They formerly were with Jones
& Hanger.
Brewer agency, prior to 1944, was
known as Ferry-Hanley Co. Founded
in 1908, it reportedly is oldest agency in
Kansas City.
RAB plans group hears
of new sales techniques
Radio Advertising Bureau's plans
committee has been apprised of new
techniques for creating radio revenue on
both national and local levels, including
expansion of RAB "sales caravan" to at
least four additional states.
Kevin B. Sweeney, RAB president,
told committee last week that "enthusiastic" response of merchants and stations
in Ohio trial run of "sales caravan"
(Broadcasting, Oct. 23) spurred decision to carry it to other, as yet unspecified, areas.
Plans committee also heard details of
"important new national-selling development designed to sharply increase national radio billing," which will be subject to approval by board of directors on
Nov. 29 in New Orleans.
In addition, Mr. Sweeney announced
that RAB will conduct individual sales
training courses for radio salesmen, with
bureau executives going into markets at
request of stations to teach course based
on latest techniques. Miles David, RAB
vice president, showed new sales presentation method which member stations
will get in early 1962.
Time-Life unit joins
in German tv production
New television program production
company to produce German-language
live and film tv programs has been
formed in Cologne, Germany, by TimeLife Broadcast Inc., New York, and
German publishing firm of M. DuMont
Schauberg, Cologne, it is being announced today (Monday). New company is named DuMont-Time FernsehProgrammgesellschaft GMBH.
Sig Mickelson, vice president of
Time-Life Broadcast Inc., and John R.
Snedaker, general manager of TimeLife International Ltd., London, will
serve on new company's board of
supervisors. Their German counterparts
will be publishers Alfred Neven DuMont and Ernst Bruecher. Eduard
Graf Wickenburg of DuMont will act
as general manager until American tv
executive is appointed to post in few
months.
Crisp appoints Gardner
Crisp Products Inc., Warminster, Pa.,
has appointed Gardner Adv., New York,
as agency for Mim fabric conditioner
and other Crisp products. Radio and
tv are among media to be used.
10

Tax on tv proposed
to assist theatres

Unfair to fm?
KATT

(FM) Woodland (Sacramento Valley), Calif., accused
ABC Radio of "discrimination"
against fm-only stations and Friday (Nov. 17) asked FCC to
make full investigation of affiliation policies. Station said it attempted for several weeks to affiliate with ABC and network has
refused even though it has no prioutlet in KATT's
Melmary Lucas,
KATT area.
general
manager, told FCC that ABC
stated affiliation was out of question because "Madison Avenue
justHewouldn't
an fm
charged buy
action
by station."
ABC is
"direct violation of the rights of
the people."

KXMC-TV group buys
KCJB for $170,000
Sale announced Friday subject to
FCC approval: KCJB Minot, N.D. (1
kw on 910 kc) sold by North Western
Enterprises Inc. to Big K Inc. for $170,000. Buyer is owned by KXMC-TV
Minot (49%), Chester Reiter (20.4%)
and W. D. Hurley and Lloyd R. Anno
(15.3% each).
Mr. Reiter, 2% stockholder in selling
corporation, until 1959 was manager of
KCJB-TV Minot; Messrs. Hurley and
Anno are vice presidents of North Dakota Broadcasting Co. (KXGO-AMFM-TV Fargo, KXMC-TV Minot
[49%], KXJB-TV Valley City, KXMBTV Bismarck, all North Dakota, and
KXAB-TV Aberdeen, S.C.).
Compton

made

for IGM-IBEW

trustee
fund

Dr. Wilson Martindale Compton, nationally known educator, has been
named trustee of broadcast industry reeducation fund established by International Good Music Inc. and International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers.
Fund is first of its kind in broadcasting industry. It was set up to train
and re-train employes whose jobs have
been displaced by automated equipment
and program services made and sold by
IGM to broadcasting industry. Fund
will exceed half-million dollars when
augmented by several federal sources.
Dr. Compton, retired, is former president of Washington State U. and former
director of U. S. Information Agency.
He will authorize payments to established schools where displaced employes
receive training.

Broadway producer Herman Shumlin, representing League of New York
Theatres, suggested Friday (Nov. 16)
that possible 5% tax be imposed on tv
revenues to subsidize dramatic arts endeavors. Mr. Shumlin, testifying before House Select Sub-Committee on
Education (story, page 80), claimed
that electronic forms of entertainment
have been important competitors which
have hurt theatre business.
Mr. Shumlin charged broadcasting industry of taking "free ride" on theatre.
He said broadcasting's best talent had
developed in theatre.
"Five per cent would make little
difference. It's all paid by the soap
companies and the soup companies,
anyway,"
he said. member Rep. Robert
Subcommittee
N. Giaimo (D-Conn.) stated Friday afternoon that relief for low economic
status of musicians should come from
sources
benefiting
"handsomely"
from theirnow
services.
He listed
these as:
juke boxes, wired music services and
radio stations.
He described radio as "a billion dollar-a-year industry" which pays nothing
to musicians, and said "under the antilaw from
of 1905"
stations quated
are copyright
exempted
payingradio
artists when replaying their records for
profit.
KYLD-TV asks reopening
of deintermixture case
KYLD-TV (ch. 17) Bakersfield,
Calif., Friday asked FCC to reopen
record on hearing to expedite deintermixture of that city by requiring KEROTV to shift from ch. 10 to ch. 23. On
Oct. 20 Hearing Examiner David I.
Kraushaar issued initial decision saying
Broadcast Bureau had not proved urgency and recommending KERO-TV be
left on ch. 10 until current license expires (At Deadline, Oct. 23).
KYLD-TV asked FCC permission to
intervene in case, charging Broadcast
Bureau did not make use of important
available data. Station said evidence it
can present "demonstrates beyond
doubt" plight of Bakersfield uhf stations
and urgency of derntermixing.
Station argued this might be key case
in future deintermixture proceedings.
Educators asks for ch. 30
National Educational Radio & Tv
Center Friday asked FCC to institute
rulemaking to reserve ch. 30 in E1mira, N. Y., for noncommercial educational use and to designate channel for
Elmira-Corning, N. Y. FCC earlier had
denied NETRC request for ch. 9 to be
reserved for etv in Elmira.
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WLBW

The

new

is

At 3:01

now

on

a.m. on November

signed on in the No. 1 market

Channel

the

10

air

20, the nation's newest

television station

of the nation's fastest growing state.

Completely new, from latest RCA transmitter and associated studio equipment, to the most modern and strongest tower and antenna in Florida.
More

than a year has been devoted to program

training, to back up the audience-accepted
tion.
For availabilities, contact any H-R

L.

B.

WILSON,

planning and personnel

schedule of ABC-TV's

basic affilia-

Television, Inc. office.

Inc.

Sales Offices: 3898 Biscayne Boulevard • Tel. FR 4-2661
Studios:
2133 N.W. 11th Avenue • Tel. FR 3-4723

Charles H. Topmiller
Thomas

PRESIDENT-GENERAL

MANAGER

A. Welstead vice president— sales
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WLBW
MIAMI,

-TV
FLA.

The

Embassy

of

Ghana

His Excellency W. M. Q. Halm,
Ambassador

to the United States

from Ghana, and some of the members
of his family, in the garden at the Embassy
another in the WTOP-TV
of the Washington

. . .

series

diplomatic scene.

Represented by TvAR
POST- NEWSWEEK
STATIONS
A DIVISION OF
THE WASHINGTON
POST COMPANY

Photograph by Fred Maroon

These

days,

the

price

of a turkey

You know that overrating ratings can lead to a hit show
that reaches a costly quantity of non-prospects. And the
cash register will ring up a turkey.
Also you know that even if you reach the right prospects —but with the wrong commercials — it's another
kind of turkey. Equally costly.
You know, too, that the advertiser who does not move
swiftly to get the right show, at the right time, may see
his competition get the business. And he gets the bird.
14

is too darned

high

In these days of spiraling costs, choosy consumers and
speedy competitors — who can afford a turkey?
Doesn't it make sense to want a whole combination
of smart programming, swift daring, and creative selling commercials?
Don't you need an agency which is best equipped,
on all fronts, to bring down your cost per sale — and
bring up your profits from television?
YOUNG & RUBICAM,A(7()erfmng
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DATEBOOK
A calendar of important meetings and
events in the field of communications
•Indicates first or revised listing.
NOVEMBER
Nov. 20-21 — Nebraska Broadcasters Assn.,
convention. Grand Island.
Nov. 21 — Radio & Television Executives
Society, Time Buying and Selling Seminar,
fifth session. "Using Research For Your
Decisions." Instructors: Mary McKenna,
Metromedia Inc.; William Murphy, Papert,
Koenig, Lois. CBS Radio Studios, 49 E.
42nd St., New York City. 5:30-7 p.m.
Nov. 21 — Philadelphia chapter, American
Women in Radio and Television, dinner
meeting. Hotel Sheraton, Philadelphia.
Nov. 21 — Florida Assn. of Broadcasters,
one-day seminar following NAB regional
meeting of the day before. Speakers include: James O. Juntilla, asst. to the FCC
Broadcast Bureau chief; Marcus Cohn,
Washington attorney practicing before the
FCC; Arthur Gilbert, FCC Florida engineer.
Robert Meyer Hotel, Jacksonville, Fla.
Nov. 24 — Deadline for answer from CBSTV and affiliates to FCC letter questioning
propriety
of the network's
sliding-scale
affiliate compensation
plan.
Nov. 24-26 — National Assn. of Television
& Radio Farm Directors, annual convention. Conrad Hilton Hotel, Chicago.
Nov. 24-25 — Advertising Federation of
America, 8th district convention. Hotel St.
Paul, St. Paul, Minn.
*Nov. 27-Dec. 5— Hearing by House Subcommittee on Effects of Imports and Exports on American employment. (Dec. 1
has tentatively been set as the day to be
devoted to consideration of runaway production by producers of U. S. theatrical and
tv films. Other days will be given over to
foreign competition problems as they affect
other industries.)
Nov. 28 — Radio & Television Executives
Society, Time Buying and Selling Seminar,
sixth session.
Schedule."
structors: Ann"Buying
Janowicz, the
Ogilvy,
Benson In-&
Mather; Ruth Jones, J. Walter Thompson.
CBS Radio Studios, 49 E. 42nd St., New
York City. 5:30-7 p.m.
Nov. 30 — Academy of Telvision Arts &
Sciences, New York chapter, fourth annual "close-up"
of tv
personalities
Brinkley
and Chet
Huntley),
Astor (David
Hotel,
New York City.
DECEMBER
Dec. 1 — Joint radio seminar between Southern California Broadcasters Assn. and U.
of Southern Calif. Seminar proposes to explore Greater Los Angeles community
needs as they are related to radio broadcasting. Hancock Auditorium, USC campus,
Los Angeles.
Dec. 1— Deadline for entries in International Broadcasting Awards contest. Submit to Hollywood Advertising Club, 6362
Hollywood Blvd.
Dec. 1 — Argument before U. S. Court of
Appeals for the District of Columbia on
Connecticut theatre owners appeal from
FCC decision authorizing pay tv operation
in Hartford, Conn. Rescheduled from Nov.
9.
*Dec. 1— Arizona Broadcasters Assn., annual
meeting.
Superstition Ho Hotel, Apache
BROADCASTING, November 20, 1961

Junction, Ariz.
Dec. 4 — Deadline for comments on FCC's
proposal to add additional vhf channel at
below minimum mileage spacing to following cities: Baton Rouge, La. (Doc. 14233);
Birmingham, Ala. (Doc. 14236); Charlotte,
N. C. (Doc. 14238); Dayton, Ohio (Doc.
14234); Jacksonville, Fla. (Doc. 14235);
Johnstown, Pa. (Doc. 14232); Knoxville,
Tenn. (Doc. 14237); Oklahoma City, Okla.
(Doc. 14231).
Dec. 4— Deadline for comments on FCC
proposal to deintermix Springfield, 111., by
shifting ch. 2 to St. Louis. Original grant
of ch. 2 to KTVI (TV) was remanded by
court for exploration of ex parte activities.
Dec. 5— Radio & Television Executives
Society, Time Buying and Selling Seminar,
seventh session. "Getting Your Media
Money's Worth." Instructor: Robert Liddel, Compton Adv. CBS Radio Studios, 49
E. 42nd St., New York City. 5:30-7 p.m.
*Dec. 6-7 — House Small Business Committee
hearing on opportunities to small advertisers to buy prime time on radio and
television.
Dec. 6-8— NBC Radio & Tv Affiliates, annual convention. 35th anniversary observance. Beverly Hilton Hotel, Beverly Hills,
Calif.
*Dec. 7— Art Directors Club of New York,
luncheon. 1961 gold medal of achievement
will be presented to Frederic R. Gamble,
retiring president of American Assn. of
Advertising Agencies. Hotel Delmonico,
New York City.

What

they see

on

WJAC-TV

re?

.

'smmmmm

THEY

BUY!

*Dec. 7 — Colorado Broadcasters Assn. special winter meeting, beginning at 1:30 p.m.
with business meeting and free discussion.
Dinner speaker to be FCC Commissioner
Hyde. Continental-Denver Hotel, Denver.
Dec. 11— Reply comments due on FCC
rulemaking to make major changes in fm
broadcast rules. (Rescheduled from Oct. 5).
Dec. 12 — Radio & Television Executives
Society, Time Buying and Selling Seminar,
eighth session. "Working Together for
Better
Advertising."
Instructors:
Herbert
Maneloveg,
BBDO; Morris
Kellner,
The
Katz Agency. CBS Radio Studios, 49 E.
42nd St., New York City. 5:30-7 p.m.
Dec. 27-29 — American Marketing Assn., annual winter conference. Theme is "The
Social
Responsibilities
more Hotel,
New York. of Marketing." BiltJANUARY 1962
Jan. 1— Reply comments due on FCC proposal to expand use of uhf band and to
deintermix eight markets by deleting single
vhf stations.
Jan. 6-14 — International Television Festival
at Monte Carlo, sponsored by the government of Monaco.
Jan. 9 — Final phase of FCC hearing on network tv programming practices and policies.
Spokesmen for the three tv networks will
testify. Washington, D. C.
Jan. 17 — Awards presentation of the International Television Festival at Monte
Carlo. Gold Nymph awards will be presented for outstanding tv programs. The
Opera House, Monte Carlo, Monaco.

When you advertise your product on
WJAC-TV, you can be sure people
see
.... Nielsen
and they'll
it, too! toBoth
ARB it and
show buy
WJAC-TV
be
the
number onemarket,
station but
in thestatistics
Johnstown-Altoona
don't buy products .... people do!
WJAC-TV clients know that WJAC-TV
gets action, turning viewers into
buyers. If you're after people . . . purchasing people . . . pick WJAC-TV!
For Complete Details, Contact:
HARRINGTON,

RIGHTER

AND PARSONS, INC.
New YorkLosBoston
Detroit
Atlanta
AngelesChicago
San Francisco

Jan. 19-21 — Advertising Assn. of the West,
annual conference. Hotel Californian,
Fresno.
Jan. 23-25 — Georgia Radio-Tv Institute,
under auspices of GAB and U. of Georgia,
17th annual program. Featured speakers
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include: Pierre Salinger, Clair McCollough,
Sol Taishoff, and Ann Corrick.
FEBRUARY 1962
Feb. 1 — Deadline for entries for the American Tv Commercials Festival. Contact Wallace A. Ross, director; 40 East 49th St.,
New York 17.
IMPACT!

This is WCKY!

facets, WCKY

In its myriad

leaves an unforgettable

impression, an IMPACT on today's intelligent mind. The listening world is
waiting for . . . NEWS, of course. WCKY
pounds through with Total News and Information. . . in-depth news that leaves
no wavering doubts of the meaning of
events, past and present, on the international, national and local scenes.
talk

WCKY

skillfully probes, persistently
prods to the source
of NEWS

about

and makes
IMPACT.

that

1111

Results? WCKY advertisers feel the IMPACT. In traffic count, in cash register
!
ct
a
count, in customer
p count. You talk
about IMPACT and you're talking about
WCKY ... a communicating force in the
lives of over a million people in the rich
Tri-State Cincinnati area. ■ Talk to AM
Radio Sales and you'll get the IMPACT.

Feb. 4-13 — Advertising Recognition Week.
Feb. 5 — Deadline for comments on FCC's
proposals to expand use of uhf band, Including dual vhf-uhf operation, reserved
pools of uhf channels for existing operating vhf stations, abolition of uhf allocation,
relaxation of technical rules for uhf stations, uhf grants without a hearing, etc.
(Doc. 14229). (Rescheduled from Dec. 4.)
Feb. 5 — Deadline for comments on FCC's
proposals to delete single vhf and substitute uhf channel to make community
all-uhf in following cities: Binghamton, N.
Y. (Doc. 14243): Champaign-Urbana, 111.
(Doc. 14244); Columbia, S. C. (Doc. 14245);
Erie, Pa. (Doc. 14242); Hartford, Conn. (Doc.
14241); Madison, Wise. (Doc. 14239); Montgomery, Ala. (Doc. 14246); Rockford, 111.
(Doc. 14240).
Feb. 7— Advertising Federation of America,
mid-winter legislative conference. Participants include FCC Chairman Newton N.
Minow, FTC Chairman Paul Rand Dixon
and Secretary of Commerce Luther C.
D. C. Statler-Hilton Hotel, Washington,
Hodges.
Feb. 7-9 — National Winter Convention on
Military Electronics. Ambassador Hotel, Los
Angeles.
Feb. 10 — Awards Dinner, Directors Guild
of America. Western awards: Beverly HilCity. ton Hotel, Beverly Hills. Calif. Eastern
awards: Waldorf-Astoria Hotel, New York
*Feb. 13 — Formal awards banquet of the
International Broadcasting Awards contest.
Hollywood Palladium, Hollywood, Calif.
*Feb. 20- March 25— Art Directors Club of
Los Angeles, 17th annual western exhibition of advertising and editorial art. Western advertisers, agencies, artists and producers have submitted examples of their
work in commercials, titles, stills, or print.
Los Angeles Museum of Science & Industry.
*Feb. 28-March 1 — NAB, seventh annual conference for presidents of state broadcasters'
ington,
D. C. associations. Shoreham Hotel, WashMARCH 1962
*March 14-16 — Electronic Industries Assn.,
committee, section, division and board
meeting.
Statler-Hilton Hotel, Washington,
D. C.
*March 16 — Advertising Federation of
America, board of directors meeting. New
York.

50,000

WATTS

• CINCINNATI

♦March 19-23 — Georgia Assn. of Broadcasters, first annual regional meeting of
broadcasters from Griffin, Albany, Baxley,
Augusta, Canton.
*March 22-24 — Advertising Federation of
America, fifth district meeting. Shawnee
Hotel, Springfield, Ohio.
*March 30-31 — Advertising Federation of
America, sixth district meeting. Detroit.
APRIL 1962
♦April 1-4 — National Assn. of Broadcasters,
annual convention. Conrad Hilton Hotel,
Chicago.
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*April 9 — Academy of Motion Picture Arts
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The Wise Owl is the one who considers the fact that WLOS-TV
delivers 67% more food sales, 41% more automotive
sales, 71% more gasoline sales, 74% more drug sales
than the second station.*
No matter what the target . . . WLOS-TV is
dominant.
*Sales Management Survey of Buying Power,
May 10, 1961— ARB Total Net Weekly Circulation
Dominant

in The Carolina Triad

SPARTANBURG
SOUTH
CAROLINA
W
THE CAR
INA TRIAD
6 States • 82 Counties

WTVJ
A Wometco Enterprises Inc. Station Serving
GREENVILLE - ASHEVILLE - SPARTANBURG
Represented by Peters, Griffin, Woodward , Inc. • Southeastern Representative: James S. Ayers Co.

WLOS-TV
KVOS-TV
WFGA-TV
(Affiliate)

& Sciences, 34th Oscar awards ceremony at
Civic Auditorium. Santa Monica, Calif.
why
used

ATC

is the

tape
in

most

magazine

widely
system

broadcasting

If price was the only factor involved
in the manufacture of an Automatic
Tape Control system, most of our
problems would be solved. But
because ATC magazine-loaded tape
units must produce high fidelity
playback in conjunction with the
finest broadcast equipment made,
we have refused to make any concessions in materials and components just to meet a price. The
ATC is an engineer's delight. High
quality, heavy-duty construction is
evident throughout. All electrical
components are conservatively
rated for long life and marked for
easy identification. All components
and wiring are easily accessible for
efficient preventative
maintenance. Modular
construction eliminates
costly downtime. High
performance vacuum
tube circuitry assures
reliable operation to
+65° C. ATC delivers
a frequency response of
±2 db from 70 to 12,000
cps; ±4 db from 50 to
15,000 cps. Signal-tonoise ratio is 55 db, and
wow and flutter is under
0.2% rms. AUTOMATIC TAPE
CONTROL, INC., introduced the
original Automatic Tape Control
system in 1958. Formerly distributed exclusively by Collins Radio
Company, the ATC system is now
in use in over 600 radio and TV
stations. More than 4,000 units have
been manufactured, installed and

by

broadcasters

Playback Unit

Program Amplifier Module

Record/Playback Deck

MAY 1962

*May 4-5— Kansas Assn. of Radio Broadcasters, annual convention. Hays, Kansas.
*May 9-12— Western States Advertising
Agencies Assn., 12th annual conference.
"AdTheme of this year's conferenceOasisis: Hotel,
Achievements- West."
vertisingCalif.
Palm Springs,
*May 10-12— Advertising Federation of
America,
ville, Fla. fourth district meeting. Jackson*May 23-25 — Electronic Industries Assn., 38th
annual convention, committee, section, division and board meeting, Pick-Congress
Hotel, Chicago.
JUNE 1962
*June 11-14— Industrial Advertising Exposition held in conjunction with the 40th anof Assn. of Industrial Adnual Conference
vertisers. Royal York Hotel, Toronto,
Ontario. Canada.
*June 23-27— Advertising Federation of
conAmerica, 58th national convention, in Assn.
junction this year with Advertising
of the West. Denver-Hilton Hotel, Denver.
*June 23— Advertising Federation of America, ninth district meeting. Denver.
*June 29-30 — Texas AP Broadcasters Assn.,
15th annual meeting. Hotel Texas, Fort
Worth.
AUGUST 1962
*Aug. 5-7 — Georgia Assn. of Broadcasters,
annual land,convention.
Holiday Inn, Jekyll IsGa.
SEPTEMBER 1962
*Sept. 11-13— Electronic Industries Assn.,
committee, section, division and board
meeting. Biltmore Hotel, New York.
*Sept. 12-14— Advertising Federation of
America,
first district meeting. Cape Cod
area.

Record Amplifier

for broadcasters

AUTOMATIC
(Ag) TAPE CONTROL
209 E. Washington St- • Dept. 113 • Bloomington, Illinois
18 (DATEBOOK)

♦April 27-29 — Mississippi Broadcasters Assn.,
annual convention. Broadwater Beach Hotel,
Biloxi, Miss.

*May 2-5 — Institute for Education by RadioTelevision, annual convention. DeshlerHilton Hotel, Columbus, Ohio.
*May 3-6, 1962 — American Women in Radio
convention. Sheratonnational
& Tv, Hotel,
Chicago
Chicago.

proved under actual "on-the-air"
conditions. For complete information and illustrated brochure, write,
wire or phone collect today.
made

*April 25 — Assn. of Industrial Advertisers,
Eastern New England chapter and Hartford
chapter, all-day marketing and advertising
clinic. Hotel Somerset, Boston.

*Sept. 14 — Georgia Assn. of Broadcasters,
2nd annual South-East Radio-Tv Seminar.
Atlanta.
*Sept. 20-22 — Advertising Federation of
America, tenth district meeting. Shreveport.
La.
NOVEMBER 1962
*Nov. 10-25 — World Economic Progress Assembly and Exposition under international
auspices. Special sectors devoted to radio
and tv. McCormick Place, Chicago.
"Nov. 27-29 — Electronic Industries Assn.,
committee, section, division and board
meeting. Jack Tar Hotel, San Francisco.
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Why

WFLA-TV

Seven

bought

Arts' Volume

II
Says

George

Harvey:

"The first Seven Arts package offered
fine TV entertainment, but

mtm

■■■■■■

■■■■■■■■■■
Hi
It's a stronger over-all package. We bought it to improve

EVEN

BETTER

our Friday Night Movie. It
takes an exceptional movie product to

George Harvey, Vice President and
General Manager, WFLA-TV, Tampa, Florida

deliver maximum

audience in a prime

time slot against competitive network
programming.

Warner's 'Films of the

50's' give us the best available product for that kind of exposure.'

Warner's
Money

films

of the

50's.,

makers

of the

60's

SEVEN

ARTS

ASSOCIATED
CORP.
A SUBSIDIARY OF 5EVEN ARTS PRODUCTIONS, LTD.
NEW YORK: 270 Park Avenue
YUkon
CHICAGO: 8922-D N. La Crosse, Skokie, III. ORchard
DALLAS: 5641 Charlestown Drive
ADams
L.A.: 232 So. Reeves Drive GRanite 6-1564-STate

61717
4-5105
9-2855
8 8276

For list of TV stations programming Warner Bros. "Films of
the 50's" see Third Cover SRDS (Spot TV Rates and Data)

MIKE®
the benefit of a trial. . . . — Jack E. Gill,
Radio for itself
producer, Southern Illinois U. Broadcasting Service, Carbondale, III.
editor: In your article "Radio reps still
welcome" [Broadcast Advertising,
[The dismissal of the WABQ chief engineer
Nov. 6] one quotation, attributed to me, was a private business decision involving an
employer and an employe, and we do not
was unfortunately out of context.
a trial in a court of law is a necessary
What I said was that our men sell on think
preliminary to that kind of decision. As the
editorial
made clear, however. Broadcasting
more than one level. Our men sell the
does not believe that this kind of procedure
concept of radio and the benefits de- provides the ultimate solution to the probof protecting radio and television
rived by using this medium at the ac- againstlem the
possibility of sabotage or seizure.
count executive, client, media director The main point
that the editorial made was
that some kind of security system was deand media supervisor levels.
sirable
and
ought
to be devised by responsiThe quotation attributed to me leaves
ble agencies of government working in cooperation
with
broadcasters.]
the inference that we do not give any
thought to the problem of radio per se.
For help to media
This
is anything
but true.selling
Weed'sthe radio
salesmen
are constantly
idea
of radio. However, these presentations editor: ... I notice in reading Section
E-30 of the 1961-62 Broadcasting
are conducted at the proper level among
those executives who are responsible for Yearbook that you may not be aware
of our new U. S. Government Radio-Tv
selecting the specific medium. — Marvin
D. Melnikoff, director of marketing & Office.
research, Weed Radio Corp., New York.
The National Media Office, U. S. Forest Service, 1015 North Lake Ave., Pasadena, Calif., was set up to be of service
Radio's second step
on a national scope to writers, producers, directors and editors in the teleeditor: . . . Radio's return to prosvision, radio, motion picture, magazine,
perity, prestige and power as a mass
medium certainly depends upon the advertising and book fields. — Glenn A.
amputation of the managerial malprac- Kovar, director, motion pictures, radio
tices you note in the editorial [Edi- & television, U. S. Forest Service, Dept.
torials, Oct. 30]. This, as you say, is of Agriculture, Pasadena, Calif.
the first step.
As to the second step, I submit that Missing market data
management consider the following: (a)
accelerate positive selling with expanded
editor:
one ofover
Broadcasting's
most
avidAsboosters
the past 12
publicity, promotion and information
. . .; (b) examine its own program logs, years, I feel the right to one loud protest. In the 1961 Yearbook ... or
taking a moral inventory ... of its
programs and practices, with specific rather, not in the 1961 Yearbook, is
reference to its service and worth to the the section I used in past issues more
community and the people who do, or frequently than any other — the section
might, listen; (c) once again, in the on market data. I mourn its passing
and plead that the editors reconsider
manner of yesteryear's dominant broad- the
deletion of this information. . .
caster, spend money to make money;
scrap any notion that radio is a bargain — Tom Elkins, president-general manbasement or rummage sale operation:
ager, KBUS Mexia, Tex.
and re-examine the prevalent formula
[The 1961-62 BROADCASTING Yearbook
of cutting operation costs to the bone. appeared without market data only because
no updated information avail. . . — Edward J. DeGray, Edward J. there able.was
Final market figures of the 1960 Census
DeGray & Assoc., White Plains, N. Y. have not yet been released, but will be
carried
available.]in BROADCASTING as soon as
OPEN

average
terrain

new
maximum
power
transmitter

SERVING
THE QUINT CITIES
DAVENPORT
BETTENDORF
ROCK
ISLAND l0WA
MOLINE
ILL
EAST MOLINE

Radio and the Fifth
WKggm

r

WOC-TV
Channel 6 ^
D. D. Palmer, President
Raymond E. Guth, General Manager
Pax Shaffer, Safes Manager
Exclusive National Representatives
Peters* Griffin, Woodward, Inc.
20

editor: I am usually in agreement with
your editorial stands, and even when in
disagreement rarely is the chasm very
great. However, I was shocked at your
departure from the very basic ideals of
American democracy that you openly
expressed in your editorial of Nov. 6
entitled "Radio and the Fifth."
By agreeing with the dismissal of
WABQ's chief engineer for invoking
the Fifth Amendment in his own defense, you ally yourself with those very
people who would overthrow this country. You by your action are pronouncing a man guilty before society without

How to say it
editor: As a result of your article on
pronunciation guides [The Media, Oct.
23] I have been deluged with requests
for information. Unfortunately, . . .
many readers have been led to believe
that copies of state place name pronunciation guides are available at a
central point.
What the Council on Radio-Television Journalism has done is to determine
which states have or are preparing pronunciation guides. Persons seeking
copies of individual state guides should
ask for our master survey, then make
BROADCASTING, November 20, 1961

more

homes...

more

people.
more

» /-hd g

"4-

potential
customers

delivered

on

WFAA-820

Dallas!

A NEW CONCEPT PAYS OFF! WFAA-820's
"Southwest Central" format is just six months
old, and already it has made the dominant radio
voice of North Texas even BIGGER! There have
been gains in 25 of 26 quarter hours; more men
listeners; more women listeners; more potential customers delivered on WFAA-820 in the
metro and station total coverage area than on
any other station!*

ized programming including farm, sports, fashion, food, markets, editorial, business, timely
public service features . . . genuine ELECTRONIC JOURNALISM. The "Southwest Central" concept was formulated to retain the solid
following of loyal, long-time WFAA listeners and
to add appeal for a vast new audience of young
adults — that youthful age from 17 to 77 —
all prospects for your products!

"WHAT IS SOUTHWEST CENTRAL"? It's a modern concept in radio . . . more complete news
coverage ... a fresh sound in music . . . featur-

WFAA-820 truly delivers those who control
the nation's purse-strings! Let your PETRYMAN
put this potential to work for YOU!
('Source: A. C. Nielsen, July-August, 1961)

A D I O f^3

DALLAS

jjjggj?T^|7gW»
at (3ovnmmieatiSHA (3e*d&i •
dall
WFAA • AM • FM • TV — THE DALLAS MORNING NEWS
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individual contacts as indicated in the
guide. . . . — Robert A. Mott, assistant
professor of journalism and news director of KWSC Pullman, Washington
State University, Pullman, Wash.
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BROADCASTING
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tab admirer

editor: Just a note to congratulate the
fellow or gal who thought of the easyfinder thumb tabs on the new Broadcasting Yearbook. — W. Judd Wyatt,
director of advertising, FMA Insurance
Cos., Columbia, Mo.
BOOK NOTES

M

CENTRAL

PENNA.

More than 100,000 letters are delivered in the
area surrounding Harrisburg each day by the
U. S. Post Office.
WTPA

DELIVERS JUST
FOUR
But those FOUR letters
. . . WTPA, reach more
families per day than
the postal service AND
the other local television
stations COMBINED.^
For the MESSAGE you
want to deliver, IN
THIS RICH CENTRAL
PENNA AREA, be sure
to use the "right" approach. You can successfully "envelope" a
large viewing audience
by contacting the BEST
"REPS" IN THE BUSINES .. .
HARRINGTON,
RIGHTER & PARSONS
*ARB March 1961
HARRISBURC
YORK
LEBANON
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"Freedom and Responsibility in
Broadcasting," ed. John E. Coons;
Northwestern U. Press, $5; 252 pp.
A complete transcript of the "summit meeting" on the government's role
in broadcasting held last August at
Northwestern U. (Broadcasting, Aug.
7) has been prepared in book form by
the university press.
Included is Chairman Minow's
speech tracing the FCC's authority to
consider programming and the legal
memorandum in support of this position; the rebuttal of this position by
Washington attorney W. Theodore Pierson; speeches by Dean Roscoe L. Barrow, NAB President LeRoy Collins and
Prof. Louis L. Jaffe.
In addition to formal speeches, panel
discussions featuring leading industry,
government and academic spokesmen
are included verbatim.
"The Technique of Television Production," byGerald Millerson; Hastings
House, New York. 416 pp. $10.
British-born, BBC - trained author
Millerson's title is misleading and seriously underestimates the scope of his
work. Far from trying to present a
facile picture of television production
as a uniquely simple operation whose
problems can be solved by the rigid
application of an unvarying "technique," he presents the reader with a
base from which to confront the problems of tv production. Mr. Millerson
outlines the variety of choices open to
the technician in arranging his camera,
or his characters, or his make-up to
get the effect he wants. Accompanying
diagrams drawn by the author, provide
a pictorial representation of each effect.
Encyclopedic in scope, the work
tends to blend successfully the physical
and esthetic factors in television production, and supports a conclusion that
successful production is the realistic
creation of an illusion. The book shows
how the illusion can best be established,
sustained, and sold to the audience.
Technique of Television Production
is a point of departure for the television
professional interested in drawing a
connection between his own ideas and
the realities of the technical situation.
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When locally- produced public affairs programming is both informative and popular, you can be sure that the talent
which creates it is special. Typical examples: "Alone in Its Greatness," KMOX-TV's salute to the St. Louis Municipal
Opera, which attracted a 32% share of audience; "Grant in St. Louis," a candid close-up of an extraordinary
American, which had a 36% share of audience; and "St. Louis 1985," an unconventional look into the future,
which achieved a fancy 40% share of audience in 4-station St. Louis (ARB). These and other imaginative, local
"specials" all competed successfully against strong prime-time network opposition. This all-out attention to the
local community is one reason why the community goes all-out for Channel 4. Why, month after month after
month, the special audience winner is

Mjr'm&jm] jps^.'ifcjr7

m\i\

IB CBS Owned — Channel 4 in St. Louis.

MONDAY

MEMO

from JOHN W. BURGARD, vp-adv. dir., Brown & Williamson Tobacco Corp.

A

rule to remember: an ad medium
is also for advertising
I want to enumerate some of the hard-to-reach segments of the market
tion to the show has to be acknowlthings one national advertiser feels better than any other medium.
edged— even though the network already has a credit at the beginning and
might be done to make advertising a
Now, finally about television. I
more efficient tool and remove some of don't worry too much about the FCC.
end. And not only the actors, but everybody down to the assistant hairdresser
I think Mr. Minow is already bogging
the cause for criticism of advertising.
First, the advertising agencies. My down in his own wasteland. None of must get credits.
Bumps ■ Then there are those pesky
only criticism is of the eagerness of the critics of television programming
some of the more articulate members
will ever agree on what is good pro- little things known in the trade as
"bumpers." It wouldn't do, according
of the fraternity to break into print.
gramming. No one but a "commissar
to
some producers, to have their fine
Look at what these self-appointed critics for culture" could dictate what will or
will not be shown on television, and the show contiguous to a commercial; so
did after the appearance of Rosser
before and after each story break we
Reeves' book, Reality in Advertising.
public wouldn't stand for that.
Some individual stations tend to ov- have a bumper, "identifying" the proThey discovered it was easy to break
into print by criticizing the book and ercommercialize, but the NAB has set
accompaniment
of "theme"
music, gram,ato the
dozen
or more times
in the
the author. The phony heat they en- good standards, and I believe the offenders
will
be
forced
into
line
just
as
space of an hour — as if you didn't
gendered contributed nothing to the adknow the name of the show you were
vertising business.
they were on the issue of triple-spotting.
watching.
Thus, you get a longer and
So Little Time ■ The greatest danger
Now, about magazines and the comlonger
interval
between the entertaintoday is in the encroachment on the
pulsive drive for higher circulation
ment portions of adjacent programs.
that afflicts some in this field. I would
entertainment time within programs.
There are frequently seven or eight
commend to magazines a little more
This encroachment is not by the ad- minutes between the last
act of one
vertiser. Three minutes of commercial
soul-searching and understanding when
show and the first act of the next. This
they plan articles about competing
time plus billboards in a prime half- is an urgent invitation to the viewer to
hour has been and is standard. Sub- leave
segments of the advertising business.
the room, turn off the set, do anytract this from the 29 minutes and 30
It is not very convincing or logical for
thing to avoid the annoyance of this
one of the leading mass magazines to seconds the network sells as a halfhour
show
and
you
would
expect
about
real
"wasteland."
carry a lead article criticizing overAll concerned should realize that no
commercialization in television and in 26 minutes of entertainment. But you
one gains and everybody will eventually
the same issue, running 102 pages, to don't get it! The average half-hour
show does well to deliver 23 minutes
lose. The viewer isn't going to sit
carry 48 Vs pages of advertising, considerably more than the 3 to 30 ratio of entertainment.
through it. And if he doesn't, he won't
see the advertiser's commercials and
of commercial time in a half-hour teleWhat's happened?
thus won't be influenced to buy his
First, ABC-TV gave 10 or 15 seconds
vision program. The advertiser reading that article might get the idea that more to the station at the break in an product and the advertiser won't be
able to pay for the show. Maybe then
effort to attract new affiliates. The
the public didn't object to over-comthe
writers could be persuaded to write
other
networks
followed
suit
to
retain
mercialization inmagazines because it
a
three-act
play for a half-hour show
their
affiliates.
Who
gained?
Nobody.
was not aware of the ads. That's an
avoid concentrating cominteresting thought!
Who lost? The advertiser and, more im- so we could
mercials atthe end of the show and do
portant,
the
viewer.
Then
the
networks
With some trepidation, I'll mention
started putting in promotions for next away with so-called "epilogues."
newspapers. Practically all publishers
Then we would have perhaps not a
have now realized the desirability of week's show, for next night's, for the
Utopia,
but a chance for an enjoyable
following
show.
offering frequency discounts to national advertisers, but they have more ways
Then the producers made a big pro- evening of entertainment. The viewer
duction out of their names. Production
would be happy and he would see the
of applying them than a cat has fleas.
studios did the same. Warner Bros, must
advertiser's message. The advertiser
Don't they realize that the harassed
media man may just give up and rec- get more time on their shows than the would be happy. And everybody would
ommend another medium?
get cash instead of credit.
sponsors do. The network's contribuDiminishing
Returns
talk
about radio
because■ Iit shouldn't
gets me
upset. My company has a rather proud
record in radio advertising. In 1940
Brown & Williamson was the biggest
advertiser on NBC Radio. I remember
when a schedule of six or seven good
spots a week in a market really got
results. Now they talk about saturation
campaigns of 100 or 200 spots.
When will the radio people realize
that the advertiser wants results, not
numbers? Put six commercials in a
15-minute program, surround it with
loud musical expositions of the station's
call letters and slogan, and try to get
results! Some station owners have
realized that radio today, when properly
programmed, can penetrate important,
24

This MONDAY MEMO is a condensed version of a talk by John W. Burgard to the
Washington Ad Club. He joined B&W in
1932 as an accounting clerk. In 1946 he
was promoted to advertising manager. In
1954 he was named executive assistant to
the president. In 1955 he became a director and vice president in charge of sales.
He was appointed advertising vice president in 1958. Mr. Burgard earlier this
month was elected a director of Assn. of
National Advertisers.
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□
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third, Y&R

■

Medium-sized

■

Cut-off

level

ONE-TWO
fourth

firms

show

up from

J. Walter Thompson Co.'s estimated
$125 million in radio and television — $1
million off the 1960 pace — places it on
top for the fourth straight year in
broadcast billings.
Thompson's most "restless" year was
ushered in on a note of major account
defections. But as 1961 progressed,
JWT moved up again, acquiring more
Lever Bros, business and all of Liggett
& Myers' tobacco brands (see capsule
for details, this page).
This was a year of surprises in the
makeup of the top 10 in broadcast
spending. The second place radio-tv
agency is Ted Bates & Co., reporting in
at $117.5 million in broadcast media,
$7.5 million behind JWT. Bates at
$105 million in 1960 was in a near draw
with Young & Rubicam and McCannErickson for runner-up honors.
This year both Y&R and M-E have
slipped well behind the mark achieved
by Thompson and Bates.
The new lineup of the top 50 agencies
in radio-tv was disclosed in Broadcasting's 10th annual survey of the leading
broadcast agencies. Estimates span the
calendar year which ends Dec. 31, 1961.
Bates' Rise ■ Ted Bates' rise in broadcast billings was not telegraphed over
the years. Before 1960, when Bates
rose sharply in billings, the agency was
solidly entrenched in the fourth (in
1959) or fifth (1956-58) positions. In
1955, it was in the eighth spot and the
year before that ranked as the 10th
agency in radio-tv. In 1961, broadcast
accounts for a greater share (from 79 to
83%) of its overall billing.
J. Walter Thompson, first in television billing at $115 million, has only
a $2.7 million edge on Bates, right behind with $112.3 million in television.
JWT, however, has a strong hold on
network tv supremacy with $91 million. Its nearest rival in network, Young
& Rubicam, is at the $70.5 million level.
BBDO in 1960 was on the receiving
end of some large account shifts. Last
year, Broadcasting predicted, "the full
billing effect . . . ought to be felt next
year." The estimate now: BBDO should
come in with $100.8 million in broadcast billing, a total that this year places
BROADCASTING, November 20, 1961

among
high

IN

agencies
billings

TOP

50

in broadcast

in both

radio

totals

and

tv

$6.9 to $7 million in 1961, survey shows
Gordon Best).
it in third place (fifth last year) ahead
of both Y&R and McCann-Erickson.
Following are brief individual descripY&R this year is No. 4 at $95.7 millist: tions of the agencies in 1961's top 50
lion in radio-tv, followed by McCannErickson at $91.9 million and Benton
J. Walter Thompson: Combined tv& Bowles at $83 million. Leo Burradio billing: $125 million; $115 milnett is maintaining a remarkable climb
lion in television ($91 million in net($10.1 million ahead of 1960) even
work, $24 million in spot); $10 million
though it remains in the No. 7 slot.
in radio ($2.5 million in network, $7.5
Ranked next in broadcast billings are
million in spot); tv-radio share of overDancer-Fitzgerald-Sample with $69.3
all billing: 49%.
million; N. W. Ayer with $63 million,
and William Esty with $60 million.
Among the trends this year:
Medium-sized agencies appeared to
make impressive gains in broadcast billings, presaging possible leveling off (in
time) of some billing peaks among the
top 50.
Radio appeared to get less attention
among a few top agencies but remained
a high billing medium with such majors
as BBDO, N. W. Ayer, McCann-Erickson and William Esty.
At the low end of the top 50, the risbillings million
have lifted
the "cut-off
level"
froming $6.9
in 1960
to $7 million
this year. For the most part, the 50
agencies listed this year are the same
ones appearing last year (Cohen & Aleshire was absorbed by Donahue & Coe;
Post & Morr formerly was known as

The biggest agencies

This year
one Thompson,
of "ups" and
"downs"
for J.wasWalter
but
the "ups" were more frequent than the
"downs." The No. 1 agency in radiotv as well as overall billing was dealt a
staggering blow when Schlitz Brewing
decided to shift its $16 million account
to Leo Burnett, effective in July. But it
offset this defection by picking up the
$10 million Chesterfield-Oasis-Duke
business, effective in July and Liggett &
Myers' $16 million filter cigarettes' account from Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample
effective in October.
JWT also bolstered its account position during the year by capturing an
estimated $6 million in business from
Lever Bros.; $3.1 million from Congoleum-Nairn; $2.5 million from Pittsburgh Plate Glass and $1 million from

In...

in these categories
Billings
Agency

...Total broadcast billings

J. Walter Thompson

...Total television billings

J. Walter Thompson

. . . Tv network billings

J. Walter Thompson

. . . Tv spot billings

Ted Bates

$91 million
$55.1 million

. . . Total radio billings

McCann-Erickson

...Radio network billings

$23.8 million

McCann-Erickson

. . . Radio spot billings

McCann-Erickson

$125 million
$115 million

$5.5 million
$18.3 million
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Rinso Blue. During the year, JWT lost
a host of small accounts totalling about
$4 million in billing. The estimated
billing figures represent considerable
broadcast buying in the fourth quarter
by Liggett & Myers and Pittsburgh
Plate Glass, new acquisitions, plus increased activity from an old client,
Standard Brands.
J. Walter's hefty investment in network television is for a long list of advertisers. A sampling of clients and
their network programs include Lever
on Candid Camera, Calvin and The
Colonel, and Have Gun Will Travel;
Eastman Kodak and RCA on the Walt
Disney color series; Ford Motor on
Hazel; Kraft on Perry Como's Music
Hall; Scott Paper on Window on Main
Street and Father Knows Best (reruns); Quaker Oats on Ichabod and
Me; Brillo Mfg. Co. on Bus Stop and
Ben Casey; Seven-Up Bottling on International Showtime. Thompson clients were represented on many daytime
network shows — among them were
Lever, Quaker Oats, R. T. French and
Standard Brands.
Many of the network tv advertisers
also were busy in spot tv. Among them
were Ford and various Ford dealer associations, Seven-Up, Lever, Standard
Brands, R. T. French, Scott Paper,
Champion Spark Plug and The Reader's Digest Assn.
Ted Bates & Co.: Combined tv-radio
billing $117.5 million; $112.3 million in
television ($57.2 million in network;
$55.1 million in spot); $5.2 million in
radio (all spot); tv-radio share of overall billing: 83%.
Ted Bates' climb in the tv world is
accentuated this year by an impressive
$12.5 million hike in broadcast billing
(it was up $10 million last year over
1959). Without doubt tv is the big billing medium at Bates: an increase recorded of some $7 million. The agency
also lifted its radio-tv share from 79%
to 83%.
Mobil Oil Co. joined the Bates family
this year, Minute Maid Co. was lost
and the agency resigned Lehn & Fink.
As an agency that practices participations in network buying, Bates has clients and shows galore both in day and
night hours.
The network advertiser list: American Chicle, Brown & Williamson, Carter
Products, Colgate-Palmolive (including
Ed Sullivan Show, Checkmate and Perry
Mason on CBS-TV, and Detectives and
Thriller on NBC-TV), Continental Baking Co. (mostly daytime), Food Mfrs.
(also in daytime), International Latex
(participating, Mobil Oil, Standard
Brands, Warner-Lambert, and Whitehall
Labs and Boyle-Midway, both American
Home Products' divisions.
Spot-business volume is from the
same companies (also American Sugar
28 (BROADCAST ADVERTISING)

TOP

50

AGENCIES

All dollar figures are millions

Billing
Combined
Broadcast

1A
J. Walter Thompson
Ted Bates
BBD0

1L

YL
IL
19.
20.

117.5
95.7
$125
100.!
91.9

Young & Rubicam
McCann-Erickson
Benton & Bowles
Leo Burnett
Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample
N. W. Ayer
William Esty
Compton
Lennen & Newell
Foote, Cone & Belding
Grey
Kenyon & Eckhardt
Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell & Bayles
D'Arcy
2Campbell-Ewald
3L.
Needham, Louis & Brorby
Cunningham & Walsh

75.6
69.3
6383
60
58.6
56.7
51.5
46.2
41.2
32
30.5
28.8
28.5
28.4
25.5

21. Norman, Craig & Kummel
22. Wade
Erwin Wasey, Ruthrauff & Ryan
24.
32^
Campbell-Mithun
Maxon
Gardner
27. Doherty, Clifford. Steers & Shenfield
Tatham-Laird
29. Ogilvy, Benson & Mather
30. Grant
W. B. Doner
31. Parkson
33. Fuller & Smith & Ross
Geyer, Morey, Madden & Ballard
34.
35. Donahue & Coe
36. D. P. Brother
37. Keyes, Madden & Jones
Doyle Dane Bernbach
38. Guild, Bascom & Bonfigli
Lawrence C. Gumbinner
40.
39.
41.
42. Edward Weiss
Clinton E. Frank
43. Mogul, Williams & Saylor
44. Reach, McClinton
45. North
46. Post & Morr
Hicks & Greist
47.
MacManus,
John & Adams
48.
49.
Honig-Cooper & Harrington
50. Kastor, Hilton, Chesley, Clifford & Atherton
Fletcher Richards, Calkins & Holden

19
19
18.61
18.2
15
18.1
16.7
13.6

J!3.2

13.1
12.5
11.8
11.6
11.4
11.3
11.1
10.1
10.6
9.3
10
8.93
8.2
7.7
7.1

NOTE: For top 50 rankings of former years see BROADCASTING Yearbook.
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J3.5

— ■

AND

Tntal
1 Uldl
Tv
$115
112.3
84
86.5
68.1
80.5
69.3
62.5
43.5
46
56.8
54
46.5
42
35.4
26
22.2
23.7
21
20.9
23.3
23.9
—1
21.1
13
17.6
15
16
16.2
15
12
8.5
13.5
12.4
7
8.7
9.1
10.2
9.6
9.7
7.3
;
8.5
i
9.3
7.3
8.7
8.9
6.4
5.3
4.4
5.1
4.75
1
3.6

THEIR

Tv
Network
$91
57.2
52
70.5
51
43
47.2
39
20
39
28.8
36
29.8
35.7
27.4
21
15.8
19.2
10

179.4
18.4
12.3
7.5
16.3
3.61
11.2
8.2
8.3
4
4
12.8
9.6
3
4.8
8.7
4.2
5.2
7
2.8
5.9
7.1
3
4.6
4.8
2.1
1.3
3.5
0.75
0.1

Tv
Spot
55.1
$24
32
16
17.1
37.5
22.1
23.4
23.5
7
28
18
16.7
6.3
8
5
6.4
4.5
4.9
11
11.9
3.5
8.8
5.5
1.3
7
4.8
8
6.7
8
4.5
7
2.8
4
3.9
0.4
6
4.4
2.7
4.5
2.6
2.2
4.3
4.1
4.1
4.3
4
0.9
5.1
3.75
3.5

1961

Total
Radio
5.2
$10
16.8
9.2
23.8
2.5
6.3
146.9
19.5
1.8

Radio
Network
$2.5
1.8
4.8
5.5
0.5
0.3
1.5
2.5
2
0.9

2.7
5
5.8
4.2

1.2
0.4

6
8.3

4
0.8

5.1
7.5
7.5
2.2
2.3

0.9
0.5
1.2
0.2
0.5

60.1
1.4
8
2.2
1.9
1.7
3

0.1
0.4
0.25
0.3
0.45

5.1
0.7
5.5
3.1
2.5
1.4
1.7
1.4
3.3
1.6
0.7
2
0.3
0.03
1.8
2.5
3.3
2
2
3.4

BILLINGS

RADIO-TV

0.5
0.5

Radio
3 Spot
157.5
5.2
4.4
18 3
2
6
5A
17
12
2.7
0.9
3.8
5.8
2
7.5
n.i
4.2
7
6.3
2
1.8
6
1.3
31.836
1 ^5
1.4
2.5
4.6

0.2
0.1
0.3

0.7
j
2.3
51 .7
1.2
J .o
13

1.0

0.7
0.6
J.U

2.5
0.8
2

2
0.03
0.6
0.1
2.3
0.2
2.9

0.3
2.4
1.2
1
21.8
0.5

Broadcast
Billingof
Share
Total
49%
Agency's
83%
40%
44.5%
46%
75%
59%
66%
40%
70%
65%
63%
49.4%
51%
66%
33.3%
53.5%
55%
49%
35%
75%
36%
81%
48%
59%
46.5%
68%
68%
36%
43%
80%
85%
25%
32%
34%
33%
52%
Jt. /O
CJ
69%/o
55%/O
50%
48%
35%
56%
68%
51%
17%
45%
30%
18%

Billing
Broadcast
Change ($)
From 1959
>; i
+i 19 R
+i J.O
Ifi 3
13 1
10.1
9R
in 1i
Ti 1U.
-++1 D.J
+l R 9
3 7RJ
+l O.I
1+ o.D
+1 18lo./7
-11&
J.J
+1 Q 9
+ 11.0R
+ o
.DK
+ 91.3
+ 1Q
80.0a
93
t.i
+ na
Lo
1.1
+-4- 1 1 Q
11
+
+
+
+
+

+
+
+
+
+
+

U.D
b
U.o
O1.01
10
Z.O
U.b
99
2.1
0.45
0.6
1.1
3.1
0.7
2.5
1
0.1
0.56
*
0.4
2.2
*
2

1
2
3
4
5
6
■? R 7
8
119
10
13
12
16
14
15
19
17
18
20
23
21
24
22

28
26
29
27

32
30
33
31
34
35
A37
38
36
39
40
44
42
43
46
41
47
45
49
48
50

* Indicates agency was not listed in top 50 last year.
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Refining, Frenchette and Schmidt's in
radio and also Morton Frozen Foods,
Frenchette, Chase Manhattan Bank,
Scott Paper Co., Louis Marx & Co. and
National Biscuit in tv). Example of
broadcast involvement encouraged by
Bates: new client Mobil Oil participates
in 13 ABC-TV shows, 8 CBS-TV programs and is in spot tv.
B B D 0 : Combined tv-radio billing $ 1 00. 8
million; $84 million in television ($52
million in network, $32 million in spot) ;
$16.8 million in radio ($1.8 million in
network, $15 million in spot); tv-radio
share of overall billing: 40%.
BBDO's broadcast billing rose by almost $9 million, mainly because of increased spending by Pepsi-Cola Co. and
Du Pont and by the acquisition of new
accounts, including Smith-Corona Marchant, the Building Product Div. of
Armstrong Cork Co. and the PensiCola Bottling Co. of Los Angeles. The
billing increase reflects for the entire
year of 1961 Pepsi-Cola and Dodge
business, obtained in the spring of 1960.
The agency's most formidable gain
in 1961 was made in network tv, which
jumped by $7 million over 1960.
BBDO's most active clients in network
tv include Pepsi-Cola on ABC-TV's
Steve Allen Show, Du Pont on the Du
Pont Show of the Week on NBC-TV,
General Electric Co. on CBS-TV's General Electric Theater, General Mills on
NBC-TV's National Velvet, Campbell
Soup Co. on NBC-TV's Father of the

continued

Bride, U. S. Steel Corp. on U. S. Steel
Hour and Armstrong Cork on the Armstrong Circle Theatre (both on CBSTV). Among the major network participating advertisers mentioned above
are American Tobacco Co., Ocean
Spray Cranberries, Dodge cars and
Rexall Drug Co.
Among BBDO's top spot advertisers
are Du Pont, Dodge, Pan-American
Coffee Bureau, Smith-Corona, General
Mills, General Electric and Ocean
Spray.
Young & Rubicam: Combined tv-radio
billing $95.7 million; $86.5 million in
television ($70:5 million in network,
$16 million in spot); $9.2 million in radio ($4.8 million in network, $4.4 million in spot); tv-radio share of overall
billing: 44.5%.
Y & R's broadcast billing declined
from an estimated $106 million in 1960
to $95.7 million this year. The agency's
overall billing is reported to have increased slightly to about $215 million
but the radio-tv share fell to 44.5%
from 50% in 1960.
The most striking dip was made in
spot television. Y & R placed about
7.5% of its overall billing in spot tv this
year, as against approximately 12% in
1960. The agency's expenditures in network tv rose slightly, but in radio as
a whole fell by about $800,000.
The most substantial account loss at
Y & R this year involved the $6 million
American Airlines business which trans-

ferred to Doyle Dane Bernbach. The
agency also lost portions of the Gulf
Oil business amounting to about $2 million in 1961. But an agency coup, which
offset the losses, was the acquisition of
the $9 million Hunt Foods business
from Fitzgerald Adv., New Orleans.
Y & R continued its busy pace on network television, assigning its clients to
programs on all three networks. Prominent tv advertisers and the number of
programs in which they participate are:
American Home Products (7); BeechNut Life Savers (20); Bristol-Myers Co.
(27); the Drackett Co. (6); General
Foods Corp. (16; Johnson & Johnson
(15) and Procter & Gamble (6).
Spot advertisers in the Y & R fold
include Hunt Foods, Bristol-Myers, Borden, Armour & Co., American Home
Products, Chrysler Corp., General
Cigar, Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co.,
Thomas J. Lipton, P & G, Remington
Rand, Beech-Nut Life Savers, BristolMyers, Drake Bakeries, General Foods
and Travelers Insurance Co.
McCann-Erickson: Combined tv-radio
billing $91.9 million. $68.1 million in
television ($51 million in network, $17.1
million in spot); $23.8 million in radio
($5.5 million in network, $18.3 million
in spot); tv-radio share of overall billing: 46%.
The billing data includes both McCan -Erickson and McCann-Marschalk,
both subsidiaries of Interpublic Inc., although a spokesman pointed out that
this will be the last year for consolidated
figures. Radio-tv spending by McCann
showed a decline of almost $13 million,
caused in part by McCann-Erickson's

Salada Tea spot campaign rebuts radio's detractors
told him how much he enjoyed the
A solid boost for spot radio was
day (Nov. 20).
The radio investment, made
seen last week in Salada Tea's deSalada
cision to switch its entire advertisRAB commercials."
made a sales presentation to
through Cunningham & Walsh, involves
from
40
to
70
announceSalada
officials in Boston last Auing budget into a year-long radio
campaign in more than 20 markets.
ments aweek in each of the 20-plus
gust, stressing drop-off of newspapers
markets. The commercials, produced
outside city limits and the relative
The budget, spent almost entirely
by Stan Freberg, employ a light
in newspapers in the past, was estistrength of radio in those areas. Before that, the tea company had
mated at $1.5 million, but the cirtreatment
of
the
tea
industry's
overtested radio in Canada and was said
cumstances and implications of the
all "take tea and see" campaign.
to be favorably impressed with the
move — putting 100% reliance on raWonderful Response ■ The ansales effectiveness of the medium.
nouncement, issued through Radio
dio to do the entire advertising job
Advertising Bureau, which figured
— were considered by many obSalada was reported planning allout merchandising support for the
servers to be even more important
prominently
in Bob
the advertiser's
dethan the actual monetary figures.
cision, quoted
Palmer, media
campaign. The company's salesmen
supervisor
for
the
Salada
account,
are to be issued portable tape reSalada's decision runs directly
counter to the position taken by those
corders so they can play the comas saying that "response from peomercials for supermarkets, food
ple has already been wonderful.
who feel that radio's sales story has
not been getting across successfully
brokers and distributors. CunningShoppers, grocers, advertisers are
enough to some buyers (Broadcastham & Walsh reported that, in adcomplimenting us on the campaign."
Mr. Palmer said that, for examdition, many stations have contribing, Oct. 30). Salada's switch to
uted merchandising suggestions of
radio already has gone into effect
ple, when Salada Tea marketing
their own, ranging from a tea party
manager W. B. Horsey checked into
but had not been announced pendfor women listeners to a number of
a New York hotel a few nights ago,
ing preparation of a statement of
on-the-air contests.
details, which is being released to"the room clerk, noting his firm,
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It's

FIFTH

Avenue

in NEW

YORK

. . .

w

It's MAIN
STREET
in Ohio's Third
Market
The very fact that Dayton has a Main Street — as do many other communities within range of our
signal — says something significant. Not that we're bucolic, we trust, but that we are a kind
ple who aren't ashamed of Main Street. Programming to an audience like this requires an
standing ofthat attitude. It is not New York programming. It is Dayton-area programming
for more than twenty-five years, has won WHIO and WHIO-TV the respect accorded to an

of peounderwhich,
under-

standing friend. And, gentlemen of the media buying world, if we're not monumentally sophisticated, itmay pleasure you some to know we're mighty well fixed. Ask George P. Hollingbery.
WHIO

WHIO-AM-FM-TV
OHIO
Associated with WSB, WSB-TV, Atlanta, Georgia
and WSOC, WSOC-TV, Charlotte, North Carolina
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KMAU-KHBC-TV
KTLA .... Los Angeles . . .
KRON-TV . . San Francisco . .
KIRO-TV . . Seattle-Tacoma
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. . ABC
. . CBS
. . CBS
. . CBS
. . IND
. . NBC
. . CBS
. . NBC
. . NBC
. . CBS
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CBS
CBS
IND
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Pioneer Station Representatives Since 1932
n ■ w YORK
CHICAOO

ATLANTA
BOSTON

DETROIT
ST. LOUIS

FT. WORTH
DALLAS

LOS ANGELES
SAN FRANCISCO

FIRST
IN WORLD-WIDE
PASSENGER
EXPERIENCE
The time: February 8, 1919. The place: Le Bourget Airport, Paris. The plane: a Farman "Goliath." The event: the
first scheduled international passenger flight in history! And when the "Goliath" touched down in London after a
two-and-one-half-hour flight, the company to be known as Air France had pioneered a new concept in transportation. Aconcept that led Air France to similar "firsts" in Africa and South America . . . and ultimately made it the
world's largest airline. Since 1919, fantastic changes have taken place in every aspect of air travel. Swift Air
France jets speed to the far corners of the world. Passengers relax in luxury. . . enjoy gourmet French meals. And
they enjoy the two hallmarks of every Air France flight: experience and dependability. Which is why Air France is
the world's largest airline, with a 42-year record of flying experience and service. New Booklet: Write Air
France, P.O. Box 113, New York 10, New York, for a 52-page mB
VBIIMJiE
|hm
llustrated booklet, "Air France, World's Largest Airline." AIR^FRANWE
JE1
WORLD'S LARGEST AIRLINE/ PUBLIC RELATIONS PERSONNEL READY TO SERVE YOU IN N EW YORK, CHICAGO, LOS ANGELES, MONTREAL, MEXICO CITY
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loss of the $10 million Liggett & Myers
(Chesterfield, Oasis, Duke) business;
the $4 million Bulova account and approximately $3million worth of Colgate-Palmolive billing.
The McCann companies showed signs
of recovery later in the year, acquiring
several substantial accounts, but much
of this billing will be reflected primarily
in 1962. Between them, McCannErickson and McCann-Marschalk picked
up $6 million of business from Minute
Maid, plus a large number of smaller
accounts including Elgin Watch, Scripto
Inc., Tidy House and the Coca-Cola
Bottling Co. of Los Angeles.
During 1961 clients on network television included the Brunswick Corp.,
Coca-Cola Co., Colgate-Palmolive Co.,
Best Foods Div. of Corn Products,
Derby Foods, Liggett & Myers, National Biscuit Co. and Speidel. The long
list of spot advertisers is dominated by
such big spenders as the Nestle Co.,
General Motors (Buick), Coca-Cola
Co., Colgate-Palmolive, Helene Curtis
Industries, National Biscuit, Dorothy
Gray Ltd., Derby Foods and Swift &
Co. Network radio clients were the
Brunswick Corp., California Packing
Corp., Esso Standard Oil Co., Lucky
Lager Brewing Co. and Tidy House.
Benton & Bowles: Combined radio-tv
billing $83 million; $80.5 million in television ($43 million in network, $37.5
million in spot) ; $2.5 million in radio
($0.5 million in network, $2 million in
spot); share of overall billing: 75%.
Benton & Bowles' radio and television
billing comes chiefly from Procter &
Gamble, General Foods, Philip Morris
(Parliament, Benson & Hedges and
A.S.R. Products), S. C. Johnson and
now Texaco (acquired from Cunningham & Walsh earlier this year) .
B&B this year bought sponsorship in
at least 10 top prime-time tv network
shows — five for Procter & Gamble, including The Rifleman (ABC-TV) ; Dick
Van Dyke Show (CBS-TV); Car 54,
Where Are You? (NBC-TV), and five
for General Foods Inc., including Bugs
Bunny (ABC-TV) and The Danny
Thomas Show and The Andy Griffith
Show (CBS-TV). It also places considerable business in daytime shows and
in participations. The agency, light in
spot radio billing, used heavy spot tv
schedules for four accounts — Procter &
Gamble, General Foods, Philip Morris and Norwich Pharmacal Co. The
agency lost Schick, a busy broadcast
advertiser that billed $3 million overall, but replaced it with the additional
tobacco business plus Texaco.
Leo Burnett: Combined radio-tv billing, $75.6 million; $69.3 million in teleBROADCASTING, November 20, 1961

continued

rim Beaal

vision ($47.2 million in network, $22.1
million in spot); $6.3 million in radio nil wwiLwvJaww,t WmL
($300,000 in network, $6 million in
spot); share of overall billing: 58.9%.
Burnett's 1961 broadcast billing
shows an all-around, steady gain of WiUVfW»L WWlLWWfi
just above $10 million over 1960. No
single account acquisition or account
billing increase appears to explain the
growth — most of the agency's clients
seem to be spending more in broadcast.
Defray
Burnett during the year has had a
total of 14 clients using network tv, 4tWWlL WWjL WVVJt
nine with at least some prime-time billing. These advertisers include Procter
& Gamble, with Joey Bishop Show, Car
54, Where Are You? and The DetecVJWIL WW| WWU. w
tives, on NBC-TV, and The Real McCoys (ABC-TV) as well as Maytag,
with Steve Allen Show, and The Roar- ^ILVWIclvwil. Utlf i
ing Twenties (ABC-TV).
§ | Boca Ratol
Spot radio and television advertisers
include Allstate Insurance Co., Cracker
Jack Co., Kellogg, Philip Morris Inc.,
Parker Pen Co., Procter & Gamble,
Schlitz Beer, Swift meats and The Tea
Council.
Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample: Combined
tv-radio billing $69.3 million; $62.4 million in television ($39 million in network, $23.4 million in spot); $6.9 million in radio ($1.5 million in network,
$5.4 million in spot) ; tv-radio share of
overall billing: 66%.
D-F-S continues to show remarkable
billing strength, climbing in both television and radio. The agency lost L &
M cigarettes to J. Walter Thompson,
but acquired Coty plus other minor (in
broadcast) accounts. Among the network tv activity during the year: L &
M's appearance in 87th Precinct and
Dr. Kildare on NBC-TV, and Checkmate, Twilight Zone, Eyewitness to History and Gunsmoke, all CBS-TV. Sterling Drug is in Thriller (NBC-TV) and
Kildare on NBC-TV, and Route 66 and
Perry Mason on CBS-TV. Peter Paul
on ABC-TV is in Ozzie & Harriet and
The Roaring 20s. Among other buying: Frito's has a daytime participating
schedule on ABC-TV and General Mills
uses daytime and early-evening participations. Spot activity includes these
clients plus regionals such as Falstaff
Brewing.
PLUS MIAMI
N. W. Ayer & Son: Combined tv-radio
billing $63 million; $43.5 million in
television ($20 million in network,
$23.5 million in spot); $19.5 million in
radio ($2.5 million in network, $17 WWIL
10,000 WATTS Day
5.000 WATTS Night
million in spot) ; tv-radio share of over- 1580 KC
all billing: 40%.
WWIL-FM 33.000 WATTS
Ayer's broadcast billing is well ahead 103.5 MC
of last year's $57.8 million. This year's
Fort Lauderdale. Florida
increases for spot tv-radio can be traced
largely to a shift from network tv by
REPRESENTED BY WEED
Plymouth and Valiant. Ayer also can
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cite the Bob Newhart Show sponsored
by Sealtest.
In 1961, Ayer lost Blue Bell Inc. and
the Gordon Baking Co. It gained Newsweek, the Home Furnishings Division
of the Textile Fibers Department of
duPont and the former Capital Airlines
billings, now merged into United Air
Lines.
A roundup of Ayer network tv activities: American Telephone & Telegraph
Co., (Bell Telephone Hour, Bell Science
series, Threshold, a three-part series of
90-minute shows, and one CBS Reports) ;Corning Glass (Investigators,
Maverick, Thriller); duPont's Lucite
Wall Paint (participations in four shows
plus DuPont Show of the Week) ; Johnson & Johnson (Donna Reed, for Arres-

continued

000 in network, $900,000 in spot); tvradio share of overall billing: 65%.
A splurge in television spending by
various Compton clients accounted for
an almost $9 million rise in broadcast
billing, even though radio spending decreased by almost $1 million. The big
spenders at Compton are Procter &
Gamble, Schick Safety Razor Co., Alberto-Culver and Chesebrough-Pond's.
Procter & Gamble and Alberto-Culver
bought participations on a host of both
day and night network programs and
Chesebrough-Pond's was a substantial
daytime investor. Spot tv business was
placed for P & G, Alberto-Culver, Sterling Beer, Sterling Drug, American
Dairy Assn., Nalley's Foods, Quaker
Oats, Guild Wines and Wilson Meats.

Weir cites agency 'frivolity' with clients
Walter Weir,
"End result is that an $11 billion
chairman, execindustry functions in a most frivolous
utive commitmanner. Agencies stress and strain
tee, Donahue &
to please clients for the wrong reasons. They spend inordinate
Coe Inc., proamounts of time and money searchposes a "major
research projing for new business to protect
flanks. Agencies point out it takes
ect" for the
Assn. of Naabout two years to build an effective
account team and all is lost unless
tional Advertisers and the
the account stays put. They know
American Assn.
Mr. Weir
too that every time a million-dollar
of Advertising
account is lost overhead must be
Agencies. The
trimmed and about 10 people must
problem: agency-client relationships.
Calling upon advertisers to give
In a speech
the AFA'sin
second
districtdelivered
annual atmeeting
this matter "serious study," Mr.
Weir said they must understand
Hershey, Pa., Nov. 11, Mr. Weir
agency economics and operations,
said: "I am dismayed by the blithe
manner in which agency-client rela- the dangers of shifting millions of
tionships are severed — as well as by dollars from one agency to another
the needlessly expensive and theatrion a "silly whim." Advertisers have
much more to lose than the agencies
cal manner in which so many such
themselves,go."
he concluded.
relationships are established."
tin Cough Medicine), and P. H. Hanes
Knitting (Captain Kangaroo). Some
of these advertisers are in spot tv. A
major tv spot user is Atlantic Refining
(major league baseball in four areas and
year-round sponsorship of 39 tv weather
shows) .
Other clients in spot tv-radio: Ohio
Oil, First Pennsylvania Banking & Trust,
Polk Miller Corp.'s Sergeant's Flea and
Tick Spray (also in network tv) Hills
Bros. Coffee, Howard Johnson's Frozen
Foods, Illinois Bell Telephone, Hamilton Watch and Steinway & Sons (the
last two fm radio users).
William Esty Co.: Combined tv-radio
billing $60 million; $46 million in television ($39 million in network, $7 million in spot); $14 million in radio ($2
36

million in network, $12 million in spot) ;
tv-radio
share of overall billing:
70%.
William Esty's top network clients
are R. J. Reynolds Tobacco (it handles
all of the cigarette brands), Union Carbide, Ballantine and Thomas Leeming.
Three (Reynolds, Carbide and Leeming) are in Saturday Night at The
Movies on NBC-TV, and Reynolds also
participates in 7 other prime-time network shows. Union Carbide is in a
total of seven shows in prime time and
Ballantine's billing continues with
Mitch Miller on NBC-TV. Each of
these clients is a spot advertiser, and
Esty handles purchases in network radio
on behalf of some of them.
Compton Adv.: Combined tv-radio bill-

ing $58.6 million; $56.8 million in television ($28.8 million in network, $28
million in spot); $1.8 in radio ($900,Lennen & Newell: Combined tv-radio
billing $56.7 million; $54 million in
television ($36 million in network, $18
million in spot) ; $2.7 million in radio
(all in spot); tv-radio share of overall
billing: 63%.
The agency's heavy involvement with
television raised L & N's billing in the
broadcast media to an all-time high.
Radio investment also jumped by almost $2 million, reflecting increased
activity by spot advertisers.
L&N clients invested a larger portion
of their budgets this year in network television. Pace-setting advertisers included
Lorillard on the Ed Sullivan Show,
Hennesey, The Price Is Right and
Cain's Hundred; Colgate on various
daytime shows and on The Outlaws and
Rawhide; The American Gas Assn. on
the Barbara Stanwyck Show, and Best
Foods on daytime programs. Spot tv
advertisers included Lorillard, Colgate,
Cluett-Peabody, Cities Service, Armstrong Rubber Co., and the McCormick
Co. (tea and spices).
Foote, Cone & Belding: Combined tvradio billing $51.5 million; $46.5 million
in television ($29.8 million in network,
$16.7 million in spot); $5 million in
radio ($1.2 million in network, $3.8
million in spot); tv-radio share of overall billing: 51%.
Network tv received the largest share
of FC&B's broadcast billings increase
($5.5 million) during the year. Network is up by $4.2 million and spot tv
gained some $1.3 million.
FC&B's leading network tv adverseven daytime and five night-time shows;
seven daytime and five nighttime shows;
Kimberly-Clark (Defenders); S. C.
Johnson (Red Skelton, Garry Moore,
Gunsmoke); Menley & James (Contac,
a new cold remedy) which participates
in nine daytime and nighttime shows on
CBS-TV; and Hallmark Cards (Hallmark Hall of Fame). Sunbeam has a
heavy schedule on NBC-TV; General
Foods' S.O.S. cleanser and Kool-Aid
also are active in network. Paper-Mate
is in American Bandstand.
FC&B's Chicago office lost $2 million
in Minneapolis Honeywell Regulator
business in April. Lever's Airwick also
moved out this year. Accounts gained:
Purex Corp.'s Wrisley and Cuticura
lines of drugs and toiletries (by the Los
Angeles office) as well as Seaboard
Finance (effective Jan. 1, 1962) and
Menley & James.
Tv spot advertisers include Armour,
Kimberly-Clark, General Foods, Sunkist Growers, Angostura-Wupperman,
Savarin coffee, Clairol, Lever, Halo,
Hawaiian Pineapple, Paper-Mate, Purex,
Trans-World Airlines, Zenith Radio,
BROADCASTING, November 20, 1961

Man,
trail
You

know

they're
-and

on

our

GAINING!

how many wimmin

listen regularly to WDAY

Radio, in the Fargo area? The latest 55-county Pulse Area
Report gives us 155,100 grow'd-up females — which is 42%
more than the second station! (6 a.m. to 12 midnight, Mon.
thru Fri., March-April, '61.)
At times, this audience gets as high as 87% more wimmin
than Station B (7 to 9 a.m.).
We must admit we like the ladies. If you do, too (for
commercial reasons, that is) you really got no other choice
than WDAY Radio, the big adult-preferred station in the
Red River Valley! Ask PGW.

WDAY
FARGO,

N.

D.

NBC • 5000 WATTS
970 KILOCYCLES
PETERS, GRIFFIN, WOODWARD,
Exclusive National Representatives
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B. F. Goodrich and Menley & James.
Kenyon & Eckhardt: Combined tv-radio
billing $46.2 million; $42 million in
television ($35.7 million in network,
$6.3 million in spot); $4.2 million in
radio ($400,000 in network, $3.8 million in spot); tv-radio share of over-all
billing: 49.4%.
Broadcast billing fell slightly during
the year at K&E. The agency lost about
$4 million from the defection of various Lever Bros, brands and A.S.R.
Products. A major portion of this loss
was recouped in a budget increase by
the makers of Metrecal, the Edward
Dalton Co. Division of Mead Johnson
& Co.
Network television was assigned a
heavy share of expenditures for K & E
clients and among the more active advertisers were the Lincoln-Mercury Division of the Ford Motor Co., Edward
Dalton Co., National Biscuit Co., Eldon
Industries Inc. (a new client), American Chicle Co. and Beecham Products
Inc. K&E customers also participated
in a variety of special programs —
Lincoln-Mercury on Leonard Bernstein
and the New York Philharmonic, Shell
Oil Co. on Shell's Wonderful World of
Golf and Pabst Brewing Co. on American Football League telecasts.
Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell & Bayles:
Combined tv-radio billing $41.2 million;
$35.4 million in television ($27.4 million in network, $8 million in spot):
$5.8 million in radio (all spot); tvradio share of overall billing: 66%.
The assignment of Lever Bros.' detergents this year was a major factor in
SSC&B's $8.9 million increase in tv
billing. Lever's activity in spot radio led
to a $300,000 boost in radio billing.
Among SSC&B clients active this year
tv and in spot
in network Tobacco
and' tv:
American
(Pallradio
Mall cigarettes) inThriller, Tales of Wells Fargo
and Joey Bishop; Carter Products, in

continued

Hawaiian Eye, Douglas Edwards News,
Sunday News Special and Pro Football
KickofJ; Lever, in network tv daytime
shows for All detergent, plus Have Gun,
Will Travel for Lifebuoy; Thos J. Lipton {Jack Benny); Noxzema Chemical,
a participant in eight network shows;
Best Foods Div. of Corn Products Co.
(Shinola), in six CBS-TV shows including Investigators and Frontier Circus;
Sperry & Hutchinson Co. {Dinah
Shore), and Bulova Watch, in six nighttime shows on NBC.
SSC&B's other major tv accounts include Block Drug {Jack Paar, Ben
Casey and others) ; Vick Chemical
(eight CBS daytime shows), Sterling
Drug and Duffy Mott Co. The agency
has not lost any accounts this year.
Campbell-Ewald Co.: Combined tv-radio billing $32 million; $26 million in
television ($21 million in network, $5
million in spot) ; $6 million in radio
($4 million in network, $2 million in
spot); tv-radio share of overall billing:
33V3%.
CE is network heavy, and has reversed a trend this year: its radio-tv
share is back up. Otherwise the billing
picture is about the same as in the past.
Chevrolet dropped the Dinah Shore
Show during the year, picked up
Bonanza on NBC-TV, and continued
with My Three Sons on ABC-TV and
Route 66 on CBS-TV. It has billed
also on Danny Kaye's one-time appearance on CBS-TV this season, and has
United Motor Service (Delco) on Game
of the Week on CBS-TV. Chevrolet is
in network and spot radio; UMS also
is in spot radio as is General Motors
Acceptance Corp. Spot tv advertisers
include National Bank of Detroit and
Detroit Edison.
Grey Adv.: Combined tv-radio billing
$30.5 million; $22.2 million in television ($15.8 million in network, $6.4
million in spot); $8.3 million in radio
($800,000 in network, $7.5 million in

ARBITRON'S DAILY CHOICES
Listed below are the highest ranking the American
Research Bureau,
television shows for each day of the These ratings are from a sample of
week Nov. 9-15, as rated by the 1 ,200 television homes per half Rating
hour
National Arbitron instant ratings of properly distributed across the U. S.
Date
Network
Program and Time
25.4
Thur., Nov. 9
Dr. Kildare (8:30 p.m.)
NBC-TV
Fri, Nov. 10
Route 66 (8:30 p.m.)
21.8
CBS-TV
Sat.. Nov. 11
28.1
28.7
Perry Mason (7:30 p.m.)
CBS-TV
Bonanza (9 p.m.)
Sun, Nov. 12
23.8
NBC-TV
Price Is Right (8:30 p.m.)
Mon, Nov. 13
NBC-TV
Tue, Nov. 14
25.8
Garry Moore Show (10 p.m.)
CBS-TV
31.0
Wed, Nov. 15
Wagon Train (7:30 p.m.)
NBC-TV
Copyright 1961 American Research Bureau
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spot); tv-radio share of over-all billing:
53.5%.
Grey boosted its broadcast money by
more than $4 million over 1960, with
old-line accounts such as Revlon and
Block Drug raising its radio-tv investment and new funds accruing from
P. Lorillard for Old Gold Spin Filters.
The biggest gain was in network tv
which added $2.6 million over 1960.
Network tv business was provided by
Lorillard, Procter & Gamble (Lilt),
Mennen Co., Revlon, Block Drug, General Electric Photo Lamp Dept., Lionel
Corp., and Ideal Toy Co. The active
spot advertisers were Greyhound, Hoffman Beverages, Hudson Pulp & Paper
Corp., Ideal Toy, Lorillard, Martinson
Coffee, Mennen, Palm Beach Co.,
Phillips-Van Heusen Corp., Revlon,
Pder& Bros.
G, Ward Baking Co. and ShwayNeedham, Louis & Brorby: Combined
radio-tv billing $28.8 million; $23.7
million in television ($19.2 million in
network, $4.5 million in spot); $5.1
million in radio ($900,000 in network,
$4.2 million in spot); share of over-all
billing: 55%.
NL&B, which gained more than $2
million in broadcast billing in 1961,
had eight clients in network tv — Campbell Soup, Humble Oil, S. C. Johnson,
Kraft Foods, Mars Inc., Massey-Ferguson, Renault and State Farm Insurance.
Together, these clients have time in 18
prime-time network tv shows and nonprime specials and daytime participations.Household
Among the agency's
users are
Finance nine
Co.,spot
Krafttv
Foods, Mars Inc. and Campbell Soup.
NL&B bought spot radio this year for
10 clients, including Rival Packing Co.,
Morton Salt, Renault, Humble Oil and
Kraft. The agency's two network radio
advertisers are Campbell Soup and International Minerals & Chemical Corp.
D'Arcy Adv.: Combined tv-radio billing
$28.4 million; $20.9 million in television
($9 million in network, $11.9 million in
spot);lion in$7.5
million$6.3in million
radio ($1.2
milnetwork,
in spot);
tv-radio share of overall billing: 35%.
D'Arcy observers attribute its increase
in billing this year to two factors —
steeper media costs and added business
from Breast O' Chicken Tuna. No significant account changes were made
during the year. D'Arcy's heavy tv billings include participations during daytime hours in network, and spot tv
throughout the day for such clients as
Colgate-Palmolive (Halo), AnheuserBusch, Studebaker-Packard, Gerber
Baby Foods and Standard Oil (Indiana). Studebaker-Packard was represented in early-evening time on CBSTV's Mr. Ed series. Other advertisers
active in spot tv and radio include
Royal-Crown Cola and Lenox China.
BROADCASTING, November 20, 196!

AND HERE'S
SALES MANAGEMENT'S

A
m

PROJECTION

If

MARKET
OF WTVJ'S

IN 1962!*

Population
1,939,690
Households
634,310

Income
Retail Sales

$4,284,882,000
$3,316,763,000

WTVJ covers 14 counties with the area's only undu plicated
network signal. WTVJ consistently pulls top ratings, too . . .
delivers greatest share of audience in both Miami and Palm
Beach*? Only WTVJ will give your schedule complete coverage
of the South Florida market.
'Marketing on the Move,
Sales Management Nov. 10, 1961
**Miami, June '61 ARB
Palm Beach, March '61 ARB

WTVJ

TELEVISION IN
SOUTH FLORIDA

A Wometco Enterprises, Inc. Station • South Florida's Largest Daily Circulation

'Panorama7

on

WNBF-TV,

Binghamton

PRIME-TIME SERIES on WNBF-TV, 'Panorama' examines major facets of the community's political,
economic and cultural life. It features such informed personalities as (A) Secretary Goldberg (B) leading editors and newswriters from the station's 19-county area (C) Governor Nelson Rockefeller (D)
leaders among foreign students at Cornell University.
Prime
which

example

of the programming

creative talent and

are continually

building

through

community

leadership

new

into Tele-

vision on stations represented

vision

by

|^

"A community, like an individual,
needs to 'know itself.' Just as selfknowledge strengthens a man, so
does it provide a cohesive force for
community progress. At WNBF-TV,
we feel nothing can better serve the
public interest than to provide the
means to such an end. So we developed 'Panorama'— a carefullyproduced prime-time series to give
our entire community a deeper understanding of its people, its resources and its George
future." R. Dunham
General Manager, WNBF-TV

Spotlighting
of

local

matters

significance

'Panorama' deals with vital questions:
How is the crisis in education being met
locally? How do foreign students at a
local university regard our nation and its
citizens? How do local police maintain
24-hour protection? How has local employment been increased and diversified?
Presenting informed answers to such
questions, in a way that captures community attention, is a constant challenge.
It keeps the Public Affairs Division of
WNBF-TV on-the-go...to Mansfield State
Teachers College to see how students of
tomorrow will be trained ... to the Binghamton Police Department for a day-andnight stretch with patrols ... to Cornell
University to arrange a foreign-student
panel . . . even to Washington, D. C. to put
on camera Secretary Goldberg's helpful
views on a major local development, the
battle for revived economy at Scranton.
Every month, for more than a quartermillion families, 'Panorama' examines
some important facet of community life.
Each program is telecast in prime time for
maximum viewing. Response has been
thoughtful and gratifying.
Along with comment from local leaders,
'Panorama' triggered newspaper articles
on local highway problems, with liberal
use of direct quotes from the program.
'Panorama' is always timely. Emphasis
is always local. Evidence of thoroughness
in its over-all planning can be gained from
the fact that the West End Brewing Company of Utica, after reviewing the format
and preliminary scripts, decided to sponsor the program from its very first telecast.
To Blair-TV, creative public-affairs programming bygreat stations like WNBFTV is a constant source of inspiration. We
are proud to serve more than a score of
such stations in national sales.

BLAIR-TV

Televisions" s first exclusive
national representative, serving;
W-TEN-Albany-Schenectady-Troy
WFBG-TV-Altoona-Johnstown
WNBF-TV -Binghamton
WHDH-TV- Boston
WCPO-TV- Cincinnati
WEWS- Cleveland
WBNS-TV- Columbus
KTVT— Dallas-Ft. Worth
K0A-TV- Denver
KFRE-TV- Fresno
WNHC-TV- Hartford-New Haven
WJIM-TV- Lansing
KTTV-Los Angeles
WMCT- Memphis
WDSU-TV-New Orleans
WOW-TV -Omaha
WFIL-TV- Philadelphia
WIIC- Pittsburgh
KGW-TV- Portland
WPRO-TV- Providence
KING-TV -Seattle-Tacoma
KTVI-St. Louis
WFLA-TV — Tampa-St. Petersburg
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Cunningham & Walsh: Combined tvradio billing $28.5 million; $21 million
in television ($10 million in network,
$11 million in spot); $7.5 million in
radio ($0.5 million in network, $7 million in spot); tv-radio share of overall
billing: 49%.
The big news at Cunningham &
Walsh during the year was unfortunate
news: the termination of a long-standing client relationship with Texaco, said
to be billing approximately $14.5 million, of which perhaps as much as $12
million is said to be in broadcast. The
loss is being felt in the fourth quarter
of 1961. Andrew Jergens, however,
has increased its allocation to broadcast
(invests in daytime network participations). American Machine & Foundry
as well as Boyle-Midway's participations
in American Home Products' programs
continue to pace the agency's broadcast
operations. Salada, a new account, is
spending considerably in spot radio (see
page 30). C&W also lost Revell (toys)
and Smith-Corona Marchant.
Norman, Craig & Kummel: Combined
tv-radio billing $25.5 million; $23.3
million in television ($18.4 million in
network, $4.9 million in spot); $2.2
million in radio ($200,000 in network,
$2 million in spot); tv-radio share of
overall billing: 73%.
Norman, Craig & Kummel is moving
into 1962 with increased billing (it has
just picked up the bulk of the Revlon
business to add to a portion it already
had) and with a greater volume of
radio-tv. Its jump in broadcast billing
amounts to nearly $10 million, a hefty
increase that's most noticeable in network. NC&K now has a formidable
list of clients in network tv: ColgatePalmolive, Chesebrough-Pond's, Hertz
and Dow Chemical among them. Heavy
spot advertisers include these and Revlon (which is also in network). Another coup for the agency: The heavybroadcast-billing Schick account which
moved its approximate $3 million billing from Benton & Bowles early in the
Erwin Wasey, Ruthrauff & Ryan: Comyear.
bined tv-radio billing $23.2 million;
$20.9 million in television ($17.4 million in network, $3.5 million in spot);
$2.3 mililon in radio ($500,000 in network, $1.8 million in spot); tv-radio
share of overall billing: 36%.
Billing at EWR&R was off slightly
more than $2 million in 1961, mirroring
a sharp pruning of radio expenditures
by about $5 million. Television billing
rose more than $2 million. Carnation
Milk was the pace-setter in network tv
billing but other business in this area
was provided by Dutch Master Cigars

continued

and Staley Mfg. Spot activity was from
KLM
Corp. Airlines, General Electric, Campana Sales, Carnation and Thermo-Fax
Wade Adv. Inc.: Combined radio-tv
billing: $21.2 million; $21.1 million in
television ($12.3 million in network,
$8.8 million in spot); $100,000 in radio
(all spot; share of overall billing: 81%.
Wade's broadcast billing which is almost entirely in television remained
about the same as in 1960. Active tv
advertisers are Miles Labs, Toni's Deep
Magic, International Milling Co., Fannie May candies and Campana Sales.
Campbell-Mithun: Combined tv-radio
billing $19 million; $13 million in television ($7.5 mililon in network; $5.5
million in spot); $6 million in radio (all
spot); tv-radio share of overall billing:
48%.
C-M moved up $2 million, with its
biggest gain $1.5 million) registered in
radio. Network tv increased $1 million
and spot tv dropped $500,000.
Active in network tv were Theo.
Hamm Brewing Co., Pillsbury Mills,
Wilson Sporting Goods and American
Dairy Assn. Heavy spot tv clients include Hamm, Malt-O-Meal Co., Pillsbury and Top- Value Stamps. Principal
spot radio clients: Hamm, Northwest
Orient Airlines, Top-Value Stamps and
Pillsbury. New clients include part of
the Minneapolis-Honeywell account and
Admiral Television Corp.
Maxon Inc.: Combined tv-radio billing
$19 million; $17.6 million in television
($16.3 million in network, $1.3 million
in spot); $1.4 million in radio ($100,000
in network, $1.3 million in spot); tvradio share of overall billing: 59%.
Maxon continues its steady growth
this year, showing its nearly $1 million
gain chiefly in network tv and slipping
just a bit in overall radio billing. As
usual, Gillette is a top Maxon broadcast
client, particularly as a heavy user of
network sports. The agency lost only
D. W. G. Cigar Corp. (used syndicated
shows), with billing attrition to become
effective at yearend, but picked up a
few accounts — among them A. E. Staley
(Diaper Sweet and Blue Raindrops),
McKesson & Robbins and Norcliffe
Labs.
Gardner Adv. Co.: Combined tv-radio
billing $18.6 million; $15 million in
television ($7 million in network, $8
million in spot); $3.6 million in radio
($250,000 in network, $3.3 million in
46.5%
spot); tv-radio share of overall billing:
Gardner felt a slight decline in television but its radio total is about the
(BROADCAST ADVERTISING) 41
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same this year. Most of the loss was
in network television. Gardner apparently isin a solid position for future
gains,
havingspread
added and
Procter
Gamble's
Jif peanut
Dx &Sunray
Oil
among other accounts during the year.
It lost Chevrolet Dealers Assn. of Greater St. Louis, National Car Rentals and
Wabash Railroad Co.
Network billing strength: Ralston
Purina (Leave it to Beaver on ABCTV), P & G (Duncan Hines) in daytime shows and Anheuser-Busch's NBCTV regional sports schedule. Added to
these advertisers, which are active in
spot tv, the radio-tv spot heavies at
Gardner include Grove Labs (BromoQuinine), P & G's Jif, General Electric,
Pet Milk, A & P, Clark Bros, chewing
gum and No-Cal. Pet Milk is in network radio (Grand Ole Opry).
Doherty, Clifford, Steers & Shenfield:
Combined tv-radio billing $18.2 million; $16 million in television ($11.2
million in network, $4.8 million in
spot); $2.2 million in radio ($400,000 in network, $1.8 million in spot);
tv-radio share of overall billing: 68%.
DCSS's broadcast billing share increased 8% mainly because of a spot
tv increase. In network tv are Better
Vision Institute, Bristol-Myers Co.,
Eastman Chemical Products, Northam
Warren Corp., and Standard-Triumph
Motor Co. Bristol-Myers has used 11
network programs, while Northam Warren participated in four. DCSS has 11
clients in spot tv, including BristolMyers, Grove Labs, Jackson Brewing,
Kimberly-Clark, Noxzema Chemical
Co. and Shulton Inc. Grove Labs and
Bristol-Myers were active in both network and spot radio, while Jackson
Brewing, Chemway Corp., Narragan-

A tv success:

There's an evident drop-off in Tatham-Laird's radio-tv billing this year
compared with last year and it shows up
chiefly in network television, (down
nearly $4 million from last year's estimates). Spot tv is reported to be off
about $2 million. Radio remains the
same. Procter & Gamble, Whitehall
Labs, Boyle-Midway, Wander Co. and
Mennen continue as the agency's biggun network tv clients. Most of them
also appear in spot as do Butter-Nut
foods. General Mills, Bauer & Black and
Serta Assoc. Network radio comes from
Whitehall, Mennen and Abbott Labs,
and spot radio from Clark Gas,
P & G, Mennen and Butter-Nut. Butter-Nut was an account gained from
DArcy (for 11 western states) this
past year along with Bauer & Black
(from Leo Burnett), Monsanto Chemical (from Needham, Louis & Brorby),
and the confections division of Wander
(no previous agency).
Ogilvy, Benson & Mather Inc.: Combined tv-radio billing $16.7 million; $15
million in television ($8.3 million in
network, $6.7 million in spot); $1.7 million in radio ($300,000 in network, $1.4
million in spot); tv-radio share of overall billing: 35.58%.
OB&M is only a shade (some $500,000) behind the 1960 broadcast level,
and a full $1 million below its former
mark in tv only. This is the agency that

the sale of bulk beef

An experimental spot tv campaign
by Bruhn's Freezer Meat Co. in the
Pittsburgh area may lead to the use
of the medium by the distributor of
bulk beef in other major cities of the
country. Don Dayton, general manager of the Pittsburgh branch of
Bruhn's, reports that the meat company conducted a five-week campaign on WIIC (TV) Pittsburgh and
that the results were "truly amazing
and rapid."
Mr. Dayton said Bruhn's had tried
other media for six months but the results were unsatisfactory. Since the
company sells only quarters and
halves of beef and other meats, he
pointed out, it had to pinpoint advertising tohomes that owned freez42
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sett Brewing, U. S. Tobacco and George
Wiedemann Brewing used spot radio.
Tatham-Laird Inc: Combined tv-radio
billing $18.1 million; $16.2 million in
television ($8.2 million in network, $8
million in spot); $1.9 million in radio
($450,000 in network, $1.45 million in
spot); tv-radio share of overall billing:
68%.

(BROADCAST ADVERTISING)

ers, largely middle-income and upperincome groups. Bruhn's decided on
a one-minute spot campaign on the
morning Kay Neuman Show on
WIIC. Commercials stress that
Bruhn's is a quality meat outlet. The
first day the commercials appeared,
he added, 29 persons drove to the
company's plant outside of Pittsburgh and bought an average of
400 pounds per customer, and the
sales pattern continued. Mr. Dayton
said he is recommending to Bruhn's
national headquarters that other
branches use tv. He also suggests
that the programming and commercial approach be similar to the one
utilized in Pittsburgh.

is placing almost all of the Shell business in newspapers this year. Network
stalwarts at the agency include BristolMyers (Ban) in 12 programs; General
Foods (Maxwell House) in such shows
as Mrs. G Goes to College and Father
Knows Best (CBS-TV), plus others
(Laramie, National Velvet on NBC-TV,
Captain Kangaroo on CBS-TV, etc.);
Lever (Dove-Vim) in 6 shows; Pepperidge bread in several daytime programs and Helena Rubinstein in Update
(Saturday afternoon show). The same
advertisers with the addition of a brief
Shell campaign and Schweppes make
up the spot tv advertiser list. Shell,
Tetley, Schweppes and Maxwell House
are in spot radio. The agency lost Armstrong Cork but picked up KLM; Sears,
Roebuck, and General Foods' Open Pit.
Grant Adv.: Combined tv-radio billing
$15 million; $12 million in television
($4 million in network, $8 million in
spot); $3 million in radio ($0.5 million
in network, $2.5 million in spot); tvradio share of overall billing: 43%.
An air of tranquility settled over the
Grant shop in contrast to the client
shuffling in 1960, when Dodge and
other accounts moved out, but others
such as Fiat moved in. Monarch wine
withdrew this year.
Grant's broadcast clients include
Landers, Frary & Clark, Penick & Ford,
Fiat, Comet Rice, Swanson Cookie Co.,
Dr. Pepper (ABC Radio's Flair and
four ABC-TV daytime shows), Warren
Petroleum, Dip 'n' Sip Inc., Pacific
Airlines, Alaska Airlines, Packard-Bell,
Doric Co., Cain Products, Long Island
Railroad and Jiffy Products.
W. B. Doner: Combined tv-radio billing
$13.6 million; $8.5 million in television
($4 million in network, $4.5 million
in spot); $5.1 million in radio ($500,000 in network, $4.6 million in spot);
tv-radio share of over-all billing: 80%.
National Brewing's and Speedway
Petroleum's heavy investments in broadcast media figure in W. B. Doner's $2.1
million jump.
up $2
million
from a Spot
year tv's
ago,share
even is though
network tv is down about $500,000.
Network has essentially remained the
same, but spot radio is up $600,000.
The allagency's
billing rosebroadcast
from 58%share
to of
80%over-in
one year.
New accounts also contributed to
Doner's higher billing — R. G. Dun
Cigar, Standard Drug, Bruning Paint
and Henri's Food Products. Timex
Corp. left the agency during the year.
Parkson Adv.: Combined tv-radio billing $13.5 million; $13.5 million in television ($12.8 million in network; $700,000 in spot); no reportable radio; tv
BROADCASTING, November 20, 1961
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share of overall billing; 85%.
Parkson's client is J. B. Williams Co.,
which is this year in network tv nearly as heavily as in the past, although it
has diverted funds increasingly from
network to spot. Its radio-tv billing has
declined about $1.3 million, continuing
a drop that was discernible a year ago
when its total broadcast billing went
down nearly $2 million. J. B. Williams
this year has been in such network
programs as The Untouchables and the
Lawrence Welk Show on ABC-TV and
is heavily engaged in daytime participations.
Fuller & Smith & Ross Inc: Combined
radio and tv billing $13.1 million;
$12.4 in television ($9.6 million in network, $2.8 million in spot); $700,000
in radio (all spot); tv-radio share of
overall billing: 25%.
FSR's total broadcast billing fell
$600,000 in 1961, even though the
agency landed the Lehn & Fink Products account, worth about $2 million in
tv billings, and three other broadcast
accounts. Loss is attributed to Libbeydrop.
Owens-Ford Co.'s $2 million billings
Tv network advertisers include Aluminum Co. of America (Alcoa Premiere,
ABC-TV); Coats & Clark, Lehn &
Fink, Matson Lines (daytime participations); Williamson-Dickie (special
sports events on CBS-TV and NBCTV), and Libbey-Owens-Ford (nighttime participations).
FSR bills in spot tv for 12 accounts,
including Lehn & Fink Products; Hercules Powder Co., and McCulloch
Corp. Active in spot radio are Alcoa,
M. Polaner & Son, Cool-Ray Inc., National Gypsum Co., Eljer Div. of the
Murray Corp., and Hans Hotterbasch
Co.
Geyer, Morey, Madden & Ballard: Combined tv-radio billing $12.5 million; $7
million in television ($3 million in network, $4 million in spot) ; $5.5 million
in radio ($2.5 million in network, $3
million in spot); tv-radio share of overall billing: 32%.
There were no major changes in
GMM&B's broadcast billing picture in
1961, a year of growth through merger
(acquiring The Caples Co. in November
1960 and Western Advertising Agency
last April) which raised GMM&B's total volume to approximately $40 million. Billings are up in each area of
broadcast media, for a total gain of
$2.5 million over last year.
GMM&B's broadcast advertisers include: B. T. Babbitt, Lehn & Fink
Products Corp., Irish International Airlines, Rambler dealer groups, American Motors (Rambler cars and Kelvi-

continued

nator washing machines, Sinclair Refining, Aabern Pharmacal, Illinois State
Highway Toll Commission, Walker
Mfg. (automotive accessories), DeKalb
Agricultural Assn., J. I. Case, Richfield
Oil Corp. of New York, and Union
Pacific Railroad.

Donahue & Coe: Combined radio-tv
billing $11.8 million; $8.7 million in
tv ($4.8 million in network, $3.9 million in spot); $3.1 million in radio
($800,000 in network, $2.3 million in
spot);
34%. tv-radio share of overall billing:

Donahue & Coe's most significant
development of the year was its acquisition ofthe Cohen & Aleshire agency, reflecting in part its increase of
$2.2 million in total radio-tv billing.
Also this year, D & C obtained the spot
radio Squirt Beverage business, but
lost the Scripto pen account.
Columbia Pictures this fall moved into network program sponsorship — ABCTV's ABC Evening Report. Other network tv clients: E. R. Squibb & Sons
(also in ABC Evening Report): Bosco
(Dennis the Menace); 4-Way Cold
Tablets (Today); Foster Grant Sunglas esToday,
(
This Is Your Life,
Hong Kong and others); Burlington
Hosiery
(Today and People Are Funny).
The agency's
spot advertiser
s include: Arnold tv
Bakers,
River Brand
Rice, MGM Pictures, McC all's Magazine, U.S. Tobacco, Columbia Pictures, E. R. Squibb, Bosco, 4-Way, Sarong, Dr. Scholl's Foot Products, and
Security National Bank. Active network radio clients: Kiwi Polish, 4-Way,
Burlington and Dr. Scholl. In spot radio: Kasco Dog Food, 4-Way, Lydia
E. Pinkham, Arnold, Acnotabs, Bankers Trust, Columbia Pictures, MGM,
Allied Artists among others.
D. P. Brother & Co.: Combined tv-radio billing $11.6 million; $9.1 million
in television ($8.7 million in network,
$400,000 in spot); $2.5 million in radio ($2 million in network, $500,000
in spot); tv-radio share of overall billing: 33%.
A slight increase in broadcast billing at D. P. Brother resulted from expansion in television by various General Motors Corp. divisions. Oldsmobile
accounted for a large portion of the
billing through its one-half sponsorship
of CBS-TVs Garry Moore Show.
Other GM units active in network tv
are A. C. Spark Plug on Laramie and
the Guide Lamp div. on NFL Game
of the Week. Oldsmobile also sponsors
Lowell Thomas and the News on CBS
Radio. Clients in spot radio are OldsBROADCASTING, November 20, 1961
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mobile, General Motors Guardian
Maintenance, A. C. Spark Plug, Harrison Air Conditioning and Rochester
Carburetor divisions of GM.
Keyes, Madden & Jones: Combined tvradio billing $11.4 million; $10.2 million in television ($4.2 million in network, $6 million in spot), $1.4 million
in radio ($0.2 million in network, $1.2
all billing: 52%.
Brown & Williamson tobacco (Raleigh brand) dominates KM&J's billing
in network tv with participations in
Bus Stop, Surf side Six, New Breed and
Captain of Detectives. B&W's Sir Walter Raleigh pipe tobacco continues cosponsorship of Make That Spare. The
year's big loss was Congoleum-Nairn's
withdrawal of $3.1 million billing.
Other KM&J regulars in broadcast
media: Florists' Telegraph Delivery
Assn., National Presto Industries, Reand H.vereH.Camera,
HixonDr.Co.West's Toothpaste
Doyle Dane Bernbach Inc.: Combined
radio-tv billing $11.3 million; $9.6 mil-

Highbrows

lion in television ($5.2 million in network, $4.4 million in spot); $1.7 million in radio (all spot); broadcast share
of total billing: 25%.
DDB's broadcast billing dropped $2.1
million in 1961, mostly because of the
loss of the Alpine cigarette account.
Tv network was down by almost $5
million, again because of the Alpine
loss plus Chemstrand's drop in network
tv billing. Chemstrand, however, still
participates in network tv (mostly daytime). Polaroid has been in 16 nighttime network tv shows this year, and
in the Today show and the Jack Paar
Show (both NBC-TV). Puritron Corp.
uses Jack Paar also.
Spot tv clients include Olin Mathieson, El Al Airlines, Schenley Industries,
Five Day Deodorant, Coffee of Colombia and Dreyfus & Co. Active spot radio accounts include American Airlines,
Laura Scudder, Thorn McAn shoes,
Schenley
Brewing. Industries and West End
Guild, Bascom & Bonfigli: Combined

for Lowenbrau

A local spot radio campaign in
Daytona Beach, Fla., to introduce
Munich Lowenbrau draught beer
was termed "a wonderful testimonial
to the effectiveness of local spot radio creatively employed." Passing
out the bouquet was Murray A.
Valenstein, account executive for
Lowenbrau's agency for national advertising, Leber & Katz Inc., New
York, though the agency had no part
in the campaign.
Looking for a way to stimulate his
local draught-beer sales, distributor
Ira Bickhart turned to Jerry Norman, commercial manager of WQXQ
Daytona Beach. Mr. Bickhart's
main problem was lining up several
of the city's best restaurants and bars
to sell his "quality" product. Mr.
Norman suggested that WQXQ's
good-music program format would
reach the discriminating type of consumer who would help create a demand for Lowenbrau.
Mr. Norman first set a basic
schedule of 24 one-minute announcements each week. But then he deviated from the routine approach. He
called on Sari Smith, the station's
copywriter, to prepare a series of
tailor-made spots for the establishments which Mr. Bickhart considered his prime prospects. Station
salesmen carried the pitch to each
of the key retailers, who purchased
an additional 18 spots for a total of
46

continued

42 spots weekly.
Miss Smith created individualized
copy to project the character of each
restaurant or cocktail lounge. These
were interspersed among the distributor's spots. For example, a halfhour after hearing the Lowenbrau
spot, listeners would hear a spot for
the "Olde Tymer Saloon," evoking
all the gay nineties atmosphere of
the establishment and stressing the
fact that Lowenbrau was served on
draught.
Starting June 7, the campaign ran
continuously through Sept. 9, Monday through Saturday. Total cost
of the campaign including advertising bought by outlets: $1,068.
Mr. Bickhart's goal for the introductory campaign was eight new
accounts. These were signed up during the first three weeks. And from
that point, in the words of the distributor, the problem was to keep
distribution limited. He had promised exclusivity in a given area. Arrangements were made during the
second month, however, to sign two
more accounts. Demand at the consumer level was greater than the
distributor had estimated.
Lowenbrau's area supervisor for
the Daytona Beach market declared:
"This was the most successful introduction of Lowenbrau-on-draught I
have ever experienced in any mar-
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tv-radio billing $11.1 million; $9.7 million in television ($7 million in network,
$2.7 million in spot); $1.4 million in
radio $100,000 in network, $1.3 million
in spot) ; tv-radio share of overall billing: 69%.
GB&B's broadcast billing dipped
about $700,000. There was a de-emphasis of spot tv by some of its clients in
favor of printed media. Ralston Purina
continues as GB&B's leading broadcast
account and is in such network programs as Leave It to Beaver, The Hathaways, Expedition, Silents Please and
Guestward Ho. GB&B regained the
Foremost Dairies account, estimated at
about $4.5 million, from BBDO two
months ago, but this billing will not
have a substantial effect until 1962.
Active spot accounts during the year
included Skippy Peanut Butter, Ralston,
Carling Brewing, Tidy House and Mary
Ellen's Cookies.
Lawrence C. Gumbinner Adv. Inc.:
Combined tv-radio billing $10.6 million; $7.3 million in television ($2.8
million in network, $4.5 million in
spot); $3.3 million in radio ($300,000
in network, $3 million in spot); broadcast share of total agency billing: 45%.
Gumbinner, which appeared on the
top 50 agencies list for the first time
in 1960 with total broadcast billings of
$7.5 million, has increased its total in
1961 by $2.5 million. Dual-Filter Tareyton cigarettes is currently the agency's
only client using prime-time network
tv {Bachelor Father and Adventures in
Paradise, both ABC-TV). Other network tv advertisers are Block Drug
Co. and Whitehall Labs. Spot tv advertisers are Block Drug, Whitehall, QTips Inc. and American Tobacco. Three
clients use network radio: Chap Stick
Co,. Redbook Magazine and Block
Drug. Spot radio advertisers include,
Block Drug, Whitehall, American Tobacco and Chap Stick.
Edward H. Weiss & Co.: Combined tvradio billing: $10.1 million; $8.5 million in television ($5.9 million in network, $2.6 million in spot); $1.6 million in radio ($1 million in network.
$600,000 in spot); tv-radio share of
overall billing: 55%.
Helene Curtis and Purex are among
the advertisers who helped raise Weiss'
tv-radio billing by $1.1 million over
a year ago. Radio-tv spot and network
radio benefited from this gain, while
network tv's share declined $1.3 million.
Active broadcast clients include
Helene Curtis (daytime shows plus
Thriller, Dick Powell, Saturday Night
at The Movies, Jan Murray, tv spot and
network radio); Wishbone Salad Dressing (daytime shows). Carling Beer and
Sealy Mattress use both tv and radio
spot. Midas Muffler buys network raBROADCASTING, November 20, 1961

CLOBBERED
FOR

2

ALL

COMPETITION

CONSECUTIVE

HOURS!

Starring
HUMPHREY BOGART
JOSE FERRER
VAN JOHNSON
FREO MacMURRAY

"The

Caine

Mutiny".. .another

great

Columbia

SALT LAKE CITY, SPECIAL ARB, SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 11, 1961
RATING
TIME
STATION
PROGRAM
25
THE
CAINE
MUTINY
9:00- 9:30 P.M.
KCPX-TV
15
SATURDAY NIGHT MOVIE and NEWS
18
SEA
HUNT
Station "B"
27
Station "C"
THE CAINE MUTINY
9:30-10:00 P.M.
KCPX-TV
208
ALFRED HITCHCOCK
PERRY MASON
Station "B"
Station "C"
26
THE CAINE MUTINY
10:00-10:30 P.M. KCPX-TV
CAPTAIN OF DETECTIVES
5
PERRY
MASON
21
Station "B"
30
Station "C"
THE CAINE MUTINY
10:30-11:00 P.M.
KCPX-TV
CAPTAIN OF DETECTIVES
6
NEWS
and
MOVIE
7
Station "B"
Station "C"
KCPX-TV has scheduled Columbia's Post-48's for its new once-a-week
prime-time movie. The lead-off feature was "The Caine Mutiny" and the
results were fabulous, out-rating the best of network competition ! Other
great Columbia Post-48 features of this caliber, such as "All The King's
Men," "Death of a Salesman," "Miss Sadie Thompson," "Phffft" and "The
Harder
They
Fall," are regularly taking top rating honors in city after city
across the
nation.
To make your feature programming tops in your market, contact

Television

EE. EEL 1^4
GEM^>9
i isio.
Subsidiary
of Columbia
Pictures Corporation

Post-48!

1961 TOP 50 BROADCAST

AGENCIES

dio, the agency added Ekco products
this year.
Clinton E. Frank Inc.: Combined tv
radio billing $10 million; $9.3 million
in television ($7.1 million in network,
$2.2 million in spot); $700,000 in spot
radio; tv-radio share of overall billing:
50% .
Clinton Frank's total broadcast billing rose $2.4 million this year. Reynolds Metals Co., Kemper Insurance,
the Wurlitzer Co., Bissell Inc., North
Woods coffee and the Toni Co. are in
network tv. Reynolds Metals uses the
Dick Powell Show (NBC-TV); others
use non-prime time schedules. Active
in spot tv: Bissell, Continental Oil, Fort
Howard Paper, Toni and Quaker Oats
among others. Twelve companies use
spot radio, including majors Continental Oil, Quaker Oats, Bosch Brewing and
Curtiss Candy.
Mogul Williams & Saylor: Combined
radio-tv billing $9.3 million; $7.3 million in television ($3 million in network, $4.3 million in spot); $2 million
in radio (all spot); tv-radio share of
overall billing: 48%.
MW&S broadcast business remains
constant with a year ago, with network
tv up slightly, spot tv down $300,000
and spot radio off $200,000. A tv
network highlight: successful introduction of Pacific Mills sheets on NBCTV's Jack Paar Show. Accounts
gained during the year — none lost —
were Transogram, Eaton & Howard and
Compax Corp. MW&S this fall acquired a west coast agency, Davis,
Johnson, Andersen & Colombatto Inc.,
Los Angeles.
Other network tv advertisers: Esquire (Checkmate, Wagon Train and
Alfred Hitchcock); Bonomo's Candy
(On Your Mark); Adam Hats (Jack
Paar). Spot tv advertisers: Rayco,
Transogram, Breakstone Foods. Lite
Diet Bread, Bonomo, Esquire, National Shoes and Ronzoni. Howard
Clothes began sponsorship of sports
programs on local radio. Nearly all
MW&S spot tv advertisers also use
spot radio.
Reach, McClinton Inc.: Combined radio-tv billing $9 million; $8.7 million
in television ($4.6 million in network,
$4.1 million in spot); $300,000 in radio (all spot); tv-radio share of overall billing: 36%.
Reach, McClinton, which gained
about $1 million in broadcast billing
over 1960, currently has three network
tv clients: Breck (specials such as "The
Power
and Insurance
the Glory"(The
on CBS-TV);
Prudential
Twentieth
Century, CBS-TV, and International
Latex Corp., (participations). Among
48 (BROADCAST ADVERTISING)

continued

those active in spot tv are Isodine, International Latex, Breck and Lever Bros'.
Praise. Spot radio advertisers include
Prudential, New Jersey Bell, American
Insurance and Berlitz.
North Adv.: Combined radio-tv billing
$8.93 million; $8.9 million in television
($4.8 million in network, $4.1 million
in spot); $30,000 in radio (all network); tv-radio share of overall billing:
56%.
North's broadcast billing for 1961
is virtually the same as in 1960 (a gain
of $560,000); Toni and Gillette Labs
divisions of the Gillette Co., Lanvin
and Hazel Bishop are the major tv network and spot clients. For these advertisers, North placed orders on NBCTV ( You Bet Your Life, Loretta Young
Show, Jack Paar and daytime participations); CBS-TV (Miss America Pageant,
Window participations),
on Main Street, and
What's
My Line and
on
ABC-TV (Bandstand and daytime participations).
Post & Morr Inc.: Combined radio-tv
billing $8.2 million; $6.4 million in tv
($2.1 million in network, $4.3 million
in spot); $1.8 million in radio ($600,000 in network. $1.2 million in spot);
tv-radio share of overall billing: 68%.
Post & Morr (formerly Gordon Best
Co.) rejoins the top 50 agencies after
a year's absence with $8.2 million. Spot
tv clients include Maybelline Co., Dumas Milner Co., Joseph Schlitz Brewing Co. (all of which also use network
tv) and Squirt Bottling Co. and Comstock Foods. Radio clients include
General Finance Co. which sponsors
the White Sox baseball network.
Hicks & Greist Inc.: Combined radiotv billing $7.8 million; $5.3 million in
television ($1.3 million in network, $4
million in spot) ; $2.5 million in radio
($100,000 in network; $2.4 million in
spot); tv-radio share of overall billing:
51%.
Hicks & Greist's total broadcast billing has risen $600,000 since last year,
although its tv billing went down more
than $1 million. Reason for the gain:
an increase of $1.8 million in radio this
year, almost all of it in spot. Clients
using this medium through H&G are
La Rosa, Westclox, Endicott Johnson,
Metal Textiles, Power House, Taylor
Reed and
Sandran.wasThedivided
agency'samong
network tv billing
Fedders air conditioners, Endicott
Johnson, Dixie Cups, and Sandran
floor covering. Fedders participated in
three NBC-TV shows (two in prime
time) and four CBS-TV programs
three in prime time). Sandran participated in The Steve Allen Show (ABCTV),
and
International Showtime

(NBC-TV). Endicott Johnson uses
Steve Allen and Dixie Cups was on the
Walt Disney program on ABC-TV.
MacManus, John & Adams: Combined
tv-radio billing $7.5 million; $4.2 million in Television ($3.3 million in network, $900,000 in spot); $3.3 million
in radio ($2.3 million in network, $1
million in spot) ; tv-radio share of overall billing: 17%.
MJ&A's broadcast clients trimmed
their tv-radio expenditures $2.2 million
from last year. Network tv is down
$2.6 million, largely because of a Dow
Chemical Co. tv cutback; tv spot is off
$100,000, but network radio is up by
$800,000, reflecting the use of radio
by Minnesota Mining & Manufacturing
(owns Mutual). Spot radio totaled
$300,000 less than a year ago.
Pontiac (Victor Borge specials,
Surf side Six), Dow and 3M (both in
Ben Casey) are in network tv, and
Pontiac and Cadillac are in tv-radio
spot. Dow also uses spot radio. PitmanMoore Division of the Dow Chemical
Co. is a new MJ&A account.
Honig-Cooper & Harrington: Combined
tv-radio billing $7.1 million; $5.1 million in tv spot; $2 million in radio spot;
tv-radio share of overall billing: 45%.
Back on the top 50 agency list after
an absence of one year, Honig-Cooper
& Harrington places all its radio-tv billing in spot. Its billing this year is
$400,000 below that of two years ago
when it last appeared on the top 50 list.
Tv accounts include Clorox Co.; Bank
of California; Thrifty Drug Stores; Signal Oil & Gas, and United Vintners.
Kastor, Hilton, Chesley, Clifford &
Atherton InC: Combined tv-radio billing $7 million; $4.5 million in television ($750,000 in network, $3.75 million in spot); $2 million in radio
($200,000 in network, $1.8 million in
spot);
30% . tv-radio share of overall billing:
Kastor Hilton's broadcast billings
dropped $2 million from 1960, although the agency added spot tv clients. Top spot tv users include Smith
Bros., Vic Tanny, Shulton Inc., Tintair,
Snow Crop and Roche Labs. Spot radio advertisers include Roosevelt Raceway, Grand Union stores, Triple-S Blue
Stamps, Snow Crop and Cuticura and
Cutitone. Lone network tv sponsor is
Tintair (daytime participations).
Fletcher Richard, Calkins & Holden:
Combined tv-radio billing $7 million;
$3.6 million in television ($100,000 in
network, $3.5 million in spot); $3.4
million in radio ($2.9 million in spot,
$500,000 in network); tv-radio share of
overall billing: 18%.
Fletcher Richards, which with some
$6 million in broadcast last year was inBROADCASTING, November 20, 1961

What famous communicator
said what? Here's one that's short and sweet! A fourword statement, bearing the initial letters you see above. A forward statement, too— nothing diplomatic or
couched about it. But as we've indicated, it has its sugary aspect— as well it should, coming from one so
well-bred. Put your tete to the test— then check the answer below. En garde!
On the subject of famous communicators, the letters WWDC

have long spelled radio leadership in the rich,

ever-expanding Washington, D.C. 5-county metropolitan area. Leadership in listeners— in programming— in
personalities— in dollars-and-cents results to advertisers. Let us communicate your sales message.

. . . the station that keeps people in mind
Member of the Blair Group Plan . . . represented nationally by John Blair & Co.
And in growing Jacksonville, Fla., it's WWDC-owned
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eligible for the top 50 list in 1960, is
back in with $7 million. The increase
is attributed to entry into the broadcast
media by several of the agency's clients— U. S. Keds, Cinzano Vermouth

Media
EASTERN

buying:
AAAA

GETS

and Oven Stick Cleaner, among others.
Heublein Inc. (CBS-TV daytime participating schedule),
is Fletcher
only network
tv client.
ActiveRichards'
in spot
tv are Eastern Air Lines, Heublein,

with

or

U. S. and
Rubber,
P. Stevens,
Folger's
coffee
RevellJ. Inc.
Spot radio
users
include Naugatuck Chemicals, Cinzano
Vermouth, Abercrombie & Fitch and
U. S. Rubber.

without

numbers?

RUNDOWN
ON COMPUTER, QUALITATIVE SELECTING
of
computers
being used to buy spot
sequent modifications in the same camA new high-speed, computer-based
paign
will be worked out for about
radio
and
spot
tv
strictly
on
the
basis
system for finding the "best" possible
$200 each. The marketing will be
media combinations for an advertising of ratings — a possibility that has concerned broadcast salesmen for some
campaign shared audience attention
handled by ARB-C-E-I-R Mediametrics,
headed by Jack L. Gross of ARB.
with a session stressing the importance
time and which, according to computer
of qualitative factors in media buying experts, could be turned into reality
As explained by BBDO, C-E-I-R and
last week at the Eastern Annual Conferother experts, the system involves first
quickly and simply if agencies wanted
ence of the American Assn. of Adver- way.
to use data-processing equipment in this the translation of "every-day schedutising Agencies.
ling procedures" into mathematical
These sessions were two of ten meetDetails Available ■ BBDO, which
language for the computer. The information fed in includes (1) a detailed
ings that attracted a "cumulative audi- developed the system in conjunction
"profile" of the advertiser's customers,
ence" of some 1,500 agency people to with the C-E-I-R research organization
the conference, held Tuesday through
and with the help of experts from three the people he wants to reach; (2) a
universities, directed its unveiling. The comparable "profile" of the audiences
Thursday in New York. The meetings
of the various media; (3) each unit of
ranged across a broad field of agency
system, which employs linear programtime and space available for potential
problems and questions, including adming mathematics, had been announced
use
in the campaign, along with an ina
few
days
earlier
by
BBDO
(Broadvertising's "image"; the need to make
advertising more believable, likeable
casting, Nov. 13), which said that in
dication of the agency's judgment of
and trusted, and the varying roles of the interests of more effective adver- their relative values; (4) media costs,
the agency account executives.
tising the scientific principles will be including discounts; and (5) budget
One session developed further details made available on request to any agen- available plus any other specific restrictions that may be set.
on an Institute for Motivational Recy, advertiser or advertising medium.
With this information the computer
search study which showed the public
In addition the application of the
in minutes examines all possible comhas developed a "more accepting" atti- principles — and use of the equipment
binations— which can run into the miltude toward commercials (Broadcastto do the job — will be marketed under
ing, Sept. 25). The same session also the trademark name "Mediametrics" by
lions— comes up with the one which,
produced highlight findings from CBSC-E-I-R through its subsidiary, Amerimathematically, best meets the advercan Research Bureau. The price will
TV research on viewer reaction to spetiser's requirements. One "real-life excific commercial situations.
range from $1,000 to $6,000 per camample," involving an unidentified food
The session explaining the new compaign depending on the size of the advertiser with a $4 million budget,
puter system for media selection
agency involved and the complexity of posed 47 possible choices and the mabrought no mention of the possibilities the campaign being developed. Subchine picked five media vehicles and
designated the extent of usage — ranging
from one unit of one vehicle to 624 of
another — that would produce "the maxMore stripes for ad agency recruits?
imum value possible from an allowable
combination of media."
Some of the country's leading ad- a professional level," he added.
Qualitative Judgment ■ The speakers
vertising agency officials were chided
"A student who graduates in enstressed that, far from putting emphasis
last week for their "start-them-in-thegineering does not start as a broomon "the numbers" alone, the system
mailroom" concept of training for pusher," he continued. "A biology
elevates qualitative judgment to a new
new agency employes.
major does not start as a bottle washlevel of importance by requiring,
President Peter Sammartino of
er ... Is advertising less of a proamong other things, that specific values
Fairleigh Dickinson U., addressing
fessional field? You cannot lose anythe Eastern Annual Conference of
be placed on intangibles which always
thing by encouraging colleges to have
figure in buying decisions but often are
the American Assn. of Advertising
an advertising major. What can you
only loosely evaluated. In the same
Agencies (see above), said that so do? You can help us by granting
way,
it was felt, the system would not
money
for
experiments,
by
providfar as he could tell "you are not
replace people but actually might lead
appealing to the college student to
ing summer jobs, by coming in as
them to work more — or more producbecome one of you, nor are you rec- guest lecturers not only for one sestively— and in any case would give
ognizing any of his efforts to prepare
sion but for a short series."
them more time for more important
Dr. Sammartino's speech dealt
himself for an advertising career."
work.
Dr. Sammartino suggested that mainly with advertising's potential
"We will become less a buyer on
agencies — long worried about their for changing this country's image
strict cost-per-thousand alone, or on
new-manpower prospects — ought to abroad. "Advertising," he said, "can
total audience alone," said Herbert
"try to have as many students as create a new concept of American
Maneloveg, BBDO media vice presipossible consider advertising as a business so that it may be welcome in
dent. "We will be made to apply logic,
career from their very first or second
most countries of the world" and thus
to apply judgment, to know our market,
year [in college] — but when they "contribute to a change in the conor insist that we be supplied with more
graduate, they should be started on
cept of America itself."
information. Hopefully, no longer will
BROADCASTING, November 20, 1961
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He's

got

acute

politzomania

When our sales reps saw the results of the 1961 WJRPolitz Study, they flipped! Now, normally they are
quite an aggressive group. But this really got them.
Their reaction to the contents of the study was far
beyond our sales manager's fondest dreams. As one
voice, they broke into a chant, "We love Politz, we
love Politz!"
Alas, they had contracted acute politzomania.* And all
it took was one exposure to one fact: Of the 175 stations
mentioned in the 1961 WJR-Politz Study, one station—
WJR— had 32% or 2,183,000 of the listeners. Since
each rep left the office with his own copy of the complete study with all the facts, we thought it best to

. . . and

it's

catching!

pass along a warning to all our friends in advertising:
Be patient. Our reps are so inspired that their enthusiasm just spills over. As they apply this new kind of
radio research to your specific advertising objectives,
you'll be able to reach logical prospects for your products. And these prospects are presented in a complete
profile according to age, sex, socio-economic status,
home ownership, radio listening habits, and other
characteristics.
When you have this data in hand, just sit back and
relax. Try not to be quite as conspicuous as our reps.
But then who can fight politzomania?

760 KC^T 50,000 WATTS
IT
Representedr by Henry
I. Christal Co.,DU.ET
S. R
&O
Canada
«^•^Boston •I
Atlanta
Chicago • Detroit • Los Angeles
New York • San Francisco

The measured area of the Alfred Politz media study
released September, 1961. This area includes 6,801,000
people — age 15 and older.
BROADCASTING, November 20, 1961

po • lit*contagious.
zo> ma • niIdentified
• a — newlyby discovered
affliction. jj.Highly
uninhibited advertising
displays of
enthusiasm. Always found in WJR sales reps who have 1961 WJRPolitz Study in hand. Time-buyers and ad managers particularly
susceptible. Wipes out sales resistance. Appears in flashes of marketing
insight. Only known remedy: Sign the order!
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we be buying media plans or building
media
a vacuum."
Clarkplans
L. inWilson,
BBDO research
vice president, concluded the session.
Other speakers, in addition to Mr.
Maneloveg, were Milton Godfrey,
C-E-I-R director of operations research
and project director on "Mediametrics";
David Leaner, BBDO associate research director; William Cooper of Carnegie Institute, Abraham Charnes of
Northwestern U., and Darrell B. Lucas
of New York U.
Attitudes Changing ■ The increasing
"tolerance" of viewers toward commercials was noted by Irving Gilman, vice
president of the Institute for Motivational Research, who substituted for
IMR President Ernest Dichter at the
creative session Thursday afternoon.
He said the "much more accepting
attitude" now apparent stems "to a
great extent" from "the new, more
imaginative nature of television advertising. This change has been so great that
an interesting switch seems to have
taken place in popular attitudes toward
television."
He cited an IMR study for KRONTV San Francisco (Broadcasting, Sept.
25) as the basis for these conclusions.
"When we analyze the way in which
tv viewers respond to the new quality
and the new advertising techniques on
television," he said, "we find some very
interesting responses. People will say
these new-style commercials are more
interesting and 'more fun.' They will
describe commercials as 'enjoyable.'
They will tell us, 'The Burgermeister
commercials are cute,' or 'RCA has
nice commercials,' and that 'the Dash
commercials are very entertaining.'
"Sometimes they'll say that the advertising isinformative, or that it is 'conor that
'tv commercialsstantly
are oneimproving,'
way of
keeping
up with
♦ARB REPORTS WSIX-TV 8 NO. ^
in Metro Share of Audience and Total
Homes Delivered, 6 to 10 P.M. Monday through Friday (*June ARB, 1961)
and NOW ... 37th TV MARKET**
homes delivered, 6 P.M. to midnight,
Sunday through Saturday (**ARB
November, 1960 and March, 1961)

Affiliated with WSIX AM-FM Radio
Represented by:
PETERS, GRIFFIN, WOODWARD, Inc.
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new developments in the world.' If
they are not distinctly enthusiastic about
the advertising, viewers will at least
bring
today's commercials
goodnaturedto tolerance
that was not aevident
ten or even three years ago."
Believability ■ Mr. Gilman said the
finding is an indication of what can
happen when advertisers take the
trouble to be original. "This kind of
imaginative and believable advertising
can command integrity and respect.
The American people are not opposed
to advertising per se. They realize that
everyone is trying to sell something . . .
and they regard selling as a natural and
constructive activity. If advertising fulfills its promise and becomes in the
deepest sense believable, they will cercome to respect
it, too."
Mr. tainly
Gilman
spoke at
a session on
"how to advertise in the new climate,"
aimed at making advertising (1) believed, (2) liked and (3) trusted.

Durability and Taste ■ Herbert
Carlborg, CBS-TV director of program
practices, told the group that CBS-TV's
research has found that "the durability
and continuing acceptance of a commercial after it has been repeated many
times is directly correlated with its
level of good taste. A commercial
which does not raise questions of taste
among viewers, and which ranks high
on the acceptability scale does not deteriorate through continued exposure."
He said research on actual commercials, using CBS's long-established "program analyzer," had produced confirmation of many decisions made on grounds
of taste and believability. Among these
findings he cited:
"The introduction of semi-nudity had
the effect of inducing an unfavorable
response factor in a (bath oil) commercial that aside from this element
was largely acceptable"; the "ideal
scheduling" for bathroom-cleanser commercials is daytime, and "symbolism
and animation used to present the use
(of this type of product) and to establish principlescontributed
relating to greatly
the product's
performance
to the
acceptability
index";and"unless
scientific
tests are carefully
understandably
presented (in commercials), they arouse
a resentment and end up with a 'poor
Mr. label."
Carlborg said research on an
taste'
undergarment commercial showed that,
even though it was handled with "as
much restraint as possible," "substantially large numbers" of viewers objected on grounds "that the presentation
of products in this category on television
is an invasion of privacy." He said these
viewers "thought that a product of such
feminine and personal nature should
not be brought into the living room."
Truth And Reality ■ Dave Garroway,
former NBC-TV star whose own "believability" has been creditied with a
large share of his success as a tv salesman, summarized his policies in this
respect as being to "tell the truth, relate
to
— and do
this attractively."
He reality
also advised
tv salesmen
to know
the product, know its complete advertising strategy, know its competition.
Mr. Garroway said that television is
the only medium which operates with
two motives: personal profit and public
interest. He suggested that "federal
control" could solve the problem, but
did not elaborate on this point. He
also noted that television operates
against another handicap — attacks and
criticism from rival media — and cannot answer back..
This session for "creative" people,
was conducted by William D. Tyler,
executive
vice president of Benton &
Bowles.
More Than Numbers ■ The masses of
"numbers" that can be found to help —
BROADCASTING, November 20, 1961

YOUNG
Drive your message home with "Breakfast Club," "Flair,"
"Sports" and "Special Events" on young adult ABC Radio. Sell
those young families on the move. They're the ones who make
the wheels go round— make your sales go up. So whether you're
selling motor oil or salad oil, remember, it's ABC Radio with the
highest percentage of young adults in network radio. 1
•Call your ABC Radio Sales Representative lor the (acts. CONSUMER EXPENDITURES
Under Age 50
Automobiles 70%
Gasoline. Oil 67%
• •Lite Study ol Consumer Eipenditures.

ADULTS:

BUY

MORE

GASOLINE

BUY

MORE

OIL

BUY

MORE

EVERYTHING

AUTOMOTIVE**
ABC
RADIO C
FIRST

WITH

YOUNG

ADULTS

CPTIIfE
THE

SECOND

IN THE

SERIES

rfcbllVC

L1NDY-A FINE PROGRAM
If Newton N. Minow, Chairman of the Federal Communications Commission, was watching "Perspective" on television Tuesday evening, he must have
felt that his determination to improve TV programs
was at last paying off.
"The Life of Charles A. Lindbergh" was a fascinating hour which recalled all the glory and sadness
which came into the life of the young man who flew
the Atlantic in a single-engine plane. Film clips, carefully selected, brought the story of Lucky Lindy into
millions of living rooms, and made history live once
more.
When television is capable of doing such wonderful things it is all the more to be regretted when it
fails to measure up to these standards. But every
year, it seems to us, there is progress. If future "Perspective" shows match the excellence of Tuesday
evening's offering, we envision pleasant and informative evenings in the future.
THE PLAIN DEALER — Cleveland

A

54

HEARST

METROTONE

PRODUCTION
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TELECAST

IN CLEVELAND
OCT.

LETTERS
"This is to congratulate you and B.C.G. Films for
producing the outstanding new television series
'Perspective on Greatness'.
The second episode, 'Lindbergh', received a 24.3
rating in the Cleveland area. This was 37 per cent of
the sets in use, a larger share of audience than
achieved by network shows carried by the other two
Cleveland TV stations in the same time segments.
Our responsibilities as an investor-owned electric
utility require strict conformance to the highest
standards of customer service. We believe that quality
television programming enhances this concept of
service."

Robert H. Bridges,
Manager Public Information Department
The Cleveland Electrical Illuminating Company

"... 'Perspective on Greatness' scores a first over
WJW-TV, receiving the highest rating in its timeperiod.* McCann-Marschalk had the foresight to
purchase this fine vehicle for their client, The
Cleveland Electric Illuminating Company..."
Sheldon A. Saltman
Promotion Manager WJW-TV
'overnight coincidental — independent survey

A

24, 1961

STATEMENT

"We at WJW-TV are proud to be a part of an industry
that is capable of producing such worthwhile, informative, educational and enjoyable programming. 'Perspective on Greatness' leaves nothing to be desired.
It has all of these elements."
Joseph C. Drilling
General
Cleveland,Manager
Ohio WJW-TV

AND

A

REVIEW

"...it's all there for the nostalgophile: the frenzied
aerial race to Paris, the kidnap nightmare and hippodrome trial of Bruno Hauptmann, the isolationist
dabbling in pre-World War II international politics
. . . eminently satisfying . . . allows us to review three
American eras: the tawdry 20's, the grim 30's and
the prewar 40's ... splendid look backward ... far
more attention-keeping than other shows of its kind
. . . not afraid of its material ..."
Jim Frankel - THE CLEVELAND PRESS
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but not the numbers per se."
He added that he'd bet that "not as
many buyers buy by the numbers as
many in our business may have been led
Liddel, associate media directo Robert
suspect."
tor of Compton Adv., told the buying
group that sales can be affected by many
factors beyond the control of media
planners, and that in any event planning must take into account the assumption that "we cannot expect advertising
to He
worksingled
overnight."
out the rating history of

Twistin' in Thorn McAn shoes
The national dance craze, the and KTLA-TV Los Angeles. The
commercials spotlight Chubby
"Twist," was bound to have advertising ramifications. And what could
Checker, an outstanding exponent of
be more logical than a commercial
the Twist, singing a jingle lauding
for Thorn McAn shoes? On Nov. 9,
McAn's new "Twister" shoes for
McAn's agency, Doyle Dane Bernboys
and girls, while doing the Twist.
bach, New York, taped a series of
A sample of the catchy lyrics in
commercials at Videotape Producthe series: "New shoe idea from
tions of New York. Two days later
Thorn McAn, the Twister, every guy
the campaign started on WNTA-TV
New York and was extended last and gal is twistin' on beat, dancin' it
week to KPIX-TV San Francisco
with twisters on their feet."
and often trap — agency planners and
buyers formed the background of the
media buying session, which stressed
not only that statistics must be used
intelligently but also that strategists
must go "beyond the numbers" and
search out "hidden media values."
"The moment we bet our all on onetenth of a rating point or on a five-cent
difference in cost-per-thousand, then
we have departed from reality," the
agency executives were told by W. E.
(Pete) Matthews, vice president and
director of media relations and planning
for Young & Rubicam.
Despite the "present plethora of numbers," he said, there will always be "another set of numbers you don't have."
Among such needs, he cited information
that would show the ways different
media influence people — and information that would make it possible to
apply that knowledge effectively.
One of the big advantages of highspeed data-processing equipment in
agency operations, he suggested, would
be to "let the planner stop wrestling
with numbers and start grappling with
ideas."
Sam B. Vitt, vice president and media
director of Doherty, Clifford, Steers &
Shenfield, stressed the importance of
56 (BROADCAST ADVERTISING)

"media environment" or "ambiance."
This translates to radio-tv as a compatible integration of the right commercial
with the right program in a way that
produces extra effectiveness.
As one example he cited Bufferin's
sponsorship of the Arthur Godfrey program after the star had reported that
Bufferin, then a not-so-widely-known
product, had given him relief from pain.
Said Mr. Vitt: "Roger Whitman, the
advertising manager of Bufferin at the
time, has given me permission to say
that he believes the media ambiance of
this purchase was the key that opened
the door to Bufferin's reaching its
present status so quickly." He said
Bufferin credited the buy's "media ambiance" with "at least 50% of the effectiveness delivered."
Numbers Help, Too ■ Although he
felt it is essential to "go beyond the
numbers," Mr. Vitt noted that numbers
also "can be extremely helpful — in the
right proportions." He also had a good
word for program rating services: The
so-called Madow Report to Congress
earlier this year, he said, "fairly well
established . . . that if there was a culprit in the broadcasting business, the
probability of it being the numbers was
very slim: in their application, perhaps.

four tv programs to show that "ratings,
like
don't had
work18.8
overnight."
Two advertising,
of the shows
Nielsen
ratings after four weeks on the air, but
after 26 weeks one of these had a 30.2
(Wagon Train) while the other had
slipped to a 12.4 (Steve Allen). A third
started with a 19.2 which rose to 28.5
after 26 weeks (Real McCoys). The
fourth, which at the end of four weeks
had the highest rating, a 27.2, had
skidded to a 12.6 at the end of 26 (Mr.
Adams and Eve).
Howard G. Sawyer, vice president
for marketing services at Marsteller
Inc., emphasized that numbers can be
used in tricky ways and that "knowing
numbers is not knowing everything."
He reported that Marsteller is exploring the possibilities of a new research
device, a "random
alarm
It rings at random
times, and
thoseclock."
who
participate in the experiments agree to
jot down the name of any publication
they happen to be reading when it goes
off. Although used thus far in connection with reading, the clock might be
used similarly in television and other
media audience research, Mr. Sawyer
asserted. "You can turn it off when you
go Frank
to bed,"Gromer,
he added.vice president and
media director of Foote, Cone & Belding, presided over the media buying
session, held Tuesday afternoon.
New Era Ahead? ■ The hero of the
next "cycle" in the advertising business
will be the account executive, President
Herbert D. Strauss of Grey Adv. predicted atthe account management meeting Thursday morning. "I call it the
'Era of the Vertical View,' " he said.
Advertising, Mr. Strauss said, has
gone through three 10-year cycles:
1926-1936 was "The Era of the Last
of the Pioneers," when an agency "depended on the purity and genius of one
man"; 1936-46, "The Era of the Probability Sample," when research was
king; 1946-56, "The Era of Proliferating Agency Services," when "if you
were a marketing agency, you were in,"
and "if you weren't, you bloody well
tried to give the impression of being

In 1956 "an image of unimpeded
creativity" emerged as the popular goal,
BROADCASTING, November 20, 1961
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WFGA-TV

IS

Jacksonville

THE

STATION

TO

WATCH

Month in and month out, TV viewers* in metropolitan
Jacksonville are making WFGA-TV the station for advertisers towatch.
WFGA-TV delivers the $2,000,000,000 North Florida-South
Georgia market at your lowest cost-per-thousand. Consult your PGW Colonel for full details.
*ARB March-June 1961

a
REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY
PETERS, GRIFFIN. WOODWARD, INC.

WFGA-TV
JACKSONVILLE

WTVJ
WLOS-TV
KVOS-TV
(Affiliate)
WFGA-TV

Midwinter

is

bargain

time

in

spot

tv

HR&P: CLIENTS OVERLOOK
Spot television advertisers who take a
midwinter hiatus may think they're saving money. But what they're really
doing is missing (1) the biggest audiences of die year, (2) the lowest costper-thousands of the year, and (3) spot
probably can't match
positions
when
they they
do resume their campaigns.
Harrington, Righter & Parsons, tv station representation firm, is trying to
correct this multi-million-dollar oversight with a simple but pointed presentation whose basic arguments are summarized inthe three charts on these pages.
HR&P estimates that $15 to $30 million
is lost to spot tv during the first two
months of each year, simply because
advertisers have developed the habit of
dropping schedules.
The habit may make sense in magazines and newspapers, much of whose
revenues come from high-ticket items
that traditionally are best promoted just
before Christmas, but it's illogical and
costly for food, drug and tobacco products which make up more than 80%
of spot tv's users. HR&P's presentation
explains:
do "people
eat, first
get
headaches Not
and only
smoke
during the
two months of the year just as they do
in the remaining ten," but advertisers
get more for their money in January
and February, too.
Bigger Audience ■ Viewers watch
more in January and February: 6 hours
8 minutes a day per home in February
as against 5 hours 13 minutes in October. These peaks, with the contrasting
dips in spot billing, are shown in Chart
1. In addition, more people are watching: 17.5 million sets in use during Feb-

LOW CPM, BIG AUDIENCES, CHOICE TIMES
start in early January have the widest
ruary as against 14.4 million in October.
This means cost-per-thousand is lowest choice of availabilities, while those who
during the midwinter months: As shown
go off must buy all over again — and
on Chart 2, which contrasts sets in use risk losing choice availabilities — when
with CPM, if the annual average
they resume in late February or March.
CPM is assumed to be $2, then
HR&P officials say many buyers have
January's is $1.68 and February's $1.63 been surprised to discover that they, too,
and the average for the two months is have been following this hiatus pattern
$1.65 — 35 cents below the annual averand missing the year's biggest spot bargains, and that several have indicated
age.December meanwhile is the month in
they
intend
to "break the habit" this
which availabilities open up in greatest year. To help
others do the same,
HR&P is continuing its round of agency
volume. Chart 3 shows the month-bymonth patterns in unrenewed expira- presentations and also is offering to
make copies available to any other rep
tions among
accounts.
vertisers whoHR&P's
take no own
hiatus
or electAd-to who wishes to help spread the word.

and if this "Era of the Artist Enthroned" also lasts for 10 years, then
the new "Era of the Vertical View"
ought to take over in about four years,
Mr. Strauss said.
Each of the "fashionable eras" of
the past has made "a major horizontal
contribution" to advertising, and "even
more exciting horizontal developments"
lie ahead, Mr. Strauss said. "But the day
is gone when a single element in advertising can be isolated as the sine qua non.
We are talking about $12 billion spent
annually in advertising. In another 30
years the figure will be $25 billion. And
every dollar of that will by then be discussed in terms of goals, strategy, markets, media, mesage. In pulling them
all together, there is only one man in
an agency with the vertical view — the
account executive."
Four major roles of the account
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executive — as a communicator, an initiator, an appraiser and an interpreter —
were discussed, respectively, by Philip
C. Carling, BBDO; Warren Fales, Norman, Craig & Kummel; Edward Gumpert, Geyer, Morey, Madden & Ballard,
and David Donovan, Benton & Bowles.
John P. Beresford of McCann-Erickson

Average daily hours of viewing per home

OCTOBER

NOVEMBER DECEMBER

JANUARY

presided.
Agency Charges ■ A closed session
for agency top management on Wednesday morning explored a variety of subjects— including results of a new AAAA
study of agency methods of charging for
services. Frederic R. Gamble, who retires as AAAA president next spring, reviewed "My 33 Years With the AAAA".
Marion Harper Jr. of Interpublic,
AAAA chairman, reported on the association's information program for
advertising, and Dr. Peter Sammartino,
president of Fairleigh Dickinson U..

FEBRUARY

MARCH

APRIL

MAY

examined advertising roles in relation
to
"America's
affairs
(see pageNew
50). Position" in world
After a luncheon addressed by President William E. Williams of Procter &
Gamble Co. of Canada (see page 59),
another closed session examined agency
people's "individual responsibilities for
helping to eliminate causes for criticism of advertisers" and for maintenance of high advertising standards.
This session, headed by Arthur Fatt of
Grey Adv., chairman of the New York
AAAA council, heard Alfred J. Seaman,
Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell & Bayles;
Robert T. Colwell, J. Walter Thompson
Co.; George H. Gribbin, Young & Rubicam; Frank K. White, Interpublic;
Stockton Helffrich of the NAB's New
York Code office; Roger H. Bolin of
Westinghouse Electric Corp., and John
G. Mapes of Hill & Knowlton, public
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Sets in use (A. C. Nielsen) (9 a.m. to 10 p.m.) cost per thousand

CANADIAN

TIGHTROPE

Williams tells difficulties
for tv advertiser to north
Television penetration in Canada and
the U.S. is about the same — 87% there,
88% here — but that's where the similarity ends, William E. Williams, president of Procter & Gamble Co. of Canada, told the Eastern Annual Conference of the American Assn. of Advertising Agencies in New York last week
(also see page 50).
Mr. Williams described some of the
television differences as they relate to
advertising and marketing:
"You have your three networks with
only minor local variations covering
the country. In English-speaking Canada alone (excluding Quebec) we have
three quite
separate
television
situations. About
50% of
these homes
clearly receive U.S. tv signals and these
consumers are influenced by both U.S.
and Canadian commercials.
"The other 50% of homes can receive only Canadian-originated signals.
However, about one-third of these are
multi-channel tv markets and the other
two-thirds are single-channel markets
with a captive audience — and this gives
you some perfectly amazing ratings.
". . . nadian
By stations
government
Camust, byregulation
April 1962,
broadcast 55% of their program weight
in Canadian or Commonwealth programs. This pretty sharply limits the
number of U.S. imported programs, and
some responsible observers feel the

relations counsel to AAAA.
Direct-mail advertising made the conference agenda for the first time with a
management-level panel discussion of
"The New Mass Medium" at a closed
meeting Tuesday afternoon. The rise of
low-margin retailing — discount houses,
factory outlets, "super-supermarkets"
etc. — and its implications for advertising were examined at the marketing
meeting Thursday afternoon.
Business

briefly...

Jack's Cookie Corp., Charlotte, N. C,
has bought daily spots on eight southeastern tv stations for a four-week drive
on behalf of the company's three new
cookie products. Agency: DArcy
Adv., New York.
Hastings Manufacturing Co., on behalf
of Casite Additives, has signed a 52BROADCASTING, November 20, 1961

week contract for co-sponsorship of
CBS Radio's six-nights-a-week It's
Sports Time. Agency: Bozell & Jacobs,
Indianapolis.
Lincoln-Mercury will sponsor Japan:
East Is West, an hour-long NBC News
special to be shown Mon., Dec. 4 on
NBC-TV (8-9 p.m. EST). Agency:
Kenyon & Eckhardt, Detroit.
Zenith Stereo Receivers has launched
a pre-Christmas saturation fm campaign
in southern California. New low-priced
console model stereo set will be featured in the spot schedule which started
Nov. 6 on 17 fm stations and will run
through Dec. 20. Mulle, Breen &
Waldie, Beverly Hills, is the agency
for Sues, Young & Brown, Zenith distributor.

quality
is boundcommercial
to suffer." production
Television
costs are another area of major difference. Canadian costs "are usually
slightly lower," but that's just part of
the problem. First, the commercial is
being produced for a population only
about one-tenth as large as that of the
U.S. Then "you must turn around and
produce the same commercial again in
On top of these problems, two government agencies must pass on comFrench." mercials: the Canadian Broadcasting
Corp. and, in the case of food and
drug copy, also the Dept. of National
Health and Welfare — and both of these
reviews are made before the advertising
is allowed to go on the air, Mr. Williams pointed out.
Compton, D'Arcy merge abroad
Two major U. S. agencies have announced alliances with overseas agencies. Compton Adv. formed association
with N. V. Nixon & Co. Pty. in Australia with the resultant company called
Nixon-Compton. D'Arcy Adv. and
Synergie Publicite in France are forming a company next month to be known
as Synergie-D'Arcy S. A.

Detroit
AUTO

welcomes

MAKERS

PRAISE

MEDIUM;

The Television Bureau of Advertising's three-day
annual meeting
in Detroit
last seventh
week discovered
more
friends for television than it perhaps
anticipated among the big dollar-conscious automobile advertisers and agencies.
Several key speakers on the program
leaped
to therashmedium's
defense
the current
of criticism
and against
offered
praise for television's varied cultural,
entertainment and commercial attributes.
Some 500 guests Friday applauded
TvB's new half-hour sales promotion
film, The Salesmachine (see box this
page).
Three dozen of the nation's top auto
executives lunched privately Wednesday.
The guests of TvB represented the presidential and vice presidential level of
the major auto brands.
Only these basic questions remain:
Will Detroit now enlarge its multi-million dollar advertising investment in tv?
And if so, by how much?
Record Turnout ■ An annual meeting record total of 227 delegates during
the next year may be able to measure

TvB

with

CONVENTION

ATTENDANCE

the answers, TvB hopes. TvB's previous
high was 145 delegates in Chicago in
1959. Some of the delegates observed
that the TvB annual meeting was the
first major broadcast industry convention in the auto capital in some 20 years.
Among
meeting: the highlights of the TvB
■ William B. Lewis, chairman of the
board
Eckhardt,
tv's
record ofis Kenyon
one of &which
to besaid
proud,
not ashamed. He chided tv for not
fighting back at critics and asked where
were the leaders to help in this task. He
asked: "Hasn't the time come to fish
or On
cut the
Minow?"
lighter side, Mr. Lewis recalled how K&E happened to buy Ed
Sullivan for Lincoln-Mercury in tv's
younger days (see story page 64).
■ Thomas B. Adams, president of
Campbell-Ewald Co., observed that tv
has focused public attention on all advertising more acutely than ever before. He called upon tv stations to
work more effectively with local opinion
leaders in their own communities because they need more "balanced information" about both tv and advertising.

Television outsells in-person salesman, TvB
More than 500 representatives of
the other media one by one, the firm
major Detroit advertisers and agensays, and today is America's "basic
cies and of the television industry
sales medium" which provides the
attended the premiere showing there
Friday morning of the TvB's newest
sales promotion tool, a film titled
The Salesmachine.
The new movie presentation,
which succeeds the earlier Cellomatic presentations while incorporating some of their multiple-display
visual effects, was a featured part of
the TvB's annual meeting program
(story above).
The Salesmachine explains that
while most advertising has attempted
to substitute itself for the "in-person
salesman," television today gives the
advertiser "tools for communication
better than those any in-person salesman ever had." The film points out
that tv is a full-grown and established medium and long has been
"a basic part of our private and
corporate
The film lives."
relates that man first sent
pictures through wires long before
the advent of television, but since
Peter Pan was the number one
its coming, television has continue to
show in 1955 and television was
grow in both size and importance.
Through the years tv has passed up
presenting the new automobile
60
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open

arms
IS RECORD

He didn't like the impatience of critics
over tv's growing up pains and drew
corollaries with the auto industry's
problems.
■ Charles F. Rosen, executive vice
president of W. B. Doner & Co., said
government control could never match
the
power
tuning
dial. of the viewer's hand on the
Mr. Rosen also called upon telecasters
to "throw out the commercial rating
services" and start a nonpartisan industry-sponsored
audience
surement similar
to scaletheof Audit
Bureaumea-of
Circulations.
■ Glenn Marshall Jr., board chairman of TvB and president of WJXT
(TV) Jacksonville, Fla., struck a strong
note for unity within the association
lest all fall through division into junior
TvB's representing local, spot and network interests. Such a "spectacle" he
said would "delight our newspaper,
magazine
and radio
competitors."
■ Norman
E. (Pete)
Cash, TvB
president, said tv is under-pricing itself
in comparison with other media, hence
tv's gross revenues and net profits can't
grow "unless we better value our prod-

film proves
communication tools that enable
manufacturers to produce more,
profit more and sell more.

models as fast as they came rolling
from
nationthe. assembly lines across the
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Discover
The

a special kind

GATES

Dualux.

of Dual

Channel

Audio

System

. . .

■ Here is a clean lined, handsomely styled console that provides new

realms of operating convenience and performance. With systematic control placement, every fader,
key and switch is in natural balance for perfect operating sequence. And, with dual channel design
to provide single-point control, you have specially engineered switching facilities to assure instant
program transition. ■ This is the Dualux. Spectacular performance, unusual reliability. Clean, modern design. For the broadcaster who wants the finest of all consoles. ■ Let us tell you more about the
exclusive Gates Dualux. Write today for Bulletin No. 69 — yours for the asking.

GATES
RADIO
COMPANY
GATES
Subsidiary of Harris-Intertype Corporation
'
QUINCY, ILLINOIS
Offices in: HOUSTON, WASHINGTON, D.C.
In Canada. CANADIAN MARCONI COMPANY
Export Sales: ROCKE INTERNATIONAL CORP., 13 EAST 40th STREET, NEW YORK 16, N.Y., U.S.A., Cables: ARLAB

uct — network, spot and local." Tv is
delivering a better product today, he
said, and is entitled to charge more. If
it doesn't, the opportunity may be lost,
he warned.

ONE
SHOT
TAKES
ALL
THREE
LANSING
JACKSON
BATTLE CREEK

A solid play in Michigan's Golden Triangle
stakes you to a lively market— Lansing,
Jackson and Battle Creek! WILX-TV cracks
all three with a city-grade signal and scores
big in a lush outstate area.
CHANNELS
as.ua
/

/

H^- UN4JNG
JACKSON

INDIAN* V*

'j

Operating with a 1,008 foot tower
at 316,000 watts. Let this one
outlet give you all three markets.
Represented by
VENARD, RINTOUL & McCONNEL, INC.
THE GOLDEN TRIANGLE STATION

U
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The Kenyon & Eckhardt board chairman, whose agency claims more innovations intv for such sponsors as Ford,
Lincoln-Mercury and Brylcreem than
any other, said he got "madder and
madder" when he looked at the record
in preparation for his talk and realized
"the enormous strides television has
taken in a very short span of years."
He asked what other medium of communication "has faced so formidable
a task" as tv and what other medium
has done its job better or as well?
Singled Out Tv ■ Mr. Lewis was
disturbed that tv should be singled out
for criticism while the other media
"go scot-free by comparison." He
noted that for a number of years television and the agency business have
shared and suffered "incessant attack
on a bewildering number of fronts."
Asking what television and agencies
have done to fight back, Mr. Lewis
suggested it has not been much or
enough. He described it as "at best a
series of delaying actions."
When the facts are known, television has not done a bad job, Mr. Lewis
said. "It has done an almost miraculous job with the time and resources
at its command. And I believe it is
time for television leaders to start saying so, to talk back loudly, clearly, and
with conviction to its many and vociferous critics."
Heavy
Schedule ■ The average tv
station must telecast approximately 250
programs each week, he noted, yet
Hollywood in its prime "could keep the
exhibitors' turnstiles humming with an
output that would fill only 15 hours of
tv time per week on one network; and
if you throw in shorts and newsreels,
the total might rise to 16 hours per
week." On-and-off Broadway's average
weekly output of new material (including opera, concert and ballet) could
fill but an average of six hours and
twenty minutes per week on a single
television network, Mr. Lewis said.
Mr. Lewis concluded that the 250
programs telecast each week by the
average station represents "far more
creative output than all other media
of communications combined. Yet,
despite the staggering magnitude of the
task, television gets more vocal brickbats for its shortcomings than praise
for the almost unbelievable fact that
it fills over 380 hours a week with
anything at all."
All Things ■ The agency executive
thought that tv does not fight back at
its critics because it serves "too many
masters." Other media do specific
things for specific audiences, he said,

but tv "must be all things to all people." Another complicating factor, Mr.
Lewis said, is that the special interest
segments of the audience "want their
type
of television
whenvociferous
they wantabout
it"
but they
are not this
media for which they must pay entrance.
He continued: "There are millions
of people in this country who will nevsee a broadway
play and
couldn't
career less.
There are other
millions
who
would rather see a 'B' western movie
than the year's award-winning epic. I
would venture to say that the reading
public pays the paperback publishers a
great deal more for escape fiction than
for the classics. And I would also
guess that most kids, despite the most
heroic opposition of parents and teachers, still prefer the comics to their
school books.
"Is television not to give these people what they want to see? Or is television's duty to try to improve their
education or raise their cultural level
at a faster rate than the educators, the
press, the book and magazine publishers, and all the available arts have been
able to do?
"I definitely do not think so. Freedom of choice is now threatened all
over the world as never before: let's
not speed its destruction by inhibiting
Like Detroit ■ Campbell-Ewald President Tom Adams chose to parallel the
it here."
growing pains of television with those
of Detroit and the auto industry. He
noted that the city itself first had to
build and become solvent "before it
could turn to the niecties." It admittedly was not always "a hornet's nest of
culture," he said, "nor would it claim
today to be America's top artistic center. But the important thing is that
Detroit is moving in the direction of
Mr. Adams explained that with the
first task done, there now is time and
money
culture."to do the second. And so it
has been with tv, he said, except that
tv has done it much faster. Critics have
expected too much too soon, he said.
Mr. Adams pointed out that the
American automobile has been criticized "just as severely as television.
Too
big,
gaudy,is too
Yet
the auto too
industry
stillpowerful."
going strong,
he said, and so will tv survive.
Mr. Adams observed that the auto
industry has always tried to lead the
public taste as well as follow and satisfy it. He felt the criticism that tv
now is undergoing is similar "to the
public's vague, general desire for imin cars."
Mr. Rosenprovementof
the Doner Agency reviewed local public affairs programs
carried by the Detroit area tv stations.
At a closed membership meeting
BROADCASTING, November 20, 1961

Groucho

sold

That's salesmanship ! Groucho's got it. Advertisers
know it. That's why they're buying out "THE BEST
OF GROUCHO" in station after station. Look what
happened in Los Angeles. KTTV scheduled "The
Best of Groucho" in a Monday-Friday strip, 7:308:00 P.M. — and before it ever went on the air, all the
commercial time was completely sold out! And to a
wide variety of advertisers:

it

to

me!

Anacin • Clairol • Dr. Ross • Nestle's
DeCaf
KB
Nu-Soft • Ovaltine • Pacific Tele. & Tele. • P&G's
Ivory, Gleem, Tide and Comet • Parliament • Swift's
Award Margarine • Vick's VapoRub
• Wrigley's
No doubt about it . . .
Advertisers Go For GROUCHO on

Thursday afternoon, TvB delegates
also heard talks by three other advertising executives: Robert Atkins,
Atkins Adv., Evansville, Ind.: Richard
O'Reilly, N.W. Ayer & Son, Detroit,
and Neal Gilliot, McCann-Erickson,
Detroit. TvB held a closed workshop
session Thursday morning exclusively
for tv station sales managers.
TvB Chairman Marshall, in his annual report Friday morning said,
"Television today is supporting a major
portion of our national economy and
until a new medium that brings with
it equal mass audiences and equal mass
impact comes along, television must
accept this responsibility."
LUCK

FOUND

SULLIVAN

Lewis tells TvB audience how
Lincoln-Mercury got show
Buying television today isn't like it
once was. A veteran in the business,
Kenyon & Eckhardt Board Chairman
William B. Lewis, enlightened his TvB
audience in Detroit Friday by recalling
how his agency and Lincoln-Mercury
stumbled upon one of tv's biggest successes in the younger days of the medium. Mr. Lewis recalled:
"I do not know whether vaudeville
was dead when Ed Sullivan first appeared on a television screen or whether
he killed it. But I would not know
where to go today to see that sprightly
entertainment form called vaudeville
or variety unless I spent too much
money and got too little sleep frequenting night clubs. And even then I could
not see the infinite variety spread out
weekly on my television screen.
"If I may be permited an anecdote.
I would like to tell you how K&E first
purchased the grandaddy of all variety shows. Television was still an infant, but a precocious one. We had
as clients twenty-one assorted LincolnMercury dealer associations across the
nation, and nine of them came under
the influence of burgeoning tv stations.
Naturally they wanted in and we were
somewhat appalled at the prospect of
trying to buy nine different local programs on those then chaotic schedules.
Fortuitously at this point in tv's history
one of our space buyers ran into my
office with the news that Ed Sullivan's
Toast of the Town was available for
$6,000 — with or without Ed Sullivan.
"Can we get an option?" I asked.
"No option," he said. "Two other
sponsors are interested and Jack Van
Volkenburg (CBS-TV) won't give an
option to anyone.'
"I called Jack (an old associate, and
— I hoped — a friend) on the telephone
and pled for even a 24-hour option,
since we had to contact not one, but
nine different clients.
" 'I can't do it,' he said. 'I can't set
64 (BROADCAST ADVERTISING)

edent.'
"There
was a pregnant pause. Then
a prec
I said, I'll tell you what. 'I'll buy the
show right now and you give me a
24-hour cancellation privilege.'
"Now the pregnant pause was on the
other end of the line. Finally he said,
'Well, I've never heard of that before.
You've got a deal."
"Joe Braun and I hopped the train
to Detroit and with our regional account executives spent 24-frenzied
hours not trying to get committee approval (approval eventually was unanimous) but trying to find committee
members. Each committee was composed of six to twelve members and in
those early days after the war business
was good, so good that the committee
members we needed to reach were scattered from Europe to the Caribbean to
Miami to Hawaii and to yachts and
steamships in between. At twenty minutes before our 5 p.m. deadline, we had
approval from six of the nine necessary
committees.

"At this point, the Lincoln-Mercury
sales manager — Joe Bayne — took over.
'Have you had any refusals?' he asked.
'No,' we replied, 'we just haven't
been able to reach enough members of
the three remaining committees.'
'Okay,' he said, 'tell CBS it's a deal.
I'll guarantee the remaining cost.'
"Naturally, we went to the Detroit
Athletic Club to celebrate. Over the
first drink, the Lincoln-Mercury advertising manager spoke up. 'Now that we
have the show,' he said, 'the first thing
we must do is get rid of Ed Sullivan
and get a new master of ceremonies.' "

'Life' magazine
draws

plan

TvB, TvAR

fire

new
magazine's
Life plan
The pricing
tising ofsales
area-adver
was under
fire from at least two television sources
last week: TvB and Television Advertising Representatives (TvAR).
TvB issued a bulletin telling its members that while the Life plan might at
first
seem to be
flexible
way"
to advertise
in aa "good
national
magazine,
close inspection shows that the area
advertisers will have to pay substantial
"premiums."
TvB said these cost "premiums,"
computed by studying area circulation
and costs in relation to circulation and
costs of Life's national edition, would
amount to 10.5% for an advertiser who
bought the Life areas encompassing the
top 10 television markets. And if an
advertiser bought the three smallest of
the 29 Life areas, TvB said, the premium would be 46.3%. These estimates
do not include art and production expenses, which are the same for an area
ad as for one in the national edition.
TvAR meanwhile circulated to its

staff and represented stations a study
of audience figures to show that "Life
doesn't have the circulation to compete
with television" either nationally or regionally. Figures on both tv homes and
average tv audience, market by market,
were tioncompared
withsame
Life's
circula-to
figures for the
markets
demonstrate tv's superiority.
Top 50 markets get
70% of spot radio money
The top 50 markets' solid grip on the
major share of all dollars spent in spot
radio is continuing, despite billing increase of 17-18% between 1958 and
1960. This conclusion is reached in an
analysis by the research department of
the new RKO General National Sales
Div., which represents the seven RKO
General radio stations.
The RKO analysis, prepared under
the direction of Frank Boehm, director
of research and promotion, reveals that
the top 50 markets consistently account
for about 70% of all spot-radio expenditures, while the top 25 garner 57%
of the total dollars Mr. Boehm said that
the RKO General radio markets have
been on the receiving end of 29% of
all spot radio billings for the past three
Don Quinn, director of national sales
for
years.RKO General Inc., noted . . . "that
spot radio continues to be a primary advertising vehicle. There is nothing unhealthy about a medium in which advertisers invested $30 million more in
1960 than they did two years before."
RKO General's radio stations: WOR
New York, WNAC Boston, KHJ Los
Angeles, CKLW Windsor, Ont.-Detroit,
WGMS Washington, KFRC San Francisco and WHBQ Memphis.
Agency appointments...
■ Trylon Products Corp., Chicago, for
Bathe 'n Glow bath oil, appoints Lilienfeld & Co., that city.
■ Diabetes Assn. of Southern California has asked Davis Johnson Mogul &
Colombatto, Los Angeles, to serve as
volunteer agency for the annual January fund-raising campaign.
■ Crescendoe Gloves Inc., Johnstown,
N. Y., appoints the Wesley Assoc., New
York.
■ Super Coola soft drinks, division of
Great American Industries Inc., appoints Kastor, Hilton, Chesley, Clifford
& Atherton, New York.
■ The Bon Marche (department store),
Seattle, Wash., appoints West Pacific
Adv., that city.
■ Burning Paint Co. and the Baltimore
Buick Dealers both appoint W. B.
Doner & Co. as their agency.
BROADCASTING, November 20, 1961
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Ellington vp believes
acceptance is inevitable
"THE VOICE OF LONG ISLAND"

known
by

the

companies
we

keep!

I

I

COMMERCIAL

BANK

DEPOSITS*
$1,991,358,000
SAVINGS DEPOSITS*
$1,963,841,000

8

SOME "BLUE CHIP"
ADVERTISERS
USING WHLI
TO REACH BIG, RICH
LONG ISLAND MARKET
Central Federal
Dime Savings
Franklin National
Hempstead Bank
Island Federal
Lincoln Savings
Long Island Trust
Roshjn Savings
Suffolk County Federal
Williamsburgh Savings
*Nassau-Suffolk
(Franklin
and Clearing House
1960) National Bank

Over 400 top advertisers
chose WHLI In 1960-1961.
Will you be on the
"preferred" list in 1961-1962?
10,000 WATTS
AM IIOO
FM 98.3
jWHLI
HEMPSTEAD
LONG ISLAND, N. Y.

tfa mice,
Represented by Gili-Perna
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(BROADCAST ADVERTISING)

It is "inevitable" that liquor and
broadcasting groups will lift their voluntary taboos against hard-liquor radio-tv advertising, Earl H. Tiffany Jr.,
vice president, Ellington & Co., said
last week at a meeting of Esquire magazine salesmen in New York.
Mr. Ellington, whose agency started
a broadcast campaign in August for
Old Hickory Bourbon (Broadcasting,
Aug. 21), predicted that distillers will
become impatient with the decline, in
recent years, of per capita liquor consumption inthe U.S. He said this condition will eventually cause liquor advertisers to dispel "moral and public
relations considerations which are inanyhow" in a competitive drive
for newvalidmarkets.
The agency executive said he was
not advocating a breakdown in industry
codes, but he foresees the time when
"technological progress (uhf stations)
will increase transmission facilities to
a point where broadcasters will inevitably seek to broaden the bases of advertising revenue, and liquor advertising will be eyed eagerly."
Questioning the logic of applying the
moral code to broadcasting when it
isn't applied to print media, Mr. Tiffany
asked: "How can you defend it when
an important percentage of the readership of magazines which carry big liquor schedules lies in age groups under
21? How can you say that broadcast
advertising is immoral when the sports
pages of newspapers, probably the sections most avidly read by youngsters,
are the favorite positions for liquor adEllington & Co. has already made a
vertising?"
considerable dent in the wall of resistance that broadcasters have historically imposed upon themselves. The
Old Hickory spots are currently running
on 40 stations, including one tv outlet.
Another Publicker Industries brand,
Philadelphia White Label Whiskey,
handled by Al Paul Lefton, Philadelphia, has a spot schedule on the same
number of stations.
FC&B, Eller honored
for forest fire work
Foote, Cone & Belding, Los Angeles,
was awarded a special joint citation for
its "outstanding public service in forest fire prevention" during the past 20
years, by the Advertising Council, the
Assn. of State Foresters and the U. S.
Forest nual
Service,
at the Ad inCouncil's
anawards luncheon
New York
last Friday (Nov. 17).
Another special citation went to Rus-

sell Z. Eller, Sunkist Growers Inc., who
has coordinated the campaign during
the same period.
A five-year award was presented to
N. W. Ayer & Son, Philadelphia, for its
creative work on the aid to higher education campaign. Palen Flager, director of advertising, market research and
public relations, J. P. Stevens & Co.,
received a similar award for his voluntary activity as coordinator of the religious overseas aid project. The citations recognize exceptional contributions
to forest fire prevention.
ARB,
meter

Nielsen
device

settle
dispute

Settlement of a patent infringement
suit brought by A. C. Nielsen Co.
against rival ratings organization, American Research Bureau, over ARB's use
of a metering device in home tv sets
as part of its Arbitron overnight ratings
reports, was announced Thursday by
A. C. Nielsen Jr., Nielsen president,
and H. W. Robinson, president of
C-E-I-R Inc., parent corporation of
ARB.
The terms of the settlement agreement were withheld by attorneys for
both organizations by common agreement, although it apparently does not
require ARB to stop using the device.
The suit was filed by Nielsen in Chicago in 1958 — before ARB placed its
Arbitron instantaneous ratings system
into commercial operation in September 1958 — and the only official court
action since the filing has been a transfer of the case in 1959 to the U.S. District Court for the Southern District
of New York.
ARB first announced its Arbitron
system in September 1957. As it is
presently operated, the metering device
in question is installed in television sets
in sample homes in seven principal
U.S. cities — New York, Chicago, Philadelphia, Detroit, Washington, Baltimore
and Cleveland. The device transmits
instantaneous reports by leased telephone lines tochannels
ARB's New
York in
office
about which
are tuned
on
each set. The information is compiled
by ARB and furnished to its clients in
Arbitron ratings reports at 9 a.m. each
morning on each of the previous night's
The largest Arbitron sampling is
programs.
from the New York City viewing area
— 240 sets. The number varies in the
other cities.
Nielsen's suit for patent infringement
sought a court order to require ARB
to discontinue using the metering device. Had the court reached a finding
that Nielsen patents were infringed, the
finding could then have been used as
the basis for a damage suit against
ARB.
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SYLVANIA

ST:

SMALL

POWER

POPULAR SYLVANIA SMALL POWER TUBES
MAXIMUM PLATE DISSIPATION (CCS) WATTS
5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65

No magic, no secrets, no foolin'. Conservatively rated,
Sylvania small power tubes have plenty in reserve. For
one thing, there's the outstanding Sylvania reputation
for providing quality. The kind of quality that means
long-life expectancy, lower tube costs per hour of operation, reduced maintenance time. For another, there's
Sylvania power tubes' high reliability for maximum
assurance of on-air continuity.
Call your Sylvania Industrial Tube Distributor for
prompt service. He has plenty up his sleeve — one of the
widest lines of tubes for broadcasting available. Ask
him, too,
Industrial
Division,
1100 Main

for your copy of the informative "Sylvania
Tubes" booklet. Or, write Electronic Tubes
Sylvania Electric Products Inc., Dept. 124
Street, Buffalo, New York.

TUBES

2E22
2E24
4-65A
2E30
801A
807
811A
812A
815
826
829B
832A
5763
837
5933
6146
Values given are for Class C oscillator, RF power amplifier

SYLVANIA
Subsidiary of GENERAL
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Ten

Rules

for

better

tv

programs

LEVY OFFERS ADVICE FOR 'BALANCED' TV FARE, SELF-REGULATION
would ... be induced to partake of
A 10-point proposal for improving
■ "Creative people" would be fitv was offered last week by former
nanced. Why not prepare William L.
programming
of substance and challenge.
NBC-TV Vice President David Levy.
Shirer's "masterful history of the Third
Mr. Levy helped put together the net■ A network break-away from "pre- Reich with the same zest as a pilot of
cise timing" in programs, and a trial
NBC. work's current schedule before leaving for open
Shaynel" to NAB codes would
end programming ought to be Michael
■ Compliance
Speaking at the Annenberg School of explored. This would permit, in some
be strongly enforced, a system followed not only by the networks, but
Communications at the U. of Pennsyl- instances — as with NBC-TV's current
vania, Mr. Levy also exploded some
Saturday Night at the Movies — "a spill- also by producer, advertiser and staing over into station time . . . (and) tv
tions. Sanctions and penalties would
myths about the advertising fraternity,
programs . . . will be fashioned not ac- be included — "If the industry cannot
saying that it is "not full of Philistines
cording to the clock, but according to set up an independent group to define
interested solely in a 15% commission."
tolerable rules, then the alternative is
the
need
of the dramatist."
He said many advertising leaders fre■ A "truly" balanced programming
the annual invitation to visit some conquently express "loftier concepts of (tv)
programming than their counterparts in would be put into effect. There's hard- mittee of the congress with all the disly a fault to find with Sunday programadvantages that that imposes, or possithe entertainment world."
ming at either CBS-TV or NBC-TV,
bly to government stepping up its own
Mr. Levy's ideas for better tv pro- he said, but he questioned the wisdom
gramming are these:
of having five situation comedies in a
■ The trend toward "copy cat" pro■ Each network would program one
row, as CBS-TV does on Monday night
regulations."gramming would be ended. The proband
ABC-TV
on
Thursday
night.
night out of seven "without regard to
lem, he explained, is not the developrating" — "A stunning way in which to (NBC-TV also had two solid hours of
ment of "worthy successors" to a popudemonstrate tv's freedom from 100%
westerns on Saturday night last sealar
show but "lack of moderation." Too
son, he pointed out.)
bondage to ratings."
much
"copy cat" acts against tv's in■
Summer
repeats
could
be
cut
to
a
■ The networks would agree to schedterests, and because "network time is
minimum
chiefly
by
advertisers
asking
ule "important" public-affairs programs
extremely limited," trend slotting "of
for
new
programming
in
the
summers,
in the same time period — thereby "a
necessity" excludes or cuts to a minilarger portion of the population, free with the inevitable repeats scheduled
mum "whole areas of entertainment."
from the temptation of escapism fare, in the show's second year, for instance.
■ The need for a full three minutes
OLORCAST

I NG

Here are the next 10 days of network color
shows (ail times are EST).
NBC-TV:
Nov. 20-22, 27-29 (6-6:30 a.m.) Continental
Classroom, Contemporary Mathematics.
Nov. 20-22, 27-29 (6:30-7 a.m.) Continental
Classroom, American Government.
Nov. 20-22, 24, 27-29 (10:30-11 a.m.) Play
Your Hunch, part.
Nov. 20-22, 24, 27-29 (11-11:30 a.m.) The
Price Is Right, part.
Nov. 20-24, 27-29 (12:30-12=55 p.m.) It
Could Be You, part.
Nov. 20-24, 27-29 (2-2:30 p.m.) Jan Murray
Show, part.
Nov. 20, 27 (8:30-9 p.m.) The Price Is
Right, P. Lorillard through Lennen & Newell;
American Home Products through Ted Bates.
Nov. 20, 27-29 (11:15 p.m.-l a.m.) The Jack
Paar Show, part.
Nov. 21 (7:30-8:30 p.m.) Laramie, part.
Nov. Hall,
22, 29
p.m.) J.Perry
Kraft
Music
Kraft(9-10
through
WalterComo's
Thompson.
Nov. 22 (10-10:30 p.m.) The Bob Newhart Show, Sealtest through N. W. Ayer.
Nov. 22 (10:30-11 p.m.) David Brinkley's
Journal, Douglas Fir Plywood through Cunningham & Walsh; Pittsburgh Plate Glass
through BBDO.
Nov. 23 (10-10:30 a.m.) Thanksgiving Day
Circus, Remco Inc., through Webb Assoc.
Nov. 23 (10:30 a.m.-noon) Thanksgiving
68

Day Parade, Remco Inc., through Webb Assoc.
and Lionel through Grey Adv.
Nov. 23 (5:30-6:30 p.m.) Home for the
Holidays, Mohawk Carpets through Maxon
Inc.
Nov. 23 (10-11 p.m.) Sing Along With
Mitch, R. J. Reynolds and Ballantine through
William Esty; Buick through McCann-Erickson.
Nov. 25 (9:30-10 a.m.) Pip the Piper, General Mills through Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample.
Nov. 25 (10-10:30 a.m.) The Shari Lewis
Show, Nabisco through Kenyon & Eckhardt.
Nov. 25 (10:30-11 a.m.) King Leonardo and
His Short Subjects, General Mills through
Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample.
Nov. 25 (5-6 p.m.) All-Star Golf, Kemper
Insurance through Clinton Frank; Reynolds
Metals through Lennen & Newell.
Nov. 25 (7:30-8:30 p.m.) Tales of Wells
Fargo, part.
Nov. 26 (concl. of football game to 5
p.m.) Patterns in Music, sust.
op. Nov. 26 (6-6:30 p.m.) Meet the Press, coNov. 26 (7-7:30 p.m.) The Bullwinkle Show,
General Mills through Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample; Ideal Toys and Beech-Nut Gum through
Young & Rubicam.
Nov. 26 (7:30-8:30 p.m.) Walt Disney's
Wonderful World of Color, RCA and Eastman Kodak through J. Walter Thompson.
Nov. 26 (9-10 p.m.) Bonanza, Chevrolet
through Campbell-Ewald.
Nov. 26 (10-11 p.m.) Chicago And All That
Jazz, DuPont through BBDO.

for an advertiser to sell within the halfhour segment needs challenging. A
"self-enlightened" advertiser would be
urged to donate most of his time to a
cause that is in the national need (fight
against cancer, bond drives, etc), and
to use less
for the
— "many
excellenttime
commercials
are sell
done
in twenty
■ A "master showman" (Walt Disney is offered as an example) would
seconds."
be provided with an entire evening and
would be asked to fill it with family
programming of taste and appeal but
with special emphasis for adults in the
later periods.
Mr. Levy also emphasized the present threat of increased government intervention intv, saying it exists because
the medium continues to invite the
government by its "own actions." He
said television "must face up to its opportunities and its imperatives to preserve its freedom."
Casals program offered
to individual stations
Radio is going to bring to the American public the White House's Nov. 13
musicale which featured the noted cellist Pablo Casals. The White House
turned over the master tape of the
memorable evening to the NAB for
BROADCASTING, November 20, 1961

distribution to radio stations interested.
As of Thursday, about 250 commercial stations had asked NAB for a
copy. In addition the Armed Forces
Radio Network and the National Assn.
of Educational Broadcasters have asked
for a copy of the event. NAB has sent
forms to those broadcasters and told
them to apply for a copy at Recorded
Publications Labs., 155 Pierce Ave.,
Camden, N. J. The form contains an
agreement to abide by White Houseimposed restrictions on the use of the
program — no commercial interruptions,
onetime play, etc. Price for the 50minute program, on two, 1200 ft. reels,
is $5.50. This includes packing and
shipping. Stations which have not sent
in their request must first obtain the
agreement form from NAB.
Permission for this special broadcast
has been secured by the White House
from Mr. Casals and the American
Federation of Musicians.

'RUNAWAY'

FILMING
Members told SAG is ready
to battle foreign production
A plea to the producers of tv filmed
programs and theatrical movies to discuss with the guilds and unions the
question of "runaway" production
abroad was made Monday (Nov. 14)
by John L. Dales, national executive
secretary of the Screen Actors Guild.
In a report on the subject to SAG's
annual membership meeting, Mr. Dales
warned the producers that SAG and
other Hollywood unions are prepared
to carry the battle to Congress and the
American people unless something is
done to stop the increase of "runaway"
foreign production, which he said
threatens Hollywood film production
with oblivion. He noted specifically
the predicted moves abroad by an increasing number of tv film producers
and warned that SAG will wage total
war against them and the advertisers
sponsoring their programs. (SAG and
the Hollywood AFL Film Council are
to testify on the runaway issue before
a Congressional committee in Washington on Dec. 1.)
More than 1,500 stars, character actors and bit players attended the SAG
meeting at Beverly Hills, Calif. SAG
will fight any attempt to advertise by
"cheap, cut-rate, foreign-made television films," Mr. Dales declared.
Subsidies ■ Among possible solutions
to the runaway production problem that
he urged for exploration are federal
"small business loans" and government
subsidies, which he said could be paid
out of the 10% theatre admission tax.
The SAG executive secretary called on
Congress to investigate the tax loopholes which encourage foreign production and to "help us woo American moBROADCASTING, November 20, 1961

KXTV(TV)

reaps top honors in competition
Petersmeyer and Mr. Borba; Larry
Corinthian Broadcasting Corp.'s
first public-service programming
Beauchamp, WANE-TV Fort
Wayne, and David Smith, WISH-TV
competition, to be conducted annually among Corinthian tv sta- Indianapolis. Runners-up winners
were WISH-TV for a documentary
tions, was completed last week with
on Indiana and the Civil War and
presentation of top award to KXTV
(TV) Sacramento for its Visit to KXTV for an original drama, The
Ties Have It, by Production SuperSt. Albert's Monastery.
visor Robert C. Kelly.
At showing and ceremony in New
The competition was announced
York, Corinthian President C. Wrede
Petersmeyer (third from left) pre- in May 1960. Each station was allowed three entries. Judges were
sents award to Dean Borba, program
manager of KXTV, which also took John Hay Whitney, chairman of
one of two runner-up positions, as Whitney Communications and principal owner of Corinthian; Richard
program heads of other Corinthian
Salant, president of CBS News, and
stations stand by. From left: B. Calvin Jones, KHOU-TV Houston; Art Louis Hausman, director of Television Information Office.
Elliot, KOTV
(TV) Tulsa; Mr.

tion picture production back to this
country by giving every American
whose income fluctuates a reasonable
negotiations for a new
break."
taxReviewing
contract with talent agents, Mr. Dales
said he expects to be able to announce
a new agreement shortly. He predicted
that MCA, which has agreed to drop
its dual status of agent and producer
(Broadcasting, Oct. 30) will leave
the agency business and expand its
production activities until it becomes
one of the largest producers of theatrical as well as tv films, to the great
benefit of all actors and the entire motion picture industry.
Tape firm to increase
tv programming activity
Videotape Productions of New York
plans to expand its activities in videotape program production.
John Lanigan, vice president and
general manager of Videotape, said that
the company will aim for program development in three areas — rental of
facilities, including staff, under the

supervision of Charles Holden, production director; co-production of pilots in
which Videotape Productions will assume below-the-line costs, and packaging of programs in their entirety. Currently in production at Videotape are
1 3 half-hours of a new Time-Life entertainment program and a musical variety
show, the Jimmy Sheater Show, which
started last Friday (Nov. 17).
Several panel and game shows are
being developed by Videotape as network replacement programs.
Film sales...
Films of the '50s — Volume I (Seven
Arts Assoc.) : Sold to WBRC-TV Birmingham, Ala. Now on 117 stations.
Looney Tunes Cartoons (Seven Arts
Assoc.): Sold to WBRC-TV Birmingham, Ala. Now on 16 stations.
Films of the '50s — Volume II (Seven
Arts Assoc.) : Sold to WBRC-TV Birmingham, Ala.; KVIP-TV Redding,
Calif.; KVIQ-TV Eureka, Calif.; WFIETV Evansville, Ind., and WTRF-TV
6S

Wheeling, W. Va. Now on 70 stations.
Ripcord (Ziv-UA): Sold to WIMATV Lima, Ohio; KVIQ-TV Eureka,
Calif.; Falstaff Brewing for KOMU-TV
Columbia, Mo.; Tulsa IGA Foodliner
Stores for KTUL-TV Tulsa, and Culligan Water Softener Dealers for KGLOTV Mason City, Iowa.
Two

half-hour

shows

replace hour on CBS
Another network revision of this season's programming provides further indication that the half-hour show is

making a stronger showing as a program length. CBS-TV announced last
week that one of its Thursday one-hour
shows is being replaced by two halfhour ones.
CBS-TV will discontinue The Investigators (which is in the 9-10 p.m. slot
Thursdays), on Dec. 28. The show
apparently was losing "rating strength."
Replacing it, beginning Jan. 11, will be
a Goodson-Todman daytime game
show, Password at 9:30 (Broadcasting, Nov. 6), and a new half-hour series starring Groucho Marx at 9. Password also will continue as an afternoon
program. A ballet special will fill the

9-10 p.m. period Jan. 4. Groucho
Marx
a fixture
schedulehas forbeenseveral
years.on NBC-TV's
Earlier ABC-TV said it is dropping
its
Roaring
20's forandthe Room
halfhourone-hour
Calvin and
the Colonel
for One More on Saturday evenings
(Broadcasting, Nov. 6).
Program notes...
Forms new division ■ Van Praag Productions Inc., New York, producer of
commercial, industrial and documentary motion pictures, has formed a new
division for the production of feature
motion pictures. The company's first
film, budgeted at $750,000, is scheduled for production in 1962. Screen
writers are being interviewed for an
adaptation of What End But Love, a
novel by Gordon Webber. William
Van Praag is serving as head of the new
division for the present.
Christmas album ■ A special Christmas Drummers album for radio stations was released last month by
SESAC, New York. This latest album
in the Drummers series contains 24
individual cuts, including station
promos and ID's, time and weather
signals, holiday instrumental backgrounds and commercial introductions.
To produce etv shows ■ WNED-TV
Buffalo has signed a $100,500 contract
with the New York State Education
Dept. for
theforproduction
of six television series
statewide distribution.
Three of the series will be of 13 -program length, two of 26 programs and
one of 30 programs. All shows will be
produced on video tape.

WITH MEDIA SELECTION
BECOMING INCREASINGLY MORE COMPLICATED
YOUR
NO. 1 BUY
IS STILL
KEWB
If anything, the choice is getting easier in
San Francisco. Now, KEWB

and the

other top radio station in town own
96.3% as much audience as
the next four stations, combined!*
*C. E. HOOPER, SEP OCT 61
METRO AREA, TOTAL RATED PERIODS
national represenlalives:The Katz Agency, Inc.

CR0WELL-C0LLIER
BROADCASTING
CORPORATION
SOUND
70 (PROGRAMMING)

CITIZEN

OF

THE

BAY

Africa and Philippines ■ Charles
Michelson Inc., N. Y., has been appointed programming purchasing representative in the U. S. for the Eastern
Nigerian Broadcasting Corp., operator
of a radio and tv station, and for Associated Broadcasting Co., licensee for
ch. 5 in Manila. The Michelson organization now serves as U.S. buying representative for stations in Thailand, Australia, Canada, the Philippines, Virgin
Islands and Eastern Nigeria.
Campaign film ■ The Muscular Distrophy Assns. of America Inc., are
offering tv stations their campaign film,
High Hopes, free of charge, as a public
service. MDAA is at 1790 Broadway,
New York.
A moment with ■ WRC-TV Washington unveiled a new public affairs series,
A Moment With . . ., a departure from
interview shows. The guest is allowed
to say what he wants — without interviewer, reporter, moderator or panel.
Sen. Jacob Javits (R-NY.) and Sir
Howard Beale, Australian Ambassador
to the U. S., were the first guests. The
series appears 6-6:30 Saturdays.
BROADCASTING, November 20, 1961
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AMERICA'S

Should

Kwtotv

ABOUT

LEADING

NUTRITIONIST

Carlton Fredericks, Ph.D., and his program, "Living Should Be Fun" has been heard on
radio: local, network and by tape syndication, for an uninterrupted period of more than 20 years. This
remarkable record of continuity has been marked by considerable recognition of the public services rendered by his broadcasts. The scripts of the programs have been translated into braille by the Library of
Congress and the programs were labelled as "essential listening" in wartime by the Women's National
Radio Council, which represents more than seventeen million American club women.
Dr. Fredericks' Ph.D. was taken in the area of Public Health Education. His Ph.D. dissertion which was entirely in the field of nutrition, constituted a study of the response of his audience to his
broadcasts. It may, therefore, be said that this is a broadcaster who knows his audience — their characteristics, income and education, better than any other in the Industry.
Dr. Fredericks is a Founding Fellow in the International College of Nutrition, and has been
awarded the Diplomate by this college. He is also a member of the American Academy of Nutrition, the
American Chemical Society, and the American Academy of Dental Medicine. He taught Nutrition in the extension division of Brooklyn College and City College of New York; as a member of the faculty of the
School of Education of New York University; and as an associate professor in Public Health Education at
Fairleigh Dickinson University. At the latter institution, his nutrition courses were mandatory for all freshmen. He has taught nutrition for Dentists in two of the New York Societies and was the yearly essayist for
another. His services as a consultant in Nutrition have been utilized by thousands of physicians and dentists,
many of whom are members of his radio audience.
Dr. Fredericks' biography appears in :
The Biographical Directory of American Men of Science
Leaders of American Science
Who's Who in American Education
Who's Who in the East
Who's Who in Commerce & Industry
National Cyclopedia of American Biography
Dr. Fredericks' broadcasts are completely documented. The bibliography drawn upon includes all the publications of the American Medical Association, and the reputable journals in the fields of
nutrition, dentistry and biochemistry published in this country and abroad. The papers chosen as the basis
for his broadcasts are selected by Dr. Fredericks and his scientific staff, which comprises a physician who
is a diplomate in his field and an internationally-known research worker, one of whose contributions led to
a Nobel Prize.
For the public services rendered in his broadcasts, Dr. Fredericks has received an honorary
Doctorate of Humanities degree and citations from Public Health Organizations. Most recent recognition of
the program's public service importance was the award of the Grand Cross of the Eloy Alfaro International
Foundation, which was cited in The Congressional Record, September 15, 1961.
For more facts on how your station can benefit from this awardwinning show and obtain national business the day LIVING
SHOULD BE FUN goes on the air, write, phone or wire

C.

F.

ONE PARK

PRODUCTIONS,
AVENUE,

NEW

YORK

INC.

16, N. Y. MU 5-8757

EQUIPMENT
IRE
FILM

does

the

unusual...
Think of it! A front-row seat in a
baking oven! Right before your
eyes, mounds of dough puff up
. . . and up . . . into tender, golden
shells — lovely, luscious, ready-toeat— all in brief seconds!
Magic? Yes, the magic of timelapse photography — magic that
packs minutes into seconds . . . the
magic that's film !
But that's only part of the
story! Only part of the reason
why so many advertisers are using
film. For film gives you the optical
effects you must have . . . gives
you co m mercials —crisp, vivid,
exciting— the way you want them
— and when!
What's more, film assures you
the convenience, coverage and
penetration that today's total
marketing requires.
For more information, write
Motion Picture Film Department
EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
Rochester 4, N.Y.

honors

& ENGINEERING

Appleton;

Haggerty new head
Dr. Edward V. Appleton, principal
and vice chancellor of the U. of Edinburgh, Scotland, was named to receive
the Institute of Radio Engineers' 1962
Medal of Honor for "his distinguished
pioneer work in investigating the ionosmeans isofoneradio
wave."
medal phere
of byhonor
of six
awardsTheto
be presented at the IRE international
convention banquet March 28, 1962 in
New York. The other prizes and their
recipients, announced at a meeting of
IRE's board of directors last week, are:
■ Memorial Prize Award in memory
of Morris N. Liebmann — to Victor H.
Rumsey, professor of electrical engineering, U. of California, for "basic
contributions to the development of fre-

Video

tape

goes

slow

ABC-TV's engineering department
has developed a process for immediate playback of video tape recordings in slow motion. The network
plans to use the new system mainly
on sports programs — for slowmotion recaps of knockouts in boxing matches and a second look at
crucial plays in football games.
At a demonstration news conference last week, which featured a
sparring match between boxers
Emile Griffith and Gaspar Ortega,
Frank Marx, ABC vice president in
charge of engineering, said the new
system can play back any video tape

quency
independent
■ Memorial
Prize antennas."
Award in memory
of Browder J. Thompson — to Henri B.
Smets, European Nuclear Energy Agency, Paris, for his paper entitled "Analysis and Synthesis of Nonlinear Systems" which appeared in the December
1960 issue of the IRE Transactions on
Circuit Theory.
■ Memorial Prize Award in memory
of Harry Diamond — to William Culshaw, National Bureau of Standards,
Washington, for "outstanding accomplishments inthe field of microwave opand interferometry."
■ tics
Prize
Award by Vladimir K.
Zworykin — to George A. Morton, director, Conversion Devices Lab., RCA,
for his "contribution to electronic television through the development of camand imaging
■ eraPrize
Award tubes."
by W. R. G. Baker — to

motion at ABC-TV
recording previously made in slow
motion. The process, called "vtx"
(video tape expander) is a supplementary electronic process to standard video tape recorders that can
slow action to one-half speed and
multiples of one-half (one-quarter,
one-eighth, etc.).
First use of vtx will be on the
NCAA football game between Texas
and Texas A&M this Thursday
(Nov. 23, 2:15 p.m. EST).
The process was developed by a
six-man engineering team directed by
Al Malang, chief video facilities
engineer at ABC.
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Watching a slow-motion video-tape
playback of their demonstration
sparring match are boxers Emile
Griffith and Gaspar Ortega; Thomas

W. Moore (front right), ABC vice
president in charge of tv programming, and Frank Marx (front left),
73
ABC vp in charge of engineering.

Marvin Chodorow, professor of applied
physics and electrical engineering, Stanford U., and Tore Wessel-Berg, research
associate, W. W. Hansen Lab., Stanford U., for their paper entitled "A
High Efficiency Klystron with Distributed Interaction."
The New York meeting also announced the election of IRE officers for
1962.
Patrick E. Haggerty, president and
director of Texas Instruments Inc., Dallas, was elected president of the Institute.
Andre M. Angot, technical director
of Telecommunications Radioelectriques
et Telephoniques, Paris, was elected
vice president representing overseas
countries. T. A. Hunter, president,
Hunter Manufacturing Co., Iowa City,
and research professor at State U. of
Iowa, was elected vice president for
North America.
Directors elected for the 1962-64
term are G. K. Teal, assistant vice president of research and engineering, Texas
Instruments Inc. and G. A. Woonton,
director of the Eaton Electronics Research Lab., McGill U., Montreal.
Tv set output for '61 rises
Production of tv and radio sets spurted in September to new highs for the
year, the Electronic Industries Assn. reported last week. The increases pushed

the cumulative nine-month tv production figures ahead of last year's production for the same period; radio production was still trailing last year's at the
three-quarter mark.
Nine-month figures follow:
Period
tv
radio
Jan.-Sept. 1961 4,393,768* 12,001,488**
Jan.-Sept. 1960 4,373,121 12,408,377
* Includes
246,264
tv receivers
with unf
tuners
compared
to 332,458
year ago.
** Includes 3,744,786 auto radios and 583,973
fm radios compared to 4,780,922 auto and
677,410 fm 3'ear ago.
WFAA-TV

seeks

business

in video-taped spots
WFAA-TV Dallas, equipped with an
estimated $250,000 in video tape and
Ampex tape recording equipment, is
bidding for local and national commercial spot tape production business.
Already contracted is a series of commercials for the Dallas Power & Light
Co. Mike Shapiro, general manager
of WFAA-TV, explained the significance of video taping the commercials
on food
preparation:
"Foodto present
commodi-in
ties are the
most difficult
a tv commercial because most foods
give a "washed out" effect.
"The majority of these commercials
are filmed, rather than video taped,
and employ many gimmicks to make
the foods look more appetizing. After
extensive research prior to the production of the Dallas Power & Light spots,
we found video tape the solution."

Technical topics...
Contract for Collins ■ A contract for
the construction of a mobile radio relay
station for the United States Information Agency has been awarded to Collins Radio Co.'s Alpha Corp. The
transportable station will comprise four
50 kw transmitters and will be used at
various overseas locations pending completion of fixed facilities. The overall
project totals $1,850,000, with the Collins contract, calling only for the building of the equipment, amounting to
$1,340,970.
Jerrold's newest ■ Jerrold Electronics
Corp. announces a modulator which
can replace an entire audio distribution
system for hotels, motels and institutional use. The Audio-Trol (Model
AT), listing for $325, provides for adding am, fm, background music or public announcements to any tv distribution system. The new unit utilizes the
unused channels of a standard tv receiver for audio reception.
Vidicon camera ■ Zoomar Inc., Glen
Cove, N. Y., has announced the introduction of the Zoomar 2-in-l Tracking
System. The firm has integrated the
IV 40" Zoomar-Reflectar and Zoomar
Trulex Automatic exposure control
with a 35mm pulse camera and a "ruggedized" vidicon tv camera. The system, mounted on an azimuth elevation
platform, can be operated remotely.
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ch. 13 applicants

Six Grand

ROCHESTER
set for hearing, nine to come;

Rapids parties next in line

It's two down and one to go in the
FCC's efforts to get the comparative
hearing going for newly-assigned vhf
channels in Rochester and Syracuse,
both New York, and Grand Rapids,
Mich.
Barring drop-outs, an 11 -way contest for ch. 13 Rochester is in prospect;
the commission set two of the applicants for hearing last week and announced plans to add the remaining
nine as soon as they have been pending the required 30 days. The official
cutoff date for accepting Rochester applications was last Wednesday (Nov.
15) when the FCC ordered a comparative hearing between Genesee Valley Tv
Co. and Flower City Tv Corp.
Ten days ago, the agency had cut
off the Syracuse applications for ch. 9
and ordered a hearing (Broadcasting,
Nov. 13). Six applicants have applied
for ch. 13 Grand Rapids and at least
two of them have been pending for
over 30 days, which means a hearing
74

order for that city probably will be
forthcoming this week.
All but one of the Rochester applicants isseeking a commercial operation.
The Rochester Area Educational Tv
Assn. seeks ch. 13 for an etv station.
Both Flower City and Genesee complained to the FCC last week that an
unfair advantage has been given the
remaining applicants in that the nine
may still amend their proposals while
the two set for hearing cannot.
There were no new public developments last week on efforts among applicants to effect an interim operation,
pending a final grant, in any of the
three cities. The commission has publicly encouraged such an agreement
provided all parties have a chance to
participate.
All Want Maximum ■ All of the 11
Rochester applicants are seeking 316
kw with an antenna 500 ft. above average terrain. Flower City principals
include James P. Wilmot, John L.

Wehle, G. Bennett Larson, Gordon
Auchincloss II, Louis A. Wehle (each
8.88% ) and others. Genesee also has
a large group of stockholders, led by
equal 8.52% owners Francis J.
DAmanda, Arthur L. Stern, Horace
P. Gioia, Frederick M. Tobin and Carl
S. Hallauer.
The remaining Rochester applicants,
with dates filed in parentheses:
■ Citizens Television Corp. (Nov. 1),
principals include Lawrence P. Fraiberg (20%), William A. Fay (10%),
Melvin B. Neisner, A. Richard Todd
and Wallace E. Wilson (each 9.66%),
and 16 others. Mr. Fraiberg is account
executive of WNEW-TV New York and
will be general manager if Citizens wins.
■ Community Broadcasting Inc. (Oct.
23), owned by Joseph W. Alaimo, F.
Robert Greene (each 15.53%) and
others, none with over 5.83%.
■ Federal Broadcasting System Inc.
(Nov. 1), owned by Gordon P. Brown,
owner of WSAY Rochester and WNIA
Cheektoaga, both New York.
■ Heritage Radio & Television Broadcasting Inc. (Nov. 1), Bernard P. Birnbaum, president and 4% stockholder,
is largest owner among 27 stockholders.
■ Ivy Broadcasting Inc. (Nov. 1),
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TO

STATION

OWNERS,

MANAGERS,

PUBLIC

RADIO

another will be sent immediately since PSRN membership isnecessarily limited to one station in a
market.
PSRN is a new way to new performance achievements for radio stations. PSRN provides a method
of dramatizing radio's image, its contributions and
its massive audiences. As one newsman wrote, The
PSRN seal will become the most coveted symbol in
broadcasting.
PSRN will not operate as a conventional network. It will not sell any of its programs to advertisers, nor will it require option time. Radio
stations can comfortably adopt this new service
and still maintain all present commitments.
Interest in PSRN is widespread and significant.
Leading figures aware of its planning and progress
have made the following comments :
Sylvester L. (Pat) Weaver, Chairman of the
Board, McCann-Erickson Corporation (International), wrote, The basic use of our radio service
for instruction and enrichment as well as entertainment ismost necessary. Your proposal to integrate minute vignettes of this category into the
entertainment service will help extend the usefulTed Cott
Budd Getschal
President Executive Vice-President
RADIO

FROM

NETWORK

You will learn how you may become a member
of the Public Service Radio Network. If, by any
mischance, you do not receive this envelope, phone
or wire Public Service Radio Network and

SERVICE

DIRECTORS

SERVICE

This Week, you will find in your mail a large
and distinctive envelope timed for simultaneous delivery throughout the United States.

PUBLIC

PROGRAM

NETWORK

ness of radio to the country (for the country continues to listen to radio in massive numbers).
In advertising, we place our clients' money not
only for cost-per -thousand but for many intangibles, all of which will be advanced by inclusion of
the Public Service Network's material in the average station's programming.
I hope your plan succeeds and am confident that
it will.
Senator A. S. Mike Monroney wrote, The American people have never had a greater interest in
staying well informed about our country and the
world, and I believe an organized effort to permit
individual stations to contribute to their information and understanding of today's problems is a
major contribution.
Representative Emanuel Celler wrote, The
Broadcasting Industry has a responsibility to the
American people greater than ever . . . Therefore,
the Public Service Radio Network which you are
launching is a significant step in the right direction. Ihope many stations will support your pioneering effort.
Werner Michel, Vice-President, Reach-McClinton and Co., Inc. wrote, As Television-Radio
Director of an advertising agency vitally interested
in the image of the medium it uses to sell its clients'
products, I believe that the Public Service Network
will do much to help the community acceptance of
stations and I am delighted it has been organized.
Stations will be qualified as promptly as thorough
study of applications permits.
David L. Garth
Vice-President

F. W. Richmond
Chairman of the Board

743 Fifth Avenue, New York 22, N. Y.

PLaza 3-7410

licensee of WOLF Syracuse, WEIV
(FM) Ithaca, WBIV (FM) Wethersfield, WMIV (FM) S. Bristol, WOIV
(FM) DeRuyter and WJIV (FM)
Cherry Valley, all New York, and applicant for ch. 9 Syracuse. E. E. Erdman is president and majority owner
of Ivy. Joel Fleming is vice president.
■ Main Broadcast Co. (Nov. 1),
owned by Leon Halperin.
■ Rochester Area Educational Television Assn. Inc. (Oct. 11), non-profit
organization.
■ Rochester Broadcasting Corp.
(Nov. 9), principals include Anthony
R. Tyrone (54%), previous individual
applicant for ch. 13 who withdrew that
application to join Rochester Broadcasting; Robert R. Runnerstrom (9%),
and others. Mr. Runnerstrom is managing director of WBOY-TV Clarksburg, W. Va.
■ Star Television Inc. (Oct. 11),
owned by Maurice R. Forman (20%),
Robert S. Kieve (15%), Isaac Gordon,
Fred Forman (14% each), Gilbert J.
C. McGurdy, James M. Trayhern Jr.
and Edward Menden (each 5%). Maurice Forman and Mr. Menden have
interests in WGVA Geneva, WTLB
Utica and WBBF Rochester, all New
York; Mr. Kieve is general manager
of WBBF and Mr. Trayhern is former
executive director of WROC-TV Rochester.
FCC issues warning
on unapproved transfers
The FCC warned broadcasters last
week about its policies on reporting
stock sales and transfers of even minority control of stations as it renewed the
license of WGMY Montgomery, Ala.,
and approved a 25% stock sale that
gave C. A. McClure positive control.
The station originally had four 25%
owners. Through a series of stock sales,
ownership proportions shifted and although the licensee reported the sales in
its periodic ownership reports to the
FCC, it did not seek FCC permission
for each transaction as required by commission rules. No single sale was of
majority interest.
The FCC said it does not condone the
unauthorized transfers but is making
the grant "because of Mr. McClure's
and the licensee's history of general
compliance [with the rules] . . . and
the service rendered to the public by
the operation of the station." An FCC
spokesman said WGMY principals
made no effort to deceive the commission but emphasized that they erred in
their method of informing the FCC.
The commissioners warned that any
future violation of the Communications
Act or FCC rules "will be viewed with
the utmost seriousness." Chairman
Newton N. Minow and Commissioner
Robert E. Lee dissented to the grants.
76 (GOVERNMENT)

DEINTERMIXTURE

FILINGS

Newspaper rival backs WSFA-TV
Some respite in filing comments was
offered the opponents of deintermixture
last week by the FCC, although not as
much time as most stations facing deletion of vhf channels had requested. The
deadline was shifted from Dec. 4 to
Feb. 5, 1962. Replies are due March 9.
The new deadline coincides with that
set for comments on the FCC's overall
proceeding to foster expansion of the
uhf service. Still set for Dec. 4 are
comments on adding vhf channels at
substandard spacing in eight markets
(Baton Rouge, Birmingham, Charlotte,
Dayton, Jacksonville, Johnstown, Knoxville and Oklahoma City).
Almost all stations marked for deletion of their vhf channel and substitution of a uhf frequency petitioned the
FCC for more time and Feb. 5 was the
earliest date asked. Previous requests
for reconsideration of the FCC deintermixture proposal from state officials
were backed up with request for more
time by such figures as the attorney
general of Illinois and Sen. Everett M.
Dirksen (R-Ill.). Stations proposed for
deintermixture are WTIC-TV Hartford; WSFA-TV Montgomery, Ala.,
WIS-TV Columbia, S. C; WCIA (TV)
Champaign-Urbana, 111.; WREX-TV
Rockford, 111.; WICU-TV Erie, Pa.;
WISC-TV Madison, Wis., and WBNFTV Binghamton, N. Y.

DUE

FEB.

5

effort to retain vhf channel
An unusual situation developed in
Alabama where 14 of the 25 daily and
weekly newspapers
in WSFA-TV's
coverage
area editorialized
in favor of
retaining the Montgomery vhf channel.
The Montgomery Advertiser and Alabama Journal said there is competition
between the media for advertiser revenue but "we've thrived on competition
for 133 years and we do not wish to
see a competitor throttled by the federal
The executive secretary of the Alagovernment."
bama Press Assn. collected the editorsupporting
station's
and
sent ials
them
to thetheFCC
with stand
a request
that they be made part of the official
record.
John S. Rivers, president of WCSCAM-TV Charleston, S. C, condemned
the FCC plan to delete ch. 10 WIS-TV
from Columbia, S. C. Said he, "I think
there's a certain amount of anti-business
sentiment in the commission's moves."
He predicted that if the FCC is successful in deintermixing Columbia, it would
do the same to other South Carolina
markets.
On the other side of the question,
Connecticut uhf operators who endorse
the FCC's
deletemet
ch. with
3 WTICTV
Hartfordplanlastto week
Gov.
John Dempsey to ask him to reconsider
his position against deintermixture. The

mm

Editorials from Alabama daily and
weekly newspapers which have opposed the FCC's plan to delete ch. 12
WSFA-TV Montgomery and shift the
station to uhf are pointed out to Carter Hardwick (r), managing director
of the tv station, by Gene R. Jacobsen

(I), program director. Although some
papers mentioned the economic rivalry between the media for advertising
revenue, they all resented the "federal
government" pressure, which they
said would deprive some rural areas
of any tv service.
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uhf-station owners said that some viewers might temporarily be without clear
service if the FCC action is upheld but
that with the increase of uhf stations
service would be better throughout the
state.
FCC

denies Coast

bids

for drop-ins of vhfs
The FCC last week denied conflicting proposals to add a fifth commercial
vhf channel (ch. 11 or 12) to the San
Francisco-San Jose area and to add ch.
12 to Sacramento or Santa Rosa, all
California.
In terminating the proceeding dealing with these proposals, the commission cited its recent interim policy decision on vhf allocations which favors
assignment of the "virtually saturated"
vhf spectrum predominantly to large
markets with fewer than three outlets.
Adding vhf assignments either to San
Francisco or Sacramento — which already has three vhf stations — would
eliminate "one of the few" remaining
possibilities for bringing service to areas
of northern California that are even
more underserved, the commission said.
Such additions would also require
changes in assignments and operating
frequencies of stations in other cities,
the FCC added.
As to the assignment of ch. 12 to
Santa Rosa — which is without local
television service — the commission said
that city already receives signals from
San Francisco stations and that the
agency is unable to discern much interest among prospective applicants.
The FCC also said the addition of ch.
12 to Santa Rosa would necessitate
that KSHL-TV Chico— about 118 miles
away — change to ch. 8 and this in turn
would require a change in frequency
for KOLO-TV (ch. 8) Reno, Nev. Notwithstanding the fact that Santa Rosa
is in "a growing area of northern California," the commission concluded, the
addition of ch. 12 to that city is therefore not warranted "at this time."

Crosley asks ch. 13 reprieve
Crosley Broadcasting Co. last week
asked the FCC for a stay of the commission order for Crosley to go off the
air with its WLWI (TV) (ch. 13) Indianapolis byNov. 27 (Broadcasting,
Oct. 30, et seq.).
The company said it will petition for
reconsideration and a rehearing but
asked that the deadline be removed
pending consideration of that petition.
Crosley said the FCC order awarding
ch. 13 to WIBC Indianapolis contained
errors of procedure and substance. The
4-2 decision reversed a 1957 grant to
Crosley.
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LA City Council wired for
The Los Angeles City Council is
making things easier for the working
radio-tv newsman covering its functions. The Council has set up a special radio-tv studio, complete sound
camera, hand camera, recording

FCC

asks court to drop

stay of WNTA-TV sale
The FCC has asked the District of
Columbia appellate court to change its
mind about the stay issued two weeks
ago against the WNTA-TV New York
sale to the Educational Tv for the Metropolitan Area group.
In seeking reconsideration — or a rehearing byall nine U. S. Court of Appeals judges — the commission stated
that the stay is based on an erroneous
understanding of what the FCC did last
October when it approved the $6.2 million sale of the ch. 13 facility from
NTA National Telefilms Assoc. to
ETMA. The stay was issued, the commission points out, on the ground that
the FCC approved the move of ch. 13
from Newark, N. J., to New York.
This is not so; ch. 13 is still assigned
to Newark, the FCC said. Furthermore,
it added, ch. 13 has been transmitting
from the Empire State Bldg. in New
York City for the past 9Vi years.

sight & sound
facilities, lighting equipment and
other essential props. Here city
councilman James H. Brown (1),
radio engineer turned public official,
checks out some of the equipment
with technician Ted Ashcroft.

The stay was requested by the state
of New Jersey, whose Gov. Robert B.
Meyner has led the protest to the sale
since this summer when it was first
submitted for FCC approval.
If the stay is retained, the FCC said
in last week's motion, the sale will surely fall through since the contract may
be terminated by either party by Nov.
27. NTA, the commission points out,
has already indicated that it must dispose of the ch. 13 station in order to
stop fallen,
heavy losses.
The station's
income
has
the commission
points
out,
from $92,250 gross weekly sales in
March to $15,200 during the last week
of October. WNTA-TV has reduced
its operating schedule from 112 hours
weekly to 49 Vi hours during the same
period, the commission pointed out.
NTA officials have declared that they
cannot continue to operate with these
heavy losses while awaiting the outcome
of the litigation. This means, the FCC
said, that the court in effect is deciding77
the merits of the appeal through the issuance of the stay order.

FM-BASIC
Comments

OR

SUPPLEMENTAL

MEDIUM?

vary in FCC rulemaking proposal to overhaul fm
Comments on the FCC's proposal for being made by the FCC in its New
drastic overhauling of fm standards were
York uhf experiment. Zenith supports
the
FCC provision for the establishcolored fm
by isrespondents'
on
whether
destined to feelings
become the
ment of Class C fm stations and said
basic aural medium or whether they such stations should be authorized
regard it as a supplemental service for throughout the U. S., not only to bring
service to sparsely settled areas but bespecialized audiences and for "white
areas" which receive no am service
cause "generally speaking, the higher
powered station with greater coverage
(Broadcasting, Nov. 13, July 3).
area can better support quality proThe touchiest subject in the proceedgramming." Zenith generally supports
ing was the FCC's inquiry about
whether it should continue to permit the table of mileage separations but
feels it should not be applied too rigidduplication of am programming by fms.
iy.
Except for those who restricted comConsulting engineer A. Earl Cullum
ments to technical standards, all parties filing comments seemed to have a Jr., Dallas, suggested that fm standards
stake in this proposition and took defi- be similar to tv standards with identical treatment on the size of the zones,
nite pro or con stands.
minimum
co-channel separations and
NBC and CBS filed similar comthe
maximum
power and antenna
ments saying duplication should be left
heights. Mr. Cullum does not see the
to the judgment of the licensee. Dupliseparate classes of stacation helps fill white areas and is the need totionsestablish
for commercial and educational
only way of bringing all am service
use and instead of five classes of stations
to the growing fm audience, the networks said. Both supported the pro- he would establish two — high and low
power. He favors use of directional
posed mileage table setting forth miniantennas in certain cases.
mum and maximum station separations
Some 20 fm stations represented by
for each frequency. NBC said no re- the Washington law firm, Dempsey &
definition of areas, reclassification of
Koplovitz, said the FCC recognizes
stations or reassignment of channels
can be considered until the FCC has that duplicated am-fm programming has
adopted revised technical standards for fostered the development of fm and
fm.
said across-the-board requirements for
separate and unduplicated programming
ABC agreed in general with the FCC
proposal but took exception to the would seriously curtail fm's growth.
Such programming would not be selfFCC's plan for allocation concepts and
supporting because one licensee could
power limitations in densely populated
not maintain a profitable am and sepparts of the country different from
arate fm operation, they argued, and
those in more sparsely populated sectherefore the fm station would be
tions.
forced to utilize only the most inexpenFm Unlimited Inc., said programsive programs.
ming should be the criterion for allowing duplication; it added the FCC
should "take a good, hard look" at
Battle against bans
automated fm stations, however good
their music. Fm Unlimited supports
Representatives of NBC, CBS
the FCC plan for five classes of staand press organizations met last
tions but said it feels the proposal for
week with Federal Aviation Agency officials to seek assurance that
strict mileage separations is "unrealistic" and would throttle fm expansion.
a
proposal
to restrict flights over
Each class of commercial station should
disaster areas will not interfere
be distinct from others and have no
with news coverage of catastrooverlap with a specific and protected
contour for each class. Fm Unlimited
phies.
The proposal would restrict airfavors shifting community am stations
craft from flying lower then 2,000
to fm assignments and making fm the
feet and within five miles of cerbasic medium because of the organizatain types of disasters. Although
tion's belief in its superiority as an
there is a provision that authoraural transmission system.
ized news media would be permitted closer, they would have
Set Quality High ■ Receiver manufacturers RCA and Zenith said most
to secure permission from FAA
traffic control. Some of the newsfm receivers are of good enough quality
to accommodate FCC proposals. RCA
men expressed fear that "minor
favors circular polarization and urged
FAA employes"
might issuebans
arbitrary and unnecessary
that no change on polarization be made
in the current fm rules until evaluation
against news aircraft.
of tv tests on circular polarization now
78 (GOVFRNMENT)

Backs NAB ■ The National Assn. of
Fm Broadcasters supported in the main
comments filed earlier by NAB. The
association favors mileage separation
and the proposal to establish three
classes of commercial stations. It feels
that neither off-set carrier nor crosspolarization techniques should be applied to fm at present. NAFMB asked
for a rule requiring separate programming by fm stations.
Concert Network Inc., which owns
four fm stations, said the proposed
FCC standards for fm would discriminate against several existing fm stations.
It recommended that these existing stations be authorized higher power, if
the new high-powered Class C fm category is added. The group favors unduplicated programming by fm stations.
WTAX-FM Springfield, 111., favors
duplication on grounds an fm station
would serve a greater audience than
an am Class IV station owned by the
same licensee and would serve people
through duplication who would otherwise be without service. KMLA-FM
Los Angeles favors an FCC rule requiring an absolute minimum of three
hours unduplicated programming by
fm stations. KCBH (FM) Los Angeles said it agrees with the NAB's position except
for NAB'sKCBH
stand thought
against
directional
antennas.
directionals should be encouraged wherever urbanized areas can be better
served.
The Dept. of Education of Puerto
Rico asked the FCC not to apply its
restricted power standards for educational fm stations in Puerto Rico because the terrain would make islandwide educational fm impossible.
Asking the FCC to continue to permit duplication were Storer Broadcasting Co., WTOP-FM Washington, D.C.,
WKRG-FM Mobile, Ala., KING-FM
Seattle, WBEN-FM Buffalo, and KTODFM Sinton, Tex. WYZZ (FM) WilkesBarre,less Pa.,
duplicationpower
a "needwaste ofcalled
the available
and
Time-Life Broadcast Inc., WPBS
frequencies."
(FM) Philadelphia and WRAL-FM
Raleigh, N. C, expressed general support for the FCC's Plan II establishing five classes of stations.
National Assn. of Educational Broadcasters supports the FCC plan insofar
as it would reserve fm space for educational purposes and not preclude use
of other channels for education when
the public interest warrants. Educational station WUOM Ann Arbor,
Mich.,
favored
strong co-channel protection.
Consulting engineer Roland H. Culver, Washington, feels the table of mileage separations has serious deficiencies
and recommends use of propagation
curves to determine absence of objectionable interference.
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Designed for stereo and multiplex operation, IT A FM transmitters in5, 7.5 and 10 kw power levels are the most compact,
fully accessible transmitters sold. Their single cabinet construction requires less than 6 square feet of floor space and
vertical arrangement of components virtually eliminates blind
spots. Automatic recycling assures continuity of operation and
extra long-life ceramic tetrode PA

tubes greatly reduce

operating costs! They're your best buy in medium
FM transmitters.

ITA

ELECTRONICS

BROADCAST

DIVISION

Chicago, III. AN 3-3797
Cincinnati, Ohio. CH 1-6386
Dallas, Texas. FL 7-9607
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•

High Performance
• Silicon Rectifiers
• Self Neutralized

• Remote Control Provisions
• Expansible to higher power
• Free test and tune-up

power

CORPORATION

LANSDOWNE,
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Congress

told arts

need government aid
The need for governmental support
of America's performing arts and artists
was stressed by witnesses testifying at a
three-day hearing of the House Select
Subcommittee on Education in New
York last week.
The opening witness on Wednesday
(Nov. 15) was conductor Leopold Stokowski. His comments set the pattern
followed by many of the witnesses. Mr.
Stokowski said he was opposed to the
assumption of the whole burden of
fine arts support by the federal government. But he suggested that states,
cities, communities and citizens could
cooperate.
And in response to a question, he
agreed that "tv and radio could do more
thanmusician.
they are doing" toward helping
the
Herman Kenin, president of the
American Federation of Musicians, emphasized that the AFM favors legislation
to benefit performing artists of all types.
He stated that "the only practical solution to saving our dying musical heritage is help in the form of government
subsidy."
Foreign Competition ■ Mr. Kenin
claimed that more than half of the
background music used in Americanmade tv shows is foreign-made. He
also deplored the status of staff musicians on radio stations and networks tothat "less
than finds
onethird day,
of contending
one statistical
musician
employment in radio today." He said
he had called this "derelection" to the
attention of the FCC and added: "We
may soon have to appeal to the enforcing arm of the Congress for our
rightful job opportunities in this medium."
FCC sets rulemaking
on Kentucky etv plan
A proposal by Kentucky that the
FCC reserve nine uhf channels for an
educational tv network was set for rulemaking last week. The commission also asked for comments on rulemaking
proposing new uhf assignments in
Oneonta, N. Y., and East Lansing,
Mich., and reserved ch. 20 in Eugene,
Ore., for etv.
The Kentucky changes, with comments due Feb. 5, 1962, would reserve the following commercial channels for etv: ch. 59 Ashland, ch. 17
Bowling Green, ch. 19 Hazard, ch. 26
Madisonville, ch. 24 Morehead, ch. 33
Murray, ch. 14 Pikeville, ch. 29 Somerset and ch. 54 Covington. To accomplish this, chs. 24 and 54 would be
added to Morehead and Covington, respectively, which presently have no al80 (GOVERNMENT)

location; ch. 54 would be deleted from
Cincinnati, and ch. 24 from Maysville
to be replaced by ch. 82.
This new rulemaking was made a
part of the FCC's proposed rulemaking
to promote the use of uhf. In asking
for the etv comments, the commission
said it would be inappropriate to reserve large blocks of channels such as
Kentucky requests but that it is aware
of the need for additional etv channels
in the state. Comments on the plan to
foster uhf also are due Feb. 5.
In Oneonta, the FCC asked for comments on a proposal to substitute commercial ch. 15 for ch. 62 by deleting
ch. 15 from Rochester and ch. 29 from
Gloversville, all New York. In this instance, the commission said no final decision will be made pending action in
the overall uhf proceeding unless "an
active interest is manifested" for the
construction of an Oneonta uhf station.
The change is being sought by William
J. Calsan.
Michigan State U. asked the FCC to
assign ch. 18 to East Lansing for etv.
The school said that it would use the
uhf facility to supplement programming
offered by etv ch. 10 WMSB (TV)
Onondaga, Mich, licensed to Michigan
State.
Rulemaking was finalized reserving
ch. 20 in Eugene for etv. This action
was
by thebeen
city'snopublic
schools
and sought
there have
commercial
applicants for the channel.
FCC gives broadcaster
clean bill of health
Riley R. Gibson, majority owner of
KLIV San Jose, Calif., received what
one commissioner termed a public
apology from the FCC last week. In
giving Mr. Riley a clean broadcast record, the commission also approved
his purchase of an additional 22.1%
of KLIV.
The commission had questioned Mr.
Riley in connection with an application for approval of the purchase of
New argument

date

Oral argument before the full
FCC in the court-remanded option time case has been rescheduled to Dec. 4 because of the
"pressing urgency of other business," the commission announced
last week. This is the third postponement ofthe argument, which
was to have been held Friday
(Nov. 17).
The "other business" was oral
argument on regulations and
charges for AT&T TELPAK services which was held last Tuesday
and continued until Friday.

KMAK Fresno, Calif., by a group
which he headed (Broadcasting, Aug.
14). Specifically, the FCC said that
programming proposals for KMAK
were nearly identical ot those of KLIV
and a second Gibson station, KXOA
Sacramento, Calif., and questioned rating claims made by KXO El Centro,
Calif., when Mr. Gibson was manager
of that station. The KMAK purchase
has since been dismissed.
In its action last week, the commission wrote Mr. Gibson that, based upon
his explantation
"information now availableandto other
the commission,
you are advised that the questions
raised in the commission's letter . . .
have been resolved satisfactorily."
Mr. Gibson purchased the additional
stock in KLIV from Patrick H. Peabody for $30,000. The former now
owns 53% of the station.
The FCC

last week...

■ Was asked by KXA Seattle to reconsider its order changing the call letters
of KUDY Seattle (Renton) to KIXI.
KXA said there has been confusion on
the part of listeners between the call
letters and added that program names,
format announcements and musical interludes byKIXI were similar to those
previously established by KXA. It said
that KIXI did not make clear in newsmerpaper
KUDY.advertisements that it is the for■ Said it would "not be appropriate or
desirable" to entertain comments relating to the reassignment of ch. 9 Redding, Calif., while two applicants are
competing in a hearing for the channel.
Noting that Northern California Educational Tv Assn. and Redding-Chico
Tv Corp. are applicants for ch. 9, the
commission: denied petitions by (1)
Northern California to reserve ch. 9
Redding for etv; (2) Redding-Chico to
assign ch. 1 1 to Redding for etv, and
dismissed a petition by KVIQ-TV
Eureka, Calif., to assign ch. 11 to Fort
Bragg, Calif. KVIQ-TV had requested
dismissal of its petition.
■ Designated for hearing the application of W. E. Baysden for a new am
station on 1290 kc, 1 kw in Jacksonville, N. C. Issues include the applicant's character qualifications, omission
of material information and misrepresentation of facts.
■ Was informed by the National Assn.
of Broadcast Employes & Technicians
that NABET concurs with the request
of American Federation of Television
& Radio Artists to deny renewal of license to NBC's Chicago outlets,
WMAQ and WNBQ (TV), for allegedly not hiring enough union members
(Broadcasting, Oct. 16).
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POLLER

VS. CBS

WCAN-TV reaches high court
with appeal in damage suit
CBS was accused of conspiracy and
monopoly before the U.S. Supreme
Court last week when the tribunal heard
arguments on the $4,350,000 antitrust
suit brought against the network by
Lou Poller, owner of WCAN-TV Milwauke , auhf station now dark.
Mr. Poller claims he was the victim
of CBS machinations when the network
bought the other uhf in Milwaukee
(WOKY-TV) in 1955, and took away
his CBS affiliation.
CBS bought WOKY-TV (ch. 19) for
$335,000. CBS also paid Mr. Poller
$500,000 for his studio equipment and
gave him the old equipment of WOKYTV. Mr. Poller holds that his station
was worth $2 million, a value he said
was based on negotiations he was holding at the time to sell WCAN-TV to
Storer Broadcasting Co. He instituted
the triple damage, private antitrust suit
in 1956, claiming he lost $1,450,000 on
the transaction.
Mr. Poller's suit was dismissed by a
federal district judge in Washington in
1959. The District of Columbia appellate court upheld the dismissal on a
2-1 vote. The appeals court found
CBS innocent of monopoly or restraint
of trade and held that Mr. Poller's loss
resulted from his own "improvidence"
in building a new studio and buying
new equipment on the assumption that
CBS would renew his affiliation contract.
Asks Jury Trial ■ Mr. Poller's attorney, Morris Wolfe of Philadelphia,
asked the Supreme Court to order the
case to jury trial. He maintained that
the lower court had no right to render
a summary judgment because the inferences to be drawn from the facts
should have been made by a jury, not
a judge.
Mr. Wolfe painted a picture of conspiracy in the network's acquisition of
WOKY-TV.
CBS hired Thad Holt,

former Birmingham broadcaster, to secure the option to purchase without
permitting the seller to know that CBS
was the actual purchaser.
He claimed that CBS planned to destroy uhf in Milwaukee, through its purchase of WOKY-TV, the demise of
WCAN-TV, and the subsequent failure
of the network-operated WXIX-TV (the
former WOKY-TV). CBS sold the ch.
19 facility in 1959; WISN-TV Milwaukee (ch. 12) now holds the CBS affiliation there.
Samuel I. Rosenman, New York attorney for CBS, insisted that the network caused no injury to Mr. Poller
and violated no law in the Milwaukee
transactions.
In discussing Mr. Poller's claim that
his station was worth $2 million, Mr.
Rosenman pointed out that a major
portion of this estimate was attributed
to the CBS affiliation.
Lawyer Rosenman emphasized that
CBS had the right to cancel its affiliation contract with Mr. Poller, that it
had the right to buy another station (at
one-third the price asked by Mr. Poller
for his station) and that there was no
violation of the antitrust laws.
The Supreme Court justices evinced
particular interest in the question of
whether a federal judge can act on a
motion for summary judgment when
there is no dispute on the facts, only on
the inferences to be drawn from the
facts. Mr. Wolfe claimed only a jury
could so decide; Mr. Rosenman held
that it is within the province of a
judge to make this determination.
WSRA short-term renewal
brings FCC total to 28
Past programming which failed to
meet the FCC's concept of service in
the public interest resulted in a 15month license renewal for WSRA
Milton, Fla., last week. This was the
28th public chastisement of a station
by the FCC through short-term renewals since the agency received such
authority from Congress a year ago.
The commission found WSRA lack-

Does KSAY operation affect defense?
Mechanical cranes operated by the In 1959, the Army formally requested an FCC hearing to force
Army will be the central issue at a
hearing on a renewal application by KSAY to relieve the situation
(Broadcasting, Sept. 14). The hearKSAY San Francisco — ordered by
the FCC last week. KSAY was set
ing issues: (1) to what extent, if
any, KSAY causes electrical currents
for hearing on charges by the Army
in the cranes, (2) whether such inthat KSAY's signals cause the giant
terference impairs the operation of
cranes at Oakland Army Terminal
the
cranes
and creates a safety hazto
becomecurrents.
"hot" through induced
electrical
ard to personnel, and (3) whether
the defense of the U. S. is affected.
KSAY's trouble with cranes has
Commissioners Rosel H. Hyde and
existed since the 1010 kc daytime
John S. Cross dissented.
station went on the air early in 1958.
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ing in agricultural, educational, discussion and speech programs. The FCC
told WSRA that under the principles
of the agency's program responsibility
guide to all licensees (Broadcasting,
July 17) "your performance falls short
the comof the degree of responsibility
mission has a right to expect of its

With a promise from the station
it would increase the percentage of
that
licensees."
time devoted to the questioned categories of programming, the commission
said it would grant a renewal until
March 1, 1963. Commissioners Rosel
T. A. M. Craven disH. Hyde
letter of explanation.
sented to a and
Beachview

vs. Tidewater

dispute waxes warmer
Tidewater Teleradio Inc., licensee of
WAVY-TV Norfolk-Portsmouth-NewPort News, Va., said that the petition of Beachview Broadcasting Co.
seeking license revocation proceedings
against WAVY-TV is the latest move
in a "sad history of delaying tactics. . . .
"The conduct of Beachview . . .
admits of no purpose but harassment,
delay and vindication of ill-feeling toward Tidewater," WAVY-TV said in
reply. Beachview lost out for the ch.
10 station in a comparative hearing and
last month asked the FCC to revoke
WAVY-TV's license and hold up on
approval of the $4.5 million sale of the
station9).to Gannett Inc. (Broadcasting,
Oct.
WAVY-TV maintains that Beachview's petition has no merit, contains
no new information not already considered by the commission and that it
raises no legitimate questions. The ch.
10 station said that it has "faithfully"
performed in accordance with its representations to the FCC. WAVY-TV
questioned whether former employe
William O. Kelley Jr. actually monitored WAVY-TV for one week late in
August as maintained in an affidavit
filed with the Beachview petition.
The station cited several variations
from its published program log and its
actual programming for the week in
question. The Kelley affidavit was inaccurate in many respects in listing
shows allegedly monitored off-the-air
which were not actually carried,
it has not abandoned any of its programming proposals detailed in a 1960 renewal application, as charged by Beachview. The licensee said the bulk of
the petition is based on the affidavit of
"an obviously disgruntled former emdismissed.ploye" of WAVY-TV and should be
WAVY-TV suggested that the FCC
may want to institute some action of
its own to protect its processes "from
such continuing abuse."
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TEEN-AGE

TEMPO!

They play records at ear-splitting volume. Tie up the telephone for
hours. Today's teen-agers are spirited, inquisitive, wonderful.
And nobody knows better than you— the new American with
teen-age sons and daughters— that their lives revolve around the car.

THE
NEW
AMERICAN

Mothers and fathers keep a careful eye on their teen-agers' driving habits. And they know how important it is to keep their car
running right.
At American Oil, we take extra care to make petroleum products
and provide services that help cars perform the way they should.
As just one example of the lengths we go to, our scientists are
studying gasoline combustion with a special furnace that burns fuel
the way your engine does. They're gaining new knowledge about
what they call "the chemistry of knock" to produce fuels that will
perform more efficiently in your car.
You expect more from American— and you get it!
AMERICAN
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Rep. Moss criticizes news
After six years as chairman of the
House Freedom of Information Subcommittee, Rep. John E. Moss CDCalif.) is optimistic that "unnecessary secrecy" can be rooted out of
federal agencies. But the congressman, who generally criticizes only
bureaucrats for what he regards as
excessively tight-lipped news policies,
now says news media and Congress
must share part of the blame.
Speaking at Western Reserve U.
in Cleveland on Nov. 1 1 , Rep. Moss
said he is sure that "we should and
can at one and the same time have
both freedom of the press and national security, possibly even in the
immediate future."
He said there is less news withheld now than there was when his
subcommittee was organized in
1955. In addition, he said, President
Kennedy is supporting those fighting
to uphold the public's right to know.
"There is now a growing awareness," he claimed, "that unnecessary
secrecy in government must go forever."
Nevertheless, he added, federal
agencies still routinely withhold
more news than they make available.
He said this is due in part to their
"human" inclination to issue stories
that place them in a good light,
rather than controversial ones.

McConnaughey

says

he can't remember
Former FCC Chairman George C.
McConnaughey did not testify last
week as expected
in the remanded
WSPA-TV (ch. 7)
Spartanburg, S. C,
case (Broadcasting, Nov. 6). Instead Mr. McConnaughey submitted
an affidavit saying
he couldn't recall
a reported September 1956 conversation with WSPAMr. McConnaughey
^
President
Walter Brown.
Mr. Brown had testified he talked to
the former chairman in his attempt to
get the FCC to seek a U. S. Supreme
Court review of a lower court's
remand of the ch. 7 case. Mr.
McConnaughey had been subpoenaed
by the attorney for protestant WAIMTV (ch. 40) Anderson, S.C., but the
affidavit was entered into the record in
lieu of his personal appearance.
Also made a part of the record last
84 (GOVERNMENT)

handling by media
But much of the missing news, he
said, could be "shaken loose" by increased resourcefulness on the part
of the news media. In the congressman's view, "fuller reporting can
only
be
achieved
fullerinformation
coverage."
Another
reasonbymore
is not made public, he said, is that
some agencies simply lack the funds
to do an adequate informational job.
He blamed this on the "pinch-penny"
policy he said Congress always follows in providing funds for agency
information programs.
Rep. Moss is not satisfied either
with the way news that does get out
is handled. "There does not appear
to me to be sufficient tendency on
the part of publishers and radio and
television stations to play down the
scandalous and sordid in the news in
favor of more informative and factual stories," he said.
"In this direction," he added, "the
news-gathering media have not been
as diligent as they should have been
in defending the public's right and
need for fuller information."
There are, he conceded, "many
dedicated publishers and broadcasters who contribute richly to the enlightenment ofthe American people.
My only complaint is that there are
not enough of these forward-looking
and dedicated individuals."
week was a stipulation by WSPA-TV
attorney William Dempsey on his discussions with the FCC general counsel
about a possible appeal by the commission. The latest hearing on the
WSPA-TV case, which has been remanded to the FCC three times, was
ordered to determine what Mr. Brown
said to Mr. McConnaughey in the 1956
meeting.
FCC

cancels

for deserting

Dallas fm
frequency

An fm station in Dallas was deleted
last week with no advance warning
from the FCC. The commission
ordered KCPA (FM) to return its license for cancellation within 10 days.
The FCC acted under a section of
its rules which requires a station to
notify the commission prior to going off
the air permanently. Although revocation proceedings would be the normal
course, the commission said it took
the drastic action because it appears
KCPA had no intention of resuming
operations.
KCPA was found guilty of failing
to operate under terms of its license by

reducing power, going off the air for
more than 10 days, failing to keep
operating logs for three months, operating without a qualified person in attendance and committing numerous
technical violations. The FCC noted
KCPA, which went on the air in July,
was evicted from its studio and transmitter site a month later for non-payment of rent.
The station is licensed to Merchants
Broadcasting System of Dallas for
operation on 94.1 mc with 4.8 kw.
WGMA

HEARING

Enright recounts part
in tv quiz 'controls'
Daniel Enright, 50% owner of
WGMA Hollywood, Fla., explained to
an FCC hearing examiner last week
the role he played in the tv quiz rigging
scandals of two years ago. Mr. Enright said that and
he used
"controls"
in
the production
presentation
of tv
programs and claimed that it was a
common practice in the industry.
Among the controls used, he said,
was the supplying of questions and
answers to contestants on Twenty-One
and Tic Tac Dough, two former programs produced by Barry & Enright.
Such action was deemed necessary to
build up suspense, drama and excitement, he said.
Mr. Enright testified in the hearing
on the application for license renewal
by WGMA Hollywood, Fla. Jack
Barry, Mr. Enright's partner in Barry
& Enright, also owns an equal share
of WGMA.
Explaining how quiz shows were put
together, Mr. Enright said that controls
properly applied are useful and necessary tools for entertainment. He said,
however, that after spending a lot of
time "thinking and reflecting on what
has happened" supplying contestants
with questions and answers was wrong
and improper. "I have labeled my actions wrong. It was misleading the
public," he replied when asked by commission counsel if he had perpetrated a
fraud on the public.
Mr. Enright cited several newspaper
and magazine articles which questioned
the validity of tv quizzes at the height
of their popularity. One such article
was a critic's review of Twenty-One
following the first program.
Despite these published reports, not
once did a network official or anyone
else in the industry question the controls used by Barry & Enright, Mr. Enright contended. Not once in his 15
years in tv programming had such questions been raised to him, he stated.
Mr. Enright said that since public
exposure of the quiz shows many former associates have closed their doors
BROADCASTING, November 20, 1961

to him. He has steadfastly refused to
leave New York and give the impresclared.sion that he was "running," he deMan of Integrity ■ The only other
witness last week, Filmways Inc. President Rodney Erickson, said that "Dan
Enright is a man of high integrity. . . .
He is considered the top man in his
particular field, bar none." Mr. Erickson said that Mr. Enright's tv quiz involvement did not change his opinion
of the Enright character.
The application for WGMA renewal
by its licensee, Melody Music Inc., was
set for hearing to determine the role
played by Mr. Enright in the tv quiz
fixes and whether he is fit to be a licensee. Following last week's sessions,
the hearing was adjourned until Dec.
20. Pending before the FCC is a
WGMA petition for enlargement of
the issues to consider practices throughout the industry at the height of tv
quiz popularity and the overall performance of WGMA.
Dixon

asks business

aid

to stop misleading ads
In a brace of speeches in the past
two weeks, FTC Chairman Paul Rand
Dixon has heatedly defended himself
and associates against charges that the
agency's administration is "anti-business." He has also urged business
groups to support legislation to empower the FTC to issue injunctions
against advertising it charges is false
and misleading before the case is decided.
Mr. Dixon told the Chicago Better
Business Bureau that newspapers, magazines and broadcasters are "the hand
on the spigot" — that if they don't approve advertising it doesn't get printed
or broadcast. He praised those publications and broadcasters which have
"sacrificed many millions of dollars" in
advertising revenue to maintain "high
standards" of advertising acceptance.
He also praised efforts by the NAB, the
Advertising Federation of America and
the Better Business Bureau to keep
standards up, and blamed "the hungriest" newspapers, magazines and broadcasters for accepting borderline or misleading ads. He described the FTC's
plan to send Advertising Alert, the commission's bulletin, to media (Broadcasting, Nov. 13).
To the National Frozen Food Assn.
in Miami Beach, Mr. Dixon said the
FTC is the ally of private enterprise, a
helper to competitive business. Critics
reject this idea, he charged, because
they equate liberty with unrestrained
license. He stressed that injunctions
against false advertising are necessary
in order to deprive the unprincipled
advertiser of incentive to delay the proceedings.
BROADCASTING, November 20, 1961

DODD

HEARS

SARNOFF

Senate unit says its checking on
The Senate Juvenile Delinquency
Subcommittee resumed its inquiry into
television sex and violence on Thursday by taking almost three hours of
closed-door testimony from NBC Board
Chairman Robert Sarnoff, the highestranking network official to appear before the subcommittee since the hearings began last June (Broadcasting,
June 12).
Subcommittee Chairman Thomas
Dodd (D-Conn.), whose staff went to
considerable lengths to keep the executive hearing secret and refused even to
say that the session was held, declined
to discuss the session in any detail.
On leaving the hearing room, he
said only that Mr. Sarnoff appeared in
connection with the subcommittee's interest in determining who is responsible
for injecting what he considers an undue amount of sex and violence into
television programs. But he added
quickly, "That doesn't mean that's
what we were talking about in there."
"We want to know about sex and
violence
he said.
want to on
knowtelevision,"
how television
can"We
be
improved." Sen. Dodd seemingly has
been convinced since early in the hear-

IN

SECRET

tv sex, violence
ings that tv violence is a factor in
juvenile delinquency.
Phase Is Ending ■ He indicated
Thursday he may be ready to conclude
where responsibility lies for such programs. This phase of the inquiry, he
said, is nearing its end.
But additional hearings — closed and
open — will be held before Congress returns in January, he said. He indicated
Mr. Sarnoff may be asked to testify in
a public session.
He said the NBC board chairman
was not subpoenaed last week, as witnesses have been in previous closed
sessions — that his appearance was arranged "by letter." NBC, referring all
questions about the session to Sen.
Dodd, said Mr. Sarnoff was "invited."
Although the programs and policies
of all three television networks were
closely and often critically examined
in the public hearing which closed July
28, NBC has had most of the subcommittee's interest in the closed sessions
that followed.
Witnesses at executive sessions in
September were Robert E. Kintner,
NBC president; David Levy, the network's former vice president in charge
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Carpet's
out—
butwerenot
The three television
networks
told last week to prepare to defend
their honor on the jousting field at
Washington beginning Jan. 9.
This is the meaning read into a
Nov. 15 letter sent by FCC Chairman Newton N. Minow to the three
network presidents. The letter, approved by the full commission, was
addressed to Leonard H. Goldenson.
ABC president; Frank Stanton, CBS
president, and Robert E, Kintner,
NBC president. It outlines the subjects to be taken up at the final
session of the two-year-long study of
tv network practices, with the commissioners sitting en banc. Among
the topics:
■ Networks' acquisition of financial interests in programs placed on
the schedule.
■ Relationship between networks
and talent agencies acting as producsrs or packagers of network programming.
■ Program selection, including
policies and practices to insure diverbalance in program schedules. sity and
■ News and public affairs programming, including public acceptance and clearances among affiliates.
■ The use of ratings and audience
measurement information in choosing programs.
■ Censorship of programs by
sponsors.
■ Affiliate participation in program
selection and content, including the
question whether affiliates have the
to exercise "informed"
opportunitybefore
judgments
exhibition.
of television programming; and Mort
Werner, who replaced Mr. Levy in
July.
First Board Chairman ■ So far as can
be learned, no CBS or ABC officials
have testified at a closed hearing. And
until Mr. Sarnoff's appearance Thursday
no network board chairman had testified before the subcommittee, in public
or executive hearing.
Like the earlier closed sessions,
Thursday's was prepared and conducted
under tight security precautions. But
reports that Mr. Sarnoff would appear
before the subcommittee did circulate
in New York two weeks ago and got into print last week. The subcommittee
staff repeatedly denied any knowledge
of an imminent hearing with or without Mr. Sarnoff. And when a staff
member was asked Thursday whether
Mr. Sarnoff would appear that day before the subcommittee the answer was
"no."
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the red one— for the
Bring Papers ■ The networks were
told to have on hand all documents
necessary to answer questions on
these topics, as well as officials who
are responsible for making decisions
in these areas.
Written comments, suggested as
more expeditious by the commission,
must be filed seven days before the
hearing date, the letter states. If
testimony by witnesses is preferred,
the commission said, this will be
acceptable.
The investigation of tv network
practices has covered a wide area
since it all began in October of 1958.
Public hearings have been held since
that time at which the public, network
officials, program producers, advertising agencies and advertisers have
been interrogated on their role in
putting television's fare on the air.
Hearings have been held in Washington, Los Angeles and New York.
The aim of the FCC, it is known,
is to have a final report on the inquiry by the end of January. There
is a general disbelief that this schedule can be met.
Team Effort ■ The commission
urged the networks to "consider this
a joint effort on the part of both the
commission and the industry to
create as full and fair a record . . .
as The
is practically
networks,feasible."
the commission
added, should "approach their final
appearance in the Inquiry in this
Since there may be touchy competitive financial information required
for the record, the FCC said that two
spirit."
Sen. Dodd says the secrecy surroundingsionstheisrequired
subcommittee's
sesby a rule executive
of the parent
Judiciary Committee and is designed
to protect the witnesses from unfair allegations ofinnuendoes.
Sen. Dodd has indicated he is thinking in terms of network regulation.

Mr. Sarnoff

Sen. Dodd

tv
chartsnetworks
showing financial data on networks' interests in programs may be
filed — one for the public and one for
a confidential, non-public record.
The secret chart, it is presumed,
will contain details of network financial arrangements in specific proThe commission's interest in this
grams.
financial information, Mr. Minow relates, was piqued by statements made
during the Hollywood hearings (at
which program suppliers and others
testified) that the networks have, over
the past several seasons, "consistently" sought to acquire financial interests in programs exhibited on the
network schedules.
Children's Programs ■ In discussing the question of balanced programming, the commission letter
cites as one example the charge that
networks have not provided adequate
programs "designed to serve the
needs and interests of children."
And, the letter goes on, there has
been testimony that programs are
selected for network display "on the
basis of their utility as advertising
vehicles for those advertisers who
seekThethenetworks
largest were
audience."
told they could
have counsel accompany and advise
the witnesses, but were warned that
the lawyers could not. without permission, interrogate any witnesses or
participate directly in the proceeding.
This admonition obviously stems
from the fracas caused at the Hollywood hearing when the attorney for
MCA's Taft Schreiber injected himself into the FCC interrogation of
witnesses.

Engineer

probe resumed

by House

subcommittee

A subcommittee of the House UnAmerican Activities Committee is expected to resume next week an inquiry
alleged
tion of into
radio
andCommunist
television infiltrastation
technical positions.
A committee source said the threemember subcommittee, headed by Rep.
Edwin E. Willis (D-La.), plans to take
testimony Wednesday from five witnesses. He didn't disclose their names
but indicated that most of them are
radio or television station engineers.
The subcommittee feels such station
personnel pose a "direct threat to national security" if they are under Communist Party discipline. Rep. Willis
said they could sabotage the Conelrad
system in event of an enemy air attack
on the country.
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JACKSONVILLE

THE

MEDIA

MEET

TO

END

NAB

SERIES

Collins says FCC should renew except in flagrant cases
NAB will wrap up its Fall Conference series today in Jacksonville, Fla.,
concluding the group of eight one-day
sessions that started Oct. 9 in Dallas.
The consensus of delegates at the
meetings indicates that the one-day
agenda is the most popular formula for
regional meetings. The 1961 conferences
introduced Gov. LeRoy Collins, NAB's
new president, in his first nationwide
circuit. Both broadcasters and Gov.
Collins have indicated satisfaction with
the rapid-fire meetings.
A record attendance for the series
was tabulated Wednesday at Minneapolis, where registration totaled 224
delegates. Two days earlier, 196 had
registered at Pittsburgh.
In his prepared remarks, and during
Pittsburgh and Minneapolis conferences
with newsmen, Gov. Collins made clear
he feels station renewals should be routine unless there is an indication of
flagrant station violation of FCC rules.
He said NAB has not yet seen any indication of coercion by FCC Chairman
Newton Minow.
At Pittsburgh, Gov. Collins said the
FCC shows a sound concept of the
legal limitations on its regulation of and
control over programming. The latter
function, he said, belongs to broadcasters. He predicted radio will make rapid
strides in the near future, describing it
as a tremendous power "so close to the
people and so mobile." He noted the
need
depth research
role infornational
life and into
said radio's
a new
NAB committee will study the industry's functions for use in national emergency. John S. Hayes, Washington
Post-Newsweek stations, has been
named chairman of a civil defense committee just named by Gov. Collins.
Asked if he might return to public
life, Gov. Collins said he has a threeyear contract. "I have no plans to reWHIP THE HAZARD OF
LIBEL, SLANDER,
INVASION OF PRIVACY, PIRACY,
VIOLATION OF COPYRIGHT
WITH 1) Good Practices
2) Good Care
3) Good Insurance.
YOU
handle
No.
1 andSPECIAL
No. 2 —andWE'LL
look
after No. 3 with our
UNIQUE
EXCESS POLICY, built to do it satisfactorily
and quite inexpensively!
For details and rates, write
EMPLOYERS REINSURANCE
CORPORATION
21 W. Tenth, Kansas City. Mo.
NewWilliam
fork, Chicago,
107
175 W. San100Francisco,
Bush
St. Jackson St.
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enter public life," he explained, "but
as a matter of principle I'm not closing
Radio Grants Cutoff? ■ John F.
any doors."NAB radio vice president,
Meagher,
suggested last week that a study be conducted into the public interest aspects
of controversial grants of new radio
stations and the impact of FCC policies
on stations themselves.
Analyzing
the FCC's 1960
tistics (Broadcasting,
Nov. radio
13), stahe
said a third of the stations operated at
a loss. "Why should radio's net income
increase in Pittsburgh, Cleveland and
Detroit but decline in Cincinnati, Louisville and Nashville?"
Mr. Meagher said the FCC should
learn to identify pseudo-broadcasters
and take appropriate action without
penalizing the vast majority of quality
stations.
Dan W. Shields, special assistant for
tv, said television's network and spot
share of the national advertising dollar
rose from 33% in 1960 to 35% in
1961. He called on stations to join the
fund-raising drive of the All-Industry
Television Music Licensing Committee,
which will hold its first negotiating session with ASCAP Nov. 21 (Broadcasting, Oct. 23).
Burning Inside ■ Robert D. Swezey,
NAB radio-tv code authority director,
said FCC Chairman Minow's "wasteland" speech had delighted critics and
competitive media, which gave it
brushfire circulation. "If our system of
broadcasting is destroyed, that destruction will come from within, and not
from Mr. Minow or the government,"
he said, calling on broadcasters to correct "existing evils."
Radio needs a code more than television does, Mr. Swezey said, pointing
to the difficulty of setting up specific
limitations applying to the numerous
types of stations and the problems of
marginal operators who need every penny to live. He urged sponsors, agencies,
programmers and package producers to
cooperate in code enforcement. He deplored the lack of public awareness of
the radio and tv codes, contending civic,
public and other groups "should be
lined up with us, not against us."
Kenneth A. Cox, chief of the FCC
Broadcast Bureau, told the NAB conference inMinneapolis the bureau hopes
to place a revised draft of logging and
program form proposals before the commission early next year. He expected
the logging changes would take effect
the first of the month following a decision, and program form changes about
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four months after that.
He said the new procedures would
not be fully operative for about a year
and stations filing early renewals would
be assured consideration during the
change-over.
Mr. Cox said the FCC will be reasonable in processing the station reports
and seeks only enough information for
its decisions.
About 85% -90% of the FCC's
original proposals will be eliminated in
the final decision, NAB Executive Vice
President Vincent T. Wasilewski predicted. He was confident the FCC's
informal meeting with broadcasters
about a month ago had been fruitful.
Dwight W. Martin, board chairman
of WAFB-TV Baton Rouge and chairman of the NAB Television Board, who
presided at the afternoon open discussion, and W. F. Craig, WLBC Muncie,
Ind., complimented NAB President
LeRoy Collins and NAB's staff for arranging the broadcasters' meeting with
the FCC. Mr. Craig said he wished
"all of your efforts were just as good."
Mr. Martin thought the trade press
overlooked some of the good points in
criticizing the NAB and its staff.
Charles L. Scofield, KEYZ Williston,
N. D., wondered why radio-tv couldn't
attack the press for not giving equal
space to political candidates. But Gov.
Collins did not think it would enhance

i

Outstanding
Broadcast

broadcasters' status "to strike back at
other
Mr. media."
Wasilewski said the constitutional
question of FCC's power in programming can't be settled "until someone
puts his license on the line — and I
haven't
anyone
yet."
Gov. seen
Collins
said doheit believes
FCC
Chairman Newton Minow is aware of
the limitations on what he can do, which
is to "advocate,
call onis
broadcasters
to doexhort
what and
he thinks
good." He said news reports fail to relate many things in Mr. Minow's talks
that would "warm the heart of broadversial. casters," and emphasize only the controNABI should
president
continued:
"If
youThethink
be in
Washington
flailing Mr. Minow I want you to say
so, but I'm not going to promise you
I would do it, because I wouldn't."
Changing hands
ANNOUNCED ■ The following sale of
station interests was reported last week
subject to FCC approval:
■ WAUB Auburn, N. Y.: Sold by Jack
R. Poppele to a local group headed by Robert Morgan for $108,000.
Mr. Poppele is former chief engineer
of WOR New York and director of the
Voice of America. WAUB is a daytimer on 1590 kc with 500 w. Broker

Exclusive

Properties

Top two station market. Perfect for a
husband-wife team. Showing constant
improvement. $30,000 down.

SOUTH
$125,000

Profitable fulltime operation in a single
station market. Geared for owner-operator. $40,000 down and the balance over
ten years.

NORTHERN CALIFORNIA

Profitable daytime facility in good two
station market. Unusual profit to sales
volume ratio. Good terms available.

NORTHWEST

This facility is in a top metropolitan
market. Ideal situation for good owneroperator. Excellent asset picture. 29%
down and liberal terms.

$135,000

$130,000
FLORIDA
$200,000
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was Hamilton-Landis & Assoc.
APPROVED ■ The following transfers
of station interests were among those
approved by the FCC last week (for
other commission activities see For
The Record, page 104).
■ KTUL Tulsa, Okla.: Sold by John
T. Griffin-James C. Leake group to
Raymond Ruff and Charles A. Sammons for $450,000. Buyers own KTRN
Wichita Falls, Tex. Mr. Sammons is
the principal owner of community antenna systems with headquarters in Dallas. The sellers retain KTUL-TV Tulsa,
KATV (TV) Little Rock and 50% interest in KWTV (TV) Oklahoma City.
■ KVER-AM-TV Clovis, N. M.: Sold
by Frank Lesley, Mrs. Mae Strauss and
Texas Telecasting Corp. to John H.
Marshall Sr. and associates for $295,600. Mr. Marshall is in construction
and other businesses in New Mexico.
John H. Marshall Jr. is former employe
of stations.
■ KOMY-AM-FM Watsonville, Calif.:
Sold by Francis T. Crennan to Robert
H. Dolph and associates for $117,152.
Mr. Dolph has controlling interest in
KFTM Fort Morgan, Colo.
WNTA-TV
'hopeful'
of commercial future
Beer and baseball last week brightened
the prospect of a commercial future
for WNTA-TV New York in the event
its $6.2 million sale to the Educational
Television for the Metropolitan Area
Inc. falls through — as it appears it may
unless a court-imposed stay is repealed
(see page 77).
While talks were continuing between
WOR-TV New York and the New
York Mets, the new National League
baseball club, over next season's broadcast coverage, WNTA-TV also was
meeting representatives of Foote, Cone
& Belding, the agency for the Mets'
sponsor, Rheingold Beer.
The new NL entry and Liebmann
Breweries last Monday jointly announced the award of radio-tv sponsorship to Liebmann's Rheingold Beer.
The broadcast rights were sold for $1
million a year for five years, with an
option to renew for another five years.
It had been indicated earlier that
F. & M. Schaefer Brewing Co., a Rheingold competitor, was in front-running
position for the rights. Schaefer sponsored the former Brooklyn Dodgers.
Rheingold is expected to sell part of
the rights to at least one other sponsor,
accodring to a Mets spokesman. He
said talks are going on with several
companies and that there is "enthusiasm" at Rheingold for either a cigarette
or gasoline
metics firm. sponsor, or possibly a cosE. Jonny Graff, WNTA-TV general
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manager, said the Mets games are one
of several of the station's important
plans for continuing on a commercial
basis. "We are looking to the future
with a feeling of optimism, confident of
being able to maintain WNTA-TV's
distinctive record in programming."
Leonard Davis, president and chairman of National Telefilm Assoc., said
Monday that NTA will continue as a
commercial outlet if the sale to ETMA
is not concluded by the Nov. 27 deadline because of the court-ordered stay.
Under Rheingold sponsorship nearly
all the Mets games will be aired on
radio presumably by WOR or WNTA.
The tv schedule includes 81 home
games, 52 road games and several
spring training games next year. Joe
Gariagiola, announcer this year for the
St. Louis Cardinals, is said to be the
top prospect to head a three-man announcing team for the Mets.
CBS presents equipment
to Boston etv outlet
CBS has presented WGBH-TV Boston, the educational tv station whose
studios were destroyed by fire last
month (Broadcasting, Oct .23), with
$35,000 worth of tv equipment.
The gift resulted from a letter to Dr.
Frank Stanton, CBS Inc. president,
from John F. White, president of the
National Educational Television Network. In his letter, Mr. White called
attention to the plight of WGBH-TV,
which is a major supplier of programs
for the NET network.
Informed of the gift, Ralph Lowell,
president of the WGBH Educational
Foundation, said the equipment represented "the sort of cooperation and
friendship"
that educational
tv receives
from
the commercial
broadcasters.
Since the fire, WGBH-TV has been
operating from the studios of Boston's
commercial tv stations — WBZ-TV,
WHDH-TV and WNAC-TV— and the
Catholic Television Center.
Sun Ray files with SEC
Consolidated Sun Ray Inc., which
owns radio stations in addition to a
large drug store chain, has filed
with the Securities & Exchange Commission to register 607,000 shares of
common stock to be sold from time
to time by the present stockholders
through the American Stock Exchange.
Sun Ray owns WPEN-AM-FM Philadelphia and WALT Tampa, Fla. It recently sold WSAI-AM-FM Cincinnati
and is negotiating to sell WALT. The
registration statement disclosed that for
the six months ending July 31, 1961,
only the company's radio division
showed a profit. Financial figures for
the broadcast properties were not separate from those of the overall corporation in the SEC filing.
BROADCASTING, November 20, 1961

CALLED

OFF:

KLAC

TO

WESTINGHOUSE

Contract stymied by FCC's tougher look at sales, renewals
an agenda of hearings on the multiThe FCC's tough new look at sta- up
tion renewals and sales claimed its sec- million NBC-RKO General transactions
ond victim last week when the $4.25 which included the exchange of the network's Philadelphia radio-tv stations
million purchase of KLAC-AM-FM
for RKO's Boston outlets and the purLos Angeles by Westinghouse Broadof NBC's Washington stations by
casting Co. fell through following ter- RKO chase
General for $11.5 million.
mination date of the sales contract.
The contract, renewed once Oct. 1
In announcing the termination of the
sale contract, Mortimer W. Hall, ownfor 30 days, was not extended follower of KLAC stations, revealed the
ing the Nov. 1 date. Last week both
parties informed the FCC that the appointment of Robert H. Forward,
year-old deal had been cancelled and KMPC Los Angeles program vice presthat the applications for the transfer
ident, as executive vice president and
of ownership of the Los Angeles inde- general manager of KLAC-AM-FM
(see Fates & Fortunes, page 100).
pendent were being withdrawn.
The move followed the FCC's action in asking Westinghouse (and GE)
Coral Gables stereo fm
for justifications on their license renewals in the light of the price fixing hangs out night sro sign
activities in electrical equipment acWVCG-FM Coral Gables, Fla., the
knowledged byofficials of the parent
first stereo fm multiplex station in the
companies (Broadcasting, Nov. 6).
state, began broadcasting Oct. 30 with
The other sale which faded away beits evening hours (6 p.m. -midnight)
the FCC's and
current
poli- sold out. The station also is broadcastciescauseonofrenewals
sales tight
occurred
ing two hours of stereophonic programlast month when the $7.5 million con3-4 p.m.
tract for the sale of KTVU (TV) San
ming during the day, 10-11 a.m. and
Francisco to NBC was allowed to
WVCG-FM said it had been estimated
terminate (Broadcasting, Oct. 30).
This occurred after the commission set $150,000 worth of stereo fm receiving

NEW ENGLAND — 5,000 watt radio station with new
equipment and practically new building — grossing
$130,000.00. Station capable of doing much better in
this market of 1 00,000-plus. Priced at $210,000.00 on
terms, considerably less for cash. ANOTHER H&L
EXCLUSIVE.
NORTHWEST — Medium size market fulltime radio station
operating at slightly better than break-even but past
record indicates it can do much better under experienced
owner-manager. High fixed assets. Total price of
$95,000.00 with 29% down and payout in excess of
ten years. ANOTHER H&L EXCLUSIVE.
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bor, Mich.; WKAR East Lansing,
Mich.; KLIK Jefferson City, Mo.;
KFEQ St. Joseph, Mo.; KWTO Springfield, Mo.; WJAG Norfolk, Neb.;
KFAB Omaha; WELS Kinston, N. C;
WPNC Plymouth, N. C; WLW Cincinnati; WRFD Columbus-Worthington,
Ohio; KGW Portland, Ore.; WEJL
Scranton, Pa.; KSOO Sioux Falls, S. D.;
WNAX Yankton, S. D.; WNOX Knoxville, Tenn.; WCUB Manitowoc, Wis.;
CBL Toronto.
The networks cited by the council
were the CBC Radio Network and the
California Farm Network.
KOBAK

GIVES

ADVICE

Says 'wasteland' description
over-exposed; Minow agrees
FCC Chairman Newton Minow has

George W. Thorpe (I), president and
general manager of WVCG-AM-FM
Coral Gables, Fla., and A. Prose Walker, assistant director of development,

Collins Radio Co., are shown with the
first fm stereo generator and fm exciter built by Collins, which has been
operating at WVCG-FM since Oct. 30.

equipment had been sold in the area
during the first week of stereocasting
and that dealers expected the total to
reach $1 million by Christmas. The
station also said advertisers of package
receivers and component equipment
have signed contracts ranging from 8 to
26 weeks and, in addition, local dealers
are "saturating" daytime hours with
spot announcements.
The station's promotion for its first
day of stereo programming included
large space advertising in one newspaper and saturation two-inch ads in
another, as well as movie trailers, window streamers, counter cards and displays in department stores. The sta-

tion also produced and broadcast its
own promotional spot announcements.
WVCG-FM, which operates on 105.1
mc with 18.5 kw, says it expects to increase its daytime stereocast hours by
Dec. 1. Its stereophonic programming
includes classical, semi-classical concert and show music.

L.A. uhf test?
International Telemeter Co.,
the pay television arm of Paramount Pictures, has applied to
the FCC for an experimental uhf
tv station on ch. 83 in Los Angeles to test its pay tv equipment
under actual uhf conditions. The
Los Angeles station would have
a power of only 20 w; the pictures will be for Telemeter engineers and will not reach the public. Paramount motion picture
film will be used to test the pay
television equipment in Los
Angeles.
90 (MEDIA)

Safety Council

honors

39 stations, 2 networks
A total of 11 tv stations, 28 radio
stations and two radio networks received awards Thursday from the National Safety Council for exceptional
service to farm safety. The non-competitive awards were based on public
service programs during the 18th annual National Farm Safety Week in
July and on support during the previous
12-month period. The broadcast winners:
Tv— WGTV (TV) Athens, Ga.;
WIBW-TV Topeka, Kan.; WHDH-TV
Boston; KOMU-TV Columbia, Mo.;
KFEQ-TV St. Joseph, Mo.; WRGB
(TV) Schenectady, N. Y.; KGW-TV
Portland, Ore.; WRCV-TV Philadelphia; WDAU-TV Scranton, Pa.; KSOOTV Sioux Falls, S. D., and WSAZ-TV
Huntington, W. Va.
Radio — KUBC Montrose, Colo.;
WBBM Chicago; WDZ Decatur, 111.;
WLBK DeKalb, 111.; WIBC Indianapolis; WHO Des Moines; KXGI Fort
Madison, Iowa; WIBW Topeka, Kan.;
WTIX New Orleans; WHDH-AM-FM
Boston; WHFB-AM-FM Benton Har-

admitted that his "'vast wasteland" description of television suffers from exag eration as a common catch-phrase,
according to business consultant Edgar
Kobak.
The veteran broadcast and advertising executive told the Broadcast Advertising Club of Chicago Tuesday that
he had written Mr. Minow to express
concern over use of the phrase and "to
give
a lotthat
of free
Kobakhimagreed
there advice."
is some Mr.
bad
programming on the air, but a lot that
is very good, too.
The one-time president of Mutual
and head of the former NBC Blue Network (later ABC), said he told the
FCC chairman that if the "vast wasteland" description had been submitted to
him in the form of "advertising" by the
FCC as a "sponsor" he would have had
to turn it down because "this was not
truth
advertising."
Mr. inKobak
said Mr. Minow wrote to
him in reply: " 'Believe it or not, I
agree with you/ " But, Mr. Kobak
said, "He is still using the phrase from
time to time and we are stuck with it."
Mr. Kobak felt that the outspoken
critics of broadcasting, including Mr.
Minow, NAB's president LeRoy Collins and the daily press, have generally
been a healthy influence on the industry
although they may not always have been
correct. To criticize is their privilege,
Mr. Kobak said. "Our best critics are
educators, preachers and parents," he
said. "We've got to be kept on our
Clean Bowl ■ Broadcasters live in a
goldfish bowl, Mr. Kobak said, "and
we've got to keep it clean." He said
broadcasters must have a "feeling of
taste" and must have "guts" to stick
with
their principles even though they
toes."
may have an order in their hands.
Though he thinks networks and stations must have the final say as to what
they broadcast, Mr. Kobak wants a return to the practice where advertisers
BROADCASTING, November 20, 1961

liaison between catv systems and civil
defense organizations so the antenna
systems can be used for warning and
public service communications in
emergencies. This committee is under
the chairmanship of Larry Boggs, Vumore Inc., Oklahoma City.

and agencies "have a definite part in a
show."
He thinks Fairfax Cone of Foote,
Cone & Belding is a "little confused"
about the magazine concept (Broadcasting, Oct. 16). "Why even use the
word 'magazine'?" he asked. Mr.
Cone's idea of a spot rotation plan "is
doomed to failure," he said.
Mr. Kobak thought tv may be "pricing itself out of the market" on program costs. "Too many people" are getting "a piece of somebody" and thus
forcing total costs ever higher. Too
much profit is just as immoral as none,
he said.
New programs are jerked off the air
too soon in a panic over low ratings,
Mr. Kobak thought. He thinks elimination of network option time would
cause serious problems for the industry.
If you are selling a national medium
you must be able to deliver it, he said.
Prohibition of option time would undercut the basic quality programming available to stations around which they build
their local material, he said.
The broadcasting industry is full of
trade associations, Mr. Kobak said, yet
there is not a single one devoted to improving the industries' sole product:
programming: He felt seminars should
be held for this purpose.
Mr. Kobak attacked the station practice of accepting free records from song
publishers. Stations would not take
free announcers he said, and nobody
gives free ink and paper to newspapers.
He hopes the day will come when
media stop paying commissions to agencies.
Tv sharetimers split
in Rochester deal
Three tv stations in Rochester, N. Y.,
became two last week when final agreements were reached on the three-way
transaction which resulted in WHECTV remaining on ch. 10; WVET-TV
moving over to ch. 5 fulltime and
Transcontinent Television Corp., operator of ch. 5 WROC-TV leaving the
city. Previously ch. 10 was shared by
both WHEC-TV and WVET-TV.
Beginning fulltime occupancy of ch.
5 on Nov. 15, WVET-TV chose to retain the WROC-TV call letters. It is
also using this call letter for its am
station and for the fm station it acquired from Transcontinent. The licensee of the stations is Veterans
Broadcasting Co., which also owns
80.5% of KTVE (TV) El Dorado,
Ark., and is an applicant for ch. 9 in
Syracuse, N. Y.
WHEC-TV and WVET-TV paid
Transcontinent a total of $6.5 million
for its ch. 5 facility. Veterans then
turned over to WHEC its interest in the
ch. 10 operation and in return WHECBROADCASTING, November 20, 1961

Final annual
plans were
made forto NCTA's
second
legal seminar
be held
Dec. 4-5 at the Edgewater Hotel, Chicago. The board also agreed to hold
the 1962 NCTA convention in Washington June 17-22 at the Shoreham Hotel.
Tv

Principals in the three-way transaction in Rochester which reduced to
two that city's television stations, confer prior to signing the final agreement. They are (from left to right):
Clifford Kirtland, vice president of
Transcontinent Tv Corp., which leaves
Rochester as a result of the negotiations; Ervin F. Lyke, president of Veterans Broadcasting Co., owner of
WVET-TV; and Lowell H. MacMillan,
vice president of WHEC Inc.
TV turned over to Veterans its interest
in the ch. 5 assets. The FCC has ordered ch. 8 substituted for ch. 5 in
Rochester; this is part of the revision of
tv channels in upstate New York by
which ch. 13 is added to Rochester and
ch. 9 to Syracuse. WHEC-TV retains
the CBS affiliation in Rochester;
WROC-TV will continue with NBC and
both stations will carry ABC as supplements to their primary affiliations.
Catv to cooperate
in education, defense
Community antenna operators have
taken serious steps to place their facilities at the disposal of educators — and
at the same time have moved to cooperate more fully with local civil defense agencies.
With the concurrence of the National
Community Television Assoc. board,
Dr. John Guy Fowlkes, U. of Wisconsin audio-visual expert, was added to
the NCTA etv committee. Also added:
Archer S. Taylor, U. of Montana;
James Palmer, State College of Pennsylvania, and, as a consultant, Lawrence Stone, U. of Wisconsin. The etv
committee is under the chairmanship
of Homer Bergren, Seattle catv investor.
The board, which met in White Sulphur Springs, W. Va., Nov. 9-10,
authorized its auxiliary services committee to work up a plan to establish

good

influence

on

children-WTMJ-TV
Television is a good influence on
school children and an even better one
in their daily family lives. This was
the finding of a consumer analysis survey conducted by WTMJ-TV Milwaukee in conjunction with Dr. Wilbur
Schramm,
director of Stanford
U.'s Institute for Communications
Research.
According to the station, the 885
questionnaires received (100%) represented across-section of the Milwaukee
area population. Sampled were those
families whose children might be affected by television.
Some of the findings: 75.5% said
that television had been good for their

WPE
PHILADELPHIA
THE STATION OF THE STARS
CALL GILL-PERNA, INC.

family's
5.1%hadwho
said it washome
bad life
and against
19.4% who
no
opinion. 64.7% said they could give
examples of good things their children
learned from television compared with
33.6% who said they couldn't. 70.4%
couldn't give an example of anything
bad their children learned from television as compared with 29.94% who
could.
A majority (67%) said their childen sometimes demonstrated desirable
behavior owing strictly to television.
69.1% said they sometimes restrict the
amount of time their children watch
television compared with 17.9% who
never restrict it and 13% who often
restrict it.
These were some of the raw findings,
WTMJ-TV said. An in depth report
based on analyses by Dr. Schramm, will
be released early next year.

A declaration
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rates

still

going up, ANA report
Further increases in newspaper rates
since 1960 are reflected in the new edition of the Assn. of National Advertisers' annual report on "Newspaper Circulation and rate trends," issued last
week.
It shows the aggregate line rate for all
U.S. English-language dailies this year
is 69.4% higher than it was when the
annual studies were started in 1946,
while their aggregate net paid circulation in that time has risen only 21.7%.
A year ago, the line rate was up 66%
over 1946, while circulation had advanced 19.9%.
Newspapers in only one category
showed a drop in aggregate line rates
between 1960 and 1961 — all-day and

of British independence

The British Broadcasting Corp.
was described last week as "the most
truly independent broadcasting organization in the world." The description was provided by Hugh
Carleton Greene, the BBC's directorgeneral.
Mr. Greene was guest of honor at
a New York luncheon given by
Robert W. Sarnoff, NBC chairman,
in honor of BBC's 25th anniversary.
(In picture above Mr. Sarnoff (1)
presents Mr. Greene with an anniversary gift.)
Mr. Greene said no British government had interfered in BBC programs. Of BBC programming
policies, Mr. Greene said that "our
concept . . . aims to serve the public
in all moods. We believe that minorities are as important as majorities.
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Newspaper

It may be better to give intense
pleasure to a small number of people
than mild pleasure to a greater numHe acknowledged that U. S. television problems were different from
England's, but broadcasters in both
countries
ber." should be "servants of the
public." That, he said, "is the
thought that should be in our minds,
rather than commercial gain or national propaganda, when the New
York skyline first looms up in live
transmission on British television
screens, and the historic buildings of
London
yours." of all three U.S.
Leadingon officials
television networks and of other
media and advertising organizations
attended the luncheon which was
held Nov. 13.

morning-evening combinations. Their
rates last year were 61.3% above their
1946 level, but 60.5% over 1946 this
year. In the same 12-month span their
aggregate net paid circulation has gone
from 80.2% of the 1946 level to 83%.
Sunday papers, on the other hand,
showed a rate gain but circulation drop
since 1960. Their aggregate rates, 44%
above the 1946 total a year ago, are
now 47% higher, while their circulations is 37.8% ahead of 1946 as compared to 41.2% ahead last year.
Between 1960 and 1961, morning
newspapers' line rate went from an
81.9% to an 88.3% increase over 1946,
while their circulation went from 37.3%
above the 1946 level to 39.3%. Evening
newspaper line rates, 61.6% ahead of
1946 a year ago, are now 65.5% higher,
while circulation is 30% above the 1946
totals as compared to 28.8% a year ago.
The report also presents individual
trend data for all newspapers with circulations of 50,000 or more.
College broadcasters
set RTES-backed meet
A national collegiate broadcasters
conference will be held in New York in
February 1962 under the sponsorship of
the Radio & Television Executives Society. RTES President Matthew J. Culligan, who announced the project today
(Nov. 20), named Richard P. Jones,
vice president and media director of
J. Walter Thompson Co., as chairman of
the committee in charge.
The conference, first of its kind, is
being arranged for the young men and
women who operate more than 250
college and university campus radio
stations, ranging from wired systems up
to low powered am or fm transmission.
Mr. Jones, who acknowledged that
the student broadcasters are "a great
pool of potential talent" for the industry, announced the appointment of a
steering committee which includes:
Peter Storer, president, Storer Television Sales; Mark Olds, program director,
WNEW New York; Irving Falk, New
York U. professor; Steve Libby, manager, television department, Communications Counselors Inc.
IBA asks FCC test
The Illinois Broadcasters Assn. has
asked NAB to determine the limits of
government control over broadcasting.
The association adopted a resolution
proposed by Leslie C. Johnson, WHBFAM-TV Rock Island, chairman of the
association's freedom of information
committee (Broadcasting, Nov. 13).
The recommendation and report by Mr.
Johnson's committee was read to the
IBA by Heber E. Darton, promotion
manager of the Rock Island stations,
since Mr. Johnson was unable to attend
the IBA meeting in Chicago two weeks
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FCC

wants

deeper

look

at station

finances

Radio 'universal medium'
Radio received strong support
IT ASKS NEW FINANCE MANAGEMENT GROUP TO HELP
as
an effective advertising medium
An FCC official said last week that
from Don Leonard, vice president
set
at
four
times
the
station's
highest
the agency needs more information
quarter-hour rate.
and media director of Fuller &
about the financial operations of radio
Other Speakers ■ The Institute of
Smith & Ross, in a speech before
and television stations. He said the Broadcasting Financial Management
members of CBS Radio Spot Sales
also heard talks on financial planning,
annual reports that stations now submit
last week.
lack meaningful details.
accounting, billing and office manageMr. Leonard told the group that
ment procedures from Ralph F. Lewis,
The statements were made by H. H.
"everyone
who has a product or
general partner in the management firm
Goldin, chief of research and educaof
Arthur
Young
&
Co.,
New
York;
service to sell can use radio," and
tion of the FCC's Broadcast Bureau, in
"he can undoubtedly use radio
George W. Schiele, vice president of
an address to the first general membermore
successfully than some of
Broadcasting Billing Co., one of several
ship meeting of the recently formed
Institute of Broadcasting Financial
central billing agencies that have retheInmedia
he is the
nowadvantages
using." of
examining
cently announced intentions to begin
Management. The IBFM comprises
introducing an advertiser to radio,
operation, and W. Richard Lyman of
fiscal officials of broadcast stations.
the Ozalid Division of General Aniline
Dr. Goldin invited the IBFM to work
Mr. Leonard described it as "the
& Film Corp., which manufacturers
with the FCC in revising the financial
true"Everyone
universal listens
medium."
to radio some
reporting form (No. 324), and it ap- billing and record-keeping machinery.
time or other each weekend and
peared his invitation might be accepted.
'everyone' must include purchasAB-PT extra dividend
Henry W. Dornseif, WCCO Minneapolis, president of the institute, said
on."
and a soCRSS
agents, executives
Mr. ingLeonard
spoke at
An extra dividend of 2% in comhe would appoint a committee to work
seminar for agency buyers.
mon
stock
certificates
was
declared
by
on the problem.
directors of American BroadcastingThe reporting form now in use, said Paramount Pictures Inc. in addition to
Dr. Goldin, fails to explain why some
the regular forth quarterly cash divi- record on Nov. 24, 1961. The stock
stations that show a history of losses
certificates dividend is payable Dec. 28,
dend of 25 cents per share on the outcan command high prices when they
standing common stock (Broadcast1961, to common stockholders of recare sold. An explanation might be had
ing, Nov. 6).
ord on Nov. 24, 1961. An extra diviif the forms required reports of paydend of 2% common stock certificates
The regular quarterly cash dividend
ments to officers, directors and stockis payable Dec. 15, 1961, to holders of was also paid last year.
holders, Dr. Goldin suggested.
In 1960, Dr. Goldin pointed out,
about 1,000 radio stations reported net
losses for the year (Broadcasting, Nov.
13). Some 200 of them were stations
that had been in operation since 1941
or longer. The present reporting forms
provide no solid answer to the question of why stations can stay in business so many years and still show
losses, according to Dr. Goldin.
Some 90 representatives from radio
and television stations attended the institute's two-day membership meeting
which was held in Chicago.
Call for Help ■ One of the featured
speakers was Hamilton Shea, WSVAAM-FM-TV Harrisonburg, Va., chairman of the All-Industry Television Station Music License Negotiating Committee. In current negotiations with
Reach
28.8% more
GROCERY
the American Society of Composers,
Authors & Publishers, the industry
must present a united front, Mr. Shea
SHOPPERS
with WAVE -TV
said.
The industry committee has sub—who buy 28.8% more food products
mitted astiff set of proposals to ASCAP
(Broadcasting, Oct. 23), and is out
in Kentucky and Southern Indiana!
to win concessions that could subThat's because WAVE-TV has 28.8% more
stantially reduce payments by telecasters which ran to some $18 million
viewers, from sign-on to sign-off, in any
average week. Source: N.S.I., July, 1961.
last year. Yet, Mr. Shea implied, station support of the committee has
CHANNEL 3 • NBC
MAXIMUM POWER
fallen below expectations. "It's truly
LOUISVILLE
an all-industry effort," Mr. Shea said,
"and in fairness all stations should
THE KATZ AGENCY, National Representatives
carry their share of the burden." Station subscriptions to the committee are
93
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AFTRA, KFWB
settle strike
Missing from Hollywood Boulevard
last week were pickets for the American Federation of Television & Radio
Artists who for four months — since
July 11 — had paraded back and forth
across the entrance at KFWB in a
strike against the station. The union
also had stopped distributing leaflets
urging recipients not to patronize advertisers on KFWB nor to buy the encycloepedias published by Crowell-Collier Publishing Co., owner of CrowellCollier Broadcasting Corp., licensee of
KFWB.
The strike ended with a three-year
agreement calling for $187.50 weekly
base wages for staff announcers the
first year (retroactive to May 1),
$197.50 the second year and $205 the
third. The base wage had been $155,
although most newscasters at KFWB
were receiving $173 and all the disc
jockeys well over that figure. The new
scale is the same as that which recently became effective at KMPC Los Angeles (Broadcasting, Oct. 9). The
three newsmen returning to the station
after the strike will receive $195 a week.
The strike ended without an end to

two of its more serious phases, however. AFTRA has not rescinded its expulsion of or revoked more than $40,000 in fines against eight former members who continued to work at KFWB
after the strike was called. Nor has
KFWB withdrawn its legal actions
against the union, one a suit for $11,400,000 charging AFTRA and several
members with libel, distortions and misinformation, the second for $179,384
plus for damages allegedly suffered by
KFWB because of pressure illegally
exterted
advertisers.by AFTRA on the station's
Media reports...
New fm ■ WHFS (FM) Bethesda, Md.,
went on the air Nov. 12 as the Washington, D.C., area's first fm stereo station. The station operates on 102.3
mc with 1 kw. It is owned by High
Fidelity Broadcasters Inc., with William A. Tynan as station manager. The
station broadcasts from 4:30 p.m. -midnight seven days a week.
Nab fugitive ■ A pair of Oklahoma
City newsmen, Max Wolf and Bruce
Hickman, chief photographer of KWTV
(TV) and news director of KJEM, respectively, became heroes for a night
when they captured an escaped federal

prisoner. The two newsmen spotted the
man in the weeds of a field while they
were making a routine check around
the city. They held him until police
arrived.
Starts broadcasting ■ WNEM-FM
Saginaw, Mich., began broadcasting
Nov. 12. The station, on 102.5 mc with
93 kw, has a broadcast day from 11:30
a.m. to midnight. The station is
owned by Gerity Broadcasting Co.,
James Gerity Jr., president. The fm
outlet will specialize in what it calls
adult music.
Crash reporting ■ WRNL Richmond
claimed to be first on the scene to report the tragic Imperial Airlines plane
crash that took the lives of more than
70
recruits.
NightbeatArmy
reporter
gave The
the station's
initial account
on the air of the crash. WRNL also
furnished beeper reports to 15 stations
from Montreal to Phoenix. It also fed
the account of the story to the CBS
Network.
Begins operations ■ KHOK Hoquiam,
Wash., a 1 kw daytimer on 1560 kc, began operations last week. The station
is owned by Twin Cities Broadcasting
Co. KHOK programs western music
from 6-9 a.m. and popular music
throughout the rest of the day.
Boost for CBS-TV ■ KGIN-TV Grand
Island, Neb., has joined CBS-TV as a
booster station, carrying all network
programs ordered for and telecast by
KOLN-TV Lincoln, Neb. KGIN-TV,
which will be listed on the rate card
as a booster to KOLN-TV, is owned
by Cornhusker Television Corp.
Proven fund raiser ■ When the chips
were down and $7,500 had to be raised
in Benton, Ky. (population 3,000), in
less than 24 hours, the city fathers
turned to WCBL, that city. And it
turned out to be a wise decision as the
station accomplished the goal, thus
helping to bring back an industry (the
Ashby Metal Forming Co.) that once
was housed in Benton before shifting
to St. Louis three years ago.

Educational

station loses home in blaze
KWLC has been located on the
A fire completely destroyed the
facilities of KWLC Decorah, Iowa,
campus of Luther College for 22
on Nov. 2 — just two weeks after a years. The total damages were estistation remodeling job.
mated at $20,000, and items lost include two Ampex recorders.
The C. K. Preus gymnasium,
which housed the KWLC studios,
KWLC, a 250 w outlet on 1240
kc, is operating at present from the
and practically all the non-commerKDEC Decorah, a comcial station's equipment were de- studios of
mercial station.
stroyed.
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VFW awards ■ WMNI Columbus, Ohio,
has been awarded the Ohio Veterans of
Foreign Wars award for a series of editorials called the Communist Report.
Bob Sherman, the station's news director, received an individual award for
his work on the series.
Call letter change ■ KQBY San Francisco has changed its call letters to
KKHI. The station was purchased last
month by Frank Atlass from Gordon
Broadcasting Co. It is an affiliate of
Mutual Broadcasting.
On the air ■ KHFR-FM Monterey,
Calif., went on the air last month as
the area's first exclusively fm outlet.
BROADCASTING, November 20, 1961

The station operates with 18 kw
96.9 mc. It is owned by Kenneth
Warren, and broadcasts from noon
midnight on weekdays and from
a.m. to midnight on weekends.

on
F.
to
10

Award to WBAL ■ The Baltimore post
office has awarded to WBAL, that city,
its highest honor for public service. The
award was given to the station for its
work over the years in rendering service
to the post office and its personnel.
Charity ■ WDAS Philadelphia has established WDAS Charities to provide
help and assistance to the 700,000 members of the Philadelphia Negro community. WDAS is owned by Max Leon.
Dividends ■ Storer Broadcasting Co.
has announced a quarterly dividend of
450 per share to owners of common
stock of record Nov. 24 payable Dec.
11. Also announced was a 12'/i0

quarterly dividend to owners of Class
B common stock.

tising. Mr. Johnson is a former KGO
sales executive.

EtV group moves ■ The Washington
Office of the National Educational Television & Radio Center has moved to
1619 Mass. Ave., N.W., Washington 6,
D.
C. Telephone remains same: Hudson
3-6367.

MBS shines in Florida ■ WINZ Miami and WINQ Tampa have joined
Mutual. Both stations operate with 50
kw and are owned by Rand Broadcasting Corp. The affiliation for WINZ
started Nov. 13 and will begin for
WINQ on Feb. 19, 1962.

Stations pick ■ KMSP-TV Minneapolis-St. Paul has appointed KnoxReeves Adv., Minneapolis, as its advertising agency. KXTV (TV) Sacramento, Calif., has appointed Allen,
De St. Maurice & Spice Adv., San
Francisco, to handle a special advertising campaign announcing the completion of its new 1,549-foot transmitter
tower. WABC New York has appointed Daniel & Charles Inc., New
York, as its agency. KGO San Francisco appoints the Charles W. Johnson
Agency, that city, to handle its adver-

KQXR (FM) rebroadcasts KEAR (FM) ■
Except for twelve hours a week that
it programs on its own, KQXR(FM)
Bakersfield, Calif., has begun to rebroadcast the programming of KEAR
(FM) San Francisco 24 hours a day.
Both stations carry a format of religious
music and inspirational presentations,
and are supported by audience contributions. KEAR (FM) is owned by
Family Stations Inc., which also owns
and operates KEBR Sacramento on the
same non-profit basis.

INTERNATIONAL

Advertisers
JAMIESON

also responsible,

ADDRESSES

FIRST MEETING

says

CAB

head

OF TORONTO

RTEC

Advertisers have responsibilities to
the broadcast medium, Don Jamieson,
CJON-AM-FM-TV St. John's, Nfld.,
and president of the Canadian Assn. of
Broadcasters, told the founding meeting of the Radio & Television Executives Club at Toronto. "Broadcasters
must not be treated just as the greatest
advertising medium in the world," he
said.

in January; and Norman Collins, chairman of Great Britain's ATV network,
in February. Also on the proposed list
are President John Kennedy, Newton
Minow, and Canadian Prime Minister
John Diefenbaker.

Mr. Jamieson said many advertisers
should be taking some of the criticism
now leveled at broadcasters.
He felt that if broadcasters raise
their standards overnight, as the theorists want, they would lose their mass
audience, not only in terms of money
but in terms of information now
brought to the masses.
Mr. Jamieson thought Canadian legislators should completely overhaul
broadcast regulations which have not
kept pace with electronic developments.
Advertisers should do more than aim
for programs which will bring the highest audience ratings, otherwise there is
danger that the critics of broadcast advertising will cause changes, he said.
Ken Soble, CHCH-TV and CHML
Hamilton, Ont., was elected president
of the new Radio and Television Executives Club; W. C. T. Cran, CFRBAM-FM Toronto, vice president, and
Ralph Snelgrove, CKVR-TV and CKBB
Barrie, Ont., speaker.
The club will bring leading speakers
to Toronto on a monthly basis, including Oliver Treyz, ABC-TV president,
in December; Roy Thomson of Thomson Newspapers and Scottish Television
BROADCASTING, November 20, 1961

approved by BBG
Six new television satellite stations,
one new am commercial broadcasting
station, and six power increases have
been recommended by the Canadian
Board of Broadcast Governors meeting
at Ottawa.
New 5 w satellites on ch. 5 to rebroadcast programs of CHBC-TV Kelowna, B.C., were recommended at
Enderby, B.C., to Henry V. Desnoyer,

Six tv satellites

and at Peachland, B.C., to Robert
Chapman.
Canadian Broadcasting Corp. was
recommended for a ch. 12 satellite at
Timiskaming, Que., with 7.8 kw video
and 3.54 kw audio power and antenna
of 860 feet above average terrain to
rebroadcast programs of French-language station CBFST (TV) Sturgeon
Falls, Ont.
CKCW-TV Moncton, N.B., will be
able to have a 5 w satellite on ch. 7 at
Newcastle, N.B., to rebroadcast programs of CKAM-TV, Upsalquitch
Lake,
N.B.,
itself a satellite of CKCWTV.
To rebroadcast programs of CJLHTV Lethbridge, Alta., Alfred A. Baker
has been recommended for a 5 w transmitter on ch. 12 at Waterton Park, Alta.
CJCH-TV Halifax, N.S., was recommended for a ch. 10 satellite at Canning, N.S., with 9.05 kw video and
4.530 kw audio power and antenna 886
feet above average terrain.
Satellite was not approved for

Wore tk an a decade oj? (Sonitructive Service
to d^roadcadteri and the (J2roadcaitina ^Qnduitry

HOWARD
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STARK

Brokers — Consultants
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CHSA-TV Lloydminster, Sask., at
North Battleford, Sask., and application
for new tv station at Ste. Anne des
Monts, Que., on ch. 4 by T. V. Transgaspesienne Inc., was deferred.
A new radio station was approved
for Rejean Boivin at Mont Laurier,
Que., on 610 kc with 1 kw, station to
carry French-language programs of
CBC French radio network.
Two applications for new radio stations were turned down, one at Abbotsford, B.C., and the other a satellite of
CKEN Kentville, N.S., at Wilmot Station, N.S.
The Dept. of National Defense for
Royal Canadian Air Force bases was
recommended for a 10 w station on
1340 kc at Moisie, Que.; a 50 w station
on 1450 kc at Senneterre, Que.; a 20 w
station on 1340 kc at Mont Apica, Que.;
and a 6 w station on 1400 kc at Parent,
Que. These stations will be operated
on a voluntary basis by RCAF staff.
Other BBG Actions ■ Decision was
deferred for the time being for an fm
station by CKNW New Westminster,
B.C., with 310 kw on 101.1 mc. The
application is to be heard again at the
April 1962 hearing of the BBG.
Power changes were approved for
CFRY Portage La Prairie, Man., from
250 w on 1570 kc to 1 kw on 920 kc;
for CJDV Drumheller, Alta., from 10
kw day and 5 kw night to 5 kw; for
CFPL-FM London, Ont., from 4.6 kw
on 95.9 mc to 179 kw on same frequency, with antenna height from 99.2
feet to 885 feet above average terrain;
for CFCF-FM Montreal, Que., from
7.7 kw on 106.5mc to 55.4 kw on 92.5
mc, and antenna from 453 feet to 979
feet above average terrain; for CJOBFM Winnipeg, Man., from 250 w to
310 kw on 97.5 mc; for CKSO-TV
Sudbury, Ont., for independent tv station to go on the air in Canada in 1953,
from 30 kw video and 16 kw audio
power to 72 kw video and 40 kw audio
Canada alert
All Canadian radio stations
were on a national network on
Nov. 13 from 7-8:30 p.m. EST,
as Canada began a 48-hour survival exercise, Tocsin II. The radio
stations carried the network program from the nuclear war survival center north of Ottawa, Ont.,
telling Canadians what would happen and how Canada planned to
handle survival in case of a nuclear attack on major city targets.
This was the second such exercise
this year, the earlier one having
been carried out on May 19, but
not on as extensive a scale. Radio
will be main method whereby
Canada will keep in touch with
its people in case of an attack.
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power on channel 5 with antenna from
284 feet to 2,049 feet above average
terrain.
CBH Halifax, N.S., was approved for
change from 790 kc to 860 kc with 10
kw.
Change of ownership of shares and/
or ownership for undisclosed amounts,
were approved for CFUN Vancouver,
B.C., to new corporate owner Broadcast Operations Ltd.; share transfer for
CFBC Saint John, N.B.; and share
transfer of all issued shares for CKRM
Regina, Sask.
Canadian

tv firm begins

public affairs series
A new tv production company,
Channel Television Productions Ltd.,
has been formed in Toronto. The company begins production with Telepoll,
the first public affairs series to be commercially sponsored on Canadian television. It will produce programs for
use in Canada and for sale internationally after a Canadian premiere.
The firm was set up by Beaver Film
Productions Ltd., and CTV Television
Network Ltd., both of Toronto, and
Ted Cott, executive vice-president of
WNTA-TV New York.
David Griesdorf is president of
Channel Television Productions Ltd.,
175 Bloor St. East, Toronto, and Ted
Cott is executive vice-president.
Canadian reps, agencies
discuss what sells time
The 10 most important factors influencing purchase of broadcast time
by advertising agencies for their clients
were listed recently in Hamilton, Ont.
Participants in the "Meet the Buyer"
seminar of the Central Canadian Broadcasters Assn. detailed the following as
the factors: marketing objective, coverage and reach, flexibility, cost efficiency,
type of audience, merchandising and
promotion, budget, competitive activity, frequency and creativity.
More than 30 senior representatives
of 11 of Canada's top agencies sat
down with representatives of Englishlanguage Ontario and Quebec radio and
television stations in the two-hour session on Oct. 30. The conference was
arranged by the Station Representatives
of Canada, and presided over by Andy
McDermott of Radio & Television Sales
Inc., Toronto.
Toronto firm syndicates Rank
More than 50 British films of the
1954-57 period have been bought for
syndication in Canada by Atlas Telefilm Ltd., Toronto, Ont. The features
were bought for a reported $500,000
from the J. Arthur Rank Organization
of London.
Earlier, Atlas Telefilm had purchased

a number
of The
films syndicating
from London's
Ealing Studios.
company
was formed this year and is headed by
Leslie A. Allen.
The films purchased include Sir
Laurence Olivier's "Hamlet," Moira
Shearer's "The Red Shoes," and "The
Ladykillers"
Peter
Sellers. with Sir Alec Guinness and
New

BBG

spot

rules

aid radio stations
The Canadian Board of Broadcast
Governors has announced new regulations to ease restrictions on radio commercials byallowing individual stations
more latitude in their placement. Under
the new rules, a total of 20% of all
broadcasting time between 6 a.m. and
midnight each day of every week may
be devoted exclusively to commercial
spotting and announcements.
The new ruling will allow stations to
program commercials heavily for local
weekend and holiday retail advertising,
and go correspondingly light in time
periods that do not attract advertisers.
Before the Nov. 11 ruling, handed
down at the conclusion of BBG public
hearings, stations had been limited to
20 spot announcements an hour or a
total of 16 minutes each broadcasting
hour. This, stations claimed, did not
allow individual flexibility to meet local
advertiser requirements.
The radio commercial regulations are
the product of a consortium among individual stations, the Canadian Assn.
of Broadcasters and the BBG. The
CAB has been vocal in its insistence
that the advertising regulations should
accommodate
small stations (Broadcasting, Sept. 4).
The BBG hopes that the new regulations will mean a number of commercial-free program periods each day, and
that new formats and content will appear in the hours of uninterrupted programming.
An aside to the new regulations is
that each station must report annually
to the BBG how it has promoted and
insured the maximum use of Canadian
talent.
Canadian TvB gets research
Television Bureau of Advertising of
Canada, Toronto, has announced the
availability of all research services of
the Bureau of Broadcast Measurement
under a special agreement extending
through 1962.
In addition to its regular survey reports, BBM will supply the television
bureau with various special tabulations,
and will work closely with the bureau
in developing a wider use of documented tv research by advertisers and
agencies.
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Frank Walsh, research director,
Compton Adv., Chicago, elected vp. Mr.
Walsh, who has been
with agency for five
years, served previously with General Foods
in New York as assoMr. Walsh
ciate research director
working on Post cereals and Maxwell
House coffee. Earlier, he was associate
research director of Armour Foods,
Chicago, and account executive, McCann-Erickson, New York.
Donald D. Madden, formerly of Colgate-Palmolive Co., New York, joins
Lestoil Products Inc., Holyoke, Mass.,
as general sales manager, newly created
post. Owen J. Carroll, formerly of
Boyle-Midway Div., American Home
Products, named to newly created position of merchandising manager at Lestoil. William J. Massey appointed field
sales manager, also new post. He previously was Lestoil retail field sales
manager. Marion T. Mocheski appointed sales promotion manager, and Jeremiah H. Creedon becomes marketing
assistant. All above will report to Edward J. Fredericks, director of marketing.
Fin lay W. Morrow, account executive,
Riedl & Freede Adv., Clifton, N. J.,
appointed vp and marketing director.
Mr. Morrow previously was with N. W.
Ayer & Son and Gresh & Kramer Adv.,
both Philadelphia.
Spurgeon K. Britt named coordinator of advertising, and Thomas W. Wilson named coordinator of sales promotion for Humble Oil & Refining Co.,
Houston, Tex. Mr. Britt, who joined
New PRSA officers
Walter W. Belson, assistant to
president and pr director, American Trucking Assn., Washington,
elected president of Public Relations Society of America. Other
officers elected: Ward B. Stevenson, vp for pr, International Telephone and Telegraph Corp., New
York, vp; Harold M. Gartley,
president, Gartley & Assoc., New
York financial pr counseling firm,
treasurer; and Donald N. Phillips,
district sales and pr manager,
United Air Lines, New Orleans,
secretary. Elected to board:
Chester Burger, president, Communications Counselors, New
York, and Claude Ramsey, president, Public Relations Inc., Denver, Colo.
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Humble in 1946, has been serving as
manager of advertising and sales promotion in company's southwest region.
Mr. Wilson was manager of motor
products advertising and sales promotion for Esso Standard Region of
Humble.
Herbert M. Shayne appointed to
newly-created position of new products
manager in Pepsodent Div., Lever Bros.
Co., New York. Before joining Pepsodent in 1958, Mr. Shayne was with
Hudson Pulp & Paper Co.
John G. Jennings appointed to newly
created post of director of market research and new products coordinator
for John H. Breck Inc., hair preparations firm, Springfield, Mass. Mr. Jennings was vp for marketing for Noreen
Inc., Denver.
Soulard Johnson, president of
KWRE Radio Inc., joins Hart Adv. as
vp in charge of client service. He formerly was national sales manager for
KWK St. Louis and earlier served as
sales
CBS. manager for western division of

WITHIN A STONE'S THROW
J? OF COMMUNICATIONS ROW!

able locations
most desir
One of New York's
MADISON
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A Bigger and Better

Mark Noble named
marketing
research and
director for
western division of
Fletcher Richards,
Calkins & Holden,
New York, with headquartersBefore
in San joining
Francisco.

Mr. Noble
agency's Seattle office
in 1960, Mr. Noble was senior marketing analyst of Gillette Safety Razor Co.,
Boston.

HOTEL
Just steps from anywhere . . .
now with 500 individually decorated rooms and suites — and
completely air conditioned.

Benjamin H. Oehlert Jr., vp, CocaCola Co., Atlanta, Ga., named president of Coca-Cola's Minute Maid division, Orlando, Fla.
Beryl Seidenberg, vp and media supervisor, Kaster, Hilton, Chesney, Clifford & Atherton, New York, joins
Smith/ Greenland Adv., that city, as
media director.
Florie Field, media director, The
Goodman Organization, Los Angeles
advertising agency, joins Nides-Cini
Adv., that city, in similar capacity.
Gil Savitzky, chief media buyer,
W. B. Doner Adv., Baltimore, joins
Leon S. Golnick Adv., that city, as
media director.
William T. Mann, former tv producer
with Ted Bates, New York, joins radiotv department of N. W. Ayer & Son,
that city, as tv commercial producer.
Donald R. Sanders, marketing research
analyst, State Street Bank & Trust Co.,
Boston, joins Ayer's Philadelphia office
in plans and marketing department.
Richard M. Keith joins copy depart-

The magnificent new
17 E. 52 St.
Your rendezvous for dining
deliberately and well . . .
open every day of the week
for luncheon, cocktails,
dinner, supper.
PLAZA 3-5800 • TWX: NY 1-138

Gale Blocki Jr., Radio Advertising
Bureau, Chicago, joins Chicago staff
of WNEW National Sales, division of
Metropolitan Sales. Mr. Blocki was
with John Blair & Co., Chicago, for

Mr. Copher

Mr. Roberts

Mr. Shem

Mr. Sulcer

NL&B elects four vice presidents
1957 after an earlier association with
Jack W. Copher, account supervisor, Bradley H. Roberts, account
Compton Adv., New York. Mr.
supervisor and assistant manager of Shem joined NL&B in 1957 after
account executive department, Carl working for Compton Adv. and
McCann-Erickson. Mr. Sulcer has
A. Shem Jr., account executive, and
longest service with NL&B. He
Frederick D. Sulcer, account supervisor, all Needham, Louis & Brorby,
joined agency in 1947 as trainee and
New York, elected vps of agency.
has progressed successively to copyMr. Copher joined NL&B in 1960
writer, assistant director of copy deafter previously serving with The
partment, manager of radio-tv creaToni Co. and Armour & Co. Mr.
tive department, and currently account supervisor.
Roberts has been with agency since
ment in Philadelphia. He is former
technical editor in General Electric's
advertising and sales promotion department.
Charles Mangel, public relations department, BBDO, New York, appointed
manager of press relations.
Robert H. Gray named advertising
manager of Blair Quality Products,
Anna Elizabeth Wade and Friendship
House sales divisions, Morton Manufacturing Corp., Lynchburg, Va. He
will in addition serve as promotion
manager for Wade division.
James P. Barrett, formerly with
Grey Adv., New York, joins Street &
Finney Adv., that city, as account executive. Alfred V. Hansen, formerly of
Donahue & Coe, New York, joins S&F
as copywriter.
Philip J. Laven, former account executive with Campbell-Mithun Adv.,
Minneapolis, joins Leo Burnett Adv.,
Chicago, in similar capacity.
James P. Shenfield, assistant to president, Campbell Soup Co., Camden,
N. J., assumes additional responsibilities of vp for marketing, Campbell's
Soups International.
Bill Day, assistant
news director, KBTV
(TV) Denver, joins
Harold Walter Clark
Adv., that city, as account executive and
director of pr. At one
time he headed his
own public relations
firm.
Guy E. Seymour and Dudley D. Gray
appointed account executive and senior
98 (FATES & FORTUNES)

art director, respectively, at Nichols,
Flink & Assoc., Decatur, 111. Mr. Seymour was account executive on Kroger
Co. account for Campbell-Mithun Adv.,
Chicago. Mr. Gray was formerly with
Gabel & Assoc. and Ward Hicks Adv.,
both Albuquerque, N. M.
Robert Previdi, Benton & Bowles,
New York, joins Papert, Koenig, Lois
Adv., that city, as media buyer. At
PKL he will handle products of General Wine & Spirits Co. and Pharmacraft Labs.
Alden S. (Bill) Nye,
who for 16 years
served as radio-tv director of McCannErickson, San Francisco,ownresigns
to establish
firm,
Nye
Communications EnMr. Nye
terprises, 406 Sutter
St., that city, engaging in all phases of communications,
including radio-tv, film production and
writing for publication. Mr. Nye will
be in association with his wife, Dorothy
H. Nye, who served for ten years with
KGO-TV San Francisco as writerproducer-director.
Gordon White, formerly with MarksRifkin Adv., Beverly Hills, Richard
Delcarson, formerly with Fairchild,
Groeneveld, Fitzgerald Studios, Detroit,
and John Brink join Johnson & Lewis
Adv., San Francisco, as account executive, art director and traffic director, respectively.
Jack B. Weiner, former associate
editor Television magazine, New York,
joins Television Bureau of Advertising,
that city, as manager of national sales
development.

16 yearsoffice.
before opening RAB's midwestern
Pat Mclnroy joins Fuller & Smith &
Ross, New York, as copywriter. He
was previously with Young & Rubicam
and McCann-Marschalk.
Cathy Lightbourn, formerly with
Young & Rubicam and J. Walter
Thompson, joins copy staff of M. M.
Fisher & Assoc., Chicago.
Maureen Blackmon, former account
executive, Charles W. Hoyt Adv., New
York, joins Storm Adv., St. Louis, as
associate copy director. Brian H. McDonald, formerly on pr staff, TV Guide
magazine, joins Storm's pr division.
Alwyn W. Knight, account executive,
N. W. Ayer & Son, Honolulu, appointed
manager of Honolulu office, succeeding
James P. Smith who was re-assigned
to Ayer's San Francisco office.
Rudy Perz, tv copy supervisor, Leo
Burnett Adv., Chicago, named "copywriter of the year" by Chicago Copywriters Club for his work on Kellogg
and Allstate Insurance Co. tv spots.
Fred Hale, vp and account supervisor in San Francisco office of Cunningham &Walsh, New York, appointed Los Angeles manager of agency.
Mr. Hale, who is account supervisor
of Quatas Empire Airways account, will
continue in this capacity from Los Angeles. He joined C&W in 1956 in New
York office and was transferred to San
Francisco in 1958.
New CBA officers
George Whitney, vp and general manager, KFMB-AM-FMTV San Diego, elected president
of California Broadcasters Assn.,
succeeding Lou Simon, general
manager, KPIX (TV) San Francisco. Mr. Whitney was previously president of association in 1958.
Other new officers: Hugh Turner,
vp, general manager and chief
engineer, KTIM San Rafael, vp
for radio; Al Constant, station
manager, KRON-TV San Francisco, vp for television; Alan Lisser, program director, KBIG Avalon, secretary-treasurer;
New directors: Howard J. Haman,
vp
and general manager, KXOA
Sacramento; Leslie H. Peard Jr.,
general manager, KFRE-TV Fresno; Robert D. Wood, vp and general manager, KNXT (TV) Los
Angeles and Alan Lisser who was
re-elected to board. Mr. Simon,
outgoing president, automatically
becomes board member.
BROADCASTING, November 20, 1961

THE MEDIA
Herbert S. Schlosser assumes responsibility for talent and
program administration at NBC-TV, taking administrative position formerly held
by James A. Stabile,
who was appointed
Mr. Schlosser
vp and associate general attorney (Week's Headliners,
Nov. 13). Mr. Schlosser joined NBC
as attorney for California National Productions in 1957. He later became vp
and general manager and was appointed
director, talent and program administration for NBC-TV in June 1961.
Milton H. Klein, general manager,
KEWB, elected president of San Francisco Radio Broadcasters Assn. Other
officers elected: Elmer 0. Wayne, general manager, KGO, vp; and Jules
Dundes, general manager, KCBS and
vp of CBS, secretary-treasurer.
Gunnar 0. Wiig, general manager,
WROC-TV Rochester, N. Y., until that
facility was purchased by Veterans
Broadcasting Co. last week (see page
91), named general manager of Genesee Valley Television Co. Inc., one of
many
ch. 13.interested parties for Rochester's
Robert A. Bernstein, trade press executive at Westinghouse Broadcasting
Co., New York, named director of public relations, succeeding Michael Santangelo, who has been transferred to
WBC's programming department. Prior
to joining WBC two years ago, Mr.
Bernstein was with Billboard, Guild
Films and DuMont Television Network.
Richard E. Campbell, program director, WDVA Danville, Va., named
general manager, succeeding Emerson
J. Pryor, who retires from broadcasting
to assume position of president of Hartman Tire Co., that city. Mr. Campbell
has been station's program manager
since it began operations in 1947. Jeff
Waugh, continuity director, undertakes
additional duties of promotion director.
Raymond C. Motley named general
manager, The Fort Hamilton Broadcasting Co., owners and operators of
WHOH-AM-FM Hamilton, Ohio. He
had served as commercial manager for
past 10 years.
Loomis C. Irish, manager of ABCTV night-time sales service, promoted
to director of sales service. John McAvity, ABC-TV eastern sales service
manager, named manager of night-time
sales service, and Mark Cohen, supervisor of estimating, named manager of
eastern sales service for ABC-TV.
Lee Allan Smith, assistant manager,
WKY Oklahoma City, elected president
of Assn. of Independent Metropolitan
BROADCASTING, November 20, 1961

B'nai B'rith honors AB-PT's Goldenson
tions as one of the best antidotes
Leonard H. Goldenson (c), president of AB-PT Inc., receives the against the separation and division
B'nai B'rith's highest award for hu- that has plagued mankind, Mr. Goldmanitarian service from Label A.
enson said: "The great challenge . . .
is
how
to effectively use this interKatz (1) of New Orleans, B'nai
national scientific television advanceB'rith president, at a dinner in New
York last week. The interested obment. Ihope that God will give us
the wisdom to use this tremendous
server is Jack Benny, guest speaker
at the Waldorf-Astoria banquet.
resource
good."Mr. Goldenson was
At the for
dinner,
In his acceptance address Mr.
Goldenson called international tele- cited "for creative and pioneering
efforts in both medical care and revision "one of man's greatest potential communications forces which
search, and in advancing international relationships through overseas
represents the means by which people
of the world can begin to build
television." He was a founder of and
bridges of understanding between na- presently serves as chairman of the
board of directors of the United
Cerebral Palsy Assns.
Referring to effective communications."
Stations at AIMS convention in New
National Theatres & Television, named
York.
general manager of NT&T's six community antenna tv systems in WilliamsLuke Wilson, commercial manager,
port, Pa.; Alpena, Mich.; Bluefield and
WDXB Chattanooga, elected vp in Logan, W. Va.; Hattiesburg, Miss.; and
Ferriday, La.
charge company.
of sales, French Inc., station's
parent
Jack L. Breece, formerly with KUPD
Harry B. Green, manager of special
Temple, Ariz., and earlier KITO San
projects for accounting department of Bernardino, Calif., joins KIMM Rapid
"b

any

addiiion

newsroom

m

City, S. D., as assistant manager in
charge of programming and production.
William P. Keeney, former treasurer
of Lavenson Bureau of Advertising,
joins WRCV-AM-TV Philadelphia, as
business manager succeeding Arthur A.
Watson, who was recently named station manager of WRCV-TV.
Herbert A. Claassen, account executive at H-R Television, New York, appointed assistant sales manager for contracts. With H-R for six years, Mr.
Claassen was formerly associated with
Henry I. Christal Co., Ruthrauff &
Ryan and Compton Adv., all New York.
Michael E. Drechsler, assistant operations manager, WKNB New Britain,
Conn., and Tony Pansullo, member of
station's sales and merchandising staff,
promoted to operations manager and
general sales manager, respectively.
Robert H. Forward,
vp in charge of programs, KMPC Los
Angeles, resigns to assume post of executive vp and general
manager, KLAC-AMFM, that city. Mr.
Forward
had been
Mr. Forward with KMPC since
1956. Appointment followed announcement by KLAC president Mortimer
Hall that plans to sell KLAC-AM-FM
had been called off. (See story, page
89.) Jim Healy, former sports director,
KBIG Santa Catalina and recently
sports announcer at KMPC, joins
KLAC as sports director, effective Nov.
20.
Paul N. Lindsay, advertising and promotion manager, WOWO Fort Wayne,
Ind., named to newly created post of
advertising, promotion and publicity
manager, WIND Chicago.
IBA officers for 1962
Gordon Sherman, general manager, WMAY Springfield, 111.,
elected president of Illinois Broadcasters Assn. at annual meeting
in Chicago on Nov. 11th. Other
officers elected: Robert W. Frudeger, WIRL Peoria, vp for radio;
Clark George, WBBM-TV Chicago, vp for tv; M. H. Stuckwish,
WSOY Decatur, secretary-treasurer. Elected to board of directors: Paul F. McRoy, WCIL Carbondale; Walter J. Rothschild,
WTAD Quincy; Joe Baisch,
WREX-TV Rockford; Thomas S.
Land, WFIW Fairfield, and Vernon A. Nolte, WJBC Bloomington (see Broadcasting, Nov. 13).

NAB's radio pr committee
Robert J. McAndrews, vp and
station manager, KBIG Santa Catalina, appointed chairman of
NAB's radio public relations committee. Others appointed: John
S. Booth, president, WCHA
Chambersburg, Pa.; Carleton D.
Brown, president and general
manager, WTVL Waterville, Me.;
B. Floyd Farr, vp and general
manager, KEEN San Jose, Calif.;
A. Boyd Kelley, president, KRRV
Sherman, Tex.; Hugh 0. Potter,
general manager, WOMI Owensboro, Ky.; F. C. Sowell, vp and
general manager, WLAC Nashville, Tenn., and Alvin H. Temple,
general manager, WKCT Bowling
Green, Ky. All are members of
NAB's radio board of directors.
Committee will advise NAB's
public relations service on its program of on-the-air promotional
material. For last two years, NAB
has sponsored a "Build Radio
With Radio" campaign. More
than 1,400 NAB members are
now participating in this promotion.

John Holland, director of sales promotion and research, WIND Chicago,
promoted to new post of national sales
coordinator.
Jim Gillespie, assistant promotion
manager, KXTV (TV) Sacramento,
Calif., appointed merchandising manager. John Wyatt, from KXTV production staff, named assistant promotion manager, succeeding Mr. Gillespie.
Ronald A. Deere, traffic manager,
WGY Schenectady, N. Y., appointed
sales representative.
Gene Haflich, advertising and sales
promotion supervisor, Maplehurst
Farms Inc., joins sales staff, WLWI
(TV) Indianapolis succeeding Bill
Fagan, who accepts position as assistant
operations manager at Purdue U.
William Vandermay, chief operations
engineer, KOMO-TV Seattle, joins
KATU (TV) Portland, Ore., as chief
engineer.
Clair Miller, news director, WFJCFM Miamiburg, to WEEC-FM Springfield, both Ohio, as chief announcer.
Jack Powers, public affairs director,
WXYZ Detroit, joins WABC-AM-FM
New York, as director of news and public affairs.
Charles F. Barry, account executive,
KCMO-TV Kansas City, joins sales
staff, KWKW Pasadena, Calif.
Mel Lucas, general manager, KATT
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(FM) Woodland, Calif., announces he
is Democratic candidate for U. S. representative from California's fourth
Congressional District.
Herbert N. Maletz, chief counsel for
House Antitrust Subcommittee for past
seven years, appointed commissioner of
U. S. Court of Claims, Washington,
D.C., effective Nov. 27. Mr. Maletz was
important figure in antitrust subcommittee's investigation of network practices and is credited with key role in
authorship of subcommittee's report declaring option time a violation of antitrust law.
David Schoenbrun
named chief correspondent for CBS
News, Washington,
effective Jan. 1. He
succeeds Howard K.
Smith, who resigned
Oct. 30 (Broadcasting, Nov. 6). Mr.

brunin
Mr- uSchoen
chief
as CBS
servedenbr
who burea
un, News'
Scho
since 1947, was previously with
Paris
U. S. Office of War Information as editor of western European desk (194147).
43) and later as manager of Paris bureau of Overseas News Agency (1945PROGRAMMING
George Chandler re-elected president
of Screen Actors Guild. Other officers
elected: Dana Andrews, first vp; James
Garner, second vp; Charlton Heston,
third vp; Conrad Nagel, fourth vp; Ann
Doran, recording secretary, and Frank
Faylen, treasurer.
Marvin Korman, advertising department, Screen Gems, New York, named
to newly created post of advertising and
promotion manager. William Hart,
eastern sales executive, moves to Chicago as SG's midwest sales manager,
and Robert Newgard, former midwest
sales representative, becomes western
division sales manager in Hollywood.
Daniel Z. Karoff appointed chief production manager, Van Praag Productions, New York.
Milas Henshaw named producer
Wanderlust and Holiday series at
Burrud Productions, Hollywood.
tricia Currey appointed production
ordinator for both programs.

for
Bill
Paco-

Kay Thompson named creative consultant for Judy Garland Special scheduled for March 1 1 on CBS-TV.
Bill Smith, faculty member, New
School for Social Research, New York,
named talent consultant for WBC's
nightly tv series, PM East.
BROADCASTING, November 20, 1961

INTERNATIONAL

Mr. Sutton

Mr. Gordon
William H. Gatefield, treasurer, Essex Broadcasting Inc., manager of
CKLW-AM-TV Windsor, Ont.-Detroit,
elected to board of directors. John
Gordon, program director, CKLW,
named program and production manager, and Thomas J. Sutton, production
manager, CKLW-TV, appointed program and production manager. Mr.
Gordon joined CKLW in 1935 as announcer and was promoted to chief announcer before serving as program director. Mr. Sutton previously was producer-director atWWJ Detroit before
joining CKLW-TV as production manager in 1957.
Martin Fritze, tv producer, J. Walter
Thompson Co. Ltd., Toronto, to commany. pany's new office at Frankfurt, GerChuck McManus, formerly of CKPR
Fort William, Ont., named sports director, CHAB-TV Moose Jaw, Sask.
Hal E. Cooke, general manager, CKEY
Toronto for past 12
years, named general
manager, CKSL London, Ont. Previously
Mr. Cooke held executive positions in programming, production
Mr. Cooke
operations and sales
with Northern Broadcasting Ltd.
Richard Stenta, CBS Radio staff producer-director, joins GAC-TV. He will
coordinate
company's
ties from Rome office. European activi-

comes sales engineer
IEE'sIEE,photoetch division.
Prior to for
joining
Mr.
Ruff served in similar capacity with
west coast division of Fairchild Camera
& Instrument Corp., Hicksville, N. Y.
Ben Warriner named product proRaytheon's micromanager for
wavegrams
and power
tube division, Lexington, Mass. Before joining Raytheon in
January, he served as manager of research and development for Collins Radio Co.
Jack L. Hunter named manager of
distribution planning, General Electric
radio-tv division, Dewitt, N. Y. He
formerly was district sales representative in Northeast U. S. for tv receiver
department of GE.
Leo W. Hahn, field sales manager,
Emerson Radio Inc., Jersey City, N. J.,
appointed director of sales for Emerson
and Quiet Kool Divs.
Samuel J. McDonald, assistant distributor sales manager, electronic tube
division, Sylvania Electric Products,
Woburn, Mass., appointed distributor
sales manager of semiconductor division.
Ralph W. Emerson Jr., appointed
project manager for pr department of
Sylvania Electric Products Inc., replacing J. J. Lanigan who has been called
to active duty with U. S. Army.
NEW

YORK

new A^M^

DEATHS
Ralf M. Spangler, 62, president of
General Adv., Hollywood, died Nov.
12 after brief illness. He is survived by
his wife, May, who will continue as
director of agency.
William Duane, 48, recently appointed director of news operations, WLS
Chicago, died of heart attack Nov. 9
in St. Francis Hospital, Evanston, 111.
Mr. Duane had been with WLS for 12
John MacNeill, 28, newsman with
WECT (TV) Wilmington, N. C, died
years.
Nov. 12, at Brooke Army Medical Hospital, San Antonio, Tex., from injuries
received in crash of Air Force cargo
plane during air show at Wilmington,
Sept. 24. Mr. MacNeill is second
WECT staff member to die from
injuries of that air show (Broadcasting, Oct. 23).
Frederick A. Fleck, 71, unit production manager for Desilu Productions,
Hollywood, before his retirement two
years ago because of poor health, died
Nov. 9 at his home in North Hollywood.
Wally Brown, 57, comedian who appeared frequently on television in
Dinah Shore Show, Joan Davis Show
and My Three Sons, died Nov. 14 of
heart condition in Van Nuys, Calif.
CITY'S

Aotei M

t/iMfyfyeaM

Eric Maschwitz, head of BBC-TV's
light entertainment department, appointed advisor on entertainment programs to Stuart Hood, controller of programs, BBC-TV.
EQUIPMENT & ENGINEERING
Paul Garrison appointed general
manager, Technical Appliance Corp.,
wholly owned subsidiary of Jerrold
Electronics Corp., Philadelphia. Mr.
Garrison formerly was sales manager
of special products division ITE Circuit Breaker Co., Philadelphia, and
earlier sales representative in ITE's
military electronic equipment division.
George Ruff joins components division, Industrial Electronic Engineers
Inc., North Hollywood, as sales engineer, succeeding Jay Lechner, who beBROADCASTING, November 20, 1961

Rates from Fourteen Dollars for single rooms; from Eighteen Dollars for twin-bedded rooms
A Renaissance of the Arts of Hospitality

UMMITof
NEW
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Robert Huyot, Vice President & General Manager
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FANFARE
WXYZ-TV

challenges

Detroit write-off
The letters to the editor column in
the national magazine will not be the
only forum for Detroit citizens to express their disagreement with the conclusions reached in Time magazine's
Oct. 27 article on their city. WXYZTV Detroit is producing a 30-minute
documentary featuring business, industrial, and political leaders to present a
"positive look at Detroit." Entitled
Detroit vs. Time, the program includes
messages from John O. Dykstra, president of Ford Motor Co., George W.
Romney, American Motors president,
and Detroit Mayor Louis C. Miriani,
all emphasizing the bright future that
they are convinced the city will have.
Many of the scenes in the taped
presentation were shot on location
throughout the city, and planes and
helicopters were used to present a
panorama of Detroit "as one of the

wealthiest economic areas in the world."
WXYZ-TV staff newsmen Lee McNew
and Dave Diles narrate the documentary which was conceived by John F.
Pival, president of WXYZ Inc.
Harding-Cox broadcast
commemorated by KDKA
Besides being the vehicle for Warren
Harding's election, the 1920 campaign
was also the occasion for the first nonexperimental radio broadcast. On Nov.
2, Leo H. Rosenberg began announcing
the election returns over KDKA Pittsburgh, then operating on a general license designed to facilitate experimentation. On the 31st anniversary of the
pioneer broadcast, city, station, and
announcer were re-united to celebrate
the occasion.
Mayor Joseph Barr proclaimed the
Thursday
Rosenberg
Day," andat
the
station"Leo
feted
the announcer
luncheon, and saluted him in a number
of programs that afternoon. One of the

shows originated from the spot where
a makeshift studio had been set up on
top of a manufacturing plant in East
Pittsburgh
to broadcast the 1920 returns.
Mr. Rosenberg directed operations
for KDKA, and at two other Westinghouse stations during the early 1920's —
WBZA Springfield, Mass., and KYW
Cleveland (then Chicago). He later
left the Westinghouse group and joined
the advertising agency that in time became Foote, Cone & Belding.

MGM-TV marriage brokers
arrange wedding, gifts
There is a modern tendency to avoid
the arranged marriage as an undemocratic and heartless affair in which everyone suffers. But MGM-TV has found
that this need not be the case through its
Father of the Bride series.
Around the arranged marriage between Myrna Fahey and Burt Metcalfe,
the series' "fiances" for instance, a very
extensive merchandising campaign has
been arranged. Through Weston Merchandising Assoc., assigned by MGM
to promote the situation comedy series,
commercial tie-ups have been made
with a wedding gown manufacturer, a
dinner wear maker, home decoration
services, and a coloring book and games
More than 6,000 retail outlets will
printer.
participate
in the wedding gown (by
Alfred Angelo Inc.) and formal wear
(by S. Rudofker Sons) promotion,
which will reach its high point with the
series' televised "wedding" scheduled for
Feb. 2. Other participants in the campaign and the retail outlets will be
linked together by a "Win a Honeymoon" contest, which began in the Nov.
15 issue
Miss
Fahey.of Modern Bride, featuring

A 'team effort' for good grooming
Kyle Rote, who doubles as sports sonal visit technique. Mr. Rote apdirector of WNEW New York and
pears at local schools to encourage
co-captain of the New York Giants,
good grooming habits among teenis wearing a third hat this fall as the
agers. He is shown here in a demonstration of his pass-catching techspokesman for his radio sponsor's
nique at a Brooklyn high school, with
"Good Grooming for Good Citizenship" project. Howard Clothes, a the help of "assistant coach" Jackie
national chain of 101 men's and Vance, tv actress (wearing a jersey
boys' clothing stores, which sponsors
with Mr. Rote's playing number 44).
Mr. Rote's weekday Sports Closeup
show as well as one-quarter of He also promotes his radio show at
the "Good Grooming Rallies." HowWNEW's broadcasts of the Giants
games, is winning new customers
ard's agency is Mogul Williams &
among area youth through the per- Savior Inc.. New York.
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WGRD radio personality
honored by community
One evening last month, some
5,000 persons from Grand Rapids,
Mich., turned out to celebrate the 39th
birthday of fellow citizen Bob Whitcomb, air personality of WGRD. that
city. During the proceedings at Grand
Rapids' new civic auditorium, the announcer was awarded the key to the
city, with a plaque commemorating his
"unselfish interest in promoting good
will" in the community.
It was a really big show all around,
with 12 polka bands for dancing, an
appearance by Karen Southway, 1961
Miss Michigan, and telephone conversations between Bob and national celebrities, monitored by the audience through
apublic
two-way
hookup
address
system.in the auditorium's
Bob Whitcomb is now in his 14th
BROADCASTING, November 20, 1961

year with the Grand Rapids station, and
is widely
"Jasiu"forbecause
of
his
interestknown
in andas work
the local
Polish community.
Community programming
topic of WSOC pamphlet
That an enormous share of a conscientious station's broadcasting is devoted
to public affairs programming and spots
has been highlighted by a new brochure
on non-commercial service published by
WSOC-TV Charlotte, N. C. Entitled
"The Story of One Broadcaster's Public
Service," the pamphlet details how the
station has made a policy of fulfilling
its public affairs responsibility creatively,
by directly involving the community in
its service programming.
In words and pictures, WSOC-TV's
brochure examines the variety possible
in public affairs presentations. From the
weekly Hour of Opportunity, devoted
to the particular problems of Charlotte's
Negro community, to one-time specials,
the station has programmed on community interests such as sports, education, discussion, and safety, and proven
that public affairs need not be a grimly
listless field.
Drumbeats...
Introduction ■ When KTTV (TV) Los
Angeles opened its new Chicago sales
office, the station took the opportunity
to introduce Frank Browne, its new
midwestern sales manager and marketing director, to various media people,
with a party at the Sheraton Hotel.
Ahoy! ■ Debby Drake, star of the
Debby Drake show on WAVY-TV Norfolk-Portsmouth-Newport News, Va.,
has been made an honorary crew member of the U.S.S. Aucilla, by all the
chiefs aboard the ship. They also voted
her "the girl they'd most like to exercise
with."
Tidewater promotion ■ The three tv
stations of "America's Most Misunderstood Market," the Tidewater quadHomecoming

Queen

Coverage of the three-day festivities welcoming Maria Beale
Fletcher, 1961 Miss America,
home to Asheville, N. C, has
earned WLOS-TV, that city, its
share of plaudits from local viewers. The station carried the twohour homecoming parade live,
under the sponsorship of PepsiCola, and even contributed its own
float to the procession. This was
not Maria Fletcher's first appearance on the station; her parents,
who conduct a dancing school in
the city, had their own program
on the station for four years.
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All that glitters is gold
Miss Golden Years, in Washington
to promote David Wolper's hourlong documentary, "Hollywood: The
Golden Years," (scheduled for NBCTV Nov. 29) gave that city's press
corps an added starter with an ad
lib Charleston. Miss Golden Years
(Hollywood starlet Jo Anne Quackenbush) wore a $6,000 gold lame
dress, gold shoes, $50,000 in golden
jewlery and has golden hair. WRCTV Washington, her host during

city area of Norfolk, Va., presented
their joint promotion film to 70 agency
executives and timebuyers in Chicago.
WAVY-TV Portsmouth, WTAR-TV
Norfolk and WVEC-TV Hampton
earlier told agency groups in New York,
Atlanta and Detroit the story of "America's 30th Market," which also includes
Newport News.
New promotion service ■ A clearing
house for radio promotion ideas was
introduced at the BPA convention in
New York two weeks ago. Frank Lander, president of Promotion-of-theMonth, said subscribing stations will receive aminimum of 10 promotions each
month. Each will be complete from
format to publicity kit. Address: 97
Lexington Ave., New York 16. Phone:
Murray Hill 4-1775.

this particular leg of her 26-city
trip, went her one better on the golden theme. The station held a party
for her at the Golden Parrot restaurant, gave out gold cigarette lighters
and presented Miss Golden Years
with a gold Naval Aviator's set of
wings, symbolizing the golden anniversary of that organization. The
station even found a car from the
"golden years" in which to transport her, a 1933 Chrysler Phaeton.

Song for a city ■ KVIL Dallas commissioned Tom Merriman, artistic director of Commercial Recording Corp.,
to write a song that would express in
words and music the tone and activities
of Dallas. Result is four minutes of
sophisticated praise entitled "This is
The Nashville sound ■ CKLW Windsor, Ont. — Detroit saluted "The Hit
My City."
Sounds
of Nashville" during an entire
day's programming featuring guitarist
Chet Atkins, singer Jim Reeves, and
pianist Floyd Cramer. Rivalling telethon actors, the trio of recording personalities kept at the microphone from
7 a.m. to midnight, detailing in words
and music the current influence of the
Nashville "sound" in popular music,
and giving away 132 of their albums.103
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AUTHORIZATIONS,

timated construction cost $224,345; first year
operating cost $203,000; revenue $240,000.
P. O. address c/o Ross K. Prescott, 1430
Life Bldg., Dallas 2, Tex. Studio and trans,
location Houston. Geographic coordinates
29° 45' 48" N. lat., 95° 21' 37" W. long.
Trans. RCA TTU-12A; ant. RCA TFTJ-24DL.
Legal counsel Prescott & Prescott, Dallas;
consulting engineer Guy C. Hutcheson, Arlington, Tex. Principals: A. E. McCubbin,
G. U. Yoachum, J. Stanley McCubbin, Carol
Ann Watson, F. L. Sartain (each 20%). A.
E. and J. S. McCubbin have oil and real
estate interests; Mr. Yoachum owns oil
well drilling business; Mr. Sartain is president of two banks; Mrs. Watson is house9.
wife. Consolidated Enterprises Inc. is also
applicant for ch. 73 Dallas, Tex. Ann. Nov.

Abbreviations: DA — directional antenna, cp
— construction permit. ERP — effective radiated power, vhf — very high frequency, uhf
— ultra high frequency, ant. — antenna, aur. —
aural, vis. — visual, kw — kilowatts, w — watts,
mc
— megacycles.
day. N — night.trans.
LS ——
local
sunset, mod.D—— modification,
transmitter, unl. — unlimited hours, kc — kilocycles. SCA — subsidiary communications authorization. S A — special service authorization. STA — special temporary authorization.
SH — specified hours. CH — critical hours. •—
educational. Ann. — Announced.
New tv stations
ACTION BY FCC
Hilo, Hawaii — Radio Honolulu Ltd.
Granted vhf ch. 11 (198-205 mc); ERP 3.18
kw vis., 1.605 kw aur. Ant. height above
average terrain minus 482 ft.; above ground
57 ft. Estimated construction cost $26,300;
first year operating cost $8,500. P. O. address 1170 Auahi St., Honolulu, Hawaii.
Trans, location Hilo. Geographic coordinates
19° 43' RCA
00" N.TT-2-AH;
lat., 155°ant.08'RCA
13" TF-2-BH.
W. long.
Trans.
Legal ton,counsel
A.
Harry
Becker,
WashingD. C. Radio Honolulu Ltd. is owned
50% each by John D. Keating and Honolulu
Advertiser and is licensee of KONA(TV)
Honolulu, of which new station is to be
satellite. Action Nov. 8.
APPLICATIONS
Rochester, N. Y. — Rochester Bcstg. Corp.
Vhf ch. 13 (210-216 mc); ERP 316 kw vis.,
158 kw aur. Ant. height above average
terrain 500 ft., above ground 340.36 ft. Estimated construction cost $1,427,434; first
year operating cost $1,500,000; revenue $1,750,000. P. O. address c/o Angelo A. Constanza, 44 Exchange St., Rochester. Studio
and trans, location Rochester. Geographic
coordinates 43° 08' 08.8" N. lat., 77° 35' 03"
W. long. Trans. RCA TT-35-CH; ant. RCA
TF-12-AH.
Lauren
A. Colby,
Washington, Legal
D. C; counsel
consulting
engineer
John
A. Mullaney & Assoc., Washington. Principals include Anthony R. Tyrone (54%),
Robert R. Runnerstrom (9%) and others.
Mr. Tyrone is executive vice president and
24% stockholder of Hamilton Management
Corp., mutual fund firm, and was individual
applicant for ch. 13 Rochester (application
dismissed Nov. 2 at request of attorney);
Mr. Runnerstrom is managing director of
WBOY-TV Clarksburg, W. Va. Ann. Nov. 9.
Houston, Tex. — Consolidated Enterprises
Inc. Uhf ch. 23 (524-530 mc); ERP 267 kw
vis., 146 kw aur. Ant. height above average
terrain 375.4 ft; above ground 398 ft. Es-

Lubbock, Tex. — Southwestern Bcstg. Co.
Uhf ch. 20 (506-512 mc); ERP 9.1 kw vis.,
5.1 kw aur. Ant. height above average terrain 252 ft., above ground 286.5 ft. Estimated
construction cost $82,000; first year operating cost $120,000; revenue $140,000. P. O.
address 1104 Avenue I, Lovington, N. M.
Studio and trans, location Lubbock. Geographic coordinates 33° 35' 05" N. lat., 101"
50' 53" W. long. Trans. GE TT-20-A; ant.
Electron HL-2. Legal counsel Ross K. Prescott, Dallas, Tex.; consulting engineer
Electron Corp., Dallas. Principals: A. C.
Holder, D. W. Irwin (each 25%), Ora R.
Hall Jr. (23%), T. J. Deason Jr., E. Kirk
Newman (each 10%), Eugene Eugene McElvaney Jr. (7%.) Mr. Holder is independent
oil operator; Mr. Irwin owns 53% of catv
system and 30% of another; Mr. Hall is oil
operator; Mr. Newman is attorney; Mr.
Deason holderis in oil
account;
Mr. McElvaney
firm. Ann.
Nov. 9. is stockNew am stations
ACTIONS BY FCC
Nicholasville, Ky. — Nicholasville Bcstg.
Co. Granted 1250 kc; 500 w D. P. O. address box 450, Paducah, Ky. Estimated construction cost $15,350; first year operating
cost $30,000; revenue $35,000. Principals:
Pierce E. Lackey, F. E. Lackey, Kathrine
Peden (each one-third). P. E. Lackey is
beneficial owner of WPAD-AM-FM Paducah, Ky., and 50% beneficial owner of
WRAJ-AM-FM Anna, 111.; F. E. Lackey is
beneficial
owner
kinsville, Ky.,
and of50%WHOP-AM-FM
beneficial ownerHop-of
WRAJ-AM-FM.
Action Nov. 15.
Chardon, Ohio — The Geauga Bcstg. Co.
Granted 1560 kc, 250 w D. P. O. address
c/o James L. Werner, 131 Main St., Chardon.
Estimated construction cost $45,049.74; first
year operating cost $51,876; revenue $74,880.
Principals: James L. Werner, Shirley J.
Werner (each 50%). Mr. Werner is attorney
and
proprietor
of title Action
insurance
Mrs. isWerner
is housewife.
Nov.firm;
15.
ACTION BY BROADCAST BUREAU
Utica, N. Y. — Fusco Bcstg. Corp. Granted
1550 kc, lkw D. P. O. address 1216 Hilton
Ave., Utica. Estimated construction cost
$26,015; first year operating cost $60,000;
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New York-60 East 42nd St., New York 17, N. Y. • MU 7-4242
West Coast— 1357 Jewell Ave., Pacific Grove, Calif. • FR 2-7475
Washington-1426 "G" St., N.W., Washington, D.C. • Dl 7-8531

revenue
$80,000.
Fusco, Daniel
A. Principals:
Fusco (each Michael
50%), whoC.
are equal partners in advertising agency.
Action Nov. 14.
APPLICATIONS
Holdenville, Okla. — Canadian River Bcstg.
Co. 1370 kc; 500 w D. P. O. address 5116
"C" St., Little Rock, Ark. Estimated construction cost $11,170; first year operating
cost $22,200; revenue $30,000. Don Hopson,
sole owner, is employe of KLRA Little
Rock, 15.Ark., and owns laundromat. Ann.
Nov.
Sioux Falls, S. D. — Sioux Empire Bcstg.
Co. 1520 kc; 1 kw D, 500 w CH. P. O.
address c/o Eider C. Stangland, 1701 E. 26
St., Sioux Falls. Estimated construction cost
$14,971; first year operating cost $42,000;
revenueland $58,000.
Principals:
Eider C. Stang(51%), Wallace
L. Stangland
(25%),
OrvillelandE.owns Stangland
(24%).
E. C. StangKIWA Sheldon, Iowa;
W. L.
Stangland is station manager of KIWA;
O. E. Stangland is employe of meat packing firm. Ann. Nov. 15.
Existing am stations
ACTIONS BY FCC
KRE Berkeley, Calif.— Waived Sec. 1.354
of rules and granted mod. of cp to change
from DA-D to non-directional, continued
operation onconditions.
1400 kc, 250
w-N, 1 on
kw-LS;
engineering
Is licensed
1400
kc, 250 w, unl. Action Nov. 15.
KCJH San Luis Obispo, Calif. — Granted
mod. of cp to change station and trans,
location to Arroyo Grande, continued
operation on 1280 kc, 500 w, D. Chmn.
Minow and Comr. Ford dissented. Action
Nov. 15.
WAAA Winston-Salem, N. C— Waived
Sec. 3.188 of rules and granted application
to change trans, site to Ogburntown, 6.7
miles north of present site; engineering
condition. Action Nov. 15.
WEND Ebensburg, Pa. — Granted increased
daytime
hours (about three hours
15. day)operating
each
on 1580 kc, 1 kw reduced to 250
w CR; engineering condition. Action Nov.
APPLICATIONS
WJBL Holland, Mich.— Cp to change
hours of operation from D to unl., using
power of 1 kw, 5 kw LS, make changes in
DA
one Ann.
tower)
from system
DA-D to(add
DA-2.
Nov. and
15. change
KFRM Kansas City, Mo.— Mod. of license
to change station location from Kansas
City,
Mo., toin Salina,
Kan.,Requests
and establish
main studio
Salina area.
waiver
of Sees.
Nov.
15. 3.30(c) and 1.354(c) of rules. Ann.
WPVL Painesville, Ohio — Cp to increase
power from 500 w to 1 kw, install new
trans, and install DA-D. Ann. Nov. 15.
New fm stations
APPLICATIONS
♦Spring Arbor, Mich. — Spring Arbor College. 89.3 mc; 10 w. Ant. height above
average terrain 57 ft. P. O. address c/o Dr.
David McKenna, President, Spring Arbor
College. Estimated construction cost none
(equipment donated); first year operating
cost $2,400. Ann. Nov. 9.
Niagara Falls, N. Y. — Niagara Frontier
c/o Thomas W. Talbot, Hotel Niagara, Niagara Falls. Estimated construction cost
$14,687.30; first year operating cost $12,000;
revenue
$5,000.
Principals:
W.Talbot
similarNov.
interests
in WJJLThomas
Niagara
Falls.
Ann.
9.
Ownership changes
ACTIONS BY FCC
KOMY-AM-FM, KOMY Inc., Watsonville,
Calif. — Granted transfer of control from
Francis T. Crennan to Monterey Bay Bcstg.
Co. (Robert H. Dolph, president, has 71%
interest in KFTM Fort Morgan, Colo.); consideration $177,152 and agreement not to
compete in radio broadcasting for three
years tionwithin
Nov. 15. 30 miles of Watsonville. AcWMRC, Milford Bcstg. Corp., Milford,
Mass. — Granted assignment of license to
Milford Radio Corp. (Daniel B. Ruggles III,
president); Green Mt. Bcstg. Inc., 52.6%
owner, is licensee of WSKI Montpelier, Vt.;
consideration $75,000. Action Nov. 15.
BROADCASTING, November 20, 1961

KVER-AM-TV, KICA Inc., Clovis, N. M.—
Granted assignment of licenses to Marshall
Enterprises Inc. (John H. Marshall Sr.,
president);
consideration $295,600. Action
Nov. 15.
WBBF-AM-FM, WBBF Inc., Rochester, N.
Y. — Granted transfer of control from Star
Bcstg. Inc. to Maurice R. Forman; stock
transaction. Action Nov. 15.
KTUL, KTUL Radio Inc., Tulsa, Okla.—
Granted assignment of license to T & O
Bcstg. Co. (KTRN Wichita Falls, Tex.);
consideration $450,000. Action Nov. 15.
WCPH, Morgan Bcstg. Co., Etowah, Tenn.
—Granted (1) renewal of license and (2)
assignment
of license
Harry R.J. Blair,
Morgan to McMinn
Bcstrs from
Inc. (John
president); consideration $65,000 and agreement not to compete in any way in broadcast industry in McMinn County for 106
months. Action Nov. 15.
WDTI, Radio Danville Inc., Danville, Va.
— Granted assignment of license to WSSB
Inc. (WSSB Durham, N. C, and interest in
WBUT Butler, Pa., and WPET Greensboro,
N. C); consideration $76,000. Action Nov.
15.
KBLE(FM) Market-Casters Inc., Bellingham, Wash. — Granted assignment of cp to
L. N. Ostrander and G. A. Wilson, d/b as
East Side Bcstg. Co. (Messrs. Ostrander and
Wilson have interest in KARI Blaine, and
KNBX Kirkland,
both Nov.
Washington);
consideration $500. Action
15.
APPLICATIONS
KBIF Fresno, Calif. — Seeks transfer of all
outstanding stock in KBIF Inc. from Ethan
Bernstein (51%) and John Poole Bcstg. Inc.
(49%) to Norwood J. Patterson, Gloria D.
Patterson and S. H. Patterson (100% jointly), d/b as Pattco Inc.; total consideration
$86,000. N. J. Patterson owns KICU-TV
Visalia, and 66.7% (jointly with Mrs. Patterson) of KSAN San Francisco, both California; Mrs. Patterson is assistant manager of KSAN; S. H. Patterson owns
KSAN-TV San Francisco. Ann. Nov. 8.
KWSL Grand Junction, Colo— Seeks
transfer of all outstanding shares of stock
in G & P Enterprises from Wallace R.
Geiger and H. T. Puckett (each 50%) to
K. Joyce Irons, consideration $29,300 plus
assumption of liabilities. Mrs. Irons is
housewife and has been assistant manager
of KGYN Guymon, Okla. Ann. Nov. 9.
WDCF Dade City, Fla.— Seeks transfer of
all stock in Pasco Bcstg. Corp. from B. L.
Boring, Henry T. Ogle and Goldman M.
Braden to Charles E. Varner and Wallis
R. Kinney (each 50%); consideration $24,000. Messrs. Varner and Kinney own 50%
each
15. of WMEG Eau Gallie, Fla. Ann. Nov.
ofKBAR
licenseBurley,
from Idaho
KBIO — Seeks
Inc. toassignment
Dean S.
Lesher, Kathryn C. Lesher (each 45%),
Dean S. Lesher II (10%), d/b as Mini-Cassia Bcstg. Inc.; consideration $125,000. Mr.
and Mrs. Lesher own 50% each of Madera
(Calif.) Daily Tribune and Contra Costa
(Calif.) Times; Mr. Lesher II owns (through
"trust)
Nov. 9.50% of Madera Daily Tribune. Ann.
WVMCment of license
Mount from
Carmel,
111. —Station
Seeks WVMC
assignRadio
to John F. Hurlbut, Emmy Lou Hurlbut
(each 25.5%), Halsey F. Hubbard (37%) and
Dwight M. Hurlbut (12%), d/b as Jel-Co
Radio Inc.; consideration $100,000. Mr. Hubbard is in diplomatic service; J. F. Hurlbut is promotion and public relations manager of WFBM Indianapolis, Ind.; Mrs
Hurlbut is housewife; D. M. Hurlbut owns
health and dietary food store. Ann. Nov. 9.
KCHE Cherokee, Iowa— Seeks transfer
of 40 shares (36.5%) of stock in Cherokee
Bcstg. Inc. from M. Louise Shimp to Charles
Reznikov (eight shares), Sterling H. Heil
(11 shares) and Don R. Hankins (six
shares); total consideration $7,000. Messrs.
Reznikov, Heil and Hankins are present
owners of 36.3%, 18% and 9% respectively
of license. Ann. Nov. 9.
WYSI Ypsilanti, Mich.— Seeks assignment
of cp from Craig E. Davids and Roy W.
McLean d/b as Ypsilanti-Ann Arbor Bcstg.
Co., to new corporation of same name and
consisting of same principals; no financial
consideration involved. Ann. Nov. 8.
KGAS Carthage, Tex.— Seeks assignment
of license from Carthage Bcstg. Co. to
Jeff Austin (50%), Ray H. Wells (49%) and
Joe T. Terrell (1%), d/b as Wells Bcstg.
Co.; consideration $60,000. Mr. Austin is
principal stockholder of bank; Mr. Wells
is present commercial manager of KGAS;
Mr. Terrell is vice president and branch
manager
Nov. 15. of mortgage banking firm. Ann.
WWRJ White River Junction, Vt.— Seeks
transfer of 99 shares of stock (49.5% of
BROADCASTING, November 20, 1961

total) in White River Junction Enterprises
Inc. from DuRay Smith and Vera K. Smith
to Emily S. Storkerson (98 shares) and
John
M. Storkerson
(one share) as gift.
Ann. Nov.
9.
WISM-AM-FM Madison, Wis. — Seeks
transferconsinofBcstrs.
51%Inc.of from
stock William
in HeartE. O'Walker
Wis(deceased) to First National Bank of Madiof Mr. involved.
Walker's Ann.
estate;Nov.
no
15. son as executor
financial
consideration
Hearing cases
FINAL DECISIONS
■ By memorandum opinion and order,
commission (1) granted application of
Nicholasville Bcstg. Co. for new am station
to operate on 1250 kc, 500 w, D, in Nicholasville, Ky., and (2) conditioning that grant
by precluding pre-sunrise operation under
provisions of Sec. 3.87 of rules, as petitioned for by WCAE Inc. (WRYT) Pittsburgh, Pa. Action Nov. 15.
■ Granted acquisition of positive control
of Cal-Radio Inc. (KLIV) San Jose, Calif,
by Riley R. Gibson (30.9% interest) by purchase of additional 22.1% from Patrick H.
Peabody for $30,000. In so doing, commission addressed following letter to Mr. Gibson:cation"This
is with reference
applifor commission
consent toto your
the voluntary
acquisition
of
positive
control
of
Radio Inc., licensee of Station KLIV CalSan
Jose, California, through purchase of stock
by
body.Riley R. Gibson from Patrick H. Peacommission
has this day considered
and"Thegranted
the above-captioned
application. In connection therewith, the commission also has considered your response,
filed September 6, 1961.
"Based upon
said response
the information now available
to the and
commission,
you are advised that the questions raised
in the commission's letter to you of August
1, 1961 Nov.
have 15.been resolved satisfactorily."
Action
■ Granted (1) renewal of license of
WMGY, Radio-Montgomery Inc., Montgomery, Ala., and (2) acquisition of positive control by C. A. McClure by purchase
of additional 25% interest from Joe Scott,
and addressed following letter to Radio
Montgomery Inc., and C. A. McClure:
"This is
referenceconsent
to (1)to the
application forwith
commission
the acquisition of positive control of Radio Montgomery Inc., licensee of Station WMGY
Montgomery, Ala., by C. A. McClure; (2)
the application for renewal of license of
Station WMGY; and (3) a series of unauthorized transfers of control of the licensee corporation.
"In defining
its policy
on unauthorized
transfers
of control,
the commission
in its
public notice on procedure on transfer and
assignment of licenses. No. 20805, May 7,
1948, instated,
is clear
such action
not
accord'It with
the that
provisions
of theis
act, and actually results in a period of
operation of the station by unlicensed
parties. The commission does not intend
to condone such activity in the future and
it will be considered as possible grounds
both for a disapproval of the transfer application and for the institution of revocation proceedings or for denial of applications for renewal of station licenses of the
offending
licensees.'
"Nevertheless,
because of Mr. McClure's
and the pliance
licensee's
historyprovisions
of generalofcomwith the other
the

Communications
and rendered
the commission's
rules, and the Act
service
to the
public by the operation of the station, the
applicationsquisition offor
renewal
of license
acpositive
control
of the and
license
by
Mr.
McClure
were
today
granted
by
the
commission. This is not in any way to be
construed as approval or condonation of the
series of unauthorized transfers of control of the corporate licensee. Any future
violations of the Communications Act or
the
commission's
ruleswill
by bethe viewed
licenseewithor
the parties involved
theChmn.
utmostMinow
seriousness
by this Lee
commission."
and Comr.
dissented
to grants. Action Nov. 15.
STAFF INSTRUCTIONS
■ Commission
15 directed
tion of documenton Nov.
looking
toward preparagranting
joint
petition
by
Alkima
Co. and
Howard Wasserman insofarBcstg.
as remanding
for additional evidence and reconsideration
its June 21 decision which granted appliof Herman 1260
Handloff
tion cation
to operate
kc, 500forw,newD, am
DA, sta-in
Newark, Del., and denied applications of
Alkima and Mr. Wasserman seeking same
facilities
in West Chester, Pa. Action Nov.
15.
Announcement of this preliminary step
does not constitute commission action in
such case, but is merely announcement of
proposed disposition. Commission reserves
right to reach different result upon subsedecision.quent adoption and issuance of formal
INITIAL DECISION
■ Hearing
Examinerlooking
H. Gifford
issued initial decision
towardIrion
grantnew ing
amapplication
station ofto Gordon
operate A.
on Rogers
1550 kc,for1
kw, D, in Vancouver, Wash. Action Nov. 15.
OTHER ACTIONS
■ Commission designated for consolidated
hearing mutually exclusive applications for
new tv stations to operate on ch. 13 in
Rochester, N. Y., of Flower City Tv Corp.
and Genessee Valley Tv Inc. After 30 days
from public notice of acceptance for filing,
commission will issue subsequent order
consolidating
in thisArea
proceeding
applications of Rochester
Educational
Tv
Assn. Inc., Star Tv, Inc.. Community Bcstg.
Inc., Citizens Tv Corp., Federal Bcstg. System Inc., Heritage Radio & Tv Bcstg. Co.,
Ivy Bcstg. Inc., Main Broadcast Co., and
Rochestercations forBcstg.
Corp. and
other 5 applithis facility
filedallbefore
p.m.,
Nov. 14, which are entitled to comparative
consideration. Comr. Ford abstained from
voting. Action Nov. 15.
■ Commission, by letter, directed Merchant Bcstg.itsSystem
return
cancellation
licenseInc.
and toSCA
for for
fm
station KCPA Dallas, Tex. This was done
on indications that licensee is in financial
difficulties, has since Aug. 12 operated with
reduced power or been silent without permission, for time operated
without operator in attendance,
violated technical
rules,
and for
past
three
months
failed
to maintain logs. Action Nov. 15.
■ Commission
designatedapplications
for consolidated hearing following
for
new daytime am stations involving use of
1410, 1500. 1510, 1520, and 1540 kc: 1410 kc:
Virginia Regional Bcstrs. (5 kw). Chester,
Va.; Stuart W. Epperson (1 kw), Wakefield,
Va.; 1500 kc: E. Raymond Parker (1 kw.
250 w-CH), Gaffney, S. C; Stuart W. Epperson (1 kw, DA), Winston-Salem, N. C:
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AM's Best 5 KW Buy!
The unique PA circuit in ITA's
5 kw AM transmitter operates
with about 90% efficiency.
OnJy five tube types used and
total tube complement is nine.
Makes maintenance simple
and economical. Check these
advantages: • Sotid State RectifiersConelrad
•
and Remote
Control Provisions • Power
Cutback to 1 kw • Automatic
Recycling • Free Installation
Supervision. It's value packed!
For complete information
write ITA Dept. BJ-l.

ITA Electronics Corporation
BROADCAST DIVISION
Lansdowne, Pennsylvania
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1510 kc: Boyce J. Hanna (5 kw, 500 w-CH),
etc., but ordered that additional
East Gastonia, N. C; James P. Poston (1 strike,
copies of these and related pleadings, exkw, 250 w-CH), Kernersville, N. C; 1520
pressly directed
chief within
hearing examiner
for tohisattention
action, beof filed
kc: Harry A. Epperson Jr. (10 kw, 1 kwseven days of release of memorandum
CH), Mt. Holly, N. C; Lee-Blake Bcstg.
Co. (1 kw), Spartanburg, S. C, Wilkes
opinion. In course
above-mentioned
memorandum
opinion, of
commission
set forth
Bcstg.
Co. kc:
(5 kw,
1 kw-CH),
Mocksville,
N. C; 1540
Risdon
Allen Lyon
(1 kw),
various criteria for making choice of applicants under Sec. 307(b). Considered
Charlotte, N. C; and York-Clover Bcstg.
Inc. ties(WYCL)
specifically were reciprocal service probfrom 1580 York,
kc, 250 S.w, C,D, toto change
1540 kc, facili1 kw,
lem between
communities,
suburban applicant
competingproblem
with ofcentral
D, with gerald,
applications
of
Francis
M.
FitzGreensboro, N. C. (1510 kc, 1 kw,
city applicant for same frequency, and
relevance of existing and proposed pro250 w-CH,
D), andVa. Frederick
Bcstrs.,
Winchester,
(1480 kc, County
500 w,
in making ain 307
(b) choice.
Comr. Fordgrammingconcurred
result.
Action
DA D); made WLAC Nashville, Tenn.,
Nov. 15.
party to proceeding. Comr. Lee dissented
■
By
memorandum
opinion
and
order,of
in part. Action Nov. 15.
commission designated application
KSAY San Francisco, Calif. — Designated
Patchogue
Bcstg.
Inc.
for
new
am
station
for hearing application for renewal of li(WAPC) to operate on 1570 kc, 1 kw, DA,
cense of KSAY and auxiliary trans, on is- D,
in Riverhead,
Y., banc
for oral
sues including to determine (a) to what
before
commissionN. en
on argument,
issues to
extent, if any, KSAY, when operating in determine
whether,
if
facts
alleged
in proaccordance
with
specifications
of
its
litest
by
Interstate
Bcstg.
Inc.
(WQXR)
New
cense, induces electrical currents in cranes
York,
N.
Y.,
were
proven,
grounds
located on Oakland Army Terminal; (b) been presented for setting aside the have
July
if so, whether such interference impairs
15, 1959, grant without hearing of
substantially operation of such cranes and/
Patchogue's
application,
and
if
evidentiary
or creates hazard to safety of life and
hearing is required, scope thereof; made
property at Oakland Army Terminal; and
protestant WQXR party to proceeding; and
(c) whether such interference with cranes
dismissedThisas action
moot Patchogue's
adversely affects overall defense mission
action.
is pursuant petition
to Court forof
of Army at Oakland Army Terminal, naAppeals
remand
in Interstate
tional defense, and public interest; made
Inc. v. FCC.
Action
Nov. 15. Broadcasting
Secretary of the Army party to proceed■ By memorandum
opinion and
order,
Comrs.15.Hyde and Cross dissented.
commission
dismissed petition
by Topeka
Actioning.Nov.
Bcstg. Assn. Inc. (WIBW) Topeka, Kan.,
■ By memorandum opinion and order,
for reconsideration
grant(KFRM)
of ascommission granted petition by Hearst
signment of license of
of July
KFRM 26 Inc.
Corp. (WISN) Milwaukee, Wis., to extent
Concordia,
Kan.,
from
Cook
Bcstg.
Co.
of amending hearing order on applications
(KMBC AM & TV Kansas City, Mo.) to
for new am stations of Sands Bcstg. Corp..
Metromedia Inc. and waiver of Sec. 3.30
Indianapolis, Ind., et al., to add that, in of rules relating to trans, and studio sites.
event of grant of any application, cp Commission found no facts or arguments
shall contain condition precluding prein petition which were not considered in
sunrise operation under provisions of Sec.
granting
concluded
3.87 of rules during months of September
sufficient application
reason had and
not been
shownthatto
warrant reconsideration or any basis for
through March; denied petition by applicant Independent Indianapolis Bcstg. Corp.
setting and
aside Comn.
its July
action. Chmn.
for extension of time, and dismissed its Minow
Cross26 abstained
from
motion to strike. Action Nov. 15.
voting. Action Nov. 15.
■ By memorandum opinion and order,
■ By report and order, commission recommission
dismissed tr/as
untimely-filed
servedcational
ch. *20
at Eugene,
Ore., for
by Ira E. Courtney,
Courtney motion
Bcstg.
use. This
gives Eugene
its edufirst
Co., Winfield,
Kan., for enlargement
is- educational tv channel. Ch. 20 had been
sues in am consolidated
hearing in ofDocs.
assigned
to
Eugene
for
commercial
use
13799 et al. to include concentration of there were no applicants. Change was but
recontrol consideration as to applicant Lloyd
quested by Board of Directors of School
Clinton McKenney, tr/as Winfield Bcstg.
District 4, Lane County (Eugene public
Co., also Winfield. Chmn. Minow and Comr.
schools). Local schools have been programHyde dissented. Action Nov. 15.
ming over KVAL-TV in Eugene and KOAC■ By memorandum opinion and order,
TV,
educational
commission granted petition by WCAE Inc.
tion
Nov. 15. tv station at Corvallis. Ac(WRYT) Pittsburgh, Pa., to extent of
■ By memorandum
opinionpetitions:
and order,
amending hearing order on applications of commission
denied following
(1)
Lynne-Yvette
Co. andinJohn
T. Wilby Northern California Educational Tv
liams for new Bcstg.
am stations
Albany
and
Assoc.
Inc.
to
reserve
present
commercial
Americus, Ga., respectively, to add that, in
event of grant of either application, cp ch. 9 at Redding, Calif., for educational
use; (2) by Redding-Chico Tv Inc. to assign
will
contain condition
precludingof Sec.
pre-sunriserules.
operation
3.87 ch. 11 to Redding for educational use, and
of
Actionunder
Nov. provisions
15.
(3) dismissed, at request of California
Northwest Bcstg. Co. (KVIQ-TV Eureka,
■ By memorandum opinion and order,
commission granted petition by WCAE Inc.
Calif.)
latter'sCalif.
request
to assignfeltch.that
11 toit
Fort Bragg,
Commission
(WRYT)fying cp Pittsburgh,
Pa„
to24 extent
ofdecision
modiwas not appropriate or desirable to initiate
granted
in
Oct.
initial
to Radio Co. of Texas County for new am
rulemaking while Northern California Edustation to operate on 1250 kc, 500 w, D, in
cational Tv Assoc. and Redding-Chico Tv
are competing for ch. 9 at Redding, former
Houston, Mo., by adding condition prefor
educational
use and other for comcluding
pre-sunrise
operation
under
provisions of Sec. 3.87 of rules. Action Nov. 15.
tion Nov.mercial15.use. Chmn. Minow dissented. Ac■ By memorandum opinion and order,
commission granted petition by applicant
■ By order, commission granted in part
Carnegie Bcstg. Corp., Pittsburgh, Pa., for
additional time to file comenlargement of issues in am proceeding in petitionsments infor
deintermixture rulemaking proce dings in Docs. 14239 et al., and extended
Docs. 14076 et al. to extent of adding folFeb. 5, 1962 time for filing comments
lowing issues:
determine
whether
siderations"To
with respect
to Sec.
307 (b)con-of to
and to March 9, 1962 for reply comments.
Communications Act of 1934, as amended,
Chmn.
Minow and Comr. Lee dissented.
are applicable to instant proceeding, and,
Action Nov. 15.
if so, whether choice between applications
■ By further report and
order, tocommisherein can be reasonably based thereon,
proposals
assign
and if so, whether grant to one or other of ch. 11sionordeniedch.conflicting
12 to San Francisco, either
applicants would provide more fair, efficient
directly
or
to
San
Jose,
and
ch.
and equitable distribution of radio service.
Sacramento or to Santa Rosa, Calif.,12 andto
To determine, in event it is concluded that
terminated
choice
applications
tion Nov. 15.proceeding in Doc. 12946. Acnot be between
made on instant
considerations
relatingcan-to
Sec. 307(b), which of operations proposed
W. E. Baysden,
Jacksonville,
C. — new
Designated for hearing
applicationN. for
in above-captioned applications would
daytime am station to operate on 1290 kc,
better dence
serveadduced
public
interest
in
light
of
evipursuant to foregoing issues
1 kw, on issues concerning character
and record made with respect to significant
qualifications,
differences between applicants as to: (a)
sion of materialmisrepresentation
facts. Action Nov.and15.omisBackground and experience of each having
bearing
on applicant's
ability
to own andof Routine roundup
operate proposed
station,
(b) Proposals
each of instant applicants with respect to
■ Commission invited comments by February 5. 1962, to proposed rulemaking,
management
and operation
of proposed
tion, (c) Programming
service
proposedsta-in based on petition by State of Kentucky,
which would reserve nine uhf channels for
each of instant applications." Commission
educational tv network. They
did not consider Carnegie's request (not state-wide
properly nancial
addressed
commission)
for fi- would be chs. *59 Ashland; *17 Bowling
issues with toregard
to applicants
Green; *19 Hazard; *26 Madisonville; *24
Radio Trumbull. Niles, Ohio, and Miners
Morehead; and*33 *54Murray;
*14 Pikeville;
*29
Somerset
Covington.
Most of these
Bcstg. Service Inc. (WMBA), AmbridgeAliquippa, Pa., nor certain motions to channels are presently allocated to places
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PROFESSIONAL

CARDS

JANSKY & BAILEY
Offices and Laboratories
1339 Wisconsin Ave., N.W.
Washington 7, D.C. FEderal 3-4800
Member AFGOE

JAMES C. McNARY
Consulting Engineer
National Press Bldg.,
Wash. 4, D. C.
Telephone District 7-1205
Member AFGCE

—Established 1926—
PAUL GODLEY CO.
Upper Montclair, N. J.
Pilgrim 6-3000
Laboratories, Great Notch, N. |.
Member AFGOE

GEORGE C. DAVIS
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
RADIO & TELEVISION
527 Munsey Bldg.
STerling 3-0111
Washington
4, D. C.
Member AFGCE

Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
Everett L. Dillard, Cen. Mgr.
INTERNATIONAL BLDC.
Dl. 7-1319
WASHINGTON, D. C.
P.O. BOX 7037
JACKSON 5302
KANSAS,CITY, MO.
Member AFGOE

A. D. Ring & Associates
30 Years' Engineering
Experience in Radio

Lohnes & Culver

1710 H St., N.W. Republic 7-2347
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
Member AFGCE

GAUTNEY & JONES
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
930 Warner Bldg. National 8-7757
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFGCE

MAY & BATTISON
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Suite 805
711 14th Street, N.W.
Washington 5, D. C.
REpublic AFGOE
7-3984
Member

L. H. Carr & Associates
Consulting
Radio & Television
Engineers
Washington 6, D. C. Fort Evans
1000 Conn. Ave. Leesburg, Va.
Member AFGCE

KEAR & KENNEDY
1302 18th St., N.W. Hudson 3-9000
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
Member AFGOE

A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
INWOOD POST OFFICE
DALLAS 9, TEXAS
MEIrose 1-8360
Member AFOOE

GUY C. HUTCHISON
P.O. Box 32
CRestview 4-8721
1100 W. Abram
ARLINGTON, TEXAS

SILLIMAN, MOFFET &
ROHRER
1405 C St., N.W.
Republic 7-6646
Washington 5, D. C.
Member AFCGE

LYNNE C. SMEBY
CONSULTING ENGINEER
AM-FM-TV
7615 LYNN DRIVE
WASHINGTON 15, D. C.
OLiver 2-8520

GEO. P. ADAIR ENG. CO.
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
Radio-Television
Communications- Electronics
1610 Eye St., N. W.
Washington, D. C.
Executive Member
3-1230 Executive
AFGCE 3-5851

WALTER F. KEAN
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Associate
George M. Sklom
19 E. Quincy St. Hickory 7-2401
Riverside,Member
III. (A AFOOE
Chicago suburb)

HAMMETT & EDISON
CONSULTING RADIO ENCINEERS
Box 68, International Airport
San Francisco 28, California
Diamond 2-5208

CARL E. SMITH
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
8200 Snowville Road
Cleveland 41, Ohio
Tel. JAckson 6-4386
Member AFOOE

J. G. ROUNTREE
CONSULTING ENGINEER
P.O. Box 9044
Austin 17, Texas
GLendale 2-3073

VIR N. JAMES
SPECIALTY
DIRECTIONAL ANTENNAS
232 S. Jasmine St. DExter 3-5562
Denver 22, Colorado
Member AFOOE

JOHN H. MULLANEY
and ASSOCIATES, INC.
2000 P St., N. W.
Washington 6, D. C.
Columbus 5-4666
Member AFOOE

A. E. Towne Assocs., Inc.
TELEVISION and RADIO
ENGINEERING CONSULTANTS
420 Taylor St.
San Francisco 2, Calif.
PR. 5-3100

PETE JOHNSON
Consulting am-fm-tv Engineers
Applications — Field Engineering
Suite 601
Kanawha Hotel Bldg.
Charleston, W.Va. Dickens 2-6281

MERL SAXON
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEER
622 Hoskins Street
Lufkin, Texas
NEptune 4-4242 NEptune 4-9558

KEITH WILLIAMS and
ASSOCIATES, ARCHITECTS
Consultants — Radio Station Design
110 North Cameron Street
Winchester, Virginia
MOhawk Equipment
2-2589 layout
Planning
Renovation Acoustic Design

L. J. N. du TREIL
& ASSOCIATES
CONSULTING RADIO ENCINEERS
10412 Jefferson Highway
New Orleans 23, La.
Phone: 721-2661

William B. Carr
Consulting Engineer
AM— FM— TV
Microwave
P. O. Box 13287
Fort Worth 18, Texas
ATlas 4-1571

PAUL DEAN FORD
Broadcast Engineering Consultant
4341 South 8th Street
Terre Haute, Indiana
Wabash 2643

BARKLEY & DEXTER LABS.,
INC.
Donald P. Wise James M. Moran
Consulting,forResearch
&
Development
Broadcasting,
Industry & Government
50 Frankfort
Diamond 3-371 C
Fitchburg,St. Massachusetts

COMMERCIAL RADIO
MONITORING CO.
PRECISION
FREQUENCY
MEASUREMENTS
AM-FM-TV
103 S. Market St.,
Lee's Summit, Mo.
Phone Kansas City, Laclede 4-3777
CAMBRIDGE CRYSTALS
PRECISION FREQUENCY
MEASURING SERVICE
SPECIALISTS FOR AM-FM-TV
445 Concord Ave.,
Cambridge 38, Mass.
Phone TRowbridge 6-2810
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COLLECTIONS
For the Industry
ALL OVER THE WORLD
TV — Radio — Film and Media
Accounts Receivable
No Collection — No Commission
STANDARD ACTUARIAL
WARRANTY CO.
220 West 42nd St., N. Y. 36, N. Y.
LO 5-5990

JOHN B. HEFFELFINGER
9208 Wyoming PI. Hiland 4-7010
KANSAS CITY 14, MISSOURI

Munsey Building District 7-8215
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFGCE

JULES COHEN
Consulting Electronic Engineer
617 Albee Bldg. Executive 3-4616
1426 G St., N.W.
Washington 5, D. C.
Member AFGCE
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AUTOMATIC
DEADWOOD

REMOVER

If you sat down deliberately to devise a method of separating the
cream from the crop in any list of
potential customers, you couldn't
devise a more "self-correcting"
system than the built-in "deadwoodremover" you find in the circulation
methods of ABP businesspapers.
Its name is money — and it works
like this:
A man pays money to subscribe to a
businesspaper in any given field
because he wants it, uses it in his
work. Because he uses it, he is a
likely prospect for what you have
to sell to the industry covered by
the publication.
When he changes jobs or moves to
another part of the forest, he has his
subscription transferred. If he no
longer needs it, he lets it expire. And
if he himself expires, his name automatically comes off the list at next
renewal date.
While not quite so complex or visually
spectacular as the electronic machinery that sweeps away dead bowling pins and sets up live ones, the
deadwood-remover in ABP publications isjust as efficient. And it saves
you, the advertiser, a good deal of
time and money setting up the live
wood you need for a high average
of sales strikes.

The plus value of paid circulation is "wantedness"
— I BROADCASTING
THE BUSINESSWEEKLY OF TELEVISION AND RADIO
BROADCASTING is the only publication
in its field qualifying for
ABC and ABP membership
108 (FOR THE RECORD)

mentioned for commercial use. Channel
changes would necessitate substitution in
Maysville of commercial ch. 82 for commercial ch. 24, educational chs. *24 and *54
would be allocated Morehead and Covington, respectively, which have no present tv
reservations, and commercial ch. 54 would
be deleted from Cincinnati, Ohio. (Comr.
Lee absent.) Until matter of overall tv allocation policy can be decided, commission
believes that it would be inappropriate to
reserve large blocks of channels such as
requested, struparticularly
since immediate
conction is not contemplated.
It is, however,
mindful
of
need
for
additional
channels for educational tv in Kentucky and
will consider
state's inrequest
concurrently
with
the proceeding
Doc. 14229
which is
aimed
to
promote
use
of
uhf
channels.
Action Nov. 15.
■ Commission invites comments to notice
of proposed rulemaking looking toward
substituting ch. 15 for ch. 62 at Oneonta,
N. Y., by deleting ch. 15 from Rochester
and ch.ments29to Oneonta
from Gloversville.
assign-of
fall withinSince
purview
Canada-USA tv agreement, appropriate
steps thereunder will be undertaken by
commission.
William suggested
J. Calsan, substitution
who petitioned for changes,
of ch. 62 for proposed deleted channels in
Rochester and Gloversville. However, unless active interest is manifested, commission finds it desirable in public interest to
defer consideration of making substitute
uhf channels available in those cities until
decisions are reached in Doc. 14229 conmethods(Comr.
of assigning
staon cerning
uhf future
channels.
Lee absent.)
ActiontionsNov.
15.
■ Because of pressing urgency of other
business, commission ordered postponement
of
argument
option
time Nov.
pro15. oral ceeding
from Nov. 17in totvDec.
4. Action
■ Commission invites comments to proposed rulemaking which would assign ch.
*18
East was
Lansing,
Mich., for
for byeducational
use. toAction
petitioned
Michigan
Superintendent of Public Instruction so
that Michigan State University, which now
operates station WMSB at Onondaga on
ch. 10 on share-time basis but has its main
studio on the university campus at East
Lansing,tional
can supplement
WMSB's
educa(Comr.
Lee absent.)
Action Nov. programming.
15.
ACTIONS ON MOTIONS
By Commissioner Robert T. Hartley
■ Granted petition by Dixie Radio Inc.
and extended to Nov. 20 time to respond
to
BroadcastforBureau's
to place
Its
application
new amrequest
station
Brunswick, Ga., in pending
file.
Actionin Nov.
8.
■ Granted petition by Broadcast Bureau
and extended to Nov. 9 time to respond to
petitions by Kent-Ravenna Bcstg. Co. and
Joseph P. Wardlaw, Jr. for review in proceeding on their applications for new am
stations in
and Canton,
cations Kent
are consolidated
on Ohio;
Docs. appli14076
et al. Action Nov. 8.
■ Granted petition by Broadcast Bureau
and extended to Nov. 14 time to respond to
petition by Lindsay Bcstg. Co. to enlarge
issues in proceeding on its application for
new am station in Punta Gorda, Fla., et al.
Action Nov. 8.
By Hearing Examiner Charles J. Frederick
■ Reopened
in matter
revocation of license record
of Mandan
Radio ofAssn.
for
am station KBOM Bismarck-Mandan, N. D..
andAction
scheduled
conference for Nov.
9.
Nov. hearing
8.
By Hearing Examiner Millard F. French
■ On own motion and with consent of
parties, advanced hearing scheduled for
10 a.m., Dec. 13, to 9 a.m., that date, in
proceeding
on Inc.
am application
of NewtonConover Nov.
Bcstg.
(WNNC) Newton,
N. C.
Action
9.
by John
and■ Granted
extended petition
from Nov.
6 to T.
Nov.Williams
15 for
filing proposed findings of fact and from
Nov. 16 to Nov. 27 for filing reply findings
in proceeding
Lynne-in
Yvette
Bcstg. onCo.hisforapplication
new am and
stations
Americus and Albany, Ga. Action Nov. 6.
By Acting Chief
Jay A.Hearing
Kyle Examiner
■ Scheduled prehearing conferences and
hearings
in following
proceedings
dates
shown: Dec.
14 and Jan.
15, 1962, on
in Santa
Maria, Calif., tv ch. 12 proceeding; Dec. 12
and
15, 1962,Beach
re application
of Rounsaville Jan.
of Miami
Inc. for mod.
of license of am station WFUN South Miami,
Fla.; Dec. 14 and Jan. 17, 1962, in proceeding
on applications of Higson-Frank Radio
Enterprises
and SBBTex.Corp.
for new
tions in Houston,
Action
Nov.am8. sta-

By Hearing Examiner Annie Neal Huntting
■ Granted
request bywithout
the Broadcast
reau and continued
date Nov.Bu-8
hearing, pending action upon joint request
by Ybor City Bcstg. Co. and Johnson Bcstg.
Corp. for
approval ofof agreement
missal of application
Ybor City, and
both disfor
new am stations in Ybor City and Indian
Rocks Beach, Fla. Action Nov. 8.
■ Upon agreements reached at Nov. 7
hearing conference in proceeding on applications of Kent-Ravenna Bcstg. Co. for
new am station in Kent, Ohio, et al., scheduled hearings for Group I for March 20 and
for Group III for March 26, 1962. Action
Nov. 7.
■ Upon agreements reached at Nov. 7
hearing conference in proceeding on applications of Community Service Bcstrs.
Inc. for new am station in Ypsilanti, Mich.,
et al., scheduled hearings as follows: Group
I, February 27, Group II, March 5 and
Group III, February 6, 1962. Action Nov. 7.
BROADCAST ACTIONS
by Broadcast Bureau
Actions of Nov. 14
KPLK Dallas, Ore. — Granted increased
powertion from
kw D,to and
5 kw,install
continued
on 1460 1 kc,
new operatrans.;
engineering condition.
KCOW Alliance, Neb. — Granted increased
daytime power from 250 w to 1 kw, continued operation on 1400 kc, 250 w-N, and
install new trans.; engineering conditions.
KCAD,
Jack Hughes,
Abilene,
Tex. —
GrantedCo. assignment
of cp
to Westgate
Bcstg.
K71AX Fishlake Valley, Nev.— Granted
cp translator
to replace station.
expired permit for new uhf
tv
*WCBB(TV)
Augusta,
Granted
extension of completion
dateMe.—
to Nov.
14, 1961.
WTEV(TV), E. Anthony & Sons Inc., New
Bedford,
— Granted assignment of cp
to
WTEV Mass.
Tv Inc.
Actions of Nov. 13
KWCO, Washita Valley Bcstg. Co., Chickasha,Washita
Okla. — Valley
GrantedBcstg.
assignment
to
Corp. of licenses
WSRC, Carolina Radio Die, Durham, N.C.
— Granted acquisition of positive control
by Robert A. Monroe through purchase of
stock Philip
from Seymour
Arnold Colangelo.
Schneidman,
Nadler andandVincent
WAAA, Laury Associates Inc., WinstonSalem, tiveN.control
C. — Granted
acquisition
of posiby Seymour
Schneidman
through
Monroe. purchase of stock from Robert A.
■ Granted
of license 111.;
for following stations: renewal
WCAZ Carthage,
WRMS
Beardstown, 111.; WSDR Sterling, 111.; WSIV
Pekin, 111.; WEKZ-FM Monroe, Wis.:
WGEM-FM Quincy, 111.; WNIB(FM) Chicago, 111.; WRAJ-FM Anna, 111.; WSBC-FM
Chicago, 111.; WTAD-FM Quincy, 111.;
*WSIU(FM) Carbondale, 111.; WEBQ Harrisburg, 111.; WIBU Poynette, Wis.; WIRL
Peoria, 111.; WJOL Joliet, 111.; WRDB Reedsburg, Wis.; WAUX-FM Waukesha, Wis.;
WCLM(FM) 111.;
Chicago,
111.; WEBQ-FM
Harrisburg,
WJJD-FM
111.:
WLIN(FM)
Wausau,
Wis.; Chicago,
WNWC(FM)
Arlington Heights, 111.; WWCF(FM) Greenfield, Wis.; WSMI-FM Litchfield, 111.;
111.
*WEPS(FM) Elgin, 111.; WSIL Harrisburg,
Actions of Nov. 9
■ Granted
of licenses 111.;
for following stations: renewal
WCRA Effingham,
WCUB
Manitowoc, Wis.; WCVS Springfield, 111.:
WD AN Danville, 111.; WDLB Marshfield,
Wis.; WDLM East Moline, 111.; WKKD
Aurora, 111.; WBAY-FM Green Bay, Wis.;
WHBF-FM Rock Island, 111.; WJMC-FM
Rice Lake, Wis.; WLBH-FM Mattoon, 111.;
WRJN-FM Racine, Wis.; WRMN-FM Elgin.
111.; WTAX-FM Springfield, 111.: WTMJ-FM
Milwaukee, Wis.; *WILL-FM Urbana, 111.;
'WMBI-FM Chicago, 111.; WEEK-TV Peoria,
111.; WEEQ-TV La Salle, 111.; WISN-TV
Milwaukee, Wis.; WSAU-TV Wausau, Wis.;
WCCN Neillsville, Wis.; WCMY Ottawa,
111.; WCNT Centralia, 111.: WCRW Chicago,
111.; WEAQ
Eau Claire,
WFIW Fairfield, 111.; WFRX
WestWis.;
Frankfort,
111.;
WGEZ Beloit, Wis.; WIBV Belleville, 111.:
WINI Murphysboro, 111.; WISM Madison,
Wis.; WIZZ Streator, 111.; WJPG Green Bav,
Wis.; WJRL Rockford, 111.; WPDR Portage,
Wis.; WRAJ Anna, 111.; WRAM Monmouth,
111.;
111.; WSWW
ville,WRRR
Wis.; Rockford,
WTAD Quincv,
111.; PlatteWTAY
Robinson, 111.; WISM-FM Madison, Wis.;
WOPA-FM
Oak
Park,
111.;
WLUK-TV
Green
Wis. Wis., and WFHR-FM Wisconsin Rapids.
Bay,
KHVH-AM-TV, KHJK, Kaiser Hawaiian
Village Radio Inc., Kaiser Hawaiian Village
Tv Inc., Honolulu, Hilo, Honohina, Lihue,
Kauai, Hawaii — Granted assignment of liBROADCASTING, November 20, 1961

censes and cps to Kaiser Industries Corp.
KSHE(FM), Rudolph Edward Ceries,
Crestwood,
Granted assignment
and
license Mo.
to —Crestwood
Bcstg. Corp. of cp
KOGO-AM-FM-TV, KFSD Inc., San Diego,
Calif. — Granted mod. of licenses and cp to
change name to KOGO Bcstg. Corp.
WHEC-TV Rochester, N. Y.— Granted mod.
of license to change hours of operation
from sharing time with WVET-TV to unl.
WGMA Hollywood, Fla. — Granted mod. of
license motetocontrol
change
location andBeach
repointstudio
to Hollywood
Hotel, effective upon notification that
operation has commenced from new studio
location; without prejudice to such further
action as commission may deem warranted
in light of proceedings in Doc. 14043.
KMMJ Grand Island, Neb. — Granted mod.
of license to operate auxiliary trans, by
remote control; conditions.
Lauderdale,
— Granted
to WWIL
install Fort
old main
trans, asFla.
auxiliary
trans,cp
at main trans, site.
KFYR new
Bismarck,
N. D.operate
— Granted
install
trans, and
trans,cp byto
remote control, daytime only.
KEKO Kailua, Hawaii — Granted mod. of
cp to change type trans.
KSHA Medford, Ore.— Granted mod. of
cp to change type trans.; ant-trans, location;
main studio
location;
install remote control
at main
studio and
location.
KBON Omaha, Neb. — Granted mod. of cp
to change type trans.
KLIP Fowler, Calif— Granted mod. of cp
to change ant. -trans, and studio location.
KEPI(FM)
Phoenix,
— Granted
of cp to change
remote Ariz.
control
point. mod.
■ Following
stations
were
granted
sions of completion dates as shown: extenWION
Ionia, gonMich.,
to Feb.
14, 1962;
KGON WCPC
OreCity, Ore.,
to June
5, 1962;
Houston, Miss., to March 15, 1962; WATN
Watertown, N. Y., to May 14, 1962; KSHA
Medford, Ore., to March 30, 1962: KBMO
Benson, Minn., to Jan. 2, 1962; KWIZ Santa
Ana, Calif., to Jan. 2, 1962: KTIL Tillamook, Ore., to Jan. 2, 1962; WTOD Toledo,
Ohio, to April 2, 1962; KBOX Dallas, Tex.,
to Jan. 2, 1962: KLIP Fowler, Calif., to
Feb. 28, 1962; WRJC Mauston, Wis., to Jan.
2, 1962, without prejudice to whatever action commission may take as result of
Tomah-Mauston Bcstg. Co. v. FCC Court
of
Appeals
No. 16,678. for District of Columbia, Case
SUMMARY

AM
FM
TV

Actions of Nov. 8
KM A K McMahan Bcstg. Co., Fresno,
Calif. — cense
Granted
and lito R. O. assignment
and George ofT. cpMcMahan
and
Rebabelle
Boswell
d/b
under
same
name.
WAEB-FM
Allentown,
Pa—
Granted
license for fm station.
KHFI(FM)
Austin,
Tex. ant.
— Granted
covering
change
in ERP,
height, license
studio
andant.ant. -trans, location, and make changes
in
WATA increase
Boone, N.
C. — Granted
covering
in daytime
powerlicense
and
installation of new trans.
WJHO
Opelika,
Ala.
—
Granted
license
covering
in daytime power and
installationincrease
of new trans.
■ Granted licenses covering installation
of new trans, for following stations: WBIEFM Marietta,
ander City, Ala.Ga., and WRFS-FM AlexKPEN(FM)
San Francisco,
— Granted
license covering
changes inCalif.
transmitting
equipment.
WYFI(FM) Norfolk, Va.— Granted licovering type
changetrans,
of ant.
and
studio cense
location,
and -trans,
ant., ERP,
ant. height, installation of remote control
operation,
changes in ant. system (type and
trans,make
changed).
WEAS mod.
(WJIVof license
Inc.) Savannah,
Ga.—
Granted
to change name
to WEAS Inc.
KWAM mod.
(KWEM
Inc.) Memphis,
Granted
of license
to change Tenn.—
name
to KWAM Inc.
WTRP LaGrange, Ga. — Granted cp to replace expired permit which authorized
change
of ant.
studio location
and changes
in -trans,
ground and
system.
WVLD Valdosta, Ga.— Granted mod. of
cp
to changedatetypeto trans,
completion
Dec. 15.and extension of
KLUV
Haynesville,
— Granted
ity to remain silent forLa. period
of 15authordays.
KCSR Chadron, Neb. — Granted extension
of
authority
to
April
1,
1962,
to
sign-off
6:00 p.m., MST, except for special events.at
WRIM Pahokee, Fla. — Granted authority
to Feb. 20, 1962 to remain silent.
Action of Nov. 3
■ Granted request by Gila Bcstg. Co. for
Continued on page 115

OF COMMERCIAL

BROADCASTING

Compiled by BROADCASTING Nov. 16
ON AIR
CP
Not on air
Lie.
Cps.
101
3,603
51
164
882
55
83
487'
68
OPERATING TELEVISION

TOTAL APPLICATIONS
For new stations
179
133
852

STATIONS

Compiled by BROADCASTING Nov. 16
UHF
VHF
85
18
Commercial
468
Non-commercial
40
COMMERCIAL

STATION

Licensed (all on air)
Cps on air (new stations)
Cps not on air (new stations)
Total authorized stations
Applications for new stations (not in hearing)
Applications for new stations (in hearing)
Total applications for new stations
Applications for major changes (not in hearing)
Applications for major changes (in hearing)
Total applications for major changes
Licenses deleted
Cps deleted

553
TV

CHRISTMAS

58

SEALS

BOXSCORE

Compiled by FCC Oct. 31
AM
49
3,603
157
3,809
524
171
696
508
107
615
0
0

Be sure your cards and
packages are signed, sealed
and delivered with

TO
FM
887

TV

41
185

68
655
90

24
1,113
99
123
68
5
73
0
2

FIGHT

TB

47
39
86
13
52
0 4871
2

but retain their
'There are, in addition, nine tv stations which are no longer on the air,
licenses.
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CLASSIFIED

ADVERTISEMENTS

(Payable in advance. Checks and money orders only.) (FINAL DEADLINE — Monday preceding publication date.)
• SITUATIONS WANTED 20# per word— $2.00 minimum • HELP WANTED 25* per word— £2.00 minimum.
• DISPLAY ads $20.00 per inch — STATIONS FOR SALE advertising require display space.
• All other classifications 30* per word — $4.00 minimum.
• No charge for blind box number. Send replies to Broadcasting, 1735 DeSales St., N.W., Washington 6, D. C.
Applicants: If transcriptions or bulk packages submitted, $1.00 charge for mailing (Forward remittance separately, please). All transcriptions, photos,
etc., sent to box numbers are sent at owner's risk. Broadcasting expressly repudiates any liability or responsibility for their custody or return.
RADIO
Help Wanted — Management
Sales managers, assistant and station managers, interested in joining expanding Pa.,
Florida, radio group in administrative capacities— excellent future — send detailed resume to Box 801H, BROADCASTING.
Manager — sales manager strong on sales and
promotion.
Regional
small market — northeast. Box 855H,
BROADCASTING.
Station manager for successful Texas kilowatt, single station growing market. Experience in sales, programming, announcing required. Minimum age 35. Salary
$6,000.00 plus percentage. Complete resume,
references to Box 900H, BROADCASTING.
Sales
Sales-operation manager (plus two sales1-kw-D cennew (now building)
men) foratlantic-medium
tral
market. Send full
resume-photo
to
Box
729H,
BROADCASTING.
Florida. $100 week plus 15%. On collected
revenue of $500 per week you get $175.00.
On $800 per week you get $220.00. On $1500
per week you get $325.00 per week. Territorypetitive
unlimited
sky's market
the limit.on Commediumsometro
east
coast. At least 2 years fulltime radio sales
experience. No beginners please. Airmail
resume to Box 732H, BROADCASTING.
Madison, Wisconsin — Excellent situation and
future for right man who likes to sell . . .
resume to Box 903H, BROADCASTING.
Opportunity radio salesman. Salary plus
commission. Good market. KFRO, Longview, Texas.
Announcers
Southeastern
NewDecember
England 1st"good
music"
station
will have
opening
for
staff announcer. Starting salary $85. Send
resume
CASTING.and tape to Box 680H, BROADAnnouncer with well-rounded experience
for southwest network station. Box 714H,
BROADCASTING.
Capable radio announcer desired by amfm-tv station. Emphasis on voice quality
and intelligent delivery. We are adult
operation, terested
notin maturity
personalityandformat
. . . inperformance.
Above average benefits, pleasant midwestern
ING. community. Box 745H, BROADCASTAnnouncer-engineer. Central Pennsylvania
station. Our need is immediate. Salary
open. Send resume and tape to Box 758H,
BROADCASTING.
Opportunity
for versatile
announcer
dedicated to modern
radio. Must
have good,
tight swinging sound. Pennsylvania medium
market. Experienced announcers only. Send
tape,
ING. resume to Box 850H, BROADCASTAnnouncer,
some BROADCASTING.
experience. 90 miles —
N.Y.C.
Box 878H.
Help wanted . . . Announcers. KHAR, Anchorage, Alaska, received many announcer
applications two months ago. If you did not
hear from us, please re-apply. Your tapes
destroyed
fire. We're now rebuilt. Need
experiencedby men.
110

Help Wanted— (Confd)
Announcers

Help Wanted — (Cont'd)
Announcers

1st phone only, adult personality. Must be
ready to settle for Illinois medium market.
Prefer applicants
from Illinois,
Iowa, Minnesota and Missouri.
Send details
and
present air schedule. Starting salary $540
per month. Box 890H, BROADCASTING.
Newsman for local news operation. $110.00
to start, plus travel. KBRZ, Freeport, Texas.
Opportunity
married
announcer.
Outline experience.
KFRO,staff
Longview,
Texas.

Combo — first phone. Excellent salary. WVOS,
Liberty, New York.
Spanish speaking, first radio telephone, no
experience
necessary, 250 watt, new equipPuerto ment,
Ricobeautiful location. Box 1526, Ponce,

KHAR, Anchorage, Alaska . . . still building. Experience a must. Non drinkers.
Start
ticulars.$700 month. Send tape and full parAnnouncer with first phone to live in
paradise. Only station in Honolulu suburb.
Engineering ability desirable but not vital.
Living excellent, all year swimming, sailing,
water tape,
skiing.
Adultrequirements.
music format.fishing,
Send photo,
salary
K-LEI, Kailua, Hawaii.
Immediate
morning
man, salesman. Goodopening
salary — plus
commission.
We
want a permanent
man,
no
floaters.
Out-a
standing one station market. If you have
good voice, personality and enjoy making
money
. . air tomail. .tape,
brief resume
and
recent .photo
. Charles
K. Bentz,
WADK, Newport, Rhode Island.
Need announcer with experience, for small
market station. Experience necessary.
Bright
on board
to work sounding
with a team.
Send and
photo,news.
tape Able
and
resume to WERT, Van Wert, Ohio.
Wanted: Experienced dj for tight format
operation. Must be strong on news and
able to give a good sell on commercials. We
program to adults. No rock and rollers
please. Send tapes, resumes and pictures to
Bob Bauman, Program Director, WHFB
Radio, Benton Harbor, Michigan.
Immediate openingnouncer-newsman.
forAdult music
experienced
station an-at
the seashore, one hour from New York.
Personal interview. Car essential. Phone
Theo
WHTG, Kellogg 1-1410, Asbury
Park, Gade,
New Jersey.
WJOY, Burlington, Vermont has immediate
openings
for djExperience
-announcerandandreferences
full timea
news director.
must. Call or write Dean Slack.
Announcer to host night-time good music
shows, WKRG, Mobile, Alabama.
New England — immediate opening for
music and news man in growing modern
operation. Top pay for top man. Only experienced applicants considered. Forward
resume, audition to Curt Hahn. program
director W-OK-W, Brockton, Massachusetts.
Needed immediately, soft sell dj or announcer-newsman. Some experience required. No tapes returned. WPAC, Patchogue, New York.
Leading radio-tv operation has opening for
announcer of proven professional caliber.
Some television
if qualified.
Television,
Savannah,
Georgia.WSAV RadioOpening for announcer with first phone.
Light tions.
maintenance,
working
condiContact WSYB. good
Rutland,
Vermont.
Announcer, dj, for good music NBC midwest affiliate . . . must have experience.
Good salary plus benefits. Send photo, tape
and resume to Ed Huot, WTRC, Elkhart,
Indiana.

Openingsrector.for
announcer
and continuity
diWrite Box
62, Bloomington,
Indiana.
Technical
Chief engineer for metropolitan daytimer
going directional night. Part of southern
group building 3 stations. Good opportunity
for experience working with group engineer. Excellent working conditions. Send
photo — mentscomplete
requireING.
first letter. resume,
Box 490H,salary
BROADCASTEngineer-announcer wanted for a central
Michigan progressive 1 kw station. A comboman, first phone, no maintenance. Right
position for right man. Write Box 899H,
BROADCASTING.
Chief Engineer. Immediate opening. WVOS,
Liberty, New York.
Chief Engineer to take over engineering
department of aggressive Muzak Company
in Washington, D. C. Must be thoroughly
experienced in layout, design and installation of major sound and public address
systems. Knowledge of radio and television
transmission and receiving facilities helpful,
with knowledge of repair and maintenance
of Multiplex receiving equipment for background music reception. Please write giving
details of background and salary desired.
Send snapshot if possible. All replies will
be held strictly confidential. Muzak in
Washington,
1341 L. St., N.W., Washington,
D. C.
Production — Programming, Others
If you are creative and can write effective
commercial copy and have a good commercial voice, send resume and audition
tape
immediately to Box 796H, BROADCASTING.
Interested in 6-man staff, midwest market,
heavy news schedule? Send details, salary
requirements, for immediate opening. Box
866H, BROADCASTING.
Experienced
newsman,
gather,
cast local news.
N. Y.
state.write,
Box broad879H,
BROADCASTING.
Good newsman wanted by one of the
finest small station operations in USA,
located in So. California desert, with the
greatest weather around. Captive audience,
no newspaper or other radio competition.
Over, 25,000 people rely on us as only
source for daily news. Want man to take
charge news operation. Must be good
writer-reporter, as well as air man. Typing
as readable to others as to self. Complete
data and tape, minimum salary . . . KDHI, Twentynine Palms, California.
Woman director for 5000 watt university
radio station. Prefer home economics
broadcasting background and masters degree. Must fill immediately. Salary open —
contact
Kansas. Dr. Ken Thomas, KSAC, Manhattan,
Immediate opening on staff of award winning news department. Prefer young, aggressive newsman. Only those trained and
experienced in radio journalism with a
warm, authoritative sound need apply. Top
pay and talent. Send complete resume with
references and tape to: WCKR, P.O. Box
38M Miami, Florida.
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Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Production — Programming, Others
Radio station WGL, Fort Wayne, Indiana,
is seeking commercial copy writer who
can also handle promotion and publicity
and supervise department. Must be able to
write good selling copy, type better than
average and naturally should possess creative ability. Excellent opportunity and
-working
do not apply
unless youconditions.
have had Please
some experience
and
have necessary qualifications. Position open
about December 17. Phone or write Bill
Hausman, Program Director.
RADIO
SITUATIONS

WANTED

Management
Prefer medium market — 35 — family man.
College graduate, first phone — eleven years
commercial radio — part two years public
relations capacity with agency contacts.
Previous managerial experience. Box 807H,
BROADCASTING.
Team to take over the operation of your
station, new or old. Two couples, experienced in all phases of operation. One manager type familiar with all records and
public service requirements and sales and
announcing . . . and one salesman chief
engineer,
withwives
directional
antenna announcer
experience. Both
completely
acquainted with traffic and copy. Available
after Christmas. No drinkers, no smokers.
Box 854H, BROADCASTING.
20 years experience management, programming,
announcing.
opportunity to prove
my Married,
worth to desire
an aggressive
organization. Box 862H, BROADCASTING.
Manager — commercial manager. Know all
phases. 12 years present employer. Community leader. Want growing organization.
A good solid radio man who will operate
your station your way. You make policy,
I'll make profit. Box 869H, BROADCASTING.
Experience in all phases! Sober — honesty —
ambitious. Knows all advertising and promotion media. Merchandising programs. No
arm chair manager — I2V2 years experience.
Sell national — regional — local. Desire incentive with stable company. Active in community. Top notch references. Reply Box
870H, BROADCASTING.
Have know how . . . will manage! Small
to medium market. Strong sales . . . good
copy . . . new ideas. Investment considered.
Box 887H, BROADCASTING.
Manager, heavy sales. For small or medium
market. Twelve years experience, ten management. Mature, thorough knowledge all
phases. Top past employer references. Immediate. Box 895H, BROADCASTING.
Announcers
Negro announcer, dj, tight format, newscaster, mature voice, experienced. Will
travel. Box 648H, BROADCASTING.
Top sportscaster looking for sports minded
station. Finest of references. Box 720H,
BROADCASTING.
DJ, thoroughly trained, board, news.
Eager, creative, hard working, cheap. Box
710H, BROADCASTING.
Those
who'veever.heard
agree —tape
best and
basketball
announcer
Request
decide
for yourself. Presently doing small college
sports; desire bigger set-up. 6 years experience. Box 765H, BROADCASTING.
Announcer, dj, fast board, mature voice,
experienced, want to settle. Box 799H,
BROADCASTING.
DJ, sports, utility, 7 years experience,
draft exempt, midwest please. Box 813H,
BROADCASTING.
Sports director with 6 years play-by-play
ready to move up. Looking for station that
carries minor league baseball; and/or college basketball and football. College graduate. Married. Locate anywhere. Box 818H,
BROADCASTING.
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Situations Wanted— (Cont'd)
Announcers

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Announcers

Newcomer — pleasant voice, single, 19,
variety format. Desire small station. Box
839H, BROADCASTING.
Announcer, dj, married, good tight board,
will re-locate. Looking to settle down. Box
842H, BROADCASTING.
Station owners; Here's an experienced
nouncer-engine r-salesman lo king foran-a
home. Thirty-five . . . excellent references
. . . single . . . draft free . . . available.
Box 845H, BROADCASTING.
Mature, experienced, good voice and family
man. Desires position at station with happy
sound. No top 40. Will relocate anywhere.
Box 853H, BROADCASTING.
Western
Hemisphere's
only .almost
perfect
disc jockey
available now
. . California
only. Box 856H, BROADCASTING.
Experienced announcer with audience appeal. Young, bright, and strictly a worker.
Exciting voice. Play by play on all major
sports. TV experience in production. Box
857H, BROADCASTING.
Gimmick happy? DJ turned flagpole sitter.
Experience is proof. Boost sales and ratings!
Information
CASTING. on request. Box 864H, BROAD-

Young, single, experienced, baseball playby-play announcer, desiring to move to
class B, A, or higher baseball. College
degree and four years experience with baseball, football, basketball and all sports.
Available after 15th of December or will
stay put until your season opens. Tape and
picture history waiting. Write if you want
a good baseball man with color and something different in sports play-by-play. Box
906H, BROADCASTING.
If you are looking for a warm and friendly
sound for your modern sound station . . .
that just happens to have a first class
ticket, then I am your man. Chuck Evans,
1020 NW 144th St., Miami, Florida. Phone
MU 1-1972.
Seasoned hot format jock currently doing
air work and music direction at top station
in area, desires step up. Willing to relocate.
ME 7-2194, New Bern, N. C.
Country personality announcer, top rated
show, excellent copy and production, sales,
news, sports. Excellent references. Phone
Forest 6-2458. Zephyr, N. Carolina.
DJ — Know and like both c&w and r&r
music — need chance to begin radio career.
Desires immediate work full or part-time.
24, married, reliable, school graduate. No
drifter — strong on news, tight board, money
secondary. Prefer south but willing to
travel. Clarence Hobbs, 410 Stadium St.,
Trenton, Tennessee. Phone 1164.
Announcer, 1st phone, no maintenance, $85,
no
BE 7-6721 Chicago.
after 5. Walter Piasecki,
2219 car.
N. Parkside,
Technical

Announcer with first ticket seeking permanent location strong on news and commercials— married ... 33 years of age . . .
some television experience. References . . .
no top 40 please. Box 865H, BROADCASTING.
Ten year man! Would like to settle medium-size market, preferably west coast.
Personality with years of experience. McClendon
background.
Box 863H, BROADCASTING.
Sportscaster. Youthful. Experienced. Sports
background. Seeking sports saturated station anywhere. Box 875H, BROADCASTING.
Country disc jockey. Available. Prefer Tennessee or Kentucky. Experienced. Employed. Box 876H, BROADCASTING.
Combo-lst phone, 30, married, college, 10
years experience. No. 1 rating, top 50 market. Quality voice, seeking greater opportunity. Tape and resume on request. Box
881H, BROADCASTING.
Memphis vicinity or farther south. $70.00.
8CASTING.
years experience. 38. Box 882H, BROADDJ
personality
creating
showsGuarantee
that sell top
for
13 years
in two— top
markets.
return in money, work and talent for your
investment in me. Let's go! Box 884H,
BROADCASTING.
Beginning
announcer
wants
part-time
while working
for first
ticket.
Within work
fifty
miles of D. C. Graduate of N.A.O.B. Box
888H, BROADCASTING.
Religious
broadcasters:
Night patter
shift directional chief
combo. Patriotic
show;
profitable, invigorating music, marathon and
spots; scriptures (short) researcher, analyzer, sound policy adhered to. South or
southwest. $115. Box 893H, BROADCASTING.
Immediately or sooner, young experienced,
creative and ambitious announcer. DJ. Box
894H, BROADCASTING.
DJ, newscaster, tight-board, bright sound.
Top 40, young and ambitious. Box 897H,
BROADCASTING.
1st phone operator single, vet, strong ham
& electrical experience, desires return to
native mid-south area for permanent position as broadcaster, possibly announcer. Box
898H, BROADCASTING.
Ambitious newsman: Seeks real challenge
in radio or tv. Six years experience in
midwest radio market. Some newscasting.
Strong on local news. 34, married, journalism grad. Box 901H, BROADCASTING.
Newsman-announcer. 20 years experience.
13 years with one station. Some tv. Box
902H, BROADCASTING.
Announcer 26, B.A. college, 1st phone. Currently program director — top 40, 5000 watt.
Would like to relocate. Box 904H, BROADCASTING.

First phone, married, 1 child, reliable,
sober, 29. Military obligation completed.
Permanent position. No experience. Willing
to work hard. Box 822H, BROADCASTING.
First phone, experienced in am, fm, & tv.
Excellent references. Maintenance — primary.
Announcing — secondary. Box 871H, BROADCASTING.

Production — Programming, Others
Sports director — radio or television. Now
public relations director with professional
sports organization — thirteen years play-byplay football, basketball, baseball, all phases
of sports— 35. Married. First phone will
travel
for interview. Box 808H. BROADCASTING.
Responsible, competent newsman seeks am/
tv position at news minded organization.
ICASTING.
can guarantee results. Box 867H, BROADNewsman, experienced major market. Mature, strong local news and beeps. AvailING. able
December 1st. Box 905H, BROADCASTExperienced program director available to
take responsibility for programming station desiring quality, integrity, service and
ratings. Fourteen years radio with best
references.
Don MacKinnon, 14978 Robson,
Detroit 27, Michigan.
TELEVISION
Help Wanted — Sales
TV sales experience. We have an opening
for you. Draw-commission, no ceiling, profit sharing, insurance and vacation. Write
KFBB, Box 1139, Great Falls, Montana.
Announcers
Sports Director for midwest radio-tv combination. Duties call for play-by-play,
regular tv sports show and some news
work. Send background resume with tape
and picture if possible. Box 728H, BROADCASTING.
Technical
Engineer of good character, best technical
qualifications for south Texas vhf. Box
715H, BROADCASTING.
111

Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Technical
WTOC-am-fm-tv has opening for first class
engineer. Reply by letter to chief engineer,
giving complete qualifications, references,
photographs and salary requirements for 50
hours. Box 874H, BROADCASTING.
TV transmitter engineer, first phone license,
no experience necessary. Contact Jerry E.
Smith, V.P. for Engineering, P.O. Box 840,
Corpus Christi, Texas.
Production — Programming, Others
Attractive and unusual opening at full
power vhf for qualified girl for several
time weekly live studio show along with
part time secretarial responsibilities to general manager. Submit immediate resume
and photo-include film clips and tape if
available. Mrs. Richard, Personnel, KSOOTV, Sioux Falls, South Dakota.

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)

For Sale— (Cont'd)

Production — Programming, Others
Film program manager 13 years in one of
top 15 markets, major NBC affiliate in
southwest. As department head, responsible
for film buying, personnel supervisor, administration. Full knowledge all phases
radio and tv programming, production, and
operations.cellent
Single
woman,
exreferences.
Writepersonable,
Box 787H,
BROADCASTING.
Film editor, 4 years experience, draft
exempt. What do you have to offer? Write
P.O. Box 3026, Columbia, South Carolina.
FOR SALE
Equipment
Ampex 601-2 stereo, good condition, private
owner. Also, 2-300-2C Ampex. Box 851H,
BROADCASTING.

Equipment
G.E. 3 kw fm transmitter — used approximately 3 years. Excellent buy at $3,000.00.
Box 858H, BROADCASTING.
W.E. 639 Cartioid microphone $120.00, Altec
639 Cartioid microphone $150.00, both comwith cords,
saddle
ing.plete
2 W.E.
111-C plugs
repeatandcoils
$18.50mounteach.
COD only. Write Box 889H, BROADCASTING.
2 automatic (45 rpm) turntables & controls
(BQ-103 RCA) 2 turntable equalizing preamplifiers (BA-26A RCA). One turntable
with controls and pre-amplifier priced at
$995.00.
This
equipmentareused
only with
four
months. Both machines
equipped
remote control cueing. For inspection and
contact, write or call WEAM, 1515 N. Court
House Rd„ Arlington, Va. Jackson 7-7100.

TELEVISION
SITUATIONS

WANTED

Sales
Big profit pack — see Announcers.
Executive type salesman wants to relocate
in television or radio. Eight years of solid,
successful sales background, including
local, regional and national. Sales and management. Best record and references. Midwest market preferred. Box 802H, BROADCASTING.
Want out radio— in tv. 2 years radio sales,
experienced news writer. Some radio-tv
presentations
writing. Box 896H, BROADCASTING.
Announcers
Tv announcer. Solid background, 10 years
radio/tv. Professional on-camera, booth.
East, midwest. Highest paid present market.
Box 885H, BROADCASTING.
Big profit pack — Very successful two man
kids show in mid-west. Outstanding 30 min.
film with resume. We're out of army with
ultra non essential MOS. He's now dj in
number
market and
I'm selling
for adto
agency in9 number
10 market.
We wish
get back in tv. Thirteen years combined
experience including network. TV producing-directing, announcing, news-casting,
writing, promotion, technical, sales. Radio
dj — top 40 and classical, technical. Box 892H,
BROADCASTING.
Seven years radio experience. Desire position in television. Announcing or directing.
Have studied theatre. Family. 25. Draft-free.
Good ton,references.
Mack, Phone
2305 TrenWest Monroe,George
Louisiana.
FA
5-0069.
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COPY

Technical
Technical school graduate desires studio or
transmitter and studio position. Experienced in transmitter, studio and maintenance. Box 873H, BROADCASTING.
Production — Programming, Others
Big profit pack — see Announcers.
Six years experience news. Film, camera,
production and photography. Box 679H,
BROADCASTING.
Experienced woman tv and radio personality available immediately-prefer N.E.
Highest
references
— "onevents,
camera"model
interviews,
commercials,
special
clothing-remotes-writeBROADCASTING.
copy. Interested in opportunity. Box 699H,
Production manager seeking advancement.
Journalism degree. Thoroughly experienced.
Married.
Veteran. Box 727H, BROADCASTING.

(If larger space is needed, please attach separate copy)
BROADCASTING MAGAZINE, 1735 DeSales St., N.W., Washington 6. D. C.
NAME
COMPANY
ADDRESS
Remittance enclosed $
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□ Bill

FOR SALE
Equipment
A used RCA BTA-250L transmitter with
crystals for 1450 kc and selected spare parts.
We will crate and ship for $750.00 Transportation collect. Call Jay Leibach, chief
engineer— WLEC, Sandusky, Ohio. Write
P. O. Box 441.
Magnecord stereo professional tape recorder
model 728. Used only 25 hours . . . like new
. . . original price $835.00 . . sale priced
$700.00 fantastic value. Contact Herschell
Martin ville,
afterTennessee
3:00 .p.m.
est at
. . call
or WSIX
write. in NashFor Sale: Western Electric type number
355-E-l 5 kw am transmitter. Old but still
good. Buyer to assume cost dismantling
and shipping. Available early 1962. Send
your offer to P. O. Box 5007, Denver, Col.
Dictet mike
recorder,
3V2 pounds
battery-pack.
With
and patch
cord. New
condition.
Was over $300; first $150 takes it. A.P.S.,
Inc., 6 E. 46th St., New York.
For sale — 1947 RCA mobile unit, as is, type
TJ50A, with cable reels, equipment table,
cabinets, power transformer and voltage
regulator — contact Bill Hauser, Chief Engineer, Westinghouse Broadcasting Co., Boston, Mass. Telephone AL 4-5670.
Ampex and Magnecord tape recorders and
other recording and audio equipment for
sale at best possible prices. Write for list.
. . . Fidelity Sound, Inc., P.O. Box 5455,
Jacksonville, Florida.
Complete inventory of Ampex, Magnecord
& Viking
parts. $350.00
Used Gates
PT6-JAH's—
$150.00
up. spare
Auto-trans
Radio
Company, 2700 Polk, Houston 3, Texas.
Am, fm, tv equipment including monitors,
5820, bus1850.
Ave.. p.a.
N.Y.C.tubes. Electrofind, 440 ColumWill
buy orRadio
sell broadcasting
equipment.
Guarantee
& Broadcasting
Supply
Co.. 1314 Iturbide St., Laredo, Texas.
Transmission line, styroflex, heliax, rigid
with hardware and fittings. New at surplus
prices. Write for stock list. Sierra Western
Electric Cable Co., 1401 Middle Harbor Road.
Oakland 20. California.
Presto 6-N-three speed, portable case, 112
and 176 O.I. feed screws. 1-C Cutter — excellent condition $400.00. United Radio Supply, Inc., 22 N.W. 9th, Portland, Oregon.
For Sale: Two Blaw-Knox self-supporting
towers 444 ft. high. In excellent condition.
Presently in place in Denver area. Buyer
would assume cost of dismantling and shipping. Available
earlyDenver,
1962. Colorado.
What's your
offer? P.O.
Box 5007,
Auricon Cine-voice camera, latest model,
new, complete, $850.00; Bolex titler $150.00;
Nilor 16mm processing equipment $140.00;
Micro-record 16mm rewind processing
equipment $30.00; Astro-Berlin 400mm f/5
lens, Exakta mount, $120.00. Roman Averbeck,
linois. 1238 North 12th Street, Quincy, IlWANTED

TO BUY

Equipment
Used UHF transmitter, antenna and associated equipment. Write P.O. Box 1050, Roanoke, Virginia, or telephone DI 2-7980.
Wanted: Used console, turntables and
microphones suitable for training students.
Write P. O. Box 3132, MSS, Tallahassee,
Florida, or call 224-2029.
WANTED TO BUY
Stations
Struggling or profitable radio station, medium size market, in upper midwest with
future possibilities. Details confidential. No
brokers. Box 852H, BROADCASTING.
Small to medium price range. Prefer New
York, Pennsylvania. All considered. Details,
strictest
CASTING. confidence. Box 883H, BROADHave AM15-20
thousand
payment Call,
for
best
available
west down
of Mississippi.
write E. H. Dodds, Torrington, Wyoming.
BROADCASTING, November 20, 1961

INSTRUCTIONS

Business Opportunity

Train now in N.Y.C. for FCC first phone
license. Proven methods, proven results. Day
and evening classes. Placement assistance
Announcer Training Studios, 25 W. 43 N Y.
OX 5-9245.
KCC first phone license in six weeks.
Guaranteed instruction in theory and
laboratory methods by master teachers.
G. I. Radio
approved.
Request
Elkins
License
School,free2603brochure.
Inwood
Road, Dallas, Texas.
Be prepared. First class F.C.C. license in
six weeks. Top quality theory and laboratory training. Elkins Radio License School
of Atlanta, 1139 Spring St., N.W., Atlanta,
Georgia.
FCC first phone license preparation by
correspondence or in resident classes.
Grantham Schools are located in Hollywood,
Seattle, Kansas City and Washington. Write
for our free 40-page brochure. Grantham
School of Electronics, 3123 Gillham Road,
Kansas City 9, Missouri.
Since 1946. The original course for FCC
First Class Radiotelephone Operator License
in six weeks. Reservations necessary. Enrolling now for classes starting January 3,
March 7, May
July 11. Forwrite
information,
references
and 9,reservations
William
B. Ogden Radio Operational Engineering
School, 1150 West Olive Avenue, Burbank,
California.
FCC first class license in 6 weeks. We are
specialists. We do nothing else. Small
classes. Maximum personal instruction.
One low tuition covers everything until
license secured. Pathfinder Method, 5504
Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood, California.

Want old records by bushel, box or pound
in good shape. J. E. Thompson, 908 Burns
Avenue, Flossmoor, Illinois.
Am looking for partner in progressive radio
station in intermountain area population
119,000, would like you to be willing to
invest $45,000 for 45 percent of station with
option to buy 50 percent. Station is 1000
watt
daytimer currently in black. Box 579H,
BROADCASTING.
RADIO

Elkins Radio License School of Chicago —
Six weeks quality instruction in laboratory
methods and theory leading to the F.C.C.
First Class License. 14 East Jackson St.,
Chicago 4, Illinois.
Announcing programming, console operation. Twelve weeks intensive, practical
training. Finest, most modern equipment
available. G. I. approved. Elkins School of
Broadcasting, 2603 Inwood Road, Dallas 35,
Texas.
MISCELLANEOUS
The May, 1959 issue of the proceedings of
The Institute
of Radio
Engineers
— contact
John
H. DeWitt,
President,
WSM,
Inc.,
Nashville, Tennessee.
Will swap 250 watt transmitter for new
Ampex burg,
300.SouthCall
583-2727, w. THE, SpartanCarolina.
"Deejay taining
Manual,"
completeletters,
gagfllepatter
conadlibs, bits,a gimmix,
. . . $5.00: Show-Biz Comedy Service, 65
Parkway Court. Brooklyn 35, N. Y.
25,000 professional comedy lines, routines,
adlibs. Largest laugh library in show business. Special monthly topical service featuring deejay comment, introductions. Free
catalog. Orben Comedy Books, Hewlett, N.Y.

Help Wanted — Management
BROADCAST - MARKETING
CHICAGO AREA
The man we seek has educational
background in marketing and experience in radio and TV. He may
have bought or sold time or managed a station. He is between 30
and 40 years of age, personable,
a good administrator and seeks
an opportunity with a solid, nationally known, expanding organization. This is an inside administrative job— not selling. Give full
details including salary requirements in first letter to Box 868H,
BROADCASTING.
TELEVISION - RADIO EXECUTIVE
Available
Fully qualified, 20 years experience
all phases station operation and
management. Successful background
as station owner, corporate officer,
management, sales, programming,
production. Combined radio-TV
experience. Interested in responsible
opportunity in station or allied field.
Excellent references. Box 880H,
BROADCASTING.
Announcers

$12,500 JOCK
for
SWING
Top 40 highly rated in America's
top 7. North Eastern station has
immediate opening for mature
sounding personality D. J. All
replies confidential. Tape and
resume to:
Box 823H, BROADCASTING

J
MANAGER
WANTED
Jj Indiana 1,000 watt fulltime, city of 100,000, wants a man who is curV rently employed as manager. Good executive and good salesman (must
lm handle $50,000.00 himself in local billing). Know sales nationally. Must
■■ have social wife so couple can fit into community fast. Must know all
about running a radio station, handling personnel, FCC rules, etc. Must
ll have good background and lots of radio references. All info confidential.
> Air mail picture and complete story to Box 617 H, BROADCASTING.

J HARD WORKER WHO WANTS TO ADVANCE and MAKE $15,000.00 I
j! Plus Now, and $25,000.00 three years from now— APPLY!
113

Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Technical
CHIEF ENGINEER
5KW New England Big City Station. Must be excellent creative
studio and transmitter engineer.
Forward looking mgt. Wonderful future if you know your stuff
and are not a "lazybones." Detail experience, references in confidence to:
Box 825 H, BROADCASTING
7
CHIEF ENGINEER
Man needed for 6-Tower Direetional and
I modern complex audio set up. Must be >
sharp, experienced and understand that I
(overall sound is our most important
product. Executive position with execu- i
i tive responsibilities and rewards. Send I
nil information plus salary to manager.
KSTT, Davenport, Iowa

Production — Programming, Others
NEWS

DIRECTOR

$10,000 to start
You write, live, breath news.
You're a self starter who writes,
announces and understands fast
paced modern news for top 40
station in large eastern mkt. Write
in confidence, tape, resume to:
Box 824H, BROADCASTING
RADIO
Situations Wanted — Management
UNBEATABLE OUTSTANDING
HUSBAND AND WIFE
MANAGEMENT TEAM
Let ustion input
stationOffer
in topcombined
notch sales
posiyouryour
market.
experience
of 39 years in network, national, regional, local
selling. Both television and radio experience.
Well versed in financial aspects of station operation. Capable of taking complete charge. Exfor absentee
or group
ship.cellent
Best opportunity
references.
Write Box
3276, ownerGrand
Central Station, New York 17, New York.

FOR SALE

Production — Programming, Others

Stations

PROSPECTING?
( Here's a goldmine of talent, ideas
| and energy now being offered to
m the first progressive music stall tion to offer the best Program
P Director's opportunity. Draft= exempt, married, 25, no prob: I lems except that my present posi■ tion as deejay at the top station
gI in
this Mymarket
precludes
ment.
employer
backs advanceme up.
H ALL offers in ALL markets cong sidered. Over 8 years experience
= in top competitive markets qualiJ fies me for your station's P. D.
R Call Dave Steere ("Dave Wilde")
^I and
in St.STRIKE
Louis at
4-7617
IT WYdown
RICH!

TELEVISION
Help Wanted — Announcers

CONFIDENTIALLY!
Major West Coast station is
looking for a personality with
an established and successful
night-time TV show of his own.
Send VTR, KINE or other visuals, along with rating and/ or
sales history to:
Box 87711. BROADCASTING

EMPLOYMENT

SERVICE

DISSATISFIED?
ALL BROADCAST PERSONNEL PLACED
ALL MAJOR U.S. MARKETS
MIDWEST SATURATION
Write for application now
WALKER EMPLOYMENT
SERVICE
Jimmy Valentine — Broadcast Division
83 So. 7th St.
Minneapolis 2, Minn.
FEderal 9-0961

WEST COAST
MAJOR MARKET
Well known and substantial regional
full time
facilitymarkets.
in one Average
of the Nation's
better
growth
annual
sales in excess of #500,000 with excellent earnings record. Realistically
priced for immediate sale.
Box 574H, BROADCASTING

siiuiiiuiiiiiiiaiiiiiiiiiiiiaiiiiiiiiiiiiaiiiiiiiiiiiiaiuiiiiiiiiiaiiuiiiiiiiicE
=
a
□ A class B maximum power FM 1
S stereo multiplex radio station in j
= the second largest FM major |
1 market — Boston, is for
n
. immedi.
1 ate sale. Presently with national
§
and local sales billing.
=

II
§
=1

| Population over 3,500,000.
Q
_
s All brand new RCA
and H. H.
I Scott broadcasting stereo equip-

|
§S
§

| ment. Excellent coverage. Will 1
g sacrifice with terms at $75,000 — §
I 30% down. Priced for immedi- 31
Em
S ate sale.
| Box 702H, BROADCASTING |
friiiiiiiDiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiciiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiinniniiiiiiiii

HAWAII
Cash sales in excess of $10,000
monthly. Priced at about one and
one-half times annual gross with
terms available to buyer with good
background.
Box 840H, BROADCASTING

Ky NEW YORK STATE
Major Market Daytimer
$175,000 Exec. Terms
Box 908H, BROADCASTING 29%
29%

FOR SALE

For Best Results

Equipment

You Can't Top A
CLASSIFIED AD

ATTENTION TV ENGINEERS
Add reliable control circuits to your existing STL. Equipment compatible with RCA
diplexers.
Write for Details
MOSELEY ASSOCIATES
4416 Hollister Ave., P. 0. Box 3192
Santa Barbara, California

in
m*f
J BROADCASTING
THE BUSINESSWEEK!. Y OF TELEVISION AND RADIO
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Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)

29%
single
Calif
100M
La
40M terms
small
daytimer
fulltime
medium
small
175M
fulltime
Fla
30dn
NY
medium daytimer
120M
85M terms
Fla
Gulf
fulltime
power
metro
terms
metro
rated
FM 350M
major
150M
And
daytimer
lOdn
others
SE
65M
CHAPMAN
COMPANY
1182 W. Peachtree St.. Atlanta 9, Ga.
BROADCASTING, November 20, 1961

For Sale — (Cont'd)
Stations
1VI r\ JvIV

IN \J rv 1 n CM J 1
MARKET
DAYTIMER
Excellent grow+h opportunity — $25,000
down. Box 89IH, BROADCASTING.
111 ll!!l!l!lllll!illlllj||||l!IIIIIII!llll!llll!l!!lfl^
SAN

=,!ll

|
Z
)»
S
I

FRANCISCO

Class B — FM station.
Box 90711.
BROADCASTING

ROCKY MOUNTAIN
Profitable single market DT KW, Application 5 KW mild weather, big game,
fishing, scenic, $50,000 terms.
Box 872H, BROADCASTING
THE PIONEER FIRM OF TELEVISION AND RADIO MANAGEMENT CONSULTANTS
ESTABLISHED 1946
Negotiations Management
Appraisals
Financing
HOWARD S. FRAZIER, INC.
1736 Wisconsin Ave., N.W.
Washington 7, D. C.
"CONFIDENTIAL
NEGOTIATIONS
For Buying and
Selling
RADIO and TV STATIONS
in the eastern states and Florida
W. B. CRIMES & CO.
2000 Florida Avenue, N.W.
Washington 9, D. C.
DEcatur 2-2311
Southwest medium TV-Radio $305,000—
Texas single regional money-maker, one
of the nicest physical plants and best
equipped single market station in country
$145,000 with only $32,50O down, 15
yrs. on balance— Texas metro regional,
over $52,000 cash flow profit 1960, $25©,000— Southern major profitable fulltime
regional 8365,000 Louisiana single, growing market $40,000— Florida major power $237,000— Texas single, exceptionally
well equipped and excellent plant, good
city, good area, $59,750— Texas medium
fnlltimer, making money, lots equipment
top condition. $160,000— Okla. single,
profitable, terrific area. $100,000^— Louisiana single $26,950 We have what you
want, or we will get it for you 1
patt Mcdonald co.
Box 9266 — GL. 3-8080
AUSTIN 17, TEXAS
— STATIONS FOR SALE —
EAST. Top market. Day timer. $112,000.
Terms.
SOUTH. Top market. Full time. Profitable. Asking $350,000. 29% down.
WEST. Exclusive. Full time. Doing $30,000. Asking $50,000. Terms possible.
FLORIDA. Fine daytimer. Asking $125,000.
29% down.
JACK L. STOLL & ASSOCS.
Suite 600-601 6381 Hollyw'd Blvd.
Los Angeles 28, Calif
HO. 4-7279
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Continued from page 109
authority to stations KCKY Coolidge, KCLF
Clifton, KGLU Safford, KVNC Winslow,
KZOW and KWJB-FM Globe, all Arizona,
to remain silent through June 30, 1962, or
until final commission action on pending
renewal and assignment applications of
these stations in Docs. 13598 et al.
Rulemakings
|g
PETITIONS FILED
Sec. 3.606: Steuer Broadcasting Co.,
KHQL quests
(TV)re-allocation
Sterling,
Colo.3 from
(11-3-61)—
Reof ch.
Sterling,
Colo., to Cheyenne, Wyo. Ann. Nov. 9.
Sec. 3.265(b), Sec. 3.274(b) (2): Samuel
Miller and Mark E. Fields, counsel for
number of fm broadcast stations (fm broadcastquests
stationsamendment
not specified)
Reof Sec. (11-7-61)
3.265(b) — and
Sec.
3.274(b)
(2)
of
rules
so
as
to
eliminate
distinctions made therein between stations
operating with trans, of 10 kw or less and
those stations using trans, of higher power
output. Ann. Nov. 9.
Short-term renewal
Commission
granted
15-month
renewal
of ■ license
to March
1, 1963,
to Santa
Rosa
Bcstg. Inc. for its am station WSRA Milton, Ga.censee
In letter
so which
doing, referred
commissionto sent
KORDli| memorandum opinion and order and stated
S in part: "Applying these same principles
2 to your record, the commission is of the
that your performance falls short of
J view
the degree of responsibility which the
commission has a right to expect of its
1 licensees. Accordingly, the commission is
unable to find that the public interest would
be served by a regular three-year grant of
the instant
However,
commission hasapplication.
also considered
your the
proposal
to increase the time of WSRA to be devoted to the following types of programs:
agricultural,
educational,
1%; ofdiscussion, 2%; and2%;
talks,
3%. In view
these
representations the commission has granted
your application for a 15-month term ending at 3 a.m.,
1, 1963." dissented to
Comrs.
Hyde March
and Craven
letter. Action Nov. 15.
■ FCC public notice of Nov. 8, regarding
15-month license renewal for WBRO
Waynesboro, Ga., should have shown renewal as extending to March 1, 1963, instead of June 1, 1962, as previously reported.
Processing line
■ Notice is hereby given, pursuant to
Sec. 1.354(c) of commission rules, that on
Dec. 20,cations1961,
standard
broadcast
appli-as
listed below
will be
considered
ready and available for processing, and
that pursuant to Sec. 1.106(b)(1) and Sec.
1.361(c) of commission rules, application,
in order to be considered with any application appearing on below list or with any
other application on file by close of business
on Dec. 19, 1961, which involves conflict
necessitating hearing with application on
this list, must be substantially complete
and tendered for filing at offices of commis ion in Washington, D. C, by whichever
date is earlier: (a) close of business on
Dec. 19, 1961, or (b) earlier effective cutoff date which listed application or any
other conflicting application may have by
virtue of conflicts necessitating hearing
with applications appearing on previous
lists.
Attention of any party in interest desiring to file pleadings concerning any pending standard broadcast application pursuant to Sec. 309(d) (1) of Communications
Act of 1934, as amended, is directed to
Sec. 1.359(f) of commission rules for provisions governing time of filing and other
requirements
Ann. Nov. 14. relating to such pleadings.
Applications from top of processing line:
BP-6315 NEW Greenwich, Conn.— Greenwich Bcstg. Corp. Req: 1490kc, 250w, unl.
BP-10295 KAFY Bakersfield, Calif.— Tullis
& Hearne. Has: 550kc, lkw, DA-1, unl., Req:
550kc, lkw, DA-N, unl.
BP-12056 KWJJ Portland, Ore.— Rodney
F. Johnson. Has: 1080kc, lOkw, DA-2, unl.,
Req: 1080kc, lOkw, 50kw-LS, DA-2, unl.
BP-12314 NEW Garden City, Mich.—
Livonia Bcstg. Co. Req: 1090kc, 250w, DA1, BP-12563
unl.
NEW Mayaguez, P. K.-WPRA
Inc. Req: 990kc, lkw, unl.
BP-14018 NEW Edina, Minn.— Edina Corp.
Req: 1080kc, lOkw, DA-1, unl.
BP-14225 WGEM Quincy, 111.— Quincy
Bcstg. Co. Has: 1440kc, lkw, DA-2, unl.,
Req: 1440kc, lkw, 5kw-LS, DA-2, unl.
BP-14250 NEW Tucson, Ariz.— Maryvale

Bcstg. Co. Req: 1090kc, 500w, DA-1, unl.
BP-14381 WHHM Memphis, Tenn.— Thomas
W. Shipp. Has: 1340kc, 250w, unl., Req:
1340kc, 250w, lkw-LS, unl.
BP-14382byterian
KTW
Seattle,
Wash.—
PresChurch of
Seattle.
Has First
lie: 1250kc,
lkw, Day, S-KWSC, Has cp: 1250kc, lkw,
5kw-LS, unl., S-KWSC, Req: 1250kc, 5 kw.
unl., S-KWSC.
BP-14388 KSPT Sandpoint, Idaho— Bauer
Bcstg. Co. Has: 1400kc. 250w. unl., Req:
1400kc, 250w, lkw-LS, unl.
BP-14389
NEW Req:
Maple
Shade,
Charles
Shapiro.
1510kc,
500w, N.DA, J.—
D.
BP-14393 WEXL Royal Oak, Mich.—
Sparks Bcstg. Co. Has: 1340kc, 250w, unl.,
Req:
1340kc, KYVA
250w, lkw-LS, DA-D,
BP-14394
N. M.
—unl.
Radio
Station
KYVA. Has: Gallup,
1230kc, 250w,
unl.,
Req:
1230kc, 250w, lkw-LS, unl.
BP-14396
WLEW
Bad
Axe,
Mich.—
Thumb
Bcstg. Co. Has: 1340kc, 250w, unl., Req:
1340kc, 250w, lkw-LS, DA-D, unl.
BP-14399 KGRO Gresham, Ore.— Gresham
Bcstg. Co. Has: 1230kc, lOOw, 250w-LS, unl.,
Req: 1230kc, 250w, lkw-LS, unl.
BP-14400
Va.— unl.,
Peninsula
Radio
Corp.WVEC
Has: Hampton,
1490kc, 250w,
Req:
1490kc, 250w, lkw-LS, unl.
BP-14402
NEW
Waynesboro,
Va.—
Jesse
J.
Goodman. Req: 1600kc, 5kw, D.
BP-14403 NEW Myrtle Beach, S. C— Grand
Strand Bcstg. Co. Req: 950kc, 500w, DA, D.
BP-14404 Req:
NEW 1590kc,
Buena Vista,
Goodman.
lkw, D.Va.— Jesse J.
BP-14406 NEW La Mesa, Calif.— Helix
Bcstg. Co. Req: 1520kc, 500w, lkw-LS, DA2, BP-14407
unl.
WTCM
Midwestern
Bcstg. Traverse
Co. Has: City,
1400kc,Mich.—
250w,
unl.,
Req:
1400kc,
250w,
lkw-LS,
unl.
BP-14408 NEW Belpre, Ohio— Tri-City
Bcstg. Co. Req: 910kc, lkw, D.
BP-14409 WEZY Cocoa, Fla.— WEZY Inc.
Has: 1350kc, lkw, 500W-LS, DA-N, unl.,
Req:
1350kc, NEW
lkw, Austell,
DA-N, unl.
BP-14410
Ga.— Five Cities
Bcstg. Inc. Req: 1520kc, lkw, 500w(CH), D.
BP-14412
KOVC
Valley
City,unl.,
N. Req:
D.—
KOVC Inc. Has: 1490kc, 250w,
1490kc, 250w, lkw-LS, unl.
BP-14417
Fayetteville,
N. C—unl.
FranMack
Bcstg.NEW
Inc. Req:
1450kc, 250w,
BP-14418 NEW Pittsburg, Tex.— Center
Bcstg. Inc. Req: 1510kc, lkw, 500w (CH), D.
BP-14419 NEW Columbus, Neb.— The City
& Farm Bcstg. Incorporation. Req: 1510kc,
500w, D.
BP-14421 NEW Paragould, Ark.— Greene
County Bcstg. Co. Req: 1440kc, 500w, D.
BP-14423 KRUS Ruston, La.— Ruston
Bcstg. Co. Has: 1490kc, 250w, unl. Req.
1490kc, 250w, 500w-LS, unl.
BP-14425
NEW Milton-Freewater,
Myron
J. Kilburg.
Req: 1370kc, 500w, Ore.—
D.
BP-14427 NEW Camden, Ark— Camden
Community Bcstrs. Req: 1420kc, lkw, D.
BP-14434 NEW Tullahoma, Tenn— Queen
City Radio Station. Req: 1540kc, 500w, D.
Mo.—Req:
Radio1450kc,
JoplinBP-14435
Inc. Has:WMBH
1450kc, Joplin,
250w, unl.,
250w, lkw-LS, unl.
BP-14442 NEW San Antonio, Tex. — D & E
Bcstg. Co. Req: 1540kc, lkw, D.
BP-14443 WFPG Atlantic City, N. J.—
Eastern Bcstg. Co. Has: 1450kc, 250w, unl.,
Req: 1450kc, 250w, lkw-LS, unl.
BP-14451 KIJV Huron, S. D— James Valley Bcstg. Co. Has: 1340kc, 250w, unl., Req:
1340kc, 250w, lkw-LS, unl.
BP-14453 NEW Hinton, W. Va.— David B.
Jordan. Req: 1380kc, lkw D.
BP-14458 NEW Lewiston Orchards, Idaho
—Robert O. Edwards. Req: 1480kc, lkw, D.
BP-14459 WTHE Spartanburg, S. C—
Spartanburg Bcstg. Co. Has: 1400kc, 250w,
unl., Req: 1400kc, 250w, lkw-LS, unl.
tonBP-14460
Bcstrs. NEW
Req: Clarkston,
1480kc, lkw,Wash.—
D. ClarksBP-14461 Radio
NEW Corp.
SpringReq:
Valley,
Y.—
Rockland
1300kc,N. 500w,
DA, D.
BP-14462 NEW Spring Valley, N. Y.—
Rockland Bcstrs Inc. Req: 1300kc, lkw, DA,
D.
BP-14463 WJEF Grand Rapids, Mich.—
Amalgamated Properties Inc. Has: 1230kc,
250w, 500W-LS, unl., Req: 1230kc, 250w, lkwLS,BP-14469
unl.
WJLK Asbury Park, N. J.—
Asbury Park Press Inc. Has: 1310kc, 250w,
unl.,
Req:
1310kc. 250w, lkw-LS, DA-D,
unl.
BP-14470
WATN Corp.
Watertown,
N. 250w,
Y.—
Watertown Bcstg.
Has: 1240kc,
unl., Req: 1240kc, 250w, lkw-LS, unl.
BP-14472 NEW Spring Valley, N. Y.— R-C
Bcstg. Co. Req: 1300kc, lkw, DA, D.
BP-14475 NEW Buffalo, Minn. — Wright
County Bcstg. Co. Req: 1360kc, 500w, D.
BP-14476 WHPB Belton, S. C— Community
Bcstg.
Inc. D.
Has: 1390kc, 500w, D., Req:
1390kc, lkw,
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Somebody up there likes us. In fact — 10,000 somebodies in top jobs where the
TOP

FLIGHT

Decision Gets Made. TELEVISION'S soaring subscription figures prove it. Just
the other day we received 25 new subscriptions from one major advertising agency which was buying them for its clients.
Things like this happen again and again. ■ Of course, we edit TELEVISION for a particular audience — the executive who
has the time and interest to read articles which probe below the surface of topical news. ■ TELEVISION is distinguished by
thoughtful writing and fine illustration set in a
handsome format. No wonder the number of adver- T1?T
TTVTCTiiIVJ
tisers scheduling TELEVISION is on the rise.

OUR

RESPECTS

to Elmer

Lee Fondren,

manager

and sales director, KLZ

Denver

Broadcasting doesn't suit the narrow-gauged mind
While Lee Fondren was still a high district have honored Lee as their ad- nouncer, later became program direcschool student in Wichita Falls, Texas,
vertising "Man of the Year for 1961", tor and assistant station manager. At
and AFA has awarded him a special KGGM, Lee also was active in station
he submitted a comedy routine to one
of his favorite radio programs, The medallion for "outstanding service to promotion and merchandising. He
Eary Birds, on WFFA Dallas. He got advertising."
staged kid shows in theatres, emceed
no pay for his unsolicited script, but it
There is also Lee Fondren, civic- bank nights and spelling bees, did street
and other Fondren material was used
minded citizen of Denver, now serving broadcasts and created such a stir that
on the show with name credit and this his third term as chairman of the mar- he caught the attention of a CBS execuket promotion committee of the Denver tive who recommended him to Hugh
fact, after his graduation in 1933,
Chamber of Commerce, committee B. Terry, who was moving to Denver
landed Lee a paying job as writercomedian on the Texas State Network,
chairman of the Denver Assn. of Manu- as manager of KLZ.
j His scripts also started him on a ca- facturers' Representatives, past presi- Lee joined him there April 1, 1941,
reer in radio broadcasting that has condent and life-time board member of to set up a promotion department, fully
the Lions Club. He is a board member intending to switch to the sales side as
tinued for more than a quarter-century. In that time, Lee has held down
of the Denver Emmanuel Methodist soon as possible. But World War II injust about every job apart from an en- Church and serves on the denomina- tervened and after Army duty in New
gineering task a radio station can offer. tion's National Television, Radio & Film Guinea, Philippines and Australia, Lee
Commission. He has also been on the returned to KLZ in 1946 as promotion
Rung by rung he has climbed the ladder
of executive status until today, at 45, board of the Denver chapter of the So- manager.
he is station manager and director of ciety for Crippled Children and Adults. A Change to Sales ■ A year later,
sales for KLZ Denver.
For eight years he conducted courses however, he was made national sales
Radio has been Lee's business life ex- in practical broadcasting at the Colo- manager and in 1955 was promoted to
clusively for all those years (except rado Women's College.
general sales manager, responsible for
for a World War II period of military
Early History ■ Elmer Lee Fondren both national and local sales. In 1957,
duty) and as far as he is concerned
(whose first name was dropped many Lee was appointed to his present posiit's going to go on like that. But it years ago) was born Dec. 13, 1915, in tion of station manager and director of
would be wrong to assume from his Sherman, Texas. Some 17 years later, sales of KLZ. He is part of a fourdevotion to radio that Lee has a oneupon graduation from high school in man management team in charge of
track mind and a narrow-gauge view Wichita Falls, Lee was writing and per- operating KLZ and KLZ-TV headed
of the world.
forming in a comedy show that KGKO by Mr. Terry, president and general
In addition to Lee Fondren, broadof that city fed to the Texas State Net- manager of the stations, now owned by
work.
When KGNC Amarillo went on Time Inc. The team also includes Jack
caster, there's Lee Fondren, apostle of
the
air
the end of 1934, Lee was hired Tipton, station manager and director
advertising, whose provocative "Advertising— 1980" address has been de- to develop a morning show, but it of sales for KLZ-TV, and Paul Blue,
flopped and he turned to announcing assistant to Mr. Terry,
livered to more than 35 ad clubs, chambers of commerce and other such as- and writing commercial continuity. Lee's background behind the mike
semblies in the past two years, and is
In 1936, KGNC's commercial mana- and in promotion and publicity helps
now being used as class material in the ger, Mike Hollander, moved to KPDN him considerably in his present position,
journalism courses of such universities
Pampa, Texas, taking Lee with him. he asserts. As a saleman, he was one
as Missouri, Colorado and Houston.
Later that year, they made another of the first to "sell by ear," carrying
Ad Club Work ■ Lee's extra-curricmove, to KGGM Albuquerque, where the "KLZ sound" to buyers on out-size
ular work in advertising has won him
Lee started as a copywriter and an- transcription discs before that welcome
successively the posts of president of
day when the job could be done more
the Advertising Club of Denver, governor of the five-state ninth district of
easily on tape. He believes that KLZ's
almost unique volume of nighttime proAdvertising Federation of America,
gram sales is largely due to the practice
with its 138 member clubs in cities from
of
selling
programming instead of availDenver to New York, and two terms as
abilities. His associates point out that
national vice president of AFA. Last
"you
have
to have programs before
June he was elected president of the
you
can
sell
them" and credit Lee with
Advertising Assn. of the West for 1961a large hand in developing as well as
62, and is now spearheading a moveselling such popular programs as Denment to unite AFA and AAW, comver at Night and Party Line, both pioprising 44 clubs from Denver to Haneers in the use of the beep-phone
waii, into a single national organizamethod of audience participation.
tion, better equipped to educate the
With all his business and community
general public and its elected officials
activities, Lee Fondren manages to find
in the whys and wherefores of advertime to spend with his family, frequenttising.
ly around the regulation-size pool table
Lee is convinced that such education
where he plays with his wife (nee
is vitally necessary to prevent a wave
Dorothy Kinsell of Albuquerque) and
of anti-advertising legislation at both
their daughters, Debra, 13, and Sheila,
the state and national levels that could
11, whom Lee calls "the youngest fewell destroy advertising and with it the
male pool sharks in Colorado." Son
American way of life.
Greg, 6, is waiting for the day when
In recognition of his labors, both the
Elmer Lee Fondren
he too can pick up his cue and join
Denver Ad Club and the AFA ninth
Advertising protects our way of life
in the fun.
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EDITORIALS
Local is vocal
THE FCC's release of official figures on radio revenue
a few days ago calls attention to a phenomenon which
has become so familiar there is danger of its being overlooked— national spot and local time sales once more hit
a new high.
This has happened every year, but one, since 1937.
As everyone knows, the problem in radio since television's
full impact was first felt in 1949 has been in network sales,
an area which has declined steadily.
National spot has increased from $23 million in 1937 to
$199 million in the year just past, but the momentum has
slowed somewhat in the past 10 years. The 1960 total was
not quite double the 1949 figure of $108.3 million.
Local radio has been the star. Not only has it hit a new
high in 22 of the past 23 years but the total volume in 1960
of $385.3 million was more than 12 times the $32.6 million
which was the total in far-off 1937. Since 1949 the increase
was well over 100%, a pace much faster than that of spot.
The only year local business dropped was 1954 and the
decline then was eight-tenths of 1% as compared with
spot's drop of 8.2% and network's 15% decline.
Perhaps national buyers might profit from a look at radio's
prosperity on the local level. Local merchants who buy
radio operate on limited budgets and must, of necessity,
expect tangible results. The fact that they are turning to
radio in increasing numbers proves how effective radio is
and has always been.
Over the years local radio has proved it has the secret
ingredient — it knows how to make the cash register ring.
Fog in Wall Street
NO

newspaper's management is more enlightened than
that of the Wall Street Journal, so it was especially
shocking to hear that the Journal's president, Bernard Kilgore, had come to the foggy conclusion that the First
Amendment applies only to journalism instruments that
were invented before the Bill of Rights was passed.
As reported here last week, Mr. Kilgore, in a speech, said
the First Amendment does not apply to radio and television.
He based his judgment on approximately this syllogism:
Radio and television are licensed by the government. Newspapers were once licensed too and, while licensed, did not
enjoy freedom. Therefore, as long as radio and television
are licensed, they are excluded from the protection of the
First Amendment which guarantees freedom of the press.
Mr. Kilgore ignored the difference in the conditions that
first applied in the licensing of newspapers and licensing of
broadcast stations.
Newspaper licensing was invented by European governments (and exported to the American colonies by British
rulers) for the primary purpose of controlling the editorial
contents of the press.
Broadcast licensing was created by the American government for the technological purpose of keeping stations from
interfering with one another. In original concept, the broadcast licensing law was the exact antithesis of the old press
licensing laws. The broadcast law specifically prohibited the
government from exercising any form of censorship.
If the FCC has strayed, as indeed it now is straying, into
forbidden regions of broadcast control, it is doing so by
clever evasion of the law under which it operates. We must
agree with Mr. Kilgore that the First Amendment has at
times been buffeted by muddled interpretations. His, it
seems to us, is the most muddled of all.
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Achtung!
WEST GERMANY, a late comer in world television,
has discovered the answer to its uhf-vhf allocations
problem — and without benefit of legislation making an allchannel receiver mandatory.
Our European correspondent reports that tuners for uhf
are now standard with all new German sets. This came in
the wake of the establishment of an all-uhf network to compete with the original vhf network. Now there are plans for
the inauguration of a third network service — uhf — a year
hence and this has given new impetus to the trend toward
all-band receivers. Vhf-only sets, our correspondent reports,
"are selling at greatly reduced prices in a temporarily fallen
Of course the German situation is not directly comparable
with
that in the United States. West Germany, a relatively
market."
compact area, does not have our geographical coverage
problem. Only 30 uhf transmitters are needed to cover the
nation. Moreover, it is even more limited in vhf allocations
than we since it must share the band with other European
nations.
Nevertheless the analogy fits to a degree. Our manufacturers are loath to turn out all-band receivers because of
the higher cost and because they fear the competition of
manufacturers who would merchandise vhf-only sets. Congress seems wary of passing FCC proposed legislation to
make illegal shipment of vhf-only sets in interstate commerce because of questions of constitutionality and of interference with free enterprise.
Here it is the hen-and-egg story. Uhf broadcasters say
they cannot live without all-channel receivers. Manufacturers say they cannot earn a fair return in the briskly competitive market unless there first are the uhf stations to
stimulate set demand.
German allocations are intermixed — with the uhfs operating in competition with the single vhf in each market. The
answer in the United States is, and for the foreseeable
future will be, mixed vhf-uhf markets. If uhf programming
attractive to the public is available, the demand for allchannel receivers — even at higher prices — will be stimulated.
And manufacturers will heed the call of the consumer dollar
here just as West German manufacturers heeded the call of
the deutschmark.
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"So

Real

on
that

RCA
Food

TV

Tape

Advertisers

Sight!"
on
Buy
...SAYS EARL MORELAND, MANAGER,
"The clarity of RCA Tape commercials has been a
big factor in selling time to local and regional food
advertisers. Through RCA Tape, WMCT has secured
increased schedules and new business. Advertisers
can produce commercials on tape faster and more
economically than on film. And once they see how
real their productions look on RCA Tape, they buy
it on sight. We are already producing over 50 commercials month—
a
and we've just started.
"From an engineering standpoint, the RCA recorder was selected because: 1) RCA produces

WMCT-TV,

MEMPHIS

equipment geared to broadcast requirements, using
parts familiar to television engineers; 2) The machine
is designed for ease of service; 3) Based on many
years' dealings, the station felt confident that professional assistance from RCA would be readily
available should the need arise."
For information on the finest quality TV Tape Recorder, call your RCA Broadcast Representative, or
write to RCA, Broadcast and Television Equipment,
Dept. BC-22, Building 15-5, Camden, N. J.

The Most Trusted Name in Television

she

gets

letters

.

.

. and

sales

!

This has been a familiar sight on Signal Hill for eight years . . . Bette Hayes and her daily deluge from
viewers and advertisers. Their comments tell the story of Bette's consistent success as Kansas City's
top saleslady. ■ From viewers: "You offer so many new ideas which are usable... you are one of the
most gracious, charming, and lovely personalities on TV." "You are a blessing to young housewives.
Thanks to you I am a much better cook." "Your program is challenging. At my bridge club and other
gatherings you are our 'conversation piece'." ■ From advertisers: "We wish every station we used had
a Bette Hayes." "We are still using the tape of Bette's commercial to show others 'this is how it should
be done'." ■ Ask your Petry man how Bette Hayes can help move your product in the Kansas City market.
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WROC-FM, WROC-TV, Rochester, N. Y. • KERO-TV, Bakersfield, Calif.
WGR-FM, WGR-AM, WGR-TV, Buffalo, N. Y. • KFMB-AM, KFMB-FM,
KFMB-TV, San Diego, Calif. • WNEP-TV, Scranton-Wilkes-Barre, Penn.
WDAF-TV, WDAF- AM, WDAF-FM, Kansas City, Mo.
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TELEVISION

CORP.

• 380

MADISON

CITY
Represented by

The Original Station Representative
AVE.,

N.Y.
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35 Cents
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RADIO

happy
is

companionship
Who else is so much fun to be with . . .
so personally entertaining . . .
so closely companionable?
Who else meets us, greets us, then
stays with us whatever we do,
wherever we go. Radio is this happy
companionship. And, only Spot Radio
broadcasts your sales message at
the right time and place.

. . Albuquerque
Atlanta
Buffalo
Chicago
Dallas-Ft. Worth
PL Duluth-Superior
Houston
.Kansas City
. . Little Rock

WINZ
Miami
WISN .... Milwaukee
KSTP , Minneapolis-St. Paul
WTAR Norfolk-Newport News
KFAB
Omaha
WIP
Philadelphia
KPOJ
Portland
WJAR
Providence

WRNL
Richmond
KCRA
Sacramento
WOAI
San Antonio
KFMB
San Diego
KMA
,
Shenandoah
KREM
Spokane
WGTO Tampa-Lakeland-Orlando
KVOO
Tulsa
KIRL
Wichita

Edward

Petry &
The Original Station
Representatire

Co., Inc.

NEW YORK • CHICAGO • ATLANTA • BOSTON • DALLAS
DETROIT • LOS ANGELES • SAN FRANCISCO • ST. LOUIS

Reffigies

A SERIES OF FRAMEABLE

ADworld CLOSE-UPS!

heeli

ng

QjMRmi

#10 WTReffigy TV SERIES FROM WHEELING, WEST VIRGINIA

of

'Board

• Scan Zoo Animals, Inc., Los Angeles, California

Important . . . WTRF-TV Wheeling Market . . . Dominant in Rich
Eooming Wheeling-Steubenville Industrial Ohio Valley . . . 21 ■> Million
lets.
People spending 134 Billion Dollars Annually . . . 7500 Retail Outlets
Tops in Sales . . . Service . . . Results! Better Buy . . .
WTRF-TV Wheeling!

wtrf
N3
316,000 watts

Represented Nationally by George P. Hollingbery Company

tv

network color

WHEELING

7, WEST

VIRGINIA

As

Baltimore

grows

...so

by

programming-for-adults

Baltimore

WCBM!

MARYLAND STATE OFFICE
BUILDING COMPLEX-BALTIMORE
A $20,000,000 group of three buildingsGeneral State Offices, State Roads Commission,
Department of Employment Security.

:■ ■■ " '.

WCBM

grows

DECISION

is preferred
MAKERS!

The burgeoning activities of the State of Maryland
required a centralization of important state offices
in the city of Baltimore. Another example of the
increasing importance of Baltimore— the nation's
9th fastest growing metropolitan area! Keeping
pace with Baltimore's growth is vital to every
advertiser with a stake in this vast market. WCBM
adult-directed programming offers this opportunity .. . delivering the adults . . . the Decision
Makers who make important buying decisions!

©GO©
A CBS RADIO AFFILIATE
10,000 Watts on 68 KC & 106.5 FM • Baltimore 13, Maryland
Peters. G R3 ffjn , Woodward,
Exclusive National Representatives
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inc.

3

DOMINATE

don/i«nate

(domT

nat), v.,

to tower above; overshadow.
That's the way Webster's

describes

in a mighty few words KRLD-TV's
position in Dallas-Fort Worth. Towering above its competition in the number of homes reached and in the metro
share of audience summary,* KRLDTV overshadows — dominates — the
Dallas-Fort Worth market.
The

most

potent TV

South's richest market

voice in the
is yours when

you buy Channel 4. Contact your Advertising Time Sales representative.
Reach

the Dallas- Fort Worth

Market

EFFECTIVELY with Channel
* ARB for September, 1961

4

REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY ADVERTISING TIME
SALES- FORMERLY
THE BRANHAM COMPANY
THE
Ckamd
MAXIMUM

A

TIMES

HERALD

STATIONS

Clyde President
W. Remberf
4,l)aRcu\-F(ytJb VVWft,
POWER TV-Twin to KRID radio 1080, CBS outlet with 50,000 watts
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WEAU-TV to Harron-Gray
Option to purchase ch. 13 WEAUTV Eau Claire, Wise, has been acquired by Paul F. Harron and Gordon
Gray, owners of WKTV (TV)-WKAL
Rome-Utica, N. Y. for $2.5 million
has been reached with Morgan Murphy, publisher-station owner. Contract
was being drawn last week, with application to be filed with FCC in near
future. Transaction being handled by
Blackburn & Co. Murphy organization has pending before FCC $3.25
million purchase of KXLY-AM-TV
Spokane from Joseph Harris-Norman
Alexander group. Other Murphy stations are WLUK-TV Green Bay;
WISC-TV Madison (50%); WLUCTV Marquette and KVOL Lafayette
(50%).
Payola status
Scores of radio stations, whose license renewal applications had been
held up because of payola, have been
renewed in recent weeks. Renewals
were granted to stations which were
mentioned in Federal Trade Commission payola citations (against record
firms) and against which FCC had no
further incriminating information. In
most instances, action was taken on
staff level without formal investigation
when it was felt licensee was not negligent and received no monies.
Still pending are about 75 renewal
applications (including those of networks and other multiple owners,
which are being held up in whole or
part on payola questions. Some of
these will require field investigations
which have not been undertaken because of commission manpower, FCC
spokesman said.
Network

codes?

Raised eyebrows have greeted NAB
announcement its code review staff
is going to broaden operations to include network programs (see page
44). Do networks need code surveillance? Most observers feel networks'
standards are as high or higher than
radio and/ or tv code of NAB. Other
observers feel move is designed to take
heat off networks, particularly charges
on Capitol Hill that tv programs are
surfeited with violence and sex.
FCC law recruitment
Top legal echelon of FCC is invading Ivy League for first time in
effort to interest qualified law graduates in beginning their legal careers
with agency. Initial trip will be made
this week by Broadcast Bureau Chief

CLOSED

CIRCUIT

Kenneth Cox and General Counsel
Max Paglin who will make commission's pitch to law school seniors at
Columbia, Harvard and Yale. FCC
starts its professional newcomers at
Grade 7 ($5,300 to $6,300).
Broadcast-minded

hotel

Radio-tv facilities are important
considerations in construction of New
York's tallest (50 stories) hotel,
Loew's Hotel Inc.'s Americana, scheduled to open in September 1962. Hotel's ballroom, larger than footbali
field and equipped to seat 5,000 at dinner, will be fully equipped for network
tv pickups. Monitors in 30 or more
meeting rooms will enable overflow
audiences to watch events taking place
in ballroom. Minimum of 2,000 tv
sets will be placed in guest rooms.
Space also is allocated for any one
of New York's radio stations to move
its facilities there.
IATSE pact near
Tv networks are expected to reach
agreement with local 1, Internationa!
Alliance of Theatrical Stage Employes
after nearly year of off-again, onagain negotiations. Provisions of contract, which expired last January,
will be retroactive. What held up
agreement was stumbling block that
could reappear in future labor negotiations^— union insistence on set manpower quotas in era of automation
and rising costs. Approximately 1,500
stagehands and affiliated workers are
IATSE members at three networks.
Catv live, let-live plan
Way was opened last week for practical test of "triple exposure" plan
whereby single local tv station will
work with new community antenna
system. Santa Barbara (Calif.) City
Council last Tuesday by unanimous
vote authorized catv service with specific provision that ch. 3 KEYT (TV)
be tied in for exposure over catv as
means of safeguarding tv station. If
plan works, it could be duplicated in
other small markets.
Plan was proposed by Harry C.
Butcher, former part owner of KEYT
(TV) and former naval aide to General Eisenhower as ETO commander
during World War II. Mr. Butcher
will be one of applicants for catv with
William F. Luton, principal owner of
KEYT (TV), as minority stockholder.
Plan would work this way: Catv

switching panel would be placed in
KEYT master control. When KEYT
network program is picked up on
cable, it will be transmitted on ch. 3
on sets hooked to catv, same channel
on which it is broadcasting at same
time. Same network program, microwaved from Los Angeles for Santa
Barbara catv, would be transmitted on
another cable channel. Local station
then would have three exposures and
complete coverage, benefiting ratings.
Local station's spot adjacencies would
be carried on cable, eliminating dead
air. Same plan had been proposed
earlier in year in Yuma-El Centro but
hasn't started yet.
Broaden tv probe
House Small Business Committee's
investigation of television apparently
will not be limited to charges broadcasters discriminate against small advertiser in sale of prime time (see
story, page 68). Subcommittee conducting probe is reportedly interested
also in whether network preemption
practices unfairly restrict ability of independent producer to sell programs
to local stations for prime-time showing. Subcommittee is considering inviting FCC Chairman Newton N. Minow to testify at Dec. 6-7 hearing on
development of uhf broadcasting.
Originally, FCC staffers, but no commission members, had been listed
among witnesses.
Image builder
Catv operators aren't missing any
bets to cement relations with broadcasters. Latest idea, suggested by national association, is personal Christmas card to stations on each cable
system. Association recommends
seasons greetings, noting that system
extends station coverage. Each greeting would tote up number of additional viewers reached by station via
catv.
Program

producers?

Seven Arts Productions Ltd., Toronto, which is active in tv distribution of
post-'48 Warner Bros, pictures to stations through Seven Arts Assoc., New
York, appears headed for tv program
production area. Veteran tv producer
Fred Coe is scheduled to join Seven
Arts production in January to handle
motion-picture assignments primarily,
but reports are that Mr. Coe will explore possibility of developing tv program projects for 1962-63 season.
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and because people are different in diffei'ent markets . . . Storer programming is different! We put
together a flexible format to fit the needs of each community . . . making it local in every
respect. Result? WGBS Radio is #1*
news." In Milwaukee, WITI-TV is
that Storer quality-controlled, local
representatives have up-to-the-minute

in Miami with "The sound of music and total information
#1+ in prime time seven nights a week . . . Further evidence
programming is liked, watched and listened to . . . Storer
availabilities. Important Stations in Important Markets.

* Nielsen — Miami/ Fori Lauderdale Index July, August '61.
\Nielsen, May, June '61— ARB, May, June '61.
LOS ANGELES
KGBS

PHILADELPHIA
| CLEVELAND
WIBG
WJW

MILWAUKEE
r MIAMI
WGBS — i
WITI-TV
1
1
6

CLEVELAND
WJW-TV

WHEELING
WWVA

TOLEDO
WSPD

DETROIT
WJBK

ATLANTA
■WAGA-TV

TOLEDO
WSPD-TV

DETROIT

1

1

STORER
BROADCASTING COMPANY

WJBK-TV
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WEEK

Mama, what's a first-run? Insatiable television has gobbled up feature films so fast the end is seen by 1967,
and from then on it'll be seconds, thirds, fourths, etc.
See . . .
FIRST-RUNS

TO

BE EXTINCT?

An advertiser's golden dream — to use
rating service like Arbitron to get the
furnished by the slower Nielsen — is being
will it stand the cold daylight test? See .
ARBITRON,

NIELSEN

BIRTH

CONTROL

BRIEF

A six-way sprint is in prospect for ch. 13 at Grand
Rapids as the FCC calls scratch time in the contest for
the drop-in. The commission refuses to add a trafficking
issue. See . . .
SIX VIE FOR

... 27

an overnight
same results
studied. But
..

ASSIST?

... 52

PAPERT,

SAGA

OF A DOCUMENTARY

LOVER

GRAND

JURY

HEARING

LOIS ... 39

punch, with a $10,000 fine against Storz stations' KOMA
Oklahoma City for breaking restrictions of power, antenna
rules. See . . .
TO

FINE KOMA

$10,000

... 60

Fast footwork by Messrs. Collins and Martin at Jacksonville averts proposal for NAB to ask the FCC to study
the crowded radio band and radio's economics. See . . .

... 76

Are Hollywood talent agencies violating antitrust laws?
A federal grand jury begins questioning witnesses in Los
Angeles and there are indications the probe may last
three to four months. See . . .

KOENIG,

For the second time, the FCC employs its new Sunday

FCC
Some program producers have been in such a hurry to
carve out a piece of the television programming pie that
they have overlooked some obvious opportunities; but
not David Wolper. See . . .

CH. 13 ... 62

People listen if you talk to "one guy at a time." At
least they've listened to one livewire agency which isn't
quite two years old, but which will have $16 million
billing in 1962. See . . .

ALIKE? ... 30

There are more ways than one to skin a cat. The FCC
is going to implement its plans to trim some marginals
from the list of am stations by questioning sales involving
shaky finances. See . . .
FCC

IN

FINALE

AT JACKSONVILLE

... 44

The television picture in Western Europe is definitely
going to include uhf; with this question resolved, the
outlook for set sales is due to improve. See . . .

... 58

EUROPEAN

TV SET

MARKET
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Late news breaks on this page and on page 10 AT
Complete coverage of week begins on page 27 A-% I

Return

to tv seen

for Shell Oil Co.
Television appeared certain over
weekend to soon receive part of Shell
Oil Co.'s consumer advertising budget,
reported at $15 million-per-year level.
But Shell officials were reticent about
confirming reports that Shell has cut
back its newspaper advertising for rest
of year and will make its entry into
tv at first of next year.
It's matter of record that Shell has
talked with networks, but no tv program purchases have been made known.
Shell also reportedly is considering spot
tv plans. Any move into tv by oil company would be considered as victory
for medium, which landed on short end
when Ogilvy, Benson & Mather formed
policy of using newspapers only through
entire year of 1961. Shell has institutional money — through Kenyon & Eckhardt — allocated to network television,
and this year ran three-week spot campaign (July 21 through Aug. 14) via
Ogilvy. Latter drive employed IDs, 20second chainbreaks and one-minute
spots in 30 markets covering 12 states,
mostly in Southeast.
WUHF-TV, ATAS plan
weekly workshop shows
WUHF-TV, New York's newly-operating and only uhf station, is being
used as vehicle for Academy of Television Arts & Sciences' drama workshop.
WUHF is on ch. 31 and experimental.
Workshop is weekly and is telecast live
on Fridays, 10-11 p.m., first one starting on airforlast
Friday
(Nov. and
24).scene
It'll
be used
acting
exercises
studies with Tad Danielewski directing
from the floor. Workshop members also will take part in question-and-answer
session as part of telecast, regarded as
first of kind on television.
NATRFD

schedules

pitch to advertisers
Windup session of annual convention
of National Assn. of Television and Radio Farm Directors in Chicago today
(Monday) will be sales promotion presentation for midwest agency and advertiser representatives. Post-luncheon
panel topic at Conrad Hilton Hotel will
be. "Why Use Farm Radio and Tv?,"
moderated by Bruce Davies, KFAB
Omaha, Neb. Panel members will include Orion Samuelson, WGN Chicago; Henry Clay, KWKH Shreveport
and KTHS Little Rock; Fred Rupp,

Too happy for words?
Are those who like what they
see on television too busy watching to write and tell FCC how
well they like it?
Weekly Tv Guide, which carries features and tv schedules for
viewers in regional editions over
country, suspects this may be case,
and in special editorial is urging
its readers to write FCC Chairman Newton Minow if they don't
—tv.orTvifGuide
they do
— like
notes
Mr. what's
Minow onis
receiving "record amounts" of
mail, mostly complaining about
some aspect of tv. Tv Guide said
it wonders if Mr. Minow is hearing from "fair cross section" of
viewers or only from "articulate
Even though FCC has no diminority."
rect control over programming,
Tv Guide said, Minow speeches
have had "noticeable effect" on
network and station thinking and
his future statements may well be
influenced by his mail. Editorial
carried FCC chairman's mail address for convenience of viewers.
Granite City Steel, Granite City, 111.
NATRFD convention began Friday.
Closed business meetings and other
panel sessions on farm broadcast problems were scheduled over Saturday and
Sunday.
Teleglobe head sets
British pay tv talks
Solomon Sagall, president of Teleglobe Pay-Tv System Inc., will explore
establishment of British Teleglobe affiliate during visit in London this week.
Teleglobe, one of four American pay-tv
systems which have submitted applications to FCC, has been granted certain
patents on its system in Great Britain.
During his visit, Mr. Sagall will submit
Teleglobe system to test of Pilkington
committee's requirements for British
pay tv.
Emerson buys block
of stock in Granco
Emerson Radio & Phonograph Corp.
has exercised part of its option to purchase 540,000 shares of stock in Granco
Products Inc., manufacturer of fm radio receivers and fm car radio con-

verters. Emerson last week purchased
1 50,000.
Three Emerson officials were apto Granco's
directors:
Dorman pointedD.
Israel, board
Mortonof E.
Ornitz
and Morton P. Rome.
In August 1960, Emerson received
five-year option to purchase controlling
stock interest in Granco, and at same
time, Emerson took over all marketing
functions of Granco products.
Full appeals

court

to

hear WNTA-TV
case
Full nine-member U.S. Court of Appeals for District of Columbia has
agreed to rehear argument on stay motion filed by State of New Jersey
against FCC action last month approving $6.2 million sale of WNTA-TV New
York to educational group in that city.
Full court said Friday it will rehear
argument today (Monday). This is
same date on which sales contract runs
out, leading to presumption court may
rule immediately from bench.
Three-judge court earlier this month
issued stay against sale of ch. 13 facility on ground FCC action approved
move of station from Newark, N.J., to
New York. FCC two weeks ago asked
court to reconsider or rehear argument
en banc (Broadcasting, Nov. 20).
New Jersey opposed this move (see
page
64).
Although
general impression is that
NTA-Educational Tv for Metropolitan
Area contract terminates Nov 27, there
is clause, it was pointed out, which
requires five days notice before cancellation. This would thus bring final
termination date to Dec. 2, so deal still
could be consummated if court rules
promptly.
Fertig, L&N

merger

adds liquor account
Lawrence Fertig & Co., New York,
which has been agency for substantial
portion of National Distillers Products
Co. billing since 1933, will merge with
Lennen & Newell next Jan. 1. Account
bills about $8 million and represents
virtually all Fertig's business.
Philip Lukin, Fertig president, will
wine
of L&N'sFertig.
managerLawrence
general
become
and
spirits
division.
board chairman, will be named consultant to division.
Account includes various brands of
bourbon and rye whiskies, and wines,
cognac and champagne.
■■■i
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Gulf to drop 'McGee,'
increase 'instant news'
NBC-TV Friday (Nov. 24) confirmed
reports that Gulf Oil-sponsored Frank
McGee' s Here and Now will be midseason casualty. Gulf, instead, is considering 60% budget increase for "instant news" sponsorship.
Network's offirst
program
cancellation
newprime-time
season will
cause
some time switches for other shows.
It's believed Mutual of Omaha's Chet
Huntley Reporting (Sun. 5:30-6 p.m.)
will move into Mr. McGee's Friday,
10:30-1 1 p.m. slot when Here and Now
ends next Jan. 26, and Update, noontime Saturday news program for teenagers, is likely to get Mr. Huntley's
Sunday half-hour.
Gulf, meanwhile, was in negotiations
with NBC last Friday on proposed
60% budget boost for "instant news
specials" in 1962-63. Network was confident Gulf would approve shortly. Gulf
allocated $1.2 million for news specials
in 1961, but has spent nearly double
that amount. New budget is expected
to approximate $3 million.
Lockman quits MW&S
for Rubinstein post
Richard Lockman, senior vice president, general manager and director of
Mogul, Williams & Saylor Inc., New
York, today (Nov. 27) announced his
resignation from agency, effective at end
of year.
Mr. Lockman said he will start new
position in January 1962 as director of
advertising, Helena Rubinstein Inc.,
supervising $5-million-plus ad program.
Mr. Lockman joined Mogul agency
in April 1955 as vice president and director of newly-formed drugs-cosmeticstoiletries division. He shortly became
account supervisor for number of RevIon cosmetics. He is currently account
supervisor on Esquire Shoe Polishes Division of Revlon which is handled by
MW&S. He was formerly in charge of
advertising at Bourjois Inc. and at
Mennen Co.

'Runaway'
witnesses

film hearing
announced

Top union and Motion Picture Assn.
officials will testify Friday (Dec. 1) at
Labor Subcommittee hearing on "runtions. away" television and movie film producRepresenting
workers will
be H. O'Neil
Shanks, executive
secretary
of
Hollywood Film Council and secretary
of Screen Extras Guild; John Dales,
national executive secretary of Screen
Actors Guild: and Herman Renin,
president of American Federation of
Musicians.
G. Griffith Johnson, vice president
10

Undercover

coverage

On-scene report on operations
of illegal gambling house in Boston will be presented by CBS Reports, (Thur., Nov. 30, 10-11 p.m.
EST). Called "Biography of a
Bookie Joint," program is produced and written by Jay McMullen.
Program will not be shown in
Boston, Hartford and Providence
because of legal proceedings in
that area.
Gambling establishment was
observed by CBS Reports cameras and staff who filmed activities from upstairs window of
apartment across street.
Interior view also was filmed
by Mr. McMullen who entered
bookie joint on pretension of placing bet.
of Motion Picture Assn. of America,
and Charles Beren, west coast vice
president of MPAA, will represent film
makers.
Hearings have long been urged by
union officials who contend American
tv and film workers are being denied
employment opportunities by domestic
companies which go abroad to make
films (Broadcasting, Nov. 6).
Lestoil buys NBC-TV shows
Lestoil Products Inc., Holyoke, Mass.,
in what is reported to be its first use
of network tv, has purchased sponsorship in two NBC-TV programs —
Dr. Kildare Thur., 8:30-9:30 p.m.
EST) and Laramie (Tue., 7:30-8:30
p.m. EST). Order is effective in February 1962. Agency: Sackel-Jackson Co.,
Boston.
Nafi Corp. reports
consolidated net up
Nafi Corp., whose interests include stations on west coast and in
Texas, reported consolidated net earnings for first nine months of 1961 totaled $1,926,705, equivalent to $1.58
per common share, as compared to
$1,329,302 or $1.08 per share during
same period of 1960.
Revenues were put at $50,172,290 as
against $40,729,635 for first nine
months of last year.
For third quarter, net earnings were
reported at $291,648 as compared to
net loss of $243,445 for 1960 third
quarter. Revenues for this period were
$12,255,457 this year, $12,920,513 last.
Nafi Corp. owns KCOP (TV) Los
Angeles, KPTV (TV) Portland, Ore.,
KFJZ-TV Fort Worth and KFYZ Houston.

Mack may seek office
from another district
Rep. Peter F. Mack Jr. (D-Ill.), third
ranking Democrat on House Commerce
Committee, which has jurisdiction over
FCC, may run for re-election next year
from district other than one in which
he lives.
Post-census reapportionment of Illinois has left him in district predominantly Republican. County leaders,
therefore, are urging him to run in
neighboring district, permissible under
Illinois law.
But constituency he is eyeing is already represented by Democrat — Rep.
George E. Shipley. Rep. Mack, annoyed at state Democratic leaders who
agreed to redistricting plan that put him
in bind, said he will not announce decision on where he will run before Dec.
15.

KCBS newsman's find
may be Earhart remains
KCBS San Francisco newsman Fred
Goerner discovered remains of two
bodies in Saipan which it is believed
might be those of famous aviatrix
Amelia Earhart and her navigator, Fred
Noonan, it was reported Friday (Nov.
24). Remains were scheduled to arrive in San Francisco last Friday for
examination by Prof. Theodore McCowan of U. of California.
Bodies were discovered by Mr. Goerner last September but return to U. S.
had been held up for clearance by authorities. Miss Earhart disappeared in
Pacific in 1937 while attempting
around-the-world flight. Her fate has
never been officially determined.
Agency contributions
favored GOP-AFL-CIO
Officials of top advertising agencies
heavily favored Republican party in political contributions they made to candidates during 1960 campaigns, AFLCIO's political arm reported Friday.
Union's Committee on Political Education (OPE) reported that officials of
37 leading agencies gave $17,600 to Republican candidates and $3,000 to
Democrats.
KUSN principals buy
KJAY for $150,000
Application for sale of KJAY Topeka. Kan., from Dale S. Helmers to
Midland Broadcasters Inc. for $150,000 has been filed for FCC approval.
Buyer owns KUSN St. Joseph, Mo.;
Midland President Frederick P. Reynolds, owns 60% of KUSN; Warren F.
Rhyner, vice president, owns 40%.
KJAY is on 1440 kc with 5 kw daytime, 1kw night.
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In the duel for the advertiser's dollar, WIBW
stantly challenged on two counts:

is con-

1. Locally: That we have a large coverage area, but
we do not have concentrated penetration in the
Topeka industrial trade area.
2. Nationally: That you can cover Topeka out
of Kansas City.

We'll meet both of those challenges with the NCS '61
report. Take a look.
1 . Locally: In the six counties covered by other Topeka
stations, WIBW reaches from 10 to 80 per cent
more homes than the competition.
2. Nationally: WIBW reaches a minimum of 20 per
cent more homes in this area than any
Kansas City Station.

WIBW is far and away the leader, even on the competition's
own terms. Add to this, WIBW's coverage of 63 more counties
that our competitors don't touch, and you have the reason
why WIBW is the best buy in the rich Kansas Market.

-Kl
5,000 Watts at 580
CBS RADIO NETWORK
TOPEKA,
Saturating
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And

Delivering

KANSAS
Kansas

Division of Stauffer-Capper Publications
KSEK
KGFF
KSOK
Represented No
(AVERY KNODEL
VJ)II
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only

of

the

on

great

WCCO

stations

Radio

of

the

nation...

Source: Nielsen Station Index, July-Aug.. 1961/6:00 AM-Midnight. 7-day week.

Whatever share of market goal you have set for your
product, WCCO Radio helps you achieve it by
delivering:
■ Biggest Audience . . . Far more listeners than
all other Minneapolis-St. Paul stations combined!
Now, 62.9% share of audience.
■ Lowest Cost . . . Easily the lowest cost-perthousand in its market; less than one-fourth the
average of all other Twin Cities stations!
■ The Big Market . . . 1,142,900 homes in a giant
124-county area, according to new NCS '61 data!
WCCO Radio, one of the great stations of the nation,
provides a setting of top acceptance for your sales
story. It's the powerful way for you to get the top
share of your market.

GIANT

share

124-COUNTY

of

COVERAGE

audience

RADIO
Minneapolis • St. Paul
NORTHWEST'S ONLY 50,000-WATT 1-A CLEAR CHANNEL STATION
Represented by

CBS!!!

RADIO

SPOT

SALES

DATEBOOK
CHARLESTONHUNTINGTON
MARKET

IS

NATIONALLY

TELEVISION
IS THE

NBC

STATION

l|
1
jj

... in the country in homes
delivered, through the week,
around the clock. And in both
Nielsen and ARB ratings,
WSAZ Television is Number
■ 1 in the 72-county, 4-state
i Charleston - Huntington marI ket. This is the "American
:? Ruhr" region of the great Ohio
p Valley, where over two million
§ people in a half-million TV
I
homes spend $4 billion dollars
■ a year! And WSAZ - TELE| VISION is the only TV station
I that covers these homes. See
|| your Katz Agency man and
| find out why this newest Goodwill Station definitely belongs
on your must-buy list.
*ARB March, 1961, Survey
WSAZ

TELEVISION

CHANNEL 3 CHARLESTON-HUNTINGTON
DIVISION: THE GOODWILL STATIONS, INC.
Represented by The Katz Agency
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A calendar of important meetings and
events in the field of communications
•Indicates first or revised listing.
NOVEMBER
Nov. 27-Dec. 5 — Hearing by House Subcommittee on Effects of Imports and Exports on American employment. (Dec. 1
has tentatively been set as the day to be
devoted to consideration of runaway production by producers of U. S. theatrical and
tv films. Other days will be given over to
foreign competition problems as they affect
other industries.)
Nov. 28 — Radio & Television Executives
Society, Time Buying and Selling Seminar,
sixth session.
Schedule."
structors: Ann"Buying
Janowicz, the
Ogilvy,
Benson In-&
Mather; Ruth Jones, J. Walter Thompson.
CBS Radio Studios, 49 E. 52nd St., New
York City. 5:30-7 p.m.
Nov. 30 — Academy of Telvision Arts &
Sciences, New York chapter, fourth annual "close-up" of tv personalities (David
Brinkley and Chet Huntley), Astor Hotel,
New York City.
DECEMBER
Dec. 1 — Joint radio seminar between Southern California Broadcasters Assn. and U.
of Southern Calif. Seminar proposes to explore Greater Los Angeles community
needs as they are related to radio broadcasting. Hancock Auditorium, USC campus.
Los Angeles.
Dec. 1 — Deadline for entries in International Broadcasting Awards contest. Submit to Hollywood Advertising Club, 6362
Hollywood Blvd.
Dec. 1 — Argument before U. S. Court of
Appeals for the District of Columbia on
Connecticut theatre owners appeal from
FCC decision authorizing pay tv operation
in Hartford, Conn. Rescheduled from Nov.
9.
Dec. 1 — Arizona Broadcasters Assn., annual
meeting. Superstition Ho Hotel, Apache
Junction, Ariz.
'Dec. 4— Oral arguments before the FCC
en banc on network option time proposals,
(rescheduled from Nov. 17).
Dec. 4 — Deadline for comments on FCC
proposal to deintermix Springfield, 111., by
shifting ch. 2 to St. Louis. Original grant
of ch. 2 to KTVI (TV) was remanded by
court for exploration of ex parte activities.
*Dec. 4 — Deadline for comments on FCC's
proposal to add additional vhf channel at
below minimum mileage spacing to following cities: Baton Rouge, La. (Doc. 14233);
Birmingham, Ala. (Doc. 14236); Charlotte,
N. C. (Doc. 14238); Dayton, Ohio (Doc.
14234); Jacksonville, Fla. (Doc. 14235);
Johnstown, Pa. (Doc. 14232); Knoxville,
Tenn. (Doc. 14237); Oklahoma City, Okla.
(Doc. 14231).
*Dec. 4-5 — Second annual legal seminar.
National Community Television Assn. Edgewater Beach Hotel, Chicago.
Dec. 5 — Radio & Television Executives
Society, Time Buying and Selling Seminar,
seventh session. "Getting Your Media
Money's Worth." Instructor: Robert Liddel. Compton Adv. CBS Radio Studios, 49
E. 52nd St., New York City. 5:30-7 p.m.
Dec. 6-7 — House Small Business Committee
hearing on opportunities to small advertisers to buy prime time on radio and
television.
Dec. 6-8— NBC Radio & Tv Affiliates, annual convention. 35th anniversary observance. Beverly Hilton Hotel, Beverly Hills,
Calif.

Dec. 7 — Art Directors Club of New York,
luncheon. 1961 gold medal of achievement
will be presented to Frederic R. Gamble,
retiring president of American Assn. of
Advertising
Agencies. Hotel Delmonico,
New York City.
Dec. 7 — Colorado Broadcasters Assn. special winter meeting, beginning at 1:30 p.m.
with business meeting and free discussion.
Dinner speaker to be FCC Commissioner
Hyde. Continental-Denver Hotel, Denver.
Dec. 11 — Reply comments due on FCC
rulemaking to make major changes in fm
broadcast rules. (Rescheduled from Oct. 5).
Dec. 12 — Radio & Television Executives
Society, Time Buying and Selling Seminar,
eighth session. "Working Together for
Better
Advertising."
Instructors:
Herbert
Maneloveg,
BBDO; Morris
Kellner,
The
Katz Agency. CBS Radio Studios, 49 E.
52nd St., New York City. 5:30-7 p.m.
Dec. 27-29 — American Marketing Assn., annual winter conference. Theme is "The
Social Hotel,
Responsibilities
more
New York. of Marketing." BiltJANUARY 1962
Jan. 1— Reply comments due on FCC proposal to expand use of uhf band and to
deintermix
vhf stations. eight markets by deleting single
Jan. 6-14 — International Television Festival
at Monte Carlo, sponsored by the government of Monaco.
Jan. 9— Final phase of FCC hearing on network tv programming practices and policies.
Spokesmen for the three tv networks will
testify. Washington, D. C.
Jan. 17 — Awards
presentation
International Television
Festival ofattheMonte
Carlo. Gold Nymph awards will be presented for outstanding tv programs. The
Opera House, Monte Carlo, Monaco.
Jan. 19-21 — Advertising Assn. of the West,
annual conference. Hotel Californian,
Fresno.
*Jan. 21— Iowa AP Radio & TV Assoc.
meeting. Des Moines.
Jan. 23-25 — Georgia Radio-Tv Institute,
under auspices of GAB and U. of Georgia,
17th annual program. Featured speakers
include: Pierre Salinger, Clair McCollough,
Sol Taishoff, and Ann Corrick.
FEBRUARY 1962
Feb. 1 — Deadline for entries for the American Tv Commercials Festival. Contact Wallace A. Ross, director; 40 East 49th St.,
New York 17.
Feb. 4-13 — Advertising Recognition Week.
Feb. 5 — Deadline for comments on FCC's
proposals to expand use of uhf band, including dual vhf-uhf operation, reserved
pools of uhf channels for existing operating vhf stations, abolition of uhf allocation,
relaxation of technical rules for uhf stations, uhf grants without a hearing, etc.
(Doc. 14229). (Rescheduled from Dec. 4.)
Feb. 5 — Deadline for comments on FCC's
proposals to delete single vhf and substitute uhf channel to make community
all-uhf in following cities: Binghamton, N.
Y. (Doc. 14243); Champaign-Urbana, 111.
(Doc. 14244); Columbia, S. C. (Doc. 14245);
Erie, Pa. (Doc. 14242); Hartford, Conn. (Doc.
14241); Madison. Wise. (Doc. 14239); Montgomery, Ala. (Doc. 14246); Rockford, 111.
(Doc. 14240).
Feb. 7 — Advertising Federation of America,
mid-winter legislative conference. Participants Include FCC Chairman Newton N.
Minow, FTC Chairman Paul Rand Dixon
and Secretary of Commerce Luther C.
D. C. Statler-Hilton Hotel, Washington,
Hodges.
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What

is

the

Bell

System?

The Bell System is cables and radio
relay and laboratories and manufacturing plants and local operating
companies and millions of telephones in every part of the country.

possible communications services at
the lowest possible price.

The Bell System is people . . .
hundreds of thousands of employees
and more than two million men and
women who have invested their savings in the business.

You could have all the equipment
and still not have the service you
know today.

It is more than that.
System is an idea.

The Bell

It is an idea that starts with the
policy of providing you with the best

BELL

But desire is not enough. Bright
dreams and high hopes need to be
brought to earth and made to work.

with close teamwork between all
three — that results in good service,
low cost, and constant improvements
in the scope and usefulness of your
telephone.
No matter whether it is one of
the many tasks of everyday operation—or the special skills needed to
invent the Transistor or develop

You could have all the separate
parts of the Bell System and not have
the benefits of all those parts fitted
together in a nationwide whole.

communication by satellites— the
Bell System has the will and the way

It's the time-proved combination
of research, manufacturing and
operations in one organization—

And a spirit of courtesy and service that has come to be a most important part of the Bell System idea.

TELEPHONE

to get it done.

SYSTEM

American Telephone & Telegraph Company • Bell Telephone Laboratories • Western Electric Company • New England Telephone & Telegraph Company • Southern New England Telephone Company •New York Telephone Company • New Jersey Bell Telephone Company • The Bell Telephone Company of Pennsylvania • Diamond State Telephone Company • The Chesapeake & Potomac
Telephone Companies • Southern Bell Telephone & Telegraph Company • The Ohio Bell Telephone Company • Cincinnati & Suburban Bell Telephone Company • Michigan Bell Telephone
Company • Indiana Bell Telephone Company • Wisconsin Telephone Company • Illinois Bell Telephone Company • Northwestern Bell Telephone Company • Southwestern Bell Telephone Company •The Mountain States Telephone & Telegraph Company • The Pacific Telephone & Telegraph Company • Bell Telephone Company of Nevada • Pacific Northwest Bell Telephone Company
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NEW

BACKED
NEWS

OF

BY

THE

GATHERING

TOTAL
FACILITIES

TIME-LIFE-FORTUNE-

SPORTS
Now

KIND

ILLUSTRATED

your station can have exclusive rights to a news service backed

by

the reporting of men and women in 14 full-time news bureaus overseas and 15
in the United States and Canada, as well as 300 special correspondents.
It also draws upon the editorial research material of TIME
writings of the New

York-based

Inc. and the

editors of all four great publications.

A special group of expert editor-broadcasters

RON

JIM

COCHRAN

McKAY

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
JOHN
DAY

are fashioning this wealth of news and feature material
into broadcasts under the direction of Sig Mickelson.

PETE
MILLER

RADIO

!

NEWS

BEGINNING

JANUARY

1,

1962
. . . TIME -LIFE

Broadcast

News

Service

will furnish subscribing stations six five-minute news feature programs per day, five
days a week, plus a library of 100 one-minute background newsbriefs.

The five-minute programs will be called-

TOPIC
DICK
McCUTCHEN

—subtitled "At Large," "Business," "Hollywood,"
"Europe," "Sport," and "Washington."

The newsbrief library will be called-

CAPSULE

For complete information on the
TIME-LIFE

BROADCAST

NEWS

SERVICE

(including subscription rates in your market) address
Ole Morby, Time-Life Broadcast, Time &. Life Bldg.,
Rockefeller Center, New York. Phone LL 6-3355.

MONDAY

MEMO

from HERBERT SUMMERS

HALL, Powell, Schoenbrod & Hall Adv., Chicago

Flexibility, immediacy are musts for agency as well as radio-tv
When a client moves into new marditional prizes of ten mink stoles, each
sounding success — that the promotional
kets virtually overnight and expects insured for $1,000; and 50 glamorous
device works equally well in a highweekends at the Waldorf.
personalized and localized commercials
density population center. The Karnival is based on the identification of
to be on the air literally within hours,
Since the Bohack account is King
his agency must develop a jet-age sys- Korn's first penetration in the vastly "mystery" words heard by listeners who
tem of handling such a campaign. It important New York market, this splash keep tuned to the station. They are
must be as flexible and immediate as the is more than justified. Our commercials
rewarded with gifts of free trading
make it clear that this is the first time stamps identical to those they receive
broadcast media it's using.
such giant giveaways as these have with regular purchases at Bohack superA case in point is our radio-tv work
markets and area non-food merchants.
for the King Korn Stamp Co. This happened in New York supermarketing.
Chicago trading stamp firm is rapidly We don't kid them. It is.
Originality Pays Off ■ The agency
These commercials hit home day also encourages stations to create their
expanding the ranks of the supermarket chains it services — and its use of after day and they build store traffic own promotions and contests to tie
radio-tv, too. King Korn doesn't just and sales. The president of Bohack re- in with King Korn stamps. WABC
cently reported to his stockholders that New York did this successfully last
provide stamps. It brings in a highsales had increased 35% since June 12. summer with "Sam Dune." He was a
powered "library" of promotions on
a continuing basis to perform stamp
He attributed much of this growth to roving station personality who visited
New York area beaches. When he
the impetus given by the King Korn
programming's
in-store
traffic. major function: to build stamp program. We all feel radio-tv found sunbathers listening to WABC on
their portable radios, he gave them free
had a major role in this impetus.
Media Must Fit ■ It goes without
gifts of King Korn stamps.
King Korn commercials move when
saying that the radio and tv commerThe effect of radio commercials on
the stamp company or its accounts
cials must be woven into the promotion fabric and be done with a local
move. Perhaps "leap" would be a better the success of a supermarket promotion
sound because King Korn's plan is word. Bohack recently opened its first is illustrated by the case of the "Lucky
based on the principle that each super- market in Manhattan after being an Quarters" offer. This is a perennial in
market chain has a particular problem
outstanding supermarket symbol else- the King Korn promotional library and
or goal. Both the promotions and the
where in the five boroughs and adjoin- was implemented for Bohack. The promotion offered a cake server in return
advertising implementing them must be
ing counties.
for presentation at any Bohack market
Flexibility ■ King Korn, its agency
individually tailored to the local situation. As a result we have geared our and its localized commercials were right of a "lucky" 25-cent piece, one minted
commercial production so that local there within hours as an integral part in any of certain specified years. The
stations can be on the air with per- of the overall market opening program.
campaign was so successful that it had
to be pulled off the air after only
sonalized scripts and transcriptions
Through saturation radio commercial
within 48 hours of the time King Korn
schedules, the lure of a Falcon station three days although it was slated to run
signs a new account.
wagon loaded to the gunwales with Bo- for 2Vi weeks.
A good example might be New York
Still Expanding ■ Although we have
hack choice groceries, was held out to
City and suburbs and the Bohack chain
shoppers on the fashionable East Side cited the Bohack promotion as an exof supermarkets. King Korn signed where the new store is situated.
ample, similar schedules have been or
are running on radio and tv in 49
this major chain in June. Just before
In response to the radio commercials,
markets
for King Korn clients through
the radio-tv and newspaper advertising
shoppers were waiting four abreast for our
agency.
almost a block to get in when the doors
broke on a Monday morning in midBetter make that 50, because at this
month, 2,000 Bohack employes as- opened. This is blas£ New York!
sembled on their day off, Sunday, for
writing,
King Korn, in its first penetraOne of King Korn's promotions
tion of the western market, has just
indoctrination in trading stamps. The
which is strictly radio-based is its "Raagency arranged for each station pardio Karnival." This has been run with signed a major supermarket chain operating in the state of Utah. Flexibility
ticipating to be represented by its top outstanding results in smaller cities
personalities. This was to let employes
around the country. It remained for and immediacy pay off for the agency,
know about the promotion "push" be- WMGM New York to prove — with re- too; we've proved it.
hind them and to let the stations get
the feel of the stamp operation.
Then, beginning with store opening
hours on kickoff day, saturation radio
Herbert S. Hall is vp and radio-tv director
schedules were instituted on WABC,
of Powell, Schoenbrod & Hall, Chicago.
WMGM, WINS, WOR and WNBC, all
Besides King Korn, other radio-tv accounts
New York. These schedules are still
include Munsingwear, Norelco, Harvey
running. Saturation schedules on teleBros, (men's wear chain), F & S Construcvision via WNBC-TV, WOR-TV and
tion Co. and Wood Hill Construction Co.
WNEW-TV there also are being used.
Mr. Hall headed his own Chicago agency
Down to Basics ■ The commercials
from 1948 to 1956 when it was merged
are clearly Bohack in phraseology.
with Powell & Schoenbrod. He received
There is nothing generic about the copy
a B.S. degree in commerce from Northapproach. It deals in specifics: a top
western U. in 1936 and was active in adprize of one million King Korn stamps
vertising before starting his own agency.
in a drawing offering a total of 10 million stamps; a full-length autumn haze
mink coat insured for $4,000, plus adBROADCASTING, November 27, 1961
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Y IS THE

BIG SOUND

THE

MOST

WIDELY

USED

PROGRAM

SERVICE

IN

Because its subscribers get more. More specially created, meticulously produced material, more selling aids than any other service.
More exclusive musical station themes.

More

musical commercial1

themes: A brand new service for your station's advertisers only from,
TOE ^^^^1
Punctuators

that sting and snap. Comedy

sound effects. Tailored program

vignettes. New, all new.

intros. Customized

station i.d.'s.

Commercial programs that pay for the entire package on one sale.
Customized for your own advertisers.
Specially produced

public service messages

spoken by 1,000 top

recording movie-TV stars.
The new, exclusive SOUNDSMANSHIP MERCHANDISING PLAN,
to provide you with prize and promotion items at enormous savings.
BIG SOUND

is recorded and shipped fresh every month.

J:OE — another new BIG SOUND exclusive. , ..- , :• - : ri\pm&jsh
Commercial jingles for every type of sponsor. Repeat: tailored for
every kind of advertiser.
These are only some of the reasons why THE BIG SOUND, with 8,886
individual program and production aids, is the most widely used serv
ice of its kind in the world. Find out for yourself why there's only one

Send for your demo

tape today or call your Ullman-Man.

RICHARD

©

ULLMAN,

INC

Kempner, Executive Vice President 1271 Avenue of the Americas. New York 20. New York
PLaza 7-21
OF FORMATIC RADIO. CRC JINGLES. TARGET JINGLES. IMN JINGLES. EV WREN PRODUCTIONS. SPOTMASTER TAPE CARTRIDGE EC1

A Division of

THE PETER FRANK ORGANIZATION, INC

Hollywood/New York
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Slightly terrific
editor: Add my voice to the bravos
for the Broadcasting Yearbook. It is
slightly teriffic. — Claude Barrere, executive director, Radio & Television Executives Society, New York.
25-year start
editor: I noticed Gov. Collins, at the
fall NAB conference in Pittsburgh,
made the remark: "It is just a matter
of time until television cameras and
radio microphones will be used for live
proceedings of city councils and even

1

DELIVERS
THAN

42%*
ITS

MORE

HOMES

COMPETITOR!

* ARB MARKET REPORT
MARCH, 1961

here at WKZO have given exin We
Congress."
tensive coverage to our Kalamazoo City
Commission meetings for the past 25
years . . . each week . . . live and unedited. .. For over 10 years, our sister
station in Grand Rapids, WJEF, has
carried city council meetings there live
or on tape. . . . — Tony Gaston, station
& sales manager, WKZO Kalamazoo,
Mich.
Wandering decimal
editor: I would like to thank you for
publicizing the newly formed Fm Broadcasting System (The Media, Nov. 13),
but would like to point out a typographical error concerning the one-time-oneminute rate. The cost to the advertiser
for one minute on the entire network of
35 fm stations in 26 markets should be
$380 rather than $3,800. . . .—John T.
Hartigan, national sales manager, Fm
Broadcasting System Inc., Chicago.
A great opportunity

WS
NBC
Affiliate

YR

•

T

V

Channel 3 • SYRACUSE, N. Y. • 100 K W
Plus WSYE-TV channel 18 ELMIRA, N.Y.
Get the Full Story from HARRINGTON,
20

RIGHTER

& PARSONS

editor: As a newspaper publisher who
also has had much, though not recent,
experience in broadcast journalism . . .
I point out a great opportunity for public service. ... It is the kind of service
television, with its ability to present
moving visual evidence, can perform
more effectively than any print medium.
A huge volume of space and time has
been devoted to coverage of fallout
shelters. Almost none has been given
to the only possible protector of people
in our cities — the anti-missile missile.
Canadian Air Marshal C. L. Slemon,
deputy commander-in-chief of NORAD,
put the situation this way last year:
"Assume that Russia succeeds in producing operational anti-missile missiles
before we do. Thus the enemy can
establish, and prove that he has in
being, an impregnable defense. How
effective then is our retaliatory power
as a deterrent? On the other hand we,
without much defense, would be at
Russia's mercy. . . .
Completion by us of an operational
BROADCASTING, November 27, 1961

THIS

IS

ONE

WE

But remember the old problem: SAVE
MORE
MONEY . . . where you
substitute numbers for the letters indicated (when letters are
repeated the substituted number is constant) based upon the
logic of addition. The solution is simple.*
So's time buying in Washington, D. C. Take the ineluctable
truth stated in the illustration above. When you buy WMAL-TV
late-night feature films, that's what you get. (ARB, Oct. '60 thru
April, '61.)
We're told it is impossible to find a substitution of numbers for letters which makes LOWEST+COST+PER=
THOUSAND,
who cuts it.

so we'll give a very special prize for anyone

■■'Tliis old puzzle has been around for so many years that you shouldn't
have much trouble with it. Correct answers aren't worth very much —
but we'll provide a small token of achievement for winners.

Washington,
D.t
C. v
lwma
An Evening Star Broadcasting Company Station, represented by H-R Television, Inc.
Affiliated with WMAL and WMAL-FM, Washington, D. C; WSVA-TV and WSVA,
BROADCASTING, November 27, 1961

Harrisonburg, Va.
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NEW

Now.

IMAGE

ORTHICONS

. . Studio

Color

FROM

RCA

Pickup

at

Black-andWhite

Now,

RCA

RCA-4415

Light

cuts the studio lighting costs for color TV
and 4416 Image

Orthicons!

These

permit studio color pick-up with standard
This eliminates

Levels

. . . with new

highly sensitive tubes

black-and-white

high scene-lighting temperature,

lighting.

the need for extra

air-conditioning facilities, and many of the other lighting costs formerly associated with indoor color pickup.

rendition in black-and-white
receivers.

Supplied in Matched
Sets of Three
These new

precision Image

Orthicons

are supplied

in

sets of three— two 4415's for
the red and green channels
and one 4416 for the blue.
Their closely matched characteristics assure uniform
sensitivity and background
over the entire scanned area.
Matched

sets equipped with

deflecting yokes and focusing
coils having

precision con-

struction and axial alignment with respect to each
tube are recommended for
color cameras utilizing simultaneous pickup. In such

RCA Field-Mesh
Construction
These new Image Orthicons
offer all advantages
RCA

of new

field-mesh construction

which makes possible excellent registration of the three
color images. Edge

effects,

such as exaggerated

borders

between high-contrast objects, are greatly reduced.
"Beam-bending"

from

the

charge pattern on the target
is minimized
beam

and the over-all

trajectory and corner

focus are improved.

cameras, these tubes produce

For full details on the new

superior pictures in color re-

RCA

ceivers and high-resolution
pictures with normal tone

with your RCA Broadcast
Tube Distributor.

Image Orthicons, check

The Most Trusted Name

in

The 4415 and 4416 are but two of
RCA's broad family of image
orthicons. Others include :
RCA-4-4-01 -V1 :
For remote B&W pickup at extremely
low light levels— down to 10 f ootcandles.
RCA-4401:
For low-light level color pickup— studio
or outdoor. Available in sets of three
having matched characteristics for
maximum performance in color cameras.
RCA-T513:
Featuring special precision construction and new RCA field-mesh design
for high-quality color or B&W TV.
RCA-T293-A:
A field-mesh image orthicon having an
image section designed to prevent highlight ghosts. Field-mesh design to improve corner focus and prevent porthole effects. For B&W studio and
outdoor pickup.
RCA-7295-A:
A 4x/£Mnch diameter field-mesh image
orthicon with high resolution and very
high signal-to-noise ratio, designed for
tape and B&W studio broadcast use.
RCA-7389-A:
A superior-quality field-mesn design
4]/i-inch image orthicon, with extremely high signal-to-noise ratio, for tape
and
high-quality B&W
studioexceptionally
pickup.
RCA-5820-A:
For studio and outdoor pickup in B&W.
The "standard" of the industry.
Whatever your TV camera requirements, there's an RCA Image Orthicon
designed to meet them.
RCA ELECTRON TUBE DIVISION

ision

"The Giant of
Southern Skies"

GIANT

anti-missile missile is by far the most
important project before the free world
today — yet the public is far from understanding this. Responsibility for this
rests with the press and electronic
journalism ernment. as
.. . well as with those in gov-

MARKET

IN THE SOUTHEAST1
2.1 million People
$2.8 billion Incomes
$1.8 billion Retail Sales
Compare
it with Birmingham,
Miami, and New Orleans, "The
Giant's"
GREENVILLE-SPARTANBURGASHEVILLE MARKET
Contact us or our
Reps, for facts,
availabilities and
assistance
AVERY- KNODEL

BC-T
WF
GREENVILLE,
S. V
C.

If only a fraction of media space and
time given to shelters had been devoted
to explaining the what and why of the
anti-missile missile and the roadblocks
put in the way of development, outraged public opinion would long since
have forced a crash program at whatever cost.
Film footage showing a successful
kill of one missile by another is available. It was used by KCOP (TV) Los
Angeles. Television can perform no
higher or more vital service than to
report the facts and dramatize the need
so that every American fully understands the subject. . . . — Walter Burroughs, publisher, Orange Coast Daily
Pilot, Costa Mesa, Calif.
Too big to hide
editor: ... I question your choice of
headlines — "What's wrong with radio?"
"Radio should prove," etc. Has my own
bible deserted me? ... I am sick of the
insulting and degrading articles submitted by agency trainees, reps and the
research people who choose to erect a
smoke screen to cover glamor buys for
higher commissions to cover the fee
ratings and the gravy train. Radio is too
big, too important, too solid to hide. . . .
To get a fair shake today, all radio
must tell and sell the client. They must
go around the middle man . . . the fastbuck artist, the rate chiselers . . . who
. . . create confusion to better lead the
client down the garden path. This is
the true reason behind the tongue lashing and insulting articles now in print.
. . . — H. Tom Morris, general manager,
WTIK Durham, N. C.
On liquor commercials
editor: An evening or so ago I switched
... to WNTA Newark, N. J., and was
horrified to find that the station is doing
commercials for the Continental Distilling Co., Philadelphia. I caught the
commercial at about 6:15, just as we
were saying the blessing at the dinner
table.
I wish to register a vigorous protest
at the intrusion of liquor advertising at
the dinner hour. ... I have written to
the station and to Mr. Minow and the
Protestant Council of Churches. And I
phoned the distilling company long distance. The courteous executive who replied said it was the fault of the station.
—City.
Gertrude Seward Mayer, New York

24 (OPEN MIKE)
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Chicago
was
attacked!
CHICAGO, Nov. 11— Father
Dearborn, symbol of this second
most important military target
in the United States, learned
today that Chicago can be defended from an enemy attack.
Chicagoans who were tuned to WBKB, Channel 7,
at 9 p.m. Saturday, November

11, saw and heard a

straight-from-the-shoulder, hard-hitting information
program, "Countdown: Is Chicago Defensible?"
Chicago watched and found out.
Chicago saw in detail the defense that protects
it against air attack: the Dew Line, the Mid-Canada
Line and the local perimeter of defense beginning
at Madison, Wisconsin, and ending with the
Nike missile batteries within the city itself.
Chicago has learned to rely on WBKB
accurate information.

for

Chicago has learned to expect the exciting
programming that comes from the "Climate of
Creativity" that pervades the studios and offices
of Channel 7.
By the way— are your clients taking full advantage
of WBKB's "Climate of Creativity"?
*A postulated attack.
A GOOD
CHICAGO HABIT
WBKB
CHANNEL
CHICAGO'S

An Owned-and-Operated Station o( the American Broadcastinj Company • A Division of American Broadcasting- Paramount Theaters, Inc.

What

do

you

have

to

be

to

really

sell

them?

Ernest.

Saleswise, the importance of being Ernie
has been amply documented by his success
with his one sponsor over the past four years.

Now that he's bringing all this specialness to ABC -TV Daytime, come April 2nd,

What's special about Ernie is, of course,
his warm, natural naturalness, his unaffected affection for people. A selling talent, in
total, that makes him totally, devastatingly,

company he'll keep... keeping it confined to
a limited number of sponsors. Three (Lever,

pea-pickin' perfect for daytime viewing.

long remain available.

The
on

Tennessee
ABC

we're being pretty special about the selling

Bristol-Myers, J & J) have already signed.
The remaining availabilities should not

Ernie

Ford

Show

Television-Daytime
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WILL
■ That
■ At
■

FIRST-RUN
once

present

Re-runs

'inexhaustable'
rate

features

expected

FILMS
supply

The time is fast approaching when
feature films in television will be out
of the first-run stage and down to the
re-run level.
Exhaustion of what once seemed an
inexhaustible supply of "new" theatrical
films is apt to be substantially complete by the end of 1964. By that
time the new releases to television will
have dwindled to a dribble.
By 1967 the backlog's exhaustion will
be total and complete.
These are key conclusions of a study
made privately by a leading film company, whose identity is being withheld.
It is based on current rates of motionpicture production and release to television. Thus it is subject to error to
the extent, if any, that either of these
factors changes. A slowdown in production or increase in sell-off policies,
for example, could quicken the end,
while increased production or reduced
sell-offs could postpone it.
New Titles Aging ■ In making the
study's results available to Broadcasting, the makers also emphasized that
"exhaustion" refers to "new" titles —
not to feature films as a programming
source, since the audience values in re-

to draw

EXTINCT?

vanishing

been

shown

impressive

runs have been endlessly demonstrated.
Many stations say the dwindling
backlog gives them little or no concern
because, even though they use features
heavily, they figure that by "proper
scheduling" and .rotation they can get
several more years of productive use
out of the supply on hand. Some, however, feel that the supply is close to
being used up, re-runs and all, and are
casting about for alternative program
sources.
Although the study's first value may
be in documenting what has long been
known — that the available supply of
"new" feature films is getting low — its
existence led observers to a number of
collateral conclusions, including:
■ If the law of supply and demand
still holds, the asking prices for those
features that do remain for release in
1964 probably will get higher as the
supply gets lower. Under the same
law, acceptance of those prices will depend upon the stations' feeling of need
for new program material at that time.
■ One of the favorite promotional
gambits of stations in advertising feature films — "for the first time on television in this city" — will be increasingly
ing

Majors releasing post-48s at fast rate:
Sold to
Remain
Total
Backlog
Company
TV
110
367
257
Allied Artists
206
343
549
Columbia
253
178
20th-Fox
431
449
177
272
United Artists
282
Warner Bros.
201
Totals
81
827
2,078
1,251
Projected production
420
and sales through 1963
1,428
Totals as of 12/31/63
2,498
2,255
The above table taken from the special study on feature
film shows how five major motion-picture companies are
selling post-48s to tv at a fast rate. Included is a total of
each
backlog
the end
of 1960.production
the numberandsoldsalesas
of Julyfirm's
1, 1961,
alongat with
projected
through 1963 (projections are based on current production
rates). mated
According
to thismotion
study,pictures,
the five ofwillwhich
have 2,255
an estiof 2,498
will
have been backlog
released
to tv.
BROADCASTING, November 27, 1961

nears

will all have

to continue

BE

point
by 1967
audiences

invalidated as showings go more and
more to re-runs.
■ As features' re-run era progresses,
television programming in general
promises to depend more and more on
the networks — and on local production
— for its wholly new material. Other
studies have pointed up this trend,
which also stems from a virtual standstill in production of new tv programs
for syndication and what amounts to
wholesale release of off-network shows
— those that have completed their network runs — for syndication to stations
(Broadcasting, Sept. 18).
As long as three years ago, the warning signs were up indicating a probability that motion pictures on television
would be wearing out. A Broadcasting survey then estimated tv stations
were pouring feature films into U.S.
homes at the heady rate of approximately 4,500 every seven days, and
that some stations felt their backlog
might be exhausted by 1961 — a iyear
ng
when the well could run dry.
But that survey was taken before
the
waves toof tv.
post-'48 feature films
werefirst
released
At that time, it was roughly estimated

Majors releasing post-48s
at slow rate:
Backlog
Remain
DisneyCompany
Sold to
Total
TV
41
41
248
338
30
MGM
Paramount
226
22
368
359
359
Universal
Totals
Projected production
964
1,016
260
through 1964
52
Total as of 12/31/64
1,27630 films per year through
"Assumes MGM will release
1964, and others none at all. The 1,224 total 1,224
assumes
MGM
or 1,120*
will not release beyond the 30 films already on the market,
generally regarded as a not very likely assumption.
The above table taken from the special study on feature
film shows how four major motion picture companies are
holding off entirely from selling post-48s to tv, or selling
only a few
at aendtime.
Included
is a total
firm's1,
backlog
at the
of 1960,
the number
soldofaseach
of July
1961, along with projected production and sales through
1963. The study indicates the four will have an estimated
backlog
1,276released
motion topictures,
of which less than 5%
will
have ofbeen
tv.

The supply of feature films, on which
television has come to rely so heavily,
is becoming smaller year by year.
Most major studios have already released many of their post-'48 films to
tv and the supply of new product is
decreasing each year.
es between those companies which are
quickly emptying the vaults of post'48s and those studios which are holding on — perhaps precariously — to the
bulk ofducedthe
since new
1948. movies they've proThe report points up that tv has
demonstrated a "voracious appetite" for
feature films by consuming some 10,000 pre-48s in less than a decade and
shows no sign of easing. In New York
alone, it's apparent that the tv appetite is as great as ever. In a given week,
104 different movies programmed 130
times by the area's seven stations fill
more than 200 hours, (see story on opposite page).
Five of the nine Hollywood majors
will have completely exhausted their
backlogs — including new production
over the next three years — by the end
of 1964, if they continue to release
post-'48 product at the current rate.
Of 1,200 post-'48 feature titles remaining and held by four companies,
at best only part probably will be available for tv and they'll be released in
small packages commanding premium
prices. This "residue," the report notes,
"would be equivalent to only 8% of all
American pictures produced since the

some 800 motion pictures, released after 1948, had been committed — though
not necessarily sold — to television. Even
today some — Samuel Goldwyn Productions' 40 features, for example — have
yet to reach tv.
One-Fourth Already Gone ■ It has
been only 18 months since talent guilds
cleared the way for sale of post- '48 s
during early 1960. And, according to
the newly completed study, already 879
out of a total of 3,094 post-'48s, or
nearly 30%, have been sold to tv.
The study gives the exact number of
post-'48 films now in Hollywood's
vaults, the number already released to
tv (and by what major film company)
and projections on the future supply at
current production rates. It distinguishes (LEAD STORY)

advent
Thus, oftv sound."
will have already consumed
92% of all sound pictures made in
Hollywood's history.
The prediction that if the current
annual rate of sale to tv is maintained
by each company, all product will be
exhausted by the end of 1967 is "theoretical," the report stresses, since a
majority of the companies are conserving product while others are speeding it to the market.
■ Five major companies already have
sold more than 40% of their backlogs
(that is, 827 out of 2,078 features) to
television.
The report maintains that if this selloff rate of 550 features each year continues, the total backlogs of these five
firms (including new production for
the next three years) will have been
totally
1964. "exhausted" before the end of
■ In three years, there'll be a maximum of 1,220 films remaining with
four other companies, assuming of
course that none of the four make additional sales to tv by that time. At
the current, conservative rate of release, the four firms will be left with
no more than 1,120 films (including
new product) at the end of 1964. And,
it's stressed, not all of these will find

their way to tv. Reason: In many
cases, the companies do not own the
tv rightsisand
others, for
the television.
features'
content
not insuitable
Besides, some of the top box-office attractions will be held for theatrical rerelease or even pay television.
In its coverage of the broad featurefilm field, the report broke down the
major companies into two groups: (a)
those releasing post-'48s at a fast rate,
and (b) those following a cautious,
wait-and-see policy.
The fast-rate releasing companies include five majors: Allied Artists, Columbia Pictures, 20th Century Fox, United
Artists and Warner Bros. In the aggregate these companies have sold off
to tv a total of 827 features from a
post-'48 backlog of 2,078. If new
feature production continues at the current rate (140 pictures each year), then
by the end of 1963 backlogs will be up
only to 2,498.
Again if these five maintain sell-off
to tv at current levels (550 films each
year), within a year's time the companies will have disposed of 2,255. Result: The five firms will have only 157
films (post-'48) for sale to tv in 1964.
Delaying Sales ■ The slow rate releasing companies include: Walt Disney's pictures, Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer,
Paramount Pictures and Universal Pictures. Neither the Disney nor Universal post-'48 releases have found their
way to television, Paramount has placed
a package of 22 films on the market
and MGM has offered a group of 30
to tv.
In this group, MGM expects in the
future to release its post-'48s at the
approximate rate of 30 films each year.
Looking ahead to the end of 1964,
even these companies — assuming they
hold firm to the current rate of sales
(or refusals to sell) — will have only a
total of 1,120 post- '48s in their vaults.
(The projection is that the four companies will have produced only 260
new features through 1964.)
At present, the four companies have
a total backlog of 1,016 post-'48s (Disney, 41; MGM, 368; Paramount, 248;
Universal, 359). They have sold only
52 of these to tv. That leaves 964 still
to be sold off (though not all will be
available for tv use in any event).
The film study excluded four studios
— including RKO Pictures, Republic,
Sam Goldwyn Productions and American International — from the analyses.
Reason: RKO and Republic post-'48s
already are in release, the number of
Goldwyn movies are not high enough
to exercise an important influence, and
AIP's production level as well as subject matter make it questionable that
more than a small number of its productions could be tunneled to tv.
Possible Re-Runs ■ The practical efBROADCASTING, November 27, 1961

New York's seven stations use 104 movies
The highly competitive market of WCBS-TV (ch. 2), WNBC-TV (ch.
New York, with its seven tv stations
4), WNEW-TV (ch. 5), WABC-TV
(three of them network-owned, and
(ch. 7), WOR-TV (ch. 9), WPIXfour independent), relies heavily on
TV (ch. 11), and WNTA-TV (ch.
13). The week covered: Nov. 25
motion picture fare. The movies —
(Saturday) through Dec. 1 (Friday).
both the pre- and post '48 s — are not
This is what the survey revealed:
only in abundance in New York, but
■ There are 104 different movies,
they are heavily promoted and careprogrammed 130 times by the seven
fully programmed to a highly pretv stations during the week.
conditioned (and selective) audience.
■ A total of 16 of the 104 movies
What's the rate of tv "consumphad
two exposures in the same day.
tion" of motion pictures in the New
Two were played three times, and
York market in a given week? How
one motion picture was played four
many are pre- 1948 releases? How
times, once a day for four days (on
many are post- 1948s? How many
WOR-TV — Movie of the Week).
hours of a station's precious com■ Out of the 104 feature films,
modity— time — do they fill?
In searching for the answers,
available data showed 55 to be preBroadcasting editors last week
'48, and 42 to be post-'48.
checked station schedules in the
■ Stations would program a total
New
York area.
The stations:
of 200 hours 55 minutes in feature

feet of exhaustion of the backlog is generally considered to be a moot question,
the answer depending on how many
times a given film can be re-run in the
same market and still attract production
audiences. And that depends on (1)
the film, (2) the market, (3) the scheduling.
Broadcasting survey of stations in
early 1959 found the stations were playing each film an average of a little more
than three times and allowing about
seven and a half months between plays
(Broadcasting, Feb. 23, 1959). Performances given to their most frequently
played feature or features averaged a
little more than four.
Of the almost 200 stations which participated inthat survey, only 5.5% said
they gave a feature film more than five
plays.
In many cases, of course, the number
of re-runs is limited by contract between
station and distributor.
Most Runs in Big Markets ■ In general the rule on audience receptivity of
re-runs seems to be: the larger the market, the higher the number of times a
film can be played and still attract audiences big enough to pay off for both
the station and the sponsor. Thus a film
that can get only one or two plays in a
one-station market may get three or
four times that number in a market
having, say, four stations.
Two other elements are obviously essential in deciding the re-run question:
The quality of the film itself, and the
way it is scheduled.
One major-market station has told of
playing a single film as many as 20
times over a six-year period, but considered this an exceptional film (Count
of Monte Cristo) and said that on the
BROADCASTING, November 27, 1961

in a week
film during this week, or an average
of 28 hours 42 minutes per day, or
4 hours 6 minutes per day per
station.
■ On the weekend — Nov. 25 and
26 — New York area viewers could
select from a total of 38 films (23
on Nov. 25 and 15 on Nov. 26).
These films filled 63 hours 50 minutes (36 hours 10 minutes on Nov.
25 and 27 hours 40 minutes on Nov.
26). Out of 38 films on the weekleases. end, 19 are considered post-'48 re■ These are the number of program hours devoted to feature films
for the week covered: WCBS-TV,
34 hours and 25 minutes; WNBCTV, 16:50; WNEW-TV, 28:35;
WABC-TV, 14:30; WOR-TV, 66:20;
WPIX(TV), 10; WNTA-TV, 30:15.

average, for his market, he considered
10 times the maximum for an unexceptional feature to retain audience effectiveness.
20 Showings ■ Another broadcaster
in the same market said he had played
one feature 20 times in five years — but
thought four times in two years ordinarily would be enough.
At the other extreme a number of
stations say they're playing the average
film only three times although they
think they could get as many as ten
effective performances from each fulllength feature.
The re-run pattern followed by most
stations has been to schedule different
runs of the same title about six to eight
months apart, but on different days of
day.
the week and at different times of the
Some stations — for the most part admittedly well stocked in feature films —
feel that with "proper" scheduling they
can go on using them, or at least the
best of them, "practically forever." They
point out that after a few years a "new
audience" has grown up, and that these
new audiences, together with viewers
who missed earlier showings or liked a
film well enough to watch it again, can
extend the life of a good feature almost
indefinitely.
Some Disagree ■ This is by no means
a unanimous view, however, a number
of stations — including some major operators with rights to most of the socalled "best" packages now available —
have concluded that the market will
have been worked out within the next
few years and accordingly already are
exploring other possible sources of new
programming, including the production
of their own.

"All the King's Men," with Broderick
Crawford, Columbia Pictures, 1950.

"Kiss Tomorrow Goodbye," with James
Cagney, Warner Brothers, 1950.
"Death of a Salesman," with Frederic
March, Columbia Pictures, 1952.
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ably a satisfactorily high degree — of
correlation between the two. Some anaylsts go farther than that; others stop
short of it.
The comment most favorable to Arbitron, Broadcasting found, came from
a presumably unprejudiced research
man who said on the basis of his
studies thus far that: "Any decision
that might be made based on Nielsen
— a decision to keep, cancel or renew
a program — could also have been made
based
Arbitron."
The on
comment
least favorable to ARB
came from one who said: "The
Arbitrons seem to be pretty good as a
general indicator. Their overall averages are fairlyprograms
close to there
Nielsen's,
but
on individual
are some
huge variations. I certainly wouldn't
buyBetween
by the these
Arbitrons
at thisan point."
extremes
analysis
made by another subscriber appeared
to be somewhat more representative. It
led to these conclusions:
■ That the differences are "about as
small as you could expect, considering
that both systems use samples."
■ That one system is as dependable
as — and is consistent with — the other
in showing the ratings picture for an

decided

This year's new network tv shows
are establishing themselves as viewers' favorites more solidly than in
any of the last three seasons, an
analysis by the TvQ division of
Home Testing Institute indicated
last week.
The study showed that 41% of
this season's new nighttime programs
have TvQ scores higher than 30.
Last year only 14% surpassed that
level; in 1959, 27%, and in 1958,
21%. The comparisons, spanning the
years that TvQ has been in operation, are based on November measurements in each case.
The average TvQ score for new
programs and also for all evening
programs — is 29, according to this
year's November measurement.
That is an improvement in both categories: A year ago the average for
the 1960-61 new crop was 25, while
the average for all evening programs
was 27.
TvQ scores, compiled monthly
30

Nielsen

UNDER

Some of the best researchers and
most intent research assignments in television today are being concentrated
on another piece of research: American
Research Bureau's new Arbitron overnight national program ratings.
How do they compare with the veteran Nielsens? Are there important differences between the two? What kind,
how many and how big?
The answers are important to those
seeking them, because if the Arbitrons
prove out, they could speed up decisionmaking by two to three weeks. That's
the time needed to produce the Nielsen national report, while the Arbitrons are available on a next-day basis.
Now that three Nielsen reports on
the new fall season are available to
serve as a basis of comparison, the
agencies and networks that subscribe
to both services are beginning to form
opinions about how much the two conform or disagree.
More Study Needed ■ The opinions
probably won't jell solidly until the
ARB service has a much longer track
record available for study, but the first
conclusion among those known to have
made analyses thus far is that generally
there seems to be a high degree — prob-

ADVERTISING

in program

alike?
IS DUPLICATED

entire week or evening or for the networks in comparison with one another.
■ Thai me "only really important"
differences relate to specific programs
or time periods, and that these may be
wide enough to lead to possibly differing conclusions with respect to about
five or six of the almost 150 half -hours
covered by both services.
"In no case," one expert said, "have
we found one service indicating that a
program is a hit while the other says
it's a flop. Most of the time they agree
on hits, flops and average shows, but
there are these five or six half-hours
where you might decide one way by
looking at one service and a different
Differences
■ For the two
wayNetwork
by looking
at the other."
weeks ended Nov. 5 — the period
covered by the latest Nielsen report,
which became available last Tuesday —
the average difference between the two
services is nine-tenths of a rating point.
By networks, the average difference is:
ABC 1.7 points; CBS 0.8; NBC 0.3.
Nielsen says the average nighttime
(7:30-11 p.m.) half-hour rating is 17.6;
ARB says it's 16.7. By networks, ABC
gets an average nighttime rating of 15.5
from Nielsen, 13.8 from Arbitron;

preferences,

from national cross-section panels
of 1,000 families, represent the percentage of those familiar with a
program who rate it "one of my favorites." Although the average TvQ
has risen by several points, the average
score has remained "familiarity"
about the same.
Among the new shows, dramatic
programs showed the sharpest rise in
TvQ — an average score of 33 this
November as against 19 last November. This category also accounted
for the sharpest rise in new program
entries: seven new dramatic shows
this year as compared to two new
ones in 1960.
The greatest number of new entries is in the comedy class — 15 this
year. Last year, 14 series began the
season. But the average comedy
TvQ remains unchanged at 27. Only
one new western has been introduced
this year, but its TvQ is six points
ahead of the average for the four
new westerns added last year: 32

TvQ

reports

vs. a 26 average in 1960.
In all, 39 new shows are covered
in the special study. In no category
has the new-show average TvQ
dropped below last year's, and in
most classifications the current averages have been exceeded only occasional y in prior years.
Considering all 39 new shows,
16% have TvQ scores below 20,
whereas last year 24% fell into
this low category and in November in both 1959 and 1958 the
comparable figure was 35%. The
number in the 21-25 TvQ range has
dropped from 35% last November
to 20% this year, and the number
in the 26-30 bracket has slipped
from 27% to 23%.
In the 31-35 group, however, the
number has risen from 3% a year
ago to 23% this November. The
number scoring between 36 and 40
has fallen from 8% to 5%, but the
number in the over-40 group has
risen from 3% to 13%.
BROADCASTING, November 27, 1961
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14th

CONFIRMED again ... and for the 24th consecutive year! WHO Radio leads all Iowa
radio stations in audience ratings by a wide margin.
But this is nothing new to those of you familiar
with 50,000- Watt WHO Radio.
The new 9 3 -County Area Pulse Survey (March,
1961) strongly confirms WHO's claim to superiority. The survey was conducted in 68% of all counties
in which WHO has 10% or more NCS No. 2
penetration (93 of 137 counties). This area holds
75% of all radio families in WHO's

rich "Iowa

Compete

Radio

Market

Plus" coverage area (647,000 of 865,350 families).
The survey gives WHO Radio a greater share of
homes using radio in all quarter hours surveyed
Monday through Friday, than any of the 94 other
competing stations.
WHO Radio and the 865,350 homes it serves
in "Iowa Plus" — America's 14th largest radio market
— should be on every major radio-market list. Ask
your PGW Colonel for complete results from the
24th consecutive survey of the Iowa radio audience.
Sources: Pulse (March, 1961), NCS No. 2.

WHO
for Iowa PLUS!
Des Moines . . . 50,000 Watts
NBC Affiliate
WHO Radio is part of Central Broadcasting Company, which also owns and operates WHO-TV, Des Moines; WOC and WOC-TV, Davenport
Peters, Griffin, Woodward, Inc., National Representatives
BROADCASTING, November 27, 1961
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CBS gets 18.4 from Nielsen and 17.6
from Arbitron; NBC's is 19.0 according to Nielsen, 18.7 by Arbitron.
Judging similarities and differences
in another way, one researcher found
that out of 47 nighttime half-hours
where all three networks compete each
week, the Arbitrons and Nielsens were
in full agreement on the network's rank
order in 35 cases. Looking at the rankings for the networks two at a time,
the two services agreed on who won
between CBS and NBC in 42 out of the
47 periods, between ABC and CBS in
45 of 47 and between NBC and ABC
in 39 out of 47.
In general, after conversion to make
them comparable, the ARB ratings tend
to be somewhat lower than the Nielsens. This is attributed at least partly
to the fact that Arbitron's operating
hours — 7:30-11 p.m. — do not permit it
to include delayed telecasts carried before or after those hours.
Missed delays may also have an abnormally depressing influence on ABC's
Arbitron standing as compared to the
other networks and may account for
the wider discrepancy between ARB
and Nielsen ratings for ABC, since
ABC appears to have considerably
more delayed programs than CBS or
NBC.
Conversion of either the Nielsen or
the Arbitron ratings is necessary bethey are expressed in different terms.
An ARB rating is the number
fore they may be compared, because
of viewing homes expressed as a percentage of the television homes in
the areas where the program may be
seen. A Nielsen rating is viewing homes
shown as a percentage of all tv homes
in the U.S. Both services supply covage factors which may be used in ma-

Commercials

in

Listings include new commercials being made for national or large regional radio or television campaigns. Appearing in sequence are names of advertiser, product, number, length and
type of commercial, production manager, agency with its account executive
and production manager, and approximate cost of commercial when available.
Animation Inc., 736 N. Seward St., Hollywood
28
Duquesne Brewing Co. of Pittsburgh (Duquesne
Beer), two 20s, animation, film. Caz Casanov,
prod. mgr. Agency: Vic Maitland & Assoc.; Vic
Maitland, a.e., Bill Burge, prod. mgr.
Bandelier Films Inc., 1837 Lomas Blvd. N.E.,
Albuquerque, N. M.
Holloway & Co. (Hi-Noons, Slo-Poke, Milk
Duds), one 60 each, animation, film. Louis
Jacobson, prod. mgr. Agency: Erwin Wasey,
Ruthrauff & Ryan, George Hunter a.e.; Robert
32
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ARBITRON'S DAILY CHOICES
Listed below are the highest ranking the American
Research Bureau,
television shows for each day of the These ratings are from a sample of
week Nov. 16-22, as rated by the 1,200 television homes per half hour
National Arbitron instant ratings of properly distributed across the U. S.
Date
Program and Time
Network
Rating
Thur., Nov. 16
Dr. Kildare (8:30 p.m.)
NBC-TV
26.3
Fri., Nov. 17
Rawhide (7:30 p.m.)
CBS-TV
22.9
Sat, Nov. 18
Perry Mason (7:30 p.m.)
CBS-TV
27.1
Sun., Nov. 19
Candid Camera (10 p.m.)
CBS-TV
27.5
Mon., Nov. 20
Danny Thomas Show (9 p.m.)
CBS-TV
24.3
Tue., Nov. 21
Garry Moore Show (10 p.m.)
CBS-TV
25.9
Wed., Nov. 22
Wagon Train (7:30 p.m.)
NBC-TV
29.9
Copyright 1961 American Research Bureau

king the conversion: Either the Arbitron rating is multiplied by the coverage
factor, or the Nielsen rating is divided
by the coverage factor.
ARB, Nielsen reach agreement
American Research Bureau has
signed a license agreement with A. C.
Nielsen Co. which allows ARB to continue to use certain metering devices in
its Arbitron overnight ratings service.
Nielsen, holds patents on the devices.
The agreement was signed in settlement of a patent infringement suit
brought by Nielsen against ARB over
the use of the metering devices (Broadcasting, Nov. 20).
Ad counseling service set up
The formation of a technical consulting firm in national advertising, research and media has been announced
by William Dignam, president of the
company bearing his name. The coun-

production
Stevens, prod. mgr. Approx. cost $4,750.
Klein Barzman, 706 N. Cienga Blvd., Los Angeles 69
Mirisch
Co.-United
Artists 30s
(BillyandWilder's
Two, Three),
seven (60s,
20s), One,
live,
film. No agency. Approx. cost $15,000.
Nirene Productions Corp., 400 Madison Ave.,
NYC, in association with Gotham Recording
Corp., 2 W. 46th St., NYC
Noah's Ark chain of auto accessories and toy
stores, Rochester, N. Y., three 60s, musical (one
for placement on 14 am stations, one for 16
fm stations and one for am-fm combination, in
New York and Pennsylvania), Chet Gierlach,
writer-producer. No agency.
Pantomime Pictures Inc., 8961 Sunset Blvd.,
Hollywood 69
State Farm Insurance (auto insurance), one
60, animation, film. Fred Crippen, prod. mgr.
Agency: Needham, Louis & Brorby; Joe Creaturo,
agency art director.

selling service is designed to assist
national advertisers in improving the
productivity of their advertising in the
major media. Mr. Dignam, whose
headquarters will be at 10 E. 39th St.,
New York, has been associated with
Young & Rubicam, Alfred Politz Research, Broadcast Measurement Bureau
3-6156.
and Time Inc. Telephone: Murray Hill
MGM Telestudios rents
N.O. estate for winter
MGM Telestudios has leased a 28acre estate in New Orleans for use as a
winter production base for the taping
of tv commercials, George Gould, president and general manager announced
today (Nov. 27). Telestudios established production headquarters in a
farmhouse in Bucks County, Pa., last
summer for exterior shooting there.
The basic package rate for taping in
New Orleans has been set at $5,500
for the first 10-hour day, and $5,000
per day thereafter. Included in this
package are location scouting and research, full production supervision,
complete technical and staging crews,
accommodations for five agency staffers,
plus editing, titling and mixing in the
New York studios for two commercials. Production will be handled by
key MGM Telestudios personnel from
New York.
Fire pick Gardner-Taylor
Gardner-Taylor Adv., Memphis,
Tenn., announced it has added five new
clients, three of which plan a heavy
schedule of radio and tv spots in 1962.
They are Phantom Bed Div., BHQ
Corp., Hot Springs, Ark., Tennessee
Pharmaceutical Co., Memphis, REP
magazine.
Rep appointments...
■ WIOI New Boston, Ohio; WMDN
Midland, Mich., and WSLM-AM-FM
Salem, Ind.: Prestige Representation
Organization, New York.
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IN INLAND CALIFORNIA
C AND WESTERN NEVADA )

Modem new City Hall of Modesto — Stanislaus County seat.
Stanislaus County is an important market in California's
great Central Valley. It is the 9th county in the entire
United States in total farm income. Also, it is the first
county on the Pacific Coast and 18th in the United States
in retail sales per household — $5,107.00 per household.
(Sales Management 5-10-61)
Stanislaus County is part of the area covered by Beeline station KBEE, Modesto. In fact all the important
California Central Valley and Western Nevada markets
are sold on the Beeline stations. And Beeline Radio delivers more of their radio homes than any other combination of stations, at the lowest cost per thousand. (Nielsen
Coverage Service Report #2, SR&D)
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SACRAMENTO, CALIFORNIA
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Mutual-Erwin Wasey talks result
Close teamwork between a network
and an advertising agency in the development of a "total advertising package"
led the General Electric Co.'s Central
Air Conditioner Products Section to order the first national consumer advertising campaign in its history on Mutual, starting next Jan. 1. The agency
is Erwin Wasey, Ruthrauff & Ryan,
New York.
Both the network and the agency decline to divulge the price of the 52week pioneering effort by the GE unit;
an authoritative estimate is that the
campaign will cost in the neighborhood
of $275,000. But to Mutual and
EWR&R officials the project had significance beyond the immediate financial
involvement: it pointed up to them that
intimate examination and discussion of
a client's needs by both the network
and the agency can result in the creation of an overall advertising program
on a radio network on a 52-week basis
at a reasonable cost.
The behind-the-scene story of how
the advertising concept for the campaign evolved, described last week by
EWR&R and Mutual officials, reveals
that the initial spark was provided during a lunch meeting last summer attended by several MBS and agency executives. Mutual learned then that GE's
central air conditioners was contemplating its first national consumer campaign. The media strategy had not been
developed and radio, television, newspapers and magazines were under consideration.
During several meetings with
EWR&R officials, Philip D'Antoni, general sales manager of Mutual, learned
the following information about the re-

Radio-tv helps Brylcreem
The use of television and radio
helped account for 875,000 extra
lines bowled during a summer promotion conducted by AMF Pinspotters Inc. and Beecham Products
Inc. In the promotion, which ended
Aug. 15, people who submitted a
Brylcreem hair-dressing package or
Silvikrin shampoo label to proprietors of AMF lanes were permitted
to bowl one line free.
Jerry F. Donovan, vice president
of advertising and public relations,
last week
"thousands"
of
men, reported
women thatand
children
throughout the country took advantage of the offer. He pointed out
that the promotion gave wide exposure to bowling in many trade
magazines in the drug and food
34 (BROADCAST ADVERTISING)
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in air conditioner campaign
quirements of the potential advertiser:
■ The Central Air Conditioner Products Section manufactures and installs
air conditioning-heating units in homes,
and its prospective customers are new
home owners, builders and present owners seeking replacement systems,
■ The primary media objective was
to establish an "image" for the sections
throughout the country through associations with a "prestige" advertising effort
merchandisable to distributors and dealers.
■ Beyond a national advertising campaign, the section required local advertising support for 85 distributors and
about 800 point-of-sale dealers.
■ The cost had to be modest because
the section is a relatively small one in
the overall GE corporate structure and
the
one. campaign was a ground-breaking
Additional talks were conducted by
Mutual and EWR&R officials and the
following
"total advertising package"
was
formulated:
■ Mutual would provide a five-minute, Monday-through-Friday news program on 390 stations, featuring newscaster Frank Singiser, former baseball
player and manager Leo Durocher and
radio-tv personality Bess Myerson as
company "spokesmen" on commercials.
This program-commercial combination
is aimed at developing "prestige" and
"identity" for the GE section.
■ The 90 seconds of commercial
time for each five-minute program
would be devoted to one 60-second
commercial with a national appeal and
a 30-second announcement that would
be localized for the dealers, including
a tag-line of his name and address, rebowling promotion
field and also gained exposure in
supermarkets, drug and variety
stores and similar retail outlets as
well as in Brylcreem's radio spots
and on ABC-TV's 77 Sunset Strip,
Asphalt Jungle, Hawaiian Eye and
The Untouchables.
In addition,
he said, through
proprietors'
revenues
were increased
the
sale of equipment, shoe rentals,
snack bar sales and similar activities stimulated by the increased traffic. He said proprietors were reimbursed by the Beecham Co. in the
exchange of 875,000 free lines for
an equal number of cartons or labels.
It was one of the many promotions
in the AMF "bowling's cool fun"
campaign aimed at increasing summer bowling.

corded by Mr.

Durocher

and Miss

Myerson.
■ Mutual would provide considerable
merchandising support, including inpersonal appearances by the commercial
"spokesmen" at dealer events, and promotional and publicity material.
■ Mutual would meet the budget set
by the advertiser.
By mid-August, EWR&R had approved the Mutual package. But the
advertisers still had to be sold. The
proposal was discussed several times
with GE section officials by a trio of
agency executives- — Rollo Hunter, vice
president in charge of radio-tv; Havis
Medwick, assistant radio-tv director, and
Paul Grover, senior account executive.
Finally, a full-blown presentation was
made by the agency in late August to
these GE section officials: W. T. McCullough, general manager; C. B. Ramsdell, marketing manager, and R. A.
Sestero, advertising and sales promotion manager. Mr. Medwick reported
later: "They became tremendously enthusiastic about the project and bought
To generate distributor and dealer
interest in the undertaking, Mutual and
EWR&R executives attended a threeday GE annual sales conference in
mid-October and staged a "preview"
of its "total advertising project." Mr.
Singiser delivered a mock five-minute
news program; Mr. Durocher and Miss
Myerson presented various type commercials, and GE, Mutual and EWR&R
executives gave talks on details of the
advertising campaign.
Mutual and EWR&R officials agreed
on this significant
Radio netit." apoint:
works can provide
valuable buy for
certain clients if the agency supplies
sufficient information on the needs of
its advertisers and if networks go "beyond the numbers," offering not merely
availabilities but programming, personalities, localized advertising and merchandising and promotional reinforcement.
Selling advertising goal
of Johnson Wax film
To increase public acceptance of
business, and of advertising as an essential tool of business, is the goal of
"The Challenge," a film produced by
Johnson Wax Co., Floyd Springer, director of public relations, told the Hollywood Advertising Club last Monday
(Nov. 20). Produced early this year
by MGM in Hollywood, the color
sound film is booked solid to next April,
Mr. Springer said, and its 45 prints are
expected to reach a minimum of 10
million people.
Because of a strong feeling that
American business has failed to tell its
story to the youth of the land, many
BROADCASTING, November 27, 1961
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Unvarying

The RCA TK-12 is 'the camera you need, if you want
the finest in television tapes, live programs, and commercials. Itproduces pictures with higher resolution,
lower noise, and improved grey scale. Self-adjusting
circuits prevent deterioration in picture quality, and
RCA engineering has designed features, such as viewfinder display of special effects, and remote iris control,
that enable you to do more with the TK-12.
You can use the TK-12 for making dramatic demonstrations ofclients' products. Its big 4% inch I.O. tube
(plus advanced engineering) provides big picture quality, rivaling the finest photography. Improved grey
scale preserves delicate differences in shading. Pictures
are naturally free from "halo" and "blooming", without
need for product spraying or painting. You can control
contrast and mood as never before. You can produce
tapes and live commercials that show the client's product sparkling in life-like detail.
Self-adjusting circuits, built into the TK-12, eliminate
variations in performance. These circuits compensate

Quality

•

Creative

Effects

for changes in temperature, line voltage, and aging.
Furthermore, long warm-up time is a thing of the past.
Pictures are ready for use within minutes after the
camera is turned on. This new mode of operation saves
set-up time, reduces the number of controls, and assures unvarying picture quality.
RCA engineering has introduced many features that
make the TK-12 the most versatile of cameras. An 8
inch viewfinder provides a much larger and brighter
picture (200 ft. lamberts). Video effects can be seen
on the viewfinder, permitting cameraman to adjust
camera position for best advantage in overall effect.
Remote iris control permits adjusting all lenses simultaneously, merely by turning a knob.
The RCA TK-12 is the camera you need if you want
the finest picture in town. Its new and different look
will convince clients that your studio is equipped with
the best. Ask your RCA Representative for all the
details. Or write to RCA, Broadcast and Television
Equipment, Building 15-5, Camden, N. J.
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Papert,

Koenig,

Lois

Papert, Koenig, Lois Inc., New
York, which only 9 months ago
hopefully expected to be billing at
the $10 million level in 1962, will
be billing at the rate of $16 million
per year.
This is the latest chapter in the
rise of PKL, which in a year sprouted from an initial $75,000 billing to
$6 million a year (Broadcasting,
March 6, 1961). The agency will be
two years old Jan. 1, 1962.
Broadcast billing — virtually all of
it in television (mostly in spot at this
time) — is at the yearly rate of $7
million (the agency had predicted
last March it would be $6 million
deep in radio-tv in 1962).
PKL's latest client acquisitions
were disclosed 10 days ago: Exquisite Form Industries (bras), representing $1.3 million in billings (the
agency already had the Silf Skin and
Magic Lady divisions as accounts
billing some $700,000 a year) and
National Sugar Refining Co. (Jack
Frost and Quaker Brands), representing another $500,000 in annual
billing.
The additional Exquisite Form
business was acquired from Kastor,
Hilton, Chesley, Clifford & Atherton. Young & Rubicam formerly
handled the National Sugar Refining
business.
These two new accounts along
with Consolidated Cigar ($2.5 million) start billing on Jan. 1, 1962.
At least 10 new accounts have landed
at PKL this year — representing a
total of $10 million overall, $4 million in broadcasting. The other accounts include Pharmacraft Labs
(Coldene, Allerest); Ronson (electrical appliances); the New York Herald-Tribune (first-time use of tv) ;
First National Bank of Miami;
Faberge perfume, and Xerox Corp.

$16

million

billing in two

years

To illustrate the humorous creative
skill that saw Papert, Koenig, Lois
Inc. leap from $75,000 in billing 22
months ago to a level of $16 million this month, the agency submitted these stills from two
Pharmacraft
Labs commercials.

Frame at left shows Big Chief Running Nose about to take 'his friend
Coldene.' Allerest still at right,
enough to frighten even the hardiest of allergy sufferers, says, "Ahhh
nature — Ahhh choo!" Pharmacraft
is a new PKL client.

(Xerox is in CBS Reports on CBSTV, and Consolidated is in the Ernie
Kovacs show on ABC-TV).
PKL has become noted in an unusually short time — even for the
quickly-changing advertising business— for its adeptness in blending a
wry humor and "sell" in its advertising, particularly in the tv commercials itprepares.
Board Chairman Frederic S.
Papert and his co-executives at the
agency have defined the approach as
a belief in advertising as a very personal thing that must "talk to one
guy at one time." Last week, Julian
Koenig, president, in assessing the
agency's future, said "if virtue is to
be rewarded, we will be rewarded."
Not only is PKL adding clients
but its present accounts are increasing their billing. Mr. Koenig emphasizes that although the agency's ad-

vertising "is usually light," it sells
"hard." When the agency first went
into business, he recalls, prospective
clients commented, "We like your
ideas,
they sell?"
Onlybut22willmonths
later, Papert,
Koenig, Lois, now considered the
"hottest agency" in New York's advertising fraternity, can point to the
balance sheets.
When the agency started in January 1960, it opened its doors with
2,000 square feet of office space and
a staff of six, including the three
principals (George Lois is the third
partner),keeperMr.
wife,PKL
a bookand a Papert's
secretary.
will
have about 13,000 square feet of
space (compared to its current
7,000) when it moves in two weeks
to 9 Rockefeller Plaza from 375
Park Ave., and a staff of 80 employes.

of whom seem to feel its sole purpose
is to get the most profit from the least
investment, Johnson Wax decided to
celebrate its 75th anniversary with this
kind of film, rather than a "whiskers
founders" company history, Mr. Springer said. The company, which was
founded in 1886 and began advertising
that year, is the 11th oldest advertiser
in the Saturday Evening Post, he said,
and has been a pioneer in broadcast advertising as well. Johnson Wax began
in radio in 1931 and in 1934 started
Fibber McGee and Molly on a radio
career which Johnson sponsored for 15
years. The company has also consistently used television, from its sponsorship of Robert Montgomery Presents
BROADCASTING, November 27, 1961

a decade ago, to the Red Skelton Show
today.
Kenneth C. T. Snyder, vice president
of Needham, Louis & Brorby, Johnson
agency, and director of the agency's
radio-tv creative department, was chairman of the day at the meeting; George
Allen, Guild, Bascom & Bonfigli, HAC
president, presided.
RAB

retail data tops

retailer's-Sweeney
The radio industry now has more
information on the sales resulting from
retail advertising than any retailer, any
chain or any other advertising medium,
Kevin B. Sweeney, president of the

Radio Advertising Bureau, told a meeting of the Advertisers Club of Cincinnati last Wednesday (Nov. 22).
RAB, he said, has sales figures from
more than 10,000 individual radio and
newspaper advertisements. He reported that the measurements have been
conducted in stores doing almost $500
million a year in business.
Mr. Sweeney criticized the measurements available to many national advertisers for assessing the results of
billions of dollars worth of advertising.
He urged an all-media, all-agency, alladvertiser effort to "learn more about
sales resulting from advertising and
what can be done to improve the performance of advertising.
(BROADCAST ADVERTISING) 39

Shaggy fish stories by Log Cabin
When Aesop wanted to keep his bread." In between, the dialogue inaudiences interested in his moral facludes apartial listing of the many
bles he invented the idea of talking varieties of "people bread" to be
animals and today, some 2,000 years found under the Log Cabin label.
There are also spots featuring a
later,
holder.it's still effective as an attentionfox, a cat, a dog and, just to be different, aSamurai warrior, all with
Witness — as many Southern Californians already do — the new tv the same basic theme and each endcommercials for Log Cabin Bread,
ing with a "kicker" designed to leave
an Interstate Bakeries brand with dis- the viewers laughing in the best show
tribution in the Los Angeles area.
business tradition. Playhouse PicThe 20-second animated spots have
tures, Hollywood, produced the comstarted on five Los Angeles tv stamercials, with Bernard Gruver retions—KABC-TV, KHJ-TV, KNXT
sponsible for story, layout and design
(TV), KRCA (TV) and KTTV
and Bill Melendez as director. Miss
(TV) — in a saturation campaign that Sanders was agency producer.
will continue into 1962, according to
The first commercial goes like this:
Hildred Sanders, vice president of
FISH:
Do you have Log Cabin fish food
Honig-Cooper & Harrington, Los
bread?
Angeles, Interstate agency.
GROCER: Sorry
Each commercial opens with an
FISH:
. . . Oh . . . pity the poor fish
animal entering a grocery store inGROCER:
Cheer
up . . . Log Cabin makes a
tent on procuring some Log Cabin
large variety . . . like Log Cabin
Dog (or cat or fish or whatever kind
Russian Rye, Jack La Lanne Cracked
of beast it is) Food Bread. Each spot
Wheat
closes with the animal leaving the FISH:
... But no fish food bread?
store saddened by the information
GROCER: Sorry— Hey Harry ... You should
have seen the one that got away.
that "Log Cabin only makes people

Business briefly...
Peter Paul Inc., Naugatuck, Conn., has
purchased time on 33 eastern tv stations to introduce its new candy bar,
Chiffon. The campaign, which has already begun in some markets, will run
eight weeks. Agency: Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample, New York.

10 p.m.), Laramie (Tue., 7:30-8:30
p.m.), Cain's Hundred (Tue., 10-11
p.m.), David Brinkley's Journal (Wed.,
10:30-11 p.m.), Outlaws (Thur., 7:308:30 p.m.), Robert Taylor's Detectives
(Fri., 8:30-9:30 p.m.) and Saturday
Night at the Movies (Sat., 9 p.m.-conclusion). Agency: Kenyon & Eckhardt, New York.

P. Lorillard Co. for Kent cigarettes has
renewed its three-a-week participations
in NBC-TV's Jack Paar Show through
next March. Agency: Lennen & Newell, New York.

Agency appointments...
■ Melmac dinnerware, a div. of Brookpark Inc., Cleveland, appoints Product
Services Inc., New York.

Mead Johnson & Co. has bought sponsorship in seven nighttime programs on
NBC-TV, effective January. The programs include 87th Precinct (Mon., 940 (BROADCAST ADVERTISING)

■ George Wimmer & Sons, West Point,
Neb. (meat manufacturer), appoints
Universal Adv., Omaha.
■ Emge Packing Co., Fort Branch and

Anderson, Ind., appoints Ruben Adv.,
Indianapolis.
■ Bergen County (N.J.) Rambler Dealers Assn. appoints Geyer, Morey, Madden & Ballard Inc., New York.
Comparison

of media

suggested by Hunter
The missing link in media research
is evaluation of the qualitative differences among various advertising media,
John B. Hunter Jr., advertising director
of the B. F. Goodrich Co., said Nov.
17 before the Chicago chapter of the
American Marketing Assn. He addressed the second annual conference
on measuring advertising effectiveness.
Mr. Hunter said he thinks just about
everyone is getting embarrassed "by
what we call the numbers game — by
the ability of every publication, every
network, every station to come up with
some said
kind every
of dataadvertising
to prove it's
best."
He
manager
needs to know the comparative performance statistics of media, "but let's
get out of this welter of minutiae."
In the qualitative evaluation, for example, Mr. Hunter said, the advertiser
might be able to determine more accurately whether or not some products
are better off using tv instead of print,
or print instead of tv.
Paul E. J. Gerhold, vice president of
Foote, Cone & Belding, said there the
only way to measure the sales effectiveness of advertising is to stop advertising. This can be done the same as in
medical research, he said, by isolating
certain market areas and conducting
controlled experiments with and without advertising. It takes courage to do
this, he said, but some companies have
to do this to help guide them in how
they invest their multi-million dollar
budgets.
James C. Becknell Jr., research psychologist for E. I. du Pont de Nemours
& Co., explained highly technical statistical methods of testing advertising
comparatively. He urged caution in
experimentation but said that if the
advertiser gets results that are negative to his own preconceived ideas, it
is wise to stick with the test results. "In
an experiment you are observing the
behavior you're most interested in, genuine sales under true market condihe explained, and not the opinions oftions,"
relatives.
PI vitamin offer needs pep
An agency circulating a per-inquiry
offer to broadcasters on behalf of a vitamin account has declined to say exactly
how much pep and energy the campaign had generated among stations.
The PI offer was made in a letter
BROADCASTING, November 27, 1961

39 of the most fascinating half hours in Television History/ Commentary by Mike Wallace
Produced by Jack Haley, Jr. Directed by Mel Stuart/ a David L. Wolper Production

ALREADYM
SOLD o
IN TOP MARK
ETS
^^^^
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All on a 52 week basis — biography has
been sold regionally through BBDO to
Pacific Gas and Electric Company for
7 north and central California markets
(including San Francisco). Biography
has been sold via Benton and Bowles to
Chemical Bank New York Trust Company
for WNBC-TV. Biography has been sold
to KRCA, NBC's Los Angeles Flagship.
Everyone who sees biography is sold
on the great appeal of this fine new
series — with its dramatic use of historical and new film footage about great
men (living and dead) of the past 50
years.These could be your 'lives' —
for a bigger, better selling season.
films in production
Adolf Hitler
Babe Ruth
General Pershing
Charles Lindbergh
General Douglas MacArthur
Harry Houdini
Thomas Edison
Mahatma Gandhi
Will Rogers
Admiral Richard Byrd
Knute Rockne
Woodrow Wilson
Al Jolson
Franklin D. Roosevelt
Clarence Darrow
Duke and Duchess of Windsor
Albert Einstein
Sigmund Freud
Greta Garbo
Winston Churchill
call, wire or write for a
screening at once:
OFFICIAL FILMS, INC.
724 FIFTH AVE., NEW YORK 19, N. Y
PLAZA 7-0100

phvji

an exciting new look at the inside stories of great lives. . .

IN

ROCHESTER,

WHEC

RADIO

Delivers
at
per

the

by Fairfax Inc. on behalf of General
Nutrition Corp. The letter, signed by
Stanley I. Fishel, executive vice president of Fairfax, offered to pay stations
at the rate of $1 per inquiry, commissionable, "to give away a FREE vitamin catalog" for General Nutrition. It
said "almost one million people have responded to this offer," which was being
carried "on several hundred radio stations throughout
country."
Queried
at his the
office
in New York,
Mr. Fishel declined to give further details on either results or how the deal
works. He did say the offer has been
available for "a couple of years."

N.Y.

Adults

lowest

thousand

cost*

Listeners

*PULSE Special Audience Composition Age Breakdown
Rochester Metropolitan Area March 1961

AGENCY

PRESENTATION

Seven uncaught pitches listed
by advertiser glad it's over
Shopping for a new advertising agency is one experience one advertiser
wouldn't want to go through for "at
least another 20 years. . . . Too many
presentations left us listless and bored,"
Daniel C. Brown, advertising and promotion vice president of Baumritter
Corp. (furniture), New York, said
Nov. 21 at the League of Advertising

COST PER THOUSAND-LISTENERS OVER 25
7 AM TO 7 PM MEN AND WOMEN
WHEC
$2.14

STATION

A

STATION

$3.70

B

$3.26

AND IN "DRIVE TIME" (7 AM to 9 AM and 4 PM to 6 PM)
MEN AND WOMEN
WHEC
$1.72

STATION

A

STATION

$2.98

B

$3.00

AND DURING "THE HOUSEWIVES' HOURS" (9 AM to 1 PM)
WOMEN ONLY
WHEC
$2.54

STATION

A

STATION

$4.90

BASIC

B

$4.07

CBS

ROCHESTER
National Representative EVERETT
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Agencies.
Baumritter appointed Daniel & Charles
"after a long search for a new agency
to replace a 10-year relationship with
Auerbach Assoc." Some 80 agencies offered to make presentations, 10 were
selected but the list grew to 23. The
most frequent cause for agency rejection: "The presentation was deadly
dull," Mr. Brown said.
He has since analyzed the presentations to show agencies the errors of
their ways and categorizes agencies or
their presentations into the following
seven "most serious" types: (1) agency
blind to its own strengths — does not
know what it is selling or how to sell it;
(2) the "family album" agency — shows
tear sheets of advertising for other, unrelated clients; (3) the "on-trial" agency— says "I really don't know what to
tell you ... so why don't you just fire
away with your questions."; (4) the
"mystery-team" agency — the president
is introduced but not the promised
"team" which will do the work; (5) the
"medicine-men" agency — has a cure for
"all our imagined ills"; (6) the "knockthe-competition" agency — has "analyzed" Baumritter's previous advertising
efforts and is "quite well prepared to tell
us how wise we are to be looking for a
new agency," and (7) the "buckshot"
agency — makes a pitch for any account.
The agencies which did impress
Baumritter, according to Mr. Brown,
gave presentations with "enthusiasm and
purpose." They also "set high standards
and told of the history and growth of
the company, of the key men who had
contributed to that success."
BROADCASTING, November 27, 1961

NOT EVERY MAN'S A KING in the up-and-coming KSLA-TV area .. .but
most of the folks live like it. From their gleaming offices in sparkling new glass-and-steel skyscrapers
ogralove
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to their smart air-conditioned suburban homes, they live it up . .Pr
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Also in advertising...
Teen-Clear campaign ■ Aarbern
Pharmacal Co., division of Wander Co.
(Ovaltine), Chicago, has announced
it has completed an agreement to purchase inventory and to be licensed to
manufacture and sell the Teen-Clear
products of P.M. Labs., Hampton, Iowa.
Sales and marketing program begins
immediately, and although final advertising plans are not set, extensive use
of radio and newspapers is expected.
Teen-Clear agency is Geyer, Morey,
Madden & Ballard, Chicago.
Expansion plan ■ BBDO, New York,
has expanded its international operations with the purchase of SIRPI, Milan,
an Italian agency. The agreement was
signed in New York by Charles H.
Brower, president of BBDO, and Dr.
Pier Filippo Gomez Homen, a founder
of the Italian agency. Patrick Dolan,
president of BBDO International, becomes chairman of SIRPI and Dr.
Gomez, managing director.
New firm ■ The Grafaire Agency, a
newly organized advertising and marketing firm, has opened in Memphis,
Tenn. The new firm, operating as a
division of Brunner Inc., 30-year-old
printing company in that city, will perform all functions of advertising, marketing and public relations. Principals
are Francis J. Brunner, president; H.
Dean Flynn, executive vice president;
J. L. Klein, vice president, R. E. Hisky,
art director.
Coupon

mailings

■ Roy Whisnand,

TvB

principals tour Cadillac plant

Television Bureau of Advertising's
three-day session in Detroit (Broadcasting, Nov. 20) permitted broadcasters to get a first-hand look at
the Motor City's vast auto assembly
lines. During a tour of the Cadillac
plant, all wearing protective glasses,
(1 to r) : A. Louis Read, WDSU-TV
president of Coupon Jamboree Inc.,
Boston, has announced a series of projected coupon mailings to an estimated
25 million families in the first 200 markets in 1962. The cooperative mailings,

New Orleans, TvB's new chairman
of the board; S. Payson Hall, Meredith Broadcasting Corp., who was
re-elected TvB secretary; A. W. Dannenbaum, Westinghouse Broadcasting Corp; Alvin Schrott, W J AC-TV
Johnstown, Pa., and TvB President
Norman E. (Pete) Cash.
he said, are part of a giant promotional
and merchandising program that will be
promoted by radio and television in
each market. The coupons will be delivered by the post office.

THE MEDIA
FINALE

AT

JACKSONVILLE

Collins, Martin sidetrack
the way for FCC

resolution

stronger

Broadcasters attending the final NAB
fall conference meeting in Jacksonville,
Fla., last week almost got themselves
into a hole on the subject of a depth
study of radio. They were extricated
by the combined efforts of NAB President LeRoy Collins and meeting chairman Dwight W. Martin WAFB-TV
Baton Rouge, La.
The pit appeared when F. C. Sowell,
WLAC Nashville, Tenn., introduced a
resolution asking the FCC to make a
study of radio's technical standards and
economic well being. Implicit in the
suggestion was the effect of "over-licensing" of am radio stations on program quality.
Frank Gaither, WSB Atlanta, Ga.,
warned that danger lay ahead in the
reference to programming. He asked
that the resolution be amended to
44

that would

open

hold on programming
ming.
eliminate any reference to programIt wasn't until Gov. Collins and Mr.
Martin raised the spectre of government intrusion into broadcasting that
the motion was withdrawn. A substitute "consensus" of the 200-odd broadcasters urged the NAB Board to study
the matter and decide whether such an
investigation should be made by the
FCC or the industry.
Radio's Fate ■ Radio's economic
status was the top subject at the oneday meeting — the final session of the
association's 1961 season.
The hope that something be done to
control am radio station proliferation
was given impetus in recent months
primarily by the speech of FCC Commissioner Frederick W. Ford at the
Kentucky
Broadcasters
Assn. last

month. In this, the Republican former
chairman of the commission raised
questions about the effect radio overpopulation was having on the financial
stability of broadcasters and the concommitant impact on programming.
Mr. Ford suggested the possibility of
a study on this.
Gov. Collins explained that this subject was at the top of the NAB Board's
agenda at its next meeting Jan. 29Feb. 3, at Sarasota, Fla. He warned j
that some broadcasters were dubious
about letting the government decide
whether or not a market should have
additional radio stations. This, he
pointed out, could involve rate regulation and possibly public utility control.
Some form of study should be
made, however, the NAB president acknowledged. He suggested that this
might perhaps be done by the committee now working on a research and
training center.
Rule By Wink ■ Considerable discussion took place about regulation by ,
"lifted eyebrow." Vincent T. WasiBROADCASTING, November 27, 1961

Network caliber with the plus features that
only local programming can provide! A brainchild of Jerry "Mr. Peppermint" Haynes and
director Vern Dailey, this refreshing early
morning children's hour has captured the fancy
of the pre-school set to such an extent it whips
all competition in every time period. When "Mr.
Peppermint" makes personal appearances . . .
clear the deck! When he endorses a product
. . . his small-fry "Gumdrops" clear the shelves.

And it is all handled in best of taste. Special
sets take them on cruises to far-a-way lands.
His animal friends instill a love and understanding of natui-e. His affectionate manner
endears all, including the mothers.
Yes, this one is available for spot carriers or
segment sponsorship. If you want that "quality
label" associated with your campaign just say,
"Open Sesame, Mr. Petryman" !

WFAA-TV
channel

8

Q
DALLAS

tenttd by^4wn^j^*rr^j^k^ Tftr Original Station H
WFAA • AM
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• FM • TV —THE DALLAS MORNING NEWS

lewski, NAB executive vice president,
stressed that this does not mean regulation. Until a broadcaster "lays his
license on the line," Mr. Wasilewski
repeated, the technique cannot be legally fought.
Gov. Collins stressed that the industry must react to what the FCC does,
not by what its members say.
Asked to characterize FCC Chairman Newton N. Minow, the association
leader described him as "very intelligent, sincere, and with a deep feeling
of a mission to challenge broadcasters
to do a better job." He knows his legal
limitations, Gov. Collins added, and
he knows that broadcasters alone are
responsible for what goes over the air
from their transmitters.
"Nothing Mr. Minow or the FCC
has done can be considered censorship," Gov. Collins stated.
Other highlights of the Jacksonville
meeting:
■ NAB's code review staff is going
to exert more influence on network programming and commercials, Gov. Collins said in his luncheon speech. Asked
to clarify this statement, the NAB president explained that until now the code
review staff has not entered network
affairs. This has been due, he explained, because of lack of staff. The
time has now come to embrace all of
broadcasting, he said. Gov. Collins
emphasized that no reflection was intended on network programming or
commercial practices; "They have been
doing a fine job."
■ A suggestion was made to estab-

lish a broadcasters national library in
Washington as a depository for outstanding programs and mementos of
broadcasting's history. The suggestion
was made by Joseph L. Brechner,
WLOF-TV Orlando, Fla.
Gov. Collins explained that there
already was a hall of fame committee.
He referred to the need NAB has for
more office space and wondered
whether the two ideas could not be
merged to provide for a broadcasting
building in Washington housing both
the NAB offices and a library-museum.
■ Members heard a report from
Charles M. Stone, radio code affairs
director, that the best confirmed estimate showed 28 radio stations carrying hard liquor advertising. None are
code members, Mr. Stone emphasized,
and only three are NAB members.
None of the agencies involved is a
member of the American Assn. of Advertising Agencies, Mr. Stone stated,
and the distillers advertising are not
members of the Distilled Spirits Institute. Sixteen of the 28 stations, Mr.
Stone reported, are fm outlets.
Stanton newsletter
mailed to employes
Dr. Frank Stanton, CBS Inc. president, has adopted a policy of sending
newsletters to employes from time to
time.
The first one last week proved to be
a comprehensive summary of nearly all
CBS activity, starting with a capsule re-

Mutual holds affiliation party in Miami
Mutual last week observed the commentator Westbrook Van Vooraffiliation of WINZ Miami and
his, Dr. Bernarr Cooper, head of
WINQ Tampa with a party in Mi- FSU radio-tv department; commenami that attracted some 600 guests
tator Tony Marvin; Arthur Deters,
including MBS President Robert
WTAL Tallahassee general manager;
Hurleigh and the network's stable of Weldon G. Starry, representative of
commentators. The Mutual personthe governor's office; commentator
nel and other guests flew to Miami
Del Sharbutt, Mr. Hurleigh, Frank
in the parent company's (MinneDeller, Frank Erwin, assistant to
sota Mining & Manufacturing Co.)
plane, stopping at Tallahassee to MBS president; Victor C. Diehm,
meet students of Florida State U. At owner of WTAL; Phil D'Antoni,
the Tallahassee airport: (I to r) sales manager, MBS.
46
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1 plus 1 usually equals 2
When KXLY-TV Spokane
bought a wallaby (Australian
Marsupolia) from the San Diego
Zoo in August for its new childrens' show, Mr. Wallaby and
Jack, the station hardly suspected
it was getting two wallabys.
But the tiny tots invited as
guests of the stations Mr. Wallaby
and Jack show, could count better than their elders, evidently,
because they claimed there were
two wallabys present, although
only one was accounted for. The
startled adults, after a count of
wallabys that did total two, conceded that Mr. Wallaby was inMrs. Wallaby.
show'sto
host, deed
Jack
Bainter, As
was theheard
remark, ". . . but who would suspect awallaby would have a secret
like that up its sleeve . . . that is,
in its pocket?"

port on the broadcast company's 34year history and ending with short takes
of Highlights:
"general interest."
CBS has grown from a
radio network of 16 stations to a company that is in radio, tv, phonograph
records, electronics research and other
related activities. It operates a worldwide news organization; both a radio
and a tv network; seven am radio and
seven fm radio stations; has interests
in tv-set-making foreign firms, in picture tubes, phonographs and phonograph records; distributes tv programming overseas (more than 80,000 half
hours in 45 countries); produces animation for tv; licenses things from
books to games; markets home entertainment programs with encyclopedias
and film projectors, and develops microlites.
miniature components for space satelDr. Stanton said that in view of
CBS's increased size, communication
has proved increasingly difficult and
he's taking the newsletter avenue to
keep everyone abreast of the latest important developments.
Dr. Stanton wrote about CBS's gift
of equipment and studios to WGBH-TV
Boston (educational tv station destroyed
by fire); new CBS Labs products; the
two-part program, Eisenhower on the
Presidency; CBS Radio's "net alert"
system
stations to news bulletins and(alerting
special programs).
Stanton, Edwards honored
Dr. Frank Stanton, president of CBS
Inc., and CBS news correspondent
Douglas Edwards were honored last
Tuesday (Nov. 21) by the department
of journalism at San Jose State College
(Calif.) for distinguished service to
BROADCASTING, November 27, 1961
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TIME
FULL
In Rochester, N. Y.

It is with a feeling of great pride, together
with a complete awareness of tremendous
responsibility, that Station WHEC-TV
has taken over full-time control of
CHANNEL
10, Basic CBS in Rochester,
N. Y., after an extremely pleasant sharetime association with Station WVET-TV.
We

wish our former partner (now our

respected competitor ) the very best of success in helping to provide for Rochester
viewers the inestimable bounties of toplevel Television. Whether as partners or
competitors, this must be our joint aim.
We

at CHANNEL

10 (WHEC-TV)

pledge to our ever-broadening audiences
and our ever-growing group of sponsors
that we will continue with renewed effort
to maintain our present top position in the
broad Rochester area that we serve.

WHEC-TV
FULL

CHANNEL

Represented by EVERETT
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CHOSEN FROM OVER 10,000 ENTRANTS in Martha Dixon's Sugar 'n' Spice Competition, the top
winners here receive their awards from Martha on a Copper Kettle telecast. Besides a programassociation of exceptional prestige, Copper Kettle advertisers get the advantage of live productdemonstration. As state capital and home of Michigan State University, Lansing provides many important
guests that help keep Copper Kettle bubbling merrily.

Prime

example

of program
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. • management,
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give
families throughout our service
'SSSSA^hSJS^
area
the greatest available values °£
in
culture, information and entertain.
ment. Into this pattern 'Copper
Kettle' fits perfectly. So does 'TeleiX^S^SrtfflS
on-camera coverage of Michigan
news. Consistent response proves that
apadvertisers
our v>ewers
preciate the specialourquality
of WJIMHarold F. Gross
TV production." President, WJIM-TV

The

'extra7 that builds
audience... and sales

It takes something extra to make a HomeMaker Show click. And Copper Kettle, on
WJIM-TV, has what it takes.
Every day it presents an exciting range
of home-making features and guestinterviews — all with a special womaninterest angle.
Martha Dixon, magnetic hostess of
Copper Kettle, is a leading Home Economist. Her suggestions develop immediate
in-store response. And the yearly mailresponse hits six figures.
Copper Kettle is just one of many
program-areas
WJIM-TV's
success
is conspicuous. where
In education,
for example,
'Teleclass Six' directed by Dr. Maria
Elena Morris, teaches college-level Spanish for college credit.
And in news, both national and local,
WJIM-TV is outstanding. For on-camera
news, equipment includes two remote
news cars, police and fire monitoring contacts, film and slide cameras, telefax photo
service, processing lab . . . plus a network
of correspondents throughout the state.

American journalism. Dr. Stanton was
cited for leadership which "encouraged
and promoted the highest journalistic
standards" for television during its formative years. Mr. Edwards' award was
for his "distinguished contribution" in
"dissemination" of tv news.

Stop dollar squabble,

FCC men talk with etv men

unite, radio men told
Radio broadcasters have been so busy
fighting each other for the dollar that
they have forgotten to sell radio as a
basic medium, Ralph W. Beaudin, president of WLS Chicago, told the Nebraska Broadcasters Assn. last week.

Two FCC staff members will hear
an informal report on educational tv
during a meeting of the affiliates committee of the National Educational Television & Radio Center in New York
today (Monday) and tomorrow.
Hyman H. Goldin, chairman of the
FCC's office of research & education,
and James O. Juntilla, assistant to the
chief of the Broadcast Bureau, will
confer with officers of the center on
NET network operations, and with
committee members who are managers
of NET-affiliated stations.

He called for a stop to this "intra-mural
bickering" if radio is to grow. NBA
held its annual meeting Monday and
Tuesday at Grand Island.
Mr. Beaudin said he did not agree
with suggestions for dropping ratings,
however. Without ratings there would
be no basic yardstick of any kind, and
only worse confusion among buyers, he
said. Without ratings to give some
measure of what the advertiser is buying, Mr. Beaudin explained, selling
costs would soar, rate card practices
would deteriorate, and the station op-

To Blair-TV, creative cultural programming by great stations like WJIM-TV is a
constant source of inspiration. We are
proud to serve more than a score of such
stations in national sales.

BLAIR-TV
Televisions' s first exclusive
national representative, serving:
W-TEN— Albany-Schenectady-Troy
WFBG-TV-Altoona-Johnstown
WNBF-TV-Binghamton
WHDH-TV-Boston
WCPO-TV-Cincinnati
WEWS-Cleveland
WBNS-TV-Columbus
KTVT— Dallas-Ft. Worth
KFRE-TV— Fresno
WNHC-TV-Hartford-New Haven
WJIMTV-Lansing
KTTV-Los Angeles
WMCT-Memphis
WDSU-TV-New Orleans
WOW-TV-Omaha
WFIL-TV-Philadelphia
WHC-Pittsburgh
KGW-TV-Portland
WPRO-TV-Providence
KING-TV-Seattle-Tacoma
KTVI-St. Louis
WFLA-TV— Tampa-St. Petersburg
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KTRK-TV formally dedicates new facilities
Present at the dedication of at 3310 Bissonnet Ave., Houston,
KTRK-TV Houston's new $1.5 mil- are of decidedly contemporary delion studio area Nov. 20 were
sign. The building is the first round
studio edifice in the U.S., according
(seated 1 to r) : Willard E. Walbridge, executive vice president of to Lloyd & Morgan, architects. The
curved outer walls are designed to
KTRK-TV, Oliver Treyz, ABC-TV
president; John T. Jones Jr., presi- eliminate wasted corner space, and
are surfaced in white stone with
dent of the station's licensee, Houston Consolidated Tv Co.; Vice Presivertical lines of blue tile. Station
dent Julius Barnathan of ABC-TV.
offices are located along a 281 -foot
Standing (1 to r) : Jack Harris,
"L"-shaped wing, separated from the
KPRC-AM-TV Houston vice presistudio area by a 36-foot pool.
dent and general manager; Director
Speakers at the dedication — the
Louis Hausman of the Television Indate of which coincided with KTRKformation Office, John F. Dille
Jr., WSJV (TV) South Bend, Ind., TV's seventh birthday — were Wright
and chairman of the ABC-TV affili- Morrow, the station's board chairman; president John Jones, and Mr.
ates board; James C. Richdale Jr.,
Treyz. Mr. Treyz lauded the progvice president and general manager
ress of ch. 13, and told some 400
of KHOU-TV Houston; and C. B.
Houston civic leaders that ABC-TV's
Locke, general manager of KFDMAM-TV Beaumont, Texas.
news department is making impressive strides.
KTRK-TV's new facilities, located
(THE MEDIA) 49

Staff of WTFM(FM),
WTFM (FM) Lake Success, N.Y.,
which went on the air Saturday
(Nov. 25), broadcasting fm stereo
24 hours-a-day, may be the forerunner of a seven-market fm stereo
group. That's the goal expressed by
Gerald O. Kaye, board chairman of
Friendly owns
Frost and
Inc.operates
FF's broadcast
division
WTFM,
as well as WGLI and WQMF (FM),
both Babylon, NY.
The new outlet, which Friendly
Frost's subsidiary, Waters Construction Co., built from the ground up
specifically for fm stereo, is part of
a unique broadcasting-merchandising
sound center. An important aspect:
the station was "in the black" even
before it went on the air. Mr. Kaye,
at a preview of the facilities last
week, said the station's Saturday
time (10-hour stereo "spectaculars"
are scheduled on that day) is sold
out for the next six months.
A major share of WTFM's initial
advertising is coming from stereo
fm set manufacturers themselves, including Admiral, DuMont, Emerson, General Electric, Grundig Maerator would be forced "to do all those
dirty things we have been saying our
competition has been doing all these
To sell radio more positively, Mr.
years."
Beaudin suggested, it might pay to go
out and compliment an advertiser for
making a radio buy on a competitive
station instead of telling the salesman
"to get over there and find out what
they are doing on that teenage station
or that old people's station, or whatever the case may be." Stations might
even stop their name-calling long
enough to "team up" and sell radio together, he said.
The association also passed a number of resolutions. Among them: (1)
asked the Nebraska congressional delegation to oppose all bills to provide direct federal aid or matching funds for
educational radio and television. (2)
Encouraged development of a uhf statewide educational tv network in Nebraska. (3) Urged the FCC temporarily
to suspend the granting of new licenses
until a survey can be made to determine
the radio needs of the public and the
economic health of existing stations. (4)
Asked the National Assn. of Broadcasters to seek re-evaluation of the
Conelrad program.
Listeners cry, 'No you don't'
The San Francisco Examiner Nov. 6
dropped its daily radio log listings,
planning to publish only a "Radio High50 (THE MEDIA)

24-hour fm stereo outlet, displays shop
hosts were hired for the contribujestic, Motorola, Philco, Pilot, H. H.
tions they will be able to make to
Scott, Stromberg-Carlson, Westinghouse and Zenith. The station anthe station's "continental" format.
The hosts speak a combined total of
nounced its own dealer-support program last week with full page ads
20 languages, Mr. Kaye said.
Agreements have been made with
in New York newspapers. The reforeign broadcasters for exchange of
tailers also are provided with special
promotional kits.
tapes. "We started accumulating our
library of 50,000 stereo selections
Friendly Frost is generally known
in the New York metropolitan area
the day the FCC approved multias a 29-outlet chain of appliance displexing lastFrost
June,"expects
he said.part of the
Friendly
count stores, with a substantial business in radio set sales. To insure full
predicted increase in stereo fm set
sales to be reflected in its Volare
dealer support of WTFM, Mr. Kaye
said the Friendly Frost name will not
Sound Salon, a wrapped-in-glass rebe mentioned over the station. He
tail outlet adjoining the WTFM
studios and the WTFM Recording
asserted that the Friendly Frost
Studios, which is a third operation
stores "will get their fair share of
in the half-million dollar complex.
the rising volume of business which
The recording studios offer professional facilities for disc and tape
willMr.
result."
Kaye emphasized that the
stereo
recording with the latest
promotion of fm stereo by its sponsor lineup will answer "those critics
equipment.
who have alleged a lack of support
WTFM is located on the Long Island Expressway at 174th St., Fresh
for the new medium by the set manMeadows 65, New York. The station operates on 103.5 mc at 20 kw.
ufacturers."
'Round The World In Stereo ■
David H. Polinger supervises the
WTFM's programming is international in scope. Its seven program
32-man programming and sales staff.

lights" section naming six or eight programs selected as outstanding listening
for the day. The public reaction was
immediate and so overwhelming negative that the Examiner reinstated the
daily radio log listings three days later.
WLBW-TV

on

air;

WPST-TV
goes dark
WLBW-TV went on the air last Monday (Nov. 20) as Miami's ch. 10 outlet
and ABC-TV affiliate, replacing WPSTTV in both roles. L. B. Wilson Inc.,
permittee of WLBW-TV, received a delayed ch. 10 grant after the other three
original applicants had been disqualified because of ex parte contacts on
their behalf with the FCC.
The original grant to National Airlines' Public Service Tv Inc. was revoked and, after all legal recourses had
been exhausted, WPST-TV went dark
permanently last Monday by order of
the commission. WLBW-TV is operating under special temporary authorization, good for 90 days. The station
has not as yet applied for a license and
the commission has announced that
WLBW-TV's first license period will be
for a period of four months.
Competing applications for ch. 10
will be accepted at the time WLBW
files its first renewal request, an FCC
official indicated. L. B. Wilson also
owns WCKY Cincinnati. Charles H.
Topmiller is president and general

manager of WLBW-TV and Thomas
A. Welstead is vice president for sales.
Approximately half the WPST-TV
staff remained with the new ch. 10 station, but none of them were department heads, a WLBW-TV spokesman
said.
Baker Moves ■ George T. Baker,
president of WPST-TV, made a final
plea to the FCC in a letter asking for
reconsideration. The Baker letter was
discussed and rejected by the commission last week. In a reply to Mr.
Baker, the agency said the case had
been fully heard by the FCC and the
courts and that no new information
has been submitted to warrant reopening the case.
In a personal statement telecast by
WPST-TV shortly before it went dark,
Mr. Baker denied "with vigor" that
anyone connected with WPST-TV or
National Airlines did anything improper. He said that since the FCC decision revoking WPST-TV's grant "a
forthright new chairman" has been appointed to the FCC. Mr. Baker said
the new administration has created the
"unmistakable impression that major
changes and improvements . . ." are
due in tv. "It is our firm hope that in
the not too distant future we will again
be serving Miami with the finest in
television," he said.
The Baker statement also was published as an advertisement in Miami
and Washington, D.C., newspapers.
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FCC
FIRST

Acceptance

The cartridge that made station
automation possible

. . . Fidelipac Tape Cartridges byConley. First and still best.
Result! More successful broadcasters
use Fidelipac Cartridges by Conley than
any other.
fidelipac assured dependability— its
greater
features: acceptance— resvlt from these
• easily handled • easily stored
• easily reloaded • minimized tape
breakage • your present equipment
was made to handle Fidelipac • increased tape life • varying sizes permit
programming from seconds to hours on
a single cartridge • automatically
cued and ready for instant use • technical perfection in every detail.
Be sure every time ... put efficiency,
economy, quality into your broadcast
operations by putting Fidelipac Cartridges byConley to work for you . . .
for spot announcements, themes, station
breaks, and delayed broadcasts.
Standard Lengths
In Three Cartridge Sizes:
Model 300 —with up to 300 feet of
single coated tape
Model 600 -with up to 600 feet of
single coated tape
Model 1200 -with up to 1200 feet of
single coated tape
Ask for
FIDELIPAC "THE STANDARD OF THE INDUSTRY"
from your regular source of supply

COJVLET ELECTRONICS
CORPORATION
1527 Lyons Street • Evans/on, Illinois
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Queries

BIRTH

CONTROL

on station transfers

underline

ASSIST?
attrition move

against 'over population', Florida broadcasters told
The FCC has begun to ask questions
profitability
extremely
narrow."
There areis 438
standard
broadcast
about station ownership transfers.
Where broadcast properties have a stations which have lost money consistently for the last three years, he re"long and substantial" record of losses
and the buyer is making a small down
How do these stations find buyers?
payment with heavy payments over a
ported.
At
this point Mr. Juntilla disclosed
period of years, the Broadcast Bureau
the Broadcast Bureau is beginning to
is now asking the buyer:
How are you going to carry out your
ask questions "in the most extreme
program proposals and still meet your
Federal Subsidy ■ Mr. Cohn leveled
payments?
his attack at newspapers and magazines
This latest FCC activity was reported
by James O. Juntilla, assistant chief of on the basis that they are receiving a
cases." in the form of second class
subsidy
the commission's Broadcast Bureau, in
mailing privileges amounting to $1.5
a speech last Tuesday to the Florida
billion a year. He noted that the Post
Assn. of Broadcasters, holding a oneOffice Department nowhere asks what
day seminar in Jacksonville.
is being done for the public through
The Florida operators also heard
this subsidy.
Marcus Cohn, Washington communiThe day will come, he prophesied,
cations attorney, urge that they insti- when the government may very well
tute a regular critical review of newsask publishers to justify this subsidy in
papers and magazines on their stations.
the same terms as broadcasters are now
This would be one method of answerto apply for licenses — the pubing the current spate of derogatory ar- required
lic interest, convenience and necessity.
ticles about broadcasting in national
magazines, he said.
The FCC's present interest in program ing isnot censorship, Mr. Cohn
Fine, But ■ Mr. Juntilla told FAB
held. There is legal backing to permit
members the increasing number of ra- the commission to express an interest
dio stations in individual cities has resulted in deterioration of program qual- in programming, he said.
If the FCC withdraws from this field,
ity. Too many stations in the same
he warned, Congress will step in with
market, he said, "result in formula prolegislation for a mandatory program algramming and in narrowing and lowerlocation.
ing of the level of program service."
The FCC's recent move requiring apHe continued: "Recently we have beplicants to survey the communities they
gun to wonder whether the expansion
seek to serve should be "hailed as the
has been as constructive as we had
Magna maintained.
Carta of broadcasting,"
Mr.
originally hoped. It has not cut into the Cohn
It proves, he said,
white areas [areas with little or no night- that the commission realizes it cannot
time service]; in fact the white areas of know the needs and desires of 2,500
1945 are the white areas of today. The
communities — that it is the individual
expansion has clogged channels with a broadcaster who knows his community.
resultant general increase in interferOther highlights of the FAB seminar:
ence and widespread reduction in the
■ Station management should create
service areas of individual stations"
a climate for creative programming. This
(also see editorial, page 102).
was urged by William Kaland, national
This subject was discussed formally
program manager of the Westinghouse
for the first time by FCC Commissioner
stations. Programs are the only thing
Frederick W. Ford last month in a
people listen to or watch, he said. Too
speech to the Kentucky Broadcasters
many station managers have abdicated
Assn. It also was the main topic dur- this responsibility to outsiders — to neting the NAB fall conference meeting
works, packagers or syndicators. He
in Jacksonville last Monday (see page
44).
warned, also, that feature films for tv
are not going to be available forever to
Losers All ■ Mr. Juntilla said that stations.
■ A recommendation for the estabroughly one-third of all am radio stations lost money in 1960. About half
lishment of a national broadcast editorial contest as a substitute for the reof all radio stations 1,688, he emphacently relinquished Voice of Democracy
sized, either made no more than $10,000 or lost no more than that amount
contest was adopted by the FAB board.
in 1960.
The suggestion was made by Joseph L.
"The fact remains," Mr. Juntilla ob- Brechner, WLOF-TV Orlando, who also
urged that the state association sponsor
served, "that for a very substantial
number of am stations the margin of such a contest on a statewide basis as
BROADCASTING, November 27, 1961
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a beginning.
■ Arthur Gilbert, FCC engineer in
charge of the Southeast region, urged
broadcasters to see him when they have
problems. He ran through a list of technical faults which, he said, seems to be
consistently troublesome throughout
the area.
Changing hands
ANNOUNCED ■ The following sales of
station interests were reported last week
subject to FCC approval:
■ WDOK-AM-FM Cleveland, Ohio:
Sold by Frederick C. Wolf and associates to Transcontinent Television
Corp. for $1.4 million (Closed Circuit, Nov. 20). TTC, which has just
disposed of its WROC-FM-TV Rochester, N. Y., for $6.5 million (Broadcasting, Nov. 20), announced that Mr.
Wolf would be retained in a management capacity. TTC operates WGRAM-FM-TV Buffalo, N. Y.; WDAFAM-FM-TV Kansas City, Mo.; KFMBAM-FM-TV San Diego, Calif., and
KERO-TV Bakersfield, Calif., and owns
60% of WNEP-TV Scranton, Pa.
WDOK, founded in 1950, operates full
time with 5 kw on 1260 kc. Broker
was R. C. Crisler & Co.
■ KVLG LaGrange, Tex.: Sold by
Colorado Valley Broadcasting Co. to
Vernon R. Nunn, general manager of

our

clients

our

best

WIZZ Streator, 111., for $49,500. KVLG
operates with 250 w daytime on 1570
kc. Broker was Patt McDonald Co.
■ WKLE Washington, Ga.: Sold by
H. L. Webster and associates to J. S.
Carter, Gastonia, N. C, and J. Norman
Young, manager of WEGO Concord,
N. C, for $45,000. WKLE, founded
in 1955, operates daytime only on 1370
kc with 1 kw. Broker was Paul H.
Chapman Co.
■ KUTY Palmdale, Calif.: Sold by
Harold Singleton to Pat Michaels Organization for $100,000. Mr. Michaels
is a newscaster for KLAC-TV Los Angeles. Mr. Singleton also owns 50% of
KITN Olympia, 16%% of KORD
Pasco and 14% of KITI Chehalis, all
Washington. KUTY is a 1 kw daytimer
on 1470 kc. It holds a construction permit for 5 kw. Broker was Jack L.
Stoll & Assoc.
APPROVED ■ The following transfer
of station interests was among those
approved by the FCC last week {for
other commission activities see For
The Record, page 90).
■ WMNS Olean, N. Y.: Sold by Donald W. Merriman and associates to
H. C. Mosch, J. C. Gleason, F. K. Reed
and W. C. Goodlet for $110,000. Mr.
Reed has an interest in WFRM
Coudersport, Pa.

are

In negotiating for broadcast properties, the
reputation of a broker is your best protection. Hundreds
of satisfied Blackburn clients provide eloquent proof
of the reliability of our service. No lists are sent out;
each sale is handled individually. Our knowledge
of the market protects you from the hazards
of negotiating on your own.

BLACKBURN
& Company,
RADIO • TV • NEWSPAPER BROKERS
NEGOTIATIONS • FINANCING • APPRAISALS
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CHICAGO
H W Cassill
William B. Ryan
333 N. Michigan Ave.
Chicago, Illinois
Financial 6-6460

Towns

RELIANCE

ON

TV

hit by Hurricane Carla

give tv highest media score
Television rated highest among the
media for weather news during the
Hurricane Carla emergency, according
to the findings of an independent research study commissioned in Galveston
and Houston three weeks after the disaster.
The findings were revealed by C.
Wrede Petersmeyer, president of the
Corinthian Broadcasting Corp., at a
New York conference on the role and
responsibilities of television during national and regional emergencies. The
conference, moderated by Mr. Petersmeyer, included Colonel Barney Oldfield, chief of information for the North
American Air Defense Command
(NORAD), Paul Kutschenreuter, assistant chief for technical services for
the U.S. Weather Bureau, and Anthony
Wiener, senior staff member of the Hudson Institute.
Mr. Petersmeyer pointed out that not
only did some two thirds of the respondents rely on television over other
media for their weather news but that
as the storm crisis increased, respondswitched
"overwhelmingly" from
other ents
media
to tv.
KHOU-TV Houston, played a key
role in the emergency, setting up a tv
camera in the Galveston Weather Bureau and fed live telecasts throughout
the emergency period (Broadcasting,
Sept. 18). The station was cited by
many respondents for its service during
the disaster.
The survey's general conclusion was
that television had performed the "most
complete factual job of informing the

advertisements

WASHINGTON, D. C.
James W. Blackburn
Jack V. Harvey
loseph M. Sitrick
RCA Building
F Ed era I 3-9270

PUBLIC

ATLANTA
Clifford B. Marshall
Stanley Whitaker
Robert M Baird
lohn G. Williams
lAckson 5-1576

Inc.

BEVERLY HILLS
Colin M. Selph
Calif. Bank Bldg.
9441 Wilshire Blvd.
Beverly Hills, Calif.
CRestview 4-2770

public at the height of Carla." Even
community leaders, traditionally newspaper-oriented, relied on tv for their
storm information.
Goods-for-tlme

trading

up 32%, reports Reiner
A survey of 200 radio and television
stations by S. J. Reiner Co., Mineola.
N.Y., shows that trading of merchandise for open spot time on stations has
increased 32% from 1960.
The Reiner organization, which specializes in what it calls "reciprocal
trading," uncovered the following uses
of merchandise by the stations it surveyed: 72% use merchandise as prizes
for station promotion contests; 28%
use it in internal incentive programs;
34% use imprinted items in promotional mailing and as convention giveaways;
26% present selected items to prominent industrial or civic leaders; 23% add
it to station-sponsored charitable or
public functions; 52% use "low ticket"
BROADCASTING, November 27, 1961

items as studio audience gifts; 33%
trade unsold spot time for station equipment and 97% report they use a substantial amount of merchandise as gifts
for employes, clients and "other spheres
of influence."
The Reiner company stresses that
"reciprocal trading" is not the same as
"barter." Trading involves the exchange
of merchandise for equivalent value of
spot time and the time can be used only
by the trading client. Reiner obtains a
15% fee from a station as a commission
for the transaction.
AFTRA

local to decide

on member discipline
General membership meeting of the
American Federation of Television &
Radio Artists has been called for
Wednesday (Nov. 29) at 8 p.m., in the
Musicians Union Building, Hollywood,
to hear an appeal of the AFTRA executive board's disciplinary action
against Bill Angel, Chuck Blore, Jim
Hawthorne, Hal Murray, Don French
and Art Nelson, who were expelled
from AFTRA and fined for performing
on KFWB Los Angeles while AFTRA
was on strike against the station.
The local membership may veto the
board decision or refer the matter to a
committee. The strike was settled earlier
this month (Broadcasting, Nov. 20),
but the terms of the settlement did not
include union recission of its penalties
against so-called "strike breakers," nor
cancellation by KFWB of damage suits
for more than $11 million against
AFTRA. AFTRA's national board will
meet in Los Angeles tomorrow (Nov.
28), the night preceding the membership meeting.
Firm plans to spotlight
stations for advertiser
A new publicity service for television
stations, designed to focus attention on
stations' activities for national advertisers, has been announced by George
Green Assoc., New York, national
public relations counsel.
Limited to one station per market,
the new Television Station Service Div.
will feature a regular monthly station
news summary to 100 key advertising
agencies, media planners, timebuyers,
major national advertisers, and consumer and trade publications.
Regular day-to-day service will include news of programming innovations, community activities, personnel,
awards, ratings and engineering and
facilities changes.
The new organization will be under
the direct supervision of George Green,
Roy V. Smith, formerly network consultant with Weed Television Corp., will
direct the station relations, advertising
agency and network operation.
BROADCASTING, November 27, 1961

TV

BROADCASTERS,

ASCAP

Shea group pushing for royalty payments
Representatives of tv broadcasters
and ASCAP sat down last week to the
first negotiating meeting — with the allday session Nov. 23 devoted mostly to
preliminary matters. The next meeting
is scheduled for Thursday, Nov. 30.
Broadcasters are pushing for a basic
license which would recognize clearance
at source (primarily motion pictures
and video tape recordings). The present
ASCAP license expires Dec. 31.
Representing the special tv licensing
committee were:
Hamilton Shea, WSVA-TV Harrisonburg, Va., chairman; William Grant,
KOA-TV Denver; Clifford M. Kirtland
Jr., Transcontinent Television Corp.;
Andrew J. Murtha, Time-Life stations:
John E. McCoy, Storer Broadcasting
Co.; Robert H. Smith, WCYB-TV Bristol, Va., and Charles H. Tower, Corinthian Broadcasting.
Also present were D. L. Provost,
Hearst stations, and Robert A. Dreyer,
Metromedia.
The tv licensing committee's attorneys
were also present. They are Ralston

OPEN

TALKS

at program

source

Irvine and Walter Mansfield, of Donovan, Leisure, Newton & Irvine, and
Joseph A. McDonald, of Smith, Hennessey & McDonald, all of Washington.
The ASCAP team was headed by
Herman Finkelstein, ASCAP general
counsel, and included Lloyd N. Cutler,
Washington attorney. Several members
meeting.
of the ASCAP board also attended the
Media reports...
WITN (TV) tower in use ■ WITN (TV)
Washington, N.C., is now transmitting
from its new 1,523-foot tower with the
latest design GE 12-bay batwing antenna atop it. Washington, D.C., consulting engineer George C. Davis designed the entire WITN transmitter and
antenna installation. A new GE 50kw transmitter, which alone cost $215,000, is a prominent feature of the new
installation.
Drops affiliation ■ WFMZ (FM) Allentown, Pa., dropped its affiliation with
the QXR Network as of Nov. 1. James
Sondheim,
QXR
Network manager,

WEST — Profitable daytimer servicing single-station
market of 40,000-plus. Attractiveness of this physical
facility is exceeded only by beauty of area itself. Grossing in excess of $200,000.00 annually with good cash
flow. Priced at $325,000.00 on long terms. ANOTHER
H&L EXCLUSIVE.
MIDWEST — Full time radio station grossing $90,000.00plus annually with excellent cash flow. Priced for quick
stale at $105,000.00 — all cash. Might consider terms at
a much higher total price. ANOTHER H&L EXCLUSIVE.

AND
John

ASSOCIATES,

INC.

F. Hardesty, President
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said the move was the decision of
WFMZ's new owners, the Franklin
Broadcasting Co., Philadelphia.
AWRT scholars ■ The Educational
Foundation of the American Women in
Radio & Television will sponsor a new
lecture-internship course in 1962 at
American U., Washington, in conjunction with the AWRT chapter in that
city. In announcing the new course,
Nena Badenoch, chairman of the foundation's board of trustees, said it will
be patterned along the lines of the
AWRT-North western U. effort in Chicago, now going into its fourth year.
Press review ■ Editorial comments from
Latin American newspapers are reaching North American audiences for the
first time through a 15-minute radio
program compiled, produced and distributed by the Broadcasting Foundation of America, International Div. of
the National Educational Television &
Radio Center. A Latin American Press
Review is broadcast by WNYC New
York (Monday, 6:30 p.m.). Editorial
opinion from Argentina, Uruguay,
Chile, Brazil, Peru, Mexico and Cuba is
reviewed.
Welcome aboard ■ An audio-tape message from Merle S. Jones, president,

CBS Television Stations, will welcome
Eastern Nigeria as the latest of 25
countries to subscribe to CBS Newsfilm. Still photos illustrating CBS Newsfilm crews at work will be shown on
Eastern Nigeria television while Mr.
Jones' remarks are being broadcast.
All-nighter ■ WRC Washington last
week began a 24-hour operation with
the inauguration of Night Owl, a new
all night music show, featuring Stan
Karas as host.
Fallout documentary ■ WINF Manchester, Conn., presented a 50 minute
documentary, "War and Shelters . . .
or Peace," that drew strong comment
from local and national officials, the
station reported. WINF presented the
show (sans advertising) four times. It
also offered to make it available to
members of the Connecticut Broadcasters Assn. at no cost. Other stations
that took heed of the offer: WAVZ and
WHNC, both New Haven; WNAB
Bridgeport; WMMM Westport.
Beautification award ■ WAVE Inc.
(WAVE-AM-TV Louisville, Ky.) has
won an award in the nationwide ninth
annual Industrial and Institutional
Landscaping and Beautification competition for 1961, the American Assn. of

FACE-TO-FACE
SALESMANSHIP
GETS

ORDERS!

That's why.,

That's why.

Weed's policy of "depth selling" reaches every decisionmaking level up to and including the advertiser.
Wherever a buymg decision is made
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Ground breaking ■ KLRN (TV), educational station in San Antonio, Tex.,
officially broke ground at its transmitter site earlier this month. The
transmitter will be located on the Voges
ranch, about half way between San Antonio and Austin.

Mass expansion ■ WLSI Pikeville, Ky.,
began construction of its new and enlarged studio and office facilities at
the same time the FCC was approving
its power increase from 1 kw to 5 kw.
The am outlet is on 900 kc.
KOIL scholarships ■ KOIL Omaha,
Neb., has created KOIL Contemporary
Communications scholarships valued
at $500 each at Creighton U. and the
U. of Omaha. The scholarships will be
presented annually to the senior from
each university who shows the greatest
promise in the field of contemporary
communications.

WUHF formal dedication
slated for this week

Weed maintains 14 offices throughout the U. S.— more than
any other representative firm.
Weed hires salesmen with years of solid experience in their
territories. In most cases, our men are native to the city in
which they are based.

WEED

Agreement ■ KOXR Oxnard, Calif.,
and the Press-Courier, that city, have
joined in a news venture, encompassing
local and sports news and public affairs promotion. The newspaper sponsors two news shows on the station,
one which uses news gathered by the
station's news staff, the other furnished
by the paper. According to Paul R.
Schneider, general manager of KOXR,
making.
the joint venture was six years in the

Feb. 1 deadline ■ National Safety
Council has announced deadline of Feb.
1 for entries in annual public interest
awards in radio-tv and also for Alfred
P. Sloan awards for highway safety.
Address: 425 North Michigan Ave.,
Chicago 1 1 .

National spot is a fast-moving,
competitive business. You've
got to be there when the buying decisions are being made.
You've got to use every creative
approach... every technique of
forceful salesmanship... to get
the order. This is sales impact.
And you can't achieve it
through periodic field trips,
phone calls or letters.
That's why..

Nurserymen, sponsor of the competition, announced. The award is given
for industrial and institutional landscaping which contributes to employe
and civic pride.

man IS THERE!

WUHF (TV) (ch. 31) New York,
representing a $2 million government
test of uhf, will be formally dedicated
this Wednesday (Nov. 29) at 4:30 p.m.
FCC Chairman Newton N. Minow will
pull the switch placing WUHF on full
power from its antenna atop the Empire
State Building.
New York Mayor Robert Wagner
and other FCC members also will participate in the dedication and a news
conference to follow. WUHF has been
on the air for the past three weeks
using a temporary directional antenna.
A station official said last week that
several hundred uhf sets — of a planned
total of 5,000 — have been installed for
reception and study of the uhf signal.
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As

the new owner of Wit OC, Veterans Broadcasting
Company, Inc., is proud to bring you the Rochester

area's

ONLY complete
WROC-TV, WROC

broadcasting service...
Radio and WROC-FM.

You will find the best of news,
drama, education, suspense and
entertainment on WROC-TV,
basic NBC and ABC Affiliate. You
will see your favorite programs
every day over Channel 5 from
the early morning TODAY Show
through the popular Jack Paar
Late Show. You will enjoy the
top spectaculars. And ONLY on
WROC-TV in Rochester can you
thrill to the world of wonderful,
living color.
In the months ahead WROC
will introduce a new concept in
radio broadcasting. You will discover excitement, fun, entertain-

ment you've never had before...
just by dialing 1280.
In FM— WROC will bring you
finer programming and music
for your listening pleasure as a
member of QXR network of fine
music stations.
This is what's ahead. We at
WROC, the officers, directors and
staff, are aware of our responsibility to the vast viewing and
listening audience in our area.
We pledge to bring you television
programs you will view with
pleasure ... radio you'll enjoy...
entertainment for the entire
family in all broadcast media.

OFFICERS
ERVIN F. LYKE, President. Treasurer and Director
GRAMTIER NEVILLE, Secretary and Director
PAUL C LOUTH ER, Vice President
F. CHASE TAYLOR, Vice President
GEORGE M. CLAFFEY, Vice President

Only eot

%Mce

*
in Hotbed'
WROC
TV CHANNEL

Formerly WVETRochester, N. Y.
NATIONAL TELEVISION REPRESENTATIVE-EDWARD PETRY & COMPANY
NATIONAL RADIO REPRESENTATIVE— ROBERT E. EASTMAN
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Testimony on antitrust charges may last four months
A special federal grand jury began a expected broadcasting executives will
hearing last week in Los Angeles on al- also be called, but as of Wednesday all
leged violations of the antitrust laws by three networks in Hollywood denied
Hollywood talent agencies. The 15 that any of their people had received
men and 8 women on the jury, who
subpoenas.
were questioned about any possible conThe Justice Department antitrust innections with any phase of the entervestigation oftalent agencies follows a
tainment business before being sworn
similar probe by the FCC into their
in by U. S. District Judge Pierson M.
activities in the field of television proHall, were told that the hearing might
gram ing. A hearing held in Los Ancontinue three or four months, with
geles by James Cunningham, FCC chief
sessions several days a week.
hearing examiner, during the fall of
A screen of secrecy was thrown
1960 in connection with an overall
around proceedings by the government
study of broadcast programming and
attorneys. Leonard Posner, Departwho controls it (Broadcasting, Oct.
ment of Justice lawyer from Washing31, 24, 17, 1960), elicited detailed information from a number of talent
ton assigned to handle the investigation, declined to admit any details conagents, including Samuel Weisbord,
cerning its scope or purpose or to dis- head of the west coast television department ofthe William Morris Agency.
cuss it in any way. "We try to keep
Taft
Schreiber,
vice president of
such proceedings secret," he said. U. S.
attorney Francis Whelan and Charles
MCA, and head of Revue Studios,
Whittinghill, head of the attorney genMCA's tv production company, refused
antitrusttalkative.
office in Los Angeles,
to testify either then or when the hearwere noeral'smore
ings were resumed the following year
Before the hearing got under way in (Broadcasting, March 13, 1961).
Los Angeles, subpoenas were issued to
Whether the FCC should be empowered
several eastern tv producers, including
to issue a federal court subpoena orderDavid Suskind and Rod Erickson, and
ing Mr. Schreiber to appear is now
estimates of the number who are to
being argued and a decision is expected
appear before the hearings conclude
early next year (Broadcasting, Oct.
ran as high as 150 — from theatrical mo9, 2). MCA has recently agreed with
tion pictures, recordings and the stage,
as well as the broadcast media. It is Screen Actors Guild to cease its dual

Ribicoff

tut-tuts

L. A. area

A challenge to Southern California educators to do something to get
educational television facilities established intheir area was delivered
Wednesday (Nov. 22) by Abraham
Ribicoff, Secretary of Health, Education &Welfare, to a group of some
20 of the area's college and university presidents.
"What's the
matter with Los
Angeles,"
Mr. Ribicoff.asked
He
pointed out that
other cities to
date have a total
of 54 educational
tv stations on the
air, serving an
audience he estimated as aggregating 20 million
viewers. "Here you have the talent
to enrich the cultural fare of your
58

Collins tv commentary
When the report of the Commission on Goals for Higher Education in the South is released
Nov. 30, the news directors of
television stations in southern and
border states will have a 90-second filmed commentary by NAB
President LeRoy Collins. Mr.
Collins, former governor of Florida, served
on which
thehas
seven-man
com-a
mission
conducted
year-long study on goals for
higher education in the south for
the next 10-20 years. The report
will be made public at a meeting
in Louisville Nov. 30 and also
will be furnished to tv and radio
stations of the region.
operation as a producer and a talent
agency by Sept. 30, 1962. Most observers believe the company will remain in production and drop its agency
functions (Broadcasting, Oct. 30).
WTAG,

Arcadian

seek

payoff in ch. 13 case
In a joint petition to the FCC last
week Arcadian Tv Corp. and KTAG
Assoc., mutually exclusive applicants
in Louisiana for ch. 3 at Lafayette and
Lake Charles respectively, asked the
FCC to permit Arcadian to reimburse

educators

for lack of etv
to that city. He urged continuing
community. Here you have the colleges and universities to stimulate
support of the educators for the
cause.
the thinking of your citizens. I
would have thought Los Angeles
The session including Mr. Ribiwould have done this first. I cannot
coff's talk was closed and the details, released by California Instibelieve
would noted
lag verythat
much."
Mr. it
Ribicoff
at the
tute of Technology, did not mention
whether anyone reminded him that
start of the 1960-61 academic year
at least three million students in
KCOP (TV) Los Angeles devotes
approximately three hours a day of
some 7,500 elementary and secondary schools were receiving part of
in-classroom programming for the
their daily instruction by television
primary and secondary schools of
the city and county (the time is
and an equal number receiving tv
educational programs not counted
purchased by the school authorities
for these programs) and reports a
as academic credit. In addition, he
said, there is a large audience for
sizeable home audience for this proprograms of cultural importance in
gramming as well. KCOP also
broadcasts several college course sesprime evening time.
sions during the daytime hours and
Sec. Ribicoff made specific reference to the Committee for Education
in the evening has a number of travel and discussion programs which
Television, a non-profit Los Angeles
group which has stimulated comare assigned viewing for many Southern California students, although priments to the FCC urging the assignment of a vhf educational tv channel
marily aimed at the family audience.
BROADCASTING, November 27, 1961

KTAG for its expenses during the fouryear hearing and to grant the channel
to Arcadian. The applicants said they
sought agreement to bring immediate
tv service to a large "white area" in
which people had no tv service.
KTAG Assoc. operates ch. 25 at
Lake Charles and sought ch. 3. It
agreed to withdraw its application for
reimbursement of $65,000. Both companies agreed that if the FCC found
that amount had not been "prudently
and legitimately expended" it would be
reduced to an amount acceptable to the
commission. An initial decision recom ended agrant of the Arcadian application. Ifthe FCC does not approve
the pay off arrangement, the applicants
said, then they ask that KTAG be permitted to remain in the proceeding in
which it has invested four years' effort. The companies said that if KTAG
drops out public notice would be required which might produce another
applicant who would not necessarily be
able to get approval of the airspace
clearance KTAG got. The airspace
problem was one of the major delaying
factors in the proceeding.
Dr. Paul Kurzweg is president and
principal stockholder (26.3%) of Arcadian Tv Corp. A third applicant for
ch. 3, Evangeline Broadcasting Co.,
dropped out several months ago.

Both Justice, producers appeal decision
SUPREME COURT ASKED TO REVIEW TV BLOCK BOOKING
The decision handed down last year
by District Court Judge Archie O. Dawson finding six film companies guilty
of antitrust violation for offering allor-nothing film packages to tv stations
left too many loopholes to suit the
U. S. Dept. of Justice (Broadcasting,
Dec. 12, 1960). And it was far too
severe to suit the film companies. Last
week both parties appealed to the U.
S. Supreme Court to review the decision.
Judge Dawson held it to be acceptable for distributors of motion pictures
to tv to offer a package to stations and
withhold individual pictures "temporarily" until the film company has
an opportunity to see if it can sell the
entire package to a competing station
in that market. The Justice Dept. urged
the Supreme Court to find that blockbooking is in itself an antitrust violation wnich should be allowed under
no circumstances. Justice claimed the
film companies use competition as a
lever to force stations to accept blockbooking. The tie-in or block-booking
method of selling or licensing films was
found to be an antitrust violation in
the movie industry by the Supreme

Court in the famous Paramount Pictures case.
Justice proposed that film distributors
be required to price films separately
and be prohibited
or-nothing
package.from offering an allLoew's Inc., Screen Gems, Associated
Artists and United Artists filed jointly,
taking the opposite tack. They stated
that it's doubtful any violation of the
Sherman (antitrust) Act had occurred
and that it is "abundantly clear" that
the government failed to establish that
any of the film companies pursued a
policy of conditioning acceptance of one
film on acceptance of a package. They
said further it has not been proved
"that more than an insignificant fraction" of their contracts with tv stations
violated the antitrust statute under any
theory or that there existed "a cognizable danger of recurrent violation rerelief."
C&C quiring
Superinjunctive
Corp.,
distributor of old
RKO movies and one of the companies
found guilty of antitrust practices by
the judge, said that there is a big difference between the Paramount Pictures block-booking case and the proceeding in question. It emphasized that
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the Paramount case forbade package
deals between movie companies and
theaters that were entirely dependent
on motion pictures to operate; tv stations are free to select other program
fare if the terms offered by film distributors do not suit them.
National Telefilm Assoc. is the other
distributor cited by Judge Dawson.
FCC

denies

AMST

pleas

in vhf drop-in cases
The Assn. of Maximum Service Telecasters lost two decisions to the FCC last
week in the trade group's fight against
reduced tv mileage separations. The
commission denied a petition by AMST
for reconsideration, deferral and withdrawal of rulemaking to add vhf channels in Oklahoma City, Johnstown,
Baton Rouge, Dayton, Jacksonville,
Brimingham, Knoxville and Charlotte.
In each of the cities the FCC has
proposed to add a third vhf channel.
Most of the channels would be droppedin at mileage separations below minimum set by the FCC in 1952 (Broadcasting, July 31). Comments are due
Dec. 5 the FCC said in denying AMST's
request, and ample time has been given
for their preparation.
Chairman Newton N. Minow and
Commissioner Robert E. Lee dissented.

THE

MAY

FINE

ON

of power, antenna

rules is second

KOMA Oklahoma City received a
notice of "apparent liability" for a
$10,000 fine from the FCC last week.
The agency said the station has "willfully or repeatedly" violated the terms
of its license by failure to directionalize
during required hours and by transmitting a signal
"far exceeded" the
maximum
50 which
kw.
KOMA is licensed on 1520 kc (Class
1-B clear channel) with 50 kw unlimited, directional antenna at night. The
license specifies for each month the
hours during which KOMA may operate without its directional array.
During a January 1961 FCC inspection, seven KOMA violations of
rules and two violations of the station's
authorization were discovered, the commission stated in a notice of the fine
liability. Paramount among the violations was use of the daytime non-directional antenna prior to 4:00 a.m., the
commission said.
The FCC further charged that
KOMA had operated in such a fashion
for at least 10 days prior to the Jan-

WOC

LEADERSHIP

Joe Eckstein and the
Scouting Exposition

"The Buffalo Bill Council wishes to express its appreciation to
the executive and program staff of WOC for their wonderful
support of the Scouting Program in this area.
The sincere interest of WOC has contributed much to the goal
of 'more boys in Scouting, and more scouting in boys'."
Joe
ScoutEckstein
Executive
Buffalo Bill Council

WO€

KOMA

$10,000

Action against Storz station for violations

COMMUNITY

DEPENDS
FOR

FCC

D. D. Palmer, President
Raymond E. Guth, General Manager
Donald I. Green. Sales Manager
Exclusive National Representatives
Peters, Griffin, Woodward, Inc.

THE QUINT CITIES / DAVENPORT * BETTENDORF • ROCK ISLAND • MOIINE • EAST MOLINE
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under

new

law

uary inspection. The agency is authorized to fine a licensee $1,000 for each
day a violation occurs, up to a maximum of $10,000. In addition, the FCC
said that KOMA has operated up to
the present time with a field strength
that exceeds the licensed maximum at
several monitoring points. It is apparent, the FCC said, that KOMA is liable
for the maximum fine permitted "for
willfully or repeatedly failing to operate station KOMA as set forth in its
The commission said its rules clearly negate any authority for KOMA to
license."
operate
with daytime antenna prior to
4 a.m. The station, owned by Todd
Storz, also was told that its reasons for
continuing to exceed the authorized
power are not a valid excuse "in view
of an excessive period of approximately ninenotice
months"
following before
the FCC's
official
of violation
corrective steps were submitted to the
commission.
In its letter to KOMA, the FCC also
expressed concern over the station's
"apparent unawareness" of the serious
problem until pointed out in the violation notice.
KOMA was given 30 days to reply
to the forfeiture notice before the commission takes final action. This is the
second forfeiture action taken by the
FCC since it received such authority
from Congress. KDWB Minneapolis
was fined $2,500 last summer for operating at night with daytime facilities
(Broadcasting, July 31). When action
was first taken against the station last
March, KDWB was informed that it
was liable for a $10,000 fine but the
amount was later reduced to $2,500.
WOL

to sue ball club

WOL Washington President Henry
Rau charged last week that the Washington Senators baseball team exerted
behind-the-scenes pressure which caused
cancellation of WOL's rights to broadcast the Baltimore Orioles games. Mr.
Rau said the station will file suit against
the Senators early in December in
Washington federal court seeking an injunction and damages.
The Orioles' play-by-play has been
carried in Washington by WOL for the
past two years, accounting for approximately $50,000 in annual billing. National Bohemian beer has purchased
the 1962 rights and Mr. Rau said the
new sponsor stated Washington broadcasts were specifically excluded under
terms of the contract.
BROADCASTING, November 27, 1961
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If your station plans include growth, you'll get greatest economy by using quality equipment that will grow with
you. Good example: Collins 212F-2 Speech Input Console, which lets you start with a minimum number of
modules and add plug-in preamplifiers as you expand your operation. ■The 212F-2 gives you complete control over
simultaneous broadcasting and auditioning from any
combination of 6 of 17 possible inputs. Its plug-in
modules have conventional wiring, as do the larger
212G-1 (9 of 13 inputs) and dual channel 212E-1
(9 of 22 inputs). All three models are available for
immediate delivery. Call Collins today!
COLLINS

RADIO

COMPANY

• CEDAR

RAPIDS

COLLINS

• DALLAS

• BURBANK

• NEW

YORK

RAPIDS' CH. 13
SIX VIE FOR GRAND
FCC schedules hearing on bids for coveted vhf dropin
interests in WJIM Lansing, Mich., and
As expected, the FCC last Monday
(Nov. 20) cut off any further applica- WLOD Pompano Beach, Fla. Mr. Ashtions for Grand Rapids, Mich., ch. 13
backer formerly owned WKBZ Muskeand scheduled a comparative hearing at
gon, Mich., and Mr. DeGroot is assistwhich the six pending applicants will
ant general manager of WWJ-AM-TV
Detroit. Of other Grand minor stockcompete for the channel.
holders, Martin Giaimo (2.56% ) is
Earlier, hearings had been ordered in
manager
of WNEM-TV Flint (SagiRochester (ch. 13) (Broadcasting,
naw), Mich., studios and Harry LeBrun
Nov. 20) and Syracuse (ch. 9) (Broad(2.56%) is president and 33 1/3%
casting, Nov. 13), two other cities in owner
of WSAF Sarasota, Fla.
which the FCC dropped-in a third vhf
■ Atlas Broadcasting Co. (WMAXassignment.
AM-FM Grand Rapids), 316 kw, anIn setting the Grand Rapids applicaten a ,000
1
ft. Principals include Theotions for hearing, the commission dedore J. Peters (8.214%), Titus Hager,
nied apetition by West Michigan TeleWilliam J. Lawrence Jr., Charles A.
casters Inc. seeking addition of a traf- Smith Jr., Herbert G. Daverman and
ficking issue relating to Grand BroadLawrence D. Rahilly (each 7.144%),
casting Co. Following are the appli- Carl S. Herrud (6.787%) and 35
cants, principals and facilities sought
others.
in Grand Rapids:
■ Major Tv Co., 316 kw, antenna
■ Grand Broadcasting Co., 316 kw,
1,000
ft. Principals include H. Y. Levantenna 1 ,000 ft. above average terrain.
inson (52.62%), Celia D. Levinson
Principals include Leonard A. Versluis,
(23.68%), Thomas F. Chawke
Mary Jane Morris, John C. Morris
(12.36%), Morris Garvett (6.25%)
(each 16.66%); Donald F. DeGroot
and L. Warren Gatley (5.19%). The
Jr.,
(6.41%); Leonard A. Versluis
same group owns WCAR Detroit.
(3.84%); Grant Ashbacker (2.58%),
■ West Michigan Telecasters Inc.,
and others, none with over 2.56%. The
Morrises (brother and sister) are part- 316 kw, antenna 959 ft. Principals
ners in a Grand Rapids law practice and
among 25 stockholders include President Lewis V. Chamberlin (3.7%) and
Miss Morris is former secretary of the
Vice President William C. Dempsey
FCC; Mr. Versluis Sr. formerly owned
(11.11%), former general manager of
WLAV-AM-FM Grand Rapids and had

educational WQED-TV Pittsburgh.
■ MKO Broadcasting Corp., 316 kw,
antenna 1,000 ft. Principals include
G. Roger Bower and Frederik Meijer
(each 10%); Donald I. Battjes, Peter
S. Cook, Howard M. Elmore, Walter
M. Klaus, Evangeline Lamberts, Hendrik Meijer, James R. Searer, Stephen
H. Sieradzki, Neil H. Tuori and Gerrit
W. Veurink (each 6.66%). Mr. Bower
is former general manager of WNAOTV Raleigh, N. C, and former tv advisor in United Arab Republic.
■ Peninsular Broadcasting Co., 316
kw, antenna 1,000 ft. Principals include
John D. Loeks (20%), H&E Balaban
Corp. (20%), William Mclnerney, Alfred Pugno, Paul G. Goebel and Edward C. McCobb (each 9%), and
others. H&E (Harry and Elmer) Balaban owns 50% of WICS (TV) Springfield, WTVO (TV) Rockford, WHCU
(TV) Champaign, WDAN-TV Danville, all Illinois; WHNB-TV New Britain, Conn., WBMG (TV) Birmingham,
Ala., and WMCN (TV) Grand Rapids;
33 1/3% of WIL-AM-FM St. Louis,
WRIT-AM-FM Milwaukee and KBOX
Dallas.
Syracuse Jan. 29 ■ Chief Hearing
Examiner James D. Cunningham scheduled a prehearing conference for Dec.
19 in the Syracuse ch. 9 contest, with
the formal hearing to begin Jan. 29,
1962. Hearing dates have not been set
as yet in Grand Rapids and Rochester.
A final Rochester ch. 13 application
— by Rochester Telecasters Inc. — was

'Prayer
raise
possible
from
Mexico
advertisers
are American
companies,
Most of theof
suspect
ads require fraud
A crack teamcloths'
of U.S. Post
Office question
the American listener to mail orders,
who
find
Mexican
rates considerably
inspectors is looking into the goingsbelow their American counterparts.
on over the air from Mexican radio
with money, to Post Office box numMany Mexican radio stations operate
bers in American cities — San Diego,
stations beaming commercial adSan Antonio, Brownsville and others.
vertisements to American citizens
at powers exceeding those permitted
to their American neighbors.
This is what brings in the Post Office
across the border.
Several of the Mexican stations,
Fraud is what they are looking
Department.
for.
especially those in Tijuana, Juarez
Officially, the postal inspection
service has no comment to make on
and Acuna, operate all night; after
It's no secret that many Mexican
its investigation. Informally. Post
radio stations, particularly those near
midnight they switch to English prothe border, accept advertising that
Office officials acknowledge that an
grams beamed obviously at American audiences. Since they are under
investigation is underway. Just what
would be rejected by U.S. broadno compulsion to adhere to U. S.
course the investigation is taking or
casters. Among these are "prayer
broadcast standards, many of them
how long it will last cannot yet be
cloths" with an implied promise that
answered. When and if a case is
carry advertising material for long
they can be used to cure ills; "an
periods of time, including several
made— and the fraud statute requires
autographed picture of John the Bapwhich
carry virtually nothing else
tist," or "genuine simulated diamond
overwhelming evidence that the pubduring
those hours.
lic is being bilked — the information
rings" for $3.98. Although these are
Problems with Mexican radio stawill be turned over to the U.S. atextreme examples, many advertisetions go back to the 1930s when
ments cutting close to the corners of
torney in the area where the fraud
Dr. John R. Brinkley had his Kansas
cuthe
to
is
being
perpetrated.
appealing
or
dishonesty,
license revoked because of his use
carpidity of listeners are regularly
FCC
Zeroing
In
■
The
entire
opof the station for medical advice. Dr.
stations.
border
ried on Mexican
eration isbeing coordinated with the
Brinkley,
who gained notoriety with
commercials.
inquiry
per
Many are
FCC and the Department of Justice.
In recent months these have even
his
goat-gland
transplants for rejuFCC monitoring units are being used
venating men, built what is now
included offers of stock in uranium
to
check
over-the-border
broadcasts.
XERF in Acuna, and continued
mines, and other speculative ventures
These are taped and furnished to
of
verge
the
on
always
supposedly
broadcasting
"advice" across the
border withouthishindrance.
the Post Office Dept. Many of the
"the" strike.
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station

your

Did

receive

this

envelope4?

UNITED

STATES

SENATE

Part of Congressional Record — Free
AWARD
CROSS

OF ELOY ALFARO
TO CARLTON

U.S. S.
GRAND

FREDERICKS

MR. STATION MANAGER
RADIO STATION XXZ
MAIN STREET, U. S. A.

SPEECH OF
HON.

GEORGE A. SMATHERS
of Florida
IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES
Friday, September 15, 1961
U.S. GOVERNMENT FRlNTfNG OFFICE

Enclosed

was an actual copy of the Congressional

Record acknowledging the award-winning Carlton Frederick's Show, "LIVING

SHOULD

BE FUN."

This envelope was received by over 50 of America's most important station managers who carry "LIVING SHOULD BE
FUN."
Find out NOW how your station can attract larger audiences, more national business* and higher ratings . . .
write, wire or phone

C.

F.

ONE PARK

PRODUCTIONS,
AVENUE,

NEW

YORK

INC.

16, N. Y. MU 5-8757

* Firm commitment from national advertiser for you the day
"LIVING SHOULD BE FUN" starts on your station.
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committee, the Illinois Maximum
Coverage TV Committee, has been
formed to oppose deintermixing Champaign and Rockford. Co-chairmen are
Illinois Secretary of State Charles F.
Carpentier and State Auditor Michael
J. Howlett.
Sangamon Valley Tv Corp. last week
asked the FCC to defer its deadline for
comments in the remanded KTVI (TV)
St. Louis case on whether ch. 2 should
have been moved from Springfield. The
deadline is now Dec. 2; Sangamon asked
it be moved to Feb. 5, the date on which
current deintermixture comments are
due. Sangamon said consideration of
deintermixture of Springfield is inseparable from that of Champaign, 111.,
and comments should be on a common
timetable.

submitted at the FCC just minutes before the 5 p.m. deadline on Nov. 14.
Rochester Telecasters proposes to share
time with an educational tv applicant,
Rochester Educational Tv Assn. Inc.
The etv application, filed Oct. 11, has
also been amended to show the proposed sharetime operation instead of
unlimited hours. Rochester Telecasters
principals include George E. Mercier
and Robert B. Wegman (each 30%);
Clifford N. Lovenheim and Andrew S.
Lovenheim (each 15%) and Joseph C.
Wilson (10%). The applicant asked
for 316 kw with antenna 500 ft. above
average terrain.
Deintermixture

foes

continue protests
Gov. David Lawrence of Pennsylvania last week joined the roster
of state and federal officials who have
urged the FCC not to delete sole vhf
channels in markets the agency has
selected for deintermixture. In a letter to
all members of the commission the governor said the deletion of ch. 12
(WICU-TV) at Erie, Pa., would leave
large parts of the station's Grade B
coverage area without tv service. He
said the terrain is unfavorable for
propagation of uhf signals.
In Illinois anti-deletion activity continued with an announcement that a

NO
CAN
%•

New

FCC

in fight over WNTA-TV
The state of New Jersey last week
opposed the FCC's request to the U. S.
Court of Appeals in Washington to
reconsider the stay granted by the
court in the $6.2 million sale of
WNTA-TV New York to an educational group in that city (Broadcasting, Nov. 20).
The New Jersey opposition claimed
that the private interests of parties

*»

ONE ELSE
MAKE
THAT

STATEMENT!
•

Jersey opposes

of all the
•

should not be considered. This was a
reference to the WNTA-TV announcement that it cannot continue the present sales contract after the Nov. 27
termination date. The New Jersey
pleading also claimed that the Educational Tv for the Metropolitan Area
group has said it would have to close
down the station for two or three
months before it can commence etv
operations; by this time, the New
Jersey document said, the case could
be argued.
Georgia etv asks FCC
to reserve eight uhfs
Rulemaking was instituted by the
FCC last week which if adopted would
reserve a block of eight uhf channels
in Georgia for educational tv. The commission asked for comments on a proposal by the Georgia State Dept. of
Education to allocate chs. 19 to Dalton,
14 to Draketown, 20 to Wrens, 15 to
Cochran, 23 to Dawson, 18 to Ashburn,
14 to Pelham and 17 to Warm Springs.
None of the Georgia cities now has a
tv allocation except Dalton, where commercial ch. 24 would be deleted. The
proposal also would delete chs. 15 Dublin Ga., 17 Marianna, Fla., 14 Tifton,
Ga., possibly 17 Jasper, Ala., and 31
Americus, Ga.
Similar rulemaking, which would reserve nine uhf channels in Kentucky
for etv, was instituted by the FCC two
weeks ago (Broadcasting, Nov. 20).
Both the Georgia and Kentucky etv
rulemakings were consolidated in the
FCC docket designed to promote uhf,
on which comments are due Feb. 5.

TV stations
FCC
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petition

over bureau's

Northwest

A petition
by thetheFCC's
Broadcastof
Bureau
to dismiss
application
WREA East Palatka, Fla., for license
renewal and cancel a scheduled hearing was rejected by the FCC last week.
Instead, the agency granted a WREA
petition to move the hearing from
East Palatka
Washington persuade
"unless
further
factual todevelopments

"A" contour
5 cities* in its

*••■••• ••••• • "
Before you buy television
in the Pacific Northwest,
consider this one basic fact: Only KTNT-TV in
this area includes five major cities of Western
Washington within its "A" contour, and KTNTTV's
locatedmarket.
to beam a clear
signaltower
to aM isofideally
this major
Ask your WEED TELEVISION man about dozens
of other reasons you should include KTNT-TV
in your advertising plans.

WREA

in the Pacific

only KTNT-TV
includes all

V

backs

'SEATTLE TACOMA EVERETT
BREMERTON OLYMPIA

kQZDw,

CHANNEL 1 1 V
CBS for Seattle, Tacoma
and Puget Sound area
Studios in Seattle and Tacoma

objection

the hearing examiner that actual presence in East Palatka is essential." The
station also was given additional time
to publish the required hearing announcement ina local newspaper. The
hearing had been scheduled to begin
Thursday (Nov. 30) in East Palatka and
will now take place Jan. 16 in Washington.
WREA's application was set for hearing on programming, unauthorized
transfer of control, financial and technical issues, among others. According
to the FCC, the station's1 transmitter
has been repossessed and its antenna
dismantled. WREA has been dark since
last winter.
BROADCASTING, November 27, 1961

WLWI

to stay

on

air

till final decision
Crosley Broadcasting Co. may remain
on the air with WLWI (TV) Indianapolis ch. 13 until the FCC has made
a final decision on the company's request for reconsideration of the FCC
grant of the facility to WIBC Indianapolis or until after a final court order
if Crosley seeks judicial review, the
commission ruled last week. In its order
granting ch. 13 to WIBC (Broadcasting, Oct. 30) the FCC had set Nov. 30
as the deadline for Crosley to abandon
the channel.
WIBC had asked the commission not

business

to grant Crosley's request for a stay
and had said it would be willing for
Crosley to continue operating on the
channel until WIBC had constructed
its station and was ready to begin
broadcasting.
As prospective operator of ch. 13,
WIBC asked the FCC to deny a petition for rulemaking by WTTV (TV)
Bloomington, Ind., that its ch. 4 be
shifted to Indianapolis. WIBC said such
a move would violate FCC rules and
create "a dangerous precedent" for requests to move channels from smaller
cities "where they provide valuable outlets for local self expression" to larger
metropolitan areas. WIBC said such
a move would not relieve financial
problems WTTV had cited because as
a fourth Indianapolis vhf station
WTTV would be without network affiliation. The station's operating costs
would increase but its revenue probably
wouldn't, WIBC predicted.
FCC asked to dismiss
KWK 'acquittal' move
The FCC should dismiss a motion by
KWK St. Louis that would permit the
hearing examiner to issue a "directed
verdict" finding the Broadcast Bureau
did not prove its case and therefore the
station should retain its license, the
bureau argued last week (At Deadline, Nov. 13).
The bureau said such a motion has
never been granted and there is good
reason for the absence of such precedent.
The bureau has presented its evidence against KWK and the burden of
proof that its license should be revoked
is on the bureau. KWK said that in
district courts judges can order a directed verdict of not guility if the prosecution has not established its case and
the defense is excused from presenting
rebuttal evidence. It asked the FCC to
give the hearing examiner in the KWK
hearing similar authority.
In reviewing rulings of district court
judges granting directed verdicts, appellate courts are bound by the findings
BROADCASTING, November 27, 1961

What could be more appropriate than^a subscription to TELEVISION for
your clients in the industry. TELEVISION probes beneath the surface of
topical subjects— discusses the inside news— examines the outside
influences. TELEVISION is thoughtfully edited, magnificently designedthe most elegantly distinctive book in its field.
TELEVISION
SUBSCRIPTION ORDER
□ Please send me a year
of TELEVISION at special
introductory rate of $3.00.
□ OR, I'll take advantage
of the TWO YEAR moneysaving rate of $5.00.
□ I pnrlnsp $
□ Bill me later.

NAMF

TITI F/pnsmnN

COMPANY
NAMF
f-MTY
addbfss
7HNF

9TATF

PLEASE SEND TO HOME ADDRESS:
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of fact unless they are "clearly erroneous," the bureau contended. But
the commission in making its decisions
is in no way bound by the decision of
its hearing examiners since it retains
freedom of decision — as though it had
heard the evidence itself, the bureau
pointed out.
Therefore if the full hearing proceeds and the commissioners reverse
the examiner's decision there will be
no need for remand and further hearing; but if the station does not present
evidence and the FCC disagrees with
the examiner's "directed verdict," a remand and further hearing would be
necessary to allow KWK rebuttal.
This, the bureau said, would result
in "undue protraction of the proceeding rather than aiding expedition."
ADA

favors U.S. ownership

Government ownership of the proposed space communications system
was advocated last week by Americans
for Democratic Action. In a statement
filed with the Senate Small Business
Committee Wednesday, the ADA
termed as a "giveaway" the proposals
that the space satellite communications
system be privately owned. The government has spent $300-5500 million
on the project, ADA said, and therefore it should be owned by the government.

BIGGER

Buy

commission's deintermixture proposal,
fears that the stories will discourage
"countless numbers of the people most
vitally affected" from expressing, in
letters to the FCC and their congressmen, their personal views on the proposed deintermixture of Madison.
The speech in question was delivered
Nov. 10 before the Manufacturers' Radio Service of the National Assn. of
Manufacturers, in New York. In it,
Commissioner Lee discussed his idea to
reserve for non-broadcast use those

than

SACRAMENTO
One

MADISON
'SHOOK
UP' BY HEADLINES
Congressman asks FCC to clarify deintermixture plan
A misinterpretation of a speech by vhf channels "proposed to be withFCC Commissioner Robert E. Lee by
drawn" (Broadcasting, Nov. 13).
two Madison, Wis., newspapers has led
Misleading Headlines ■ The Wisconsin State Journal headlined its story
Rep. Vernon W. Thomson (R-Wis.)
to call on the FCC to clarify the precise
of
the
Lee speech "FCC to Remove
status of its vhf-uhf deintermixture
Channel 3." The headline over the
proceeding.
story in The Capital Times was "To
In a letter to FCC Chairman Newton
Remove Channel 3 From Area." Actually, the FCC has not yet received
N. Minow, Rep. Thomson said virtually identical stories in the Wisconsin
final comments on its proposed ruleState Journal and The Capital Times
making— the deadline is Feb. 5. In
have led residents of the Madison area
addition, the House Commerce Comto believe that the deletion of Ch. 3 mitee plans hearings early in the next
Madison (WISC-TV) and seven other session on a number of bills that would
vhf channels involved in the deinterblock the FCC's deintermixture plans
(Broadcasting, Sept. 18).
mixture proceeding is "a virtually acRep. Thomson, who recently recomplished fact." who opposes the
turned to Washington from a visit to
Rep. Thomson,

- STOCKTON

Delivers

IDAHO

- MONTANA

plus 1 1 counties in Wyoming

at lower cost per thousand

SKYLINE TV NETWORK delivers 10,100 more TV homes than the
highest rated station in Sacramento-Stockton at nearly 1 8% less cost
per 1 ,000. SKYLINE delivers 92,300* nighttime homes every quarterhour Sunday through Saturday. Non-competitive coverage. One
contract — one billing — one clearance. Over 254,480 unduplicated
sets in 5 key markets. Interconnected with CBS-TV and ABC-TV.
IDAHO -

KID TV Idaho Falls
KlIX-TV Twin Falls
MONTANA - KXLF-TV Butte
KFBB-TV Great Falls
KOOK TV Billings

TV NETWORK
P.O. Box 2191
Idaho Falls, Idaho
"ARB ovetoge March. 1961
Call Mel Wright, phone JAckson 3-4567 • TWX No I F 1 65
or your nearest Hollingbery office or Art Moore in the Northwest
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his home district, said he
hand" that many of his
"were sorely troubled by
stories . . . believing that
mixture matter had already

knew "first
constituents
these news
the deinterbeen all but

The congressman, who has engaged
in
a dispute with Commissioner Lee
decided."
over the wisdom of the deintermixture
plans, said his own reading of the
speech indicates there is "some basis
for the misapprehension as to the facts
of He
the noted
matter."that the speech contained
"language such as the 'commission's
luly 28th announcement that it would
delete . . .' " and that it referred to the
" '8 deintermixed markets.' " He added
that the speech "failed to indicate with
the requisite clarity that would seem
to be the correct facts — namely that
the Madison Channel 3 matter is now
undergoing only the initial stages of
commission
adjudication.
. . ."
As a result,
the congressman
said,
the commission should "rectify this unfortunate situation" in Madison by providing the residents of the area with a
"statement of clarification setting forth
the relevant procedural facts. . . ." He
suggested that the statement be given
to the two local newspapers.
Commissioner Lee, meanwhile, continued his campaign for an all-uhf television system. In a speech before the
Washington, D. C, chapter of Institute
of Radio Engineers, he said there have
been "significant results" in the FCC's
New York uhf experiment, and expressed the belief that the test "will be
as much a demonstration as an experiHe cited reports of good reception
from fairly distant towns in Connecticut
and New Jersey. He added that catv
systems were interested in picking up
thement."
WUHF (ch. 31) signal but that the
FCC's contract with those New York
stations whose material it is broadcastBROADCASTING, November 27, 1961

SELL

*

ing prohibits rebroadcast.
Commissioner Lee outlined in some
detail his plan for shifting all tv stations
to uhf and allowing special radio services the use of the abandoned vhf frequencies (Broadcasting, Oct. 2). He
said the frequencies would be available
only to base stations, not mobile units,
that they would have to be 150 miles
from any television station and that antenna height would be limited to 200
feet above average terrain.
Stressing his philosophy that all tv
stations should be on the upper band,
the commissioner said he considered
selective deintermixture and all-band set
legislation as steps toward this goal. He
denied "trade press" statements that said
if the FCC gets the all-band legislation
from Congress, it will drop deintermixture.
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eople

WRC!

Washington leads the nation with the
highest percentage of adults who have
completed 4 or more years of college.
WRC leads Washington in programming
for this important audience. ■ From
NBC's "News On The Hour" and "Emphasis," toWRC's alert local coverage and
lively music programs WRC has the entertainment and informational programming
that attracts Washington's knowledgeable
adults. ■ Very Important People to any
advertiser who wants to educate Washington tohis products.

WRC*
980
WASHINGTON
REPRESENTED BY NBC SPOT SALES
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WRG'S

TIME

Tv compensation
*

TRY

plan answers

postponed by FCC to Dec. 6
An extension of time for CBS-TV
and its affiliates to answer the FCC's
Oct. 25 letter inquiring about the propriety of that network's "Incentive Comwas granted
the
commission pensation
lastPlan"week.
The newby date
for reply is Dec. 6.
The plan provides a sliding scale of
compensation to affiliates, giving them
a larger percentage in proportion to the
number of hours of CBS-TV programs
they carry (Broadcasting, Oct. 30).
In a comment last week, Meredith
Broadcasting Co. said the commission's
tentative conclusion that CBS's plan
violates FCC rules is "wholly erroneous." WHEN-TV Syracuse, N. Y., and
WOW-TV Omaha, Neb.— both Meredith stations — are affiliated with CBS
and the licensee said that "a most careful study" of the FCC's charges confirms Meredith's conclusion that no
violations are involved.
"The commission's letter seems to
suggest that there is some point at which
an incentive plan becomes illegal . . .
although no language in the rule can
be pointed to which gives the slightest
clue as to the point at which the line
of
legality
is to be network
drawn," Meredith
said.
Conventional
contracts
calling for a certain number of "free
hours" before compensation to affiliates
starts are incentive plans, Meredith
pointed out.
The FCC rule in question, Sec.
3.658(a), contains nothing on its face
which suggests that networks rates —
whether on a sliding scale or otherwise— could conceivably violate the
rule, Meredith said. The licensee said
the FCC should institute rulemaking
if the CBS compensation plan is to be
outlawed.

rograms
IN

WASHINGTON

WRC is Washington's Number 1 listeningpost Monday through Friday, from 6:00 to
7:00 P.M.* And with good reason. Just
look at the expert attention and talent
concentrated on that hour! ■ NBC News
on the Hour-established leader in broadcast journalism brings the world scene
into focus. Frank Forrester -one of the
nation's foremost meteorologists reveals
the whys and whens of the weather.
Bryson Rash -"dean of Washington correspondents" rounds up the day's events
in D. C. Jim Simpson - who has been
around the world covering major sports
events, highlights current doings in the
world of sports. WRC News-Washington's
established favorite gathers the important facts on "Today's Business." ■ Very
Important
Programming
for Washington's
adult
listeners,
the audience
with the
buying power.
WRC*

*Pulse, July-August, 1961
980

WASHINGTON
REPRESENTED BY NBC SPOT SALES
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BROADCASTING
"One-book

library of television and

radio information"

YEARBOOK
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+ NEW

size for easy handling and reference

+ NEW thumb index, separating the six major business areas of broadcasting

+ OLD

set-off with

price stands for your convenience

+ 566 pages, 3Vi lbs. — $4.00 each —
LIMITED EDITION
Compiled, edited and written by the same staff that produces BROADCASTING — The Businessweekly of Television
and Radio — serving the business of broadcasting since 1931.
* Published every September

BROADCASTING
television AND RaDio
the businessweeklv

□

New Yearbook and the next
52 issues of BROADCASTINC

□ 52 issues of BROADCASTINC

1735 0eSales street- NWWashington 6, D. C.

Businessweekly— $1 1.00
Businessweekly— $7.00

□ New Yearbook only — $4.00

title /position
company name
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probe

A congressional subcommittee which
since last summer has been planning
a hearing on charges broadcasters discriminate against small businessmen as
advertisers is having trouble lining up
complaining witnesses.
Rep. Dale Alford (D-Ark.), chairman of the investigating subcommittee,
a unit of the Small Business Committee, hinted that fear of reprisals may
be deterring some small businessmen
or their advertising agencies from
testifying.

any complainants
— and aretheynotdon't
concede there are— they
so concerned that they feel it would be worth
their while to testify.
Rep. Alford first announced plans
for the hearing in August. He said
then that the subcommittee had received complaints that small firms seeking to buy prime time are discriminated
against in the practices and policies of
tv and radio stations and networks.
Postponement Announced ■ He later
announced the hearing would be held
Nov. 6-7. But as that date approached,
and with the witness list limited to the
FCC, the Television Bureau of Advertising and the Radio Advertising
Bureau, he announced a month's postponement, to Dec. 6-7.
In postponing the hearings, he said
the subcommittee staff had uncovered
new evidence that needed developing,
and "new witnesses whose testimony
is expected to have a direct and important bearing on the subject of the
But last week, he
hearings."
the subcommittee
cooperation"
few are willingfrom
to

indicated that while
was getting "some
small businessmen,
testify.
Earlier, subcommittee staffers had
said some small businessmen and the
small-to-medium-sized agencies that
represent them felt that such testimony
would only make it more difficult for
them to deal with stations in the future.

Onethis
staffer
used the Rep.
word Alford
"reprisals"
in
connection.
said
there might be "some cases of this.
People discriminated against may feel
they have so much involved it would be
injurious
them iftodiscrimination
testify."
"I don'tforknow
exists
or not," he said. "But there is something somewhere if small business

address
city
F lease send fo home address-

Alford

Industry sources, however, said it's
probably more likely that if there are

separate directories indexing
the world of broadcasting

+ NEWLY designed departments,
new easy-to-read type faces

witnesses

state

people are afraid to testify."
The FCC last week...
■ Finalized rulemaking by reserving ch.
19 Bay City, Mich., for educational tv
and deleting the educational reservation
on ch. 73 there. The change was reBROADCASTING, November 27, 1961

quested by Delta College, Saginaw,
Mich.

adcast it
They're off-but don't br<
Broadcast stations had best not
consider bookmakers and touts

■ Denied a petition by KOAT-TV (ch.
7) Albuquerque to shift ch. 2 from
Santa Fe, N. M., or to assign ch. 2 to
Albuquerque-Santa Fe, and a counter
proposal by KGGM-TV (ch. 13) Albuquerque toshift ch. 2 to Las Vegas,
N. M. The commission said that there
was no merit to the proposals.
■ Was asked by Frontier Broadcasting
Co. (KSTF [TV] Scottsbluff, Neb., and
KFBC-TV Cheyenne, Wyo.) to enlarge
issues in the license renewal hearing
of Collier Electric Co., for four microwave systems which provide signals to
catv systems, to include the economic
injury that one system does Frontier
stations (Broadcasting, Oct. 30, 23).
Frontier said its stations are affiliated
with and give programs from all three
tv networks and that by sending signals
from three Denver tv stations into
Frontier's coverage area, Collier duplicates programming and diminishes
Frontier's revenue. It said it has been
recognized as a party in interest in
previous Collier proceedings by the
FCC but wants the commission to make
it plain that Frontier has full rights of
participation in the hearing.
■ Amended its rules to authorize the
chief hearing examiner to act on petitions for waiver of requirement that local notice of hearing be given within a
certain time and in a certain manner,
specifying the site of the hearing. The
chief examiner also was empowered to

among the "public" they endeavor
to serve, the FCC warned last week.
All stations were sent a "restatement" of commission policy on the
broadcast of horse race information.
Giving the full running, with or
without mutuel prices, giving detailed information before races on
jockey changes, track conditions and
probable odds and sponsorship of
race
information
programs by

scratch sheets will come under FCC
scrutiny at license renewal time, the
statement said.
The FCC granted circumstances
may vary greatly in individual cases
and said it will continue "to study
each set of facts on a case-by-case

broadinterest
Congress
ion wasin evinced
informat
casts of raceional
at recent Senate Rackets Committee hearings at which FCC represenbasis."tatives testified on its policies.

dismiss applications with prejudice for
failure to comply with the local notice
requirement.

such purposes as determining physiological data or durability of material
under stress.
The FCC said these devices have

FCC

been operated throughout the 30-100
mc band, which is reserved to licensed
radio services concerned with the protection of life and property. Under the
plan to authorize their use in the fm
band, field strength limits would be set
which would make remote the possibility of interference to other radio
users and the FCC would require type

acts to isolate

telemetering

devices

A proposal to restrict low-power telemetering devices and wireless microphones to the fm frequency band (88108 mc) has been set for rulemaking
by the FCC. Such equipment is not
licensed nor is licensing contemplated.
Manufacturers of this equipment,
which the FCC said is growing increasingly popular especially in the medical
field, have requested the FCC to specify
conditions under which they can be
used. Telemetering devices measure
impulses electronically and are used for

approval, based on its own laboratory
measurements as a control mechanism.
Users would be restricted to the 88-100
mc band and would not be protected
from interference which might be
caused them.
Comments on the proposal are due
Jan. 15, 1962.

PROGRAMMING
Trend

to variety

RECORD

SOURCE

in radio

INC. NOTES

The "something for everybody" radio
format is making a comeback — especially in the music played. "Diversification" isthe word Hal B. Cook, president of Record Source Inc., New York,
uses to describe the currently developing trend.
With their search for variety, radio
programmers are issuing orders to
soften the beat of rock 'n' roll music
— despite the current dance craze
among adults for the rocking "Twist."
Along with the de-emphasis of rock 'n'
roll, there is a definite move to longplaying album recordings at the expense of single recordings.
"Stations today are really thinking
about their programming," Mr. Cook
explains. Many, especially in smaller
markets, are swtching from specialized
(Top-20,-40,-100; easy listening, etc.) to
generalized formats. In general, however, large multi-station markets will
continue with the specialized approach.
Here, too, a de-emphasis of rock 'n'
BROADCASTING, November 27, 1961

FADE

programs
IN ROCK

W

seen
ROLL

roll seems in the offing.
For moreRecord
than aSource
year, Inc.
Mr. Cook's
company,
(RSI),
has been providing low-cost recordpackage plans to radio stations. The
demand for such a company arose
when the record companies found their
promotion budgets insufficient to provide free records to all of the more
than 4,000 radio stations now in operation. The record companies still can
and do provide complimentary recordings to the large metropolitan stations.
So, in general, it is the smaller stations
which do business with RSI and with
which Mr. Cook is most familiar.
Mr. Cook makes the following observations on trends in music:
■ The "easy listening" package now
surpasses the "Hot 100" (rock 'n' roll)
package on the RSI subscription list.
■ More stations now subscribe for
album plans than for those offering
single recordings.
■ A growing demand for "spoken-

word" recordings may indicate a developing trend toward specialized alltalk formats in the large markets. Small
stations are turning to "spoken word"
to vary their music-news formats.
When RSI began, it offered nearly
a score of specialized packages. Because
the radio formats then in vogue created
so little demand for several, the plans
offered were reduced to six — three
singles packages and three album packages— covering five types of music:
easy listening, rock 'n' roll, country and
western, jazz and classical. With the
resurgence of variety formats, Mr.
Cook says he is seriously considering
the revival of several of the discarded
services.

began, RSI has sent its subSince itscribers
albums from more than 35
record labels and singles from nearly
100. With the impending death of the
rock 'n' roll era. Mr. Cook expects to
use fewer labels in the future. (Many
record companies sprout overnight to
give birth to one hit recording. When
that hit has run its course, the record
company usually has, too.)
Mr. Cook offers one word of caution
6S

to stations considering the use of "spoken-word" recordings: audition all dramatic or comedy records before they
are broadcast. The language may not
conform to profanity laws or the station's own programming code.
Four Star net up 23%
in first fiscal quarter
For the first quarter of its current
fiscal year, Four Star Television increased its net income after taxes 23%
from the comparable period last year,
according to Thomas J. McDermott, executive vice president and chief executive officer. For the 14 weeks ended
Sept. 30, net income after taxes was a
record $181,675, equal to 30 cents a

A hit
A new
program,
Broadway

from Broadway
approach to a music radio
combining the use of
show tunes and taped interviews with musical comedy stars
in their dressing rooms and theatre
lovers in the lobbies, is called "a
smash success, both in ratings and
sponsorship" by officials of WCBS
New York. The WCBS program Lee
Jordan's Music of Broadway is carried each Sunday 10:05 a.m.-12:30
p.m. and 1 : 15-2 p.m.
Almost two years ago station offi-

share on the 611,250 common shares
outstanding at the end of the period.
For a comparable period in 1960, net
income was $147,226, or 25 cents a
share on the 600,000 common shares
then outstanding.
Gross income for the first quarter of
1961 totaled $3,000,778, compared with
gross income of $3,581,221 registered
in the same period a year ago.
FourPowell
Star'sShow
properties
The
Dick
and Theinclude
Detectives
on NBC-TV and Rifleman on ABC-TV.
CBS-TV

makes

new shifts

CBS-TV continued to shuffle its evening programming last week in an effort
to strengthen its schedule "in a highly
competitive year," according to Oscar

for WCBS
cials decided that the Sunday morning period, devoted to religious and
educational programming, was in
need of revitalization. Research indicated the morning period reached
slightly more than 40,000 homes.
After consultation with station officials, Mr. Jordan worked out a format for the presentation of Broadway music of the past and present
exclusively and occasional interviews
with performers appearing in New
York musicals. In January 1959 the

Katz, vice president of network proStarting Jan. 4, Mrs. G. Goes to Colgrams.lege (Wed., 9:30-10 p.m. EST) moves
to Thursday evenings, 9:30-10 p.m.
EST. The new evening version of the
game show, Password, originally scheduled to fill that spot (Broadcasting,
Nov. 20) will be in the Tuesday 8-8:30
p.m. time period instead, beginning
Jan. 2.
The Dick Van Dyke Show (Tue.,
8-8:30 p.m.) changes to Wednesdays
at 9:30-10 p.m., starting Jan. 3.
The new Groucho Marx series, Tell
It to Groucho, will be presented at 99:30 p.m., beginning Thursday, Jan.
11. The final broadcast of The Investigators (Thur., 9-10 p.m.), will be Dec.
28.

program started in the 10:05 a.m.12:30 p.m. period only.
"Ratings began to rise gradually,"
Mr. Jordan recalled, "and sponsors
started to come in." By the fall of this
year, we found that the morning slot
was virtually sold out. Research
showed that our audience had almost
quadrupled — to almost 120,000
homes. About six weeks ago, the
station opened up the 1:15-2 p.m.
period and this portion is usually
sold out too.
"The audience seems to like our
interviews — a backstage look at music through the eyes of performers
appearing on Broadway, other entertainment personalities and even people I like to call 'theater buffs' that
I meet at Broadway openings. Accordingly, we have extended the
number of interviews and now on
each program, we schedule about 17
minutes for 'behind-the-scenes' chatter, carried at intervals throughout
the broadcast. Each broadcast will
have a specific Broadway musical as
its theme, with both the music and
the interviews pegged to the one
Mr. Jordan, who has had experience as a newsman with WSB Atmusical."
lanta, WLW Cincinnati and WHAS
Louisville, tries to attend each Broadway musical opening and, with portable equipment, interviews the stars
in their dressing rooms and wellknown theatrical figures and other
newsworthy personalities in the lobby. He also obtains material by talking to performers associated with
Broadway hits of the past.

Anna Maria Alberghetti, singing
star of the Broadway musical, "Carnival," is interviewed in her dressing room by Lee Jordan, who uses
70 (PROGRAMMING)

tapes of back-stage talks with theatrical personalities on his weekly
"Lee Jordan's Music of Broadway"
program over WCBS New York.

Another sign-post of the program's
growing popularity: several radio
syndicators have approached Mr.
Jordan to discuss the possible sale
of the program to other stations.
BROADCASTING, November 27, 1961

NOW
A

STUDIO

WITH
OF

5000

WATTS

EXPOSURE

THAT
PALM

LIGHT

OF

FITS

IN

YOUR

THE
HAND!

takes

the

place

This is the compact new photo light that
has started a revolution in studio lighting.
It's a specially
PROFESSIONAL version ofengineered
the SUN GUN
home
movie light, invented by Sylvania, that
major Hollywood studios have already
adopted.
The SUN GUN PROFESSIONAL is so
small it actually fits in the palm of your
hand. So powerful it produces 5,000 watts
exposure ... at only 1000-watts electrical
cost. So versatile that it easily does the
work of most studio lighting equipment
. . . and does it better! And the SUN GUN

of studio

lights

PROFESSIONAL weighs only 3 pounds!
Unlike regular studio equipment, SUN
GUN PROFESSIONAL is inexpensive to
buy, inexpensive to maintain, inexpensive
to
on location.
What'sbrightness
more, SUN
GUNshipmaintains
original
and
color temperature for the entire life of the
lamp . . . without reducing lamp life!
Where does SUN GUN get its fantastic
brilliance? For one thing, it has an amazingly powerful 1000-watt High-Silica
Halogen lamp with 65,000 center beam
candlepower. It also has a special reflector
with over 750 light-intensifying surfaces.

10

times

bigger

The result is an intensely bright light that
floods the scene like the sun. Light is
smooth
and even.
Balanced
to 3400°K
for
indoor color
film use.
Instantly
replaceable
lamp has 12 hours' average life.
SUN GUN PROFESSIONAL is completely adjustable. Head can be aimed in
any direction. Beam spread is 30° vertical;
36° horizontal. Complete with portrait lens,
flood lens, metal barn doors, and 12-foot
cord.
Sylvania Lighting Products, Division of
Sylvania Electric Products Inc., 1740
Broadway, New York 19, N. Y.

10

times

heavier...

10

times

more

expensive!

SEE NEXT PAGE FOR COMPLETE DETAILS ON BUILT-IN FEATURES AND SPECIALIZED STUDIO ACCESSORIES.
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Full range of optional accessories quickly adapts SUN GUN for every studio lighting need!
Accessory holder. Adapts SUN GUN
Snoots. Provide a finely controlled
Large barn doors. Permit horizontal
beam for spot highlighting of
to accept the following wide varicontrol of light beam to conform
o
ety
of
specialized
optional
accessmall
areas.
Two
sizes-large
and
to specific
sories:
ments or toareakeeplighting
light requireout of
special optical "Sniper Snoot."
camera lens.
Carrying case. For convenient carDaylight filter. Corrects color temSpecial 3200°K filter. High-silica
lenses. rying of SUN GUN and accessory
glass, accurately balanced for Type
perature of basic 3400°K lamp to
permit use with daylight type color
B film.
film. Eliminates need to correct
Super-spread lens. Spreads beam
Diffusing
filter. Spun-glass scrim
to
match
field
of
extra-wide-angle
light with
camera offilters
provides soft, even, diffused light
camera lenses. For use with large
duce efficiency
fine that
camerarebarn
doors
or
accessory
holder.
for
close-up
work. Includes removlenses.
able spread lens.
Sylvania Lighting Products
Division of Sylvania Electric Products Inc.
1740 Broadway, New York 19, N. Y.
Please send me free technical information on the new
SUN GUN PROFESSIONAL Photo Light.

'm MAIL COUPON TODAY FOR MORE INFORMATION

Name_

SYLVANIA
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Here are the next 10 days of network color
shows (all times are EST).
NBC-TV:
Nov. 27-Dec. 1, 4-6 (6-6:30 a.m.) Continental Classroom, Contemporary Mathematics.
Nov. 27-Dec. 1, 4-6 (6:30-7 a.m.) Continental Classroom, American Government.
Nov. 27-Dec. 1, 4-6 (10:30-11 a.m.) Play
Your Hunch, part.
Nov. 27-Dec. 1, 4-6 (11-11:30 a.m.) The
Price Is Right, part.
Nov. 27-Dec. 1, 4-6 (12:30-12=55 p.m.) It
Could Be You, part.
Nov. 27-Dec. 1, 4-6 (2-2:30 p.m.) Jan Murray Show, part.
Nov. 27, Dec. 4 (8:30-9 p.m.) The Price
Right, P. Lorillard through Lennen & Newell;
American Home Products through Ted Bates.
Nov. 27-Dec. 1, 4-6 (11:15 p.m.-l a.m.) The
Jack Paar Show, part.
Nov. 29 (9-10 p.m.) We The People, 1961,
Kraft through J. Walter Thompson.
Nov. 30 (9:30-11 p.m.) Hallmark Hall of
Fame, Hallmark through Foote, Cone & Belding.
Dec. 1 (9:30-10:30 p.m.) Dinah Shore
Show, AT&T through N. W. Ayer and American
Dairy through Campbell-Mithun.
Dec. 2 (9:30-10 a.m.) Pip the Piper, General Mills through Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample.
Dec. 2 (10-10:30 a.m.) The Shari Lewis
Show, Nabisco through Kenyon & Eckhardt.
Dec. 2 (10:30-11 a.m.) King Leonardo and
His Short Subjects, General Mills through
Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample.
Dec. 2 (5-6 p.m.) All-Star Golf, Kemper
Insurance through Clinton Frank; Reynolds
Metals through Lennen & Newell.
NBC-TV'S
Newspaper

A WINNER
critics poll gives

network top spot-Sarnoff
NBC Board Chairman Robert Sarnoff has reviewed the reviewers. He
did so in a letter to radio-tv editors today (Nov. 27). In it are the results of
his network's "analysis" of what the
critics have had to say about this season's programs — and by happenstance
this yardstick measurement places NBCTV on top.
Mr. Sarnoff proudly proclaimed that
of a "top 14" list his researchers compiled of programs received favorably
by the critics, NBC-TV walked off with
9. Equally satisfying (to NBC-TV at
least): of a low list of the 12 most
panned shows, only three are on NBCTV.
He said
its "reading,"
network
culledthattheforcritical
reviews the
of
the seven New York dailies and the
Christian Science Monitor. Each review was gauged as "excellent," "good,"
"fair," "poor" and "no opinion." Only
those program starts on which at least
two of the critics expressed an opinion
were used.
BROADCASTING, November 27, 1961

Dec. 2 (7:30-8:30 p.m.) Tales of Wells
Fargo, part.
Dec. 2 (9-11 p.m.) Saturday Night At the
Movies, part.
Dec. 3 (concl. of football game to 5 p.m.)
Patterns in Music, sust.
op.Dec. 3 (6-6:30 p.m.) Meet the Press, coDec. 3 (7-7:30 p.m.) The Bullwinkle Show,
General Mills through Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample; Ideal Toys and Beech-Nut Gum through
Young & Rubicam.
Dec. 3 (7:30-8:30 p.m.) Walt Disney's
Wonderful World of Color, RCA and Eastman Kodak through J. Walter Thompson.
Dec. 3 (9-10 p.m.) Bonanza, Chevrolet
through Campbell-Ewald.
Dec. 3 (10-11 p.m.) Highways in Melody,
Cities Service through Lennen & Newell.
Dec. 4 (8-9 p.m.) Japan— East is West,
Lincoln-Mercury through Kenyon & Eckhardt.
Dec. 6 (6:45-7 p.m.) Huntley-Brinkley Report, Texaco through Cunningham & Walsh.
Dec. 5 (7:30-8:30 p.m.) Laramie, part.
Dec. 6 (7:30-8:30 p.m.) Wagon Train, R. J.
Reynolds through William Esty; National Biscuit through McCann-Erickson, and Ford
through J. Walter Thompson.
Dec. 6 (8:30-9 p.m.) Joey Bishop Show,
American Tobacco through Sullivan, Stauffer,
Colwell & Bayles and Procter & Gamble
through Benton & Bowles.
Dec.Hall,
6 (9-10
p.m.) Perry
Como's
Kraft
Music
Kraft through
J. Walter
Thompson.
Dec. 6 (10-10:30 p.m.) The Bob Newhart
Show, Sealtest through N. W. Ayer.
Dec. 6 (10:30-11 p.m.) David Brinkley's
Journal, Douglas Fir Plywood through Cunningham & Walsh; Pittsburgh Plate Glass
through BBD0.
The favorable programs were those
about which more than half of the reviewers expressing an opinion rated the
shows excellent or good. The shows
"panned" were those about which at
least half of the critics expressing an
opinion called them "poor."
Here is his top 14 (grouped according to network) :
On ABC-TV — Alcoa Premiere and
Target: The Corrupters; CBS-TV —
Father of the Bride, Mrs. G. Goes to
College and Window on Main Street;
NBC-TV — David Brinkley's Journal,
Dick Powell Show, Dr. Kildare, DuPont Show of the Week, International
Showtime, Hazel, 1-2-3 Go (an early
Sunday evening program), Saturday
Night at the Movies and Walt Disney's
Wonderful World of Color.
Here is Mr. Sarnoff 's bottom 12
(grouped according to network) :
On ABC-TV — Bus Stop, Follow the
Sun, The New Breed, The New Steve
Allen Show and Top Cat; CBS-TV —
Bob Cummings Show, The Investigators, Ichabod and Me, Mister Ed (also
early evening); NBC-TV — 87th Precinct, Joey Bishop Show and Theatre
62 (pre-empts Show of the Week about
once each month).

UPPER
PENINSULA
AN'S
CHIG
MI
IS EASILY AVAILABLE
NOW

The New

$100,000,000

BIG-MAC

Bridge

carries thousands to the U. P. daily!

Paul Bunyan Television
WT0M-TV
V
WPBN-T
Cheboygan
Traverse Cit>
One Rate Card
Covers 25 Northern Michigan Counties
INCLUDING a big chunk of the U. P.
and parts of Canada
Offering the Only Principal
City Grade and Grade A
coverage to Traverse City,
of Resort-Rich
and much
Cheboygan,
Northern
Michigan

Reach the MOST homes with
7000 MORE Homes Reached Than
(M-F, Noon-6 PM)
1900 MORE Homes Reached Than
(M-F, 6 PM-Mid.)
2S00 MORE Homes Reached Than
(Sat. 6 PM-Mid.)
19C0 MORE Homes Reached Than
(Sun. 6 PM-Mid.)
•ARB (March, 1960)
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Sta. B.
Sta. B.
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Network Representative Elisabeth Beckjorden
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You've
got
HOW DAVID WOLPER

to
be
a documentary
lover
FOUND SUCCESS: HE DWELT AMONG UNTRODDEN WAYS

In the more than 50 years that the
movies have been part of the American
way of life, almost every major industry in the land has at one time or another found occasion to have its history
recorded on motion picture film. The
outstanding exception has been the motion picture itself, but now this remarkable and, at least to Hollywood, regrettable omission is being remedied.
This Wednesday, at 7:30-8:30 p.m.,
NBC-TV is pre-empting the time normally occupied by Wagon Train to
present a special program, "Hollywood
— the Golden Years."' This program,
documenting the history of silent pictures from their early, nickelodeon
days to the lush era of 1920's, will be
sponsored by Procter & Gamble and
P&G also has an option on the 90minute sequel, "Hollywood — the Talkies," which NBC-TV also will broadcast, probably about a year from now.
Social historians will record it as
significant, if ironic, that when the life
story of motion pictures was first told,
the telling was done by a tv producer
for use on a medium the movie makers
first ignored, then bitterly opposed and
at length reluctantly accepted as one of
the inescapable facts of life of America
in the 1960's. A tragi-comic footnote
might mention the history's commercial
sponsorship, and a soap company, at
that.
Why They Waited ■ "The long delay of the movies in getting their own
story on film would be incredible if
there weren't a very simple explanation," David L. Wolper said last week.
"For understandable reasons, none of
the major picture producers was willing
to give any other company free access
to its film library and files, yet they
would not accept the idea that any outside producer could do the job proper-

y" success of Wolper Productions
iThe
in getting the right to do it and the
cooperation essential to doing it right
was the result of "a lot of perserverance
and a little lucky timing," Mr. Wolper
explained. First he talked to executives
of the Motion Picture Producers Assn.,
then to the heads of the seven individual major motion picture companies
who comprise the MPPA membership,
finally he made three appearances before the MPPA board of directors. "The
third time was the day after Kennedy's
campaign speech on the history of our
nation and the importance of our national heritage. I stole his idea and
told the producers that the best way to
sell motion pictures was to remind peo76 (PROGRAMMING)

ple that for more than half a century
movies had been an important part of
their lives. That did the trick and
after I'd agreed to give part of the
proceeds to any charity that the producers
proval.selected,
Then allI Igot
hadtheto board's
do was apto
get seven copies of the contract signed
by the individual companies and if
you've ever tried to get seven corporation lawyers to agree to identical language you'll appreciate my need for all
the perserverance I could muster up."
When he'd gained access to the libraries of the individual companies,
Mr. Wolper discovered that many of
the early pictures were not there because they had been sold to their stars
and he finally had to go to more than
80 sources to get the films he wanted.
Sometimes the trail was long, such as
that for Garbo's first picture — a filmed
ad for a bakery which she made in
Sweden when she was 16. "I'd read
about it in loe Steel's biography of
Garbo," Mr. Wolper said, "and we
got a print by tracking down the
bakery and persuading the manager to
have some one look for it. He was
sure it had been destroyed or discarded
years before, so the persuasion took
more time than it did for them to find
it, once they started looking. But they
did and we have a bit of it in our
documentary."
After getting all the rights
cating all the films,
found themselves
withWolper's
more
million feet of film to study to

and loeditorsa
than
get just

the parts they wanted. "All in all, we
spent more than a year on the job and
there were many times when I felt that
the movie producers had been smart
not to attempt the job themselves," he
said. "The next one, dealing with pictures with sound and of a more recent
vintage, won't be so tough, or so I
keep telling myself."
A Young Man's Field ■ Television
came along just in time to answer
David
LloydandWolper's
demand
for an
interesting
rewarding
occupation.
Born in New York City, Jan. 11, 1928,
Dave had graduated from Columbia
High School and had a couple of years
of college (one each at Drake U. in
Des Moines and Southern California
in Los Angeles) when he learned that
the father of a high school pal, Jim
Harris, had bought a batch of short
films to sell in the home movie field.
"Jim and I asked him to let us try our
hand in selling them to the handful of
tv stations that were on the air then —
15, as I recall. He said sure and offered
use half of whatever we could get. That

was all we needed and in very short
order those 60 shorts were running on
every station in the country."
Soon after that, Dave and Jim and
Jim's father and another friend, Sy
Weintraub, formed Flamingo Films as
a distribution company of programs for
television. Flamingo got the tv rights
to a number of full length features, including "Adventures
Martin
Eden,"
which David
recalls asof the
first feature
film ever sold to television (and he
should recall it for he made the sale).
Flamingo also had the tv rights to the
Superman shorts, features, cartoons and
serials.
Whenever a new tv station went on
the air, David was on hand for the
grand opening. "I attended about 60
inaugural affairs in a couple of years,"
he said. "Mostly I was the only film
salesman there and the first of that
breed the station management had ever
met,
so I that
generally
sale."
He
recalled
whenmade
he the
first
visited
WDAF-TV, the publisher of the Kansas
City Star, owner of the station, sat in
on the screening along with the station
manager and other executives. "Buying
a feature for tv was a big thing then."
In 1951, Flamingo was merged with
Elliot Hyman's Associated Artists by
Matty Fox to form a new company,
Motion Pictures for Television. David
was elected vice president in charge of
west coast operations and in the next
three years sold more than $10 million
worth of films for television, including
Superman to Kellogg, which retained
its sponsorship of the series for eight
Flamingo pulled out of MPTV in
1954 and was reorganized by the origiyears.
nal partners who ran it for a couple of
years more before selling it to Essex
Universal Corp. David spent a year as
executive vice president of the Continental Industrial Bank of Los Angeles
in charge of motion picture and television loans, but by 1958 he was back
in tv programming as head of Wolper
Productions. Wolper's first product was
a series of 78 half-hour Divorce Hearing programs for distribution by Allied
Artists' Interstate Tv.
Networks Said No ■ That same year
Mr. Wolper produced "Race for
Space," hour-long documentary program dealing with the U.S.A.-U.S.S.R.
contest for supremacy in outer space
exploration. He was successful in getting full cooperation from both the
U. S. and the Russian governmental
agencies concerned, but when he attempted to find a network time period
BROADCASTING, November 27, 1961

for the program he was blocked by the
networks' policy not to broadcast any
public affairs programs they had not
themselves produced. So, despite its
official sanction and although it had already been sold to an advertiser, "Race
for Space" was ruled out by the networks.
"Fortunately, I had a stubborn sponsor who wouldn't take no for an
answer," Mr. Wolper related. The sponsor, Shulton Inc., and its agency, Wesley Assoc., lined up 105 stations (all
but six of them network affiliates)
which carried the program as national
spot business, the last week in April
1960 and rebroadcast it a few weeks
later. The next year, after it had been
nominated for a Motion Picture Academy Oscar (first tv program ever so
honored), "Race for Space" got a third
nationwide non-network showing, this
time for Tidewater Oil, which followed
it shortly on the same stations with
another Wolper space documentary,
"Project: Man in Space."
"Again, the timing broke right for
us,"
Mr. dates
Wolperhadrecounted.
broadcast
been set "The
five
months in advance and there was nothing we could do about them, but "Race
for Space" went on just a few days
after Yuri Gagarin made his historic
flight and "Man in Space" was broadcast the same week as Alan Shepard's
venture into outer space."
Sports ■ Following "Race for Space"
Wolper Productions found itself solidly
in the documentary business. F & M
Schaefer Brewing Co., through BBDO,
New York, ordered two one-hour sports
specials, "The Biography of a Rookie,"
Willie Davis of the Los Angeles
Dodgers, and "The Rafer Johnson
Story," the United States decathlon
champion. "Rookie" was broadcast last
April and "Rafer Johnson" in September, on a national spot basis.
Ziv-United Artists liked the pattern
of those two sports programs, with real
people playing themselves in their reallife surroundings and no professional
actors, and asked Wolper Productions
for a series of half-hour programs of
that order to be called "The Story
of. . . ." an artist, a bull fighter, a test
pilot, a singer, a prisoner, and so on.
"We call these dramatic documentaries
and we try to make them like any other
drama with a hero and a villain, a conflict and a climax," Mr. Wolper stated.
"We want to end each one with a dramatic note, and not with a group of
people looking up at the sky or walking
into a sunset. We believe that the average viewer wants to be entertained
more than he does to be informed or
educated, so we try to use the elements
of good entertainment to keep him
watching these documentaries. "The
Story of a Singer" concludes with her
BROADCASTING, November 27, 1961

opening night at Las Vegas, "The Story
of a Prisoner" with his appearance before the parole board, "The Story of a
Boxer" with his first fight at Madison
Square Garden, "The Story of an Artist" with his first one-man show. Of
course, we can't control what happens
and sometimes it's not exactly what
we'd prefer. Our boxer lost his fight;
our artist got bad reviews on his show,
but he sold six paintings, so maybe
that was really a happy ending after
all.
"Each of these Stories takes eight
weeks to produce, with eight days of
shooting and five weeks of editing. We
don't shoot a foot of film in the studio;
it's all done on location and sometimes
it gets to be a terrific problem in logistics. The key is what we learned from
Willie Davis and Rafer Johnson — to
let each character do on camera what
he does in his everyday life, so he's
bound to do it naturally and forget
there's a camera watching him do it."
Great Men's Lives ■ Wolper Productions has another 39 half-hour programs in the works for Official Films.
With the generic title, Biography, these
deal with the lives of famous people

and unlike The Story of . . . these are
not produced at all but edited from
stock footage. "It's a different sort
of a thing but it's no less difficult," Mr.
Wolper commented. "To dig out the
proper facts about Admiral Byrd or
General Pershing or Ghandi or Babe
Ruth or the Windsors — to name a few
of our subjects — -we have to know
what's available in all of the newsreel
libraries as there's no point in worrying
about what's not there, like a picture
of Hitler on the telephone. There just
isn't one and when you think about it
there's no reason that there ever should
have been a cameraman around to
make such a picture.
"To make it easier for Jack Haley
Jr., who is the producer of that series,
and his staff, we have put all of the
newsreel file cards on microfilm, with
a light flash every 10 years to help
speed up the research process. Even
so, it's a terrific job."
Overseas Market ■ David Wolper
looks for a big export business for
Biography, first, because each subject
is known around the world; second,
because the subject speaks his own
language and only the narration need
77

be translated, so there are no problems
that arise when lip synchronization is
called for; third, because this type of
program is good for use in many places
besides tv. On the day of the interview,
an order had come in from United
States Information Agency for 25 prints
of "The Rafer Johnson Story" to be
shipped to Ghana for showing in
schools.
In 1960, Mr. Wolper joined forces
with Sol J. Turrell, president of Sterling Television Co., to form WolperSterling Productions. "Project: Man in
Space," "Biography of a Rookie," "The
Rafer Johnson Story," "Hollywood — the Golden Years," and "Hollywood —
the Talkies" have been released under
the W-S label, as well as "Valentino,"
a film biography of the great screen
lover produced by Mr. Turrell. W-S
has recently been replaced by Fountainhead International, a distribution firm
owned 50-50 by the Wolper and Sterling operations, whose function will be
to handle re-run sales of their programs. George Hancock, formerly with
Screen Gems, is heading the F I sales
operation.
Right now Wolper Productions is at
work on two one-hour specials for use
on the DuPont Show of the Week on
NBC-TV, probably next spring. They
are "The Birth of a Broadway Musical"
and "The Biography of a Movie." Each
will begin with the germination of the
idea and follow through the myriad
details of the production to the musical's opening night and the movie's
premiere. Two more DuPont-NBC specials are being discussed and a number
of other specials and two more series
are currently in negotiation.
It Takes Dedication ■ "Our real problem is manpower," Mr. Wolper noted.
"There just aren't enough people with
documentary experience around, even
though the networks are training more
people for us now and we're grateful
for those we've gotten from them in
the past. Good documentary makers
are dedicated people, like Mel Stuart,
producer of The Story of . . . who got
his start with Henry Salomon and the

Project 20 specials at NBC-TV and
then worked with CBS-TV's 20th
Century series before joining the Wolper organization. Most of the top documentary people write and direct and
produce their programs, as well as
doing a lot of the basic research on
them. One of our group — Art Swerdloff, who came to use from CBS Reports— even does his own editing. And
they're
documentary
lovers.
That's
essential.all The
work is too
demanding
for anyone who isn't in love with it."
There's also a problem of space for
the company's personnel, currently
abount 150, and the tons of equipment
needed to record and edit the material
now in production. The company has
already out-grown the building at 8720
Sunset Blvd. (built by Earl Carroll of
The Vanities fame and retaining a Carroll touch in the circular reception
room of red velour panels separated by
stark white pillars) which it moved into earlier this year. It has just taken
over the building next door and, still
feeling cramped, is planning to lease
still another nearby building next
month.
Wolper Productions today is the top
producer of documentaries outside of
the networks and David Wolper, at 33,
is much too busy with the work at
hand to worry about new fields to conquer. Leaning back at his desk and
puffing thoughtfully on his cigar (a La
Corona Raphael), he reflected that
"television for all its faults, should be
credited with upgrading documentaries.
In the movie theatres, they were chiefly
filler and often boring filler at that.
Television has given them real stature.
"Maybe we should thank Newton
Minow for a fine publicity job on our
behalf. It's certainly a fact that since
his famous 'vast wasteland' speech
there's been an upswing in interest in
documentaries, even among advertising
agencies. It came after the schedules
had been pretty well set for this season, but there's a lot of interest for
next year and if we can get the people
to handle it I expect our business to

MGM-TV, BBC join on series
MGM-TV and BBC have begun production on Zero One (Broadcasting,
Nov. 6), a new half hour adventure
series to be carried on the British television network early in 1962.
Zero One is being produced at
MGM's British studios in Herts, near
London and on location in England.
The series, produced by Lawrence P.
Bachman, head of British production
for MGM, is based on the memoirs of
Donald Fish, former security officer for
British Overseas Airways Corp.
Aida Young is associate producer
and Elliott Baker script editor of the
series, which will star Nigel Patrick and
Bill Smith.
Program

NBC'S forecast ■ NBC News' annual
forecast of world events will be presented as a full-hour special color
broadcast called Projection '62 on
NBC-TV Jan. 5, 1962. It will be sponsored by the Gulf Oil Corp. through
Young & Rubicam. Producer is Chet
Hagan.
Reynolds Metals film ■ Aluminum in
Defense, a 10-minute, 16mm sound
color film about the U. S. military
produced by the Reynolds Metals Co.,
is available for free loan to tv stations
through Association Films, New York.
Jellybean series ■ Jules Power Productions, New York, has completed Jellybean Comedy Clubhouse, a series of
104 children's program vignettes produced by Danny Wilson, vice president
of Power. The program will be distributed by the Power organization
in the U. S. and abroad.

have doubled by then."
50+

TvQ's top ten for October by age
Total
6-11
Groups
12-17 Age18-34
Audience
35-49
Rank Program
54
54
1 Disney World of Color (NBC)
51
78
61
39
41
41
2 Ben Casey (ABC)
50
42
40
3 Saturday Night Movie (NBC)
65
58
48
49
4 Andy Griffith Show (CBS)
47
65
49
43
43
45
45
60
49
4 Sing Along with Mitch (NBC)
47
47
30
38
48
60
36
44
*
Q
6 Bonanza (NBC)
40
46 Tv
42
*
Q
v
T
6 Real McCoys (ABC)
60
44
47
46
51
8 International Showtime (NBC)
44
39 TvQ*
35
50
39
*
Q
36
v
T
65
56
8 Red Skelton (CBS)
44
*
Q36
v
61
T
35
48
43
36
41
47
43
10 Wagon Train (NBC)
39
39
*Percentage of viewers familiar with a show who consider it "one of my favorites."
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notes...

TvQ*

New Ziv-UA series ■ Ziv-United Artists
reports it has signed Leslie Stevens to
write, produce and direct an hourlong series, Rodeo, U.S.A., which will
be produced in association with ABCTV. The series is aimed for presentation on the network during 1962-63.
Mr. Stevens is the second independent
producer signed by Ziv-UA for the
creation of new network series (Broadcasting, Nov. 18).
Biographical series ■ Wolper Productions Inc. will produce a new television
series, Biography, which will document
the lives of outstanding world figures
of the past half-century. Jack Haley
Jr., who produced the pilot "Fiorello
LaGuardia," has been named producer
of the new series. Production is now
underway on the stories of Admiral
Richard Byrd, Charles Lindbergh, Babe
Ruth, Franklin D. Roosevelt, and
Thomas Alva Edison.
Branching out ■ The U. of Detroit has
added to its production schedule a
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1230 West Washington Blvd. New
phone: 666-3345. Mills currently is
marketing new two-minute radio sports
feature, Sports Beyond Belief, and last
week made major sale to Post & Mohr,
Chicago, for Old Milwaukee beer in
60-100 markets.

Mather, is developing new series,
Speaking of People for 1962-63. The
program is geared to bring the feature
story technique to tv. Done live from
New York, the program illustrates the
immediacy and spot news value of
television.

Mental health film ■ "You Are Not
Alone," the story of a man who goes
through an emotional disturbance, is
available in 16mm to tv stations, community organizations, high schools and
industries. The half-hour drama was
commissioned by the Connecticut Mutual Life Insurance Co., and produced
by Association Films Inc., New York.

Murder documentary ■ The Crown tv
stations (KING-TV Seattle, KGW-TV
Portland and KREM-TV Spokane) will
present a special documentary of the
factors which combine to make a man
a murderer, at 9-10 p.m. Nov. 29.
Titled "The Volcano Named White,"
the program tells the story of Don
White, in jail in Seattle under a death
sentence for killing two people he had
never seen before. Bob Schulman, KINGTV special features director, wrote and
narrated the program from an idea by
Barry Farrell, who conducted more
than three hours of interviews with
Don White in his cell.

Suit against KCOP ■ Damage suit for
$1.5 million has been filed in Los Angeles Superior Court by Jack Douglas,
travel-adventure program producer,
against KCOP (TV) Los Angeles, Nafi
Corp. (owner of KCOP), Al Flanagan
(former president of Nafi Broadcast
Div. and general manager of KCOP),
and Bill Burrud, another producer of
travel-adventure programs. Suit charges
that travel format originated by Mr.
Douglas in 1954 for his / Search for
Adventure tv series was adopted by Mr.
Burrud for his travel programs with
the aid of KCOP.

Freeman signs ■ Devery Freeman has
been signed as producer of Pete &
Gladys (CBS-TV, Mon., 8-8:30 p.m.
EDT), according to Parke Levy, president of El Camino Productions and
Guy dellaCioppa, vice president of programs for CBS-TV, Hollywood. Mr.
Levy continues as executive producer.

Broadway pilot ■ Bob Banner Assoc.,
New York, will produce a pilot film on
Kings of Broadway for NBC. The
series, tentatively scheduled to go into
production in early 1962, concerns the
fortunes of King & Co., a family group
performing on the two-a-day vaudeville circuit.

Program examines Britain ■ Postscript
to Empire, a dramatic study of Great
Britain in transition, the first U. S. production for Intertel (International Television Federation), will be seen in this
country and three other English-speaking nations during the next month.
In the U. S., Postscript will be on the
five Westinghouse Broadcasting Co. stations and 55 National Educational Television outlets.

New show ■ Time-Life Broadcast Inc.
in association with Ogilvy, Benson &

weekly two-hour taped show of oncampus entertainment and discussion
entitled Tonight on Campus. Previously, the university has produced only
short public service programs.
Educational award ■ The G. E. College Bowl (CBS-TV, Sun. 5:30 to 6
p.m.) has been awarded a medal of
merit by Pi Delta Epsilon, national
honorary collegiate journalism society.
The citation recognized College Bowl
for "leadership in furthering public
understanding of higher education."

ABL broadcasts ■ KABC Los Angeles
is broadcasting all 30 home games of
the Los Angeles Jets, members of the
new American Basketball League.
KFRC San Francisco has announced
that it will carry the complete 80-game
schedule of the Saints of that city, also
in the ABL.
New wrestling show ■ The Foothills
Athletic Club Ltd., Calgary, Alberta,
Canada, announces the production and

Fallout report ■ WCIA (TV) Champaign, 111., has added a new statistic
to its weather maps in its daily weathercasts — the amount of radioactive fallout recorded each day in the central
Illinois area.
War story ■ WSB-TV Atlanta has sent
two newsmen to Europe to do an hourlong documentary on World War II.
News editor Hal Suit and chief cameraman Joe Fain will cover battlefields
from Scotland to West Berlin, concentrating on the human element in war.
The show, called "Return," will be
presented early in 1962.
Five-a-week ■ Jim McKay, broadcast
sports reporter, will contribute a Mon.
through Fri. five-minute radio sports
program to the new Time-Life Broadcast News Service. Mr. McKay's daily
show, Topic A — Sports, will be based
on material gathered for Sports Illustrated and the sports department of
Time and Life.
Mills move ■ Jim Mills Productions,
Chicago, has moved to new offices at
BROADCASTING, November 27, 1961
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North Louisiana,
South Arkansas,
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15
NO,
West Mississippi)
JUST LOOK AT THIS MARKET DATA
Population
1,520,100 Drug Sales
$ 40,355,000
Households
423,600 Automotive Sales $ 299,539,000
Consumer Spendable Income
General Merchandise $ 148,789,000
$1,761,169,000 Total Retail Sales $1,286,255,000
Food Sales
$ 300,486,000
KNOE-TV AVERAGES 71.7% SHARE OF AUDIENCE
According to March, 1961 ARB we average 71.7% share of audience from
9 a.m. to midnight, 7 days a week in Monroe metropolitan trade area.
KNOE-TV
Channel 8
Monroe, Louisiana
The
only commercial TV station licensed to
Monroe.

CBS
• ABC
A James A. Noe Station
Represented by
H-R Television, Inc.

Photo: The Crossett Company, producers of lumber, paper, chemicals and charcoal— Crossett, Ark.
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syndication of Big Time Wrestling
From Calgary, a weekly video-tape
show produced at CFCN-TV Calgary.
Festival film ■ A new color film, Festival America, featuring America's most
popular historical festivals, celebrations
and commemorations has been released
by the Gulf Oil Corp. and is available
free to television stations through the
distribution facilities of Association
Films Inc.
Tv spirituals ■ Production has begun
in Canada on a new half-hour tv series.
Sweet Chariot, which will feature spirituals, work songs and folk music. The
film and tape series is being produced
jointly by Fremantle of Canada Ltd.
and Rai Purdy Productions Ltd., both
Vancouver. It will be distributed
throughout the world by Fremantle International, New York, and will be
available for sale shortly. A Negro choir
of 16 appears in each episode of the
series.
Daytime changes at NBC-TV ■ A new
panel game show in color, Your First
Impression, will start Tue., Jan. 2 on
NBC-TV. The show will be seen Monday through Friday in the 12 noon slot
held by Truth or Consequences, which
will move to 12:30 p.m. succeeding //
Could Be You, which will go off the
air.
Fonda and family ■ Henry Fonda and
the Family, a comedy review examining
the contemporary American family, will
be presented as an hour-long special,
Tue., Feb. 6, 1962 (8:30-9:30 p.m.
EST) on CBS-TV.
Assigned to distribute film ■ Carousel
Films Inc., New York, has been licensed by CBS Films Inc., that city, to
distribute in the non-theatrical 16 mm
market the CBS Reports program entitled "The Water Famine,'* which was
broadcast on CBS-TV Thur., Oct. 19.
Ziv-UA entry ■ Ziv-United Artists reRoach sale postponed
Federal Bankruptcy Court in
Scranton, Pa., last Tuesday (Nov.
21) postponed for 10 days its decision on a petition for approval
of the sale of Hal Roach Studios
to Wenrob Inc. for $2.1 million
(Broadcasting, Oct. 9). Studios
are the property of Scranton
Corp., now in bankruptcy due to
financial manipulations of its former president, Alexander Guterma. Mr. Guterma acquired the
Roach property along with the
Mutual Broadcasting System (now
owned by Minnesota Mining &
Mfg. Corp.), in a diversification
program.
*0 (PROGRAMMING)

ports that Chrislaw Productions has
been signed to create new tv programs
for Ziv-UA. Chrislaw, headed by actor
Peter Lawford, is already at work developing itsfirst property for Ziv-UA —
a half-hour situation comedy series
starring Keeley Smith to be produced
in association with ABC-TV.
Animation added ■ Filmways Inc., New
York, producer of filmed tv commercials, has added an animation department to its facilities, according to Fred
Raphael, vice president and general
manager. The new department is headed by art and animation director Sid
Greene.
First run for 'Pursuers' ■ CBS Films
Inc. has acquired distribution rights to
The Pursuers, a half-hour action-adventure series starring Louis Hayward.
The 39-episode series, which is a firstrun program for the United States,
was produced in England by Crestview
Productions, London, and has been carried on television there. Distribution
in the U.S. will start on Jan. 1, 1962.

New

tv production

firm

'factuals'
dramatic
plans
The formation
of Holbrook
Productions, New York, to create and produce
television programs in the area of dramatic "factuals" was announced last
week by Burton Benjamin and Isaac
Kleinerman, partners in the new company and now executive producer and
producer
of CBS-TV's The
Twentieth respectively
Century
For the 1962-63 season, Holbrook is
projecting the following production
schedule:
D.F.C., a half-hour film program
dramatizing the personal heroism of
holders of the Distinguished Flying
Cross, including Charles de Gaulle and
Amelia Earhart (this series is being considered by NBC-TV); a one-hour,
taped-and-film program being developed in association with the Book of the
Month Club that would dramatize a
front-ranking non-fiction book in advance of its publication by the club
(10 episodes a year are planned); 22

New cartoons ■ Hanna-Barbera Productions, Hollywood, has set three new
cartoons for syndication through Screen
Gems, the firm has announced. Scheduled for release early next year, the
156 five-minute shows star a new series
of characters, Touche Turtle and Dum
Dum, Lippy the Lion and Hardy Har
Har and Wally Gator.
New
been
Film
over

Thunderbird studio ■ Ground has
broken for the new Thunderbird
studio in Miami Beach. Costing
$1 million, according to the company, plansofcallfive
for buildings
a "production
consisting
on acity,"
full
block. One of the buildings will house
a 32-foot high sound stage, said to be
the largest in the southeastern U.S.
Legislature on tv ■ Complete proceedings of the opening session of the New
York State Legislature will be televised by WAST (TV) Albany, on Jan.
3, 1962. WAST will offer its coverage
to other New York stations.
New 10-minute Show ■ Good Housekeeping magazine has announced the
availability of a monthly 10-minute
program for both radio and tv. The
program, offered in script form, will
include home-service and public-service material exclusively from the pages
of the magazine. Copies of the show
may be obtained without charge from
the Good Housekeeping Radio & Television Dept., 959 Eighth Ave., New
York.
Operation William Tell ■ WJHG-TV
Panama City, Fla., devoted 16 hours
of live coverage to Operation William
Tell, said to be one of the largest aerial
gunnery operations in the history of
the air force.

Mr. Benjamin

Mr. Klein

half-hour programs, titled The Men
Who, which would dramatize the lives
of outstanding world figures and would
be added to 30 similar programs presented on Twentieth Century for syndication to stations early next year (this
project is said to have CBS-TV's approval), and a half-hour program, titled
What Do You Want to Be?, which
would provide an insight into the requirements of various professions and
vocations through interviews with successful practitioners.
Messrs. Benjamin and Kleinerman
said that they hope to continue with
Twentieth Century as long as it remains
on the air. They have been associated
with
1957. the series since its inception in

Holbrook's headquarters is at 521
Fifth Ave., New York.
Film sales...
Special Features (Seven Arts Assoc) :
Five sold to KRTV (TV) Great Falls,
Mont., and 13 each sold to KBLL-TV
Helena and KXGN-TV Glendive, both
Montana.
Big Time Wrestling From Calgary
(Foothills Athletic Club Ltd.): Sold to
KGUN-TV Tuscon, Ariz.
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INTERNATIONAL

Brisk
pace
set
by
European
tv makers
MORE NETWORKS
AND LOWER PRICES SPARK CONSUMER
INTEREST
is being planned.
context. In 1960, approximately 80,000
Western European television receiver
Set sales in Switzerland vary from
manufacturers have been striving to receivers were sold and estimates for
keep their operations abreast of other
this year's total are 20,000 above last 3,000-4,000 a month, and 176,522 receivers were registered on Oct. 1. Wide
sectors of European tv, where much
progress has been made, and despite
Austria is no exception to the gen- programming variety is an incentive to
year. eral European swing to uhf. An Austhe prospective Swiss tv buyer, who can
setbacks, notably in West Germany,
trian uhf transmitter has been set up in choose between French, Italian, and
they have been succeeding.
German networks.
Many of the problems set manufacVienna, and has begun test transmissions. A television network for Austria
turers share can be traced to initial conItalian Sales Up ■ Sales prospects in
fusion about whether vhf or uhf would
win as the predominant system. Now
that uhf seems generally established —
INSTRUMENTS
at least as an alternate to vhf, and in
□
many cases, the only type of operaFOR
PRECISION
tion— receiver producers are having to
CIRCUIT
ANALYSIS
make uhf tuners available for all vhf
sets, and vhf-only equipment is selling
at a loss, and its eventual demise as a
product line is likely.
Another variable receiver manufacturers have had to overcome has been
erratic fluctuation in the supply-anddemand relationship. Over-production
has caused a serious recession in the
West German set market. Yet that very
over-production was no more than a
continuation of the rapidly accelerating
consumer trends apparent in the middle
and late 'fifties. In other market areas
with less production potential than West
Germany, however, manufacturers seem
to have effected a satisfactory balance
between sales and production. And despite the problems, television saturation
indices are slowly rising throughout
Europe.
Set Design ■ Variety in model design
is only beginning to become a factor in
the European set market. A "first
things first" attitude has generally characterized manufacturers' approach here.
They have favored an increase in the
public's interest in television itself,
rather than experimentation with design
varieties which they considered premature and confusing.
But in areas where tv's growth and
acceptance have been rapid, model variety is becoming more important. In
Italy, for instance, a luxury set line has
been built around the 23-inch tube, and
prices for these receivers range from
$370 to $500. Though the prices have
remained fairly constant, tending to
rise, if anything, the lines of mediumpriced ($250) sets have been reduced
and are selling quickly in an active market. Sales of tv set accessories — converters, antennas, tuners — have also
risen sharply with the opening of a new
uhf network.
Austrian reports indicate that tv circulation there is about 12%, and annual set sales are constantly rising within a small-supply-and-small-demand
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For every type of service. These quality instruments are supplied as original equipment with
many broadcast station installations.

NEW
Model

B&W
410

Distortion
MODEL 200 AUDIO OSCILLATOR
Meter

• Frequency Range: 30 to 30.000 cycles.
• Frequency Response: Better than
±1 db.load.30 to 15,000 cycles with 500
ohm
• Stability: Better than \%.
• Calibration: +3.0% of scale reading.
. Output: 10 volts into 500 ohm
• load
Voltage
• Distortion: Less than .2% at 5 volts
output.

Measures: Audio distortion, noise level and
audio voltage level.
Ideal for FCC Proof of Performance Tests and
laboratory measurements.
Measuresmentaldistortion
as low
.1% oncycles.
fundafrequencies from
20 toas20,000
The sensitive vacuum tube voltmeter circuit
measures AC voltage with an accuracy of +5%
through a frequency range of 20 to 200,000
cycles.
The calibrated attenuator permits noise and
db
range.measurements over an extremely wide
■ The Model 410 is a quality instrument, attractively styled and nominally priced.
' Drop us a card for a Spec Sheet.

MODEL 600 DIP METER
Covers 1.75 to 260 mc in 5 bands.
Monitoring jack & B+ OFF switch.
Shaped for use in hard -to- get-at
Sturdy,
coded, plug-in coils.
places. color 500
Adjustable,
microamp meter.
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Beaver Road at Canal, Bristol, Penna.
Specialists in Designing and building equipment to operating specifications

B*W alio design ond manufacture filter, for: ANTENNAS • RADIO INTERFERENCE- RADIO RANGE. UHF and VHF
as well as many special types designed to performance specifications. Available to commercial or military standards.
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Italy have been greatly brightened by
the beginning of that country's second
network on uhf bands, on Nov. 4. The
number of registered tv sets last year
grew by some 550,000 to a national
total of 2.12 million by the beginning
of 1961. Italian reports indicate that
during the first eight months of this
year, the total has risen to 2.58 million.
Tv ownership in Italy is still at a relatively low level. In a recent survey,
Doxa, the Italian rating service, estimated that 21.1% of all Italian homes
had television receivers. Only 3% of
all homes have a tv set, a refrigerator,
and a washing machine. In 72.1% of
Italian homes, none of these three services is to be found.
But the new uhf network provides a
built-in demand for receivers. Operating from 14 transmitters, it is now covering an area in which about 50% of
Italy's population is concentrated and
further plans call for an additional 14
transmitters to broaden coverage and
increase availability to 70% of the population.
Besides potential home consumer demand, Italian set manufacturers are beginning to make some headway in export trade, notably to West Germany.
Though this market is presently limited
to uhf converters, Italian prices are considerably lower than most German producers seem able to meet. With both
domestic and foreign markets potentially expansive, the future for Italian
receiver manufacturers appears bright.
German Woes ■ The exact converse

can be said of the West German manufacturers, at least for the immediate
future. They are dealing in a temporarily saturated market, and provisional
production estimates for this year are
down some 500,000 sets from last year.
This represents a drop from 2.3 million
sets in 1960, to 1.75 million this year.
This cutback considerably exceeds original forecasts, drawn up at the end of
last year when large inventories at all
levels of the trade made it apparent
that production exceeded demand.
The picture is less dark in the setexport field, where trade, though down
from last year by some 200,000 units,
does not appear to be at all seriously
damaged. And some West German
firms claim to have avoided the bad
affects of the slumping domestic market altogether. The corporate report of
Saba Co., for instance, says that management is"satisfied" with sales results
for the first ten months of this year.
Much of the firm's evident immunity to
the recession, however, was based on
a new product: "line-free" television,
by which a contour plastic sheet is
placed in front of the picture tube. Inventories are down, according to the
company's report, and orders are close
to capacity in their plants.
Another large German company,
however, Siemens Electric A.G., has
announced it will terminate its television
receiver production altogether, and
move into the communications equipment field. Most other large concerns
in the trade, among them Telefunken

Co., have had to lay back, or release
large segments of their set production
force.
Though the recession is scarcely a
death blow to West German receiver
production, it does tend to cloud an
otherwise promising prospect of increased tv saturation throughout Western Europe.
Canada

seeks

agreement

on political broadcasts
With the possibility that Canada may
have a federal election sometime next
year,
political
parties
and theCanada's
Board ofmajor
Broadcast
Governors
are busy developing agreement on what
free and sponsored television campaigning should be permitted.
BBG is considering revising regulations on political broadcasting to permit dramatized political broadcasts of
some type. Discussions are also underway between the BBG and CTV Television Network Ltd., Toronto, the second Canadian tv network which began
operations this fall, for sustaining as
well as sponsored political broadcasts.
Representatives of the three main
political parties are endeavoring to
establish agreement on limiting spending for tv commercials so as to preclude a competitive scramble for time
on individual and network privatelyowned
Corp. stations as against those of the
government's Canadian Broadcasting

Britain starting to stockpile color film— Greene
news announcer also reads commerviewers enjoy programs ... a proHugh Carleton Greene, directorgram with a small audience might
general, British Broadcasting Corp.,
cials." By "odd," Mr. Greene agreed
a very high appreciation level.
who has been visiting the U. S. and
with a reporter's definition that he have
BBC research uses the aided recall
Canada in connection with the BBCmeans he doesn't like it.
On
the
subject
of
ratings,
and
the
method, checking people instead of
TV's 25th anniversary, says the BBC
BBC's
use
of
them,
the
veteran
is "ready for color." Color transmiscounting
sets in indicated
use."
Mr. Green
that the
broadcaster and journalist remarked:
sion is being held up, however, until
BBC
is
rapidly
closing
the
gap
in the
a study of a proposed tv line stand"Ratings help us determine the naard switch is completed.
tion's taste. Ratings show how far share of audience watching BBC programs as opposed to Independent
"We're starting to stockpile color
Television. According to recent figfilm programs," Mr. Greene said in
ures, viewers who could receive both
New York last Monday (Nov. 20),
BBC-TV
and Independent Televiand color set manufacturers in Engvision Authority (commercial) proland will be ready when the decision
is made to convert from the 405 lines
grams, divided their time almost
standard, the normal European lineequally, spending 49% of it watching BBC and 51% watching the
age, to 625 lines. Mr. Greene said
commercial network. The correhe believes color tv will "go like a
sponding week a year ago gave the
bomb" in England. An associate
BBC 38% and ITA 62%.
quickly pointed out that the expression is used in a favorable sense in
BBC-TV produces 85% of its
own programs, while 10% come
England.
from the U. S., and 5% are picked
In other comments, Mr. Greene
said he had not had the time to view
up from Eurovision. The Tab
Hunter Show, Overland Trail (both
U. S. television on his current trip,
formerly on NBC-TV) and Perry
"except for a few news bulletins."
Mason
(CBS-TV) are highly rated
He thinks "sponsorship of news
on BBC-TV.
rather odd, particularly when the
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Etobicoke
service

fee

extension
planned

Paramount Pictures' Telemeter system, which is conducting a pay-tv test
in Etobicoke, Ont., is initiating a service-charge policy in its current drive
for 1,000 new subscribers in two communities adjoining the present test area.
Plans have been completed to wire
the Toronto suburbs of Mimico and
New Toronto for a potential addition
of 2,000 subscribers. A Telemeter
spokesman last week said that on the
basis of past experience, Telemeter finds
it must double facilities to obtain its
new subscriber goals — in this instance
1,000. Wiring of the new area will be
started shortly by the Canadian Bell
Telephone Co., with completion early
in 1962.
New subscribers' acceptance of a $15
annual service charge is the significant
factor in the expansion. About 500
homes (50% of the new subscriber
goal) have already put up the money
for the service charge. This was accomplished through single visits to prospects' homes. The $15 figure, a spokesman said, represents an expenditure of
29 cents a week per subscriber. It "covers well over 50% of the weekly breakeven figure per subscriber for a moderate size system of 10,000-20,000 subscribers." The charge includes installation and amortization, but excludes programming.
Telemeter officials are considering
making a similar service charge applicable also to present subscribers to the
service.
Officials of Famous Players Canadian
Corp., of which Paramount owns 61%,
view the response to the service charge
"particularly significant." They say it
indicates interest in and acceptance of
the system's operation to date, and
marks a major step in the evolution of
pay television.
J. J. Fitzgibbons, Famous Players
president, says the 1,000 new subscribers, which would raise the subscriber
total to 6,000-6,300, will strengthen the
representation of certain economic
levels of the population, and will provide a more comprehensive population
mix. Moreover, he stresses, the new
subscribers will give Telemeter an opportunity for additional comparative
analysis of buying habits.
Abroad

in brief...

Rep changes name ■ Jos. A. Hardy &
Co. Ltd., Montreal and Toronto station
representative firm, has changed its
corporate name to Hardy Radio and
Television Ltd.
Educational show ■ International
Broadcasting System, New York, in
conjunction with the National Farmers'
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Canadian tv ad billing
Television advertising in 1960,
as reflected in billings of Canadian
advertising agencies, amounted to
$66,988,000, of which 23% was
for production, according to advance figures on Canadian advertising agency billings reported by
the government's
DominionRadio
Bureau of Statistics, Ottawa.
billings totaled $27,825,000 of
which 7.5% was for production.
Total billings were up to $273,814,000 from $254,146,000 in
1959.
Agencies reported staffs of
4,452 in 1960 as compared with
4,256 in 1959, and payroll of
$28,266,000 last year compared
with $26,013,000 in the previous
year.
Union and Circlerama of Latin America will produce a series of 15-minute
educational tv shows for use on stations in Latin America. It is hoped
the series will stimulate interest in the
National Farmers' Ambassador Prowhereby Farmers'
Union
plans
to havegram,American
farmers
travel
to
South America to visit with agricultural
officials on that continent.
Satellite on launching pad ■ CJBRTV-1 Edmundston, N.B., goes on the
air in early December as satellite station of CJBR-TV Rimouski, Que. Satellite will operate on ch. 13 with 1.3
kw video and .65 kw audio power.
BBG urges Canadians
to seek fm outlets
Canadian broadcasters and potential
broadcasters were urged to apply for fm
station licenses by no less a body than
the Board of Broadcast Governors,
Canadian regulatory organization.
In a letter to broadcasters and con-

R.

C.

sultants, BBG pointed to the growing
number of fm stations in the United
States, the need for more Canadian fm
stations to protect Canadian frequency
rights within 250 miles of the international border, and the advantages of
fm broadcasting.
BBG hoped that some of the 235
Canadian radio stations and some of
the television stations would take advantage of the BBG's decision to hear
applications for fm stations. There are
now but 35 fm stations in Canada,
most in co-operation with radio stations.
BBG, however, made it clear in its
letter that it is not interested in licensing fm stations as mere "juke boxes,"
no matter how good the music. Fm
stations would be required to vary their
program services with news, commentaries, public affairs and other live programs. Separate programming from the
am affiliate would provide fm listeners
with alternative programs, BBG stated.
Radio stations were felt by BBG to
be the best possible applicants since
losses from fm operations could be absorbed by profits from am operations.
CKPG-TV

begins in B. C.

CKPG-TV Prince George, B. C, has
started on the air in north-central British Columbia with IV2 hours of program ing aday. The schedule includes
kinescopes from Canadian Broadcasting Corp. network, since the station is
not on a microwave network, and local
programs daily including weather, news,
musical shows and sportsmen's proR. T. Harkins is general manager;
grams. W. Davis, formerly of CFUN
Stan
Vancouver, B. C, is chief engineer;
John W. Barlee is sales manager; Norris McLean and Doug McGregor are
production managers.
The station is owned by CKPG
Prince George, which has been on the
air since 1946. CKPG-TV operates on
ch. 3 with 210 w video and 114 w
audio power and antenna 287 feet high.

CRISLER

&

CO.,

inc.

I
Business Brokers Specializing in Television and Radio Stations
4 Offices To Better Serve You . . .

DUnbar
1-7775 Fifth Third Bank Bldg.,
E- Wagner,
CINCINNATI ' 0 " Paul
WEST COAST
Lincoln Dellar & Co., Santa Barbara, Calif.
WOodland 9-0770
OMAHA, NEB.
NEW YORK

Paul R. Fry, P.O. Box 1733 (Benson), 391-9455
41 E. 42nd St., MUrray Hill 7-8437
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FANFARE
RAB launches package
to sell appliance men
Major appliance stores are the targets
of a new Radio Advertising Bureau
presentation aimed at getting more radio advertising revenue from this
source. Appliance dealers are already
among the top five local radio advertisers, according to RAB, but there are
indications, it says, that radio can be
"exploited"
most
dealers. still more effectively for
In a 16-page color presentation, RAB
shows eight reasons why the major appliance business looks promising. For
example, it states studies show that male
buying influence grows in proportion to
the amount of the purchase. Husbands
participate in 35.2% of toaster buying
decisions, but figure in more than 80%

of refrigerator and home freezer sales.
The new presentation is part of a
nine-section RAB appliance package,
which contains six individual case-history folders, a background on the appliance industry for the guidance of
radio salesmen, and a collection of 101
ideas for appliance dealers.
Station proves radio
has active listeners
Do people listen to radio?
CFPL London, Ont., thinks it has
some interesting answers to that question.
For nine successive weeks this fall the
station aired the opening of new gasoline service outlets, restaurants, stores
and real estate developments. Some of
the sponsors offered special prizes for

specific listeners, including:
During a remote broadcast from one
service station, the sponsor offered a
free can of auto polish for the first
black convertible with a white top to
come into the service outlet. In 3V2
minutes 12 black convertibles with
white tops showed up and claimed 12
cans of wax.
Another automotive supply chain
offered a free gallon of paint to the first
woman driver with three boys in the
back seat to come to the store. In 2
minutes 2 seconds such a driver drove
up to the CFPL mobile unit at the auto
supply store to claim her prize.
As a dare on the part of the manageanother onsponsor,
bilementunitof offered
a very CFPL's
pleasant mofall
day a prize for the first woman to come
to the mobile unit with an umbrella. In
1 minute and 50 seconds a lady, carrying an umbrella, walked up to the mobile unit for the award.
Drumbeats...
Hunger pangs ■ KALL Salt Lake City
personality Bob Barnett holds some sort
of record for going without food for a
grand total of 72 hours and 20 minutes.
The star of this hungerthon was fasting
for the United Givers Fund of Salt
Lake, and provided listeners of the am
outlet with an example that anything
was worth it for a worthy cause. But
fear not, the haggard hero was invited
to the UGF luncheon as honored guest.
Essay contest ■ This year's Edward P.
Morgan Essay Contest, sponsored by
ABC Radio, has as its subject "Youth's
role in U. S. foreign policy." The contest, open to all U. S. college or university undergraduates, closes Dec. 31,
this year. Judges of the contest named
after the ABC Radio news analyst are
Chester Bowles, Sen. William Fulbright
(D-Ark.), Sen. Everett Dirksen (R111.),
Sargent Shriver, and Mr. Morgan
himself.

Potato

chips catalyst for artist and subject
most imaginatively colored a line
drawing of Deputy Dawg distributed
by stations for the Lay company.
Beaming in happy approval of
Brenda Goldblatt's prize-winning design is the subject himself, star of
the CBS cartoon series. His picture
won the lucky girl and her parents a
one-week expense paid trip to New
York. She was one of three national
winners.

The 10-year-old winner of a national coloring contest open to fans
of Deputy Dawg, an animated cartoon series shown on over 50 tv stations, iscongratulated by Don Colee,
vice president and general manager
of WTTG (TV) Washington, one of
the tv outlets carrying the program
and supporting the contest.
Sponsored by Lay's Potato Chips,
prizes were awarded youngsters who
84

Sound of Apples ■ The New York,
New England Apple Institute helped
push its product last week with a
WABC New York promotion which
offered a transistor radio and a box of
Macintosh apples to the listener who,
in 10 words or less, could best describe
the sound an apple makes as it is being
bitten. The promotion ran in conjunction with a commercial schedule placed
by the institute's agency, Charles W.
Hoyt Co.
Talking
turkey
WERE
Cleveland's
latest contest
offers■ one
listener
an hour
the chance to become the proud owner
of a 1961 turkey if he knows his music, or at least a can of cranberries if
he does not. Once an hour, a "lucky
number" is broadcast over the station,
BROADCASTING, November 27, 1961

and the first person to call in and identify that number as the last digit in his
telephone number wins the chance to
go for the fowl. If he can guess which
words in a popular song have been
substituted by the word "turkey," he
wins.

Hungarian freedom fighter Istvan Kovacs was rescued from unemployment and possible return
to Hungary by the quick action of
John F. Pival, president of WXYZ
Inc., corporate parent of WXYZTV Detroit. Kovacs, 32, had been
a commercial pilot and mechanic
in Hungary before the revolt, and
wished to work here as a mechanic. But since he did not have
the proper tools, he was unemployed and on relief in Monroe,
Mich.
In despair over his and his
family's situation, he was speaking
about returning to Hungary even
though he would face probable
imprisonment for his activity during the 1956 revolution.
Reading a wire story on Kovacs
and his plight, Mr. Pival became
interested in the situation and offered Kovacs the $300 needed to

Mail call ■ WTOP Washington has just
finished its Million Trading Stamp
Sweepstakes, awarding 248 of its listeners prizes in trading stamps, with
four grand awards of 100,000 stamps
each. Total value for the one million
stamps given away represents $100,000
worth of retail purchases. The contest began on Oct. 9, when two of the
station's air personalities began a
"fight" addressed
to see who
would get more
entries
to him.
You

can have your cake,

eat it too, WLAC finds
WLAC Nashville celebrated its 35th
birthday last Friday with the climax of
a campaign jubilant station officials
term "the most successful in our history." Over a month before the anniversary date, Mr. F. C. Sowell, WLAC
vice president and general manager, hit
upon an idea for a promotion campaign that would underscore a union
between Nashville business concerns
and the station. He sent out letters to

ADVERTISING

John E. Chapin,
account supervisor,
BBDO, Detroit, elected vp of agency. Prior
to joining BBDO in
October 1960, Mr.
Chapin was vp and
Detroit office manager
of Grant Adv. He
Mr. Chapin
alsQ has been vp of
Detroit advertising firm of Clark &
Bobertz and partner in Holden, Chapin,
Larue, Detroit agency.
Arthur L. Smith, production director;
Gordon Hendry, media director, and
Hays MacFarland Jr., account executive, all of MacFarland, Aveyard Adv.,
Chicago, appointed vps. Agency also
changes name of plans board to marketing committee under chairmanship
of agency president, David E. Guerrant.
Walter C. Power and David W. Stotter
continue as senior vps.
Gerald V. Kelleher, vp and account
media director, Erwin Wasey, Ruthrauff
& Ryan, Chicago, named to new post
of director of marketing.
G. Warren Sumner, vp and account
BROADCASTING, November 27, 1961

Response was immediate, and the staeconomy."
tion was forced to limit the number of
participants in its "Nashville Business
Progress Week" programming to 300,
and close the order books.
Besides being an interesting public
affairs idea, the "Business Week" series
also presented Nashville business executives an opportunity to give the station a birthday present. Each participating one-minute tape was played as
an advertisement, and businessmen paid
regular commercial rates for their time.
KMBC heralds 'new sound'
Everything's up to date in Kansas
City, as the song says, and KMBC, that
city, has gone as far as it can go, as
the song also says, to keep it that way.

buy a set of mechanic's tools. On
the strength of that offer, which
was gratefully accepted, Kovacs
was offered a job with the Wayne
Oil Co. in Detroit, and a chance
for a new life in America.
leading businessmen inviting them to
tape a one-minute report on how their

_
BROADCAST

operations were progressing within the
context of Nashville's "mushrooming

A friend indeed

FATES

& FORTUNES

As
part of commemorating
the station's "newits sound"
promotion,
recent
acquisition by Metropolitan Broadcasting, KMBC devised a billboard campaign around air personality Eddie
Clarke, featuring him as "Kansas City's
morning mayor." Another facet of the
campaign was a party for 500 agency
and media people, each of whom was
asked to guess how many polkadots
were being worn by a bikini-clad
KMBC beauty. The winner is now in
Acapulco.

_

executive, Donahue & Coe, New York,
and Mrs. C. W. Robbins, senior writer,
Kenyon & Eckhardt, and earlier copy
chief, Frederic S. Auerbach, both New
York, join Louis Benito Adv., Tampa,
Fla., as account executive and copywriter, respectively.
Hal Griswold, advertising and merchandising director, Dole Corp., San
Jose, Calif., named vp and account
supervisor, McCann-Erickson, Los An-

geles. His primary responsibility will
be supervision of 20 Mule Team Borax account. Mr. Griswold joined Dole
in 1949 as advertising assistant and became assistant advertising manager in
1953. He was appointed advertising
manager in 1954, and in 1960 assumed
title and responsibility of director of
advertising and merchandising.
Kendall J. Mau, senior vp and director, Hal Stebbins Adv., Los Angeles,

promoted to executive vp. Richard M.
Citron, manager of agency's Sunnyvale,
Calif, office and supervisor of Lockheed account activities, elected vp.
Rudolph Perkal elected vp and supervisor of client services. Jack Vibber
elected vp and head of art and graphic
services, and Jack P. Whitehouse elected vp in charge of agency's pr department.
Roy F. Weber, MacManus, John &
Adams, New York, joins Fuller & Smith
& Ross, that city, as account executive,
principally on Commercial Solvents
Corp.
Harry Cushing, formerly with Jaguar
Cars Inc., New York, and earlier manager of New York pr office of Chrysler
Corp., joins D. P. Brother Adv., Detroit, as director of pr, succeeding Bill
Adams who joins pr staff of General
Motors. Thomas W. Jipson, account
executive-advertising for AC Spark Plug
account at Brother, promoted to account supervisor for GM defense systems account.
Barbara Lappin, former media director, Nides, Cini Adv., Los Angeles, rejoins agency as office manager.
Dr. Jaye S. Niefeld, vp in charge of
marketing, Clinton E. Frank Adv., Chicago, named to newly created post with
same title at John W. Shaw Adv., that
city. Previously Dr. Niefeld was director of advertising research, McCannErickson, New York.
Jacob A. Evans, managing editor,
American Weekly magazine, appointed
director of central division, Television
Bureau of Advertising. He succeeds
George C. Lindsay who joins Feature
Merchandising Inc., in-store merchandising outfit, as vp and member of
board of directors.
Donald Andersson, formerly with pr
department, National Coal Assn., joins
Richards Assoc., Washington pr firm,
as account executive.
THE MEDIA
Jacques Liebenguth, regional sales
director, Filmaster
Inc., New York, appointed sales manager
for Storer Programs
Inc., that city. He will
supervise regional
sales offices in New
York, Chicago, At- Mr. Liebenguth
lanta and Los Angeles. Mr. Liebenguth
is former director of syndicated sales
for NBC-Films, and was with California
National Productions div. of NBC in
sales positions.
Robert B. Jones, WFBR Baltimore,
elected president of Maryland-District
of Columbia Broadcasters Assn., suc86 (FATES & FORTUNES)

NAB's freedom committee
Frank P. Fogarty, Meredith
Stations, was renamed chairman
of NAB's 1961-62 freedom of information committee. Other members: Grover C. Cobb, KVGB
Great Bend, Kan.; Ann M. Corrick, Westinghouse Broadcasting
Co., president of Radio-Television
Correspondents Assn.; Robert H.
Fleming, ABC, for Radio-Television News Directors Assn.; John
W. Guider, WMTW-TV Poland
Spring, Me.; James C. Hagerty,
ABC; Daniel W. Kops, WAVZ
New Haven; William R. McAndrew, NBC; Stephen J. McCormick, MBS; Weston C. Pullen
Jr., Time Inc. stations; Richard
S. Salant, CBS; and James W.
Woodruff Jr., WRBL-TV Columbus, Ga.
NAB will fight for access to
government proceedings at all
levels wherever public is admitted
and plans to expand its activities
in this field, said President LeRoy
Collins in announcing committee
appointments Nov. 21.
ceeding Lloyd Dennis, WTOP-AM-FM
Washington. Joseph Goodfellow, WRCAM-FM-TV Washington, named vice
president and Thomas Carr, WBALAM-FM Baltimore, secretary-treasurer.
Members of board of directors: Virginia Pate, WASA Havre de Grace;
Morris Blum, WANN Annapolis; Sam
Cannon, WCEM Cambridge; John McClay, WJZ-TV Baltimore; George
Roeder, WCBM Baltimore; Ben
Strouse, WWDC-AM-FM Washington,
and Fred Houwink, WMAL-AM-FMTV Washington.
James G. Wells, national sales manager, Leland Bisbee Broadcasting Co.
(licensee of KTKT Tucson and KRUX
Glendale, both Arizona), elected vp.
He will continue as company's national
sales manager. Before joining Leland
Bisbee in 1960, Mr. Wells served as
manager of Buffalo, N. Y. office of
Rumrill Adv. Phil Richardson elected
vp of Copper State Broadcasting Co.,
wholly owned subsidiary of Leland Bisbee Broadcasting Co. He will continue
to serve as manager of KTKT. Prior
to joining station in 1960, Mr. Richardson was account executive and sales
manager of KRUX.
Ross M. Holmes, general manager,
WSPA-AM-FM Spartanburg, S. C, resigns to join WLOS-TV Asheville,
N. C, as regional sales manager. Mr.
Holmes had been with WSPA since
1948 as salesman, sales manager and
station manager.
William R. Walker elected president
of Heart O' Wisconsin Broadcasters

(WISM-AM-FM Madison, Wis.).
Charles R. Dickoff elected president of
Broadcaster Services Inc. (WEAQ-AMFM and WIAL [FM], both Eau Claire,
Wis.) and Value Radio Corp. (WOSH
Oshkosh, Wis.). Joseph D. Mackin
elected president of WSJM Inc. (WSJM
St. Joseph, Mich.) and Beaver Dam
Broadcasting Co. (WBEV Beaver Dam,
Wis.). All were vacancies created by
death in October of W. E. Walker, who
served for number of years as president
of those corporations.
Leo Hoarty, general manager, WBOF
Virginia Beach and WYFI (FM) Norfolk, both Virginia, resigns. Mr. Hoarty
founded WBOF in 1954 and became
president of Virginia Beach Broadcasting Corp., recently sold to MetroWBOF Inc., along with WYFI, which
he purchased in 1959. Earlier he was
executive director of Virginia Beach
Chamber of Commerce.
Ralph Henry named assistant manager and program director, KIXZ
Amarillo, Tex. E. L. Patton and Charles
Holiday join KIXZ as account executive and staff announcer, respectively.
John Hopkins elected president of
KTVT (TV) Dallas-Fort Worth, Tex.
Roger Davison, sales manager,
WJBO-AM-FM Baton Rouge, La.,
named station manager. Previously Mr.
Davison served as manager, KLOU
Lake Charles and earlier as sales manager, WIBR Baton Rouge.
Claude Cain, general sales manager,
KID-TV Idaho Falls, Idaho, appointed
to additional duties of station manager.
Nat Levine, secretary-treasurer, West
Texas Television Network (KDUBAM-TV Lubbock, KSYD-TV Wichita
Falls, KEDY-TV Big Spring, and
KPAR-TV Sweetwater), named general manager, KDUB-AM-TV. C. De
Witt Brown, formerly with KSYD-TV,
named network's comptroller. Stuart
W. Klein, program director, KSYD-TV,
named station manager.
Fred A. Seaton, owner of Seaton
Publishing Co. (licensee of KHAS-AMTV Hastings, Neb., KM AN Manhattan
and KGGF Coffey ville, both Kansas),
announced Nov. 17 his candidacy for
Governor of State of Nebraska. Mr.
Seaton is former Secretary of Interior
and administrative aide to General
Dwight D. Eisenhower.
Robert E. Dunville, president, Crosley Broadcasting Corp. (WLW and
WLWT [TV] Cincinnati, WLWD [TV]
Dayton and WLWC [TV] Columbus, all
Ohio; WLWA [TV] Atlanta and WLWI
[TV] Indianapolis), appointed by Gov.
Michael V. DiSalle to Ohio Educational
Television Commission, which will
formulate plans for statewide etv.
Others appointed: Sidney Andorn,
WGAR Cleveland; David W. BergBROADCASTING, November 27, 1961

strom, educator; Allan H. Land, WHIZTV Zanesville; Richard B. Hull; Mrs.
William H. Elstun; E. E. Holt; Vincent Jukes; and Frazier Reams, president, Community Broadcasting Co.
Daniel E. Hydrick,
assistant to president,
Metropolitan Broadcasting Corp., New
York, named general
manager, KBOX Dallas. Earlier Mr. Hydrick served for six
years as general manMr. Hydrick
ager, WGH Norfolk.
Tony Flynn, sports director, WISNTV Milwaukee, elected vp and general
manager, WCSR Hillsdale, Mich. Mr.
Flynn began radio career in 1944 with
WDBC Escanaba, Mich. Later, with
WJPG Green Bay, Wis., he covered
Green Bay Packer football games for
six years.
Tom O'Brien, director of news and
public affairs, WABC New York,
named national news editor for ABC
Radio and its six owned & operated
radio stations. Before joining WABC
five
months
O'Brien
director
for ago,
WINSMr. New
Yorkwasfornews
six
years. During 1956 presidential campaign he was director of radio-tv productions for Adlai Stevenson.
E. J. McKernan Jr., general manager,
KVOE Emporia, Kan., elected to board
of directors of Kansas Assn. of Radio
Broadcasters to fill unexpired term of
Ken Greenwood, formerly of KLEO
Wichita.
Raymond Kohn, former owner of
WFMZ (FM) Allentown, Pa., and now
AAAN

elects new officers

Connor T. Flynn, secretary,
Lessing Adv., Des Moines, Iowa,
elected president of Affiliated Advertising Agencies Network, Spokane, Wash. Harris D. McKinney,
president, McKinney Adv., Philadelphia, appointed secretary-treasurer. Members of board of directors: G. W. Marks, Gordon Marks
& Co., Jackson, Miss.; E. M.
Graceman, Graceman Adv., Hartford, Conn.; T. L. Yates, Thomas
L. Yates Adv., Fort Worth; C. P.
Tombras, Charles Tombras &
Assoc., Knoxville; H. C. Schuckle,
Emery Adv., Baltimore; J. M.
Nellis, Central Adv., Lima, Ohio;
Larry Merchant, The Jaqua Co.,
Detroit; Dorr Walsh, Hixson &
Jorgensen Adv., Los Angeles, and
D. B. Kraft, Smith & Ehrig Adv.,
Seattle. Virgil A. Warren, president, Warren Adv., Spokane,
named to new post of managing
director of network.
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manager of National Symphony Orchestra, Washington, will continue as consultant to station as will Daniel Houck,
former general manager and chief engineer.
Frank C. Beazley, account executive,
CBS-TV National Sales, New York,
moves to Philadelphia as general sales
manager of WCAU-TV. Previously
Mr. Beazley
was with CBS-TV's
National Sales organizations
in Chicago
and San Francisco.
Louis Faust, vp and member of national sales-management board, John
Blair &sales
Co.,manager.
appointed company's New
York
Lawrence J. Zieman, assistant media
supervisor on Grove Laboratories and
Busch Bavarian Beer accounts, Gardner Adv., St. Louis, joins sales department, KWK, that city. Previously Mr.
Zieman served as timebuyer for Needham, Louis & Brorby, Chicago.
Frank DiGraci, broadcast buyer, Ted
Bates, New York, joins sales staff of
Young-TV, that city.
Fred W. Johnson appointed local
sales manager, KPLR-TV St. Louis.
Formerly, Mr. Johnson was St. Louis
office manager for Edward Petry & Co.,
and earlier tv rep for The Branham Co.
Jim Streicher, branch manager of
WLW Productions, Toledo, joins sales
staff of KPHO Phoenix.
Guy Harris, former program director,
WONE Dayton and WERE Cleveland,
joins WIND Chicago, in similar capacity, succeeding Ralph Blank who becomes music editor.
Richard Schlichting, formerly with
WLWI (TV) Indianapolis, joins
KMOX-TV St. Louis, as producerdirector.
Gwen Hansen, copywriter, KRNT
Des Moines, named continuity director,
KRNT - AM - TV, succeeding Bruce
Mosher who joins staff of Television,
Radio & Film Commission of Methodist Church, Nashville.
Peter R. Baxter, supervisor of sales
promotion, WCBS-TV New York, appointed tv account executive at Peters,
Griffin, Woodward Inc., Atlanta, Ga.
Lu Hurley joins KEWB Oakland,
Calif., as account executive. He had
formerly been associated with KFAX
and KSAY, both San Francisco.
George Pious transfers to New York
office of CBS- TV National Sales as
account executive. He had served as
CBS account executive in Chicago
since 1960.
William A. Creed, president, Foster
& Creed, Boston rep firm, assumes additional duties as treasurer of firm.
George B. Cookman, account executive,
WSRO Marlborough, Mass., joins rep
firm in similar capacity.
Ray Rhodes, former vp and west

RE: A GOSSAMER
INTANGIBLE
Beneath the beat, beat, beat of the
tom-toms lurks the haunting suspicion there must be a far better way to
communicate about such a gossamer
intangible as editorial quality.
It's great. We have it. But what is it?
We think it's what people pay for
when they subscribe to a publication.
And, like most diaphanous things, it
can be measured, if not described.
We think the best measurement of
any businesspaper's editorial quality
is the number of readers who pay to
read it. This means they value it,
want it. It has that vital intangible
called quality. Quality enough to
move people to buy it. Quality enough
to surround your advertising with
reader interest. Quality enough to
complement its appeal with the appeal of sound, wanted editorial.
Quality enough to deliver a live,
interested, paid audience. Just the
right quality, in short, for the particular reader who reads it — and the
advertiser who wants to reach him.
To find it in a businesspaper, look
for the ABP symbol. It is, uniquely,
the symbol of that gossamer, diaphanous, tremendously vital and elusive
intangible known as quality. And
most often, you'll find, it has bred
the quantity your advertising needs.

BROADCASTING
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BROADCASTING is the only publication
in its field qualifying for
ABC and ABP membership.
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coast manager, Paul H. Raymer Co.,
station rep firm, and recently executive
vp, Argonaut Broadcasting Co. (KFAX
San Francisco), joins sales staff of
Sandeberg/ Gates & Co., rep firm.
William S. Mowbray Jr. named sales
manager, WPBS-FM Philadelphia.
Bob Beecroft, operations manager,
KLEM Le Mars, Iowa, joins news staff,
KNCM Moberly, Mo. Jack Rockufeler, formerly with KMMT (TV)
Austin, Minn., to KNCM as announcer.
Nicholas A. Basso, news director,
WKRC-TV Cincinnati, moves to
WTVN (TV) Columbus (both Taft
Broadcasting stations) in similar capacity, succeeding Joe Harper who joins
WGAN-TV Portland, Me., as news director. Mr. Basso entered broadcasting
as announcer in 1940 and was appointed news director of WSAZ-AM-TV
Huntington, W. Va., in 1951, post he
held until joining WKRC-TV.
John Davenport, former assistant
news director, WFAA-TV Dallas, and
more recently staff writer on Dallas
Morning News, appointed director of
special events, WFAA-AM-FM-TV (licensed to Dallas Morning News).
Mai Alberts named director of sports
and special events, WFIL-AM-TV Philadelphia.
Fred Silverman, continuity editor,
WGN-TV Chicago, promoted to producer-writer. Daniel T. Pecaro, writerproducer, WGN, named continuity director. Allen E. Hall, KTVH (TV)
Hutchinson-Wichita, Kan., Norman G.
Nowicki, WTMJ-TV Milwaukee, and
John F. Ertmann, WBBM-TV Chicago,
join WGN-TV as directors, and Donald
H. Miller, formerly with WFBM-TV
Indianapolis, joins as assistant director.
Romana Sonderegger, formerly with
KFAX San Francisco and KABL Oakland, joins traffic department, KBIG
Santa Catalina, succeeding Barbara
Young, who moves to Henry Cristal
Co., Los Angeles station rep firm.

Mr. Cooney

r. Murdoch
D. Lennox Murdoch, vp and general
manager, KSL-TV Salt Lake City, appointed assistant to president of Radio
Service Corp., parent company of KSLAM-FM-TV. Lloyd E, Cooney, general
sales manager, KSL-TV, named station
manager, succeeding Mr. Murdoch, and
will continue as general sales manager.
Mr. Murdoch joined station as operations director in 1949 and named vp
and general manager in 1954. Mr.
Cooney joined station as account executive in 1954 and appointed local sales
manager in 1959.
George S. Hurd appointed producerdirector, WGR-TV Buffalo, N. Y.
Mel M. Slott joins WBNS-TV Columbus, Ohio, as director.
J. H. (Jack) Lantry, merchandising and
promotion director, KXLY-TV Spokane, joins KIRO-TV Seattle, both
Washington, in similar capacity. Phil
Brady
to KIRO-TV's
as
account
executive. local sales staff
Wayne Johnson, newscaster, WERE
Cleveland, joins WDBN (FM) Barberton, Ohio, as news director.
Les Bashara, formerly with KFI Los
Angeles and WBEN Buffalo, N. Y.,
joins KBIQ (FM) Avalon, Calif., as
announcer, succeeding Bill Schubert
who becomes account executive.
Steve Brooks, announcer, WICO
Salisbury, Md., appointed chief announcer of Radio Pulsebeat News, New
York.
Melvin Spiegel, broadcast publicist,
joins NBC Press Dept., New York, as
senior column editor of news and public
affairs.
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state
Zone

Arden E. Swisher, KMTV (TV)
Omaha, re-elected president of Nebraska Broadcasters Assn. at annual meeting Nov. 20-21. Others officers reelected: Bob Thomas, WJAG Norfolk,
vp; Richard Chapin, KFOR Lincoln,
secretary-treasurer. Directors re-elected:
Max Brown, KRVN Lexington; Frank
Fogarty, WOW-AM-TV Omaha; Roger
Larson, KFOR Lincoln; Harry Snyder,
KHUB Fremont, and Dave Young,
KSID Sidney.
Ed Fisher joins announcing staff,
WGAR Cleveland.
Jean Michel, WNEW New York,
joins announcing staff of WTFM (FM)
Lake Success, N. Y.
Gary Stevens, production manager
and air personality, WFUN South Miami, Fla., joins WIL St. Louis in similar capacity. David R. Klemm named
promotion director of WIL, succeeding
Ruth N. Just, who becomes director of
publicity and public affairs.
Prof. William Hershcopf, Nassau
College, joins WHLI Hempstead, L. I.,
N. Y., as science consultant. Prof.
Hershcopf coordinated station's "Fallout vs. Survival" program Nov. 5.
Craighton Knau, former farm director, WOI Ames, Iowa, and WBAY
Green Bay, Wis., and earlier farm account executive, Gardner Adv., St.
Louis, named farm service director,
WNAX Yankton, S. D.
Henry Morgan, humorist and panel
member on CBS-TV's I've Got A Secret, has signed two-year contract with
KCOP (TV) Los Angeles to host own
program, Here's Morgan.
CBC re-appoints eight
R. W. Gangong, who recently
resigned from board of directors
of Canadian Broadcasting Co.,
has been succeeded by Norman
Buchanan, according to an announcement byGeorge Nowlan,
Canadian Minister of National
Revenue, Ottawa.
Announcement was made in
connection with re-appointment
of eight CBC directors for threeyear terms by Canadian government. The appointments had expired on Nov. 10, and re-appointments were not released by Ottawa until Nov. 16.
Mr. Nowlan also stated that
Canadian Broadcasting Act is to
be amended this forthcoming session of Parliament to permit appointment of more directors, including an additional number to
represent French-Canadians on
board in view of "great part of
our nation served by FrenchCanadian network" of CBC.
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Neal Spelce, associate news editor,
KTBC-AM-FM-TV Austin, Tex. ,
named science editor, that station.
PROGRAMMING
Robert A. Cinader, former vp of
NBC's California National and recently
with Paramount Television Productions,
appointed vp and general manager of
Red Skelton Enterprises, Hollywood
producer of taped and filmed programs
and commercials. Rupert Goodspeed,
director of technical operations, promoted to manager of Skelton studios.
William Self elected vp in charge of
production, 20th Century-Fox Television. Mr. Self joined production company in 1959 as an executive producer.
Earlier he was director of programs
administration for CBS-TV Network,
Hollywood.
Merrill Lindsay, vp of operations,
Lindsay-Schaub Newspapers Inc. (licensee of WSOY-AM-FM Decatur,
WVLN-AM-FM Olney, WSEI (FM)
Effingham and 20% WCIA (TV)
Champaign and WMBD-AM-FM-TV
Peoria, all Illinois), and Robert 0. Reynolds, president of KMPC Los Angeles, KSFO San Francisco, and KVI
Seattle, Wash., elected directors of
Broadcast Music Inc., New York. They
succeed Herbert Hellister, retired, and
J. Harold Ryan, deceased.
EQUIPMENT & ENGINEERING
Gene R. Marner, assistant director of
research, Cedar Rapids division of Collins Radio Co., named director succeeding Ralph McCreary, who has been
elevated to staff of R. T. Cox, vp of
Cedar Rapids division. Mr. Marner
joined Collins as physicist in 1948.
Later he served as director of research
in such areas as microwave propagation and radio celestial navigation.
Robert G. Urban, vp for marketing,
Philco Corp., Philadelphia, resigns to
become president of American Safety
Razor Co., New York, subsidiary of
Philip Morris Co.
John Birch named senior broadcast
design engineer, and R. C. Curry appointed assistant director of sales for
proprietary items, Vitro Electronics,
Silver Spring, Md. Mr. Birch was formerly with Gates Radio Co., Quincy,
111. Mr. Curry formerly was broadcast
sales engineer for Vitro, and earlier general manager, WEER Warrenton, Va.
William Tauber appointed sales rep
in upstate New York area for TransisTronics Inc., Los Angeles manufacturer of hi-fi and stereo amplifiers and
tuners.
Ralph A. Anderson, vp in charge of
engineering and manufacturing, and
operating executive of Conley Electronics Corp., Evanston, 111., elected
president of firm.
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Bill L. Dunbar, co-owner KQAL
(FM) and chief engineer, KMEO, both
Omaha, Neb., appointed sales rep for
General Electronic Lab., Cambridge,
Mass., to cover Nebraska, Iowa, Minnesota and North and South Dakota, with
headquarters in Omaha.
Alfred G. Holtum Jr., chief engineer
of California operations of Andrew
Corp., named chief of company's newly
formed government research and development group.
GOVERNMENT
James T. Barker, legal assistant to
FCC Commissioner Rosel H. Hyde
since July 1959, rejoins National Labor
Relations Board as trial examiner. Mr.
Barker was with NLRB in 1955 as legal
assistant.
ALLIED

FIELDS

Quayle B. Smith, formerly with
Segal, Smith & Hennessey (now Smith,
Hennessey & McDonald) and later with
own practice, joins Pierson, Ball &
Dowd, both Washington communications law firms.
INTERNATIONAL
Mathew Vieracker, general manager,
ABC-owned WBKB (TV) Chicago,
leaves to become consultant to Televisora Nacional, new ch. 2 tv station
that will begin operation in January in
Panama City as affiliate of ABC International Television Inc., subsidiary of
American Broadcasting-Paramount Theatres Inc. Earlier this year, Mr. Vieracker assisted new ch. 4 tv affiliate of
ABC International at Caracas, Venezuela. His Panama City assignment is
for one year.
Paul Henissart, Vienna bureau chief
for Radio Free Europe, named bureau
chief in Paris for agency, succeeding
Lucien Agniel, appointed director of
program guidance, RFE, Munich. Donald Graff, Stockholm bureau chief,
named bureau chief in Vienna. Kurt
DeWitt succeeds A. John Adams as
bureau chief in Bonn. Mr. Adams resigned to return to newspaper work.

of FCC in 1934. After two years he
retired from government and established own law firm specializing in communications law.
Thomas G. Slater,
54,
vp &for Smith
radio-tv,&
Fuller
Ross, Pittsburgh, died
Nov. 17 in Presbyterian (Pittsburgh)
Hospital. He joined
Ruthrauff & Ryan,
New York, in 1946
as business manager
and director of talent, and was later
elected agency's vp in charge of radiotv. Mr. Slater joined Fuller & Smith &
Ross in 1954, being responsible for all
radio-tv and film production of agency's
western division. Later that year he was
transferred to agency's headquarters as
vp for radio-tv, and as special tv account executive for Alcoa, an agency
client.
Martin F. Hogan, 51, vp in charge of
radio-tv, John B. Morrissey Adv., Chicago, and former manager, WCFL, that
city, died Nov. 19 at Columbus (Illinois) Hospital. He had suffered cerebral hemorrhage two days earler.
Ralph Clark Jr., 33, news editor and
announcer, WIL St. Louis, died suddenly, Nov. 11 in St. Elizabeth's Hospital, Belleville, 111.

DEATHS
Rodman S. Reed Jr., 57, vice-chairman, board of directors, Marsteller,
Richard, Gebhardt & Reed Adv., New
York, was killed Nov. 20 in automobile
accident in Pittsburgh. Mr. Reed, former vp and manager of Pittsburgh
office, was elevated to vice-chairman
last year.
Judge Frank Roberson, former assistant general counsel of Federal Communications Commission, and senior
member of law firm of Spearman &
Roberson, died Nov. 17 at his home in
Washington after long illness. Mr.
Roberson was elected to bench in Westchester County, N. Y., in 1930, and
left to become assistant general counsel
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AUTHORIZATIONS,

APPLICATIONS
Erhard Jr., box 38, Punxsutawney, Pa.
As compiled by Broadcasting, Nov. 16 M.
Estimated construction cost $11,350; first
through Nov. 21, and based on filings, year operating cost $35,600; revenue $40,250.
Sheridan W. Pruett, Charles M.
authorizations and other actions of the Principals:
Erhard Jr. (equal partners). Messrs. Pruett
and Erhard own 51% and 21% respectively
FCC. Includes data on new stations,
of WPME Punxsutawney, Pa. Ann. Nov. 21.
changes in existing stations, ownership
Existing am stations
changes, hearing cases, rules & standACTIONS BY FCC
ards changes, routine roundup.
KACY Port Hueneme, Calif. — Granted
Abbreviations: DA — directional antenna, cp change on 1520 kc, unl., from 250 w,
DA-1, to 1 kw-N, 10 kw-LS, DA-2; engi—construction permit. ERP — effective radineering conditions. Comr. Ford dissented.
ated power, vhf — very high frequency, uhf
Action Nov. 21.
—aural,
ultra vis.
high
frequency,
ant.
—
antenna,
aur.
—
— visual, kw — kilowatts, w — watts,
KANA Anaconda, Mont. — Granted change
of facilities from 1230 kc, 250 w, unl., to
mc — megacycles. D — day. N — night. LS —
local sunset, mod. — modification, trans. —
580 kc, 1 kw. D; engineering condition.
Action Nov. 21.
transmitter, unl. — unlimited hours, kc — kilocycles. SCA — subsidiary communications auWLBR Lebanon, Pa. — Granted change of
thorization. S A — special service authorizaoperation on 1270 kc from 1 kw, DA-N,
tion. STA — special temporary authorization.
unl., to 1 kw-N, 5 kw-LS, DA-2; engineering conditions and without prejudice to
SH — specified hours. CH — critical hours. • —
educational. Ann. — Announced.
any future action commission may deem
necessary with respect to violation of Sec.
3.93(b)
of rules
New tv stations
Action Nov.
21. by WCOY Columbia, Pa.
APPLICATION
APPLICATION
Rochester, N. Y. — Rochester Telecasters
NEW,
Williams,
Amendment
cp
Inc. Vhf ch. 13 (210-216 mc); ERP 316 kw
(which authorized Ariz.
new — am
station onto 730
vis., 158 kw aur. Ant. height above average
kc,
250
w
D)
to
change
frequency
to
1370
terrain 500 ft., above ground 346.33 ft. Es- kc, increase power to 500 w and make
timated construction cost $1,241,000; first changes in ant. system (decrease height).
year
000. P.operating
O. addresscost6 $785,380;
State St.,revenue
Rochester$990,14. Ann. Nov. 21.
Studio and trans, location Rochester. GeoCALL LETTERS ASSIGNED
graphic coordinates 43° 08' 08" N. lat., 77°
KZNG Hot
Springs,
35' 04" W. long. Trans. GE TT-51-B; ant. Hernreich;
changed
from Ark.—
KBLO.George T.
GE TY-70-H. Legal counsel Smith & Pepper,
WOKC
Okeechobee,
Fla.
— Sugarland,
Washington, D. C; consulting engineer Silli- Bcstg. Co.
man Moffet & Rohrer. Principals: George
WYNE Baton
Rouge, La. — James A. Noe;
E. Mercier, Robert B. Wegman (each 30%),
changed
from WUNE.
Clifford N. Lovenheim, Andrew S. LovenWDDW Halfway, Md.— Regional Bcstg. Co.
heim (each 15%), Joseph C. Wilson (10%).
WYSIBcstg.
Ypsilanti,
Mich. — Ypsilanti-Ann
Mr. Mercier owns real estate holding and Arbor
Co.
investment firms and 17.5% of motel; Mr.
KDCE Espanola, N. M— Valley Bcstrs.
Wegman owns 65% of supermarket chain,
KRRR Ruidoso, N. M. — Lincoln County
100% of real estate holding firm and 40%
Bcstg. Co.; changed from KYAP.
of greeting card and novelties manufacturWROC Rochester, N. Y.— Veterans Bcstg.
ing firm; Mr. Wilson owns 50% of restaurant
and frozen food market and is trustee of Co.; changed from WVET.
bank; Messrs. C. N. and A. S. Lovenheim
WPQRCo.; McKeesport,
— Mon-Yough
Bcstg.
changed from Pa.
WMCK.
own 25% each of real estate holding comWGOO
Georgetown,
S.
C—
Coast Bcstg.
pany, 50% of toy manufacturing firm and
Co.
43% of printing service. Applicant requests
STA and proposes to share time with RochKDNC Spokane, Wash. — Independent
ester Area Educational Tv Inc., whose appli- Bcstg. Corp.
cation
has
been
accordingly
amended.
Ann.
Nov. 21.
New fm stations
APPLICATIONS
Existing tv stations
Frankfort, Ind. — Vernon J. Kaspar. 99.7
CALL LETTERS ASSIGNED
mc; 5.94 kw. Ant. height above average
terrain 125 ft. P. O. address box 283 FrankWKYT-TV Lexington, Ky.— Taft Bcstg.
fort. Estimated construction cost $12,188;
Co.; changed from WKYT(TV).
first
year operating cost $9,828; revenue
'WMHT(TV) hawk-Hudson
Schenectady,
N. Y.— MoVernon J. Ann.
Kaspar,Nov.sole20.owner, owns
Council on Educational
Tv $11,120.
WILO Frankfort.
Inc.
Terre Haute, Ind.— Paul Dean Ford. 102.7
mc; 1.08 kw. Ant. height above average
New am stations
terrain 26.4 ft. P. O. address 4341 S. Eighth
St., Terre Haute. Estimated construction
APPLICATION
cost $2,330; first year operating cost $15,000;
Sutton, W. Va.— Braxton Bcstg. Co. 1490 revenue $20,000. Mr. Ford is broadcast engikc, 250 w unl. P. O. address c/o Charles
neering consultant and applicant for new

EDWIN

TORNBERG

& COMPANY,

INC.

Negotiators For The Purchase And Sale Of
Radio And TV Stations
Appraisers • Financial Advisors
New York-60 East 42nd St., New York 17, N. Y. • MU 7-4242
West Coast— 1357 Jewell Ave., Pacific Grove, Calif. • FR 2-7475
Washington-1426 "G" St., N.W., Washington, D.C. • Dl 7-8531
/
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4:

am station in Casey, 111. Ann. Nov. 20.
Plentywood, Mont. — Plentywood Bcstg Co.
100.3 mc; 844 w. Ant. height above average
terrain
minus 100 construction
ft. P. O. address
wood. Estimated
cost Plenty$15,733;
first year operating cost $26,000; revenue
$30,000.
Principals:
E.
E.
Krebsbach,
E. C.
Krebsbach, R. K. Krebsbach (each 25%);
Morris S. Nelson, Mary Lou Nelson (each
12.5%). E. E. Krebsbach owns 60% of KGCX
Sidney and 50% of KVCK Wolf Point, both
Montana; E. C. Krebsbach owns 20% of
KGCX: R. K. Krebsbach owns 20% of
KGCX; Mr. and Mrs. Nelson own farm.
Ann. Nov. 20.
Springfield, Mo. — Stereo Bcstg. Inc. 101.5
mc; 6.17 kw. Ant. height above average
terrain 212 ft. P. O. address 430 South
Ave., Suitestruction807,
Springfield.
concost $13,783;
first Estimated
year operating
cost $24,000; revenue $25,000. Principals:
Charles Saltsgaver Jr. (41.4%); Urso W.
George (33.9%), Maurice M. Bilyeu (7.6%)
and others. Mr. Saltsgaver has been manager of KCJC(FM) Merriam, Kan.; Mr.
George
owns Mr.
land-mobile
and
service firm;
Bilyeu isradio
vice sales
president
and
stockholder
of
real
estate
firm.
Ann.
Nov. 20.
Charlotte,
N. mc;C. — 100
Jefferson
Bcstg.
Co. 107.9
kw. Ant.Standard
height
above average terrain 1,001 ft. P. O. address
One Julian Price Place, Charlotte 8. Estimated construction cost $79,549; first year
operatingplicant is licensee
cost $35,601;
revenue
Apof WBT
and $18,250.
WBTV(TV)
Charlotte, N. C, and WBTW(TV) Florence,
S. C. Ann. Nov. 20.
Greenville, Ohio — Shrader, Breaden &
Spidel. 96.9 mc; 21.6 kw. Ant. height above
average terrain 469 ft. P. O. address Weaver
Bldg., Greenville. Estimated construction
cost $59,900; first year operating cost $50,000; revenue $51,000. Principals: Glennford
J. Shrader, Richard E. Breaden, Wilbur D.
Spidelsales(each
one-third).
Mr. Shrader
owns
tire
business;
Mr. Breaden
owns 51.2%
of wholesale plumbing supplies business
and is director
bank; Ann.
Mr. Spidel
torney and ownsof farm.
Nov. 20.is atExisting fm stations
APPLICATION
WRFK-FM Richmond, Va.— Cp to change
frequency from 102.9 mc to 106.5 mc. Ann.
Nov. 20.
CALL LETTERS ASSIGNED
WEND-FM
Pa. — Cambria
County
Bcstg. Ebensburg,
Co.
WRFK-FM Richmond, Va.— Union Theological Seminary; changed from WRFK
(FM).
Ownership changes
ACTIONS BY FCC
WAVC, Cicero Bcstg. Co., Boaz, Ala.—
Granted (1) renewal of license and (2)
assignment of license from Vearl Cicero
to Radio Sand Mountain Inc. (Glenn M. and
Mary C. Cornelius and Rachel B. and L.
D.
Jr.); consideration
$33,000. BentleysBentley
haveNov.interests
in WCRL Oneonta,
Ala.
Action
21.
KACL, Riviera Bcstg. Die., Santa Barbara,
Calif. — Granted transfer of control from
Bert Williamson and Lester W. Spillane to
Roy
Nov. P.21.Dolley; consideration $9,500. Action
KUDU-AM-FM Tri-Counties Public Service Inc., Ventura-Oxnard, Calif. — Granted
transfer of negative control from Virginia
Wallace through sale of her 50% interest
to Russell L. Furse; consideration $25,000.
Chmn. Minow and Comr. Lee dissented.
Action Nov. 21.
WEMJ, New Hampshire Bcstg. Corp.,
Laconia, N. H. — Granted transfer of control
from Eileen M. Jaspert et al. to Albert F.
Orlandino, Martin J. Cicatelli and Samuel
Kassel; consideration $92,500. Action Nov.
21.
WMNS, assignment
Olean Bcstg. ofCorp.,
Olean,to N.Radio
Y. —
Granted
license
Olean Die. (H. C. Mosch, J. C. Gleason,
F. K. Reed and W. C. Goodlet); consideration $110,000. Mr. Reed has interest in
WFRM Coudersport, Pa. Action Nov. 21.
APPLICATIONS
KBMX Coalinga, Calif. — Seeks assignment
of license from Meldean Upp to Charles
E. Kelly; consideration $10,500 cash plus
assumption of liabilities. Mr. Kelly has
been
storeNov.
manager
for Sears Roebuck &
Co. Ann.
21.
KSON San Diego, Calif.— Seeks transfer
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PROFESSIONAL

CARDS

JANSKY & BAILEY
Offices and Laboratories
1339 Wisconsin Ave., N.W.
Washington 7, D.C. FEderal 3-4800
Member AFGCE

JAMES C. McNARY
Consulting Engineer
National Press Bldg.,
Wash. 4, D. C.
Telephone District 7-1205
Member AFGCE

—Established 1926 —
PAUL GODLEY CO.
Upper Monfclair, N. J.
Pilgrim
Laboratories,
Great6-3000
Notch, N. J.
Member AFGCE

GEORGE C. DAVIS
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
RADIO Cr TELEVISION
527 Munsey Bldg.
STerling 3-0111
Washington
4, D. C.
Member AFGCE

Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
Everett L. Dillard, Cen. Mgr.
INTERNATIONAL BLDG.
Dl. 7-1319
WASHINGTON, D. C.
P.O. BOX 7037
JACKSON 5302
KANSAS CITY, MO.
Member AFGCE

A. D. Ring & Associates
30 Years' Engineering
Experience in Radio

Lohnes & Culver

1710 H St., N.W. Republic 7-2347
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
Member AFGCE

GAUTNEY & JONES
CONSULTING RADIO ENCINEERS
930 Warner Bldg. National 8-7757
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFGCE

MAY & BATTISON
CONSULTING RADIO ENCINEERS
Suite 805
711 14th Street, N.W.
Washington 5, D. C.
REpublic AFCGE
7-3984
Member

L. H. Carr & Associates
Consulting
Radio & Television
Engineers
Washington 6, D. C. Fort Evans
1000 Conn. Ave. Leesburg, Va.
Member AFGCE

KEAR & KENNEDY
1302 18th St., N.W. Hudson 3-9000
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
Member AFGCE

A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
CONSULTING ENCINEERS
INWOOD POST OFFICE
DALLAS 9, TEXAS
MEIrose 1-8360
Member AFCGE

GUY C. HUTCHESON
P.O. Box 32
CRestview 4-8721
1100 W. Abram
ARLINGTON, TEXAS

SILLIMAN, MOFFET &
ROHRER
1405 C St., N.W.
Republic 7-6646
Washington 5, D. C.
Member AFCGE

LYNNE C. SMEBY
CONSULTING ENGINEER
AM-FM-TV
7615 LYNN DRIVE
WASHINGTON 15, D. C.
OLiver 2-8520

GEO. P. ADAIR ENG. CO.
CONSULTING ENCINEERS
Radio-Television
Communications- Electronics
1610 Eye St., N. W.
Washington, D. C.
Executive Member
3-1230 Executive
AFGCE 3-5851

WALTER F. KEAN
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Associate
George M. Sklom
19 E. Quincy St. Hickory 7-2401
Riverside,Member
III. (A AFGCE
Chicago suburb)

HAMMETT & EDISON
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Box 68, International Airport
San Francisco 28, California
Diamond 2-5208

CARL E. SMITH
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
8200 Snowville Road
Cleveland 41, Ohio
Tel. JAckson 6-4386
Member AFOOE

J. G. ROUNTREE
CONSULTING ENGINEER
P.O. Box 9044
Austin 17, Texas
CLendale 2-3073

Service
irectory

COMMERCIAL RADIO
MONITORING CO.
PRECISION FREQUENCY
MEASUREMENTS
AM-FM-TV
103 S. Market St.,
Lee's Summit, Mo.
Phone Kansas City, Laclede 4-3777

CAMBRIDGE CRYSTALS
PRECISION FREQUENCY
MEASURING SERVICE
SPECIALISTS FOR AM-FM-TV
445 Concord Ave.,
Cambridge 38, Mass.
Phone TRowbridge 6-2810

FREQUENCY
MEASUREMENT
AM-FM-TV
WLAK Electronics Service, Inc.
P. O. Box 1211, Lakeland, Florida
Mutual 2-3145 3-3819

THE CAPITOL RADIO
ENGINEERING INSTITUTE
ECPD Accred. Tech. Inst. Curricula
3224 16 St., N.W., Wash. 10, D. C.
Industry-approved home study and residence programs in Electronic Engineering Technology including Specialized TV
Engineering. Write for free catalog.

contact
BROADCASTING MAGAZINE
1735 DeSales St. N.W.
Washington 6, D. C.
for availabilities
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JOHN B. HEFFELFINGER
9208 Wyoming PI. Hiland 4-7010
KANSAS CITY 14, MISSOURI
VIR N. JAMES
SPECIALTY
DIRECTIONAL ANTENNAS
232 S. Jasmine St. DExter 3-5562 |
Denver 22, Colorado
Member AFOOE

Munsey Building District 7-8215
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE

JULES COHEN
Consulting Electronic Engineer
617 Albee Bldg. Executive 3-4616
1426 C St., N.W.
Washington 5, D. C.
Member AFCCE
JOHN H. MULLANEY
and ASSOCIATES, INC.
2000 P St., N. W.
Washington 6. D. C.
Columbia 5-4666
Member AFCGE

u E. Towne Assocs., Inc.
TELEVISION and RADIO
ENGINEERING CONSULTANTS
420 Taylor St.
San Francisco 2, Calif.
PR. 5-3100

PETE JOHNSON
Consulting am-fm-tv Engineers
Applications — Field Engineering
Suite 601
Kanawha Hotel Bldg.
Charleston, W.Va. Dickens 2-6281

MERL SAXON
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEER
622 Hoskins Street
Lufkin, Texas
NEptune 4-4242 NEptune 4-9558

KEITH WILLIAMS and
ASSOCIATES, ARCHITECTS
Consultants — Radio Station Design
110 Winchester,
North Cameron
Street
Virginia
MOhawk 2-2589
Planning Equipment layout
Renovation Acoustic Design

L. J. N. du TREIL
& ASSOCIATES
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
10412 Jefferson Highway
New Orleans 23, La.
Phone: 721-2661

William B. Carr
Consulting Engineer
AM— FM— TV
Microwave
P. O. Box 13287
Fort Worth 18, Texas
ATlas 4-1571

of all stock in Broadmoor Bcstg. Corp. from
Ruth E. Brown, executrix of estate of
Kenyon Brown (deceased) to Clinton D.
McKinnon and Michael D. McKinnon (each
50%); ties.consideration
of liabiliC. D. McKinnonassumption
is assistant
editor
of newspaper; M. D. McKinnon is in Army
and has been employe of KOAT-TV Albuquerque. N. M. Ann. Nov. 17.
KHOE Truckee, Calif. — Seeks assignment
of license from Robert Sherman to CaliBcstg. Co., of nowhich
Mr.
Sherman is solefornia-Nevada
stockholder;
financial
consideration involved. Ann. Nov. 21.
WKTG Thomasville, Ga. — Seeks assignment of license from Boiling Branham and
Eunice M. Martin, d/b as Thomas County
Bcstg. Co. to Eunice M. Martin, d/b under
same name; consideration $5,400 plus assumption of liabilities
for Mrs.
Mr. Branham's
48% partnership
interest.
Martin is
present 48% owner of WKTG. Ann. Nov.
17.
KTEE Idaho Falls, Idaho— Seeks transfer
of all stock in The Benay Corp. from
Howard N. Martineau to Lloyd Mickelsen,
V. Melvin Brown. Thomas A. Fairchild and
Leo U. Higham (each 25%); consideration
$1,000. Mr. Mickelsen owns farm and
ranch; Mr. Brown is president and majority
stockholder of pumps and sprinkler systems firm; Mr. Fairchild is account executive with KID-TV Idaho Falls; Mr. Higham
is program director of KID Idaho Falls.
Ann. Nov. 21.
WMOK Metropolis, 111— Seeks transfer of
11.11% limited partnership interest in Fort
Massac Bcstg. Co. from Walter H. Firmin
(deceased) to Elva M. Firmin as legatee;
no financial consideration involved. Ann.
Nov. 20.
WJBWment of license
New Orleans,
La. — Seeks
assignfrom Radio
New Orleans
Inc. to Carmen Macri, d/b as Raymac Radio
Inc.; consideration $250,000. Mr. Macri owns
20%
Jacksonville, Fla.
Ann. of
Nov.WZOK-AM-FM
17.
KANO Anoka, Minn. — Seeks relinquishment of negative control of Northwest
Bcstg. Co. by Frank R. Hunt Jr. (present
owner of 50%) through purchase of 12.5
shares each from corporation by Richard
J. Novak and Richard B. Ahern, present
owners of 25%, each so that each stockholder will own one-third of outstanding
stock:
Nov. 21.consideration $100 per share. Ann.
KSHO-TV
Las Vegas,
Seeks Co.
assign-of
ment of license
from Nev.—
Television
America Inc. to Harry Wallerstein as receiver insideration
bankruptcy;
coninvolved. Ann. noNov.financial
17.
WAUB Auburn, N. Y. — Seeks assignment
of license from Atom Bcstg. Corp. to
Gerard S. Mirabito, Calvin E. Green, William K. Walker, and Robert B. Morgan
(each 15%), d/b as Cayuga Bcstg. Corp.;
consideration $108,000. Mr. Mirabito is general manager of Finger Lakes Press, Auburn; Mr. Green is executive director of
United Fund of Cayuga County; Mr.
Walker is president and general manager
of
Pepsi-Cola
Bottling ofCo.WNDR
of Auburn;
Mr.
Morgan
is employe
Syracuse,
N. Y. Ann. Nov. 17.
WEOK-FM Poughkeepsie, N. Y.— Seeks
assignment of cp from Hudson Valley Bcstg.
Corp. to Hudson Valley F. M. Inc., new
corporation owned 100% by Communications Industries Corp., which is also sole
stockholder of assignor; consideration reimbursement of costs to date and assumption
of future construction costs. Ann. Nov. 20.
WBMT Black Mountain, N. C— Seeks assignment of license from Eugene Slatkin
and David P. Slatkin, d/b as Mountain
View Bcstg. Co. to Gordon H. Greenwood
(62.5%), Sanford C. Sarti (25%) and Garnet
Greenwood (12.5%), d/b under same name;
consideration $19,050. Mr. Greenwood owns
printing and publishing firm; Mrs. Greenwood is housewife; Mr. Sarti is sales manager of WBMT. Ann. Nov. 21.
WDGO(FM) Cleveland, Ohio— Seeks assignment of license from Douglas G. Oviatt
& Son Inc. to Marc A. Wyse, Richard
Janssen (each 37.04%) and Douglas G.
Oviatt Jr., (25.92%) d/b as Janssen Bcstg.
Co.; consideration $60,000. Mr. Wyse is
president and 99% owner of advertising
agency; Mr. Janssen has been account
executive with Metropolitan Bcstg. Co.,
Cleveland; Mr. Oviatt is one-third owner
of assignor and present manager of WDGO
(FM). Ann. Nov. 17.
WYZZ(FM) Wilkes-Barre, Pa.— Seeks assignment of license from Richard G. Evans
Sr. to Scranton-Wilkes-Barre Fine Music
Bcstg. Inc., new corporation consisting of
Mr. Evans (99.04%), Frances E. Evans (.64%)
and Richard G. Evans Jr. (.32%); no financial consideration involved. Ann. Nov. 17.
WJAY Mullins, S. C— Seeks transfer of
92 (FOR THE RECORD)

two-thirds of total stock in Mullins &
Marion Bcstg. Co. from Maymie T. Smith
to William L. Harrelson; consideration $35,000. Mr. Harrelson is present owner of
one-third of licensee, owns farm and is
commissioner of agriculture for State of
South Carolina. Ann. Nov. 21.
WRVC-FM Norfolk, Va.— Seeks transfer
of control of Virginia Good Music Corp.
through cancellation of old classes of stock
and issuance
of Harrison
new shares.
holders include
W. New
MoorestockJr.
(48%) and Forest P. Clay Jr. (24%). Mr.
Moore is manager of WRVC-FM; Mr. Clay
is professor of physics at College of William
& Mary. Ann. Nov. 21.
WEAQ, WIAL(FM) Eau Claire, Wis.—
Seeks caster
transfer
of 52%
stock in
BroadServices Inc.
from ofWilliam
E. Walker
(deceased) to First National Bank of Madias executor
of Mr. involved.
Walker's
estate;son,
noWis.,financial
consideration
Ann.
Nov.
17.
WECL Eau Claire, Wis.— Seeks assignment of license from Chippewa Valley
Radio & Tv Corp. to WECL Inc. which is
sole stockholder of assignor (assignor to be
dissolved sideration
on closing)
; noNov.financial
coninvolved. Ann.
21.
WMNE Menomonie, Wis. — Seeks transfer
of one-third partnership interest Menomonie Bcstg. Co. from Evelyn Whitford,
administratrix of estate of Charles Whitford
(deceased) to Henry W. Overbeck, new
administrator,
consideration
involved. Ann. no
Nov. financial
21.
Hearing cases
FINAL DECISION
■ By decision, commission (1) granted
exception of Hudson Bcstg. Corp. (WCMB)
Harrisburg, Pa., and pleading by applicants
accepting condition and (2) made final Sept.
20 initial decision and granted applications
to increase daytime power from 250 w to
1 kw, continued operation on 1400 kc. 250
w-N. of Associated Bcstrs. Inc. (WEST)
Easton, Pa.; Belvedere Bcstg. Corp. (WWIN)
Baltimore, Md.; South Jersey Radio Inc.
(WOND) Pleasantville, N. J.; WGAL Inc.
(WRAK) Williamsport, Pa.; Kendrick Bcstg.
Inc. (WHGB) Harrisburg, Pa., and Scranton
Radio Corp. (WICK) Scranton, Pa., each
with interference condition, and waiver of
Sec. 3.188(d) granted to WHGB, but modified initial decision to enlarge condition attached to WHGB grant to add that permittee shall submit, before issuance of program test authority, sufficient field intensity
measurement data, made before and after
installation of such equipment, to prove
that itsverseauthorized
operation operation
has no ad-of
effect on technical
WCMB. Action Nov. 21.
OTHER ACTIONS
■ Commission designated for consolidated
hearing mutually exclusive applications for
new tv stations to operate on ch. 13 in
Grand Rapids, Mich., of Grand Bcstg. Co.
and Atlas Bcstg. Co. After 30 days from
public notice of acceptance for filing, commission will issue subsequent order consolidating in this proceeding applications of
West Michigan Telecasters Inc., MKO Bcstg.
Corp., Peninsular Bcstg. Co. and Major Tv
Co. and
other 5 applications
this are
facility filedallbefore
p.m., Nov. 20,forwhich
entitled to comparative consideration; made
Federal Aviation Agency party to proceeding; and denied petition by West Michigan
Telecasters
trafficking
issue Ford
as to applicant toGrandadd
Bcstg.
Co. Comr.
not
participating. Action Nov. 21.
KWTX Waco, Tex., KERV Kerrville, Tex.,
— Designated
for consolidated
applications to increase
daytime hearing
power from
250 w to 1 kw, continued operation on 1230
kc, 250 w-N; made KDLK Del Rio, and
KWTX and KERV parties to proceeding
with tion
respect
Nov. 21. to their existing facilities. Ac■ By memorandum opinion and order,
commission (1) designated for hearing application of Lake Shore Bcstg. Inc. to permit dual-city identification of WDOE Dunkirk, N. Y. (1410 kc, 500 w, DA-N, unl.), as
Dunkirk-Fredonia and (2) dismissed petition to deny Fredonia,
by Dunkirk-Fredonia
21.
Inc. (WBUZ)
N. Y. Action Bcstg.
Nov.
■ By memorandum opinion and order,
commission denied petition by Alvarado Tv
Inc. (KOAT-TV \ ch. 7] Albuquerque, N.M.),
for rulemaking to amend tv table of assignments by deleting ch. 2 from Santa Fe and
reassigning it to Albuquerque or on hybasis to Albuquerque-Santa
Fe;
also denied phenated
counterproposal
bv New Mexico
Bcstg. Inc. (KGGM-TV [ch. 13] Albuquerque) to reassign ch. 2 from Santa Fe to
Las Vegas. Commission found no merit in

proposals of either Alvarado which would
reassign channel to make it available for
its own
use ch. 2 for orKOATTV
now application
on ch. 7 into Albuquerque
New
Mexico Bcstg. which would remove channel
to Las Vegas, small community about 40
miles east of Santa Fe in direction away
from Albuquerque. Action Nov. 21.
■ Byizedreport
commission
finalrulemakingandin order,
Doc. 14272
and amended
tv
table
of
assignments
by
reserving
ch.
*19
for educational use in Bay City, Mich., and
deleting educational reservation from ch. 73
in that city.
Delta College
Saginaw
titioned for change.
Action ofNov.
21. pe■ By memorandum opinion and order,
commission denied petition by Assn. of
Maximum Service Telecasters for reconsideration, deferral and withdrawal of notices
of proposed rulemaking to assign additional
vhf channel to Oklahoma City, Okla.;
Johnstown, Pa.; Baton Rouge, La.; Dayton,
Ohio; Jacksonville, Fla.; Birmingham, Ala.;
Knoxville, Tenn., and Charlotte, N. C. Commission felt that ample time for preparation of comments since release of supplement to report and order in Doc. 13340 has
been available and that no grounds for
further delay in short spaced rulemakings
is present. Chmn. Minow and Comr. Lee
dissented. Action Nov. 21.
■ By order, commission granted petition
by Crosley Bcstg. Corp. and stayed effective
date of Oct. 27 decision in Indianapolis,
Ind., ch. 13 proceeding to 3 a.m., EST, on
date 30 days after final commission decision
on petition for reconsideration to be filed
by Crosley within statutory period allowed,
or 30 days after final court order if judicial
review is sought. (Oct. 27 decision [1]
granted application of WIBC Inc. for new
tv station
operateapplication
on ch. 13 of
in Crosley
Indianapolis andtodenied
for same facility, and [2] ordered that authority heretofore given Crosley to continue
operation of its station WYWI [TV1 on ch.
13 is terminated effective 3 a.m. EST Nov.
30, 1961.)Nov.Comr.
Action
21. Craven did not participate.
■ By memorandum opinion and order in
proceeding on application of REA Radio
& Electronic Laboratory for renewal of license of WREA East Palatka, Fla., commission (1) denied motion by Broadcast Bureau to terminate
hearing WREA
and dismiss
application and (2) permitted
to satisfy
local notice requirement by publication of
hearing notice in newspaper, timing of such
publication to be computed from release of
instant
order,in and
WREA'sfrom
petition
for
change
placegranted
of hearing
East
Palatka, Fla., to Washington, D. C, unless
further factual developments persuade hearing examiner that actual presence in East
Palatka is essential for conducting proper
and complete
sented. Actionhearing.
Nov. 21. Chmn. Minow dis■ By memorandum opinion and order,
commission denied petitions by Bloomington
Bcstg.
Corp.forforwaiver
reconsideration
order and
of Sec. 1.362of ofhearing
rules
in proceeding on its applications for mod.
of
of WJBC-AM-FM
Bloomington,
111. licenses
Chmn. Minow
not participating.
Action
Nov. 21.
■ By order, commission granted petition
by Waterland Bcstg. Corp., applicant for
new am station in Fenton, Mich., and stayed
effective date of Oct. 4 initial decision
which looked toward granting application
of Tvtion toCorp.
Michigan
for DA,
new D,sta-in
operateof on
1510 kc,Inc.
5 kw,
Jackson,
Mich.,
pending
further
review
by
commission. Action Nov. 21.
■ By memorandum opinion and order,
commission (1) granted petition by Broadcast Bureau to accept late filing and (2) denied petition by respondent The Court
House Bcstg. Co. (WCHO) Washington
Court House. Ohio, for reconsideration of
Sept. 14 denial of its previous petition to
enlarge issues
reopen
record 13097
in am etconsolidatedandproceeding
in Doc.
al.
Comr.
Ford
abstained
from
voting.
Action
Nov. 21.
■ By memorandum opinion and order,
commission denied joint petition bv applicants
WINNand
Bcstg.
Corp. (WINN)
ville, Ky..
Southeastern
Bcstg.LouisInc.
(WSFC)
Somerset,
Ky.,
for
reconsideration
of Sept. 20 memorandum opinion and order
and grant of their applications to increase
daytime power from 250 w to 1 kw. continuedinoperation
on 1240 hearing
kc, 250in w-N,
which are
consolidated
Doc.
13097 et al. Petitioners made no requisite
public interest showing to warrant reversal of commission's Sept. 20 similar denialtionto depart
Nov. 21. from normal procedure. Ac■ By memorandum opinion and order,
commission denied petition by Radio-Active
Bcstg. Inc. to add waiver consideration in
Sec. 3.35 issue in proceeding on its appliBROADCASTING, November 27, 1961

cation to increase daytime power cf WATO
Oak Ridge, Tenn., from 1 kw to 5 kw, continued operation on
kc, 500 w-N,
DAINT. Commission
feels1290additional
language
requested
by
petitioner
would
be
surplusage. Action Nov. 21.
Routine roundup
■ Commission invites comments by Feb.
5. 1962, to proposed rulemaking, based on
petition by Georgia State Department of
Education, which would assign and reserve
eight additional uhf channels to permit
state-wide coverage beyond range of existing two vhfsignmentand
uhf They
educational
s in thatthree
state.
would asbe
chs. *18, Dalton; *14, Draketown; *20,
Wrens; *15, Cochran; *23, Dawson, *18,
Ashburn,
*14, ofPelham
and now
*17,hasWarm
Springs. None
these cities
any
channel assignment (either commercial or
educational) except Dalton, where commercial ch. 25 would be deleted, as would be
commercial chs. 15 from Dublin, 17 from
Marianna (Fla.), 14 from Tifton, and possibly ch. 17 from Jasper (Ala.) and ch. 31
from Americus (Ga.). Until matter of overall allocation policy can be decided, commission believes it would be inappropriate
to reserve large blocks of channels such
as requested, particularly since immediate
construction is not contemplated. It is,
however, mindful of needs for additional
channels for educational tv in Georgia and
will
state's
request
concurrently
with consider
proceeding
in Doc.
14229
which is
aimed tiontoNov.promote
use of uhf channels. Ac21.
d Commission addressed letter to Storz
Bcstg. Co., licensee of KOMA Oklahoma
City, Okla., in which it informed licensee
of apparent liability to $10,000 fine for willful and repeated technical violations including operation with daytime non-DA
prior to 4 a.m. and gave licensee 30 days
in which to show cause why fine should not
be imposed. Action Nov. 21.
ACTIONS ON MOTIONS
By Commissioner Frederick W. Ford
■ Granted petition bv Kent-Ravenna
Bcstg. Co. and extended to Nov. 22 time to
respond to petition by Portage County
Bcstg. Corp. to enlarge issues in proceeding on their applications for new am staSUMMARY

FM
TV

Commercial
Non-commercial

Lie.
3,603
882

tions in KentNov.and16. Kent-Ravenna, Ohio, et
al. Action
■ Granted petition by Broadcast Bureau
and extended to Nov. 17 time to respond
to petition by Lindsay Bcstg. Co., Punta
Gorda,tion Fla.,
to enlarge
issues Fort
and opposiby William
H. Martin,
Myers,
Fla., toquestpetition
to
enlarge
issues
and refor alternative relief in proceeding
on their am applications, et al. Action
Nov. 15.
■ Granted petition by Herbert Muschel
and extended to Dec. 4 time to file exceptions and brief and request for oral argument in proceeding on his application. Independent Bcstg. Co., and New Bcstg. Inc.,
for new fm stations in New York, N. Y.
Action Nov. 14.
■ Granted
petition
by applicants
and ex-to
tended to Dec.
13 time
to file replies
exceptions in Lake Charles-Lafayette, La.,
tv ch. 3 proceeding. Action Nov. 14.
■ Granted petition by North Suburban
Radio Inc. and extended to Nov. 17 time
to file replies to exceptions and brief in
support of exceptions filed by Elgin Bcstg.
Co. (WRMN) in proceeding on their am
applications in Highland Park and Elgin,
111., which are consolidated for hearing in
Doc. 13010 et al. Action Nov. 14.
■ Granted petition by Broadcast Bureau
and extended
Nov. 24 time
to file exceptions to initialto decision
in proceeding
on
application
of
Robert
E.
Podesta
Marcella Podesta for new fm station and
in Santa
Clara, Calif. Action Nov. 14.
■ Granted petition by Broadcast Bureau
and extended to Nov. 20 time to respond
to petition for reconsideration by Waterland Bcstg. Corp.. Fenton, Mich., which is
in consolidated am proceeding. Action Nov.
13.
■ Granted petition by Broadcast Bureau
and extended to Nov. 20 time to respond
to petition by Don F. Price, Battle Creek,
Mich., to consolidate for hearing in Doc.
14085 et al. application of Tv Corp. of
Michigan Inc., Jackson. Mich., and to set
aside initial decision in that am proceeding. Action Nov. 13.
By Acting Chief A.Hearing
Examiner Jay
Kyle
■ Granted joint petition by Maricopa
Continued on page 98
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AM's Best 5 KW

TV
553
58

STATION BOXSCORE

Compiled by FCC Oct. 31
AM
49
157
3,603
3,809
524
171
696
508
107
615
0
0

TV
41
FM
887
185
99
1,113
24
123
68
5
73
0
2

68
90
487
655
39
86
47
39

Buy!

The unique PA circuit in ITA's
5 kw AM transmitter operates
with about 90% efficiency.
Only five tube types used and
total tube complement is nine.
Makes maintenance simple
and economical. Check these
advantages'. • Sotid State RectifiersConelrad
•
and Remote
Control Provisions • Power
Cutback to 1 kw • Automatic
Recycling • Free Installation
Supervision. It's value packed!
For complete information
write ITA Dept. BJ-1.

52
130
2

'There are, in addition, nine tv stations which are no longer on the air, but retain their
licenses.
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TRANSMITTER

TOTAL APPLICATIONS
For new stations
853
185
134

OPERATING TELEVISION STATIONS
487'
Compiled by BROADCASTING Nov. 22
VHF
UHF
468
85
40
18

Licensed (all on air)
Cps on air (new stations)
Cps not on air (new stations)
Total authorized stations
Applications for new stations (not in hearing)
Applications for new stations (in hearing)
Total applications for new stations
Applications for major changes (not in hearing)
Applications for major changes (in hearing)
Total applications for major changes
Licenses deleted
Cps deleted

5 kw AM

BROADCASTING

Compiled by BROADCASTING Nov. 22
ON AIR
Not CPon air
Cps.
52
100
58
161
68
83

COMMERCIAL

a
-u
HGHlity

ITA Electronics Corporation
BROADCAST DIVISION
Lansdowne, Pennsylvania

CLASSIFIED

ADVERTISEMENTS

(Payable in advance. Checks and money orders only.) (FINAL DEADLINE — Monday preceding publication dale.)
• SITUATIONS WANTED 20<t per word— $2.00 minimum • HELP WANTED 25* per word— $2.00 minimum.
• DISPLAY ads #20.00 per inch — STATIONS FOR SALE advertising require display space.
• All other classifications 30$ per word — $4.00 minimum.
• No charge for blind box number. Send replies to Broadcasting, 1735 DeSales St., N.W., Washington 6, D. C.
Applicants: If transcriptions oi bulk packages submitted, $1.00 charge for mailing (Forward remittance separately, please). All transcriptions, photos,
etc., sent to box numbers are sent at owner's risk. Broadcasting expressly repudiates any liability or responsibility for their custody or return.
RADIO
Help Wanted — Management
Sales managers, assistant and station managers, interested in joining expanding Pa.,
Florida, radio group in administrative capacities— excellent future — send detailed resume to Box 801H, BROADCASTING.
Manager — sales manager strong on sales and
promotion.
Regional
small market — northeast. Box 855H,
BROADCASTING.
New York area — Going, growing station
(member of dynamic radio group) in search
of
going,to growing
salesman
who's
ableyoung,
to advance
management.
This group
of stations offers genuine opportunity. Remuneration plan excellent — salary, commission, bonuses — five figures. Send complete
resume, including recent photo, to Box
957H, BROADCASTING.
Operational manager, some sales, salary
and bonus, well established 1000 watt good
midwestern town. Give complete details
first letter. Excellent opportunity for
right man. Box 959H, BROADCASTING.
Sales
New England — Major indie needs good
strong salesman. Real opportunity with
growing multiple chain for man looking
to
the future. Resume to Box 915H, BROADCASTING.
Sales-operation manager (plus two salesmen) foratlantic-medium
new (now building)
tral
market.1-kw-D
Send cenfull
resume-photo
to
Box
729H,
BROADCASTING.
Florida. $100 week plus 15%. On collected
revenue of $500 per week you get $175.00.
On $800 per week you get $220.00. On $1500
per week you get $325.00 per week. Territorypetitive
unlimited
sky's market
the limit.on Commediumsometro
east
coast. At least 2 years fulltime radio sales
experience. No beginners please. Air mail
resume to Box 732H, BROADCASTING.
Radio salesman. Base salary $7800 plus 15%
commission. Men averaging $10-15,000 year,
We pay interview and moving expenses.
West
350,000. must
Stationinclude
fulltime Michigan
am and market
fm. Resume
past and present earnings and volume sold.
Radio experience not required — sales experience is. Box 920H, BROADCASTING.
Opportunity awaits in Corpus Christi! A
strong local advertising man can make
good money and move up with top rated,
locally owned KEYS radio. Send complete
resume to Chas. Rossi, Box 1460, Corpus
Christi, Texas. References will be checked
and only experienced men desiring a better
position in life need apply.
Opportunity radio salesman. Salary plus
commission. Good market. KFRO, Longview, Texas.
Top c&w station needs good salesman ined in making
money.
mum twoterestyears
sales excellent
experience.
Sales Minionly.
DJ's
&
pickers
need
not
apply.
and commission. K-P-E-G, 3810 Guarantee
E. Boone,
Spokane, Washington.
Southern group — Top rated metro stations,
expanding, seeking two potential managers
as salesmen — 30-40, married. Guarantee,
moving, rapid advancement for creative
producer. Area applicants preferred. Send
photo
— complete resume
don Broadcasting,
Suite first
980, letter.
MilnerMeLenBldg.,
Jackson, Miss.
Radio television jobs. Over 630 stations. All
major markets, midwest saturation. Write
Walker Employment, 83 South 7th Street,
Minneapolis 2, Minn.
94

Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Announcers

Help Wanted — (Cont'd)
Announcers

Capable radio announcer desired by amfm-tv station. Emphasis on voice quality
and intelligent delivery. We are adult
operation, terested
notin maturity
personalityand
format
. . . inpermanence.
Above average benefits, pleasant midwestING. ern community. Box 745H, BROADCAST-

Do you really believe in radio? We have
successfully proven that not only does
radio sell all day, but in our market,
hundreds of thousands of homes listen to
the radio every night of the week. We
want a strong nighttime personality that
local salesman can sell. Midwest 5000 watt
CBS affiliate. Staff knows of this ad. Send
tape, resume and picture to Box 975H,
BROADCASTING.
Combo — first phone. Excellent salary. WVOS,
Liberty, New York.
Spanish speaking, first radio telephone, no
experience
necessary, 250 watt, new equipPuerto ment,
Ricobeautiful location. Box 1526, Ponce,
Radio television jobs. Over 630 stations. All
major markets, midwest saturation. Write
Walker
Employment,
Minneapolis
2, Minn. 83 South 7th Street.

Announcer-engineer. Central Pennsylvania
station. Our need is immediate. Salary
open. Send resume and tape to Box 758H,
BROADCASTING.
1st phone only, adult personality. Must be
ready to settle for Illinois medium market.
Prefer applicants
from Illinois,
Iowa, Minnesota and Missouri.
Send details
and
present air schedule. Starting salary $540
per month. Box 890H, BROADCASTING.
Morning deejay; bright, snappy, alert.
Strong on sell, news, tight production;
fast board. Experienced. Upstate New York.
Send tape, resume. Box 971H, BROADCASTING.
Newsman for local news operation. $110.00
to start, plus travel. KBRZ, Freeport, Texas.
Immediate opening for experienced, adult
announcer. KBUD, Athens, Texas.
Opportunity married staff announcer. Out
line experience. KFRO, Longview, Texas.
Need experienced announcer for general
staff work at progressive northeast Texas
station. Good opportunity for right man.
Send Pleasant,
tape, resume,
Mt.
Texas.photo to KIMP AM-FM,
WGSB, Geneva,
— new AM
station
affiliated
with MBSIllinois
accepting
applications
from combo men for immediate permanent
position. Friendly staff, fine living area.
Applicant must be sober and stable. Phone
or write Joe Barrie, Program Director, P.
O. Box 68. Phone JU 4-8820.
Wanted: Experienced dj for tight format
operation. Must be strong on news and
able to give a good sell on commercials. We
program to adults. No rock and rollers
please. Send tapes, resumes and pictures to
Bob Bauman, Program Director, WHFB
Radio, Benton Harbor, Michigan.
First phone announcer needed. Sales possible. Beginners considered. Contact Manager. WIOS Tawas City, Michigan.
Experienced announcer with first phone —
immediate opening. Send resume, tape and
photo.
Michigan.J. F. Marzke, WJTJD, St. Johns,
Good board man — some announcing — no dj.
Network station, $60.00 — 42 hours if experienced. WLDB, Atlantic City, New Jersey.
Still looking for combo or announcer interested in working for first phone. Adult
format daytime station permanent position
in beautiful eastern Virginia. WNNT, WarLoudy. saw, Virginia. EDgewater 3-6900. Dean
Opening for announcer with first phone.
Light maintenance, good working conditions. Contact WSYB, Rutland, Vermont.
Announcer, dj, for good music NBC midwest affiliate . . . must have experience.
Good salary plus benefits. Send photo, tape
and
resume
to Ed Huot, WTRC, Elkhart,
Indiana.
Combo man — no pressure just dependability
for WTSL, Hanover, New Hampshire. Easy
listening tops in market . . . contact chief
of
Norman Knight
stations — Tony Vacaro,
Portsmouth,
New Hampshire.

Technical
Chief engineer for directional array. Fine
company,sendgood
equipment.
If interested
please
detailed
application
to Box
942H, BROADCASTING.
Engineer-chief: must be combo-something.
Eng-sales, eng-announcer, etc. Not sufficient work to spend full time eng. Daytimer. No problems. $100 weekly. Full details to Box 954H, BROADCASTING.
North Carolina coastal area full timer seeks
happily married first phone engineer for
chief. Duties will consist of maintenance,
some air work, installation of new studios
in luxury motel and expected construction
of new AM full-time station. Willing to pay
well for competent, sober, cooperative man
interested in working for young, aggressive,
growing organization. State experience,
salary, availability and enclose recent photo
in first letter. Box 958H, BROADCASTING.
Chief engineer. First rate daytime station
heavy on maintenance and electronics in
general. Box 962H, BROADCASTING.
Wanted: nouncer
Combination
chiefAirengineer-anwith first phone.
shift and
maintenance. Small market and local station. Send all information and tape to Allen
R.
Mclntyre, KNDC, Hettinger, North
Dakota.
WGSB, Geneva,
Illinois'
needsand1st can
phone
engineer
strong on
technical
do
acceptable air work. MBS network affiliate;
friendly staff. Permanent position for stable
man. Write H. L. Enstrom, Chief Engineer,
P. O. Box 68, or phone JU 4-8820.
Chief Engineer. Immediate opening. WVOS,
Liberty, New York.
Radio television jobs. Over 630 stations. All
major markets, midwest saturation. Write
Walker
Employment.
Minneapolis
2, Minn. 83 South 7th Street,
Production — Programming, Others
If you are creative and can write effective
commercial
copysendand resume
have aandgoodaudition
commercial voice,
tape
immediately
to
Box
796H,
BROADCASTING.
RADIO
Situations Wanted — Management
Prefer medium market — 35— family man.
College graduate, first phone — eleven years
commercial radio — part two years public
relations capacity with agency contacts.
Previous managerial experience. Box 807H,
BROADCASTING.
BROADCASTING, November 27, 1961

Situations Wanted— (Cont'd)
Management
Manager, heavy sales. For small or medium
market. Twelve years experience, ten management. Mature, thorough knowledge all
phases. Top
employer
references. Immediate.
Boxpast
895H,
BROADCASTING.
General manager . . . available around first
of year. Present station being sold. 15 years
experience all phases. 37. Family, sober.
Active in community affairs. Excellent
recommendations include present employers.
Organize and develop new station or administer operating concern. Active in sales,
etc. First phone many years. Prefer western
market 20-50,000 or perhaps small group.
Would like eventually partial or full purchase opportunity, though not essential. Box
616H, BROADCASTING.
Who needs
honest,
manager to runan tight
ship,money-making
small to medium
northeast market? Currently sales manager
5000 watt metropolitan. Proven creative
sales record, absolute top references every
department, including present employer.
Box 934H, BROADCASTING.
Operations manager — experience thorough
and varied; currently responsible for entire in-station performance of modern, progressive station, including programming,
secretarial and books. Accomplished in
smooth, mature production. Want to do
same Box
for community-minded,
stable operation.
940H, BROADCASTING.
Your station needs this man as manager.
Experienced 7 years announcing, 8 years
sales, has first class license. Is draft exempt, 36 years old, married. 3 children.
On last job 8 years. Contact: 1940 Noccalula
Rd., Gadsden, Alabama.
Announcers
Top sportscaster looking for sports minded
station. Finest of references. Box 720H,
BROADCASTING.
Announcer. Mid-road music experience.
News. Commercials. Versatile. Tape available. Box 950H, BROADCASTING.
1st phone operator single, vet. strong ham
& electrical experience, desires return to
nativetion as mid-south
for permanent
broadcaster,area
possibly
announcer. posiBox
898H. BROADCASTING.
First phone — combo, personality dj, news,
events, mature, adaptable, 16 years all
phases, familv. Immediate availability, $100.
Box 939H, BROADCASTING.
DJ/announcer. Young. Cheerful. Swinging.
Convincing. Good production. Tspe available. Box 949H, BROADCASTING.
Versatile announcer — creative copywriter —
sportscaster. Box
Married.
3 '"ears
experience.
916H,Draft-exempt.
BROADCASTING.
Announcer, dj mucho happv sound even
humor (sometimes) can adjust delivery,
top 100 or the briar patch, program toorated in southland, wanting Yankee metromarket. Box 918H, BROADCASTING.
Four years experience am-fm. First phone
— sometion inannouncing
— veteran,
northeastern
collegeseeking
town. posiBox
919H, BROADCASTING.
Experienced announcer — dj. Plav-by-play
experience. Prefer PennsvJvama-New Jersey area. Box 947H, BROADCATING.
Announcer. Young. Cheerful. Realistic.
Sales ability.
Excellent
training1. Tape
available.
Box 951H,
BROADCASTING.
Experienced personality dj — first phone, college, draft exempt. Available immediately.
Box 952H, BROADCASTING.
Basketball play - by - play. Experienced.
Quick. Descriptive. Good interviewer. References. Box 955H, BROADCASTING.
Old hand — wants new place to set. Age 44.
21 years broadcasting monev-making shows.
Box 960H, BROADCASTING.
Available immediately. Clean cut, indefatigable veteran, 25, single, B.A. degree. Excellent references, pleasant voice, 2nd phonefirst soon. Grantham trained. Limited experience. Box 964H, BROADCASTING, or
call Washington, D. C, RE 7-2131. Ed Post.
Negro versatile announcer looking for work.
Will travel, tops in dj show. Box 965H,
BROADCASTING.
BROADCASTING, November 27, 1961

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Announcers
Experienced announcer-dj. Good voice. Can
work with any type of music. Willing to
work any good small or big market in
midwest. Box 966H, BROADCASTING.
Young-man
currentlyin working
as network
news desk assistant
New York.
Desires
position on small radio-tv station as reporter-writer. Experience includes limited
local reporting UN and election coverage
for local and network radio-tv operation.
Salary and location unimportant. Box 967H,
BROADCASTING.
Experienced negro, disc jockey, desires
position.
— bright
sounds. Married, news.FastBoxboard
968H,
BROADCASTING.
Experienced dj, announcer-engineer or
combo.news.
Married,
tight production,
Box bright
969H, sound,
BROADCASTING.
Bright, happy, morning or afternoon deejay
with production know-how seeks sound
futuretion.
with
progressive
Presently
employed metro-market
in major topsta-40
chain . . . eight years experience ... 23,
single, draft-exempt. Have backlog of ideas
and first phone (non-maintenance). Box
970H, BROADCASTING.
Experienced negro announcer, dj, mature
voice — will travel. Family man. Box 972H,
BROADCASTING.
Happy-voiced
announcer
seeks progressive
market.
Experienced
(presently
employed).
Married, duction.
not Bestareferences.
floater. Love
good proMinimum
$100
week.
Desire
"top
40"
operation.
Box 973H,
BROADCASTING.
Nine years experience, excellent references.
Tops tion.
in —Wantnews,
deejay,
continuity,
to settle
in lower
Michiganproducarea.
Write Dick Caouette, c/o Frank Bignell,
WHMI, Howell, Michigan.
Want to work in Kansas. Announcer, news,
dj., also write copy. Need station that will
give young ambitious beginner start.
Military service completed. For live audition call or write: Gerald Laprade, Walker,
Kansas. RE 5-4738.
Smile awhile! 1st phone, college, family. 5
years professional entertainer, veteran, announcing school graduate, television experience, type 50.Paul
DesirePotter.
permanent
position southwest.
419 Home,
Duncanville, Texas. AX 8-2965.
North Carolina or bust! Young, eager,
broadcasting school trained. Roy Smith,
5203
Texas. and
' a lot
ComboDenton
man —Drive,
some Dallas.
experience
of potential. First phone, consider your
area. Prefer smaller markets. Strong on
news and iock work. Jerry Wilson, 2243
Bergstrom. Dallas 17, Texas.
First phone, limited experience. Desires to
become top man in broadcast field. Prefer
south-east. Military obligations completed.
Box 101, Hendersonville, North Carolina.
OX 3-3960.
Technical
Engineer, 1st phone radio and tv experience maintenance preferred. Also cr operation and production. Box 945H, BROADCASTING.
Radio or tv engineering position desired in
southwest. Formerly KXKW. Married. First
class ticket. Contact Ray Loper, 1221
Neblett.
Stephenville, Texas. Phone Woodlawn 5-3357.
Production — Programming, Others
Sports director— radio or television. Now
public relations director with professional
sports organization — thirteen years play-byplay football, basketball, baseball, all phases
of sports— 35. Married. First phone will
travel
for interview. Box 808H. BROADCASTING.
Philadelphia producer-writer. Rare find. 10
years radio-television-agency. Box 927H,
BROADCASTING.
Smooth, mature production — now in charge
of programming of modern, all-produced
sound. Want similar capacity in community-minded, stable operation. Market size
secondary. Box
941H, BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Production — Programming, Others
Announcer-writer-newscaster needs permanent position in tv or adult radio. University & broadcasting school graduate, 35,
single. Experienced as radio pd & tv-radio
continuity director. 8 years in broadcasting.
Prefer Michigan, Wisconsin or Minnesota
but consider other. Available January 8.
Box 948H, BROADCASTING.
Top newspaperman, 11 years dailies, all
beats, craves pace, pressure of radio or
tv news anywhere. Know camera, mike.
Combat vet, 35, degree, 3 children. Jack
Magee,
fornia. Howard 5-1598, San Diego, CaliProgram director of local number one station desires a change of location. Four
years experience in all types of formats.
Currently with top 75 music and news
station. Has worked as announcer, dj, p.d.,
and third class
Asheville,
N. C. engineer. Contact Box 7073.
TELEVISION
Help Wanted — Technical
WTOC-am-fm-tv, Savannah, Georgia, has
opening for first class engineer. Reply by
letter to chief engineer, giving complete
qualifications, references, photographs and
salary requirements for 50 hours. Box 874H,
BROADCASTING.
Adding to our staff . . . south eastern vhf
station needs studio and transmitter engineers. Must be able to switch and video
tape tions
experience
helpful. State
qualificaand salary requirements
in letter.
All
replies confidential. Box 924H, BROADCASTING.
Experienced television transmitter engineer
for night maintenance. GE experienced
preferred. Excellent conditions, five day
week, scale near $200. Major midwest market. Send references, resume and photo.
Box 928H, BROADCASTING.
Immediate opening for first class technician
studio and uhf -transmitter combined operation. First phone necessary. Contact H. J.
Eskew, FLeetwood 2-7673, Urbana, Illinois
or write WICD, Danville, Illinois.
Production — Programming, Others
Newsman
with professional approach to
news to join aggressive market leading tv
news staff. Will air one major newscast,
handle normal news gathering duties. NBC
affiliate in upper midwest. Vacancy now
exists. Box 921H, BROADCASTING.
Film editor — creative, industrious. Must be
experienced on movieola, scoring, mixes,
etc. Needed for documentary series in
major
eastern market. Box 922H, BROADCASTING.
Wanted . . . south-eastern, vhf station
needs cameraman-floorman and projectionist. Video tape experience helpful, not
necessary. State qualifications and salary
requirements
letter. All replies confidential. Box 925H,in BROADCASTING.
Announcers-directors . . . south-eastern,
vhf station will consider non-experience
radio announcers. Send photo, audio tape
and/or video tape and salary requirements.
All
replies confidential. Box 926H, BROADCASTING.
TELEVISION
Situations Wanted — Management
Selling general manager. 37; college gradthoroughly Can
experienced
18 years and
—8
years uate;
television.
triple ratings
profits; enhance quality image. Have done
it; am doing it. Box 626H, BROADCASTING.
Want out radio — in tv. 2 years radio sales,
experienced news writer. Some radio-tv
presentations
writing. Box 896H, BROADCASTING.
One of top 3 tv salesmen in three station
market in the top fifty, ready to step up
to sales manager. 7 years experience plus
radio and agency background. Experienced
in agency presentation, ambitious, capable,
active civicly. Top business and personal
refs. Reply Box 956H, BROADCASTING.
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Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Sales
Progressive single man — six years experience all phases radio, tv, theatre, records—
currently in medium television market desires to relocate into public relations in
New York or other metropolitan area.
Willing to travel. Available January first.
Details first letter please. Box 917H,
BROADCASTING.
Announcers
Announcing-sales ... 4 years radio experience in N. Y., N. J., California. Ready
for tv. Excellent appearance, married,
draft-free Box 932H, BROADCASTING.
TV announcer-for major market. 11 years
announcing, 5 tv. Excellent appearance,
versatile
on-camera,
References,professional
recommendations.
Box booth.
946H,
BROADCASTING.
Technical
Southwest or west — Former chief of am
and tv. Experienced as field representative
of major company installing black and
white and color tv. Presently responsible
for large military color installation. Middle
aged, married, seeking employment in
warmer
climate. Box 931H, BROADCASTING.
Chief engineer or technical supervisor; fm
or tv; well rounded experience in all phases
of technical
construction, ofoperation,
super-tv
vision and administration
vhf and uhf
stations. 13 years in electronics. Current
1st phone. Box 961H, BROADCASTING.
3 yrs. tv. 8 years radio — all transmitter experience. Desire permanent job in Texas
or southwest. D. C. Kenny, 1708 Lucile,
Wichita Falls, Texas. Phone 767-0917.
Production — Programming, Others
Six years experience news, film, camera,
production and photography. Box 679H,
BROADCASTING.
Film program manager 13 years in one of
top 15 markets, major NBC affiliate in
southwest. As department head, responsible
for film buying,
supervisor,
administration.personnel
Full knowledge
all phases
radio and tv programming, production, and
operations.cellent
Single
woman,
exreferences.
Writepersonable,
Box 787H,
BROADCASTING.
Promotion manager available. Presently assistant with major market radio and tv
station. tivity,
Experience
in all promotion
acincluding advertising,
presentation
writing,
and
research.
Box
944H,
BROADCASTING.
FOR SALE
Equipment
G.E. 3 mkw
fm transmitter
— usedat approxiately 3 years.
Excellent buy
$3,000.00.
Box 858H, BROADCASTING.
Used GPL 35mm telecast projector model
PA-200.
CASTING. Reasonable. Box 953H, BROAD2 automatic (45 rpm) turntables & controls
(BQ-103 RCA) 2 turntable equalizing preamplifiers (BA-26A RCA). One turntable
with controls and pre-amplifier priced at
$995.00. This equipment used only four
months. Both machines are equipped with
remote control cueing. For inspection and
contact, write or call WEAM, 1515 N. Court
House Rd., Arlington, Va. Jackson 7-7100.
A used RCA BTA-250L transmitter with
crystals for 1450 kc and selected spare parts.
We will crate
and Call
ship Jay
for Leibach,
$750.00 Transportation collect.
chief
engineer
—
WLEC,
Sandusky,
Ohio. Write
P. O. Box 441.
RCA 3-bay, channel 3 (or 2) tv antenna.
320 ft. 3-1/8" com. Products coaxial line,
elbows, hangers, fittings, etc. All in excellent
nah, condition.
Georgia. Bargain, WSAV-TV, Savan96

For Sale— (Cont'd)
Equipment
5 kw fm transmitter, Collins 737, $4,000.
Immediately available. Cisler, WLVL, P. O.
1644, Louisville, Kentucky. JU 5-4789.
Field strength meter, Feris 32-B five bands,
15 kc to 20 mc, like new, complete batteries, manual. $485— Electronico, P. O. Box
915, Appleton, Wisconsin.
Andrew 40-C phase monitor-overhauled by
factory $250.00. RCA 76-B2 console $325.00.
Tape recorder $50.00 . . . Contact: Fayette
Broadcasting Corp., Uniontown, Pennsylvania.
For Sale: Western Electric type number
355-E-l 5 kw am transmitter. Old but still
good. Buyer to assume cost dismantling
and shipping. Available early 1962. Send
your offer to P. O. Box 5007, Denver, Col.
Am. fm. tv equipment including monitors.
5820, bus1850.
Electrofind. 440 ColumAve . Np.a.Y tubes.
C.
Will buy or sell broadcasting equipment
Guarantee Radio & Rroadcasting SupDlv
Co.. 1314 Iturbide St., Laredo, Texas.
Transmission line, styroflex, heliax, rigid
with hardware and fittings. New at surplus
prices. Write for stock list. Sierra Western
Electric Cable Co.. 1401 Middle Harbor Road.
Oakland 20. California.
For Sale:
Blaw-Knox
self-supporting
towers
444 Two
ft. high.
In excellent
condition.
Presently in place in Denver area. Buyer
would assume cost of dismantling and shipping. Available
earlyDenver,
1962. Colorado.
What's your
offer? P.O.
Box 5007,
WANTED

TO BUY

Equipment
Need OP-7 and OP-6 remote amplifiers. L.
A. Pierce, WBBM-TV, Chicago.
2 used field camera chains and remote
switchers— contact R. E. Owen, WKRC-TV,
Cincinnati, Ohio. Phone GArfield 1-1750.
Wanted tape recorder, control-board, and
broadcasting equipment. SOS, 270 N. Crest
Rd., Chattanooga, Tennessee.
WANTED

TO BUY

Stations
AM station in eastern United States. Small
to medium market. All considered and in
confidence. Box 929H, BROADCASTING.
Want to buy AM station in Oregon, Washington or Idaho under $80,000 total, around
$15,000 down. Responsible persons. Send
info to P.O. Box 617, Matthews, North
Carolina.
INSTRUCTIONS
FCC first phone license preparation by
correspondence or in resident classes.
Grantham Schools are located in Hollywood,
Seattle. Kansas City and Washington. Write
for our offree
40-page brochure.
Grantham
School
Electronics,
3123 Gillham
Road,
Kansas City 9, Missouri.
Train now in N.Y.C. for FCC first phone
license. Proven methods, proven results. Day
and evening classes. Placement assistance.
Announcer Training Studios, 25 W. 43 N.Y.
OX 5-9245.
FCC first phone license in six weeks.
Guaranteed instruction in theory and
laboratory methods by master teachers.
G. I. approved. Request free brochure.
Elkins Radio License School, 2603 Inwood
Road. Dallas. Texas.
Be prepared. First class F.C.C. license in
six weeks. Top quality theory and laboratory training. Elkins Radio License School
of Atlanta, 1139 Spring St., N.W., Atlanta,
Georgia.

Instructions — (Cont'd)
Since 1946. The original course for FCCFirst Class Radiotelephone Operator License
in six weeks. Reservations necessary. Enrolling now for classes starting January 3„
March
7. May
July 11. Forwrite
information.,
references
and 9,reservations
Williami
B. Ogden Radio Operational Engineering
School. 1150 West Olive Avenue, Burbank.
California.
FCC first class license in 6 weeks. We are
specialists. We do nothing else. Small
classes. Maximum personal instruction.
One low tuition covers everything until
license secured. Pathfinder Method, 5504
Hollywood Blvd.. Hollywood, California.
Elkins Radio License School of Chicago —
Six weeks quality instruction in laboratory
methods and theory leading to the F.C.C.
First Class License. 14 East Jackson St.,
Chicago 4. Illinois.
Announcing programming, console operation. Twelve weeks intensive, practical
training. Finest, most modern equipment
available. G. I. approved. Elkins School of
Broadcasting. 2603 Inwood Road, Dallas 35.
Texas.
MISCELLANEOUS
The May, 1959 issue of the proceedings of
The Institute of Radio Engineers — contact
John H. DeWitt, President, WSM, Inc.,
Nashville, Tennessee.
"Deejay taining
Manual,"
completeletters,
gagfilepatter
conadlibs. bits,a gimmix,
.Parkway
. . $5.00:Court.
Show-Biz
Comedy
Service,
65
Brooklyn 35, N. Y.
25.000 professional comedy lines, routines,
adlibs. Largest laugh library in show business. Special monthly topical service featuring deejay comment, introductions. Free
catalog. Orben Comedy Books. Hewlett, N.Y.
Build local religious program! Invite council of churches or local minister to voice
nationally distributed newscript, add local
news. 31 satisfied users. Modest cost. Write
Mass. Council of Churches, 14 Beacon St.,
Boston, for information.
Business Opportunity
Am looking for partner in progressive radio
station in intermountain area population
119,000, would like you to be willing to
invest $45,000 for 45 percent of station with
option to buy 50 percent. Station is 1000
watt davtimer currently in black. Box 579H,
BROADCASTING.
RADIO

Help Wanted— Sales
iBiiiiHiiimiiniimiiimiiiBiiiiBiimiiiiHiiiHiiiHiiiHi
1
|
1
|

A SALESMAN'S
1
50,000 WATT
CALIFORNIA
OPPORTUNITY!!
— a man with a goal and
willing to work
Lj
— a "Radio" man experienced jj
in selling local clients =■
— a man willing to develop =
a strong list into top income (
— for this man, the

! OPPORTUNITY IS NOW at 1
I KRAK — 50,000 watts — f
| SACRAMENTO 14, CALIF. §
I Send outline of performance and a
jj references with letter of application,
^ll![flHiilllHili;;^iil!MII]iaBj;iiBBIill!aMliflBHIill:HHIi:ilHBIIll!HBill!iBB!ll]lSP
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RADIO
Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Sales

Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Technical

SYNDICATION SALES REPS
WANTED
Opportunity with top producer of
musical commercials for Radio Stations and Advertisers. Services include quality shows and short features. Big commissions. Exclusive
territories available.
Box 963H, BROADCASTING.

CHIEF ENGINEER
5KW New England Big City Station. Must be excellent creative
studio and transmitter engineer.
Forward looking mgt. Wonderful future if you know your stuff

Announcers

and are not a "lazybones." Detail experience, references in confidence to:
Box 825H, BROADCASTING

$12,500 for
SWING JOCK
Top 40 highly rated in America's
top 7. North Eastern station has
immediate opening for mature
sounding personality D. J. All
replies confidential. Tape and
resume to:
Box 823H, BROADCASTING

Quality announcer needed for
adult radio operation. Good pay
and security offered the right
man. Experience necessary with
position open within one week.
Box 930H, BROADCASTING

CHIEF ENGINEER
Man needed for 6-Tower Directional and
modern complex audio set up. Must be
sharp,
and understand
that
overall experienced
sound is our
most important
product. Executive position with executive responsibilities and rewards. Send
full information plus salary to manager.
KSTT, Davenport, Iowa

Production — Programming, Others
NEWS

DIRECTOR

$10,000 to start
You write, live, breath news.
You're a self starter who writes,
announces and understands fast
paced modern news for top 40
station in large eastern mkt. Write
in confidence, tape, resume to:
Box 824H, BROADCASTING

"DJ — Mature, lively, intelligent, experienced, and most of all interesting for Southeastern 5 KW. Must
be able to capture and hold an intelligent Southern audience. Send
tape to:
Box 943H, BROADCASTING

UNLIMITED
OPPORTUNITY
MIDWEST CBS RADIO &
TELEVISION STATION
Looking for 2 personalities.
Disc shows on radio and on
camera and personality work on
television. No previous television experience mandatory.
However, must have solid radio
background and experience. On
radio will run own board. No
engineering ticket necessary.
Staff knows of this ad. Send
tape, resume and/or film to
Box 974H, BROADCASTING.
BROADCASTING, November 27, 1961
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| EXECUTIVE PROGRAM DIRECTOR j
5 presently working or residing in y
j
§ N. Y. C. area. Must have classical 1
[
= music background as well as com- I
)
5 plete understanding of semi-classi- |
|
§ cal, show tunes. The man we select |
=
= will be hired as a consultant for :
g the first 120 days to set up pro- I
i
H gramming for chain of major mar= ket stations. He will then take over I
{
| as PROGRAM
EXECUTIVE
for {
i these stations. Must be willing to 1|
= relocate and do some traveling. 1
{
= References carefully checked. Write 1
1
I Box 936H, BROADCASTING.
^lt3lllllll!IIIIE]ll!lllllllll[]llllllllllll«lll!IIIIIIIIElllllllllllllt]llll!IIIIIIIC
For Best Results
You Can't Top A
CLASSIFIED AD
in
— I IBROADCASTING
THE BUSINESSWEEK!- Y OF TELEVISION AND RADIO

Situations Wanted — Management
MANAGER OR
SALES MANAGER
Need aggressive leadership for your
station? My experience covers local
sales, sales management and now
manager of large metropolitan regional outlet. I'm seeking a challenging position where compensation will be based on the job I do
for you. Market size or location no
problem. Am familiar with programming, engineering and FCC
rules and regulations. My record
is open for inspection — personal
references available. All inquiries
will receive an immediate reply.
Box 923H, BROADCASTING
MISCELLANEOUS
MOVING?
SEND
FOR BOOKLET
A
free,
16-page
booklet prepared by
I Burnham Van Service,
Inc. can give you

cost-saving
move
your pointorganize
how to g,
ers on work-savin
■ helpful,
from city to city when you change
I jobs. How to prepare to move, tips on
packing, a helpful inventory checklist
I of
things to
do are
the topics
included.
Write
for among
your free
copy.
No obligation.
Chuck Swann,
Burnham Van Service,
Columbus, Georgia
1634 Second Avenue,
1
FOR SALE
Stations
^i[]iiiiiiiiiiii[]iiiiiiiiiiii[]iiiiiiiiiiii[]iiiiiiiiiiiit]iiiiiiiiiiii[]iiiiniiiiiir^
I Class B Stereo Multiplex FM =
§j station. Priced for immediate I
1
sale. Lynn 9-2213. §
|
Box 702H, BROADCASTING. |
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SAN FRANCISCO
station.
B — FM
ClassBox
907H,

|
m
1

j
|
|
BROADCASTING
j
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Southeast, 1,000 watt daytimer
New Equipment, Race Station.
Business commensurate with its
pre-eminent position in market.
Reason for selling, other interests. Inquire, Box 933H, BROADCASTING

For Sale— (Cont'd)
Stations
FOR SALE
Excellent Florida property 5 KW.
Solid economic area — no tourism.
Grosses $80,000-$90,000. Opportunity for owner-manager. Full
details first letter. No lease arrangements. No broker. Substantial financial qualifications required. $75,000 cash down will
handle — balance on terms.
Box 938H, BROADCASTING
FOR SALE
Excellent Middle Atlantic property
(day) in rich industrial and agricultural area, of 300,000 plus. Gross $80,000-$90,000. Opportunity for ownermanager. 12 years old, and in excellent physical condition. Includes real
estate and is combined operation. $75,000 cash down will handle. No brokers.
No lease arrangements. Balance on
terms. Substantial financial qualifications required. Box 937H, BROADCASTING.
am GUNZENDORFER^m
ARIZONA TWO STATION MARKET
Fulltimer. Asking S78,00O with real estate.
29% down.
OREGON BIG MARKET. 5000 WAITER.
Price $215,000 with 29% down. Exclusive*
OTHERS IN CALIFORNIA, ARIZONA,
NORTHWEST FROM $60,000.
WILT GUNZENDORFER
AND ASSOCIATES
8630
W. Broker
Olympic, LosFinancial
Angeles Consultants
35, Calif.
Licensed
29%
29%
60 M terms
Michigan single
daytimer
Iowa
fulltime
77M
single
90
M
15dn
small
Fla
West
small
power
VHF-TV
150M
Ga
fulltime
metro
175M cash
fulltime
400 M lOOdn
South
major
N.E.
Top 30 daytimer 425M terms
And others.
CHAPMAN
COMPANY
1182 W. Peachtree St., Atlanta 9, Ga.
New York State regional $125,000
— West Coast regional $100,000
— Ark. major regional $180,000
— Tenn. major $375,000 — Tenn.
single $82,500 — N. M. major
$250,000 — N. M. medium $150,000 — Okla. single $100,000 —
Tex. single $70,000 — Tex. single
$145,000 — Tex. medium $160,000 — Tex. metro. $275,000 — Ala.
major $300,000 — Miss, single
$40,000 — Fla. major power $237,000 — Fla. major power $550,000
— Fla. major $225,000 — Fla.
medium $180,000 — La. major
$87,500 — La. single $26,950—
La. single $40,000 — and many
other in all price ranges! Contact:
patt Mcdonald co.
Box 9266 — GL. 3-8080
AUSTIN 17, TEXAS
98 (FOR THE RECORD)

Continued from page 93
County Bcstrs. Inc. and Maryvale Bcstg.
Co., applicants
operate on 1510 kc,for10new
kw, amD, stations
in Mesa, toAriz.,
approved agreement whereby Maricopa
would pay Maryvale $3,500, in partial payment of out-of-pocket
expenses
incurred in
in
connection
with Maryvale
application,
return for its wtihdrawal; dismissed with
prejudice Maryvale application and retained
in hearing
tion Nov. 16.status Maricopa application. Ac■ Granted petition by Storer Bcstg. Co.
(WJBK) Detroit, Mich., and extended to
Nov. 30 time to respond to petitions by
KSTP Inc. (KSTP) St. Paul, Minn., and
Post Newsweek Stations (WTOP) Washington, D. C, for leave to intervene in
proceeding
Storer's am for
application
et
al which ison consolidated
hearing in
Doc. 14085 et al. Action Nov. 13.
■ Granted petition by James V. Perry
for dismissal
without
prejudice
of his City,
application for new
am station
in Grove
Pa., and retained in hearing status remainconsolidation
— Quests
Inc. ing
forapplication
new amin station
in Ashtabula,
Ohio. Action Nov. 13.
■ Granted petition by Barsland Inc. for
dismissal
without
its application for new
am prejudice
station in ofHolly,
Mich.,
and retained in hearing status the remaining applications in the am consolidated
proceeding
Service Bcstrs.
13. Ypsilanti,(Community
Inc.,
Mich., et al) . Action Nov.
■ Scheduled hearing for Feb. 13, 1962, at
place andnounced, itime
to be R.subsequently
n Providence,
I., in matter an-of
revocation of license of Neighborly Bcstg.
Inc. tion
forNov.WLOV
(FM) Cranston, R. I. Ac9.

and extended from Nov. 17 to Nov. 22
time for clusions
filing
proposed onfindings
and con-of
in proceeding
applications
Radio Quests Inc. and WHOT Inc. for new
am stations in Willoughby and Campbell,
Ohio. Action Nov. 17.
By Hearing Examiner Charles J. Frederick
■ Granted petition by Broadcast Bureau
and extended from Nov. 13 to Nov. 24 time
to file proposed findings and conclusions in
proceeding on application of United Tv Co.
of New Hampshire (WMUR-TV) Manchester, N. H. Action Nov. 15.
By Hearing Examiner Walther W. Guenther
■ Granted petition by Broadcast Bureau
and continued Nov. 20 further hearing to
Nov. 30 in proceeding on applications of
The Walmac Co. for renewal of licenses of
stations KMAC (AM) and KISS (FM) San
Antonio, Tex. Action Nov. 17.
By Hearing Examiner Isadore A. Honig
■ Granted, nunc pro tunc, Nov. 14 petition by Broadcast Bureau, and extended
from Nov. 15 to Dec. 15 date for filing proposed findings of fact and conclusions, and,
on own motion, extended from Nov. 29 to
Dec. 29 date for filing reply pleadings in
proceeding on applications of News-Sun
Bcstg. Co. and Radio America for new fm
stations
tion Nov.in 16.Waukegan and Chicago, 111. Ac■ Ordered, nunc pro tunc, that request
by Kenneth G. Prather and Misha S.
Prather, tended
Boulder,
granted,
and exfrom Nov. Colo.,
10 tois Nov.
24 time
for
riling proposed findings and from Nov. 24
to Dec. 1 time for filing replies in proceeding on their am application and KDEN
Bcstg.13.Co. (KDEN) Denver Colo. Action
Nov.

By Hearing Examiner Millard F. French
■ Granted petition by Broadcast Bureau

By Hearing Examiner H. Gilford Irion
a Reopened record in consolidated am
proceeding Inc.,
on applications
of Radio
fordsville
Crawfordsville,
Ind., et Crawal., to
receive in evidence Exhibit 6 of Sullivan
County Bcstrs. Inc., Sullivan, Ind., and
closed record. Action Nov. 14.
By Hearing Examiner Forest L. McClenning
■ Granted petition by Putnam Bcstg.
Corp. and continued from Nov. 16 to Nov.
23 date for exchange of exhibits to be
offered in evidence in presentation of direct
affirmative cases, and from Nov. 27 to Dec.
4 for hearing in proceeding on its application and Port Chester Bcstg. Co. for new
am stations in Brewster and Port Chester,
N. Y. Action Nov. 15.
■ Granted
petition byConn.,
Eastern
System Inc., Brookfield,
and Bcstg.
continued
from Nov. 20 to Nov. 30 date for exchange
of exhibits to be offered in evidence in
presentation of direct affirmative cases,
Nov. 24 to Dec. 1 for further prehearing
conference and from Dec. 4 to Dec. 18 for
commencement of hearing in consolidated
am
in Doc. 14166 et al. Action
Nov. proceeding
14.

For Sale— (Cont'd)
Stations

Mid-West. Non-competitive.
Single Market. Fulltimer within
150 miles of Indianapolis. Crossing over $95,000.00 last 12
months. Excellent terms. Around
$36,000.00 down, balance 7 to
10 years. 1000 Watts daytime
and 250 Watts nighttime. Direct
sale — not handled by brokers.
Box 754H, BROADCASTING
— STATIONS FOR SALE —
1. EAST. Top market. Daytimer. $102,000.
29%
down.
2. CALIFORNIA.
Daytimer. Asking $75,000.
29% ROCKY
down. MOUNTAIN. Daytimer. Near
3.
large market. Asking $31,500. $6,500 down.
4. SOUTH CENTRAL. Major. Full time. Asking $180,000. 29% down.
JACK L. STOLL & ASSOCS.
Suite 600-601 6381 Hollyw'd Blvd.
Los Angeles 28, Calif
HO. 4-7279
INSTRUCTIONS
THE AMERICAN
DISC JOCKEY SCHOOL
Offers fully trained and commercially
orienlcd personnel. What are your needs?
News • Sports • C&W • Top 40 • Jazz
Sales • Programming • Men • Women
HELENA BLDG., NORFOLK, VA.
State Needs — Tape, Photo, Resume Rushed

By Hearing Examiner Herbert Sharfman
■ Granted petition by Ouachita Valley
Radio cation
Corp.
to amend
its applifor newforamleave
station
in Camden,
Ark.,
to operate on 1450 kc, 1 kw-LS, 250 w-N in
lieu of 610 kc, 500 w, daytime only, and removed amended application from hearing
docket and returned it to the processing
line. Action Nov. 15.
By Hearing Examiner Elizabeth C. Smith
■ Upon request by applicant, continued
Nov. 27 hearing to Dec. 13, and modified
schedule for exchange of further exhibits
and notification as to witnesses to conform
with present agreement among counsel as
to such dates in proceeding on application
of Radio Americana Inc. for new am station in Baltimore, Md. Action Nov. 16.
BROADCAST ACTIONS
by Broadcast Bureau
Actions of Nov. 20
■ By letter, commission granted request
by Columbia Bcstg. System Inc. for extension of time to file response to commission's Oct. 25 letter concerning the network's new tv "incentive compensation
plan."
It stated asin topart:
"In view
of your
representations
the need
for additional time within which to make a complete
response, the time for reply is hereby extended to Dec. 6, 1961. Since those of your
affiliates who were also asked to comment
on the compensation plan are no doubt
desirous of a similar extension, the time
for their response is therefore also extended
W. Va.— Granted mod.
to WCAW
Dec. 6, Charleston,
1961."
BROADCASTING, November 27, 1961

of license to operate trans, by remote control; conditions.
WCHA-FM Chambersburg, Pa. — Granted
cp to install new ant.
*KCSM(FM) San Mateo, Calif— Granted
cp to replace
expiredfm permit
mercial educational
station. for noncomKYNO Fresno, Calif. — Granted cp to make
changes in nighttime DA pattern.
WSLM-FM Salem, Ind. — Granted mod. of
cp
to change type trans, and type ant.;
conditions.
WSSL North Augusta, S. C— Granted
mod. of cp to change ant.-trans. location to
Off Wood St., Augusta, Ga., and main studio
location to 200 Georgia Ave., North Augusta, S. C. (main studio location) ; make
changes in ground system; remote control
permitted.
WLOV(FM)
Cranston,
I.— Granted
thority to remain
silent R.beginning
Oct. au-10
for a period of sixty days; without prejudice to such further action as the Commission may deem warranted as a result
of a final determination license revocation
proceeding.
WMAB Munising, Mich. — Granted authority beginning Nov. 1 and ending April
1, 1962, to operate from 7:00 a.m. to 7:00
p.m. (local time) with exception of local
special events and emergencies.
■ Following
stationsdates
wereas granted
sions of completion
shown: extenWSSL
North Augusta, S. C, to Feb. 15, 1962;
KWBB-FM Wichita, Kan., to April 30, 1962;
WLOS-FM Asheville, N. C, to Feb. 1, 1962;
WBEL-FM S. Beloit, 111., to May 1, 1962;
WZAK (FM) Cleveland, Ohio, to April 13,
1962; KODE Joplin, Mo., to Jan. 2, 1962.
Actions of Nov. 17
KGUD-AM-FM, Sherrill C. Corwin, Santa
Barbara,
Calif. — Theatres
Granted Corp.
assignment of cps
to Metropolitan
KRUN, Central West Bcstg. Co., Ballinger,
Tex. — Granted acquisition of positive control by M. M. and Bennie E. Rochester (as
family group) through purchase of stock
by
Bennie
E. Rochester from Walter G.
Russell.
Actions of Nov. 16
KLMR, The Southeast Colorado Bcstg.
Co., Lamar, Col. — Granted assignment of
license to KLMR Inc. (Ralph Eaton, presiconsiderationin $158,000
agreement notdent);
to compete
radio or and
tv business,
directly or indirectly, for a period of five
years within 125 miles of Lamar, Colo.
KFMB-FM San Diego, Calif.— Granted
SCA to operate on 67 kc.
WAVC, assignment
Cicero Bcstg.
Boaz,to Ala.—
Granted
of Co.,
license
Veral
Cicero trading under same name.
WNAK, Wyoming Radio Inc., Manticoke,
Pa. — Granted acquisition of positive control by Martin H. and Frances J. Philip
through purchase of stock from E. D. and
Megan H. McWilliams.
WISM-AM-FM, Heart O'Wisconsin Bcstrs.
Inc.,
Wis.from
— Granted
transferMadison,
of control
William involuntary
E. Walker
to First National Bank of Madison, Wis.,
executors of estate of William E. Walker.
KSHO-TV, Tv Co. of America Inc., Las
Vegas, Nev. — Granted involuntary assignment of license to Harry Wallerstein, receiver in bankruptcy.
■ Granted renewal of license for following stations: KDBS Alexandria, La.; WAHR
(FM) Huntsville, Ala.; WATH Athens, Ohio;
WBCM-FM Bay City, Mich.; WCEN Mt.
Pleasant, Mich.; WCHD (FM) Detroit,
Mich.; WCNU Crestview, Fla.; WDDT
Greenville, Miss.; WDXB Chattanooga,
Tenn.; WDXR Paducah, Ky.; WHBT Harriman, Tenn.; WHCT Holland, Mich.; WKSTTV Youngstown, Ohio; WOHI-FM East
Liverpool, Ohio; WOMP Bellaire, Ohio;
WORK York, Pa.; WPBN-TV Traverse City,
Mich.; WPFB-FM Middletown, Ohio;
WRED (FM) Youngstown, Ohio; WSAC Fort
Knox, Ky.; WSTR-AM-FM Sturgis, Mich.;
WTLO Somerset,
ThomasviUe,
N. C; Ky.;
WTRT WTNC-AM-FM
(FM) Toledo,
Ohio; WTTV-FM Bloomington, Ind.; WTVY
(TV) Dothan, Ala.; WVOM Iuka, Miss.;
WWBC Bay City, Mich.; WWNS Stateboro,
Ga.; *WYSO (FM) Yellow Springs, Colo.
K04BT,mod.K06BY
Granted
of cps toDunsmuir,
change to ch.Calif.—
4 and
ch. 6 for vhf tv translator stations.
■ Following
stations were
extensions of completion
datesgranted
as shown:
WEFA (FM) Waukegan, 111., to March 2,
1962; WBLY-FM Springfield, Ohio, to Feb.
15, 1962; WRNL-FM Richmond, Va., to Jan.
2, 1962; WTFM (FM) Lake Success, N. Y.,
to Feb. 15, 1962; KACE-FM Riverside, Calif.,
to Feb. 16, 1962; KAFI (FM) Auburn,
Calif., to Jan. 2, 1962; WADV (FM) Buffalo,
N. Y., to March 15, 1962; KWFS-FM Eugene,
Ore., to Feb. 15, 1962; KUDE-FM Oceanside,
Calif., to Feb. 8, 1962; KRCS (FM) San BerBROADCASTING, November 27. 1961

nardino,
Calif., to N.April
23, March
1962; WEOKFM Poughkeepsie,
Y., to
2, 1962;
WKGN-FM Knoxville, Tenn., to April 23,
1962; WBAA-FM West Lafayette, Ind., to
March 10, 1962; KAKC-FM Tulsa, Okla., to
March
(FM) Granville,
Ohio, to15,Jan.1962;
15, *WDUB
1962.
KRNY Kearney, Neb. — Remote control
permitted.
Actions of Nov. 15
KTFS Texarkana, Tex. — Granted cp to
replace expired permit which authorized
change moteofcontrol
ant.-trans.
location,
point, and
make establish
changes re-in
ground system.
KHUM Santa Rosa, Calif.— Waived Sec.
3.30(a) of rules and granted mod. of cp to
change type trans.; main studio location
(approximately 3,800 ft. south of present
corporate limits of Santa Rosa, Calif.) ;
and install remote control at main studio
location.
WRAA Luray, Va. — Granted mod. of cp
to change type trans.; delete remote control;cation). and change studio location (trans, loKGFW Kearney, Neb. — Granted mod. of
cp to change type trans.
■ Following
stationsdates
wereas granted
sions of completion
shown: extenKLOG
Kelso, Wash., to Jan. 2, 1962; KVEL Vernal,
Utah, to Jan. 8, 1962; KOCY Oklahoma
City, ton,
Okla.,
Jan. 2,16,1962;
Del., toto Jan.
1962;WAMS
WIBB WilmingMacon,
Ga., to Jan. 2, 1962; KTYM Inglewood,
Calif., to March 15, 1962.
S.C. — Granted change
of WGOO
remote Georgetown,
control authority.
WIZZ Streator, III.— Pursuant to Sees.
0.202(b) scinded
and Nov.1.16
of commission's
rules, rere9 action
which granted
newal of license.
Action of Nov. 14
KRAL Rawlins, Wyo. — Granted extension
of authority to sign-off at 6:30 p.m., except
for
1962. special events for period ending July 1,
Actions of Nov. 13
WDEW Westfield, Mass.— Remote control
permitted.
WICO control
Salisbury,
Md.— Granted change of
remote
authority.
Action of Nov. 9
KELE(FM) Phoenix, Ariz.— Granted extension of authority ot Nov. 22 to remain
silent.
Processing line
■ Notice is hereby given, pursuant to
Sec. 1.354(c) of commission rules, that on
Dec. 27, 1961, standard broadcast applications listed will be considered as ready
and available for processing, and that pursuant to Sec. 1.106(b)(1) and Sec. 1.361(c)
of commission rules, application, in order
to be considered with any application appearing on following list or with any other
application on file by close of business on
Dec. 26, 1961, which involves conflict necessitating hearing with application on this
list, must be substantially complete and
tendered for filing at offices of commission
in Washington, D. C. by whichever date is
earlier: (a) close of business on Dec. 26,
1961, or (b) earlier effective cut-off date
which listed application or any other conflicting application may have by virture of
conflicts necessitating hearing with applications appearing on previous lists.
Attention of any party in interest desiring to file pleadings concerning any
pending standard broadcast application pursuant to Sec. 309(d)(1) of Communications
Act of 1934, as amended, is directed to
Sec. 1.359(f)
of commission
rulesand
for other
provisions governing
time of filing
requirements relating to such pleadings.
Applications from top of processing line:
BP-14479 KGHS International Falls, Minn.
— International Falls Bcstg. Inc. Has: 1230kc,
lOOw, unl., Req: 1230kc, 250w, unl.
BP-14480
NEW, 1500kc,
Donalson,
Bcstg.
Co. Req:
lkw, Ga.—
D. Seminole
BP-14482
WMOU1230kc,
Berlin,
N. unl.,
H.— Berlin
Bcstg.
Co. Has:
250w,
Req:
1230kc, 250w, lkw-LS, unl.
BP-14483 NEW, Calhoun, Ga.— Reliable
Bcstg. Co. Req: 1500kc, 500w, D.
BP-14484
Apopka,
Charities
Inc. NEW,
Req: 1520kc,
5kw, Fla.—
DA, D.Adair
BP-14485 KFLJ Welsenburg, Colo.— Floyd
Jeter. Has: 1380kc, lkw, D, Req: 1380kc,
5kw, D.
BP-14489 NEW, Littleton, N. H.— Berlin
Bcstg. Co. Req: 1400kc, 250w, unl.
BP-14492
NEW,
Brownsville,
Tenn.— Haywood County
Bcstg.
Co. Req: 1280kc,
5kw,
DA, D.

BP-14494 WCTC New Brunswick, N. J. —
Raritan Valley Bcstg. Inc. Has: 1450kc,
250w,
unl., KWOC
Req: 1450kc,
unl.
BP-14495
Poplar 250w,
Bluff, lkw-LS,
Mo.— Poplar
Bluff Bcstg. Co. Has: 930kc, 500w, lkw-LS,
DA-N, unl., Req: 930kc, 500w, 5kw-LS, DAN, BP-14496
unl.
Roseburg,
Review Co. KRNR
Has: 1490kc,
250w,Ore.—
unl.,NewsReq:
1490kc, 250w, lkw-LS, unl.
BP-14497
KSLO 1230kc,
Opelousas,
Bcstg.
Co. Has:
250w, La.—
unl., KSLO
Req:
1230kc, 250w, lkw-LS, unl.
BP-14498
NEW, 1380kc,
Blythe,500w,
Calif.—
Bcstg.
Co. Req:
D. Riverside
BP-14499 WCRL Oneonta, Ala.— Blount
County Bcstg. Service Inc. Has: 1570kc,
250w, D., Req: 1570kc, lkw, D.
BP-14500
Little960kc,
Falls,500w,
Minn.—
Falls
Bcstg. KLTF
Co. Has:
D, Little
Req:
960kc, 5kw, D.
BP-14502 NEW, Crystal City, Tex.— Dr.
Charles H. Haggard & Kenneth R. Rogers.
Req: 1320kc, 500w, D.
BP-14506
Arecibo,
P. R.—
bean Bcstg.WCMN
Corp. Has:
1280kc,
lkw,Caribunl.,
Req: 1280kc, lkw, 5kw-LS, unl.
BP-14507
KNND
Cottage
Radio
Station
KOMB.
Has: Grove,
1400kc, Ore250w,
SH, Req: 1400kc, 250w, lkw-LS, SH.
BP-14510
Dubuque,
Bcstg.
Co. WDBQ
Has: 1490kc,
250w,Iowa—
unl.,WDBQ
Req:
1490kc, 250w, lkw-LS, unl.
BP-14516
NEW,
Grants,
N.
M.
—
Alfred
Ray Fuchs. Req: 560kc, 500w, D.
BP-14519
coln Bcstg. NEW,
Co. Req:Kemmerer,
950kc, lkw,Wyo.—
D. LinBP-14520 KVOE Emporia, Kan.— Bluestem
Bcstg. Inc. Has: 1400kc, 250w, unl., Req:
1400kc, 250w, lkw-LS, unl.
BP-14521
Hunt.
Req: NEW,
1500kc, Doniphan,
lkw, D. Mo.— Jack G.
BP-14522 NEW, Lindstrom, Minn.— Chicago County Bcstg. Co. Req: 1380kc. 500w, D.
BP-14523
Radio.
Req: NEW,
1290kc, Coos
5kw, Bay,
D. Ore.— Ukiah
BP-14524
NEW,
Sturgis,
Radio Inc. Req: 1280kc, lkw,S. D.D.— Sturgis
BP-14526 WAMV East St. Louis, 111.—
Stanlin Inc. Has: 1490kc, 250w, 500w-LS,
unl., Req: 1490kc, 250w, lkw-LS, unl.
BP-14527 NEW, Travelers Rest, S. C—
Piedmont Bcstg. Co. Req: 1580kc, 500w, D.
BP-14530
NEW, 1350kc,
Edwardsville,
111.—D.Leader
Bcstg. Co. Req:
500w, DA,
BP-14531 WRDO Augusta, Me.— WRDO
Inc. Has: 1400kc, 250w, unl., Req: 1400kc,
250w, lkw-LS, unl.
BP-14533 WFKY Frankfort, Ky.— Frankfort Bcstg. Co. Has: 1490kc, 250w, unl.,
Req: 1490kc, 250w, lkw-LS, unl.
BP-14541 KYRO Potosi, Mo— Franklin
County Bcstg. Inc. Has: 1280kc, 500w, D.,
Req: 1310kc, 500w, D.
BP-14548 KLPW Union, Mo.— Franklin
County Bcstg. Inc. Has: 1220kc, lkw, D.,
Req: 1280kc. lkw, D.
BP-14549 WCNF Weldon, N. C— Twin City
Bcstg. Co. Has: 1400kc, 250w, unl., Req:
1400kc, 250w, lkw-LS, unl.
BP-14554 WDOW Dowagiac, Mich.— Dowagiac Bcstg. Inc. Has: 1440kc, 500w D.,
Req: 1440kc, lkw. D.
BMP-9275 Bcstg.
WRSCCorp.
StateHas:
College,
Suburban
1390kc,Penn.—
500w,
D., Req: 1390kc, lkw, D.
BP-14556 NEW, Huntingdon, Tenn.— Huntingdon Bcstg. Co. Req: 1580kc, 250w, D.
BP-14561 WBRB Mount Clemens, Mich.—
Wright & Maltz Inc. Has: 1430kc, 500w,
DA, D., Req: 1430kc, 500w, DA-1, unl.
BP-14562 WSDR Sterling, III.— Blackhawk
Bcstg. Co. Has: 1240kc, lOOw, unl., Req:
1240kc, lOOw, 500W-LS, unl.
BP-14563 NEW, Jacksonville, Ark.— Lad
Bcstg. Co. Req: 1580kc, 500w, D.
BP-14564 NEW, Oak Ridge, Tenn— Oak
Ridge Bcstg. Co. Req: 1520kc, lkw, D.
BP-14565 Inc.
KOLEHas:Port1340kc,
Arthur,
Southwest
250w,Tex.—
unl., Radio
Req:
1340kc, 250w. lkw-LS, unl.
BP-14567 KOLO Reno, Nev.— Western
Bcstg. Co. Has: 920kc. lkw, DA-N, unl.,
Req:
920kc, NEW,
lkw, 5kw-LS,
DA-N,Fla.—
unl. Boca
BP-14568
Boca Raton,
Bcstrs. Req: 740kc, lkw, DA, N.
BP-14571
NEW,
ville
Bcstg. Co.
Req: Prattville,
1330kc, lkw,Ala.—
DA, PrattD.
BP-14575
KYND
Tempe,
Ariz.—
KYND
Radio Corp. Has: 1580kc, lOkw, D., Req:
1580kc, 50kw, 10kw(CR), D.
BP-14576 WAPF McComb, Miss.— Southwestern Bcstg. Co. of Mississippi. Has:
980kc, lkw, D., Req: 980kc, 5kw, D.
BP-14577 WRKM Carthage, Tenn.— Carthage Bcstg. Inc. Has: 1350kc, 500w, D., Req:
1350kc, lkw, D.
BP-14578
Chattanooga,
Middle SouthWOGA
Bcstg. Co.
Has: 1450kc,Tenn.—
250w,
unl., Req: 1450kc, 250w, lkw-LS, unl.
BP-14579 NEW, Mount Airy, N. C.-Woma
Typa Bcstg. Co. Req: 1240kc, 250w, unl.

Building

for

keeps

. .

America is a building nation. To help add new dimensions
to our skyline, Anaconda works hand in hand with architects, engineers and fabricators of copper and copper alloys.
The results are seen everywhere,
The majestic 38-story Seagram building at 375 Park Avenue in New York has curtain walls of extruded architectural
bronze and Muntz Metal sheets. Those who enter the Basilica
of St. Mary in Minneapolis pass through massive doors of
bronze, accented with delicate porcelain enameling. In
Denver, the new United States National Bank has a spiral
stairway railing of red brass, doors of cast bronze, and
entry walls, escalator and interior circular columns of handsome bronze mesh screening. These are but a few Anaconda
applications. The list constantly grows.
The renaissance of bronze in the building arts is only part
of the picture. Just as importantly, copper and brass are
being used with increasing frequency to make private dwellings more comfortable, more efficient and more livahle. For

example, thousands of recently built homes utilize lighter,
smoother, longer-lasting copper tubes, not only for water
lines, but for waste, vent and drainage purposes. And, as
always, solid brass and bronze hardware lends strength and
beauty to homes everywhere — from the front door knobs to
back door bolts.
You'll find Anaconda wherever men go about the business
of living. In the home, the office, the school, hospital — everywhere you look, anywhere you go — brass and copper make
things last longer, help make work lighter.
Through constant development of new copper sources,
through research, through better products— in many ways,
large
and of
small
— Anaconda
continues oftoindividuals.
serve the nation's
hundreds
industries
and millions

AnacondA

OUR

RESPECTS

Broadcasting

to Robert

Margulies,

ties in and

Robert Margulies, vice president in
charge of commercial broadcast production, Ted Bates & Co., is almost a prototype of his agency's (and Viceroy's)
"Thinking Man." And in keeping with
the fireman-nuclear physicist blend of
vocations the cigarette campaign specialized in,he, too, has another specific
interest.
Mr. Margulies' prevailing attachment
outside his regular occupation is the
theatre. His sideline as a stage producer may not seem as far afield as the
Viceroy combinations, but he demonstrates the same enthusiasm as those
"men who think for themselves."
A willingness to think for himself has
propelled Mr. Margulies upward from
such temporary jobs as a New York
ambulance driver, before the theatre
pulled him like a magnet following
World War II, to his present position
as one of the foremost agency commercial producers in the business. And his
strong attraction to the theatre has persisted through the ups and downs of vocational vicissitudes. Currently, he and
his wife are co-producers of a revival
of Brendan Behan's "The Hostage,"
which they plan to open in New York
next month.
"I'm a dyed-in-the-wool theatre guy,"
he says, admitting frankly that he went
into advertising to "make money." This
is perhaps an oversimplification, because he realized that aside from the
money aspect advertising offered an interesting outlet for his creative urge.
Advertising Satisfies ■ "I found the
advertising business very satisfying and
very challenging. After all," he says,
"more time and money are spent foot
for foot on commercials than on a lot of
tv shows." The winner of many tv commercial awards, Mr. Margulies says that
at Bates, they try "desperately to sell
products in the most appealing way
possible." Advertising, in effect, has
created a union between his own interests and those of his agency's broadcast-oriented clients.
Mr. Margulies was born and raised
in South Dakota (Sioux Falls, Aug.
16, 1922). After high school he went
to the U. of Oklahoma to study drama
and fine arts. The war started shortly
after his registration, however, and he
broke off his studies to enlist in the
Coast Guard. Rising to the rank of
petty officer first class, he served on
a troop transport and a British Corvette, and saw action in the North
African landing.
All Around the Town ■ Instead of
going back to school after the war, Mr.
Margulies headed for New York and
took a series of odd jobs, one of them
BROADCASTING, November 27, 1961
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as an ambulance driver for St. Vincent's
Hospital, while trying to get work in
the theatre. In time, he established
himself as a stage manager and was
associated during 1946-48 with productions of "Billy Budd," "The Consul,"
Moss Hart's "Christopher Blake" and
"Hilarities of 1948."
Before moving over to NBC-TV in
1949, Mr. Margulies was a publicist
for J. Arthur Rank's motion picture
productions of "Hamlet" and "Henry
V" and United Artists' "Cyrano de Bergerac." These pictures were among the
first to be sold on a two-a-day, hard
ticket basis. It was his job to help
sell this innovation to the public. He
traveled throughout the country to talk
about the pictures to schools and civic
organizations.
Travel is an important facet of his
agency position now, too. Many of his
tv commercials are filmed on location,
in Hawaii and South America, for example, for the Belair cigarette campaign. He and his wife, nee Norma
Sverd, venture to far-away places for
vacations. Their favorite was a sixmonth stay in Mexico. Planned for
next year is a cruise on a rented yacht
through the Aegean islands.
But the Aegean isles were a long
way away in 1949 — a year unforgettable for its pace. Mr. Margulies started
the year as a producer, director and
writer on eight NBC-TV programs,
eventually turning two of them over to
his wife to handle. She had been a
stage actress, Norma Frances (dropping
her last name, Sverd), until their mar-

riage in Montreal Dec. 2, 1947. Her
employment also relieved a financial
strain since Mr. Margulies' NBC salary
was $50 a week. He left the network
to produce industrial films, before moving to Screen Gems.
Tough Climb ■ In the early 1950's,
Mr. Margulies was for a short time a
producer and director on some of the
first tv programs produced by Screen
Gems. "I was an inveterate reader of
the New York Times classified section,
and through that I got my first agency
job at Ruthrauff
Ryan." He was released after three & months.
Ruthrauff & Ryan led to Young &
Rubicam, where Mr. Margulies was a
tv producer. During his three years of
activity with Y&R, he produced commercials for such clients as Piel's Beer,
Jell-O Div. of General Foods, and
General Electric.
In 1955, he interrupted an advertising career to spend one year as a freelance tv director, but started at Bates
the following year.
Mr. Margulies was appointed to his
present vice-presidential position last
March, after working in the agency in
various capacities for five years. He
joined Bates as a commercial film producer, and became production commercial supervisor on the Brown & Williamson Tobacco account (six brands).
Keep It Real ■ An overriding factor
that guides his commercial production
work is a constant striving for reality.
To achieve this, he sticks as closely as
possible to real-life situations, avoiding
aactors
tendency
for to
"alllook
the
and inallcommercials
the kitchens
Of the several hundred film commercials produced under his supervision
each year, Mr. Margulies ranks the
"Thinking Man" series among the most
alike." and provocative in terms of
successful
consumer response. Asked during a recent interview what he thought of the
results, he paused to light his pipe and
spoke of the commercials' having instil ed a"fast awareness for a new campaign that radically helped the sales
trend for the better."
After living in an apartment in New
York's Peter Cooper Village for 12
years, the Margulies family moved recently to a new home in Harrison,
N. Y, where daughters Deborah, 5,
and Diane, 3, can enjoy the benefits of
suburbia.
With one foot in the stage door, and

Robert Margulies
"The man who thinks for himself"

the other in advertising's front office,
Mr. Margulies will probably continue
tions.
to
enjoy the best parts of both his voca101

EDITORIALS
Am

station birth control

I T MAY come as a surprise to learn that we are in agree■ ment with the FCC in at least one area. We're pleased
to see it tackle the problem of unrestrained and virtually
automatic licensing of new am radio stations. It is gratifying to see the FCC approach the problem with caution lest
it do violence to the precept of free competition.
For a long time it has been evident that there is overpopulation of am stations. There are 3,700 of them, as
against less than 1,800 daily newspapers. Many newspapers
are local monopolies. Moreover, the trend in publishing is
inexorably in the direction of competitive newspapers using
the same printing plants, which can't happen in radio.
Radio's troubles started in 1946 when the FCC jettisoned its own engineering standards, opening the way for
hundreds of new assignments — most of them daytime only.
While it increased the numbers, it actually reduced the
service and encouraged cut-throat competition.
The FCC realizes it cannot arbitrarily shut off new am
authorizations on grounds of economic injury to existing
stations. That would be in defiance of the law and its own
regulations. They now recognize that a serious problem
exists and that it was of their own making (or, more precisely, that of a predecessor commission).
The FCC has instructed a staff task force to explore
this vexing problem. Action came after Comr. Fred W.
Ford had urged a full-scale study. Mr. Ford does not profess to know the answer. But he knows a solution must be
found if radio is to improve service and earn a reasonable
return on investment.
The only plausible approach seems to be through a new
allocations policy and re-establishment of more rigid engineering standards. This can't be accomplished quickly.
Existing stations cannot be deleted by government fiat.
They would have to be given "grandfather" protection.
Since the engineering approach is the only one in which
the FCC has unquestioned authority it necessarily will be
given greatest weight in the staff study. The new standards
would preclude new authorizations that would curtail any
existing service.
The hope then would be that service could be improved
through consolidations and mergers. Suppose two or more
stations in an overcrowded area found it expedient to consolidate? This would reduce competition. There would be
no danger of the abandoned assignments being picked up
because new applicants would not be able to comply with
the more rigid engineering standards. Or a licensee might
buy out a competitor and the seller turn in his license.
These and other suggestions have been discussed by the
FCC. They do not constitute instructions to the study
group — simply areas of exploration.
Many panaceas have been suggested for radio's over-population problem. There have been proposals that the FCC
should quit licensing new stations on grounds of economic
injury. This would be the death warrant for radio's claim
for freedom. Broadcasters can't have it both ways — freedom from undue government regulation (except for technical controls) and freedom from competition.
He's tooting your horn
T HE Television Bureau of Advertising's annual conven' tion in Detroit — it was the first major broadcasting meeting in the motor city in 20 years — was given some pertinent advice by a shrewd broadcasting veteran, William B.
Lewis, board chairman of Kenyon and Eckhardt.
Pointing to the "enormous strides television has taken
102

in a very short span of years," Mr. Lewis asked what tv
and agencies have done to fight back against the "incessant attack
on a months.
bewildering number of fronts" it has
suffered
in recent
"Is this the best we can do?" he asked the record 227
delegates attending the convention. "Is our case so black
that it is futile to defend it? Have we no leaders wise enough
or bold enough to regroup our considerable forces and
mount a strong counter-offensive?"
Television has not done a bad job, the K&E executive
said.
"It has done
almost miraculous
job with
and resources
at itsancommand.
And I believe
it is the
time time
for
tv leaders to start saying so, to talk back loudly, clearly and
with conviction to its many and vociferous critics."
Mr. Lewis is well qualified to counsel telecasters on their
course. An agency man from the time he left school, he
graduated to CBS, where he was program vice president,
then was drafted by President Roosevelt to head the domestic radio bureau of the Office of War Information. He
rejoined CBS in 1943 and went to K&E in 1944. His
agency has introduced many tv innovations for Ford, Lincoln-Mercury and Brylcreem.
The automotive industry needs television to move its
product and the warm welcome telecasters received from
advertisers and agencies indicates their awareness of this
need. Some 500 guests applauded TvB's half-hour sales
promotion film, "The Salesmachine." A select group of top
auto executives lunched privately with TvB officers before
the convention and openly praised tv's attainments.
The Detroit meeting succeeded in creating a climate in
which one of television's biggest customers took on part of
the burden of defending the medium against its critics. It
was a decided step forward for tv and may very well result
in boosted billings from auto makers.
But whether or not more tv time is sold, telecasters
should heed the advice of Mr. Lewis. He has said for
them what they have not had the stomach to say for themselves out loud.
Collins.- still an enigma
I AST week the NAB wound up its fall conference series
of seven one-day meetings. The meetings were popular.
NAB's new president, LeRoy Collins, was impressive. He's
good-looking, articulate and personable.
Did he sell his philosophies to his membership? Those
with whom we've talked are still from Missouri. They want
to be shown. No vote of confidence yet. But he's making
progress.

Drawn for BROADCASTING by Sid Hix
"Tonight, our panel of experts will discuss the population
explosion."
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Carrying an attache case
won't make you a vicepresident overnight. Putting
advertising on KPRC-TV in
Houston,ButTexas,
either.
it willwon't
help doyouit
make sure your customers
see your commercials in a
clean, crackly environment with an inviting, colorful presentation.
Use KPRC-TV in Houston. Commercials on KPRC-TV have a
better chance of getting read, heard, seen, remembered and acted
upon. Besides, they look good. And they cost less than you think.
See your Edward Petry & Co. man. Use KPRC-TV, Channel
2 in Houston for your next Houston sales campaign. KPRC-TV,
NBC in Houston, Texas.
Courtesy of Hammermill Paper Company
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Elmer W. Engstrom takes over RCA presidency
as John L. Burns suddenly quits
If all tv commercials

76

were good, the quantity

wouldn't matter, says NLB's Harper .... 46

when

think of
SPOT TELEVISION,
you
think of
these
Anyone

with automobiles

on his mind

thinks first of Michigan. Just as any alert
national advertiser who is planning Spot
TV thinks first of these stations. The reason is simple. They deliver the most- effective results in their markets.

- Television Division
Edward!

FW VOPK . CHICAGO

Petry & Co., Inc.
The Original Station
Representative Jm
• ATLANTA ♦ BOSTON

« DALLAS

KOB-TV
Albuquerque
WSB-TV
Atlanta
KERO-TV
.Bakersfield
WBAL-TV
Baltimore
WGR-TV .,
.....Buffalo
WGN-TV
Chicago
WFAA-TV
Dallas
KDAL-TV
.Oututh-Superior
WNEM-TV
Flint-Bay City
KPRC-TV
Houston
WDAF-TV
Kansas City
KARK-TV
Little Rock
KCOP
Los Angeles
WISN-TV
Milwaukee
KSTP-TV . . .Minneapolis-St. Paul
WSM-TV
Nashville
DETROIT

» LOS ANGELES

stations
WVUE
New Orleans
New York
WNEW-TV
WTAR-TV,. Norfolk-Newport News
KWTV
Oklahoma City
KMTV
KPTV
WJAR-TV
WTVD ..
WROC-TV
KCRA-TV
WOAI-TV

..Raleigh-Durham
Rochester
Sacramento
San Antonio

KFMB-TV
WNEP-TV. .Scranton-Wilkes Barre
KREM-TV

KVOO-TV
• SAN FRANCISCO

Spokane
♦ ST. LOUIS

Wassail

IT'S

A

GREAT

1

SEASON

The goose hangs high at WWJ-TV.
We're delighted with our feast of NBC

hits, pleased as punch by

local audience-winners like Groucho Marx, Wyatt Earp, George
Pierrot, Two Faces West, Ripcord, M Squad. And, we point with
pride to our blue ribbon roster of sponsors and agencies.
Yes, it's a great season. Cheers!

Detroit, Channel 4 • NBC Television Network

WWJ-TV

™

"Li™

NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES: PETERS, GRJFFIN. WOODWARD, INC. . ASSOCIATE AM-FM STATION WWJ . OWNED AND OPERATED BY THE DETROIT NEWS

!

jI

Only

on

America's

Finest

Stations
KBMT
Beaumont-Port Arthur
KDAL-TV
Duluth-Superior
KGNC-TV
Amarillo
KGW-TV
Portland,
Oregon
KING-TV
Seattle
KPLR-TV
St. Louis
KPRC-TV
Houston
KSYD-TV
Wichita
Falls
KTTV
Los Angeles
KTVK
Phoenix
KTVU
San Francisco
WAVY-TV
Norfolk, Virginia
Baton
Rouge
WBRZ
WEWS
Cleveland
WFAA-TV
Dallas
WFMY-TV
Greensboro, N. C.
WGAN-TV
Portland, Maine
WHCT
Hartford, Conn.
WHO-TV
Des Moines
WHYN

The

most

acclaimed

musical

program

on television, featuring the world' 's greatest
conductors, guest artists and musicians !
The Award

W Tinning

Springfield, Mass.
WISH-TV
Indianapolis
WNDU-TV
South Bend
WOR-TV
New
York
WPTV
Palm Beach
WRVA-TV
Richmond

"Great

Music

from

Chicago'

Join this list of prestige stations. Series II now available. For
details, call or wire Bradley R. Eidmann, WGN Syndication
Sales, 2501 W. Bradley Place, Chicago 18, LAkeview 8-2311.
A

WGN
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Syndication

Feature

WSLS-TV
Roanoke
WSM-TV
Nashville
WTCN-TV
Minneapolis
WTTV
Indianapolis

Pioneer

in

public

seruitE

Philo T. Farnsworth: The Image Dissector Tube for transmitting
television pictures is one of the more important of the 165 inventions
patented by Farnsworth. In this tube the first use was made of electron optics,
the electron microscope was first built and used in the study of its photoelectric
surfaces, the first electron multiplier was used, the first flat window seal
was made, magnetic focusing was first used, and the so-called "black light"
converter (infra red light) was developed for the sniperscope by viewing the
electron image of the dissector on a fluorescent screen.

UICBL-Fm

UIGRL
the development

of mass

1949, respectively,
all listeners

these

. UIGHL-TU

communications.
stations

in the cities and

have

Established

been

communities

have

and

are

throughout

pioneered

in 1922,
dedicated

in

1944, and
to serving

their coverage

areas.

Lancaster,
NBC

WGAL-TV

and

STEINMAN
Clair

Representative: The MEEKER
4

Company, Inc. New York

Chicago

CBS
STATION

McCollough,

Los Angeles

Pres.

• San Francisco
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KOGO-AM-FM-TV to Time-Life
Contract was being drawn last week
for sale of KOGO-AM-FM-TV San
Diego to Time-Life Broadcast Inc. for
about $6.25 million. Sellers are Fox,
Wells & Rogers, investment firm, representing majority and Newsweek division of Washington Post Co. with
46.22%. Transaction, through Blackburn & Co., was negotiated with James
Rogers of Fox, Wells and executives
of Time Inc. and of its broadcast
division, headed by Frederick S. Gilbert, general manager.
Washington Post Co., which last
year acquired Newsweek, along with
minority ownership in San Diego stations, reportedly was not interested in
acquiring full ownership of stations
because of geography and because its
broadcast interests are in South Atlantic area (WTOP-AM-FM-TV Washington and WJXT [TV] Jacksonville) .
Time-Life stations are KLZ-AM-TV
Denver, WTCN-AM-TV Minneapolis,
WFBM-AM-TV Indianapolis and
WOOD-AM-TV Grand Rapids, plus
production and foreign minority holdings.
Three-year rule
Within next two weeks Broadcast
Bureau will recommend to FCC that
pending "three-year holding rule" be
adopted. Proposed year ago on 5-2
vote (Broadcasting, Dec. 12), new
rule would require original applicant
or purchaser to hold station for minimum of three years, except in extenuating circumstances. It met violent
broadcaster opposition (Broadcasting, Jan. 30) and has been dormant
since. FCC spokesman said last week
that rule will not be "killed or watered
down" after FCC had asked bureau to
bring forth its recommendation.
Political bite?
In its early deliberations, Presidential Commission on Campaign
Costs has talked enough about high
price of political campaigning on air
to indicate it may propose new law
to put bite on broadcasters for more
free time. Commission, appointed
two months ago by President Kennedy
(Broadcasting, Oct. 9), has been
told to submit report by next March
30, so that legislative proposals may
be made in time for action by next
session of Congress.
Commission is headed by Alexander
Heard, dean of U. of North Carolina graduate school. Two of its nine
members have broadcasting connections: Paul Porter, FCC chairman in
Roosevelt administration and now

CIRCUIT*
CLOSED
Washington lawyer, and Walter ThayGoodyear in radio
er, president of New York HeraldGoodyear tire is buying spot radio
Tribune, part of John Hay Whitney
in
six major markets — reportedly as
holdings that include Corinthian staresult of new selling technique being
tions. At organization meeting, Presused by RAB (see page 30). Markets
ident Kennedy told commission memare Milwaukee, Detroit, Denver, Los
bers it was essential that something
Angeles,
San Francisco and St. Louis,
be done to reduce campaign costs and
with orders for minutes predominatfind means of financing that won't
ing. Campaign slated to run six months.
leave winning candidates beholden to
big contributors.
FCC's reduced workload
Newt. Jr. C of C selection
FCC's workload also appears to
have diminished rather suddenly.
Among 10 outstanding young men
Whereas FCC meetings used to occuselected annually by Junior Chamber
py all day Wednesday and on many
of Commerce (and announced in Janoccasions go into Thursday, FCC
uary) will be at least two young New
hasn't had meeting that has lasted
Frontiersmen. They are FCC Chairtwo or three hours since Congress
man Newton N. Minow, who was 35
quit last September. Agendas have
last January 17, and Theodore C.
been unusually light. To some degree
Sorenson, special counsel to the Presthis is attributed to delegation of more
ident, 33 last May 8.
routine matters to staff and also to
Spectrum specialist
White House staff is studying recommendations byBureau of Budget
for creation of telecommunications
administrator in Executive Dept. He
would be supervisor of that portion of
spectrum used by military and other
government agencies now handled by
Interdepartmental Radio Advisory
Committee. Move will not affect FCC
jurisdiction over non-government assignments, but will plug hole in spectrum administration. After this step
overall spectrum management can be
considered.
WFIL's $3.5 million center
On drawing board are plans for
$3.5 million broadcast center for
WFIL-AM-FM-TV Philadelphia and
Triangle Publications' radio and television division headquarters. To be
located at western Philadelphia city
line (across from WCAU-AM-FMTV headquarters) facility will be situated on four-acre site with main
studio, production and technical equipment housed in circular design.
(KTRK-TV Houston dedicated its circular design building last month.)
Target date for WF1L plant, according to Roger W. Clipp, vice president and general manager of Triangle's radio and television division, is
February 1963. Four-level structure
will provide 75,000 square feet of useable space. Other Triangle stations are
WFBG-AM-FM-TV Altoona, WLYRTV Lebanon; WNBF-AM-FM-TV ,
Binghamton, WNBC-AM-FM-TV
New Haven and KFRE-AM-TV,
KRFM (FM) Fresno.

fact that Congress hasn't been preempting FCC time.
Lestoil's net-spot plans
Lestoil's first-time jump into network
tv comes to some $1.5 million, but it
won't desert spot. Announcement in
mid-December will detail Lestoil's
1962 buys. Reportedly, strategy will
include participations in four nighttime shows on ABC-TV and an
across-board strip of NBC-TV daytimers to add to NBC-TV prime-time
buys already announced (At Deadline, Nov. 27). Spot tv will emerge
just after beginning of year with as
much as $5 million to be budgeted.
Sackel-Jackson, Boston, is agency for
Lestoil, which has been heavy brand
spot advertiser, last year alone spending more than $7 million in spot.
ARB-McDonald

pact

Working relationship is to be announced shortly whereby American
Research Bureau will market McDonald Research Ltd.'s Canadian audience measurements to U.S. buyers and
McDonald will market ARB's U.S.
measurements to Canadian buyers.
Purpose: To offer quicker access to
ratings for agencies located in one
country but buying time in other. Interchange of research data, validation
studies, etc., between ARB and McDonald also provided in agreement,
which involves no exchange of money
or stock. Two companies have similar
services, both diary and instantaneous.
McDonald's instantaneous, operating
on Toronto, is Synchronous Audience
Measurement
is Arbitron. (SAM) ; ARB's, national

Published every Monday. 53rd issue (Yearbook Number) published in September, by Broadcasting Publications Inc.,
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WHAT

WILL A BAHT

were

thousands

Bangkok.

BUY? When
of these

Thailand was Siam and ticals were "tender," there

three-headed

elephants

in

But as times changed, these elephant coins disappeared and Bangkokians

began

buying with bahts.

I

Thailand, the natives can tell you, but, if you want to know
a baht buys in Baltimore, WBAL-Radio

has the answer

. . . Complete

Coverage,

that Thailand umbrellas can't provide— WBAL-Radio covers the entire metropolitan
area plus 37 surrounding counties in Maryland and four
adjacent states . . . A Trunk Full of Listeners that even
a herd of elephants couldn't produce— WBAL-Radio
is DOMINANT in the market, providing more un
duplicated coverage than any other station . . . Full
Range Programming

and Music for Mature Minds-a|

distinctive combination

that's hard to match even by

Siamese standards. Ifyouwantto keepyour sales riding
high, bring your bahts to Baltimore -and buy WBAL-Radio!
WBALRADIO
BALTIMORE^
Maryland's only 50,000 watt station
Associated with WBAL FM &TV / Nationally represented by |J) Daren F. McGavren Co., Inc
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WEEK

IN

Radio Advertising Bureau has come up with a new idea
designed to increase national radio advertising by $30 million yearly. RAB board approves revamping of policies to
attract top 100 advertisers. See Lead Story . . .
$30

MILLION

FOR

SPOT

RADIO?

SPURS

VIRGINIA

FOR

BURNS

... 76

The trouble with tv commercials isn't that there are
too many of them. Rather, they are poorly done. This is
the view of Paul C. Harper Jr., of Needham, Louis & Brorby
as voiced in speech to Denver Ad Club. See . . .
CRITICISM

OF COMMERCIALS

ARE

FIGHT

their parents as Santa's purchasing agent. See . . .
UNCLE SAM EYES SANTA ... 51

SECONDARY?

... 54

BACK,

SAYS

FORD

... 48

Not long ago an FCC license renewal was a routine matter so long as an operator ran a good shop and stayed
out of jail. But look what's happened? A depth look into
the Commission's new approach to renewals. See . . .
THE ROAD TO RENEWAL ... 58

Every autumn the nation's farm broadcasters meet in
Chicago where they work out ways to improve station
service and, of course, to attract more sponsors. Agency
officials join annual NATRFD convention sessions. See . . .
ROLE

... 46

Santa Claus is being monitored. Both NAB and Federal
Trade Commission are casting a suspicious look at advertising for toys. And FTC notes that modern kids regard

BOYCOTTS

How long are you people going to sit there being patsies
for propaganda artists, competing media and all the other
tormentors? FCC Commisisoner Fred Ford asks, in effect.
Turn on them, he advises. See . . .

... 95

An important top-echelon change took place last week
at RCA. Dr. Elmer W. Engstrom was elevated to presidency,
taking the place of John L. Bums who resigned unexpectedly for what he called personal reasons. See . . .
ENGSTROM

When is a boycott secondary? That's a tough one and
the Labor Relations Board's latest and mysterious stand
leaves broadcasters in a hole as bureaucratic ruling reverses protection legislated by Congress. See . . .

... 35

Don't be carried away by the nostalgic memories that
come out of 01' Virginny. This haven of history has become a modern, growing market commanding the attention of media. One of a series of market studies. See . . .
INDUSTRY

BRIEF

OF FARM

DIRECTORS

... 64

Tv set makers arose in a body last week to oppose any
legislation requiring them to make all-channel receivers.
Electronic Industries Assn. reviews spectrum problems at
division meeting held at Los Angeles. See . . .
ALL-CHANNEL

SETS

OPPOSED

... 78
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More than 1,000,000 students in the New York area view wpix-11 educational TV
as part of their regular curriculum. From 9:00 AM

to 3:30 PM Monday thru

Friday wpix-11 telecasts twenty-two different courses under the auspices of the
New York State Board of Regents for in-school students and viewers at home.
This marks the fourth consecutive year of WPix-Regents programming, the only
association of such magnitude in the nation between Educational Television and
a Commercial Television Station.
NEW

YORK'S

PRESTIGE

INDEPENDENT

Late news breaks on this page and on page 10 AT
Complete coverage of week begins on page 35 f\ |

Theatres

ask

court

to stop

Hartford

pay

tv

FCC, RKO GENERAL DENY CHARGE TEST IS ILLEGAL
Theatre owners moved into court
will not be taxed, Mr. Cohen said; RKO
Friday to block start of pay tv.
General is prepared to spend $2 to $10
Questioning legal right of FCC to ap- million on project and expects to lose
$1 million.
prove three-year Phonevision test over
WHCT (TV) Hartford (Broadcasting,
Circuit Judges Henry W. Edgerton,
Feb. 27), Marcus Conn, counsel for Warren E. Burger and Walter M. BasConnecticut Committee Against Pay Tv, tian constituted panel.
charged that commission violated its
own criteria in Third Report and argued
Ted Bates associates
that fee project is contrary to public
interest.
with agency in Paris
Ted Bates & Co., New York, has
Commission's grant was defended by
Max Paglin, FCC general counsel, and
formed association with French agency,
Harold Cohen, representing RKO GenAgence Francaise de Propagande, Paris,
eral, (licensee of WHCT). Argument
it's announced today (Dec. 4) by Roswas before three-judge panel of appeals
ser Reeves, chairman of Bates, and by
court in Washington.
Pierre Guichenne, president of French
Mr. Cohn's claims: (1) Public will agency.
have to pay for decoders, (2) public
New company will function in
will be deprived of free programs now
France as A.F.P.-Ted Bates, S.A.,
received from WHCT during prime
with offices at 61, Avenue Hoche, and
6, Rue Arsene Houssaye, both Paris.
hours, (3) FCC can't approve service
for which public must pay without
Armand
de Malherbe, managing direcregulating charges, (4) licensee of
tor of Agence Francaise de Propagande,
WHCT will not have control of probecomes president and directeur gengrams as required by FCC.
eral of A.F.P.-Ted Bates.
For Test Only ■ Mr. Paglin stressed
Combined
Bates organization personthat grant is not permanent but for trial
nel in New York, London, Toronto,
of Phonevision pay system. "This is Montreal, and Paris, will total about
just the opening innings of the ball
1,300 people. Estimated worldwide
total billings are about $170 million,
game," Mr. Paglin said. He emphasized that grant was made to get "meanincluding close to $4 million annual
ingful facts" on whether public desires
billings of French agency.
pay tv.
There is no question that FCC has
legal authority to authorize pay tv, Pepsi, Allen to part
general counsel maintained.
Pepsi-Cola's disenchantment with
Mr. Cohen stressed Hartford service
ABC-TV's Steve Allen Show (Wed.,
will be trial of fee tv in marketplace —
7:30-8:30 p.m.) is now said to be
which is best method of finding whether
complete. Pepsi is reported to have
it is in public interest, he stated. Public
notified network it will cancel its alter-

Bristol-Myers renews 90%
Bristol-Myers Co., which has been
participating in so-called "barteredtime" offer through A. P. Management Corp., Beverly Hills, Calif.,
since September, on behalf of its
Ipana toothpaste, plans to continue
deal next year for other B-M Products, itwas learned last Friday. Advertiser not only gets product plugs in
certain five-minute programs which
A.P. Management gives to stations,
but also gets spots in other programs
and in commercial breaks. Bristol-
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discount tv deal
Myers saved estimated $900,000 in
deal involving 1,600 radio stations.
B-M got five five-minute programs
per station per week for 1 3 weeks for
$105,000 (card rate value estimated
at $1,007,000). Stations are "paid"
in programming and merchandise.
A.P. Management's programs to date
feature such stars as Eddie Cantor,
George Raft and Jacques Bergerac,
but others are in works, including
one-minute vignettes on public service subjects.

l>r A HI IMC*
L/HML/LI1N d

nate-week, half-hour sponsorship of
Allen, effective Dec. 27. Pepsi-Cola and
its agency, BBDO, New York, will use
funds allocated for Allen for minute
participations on ABC-TV, CBS-TV
and NBC-TV programs. Selection of
shows is now in progress. ABC-TV
plans to continue with Allen despite
Pepsi's defection.
Gardner

revamps

media, research
Media and research departments of
Gardner Adv., St. Louis, are being combined in major marketing reorganization
to better serve agency clients. Three
new combination media-research groups,
each of equal rank and without special
name, are being established, it was
learned Friday.
Assistant marketing director in charge
of first new group will be Warren B.
Wiethaupt, formerly media supervisor.
Ralph Neugebauer becomes media supervisor and Ralph Franklin becomes research supervisor within Mr. Wiethaupt's
group. Don Osten, formerly account
executive, becomes assistant marketing
director heading second group, which
will include Patricia Schinzing as media
supervisor and Norman Peskind as research supervisor. Head of third group
is yet unnamed but group will include
Bob Faust as media supervisor and Jean
Drewett as research supervisor.
Messrs. Wiethaupt and Osten will
report to Fred Gerlack, formerly research director, who becomes associate
marketing director, St. Louis. He in turn
will report to Frank E. Heaston, who
continues as vice president-marketing
director, New York and St. Louis.
R. R. Riemenschneider, vice president
and media director at St. Louis office of
Gardner, resigns to join Campbell-Mithun, Minneapolis. Winston Miller and
Joe Turner of Gardner's St. Louis
media staff also resign.
Ado about 'CBS-TV Reports'
CBS-TV program, "Biography of a
Bookie Joint," has stirred up controversy among law enforcement agencies.
Show, blacked out in Boston, was aired
30).
on CBS Reports last Thursday (Nov.
Program showed raids on bookie
joint in Boston and people entering and
leaving place, including several Boston policemen. Suffolk County District
Attorney Garrett H. Byrne, after viewing preview of show, said he would
more AT DEADLINE page 10
9

WEEK'S

HEADLINERS

William R. McAndrew, executive vp
of NBC News, was elected to network's
board of directors. Newly elected vps
of NBC are Ellis 0. Moore, director of
press and publicity; Alexander S. Rylander, director of promotional services, and Grant A. Tinker, general program executive. Mr. Moore has been
with NBC since 1952 and has been director of press and publicity since 1959.
Mr. Rylander joined NBC in 1955 as
exploitation director. Mr. Tinker has
been with NBC since Nov. 2. Earlier
he was vp and director of programming

for Benton & Bowles, New York.
Dr. Elmer W. Engstrom, senior executive vp of RCA since 1955, elected
president of corporation, succeeding
John L. Burns, who has resigned. Mr.
Burns will continue to serve RCA on
special assignments from board chairman David Sarnoff. Arthur L. Malcarney, executive vp of RCA Defense
Electronic Products, named to board of
directors, effective today (Dec. 4). He
fills vacancy on board created by resignation of Mr. Burns (story, page 76).

For other personnel changes of the week see FATES & FORTUNES

submit evidence to grand jury in investigation of possible collusion between
Boston policemen and racketeers.
Extra RCA
declared

dividends

on two stocks

RCA

board Friday (Dec. 1) declared 2% common stock dividend in
addition to regular quarterly cash dividend of 25 cents per share on common
stock. Dividend of 87 V2 cents per share
was declared on first preferred stock
for period Jan. 1, 1962 to March 31
1962.
Dividend on preferred stock is payable April 2, 1962, to holders of record
at close of business on March 5, 1962.
Common stock dividends are payable
to holders of record at close of business
on Dec. 15. Cash dividend will be paid
on Jan. 22, 1962, and stock dividend on
Jan. 29, 1962.
Tv network specials
compared by Arbitron
Simultaneous presentation of specials
on three tv networks Thursday (Nov.
30) offered interesting study of viewing taste with top drama, musical and
documentary programs pitted against
each other.
One of trio, "Biography of a Bookie
Joint" on CBS Reports, garnered program's highest rating of season — with
average for hour at 13.5 against 6.8
average in previous week according to
National Arbitron. ABC-TV's "Yves
Montand" special kept slight edge over
CBS Reports.
Hallmark's "Victoria Regina," on
NBC-TV (9:30-11 p.m.) maintained
ratings lead for entire 90 minutes, including first half-hour against regular
programs, Margie and Investigators on
ABC-TV and CBS-TV, respectively.
Complete National Arbitron (overnight) ratings and share of audience fig10

ures for all network shows in 90-minute period follow below:
RATING
SHARE
9:30-10
Hallmark
19.8
34.9
Margie
19.3
34.1
Investigators 14.4
25.4
10-10:30
Hallmark
Yves Montand
CBS Reports

20.2
14.6
14.2

36.9
27.6
26.3

10:30-11
Hallmark
Yves Montand
CBS Reports

19.3
13.2
12.7

38.9
27.6
26.1

Galvin asks 30-vhf band
or 60-uhf band for tv
Reallocation of tv into one contiguous 30-channel band starting at present
vhf ch. 7 or containment in smaller 60channel all-uhf band was urged by Motorola President Robert W. Galvin in
talk before Institute of Radio Engineers
at Minneapolis. In text released Friday,
Mr. Galvin urged changes to accommodate more non-broadcast services.
Mr. Galvin also called for legislation
by Congress to broaden powers of FCC
to function as total arbiter of spectrum
instead of sharing authority with Independent Radio Advisory Committee. As
alternative, he endorsed establishment
by law super-spectrum agency to arbitrate between FCC and IRAC. He said
FCC in ten years has lost out as principal spectrum authority and that IRAC
now controls 70% of frequencies (40%
on exclusive basis) and FCC controls
only 30% in range from 25 mc to
10,500 mc.
Overseas

sales to aid

U.S. tv, says Johnson
Griffith Johnson, vice president of
Motion Picture Assn. of America, pre-

dicted Friday foreign markets will provide opportunities for future growth of
U.S. television.
He said U.S. tv films sold abroad
will return $45 million in 1961.
Since number of television sets in
use in free world outside U.S. is growing at far faster rate than in almostsaturated American market, he said,
"relative importance of the foreign market as a buyer
tv film"
is bound
increase.
Mr. of
Griffith
testified
beforeto
House subcommittee studying question
of "runaway" production — American
films made abroad for U.S. consumption.
Union officials agreed importance of
foreign markets for tv producers is
increasing — but said this will hasten
trend to foreign production of American television films.
H. O'Neil Shanks and John W. Dehners, officials of Hollywood AFL Film
Council, conceded runaway production is not same problem in tv industry
as it is in theatrical film field. But they
repeated
(Broadcasting, Oct.union's
2) thatprediction
it will become
serious
"threat" unless steps are taken to prevent it.
Global tv cheaper
by jet, says Craven
Much of global tv broadcasting
among nations in future will be taped,
transported by space jets and placed
on national networks of each country
at time most suitable to local populations, FCC Commissioner T. A. M.
Craven predicted in talk before Collins Radio Co. Technical Assn. in
Cedar Rapids.
Though global live telecasting by satellites is technically possible, he said,
many operational, administrative and
economic problems make it highly impractical and unlikely. He did feel
there would be instances when live
programs of extreme importance would
be relayed by common carrier satellites
and rebroadcast live by local systems
using technical standards of each nation.
Direct satellite-to-home system would
require every citizen of world to have
two sets, one for own national system
and other for international system,
because of spectrum conflicts, he explained. Cost also would be in billion
dollar range.
Norge quits Chicago agency
Norge Division of Borg-Warner
Corp. and agency Keyes, Madden &
Jones, Chicago, announced parting by
mutual agreement Friday. Norge will
chose between Clinton E. Frank Inc.
and Needham, Louis & Brorby, both
Chicago, by end of year after considering presentations. Account bills $1.1
million in all media.
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THE

WORM
(in

Virginia,

□

□

□

□

TURNED
that

is)

Once upon a time there was a worm that got tired of apples and took up
books. He hit on a choice morsel — a two-volume history of the Shenandoah
Valley, standing straight and proud in the usual order on the shelf.
Each book contained 486 pages; each cover was V&" thick; the paper
thickness ran 243 pages to the inch. Our worm started at the flyleaf of
volume 1 and ate his way to the last page of volume 2. How far did the tip
of his nose (if worms have noses) travel?
Apart from the fact that WMAL-TV will be delighted to receive your
solution (and for which we offer our usual enticing mementos as prizes for
your enterprise), there's a moral to this story: You can't worm your way
into the Shenandoah Valley by buying Washington & Richmond. You
need WSVA-TV, our sister station, to cover the Shenandoah Valley.
WSVA-TV offers extremely attractive combination rates with WMAL-TV.

wmal-tv
Channel 7
abc
Washington,
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D. C.

wsva-tv
Channel 3
nbc • cbs • abc
Harrisonburg, Va.
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FLASH! Just reported! ALREADY BOUGHT BY • WAST-TV Albany, N.Y. • WSB-TV Atlanta, Ga. • WCCA-TV
Columbia, S.C. • WLW-D Dayton, Ohio • KLZ-TV Denver, Colo. • WFBM-TV Indianapolis, Ind. •
WHAS-TV Louisville, Ky. • WCCB-TV Montgomery, Ala. • WEAR-TV Pensacola, Fla. • WTOK-TV
Meridian, Miss. • KTVK-TV Phoenix, Ariz, o WAVY-TV Norfolk, Va. • KOMO-TV Seattle, Wash
and others.
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DATEBOOK
A calendar of important meetings and
events in the field of communications
♦Indicates first or revised listing.
DECEMBER
Dec. 4— Oral arguments before the FCC
en banc on network option time proposals,
(rescheduled from Nov. 17).
Dec. 4— Deadline for comments on FCC
proposal to deintermix Springfield, 111., by
shifting ch. 2 to St. Louis. Original grant
of ch. 2 to KTVI (TV) was remanded by
court for exploration of ex parte activities.
Dec. 4— Deadline for comments on FCC's
proposal to add additional vhf channel at
below minimum mileage spacing to following cities: Baton Rouge, La. (Doc. 14233);
Birmingham, Ala. (Doc. 14236); Charlotte,
N. C. (Doc. 14238); Dayton, Ohio (Doc.
14234); Jacksonville, Fla. (Doc. 14235);
Johnstown, Pa. (Doc. 14232); Knoxville,
Tenn. (Doc. 14237); Oklahoma City, Okla.
(Doc. 14231).
Dec. 4-5 — Second annual legal seminar,
National Community Television Assn. Edgewater Beach Hotel, Chicago.
Dec. 5 — Radio & Television Executives
Society, Time Buying and Selling Seminar,
seventh session. "Getting Your Media
Money's
Worth."
del, Compton
Adv. Instructor:
CBS Radio Robert
Studios,Lid-49
E. 52nd St., New York City. 5:30-7 p.m.
*Dec. 6 — Chicago Chapter, American Women
in Radio and Television, evening meeting to
hear CBS newsman Bernard Eismann talk
on hazards and highlights of covering world
news. Mahogany Room, Furniture Mart,
667 McClurg Ct., Chicago.
Dec. 6-7 — House Small Business Committee
hearing on opportunities to small advertisers to buy prime time on radio and
television.
Dec. 6-8 — NBC Radio & Tv Affiliates, annual convention. 35th anniversary observance. Beverly Hilton Hotel, Beverly Hills,
Calif.
Dec. 7 — Art Directors Club of New York,
luncheon. 1961 gold medal of achievement
will be presented to Frederic R. Gamble,
retiring president of American Assn. of
Advertising Agencies. Hotel Delmonico,
New York City.
*Dec. 7 — Seminar on public affairs and
community radio broadcasting preparation,
sponsored by CHUM Toronto, Ont. Seminar
will be conducted by station executives,
and will deal with manners and methods
for public relations firms and charitable organizations to use in increasing the effectiveness of their announcements and station relations. Lord Simcoe Hotel, Toronto,
Ont.
Dec. 7 — Colorado Broadcasters Assn. special winter meeting, beginning at 1:30 p.m.
with business meeting and free discussion.
Dinner speaker to be FCC Commissioner
Hyde. Continental-Denver Hotel, Denver.
*Dec. 9 — Arkansas Broadcasters Assn. officers and past and present directors meeting primarily; but members are cordially
invited to attend if they wish. Sam Peck
Hotel, Little Rock.
*Dec. 11— NAB, 1961-62 committee on editorializing, first meeting. NAB Headquarters,
1771 N St., Washington, D. C.
Dec. 11 — Reply comments due on FCC
rulemaking to make major changes in fm
broadcast rules. (Rescheduled from Oct. 5).
*Dec. 12 — American College of Radio Arts,
Crafts and Science, special banquet honoring Chicago radio stations and allied fields.
Grand prize and honorable mention winBROADCASTING, December 4, 1961

ners will receive awards at the dinner.
Conrad Hilton Hotel, Chicago.
Dec. 12 — Radio & Television Executives
Society, Time Buying and Selling Seminar,
eighth session. "Working Together for
Better Advertising." Instructors: Herbert
Maneloveg, BBDO; Morris Kellner, The
Katz Agency. CBS Radio Studios, 49 E.
52nd St., New York City. 5:30-7 p.m.
*Dec. 27-30 — American Statistical Assn.,
121st annual meeting. One session of the
conference will be devoted to a panel discussion of the report submitted by the
ASA's technical committee on broadcast
ratings. This particular meeting is scheduled to begin at 2 p.m. on Wednesday,
Dec. 27. Hotel Roosevelt, New York.
Dec. 27-29 — American Marketing Assn., annual winter conference. Theme is "The
Social
Responsibilities
more Hotel,
New York. of Marketing." BiltJANUARY 1962
Jan. 6-14 — International Television Festival
at Monte Carlo, sponsored by the government of Monaco.
Jan. 9 — Final phase of FCC hearing on network tv programming practices and policies.
Spokesmen for the three tv networks will
testify
D. C. before FCC en banc. Washington,
*Jan. 15-19 — American Management Assn.,
"Effective
management, heldAdvertising"
in New York course
for thefor first
time.
Hotel Astor, New York.
Jan. 17 — Awards presentation of the International Television Festival at Monte
Carlo. Gold Nymph awards will be presented for outstanding tv programs. The
Opera House, Monte Carlo, Monaco.
*Jan. 19 — Educational Foundation, American Women in Radio and Television, board
of
New trustees
York. meeting. Savoy-Hilton Hotel,
*Jan. 19-21 — American Women in Radio and
Television, board of directors meeting.
Savoy-Hilton Hotel, New York.
Jan. 19-21 — Advertising Assn. of the West,
annual conference. Hotel Californian,
Fresno.
Jan. 21 — Iowa AP Radio & TV Assoc. meeting. Des Moines.
Jan. 23-25 — Georgia Radio-Tv Institute,
under auspices of GAB and U. of Georgia,
17th annual program. Featured speakers
include: Pierre Salinger, Clair McCollough,
Sol Taishoff, and Ann Corrick.
FEBRUARY 1962
*Feb. 1 — Deadlines for entries to the Headliner Awards contest, offering prizes for
newspapers and radio-tv stations for excel ence in news programming or preparation, and general public affairs service.
Mail entries to Mall Dodson, executive
secretary, National Headliners Club, Convention Hall, Atlantic City, N. J.
Feb. 1 — Deadline for entries for the American Tv Commercials Festival. Contact Wallace A. Ross, director; 40 East 49th St.,
New York 17.
*Feb. 2-3 — Minnesota School of Journalism,
Minnesota U., 15th annual radio-tv news
short course, sponsored in association with
the Northwest Radio-Television News Assn.,
and the Radio-Television News Directors
Assn. U. of Minnesota campus, Minneapolis.
Feb. 4-13 — Advertising Recognition Week.
Feb. 5 — Deadline for comments on FCC's
proposals to expand use of uhf band, including dual vhf-uhf operation, reserved
pools of uhf channels for existing operating vhf stations, abolition of uhf allocation,
relaxation of technical rules for uhf sta-

BILL COSTELLQ
Current assignment-the Kennedy
Family. That's Bill Costello originating
from the White House with accurate,
concise, authoritative newscasts on
Mutual. He brings to you 30 years of
news reporting — plus quality news
beats that only an on-the-scene reporter can deliver. Want Washington?
Bill Costello is there for Mutual Radio.
♦ Remember: Mutual wraps up 66% of
its radio audience in the A and B markets-where the buying is biggest. Buy
Mutual Radio-and you've got it covered
at the point of sale.
MUTUAL
RADIO
A Service to Independent Stations
Subsidiary
of M innesota
& Manufacturing
Company Mining
^Wl

tions, uhf grants without a hearing, etc.
(Doc. 14229). (Rescheduled from Dec. 4.)
Feb. 5 — Deadline for comments on FCC's
proposals to delete single vhf and substitute uhf channel to make community
all-uhf in following cities: Binghamton, N.
Y. (Doc. 14243); Champaign-Urbana, 111.
(Doc. 14244); Columbia, S. C. (Doc. 14245);
Erie, Pa. (Doc. 14242); Hartford, Conn. (Doc.
14241); Madison, Wise. (Doc. 14239); Montgomery, Ala. (Doc. 14246); Rockford, 111.
(Doc. 14240).
Feb. 7 — Advertising Federation of America,
mid-winter legislative conference. Participants include FCC Chairman Newton N.
Minow, FTC Chairman Paul Rand Dixon
and Secretary of Commerce Luther C.
D. C. Statler-Hilton Hotel, Washington,
Hodges.
Feb. 7-9 — National Winter Convention on
Military Electronics. Ambassador Hotel, Los
Angeles.
Feb. 10 — Awards Dinner, Directors Guild
of America. Western awards: Beverly Hilton Hotel, Beverly Hills, Calif. Eastern
City.
awards: Waldorf-Astoria Hotel, New York
Feb. 13 — Formal awards banquet of the
International Broadcasting Awards contest.
Hollywood Palladium, Hollywood, Calif.
Feb. 20- March 25— Art Directors Club of
Los Angeles, 17th annual western exhibition of advertising and editorial art. Western advertisers, agencies, artists and producers have submitted examples of their
work in commercials, titles, stills, or print.
Los Angeles Museum of Science & Industry.
Feb. 28-March 1 — NAB, seventh annual conference for presidents of state broadcasters' associations. Shoreham Hotel, Washington, D. C.
"South
Your

Bend's

Best

Bet!"

-Young man — put the odds in your favor by picking the South
Bend market. This Metro Area alone has a household income of
$7987*, highest in Indiana! Include the other 14 counties of the
South Bend market, and it parleys into $1.7 billion in buying
power.* South Bend's a winner, going away.
And here's how to pick the daily double. Let WSBT-TV carry
your product colors. This station has the inside track into the
market's TV homes . . . year after year gets over 41% share of
sets in use . . . currently carries 36 of the top 50 locally-favored
programs.** Top-rated CBS shows and popular local programs
keep WSBT-TV in the winner's circle!
Want the latest scoop? Call your Raymer man. He'll trot over.
*Sales Management 1961 Survey of Buying Power
**Nielsen, Feb. 20-March 19, 1961

SOUTH BT
BEND,
INDIANA
V
-T
WS
Channel 22
ONE

OF

CBS'

HIGHEST

- RATED

Ask Paul H. Raymer, National Representative.
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STATIONS

MARCH 1962
*March 12-16 — American Management Assn.,
"Effective Advertising" course for management, in Chicago for the first time. La
Salle Hotel, Chicago.
March 14-16 — Electronic Industries Assn.,
committee, section, division and board
meeting.
Statler-Hilton Hotel, Washington,
D. C.
March 16 — Advertising Federation of America, board of directors meeting. New York.
*March 19-23 — Georgia Assn. of Broadcasters, first annual regional meetings of
broadcasters will be held at following five
sites:
Canton. Griffin, Albany, Baxley, Augusta,
March 22-24 — Advertising Federation of
America, fifth district meeting. Shawnee
Hotel, Springfield, Ohio.
March 30-31 — Advertising Federation of
America, sixth district meeting. Detroit.
APRIL 1962
April 1-4 — National Assn. of Broadcasters,
annual convention. Conrad Hilton Hotel.
Chicago.
*April 6-7 — Region 11 (southeastern) conference. National Assn. of Educational
Broadcasters. U. of Georgia, Adult Center
for Continuing Education, Athens.
April 9 — Academy of Motion Picture Arts
& Sciences, 34th Oscar awards ceremony at
Civic Auditorium. Santa Monica, Calif.
April 25 — Assn. of Industrial Advertisers,
Eastern New England chapter and Hartford
chapter, all-day marketing and advertising
clinic. Hotel Somerset, Boston.
April 27-29 — Mississippi Broadcasters Assn.,
annual convention. Broadwater Beach Hotel,
Biloxi, Miss.
♦April 30 — American Women in Radio and
Television, board of directors meeting.
Sheraton-Chicago Hotel, Chicago.
BROADCASTING, December 4, 1961

POLITZOMANIA
. . . and again and again and again! Each time another
fact is uncovered in the 1961 WJR-Politz Study, politzomania * strikes deeper and deeper into advertising people
and places. Even media vice presidents and advertising directors now fall helpless before politzomania.
The latest politzomania-causing fact reported from the
field by WJR sales reps is the impact WJR news has
on its listeners. The 1961 WJR-Politz Study reveals
WJR as the number one choice for news by more than
a million adults in the Detroit-Great Lakes Area. To be
more specific, more than 1,132,000 people age 15 and
older named WJR best for news. And 175 stations were

STRIKES

AGAIN!

mentioned in the 100-county four-state area of the study.
Please understand, then, our reps' enthusiasm as they
apply this new kind of radio research to your specific
advertising objectives. Well-armed with all the facts
from the 1961 WJR-Politz Study, our sales reps will
help you pinpoint logical prospects for your products.
These prospects are profiled according to age, sex,
socio-economic status, home ownership, radio listening
habits, and many other helpful characteristics.
As this data passes into your hands, anticipate politzomania. Don't fight it. So far, no one has been immune.

DETROIT
WJR
760 KC ^J^50,000 WATTS
Represented by Henry I. Christal Co., U. S. & Canada
Atlanta • Boston • Chicago • Detroit • Los Angeles
New York • San Francisco

The measured area of the Alfred Politz media study
released September, 1961. This area includes 6,801,000
people — age 15 and older.
BROADCASTING, December 4, 1961

.j, po» lit'ZO* ma • ni »a — newly discovered advertising
affliction. Highly contagious. Identified by uninhibited displays of
enthusiasm. Always found in WJR sales reps who have 1961 WJRPolitz Study in hand. Time-buyers and ad managers particularly
susceptible. Wipes out sales resistance. Appears in flashes of marketing
insight. Only known remedy: Sign the order!
17

MAY 1962
May 2-5 — Institute for Education by RadioTelevision, annual convention. DeshlerHilton Hotel, Columbus, Ohio.
May 3-6, 1962 — American Women in Radio
& Tv, national convention. SheratonChicago Hotel, Chicago.
May 4-5 — Kansas Assn. of Radio Broadcasters, annual convention. Hays, Kansas.
May 9-12 — Western States Advertising
Agencies Assn., 12th annual conference.
Theme of this year's conference is: "Advertising Calif.
Achievements- West." Oasis Hotel,
Palm Springs,
May 10-12 — Advertising Federation of
America, fourth district meeting. Jacksonville, Fla.
*May 15-16 — Council on Medical Television,
fourth annual meeting. Clinical Center, National Institute of Health, Bethesda, Md.
*May 16-17— Annual Medical-Dental Tv
Workshop, sponsored by the CouncU on
Medical Television. National Naval Medical
Center, Bethesda, Md.
*May 21-24 — 25th anniversary Electronic
Parts and Distributors Show and Conference. Conrad Hilton Hotel, Chicago.
May 23-25 — Electronic Industries Assn., 38th.
annual convention, committee, section, division and board meeting, Pick-Congress
Hotel, Chicago.

Programming
center

for

full

or

part-time
automatic

broadcasting
Phys up to 55 tape magazines
and can be used to automatically start other broadcast
equipment after any magazine.

e

The remarkable ATC 55 allows use
of regular staff voices at all hours,
with a minimum number of personnel on duty. Ideal for early morning
and late evening hours, or to clear
announcers for other duties during
certain hours of the day. Lets you
use your best talent during week
ends or for separate FM operations.
The ATC 55 will automatically play
back up to 55 magazine-loaded
made

taped spots, themes, and production
aids; up to 165 full length musical
selections, without resetting or reloading. It is also designed to
operate in conjunction with other
broadcast equipment. A special 3200
cycle auxiliary control tone may be
inserted at any point in the sequence
to start (1) material recorded on
reel-to-reel tapes, (2) a Seeburg record changer, or (3) the standard
ATC units. Used in multiples of two
or more (4), the ATC 55 may be
programmed to play in any desired
sequence automatically. It delivers
the highest quality broadcast reproduction. And, best of all, it is so
easy to operate that any of your
personnel can run it. Write, wire or
phone collect for complete information and literature today.

by broadcasters

for broadcasters

JUNE 1962
June 11-14 — Industrial Advertising Exposition held in conjunction with the 40th annual Conference of Assn. of Industrial Advertisers. Royal York Hotel, Toronto,
Ontario, Canada.
*June 17-22, 1962 — Annual convention of the
National Community Television Assn.
Shoreham Hotel, Washington, D. C.
June 23-27 — Advertising Federation of
America, 58th national convention, in conjunction this year with Advertising Assn.
of the West. Denver-Hilton Hotel, Denver.
June 23 — Advertising Federation of America, ninth district meeting. Denver.
June 29-30 — Texas AP Broadcasters Assn.,
15th annual meeting. Hotel Texas, Fort
Worth.
AUGUST 1962
Aug. 5-7 — Georgia Assn. of Broadcasters,
annual land,convention.
Holiday Inn, Jekyll IsGa.
*Aug. 21-24 — Western Electronics Show and
Convention, Los Angeles Memorial Sports
Arena.
SEPTEMBER 1962
Sept. 11-13 — Electronic Industries Assn.,
committee, section, division and board
meeting. Biltmore Hotel, New York.
Sept. 12-14 — Advertising Federation of
America,
first district meeting, Cape Cod
area.
Sept. 14 — Georgia Assn. of Broadcasters,
2nd
annual South-East Radio-Tv Seminar.
Atlanta.
Sept.
20-22 — Advertising Federation of
La.
America, tenth district meeting. Shreveport,
NOVEMBER 1962

AUTOMATIC
TROL
PE CON
209 E. Washington St.j•^
Dept.
114
•A
Bloomington,
Illinois
T
^
j
j
(
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Nov. 10-25 — World Economic Progress Assembly and Exposition under international
auspices. Special sectors devoted to radio
and tv. McCormick Place, Chicago.
Nov. 27-29— Electronic Industries Assn.,
committee, section, division and board
meeting. Jack Tar Hotel, San Francisco.
BROADCASTING, December 4, 1961
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ly years professional and scientific boards of
review have pointed to personal coincidental interviewing as the optimum (though costliest )
technology. Now Pulse has developed the technology that makes it possible. For the first time in a
continuing broadcast audience survey operation, Pulse is conducting personal,
house-to-house coincidental interviewing. At the moment, 9% of our sample is so studk
Now we are entering a second phase of this program— '"paired coincidental" which will
double the effectiveness of our personal coincidental. For you who wish to read
more about the technology involved, let us send you our Technological Bulletin No. 2.
For full information, write, wire or phone for a Pulse representative, I wrtwcfs

E PULSE, INC.
730 Fifth Avenue, New York 19,
Phone: JUdson 6-3316

GIVES
OF

5,000

EXPOSURE

WEIGHS

NEW

WATTS

3 POUNDS

SUN

GUN

PROFESSIONAL

...AT A FRACTION OF THE WEIGHT,
A FRACTION OF THE COST!
This is the compact new photo light that has started a revolution in studio lighting. It's the PROFESSIONAL version
of the amazing SUN GUN home movie light, invented by
Sylvania, that has been proved in use for over a year at top
Hollywood and TV studios.
The new Sylvania SUN GUN PROFESSIONAL is remarkably light in weight . . . and small enough to fit in the palm
of your hand. Yet it actually produces 5,000 watts of exposure at only 1,000 watts electrical cost. It's amazingly
20

PHOTO

LIGHT

versatile, too. SUN GUN PROFESSIONAL does the job of
most studio lighting equipment . . . and does it better!
Unlike regular studio equipment, SUN GUN PROFESSIONAL is inexpensive to buy, maintain, and ship on
location. It also keeps its original brightness and color temperature for the entire life of the lamp . . . without reducing
lamp life.
The fantastic brilliance of SUN GUN PROFESSIONAL
comes from a powerful little 1000-watt High Silica Halogen
lamp with 65,000 center beam candlepower . . . plus a specially designed reflector with more than 750 light-intensifying
surfaces. The result is an intensely bright light that floods the
BROADCASTING, December 4, 1961

GIVES
OF
WEIGHS

DOES

5,000

WATTS

EXPOSURE
400

ALL

POUNDS

THE

WORK

OF

A

GIANT

STUDIO

LAMP

scene like the sun. Light is smooth and even . . . balanced to
SUN GUN PROFESSIONAL has a full range of optional
accessories for every studio lighting need! Optional equipment
3400°K for indoor color film use.
includes Accessory Holder, Large Barn Doors, Daylight Filter,
SUN GUN PROFESSIONAL comes complete with portrait
Special
K Filter,
Diffusing Filter, Snoots, Super-Spread
Lens and 3200°
Carrying
Case.
/^^x
lens, flood lens, metal barn doors and 1 2-foot cord. It's completely adjustable, too. Head can be aimed
in any direction. Instantly replaceable bulb
has 12 hours average life. For more details and free literature, write Sylvania
at the address below.
SYLVANIA
Sylvania Lighting Products, Division of
SUG S / Dl Af=iY Of=
Sylvania Electric Products Inc., 1740
Broadway, New York 19, N. Y.
GENERAL TELEPHONE & ELECTRONICS
21
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MONDAY
When

MEMO

from MARGOT TELEKI, timebuyer, Reach, McCiinton & Co., N. Y.

is a local advertiser?

One of the most frequently misinterpreted and controversial aspects of
buying radio and television today is the
retail rate, almost always referred to
erroneously as a local or regional rate.
The retail rate is applied to the advertising of retail stores doing an "over
the counter" business. It can be expanded to include any local merchant
who represents and sells a nationally
distributed product (local soft drink
bottlers, automobile dealer associations,
gasoline distributors, utility or telephone
companies).
Such an advertiser normally sells to
the local public through retail stores
owned, controlled or managed by him
alone (or by an aggregate group). He
may be represented by a national advertising agency, and this is where the interpretation becomes questionable.
The reason this advertiser, whether
or not represented by a national advertising agency, should be granted the
retail rate is very basic. He cannot avail
himself of the full power or coverage on
which a medium's national rate is based.
This applies to almost all media — radio,
television, newspapers and magazines.
Unfortunately, misinterpretation of
the retail rate has resulted in rather
nebulous rate structures at many radio
and television stations. The trouble has
been caused by the creation of a complicated regional or local rate given an
advertiser at the station's discretion.
Many advertisers are forced to go on
a national rate card simply because they
are represented by a national advertising agency. Because of the regional
type of distribution of their product
they feel they have been overcharged.
Such advertisers usually are in the automotive, automotive products, gasoline
and oil, telephone companies, utilities,
etc. categories. The products usually
are purchased from a national manufacturer. For example, automotive dealers in a given district band together to
form a dealer organization.
Arm's Reach ■ The regional group
can run an extensive, power-packed
campaign which one retailer could never
afford on his own. Such retail groups
often are represented by a national
agency which orders the campaign. In
such cases, the use of local media is
extensive and small coverage areas are
used almost exclusively.
The extent of a station's coverage,
therefore, is not so important — provided
it packs a punch within the given metropolitan area — since the station in the
market immediately adjacent also will
be used to cover the retailer in that city.
If the advertiser cannot avail himself
22

the

retail rate

explained
Since a given number of distributors in
of the advantages of a station's coverage, he should be entitled to a retail a given metropolitan area needed advertising impact, extensive coverage and
rate. But the buyer has a difficult job
elaborate facilities were not determining
convincing the local radio or television
station (or national representative) that factors in the selection of stations used.
his client should get such a rate.
Compromise Rate ■ Many times, because of station format or community
Occasionally, weak links arise in the
retail rate structure. One advertiser may
acceptance, it is to our client's advanbe given a better price advantage than
tage to use the power station in a market, but the exorbitant prices charged
another and there is price cutting among
stations within a market. The buyer by some of these stations on a national
never knows whether another advertiser
basis made it virtually impossible. In
might be getting a lower rate than his these cases, station management —
client. Consistency in a rate card is of through the representative in New York
prime import — whether the station — was approached with the problem.
deems it necessary to have one, two or We explained that since we could not
three rate cards. All advertisers in a take advantage of more than the staspecified classification should be dealt
tion's metropolitan coverage — we felt a
compromise rate should be established
with fairly and equally.
More Rates ■ The one-rate-card sys- which would be based on the coverage
tem is not a good solution since the needed by our client. With few exceptions, the stations were agreeable. But
national advertiser looks for powerful- much time
would be saved if such rates
coverage stations in the major markets
as opposed to either the local retailer or were
incorporated into the station's rate
structure.
the regional groups of retailers. ConAlthough the retail rate had its origin
sequently, at least two rate cards are
needed. Perhaps also a flat rate for in print, it represents a fair and satisfactory solution to the problem of who
automotive, utilities, etc., could be established which would grant an equita- should be eligible for a less-than-national
ble price to advertisers in these classifi- rate. It is established— for all practical
cations. Some radio stations in smaller purposes — on the basis of buying time
markets established this type of rate "by the yard" or, in other words, by
long ago.
the coverage the local advertiser or retailing group needs to reach potential
Recently, our agency was awarded an
customers in a designated market. It
account which has western headquarters
can also be adapted easily to broadcast
and whose former agency was located
in the same western city. The product media. Thus, the problem of price cuts,
involved was regionally distributed and bonus spots, local or regional rates, and
the former agency had no difficulty similar concessions could be eliminated.
Basic ground rules regarding the
securing local rates — because of the
eligibility of an advertiser for the reproduct's
strictly
regional
distribution.
tail rate could be established. Whether
But when we were buying the first
campaign for this advertiser, since he the advertiser is placing the schedule
was now represented by a national ad- on his own, or is represented by a New
vertising agency, it was not easy to get York agency, the rate he pays should be
determined by the amount of the stastation representatives .or station management to understand the difficulties effectively.
tion's coverage that he is able to utilize
regarding coverage for the product.

Margot Teleki, timebuyer at Reach,
McCiinton & Co., joined the New York
agency in 1960. She began her advertising career as an assistant timebuyer with Edward Kletter Assoc. (now
Parkson Advertising), New York, in
1955. She subsequently became a
timebuyer with Norman, Craig & Kummel, New York, in 1958, and worked
in the same capacity at J. Walter
Thompson, New York, from February
1959 to October 1960.
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Boston: Eckels & Company

The Sound of Xew
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Scotch

video

pictures,

"LIVE" LOOK! Extraordinary visual presence of "SCOTCH" Video
Tape, in black and white or color,
gives new dimension to product
sales appeal, believability . Tape
assures complete compatibility
of picture source and picture
(both electronic), prevents jitter,
achieves greatly expanded gray
scale from absolute black to pure
white. Result — commercials of
unsurpassed quality.

AND TAPE GIVES THESE ADDED ADVANTAGES!
Immediate playback of commercials created on
"Scotch" brand Video Tape is today's best insurance against fluffs — provides many other production advantages. In a matter of seconds, the
producer, director, performers all know exactly the
result of the latest take. They can immediately
determine if the scene should stand or how precisely
24

brand

live-action

simplifies

INSTANTANEOUS SPECIAL EFFECTS!
Wipes, dissolves, fades ... pixies
and giants ... split-screen and
dream sequences — you name it! You
can matte person or product into
different scenes, combine several images of the same person,
photos, drawings, titles, cartoons, movies with live or tape.
No waiting for the lab— "SCOTCH"
Video Tape performs with ease and
economy, instantly!

to improve it. Work schedules are uninterrupted,
permit efficient scheduling of sets, talent, crews.
Clients can see and approve new commercials on
the spot, when enthusiasm is high. And, the many
time- and money-saving advantages of video tape
are yours, whether commercials are black and white
or color. Either can be recorded on any roll of
"Scotch" Live- Action Video Tape.
BROADCASTING, December 4, 1961

VIDEOTAPE

MAKES

PRODUCTION,

TODAY'S

COVERS

EDITING'S EASIER! Multiple cameras permit on-the-spot video
tape editing. Direct-cutting and
splicing methods have improved.
Now, out-of-sequence shooting,
followed by tight electronic
editing, has become routine. And
you can mix tape, film, live, etc.
Difficult shots can be re-used.
Commercials can be lengthened,
shortened, modified. . .quickly and
economically!

GET THE FULL TAPE STORY!
Send your next storyboard to
your nearby video tape producer for analysis — and a bid
that will surprise you! For a
free copy of the new brochure,
"Techniques of Editing Video
Tape,"
write Magnetic
ucts Division,
Minnesota ProdMining and Manufacturing Company, Dept. MBX-121, St. Paul
6, Minn.
BROADCASTING, December 4, 1961

THE

BEST-SELLING

COUNTRY!

TAPE COVERS . . . NET OR SPOT ! Taped
commercials can reach over 90% of
any product's market. Complete
tape facilities of each major
network can deliver your message
to 150-200 affiliated stations.
Spot coverage is available coastto-coast, in all major cities,
and the number of markets reached
by VTR-equipped stations continues to grow. At press time,
the total was 127.

© 1961 3M Co.

magnetic

Products

Division

"SCOTCH" and the Plaid
are reg.
TM's New
of Minnesota
& Manufacturing
Co., St. Paul 6, Minnesota.
Export:Design
99 Park
Avenue,
York, N.Y.Mining
In Canada:
London, Ontario.
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OPEN

MIKE

Beefer-upper
editor: Many thanks for the fine coverage ["Midwinter is bargain time in
spot tv," Broadcast Advertising, Nov.
20]. We are delighted with your story
and think it can substantially help in
beefing up midwinter spot business. —
James O. Parsons Jr., Harrington,
Righter & Parsons Inc., New York.
Dubious substitution
editor: As one of those who worked
... to get adequate secondary boycott
action for broadcasters ... [in the]
Landrum-Griffin Bill, I was shocked and
dismayed byernment,the
NLRB's ruling [GovNov. 6].
The decision . . . involves the substitution of a dubious theory of freshman
economics for the clear meaning of
words and the manifest intent of Conand

see

how to score
more

sales in

PITTSBURGH,

PA.

... at lower cost
If we wanted to reach for football
language, we would use terms
like power, precision, drive. Instead, we'd like to talk your language .. . sales for your clients.
There is a difference, though, between the large national firms and
local ones. National advertisers
usually watch overall sales pictures, financial reports, net yearend statements. Local advertisers
watch the cash register daily.
That's why 46 major local firms
have switched from other Pittsburgh TV stations to WTAE in
the past year.
A rather solid indication that you
get more sales for your client on
WTAE-TV, and at lower cost. See
your Katz representative for the
facts on the ever increasing move
of local and national advertisers
to WTAE in Pittsburgh.
BASIC ABC IN PITTSBURGH

wTae
big jelevisiohJ^ih pittsbukgh
CHANNEL ^JLm
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Broadcasters must and will unite to
gress.
make certain that this decision does not
stand. — Charles H. Tower, administrative vice president, Corinthian Broadcasting Corp., New York.
He did, too, buy print
editor: I was amazed to read the item,
13]. persuasion" [The Media, Nov.
"Poll
... I felt that in the interests of accuracy the enclosed tear pages would
show some of the errors in the story. . . .
— James F. Duggan, advertising manager, Springfield Newspapers, Springfield, Mass.
The Broadcasting story, based on a report
from WWLP(TV) Springfield, said Charles
V. Ryan in his successful campaign for
mayor of Springfield used no newspaper
advertising, a report the tear pages sent
by Mr. Duggan showed to be in error.
WWLP explains the mixup this way:
"WWLP intended its release to say that no
newspaper supported the winning candidate
EDITORIALLY." 1
TIO request
editor: As editor of the Television Information Office brochure, Chicago edition, I am requesting permission to
quote the editorial, "Far from child's
play" [Editorials, Oct. 2], in the December edition. — Ethel Daccardo, editor, TIO Brochure, Berwyn, III.
[Permission
granted, with appropriate credit
to
this publication.]
Missed point
editor: Broadcasting's account of the
settlement of Nielsen's patent suit
against the ARB Division of CEIR
(Broadcast Advertising, Nov. 20) is
substantially misleading. It does not
report the main point of the joint
Nielsen/ CEIR agreement which is that
the suit was settled "with a licensing
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A

TIME

OF

Broadcast House, new four-story home of WTIC

RENEWAL
TV-AM-FM

is the first unit to be completed and

occupied in Constitution Plaza, an area of urban renewal which boldly foretells of Hartford's bright
future. The challenging opportunity to serve the vigorous, enterprising mind and spirit of the people of
Southern New England has been ours for 37 years.

til

"THE ■BKOAT>CAS'7£K'
An original bronze by Trances
ll'adsworth, was commissioned for
tbe lobby of Broadcast House and
symbolizes tbe act of broadcasting wbicb
sows tbe seeds of service.
"7be 'Broadcaster Suite," an original musical
work by Jlobert Maxwell, was commissioned
for tbe dedication of Broadcast House.
Its premiere performance under tbe
baton of the composer took place
on November 27, t96i, following
tbe unveiling of tbe bronze by
Qovernor Jobn 7i. Dempsey
of Connecticut.

A

TIME

OF

REDEDICATION

With a deep awareness of our history-filled past, we now dedicate ourselves anew to the fulfillment of
that greater service which Broadcast House and its facilities make possible.

President

WTIC
Broadcast House

•

TV3
3 Constitution Plaza

•

AM

•

FM

Hartford, Connecticut

agreement under certain Nielsen pat-

THE
CHARLESTONHUNTINGTON
MARKET

IS

NATIONALLY

The ents.story
..." also is incorrect in reporting that there was no official court
action other than the transfer of the
case to a New York court. The final
disposition of the case can be found in
the records of the U. S. District Court
for the Southern District of New York.
— Erwin H. Ephron, director press relations, A. C. Nielsen Co., New York.
[Broadcasting's
report
failed to the
indicate that the original
settlement
terminating
case was approved in court and signed by
both sides. This was done in a consent
decree,
to which
Mr. specifies
Ephron's that
lettertherefers.
The consent
decree
litigantsposinghadof all
"entered
into
an
agreement
matters which were raiseddis-or
couldparthave
beensettlement,
raised in ARB
this took
litigation."
As
of the
out a
license from Nielsen under Nielsen patents
on meteringaudience-measurement
devices being used in ARB's
Arbitron
(Broadcast Advertising, Nov. 27).] system.
Local vs. national

TELEVISION
IS THE

NBC

STATION

... in the country in homes
delivered, through the week,
around the clock. And in both
Nielsen and ARB ratings,
WSAZ Television is Number
1 in the 72-county, 4-state
Charleston - Huntington market. This is the "American
Ruhr" region of the great Ohio
Valley, where over two million
people in a half-million TV
homes spend $4 billion dollars
a year! And WSAZ - TELEVISION isthe only TV station
that covers these homes. See
your Katz Agency man and
find out why this newest Goodwill Station definitely belongs
on your must-buy list.
*ARB March, 1961, Survey
WSAZ

TELEVISION

CHANNEL 3 CHARLESTON-HUNTINGTON
DIVISION: THE GOODWILL STATIONS, INC.
Represented by The Katz Agency
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editor: Every week someone else tries
to tear down our national rate structure.
Now, the eminent J. Walter Thompson
agency is browbeating station owners
for local rates for Ford Dealer Association funds on the ground that these
funds are actually contributed by the
local dealer, not the factory.
Baloney! The factory sells a car to
a dealer at invoice, a part of which
price is specified as FDA fund contribution. .. . This cute bookkeeping wrinkle
was instituted several years ago after a
Federal Trade Commission investigation.
Every time a tobacco retailer buys
a carton of cigarettes, he "contributes"
a part of the manufacturer's advertising
cost.
' The bookkeeping wrinkle is the
TH
only difference. . . . Next, we'll be asked
to accept cigarettes at local rates! — A
multistation owner {name withheld by
request) .
Nothing new
editor: We note with interest the
article, "College broadcasters set RTESbacked meet," but with dismay the
statement,
Media, Nov."first
20]. of its kind" [The
The 20th annual national convention
of the Intercollegiate Broadcasting System, held April 22, 1960, at Carnegie
Tech, Pittsburgh, was attended by over
200 students. . . . The 19th annual convention, asimilar success, was held at
Columbia University, New York, with
WKCR-AM-FM as host. Plans for the
1962 convention, to be held in April,
are about to be announced. . . . — Richard H. Crompton, president-treasurer,
Intercollegiate Broadcasting System,
Malvern, Pa.
Educational aid
editor: Dr. Bernarr Cooper, head of
the radio-tv department at Florida State
University here has announced that

next semester his classes are going to
use Broadcasting as part of their class
work. Dr. Cooper reports that Broadcasting isthe bible of the broadcasting
industry. — Arthur Deters, general manager, WTAL Tallahassee, Fla.
Parked outside
editor: . . . It is . . . true that all
Richmond stations did an excellent job
in covering the recent Imperial Airlines
disaster in Richmond. However, I cannot sit idly by while WRNL claims to
have
Media,been
Nov. "first
20]. on the scene" [The
WLEE's vice president and general
manager, Harvey Hudson, landed at
Richmond's Byrd Field on a flight from
Baltimore approximately three minutes
after the crash. In the airport parking
lot was his radio-equipped car. He . . .
and WLEE had his first report on the
air almost seconds after the disaster. . . .
WLEE fed direct reports to 35 stations
. . . MBS . . . and several tv stations. —
David E. Lyman, program director,
WLEE Richmond.
New

licensees?

editor: . . . Why don't you publish a
supplemental list every so often of all
the new radio and tv stations that have
been granted licenses? . . . — James A.
Sullivan, WCGO Chicago Heights, 111.
[The names of new licensees appear in each
issue of the magazine in For The Record.
We have considered issuing supplemental
lists
fromto time
to time,
seemed
justify
it.] but interest has not
Yearbook

omission

editor: . . . Add our name to the vast
list of those who are very pleased with
your new Yearbook; however, much to
our dismay you have neglected to list
WSMD (FM) as a now-operating station. WSMD, a class B fm outlet serving all of southern Maryland and the
Nation's Capital 18 hours a day, has
been in operation since June 23. . . .
— John R. Dorsey, vice president,
WSMD (FM) Waldorf, Md.
The cost of color
editor: When you prepared your excellent article, "Is advertiser color's
messiah?" [Special Report, Oct. 30]
the vagueness of many agencies ... on
the cost of color commercials must have
been obvious. . . .
Our firm, during its two years of active work in creating and filming television commercials, has never produced
a black and white commercial. . . .
May we suggest the establishment of
specific standards for the production
and pricing of color commercials . . .?
— C. E. Feltner Jr., general manager,
Advertisers Diversified Services of
America, Lockport, Tenn.
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I

See

for yourself

Kraft

mm

the

is on

fifth straight

Color TV sells 75%

KRAFT
Whip
Miracle
I
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Salad Dressing

Color

why
TV

for

year!

more Kraft prospects!

Here's an impressive (but hardly surprising) fact.
A Kraft TV commercial in Color sold 75% more prospects than the same commercial in black and white.*
That's how much more excitement, appeal and believability Color adds. What the sales magic of Color
does for Kraft, it could do for your product, too.
Get the full Color picture today from: W. E. Boss,
Director, Color Television Coordination,
Radio Corporation of America, 30 Rockefeller
Center, New York 20, N. Y., Tel: CO 5-5900.
*1960 survey by Burke Marketing Research for Crosley Broadcasting
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The

TV

where
And

and

Radio

MAJORITY

stations

represented

by 1PGW

serve

areas

a majority of the nation's automobiles and automotive accessories are bought and sold; rented; gassed, oiled and serviced.

the P6W

ready,

willing

these

millions

spot radio

Colonels

in our

and

able

and

in these

very

millions

ten offices
to show

of car

productive
FOR

you

SPOT

MIDWEST- SOUTHWEST
1040 . . . 50,000
•&WHO .
1420 . . .
•&WOC .
WDZ .
1050 . . , 5,000
1,000
WDSM . . Duluth — Superior . . . 710 . .
5,000
.
.
Fargo
970
.
.
WDAY
5,000

coast

to coast

the best ways

owners

markets.

SOUTHEAST
frequency WATTS
EAST—
680 . . . 10,000
-&WCBM
950 .. .
5,000
lirwwj .
1380 . . .
5,000
S
. Charleston, S. C. . . . . 1390 . . .
&WLO
^•wcsc . . Charlotte
930 .. . 5,000
C
SO
WIS
.
£W
560 .. . 5,000
980 .. . 5,000
5,000
^wsix . . Raleigh-Durham . . . . 680 .
50,000
1140
.
.
.
F
PT
&W
-&WRVA
50,000
960 .. .
-&WDBJ
600 . . . 5,000
-&WSJS
5,000

from

and

Won't

car
you

are

to reach

renters

with

give us a call?

RADIO
FREQUENCY WATTS
. . 1430 . .
. . 980 . .
5,000
. 5,000

WIRE .
KMBC .
KFDM .
MBD ..
&WKRYS
WBAP
^WBAP
KENS
^KTRH

.

'"

' Ft. Worth — Dallas .

.
..

MOUNTAIN
KHOW .
KGMB
&KB0I
KHBC
KGBS

.
.
.

570 . . . 5,000
1,000
820 . . . 50,000
. 5,000
. 50,000
. 50,000

and WEST
970 . . .. 5,000
5,000
590 . .
.
5,000
..
. 1,000
. . 1020 . . . 50,000
. 50,000
"*

Honolulu — Hilo

^KIRO .
^Also FM

P

ETERS,

G

RiEFIN,

W

OODWABD,

inc.

Pioneer Station Representatives Since 1932
NEW YORK
CHICAGO

ATLANTA
BOSTON

DETROIT
ST. LOUIS

FT. WORTH
LOS ANGELES
DALLAS
SAN FRANCISCO

Pick
8:30

any

and

Monday
ABC-TV

11

lk hr.
PM,

thru

subtitled "TV Time-Buying Made Easy."
For this Nielsen reports us out front
with the largest audience, as checked every
average quarter hour, over five most important nights of the week.
The reason, of course, is programming
— both new and old.
Specifically, out of the top 10 shows t

as averaged

Friday*,

is your

The latest Nielsen, to which we owe this
nice bit of clockwatching, might well be

between

and

#1 network.

registering a 40% audience share or better,
5 are ABC shows. And in this select 40%
bracket, just 2 new shows made it.
Ben Casey and Target: The Corrupters.
ABC shows, that is.
Chances are very good you, too, can
have a good time on ABC.

ABC

Television

♦Source: Nielsen 24 Market TV Report, Average audience, week ending Nov. 19, 1961. fMon. thru Sun. 7:30-11 PM.
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$30

MILLION

■ RAB

plan

■ Top

100

■ Stations

SPOT

contemplates
advertisers
would

perking

would

pay

RAB

RADIO

be

10%

up

national

first target
of new

campaign

sales

of drive

billings they

those of both station representatives
and advertising agencies — but without
violating the customary relationships
with traditional agencies and traditional
reps.
Here is the basic strategy:
■ RAB will solicit radio commitments from major- — top 100 — -advertisers not now using radio heavily,
offering a series of depth studies on
sales results where necessary to pinpoint
the brand-share changes that occur
while the campaign is in progress. The
presentations will be tailor-made to fit
each advertiser's specific needs, based
on an RAB analysis of the company"s
marketing problems.
■ The specific proposals will call for
big-budget use of radio as a major
rather than supplementary part of the
advertising program and in many cases
will elevate radio to a level it has not
often enjoyed in recent years: That

A major new sales drive enlisting the
cooperation of radio stations in a nation-wide movement to boost national
radio advertising volume by $30 million
a year will be launched within the next
two weeks.
The drive is part of an overall campaign planned by the Radio Advertising Bureau to perk up sluggish national
radio sales. RAB hopes to revitalize
the medium through a new approach
to providing radio's sales effectiveness
to big-league advertisers currently cool
to radio or inclined to use it as a secondary tool.
The plans, developed by RAB over
the past two years, were approved by
the RAB Board at the bureau's annual
membership meeting last Wednesday in
New Orleans. In effect they reshape
RAB's national sales policy and cast
the bureau in the role of marketing
consultant with some activities akin to

BOOST?

receive

of a major "corporate buy" in which all
of ashare.
multi-brand
company'sreluctant
productsto
can
For advertisers
make such heavy commitments without
a trial run, RAB will then draw up a
test-market campaign plan.
■ Upon client approval, the campaign
laid out by RAB will be placed through
regular agency and station-representative channels, with the bureau continuing in a supervisory role that extends to
selection of markets, stations and time
periods and the writing of commercials.
Markets and stations will be selected
by RAB on research tailored for the
advertiser involved.
■ While the campaign is in progress,
RAB will conduct periodic research to
show how well radio is paying off in
terms of traceable sale and to show the
advertiser how to use radio most effectively to solve his particular problems.
■ To help pay for the special re-

e
rfr

oani
at&i

ort

nsp

Tra

Here's what RAB's 'proof-of-pudding' test campaign cost
Here is what it cost RAB in ing on the average from $3,000 to The advertiser in the accounting
money and man-hours to bring in $25,000 but occasionally going reproduced below is unidentified
because of an RAB commitment.
and research one 10-station radio close to $50,000.
BEFORE PRESENTATION
test campaign under the bureau's
new "proof of the pudding" sales Special preliminary research on shelf position, brand share
$ 295
concept (see story this page).
Pilotnewstudy
of
identification
of
client's
present
advertising
$ 208
355
Preliminary studies, creating the 28
slides for opening of grocery products presentation
$
presentation and other pre-camTotal $ 1,013
paign expenses came to $1,013, as
indicated, while brand-share studies MAN-HOURS
and other work done to point up
Executive
16
Sales
15
the campaign's sales effectiveness
Research
17
amounted to $27,725. Not counted in the grand total of $28,738
Slide department
14
20
are the 82 man-hours of RAB ex- Sales development
ecutives and staff time devoted to AFTER CAMPAIGN STARTS
the project, broken down as shown.
On target — supermarkets in four cities
$ 7.200
For this outlay, however, RAB
Brand share studies monthly for six months in same sample of supermarkets .... $18,000
hopes to swing the test campaign
Three presentations to client (transportation, slides, air freight) at client headinto a $700,000 annual budget for
quarters 1,200
$
Research tour of markets
$ 350
radio — and this objective is smaller
Meetings with client district managers
$ 350
than most of the targets in RAB's
$ 625
new drive. Research is the big Demo tape, redoing suggested commercials
Total $27,725
Grand Total
$28,738
item in this selling expense, rang-

t,

igh

$
155
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$30

MILLION

SPOT

RADIO

BOOST?

search, which RAB sees as a clincher
to convert test users to major users,
radio stations will be asked to pay RAB
10% of whatever billing RAB places
with them.
Except for the 10% "fee," the system has been tested by RAB over the
past year with results described as "exceptionally successful." RAB officials
say that one out of every three major
advertisers they've solicited on this basis
has approved a test campaign.
RAB President Kevin Sweeney told
the RAB Board that the plan is aimed
at boosting radio's national sales by
"15% annually — or $30 million — within 18 months." Radio's national spot
volume currently runs about $200 million a year.
Up to now, RAB has been financing
the special research out of its regular
budget, but this has proved expensive
and budget funds for this purpose are
limited. Hence the call for each station to pay in 10% of any billing it
gets via RAB.
Easy Goal ■ "With the financing
available," Mr. Sweeney said, "a $30million increase in radio billing becomes a practical and relatively shortterm goal. Our limitation has been how
much money we had available for the
creation of the specific presentation, the
research to measure growth in sales
during the radio campaign and other
costly elements in this type of breakthrough selling."
At least one major multiple-station
owner, given details of the plan privately, has worked out an arrangement
whereby his stations and their rep will
participate jointly in paying the 10%
to RAB.
Officials of the bureau probably will
set out within two weeks on a round of
visits to stations throughout the country to enlist their cooperation. In all,
RAB expects to compile a list of about
30 "test markets" from which those to
be used by specific advertisers will be
selected according to each advertiser's
marketing situation.
No market is apt to be included in
the test-market list unless a substantial
number of its stations are members of
RAB. But in those markets that are
designated, non-members as well as
members will be eligible to get business
placed under the test plan, the objective being to pick a station lineup that
will deliver the best possible results for
the advertisers — and therefore for radio generally.
All-Station Drive ■ In their swing
around the country to line up support,
RAB authorities plan to confer with
both non-members and members. Obviously they hope that a by-product of
the plan will be to increase the RAB
36 (BROADCAST ADVERTISING)

continued

membership roll.
The expense of the special research
and related activities involved in this
technique — unofficially called the Test
Market Plan — may run as high as
$25,000 even $50,000 per campaign.
In other cases it may be lower.
One actual example, totaling $28,738, is shown in the table on page 35.
The advertiser is not identified because

RAB cites spot's problems
Broadcasting's report on the
current situation in national spot
radio and its problems (Broadcasting, Oct. 30) was an accurate and faithful account of facts
that should be faced, the Radio
Advertising Bureau reports in a
message to its members. This
evaluation is contained in a
lengthy RAB study of the state
of radio business and ways to
improve it (see page 35).
The report notes that the
Broadcasting account touched
off a controversy that is still going on, but suggests that the controversy ishard to understand because the facts reported in the
story are and have been well
known to those closest to the spot
radio situation. RAB agrees that
there has been a slump in spot
radio and that some agencies, for
whatever reasons, are currently
inclined to discount radio's importance. Italso tells its membership that these facts should not
be ignored but brought out into
the open and discussed frankly,
so that solutions may be found.
RAB is confident that solutions
will be found.

one part of RAB's commitment to test
campaigners is that, for protection
against their competitors, details will be
withheld during the campaign and for
six months after it ends. During this
period, also, the advertiser has exclusive
use of the sales-results studies. Six
months after the campaign RAB is free
to use the material.
First Step ■ RAB's campaign blueprint anticipates that $5-7 million in
test money alone will be drawn into radio during the first 18 months of the
campaign. Other sales, including major commitments made on the strength
of successful tests, should bring the
18-month total to around $30 million.
After that the rate is hoped to be $30
million a year.
Bureau officials estimate the cost of
producing $30 million in new sales un-

der this plan will run between $500,000
and $850,000. Its presentation explaining the strategy equates the $30 million
with "30 million-dollar sales." This,
the presentation continues, means "(1)
250 to 300 major presentations followed by proposals; (2) 60 to 90 tests
— and
successful already
tests." made,
Based(3)on30 proposals
and in some cases tests already ordered.
RAB's presentation says that 14 of the
first 30 sales in that $30 million objective can be made in these product categories: Coffee and gasoline, two sales
each; foods, three sales; and airlines,
paper, tires, cereal, cold remedies, beer
and cigarettes, one sale each.
Equitable Charge ■ RAB officials
feel it is reasonable to ask stations
which benefit directly from the tests to
contribute 10% of the benefit to help
pay the costs involved in getting the
business. They also feel this is more
equitable than hiking RAB membership dues, since financing through a
dues rise would require all stations to
pay for benefits which, for the present,
accrue to relatively few.
The 10% payment in each case
comes out of money which the station
would not otherwise have received, officials point out. They also report that
the test billings are fully commissionable to both agencies and station representatives. Thus after deduction of
commissions and payment of 10% to
RAB, about 60% of any station's RABplaced
billing is "keeping money" for
the stations.
The new concept emerged through a
process of evolution. Its development
already had reached the point where
RAB was making specific campaign
proposals tailored to the needs of individual advertisers. The element added
in the new approach is the "proof-ofperformance" research to show participating advertisers that radio not only
can do but in fact has done an effective
sales job for them.
Time Needed ■ The depth of this
research and the extra man-hours that
will be needed to plan and supervise
the campaigns will sharply curtail the
number of presentations RAB will be
making to national advertisers. In past
years it has averaged about 200 or more
a month; during the past year, in transition to the new approach, the number has been gradually reduced and in
the future, it will be "at least one million-dollar proposal a day," aside from
follow-up calls, preliminary meetings,
etc.
Officials obviously are confident that
some 25 major calls a month under the
new system will produce more dollars
for radio than 200-a-month under the
old system.
The bureau's generalized presentations to agencies will continue.
The new move is regarded as esBROADCASTING, December 4, 1961

pecially significant because of the timing. Although under development for
two years, the new concept emerges in
a period when there has been increasing talk of indifference to radio on the
part of some buyers and even a tendency to discount radio's importance at
a few agencies.
Survey Results ■ The adverse or indifferent attitudes were explored in a
Broadcasting survey which showed
that although they represent a definitely
minority viewpoint, they do exist and
clearly are retarding radio sales at the
national level (Broadcasting, Oct. 30).
RAB is notifying its members that
the Broadcasting study faithfully reported radio's situation and its problems (see page 36) — but it hopes to
reverse the situation and surmount the
problems, with their cooperation,
through its new "proof-of-pudding"
campaign and related efforts at all
levels.
Miles David, RAB vice president and
director of promotion, explained that
the Test Market Plan concentrates on
the top 100 advertisers for several reasons.
"Of course we want to see a selling
job done with the middle-sized accounts," he said, "but our big investment in sales and in effectiveness research has to go where the big returns
are. The top 100 advertisers spend
$2.6 billion. Clearly the main route to
substantial growth and property for radio is with the big companies."
Big Ones First ■ The continuing trend
toward corporate mergers and bigcompany acquisitions of smaller companies also was seen as supporting the
policy of concentrating on the big ones:
Medium-sized companies, although
growing fast through the use of radio,
may suddenly be acquired by or merge
with a company that concentrates in
other media; or the small "hot" company, having built part of its success
in radio, may attract a major agency
that turns out to have little interest in
radio.
In addition, the big advertisers are
traditionally the pace-setters, whose
media choices may profoundly affect
those of smaller advertisers.
Although the test-market plan overshadowed other developments in last
Wednesday's board meeting, the directors also approved measures designed
to keep the RAB sales effort moving in
other areas as well. In the process they
approved an RAB 1962 budget totaling
$1.2 million (counting both dues and
income from supplementary services,
including bulk sales of presentation material and tapes).
A step-up in local sales work is
planned for the coming year. This
will be accomplished partly by expansion of the so-called "Ohio Sales Caravan," a technique by which an RAB
BROADCASTING, December 4, 1961

RAB vice president and director of
promotion
David
"our has
big
investment Miles
in sales
and said
research

RAB president Kevin Sweeney told
the RAB Board about a plan aimed at
boosting radio's national sales by
"15% annually, or $30 million a year."

to go where the big returns are."

team made presentations in 10 small
Ohio markets in one week earlier this
fall.
Seminars to be Resumed ■ In larger
markets RAB plans to resume its Department Store Radio Advertising Seminars, with President Sweeney or Vice
President David making presentations
on radio's retail advertising impact to
top department store executives.
"We'll put three times as much RAB
manpower into the field for direct selling in 1962," Mr. Sweeney asserted.
He said the department-store seminars
and the caravan techniques "have both
proved highly successful" and that in
addition
"we can
expect
sales services
so that
we to
cancreate
serve new
the

by stations in the markets visited by
the RAB executives.
Among new projects authorized for
1962 was a study aimed at finding or
developing time-saving and money-saving techniques in radio selling and buying, in order to "make radio more
profitable for agencies to buy." This has
been a frequent complaint of radio
salesmen against agencies: That one
reason
agencies
don'tmake
buy more
more money
radio
time is that
they can
by buying television or other media.
The board also authorized RAB
management to offer a bid for the purchase of a building
on New
York's
east
side which,
if acquired,
would
become
RAB's headquarters in 1963. Site of
the building was not disclosed. RAB
moved recently into new quarters at
655 Madison Ave., New York.

needs of every kind of market."
The supplementary services are selfliquidating, in that the costs are paid

Radio

news

10 STUDIES

offers

good

AUTHENTICATE

Radio's stature as a news medium
in the community and hence its value
as an advertising vehicle to national
spot advertisers are documented in a
new booklet presentation now being released by Edward Petry & Co., New
York, station representative firm.
The presentation, which runs more
than 20 pages, pulls together information from 10 separate studies, including material from Radio Advertising
Bureau, NAB, Alfred Politz Research
Inc., R. H. Bruskin Assoc. and Fact
Finders Assoc. Also in the report are
extensive quotes of Dr. Ernest Dichter,
president of the Institute of Motivational Research, on the subject of ad-

commercial

ADVERTISING

climate

VEHICLE

VALUE

vertising in radio news.
Commercials Have Impact ■ Dr.
Dichter, according to the Petry report
(entitled Impact Radio News), maintains that commercials in radio news
programs get as much attention as the
news broadcast and are considered reliable and believable.
The "major qualities" of radio news
programs
the listeners'
view, as from
conveyed
by Dr. point
Dichter:of
"First, a sense of timeliness. Radio
news coverage provides this to a greater
extent than other media could offer.
Second, complete reliability. This results both from the strong impression
that this news come from authorative
37

sources and, because of the speed ot
transmission, tends to create the feeling
that there is less opportunity to edit,
distort or otherwise modify the news."
Ideal Vehicle ■ Specifically on advertising in such shows: "the special image of news programs as being sound,
reputable and serious, makes them ideal
vehicles for many advertisers — news
programs offer a public image of integrity and reliability — a most appropriate
framework for presentation of the products and services of advertisers seeking to project a quality image to the
public."
The Petry report claims that radio
news programs offer more selling time
than "straight" spot announcements:
Five-minute newscasts, for example,
have opening and closing billboards of
10 seconds each or more in length in
addition to a full-minute spot. The report maintains that an advertiser using
15 five-minute newscasts weekly with 2
ten-second billboards as compared to 1 5
spot announcements will find he can
total
45 separate
"salesin calls"
using but
20
commercial
minutes
newscasts

only 15 separate sales calls using 15
commercial minutes in a regular spot
campaign.
Research in the presentation creates
this image of radio news: People listen to radio news first thing in the
morning and last thing at night, and in
"tremendous" numbers for day-to-day
coverage when a sudden development
triggers a "what happened" impulse,
and they own sets primarily to hear
news and more often seek out news
than any other programming on radio.
Advertisers are encouraged in the
Petry presentation to look for "an enterprising station" that reports in depth
and doesn't just "rip and read."
Management sessions set
Jan. 15-19 in New York
The American Management Assn.'s
"Effective Advertising Course" for
management will be held next Jan.
15-19, at New York's Hotel Astor. The
sessions will be held in Chicago next
March 12-16 at the LaSalle Hotel. The
course will return to its customary site
at the AMA Academy at Saranac Lake,

N. Y., April 30-May 4.
The sessions are designed for the
executive concerned directly or indirectly with the advertising function.
Course topics include the scope and
purpose of advertising; integration of
advertising into marketing; determination of the company's total advertising
investment and the basic company strategy; organization, planning and execution of the campaign; agency-client relationships and evaluation of the effectiveness of the campaign.
Speakers for the sessions will be
drawn from a course faculty which includes Edward L. Slater, director of
advertising, Sylvania Electric Products;
Robert Hull, director of product development, Coty; Mack Hanan, managing partner, Hanan & Son; Robert G.
Hill, advertising manager, ColumbiaGeneva Steel Division of U. S. Steel;
Prof. Albert W. Frey, graduate school
of business, U. of Pittsburgh; George
B. Koch, merchandising manager, Industrial Products Division of B. F.
Goodrich; and Ambrose Addis, director, marketing studies, Lever Bros.

When
days grow shorter, television viewing grows longer
The data can be used by rating
Television viewing shows a signifi- change," ARB said, adding, "A
cant increase during the week after reasonable explanation may be that services in planning their fall multithe annual autumn change from day- with daylight activities restricted,
ple-week survey periods and by adlight to standard time.
vertisers evaluating fall measurement
people tend to turn on their sets as
A three-year study conducted by soon as darkness falls; thus, as it gets results, according to ARB. It conAmerican Research Bureau traces
dark earlier, more sets will be turned
tinued, "The chart tracing percentthe listening pattern during the weeks
age increase in sets-in-use following
preceding and following the annual
on Other
sooner."explanations suggested by the fall time-change indicates a poautumn switch of the clock. The
ARB include variations in programtential distortion in any data secured from a combined survey of
study is based on daily Arbitron
ming (actually very few) or possible
data gathered in New York.
changes in hours of schooling or the week or weeks before and after
ARB found the greatest change
employment. However ARB felt the time change, suggesting that any
between 4:30 and 6 p.m. after the these two variations would not seem
measurement period which combines
change to standard time. This time, to be major factors producing a pre-time change and post-time
when daylight gives way to darkness,
swing of the magnitude shown in the change weeks will not reflect an accurate average measurement for any
five-day average based on three dif"is obviously the time period most
ferent years.
critically affected by the time
one of the weeks involved."
Monday-Friday Average Sets-in-use and Percent Increase by Vi Hours (New York ARBITRON 1959-1960-1961)
WEEK PRIOR TO WEEK FOLLOWING
WEEK PRIOR TO WEEK FOLLOWING
%
TIME CHANGE
TIME CHANGE
%
TIME CHANGE
TIME CHANGE
23.9
INCREASE
TIME
(Standard Time)
INCREASE
(Standard
Time)
(Daylight Time)
TIME
(Daylight Time)
16.6
1:00 PM
5:30
16.6
37.3
16.7
5:45
16.6
39.4
1:15
0.6
20.1
30.1
32.8
18.1
40.4
34.2
6:00
1:30
14.5
15.2
4.8
18.9
15.3
6:15
46.1
42.7
1:45
14.9
2.7
11.5
35.9
6:30
40.2
14.3
2:00
6:45
15.2
48.3
43.3
15.9
2:15
14.2
12.0
6.3
14.7
11.9
11.2
7:00
12.6
50.8
2:30
14.1
11.1
45.7
7:15
14.0
2:45
47.0
7:45
12.2
14.8
5.8
13.5
52.2
50.3
12.3
3:00
9.8
7:30
53.2
8:00
13.0
3:15
12.3
14.6
53.8
6.0
16.5
56.8
56.4
3:30
62.9
16.2
8:15
13.9
4.8
60.2
59.9
17.5
3:45
14.8
1.8
62.3
8:45
63.4
13.0
18.2
18.3
8:30
4:00
16.2
2.8
5.0
64.3
66.1
14.0
2.5
4:15
2.8
21.2
67.2
65.4
18.6
9:00
24.8
9:15
20.4
1.9
3.3
69.3
4:30
21.6
19.9
67.1
22.6
4:45
9:30
68.1
69.8
27.1
9:45
70.2
28.6
5:00
23.8
68.9
68.3
30.6
0.3
34.8
28.4
5:15
27.1
10:00
68.1
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II

94

in

_

Other

America's

Stations

14th

CONFIRMED again ... and for the 24th consecutive year! WHO Radio leads all Iowa
radio stations in audience ratings by a wide margin.
But this is nothing new to those of you familiar
with 50,000- Watt WHO Radio.
The new 93-County Area Pulse Survey (March,
1961) strongly confirms WHO's claim to superiority. The survey was conducted in 68% of all counties
in which WHO has 10% or more NCS No. 2
penetration (93 of 137 counties). This area holds
75% of all radio families in WHO's

rich "Iowa

Compete

Radio

Market

Plus" coverage area (647,000 of 865,350 families).
The survey gives WHO Radio a greater share of
homes using radio in all quarter hours surveyed
Monday through Friday, than any of the 94 other
competing stations.
WHO Radio and the 865,350 homes it serves
in "Iowa Plus" — America's 14th largest radio market
— should be on every major radio-market list. Ask
your PGW Colonel for complete results from the
24th consecutive survey of the Iowa radio audience.
Sources: Pulse (March, 1961), NCS No. 2.

WHO
for Iowa PLUS!
Des Moines . . . 50,000 Watts
NBC Affiliate
WHO Radio is part of Central Broadcasting Company, which also owns and operates WHO-TV, Des Moines; WOC and WOC-TV, Davenport
Peters, Griffin, Woodward, Inc., National Representatives
BROADCASTING, December 4, 1961
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TV

VS. NEWSPAPERS

Tv favored on two questions
in ANPA report to agencies
Television stands higher than daily
newspapers as "first in the introduction
of new products" and for "interesting
and imaginative ads," according to
adults who were asked to compare
media on these two counts in a study
of the newspaper reading public.
Specifically, on the question of "new
products," the media ratings are: tv
71%; newspapers 60%; magazines
57%, and radio 45%. On "interesting
and imaginative ads," respondents gave
high scores of 66% to tv, magazines
67%, newspapers 54% and radio 37%.
Newspapers scored higher than tv or
radio on these points: "Gives a good
description of the products I need";
"shows good taste in the advertising it
carries"; "tells you all you need to
know when buying a new product;"
"sticks to the facts"; "tells me where I
can buy things."
These results are part of a comprehensive study presented Wednesday
(Nov. 29) to advertisers and agencies
in New York. The presentation, titled
"The Newspaper and Its Reading Public," was shown by the Bureau of Advertising of the American Newspaper
Publishers Assn., under whose supervision the research project was carried
out; the American Assn. of Newspaper
Representatives was co-host. The survey was conducted in consultation with
the Advertising Research Foundation
by the Audits & Surveys Co., was reviewed by an advisory council of leading newspaper researchers, and was
financed by six major Canadian newsprint manufacturers which make up the
Newsprint Information Committee.
Objectives Listed ■ The project involved a probability sample of 4,826
interviews with individuals 1 5 and older, representing 2,449 households drawn
from 622 sampling points in 100 sampling areas. The interviews took place
between March 21 and April 8.
Charles T. Lipscomb Jr., bureau president, and Dr. Leo Bogart, vice president for marketing planning and research, delivered the presentation.
The study showed newspapers in
front of tv in another respect. People
were asked to describe how they would
feel if they had to get along without
tv or without newspapers. The response, "I would feel quite lost without it," was selected by 49% in the
case of newspapers, and by 28% in
the case of tv.
In the area of personal "closeness" to
media, the percentage breakdown on
the question of "which do you feel
closest to?" was answered: "newspaper
you read most often," 40% ; "tv chan40 (BROADCAST ADVERTISING)

ARBITRON'S

DAILY

CHOICES

Listed below are the highest ranking the American
Research Bureau,
television shows for each day of the These ratings are from a sample of
week Nov. 23-29, as rated by the 1,200 television homes per half hour
National Arbitron instant ratings of properly distributed across the U. S.
Date
Program and Time
Network
Rating
Thur., Nov. 23
Hazel (9:30 p.m.)
NBC-TV
26.0
Fri., Nov. 24
Route 66 (8:30 p.m.)
CBS-TV
26.9
Sat., Nov. 25
Gunsmoke (10 p.m.)
CBS-TV
27.7
Sun., Nov. 26
Bonanza (9 p.m.)
NBC-TV
29.7
Mon., Nov. 27
Danny Thomas Show (9 p.m.)
CBS-TV
24.1
Andy Griffith (9:30 p.m.)
CBS-TV
24.1
Tue., Nov. 28
Garry Moore Show (10 p.m.)
CBS-TV
24.6
Wed., Nov. 29
Hollywood's Golden Years (7:30 p.m.) NBC-TV
26.1
Copyright 1961 American Research Bureau

neldioyoustation
watchyoumost
often,"
33%, often,
"ralisten
to most
14%, and "no preference," 13%.
The study shows 42% of the readers
report spending 40 minutes or more
with each weekday paper they read,
while 23% read 30-39 minutes and
34% up to 30 minutes. Although the
results are not directly comparable because one deals with homes and the
other with individuals, a Television Bureau of Advertising report recently
noted that some 47 million homes average 5 hours 22 minutes of television
viewing per home per day (Broadcasting, Oct. 16).
The newspaper presentation is also
available in a special brochure released
by the Bureau of Advertising. Additional showings of the presentation in
major cities are planned for coming
months, starting in Detroit, Dec. 12.
Sara Lee helps back
Tv 'Folksong Festival'
If anyone wonders whether sponsors
today are willing to take the initiative
in experimental programming, they
should talk to Kitchens of Sara Lee,
Chicago, and its advertising agency
there, Hill, Rogers, Mason & Scott.
Sara Lee has partially underwritten production of a one-hour tape special,
"Folksong Festival," which it will air
on WBKB (TV) Chicago Dec. 6 at
10:30 p.m. and later in other markets
around the country.
Producer Jim McGinn will syndicate
the show to other sponsors in markets
not used by Sara Lee. "Festival" was
taped on location before student
groups at the U. of Chicago and Northwestern U. and stars folk singers such
as the Weavers, Josh White and the
Chad Mitchell Trio and others. The
show also includes features in unusual
out-of-door settings more often employed in film rather than tape technique. The sponsor found tape production cost far less than film.

Tide

to Compton,

Premium Duz to Grey
Procter & Gamble Co., Cincinnati,
will transfer its $8.5 million Tide account from Benton & Bowles, New
York, to Compton Adv., New York,
and will move its $3.5 million Premium
Duz business from Compton to Grey
Adv., New York. The account changes
take effect on March 1, 1962.
No reason was given for the changes,
but the announcement noted that B&B
is still P&G's agency for Ivory Snow,
Crest, Prell, Charmin Paper products,
Fluffo and the test-market brands,
Whirl and Stardust. Though B&B officials declined to comment on the development or estimate the billing remaining atthe agency, it is believed that
B&B is still P&G's "No. 2" agency.
Compton reinforces its position as the
top P&G agency and will be responsible for about $27 million of the company's billing when Tide is included.
Grey
the agency
P&G's
Big Top Adv.
peanutis butter,
Ivory for
shampoo,
Lilt home permanent, Ivory Flakes,
Downy fabric softener, Pin-It home
permanent and
permanent.
BothParty
Tide Curl
and children's
Premium
Duz are heavy television advertisers,
with more than 90% of their respective
budgets in television. Duz is particularly active in spot tv and Tide in network tv.
Rep appointments...
■ KETV (TV) Omaha, Neb.: Harry S.
Hyett Co., Minneapolis.
■ WNOP Newport, Ky.: Jack Masla
Inc., New York.
■ KNOG Nogales, Ariz.: Tracy Moore
& Assoc. as West Coast representative.
■ WCCA-TV Columbia, S. C, and
WCCB-TV Montgomery, Ala.: Weed
Television Corp., New York.
■ KVOS-TV Bellingham, Wash. : Peters,
Griffin, Woodward Inc., New York.
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It's

MARKET

Street

in

SAN

FRANCISCO...

It's MAIN
STREET
in Ohio's Third
Market
It's a big country, and it's possible for Americans to be miles apart, both geographically and in their needs
and preferences. That's why people in Ohio's Third Market should be approached in a manner that might not
succeed, let's say, in San Francisco. ■ That is the job WHIO-TV, AM, and FM has set for itself — to know
what is wanted on Dayton's Main Street, and along the 23 other Main Streets in our primary listening and
viewing area. Programming is aimed squarely at these known attitudes and needs. The consequence is what
you would expect: a vast, fine following of people in all age groups, and at all income levels. ■ And
speaking of income levels — you have to look up to see ours. Over the years, highest in the state. ■ If you
haven't seen George P. Hollingbery lately, ask him to elaborate and particularize.
WHIO

DAYTON,

WHIO-AM-FM-TV
OHIO
Associated with WSB, WSB-TV, Atlanta, Georgia
and WSOC, WSOC-TV, Charlotte, North Carolina
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AM — 1290 KC
FM— 99.1 MC

WHIO-TV
Channel
mm

I Dai/Ion
1 Ohio
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homes

NCS reports on county radio-tv
CENSUS-BASED SET TOTALS COVER 18 STATES
Radio Homes84
Total Homes* No.
Tv Homes
County-by-county television and raNo. %
%
dio home counts for 18 states have been
N.C.
84
1,020,300
1,216,600
1,022,110
sent to subscribers of A. C. Nielsen
N.D.
95
174,400 153,510 88 164,840 88
95
258,500 245,750 95 245,220
Co.'s NCS '61. The ownership figures R.I.
are based on receiver home counts from
195,900 169,210 86 184,630
S.D.
the 1960 U. S. Census, updated to Term
*Total 1,010,400 852,400 84 885,680
Utah
246,000 221,650 90 227,280 92
94
April 1961 by Nielsen.
Vt
103,000 93
111,000
99,990
Coverage data for all radio and tv Wyo
81 93,290 93
100,000
stations in all counties, reporting weekhomes with 80,700 90 "Sales Manpermission of
ly and daily, day and night percentage
agement," April 1961.
levels, have also been sent to NCS
subscribers.
Adapted commercial best
State-by-state station circulation fig- in new area-Schwerin
ures will be available shortly when
Neilsen applies the station coverage
What approach should a television
advertiser take in commercials for a
per cent levels to the county receiver
home counts.
foreign-language audience? Should he
Tv and radio set ownership for the
(1) use dubbed soundtracks and super18 states follow:
imposed labels on existing English commercials, (2) adapt his existing com(Based on full 1960 census data
to
updated
mercials by recasting with local perApril 1961)
formers in local settings or (3) create
Radio Homes
Total Homes* No.
Tv Homes
original commercials in the language
No. %
%
of the new market?
Colo
540,600 468,470 87 508,050 95
Schwerin Research Corp. studied all
Conn
94
775,000 726,120
736,190 94
Del
123,550
three approaches as they are used to
132,200 121,890
Idaho
88 184,710 94 reach the French-speaking audience of
196,100 172,840 92
85
La
765,980
905,300
775,060 86
94 Montreal, Que. The results: adapted
Me
281,600 258,150 92 251,510 89 commercials are about 50% better than
Mont
191,070 94
204,200 166,520
82
Nev
81,490 86
95,100
85,110 90 those which dubbed their English mesN.H.
93
181,900 167,640 92 168,210 89
sage in French. Original commercials,
N.M.
257,200 210,660 82 227,660
created specifically for the French-

September

ABC-TV
CBS-TV
NBC-TV
Total

January
February
March
May
April
June
July
August
September

network

tv billings

Network television gross time billings
Source: TvB/LNA-BAR
September
January-September
- % 2.6
%
Change
Change
1960
1960
1961
1961
$11,875,080 $15,258,660
$112,721,410 $138,676,320
21,103,437 22,587,077
204,346,025
198,961,943
201.032,781
18,436,653 20,434,291 +28.5
177,287,011
$51,415,170 $58,280,028 + 7.0
$494,354,446 $538,691,044
+ 10.8
13.4 1961
++23.0
13.4
Month by + month
ABC
Total
NBC
CBS
+ 9.0
$15,898,310
$22,894,855
$23,031,118
$61,824,283
21,203,055
14,939,180
20,928,850
57,071,085
23,952,458
16,577,140
23,085,353
63,614,951
by
15,791,220
21,989,913
22,003,383
59,784,516
16,197,190
22,253,355
23,229,565
61,680,110
22,845,630
15,233,000
21,787,201
59,865,831
14,296,970
21,988,688
21,860,668
58,146,326
14,484,650
21,446,651
22,472,613
58,403,914
15,258,660
22,587,077
20,434,291
58,280,028
Network television gross time billings

day parts
Source: TvB/LNA-BAR
September
January-September
%
%
Change
Change
1960
1961
1961
1960
Daytime
$16,097,865 $19,178,589
$147,626,109 $176,527,518
149,032,064
Mon.-Fri.
15,506,462
122,957,425
13,396,977
Sat.-Sun
24,668,684
27,495,454
2,700,888
3,672,127 +19.1
346,728,337 362,143,526 + 19.6
35,317,305 39,101,439 +15.7
Nighttime
+36.0
Total
$494,354,446 $538,671,044 +21.2
$51,415,170 $58,280,028 + 10.7
+11.5
+ 13.4
+ 4.4
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speaking audience fared a poor third.
Schwerin credited
"adapted"
commercials,
superioritythe
to two
areas
of French Canadian responsiveness:
recasting with local tv personalities who
enjoy enormous popularity and prestige, and encouraging viewer "involvement with family themes and situaFailurecommercials
of some of
"original"to
French
was the
attributed
"false economy and falser rationalizations." tion" (assuming that since French
Canadians are outnumbered three-toone by English-speaking Canadians, it
is possible to buy the brand decisions
of the French Canadian at bargain
cials).
rates with underproduced commerKennedy

advisors

get Strouse strafing
Norman H. Strouse, president of J.
Walter Thompson Co., last week unleashed an attack on President Kennedy's economic advisors, whom he accused of being "intellectual opportunists" and of using the advertising industry as a "political
boy."
Mr. Strouse
told the whipping
San Francisco
Advertising Club that the presidential
advisors mounted their "gathering assault" against advertising on "two totally false premises:
first, that advertising is an economic
waste, and second,
that advertising is soimmoral." Mr.
To
the firstcially
premise,
Strouse rebutted: "a
responsible administration should actually encourage the
further use of advertising to expand our markets here
and abroad." As for immorality, the
JWT president said that money for
schools, hospitals, national defense and
foreign aid come from taxes on business and that advertising helps produce
an expanded economy.
"This is no time for government experimentation with special philosophies
of economics, new forms of social
paternalism, or divisive politics that
chants the creed of labor versus management," Mr. Strouse said, "This is a
time for a sense of responsibility in
every segment of American life."
He urged a program of indoctrination for ad agency employes so they
won't waver in their confidence in adthey read or
hear the
attacks of vertising
those"when counterfeit
intellectuals
who seem to find something revolting
about raising the sights of the American people toward a higher standard
The $12 billion annual advertising
of living."
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"When you look over Warner's 'Films of the 50's' you
see good star value and all the other ingredients that
top grade product should have. You are assured of
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"We were SRO going into the first group, and expect to
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SEVEN ARTS
ASSOCIATED
CORP.

be equally well set before the second group goes on.?f
PREMIERE THEATRE
First Run— Sundays, 7:00-9:00 P.M.
Repeat Performance— Mondays, 7:30-9:30 P.M.

A SUBSIDIARY OF SEVEN ARTS PRODUCTIONS, LTD.
NEW YORK: 270 Park Avenue
YUkon 61717
CHICAGO: 8922-D N. La Crosse, Skokie, III. ORchard 4-5105
DALLAS: 5641 Charlestown Drive ADams 9-2855
L. A.: 232 So. Reeves Drive GRanite 6-1564-STate 8-8276

Commercials
in production
Listings include new commercials be- mgr. Agency: McCann-Marshalk; Andy Jenkins,
a.e.
ing made for national or large regional radio or television campaigns. ApO'Cedar Products (mops), three 60s, three
live, film. William E. Harder, prod. mgr.
pearing in sequence are names of ad- 20s,
Agency: Turner Adv.; Gordon Turner, a.e; Karl
vertiser, product, number, length and Vehe, prod. mgr.
Beatrice Foods (dairy products), 12, 60s and
type of commercial, production man20s, live, film. Harry Lange, prod. mgr. Agency:
ager, agency with its account executive
Hill, Rogers, Mason & Scott; Frank Stull and
and production manager, and approxiSherman Rogers, a.e.s; Sherman Rogers and
mate cost of commercial when available.
Elinor Fahrenholz, agency producers.
Fred A. Niles Communications Centers Inc.,
1058 W. Washington Blvd., Chicago 7
International Video Tape Studios, 430 N. Camden
Daisy Manufacturing Co. (Daisy Air Rifles), Dr., Beverly Hills, Calif.
Bankers Life & Casualty Co. (White Cross
three 60s, live, film. John McShane, prod. mgr.
Agency: E. L. Ramsey; Norwin Langworthy, agen- Plan), seven 60s, live, tape. Richard Rosenbloom, prod. mgr. Agency: Phillips & Cherbo
cy producer.
Coca-Cola Co. ("Cokes"), three 60s, three Inc.; Larry Pearce, a.e.; Robert Jones, prod,
20s, three 10s, live, film. Harry Lange, prod. mgr.
expenditure which seems to annoy the
industry's adversaries is "a dynamic
lever that continues to lift our economy
to
said.the greater goals ahead," Mr. Strouse

"Our best minds are struggling to
fashion our national purpose into
words and meaning which can give
leadership to us all. Certainly we can
hope that this will not be couched in
partisan language. This, then is the
responsibility of our political leadership," Mr. Strouse said.
Gulf renews NBC sponsorships

♦ARB REPORTS WSIX-TV 8 NO. jl
in Metro Share of Audience and Total
Homes Delivered, 6 to 10 P.M. Monday through Friday (*June ARB, 1961)
and NOW ... 37th TV MARKET**
homes delivered, 6 P.M. to midnight,
Sunday
through Saturday.
(**ARB
March, 1961)

Affiliated with WSIX AM-FM, Radio
Represented by:
PETERS, GRIFFIN, WOODWARD, Inc.
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Gulf Oil Corp., New York, announced last week it has renewed its
sponsorship of NBC Special News Reports through 1962, and will retain options for 1963. Gulf's sponsorship,
placed through Young & Rubicam, New
York, is for telecasts of important news
events. During 1961 the program reported on the first and second U.S.
manned-space shots, Jacqueline Kennedy's tour ofdisaster
Europe,andthe the
AirLaotian
Force
Texas Tower
crisis (At Deadline, Nov. 27). The
company, for the second consecutive
year, will sponsor Projection, NBC
News' annual outlook for the new year
which will be telecast on Jan. 5.
Anti-communist series
Carnation Co., through Erwin Wasey,
Ruthrauff & Ryan, Los Angeles, and
Southern California Edison Co.,
through Young & Rubicam, Los Angeles, will sponsor a special series of
five 21/2-hour anti-communist telecasts
on KTLA (TV) Los Angeles, Dec.
11-15, at 7:30-10 p.m. KTLA has preempted all regular programming for the
five-day period to broadcast the special
Project Alert series, live coverage of
the School of Anti-Communism, meeting at Los Angeles' Shrine Auditorium.
Leading speakers will present the views
of this organization about the duty of
all citizens.

Also in advertising...
Another Blair office ■ The Blair Television companies are opening an office
in Penn Center, Philadelphia. Gordon
Walls, regional sales manager of
WCAU-TV Philadelphia, will head the
new office. Blair already has a radio
sales office in Philadelphia.
Changing name ■ Henderson & McNelis Inc., New York marketing and
communications research firm has
changed its name to John J. Henderson
& Assoc. Inc. Address is 342 Madison
Ave., New York 17.
RATE

GIMMICKS

Newspapers are endangering
rate structure, says Grey
In their fight for the advertising dollar, newspapers are introducing "rate
gimmicks" on such a scale that they
may "in time . . . endanger their entire
rate structures," Grey Matter, a publication of Grey Adv., asserts in its November issue.
The analysis, dealing with the assortment of rate devices by which newspapers try to "bridge the national-retail
rate differentials," predicts that ultimately the solution will be a single
rate standard for all newspaper advertisers, national and retail. This, says
Grey Matter, is "inevitable" because it
is the simplest, most direct, most understandable, explainable, defensible and
equitable solution to today's problems.
The Grey study contends that "gimmick rates" make newspapers harder
to buy because they confuse the advertiser and therefore may encourage
him to avoid rather than use newspapers. It says gimmicks do not necessarily "switch important media dollars"
to newspapers but, rather, tend to
switch business from the national rate
to what is a "less profitable rate" for
BROADCASTING, December 4, 1961
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Fargo!

Every afternoon from 4:00 to 5:00, the old
Hayseed puts on a local live talent show called

500 loaves of bread before we got the door open

"Party Line" — breezy informal chatter that
really wows the wimmin.

loaves the second day. This is a first and the

During one minute of one day, earlier this
year, the chat was about the next day's opening
of a new Cox's Bakery store — their eighth.
Results? To quote Dale Cox himself, "We sold

for business; 7,300 loaves on opening day; 9,400

people are still coming in."
"Party Line" is doing a spectacular job for a
number of big-time food and household products.
Ask PGW for all the facts!

WDAY-TV
AFFILIATED WITH NBC • CHANNEL 6
FARGO, N. D.
PETERS, GRIFFIN, WOODWARD,
Exclusive National Representatives
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IT'S BECAUSE TOO MANY
Swamping the television screen with
poor commercials is the basis for many
of today's attacks on tv and advertising in the opinion of Paul C. Harper
Jr., president of Needham, Louis &
Brorby, Chicago, one of the biggest
agencies in broadcast advertising.
Mr. Harper told the Advertising
Club of Denver last Thursday that too
many commercials represent poor selling, which he considers negative public relations with the consumer.
The problem is not that there are
too many commercials. It is that there
are too many commercials that are inexpertly done.
"I believe that the problem we
face is one that we have created ourselves," Mr. Harper said. "It is very
simply that the airwaves are being
flooded with too many commercials
that are clumsily written, over-produced, atrociously acted, loud and impersonal and unreal."
The NL&B
president observed that
"almost everyone responds to a salesman who knows his product, knows
his customer's need for it and who
seems to know how important his proposition really is to his prospect. Almost no one responds to a salesman
who, through tone of voice, words and
gestures, exaggerates the importance
of his proposition and underestimates
his
customer's knowledge of her own
needs.
"Yet this is what for too many commercials on the air today do, and I
believe that whether they recognize it
or not this is what provokes many of
our severest critics."
If the trend continues, Mr. Harper
said, the public at large is going to
become "less and less responsive to
all commercials and our critics are going to become more numerous and
more bitter."
Three Rules ■ Mr. Harper said
there is good "person-to-person" selling being done on television right now,
"but it isn't being done enough." He
gave three basic rules for good commercial writing and discussed typical

the newspapers and thus — from the
newspaper's standpoint — lead to a
"losing return per line, without additional lineage to make up for the loss
in income per line."
"The only defensible reasons for differences [in rates for the same lineage
in the same paper] lie in volume and/ or
continuity," Grey Matter contends.
The analysis does not mention the
46 (BROADCAST ADVERTISING)

of

commercials?

DON'T REALLY SELL,
commercials that now meet these cri-EXPERT SAYS
authority, a problem clearly resolved."
teria. The three rules:
Ban Deodorant: "The typical deodorant commercial features cloying
■ Be simple and direct. Any commercial should offer a single clear euphemisms, wildly unreal social situand meaningful product proposition.
ations, harsh warnings of doom. But
in the Ban commercial the problem is
■ Speak the prospect's language.
Speech and staging should be entirely
clear and so is its solution. The situations are real and the words are few,
in keeping with the prospect's ways of
speech and ways of life. The commercial should not be remote, stilted butHousehold
telling." Finance Corp.: "The
or phony.
field of small loans is an industry that
■ A commercial's technique should
is fighting to get away from the ageunderline the message, not undermine
old association with usury. The leader
in this fight has been HFC, which has
it. Its camera work, music and animaconvinced hundreds of thousands of
tion should accent the story rather
than obscure it.
borrowers that their offices are honest,
friendly places to do business. This
Mr. Harper said there are 10 product areas in tv today which represent
hasn't been done by preaching. It's
been done by person-to-person selling,
the "toughest sales situations" and
which takes the side of borrower — and
where there is "more money, more
pressure and more commercial time
actually counsels him against borrowinvolved than any others." He named
ing except when he absolutely has to."
personal products, soap, insurance,
Swan Soap : "Soap is another field
small loans, toothpaste, cigarettes,
where commercial writing has become
food (coffee and margarine), appli- so frozen in its concepts that you can
ances, automobiles and beer.
almost predict the moment at which
mother will draw her towels from the
"It is these pressures of competiwater and go into a froth over their
tion," Mr. Harper said, "that often
produce the worst violations of the whiteness — or the moment when she
draws her hands from the dishpan
rules of person-to-person selling. They
and submits them to nibbling by a
produce the tendency to shout, to oversimpering husband who has clearly
produce, tode-personalize the message.
Nevertheless there are successful ad- lost his battle to the matriarchy. So
vertisers on the air today in all 10 of much soap advertising is so straitthese highly competitive fields who
jacketed, unreal and lifeless that it is
a pleasure to look at a commercial like
use person-to-person selling."
Twelve That Sell ■ Mr. Harper cited the one for Swan liquid detergent.
the following current commercials as All it does is to take the woman's hand
those which do a good job of selling in in a real life problem and lead her
their respective categories (of the
conversationally
a solution."
dozen he cited, his agency was responFrigidaire: to
"When
it comes to
sible for four of the commercials:
appliances, we are dealing with a difHousehold Finance, Miracle Margarferent kind of creative problem because appliances are by and large sold
ine,nault) : State Farm Insurance and Reon their features, and features need
demonstration by a stand-up pitchman
Bufferin: "The typical analgesic
commercial is usually a scenic trip or woman. But Frigidaire is an addown the alimentary canal, its little
vertiser who chose to introduce a rewhite tablets finally dissolving in
freshing bit of humanity into his
stomach acid, the foreheads twisted in pitch — by admitting to the viewer that
pain, suddenly relieved. But the Bufa refrigerator can get just so conveniferin commercial is an unmistakable
ent and after that is really any man's
message, an air of calm, commanding

national-local rate differentials in radio
and television, where Station Representatives Assn. and a number of
broadcasters have long contended that
the so-called "double standard" is hurting spot broadcasting volume and that
stations using it should convert to a
single rate covering both classes.
Grey Matter's analysis deals not only
with the double standard in newspapers

but
with the varying ways in which
choice."
the double standard is accomplished. It
explains nine different ways, ranging
from "hookers" (an old but increasingly popular plan in which the national
advertiser gets a lower overall rate, or
larger space, if he surrounds his ad
with boxes carrying individual dealer
listings) to
"The Hodgepodge" (a cluttered-ad
approach).
BROADCASTING, December 4, 1961

Maxwell House Coffee and
Miracle Margarine: "The differences between most competing brands
of food products are small indeed, and
the housewife knows it. Therefore,
the advertiser who pounds the table,
argues or overstates his case will not
be listened to. Food products present
great opportunities for disarming
understatement and atmospheric staging. Here are two commercials from
two of the most competitive parts of
the food field — coffee and margarine.
Each one says what it has to say
briefly and directly — and lets musical
and visual devices create the warmth
and excitement that says: Buy."
Ipana: "There are many readymade formulas in toothpaste. There
is the clean-cut announcer with a
graph on dental caries or the phony
dentist in white waving his nutpick
at you and reminding you of the awful
things that are going on between your
teeth. I prefer the approach Ipana has
taken recently, which, like the rest of
the commercials I am discussing, gets
away from puffing up the proposition
beyond its real importance. A new
toothpaste these days is not an earthshaking event, particularly when there
are several other brands on the market with the same ingredients. This
commercial speaks at the right level of
excitement; it is therefore all the more
convincing."
Marlboro: "The advertising of
cigarettes is a world apart. I don't
know of anyone who claims he has
discovered the ultimate cigarette advertising strategy — except to spend more
money. I can't pretend to throw much
light on this field since I don't smoke
and we don't have a cigarette account.
But I am struck by the fact that one
of the most successful brands in recent
years has used advertising that is
essentially person-to-person selling.
Marlboro has used real situations and
plain language. It has avoided trying
to say, as so many cigarettes do, that
a pull on one of their cigarettes can
make the difference between happiness
and misery."
State Farm Insurance: "Automobile insurance is a subject of very
low viewer interest. People will not
listen to long tirades on the subject.
All they Want is low cost — and the

Business briefly...
Faberge Inc., New York, today begins
a 15-market, 30-station tv campaign
for its perfume products. Drive, which
ends Dec. 24, has frequency of about
10 ID's per week per market. Agency:
Papert, Koenig, Lois Inc., New York.
Keystone Camera Co., Boston, spent
$250,000 over the past weekend in netBROADCASTING, December 4, 1961

Harper of NL&B
A plea for better tv commercials

current commercial."
Renault: "Of all the product
categories, it is the automobile manufacturers who seem to have the hardest
time presenting their product in its
natural, everyday environment. Typically the automobile is shown on a
glittering patent leather turntable, or it
is being driven backwards up the east
face
Long's
This isis insecond
spite
of theof fact
the Peak.
automobile

cial does neither, I think in its way it
is another good example of person-toperson selling. In a field of big budgets and glittering production values,
this short, simple commercial makes
a place for itself by being honest and,
at the same time, outrageous. This
is a good commercial to stop on, because if nothing else it proves that
there is no rulebook in advertising. If
there were, this wouldn't be nearly as
interesting
a business
it is."of current
Mr. Harper
felt hisas list

only to home itself as a symbol and a
meeting place of the American family.
The automobile means so many things,
tangible and intangible, to the average
American that it would seem to offer
the perfect opportunity for person-toperson selling. Two commercial attempts by Renault do just that."
Country Club Ale: "Finally we
come to beer, which I believe of all
advertised commodities responds most
readily to the truly creative touch. I
have been talking throughout these examples in favor of realism, showing
things as they are, talking the way
people talk. Although this commer-

examples of good commercials clearly
displayed an absence of "technical
fireworks" that got in the way of the
message; shock for shock's sake;
laughs for laughter's sake; beauty for
beauty's sake, and "bombast or grating
unreality." He felt they did display
a simple message, clearly expressed;
recognition, expressed in tone of voice
and technique "as to where the product
really fitted into the prospect's life and
scale of values;" originality, as distinguished from eccentricity, and
"warmth, a personal note that made
the message easy to accept." And that,
of course, is the whole purpose.

assurance
good toservice.
That's
State
Farmof tries
sell them
in all
its

work tv, magazine, newspaper and
dealer cooperative advertising to push
Christmas sales of its 8mm home movie
equipment. The expenditures were part
of a total $1 million fall-Christmas ad
campaign. The advertising includes cosponsorship of The Tall Man, Maverick, Thriller, Adventures in Paradise
and Sunday afternoon American Football League games.

K&E to move in early '63
Kenyon & Eckhardt will move its
world headquarters into the new Pan
Am Building, atop Grand Central Station in New York, in early 1963, David
Stewart, K&E president, announced at
the agency's
annual
meeting
K&E
has been
located
at last
247 week.
Park
47
Ave. since its formation in 1929.
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THAT'S THE UNEXPECTED
Broadcasting should turn its great
powers on its many tormentors, "not
vindicatively, but
in vindication,"
Commissioner
Frederick
W. Ford FCC
told
the Southern California Broadcasters
Assn. last week in a strong defense of
free enterprise and radio and tv.
For many years. Commissioner Ford
said, the radio-tv industry has been the
"whipping boy" for other forms of mass
media. "These other media assign dozens of writers, some of whom are illequipped for the assignment, to ferret
out the ills of broadcasting," he said.
"I suppose that no media of mass communication .. . has been so consistently attacked by other mass media [as
has] broadcasting under the guise of
improving
competitor."
No othertheir
form
of communication
has attained the reputation with the
public for accuracy and integrity —
even with all its faults — that broadcasting has attained, Commissioner
Ford said. "I am at a loss to understand, however, why the power of
broadcasting has not been judiciously
turned on its tormentors ... It seems
that writers are at liberty to call broadcasting and broadcasters any names
they choose, but if one little performer
strikes back there is a yell of 'foul'. I
see no reason why the power of broadcasting should not be used properly to
defend itself. . . ."
Speaking to a SCBA seminar on
community leadership at the U. of
Southern California Friday (Dec. 1),
Commissioner Ford urged broadcasters
to possess and cultivate a knowledge
of their communities. Broadcasters
must have enthusiasm, zeal and loyalty
to their localities, he said, along with
initiative, imagination, thoroughness
and force in advocating improvement.
They must have moderation and tolerance, ability, industry and courage.
Such broadcasters earn the respect of
their community and the FCC through
the excellence of their judgment, firmness, kindness and most of all fairness,
the former commission chairman said.
"These are qualities I urge you to
develop in your program operations.
These are the qualities which will make
your station a symbol of leadership in
your community," he said.
Community Leadership ■ Commissioner Ford said that there is no other
mass media which can compete with
the broadcaster in community leadership "if you aggressively seek that leadership. This is true because no other
media can simultaneously concentrate
48
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ADVICE
FRED FORD GIVES BROADCASTERS
the attention of so high a percentage
your community and this includes political, social and economic interests as
of the population of your community
wellAnswering
as entertainment."
the critics of broadcasting
on Heanyurged
givenbroadcasters
issue."
to editorialize,
who recommend sweeping government
including the expressing of an opinion
on political matters. In citing how a intervention, Commissioner Ford made
these points:
■ Broadcasting should not be additionally taxed by a requirement that
politicians be given free time with stations paying electricity, line costs and
other incidental expenses. The "enterspirit" should
of the industry
in granting freeprising
time
not be destroyed

Commissioner Ford
station should meet the needs of its
community, Commissioner Ford quoted
at length from the FCC's 1960 program policy statement (Broadcasting,
July 31, 1960).
"The public should care what opinions your stations hold on public issues . . . and if they don't care you
should seek to make them care," he
said. "This country can no longer afford
to have a sterile broadcasting industry
from the point of view of community
thought, action and controversy. You
have been given a valuable government
resource to serve all of the interests of
WJRT

asks dismissal

WJRT (TV) Flint, Mich., last week
asked the FCC to dismiss or deny an
application by WKNX-TV Saginaw,
Mich., asaid
uhf the
station,
WJRT's
ch. 12.
WJRT
two forcities
are located
so near to each other that Lake Huron
would be violating FCC overlap and
duopoly rules. WKNX-TV also has applied for ch. 11 Alpena, Mich., and,
according to WJRT, said it would not
press its bid for ch. 12 Flint if it gets
ch. 11. This constitutes a "contingent
application" which is against commission rules, WJRT said.

by "compulsion." "I do not consider,
therefore, this suggestion as being one
that should be considered further."
■ A citizens' advisory board or a programming expert to advise the commission could not make any worthwhile
contribution not now available to the
FCC. It would merely confuse an already highly complex regulatory situation.
■ It would not be a good idea to establish a "public network" supported
by the government "so that people can
see and hear what is not popular but
what is good. Good from whose point
of view — the government's or the proponents of the
■ There
is a idea?"
common disability to
those suggestions which would have the
FCC allocate certain portions of the day
for cultural and educational programs,
public issues and local live shows —
"namely, a presumption that pre-determination in Washington . . . will produce better programming and protect
the
such
laws public
assume taste."
that all Advocates
communitiesof needs
and wants are the same.
■ There is no reason to attempt to
impose the magazine concept of advertising on broadcasting. If the business
concept of those engaged in broadcasting dictates that the magazine concept
would be the best method of presenting
advertising messages and serving the
public interest, then their judgment
should prevail and not that of the
government.
"In reviewing these suggestions which
have been seriously made I have concluded that they are worthless and could
work great harm to our system of
broadcasting and its opportunity to mature fully in community leadership and
as a thought-provoking media," Commissioner Ford said. "In fact, some of
these suggestions pose a real threat, if
taken as seriously as they were intended, to the freedom of this media and
the public it
serves."
BROADCASTING,
December 4, 1961

The Impresario and all he stands for still exists, although his
more glamorous trappings — flowing cape, ebony stick, and silk
top hat — are no longer much in evidence. At the CBS Owned
Radio Stations his great showmanship goes on: finding and
encouraging new talent . . . developing and putting on the ex
citing kind of shows people tune in to hear.
> Take WBBM Radio in Chicago, for example. Every week
more than fifty singing stars, musicians and entertainers present
35 live music shows. That means hours of rehearsals every day
with a large professional staff of script writers and directors.'
Enough work and worry to stagger the imagination of the
most ambitious impresario. Why bother? Because people know
the difference between live and canned, and they want the excite
ment and fun of live entertainment, imaginatively created and pre
sented. They have shown their preference by consistently tuning in
to WBBM for live showmanship radio.
Such programing is typical of the idea radio you find only
on the CBS Owned Radio Stations. It's entertainment for
adults — music, clever talk, interesting information
No wonder that the CBS Owned Radio Sta
tions reach more people than any other
group of stations*. . . and more people
who are tuned in to listen.
THE CBS OWNED RADIO STATIONS
WBBM CHICAGO, WCBS NEW YORK,
WCAU PHILADELPHIA, WEEI BOSTON,
KMOX ST.LOUIS.KNXLOS ANGELES.
KCBS SAN FRANCISCO.
REPRESENTED BYCBS RAOIO SPOT SALES

Sources!

Pulse Annual, 1960; Sales Management, 1961
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QUIZ BASED ON BILL TO RESTRICT RADIO-TV LICENSES
A subcommittee of the House Un- employment of communists as radio or
American Activities Committee last
television engineers a "direct threat" to
week resumed its hearings on alleged national security, is considering legislainfiltration of broadcast station technition (HR 6) to prohibit the issuance
cal positions by Communists. But as in of FCC radio operator's licenses to persons who refuse to answer questions
its hearings in October (Broadcasting,
Oct. 30), it ran into a string of wit- about Communist activities. Under
consideration is a proposal to broaden
nesses who invoked the Fifth Amendment against self-incrimination in re- the bill to make it apply to radio station licenses.
sponse to questions about alleged Communist Party activities.
The subcommittee sought to establish that all but one of the five witThe subcommittee, which considers

nesses it questioned last week are now
or once were radio or television engineers and said that all had been identified by informers as present or former
Communist Party members. Many of
the questions dealt also with membership in the American Communications
Assn., a small union that is bargaining
agent for technical employes at some
radio and television stations and communications companies. The ACA
was expelled from the CIO in 1950
after
nated. charges it was Communist-domiOnly one of the witnesses conceded
he is presently employed as an engineer. He is Jack Bookman, of Orangeburg, N. Y., who said he now works
for WPIX (TV) New York and had
been employed previously by WHOM
New York. In response to questions, he
said he is not now a Communist and
has not been for nine years. But "prior
to
I refuse
answer,"
he said.
He that,
also said
he hasto been
a member
of
the International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers for 13 years, but would
not say whether he had ever belonged
to the ACA.
Served at ABC ■ Another witness,
Leonard Lazar, was identified by the
subcommittee counsel as an employe
of ABC. But although he admitted he
had been subpoenaed by the committee
at 7 W. 66th St., New York, the network's headquarters, Mr. Lazar would
not concede he is employed by the company.
Mr. Lazar's refusal to answer questions on the ground of possible selfincrimination finally caused subcommittee member Rep. Gordon Scherer
(R-Ohio) to lose his temper. When
Mr. Lazar refused to say what elementary school he had attended, Rep.
Scherer said, "That's a prostitution of
the Bill of Rights. No wonder people
are advocating the abolition of the Fifth

TULSA'S

PUBLIC

SERVICE

PROGRAMMING
From on-the-spot coverage of the Conference On Peaceful Uses Of Space, to 4V2
hours a week of education and information
programs (more than the other Tulsa stations combined), KVOO-TV offers the finest
public service programs in Eastern Oklahoma. Further proof that Channel 2 is
Tulsa's finest station!

Represented by
IEdwardYpetry 4 | Co.. Inc.)
The Original Station Representative
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KVOOTV

But the witness again pleaded the
Amendment."
Fifth, contending that answering the
question "might lead to unjust criminal
prosecution." He said he is not now a
Communist, but refused to discuss his
politics before that. He also declined
comment on subcommittee findings
that he was issued FCC radio operator's licenses in 1949 and 1952.
No Longer in Communications ■
I. H. Sobell of New York said he has
worked for WLIB New York and ABC
but is no longer in the communications
field. He said he had once been licensed
by the FCC but does not have a license
now. He refused to answer questions
about Communist Party activities or
ACA membership.
Eugene Seyet of Flushing, N. Y.,
conceded he was issued an FCC operator's license in 1951 but refused to
talk about his employment or alleged
BROADCASTING, December 4, 1961
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membership in the Communist Party or
the ACA. He said he did not seek renewal of his license when it expired in
1956. He invoked the Fifth Amendment when asked if this was because
the FCC had begun issuing questionnaires about Communist party activities
to certain license applications.
Charles L. Silverman, who said he
has been editor of the ACA News since
1937, discussed his editorial and public
relations services for the union, but
declined to answer any questions relating to Communist Party activities
Kerr

offers

proposal

for satellite firm
Sen. Robert S. Kerr (D-Okla),
chairman of the Senate Aeronautical
& Space Science Committee, plans to
introduce legislation to provide for
private ownership of the U.S. portion
of the proposed world-wide communications system.
He said last week the bill would
limit ownership of the U.S. share to
communications carriers approved by
the FCC. The bill would create a Satellite Communications Corp. to serve
as a common carriers' carrier for international telephone, telegraph and television. It would have an authorized
capital stock of $500 million, divided
into 5,000 shares, which the participating firms would buy. The corporation would purchase its rockets, launching facilities and other necessary services from the National Aeronautics
and Space Administration.
The bill would require the corporation to make its facilities available on
a non-discriminatory basis to all carriers approved by the commission, and
to offer opportunities for foreign participation, "through ownership or otherwise."
Sen. Kerr's proposal resembles the
plan for private ownership submitted
by the Ad Hoc Carriers Committee appointed by the FCC. That plan, still
under consideration, has been criticized
by the Justice Dept. and other officials
as not meeting the requirements for
private ownership laid down by the
President (Broadcating, Nov. 13).
One difference between the two plans
is that the Kerr bill does not provide
for government representation on the
corporation's board of directors. The
non-profit corporation in the committee's plan on
would
directors
the have
board.three government
Sen. Kerr, who said his committee
will hold hearings on the bill soon after
Congress reconvenes Jan. 10, indicated
he isn't wedded to his bill. He said it
would serve as a starting place," and
that the hearings would enable his committee to consult with industry leaders
and government officials responsible for
developing the program.
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FTC, Tv Code

EYES

disclose campaigns

SANTA
to prevent

slick talk to children in toy advertising
Santa had better come clean this seathe type of advertising under investigation. It was learned, however, that the
son or he'll be in trouble with the Federal Trade Commission and the NAB
bulk
of
the complaints deal with teleTelevision Code.
vision demonstrations of integrated disLast week the FTC disclosed it is
plays of individual items with the price
investigating misleading advertising of announcement not specifically identified as the cost of a single item or group
children's toys in all media.
And the NAB called on advertising
of items. Children, it was pointed out,
agencies to supply toys along with tv don't understand that a price announcecommercials so the code authority can
ment coupled with an assembly of corcheck commercial copy with the items
related toys on display applies to inbeing advertised.
dividual pieces, not to all.
The government got into Yuletide
Among the types of displays under
merchandising when Daniel J. Murphy,
question by the FTC, and all being
director of the FTC's Bureau of Degiven heavy exposure on children's tv
ceptive Practices, said the agency has
are cooking, chemical, conalerted its monitors to watch for de- programs, struction
and train sets. Announceceptive or unfair photographic reprements or
statingthethatlikeprices
sentations oftoys in printed advertising
$3 to $5
do not"range
make from"
clear
and misleading demonstrations of toys to the child, it is pointed out, that this
on tv.
applies only to individual pieces and
not to the entire display.
Robert D. Swezey, NAB code authority director, announced that the
Since all of the suspected advertising
New York tv code director, Stockton
is designed to appeal to children, there's
Helffrich, has asked advertising agena possibility the FTC may decide the
cies to forward the actual toys they plan
sophistication of the audience must be
to advertise on tv, noting the difficulty
taken into account by advertisers.
of appraising commercials without a
Child's Eye View ■ Charles A.
chance to examine the toy at the same
Sweeny,
FTC's head man on radio and
time.
tv advertising, observed last week that
Too Far? ■ Mr. Murphy said: "While
"if advertising is for children, the commost advertising of toys is quite proper,
mercial continuity must be understood
we have received enough complaints
by the children — even though an adult
from the public to warrant taking a
mayHe have
no trouble that
understanding."
acknowledged
this opens up
hard look at those toy sellers who would
the
possibility
that
a
new philosophy
push the Christmas spirit too far. It's
may be aborning at the FTC — namely,
one thing to excite a child's imagination and desire for a toy but quite anthat advertising must be understood
other thing to build him up for a let- properly by the audience to which it is
aimed.
when he gets
FTC downofficials
wereit."loath to identify
In discussing the FTC interest in toy
any of the companies under study or advertising, Mr. Murphy pointed out

Moulder

may

not run for ninth House

Rep. Morgan Moulder (D-Mo.),
chairman of the House Communications Subcommittee, is reported to
have decided against seeking re-election in 1962. He is said to feel that
the recent redistricting of Missouri
has severely damaged his chances for
winning an eighth term.
The state is losing one of its 1 1
House seats, and the new district
lines drawn by the legislature separate him from many areas of his
former political strength.
Rep. Moulder, a House member
since 1949, was the first chairman
of the old Oversight Subcommittee
that conducted the FCC probe, yielding to chairman Oren Harris. He

term
became the
chairman of the
Communications Subcommittee, which
deals with
broadcasting
matters, last January. Next ranking Democrat
on the subcommittee is Rep.
Walter Rogers
of Texas.

Rep. Moulder
Rep. Moulder, now home in Camdenton, is expected to issue a formal
announcement soon concerning his
plans.
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"In the studio or on the road, our picture quality is consistently
tops— we're ready to shoot anything with RCA TV Tape Equipment. We've used our mobile Recorders under all conditionsyet we get studio-quality pictures every time. Clients rave about
the lifelike quality of our tapes!"

'Even
we

at

get

60

mph

studio- quality

pictures— with

RCA

TAPE!99
TV
— says Henry Alexander, President
VIDEO TAPE UNLIMITED
New York City

The mammoth 40-foot mobile unit pictured here can make studioquality tapes while traveling at 60 miles per hour. Designed and
equipped by RCA for Video Tape Unlimited, it includes four
cameras, two TV tape recorders, switching and special effects, and
control equipment. Specially-designed platforms at front and rear
of the bus carry two cameramen. Cameras also may be set up on
the roof so that shooting is possible from any vantage point. Completely self-contained— this mobile unit has everything a wellequipped TV unit should have— including power generator.
Why is RCA equipment the big choice among producers and
broadcasters who demand the very best? There are several reasons:
RCA TV Systems are matched— electrically and mechanically.
RCA makes it practicable to get everything from a single, reliable
source. RCA equipment uses easy-to-find tube types, standard
parts. RCA equipment is designed, built, and operated in accordance with proved broadcast procedure. And RCA equipment is
backed up by top engineering counsel and service everywhere.
See your RCA Representative or write to RCA, Broadcast and
Television Equipment, Dept. (.'-22,
The Most Trusted Name in Television
RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA

Building 15-5, Camden, N. J.

that parents and other adults who buy
the presents for children are indirect
victims of misleading toy advertising.
"Because most children have discovered
that Santa Claus often uses parents as
his purchasing agents," Mr. Murphy
said, "the children believe the parents
are responsible if Christmas presents
don't measure up to the exciting demonstrations ofthem on television."
Brief for Buyers ■ Mr. Murphy listed
four precautions to prospective buyers
of toys:
(1) In the case of toys consisting of
many pieces, make sure that what you
are buying is not just a disappointing
portion of what has been displayed in
advertising or demonstrated on television;
(2) If the toy to be purchased is
a mechanical one, either ask to have it
demonstrated, or at least assure yourself that it could perform as advertised.
Ingenious as the toy may be, it might
be less so than the advertising;
(3) In the purchase of a kit of tools
or materials (construction, chemical,
cooking, etc.) don't be mislead by the
"models" displayed or advertised, inasmuch as many of these displays may
well have required the contents of more
than one kit to assemble a single kit;
(4) Don't hesitate to ask the seller
for an explanation of any dubious
claims for a toy. Although he may be
rushed and annoyed, you still are ening. titled to know exactly what you're buy"In short," Mr. Murphy advised,
"don't buy a toy blindly just because
your son or daughter has seen a glamorous demonstration of it. The glamor
might not be included in the price."
At NAB's New York tv code office
Mr. Helffrich said the staff frequently
has had difficulty in appraising toy
commercials without a chance to examine the item being advertised. He also
told advertising agencies the price
quoted in a toy commercial is the "going price"
in the area where the commercial istelevised.
Unfair Glamor ■ Toy Manufacturers

Assn. has endorsed advertising guidelines laid down by NAB's Tv Code Review Board last June in a move to prevent unethical or misleading tv appeals
to children (Broadcasting, June 3).
These guidelines cautioned against
dramatizations that unfairly glamorize
a toy and urged advertisers to avoid
oversimplification
value and price. in presenting a toy's
Mr. Helffrich reported excellent cooperation from the toy industry. He
noted that manufacturers have eliminated from all commercials passing
through his office the use of "only" or
"just" in quoting the price of toys in
excess of a few dollars. Eleven leading
toy makers using tv have worked closeJust
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NAB, which was active in NLRB
processing of the case, can't file an appeal was
because amicus
it isn't curiae,
a party orin friend
interest.of
Its role
the court.

to i^roadcaiteri and tlie i3roadcailina *Qnduitry

HOWARD

are secondary

A federal ruling that gives unions
more chances to put the secondary-boycott squeeze on sponsors, agencies and
the public has confronted broadcasters
and the NAB with a legal problem —
how to obtain relief from the courts.
Four weeks after issuance of a decision by the National Labor Relations
Board in the WOGA Chattanooga,
Tenn., case, no way has been found to
prevent NLRB from destroying permanently aform of boycott relief provided
by Congress in the Landrum-Griffin
amendment to the Taft-Hartley act.
In this case (Broadcasting, Nov. 6),
NLRB used a circuitous line of reasoning to show that a broadcast station
providing services for an auto dealer
thereby becomes one of the producers
of the auto, in the intermediate stage
and consequently the union is protected
in
the circulation of "Do Not Patronize"
leaflets.

Wore tk an a decade of Con&tructive Service

NEW YORK, N. Y.

ELDORADO 5-0405

ly with the code office, he said.
As of Nov. 1, Mr. Helffrich said, 97
separate commercials had been evaluated as an aid to stations subscribing
to the Tv Code. Of these, four were
rejected outright as not meeting the
basic objectives of the guidelines and
43 others were revised after communications or meetings with the manufacturers or their agencies. Prior to adoption of the June guidelines 59 commercials had already been produced.
Further efforts are planned by NAB
in preparation for 1962. Among the
problems are the pointing of pistols at
people, loud reports accompanying pictures of cap pistols and the promotion
copy of discount houses.
boycotts?

LITTLE HOPE

WOGA, call letter used by Middle
South Broadcasting Co. when it filed
an appeal in 1960, may be eligible, but
it's a tricky legal question because Middle South no longer operates the station.
Not a Party ■ WMOC, the call
letters adopted by Dick Broadcasting
Inc. when it bought the station after
NLRB proceedings had begun, wasn't
a party to the events that led to the
original complaint against the union.
There's doubt, too, as to its right to
The curious language of NLRB in
appeal.
its ruling that broadcasters are car
makers had moved Commissioner Philip Ray Rodgers in his dissenting opinion to note that this production role of
broadcasters "will come as something
of a surprise not only to WOGA, but
to General Motors, Ford, Chrysler and
other manufacturers."
If no way can be found to appeal
this precedent-making decision — and
NLRB construes most of its precedents
bility.
as sacred — there still is one other possiDue within a few weeks from NLRB
is a decision in the case of KXTV (TV)
Sacramento, Calif., also a victim of
secondary-boycott tactics. Like WOGA,
KXTV's position was supported by an
NLRB examiner after hearing.
KXTV went to NLRB for relief in
November, 1960, when the American
Federation of Television & Radio Artists and the National Assn. of Broadcast Employes & Technicians joined in
distribution of handbills directed at the
station's advertisers. The complaint was
filed a year ago by Great Western
Broadcasting Corp., a Corinthian station.
NLRB's
general
obtained The
aU.S.
District
Court counsel
injunction
last Feb. 23 to halt the union tactics.
Last May 4 an NLRB examiner held
BROADCASTING, December 4, 1961

Much of the nation's capital is in Washington! When it comes to income, families served by
WRC-TV earn more per household than those of any other area in the country! Washington is
the only metropolitan area in the United States in which all counties (5) rank in the "top ten"
for Effective Buying Income per-household. And two of those counties top the list!* All of which
means that on WRC-TV you reach the most able-to-buy families in the country. If you want to
reach and sell those families, bear in mind that ARB for Oct. '61 reports WRC-TV as first in
share of audience and number of homes delivered all week long, from 6:00 P.M. to midnight.
What

better way to make your advertising most productive? Get your message to the Washing-

ton market on WRC-TV. . .leadership station in the nation's capital.
'Sites Management Survey of Buying Power May 10, 1961
WRC-TV
IN WASHINGTON SSRSU
REPRESENTED BY NBC SPOT SALES
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both unions had violated the secondaryboycott ban in the labor act.
Should NLRB use the Chattanooga
case as a precedent and upset the examiner's decision against the unions, then
Corinthian would be in a position to
file an appeal to a U. S. court of appeals, it's believed.
NLRB has exclusive jurisdiction in
labor disputes. The general counsel decides if the board is to accept or reject
a complaint.
FCC refuses to move

hearing

Firm in its policy of holding license
revocation and renewal hearings in the
community a station is licensed to serve,
the FCC last week reversed a hearing
examiner's ruling permitting KWK St.
Louis to present its defense evidence
in Washington, D.C., and ordered that
the hearing be continued in St. Louis.
The station is in a license revocation
proceeding on charges of conducting
fraudulent contests and making misrepresentations tothe commission.
The FCC declared moot the question
of whether KWK might present depositions but said if KWK still wishes to
take them in light of the hearing site
change, it should notify the hearing examiner, who can set a new date.

GOP

got

biggest

A

WARNING

FROM

FCC-FTC

Broadcasters' responsibility for advertising
copy stressed at Philadelphia meeting
Warnings that the FCC-FTC alliance
means business — and possibly some loss
of business to certain broadcasters —
were issued last week to members of
the Television & Radio Advertising
Club of Philadelphia by representatives
of the agencies and an advertising-oriented attorney.
Richard M. Saul, chief of the FCC
Complaints Branch, said he thought
most broadcasters would be relieved to
know that when they turned down advertising as possibly deceptive that a
competitor would carry it only at the
risk of losing his license. Moreover,
he felt, it would give a broadcaster a
good wax to turn down certain
copy without offending the advertiser.
A question that the FCC will probably be asking with increasing frequency, according to Mr. Saul: What steps
do you follow to satisfy yourself that
certain advertising is proper and that
the advertiser is reliable and has a good
reputation?
If a broadcaster takes reasonable

steps to check the veracity of questioned
advertising, including the standing of
the advertiser, by consulting Better
Business Bureaus, the FTC or other
sources, and if he investigates listener
complaints, his license will not be in
danger. But if he leaves all responsibility to the advertiser, ignores actions
or litigation pending against an advertiser and merely refers complaints to
the advertiser, watch out, Mr. Saul
warned.
Dire Prophecy ■ Morton J. Simon,
Philadelphia attorney and author of
the Advertising Federation of America's Advertising Truth Book, said "No
longer can or should anyone connected
with the broadcasting industry shrug
his shoulders at the intentions of either
the FTC or the FCC." He said some
stations in the past had taken what they
considered "calculated risks" and skirted the limits of deception on commercials. Now, he urged, the situation is
sufficiently pressure-laden that broadcasters would do well to monitor even

contributions from broadcasters— AFL-CIO
chairman, $1,100; James R. Schule,
COPE was unable to find contrivice president and secretary, $1,000;
butions from officials of ABC or
NBC. But it found that Victor EmWilliam J. O'Donnell, vice president
and assistant to the president, $500;
manuel, board chairman of AVCO,
which owns Crosley Broadcasting
and Herminio Traviesas, vice president and manager of the tv-radio
Corp., contributed $1,500 to Republicans. Other Crosley officials listed,
department, $500.
with their donations to GOP candiThe two top officials of J. Walter
dates, were Joseph B. Hall, $1,500;
Thompson Co. gave the Republicans
and Earl H. Blaik, $1,000.
a total of $3,500. Board Chairman
Other licensees mentioned as conStanley Resor, $2,500, and Vice
Chairman Henry C. Flower, Jr.,
tributing to the GOP:
Meredith Publishing Co. — Fred
The remaining $5,000 counted as
$1,000.
Bohen, $2,500, and Edwin T. Meredith Jr., $1,500.
donated to the Republicans was
credited to R. D. Wallace, vice presiStorer Broadcasting Co. — Charles
V. McAdam, $500.
dent in charge of marketing planning, Benton & Bowles, $2,000;
The report's listing of officials of
leading advertising agencies showed
Theodore L. Bates, honorary chairman of the board, Ted Bates & Co.,
Republicans received $17,600 from
these sources, and Democrats $3,000
$1,500; and Sigurd S. Larmon, chairman and chief executive officer,
(At Deadline, Nov. 20). The
Young & Rubicam, Inc., who conlargest single gift was made by Fairtributed $1,500.
fax M. Cone, chairman of Foote,
Democratic
contributors, accordCone & Belding's executive committee, who donated $5,000 to the Reing to the report, were William Dasheff, senior vice president, Lennen
publicans.
Five executives of BBDO gave a
& Newell, $1,500; Draper Daniels,
total of $4,100 to the Republican
executive vice president, Leo Burnett Co., $1,000; and William W.
party, according to the report. It listed Bruce Barton, board chairman, as
Mulvey, senior executive vice presigiving $1,000; Bernard C. Duffy, vice
dent, $500.

Top broadcasting officials who
made political contributions of $500
or more in 1960 apparently favored
Republicans over Democrats, according to figures compiled by the
political wing of the AFL-CIO.
The report, dealing with officials
of 328 major U.S. firms, shows that
executives of four licensees donated
$20,500— most of that from CBS
officials — to Republican candidates,
and nothing to Democrats. But the
report is admittedly incomplete.
The Committee on Political Education (COPE) prefaces its report
by noting that it's an updating of a
1956 compilation. It says that persons not listed in that year are not
included in the 1960 report. In addition, itsays officials making contributions from states other than
those in which their home office is
located are probably not included.
The report shows that Republican
candidates received $13,000 from
CBS executives. CBS Board Chairman William S. Paley is said to have
donated $7,500; President Frank
Stanton and his wife, a total of
$3,000; and board members Ralph
F. Colin and Joseph A. W. Iglehart, $1,000 and $500 respectively.
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17

YEARS

AGO

ON

In 1944 family life depended on precious ration
stamps. Everything from sugar to gasoline was
rationed. WBNS Radio kept Columbus and Central
Ohio abreast of OPA.
At least one Central Ohio enterprise was carrying on business almost as usual. Even during war,
flowers go right on growing and people keep on
appreciating them. Viereck the Florist began using
Viereck the Florist in downtown
Columbus, Ohio. During the
17 years
first
WBNSsincespotViereck's
announcement, this
advertiser has tripled his
staff, doubled his floor
space, andannual
more sales.
than
doubled

WBNS

WBNS

RADIO

Radio in 1944, and now, 204 consecutive

months bloom.
later, we're still helping the Viereck
business
No one can evaluate the power of a home town
radio station better than a home town businessman.
Viereck the Florist will testify that when it comes
to making sales grow, Radio Station WBNS has a
green, green thumb.
WBNS
COLUMBUS,

OHIO

Represented by John Blair & Company

PERSPECTIVE

The

road

ON

to

THE
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renewal:

it isn't

routine

FCC TAKING CLOSER LOOKS, ISSUING MORE SHORT-TERM LICENSES
even when a renewal application is not
Mention the term "license renewal"
In July 1960, the FCC issued its "re- pending. Under present practices, the
to the average station owner or execuport and statement of policy" detailing
FCC queries an individual station imtive and the reaction will be somewhat
the agency's concepts of a broadcaster's
mediately upon receiving a complaint
obligations in the programming field.
different today than two years ago.
This statement was the forerunner of against that station and no longer waits
No longer is a regular three-year recurrently outstanding rulemaking revis- until an application is filed.
newal considered pro forma by either
The on-the-spot renewal inspections
ing extensively the required programthe industry or the FCC. Witness to
are
conducted by the Field Engineerming
information
in
applications.
Sevthis fact are the 28 short-term renewals
ing & Monitoring Bureau and its 24
eral FCC public statements designed to
granted in the past year and the ap- guide licensees have been made since, field offices. Before making such an
proximately 500 renewal applications
inspection, the FCC men monitor and
including the general letter on proposals
held up by the commission for reasons
tape the station involved and compare
vs. actual operation which accompanied
ranging from payola to operation in
actual programming against operating
a short-term renewal for KORD Pasco,
violation of technical rules.
Wash. (Broadcasting, July 17).
logs, although the inspections are priEnforcement is not a new word at
marily of an engineering nature.
the FCC but it is a word with a new
Inspections, Letters ■ Every am, fm
Inspections begin in a specific state
meaning to both the agency and the and tv station in the U. S. is inspected
about 18 months before licenses expire
industry. And, in recent months, the by the FCC ahead of its license expirafor stations in that state and are usualtion. And, those stations which receive
commission has gone to great lengths
ly completed several months ahead of
to tell its licensees what is expected in inquiries on their renewal applications
expiration. For example, inspections
certain areas.
have increased materially in recent
were completed last summer in Illinois
months. The commission questions
and Wisconsin where licenses expired
The "new meaning" dates back — in
last Friday (Dec. 1).
the minds of most broadcasters — to the contain such phrases as: "It appears"
your
operation
is
not
in
the
public
inWhen technical and engineering vioFCC's payola questionnaire in late
terest because of too much entertainlations are found, the station receives
1959 and the formation of a Comment, or too little news, talks, educaan immediate citation. Programming
plaints & Compliance Division in the
tion, religious, or too many spots and and other violations are forwarded to
Broadcast Bureau. The commission
commercial interruptions.
the Broadcast Bureau which has jurissoon followed up by asking for — and
dictions in those areas. FEMB also
Licensees are getting more and more
receiving — congressional authority to
fine stations and grant licenses for letters from the commission staff re- submits complete reports on inspections
less than three years.
garding complaints against a station to the bureau for consideration when
network commercials and exercise
judgment on whether they want them
on local outlets. It is clearly the right
of any broadcaster to refuse advertising
any time, he stated.
Mr. Simon said that stations might
run into license renewal trouble if they
fail to bring to the attention of the
FTC any questionable material or
claims offered them as commercials
which they refuse, even though these
claims are not already the subject of
FTC action and may never be broadcast. (Mr. Saul, in the question-andanswer period, pointed out that although the FCC "hoped" licensees
would do this, failure to do so could
hardly be made the basis of the FCC's
refusing license renewal.)
Charles A. Sweeny, chief of the food
and drug division of the FTC's Bureau
of Deceptive Practices — and the man
responsible for keeping a watch on radio and tv advertising — said it isn't the
FTC that has been changing its mind;
it's the ingenuity of American advertising men who continually keep coming
up with different approaches in selling
products and services.
Mr. Sweeny made reference to a
58 (GOVERNMENT)

statement made by John W. Burgard,
advertising director of Brown & Williamson Tobacco Co., that the greatest
menace to advertising today is the "constantly evolving labyrinth of rules and
regulations propounded by the Federal
Trade Commission. Mr. Burgard made
these remarks, and also alleged that
the FTC rulings were "capricious," in
a talk to the Washington (D.C.) Advertising Club last month.
This is how Mr. Sweeny answered
this attack:

No Time ■ Complaints that the
FTC's requirement that all details of
guarantees be spelled out cannot be
met in minute spots on radio or tv were
answered by Mr. Sweeny succinctly:
Don't use the word "guarantee" unless
you can spell out the details. He said:
". . . if there is not time to explain
the guarantee and its limitations so
that the consumer can know what he

"It seems to me we are fighting a
purely defensive battle. The advertising profession accepts uniqueness as a
watchword. New and different presentations for new and different products
appear daily. Many of these are fine
and we applaud the ingenuity and the
creativity of him who develops a
unique means of presenting his product
to the public. But when, under the
guise of creativity, the merits of the
product are distorted, and the public
misled, we honor the campaign without more critical attention ... we are
merely applying, to different situations,
our one basic rule, that advertising
must not be unfair or deceptive."

Mr. Sweeny dwelt at length on the
methods used by the FTC in checking
radio and tv continuity and how questionable advertising on the air is corment."related with similar advertising in print
media.

is talking about, the word "guarantee"
just does not belong in the announce-

Hearing machinery set
for three vhf contests
Examiners have been assigned and
hearing dates scheduled by the FCC
among multiple applicants for newlyassigned vhf channels in Grand Rapids,
Mich, and in Rochester and Syracuse,
both New York.
The hearing among 1 1 applicants for
3R0ADCASTING, December 4, 1961

astudied.
station's renewal application is being
Violations of a major nature are
turned over to the Complaints & Compliance Div. for any further action that
is warranted. Contrary to a popular belief, itis not Complaints & Compliance
which make the renewal inspection,
i This office, headed by John Harrington,
has been unable to keep up with unsolicited complaints and can call on
only 10 professional staffers, including
the chief.
A commission spokesman estimated
last week that Complaints & Compliance needs double its present staff just
to handle matters now in its shop. There
are over two dozen "real serious" complaints needing immediate field investigations but there is nobody to assign
to them, he said. This is not to mention
dozens of others which are handled
through correspondence but need closer
scrutiny.
No Spot Checks ■ Mr. Harrington's
office has not made any spot pre-renewal investigations since those in
Florida a year ago. Originally, such
spot investigations were to have been
one of the primary purposes of the
office but the staff shortage has not permitted completion of this mission, it
was pointed out.
Station licenses expire every other
month on a geographical basis, by
states. For example, no licenses expire
in January but coming up Feb. 1, 1962,
are all radio, tv and fm stations in
ch. 13 Rochester will begin Feb. 7,
1962, before Hearing Examiner Annie
Neal Huntting. A pre-hearing conference has been scheduled for Dec. 27.
Rochester applicants include Citizens
Tv Corp., Community Broadcasting
Inc., Federal Broadcasting System Inc.
(WSAY Rochester), Heritage Radio &
Tv Broadcasting Inc., Ivy Broadcasting Inc. (also an applicant in Syracuse),
Main Broadcast Co., Rochester Broadcasting Corp., Star Tv Inc. and proposed sharetimers Rochester Area Educational Tv Assn. Inc. and Rochester
Telecasters Inc. (Broadcasting, Nov.
20).
Six applicants for ch. 13 Grand
Rapids are scheduled to go to hearing
Feb. 19 before Examiner Forrest L.
McClenning. A prehearing conference
will be held Jan. 8. Grand Rapids applicants include Atlas Broadcasting Co.
(WMAX-AM-FM Grand Rapids),
Grand Broadcasting Co., MKO Broadcasting Corp., Major Tv Co., West
Michigan Telecasters Inc. and Peninsular Broadcasting Co. (Broadcasting,
Nov. 27).
Examiner David Kraushaar will conduct a comparative hearing among 10
BROADCASTING, December 4, 1961

Iowa and Missouri. Following is a list
of the remaining states with license renewal dates:
April 1, 1962 — Minnesota, North
Dakota, South Dakota, Montana, Colorado.
June 1 — Kansas, Oklahoma, Nebraska.
Aug. 1 — Texas.
Oct. 1 — Wyoming, Nebraska, Arizona, Utah, New Mexico, Idaho.
Dec. 1 — California.
Feb. 1, 1963 — Washington, Oregon,
Alaska, Hawaii.
April 1 — Connecticut, Maine, Massachusetts, New Hampshire, Rhode Island, Vermont.
June 1 — New Jersey, New York.
Aug. 1— Delaware, Pennsylvania.
Oct. 1 — Maryland, District of Columbia, Virginia, West Virginia.
Dec.
1— North Carolina, South Carolina.
Feb.
April
June
sippi.
ana.Aug.

1, 1964— Florida.
1 — Alabama, Georgia.
1 — Arkansas, Louisana, Missis1 — Tennessee, Kentucky, Indi-

Oct. 1 — Ohio, Michigan.
And coming up again Dec. 1, 1964,
are Illinois and Wisconsin.
Those Now Pending ■ As of the first
of October (last breakdown available),
there were approximately 500 renewal
applications which had been pending
at the FCC for over three months —
some as long as two years. The largest

single number — 162 — are held up because of technical violations. Failure
to provide information requested by the
commission has kept 122 stations from
being granted a renewal. The information mainly falls into such categories
as failure to file an ownership report,
incomplete financial information, failure to public local notice that the renewal application had been filed, discrepancies inbalance sheet, incomplete
program logs and unresolved comProgramming questions have caused
plaints.
the FCC to delay 135 license renewal
applications, as of Oct. 1, and another
92 stations were being held up because
of alpayola
Twenty-two
renewbids werecharges.
stalled because
of character
qualifications and over 70 were facing
financial questions. The commission
has sent hearing notices to 15 of the
stalled renewal bids and 1 6 others faced
antitrust questions. Nine applicants
were involved in ex parte matters and
seven contain questions of an unauthorized transfer of control.
Petitions to deny renewal had been
filed against two of the pending applications and miscellaneous matters were
delaying an additional three dozen.
Eight fm stations have not been renewed
because of simple operations in violation of commission rules. (Note: many
of the above applications have been
held up for two or more of the listed
reasons which accounts for a total well
in excess of 500.)

applicants for ch. 9 Syracuse, beginning Jan. 29 as previously announced
(Broadcasting, Nov. 27). A pre-hearing conference will be held Dec. 19.
Aspirants for ch. 9 include Ivy
(owner of WOLF Syracuse and other
stations), Veterans Broadcasting Co.
(WROC-AM-TV Rochester and 80.5%
of KTVE [TV] El Dorado, Ark.), Syracuse Tv Inc. (80% owned by Founders
Corp. which is licensee of WFBL Syracuse and other stations), W. R. G.
Baker Radio & Tv Corp., Onandaga
Broadcasting Co., WAGE Inc., Syracuse Civic Tv Assn., Six Nations Tv
Corp., Salt City Broadcasting Corp.
(50% owned by the Outlet Co. which
owns WJAR-AM-TV Providence), and
George P. Hollingbery, station representative (Broadcasting, Nov. 13).

to the Races, produced by Walter
Schwimmer Inc., Chicago, is not a lottery. Given such a ruling, station owner Aaron B. Robinson said he will run
the program; the producer also seeks
assurance because he plans to sell the
program to several stations and points
out it would be unprofitable in a single
market.
WDXI-TV said it was advised by
counsel that the program is not a lottery under a 1957 court decision on a
similar matter. "However petitioner is
mindful that the commission is now
reviewing programming very carefully
and may not consider itself bound by
the doctrine of the [1957] case." The
station also pointed out that it is mindful of jail
penalties and fines for broadcasting alottery.

Doubtful WDXI-TV asks
FCC to pass on program
Broadcasters and program producers
tread on eggshells when they approach
the FCC these days.
Last week WDXI-TV Jackson, Tenn.,
asked the commission for a "declaratory ruling" that the program Let's Go

Let's Go to the Races is a half-hour
program featuring five horse races
filmed at various tracks during the year.
During the week preceding the show,
viewers pick up cards from local merchants giving numbers for win, place
and show in each race. The viewer
whose card has numbers corresponding
with those of the horses in the show
wins a jackpot merchandise prize. The
59

producer outlined safeguards against
advance information on the program
leaking out or any violation of the laws
set forth by Congress against "quiz
rigging." He also emphasized that
viewers do not have to purchase anything to get the cards and that it costs
them nothing to participate. The program would not violate FCC rules
against broadcasting of race information (Broadcasting, Nov. 27), Producer Schwimmer said, because the
races in question would have been run
months ago and could not motivate
professional gamblers.
Tic Tac Dough' winners
get suspended sentences
Two former winners on the Tic Tac
Dough program last week received suspended sentences after they pleaded
guilty to perjury. Timothy Horan, of
White Plains, N.Y., and Joseph Rosner,
of New York City, were censured,
however, by Special Session Justice
Thomas I. Rohan in New York.
The defendants admitted in their
pleas that they had lied when they told
a grand jury that they had never received any help prior to their appearances on the quiz show. Mr. Horan
won $30,400 on the nighttime version
of the program and $4,800 on the daytime version. Mr. Rosner had won
$1,700 on the day show.
Of the 19 quiz show contestants
acted against by the grand jury, four
have pleaded guilty and received suspended sentences. One has received
youthful-offender treatment by the
court. The remaining defendants are
scheduled to go to trial Dec. 15.

LIMIT
AFM

ON

FOREIGN

RECORDING

claims heavy losses to Americans

The president of the American Federation of Musicians was ready to ask
Congress Friday (Dec. 1) for legislation to protect the television and movie
jobs of American musicans from "mechanical wetbacks" — the term he used
to describe foreign-made recordings.
In testimony prepared for delivery
before the House
Subcommittee on
the Impact of Imports and Exports
on American Emman Kenin ployment,
saidHerthe

foreign recordings were denying American
musicians
about
half the jobs that
might otherwise
Mr. Kenin
be theirs in television alone.
The subcommittee was set to take

SOUGHT

in tv

(HR 9198) introduced in the last session of Congress by Rep. Emanuel Celler (D-N.Y.) that would require the
screen labelling of the origin of foreign
music in American-made programs.
Deintermixture
clarified

furor

in Madison

Copies of letters from FCC Chairman Newton N. Minow and Commissioner Robert E. Lee clarifying the
status of the commission's uhf-vhf deintermixture proceeding were mailed
last week to two newspapers in Madison, Wis. Rep. Vernon W. Thomson
(R-Wis.) sent the copies with a request
that the newspapers print them to clear
up misunderstanding he feels exists in
the Madison area about the deintermixture proposal, particularly as it affects
that city's ch. 3 (WISC-TV).
Rep. Thomson, an opponent of the
deintermixture plan, asked for FCC
clarification as a result of stories which
appeared in the two Madison papers,
Wisconsin State Journal and Capital
Times, on Nov. 10. The accounts, based
on a speech by Mr. Lee, indicated the
deletion of the Madison vhf channel

testimony from actors' and musicians'
unions and movie industry representatives on the "runaway" production of
television and movie films by American
producers, as well as on the use of foreign-made sound tracks in both media.
Tv and movie star Charlton Heston
was scheduled to testify Saturday mornwas "a virtually accomplished fact"
(Broadcasting, Nov. 27). Actually,
ing in behalf of the Screen Actors Guild.
the FCC is several months away from
He is a vice president of that union.
a final determination; Feb. 5 is the
Mr. Kenin, in his prepared statement,
deadline for comments on the proposal.
asked that Congress either bar imports
of the foreign music tracks, or raise the
Mr. Minow said "no final or 'virtually' final" decision has been made. He
customs charge on them "to make these
added the deadline for filing comments
cut-rate foreign recordings competitive."
Criticizes Producers ■ He said he on the proposal has not expired and
that "the ultimate decision will be made
on the basis of all information properly
didn't deny "an occasional justification"
USIA needs more money,
for an overseas production of an Ameribefore
Mr. the
Lee commission."
said no inference that the
Murrow tells tv audience
can film or the import of "serious music
works." But he deplored "the 'fast buck'
case was virtually settled should have
domestic producers who would destroy
Edward R. Murrow, U.S. Information Agency director, is not waiting for a national asset (American music) to been drawn from his speech; he expressed "regrets" that his remarks apcongressional appropriations commitenrich themselves."
parently had been misinterpreted. He
He said the duty on the foreign tapes
tee hearings next spring to plead for
also
promised
to "give most careful
is one cent a linear foot and that the
more money for his agency. He told
consideration" to all comments filed in
an ABC network television audience
approximate cost of recorded foreign
the case "before casting my vote in a
Nov. 26 that the $115,500,000 granted
music is $40 per minute as against $120
his agency for the 1962 fiscal year is in this country.
final
determination."
In his
letter accompanying the copies,
insufficient.
Mr. Kenin cited an AFM survey of Rep. Thomson asked the two Madison
That amount, he said, is less than he Hollywood production centers that
papers to print the entire exchange of
requested and is about $10 million short
showed 35 television series, totaling
correspondence between himself and
of the $125 million the Russians spend
about 1,431 episodes, are now being the FCC. "Only in this way could you
yearly to jam the agency's Voice of produced "without a single note of do your share in dispelling the misAmerica radio broadcasts. A single Po- American-made music on their sound
understanding which the news stories
laris-missile submarine costs more than
created," he said.
the appropriation granted his agency, he
Both Madison newspapers have
He said this is costing American
said.
tracks."
broadcasting interests in that city. The
musicians 6,465 man jobs and a wage
Mr. Murrow, former CBS vice presi- loss of $742,500. He added that of State Journal is a part of Lee Enterdent and news commentator, appeared
prises, which owns WMTV (TV), a
2,445 musicians available in Hollywood
between Nov. 6 and 10 for recording,
uhf station. The Capital Times Co.
with Adlai E. Stevenson, U.S. Ambassador to the United Nations, on the lat- "only 290 or less than 12% were emowns two-thirds of WIBA-AM-FM.
State
Journal interests hold the remainter's regular Adlai Stevenson Reports
tv film industry."
booming
ployed bytheurged
program.
He also
enactment
of a bill
ing one-third interest.
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WMAR-TV,

"The

Port

the

that

Baltimore

Built

Baltimoreans — and Marylanders — realize the
importance of their Port, since Baltimore was the
2nd Port of the United States in foreign trade
tonnage handled in 1960.
Folks here have faith in their Port and the
future . . . and they learn of the importance of
shipping in their everyday lives through "The
Port that Built a City and State" the only show of
its type in the United States. Helen Delich Bentley, Maritime Editor, Baltimore Sunpapers, is the
originator, producer and hostess of this awardwinning weekly series.
Sponsoring the unique program is the following

IN SALISBURY, MARYLAND
WBOC-TV Channel 16
WBOC-AM 960 kc
represented by:
represented by:
The Boiling Company
Burn-Smith
in the heart of the growing Eastern Shore of
Maryland, are affiliated with the Sunpapers of
Baltimore and WMAR-TV.
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a

station

City

that

and

built

State"

cross-section of leading business firms

!

. who believe

in the Port of Baltimore's potential . . .
American Export Lines
C. J. Langenfelder and Son
The Arundel Corporation
Lavship
of Baltimore
The Martin
Company
Association of Maryland Pilots
Baker-Whiteley Towing Company
Maryland
Port
Authority
Baltimore Gas & Electric Company
Maryland
Shipbuilding
and
Baltimore and Ohio Railroad
Drydock Company
McCormick and Company Spices
Bethlehem
Company's
ShipbuildingSteelDivision
Ramsay, Scarlett and Company
Carling Brewing Company
Rukert Terminals Corporation
Consolidated Engineering Company
Curtis Bay Towing Company
Steamship Trade Association of
Baltimore
First National Bank
United States Lines Company
Robert C. Herd and Company
CompanyMaryland Railway
Western
R. G. Hobelmann and Company and
Harbor Terminals
This is Viewmanship at its best . . . Salesmanship
for the great Port of Baltimore!

No Wonder— In Maryland

Most People

Watch

WMAR-TV®
Channel 2 • SUNPAPERS TELEVISION, Baltimore 3, EVId.
THE

KATZ AGENCY,
National Representatives

iinc.
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Testimony by some two dozen witnesses was placed in the record of an
FCC rehearing of the Jacksonville, Fla.,
ch. 12 case last week — but none of the
witnesses was present to testify in person.
In a IVi-hour session, Chief Hearing Examiner James D. Cunningham
accepted affidavits in lieu of personal
appearances from various persons mentioned in earlier testimony (Broadcasting, Oct. 23). The commission ordered
a rehearing of the 1956 grant of ch. 12
to Florida-Georgia Tv Co. (WFGATV) on charges that ex parte contacts
with the FCC were made on behalf of all
three applicants for the tv station. The
other two parties were Jacksonville
Broadcasting Co. and the City of Jacksonville (WJAX), which is no longer
an applicant for ch. 12.
Many of the affidavits submitted last
week centered around the activities of
the Right Rev. Maurice S. Sheehy and
James Stockton, president of Jacksonville Broadcasting. Monsignor Sheehy,
a former Navy chaplain in Jacksonville,
said that he helped Florida-Georgia
get Naval clearance for a proposed
1,000-foot tower at the request of
Lester Foley (Broadcasting, Oct. 16).
He also said that he attempted to interest Florida-Georgia principals and
Mr. Stockton in working out a merger
of their applications.
"I did not consider the assistance I
endeavored to give as taking sides in
this matter," he said in describing the
ch. 12 case as "a rather trivial incident
in my life." Monsignor Sheehy said
he never talked to any member of the
FCC about Jacksonville ch. 12 before
the case was decided.
Fred H. Kent, a Florida attorney for
Jacksonville Broadcasting, stated in an
affidavit that Monsignor Sheehy had
told him (Kent) that he (Sheehy) was
"trying to help Les [Foley] and some
associates get a license to operate a
tv station in Jacksonville." (Mr. Foley
is not a principal in Florida-Georgia
application and earlier testified his only
participation was in helping obtain
tower clearance.)
Stockton Moves ■ Mr. Stockton said
that he heard rumors — after Jacksonville Broadcasting had been favored in
an initial decision and FCC preliminary
instructions to its staff — that FloridaGeorgia would get the ch. 12 grant for
political reasons. He said that after
July 1, 1956, "I did everything I could
to find out what was going on at the
commission and ... I talked to any
and everyone I thought would be helpBROADCASTING, December 4, 1961

456 homes

destroyed. 14,150 acres of watershed

in ashes. The recent Bel Air

fire was the most disastrous in Southern California's history. A KMPC helicopter pilot spotted the first curl of smoke at 8:15 in the morning. Within two
minutes KMPC News had alerted the city and county fire departments. KMPC
listeners learned of the fire seconds later. Without this early warning many
hillside residents might have been trapped by flames that raced a 55-mile wind.
KMPC's news fleet, two helicopters and four ground units, followed the fire
from initial puff to final ember. The story took the station's newsmen into
blazing canyons, over smoke-clouded ridges. Listeners heard the snap of burning
brush, the anxious voices of people driven from their homes. They heard it all.
Still, there was something they did not hear. To bring listeners continuous
coverage, the station cancelled all commercial announcements.
Golden West Broadcasters * KMPC Ijm An Helen * KSFO San Fraiicixni-OtiMtind * KVI Seattle -Tavitma * Represented by AM Radio Sales Company

ful to me in persuading the commission
not to allow outside and off-the-record
political
influence
or representation . . ."
to influence
the decision.
He said that five outside persons
were employed in this connection and
were paid by Jacksonville Broadcasting.
"I do not know whether my indirect
attempts to so influence the commission
resulted in a direct attempt by others
to so influence the commission," Mr.
Stockton said. "There is nothing that
I did in connection with this application which I would not do over again
under the circumstances."
Also entered in the record were several letters from Mitchell Wolf son,
president of Wometco enterprises, which
owns 47.5% of WFGA-TV, to Sen.
Spessard Holland (D-Fla.) In the
letters, Mr. Wolfson sought the senator's support in getting military clearance for Florida-Georgia's proposed
1,000-ft. tower.
Following last Thursday's session.
Examiner Cunningham adjourned the
hearing until Dec. 15.
Senators

to see film

prepared by WTVJ
WTVJ (TV) Miami has prepared a
documentary on Cuban refugees in that
city which it will screen Thursday for
a select audience — the Senate Subcommittee on Refugees and Escapees — in
Washington.
The subcommittee, which is consid-

ering proposals to aid Cubans who have
fled to Miami by the thousands, will
also take testimony from two WTVJ
newsmen — Ralph Renick, vice president in charge of news, and Manolo
Reyes, Latin news editor.
The newsmen plan to shoot scenes
in the committee room which will be
incorporated with highlights from the
Cuban refugee documentary in a special program "FYI — The Senate Looks
at Miami's
Cubans,"
for showing
over
the
Miami station
on Dec.
14.

add short-spaced vhf channels are Oklahoma City, Johnstown, Pa.; Baton
Rouge, La., Dayton, Ohio; Jacksonville, Fla.; Birmingham, Ala.; Knoxville,
Tenn., and Charlotte, N. C.
KHMA (TV) Houma, La., last week
asked the FCC to shift its ch. 1 1 facility to Baton Rouge at spacing shorter
that standard minimum immediately,
without waiting for termination of the
drop-in rulemaking.
Requests from Sangamon Valley Tv
Corp.,
Everett
M. Dirksen
and due
the
State ofSen.
Illinois
to defer
comments

More

today on deintermixture of Springfield,
111., thus putting it on a common timetable with other deintermixture comments (Broadcasting, Nov. 27), were
denied by the FCC Thursday. The
commission said it is not required to
tie the Springfield remand case to the
new deintermixture proceedings and

time

drop-in comments
The FCC Thursday gave an eleventhhour reprieve to parties wishing to
comment on the commission's plan to
add vhf channels at substandard spacing in eight markets. Comments were
due today (Dec. 4) and the commission had previously denied petitions to
extend the deadline.
On its own motion, the FCC pushed
back the deadline for comments to Feb.
5, 1962, and replies from Jan. 8 to
March 9. Reason given for the decision was to make the date coincide
with the due date for "closely related
proceedings" on fostering growth of
uhf and deleting single vhf channels
from markets with uhf channels in
eight areas. Commissioner John S.
Cross dissented.
Markets where the FCC proposes to
THE

The

farm

for

director:

I

j
|

1

j
I
j

|
,

that
it is persuaded
delay in"would
not serve
the publicthat
interest
view
of the unusual nature of the case, in- j
eluding the circumstance that the early
institution of a second local tv service j
to Terre Haute, Ind., turns on the disposition" of ch. 2 Springfield. The
channel is currently assigned to KTVI
(TV) St. Louis but the proceeding was
remanded to the FCC by the Court of
Appeals for exploration of alleged ex
parte activities. The FCC said it felt it
had given ample time for preparation
of comments in the Springfield case, including an earlier extension, since the
Sept. 1 1 release ordering a new hearing.
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GOOD ONES KNOW PRODUCTS FARMERS USE, NATRFD TOLD
The successful radio or tv farm di- Aubrey, Finlay, Marley & Hodgson, a
aware
said. of all facets of its business," he
rector is a business specialist in agriChicago
agency
heavy
in
"ag-vertising,"
culture who knows his products and
sent hundreds of interview tapes to staDixon L. Harper, farm radio-tv diaudience so well he can match the servrector of Aubrey, Finlay, Marley &
tions in behalf of one client, International
Harvester.
ice qualities of one with the economic
Hodgson, said the ideal farm director
and cultural or comfort needs of the
Bob Palmer, media supervisor of can be summed up in two words: "he
other more effectively than is possible
knows" — knows himself and his
Cunningham & Walsh, New York, told
through other media.
strength or weakness and how to use
the NATRFD the basic questions the
In summary, that is the message
both to the advantage of those he serves.
agency asks when it selects the farm
farm directors heard repeated by broaddirector and station on which it plans He also knows his community, his cuscaster panels and advertiser and agency
tomer, his market or territory and his
to place an account. First is whether
responsibilities, Mr. Harper said.
speakers during the 18th annual conthe farm director appreciates the value
vention of the National Assn. of Teleof his advertisers, he said.
The farm director's "customer" is
vision & Radio Farm Directors in
both the listener and the sponsor, Mr.
"The advertiser is the guy who keeps
Chicago Nov. 24-26. The meeting was
Harper observed, and he must underus inwant
business,"
Palmer
"and
stand both sufficiently well enough to
followed Nov. 27 by a special farm
we
to makeMr. sure
that said,
the farm
serve them each in their respective
sales promotion luncheon for agriculdirector realizes it and works to see
needs. He should know the product
tural agency and advertiser representathat the advertising gets the greatest
tives in the Midwest.
well enough to be able to suggest new
The NATRFD convention was timed
ideas, Mr. Harper said, and he knows
possible mileage."
to permit farm director delegates to
Awareness ■ Mr. Palmer explained
his competition too.
that C&W also wants to know if the
cover the International Livestock ExMr. Harper recalled the marketing
assistance farm directors have given to
station management appreciates and
position and National 4-H Club Congress in Chicago and to send tapes and
understands the value of its farm de- International Harvester but noted that
a few still have failed to answer a vital
films to their stations for immediate airpartment. "We feel that no business
ing. They got lots of help. For example,
can operate successfully unless it is questionnaire on local product reaction
BROADCASTING, December 4, 1961
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Public

service

broadcasting

Pictured above are a few of the awards received by WSB Radio during 1961
There's always something worthwhile to be done in Atlanta, and
WSB Radio is always there. Whether it's in the interest of public
safety, vital news, community projects or education, WSB Radio is
synonymous with public service in the minds of listeners. This is the
kind of programming that has won national and regional awards,
and has built a vast loyal audience for WSB Radio.
Repre$ented by
Affiliated with The Atlanta Journal and Constitution. NBC affiliate. Associated with WSOC/WSOC-TV, Charlotte; WHIO/WHIO-TV, Dayton.
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business

that was sent out in August. "We can't
live in each station's coverage area 12
months of the year," he said, "and
seasons vary, local equipment model
preferences vary. We need guidance
from someone who knows the terriPhil Flannagan, general sales manager of Henry I. Christal Co., New
York, told the farm broadcasters and
advertisers that their audience influence
is tory."
really much larger — by 100 per cent
— than they normally consider, based
on the findings of the special Politz
study in five major markets (Broadcasting, Aug. 28). He said the Politz
study showed slightly over 1.7 million
adults living on farms in the five markets, but a total of 3.5 million expressed
interest in farm programming.
"The study shows that there is a
greater opportunity for the development and appreciation of quality program ing inradio today than either the
station
or
the advertiser is aware," he
said.

your clients in the industry. TELEVISION probes beneath the surface of
topical subjects— discusses the inside news— examines the outside
influences. TELEVISION is thoughtfully edited, magnificently designedthe most elegantly distinctive book in its field.
TELEVISION
444 Madison Ave., New York 22, N. Y.
SUBSCRIPTION ORDER
□ Please send me a year
of TELEVISION at special
introductory rate of $3.00.
□ OR, I'll take advantage
of the TWO YEAR moneysaving rate of $5.00.
□ 1 finrlnsp $
□ Bill me later.
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More Prestige ■ James M. Patterson,
director of public relations, American
Oil Co., Chicago, pointed out that the
growing prestige of the farm director,
his personal participation in community
affairs and public service, plus the large
audience he reaches, are very important
to the advertiser. He noted that farmers are the largest single group of petroleum users and the oil firms have
staff specialists geared to serve this
market.
Howard C. Tuttle, public relations
manager, Ford Motor Co. Tractor &
Implement Division, also stressed the
importance of the work of the farm director in correcting the mistaken public
image of the subsidized farmer. He
felt this can be done effectively if farm
broadcasters cooperate more closely
with the industry's efforts in this area.
Local Effect ■ Richard L. Kathe,
public relations director of American
Feed Manufacturers Assn., felt that
since it is difficult to develop any national public relations program for agriculture itbecomes more important for
the farm broadcaster to develop an
effective local program. He emphasized
the need for professionally trained
workers in public relations and communication.
Farm broadcasters must not underestimate the national importance of
their role in correcting false public
images, especially about agriculture, according to Henry J. Andreas, chairman
of the California Raisin Advisory Board
and a member of President Kennedy's
Agricultural Advisory Commission. He
said that since the city listener or viewer does not seek out information on
farm problems, "the information must
The urgency of telling the farm probseek lemthem."
to the public also was emphasized
BROADCASTING, December 4, 1961

by Dr. John A. King, manager of research and development, American
Cyanamid Co. Agriculture Division.
"The combination of less farmland,
fewer people on the farm, tremendous
population growth and the growing
shortage of agricultural specialists could
turn out to be a loaded gun held against
our national future," he warned.
Farm Advertising ■ For those stations with farm departments, the average income from farm advertisers totals
28% of total station revenue in radio
and 24% in television, a survey report
by Wilbur Levering, WIBW-AM-TV
Topeka, Kan., disclosed. The study was
based on a response of 80 questionnaires from 200 farm directors sampled. All were NATRFD members.
The average number of people in these
farm departments was 1.46.
The study also found that as a result
of farm mechanization the farmer is
getting up later these days, so farm
programs are shifting, too. Most programs range in the 5:30-7:30 a.m.
period and the 11:50 a.m.-l p.m. period, the study showed, and a few are
in the 6-6:30 p.m. spot. All but 4%
of the farm directors deliver the sponsor's message in person. The study also
disclosed that 19% of the farm directors sell their own accounts, carrying
rate cards and signing contracts. Another 72% help the salesman directly
in this selling job, but they do not personally carry rate cards or sign contracts.
Hugh Ferguson, WCAU Philadelphia, related the success of a public
service campaign which aided not only
the listener but also an entire product
industry, local retailers and other sponsors too. Last August for a week he
aired an "Eggs 'Round the Clock" promotion with brief features every hour
on how to use eggs in various ways for
meals or snacks at all hours. Robert E.
Caskey of the Poultry & Egg National Board, Chicago, said the WCAU
promotion resulted in "a very significant increase in sales at the retail level."
PENB is following up by expanding the
idea nationally with a script kit quarterly to stations starting next February.
The tie-in value with other products
is unusually high, they noted.
Results ■ According to reports from
agency circles Tuesday, the NARTFD
sales promotion luncheon on Monday
for agency and advertiser guests produced immediate reaction. Agency
spokesmen said the presentation awakened new interest on the part of farm
advertisers and exploration of availabilities began in behalf of several broadcast advertising accounts. The Monday
presentation featured Henry Clay, executive vice president of KWKH
Shreveport, La., and KTHS Little Rock,
Ark.; Fred Rupp, sales manager of
Granite City Steel, and Orion SamuelBROADCASTING, December 4, 1961

WTIC-AM-FM-TV dedicates $2.3 million home
The latest in construction innovaThe building contains 98 reinforced prefabricated panels which
tions and architectural design are
were lifted by cranes and placed
featured in Broadcast House, the new
vertically on Broadcast House,
home of WTIC-AM-FM-TV in Hartforming both inside and outside walls
ford, Conn.
in one operation.
The $2.3 million building, dedicated last Monday, contains 80,000
Highlight of the dedication ceremonies was the performance of a
square feet, of which 12,000 are acsymphonic suite, commissioned by
tual operating area for WTIC. Designed to take advantage of the new
WTIC for the occasion. "The Broad"lift slab" method of construction
caster" by Robert Maxwell, harpist
by architects Fulmer & Bowers and
and
composer
of "Ebb
Tide" was
and
former staff musician
at WTIC,
builder Lewis C. Bowers, the building incorporates a pyramid design
performed
by which
the station's
former
staff
orchestra,
held a reunion
in its roof and cantilevered canopy
during the dedication.
over the first-floor entrance.

son, WGN Chicago, with Bruce Davies,
KFAB Omaha, as moderator.
Mr. Clay said a station in a farm
area
can'ta possibly
be "above
average"
without
farm service
director.
He
said that from his personal experience
in station management he has learned
that the farm director is more important than a women's director or sports
director. Farm problems are very complex, he noted, and therefore the station must have an expert in all phases
of agriculture. Advertisers, too, pay
greater attention to the calibre of the
farm director and the impact he makes
on his audience, Mr. Clay said.
Network

control

feared by Bartley
Broadcasters should guard their local
autonomy jealously and not surrender
it to networks lest the government step
in, FCC Commissioner Robert T. Bartley warned the Arizona Broadcasters
Assn. at Apache Junction, Ariz., last
week.
"The farther away programming determination isfrom the local licensees,
the farther away from the public it is,"
Commissioner Bartley said. What the
licensee does will determine whether

tv retains its freedom or whether control "gravitates via network headquarters, out to Hollywood, back to Madison Avenue, down to Wall Street and
thence, ultimately to Washington,
The commissioner defended the FCC
against charges of censorship, holding
that the agency does not exercise dayby-day advance control of program
D. C." The U. S. Supreme Court has
content.
held that denial of a broadcast license
does not in itself constitute censorship.
He said he is a firm believer in selfrestraint by the broadcasting industry
and self-regulation in programming
practices. He added that he feels certain areas exist in which the FCC has
an "affirmative duty" to see that the
Communications Act is not violated.
Commissioner Bartley urged broadcasters to editorialize but emphasized
the "fairness doctrine" governing such
broadcasts. He said that "news-slanting" by licensees is an abuse which
should not be condoned by the commission under any circumstances.
This week Commissioner Bartley, in
his capacity as defense commissioner,
will attend the National Security Seminar in Las Vegas, Nev., conducted by
the Industrial College of the Armed
Forces.

Western
Without

Stagecoach
In the Sacramento area, where stagecoaches rolled
and gold once rushed, many people need look
no further than their family trees for action
stories of the Old West. Finding modern, live
dramatic fare, however, is another matter. Like
so many areas west of Broadway, Sacramento
has very little live theater.
Corinthian station KXTV

is doing its part

to remedy this. "The Ties Have It," a drama
locally written and acted, was produced and
aired by KXTV. Finalist in the Corinthian
Stations Public Service Award competition, the
show is one of several being presented to encourage local writing, local little-theater groups,
local talent, and local dramatic schools.
In a computer world of machine decisions
and hot pursuit of numbers, KXTV's action is
hardly calculated to make Sacramento's Broadway replace its eastern namesake. It is, however,
typical of the Corinthian viewpoint: A station's
ties to a community, like all friendships, need to
be kept in good repair. We believe that this kind
of originality is not only good citizenship but a
sales virtue as well.
Responsibility in Broadcasting

WHAT'S

RADIO

ABOUT?

It's time for FCC study
to reacquaint itself-Cox
An examination-in-depth of the radio
industry and current FCC rules governing radio may be undertaken in the
near future by the commission, accordto the agency's
Chiefing Kenneth
Cox. Broadcast Bureau
Addressing the Oregon Assn. of
Broadcasters, Mr. Cox said the FCC
has become so engrossed in the paramount problems of television that "it
has failed to maintain its expertise as
to radio broadcasting." Therefore, he
said, when the commission finalizes its
current program and logging rulemaking "it seems to me ... we might embark upon a very informal proceeding
looking toward updating the commission's information on radio and what
it is all about."
Mr. Cox proposed that such an inquiry would not be a normal rulemaking proceeding in that no new rules
would be proposed at the outset. "It
would, of course, be possible that as
an end result of this sort of thing we
might come to some revision of the
rules, or it might be simply that the
commission would then proceed to apply, enforce and interpret the rules with
a little more intelligence in the light of
current conditions."
Among questions the FCC might
pose in such a proceeding, he said,
would be: What does the licensee consider the role or function of his station? What is the proper role of the
network in radio? Is there room in radio today for comedy, drama and serious discussion of public affairs? "Or
must talk be kept to not more than two
or three minutes at a time on the theory
that if the spoken word lasts longer
than that you're going to lose your audience?" Sources of programming
available to radio stations?
Also, is the claim that radio stations
serve as an outlet for local self-expression "an actuality or simply a pious
phrase which is used at time of application?" What is the importance of
radio to the various sources of advertising revenue?
Four FCC
WUHF
WUHF

members

operation

make

official

(TV) New York, an experimental uhf station which has been
operating for several weeks, was formally dedicated last Wednesday (Nov. 29)
with four members of the FCC in attendance. The FCC provided $2 million for the experiment to determine if
a uhf signal can serve a so-called "canyon city" as effectively as a vhf signal.
FCC Chairman Newton N. Minow,
who threw the switch that put the sta-

tion formally on the air, later told a
news conference the FCC intends to
turn the station over to New York
City if uhf is found to be technically
satisfactory. The city's Municipal
Broadcasting System is operating the
station on a 14 hours-a-day basis, with
programming largely provided by commercial outlets in New York. Mr.
Minow said he believes tests of reception, currently under way, could establish by the end of 1962 if uhf is workable in New York.
Other FCC members who attended
the ceremonies were Robert E. Lee,
Rosel H. Hyde and John S. Cross.
Mayor Robert F. Wagner of New York,
who was unable to attend the event,
issued a statement expressing hope the
city would assume operation of ch. 31
before the end of 1962.
Commissioner Lee estimated there
are 78,000 uhf receivers in New York
City. He noted the FCC had purchased
100 uhf sets for the experiment and
is installing them in homes in the area
for periods of a week to ten days. Commission engineers, he said, will check
reception during these test installations.
Madow

rating report

subject for panel
Broadcast ratings will be one of the
subjects for discussion at the 121st annual meeting of the American Statistical
Assn. in New York, Dec, 27-30. A
panel discussion session will be given
over to consideration of the report on
the subject on
fromBroadcast
the ASA's
Technical
Committee
Ratings.
The panel will be chaired by Andrew
Stevenson, advisor to the House Interstate and Foreign Commerce Committee, and will include: William G. Madow, Stanford Research Institute, Menlo Park, Calif., and chairman of the reporting ASA committee; Raymond J.
lessen of C-E-I-R Inc., a member of
the committee on broadcast ratings; Hyman H. Goldin, FCC economist, and
representatives irom -the rating services,
networks, and agencies.
Ballot recount shows
KPRC stations correct
The Houston City Council declared
Earl M. Pruitt a winner in the District
B council election after a recount. The
recount was ordered after conflicting
findings in an earlier count were reported by KPRC-AM-FM-TV Houston and
the Houston Post.
The stations last week claimed that
while others declared H. H. Ricker the
winner by a narrow margin, tabulations
by the KPRC stations and the Post indicated a discrepancy and that Mr.
Pruitt actually had won.
Subsequently, the recount of official
vote showed the KPRC-Pay/ tally to be
correct.
(THE MEDIA) 69

WESTERN

ELECTRIC

MARKER BUOYS indicate the path of a MILS submarine cable as it is pulled from the cable-laying
ship. These are the cables that link MILS shore stations to outlying underwater networks of hydrophones.
70
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MISSILE
AND

MILS

(LOCATING

IMPACT
SYSTEM

Listening, thousands of miles beyond the coasts of the United States, are
the sensitive ears of MILS: the system that hears the ocean impact of
missiles, satellites, and nose cones and determines their exact location.
Early in 1956, Western Electric and Bell Telephone Laboratories —because of their long and diverse experience in designing and building communications systems for the Bell
System and the Government — were selected for the unusually difficult MILS project.
MILS is built around a number of strategically-placed
hydrophones (underwater sound receivers), connected
through range stations to a control center. The approximate
area of a missile impact is determined by those hydrophones
which hear the object hit the water. The exact point of impact
is then calculated by electronic computers at Cape Canaveral,
Florida, or Point Mugu, California — East and West Coast
MILS headquarters — from the hydrophone information.
After the basic design of MILS had been developed by
Bell Laboratories, Western Electric, as prime contractor, was
called upon to apply its experience in submarine cable engineering, oceanography, hydrography and acoustical physics.
Installation of the necessary cable and hydrophones was accomplished through the joint efforts of Western Electrics
Military Engineering Service and the U. S. Navy.
The success of MILS was possible only because of the
coordinated efforts of the Navy, the Bell Telephone System,
and hundreds of suppliers and subcontractors. Western Electric is proud to have been selected for this communications

FINAL CHECK of hydrophones is made by a W. E.
engineer before the units are sealed to make them
air- andcommunications
water-tight. These
underwater
other
equipment
were"mikes"
made and
for
Project MILS at W. E.'s North Carolina Works.

project — so vital to our nation's missile and space programs.

MANUFACTURING AND SUPPLY

UNIT OF THE BELL SYSTEM

HYDROPHONES and the correct depths for these sensitive offshore sound receivers are the subjects being discussed by Bell
Telephone Laboratories' underwater acoustics specialist, Sam A.
Portaro, and William G. McDaniels, a Western Electric engineer.
BROADCASTING, December 4, 1961

AT THE BOTTOM of the Atlantic Ocean a Western
Electric scuba diver swims across a trench, surveying asuitable spot to anchor a MILS submarine cable.

RECOVERING HAM, a widely-traveled chimp (he
went over 150 miles into outer space), is one of
over 200 successful recoveries already achieved
through the use of the Navy's W.E. -directed MILS.
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NBC'S 35TH
TO OBSERVE
MEETING
LA
Executives, affiliates, stars plan birthday observance
An address by Robert W. Sarnoff,
NBC board chairman, Thursday night
(Dec. 7) will highlight this week's
joint annual convention in Los Angeles
of NBC's radio and tv affiliates, and
the network's 35th anniversary observance.
NBC expects a record attendance at
the Dec. 6-8- convention to be held at
the Beverly Hilton Hotel. A closed
meeting of fadio affiliates is slated for
8:30 a.m. Dec. 6 followed by a meeting of affiliates with NBC executives at
10 a.m. A trip to Disneyland is also
set for that day.
The tv affiliates closed session begins at 10 a.m. Dec. 7 with a brief
address by Mr. Sarnoff at luncheon and
an afternoon meeting of tv affiliates
and NBC executives. The anniversary
dinner and address by Mr. Sarnoff are
scheduled for 8 p.m.
A visit to Revue Productions' studios
and the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer lot in
Culver City on Dec. 8, will be followed
by a cocktail reception and dinner in
the evening.
In advance of the convention, NBC
last "Week released a 35th anniversary

avoid
of

the

selling

your*

Mr. Sarnoff

Mr. Kintner

history of network activities that emphasized NBC's climb this year in gross
billings (see table, page 42) and called
attention to its programming performance.
The NBC compilation of its history
spans the 35 years from 1926, when
RCA launched NBC to provide "the
best programs available for broadcasting in the U.S.," to the present day of
broadcasting.
Among top NBC executives attending the convention and anniversary observance inaddition to Mr. Sarnoff will
be Robert Kintner, president; David
Adams, senior executive vice president;

hazards
on

own

Why take the risks involved in negotiating without our
knowledge of markets, of actual sales, of responsible
contacts? In speaking to any buyer, Blackburn's
experience and reputation for reliability naturally
lend greater weight to our opinion than any seller can
reasonably expect to be given to his own.

& Company,
BLACKBURN
RADIO • TV • NEWSPAPER BROKERS
NEGOTIATIONS • FINANCING • APPRAISALS

WASHINGTON, D. C.
James W. Blackburn
lack V. Harvey
Joseph M. Sitrick
RCA Building
FEderal 3-9270
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CHICAGO
H. W. Cassill
William B. Ryan
333 N. Michigan Ave.
Chicago, Illinois
Financial 6-6460

ATLANTA
Clifford B. Marshall
Stanley Whitaker
Robert M. Baird
John C. Williams
1102 Healey Bldg.
lAckson 5-1576

Walter D. Scott, executive vice president, tv network; William K. McDaniel, executive vice president, radio network; and Thomas Knode, vice president, station relations.
NBC International has also invited
overseas affiliates and associates to attend from Argentina, Australia, the
United Kingdom, France, Japan, Peru,
Mexico and Venezuela.
An array of NBC stars is expected
to provide entertainment at the banquet. Among them: Dick Powell (master of ceremonies), Milton Berle, Joey
Bishop, Jimmy Durante, Bob Hope,
Jack Leonard, Art Linkletter, Groucho
Marx and Bob Newhart.
Changing hands
ANNOUNCED ■ The following sales of
station interests were reported last week
subject to FCC approval:
■ WZIP-AM-FM Cincinnati, Ohio:
Sold by Carl H. Lindner and associates
to the Waukegan (111.) News-Sun for
around $450,000. Owners of the NewsSun own WKRS in Waukegan. WZIP
operates on 1050 kc with 1 kw daytime; WZIP-FM is on 92.5 mc with
83 kw.
■ KMAK Fresno, Calif.: Sold by Robert O. and George T. McMahon to
Fresno Broadcasting Co. for $200,000.
Fresno Broadcasting comprises Orin
Lehman, J. G. (Jock) Fearnhead, Fin
Hollinger and Albert Heit among
others. This group also owns KPOI
Honolulu, Hawaii, and WHUC Hudson, N. Y., and is awaiting FCC approval of its purchase of KITO San
Bernardino, Calif. KMAK operates on
1340 kc with 1 kw daytime and 250 w
nighttime. Broker was Edwin Tornberg
& Co.
■ WCOY Columbia, Pa.: Sold by Lester P. Etter, H. Raymond Stadiem,
Eugene Silverstein and M. Leonard
Savage to Donald and Joan G. Huff of
Morrisville, Pa., for $85,000. The
sellers own WLBR Lebanon, Pa.
WCOY operates daytime only on 1580
kc with 500 w. Broker was Howard
S. Frazier Inc.
APPROVED ■ The following transfers of
station interests were among those approved by the FCC last week {for
other commission activities see For
The Record, page 111).

Inc.

BEVERLY HILLS
Colin M. Selph
Calif. Bank Bldg.
9441 Wilshire Blvd.
Beverly Hills, Calif.
CRestview 4-2770

■ KFOX-AM-FM Long Beach, Calif.:
Sold by Bing Crosby, Kevin Sweeney
and the estate of Kenyon Brown to
Egmont Sonderling, Richard Goodman
and Mason A. Loundy for $1 million.
The Sonderling group owns WOPAAM-FM Oak Park, 111.; KDIA Oakland, Calif., and WDIA-AM-FM Memphis, Tenn.
■ WBNY Buffalo, N. Y.: Sold by the
BROADCASTING, December 4, 1961

estate of the late Nathan Straus to Gordon and Barton McLendon for $650,000. The McLendons already own
WYSL in the Buffalo area which they
are selling in order to comply with the
FCC's
duopoly
The
McLendons
own rule
also (see
KLIF below).
and KROW
(FM) Dallas, KILT and KOST (FM)
Houston, KTSA San Antonio, all
Texas; KEEL Shreveport, La.; KABL
Oakland, Calif., and WAKY Louisville,
Ky. The McLendons also have bought
WGES Chicago and are selling WAKY
(Changing Hands, Sept. 25). The
WBNY grant was conditioned on the
McLendons disposing of their interest
in WYSL and also any creditor interest
in the group buying WYSL. The commission said its action was without
prejudice to any action it might take
on the McLendon 's interest in X-TRA
Tiajuana, Mexico (Closed Circuit,
Nov. 13).
■ WYSL Amherst (Buffalo), N. Y.:
Sold by Gordon and Barton McLendon
to Leonard Walk, James H. Rich and
Bernard Friedman for $230,000.
Messrs. Walk, Rich and Friedman own
WAMO Pittsburgh, Pa. Sale of WYSL
was necessitated by McLendon's purchase of WBNY Buffalo (see above).
■ KLAS Las Vegas, Nev.: Sold by Al
Kelson and associates to Paul C.
Schafer for $155,000. Mr. Schafer
controls KDOT Reno, Nev., and KOFA
Yuma, Ariz. Commissioner Robert T.
Bartley dissented.
■ KDUO (FM) Riverside, Calif.: Sold
by Southeastern California Broadcasting Co. to KFXM Broadcasting Co. for
$60,000. KFXM Broadcasting is the
licensee of KFXM San Bernardino,
Calif.; it is owned by Howard L. Tullis
and John P. Hearne who also have
major interests in KAFY Bakersfield
and KDEO El Cajon, both California.
Mr. Tullis is 52% owner of KEAP
Fresno; Mr. Hearne owns KVEN-AMFM Ventura, Calif., and KUAM-AMTV Agana, Guam. Southeastern California isa non-stock, non-profit organization headed by John W. Osborne as
president and chairman.
KODA reports election,
gives returns in stereo
Like other stations, KODA-AM-FM
Houston has been faced with the problem of what to do with stereo broadcasting, and how it can be used effectively.
The Houston outlet answered its own
question experimentally on the air the
night of thethecity's
primary
elections:
broadcast
returns
in stereo.
In theit
IY2 hours between first and final results, KODA interrupted its programming five times with the latest returns
and election forecasts. The two reportBROADCASTING, December 4, 1961

ing station newscasters were seated at
separate points, and compared notes informally to maximize the "spaciousness" of the stereo effect.
At another point, a taped interview
with one of the candidates was broadcast with an engineer feeding the questions to one side, and the answers to
another.
The stereo experiment was considered successful, and it will be repeated
with different effects Tuesday during
station coverage of the election run-offs.
AFTRA

defers KFWB

action

Action by the American Federation
of Television & Radio Artists on appeals of seven disc jockeys and staff
members at KFWB Los Angeles from
expulsion and fines for alleged strikebreaking activities has been postponed
six months at the request of Edwin H.
Franzen, attorney for the appellants.
Appeals
from tothe
union's
action were
have
been disciplinary
heard last
Wednesday (Nov. 29) at an AFTRA
membership meeting in Hollywood. An
eighth KFWB employe, Jack Colon,
had notified AFTRA that he would appear at the meeting, but did not do so
and his fine and expulsion were upheld.
The other seven are: Bill Angel, Chuck
Blore, Hal Murray, Jim Hawthorne,
Art Nelson and B. Mitchell Reed.

TelePrompTer excludes
U.S. radio from bouts
There will be no U. S. radio coverage of two heavyweight boxing features
tonight (Dec. 4) in Toronto (Floyd
Patterson-Tom McNeeley) and Philadelphia (Sonny Liston-Albert Westphal) because TelePrompTer Corp.,
which holds coverage rights, didn't get
its price.
Irving B. Kahn, TelePrompter president, said about a million people in
the U.S. and Canada will see the
closed circuit tv versions, 500,000 on
large screens and the others on catv
hookups totaling 150,000 sets.
He said TelePrompTer asked and
got $100,000, $170,000 and $300,000 successively for radio rights to the
three Patterson - Johansson fights,
though the company's asking price
wasn't as big for tonight's fights. The
company bought radio-tv rights for
$300,000 plus a percentage of the revenues itreceives over that amount. The
closed circuit tv potential reportedly is
$2 million. The Toronto fight will be
carried on CBC Radio under sponsorship by Carling Breweries Ltd., through
F. H. Hayhurst Co., agency.
Fremantle International, New York,
has acquired overseas radio and television distribution rights to the bouts.
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• STATION VALUES
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• NEGOTIATIONS
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. . . Then you don't need a station broker!
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WNTA-TV
Seller NTA
when

SALE:

threatens

buyer ETMA

MORE

CHAOS

to end transaction

refuses

The sale of WNTA-TV New York to
an educational television group, delayed
by a series of legal maneuvers, ran into
trouble from an unexpected source last
week when National Telefilm Assoc.,
New York, owner of the station, set
today (Dec. 4) as the deadline for
either the completion or the termination
of the transaction.
Officials of NTA and of Educational
Television for the Metropolitan Area
Inc. met last Tuesday (Nov. 28) for
the closing of the transaction, but ETMA
representatives balked at paying the $6.2
million purchase price in cash, and insisted that the money be placed in
escrow. ETMA representatives pointed
out that the U.S. Court of Appeals for
the District of Columbia has set a
hearing for Jan. 10 on the underlying
merits of the case — whether the FCC
was correct in approving the sale in the
manner it did. If the court upsets the
sale, the money ETMA paid might not
be immediately recoverable, a spokesman stressed. NTA executives vetoed
the escrow suggestions, made several
counterproposals that were unacceptable
to ETMA and finally laid down its
ultimatum for today.
It appeared on Monday (Nov. 27)
that the final legal obstacle to the acquisition of the station by ETMA had
been removed when the court of appeals, by a 5-3 vote, lifted a stay issued
by three of its judges on Nov. 9. The
stay had been obtained by the State of
New Jersey, which has opposed the
sale largely on the ground that WNTATV is the state's only tv outlet.
Leonard Davis, NTA chairman,
claimed that ETMA is putting NTA
in the position of taking all the risk
in the event the court of appeals voids
the transaction in January. It was
learned that NTA had made two alternative proposals after rejecting ETMA's
escrow offer. One called for the payment in cash of $2 million, followed by
payments of $1 million a year for a
total of $9 million. The second proposal called for the payment of $2 million
now and of $6.2 million after one year
for a total of $8.2 million.
Thumbs Down ■ ETMA officials
turned down both these counteroffers
and suggested that Mr. Davis was trying to raise the price as a means of
resolving the problem posed by the legal
actions of Gov. Robert Meyner of New
Jersey.
Mr. Davis claimed that the delay in
closing the sale already has cost NTA
more than $500,000. He noted that
ETMA wanted to take title to the sta74 (THE MEDIA)

to pay cash
tion without paying any cash; have use
of the outlet for weeks or months, and,
if the sale is disapproved, return the
station
intact. with ETMA's $6.2 million still
A source close to the proceedings said
that if the money was placed in escrow,
NTA would derive only a modest interest rate — 3>Vz % . This was said to be
another factor in NTA's rejection of
this proposal.
Mr. Davis said that if ETMA does
not complete the transaction by today's
deadline, WNTA-TV will proceed with
plans for "expansion and improvement
of the creative and public-service programming for which our station is well
known." The stations have held negotiations with Liebman Breweries Inc.,
New York, which holds radio-tv rights
of the New York Mets baseball team,
for telecasting its games over WNTATV.
Highest Court ■ As of last Thursday,
all principals were awaiting a ruling
by Chief Justice Earl Warren on the
request by New Jersey for the reinstatement of the stay. This request was
opposed by the FCC, through the Solicitor General of the United States, and
by NTA and ETMA.
Gov. Meyner took his reversal earlier
in the week to the U.S. Supreme Court.
He submitted the motion for stay to
the Chief Justice who is the member of
the Supreme Court responsible for the

New Jersey Gov. Robert Meyner (c)
stands outside the U. S. Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia
after he made a stirring appeal for
continuance of a stay against the sale
of WNTA-TV New York to an educa-

DuMont

alumni reunion

A group of network executives
and former colleagues now in other facets of broadcast advertising
will pay tribute today (Dec. 4) to
a network that's long since departed (DuMont Television Network). The former DuMont
"staffers" make up an "alumni
association" which will attend a
party this evening at a New York
restaurant. They include such executives as:
Don McGannon, president of
Westinghouse Broadcasting Co.;
James O'Grady, executive vice
president, Adam Young Co.; Halsey Barret of The Katz Agency;
Ted Bergmann, who heads RevIon's advertising; Werner Michel,
vice president of Reach, McClinton; Ed Kletter, Parkson Agency;
Ed Koehler, media group head at
BBDOj'Bob Coe, ABC vice president; Larry Israel, national sales
manager of TvAR; Chris Witting,
Westinghouse Electric Co., and
dozens of others.
District of Columbia circuit.
Although it is presumed Chief Justice
Warren will act on the motion himself,
it is within his province to ask the entire Supreme Court to rule.
The appeals court reheard argument
Nov. 27 on New Jersey's motion for a
stay. Gov. Meyner argued for the
state, basing his plea on the fact that
WNTA-TV is New Jersey's only tv station. Opposing Gov. Meyner were

tional group in that city. Flanking
him are attorneys who aided in his
presentation: G. Douglas Hofe Jr.,
deputy attorney general of New JerSigmund Timberg, Washand attorney.
sey (I),ington
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Daniel Ohlbaum, for the FCC; Justin
M. Golenbock, for NTA, and Henry
Fischer, for ETMA. Seven of the nine
circuit judges were present for the
rehearing.
The 5-3 decision, announced that
afternoon, lifted the stay and set Jan. 10
for argument on the merits of the case.
The three dissenting judges were the
same ones who earlier had granted the
stay: Chief Judge Wilbur Miller, and
Judges E. Barrett Prettyman and Walter
M. Bastian. Judges Bastian and Warren
E. Burger did not attend the reargument, but Judge Bastian did participate
in the second decision.
A basic consideration, it was apparent, was the judges' belief that if the
stay is not lifted, the transaction would
be terminated and the case mooted.
WRVA

event features

Reed, Harrison, Hyde
W. T. Reed Jr., president of Larus
& Brother Co., licensee of WRVA
Richmond; Albertus S. Harrison, Virginia governor-elect, and Commissioner Rosel H. Hyde of the FCC were the
key speakers at the formal dedication
of WRVA's new 50-kw transmitter and
the inauguration of service of the new
200-kw WRVA-FM Nov. 30 at Varina,
Va.
Mr. Reed told 150 civic and state
leaders of WRVA's public service record over 36 years, and said that nearly
$180,000 in station time had been devoted to public affairs programming
this year.
WRVA operates on 1140 kc with
50 kw and is the companion station of
WRVA-TV, owned by Larus & Brother
Co. William Preston is president of the
Larus stations. John B. Tansey is general manager.

NAB's Carlisle hits
talk of censorship
"An honest man with a plan need
not fear excessive government regulation," according to William Carlisle,
NAB vice president. Speaking to the
Arizona Broadcasters Assn. at Apache
Junction, Ariz., he took issue with those
who say the FCC and Chairman Newton Minow "are trying to impose censorship on the industry."
Collecting information isn't censorship, Mr. Carlisle said, adding, "Nor is
asking broadcasters to make a reasonable effort to determine community
needs and requiring a broadcaster reasonably to match up promise and performance."
He advised broadcasters to appraise
NAB and its leadership by looking for
"first-hand fact instead of second-hand
gossip." He added, "Be from Missouri
if you wish, but also be at the meetings where you can get the truth firsthand."
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SPOTMASTER cartridge tape recorders are now in operation and proving of outstanding value for WAVA, WDON, WINX, WMAL,
WMAL-TV, WOOK, WPGC, WQMR, WTOP, WTTG-TV,
WUST and WWDC. These Metropolitan Washington, D. C. stations
who demand precision performance and extended reliability for their spots,
themes, I.D.'s, news inserts and sound effects, chose SPOTMASTER over
all other cartridge recorders. With a touch of a button you are on the air
with the highest quality sound, instantly, on cue, every time for every
client. SPOTMASTER cartridge equipment is in operation in top rated
stations in all 50 states, Canada, Australia and Mexico. If you would like
to know more, please write or call.
Your

Key to Pushbutton

Broadcasting

BROADCAST
ELECTRONICS
8 8 0 0 Brookville Road, Silver Spring, Maryland, Dial

INC.
JU 8-49 8 3

SOLD NATIONALLY BY: Visual Electronics Corp., 356 West 40th Street,
N.Y., N.Y., Richard H. Ullman, Inc., 1271 Ave. of the Americas, N.Y., N.Y.,
CANADA — Northern Electric Co., Ltd., 250 Sidney St., Belleville, Ontario.,
AUSTRALIA— Simon Gray Pty., Ltd., 28 Elizabeth St., Melbourne, C.l
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Engstrom
SENIOR

EVP

GETS

replaces
PRESIDENTIAL

Dr. Elmer W. Engstrom was elevated to the presidency of RCA last
Friday in a move triggered by the surresignation of President John L.
Burns. prise
Dr. Engstrom, 60, is widely known
developas one of the leaders in the and
color
ment of both black-and-white
other
in
work
his
for
and
sion
televi
technical fields. He was senior executive vice president of RCA at the time
of his promotion to the presidency.
Mr. Burns' resignation, attributed to
"personal reasons," applies to his posts
as director of RCA and subsidiary companies as well. He will continue, however, to serve RCA "on special assignments" from Brig. Gen. David
anSarnoff, board chairman, who
nounced the changes following the
December board meeting Friday morning.
Mr. Burns is known to have sold
most of his RCA stock, largely acquired under the RCA stock-option
plan, since early October at a profit
estimated at approximately $310,000.
He retains about 4,000 shares out of
21,443 held earlier this year, accordes & Exchange Commisto Securiti
ingsion
records.
How It Was Sold ■ During October,
RCA President John L. Burns sold
17,443 shares of common stock in the
corporation from total holdings of 21,443 shares, SEC "insider" transaction
reports reveal.
Mr. Burns owned some 400 shares,
mostly stock awards from the company, until July 24, 1959, when he
exercised special option to buy 20,000
shares at $33.75 per share. Until October of this year he did no trading
in the stock, although he acquired further shares from dividends and stock
awards. In October RCA common
stock was selling for approximately $52
per share.
On Oct. 11, 1961, he sold 6,000
shares; Oct. 16 he sold another 3,305;
he sold 3,800 more on Oct. 25 and
another 4,338 the next day. His current beneficial holdings are 4,000 shares
of common stock.
Sarnoff Lauds Engstrom ■ In announcing the changes, Gen. Sarnoff
said the selection of Dr. Engstrom for
the presidency "reflects our confidence
in his ability and his experience, particularly inthose areas where RCA anticipates great future growth. In his
31 years as an employe of RCA he
has advanced step by step through
76
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retiring
POST,

CLIMAXING

Dr. Engstrom
progressively more important executive
assignments.
"In doing so, Dr. Engstrom has
demonstrated an unusual blend of business, administrative and scientific abilities. Under his supervision, several
major divisions of RCA have registered
consistently outstanding performance
and have made their greatest contributions to corporate profits."
Mr. Burns, 53, during whose tenure
as president RCA has moved heavily
into the data-processing and astronautics fields, said he was resigning
for "personal reasons" and added:
"My experience with RCA convinces
me that, as one of America's outstanding companies, it will continue to grow
and prosper and make material and
significant contributions to the security
and economy of the United States. It
is a source of great satisfaction to me
that my relationship with RCA and
its distinguished chairman will cona special-assignment
Gen.tinue onSarnoff
will continue basis."
as board
chairman and chief executive officer
of RCA. Dr. Engstrom will supervise
all company operations and will report
to the chairman.
Engstrom Background ■ Dr. Engstrom, who joined RCA in 1930, is a
member of the company's board of
directors and the boards of its subsidiaries, NBC and RCA Communications Inc.
He was born in Minneapolis Aug.
25, 1901, and received a B.S. degree in
electrical engineering from the U. of
Minnesota in 1923. He was received
an honorary degree of doctor of science
from New York U, and honorary

Burns
31 YEARS

at
WITH

RCA
FIRM

Mr. Burns
doctor of laws degrees from Findlay
College, Findlay, Ohio, and from Rider
College, Trenton, N. J.
Dr. Engstrom joined the General
Electric Co. in 1923 and was assigned
to the radio engineering department.
In 1930 GE's radio engineering and
manufacturing activities were transferred to RCA and Dr. Engstrom continued as division engineer in charge
of Photofone development and design
for RCA Mfg. Co., Camden, N. J.
Beginning in the early 1930's, he
participated in the evaluation of tv,
which was still in the experimental
stage, and was responsible for the development and construction of apparatus used in field tests and in the
planning and coordination that led to
black-and-white tv service. Following
this, he and his associates conducted
research on color tv.
Progresses Rapidly ■ He was a member of the National Television Systems
Committee at the time tv standards for
broadcasting were established, and was
a member of the Radio Technical
Planning Board. He was also a member of the NTS committee which developed technical signal specifications
for color television transmission,
adopted by the FCC on Dec. 17, 1953.
Dr. Engstrom was named RCA director of general research in 1 942 when
all of RCA's research activities were
brought together at Princeton, N. J.,
and in 1943 was named director of research for RCA Labs. In 1945, he was
elected vice president in charge of research of the RCA Labs Div. and in
1951 was named vice president in
charge of that division. In 1954, he
BROADCASTING, December 4, 1961

was elected executive vice president,
RCA Labs, and later that year was
elected executive vice president, research and engineering. On Oct. 21,
1955, he was appointed senior executive vice president of RCA.
Dr. Engstrom has received many
awards for research in radar, radio,
airborne television, electronics and
acoustics. In 1949, he received the
silver plaquette of the Royal Swedish
Academy, and in 1955, the Progress
Medal Award of the Society of Motion
Picture & Television Engineers.
He is the author and co-author of
many articles that have appeared in
technical journals. Dr. Engstrom is a
member of various scientific societies
and organizations, including the Defense Science Board, the Institute of
Radio Engineers, American Institute
of Electrical Engineers, and the IRE
Awards Committee. He is active in
Princeton, N. J., in various community
organizations, including the American
Red Cross, the Rotary Club, and the
Young Men's Christian Assn. He is a
member and trustee of the Westerly
Road Church of Princeton.
Burns Background ■ In submitting his
resignation, Mr. Burns left the RCA
presidency after four years and nine
months in the post. A partner in the
management consultant firm of Booz,
Allen & Hamilton, whose clients include RCA and NBC, he had worked
closely with RCA officials for 10 years,
and was called in to take the presidency on March 1, 1957, when Frank
Folsom resigned.
A native of Watertown, Mass., and
trained in electrical engineering and
metallurgy, he taught at Harvard and
Lehigh U. while both working with
Dewey Almy Chemical Co., and acquiring his doctorate in metallurgy
from Harvard. He subsequently was
with Republic Steel, starting there in
1934 as a worker juggling coils of
white-hot metal in a rod mill and
winding up as superintendent of the
company's wire division. He moved
from Republic to BA&H in 1941 and
became a partner in the firm less than
a year later.

WWTV-AREA

ARE

AUTO

LARGER

SALES

THAN

DELAWARE-ALASKA

COMBINED*!

People in the proven WWTV coverage area —
Cadillac - Traverse City and Northern Lower
Michigan — spend 12% more for automobiles than
all the people in Delaware and Alaska combined!

■I

No other television station — no other medium — ■
even approaches WWTV's penetration of this
important market. WWTV delivers more homes
than Station B in 433 of 450 quarter hours surveyed,
8 a.m. -Midnight, Sunday through Saturday (NSI,
Cadillac-Traverse City — June 6-July 3, 1961).

WWTV
doily
circulation,
doylime has
ond
nighttime,
in 36
Michigan
counties
(NCSNo.3).

Add WWTV to your WKZO-TV (KalamazooGrand Rapids) schedule and you get all the rest
of outstate Michigan worth having. If you want
it all, give us a call!
*Auto sales in the WWTV-Area are $151.5 million compared
to $136.3 million for Delaware and Alaska. {Source: SRDS,
September 15, 1961.)

WKZO-TV— GRAND RAPI0SKAIANIAZ00
wkzo RADIO— KALAMAZOO-BATTLE CREEK *
4
WJEF RADIO — GRAND RAPIDS
WJEE-FM — GRAND RAPIDS-KALAMAZ0O
WWTV-CADILIACTRAVERSE CITY
KOIN TV - UNC01N. NEBRASKA
KGIN-TV— GRAND ISLAND, NEBRASKA

WWTV
316,000 WATTS • CHANNEL 13 • 1282' TOWER • CBS ond ABC
Officially Authorized for CADILLAC-TRAVERSE CITY
Serving Northern lower Michigan
Avery-Knode/, Inc., Exclusive National ftepresenfofiVof

Stelma field engineering
The establishment of a field engineering service as a division of Stelma
Inc., Stamford, Conn., has been announced by Alfred B. Reiss, president
of the electronic telecommunications
equipment firm. The new division,
formed to serve in the telecommunications, broadcast, television, radar, dataprocessing and telemetry field, is headed by Clarence K. Laubach, formerly
with Cook Electric Co. The Stelma field
engineering service is located at 4205
Branch Ave., S.E., Washington, D.C.
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EIA consumer products division asks plan's delay
until FCC has completed its New York uhf test
Continued opposition to any legislation that would require tv manufacturers to make all-channel receivers
was approved by the consumer products division of the Electronic Industries Assn., meeting last week in Los
Angeles.
The division registered approval of
the previously-adopted EIA stand opposing any law that would require
manufacture of vhf-uhf receivers only
pending completion of the test of uhf
broadcasting now being conducted in
New York City. The FCC has asked
Congress to pass such a law.
The consumer products group also
recommended opposing any attempt to
move all tv broadcasting into uhf until the New York tests are completed,
and endorsed the EIA position that the
entire question of frequency allocations
should be placed in the hands of a
single authority of the federal government.
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TOWER
SERVING
THE QUINT CITIES
DAVENPORT
ROCK ISLAND
MOLINE
EAST MOLINE

WOC-TV
Channel 6 ^
D. D. Palmer, President
Raymond E. Guth, General Manager
Pax Shaffer, Sales Manager
Exclusive National Representatives
Peters, Griffin, Woodward, Inc.
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The jumbled spectrum is caused by
inefficient administration, L. Berkeley
Davis, EIA president, charged in a
news conference at the opening of the
winter conference. EIA advocates the
establishment of a single spectrum authority to rule on the allocations now
made by the Intergovernmental Radio
Advisory Committee (representing government users) and the FCC, Mr. Davis
explained. IRAC and the FCC have
largely ignored each other in making
their allocations, Mr. Davis charged,
and the result is that the vhf and uhf
television bands are separated by a
number of other, unrelated services.
The vhf-uhf problem can be settled
more efficiently by new and better
frequency assignments than by the
proposed requirement that all tv sets
be able to receive all channels, Mr.
Davis declared. With only 15% of
sets going into areas with uhf service,
such a requirement would make the
purchaser of a tv set buy and pay
handsomely for something he does not
need and cannot presently use, he said.
This is patently unfair, he stated.
Move to Uhf ■ Some EIA members,
like some FCC commissioners, believe
all tv should be moved to uhf, Mr.
Davis reported. EIA officially has
taken no official position on that question and is not likely to, he noted, indicating he thinks this is more a broadcasters'
problem than one for manufacturers.
Factory sales in 1961 will go over
the $10 billion level, Mr. Davis announced. He predicted further growth

in 1962 and a $20 billion level in 1970
(with consumer products accounting
for $3 billion).
The dollar volume of consumer
products dropped slightly in 1961, from
$2.1 billion last year to $2 billion this
year, Mr. Davis noted. He attributed
the fall-off in part to decreased output
of tv sets (from 5.9 million in 1960 to
5.7 million in 1961) and a trend to the
buying of less expensive portable receivers in place of the more costly
consoles.
Because of a large inventory of unsold tv sets at the end of 1960, Mr.
Davis commented, retailers sold more
tv sets to the public in 1961 than in
1960.
The EIA president, a GE vice president, also noted that the factory sale of
auto radios dropped from 6.4 million
in 1960 to 5.1 million this year. This,
he said, was largely due to the increased purchase of low-priced compact
cars without radios. Home radio sets
sales stayed at about the same level in
1961 as in 1960, he said, and there was
a continuing increase in the fm field.
Noting that there is an increased demand for stereophonic phonographs,
which accounted for 74% of all phonographs sold this year against 68% last
year, Mr. Davis predicted that stereo
will be in equal demand by buyers of
fm sets as soon as stereo fm broadcasting spreads to national proportions.
Other highlights of the EIA meeting:
■ The EIA board also took a position on imports, patent rights, taxes
and even accepted an invitation from
the Japanese Electronics Industries
Assn. to send representatives to Japan
to look at the state of electronics manufacturing in that country.
■ John L. Hanigan, vice president of
the electronic products division of
Corning Glass Co., was elected to the
executive committee of the EIA tube
and semiconductor division. Stephen
Levy, assistant general manager of the
Lansdale Division of Philco Corp., was
elected chairman of the semiconductor
section of the tube and semiconductor
division.
Collins emergency service
Collins Radio Co., Cedar Rapids,
Iowa, has instituted a new 24-hour
"customer emergency service" to assist
commercial and military customers on
any problem at any time. The new direct telephone at Cedar Rapids, Empire 5-3600, gives immediate access to
BROADCASTING, December 4, 1961
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To merge, or not to merge
P. E. Haggerty (1), new president
of the 90,000 member Institute of
Radio Engineers, and Warren H.
Chase (r), president of the 70,000
American Institute of Electrical Engineers, talk over the possibilities of
combining their organizations into
emergency service aides who maintain
a complete library of all technical and
operational manuals published by Collins in the past 10 years and the names
and addresses of all field engineers outside the communist bloc. The locations
of Collins' corporate aircraft and flying
personnel are checked regularly so they
can be of prompt assistance.
Technical

topics...

Remote console ■ RCA has introduced
a new portable audio console for remote originations or as auxiliary studio
equipment for advance preparation of
taped shows. It is fully transistorized
and weights about 65 pounds, includes
three preamplifiers, a remote line amplifier, and two built-in, three-speed
turntables.
Studio monitor system ■ ElectroVoice, Buchanan, Mich., has announced
the addition of studio monitor speaker
systems to its line of broadcast and recording equipment. The Sentry I model
is designed for wall or ceiling mounting. The Sentry II is a floor model of
the same basic design. The cabinets
have been sanded and sealed, for finishing to suit studio decor.
Vote on venture ■ Audio Devices Inc.
stockholders will meet Dec. 18 at the
company's New York headquarters to
vote on a plan to convert subordinated
notes into common stock. The comBROADCASTING, December 4, 1961
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is the question
one international engineering society
(Broadcasting,. Oct. 30). The
boards of directors of both organizations have appointed a committee
to study the question. A report will
be made Feb. 15, 1962. Target date
for the merger will be Jan. 1, 1963.

pany has entered into agreements with
several institutional investors for the
private placement of $1.5 million principal amount of 5.5% convertible subordinated notes due Nov. 1, 1976, to
refinance outstanding bank debt and to
obtain additional funds for plant expansion and working capital. The initial
conversion price will be $30 a share.
Stereo cartridge ■ General Electric
Audio Products Department, Decatur,
111., has developed a new variable reluctance stereophonic cartridge, the
"Orthonetic," featuring a new suspension and damping system. Two versions are available. The VR 1000-5,
with a 0.5 mil diamond stylus for professional and automatic turntables
(suggested list price, $29.95). The 0.7
mil version, the VR 1000-7, for use
with high quality changers ($24.95).
Stockholders

okay

transfer of Philco
Philco Corp. stockholders last week
approved the sale of the company to
the Ford Motor Co. The completion
of the $110 million transaction — whereby the Philadelphia electronics-appliance firm becomes a division of the
automobile company — is scheduled to
take place this week.
The transaction, announced three
months ago (Broadcasting, Sept. 18),
provides that each Philco stockholder
will receive one share of Ford Motor

Statistics may be a pretty dry subject, but they do show that more
people watch WJAC-TV in the
Johnstown-Altoona market than
any other station. (The statistics
are those of both Nielsen and ARB. )
It's more important, however, to
know that WJAC-TV turns those
statistics into sales for dozens of
happy advertisers.
Whatever you have to sell, you'll
sell it faster, and in greater quantities, tothe purchasing people who
watch WJAC-TV!
For Complete Details, Contact:
HARRINGTON,

RIGHTER

AND PARSONS, INC.
New York Boston Chicago Detroit
Atlanta Los Angeles Son frontisto
SERVING MILLIONS FROM
\:A JfTY^AJOP
i . Arc WE ALLEGHENffT

JOHNSTOWN • CHANNEL 6
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Engineers get ready
Program plans for the annual
Broadcast Engineering Conference to
be held April 2-4 during NAB convention week in Chicago were
drafted at a Nov. 28 meeting of the
NAB Engineering Conference Committee, of which Jack Petrik, KETV
(TV) Omaha, is chairman.
George W. Bartlett, NAB engineering manager, was named chair-

WAVE
28.8%

-TV

more

for Chicago conference
man of a subcommittee to propose
a recipient for the 1962 NAB Engineering Achievement Award, to be
presented at the convention. Serving
with him on the subcommittee are
Mr. Petrik; William S. Duttera,
NBC, and William B. Honeycutt,
KRLD-AM-TV Dallas.
Attending the committee's session,
held in Washington were (clockwise

gives

you

SMOKERS

-and they puff literally 28.8% more
cigarettes, cigars and pipe tobaccos!
That's because WAVE-TV has 28.8% more
viewers, from sign-on to sign-off, in any
average week. Source: N.S.I., July, 1961.
CHANNEL 3 • MAXIMUM POWER
NBC
LOUISVILLE
THE KATZ AGENCY, National Representatives
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in 1962
from foreground) : Mr. Bartlett;
Frank Marx, ABC; George L. McClanathan, KPHO-AM-TV Phoenix,
Ariz.; Glenn G. Boundy, Storer
Broadcasting Co.; Orrin W. Towner,
WHAS-AM-TV Louisville; Mr.
Honeycutt; Virgil Duncan, WRALTV Raleigh, N. C; Mr. Duttera and
Chairman Petrik. Formal agenda
will be announced later.
Co. stock for 4V2 shares of Philco
stock. Ford closed at 1 1 5V& Thursday.
This is Ford's third diversification
move in the last 12 months. Ford spent
$386 million to acquire 100% interest
in Ford Motors Ltd. in England, and
$28 million to buy Electric Autolite
(batteries and spark plugs).
The possibility that the Dept. of Justice would object to the merger was
dispelled when a Justice Dept. spokesman stated that there is no evidence
competition will be stifled in the sale
of Philco to Ford.
Although there has been speculation
that the new ownership might withdraw
Philco's application for ch. 3 in Philadelphia, there has been no recent change
in the firm's position as stated in September by James Skinner Jr., president
of Philco. In a letter to the FCC at
that time, he said Philco intends to
prosecute its application even after the
merger. Ch. 3 is now held by NBC,
which proposes to exchange this station, along with its radio adjunct, for
RKO General's Boston radio-tv stations. Philco also is asking triple damages from RCA in a civil suit over
patent licensing practices.
Color Tv ■ In a related action, Philco
won the right to a color tv patent when
a federal judge in Philadelphia denied
an RCA suit for patent infringement.
Involved is the development of a sine
wave modulator to produce chromatic
information, invented by Philco scientist
Robert C. Moore.
BROADCASTING, December 4, 1961
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Screen Gems Inc., New York, announced last week that its gross income
for the first quarter of the current fiscal
year ended Sept. 30 amounted to $7,448,000, compared with $6,218,000 in
the corresponding period of 1960. Net
income was listed at $345,735, or 13
cents a share against $152,544 or 6
cents a share in last year's quarter.
The report was made by A. Schneider, SG president, at the company's first
publicly-held annual stockholders' meeting in New York on Tuesday (Nov.
28). A half-hour presentation on Screen
Gems,shown
"Pastto. shareholders.
. . Present . . . Future,"
was
The visual presentation showed SG's
various activities, including its national sales division, syndication division,
international division, and Elliot, linger & Elliott, the tv commercial production division. The presentation noted
that the international division had a
gross income of $7.8 million in fiscal
1961 against $5 million for fiscal 1960.
All of the company's directors were
reelected. They are Mr. Schneider and
Leo Jaffe, Jerome Hyams, William
Dozier, A. Montague, Samuel J. Briskin, Alfred Hart, Louis J. Barbano,
Donald S. Stralem, Leo M. Blancke and
John H. Mitchell.

Bay, Wis.; WDAM-TV Laurel-Hattiesburg, Miss.; WGAL-TV Lancaster, Pa.;
KGNS-TV Laredo, Tex.; WMAZ-TV
Macon, Ga.; WSFA-TV Montgomery,
Ala.; WSBT-TV South Bend, Ind.;
KLIX-TV Twin Falls, Idaho; WSJS-TV
Winston-Salem, N. C, and KDUB-TV
Lubbock, Tex. Now on 71 stations.
Keyhole (Ziv-UA): Sold to Nehi
Beverage Co. for WFBM-TV Indianapolis; and to KLZ-TV Denver; WHASTV Louisville; WSB-TV Atlanta;
WLWD (TV) Dayton, Ohio; WAST
(TV) Albany, N. Y.; KOMO-TV Seattle; KTVK (TV) Phoenix, Ariz.;
WEAR-TV Pensacola, Fla.; WAVYTV Norfolk-Portsmouth-Newport News,
Va.; WCCA-TV Columbia, S. C;
WTOK-TV Meridian, Miss., and WCCBTV Montgomery, Ala. Now in 20 markets.
Ullman, CRC to end
agreement on sales
An agreement for Richard H. Ullman
Inc. to act as exclusive sales representative for Commercial Recording Corp.
will come to an end Dec. 3 1 , according
to a joint announcement by Peter Frank,
president of Ullman, and John J. Coyle,
president of CRC. The termination of

BIGGER

Danger Man (ITC) : Sold to KINGTV Seattle; KATU (TV) Portland,
Ore.; KTVU (TV) Oakland-San Francisco; KABC-TV Los Angeles; XETV
(TV) Tijuana (San Diego); KOB-TV
Albuquerque; KOA-TV Denver; KELPTV El Paso, Tex.; WJBK-TV Detroit;
WNEW-TV New York; WSUN-TV St.
Petersburg, Fla.; WLOF-TV Orlando,
Fla.; WKRG-TV Mobile, Ala.; WDSUTV New Orleans; KTUL-TV Tulsa;
WTAR-TV Norfolk, Va.; WKST-TV
Youngstown, Ohio; WISH-TV Indianapolis; WEHT (TV) Evansville, Ind.;
WHAS-TV Louisville, Ky.; KOMU-TV
Columbia, Mo., and KOLN-TV Lincoln, Neb. Now in 43 markets.
M-Squad (MCA-TV) : Sold to WISNTV Milwaukee; WWL-TV New Orleans; KREM-TV Spokane; WLWI
(TV) Indianapolis; WKRC-TV Cincinnati; WRGP-TV Chattanooga; WOITV Ames, Iowa; KTBC-TV Austin,
Tex.; KTVB (TV) Boise, Idaho; WSOCTV Charlotte; KIEM-TV Eureka-Medford, Calif.; WINK-TV Ft. Myers, Fla.;
KFRE-TV Fresno, Calif.; KREX-TV
Grand Junction, Colo.; KFBB-TV
Great Falls, Mont.; WLUK-TV Green
BROADCASTING, December 4, 1961
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Writers' Guild suit
brought against Wolper
Writers' Guild of America last Tuesday (Nov. 28) called a strike against
David L. Wolper, David L. Wolper
Productions, Wolper-Sterling Productions and any other firm in which Mr.
Wolper has a substantial interest, charging that the documentary producer has
not signed the WGA standard tv agreement.
Admitting the charge, Mr. Wolper
said that he has been trying to negotiate aspecial contract with the Writers'
Guild that would cover conditions applicable to writing documentaries, con-

than

SACRAMENTO

Film sales...

the distribution agreement, which began
in August, was attributed to expansion
plans of each of the two companies
which would bring them into competition. CRC is a major producer of jingles and the Peter Frank organization,
of which Ullman is a wholly-owned
division, also owns Stars International,
a radio production company which is
planning a major expansion in the jingle
field. Richard H. Morrison, who resigned from CRC to become a vice
president of Ullman, will stay with the
latter organization.

- STOCKTON

Delivers

IDAHO

- MONTANA

plus 1 1 counties in Wyoming

at lower cost per thousand

SKYLINE TV NETWORK delivers 10,100 more TV homes than the
highest rated station in Sacramento-Stockton at nearly 1 8% less cost
per 1 ,000. SKYLINE delivers 92,300* nighttime homes every quarterhour Sunday through Saturday. Non-competitive coverage. One
contract — one billing — one clearance. Over 254,480 unduplicated
sets in 5 key markets. Interconnected with CBS-TV and ABC-TV.
IDAHO -

KID-TV Idaho Falls
KLIX-TV Twin Falls
MONTANA - KXLF-TV
KFBB-TV Butte
Great Falls
KOOK-TV Billings

TV NETWORK
P.O. Box 2191
Idaho Falls, Idaho
ARB averoge March, I 961
Call Mel Wright, phone JAckson 3-4567 - TWX No. I F 1 65
or your nearest Hollingbery office or Art Moore in the Northwest

ditions which he called quite different
from those applying to the usual entertainment programs on television. "For
instance, in documentary work we don't
write a word of the script until the
film is completed and edited," he said.
The guild proposed that he accept a
standard contract, then ask for a waiver
whenever a problem arose, Mr. Wolper
reported. Commenting that "we'd have
to ask for a waiver every day, under
that plan," he expressed a desire to
work out an appropriate contract with
WGA, but added, "there's no point to
signing a contract we can't live under."
The WGA strike has not hampered his
operation, he said, as most of his producers do their own writing.
Sterling Tv Co. reports
gains in all directions
Sterling Television Co., New York,
reports record levels were attained in
gross revenues, net earnings and earnings per share for the six-months ended
Sept. 30.
Gross revenues for the period totaled
$565,556 compared with $383,642 for
the equivalent period in 1960. After-tax
earnings were $36,149 or 8 cents per
outstanding common share, compared
with $16,833 or 4 cents per outstanding
common share in the same period last
year.
The Sterling report to stockholders
noted progress "in all areas" where the
film producer-distributor does business.
Predicting that fiscal 1962 would be the
company's best year, Saul J. Turell,
president, cited one feature-length
movie, "The Great Chase," which is

Here are the next 10 days of network color
shows (all times are EST).
NBC-TV:
Dec. 4-8, 11-13 (6-6:30 a.m.) Continental
Classroom, Contemporary Mathematics.
Dec. 4-8, 11-13 (6:30-7 a.m.) Continental
Classroom, American Government.
Dec. 4-8, 11-13 (10:30-11 a.m.) Play Your
Hunch, part.
Dec. 4-8, 11-13 (11-11:30 a.m.) The Price
Is Right, part.
Dec. 4-8, 11-13 (12:30-12:55 p.m.) It Could
Be You, part.
Dec. 4-8, 11-13 (2-2:30 p.m.) Jan Murray
Show, part.
Dec. 4-8, 11-13 (11:15 p.m.-l a.m.) The
Jack Paar Show, part.
Dec. 4 (8-9 p.m.) Japan— East is West,
Lincoln-Mercury through Kenyon & Eckhardt.
Dec. 5, 12 (7:30-8:30 p.m.) Laramie, part.
Dec. 6 (6:45-7 p.m.) Huntley-Brinkley Report, Texaco through Cunningham & Walsh.
Dec. 6 (7:30-8:30 p.m.) Wagon Train, R. J.
Reynolds through William Esty; National Bis82 (PROGRAMMING)

currently in negotiation for distribution.
A second feature film, "The Legend of
Rudolph Valentino," has been "successfully" introduced in Syracuse, N. Y.,
and will go into national distribution
shortly.
Pension

plan announced

by WGA for film writers
Writers of tv and theatrical films who
have worked 10 qualified years at that
occupation are eligible to receive pension benefits on retirement at age 65,
under a pension plan negotiated by
Writers Guild of America.
James Webb, secretary of the pension plan's board, said the pension plan
is financed by contributions by Assn. of
Motion Picture Producers and Alliance
of Tv Film Producers, employers. A
qualified year is one in which a writer
works a minimum of eight weeks.
The pension a writer will receive will
amount to 10% per year of the total
sum contributed to his credit, with a
minimum pension of $120 a month being paid writers who have 400 credited
weeks of employment in 20 qualified
years, with three of these years subsequent to 1954. Participants in the plan
are eligible for death benefits after two
qualified years of work. Employers'
contributions equal 5% of a writer's
a theatrical picture or twice the minimum scale for tv films. There is also
a total of $661,000 which is being paid
in 10 annual installments for past service credits.
Employer payments have been made
since March 31, 1960, and approximately $1.5 million is now in the fund.

cuit through McCann-Erickson, and Ford
through J. Walter Thompson.
Dec. 6 (8:30-9 p.m.) Joey Bishop Show,
American Tobacco through Sullivan, Stauffer,
Colwell & Bayles and Procter & Gamble
through Benton & Bowles.
Dec.Hall,
6 (9-10
p.m.) Perry
Como's
Kraft
Music
Kraft through
J. Walter
Thompson.
Dec. 6, 13 (10-10:30 p.m.) The Bob Newhart Show, Sealtest through N. W. Ayer.
Dec. 6, 13 (10:30-11 p.m.) David Brinkley's
Journal, Douglas Fir Plywood through Cunningham & Walsh; Pittsburgh Plate Glass
through BBD0.
Dec. 7 (10-11 p.m.) Sing Along With Mitch,
Ballantine through William Esty, Buick
Esty.
through Burnett and R. J. Reynolds through
Dec. 8 (9:30-10.30 p.m.) Bell Telephone
Hour, AT&T through N. W. Ayer.
Dec. 9 (9:30-10 a.m.) Pip the Piper, General Mills through Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample.
Dec. 9 (10-10:30 a.m.) The Shari Lewis
Show, Nabisco through Kenyon & Eckhardt.
Dec. 9 (10:30-11 a.m.) King Leonardo and

Charles Boren, executive vice president
of AMPP, is chairman of the pension
board, whose employer members include Richard W. Jencks, president,
ATFP, as well as representatives of six
individual production companies. WGA
also has eight members on the board.
Complete details of the pension plan
will be included in a booklet now in
preparation
for distribution to WGA
members.
Program notes...
New documentary ■ Europe Without
Frontiers, a documentary film on the
European Common Market, is available to tv stations for public-affairs
broadcasts. The 18V2 -minute film, distributed byAssociation Films Inc., New
York, explains how the six-nation economic federation operates and what it
means to the free world.
'Country' stations buy films ■ Australia's 13 new "country" stations have
purchased 12 program series from CBS
Films. They are: Assignment Foreign
Legion, Air Power, The Honey mooners,
Our Miss Brooks, Rawhide, The Phil
Silvers Show, The Red Skelton Show,
Terrytoons, San Francisco Beat, Whirlybirds, I Love Lucy and Perry Mason.
Two or three of the stations plan to
start operations this month. The remainder plan 1962 openings.
New producer ■ A new radio-tv production and distribution firm, Viafor
Films Inc., has been formed by H. Jeff
Forbes and Irving Viasner, principles
of Forbes & Assoc. Inc., Boston. Productions in preparation by the new
Continued on page 119

His Short Subjects, General Mills through
Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample.
Dec. 9 (5-6 p.m.) All-Star Golf, Kemper
Insurance through Clinton Frank; Reynolds
Metals through Lennen & Newell.
Dec. 9 (7:30-8:30 p.m.) Tales of Wells
Fargo, part.
Dec. 10 (concl. of football game to 5 p.m.)
Patterns in Music, sust.
op. Dec. 10 (6-6:30 p.m.) Meet the Press, coDec. 10 (7-7:30 p.m.) The Bullwinkle Show,
General Mills through Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample; Ideal Toys and Beech-Nut Gum through
Young & Rubicam.
Dec. 10 World
(7:30-8:30
p.m.) RCA
Waltand
Disney's
Wonderful
of Color,
Eastman Kodak through J. Walter Thompson.
Dec. 10 (9-10 p.m.) Bonanza, Chevrolet
through Campbell-Ewald.
Dec. 10 (10-11 p.m.) Theatre 62, American
Gas Assn. through Lennen & Newell.
Dec. 11 (8:30-9 p.m.) The Price Is Right,
P. Lorillard through Lennen & Newell; American Home Products through Ted Bates.
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schedule
in television
is seen on the
NBC Television
Network

1 special
11 Angola:
— Sopt. 19, 1961
JFK ReportJourney
— Sept.to a 26,War 1961
The Spiralol theStaircase1961
11 Sound
SIxtlM— 0(Oct,t. 9,4, 1961
11 What's
The Nation's
Fortune-Oct.
15, 19,19611961
Wrong
With
Men?-Oct.
1 Macbelh-Cki 20. 1961
ot Bob Hope - Ot! 29 1963
ism 11 TheThe World
Many FacesTrapot-Nov.
Spain -16,Nov196114, 1961
1 The- Nov.Glamour
1 Vincent Van1 t, 1961
Gogh: A Sell Portrait
11 TheIntermeuo-Nov
Nation's Future-Nov.
19, 1961 19. Oec. 24, 1961
11 Thanksgiving
Day
Parade
— Nov.23,23,19611961
Home for the Holidays - Nov.
1 -U. Nov,
24, 1961
S, Grant,
An Improbable Hero
I The World
ol Billy"HopeGraham- Nov- Nov.'; 29, 1961
Good Ship
|1 Victoria
Hollywood:Regina-Nov
The Golden Years
- Nov 29, 1961
30, 1961
11 Japan:
HighwaysEastof isMelody
Dec.
1961
West -- Dec.
4,3, 1961
11 Notorious
Sentry AbroadDei- Dec,
7,
1961
l" 1961
1961 - inO.Tanganyika
HopeIS,Show
. l 1 1961
1 The-BobDoc.Peace
Corps
The
Coming
ot
Christ
Dec. 20, 1961
1
-"dcc 24. 1961 *
Highways
ol
Melody
D«l
Mm& 1 * ' New Year's Eve Show - Doc.1]31.19611961
1 Tournament ot Rose* Parade — Jan. 1. 1962
Beyond the '62Threshold
Projection
- Jan. S.— Jan.
1962 5, 1962
' S ft* &>Vast ■ Baseball
All StarSeries
Games - July 1 1 and July 31. 1961
World
Football - Oct. 4. 5. ?, 8. 9. 1961
Sports
Baltimore
ColtsbeganI Pittsburgh
Steelers Series
—Blur
Sundays,
Is, 1961
Gray —Shrine
Dec. 30.- Sept.
Dec.196130, 1961
OuPonl Show ol the Week, East-West
NFL Championship
Bowl — Jan. 1,Game1962 - Dec, 31, 1961
10:00 P.M. Mir.ilv In Coin Rose
Sugar Bowl
- Jan, 1, 19626. 1962
1 Senior
Pro-BowlBowlGameGame-Jan,
-Jan. 14, 1962
Basketball
NBA
Pro
Basketball
— Saturdays, began Series
Oct. 14. 1961
-NlUoitl!
Sept. 9singles
and SeptChampionship
10. 1961
Golf
-Tournament
May 7. 1961ol Champions - Las Vegas
Open -Saturdays,
June 17.began
1961 Oct, 14. 1961
AllNational
Star GollAll limes listed art New York Time.

Week in, week out, year 'round — the most successful
schedule in television provides a full measure of
diversified, popular entertainment, the most comprehensive news coverage, and the widest range of
informational programming — a fully balanced lineup
designed to meet the varied preferences of the total
television audience.
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Industry

spurs

Virginia

HISTORIC

PROSPERS;

COMMERCE

STATE

Historic old Virginia, home of beloved traditions and gorgeous scenery,
now echoes with the hum of factory and
clatter of commerce.
The grace of past glories persists in
the stately halls of Richmond but even
that former Confederate capital points
proudly to the shiny aluminum palace
erected by Reynolds on the outskirts of
the city and to the might of the atomicpowered carrier Enterprise fresh out of
a Tidewater shipyard.
Old Virginia has gone modern. The
double-strip superhighways that carry
fun-hunting tourists and merchandiseladen trucks between Maine and Florida
are lined by huge motels, warehouses,
small and large factories, communities
that have burst out of farmland, and
petroleum palaces that serve the needs
of America on the move.
Tidewater Market ■ Pitiless bulldozers are clearing the slum areas of Norfolk to make way for wide streets and
BROADCASTING, December 4, 1961
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new
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the structural needs of the state's Tidewater cluster of a million consumers.
The world's largest bridge-tunnel is
sprouting out of Hampton Roads,
world's finest harbor, and the brand
ship.
new Enterprise is the world's largest
Around the state the pace is the same
though the setting is different. Roanoke
is plotting an overhaul of its busy downtown to match the sudden prosperity
of its suburbs. Big factories lie in its
perimeter, producing the sophisticated
trappings of modern America.
Down in the southwest corner of this
spread-out state old Bristol is teaming
up with neighboring Tennessee cities to
carve an extensive market that defies
state and city boundaries.
And Shenandoah Valley, cradle of
natural wonders and historic legends, is
scarred by the functional structures of
industry that augment with welcome
dollars the income from world-famed

RICH

wealth
FARM

INCOME

poultry farms and the spending of tourists who revel in the mountain beauty
as autumn glories yield to the approach
of winter.
Hilly Lynchburg is pushing away
from the antique symbols of its riverside commercial and industrial complex
into the outlying hills where General
Electric, Babcock & Wilcox and other
symbols of the 1960s produce devices
that keep the world communicating and
convert the atom into energy.
Historic Homes ■ Across northern
Virginia from Winchester through Leesburg to Washington the antique homes
and buildings of the past are being preserved, supplemented by the needs of a
new and modern economy. South of
Washington the bursting communities
of Arlington, Fairfax, Alexandria and
Falls Church are part of the tremendous
Washington market though much of
their spending is in Virginia.
From Washington through tradition95

INDUSTRY

SPURS

VIRGINIA

TO

rich Fredericksburg to Richmond passes
the southern leg of what . . . sooner
than you think . . . will be a mass market extending from Portland, Me., to
the growing Richmond-Petersburg area
and on through Colonial Williamsburg
to the massed Tidewater cities.
The new Eastern Shore-to-Norfolk
bridge-tunnel (HVi miles costing $200
million) will provide augmented facilities for the north-south highway traffic.
This direct route, 70 miles shorter than
any other between New York and Florida, already is sparking a modest boom
in the Eastern Shore bread-basket,
which has the added impetus of the
Wallops Island missile base.
All over the state other markets are
keeping up the statewide pace. Charlottesville reveres Thomas Jefferson and
the University of Virginia that he
founded early in the last century but its
boundaries are pushing beyond the outlying highway cloverleafs to make way
for its growth.
Across southern Virginia industrial
Danville, with the world's largest textile facility, South Boston and Martinsville are spreading their influence into
northern North Carolina, and vice
versa. The mountain-surrounded cities
of Harrisonburg, Waynesboro, Clifton
Forge, Covington, Staunton and Lexington have caught the spirit of a mechan-

NEW

WEALTH

continued

ized age with its mobile population and
busy transport facilities.
Air traffic is heavy along Piedmont's
Washington-and-Norfolk to Cincinnati
lines and feeders as well as such national airlines as United, Eastern and
American.
Prosperous Transport ■ But Virginia is conspicuous for its prosperous
old-line transportation — railroads and
shipping.
world's & most
successfulFour
railroads ofaretheNorfolk
Western,
Richmond, Fredericksburg & Potomac,
Chesapeake & Ohio and Southern.
Any observation about the decline of
railways will draw head-shaking if not
a fast rebuke from those who know and
study Virginia transportation.
Similarly the shipping and shipbuilding business continues to expand, with
no noticeable effect from the growth of
airways. The wharves in the Tidewater
cities are swallowing thousands of carloads of coal and grain a day and dumping it into holds for foreign markets —
a commerce that leads the entire nation
in export tonnage.
Virginia, according to the American
Automobile Assn., is "a veritable potpourri of tours." Skyline Drive, Blue
Ridge Parkway, Natural Bridge, Luray
Caverns, countless battlefields, Colonial
Williamsburg, Monticello, Mount Vernon— the list could go on and on. All

are centers of history and natural wonders.
The mountains, running generally in
a northeast-southwest direction, are
rugged and beautiful. They are paralleled by lush, fertile valleys. The rolling
Piedmont hills flatten east of Richmond
into coastal plains severed by the watery
fingers of rivers and bays.
Virginia proudly accepts the title,
"Mother of Presidents," and cherishes
the memories of its military heroes.
Over 60% of the Civil War — pardon,
War Between the States — took place on
Virginia soil.
The signs of Virginia's past glories
are all around, as an up-and-down-andacross tour will show. But the factgatherer with money and markets on
his mind will learn after a few weeks
of air, rail and highway travel that past
concepts of the state must be laid aside
if Virginia is to be viewed accurately.
Industry Increasing ■ Prior to World
War II the state was predominantly
agricultural, supported by industries devoted to the processing and handling of
farm products. But industry has moved
into Virginia, joining agriculture and
transportation as major sources of income. Political leadership has historically been on the conservative side, featured by a state government based on
a pay-as-you-go policy. Thirty-two independent cities have governments completely independent of the counties in

Virginia growth in business and industry 1947-48 to 1958-59 *
State leads the national rate of growth average in 23 of 26 economic indicators
Increase
MANUFACTURING
SERVICE TRADE
90%
103%
U.S.
Value added by manufacture
VA.
24%
Service trade receipts
Number of manufacturing establishments
U.S.
VA.
21%
Number of service trade establishments
Number of large manufacturing establishments U.S. 15%
(20 or more employees)
VA. 17%
Service trade employment
Manufacturing employment
U.S. 19%
12%
VA.
Service trade payrolls
Manufacturing payrolls
U.S. 103%
97%
VA.
MISCELLANEOUS
RETAIL TRADE
Life insurance in force
Retail sales
U.S. 67%
53%
VA.
Motor vehicle registrations
Number of retail trade establishments
U.S. 3%
1%
VA.
Retail trade employment
Retail Trade payrolls
WHOLESALE TRADE
Wholesale sales
Number of wholesale establishments
Wholesale trade employment
Wholesale trade payrolls

U.S.
VA.
U.S.
VA.

24%
31%
59%
8S%

U.S.
VA.
U.S.
VA.

50%
71%
17%
27%

U.S. 13%
VA.
5%
U.S. 59%
VA.
64%

Bank deposits
Production of electric energy
Personal income
Per capita personal income
Cash farm income
Population (1950 to 1960)
Number of housing units (1940 to 1960)

Increase

U.S. 143%
VA.
147%
VA.
56%
U.S. 46%
U.S. 38%
VA.
116%
U-S. 143%

172%
U.S. 230%
VA.
VH. yo /o
Jj-S- 91%
VA.
58%
U.S. 77%
VA.
158%
U.S. 245%
VA.
U.S.
VA.
U.S.
VA.
U.S.

115%
101%
81%
64%
7%
10%

VA.
U.S.
VA.
U.S.

20%
18%
77%
57%

*Data compiled by Virginia Chamber of Commerce from U. S. Dept. of Commerce
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Richmond, Virginia's fast-growing capital city, combines
the historic past with the bustle of modern industrial de-

which they are located.
American industry was born at
Jamestown in 1607 when settlers
searched for metals, precious and functional. A glass factory was built first.
Bricks were being made by 1611. A
foundry with 40 workers was set up in
1619. Today Virginia plants are turning out complex computers, synthetic
fibers (it leads all 50 states in production), nuclear reactors, paper and packaging products, chemicals, pharmaceutical products, aluminum items,
commercial and military ships, aeronautical devices and textiles.
This is the market of four million
people whose income is rising at a faster
rate than the national average. Virginia's manufacturing, retail and wholesale trade, service industries, motor vehicle registrations and bank deposits
and housing units are rising (see chart
page 106).
The largest single source of income
in Virginia is government — federal
state and local. With the Pentagon on
the banks of the Potomac and the entire
seat of national government across the
river in Washington, about 225,000
people have civil jobs. Another 150,000 are employed by the military, including civilians, mainly around Norfolk.
Tourist Millions ■ The roving millions who inspect Virginia's relics, admire its scenery and patronize its motels
and hotels, will spend before 1961 is
ended perhaps $700 million. They worship at historic shrines, gape from Blue
Ridge and Allegheny mountain lookBROADCASTING, December 4, 1961

velopment. Skyline view shows some of its factories and
warehouses as well as the skyscrapers of the central city.

outs and take part in the events of
the four-year Civil War centennial.
Virginia is justly famed for its 28
universities and four-year colleges. They
lack the 10,000-and-upward enrollments
of institutions in other states where

The atomic powered U.S.S. Robert E.
Lee boils through the water during its
trials near the Tidewater area. It was
built by Newport News Shipbuilding
and Dry Dock Co.

husky, bowl-minded youngsters fill
vast stadia, but the quality of their
curricula and professors is unsurpassed.
College of William & Mary was founded
in 1693 and Wren Bldg. is the oldest
academic building standing in the U. S.
Washington & Lee is administrator of
the DuPont radio-tv awards.
University of Virginia has emphasized its academic program since
Thomas Jefferson served in 1819 as its
founder and first rector. Its nuclear
laboratory and other halls house leaders
in the sophisticated sciences. Similarly
Virginia Polytechnic Institute at Blacksburg has a nucleonics laboratory. Its
educational and athletic rival, Virginia
Military Institute, was the first state
military college in the nation. The colleges are renowned for their scholastic
achievements.
institutions
scattered
allVirginia's
over the state.
Their are
branches
and
extension courses meet the educational
needs of a commonwealth thirsty for
knowledge. Two medical colleges —
University of Virginia and Medical College of Virginia — top their field.
Old Virginia is infused with the
newest in industry, commerce and the
arts. Its Dulles airport, southwest of
Washington, will open in 1962 as the
world's largest. Its lengthy Chesapeake bridge-tunnel will take motorists
out of sight of land. Its interstate highways will enhance an advanced stateoperated road system.
In all this progress, the state retains
its beloved official song — Carry Me
Back to Old Virginny.

Ship,

railroad,

coal

industries

growing

FARMING, FISHING ADD INCOME; LABOR CLIMATE FAVORS FACTORIES
A few days before the carrier Enter- will get its share of this business be- on port facilities at Norfolk and have
cause Newport News ships are rated the largest grain facilities on the Atprise, world's largest and most powerful military machine, was turned over by many marine experts as the finest
lantic seaboard. We've ordered 1,000
to the Navy, the man who built it afloat.
85-ton coal hopper cars from our
gazed out over a mile or so of docks,
The yard is building nine atomic
Roanoke shops. We're spending or
authorizing $57 million in 1961 for
derricks, soon-to-be submarines and the submarines and a submarine tender.
other equipment in the world's largest The subs run around $25 million each. newN&W,
equipment
facilities."
richest and
of all
railroads, pays
shipyard.
Nine cargo ships and one tanker are
for
this
in
cash.
It
absorbed the Virunder
way.
The
plant
employs
18,400
"You think ships are on the way
ginian line two years ago and its pendout?" William E. Blewett Jr. snorted
people, according to a pre-Thanksgivin a way familiar to those who have
ing Nickel Plate-Wabash merger and
ing count. "We're paying the communilease plan would take it from 2,700
dealings with the president of Newport
ty $100
million this
year," Mr.Assn.,
Blewett
said.
Peninsular
Shipbuilding
an to 7,000-plus miles. N&W's stock has
News Shipbuilding & Dry Dock Co.
a market value of $809 million com"There'll always be surface ships. independent union, represents the workpared to $194 million for the Pennsylers.
Pay
is
high
and
the
strike-free
They're
the
cheapest
haul.
And
ships
will wear out and become inefficient.
record
is
probably
unsurpassed
in
big
vania. Last year's N&W profits totaled
industry.
$61 million after taxes, tops for the
Naturally, the Navy will always have
nation. The line employs 8,000 in Virships and ship repair is an important
Roanoke Viewpoint ■ Shipbuilding
is a centuries-old business. So is railginia and is the state's second largest
local industry."
taxpayer. Last Nov. 12 N&W broke
roading. In Roanoke some 250 miles
Floating Airport ■ Outside his office
its own record by dumping 1,326 cars
building the biggest thing ever plopped
west of the Newport-Hampton-Newof coal into 1 1 ships and barges at its
into the ocean by man stood 23 stories
port News-Portsmouth area, easily the Norfolk
docks.
high, a $200 million floating airport.
most populous in the state, another
The Enterprise is the first atomic-proThe rapid-talking man who directs
Virginia businessman took a rather tolpulsion carrier. It can go around the
erant attitude toward a hint that rail- all this railroading excitement is
world 20 times — as far as earth to
roads might someday be a shaky phase
strictly an optimist as he looks into the
of the Virginia economy.
moon — on a single shot of atoms.
future. But he's also a planner, a neStuart T. Saunders, president of the
If you're not very smart about ships
gotiator and a trader. "This is a great
and inclined to worry about the future
nation's most profitable railroad, di- and growing territory," he said, "and
rected the spending of $1 million in the N&W is helping it grow."
of shipbuilding or Mr. Blewett's yard,
area development in 1960 as the Nordon't. "We have a $500 million backExpanding Business ■ A casual obfolk & Western went hunting for new
server might wonder about an economy
log that will take us through 1963," he
said. "Over 300 new freight and pas- plants and industries. "We originate
so dependent on what are sometimes
senger-freight ships will be built in the
14% of the coal produced in this counreferred to as three question marks in
next 15 years." He didn't say it, but
try and handle much more than that,"
today's industry — shipbuilding, railroadnobody doubts the Blewett shipyard
he said. "We've spent $65 million
ing and coal. But all are expanding
with the
nation's
and Virginia's
industries. Coal
is enjoying
a heavy foreign
demand — in one late summer month
N&W loaded 45 ships with coal for
Japan. Coal is in demand by industry,
especially electric power plants. Virginia is the sixth ranking coal state.
But ships, railroads and coal are
only part of the Virginia economic
story. The newer scientific industries —
electronics, computers, nuclear, synthetics— are appearing all over the
state. The pay is above average and
each new plant brings in satellite and
supply industries. Over 400 major
plants were established in the last decade. Electric power generation has
tripled at Virginia Electrical & Power
Co. and Appalachian Power Co. — from
350 million kwh to nearly a billion.
Over $100 million in highway contracts
has been allotted recently.
Factory employment hit an alltime
peak of 283,600 in September. Retailing jobs went up 31% in a decade.
Fish Processing ■ With all that water, Virginia has a big fishing industry
The Eastman Corporation plant in line in Kingsport, Tenn. and is one of
employing
10,000 plus processors. The
Virginia's triangle area employs 8,500 the nation's biggest makers of chemipersons. It is located just across the
catch runs $25 million a year, includcals and plastic materials.
98 (SPECIAL REPORT: THE VIRGINIA MARKET)
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ing the succulent Chincoteague oysters.
Virginia's oyster harvest is tops in the
U. S. and a fourth of the Atlantic-Gulf
total.
Half the state population lives in a
chain of communities running from
Washington on the Potomac to Richmond-Petersburg and southeast to the
Tidewater.
Per capita income was $1,868 in
1960, nearing the national average.
From 1950 to 1960 it rose from 76.7%
to 83% of the national average, faster
growth than that of the southeast or
the U.S. as a whole. Percent of nonwhite population dropped from 27%
to 21% in the last 30 years due to
outward migration of nonwhites and
inward migration of whites.
Leading providers of work for Virginians in 1960, according to the Federal Reserve Bank of Richmond, were
these industries (by number of jobs) :
Textiles 36,400; foods 32,900; chemicals 32,500; lumber 24,700; apparel
23,300; transportation equipment 30,00; furniture 17,100.
Reasons Why ■ Virginians like to
list 10 reasons why it's the best place
for industry. Here they are: Nearness
to domestic and foreign markets; good
labor market and fine labor-management relations, with right-to-work law;
ample mineral resources, including
limestone and coal; efficient rail and
air transport, with ice-free Hampton
Roads and deep-water channels reach-

GROWING

continued

ing 150 miles inland; water riches, both
surface and underground; 16 million
acres of forests; abundant power and
fuel supplies; mild climate; efficient
pay-as-you-go state government; unsurpassed recreational, educational and
cultural attractions.
The Norfolk & Western Railway,
having spent $1 million on industrial
development last year, noted that 236
plants were built or enlarged in its
territory as a result, with $161 million
capital investment. Out of this came
8,464 new jobs, and the multiple jobs
that come from each job created.
Many New Plants ■ Around the
state are such new and modern plants
as these: A. S. R. Products Corp., employing nearly 1,000 at Staunton in
production of blades; United Elastic,
employing 1,050 at Stuart in production of webbings and elastics; American Oil, Yorktown refinery; Johns-Manville, Jarratt, 450 empolyes, insulating
board; Thomas J. Lipton Inc., tea processing plant at Suffolk, 250 employes
who process 15 million pounds of tea
(that's 3 billion cups) a year; Sperry
Piedmont, Charlottesville, 900 employes, precision equipment; Reynolds
Metals, headquartered at Richmond
with five plants in state employing 3,200 in production of aluminum and
plastic products; Melpar Inc., Falls
Church, electronics, 3,000 employes
(down from 6,000 during transition
from manned aircraft to missiles-rock-

ets) ;Brunswick-Balke-Collender, Marion, 1,500 employes producing aircraftmissile components and sports equipment; Babcock & Wilcox, Lynchburg,
800 employes producing nuclear reactors for worldwide market; H. K.
Porter Co., Danville, 400 to 500 employes making Disston tools; Dulaney
Foods, on Eastern Shore, freezing 15
million pounds of food a year and expanding; Yale & Towne, Salem, 700
employes
producing
and hardware; Crown
Cork & locks
Seal, Winchester,
serving Shenandoah Valley packers and
those in neighboring states; Imco Container (Rexall), Harrisonburg, 130 employes making squeeze bottles.
These are a few of the new and
expanding enterprises that appear in a
tour around the state. They're close
to transport and natural resources. They
especially like the tough right-to-work
law and willing spirit of Virginia people who turn out a good day's work
and rarely strike — qualities these industries claim are responsible for superior products and low costs. Work
erage.
stoppages are one-fourth the U.S. avPlants moving their technical and
management people into Virginia find
they are happy in the cities and towns
with their proximity to seashore, rivers,
mountains and other conveniences. Of
more than 350 moved from upstate
New York to Salem, where one of General Electric's fleet of Virginia plants
is located, only one asked to be transferred and he later regretted the step.

Tidewater
complex
state's
largest
market
MILLION PERSONS LIVE, WORK, BUY IN CENTRAL CITIES AND SUBURBS
bor and the rivers that feed into it can
The hallowed waters of Hampton
Figures Prove Point ■ The claim of
the Tidewater area to 1 million inhabiRoads, top-tonnage export harbor of now be classed among the million-poputants has solid statistical support. Last
the nation, are surrounded by a market
lation markets but the 1960 U. S. Cenof 1 million people.
sus splits the four contiguous cities into year (April) the 1960 census showed
A collection of industrial communitwo markets — Norfolk-Portsmouth and
a total of 803,010 people in the two
statistically separate markets.
ties draped around and along the har- Newport News-Hampton.
As New Year's Day 1962 approaches, this figure rises to an estimated 840,000, using a growth rate of
Statistics on cities making up Tidewater
3% a year, 30th U. S. market.
The combined communities of
ponents: 420,645 in central cities
But there's more to this landscape
the Tidewater Virginia market,
(Norfolk 305,872, Portsmouth
than the metropolitan area figures.
114,773); outside central cities
with a population that is expected
Reaching out 25 miles from the two
157,862; South Norfolk, 22,035;
to reach one million (25 miles
main city groups, another 160,000 peoVirginia Beach, 8,091; Norfolk
ple live in normal trading range and are
out) by the end of 1961, are
an inherent part of Tidewater Virginia,
County 51,612; Princess Anne
broken into two major segments
County, 76,124.
by the U. S. Census Bureau.
the state's largest market.
Newport News-Hampton standThe goings-on that lie behind this
Listed in the last census, taken
ard metropolitan area, 224,503,
freak of Washington bureaucracy grew
in April 1960, are these populaa gain of 44.9% since 1950. Its
out of Bureau of the Budget and Census
tion figures:
components: 202,920 in central
Bureau rulings, with political overtones
Norfolk - Portsmouth standard
cities (Newport News 113,662,
lurking in the background. However,
metropolitan area, 578,507, a
electronic impulses of broadcasting staHampton 89,258); outside central cities 21,583 (York County).
gain of 30% since 1950. Its comtions ignore the foibles of politics.
Even an astigmatic observer, stand100 (SPECIAL REPORT: THE VIRGINIA MARKET)
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Seven man staff working around the clock!
NEWS
STAFF Radio Press International World Coverage.
*********
*********
"The Swingin' Seven," each with
the "Top Rated" show in Tidewater!
PERSONALITIES
*********
*********
Almost as many listeners as the next two stations
combined — Pulse (April & May, '61). Number One
RATINGS
in Hooper (August & September, '61).
*****
*************

PUBLIC
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PUbl'C Affairs Pr°erams- Editorials.
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*SL 13/
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Incredible
Yes, metro Norfolk-Newport News is greater in
urban population than all those metro areas comPower) bined
. (source: Sales Management'' s Survey of Buying
Dig a little in Tidewater Virginia and you'll find
'Other surprises — and a lot of treasure buried statistically.
For example, standard market statistics omit many
102

-but

True!

millions in retail sales by the dozens of commissaries,
post exchanges, shops, clubs, etc., operated here
by Army, Navy, and Air Force bases for service
personnel, their families, and authorized civilians.
Just the civilians employed by federal installations
here (greatest military concentration in the world)
outnumber all manufacturing production workers
in the State of Delaware!
BROADCASTING, December 4, 1961

ties,
here
vice
ans.

Another hidden plus — of $200 million in effective
buying income — lies in the fact that the huge
armed forces payroll is largely available for discretionary spending.

THIS

IS

AMERICA'S

30™
MA
RKET
For more information, write to any of these stations, at Norfolk,
Va.
WTAR-TV
CHANNEL 3-CBS
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WVEC-TV
CHANNEL- 13-ABC

WAVY-TV
CHANNEL 10-NBC
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The world famous Newport News shipyards here accommodate both the United States (top) the world's fastest
ing on the front porch of Hampton's
Chamberlain Hotel, can spot Norfolk's
Willoughby Spit 2]/2 miles across tunnel-connected Hampton Roads. But the
two federal bureaus in their wisdom
have decided these two markets should
not occupy the same statistical bedroom, to the confusion of those who
do business in the area.
Business Boosters ■ If the census
definitions are fouled up, the business
indicators aren't. The market has Virginia's largest industrial unit, the New-

Statisticians take a new
Population rose 20% in the '50s —
from 3.3 to 3.97 million. Right now
it's past the 4 million mark.
Employment — 1.45 million people
employed.
Manufacturing — Increasing 7%
per year (by value added). Now
ranks fourth among 1 1 southeastern
states (over $2 billion in 1958).
Leading products are textiles, food,
chemicals, lumber, apparel, transportation equipment, furniture, tobacco, pulp and paper, metals. Leads
U. S. in output of synthetic fibres.
Tobacco — $81.7 million crop,
142.5 million pounds in 1960. Total
value of manufactured product, $1.3
billion. No. 2 tobacco state.
Farming — Marketing plus federal
payments, $477 million in 1960.
Dairy products, poultry-eggs, cattle,
tobacco, fruits-vegetables are main
products.
104 (SPECIAL REPORT: THE VIRGINIA MARKET)

passenger ship and the Enterprise, world's largest vessel,
The Enterprise was dedicated November 25th.

port News Shipbuilding & Dry Dock
Co., employing over 18,000; a military
payroll of $400 million; a total spending of roughly %5Vi billion in 1961;
bank debits of $5V2 billion; a population growth 2V2 times the national average; afourth of the total population and
purchasing power in Virginia.
Things are popping as the area rides
the crest of the general southward
movement of industry. Air and auto
explorations plus extensive forays into
government and commercial agencies

look at old Virginia
Services — Over $500 million a
year, up 64% from 1954 to 1958.
Commerce — Wholesaling and retailing totaled $7.2 billion in sales at
last count (1958), split about halfand-half. Retailing in 1961 expected
to be close to $4 billion if holiday
season is good.
Per capita income — $1,848 in
1960, exceeded only by Florida in
entire Southeast.
Natural resources — 26 million
acres of land, ranging from 4,000ft. mountains to extensive tidewater
area. National forests cover 1.5 million acres. Shenandoah National
Park, Blue Ridge Parkway, 800
miles of shoreline. Lots of water,
ample rainfall. Mild weather. Vast
areas of inland water.
Economic growth — Virginia leads
national growth rate in 23 of the 26
key economic indicators (see p. 96).

provide a revelation in community
progress. Old Norfolk, once famed for
its slums and sailor-teasing morals, now
presents an attractive and modern civic
facade. The slums have been blasted,
making way for new municipal and
commercial palaces. New, wider boulevards are being cut through areas that
angered venturesome motorists who
hazarded the once skimpy water crossings en route to a shore vacation.
Pace for Progress ■ Tidewater Virginia has assumed a new look in the
last decade, setting the pace in the
Southeast for civic progress. New industrial plants are strengthening an
economy once highly dependent on the
sprawling military bases and the coming
and going of naval vessels.
A few miles east of the relatively new
Hampton Roads bridge-tunnel connecting Hampton and Norfolk there are
miles of piers and tubes that two years
from now will provide a short cut from
New York to Florida. This 17-mile
bridge-tunnel, costing $200 million, will
speed the Tidewater boom and open up
the rural Eastern Shore peninsula. The
James River bridge and other tunnels
to the Portsmouth area provide fast,
easy access to this once semi-isolated
metropolis.
From a United Viscount entering the
Norfolk airport's landing pattern an
interested gazer can see the homes and
working centers of 800,000 people.
Richard L. Woodward Jr., president of
Tidewater Virginia Development Council, put it like this: "The mass market,
considered properly as a unit, has a
strength unknown to those who cannot
BROADCASTING, December 4, 1961
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TIDEWATER

COMPLEX

STATE'S

allow their thinking to spring beyond
the boundary lines of their individual
cities or counties."
Radio-Tv Help ■ The council and
broadcasters (Norfolk-Tidewater Television Market Council) cooperate in
joint promotion of this market. New
industries are being brought in and old
ones encouraged to expand. The Tidewater message is being spread around
the nation but it takes time to accomplish the dissipation of misconceptions.
The development council embraces
the area extending from the northern
edge of the Virginia peninsula on the
Atlantic Coast to South Norfolk, Portsmouth and beyond. Newport News and
Hampton have their own Peninsular Industrial Commission. The two groups
compete for new industries but cooperate in the joint effort to promote the
entire area.
This educational process shows signs
of important results. The Tidewater
market celebrates its 355th anniversary
Dec. 20, paying tribute to the courage
of Capt. John Smith and Christopher
Newport who arrived in 1606 in three
tiny ships.
The area had every known natural
gift except mountains when the settlers
landed at Jamestown — wide rivers,
bays, one of the world's finest natural
harbors, fertile soil and plentiful water
supplies.
Yet 355 years later Mr. Woodward
looked into the future this way, "The
Tidewater really is only in the cocoon
stage. With the new transportation
facilities it will burst forth as an economic power beyond our fondest
dreams a decade ago."
Big Boom Ahead ■ With Clarence H.
Osthagen, vice president-executive director of the council, he has fought and
overcome widespread apathy to accept-

LARGEST

MARKET

continued

ance of industrial development as a
joint area objective. Now the market
is fondling hopefully a proposed title,
"Manhattan of the South." The 18 subdivisions of the area will reach Wz
million people in a breeze by the time
the next census is taken in 1970, the
two development leaders believe. And
they're thinking of 2 million by 1975,
with perhaps a little help from tradeconnected communities in nearby North
Carolina.
"The Hampton Roads bridge tunnel

Virginia's biggest employer is William
E. Blewett Jr., president of Newport
News shipbuilding plant. His company's latest is the new aircraft carrier "Enterprise," now in service.
opened the door to markets of the
West," Mr. Osthagen said. "Now the
Chesapeake Bay bridge-tunnel will
eliminate the barrier to the North. The
area will be the main mid-point truck
terminus for the eastern seaboard.
Trucks will dodge Washington and

Baltimore to save 70 miles of extra
travel." All this will strengthen the
Tidewater's role as a distribution center
and focal point for shipping lines that
reach out to all the world.
New plants keep coming into the
market. Here are a few of the recent
entries — General Mower Corp., Campbell's Photo, Star Band Co. employing
800, Gordon Paper, Diesel Injection
Sales & Service, Tabet Mfg. Co., Tidewater Oil, Lone Star Cement, Atlantic
Cement, Universal Atlas Cement (U.S.
Steel), Sunnyland Refining (margarine), Newark Packing, Economy
Stores distribution center; Colonial
Stores distribution; new American Oil
$30 million refinery at Yorktown; Lipton Tea $2 million; Dow Chemical $15
million fiber plant; Cargill grain elevators; expansion at Ford assembly
plant. The names go on and on — Union
Bag Camp Co.; Phillips Petroleum;
Maida Development (capacitors), Boykins Narrow Fabric, DuPont's St. Joe
Paper Co.
Few Labor Problems ■ The strike
record is exceptional. When Ford
workers were involved last fall in the
nationwide strike, they voiced no complaint on labor conditions, according to
local businessmen. Instead they like to
say, "Norfolk Fords are the best Fords,"
a pride also apparent at strike-free Newport News shipyard where management
and workers boast they make "the best
ships
the world."
Thisin fastest-growing
city on the Atlantic Coast is currently embroiled in
an annexation project. Norfolk would
be pleased to join into a single municipality with Princess Anne County and
Virginia Beach, whose growth patterns
are among the swiftest in the nation.
The voters will decide Jan. 5, 1962.
Next logical step, Norfolk believes,
would be one big independent city covering all the communities and finally
a single metropolitan unit comprising

Largest source of export tonnage at
nation's No. 1 export port is the Norfolk & Western Railroad. Stuart T.
Saunders is president of this coalhauling and profitable carrier.
the adjacent trade area. Princess Anne
County, incidentally, grew 165% in the
last decade. And new housing is breaking all records in the market.
New Building ■ The Norfolk rehabilitation project, most ambitious in the
South, developed a decade ago as modest shame at the sight of slums developed into downright indignation as
property values started to drop and
parking space simply didn't exist. It
was either rebuild, or else. Now Norfolk has the $6.5 million Golden Triangle Hotel, part of a huge medical
center, low-cost housing, vast new library, lower court building and public
safety center, part of a $15 million
municipal center. A 15-story maritime
tower is in the works. Luxury apartments and low-cost housing are being
extended. The government spent $230
million in new facilities in the decade
and a 400-acre industrial park was developed.
The naval contribution to the Tidewater economy adds up to more than
$400 million a year, based on final 1960
figures. This includes $158 million civil
service; $79 million shore-based military; $123 million fleet based military;
an estimated $50 million in allotments.
And there's a surprise package in all
this packet of pay from Washington —
the payroll of naval personnel has over
40% more buying power than comparable civilian pay due to added allowances and benefits — a $200 million
hidden payroll available for discretionary spending.
For students of marketing, the Tidewater market offers a dramatic display
of spending any time the fleet's in, or
any unit of the fleet. A day or two after
a ship has anchored or tied up the Tidewater stores have collected as much as
$25,000.
BROADCASTING, December 4. 1961

On-the-base strength of naval civil
service personnel totals in the neighborhood of 30,000. Then there are around
15,000 military folks who are shorebased, and over 50,000 in fleet commands based offshore along with an
estimated 27,000 naval families.
Biggest Store ■ The commissary and
post exchange business is huge, one
selling $80,000 on a recent day. The
Naval Supply Center, serving the fleet,
is the world's largest store and it could
tuck a hundred supermarkets in one
corner.
All the naval facilities plus the Continental Army Command, NASA and
other military units add a direct halfbillion dollars to the market. Then
there are 27,500 retired from the military, most with private jobs, and the
large numbers of civilians who serve
in the active reserve.
The Norfolk & Western Railway is
putting $25 million into new coal piers,
the state another $16 million into general cargo piers. Thirteen new public
schools were completed this year at a
cost of $10.3 million. Shopping centers
are showing up all around. A new tunnel is being built under Elizabeth
River. The C&O has extensive terminal
facilities to handle the heavy traffic
moving over its lines.
Tonnage Heavy ■ Harbor tonnage
totaled 15.4 million tons in the first half
of 1961, compared to 21.4 million for
New York and it is described as icefree in winter.
Newport News and Hampton are
growing fast, along with nearby towns
as well as the adjacent peninsulas
abounding in the Tidewater. Colonial

The Smith-Douglas Corp. fertilizer
plant near Norfolk is one of the nation's largest. Availability of raw ma-

Richard L. Woodward Jr. (I), president,
and Clarence H. Osthagen (r), vice
president and executive director of
the Tidewater Virginia Development
Council, regional promotional agency.
Williamsburg drew 405,000 registered
visitors in the first nine months of 1961.
Total annual visitation is estimated at
850,000. Bank deposits at the colonial
shrine exceed $12 million compared to
$8.6 million in 1954. Since 1928 the
assessed value of Williamsburg property, spurred by the Rockefeller restoration, has risen from $1.2 million to
$14.7 million.
Little Smithfield, with 3,000 people,
ships up to $75 million worth of meat
(including the peanut-fed hams) and
Suffolk's
peanuts contribute millions to
the economy.
That's the way it's going in the Tidewater. Yet a world-renowned advertising agency allocates its Newport NewsHampton media budget to the Richmond territory, nearly 100 miles away,
instead of Norfolk, barely three miles
distant.

terial and ease of shipping make the
location ideal for many types of factories supplying the eastern U. S.
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Historic
HALF

MILLION

Richmond,
PEOPLE

PROSPER

Richmond, capital of Virginia, and
its neighbors — Petersburg and Hopewell— boast more symbols of past
glories than any city in the state. But
historic Richmond must be viewed in
1961 not as a shrine but as a metropolitan area of more than 500,000 persons.
Misty memories of the past are present all along Monument Avenue and
around the Capitol. Battle sites abound.
These symbols of other decades fall into
perspective, however, in a drive around
the seven hills. All is changing as Richmond assumes the economic aspect of
the missile era.
Convention Center ■ Industries — 500
of them — decorate the shores of the
James River at its fall line and spread
out beyond the suburbs. A towering
medical center pierces the downtown
sky. It will be enlarged. The hotels are
being modernized to draw conventions
and to serve the thousands of visiting
businessmen who call at offices and
plants.
Reynolds Aluminum has one of the
most modern buildings found anywhere

Industry,

commerce
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IN CAPITAL,

of

blended

into

500

PETERSBURG,

to serve as headquarters for its vast
operations, including five Virginia
plants. This metallic palace lies outside the central city. Like other cities,
Richmond is developing its perimeters
and at yearend was involved in a move
to merge with populous Henrico County's 120,000 residents.
Tobacco Center ■ Old Tobacco Row
still knows no equal in the production
of cigarettes. It turns out in a year
enough cigarettes to reach 10 times to
the moon and return — 113 billion in
1960. Richmond has a dozen tobacco
plants and 100 warehouses, storing,
processing and packaging the fragrant
leaf for the world. It claims production of one out of every four cigarettes
manufactured — all this in one city and
environs. This runs up to a billion dollars a year in tobacco products and $38
million in wages.
Tourists enjoying Civil War Centennial events — and they'll be going on
another three years — can see Tobacco
Row, DuPont, Reynolds, Allied Chemical and other modern industries in the

well

The hard economic facts of modern
Virginia escape the monument-hunting
tourists who roam its coastal plains and
western hills. These facts can best be
discovered by a month of travel around
the mountains, valleys and plains, with
attention focused on industries, commerce and growth (itinerary below).

site

HOPEWELL

Richmond-Petersburg-Hopewell area —
that
if they'reside
looking
for northern
the new
and is,
economic
of this
headquarters
Southeast's
ness. They canforseetherailroad
shops busiand
yards, ships, fleets of trucks and airplanes. All are part of the facilities
serving plants turning out $1V2 billion
in manufactured products a year.
A wholesale center, Richmond has
775 wholesale plants with annual sales
of $1V4 billion. Their merchandise
fans out into a wide market. And more
than 3,500 retail stores serve this market of a half-million people.
Half Million ■ An independent city,
Richmond consists of 410,000 people
who live in the metropolitan area (including Henrico and Chesterfield counties). Add 40,000 at Petersburg, 22
miles away, another 20,000 at Hopewell
and other communities in the immediate trade area and the total at year end
reaches around 520,000. And of course
the population in a wider radius raises
the figure impressively, depending on
the arbitrary boundaries drawn in the

beautiful

Seen from plane, auto and train, Virginia is revealed as a modern and progressive state. Its business leaders are
abreast of, often ahead of the national
pace. This route, taken by J. Frank
Beatty, senior editor of Broadcasting,
included nearly all of the important
markets and communities.

factories

Virginia

landscape

This review of the Virginia, 1961-62
model, is based on over 2,000 miles of
travel, hundreds of interviews, probing into governmental and private
economic sources, and inspection of
many major enterprises. It is one of a
series of regional and major market reviews by Broadcasting.
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It's no accident to WXEX-TV advertisers. They not only put their
commercial messages before an unsurpassed Central Virginia audience,
but also get energetic follow-up with in-store merchandising and unceasing
promotional activity by a staff of trained merchandising experts. That
means getting the message across to consumers with double impact,
right at the places they buy: drug stores, food stores, supermarkets.
See us about Community

WXEXffW

Club Awards, too. Maybe you'll triple expose. '

NRP
LJw
RICHMOND,
virginia

Tom
Tinsley,
C. Embry, Washington
V.P.; REPRESENTATIVES:
SELECT
TATIVES
in NewPres.;
York,R.Baltimore,
and Philadelphia;
ADAMSTATION
YOUNG REPRESENin Boston,
Detroit, Chicago, St. Louis, San Francisco, Los Angeles, Minneapolis, Milwaukee, Cincinnati, Cleveland, Pittsburgh and Seattle; JAMES S. AYRES in the South and Southwest.
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7AM-6PM Hooper '61
No. 1—14 out of 18 hours
6AM-12 Midnight Pulse '61
Roanoke's only 24 hour station

heavily settled region. Richmond claims
the title "34th largest U. S. market."
Charlottesville, 30,000, and Fredericksburg, 14,000, have close market ties.
With the 5th district Federal Reserve
Bank, Richmond serves as an important
financial center for the Southeast. Its
manufacturing and employment is rising
steadily. Urban renewal is under way.
A recent $2.25 million grant and $3.95
million loan from the Urban Renewal
Administration will enable clearing of
another site, 155 acres, for residential,
public and industrial development. A
score of insurance companies based in
Richmond invest in area commerce and
industry. As capital it serves as nerve
center for the state.
Record Employment ■ Some all-time
employment records are being made in
the waning weeks of 1961 and the year
is better than 1960. The recent depression left little impact. Unemployment
is half the national rate. State, local
and federal governments are stabilizing
economic influences.
Petersburg is about 25 minutes away
by the new toll road. Its 40,000 residents and its commercial ties are part
of a metropolitan complex of 100,000.

Dinwiddie County has 60,000. The
way Richmond and Petersburg are
spreading, they'll be talking merger one
of these days. Petersburg has tobacco,
optical, boat, luggage and other industries.
Adjacent Hopewell, a few miles
northeast of Petersburg, is mainly supported by such industries as Allied
Chemical (world's largest nitrogen
plant), Hercules Powder, Continental,
Firestone Synthetic Fibers, Air Products and others. It's about 23 miles
southeast of Richmond.
The tri-cities of Richmond, Petersburg and Hopewell cherish their historic
roles but talk of past centuries has given
way to common pride in industrial
progress, new roads and market growth,
as broadcasting, highways and other
common interests draw them closer. In
any case, Richmond needs some of
Henrico County's land, people and
facilities. Golfers at Glenwood Golf
Club start off the first tee in Henrico
County, the second in Richmond and
back to Henrico for the third hole. All
but a small proportion of jobs in Richmond-Henrico are provided by Richmond.
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Afternoon

RICHMOND
Check your ratings and your
rates for the big new buy in
modern Richmond RADIOWEET!
Call Ted Court 353-6641.
SAVE

IN

Agriculture

TOBACCO

brings state about

annually; Richmond biggest
A few miles west of U. S. 1 1 , a main
northeast-southwest highway in the
Shenandoah Valley, the world's largest
poultry plant had a good run of turkeys just three days before Thanksgiving.
Before the day was over 14,600
gobblers had been processed on the
mass-production lines of Rockingham
Poultry Marketing Cooperative. Another 32,000 chickens had come off
the conveyor belts that day, according to Durwood E. Whitmore, co-op
sales manager.
Big Processors ■ These weren't tur-

ARE

$450

BIG

million

cigarette center
key or chicken production records at
the co-op, which can run 80,000 upward turkeys a week (78,000 the week
before Thanksgiving) and 80,000
chickens in a single day.
The poultry industry, with its worldfamed Rockingham production, is only
a segment of Virginia's agriculture.
Total agricultural income in a year
is about $450 million, poultry providing an important share of the total. The
valley alone markets 150 million
chickens a year.
The love of people for the aromatic
fumes exuding from the tobacco leaf

BOTH

Save in both markets with one
combination buy on 2 of Virginia's 3top markets!
EXCLUSIVE STATIONS FOR
COUPON

JAMBOREE

BURT LEVINE, PRES.
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVE
JACK

MASLA,

INC.
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At the big Rockingham Poultry Marketing Cooperative 80,000 chickens

can be processed in a single day.
Each bird is carefully inspected.
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has long been a big source of income
for the state of Virginia. This billiondollar contribution to the economy
owes its start to a few small bags of
seed brought into the Tidewater surreptitiously from Spanish Caribbean
islands just three-and-a-half centuries
ago. The seeds were planted in 1612
on the farm of John Rolfe at Jamestown.
That started an industry that saved
a colony about to be abandoned.
Wears Out Soil ■ But tobacco tends
to cause tired soil, so the colonists
moved westward to the James River
fall line where Richmond stands and
farmed fresh ground. They spread on
into western Virginia and into the
Carolinas, and then into Kentucky. But
even tired soil was good for some
types of bright tobacco, a principal ingredient in cigarettes.
While magic machines turn out literally miles of cigarettes a week, there's
still plenty of hand labor and a quartermillion people join the regular labor
force at harvest time. Auctions are
held in 18 cities. Farmers' income for
their crop is nearing the $100 million
mark ($82 million in 1960). Tobacco
factories hire 15,000 and have a $50million-plus payroll.
The seven cigarette factories, concentrated in Richmond, turn out around
120 billion cigarettes a year, plus 25
million pounds of smoking tobacco, a
million pounds of chawin' 'backer and
125 million cigars. The total value of
tobacco goods is over $1.3 billion.
Virginia's tobacco output is exceeded
only by North Carolina.
With all the mechanization and
movement into cities, farm products are
still big money-makers in this state
once noted mainly for its rural economy (139,100 jobs in 1960; 9% of
labor force compared to 13% in 1950).
Main contributors besides tobacco are
cattle, $75 million; hogs (including the
dreamy Smithfield hams) $45 million;
broilers $36 million; turkeys $15 million (the 1961 prices are low); eggs
$31 million; daily products $120 million; corn $55 million; hay $60 million;
peanuts $25 million; apples $17 million; truck crops $17 million.
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Reprints of the
BROADCASTING
Special Report on
Virginia
20$ per copy
or in quantities: 100 $17.50, 200 $27.50,
300 $35.00, 400 $42.50, 500 $50.00,
1,000 $87.50.
Address Reader's Service, BROADCASTING Publications, 1735 DeSales St.,
Washington 6, D. C.

*N.C.S. '61 Radio— 50% and over penetration. For the complete facts and PROOF of WRVA-RADIO's coverage of Virginia,
send for new Richurbia report — contact your PGW colonel.

«*

50,000 Watts AM, 1140 KC
200,000 Watts FM, 94.5 MC
Richmond, Virginia

WRVA-BADIO
National Representative: PETERS, GRIFFIN, WOODWARD,

INC.
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Roanoke
builds
for
prosperous
'60s
NEW SEALTEST MILK, MADISONIT KNITTING PLANTS SET PACE IN '61
closing down of the American Viscose
The factory and railroad city of RoaRoanoke's commercial and financial
Corp. rayon plant because rayon was
noke, focal point for a metropoliinfluence extends as far as Bluefield,
tan population of 160,000 and largest yielding popularity to the newer synthetics.
W. Va., for example, spreading in all
jobs.
Virginia city west of Richmond, is pushdirections. Half of the business of
The switch to diesels cut into eming ahead with a combination industrial
larger
stores comes from outside the
ployment at the N&W shops. At the
development and municipal preening
immediate metropolitan area.
time Roanoke was in a growth pattern
job.This forward movement contrasts
that is still under way. Over 25,000
Upward Trend ■ Three years after
the 1958 setbacks Roanoke has over
people had moved in during a 10-year
with 1958, when the mountain-sur200 industries with $82.5 million in anrounded market faced two problems —
period. General Electric's 2,300-emswitch of the Norfolk & Western Railnual payroll. Growth has been conploye plant at Salem, and other indusroad, with headquarters and shops in
sistent and selective in this largest martries
had
provided
work
but
the
city's
businessmen felt the need to find more
Roanoke, to diesel locomotives, and
ket beyond the coastal plains.
Roanoke is winding up 1961 with
a new $lVi million Sealtest plant under
way, a new Madisonit knitting plant,
downtown razing to provide parking
space, extensive new shopping centers,
Douglas jSouthall Freeman
and chain stores entering in quantity —
always a good sign. Appalachian Power
is building a $50 million dam starting
about 20 miles out. It will have 600
3toard
miles of shoreline in two lakes and be
Pot public jSciuicc Through ftadio loornalism
completed in 1963, said William P.
Booker, Roanoke district manager.
Private investors have taken over the
ROAN O K E
old American Viscose plant for an industrial park. N&W and Appalachian
Power have blended their industrial deVirginia Associated press Broadcasters
velopment programs with Roanoke Valley Development Corp.
Suburbs are attractive and well integrated with the central city's business
and industry. Kroger has a vast wareThe Shenandoah Life Stations are proud of this award. It is the
house at Salem. Winn-Dixie, Colonial
and Mick & Mack are competing for
Douglas Southall Freeman Award - the highest honor a Virginia
supermarket dollars, drawing half their
station can receive for public service through TV-Radio Journalism.
trade from points as far away as West
Virginia. Shenandoah Life Insurance
Co., with Roanoke as home base, has
The Freeman Award was given WSLS-TV because of the station's
doubled its insurance in force in the
editorials, which an impartial board of judges described as "penelast decade, according to G. Frank
trating .... hard-hitting."
Clement, president. Insurance money
is invested in the area. New business
This award signifies that WSLS-TV fully realizes its obligation to
has quadrupled. N&W has placed a big
order for hopper cars in its local shops.
keep the public informed on community problems and issues. It
More Jobs ■ Employment is gaining
perpetuates the principles on which this station was founded . . .
in Roanoke. Pet Milk and Beatrice
the principles of honesty, sound judgement and fair play.
Foods are coming in. Edward H. Ould,
WSLS-TV speaks its mind through its editorials. And the Douglas
Southall Freeman Award is a reminder to the staff and management
that the station's editorials are a force for positive thinking in
our community.

TV
WSLS
ROANOKE
, VIRGINIA
AM
61 • FM
99.1
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES
AVERY-KN0DEL, INC..
EH
'THERE IS NO SUBSTITUTE FOR INTEGRITY'
112 (SPECIAL REPORT: THE VIRGINIA MARKET)

president of First National Exchange
Bank of Roanoke, said the bank's deposits have increased from $58.3 million in 1947 to $125 million in 1961.
"We'll benefit from the N&W's plan to
absorb Nickel Plate and lease the
Wabash," he said. "Production and
consumption of coal is increasing."
Roanoke has the South's largest flour
mill, Roanoke City Mills. Other key
names among the 200 industries are
Valleydale Packers, Clover Creamery,
Broad Weave Fabric Mills, Burlington
hosiery, Kenrose Mfg. Co., Lone Star
Cement, Rowe Furniture, American
Bridge and Knit Outerwear & Underwear Mills. Veterans Administration
has an extensive regional headquarters
BROADCASTING, December 4, 1961

Outdoor Studio at WDBJ-TV. New building is one of
the largest and most modern in the South. Finest technical
equipment — 316,000 watts e. r. p. — CBS affiliate.
WDBJ-TV
ABOUT

BRINGS

PACTOLIAN

YOU

THE

WESTERN

NEWS
VIRGINIA!

The prosperous, golden Western
market keeps making

news with its increased

business and industrial expansion.
market with WDBJ-TV,

Virginia

Blanket this

Roanoke, now can reach

over 400,000 TV homes of Virginia, N. Carolina
and W. Virginia — in counties with a population
of nearly 2,000,000. For higher ratings at lower
cost, for powerful programming,
New Industries, like this H. O. Canfield Co.,
Inc. plant in Clifton Forge, are creating new
prosperity in the WDBJ-TV coverage area.

for complete

merchandising assistance, you're right to use
Roanoke and WDBJ-TV.
Ask Your PGW Colonel For Current Availabilities

WDBJ-TV

New Recreational Facilities help stimulate
business in the area. Ski slope at The Homestead, Hot Springs, Va., has snow machines to
insure good skiing.
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ROANOKE,

VIRGINIA113

including a 2,000-bed hospital.
Bank clearings are double those a
decade ago. National firms have
brought in technical and management
personnel. Martinsville 40 miles south,
has 18,000 people. Hercules Powder is
spread over a wide acreage. The manufacturing city of Radford, 42 miles
ONLY
ST
STATION
west, feeds into the Roanoke market.
lIt has 10,000 population.
Optimism ■ Shortly after the 1960
f
U. S. Census was taken, Roanoke had
Delivers the Big
a set of 100,000 signs printed. When
5-State, 61 -County
the figures were released, the count was
SOUTHWEST

VIRGINIA
EAST

TENNESSEE

MARKET
The 19th Largest
Market

in the

Entire Southeast
Twenty - two metropolitan
county areas in the Southeast
deliver 34.3% of the population
of the 1 1 Southeastern states;
almost $1000 per household
EBI more than the 1 1 - state
average. Tri-Cities is the 19th
largest of these vital markets
and the third largest metropolitan county area in Virginia and
Upper East Tennessee.

Lower-than-average cost
per 1000
Ideal "Test Market" location
Coverage unduplicated by
any other medium

For complete information on the
profitable Southwest Virginia East Tennessee market, contact
us directly or call our reps.

TENN. TRI-CITIES VA.
WCYB-TV
General Offices: BRISTOL, VA.
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97,110 (city only) so the word "almost"
was added. Nobody's made a count,
but the 100,000 mark has probably been
reached and passed. There are 64,000

RICH
Two

TRIANGLE

Bristols, Johnson

outside the city in Roanoke county,
plus the numerous markets in the active
trading area. The tv stations have antennas atop a 4,000-foot mountain and
their signals cover many cities.
Roanoke is surrounded by the Blue
Ridge and Allegheny mountains. Mill
Mountain juts up inside the city with
a 100-foot lighted star. Hollins College,
Roanoke Valley Technical Institute and
other centers of higher education feed
money into the Roanoke market.
Stuart T. Saunders, N&W president,
is prodding a drive to get federal aid
funds for urban renewal. A couple of
days in Roanoke will show the fervor
of its business leaders. Thoughts of
1958 have given way to future planning.

OF

City and

100,000

Kingsport

center

of important, still growing, industrial complex
A road sign at the airport serving of the Lavidge, Davis & Newman adverthree cities in Southwest Virginia and
tising agency in Knoxville, Tenn., deNortheast Tennessee bears this legend
the Tri-Cities
as "19th in
lationscribedin the
entire Southeast
andpopuone
— Bristol 14 miles, Kingsport 14 miles,
lohnson City 14 miles. This strategic of the 22 markets in that region with
spot is the hub of an industrial area
population exceeding a quarter-million."
whose statistics merit careful perusal.
Some of the nationally known industries are Tennessee Eastman Corp.,
The 1960 census report for Virginia
Kingsport, 8,500 employes; American
credits the city of Bristol with 17,144
people.
the understatement
of
the
decade.That's
It includes
only Bristol, Va.,
lying on the north side of the VirginiaTennessee line that splits State St. right
down the middle. South of the line is
Bristol, Tenn., credited with 18,820 in
the census. The two have a combined
municipal population of 35,964.
Rich Triangle ■ But the story of this
market of triplets is only begun. Kingsport, western point of the triangle, has
a city population of 26,315. Johnson
City at the southern tip has 32,275,
bringing the total city population to
94,554; by yearend it will be around
100,000.
And there's more. Using a familiar
metropolitan concept, the immediate
four-county area adds up to a current
population of approximately 285,000
(Washington County, Va.; Carter, Washington and Sullivan Counties, Tenn.).
This surprising economic entity, sitting at the kickoff point for the Tennessee Valley system of dams and related
projects, is described locally as the 94th
U. S. market, bigger than Des Moines,
Iowa, Greensboro-High Point, N. C,
Trenton, N. J., or Columbia, S. C. With
75,000
to be
ahead ofhouseholds,
such marketsit's asclaimed
York, Pa.
or
Baton Rouge, La. Bristol, Va., is closer
to the state capitals of North Carolina,
South Carolina, Georgia, Kentucky and
West Virginia than to Richmond and
Nashville, each 316 road miles away.
Industries Well Known ■ Jay Fields,

IN

A

NUTSHELL

.

WDBJ Radio
BS IN ROANOKE)

Western Virginia's
Listened -to
Station!
WDBJ COVERS 25 counties with
210,500 homes (this is a full six
counties and 35,800 homes more than
any other Roanoke station's coverage
IN ITS HOMETOWN Roanoke area
area.)* has the largest adult audience
WDBJ
12 out of 18 broadcast hours.**
That
means maximum results for advertisers.
^Advance Report, NCS '61
"Pulse Metro Area Audience Comp.,
April '61.
WDBJ
AM

CBS RADIO
Roanoke, Virginia
• 960 Kc. • 5000 watts

^
FM • 94.9 Mc. • 14,350 watts
W^V-^-;-' PETERS,National
GRIFFIN,Representatives
WOODWARD, INC.
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St. Gobain, building a new plant near
the city; Sperry-Farragut and Raytheon
at Bristol, and North American Rayon
at close-by Elizabethton. A half-hundred nationally known industries feed
around $100 million into the Tri-Cities.
Others are Kingsport Press, described
as the world's largest book printer, and
neighboring Mead Corp., providing the
paper, and Monroe business machines.
Bristol Steel & Iron works is fabricating a 300-foot radio telescope, world's
largest, for installation at Green Bank,
W. Va. The area is rich in coal, including the gigantic Clinchfield Coal Corp.
operation. Tennessee Eastman is rerouting the Holston River to make way
for plant expansion. Olin Mathieson
makes rocket fuel and Holston Defense
Corp. is expanding employment.
SHENANDOAH
Industry, farming

make

"There is no dominant newspaper in
the market and the local dailies have
negligible circulation within the other
cities," Mr. Fields said, adding, "Hence
it is ideally a broadcast market."
Impact of the TVA dams and lakes is
important to the Tri-Cities. Several
dams are nearby. Emerging from the
dream stage is a projected barge channel down the Holston River to Knoxville, providing a waterway to the Mississippi Valley, Gulf and Atlantic.
Agriculture includes dairy products,
beef cattle and tobacco. Cattle graze
blue grass hillsides too steep for row
crops.
The triangle is a transportation center and is on Interstate 81. The climate
is favorable for continued industrial expansion.
RANKS

quarter-million

FOURTH
inhabitants

of valley among most prosperous of entire area
The verdant hills and rolling fields
Scotch-Irish. Their influence persists
today and the thrifty Mennonites retain
of Shenandoah Valley — fourth largest
Virginia market — are populated by many of their centuries-old customs.
250,000 people, 8 million chickens and
Like No Other ■ The valley is like no
other Virginia market. Its relatively
1 million turkeys plus the purse-filling
plants of several hundred industries.
small cities are connected by good highIt takes a bit of looking — but pleasways and almost continuous strung-out
ant looking — to perceive the intricate
areas
known in the valley as the "rurdetails of this historic area and its
ban" population. Rurbanites live outside central cities on large lots ranging
progressive residents. The market is
from a half-acre to 25 and 50 acres.
thriving and expanding. In the threecounty area around the cities of HarriThey're loose-jointed suburbs with
houses getting closer every year. Some
sonburg, Staunton and Waynesboro
more than 20 major industries have set day it will be built solid from Staunton
to Winchester, Shenandoah boosters
up shop within five years.
Rockingham County, famed for its
predict.
chickens and turkeys (see Agriculture,
Rockingham county has 40,485 inhabitants (1960 census) and another
page 110), is the top farm county of
12,000 live in Harrisonburg, county
Virginia and third in area. Like other
seat. But Harrisonburg is the shopping
segments of the valley nestled between
the Blue Ridge mountains on the east
center for an area of 100,000, accordand the Alleghenies on the west, it was
ing to Darcy P. Davis, president of
settled originally by Germans and
Rockingham
County Development

Apple blossom time in the Shenandoah Valley of Virginia is world faBROADCASTING, December 4, 1961

mous. Tourists come from all parts of
the country to see the trees in bloom.

You can't worm your way
into the Shenandoah Valley
by buying Washington and
Richmond.

Corp. This agency both competes
against and cooperates with Staunton
(22,232) and Waynesboro (15,694) in
the aggressive drive to industrialize the
area. The latter two cities are located
in Augusta County, which has another
37,363 people by the last census count.
The basic nine-county Shenandoah
Valley market area has a total population of 280,000. This includes Charlottesville, which also has trade ties with
Richmond though only about 20 miles
east of Waynesboro through a pass in
the Blue Ridge.
Mild Climate ■ The contiguous Shenandoah Valley market of Virginia starts
at Winchester (15,110) in northwest
Virginia. By geological standards it
actually begins at Harpers Ferry, W.Va.
For a 145-mile stretch southwestward
from Winchester to Natural Bridge the
valley ranges from eight to about 30
miles wide. Its climate is mild by northeastern standards, with easy-to-take
summers and winters.
New Market, Luray, Woodstock,
Front Royal, Strasburg and Lexington
are tied to the Harrisonburg-StauntonWaynesboro economy. Interstate highway 81 will improve access and Piedmont plans to expand tri-cities airport
service.
Descendants of the early settlers are
honest, hard-working people, according
to Fred O. Funkhouser, president of
Home Loan & Thrift Corp., in Harrisonburg. This financial house, with resources of $13 million compared to
$100,000 a quarter-century ago, has the
astonishingly low loss rate of 1/1 3th

of 1 % on its loans.
Staunton has a Westinghouse plant
with 1,200 employes and an A.S.R.
Products plant (blades, razors) with
1,000. It has a garment plant, Staunton Mfg. Co., employing 1,000, with
expansion under way. Waynesboro is
industry-minded. DuPont has 3,000
employes, General Electric 1,200 and
Reynolds Metals makes water-soluble
plastics at Grottoes (400 employes).
Staunton colleges include Mary Baldwin
and Staunton Military Academy.
College Town ■ Madison, Bridgewater and Eastern Mennonite colleges
are located at Harrisonburg. County
industries include Rockingham Poultry
Marketing Cooperative, 450 employes;
Merck & Co., chemicals and animal
medicines, 650; National Fruit Products
Co., H. D. Lee, Walker Mfg. (mufflers), Victor Metal and others.
The area around Rockingham County
was picked by the TJ. S. Public Health
Service asseries
"Anywhere
for its
extensive
of studiesU.S.A."
into accident

Melpar Inc., in northern Virginia, employs 3,000 workers. It specializes in

rocketry and space vehicles and is a
big government supplier.
BROADCASTING, December 4, 1961

prevention. Harrisonburg is clearing
its substandard housing with federal
aid. Waynesboro and Staunton have
modernizing programs.
Shenandoah Valley Meat Packers
processes 75,000 hogs and 9,000 cattle
in a year. Its record was 22 miles of
hot dogs produced in a week. National
Fruit Products (White House apple
products) employs 300 in season. One
plant turns out 375,000 gallons of apple
vinegar a year. Chickens and turkeys
processed in the Valley on Monday are
marketed Tuesday in New York.

You must buy
WSVA-TV, Harrisonburg,
Virginia

wsva-tv
Harrisonburg, Virginia
Represented Nationally by:
Venard, Rintoul
& McConnell, Inc.
In the South by
Clarke Brown Company
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Northern

Virginia: more

than a bedroom

Northern Virginia has almost
doubled its share of the state of Virginia's population in the last decade.
This area of 550,000 people now
comprises 13% of the state's total
compared to 7% in 1950.
As a market Northern Virginia
divides its allegiance and dollars
among the District of Columbia, its
own merchants and the state government at Richmond. Though part of
the Washington metropolitan area,
Northern Virginia businessmen boast
the cities of Alexandria and Falls
Church plus Arlington and Fairfax
counties are assuming basic traits of
an economic unit. They dispute the
claim the southern side of the
Potomac is purely a Washington bedroom.
Economic growth has been phenomenal. Eighty thousand homes
have been built in a decade as population has doubled. These homes are
one-fourth of all those built in the
state.
Two big industrial employers are
scientific plants — Melpar with 3,000
employed and Atlantic Research,
1,800. Melpar had $26.1 million

LYNCHBURG
Manufacturing

NOW

in sales the first nine months of 1961,
with orders going up as the transition is completed from manned aircraft to space vehicles. The company is a subsidiary of Westinghouse
Air Brake Co. Atlantic Research,
extensively in rocketry, has gadgets
all over almost every space vehicle
that leaves the earth's surface, including Project Mercury. Jansky &
Bailey, communications engineering
firm, is a subsidiary.
Metropolitan
Washington's 13,639
reach
extends
into Fredericksburg,
population, 55 miles to the south,
and to Warrenton, Leesburg and
scores of other communities.
The Northern Virginia work force
consists of 94,400 non-federal workers, 92,325 who work for the government in the area (plus non-federal
workers who commute to Washington) and 9,850 self-employed.
The population is expected to
reach 750,000 by 1970. Among new
facilities will be Dulles airport
(world's largest), Central Intelligence Agency and Army Engineer
Center.

METROPOLITAN

HILLBILLIES!

NO

PAID RELIGION!

but . . .
NO P.l.'s
Programming with
Intense Adult Appeal
to Listener and

Lynchburg Foundry, 1,100, and Lynchburg Hosiery Mills, 800, carry the
municipal name to customers around
the nation. Glamorgan Pipe & Foundry
has up to 1,000 at peak employment.
H. K. Porter Co., Imperial Battery,
Weyerhaeuser-Southern, Mead Corp.,
E. J. Lavino, Blue Buckle, Vac-U-Sel
Rectifier, Components Mfg. Corp.,
N&W Industries — these are other majors in the Lynchburg industrial lineup.
The 100 industrial plants have a payroll of around $80 million this year, it's
estimated, with around 20,000 employed.
Business has been good in 1961,
judging by local indicators. Bank debits
were $713 million for the first nine
months of the year, up 4.4% from
1960. They were $913 million in 1960,
up 65% in a decade. Three times as
many new families moved into the city
compared with 1960. New construction includes a 232-unit $2x/2 million
apartment and a million dollar downtown motel.
Among institutions of higher education are famed Sweet Briar and Randolph-Macon, both women's colleges.
In the outlying hills are Natural Bridge
of Virginia and Peaks of Otter on Blue

D

Sponsor Alike.
Since 1946
The ABC Network
Voice for the
Shenandoah Valley
1000 w day— 250 w night

D
O

WTON
1240 kc
Staunton, Virginia
Phone TUxedo 6-6566, collect
for availabilities
D

AREA

center home for 100 industrial plants

The hills of Lynchburg literally shook
with joy last spring when the U. S.
Bureau of the Budget included the central city and neighboring counties of
Amherst and Campbell in the list of
metropolitan areas.
For Lynchburg had passed the 50,000
point (54,790), according to the U. S.
Census. The metropolitan area had
110,701 when the census was taken in
1960, an increase of 14.2% over 1950,
giving the market national recognition.
This hilly metropolis in the geographical center of Virginia celebrated its
175th anniversary last Oct. 12, recalling
the day when John Lynch started a
ferry crossing at what later became the
site of the city. Out of the tobacco and
iron-mining industry of that era came
the present manufacturing center.
The newest in industrial science is
found in Lynchburg. The atomic muscle
that powers the new carrier Enterprise
came from Babcock & Wilcox, a plant
employing 800 in its two units. General Electric has 2,500 employes in its
communication products and rectifier
components plant, and an expansion
program is under way. Craddock-Terry
has 2,500 people turning out shoes.
BROADCASTING, December 4, 1961

NO

LYNCHBURG
LEADS

THE

ATLANTIC

SOUTH
AREA

Sales Management has listed Lynchburg as a preferred city of the
South Atlantic area for the 24th
time in 25 months.
WLVA-TV-Ch.
13*
LEADS IN LYNCHBURG
2nd
3rd
i/4 Hr.
1st
26
WLVA-TV

Sta. Y

Sta. Z

55

21

18

42

42

39

34

29
'Source: Lynchburg Telepulse, Dec, 1960, Monday thru Saturday, 7:30-11:00 P.M.;
Sunday, 6:30-11:00 P.M.
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Ridge Parkway. Historic buildings and
Appomattox, where Gen. Robert E. Lee
surrendered, are tourist attractions.
Important markets within an hour or
two motoring range are Roanoke, Char-

Waynesboro,isDanville
Martinsville.lottesville",
Richmond
110 milesand
to
the east.
Historic Lynchburg is a pace-setter
for Virginian industry.

Monticello, home of Thomas Jefferson, year to Charlottesville. There are
attracts thousands of tourists every many other historic spots in the area.

University,

industry

enrich

Charlottesville

SCHOOL MEANS $16 MILLION, PLANTS $17 MILLION YEARLY
other 30,969 in Albemarle county or a
Nothing can happen in the waning
total of 60,396. In addition Fluvana,
weeks of 1961 or early 1962 that can
Buckingham, Louisa, Orange, Madison,
upset the joy that reigns in Charlottesville, home of U. of Virginia. Civic
Greene plus parts of Nelson, Augusta
tranquility is assured by an important
and Rockingham counties lie within the
economic, social and athletic event that trading area — 125,000 people within 30
happened Nov. 25. That was the day miles, according to local businessmen.
U. of Virginia beat mighty Maryland,
The city is a gateway through the Blue
a major football upset of the season.
Ridge mountains to Waynesboro and
The crowded stands brought big the Shenandoah Valley.
money into Charlottesville. The uniThe industrial payroll runs $17 milversity means $16 million annually to
lion a year. Five major industries added
the city, based on a $9 million plus in the
last decade have doubled their
payroll and the money spent by 4,000
plants. Frank Ix & Son rayon mill emstudents. Other outside money comes
ploys 700; Charlottesville Woolen Mills
from 750,000 tourists who visit Monti150; Sperry-Piedmont scientific instrucello and other historic spots. They
ments 800 and U. S. Instrument 400.
spend at least $7 million a year, figuring
Neighboring
Pronzet has Acme Visible,
on a conservative estimate of less than
500
and
Continental
Baking 1,300.
$10 per tourist.
Among cities and towns feeding the
Gateway City ■ Located 70 miles
northwest of Richmond in the rolling market are Culpeper, Madison, RuckPiedmont, Charlottesville has a city ersville, Orange, Gordon and Stanardsville.
population (1960) of 29,427 plus an-
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Danville

mills, leaf

market are important
Danville, southern border city, asserts two claims to world fame — the
world's largest single-unit textile mill,
Dan River Mills with 10,000 employes,
and the world's largest tobacco auction
market. A single-unit mill takes raw
cotton and processes it into finished material. Employment runs around 10,000,
payroll $33 million.
The tobacco auction runs from Sept.
15 to Dec. 1. At the end of November
it appeared the market would sell over
$41 million worth of leaf. The P. Lorillard plant, the city's second largest employer, has a new $7 million facility and
employs 1,600. Disston Div. of H. K.
Porter Co. has a new tool plant and
the new Corning Glass Co. has an employment complement of 300.
Danville is a basic industrial community located in an agricultural area.
Its 1960 U. S. Census population was
46,577. The trading area within a 30mile radius is described as having a
population of 300,000. Martinsville
and South Boston are among nearby
communities as well as Reidsville, N.C.,
17 miles away, and other Carolina markets. Danville has annexed areas in
Pittsylvania county as population has
spread, giving the city a growth rate of
32.8% in a decade.
Agricultural income is increasing,
especially beef cattle. Grain and flour
contribute to the economy.
One of the favorite tourist spots is
a marker showing the place where the
"Wreck of Old 97" occurred Sept. 27,
1903, an event that lives in railroad
history and is immortalized by a song
of the same name.

...

. . .

W/M4/

i

CHARLOTTESVILLE, VIRGINIA
200th Anniversary 1962
First All the
Way — PI JLSE, Sept. 1961
CONSULT: THOS F. CLARK
IN THE SOUTH
CLAYTON i, INC.
DORA
m
w
or CALL: DON HE YNL— COLLECT — 703-2966177
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This is a typical tobacco auction at
one of the Danville warehouses.
BROADCASTING, December 4, 1961

PROGRAMMING — Cont'd from page 82
company for national syndication are
"Vignettes by Vincent," a series of
three-minute radio programs currently
scheduled on the CBS Dimensions program; Video Vignettes by Vincent; and
Sports with Bud Collins, a series of
three-minute sports editorials.
Extended 60 days ■ Screen Actors
Guild and Artists' Managers Guild have
agreed to extend their present contract
from Dec. 1, 1961, to Jan. 31, 1962,
for their mutual convenience, while negotiations continue for a new contract.
Trujillo interview ■ WLBW-TV, new
station on Miami ch. 10, carried an
exclusive interview with Hector Trujillo
after he fled the Dominican Republic.
The interview, carried on the station's
7 and 11 p.m. reports, was conducted
by Alberto Gandero, Latin American
program director.
Palm Springs golf ■ ABC-TV has acquired the tv rights to the third annual
Palm Springs golf classic to be held
Jan. 31 -Feb. 4 in the California resort
area. Five country clubs will participate in the classic: Bermuda Dunes,
Eldorado, Indian Wells, Tamarisk and
Thunderbird. ABC-TV plans to broadcast the tournament live from Indian
Wells, Saturday, Feb. 3, 5-6 p.m., and
from Bermuda Dunes, Sunday, Feb. 4,
5-6:30 p.m. Martin enterprises of Chicago sold the event to ABC-TV. Last
year CBS-TV covered it.
Children's series ■ Robert Saudek
Assoc. has acquired television rights to
three Random House children's book
series and reports it plans to produce
one or more weekly programs based
on the books. The properties are the
Landmark series (including 150 titles
dealing with history, biography and
contemporary affairs); World Landmark Books and All About Books.
Adds 12 ■ The Right Thing to Do,
featuring Amy Vanderbilt, etiquette
authority, has been purchased by American Greeting Card Co. for use in 12
radio markets. The series, created and
produced by Alan Sands, consists of
130 episodes and has been sold in 25
markets.
Ziv-UA's 'documatic' ■ A new halfhour program, Keyhole, was placed into
distribution by ZlV-United Artists last
week. It will explore off-beat subjects,
such as the life of a private eye and a
Hollywood photographer. The series
is produced and narrated by Jack
Douglas. Called a "documatic," Keyhole will devote each episode to a
single subject. Starting dates of the
series will be in January.
Filmaster-ITC deal ■ Independent Television Corp., New York, has reached
BROADCASTING, December 4, 1961

TvQ's top ten for October by income
Income TvQGroups
TvQ
(Percentage of viewers familiar with a show who consider
my favorites.")
TvQ it "one of
TvQ
Less than
$8,000 +
Total
Audience
Rank Program
49%
51%
$5 53%
000
1
DisneyCasey
World of Color
$7,999
Ben
52
47
49
2
51%
47,00048
43
3
$5
Saturday
Night
Movie
50
48
37
44
4
50
Andy Griffith Show
48
44
52
47
4
49
Sing
Along
with
Mitch
45
38
6
47
47
Bonanza
48
Real McCoys
6
44
49
29
8
46
International Showtime
48
44
42
8
46
Red
Skelton
48
36
10
40
42
Wagon Train
39
43
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an agreement in principle to distribute
Filmaster Inc.'s The Beachcomber
series. Filmaster, which has sold the
series in 119 markets, plans to concentrate on the production of series for
network sponsors. It currently produces
Death Valley Days for United States
Borax in selected markets, as well as
The Beachcomber. The agreement,
when signed, would give ITC domestic
and worldwide rights to the series.
Miller on tv ■ Playwright Arthur Miller's only published novel, "Focus," will
be dramatized as a full-hour special on
NBC-TV next year. An NBC publicaffairs presentation, it will be produced in cooperation with the American Jewish Committee's Institute on
Human Relations.

ducing is prejudicial to the welfare of
the industry, the profession and the
guild." The group further vowed it
would "make every effort to abolish
this practice by every means at its
command, including the publication of
'unfair lists' of companies which seek
to Buck
engage Houghton,
in such activity."
chairman of the
committee on residuals, noted that the
economic factors of television are
changing, with effects being felt in the
area of re-run payments. A new approach may be needed to replace the
current fixed fee schedule for producers, he stated. TPG is studying the

New drama series ■ Our Five Daughters will start on NBC-TV Jan. 2 (3:304 p.m. EST). The program will replace From These Roots. Five Daughters will be produced by Eugene Burr
and directed by Paul Lammers.

THE LEADER* IN THE
SYRACUSE MARKET

Astronuts ■ Screen Gems, New York,
has announced it is preparing a new
comedy series, Astronuts, for the 196263 season. The series will depict the
comical experiences of a pair of young
men undergoing the hazards and rigors
of astronaut training. Robert Sparks
is the producer.

DELIVERS 42%*
MORE HOMES THAN

Tv

producers

ITS COMPETITOR

oppose

speculative activity
The Television Producers Guild last
week lined up with other industry labor
groups by going on record as completely opposed to speculative producing.
A special meeting, held Nov. 27 in
Beverly Hills, Calif., unanimously
adopted a resolution denouncing the
employment of producers without offering them either a salary or an equity
in a series. "Such offers of employment
unfairly seek the services of creative
talent in a nonprofessional manner
which is clearly speculative," TPG
stated, resolving that "speculative pro-
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problem, hoping to present a plan fair
to all and helpful to television as a
whole. The meeting instructed the
board to name a special committee to
outline ways and means for negotiating
agreements with the tv networks and
major producing companies.
The meeting also approved a revision
of the TPG dues structure to set dues
at $62.50 per quarter for members
earning $25,000 a year or more; $25
a quarter for those whose annual earnings are under $25,000. TPG, with 25
new members added in the last few
months, now has an 83% membership
of active producers in the Hollywood
area, Alvin Cooperman reported. A
nucleus group is being formed in New
York under Albert McCleery.
Paramount plans tv cartoon
Paramount Pictures Corp. has signed
with the Independent Television Corp.
to produce a 5 Vi -minute color cartoon
series, Kozmo — the Kid From Mars,
it was announced last week by Abe
Mandell, ITC vice president in charge
of sales and administration.
The series will be financed by ITC,
which also will have world-wide distribution rights. Ashley-Steiner Inc.,
ITC's network representative, will be in
charge of network sales for the cartoon
series. Paramount has produced many
animated cartoons for theatrical use,
which later were sold to television
(Popeye; Casper, the Friendly Ghost;
Little Lulu), but Kozmo represents the
company's first cartoon series to be
made specifically for tv.
FATES
BROADCAST

Part of CLGA

okays UA pact

An agreement between the Composers & Lyricists Guild of America
and United Artists was approved by the
Guild's western membership at a meeting Nov. 21, and similar approval is
expected from the eastern members.
The contract is substantially the same
as those signed last spring with the
major motion picture producers and in
September with Universal-International,
according to Leith Stevens, CLGA
president. The contract with the major
studios, which runs through May 31,
1964, provides for minimum wage
scales of $325 a week for term contract
composers and lyricists and $350 for
those employed on a week-to-week basis
(Broadcasting, May 29). The UA pact
became effective Dec. 1 and runs
through Nov. 30, 1964.
Freedman

sets DuPont series

A series of live, original dramas will
be produced by Lewis Freedman for
NBC-TV's duPont Show of the Week
(Sun. 10-11 p.m. EST) beginning in
January.
Mr. Freedman produced more than
40 dramas for the NTA Play of the
Week series. Last summer, he produced and directed NBC-TV's Great
Ghost Stories series.
The duPont show will continue to
present creations from Donald B. Hyatt,
director of NBC Special Projects and
Irving Gitlin, executive producer, creative projects, NBC News & Public Affairs. BBDO is duPont's agency.

& FORTUNES

ADVERTISING

James C. Cowhey,
vp, D'Arcy Adv., St.
Louis, appointed diagency's new
businessrector ofactivities.
Mr.
Cowhey began his advertising career in
D'Arcy's outdoor department in1938, and
Mr- Cowhey
as-department.
namedof that
was
sistantlater
manager
He
served successively as research assistant
and account executive, and in 1956 was
named manager of agency's Detroit
office. Mr. Cowhey left D'Arcy in 1958
and became advertising and sales promotion director of Chrysler and Imperial divisions of Chrysler Corp., Detroit. He resigned this post in 1960 to
return to D'Arcy as vp.
John B. Collins, assistant media supervisor, Benton & Bowles, New York,
appointed media supervisor at Papert,
Koenig, Lois Adv., that city. Joseph
M. McCarthy, B&B media buyer, joins

PKL as media buyer on Burlington Industries, Exquisit Form, Xerox, Dutch
Masters cigars and New York HeraldTribune accounts. Mike Sloan, account
executive, Ogilvy, Benson & Mather,
New York, joins PKL as account executive on Dutch Masters cigar account.
Nathaniel B. Allen, account executive, BBDO, New York, joins Ted Bates,
that city, as account executive on
Boyle-Midway
Products Corp. Div., American Home
H. Victor Grohmann, president,
Needham & Grohmann Adv., New
York, elected chairman of trustees of
American Assn. of Advertising Agencies' group insurance plan, succeeding
J. Lewis Ames, formerly of Erwin
Wasey, Ruthrauff & Ryan, New York.
Mr. Ames had been chairman since
plan was started in 1951.
Eugene H. Blanche joins marketing
staff of Lambert & Feasley Adv., New
York on Listerine antiseptic unit. He
was on sales staff of William S. Merrell
Co., Cincinnati pharmaceutical company.
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Edward Lasker, partner in Hastings
& Lasker, Los Angeles law firm, elected
director of Philip Morris Inc. Mr.
Lasker was first vp and general manager of Lord & Thomas Adv., New
York, predecessor agency to Foote,
Cone & Belding.
Thomas B. Kerr, advertising manager, Borden Foods Co., named director of advertising and promotional services, succeeding Paul L. Gabriel, who
becomes assistant marketing manager
of milk-based Borden products.
Richard A. Getz, president, Getz &
Sandborg, Beverly Hills, elected board
member of Western States Advertising
Agencies Assn. He will continue to
serve as chairman of WSAAA membership committee.
Ron Krueger, formerly with TV Stations Inc., New York production firm,
elected vp for radio-tv, W. Craig Chambers Adv., Pittsburgh. Earlier, Mr.
Krueger was midwest sales manager for
Banner Films.

RAB elects new officers
Frank Fogarty, WOW Omaha,
re-elected chairman of board of
Radio Advertising Bureau for
1962 and Kevin B. Sweeney reelected president at bureau's annual joint meeting of board of
directors and RAB membership,
held Wednesday (Nov. 22) in
New Orleans.
Miles David was re-elected vp
and promotion director. George
Comte, WTMJ Milwaukee, named
secretary and John F. Box, Balaban Stations, St. Louis, treasurer.
William L. Morison re-elected assistant secretary-treasurer.
New board members: Lionel
Baxter, Storer Broadcasting Co.,
Miami Beach; Don W. Burden,
Star Stations, Omaha; Roger
Clipp, Triangle Stations, Philadelphia; Robert E. Eastman, Robert
E. Eastman Co., New York; Bert
Ferguson, WDIA Memphis; Robert F. Hurleigh, Mutual network;
Louis Read, WDSU New Orleans,
and Harold E. Thorns, Thorns
stations, Asheville, N. C.

Richard L. Seaton, west coast representative of Washington State Apple
Commission, handling promotion, publicity and field merchandising in Seattle
and Los Angeles, joins the McCarthy
Co., Los Angeles advertising agency, as
merchandising director.
Richard Frank and Ed Hakim join
Block Drug Co., Jersey City, as product
advertising managers. Mr. Frank formerly served as account executive with
Ben Sackheim Adv., New York, and
Mr. Hakim with Young & Rubicam,
that city.
Charles E. Loizeaux named director
of marketing services, Buchen Adv.,
New York.

Charles Fox, art director, Young &
Rubicam, New York, joins New York
office of Buchen Adv., Chicago, as director of creative services.

Les Towne, media director, Smith/
Greenland Co., New York, appointed
to account service department of
agency.

Douglas G. Kennedy, art director at
Charles Bowes Adv., Los Angeles, joins
Donahue & Coe, that city, in similar
capacity.

James K. Adrain, campaign coordinator, E. F. MacDonald Sales Incentive

Dean C. Crebbin, formerly with
Maxwell Assoc., Bala Cynwyd, Pa.,
joins N. W. Ayer & Son, Philadelphia,
as copywriter.

Agency, Dayton, joins copy department
of Ruben Adv., Indianapolis.
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Arthur Iger, director of marketing,
S. Gumpert Co., appointed account executive atSmith/ Greenland Adv., New
York.

THE
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Sherwood R. Gordon, president of
KSDO San Diego and KBUZ-AM-FM
Phoenix, assumes general management
of KSDO following resignation of Joe
Miller as station manager. Peter A.
McMahon, senior sales executive, becomes director of pr of KSDO and will
assist Dwight Case, general sales manager of the Gordon Group, with local
and regional sales development. Roy
Gatenby, comptroller, assumes additional duties as group director of administration. The Gordon Group has
established an executive office at 2655
Hyde St., San Francisco.

Don't buy a chronograph or
timer until you can select the
one best suited to your individual requirements. There
are hundreds of varieties,
each with a combination of
functions to meet specific
needs. To be sure you make
the right choice — write for
our free catalog and name
ofJules
nearest Racine
i Jeweler.
RACINE
& Company, Inc.
20 W. 47 ST., N.Y.C., Dept. B8
Headquarters for the finest timers and chronographs
since 1890. Featuring Gallet, Galco, Security, Guinand.
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James H. Schoonover, general manager, KTUL Tulsa,
elected vp of Veterans
Broadcasting Co.
(WROC-AM-TV Rochester, N. Y., and
KTVE (TV) El Dorado, Ark.), succeedMr. Schoonover
ing Paul C. Louther,
who will supervise Veteran's publicservice arrangements. Mr. Schoonover
will serve as station manager of WROC.
Arden Swisher, KMTV (TV) Omaha, re-elected president of Nebraska
Broadcasters Assn. Others re-elected:
Bob Thomas, WJAG Norfolk, vp; and
Richard Chapin, Stuart Stations, secretary-treasurer. Directors re-elected:
Roger Larson, KFOR Lincoln; Max
Brown, KRVN Lexington; Frank P.
Fogarty, Meredith Broadcasting Co.,
Omaha; Harry Snyder, KHUB Fremont; and David Young, KSID Sidney
(The Media, Nov. 27).
Curlette C. Courtney, general manager, WJMO Cleveland Heights, Ohio;
John PanagOS, general manager,
WOOK Washington, and Samuel E.
Philips, general manager, WMUR-TV
Manchester, N. H., named executive vps
of United Broadcasting Co. (WOOK
and WFAN [FM] Washington; WSIDAM-TV and WYOU-FM Baltimore;
WINX Rockville, Md.; WJMO and
WCUY-FM Cleveland; WANT Rich-
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NAB

editorial committee

Daniel W. Kops, president,
WAVZ New Haven and WTRY
Troy, N. Y., is chairman of National Assn. of Broadcasters'
1961-62 committee on editorializing, which will hold its first
meeting at NAB headquarters,
Monday, Dec. 11. Other committee members: Frank J. Abbott Jr., president, WWGP-AMFM Sanford, N. C; John F.
Dille Jr., president, Truth Publishing Co., Elkhart, Ind.; Eugene
B. Dodsen, vp and manager,
WTVT (TV) Tampa; Simon
Goldman, president, WJTN-AMFM Jamestown, WDOE Dunkirk,
and WGGO Salamanca, all New
York; Frederick S. Houwink,
general manager, WMAL-AMFM-TV Washington; and Lee
Ruwitch, executive vp and general manager, WTVJ (TV) Miami.
Howard H. Bell, NAB vp, said
committee "will review recent developments infield of editorializing and discuss ways in which it
can be of further assistance to the
industry in this function which is
becoming increasingly significant
in communities throughout the
country."
mond; WMUR-TV Manchester; WFAB
South Miami, Fla.; and WBNX New
York).
Cy Ostrop, vp and general manager,
Texas Triangle Co., U. S. sales representative of XETRA Tijuana, Mexico
(all-news station broadcasting in English for California listeners), today
(Dec. 4) joins KLAC Los Angeles as
vp in charge of sales. David Muhlstein,
general operations manager of Texas
Triangle,
will pending
take overappointment
Mr. Ostrop's
duties there
of
successor.
Edward S. Whitlock, vp and general
manager, WRNL Inc. (licensee of
WRNL-AM-FM Richmond, Va.), elected executive vp and Frank Soden, general sales manager, to vp and general
manager. E. T. Moore, account executive, named general sales manager.
Vincent Wolstenholme, chief engineer,
appointed operations manager, and Jim
Proffit to assistant chief engineer. Mr.
Whitlock joined WRNL as sales manager in 1938, and in 1939 became general manager. He was elected vp and
general manager in January 1961.
Charles H. Topmiller, president, L. B.
Wilson Inc. (WCKY Cincinnati and
WLBW-TV Miami), elected president
and general manager, WLBW-TV (The
Media, Nov. 27). Other members of

new facility include: Thomas A. Welstead, vp for sales; John S. Allen, sales
manager; Lin Mason, program director;
Bill Latham, chief engineer; George
Booker, production manager; Mike
Schaffer, promotion director; Molly
Turner, public affairs director; Patricia
Alter, publicity director and John
Murphy, film director.
Ted Smith, KUMA Pendleton, elected president of Oregon Assn. of Broadcasters, succeeding Gordon Capps,
KSRV Ontario, who becomes director.
Other officers: Irwin Adams, KGON
Oregon City, vp, and Robert Chopping,
KAST Astoria, secretary-treasurer. New
directors: Bob Matheny, KRCO Prineville; Walter Wagstaff, KGW-TV Portland; Ray Kozak, KPLK Dallas, and
Bob LaBonte, KERG Eugene.
William A. Rhyne elected vp and general manager, WBOF Virginia Beach
and WYFI (FM) Norfolk, both Virginia, succeeding Leo Hoarty, resigned
(Broadcasting, Nov. 27). Mr. Rhyne,
who joined WBOF in 1959, had earlier
served as manager of WRNB New
Bern, N. C.
Guy E. Yeldell, general sales manager, KSD-TV St. Louis, appointed to
newly created post of station manager.
Mr. Yeldell became national sales manager of KSD in 1946 and assumed similar duties with KSD-TV when it began
broadcasting in 1947. Ray Karpowicz,
member of KSD-TV sales staff since
1955, named sales manager.
Doug Davenport, WISN-TV Milwaukee, re-elected president of UPI
Broadcasters of Wisconsin. Jerry
Deane, WISC-TV Madison, re-elected
vp for tv, and Joe Koelsch, WRCO
Richland Center, elected vp for radio.
Charles L. Scofield, KEYZ Williston,
elected president of North Dakota
Broadcasters Assn. Other officers: Stan
Deck, KDIX Dickinson, vp; and Les
Maupin, KLPM Minot, secretary-treasurer. Directors: Don MacTavish, KSJB
Jamestown, and Herman Livingston,
KILO Grand Forks.
Jerome Bredouw,
director of special
events, 20th CenturyFox Television, Hollywood, appointed director of on-the-air
promotion for ABCTV, New viouslyYork.
Prehe was with
Mr. Bredouw
Young & Rubicam,
San Francisco, where he wrote and produced radio-tv commercials.
Frazier Reams, president, Community Broadcasting Co. (licensee of
WTOL-AM-FM-TV Toledo), appointed to Ohio Educational Television ComBROADCASTING, December 4, 1961

mission for four-year term. Thomas S.
Bretherton, executive vp and general
manager, Community Broadcasting Co.,
elected to board of trustees of Toledo
Chamber of Commerce for two-year
term. Albert J. Ruhfel, program director, WSPD-TV Toledo, to WTOL-TV
as director of client services.
John Horn, publicity manager for
CBS News and public affairs tv programs, joins CBS's corporate information staff as manager. Mr. Horn joined
CBS in 1949, and since has served as
editorial associate for Person to Person
and director of information services,
WCBS-TV New York.
Nick Thimmesch, Detroit correspondent for Time magazine, joins
Time-Life Broadcast Inc., in Washington news bureau.
J. Michael Collins, promotion manager, WN ED-TV Buffalo, N. Y. etv outlet, named director of development.
Anthony Cherubini, formerly with pr
department, Metropolitan Life Insurance Co., New York, named director of
instructional broadcasting. Anthony P.
Buttino, producer-director and studio
supervisor, appointed production manager, and Kenneth Krall to promotion
department. Donald L. Robert and
Louis J. Presti join station as producerdirectors.
Milton KomitO, general sales manager, WCKR-AM-FM Miami, appointed station manager succeeding Alan
Henry, who joins KWK St. Louis. Mr.
Komito, who began his radio-tv career
in 1947 at WMAL-AM-FM-TV Washington, has held posts of sales coordinator at WHIZ-TV Zanesville, and program manager for WAKR-TV Akron,
both Ohio.
James C. Dages named national sales
manager, WWJ Detroit. Mr. Dages
joined
1960. station's sales staff in March
Robert C. Burris appointed sales
manager, KGMS Sacramento, Calif.,
and Don S. Thompson joins station's
sales department.
Frank Howell, local sales manager,
WTVJ (TV) Miami, appointed national sales manager, succeeding Joe
Flahive who will assume new responsibilities of special assignment nature.
Phillip W. Trammell appointed sales
manager, KXOK St. Louis. Prior to
joining station earlier this year, Mr.
Trammell served in sales department
of WAKY Louisville, Ky.
Ralph Johnson, formerly with
WCBS-TV New York, joins KOLO-TV
Reno, Nev., as director of new business
and sales development.
Alan Johnstone, KEWB San Francisco, joins radio sales staff, AveryKnodel, that city. Robert Hines, formerly on sales staffs of KDAY, KFOX
and KALI, all Los Angeles, joins Los
BROADCASTING, December 4, 1961

NATRFD'S

1962 officers

Carl F. Meyerdirk, KVOO-AMTV Tulsa, Okla., elected president
of National Assn. of Television &
Radio Farm Directors at annual
meeting in Chicago Nov. 26, succeeding George Roesner, KPRCAM-TV Houston. Other new officers: Bruce Davies, KFAB Omaha, vp; George Menard, WBBMTV Chicago, secretary-treasurer.
Elected vps by region: Hugh Ferguson, WCAU Philadelphia,
Northeast; Jim Dunaway, WSB
Atlanta, Southeast; John Chase,
WHFB Benton Harbor, Mich.,
East-North Central; Craighton
Knau, WNAX Yankton, S. D.,
West-North Central; Jack Thompkins, KFDA Amarillo, WestSouth Central; John McDonald,
WSM-AM-TV Nashville, MidSouth; Jim Todd, KFI Los Angeles, Pacific Southwest; Jim
Hansen, KOMO-AM-TV Seattle,
Pacific Northwest; John Bradshaw, CFRB Toronto, Canada.
Harvey Dinkins, WSJS-AM-TV
Winston-Salem, N. C, continues
as historian.
Angeles office of rep firm.
Merle D. Oakes, regional salesman,
KWWL-TV Waterloo-Cedar Rapids,
joins sales staff, KTIV (TV) Sioux
City, both Iowa.
David C. Moore, president, Transcontinent Television Corp., is in Harkness Pavilion, New York City, convalescing from mild heart seizure. Mr.
Moore had been under observation for
some weeks and recently had undergone surgery.
Kenneth P. Eikelmann joins sales
staff of KTVI (TV) St. Louis.
Richard G. Hayden joins sales staff
of WCSH Portland, Me.
Martin M. Hull Sr., who formerly
held sales positions with IBM, Sennett
Steel Corp., and WCAR Detroit, joins
sales staff of WJBK Detroit.
Alfred E. Westermann joins New
York tv sales staff of The Katz Agency.
He formerly was assistant time-buyer
for Ted Bates Adv., New York. William Less appointed assistant radio
sales manager of The Katz Agency,
Chicago. He has been on radio sales
staff of Katz' Chicago office for 12
Daniel T. Pecaro and George
years.
Mooney, writer-producers, WGN Chicago, named program manager and continuity director, respectively.
Bill Drake, program director, WAKE
Atlanta, joins KYA San Francisco, in
similar capacity.

Edward Giller, assistant program director, WNBF-AM-FM-TV Binghamton, N. Y., named program director,
succeeding Tom Jones who transfers to
WFIL-AM-FM-TV Philadelphia, as executive program director. Both are Triangle stations. Edwin Gimzek, promotion supervisor, WNBF-AM-FM-TV,
appointed sales manager, WNBF-FM.
Ruth M. Hider appointed to newly created post of director of merchandising
and promotion for WNBF-AM-FM-TV.
John A. Roach appointed producerdirector at WJW-TV Cleveland, succeeding Tom Conway who joins cast of
Steve Allen Show.
Gordon Hyatt, associate producer,
WCBS-TV New York, appointed staff
producer.
Robert L. Stephens, The Katz Agency, San Francisco, named tv account
executive in San Francisco office of
Peters, Griffin, Woodward, New York.
A. H. Christensen, promotion manager, KPIX (TV) San Francisco, appointed account executive succeeding
Aubrey Holman, who was promoted to
assistant sales manager, KYW-TV
Cleveland. Earlier Mr. Christensen
served as promotion director, WJZ-TV
Baltimore. All are Westinghouse stations.
Robert Jamieson, formerly with
Riconiscutto Adv., Tacoma, Wash.,
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joins KTNT-AM-FM,
count executive.

that city, as ac-

Steve Crowley and Chris H. Jensen
join KTVU (TV) Oakland-San Francisco as account executives. Mr. Crowley was general manager of New York
office of Golden West Broadcasters. Mr.
Jensen was sales staff member of
KPHO-TV Phoenix.
Jack Flatley resigns as account executive after 13 years with WBKB
(TV) Chicago.
Ted Ford, program director, KREX
Grand Junction, Colo., named news director, succeeding Bill Cleary, resigned.
Jack Welch appointed program director.
Peter O'Crotty, feature writer for
Arizona Daily Star, joins KCUB Tucson as news editor.
Peter J. Katz, chief news editor and
special events reporter, WMEX Boston,
to WHDH-TV, that city, as news editor.
John Justice and Harry Brown join
WINZ Miami, as morning news editor
and day news editor, respectively.
Albert Femia, formerly with WFAS
White Plains, to WVOX New Rochelle,
both New York, as news reporter.
Alan Walden, formerly with WPAC
Patchogue, N. Y., joins news staff of
WERE Cleveland.
Frank Hovore, former sales promotion manager, KTTV (TV) Los Angeles, returns in similar capacity succeeding Donn Spencer, who joins Capitol Records as assistant to national
merchandising manager. Recently Mr.
Hovore was account executive for Jack
Packard Adv., Glendale, Calif.
Gar Jones appointed promotion manager, KXLY-AM-TV Spokane, succeedNAB

names

committee

Ben B. Sanders, KICD Spencer, Iowa, and Henry B. Clay,
KTHV (TV) Little Rock, Ark.,
named co-chairman of NAB's
1961-62 membership committee.
Other committee appointments:
Carleton D. Brown, WTVL Waterville, Me.; A. Boyd Kelley, KRRV
Sherman, Tex.; James D. Russell,
KKTV (TV) Colorado SpringsPueblo, Colo.; and Robert F.
Wright, WTOK-TV Meridian,
Miss.
Committee will assist NAB staff
in contacts with member radio
and television stations and recommends to NAB's board of directors membership campaigns and
other programs necessary for continued healthy membership.
124 (FATES & FORTUNES)

ing Jack Lantry, who accepts similar
post at KIRO-AM-TV Seattle. Mr.
Jones joined KXLY in 1958 as announcer, and was later assigned to news
department.
James Kressler named publicity director, WJZ-TV Baltimore, succeeding
Tommy Dukehart, who was appointed
director of community relations.
Jim Everts, formerly with WWOL
Buffalo, to WENY Elmira, both New
York, as air personality.
Jack Finlayson, formerly with
KRDO Colorado Springs, Colo., to
KVOR, that city, as sports director.
PROGRAMMING
Irving H. Levine, until recently president of Atlantic Pictures Corp., elected
vp of National Theatres & Television
Inc., Beverly Hills. He has been member of NT&T's board of directors since
August 1961. From 1956-59, Mr.
Levine was president of AB-PT Pictures Corp. and AB-PT Distributing
Co., subsidiaries of American Broadcasting-Paramount Theatres Inc.
Louis J. Barbano, retired financial
vp of Columbia Pictures, will continue
in financial advisory position. He is
also expected to remain as director of
Screen Gems and Columbia Pictures
International Corp.
Ben Colman, Screen Gems, joins
TeleSynd Div., Wrather Corp., as eastern sales manager. Larry Stewart and
Milton Westerman, ITC, named southeastern sales manager and midwestern
sales manager, respectively. Jerry Liddiard, Guild Films, joins TeleSynd
as account executive responsible for
western sales of The Lone Ranger.
Anthony Muto named director of research and public affairs consultant for
20th Century-Fox Television. He had
served as story editor for production
company for past year.
Peter Cary, account executive, Screen
Gems Inc., Hollywood, joins Desilu
Sales Inc., that city, as western division
sales manager.
Buzz Kulik has been signed by Bob
Banner Productions to produce and direct pilot and other segments of Kings
of Broadway, new tv filmed series to
appear on NBC-TV next season.
John Forsythe,
of ABC-TV's
Bachelor
Father, andstar
Everett
Freeman,
producer of that series, have formed
Ambrooke Productions to co-produce
new tv series, The First 100 Years, at
Revue Studios. Pilot script was written
by Mr. Freeman and Howard Leeds.
Series deals with campus life of three
young married couples. Casting will be
done this month for January filming of
half-hour pilot.
BROADCASTING, December 4, 1961

WESCON elects directors
Donald C. Duncan, president,
Duncan Electronics, Costa Mesa,
Calif., elected chairman of 1962
board of Western Electronic
Show & Convention, to be held
Aug. 21-24, 1962, in Los Angeles
Memorial Sports Arena. Bruce
S. Angwin, western regional manager, General Electric's receiving
tube department, named chairman of executive committee; Edward C. Bertolet, vp, BehlmanInvar Electronics, Burbank, Calif.,
is convention director and S. H.
Bellue, vp, Osborne Electronics,
Hawthorne, Calif., is show director. Don Larson, WESCON
manager is fifth member of executive committee. Other
WESCON board members: John
A. Chartz, Dalmo Victor Co.,
Belmont; Meyer Leifer, Ampex
Instrumentation Products, Redwood City; John V. Granger,
Granger Assoc., Palo Alto, and
Calvin K. Townsend, Jennings
Radio Mfg. Corp., San Jose, all
California.
INTERNATIONAL
K. W. Hughes, formerly with CHEKTV Victoria, B. C, named manager of
closed circuit station, CESM-TV
Thompson, Man., new nickel mining
town on northern frontier.
Jean A. Pouliot, general manager,
CKMI-TV and CFCM-TV Quebec
City, Que., appointed director of corporate owner, Television de Quebec
(Canada) Ltd.

facturing Co., Crystal Lake, 111. Prior
to joining Oak Electronics in April
1960, Mr. Cook was vp in charge of
sales for Raco Engineering Corp., Los
Angeles.
Edward S. Gagnon, broadcast product line manager, Collins Radio Co.,
named manager of special projects,
Gates Radio Co., Quincy, 111., subsidiary of Harris-Intertype Corp. Mr.
Gagnon will report directly to L. J.
Cervone, vp for sales.
James P. Ambrose named production manager for National Transistor
Manufacturing Co., Lawrence, Mass.
Earlier he was production superintendent for Clevite Transistor Products Co.,
Waltham, Mass.
Adm. Arleigh A. Burke, U.S.N., retired former Chief of Naval Operations
and member of Joint Chiefs of Staff, Department of Defense, elected to board
of directors of Capitol Radio Engineering Institute, Washington.
ALLIED FIELDS
Peter P. Roper, former publicitypromotion manager, WERE Cleveland,
and now attorney, joins Cleveland
law firm of Fuerst, Fisher & Weinberg
(owners of KVOR-AM-FM Colorado
Springs,
Calif.). Colo., and KTUR Turlock,

McMurray,Mauri
vp ceforE. national
sales, Storer Broadcasting Co., New
*JMm
*"*
York> j°'ns Broadcast
Wwm
Advertisers
Reports
""***"* iilPffcfc' *nc-> tnat city* as vp
McMr.Storer
for sales.joined
^BJill Murray
g^MMr
Mr.
McMurray
in 1953 as sales man.
^tfto^^ A

Ralph S. Freeman, formerly with
WJR Detroit, Mich., elected vp for radio-tv, James Lovick & Co. Ltd., Toronto advertising agency.

ager for WJBK-TV Detroit and transferred to Storer's New York sales office
in 1955.

Charles McCartney named radio-tv
director of Winnipeg, Man., office of
McConnell, Eastman & Co. Ltd., London, Ont, advertising agency.

THE

John Dimick, announcer at CKCW
Moncton, N.B., named promotion and
publicity director.
EQUIPMENT

& ENGINEERING

H. Wayne Bracken, General Electric Co.'s district sales representative in
Atlanta, Ga., appointed to new post of
merchandising manager of GE's tv receiver department, Syracuse, N. Y.
Steven R. Mihalic, product service
manager for department, succeeds Mr.
Bracken.
A. Keith Cook named general manager of Oak Electronics Corp., Culver
City, Calif., subsidiary of Oak ManuBROADCASTING, December 4, 1961

DEATHS
James H. Turner, 75, founder of Turner Adv., Chicago, died Nov. 20 at his
home in Kenilworth, 111. Mr. Turner
began his advertising career with Lord
& Thomas in 1910.
Isidor Goldberg, 68, founder and
president of Pilot Radio Corp., Long
Island City, N. Y., died Nov. 23 in
Mount Kisco, N. Y.
Alan Lipscott, 69, writer for Danny
Thomas Show, People's Choice and
Bachelor Father, died Nov. 20 in Hollywood. He and his partner, Bob Fisher,
had just sold new comedy series Hooray
For Love, to ABC-TV.
Arthur J. Maus, 55, engineer for 28
years, WBBM Chicago, died Nov. 25
following accident in his Evanston, 111.,
home.
John Coleman, 71, former Chicago
area syndicated radio and newspaper
columnist, died Nov. 26 at his home
in Palm Springs, Fla. His weekly radio
program was Meeting of America. Mr.
Coleman was three-time winner of Freedom Foundation Valley Forge medal.
William C. Park, 69, writer-producer
of documentary films for NBC, Disney
and Paramount, and head of Park
Films, Beverly Hills, died Nov. 22, after
brief illness.
Vic Barnes, 60, former newscaster
with WCFL Chicago and more recently with San Francisco Examiner, died
of heart attack Nov. 19. He was first
president of Chicago Editorial Assn.
William E. Best, 45, assistant to director of information services, KNX
Los Angeles, and former manager of
Los Angles Bureau of United Press,
died Nov. 27 after brief illness. Before
joining CBS-owned station, Mr. Best
was partner in pr firm of Best & Fine.
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KGBT-TV's rebels yell
with a Mexican accent
Saving Confederate money need not
be as idle an occupation as it may
sound; especially if there is a KGBTTV Harlingen, Tex., representative
around. Confederate bills, Mexican
pesos, and Texas cigarillos have all become staples in the station's current
market presentation.
The promotion is designed to counter
a lack of market understanding that

many "medium-size" market stations
feel national advertisers are inclined to
have. And to make the lesson easier to
understand, KGBT-TV representatives
will be offering media people whom
they encounter an opportunity to use
their Confederate money and Mexican
The CBS-TV and ABC-TV outlet
pesos.
plans to offer invitations to lucky people
whom their men meet to visit Harlingen,
on the coast of the Gulf of Mexico, for
a couple of days, and then to make
available its suite in Mexico City for a
few more days. The pesos can be used
in Mexico City to buy whatever one
feels he needs; the cigarillos can be
smoked. And of course, everybody
knows
money. that Texas uses Confederate
Air Force praises WMGM
for recruiting help
WMGM New York has been credited
with helping the U.S. Air Force double
its quota of male applicants for its
officer training program in the greater
New York area during the month of
November.
Lt. Col. Stevens Keller said
WMGM's month-long campaign was
"an outstanding public service effort . . .
one that we hope will set a pattern for
the radio and 'television industry
throughout the country." Final stage
of
campaign
came when
WMGM's
BobtheCullen
broadcast
for three
hours
from the cockpit of an X-15 rocket
plane on display in Times Square.
In addition to the male applicants,
five times the quota of female applicants were recruited.
Tommy

The Icegirl cometh
When WESC Greenville, S. C.
(a daytimer), increased its power
from 5 kw to 10 kw Nov. 15, it
invited listeners to predict how
long it would take 10,000 pounds
of ice to melt. Here Janet McGee,
Miss South Carolina, perches
atop the man-made glacier. The
winner will receive $660, in
accord with WESC's spot on the
dial— 660 kc.
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Seven carnival

With a new toy as the price of admission, over 15,000 people packed
Madison Square Garden to see the
"Tommy Seven Christmas Toy Carnival," atwo-and-a-half-hour circus show
sponsored jointly by WABC-TV New
York and the New York Fire Dept.
The show launched a two-week drive
in the New York metropolitan area to
collect new toys for needy children and
to create an awareness of fire prevention. Firemen collected a new toy from
each person entering the Garden. Officials estimated that nearly 1,000 people
were turned away.
'Camouflage' promotion
Jerry Hammer Productions, New
York, producer of ABC-TV's Camouflage game show, is launching a promotion during the Christmas season which
will enable veterans hospitals through-

WSTV-TV balances tv fare
The wide variety of television
programming an active station offers was emphasized by WSTVTV Steubenville, Ohio, in a letter just sent out to some 2,000
industrial and business leaders
within its coverage area. Addressed to "v.i.p.'s," the letter
breaks down and explains aspects
of the station's schedule. From
early morning educational programs to sign-off news, the station spangles its programming
with public affairs, educational,
religious and entertainment presentations, offering a blend of balanced tv fare. WSTV-TV also devotes considerable attention in its
note to children's programming.
Attached to the letter, which was
also sent to the FCC commissioners, is a full log of channel nine's
weekly presentations.
out the United States to win color tv
sets, phonographs, tape recorders and
other electronic equipment. Contestants
appearing on the weekday Camouflage between Dec. 1 and Jan. 1 will
be competing for themselves as well as
for veterans hospitals. Their winnings
will reflect the number of gifts to be
contributed to the hospitals.
There's more

to a title

than just plain sound
A lagging United Fund campaign
provided the motive; a successful,
Broadway-bound musical gave the idea;
and an enterprising air personality of
WIP Philadelphia carried to fruition a
over the
top. the city's charity drive
plan
to help

Working closely with David Merrick, producer of "Subways Are For
Sleeping," the Carol Lawrence-Sidney
Chaplin musical, the Philadelphia
Transportation Co. and United Fund
officials, WIP began a saturation spot
campaign, asking listeners to complete
the statement, "People should give to
the United Fund because. . . ." in 25
words or less. As contest prizes, the
station offered free tickets to the musical.
Further to underscore the United
Fund's need, and as a tie-in with the
show, WIP personality Marty O'Hara
began a 24-hour residence in a private
subway car sided in a busy station. Mr.
O'Hara interviewed subway travelers,
eliciting their comments on the value
of contributing to the United Fund,
BROADCASTING, December 4, 1961

and talked with visiting celebrities who
stopped by his new home. Visitors to
the WIP car were given coffee and
doughnuts, and serenaded by a marching fife and drum corps that somehow
managed to be heard above the strident screams of the angry subways.
Drumbeats...
Polka partners ■ Jay Jay Records Co.,
Chicago, and WJRT (TV) Flint have
gotten together to produce a disc entitled "WJRT Polka." The composition, written by Jock Check and played
by the Michigan Dutchmen band has
been recorded on a 45 r.p.m. disc. The
Dutchmen appear weekly on the station's Michigan Polka Party telecast,
and have recorded polka and waltz albums for the record company.
Spots scheduled ■ An advertiser's
dream come true! That's what it was
for KPIX (TV) San Francisco when

'Big John' hits the road
John Cigna, WOWO Fort
Wayne, Ind., mobile news reporter, is travelling throughout the
tri-state area on assignment to
find out "all about Christmas."
Calling himself "Big John," and
outfitted as a northwoodsman, he
interviews people on anything pertinent to the season. Driving in
a WOWO scout car, his tour is
taking him through 30 counties,
in each of which he will stop at
hospitals, and children's homes,
to bring candy and gifts as an
emissary of Santa Claus, and a
goodwill ambassador for WOWO.
the Westinghouse outlet was forced by
popular response to place newspaper
FOR

THE

advertisements carrying the schedule of
its station promotional spot announcements. The appearance of comedienne
Phyllis Diller in a series of seven, oneminute spots prompted requests for the
time schedule. The promotional series
was conceived and produced by Miss
Diller, A. H. Christensen, KPIX (TV)
promotion manager, and program manager Ray Hubbard.
Thirteen for dinner ■ Thirteen girls,
selected by their schoolmates as the
most popular in New York area high
schools, had Thanksgiving dinner with
Troy Donahue, tv-motion picture character actor Nov. 23 in New York.
Winners of the popularity poll conducted by WINS New York, also
viewed the Macy's Thanksgiving Day
parade from the Warner Theatre where
Donahue's
latest epic film, "Susan
Slade," is playing.

RECORD

H. Brown, Aaron Durham, Herman Spivey,
APPLICATIONS
C. H. Cope, Harold L. Durham (each
16.66%). Dr. Vanatta is chiropractor; Mr.
c/o Willis R. Harpel, 7766 Torreyson Drive, Brown is general manager of WBMC McAs compiled by Broadcasting, Nov. 22 Los
Angeles, Calif. Estimated construction
Minnville, Tenn.; Mr. Spivey is treasurer
through Nov. 29, and based on filings, cost $17,400; first year operating cost $45,- and 38.4% stockholder of hardwood flooring
000;
revenue
$48,000.
Willis
K.
Harpel,
sole
manufacturing firm; Dr. Cope is president
authorizations and other actions of the
owner, is announcer with KNXT(TV) Hollyand 14% owner of WBMC; A. Durham is
wood, Calif. Action Nov. 29.
29.
FCC. Includes data on new stations,
general
manager of hatchery; H. Durham
is
program director of WBMC. Ann. Nov.
APPLICATIONS
changes in existing stations, ownership
Moulton, Ala. — Lawrence County Bcstg.
changes, hearing cases, rules & standCo. 1530 kc; 1 kw D, 250 w CH. P. O. ad- Existing am stations
ards changes, routine roundup.
dress box 242, Moulton. Estimated construction cost $8,900; first year operating
ACTIONS BY FCC
$18,000; revenue $25,000. Principals: E.
Abbreviations: DA — directional antenna, cp cost
B.
Bain,
Arthur
F.
Slaton
(equal
partners).
WBOW creased
Terre
Granted
in— construction permit. ERP — effective radidaytime Haute,
power Ind.—
on 1230
kc from
Mr. Bain is minister; Mr. Slaton owns newsated power, vhf — very high frequency, uhf
paper and half of another. Ann. Nov. 29. 250 w to 1 kw, continued nighttime opera— ultra high frequency, ant. — antenna, aur. —
tion with 250 w; engineering conditions.
Winslow, Ariz. — Willard Shoecraft. 1230
aural, vis. — visual, kw — kilowatts, w — watts,
kc; 250 w unl. P. O. address 326 South High Action Nov. 29.
mc
— megacycles.
day. N — night.trans.
LS ——
St., Globe, Ariz. Estimated construction cost
WHIR Danville, Ky. — Granted increased
local
sunset, mod.D —— modification,
$9,700; first year operating cost $14,000;
daytime power on 1230 kc from 250 w to 1
transmitter, unl. — unlimited hours, kc — kilorevenue $18,000. Willard Shoecraft, sole kw, continued nighttime operation with 250
cycles. SCA — subsidiary communications auowner, owns KIKO Miami and KATO Saf- w; engineering conditions. Action Nov. 29.
thorization. S A — special service authorizaford, both Arizona. Ann. Nov. 27.
WMLF Pineville, Ky. — Granted increased
tion. STA — special temporary authorization.
Danville, Pa. — Montour County Bcstg. Co. daytime power from 250 w to 1 kw, conSH— specified hours. CH — critical hours. •—
1570 kc; 1 kw D. P. O. address c/o William
educational. Ann. — Announced.
tinued
kc, 250 prejudice
w-N; engi-to
neeringoperation
conditionsonand1230without
Emert, Philipsburg, Pa. Estimated construction cost $9,790; first year operating cost any action commission may find appropriate
New tv stations
$17,376; revenue $64,860. Principals: WUliam
in connection with outstanding WMLF reEmert, Dean Sharpless (equal partners).
newal application. Chmn. Minow abstained
APPLICATION
Mr. Emert owns WPHB Philipsburg, Pa.; from voting. Action Nov. 29.
Oklahoma City, Okla. — Consolidated En- Mr. Sharpless is chief engineer of WPHB.
WDLC
Port Jervis, N. Y.— Granted inAnn. Nov. 24.
terprises Inc. Uhf ch. 19 (500-506 mc); ERP
creased daytime power on 1490 kc from
23.2 kw vis., 12.7 kw aur. Ant. height above
Smithville,
Tenn.
—
Center
Hill
Bcstg.
250
w
to
1 kw, continued nighttime operaaverage terrain 470.375 ft.; above ground
with 25029. w; engineering conditions.
Corp. 1480 kc; 1 kw D. P. O. address c/o ActiontionNov.
504 ft. Estimated construction cost $156,607;
James
W.
Dempster,
box
332,
McMinnville,
first year operating cost $180,000; revenue
Tenn. Estimated construction cost $33,860;
P. R.kc,
— Granted
changeto
$228,000. P. O. address Kilgore Hotel, Kil- first year operating cost $34,370.40; revenue
ofWMDD
facilitiesFajardo,
from 1490
250 w, unl.
gore, Tex. Studio and trans, location Okla1480
kc,
5
kw,
unl.,
engineering
condition.
$48,736.
Principals:
W.
E.
Vanatta,
Franklin
homa City. Geographic coordinates 35° 28'
08" N. lat, 97° 30' 57" W. long. Trans. RCA
TTU-1B; ant. RCA TFU-24DL. Legal counsel Prescott & Prescott, Dallas, Tex.; consulting engineer Guy C. Hutcheson, Arlington, Tex. Principals: A. E. McCubbin, G.
U. Yoachum, J. Stanley McCubbin, Carol
Ann Watson, F. L. Sartain (each 20%). A.
EDWIN
TORNBERG
E. and J. Stanley McCubbin have oil and
real estate interests; Mr. Yoachum owns
oil well drilling business; Mr. Sartain is
& COMPANY, INC.
president of two banks; Mrs. Watson is
housewife. Consolidated Enterprises Inc. is
also
applicant
for
ch.
73
Dallas,
Tex.
Ann.
Nov. 27.

STATION

AUTHORIZATIONS,

Existing tv stations
ACTION BY FCC
WCYB-TV
Bristol,
Va.—ofByrules
letter,to
granted waiver(ch.of 5)Sec.
3.652(a)
permit identification as Bristol-Johnson
City-Kingsport
station.
sented. Action Nov.
29. Comr. Bartley disNew am stations
ACTION BY FCC
Santa Maria, Calif. — Artistry In Radio Co.
Granted 1600 kc; 500 w D. P. O. address
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Negotiators For The Purchase And Sale Of
Radio And TV Stations
Appraisers • Financial Advisors
New York-60 East 42nd St., New York 17, N. Y. • MU 7-4242
West Coast— 1357 Jewell Ave., Pacific Grove, Calif. • FR 2-7475
Washington-1426 "G" St., N.W., Washington, D.C. • Dl 7-8531
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Chmn. Minow dissented. Action Nov. 29.
WBEJ Elizabethton, Tenn. — Granted increased daytime power on 1240 kc from 250
w to 1 kw, continued nighttime operation
with 250 w; remote control permitted;
engineering conditions, and conditional upon whatever action commission may find
appropriate in connection with outstanding
renewal application of WBEJ. Chmn. Minow
abstained from voting. Action Nov. 29.
VVBBI Abingdon, Va. — Granted increased
daytime power on 1230 kc from 250 w to
1 kw, continued nighttime operation with
250 w;
remote control
ing conditions.
Action permitted;
Nov. 29. engineerWKOY Bluefleld, W. Va.— Granted increased daytime power on 1240 kc from
250 w to 1 kw, continued nighttime operation with 250 w; engineering conditions.
Action Nov. 29.
APPLICATIONS
KRAK Sacramento, Calif. — Cp to change
from DA night and day (DA-2) to DA night
and day (DA-1) and use presently authorized nighttime pattern for both night
and day. Ann. Nov. 24.
KSMA Santa Maria, Calif. — Cp to increase
daytime power from 250 w to 1 kw and
install new trans. Ann. Nov. 27.
KSKI Sun Valley, Idaho— Mod. of license
to change hours of operation from unl. to
SH: Sun. 8 a.m. -7 p.m.; Mon.-Sat. 7 a.m.7 p.m. Ann. Nov. 27.
KNCOfromGarden
Kan.—
Cp tonewincrease
power
1 kw City,
to 5 kw,
install
trans,
and install DA-D. Requests waiver of Sec.
1.351(b)(2) of rules. Ann. Nov. 29.
KAKE
Wichita,
daytime power
from Kan.
250 w— Cp
to 1tokwincrease
and install
new trans. Ann. Nov. 29.
KSAM Huntsville, Tex. — Cp to increase
daytime power from 250 w to 1 kw and
install new trans. Ann. Nov. 27.
KOCA Kilgore, Tex. — Cp to increase daytime power from 250 w to 1 kw and install new trans. Ann. Nov. 27.
New fm stations
ACTION BY FCC
Newark, N. J. — Cosmopolitan Bcstg. Corp.
Granted 105.9 mc; 3.219 kw. Ant. height
above average terrain 388 ft. P. O. address
box 131, Creskill, N. J. Estimated construction cost $11,920; first year operating cost
$21,600; revenue $25,000. Principals: Donald
J. Lewis, Suburban Bcstg. Inc. (each 50%).
Mr. Lewis has been president of Multiplex
Services Corp., New York; Suburban Radio
Inc. is owned by VIP Radio Inc., which is
licensee22. of WVIP Mount Kisco, N. Y. Action
Nov.
APPLICATIONS
Dayton, Ohio — Great Trails Best?. Corp.
94.5 mc; 11.7 kw. Ant. height above average
terrain 538 ft. P. O. address 128 W. First
St., Dayton 2. Estimated construction cost
$19,946; first year operating cost $3,600.
Charles Sawyer, sole owner; applicant is
sole stockholder of Mid -America Bcstg.
Corp., licensee of WKLO and WEZI(TV)
Louisville,
Nov. 24. Ky., and WING Dayton. Ann.
Lancaster, S. C— Royal Bcstg. Inc. 102.7
mc; rain
1 200kw.
Ant.O. height
average
terft. P.
address above
103 South
Catawba
St., Lancaster. Estimated construction cost
£:!,790; first year operating cost $18,000;

revenue $19,000. Principals: Bruce L. Plyler,
Charles K. Connelly Jr., Collins-Crain Co.
(voted by W. H. B. Simpson) (each 25.5%);
Belk's
Lancaster,
C, Die.Department
(voted by Store
Mr. of
Plyler)
(23.5%).S.
Royal Bcstg.
Inc.
is
licensee
of
WLCM
Lancaster. Ann. Nov. 29.
Existing fm stations
APPLICATIONS
WEST-FM Easton, Pa.— Cp to change frequency from 105.7 mc to 96.1 mc, decrease
ERP from 10 kw to 4 kw. and change type
ant. Requests waiver of Sec. 1.359(b) of
rules. Ann. Nov. 29.
KTAL-FM Texarkana, Tex.— Mod. of license to change station location from TexTex., toNov.Texarkana,
Tex.-Shreveport, La. arkana,
Ann.
24.
Ownership changes
ACTIONS BY FCC
KFOX-AM-FM, KFOX Inc., Long Beach,
Calif. — Granted assignment of licenses to
Illinois-California Bcstg. Die. (Richard
Goodman, Mason A. Loundy and Egmont
Sonderling have interest in WOPA-AM-FM
Oak Park, 111., KDIA Oakland and WDIAAM-FM Memphis, Tenn.); consideration
$1,000,000. Action Nov. 29.
KDUO(FM), Southeastern Calif. Bcstg Co.,
Riverside, Calif. — Granted assignment of license and SCA to KFXM Bcstg. Co. (KFXM
San Bernardino); consideration $60,000.
Howard L. Tullis and John P. Hearne, two
assignee stockholders, own KAFY Bakersfield, KDEO El Cajon; Mr. Tullis is 52%
owner of KEAP Fresno and Mr. Hearne
has
Ventura and
29. interest in KVEN-AM-FM
KUAM-AM-TV
Agana, Guam. Action Nov.
KLAS Frontier Bcstrs. Inc., Las Vegas,
Nev. — Granted assignment of licenses to
Radio KLAS Inc. (Paul C. Schafer, has 60%
interest in KDOT Reno, and 66-2/3% interest in KOFA Yuma, Ariz.); consideration
$155,000.
Nov. 29. Comr. Bartley dissented. Action
WYSL, The McLendon Corp., Amherst,
N. Y. —censeGranted
of cpYork
and Die.
lito Dynamic assignment
Bcstg. of New
(licensee of WAMO and WAZZfFM] PittsNov. 29.burgh, Pa.); consideration $230,000. Action
WBNY,
WBNY
Inc., Buffalo, N. Y.—
Granted assignment
to The [FM]
McLendon Corp. (KLIFof license
and KROW
Dallas, KILT and KOST fFMl Houston,
Tex.; WAKY, Louisville, Ky., and WYSLAM-FMaries or affiliates,
Amherst, KTSA
N. Y.,Santhrough
Antonio,subsidiTex.,
KEEL Shreveport, La., and KABI Oakland,
Calif.); consideration $650,000. Conditioned
that assignment not be consummated until
McLendon Corp. has disposed of its interest
in am station WYSL and any financial interest, including creditor interest, in
Dynamic Bcstg. Co. of New York Inc., and
without prejudice
such actionif asany,com-as
mission may deem towarranted,
result of determinations reached with respect to the interest of McLendon Corp. in
station XETRA Tiajuana, B. C, Mexico.
Action Nov. 29.
APPLICATIONS
KKAR Pomona, Calif. — Seeks transfer of
16.66% of stock in Interstate Bcstrs. Inc.

1
I
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from
London
one-third
owner) Abbott
to Maurice
Levy (present
Jr.; consideration
$200 in return for $7,500 loan. Mr. Levy is
attorney. Ann. Nov. 29.
Colo. — Seeks
ofKLOV
licenseLoveland,
from Regional
Bcstg.assignment
Corp. to
William H. Green, d/b as Evergreen Enterprises Die; consideration $68,000. Mr. Green
is vice president and stockholder of Kenyon
& Eckhardt. Ann. Nov. 29.
WRIZ Coral Gables, Fla. — Seeks transfer
of control of Sioux Bcstg. Corp. from
Robert A. Peterson, Cameron Stewart,
Henry K. Peterson, Robert L. Johns and
Jerome Annis
Dominion
Enterprise
Investment Corp.tothrough
issuance
of 70 new
shares of stock (70% of new total) to transferee; consideration $1,750. Transferee is
real estate
investment
Principles
clude Kenneth
L. Woodfirm.
(49.7%),
Peter inA.
Giordano (16.5%), Grover C. Starbuck Jr.
(13.2%) and others. Ann. Nov. 29.
WKLEment of license
Washington,
— Seeks assignfrom Ga.
Washington
Bcstg.
Inc. to J. Norman Young and J. S. Carter,
(each 50%), d/b as Wilkes County Bcstg.
Co.; consideration $45,000. Mr. Young is
vice president of WZKY Albemarle, and
vice president and general manager of
WEGO Concord, both North Carolina; Mr.
Carter Nov.
is city
Ann.
27. manager of Gastonia, N. C.
WIMO Winder, Ga.— Seeks transfer of
33.7% W.
of stock
in Winder-Monroe
Co.
from
C. Woodall
Jr. to C. H.Bcstg.
Grider,
present owner of 33.7% and general manNov. ager24.of WIMO; consideration $10,000. Ann.
KWEI Weiser, Idaho — Seeks transfer of
52% of stock in Oxbow Broadcast Co. from
Mervin W. Ling to Edwin C. Miller (51.8%)
and Dorothy W. Miller (.2%); consideration
$26,000. Mr. Miller is station manager, chief
engineer and present 47.8% owner of KWEI;
Mrs. Miller is housewife. Ann. Nov. 27.
WRAM Monmouth, 111. — Seeks transfer of
5% partnership interest in Prairie Bcstrs.
from Vernon
to Stephen
Bellinger, MorrisR. E.Nunn
Kemper
(each P.1.66%),
Joel W. Townsend and Ben H. Townsend
(each .833%); consideration $6,000. Messrs.
Bellinger,
Kemper,owners
Townsend
and 28.33%,
Townsend are present
of 28.33%,
14.167%
and
14.167%
interests,
respectively.
Ann. Nov. 27.
WIZZ Streator, 111.— Seeks transfer of 20%
partnership interest in Streator Bcstg. Co.
from Vernon R. Nunn to Stephen P. Bellinger (6%),
Joel 3%),
W. Townsend,
Townsend
(each
Morris E. Ben
KemperH.
(6%) and T. Keith Coleman (2%); total
consider:, tion $25,000. Messrs. Bellinger,
Townser.i,
Townsend,
Kemper6.75%,
and 6.75%,
Coleman presently
own 20%,
13.5%
and 27.13.25% interests, respectively.
Ann. Nov.
KJAY from
Topeka,KJAY
Kan. —Inc.
Seeksto assignment
license
KUSN Corp.of
(20%) and Midland Machinery Co. (80%),
d/b as Midland Bcstrs. Inc.; consideration
$150,000. KUSN Corp. is owned 60% by
29.
Frederick P. Reynolds and 40% by Warren
F. Rhyner and is licensee of KUSN St.
Joseph, Mo.; Midland Machinery Co. is
owned 80% by William C. Hanes. Ann. Nov.
WAKY Louisville, Ky. — Seeks assignment
of license from The McLendon Corp. to
WAKY Inc.; consideration $1,350,000. Sole
stockholder of assignee is LIN Bcstg. Corp.,
Frederick
Gregg Jr., president. Ann. Nov.
27.

zone

state

!
£ i
f\
02 [
J J
O- !
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Pikesville,
— Seeks oftransfer
101WLSI
shares
of stockKy. (57.4%
total) of
in
Cumberland Publishing Co. from Mrs. W.
Ward Jr., W. Jeff Ward and John M.
|J.
Ward as executors of estate of W. Jeff Ward
Jr. (deceased) to themselves as individuals
(each 33.66 shares). John M. Ward will then
purchase stock held by W. Jeff Ward (26%
of total),Ann.
consideration
business.
Nov. 24. half interest in
KCMT(TV)
Alexandria,
Minn. —whereby
Seeks
commission approval of agreement
Thomas K. Barnstuble (27.7% stockholder
of Central Minnesota Tv Co., licensee),
Julius H. Hetland (16%) and E. C. Reineke
(10%) pledge
votemajority
in mannerof
agreeed
upon themselves
by holdersto of
their combined shares (53.7% of corporation'svolved.
total);Ann. no
consideration inNov.financial
29.
KURL Billings, Mont. — Seeks assignment
of license
fromArvid
Yellowstone
Bcstg. Clyde
to Har-T.
old Erickson,
A. Erickson,
Jarvis, L. E. Wood and Don Best, d/b as
Christian Enterprises Inc. (non-profit corporation); consideration $65,000. H. Erickson
is minister; A. A. Erickson is minister and
is manager of KGVW Belgrade, Mont.; Mr.
Jarvis is sales manager of KGVW; Mr.
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Wood is vice president of sand and gravel
firm; Mr. Best is general manager of lock
firm. Ann. Nov. 27.
KCJB Minot, N. D. — Seeks assignment of
license from North Western Enterprises Inc.
to KXMC-TV Inc. (49%), Chester Reiten
(20.4%), Lloyd R. Amoo, W. L. Hurley (each
15.3%), d/b as Big K Inc.; consideration
$170,000. KXMC-TV Inc. is licensee of
KXMC-TV Minot; Mr. Reiten is president
of KXMC-TV; Messrs. Amoo and Hurley are
vice presidents of KXMC-TV. Ann. Nov. 27.
KTAT
Frederick,
— Seeks
assignment of license
from Okla.
Frederick
Bcstg.
Co.
to W. C. Moss Jr. and David W. Ratliff;
consideration $31,000. Mr. Moss owns KSEY
Seymour,
Mr. Ratliff
is state senator
of Texas. Tex.;
Ann. Nov.
27.
WICU-AM-TV Erie, Pa.— Seeks (1) assignment of license of WICU from Gibralter
Enterprises Inc. to Radio Station WICU
(joint venture) consisting of Edward Lamb
and Prudence H. Lamb both individually
and as trustees; (2) transfer of control of
Dispatch Inc., 99% stockholder of licensee
Gibralter Enterprises Inc., to Edward Lamb
and Prudence H. Lamb, both individually
and as trustees; no financial consideration
involved
in either transaction. Ann. Nov.
24.
N. H.
— Seeks
assignment
of WKBK
license Keene,
from The
KBR
Stations
Inc. to
Ralph Gottlieb, d/b as WKBK Inc.; consideration approximately $27,018.93, to be
adjusted to reflect changes in value of
assets of as of closing date. Mr. Gottlieb owns
30.6% of WKBR-AM-FM Manchester, 30.5%
of WTSN Dover, both New Hampshire;
30% of WAEB-AM-FM Allentown and 40%
of WRAW
Nov.
24. Reading, both Pennsylvania. Ann.
KGFX
Pierre,
— Seeks administratrix
assignment of
license from
Ida S.A.D. McNeil,
of estate of Dana McNeil (deceased) to Mrs.
McNeiltionasinvolved.
individual;
no financial
consideraAnn. Nov.
24.
WMAK
Nashville,
Tenn.
—
Seeks
transfer
of all stock in WMAK Inc. from Frederick
Gregg Jr. (20%), John R. Ozier (50%) and
others to LIN Bcstg. Corp.; consideration
total of 27.7% of stock in transferee. LIN
Bcstg. Corp. is sole stockholder of WAKY
Inc., assignee of WAKY Louisville, Ky.
Ann. Nov. 27.
KAMA(FM) Dallas; KBRE(FM) Houston,
both
TexasFine
— Seek
10%from
of stock
in Texas
Musictransfer
Bcstrs.ofInc.
Ellis
W. Gilbert to Roland A. Baker (5%), J.
Paul Pomeroy Jr. and Victor F. Branch
(each 2.5%); consideration $1,480. Messrs.
Baker, Pomeroy and Branch are present
50%, 20% and 20% stockholders respectively
of licensee corporation. Ann. Nov. 27.
WINA-AM-FM Charlottesville, Va. —
Seeks transfer of 280 shares of stock (.56%
of total) in Charlottesville Bcstg. Corp.
from Lucile V. Faulkner to Donald G.
Heyne (112 shares), Samuel T. Pendleton
(26 shares), Francis T. Parker III (10
shares), Johol & Co. (56 shares), Sarah R.
Parker (20 shares) and Ann M. Minor (56
shares). Transferees are present stockholders in licensee corporation as shown:
Mr. Heyne, 50%; Mr. Pendleton .726%; Mr.
Parker, .02%; Johol & Co., 20%. Consideration to Mrs. Faulkner $10 per share. Ann.
Nov. 27.
Hearing cases
FINAL DECISIONS
■ Commission gives notice that Sept. 19
initial decision which looked toward granting application of Cosmopolitan Bcstg. Corp.
for new Class B fm station to operate on
105.9 mc; ERP 3.219 kw; ant. height 388 ft.,
in Newark, N. J., became effective Nov. 8
pursuant to Sec. 1.153 of the rules. Action
Nov. 22.
INITIAL DECISIONS
■ Hearing Examiner Annie Neal Huntting
issued initial decision looking toward (1)
granting application of Pontotoc Bcstg. Co.
for new am station to operate on 1440 kc,
1 kw, D, in Pontotoc, Miss., and (2) denying applications of Marshall C. and Sarah C.
Parker and WTWV Radio for new am stations to operate with same facilities in
Tupelo, Miss. Action Nov. 28.
■ Hearing Examiner Forest L. McClenning
issued initial decision looking toward granting application of Suburban Bcstg. Inc. for
new am station to operate on 540 kc, 250
w, DA, D, in Jackson, Wis., conditioned that
no harmful interference shall be caused to
services operating on 500 kc and in band
510-535 kc, and denying application of Beacon Bcstg. System Inc. for same facilities in
Grafton-Cedarburg, Wis. Action Nov. 28.
OTHER ACTIONS
La Fiesta Bcstg. Co., Mid-Cities Bcstg.
Corp., Lubbock, Tex. — Designated for conBROADCASTING, December 4, 1961

solidated hearing to
applications
time am stations
operate onfor1420newkc,day500
w; made KTJS
Hobart,
ceeding. Action Nov. 29.Okla., party to pro■ By memorandum opinion and order,
commission denied petition by Garrett Bcstg.
Inc. for reconsideration of Aug. 14 action
which dismissed its application for change
of operation of KXEN Festus-St. Louis, Mo.,
on 1010 kc from 50 kw, DA, D to 10 kw-N, 50
kw-LS, DA-2, unl. and change designation
to St. Louis. Application is in contravention
of NARBA.
Action Nov. 29.
■ By letter, commission denied request by
WKAN Radio Inc. (WKAN) Kankakee, 111.,
for reassignment of different call letter to
Baker-Maltby-Baker
WKAK(FM) Kankakee.Enterprise's
Commission station
feels
there is not sufficient likelihood of confusion to public particularly since WKAK
operates
in fm
broadcaststation.
band Action
and WKAN
29.
is
standard
broadcast
Nov.
■ By memorandum opinion and order,
commission granted in part petition by
Raritan
Inc. and
to extent
of waiving Sec. Valley
1.354(c)Bcstg.
of rules
designating
for
hearing its application to increase daytime
power of WCTC New Brunswick, N. J., on
1450 kc from 250 w to 1 kw, continued nighttime operation with 250 w; conditioned that
in event of grant of application, cp shall
contain condition that construction shall not
commence until decision has been reached
in proceeding in Doc. 13528 et al., and in
event applications therein are granted, WCTC
shall not commence program tests until
stations involved are similarly authorized;
made WNJR Newark, N. J., party to proceeding. Comr. Bartley voted for grant of
application. Action Nov. 29.
Don L. Huber, Madison, Wis.; Bartell
Bcstrs Inc. (WOKY) Milwaukee, Wis.— Designated for Huber
consolidated
applica-to
tions of Mr.
for newhearing
am station
operate
on
920
kc,
1
kw,
DA-D
and
WOKY 1
for change of operation on 920 kc from
kw,
DA-1,
unl.
to
1
kw-N,
5
kw-LS,
DA-2;
made KDHL Faribault, Minn., and WBAA
West
Lafayette,
Ind.,
parties
to
proceeding.
Action Nov. 29.
■ By memorandum opinion and order,
commission granted petition by Suburban
Bcstg. Inc., Jackson, Wis., to reopen record

in proceeding on its application and Beacon
Bcstg. System Inc., Grafton-Cedarburg, Wis.,
for new am stations and remanded proceeding toacter
examiner
for offurther
charqualifications
Beaconhearing
Bcstg. onSystem;
placed burden of proof and of proceeding
with introduction of evidence under new
issue on Suburban. Comr. Cross dissented
and issued statement. Action Nov. 29.
■ By memorandum opinion and order,
commission denied petition by Hocking
Valley Bcstg. Corp. (WHOK) Lancaster,
Ohio, for enlargement of issues in am proceeding in Doc. 14125 et al. to include an
issue as to whether Norwood, Ohio is separate community from Cincinnati, Ohio,
within meaning of Sec. 307(b) of Act; and
dismissed as moot petition by applicant
Massillon Bcstg. Inc., Norwood, to strike
reply of Broadcast Bureau. Comr. Ford
concurred.Bcstg.
(In Co.,
Nov.commission
15 action stated
re KentRavenna
that
standard 307(b) issue includes separate community question. Such issue is included in
instant proceeding, and hence addition of
separate issue requested by petitioner is
unnecessary.) Action Nov. 29.
■ By memorandum
and order,
commission
dismissed asopinion
moot petition
by
Fairfield Bcstg. Co., Easton, Conn., to enlarge issues to include standard comparative
consideration as to its application and that
of Stratford Bcstg. Co., Stratford, Conn., in
am proceeding
in Doc. 14166 et al. Action
Nov.
29.
■ By memorandum opinion and order,
commission denied, on procedural grounds,
joint petition by Tropical Telecasting Corp.
and Nueces Telecasting Co. for review of
hearing
examiner's
16 ruling
admitting
into evidence
exhibitsOct.showing
original
staff
plus seven additional part time employes
proposedcastingby
applicant South
TexasChristi,
TeleInc. (KVDO-TV)
in Corpus
Tex., tv ch. 3 proceeding. Action Nov. 29.
■ By memorandum opinion and order in
proceeding on revocation of license of KWK
Radio Inc.'s am station KWK St. Louis, Mo.,
commission (1) granted petition by Broadcast Bureau for review of hearing examiner's ruling
permittedD. KWK
present
its case
in which
Washington,
C; (2)to ordered
that hearing be held in St. Louis, Mo., and
(3) dismissed as moot Broadcast Bureau's
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PUSH-BUTTON
NUMBERS
The sad part about push-button circulation figures is that the advertiser
pays for them — and pays handsomely. And the cost of tickets to
The Numbers Game, already pretty
high, goes up every time a publisher
pushes a button and says: "Add
another 3,000 names, George."
In ABP businesspapers, on the other
hand, no amount of button pushing
is going to produce 3,000 circulation
— for this circulation has to be paid
for . . . and new subscribers just
don't jump into line when a publisher pushes a button. Advertising
rates that go up at a publisher's decision are somehow harder to swallow
than those that rise in response to
reader demand.
We have nothing against numbers,
understand — when they have dollar
signs attached. But we feel that
numbers per se are not the be-all
and end-all in judging publication
values. And we go so far as to say
that a man who pays $x to subscribe to a publication is more meaningful, even as a sheer number, than
one who pays nothing. He wants the
publication more than he wants $x.
If you feel, as an advertiser, that
the reader should meet you half way
by paying for a publication, you can
be sure you're putting your money on
the right numbers when you put it
in publications bearing this symbol:

The plus value of paid circulation is "wantedness"
1 I BROADCASTING
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BROADCASTING is the only publication
in its field qualifying for
ABC and ABP membership
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petition for review of examiner's ruling
which
quash KWK's
notice of
intentionrefused
to taketodepositions.
In connection
with discussion on depositions, commission
stated
"it is now
not intended
imply
that
if
KWK thatshould
promptly toand
reasonably give notice of any depositions it
wishes to take, the examiner may not authorize the taking of such deposition and
give consideration thereto in his determination of a new date for the recommencehearing."commission
Action Nov.
■ Byment oforder,
denied29. petition
by Crawford County Bcstg. Co., Bucyrus,
Ohio, for reconsideration of hearing order
in am proceeding in Docs. 14805 et al and
for dismissal of applciation of Andrew Eraerine, Bucyrus, for failure to comply with
requirements of Sec. 319(a) of Communications Act and Sec.
1.303 ofof commission's
rules concerning
signature
applications
by applicants under oath or affirmation.
Commission stated that signature was verified by notary public who attested that
application was subscribed and sworn to by
Mr. Emerine in his presence and meets requirement of proper verification and that,
although use of actual signature is far more
preferable than the use of (rubber stamp)
facsimile,
notary's
public attestation
latter legally
sufficient.
Action Nov.renders
29.
WNOW York, Pa.; WEER Warrenton, Va.
—Designated for consolidated hearing applications of WNOW to increase power on
1250 kc. from 1 kw D to 5 kw. DA and
WEER to change facilities from 1570 kc, 500
w, D, to 1250 kc, 1 kw, D; made WHUM
Reading, Pa., party to proceeding. By letter,
advised petitioner WCAE Inc. (WRYT)
Pittsburgh, Pa., that in event of grant of
WEER application, it will include condition
that, to extent that it permits operation
with daytime facilities prior to local sunrise,
Sec. 3.87 of rules is not applicable to this
authorization,
andNov.
such21. operation is prohibited. Action
Routine roundup
ACTIONS ON MOTIONS
By Commissioner Frederick W. Ford
■ Granted
petition byandNorthwest
tions Inc., intervenor,
extended Publicato Dec.
22 time to file replies to exceptions in proceeding on application of WDUL Tv Corp.
(WHYZ-TV) Duluth, Minn. Action Nov. 27.
■ Granted petition by Broadcast Bureau
and extended to Dec. 1 time to respond to
petition
by Windber Community
Bcstg. onSystem for reconsideration
in proceeding
its
application and Ridge Radio Corp. for new
am stations in Windber, Pa. Action Nov. 27.
■ Granted petition by Kent-Ravenna
Bcstg. Co. and extended to Dec. 8 time to
file response to petition by Portage County
Bcstg. Corp. to enlarge issues in proceeding
on their applications for new am stations in
Kent
and Kent-Ravenna, Ohio, et al. Action
Nov. 27.
■ Granted petition by Robert E. Podesta
and Marcella Podesta and extended to Dec.
4 time to file replies to exceptions in proceeding on their application for new fm
27.
station in Santa Clara, Calif. Action Nov.
■ Granted petition by Newton Bcstg. Co.
and extended to Dec. 12 time to file exceptions to initial decision in proceeding on Its
application and Transcript Press Inc. for
new am stations in Newton and Dedham,
both Massachusetts. Action Nov. 22.
■ Granted petition by Sanval Bcstrs. and
extended to Nov. 24 time to file exceptions
to initial decision in proceeding on its
application and James E. Walley for new am
stations in Oroville, Calif. Action Nov. 21.
■ Granted petition by Broadcast Bureau
and extended to Nov. 27 time to respond to
petition by Waterland Bcstg. Corp., Fenton,
Mich., for reconsideration, and by Don F.
Price, Battle Creek, Mich., to consolidate for
hearing in Docs. 14085 et al application of
Tv Corp. of Michigan Inc. and to set aside
initial
Nov. 20.decision in that proceeding. Action
■ Granted petition by Broadcast Bureau
and extended
Nov. 24 in
timematter
to fileofexceptions to initialto decision
mod.
of
license
of
Marietta
Bcstg.
Inc.
(KERO20.
TV ch. 10) Bakersfield, Calif. Action Nov.
■ Granted petition by Broadcast Bureau
and extended to Nov. 24 time to respond to
petitions in proceeding on application of
Jackson
Bcstg.
& TvNov.
Corp.20. (WKHM) Jackson, Mich.
Action
■ Granted petition by Storer Bcstg. Co.
(WJBK) Detroit, Mich., and extended to
Nov. 30 time to respond to petitions by
KSTP Inc. (KSTP) St. Paul, Minn., and
Post Newsweek Stations (WTOP) Washington, D. C, for enlargement of issues in con-

solidated am proceeding in Doc. 14085 et al
(Community Service Bcstrs. Inc., Ypsilanti,
Mich., et al). Action Nov. 17.
By Chief D.
Hearing
Examiner James
Cunningham
■ Scheduled prehearing conference for
Jan. 8 and hearing for Feb. 19, 1962, in proceeding on applications of Grand Bcstg. Co.
and Atlas Bcstg. Co. for new tv stations to
operate on ch. 13 in Grand Rapids, Mich.
Action Nov. 27.
■ Granted in part requests for partial
waiver of Sec. 1.362 of publication rules by
Radio One Five Hundred Inc., Pike County
Bcstrs., Mainliner Bcstrs, Storer Bcstg. Co.,
Rossford Bcstg. Inc., Progressive Bcstg.
Corp. and Williams County Bcstg. System,
applicants
am facilitiesandin ordered
21-applicant
consolidatedforproceeding,
that
each applicant be required to publish only
name of lead applicant, his own name,
names of those with whom he is in conflict, facilities requested by him and by
those with whom he is in conflict, issues
affecting his application, and time and place
of hearing;
time for publication to comNov. 27.mence from date of release of order. Action
■ Scheduled prehearing conferences and
hearings in following proceedings on dates
shown: Dec. 27 and Feb. 7, 1962, on applications of Flower City Tv Corp. and Genesee
Valley Tv Inc., for new tv stations on ch.
13 in Rochester, N. Y.; Dec. 27 and Feb. 5,
1962, on application of W. E. Baysden for
new am station in Jacksonville, N. C: Jan.
26 and Feb. 5, 1962, on application of KSAY
Bcstg. Co. for renewal of license of KSAY
San Francisco, Calif.; Dec. 26 and Feb. 5,
1962, ongerald applications
of Francis
M. Fitzfor new am station
in Greensboro,
N. C, et al. Action Nov. 24.
■ Scheduled prehearing conference for
Dec. 19 and hearing for Jan. 29, 1962, on six
mutually exclusive applications for ch. 9 in
Syracuse, N. Y. Action Nov. 20.
By Acting Chief A.Hearing
Kyle Examiner Jay
■ Denied request by Edwin A. Niehay to
withdraw his notice not to appear, received Nov. 17, and for acceptance of late
filing of appearance in proceeding on his
application and Champion Electronics for
new
Nov. am
28. stations in Provo, Utah. Action
By Hearing Examiner James D. Cunningham
■ Scheduled further hearing for Nov. 30
in
Jacksonville,
Action
Nov. 24. Fla., tv ch. 12 proceeding.
By Hearing Examiner Thomas H. Donahue
■ Granted petition by Vernon E. Pressley,
Canton, N. C, and continued Nov. 24 hearing
to Dec.tion11and inthat
proceeding
on his am
applicaof Folkways
Bcstg.
Inc.
(WTCW) Whitesburg, Ky. Action Nov. 22.
By Hearing Examiner Charles J. Frederick
■ Granted motion by Broadcast Bureau
and corrected
transcript
in matter
cation of license
of Mandan
Radioof revoAsso.
for
am
station
KBOM
Bismarck-Mandan,
N. D. Action. Nov. 27.
By Hearing Examiner Millard F. French
by Broadcast
and■ Granted
extended petition
from Nov.
22 to Dec. Bureau
1 time
to file proposed findings and conclusions in
proceeding on applications of Radio Quests
Inc. and WHOT Inc. for new am stations in
Willoughby and Campbell, Ohio. Action
Nov. 22.
By Hearing Examiner Walther W. Guenther
■ Closed record in proceeding on application of Maricopa County Bcstrs. Inc. for
new am station in Mesa, Ariz., and, as
agreed upon at Nov. 7 hearing, proposed
findings of fact and conclusions of law will
be filed by Maricopa within two weeks
after release date of this order, and that
withinings 10
days after filing
of proposed
and conclusions
Broadcast
Bureau findwill
either issue informal statement or file reply
pleading thereto. Action Nov. 20.
By Hearing Examiner Isadore A. Honig
■ Denied petition by Western Bcstg. Co.
to set aside previous ruling holding in default its application for new am station
in Odessa, Tex., which was in consolidated
proceeding
with in
application
of R.
McAlister, Odessa,
Docs. 13796
andL. 13803,
and tocast reopen
record;
also
denied
BroadBureau suggestion to reopen record
for additional evidence bearing on Mr. McAlister's
denied petition
by
Western toapplication;
amend its application
to reduce
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PROFESSIONAL

CARDS

JANSKY & BAILEY
Offices and Laboratories
1339 Wisconsin Ave., N.W.
Washington 7, D.C. FEderal 3-4800
Member AFCOE

JAMES C. McNARY
Consulting Engineer
National Press Bldg.,
Wash. 4, D. C.
Telephone District 7-1205
Member AFCCE

—Established 1926—
PAUL GODLEY CO.
Upper Montclair, N. J.
Pilgrim
Laboratories,
Great6-3000
Notch, N. J.
Member AFCCE

GEORGE C. DAVIS
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
RADIO & TELEVISION
527 Munsey Bldg.
STerling 3-0111
Washington
4, D. C.
Member AFCCE

Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
Everett L. Dillard, Cen. Mgr.
INTERNATIONAL BLDC.
Dl. 7-1319
WASHINGTON, D. C.
P.O. BOX 7037
JACKSON 5302
KANSAS CITY, MO.
Member AFCCE

A. D. Ring & Associates
30 Years' Engineering
Experience in Radio

GAUTNEY & JONES
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
930 Warner Bldg. National 8-7757
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE

Lohnes & Culver

1710 H St., N.W. Republic 7-2347
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
Member AFCCE

Munsey Building District 7-8215
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE

RUSSELL
P. MAY
711 14th St., N.W. Sheraton Bldg.
Washington 5, D. C.
REpublic 7-3984
Member AFCCE

L. H. Carr & Associates
Consulting
Radio b Television
Engineers
Washington 6, D. C. Fort Evans
1000 Conn. Ave. Leesburg, Va.
Member AFCCE

GUY C. HUTCHESON
P.O. Box 32
CRestview 4-8721
1100 W. Abram
ARLINGTON, TEXAS

SILLIMAN, MOFFET &
ROHRER
1405 C St., N.W.
Republic 7-6646
Washington
5, D. C.
Member AFCCE

WALTER F. KEAN
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Associate
Ceorge M. Sklom
19 E. Quincy St. Hickory 7-2401
Riverside,Member
III. (A AFCCE
Chicago suburb)

HAMMETT & EDISON
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Box 68, International Airport
San Francisco 28, California
Diamond 2-5208

CARL E. SMITH
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
8200 Snowville Road
Cleveland 41, Ohio
Tel. JAckson 6-4386
Member AFCOE

J. G. ROUNTREE
CONSULTING ENGINEER
P.O. Box 9044
Austin 17, Texas
CLendale 2-3073

VIR N. JAMES
SPECIALTY
DIRECTIONAL ANTENNAS
232 S. Jasmine St. DExter 3-5562
Denver 22, Colorado
Member AFCOE

JOHN H. MULLANEY
and ASSOCIATES, INC.
2000 P St., N. W.
Washington 6, D. C.
Columbia 5-4666
Member AFCCE

A. E. Towne Assocs., Inc.
TELEVISION and RADIO
ENGINEERING CONSULTANTS
420 Taylor St.
San Francisco 2, Calif.
PR. 5-3100

PETE JOHNSON
Consulting am-fm-tv Engineers
Applications — Field Engineering
Suite 601
Kanawha Hotel Bldg.
Charleston, W.Va. Dickens 2-6281

MERL SAXON
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEER
622 Hoskins Street
Lufkin, Texas
NEptune 4-4242 NEptune 4-9558

L. J. N. du TREIL
& ASSOCIATES
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
10412 Jefferson Highway
New Orleans 23, La.
Phone: 721-2661

Directory

COMMERCIAL RADIO
MONITORING CO.
PRECISION
FREQUENCY
MEASUREMENTS
AM-FM-TV
103 S. Market St.,
Lee's Summit, Mo.
Phone Kansas City, Laclede 4-3777

William B. Carr
Consulting Engineer
AM— FM— TV
Microwave
P. O. Box 13287
Fort Worth 18, Texas
ATlas 4-1571

PAUL DEAN FORD
Broadcast Engineering Consultant
4341 South 8th Street
Terre Haute, Indiana
Wabash 2643

COLLECTIONS
For the Industry
ALL OVER THE WORLD
TV— Radio — Film and Media
Accounts Receivable
No Collection — No Commission
STANDARD ACTUARIAL
WARRANTY CO.
220 West 42nd St., N. Y. 36, N. Y.
LO 5-5990

BARKLEY & DEXTER LABS.,
INC.
Donald P. Wise James M. Moran
Consulting,forResearch
&
Development
Broadcasting,
Industry & Government
50 Frankfort St. Diamond 3-3716
Fitchburg, Massachusetts

CAMBRIDGE CRYSTALS
PRECISION FREQUENCY
MEASURING SERVICE
SPECIALISTS FOR AM-FM-TV
445 Concord Ave.,
Cambridge 38, Mass.
Phone TRowbridge 6-2810
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1302 18th St., N.W. Hudson 3-9000
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
Member AFCCE

A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
INWOOD POST OFFICE
DALLAS 9, TEXAS
MEIrose 1-8360
Member AFCCE

LYNNE C. SMEBY
CONSULTING ENGINEER
AM-FM-TV
7615 LYNN DRIVE
WASHINGTON 15, D. C.
OLiver 2-8520

GEO. P. ADAIR ENG. CO.
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
Radio-Television
Communications- Electronics
1610 Eye St., N. W.
Washington, D. C.
Executive Member
3-1230 Executive
AFCCE 3-5851

KEAR & KENNEDY

JOHN B. HEFFELFINGER
9208 Wyoming PI. Hiland 4-7010
KANSAS CITY 14, MISSOURI

JULES COHEN
Consulting Electronic Engineer
617 Albee Bldg. Executive 3-4616
1426 C St., N.W.
Washington 5, D. C.
Member AFCCE

JOHN H. BATTISON
& ASSOCIATES
Consulting Radio Engineers
Specializingandin measurements
AM-FM-TV
applications
934-5 Munsey Building
Washington 5, D. C.
Dl 7-2330 Member AFCCE
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proposed power from 50 kw to 5 kw and
change proposed transmitter location, and
rejected tendered amendment. Actions
Nov. 24, Nov. 28.
■ Upon oral request by Broadcast Bureau
and with consent of other parties who have
agreed toextended
waive "four-day
rule"24 oftoSec.Dec.1.43,1
further
from Nov.
date for clusions
filing
proposed
findings
and from
conand, on own motion, extended
Dec. 1 to Dec. 8 date for filing replies in
proceeding on am applications of Kenneth
G. and Misha S. Prather, Boulder, and
KDEN Bcstg. Co. (KDEN) Denver, both
Colorado. Action Nov. 22.
■ Granted petition by Blue Island Community Bcstg. Inc., Blue Island, 111., and
extended from Nov. 28 to Dec. 21 date for
filing proposed findings and conclusions and
from Dec. 13 to Jan. 5, 1962 for replies in
fm proceeding. Action Nov. 22.
By Hearing Examiner Annie Neal Huntting
■ Granted petition by Broadcast Bureau
and continued without date time for filing
proposed findings in proceeding on application of Torrington Bcstg. Inc. (WTOR)
Torrington, Conn., pending adoption of processingto in
rules upon
of study
referred
Nov. conclusion
1 amendment
to Sec.
1.351(b) (3) of rules; ordered chief of Broadcast Bureau to advise hearing examiner
and other parties as soon as bureau believes
it appropriate to take further action in this
proceeding. Action Nov. 22.
■ Upon request by Catskills Bcstg. Co.,
continued Nov. 20 hearing to date to be
announced as soon as counsel for applicant
can confer and advise hearing examiner of
convenient substitute date in proceeding on
Catskills'
for Action
new am
in Ellenville,application
N. Y., et al.
Nov. station
20.
By Hearing Examiner H. Gifford Irion
■ Granted petition by Broadcast Bureau
and extended from Dec. 1 to Dec. 18 time
for filing proposed findings and conclusions
and to Jan. 5, 1962, for replies in proceeding
on applications of Lakeshore Bcstg. Inc. for
new fm station in Racine, Wis., et al. Action
Nov. 27.
By Hearing Examiner David I. Kraushaar
■ Granted motion by applicant to correct
hearing record to reflect "loss area" of 112.7

The

New

1961-62
BROADCASTING

YEARBOOK

"The one-boolt library of TV/Radio"
Designed to meet your specialized needs,
the all-new BROADCASTING Yearbook is
the most complete encyclopedia-type book
ever published for the business of broadcasting. It's 566 pages contain 46 separate
directories.

And, among the new features, you'll
especially like the new thumb index,
separating the six major business areas of
broadcasting.
Order your copy or copies now. $4.00
per copy. Supply is limited. Broadcasting
Yearbook, J 735 DeSales St., Washington
6, D. C.
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square miles affecting population of 4,173 in
lieu of 148 square miles and population of
5,614
as shownintoin applicant's
5, page
33, admitted
evidence in Exhibit
proceeding
on
application of Crawford County Bcstg. Co.
(WTIV) Titusville, Pa. Action Nov. 27.
By Hearing Examiner Jay A. Kyle
■ Granted motion by Radio Alexander
City and extended from Nov. 27 to Dec. 11
date for exchange of exhibits in proceeding
on its application and Clay Service Corp.
for new am stations in Alexander City and
Ashland, Ala. Action Nov. 27.
■ Continued
without
date 29prehearing
conference scheduled
for Nov.
in proceeding
on application of KOFE Inc. (KOFE) Pullman, Wash. Action Nov. 27.
■ Granted request by Burlington Bcstg.
Co. and extended from Nov. 27 to Dec. 1
time to file corrections to the transcript in
proceeding on its application for new am
station27. in Burlington, N. J., et al. Action
Nov.
By Hearing Examiner Forest L. McClenning
■ After Nov. 22 prehearing conference in
proceeding on am application of WFYC Inc.
(WFYC) Alma, Mich., scheduled certain
procedural dates and continued Dec. 15
hearing to Feb. 12, 1962. Action Nov. 22.
■ Ordered that, subject to provisions of
Sec. 1.148 of rules, transcript of record in
proceeding on applications of Beacon Bcstg.
System Inc. and Suburban Bcstg. Inc. for
new am stations in Grafton- Cedarburg and
Jackson, spects;
Wis.,
corrected
variousBcstg.
redenied ispetition
by in
Beacon
System Inc.
for
leave
to
amend
its
application. Actions Nov. 16, 20.
By Hearing Examiner Herbert Sharfman
■ Because of possible conflict with examiner's
rescheduled
14 pre-in
hearingschedule,
conference
for Jan. Dec.
5, 1962,
Santa Maria, Calif., tv ch. 12 proceeding
(M & M Telecasters et al). Action Nov. 22.
■ Pursuant
to commission's
memorandum
opinion
andscheduled
order
21, reNovemberannounced
30 hearing Nov.
in Palatka,
Fla., for Jan. 16, 1962, in Washington, D. C,
in proceeding on application of REA Radio
& Electronic
for renewal
of license of WREALaboratory
East Palatka,
Fla. Action
Nov. 22.
■ Formalized ruling made on record of
Nov. 15 prehearing conference; cancelled
Dec. 18 hearing and scheduled further prehearing conference for Feb. 14, 1962, in
proceeding
applicationsandofMagnolia
Smackover Radio on
Inc.,amSmackover,
Bcstg. Co.
(KVMA)
Magnolia,
both
Arkansas. Action Nov. 21.
■ Scheduled further prehearing conferfor Nov. Inc.
22 inforproceeding
applica-of
tionenceof WMOZ
renewal ofonlicense
WMOZ Mobile, Ala., and revocation of license of Edwin H. Estes for WPFA Pensacola, Fla. Action Nov. 21.
BROADCAST ACTIONS
by Broadcast Bureau
Actions of Nov. 28
WYSI, Ypsilanti-Ann Arbor Bcstg. Co.,
Ypsilanti, Mich. — Granted assignment of cp
to Ypsilanti Bcstg. Co.
KCHE, Cherokee Bcstg. Co., Cherokee,
Iowa — Granted acquisition of positive control by Charles Reznikov through purchase
of stock from M. Louise Shimp.
WOKW Brockton, Mass. — Granted license
for am station and specify type trans, and
studio location (trans, location redescribed) .
WOXF increase
Oxford, inN.daytime
C— Granted
covering
power. license
■ Granted licenses covering increase in
daytime power and installation new trans,
for following stations: WHMP Northampton,
Mass. and KWYN Wynne, Ark.
WLKW Providence, R. I. — Granted license
covering installation of new trans, at main
trans, location as auxiliary trans.
KLWT
stall newLebanon,
trans. Mo. — Granted cp to inWLOS-TV Asheville, N. C— Granted cp to
change type ant.; make changes in ant.
system and equipment; ERP vis. 120 kw,
aur.
trans, 60.3
and kw;
ant.).ant. height 2,830 ft. (main
Quantico,
Va. — Granted
cpWQVA
to change
type trans,
and mainmod.
studioof
location; remote control permitted.
WIST Charlotte, N. C— Granted mod. of
cp to change type trans.
KUDU-FM
Calif.—to Granted extensionVentura-Oxnard,
of completion date
April
30,WTRC-FM
1962.
Elkhart, Ind— Granted extensilent.sion of authority to Jan. 31, 1962, to remain
WBAA West Lafayette, Ind.— Granted au-

thority to remain silent on Dec. 25 and
Jan. 1, 1962.
KSKI Sun Valley, Idaho — Granted extenof authority
to March 15, 1962, to operatesion7 a.m.
to 7 p.m.
Actions of Nov. 27
WBTS
Bridgeport,
Ala— Granted license
for am station.
KHGM(FM)
Beaumont,
Tex.— Granted license for fm station.
WARD Johnstown, Pa. — Granted license
coveringcrease ininstallation
of new trans, and indaytime power.
WNAU New Albany, Miss. — Granted license covering change of hours of operation
and installation of DA for nighttime use.
KSL Salt Lake City, Utah— Granted license covering installation of new trans,
as auxiliary trans, with remote control operation.
Porkie Mts. Tv Inc., White Pine, Mich.—
Granted
cps for
vhf translate
tv translator
stations on chs.
7 andnew9 to
programs
of KDAL-TV (ch. 3) Duluth, Minn., and
WDSM-TV (ch. 6) Superior, Wis.
WDBQ-FM Dubuque, Iowa — Granted request for cancellation of license; call letters
deleted.
Actions of Nov. 24
■ Granted
of license Ala.;
for following stations: renewal
WGAD Gadsden,
K73AN
Eureka Tv District, Eureka, Nev.; K74AB,
K77AE, Jefferson County Tv. Inc., Madras,
Ore.; K70BS,
K74BA,
Kilauea-Kau
Community Tv Assn.,
Naalehu
and Volcano
Area, Hawaii; K71AA, Kittitas Valley Tv
Assn. Inc., Ellensburg and Kittitas Valley
Area, Wash.; K70AS Lemhi Tv Corp., Salmon, Idaho; K76BA, Libby Video Club,
Libby, Mont.; Minneonto Tv Inc., K70BN,
K74AS
K79AH, Kabetogama,
K82AJ International Falls,Virginia,
K70BV, K75AQ
K79AL,
K82AI Orr, all Minnesota; Mohave County
Board of Supervisors, Mohave County,
Ariz., K73AJ, K80AP Peach Springs, K74AN,
K77AM Chloride, K75AI, K72AV Big Sandy
Valley, K70AC, K78AC, K82AA Kingman,
all
Arizona;
K79AB, Trailer
K82AD, Court,
MorrisonKnudsen
Inc., Brownlee
Ore.;
K72AM, K76AG, East Butte Tv Club Inc.,
Shelby, Mont.; K71AF, Surprise Valley Tv
Club, Cedarville, Calif.; K77AN, Tea Kettle
Tv Assn. Inc., Columbia Falls, Mont.; K70BL,
K76AU, K80AT, Wheeler County Translator
System Inc., Wheeler County, Tex.; K77AR,
Windom Area Tv Inc., Windom, Minn.;
K76AQ, visors,
Mohave
County Board
of SuperMohave County,
Ariz., Gas
City,
Bullhead City, Davis Dam, Ariz., and
Needles, Calif.
■ Granted licenses to use old main transmittertions:
as auxiliary
for following
staKWPM Westtrans,
Plains,
Mo.; WJVA
South Bend, Ind.; WEIR Weirton, W. Va.
■ Granted licenses covering installation
of new trans, for following stations: WEIR
Weirton, W. Va.; KWPM West Plains, Mo.,
and increase
WPLK Rockmart,
Ga., anddaytime
increasepower;
in power.
■ Granted licenses covering installation
of new trans, to be used as auxiliary trans,
for following stations: WE AM Arlington,
Va., and WKGN Knoxville, Tenn.
KRIUZ(FM)
Santa Barbara,
Granted
license covering
increase in Calif.—
power
(105 kw) and specify type trans.
■ Granted
licenses
for
following
am
stations: WSPZ Spencer, W. Va., and specify
studio location; WHHV Hillsville, Va.;
WKRW Cartersville, Ga.
WNNJ changes
Newton, inN.ant.
J. — system.
Granted license
covering
WNEG Toccoa, Ga. — Granted license
covering change in frequency, power, ant.,
ground system, and installation of new
trans.
WINF Manchester, Conn. — Granted cp to
move ant.-trans. location and make changes
in antenna system (increase height).
Amsterdam,
N. Y. — Granted mod.
of WCSS
cp to change
type trans.
■ Following
stationsdates
wereas granted
sions of completion
shown: extenWICH
Norwich, Conn., to Feb. 1, 1962, and WLTV
Bowling Green, Ky., to June 7, 1962.
Actions of Nov. 22
KWYO
Sheridan,
Wyo. — Granted change
of remote control authority.
WMBO-FM
Auburn,
N. Y.— Granted SCA
on multiplex basis; condition.
■ Granted
renewal
of
license
ing stations: KFIZ Fond
du for
Lac,followWis.;
WBEV Beaver Dam, Wis.; WBIZ Eau Claire,
Wis.; WBKV West Bend, Wis.; WEDC Chicago, 111.; WGEM Quincy, 111.; WGIL Galesburg, 111.;boygan,
WHAWis.; WHFC
Madison,Cicero,
Wis.; WHBL
She111.; WJJD
Chicago, 111.; WJPF Herrin, 111.; WLPO
LaSalle, 111.; WMDC Mt. Vernon, 111.; WOMT
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Manitowoc, Wis.; WPRS Paris, 111.; WSAU
Wausau, Wis.; WTTN Watertown, Wis.;
WEFM (FM) Chicago, 111.; WEHS (FM)
Chicago, 111.; WKKD-FM Aurora, 111.;
WMIL-FM Milwaukee, Wis.; WMIX-FM Mt.
Vernon, 111.; WPRS-FM Paris, 111.; *WHAFM Madison, Wis.; *WHAD (FM) Delafield, Wis.; *WHHI (FM) Highland, Wis.;
•WHKW (FM) Chilton, Wis.; *WHLA (FM)
Holmen, Wis.; *WHRM (FM) Wausau, Wis.;
*WHSA (FM) Madison, Wis.; *WHWC (FM)
Colfax, Wis.; WEAU-TV Eau Claire, Wis.;
WFRV
Green (TV)
Bay, Milwaukee,
Wis.; WGN-TV
Chicago, (TV)
111.; WXIX
Wis.;
♦WTTW
(TV) Chicago, 111.; WSMI Litchfield,
m.
WTVP(TV) Decatur, 111.— Granted cps to
change ERP to vis. 200 kw, aur. 110 kw;
replace transmission line and make changes
in equipment (main trans, and ant.); install
auxiliary ant. at main trans, and ant. location..
■ Granted mod. of cps to change type
trans, for following stations: WSTV Steubenville, Ohio; WKRZ Oil City, Pa.; WROZ
Evansville, Ind.
■ Following stations were granted extensions of completion dates as shown: WOODFM Grand Rapids, Mich., to March 1, 1962;
WJAC-FM Johnstown, Pa., to March 1, 1962;
WKRZ Oil City, Pa., to Jan. 2, 1962; KFLI
Mountain Home, Idaho, to March 15, 1962;
WSGW Saginaw, Mich., to March 1, 1962;
WEUP Huntsville, Ala., to March 15, 1962;
WTAQ La Grange, HI., to Feb. 15, 1962;
WCHL Chapel Hill, N. C, to April 26, 1962.
WOCB-FM West Yarmouth, Mass.—
Granted request for cancellation of cp for
installation of new type ant.
WRVA Richmond, Va. — Granted request
for cancellation of auxiliary trans, license.
WMSA-FM Massena, N. Y. — Granted redeleted.quest for cancellation of license; call letters
KLOA-FM Ridgecrest, Calif.— Granted request for cancellation of cp for fm station.
KEED-FM Springfield-Eugene, Ore. —
Granted authority to remain silent for period beginning Dec. 1 and ending Feb. 1, 1962.
WERI-FM Westerly, R. I.— Granted exension of authority to Jan. 31, 1962 to remain tsilent.
Actions of Nov. 21
■ Granted licenses for following am staSUMMARY

AM
FM
TV

Commercial
Non-commercial

tions: KZOT Marianna, Ark.; WERA Plainfield, N. J.; WAFS Amsterdam, N. Y.; WCCF
Punta
tion. Gorda, Fla., and specify studio loca■ Granted licenses covering increase in
daytime power and installation of new
trans, for following stations: WIDE Biddeford,
Me.;La.KNOC Natchitoches, La.; KSIG
Crowley,
KTOD Sinton, Tex. — Granted license
covering change in hours of operation;
change from DA-D to DA-2; and changes in
ground system.
KTOC Jonesboro, La.— Granted license
covering increase in power; installation of
new trans.; and change from DA-D to nonDA.KBRS Springdale, Ark. — Granted licenses
covering installation of new trans, and
changes in ant. system.
WATK Antigo, Wis. — Granted license
covering installation of new trans.
WFMT(FM) Chicago, 111.— Granted license
covering change in ERP; ant. height; instal ation of new trans, and operation by remote control.
Frank William Schmidt, Big Fork, Mont.
— Granted cp for new uhf tv translator station on ch. 75 to translate programs of station KREM-TV (ch. 2) Spokane, Wash.
KALU(TV) Hilo, Hawaii— Granted mod.
of cp to change ERP to vis. 2.14 kw; aur. to
1.15 kw; ant. height — 490 ft.; type ant.; and
make changes in ant. system.
KORK-FM Las Vegas, Nev. — Granted mod.
of cp to increase ERP to 34 kw; decrease
ant. height to —59 ft.; make changes in
ant. system; change type ant. and type
trans.; waived Sec. 3.205(a) of rules to
permit main studios to be located at KORK
(AM) site, in Thunderbird Hotel, near Las
Vegas; remote control permitted.
Action of Nov. 20
R. I. — Granted change
of WPRO
remoteProvidence,
control authority.
License renewals
WTVH(TV)
(ch. 19)forPeoria,
Granted
renewal
of license
main 111.—
trans,
and
ant. and auxiliary ant., without prejudice
to whatever action, if any, commission may
deem waranted as result of any final deterContinued on page 139

OF COMMERCIAL

TOTAL APPLICATIONS
For new stations
186
856
135

TV
554
58

Compiled by FCC Oct. 31
AM
49
157
3,603
524
3,809
171
696
508
107
6150
0

887
FM
185
41
24
99
1,113
68
123
5
73
0
2

TV
90
68
655
47
39
86
52
130
2

1 There are, in addition, nine tv stations which are no longer on the air, but retain their
licenses.
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TRANSMITTER

FM's Most Powerful
Transmitter! ita s 35 kw
FM Transmitter is designed to
fill in coverage weak spotsblanket any area with POWER
at a price you can afford.
Offersthese features:* Stereo
and Multiplex Provisions •
Grounded Grid PA That Needs
No Neutralization • Silicon
Rectifiers • Power Cutback to
5 kw • Free Installation Supervision. Examine its features
. . . step up to the best high
power FM transmitter ever
made. For complete information write ITA Dept. BI-4.

STATION BOXSCORE

Licensed (all on air)
Cps on air (new stations)
Cps not on air (new stations)
Total authorized stations
Applications for new stations (not in hearing)
Applications for new stations (in hearing)
Total applications for new stations
Applications for major changes (not in hearing)
Applications for major changes (in hearing)
Total applications for major changes
Licenses deleted
Cps deleted

FM

BROADCASTING

Compiled by BROADCASTING Nov. 30
ON AIR
CP
Lie.
56
Not on air
91
Cps.
3,609
159
61
881
69
82
OPERATING TELEVISION STATIONS
4871
Compiled by BROADCASTING Nov. 30
VHF
UHF
469
85
40
18
COMMERCIAL

35 kw

4871

ITA Electronics Corporation
BROADCAST DIVISION
Lansdowne, Pennsylvania
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CLASSIFIED

ADVERTISEMENTS

(Payable in advance. Checks and money orders only.) (FINAL DEADLINE — Monday preceding publication date.)
• SITUATIONS WANTED 20$ per word — $2.00 minimum • HELP WANTED 25* per word— $2.00 minimum.
• DISPLAY ads #20.00 per inch— STATIONS FOR SALE advertising require display space.
• All other classifications 30$ per word — $4.00 minimum.
• No charge for blind box number. Send replies to Broadcasting, 1735 DeSales St., N.W., Washington 6, D. C.
Applicants: If transcriptions or bulk packages submitted, $1.00 charge for mailing (Forward remittance separately, please). All transcriptions, photos,
etc., sent to box numbers are sent at owner's risk. Broadcasting expressly repudiates any liability or responsibility for their custody or return.
RADIO

Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Sales

Help Wanted — (Cont'd)
Announcers

Sales managers, assistant and station managers, interested in joining expanding Pa.,
Florida, radio group in administrative capacities— excellent future — send detailed resume to Box 801H, BROADCASTING.

Radio television jobs. Over 630 stations. All
major markets, midwest saturation. Write
Walker Employment, 83 South 7th Street,
Minneapolis 2, Minn.

Sales

Announcers

Sales-operation manager (plus two salescennew (now building)
men) foratlantic-medium
tral
market.1-kw-D
Send full
resume-photo
to
Box
729H,
BROADCASTING.
Madison, Wisconsin — Excellent situation and
future for right man who likes to sell . . .
resume to Box 903H, BROADCASTING.
Radio salesman. Base salary $7800 plus 15%
commission. Men averaging $10-15,000 year.
We pay interview and moving expenses.
West Michigan
350,000. must
Stationinclude
fulltime
am and market
fm. Resume
past and present earnings and volume sold.
Radio experience not required — sales experience is. Box 920H, BROADCASTING.
Florida. Established station. Full time. 5 kw.
Guaranteed salary and incentive plan. Insurance and hospitalization program. Unrivaled living conditions. Housing plentiful
and inexpensive. Inquiry will reveal an unusual, opportunity with an outstanding station. Complete resume. References please.
Box 999H, BROADCASTING.
Expanding radio-tv organization desires top
salesman. Long-range opportunity; attractive starting pay. Must be under 30 years
of age with desire to grow with company.
Write Box 10J, BROADCASTING.
Sales manager. Progressive, farm station
going to 5000 watts soon needs sales manager with experience in competitive markets. Must produce. Call or write Jim
Wanke, General Manager, KABR radio,
Aberdeen, South Dakota. BA 5-1420.
Sales manager. We furnish car and expenses, salary and commission; exclusive
market area, top programming and community acceptance. You furnish experience,
ability, sales personality and initiative. Air
mail picture, qualifications, background to
KAVO, Rocky Ford, Colorado.
Market wide open for experienced, creative
salesman capable of producing and holding
husiness. More radio stations in the market
than there are real salesman. Producer will
he compensated handsomely through salary
— commission plan. Send full background
and recent photo to Lou Ullo, sales manager, KBIS radio, 2013 Chester Avenue,
Bakersfield, California.
Top c&w station needs good salesman inted in making
money.
mum twoteresyears
sales excellent
experience.
Sales Minionly.
DJ's
&
pickers
need
not
apply.
and commission. K-P-E-G, 3810 Guarantee
E. Boone,
Spokane, Washington.
Radio salesman . . . must have three years
experience radio sales, five years radio.
Excellent guarantee and commission. Send
resume to Dick Barrett, General Manager,
WMFT,
Terre Haute, Indiana's only adult
music station.

Top-rated chain with outlets in key markets is onaggressive,
the lookout
for topextra-sharp
"format"
dj's
and
dramatic,
newsman.
Only experienced,
qualified men
need apply. Send tape and resume to be
considered. Box 919F, BROADCASTING.
Capable radio announcer desired by amfm-tv station. Emphasis on voice quality
and intelligent delivery. We are adult
operation, terested
notin maturity
personalityand
format
. . . inpermanence.
Above average benefits, pleasant midwestem community. Box 745H, BROADCASTING.

Immediate opening . . . announcer for adult
music station. 1st phone preferable, not a
must. WLBE, Leesburg-Eustis, Florida.
Immediate opening for two experienced announcers. Must be professional and mature
to qualify. Experience in production and/or
news desirable. WSAC. Fort Knox, Kentucky. Phone ELgin 1-3121.
Opening for announcer with first phone.
Light tions.
maintenance,
working
condiContact WSYB, good
Rutland,
Vermont.
Combo — first phone. Excellent salary. WVOS,
Liberty, New York.
Spanish speaking, first radio telephone, no
experience
necessary, 250 watt, new equipPuerto ment,
Ricobeautiful location. Box 1526, Ponce,

Help Wanted — Management

Jacksonville, Florida. Need three experienced radio salesmen to affiliate with rapidly growing
company.
and Macri,
complete resume
in firstSend
letterphoto
to C.
WZOK.
Special feature salesman. Immediate openings most states. Gallucci, East Hampton,
Connecticut. Andrew 7-9092.
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Announcer-engineer. Central Pennsylvania
station. Our need is immediate. Salary
open. Send resume and tape to Box 758H,
BROADCASTING.
New one kw daytimer needs ambitious and
aggressive announcer now. Adult music and
news format. Send complete resume, picture to Box 985H, BROADCASTING.
Desire person with some announcing and
tv production experience. Good opportunity
for young man with desire to progress in
these fields. Midwestern tv and radio combination. Box 6J, BROADCASTING.
Wanted,
combo
under
30 for Tennessee engineer-announcer
station. Good references
required. Write Box 11J, BROADCASTING.
Announcer with first phone ticket has opportunity at on-the-go station near Atlanta.
Basic maintenance and a good job on the
air are required. Send tape, background,
personal
creditBoxreferences.
No rock'n
roll man and
desired.
15J, BROADCASTING.
Texas kilowatt seeking experienced, adult
announcers.
$90.0024J,week.
Send resume, references to Box
BROADCASTING.
Need a combo man for a radio station in
a New England market. Prefer a young,
single man who wishes to grow with a
reliable
CASTING.chain of stations. Box 33J, BROADNeed experienced announcer for general
staff work at progressive northeast Texas
station. Good opportunity for right man.
Send Pleasant,
tape, resume,
Mt.
Texas.photo to KIMP AM-FM,
Mobile's #1 station, top 40 has immediate
opening
for intwoproduction
experienced
dj's matured
voice assist
etc. Also
two experienced salesman to call on trade and
make money. WABB, Mobile, Alabama.
1st phone announcer. Immediate opening.
Send resume, tape and salary requirements
to Ken Spengler, WCVS, Springfield, Illinois.
Experienced announcer-newsman. Adult
music station at the seashore, one hour
from New York. Personal interview. Phone
Theo
WHTG, Kellogg 1-1410, Asbury
Park, Gade,
New Jersey.
Experienced announcer with first phone —
immediate opening. Send resume, tape and
photo. J. F. Marzke, WJUD, St. Johns,
Michigan.

Combo-man with 1st phone, one year experience each department. Some traffic work
with good music station near St. Louis.
Good advancement potential. Send photo,
complete resume, tape, salary requirements
first letter. Write Box 7, Alton, Illinois.
Capable experienced announcer desired for
quality fm station in major market. Classics
only. Some board experience needed. Good
salary. Send tape and resume to P.O. Box
4581, Cleveland 24, Ohio.
Radio television jobs. Over 630 stations. All
major markets, midwest saturation. Write
Walker Employment, 83 South 7th Street,
Minneapolis 2, Minn.
Combination announcer-engineer. Maintenance helpful but not required. Salary depends on ability. E. H. Whitehead, KTLU,
Rusk, Texas.
Technical
Chief engineer for metropolitan daytimer
going directional night. Part of southern
group building 3 stations. Good opportunity
for experience working with group engineer. Excellent working conditions. Send
photo — ments
complete
requireING.
first letter. resume,
Box 490H,salary
BROADCASTChief engineer for directional array. Fine
company, good equipment. If interested
please send detailed application to Box
942H, BROADCASTING.
Engineer-chief: must be combo-something.
Eng-sales, eng-announcer, etc. Not sufficient work to spend full time eng. Daytimer. No problems. $100 weekly. Full details to Box 954H, BROADCASTING.
North Carolina coastal area full timer seeks
happily married first phone engineer for
chief. Duties will consist of maintenance,
some air work, installation of new studios
in luxury motel and expected construction
of new AM full-time station. Willing to pay
well for competent, sober, cooperative man
interested in working for young, aggressive,
growing organization. State experience,
salary, availability and enclose recent photo
in first letter. Box 958H, BROADCASTING.
Wanted: Combination chief engineer-announcer with first phone. Air shift and
maintenance. Small market and local station. Send all information and tape to Allen
Dakota.
R. Mclntyre, KNDC, Hettinger, North
Experienced chief engineer-announcer, with
accent on engineering, for 5 kw daytimer
in western Wisconsin. Must be stable
family man with both personal and credit
references. Call or write Bob Smith, WIXK,
New Richmond, Wisconsin, CHapel 6-2254.
BROADCASTING, December 4, 1961

Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Technical

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)

Have immediate opening for experienced
first-phone
on top-rated
5000
watt station. combo-man
Must be experienced
engineer
and able to run tight music and news show.
Unusual opportunity for advancement with
young, growing chain. Salary commensurate
with ability. Send tape, photo, complete
resume to Henry Beam, WAAY Radio, Box
986, Huntsville, Alabama.
Chief engineer-announcer for WTWN, St.
Johnsbury, Vermont. Excellent pay. Top
plant and working conditions.
physical
Group operation. Must be experienced.
Contact E. Dean Finney, General Manager.
Chief Engineer. Immediate opening. WVOS,
Liberty, New York.
y.
First phone man . . . needed immediatel
g. Must
Some . announcin
perandweek.
00
$70
work
to
dependable Willing
be sober
out of engineering schooln
with a young man
if he will work. Rush full informatio
of background to: Banner F. Shelton, Box
311, Madison, North Carolina.
Radio television jobs. Over 630 stations. All
saturation. Write
major markets, midwest
Employment, 83 South 7th Street,
Walker
Minneapolis 2, Minn.

Negro versatile announcer looking for work.
Will travel, tops in dj show. Box 965H,
BROADCASTING.
Canadian wishes to reside in U.S.A. Would
like position
radio announcing.
Completed course inin announcing,
control board,
and writing. Will furnish full resume.
Box 981H, BROADCASTING.
Five years experience, p.d., music, news,
sports. Family. East, midwest. Consider tv.
$120.00. Box 984H, BROADCASTING.
Young, energetic, experienced. Pep, top 40,
light classic. All shifts. All areas considered,
prefer
southeast. Reply Box 986H, BROADCASTING.

Production — Programming, Others

needs seasoned newsmen
Top-flight chain creative,
dramatic rewrite
with abilities at
out local news. Send sample
ferreting
and
of rewrite, air-check, and resume to Box
918F, BROADCASTING.
If you are creative and can write effective
copy and have a good comcommercial
mercial voice, send resume and audition
to Box 796H, BROADtape immediately
CASTING. ,
firstTabloid-schooled news director for Wildrated station. Top twenty five market.
BROADblue-yonder opportunity. Box 12J,
CASTING.
of producing
Experienced woman capable
and airing top flight and unusual daily 15
program. Will also
minutes towomen's
to
participate in general sales
permitted
be 30
TING.
BROADCAS
if qualified. Box 35J,
RADIO
Situations Wanted
Management
Manager, heavy sales. For small or medium
market. Twelve years experience, ten management. Mature, thorough knowledge all
phases. Top
employer
references. Immediate. past
Box 895H,
BROADCASTING.
Your station needs this man as manager.
Experienced 7 years announcing, 8 years
sales, has first class license. Is draft exempt, 36 years old, married, 3 children.
On last job 8 years. Contact: 1940 Noccalula
Rd., Gadsden, Alabama.

Announcers

DJ desires top 40 position. Free and willing
to travel. Box 994H, BROADCASTING.
Top 40 announcer — young, very tight board!
Desires steady, good paying position on
east coast. Experience at #1 station. Tape
on request. Box 995H, BROADCASTING.
Available after first of year. Experienced
announcer-engineer. Box 996H, BROADCASTING.
Aggressive station is sought by eager graduate of midwestern broadcasting school.
Mature clear voice, vet, single, college and
sales background. Write for tape, photo and
resume to Box 998H, BROADCASTING.
Is your pulse low? Should it have a higher
count? A competent, experienced, professional personality can raise your count and
build those ratings! First phone too! Swing
all
pertinent details to: Box 4J, BROADCASTING.
College graduate. 3rd phone. Experienced
studio engineer. Some announcing experience. Presently in Ohio. Will relocate anywhere. Box 8J, BROADCASTING.
Radio-tv newsman. Six years experience.
Reporting, editing, writing, broadcasting.
Box 14J, BROADCASTING.
All around announcer — dj. Tight board,
bright sound. Willing to relocate. Married.
Want to settle down and become part of
your
ING. community. Box 25J, BROADCASTDraft deferred, experienced greater N.Y.C.
market. Mature voice, strong on personality,
good news, sell commercial. Desire metropolitan area. Box 26J, BROADCASTING.
Young, ambitious announcer dj. Experienced, bright,
good ad-lib wants to
settle. Box
28J,tight,
BROADCASTING.
Experienced announcer-salesman . . . good
on c&w. References. Box 29J, BROADCASTING.
Negro announcer, thoroughly trained, tight
format, mature voice — dj. Will travel. Box
31J, BROADCASTING.
Negro announcer, broadcasting school graduate. Does everything extremely well. Third
class
license. Tape on request. Box 34J,
BROADCASTING.

Top sportscaster looking for sports minded
station. Finest of references. Box 720H,
BROADCASTING.

First phone, limited experience. Desires to
become top man in broadcast field. Prefer
south-east. Military obligations completed.
Box 101, Hendersonville, North Carolina.
OX 3-3960.
Available immediately, combo man. some
experience. Gene McDaniel, Rt. 1, Box 2,
Oakdale, Louisiana. Phone 76J.
Ron Roberts, formerly night mayor of
WOWO in Fort Wayne and WSPT in Toledo
wants to move closer to home in Wisconsin.
Married, 27, Family. Want permanency. 8
years in business. Write Ron Roberts, 517
Bates Road, Toledo 10, Ohio.
Announcer-engineer, first phone, college
graduate, 23 years old, will send resume
and tape
on request. Dick Sharpe, Cleveland, Tennessee.

Experienced announcer — dj. Play-by-play
experience.
sey area. BoxPrefer
947H, Pennsylvania-New
BROADCATING. Jer-

Aggressive,fessional
young,
married Prefer
announcer.
school graduate.
southPro-or
east. Box 41J, BROADCASTING.

Sales
Experienced manager small market desires
to
relocate
medium Top
or sales
largerecord
marketand—
Arizona
or California.
references. Box 36 J, BROADCASTING.
Experienced salesman desires joining established station, Iowa, Minn., Wisconsin.
References
CASTING. available. Box 38J, BROADAnnouncers
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Technical
Engineer, 1st phone radio and tv experience maintenance preferred. Also cr operation and production. Box 945H, BROADCASTING.
Young man, 31, married, 3 years experience in studio operation. Desire position as
a studio or xmitter engineer. Box 980H.
BROADCASTING.
First phone, family, desire permanent position, radio or television. Prefer Ohio. Available in January. Box 5J, BROADCASTING.
College graduate. 3rd phone. Experienced
studio engineer. Some announcing experience. Presently in Ohio. Will relocate anywhere. Box 9J, BROADCASTING.
Twelve years 1st phone engineer. Have
served as chief and staff engineer. Maintenance and control room operation. Interested
in announcing but no experience. Will relocate any vicinity for right opportunity.
Box 17J, BROADCASTING.
First phone, twelve years electronics, eight
in broadcasting, directional experience, some
television experience. R. H. Aired, Box
241, Cedartown, Georgia.
Experienced first phone engineer desires
permanent
position;No southeast;
enjoys
bile maintenance.
announcing.
Age mo28.
K.H., 296 South Spring Street, Spartansburg, South Carolina.
First phone for installation or operation.
Have tools. Fair announcer. C. G. Huey,
P.O. Box 1377, Ocala, Florida.
Production — Programming, Others
Top talent seeks programming/performing
slot. Genuine professional, larger markets.
Box 993H, BROADCASTING.
Newsman — mature journalism graduate,
limited radio-tv experience. Available immediately. Prefer midwest. Box 16J
BROADCASTING.
"Professional" newsman. Authoritative delivery, mature judgment. 30, married. East
coast. Box 18J, BROADCASTING.
News editor and broadcaster available December 15th. Strong on editorial writing,
public affairs, etc. Twelve years experience
all phases of broadcasting. Interested in
joiningeast ormedium
central market
coastal station
states. inI northam a
Canadian,
35
years,
single.
Box
23J, BROADCASTING.
Experienced sportscaster and news director;
Due to station format change, present position being discontinued. Recommendation
guaranteed by present station manager.
Preferern Ohio
to ofrelocate
area of southmidwestin tri-state
due to familiarity
with
this area's athletic program. Five years experience, college graduate, two years of
news and sports writing for two newspapers, d-jay work, and some sales. Four
years play-by-play of three major sports
at Ohio State. Single, no drifter, sincere
and willing to work. Salary $80-90 per week.
Available
CASTING. immediately. Box 40J, BROADTop newspaperman, 11 years dailies, all
beats, craves pace, pressure of radio or
tv news anywhere. Know camera, mike.
Combat vet, 35, degree, 3 children. Jack
Magee,
fornia. HOward 5-1598, San Diego, CaliTELEVISION
Help Wanted — Management
Young man as research manager in sales
promotion
department
major network
television station.
Send ofcomplete
resume
to Box 989H, BROADCASTING.
Announcers
Wanted experienced announcer for tv staMust tionbein progressive
interested inNorth
news, Carolina
married, market.
young,
native southerner preferred. Write Box 21 J,
BROADCASTING. Send resume of experiinsalary expectations and 135
ence,
clude tapeeducation,
if possible.

Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Announcers

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)

Immediate
opening for
oncamera tv announcer
in 2experienced
station market.
Plenty of on-camera work. Only those with
experience need apply. Send background information, audio tape, recent photo to Harry
C. Barfield, Station Manager, WLEX-TV,
Lexington, Kentucky.
Announcer-director. Modern television production center has opening for versatile
man whonouncer as well
is a as proven
ana capableprofessional
director. Send
complete
resume,
tape,
picture.
WSAV-TV,
Savannah, Georgia.

TV sales manager, 35, must move to grow.
14 years broadcast experience, seven with
present station. Outstanding sales record.
Box 983H, BROADCASTING.
Assistant manager— program director. 39
years old, family man, 19 years radio-tv.
Expert on FCC form 303, section IV. Presently responsible for production, film-buying, traffic, continuity, art, news, public
service. Handle network and close association with national rep. Full particulars and
personal interview on request. Box 834H,
BROADCASTING.
After isy2 years with this radio and tv
operation, have reached pinnacle because of
owner-management. Departments responsible for film-buying, traffic, continuity, art,
news, public service, staffed and created
these departments for tv. Expert on FCC
form 303, section IV. Handle network, close
association with national rep. 39 yrs. old.
Married. Personal interview on request. Box
20J, BROADCASTING.

Technical
Adding to our staff . . . south eastern vhf
station neers.
needs
transmitter
engiMust bestudio
able and
to switch
and video
tape experience helpful. State qualifications and salary requirements in letter. All
replies
CASTING.confidential. Box 924H, BROADExperienced television transmitter engineer
for night maintenance. GE experienced
preferred. Excellent conditions, five day
week, ket.scale
near $200. Major
marSend references,
resumemidwest
and photo.
Box 928H, BROADCASTING.
TV transmitter engineer, preferably single
man to operate at transmitter location.
Salary commensurate with experience. GE
transmitter experience preferred. Box 22J,
BROADCASTING.
Immediate opening for first class technician
studio tion.andFirst uhf-transmitter
phone necessary.combined
Contact operaH. J.
Eskew,
FLeetwood
2-7673,
Urbana,
or write WICD, Danville, Illinois. Illinois
WTOC-am-fm-tv, Savannah, Georgia, has
opening for first class engineer. Reply by
letter to chief engineer, giving complete
qualifications, references, photographs and
salary requirements for 50 hours.
Production — Programming, Others
Wanted . . . south-eastern, vhf station
needs cameraman-floorman and projectionist. Video tape experience helpful, not
necessary. State qualifications and salary
requirements in letter. All replies confidential. Box 925H, BROADCASTING.
Announcers-directors . . . south-eastern,
vhf station
will consider
non-experience
radio
announcers.
Send photo,
audio tape
and/or video tape and salary requirements.
All
replies confidential. Box 926H, BROADCASTING.
Desire person with some announcing and tv
production experience. Good opportunity
for young man with desire to progress in
these fields. Midwestern tv and radio combination. Box 7J, BROADCASTING.
Newsman, reporter-writer-newscaster, to
join 10-man major southwestern market tv
staff, air featured newscast, support others;
CBS affiliate; vacancy now. Box 32 J,
BROADCASTING.
Attractive and unusual opening at full
power vhf for qualified girl for several
time weekly live studio show along with
part time secretarial responsibilities to general manager. Submit immediate resume
and photo-include film clips and tape if
available. Mrs. Richard, Personnel, KSOOTV, Sioux Falls, South Dakota.
TV opportunities — newscaster, announcer,
program-production
manager,
director, account executive,
studio continuity
assistant,
also broadcast equipment sales engineer.
Contact E. M. Sears, Personal Manager,
Sarkes Tarzian Inc., Bloomington, Indiana.
TELEVISION
Situations Wanted — Management
Selling general manager. 37; college graduate; thoroughly experienced 18 years — 8
years television. Can triple ratings and
profits; enhance quality image. Have done
it;
ING.am doing it. Box 626H, BROADCAST-

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Sales

Management

YOUR

HANDY

Experienced radio salesman in top eastern
market desires opportunity to move into
tv sales. College and professional background. Over two years radio sales. Single,
will relocate. Box 982H, BROADCASTING.
Announcers
TV and radio experience. Solid background
staff announcing and on camera weather
forecaster with medium market NBC affiliate. Want step up to larger market. 27,
married, family. Write Box 990H, BROAD'
TV booth/live announcer with two CASTING^
years experience. Presently news and program director at small operation. Want chance to
grow with growing organization. Have first
classBROA
ticket. Family.
Prefer southeast. Box
3J,
DCAS
TING.
TV announcer . . . good voice, appearance.
11 years radio/tv. Last 5 tv. East, midwest.
Ability,
ambition, experience. Box 19J,
BROADCASTING.
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Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Technical
Chief engineer or technical supervisor; fm
or tv; well rounded experience in all phases
of technical
construction, ofoperation,
super-tv
vision and administration
vhf and uhf
stations. 13 years in electronics. Current
1st phone. Box 961H, BROADCASTING.
Production — Programming, Others
Six years experience news, film, camera,
production and photography. Box 679H,
BROADCASTING.
Production manager seeking advancement.
Journalism degree. Thoroughly experienced.
Married. Veteran. Box 727H, BROADCASTING.
GO-getter.Film,
Production
experienced
all
phases.
studio, man
announcing,
traffic.
Young,
married.
Prefer
mid-west.
Box
784H, BROADCASTING.
Artist — Young, ambitious. Own advertising
agency. TV experience: art cards, set designing and building, general floor manager
and camera man. Box 997H, BROADCASTING.
How'sA solid
your background
tv picture? Bright
as Try
it could
be?
can help.
this
one. Writing degree; 9 years in major eastern market including all phases of production; photography; traffic; operations; copywriting; public service and program promotion; to #2 man in adv ./sales promotion
department. Want responsible spot in station
or related field. 29. Box 1J, BROADCASTING.
Producer, director. Three years in tv, six
in film. Know all departments. Can coordinate staff. Call Robert Dennis, Columbus, Georgia, Fairfax 2-6941.
FOR SALE
Equipment
G.E. 3 mkw
fm
— usedat approxiately 3 years. transmitter
Excellent buy
$3,000.00.
Box 858H, BROADCASTING.
Used GPL 35mm telecast projector model
PA-200.
CASTING. Reasonable. Box 953H, BROAD2 — Ampex VR-1010 color conversion kits.
1— Ampexdition.color
All inofneworiginal
conWill sellstandard.
for fraction
price. Box 991H, BROADCASTING.
1— Dumont B&W scanner, including 2 film,
2 slidepleteandsystem.2 Will
opaques.
quiteindividual
a comsell Not
all or
units. Box 992H, BROADCASTING.
GE console model 4BC1A2. GE Uni-level
model
4BA9B1, 2-QRK turntables. Box 2J,
BROADCASTING.
Eight (8) practically brand new units of
Philco model TLR-2B portable television
relay system, consisting of transmitting &
receiving terminal & repeater stations.
These micro wave units purchased by Am.
Tel. & Tel. Co. Box 37J, BROADCASTING.
RCA
250M— 250allocation
watt transmitter,
extras;BTACleveland
map book;many
GE
4BA10A amplifier; RCA BA -25A AGC amplifier; desire quick sale. Make offer. Box
39J, BROADCASTING.
Automation. Complete outfit, full time
operation or you cut in. Big name brand 2
years old. Total cost $12,000, yours for
$7200, $2000 down. Low monthly terms. Call
Beattie,WDTI.
Swift 2-6022, Danville, Virginia, or
write
2 automatic (45 rpm) turntables & controls
(BQ-103 RCA) 2 turntable equalizing preamplifiers (BA-26A RCA). One turntable
with controls and pre-amplifier priced at
$995.00. This equipment used only four
months. Both machines are equipped with
remote control cueing. For inspection and
contact, write or call WEAM, 1515 N. Court
House Rd., Arlington, Va. Jackson 7-7100.
For Sale: Western Electric
number
355-E-l 5 kw am transmitter. type
Old but still
good. Buyer to assume cost dismantling
and shipping. Available early 1962. Send
your offer to P. O. Box 5007, Denver, Col.
BROADCASTING, December 4, 1961

For Sale— (Cont'd)
Equipment
Magnemite portable tape recorder — spring
and battery operated. 7V2 ips — 5 inch reel
capacity and equipped with VU meter. Its
ready to go. Make us an offer. KGNO,
Dodge City, Kansas.
Brand new fm RC-1A remote control equipment—Still uncrated— 25% discount. Write:
W. D. Caldwell, 404 Vaughn Building,
Amarillo, Texas, telephone: DRake 4-0107.
Commercial
new W.or E.replacement crystalscrystals
for RCA,andGates,
Bliley
and J-K holders, regrinding, repair, etc.,
BC-604 crystals
Conelrad. unsolicited
Also A.M.
monitor
service.andNationwide
testimonials praise our products and fast
service. Edison Electronic Company, Box
31, Temple, Texas.
Thermometer, remote, electrical; enables
announcer to read the correct outside temperature from mike position. Range 0-120
deg. F. Installed in less than an hour. Send
for
brochure.
Electra-Temp. Co., Box 6111.
San Diego 6, Calif.
Am. fm. tv equipment including monitors.
5820, bus1850,
p.a. tubes. Electrofind, 440 ColumAve., N.Y.C.
Film scratches and dirt showing on your
tube? A lot of stations got rid of them by
usingPalmer
PiclearAve.,
— You Mamaroneck,
can too. Piclear,
905
N. Y. Inc.,
OW
8-0258.
Will buy or sell broadcasting equipment.
Guarantee Radio & Broadcasting Supply
Co., 1314 Iturbide St., Laredo, Texas.
Transmission line, styroflex. heliax, rigid
with hardware and fittings. New at surplus
prices. Write for stock list. Sierra Western
Electric Cable Co., 1401 Middle Harbor Road.
Oakland 20. California.
For Sale: Two Blaw-Knox self-supporting
towers 444 ft. high. In excellent condition.
Presently in place in Denver area. Buyer
would assume cost of dismantling and shipping. Available
earlyDenver,
1962. Colorado.
What's your
offer? P.O.
Box 5007,
New proof of performance package, consisting of: model 250 audio oscillator, model
310 distortion meter, calibrated attenuator,
r-f detector, cables, instruction manual.
Measures am or fm station response, distortion, noise to FCC requirements. Fully
guaranteed. Complete package: $275.00 — 10
day
— RON New
Electronics
Corp., return
150 Pine privilege
St., Montclair,
Jersey.
WANTED TO BUY
Equipment
Will buy or trade used tape and disc recordequipmentetc.
— Ampex,
Magnecord,ingPresto,
Audio Concertone,
equipment for
sale.
Boynton
Studio,
10B
Pennsylvania,
Tuckahoe, N. Y.
AM frequency monitor and 200 feet guyed
tower.
Used.Ky.J. B. Crawley, Box 185, Campbellsville,
Translator, UHF Adler type UST— 10B or
BC. New or used. Write giving condition,
price, date of purchase to TV Systems,
29360 Bluewater Road, Malibou, California.
One RCA BC-4A console less pre-amps.
Write P.O. Box 549, Green Bay, Wisconsin.
INSTRUCTIONS
FCC first phone license preparation by
correspondence or in resident classes.
Grantham Schools are located In Hollywood.
Seattle, Kansas City and Washington. Write
for our free 40-page brochure. Grantham
School
Kansas of
CityElectronics,
9, Missouri.3123 Gillham Road
Train now in N.Y.C. for FCC first phone
license. Proven methods, proven results. Day
and evening classes. Placement assistance.
Announcer Training Studios, 25 W. 43 N.Y.
OX 5-9245.

INSTRUCTIONS— (Cont'd)
FCC first phone license in six weeks.
Guaranteed instruction in theory and
laboratory methods by master teachers.
G. I. approved. Request free brochure.
Elkins Radio License School, 2603 Inwood
Road, Dallas, Texas.
Since 1946. The original course for FCC
First Class Radiotelephone Operator License
in six weeks. Reservations necessary. Enrolling now for classes starting January 3,
March 7, May
July 11. Forwrite
information,
references
and 9,reservations
William
B. Ogden Radio Operational Engineering
School, 1150 West Olive Avenue, Burbank,
California.
Be prepared. First class F.C.C. license in
six weeks. Top quality theory and laboratory training. Elkins Radio License School
of
Atlanta, 1139 Spring St., N.W., Atlanta.
Georgia.
FCC first class license in 6 weeks. We are
specialists. We do nothing else. Small
classes. Maximum personal instruction.
One low tuition covers everything until
license secured. Pathfinder Method, 5504
Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood, California.
Elkins Radio License School of Chicago —
Six weeks quality instruction in laboratory
methods and theory leading to the F.C.C.
First Class License. 14 East Jackson St.,
Chicago 4, Illinois.
Announcing programming, console operation. Twelve weeks intensive, practical
training. Finest, most modern equipment
available. G. I. approved. Elkins School of
Broadcasting, 2603 Inwood Road, Dallas 35,
Texas.
MISCELLANEOUS
"Deejay taining
Manual,"
completeletters,
gagfilepatter
conadlibs, bits,a gimmix,
.Parkway
. . $5.00:Court.
Show-Biz
Comedy
Service,
65
Brooklyn 35, N. Y.
25,000 professional comedy lines, routines,
adlibs. Largest laugh library in show business. Special monthly topical service featuring deejay comment, introductions. Free
catalog. Orben Comedy Books, Hewlett, N.Y.
Build local religious program! Invite council of churches or local minister to voice
nationally distributed newscript, add local
news. 31 satisfied users. Modest cost. Write
Mass. Council of Churches, 14 Beacon St.,
Boston, for information.
Business Opportunity
Am looking for partner in progressive radio
station in intermountain area population
119,000, would like you to be willing to
invest $45,000 for 45 percent of station with
option to buy 50 percent. Station is 1000
watt
daytimer currently in black. Box 579H,
BROADCASTING.
RADIO
Help Wanted — Sales
: a • « a a ■ • a a ■ • a *^
1 A SALESMAN'S
1 50,000 WATT
i CALIFORNIA
|
OPPORTUNITY!!
□
man to
withwork
a goal and
= — awilling
fi — a "Radio" man experienced f
in selling local clients
□
— a man willing to develop =
^
a strong list into top income m
=
— for this man, the
I OPPORTUNITY IS NOW at 1
■ K R A K — 50,000 watts — I
| SACRAMENTO 14, CALIF, j
J Send outline of performance and jl
g references with letter of application. \
^ ■ c ■ ■ ■ a ■ ■ n ■ ■ ■ 137

Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Announcers

TELEVISION

FOR SALE

Situations Wanted — Announcers

Stations
SllE]llllllllllll[]IIIIIIIIIIIIHIIII!lllllllE]llllllllllll[:illlllllllllE]||lllllllll|[^

Quality announcer needed for
dult radio operation. Good pay
and security offered the right
man. Experience necessary with
position open within one week.

jj Bo

z^y-

-■■■:■>.':< ijriMQ

Available : News,
play -byplay, special events AM-TV.
All sports; excellent on-camera presence plus ad-lib emcee. Big 10 and pro football.

Production — Programming, Others

s-w . mm
\\
PROGRAM DIRECTOR
l( Midwestern Major Market.
Need PD to maintain moving
sound. Complete authority and
responsibility to right man.
Salary to #10,000. Send tape
and resume.
Box 30J, BROADCASTS I
RADIO
Situations Wanted — Management
MANAGER OR
SALES MANAGER
Need aggressive leadership for your
station? My experience covers local
sales, sales management and now
manager of large metropolitan regional outlet. I'm seeking a challenging position where compensation will be based on the job I do
for you. Market size or location no
problem. Am familiar with programming, engineering and FCC
rules and regulations. My record
is open for inspection— personal
references available. All inquiries
will receive an immediate reply.
Box 923H, BROADCASTING
Announcers
ANNOUNCER, experienced,
happy resonant sound. Age 36.
Moderate to top 40. RADIO?
T. V? Call WHirney 4-2314,
write Apt. D 10061 Carmenira,
Whittier,_Ca]ifornia.
Production — Programming, Others
CONSULTANT
PROGRAM DIRECTOR
One of nation's top program
men wants to make a change.
Current station in top 10 market is ^tl. The challenge is
gone here. Will consider permanent PD position or will
consult your station for limited
time. Best references. Your
reply held in confidence. Write
Box 13J, BROADCASTING.
138

TODD BRANSON
1663 Shermer Ave.
Northbrook, 111.
CR 2-4007

INSTRUCTIONS
HIRING?
RADIO OR TV * MANAGEMENT
ANNOUNCERS
* ENGINEERS
PRODUCTION
All degrees of experience 1
QUICK RESPONSE
NO OBLIGATION
WALKER EMPLOYMENT SERVICE
Jimmy Valentine Broadcast Division
83 So. 7th St. Minneapolis 2, Minn.
FEderal 9-0961
MISCELLANEOUS

Colorful
RADIO MARKET SHEETS
and
COVERAGE MAPS
Address Radio Dept. on your letterhead for FREE information and samples.
EVEREADY ADVERTISING
1817 Broadway • Nashville 4, Tenn.

YOUR

BE SURE
OPERATOR KNOWS
WHEN A
CON ELRAD
ALERT

NEWS
COMES

BULLETIN
OVER
THE
or
WIRE.
WRITE FOR
COMPLETE DETAILS
ON
SPECIAL DEVICE
UPI APPROVED
Special Devices,
P. O. Box 811
Greenville, S. C.

BOSTON
| Class B Stereo Multiplex FM I
| station. Priced for immediate I
I
sale. Lynn 9-2213. §
I Box 702H, BROADCASTING. §
SIIIIIIElllllllllllllClllllllllllllClllllllllllllHlllllllllllltllllllllllllltllllllllllll
FOR SALE
Excellent Florida property 5 KW.
Solid economic area — no tourism.
Grosses $80,000-$90,000. Opportunity for owner-manager. Full
details first letter. No lease arrangements. No broker. Substantial financial qualifications re$75,000 on
cashterms.
down will
handle — quired.
balance
Box 938H, BROADCASTING

FOR SALE
Excellent Middle Atlantic property
(day) in rich industrial and agricultural area, of 300,000 plus. Gross $80,000-$90,000. Opportunity for ownermanager. 12 years old, and in excellent physical condition. Includes real
estate and is combined operation. $75,000 cash down will handle. No brokers.
No lease arrangements. Balance on
terms. Substantial financial qualifications required. Box 937H, BROADCASTING.

CALIFORNIA

METRO

5000 watt fulltime regional in one
of the states most desirable markets.
1960 gross over #600,000 with a cash
flow approaching #200,000. Priced
at less than one and one-half times
last
termsBoxof 987H,
29%
down;year's
less gross
for alloncash.
BROADCASTING.

PACIFIC NORTHWEST
REGIONAL
Low frequency fulltimer with the best
coverage of any station within 125
miles. Excellent market and potential.
Brand new equipment. $140,000 with
low down payment and long payoff to
the
right operator. Box 988H, BROADCASTING.

I I I I I T I I T I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I T- "Mississippi single daytimer ~
Z for sale §45,000 with terms. ~
Z Excellent facility for owner- ~
~ operator. No brokers."
: Box 27J, BROADCASTING :
1 111111iiiiiii1111i11ii111s
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Continued from page 133

For Sale— (Cont'd)
Stations
THE PIONEER FIRM OF TELEVISION AND RADIO MANAGEMENT CONSULTANTS
ESTABLISHED 1946
Negotiations Management
Appraisals
Financing
HOWARD S. FRAZIER, INC.
1736 Wisconsin Ave., N.W.
Washington 7, D. C.
29%
100M
single
Calif
40M terms
LaKy
small
290/o
power
daytimer
fulltime
small
85M 30dn
29%
175M
medium fulltime
Fla
medium daytimer 120M terms
N.Y.
terms
fulltime
metro
S.E.
350M
metro
Gulf
daytimer
rated FM 150M
Fla
major
65M lOdn
And others.
CHAPMAN
COMPANY
1182 W. Peachtree St., Atlanta 9, Ga.

New York State regional $125,000
— West Coast regional $100,000
— Ark. major regional $180,000
— Tenn. major $375,000 — Tenn.
single $82,500 — N. M. major
$250,000 — N. M. medium $150,000 — Okla. single $100,000 —
Tex. single $70,000 — Tex. single
$145,000 — Tex. medium $160,000 — Tex. metro. $275,000 — Ala.
major $300,000 — Miss, single
$40,000 — Fla. major power $237,000 — Fla. major power $550,000
— Fla. major $225,000 — Fla.
medium $180,000 — La. major
$87,500 — La. single $26,950 —
La. single $40,000 — and many
other in all price ranges ! Contact :
patt Mcdonald co.
Box 9266 — GL. 3-8080
AUSTIN 17, TEXAS
— STATIONS FOR SALE —
1. SOUTHWEST. Major market. Top power.
Presently investor-owned. Asking $375,000.
2. CALIFORNIA. Full time. Dynamic growth
area. Absentee owned. Asking $100,000.
Terms.
3. EAST. Top market. Daytime. Absentee
owned. Asking $102,000. 29% down.
JACK L STOLL & ASSOCS.
Suite 600-601 6381 Hollyw'd Blvd.
Los Angeles 28, Calif
HO. 4-7279

For Best Results
You Can't Top A
CLASSIFIED

AD

in
BROADCASTING
THE BUSINESSWEEK!- Y OF TELEVISION AND RADIO
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mination reached by commission in connection with In Re Applications of WORZ Inc.
and Mid-Florida Tv Corp. For Construction
Permits for New Tv Stations (ch. 9) in Docs.
11081 and
Action
Nov.11083.
29. Chmn. Minow dissented.
WCSSnewal of license.
Amsterdam,
Y— 29.
Granted reActionN. Nov.
WCOW Sparta, Wis.— Granted renewal of
license without prejudice to whatever action, ranted
if any,
maydetermination
deem waras resultcommission
of any final
reached in Re Application of John D. Rice,
now pending before Court of Appeals for
District of Columbia. Chmn. Minow not
participating. Action Nov. 29.
Rulemakings
PETITION FILED
Sec. 3.606: National Education Tv & Radio
Center, quests
Washington,
Reamendment of D.
rulesC. so(11-16-61)—
as to reserve
ch.
30
at
Elmira,
N.
Y.,
for
non-commercial
educational
use and to designate reserved
24.
ch. 30 as Corning-Elmira, N. Y. Ann. Nov.
PETITION DISMISSED
Sec. 3.606: California Northwest Bcstg.
Co., Tv Station KVIQ-TV Eureka, Calif.
(10-14-60) — Requested amendment of rules
so as to allocate ch. 11— to Fort Bragg,
Calif. Dismissed by memorandum opinion
and order
leased Nov.adopted
20, 1961.Nov. 15, 1961, and rePETITIONS DENIED
Sec. 3.606: Northern California Educational Tv Assoc. Inc., Redding, Calif. (4-21-61)—
Requests reservation
of tvusech.at9 for
noncommercial educational
Redding,
Calif. Denied by memorandum opinion and
order adopted Nov. 15, 1961, and released
Nov. 20, 1961.
Sec. 3.606: Redding-Chico Tv Inc., Redding, Calif. (6-1-61) — Requests amendment
of rules so ascommercial
to allocate
— Redding,
for noneducation tv ch.
use 11at
Calif. Denied by memorandum opinion and
order adopted Nov. 15, 1961, and released
Nov. 20, 1961.
Processing line
■ Notice is hereby given, pursuant to
Sec. 1.354(c) of commission rules, that on
Jan. 3,tions1962,
standard
applica-as
listed below
will broadcast
be considered
ready and available for processing, and
that pursuant to Sec. 1.106(b)(1) and Sec.
1.361(c) of commission rules application, in
order to be considered with any application appearing on following list or with any
other application on file by close of business
on Jan. 2, 1962, which involves conflict
necessitating hearing with application on
this list, must be substantially complete
and tendered
for filingD.atC,offices
of commis ion in Washington,
by whichever
date is earlier: (a) close of business on
Jan.
1962, listed
or (b)application
earlier effective
date 2,
which
or any cut-off
other
conflicting application may have by virtue
of conflicts necessitating hearing with apappearing on
previous desiring
lists. At-to
tention ofplications
any party
in interest
file pleadings concerning any pending
standard broadcast application pursuant to
Sec. 309(d)(1) of Communications Act of
1934, as amended, is directed to Sec. 1.359
(i) of commission rules for provisions governingrelating
time ofto filing
and otherAnn.
require24.
ments
such pleadings.
Nov.
Applications from top of processing line:
BP-13389: New, Raeford, N. C— Stanmar
Bcstg. Co. Req: 1400 kc, 250 w, unl.
BP-14429: New, Prentiss, Miss.— Jeff Davis
Bcstg. Service. Req: 1510 kc, 1 kw, D.
BP-14558: New, Kealakekua, Hawaii —
Maunaloa Bcstg. Inc. Req: 790 kc, 1 kw, unl.
BP-14581: KGOS Torrington, Wyo.— Kermit G. Kath. Has: 1490 kc, 250 w, unl. Req:
1490 kc, 250 w, 1 kw-LS, unl.
BP-14582: KTSM El Paso, Tex.— Tri- State
Bcstg. Inc. Has: 1380 kc, 500 w, lkw-LS, unl.
Req: 1380 kc, 500 w, 5 kw-LS, unl.
BP-14583: KBFS Belle Fourche, S. D.—
Belle Fourche Bcstg. Co. Has: 1450 kc, 250
w, unl. Req: 1450 kc, 250 w, 1 kw-LS, unl.
BP-14584: New, Paynesville, Minn. —
D.
Paynesville Bcstg. Co. Req: 1300 kc, 500 w,
BP-14585:
WMAN
land Inc. Has:
1400 Mansfield,
kc, 250 w,Ohio—
unl. RichReq:
1400 kc, 250 w, 1 kw-LS, unl.
BP-14587: New, Abilene, Kan.— Wyman N.
and Willa M. Schnepp as Joint Tenants.
Req: 1560 kc, 250 w, D.

BP-14588:
New, 1470
Farmerville,
Bcstg.
Inc. Req:
kc, 1 kw, La.
D. — Union
BP-14589:
New,
Arlington,
Tex.
Tuck Enterprises. Req: 1240 kc, 100— Richard
w, unl.
BP-14590: WEOK Poughkeepsie, N. Y.—
Hudson Valley Bcstg. Corp. Has Lie: 1390
kc, 1 kw, D. Has cp: 1390 kc, 5 kw, DA, D.
Req:
1390 kc,
DA-2,Radio.
unl.
BP-14592:
New,1 kw,
Beloit,5 kw-LS,
Kan. — KRFS
D.
Req: 1560 kc, 250 w, D.
BP-14594: New, Corp.
Holly Req:
Hill, S.1440
C— kc,
Palmetto
Communications
1 kw,
BP-14595:
New,
Centre,
Ala.
—
Radio
Centre. Req: 1560 kc, 1 kw, D.
BP-14597:
WCCW
Traverse
City,
Mich.—
D. C. Summerford. Has: 1310 kc, 1 kw, D.
Req: 1310 kc, 5 kw, D.
BP-14598: WDEA Ellsworth, Me.— Coastal
Bcstg. Inc. Has: 1350 kc, 1 kw, D. Req: 1370
kc, 5 kw, D.
BP-14603:Req:New,
Cuthbert,
Cuthbert.
1510 kc,
1 kw, D.Ga.— Radio
BP-14604:
New,
Donalsonville,
Ga. — D.Radio
Donalsonville. Req: 1500 kc, 1 kw,
BP-14607: WCMI Ashland, Ky.— WCMI Inc.
Has: 1340 kc, 250 w, unl. Req: 1340 kc,
250 w, 1 kw-LS, unl.
BP-14608: WHUC Hudson, N. Y. — Colgreene Bcstg. Inc. Has: 1230 kc, 250 w, unl.
Req: 1230 kc, 250 w, 1 kw-LS, unl.
BP-14609: New, Robstown, Tex. — George
Leon Gossage. Req: 1510 kc, 500 w, D.
BP-14610: Bcstg.
WCNC Co.
Elizabeth
City,kc, N.250C—w,
Albermarle
Has: 1240
unl. Req: 1240 kc, 250 w, 1 kw-LS, unl.
BP-14612:
Charlotte,
County
Bcstg.WCER
Co. Has:
1390 kc,Mich.—
1 kw,Eaton
DA,
D. Req: 1390 kc, 5 kw, DA, D.
BP-14614: KTWL Golden, Colo.— Norman
Bcstg. Has: 1250 kc, 1 kw, DA, D. Req:
1250 kc, 500 w, 5 kw-LS, DA-2, unl.
BP-14615: New, Spring Lake, N. C— Radio
unl.
Smiles Inc. Req: 1450 kc, 250 w, 500 w-LS,
BP-14617: New, Winfleld, Ala.— John Self.
Req: 1300 kc, 500 w, D.
BP-14618:
Falls,kc,Iowa
Falls
Bcstg. New,
Corp. Iowa
Req: 1510
500 — w,IowaD.
BP-14619: New, Vidor, Tex.— Vidor Bcstg.
Inc. Req: 1510 kc, 1 kw, D.
BP-14620: KWAD Wadena, Minn.— K WAD
Bcstg. Co. Has: 920 kc, 1 kw, DA-N, unl.
Req: 920 kc, 5 kw, DA-2, unl.
BP-14635: KRDO Colorado Springs, Colo. —
Pikes Peak Bcstg. Co. Has: 1240 kc, 250 w,
unl. Req: 1240 kc, 250 w, 1 kw-LS, unl.
BP-14637: KQAQ Austin, Minn. — KQAQ
Inc. Has: 970 kc, 5 kw, DA, D. Req: 970
kc, 500 w, 5 kw-LS, DA-2, unl.
BP-14638: WCAM Camden, N. J.— City of
Camden. Has: 1310 kc, 250 w, unl. Req: 1310
kc, 250 w, 1 kw-LS, unl.
BP-14640: KOVE Lander, Wyo.— Fremont
Bcstg. Inc.— Has: 1330 kc, 1 kw, DA-N, unl.
Req: 1330 kc. 1 kw, 5 kw-LS, DA-N, unl.
BP-14643: KWBW Hutchinson, Kan.— Nation's Center Bcstg. Inc. Has: 1450 kc, 250
w, unl. Req: 1450 kc, 250 w, 1 kw-LS, unl.
BP-14644: New, Bolivar, Term.— Savannah
Bcstg. Service Inc. Req: 1560 kc, 250 w, D.
BMP-9326: WFFF Columbia, Miss.— Fortenberry Enterprises. Has: 1600 kc, 500 w, D.
Req: 1360 kc, 1 kw, D.
BP-14646: New, Shenandoah, Penn. —
Schuykill
250
w, D. Trans-Audio Inc. Req: 1530 kc,
D.
BP-14648:
New, Corp.
Rhinelander,
Wis—
lander
Tv Cable
Req: 1300
kc, Rhine5 kw,
BP-14651: WREL Lexington, Va.— Rockbridge Bcstg. Corp. Has: 1450 kc, 250 w, unl.
Req: 1450 kc, 250 w, 1 kw-LS, unl.
BP-14652: WNAM Neenah-Menasha, Wis.
— Neenah-Menasha Bcstg. Inc. Has: 1280 kc,
1 kw, DA-N, unl. Req: 1280 kc, 1 kw, 5 kwLS, DA-2, unl.
BP-14654: WLTC Gastonia, N. C— Gastonia
Bcstg. Service Inc. Has: 1370 kc, 1 kw, D.
Req: 1370 kc, 5 kw, D.
BP-14656: WXAL Demopolis, Ala.— Demopolis Bcstg. Inc. Has: 1400 kc, 250 w, unl.
Req: 1400 kc, 250 w, 1 kw-LS, DA-D, unl.
BP-14658: ofWYLD
New Orleans,
Rounsaville
New Orleans
Inc. Has:La.—
940
kc, 500 w, 1 kw-LS, DA-N, unl. Req: 940
kc, 500 w, 10 kw-LS, DA-2, unl.
BP-14659:
WMSR
Tenn.—
chester Bcstg.
Co. Manchester
Has: 1320 kc,
1 kw,Man-D.
Req: 1320 kc, 500 w, 5 kw-LS, DA-N, unl.
BP-14665: New, Shakopee, Minn.— Progress Valley Bcstrs. Co. Req: 1530 kc, 500
w,BP-14669:
D.
WMNT Manati, P. R. — Arecibo
Bcstg. Corp. Has: 1500 kc, 250 w, unl. Req:
1500 kc, 250 w, 1 kw-LS, unl.
BP-14670: New, Ridgeland, S. C. — James
W. Synott. Req: 1430 kc, 1 kw, D.
BP-14672: WATT Cadillac, Mich.— Midwestern Bcstg. Co. Has: 1240 kc, 250 w, unl.
Req: 1240 kc, 250 w, 1 kw-LS, unl.
BP-14674:
Erie,kc,Penn.—
Station WESB. WLEU
Has: 1450
250 w, Radio
unl. Req:
1450 kc, 250 w, 1 kw-LS, unl.
(FOR THE RECORD) 139

Eating

A

Need

Problem

We dairymen certainly believe there is much that
is favorable to be said about the efforts being made
to encourage the people of this country to select their
foods on the basis of providing a daily diet that is
well balanced in terms of good nutrition. However,
it seems to us that some people tend to carry this
idea to unnecessary extremes.
Judging by some of the more rabid food and drug
advertising appearing these days, it would appear
that we are all expected to take courses in chemistry,
and perhaps physics as well, in order to select what
we are supposed to eat.
If present trends continue, we may expect our
favorite waitress in the corner restaurant to be asking
us if we want our polyunsaturated acids boiled or
fried, and in what proportion to amino acids do we
want the lipids.
The way things are going, we could expect to hear
the waitress holler back to the kitchen something
along this line: "Scramble two vials of polyunsaturated acids with half an ounce of triglycerides. Mix
in four portions of high grade amino acids, one portion of all purpose vitamin pills, and make it look
like a T-bone steak."
It's surely miserable enough to have to read and to
.hear about medicine when one is ill, but we are still
old-fashioned enough to believe that medicine ought
to be prescribed by the physicians who have spent
years being educated in how to care for the sick.
Medicine-prescribing certainly is not a job for food
advertisers, and it can certainly prove to be disastrous
for people who are really ill. Sick people need the
help of doctors of medicine and ought to ignore the
pseudo-doctors of bewitching.
There is no good reason why perfectly healthy people should have to be exposed to all these efforts to
take the joy out of a good meal. This is especially
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for

Not

Be

Chemists

bad when so many of the recommendations being
made these days are nothing more than the latest
fantastic ideas of food faddists and quacks who
capitalize on the general public interest in good health
in order to make a fast buck. Much of the information being offered to people today is based on research work that is far from conclusive and which
certainly provides no firm basis for making general
recommendations
about what people should be eating
or
doing.

The time has certainly arrived when we must apply
more intelligent appraisal to the kind of information
which is being passed along to the public which is
eager to learn what should be done to enjoy good
health. Health news, in advertising or editorial form, j
deserves very careful consideration. Misinformation
can mislead many people. The mass media, to which
so many people look for guidance, have a very important responsibility to check facts.

j
i

Food processors and distributors also bear this same
measure of responsibility in the kind of information
which is presented to the public about foods. It would I
be most unfortunate if the high level of good health !
enjoyed by most people in this country today were to
be endangered by any more failures on the part of
food distributors and the mass media to be factual.
We dairymen pledge ourselves to continue our
support of nutrition research which seeks to provide
facts, and we further pledge that we will strive to
present these facts to the American people.

american

dairy association

The Voice of the Dairy Farmers in the Market Places of America
20 North Wacker Drive
Chicago 6, Illinois
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Broadcasting

to Wilmer
cannot

The accent now being placed on public affairs programming is bringing Wilmer Cressman Swartley's pioneering
work in this field to general industry
notice. He has been involved with it for
some 23 years now, as long as he has
been in broadcasting.
Mr. Swartley is the senior area vice
president for Westinghouse Broadcasting Co. in charge of WBZ-AM-FM-TV
Boston and WBZA Springfield. He has
devoted his entire business career to
community relations and awareness of
community needs. He has seen his
philosophy reap rewards, bringing success to himself and to WBZ-TV, the
station he has headed for 15 years.
Mr. Swartley more or less stumbled
on the opening that has made him a
"pr man's pr man." During his college
days at Cornell, he was a mechanical
and industrial engineering student, following ascientific bent inherited from
his father, he says. His schedule included a number of industrial relations
courses in which he began to take more
than a passing interest.
Engineer to Salesman ■ When Westinghouse Electric came to Cornell to
recruit graduating engineers for its sales
training courses, Mr. Swartley was
struck by Westinghouse's adult education program, particularly as it affected
community relations, and he joined
the company.
He quickly caught the eye of William G. Marshal, vice president in
charge of industrial relations (there was
no public relations staff at the time),
who made him a staff assistant in the
department. Mr. Marshal's influence has
been instrumental in propelling Mr.
Swartley upwards.
In 1936 Westinghouse worked out a
plan for giving junior executives in-shop
training that would accelerate their advancement in,and service to, the company. Mr. Swartley was the second person under the program to move into
the president's office, where he got the
total view of the firm that the plan
was supposed to give. From this vantage point, he saw and became interdivision.ested in Westinghouse's broadcasting
He mentally devised a plan by which
he could hitch his public affairs and
community interests to the company's
broadcast properties (WBZ Boston,
WBZA Springfield, KYW Philadelphia
and WOWO and WGL, both Ft.
Wayne) .
At the same time that he was thinking in terms of broadcast management
and program development, he began
BROADCASTING, December 4, 1961

C. Swartley,
abstract

senior vp, Westinghouse

itself from

the

(under the name of Bruce Carlton), to
do a number of dramatic radio shows
for WCAE and KDKA, both Pittsburgh. One night, Walter Evans, vice
president of Westinghouse Broadcasting division, came in to KDKA and
saw Mr. Swartley taking part in a dramatic show. He asked Mr. Swartley if
he would undertake some special broadcasting division assignments, including
a position on the committee handling
KDKA's 17th anniversary. Mr. Swartley said he would, thus making his first
"official" appearance as a member of
the Westinghouse broadcasting team.
Salesman to Programmer ■ In 1938
(at age 30)) he was named general
manager of WGL and WOWO, and
given an opportunity to implement the
programming theories he had devised
earlier. It took him just three years
to establish the stations as forces in
the community. He developed programs
featuring local newspaper editors with
analyses of the news, developed close
ties with the chamber of commerce, the
Indiana department of education, the
Hoosier state's governor, Fort Wayne's
mayor, and other civic leaders.
After two years in Fort Wayne, Mr.
Swartley was transferred to Boston, to
WBZ and WBZA in 1940.
His ROTC commission was activated
in 1941, detouring his broadcasting career until November 1945 when he was
discharged from the service as a major in the ordnance department.
He returned early in 1946 to Westinghouse, and was immediately handed
the job of developing WBZ-TV which

Wilmer Cressman Swartley
"The pr man's pr man"

Broadcasting

Co.

community
had been granted a construction permit
that year. He was given the title of
general manager. In 1955 he was promoted to area vice president.
Mr. Swartley was born in North
Wales, Pa., in 1908. In 1926, he gradufrom Philadelphia's
famed
Penn atedCharter
School, and
wentWilliam
on to
Cornell U. He was graduated in 1930
with a degree in mechanical engineering.
Programmer to Public Servant ■ He
is married to the former Eleanore McKnight (his nurse during a tonsilectomy) and has a daughter, Ariel, 15.
The Swartley family lives in a modest
10-year-old colonial style house in West
Newton, 10 miles from Boston.
Mr. Swartley doesn't have too much
time for hobbies, but he is able occasionally to crank up his movie camera.
His favorite subject: Ariel, whom he has
photographed in Nantucket (where they
have a summer place) during the past
decade and has a 40 minute feature
film to show for his efforts. He also
claims to have the shiniest and best
surf casting rod in Nantucket, but admits wryly he can't catch any fish.
To those who know him, it's a wonder Mr. Swartley can get to Nantucket even two weeks a year. He's a
devout joiner who always seems to have
a project in the works. He is the immediate past president and director of the
Massachusetts Broadcasters Assn., past
director and vice president of the Assn.
of Professional Broadcasting Education,
member of the Boston Ad Club, chamber of commerce, Broadcasting Executives Club, the Algonquin Club, the
Governor's Industrial Advisory Committee and is a member of the board of
trustees of the Newton-Wellesley Hospital. In addition, he has served on
some 15 other committees.
The combined staffs of WBZ-AMFM-TV have followed Mr. Swartley's
example, and now list memberships in
172 different organizations, following
the maxim that if you intend to program for a community you have to
know that community.
His personal broadcasting philosophy,
which has been translated into concrete
terms in the programming and general
policies of the Westinghouse stations he
has headed, centers around determining
and then fulfilling community needs. To
perform these two successive actions
effectively, Mr. Swartley feels that the
station must, first, "believe strongly in
creativity"; and, second, "believe that
good public service programming will
deliver an audience, and that it will
141
'pay off' for a station."

EDITORIALS
NBC's 35th
can think of several reasons why NBC chose BevWE
party and
of this
erly Hills as theat site
its
will celebrate
networkbirthday
the week's
which
affiliates convention
move into first place in audience and billing.
One is that Beverly Hills is a nice place in which to
celebrate anything.
Another is that NBC has large and impressive facilities
there and a cluster of glittering talent available to entertain
the affiliates.
Still another is that Beverly Hills is comfortably distant
from Washington. In the light of recent experiences in
Washington, it is a wonder NBC did not choose to hold
its party in Hong Kong.
It was almost exactly five years ago, on the eve of a
similar NBC celebration in Miami, that NBC and its parent RCA were sued by the government in a civil antitrust
action that was to lead to a consent decree under which
the network agreed, among other concessions, to divest itself of its Philadelphia stations. That decree in turn was
to lead to a complicated station exchange agreement with
RKO General that the FCC has set for a major hearing.
Today (Dec. 4) NBC and the two other television networks are scheduled to make a defense against still another
attempt by the government to complicate their business
practices. They are to participate in arguments before an
FCC that is threatening to reduce option time or eliminate
it altogether.
It would take this entire page to summarize other government problems that all networks and all broadcasters
now face. To look only at those problems would lead to
the assumption that broadcasting is replete with rogues
and thieves. It strikes us as a grotesque anomoly that the
record of accomplishments that NBC will display to its
affiliates this week is a record of service to the American
public unmatched by any other corporation of any kind.
It was NBC that originated regular radio network operations 35 years ago. NBC was the leader in the early development of television networking. The measure of the debt
the American people owe to NBC is the number of hours
of enjoyment and enlightenment that the network has broadcast since Nov. 15, 1926. That is a big debt and we do
not think it can be paid by government harrassment.
Unfair, false & misleading
ALL broadcasters have been put on notice by the FCC
that they are expected to become agents of the Federal
Trade Commission in a kind of advertising policing more
suited to Moscow than to Washington.
The FCC has announced an intensified system of cooperation with the FTC that is plainly intended to euchre television and radio stations into throwing advertising off the
air before the advertising has been subjected to an orderly
test under formal procedures in the FTC and the courts.
From now on all stations will receive — reportedly at
monthly intervals — the FTC's "Advertising Alert," a leaflet
describing FTC investigations, complaints and orders. The
FCC says broadcasters ought to be guided by it.
No broadcaster who places any value on his reputation
will knowingly broadcast advertising that misleads or perpetrates a fraud. Hence no reputable broadcaster would
quarrel with a system of cooperation in which the FTC
alerted him to advertising that had been proved to be misleading or fraudulent.
But the FCC, in cooperation with the FTC, is now asking
broadcasters, at least by implication, to reject advertising
before it has been proved misleading or fraudulent. It is
142

asking broadcasters to do the FTC's work without the benefit of the FTC's resources and without the protection to
the advertiser that formal FTC procedures provide.
It is the history of the Trade Commission that far more
complaints are filed than cases won. The FTC itself dismisses some complaints. When it does issue cease and desist orders, the orders not infrequently are thrown out by
the appellate courts. As we have observed in earlier editorials, an FTC complaint is no more a proof of guilt than
a poison-pen letter.
Yet under the new system of cooperation between the
FCC and FTC the broadcaster will be deluged with reports
of mere complaints and mere investigations. What is he to
do? If he rejects the commercial of an advertiser under
investigation and the advertising is eventually cleared by the
FTC, he will have lost business and unfairly closed a route
of public access to the advertiser. If he takes the risk of
carrying the commercial and the advertising is eventually
ruled illegal by the FTC in a decision confirmed by the
courts, the broadcaster faces disciplinary action from the
FCC. In these circumstances, the natural tendency will be
for broadcasters to reject more quickly than they risk.
It is not a tidy way to run a democratic government.
Rubles

and kopecks

PITY the poor Soviet Union. It spends billions (where
we spend millions) in propaganda claiming superiority
in everything military, scientific or economic. It spends an
estimated $125 million to jam the Voice of America broadcasts— more than the total appropriation of $115 million
for all of the activities of the U. S. Information Agency.
But Russia can't afford to increase its small contribution
to maintain the United Nations for reasons that are too
fuzzy to understand in the light of its boasts.
The Soviet Union pleaded poverty when confronted with
an increase in assessment of from 13.62 per cent to 14.98
per cent of the UN budget for 1962-64. The United States
now pays 32.5 per cent and the proposal is that this be
trimmed slightly to 32.02 per cent.
Certainly these facts should impress the new and developing nations being romanced so assiduously by the Communists who would give them a more abundant life.
The USIA could do a better job of informing the world
of the facts if Congress would give it the appropriations it
needs. A starting point might be a sum equal to what the
Soviet spends in jamming the Voice transmissions.

Drawn for BROADCASTING by Sid Hix
"Okay! Okay! Take down the sign . . . we'll give you
your raise."
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Ready to resist
If NBC tries to reduce television
affiliate compensation, as Bob Sarnoff
last week hinted it might (story page
52), it can expect strong resistance.
After Mr. Sarnoff raised subject in his
speech at affiliates convention in
Beverly Hills, members of NBC-TV
affiliates board informally agreed to
hire special legal and economic counsel if network came up with formal
proposal. Meeting of NBC executives
and affiliates board is scheduled for
next February. Stations think compensation plan may be submitted then.
Coincidence
Contrary to appearances, those
strong speeches against government
program control that were made same
day last week by Frank Stanton, CBS
president, and Robert Sarnoff, NBC
chairman (story page 56), were not
planned as beginning of organized industry campaign. It was pure happenstance that dates and subjects coincided, according to network spokesmen.
Dr. Stanton's invitation to make
Benjamin Franklin Lecture at U. of
Pennsylvania was sent to him last April
21 and Dec. 7 date was specified. He
accepted April 24. He decided month
or so ago to use forum for detailed
discussion of threats of government
control. Meanwhile Mr. Sarnoff
elected to speak on same subject in
affiliates convention speech. Neither
knew what other intended to say.
Will JFK debate in 1964?
Will President Kennedy really debate his Republican opponent in 1964?
Although IFK has said on at least two
occasions that he would, highly placed
observers express extreme doubt. One
official thought that when time comes
there would be reasons incumbent
would not deem it advisable or expedient to give his opponent, whomever he
might be, exposure on same platform.
Satellite battle lines
Bruising battle over who should own
proposed U.S. communications satellite system is shaping up for next
session of congress. Bill to be introduced by Sen. Robert S. Kerr (DOkla.) providing for private ownership
by international common carriers will
be fought by Senate liberals, who regard itas "worse" than plan submitted
to FCC by international common carriers themselves.
Administration proposal, which reportedly would take FCC out of space
communications planning role, has al-

CLOSED

CIRCUIT

ready drawn opposition of Rep. William L. Springer (R-IIL), second-ranking Republican on House Commerce
Committee. And staff of Sen. Russell
B. Long is consulting with White
House members on bill which, in present form, provides
for "public-private"
ownership
and would,
therefore, draw
opposition of those favoring traditional free-enterprise approach. Where
does all this leave FCC carrier committee's plan? Completely out of the
picture, according to most Capitol Hill
observers.
All the details
Due for early FCC decision is proposed rulemaking that would require
licensees to file much more detailed
final reports than now. New rule,
pending for over year (Broadcasting,
Nov. 7, 1960), seeks information on
broadcast as well as non-broadcast revenue of licensees and their principals.
Staff has been asked to expedite FCC
consideration. Best guess is new rule
will be adopted despite united opposition of industry (Broadcasting, Feb.
6).
Reasoning of some commissioners is
that FCC must have complete station
finances, including salaries and expenses, because there is definite tie-in
with current staff study of competition in am broadcasting (Closed Circuit, Nov. 13). Stations claim "economic injury" but dislike telling details to commission, it was pointed
out.
Newt censored?
Is FCC Chairman Newton N. Minow under orders to pipe down? Provocative chairman hasn't sounded off
against broadcast programming since
his comparatively mild comments
Sept. 29 before Radio & Television
News Directors Assn. in Washington
when he suggested newsmen consider
possibilities of full-scale news broadcasts during prime evening time. Prior
to that he had been in news consistently, blasting away at programming. His
own colleagues at FCC, as well as
broadcaster observers, wonder whether
he had been admonished to slow down
as part of New Frontier's effort to dispel anti-business talk ascribed to administration?
Terry San Diego supervisor
Look for Hugh Terry, president and
general manager of Time-Life owned
KLZ-AM-TV Denver, to be given additional executive responsibilities when

Time-Life purchase of KOGO-AMFM-TV San Diego goes through
(Closed Circuit, Dec. 4). Once San
Diego properties are acquired, they'll
come under Mr. Terry's supervision.
Sale papers will probably be signed
in week or so.
Chilly on N St.
NAB hasn't fanned up any enthusiasm at its Washington headquarters
for new membership idea offered by
Jack Williams for Georgia Assn. of
Broadcasters — blanketing of all state
association members into national
group. Idea
is to membership
boost NAB'sto percentage of station
aid
appearances at legislative hearings.
Association says by-laws prohibit
blanket plan.
Miracle in the Hudson
Engineering crewmen putting out
test signals from FCC's Empire State
Bldg. uhf transmitter had their
tempers and technical skill challenged
by radiophone message from viewer
who claimed he had picked up uhf
transmission inside Hudson tunnel
with battery-powered Sony receiver.
Sign of times
Unpublicized yearend overhaul is
taking place at NAB's Washington
headquarters. President LeRoy Collins is juggling staff officers around
building to provide space for enlarged
code authority under Robert D.
Swezey. Audio tape studio is being installed to keep pace with new steppedup use of on-the-air promotion by
radio stations. There's no indication
replacement will be found for Richard A. Allerton, research manager,
who resigned in policy disagreement.
Who gets Conelrad?
Behind scenes struggle is going on
at Dept. of Defense on who gets
supervision of Conelrad. Up to now,
system has come under manpower
chief Carlisle P. Runge, assistant secretary of defense. With appointment
of Steuart L. Pittman as civil defense
chief, also as assistant secretary, feeling is that Conelrad belongs in his
shop. Complicating debate is fact
Joint Chiefs of Staff is studying need
for Conelrad as requested by National Industry Advisory Committee last
summer. No final decision on that
matter has been made yet, either.
Militarily, Conelrad is Air Force responsibility.
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availabilities at good hours. See
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rather shaky intervals. Better business climate and more
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appears 1962 is likely to start off nicely. See . . .
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a

gain

again

ABC
the

-T Vgains
affiliate

a new

walks

On Sept. 1st, WBRC-TV in Birmingham, Ala., became the exclusive home

the

again,

audience.

Right. Here it is, courtesy of Nielsen, *
for the four weeks ending Nov. 5th.

total homes, per average quarter-hour.
Actually, it was predictable.
Again and again spectacular gains
have followed affiliate switches to ABCTV. In Portland, Ore. In SeattleTacoma. In Boston, Cincinnati, Salt
Lake City, Milwaukee. After their
switches, shares of evening audiences
have jumped as much as 52%.
Where will it happen next?

WBRC-TV was first 70% of the halfhours. WBRC-TV took 5 out of the 7
nights. WBRC-TV had 13 out of the top 20
shows. WBRC-TV delivered 29' < more

ABC
Television
*Source:
the four
weeks ending November
5, 1961, Nielsen
6:30 to Station
10 PM, Index
Mondayfor thru
Sunday.

for ABC programs in this two-channel
market. Programmed against it on the
other channel is, as previously announced, "the best of Nets Y and Z."
A nice clean case for the inevitable
comparison, right?

8

affiliate . . . and

off with
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Late news breaks on this page and on page 10 AT
Complete coverage of week begins on page 35 r\ I

Stanton,
draw

Sarnoff

Collins

praise

Last Thursday's speeches against
government control by CBS President
Frank Stanton and NBC Chairman
Robert Sarnoff (story page 56) aroused
this reaction next day from LeRoy Collins, NAB president:
Gov. Collins was effusive in praise
of Mr. Sarnoff who, he said, "has given
one of the most responsible and enlightened commentaries I have yet seen
on (1) the responsibility of broadcasters to provide an ever-increasing quality of public service and (2) the recognition by conscientious broadcasters
that this is the surest defense against
any improper governmental intervention in the freedom of broadcasting."
Parts of Mr. Sarnoff's speech, calling
for broadcasters to be worthy of freedom and saying that "the price of all
freedom is responsibility," were singled
out for compliment by Gov. Collins.
"No finer statement and course of confor broadcasting
could be found,"
Gov. ductCollins
said.
Of Dr. Stanton's speech, Gov. Collins
said: "Dr. Stanton in his Philadelphia
address made the very sound observation that governmental control of broadcast programming is no way to improve
programming, and in this every thoughtful American will concur."
Eichmann trial summary
in most top tv markets
Tv stations in virtually all top-40
markets are taking half-hour tape summary of Adolf Eichmann trial, prepared
by Capital Cities Broadcasting Corp.
with newsman Lowell Thomas, Capital
Cities stockholder, doing narration.
With Eichmann verdict due this week,
most stations reportedly are scheduling
tape in prime time tonight (Monday).
It was offered on first-come basis, for
cost of prints. Capital Cities handled
all tv coverage of trial on non-profit
basis. Despite earlier reports that it was
losing money on deal, company expects
to have modest surplus which it will
turn over to Israeli government.
ABC-TV buys 'Wyman'
ABC-TV has acquired 156
episodes
of Jane
Theatre from
MCA.Wyman's
Show

shows
half-hour
Fireside
seen
on

NBC-TV in 1955-57, will be scheduled
on ABC-TV as daytime strip, Mon.Fri., 2-2:30 p.m., starting Jan. 2, net-

il
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Day by day in every way
FCC Chairman Newton N.
Minow borrowed some 19th Century lines — but apparently without forgetting some 1961 lines of
his own — in wiring congratulations on NBC's 35th anniversary
to NBC Chairman Robert W.
Sarnoff last Thursday. If he was
plugging his "up-from-the-wasteland" concept, at least he phrased
it graciously. Mr. Minow's wire:
"Congratulations from one 35year-old to another. Let me borrow a line from Browning: 'Grow
old along with me, The best is yet
"
workto isbe.'announcing
today (Dec. 11).
Series will replace Number, Please, reportedly going off network at that time.
Bates announces plans
for West Germany, Italy
Ted Bates & Co., New York, which
last week announced international association with Agence Francaise de Propagande, Paris, (At Deadline, Dec. 4)
will expend into West Germany and
Italy, Rosser Reeves, board chairman,
said Friday (Dec. 8). Mr. Reeves, who
has just returned from Paris where
papers
said Bates'
increasedis
interestwere
in signed,
international
planning
based on growth of Europe's Common
Market. More than 80% of Bates' domestic billing is in radio-tv. Bates' other
international associations are with English and Canadian firms.
FCC space authority
backed by Springer
Rep. William L. Springer (R-Ill.) has
announced he will oppose any proposal
to remove FCC from role in planning
space communications organization.
Rep. Springer made statement after
reading published report that administration plans to do this in legislation
it will recommend to Congress next
session.
He said commission was organized
to regulate communications, "domestic
and international, including space." And
it's only governmental agency qualified
by experience to conduct space communications program, he said.
Administration proposal, not yet approved by President Kennedy, would

f%ITAr\l I IV
El
L/EL/AL/LI IMI C"

open ownership of space communications system to wide variety of American and foreign interests. Plan is being
offered to President as alternative to
proposal submitted to FCC by its ad hoc
committee of international common carriers. That plan would limit ownership
to such companies.
ABC loan to CFTO-TV
said being discussed
CFTO-TV Toronto, Ont., affiliate of
evening Toronto Telegram, and American Broadcasting Co. reportedly are
near agreement whereby ABC will lend
CFTO-TV $2.5 million and take hand
in
its management.
Right toof sell
station's
directors
and shareholders
some
of their stock to ABC was turned down
recently
by Board of Broadcast Governors at Ottawa.
Donald Coyle, vice-president in
charge of ABC's international operations, has spent considerable time in
Toronto recently looking over CFTOTV establishment. James Hagerty,
ABC news and public affairs vice-president, and executives of number of ABC
affiliated stations have also been in Toronto in recent weeks in connection with
proposed financial and management
move, which would give ABC representative on CFTO-TV board.
Business

briefly...

Procter & Gamble Co., Cincinnati, has
introduced two new products, Pampers
(disposable diapers) and Pert (shampoo), and assigned them to Benton &
Bowles, New York, and Grey Adv.,
New York, respectively. Pampers, P&G
said, is available in Peoria; Pert in Denver and Nashville. P&G only week before shuffled two product assignments
(Tide from B&G to Compton and
Premium Duz from Compton to Grey).
Chock Full o' Nuts Corp., New York,
will sponsor two shows, broadcast simultaneously on 26 stations of each of two
networks— CBS-TV and NBC-TV— on
New Year's Eve (11:15 p.m.-12:15
a.m. EST). Buy covers total of 52 tv
stations in 17 states. Agency: Peerless
Adv. Inc., New York.
Peter Paul Inc., Naugatuck, Conn.,
which began eight-week spot tv campaign last month to introduce its new
Chiffon candy bar, has announced it
will increase product's budget and expand into more eastern markets in
more AT DEADLINE page 10
9
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James P. Sweeney, vp and member
of board of directors, Henri, Hurst &
McDonald, Chicago, joins CampbellMithun, that city, as vp and account
supervisor on recently acquired Admiral account. He headed Admiral group
at HHM for past two and one-half years
after serving earlier for two years as
account executive on Admiral Electronics Div. Previously, Mr. Sweeney was
account executive and vp in charge of
radio-tv at Gourfain-Cobb & Assoc.

Don Menchel, manager of buying
division of Tv Stations Inc., New York,
elected vp of company by board of
directors. Mr. Menchel, who has been
with Tv Stations Inc. for five years and
previously was with ABC Films, continues as manager of buying but, in
addition becomes chief administrative
assistant to Herb Jacobs, president. Tv
Stations Inc. is owned by tv stations in
more than 100 markets and serves as
their film program buying consultant.

For other personnel changes of the week see FATES & FORTUNES
February. Number of additional markets has not yet been determined. At
same time, company announced it had
renewed sponsorship of ABC-TV's
Ozzie & Harriet (7:30-8 p.m. EST,
Thursdays) .
O'Cedar Division of American-Marietta
Co., Chicago, and Fels & Co., Philadelphia, have placed orders for daytime
segments on NBC-TV. O'Cedar already
is heavy daytime user; Fels is using network tv for first time. Turner Adv.,
Chicago is O'Cedar's agency; Richard
K. Manoff, New York, handles Fels.
Networks

neck and neck

It would appear it's nip and tuck
in ratings among three tv networks, if
full-week (ending Dec. 3) reports are
averaged. According to analysis released by ABC-TV: Mon.-Sun., 7:301 1 p.m., period for that week based on
Nielsen multi-market report, reveals
ABC-TV has average rating of 18.1,
CBS-TV has 18.1 and NBC-TV has
18.5.

Clyne plans return
Reports that C. Terence Clyne,
formerly top tv executive at McCann-Erickson, plans to return to
agency business and has been negotiating tojoin Maxon Inc., were
confirmed Friday. He's said to be
scheduled for top management
post at Maxon in close association
with Louis Maxon, president of
agency, which has offices in Detroit and New York.
Mr. Clyne resigned last summer
(Broadcasting, July 17) as
chairman of McCann-Erickson
Productions, tv-radio division of
Inter-public Inc., and as vice
chairman of McCann-Erickson.
Details of his pending association with Maxon are not yet
worked out.
10

Rep. Thompson

charges

tv is 'callous, greedy'
Rep. Frank Thompson (D-N.J.),
chairman of House Select Subcommittee
on Education, accused television industry Friday of callousness and greed. Tv
is "more interested in selling razor
blades" than in program quality, he
said.
Rep. Thompson made remark during
hearing held by his subcommittee in
San Francisco on economic condition
of performing artists.
He said television companies should
record "the great orchestras" and make
programs available to small communities that now lack good music. He said
he would discuss matter with FCC
Chairman Newton N. Minow.
Rep. Thompson's
plan did Paul
not
winButsupport
of union official.
Rosen, representing local of American
Federation of Musicians, said, live orchestras would be better for small communities than televised programs beamed
to them.
Earlier, Phil Fisher, AFM official,
restated union's request for protection
against imported musical sound tracks
that are used in television and movies.
Court backs FCC denial
in am interference case
FCC was upheld Friday in denying
application for new am radio station
where more than 10% of population in
proposed service area would receive
interference from another station. U. S.
Appeals Court in Washington said FCC
was correct when it turned down application by Guinan Realty Co. for new
standard station in Mount Carmel, Pa.,
because 22% of population in projected
coverage area would be subject to interference from WFBR Baltimore, Md.,
on 1300 kc.
New program hearing date
Requests by three tv networks for
two-week postponement of program
hearings (see page 83) were granted by

FCC Friday (Dec. 8). En banc hearings now are scheduled to begin Jan. 23
instead of Jan. 9. Commission did not
act on networks request for designation
of order of their appearance.
Joseph W. Evans dies;
Storer Programs manager
Joseph W. Evans, general manager,
Storer Programs Inc., died Thursday
(Dec. 7), after brief hospitalization
with malignant tumor at base of spine.
He joined Storer Broadcasting Co. in
May 1958 as general sales manager of
WVUE (TV) Philadelphia, and held
similar position at WITI-TV Milwaukee, where he was also managing
director. Prior to assuming post with
Storer Programs Inc. on Aug. 1, 1961.
he was managing director of WSPD-TV
Toledo, Ohio.
WBRO

asks new

look

at short-term license
WBRO Waynesboro, Ga., Friday
asked FCC to reconsider short-term license renewal (15 months) agency
handed station and to grant full threeyear renewal (Broadcasting, Nov. 13).
Station said promise-versus-performance shortcoming found by FCC was
unfair because present licensee wasn't
operating WBRO on two of seven composite-week days that commission con1959). sidered. (It acquired station November
WBRO said it has attempted to learn
and serve needs of community and is
trying to fill educational, talk and discussion program categories. Station
claimed talk category promise would
have been fulfilled if free public service
commercials WBRO broadcast had
been used as subjects for talk program.
Services for Blair-Tv exec
Funeral services were scheduled Dec.
9 for John W. Davis, 46, vice president
of Blair-Tv, Chicago, who died late
Wednesday of operation earlier that
day for brain aneurysm. He had been
ill three weeks. Mr. Davis had been with
Blair 16 years. He leaves wife Ellie
and two children.
Looking ahead
Sign of well-advanced network
planning for next season time period scheduling: ABC-TV Friday
(Dec. 8) confirmed tentative placing of new series, Going My Way.
starring Gene Kelly, in Monday
10-11 p.m. slot. Ben Casey now in
that period would move up to 9
p.m. in place of Surfside Six,
which would be rescheduled. New
season's
is now more than
10 monthsstart
away.
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We I

See

where

Des

Moines

is a "preferred
the

7 th

in Sales
business

Yes,

city" for

straight

month

Management's
activity

forecast?

sir! And

campaign
on

our

is going

KRNT-TV,
unusual

great

a most

station!

The
preferred
stations
in in
thiscommunity
"preferred service
city" are
TV,
leaders
in ratings,
leaders
. . KRNT
. leadersRadio
in theandbilling
parade. Our share of local television business in this major 3-station
market has always averaged nearly 80% ; our local radio business has
always been way ahead in a 6-station market.
Most folks don't realize this about Des Moines — we're 36th in the FCC
list of markets according to appropriation of national spot TV revenue.
The
sources
radio same
market,
too. prove that Iowa's capital and largest city is a good
You
when people
you buybelieve
these inmost
Radioknow
and you're
TV, theright
stations
and unusual
depend stations,
upon. AndKRNT
you
know
you're
buying
at
the
same
low
rate
as
everyone
else
when
you
deal
with these responsible stations.
Buy "thesented bylive
KRNT Radio and TV, Cowles stations ably repreThe ones"
Katz —Agency.
KRNT
RADIO
AND
TV
Des
Moines
An operation of Cowles Magazines and Broadcasting, Inc.
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On October 29th, 1961 ... Big Cedar,
Oklahoma, an obscure crossroads in the
middle of a 3,000, 000-acre forest . . . with
inadequate communications, electric
power, hotel, motel, or service facilities.

...AND

WKY-TV
WITH

the

only

TAPED

LIVE

Oklahoma

TV

tv

THE

CEREMONY

CAMERAS

station

that

did!

Covering an appearance by the President of the
United States is never an easy job. But when
the appearance is scheduled in the middle of a
forest served only by two roads, it gets about
two steps beyond difficult, and a half-step short
of impossible.
It took complete cooperation between the two stations in the WKY Television System . . . WTVT,
Tampa, and WKY-TV, Oklahoma City.
We had the facilities . . . the personnel . . . and
we felt it was in the public interest.
And even though the coverage was an "exclusive," we offered the telecast to all Oklahoma
television stations for rebroadcast at no charge.
Friday, 2
contained
trip. This
Canaveral

P.M. WTVT, Tampa, Florida dispatched selfmobile tape unit on its 1300-mile non-stop
is the same unit chosen to cover the Cape
Astronaut flight for CBS-TV.

This is in keeping with WKY-TV's and WTVT's
long-established public service policies.

Saturday, 2 P.M. WKY-TV mobile unit arrived at Big
Cedar. Also WKY-TV news staff arrived to cover the
event for UPI and NBC-TV.
Sunday, 2 A.M. WTVT mobile unit arrived at Big Cedar.
Completed setting up facilities coordinating both mobile units.
Sunday, 9 A.M. WKY-TV airplane on watch 50 miles
away (clear of the Presidential security air-space over
Big Cedar) as a standby relay communications link between Big Cedar and Oklahoma City.
Sunday, 2:30 P.M. Presidential coverage completed
without trouble.
Sunday, 2:50 P.M. Tapes rushed through mountains to
Poteau airport, flown back to Oklahoma City in WKYTV plane.
Sunday, 5:50 P.M. Tapes arrive at station.
Sunday, 6:00 P.M. Cancelled commercial program
to telecast complete half-hour taped Presidential
ceremonies.

WKY-TV-

Oklahoma

City

These two mobile units traveled a total of 3,000 miles
to tape the President's 30-minute address. Given just
48 hours notice to set up the facilities, an 18-man crew
put in a total of 500 man-hours to establish communications, power and TV facilities in the heart of the
forest.

• WTVT-Tampa-St.
Petersburg
Represented by the Katz Agency

DATEBOOK
A calendar of important meetings and
events in the field of communications
•Indicates first or revised listing.
DECEMBER
Dec. 11 — NAB, 1961-62 committee on editorializing, first meeting. NAB Headquarters,
1771 N St., Washington, D. C.
Dec. 11 — Reply comments due on FCC
rulemaking to make major changes In fm
broadcast rules. (Rescheduled from Oct. 5).
*Dec. 12 — Academy of Television Arts and
Sciences, monthly membership meeting to
be sponsored jointly by NBC-TV and Walt
Disney Studios. "Color — and its general apn to programming"
the general
title of theplicatiosession.
Studio 3, isNBC-TV,
Burbank, Calif.
*Dec. 12 — Assn. of National Advertisers, oneday workshop on "Merchandising to Selected Markets."
SpeakersA. include
Arthur
C. Nielsen,
Jr., president,
C. Nielsen
Co.,
who will present the results of a special
study
of important regional differences in
City.
people and markets. Plaza Hotel, New York
Dec. 12 — American College of Radio Arts,
Crafts and Science, special banquet honoring Chicago radio stations and allied media
fields. Grand prize and honorable mention
winners will receive awards at the dinner.
Conrad Hilton Hotel, Chicago.
Dec. 12 — Radio & Television Executives
Society, Time Buying and Selling Seminar,
eighth session. "Working Together for
Better
Advertising."
Instructors:
Herbert
Maneloveg,
BBDO; Morris
Kellner,
The
Katz Agency. CBS Radio Studios, 49 E.
52nd St., New York City. 5:30-7 p.m.
*Dec. 13 — Educational Film Library Assn.,
Eastern regional meeting, Carnegie International Center, New York.
*Dec. 13 — Radio & Television Executives
Society, roundtable luncheon. Forum discussion: Kenneth C. Shonberg, president,
Central Media Bureau Inc.; John Palmer,
president, Broadcast Clearing House, and
George W. Schiele, sales vp, Broadcast
Billing Co., all companies dedicated to
eliminating "spot paper jungle" in timebuying-selling. William E. (Pete) Matthews,
vp and director of media relations and
planning, Young & Rubicam, moderates.
Palm Terrace, 12:30 p.m., Hotel Roosevelt,
New York City.
*Dec. 19 — Philadelphia chapter, American
Women in Radio and Television, dinner
meeting and annual wassail party. Hotel
Sheraton, Philadelphia.
Dec. 27-30 — American Statistical Assn.,
121st annual meeting. One session of the
conference will be devoted to a panel discussion of the report submitted by the
ASA's technical committee on broadcast
ratings.
is scheduled to This
begin particular
at 2 p.m.meeting
on Wednesday,
Dec. 27. Hotel Roosevelt, New York.
Dec. 27-29 — American Marketing Assn., annual winter conference. Theme is "The
Social
Responsibilities
more Hotel,
New York. of Marketing." Bilt*Dec. 31 — Deadline for submission of nominations for the Alfred I. duPont Awards.
Three awards are given: one recognizing a
large radio or television station for outstanding programming in the public interest; one honoring a small broadcast station for similar excellence; and one citing
a radio and television commentator for
care in gathering news in the public interest. Nominations and supporting documentation should be addressed the Curator,
Alfred I. duPont Awards Foundation, Box
1158, Lexington, Va.
JANUARY 1962
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Jan. 6-14— International Television Festival
at Monte Carlo, sponsored by the governBROADCASTING, December 11, 1961

Compact,
crowded

close, crowded
television

. . . Providence,

market

most

in the country,

where

more

homes, more people respond most to WJAR-TV. Market
conscious advertisers know the WJAR-TV
combination
of dynamic
delivers

showmanship

fresh

sales

impact

and

dominant

from

a "Must

coverage
Buy"

that

audience.
NBC . ABC
Represented by

ARB 1960 TV Homes
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AFFILIATED

WITH

WJAR

RADIO

Edward Petry & Co. Inc.

THE
CHARLESTON
HUNTINGTON
MARKET

IS

NATIONALLY

TELEVISION
IS THE

ment of Monaco.
Jan. 9 — Final phase of FCC hearing on network tv programming practices and policies.
Spokesmen for the three tv networks will
testify
D. C. before FCC en banc. Washington,
*Jan. 12 — North Carolina AP Broadcasters
Assn., annual meeting. Carolina Inn, Chapel
Hill, N. C.
Jan. 15-19 — American Management Assn.,
"Effective
management, heldAdvertising"
in New York course
for theforfirst
time.
Hotel Astor, New York.
Jan. 17 — Awards presentation of the International Television Festival at Monte
Carlo. Gold Nymph awards will be presented for outstanding tv programs. The
Opera House, Monte Carlo, Monaco.
Jan. 19 — Educational Foundation, American Women in Radio and Television, board
of
New trustees
York. meeting. Savoy-Hilton Hotel,
Jan. 19-21 — American Women in Radio and
Television, board of directors meeting.
Savoy-Hilton Hotel, New York.
Jan. 19-21 — Advertising Assn. of the West,
annual conference. Hotel Californian,
Fresno.
Jan. 21 — Iowa AP Radio & TV Assoc. meeting. Des Moines.
Jan. 23-25 — Georgia Radio-Tv Institute,
under auspices of GAB and U. of Georgia,
17th annual program. Featured speakers
include: Pierre Salinger, Clair McCollough,
Sol Taishoff, and Ann Corrick.
♦Jan. 29-Feb. 3 — NAB board committees
Jan. 29; Joint Board Jan. 30; Radio Board
Jan. 31; Tv Board Feb. 1; Joint Boards
Feb. 2. Far Horizons Hotel, Long Boat Key,
Sarasota, Fla.

14241); Madison, Wise. (Doc. 14239); Montgomery, Ala. (Doc. 14246); Rockford, 111.
(Doc. 14240).
*Feb. 6 — Advertising Committee of V. S.
Commerce Dept. Department headquarters,
Washington, D. C.
Feb. 7 — Advertising Federation of America,
mid-winter legislative conference. Participants include FCC Chairman Newton N.
Minow, FTC Chairman Paul Rand Dixon
and Secretary of Commerce Luther C.
Hodges.
D. C. Statler-Hilton Hotel, Washington,
Feb. 7-9 — National Winter Convention on
Military Electronics. Ambassador Hotel, Los
Angeles.
Feb. 10 — Awards Dinner, Directors Guild
of America. Western awards: Beverly Hilton Hotel, Beverly Hills, Calif. Eastern
City.
awards: Waldorf-Astoria Hotel, New York
Feb. 13— Formal awards banquet of the
International Broadcasting Awards contest.
Hollywood Palladium, Hollywood, Calif.
Feb. 20- March 25— Art Directors Club of
Los Angeles, 17th annual western exhibition of advertising and editorial art. Western advertisers, agencies, artists and producers have submitted examples of their
work in commercials, titles, stills, or print.
Los Angeles Museum of Science & Industry.
*Feb. 25 — Broadcast Pioneers, New York
chapter,
secondWGN
annual
"Mike Latin
Award"
dinner, honoring
Chicago.
Quarter,
5 p.m., New York City.
Feb. 28-March 1— NAB, seventh annual conference for presidents of state broadcasters' associations. Shoreham Hotel, Washington, D. C.
MARCH 1962

NBC

STATION

... in the country in homes
delivered, through the week,
around the clock. And in both
Nielsen and ARB ratings,
WSAZ Television is Number
1 in the 72-county, 4-state
Charleston - Huntington market. This is the "American
Ruhr" region of the great Ohio
Valley, where over two million
people in a half-million TV
homes spend $4 billion dollars
a year! And WSAZ - TELEVISION isthe only TV station
that covers these homes. See
your Katz Agency man and
find out why this newest Goodwill Station definitely belongs
on your must-buy list.
*ARB March, 1961, Survey
WSAZ

TELEVISION

CHANNEL 3 CHARLESTON-HUNTINGTON
DIVISION: THE GOODWILL STATIONS, INC.
Represented by The Katz Agency
16 (DATEB00K)

FEBRUARY 1962
Feb. 1 — Deadlines for entries to the Headliner Awards contest, offering prizes for
newspapers and radio-tv stations for excel ence in news programming or preparation, and general public affairs service.
Mail entries to Mall Dodson, executive
secretary. National Headliners Club, Convention Hall, Atlantic City, N. J.
Feb. 1 — Deadline for entries for the American Tv Commercials Festival. Contact Wallace A. Ross, director; 40 East 49th St.,
New York 17.
Feb. 2-3 — Minnesota School of Journalism,
Minnesota U., 15th annual radio-tv news
short course, sponsored in association with
the Northwest Radio-Television News Assn.,
and the Radio-Television News Directors
Assn. U. of Minnesota campus, Minneapolis.
Feb. 4-13 — Advertising Recognition Week.
*Feb. 5 — Deadline for comments on FCC's
proposal to add additional vhf channel at
below minimum mileage spacing to following cities: Baton Rouge, La. (Doc. 14233);
Birmingham, Ala. (Doc. 14236); Charlotte,
N. C. (Doc. 14238); Dayton, Ohio (Doc.
14234); Jacksonville, Fla. (Doc. 14235);
Johnstown, Pa. (Doc. 14232); Knoxville,
Tenn. (Doc. 14237); Oklahoma City, Okla.
(Doc. 14231). (Rescheduled from Dec. 4).
Feb. 5 — Deadline for comments on FCC's
proposals to expand use of uhf band. Including dual vhf-uhf operation, reserved
pools of uhf channels for existing operating vhf stations, abolition of uhf allocation,
relaxation of technical rules for uhf stations, uhf grants without a hearing, etc.
(Doc. 14229). (Rescheduled from Dec. 4.)
Feb. 5 — Deadline for comments on FCC's
proposals to delete single vhf and substitute uhf channel to make community
all-uhf in following cities: Binghamton, N.
Y. (Doc. 14243); Champaign-Urbana, 111.
(Doc. 14244); Columbia, S. C. (Doc. 14245);
Erie, Pa. (Doc. 14242); Hartford, Conn. (Doc.

March 12-16 — American Management Assn.,
"Effective Advertising" course for management, in Chicago for the first time. La
Salle Hotel, Chicago.
March 14-16 — Electronic Industries Assn.,
committee, section, division and board
meeting.
Statler-Hilton Hotel, Washington,
D. C.
March 16— Advertising Federation of America, board of directors meeting. New York.
March 19-23 — Georgia Assn. of Broadcasters, first annual regional meetings of
broadcasters will be held at following five
sites: Griffin, Albany, Baxley, Augusta,
Canton.
March 22-24 — Advertising Federation of
America, fifth district meeting. Shawnee
Hotel, Springfield, Ohio.
March 30-31 — Advertising Federation of
America, sixth district meeting. Detroit.
APRIL 1962
April 1-4 — National Assn. of Broadcasters,
annual convention. Conrad Hilton Hotel.
Chicago.
April 6-7 — Region 11 (southeastern) conference, National Assn. of Educational
Broadcasters. U. of Georgia, Adult Center
for Continuing Education, Athens.
April 9— Academy of Motion Picture Arts
& Sciences, 34th Oscar awards ceremony at
Civic Auditorium. Santa Monica, Calif.
April 25 — Assn. of Industrial Advertisers,
Eastern New England chapter and Hartford
chapter, all-day marketing and advertising
clinic. Hotel Somerset, Boston.
April 27-29 — Mississippi Broadcasters Assn.,
annual convention. Broadwater Beach Hotel,
Biloxi, Miss.
April 30 — American Women in Radio and
BROADCASTING, December 11, 1961

Alex

Dreier

nailed

the

muggers

bulletin— Chicago, March 12, 1961 . . . Warren
Culbertson, WBKB weather forecaster is victim
of brutal mugging and beating. He is
hospitalized.
bulletin — Chicago, March 18, 1961 . . . WBKB's
switchboard relays call to home of
Alex
Dreier,
newscaster. "Miss X" says
she has
clue ace
to crime.
bulletin— Chicago, March 18, 1961 . . . Dreier
immediately alerts police and WBKB camera
crew. He speeds to tavern for rendezvous
with tipster. WBKB's cameras record scene.
bulletin— Chicago, March 18, 1961 . . . Dreier and
police tour neighborhood taverns, trap
suspect. He confesses . . . implicates his
two roommates.
bulletin— Chicago, March 19, 1961 . . . Less than
24 hours later Dreier goes on air with
filmed documentary of crime.*
bulletin— Chicago, April 17, 1961 . . . Three muggers
are sentenced to 1 to 10 year terms in
Illinois State Penitentiary, Joliet, Illinois.
This is the kind of television Chicago has come to
expect of Channel 7's "Climate of Creativity."
Are your clients taking full advantage of WBKB's
"Climate of Creativity"?
A GOOD
CHICAGO HABIT
WBKB

T

CHANNEL
CHICAGO'S

An Owned and -Operated Station of the American Broadcasting Company • A Division of American Broadcasting- Paramount Theaters, Inc,

ORTHICONS

Now.

. . Studio

1

T

Color

FROM

RCA

Pickup

at

Black-and-White

Now,

RCA

RCA-4415

Light

cuts the studio lighting costs for color TV
and 4416 Image

Orthicons!

These

permit studio color pick-up with standard

. . . with new

highly sensitive tubes

black-and-white

This eliminates high scene-lighting temperature,
air-conditioning facilities, and many

Levels

lighting.

the need for extra

of the other lighting costs for-

merly associated with indoor color pickup.

rendition in black-and-white
receivers.

Supplied in Matched
Sets of Three
These new

precision Image

Orthicons

are supplied

in

sets of three— two 4415's for
the red and green channels
and one 4416 for the blue.
Their closely matched characteristics assure uniform
sensitivity and background
over the entire scanned area.
Matched

sets equipped with

deflecting yokes and focusing
coils having

RCA Field-Mesh
Construction
These new Image Orthicons
offer all advantages
RCA

color cameras utilizing simultaneous pickup. In such

field-mesh construction

which makes possible excellent registration of the three
color images. Edge

effects,

such as exaggerated

borders

between

high-contrast

ob-

jects, are greatly reduced.

precision con-

struction and axial alignment with respect to each
tube are recommended for

of new

"Beam-bending"

from

the

charge pattern on the target
is minimized
beam

and the over-all

trajectory and corner

focus are improved.

cameras, these tubes produce

For full details on the new

superior pictures in color re-

RCA

ceivers and high-resolution
pictures with normal tone

with your RCA Broadcast
Tube Distributor.

Image Orthicons, check

The Most Trusted Name

The 4415 and 4416 are but two of
RCA's broad family of image
orthicons. Others include :
RCA-4401 -V1 :
For remote B&W pickup at extremely
low light levels— down to 10 f ootcandles.
RCA-4401:
For low-light level color pickup— studio
or outdoor. Available in sets of three
having matched characteristics for
maximum performance in color cameras.
RCA-7513:
Featuring special precision construction and new RCA field-mesh design
for high-quality color or B&W TV.
RCA-7293-A:
A field-mesh image orthicon having an
image section designed to prevent highlight ghosts. Field-mesh design to improve corner focus and prevent porthole effects. For B&W studio and
outdoor pickup.
RCA-7295-A:
A 41/2,-inch diameter field-mesh image
orthicon with high resolution and very
high signal-to-noise ratio, designed for
tape and B&W studio broadcast use.
RCA-7389-A:
A superior-quality field-mesK design
4 ^-inch image orthicon, with extremely high signal-to-noise ratio, for tape
and
high-quality B&W
studioexceptionally
pickup.
RCA-5820-A:
For studio and outdoor pickup in B&W.
The "standard" of the industry.
Whatever your TV camera requirements, there's an RCA Image Orthicon
designed to meet them.
RCA ELECTRON TUBE DIVISION

in Television

Television, board of directors meeting.
Sheraton-Chicago Hotel, Chicago.
Special

JMtbap

Eateg

BROADCASTING
THE BUSINESS WEEKLY OF TELEVISION AND RADIO
ONE

YEAR

52 WEEKLY
EACH

SUBSCRIPTION
ISSUES-$7.00

ADDITIONAL

<u

GIFT— $6.00

Please send 52 issues of BROADCASTING
name

as my gift to:

title/ position

company name
*7

.00

street & number
city
state
Sign gift card.
title/ position
company name

*13 .00

street & number
city
state
Sign gift card.
title/position
company name

*19 .00

street & number
city

state

Sign gift card.
title/position
company name

00

city
s,ree' & number

state

Sign gift card.
additional subscriptions may be listed separately at $5.00
ill orders will be checked, in the event of duplication you will be notified immediately
□

I enclose $

□

state

BROADCASTING Subscription Department • 1735 DeSales St., Washington 6, D. C.
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Aug. 21-24— Western Electronics Show and
Convention,
Los Angeles Memorial Sports
Arena.
SEPTEMBER 1962
Sept. 11-13 — Electronic Industries Assn.,
committee, section, division and board
meeting. Biltmore Hotel, New York.
Sept. 12-14 — Advertising Federation of
America,
first district meeting, Cape Cod
area.

Sept. 20-22 — Advertising Federation of
America,
tenth district meeting. Shreveport,
La.

name

<

JUNE 1962
June 11-14— Industrial Advertising Exposition held in conjunction with the 40th annual Conference of Assn. of Industrial Advertisers. Royal York Hotel, Toronto,
Ontario, Canada.
June 17-22, 1962 — Annual convention of the
National Community Television Assn.
Shoreham Hotel, Washington, D. C.
June 23-27— Advertising Federation of
America, 58th national convention, in conjunction this year with Advertising Assn.
of the West. Denver-Hilton Hotel, Denver.
June 23 — Advertising Federation of America, ninth district meeting. Denver.
June 29-30 — Texas AP Broadcasters Assn.,
15th annual meeting. Hotel Texas, Fort
Worth.
AUGUST 1962
Aug. 5-7 — Georgia Assn. of Broadcasters,
annual land,convention.
Holiday Inn, Jekyll IsGa.

Sept. 14— Georgia Assn. of Broadcasters,
2nd annual South-East Radio-Tv Seminar.
Atlanta.

please bill

a

street & number
city

MAY 1962
May 2-5 — Institute for Education by RadioTelevision, annual convention. DeshlerHilton Hotel, Columbus, Ohio.
May 3-6, 1962 — American Women in Radio
& Tv, national convention. SheratonChicago Hotel, Chicago.
•a
May 4-5 — Kansas Assn. of Radio Broadcasters, annual convention. Hays, Kansas.
May 9-12 — Western States Advertising
Agencies Assn., 12th annual conference.
Theme of this year's conference is: "Advertising Calif.
Achievements- West." Oasis Hotel,
Palm Springs,
May 10-12 — Advertising Federation of
America, fourth district meeting. Jacksonville, Fla.
May 15-16 — Council on Medical Television,
fourth annual meeting. Clinical Center, National Institute of Health, Bethesda, Md.
May 16-17— Annual Medical-Dental Tv
Workshop, sponsored by the National Naval
Medical Center. National Naval Medical
Center, Bethesda, Md.
May 21-24 — 25th anniversary Electronic
Parts and Distributors Show and Conference. Conrad Hilton Hotel, Chicago.
May 23-25 — Electronic Industries Assn., 38th
annual convention, committee, section, division and board meeting, Pick-Congress
Hotel, Chicago.

NOVEMBER 1962
Nov. 10-25 — World Economic Progress Assembly and Exposition under international
auspices. Special sectors devoted to radio
and tv. McCormick Place, Chicago.
Nov. 27-29 — Electronic Industries Assn.,
committee, section, division and board
meeting. Jack Tar Hotel, San Francisco.
BROADCASTING, December 11, 1961
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"People,"
a practical
man about Madison
Avenue

once

"watch

TV

remarked,

programs,

not organizations."
We have no basic quarrel with the quotation,
but before it gets into Bartlett we'd like to
make a point or two:
Corinthian, an organization of stations in several markets, believes that its group set-up
provides impetus for the kind of local programming that ties communities to stations.
Indeed, people watch programs. Well-advised
sponsors watch ownership.
Responsibility in Broadcasting

22
I
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Respectee's respects
editor: I have been on the road since
your fine magazine devoted its "Respects" page to me [Our Respects, Nov.
20], and everywhere I have gone it has
been like a readership survey because I
have had many, many people, both
agency and broadcasting types, tell me
they have seen the article.
Naturally, I am pleased by this recognition and feel that [you] did a masterful job compiling the miscellaneous
data and making an interesting story
of it. . . . — Lee Fondren, station manager and director of sales, KLZ Denver.
Fm stereo is radio's future
editor: KMUZ (FM) commenced fm
stereophonic broadcasting on Oct. 29,
on a 24-hour a day basis, 7 days a
week. ... I believe we are the only
fm station broadcasting stereo 24 hours
a day. ... It is my belief that more
than ever the future of radio is in fm
and stereo. — William H. Buckley, owner and manager, KMUZ (FM) Santa
Barbara, Calif.
Terms

for local advertising

editor: I enjoyed reading the opinions
expressed by Margot Teleki [Monday
Memo, Dec. 4] regarding retail advertisers. ... I agree with Miss Teleki's
use of the term "retail" and its application, but prefer "product" or "general rate" to the term "national rate."
The use of the terms "local" and "national" indicate point of origination for
business, which should not be the criterion for determining the rate to be
applied.
I also agree that it should be possible
to buy a station "by the yard," and a
station should determine the length of
its yardstick and use this as a base for
the establishment of multiple cards. . . .
The card(s) should be applied by
account type, and not by the source of
the business — agency placed or not. —
Wally Voight, general manager, Tobacco Radio Network, Raleigh, N. C.
Money and standards
editor: I have read your editorial
[Editorials, Nov. 27] and wish to take
exception to some of the opinions you
have expressed regarding the use of
revised engineering standards to limit
new am station grants so as to afford
economic protection to existing stations.
I have had some first hand experience with the economic issue with my
Auburn, N. Y., application a few years
ago. Here, I was instrumental in establishing asecond am station (over an
economic protest). . . . The slightest

change of engineering standards would
have prevented this . . , station from
ever obtaining a grant.
Furthermore, commission engineering standards traditionally have been
for the exclusive purpose of establishing minimum standards for coverage
and protection from electrical interference. ... To tamper with these rules
for the admitted reason of offering
economic protection would leave the
engineering standards . . . open to question— and rightly so. . . .
It seems to me that the logical solution (and the simplest) is to establish
economic standards for new grants.
These could very well be based upon
ratios of stations per area population,
and area gross retail sales.
Recent court decisions have clearly
established the FCC's authority and
obligation to consider the economic
issue; it is no longer a matter of conjecture. The commission recognized
this in the Auburn, N. Y., case. Now,
the next
step. .is. clear — establish economic rules.
I hardly believe that this will result
in the much feared rate and programming controls. Let's face it, the commission has had the authority and obligation to consider the economic situation for some years. Now the most
obvious thing to do is to establish clear
and concise rules so that the economic
situation may be handled in an orderly
manner. — Herbert P. Michels, president, Ron Electronics Corp., Livingston,
N. J.
[We'llposition.
stand pat.
Mr. Michels
misconstrues
our
To limit
competition
through
economic considerations would be to invite
public utility regulation and concomitant
rate-fixing and profit limitations. The FCC
15 years ago downgraded engineering standards and opened the floodgates. The solution, we think, lies in promulgation of prudent engineering standards, with grandfather
protection for existing stations.]
Mexican radio integrity
editor: I find your article, "Prayer
cloths raise question of possible fraud
from Mexico" [Government, Nov.
27], quite distressing.
While I acknowledge that some of
the conditions pointed out in the article
do exist on some Mexican licensed stations, the story gives the impression
that this is the case with all English
language
operating
co. Such stations
is not true!
. . . from MexiXEAU accepts no per inquiry advertising and closes its doors to any account whose advertising even smacks
of fraudulent claims. . . .
I find it interesting to learn that the
FCC will be monitoring XEAU, among
other Mexican licensed stations. I hope
Hooper calls while they're doing so. —
Bill Wood Jr., executive program director, XEAU Tijuana, B. C, Mex.

The
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up

experk

a
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CAPSULE

A library of 100 one-minute
newsbriefs.

background

Concise, incisive word portraits of the movers and shapers of our times, and of the trends,
topics, facts and fallacies your listeners will
want. To be used at your programming
venience.

con-

Topic A and Capsule are available for subscription on an exclusive basis in your market
area.
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features that get to the meaning

minute feature programs
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news

magazines
service

A

and the heart of the news. Six 5-

per day, five days a week. They're subtitled "At

Large," "Business," "Sport," "Hollywood,"

"Washington"and

"Europe."

They're handled by experienced editor-broadcasters — RON COCHRAN,
JOHN DAY, DICK McCUTCHEN, JIM McKAY, PETE MILLER, NICK
THIMMESCH — under the supervision of Sig Mickelson.
They're backed by the 29 full-time newsbureaus of TIME
well as the 300 special correspondents around the world.
For further information and a detailed brochure on this

TIME-LIFE
NEWS

Inc., as

BROADCAST
SERVICE

Address: Ole G. Morby, Time-Life Broadcast, Time & Life Building,
Rockefeller Center, New York, Phone LL 6-3355
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covering a bigger,
better Lincoln -Land
VITAL STATISTICS OF THE
NEW LINCOLN-LAND
(Sales Management, May 10, 1961)
Population
888,200
Total Homes
275,800
Effective Buying Income . $1 ,51 9,268,000
TV Homes
237,900
Retail Sales
$1,124,130,000

In Nebraska's other big market there's
no need to split your dollars three ways
(as you must in the extreme East) to
reach the viewers.
Here, two stations (KOLN-TV and satellite KGIN-TV) combine to deliver
Lineoln-Land, the greatly expanded other
big market in Nebraska. The map indicates the boundaries; the figures at left
give you an idea what the area contains.
Avery-Knodel can give you the whole
story on KOLN-TV/KGIN-TV — the
Official Basic CBS Outlet for most of
Nebraska and Northern Kansas.

WnO-re-GRAMI MHDS-KMUMZOO
WXZO RADIO— KAUMAZOO-BATTU CHEH
WJEF RADIO— GRAND RAPIDS
WJEMM— GRAND RAPIDS-XALAMAZOO
WWTV — CADIL1AC-TRA VERSE CITY
KOLN-TV— UNCOW, NEBRASKA
KGTN-TV— GRAND ISLAND. NEBRASKA

WKZO-TV— GRAND RAPIDS-KALAMAZOO
WKZO RADIO— KAIAMAZOO-BATTLE CREEK
WJEF RADIO— GRAND RAPIDS
WJEF-FM— GRAND RAPIDS-KALAMAZOO
WWTV-CADI1UC-TRAVERSE CITY
KOLN-TV— LINCOLN, NEBRASKA
KGIN- TV— GRAND ISLAND, NEBRASKA

r
■

KOLN-TV
CHANNEL 10 • 316,000 WATTS
1000 FT. TOWER

KGIN
CHANNEL 11 • 316,000TV\
WATTS
1069 FT. TOWER

COVERS LINCOLN-LAND — NEBRASKA'S OTHER BIG MARKET
Avery-Knodel, fnc, Exclusive National Representative
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New WDBJ-TV Studios, among the largest and most
modern in the entire South. Finest technical equipment —
316,000 watts e. r. p. — CBS affiliate.
WDBJ-TV
ABOUT

BRINGS

CRESCIVE

YOU

THE

WESTERN

NEWS

VIRGINIA!

The growing, expanding Western Virginia
market keeps making news with its added industrial
expansion and increased business activity. Number
one station in this area, WDBJ-TV, Roanoke,
now can reach over 400,000 TV homes of Virginia,
N. Carolina and W. Virginia — in counties with
a population of nearly 2,000,000. As an integral
part of your regular schedule or as an ideal

New Industries, like this Babcock and Wilcox
plant in Lynchburg, are creating new prosperity in
the WDBJ-TV coverage area.

test market, you're right to use Roanoke
WDBJ-TV.

and

Ask Your PGW Colonel For Current Availabilities

DBJ-TV

New Office Building of Bassett Furniture
Industries at Bassett, Va. — largest manufacturers
of wooden furniture in the world — is typical of the
business expansion taking place in the area.
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ROANOKE,
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Not

yet

in people...

a printed

circuit

It's a miracle in predictability . . . the printed circuit. In a few squiggles
of metallic ink, you can compress all the myriad impulses and responses
of a modern radio or TV set . . . and be certain that message output
equals message input to an electronic eyelash.
But there's no way to predict how the animate circuit in people sitting
in front of that radio or TV set will react, respond, record or relay to any
input message.
This job requires a very special kind of human alternating current ... a
private wave length of understanding . . . between you and someone
attuned to your personality. That's The Personal Approach. A good
way to open people's eyes, ears, minds, hearts, and pocketbooks, too.

McCANN-ERICKSON,

INC. • THE

PERSONAL

APPROACH

MONDAY

Tv, by any

MEMO

measurement,

Finding fault with television is fashionable these days. The press, particularly, keeps us up to date on television's
latest foibles. And now the FCC chairman, Newton Minow, has entered the
fray by criticizing almost all tv programming and advertising.
Mr. Minow is quoted in the Saturday
Evening Post of Nov. 11 as saying:
"They [tv broadcasters] want to be
treated like journalists, with freedom
of the press. They ought to act like
journalists. The fall schedule is unbelievable. Westerns, comedies, private
eyes, and more of each. . . . I've been
told that if you survey the Chicago
Sun-Times to see what's the most popular feature in it, it's the comics, followed by advice to the lovelorn. That
doesn't mean the Sun-Times turns the
whole paper over to 'em. But television
does."
Coming from the chairman of the
FCC, that accusation carries a lot of
weight. The press, naturally, is not reluctant topick up the cry.
So far, however, there has been very
little real evidence on the subject. The
comments and criticisms have been
mainly emotional or visceral, with no
one — even Mr. Minow — attempting to
justify his position in any reasoned way.
With this lack of data in mind, I
have conducted a content analysis of
the largest Chicago newspaper {Chicago Tribune) and the largest Chicago
television station (CBS-owned WBBMTV) for the week of Oct. 8-14. The
study involved analyzing over 100,000
column inches of newspaper space and
over 500,000 seconds of television
time. The results should be an eye
opener to Mr. Minow and a few others.
Television people, Mr. Minow says,
"ought to act like journalists"; but how
do journalists act? How much space,
for example, do newspapers actually
devote to news?
According to my study, the Chicago
Tribune devotes to all general news of
international, national and local events
only 6% of its total weekly space. This
figure does not include financial or
sport news, but just straight news.
News: 6% vs. 9% ■ News coverage
in the amount of only 6% by the daily
press makes the term newspaper sound
a little like a misnomer. How much
time does television give to straight
news reporting — exclusive of weather
and sports? WBBM-TV during the
study week programmed 9% of its total
time to general news. This means tv
devotes 50% more of its potential to
30

from DR. JAYE S. NIEFELD, John W. Shaw Adv., Chicago

smells

sweeter

than

news reporting than does the press!
Television, according to Mr. Minow
et al., is guilty of the crassest kind of
overcommercialization. Yet my research shows only about 14% of
WBBM-TV's total time is devoted to
commercials and this may indeed be
too much. But how does it compare
with newspapers?
Of the Chicago Tribune's total weekly space, the proportion devoted to advertising is 72%. That's 72% newspaper commercial to 14% tv commercial.
Untouchable ■ This means that newspapers devote over five times as much
of their potential to advertising as does
tv. Moreover, despite the criticism of
tv commercials and many of the products they advertise, much of the advertising carried by newspapers is for products that tv wouldn't or couldn't touch
with a ten-foot pole.
What about the accusation that the
fall schedule consists of almost nothing
but "western, comedies, private eyes?"
On WBBM-TV, all detective and crime
shows together make up only 2% of
the station's output, according to my
research. All westerns throughout the
week account for only 2% of the total
output. Comedies of all kinds make
up 9% of the total.
Now, 2% for programs depicting
crime and violence (e.g., Perry Mason)
doesn't seem much — particularly since
newspapers devote over 1% of their
total space to stories of sheer gratuitous
violence: thefts, murders, rapes and
muggings. This latter figures does not
include press coverage of violence with
political implications — such as race
riots and the monthly burning of U. S.
Information Centers abroad.
Lack of Variety ■ The point is made
also that there is a terrible sameness, if

newsprint

not monotony, about tv — -particularly
in the westerns and the police-action
series. While this is undoubtedly true,
the question might be asked about the
repetitive content of such longtime favorites as "Little
Another
chargeOrphan
leveledAnnie."
against tv is
the lack of programming devoted to
examination in depth of current political
and social problems. The proportion of
total time devoted to this kind of material during an entire week was 3%
of WBBM-TV. This figure includes
documentary programs, political analyses and even editorial comments in a
few instances.
In newspapers, the total proportion of
space devoted to news analysis columns
and editorial material was only 1% —
or only a third of the total for tv.
Now, one question that should probably be asked is to what extent the
Chicago Tribune is typical of the U. S.
daily press in the allocation of space to
various kinds of subject matter — and
to what extent WBBM-TV is typical of
all U. S. television stations. It is quite
likely that some papers devote less space
to violence and crime than does the
Tribune, but certainly there are other
papers that devote considerably more
space to these categories. In the same
way, other networks undoubtedly devote more time to the shoot-'em-up
type of programming than does CBS.
But I suspect that the general findings
indicated in this pilot study will apply.
The purpose of this report is not to
point an accusing finger at newspapers
for not doing their jobs properly, but
rather to show that, by comparison,
television is not as bad as the newspaper
editors — or Mr. Minow — seem to think.
Television has a long way to go, but
the direction taken by the newspapers
is certainly not the one tv should follow.

Dr. Jaye S. Niefeld recently was appointed
to newly created post of vp for marketing
at John W. Shaw Adv., Chicago, having
held same post at Clinton E. Frank Inc.
there. Dr. Niefeld has been director of
media and research at Keyes, Madden &
Jones, Chicago, and director of advertising
research at McCann-Erickson, New York.
He is contributing author of three books
on marketing and has lectured at Columbia U. and Northwestern U. His Ph.D.:
social psychology, U. of Vienna.
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better all the time with

...16 tons of jingle i.d.'s to the tunes
the bands
listeners
and

and

singers

in the mood

johnny,

call letters

America
* you

the folks back
*

enjoy yourself

America

knows

identify

home

side of the street

knows

entertain

in indiana,

* Your

best and

best * golden
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in the styles of

heard
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daddy,

everywhere,

have

Your

era jingles

jingles

* Keep

*

frankie

singing

that song

your
before

but never this way * yes, indeed, instant i.d.'s * a good man is hard to find,
but golden era jingles are more fun than the little brown jug * there are
such things as demo

tapes * wire

for yours

today... or call your

RICHARD

©

ullman-man.

ULLMAN,

INC.

Marvin A. Kempner, Executive Vice-President
1271 Avenue of the Americas, New York 20, N.Y. PL 7-2197
GOLDEN ERA JINGLES ARE PRODUCED BY IMN PRODUCTIONS, AND SOLD EXCLUSIVELY BY RICHARD H. ULLMAN, INC., DISTRIBUTORS OF THE BIG SOUND,
FORMATIC RADIO, CRC JINGLES, TARGET JINGLES, EV WREN PRODUCTIONS,
SPOTMASTER TAPE CARTRIDGE EQUIPMENT.
A DIVISION OF
THE PETER FRANK ORGANIZATION, INC.
HOLLYWOOD / NEW YORK
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Recently, forty media buyers in the Baltimore area received an important message via homing
pigeon. Result: thirty-nine media buyers (one pigeon never made it) now know about the new
contemporary sound of W-I-T-H

RADIO.

Here's a perfect example of the aggressive promotion

W-I-T-H is noted for. Promotion and Merchandising that stretches your clients' advertising dollar.
Puts his sales message right where it counts most ... in the stores all over Baltimore.
Unlike the pigeons, THE

CONTEMPORARY

SOUND

of W-I-T-H

beams not just to a select

group, but to all Baltimoreans. There's something for every age group and walk of life.
News covered exclusively and with precise understanding by Jim West, Ray Camay, Parks Simmons
— wise reporters all, ready at a moment's notice to break important stories in a heavy schedule of
i

news broadcasts. From
mood:

dawn

Wry morning humor

patrol through midnight watch, personalities who set the musical
from Buddy McGregor, mid-morn

mellowness from Jay Neely, after-

noon sprightliness from Bob Foster, fast-paced cocktail-hour chatter from Bob Adams, late-evening
charm from Larry Dean. Sports covered with cool precision by Jim West and hot abandon by Benny
the Fan. Editorial opinions expressed with candor and frequency to stir the Baltimore imagination.
W-I-T-H
RADIO

talks to all of Baltimore. So should your client.
1-2-3

BALTIMORE

WITH
PERSONALITY

Tom Tinsley, President; R. G. Embry, Vice President; NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES: SELECT STATION REPRESENTATIVES in New York, Baltimore, Washington, Philadelphia, Chicago, Detroit, San Francisco and Los Angeles:
CLARKE BROWN in the South and Southwest, including Atlanta, Dallas, New
Orleans, Houston.

You
E

reach

OFTEN

on

more

TV

homes

MORE

OFTEN

MORE

WB

EN-TV

0

It takes more than radiated power to bring your sales message into the 785,171
television homes of Western New York and Northeastern Pennsylvania.
Audience loyalty, a kind of comfortable feeling people have with an old friend,
is a factor, too, and WBEN-TV has generated that feeling among more than 2.5
million people on the Niagara Frontier.
Since 1948, when Buffalo television was first pioneered on Channel 4, station
policy of dynamic public service programming, plus top network affiliation, has
built for WBEN-TV the largest audience. Loyally, they look to Channel 4 for
quality entertainment and authoritative information. In terms of sales impact,
your sales message is among good loyal friends on WBEN-TV.
And that means your TV dollars count for more on Channel 4.

Get the facts from Harrington, Righter & Parsons,
National Representatives

V
T
EN
The Buffalo
Evening
News
Station
WB
34

CH.
CBS in Buffalo
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■

Volume

this year

■

Biggest

demand

■

Gains

reported

ahead

Television stations moved into the
Christmas holiday advertising season
on a wave of national spot business
which for most of them exceeded — and
in some cases dramatically surpassed —
the December-rush volume of 1960.
The holiday traffic in spot tv sales
was measured in a special Broadcasting survey which also showed that good
60-second availabilities, especially in
prime and fringe evening time, are almost universally in short supply.
Despite this virtually sold-out status
of 60-second positions, the study
showed, minutes remain by long odds
the length in greatest demand among
advertisers and agencies.
Scarce Twenties ■ Twenty-second
availabilities also were shown to be
growing scarce on many stations and in
frequent demand among buyers, but
the current supply of 20's in general
appears to be at least as large as at
the start of the fall season (Broadcasting, Sept. 25).
The holiday-season survey was conducted among television stations
throughout the U. S., supported by
questionnaires and personal interviews

Christmas

Stations' predominately glittering
reports on holiday spot tv business
(see story this page) may also signal
the wrap-up of a full year of spot
gains — and a promising start for
1962 — despite some shaky periods
in early and mid- 1961.
Several stations in replying to
Broadcasting's survey extended their
accounts of "better" December business to apply, in addition, to the full
year 1961. This also was true of
some station representatives, a number of whom talked in terms of substantially improved volumes in 1961
as compared to 1960. Those who
ventured a forecast, including three
of the leading reps, looked for 1962's
first few months, at least, to be much

but

IN

although
business

be frosting

TV

nation-wide
20's

on

SPOTS

survey

are

scarce

markets

ning higher than in the same week a
year30,ago.
Gainsin ranged
"slight"
to
45 and
one casefrom
100%.
Increases reported in the 15 to 25% range
were not uncommon.
■ Two out of ten stations (21%) reported their spot business at the start
of December this year was lagging behind the same 1960 period. One station called its drop "substantial," others
said "slight." Where a specific figure
was mentioned it usually fell in the
3 to 10%
ceeded 10%.range. None of them ex■ Almost two out of ten (17%)
classified their 1961 holiday volume on
■ Among
reps, the same questions
a par
with 1960's.
brought virtually unanimous reports of
better business this December than last.
Two reps qualified their answers by
drawing a distinction between their
major-market stations and those in medium and smaller markets: Both reps
said business on major-market stations
is up, but one said his sales on other
stations are dropping behind their total
a year ago, while the other said his
medium and small-market stations are

biggest

better for spot tv than the same
period of 1961.
Reasons ■ Among the factors cited
for the improved outlook: Better
business conditions generally, in contrast to the recession that marked
last spring and winter, and signs that
advertisers are acting more confidently and planning more firmly now
than they did when the general economic situation was less certain.
One rep said he also sees
indications that at least some
advertisers plan to cut back
their use of "network spot carrier,"
the network participation programs
which in the last few years have
commanded steadily rising shares of
many tv budgets. This rep said his

indicates

growing

is off in some

sampling station-representation firms
which together handle the national spot
sales of 275 to 300 of the country's
top tv stations.
Dealing basically with spot business
conditions as of the week of Dec. 4-10,
the survey showed:
■ "Good" minutes are at a premium
on most stations: In more than eight
out of ten cases 60-second availabilities,
especially in prime and fringe evening
time, were reported in short supply by
broadcasters, and the reps were almost
unanimous in concurring. Twenty-second positions ranked next among hardto-find lengths — and at some stations
were reported scarcer than minutes — but in total are far more plentiful than
the 60-second availabilities.
■ Not surprisingly, the availabilities
in greatest demand among buyers followed the same order: Minutes far out
in front, with 20-second positions a
clear but greatly outranked runner-up.
■ Holiday business this year is better
on most stations: Almost two-thirds of
the broadcaster respondents (62%)
reported their national spot business for
the first full week of December was run-

glitter may
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of I960,

for minutes
by 62%,

JAM

spot

tv cake

salesmen were finding signs of advertiser dissatisfaction with such shows.
New Lengths ■ Whatever the business outlook, one thing that is left to
be settled in 1962 is the fate of the
new 30- and 40-second commercial
lengths in spot advertising.
The way was opened up for them
with the start of the 1961-62 fall
season, when all three networks expanded nighttime station breaks from
30 seconds to 42. But Broadcasting's survey revealed little interest in
the 30- and 40-second length.
Overwhelmingly, both stations and
reps reported that if buyers are developing any pattern in their usage
of the 40-second breaks, it is for two
20's back-to-back.
35
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IN TV SPOTS

running even-up with last December.
Although the overall tone of the replies reflected bigger spot billings this
holiday season than last, examination
of the returns individually showed — as
always — a wide range of variation from
one station to another and from one
market to another. For reasons that are
often unaccountable, some stations that
normally are steady or even high-volume outlets suddenly hit a dry spell,
and these arid periods can fall in no
consistent pattern among stations in all
size groups.
On the whole, however, the generally
acknowledged trend of national advertisers to concentrate on major markets
— or to cut back on smaller markets
first, when cutbacks are made — appeared to remain intact.
Grouped By Size ■ When the station
respondents were grouped according to
market size, those in the biggest markets had the highest percentage of all
in reporting holiday business this year
ahead of last year's. Among respondents
operating in markets having four or
more stations, 84% reported gains, 8%
said they were trailing, and another 8%
reported business about the same.
Smaller - market stations reported
gains more frequently than those in

Third-quarter

spot

continued

three-station markets, however. Among
broadcasters reporting from one- and
two-station markets, 63% said their
early-December business was ahead of
last year's, while 20% said theirs was
down and 17% saw no change.
From three-station markets exactly
half of the reports said business was up.
The rest were divided equally between
"down" and "about the same."
A number of stations said they were
virtually sold out from 6 p.m. on — and
showed sales in the 75 to 80% range
in several morning and afternoon periods as well.
Sell-Outs Common ■ A few broadcasters reported as few as 5 or 10%
of their evening minutes sold. But
these were far outnumbered by reports
of 90-100% sellout in these hours.
Twenty-second and 10-second sales
showed a similar overall distribution of
highs and lows, but the general level of
the highs was below that for minutes.
One station reported 100% sellout
of participations from sign-on to signoff, 100% sale of other 60-second positions from noon to sign-off, 100% sale
of 20-second positions from 6 p.m. on,
and 75 to 95% sale of all the rest.
Moreover, this station added, "we could
sell more 20's and 60's in prime time."

tv billings gain

Procter & Gamble again led the spot
tv field in the third quarter of 1961
with gross billings of $13.6 million.
But its tv spot spending was down 6.3%
from
year's third-quarter figure of
$14.4 last
million.
Third-quarter spot tv billings rose
1.8% over the same period last year,
Television Bureau of Advertising announced Friday (Dec. 8). Total gross
billings of $127,644,000 compared with
$125,012,000 last year for all stations
reporting (up 2%). (The 1.8% increase isbased on the 317 stations reporting in both the third quarter of
1960 and 1961.) Spot billing for the
first six months of 1961 was about
1% below the 1960 level (Broadcasting, Sept. 4).
Newcomers to the top 100 spot advertiser list are: Star-Kist Foods Inc.
with $515,100; Climaline Co., $333,100; Cott Beverage Corp. and bottlers,
$326,100; Stroh Brewery Co., $295,500; and Lucky Lager Brewing Co.,
$271,800.
Four product categories show significant gains over last year's third quarter. Ale, beer and wine with $14.2 million were up 21.5%; confections and
soft drinks at $9.1 million were up
36 (BROADCAST ADVERTISING)

1.8%

over

13.6%; dental products with $3.8 million were up 68%, and sporting goods,
bicycles and toys with $1.4 million
were up 206.1%.
Product categories showing declines
included automotive with $4 million
down 14.7% ; food and grocery products with $29.1 million down 2%;
household cleaners, cleansers, polishes
and waxes with $5.1 million down
7.5%; household laundry products with
$10.9 million down 7.7% and tobacco
products and supplies with $6.2 million
down 17.9%.
The complete TvB-N. C. Rorabaugh
report:
TOP 100 SPOT TV ADVERTISERS
THIRD QUARTER 1961
2.
3.1.
4.
6.
5.
8.
7.
9.
11.
10.
12.
13.

(Source: TvB-Rorabaugh)
Procter & Gamble
$13,680,700
Lever Brothers
3,137,600
General Foods
3,028,700
2,831,000
Colgate-Palmolive
Wm. Wrigley Jr. Co.
2,821,000
Bristol-Myers
2,450,000
P. Lorillard
2,207,400
Coca-Cola bottlers
2,127,900
American Home Products
2,045,500
Kellogg
Alberto-Culver
1,722,500
General Mills
1,598,200
1,490,000
Gillette
1,419,600

When

& how

A breakdown of third quarter
spot tv expenditures by time of
day and type of activity as reported by TvB-N. C. Rorabaugh.
Time of day
Amount
Day
$29,354,000 (23.0%)
Early evening 27,790,000 (21.8%)
Prime night 42,281,000 (33.1%)
Late night 28,219,000 (22.1%)
Type of activity
Announcements $94,357,000 (74.0%)
ID's
14,164,000 (11.0%)
Programs 19,123,000 (15.0%)
At the other extreme some stations
reported as low as 2 to 4% of their
20-second positions sold, and less than
20% of their participations.
The station-to-station variations were
stressed by a number of reps. One,
estimating that his station list as a
whole is pretty solidly ahead of its record for this time last year, put it this
way: "There's no way to explain this
increase in market terms. Some of our
stations are up and some are down, and
this happens in all seasons. Some of
the changes can be explained sometimes, but some can never be. You cannot generalize about markets."

year ago
14. Philip Morris
$1,419,500
15. Anheuser-Busch 1,232,800
16. Standard Brands
1,230,100
17. Carter Products
1,169,800
18. Miles Laboratories 1,136,400
19. Food Manufacturers 1,102,200
20. Jos. Schlitz Brewing 1,070,000
21. Welch Grape Juice Co.
1,063,800
22. Pharmacraft Co.
1,024,300
23. Avon Products
982,400
24. Pabst Brewing
970,300
25. Corn Products
913,100
26. Lestoil Products
909,200
27. Canadian Breweries 856,500
28. Pepsi Cola bottlers 854,000
29. Continental Baking
833,700
30. J. A. Folger
818,000
31. Brown & Williamson 744,400
32. Falstaff Brewing
734,100
33. Theo. Hamm Brewing
730,600
34. American Tobacco
723,000
35. Nestle Co.
721,100
36. Standard Oil Co. of Calif. 712,900
37. Golden Press
690,400
38. U. S. Borax & Chemical 669,400
39. Simoniz Co.
665,900
40. Ford Motor Co. Dealers 661,500
41. Associated Products 625,000
42. General Motors
620,000
43. Beech-Nut Life Savers Inc. 612,600
44. General Motors Corp. Dealers 609,400
45. Standard Oil Co. of N.J. 603,750
46. United Vintners
589,000
47. Norwich Pharmacal
585,800
48. C. Schmidt & Sons
574,900
49. International Latex
561,400
50. Hills Bros. Coffee
545,700
51. Liebmann Breweries 544,400
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Year-round
tv Mattel's
secret
weapon
NETWORK
IMPACT SHOOTS SALES SKYWARD; NEW PROGRAM
ON ABC-TV
largest
in
the
country,
he said, noting
Mattel
will
launch
a
new
program
on
Television has been a major factor
that
although
the
toy
industry will
in the growth of Mattel toy sales from
ABC-TV, Matty's Funnies with Beany
$5.4 million in 1954 to $24 million in & Cecil, to be aired weekly on a netproduce about $1 billion worth of toys,
1960 and $18 million in the first half
work of 155 stations. The little boy,
at cost, this year, most of its 1500 comof 1961. This was the report of Cliff Beany, and his friend, Cecil, the seapanies will have outputs of less than $1
sick sea serpent, who are featured in million apiece. Mattel is so busy, he
Jacobs, vice president for marketing,
the new cartoon series may be expected
Mattel Inc., speaking at the Hollywood
stated, that it has 2,300 employes working two shifts into December, with
Advertising Club last Monday (Dec. 4). to show up in the Mattel line, as Caspar
Christmas only three weeks away.
the Ghost was lifted from the firm's
In 1954, Mr. Jacobs said, Mattel's
total advertising budget was $150,000.
current cartoon series to become a talkTv Influence on Toys ■ Mattel spends
more than $ 1 million a year on product
The following year, the company went
ing doll and a jack-in-the-box character.
research and development, looking for
into tv as a participating sponsor of In addition to the network series,
Mattel will also utilize spot tv in some
the Mickey Mouse Club on ABC-TV,
"a unique patentable basis concept,"
inaugurating at that time the policy of 50 supplementary markets.
Mr. Jacobs reported. One of the reOf the total 1962 advertising budget
sults of this program was a musical
year-round advertising which was a
radical reparture from the traditional
of $4.5 million, $3.9 million will go jack-in-the-box, which has sold more
toy business pattern of concentrating
for tv, Mr. Jacobs stated. The tv ap- than a million a year since its inception
advertising in the few weeks before
propriation will be divided about twoa few years ago. The musical unit inChristmas.
side the box, and also used in other
thirds for network tv, one-third for spot.
In 1959, at the suggestion of its
Television has also been helpful to toys, is now in its 60th million unit
agency, Carson/Roberts, Los Angeles,
Mattel in suggesting new products for production, he said. Mattel also likes
its line, such as the fanner, smoking
Mattel began sponsoring its own show,
to establish a trend, such as its manufacture of pistols and rifles that look
cap
pistol,
whose
young
owners
can
Matty's Funday Funnies, also on ABCTV. This was a half-hour of three carshoot it with the trigger, fan it with the
on tv.like the ones the youngster's see
flat of their hand and blow away the just
toons and the commercials, integrated
into a package of entertainment in smoke from the barrel just as they see
Talking dolls, like Chatty Cathie,
which the commercials were not the their Western heroes do on television,
who can say 1 1 different sentences,
Mr. Jacobs said.
which come out at random when a
least entertaining elements, Mr. Jacobs
commented.
Mattel is the largest toy company
string is pulled, so that the young
Bought for '62 ■ Starting Jan. 6, west of the Mississippi and one of the owner never knows what the doll will
52. Lehn & Fink Products
53. Chrysler Corp. Dealers
54. Phillips Petroleum
55. John Morrell & Co.
56. Pacific Tel. & Tel.
57. R. J. Reynolds Tobacco
58. Star-Kist Foods
59. J. Nelson Prewitt
60. Atlantic Refining
61. F. & M. Schaefer Brewing
62. American Oil
63. Piel Bros.
64. Sterling Drug
65. Hunt Foods & Industries
66. Great A&P Tea Co.
67. M.J.B. Co.
68. Chrysler Corp.
69. Sun Oil
70. Ex-Lax
71. Greyhound Corp.
72. Helene Curtis Industries
73. Campbell Soup
74. E. & J. Gallo Winery
75. Scott Paper
76. Andrew Jergens
77. Liggett & Myers Tobacco
78. Safeway Stores
79. Climaline Co.
80. Jackson Brewing
81. M. K. Goetz Brewing
82. Cott Beverage Corp. bottlers
83. Vic Tanny Enterprises
84. Warner-Lambert Pharma. Co.
85. Sunkist Growers
86. St. Regis Paper Co.
87. Louis Marx & Co.
88. American Bakeries
89. P. Ballantine & Sons
90. Sinclair Refining
91. Stroh Brewing
92. B. C. Remedy
93. Armstrong Rubber
94. Kroger Co.
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$543,500
533,800
531,400
524,900
520,000
519,100
515,100
475,900
469,100
456,000
453,800
441,200
430,500
429,200
398,900
391,600
389,200
386,200
383,600
374,400
372,100
371,100
369,900
361,800
353,800
352,100
348,500
333,100
329,400
328,400
326,100
323,400
315,600
311,000
308,600
308,100
301,200
298,800
296,300
295,500
287,700
287,300
284,000

95. Jack La L<jnne Co.
96. National Bi:scuit
97. Oscar Maye r & Co.

$282,800
278,500
273,000

98. Lucky Lager Brewing
99. Purex Corp.
100. Swift & Co.

ESTIMATED EXPENDITURES OF SPOT TELEVISION ADVERTISERS
BY PRODUCT CLASSIFICATION
(Source: TvB-Rorabaugh)
THIRD QUARTER
1961
1960
Agriculture
Ale, beer and wine
Amusements, entertainment
Automotive
Building material, equipment, fixtures, paints
Clothing, furnishings, accessories
Confections & soft drinks
Consumer services
Cosmetics & toiletries
Dental products
Drug products
Food & grocery products
Garden supplies & equipment
Gasoline & lubricants
Hotels, resorts, restaurants
Household cleaners, cleansers, polishes, waxes
Household equipment — appliances
Household furnishings
Household laundry products
Household paper products
Household, general
Notions
Pet products
Publications
Sporting goods, bicycles, toys
Stationery, office equipment
Television, radio, phonograph, musical instrmts.
Tobacco products & supplies
Transportation & travel
Watches, jewelry, cameras
Miscellaneous
TOTAL

$ 14,227,000
221,000
533,000
4,023,000
557,000
1,420,000
9,197,000
4,172,000
13,626,000
3,804,000
7,023,000
29,163,000
47,000
5,081,000
53,000
5,123,000
927,000
410,000
10,955,000
1,527,000
1,592,000
5,000
1,668,000
867,000
1,405,000
504,000
81,000
6,288,000
1,151,000
390,000
1,604,000
$127,644,000

$ 11,713,000
367,000
384,000
4,664,000
536,000
1,650,000
8,093,000
3,968,000
13,397,000
2,264,000
6,921,000
29,760,000
196,000
4,784,000
244,000
5,539,000
1,260,000
507,000
11,868,000
1,223,000
1,231,000
14,000
1,203,000
795,000
459,000
317,000
213,000
7,656,000
837,000
1,182,000
1,767,000
$125,012,000

268,800
$271,800
264,700

-% Change
39.8%
- 14.7
- 13.9
++
-+

21.5
38.8
2.0
3.9
76.0

-++
+
-+
+

78.3
13.6
7.5
5.1
26.4
1.7
68.0
19.1
7.7
1.5

- 64.3
+ 6.2
-+ 62.0
24.9
- 17.9
+ 29.3
9.2
- 67.0
+ 38.7
+ 9.1
+206.1
+ 59.0
+ 37.5

nose — that of comedian Jimmy
Durante.
Mr. Durante will sniff the aroma
of the "heavenly coffee" on tv, radio
and in newspapers in a 17-state marketing area beginning about Jan. 1.
The campaign will run in 20-30 tv
markets and 60-80 radio markets.
"Durantese," a language which has
entertained audiences for half-a-century, will be liberally sprinkled
through the commercials. In one,
after boasting about Chock Full O'
Nuts' flavor to a woman on the telephone, Mr. Durante is asked by the
caller: "Are you sure?" "Am I sure?"
he replies, "If you had a schnozz like
mine, you'd smell its superiority over
the phone." In another, he advises
owners of average-sized noses:
"Don't be ashamed if you got only
an itsy-bitsy nose, not a great nose
like mine. You can still enjoy the
greatest coffee — Chock Full O' Nuts
— of course."
Though he has handled live commercials on his own tv show several
TV PREVIEW:
a nose that knows
The Federal Trade Commission
of tv commercials for Chock Full O'
should have no questions about ad- Nuts coffee. Featured prop on the
vertising props on a planned series spots will be America's most famous
say next, are another big Mattel item.
Cathy alone has been sold to more
than 1.4 million youngsters, although
she retails at $18.
Mr. Jacobs credited the success of
Mattel to the creative genius of the
company's head, Elliot Handler, to its
thorough product and market research
program and to the advertising created
for Mattel by Carson/Roberts.
Opinions solicited
on admen licensing
Should there be government licensing
of advertising agency practitioners or
should there be industry certification,
or neither?
The Western States Advertising
Agencies Assn. is surveying a representative section of the advertising industry
to get opinions of whether advertising
people should be licensed and if so by
whom. Movement for government
(state) licensing, as is done for doctors
and lawyers, has been spearheaded by
William C. Chambliss, director of communications, Space Technology Labs.
(Monday Memo, Sept. 18). Others also favor licensing, but by the advertising industry itself. Committees of the
WSAAA in San Diego and Los Angeles, after a lengthy study, concluded:
"It is no longer a question of whether
advertising shall be regulated or disciplined, but rather it is a question of
38 (BROADCAST ADVERTISING)

what kind of regulation — and by whom
— is in the best interests of the public
and advertising in general."
The WSAAA questionnaire asks the
respondent to check one of these three
statements: "I favor government licensing of advertising agency practitioners."
"I favor self-regulation through advertising industry certification of individual advertising agency practitioners by
oral and written examinations prepared
by recognized authorities from the advertising industry." "I do not favor
either of the above." Replies postmarked prior to Dec. 15 will be tabulated, WSAAA says.
Merchants, TvB guide
stores in use of tv
A retailers' guide to the use of television advertising was released last week
by the sales promotion division of the
National Retail Merchants Assn. in cooperation with the Television Bureau of
Advertising. The guide, entitled "How
to Use Television Successfully," offers
practical assistance to prospective users
of the medium and to stores seeking to
improve their current tv performance.
Background on the use of tv by retailers, how budgets are set up, tie-ins to
events, information on different types
of tv commercials, production techniques, and a glossary of tv terms are
among the items in the manual.

years ago, mercials
these
are the first
Mr. Durante
has comever
filmed.
Chock Full O' Nuts' agency is
Peerless Adv., New York.

The 93-page illustrated book opens
with explanations of the "nine reasons
why stores use television": to achieve
long reach, to build store traffic, to gain
the advantages of repetition, for accurate demonstration, to promote image,
for flexibility, to provide equal availability to large and small stores, to promote store service, and to team up with
newspaper advertising.
"Retailers were among the first heavy
television advertisers when that electronic medium was in its infancy," Edward F. Engle, manager of the NRMA
sales promotion divisions noted in the
introduction. The NRMA created a
television committee to study ways in
which retailers have used tv in the last
15 years and to prepare the manual.
The committee members were: George
R. Titus, McCormick & Titus, Washington, (committee chairman); Ted Bushman, ZCMI, (department store), Salt
Lake City; Ann Coplan, Scranton Dry
Goods Co., Scranton, Pa.; Harold Haener, Macy's California, San Francisco;
Chester M. Leopold, Wolf & Dessauer,
Fort
Wayne;Irving
Jack Myers,
Miller,Irving
Leonard's,
Fort Worth;
Myers
Assoc., Troy, N. Y., and Jack Noble
Assoc., San Francisco.
TvB participants in the project included Howard P. Abrahams, vice president on local sales, and Louis M. Sirota,
director, retail sales.
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CONFIRMED again ... and for the 24th consecutive year! WHO Radio leads all Iowa
radio stations in audience ratings by a wide margin.
But this is nothing new to those of you familiar
with 50,000- Watt WHO Radio.
The new 93-County Area Pulse Survey (March,
1961) strongly confirms WHO's claim to superiority. The survey was conducted in 68% of all counties
in which WHO has 10% or more NCS No. 2
penetration (93 of 137 counties). This area holds
75% of all radio families in WHO's

rich "Iowa

t*
ti
Compete

Radio

Market

Plus" coverage area (647,000 of 865,350 families).
The survey gives WHO Radio a greater share of
homes using radio in all quarter hours surveyed
Monday through Friday, than any of the 94 other
competing stations.
WHO Radio and the 865,350 homes it serves
in "Iowa Plus" — America's 14th largest radio market
— should be on every major radio-market list. Ask
your PGW Colonel for complete results from the
24th consecutive survey of the Iowa radio audience.
Sources: Pulse (March, 1961), NCS No. 2.

for Iowa PLUS!
'
H
DesW
Moines
. O
. . 50,000 Watts
NBC Affiliate
WHO Radio is part of Central Broadcasting Company, which also owns and operates WHO-TV, Des Moines; WOC and WOC-TV, Davenport
Peters, Griffin, Woodward, Inc., National Representatives
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Reps
rake
time-barter
BUT CREATOR DEFENDS DISCOUNT PLAN
A rash of year-end radio campaigns
based on time-barter and merchandise
deals raises basic questions about the
sale of time that affect the medium's
future, according to a check of New
York representatives and advertisers.
Al Petker, creator of A. P. Management Corp., Beverly Hills, Calif., and
its time-bartering arrangement, defended his plan last week as a progressive
step designed to help radio stations, especially in small markets (see below).
But some station representatives familiar with such campaigns took a
dim view of the time-barter idea on
the ground it debases radio values, depresses prices and diverts traditional
spot radio revenues into radio uses
which they feel are questionable in both
method and results.
They contend one type of deal
at an apparent 10% of card rates will
encourage other advertisers to seek
similar purchases at a small fraction of
card rates.
They add that advertisers using these

radio
deals
AS HELP TO SMALLER

deals can't be sure what time periods
they get on stations or even if the
messages will be carried at all. The
lack of proof-of-performance creates a
serious problem, they claim.
An executive at P. Lorillard, which
used the campaign in 1958-59, said the
company was told in advance what
time periods would be used but he added that no proof-of-performance affidavits were submitted. He said Lorillard furnished stations, through Mr.
Petker, with cigarette lighters for local
distribution as payments for time but
Lorillard in addition paid the Petker
firm a cash fee.
A spokesman for a major advertiser,
who preferred not to identify himself
or his client, said he had been offered
the Petker plan early this year. It
called for 25 spots a week on 400 radio stations for $50,000 a month, he
said. The offer was rejected, he explained, because of concern over proofof-performance aspects of the camAt NAB
paign.

it was stated that use of

Four Roses by any other name...
The words Four Roses mean hard
supplied by Lewis & Gilman Adv.,
Philadelphia.
liquor and not posies to the NAB
Radio Code Board.
A clarifying statement explained
Charles M. Stone, code affairs di- the code ban against advertising an
rector, announced last week that use
establishment that sells liquor. Use
of a recorded musical album titled
of the term "package store" is acFour Roses Dance Party by a radio
ceptable ifcopy is clearly restricted
station would violate the code if to beer, wine or non-alcoholic prodthus identified.
ucts. On the other hand the words
The album was distributed by "cocktail," "mixed drinks," "liquor,"
A. A. Schechter Assocs., New York,
"mixologist" or the brand names of
according to Mr. Stone. He ex- alcoholic beverages other than beer
or wine were ruled not acceptable.
plained that both sides start with an
announcer voicing these words, "This
The use of "beverages" or "your
is the Four Roses Dance Party, fea- favorite beverage" was adjudged acturing the high-fidelity sound of the ceptable.
Mr. Stone summarized the radio
big bands."
added,
"The broadcasting
liquor ban this way: "The
theHeabove
announcement
or stationof code's
real answer lies in discretion, the display of your own responsibility. The
ad-lib announcements using the
phrase 'Four Roses' would be in vio- code states: The advertising of hard
lation of the radio code, since this liquor shall not be accepted.' This
would be the advertising of the brand
restraint also applies to the advertisname of a hard liquor. The use of
ing of products and/or services in
themselves not hard liquors, but
the recorded musical selections contained in the album is a matter for which in their presentation could instation decision."
the use of
of hard
A duce
series
Lydia liquor."
E. Pinkham
In another ruling Mr. Stone said
commercials
received
code
board acuse of copy for Breyer's Egg Nog
ceptance after review. They are
Ice Cream containing the words
"Jamaica Rum" among listed in- labeled "Special, 1962 Radio Pool,
#1 through
#5" and are both live
gredients would violate the code's
and
transcribed.
ban on liquor advertising. Copy was
40 (BROADCAST ADVERTISING)

STATIONS

a five-minute program containing a
sponsor message must be allocated
against allowable commercial time under the radio code even if the station
receives no pay for the message. The
association had no comment on the
philosophical or practical aspects of
time bartering.
Mr. Petker told Broadcasting he has
several new public affairs program
series in the works — "one-minute programs, not spots." One titled Who
Said It? consists of quotations from
prominent people, starting and ending
with a jingle sung by the Sportsmen
Quartet. Another, also in a musical
setting, is Today's New World. It spells,
pronounces and defines words and
places. A third is a nonsectarian 60second sermon. Educational programs
of longer duration are contemplated,
he said.
Here's the way Mr. Petker said his
plan works out: "Stations get an average of $3,000 worth of programs a
month ranging from $7,500 for A markets down to $1,000 for D markets, a
service they couldn't afford to buy for
cash. The accusation that we are depriving radio of national advertising
revenue it would otherwise get is absolutely false. We solicit only those advertisers which have not used radio for
some time, if ever, and who would not
be using it now if we hadn't provided
a new
to doMr.it." Petker said, after
Back way
in 1957,
listening to the sad stories of radio operators, he decided that he should supply them with "a new and glamorous
medium." He formed what is now A.
P. Management Corp. to provide a
service that would supply proof-of-audience as well as a programming service.
Stations in the "others column" of
Hooper and Pulse reports could least
afford to pay for good programming,
he said, so he worked a plan to send
them premiums in exchange for spots.
The stations would offer premiums to
people
writing in, with the mail proving
listenership.
The first sponsor to adopt the idea
was Bud Gruber, president of P. Lorillard Co., he recalled. A million lighters
were provided, carrying the Newport
insignia for the then new cigarette.
"Newports began to move and everybody was happy," he explained.
Others who joined the sponsor list,
Mr. Petker said, included Pillsbury,
Corn Products, Nestle and American
Motors. They contributed service fees
that totaled $100,000 by the end of
BROADCASTING, December 11, 1961

"In consumer preference
Jack's Cookies have rocketed
from 1.9% to 29.1%
since 1959. We think
WSOC-TV's outstanding
children's programming and
product support have been
valuable factors in this
tremendous growth."
GORDON J. WINTERS
Jack's Cookie Corp.
Charlotte, N. C.

Jack's is a smart cookie. You, too, can improve your position in this
19th largest tv market of America. Let us tell you about the South's
best kid's show-Radio TV Mirror award winner-and other features
that give WSOC-TV the biggest, buyingest children's audiences in the
Carolinas. To reach folk young or old, your best buy in Charlotte is
WSOC-TV-one of the nation's great area stations.
WSOC and WSOC-TV
BROADCASTING, December 11, 1961

are associated with WSB

WSfCTV
CHARLOTTE 9— NBC and ABC. Represented by H-R

and WSB-TV, Atlanta, WHIO and WHIO-TV, Dayton
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1959, he said. "The station list grew
to 1,200," he continued.
"Many library services were using
music recorded 10 and 15 years before,"
he said, "so A. P. Management set up
its Personality Service Celebrity Fives,
five-minute programs designed for
broadcasting five days a week as a
strip. Each featured a personality and
included two spots, one to be sold by
A. P. Management to a national advertiser, one for the station to sell locally.

Commercials

in production

Listings include new commercials being made for national or large regional radio or television campaigns. Appearing in sequence are names of advertiser, product, number, length and
type of commercial, production manager, agency with its account executive
and production manager, and approximate cost of commercial when available.
Bandelier Films Inc., 1837 Lomas Blvd., N.E.,
Albuquerque, N. M.
M. J. Holloway & Co. (candy), three 60s, animation, film. L. Jacobson, prod. mgr. Agency:
Erwin Wasey, Ruthrauff & Ryan; George Hunter,
a.e. and prod. mgr. Approx. cost $4,750.
Pantomime Pictures Inc., 8961 Sunset Blvd.,
Hollywood 69

"Eddie Cantor went on the air May
1, 1961, on 1,450 stations, which sold
adjacent spots as well as those inside
the program, at double their usual
rates. Sponsors were Montgomery
Ward and Dumas Milner (Pine-Sol).
Sales of Pine-Sol went up 22% in four
months and Montgomery Ward summer catalogs were sold out for the first
time in years."
Currently Montgomery Ward has a
four-month pre-Christmas program for
which it pays a service fee of $110,000, he said. This fee normally would
be $140,000, according to Mr. Petker,
but the lower rate is based on the fact
the retailer lacks distribution in nine
states. He said Bristol-Myers paid
$32,000 for a one-month campaign in
November, a fee one representative said
might be a 90% discount on card rates
for the station list.
Other celebrity series featured
George Raft, Jacques Bergerac and
"Believe It or Not."
Mr. Petker said the firm does not
barter but offers only a service to the
station in exchange for spots. "We
offer on a current exchange basis," he
said. "There is no backlog which could
be dumped. Any unused time at the
end of a month is lost time for us. We
are getting about 400,000 spots a
month which would average out to a
value of about $2.5 million so we do
our best not to lose it. Our coverage
is greater than all the networks combined." An October directory shows
1,517 stations in 1,265 cities.

Barter

hurts

radio,

says
RAB'sby radio
Sweeney
Time bartering
stations that
accept campaigns at bargain rates are
hurting all broadcasters, especially in
small markets, according to Kevin
Sweeney, president of Radio Advertising Bureau.
"If stations suspected the irreparable
damage done to radio with many national advertisers when these advertisers are offered 1,000 stations for 26
weeks for $50,000, they would never
associate themselves with the effort,"
Mr. Sweeney said.
"Many stations in small markets cannot see how they are hurt when they
barter their time to someone who pays
them off in prizes for their audience
games. They reason: After all, we
don't get any national business, especially not from these advertisers. Why not
get something for our time?'
"What they do not see is that the
national advertiser consciously or unconsciously puts a valuation on these
markets of 25 cents or 50 cents or even
10 cents an announcement. That same

loseph Schlitz Brewing Co. (Old Milwaukee
Beer), two 20s, two 10s, animation, film. Fred
Crippen, prod. mgr. Agency: Post & Morr Inc.;
Anthony Hebell, a.e., Paul Zara, prod. mgr.
Videotape Productions of New York Inc., 101
W. 67th St., NYC 23
Armstrong Cork Co. (floors, walls, ceilings),
one 75, one 60, one 30, live, tape. Allan Wallace, prod. mgr. Agency: BBD0; Don Rowe, a.e.,
Henry Monasch, agency producer.
F. & M. Schaefer Brewing Co. (Schaefer Beer),
one 20, live, tape. Jack Kelly, prod. mgr. Agency: BBDO; Craig Stansbury, a.e., Lou Georgaras,
agency producer.
Studebaker-Packard Corp. (Studebaker Lark),
two 60's live, tape. Chuck Holden, prod. mgr.
Agency:
D'Arcy producer.
Adv.; Gordon Baird, a.e., Chuck
Keilus, agency

advertiser, therefore, is reluctant to pay
his share of a cooperative advertising
arrangement with a dealer where his
50% might be $1.50.
"So the small markets hurt themselves directly in local business. They
are hurt more directly when chainstore headquarters buy these plans, because this money is then diverted from
local-level spending.
"Of course, most of these sales plans
damage radio national-level selling by
representatives, networks and RAB.
They give a totally false impression of
radio generally with their selling tactics.
They give the impression that all stations will sell at any price, that all radio sellers make fantastic coverage
claims, that radio is casual about delivering what has been promised on
everything from the scheduling of announcements toaffidavits.
"These plans have made one contribution, however: they have emphasized
that important national advertisers are
interested in buying more radio in small
cities than they are currently buying if
they can buy it on a simple, one-order,
one-bill basis."
NBC-TV

ARBITRON'S

DAILY

Listed below are the highest ranking
television shows for each day of the
week Nov. 30-Dec. 6, as rated by the
National Arbitron instant ratings of

CHOICES

the American
Research Bureau,
These ratings are from a sample of
1,200 television homes per half hour
Rating
properly distributed across the U.
S.
Network
Date
Program and Time
26.4
Dr. Kildaire (8:30 p.m.)
Thur., Nov. 30
NBC-TV
International Show Time (7:30 p.m.)
Fri., Dec. 1
26.1
26.6
NBC-TV
Perry Mason (7:30 p.m.)
Sat., Dec. 2
28.3
CBS-TV
Bonanza (9 p.m.)
Sun., Dec. 3
NBC-TV
Danny Thomas Show (9 p.m.)
Mon., Dec. 4
CBS-TV
24.4
Red Skelton Show (9 p.m.)
Tue., Dec. 5
27.5
CBS-TV
Wagon Train (7:30 p.m.)
Wed., Dec. 6
NBC-TV
28.6
Copyright 1961 American Research Bureau
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specials bought

by Contac in St. Louis
Menley & James Labs, Philadelphia,
for its new Contac cold remedy product, has purchased half sponsorship in two NBC-TV specials in St.
Louis only. A new tv advertiser (Broadcasting, Oct. 9) will share time on
KSD-TV St. Louis with St. Louis Pharmacists Assn. in sponsorship of Notorious (Dec.(Jan.
10) 14,
and 1962).
The Farmer's
Daughter
Special
David Selznick drama shows are sponsored on the network by American Gas
Assn., but the local gas company in St.
Louis would not pick up a share. Agency
for Menley & James is Foote, Cone &
Belding, New York.
BROADCASTING, December 11, 1961

WORLD LEADERS in science meet in a panel on WFBG-TV. Participating (1 to r) are Dr. Eric A.
Walker, president of Pennsylvania State University; Professor Sydney Chapman, Oxford University,
president of the IGY Policy Committee; Professor Jean Coulomb, University of Paris; Dr. Sidney Bowhill
of the Ionosphere Research Laboratory at Penn State; Dr. Arthur Waynick, Director of Ionosphere
Research Laboratory at Penn State; Dr. Marcel Nicolet, Secretary General of the IGY Policy Committee
and consultant to the Ionosphere Laboratory and head of the Department of Radiation of the Royal
Meteorological Institute of Belgium, and a faculty member of Brussels University.
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"Special telecasts like 'InternationGeophysical Year'
are frequent
on alWFBG-TV.
By cooperation
with Pennsylvania State University,
world experts are thus brought to
local audiences. These experts analyze major issues. . .speak with
authority on important events.
Dealing with areas of broad interest, these telecasts have become
highlights in programming, widely
acclaimed throughout Central
Pennsylvania! Their popularity is
important to advertisers . . . and a
source of great pride to WFBGJohn G. Stilli
General Manager, WFBG-TV

Bringing
into

the

world

leaders

family

circle

Events that shape the world's future often
lose meaning through lack of expert interpretation.
Consider for example "International
Geophysical Year"— one of a series of
moderated by the presispecialdent oftelecasts
Penn State. Right into the living
rooms of central Pennsylvania, it brought
the learning of top scientists from France,
j England, Belgium, Russia and the U. S.
They talked about IGY findings by their
nations, and explained how IGY discov| eries have increased world knowledge.
Since Triangle came to AltoonaJohnstown five years ago, WFBG-TV and
Penn State have cooperated in a wide
range of vitally informative telecasts. As
the nation's tenth largest university, Penn
State has leaders in nearly every scientific
field. When important issues develop, these
authorities willingly participate in prime
time panels. Recent telecasts have covered Berlin, The Peace Corps, Segregation, The UN as Peacemaker, The Soviet
Challenge.
On a regularly scheduled basis, WFBGTV telecasts over five hours of educational
and informational programming each
week from the Penn State campusincluding a series on literature, special
homemaker features, and a daily agricultural telecast considered a "must" by
Pennsylvania farmers.
To Blair-TV, authoritative informative
programming by great stations like
WFBG-TV is a constant source of inspiration. We are proud to serve more than a
score of such stations in national sales.

BLAIR-TV

Televisions^ first exclusive
national representative, serving:
W-TEN-Albany-Schenectady-Troy
WFBG-TV- Altoona-Johnstown
WNBF-TV-Binghamton
WHDH-TV-Boston
WCPO-TV-Cincinnati
WEWS-Cleveland
WBNS-TV-Columbus
KTVT — Dallas-Ft. Worth
KOA-TV- Denver
KFRE-TV — Fresno
WNHC-TV-Hartford-New Haven
WJ IM-TV — Lansing
KTTV-Los Angeles
WMCT- Memphis
WDSU-TV-New Orleans
WOW-TV -Omaha
WF1L-TV — Philadelphia
WIIC — Pittsburgh
KGW-TV- Portland
WPRO-TV - Providence
KING-TV-Seattle-Tacoma
KTVI-St. Louis
WFLA-TV— Tampa-St. Petersburg
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SHELL

READIES

SPOT

But guessing game continues on
Shell Oil Co., New York, probably
will use 40-second commercial announcements next month when it is expected to open a spot tv campaign in
scores of markets.
Ogilvy, Benson & Mather, New York,
has solicited availabilities for the primetime announcements. It also has asked
for openings in fringe time.
The new disclosures of Shell's
planned activity follows closely earlier
reports that tv is certain soon to receive
part of the oil company's consumer advertising budget that's been pegged as
high as $15 million per year but considered actually to be at a somewhat
lower level (At Deadline, Nov. 27).
Shell in 1961 has been following its
agency's recommendation to use newspapers only for consumer advertising.
The controversy caused by the uncertainty and so-called "secrecy" imposed by Shell over future advertising
plans provoked the American NewspapervertPublishers
Assn.'s Bureau
of that
Adising tocounterbalance
reports
the oil company some weeks ago had
jettisoned its newspaper advertising for
the rest of this year.
In a formal statement on Nov. 24
the bureau said Shell would continue
as a "heavy" newspaper advertiser in
1962 and that the company "again in
1962" would be the "biggest user of
newspaper advertising in the petroleum
industry."
How Big? ■ But tv sources indicated
weak spots in the bureau statement,
noting that all Shell presumably would
need to spend in newspaper would be
some $3 million to make it the "biggest
user." In 1960, it's noted, Shell spent
a reported $3,145,000 in newspapers,
making it the largest petroleum advertiser in that medium. But during 1960,
Shell also invested about $3.5 million
for outdoor advertising and about $3
million in television.
It's now reported also that Shell in
the first nine months of this year showed
a drop in earnings compared to other
petroleum companies — the top number
of which are deeply in tv.
Edward Petry & Co., New York, was
among the station representation firms
making presentations to OB&M on behalf of Shell activity.
The Petry presentation suggested spot
tv is even better equipped now than in
the past "to furnish . . . crucial elements" of broad coverage, deep penetration and massive impact in key markets in the coming sales drive.
Petry recommended both 30-second
breaks and 40-second announcements
which would be placed in prime time
and embody a service feature: a brief

TV
amount

CAMPAIGN
set for newspapers

weather flash using a station's top announcer followed by the sales message.
The "weather breaks" in addition could
be merchandised.
The Petry presentation also recommended special bulletins, without commercials, under Shell auspices in the
event of unusual or dangerous weather
conditions in the stations' areas.
While Shell has been on the lookout
for 40-second announcements in prime
time, the petroleum company also may
use fringe minutes. Another oil company, Gulf Oil, through Young & Rubicam, is a user of the 40-second commercial.

Citrus unit's tv buy
cuts stress on print
The controversial Florida Citrus
Commission last week announced plans
for a major television spot campaign
(Closed Circuit, Oct. 16) to be
launched next month and to last until
June.
The spot purchase, estimated at about
$1 million, ended speculation that the
commission was content with its role
as a heavy ($3.1 million) print media
user. Only a month and a half ago
(Oct. 27) after a stormy session involving 25 major agencies did the commission vote to retain Benton & Bowles,
its present agency.
According to Frank D. Arn, director
of advertising and merchandising for
the commission, the spot buy represents a sharp revision in the original
plan which was to remain strong in
Under the plan, the commission will
air spots (minutes in the mornings and
print.
20 seconds in prime time) on 166 CBSTV stations. In addition, a special
campaign on behalf of tangerines aimed
at the children's market will be pushed
in major eastern and midwest areas
from Jan. 8-20.
The commission is the governing
body of the Florida citrus industry,
composed of about 1 1 ,000 growers.
Rep appointments...
■ Radio Caracas Television, Caracas,
Venezuela: John E. Pearson Co., New
York.
■ WSRC Durham, N. C: Continental
Broadcasting, effective Jan. 1.
■ WMOU-AM-FM Berlin, N. H.: Prestige Broadcasting, New York.
■ WCFR Springfield, Vt: KettellCarter as New England rep.
■ WFEA Manchester, N. H.: EverettMcKinney, New York.
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Arbitron reports to be made 'confidential*
SEILER CITES LEAKS TO NON-SUBSCRIBERS AS REASON
American Research Bureau on Dec.
Nielsen. The verdict generally has been
7 announced that in two weeks (effec- left hanging until still more study of
the
tive Dec. 23) its Arbitron overnight
Nov. two
27).is conducted (Broadcasting,
rating service will be available only on
Mr. Seiler indicated that still other
a "confidential" special order basis.
revisions or modifications are underway
Arbitron went national on a full-time
basis on Sept. 24. Since that date,
preparatory to resuming Arbitron on a
regular basis next fall. The instantaARB has supplied subscribers with naneous service was introduced in Septional rating reports based on surveytember 1958, when it reported to New
ing the whole country in each time
zone and in both urban and rural areas
York stations on viewing in that metby
means of meters and coincidental
ropolitan area. Soon afterward, the opcalling.
eration was extended to include network
In announcing the modification,
James W. Seiler, ARB's director, said
a major factor is "the easy accessibility
of non-clients" to Arbitron rating reports. CBS-TV, which has exercised
an option to cancel after the first 13
weeks, reportedly has expressed concern
over non-subscriber NBC-TV's ability
to pick up substantial parts of the overnights for which CBS-TV paid as a
subscriber. CBS-TV authorities also
felt the need for speed in ratings is less
a factor now than at the start of the
season, and expect to reinstate their
subscription to the reports next fall.
ABC-TV purchased reports early in the
season for selected periods.
ARB said that advertisers, agencies
and networks which wish network program audience size information based
on the Arbitron nationwide sample will
now be able to order for any half-hour
segment, daytime or evening.
Mr. Seiler said that Arbitron's expansion to a full national service has
exceeded ARB's initial, highest expectations, and that decision making by advertiser, agency and network has been
speeded up with "complete confidence"
by 3-4 weeks, the time needed to produce the competing Nielsen national
report.
Broadcast advertising executives have
been curious as to how Arbitron ratings stand up to those distributed by

Business briefly...
William Underwood Co., Underwood
deviled ham and liver pate, Watertown,
Mass., this week will start a 52-week
association with ABC Radio's Breakfast
Club, with participations on a twiceweekly basis. Agency: Kenyon & Eckhardt, Boston.
Emge Packing Co., Anderson and Ft.
Branch, Ind., has begun sponsorship of
regional basketball telecasts on four
Indiana tv stations. The network features away games of Indiana U., Purdue U. and Butler U. Emge also will
sponsor eight home Notre Dame games
on WNDU-TV South Bend and will

program rating results in Baltimore,
Chicago, Cleveland, Detroit, Philadelphia and Washington. Several weeks
of national test runs were held last
RKO General researches
for
year. sales prospects
RKO General National Sales Div.,
New York, has initiated new customeroriented research plans to determine the
probabilities of reaching sales prospects
for new programming, for network spot
adjacencies, and for spots within various
program proachtypes.
"customerized"
apto sellingTheis based
on a qualitative analysis of network program audiences prepared by The Pulse Inc.
According to Donald J. Quinn, director of National Sales, the rep firm can
pre-determine the value of announcements and programs not only from the
standpoint of how many individuals or
homes are reached but in terms of actual RKO
product
users reached.
"Foracquired
example,
General
has recently
a new hour-long documentary series,
Perspective on Greatness, which will
appear on RKO General stations in the
near future. By comparison with network programs having similar formats,
we were able to determine the best possible list of potential clients for this

sponsor tape telecasts of five Evansville
College
show." and nine outstanding high
school games. Agency: Ruben, Indianapolis.
Andrew Jergens Co., Cincinnati, has
bought sponsorship in nine NBC-TV
shows, including three nighttime {Laramie, Robert Taylor's Detectives and
International Showtime) , and six daytime programs. Agency: Cunningham
& Walsh, New York.
Nu-Color Corp. of America, maker of
Fabspray fabric color renewer, will use
an 18-market spot tv campaign early
next year. Agency: Product Services
Inc., New York.
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Nielsen Coverage Service '61 gives the
clearest and most accurate insight into
radio and tv station coverage available
today. It obsoletes all previous studies
in both up-to-dateness and depth.
When station reps quote NCS '61 they
are on firm ground because time buyers
recognize it as authoritative ... as
acceptable proof of:
. . . size of the station's market
. . . intensity of coverage and
circulation in each county
. . . loyalty of the station's audience
— all by total week, weekly day or night,
average day or night
By studying NCS '61 data on their
own stations (and their competitors')
station operators now have definite

i nyp lyp w, s

well
coverage

informed
and

circulation)

answers to the basic questions: How
many? Where? How often? Armed with
this information, they have been able to
appraise the effectiveness of their present facilities and operations — and to
develop plans and policies for the future.
Call . . . wire ... or write today for immediate delivery of the NCS '61 facts
you need to establish your position in
your market.
CHICAGO 1, ILLINOIS
360 N. Michigan Ave., FRanklin 2-3810
NEW YORK 22, NEW YORK
575 Lexington Ave., MUrray Hill 8-1020
MENLO PARK, CALIFORNIA
70 Willow Road, DAvenport 1-7700
HOLLYWOOD 28, CALIFORNIA
1680 N. Vine St., HOIIywood 6-4391

\^y: lyp w *iyp s %m «mi

— \ .— *•• -•is is i

a service of A. C. Nielsen Company
2IOI Howard
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Street, Chicago 45, Illinois • HOIIycourt 5-4400
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Support sought in 30 cities for $18 million sales campaign
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Radio Advertising Bureau executives
will set out this week on the first of
three whirlwind series of meetings to
solicit radio station support of their new
Test Market Plan for boosting national
radio sales $30 million in 18 months
(Broadcasting, Dec. 4).
Both members and non-members of
RAB in 1 1 cities have been invited to
meet with president Kevin B. Sweeney
and other RAB executives in a series
of meetings spread over 4,000 miles
in five days. To accommodate the tight
travel schedule some of the meetings
have been scheduled at airport motels.
Potential TMP cities where this
week's meetings will be held are, in
order, Boston, Philadelphia, Cincinnati,
Chicago, Milwaukee, Kansas City, St.
Louis, Detroit, Cleveland, Pittsburgh
and Washington. Two other week-long
tours are scheduled a little later.
In all, RAB expects to confer with
more than 300 stations in about 40
markets. Out of this group the bureau
hopes to line up perhaps 30 markets in
which ( 1 ) there is sufficient RAB membership and (2) members have signed
agreements authorizing participation in
the plan.
The TMP blueprint calls for RAB
presentations to major (top 100) national advertisers in which research to
measure sales effectiveness will be provided by RAB if necessary to prove the
case for radio. Stations in the test markets help to finance the research by paying 10% of their TMP billings to RAB.
Expensive ■ RAB authorities said a
market will not be chosen for inclusion
among the expected 30 TMP cities
unless the majority of stations in that
market are RAB members, "because
TMP research is expensive and cannot
be justified unless there are sufficient
stations participating to cover most of
the cost of doing the research in that
RAB hopes to have enough test marmarket."
kets set by mid-January for the TMP
operation to begin then.
Mr. Sweeney said, "Many stations
have already heard about TMP during
Agency appointments...
■ B. D. Howes & Son, Pasadena, appoints Hixson & Jorgensen, that city.
■ J. Nelson Prewitt Inc., Rochester,
N. Y., manufacturers of children's bath
aid, Matey, has appointed Arthur
Meyerhoff Assoc., Chicago.
■ Oregon Div., Safeway Stores Inc.,
Portland, Ore., appoints Clenaghen &
Mount Adv., that city.
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our management conferences this fall,"
and "from the unanimous approval we
got from them, we anticipate the station reaction will be strongly positive."
In their meetings with stations, Mr.
Sweeney and his associates will explain
in detail what TMP represents. The
stations will see condensed versions of
two TMP presentations which have
been used with national advertisers and
also will be given a slide presentation
on details of the TMP plan. On various
legs of his tour Mr. Sweeney will be
joined by Patrick E. Rheaume, director
of member development for RAB, and
Maurice (Doc) Fidler, manager of
member development.
ADVERTISING

SPEAKS

Agencies accent contribution
radio, other media have made
A resounding endorsement for advertising in general, and radio advertising
by inference, is the bumper crop reaped
by the CBS Radio-owned stations
through their "Advertising Speaks for
Itself" campaign. Since the campaign
was launched last Aug. 20 by Fred
Ruegg, CBS Radio vice president, oneminute tapes on advertising solicited
from among the top 100 agencies have
been coming in and been played regularly on each of the CBS stations.
Mr. Ruegg invited the agencies to
submit scripts that would "deliver a
message to the people of America about
the positive contribution advertising is
making to our society: its role in the
building of our economy, its success in
raising our standard of living, its ability to get people and 'things' toEach agency was asked to submit a
gether .. . ."statement, on tape or on
one-minute
disc, and in any form. The message is
broadcast 1 2 times on each of the seven
CBS-owned radio stations (WCBS New
York, WBBM Chicago, WCAU Philadelphia, WEEI Boston, KMOX St.
Louis, KCBS San Francisco and KNX
Los Angeles).
Approaches to advertising taken by
the individual agencies were diverse,
as the following samples indicate:
■ "Advertising helps Americans enjoy the world's highest standard of liv■ "That's why advertising doesn't
cost you, the consumer, a dime. No,
advertising saves you money ... on
everything you buy."
■ ". . . Buying depends on advertising. Without advertising, this cycle,
ing."
which has made America's standard of
BROADCASTING, December 11, 1961
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SCHOOL

OF HARD

KNOCKS?

The school must be built. To accommodate the new (and much needed)

campus of the University of Illinois, some fifty acres of dwellings marked for clearance in downtown Chicago
must be razed. For many households, the cost in human hardship will be great. Particularly in the case of families being evicted from homes recently renovated, at considerable expense, on specific instructions from the city.
WBBM-TV

believes that greater coordination in city planning could have spared sacrifice and heartbreak for

many people, and said so in a prime-time documentary-editorial, "The Price of Progress". . . one more example
of crusading, no-holds-barred local television fare that has become a WBBM-TV trademark.
People who value their time find more worth watching on WBBM-TV. Which is why time is so valuable on
Television 2, Chicago's top-rated station for 77 straight Nielsens. television 2, Chicago • cbs owned WBBM-t
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living the highest in the world, would
collapse."
■ (By man who invents shoelace that
won't break) : ". . . I'll start a business
telling millions about my new shoelace!
. . . I'll expand; tell people about other
products just made for them. . . . I've
done it twice in one day! I created a
new industry. . . ." (woman) : "We
have it, Herman. It's called advertising."
■ "Without advertising, these goods
would be cloaked in a gray anonymity
that would make intelligent selection almost impossible."
■ "Advertising! A darn nice thing
to have around!"
Here are the agencies originating the
scripts from which the foregoing excerpts were taken, in the same order
with dates of broadcast: Young & Rubicam (George Gribbin, president), Sept.
24-30; Buchen Adv. (Leon Morgan,
president), Oct. 20-Nov. 4; Klau-Van
Pietersom-Dunlap Inc., Sept. 10-16;
Leo Burnett Co., Aug. 20-26; J. M.
Mathes Inc. (W. T. Okie, president),
Aug. 27- Sept. 2, and Campbell-Ewald,
Sept. 17-23.
Some agencies also took cognizance
of the medium used for the message in
the institutional spot. Mr. Gribbin of
Y&R for example, said in part:
"... I am using one of the most
dramatic forms of communication — radio. Radio is one of our most convenient and effective means for keeping
in touch with news, world affairs, sports,
weather, music.
"Radio is also a most economical way
of communicating news about the goods
and services which business produces
for our convenience and good health,
which is— in a word — advertising."
Creeping

lion claws

his ABC-TV
handlers
A controversial episode of Bus Stop
on ABC-TV lost three of its regular
advertisers and came to an abrupt halt
in an estimated 25 markets on Dec. 3
(9-10 p.m. EST).
The advertisers — Singer Sewing Machine, Johnson & Johnson and Brown
& Williamson — left the show for that
week only, while one advertiser (Warner Bros.) came on for that episode
only. The tv program in question was
"A Lion Walks Among Us," starring
rock 'n' roll singer Fabian.
Among the stations reported to have
declined the program's telecast: Triangle stations WFIL-TV Philadelphia,
WNHC-TV New Haven, and WLYHTV Lebanon, Pa.; WN AC-TV Boston
and WHBQ-TV Memphis, both RKO
General; Taft stations WKRC-TV Cincinnati, WTVN (TV) Columbus, Ohio,
WKYT (TV) Lexington, Ky., and
WBRC-TV Birmingham, Ala.; Crosley
BROADCASTING, December 11, 1961

NIELSEN
Second report for November 1961
(Based on two weeks ending Nov.Rating
19, 1961)
NIELSEN TOTAL AUDIENCE (t)
No.
% U.S. Homes
(000)
Rank
TV Homes
1 Wagon Train
39.6
18,572
2 Bonanza
33.2
15,571
3 Ed Sullivan Show
32.9
4 Perry Mason Show
31.5
15,430
14,774
5 Sing Along With Mitch 31.1
14,586
Walt
Disney
6
14,351
30.6
14.305
30.5
7 Perry Como
29.7
13,929
8 Rawhide
9 Andy Griffith Show
29.2
13,695
28.6
10 Sat. Night at Movies
Rating 13,413
NIELSEN AVERAGE AUDIENCE (t)
% U.S.
TV Homes
Rank
1
Train
28.7
33.9
2 Wagon
Bonanza
27.5
3 Perry Mason Show
27.2
4 Andy Griffith Show
26.8
5 Real McCoys
6 Danny Thomas Show
25.6
My Three Sons
25.5
7 Gunsmoke
25.4
8 Red Skelton Show
Dennis the Menace
25.4
9 Lassie
25.2
24.8
10 Rawhide

No.
Homes
(000)
15,899
13,460
12,898
12,757
12,569
12,006
12,006
11,960
11,913
11,819
11.913
11,631

(t) Homes reached by all or any part of the
program, except for homes viewing only 1
to 5 minutes.
tt) Homes reached during the average minute of the program.
Copyright 1961 by A. C. Nielsen Co.
Background: The following programs, in
alphabetical
this week's
BROADCASTINGorder,
tv appear
ratings inroundup.
Information isin following order: program
name, network, number of stations, sponstations WLWI (TV) Indianapolis,
WLWD (TV) Dayton, and WLWA
(TV) Atlanta; KMBC-TV Kansas City,
WMTW-TV Poland Spring, Me.,
WSIX-TV Nashville, and WJZ-TV
Baltimore, which begins showing Bus
Stop later in the season, reportedly will
omit the Fabian episode.
No Tame Lion ■ The storyline deals
with an 18-year-old amoral delinquent
played by Fabian. The boy apparently
murders gratuitously for the fun of it,
softly whistling a tune after both killings.
It was indicated that the show's
ratings that night were high despite
heavy advertiser, station and viewer
resistance, and that ABC-TV apparently
felt the program would strengthen the
series in its Sunday period. Time ordinarily devoted to the pulled commercials was turned over to promoting the
series itself.
Early in this, its initial season, Bus
Stop, hit a road block in Asheville,
N.C., where WLOS-TV
canceled a

sor, agency, day and time.
Bonanza (NBC-178); Chevrolet (CampbellEwald),
9-10 p.m.
9-10 Como
p.m.Sun.,(NBC-168);
Perry
Kraft (JWD, Wed.,
Dennis the Menace (CBS-176); Kellogg (Burnett), Best Foods (GB&B), Sun., 7:30-8
Walt Disney (NBC-182); RCA (JWD, Eastman
Kodak (JWD, Sun., 7:30-8:30 p.m.
Andy Griffith Show (CBS-181); General Foods
(B&B), Mon., 9:30-10 p.m.
Gunsmoke
(CBS-199); Liggett & Myers (D-F-S),
p.m.
S. C. Johnson (FC&B), Remington Rand
(Y&R), General Foods (B&B), Sat., 10-11
Lassie (CBS-139), Campbell Soup (BBDO),
Sun., 7-7:30 p.m.
Perry Mason (CBS-185); Colgate (Bates),
Drackett (Y&R), Philip Morris (Burnett),
Sterling Drug (D-F-S), Quaker Oats (JWD,
p.m.
Sat., 7=30-8:30 p.m.
My Three Sons (ABC-207); Chevrolet (C-FJ,
Thur., 9-9:30 p.m.
Rawhide (CBS-190); General Foods (B&B),
Bristol-Myers (Y&R), Colgate (L&N), Drackett (Y&R), National Biscuit (M-E), Philip
Morris (Burnett), FrL, 7:30-8:30 p.m.
Real McCoys (ABC-171); P&G (Compton),
Thur., 8:30-9 p.m.
Saturday Night at the Movies (NBC-132);
R. J. Reynolds, Union Carbide and Thos.
Leeming (All Esty), Maybelline (Post &
Morr), Lanolin Plus (Daniel & Charles),
Noxzema (SSC&B), International Latex
(Bates), Chemstrand (DDB), Sat, 9 p.m.conclusion.
Sing Along With Mitch (NBC-171); Ballantine
(Esty), Buick (Burnett), R. J. Reynolds
(Esty), Thur., 10-11 p.m.
Red Skelton (CBS-195); S. C. Johnson (FC&B),
Corn Products (GB&B), Tue., 9-9:30 p.m.
Ed Sullivan (CBS-189); Colgate-Palmolive
(Bates), P. Lorillard (L&N), Revlon (Grey),
Sun., 8-9 p.m.
Danny Thomas Show (CBS-179); General Foods
(B&B), Mon., 9-9:30 p.m.
Wagon Train (NBC-186); R. J. Reynolds (Esty),
National Biscuit (M-E), Wed., 7:30-8:30 p.m.
single program and then reinstated it
the next week, moving it up to a later
hour (10-11 p.m.). The station's vice
president-general manager, Theodore
A. Eiland, wired the network he felt
the continuation of a show of "questionable moral integrity" in a children's
viewing time would "jeopardize" the
station's and the network's acceptance
in the area.
Denver agency changes
Galen E. Broyles Co., 28-year-old
Denver advertising and public relations
agency, last week announced a change
in its corporate name to Broyles, Allebaugh & Davis.
At the same time the firm moved
into its enlarged quarters at 200 Clayton
St. The agency employs 27 people and
bills more than $2 million annually.
The three principals are Frank I.
Allebaugh, president; Galen E. Broyles,
board chairman, and Claude E. Davis,
executive vice president.
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THE

NETWORKS
NBC

joins ABC,

SEEK

CBS

in better balance with
All three television networks are
worried about being caught in a profit
squeeze. Signs are that all will seek
revisions of their payments to affiliated
stations.
The subject was discussed openly last
week by Robert W. SarnofT, NBC chairman, in a major speech to an NBC
affiliates convention. He said there was
a "striking and growing economic imbalance" between the profits of the networks and the profits of their affiliates.
He did not prescribe a solution, but he
said one must be found.
The same subject was discussed at
length, it was learned last week, at a
private meeting of ABC officials and
the board of governors of the ABC-TV
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PROFIT

in search

for way

soaring

incomes

EQUALIZER

to bring

their

revenues

of affiliate stations
have called attention to the dwindling
Affiliates Assn. in Los Angeles some
two months ago. Again, the network
profits of network operations and the
made no specific proposals, but Oliver rising profits that stations have enjoyed.
In 1960, according to FCC reports,
Treyz, ABC-TV president, suggested
all three networks took in total revenues
that affiliates might be asked to share
the risks of network program developof $494.8 million from network operations and had a total profit of $33.6
ment by accepting lower compensation
(see box below) .
million before taxes for a profit-torevenue ratio of 6.7% . The year before
Of the three networks only CBS-TV
total network revenues were $438.5
so far has come up with a modification
of its schedules of station payment. Last million and profits $32 million or 7.3%.
In 1960 television stations (not
spring it introduced a new incentive
counting those owned by networks) had
compensation plan that was intended
to stabilize network fiscal operations by total revenues of $627.9 million and
encouraging stations to clear more net- profits of $148.9 million for a profitwork shows. The plan has come under
to-revenue ratio of 23.7%. The year
attack by the FCC (see story page 82). before the figures were $587.8 million
revenue, $134.4 million profit and
Downs and Ups ■ All three networks

Station compensation plan obsolete, ABC-TV
tells affiliates
ABC-TV officials believe that the a healthy balance between the reve- AB-PT] advised the stations that our
nues of stations and networks, point- expansion has been based on the
current method of station compensaing out that there is a very definite continuing demand to become fully
tion in the three-network economy
existing trend of station profits going competitive and that this expansion
is "obsolete."
will continue until such time as we
This view was expressed by Oliver up and network profits going down.
He cited as one of the reasons the have achieved this goal. In this
Treyz, ABC-TV president, last Sept.
area of public service where the net- three-network economy with pro28 in a hitherto undisclosed discuswork is investing an ever increasing
gram and time prices fluctuating
sion at a meeting of ABC's top command with the board of governors of amount of money and incurring a based on competitive situations, the
the ABC-TV Affiliates Assn. in Los large financial loss. He suggested it only factor remaining rigid is station compensation. Therefore, it is
might be possible to ease this parAngeles.
ticular burden for the network
the
network's
belief that the current
Minutes of the meeting were re- through lower compensation for this
leased to Broadcasting last week by
method
is
obsolete
based on today's
type of programming. This was not economics and that we would be a
John F. Dille Jr., WSJV (TV) South
put forth as a proposal, but rather stronger network if we had some
Bend-Elkhart, chairman of the ABC
affiliates board, following the keynote as a thought in connection with the flexibility in the area of station comproblem . . .
speech of Robert W. Sarnoff, NBC
"Mr. Dille advised Mr. Treyz that pensation.
"Mr. Barnathan fully explained to
board chairman, at the NBC-TV
while the board would be happy to the affiliates the present CBS comaffiliates meeting (see story above).
pensation plan [see story page 82]
discuss this problem, it would be imMr. Dille attended the NBC meetpossible for them, in their elective
and
pointed
out that in essence, it
ing as president of WKJG-TV Fort
make any firm commitis a reduction in compensation due
Wayne, Ind. The ABC minutes, he position,ments to
to the network. Mr. Treyz to the penalties of non-clearance and
said, were distributed to all members
and
Mr.
Barnathan [Julius Bar- the clock hour payment rather than
of the ABC association.
nathan, vice president, affiliated sta- unit hour payment. NBC has lowMr. Dille said there was a "retions, ABC] emphasized to the staered its compensation payments
tions that the initial gold rush for
markable similarity" between the
(daytime
and nighttime). ABC-TV
observations of Messrs. Treyz and
station operators is over and that a
is caught in the middle in this
Sarnoff, although they were made
more normal profit and loss rela- squeeze and the question is raised as
more than two months apart. He
tionship must now exist, and that to how we can effectively compete,
said reaction of ABC-TV affiliates we are approaching a point where we
had not yet been solicited and that must more seriously consider the having less income and paying more
compensation. In reply to a quesno plans have been made for fur- profit relationship. The question was
ther conversations with the network.
tion as to whether ABC was sugraised as to whether we might not
gesting a cut in compensation, Mr.
be able to save money by limiting
Pertinent portions of the minutes
of the ABC-TV affiliates session, the expansion of our schedule into Treyz replied that we would certainly entertain such a reduction in
new time periods and Mr. Goldenprepared by ABC-TV follow:
son
[Leonard
Goldenson,
president,
"Mr. Treyz spoke of the need for
the top 25 markets."
BROADCASTING, December 11, 196f

NEXT
YEAR

WATCH...

women's skirts — they'll go up an inch

U. S. Astronauts — one of them will circle the earth

Top-rated WKBW

BROADCASTING. December 11, 1961

small cars — there'll be more of them

WKBW-TV Buffalo — recently purchased by Capital
Cities; represented by Bfair-TV effective Dec. 4 Q

Radio Buffalo also represented by John Blair & Co. effective Dec. 4, 1961.
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What

they

see

on

WJAC-TV

You won't find a better showcase
for your product in the JohnstownAltoona Market than WJAC-TV. Both
ARB and Nielsen rate WJAC-TV the
Number One station in this area.
But even more significant than
statistics are sales results— and
happy advertisers, in every product category, attest to the selling power of WJAC-TV. Why not put
your advertising on the station that
turns statistics into sales!
For Complete Details, Contact:
HARRINGTON,

RIGHTER

AND PARSONS, INC.
New York Boston Chicago Detroit
Atlanta Los Angeles San Francisco
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22.8% profit-to-revenue ratio.
The network economy has been substantially bolstered by income from the
stations that the networks own. In
1960 the owned stations as a group took
in $145.9 million revenue and earned
$61.6 million before taxes for a profitto-revenue ratio of slightly more than
40%. The year before the figures were
$137.6 million revenue, $55.9 million
profit and 40% profit-to-revenue.
In his speech to his affiliates last week
Mr. Sarnoff described the importance
of the income from NBC's owned stations. "There is no question," he said,
"that this [network] service will be impaired ifthe networks' risks and costs
keep growing while their return keeps
shrinking. Indeed the service could
never have reached its present level if
the networks had not been able and
willing to apply earnings of their owned
stations to support the weakening underpin ing ofnetworking itself."
Birthday Surprise ■ Mr. Sarnoff s
presentation jolted the 200 NBC-TV
affiliates who, with radio affiliates, had
assembled to celebrate the network's
35th birthday party at the Beverly
Hilton hotel in Beverly Hills, Calif.
(For other coverage
see following pages.) of the meeting
Jack Harris, KPRC-TV Houston,
immediately called a meeting of the
NBC-TV Affiliates Board of Delegates
to discuss the Sarnoff address. No formal statement was issued. Individual
affiliates praised Mr. Sarnoff's bold approach to government intrusion in programming (see page 57) as well as the
advances made by the network in ratings and revenues.
But there was no joy among the
board members in regard to the network compensation analysis. It was
felt that until NBC implements a plan
it would be fruitless to discuss board
reaction.
Once a plan is evolved, however, the
board will call a special meeting of its
affiliates and presumably will appoint
a committee to discuss procedures with
NBC. There was the thought that
changes in traditional compensation arrangements might be unnecessary if existing "exorbitant" discount structures
were remedied and if economies in network costs could be effected through
cutbacks in prime-time programming.
Network Minutes ■ Before he
broached the compensation problem,
Mr. Sarnoff cited the spread of the
minute participations as a unit of network sale— a development that has
aroused affiliate concern because of its
effect on national spot (non-network)
business. "Whether we like it or not,"
Mr. Sarnoff said, "it has developed as
a result of rising costs and energetic
competition both within network television and from other media. Although
it places a particular burden on the

Editorializing defined
There's really only one rule in
the NBC news department, newsman Sander Vanocur told the
NBC radio affiliates Wednesday
morning: "Analysis is what your
boss agrees with. Editorializing is
what he doesn't agree with."
networks, it is a necessary reaction to
the demands of the marketplace."
In 1960, Mr. Sarnoff said, FCC official figures showed revenues of $1.3
billion and profits before taxes of $244
million for all television networks and
stations. But these figures revealed what
he described as "disturbing symptoms."
"During the five years ending in
1960, the combined pre-tax profits of
the three television networks dropped
22% while the profits of the stations
went up 44%," Mr. Sarnoff said.
"These are symptoms of genuine concern to the whole industry, because
they threaten a serious weakening of
the network system upon which the
viewing public and the entire television economy depends. They demand
sober diagnosis and treatment in any
attempt to plan responsibility for the
industry's
future ■growth."
Costs Mount
The networks, Mr.
Sarnoff
havemounting
had to costs
bear "more
and moresaid,
of the
of the
improving service of news, information
and entertainment they offer stations
— costs which cannot be recovered in
their entirety from advertisers. Over
the past five years, the unrecovered
program costs of the three networks
have climbed to the enormous 1960
figure of $118 million — an increase in
NBC's case of almost 80%.
"The only source on which networks
can draw to meet this huge deficit is
their revenue from time sales. And
although network gross time sales have
been rising year by year... this increase
has been substantially offset by an almost 100% increase in discounts over
the past five years, dictated by the economic realities of an intensely competitive market.
"On the other side of the equation,
the stations share neither the burden
of the networks' unrecovered program
costs nor the burden of the networks'
discounts. Yet these two elements contribute directly to the increase in station
earnings. For it is network program
costs that underlie the service supporting the stations' spot revenue; and it is
network discounts that help maintain
the gross billings on which compensation to stations — their other main
source of revenue — is based.
"It is not hard to see why the networks are grossing more now but enBROADCASTING, December 11, 1961
joying itless. "

ENTIRELY
NEW
GATES
FM-10B . . . America's Finest 10,000 Watt FM
Transmitter, Both inside and out, the new Gates FM-10B is the most outstanding transmitter in
its power class manufactured today. ■ The FM-10B sounds good, both in the transmitter room with
its soft low hum— and at the listener's receiver where the true deep high fidelity sound comes through in
a new dimension of tone quality. ■ The FM-10B looks good, with its new advanced shadow-mold styling-the new look in contemporary FM design. ■ There's much more to the FM-10B story, such as the
4CX10,000D power tetrode — conservatively rated for long tube life and used in the final amplifier,
the solid state rectifiers in all power supplies, the built-in remote control, improved varia line tuning,
plus many more exceptional features that set this transmitter apart from all others. ■ Write today
for complete technical information — yours for the asking.
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STANTON,

television

SARNOFF

OPEN

Two of the most important men in
broadcasting stood up last week to
slug it out with government authorities
who seek to move in on television programming.
In major addresses Frank Stanton,
CBS president, and Robert W. Sarnoff,
NBC chairman, set the theme for an
industry counter offensive against the
drive for intensified government control.
By coincidence both speeches were
made the same day, Dec. 7, but they
were delivered in vastly different circumstances. Dr. Stanton presented a
Benjamin Franklin lecture at the U. of
Pennsylvania. Mr. Sarnoff spoke at a
convention of NBC affiliates in Beverly
Hills.
Dr. Stanton devoted his entire address
to the subject of broadcast freedom. Mr.
Sarnoff treated that as one of three subjects in his speech to his affiliates (for
other coverage of his speech see page
52).
Neither mentioned FCC Chairman
Newton Minow by name, but there was
no doubt that he and his policies were
the targets. Together the two speeches
added up to the strongest, most clearly
reasoned argument any broadcast leader
has yet presented in opposition to the
rising tide of criticism that Mr. Minow
has both stimulated and exemplified.
Condensed texts of both speeches
follow, Dr. Stanton's first.
STANTON

ON

begins

THE

CASE

to

AGAINST

fight

GOVERNMENT

political — in which television must
function, and against the background
of a free society that has been particularly alert to abridgements of the
freedom of communications — whether
of the press, of speech, of assembly,
or of any extension of these that technical developments since the Bill of
Rights have made possible.
THE volume and variety of programming produced by the three television networks are, I think, wholly
without precedent in the history of communications. Inthe month of November, for example, the three networks
provided their affiliates with over 1,000
hours of programming. This consisted

FREEDOM

TODAY television is very nearly at
the beginning of its international
era. It has, I think, an enormous potential contribution to make towards
world order. But American television
faces that era with many unresolved
problems. It is, of course, inevitable
that a medium that has grown so fast
should create unique problems just as
it has presented unique opportunities.
Some of them are transitory in nature. Some are fundamental. In an impatient society, hard pressed with the
ugly potentials of a cold war, these
fundamental problems can invite dangerously precipitous solutions, superficially attractive perhaps but full of land
mines.
Chief among these fundamental problems is the arrival at standards for programming. Whose standards should
they be? How should they be determined? Can you trust the people to
know what is good for them? Or must
they be told by some authority? I want
to discuss this problem against the total
context — social, cultural, economic and
56 (THE MEDIA)

FRANK STANTON
In tradition of Ben Franklin
chiefly of 99 Vi hours of actual news
events and straight news broadcasts,
23-% hours of documentary news, 19
hours of discussion, 45 hours of education and religion, 77 hours of sports,
63 Va hours of general drama, 8 hours
of panel shows, 84 hours of situation
comedy, 411/2 hours of variety, 84-%
hours of serial drama, and 74-34 hours
of children's programs. Of the total,
56 hours were mysteries and 601/2
hours were westerns — a combined total
of 11% of all the programming.
The range of subjects and material
that appeared on the three networks in
November was extremely wide. There
were biographical studies of such diverse men as U. S. Grant and Vincent
Van Gogh, Al Smith and Sinclair

back

CONTROL

Lewis. There were several special halfhour biographies of Speaker Sam Rayburn. There were long reports on such
countries as Germany, Spain, Yugoslavia, and France. There were interviews with men representing a provocative cross section of the world today: Prime Minister Nehru, Igor
Stravinsky, Hugh Gaitskell, lohn Kenneth Galbraith, Bertrand Russell. Fulllength dramatic productions included
Hans Conried and Jane Wyatt in Little
Lost Sheep, Julie Harris in Victoria
Regina, and Fred Astaire in Moment
of Decision.
It is true, of course, that much of
the television fare of the month was
light. But most fiction published every
month is light reading. It is relevant to
remember, too, that of the hundreds of
popular magazines published in this
country, only four are news magazines and only four more are of generally serious editorial content. And
many Sunday newspapers, with from
16 to 18 pages devoted to sports and
amusements, have a single page devoted to editorials and a single column
to education.
Like the magazines and newspapers,
television fills a dual role of entertaining and informing, diverting and instructing, relaxing and stimulating.
There are those, I am sure, who would
have television exclusively informative
and instructive. There are those, too,
who would have it exclusively entertaining and diverting. Despite this
diversity of taste, somebody has to set
standards. Broadcasters have turned to
the general public.

or
tory the
anyve satisfac
alternati
to letting
DON'T ic know
Idemocrat
people set the standards of programming by the simple act of accepting or
rejecting what is offered. It has been
said that the public is getting no choice
of kinds of television fare, but with
rare exceptions in the schedules this
is simply not the case. It has also been
said — contradictory as it may sound —
that television is ruled by two tyrannies:
the tyranny of the majority, and the
tyranny of the mercantilists; that, on
the one hand, its sole purpose is to drug
the great mass of citizens and, on the
other hand, it is the tool exclusively of
greedy men who will foist anything on
the public if it will serve their purpose
in selling things that nobody wants.
The tyranny of the majority is, of
course, a classical dilemma of the
democratic state. It has been asserted
from ancient times that it leads to a
rule of mediocrity, or even of the lowest common denominator. It seems to
BROADCASTING, December 11, 1961

me that the American political experience— and I believe also the American
social and cultural experiences — have
minimized this danger by a widely respected recognition of the rights and
interests of minorities.
The unique problem in this respect
with regard to television is that both
because of the technical limitations on
the number of channels and because of
the economic demands of the medium,
it is impossible to have separate channels to serve every worthwhile minority
whatever its size.
Television is concerned with the relative size of cultural minorities, because
television has a primary responsibility
to serve more than quantitatively minute minorities. It is unlikely that we
will do anything to stimulate discussion
of the use of classical images in early
eighteenth century poetry — although I
am quite sure that somewhere there are
several passionately dedicated students
of the subject. But we would do something about the general subject of art
in American life, even though an overwhelming share of the audience is not
interested.
We all know that many programs
will not attract a large share of the
viewers watching television at the time
that they are on the air. They are
broadcast because the interests of significant minorities are recognized by
broadcasters. But the broadcasters are
thoroughly justified, under any principles of cultural democracy, in basing
such recognition to some extent on
reasonable assurance that the program
is not so specialized as virtually to
black out the station. In fact, responsible programming should have the opposite effect and invite the many to
come in with the interested few — and
get something out of it.
THE blanket charge that the trouble
with television is that it permits the
tyrannizing of the public by the manufacturers of consumer goods and their
advertising agencies — in league with
the broadcasters and in contempt of any
except mercantile values — seems to me
to impede any useful discussion.
The advertiser has no immunity from
the verdict of the public. Every time
his program is on the air, it is submitted to the viewer's vote. If it lost
or never attained that vote, it would
go off the air with absolute inevitability. And so again we get back to
the fundamental question: Should it
be the public or should it be some authority— whether in the government or
a czar in the industry or some independent commission — that makes the
verdict?
The public verdict is, I have no
doubt, the safest and surest, the most
valid and most enduring, one. But it
has its price. It is less swift and less
Stanton continued on page 58
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SARNOFF

ON

FREEDOM

ISION has been bringing a
TELEV
nation the gift of laughter, the spell
of dreams and the weapon of knowledge.
Its success is reflected in the rising
level of America's tastes and interests,
information and unity. We have awakened tens of millions of Americans to
the treasures of new cultural experience;
we have broadened the scope of their
awareness and stimulated their curiosity
about the world. While building the
largest audience in history, we have
helped significantly, in my opinion, to
draw Americans in unprecedented numbers to libraries, concerts, museums and
the corner newsstand. Certainly no fair
observer would dispute that we have
played a key role in drawing them in
unprecedented numbers to the nation's
polling places, better informed about the
candidates and issues than ever before.
Despite the advances we have scored,

ROBERT SARNOFF
In defense of free radio-tv
nothing has thrived more vigorously
within broadcasting than the criticism
on the outside. It can be wrong-headed
and
carried to itself
excess,can
justsometimes
as — let's face
it
— television
be.
Yet much of it plays a useful and legitimate role in the free marketplace of
opinion.
But when criticism comes — pointedly
and suggestively — from the voice of
governmental authority, speaking softly
but carrying a big hint, at what point
does criticism become coercion; where
does freedom leave off and interference
begin?
SOME would interfere with no more
than a lifted eyebrow, using it as a
kind of semaphore to wag this program
type off the air and signal more time

for that one. I believe this is a dangerous, mistaken and illiberal doctrine.
It is illiberal because it is based on
the belief that the end justifies the means
— that goals prescribed by those in authority are more valuable and important than freedom itself.
It is mistaken because it assumes that
viewing can take place without the consent of the viewers — that a mass audience will just sit there and watch regardless of what is on the screen.
It is mistaken also because it presumes to set up standards as to what is
worthy and what is not. This is a mistake that lustice William O. Douglas has
described in these words: 'Under our
system of government there is an accom odation for the widest varieties of
tastes and ideas. What is good literature,
what has educational value, what is
refined public information, what is good
art, varies with individuals as it does
from one generatoin to another . . .
From the multitude of competing offerings the public will pick and choose.
What seems to one to be trash may
have for others fleeting or even endurFinally, any doctrine of coercion is
dangerous
ing values.' because even if it could be
administered with impeccable intentions
and flawless wisdom, it creates a precedent that could be disastrous in the
hands of some future authority who
might be unwise, ill-intentioned or both.
It is not enough to be well-meaning.
In fact, good intentions on the part of
an encroaching authority may well be
more dangerous than bad ones. Justice
Brandis put it this way: "Experience
should teach us to be most on our guard
to protect liberty where the government's purposes are beneficent."
ICANNOT
with the objectives
underlyingquarrel
the pointed
proposals
that have been issuing steadily from
Washington. Certainly for the most
part, they are objectives that every
responsible broadcaster will embrace
and, indeed, has long tried to serve.
They are such goals as more and better
programs in the fields of news, information and culture for the general audience and improved programming designed for children.
We agree on these goals. Where we
differ is in the method with which it
is proper and possible to achieve them.
In my view, to win them securely while
meeting the obligations of a mass medium takes time, patience and enormous
creative resourcefulness in the art of
wooing an audience. In the last analysis,
it takes the response of the audience
itself.
Even if the government could force
programs to its prescription, it could
not force the public to watch the prescribed programs. Neither can the networks, the stations, the sponsors, the
Sarnoff continued on page 58

STANTON ON FREEDOM
Continued from page 57
efficient, but it shares such limitations
with all other procedural aspects of
the democratic life. We in America
have over and over again faced that
particular dilemma, and we have refused to put a premium on speed and
efficiency at any cost.
A decade from now, if the public
verdict prevails, television will be unrecognizable from what we have today. The medium will change because
there is a constant, slow but inevitable
upward movement in the standards and
interests and capacities of a free people.
If we say that it is not so, if we start
making exceptions, we are losing faith
in the democratic dynamic. If we liken
the mass of people and their ability to
make their own decisions to unsupervised children and their desire for a
constant diet of sweets, we are striking
at the heart of what a democracy is all
about — that the people, whatever their
temporary errors or inadequacies, are,
in the long run, the best judges of their
own interests, and that they will make
themselves heard.

IN a pluralistic society like ours there
are a great many additional built-in
safeguards against persistent excesses.
These are far more effective over the
long haul than paternal authority. The
variety of pressures that make themselves felt in such a society — civic organizations, academic groups, churches,
the newspapers, articulate and forceful
individuals — are the indirect influences
that set the pace for the evolution of
culture in a democracy. The important
thing is that essential freedom remains
— there is freedom to yield to pressures
or to resist them, to respect those that
seem enlightened and to ignore those
that seem self-serving, to make mistakes, to take risks. All this takes time,
and all this involves the chance of
error. But there is no finality about it.
And that is the rub with any pressure
stemming from authority. The pressures normal in a democracy say, "You
should." The pressure of authority
says, "You shall."
The material available on the television networks pretty much parallels,
in kind, the material that characterizes
such other mass media as the paperback book — the rise of which chronologically has matched that of television
and which now sells 294 million copies
annually. Reassuring as it is to know
that you can get Plato's dialogues or
Trevelyan's histories in inexpensive editions at Liggett's, it is still not surprising
that Mickey Spillane remains the alltime best seller.
But I would think that a literary
critic would be something less than
perceptive if he picked up the first 50
titles and used them as a base for a
58 (THE MEDIA)

report on the achievement of the American novel. But isn't this exactly what
has happened in the case of television?
The process by which it was concluded
that television programming was "a
vast wasteland" was described in these
words: ". . . sit down in front of your
television set when your station goes
on the air . . . and keep your eyes glued
to that set until the station signs off."
A writer in a series for a magazine with
a long history of westerns and mysteries
began with the same specious approach:
'. . . arose at five-thirty . . . turned the
family television set to Channel 5, sat
down in front of it and stayed there
until Channel 5 went off the air 20
hours
The later.'*
danger of this kind of sensationalized and oversimplified approach, with
its broad brush conclusions, is not only
that it grotesquely distorts the situation
as it is, a clear perception of which is
necessary to improvement, but also that
it invites impulsive measures directed
at making fundamental changes on the
ground that any change is a change
for the better. Actually, the only change
that I have seen suggested is that the
government supervise programming by
use of its licensing power and by regulating a major program source, the
networks. How much improvement can
either of these really bring about?

t authority sets standIF governmen
ards, qualitative or quantitative, for
television programming, whose standards are they going to be? The chairman of a commission? A majority of a
commission? A congressional committee?
You would have authoritative standards that would stifle creativity. You
would have a rigidity that would discourage experimentation. You would
have the subjective judgment of a small
group imposed on the many. And you
would have the danger of the misuse of
the medium for political purposes.
I am not in sympathy with the soft
inclination to turn the content of any
medium over to government control on
the grounds that to insist on the rights
of a new medium will obscure the
rights of the older.** Whether it is
apparent on the surface or not, the
freedoms of all media are interlocked.
If our culture, with all its imperfections, is to remain free of state determinism, our communications media
must remain free. If our thought, our
'Perhaps by coincidence, FCC Chairman
Newton
Minowlastin May
his "wasteland"
speech
to
the NAB
and John Bartlow
Martinticleinrecently
the first
part ofina the
four-part
arpublished
Saturday
Evening Post asserted they had watched one
day of television broadcasting in Chicago.
It was from that experience that both
reached conclusions critical of television
fare.
** Apparently a reference to a recent speech
by Bernard Kilgore, president of the Wall
Street Journal, who said it was useless
to assume that broadcasting had the same
freedoms enjoyed by the press because
broadcasting is licensed by the government.

speech and press are to remain free,
television, with all the other media,
must remain free. Basic freedoms are
not divisible, to be rationed out discriminately. No one who has read
Franklin can possibly imagine that the
author of An Apology for Printers
would agree that if an utterance were
reproduced on paper it should be free,
but if it were reproduced on tape, or
film, or the face of a tube, it should not.
It is no less delusive to suggest that
there are limitations on freedom stemming from the purpose of the content
of a medium. Does anyone believe that
because a book or a magazine or certain pages of a newspaper entertain
rather than inform, they should be less
free? I do not think it would be of any
use in the development of our free
society if all our news and informational media were wholly free and all
other expression were subject to government regulation, for the character of
any people is formed by powers rooted
deep in all areas of expression.
Are we so bereft of that trust in the
people so magnificently exemplified by
Franklin's age that we must now turn
over the substance of the most promising medium we have to the control of
government because the people do not
know what is good for them? Are we
going to be incapable of extending
freedom of communications abroad in
the interests of world order, because we
can find no alternative to diminishing
it at home? I think not.
SARNOFF ON FREEDOM
Continued from page 57
advertising agencies, the packagers. The
ultimate decisions on what the public
sees can come only from the public itself, as long as it is free to watch or not
to watch as it pleases. In the end, it
is always the public that sets a trend,
not the broadcaster.
The interaction between the offerings
of the broadcaster and the decisions of
the audience is not a precise, scientific
mechanism. Sometimes competing
broadcasters may oversupply a type of
program that has won public favor.
Inevitably this leads to a reaction in
terms of criticism, protest and popular
disenchantment. Just as inevitably, that
leads in turn to fewer such programs.
Thus the last few years have seen a
trend to westerns and action-adventure
shows, followed by a glut of such programs in the output of television as a
whole. The natural result has been a
trend away from these programs — a
trend that still prevails.

and
may seem
us, sit back
some ofswing
To ulum
forth.pend
THE
imes
;
it reto lag at times and somet,
sults in excess. Admittedly this is an
imperfect system, just as imperfect as
any institution designed to reflect the
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Don't miss air-dates ! Remember : it's there in hours
...and costs you less... when you ship by Greyhound
Package Express! Even packages going hundreds
'of miles can arrive the same day they're sent!
Whatever the destination of your shipment, chances
are, a Greyhound is going there anyway . . . right to
the center of town. Greyhound travels over a million
miles a day! No other public transportation goes to
so many places— so often.
You can ship anytime. Your packages go on regular
Greyhound passenger buses. Greyhound Package
Express operates twenty-four hours a day . . . seven
days a week ... including tveekends and holidays.
What's more, you can send C.O.D., Collect, Prepaid
... or open a charge account.

IT'S THERE
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HOURS...

..TAPES..

CALL
BUS

YOUR

LOCAL

.SCRIPTS

GREYHOUND

TERMINAL TODAY...OR

MAIL

THIS CONVENIENT COUPON TO:
GREYHOUND PACKAGE EXPRESS
Dept. M-8, 140 S. Dearborn St., Chicago 3, Illinois
Gentlemen: Please send us complete information on Greyhound
Package Express service ... including rates and routes. We
understand that our company assumes no cost or obligation.
NAME_
_TITLE_
COMPANYADDRESS_
CITY
-ZONE -STATE-

AND

COSTS

YOU

LESS! 59

EVER

LEAVE

SOMETHING
BEHIND

A
LIKE

ON

TRIP

-

YOUR

CHILD?

Well, people do. Last summer a California couple taking an Oregon
vacation in a station wagon with six kids forgot to count heads one
morning and roared off minus one sad-eyed youngster.
Minutes later our KGW news staff, monitoring the Portland police
radio, picked up the report and flashed the story. Among our listeners
was a deputy fire marshall. He spotted the California license plates
and flagged down the family.
Result: two slightly red-faced parents raced back to claim their
missing passenger.
That's a service the Crown Stations perform for free. Glad to do it,
and we do it almost every day. People expect the Crown Stations to
cover the little crises, as well as the big ones. It's part of the personal
touch we encourage and our listeners love.

■: ' .

ill

Like the time the Washington rooter lost his wife among
100,000 football fans after the Rose Bowl. How'd you
like his problem? He found her by inquiring at the
KING -Formation booth. Our Seattle station had set

shooting for new sales goals in this big, moving Pacific
Northwest— the Crown Corner of the United States. He
prefers
business are.
on the Crown Stations. That's
where hishiscustomers

up a "clearing house" for out-of-town visitors in the
Biltmore Hotel in Los Angeles. Both knew where to go.
Sure, lots of stations claim to have the personal touch
...grass roots loyalty and all that jazz. Well, we prefer
to win friends by doing things, not by talking about
them. The mark of a Crown Station — TV, AM or FM
— is our willingness to go out of our way to help people,
inform people, entertain people.
Know something else? It works. Ask any sales manager

THE

CR0WN

STATIONS

KING, AM, FM, TV, Seattle
KGW.AM.TV, Portland
KREM, AM, FM,TV,Spokane

AVAILABLE FROM BLONDER TONGUE

The
Benco
Is

T-6

Priced

new

VHF
at

Translator
00
(U. S. suggested list)
$845

km

...It is

FCC

Type

Available

Accepted , Rugged ,
for

Prompt

Delivery

The Benco T-6 offers these advantages:
1. Meets all FCC specifications.
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
2. Provides constant output even in weak
Primary Power Source 117 v ± 10% 60 c/s
signal areas — preamp AGC activated by sig- Power Consumption
120 W
nals as low as 50 microvolts.
Temperature
Ambient
— 30°C to + 50°C
Overall
Noise
Figure
3. Automatic shutoff and identification.
Low Band
4 db ± 1 db
High Band
6 db ± 1 db
4. Remote shutoff for any location up to 5
Recommended
Input
50
—
4000
microvolts
miles from the translator, (with RC-1).
Max. Permissible Power 1 Watt (Peak Power)
5. Covers distances from 8 to 30 miles or Frequency Stability
02%
more.
Gain (maximum)
105 db
Band Width
6 Mc (3 db points)
6. Prompt delivery to those who must have Dimensions (metal base)
18"x22>/2"
27 ibs.
a low cost unit immediately to meet their Weight
'on-the-air' time-schedule.
BENCO VHF AND UHF TRANSLATORS FOR EVERY TYPE OF INSTALLATION
MODEL T-l VHF TRANSLATOR FCC type-accepted. MODEL T-14 VHF-TO-UHF TRANSLATOR. FCC type1 watt output for U. S. use • ideal for future accepted. 2.5 watts output. For U. S. use.
expansion • meets all FCC specifications • Includes identification units with automatic
noise-proof automatic shutoff • regulated "on/off," power indicator and voltage regupower supply for stable operation • underlator. VHF input, channels 7-13.
rated output section for continuous service;
weather-proof housing; quick easy coding of model t-13 vhf-to-uhf. Same as T-14 except:
identification unit • built-in direct reading VHF input, channels 2-6.
power meter.
If you're
a translator
contact Blonder-Tongue.
Freeplanning
layout service
and installation,
field engineering
assistance
are available at nominal cost.
engineered and manufactured by

BLONDER^TONGUE
9 Ailing St.. Newark. N. J.
Canadian Div.: Benco Television Assoc., Tor^Ont. Export: Morhan Export Corp.. N. Y.
home TV accessories « UHF converters » master TV systems • closed circuit TV systems
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changing will of the public in a free society. Itmight be simpler to make programming follow a line laid down by
government officials. But isn't it better
to suffer the lags and the excesses, just
as we suffer the imperfections of all
our free institutions, than to place such
power in a few official hands?
We do aspire to more and better programs in the cultural and informational
fields, and we recognized long ago that
we could find a place for them, and
make them stick, only through the gradual, evolutionary process of whetting
the taste of the audience. We are often
accused of underestimating the taste of
the public for programming of this
kind. This would be a valid criticism if
we gave the public no opportunity to
satisfy such tastes. But over the years
we have presented a constantly increasing volume of serious programming, and
we have succeeded gradually in enlarging the audiences for such programming. We will continue deliberately to
offer more of it than the actual audience
demand justifies at any time. The clear
gains we have made in this field in the
last few years do not represent sudden
reflexes to a lifted eyebrow; they have
deep roots in our own past.
The threat of growing government
intervention finds the interests of the
networks, the stations and all other elements of the industry solidly together;
and with us are also the interests of the
public. There is no easy formula for
meeting this challenge. In the last
analysis, we can look to the safeguards
of law and the weight of public opinion.
Even then, however, nothing can preserve our freedom so effectively as our
own efforts to be worthy of it; and
certainly such efforts are now our first
line of defense.
are clear.
NBC's
objectives for the years ahead
We have every intention of maintaining the front-running position in popular entertainment; and we do not expect
to apologize for it.
Encouraged by the response we have
developed by leading the audience to
more programming of cultural substance, we intend to keep leading the
audience. But we have no intention of
getting so far out ahead that we leave
it behind.
We intend to push ahead with the
remarkable expansion we have already
achieved in news and informational programming. But only the public will
determine the rate at which we can advance.
We plan to ofpresent
more children's
programming
the highest
possible
standard. But only children themselves,
and their parents, will decide by their
response how successful we can be.
After 35 years of serving the public,
we do not intend to be panicked now,
and neither should you.
BROADCASTING, December 11, 1961

Groucho

sold

Groucho opens up any market! Take New York-when WPIX
scheduled "The Best of Groucho" in a Monday-Friday
strip, 11:00-11:30 P.M., advertisers snapped up aN available commercial time before the program went on the
air! ■ Current advertisers using "The Best of Groucho" to
FIND OUT FIRST-HAND
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it to

me!

sell New York are: Bromo Quinine; Parker Pen; Miles
One-A-Day; Alka-Seltzer; Coftabs; Duffy-Mott; Helene
Curtis; Chesebrough-Ponds. ■ Use Groucho to sell whatever market you have in mind. Call NBC Films at CI 7-8300
in New York City for complete information.

WHY. . . ADVERTISERS

GO FOR GROUCHO

ON
S3

RADIO
Sarnoff

NEVER

reminds

even when

LOST

affiliates NBC

trend continued

Reminder of NBC's policy of continuing to pay stations even when network radio's downward trend continued
year after year brought cheers from the
assembled radio affiliate executives last
Wednesday in Hollywood.
Chairman Robert W. Sarnoff reminded
the radio station executives that NBC
had "refused to throw in the towel."
"Radio never lost its audience," Mr.
Sarnoff declared. "The character of the
audience changed, and we were the first
radio network to recognize it. We did
not force radio to compete with television in areas where television was obviously superior. Instead we concentrated on the things that radio does best.
Nor have we burdened our affiliates
with a network service that would hamper their efforts to meet the needs of
their communities or face their competitors. We have invoked radio's principal characteristic of flexibility — a
characteristic, incidentally, that television cannot yet match — to reach a
massive audience that is constantly in
motion."
Leads Networks ■ NBC today stands
first among the radio networks, first in
sales, first in audience, first in image,
the affiliates heard, and the reason is
largely NBC's preeminence in news and
informational programming. NBC President Robert E. Kintner stated that
NBC's world-wide news organization
comprises some 700 employes and costs
more than $20 million a year. . . . NBC
spends more for news than any other
network, any newspaper or any news
association, he asserted. Pursuing that
theme, William K. McDaniel, executive

Transistors

add
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continued

to pay

lower year after year
vice president, NBC radio network, reported that 60% of the network's programming is news, public affairs and
information. He thanked the affiliates
for clearing time for the weekday news
broadcasts but chided them for their
failure
give equalThesupport
to NBC's
weekendto Monitor.
new Frank
McGee three-hour Sunday night segment is
the most comprehensive end-of-week
news
clared. wrapup of any medium, he deNew Series ■ Next month NBC will
launch a new series, Democracy in
America, 14 half-hour dramatizations
of the life of the nation in the 1830's
based on the classic work of Alexis de
Toqueville, Mr. McDaniel announced.
The programs deal with the book's
major themes — American equality, independence, religion, reform, education
and other such important phases of our
national life. The series, which will
start Jan. 17 as a Wednesday, 8:30-9
p.m. program, will be "a notable exclusive for the NBC Radio network," he
declared. CBC will also carry the series,
on Thursdays, one day behind NBC.
The affiliates heard a history of NBC,
narrated by Frank McGee, with brief
inserts of famous radio voices of the
20's, 30's, 40's, and 50's from Amos
V Andy and Joe Penner to Edward
VIII as he renounced his throne and
H. V. Kaltenborn as he analyzed the
news of World War II, when broadcast
news began its climb to its preeminent
position in the 1960's, when NBC's hot
line reports gives the American public
the news of what is happening any place
in the world while it is happening,

14.3%

Radio's audience figures are shortchanging the medium by the millions of cordless portable radios,
largely the transistor sets, which last
year added nine million sets to the
total radio count of 170 million,
George A. Graham Jr., vice president and general manager of the
NBC Radio Network, told representatives of the network's affiliated stations Wednesday (Dec. 6) at their
35th annual meeting.
These nine million portables, representing 43% of the 21 million new
radio sets purchased in the U. S.
last year, and the other millions
bought in previous years, have largely been overlooked when radio audi-

AUDIENCE

to

radio

something that radio does better and
faster than any other medium.
Commenting on hot line and other
NBC news developments, Chairman
Sarnoff remarked: "our competitions in
radio networks have acknowledged our
leadership with the clearest sign I know.
They have shown us the flattery of imitation by adjusting their own program
structure and content in an attempt to
win back large segments of audience
they have lost to NBC's initiative and
NBC's skill."
Kintner cites firsts;
new

business

signed

"We were first in radio; we are first
in television; we are first in NBC Enterprises. Our own stations are doing
very well," Mr. Kintner told the Thursday open meeting of NBC officials.
In the next year, he said, he looks for
a more balanced program schedule from
all tv networks, "programs designed
both for large mass circulations and
also for what would be mass circulation
in any other medium but that is smaller
than we generally consider good." All
of the tv set owners "must have the
opportunity to see something they really like," he said, adding, "NBC in my
judgment
achieved program
that this trends,
year."
Turning has
to individual
Mr. Kintner predicted a substantial number of adventure shows, westerns and
mysteries, an increase in comedy, particularly standup comedians like Joey
Bishop and Bob Newhart, and a substantial increase in variety shows. NBC,
he said, is seriously trying to bring
back live dramatic programming, which
is really not live but taped, with new
writers, new actors and new actresses.
There will be fewer specials and they
will be of higher quality, he predicted.
New Business ■ In the last 10 days,

audience

ence measurements were made, Mr.
Graham said. But now NBC has
taken steps to remedy this oversight
by ordering a special pilot study
made by C. E. Hooper Inc. Approximately 4,000 coincidental indepth telephone interviews were conducted in 10 cities of widely differing characteristics, revealing that the
cordless receivers added in-home
pluses to the normally measured listening data as follows:
Albany — 15.6%, Chicago —
10.9, Cleveland— 23.2%, Denver—
14.2%, Los Angeles— 15.5%, Minneapolis — 13.3%, New York —
14.4%, Norfolk— 17.4%, Oklahoma
City— 11.7%, Sacramento— 18.9%.

The weighted average indicates that
the national in-home plus which
should be added to regular rating
figures is 14.3%.
Applied to the NBC Radio Network, Mr. Graham commented, this
would mean: 15.4 million weekly
home commercial impressions, plus
35% or 5.39 million impressions
added by auto radios, plus the inhome plus of 14.3% or 2,202,000
or a real total of 22,992,000 commercial impressions a week. But he
emphasized that this new in-plus figure is not only a plus for NBC but
for all radio — network, spot and local.
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The

Bravura

Statistic

(and

WMT
of the
louder
in the
1929.

Passes)

Radio gets up 13% earlier than 47%
stations of the U.S.A. and plays 23%
(in barns) than 38% of the victrolas
attics of
of ramblers built before

Less than 1 % of Eastern Iowa radios tuned
to WMT used UV-200 detector tubes in a
recent survey. Exactly half of the variometers
tested had loose connections. Not one regenerative receiver had a transmitting license.
Three-fourths of the dogs in WMTland
can't turn on a radio.
When it's midnight on Madison Avenue,
it's 8.33% earlier in Cedar Rapids.
There are 7% more names on our mailing
list than there were a year ago.
End of bravura. Some things don't reduce
to numbers. WMT Radio is one of them
(although, if pressed, we can play numbers
as well as the next guy). Listeners in Eastern
Iowa depend on WMT.

WMT.

CBS Radio for Eastern Iowa.

Represented by the Katz Agency.
Affiliated with WMT-TV,
Cedar Rapids — Waterloo;
K-WMT, Fort Dodge;
WEBC, Duluth.

Reaches

Eastern

Iowa

MDE

LIP
A C
Automatic Tape
Cartridges by
CONLEY

The cartridge that made station automation
possible ... the proved, dependable unit
that is used by more broadcasters because it
so consistently delivers first-rate performance
on the job.
Fidelipac Tape Cartridges are deservedly First
in Sales, First in Quality and First in Acceptance because of these better features:
• easy handling • easy storage ♦ easy
replacement • minimum tape breakage
• increases tape life • varying tape sizes
permit programming from seconds to hours
on single cartridge • automatically cued
and ready for instant use • technically simple
—technically perfect. • your present equipment was made to handle Fidelipac
Fidelipac Tape Cartridges work better, save
money, are more profitable ... put them to
work for you! ... for spot announcements,
themes,
casts. station breaks, and delayed broadStandard Lengths in Three Cartridge Sizes:
Model 300 —with
to 300 feet of single
coateduptape
Model 600 -with
up
to
coated tape 600 feet of single
Model ?200-with
to 1200 feet of single
coatedup tape
Ask for
FIDELIPAC "THE STANDARD OF THE INDUSTRY"
from your regular source of supply

CONLEY ELECTRONICS
CORPORATION
1527 Lyons Street • Evanston, Illinois
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Houston stations, Jaycees
Five radio stations and one tv station in Houston joined with the Junior Chamber of Commerce to provide fast returns in the city's Dec.
5 mayoralty election.
KHOU-TV, KNUZ, KTHT,
KXYZ and KODA-FM teamed up
with the Jaycees to form the Harris
County Radio-Tv Election Bureau.
Some 250 Jaycees were stationed at
election precincts, phoning results to
a Univac computer at the county tax
assessor's office. The city and county
do not have machinery to gather
and tabulate returns immediately
after the polls close.
The bureau provided the six parNBC-TV has sold 829 quarter-hours to
11 advertisers, Walter Scott, executive
vice president, NBC television network,
told the meeting. Colgate, he reported,
is putting its entire tv network daytime
budget on NBC-TV, with eight quarterhours a week of various programs plus
full sponsorship of the new MondayFriday, 2:25-2:30 p.m. news shows to
start in January, with Floyd Kalber,
newsman from Chicago.
Mort Werner, NBC-TV vice president for programs, said there will be
fewer replacements in midseason than
in former seasons and more new producers to choose from. He mentioned
Bob Banner, Jess Oppenheimer, David
Dortot and Frank Tellford as among
producers with whom NBC is currently
working. MGM is making the pilot of a
new Andy Hardy series for NBC, he
said; Screen Gems is producing an
hour series, Empire; Peter Tewksbery
at Revue Studios has a new series in
the script stage and discussions have
been held with Four Star about dramatic, comedy and variety programs as
well as some live shows. The replacement for Jack Paar will be announced
stating thatwillNBC-TV's
he said,
shortly,
late
evening
programming
continue
to be live.
The afternoon session concluded with
an hour-long color sound film presentation that traced the program highlights
of NBC's 35 years and detailed the
'61-'62 NBC-TV program schedule,
night by night.
Minow, Bell cite need
for vocal tv audiences
Members of a Washington, D. C,
Parent-Teachers Assn. were urged last
week
to dooftheir
part in "unclogging"
the lines
communication
between
broadcasters and their audience. FCC
Chairman Newton N. Minow pointed
out that broadcasters pay great atten-

compile

votes

ticipating stations with predictions
on the winner and the vote 37 minutes after polls closed. An hour
later final results were available.
Predictions were described as within 500 votes of the complete returns.
132,000 votes were cast.
KTRK-TV and KPRC-TV cooperated with their respective newspaper affiliates, the Chronicle and
the Post, to put bulletins and the
final result on the air.
The newspapers and stations used
their normal election machinery, developed during many years of election reporting, to provide fast reporting of results.
tion to ratings gathered from 1,200 tv
homes — how much better it would be
if broadcasters could know the reactions of the 12 million members of
American PTAs, he said.
Howard Bell, NAB vice president for
industry affairs, set forth a five-point
plan for groups to inform stations of
their preferences:
■ Be informed about the program
fare offered (public affairs and cultural
programs as well as ones found objectionable).
■ Be selective and don't expect specialized programs at all hours.
■ Be specific about what you like or
dislike; avoid blanket indictments.
■ Be communicative — let the station
know how you feel, not just the sponsor or the FCC.
■ Be organized.
Gilbert Seldes, dean of the Annenberg School of Communications, U. of
Pennsylvania, told the Janney Elementary School's PTA it should embark
immediately on a campaign to make its
wishes known to broadcasters.
Chairman Minow lamented that
counterprogramming sometimes brings
about the situation where special programs are all slotted in the same hour
on the three networks.
In response to a question about the
"poor quality" of radio programming,
the chairman said radio broadcasters
had greater problems than tv stations.
"Radio listeners have a wide, wide
range of choice not available at this
time to tv viewers," Mr. Minow said.
George A. Baker, manager of ch.
26 etv WETA-TV Washington, asked
PTA members to have their tv sets converted for uhf. He also cautioned parents to monitor children's cartoon programs, some of which he termed "unsuitable to certain age groups."
The panel discussion was moderated
by Lawrence Laurent, radio-tv critic
of The Washington Post.
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To

make

money

WCSH-TV

is

• • . or

your

The problem for Mr. Oscar Young,
Field Representative for the Social
Security Administration, was how to
pay out to the people of Maine the
money due them as a result of increased
benefits. Mr. Young has been making
bi-weekly appearances on "Weekday on
6" explaining these benefits.
Here's what Mr. Young says : "Thus,
I feel that when, on your October 20
'Weekday' program, I gave an estimate

give

best

it

media

away,
buy.

that the program was instrumental in
our paying out at least $500,000 over the
past year that would otherwise have
been lost to the public, I was being at
best conservative." (The actual figure is
$868,020.)
"May I again express our sincere appreciation for the generosity of WCSHTV in making valuable air-time available to this office."

WCSH-TV delivers the 13 county
Portland distribution market for their advertisers
as well as for public service.
MAINE BROADCASTING
WCSH-TV
6
Portland
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WNTA
MEYNER

sale

probable,

PACIFIED

BY ETMA

will go educational
PROMISE

The closing of the sale of WNTATV New York to a group that will operate the station as an educational television outlet is scheduled for Wednesday (Dec. 13), ending a long struggle
by the State of New Jersey to block
the transaction (Broadcasting, Dec.
4).
Closing originally had been set for
last Friday (Dec. 8) but attorneys for
both parties agreed to a postponement
because
of the "complexities" involved
in the transaction.
The roadblock to the sale was removed on Monday (Dec. 4) when Gov.
Robert B. Meyner of New Jersey agreed
to withdraw litigation against the sale
after he had received assurances that
the new owner, Educational Television
for the Metropolitan Area, would incorporate one hour of New Jersey programming into the station's schedule.
Termination of legal actions paved
the way for ETMA to turn over $6.2
million to National Telefilm Assoc.,
present owner of WNTA-TV (ch. 13).
Howard Stark, New York station
broker, handled the sale. The FCC approved the sale several weeks ago but
the closing was postponed because of a

Outstanding
Broadcast

TO SERVE

NJ.

series of legal moves initiated by the
State of New Jersey.
Less than two weeks ago prospects
for the sale darkened when NTA served
notice that it would call off the sale
unless ETMA delivered the $6.2 million
by last Monday. ETMA had refused
to pay the money because of actions
pending before the United States Supreme Court and the Court of Appeals
challenging the legality of the sale.
These obstacles were removed last
Monday during a series of conferences
at the Governor's Mansion in Princeton, N. J. Participants were Gov. Meyner and various aides; Howard Sheperd,
president of ETMA, who is retired
chairman of the First National City
Bank, New York and Devereux C.
Josephs, ETMA vice president, who is
retired chairman of the New York Life
Insurance Co. Present as an observer
was Tedson Meyers, administrative assistant to FCC Chairman Newton N.
Minow.
Hour For N. J. ■ Gov. Meyner
agreed at this meeting to withdraw his
court actions. ETMA representatives
pledged to devote one hour of the station's daily schedule to coverage of

Exclusive

Properties

Daytimer in one of Southwest's best
markets. Absentee owners want to sell
to owner operator. Low downpayment
with liberal terms.
Located in a sunshine state, this property
is well worth the price. Good physical
assets. Fulltime. $20,000 down, easy
terms on balance.
Excellent fulltime facility. Current management showing substantial volume
growth. Good terms to qualified buyer.

SOUTHWEST

$225,000
SOUTHWEST

$80,000
HAWAII

$175,000
BLACKBURN
& Company, Inc.
RADIO • TV • NEWSPAPER BROKERS
NEGOTIATIONS • FINANCING • APPRAISALS
ATLANTA
WEST COAST
WASHINGTON, D. C. MIDWBST
Colin M. Selph
Clifford B. Marshall
lames W. Blackburn
H. W. Cassill
Calif. Bank Bldg.
William B. Ryan
Stanley Whitaker
lack V. Harvey
9441 Wilshire Blvd.
333 N. Michigan Ave. Robert M. Baird
Joseph
M.
Sitrick
RCA Building
Chicago, Illinois
Beverly
Calif.
John
WilliamsBldg.
1102 C.Healey
CResrviewHills,4-2770
Financial 6-6460
FEderal 3-9270
(Ackson 5-1576
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New Jersey interest, including a daily
newscast, telecasts by the governor, reports on the legislature and periodic
reports by officials of Newark and other
cities. Under the agreement an association representing New Jersey will be
appointed to formulate policies for New
Jersey programming.
It was also agreed that three New
Jerseyites will be named to ETMA's
board of trustees. They will be Gov.
Meyner, Frederick M. Raubinger, New
Jersey commissioner of education, and
David I. Yunick, president of Bamberger's Dept. Store and a member of
the Rutgers U. board of governors.
The educational television station
will go on the air within three months,
according to Richard D. Heffner, acting general manager of ETMA. At
the outset it will operate on a Mondaythrough-Friday, 5-11 p.m. schedule,
with Saturday and Sunday programming to be added at a later date.
Mr. Heffner reported that application will be made to the FCC for permission to go off the air until regular
programming is ready to begin.
Changing hands
ANNOUNCED ■ The following sales of
station interests were reported last week
subject to FCC approval:
■ KGMB-AM-TV Honolulu, KHBCTV Hilo, KMAU-TV Wailuku, Hawaii:
51.4% interest sold to group of Hawaiian businessmen for about $5.7 million
(see page 71 ).
■ KIMA-AM-TV Yakima, KEPR-AMTV Pasco, KBAS-TV Ephrata, all
Washington, and KLEW-TV Lewiston,
Idaho: Eighty percent interest bought
by Thomas C. Bostic, now 20% owner,
from A. W. Talbot, 72%, and Ralph
Sundquist, 8%, for a little more than
$1 million. Mr. Bostic will remain as
executive in charge of operations. Purchase is in name of Haltom Corp.
KIMA is 5 kw on 1560 kc; KIMA-TV,
founded in 1953, operates on ch. 29
with both CBS and NBC affiliations.
KEPR is 5 kw on 610 kc, and KEPRTV, begun in 1954, operates on ch. 19.
KBAS-TV, now dark, began operating
in 1957 on ch. 16, and KLEW-TV,
founded in 1956, is on ch. 3. KEPRTV and KLEW-TV are satellites of
KIMA-TV.
■ WOMP-AM-FM Bellaire, Ohio: Sold
by Donald J. Horton to Howard Weiss
for $125,000. Mr. Weiss, a Mexico
City businessman (mining) formerly
was an executive at WCAN-TV Milwaukee, WPWA Chester (Pa.), and
WARL Arlington (Va.). Mr. Horton
retains his interest in WWKY Winchester, Ky. WOMP is 1 kw daytimer
on 1290 kc. Broker was Blackburn &
Co.
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■ WMMT McMinnville, Tenn.: Sold
by William R. Vogel and associates to
Ogram Broadcasting Corp. for $92,500. Buyers include Fred P. Davis,
Elizabethton, Tenn., jeweler; J. H.
Lewis, manager, WJSO Johnson City,
Tenn., and William R. Livesay, chief
engineer of WEMB Erwin, Tenn.
WMMT operates on 1230 kc with 1
kw day, 250 w night. Broker was Paul
H. Chapman Co.
APPROVED ■ The following transfers of
station interests were among those approved by the FCC last week (for
other commission activities see For
The Record, page 96).
■ KPRL Paso Robles, Calif.: Sold by
Dale J. and Bernard Schwartz to Arthur C. Youngberg Jr. for $200,000
and agreement not to compete in San
Luis Obispo County for 10 years. Mr.
Youngberg is publisher of the Paso
Robles Press.
■ WOTW-AM-FM Nashua, N. H.:
Sold by Theodore Feinstein and associates to Eastminister Broadcasting
Corp. for $200,000. Eastminister comprises Roger H. Strawbridge, 25% ;
William N. McKeen, 25%, and Eastern
Assocs. Inc., 50%. Messrs. Strawbridge
and McKeen own WCME Brunswick,
Me.
■ KUAL-TV San Antonio, Tex.: Sold
by Raoul A. Cortez and associates to
Spanish International Broadcasting
Corp. of Texas for $200,000 and agreement not to compete within 100 miles
of KUAL-TV for five years. Spanish
International is headed by Frank Fouce,
owner of a chain of Spanish language
theatres in the Los Angeles area. Buyers
also include Emilio Azcarraga, Mexico
City broadcaster and theatre owner;
Edward J. Noble, Mexico City advertising agency executive; Julian Kauffman, general manager, XETV (TV)
Tijuana, Mexico. Mr. Cortez is a member of the buying group, which also
holds a construction permit for ch. 34
Los Angeles to be operated as an allforeign language tv station. Commissioner Frederick W. Ford dissented.
Kansans report on access
Fourteen radio stations in Kansas
regularly cover city and county commission meetings live or recorded, according to a survey by Kansas Assn. of
Radio Broadcasters. Only four stations
reported flat denial of broadcast privileges, according to Thad M. Sandstrom,
WIBW Topeka.
The survey showed a total of 27 stations regularly covering such meetings
but the number is believed greater since
the survey asked only for coverage by
microphone. The survey drew replies
from 47 of the 50 commercial am stations.
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HYDE
Warns

HOISTS

Coloradans

WARNING

against elements

government protection from
An FCC commissioner who has
spent more than 30 years with the FCC
and its predecessor the Federal Radio
Commission warned last week that
broadcasting was headed down the road
to utility regulation unless it fought
back.
FCC Commissioner Rosel H. Hyde.,
a commissioner for 15 years and before
that an employe of the FRC and the
FCC (he was general counsel before
being appointed to the commission in
1946), warned broadcasters that socalled program guidelines emanating
from Washington undercut the very
essence of broadcasting as a free and
ship.
competitive
industry free from censorAnd, he admonished, elements in
broadcasting who seek to secure government protection from economic
competition are asking for rate regulation, the very antithesis of free and independent broadcasting.
Mr. Hyde made these comments in
a speech Thursday (Dec. 7) to the
Colorado Broadcasters Assn. in Denver.

FLAG

that seek

free competition
Sign Posts ■ In urging broadcasters to
be alert to attacks on the no censorship provisions of the Communications
Act, Mr. Hyde recalled that the Attorney General's 1959 Report, the 1960
interim report of the House Committee on Legislative Oversight, the 1960
amendments to the Communications
Act, and the Commission's 1961 report
on programming forms all make recommendations that would give the FCC
a "supervisory posture" over broadcasting. He added:
"I believe the regulatory trend may
portend more serious consequences because Ithink that in order to approach
its greatest potential, it [broadcasting]
must be an unimpeded and unsubservient communications service."
In discussing suggestions that the
FCC should consider the economic impact of new stations on existing outlets, Commissioner Hyde raised a warning flag:
"Could you subscribe to such a policy without at the same time inviting
regulation in all aspects of your busi-

MIDWEST — Profitable radio station in market of 40,000-plus, grossing $72,000.00 to $75,000.00 annually. Ideal owner-operator set-up.
Priced at $110,000.00 with 29% down and terms to be negotiated.
ANOTHER H&L EXCLUSIVE.
NORTHWEST — Medium sized market full time radio station operating in black but past record indicates it can do much better under
experienced manager. High fixed assets. Total price of $95,000.00
with 29% down and payout in excess of 10 years. ANOTHER H&L
EXCLUSIVE.
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The

tuning

choice

of

the

average

home

NIELSEN REPORT PINPOINTS STATIONS AVAILABLE IN AVERAGE U.S. COUNTY
The average American home in the showed 4.4 tv channels and 8.7 radio which the study was conducted were
not consecutive but fell during October,
average American county can tune in stations are available in the average
November and December 1960 in the
more than four television and almost
county, out of which the average home
used 2.8 tv stations and 2.7 radio sta- case
nine radio stations. From this range
study. of the radio study and February,
of choice it does tune in almost three
tions in a typical week.
March and April 1961 in the television
tv and three radio stations in an averThe NCS '61 studies found 565 "reage week.
portable" television stations and 3,376
The 565 "reportable" television staThis report came last week from
"reportable" radio stations. "Reporttions found in the NCS '61 measureJohn K. Churchill, vice president in
able" means the stations were used at
ments may be compared with 505 found
least once by 10% or more of the in the last such study, conducted in
charge of A. C. Nielsen Co.'s local
broadcast services. He said analysis of homes in one or more counties during
1958 (Broadcasting, Aug. 25, 1958).
Nielsen's new NCS '61 coverage studies the week studied. The weeks during At that time the average home in the
average county used 2.7 out of 4.5 tv
Regional availability and usage of broadcast services
stations available, but these figures were
county believed to be somewhat higher than
Radio stations
Tv stations
county
No. of % of U. S. Per
State Groups
they would have been if the 1958 study
Per
home
(No. of states)
counties households home
Per
Per
9.0
2.6
had been made on the same basis as
70
6%
5.6
(6) New England
8.9
25
150
19
5.4
2.6
3.2
(3) Middle Atlantic
3.3
220
No Clusters in '61 ■ The difference is
2.6
5.5
North East
3.3
this year's.
8.8
8.4
2.8
that
NCS '61 measured some 3,000
2.6
21
4.9
8.8
(5) E. North Central
3.2
436
8.6
counties individually, whereas in the
2.8
(7) W. North Central
618
9
2.6
North Central
4.3
2.7
30
4.0
1,054
1958 study certain counties were "clus2.7
4.8
8.9
13
(9)
tered" and each of these groups was
553
9.3
6
2.8
(4) *South
E. SouthAtlantic
Central
3.4
treated
as one county. Such groups
364
29
2.8
10
2.7
4.0
2.6
8.8
470
(4) W. South Central
4.2
normally
would show more signals
South
4.4
2.7
1,387
available
than
the counties individually.
2.4
2.2
2.5
7.6
279
4
(8) Mountain
3.3
9.0
2.5
12
5.1
8.8
134
(3) Pacific
Nielsen
authorities
said earlier fig8.7
West
2.5
3.9
16
8.0
3.0
413
2.8
ures
comparable
to
the
NCS '61 radio
100%
2.7
4.4
data were not available. The last Niel(49) *U. S. Total
3,074
sen radio coverage study was in 1956.
"Includes D. C.
Mr. Churchill's analysis of the NCS
Availability, usage of radio-tv by population of county
'61 figures also pointed up differences
Radio stations
county in availability and use of radio and
Per Tv stationscounty
Per
Per
Per
% of U. S.
Population size
No. of
television services by geographic rehome
home
counties
households
(no. of households)
gions and by degree of urbanization.
4.3
10.5
It also noted that less than 1% of all
8
14%
5.4
3.0
Over 500M
4.7
84
3.5
2.8
9.7
100-500M
U. S. counties use only a single tv sta2.7
12
3.2
93
2.7
8.9
31
50-100M
4.8
tion. Even in counties with fewer than
4.7
11
170
8.4
2.9
25-50M
2.7
10,000
households the average home
17
3.1
4.3
15
2.6
8.2
2.7
10-25M
527
tunes 2.7 television stations in a typical
Under 10M
8.8
2,192
100%
2.8
4.4
2.7
Total
week, thanks to a considerable extent
8.7
3,074
ness? Could the FCC determine what
the revenue requirements of stations in
any community might be unless the
stations were required to keep accounting records such as used in carrier services regulated as utilities? Wouldn't
uniform accounts with inspection be
necessary to assure equal treatment?
Would you wish to have your capital
investment, your operating expenses, including the salary you pay yourself,
reviewed against some criterion designed to prevent the earning of an
unreasonable return?"
The critical issue, Commissioner
Hyde stressed, is whether the faults of
broadcasting "justify abandonment of
the basic principles under which broadcasting was envisaged as a liberating
The answer, Mr. Hyde declaimed, is
art."
no.
70

"Even though there are imperfec-

tions in broadcasting ... we should not
give tacit acceptance to regulatory approaches which could make inroads
upon its status as a free-enterprise, censor-free system of communication unless we wish to abandon the approach
under which it may serve as a bulwark
of freedom . . .
"Any alternatives . . . encompass inherent repression and restrictions that
must
be avoided."can stave off this
Broadcasters
course, Mr. Hyde declared, by improving programming.
Catv

seminar

discusses

etv, pending regulation
Catv membership in the National
Community Television Assn. is now
near the 500 mark, up 20% over a
year ago, it was reported last week in
Chicago during NCTA's second an-

nual legal seminar. About 50 attorneys
and owners representing regional associations and local systems across the
U.S. attended the Mon.-Tue. closed
meetings. The association is in its 11th
No single issue dominated the discus ions, itwas learned, although consideration was given to the field of edyear.
ucational television. The possible ways
in which antenna system operators
could make their signal distribution facilities available to educational programmers, perhaps including some financial
aid, were explored.
Other topics considered by the seminar included pending national legislation that would enable the FCC to
promulgate rules and regulations in the
Catv field; copyright problems and local
and regional concerns over taxation and
property rights.
No resolutions or conclusions were
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to the use of special antennas, booster
stations, translators, satellites and wired
services to extend tv service to remote
areas.
Geographic Differences ■ The regional breakdowns show that the New England region has the greatest number of
tv services available per county (5.6
stations) — but the greatest number of
stations actually used by the average
home is in the South Atlantic area (3.4
stations).
"However, the South Atlantic states
have the highest weekly use of tv stations at 3.4 per home, although in number of different stations per county the
average of 4.8 is about midway in the
range by areas. This is apparently the
result of adequate numbers of different
stations available, but with many of
them with less than complete network
scheduling [as of Spring '61], this has
resulted in more 'shopping around'
than in other, longer-established areas.
"In the mountain states, by contrast,
there are fewer tv stations reported
and used, although major credit for the
averages of 2.2 and 3.3 falls to extended area services via cable, boosters,
etc."
In examining the data from the
standpoint of county population size
Mr. Churchill noted "minor but progressive differences": The bigger the
county, the more services available and
used. This was found to be true of both
radio and tv, with one "minor" exception: In the smallest counties, radio
reliance was somewhat higher than the
general pattern would indicate. Mr.
Churchill considered this "in large part
a reflection of the somewhat greater dependence on radio in remote areas,
where television service is less varied
and/ or prevalent, and the resultant use
of a wider range of remote radio stations to round out the listener's diet."
drawn by the seminar, NCTA sources
said, since most of the discussions were
devised to achieve a pooling of individual experiences. Panel groups were
headed by Robert L'Heureaux, NCTA
staff attorney, and E. Stratford Smith,
special counsel. NCTA National
Chairman Glenn Flinn and President
William Dalton also participated.
NCTA's annual convention will be held
June 17-22 in Washington.
$5.7

million

sale

to Hawaiian group
A syndicate composed of Hawaiian
businessmen bought a 51.4% interest
in Honolulu Star-Bulletin Ltd., last
Wednesday (Dec. 6) for approximately
$5.7 million. Application for approval
will be made to the FCC.
The syndicate paid $53 per share,
and an offering is being made to buy
BROADCASTING, December 11, 1961

Those clean, round contour maps that
engineers use for allocations and
other technical purposes change
shape when "coverage" is expressed
in terms of people, as this map from
A. C. Nielsen Co. demonstrates. Prepared from coverage data compiled
for Nielsen's new NCS '61, it shows
"actual coverage" of eight stations on
three channels in a four-state East
South Atlantic area approximately 450
miles square. In Nielsen's terms,
"coverage" means any county where
at least 10% of the tv homes reported

watching a station during the measured week. In this map, the ch. 2
stations are in Baltimore and Greensboro; ch. 3 in Charlotte, Huntington,
Harrisonburg and Norfolk, and ch. 4
in Washington and Oak Hill, W. Va.
The legend shows where the different

the 210,000 shares outstanding at the
same price. The total price, if remaining shares are purchased, will be about
$11.1 million.
The stock was purchased from the
trustees of the estate of Wallace Rider
Farrington. Properties of the corporation include the Honolulu Star-Bulletin, KGMB-TV Honolulu, KHBC-TV
Hilo, KMAU-TV Wailuku and a
printing plant.
Mrs. Joseph Farrington, the widow
of Wallace Rider Farrington's son, attempted to block the sale, but on Dec.
4 the circuit court of appeals turned
down her application for an injunction.
The Hawaiian syndicate is headed
by J. Ballard Atherton, president of the
Hawaiian Telephone Co.; Chinn Ho,
president of Capital Investment Co.;
John T. Waterhouse, vice president of
Alexander & Baldwin; William H. Hill,
president of Hilo Electric Light Co.;

William H. Heen, an attorney, and Alexander Atherton, assistant vice president of the Hawaiian Trust Co. This
group negotiated the transaction with
brokers Vincent J. Manno-Howard E.
Stark.
Various continental U. S. newspaper
groups made bids for the newspaperbroadcasting property. From time to
time, offers were reportedly made by
representatives of Scripps-Howard, Ridder, Hearst, Newhouse and the Chicago Tribune.

channels have "coverage" and the extent of overlap among them. (Overlap
in terms of technical interference, if
any, would not be evident since technical interference presumably would
prevent effective viewing.)

Beaver new office
C. K. Beaver & Assoc., Memphisbased rep firm, has opened a new Atlanta office, with W. H. (Bill) Oldham,
formerly with Edward Petry & Co., as
manager. The Atlanta office is expected71
to enlarge Beaver's service to deep
South stations.

Goals of old needed now
Collins tells ad club
Businessmen should revert to and
revive goals of a past era to cope with a
disturbed world, NAB President LeRoy Collins said Dec. 1 in address
to the Louisville Ad Club. He suggested
they take these goals "out of the
dark corners and from under the bed"
— better quality products, greater advertising integrity and increased responsibility asAmericans.
Gov. Collins said that while broadcasting has made "fantastic progress"
in relatively short time, "it has plenty
of room yet to grow in service to the
public."
He added: "This broadcasters are
determined to do through the instrument of the NAB codes of good practice."
He advocated "more high-quality
programming, regardless of the category of the program." Broadcasters
have poured millions of dollars into
technological research, he said, and the
result has been an amazingly comprehensive system of mass communication.
But, he added, "we in broadcasting
recognize our responsibility to inquire
with equal vigor into the content and
consequences of what we broadcast —
and we intend to discharge that responsibility."

WKBW

stations go all the way with Blair
Clinton D. Churchill, vice presi- Blair-TV for WKBW-TV. Flanking
dent and general manager of them are (1 to r) Arthur McCoy,
executive vice president of John
WKBW-AM-TV Buffalo, hands pen
Blair & Co., and Edward P. Shurick,
to John Blair for signature on convice president of Blair-TV,
tracts naming John Blair & Co. na- executive
tional representative for WKBW and who witnessed the signing.
NBC foreign newsmen
set round table series
NBC's foreign correspondents will
travel to 11 cities in January 1962 in
their fifth and most extensive annual
series of New Year forums. The tour
will start in Washington, D. C, Jan. 4,
with a luncheon meeting at the National Press Club.

(ffle are pleased to announce, as ^Brokers,
the completion of our recent transaction:

$6,500,000
WROC-TV,

ROCHESTER,

N.Y.

So Id ^o
VETERANS

HOWARD

BCSTG.

CO., INC. - GANNETT

E. STARK

• VINCENT

CO., INC.

J. MANNO

brokers — financial (Consultants
50 EAST 58TH STREET

72

(THE MEDIA)

NEW YORK 22, N. Y.

ELDORADO

5-0405

Participants in each of the round
tables will be NBC news correspondents
Piers Anderton (Bonn), Frank Bourgholtzer (Moscow), Cecil Brown (Tokyo), Bernard Frizell (Leopoldville) ,
Wilson Hall (Rio de Janeiro), Welles
Hangen (New Delhi), Joseph C. Harsch
(London), John Rich (Paris) and
James Robinson (Hong Kong).
They will discuss the main currents
of world affairs in 1961 as they may
affect events in the coming year. The
moderators, varying from city to city,
will include NBC news correspondents
Chet Huntley, John Chancellor, Edwin
Newman, Frank McGee, Ray Scherer
and Elmer Peterson.
Other cities, with January dates, on
the schedule: Boston (8), New York
(9), Philadelphia ( 10) , Pittsburgh (11),
Chicago (12), Detroit (15), Los Angeles (16), Seattle (17), San Francisco
(18) and San Diego (19).
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INTERCONNECTING

A

AND

SUPERIOR

SERVICE
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POOLING:

KIND

A

OF

ELECTRIC

NATIONWIDE

SCALE

-

lillli

Here is the kind of advanced

interconnected companies. Single

electric service that America en-

large generating units can be
built more economically than
scattered smaller units.

joys today from investor- owned
light and power companies —
280,000 miles of transmission
lines, plus billions of dollars in
power plants — hydroelectric,
steam and even atomic power —
with many plants and lines tied
together in giant networks, so
that power can be sent where
and when it's needed throughout the nation.
This is a bigger and more
resourceful power system than
any other in the world, and it
has immediate advantages for
every user of electricity.

Service becomes

49,000-square-mile example of the way
Interconnecting and Pooling works— the
Pennsylvania-New Jersey-Maryland pool.
It serves large cities, small towns, suburbs
and many kinds of farms— a population
of 18,400,000. Power is sent back and forth
as needed over interconnected lines of
investor-owned companies. This always
insures ample reserve for any need or
emergency, without the needless expense
of building duplicate facilities. The pool
has been serving customers, and growing,
for nearly 40 years.

It can help keep rates low. In many places
customers of one company benefit from the
savings of the newest, most efficient plants of

still more

dependable. Homes and businesses have the advantages of
big reserves of power from
many areas. If an emergency
shuts down a plant in one area,
power is instantly brought in
from

others — perhaps
dreds of miles away.

hun-

Interconnecting and Pooling
of power helps the investorowned companies supply the
bulk of America's electricity today. It is a big reason why they

can supply all the additional electric power
the nation will need for the new homes, new
jobs and new businesses of the future.

Investor-Owned Electric Light and Power Companies
Company names on request through this magazine
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Option

time:

pro,

con

goals

similar

PRACTICE IMPROVES PROGRAMS, SAY NETWORKS; BUNK, SAY OPPONENTS
vide at a loss, he said.
It was a case of not being able to discussions with the parties making the
tell who the players were even with arguments. Commissioner Robert T.
"If tv were to lose its potency as an
a scorecard last week as the FCC held Bartley, an announced foe of option advertising medium ... it would affect
a day-long oral argument on the long- time, was in Arizona for a civil de- the sale and mass consumption of goods
fense seminar but he is expected to and products," Mr. McKenna told the
established, embattled network-affiliate
participate in a final decision.
option time practice.
commission. "To injure television
The observer could easily tell who
Following are the parties who partici- would be to dampen and depress our
pated in the argument in the order of whole economy — at a time when a
was for or against option time. The
confusion was over (1) the claims by their appearances:
strong upsurge and continued confiboth sides of the same assets for their
dence in the American business system
James McKenna for ABC-TV ■
is essential not only to our welfare, but
viewpoints; (2) what question was
"Without option time," the ABC
properly before the commission and spokesman maintained, "competition
that of the whole world."
the steps the agency could and should would not be for quality programming
He claimed it is "fallacious" to sugat the network level, but for inferior
take, and (3) whether, if option time
gest that new producers would enter
is banned, new programming sources
programming at the local level. The the tv programming field if option time
overall result would be a downward
is abolished. He said the great bulk
will emerge or quality improve.
Both sides used the same plusses and spiral and the viewing public would be of today's network programming already is produced by independents.
minuses in arguing their positions. For
greatest loser."programming in all
Samuel Rosenman for CBS-TV ■
example, the networks held that option theNon-network
time assures quality programming.
likelihood would not be equal in qual- Judge Rosenman urged the FCC not to
ity to the network programs displaced use a "shock therapy" method on the
That's bunk, the anti-option time people
if option time is abandoned, said Mr.
networks by banning the option time
said, because it freezes out competitors
practice. Such a step, he maintained,
and prevents them from selling their McKenna, a partner in the McKenna
would be a step backward for the
quality shows.
& Wilkinson Washington law firm. "The
No new program sources would open basic purpose of syndicators is to sell public as well as the tv industry. If
option time is declared illegal by the
up, the networks argued, since a large a program for more than it costs them.
majority of their shows already are They have no continuous function of commission, it would have an adverse
effect for years to come, he said.
produced independently. But the other providing a balanced comprehensive
side countered that this is true because
service. They are not called upon to
Pointing out that option time has
networks can make more money with program time periods that are not been a practice since the beginning of
less risk that way. And, it was said, sold, to maintain interconnection fa- radio networking, the CBS attorney
cilities or to produce information and said it still is as good today as then.
they take only the shows they want
Option time is the one means whereby
and leave no market for what might public affairs shows at a loss," Mr.
a national advertiser can be assured
McKenna pointed out.
be produced.
Abolishing option time would destroy of the national coverage he desires,
On Remand ■ The FCC's September
or
undermine the American system of Mr. Rosenman said, and without which
1960 option time decision (which readvertiser-sponsored
tv, he said, be- the advertiser will not buy network
duced the time an affiliate can option
cause without assurances of station
to a network from 3 to 2Vz hours in
clearances advertisers would curtail programs.
He also argued that time optioning
each of four daily time periods) was
their
tv
expenditures.
With
such
a
loss
is
the one best way to improve proback before the agency on a court re- in revenues, the networks would be
mand. The commission had asked for
gramming, which he said would suffer
unable to maintain news, special events
without such a network-affiliate arrangethe remand on the grounds it wanted
ment. Mr. Rosenman, with the New
and public affairs shows they now proto reconsider its decision (Broadcasting, April 24).
Announced issues at last week's en
banc oral argument were ( 1 ) whether
KIVA(TV) denies Yuma can support two
time optioning is in the public interest,
The economic injury a new station
first year it showed any profit in
and (2) if it is found contrary to pubcould cause an established one in a
lic interest, how the rule should be
seven years' broadcasting — $5,303.
small market has been a constant
written to prohibit the practice. In
That sum hardly diminishes the stacomplaint of radio broadcasters —
comments and replies prior to the
tion's $400,000 operating deficit, it
said. KIVA is affiliated with all three
but it affects some tv operators, too.
argument, thousands of words were deLast week KIVA (TV) Yuma,
voted to what is and is not outside the
networks. As basis for its prediction
Ariz., ch. 11, asked the FCC to both stations would fail, KIVA said
scope of the proceeding (Broadcastthe new facility would have neither
ing, Oct. 9, Nov. 13).
deny the application of New England Industries Inc. for a new tv the affiliation nor the power the esVery little was said at last Monday's
tablished station has.
station on ch. 13 there. KIVA said
(Dec. 4) argument on the question of
Yuma
can
barely
support
one
tv
The
station
also questioned New
whether option time practices violate
station
and
that
if
another
is
perthe antitrust laws, as the Justice DeEngland's
that it
construct theestimates
new station
forcould
$83,500
mitted itis probable both would be
partment has stated. In its order askforced out of business, thereby de- and operate it one year for $153,824.
ing for additional comments, the FCC
KIVA said it spends roughly twice
priving the market of any tv service.
had excluded this issue. Six of the
KIVA said fiscal 1960 was the this much for annual operating costs.
seven commissioners were present last
week and entered into many spirited
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What
would
you charge for a
new metal that's three times stronger than carbon
steel? United States Steel developed just such a

tial income with this new steel that performs
better at less cost? No, because the money saved

metal, "T-l" Steel, and though it's three times
stronger, it costs only about 2>k times more. So,

by "T-l" in one application will be invested elsewhere—in another new bridge, in more machinery, in more farm equipment— continuing the

designers can frequently use one ton of "T-l"
to do the work of three tons of carbon steel— at

growth of America's economy. This is why United
States Steel believes that the value of a material

less cost For example, on California's new Carquinez Strait Bridge, "T-l" saved $800,000 in
the total cost of steel.
Is United States Steel reducing its own poten-

is determined by its performance . . . and why the
development of stronger, better performing steels
is essential to the growth of a stronger America.
America grows with steel.
USS and "T-l " are registered trademarks
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The principle of awarding longterm or unlimited licenses to broadcasters as incentives to operate high
grade stations has found favor with
FCC Chairman Newton N. Minow.
The FCC chairman said there is
something to be said in favor of rewarding "concientious" broadcasters
with unlimited or long term licenses.
He emphasized, however, that
Congress would have to amend the
Communications Act to permit it.
Mr. Minow made his remarks last
week at a luncheon meeting of the
U. of Pennsylvania Law School
Alumni of Washington.
Bemoaning the workload of the
commissioners, Mr. Minow mentioned various alternatives that have
been suggested to permit FCC comYork firm of Rosenman, Colin, Kaye,
Petschek & Freund, questioned the
FCC's reasons for reconsidering its
1960 option time decision. He said
CBS did not appeal the court remand
because the network assumed the commission had a new angle to consider.
As to the second issue in the reopened case, he said any suggestions
the networks might make to replace
option time would be opposed by the
same parties fighting time option contracts. "Under the guise of speaking
for competition they are really trying
to curtail competition," Judge Rosenman said. He charged that opponents
actually are seeking to kill the networking system in American broadcasting.
Lawrence McKay for NBC ■ The
FCC cannot prohibit time option contracts unless it finds that such practices
are against the public interest, Mr. McKay of the Washington office of Cahill, Gordon, Reindel & Ohl, maintained. And, he continued, for the
commission to rule against option time
it must establish with well documented
facts that time options are inimical to
the public interest.
In light of the facts well established
in the lengthy record, for the commission to abolish option time would be
the "height of imprudence," Mr. McKay said. He suggested that the FCC
is "playing with danger" and that it
should reject the "let's roll the dice"
suggestions of time option opponents,
who have offered nothing new.
The consequences of abolishing option time are too dangerous to be
played with, Mr. McKay said. Using
the FCC's own words in the September
1960 decision which found that option
time is in the public interest and
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exclusive club of long-term licensees
mis ioners to devote more time to
In the course of what was primarily a question-and-answer session, Mr.
policy questions.
Minow declared he is concerned that
The long term license idea was
an FCC hearing is now considered
one of them; Mr. Minow emphasized
that where broadcasters do not live a sanction; in two instances recently,
he remarked, sales of stations were
up to their responsibilities, the commission must have the power to in- terminated because buyers and sellers
stitute revocation proceedings.
they couldn't, from a busiOne move the FCC chairman said decided
ness point of view, await the conclusion of an FCC proceeding which
he definitely favors is the division of
might also end up in the courts. The
the FCC into two parts — a regulatory
section and an adjudicatory section.
two examples Mr. Minow was thinking about, it is presumed, are the
Mr. Minow said he is thinking seriously of this as a partial solution to sales of KLAC Los Angeles to
Westinghouse Broadcasting Co. and
the "intolerable" workload carried
by commissioners. He also said WINS New York to Storer Broadhe is beginning to think favorably
casting Co. Both sales were canceled after the FCC indicated hearof the idea that hearing officers or
ings might be necessary. Both had
adjudicatory specialists should be
been extended from time to time.
given lifetime appointments.

"reasonably necessary," the NBC counsel said that no challenge to these two
findings has been made.
Morton Wilner for ABC-TV Affiliates ■To abolish option time would be
to cut off the legs of the strong and
stretch the legs of the not-so-weak,
said the ABC counsel and member of
the Washington firm of Lynon, Wilner
& Bergson. Any new decision the FCC
makes setting aside the 1960 action will
be defective because it will not be
based on personal testimony by "grassroots" witnesses, Mr. Wilner argued.
If conditions have changed, then the
commission in all fairness must have
affiliate witnesses testify on these
changes before it can abolish option
time, he said. ABC affiliates know that
option time is necessary from the
standpoint of better program quality
and strong economics, Mr. Wilner
said. The affiliates receive a superior
product from the networks which provides them with the necessary money
to do a better local job.
"Experience shows that stations will
not get quality programming from nonnetwork sources," he told the FCC in
pointing out that the agency cannot
pass any law which will improve the
quality of syndicated programming.
Ernest Jennes for CBS-TV Affiliates
■ CBS affiliates support option time
"without
and vigorously,"A
Mr. Jennesqualification
told the commissioners.
member of the Washington firm of
Covington & Burling, he said there is
no truth whatever in the charge that
network affiliates secretly abhor option
time but are afraid to speak up against
it.
The fact that there are fewer syndicated programs on tv today has nothing
to do with option time, he stressed.

What possible objection is there to
maintaining an assurance that a network can clear 2V2 hours in a specific
time period, he asked.
Opponents who claim option time
no longer is relevant have argued themselves right of the case, Mr. Jennes
said. If time optioning is abolished,
the networks will devise a new means
of clearing programs which may be
subject to far more serious objections
than those lodged against the present
workable practice, he said.
The question of censorship would be
foremost if the FCC adopts proposals
by the opponents that only x number
of network programs be carried by an
affiliate, Mr. Jennes said.
Bernard Koteen for NBC-TV Affiliates ■ NBC affiliates are not under
any restraints and are not inhibited by
option time, the partner in the Washington law firm of Koteen & Burt said.
There is a "remarkable unanimity"
among affiliates in support of the option time practice, he said.
Written time option contracts between network and affiliate are necessary for an orderly procedure in the
conduct of business and to prevent
erosion of programming, Mr. Koteen
said in answer to a question. He said
the written contracts protect the quality of programs and, overall, help raise
the standards of performance.
If the FCC should decide to abolish
option time, Mr. Koteen said, it should
be done on a 12-24 month temporary
basis. If, at the end of that time, the
commission feels option time should
be continued then the rules could be
reinstated without further time-consuming rulemaking proceedings.
Russell Rowell for WBEN-TV Buffalo, N. Y. ■ It is a "vain hope" that
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other program sources could make up
for the loss of network service, Mr.
Rowell told the FCC. The strength of
any station is related to the high quality
of its programming which, in turn,
hinges directly on a network affiliation,
the WBEN-TV counsel said.
Mr. Rowell, associated with the
Washington firm of Spearman & Roberson, said WBEN-TV is convinced its
audience wants name talent, national
and international news and other high
quality offerings which only the networks can furnish. He said the station
carries CBS-TV shows well in excess
of those in option time periods by
choice — because such network programs are the best available.
In answer to a question, Mr. Rowell
said that WBEN-TV (the only individual station presenting an argument for
option time) is participating in the oral
argument under its own initiative and
not at the suggestion of CBS.
Marcus Cohn for Westinghouse
Broadcasting Co. ■ WBC is sandwiched
between the anti-and pro-option time
factions, Mr. Cohn said, because the
multiple station owner recommends (1)
three hours of option time in each daily
period, and (2) in markets of three or
more stations, regular network programs should be prohibited in non-option time periods.
This second WBC suggestion brought
on spirited questioning of Mr. Cohn
in which all six commissioners present
participated. WBC said that programs
dealing with sports, public events and
culture in which the network had no
control over the point of origination
or duration would be exempt from the
non-option time program prohibition.
Mr. Cohn, member of the Washington firm of Cohn & Marks, said the
FCC has the responsibility to regulate
network-affiliation relationships. "As I
read the dissent of the three commissioners who dissented on the option
time, they would abdicate regulation,"
he said. This drew immediate rebuttal
from the FCC and Commissioner T.
A. M. Craven expressed surprise "to
find a member of the industry inviting
the government to come in and regulate your business.
The WBC spokesman said there are
times when the FCC should state what
it thinks is a good, quality tv programming. Westinghouse tv stations are
WJZ-TV Baltimore (ABC), KDKA-TV
Pittsburgh (CBS) KPIX (TV) San
Francisco (CBS) and WBZ-TV Boston
(NBC) and KYW-TV Cleveland (NBC).
Harry Plotkin, Station Representatives Assn. ■ Through Mr. Plotkin, SRA
charged that the networks have reached
such a dominant position that affiliates
no longer have a bargaining position.
If a network offers a "turkey," the
affiliate has to telecast it and has no
BROADCASTING, December 11, 1961

Needed, says CCCPI: fees, local hearings
fender of viewer and listener interSome leaves from the groves of
academe were raked onto FCC
ests" was also urged by the conference. It stated that broadcasters
Chairman Newton N. Minow's lawn
are
represented
by their own legal
last week. The Continuing Conference on Communications and the counsel, but the public is not, and
Public Interest, which includes heads
that the FCC staff's role does not inof communications schools and declude "developing a systematic,
partments throughout the country,
thorough presentation of the needs,
suggested ways in which it thinks the preferences and desires of viewers
FCC's operation could be improved.
a community."
The suggestions were conveyed to within
The license-fee plan was recommended because the FCC has lacked
the FCC chairman by Gilbert Seldes,
dean of the Annenberg School of a staff of adequate size since its inCommunications, U. of Pennsylvania,
ception, the conference reported. It
and chairman of the conference. He
suggested that radio and tv stations
was on a discussion panel with Mr.
pay about $100 annually, special radio users such as taxi companies
Minow last week (see page 66).
The conference recommended that pay less and amateur and private radio users pay least, about $5 yearly.
local hearings be held on all applications for new radio and tv licenses
In addition to Mr. Seldes, the executive committee of the conference
(as well as on license renewals);
is
composed
of Charles Siepmann,
that the FCC reserve specific freNew York U. (one of the authors of
quencies or make other accommodation for educational fm stations and
the FCC's 1946 Blue Book); Kenneth Bartlett, vice president of Syrathat it charge a small fee for all licuse U., and Dallas Smythe, U. of
censes.
Illinois.
Appointment of "a public dechance to "shop around" for a better
program, he said.
Network programs should be restricted to three hours in each of the
option time periods of the day, he
said, and affiiliates should be prohibited
from accepting network shows in excess of that amount. There is ample
precedent for the government to sanction a segment of an industry which
has become so powerful that competition is restrained, Mr. Plotkin, a partner in the Washington firm of Arent,
Fox, Kintner, Plotkin & Kahn, said.
He maintained the option time case
now is before the FCC just as if it
had never been remanded by the court
and that the agency is free to take
any action it wishes — without being
bound in any way by the 1960 decision.
Answering the charge that networks
lead to better program quality, Mr.
Plotkin said that most programs now
are produced for network showing by
independents simply because the networks can make more money, with less
risk, under such a procedure. Criticizing the CBS incentive plan (see story
page 82), he said compensation should
not depend on the number of hours of
network programming an affiliate
clears.
"remarkable"
CBS andHe itsthought
affiliatesit did
not check that
the
FCC for the legality of the plan before
entering into contracts.
Lloyd Cutler for KTTV (TV) Los
Angeles ■ Mr. Cutler said KTTV and
other program sources cannot produce
top shows today because option time

prevents them from placing the shows
and recouping their costs. Independent stations such as KTTV, which has
been a long and outspoken foe of the
network-affiliation pacts, would be
prime sources for quality new programming if they had a market, he said.
Good network programs would not
fail without option time because affiliates would clear for them anyway, said
Mr. Cutler, of the Washington firm of
Cox, Langford, Stoddard & Cutler. Only
the bad shows need the option time
shield against competition which they
now have, he said. The recent halfhour cutback in option time has not
resulted in less affiliate clearances for
network shows, he said.
Mr. Cutler advocated a rule forbidding option time or any form of exclusive affiliation and provoked a lively
discussion with commissioners with
this suggestion: A station taking more
than 75% of its programming in prime
time from any one source should have
to prove to the FCC that its programming constitutes the best available. He
said the commission could ban option
time — without resolving the antitrust
question — by finding it not in the public interest.
If option time is not banned on
those grounds, then the commission
must decide the antitrust question in
favor of the networks before time optioning can be continued, he said.
Louis Nizer for Ziv-United Artists ■
With the yoke of option time removed
the quality of tv will improve immensely "so far as the eye can see," the
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JFK'S SCIENCE ADVISER SUGGESTS MAJOR RE-EXAMINATION OF TV
Advocates of the belief that all tv
neers and telecasters agree with Mr.
is the money being used in the New
Craven.
York City experiment (see page 86).
should be moved up into the uhf have
R&D Needed ■ Does Dr. Wiesner
a strong ally in one of the top posts of
With those two explanations out of
think uhf can be made to work? The
the federal government.
the way, the President's science adviser
He is Dr. Jerome B. Wiesner, former
answer he gives is yes — but only after expressed his opinions on tv and uhf.
They boil down to this:
director of famed MIT's electronic re- a full-scale, forced draft, research and
search lab and now special science ad- development program. The cost? He
■ Uhf is the best hope for tv's future.
viser to the President.
estimates it will take between $50 and
It would provide more stations in more
Dr. Wiesner for a long time has held
$60 million.
communities than the present 12-chanto the belief that only in the ultra high
Reports that Dr. Wiesner was in- nel, vhf system does.
■ Tv can be made to work on the
frequencies can there be found sufficient
tervening in the tv allocations picture
have been rife for more than six months
channels to permit competitive stations
uhf bands. This may require a research
in the major markets.
(Closed Circuit, March 27, Oct. 23). and development program. Estimated
But he goes one step farther. If uhf His ideas stirred broadcasters and encost of such an R&D project? Between
$50 and $60 million. This would be
is going to be used for tv, then the very
gineers to grave misgiving, the industry
foundations of tv should be reviewed.
aimed at developing higher powered
particularly since it already was battling
This reassessment should take into acsuch basics as program control, option
transmitter tubes, the use of "more
count all the advances that have taken
time, deintermixture and vhf dropins.
sophisticated" circuitry and compoplace in the 20 years since the present
nents, directional antennas and imMost
upsetting
of
Dr.
Wiesner's
revideo system was established.
proved receivers.
ported ideas was that television's basic
■ The basic system should be color
"If we are going to use uhf for tele- technology is old hat; that the time has
vision, and this is going to depend in come to put into use the advances made
tv, rather than a black and white sysin information theory in the last decade.
part on the results of the New York
tem.
tests, I think it would be a terrific waste
It was to pinpoint these rumors that
Transition Period ■ If this program
Broadcasting asked Dr. Wiesner to were to be put into effect, the MIT
not to review the foundations of tv,"
express his views on tv and the allocascientist agreed, there would undoubtedDr. Wiesner said the other day. "We
tions picture. This is how the noted
ly have to be a transition period to
would be missing a golden opportunity
if we just use these frequencies for a electronics expert views tv now — and
permit
the public to change over within the future.
out obsolescence of their present rereplica of the present system."
Why? Because of the tremendous
ceivers. The cost of this changeover
First, a disclaimer. Dr. Wiesner emhas been estimated at $20 billion.
advances in the technology of elecphasized: "I am not advocating anytronics and communications since the
thing. Tv is a minor problem for me;
A modern, 1960 tv system, Dr.
I have others that are more, much
Wiesner stressed, would mean a suend
of
World
War
II,
is
Dr.
Wiesner's
answer.
perior picture, higher resolution, more
important."
Second,
background: Actually, Dr.
reliability, and a less expensive color
Both these viewpoints — that tv be more
shifted to the uhf bands, where 70 Wiesner explained, tv was first brought
channels are available (compared to the to his attention in 1959 when FCC
system.
There is no vital emergency requireChairman Frederick W. Ford wrote
ment for the vhf frequencies forcing
12 in vhf), and that the basic standards of tv be re-evaluated in the light to MIT asking whether its scientists
such a move, Dr. Wiesner acknowlof major engineering breakthroughs in would be interested in undertaking a
edged. The vacated vhf bands, he speculated, could be used to help out in
the last two decades — have strong sup- research project on uhf and tv. Dr.
Wiesner answered this inquiry in early the crowded aeronautical and mobile
port and opposition at the FCC.
FCC Commissioner Robert E. Lee
1960 explaining what the group thought
radio frequencies. But, he stressed, this
should be the approach and expressing
has been in the forefront of this point
is definitely a secondary consideration
an estimate on the cost.
of view in recent years. He has been
in his thinking about tv and uhf.
Minow Told ■ Dr. Wiesner has made
At that time the FCC was seriously
aided and abetted by top engineers at
the commission.
no secret of his ideas and has expressed
considering a full-scale study of uhf and
At the commission, Commissioner
tv by an outside agency. In the offing them from time to time, he said, to
FCC Chairman Newton N. Minow, to
was a congressional appropriation
T. A. M. Craven has been outspoken
the Electronics Industries Assn. and to
which later that year brought the agenin his questioning of the value of movcy $2 million for a study of uhf. This others in both the broadcasting fields
ing tv to uhf. Most consulting engiZiv-UA spokesman told the commission. There is no way for new program sources to receive nationwide distribution and, to improve present offerings, the commission must provide a
path, Mr. Nizer said. He offered this
solution:
Affiliates should be permitted to accept only 2Vi hours of network programming during prime option time
and no other. This would leave IV2
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evening hours free for syndicators and
independent program sources. "What
we are asking for is a modest suggestion," he said.
The public would gain from the
complete abolition of option time, Mr.
Nizer contended. He said delay may
be fatal to Ziv which is facing a "great
emergency." He said the local advertiser has no opportunity to buy prime
tv time to compete with national

distributors of the same product. He
said that through option time a station
abdicates its responsibilities to the network and programming is accepted
without regard to balance or quality.
He said the networks claim that option time insures better program quality is a "delusion" and that without
such affiliate contracts competition
would be greater and networks and syndicators would strive for better shows.
BROADCASTING, December 11, 1961

and the manufacturing fields.
Mr. Minow said he was familiar with
Dr. Wiesner's
ideas, at
but this
felt time
any consideration of them
was
premature. "First we'll have to complete the New York test," he said the
other day, "and then we'll have to decide what that means in terms of tv's
future."
Certainly, he added, Dr. Wiesner's
views will be given every consideration.
EIA Executive Vice President James
D. Secrest said that as far as he knew
Dr. Wiesner had not formally communicated his ideas to the association.
Mr. Secrest said he had heard that Dr.
Wiesner had expressed such views, but
presumed they were made personally
to radio-tv manufacturers.
The whole problem of tv allocations
stems from the unhappy experiences
of uhf operators in competition with
their vhf colleagues.
In 1952 the FCC, in lifting the tv
freeze, adopted the principle of intermixing uhf and vhf channels in the
same markets. The theory then was
that both would mesh into one overall
service to the public's gain.
It was acknowledged at that time,
however, that uhf outlets would find it
more difficult because of inherent shortinthe frequencies:
Theywithdidn't
cover as comings
much
area as did vhf
the
same amount of power; they were more
susceptible to attenuation in rough or
hilly terrain; viewers required a special
adapter and in many cases a special
antenna to receive the uhf transmissions.
Tv allocations, both vhf and uhf, occupied the attention of Congress a half
dozen times in the years beginning in
1954. Both the Senate and the House
commerce committees looked into the
problem.
During this time and up to the present the engineering art of electronics
and communications has sped forward.
Power up to the millions of watts has
become available for uhf tv. The transistor was born and flourished to the
extent it is now capable of obsoleting
— and has obsoleted — the vacuum tube
in many functions. New theories of
information transmission and reception
have been suggested and, in many in-

WTTV to Indianapolis
passed by commission
WTTV (TV) Bloomington, Ind., received FCC approval on the ch. 4 station's request for rulemaking shift to
Indianapolis — but, at the same time, the
commission threw in a kicker for which
the television station had not bargained.
The commission invited comments on
the proposed shift of ch. 4 and at the
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Dr. Wiesner
stances, accepted by scientists.
Much of Dr. Wiesner's thinking, it
has been reported, is based on this last
subject. Behind this belief is the sincere concern that existing modes of
transmission — such as in tv — are wasteful of short-supply frequency space.
Cybernetics ■ The current work on
information theory had its beginning
in 1948 with Dr. Norbert Weiner at
MIT. It was advanced by Dr. Claude
Shannon of Bell Labs in the same year.
In excessively simplified form, these
ideas are grounded on the fact that
information (speech, words, pictures,
data) can be digitalized, broken down
into bits. Since many combinations of
intelligence occur frequently, much information need not be transmitted.
In the field of words, for example,
the letter T is quite often followed by
the
there letter
is no H.
need Under
to send Shannon's
the H afterLaw,
the
T since this can be assumed more often
than not.
In the field of tv, this same principle
can be used in the transmission of a
dramatic show. The set of such a program is constant; it doesn't move or
change. Yet this same background is
continuously transmitted 60 times a
second, when actually it is only necessary to transmit it once.
same time asked for views on this issue; whether more than three vhf commercial services are needed in the
Indianapolis-Bloomington area and
whether it would better serve the public
interest to reserve one of the four vhf
channels in the area for educational
television.
Indianapolis stations include WFMBTV (ch. 6), WISH-TV (ch. 8) and
WLWI (TV) (ch. 13). There are no

Early
in William
1959, theC. FCC's
study
chief,
Boese, technical
issued a
commentary on tv that stirred the FCC
and the industry. In it, Mr. Boese, in
conjunction with his colleagues, spelled
out the startling advances that had been
made in the technology of tv and suggested that a basic color system be reestablished on uhf using the newest
knowledge. This, he said, could be used
to "motivate"' the use of the higher
bands (Broadcasting, Sept. 28, 1959).
At about the same time, W. C.
Coombs of the National Bureau of
Standards' Boulder (Colo.) Labs presented a paper on Digistalized Tv.
Even before that time, in official
opinions of the FCC and in internal
memoranda for commissioners, there
were suggestions that uhf is the most
likely place for tv.
Show Me ■ To all this, many at the
FCC and in industry express out-andout doubt. FCC Commissioner T. A. M.
Craven exemplifies the attitude when
he asks, as he has often in the past:
"How much is it going to cost?"
The answer, according to everything
Commissioner Craven has been able to
elicit from those favoring a new look
at tv standards is that a good, modern,
tv receiver capable of high resolution
color is about what a good tv color receiver sells for today — $500.
This to Commissioner Craven and
others who are skeptical seems hardly
worth while.
As to the claim of a superior picture,
Commissioner Craven is dubious even
of that. An engineer might be able to
see the difference, he said the other
day, but the ordinary person would not
see any marked difference between a
good picture using today's standards
and one using tomorrow's standards.
Another critic, asking anonymity, expressed his sentiments this way:
"Sure we can make uhf work and
revise the standards at the same time,
if we want to spend the money. But
tv and allocations aren't purely an engineering matter; there's economics and.
The marketplace — and the other end
politics,
too."
of Pennsylvania
Avenue. They become
all important
when there's tinkering
with
tv.

educational television stations in the
Indianapolis area. Bloomington is approximately 50 miles south of Indianapolis.
The commission also deferred action
on the request that station WTTV had
made for a show cause order specifying
operation on ch .4 as an Indianapolis
station instead of a Bloomington outlet.
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A congressional subcommittee last
week heard the relationship between
television networks and local businessmen described as one in which a "visitor comes into your home, takes over
your bedroom and sends you out to
the back lot."
Chris E. Finkbeiner, president of a
Little Rock, Ark., meat-packing company, said this became his view after
television programs he sponsored had
been bumped from Class A time on
three Little Rock stations because of
network demands for his time slots.
"I don't mind a guest," he said. "But
I don't want him taking over the master
bedroom." Mr. Finkbeiner testified before asubcommittee of the House Small
Business Committee, which is investigating television and radio advertising
opportunities available to small businessmen.
His sentiments were echoed by five
other businessmen who claimed that
they were being squeezed out of the
television time periods they wanted by
network time sales to national advertisers.
The subcommittee, which will consider whether broadcast industry practices affecting small advertisers are such
as to require amendments to the Communications Act or the antitrust laws,
launched its hearings on a note of warning from its chairman, Rep. Dale Alford (D-Ark.).
He said many of the witnesses had
been reluctant to appear voluntarily
because of "expressed fear of economic
reprisals." He said the subcommittee
will "maintain a very close surveillance" to make sure they are not subjected to any retaliatory action.
But the heads of the Television Bureau of Advertising and Radio Advertising Bureau were not reluctant witnesses. The small businessmen's complaints notwithstanding, each said the
medium he represented had plenty of
time available — and each went into an
extended pitch on how desirable and
economic the availabilities are.
Norman E. Cash, TvB president, said
that 2,958 small advertisers used spot
television last year and quoted figures
to show additional time is readily available.
RAB's Sweeney ■ Kevin Sweeney,
RAB president, said small businessmen
not on radio were missing an opportunity to use a mass medium which
could, at little cost, enable them to compete with large retailers and manufacturers.
And Kenneth A. Cox, chief of the
«0 (GOVERNMENT)
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FCC's Broadcast Bureau, said a check
of the commission's files "indicates we
have had relatively few complaints from
small business concerns as to lack of
access to television or radio."
He said a problem does exist, in television, in that there are a limited number of stations, each of which has only
a limited amount of prime time available.
His suggestion — which follows current FCC policy — is to make full use
of the 70 uhf channels that are now
only sparsely occupied. He urged support of the commission-backed allchannel receiver legislation and the
other steps it is taking to develop uhf
broadcasting.
William L. Sweitzer, holder of a
Hammond Organ franchise dealership
in Atlanta, said he has been unable to
obtain 15 minutes in prime time from
any of the three stations in the Atlanta
market despite standing orders left with
them for three years.
He said representatives of the three
Atlanta stations— WAGA-TV, WLWA
(TV) and WSB-TV— told him network
commitments made it impossible for
the stations to sell him the time he
wanted.
Roger Weinberger, advertising manager for a St. Louis discount clothing
store, said KSD-TV, an NBC affiliate
on which he normally bought a substantial number of spot announcements,
had constantly reduced the time available to him because of preemptions by
national advertisers.
News Bumps Cannonball ■ Herman
Ziffren, owner of an appliance store in
Davenport, Iowa, told the subcommittee he lost a 10:30-11 p.m. time slot
on Saturday on WOC-TV, an NBC
affiliate, a year ago. But his problem
appeared to be mainly that the station
wanted to program a news show at
10:30 Saturday night and was unable
to find another period for his half-hour
show that he could afford. Recently,
however, the station opened up a 12
noon Saturday spot for him, he said.
This solved the problem he had of
utilizing $3,000 worth of Cannonball
episodes for which he had contracted.
The subcommittee also heard from
the head of a small Milwaukee advertising firm, James W. Martin, who said
a manufacturer he represents is being
denied the opportunity to grow because
of his inability to buy prime time.
The client, Jetron Co., of Milwaukee,
makes a furniture polish which Mr.
Martin said competes with Johnson
Wax and Simoniz. Jetron, which is

chance?
PICTURE

unable to afford a network buy, has
been attempting to purchase television
time in Milwaukee.
Monopoly Trends ■ Support for these
sentiments was expressed in the testimony of George J. Burger, vice president of the National Federation of Independent Business. He said his organization has not yet taken a position,
but he quoted an "associate" who has
had "long experience" in broadcasting
as declaring that current television network practices are tending "to centralize business in a monopolistic pattern."
In addition to the complaining businessmen, the subcommittee heard from
A. Frank Reel, vice president of ZivUA, and Lawrence Webb, managing
director of Station Representatives
Assn. Neither, however, was a voluntary witness, and both referred the subcom it e tothe comments their organizations have filed in the FCC optiontime case (see story, page 74).
Mobile hearing told
of false daily logs
Testimony on alleged false program
logs, hidden financial returns, threats
to employes and the secreting of station documents highlighted last week's
hearing on the license renewal application of WMOZ Mobile, Ala.
The hearing, which is continuing this
week, is being held in Mobile before
FCC Hearing Examiner Herbert
Sharfman. The application was set for
hearing on the grounds WMOZ had
submitted false financial reports, false
and forged program logs, misleading
information on public service programming and the number of spots broadcast.
WMOZ is owned by Edwin H. Estes,
who also is the licensee of WPFA Pensacola, Fla. The latter station is facing
license revocation proceedings instituted by the commission.
FCC attorneys John Reilly and Robert Peloquin presented witnesses, including present and former employes
of the station, designed to show that
false composite week program logs
were prepared to submit to the commission. Some of these logs, it was
shown, were allegedly signed by a former WMOZ employe, Percy L. Mauldin, who was dead at the time they
were dated.
Mrs. Erma J. Hurst, WMOZ office
manager, said that in December 1960,
she typed seven daily logs for the 1959BROADCASTING, December 11, 1961

60 composite week at the direction of
Mr. Estes. She testified these logs were
submitted to the FCC as the true daily
logs.
James Martin, a WMOZ disc jockey,
said that he took actual station logs
home with him for his own protection
because the false logs were being submitted to the FCC.
Sign or Else ■ Jean O. Baylor, now
with KZEY Tyler, Tex., said that when
he was a WMOZ disc jockey he was
ordered by Mr. Estes to "sign or else"
a log for submission to the commission
which he (Baylor) knew was forged.
Mr. Baylor also said that under instructions he put WMOZ back on the air
after it had been signed-off to read a
commercial. Also testifying concerning falsification of logs was Arthur J.
Crawford, formerly with WMOZ and
now a disc jockey for WGOK Mobile.
Mrs. Alberta Williford, WMOZ
bookkeeper, gave testimony concerning
paid spot announcements which she
said were not carried in the station's
books or reflected in its annual financial
report.
Mr. Estes was scheduled to testify
Friday (Dec. 8) as one of the final
witnesses in the FCC case. The station
will present its defense this week.
Eaton

fm

station

faces $8,000 fine
WCUY (FM) Cleveland Heights,
Ohio, received "a notice of apparent
liability" for an $8,000 fine from the
FCC last week for alleged violations of
the commission's rules and the Communications Act.
The station faces the forfeiture because it began programming on 92.3
mc without prior notification to the
FCC and prior to the filing of a license application or a request for program test authority, the commission
said. WCUY, owned by multiple-station owner Richard Eaton, received a
construction permit to shift from 95.3
mc to 92.3 mc in July 1959.
The commission is authorized to fine
a station $1,000 per day for each violation of its rules. WCUY's dual citations were for four days, accounting
for the $8,000 figure. This is the third
such FCC fine notice since the agency
received authority to levy monetary
sanctions. KOMA Oklahoma City currently isfacing a $10,000 fine (Broadcasting, Nov. 27).
WCUY was given 30 days to answer
the FCC notice. Its possible forfeiture
was announced one year to the week
after five other stations owned by Mr.
Eaton were given only 15-month license renewals — the first short-term
sanctions issued by the commission. Renewal applications for the five stations
—WANT
Richmond,
Va.; WFAN
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(FM) Washington; WINX Rockville,
Md.; WSID Baltimore, and WMURTV Manchester, N. H., were filed last
week. The present licenses expire
March 1.
Some

fm

applications

put in cold storage
The FCC's processing of applications
for new fm stations isn't exactly
"frozen" but things are cold and will
get colder before the "thaw" sets in.
This is essentially what the commission's new "interim procedure" for
processing fm applications means. The
temporary rules were announced last
week when the FCC formally denied
several pending petitions for a full or
partial freeze on fm grants.
The new "procedure," effective last
Wednesday (Dec. 6), actually will
"freeze" a large majority of the 150-odd
pending applications for new commercial fm stations. This will be so because most of the applications conflict
in some way with the commission's
proposed new fm rules (Broadcasting, July 3).
Under the new requirements, it will
be possible to grant new fm stations
in sparsely-populated areas removed
from other fm stations but a grant in
a metropolitan area will be next to

impossible, a commission official said.
Applications now on file will be
processed where the facility sought will
not receive or cause interference within its 1 mv/m contour or cause interference within the 1 mv/m contour of
another proposed or existing station. In
addition, the new station's coverage
may not be more than that of an existing station with 20 kw and antenna
500 feet above average terrain.
Who Gets Frozen ■ The commission
said it will review fm applications now
pending, including 30 in hearing status,
to determine whether they are consistent with the interim criteria. If an application does not conflict, a grant will
be possible but, if it does violence to
the proposed new fm rules, the applicant will be notified that a grant cannot be made and the application will
be withdrawn from the processing line,
the FCC said.
Future applications which conflict
with the new fm rules will not be acceptable for filing but pending applications may be amended to meet the new
requirements, the commission said. Educational fm applications are exempt
from the interim requirement except
that in the computation of service and
interference, the applicant will be required to use the same propagation
curves as the commercial applicants.
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These are the curves proposed for tv
chs. 2-6 as well as in the fm rulemaking.
In actual practice, an unofficial fm
"freeze" has been in force at the commission since early October. The last
commercial fm grant was made Oct.
2 (except for an initial decision which
was finalized two weeks ago) and no
new cases have been prepared for FCC
action.
Two California applicants felt the
chill of the commission freeze before
they had time to build a fire. An oral
argument had been scheduled for last
Friday (Dec. 8) between G. Stuart
Nixon, fm applicant in San Jose, and
KHIP San Francisco, seeking an fm
there, but it was canceled because their
proposals were in conflict with the
proposed rules.
Warm Weather Start ■ The commission instituted its fm rulemaking, which
would result in a drastic change in the
method of allocating fm channels, last
summer. Comments were filed last
month (Broadcasting, Nov. 20) and
reply comments now are due Jan. 10
following an extension just granted.
A petition for the extension by A.
Earl Cullum Jr., consulting engineer,
was denied last Monday but Thursday
the same request by the Assn. of Federal Communications Consulting Engineers was granted by the commission.

CBS

DEFENDS

Tv network
against

responds

compensation

PAY

angrily to commission
plan; defends

Without mincing words, CBS-TV
last week told the FCC that the commission^ attack
of the networks'
uated affiliate
compensation
plan isgradway
off base.
CBS submitted a point-by-point written denunciation of the FCC's charges
that the plan violates commission rules,
prevents, hinders and penalizes affiliates
from accepting programming of other
networks and that it hurts program
syndicators (Broadcasing, Oct. 30).
The FCC does not have the statuatory authority to inject the government
into compensation arrangements between network and affiliates, CBS further told the commission. "The CBS
compensation arrangements represent
merely an effort to permit CBS to compete freely
network
said.with its competitors," the
"The attack on the CBS compensation arrangements from several sources
is, we submit, but part of a campaign
to reduce, by governmental fiat, the
incentive to clear network programs,
whatever the means used to seek such
clearances."
The network maintained that Sec.

WPE
PHILADELPHIA
THE STATION OF THE STARS
CALL GILL-PERNA, INC.
82 (GOVERNMENT)

PLAN

3.658 of the commission's rules (which
the agency had cited in charging the
plan violated its rules) is wholly inap licable tothe instant case and was
never intended to apply to affiliate compensation arrangements.
Halt Non-Clearances ■ The plan has
only one purpose — to enable CBS to
meet competitive conditions — and represents no radical departures from past
practices, the network said. It involves
no more than a method for volume
discounts and is similar to many other
arrangements having a long and accepted history in broadcasting, CBS told
the commission.
CBS expressed the hope that the
compensation arrangement will halt the
increasing volume of non-clearances of
its programs by affiliates. During 196061, approximately 33% fewer CBS programs were cleared than during the
previous season, the pleading said. And,
CBS continued, prospects for the 196162 season are running no better than
clearances last year.
In the event increases in non-clearances continue by affiliates, the plan
will protect in part CBS' revenue — and
its ability to continue present network
services — from the destructive effects
of lost billings, CBS said. But, CBS
maintained, the FCC's charge that affiliates must carry substantially more
than 24 hours of CBS programming

charges

its motives

weekly to earn a satisfactory return is
"inaccurate."
Not Hinder Others ■ CBS offered
what it termed "conclusive evidence"
that its compensation plan does not
hinder or prevent its affiliates from
clearingworks.programming
of 20
other
netCBS said that it has
affiliates
operating under the new plan (although
over twice that many contracted for it
prior to the NBC inquiry but these
contracts have been suspended pending
final FCC action). During a recent two
week period, 14 of the 20 rejected
CBS programming totalling 44.83
hours. Four of these affiliates, located
in two-station markets, rejected CBS to
carry ABC programs, CBS said.
CBS cited an alleged practice of
ABC-TV in arguing that the plan is not
"extreme." Columbia said that in an
important two-station market ABC displaced one of the other networks by
offering compensation at a level of 55%
of the network rate.
The FCC's charge that networks are
programming more and more in evening hours and thus freezing out syndication is not supported by any factual
record, CBS said. The network pointed
out that this season it is programming
one hour less per week in prime time
than it did in 1955. Syndicated programming may have decreased in recent years, CBS said, but the fault lies
in feature movies, network re-runs and
the increasing importance of programs
produced by independent stations.
CBS further objected to commission
allegations that the network had "wilfully" violated chain broadcasting rules
in that it had been put on notice that
its plan was questionable.
Of the CBS-TV affiliates who responded to the FCC inquiry, a vast
majority staunchly supported the network's right to enter into any contract
that is mutually agreeable to network
and affiliate which does not violate
FCC rules. The CBS incentive compensation plan is such a contract, the
affiliates held.
Taft seeks House seat
Robert Taft Jr., secretary of Taft
Broadcasting Stations, announced his
candidacy for the Republican nomination for congressman-at-large from
Ohio. Mr. Taft, son of late Republican
senator, is now speaker of Ohio House
of Representatives. Taft stations include
WKRC-AM-FM-TV Cincinnati and
WTVN-AM-FM-TV Columbus, both
Ohio; WBRC-AM-FM-TV Birmingham,
Ala., and WKYT (TV) Lexington, Ky.
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INTERIM

GRANTS

OKAY

FCC rule change opens door
for new channels' operation
The FCC officially cleared the decks
last week for interim operation of tv
channels newly added to Rochester and
Syracuse, both N. Y., and Grand Rapids, Mich, (as well as any assignments
it may make in the future), by amending its rules to provide for conditional
interim grants.
The new provisions specify that the
conditional grant be made to a group
of two or more of the competing applicants for the channel (such group to
be dissolved upon award of the channel) provided that all competing applicants have been afforded a reasonable
opportunity to participate in the group
seeking the interim grant. The group
must show that there is need for the
service pending final award of the facility and state the effect, if any, of a
temporary grant on the position of any
applicant who is not a member of the
group.
Letters suggesting that applicants for
Grand Rapids ch. 13 get together to
discuss the means of setting up an interim operation group have been sent
to other applicants by West Michigan
Telecasters Inc. and Peninsular Broadcasting Co. It seems unlikely, however,
that a meeting will take place before
all six applications have been set for
hearing by the FCC.
Sorting Out Issues ■ Petitions and
counterpetitions have already begun to
pour into the commission on the contest for ch. 9 Syracuse. Veterans Broadcasting Co. asked the FCC to delete the
issue questioning Veterans' financial
qualifications on grounds that it can
expect more than enough revenue from
its recently granted purchase of WROCTV Rochester to assure its financial
status. Syracuse Civic Tv Assn. also
wanted reference to its financial qualifications deleted as a hearing issue because "even if there were some question
of . . . the ability of some stock subscribers to meet commitments ..." its
smaller subscribers have pledged in excess of $400,000 and certainly many
larger subscribers can be counted on to
make good.
Onondaga Broadcasting Inc. asked
the FCC to enlarge issues to include the
financial qualifications of W. R. G.
Baker Radio & Tv Corp., and to dismiss the application of WAGE Inc. on
alleged duopoly grounds. Onondaga
said Lincoln Bank & Trust Co. owns
25 shares of Baker stock as trustee for
Naomi Baker, widow of W. R. G.
Baker, and also has pledged to lend
$750,000 to WAGE Inc. "Key employes and officers" of Lincoln Bank
are "substantial stockholders, officers
BROADCASTING, December 11, 1961

and directors" of both Baker and
WAGE, Onondaga alleged. It asked
the FCC to include WAGE'S financial
qualifications as an issue if the commission declines to dismiss the WAGE
application; Onondaga said WAGE has
not made a showing as to how it intends
to repay the $750,000 bank loan.
Networks

seek

UPPER
PENINSULA
AN'S
CHIG
MI
IS EASILY AVAILABLE
NOW

delay

in program hearing
In a joint pleading to the FCC last
week, the three tv networks asked for a
two-week postponement of en banc
program hearings now scheduled to begin Jan. 9 (Broadcasting, Nov. 20).
ABC, NBC and CBS said it will be
impossible for them adequately to organize and prepare their testimony in
the limited time now allotted. The networks pointed out that, while they are
generally familiar with the thousands
of pages of record in the three-yearold proceeding, they must relate the
contents of that record and its many
broad and complex areas to their own
testimony.

The New

$100,000,000

BIG-MAC

Bridge

carries thousands to the U. P. daily!

"We believe that the subjects under
Paul Bunyan Television
inquiry are too important to the public,
the commission, the broadcasting inWTOM-TV
dustry and ourselves for us not to be WPBN-TV
Cheboygan
permitted sufficient time to prepare Traverse City
One Rate Card
testimony," the networks said. To adhere to the proposed schedule would
Covers 25 Northern Michigan Counties
make it impossible to present a full and
INCLUDING a big chunk of the U. P.
complete case, they said.
and parts of Canada
As a consequence, the networks
Offering the Only Principal
asked that the hearings begin Jan. 23,
and that they be given until one week
City Grade and Grade A
coverage to Traverse City,
prior to that date to submit information
requested by the FCC in advance of
Cheboygan,
and much
of Resort-Rich
Northern
Michigan
the hearing (such material now is due
Jan. 2). "We believe that this proposed schedule will permit us the barest
Reach the MOST homes with P B N *
minimum necessary for adequate prep7000 MORE Homes Reached Than Sta. B
(M-F, Noon-6 PM)
aration," they said.
The networks also asked that the
1900 MORE Homes Reached Than Sta. B.
(M-F, 6 PM-Mid.)
commission designate the planned order
2800 MORE Homes Reached Than Sta. B.
(Sat. 6 PM-Mid.)
of their appearance and that ABC-TV
19C0 MORE Homes Reached Than Sta. B
not be scheduled for Jan. 23 or 24.
(Sun.
6 PM-Mid.)
ABC said that certain of its prospective
witnesses had binding commitments for •ARB (March, 1960)
those two days and both NBC-TV and
CBS-TV indicated that they will be
available at the suggested start of the
hearings. The networks suggested that
they be permitted to furnish the names
of witnesses and prepared testimony
three working days ahead of their appearance.
The scheduled Jan. 9 hearings will
be the final phase in a lengthy programming inquiry
study staff.
Mostby ofthethe FCC's
public network
sessions
were conducted by Chief Hearing Examiner James D. Cunningham. The
latest series in New York two months
ago featured testimony from leading
network advertisers (Broadcasting,
Oct. 9).

Network Representative Elizabeth Beckjorden
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DROP^IN

DOESN'T

MEAN

OPEN

HOUSE

FCC discourages drop-ins at a drop of the hat
The FCC is not considering wholeinadequately served" and where there
sale assignment of vhf channels at less will not be a strong adverse impact on
uhf
operations in other markets. The
than minimum mileage separation, the
agency stated plainly last week in an FCC said it feels a mass proliferation of
announcement denying several short- short-spaced vhf assignments would degrade existing service and hamper the
spaced vhf proposals. Apparently dedevelopment of uhf.
ciding that some broadcasters regard
its rulemaking to drop in vhf channels
"The commission is convinced that
in eight markets as an open-house in- the solution to the present shortage of
vitation to request drop-ins, the FCC ex- spectrum space [in populous areas] must
depend upon utilization of the uhf
plained that it considers the eight dropins as interim emergency measures pend- band," the announcement concluded.
ing development of uhf broadcasting.
No Soap ■ The commission thereupon
denied
for short-spaced vhf
"Except in limited and unusual cir- additionsrequests
in Columbia, S.C.; Akron,
cumstances, the commission has firmly
Ohio; Portland, Me.; Milwaukee; Toadhered to its spacing rules," the FCC
ledo, Ohio; Saginow-Flint-Bay City,
said, explaining that the rulemaking deMich., and Jackson, Miss. It denied a
cision "represents a less than ideal but petition by Assn. of Maximum Service
necessary course of action to remedy,
Telecasters asking that the whole proin this interim period, what we consider
ceeding be dropped but made a technito be serious shortcomings in the telecal change requested by AMST to revision allocations structure."
quire stations using directional antenThe commissioners said they limited
nas to install a suitable reference anproposed drop-ins to specific major comtenna as part of the original installamunities "where it is possible to add a
tion. The FCC also denied a request
meaningful vhf operation without causKLFY-TV Lafayette, La., that no
ing undue interference, where the op- by
consideration be given to assigning ch.
eration of two vhf stations effectively
1 1 at Baton Rouge, La., at less than the
precludes the establishment of uhf serv- ing.
required
60-mile adjacent channel spacice but leaves large numbers of people
WAFB-TV Baton Rouge last week
also requested that ch. 1 1 be dropped
in at standard adjacent channel separation or, as an alternative, that WAFBTV be granted a mileage-separation
waiver to move its ch. 9 closer to Baton
Rouge. Otherwise the new station would
enjoy an unfair competitive advantage,
WAFB-TV claimed.
The assignment of ch. 3 to Birminghame, Ala., would increase the problems of uhf stations in northern Alabama, WAFG-TV Huntsville (ch. 31)
told the commission last week. It pointed
out that one of the FCC criteria for
drop-ins is that they do not adversely
affect uhf stations in other cities. The
station listed several uhf stations it
said would be injured, and predicted
that some of them might be forced off
the air by the competition. As an alternate suggestion, WAFG-TV proposed
that the FCC allow one of the uhf stations to operate ch. 3 at Birmingham
while the comparative hearing for the
channel is in progress, allowing the
uhf station to take the interim profit to
offset the economic injury that would
follow the first grant.
New Horizons Telecasting Corp.
asked the FCC to drop in ch. 10 at
Jacksonville, Fla., at substandard spacing. The company said such an assignment would meet all FCC criteria for
drop-ins and bring a third vhf service
to Floridas third largest city. It added
it would apply for the channel and re84 (GOVERNMENT)

quest interim operation.
As another drop-in action, the FCC
agreed to add ch. 12 at short spacing
in New Orleans but said that since the
channel is already assigned there rulemaking is not necessary. The channel
is operated by Coastal Tv Corp (WVUE
[TV]). The FCC said it will accept
comments on whether to modify the
WVUE construction permit to accomodate the short spacing. Commissioner
Lee dissented in this decision.
The commissioners also denied petitions for rulemaking to add a shortspaced assignment at Worcester, Mass.,
and by Florida Educational Tv Commission to add ch. 1 1 for etv at substandard
spacing in Orlando, Fla. Chairman
Minow dissented in the Orlando denial.
Complaints

mounting

against deintermixture
Complaints against deintermixing
eight markets by deleting their sole vhf
channels continued to deluge the FCC
last week. In addition to protests from
civic groups, granges and state organizations in all states where the FCC has
proposed deintermixture, Sen. Prescott
Bush (R-Conn.) registered indignation
("I'm shocked.") at the idea of the
FCCs removing WTIC-TV Hartford
ch. 3 and the Illinois Maximum Coverage Tv Committee, which was formed
especially to meet the deintermixture
crisis, announced it had collected more
than 48,000 signatures of people in Illinois opposed to changes in channel
designation of two stations there
(WCIA [TV] Champaign Urbana and
WREX-TV Rockford).
WBBQ Augusta, Ga., supported the
deintermixture of Columbia, S.C., and
asked the FCC to shift ch. 10 (now
WIS-TV) to Augusta to bring that
city its third vhf service. WBBQ said
this assignment would meet all mileage
separation standards if the antenna site
were permitted to be at least seven
miles northeast of the city. Augusta is
an all-vhf market which presently has
chs. 6 and 12.
FCC

invites comments

on new

Florida etvs

Comments were invited by the FCC
last week on rulemaking proposed by
the Florida Educational Television
Commission which would assign 12 new
uhf channels for etv throughout the
state. Deadline is Feb. 5.
The new educational u's would be in
addition to nine channels already designated for etv in Florida (five vhf and
four uhf). Cities which would have
now-commercial channels allocated for
educational use are Bradenton, ch. 28;
Ocala, 15; Marianna and Palatka, 17;
Leesburg, 26; Lake City, 33. The folBROADCASTING, December 11, 1961

lowing cities presently without any allocation, would receive the channels
indicated: Boca Raton, ch. 25; New
Smyrna Beach, 18; Cocoa, 14; Madison,
21; Ft. Pierce, 31, and Ft. Myers, 16.
Similar rulemakings have been proMost

favor

Springfield

ST. LOUIS, TERRE

HAUTE

posed for Georgia and Kentucky and
all three have been consolidated in the
FCC's docket dealing with the overall
promotion of uhf (Broadcasting, Nov.
27), the comment deadline for which
also falls on Feb. 5.

deintermixture

GROUPS

Supporters outnumbered antagonists
of the FCC's plan to delete ch. 2, the
sole vhf channel assigned in Springfield,
111., and to place ch. 2 facilities in both
St. Louis and Terre Haute, Ind., but
both sides filed heated comments last
week.
The commission deintermixed Springfield in 1957, assigning ch. 2 to Signal
Hill Telecasting Corp. (KTVI [TV] in
St. Louis). But the Court of Appeals remanded the case to the FCC for determination of whether off-the-record
representations had been made to commissioners; the FCC so found and ordered a new hearing to start from
scratch.
The incumbent KTVI said it is of
benefit to the public interest in the
Springfield area to leave ch. 2 out so
as to allow full utilization of uhf there.
The terrain in central Illinois is "extremely favorable to the propagation of
uhf signals," KTVI claimed. Four vhf
stations (and one vhf etv) in St. Louis
permits presentation of a great diversity of "truly fine network and non-network programs," the station said.
KTVI also claimed that the commercial and etv stations there work together to provide a wide educational
base for St. Louisans. The FCC should
weigh the greater coverage provided by
ch. 2 allocations in St. Louis and Terre
Haute against the smaller coverage the
channel would supply in Springfield,
KTVI advised.
Sangamon Valley Tv Corp., which
contested the shift of ch. 2 from Springfield in the 1957 hearing, said the deintermixture is not only contrary to the
public interest but is "absolutely barred
by the Communications Act." The con"competitive
equality"
(under
whichcept ofthe
FCC deletes
certain
vhf
channels to foster the expansion of uhf
stations) is contrary to the doctrine of
"equitable distribution" of broadcasting
facilities demanded by the Act in the
Springfield case, Sangamon maintained.
The company cited the Sanders Bros.
case in which the Supreme Court held
that the FCC cannot protect the business interest of an individual station,
only the overall public interest.
Failure ■ Sangamon said the FCC's
deintermixture plan has already proved
a failure and that there has been little
uhf growth in the Springfield area during the years since the original FCC
BROADCASTING, December 11, 1961

SUPPORT

HOW

TO

MAKE

"CAPITAL"
IN

FCC PLAN

decision. This statement was contradicted in joint comments by Plains Tv
Corp. (licensee of several Illinois uhf
stations including WICS [TV] Springfield) and WTVP (TV) Decatur, 111.
They said the uhf island is prospering
and covering an area of 4,310 square
miles with population of 286,623. If
ch. 2 is returned to Springfield national
revenues would be divided by ch. 2 and
the other vhf (WCIA [TV] Champaign-Urbana, 111.) and the uhf stations
would no longer get any significant
amount; the uhfs would lose network
affiliations and at least one would fail,
Plains and WTVP argued. Assigning
ch. 2 to Terre Haute and St. Louis
would eliminate a larger underserved
area than replacing it at Springfield,
they said.
ABC and the Committee for Competitive Television, an organization of
uhf stations, both supported deintermixture. ABC said, "All of the reasons
which prompted the commission in
1957 to remove ch. 2 from Springfield
are equally or more persuasive today."
Three prospective applicants for ch.
2 Terre Haute — Fort Harrison Telecasting Corp., Illiana Telecasting Corp. and
WTHI-TV which wants to shift from
ch. 10 there — all said that the wider
coverage area afforded by Terre Haute
and St. Louis ch. 2 facilities makes the
shift inherently more efficient. All
three said the FCC would be consistent
with other decisions it has made in
offering Terre Haute its second tv service and the public in that market its
first choice of tv services.
Unfair ■ The State of Illinois
(through
the distribution
state's attorney
said
unfair
wouldgeneral)
result
unless ch. 2 is returned to the state
capital. It pointed out that Missouri
has 16 vhf channels and Illinois has
nine, although Illinois is twice the size
of Missouri. The FCC should attempt
to secure statutory authority to require
the manufacture of all-band tv receivers
and should abandon all deintermixture
(branded illegal), the state said.
KPLR-TV St. Louis, an independent
station, made a counter-proposal that
ch. 2 be deleted from Springfield but
assigned to Salem-Rolla, Mo., instead
of to St. Louis. The station said St.
Louis has no need of four vhfs which
causes
"severe competitive
to the aunaffiliated
station. imbalance"
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NEW
Landau,
charging

NTA

MEN

Unger, others

SUE

named

officers and bank

The new management of National
Telefilm Assoc., New York, is suing
former officers and directors of NTA
and present and former officers of
Cantor, Fitzgerald & Co., Beverly Hills,
brokerage firm, charging them with
"mismanagement" of NTA operations.
The suit was filed in New York State
Supreme Court by the present NTA
group which seeks "to recover damages
against the defendants for all losses
sustained by NTA and profits derived
by defendants as a result of the wrongful acts herein alleged."
The suit lists four separate courses
of action. The first points out that Ely
A. Landau, Oliver Unger, Harold Goldman, former board chairman, president,
and executive vice president of NTA
respectively, and other officers (referred to in the complaint as the
Landau group), controlled NTA, and
changes:
Landau Group Accused ■ "On the
basis of false profit and loss statements,
NTA paid the Landau group and other
employes of NTA entitled to share in
profits during the fiscal years ending
July 31, 1957, and July 31, 1958,
amounts in excess of $265,000 as their
participation in the profits of NTA pursuant to agreements which said defendants referred to and other profitsharing agreements."

THE

in four-count

conspired

OLD
suit

to defraud

The second charge deals with Cantor,
Fitzgerald (referred to as the Cantor
group). The complaint asserts that B.
Gerald Cantor, president, and other officers of the investment company "in
late 1957 or early 1958, entered into
a conspiracy with the Landau group."
It claims "the Landau group agreed to
permit the Cantor group to appropriate
funds and assets of NTA as hereinafter
set forth in consideration of the Cantor
group permitting the Landau group to
exchange their valueless securities in
NTA for substantially more securities
in NT&T." (NT&T refers to National
Theatres & Television, which allegedly
was controlled by Cantor, Fitzgerald
in 1958. NT&T presently is the controlling stockholder in NTA.)
Cantor Group Accused ■ The third
charge is that there was a purchase of
more than $2 million face amount of
note for the account of NTA before
Dec. 31, 1959, and that this constituted "an improper
diversion
of assets
for the and
sole illegal
and exclusive
profit and benefit to the Cantor group,
their customers and associates. The exact amount of losses sustained by NTA
and profits derived by the defendants
is The
unknown."
fourth charge deals with the
purchase of all the Eugene O'Neill literary rights for television and films by

Mr. Landau. Negotiations for these
rights, it was pointed out, were conducted by Messrs. Landau and Unger
until Feb. 16, 1961, when Mr. Landau
resigned and was succeeded by Mr.
Unger (shortly thereafter Mr. Unger
resigned). The complaint charges that
Mr. Landau and Mr. Unger "entered
into a conspiracy" permitting Mr. Unger to purchase the rights to the O'Neill
properties from Mrs. Charlotte O'Neill,
the playwright's widow. As a result,
the charge continues, "NTA was wrongfully deprived of its lawful rights and
opportunity to acquire the aforesaid tv
and film rights, and said rights and
opportunity were wrongfully and improperly divertedato group
defendant
Last spring
of Landau."
minority
stockholders in NT&T, including Leonard Davis of New York and Joseph S.
Best of Los Angeles, initiated a separate suit in chancery court in Delaware against past and present officers
and directors of NT&T, charging them
with mismanagement of corporate affairs in connection with the acquisition
of a controlling interest in NTA in
1958. Depositions are being taken by
attorneys for the plaintiffs in this action. Mr. Davis subsequently was elected
chairman of NTA.
The law firm of Aranow, Brodsky,
Bohlinger, Einhorn & Dann, New York,
is representing the new administration
of NTA in the suit, as well as Mr.
Davis in the NT&T action. Milton
Paulson of New York is representing
Mr. Best. Hays, Sklar & Herzberg, New
York, is representing Mr. Landau and
other former NTA executives and di-

FCC's programming
amazingly like that of any other station
and Harriet, Donna Reed Show,
day by itself, and so the FCC made
There's a new television licensee
Flintstones, Fight of the Week and
arrangements to simulcast programs
who maybe has forgotten FCC
of the six New York commercial vhf
Make
That Spare from ABC-TV.
Chairman Newton Minow's speech
stations.
On Saturday afternoon WUHF
about the "vast wasteland." Its stahas carried collegiate football as
tion is carrying programs that seem
Among the commercial-station
broadcast by ABC-TV, followed by
programs it's simulcasting regularly
to come right out of the "wastea WNEW-TV sports program. And
are NBC-TV's two-hour morning
land's" heart: westerns, mysteries,
every afternoon at 4, Monday
block of game shows, a 2V2-hour
game shows — and The Three
Stooges.
afternoon sequence of educational
through Friday,
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Youth
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News,
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Space
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the evening news report from CBSfrom WOR-TV and The Three
TV, and such entries in the nightYork, the ch. 31 experimental staStooges from WPIX.
time ratings derby as To Tell The
tion set up to test uhf's technical
Truth, Pete & Gladys, Window on
Virtually all of WUHF's Sunday
efficiency in New York's concrete
Main Street, Garry Moore Show,
programming is originated by the
canyons, is on the air daily from
Rawhide,
The
Defenders
and
Have
station, including Invitation, a series
9 a.m. to 1 1 p.m. Through New
of interviews by Peter Gravina; film
Gun Will Travel from CBS-TV;
York's Municipal Broadcasting Sys87th Precinct, Thriller, Laramie,
tem, which is operating the station
travelogs,
Randolph's
Music
Room,
filmsDavid
on historical
highlights,
Wagon Train, Bob Newhart Show,
and is slated to get the plant when
the test is over, WUHF originates a
interviews by Lee Garham, the FronDavid Brinkley's Journal, Dr. Kildare and Tales of Wells Fargo from
tiers in Science film series, Chalsubstantial number of its own proNBC-TV; and The New Breed, Ozzie
lenge
of Ideas films, Our Senior Citigrams. But it can't fill 14 hours a
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rectors.
Other defendants in the action, who
were at various times directors of NTA
are: Burt Kleiner, Jack M. Ostrow,
William H. Hudson, Robert Westheimer, Eric H. Haight and Miss Edythe
Rein (Mrs. Ely A. Landau in private
life).
CBS

EXCITES

BOSTON

Cardinal, congressman clamor;
ministers, network pleased
Bostonians last week were taking
sides in a controversy that erupted after
a CBS Reports expose of a police-protected bookie joint in Boston's Back
Bay section. The CBS-TV documentary "Biography of a Bookie Joint,"
aired Nov. 30 (Broadcasting, Dec. 4),
aroused indigant cries of unfairness in
some quarters while others thought the
program would jolt what they consider
public indifference to illegal gambling
in the city.
Boston was "betrayed" by the telecast, Richard Cardinal Cushing said
last Wednesday (Dec. 6) in an extemporaneous address at the Boston Police
Ball. The Roman Catholic prelate asserted: "Gambling exists everywhere.
And no one can deny it. The U. S.
Army wouldn't be a sufficient law enforcement body to stop people from
gambling." He said gambling itself was
not evil, but rather "it's the abuse that
makes gambling evil."
The show included pictures of 10
Boston policemen entering or leaving
the bookie joint that fronted as a locksmith shop.
Boston Police Commissioner Leo J.
Sullivan was invited by Massachusetts
Governor John A. Volpe to a private

zens
by WNYC
York's filma
unit, and
Frontiers New
in Journalism,
seminar conducted by the Columbia
U. Graduate School of Journalism.
Similar material is also interspersed
in the weekday programming.
Three commercial - station programs are simulcast on Sundays:
NBC-TV's Youth Forum and Open
Mind and WNEW-TV's Open End.
WUHF starts off each weekday
with Jack LaLanne's physical fitness
program from WNEW-TV.
Operation of WUHF is under the
direction of Seymour N. Siegel, director of the Municipal Broadcasting System. Mr. Siegel and his aides
select the programming, but because
the FCC is the licensee, it is cleared
with the commission before airing.
FCC authorities, however, say that
because WUHF is a technical experiment they have little interest in its
programming.
The FCC has purchased 100 reBROADCASTING, December 11, 1961

showing of the film, and ordered to
meet with the governor to explain the
repeated presence of uniformed policemen at the key shop. Gov. Volpe ordered Public Safety Commissioner
Frank S. Giles to prepare a complete
report on gambling activities in Boston. It was to be on the governors' desk
by last Thursday.
In other development, Representative
John F. Thompson (D-Mass.) reportedly asked the FCC to investigate circumstances leading to the showing with
southern New England blacked out. The
network reportedly blacked out the area
because the gambling case is pending
in court there.
"As a result of this program, the city
of Boston and the Massachusetts General Court, our state legislature, were
held up to ridicule and condemnation,"
Mr. Thompson wrote in his letter to
FCC Chairman Newton N. Minow.
"While illegal gambling exists
throughout the nation, Boston was singled out by CBS for grossly unfair,
distorted national publicity."
Protestant clergymen reportedly welcomed the exposure and took issue with
Cardinal Cushing. A group of nine
ministers claimed: "The city was exposed by television and not betrayed."
The group called for intervention by
the governor to clean up the city.
Meanwhile, network officials and
other broadcasters see an encouraging
sign in the Boston program's repercussions. They submit that programs such
as CBS Reports have replaced the crusading zeal of old-time newspapers.
And, moreover, they feel such national tv shows may lead to a resurgence
of local zeal by the newspapers in selfdefense.
ceivers for installation in New York
homes for periods of a week to 10
days at a time, so that FCC engineers may check reception. In addition, commission authorities have
estimated that there are 78,000 uhf
receivers in New York homes and
the New York City Board of Estimates has appropriated $20,000 to
install converters in all city high
schools (91), all fire houses (54)
and police precinct houses (20 installed thus far).
The tests are expected to establish by the end of next year whether
uhf is workable in New York. There
have been no official reports yet on
quality of reception, but unofficial
accounts describe it as "amazingly
good" in quality and, apparently in
range as well. There have been reports of satisfactory pickups 65 to
80 miles away. NBC-TV's color
programs are being simulcast by
WUHF in color.

rrwho

knows

better

than

my salesmen
how our spot
schedule
WSUN

on

pays

off?"

THIS IS HOW C. J. STOLL, MOBILE HOME
DEALER IN ST. PETERSBURG, FLORIDA,
AND PAST PRESIDENT OF THE NATIONAL
MOBILE HOME DEALERS ASSOCIATION,
FEELS ABOUT WSUN RADIO.
"Whenever we prepare a budget for
advertising my salesmen always remind me of the important results
delivered to us by WSUN radio
and insist that a good portion of our
advertising dollars be spent on this
station. I ask you, who knows better than my salesmen how our spot
schedule
on WSUN
pays oif?" This
is how most
local advertisers
feel
aboutage the
Suncoast's
greatest
coverradio station.
It will
pay off
for
vou, too!

Ratings varv from survey to survey;
the true yardstick is SALES! Dollar
for dollar by any survey, your best
Tampa - St. Petersburg buy
WSUN
radio 62
Tampa -St. Petersburg
Natl. Rep: VENARD , RINTOUL & McCONNEtL
S.E. Rep: JAMES S. AYERS
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WHAS reports success
of television for funds
WHAS Louisville has reported success in its eighth consecutive Crusade
for Children telethon conducted Sept.
23-24.
According to an audit by the station, 1961 contributions totaled $231,136.66, an all-time high for the project.
Expenses amounted to $15,245.98. The
eight-year total now exceeds $1.5 million, about 8.3% of it for expenses.
The money is divided among handicapped children's agencies in Kentucky
and southern Indiana. This year 37
agencies in Kentucky and eight in Indiana shared in the donations.
In announcing the figures, WHAS
took exception to the Nov. 8 CBS-TV
Circle Theatre drama which pictured
charity telethons in a bad light and cited
cases where promoters received more
money than the beneficiaries.
AFTRA signs two LA. stations
KLAC and KGFJ Los Angeles have
signed two-year contracts with the
American Federation of Television &
Radio Artists, retroactive to May 17,
calling for raises of $10 a week for
the first year and $7.50 the second year
for AFTRA members at the stations.
This makes 14 stations which have new
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AFTRA contracts of the 17 independent stations in the L.A. area who have
been in negotiations with the union, according to Claude McCue, executive
secretary of the AFTRA Los Angeles
local. Bargaining is still in progress at
KRLA, KGBS and KPOL.
Film sales...
Films of the '50's Vol. II (Seven
Arts Assoc.) : Sold to WRC-TV Washington; KROC-TV Rochester, Minn.;
KSL-TV Salt Lake City; KBOI-TV
Boise, Idaho, and KJEO-TV Fresno,
Calif. Now in 80 markets.
Looney Tunes Cartoons (Seven Arts
Assoc.) : Sold to WJ AC-TV Johnstown,
Pa. Now on 17 stations.
Peter Gunn (Magnum-Tv International): Sold to ABC-TV Central
American stations for broadcast early
next month. Now also in Argentina,
Mexico, Peru, Venezuela and Uruguay.
Everglades (Ziv-UA) : Sold to WSBTTV South Bend, Ind.; WJHL-TV Johnson City-Kingsport-Bristol, T e n n . ;
KELO-TV Sioux Falls, S. D.; WGALTV Lancaster, Pa.; KFBB-TV Great
Falls, Mont., and to Texas State Optical Co. for KFDM-TV Beaumont,
Tex.
Program notes...
AMA awards ■ American Medical
Assn., at its annual convention in Denver, awarded a special commendation
to the Donna Reed Show, on ABC-TV,
Thur., 8-8:30 p.m., for presenting "to
millions of Americans an accurate picture of a physician and his practice.
Carl Betz (Dr. Alex Stone of the
show), has portrayed a physician of the
highest professional, ethical and scientific standards. . . ."
SDX awards ■ Sigma Delta Chi awards
for distinguished service in journalism
this year include five categories in radiotv, SDX announced last week, with
deadline Feb. 1, 1962. Categories include radio or tv commentary, reporting in radio and also tv, and public
service in radio journalism and also tv.
SDX address: 35 E. Wacker Dr., Chicago 1.
Gavel awards ■ American Bar Assn.
deadline for its annual Gavel Awards
competition will be April 1, 1962, ABA
announced last week. Radio-tv entries
for year ending Feb. 15, 1962, should
be sent to ABA at 1155 E. 60th St.,
Chicago 37. Awards recognize informational or entertainment programs
which make outstanding contribution
to public understanding of American
legal and judicial systems.
Bad to good ■ Dr. Norman Vincent
Peale will appear on WPIX (TV) New
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York, Dec. 24, 1:30-2 p.m., in a special
presentation, "Turning Bad Days into
Good," which will serve as a pilot film
for a new series which may be placed
in syndication early next year. Producer of the pilot is Robert Richie.
Station cited ■ KOCO-TV Enid Okla.,
has been cited by FBI Chief J. Edgar
Hoover for its use of the special public
affairs program FBI Reports. The special agent in charge of the Oklahoma
City office opens and closes the series
via video tape, urging citizens to help
the FBI in the apprehension of fugitives. A local announcer gives detailed
descriptions of the fugitives with the
use of slides.
$2 million sales for Official ■ Official
Films Inc., New York, reports that
more than $2 million in sales have
been completed in the five months that
four off-network series — Peter Gunn,
Mr. Lucky, Yancy Derringer and Wire
Service — have been in syndication to
stations. Seymour Reed, Official president, noted that Peter Gunn has been
sold in 85 markets and stations are
virtually sold out on available participations. The other programs have been
sold in from 60 to 70 markets. In
general, these off-network programs are
slotted in prime time, according to Mr.
Reed.
Four Star earnings ■ Four Star Television has announced that for the first
quarter of the fiscal year, it has increased its net income after taxes by
23% over the comparable period last
year. For the 14 weeks ended Sept.
30, 1961, net income after taxes
amounted to a record $181,675 (30
cents per share) on the 611,250 common shares outstanding at the end of
the period.
NAEB catalog ■ The National Assn.
of Educational Broadcasters, Urbana,
111., has announced the availability of
its new program catalog. The 93-page
booklet describes each program and
gives cost information. It is available
from NAEB headquarters, 119 Gregory
Hall, Urbana.
Public interest tv attracts
American industry should discard
any belief that national interest tv programs will not attract viewers, according to Gene E. Bradley, editor of the
General Electric Co. house organ,
Forum. Speaking at the Congress of
American Industry in New York, he
maintained such programs can attract
viewers if handled with creativity.
"I submit that the American public
— as well as those overseas audiences
whom we shall be reaching through international t—v can be attracted to truly
great ideas," he said.
BROADCASTING, December 11, 1961

'PM' twins

COLORCAS
Here are the next 10 days of network color
shows (all times are EST).
NBC-TV:
Dec. 11-15, 18-20 (6-6:30 a.m.) Continental
Classroom, Contemporary Mathematics.
Dec. 11-15, 18-20 (6:30-7 a.m.) Continental
Classroom, American Government.
Dec. 11-15, 18-20 (10:30-11 a.m.) Play Your
Hunch, part.
Dec. 11-15, 18-20 (11-11:30 a.m.) The Price
Is Right, part.
Dec. 11-15, 18-20 (12:30-12:55 p.m.) It
Could Be You, part.
Dec. 11-15, 18-20 (2-2:30 p.m.) Jan Murray
Show, part.
Dec. 11-15, 18-20 (11:15 p.m.-l a.m.) The
Jack Parr Show, part.
Dec. 11, 18 (8:30-9 p.m.) The Price Is
Right, P. Lorillard through Lennen & Newell;
American Home Products through Ted Bates.
Dec. 12, 19 (7:30-8:30 p.m.) Laramie, part.
Dec. 13, 20 (10-10:30 p.m.) The Bob Newhart Show, Sealtest through N. W. Ayer.
Dec. 13, 20 (10:30-11 p.m.) David Brinkley's
Journal, Douglas Fir Plywood through Cunningham & Walsh; Pittsburgh Plate Glass
through BBDO.
Dec. 14 (10-11 p.m.) Sing Along With Mitch,
Ballantine through William Esty, Buick
through Burnett and R. J. Reynolds through
Esty.
Dec. 15 (9:30-10:30 p.m.) Peace Corps
Operation Close-Up, Elgin through J. Walter
Thompson.

MCA

trades stock, gets bank

In an exchange of shares, Music
Corp. of America Inc., last week announced an agreement to acquire 100%
of the outstanding stock of Columbia
Savings & Loan Assn., a statewide Colorado savings institution with headquarters in Denver and deposits of $52
million.
MCA said acquisition rights include
the Oil Bldg. Corp., a wholly-owned
Columbia subsidiary, which itself owns
a 14-story office building in Denver.
Final determination has not been made
as to the number of MCA shares to be
exchanged, but it is estimated that at
present market prices the total value
of the shares will range between $12
and $15 million.
Columbia earnings up
Columbia Pictures Corp. reports
earnings of $1,242,000 or 80 cents a
share, for its first fiscal quarter ended
Sept. 30. This compares with the preceding year's first quarter net earnings of $510,000, or 30 cents a share,
which resulted from a non-recurring
profit of $1,617,000 from the sale of
radio properties — offsetting a $1,107,000 income loss for the 13-week period
ended Sept. 24, 1960. Earnings in
both periods are based on 1,493,895
BROADCASTING, December 11, 1981

Dec. 16 (9:30-10 a.m.) Pip the Piper, General Mills through Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample.
Dec. 16 (10-10:30 a.m.) The Shari Lewis
Show, Nabisco through Kenyon & Eckhardt.
Dec. 16 (10:30-11 a.m.) King Leonardo and
His Short Subjects, General Mills through
Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample.
Dec. 16 (12:45-4 p.m.) Liberty Bowl Football Game, United Motor Service through
Campbell-Ewald.
Dec. 16 (5-6 p.m.) All-Star Golf, Kemper
Insurance through Clinton Frank; Reynolds
Metals through Lennen & Newell.
Dec. 16 (7:30-8:30 p.m.) Tales of Wells
Fargo, part.
Dec. 16 (9-11 p.m.) Saturday Night At the
Movies, part.
Dec. 17 (concl. of football game to 5 p.m.)
Patterns in Music, sust.
Dec. 17 (6-6:30 p.m.) Meet the Press, coop.
Dec. 17 (7-7:30 p.m.) The Bullwinkle Show,
General Mills through Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample; Ideal Toys and Beech-Nut Gum through
Young & Rubicam.
Dec. 17 (7:30-8:30 p.m.) Walt Disney's
Wonderful World of Color, RCA and Eastman Kodak through J. Walter Thompson.
Dec. 17 (9-10 p.m.) Bonanza, Chevrolet
through Campbell-Ewald.
Dec. 17 (10-11 p.m.) Du Pont Show of the
Week, Du Pont through BBDO.
Dec. 20 (8:30-9 p.m.) The Coming of
Christ, U. S. Steel through BBDO.
Dec. 20 (9-10 p.m.) Perry Como's Kraft
Music Hall, Kraft through J. Walter Thompson.

spiit up,

West goes, East grows
WBC Productions Inc., New York,
announced last week that its Mondaythrough-Friday syndicated PM West
series will be discontinued effective Feb.
2, 1962, and that its twin, PM East,
will be expanded from one hour to 90
minutes in length beginning Feb. 5.
Richard M. Pack, programming vice
president of Westinghouse Broadcasting
Co., parent company of WBC Productions, explained that "bracketing two
completely different programs late at

nightfeltsimply
does notPMwork
He
the expanded
East out
will well."
have
more "unity, style and thrust" than the
two shows together were able to provide.
At the same time, Mr. Pack announced aproposed half-hour daytime
show to star Terrence OTlaherty, currently PM West's host. The series would
originate in San Francisco and be syndicated to the five WBC tv stations and
to others throughout the country.
According to Mr. Pack, KRNT-TV
Des Moines, will join the lineup of
stations carrying PM East beginning
Jan. 1. The WBC show reportedly will
replace the Jack Paar Show in that station's late nighttime period.

shares of common stock outstanding on
Sept. 30.
A. Schneider, president of Columbia,
attributed the company's improved performance on the continuing progress
of Screen Gems Inc., in which Columbia has 89% stock interest, and on the
worldwide popularity of several films
released during the quarter.

NBC-TV shifts news programs
NBC-TV, which has tacitly supported
speculation that its Frank McGee's
Here and Now (Fri. 10:30-11 p.m.),
would end in midseason (Broadcasting, Nov. 27), last week announced a
Dec. 29 termination date. Moving
into the time period, starting Jan. 12,
1962, will be the Chet Huntley Reporting for Mutual of Omaha series, which
has held the Sunday, 5:30-6 p.m., slot
since the series began on April 1,
1956.
Update, NBC News program for
teenagers featuring Robert Abernethy,
will move next Jan. 21 from its present
Saturday time (12 noon-12:30 p.m.)
into the Sunday period vacated by Mr.
Huntley. A program to fill the present
Update period has not been named.
Helena Rubinstein Inc., will continue
sponsorship of Update, which started on
NBC-TV last September.

Ask our reps . . .
Harrington, Righter and Parsons
. . . about the naturally rich KSLA-TV market.
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L. T. Steele, senior
vp and member of
board of directors,
Benton & Bowles,
New York, named executive vp in charge
of B&B's international
operations. He will
retain his supervisory
Mr. Steele
responsibility for several of agency's major accounts. Mr.
Steele joined B&B in 1937 as research
coordinator and has served as account
executive. He was elected vp and manager of radio-tv department in 1945,
headed agency's west coast operations
from 1947-50 and returned to New
York in 1950. Mr. Steele was elected
senior vp in 1958 and is chairman of
agency's management review board.
William T. Todd, creative director
for Chicago and Racine offices of
Geyer, Morey, Madden & Ballard,
elected vp of agency. Before joining
GMM&B earlier this year, Mr. Todd
was copy supervisor at Kudner Adv.
for more than 10 years.
Bob Singer, senior vp and account
supervisor, Olian & Bronner Adv., Chicago, elected chairman of agency's fiveman executive committee. Other committee members: Elmer Silha, vp and
account executive; Robert C. Bullen,
vp and creative director; Robert Berman, radio-tv director and account executive, and Perry Thomas, account
supervisor.
Sherwood Waldron, vp and treasurer,
Home Products International Ltd.,
elected vp of American Home Products
Corp., New York, parent organization.
James J. Darling, advertising and
merchandising manager, Jell-O Div.,
General Foods Corp., White Plains,
N. Y., appointed to newly created post
of directornationalofdivision.
marketing for GF's inter-

R.

C.

CRISLER

& FORTUNES

Donald H. Quinn and Robert E.
Timmerman, vps and account executives, Doherty, Clifford, Steers & Shenfield, New York, appointed account supervisors. Mr. Quinn will handle Jackson Brewing and Mr. Timmerman
Kimberly-Clark. Marvin R. Glasser,
Cunningham & Walsh, and David G.
Phillips, Benton & Bowles, both New
York, join DCS&S as media buyers.
Eric Innes, who joined MacManus,
John & Adams Adv., New York, as assistant production manager 2Vi years
ago, named production manager in recent merger of production and traffic
departments.
Dorothy Shahinian, media buyer,
Fuller & Smith & Ross, New York,
named assistant media director, effective Jan. 1.
L. J. Sauers, executive vp, American
Home Foods Div.,
American Home
Products Corp., New
York, elected president. He also becomes
president of Canadian
Home Products Ltd.

Mr. Sauers
Having joined American Home Foods in 1944, Mr. Sauers
has served successively as district sales
manager, vp of sales and vp for marketing before being named executive
vp last year.
Thomas F. Madigan, manager of
nighttime programs, NBC-TV, joins
Ted Bates, New York, as director
of programming. He succeeds William
Templeton who becomes senior tv supervisor on Colgate-Palmolive account.
Eileen Conefrey, assistant personnel
manager at Bates, appointed personnel
manager succeeding Doris Cuthbert,
retired. Raymond Corder, Creative Pr
Inc., New York, and Geraldine Traina,
Ritter, Sanford, Miller & Kampf Inc.,
New York, join publicity department of
Ted Bates.

&

CO.,

INC.

BUSINESS BROKERS IN TV & RADIO PROPERTIES
LICENSED SECURITIES DEALERS
UNDERWRITING — FINANCING
*
CINCINNATI —
Paul E. Wagner, Sfh/3rd Bank Bldg., DU f-7775
LOS ANGELES —
Lincoln Dellar Co., 691 Siena Way, GR 2-7594
NEW YORK —
41 E. 42nd Sf., MU 7-8473
90

Tom De Huff, director of commercial
production, Cunningham & Walsh, New
York, elected vp of
agency. Mr. De Huff
joined C&W in 1952
from William H.
Weintraub Agency
Mr. De Huff
(now Norman, Craig
& Kummel) where for two years he was
director of live tv production. He also
served as program director, ABC Radio
and staff director, ABC-TV.
Edward J. Fischer, senior publicist
in Columbia Pictures' west coast advertising and publicity department, joins
Donahue & Coe Adv., Los Angeles, as
account executive on Columbia Pictures. Mr. Fischer earlier was with
advertising and publicity departments
of United Artists Corp. and Republic
Studios.
Harold W. Wasterson, Roger Ludgin
and Victor P. Mangini join Leo Burnett
Adv., Chicago, as account executives.
Mr. Masterson formerly was merchandising and sales promotion manager
for Piel Bros., Brooklyn, N. Y. Mr.
Ludgin comes to Burnett from Needham, Louis & Brorby where he was
assistant to president. Mr. Mangini
formerly was promotion and advertising director of Commonwealth Shoe &
Leather Co., Whitman, Mass.
Nicolai A. Pavlov, account research
supervisor, Compton Adv., New York,
appointed senior project director for
surveycity.division of Audits & Surveys Co.,
that
Milliard S. Graham, vp, account supervisor and merchandising director,
Erwin Wasey, Ruthrauff & Ryan, New
York, joins Ecko Products Co., Chicago, as merchandising vp in housewares division. Mr. Graham will be in
charge of sales promotion, advertising,
product development and pr.
Robert Jordan, General Mills account executive at Dancer-FitzgeraldSample, New York, named vp.
Olvier Barbour elected vp of Ogilvy,
Benson & Mather. He has been in charge
of agency's Beverly Hills office since
last May. Mr. Barbour was formerly
vp in charge of radio-tv programming
for Benton & Bowles, New York.
Gordon Hull, director of advertising
and sales development, Mutual Benefit
Life, joins Compton Adv., New York,
as account executive for New York
Life Insurance.
Edward R. Hitz, former vp, tv network sales, NBC-TV Central Div., Chicago, elected vp of executive selection
division, John Orr & Assoc., New York
agency management consultant firm.
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John C. Clifford, account executive,
BBDO, New York, joins CampbellMithun Adv., Minneapolis, in similar
capacity.
Herb Landon, former publicity director at Grey Adv., and Kenyon &
Eckhardt, both New York, has formed
Herbert K. Landon Inc., public relations firm. Address is 205 E. 50th St.,
New York. Phone: Plaza 1-6630.
John Vaisey, publicist, Communications Counselors, New York, joins Los
Angeles office of Harshe-Rotman as
account executive. Mr. Vaisey is specialist in home appliance and building
fields.
David Youner, advertising manager,
Fisher Radio Corp., Long Island, N. Y.,
joins Rose-Martin Adv., New York, as
account executive.
Jack K. Carver, associate media director, Lennen & Newell,
New York, named account executive on P.
Lorillard Co. account.
Jtis,w
Prior to joining L&N
hK^QHR^
in October 1960, Mr.
^Hm.
2MB
Carver was vp and
Mr Csrvcr
'
associate media director, Doherty, Clifford, Steers & Shenfield, New York.
Evelyn Pomroy, traffic supervisor,
Wade Adv., Chicago, named manager
of personnel department. Lois Huffer
joins Wade as traffic supervisor, succeeding Miss Pomroy.
Allan Kaufman, creative director,
North Adv., New York, joins Kenyon
& Eckhardt, that city, as senior copywriter.
Monte Ghertler, Doyle Dane Bernbach, New York, joins Papert, Koenig,
Lois Adv., that city, as copywriter.
William R. Bolitho joins Bachman,
Kelly & Trautman, Pittsburgh advertising and pr firm, as pr director.
Reginald W.
Twiggs, executive vp,
J. W. Raymond Adv.,
Los Angeles, joins
Hixson & Jorgensen
Adv., that city, as vp.
Earlier Mr. Twiggs
had been vp and general manager, Cunningham
& Waishj

Mr. Twiggs
Los Angeles.
Virginia S. Addison, former associate
editor of Show Business Illustrated;
Patti Goldstein, manager of magazine
publicity for NBC, and John Walsh,
director of special projects in CBS-TV's
publicity department, have formed
Addison, Goldstein & Walsh Inc., new
public relations firm. New York office
is at 200 E. 36th St.
BROADCASTING, December 11, 1961
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Mi^^PSto**.
Mr. Robinson

Norman Bernstein
elected vp in charge
of community relations for Tobacco
Valley Broadcasting
Co. . (licensee of
WSOR Windsor.
Conn.), and Ralph
J. Robinson appointed WS0R-S general

manager. For past 15 years Mr. Robinson served as vp and general manager
of WACE Chicopee, Mass.
Jack S. Atwood, general manager,
Maine Broadcasting System, elected executive vp of system. Kenneth M.
Peterson appointed treasurer-clerk succeeding Bessie M. Blake, resigned.
Maine Broadcasting System includes:
WCSH-AM-TV Portland, WRDO Augusta and WLBZ-AM-TV Bangor.
Dick Oppenheimer, manager, WHAP
Hopewell, Va., since May 1960, elected
vp of Eastern Broadcasters Corp. (licensee of WCHV Charlottesville, Va., and
WHAP).
William Lee appointed assistant radio
sales manager of The Katz Agency's
Chicago office. He has been on radio
sales staff there for 12 years. Mr. Lee's
name was misspelled in the Dec. 4 issue
of Broadcasting.
C. George Henderson, general sales
manager, WSOC-TV
Charlotte, N.C., elected to board of directors of Television Bureau of Advertising.
Earlier, Mr. Henderson served as general
Mr. Henderson
sales manager of Crosley Broadcasting Co., and directed
company's
and Chicago.national sales in New York
William H. Fallon, former national
sales manager, WICE Providence,
named national sales manager, WHDH
Boston.
Ernest H. Peterson, local sales manager, WTIC Hartford, promoted to regional sales manager. Stephen J.
Myers, staff engineer, named assistant
supervisor of facilities, WTIC-AM-FMTV. Mr. Peterson joined station in
1938 and served successively as news
editor and local account executive before being named local sales manager
in 1957. Mr. Myers came to WTIC
in 1951 as studio engineer.
Phil Bryce, account executive KHJTV Los Angeles, promoted to assistant
to general sales manager.
Fred Hosli named local sales manager, KPLC-TV Lake Charles, La., succeeding Art Reuben, who becomes director of regional and national sales for

SYRACUSE

MARKET

DELIVERS 42%*
MORE HOMES THAN
ITS COMPETITOR
* MARCH,
ARB MARKET
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• TV

s WSYE-TV chinocl 18 ELM1RA. N.Y.
, HARRINGTON. RIGHTER & PARSONS

The

New

1961-62
BROADCASTING YEARBOOK
"The one-book library of TV/Radio"
Designed to meet your specialized needs,
the all-new BROADCASTING Yearbook is
the most complete encyclopedia-type book
ever published for the business of broadcasting. It's 566 pages contain 46 separate
directories.

And, among the new features, you'll
especially like the new thumb index,
separating the six major business areas of
broadcasting.

Order your copy or copies now. $4.00
per copy. Supply is limited. Broadcasting
Yearbook, 17 35 DeSales St., Washington
6, D. C.
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Pelican Stations (KALB-AM-FM-TV
Alexandria, KRMD-AM-FM Shreveport and KPLC-AM-TV Lake Charles,
all Louisiana).
Russ Barry, account executive,
WBBM-TV Chicago, CBS-owned station, joins Chicago office of CBS Television Stations National Sales in similar capacity. Earlier, Mr. Barry was
media timebuyer for Ted Bates, New
York. Rogan Jones, station rep. Paul
H. Raymer Co., Chicago, joins WBBMTV
as account executive, succeeding
Mr. Barry.
Richard H. Gurley, assistant sales
manager, KDKA-TV Pittsburgh, named
account executive at TvAR, New York.
P. J. Hoff, weathercaster, WBBMAM-TV Chicago, elected third vp of
Chicago Unlimited, association which
seeks to promote use of Chicago talent
and facilities among agencies and advertisers. Other officers automatically
rotate upward one office according to
by-laws. Mason Coppinger, Universal
Recording, becomes president, succeeding Fahey Flynn, WBBM-TV; John
Weigel, freelance announcer, becomes
first vp, and William W. Wilson Jr.,
Young & Rubicam, becomes second vp.
Harvey Ellsworth, former program
director, KHOW Denver, returns to
station as program operations manager.
Mr. Ellsworth was recently staff announcer at KLZ Denver.

COATS

&

BURCHARD
COMPANY
appraisers

• Specialists in radio and TV
property appraisals
• Acquisitions — sales —
mergers — or purchase
• Allocations under Section
334(b) 2 of the 1954
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requirements (no obligation).
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Ted Cramer, music director and air
personality, KCKN Kansas City, joins
WTAP Parkersburg, W. Va., as program director. Ed Flynn and Jerry
Rutherford join WTAP as dj's.
George Mooney, writer-producer for
WGN Chicago, named continuity director in appointment announced by Daniel T. Pecaro, program manager. Mr.
Pecaro was incorrectly identified in
earlier story (Broadcasting, Nov. 27).
Miles A. Marshall joins WCTW New
Castle, Ind., as commercial manager.
Lee O'Brien,
BBDO, New York,
joins WOR Div.,RKO
General Inc., that
city, as research director. Mrs. O'Brien
was broadcast supervisor at BBDO for
past five years. PreMrs. O'Brien
viously she was assistant to media research director at Compton Adv., New York.
Warren Mead appointed public service director of Black Hawk Broadcasting Co. (licensee of KWWL-AM-TV
Waterloo, Iowa; KAUS and KMMT
[TV] Austin, Minn.).
Peter Hansen joins KCOP (TV)
Los Angeles as newscaster and director

Grant named

chairman
William Grant,
president and

Mr. Grant

general Denver,
manFM-TV
ager, KOA-AMelectedman ofchairNBC
Radio Affiliates
mittee,
ExecutivesucceedCorn-

ing George Harvey, vp and general manager, WFLA-AM-FM-TV
Tampa, Fla. Other new officers:
John Richmond,
Tansey, WRVA-AM-FMTV
vice chairman;
and Lyell Bremser, KFAB-AMFM Omaha, secretary.
New committee members:
Thomas Carr, WBAL-AM-FMTV Baltimore; Robert J. Rich,
WDSM-AM-TV Superior, and
Thomas Barnes, WDAY-AM-FM
Fargo, N. D. Continuing as members: Les Biederman, WTCM
Traverse City, Mich.; Gustav
Brandborg, KVOO-AM-TV Tulsa, and Stan
Torgerson, WMCAM-TV
Memphis.
Story of affiliates meeting on
page 52; new tv officers, page 23.
of news and special events. He succeeds Baxter Ward who moves to
KABC-TV Los Angeles as director of
news.
David Shefrin, former CBS News
writer-producer, joins WNBC-TV New
York as producer in public affairs department.
George Dessart named director of
public affairs, WCAU-TV Philadelphia.
Mr. Dessart joined WCAU-TV staff as
assistant director in 1953 and has been
producer for public affairs department
since 1958. Earl Wood, WROC-TV
Rochester, joins WCAU-TV as announcer.
Ira J. Goldstein appointed assistant
general counsel of Metromedia Inc.,
New York. For past five years he was
with law firm of House, Grossman,
Vorhaus & Hemley, that city.
Ray Curtis, chief announcer, KPHO
Phoenix, named news reporter-announcer, KPHO-AM-TV.
Rodge Wood, chief announcer and
public service director, KMID-TV Midland, Tex., joins WWVA Wheeling, as
air personality.
Bill Lowry, formerly with KVOO
sonality.joins KPRC Houston as air perTulsa,
Robert L. Smith, assistant sales promotion manager, KPIX
(TV) San
BROADCASTING, December 11, 1961

Francisco, promoted to sales promotion
manager, succeeding Chris Christensen
who becomes account executive. Previously, Mr. Smith was promotion supervisor for Foster & Kleiser, outdoor
advertising agency.
Sheldon Engel, KXIV Phoenix,
elected president of Arizona Broadcasters Assn., succeeding Fred Vance.
Other new officers: C. Van Haaften,
KTUC Tucson, vp, and Homer Lane,
KOOL-AM-FM-TV Phoenix, secretarytreasurer. New board of directors:
Arlo Woolery, KSUN Bisbee; Gene
Spry, KPHO Phoenix; Ray Smucker,
KTAR-TV Phoenix-Mesa, and Fred
Vance, KVOA-TV Tucson.
Louise Morgan, WNAC-AM-TV
Boston, appointed radio-tv chairman
for 1962 Heart Fund. Miss Morgan
will work with Greater Boston radio
and tv stations in publicizing Massachusetts Heart Assn.'s annual drive in February for funds to support heart research, public education and community service programs.
Alfred Racco appointed general manager, KFRC San Francisco, an RKO General station, succeeding Richard E. Nason
who becomes president of Jupiter Broadcasting Co. (WSAIMr. Racco
AM-FM Cincinnati).
Mr. Racco joined company in August
1961 as sales executive in San Francisco
office of RKO General National Sales.
He formerly was general manager of
KLAC Los Angeles.
PROGRAMMING
John G. McCarthy re-elected president of Television Program Export
Assn. last week at organization's annual
meeting in New York. TPEA is composed of network and film-producer
organizations which distribute programs
abroad. Other officers re-elected: Alfred R. Stern and George Elber, Four
Star Productions, vps, and George
Muchnic, secretary. Harold Klein, ABC
Films, elected treasurer, succeeding Herbert Golden, formerly with United
Artists Corp.

NBC-TV

affiliates re-elect Jack Harris
treasurer. Owen Saddler, KMTV
Jack Harris,
KPRC-TV Houston,
(TV) Omaha, Marcus Bartlett,
was re-elected chair- WSB-TV Atlanta, Richard 0. Dunman of the NBC
ning, KHQ-TV Spokane, Richard
Television Affiliates
Lewis, KTAR-TV Phoenix, and Van
Board of Delegates.
Beuren W. DeVries, WGR-TV BufOther new officers:
falo, were re-elected to board. Otto
Harold Grams,
Brandt, KING-TV Seattle, and
KSD-TV St. Louis,
Charles Batson, WIS-TV Columbia,
Mr. Harris
vice chairman for were elected to the board, succeeding Edwin Wheeler, WWJ-TV DeRegion I; Joseph H. Bryant, KCBDtroit, and Robert W. Ferguson,
TV Lubbock, vice chairman for ReWTRF Wheeling. See page 52 for
gion II; Louis Read, WDSU-TV
complete story on affiliates meeting.
New Orleans, re-elected secretaryCharles Reinhard, former lighting
director with CBS-TV, named head of
lighting department of Videotape Productions, New York. Philip Fraas,
previously with programming staff,
WNEW-TV New York, and Richard
De Maio, producer with Product Services Inc., have been appointed unit
managers of Videotape Productions.
Bruce Henry, for 10 years freelance
film and tv writer in Chicago and during past year writer of tv documentaries
for Chet Huntley, joins Fred A. Niles
Communications Centers Inc., Chicago,
as creative director.

EQUIPMENT

& ENGINEERING
S. George Lawson,
operations manager,
semiconductor division, Sylvania Electric
Products Inc., subsidiary of General Telephone & Electronics
Corp., New York,
elected vp and genMr. Lawson
eral manager of semiconductor division. He succeeds Dr.
William J. Pietenpol, who joins International Business Machines as manager
of component development. Mr. Law-

AMCI

•
•
•
•
•

antennas

TV
and FM
Omnidirectional TV and FM
Transmitting Antennas
Directional TV and FM
Transmitting Antennas
Tower-mounted TV and FM
Transmitting Antennas
Standby TV and FM
Transmitting Antennas
Diplexers

Jack Russell, for ninth year, reelected president of Midwest Regional
Artists Representatives Assn.

• Vestigial Sideband Filters
• Coaxial Switches
and Transfer Panels

Louis (Deke) Heyward, veteran of
26 years in radio and tv and creator of
more than 30 network series, joins executive staff of William Self, vp in
charge of production at 20th CenturyFox Television. Mr. Heyward will be
in charge of reviewing and channelling
outside submissions in development of
new programs and will present and develop potential new series, with immediate accent on 1962-63 season.
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• Power Dividers and other Fittings
Write for information and catalog.
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son will be located at division headquarters in Woburn, Mass. Earlier he
was operations manager of incandescent
and photoflash lamps for lighting products division.

INTERNATIONAL
H. R. Maddock, senior account executive, Needham, Louis & Brorby of
Canada Ltd., Toronto, elected vp.

Charles E. Spicer,
manager, industrial tv
department, Du Mont
Laboratories, division
of Fairchild Camera
& Instrument Corp.,
Clifton, N. J., joins
Visual Electronics
Corp., New York, as
Mr. Spicer
general manager of tv
automation systems division. He will
supervise design, installation and servicing of all visual automation programming systems for am-fm-tv. Earlier,
Mr. Spicer served as field engineer for
broadcast equipment division of General Electric Co.

G. W. Leech, vp, McKim Adv. Ltd.,
Toronto, named director of English tv
production and W. R. Currie appointed
director of McKim's radio-tv department.

Daniel T. O'Connell, director of sales,
GC Electronics Div., Textron Electronics Inc., Rockford, 111., joins Technical Appliance Corp. (Taco), Sherburne, N. Y., as sales manager of consumer products division.

Don Hannant, promotion director,
Hallmark Recording Ltd., Toronto,
named manager of new television station at Lagos, Nigeria, West Africa.
New station is being built and personnel
being trained by National Broadcasting
Co., New York.

Joseph F. Poplosky named assistant
manager of Raytheon Co.'s international sales. Since joining organization in 1943, Mr. Poplosky has served
in areas of government field engineering, foreign licensing and international
sales.
Edward J. Gerrity Jr., deputy director
of pr International Telephone & Telegraph Corp., New York, promoted to
pr director.
George Seykoski, product merchandiser; Herman Baron, merchandise controller; and Ronald Kramer, product
merchandiser, appointed product managers of Allied Electronics Corp., Chicago. Harold Ross, Melvin Bransky,
Merrill Rosenbaum and Richard Goldstein named assistant product managers.

J. R. Riopel, promotion director,
CFCM-TV Montreal, named director
of Broadcasters Promotion Assn. He
is only Canadian director on this American organization.

E. J. Delaney, regional sales manager,
CFTO-TV Toronto, named commercial
manager; B. J. LeMaitre appointed
manager of national sales at Toronto.

J. M. Leckie elected executive vp of
Elliott-Haynes Ltd., marketing survey
organization, Toronto.
ALLIED FIELDS
Hub Jackson, radio account executive, Avery - Knodel
Inc., Chicago, joins
Chicago account executive staff of Blackburn & Co., radio-tv
station broker, effective Jan. 1 . Mr. JackJackson
son previously was
manager of KTHS Little Rock, sales
manager of WGAC Augusta and at one
time vp of Russell M. Seeds Co.

SUBSCRIPTION

ORDER
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55, founder
and Radio
president of Dixie
and Television Network, died of heart
attack Dec. 5 at his
home in Jackson,
Tenn. Mr. Robinson

Pierre Favreau appointed manager
of Kenyon & Eckhardt Ltd., Montreal.

mmam
broadcasting
THE BUSINESSWEEKLY OF TELEVISION AND RADIO
1735 DeSales St., N. W. Washington 6. D. C.
NEW

Robert E. Conn, Common Carrier
Bureau, Federal Communications Commission, joins law firm of Smith &
Pepper, Perpetual Bldg., Washington.
Lawrence D. Huntsman, assistant
corporation counsel, District of Columbia, resigns to join communications law
firm of Welch, Mott & Morgan, that
city. Mr. Huntsman joined office of
corporate counsel in May 1960.
DEATHS
Aaron B. Robinson,

state
zone

Mr. Robinson

began his
career asbusiness
circulation

manager of The Jackson Sun, advancing to advertising manager of The Sun
and station manager of WTJS Jackson.
He left Sun Publishing Co. in 1946 to
found WCMA Corinth, Miss. Dixie
Network includes: WDXI-AM-TV
Jackson, WENK Union City, WTPR
Paris, WDXE Lawrenceburg, WDXL
Lexington, WDXN Clarkesville, all
Tennessee, and WCMA Corinth, Miss.
John W. Davis, 46, vp, Blair-Tv,
station rep firm, died Dec. 6 following
brain hemorrhage. Mr. Davis joined
Blair in 1946, and opened its Chicago
office in 1948.
Sydney Alexander Mosely, 73, English author, journalist and radio commentator for WMCA New York during
World War II, died Dec. 5 in Bournemouth, England. He wrote more than
30 books, including Biography of Alexander Baird, television pioneer. Mr.
Mosely came to U. S. in 1931 as director of Baird Television Corp., London,
to arrange
for American mass production of tv sets.
Charles D. Miller, 52, production
manager, KMOX-TV St. Louis, died
Dec. 6 after brief illness. A 20-year
veteran in broadcasting, Mr. Miller
joined KMOX-TV in 1958 after having
served with WCCO-TV and WTCN-TV,
both in Twin Cities, and Cowles Broadcasting Co., Des Moines.
William Schak, 74, general manager,
Metro Associated Services Inc., New
York advertising agency, died Nov. 30
in St. Francis Hospital (Long Island).
Mr. Schak joined Metro in 1927.
Ted Hirsch, vp for operations, Consolidated Film Industries, Hollywood,
died of heart attack Dec. 4. He had
been with Consolidated since 1929.
Katherine Mulvihill, 35, publicist
with NBC in Hollywood since 1952,
died Dec. 3. She formerly handled
promotion at KSFO San Francisco.
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FANFARE
Recording

firm launches

fire safety campaign
Martin Hersh, president of recently
consolidated Radio-Universal Recorders
Inc., Los Angeles, is donating facilities
to process taped interviews with persons
burned out in the Santa Monica Mountains conflagration of last month. RadioUniversal plans to provide the tapes to
southern California radio stations for
broadcast as public affairs announcements.
In support of its campaign, which
Radio-Universal hopes will emphasize
the importance of fire safety precautions, the company intends to ask local
California merchants to place fire pails
in front of their places for cigarettes,
matches, cigars, etc.
WMT-TV

discovers

profit in printing
A funny thing happened to WMT-TV
Cedar Rapids, Iowa, one day. It got
into the "print media" business — and
found it a money-maker, much to its
surprise.
Douglas Grant, program operations
director, began publishing a monthly
newsletter a little less than a year ago
to solve mailing and personnel problems. Ithas now snowballed into a selfsufficient publication with a paid circulation of 5,000 subscribers (more than
all but 27 of the 400 weekly newspapers
in Iowa) in Iowa, Illinois and Wisconsin.
Originally, the newsletter was designed to answer listeners' requests on
homemaking hints presented by Jan
Voss and Marguerite Ashlock on their
afternoon Home Fare show. As a test
(mainly to avoid every day mailing)
the station offered to send a complete
review of the month's suggestions for
25 cents. More than 1,000 requests
were made. The number doubled the
second month. This brought about
bookkeeping problems and other headaches. Then Mr. Grant produced his
idea of a $2 subscription for a monthly
10-page newsletter.

ing city,
together
rep,
John and
Blair
& Co.,with
and his
its station's
agency,
Gregory-Giezendanner, Houston, devised aplan to acquaint national advertisers with the city.
A series of mailers was produced,
each spotlighting a major activity of the
town. One of the first was devoted to
Houston's new and expanding Texas
Medical Center, and told in words and
pictures the story of the 16 major medical institutions set up at a capital investment of $94 million in the heart of
Houston.
Drumbeats...
Public affairs story ■ KRLA Los Angeles has published a pictorial review
(to be a yearly project) of its role
in community service broadcasting. The
magazine-sized publication contains a
chronological history of the station's
community activities for the 1960-61
period. It also features testimonials by
city and state officials praising KRLA
for its various civic projects.
Radiothon ■ A "Radiothon" by WWW
Grafton, W. Va., which earned $2,300
for the Salvation Army in that area,
has been lauded by the SA for making

NEW

YORK

Radio gets in tv museum
A radio interview conducted
over KGBS Los Angeles has assured radio an auslander's place
in the planned Hollywood Motion
Picture and Television Museum.
The Storer station recorded an
hour-long interview with producer
Sol Lesser, president of the MuAssn., as part
of KGBS's
12-partseum Inquiry
series,
dealing
with Los Angeles growth since
World War II. The board of directors of the museum has requested tapes of the interview to
be placed in the exposition's
permanent record archives.

its annual goal possible. The station
donated its facilities and staff for a
whole day to help the Salvation Army
in its annual plea.
Prize winners ■ Two Canadian agency
principals have won top prizes in a
contest sponsored by CHCH-TV Hamilton, Ont. The competition, which
was open to employes of Canadian ad-

CITY'S

'new 'A$U/up Atrfei m

t/tM^ ^€a/i4

KILT sells Houston
KILT Houston's manager, Bill Weav- Rates from Fourteen Dollars for single rooms; from Eighteen Dollars for twin-bedded rooms
er, came to the conclusion about a year
ago that national advertising agencies,
A Renaissance of the Arts of Hospitality
and the advertisers whom they represented, were not being kept abreast of
the strides his city was making. And
it was this lack of up-to-date informaF NEW
YORK
UMMITo
tion, he felt, which accounted for the
EAST 51ST STREET AT LEXINGTON AVENUE PLAZA 2-7000
fact that fewer national advertising dolRobert Huyot, Vice President & General Manager
lars were being spent in Houston than
in other cities of comparable size.
LOEWS HOTELS, INC. • PRESTON ROBERT TISCH, PRESIDENT • C. C. PHILIPPE, EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT
He took a look around his burgeon95
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vertising agencies, was to determine
the number of households and the
amount of retail sales within the new
coverage area of the Hamilton station,
which had recently boosted its power
to 325 kw video. The prizes, a trip
for two to Europe and $1,000 apiece,
were won by J. L. Foley, vice-president
of McKim Adv. Ltd., Montreal, and
Marie Spencer of James Lovick Ltd.,
Toronto.
Traffic-stopper ■ The Twist may not be
here to stay, but it certainly is making
an awfully good try. In response to
public interest, KFWB Los Angeles
offered free Twist lessons during the
Thanksgiving weekend, and even arranged for technical assistance from the
star of the forthcoming saga "Twist
Around the Clock." British-born model
June Wilkinson, feminine lead in the
movie, did the Twist in front of KFWB
studios, and once again inside.

KBER shoots straight and
KBER San Antonio went on the
air Nov. 13, on 1150 kc, programming a format of country and western music and specializing in what

String savers ■ WMGM New York is
conducting a contest to give away a
string of pearls. To enter, listeners
send a piece of string to the station.
The contestant whose string is exactly
the same length as the prize strand of
pearls will win.

the station terms "shotgun news."
As a graphic example of this feature, the station procured the stage
coach above, and those two highFOR THE

RECORD

STATION AUTHORIZATIONS, APPLICATIONS
As compiled by Broadcasting, Nov. 30 New tv stations
ACTION BY BROADCAST BUREAU
through Dec. 6, and based on filings,
authorizations and other actions of the
Philadelphia, Pa. — Bernard Rappaport.
Granted uhf ch. 23 (524-530 mc); 275.8 kw
FCC. Includes data on new stations,
vis., age
137.9
kw 420aur.ft.,Ant.above
heightground
above 503aver-ft.
terrain
changes in existing stations, ownership
Estimated construction cost $356,649; first
changes, hearing cases, rules & standyear
cost161$100,000;
$150,000. P.operating
O. address
Exeter revenue
St., Brooklyn
ards changes, routine roundup.
35, N. Y. Studio and trans, location PhilAbbreviations: DA — directional antenna, cp
02" N. lat.,adelphia.
75° 09'Geographic
21" W.coordinates
long. Trans.39°RCA57'
— construction permit. ERP — effective radiTTU-12-A; ant. RCA TFU-24-DL. Consultated power, vhf — very high frequency, uhf
ing engineer Commercial Radio Equipment
— ultra high frequency, ant. — antenna, aur. —
Co., Washington, D. C. Bernard Rappaport,
aural, vis. — visual, kw— kilowatts, w— watts
sole owner, is vice president, sales manager
mc
—
megacycles.
D—
day.
N
—
night.
LS
—
local sunset, mod. — modification, trans. —
and
Rapson's
New 30%
York.owner
Actionof Nov.
30. Cravats Inc.,
transmitter, unl. — unlimited hours, kc — kilocycles. SCA — subsidiary communications auAPPLICATION
thorization. S A — special service authorization. STA — special temporary authorization.
Odessa, Tex. — Southwestern Bcstg. Co.
SH — specified hours. CH — critical hours. • —
Uhf ch. 24 (530-536 mc) ; ERP 8.43 kw vis.,
educational. Ann. — Announced.
4.73 kw aur. Ant. height above average

EDWIN
&

TORNBERG

COMPANY,

INC.

Negotiators For The Purchase And Sale Of
Radio And TV Stations
Appraisers • Financial Advisors
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fast to get its news
spirited, excitable little mares, and
sent them out scouring San Antonio
for local news stories.
Studios and offices of the new am
outlet, managed by A. V. Bamford,
are located on Frontier Square, close
enough to the Alamo to connect the
city's past with its future.

New York-60 East 42nd St., New York 17, N. Y. • MU 7-4242
West Coast— 1357 Jewell Ave., Pacific Grove, Calif. • FR 2-7475
Washington-1426 "G" St., N.W., Washington, D.C. • Dl 7-8531

terrain 237
abovecostground
Estimatedft.,
construction
$82,000;225firstft. year
operating cost $120,000; revenue $140,000.
P. O. address 1104 W. Avenue I, Lovington,
N. M. Studio and trans, location Odessa.
Geographic coordinates 31° 51' 11" N. lat.,
102° 22' 12" W. long. Trans. GE TT-20-A;
ant. Electron HL-2. Legal counsel Ross K.
Prescott, Dallas, Tex.; consulting engineer
Electron Corp., Dallas. Principals: A. C.
Holder, D. W. Erwin (each 25%), Ora R.
Hall (23%), T. J. Deason, E. Kirk Newman
(each 10%), Eugene McElvaney Jr. (7%).
Mr. Holder is independent oil operator;
Mr. Erwin has interests in three catv firms;
Mr. Hall is oil operator; Mr. Deason is
accountant; Mr. McElvaney is stockholder
in oil4.firm; Mr. Newman is attorney. Ann.
Dec.
Existing tv stations
ACTION BY FCC
WKRC-TV (ch. 12) Cincinnati, OhioGranted application to increase ant. height
from 590 ft. to 1,000 ft., make changes in
equipment
and install
DA. Chmn. Minow
dissented. Action
Dec. 16.
CALL LETTERS ASSIGNED
Ltd.KALU(TV) Hilo, Hawaii— Radio Honolulu
Existing fm stations
CALL LETTERS ASSIGNED
*KSDA(FM) Arlington, Calif.— La Sierra
College Bcstg. Co.; changed from *KNFP
(FM).
WTFM(FM) Lake Success, N. Y.-WTFM
Inc.; changed from WGLI-FM.
New am stations
ACTIONS BY FCC
Indian Rocks Beach, Fla. — Johnson Bcstg.
Corp. dress
Granted
1520 kc,Indian
1 kw Rocks
D. P. O.
ad70 Gulf Blvd.,
Beach.
Estimated construction cost $24,195; first
year operating cost $48,000; revenue $60,000.
Principals: Lloyd L. Johnson (96%), Julia
G. Johnson, George L. Johnson, Daryl A.
Johnson, Janelle F. Johnson (each 1%). L.
L. Johnson is CPA and owns 50% of concrete specialties firm; Julia G. Johnson is
housewife.
ActionNov.
by Acting
Chief Hearing
Examiner Kvle
30.
Normal, HI.— McLean County Bcstg. Co.
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Granted 1440 kc, 1 kw D. P. O. address 210
Washington St., Beardstown, 111. Estimated
construction cost $56,651, first year operating
cost $54,000, revenue $60,000. Principals:
Robert W. Sudbrink, (50%) and Margareta
S. Sudbrink (49%). Mr. and Mrs. Sudbrink
own WRMS Beardstown, 111. Action Nov. 30.
Three Granted
Rivers, 1510
Mich.kc;
— Voice
Rivers.
500 w ofD. Three
P. O.
address 124 N. Main St., Three Rivers.
Estimated construction cost $24,000; first
year operating cost $36,000; revenue $50,000.
Principals: Joseph E. Butler (43.35%),
Robert M. Shumaker (32.66%), Douglas Bullock (16.33%), Ralph E. Patterson (7.65%).
Mr. Butler
Kalamazoo, Mich.; isMr.president
Shumakerof isWKLZ
president
and
30% sonowner
of
publishing
firm;
Mr.
Patteris vice president of WKLZ; Mr. Bullock
is vice
president
of publishing firm. Action Nov.
30.
Chadbourn,
N.
C.
Inc.
Granted 1590 kc, —1 Ebony
kw D. Enterprises
P. O. address
707 S. Franklin St., Whiteville, N. C. Estimated construction cost $11,934; first year
operating cost $24,000; revenue $30,000.
Principals: T. M. Reynolds, G. W. Carnes,
S. M. Lennon, Oscar McDuffie, Fred Williams Sr., Clarence Pickett, Edward Hicks,
Willie Hines Jr., Lester Moore, Alfred
Singletary, Chester Graham, James A. Melton Jr., Troy Singletary (each 7.143%). Mr.
Reynolds is teacher; Dr. Carnes is physician
and surgeon; Mr. Lennon is teacher; Mr.
McDuffie is plumber; Mr. Williams owns
farm; Mr. Pickett owns garage; Mr. Hicks
is pipefitter and owns farm; Mr. Moore is
teacher; A. Singletary owns farm; Mr.
Graham owns market: T. Singletary owns
barber shop. Action Nov. 30.
Sapula,1550Okla.
Oklahoma
Co.
Granted
kc,— 500
w D. P. Bcstg.
O. address
c/o R. B. Bell, Radio Station KLCO, Poteau,
Okla. Estimated construction cost $25,372.62;
first year operating cost $48,000; revenue
$52,000. Principals: R. B. Bell, Bernice Bell
(each 50%). Mr. and Mrs. Bell own KLCO
Poteau, Okla. Action by Acting Chief Hearing Examiner Kyle Dec. 1.
ACTIONS BY BROADCAST BUREAU
Aspen,
Bcstg.
Co. Granted
1260
kc. 5Colo.
kw.— Aspen
D. P. O.
address
General
Delivery, Aspen. Estimated construction
cost $49,106, first year operating cost $31,200,
revenue $57,000. Equal one-third partners
are Myron J. Kammeyer, professional
pianist; Edward L. Vestal, ski instructor,
and Theodore B. Gazarian, office manager
for brokerage firm. Action Dec. 1.
Altavista,J. Va.
— Theodore
J. Gray
Theodore
Gray
Jr. Granted
1280 Sr.
kc: and
500
w D. P. O. address box. 296, Bedford, Va.
Estimated construction cost $11,794; first
year operating cost $37,800; revenue $43,200. Applicants are 50% partners. Mr. Gray
Sr. is quality control manager for Rubatex
Div. of Great American Industries; Mr.
Gray Jr. is announcer and salesman for
WBLT Bedford, Va. Action Dec. 1.
APPLICATION
Wishek,
N.
Plains 17Bcstg.
Co.
1330 kc; 500 w D.—
D. Dakota
P. O. address
S.W. 9th
Ave., Aberdeen, S. D. Estimated construction cost $13,000; first year operating cost
$24,000; revenue $40,000. Kenneth G. Lager,
sole owner, owns inn and restaurant. Ann.
Nov. 29.

daytime new
power
w to4. 1 kw and
install
trans.fromAnn.250 Dec.
We're proud
CALL LETTERS ASSIGNED
KXEW
Tucson,
Ariz.
—
Pan
American
Radio Corp.
of our
KIRV Fresno, Calif. — Irving Penberthy.
WHJD Hazlehurst, Ga.— Hazlehurst Radio.
WANG Newnan Ga. — Radio Newnan.
KBABbara J. Roberts
Indianola,Co.Iowa — James R. & BarWLNGCo. Sag Harbor, N. Y.— Hamptons
Bcstg.
WAZS Inc.
Summerville, S. C— Radio Summerville
WYPR
Danville,
Va— WSSB Inc.; changed
from WDTI.
TOWER
WQVA Quantico, Va.— Radio One Co.
WRGM Richmond, Va. — Eastern States
Radio Corp., changed from WEZL.
. . . leading
say these
New fm stations
APPLICATIONS
Cocoa Beach, Fla. — Stereo Bcstg. Corp.
broadcasters
101.1 mc; 2.775 kw. Ant. height above
average terrain 240.66 ft. P. O. address
c/o Richard C. Lang, Sea Missile Motel,
4292 N. timated
Atlantic
Ave.,
Esconstruction
cost Cocoa
$20,451;Beach.
first year
operating cost $45,000; revenue $50,000.
Principals: Nicholas P. Farinella, Francis
R. Rantz, Harvey R. Meyers, Richard C.
Lang (each 20.8%), Leonard O. Mendelsohn
(16.8%). Messrs. Farinella and Meyers are
equal partners in stereo-systems sales business; Mr. Rantz is senior missile test engineer with Lockheed Aircraft Corp.; Mr.
Mendelsohn is electronics engineer; Mr.
Lang is motel
president
bank and interests.
has buildingrental,
and ofrestaurant
Ann.
Dec.
4.
Jacksonville, Fla. — Fine Music Broadcasts
Inc. 98.7 mc; 26.04 kw. Ant. height above
average terrain 170 ft. P. O. address 3582
St. Johns Ave., Jacksonville. Estimated construction cost $19,500; first year operating
cost $15,000; revenue $18,250. Principals:
Hugh F. Culverhouse (50%), Romie L.
Thomas, Randolph R. Thomas (each 25%).
ROBERT C. LUKKASON
Mr. Culverhouse is attorney; Messrs.
General Manager
Thomas
own
50%
each
of
retail
appliance
firm. Ann. Dec. 4.
Interlochen, Mich. — National Music Camp.
103.5 mc; 113.75 kw. Ant. height above
average terrain 345.7 ft. P. O. address c/o
N. E. Grover, Radio Dept., Interlochen. EsKCND-TV
PEMBINA,
N.D
timated construction cost $36,890.71; first
year operating cost $22,000; revenue from
camp funds. National Music Camp is
boarding
school
music in
curriculum.highAnn.
Dec.emphasizing
4.
Lansdowne, Pa. — Family Stations Inc. 94.9
mc; 31.68 kw. Ant. heiffht above average
terrain 104 ft. P. O. address c/o Richard
Palmquist, 2728 San Bruno Ave., San Francisco, Calif. Estimated construction cost
$19,562; first year operating cost $32,850;
revenue $36,500. Principals: Harold Camping, president; Scott L. Smith, vice president; Richard Palmquist, secretary-treasurer. Family Stations Inc. is non-stock
corporation and is licensee of KEAR San
Francisco and KEBR Sacramento, both
California. Ann. Dec. 6.
Ownership changes
ACTIONS BY FCC
KPRL, Radio Station KPRL, Paso Robles,
Calif.
assignment
of license
from
Existing am stations
Dale —J.Granted
and Bernard
Schwartz
to KPRL
CLIFF THOMFORDE
ACTIONS BY FCC
Inc. (Arthur C. Youngberg Jr.); consideraTechnical Director
tion $200,000 and agreement not to engage
KWBW Hutchinson, Kan.— Granted in- in broadcasting in San Obispo County for
creased daytime power on 1450 kc from
10 years. Action Dec. 6.
WABO, New Laurel Radio Station Inc.,
250 w to 1 kw, continued nighttime operation with 250 w; engineering conditions.
Waynesboro, Miss. — Granted (1) renewal of If you're planning a tower,
Action Dec. 6.
license and (2) assignment of license to take advantage of Stainless'
Wilbur J. Martin Sr.; consideration $62,500. experience in designing and
WAQE Towson, Md. — Granted increased
power from 1 kw to 5 kw, DA, continued
Chmn. Minow and Comr. Lee dissented. fabricating AM, FM and TV
Action Dec. 6.
operations
on
1570
kc,
D;
engineering
condiof all kinds— up to
tions. Action Dec. 6.
WOTW-AM-FM, Gateway Bcstg. Corp., towers
7
WMBH Joplin, Mo. — Granted increased
H. — GrantedBcstg.
assignment
of li- 1700' tall.
to Eastminister
Corp. (Roger
daytime power on 1450 kc from 250 w to Nashua, censesN.
1 kw, continued nighttime operation with
H. Strawbridge, 25%, William N. McKeen,
250 w;
remote control
engineer25%, and Eastern Assoc. Inc., 50%); coning conditions.
Action permitted;
Dec. 6.
sideration $200,000. Messrs. Strawbridge and
McKeen own WCME Brunswick, Me. Action
KIRX Kirksville, Mo. — Granted increased
daytime power on 1450 kc from 250 w to 1 Dec. 6.
Get your freethese
book
describing
kw, continued nighttime operation with 250
KUAL-TV (ch. 41), Cortez Industries Inc.,
w; engineering conditions; Action Dec. 6. San Antonio, Tex. — Granted assignment of
installations.
KOKO Warrensburg, Mo. — Granted in- license to Spanish International Bcstg. Corp.
creased daytime power on 1450 kc from 250 (Frank Fouce, president, and other stockw to 1 kw, continued nighttime operation
holders have interest in Spanish Internawith
tional Bcstg. Co., permittee of all-foreign
1
Dec. 6.250 w; engineering conditions. Action
language tv station (ch. 34) in Los Angeles,
Calif.);ment notconsideration
$200,000
and agreeAPPLICATIONS
to compete for
five years
in tv
broadcasting
within 100Action
miles of
WMIC St. Helen, Mich. — Cp to increase
Comr. Ford dissented.
Dec.KUAL-TV.
6.
power
from
500
w
to
5
kw,
install
DA-D
less, inc.
and new trans.; delete remote control
APPLICATIONS
operation of trans. Ann. Dec. 4.
NORTH
WALES
■ . ' PEN N SYLVAN IA d
WEDR Mobile, Ala. — Seeks assignment of
WHOC Philadelphia, Miss. — Cp to increase
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MEANS

35 kw

FM

TRANSMITTER

cp from Springhill Bcstg. Inc. to John M.
McLendon;
$10,000.
Mr. Rock.
McLendon
ownsconsideration
99% of KOKY
Little
Ark.; 99.6% of KOKA Shreveport, La.;
99.5% of WENN Birmingham, Ala.; 50% of
WOKJ Jackson, Miss. Ann. Nov. 30.
WHBB Selma, Ala. — Seeks assignment of
license from Selma Bcstg. Inc. to Julius
E. Talton (75%), Carrie G. Luckie (20%)
and Pearle L. Talton (5%), d.'b as Talton
Bcstg. Co.; consideration $57,230. Mr. Talton
is sales manager of WAPI Birmingham,
Ala.; Mrs. Talton is housewife; Mrs. Luckie
has properties and investment management
interests. Ann. Dec. 4.
KFMM(FM)
assign-to
ment of license Tucson,
and SCAAriz.
from— Seeks
Lee Little
C. Van Haaften (32%), Ben L. Slack (30%),
Robert Lesbock (29%), John L. Hogg and
John R. Williams (each 4.5%), d/b as Tucson
Bcstg. Co.; total consideration $70,000. Mr.
Van Haaften owns 32% of KTUC Tucson:
Mr. Hogg owns 25% of KOY Phoenix,
Ariz.; Mr. Williams owns 25% of KOY;
Messrs. Slack and Lesbock own 30% and
29% respectively of KTUC. Ann. Dec. 6.
KERO-TV Bakersfleld; KFMB-AM-FMTV San Diego, both Calif.— Seek assignment of licenses from Marietta Bcstg. Inc.
to Transcontinent Tv Corp., present 100%
stockholdersideration
of involved.
assignor;
no will
financial
conAssignor
be merged
into assignee on closing. Ann. Dec. 6.
KBLF Red Bluff, Calif.— Seeks (1) transfer of 25% of stock in Victor Industries
Corp. of California from Victor Corp. (present 100% stockholder of licensee) to Clay
McGowan in exchange for his present 12.5%
interest in Victor Corp., and (2) transfer of
100% ownership of Victor Corp. to Victor
Muscat from Dr. Sydney Lipsky (50%).
United American Metals Corp. (owned 100%
by Mr. Muscat T37.5%]) and Mr. McGowan
(previously mentioned 12.5%). Consideration
in each case return of promissory notes by
which present interests of principals were
acquired in 1959. Ann. Dec. 6.
KCKC San Bernardino, Calif. — Seeks assignment of license from Crules R. Cheek,
trustee in bankruptcy for M. V. W. Radio
Corp., to Joseph H. McGillvra and Agnes
I. McGillvra (each 50%); total consideration $155,000. Mr. McGillvra owns station
representative firm. Ann. Dec. 6.

SUMMARY
Lie.
FM's Most Powerful
Transmitter! ita s 35 kw
FM Transmitter is designed to
fill in coverage weak spotsblanket any area with POWER
at a price you can afford.
Offers these features: • Stereo
and Multiplex Provisions •
Grounded Grid PA That Needs
No Neutralization • Silicon
Rectifiers • Power Cutback to
5 kw • Free Installation Supervision. Examine its features
. . . step up to the best high
power FM transmitter ever
made. For complete information write ITA Dept. BI-4.

ITA Electronics Corporation
BROADCAST DIVISION
Lansdowne, Pennsylvania
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TV
FM

3,609
880

KITO
San stock
Bernardino,
— Seeks
fer of all
in RadioCalif.
Assoc.
Inc. transfrom
Ruth E. Brown, executrix of estate of
Kenyon Brown (deceased), to Colgreene
Bcstg. Inc. (51%), H. G. Fearnhead, Thomas
F. Hollinger (each 22%), Ronald Jacobs
(5%), d/b as KPOI Bcstg. Inc.; consideration $250,000. Colgreene Bcstg. Inc. is licensee of WHUC Hudson, N. Y.; Mr. Hollinger owns 45.7% of application for am
station in Guam; Mr. Fearnhead has been
vp and general manager of WINS New
York, N. Y.; Mr. Jacobs owns 5% of Guam
application. Ann. Nov. 30.
KSRF(FM) Santa Monica, Calif.— Seeks
assignment of license from Santa Monica
Bcstg. Co. to Pacific Ocean Park Inc. (80%)
and George A. Baron (20%), d/b as Pacific
Ocean Bcstg. Inc.; consideration approxi$69,185.ofMr.KSRF(FM);
Brown is Pacific
present Ocean
general mately
manager
Park
Inc.
is
owned
80%
by
Pacific
Seaboard
Land Co. Ann. Dec. 6.
WHBO Tampa, Fla. — Seeks assignment of
license from Gateway Bcstrs. Inc. to John
A.
Boling (40%),
A. Martin,
M. Holland,
Bonita Bob
Fishback,
Herbert James
Ross
Jr., Billy R. Polk (each 12%), d/b as
Floradio Inc.; consideration $260,000. Mr.
Boling signor
is andpresent
sole WXLI
stockholder
ashas owned
Dublin,of Ga.;
Mr. Martin is present station manager of
WHBO: Mr. Holland is announcer-salesman
for WHBO; Bonita Fishback is program
director of WHBO; Mr. Ross is announcersalesman for WHBO;
Mr. Ann.
Polk Dec.
is engine r-an ouncer for WHBO.
4.
WROM Rome, Ga. — Seeks assignment of
license from Dean Covington, Charles E.
Doss (each 40%) and Barbara Austin (20%),
d/b as Coosa Valley Radio Co. (partnership) to new corporation of same name
and
ownership;
no financial
consideration
involved.
Ann. Nov.
30.
KRHD Duncan, Okla. — Seeks transfer of
13.95% partnership interest in Duncan
Bcstg.
Co. from
T. R. as
Warkentin,
to Lawton
Burton
executor deceased,
of Mr.
Warkentin's
estate;
no
financial
consideration involved. Ann. Dec. 6.
KSWO-AM-TV Lawton, Okla. — Seeks
transfer of 15.5% partnership interest in
Oklahoma Quality Bcstg. Co. from T. R.

OF COMMERCIAL

BROADCASTING

Compiled by BROADCASTING Dec. 7
ON AIR
Not on air
69
61
CP91
156
64
Cps.
83

135
TOTAL APPLICATIONS
For new stations
190
850

OPERATING TELEVISION STATIONS

Commercial
Non-commercial

Compiled by BROADCASTING Dec. 7
VHF
UHF
85
469
18
40
4871
COMMERCIAL

TV
58
554

STATION BOXSCORE

Compiled by FCC Oct. 31
AM
Licensed (all on air)
3,603
Cps on air (new stations)
49
Cps not on air (new stations)
157
Total authorized stations
3,809
Applications for new stations (not in hearing) 524
Applications for new stations (in hearing)
171
Total applications for new stations
696
Applications for major changes (not in hearing) 508
Applications for major changes (in hearing) 107
Total applications for major changes
615
Licenses deleted
0
Cps deleted
0

FM

TV

887
41
185
1,113
99
24
123
68
5
73
0
2

4871
68
90
655
47
39
86
39
13
52
0
2

'There are, in addition, nine tv stations which are no longer on the air, but retain their
licenses.
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PROFESSIONAL

CARDS

JANSKY & BAILEY
Offices and Laboratories
1339 Wisconsin Ave., N.W.
Washington 7, D.C. FEderal 3-4800
Member AFCOE

JAMES C. McNARY
Consulting Engineer
National Press Bldg.,
Wash. 4, D. C.
Telephone District 7-1205
Member AFGGE

—Established 1926—
PAUL GODLEY CO.
Upper Montclair, N. ).
Pilgrim
Laboratories,
Creat6-3000
Notch, N. |.
Member AFGCE

Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
Everett L. Dillard, Cen. Mgr.
INTERNATIONAL BLDG.
Dl. 7-1319
WASHINGTON, D. C.
P.O. BOX 7037
JACKSON 5302
KANSAS CITY, MO.
Member AFGGE

A. D. Ring & Associates
30 Years' Engineering
Experience in Radio
1710 H St., N.W. Republic 7-2347
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
Member AFGGE

GAUTNEY & JONES
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
930 Warner Bldg. National 8-7757
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFGCE

RUSSELL
P. MAY
711 14th St., N.W. Sheraton Bldg.
Washington 5, D. C.
REpublic 7-3984
Member AFGGE

JOHN H. BATTISON
& ASSOCIATES
Consulting Radio Engineers
Specializingandin measurements
AM-FM-TV
applications
934-5 Munsey Building
Washington 5, D. C.
Dl 7-2330 Member AFGCE

L. H. Carr
& Associates
Consulting
Radio & Television
Engineers
Washington 6, D. C. Fort Evans
1000 Conn. Ave. Leesburg, Va.
Member AFGCE

REAR & KENNEDY
-TV
1302 18th St., N.W. Hudson 3-9000
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
Member AFGCE

A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
INWOOD POST OFFICE
DALLAS 9, TEXAS
MEIrose 1-8360
Member AFCOE

GUY C. HUTCHESON
P.O. Box 32
CRestview 4-8721
1100 W. Abram
ARLINGTON, TEXAS

SILLIMAN, MOFFET &
ROHRER
1405 C St., N.W.
Republic 7-6646
Washington
5, D. C.
Member AFCGE

LYNNE C. SMEBY
CONSULTING ENGINEER
AM-FM
DRIVE
7615 LYNN
WASHINGTON 15, D. C.
OLiver 2 8520

GEO. P. ADAIR ENG. CO.
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
Radio-Television
Communications- Electronics
1610 Eye St., N. W.
Washington, D. C.
Executive Member
3-1230 Executive
AFGGE 3-5851

WALTER F. KEAN
CONSULTING Associate
RADIO ENGINEERS
George M. Sklom
19 E. Quincy St. Hickory 7-2401
Riverside,Member
III. (A AFGGE
Chicago suburb)

HAMMETT & EDISON
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Box 68, International Airport
San Francisco 28, California
Diamond 2-5208

JULES COHEN
Consulting Electronic Engineer
617 Albee Bldg. Executive 3-4616
1426 C St., N.W.
Washington 5, D. C.
Member AFGGE

CARL E. SMITH
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
8200 Snowville Road
Cleveland 41, Ohio
Tel. JAckson 6-4386
Member AFGOE

Service

D irectory

COMMERCIAL RADIO
MONITORING CO.
PRECISION
FREQUENCY
MEASUREMENTS
AM-FM-TV
103 S. Market St.,
Lee's Summit, Mo.
Phone Kansas City, Laclede 4-3777

CAMBRIDGE CRYSTALS
PRECISION FREQUENCY
MEASURING SERVICE
SPECIALISTS FOR AM-FM-TV
445 Concord Ave.,
Cambridge 38, Mass.
Phone TRowbridge 6-2810

THE CAPITOL RADIO
ENGINEERING INSTITUTE
ECPD Accred. Tech. Inst. Curricula
3224 16 St., N.W., Wash. 10, D.C.
Industry-approved home study and residence programs in Electronic Engineering Technology including Specialized TV
Engineering. Write for free catalog.

FREQUENCY
MEASUREMENT
AM-FM-TV
WLAK Electronics Service, Inc.
P. O. Box 1211, Lakeland, Florida
Mutual 2-3145 3-3819
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GEORGE C. DAVIS
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
RADIO & TELEVISION
527 Munsey Bldg.
STerling 3-0111
Washington
4, D. C.
Member AFGGE
Lohnes & Culver
Munsey Building District 7-8215
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFCGE

JOHN B. HEFFELFINGER
9208 Wyoming PI. Hiland 4-7010
KANSAS CITY 14. MISSOURI

J. G. ROUNTREE
CONSULTING ENGINEER
P.O. Box 9044
Austin 17, Texas
CLendale 2-3073

VIR N. JAMES
SPECIALTY
DIRECTIONAL ANTENNAS
232 S. Jasmine St. DExter 3-5562
Denver 22, Colorado
Member AFCOE

JOHN H. MULL AN EY
and ASSOCIATES, INC.
2000 P St., N. W.
Washington 6, D. C
Columbia 5-4666
Member AFGGE

A. E. Towne Assocs., Inc.
TELEVISION and RADIO
ENGINEERING CONSULTANTS
420 Taylor St.
San Francisco 2, Calif.
PR. 5-3100
MERL SAXON

PETE JOHNSON
Consulting am-fm-tv Engineers
Applications — Field Engineering
Suite 601
Kanawha Hotel Bldg.
Charleston, W.Va. Dickens 2-6281

CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEER
622 Hoskins Street
Lufkin, Texas
NEptune 4-4242 NEptune 4-9558

L. J. N. du TREIL
& ASSOCIATES
CONSULTING RADIO ENCINEERS
10412 Jefferson Highway
New Orleans 23, La.
Phone: 721-2661

William B. Carr
Consulting Engineer
AM— FM— TV
Microwave
P. O. Box 13287
Fort Worth 18, Texas
ATlas 4-1571
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Warkentin (deceased) to Lawton Burton,
executor consideration
of Mr. War ken
tin's estate;
no
financial
involved.
Ann. Dec.
6.
Seeks transfer
allWCOY
stock Columbia,
in Radio Pa—
Columbia
Inc. fromof
Lester P. Etter, H. Raymond Stadiem,
Eugene Silverstein (each 30%) and M.
Leonard Savage (10%) to Donald W. Huff
and Joan G. Huff as joint tenants; total
consideration $60,000. Mr. Huff is bookkeeper and has been announcer-salesman
for WTOA Trenton, N. J.; Mrs. Huff is
housewife. Ann. Nov. 30.
WMMT McMinnville, Tenn.— Seeks assignment of license from Regional Bcstg.
Corp. to Fred P. Davis, J. H. Lewis and
William R. Livesay (each one-third), d/b
as Ogram Bcstg. Corp.; consideration $92.500. Mr. Lewis is sales manager of WJSO
Jonesboro, Tenn.; Mr. Livesay is engineer
for WEMB Erwin, Tenn.; Mr. Davis owns
jewelry business. Ann. Dec. 6.
WLSB Copperhill, Tenn.— Seeks transfer
of one-third of stock in Copper Basin Bcstg.
Inc. from Leon Beavers to Blaine Goss,
present one-third stockholder; consideration not specified. Ann. Dec. 5.
KBBB from
Borger,
Tex. —M.Seeks
assignment
license
Robert
Watson
and Dixieof
D. Watson to Weldon E. Lewis and Weldon
W. Lewis; consideration $70,000. W. E. Lewis
is employee of KBBB; W. W. Lewis is life
insurance agent. Ann. Dec. 5.
WMOV Ravenswood, W. Va. — Seeks assignment of license from Valley Bcstrs.
Inc. to Rex Osborne, Naseeb S. Tweel (each
49%) and Robert O. EUis Jr. (2%); d/b as
Good Neighbor Bcstrs. Die; consideration
$11,000. Mr. Osborne is general manager of
WMOV; Mr. Tweel is stockholder in Connie
B. Gay stations and owns 50% of laundromat; Mr. Ellis is attorney. Ann. Dec. 5.
Hearing cases
FINAL DECISIONS
a Commission gives notice that Oct. 11
initial decision which looked toward granting applications of Radio Station WAYX
Inc. (WAYX), Waycross, Ga., Radio Gainesville Inc. (WGGG), Gainesville, Fla., Fisher
Bcstg. Inc. (WSOK), Savannah, Ga., and
Laurens County Bcstg. Co. (WXLI), Dublin,

for your tower BflUN
requirements
check SYSTEMS
I A complete tower
] erection service
I that has these
j special advantages:
I ✓ DEPENDABILITY
I ✓
j✓
j
I ✓

RELIABILITY
COMPLETE
ENGINEERING
COAST TO COAST
SERVICE

I Be sure to obtain price quota! tions and engineering assistance for your complete tower
needs
from America's
tower erection
service. foremost

6718 W. Plank Road
100
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INC.
Peoria, Illinois

Ga., for increased daytime power from 250
w to 1 kw, continued operation on 1230 kc,
250 k-N, each with interference condition
and additional engineering condition to
WSOK, became effective Nov. 30 pursuant to
Sec. 1.153 of rules. Action Dec. 4.
■ Commission gives notice that Oct. 11
initial decision which looked toward granting applications of Middle South Bcstg. Co.
(WBML), Macon, Ga., and Ben Hill Bcstg.
Corp. (WBHB),
Fitzgerald,
increased daytime power
from 250Ga.,
w tofor1 kw,
continued operation on 1240 kc, 250 w-N,
both with interference condition, became
effective
Nov. Dec.
30 pursuant
to Sec. 1.153 of
rules. Action
4.
■ Commission gives notice that Sept. 27
initial decision which looked toward granting application of Voice of Three Rivers for
new am station to operate on 1510 kc, 500
w, D in
with interference Three
condition,Rivers,
becameMich.,
effective
Nov. 16
pursuant to Sec. 1.153 of rules. Action Nov.
30.
■ Commission
giveslooked
notice toward
that Oct.
4 initial decision which
granting
application of Ebony Enterprises Inc. for
new am station to operate on 1590 kc, 1 kw,
D, in Chadbourn, N. C, became effective
Nov. 24 pursuant to Sec. 1.153 of rules.
Action Nov. 30.
■ Commission gives notice that Oct. 6
initial decision which looked toward granting
application of McLean County Bcstg. Co.
for new am station to operate on 1440 kc,
1 kw,tiveDA,
in Normal,to Sec.
111., became
Nov. 27D, pursuant
1.153 of effecrules.
Action Nov. 30.
STAFF INSTRUCTIONS
■ Commission directed preparation of
document looking toward denying application of Sunshine State Bcstg. Inc. to extend
facilities of station WBRD Bradenton, Fla.,
so as to operate nighttime hours with 500
w, continued operation on 1420 kc with 1
kw, DA, D. Aug. 2 initial decision looked
toward granting application. Action Dec. 6.
Announcement of this preliminary step
does not constitute commission action in
such case, but is merely announcement of
proposed disposition. Commission reserves
right to reach different result upon subsement. quent adoption and issuance of formal docuINITIAL DECISIONS
■ Hearing Examiner Charles J. Frederick
issued initial decision looking toward (1)
granting following applications to increase
daytimetinued
power
250 wwith
to 1250kw,
nighttimefrom
operation
w: con1230
kc— Easton Publishing Co. (WEEX), with
DA. Easton. Pa.; Westchester Bcstg. Corp.
(WFAS), White Plains. N. Y.; 1240 kc— The
Shore Bcstg. Co. (WCEM), Cambridge, Md.;
Eastern Radio Corp. (WHUM), Reading,
Pa.;
Island'sN. First
StationStates
Inc.
IWGBB)Long
, Freeport,
Y.; Eastern
Bcstg. Corp. (WSNJ), Bridgeton, N. J.; and
Francis J. Matrangola (WCMC). Wildwoort,
N. J., to increase power on 1230 kc, unl.,
from 100 w to 250 w, each with interference
condition, and (2) denying applications for
new am stations on 1230 kc, 100 w, unl., of
WFPG Inc., and Ocean County Bcstrs., Toms
River, N. J., and Harlan Murrelle & Assoc.,
Lakewood, N. J. Action Dec. 5.
■ Hearing Examiner Isadore A. Honig
issued initial decision looking toward (1)
granting application of R. L. McAlister for
new am station to operate on 1550 kc, 5 kw,
D, in fault
Odessa,
Tex.,of and
(2) denying
for deapplication
Western
Bcstg. Co.
for
new am station to operate on 1550 kc, 50 kw,
D, in Odessa. Action Dec. 6.
■ Hearing Examiner H. Gifford Irion
issued initial decision looking toward granting application of John Coleman, William R.
Brown and Donald R. Williams, d/b as Regional Radio Service, for new am station to
operate
1460 kc, 500
DA, D, tests
in Rantoul, 111., onconditioned
thatw,program
will
not be authorized until permittee has submitted evidence to prove that Messrs. Brown
and Williams have severed their connections
with WDWS Champaign, 111. Action Dec. 6.
■ Hearing Examiner Walther W. Guenther
issued initial decision looking toward granting application of Maricopa County Bcstrs.
Inc. for new am station to operate on 1510
kc, 10 kw, D, in Mesa, Ariz. Action Dec. 6.
OTHER ACTIONS
■ By memorandum opinion and order,
commission denied certain petitions to suspend action on all fm broadcast applications
which would conflict with its proposals to
revise fm rules pending outcome of that
proceeding, and by separate order, adopted
a temporary procedure, effective Dec. 6 for

processing
dissented. fm applications. Comr. Cross
■ By memorandum opinion and order,
commission denied petition by Jerome Sill
for
review
examiner's
refusal to
reopen
recordof inhearing
consolidated
am proceeding
in Docs. 13092 et al. and for leave to amend
application of WFPG Inc., Toms River, N. J.,
by substituting
Sill by
as applicant;
dismissed as moot Mr.
motion
Ocean County
Bcstrs., Toms
River,
to
strike
Mr.
Sill's
petition. Chmn. Minow dissented. Action
Dec. 6.
■ By memorandum opinion and order,
commission granted petition by Storer
Bcstg. Co. (WSPD), Toledo, Ohio, to extent
of amending hearing order in proceeding on
applications of Catskills Bcstg. Co. and
Ellenville Bcstg. Co. for new am stations to
operate on 1370 kc in Ellenville, N. Y., and
Ulster County Bcstg. Co. for new station on
1570 kc in Ellenville to add that, in event
of grant of application for 1370 kc, cp shall
contain condition precluding pre-sunrise
operation under provisions of Sec. 3.87(a)
of rules. Action Dec. 6.
■ By memorandum opinion and order,
commission (1) denied petition by Andrew
B. Letson for reconsideration of June 7
order designating for hearing his applicationvilleto increase
JacksonBeach, Fla., power
on 1010ofkc,WZRO
D, from
1 kw
'to
kw, DA, and(2)change
location
to 25Jacksonville;
grantedstudio
petition
by
Mel-Lin tervene
Inc.
(WOBS)
Jacksonville
to
inand be made party to proceeding;
and (3) dismissed without ruling Mr. Letson's
motion
strike Mel-Lin'sandopposition
to petition forto reconsideration
granted
Mr.
Letson
's motion
todissented.
strike Mel-Lin's
reply.
Comr.
Craven
Action
Dec. 6.
■
By
memorandum
opinion
and
order,
commission granted petition by applicant
Geneco Bcstg. Inc., Marion-Jonesboro, Ind.,
and modified
hearing
issues 14085
in am etconsolidated proceeding
in Docs.
al. to
permit consideration
of
whether
circumstances exist to warrant waiverany
of Sec.
3.188(b)(1) of rules. Action Dec. 6.
■ By memorandum opinion and order,
commission denied petition by Radio Alexander City to enlarge issues to include
standard comparative consideration in proon itskcapplication
for newCity,
am Ala.,
station onceeding910
in Alexander
which is in consolidated proceeding with
similar applications of J. C. Henderson,
Dadeville, Ala. (since dismissed for failure
to prosecute), and Clay Service Corp., AshBy separate
memorandum
opinionland,
and Ala.
order,
commission
denied petition
by Clay Service Corp. to enlarge issues to
include Sec. 3.35 and financial qualification
considerations
as to Dec.
applicant
Radio Alexander City. Action
6.
■ Bytion,order,
commission,
on
its
extended time from Dec. 4 toownFeb.mo-5,
1962, to file comments and from Jan. 8, 1962,
to March 9 for reply comments to notices of
proposed rulemaking to assign additional
vhf channel
to Oklahoma
City, Dayton,
Okla.; Johnstown, Pa.; Baton
Rouge, La.;
Ohio;
Jacksonville,
Fla.;
Birmingham,
ville, Tenn., and Charlotte, N. Ala.;
C, soKnoxthat
filing dates will coincide with those in
closely related proceedings on uhf tv alloand deintermixture
of eight
designatedcations
tv markets.
Comr. Cross
dissented.
Action Nov. 30.
■ By order, commission denied requests
by Sangamon
Senator Everett M. Valley
DirksenTvandCorp.,
StateU. ofS. Illinois
for extension of time from Dec. 4 to file
comments and from Jan. 8, 1962, to file
reply comments
in Springfield,
mixture proceeding.
Commission111.,is deinterof view
that it is not required to tie this Springfield
proceeding to deintermixture proceedings in
Docs. 14239-14246; is persuaded that delay
would not serve public interest in view of
unusual nature of case, including circumstance that early institution of second local
tv service to Terre Haute. Ind., turns on
dispositionceeding;ofand ischannel
in this
prosatisfiedinvolved
that ample
process
has been provided in time already allowed
for comment, including earlier extension,
since Sept.
11, 1961, release
order30. instituting this proceeding.
Action ofNov.
Routine roundup
■ Commission addressed letter to Friendly
Bcstg. landCo.,
licensee
WCUY (FM)notice
Cleve-of
Heights,
Ohio, ofconstituting
apparent liability to $8,000 forfeiture under
Sec. 503(b) (2) of Communications Act.
Alleged violations include commencement of
equipment and program tests on new frequency
without notifying
commission's
enin charge
without
application forgineer license
toandcover
cp. filing
Licensee
was
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given 30 days from receipt of notice in
which Dec.
to file
Action
6. statement of non-liability.
■ Commission invites comments by Feb.
5, 1962, to proposed rulemaking, based on
petition
Educational
Tv Commission, by
which Florida
would reserve
12 additional
uhf
channels to augment existing nine educational assignments (five vhf and four uhf)
for state-wide educational tv network. It
would reserve channels now commercial in
following cities: Chs. *28, Bradenton; *15,
Ocala; *17, Marianna and Palatka; *26, Leesburg; *33, Lake City; it would assign educational channels to following cities now without any allocation; *25, Boca Raton; *18,
New Smyrna Beach; *14, Cocoa; *21, Madison; *31, Fort Pierce, and *16, Fort Myers.
Channel
changes
tion of ch.
63 forwould
ch. 18necessitate
in Orlando,substituch. 55
for ch. 16 in Lakeland, ch. 42 for ch. 14 in
Lake Wales, and ch. 43 for ch. 39 in Fort
Lauderdale. Until matter of overall allocation policy can be decided, commission
believes that it would be inappropriate to
reserve large blocks of channels such as
requested, particularly since immediate construction isnot contemplated. It is, however,
mindful of needs for additional channels
for educational tv in Florida and will consider state's
request14229
concurrently
ceeding in Doc.
which is with
aimedpro-to
promote use of uhf channels. Action Dec. 6.
■ By notice
of comments
proposed rulemaking,
mission invites
to proposalcom-by
Sarkes Tarzian Inc. (WTTV [TV] ch. 4),
Bloomington, Ind., to shift that channel to
Indianapolis; also to determine whether
more than three vhf commercial services
are needed
in Indianapolis-Bloomington
area
and whether
it would better serve
public interest and enable more effective use
of vhf assignments in this area to reserve
one of them for educational use. It deferred
action
Tarzian's
for issuance
of orderupon
to show
causerequest
why authorization
for WTTV (TV) should not be modified to
specify operation on ch. 4 in Indianapolis instead of Bloomington, and denied its request
for extension of time to reply to opposition
pleading of WIBC Inc. Comr. Lee concurred
in result. Action Dec. 6.
■ Commission
to proposed rulemakinginvites
lookingcomments
toward amending
Sec. 3.87 of am rules concerning pre-sunrise
operation by stations on regional (Class III)
channels. It would provide that all such stations operating with their daytime facilities
during
hours toshall
give advance
notice ofpre-sunrise
such operation
commission,
that
determination of whether objectionable interference results from such operation shall
be made on basis of standard broadcast
technical standards, and cut-off date would
be established beyond which new Class III
stations would be precluded from engaging
in
operationto under
3.87(a)of
and pre-sunrise
would be limited
licensedSec.hours
operation. Effect of amendment would be to
terminate Sec. 3.87 except as it may apply
to regional assignments made previous to
effective date of amended rules. Chmn.
Minow and Comr. Cross concurred, former
with statement. Action Dec. 6.
■ By order, commission amended Part 1
of its rules of practice and procedure to
incorporate in Sec. 1.362 governing conditional grant of applications for broadcast
facilities new subpart (i) to provide that,
when two or more applications for same
tv assignment have been designated for
hearing, commission may, if public interest
will be served thereby, make conditional
grant to group composed of any two or more
of competing applicants, such grant to
terminate when successful applicant commences operation under terms of regular
authorization. No conditional grant will be
made unless all competing applicants have
been afforded reasonable opportunity to
participate in group seeking conditional
grant. In its application, group shall include special showing as to need for service
pending operation by successful applicant
under terms of regular authorization; effect,
if any, of grant on position of any applicant which is not member of the group; and
any other factors which are deemed pertinentment istoeffective
public interest
Dec. 18.judgment.
1961. Action AmendDec. 6.
■ kaCommission
granted
request
by NebrasCouncil for Educational Tv and
Kansas
Legislative Council and extended from Nov.
30 to Jan. 15, 1962, time for filing comments
and to Feb. 1, 1962, for filing replies to tv
rulemaking proceeding involving Superior,
Kearney, Albion and Terrytown, all Nebraska, and others. Action Nov. 28.
ACTIONS ON MOTIONS
By Commissioner Frederick W. Ford
■ Granted petition by Broadcast Bureau
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and extended to Dec. 1 time to respond to
petition filed by applicants in Lake CharlesLafayette,taneousLa.,
tv ofch.agreement,
proceeding dismissal
for simul-of
approval
exceptions and application of KTAG Assoc.
and
grantNov.of application
of Acadian Tv Corp.
Action
28.
■ Granted petition by Broadcast Bureau
and extended to Dec. 1 time to file exceptions to initial decision in matter of mod.
of
license
ofBakcrsfield,
Marietta Bcstg.
(KEROTV
ch.
10),
Calif. Inc.
Action
Nov.
28.
By

Acting

Chief A.Hearing
Examiner Jay
Kyle
■ Granted joint petition by Oklahoma
Bcstg. Co. and Sapulpa Bcstrs., applicants
for new am stations in Sapulpa, Okla., for
approval
agreement
to merge their
interests andofform
new corporation
in which
each applicant will have equal 50% interests
with no other consideration involved; dismissed with prejudice application of SapulpahomaBcstrs.;
of Okla-to
Bcstg. granted
Co. for application
new am station
operate on 1550 kc, 500 w, DA, D, in Sapulpa,
Okla.,1. and terminated proceeding. Action
Dec.
■ Dismissed as moot petition by Johnson
Bcstg.tionCorp.
to amend
its applicafor new foramleave
station
in Indian
Rocks,
Fla. Action Dec. 1.
■ On own motion, dismissed with prejudice application of Edwin A. Niehay for
new am station in Provo, Utah; application
was in consolidated hearing with Champion
Electronics,
Provo.
appearance was denied
Nov.(Late
28). filing
Actionof Nov.
30.
■ Granted petition by Andrew Emerine for
dismissal of his application for new am station in Bucyrus, Ohio, but dismissed application with prejudice; retained in hearing
status tion.
remaining
in consolidaAction Nov.applications
29.
■ Scheduled prehearing conferences and
hearings in the following am proceedings
on dates shown: Jan. 4 and Feb. 1, 1962:
WNOW Inc. (WNOW), York, Pa., and Radio
Assocs. Inc. (WEER), Warrenton, Va.. KWTX
Bcstg. Co. (KWTX), Waco, Tex., Kerrville
Bcstg. Co. (KERV), Kerrville, Tex., and Jan.
5 and Feb. 1, 1962: Lake Shore Bcstg. Inc.
(WDOE), Dunkirk, N. Y. Action Nov. 29.
■ Granted
petitionof by
Bill Lamb Productions for dismissal
its application
for new
am station in Lapeer, Mich., but dismissed
application with prejudice; retained in hearing status remaining
in consolidation. Action Nov.applications
29.
■ Scheduled oral argument for Dec. 5 on
petition for reconsideration filed by Hershey
Bcstg.tion Inc.
in proceeding
on for
its new
applicaand Reading
Radio Inc.
fm
stations
in
Hershey
and
Reading,
Pa.
Action
Nov. 29.
■ Granted joint request by Ybor City
Bcstg. Co. and Johnson Bcstg. Corp. for approval of agreement whereby Johnson
would pay Ybor City $3,000 in partial payment of out-of-pocket expenses in connecwith operate
latter's on
application
newD, amin
stationtion to
1510 kc, for
250 w,
Ybor City, Fla., in return for its withdrawal;
dismissed
Ybor application
City's application
with prejudice; granted
of Johnson
Bcstg.
Corp., for a new am station to operate on
1520 kc, 1 kw, DA, D, in Indian Rocks
Beach,tion Fla.,
Nov. 29.and terminated proceeding. Ac■ Granted joint petition by Barren County Bcstg.
M. Barrick,
applicants for Co.
new and
am John
stations
to operate
on
1440 kc, 1 kw, D, in Glasgow, Ky., approved
agreement and supplement whereby Mr.
Barrick would pay Barren County $1,105.54
in partial payment of out-of-pocket expenses incurred in connection with its application in return for its withdrawal; dismissedplication
with andprejudice
apretained inBarren
hearingCounty's
status Mr.
Barrick's application. Action Nov. 28.
■ Granted petition by Kenton County
Bcstrs. and extended from Nov. 28 to Dec. 1
to file responses to petition by Covington
Bcstg. Co. to enlarge issues and to reopen
record to receive evidence on such additional issue in proceeding on their applications and Massillon Bcstg. Inc. for new am
stations in Covington, Ky„ and Norwood,
Ohio. Action Nov. 28.
By Hearing Examiner Charles J. Frederick
■ Closed record in matter of revocation
of license of Mandan Radio Assn. for
KBOM Bismarck-Mandan, N. D. Action
Nov. 29.
■ Granted petition by Willamette-Land
Continued on page 106
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knows that one of the best ways to
keep himself posted is to read
the pages of his businesspaper,
advertising as well as editorial.
This is where he gets the facts
which keep him well informed,
make him a practical intellectual.
For this is a medium advertisers
rely on to put the facts about their
products and services into the
hands and minds of businessmen
who need them.
That's why ads in businesspapers
enjoy such high readership. That's
why, too, advertising in
businesspapers means business
—for you . . . and for the
advertiser.
■■FCljII BROADCASTING
THE BUSINESSWEEKLY OF TELEVISION AND RADIO
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CLASSIFIED

ADVERTISEMENTS

(Payable in advance. Checks and money orders only.) (FINAL DEADLINE — Monday preceding publication date.)
• SITUATIONS WANTED 20* per word — $2.00 minimum • HELP WANTED 25* per word — $2.00 minimum.
• DISPLAY ads $20.00 per inch — STATIONS FOR SALE advertising require display space.
• All other classifications 30$ per word— $4.00 minimum.
• No charge for blind box number. Send replies to Broadcasting, 1735 DeSales St., N.W., Washington 6, D. C.
Applicants: If transcriptions or bulk packages submitted. $1.00 charge for mailing (Forward remittance separately, please). All transcriptions, photos,
etc., sent to box numbers are sent at owner's risk. Broadcasting expressly repudiates any liability or responsibility for their custody or return.
RADIO
Help Wanted — Management
Manager for well established small station.
Pacific northwest. Box 94J, BROADCASTING.
Sales
Sales-operation manager (plus two salesmen) for new (now building) 1-kw-D central atlantic-medium market. Send full
resume-photo
to Box 729H, BROADCASTING.
New
— Major
needs good
strongEngland
salesman.
Real indie
opportunity
with
growing multiple chain for man looking
to
the
future.
Resume
to
Box
915H,
BROADCASTING.
Radio salesman. Base salary $7800 plus 15%
commission. Men averaging $10-15,000 year.
We pay interview and moving expenses.
West Michigan market 350,000. Station fulltime am and fm. Resume must include
past and present earnings and volume sold.
Radio experience not required — sales experience is. Box 920H, BROADCASTING.
Florida. Established station. Full time. 5 kw.
Guaranteed salary and incentive plan. Insurance and hospitalization program. Unrivaled living conditions. Housing plentiful
and inexpensive. Inquiry will reveal an unusual, opportunity with an outstanding station. Complete resume. References please.
Box 999H, BROADCASTING.
Southwest — biggest station in biggest, fastadult format, est-growing,
heavy metropolitan
public market,
service. happy
Needs
sales executive for local agencies and big
advertisers. Expanding operation seeks
self-starter with imagination and confidence
based on experience and substantial savings. Unlimited opportunity and cooperation. Box 69J, BROADCASTING.
Louisiana. Sales-announcer, first ticket, as
assistant
CASTING. manager. Box 104J, BROADIf you are a salesman, if you are free to
travel, if you are accustomed to earning
upwards of— $20,000 yearly— then contact us
—high
Immediate
for three
caliber openings
salesmen. available
Must have
some
knowledge of radio time sales and be able
to commence first of year. Apply — only if
you are a salesman. Commercial Producers,
Inc., 405 Park Square Bldg., Boston, Mass.
Contact us collect by calling this number —
HAncock 6-9266.
Sales manager. Progressive, farm station
going to 5000 watts soon needs sales manager with experience in competitive markets. Must produce. Call or write Jim
Wanke, General Manager, KABR Radio,
Aberdeen, South Dakota. BA 5-1420.
Sales manager. We furnish car and expenses, salary and commission; exclusive
market area, top programming and community acceptance. You furnish experience,
ability, sales personality and initiative. Air
mail picture, qualifications, background to
KAVI, Rocky Ford, Colorado.
Market wide open for experienced, creative
salesman capable of producing and holding
business. More radio stations in the market
than there are real salesman. Producer will
be compensated handsomely through salary
— commission plan. Send full background
and recent photo to Lou Ullo, sales manager, KBIS Radio, 2013 Chester Avenue,
Bakersfield, California.
Top c&w station needs good salesman interested in making excellent money. Minimum two years sales experience. Sales only.
DJ's
&
pickers
not apply.
and commission. need
K-P-E-G,
3810 Guarantee
E. Boone,
Spokane, Washington.
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Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Sales
Experienced salesmen (2) for fm station
(varied programming) and for am station
(foreign language, negro). WSBC, 2400 W.
Madison, Chicago 12, Illinois.
Specialings feature
openmost states.salesman.
Gallucci,Immediate
East Hampton,
Connecticut. Andrew 7-9092.
Announcers
Announcer with first class ticket, maintenance is secondary. Box 928D, BROADCASTING.
Capable radio announcer desired by amfm-tv station. Emphasis on voice quality
and intelligent delivery. We are adult
operation, not personality format . . . interested in maturity and permanence.
Above average benefits, pleasant midwestING.
ern community. Box 745H, BROADCASTAnnouncer-engineer. Central Pennsylvania
station. Our need is immediate. Salary
open. Send resume and tape to Box 758H,
BROADCASTING.
Announcer with first phone ticket has opportunity at on-the-go
Basic maintenance
and station
a goodnear
job Atlanta.
on the
air are required. Send tape, background,
personal
creditBoxreferences.
No rock'n
roll
man and
desired.
15J, BROADCASTING.
Texas kilowatt seeking experienced, adult
announcers.
$90.0024J,week.
Send resume, references to Box
BROADCASTING.
Experienced
to divide
tween air andannouncer
production
work. time
Must bebe
good typist and know copy. This is permanent and vestigation.
your Idealrecord
must
bear
inCalifornia city. 53J,
BROADCASTING.
Top rated Florida goldcoast format station needs experienced swinging morning
man. Must be exempt from military service.
Send tape of J. D. show plus news to Box
55J, BROADCASTING.
Dependable commercial announcer with at
least 2 years experience. Located in eastern
Pennsylvania. Successful non-screaming
format. Play-by-play helpful but not necessary. Opportunity to grow with chain. Minimum of $85 to start — more if qualified.
Regular raises. Personal interview necessary, but first send tape and resume to
Box 63J, BROADCASTING.
Mid-south. Announcer-sales. First ticket.
Managerial
CASTING. position. Box 105J, BROADNortheast 50 kw clear channel needs staff
announcer with news writing background.
Quality programming, large staff, modern
facilities and prestige position in this large
market, makes this an outstanding opportunity for the right man. Good pay and
company benefits. Send complete resume,
tape
and
recent
photo to Box 113J, BROADCASTING.
5,000 watt Kansas regional good music station wants chipper folksy morning man
for permanent position. Send tape, resume,
photo and salary desired to Box 114J,
BROADCASTING.
If you know RCA broadcast equipment (1st
eng.) and can announce or sell — there is a
job for you in beautiful south Alabama.
Needed December 26th. Box 64J, BROADCASTING.

Help Wanted — (Cont'd)
Announcers
Pittsburgh area opening for first phone announcer, minimum two years experience.
Starts $500 month. Send resume, tape. Box
81J, BROADCASTING.
Versatile announcer with first phone for
adult music, automated station. Better than
average pay, excellent advancement opportunities. Pleasant living western Washington coastal city. Experienced men only —
send
tape
and
resume. Box 82J, BROADCASTING.
Opening January 8 for announcer-salesman
with mid-south station. Give full details
with
tape and picture. Write Box 95J,
BROADCASTING.
Wanted: 1st phone announcers for dominate
5 kw in rich west Texas. . . . Write and send
tape to Box 102J, BROADCASTING.
Immediate opening. First phone-maintenance, announcing. Small, friendly town.
KPOR, Quincy, Washington.
Top flight air personality needed immediately. Looking for swinger with adult
appeal, musically
knowledgeable,
and full
enthusiastic. Send audition,
photo and
La.
details to Frank Page, KWKH, Shreveport,
1st phone announcer. Immediate opening.
Send resume, tape and salary requirements
to Ken Spengler, WCVS, Springfield, Illinois.
Announcer strong on news to work 4 nights
and 1 morning. Send tape, references and
starting salary expected with resume. Must
have a minimum of 1 year experience. All
tapes will be returned. Contact William M.
Winn,
P.D. Radio station WESB, Bradford,
Pennsylvania.
Have opening for good middle of the road
announcer with first phone. Experience in
programming desired but not necessary.
Contact manager WGAI, Elizabeth City,
North Carolina.
Night needs
man for
wee ideas
hours.andAll-night
show
manthewith
music
knowledge
to be friend
and
Miami's
"night to
people."
Send WINZ,
tape,attract
resume
and
picture
Dick Doty,
Miami.
Experienced first class licensed announcer.
Box 1056, Twin Falls, Idaho.
News director — WLEC, Sandusky, Ohio,
seeking experienced newsman to take ever
operation of two man department. Emphasis
on local news. Excellent fringe benefits —
salary commensurate with experience. Send
audition tape, resume and experience and
picture to Karl Bates, Program Director,
WLEC, Sandusky, Ohio.
Immediate opening for two experienced announcers. Must be professional and mature
to qualify. Experience in production and/or
news desirable. WSAC, Fort Knox, Kentucky. Phone ELgin 1-3121.
Newsmen needed for midwest radio-television news staff. Opportunity for tv coverage experience
all
information
first for
letterradio
with men.
tape, Send
film and
resumedressincluding
Adnews director,salary
WTOL,requirements.
Toledo 4, Ohio.
Personal interview required.
Young, ambitious, permanent jocks for
movin' "town and country" swinger in
million population southern California market.encesAir-mail
tape, resume,
salary to:special,
Bill Wood,
P.O. Box refer1408,
San Diego 12, California. GA 2-0166.
Combo — first phone. Excellent salary. WVOS,
Liberty, New York.
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Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Technical

Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Production — Programming, Others

Engineer-chief: must be combo-something.
Eng-sales, eng-announcer, etc. Not sufficient work to spend full time eng. Daytimer.tailsNo
$100 weekly. Full deto Boxproblems.
954H, BROADCASTING.
North Carolina coastal area full timer seeks
happily married first phone engineer for
chief. Duties will consist of maintenance,
some air work, installation of new studios
in luxury motel and expected construction
of new AM full-time station. Willing to pay
well for competent, sober, cooperative man
interested in working for young, aggressive,
organization. State experience,
growing
salary, availability and enclose recent photo
in first letter. Box 958H, BROADCASTING.
If you know RCA equipment broadcast
and can announce or
equipment
sell—
there (1st
is a eng.)
job for you in beautiful
south Alabama. Needed December 26th. Box
65J, BROADCASTING.
Chief engineer — some announcing. Small
station northern Michigan. Maintenance,
construction primary. 5 kw — directional installation coming. Box 84J, BROADCASTING.
Chief engineer, maintenance and announcing, night shift, required by January first.
Above average earnings. Contact General
Manager,
KATE Radio, Albert Lea, Minnesota.
Wanted: Combination chief engineer-announcer with first phone. Air shift and
maintenance. Small market and local station. Send all information and tape to Allen
R.
Mclntyre, KNDC, Hettinger, North
Dakota.

Graduate student assistantships in radiotv,
programming
- production available.
Write
Athens, school
Ohio. of speech, Ohio University,
RADIO

Chief. Good installation-maintenance, light
announcing. Write KRLN, Canon City,
Colorado.
Help wanted . . . Chief engineer, daytimer,
close to New York City. Maintenance and
relief announcing. Good opportunity, call
or write W.B.A.Z., Kingston, N.Y. FE 1-6300.
Experienced chief engineer-announcer, with
accent on engineering, for 5 kw daytimer
in western Wisconsin. Must be stable
family man with both personal and credit
references. Call or write Bob Smith, WIXK,
New Richmond, Wisconsin, CHapel 6-2254.
Chief engineer-announcer for WTWN, St.
Johnsbury, Vermont. Excellent pay. Top
physical plant and working conditions.
Group operation. Must be experienced.
Contact E. Dean Finney, General Manager.
Chief Engineer. Immediate opening. WVOS,
Liberty, New York.
WRMF, Titusville, Florida, (north gate-Cape
Canaveral)
needs Gates
chief equipment,
engineer-announcer,
sales
if desired.
daytime,
non-directional. Studio and transmitter one
unit. Permanent. Immediate.
Production — Programming, Others
If you are creative and can write effective
commercial copy and have a good commercial voice, send resume and audition
tape immediately to Box 796H, BROADCASTING^,
Newsman, reporter-writer-newscaster, to
join 10-man major southwestern market tv
staff, air featured newscast, support others;
CBS affiliate; vacancy now. Box 32J,
BROADCASTING.
Experienced woman capable of producing
and airing top flight and unusual daily 15
to 30 minutes women's program.
Will also
be permitted to participate in general sales
if qualified. Box 35J, BROADCASTING.
Attractive and unusual opening at full
qualified girl for several
vhf for
power
time weekly
live studio show along with
genresponsibilities
secretarial
part time
resume
immediate to
Submit
eral manager.
and photo-include film clips and tape if
available. Mrs. Richard, Personnel, KSOOTV, Sioux Falls, South Dakota.
BROADCASTING, December 11, 1961

Situations Wanted
Management
Broadcast promotion manager, five years
tv-radio: 2 heading group set-up. Incredibly
versatile writing, design, ideas, research
and budget tending. Station sale forces
relocation. Box 51J, BROADCASTING.
Major Market Sales Manager with long,
successful
recordcompetitive
in one of markets.
the country's
biggest, most
Now
ready to move into management post with
aggressive group operation offering opportunity for greater advancement and income. Currently have complete responsibility for multi-million dollar national
and local billing, sales training, promotion
and merchandising. Experienced in all
phases of management. Excellent reputation
with advertisers and other broadcasters.
Profit conscious and mature in all approaches to business and management. If
you have a big city operation that can
use more help at the top, it will pay us to
talk together. Box 67J, BROADCASTING.
Operations manager — university graduate
radio-tv, years of experience in all departmakeBROADCASTING.
your inside operationments
click.wishes
Boxto 75J,
Manager — with impressive fourteen-year
management and personal sales record.
Sincere, responsible, family man, seeks return midwest. Best media, personal, civic
and ownership references. Box 77J, BROADCASTING.
Broad experience, emphasis sales and news,
FCC license. Family man. Box 88J, BROADCASTING.
31 year old family man, 15 years in radio
sales and programming, 7 years in present
position. Would like to find job as working
manager or sales manager. Prefer Texas.
Write Box 99J, BROADCASTING.
Looking for just plain good man? No high
pressure!
can't clients
double happy!
billing! Can
keep evenProbably
keel and
Experienced all phases broadcasting (except
eng.). Have been actor on stage, screen,
tv, past 10 years. Looking for small town
operation.
or wire
914 Mtn.
7-0550.
View Ave., Phone
Mountain
View,"Don,"
California.
YO
Sales
Merry Christmas. Wisconsin, Michigan,
Indiana stations. Salesman (30) who knowsloves radio wants work. Happy New Year
with 96J,
me, BROADCASTING.
means extra billings you'll see.
Box
Announcers
DJ desires top 40 position. Free and willing
to travel. Box 994H, BROADCASTING.
Aggressive station is sought by eager graduate of midwestern broadcasting school.
Mature clear voice, vet, single, college and
sales background. Write for tape, photo and
resume to Box 998H, BROADCASTING.
College graduate. 3rd phone. Experienced
studio engineer. Some announcing experience. Presently in Ohio. Will relocate anywhere. Box 8J, BROADCASTING.
Radio-tv newsman. Six years experience.
Reporting, editing, writing, broadcasting.
Box 14J, BROADCASTING.
Experienced announcer-salesman . . . good
on c&w. References. Box 29J, BROADCASTING.
Negro uate.announcer,
broadcasting
gradDoes everything
extremely school
well. Third
class license. Tape on request. Box 34J,
BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Announcers
Swinging personality dj., (morning experience)— looking for stable position with progressive, modern-sounding station. Prefer
west,
all. Married,
26, veteran,
1\'z
years consider
experience.
Please reply
with brief
description
of
operation.
Box
56J,
BROADCASTING.
Young, aggressive, dependable, college
grad.
Five Primary
years experience,
medium-major
markets.
interest sports
. . . Big
Ten — pro play-by-play experience, exciting.
Also,
show —size
tightmarket.
production,
board.bright
Desiredj good
Box own
57J,
BROADCASTING.
Evanston, Illinois. Call: UNiversity 9-9031,
Air personality-production man. 2 years.
Creative.ences.Bright.
sound.Facilities
ReferGood pay Scintillating
and production.
a must. Travel. Box 61J, BROADCASTING.
Currently working top five market. Good
music, news, 25, single. Want progressive
station. No top forty. Tape on request.
Box 62J, BROADCASTING.
Professional announcer, highly competent,
with first class ticket is available now! Box
66J, BROADCASTING.
Talented, versatile announcer who does
everything
can Currently
add 3y2 years
experi-in
ence to yourwellstaff.
employed
top market.sentation.
Mature
voice; excellent air preBox 70J, BROADCASTING.
DJ — announcer. 2V2 years experience. Can
operate
a floater
screamer. tight
Would board.
like toNot
relocate
near myor
home, N.Y.C. Box 72J, BROADCASTING.
Announcer. AA voice IV2 years experience.
Progressive, reliable. Prefer Wisconsin or
Michigan.
desireMr.employment
with sound Single,
station. 22,
Contact
Del Scott.
Box 78J, BROADCASTING.
Broadcasting school graduate short on experience seeking opportunity. 27, single,
midwest. Will travel. Box 83J, BROADCASTING.
Announcer. Young. Cheerful. Versatile.
Sales ability. Excellent training. Tape
available. Box 90J, BROADCASTING.
Announcer. Mid-road music experience.
News. Commercials. Versatile. Tape available. Box 91J, BROADCASTING.
Experienced combo dj . . . 24, 1st phone.
Presently employed as morning man. Prefer
east. Box 97J, BROADCASTING.
Announcer, dj, tight board, mature voice,
experienced, want to settle. Box 100J
BROADCASTING.
Top
namerun c&w
phone
license,
own personality
board. News.dj —TopFirstaudience
rating. Sober, family man. Seeking topflight operation. Prefer midwest. Box 101J,
BROADCASTING.
DJ, seven years experience, knows music.
Family. Box 110J, BROADCASTING.
Experienced
commercial, fastnegro
board. announcer,
Will travel.dj,Family
man. Box 112J, BROADCASTING.
Available-Florida preferred. Deep nonirrating voice, no sales, recent subject
Sesac, "It seems but yesterday." References
present water,
employers.
. . . Blake, WTAN, ClearFlorida.
Announcer, no experience, wants to learn.
North central states. Donald Baumann, 446
N. 35th Street, Milwaukee 8, Wisconsin.
Young married man, first phone, good voice.
No experience — prefer south. John Harris,
324 Bradley St., Jackson, Mississippi.
First phone personality — College, experience. Draft exempt. Brad Melton, 5319
Rocky Ridge, Dallas, Texas. FR 4-7568.
Technical
Youngence inman,
married, Desire
3 years
experi-as
studio 31,operation.
position
a studio or xmitter engineer. Box 980H.
BROADCASTING.
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Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Technical

Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Announcers

College graduate. 3rd phone. Experienced
studio engineer. Some announcing experience.
in Ohio. Will relocate anywhere.Presently
Box 9J, BROADCASTING.
Twelve years 1st phone engineer. Have
served as chief and staff engineer. Maintenance and control room operation. Interested
in announcing but no experience. Will relocate any vicinity for right opportunity.
Box 17J, BROADCASTING.
1st phone, some experience on transmitter
but none as chief or announcer, desires job.
Box 107J, BROADCASTING.
Big stations. Looking for a darn good,
friendly, reliable xmitter engineer? For a
$100 a week, I'm your man. Box 108J,
BROADCASTING.
Experienced first phone engineer desires
permanent
position;No southeast;
enjoys
bile maintenance.
announcing.
Age mo28.
K.H., 296 South Spring Street, Spartansburg, South Carolina.
Eleven years experience, can handle anything technical. Good hillbilly dj. Desire
chief engineer or combo work. Texas or
bordering states. Clint Springer, Route 4,
Box 152-A, Victoria, Texas.

Immediate
opening for
oncamera
tv announcer
in 2experienced
station market.
Plenty of on-camera work. Only those with
experience need apply. Send background information, audio tape, recent photo to Harry
C.
Barfield,Kentucky.
Station Manager, WLEX-TV,
Lexington,

Production — Programming, Others
Newsman — mature journalism graduate,
limited radio-tv experience. Available immediately. Prefer midwest. Box 16J
BROADCASTING.
Women's director, secretarial, continuity,
air
work, experienced. Box 59J, BROADCASTING.
Program director, 8 years experience, network quality voice, desires air work in
metropolitan market. 32 years of age-morning
snift
desired. Box 60J, BROADCASTING.
Creative male copywriter. Outstanding commercial voice. Radio-tv production, spots,
promotions. Box 71J, BROADCASTING.
Experienced all phases, formats. Four years
experience, college grad., 2o, married; wants
to join station or chain ottering advancement to top management. Box 73J, BROADCASTING.
California, Arizona, New Mexico. Versatile,
authoritative newsman wants challenging
news minded metropolitan operation. 2
years eastern experience plus AFRS, plus
newspapers, magazines. Married, 31, Harvard graduate. Excellent references. Box
76J, BROADCASTING.
A fine program director for your medium
market station. If you are a progressive
employer and a fair dealer, phone 716-GL
8-8814.
Continuity,
traffic,
promotion major
woman,
35 — 9
years
top notch
experience,
markets,
commercial air- work. Excellent "good girl
Friday." mediate,
College
Desirereferimpermanentbackground.
position. Superb
ences. Write or call, Betts Brauer, 3607
Stanford Place, Dayton 6, Ohio. CRestview
8-5673.
TELEVISION
Help Wanted — Announcers
Desire person with some announcing and
tv production experience. Good opportunity
for young man with desire to progress in
these fields. Midwestern tv and radio combination. Box 6J, BROADCASTING.
Wanted experienced announcer for tv station in progressive North Carolina market.
Must be interested in news, married, young,
native southerner preferred. Write Box 21J,
BROADCASTING. Send resume of experience, education, salary expectations and include tape if possible.
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Technical
Chief engineer wanted for Latin American
tv station. Must have qualifications and experience. Take full charge operations and
planning new installations. Excellent climate
and living conditions. Salary open. Box
115J, BROADCASTING.
Immediate opening for first class engineer.
Call, wire, write, WSYE-TV, Elmira, New
York.
WTOC-am-fm-tv, Savannah, Georgia, has
opening for first class engmeer. Reply by
letter to chief engineer, giving complete
qualifications, references, photographs and
salary requirements for 50 hours.
TELEVISION
Situations Wanted — Management
Assistant manager — program director. 39
years old, family man, 19 years radio-tv.
Expert on FCC form 303, section IV. Presentlytraffic,
responsible
for production,
ing,
continuity,
art, news,film-buypublic
service. Handle network and close association with national rep. Full particulars and
personal
interview on request. Box 834H,
BROADCASTING.
After l&y2 years with this radio and tv
operation, have reached pinnacle because of
owner-management. Departments responsible for film-buying, traffic, continuity, art,
news, public service, staffed and created
these departments for tv. Expert on FCC
form 303, section IV. Handle network, close
association with national rep. 39 yrs. old.
Married. Personal interview on request. Box
20J, BROADCASTING.
Sales
Five years
television experience plus local-regional
radio sales management.
Box
89J, BROADCASTING.
Announcers
TV announcer. 5 years daily on-camera experience. 1 years radio/tv. Big time ability.
Smooth professional, booth, on-camera. Box
85J, BROADCASTING.
Production — Programming, Others
Six years experience news, film, camera,
production and photography. Box 679H,
BROADCASTING.
Producer director, college degree, family
man, wants challenging market. Emphases
on special programs; midwest. Box 50J,
BROADCASTING.
Five years experience in television production.
man andProducer-director.
floorman. B.A.Formerly
degree, cameraspeech
major. Available immediately. Creative and
aggressive. Box 98J, BROADCASTING.
FOR SALE
Equipment
G.E. 3 kw fm transmitter — used approximately 3 years. Excellent buy at $3,000.00.
Box 858H, BROADCASTING.
Used GPL 35mm telecast projector model
PA-200.
CASTING. Reasonable. Box 953H, BROAD2 — Ampex VR-1010 color conversion kits.
1 — Ampexdition. color
All inofneworiginal
conWill sellstandard.
for fraction
price. Box 991H, BROADCASTING.
Collins 250 watt 300-C1 transmitter, tubes &
crystals, Lehigh
180' tower,
lights & New
insulators. AskingS/S
$500.00.
Write WNLC,
London, Connecticut.

Equipment — (Cont'd)
Equipment
1 — Dumont B&W scanner, including 2 film,
2 slide and 2 opaques. Not quite a comWillBROADCASTING.
sell all or individual
units. plete
Boxsystem.
992H,
GE console model 4BC1A2. GE Uni-level
model
4BA9B1, 2-QRK turntables. Box 2J,
BROADCASTING.
For sale: 595 foot Dresser-Ideco guyed
tower. Designed to support 44 thousand
pound tv antenna. Dismantled. Ready for
ING.
shipment. $10,000.00. Box 58J, BROADCASTGeneral Electric BT-l-A 250 watt fm transmitter. Clean, reliable, recently overhauled
and in excellent condition. Can be multiplexed. $750.00. Box 79J, BROADCASTING.
1 — i bay Andrews multi V fm antenna in
working order 105.7 megacycles. Can be
changed. 1 — 1 kw Raytheon antenna coupling unit complete
with Gateswith
coils. tubes
1 — G.E.including
Pnasatrona
exciter
new phasatron and two or three spares. 1 —
Capital transcription
libraryandcontaining
approximately 600 records
steel filing
cabinet. All the above for sale cheap. Will
sell as a unit or separately. Box 106J,
BROADCASTING.
For sale:cellent
IV2 condition.
year old
Gates 101
ExComplete
withspot.
remote
control. In use; cartridge equipment replacing. Best offer over $575. KATI, Casper,
Wyoming.
2 automatic t45 rpm) turntables & controls
(BQ-103 RCA) 2 turntable equalizing preamplifiers (BA-26A RCA;. One turntable
with controls and pre-amplifier priced at
$995.00. This equipment used only four
months. Both machines are equipped with
remote control cueing. For inspection and
contact, write or call WEAM, 1515 N. Court
House Rd., Arlington, Va. Jackson 7-7100.
Remote control rust series F. Original cost
$1665.00. Available
Evanston,
Illinois. today $490.00. WEAW,
Brand new fm RC-1A remote control equipment— Still uncrated — 25% discount. Write:
W. D. Caldwell, 404 Vaughn Building,
Amarillo, Texas, telephone: DRake 4-0107.
Am, fm, tv equipment including monitors,
5820, bus1850,
p. a. tubes. Electrofind, 440 ColumAve., N.Y.C.
Will buy or sell broadcasting equipment.
Guarantee Radio & Broadcasting Supply
Co., 1314 Iturbide St., Laredo, Texas.
Transmission line, styroflex, heliax, rigid
with hardware and fittings. New at surplus
prices. Write for stock list. Sierra Western
Electric Cable Co., 1401 Middle Harbor Road,
Oakland 20, California.
WANTED

TO BUY

Equipment
50 kw used transmitter. Must pass FCC.
Full details; lowest price; best terms. Box
68J, BROADCASTING.
1000/250 watt transmitter or kilowatt which
will take power reduction kit. Any make
good,
clean 74J,
rig.BROADCASTING.
Cash, terms, trade. We'll
crate. Box
AM frequency monitor and 200 feet guyed
bellsville,
tower.
Used.Ky.J. B. Crawley, Box 185, CampTranslator,
UST—
10B or
BC. New orUHF
used.Adler
Writetype
giving
condition,
price, date of purchase to TV Systems,
29360 Bluewater Road, Malibou, California.
INSTRUCTIONS
FCC first phone license preparation by
correspondence or in resident classes.
Grantham Schools are located in Hollywood,
Seattle, Kansas City and Washington. Write
for our offree
40-page brochure.
Grantham
School
Electronics,
3123 Gillham
Road,
Kansas City 9, Missouri.
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INSTRUCTIONS— (Cont'd)
Train now in N.Y.C. for FCC first phone
license. Proven methods, proven results. Day
and evening classes. Placement assistance.
Announcer Training Studios, 25 W. 43 N.Y
OX 5-9245
FCC first phone license in six weeks.
Guaranteed instruction in theory and
laboratory methods by master teachers.
G. I. approved. Request free brochure.
Elkins Radio License School, 2603 Inwood
Road, Dallas, Texas.
Since 1946. The original course for FCC
First Class Radiotelephone Operator License
in six weeks. Reservations necessary. Enrolling now for classes starting January 3,
March 7. May 9, July 11. For information,
references and reservations write William
B. Ogden Radio Operational Engineering
School,
California.1150 West Olive Avenue, Burbank,
Be prepared. First class F.C.C. license in
six weeks. Top quality theory and laboratory training. Elkins Radio License School
of Atlanta, 1139 Spring St., N.W., Atlanta.
Georgia.
FCC first class license in 6 weeks. We are
specialists. We do nothing else. Small
classes. Maximum personal instruction.
One low tuition covers everything until
license secured. Pathfinder Method, 5504
Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood, California.
Elkins Radio License School of Chicago —
Six weeks quality instruction in laboratory
methods and theory leading to the F.C.C.
First Class License. 14 East Jackson St.,
Chicago 4, Illinois.
Announcing programming, console operation. Twelve weeks intensive, practical
training. Finest, most modern equipment
available. G. I. approved. Elkins School of
Broadcasting, 2603 Inwood Road, Dallas 35.
Texas.
MISCELLANEOUS
Deejays — Have a merry Xmas! Fill in with
4 files of funny one-line gags. All four
folios $7.50. Show-Biz Comedy Service.
(Dept. DJX) 65 Parkway Court, Brooklyn
35, New York.
25,000 professional comedy lines, routines,
adlibs. Largest laugh library in show business. Special monthly topical service featuring deejay comment, introductions. Free
catalog. Orben Comedy Books. Hewlett, N.Y.
Business Opportunity
Am looking for partner in progressive radio
station in intermountain area population
119,000, would like you to be willing to
invest $45,000 for 45 percent of station with
option to buy 50 percent. Station is 1000
watt daytimer currently in black. Box 579H,
BROADCASTING.
RADIO
Help Wanted — Management
yiiiiiit]iiiiimiiiiE]iiuiiiiiiiit:iiiiiiiiiiiiE]iiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiii^
1
OWNER-MANAGER
|
|
ED
NT
WA
|
I Southwest — 2 stations — one in |
| city over 200,000, other close by |
§ in small market. Must be fully I
= qualified to handle ALL phases |
= of radio station management, s
I personnel, FCC
rules, sales |
5 (local and national). Prefer g
| man with at least small amount |
= of cash to invest — will give op- =
= tions based on performance to §
§ buy substantial interest in sta- I
5 tions— DO NOT APPLY UN- |
| LESS YOU ARE A FULLY |
= qualified experienced manager. 5
| Starting minimum $10,000.00. i
I Box 80J, BROADCASTING, j
Qic]iiiiiitiiiii»iiimiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiniiiiic] iiiinmiiiiiiiu^
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Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Production — Programming, Others
PROGRAM DIRECTOR
Midwestern Major Market.
Need PD to maintain moving
sound. Complete authority and
responsibility to right man.
Salary to #10,000. Send tape
(and resume.
Box 30J, BROADCASTING
RADIO

INSTRUCTIONS
MOVING?
SEND
FOR BOOKLET
A free, 16-page booklet prepared by 0
Burnham Van Service, Inc. can give you
helpful, work-saving, cost-saving pointers on how to organize your move
from city to city when you change
jobs. How to prepare to move, tips on
packing, a helpful inventory checklist
of things to do are among the topics
included. Write for your free copy.
No obligation.
Chuck Swann,
Burnham Van Service,
1634 Second Avenue,
Columbus, Georgia

Situations Wanted — Announcers
CONSULTANT
PROGRAM DIRECTOR
One of nation's top program
men wants to make a change.
Current station in top 10 market is ^1. The challenge is
gone here. Will consider permanent PD position or will
consult your station for limited
time. Best references. Your
reply held in confidence. Write
Box 13J, BROADCASTING.

Here's your Xmas package
for sadly sagging Hooper's. Young,
married, reliable, jock, with 4
years top 40 and good pop music
experience available immediately.
Phone— Larry Light, TE 1-5785.
Cincinnati, Ohio.
I
Production — Programming, Others
liBiHiiniiiHiiiiBiimiiimiimiiHiiiiBiiimmi
NEWS DIRECTOR
NUMBER ONE STATION
West Coast- Metropolitan
Market
Contemplating move first quarter of 1962. Any news image
to compliment any program
policies. Over fifteen years experience— with thorough knowledge of program direction and
program management.
Box 111 J, BROAD CASTING
iiiiniiiHiiiBiiiniiiiBiiiniiiniiiHiiiHimiiHimi
TELEVISION
Help Wanted — Technical
TV CHIEF ENGINEER
Established major market VHF station. Successful applicant must have superior qualifications for this opportunity including experience in supervision and operations, as well
as know how to do any supervised job himself
if necessary. No arm chair administrators
wanted. Detailed resume in confidence to
Box 116], BR0ADCASTINC.

THE AMERICAN
DISC JOCKEY SCHOOL
Offers fully trained and commercially
oriented personnel. What are your needs?
News • Sports • C&W • Top 40 • Jazz
Sales • Programming • Men • Women
HELENA BLDG., NORFOLK, VA.
State Needs—— Tape, Photo, Resume Rushed.
AMBITIOUS?
ALL BROADCAST PERSONNEL PLACED
ALL MAJOR U.S. MARKETS
MIDWEST SATURATION
Write for application NOW
WALKER EMPLOYMENT
SERVICE
Jimmy Valentine Broadcast Division
83 So. 7th St.
Minneapolis 2, Minn.
FEderal 9-0961
MISCELLANEOUS
YOUR OWN NEWSLETTER
PUBLISHED FOR YOU
Build
sales andfor prestige
newsletterin
now available
exclusivewith
circulation
your territory under your station name.
Write for sample and details.
COLOMAR COMPANY
P. O. Box 34
Boulder, Colorado
FOR SALE
Equipment
200-Foor

TOWER

200-foot, self-supporting
Blaw-Knox Tower. Supported 6 Bay Antenna. A
good buy as is, where is, in
Bloomington, Indiana, for
$4000. Estimated de-erection and re-erection cost,
$4000, plus transportation.
Write or call Mr. B. Presti,
Sarkes Tarzian, Inc., Bloomington, Indiana. Telephone:
EDison 2-7251.
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FOR SALE

For Sale— (Cont'd)
Stations

Stations
^i[]iiiiiiiiiiiiHiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiniiiiii[]iiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiic]iiiiiiiiiiiic^
I
BOSTON
|
I Class B Stereo Multiplex FM 1
| station. Priced for immediate 1
|
sale. Lynn 9-2213. I
§ Box 702H, BROADCASTING. §
n1lllll[]|ltllllllll|[]IIIIIIIIIIIIC]IIIIIIIIIIIK]llllllllllll«llllllllllll[]llllllllll7!
Mid-West. Non-competitive.
Single Market. Fulltimer within
150 miles of Indianapolis. Crossing over $95,000.00 last 12
months. Excellent terms. Around
$36,000.00 down, balance 7 to
10 years. 1000 Watts daytime
and 250 Watts nighttime. Direct
sale — not handled by brokers.
Box 754H, BROADCASTING

Mich single
daytimer
Iowa single
fulliime
Fla small
West small
fulltime
Ca metro VHF-TV
fulltime
power
South major
N.E.
Top 30 daytimer
And others.

60M
77M
90 M
150M
175M
400M
425M

29%
29o/o
terms
15dn
cash
terms
lOOdn

CHAPMAN
COMPANY
1 182 W. Peac htree St., Atlanta
9, Ga.
_
GUNZENDORFER.
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA GROWING
MARKET. Asking 8115,000. 29% down.
ARIZONA SINGLE MARKET. S18.000
down. Asking S80.000. "A GUNZENOTHERS DORFER
IN Exclusive."
OREGON, UTAH, COLORADO, and TEXAS from 875,000.
WILT GUNZENDORFER
AND ASSOCIATES
8630 W. Broker
Olympic, LosFinancial
Angeles Consultants
35, Calif.
Licensed

Indiana single regional $78,000 N. Y.
State major
regional
fulltimer
S70.000
Texas §135,000
daytimer Tex.
870,000
— Tex. medium S160,000— Tex. metro
S275.000 Tex. metro
8425,000 La.
single S26.950 — La. single S4O.000 La.
major 875,000 Ark. major 8180,000—
Tenn. single 882,500 Tenn. major 8225,000 Tenn. major S375.000— Fla. medium 8170,000 — Fla. metro 8225,000
Fla. major power 8237,000^— Fla. major
power $550,000 — N. M. medium 8150,OOO N. M. major 8250,000 — Miss, single
S4O.000 Miss. single 845,000 Okla.
single
SI 00. Contact:
000 — Ala. major 8300,000
20 others!

PACIFIC NORTHWEST
REGIONAL
Low frequency fulltimer with the best
coverage of any station within 125
miles. Excellent market and potential.
Brand new equipment. $140,000 with
low down payment and long payoff to
the right operator. Box 988H, BROADCASTING.

patt Mcdonald co.
Box 9266— GL. 3-8080
AUSTIN 17, TEXAS
OPPORTUNITY
NEED WORKING CAPITAL
AND WORKING PARTNER.
#20,000.00 buys 50% interest or
#40,000.00 down buys 100% of intermountain station in potential market. Reply:
Box 52J, BROADCASTING

CENTRAL

— STATIONS FOR SALE —
1. SOUTHWEST. Exclusive. Full time. Absentee owned. Doing $50,000 per year. Asking $80,000. 29% down.
2. CALIFORNIA. Exclusive. Full time Asking $85,000.ENCLAND.
29% down.Full time. Excellent
3. NEW
market. Profitable. Asking $180,000. Terms.
4. SOUTH CENTRAL. Major market. Full
time. Asking $180,000. 29% down.
JACK L. STOLL & ASSOCS.
Suite 600-601 6381 Hollyw'd Blvd.
Los Angeles 28, Calif
HO. 4-7279

FLORIDA

Daytimer
Non-competitive single market in
small but growing market. Realistically priced with terms. Ideal
for owner-operator.
Box 54J, BROADCASTING

For Best Results
You

Can't Top A

CLASSIFIED
in

Radio station, New York State.
400,000 market. Liberal terms
, for quick sale. $100,000.
J Box 109J, BROADCASTING
106 (FOR THE RECORD)
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Continued from page 101
Tv Inc. for leave to amend its application
for new tv station to operate on ch. 3 in
Salem, Ore., to make change in officer and
director and to supply requisite information
concerning
qualifications
and director.legalAction
Nov. 28. of new officer
By Hearing Examiner Millard F. French
■ Granted request by Bi-States Co.
(KHOL-TV) Kearney, Neb., and continued
Dec. 1 further prehearing conference to
Feb. 1 in proceeding on its application and
that of Topeka Bcstg. Assn. Inc. (WIBWTV), Topeka,
Kan.,1. for cps for new trans,
sites.
Action Dec.
■ Received
Exhibit 5 and into
closedevidence
record applicant's
in proceeding
on application of Strafford Bcstg. Corp.
(WWNH), Rochester, N. H. Action Nov. 29.
By Hearing Examiner Walther W. Guenther
■ On own motion, corrected in various
respects transcript of record in proceeding
on application of Maricopa County Bcstrs.
Inc. for
tion Nov.new28. am station in Mesa, Ariz. AcBy Hearing Examiner Annie Neal Huntting
■ Granted motions by Interstate Bcstg.
Inc. (WQXR), New York. N. Y., and Broadcast Bureau,
to quash
of proceeding
taking deposition of Mrs.
Fanny notice
Levi in
on am applications of Catskills Bcstg. Co.,
Ellenville, N. Y., et al. Action Dec. 4.
By Hearing Examiner Jay A. Kyle
■
UponCo.,request
by Mt.Dec.Holly
-Burlington
Bcstg.
rescheduled
4 hearing
for
Dec. 6 in proceeding on its application for
new am station in Mount Holly, N. J., et al.
Action Nov. 29.
By Hearing Examiner Forest L. McClenning
■ Corrected in various respects, subject to
provisions of Sec. 1.148 of rules, transcript
of record in proceeding on applications of
Gila Bcstg. Co. for renewal of licenses of
stations
tion Nov.KCKY
29. Coolidge, Ariz., et al. Ac■ Granted request by Port Chester Bcstg.
Co. and continued Dec. 4 hearing to Dec. 6
in proceeding on its application and Putnam
Bcstg. Corp. for new am stations in Port
Chester and Brewster, N. Y. Action Nov.
28.
■ Granted petition by Broadcast Bureau
and accepted its late filing of proposed findings of fact
and conclusions
of law
in proceeding on applications
of Gila
Bcstg.
Co.
for renewal of licenses of stations KCKY
Coolidge, Ariz., et al. Action Nov. 28.
■ Granted
by Eastern
Bcstg. 30Sys-to
tem Inc. andpetition
continued
from Nov.
Dec. 11 date for formal exchange of all
exhibits, hearing
Dec. conference
1 to Dec.
for further
and 18from
Dec. 18pre-to
Jan. 3, 1962, for commencement of hearing
in proceeding on its application for new am
station in Brookfield, Conn., et al. Action
Nov. 28.
By Hearing Examiner Elizabeth C. Smith
and■ Granted
extended petition
from Dec.by 1 Broadcast
to Dec. 15 Bureau
time to
file
proposed
findings
of
fact
of law and from Dec. 15 to and
Jan. conclusions
2, 1962, to
file replies in matter of revocation of license
of KPSR Inc. for KSPR (FM) Palm Springs,
Calif. Action Nov. 29.
BROADCAST ACTIONS
by Broadcast Bureau
Actions of Dec. 5
KGFX, Ida A. McNeil, administratrix of
estate of Dana McNeil,
Pierre, S. D. —
Granted
McNeil asassignment
individual. of license to Ida A.
KRBE, KAMA (FM), Texas Fine Music
Bcstrs. Inc. Houston and Dallas, Tex. — Granted acquisition of positive control of license
(KRBE) and cp (KAMA) by Roland A.
Baker through purchase of stock from
Texas
Gilbert. Fine Music Bcstrs Inc. and Ellis W.
WINA-AM-FM, Charlottesville Bcstg.
Corp., tionCharlottesville,
Va. — Granted
acquisi-G.
of positive control
by Donald
Heyne V.through
Lucile
Faulkner.purchase of stock from
WTAX Springfield, 111.— Granted mod. of
cp to change type trans.
Actions of Dec. 4
WEOK-FM, Hudson Valley Bcstg. Corp.,
Poughkeepsie, N. Y. — Granted assignment
of cp to Hudson Valley F.M. Inc.
WMOK, Fort Massac Bcstg. Co., MetroBROADCASTING, December 11, 1961

polis,
— Granted
license
W. R. 111.Tiner,
et al, assignment
d/b under ofsame
name.to
WINE(FM) Pittsburgh, Pa.— Granted cp
to replace expired permit for fm station.
KOL-FM Seattle, Wash.— Rescinded Nov.
6 action which granted license for fm station.
WMPO
Middleport-Pomeroy,
Ohio — Remote control
permitted.
KWAC Bakersfield, Calif.— Granted change
of remote control authority.
Actions of Dec. 1
■ Granted renewal of license for following
stations: WAIT Chicago, 111.; WCGO Chicago Heights, 111.; WDUZ Green Bay. Wis.;
WEIC Charleston, 111.; WJOL-FM Joliet, 111.;
WKBT (TV) La Crosse, Wis.; WLBH Mattoon, 111.; WRVB-FM Madison, Wis.; WTOS
(FM) Wauwatosa, Wis.; WSAB (FM) Mt.
Carmel, 111.; WVMC Mt. Carmel, 111.; WWIS
Black River Falls, Wis.
WEAQ, WIAL(FM), Broadcaster Services
Inc.,
Eau ofClaire,
— Granted
transfer
controlWis.from
William involuntary
E. Walker
to First National Bank of Madison, Wis.,
executors of estate of William E. Walker.
WYZZ(FM), Richard G. Evans, WilkesBarre, Pa. — Granted assignment of license
to
Inc.Scranton-Wilkes-Barre Fine Music Bcstg.
■ Granted cps to install new trans, for following stations: KIJV Huron, S. D., and
*KASU (FM) Jonesboro, Ark.
WEBR-FM Buffalo, N. Y. — Granted cp to
make changes in transmission equipment.
■ Granted mod. of cps to change type
trans, for following stations: WSBC Chicago,
111.; WSMG Greeneville, Tenn.; KBMN Bozeman, Mont.
Actions of Nov. 30
Seligman Recreation Assn., Deer Lodge,
Hyde Park and Seligman, Ariz. — Granted
cp for new vhf tv translator station with
provision for multiple output amplifiers on
ch. 7 to translate programs of KTVK (ch. 3)
Phoenix, Ariz.; condition.
■ Granted cps for following new vhf tv
translator stations: Upper Rosebud Tv Club
on ch. 11, Upper Rosebud, Mont., to translate
programs of KOOK-TV (ch. 2) Billings,
Mont., and Minersville Tv Committee on
ch. 2, Minersville, Utah, to translate programs of KUTV (ch. 2) Salt Lake City,
Utah, via intermediate translator station.
KAGR Yuba City, Calif— Remote control
permitted.
KODI Cody, Wyo. — Granted authority to
reduce operating hours to 6 a.m. sign-on
and 7 p.m. sign-off, except for special events,
when station may carry programs of local
interest.
■ Granted renewal of licenses for following stations: WABQ Cleveland, Ohio; WCBQ
Whitehall, Mich.; WCHB Inkster, Mich.;
WCUE Akron, Ohio; WERD Atlanta, Ga.;
WHOH (FM) Hamilton, Ohio; WJEH Gallipolis, Ohio; WMAN Mansfield, Ohio; WATC
Gay lord, Mich.; WAVO Avondale Estates,
Ga.; WBAR Bartow, Fla.; WCCW Traverse
City, Mich.; WDTM (FM) Detroit, Mich.;
WFLW Monticello, Ky.; WJMW, WJOF (FM)
Athens, Ala.; WKLX Paris, Ky.; WPAP
Fernandina Beach, Fla.; WPAY-AM-FM
Portsmouth, Ohio; WRMF Titusville, Fla.;
WRUS Russellville, Ky.; WZIP Cincinnati,
Ohio; KNTV (TV) San Jose, Calif.; WERT
Van Wert, Ohio; WHFB-AM-FM Benton
Harbor-St. Joseph, Mich.; WJPD Ishpeming,
Mich.; WJXN Jackson, Miss.; WMRE Monroe, Ga.; WSAI Cincinnati, Ohio; WSWM
(FM) East Lansing, Mich.; WTVK (TV)
Knoxville, Tenn.; KLMS Lincoln, Neb.
■ Rescinded Nov. 1 and Nov. 9 grant of
renewal of licenses of WOPA-AM-FM Oak
Park, 111.
Bernard cp Rappaport,
Philadelphia,
Granted
for new tv station
to operatePa. on—
ch. 23; ERP vis., 275.8 kw, aur. 137.9 kw;
ant. height 420 ft.
KIRLstall newWichita,
Kan. — Granted
intrans, without
prejudicecp toto such
further action as commission may deem
warranted
in light of outstanding rule violation matters.
WDGY
Minneapolis,
to install new aux. trans.Minn. — Granted cp
K03BB Glenwood, Wash. — Granted cp to
change frequency to ch. 3 (60-66 mc).
■ Following stations were granted mod. of
cps to change type trans.: WMIN St. Paul,
Minn.; WCQS Alma, Ga.; WGNU Granite
City, 111., and specify main studio location
(same as trans, location).
KVEN-FM Ventura, Calif.— Granted extension of completion date to March 1, 1962.
Actions of Nov. 29
KYTE Pocatello, Idaho — Granted change
of remote control authority.
BROADCASTING, December 11, 1961

KPAN Hereford, Tex. — Remote control
permitted.
WBBR-AM-FM
East St. Louis, 111.— Remote control permitted.
KUTA, Jack W. Hawkins, Blanding, Utah
— Granted assignment of cp to KUTA.
Chapel
C— height
Grantedto
cp *WUNC(FM)
to increase ERP
to 50Hill,
kw; N.ant.
820 ft.; change ant. -trans, location; install
new type ant., and make changes in ant.
system (increase height) ; remote control
permitted.
WXGA-TV Waycross, Ga.— Waived Sec.
3.613 of rules and granted mod. of cp to
change studio location (trans, site), 2.5
miles south of Hasty, near Waycross.
WESC Greenville, S. C— Granted mod. of
cp to make changes in DA pattern.
KCMO-FM Kansas City, Mo.— Granted
mod. of SCA to make changes in trans,
equipment.
■ Following stations were granted extensions of completion dates as shown: WBJATV Binghamton, N. Y., to June 20, 1962, and
KXTV (TV) Sacramento, Calif., to Feb. 27,
1962 (main trans, and ant.).
Action of Nov. 24
WARD-AM-FM Johnstown, Pa.— Granted
change of remote control authority.
Processing line
■ Notice is hereby given, pursuant to Sec.
1.354(c) of commission rules, that on Jan.
9, 1962. standard broadcast applications
listed below will be considered as ready and
available for processing, and that pursuant
to Sec. 1.106(b)(1) and Sec. 1.361(c) of
commission rules, application, in order to be
sonsidered with any application appearing on
following list or with any other application
on file by close of business on Jan. 8. 1962,
which involves conflict necessitating hearing
with application on this list, must be substantially complete and tendered for filing
at offices of commission in Washington,
D. C, by whichever date is earlier: (a) close
of business on Jan. 8, 1962, or (b) earlier
effective
which application
listed application or anycut-off
other date
conflicting
may
have by virtue of conflicts necessitating
hearingvious with
applications
appearing
on
prelists.
Attention of any party in interest deto file pleadings
pending siringstandard
broadcast concerning
application any
pursuant
to Sec. 309(d) (1) of Communications Act of
1934, as amended, is directed to Sec. 1.359 (i)
of commission rules for provisions governing
time of filing and other requirements relating to such pleadings.
Applications from top of processing line:
BP-14675: New, Madawaska, Me.— St.
Croix Bcstg. Inc. Req: 1230 kc, 250 w, 1 kwLS, unl.
BP-I4693:
New, 1370
Quincy,
Bcstrs.
Inc. Req:
kc, 500Calif.—
w. D.Pioneer
BP-14694: KEYL Long Prairie, Minn.—
KWAD Bcstg. Co. Has: 1400 kc, 250 w, unl.
Req: 1400 kc, 250 w, 1 kw-LS, unl.
BP-14695:
Md.—kc,Western MarylandWFRB
Bcstg. Frostburg,
Co. Has: 740
250
w (CR), D. Req: 560 kc, 1 kw, D.
BP-14695: KRGI Grand Island, Neb.—
Grand Island Bcstg. Ltd. Has: 1430 kc, 1
kw, DA-N, unl. Req: 1430 kc, 1 kw, 5 kwLS. DA-N, unl.
BP-14697: WHVF Wausau, Wis.— Lakeland
Bcstg. Corp. Has: 1230 kc, 250 w, unl. Req:
1230 kc, 250 w, 1 kw-LS, unl.
BP-14698: New Bartlesville, Okla. — Osage
Programmers. Req: 1500 kc. 1 kw, D.
BP-14699:
Butler
Co. Has:WPRN
1220 kc,Butler,
1 kw, D.Ala.—
Req:Radio
1240
kc, 250 w, 1 kw-LS, unl.
BP-14700: New, London. Ohio— WMAD
Inc., Req: 1510 kc, 250 w, DA, D.
BP-14706: New, Crystal Bay, Nev. — Verne
M.
unl. Miller. Req: 1240 kc, 250 w, 1 kw-LS,
BP-14707: KOKX Keokuk, Iowa— Keokuk
Bcstg. Co. Has: 1310 kc, 500 w, 1 kw-LS,
DA-2.
DA-N, unl.
unl. Req: 1310 kc, 500 w, 1 kw-LS,
BP-14708: New, Kingsport, Tenn. — Model
City Bcstg. Corp. Req: 1400 kc, 250 w, unl.
BMP-9370: & KOCY
Oklahoma
Bonebrake
Co. Has
lie: 1340City,
kc, Okla.—
250 w,
unl. Has cp: Change ant. -trans, location.
Req mod. of cp: 1340 kc, 250 w, 1 kw-LS,
unl.
BP-14713: New, North Platte, Neb.— North
Platte Tv Inc. Req: 1410 kc, 1 kw, D.
BP-14714: WHIH Portsmouth, Va.— James
Bcstg. Corp. Has: 1400 kc, 250 w, unl. Req:
1400 kc, 250 w, 1 kw-LS. unl.
BP-14718:
WRSW
Williams
& Sons
Inc. Warsaw,
Has: 1480 Ind.—
kc. 500Reubw,
DA-2,
unl.
Req:
1480
kc,
500
w,
1 kw-LS,
DA-2, unl.
BP-14723: WAVE Louisville. Ky.— WAVE

Inc. Has: 970 kc, 5 kw, DA-1, unl. Req:
970 kc, 5 kw, DA-2, unl.
BMP-9425: WCPC Houston, Miss.— WCPC
Bcstg. Co. Has lie: 1320 kc, 5 kw, D. Has cp:
940
kc, kw,
10 kw,
kc, 50
DA, DA,
D. D. Req mod. of cp: 940
BP-14725: KXEO Mexico, Mo.— Audrain
Bcstg. Corp. Has: 1340 kc, 250 w, unl. Req:
1340 kc, 250 w, 1 kw-LS, unl.
BP-14726:
WKYR
Cumberland,
Md.—
WKYR
Inc. Has:
1270 kc,
5 kw, D (Keyser,
W.
Va.).
Req:
1270
kc,
1
kw,
5
kw-LS,
DA-2, unl. (Cumberland, Md.).
BP-14729: New, Prattville, Ala.— Billy
Walker. Req: 1330 kc, 500 w, D.
BP-14731: New, Douglasville, Ga.— Douglas
County Bcstg. Co. Req: 1520 kc, 1 kw, 500
w (CH), D.
BP-14732: KODI Cody, Wyo.— Park Bcstrs.
Inc. Has: 1400 kc, 250 w, unl. Req: 1400
kc. 250 w, 1 kw-LS, unl.
BP-14733:
New,kc. Spokane,
Wash—
Bcstg.
Req: 550
500 w, DA,
D. Moore
BP-14734: WLDB Atlantic City, N. J.—
Atlantic City Bcstg. Co. Has: 1490 kc, 250
w, unl. Req: 1490 kc, 250 w, 1 kw-LS, unl.
BP-14735: New, Jackson, Wyo.— Snake
River Radio & Tv Inc. Req: 1340 kc, 250 w,
unl.
BP-14736: KRSN Los Alamos, N. Mex.—
Community Bcstg. Co. Has: 1490 kc, 250 w,
unl. Req: 1490 kc, 250 w, 1 kw-LS, unl.
BP-14737: New, Cayey, P. R. — Ponce Bcstg.
Corp. Req: 1080 kc, 250 w, unl.
BP-14738: WNBS Murray, Ky.— Service
Bcstg. Co. Has: 1340 kc, 250 w, unl. Req:
1340 kc, 250 w, 1 kw-LS, unl.
WCMR
C.BP-14742:
Moore. Has:
1270 Elkhart,
kc, 5 kw,Ind.—
DA, Clarence
D. Req:
1270 kc, 500 w, 5 kw-LS, DA-2, unl.
BP-14744: KDB Santa Barbara, Calif.—
KDB Bcstg. Co. Has: 1490 kc, 250 w, unl.
Req: 1490 kc. 250 w, 1 kw-LS, unl.
BP-14747: WMSL Decature, Ala.— Tennessee Valley Radio & Tv Corp. Has: 1400 kc,
unl.
250 w, unl. Req: 1400 kc, 250 w, 1 kw-LS,
BP-14748: New, LaPlata, Md— Charles
County Bcstg. Inc. Req: 1560 kc, 250 w, D.
BP-14749: WDBF Delray Beach, Fla.—
Boca Raton Bible Conference Grounds Inc.
Has: 1420 kc, 5 kw, DA, D. Req: 1420 kc,
500 w, 5 kw-LS. DA-2, unl.
BP-14750: KAYS Hays, Kan.— KAYS Inc.
Has: 1400 kc, 250 w, unl. Req: 1400 kc, 250
w,BP-14751:
1 kw-LS, KRTN
unl. Raton, N. Mex.— Raton
Bcstg. Co. Has: 1490 kc, 250 w, unl. Req:
1490 kc, 250 w. 1 kw-LS, unl.
BP-14752: WFLS Fredericksburg, Va.—
Star Bcstg. Corp. Has: 1350 kc, 500 w, D.
Req: 1350 kc. 1 kw, D.
BP-14754: WLPM Suffolk, Va.— Suffolk
Bcstg. Corp. Has: 1460 kc, 500 w, 1 kw-LS,
DA-n,
unl. Req: 1460 kc, 500 w, 5 kw-LS,
DA-2, unl.
BP-14756: WPDR Portage, Wis.— Comstock
Pub. Co. Has: 1350 kc, 1 kw, D. Req: 1350
kc. 5 kw, DA. D.
BP-14757: New, Parker, Ariz.— Parker
Bcstg. Co. Req: 1420 kc, 1 kw, D.
BP-14761: WBAX Wilkes-Barre, Pa.—
P.A.L. Bcstrs. Inc. Has: 1240 kc, 250 w, unl.
Req: 1250 kc, 250 w, 1 kw-LS, unl.
BP-14763: New, Donelson, Tenn.— William
Harvey Freeman. Req: 1560 kc, 1 kw, D.
BP-14764:
Osborne. Req:New,1530Lincoln,
kc. 500 Neb
w, D.— David N.
BP-14767: WEBB Baltimore, Md.— 1360
Bcstg. Inc. Has: 1360 kc, 5 kw, DA, D. Req:
1360 kc, 1 kw, 5 kw-LS. DA-2. unl.
BP-1477I:
Ind.—
Indiana New,
Bcstrs.Mishawauka,
Inc. Req: 910
kc, North1 kw,
DA-2,ern unl.
BP-14774: KGIL San Fernando. Calif.—
Buckley-Jaeger Bcstg. Corp. of Calif. Has:
1260 kc, 1 kw, 5 kw-LS, DA-2, unl. (1 kw,
night DA pattern when KPPC operates).
Req: pattern
1260 kc,when
5 kw, KPPC
DA-2, operates).
unl. (5 kw, night
DA
BP-14775: KWNO Winona, Minn.— KWNO
Inc. Has: 1230 kc, 250 w, unl. Req: 1230 kc,
250 w, 1 kw-LS, unl.
BP-14776: KRIZ Phoenix, Ariz.— Radio
Denver Inc. Has: 1230 kc, 250 w, unl. Req:
1230 kc, 250 w, 1 kw-LS, DA-D, unl.
WMLF
VaBP-14777:
Bcstg. Co.
Has:Pineville,
1230 kc, Ky.—
250 Ken-Tew, unl.
Req: 1230 kc. 250 w, 1 kw-LS, unl.
BP-14778:
WENN Birmingham,
Lendon
Birmingham
Bcstg. Inc. Ala.—
Has: Mc1320
kc, 5 kw, DA, D. Req: 1320 kc, 5 kw, D.
Application deleted from public notice of
Sept. 21, 1960:
BP-13503: WLDB Atlantic City, N. J.—
Atlantic City Bcstg. Co. Has: 1490 kc, 250
w, unl. Req: 1490 kc, 250 w, 1 kw-LS, unl.
(Assigned new file number: BP-14734.)
Application deleted from public notice of
Nov. 4, 1960:
BP-13549: New, Prattville, Ala.— Billy
Walker. Req: 1330 kc. 500 w, D. (Assigned
107
new file number: BP-14729.)

Our population isn't all that's growing. Needs are. Markets
are. And so are towns and cities in the path of our growing
economy. Here's how to bring the business your way, how
to put your corner in the mainstream of a growing America.
Take a look around your corner, even to the outlying areas
of town. Surely you'll see room for development, for new
industries that create new jobs and bring in new customers.
The development of your community will make more room
for your youngsters to grow, find jobs, careers and a future
— not far from Main & Maple.
And there's no time like the present to begin. If your town
is looking for new industry, your Department of Commerce
108

can help. Field experts will show how to evaluate what you
have to offer, and how to present it to the best prospects.
(If you're a businessman with expanding ideas, they'll direct
you to suitable locations.)
Take advantage of the many ways in which your business
can grow. In attracting new industry to your local community. In new domestic markets. In the lucrative foreign
markets. In developing new products and services. Just
write or phone the U. S. Department of Commerce Office of
Field Services in your city, or Washington 25, D.C. ^jjjg
Your U.S. Department of Commerce is always ready'
to help you grow with America!

NOW'S THE TIME TO GET GROWING IN A GROWING AMERICA!
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OUR

RESPECTS

Broadcasting

to Peter Goelet, president, National
needs

better

As president and founder of the National Audience Board, Peter Goelet is
a man with his finger on the public's
pulse.
His board previews, reviews and
rates television's sensitive "inner section"— that is, many of tv's programs
and commercials. And on occasion, it
surveys television in more general ways.
This NAB doesn't check each and
every show on the air; it neither wants
nor is able to keep up with such a
volume job. Rather, the board's purpose appears to be to keep tabs on television, its specific hopes and various
problems.
By acting as a barometer for the tv
industry of the public's reaction to the
image on the screen, Mr. Goelet feels
he is serving television by helping to
better it. He scientifically describes the
board's function: "We act as the catalyst
between the public and the broadcaster."
Startling Survey ■ This catalytic function was most obvious last summer
when the board startled the industry
with a survey reporting on some 2,400
replies to a questionnaire on tv performance. The results of the survey
showed that community "opinion
leaders" the country-over felt television
programming, as well as tv commercials, with few exceptions, rated as
"mediocre" (Broadcasting, July 31).
This report received nationwide attention overnight — proof that today
television is top news in the columns of
the competitive rival media.
Later that summer, Mr. Goelet appeared at a Northwestern U. Law
School symposium, joining leaders in
the broadcast field and in government
in a "summit" discussion of "freedom
and responsibility in broadcasting."
These two recent highpoints in the
career of Peter Goelet and his NAB
demonstrate by their variety the broad
objectives he's set out to accomplish in
the next several years. He seeks better
and closer public understanding of an
industry he feels has become over sensitive. Mr. Goelet wonders if broadcasting isn't indulging in an "overly
defensive" attitude based on a misunderstanding both of what FCC Chairman Newton N. Minow did with his
"vast wasteland" speech and "why he
did it and the way he did it."
Too Literal ■ He's certain that tv
people are resorting to a "self defense
mechanism" and are taking Mr. Minow's
"dramatization" too literally. Mr. Goelet
denies that broadcasters are necessarily
greedy and selfish, but he warns that the
"system" of television production is a
"difficult one" and probably needs imBROADCASTING, December 11, 1961

and

closer

Audience

public

provement. His tenet: there must be
an accommodation of two forces, the
effect of statutory law— for "the public
interest, convenience and necessity" —
and that of economic law — which determines advertising. Mr. Goelet then
proceeds to suggest for American television a pattern resembling that of
the British ITA.
Mr. Goelet as a public spokesman
and opinion leader is a quiet, patient
man who lets his editorials (the board
publishes a Newsletter) , surveys and
previews do most of the sounding.
Peter Goelet was born on June 8,
1911, at Newport, R. I., the latest member of a family dating back 300 years
in New York history. A family of
wealth, the Goelets had extensive interests in banking and brokerage houses
and holdings in real estate. But the
youngest Mr. Goelet showed no interest in high-finance. He became deeply
(and permanently) attached to radio
operation.
In his teens, Peter Goelet got an
unlicensed radio transmitter working
and emitting a signal that went 3-4
miles from the family estate in upstate
New York, near Chester. Young Peter
was proud of his "station" but one day
he "announced" a report on a speech
his father had made about Europe, and
the broadcast was picked up and reported by the Associated Press. The
government issued a desist order.
But only a short time later (in 1932),
Mr. Goelet was back on the air: this
time his station was government-li-

Peter Goelet
Catalyst between public, broadcaster

Board

understanding
censed as WGNY (now in Newburgh,
N. Y. ) . He owned and managed the
station and handled just about every
function there in the eight years he
held the outlet. In 1939, at the age of
28, Mr. Goelet sold the station that he
had nursed from a 50-w daytimer to a
250-watter.
He sold it because it was losing
money. "If you have a local station it
should be a good local station," he says,
"but I tried to operate mine as a New
York City station, so it was a 'poor'
New York City station." Says Mr.
Goelet: "I learned a good deal."
The adventurous Peter Goelet stepped
into politics next, pushed by friends
who thought the "man who was runstationin allstaunchly
these years"
might
make ningathe dent
republican
Orange County.
He ran for the legislature as a Democrat in 1940 and nearly made it: he
was defeated by only 1,600 votes, compared to the preceding Democrat, who
had lost his election by 10,000 votes.
Bike Accident ■ In 1942 he was in
the Air Force, a service cut short by
the effects of a motorcycle accident (he
biked as a hobby) and in February 1943
he was discharged as he expresses it,
"with no station, no politics." Aptitude
tests told him he had a vocabulary within 3% of a college professorial level,
and that he was subjective, and introwriter. verted, and probably best fitted to be a
He studied under Padraic Colum
(Columbia U.'s famous Irish poet), and
his wife, Mary Colum, a well-known
critic. Under their tutelage Mr. Goelet
learned, among other things, editorial
writing, using the old New York Sun
as one of his models.
By circumstance or by luck, Mr.
Goelet notes, he has had a "perfect
synthesis
of experience"
in journalism
and
in broadcasting
that stands
by him
in his current position.
The diverse parts of this synthesis
meshed when Mr. Goelet joined the
Committee on Exceptional Films of the
National Board of Review of Motion
Pictures in 1949. In the summer of
1950, he became Hollywood representative for Films in Review, a national
publication of the Board of Review.
In 1954 he organized the National
Audience Board which he now operates
from a three-story brownstone, inherited from his mother, on East End
Avenue. His headquarters overlook
Carl Shurz Park, within sight of the
New York mayor's Gracie Mansion
109
(on the East River) .

EDITORIALS
At last: two strong defenders
THE silence that has afflicted broadcast leadership since
FCC Chairman Minow began his "vast wasteland"
crusade was broken last week — and eloquently.
Two of the most influential men in broadcasting spoke
out in persuasive defense of the American system of broadcasting, in thoughtful support of the people"s rights under
America's historic guarantees of freedom and in vigorous
and effective opposition to proposals for tighter government
controls.
Last week's speeches by Frank Stanton, CBS president,
and Bob Sarnoff, NBC chairman, ought to give heart to
.those in broadcasting who have been too timid to rise to
their own defense and ought to give pause to those who
have endorsed Mr. Minow's policies. The speeches are
extensively reported elsewhere in this issue, and we commend them to the attention of anyone who does not hold
the First Amendment and the American people in contempt.
In form and in forum the speeches differed considerably.
But they were astonishingly alike in the essence of their
message. Both were objective in admitting television's imperfections, but both suggested these were representative of
the imperfections of society itself. Both were articulate in
their descriptions of television's achievements. Both were
optimistic in appraising the people's ability to enlarge its
educational and cultural interests and in television's ability
to satisfy and in some measure stimulate those interests.
And both forcibly explained why the process of improvement would be deadened by authoritarian interference in
program control.
As Mr. Stanton put it in delivering the Benjamin Franklin
Lecture at the U. of Pennsylvania: "Are we so bereft of
that trust in the people so magnificently exemplified by
Franklin's age that we must now turn over the substance
of the most promising medium we have to the control of
government because the people do not know what is good
for them? Are we going to be incapable of extending
freedom of communications abroad in the interests of world
order because we can find no alternative to diminishing it
home?"
at Or
as Mr. Sarnoff said in his speech to NBC affiliates:
"Some [government authorities] would interfere with no
more than a lifted eyebrow, using it as a kind of semaphore to wag this program type off the air and signal more
time for that one. I believe this is a dangerous, mistaken
and illiberal doctrine. It is illiberal because it is based on

Drawn for BROADCASTING by Sid Hix
"You're taking that 'too much violence on tv' talk too
seriously . . . now get in there and fight!"
110

the belief that the end justifies the means ... It is mistaken
because it assumes that viewing can take place without
the consent of the viewers . . . It is mistaken also because it
presumes to set up standards as to what is worthy and
what is not ... It is dangerous because even if it could
be administered with impeccable intentions and flawless
wisdom, it creates a precedent that could be disastrous
in the hands of some future authority who might be unwise, ill-intentioned
both."
It took
nerve for orboth
Messrs. Stanton and Sarnoff to
speak out against a government that holds licensing power
over valuable station properties in their custody. It will be
interesting to observe whether similar nerve will be shown
by others in the broadcasting field.
A good

start toward

$30

million

THERE is nothing wrong with national spot radio that
sensible, united, unremitting effort cannot cure. What
is really wrong, as we have said before, is not that national
spot radio is being threatened as a medium, but that it is
not moving ahead as fast as it should or could.
Cures, no matter what the ailment, cannot be prescribed
in a vacuum. The facts must be faced first, and in the
past few weeks radio broadcasters have shown an unusual
— and heartening — degree of readiness to face facts about
spot radio. Out of this sort of stern and sometimes unflattering appraisal is bound to come progress.
Against this background we must nominate the Radio
Advertising Bureau's new "test-market plan" (Broadcasting,
Dec. 4) as the most ambitious single tactic recently advanced for invigorating national radio sales. If it succeeds
as well as RAB expects, it will boost national sales 15%,
or $30 million, in the next year and a half. That's a sizeable chunk of improvement.
The RAB plan coincides with, rather than results from,
the spirit of fact-finding that has been evident recently, for
it has been in development and testing for almost two
years. It is spectacular, in that it calls for RAB to sell
and place, then supervise and research, radio campaigns
to prove to major advertisers that this medium, properly
used, can solve their problems to an extent worthy of
substantial shares of their budgets. It is unique, in that
it asks stations to pay RAB 10% of any billings they receive from campaigns thus placed by RAB. The client's
agency and the
stations' reps are not to be bypassed on
commissions
or otherwise.
There already have been some rumblings of criticism.
Although the plan carries the endorsement of some of the
nation's leading broadcasters, some others are protesting
privately that it will favor RAB member stations to the
exclusion of non-members, that to make sales RAB may
be forced to condone rate deviations that should not be
condoned. Complaints of this sort are perhaps natural:
they should serve to make RAB doubly cautious to insure
that they prove baseless, as RAB maintains they are.
On balance, RAB's blueprint strikes us as deserving a
fair trial. There is no better way to show radio's high level
of salesmanship than to prove it. When an advertiser sees
radio ringing his own cash register, he can hardly fail to
be impressed, and if it rings loud enough he will be hard
put not to give radio a bigger role the next time around.
This is the sort of endless spiral that can lead a medium
to new heights. Execution of the plan may be ticklish, but
in the concept of proving by doing, it is on firm ground.
Applied on a scrupulously fair basis — as RAB authorities
assure that it will be — it could help significantly in taking
the brakes off a medium that for too long has been artificially hobbled. It isn't the complete answer — there is no
complete answer — but it could be a good start.
BROADCASTING, December 11, 1961
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IS ON
THE
MARCH!!
CHESTERFIELD is stepping out front by stepping up sales with a
great new theme, a rousing new song and a barrage of television
SPOTS.

In the words of Chesterfield's famous slogan: "THEY

SATISFY."
SPOT advertising builds king-size sales with regular-size media budgets and is the only medium that lets you match your advertising effort
to your sales potential. SPOT is the only medium that lets you bolster
light marketing areas without any waste circulation.
Your H-R salesman can help YOU

select the right blend of stations

and markets for your client. Broadcasting is H-R's business.
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FCC examiner 'reluctantly' turns thumbs down
on Kingstree renewal application
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High radio figures for '60 were matched in '61,
exceeded in some areas, survey shows ... 31
FCC
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in denying microwave

bid

Census Bureau finally releases '60 figures on
U. S. radio-tv set ownership
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Meet

the
of

Mayor

Manzanillo!

On

the left, the honorable

Jose

Corana, former Cuban Congressman
and Mayor of the City of Manzanillo,
now head dishwasher

at the plush Diplomat Resort & Country Club.

His Honor, Corana, and some 65,000 other Cuban expatriates currently settled inSouth Florida, have exploded a crisis. ..social, economic and educational.
On Tuesday, December 5th, WCKT presented "CRISIS AMIGO!", 8:30 to
9:00 PM. The WCKT News Team probed this story in the Nation's Capital
among the Cubans and wherever the investigation led. The purpose was
to cut through the oceans of sentiment, political foam, statistical walls and
uncoordinated welfare: to see the problem and examine proposed solutions.
o Once again, a WCKT Documentary has employed "New Force" journalism
— citizenship and showmanship — to serve community
T
needs dramatically and decisively. "CRISIS AMIGO!" is ^ v/y ^
"New

Force" journalism in the finest WCKT

BISCAYNE
WCKT-

tradition.

TELEVISION

CORPORATION

Channel

• WCKR
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Radio revenue leader
No. 1 source of still-mounting local
radio revenues is food advertising —
but just barely. In close second place
is apparel, footwear and accessories
category, and close behind that come
home furnishings. These current rankings emerged from national survey of
radio stations, conducted by Broadcasting (also see page 31). Automotive products and financial institutions round out big five of local-billings sources.
Open House
One of major decisions facing new
Speaker of House when Congress convenes will be policy on radio-tv coverage of committee hearings, prohibited
under interpretation of rules by late
Speaker Sam Rayburn. House ban had
been opposed by several influential
committee chairmen, but it stood despite their pleas.
Effective argument on behalf of
broadcast reporting is experience of
Senate where many key hearings have
been covered. At NAB Freedom of
Information meeting Dec. 12 it was
felt new speaker should be given
chance to get settled in important position before formal industry approach
is made.
'Hidden sponsorship' inquiry
About 50 radio stations that carry
"health expert" Carlton Fredericks received inquiry from FCC last week
raising questions of hidden sponsorship and on fairness doctrine. Program is syndicated by C-F Productions Inc. and paid for by stations
but FCC charged adjacent spots for
mailorder vitamins raise questions under Sec. 317 of Communications Act.
FCC said C-F and vitamin firm maintain same New York address, have
common principals and that purchasers of Frederick program were
promised that cost would be recouped
through vitamin spots.
Letter states stations should have
known, or made inquiry, about tie-in,
which allegedly violates Sec. 317. Recipients of inquiry were directed to
reply within 15 days on steps taken
to present health views opposing those
of Mr. Fredericks and what investigation they had made of vitamin tiein. First staff draft of letter was rejected by FCC as drawing unwarranted conclusions and asking nonpolicy questions and document as
mailed was toned down. FCC became
interested in case after Chairman
Newton Minow had queried Harvard
Prof. Frederick Stare on "self-styled"

CIRCUITCLOSED
radio nutrition experts professor had programs about current and historic
attacked in speech (Broadcasting,
events)?; (2) Which are your favorite
Oct. 16).
tv programs? (1st, 2nd and 3rd
choice); (3) If you do not regularly
MBS-WINS deal dims
view news-public affairs (informational) shows, please state why?; (4) How
Prospect of sale of 40% interest in
much time do you spend watching tv
WINS New York to Mutual Broadduring a given week; finally Comcasting System dimmed last week with
filing of antitrust suit against Minnesota Mining & Manufacturing, of Moler slated for WMGM
which MBS is subsidiary. Discussion
When Storer Broadcasting Co. forof acquisition of 40% minority in
mally takes over ownership of $10,WINS, with option to purchase all
ment."
950,000-WMGM
New York early
for roughly $12 million, had been held
recently. J. Elroy McCaw, owner of next year, John C. Moler, vice president-general manager of StorerWINS, reportedly has had half-dozen
other proposals since option held by owner WIBG Philadelphia will become operating head. WMGM call
Storer Broadcasting Co. was dropped
letters under transaction will be re(Broadcasting, Oct. 16). Storer has
linquished and new call, yet to be
since purchased WMGM New York.
assigned by FCC, will be used. Mr.
Moler joined WIBG in August 1959.
Spot wins in reshuffle
Lionel Baxter, vice president in charge
Wires from Television Bureau of of radio of Storer with headquarters
Advertising and letters from stations
in Miami, supervises all radio operasent to members of Florida Citrus
tions of Storer.
Commission helped trigger shuffle of
$500,000 allocated for print to spot
tv in media allocation for first six Booz, Allen deadline
If Booz, Allen & Hamilton holds to
months of 1962. Agency Benton &
Bowles, handling citrus group since
present schedule, final report in man1955, had recommended $500,000 for
agement survey of FCC will be submitted to Budget Bureau and comspot but $1.5 million for print. Vigilmission last week in February. Conance by tv forces, however, aided in
sultants, who have established office at
media re-evaluation by agency and
FCC, are expected to complete groundclient. Spot tv now gets $1 million,
work for recommendations next week.
same amount allocated for print.
Preliminary
report is due last week in
B&B's appointment — it vied with five
other agencies this fall for account
January. FCC's own reorganization
under congressional enabling legislarenewal — runs up to June 1, 1962.
tion is awaiting recommendations.
Loaded?
Most of key employes of commission,
as well as members, have been interstudy. viewed by BAH men in $50,000
McCall's, which recently hired
Marie Torre, former New York
Herald Tribune tv columnist, is surveying tv program preferences of 50 ARF stands firm
prominent persons in business, indusBoard of directors of Advertising
try, professions and arts. In covering
Research Foundation apparently inletter she says that during her columtends neither to back down nor be
nist days, she discerned that successdrawn into public dispute with reful people looked to tv not for mental
search expert Alfred Politz over his
stimulation but for relaxation or "esblast at ARF and suggestion that it be
cape" entertainment — westerns, acdissolved or its basic practices
tion-adventures, whodunits, music and
old moods. She reported they said changed (see page 38). After regular
meeting last week, ARF officials said
they were too weary after challenging
day to sit through programs that board had reviewed Politz attack and
then endorsed statement issued earlier
aroused "their thinking processes" and
President A. W. Lehman. In that
she wondered if it were true of indi- by
statement Mr. Lehman said ARF had
vidual solicited.
heard Politz criticisms before, had
studied them and concluded ARF was
Here were questions: (1) "What
kind of television shows do you preoperating properly, and that in latest
blast he saw nothing new to make him
fer (comedy, music, variety, discussion, drama, westerns, private eye, re- think board would decide to change
its mind.
plays of old movies or informational
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More than 1,000,000 students in the New York area view wpix-11 educational TV
as part of their regular curriculum. From 9:00 AM

to 3:30 PM Monday thru

Friday wpix-11 telecasts twenty-two different courses under the auspices of the
New York State Board of Regents for in-school students and viewers at home.
This marks the fourth consecutive year of wnx-Regents programming, the only
association of such magnitude in the nation between Educational Television and
a Commercial Television Station.
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How's radio doing? Swell in some markets, according
to nationwide BROADCASTING survey; not so good in
others. But high 1960 figures are matched and even exceeded, particularly by local sales. See lead story . . .
LOCAL

RADIO

HITS HIGHS

hasn't yet been unmuddled but at least FCC has made a
start by recognizing the impact of such utility operations
on an existing broadcasting station. See . . .
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... 58
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Broadcasters are pushing their long-range fight to gain
equality with print media in access to official proceedings,
including courts. Last week they gained access to the
White House for a full discussion. See . . .
JFK SEES

BROADCASTERS

... 59

Tv is an "almost mandatory medium" because of its
big audience and relatively low cost, according to Fairfax
M. Cone, agency executive. And he also has a good word
for magazines and their specialization trend. See ...

... 34

For the benefit of those who have historically chided
the NAB radio code as a piece of pretty parchment without operating significance, the board last week fought off
pressures to soften its tougher clauses. See . . .

SALE

Sale of WMGM New York to Storer Broadcasting Co.
for nearly $11 million, approved last week by FCC, constitutes alltime high for a radio station. Storer sells
WWVA Wheeling to group headed by Ira Herbert. See . . .

... 74

They're pretty late, but the U. S. Census Bureau at last
is releasing its 1960 reports showing radio and television
set ownership in states, counties and metropolitan areas.
First of a nationwide series. See . . .
RADIO-TV

WNTA-TV

... 72

Should a station operator who permits obscenity on the
air be given the death penalty? FCC examiner feels this
is rough on broadcasters but reluctantly advises denial
of renewal to WDKD Kingstree, S. C. See . . .
QUALITY

Hardly anything's simple any more — like selling a New
York tv station, for instance. WNTA-TV owner and New
York educational group keep running into complications
in plan to transfer commercial outlet. See . . .

... 31

The regulatory status of community antenna systems
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BRIEF

TV'S SOMETIMES
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... 43

Speed's the word among the three companies who sell
automatic equipment designed to simplify timebuying by
agencies. A roundup of what they're offering to meet the
demand for fast data-processing equipment. See . . .
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"I thought that
the creative
aspects of the
dedication made
it outstanding.
The originality
of the statue as
well as the symphony set the
tone of the
creative vitality
of the station. "
S. J. Paul,
Publisher
Televis ion
Age

TV

Review

Hartford Station Offers
a Maxwell Premiere
By JACK GOULD
SYMPHONIC
suite enA
titled "The Broadcaster,"
by Robert Maxwell, the harpist and composer of "Ebb
Tide," had its world premiere
last night over television station WTIC-TV in Hartford,
Conn. It is an imaginative and. attractive work,
which the industry might
wish to embrace on a broader
scale.
Mr. Maxwell was commissioned two years ago by
WTfc to compose the suite
especially for last night's
dedication of the station's
new Broadcast House on Constitution Plaza• 'in Hartford.
The first movement, "Dedication," was a little on the
bland side. But the second,
"Celebration- — AM," contains
a waltz that is lovely indeed
and could be a hii in itself.
The third movement is entitled "Meditation— FM." It
has a gentle and haunting
quality appropriate to the
high fidelity and noiseless
segments of the broadcasting
spectrum.
The fourth' movement, "Anticipation— TV," is a vibrant
march with a subtle and constant reiteration of brass
ideally suited to the medium
under consideration.
Mr. Maxwell conducted the
WTIC orchestra, the group
with which he began his musical career as a staff harpist. WTIC-TV, operating on
Channel 3 and owned by the
Travelers Insurance Company,
can be received frequently
on the northeastern
fringe of the metropolitan
New York area.
N. Y. TIMES, NOV. 28, 1961

New

Suite

Premiered

vice president of TV programs at
WTIC, for nearly two years. He
initiated the project of commissioning a new work of symphonic
proportions. And it has been in
the mind and under the pen of
Mr. Maxwell,
most that long. its composer, al-

By WTIC
Well Known in Hartford
It was no mere chance that
The world premiere of a symMr. Maxwell was selected to comphonic suite, "The Broadcaster"
pose it. Sentiment, as well as muby Robert Maxwell, highlighted
sical capability, played a part in
the
choice.
Mr. Maxwell was still
the program marking the dedication of Broadcast House, new in his teens when he came to
home of the Travelers Broad- Hartford from New York in 1939,
and became a member of the
casting Service Corp. in Constitu- WTIC orchestra as staff harpist.
tion Plaza Monday night.
received an apIt is a work that reflects the Subsequentlypointment the
o the faculty of the
spirit of Broadcast House in more Julius Hartt School of Music.
Later he became the youngest
ways than one. The very fact
musician ever to work under the
that not many stations have aid- famous
Arturo Toscanini. Since
ed the cause of music by commissioning a serious composi- then and up to now, he has been
tion, represents a service to that a virtuoso with many orchestras
irt which cannot fail of appreci- and
music.a composer of considerable
ation.
"The Broadcaster" is scored for
A Symbolic Composition
And in itself, "The Broadcast- 39 instruments and runs some 17
er'.' attempts to catch up the minutes. Its style Is highly melodic, and it has a lively rhythmic
various elements that make up tkt
activities of Broadcast Hou^e. pulse. As has been said, its material is programmatic to serve
Its first movement, "Dedication,"
refers, of course, not only to the particular occasion. But it is
last night's high occasion in tlie judiciously and tastefully so, and
37 - years history of WTIC but not overweighted with scene-painting. As music pure and simple,
also the station's aim of service
to the community at large.
the score is neat, skilful and effective. At the same time it is
The three remaining movements symbolize WTIC-AM and well - suited to the general audience in its immediate impact
WTIC-FM radio, and WTIC-TV.
They bear- the titles Celebration, and ready appeal.
Meditation and Anticipation, the
The performance, under direction of the composer, was poised
last looking forward to the station's future in television, its new- throughout, and the whole premest service now four years old.
ier was enthusiastically received
"The Broadcaster" has been in by the first night audience.
the mind of Leonard J Patricelli.
T. H. PARKER, HARTFORD

COURANT, NOV. 28, 1961

APPRECIATION
Two

works of art, both commissioned in 1959 for the dedication of Broadcast House, new

home of WTIC TV-AM-FM, were presented for the first time on November
the occasion of the dedication of the new studios.
A bronze, sculptured by Frances Wadsworth,

was unveiled by Governor John N. Dempsey

of Connecticut in the lobby of Broadcast House. Moments
Maxwell

27, 1961 on

later, a symphonic suite by Robert

was premiered under the baton of the composer.

WTIC
Broadcast House•

AM
•
TV3
3 Constitution Plaza

FM
•
Hartford, Connecticut

Late news breaks on this page and on page 10 AT
Complete coverage of week begins on page 31 f\ \

Charges

refuted

by Westinghouse
Westinghouse Broadcasting Co. operates virtually independent of Westinghouse Electric Corp. — and no WBC
officer was involved in antitrust case
which saw Westinghouse Electric Corp.
plead guilty to price fixing charges.
This was essence of two volume (each
2V^-in. thick) documentation submitted
Friday to FCC by WBC.
Tomes were in reply to FCC inquiry
Nov. 1 asking for detailed information
on broadcast operations of WBC in
light of parent company's involvement
in price rigging for electrical equipment
[Broadcasting, Nov. 6].
Detailed WBC answer, consisting
mostly of affidavits by principal officers, exhibits for all stations and appendices, made these points:
■ Present policy organization of
WBC was established in 1953 by E. V.
Huggins, then president of WBC and
now executive vice president, associated activities, Westinghouse Electric
Corp. This provides that high officer
of Westinghouse serves as chairman of
WBC; that three members of WBC
board are senior officers of Westinghouse; that fulltime president of WBC
is responsible for actual broadcast operations; that WBC policies and operations are separate from Westinghouse
business policies and practices. Three
Westinghouse members on WBC board
are Mark A. Cresap Jr., president and
chief executive officer of parent company; Gwilym A. Price, Westinghouse
chairman, and Mr. Huggins.
■ Members of WBC board had no
knowledge of antitrust violations, and
none of those indicted and convicted
had anything to do with WBC. Dept.
of Justice, in letter last March, exonerated WBC officials from any complicity in antitrust conviction.
■ Although subsidiary of Westinghouse, WBC operates with "considerable
degree of freedom" from Westinghouse
operating policies that have no application or limited application to broadcasting.
Bulk of two-volume reply consisted
of Westinghouse's radio and tv background, sample minutes of WBC board
meetings, operating policy handbook,
programming policies and identifications
and history and review of each WBC
radio and tv station.
WBC has license renewal applications
pending for all but one radio and tv
station. These have been under con-

Blair backs TMP
John Blair & Co., radio rep firm,
which has long record of sales
effort on behalf of radio generally
as well as for its own stations, has
givenTest
its endorsement
new
Market Plan, toin RAB's
which
RAB will place, supervise and research campaigns
to prove radio's
effectiveness
to unconvinced
major
advertisers (Broadcasting, Dec.
4). "The more selling that is done
at top levels, the sooner all radio
volume will begin to move ahead
in a more substantial manner,"
Blair executive vp Arthur H. Mcwrote tosome
Blair ofstations.
"We
have Coyseen
the specific
RAB proposals and know that
they are effectively and professionally ment
put together."
Blair's
endorse-in
included offer
to share
payment
of 10%
fee which
TMP's
participating
stations
agree to
turn
over to RAB to help finance research costs on business thus
placed.
sideration by FCC for year; they were
held up pending FCC determination on
what its policy should be toward Westinghouse and General Electric. GE
also was found guilty of price fixing in
electrical equipment field.
Another application before FCC,
since dropped, was request for FCC approval to WBC's $4.25 million purchase
of KLAC Los Angeles. This contract
was terminated by both parties.
Frank

Mansfield

named

to head research group
Frank W. Mansfield has been elected
chairman of board of directors, Advertising Research Foundation. Mr. Mansfield, director of market research, Sylvania Electric Products, succeeds Arthur
Hull Hayes, CBS Radio president. He
has been vice chairman of ARF for past
year and director since 1954.
Lyndon O. Brown, senior vice president, Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample, was
named vice chairman of ARF and Richard J. Babcock, president of Farm
Journal was elected treasurer.
New directors elected were John P.
Cunningham, Cunningham & Walsh;
Robert K. Drew, Milwaukee Journal;
Franklin S. Forsberg, Field & Stream,
and John C. Maddox, Fuller & Smith
& Ross. Re-elected directors were Rex
M. Budd, Campbell Soup Co.; Harold

J. Graham, Hartford Fire Insurance Co.
group; Arno H. Johnson, J. Walter
Thompson; Charles L. Rumrill, Rumrill
Co.; Mr. Mansfield, and Mr. Babcock.
Quiz show

defendant

gets suspended sentence
Quiz show winner Ruth Miller, who
won $2,500 on program Twenty-One,
received suspended sentence Friday
(Dec. 15) after pleading guilty to perjury charge in special session court in
New York. Similar perjury cases
against 13 remaining defendants, including Charles Van Doren, Alfreda
Von Nordroff and Hank Bloomgarden,
were rescheduled Friday for Jan. 10,
1962.
Miss Miller's sentence came after
her attorney's plea that she was minor
figure in case and that she had been
helpful since grand jury was told by
quiz show winners they had not received help in answering questions.
WRVM

Rochester

suit

asks damages from union
Million-dollar damage suit against
American Federation of Television &
Radio Artists was filed Friday by
WRVM Rochester, N.Y. Local and national AFTRA charged with picketing
in effort to expand bargaining unit after
station had refused to renew contract.
WRVM owner, James M. Johnston,
took over station last June 16, installing automated equipment. Contract
with union expired June 30, according
to suit. Union charged with distributing pamphlets in front of place of
business of sponsor.
Union lost regional National Labor
Relations Board ruling and appeal last
summer when it charged lockout and
refusal to bargain, station pointed out.
Motorola introduces
fm tuner for autos
FM tuner for auto use introduced
by Motorola Inc. in Chicago-Friday to
meet growing interest in car fm listening. Tuner, to be used with any standard auto radio, will sell for $69.95.
Firm also makes full fm auto set.
Motorola also introduced 11 new tv
models to distributors, including two
new 27-inch sets. Company does not
manufacture color tv. S. R. Herkes,
marketing vice president, predicted
Motorola tv set sales will jump 50%
next year, based on current sales upturn and resumption of consumer confidence in marketplace.
more AT DEADLINE oage 10
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Broadcasting Corp. (licensee of KELOAM-TV Sioux Falls, KDLO-TV Florence and KPLO-TV Reliance, all South
Dakota; KSO Des Moines; WKOWAM-TV Madison, Wis., and WLOLAM-FM). He has been associated with
WLOL for past 15 years, serving last
eight as general manager. Evans A.
Nord named executive vp and general
manager of KELO-AM-TV. He joined
station in 1938.

Mr. Sarnoff

Mr. West

Thomas W. Sarnoff, vp, west coast
administration, NBC, promoted to vp.
West Coast, NBC, succeeding John K.
West, who becomes staff vp, western
distributor and commercial relations,
RCA, Los Angeles. Mr. West succeeds
Harold R. Maag, who assumes newly
created position of staff vp, southwestern distributor and commercial relations, RCA, with headquarters in Dallas. Changes are effective Jan. 1, 1962.
Mr. Sarnoff entered tv in 1949 with
ABC-TV and worked at MGM before
joining NBC's Pacific Div. in 1952 as
assistant to director of finance and operations. He was elected NBC vp in
1957 and assumed present post in February 1960. He is youngest son of
RCA Board Chairman and Mrs. David
Sarnoff. Mr. West joined NBC as vp
in charge of Western Div. in 1950 after
20-year career with RCA Victor Div.
Mr. Maag came to RCA as field representative in 1927. He became RCA
district manager for Kansas City in
1941, and was general manager of RCA
Victor Mexicana S. A., from 1942-45,
before becoming RCA staff vp.
Wayne Williams, general manager,
WLOL-AM-FM Minneapolis, elected
executive
vp, Bentson-Floyd-Ruben

John C. Moler, vp and general manager, WIBG Philadelphia (Storer Station), will become general manager,
WMGM New York in early January,
when Storer Radio Inc., new owner of
WMGM, takes formal possession. Mr.
Moler succeeds Arthur M. Tolchin who
will remain
Loew's
Theatresto organization,with
which sold
WMGM
Storer
for over $10 million (see page 65). Mr.
Moler joined Storer in 1959 as WIBG
general manager.
Irwin Segelstein, director
of
program administration,
Benton &
Bowles, New
York, elected vp
of agency and
manager of radio-tv programming departformer vp and
director of programming, Grant A.
Tinker, is now vp and general program
executive at NBC-TV (At Deadline,
Dec. 4). Mr. Segelstein, who joined
Benton & Bowles in 1945, has served
as head of film operations and associate
program director.

For other personnel changes of the week see FATES & FORTUNES
Colgate buys NBC-TV news
Colgate-Palmolive Co., New York,
has signed for 329 quarter-hours and
full sponsorship (Mon.-Fri., 2:30 p.m.)
of news strip in expanded daytime buy
on NBC-TV, network announced Friday (Dec. 15). C-P is placing entire
daytime network tv budget on NBCTV, according to network. Agencies
for C-P: Lennen & Newell and Ted
Bates & Co., both New York.
WSRC

Durham

sold

Sale announced Friday pending FCC
approval: WSRC Durham, N. C, from
Carolina Radio Inc. (Robert A. Munroe, president, owns 50% of WRGM
Richmond, Va.) to Carolina Radio of
10

Durham Inc. for $175,000. Buying
corporation is composed of George F.
Kirkland Jr. (33J/3 % ) , James H. Mayes
Jr., Morris L. Cherry, Howard X. Bowling and Guy R. Willis (16%% each).
Mr. Mayes is general manager and present 5.26% owner of WSRC; others are
in dentistry. WSRC is 1 kw daytimer on
1410 kc.
Fresh, Ting to PKL
Papert, Koenig, Lois, New York, is
reported to have picked up remainder
of Pharmacraft Labs business from
present agency, Daniel & Charles. PKL,
which has handled Coldene and Allerest
(billing about $2 million) since April,
1960, will now add Fresh deodorant
and Ting athlete's foot remedy accounts

Season safety
Member stations of the Maryland-District ofColumbia Broadcasters Assn. will take part in a
three-day traffic safety campaign
during holidays, carrying a total
of nearly 2,000 announcements
urging drivers to keep their lights
on during daytime as a warning
against danger of accidents. Robert B. Jones Jr., WFBR Baltimore,
association president, said public
service campaign was set up at request of state and district traffic
officials. Similar Labor Day campaign was described as helpful in
promoting careful driving, they
said. Member stations will carry
announcements at least once every
half-hour.

(billing about $1.5 million; Fresh, 8090% in tv), to list of clients, bringing
agency's
million. total billing to around $17.5
Foreign countries buy
NBC Khrushchev show
Though show hasn't been completed,
NBC-TV's study "Khrushchev and Berlin" already has been bought for tv in
three foreign countries — England, West
Germany, Australia — and is being considered inat least four others — Belgium,
France, Italy, Japan.
It's part of NBC's White Paper series
and in U. S. is slated Tues., Dec. 26,
10-11 p.m. Eastern Standard Time. Exceptional interest abroad attributed
partly to subject matter, partly to reaction to earlier, White Paper on Angola, which has been seen in 16 foreign
countries.
Committee prints
election documentary
Volume II in six-volume Congressional study of radio and television coverage of 1960 Presidential campaign
was published last week by Government
Printing Office. It contains all of former Vice President Richard M. Nixon's
campaign speeches, press conferences,
and study papers. Volume I did same
for then Sen. John F. Kennedy. Volume
III, expected to be issued before end
of month, will contain transcripts of
Kennedy-Nixon's radio-tv debates and
all of their other broadcast appearances.
Study is being compiled by Senate
Watchdog Subcommittee.
Rep appointments
Effective Jan. 1, 1962, Edward
Petry & Co. adds to its radio list KLAC
Los Angeles and WROC Rochester.
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PEOPLE

MAKE

THE

DIFFERENCE

Local viewers like to see local
people
They can
for and
a fullevents.
hour daily.

Sportsnews
programs
feature
from six
area colleges.
People with ideas.
People with experience.
People with know-how.
And

WIBW-TV

has

such

people!

Ideaful, original, aggressive people . . .
alert, energetic, vital people. WIBW-TV
is backed up two deep in every
department with creative talent.
You can hear and see it in
what WIBW-TV says and does. You can
feel it in the way WIBW-TV sells!
It's different, friendly, person-to-person type selling.
It's another reason WIBW-TV tops all
competition in the wealthy Eastern Kansas market

TOPEKA,
Channel

13 • CBS

KANSAS

• NBC • ABC
ftepresenfect Nationally by

Division of Stauffer-Capper Publications
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AllThe
Day best
. . .shows
Every —Day
— As Late As Midnight.

DATEBOOK
A calendar of important meetings and
events in the field of communications
•Indicates first or revised listing.
DECEMBER

RE

ATI

VIT

Y

• . •

INTEGRITY
oine Houdon (1741- 1828), famed French sculptor,
painter, and prolific portrayer of notables, travelled to America to
create his famous George Washington. This statue, standing
today in the Virginia State Capita!, is a monument to a great
Virginian, the first President olthe United States. The marble
momentary:- pose captures forever Washington's dignity, integrity
and courage.
We at Shenandoah Life Stations strive to make the art of Houdon,
the integritylbf Washington an integral part of our operation.

WSLS
ROANOKE

. VIRGINIA

AM
61 • FM
99.1
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES
AVERY- KNODEL INC.
"THERE IS NO SUBSTITUTE FOR INTEGRITY'

*Dec. 19 — Radio & Television Executives
Society, Christmas party. The ballroom,
Hotel Roosevelt, New York.
Dec. 19— Philadelphia chapter, American
Women in Radio and Television, dinner
meeting and annual wassail party. Hotel
Sheraton, Philadelphia.
Dec. 27-30 — American Statistical Assn.,
121st annual meeting. One session of the
conference will be devoted to a panel discussion of the report submitted by the
ASA's technical committee on broadcast
ratings. This particular meeting is scheduled to begin at 2 p.m. on Wednesday,
Dec. 27. Hotel Roosevelt, New York.
Dec. 27-29 — American Marketing Assn., annual winter conference. Theme is "The
Social
Responsibilities
more Hotel,
New York. of Marketing." Bilt*Dec. 28 — Radio, Tv, and Film Interest
Group of the Speech Assn. of America,
afternoon meeting based on question:
"What is broadcasting in the public interest?" Chairman of meeting will be Walter
Emery of Michigan State U., and participants are to be Howard H. Bell, NAB
vice president, who will give the industry
point of view, and Commissioner Frederick
W. Ford of the FCC, who will present the
government's
idea. N.West
Hilton,
New York,
Y. Room, StatlerDec. 31 — Deadline for submission of nominations for the Alfred I. duPont Awards.
Three awards are given: one recognizing a
large radio or television station for outstanding programming in the public interest; one honoring a small broadcast station for similar excellence; and one citing
a radio and television commentator for
care in gathering news in the public interest. Nominations and supporting documentation should be addressed the Curator,
Alfred I. duPont Awards Foundation, Box
1158, Lexington, Va.
JANUARY 1962
Jan. 6-14 — International Television Festival
at Monte
Carlo, sponsored by the government of Monaco.
Jan. 12 — North Carolina AP Broadcasters
Assn.,
Hill, N.annual
C. meeting. Carolina Inn, Chapel
Jan. 15-19 — American Management Assn.,
"Effective
management, heldAdvertising"
in New York course
for thefor first
time.
Hotel Astor, New York.

United

Press

International

news

produces!

Jan. 17 — Awards
presentation
International Television
Festival ofattheMonte
Carlo. Gold Nymph awards will be presented for outstanding tv programs. The
Opera House, Monte Carlo, Monaco.
Jan. 19 — Educational Foundation, American Women in Radio and Television, board
of trustees meeting. Savoy-Hilton Hotel,
New York.
Jan. 19-21 — American Women in Radio and
Television, board of directors meeting.
Savoy-Hilton Hotel, New York.
Jan. 19-21 — Advertising Assn. of the West,
annual conference. Hotel Californian,
Fresno.
*Jan. 20-21 — Retail Advertising Conference,
10th annual meeting. Goals of the meeting
are to bring advertising ideas, information,
news and people together; and to increase
advertising creativity. Miles David, RAB
vice president will speak for radio, and

12
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At Bell Telephone Laboratories, mathematician Sidney Darlington
has contributed notably in developing the art of circuit analysis.

. . . It is essentially a thing of the mind for it ivorks through concepts, symbols and
relationships . . .it helps man to analyze and synthesize the complex phenomena of the
universe and himself . . .it works in many ivays to advance electrical communications :
IT IS CALLED

MATHEMATICS

At Bell Telephone Laboratories, mathematics
works powerfully to solve problems involving complex data. Intriguingly, too, the mathematical approach: led to the invention of the electric wave
filter . . . disclosed a kind of wave transmission
which may some day carry huge amounts of information in waveguide systems . . . foretold the feasibility ofmodern quality control . . . led to a scientific
JO
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BELL

technique for determining how many circuits must
be provided for good service without having costly
equipment lie idle.
For each creative task, Bell Laboratories utilizes
whatever serves best— mathematical analysis, laboratory experimentation, simulation with electronic computers. Together they assure the economical advancement of all Bell System communications services.
TELEPHONE

SYSTEM

13

AVAILABLE

NOW

IN YOUR

MARKET

REMARKABLE,

N.Y. Times/ ABSORBING

. . . EXCELLENT,

N.Y. Herald

SUPERB

Tribune /

. . . ENLIGHTENED,

Direct from a successful

New

Newsday

York premiere

Norman Tatman of Patterson Fletcher, Fort
Wayne, Ind., will represent television.
Palmer House, Chicago.
Jan. 21 — Iowa AP Radio & TV Assoc. meeting. Des Moines.
*Jan. 23 — Final phase of FCC hearing on network tv programming practices and policies.
Spokesmen for the three tv networks will
testify before FCC en banc. Washington,
D. C.
Jan. 23-25 — Georgia Radio-Tv Institute,
under auspices of GAB and U. of Georgia,
17th annual program. Featured speakers
include: Pierre Salinger, Clair McCollough,
Sol Taishoff, and Ann Corrick.
Jan. 29-Feb. 3 — NAB board committees
Jan. 29; Joint Board Jan. 30; Radio Board
Jan. 31; Tv Board Feb. 1; Joint Boards
Feb. 2. Far Horizons Hotel, Long Boat Key,
Sarasota, Fla.
FEBRUARY 1962
Feb. 1 — Deadlines for entries to the Headliner Awards contest, offering prizes for
newspapers and radio-tv stations for excel ence in news programming or preparation, and general public affairs service.
Mail entries to Mall Dodson, executive
secretary,ventionNational
Hall, AtlanticHeadliners
City, N. J.Club, ConFeb. 1 — Deadline for entries for the American Tv Commercials Festival. Contact Wallace A. Ross, director; 40 East 49th St.,
New York 17.
Feb. 2-3 — Minnesota School of Journalism,
Minnesota U., 15th annual radio-tv news
short course, sponsored in association with
the Northwest Radio-Television News Assn.,
and the Radio-Television News Directors
Assn. U. of Minnesota campus, Minneapolis.
Feb. 4-13 — Advertising Recognition Week.

REPORT

TO

Produced
A

by

full hour

RKO

close-up

people
critical

THE

General.
of the

facing

the

competition

EXCLUSIVE

NATION

• Dr. Wernher

of our time.

FEATURES:

Rocket

von Braun

American

most

• thrilling film footage of advanced
• latest American

U.S. space craft

Society report on space
and other top experts

Contact:
National Program Dept.
RKO General. Inc.
1440 Broadway
New York 18. New York
LOngacre
(DATEBOOK)

Inc.

4-8000

Feb. 5— Deadline for comments on FCC's
proposal to add additional vhf channel at
below minimum mileage spacing to following cities: Baton Rouge, La. (Doc. 14233);
Birmingham, Ala. (Doc. 14236); Charlotte,
N. C. (Doc. 14238); Dayton, Ohio (Doc.
14234); Jacksonville, Fla. (Doc. 14235);
Johnstown, Pa. (Doc. 14232); Knoxville,
Tenn. (Doc. 14237): Oklahoma City, Okla.
(Doc. 14231). (Rescheduled from Dec. 4).
Feb. 5 — Deadline for comments on FCC's
proposals to expand use of uhf band, including dual vhf-uhf operation, reserved
poolsing vhfof stations,
uhf channels
for ofexisting
operatabolition
uhf allocation,
relaxation of technical rules for uhf stations, uhf grants without a hearing, etc.
(Doc. 14229). (Rescheduled from Dec. 4.)
Feb. 5 — Deadline for comments on FCC's
proposalsstitute to
delete single
and subuhf channel
to makevhf community
all-uhf in following cities: Binghamton, N.
Y. (Doc. 14243); Champaign-Urbana, 111.
(Doc. 14244); Columbia, S. C. (Doc. 14245);
Erie. Pa. (Doc. 14242); Hartford, Conn. (Doc.
14241); Madison. Wise. (Doc. 14239); Montgomery. Ala. (Doc. 14246): Rockford, 111.
(Doc. 14240).
Feb. 6 — Advertising Committee of U. S.
Commerce Dept. Department headquarters,
Washington, D. C.
*Feb. 7 — Western States Advertising
Agencies Assn., annual awards luncheon
for the sador
"advertising
citizen of 1961." AmbasHotel, Los Angeles.
Feb. 7 — Advertising Federation of America,
mid-winter legislative conference. Participants include FCC Chairman Newton N.
Minow, FTC Chairman Paul Rand Dixon
and Secretary of Commerce Luther C.
Hodges.
D. C. Statler-Hilton Hotel, Washington,
Feb. 7-9 — National Winter Convention on
Military Electronics. Ambassador Hotel, Los
Angeles.
Feb. 10 — Awards Dinner, Directors Guild
BROADCASTING, December 18, 1961
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of America. Western awards: Beverly Hilton Hotel, Beverly Hills, Calif. Eastern
awards: Waldorf-Astoria Hotel, New York
City.
Feb. 13 — Formal awards banquet of the
International Broadcasting Awards contest.
Hollywood Palladium, Hollywood, Calif.
Feb. 20- March 25— Art Directors Club of
Los Angeles, 17th annual western exhibition of advertising and editorial art. Western advertisers, agencies, artists and producers have submitted examples of their
work in commercials, titles, stills, or print.
Los Angeles Museum of Science & Industry.
•Feb. 21-22— Michigan Assn. of Broadcasters, sixth annual legislative dinner and
mid-winter convention. Jack Tar Hotel,
Lansing.
Feb. 25 — Broadcast Pioneers, New York
chapter, second annual "Mike Award" dinner, honoring WGN Chicago. Latin Quarter,
5 p.m., New York City.
Feb. 28-March 1 — NAB, seventh annual conference for presidents of state broadcasters'
ington,
D. C. associations. Shoreham Hotel, WashMARCH 1962
March 12-16 — American Management Assn.,
"Effective
Advertising"
for time.
management, in Chicago
for course
the first
La
Salle Hotel, Chicago.
March 14-16 — Electronic Industries Assn.,
committee, section, division and board
meeting. Statler-Hilton Hotel, Washington,
D. C.
March 16 — Advertising Federation of America, board of directors meeting. New York.
March 19-23 — Georgia Assn. of Broadcasters, first annual regional meetings of
broadcasters will be held at following five
sites: Griffin, Albany, Baxley, Augusta,
Canton.
March 22-24 — Advertising Federation of
America, fifth district meeting. Shawnee
Hotel, Springfield, Ohio.
March 30-31 — Advertising Federation of
America, sixth district meeting. Detroit.
APRIL 1962
April 1-4— National Assn. of Broadcasters,
annual convention. Conrad Hilton Hotel.
Chicago.
April 6-7 — Region 11 (southeastern) conference. National Assn. of Educational
Broadcasters. U. of Georgia, Adult Center
for Continuing Education, Athens.
April 9— Academy of Motion Picture Arts
& Sciences, 34th Oscar awards ceremony at
Civic Auditorium. Santa Monica, Calif.
April 25 — Assn. of Industrial Advertisers,
Eastern New England chapter and Hartford
chapter, all-day marketing and advertising
clinic. Hotel Somerset, Boston.
April 27-29 — Mississippi Broadcasters Assn.,
annual convention. Broadwater Beach Hotel,
Biloxi, Miss.
April 30 — American Women in Radio and
Television, board of directors meeting.
Sheraton-Chicago Hotel, Chicago.
MAY 1962
May 2-5 — Institute for Education by RadioTelevision, annual convention. DeshlerHilton Hotel, Columbus, Ohio.
May 3-6, 1962 — American Women in Radio
& Tv, national convention. Sheraton16 (DATEB00K)

Chicago Hotel, Chicago.
May 4-5 — Kansas Assn. of Radio Broadcasters, annual convention. Hays, Kansas.
May 9-12 — Western States Advertising
Agencies Assn., 12th annual conference.
Theme of this year's conference is: "Advertising Calif.
Achievements- West." Oasis Hotel,
Palm Springs,
May 10-12 — Advertising Federation of
America, fourth district meeting. Jacksonville, Fla.
May 15-16 — Council on Medical Television,
fourth annual meeting. Clinical Center, National Institute of Health, Bethesda, Md.
May 16-17 — Annual Medical-Dental Tv
Workshop, sponsored by the National Naval
Medical Center. National Naval Medical
Center, Bethesda, Md.
May 21-24 — 25th anniversary Electronic
Parts and Distributors Show and Conference. Conrad Hilton Hotel, Chicago.
May 23-25— Electronic Industries Assn., 38th
annual convention, committee, section, division and board meeting, Pick-Congress
Hotel, Chicago.
JUNE 1962
June 11-14 — Industrial Advertising Exposition held in conjunction with the 40th annual Conference of Assn. of Industrial Advertisers. Royal York Hotel, Toronto,
Ontario, Canada.
June 17-22, 1962 — Annual convention of the
National Community Television Assn.
Shoreham Hotel, Washington, D. C.
♦June 23-28 — Advertising Federation of
America, 58th national convention, in conjunction this year with Advertising Assn.
of the West. Theme of the joint meeting
will be "All-American Advertising Roundup." Denver-Hilton Hotel, Denver.
June 23 — Advertising Federation of America, ninth district meeting. Denver.
June 29-30 — Texas AP Broadcasters Assn.,
15th annual meeting. Hotel Texas, Fort
Worth.
AUGUST 1962
Aug. 5-7 — Georgia Assn. of Broadcasters,
annual convention. Holiday Inn, Jekyll Island, Ga.
Aug. 21-24 — Western Electronics Show and
Convention, Los Angeles Memorial Sports
Arena.

EXCLUSIVE
ITA

FEATURES

INPUT

Records from microphone

REMOTE

ft

Plug-in Remote Control

SEPTEMBER 1962
Sept. 11-13 — Electronic Industries Assn.,
committee, section, division and board
meeting. Biltmore Hotel, New York.
*Sept. 12-14 — Michigan Assn. of Broadcasters, fall convention and business meeting. Hidden Valley, Gaylord, Mich.
Sept. 12-14 — Advertising Federation of
America, first district meeting, Cape Cod
area.
Sept. 14 — Georgia Assn. of Broadcasters,
2nd annual South-East Radio-Tv Seminar.
Atlanta.
Sept. 20-22 — Advertising Federation of
America, tenth district meeting. Shreveport,
La.
*Sept. 28-29 — Institute of Radio Engineers,
12th annual broadcast symposium. Willard
Hotel, Washington, D. C.
NOVEMBER 1962
Nov. 10-25 — World Economic Progress Assembly and Exposition under international
auspices. Special sectors devoted to radio
and tv. McCormick Place, Chicago.
Nov. 27-29 — Electronic Industries Assn.,
committee, section, division and board
meeting. Jack Tar Hotel, San Francisco.

Plug-in Transistor Electronics
Permits Easy Conversion from
Monaural to Stereo

FIRST...
Now

IN

STEREO/MONO

. . . ITA offers stereo and monophonic

CARTRIDGE

TAPE

cartridge tape recorders that will play

and record up to 31 minute programs. Convenient

plug-in, modular

construction

features all transistor circuitry. Fully compatible with existing machines. With
separate record and play heads, the ITA

recorders give uniform high fidelity fre-

quency response . . . even when full half-hour cartridges are used. Plug-in remote
control — sequence triggering — unique idler wheel! ITA cartridge tape recorders are
your best buy. For a free demonstration of the ITA cartridge tape recorder call your
nearest ITA sales office listed below.

ITA

ELECTRONICS

BROADCAST
Chicago. III. AN 3-3797
Cincinnati. Ohio CH 1-6386

DIVISION
Dallas, Texas FL 7-9607
Jacksonville. Fla. EL 6-0121
Kansas City. Mo. GR 1-2838

CORPORATION

LANSDOWNE,

PENNSYLVANIA

Lansclowne. Pa. CL 9-8200
Los Angeles, Cal. MA 2-8552
New York City, N Y. CH 2-1999

Portland, Ore. CA 2-2651
Washington. D C. 337-2884
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WAVE

-TV

28.8%

viewers

more

have

TEETH

—and keep 'em sparkling with 28.8%
more tooth paste, powders and brushes!
That's because WAVE-TV has 28.8% more
viewers, from sign-on to sign-off, in any
average week. Source: N.S.I., July, 1961.
CHANNEL 3 • NBC
MAXIMUM POWER
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UNPRECEDENTED!
The search for new ways in which to serve the local community more effectively is standard operating procedure at
CBS Owned KMOX-TV. Witness Channel 4's television reading service, a remarkable innovation designed to stimulate
student reading through television. Working in close cooperation, KMOX-TV, the city and county school systems
and the public library system prepare and classify, by age and grade, reading lists based on forthcoming KMOX-TV
programs. These lists are distributed to more than 600 schools and libraries throughout the area. Result? A marked
upswing in the demand for books in the city's branch libraries and bookmobiles. And enthusiastic comments, such
as this one by Philip J. Hickey, superintendent of the St. Louis Public School System: "This pioneering project points
the way toward the use of television in a most valuable and educational manner."
Inventive, practical, consistent — this is community service far beyond usual studio limits. But, in truth, the
unusual is one of the things St. Louis audiences expect from their favorite station, CBS Owned |{|y|Q^

MON
The

DAY
challenge

fr0m R0BERT E' allen- President, Fuller & Smith & Ross Inc., New York.

M EMO
television

The future of advertising agencies
in television depends on their facing
up to the need for more quality and
excitement in programming.
For effective advertising, the prime
concern has to be the viewer's reaction
to the show. Based on the mediocrity
they see in current programming, network tv clients are susceptible to an
agency pitch geared to a more qualitative approach.
A good program is not merely one
which has a large audience, but rather
one which provides a large and stimulated target audience for its commercials.
Television affords a fabulous means
of communication. For one dollar, you
can get your client's product into the
living rooms and into the leisure time
of families in some 300 different homes.
But there are many kinds of viewers.
Some are attentive, some passive, stimulated or apathetic. The number of
viewers in each of these categories will
have direct bearing on the sales results
you hope to get via your commercial.
For whatever we do to our viewer, with
our good programs and our mediocre
ones, we all expect one thing of him —
action! If there is even the vaguest suspicion that many of our viewers are
passive, then we indeed have a job to do.
Attentiveness ■ And there are all
degrees of viewing. Viewers are keenly attentive, quite attentive, passably
attentive, barely attentive and just plain
indifferent. The fact that they are physically present isn't enough. Even to
know that a viewer is attentive is hardly enough.
If you were to ask your creative people in what condition they want that
viewer when he's exposed to a commercial, they would probably ask for the
ultimate — a really stimulated state.
The stimulated viewer is at maximum
response potential for your creative
selling skills.
We owe this much to a client who
has $30,000 riding on every network
commercial showing, to aim to keep a
viewer so awake and stimulated by an
interesting show that for perhaps the
first time, he will be equally stimulated
by the excellent commercials.
We know fairly accurately who in
each family selects a show, and when
that show is good enough to win a high
TVQ rating for almost every program
and what percentage of homes consider
it among their "best liked" television
programs. We also know some less
positive facts, such as how many of
the homes watching a show do so
by the simple process of leaving the
20
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"set on." These facts are available
easily enough.
There is a strong and continuing correlation between the good shows of tv
and high scores in all of these areas.
It is important to know the type of
viewer who selects your show. It is
also important to consider the general
appeal of the show and the message
your commercial is trying to get across
to the viewer.
Research already conducted indicates
that two types of viewer are significantly
more attentive and therefore, more responsive to commercials. They are:
( 1 ) the viewer who enjoys the program
considerably and (2) the viewer who
makes a definite point of selecting a
show (possibly the same person).
A Formula ■ Therefore, we can make
up this hypothetical formula which
says: Prime viewers equal adult viewers x target selectors x TVQ rating.
Neither the very good high-rated
programs of television nor the very
good low-rated programs present a
basic problem in giving our commercials amaximum response. But this is
not dependably so with respect to that
huge area of middle mediocrity. These
programs, as one critic said, seem to
be on the air for the sole purpose of
keeping 8:30 from touching 9 o'clock.
Yet, as the escapists in the agency field
well know, dozens of these can be satisfactorily justified on numbers only.
The cost-per-thousand is efficient and
while the client looks longingly at the
top ten list, he is well mollified by the
thought that he is reaching five homes
per dollar more than his competitor
who is also dealing with an audience
satiated by dull entertainment.
Wherever a client has a large portion
of his budget dollars invested in a single
network show, we particularly cannot
isolate ourselves from the problem of
the distracted viewer.

agencies
Better Shows ■ But the happy part
is that it is not really a problem of research or penetrating analysis — although research will help us find the
way — it is only a question of better
programming. And this alone makes
the cause well worth fighting for, since
every effort we put forth to achieve the
perfect viewer, whether it is a new
formula to add the numbers game or
a reluctance to stop at just ratings alone,
is bound gradually to improve that
middle group of shows. These shows
color all of television's reputation.
No matter how important or how
trivial you consider the viewer's mental
attitude, the only possible solution is to
make programs more interesting, more
exciting, stimulating and rewarding —
not routine, nor dull, nor mechanical
copies of the shows ahead of it and
behind it.
In the very act of recognizing that
there might be a distracted viewer
wherever there is a "formula" program,
you are helping to kick the props out
from under those who use numbers as
an excuse for mediocre programs.
Buying "audience size of program
environment" is surely secondary to the
necessity of presenting better programs
which, if successful, will accomplish
both of these goals for you. But there
is a price (which is not money) for
presenting better entertainment. Do we
want to pay that price? Is it worth it in
terms of getting viewers for your commercials as well as numbers in your
Nielsens? You have to decide just how
many rating points, if any, you are
willing to give up to capture the attentive viewer.
Once you are fully concerned with
your viewer's attitude, then go ahead
and buy by the number. It no longer
will matter. But beware! Buying by
circulation alone is not only obsolete
but dangerous.

Robert E. Allen, who joined FSR in 1937,
became a vice president in 1945. He was
elected to the agency's board and named
manager of the New York office in 1950
and became president in 1954 at the age
of 41. Mr. Allen, who served on the AAAA
Committee on the Improvement of Advertising Content for seven years, was its
chairman for two years. He was also a
founder and co-chairman of the joint ANAtising. Committee on Objectionable AdverAAAA
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Monday Memo acknowledged
editor: Many thanks for publishing
my comments (Monday Memo, Dec.
4) ... I have received numerous
letters and calls acknowledging the
article. It is always gratifying to discover one has written something which
is of sufficient interest to elicit comments from readers. — Margot Teleki,
timebuyer, Reach, McClinton & Co.,
New York.

Comedian Jack Carson and singer Margaret Whiting watch Master Electrician
Dave Melaney demonstrate the theatre's new SOLITROL "200" system.
SOLITROL

lighting control opens at Circle Arts Theatre

Circle Arts Theatre, San Diego.

WARD

LEONARD

ELECTRIC

CO.

Billed as "America's newest and most unique theatre-in-the-round," San Diego's Circle Arts Theatre
is truly a colorful approach to live big-name theatre. A thin cement, dome shaped, circular building
covering 22,000 square feet, the theatre seats 1853
persons in 15 concentric rows centered about the
36 foot stage.
Circle Arts is just one of the smart new theatres
to install SOLITROL silicon controlled rectifier dimming systems. There's a SOLITROL of capacity and
versatility to fit every theatre or TV requirement.
Write for information. Ward Leonard Electric Co.,
57 South Street, Mount Vernon, N. Y (In Canada:
Ward Leonard of Canada, Ltd., Toronto, Ontario.)
RESISTORS • RHEOSTATS ■ RELAYS • CONTROLS • DIMMERS
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editor: We appreciated [your story] on
the growth of Virginia [Special Report, Dec. 4]. We found it unusually
well written and most interesting. —
Mrs. Shirley C. Love, Hoyden Huddleston Adv., Roanoke, Va.

Please start my subscription immediately for —
□ 52 weekly issues of BROADCASTING $ 7.00
□ 52 weekly issues and Yearbook Number
11.00
□ Payment attached □ Please Bill

Send to home tiddress-

Free press and 'free' media
editor: I think you and our mutual
friends in broadcasting have criticized
my speech at Colby College the other
day [The Media, Nov. 13; Editorials,
Nov. 20], primarily because of something that was left out of it— namely, a
discussion of broadcast licensing policy
and a defense of free expression for
those who hold licenses. This was outside the scope of my purpose. If I were
publishing the Colby talk as a learned
paper, which it is not, I would probably
feel obliged to add at least a footnote
disclaiming any intent to promote restrictive policies.
Here is such a footnote:
While I insist that media, to be
"free," must be open to anyone, and
for this basic reason I insist that licensed medium cannot safely be
equated with the free press, the question as to how much control the licensing agency should or must exert over
broadcasting is an entirely different
question and I have not undertaken to
discuss it here. Licensing, in itself, does
not necessarily mean broadcasting under detailed political control. Radio
and television in the United States have
undoubtedly benefited from this nation's unique tradition of free expression. The problems and policies of
licensing are beyond the scope of this
paper, however. — Bernard Kilgore,
president,
York, N.Y. "Wall Street Journal," New

editor: . . . Most interesting. You and
your staff are to be commended. —
Clarence H. Osthagen, vice presidentexecutive director, Tidewater Virginia
Development Council.
editor: I note that in your section on
Virginia . . . Broadcasting mentions
the Fredericksburg area only very lightly, and then makes the gross error of
BROADCASTING, December 18, 1961
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ON
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TREE

The X's above mark the spots where you, if you're like us, will
be intrigued into inserting digits. The digits you insert, if you're
like us, won't be the correct ones — at first. But you'll keep at it
until the numbers you place in the wreaths will make the multiplication all come true. (Yes, Virginia, there is a Santa Claus.)
Then you'll send us your correct solution and we'll send you a
Christmas present. But hurry — there are only seven guessing
days left.
P.S. And seven days a week WMAL-TV news experts report to
more than 1.7 million people National and International News,
Local, Weather and Sports News (30-min. reports). A few choice
participations available.

Washington,
C. v
l-D.t
wma
An Evening Star Broadcasting Company Station, represented by H-R Television, Inc.
Affiliated with WMAL and WMAL-FM, Washington, D. C; WSVA-TV and WSVA,
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Harrisonburg, Va.
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. . .When

you

Start with the all-new Collins FM
Stereo Generator, which eliminates the
inherent instability of the double injection method of FM stereo broadcasting.
In the Collins generator, both stereo
channels are produced as a composite
signal. The result: stereo separation
which greatly exceeds FCC requirements. This all-transistorized generator
requires no on-the-air adjusting or
readjusting.

use

the

Collins

Then match up the new generator
with the new-approach Collins 830A-2
Exciter. This independent 10-watt unit
accepts FM stereo directly so that no
auxiliary modulators are necessary for
stereo or SCA. The unit may be rackmounted and is all-transistorized, except
for five vacuum tubes in higher level
stages. The 830A-2 eliminates the undesirable multiplication of oscillator drift,
because the full FM signal swing is
developed at 14 mc and heterodyned to
output frequency. It also provides monophonic and SCA audio inputs from 30
cps to 75 kc directly.

COLLINS RADIO COMPANY

• CEDAR

RAPIDS

straight

Jlk. Now, mount them both into the
Collins 830B-1 FM Transmitter. The two
units, mated with the 250-watt transmitter, add up to the only industry-wide
fresh approach in FM stereo! For the
first time, the broadcaster has available
equipment designed specifically for both
stereo and monaural transmission that
provides vastly improved bass response,
extremely low distortion and high signalto-noise ratio. Result: the finest FM
transmitting equipment on the market.

• DALLAS

• BURBANK

• NEW YORK

forward

approach

there's

no

» man
1

__■

|

1

"

j

...

Jk. Check the simplicity and ease of
operation. The Collins 830B-1 250-watt
FM Transmitter is a pleasure when it
comes to actual operation, with pushbutton power control, front panel tuning
and multi-circuit metering. Too, the
830B-1 is completely equipped for the
addition of remote control and automatic logging! Vertical panel construction allows complete accessibility to all
components for inspection and maintenance. All adjustments can be made
without taking the transmitter off the
air. It's no wonder the Collins 830B-1
recently won WESCON's top honors
for design.

mystery

■-- ,

For more information
on FM Stereo Transmitting
Equipment, contact your
Collins Broadcast Sales Engineer
or write direct.

....H

Put them all together and you've
ended the mystery about FM stereo!
With your choice of 250 or 5,000 watts
of simplified FM, Collins provides the
answer for complete service. The Collins
830E-1 5,000-watt FM transmitter is
completely self-contained in two identically styled cabinets and has the screen
grid at ground potential, eliminating
screen bypass capacitors — one of the
frequent breakdown sources in power
amplifiers. The high voltage transformer,
directional couplers and harmonic niters
are mounted inside the cabinet. All these
features add up to one thing: the most
direct approach to FM stereo is Collins!

lumping it in with the Washington
metropolitan area! . . . Fredericksburgers consider Burocratograd-OnThe-Potomac as an essentially alien
territory; and I submit that our 50 mile
distance from the Capitol hardly puts
us in the fication."Washington
Suburbs" classi.. .
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editor: [Broadcasting] did a magnificent job in telling the Virginia story. —
John B. Tansey, general manager,
WRVA Richmond, Va.
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(OPEN MIKE)

One other thing — in your enumeration of major plants about the parts of
the state you recognized — you completely ignored "the world's largest
Cellophane plant." The American
Viscose Corp. Film Division's Fredericksburg operation — employing nearly
3,000 persons — is hardly in the pipsqueak category. . . .
I find the article more than slightly
slap-dash and on the whole very disap ointing.— John C. Morgan, general
manager, WFVA-AM-FM, Fredericksburg, Va.

Missing advertiser
editor: I was quite surprised to note
the omission of Mogen David Wine
Corp. in your coverage of this agency's
radio and tv billings [Broadcast
Advertising, Nov. 20].
A very large dollar
part ofcampaign
this advertiser's
multi-million
is in
broadcast media. . . . Mogen David
Wines maintain a heavy spot tv schedule in 65 markets, sponsor 30 spots per
week on NBC Radio . . . and 25 spots
per week on ABC Radio. — Byron A.
Bonnheim, vice president, Edward H.
Weiss & Co., Chicago.
[A typographical error resulted in omission
of radio-tv usage by both Mogen David and
Purex. Mogen David used "Dick Powell
Show," "Saturday Night at the Movies"
and "Jan Murray," as well as tv spot and
network
radio.forPurex
daytime specials
womenusedand NBC-TV's
other daytime
shows and tv spot.]
Liquor is all wet
editor: Some weeks back you had a
news item on the subject of "Liquor
Ads
Air" (Broadcast Advertising,
Nov. on20).
It is my hope that the industry will
ignore these drives that come from time
to time to get stations or networks to
accept hard liquor advertising. . . .
I know from experience that the
WCTU can get active very fast, even
when it is only a rumor that a network
might sell time to a liquor advertiser.
Such a rumor got out years ago, when
I was a network executive. No radio
network was even considering doing
this, but the four networks were bombarded by hundreds of thousands of
letters and cards on the subject. It became a tough problem, and the fact

that we advised the WCTU that we
were standing by our code and not
considering this did not stop the mail.
Finally, one morning, I wrote the
president of the WCTU, reminding her
again that we were sticking to our code.
At the end of the letter, I wrote that if
the mail did not stop it would drive
me to drinking hard liquor . . . And
within a week the campaign of letters
stopped.
Basically, I still feel that the policy
adopted years ago is sound, and I
hope there will be no change. — Edgar
Kobak, N. Y.
More from Michels
editor: In reading your publication of
my recent letter [Open Mike, Dec. 11],
I was amazed to find that the deletions
made to my letter, due to shortage of
space, resulted in a distortion of the
point I wished to make.
To be brief: The city (Auburn, N.Y.)
up to a few years ago had only one
am radio station and one daily newspaper both under common ownership.
For reasons of economic growth and
diversification of news and advertising
media, this city with a population of
over 35,000 people needed a second
radio station.
There is no possible way to devise
your so-called "grandfather protection"
engineering standards to allow for new
stations where they are needed and
exclude grants from areas where the
economics are not suitable for additional stations. My point is that economic control can only be achieved by
rules which recognize the economic and
media diversification factors.
I hope you will find this letter sufficiently brief to permit its complete
publication. — Herbert P. Michels, president, Ron Electronics Corp., Montclair, N.J.
Inaccuracy on Madison
editor: I would like to call your attention to an inaccuracy ... in the story
concerning deintermixture in Madison,
Wis. (Government, Dec. 4).
Your good publication reported that
the State Journal is a part of Lee Enterprises which owns WMTV, a uhf station
in Madison, Wis.
Forward Television Inc., owners and
operators of WMTV, is owned 51% by
Lee Radio Inc., Mason City, Iowa, and
49% by Lee Broadcasting Inc., Quincy,
111. None of these corporations are
owned by Lee Enterprises, Davenport,
Iowa, although Lee Enterprises does
own 20% of Lee Broadcasting Inc.
None of the Forward Group operations
has any direct affiliation with the Wisconsin State Journal. — Herbert R. Ohrt,
vice president, KGLO-AM-TV Mason
City, Iowa.
BROADCASTING, December 18, 1961
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Every Air France jet crew begins final preparations at least three hours before every transatlantic flight. They
begin to "fly the route" in the flight preparation room— on charts, with diagrams, and in their mind's eye. They
make an average of three of these valuable and exacting "trips" before they ever leave the ground. Weather reports are thoroughly absorbed. Every detail of the flight is completely checked out, and then checked out again.
Possible alternate courses are charted, and discussed. All to assure the swiftest, most dependable and comfortable route for every individual Air France flight. This meticulous advance planning explains why Air France holds
the speed record from New York to Paris. Why every Air France flight is so effortless, relaxing and rewarding.
Why Air France is the world's largest airline, with a 42-year record of achievement, flying experience and service.

AIR
FRANCE
JET
PUBLIC RELATIONS PERSONNEL READY TO SERVE YOU IN NEW YORK, CHICAGO, LOS ANGELES, MONTREAL, MEXICO CITY
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Local radio business is perking along
at a pace exceeding on most stations the
records it set in 1960.
The strength of local business, long
cited by salesmen as the classic proof of
radio's sales effectiveness, not only is
continuing to increase, but in many
cases appears to be carrying total station revenues to new peaks this year.
Despite all-time-high sales levels
reached by many stations in 1960; despite a general economic downturn that
hit bottom in 1961; despite this year's
absence of the major political campaign
business that helped to swell last year's
totals — despite all the factors that
helped make the 1960 sales record a
hard target to shoot at, a majority of
radio stations did better this year.
These are the facts and conclusions
that emerge most clearly from a Broadcasting survey of 1961 radio sales.
Close study of the station returns makes
equally clear, however, that while gains
predominated in total, the results fluctuated widely from market to market
and station to station. While some stations reported "fantastic" gains in 1961,
others were reporting the opposite result
in terms ranging from "soft" and "flabby" to "sad" and "dreadful."
Here are the highlights of Broadcasting's findings:
■ In terms of total business, 55% of
the station respondents said 1961 is
running ahead of 1960. Another 4%
said they were holding even. Of the
41% who said 1961 was off, a considerable number talked of revenues
which normally would be considered at
or near peak level but which, because of
uncommonly high totals in 1960 were
2 to 4% below that mark this year.
■ Local sales continue to consolidate
their position as No. 1 source of radio
station revenue. For 1961, 65% of the
respondents said their local business this
year exceeded 1960's and another 10%
saw no significant change, while 25%
said 1961 local sales failed to reach last
year's levels.
■ The softness in national spot business which has been noted by many
BROADCASTING, December 18, 1961
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authorities recently is hurting a substantial minority — but not a majority — •
of stations. Among those participating
in the Broadcasting survey 46% said
spot business was better this year than
last and 10% said it was holding its
own, while 44% reported spot off.
Gains in total revenues, this year over
last, ranged from 1 % in several cases to
300% in one. More than half were in
the l-to-10% range, but almost onefourth were between 10 and 20%.
Among stations reporting total business down, approximately 75% of the
estimates fell within the l-to-10%
bracket and virtually all the rest were
between 10 and 20%.
Substantially the same pattern of fluctuation was reported in the ups and
downs of local and spot business, except that local carried a somewhat higher level of increase.
Comparing Figures ■ Although dollar figures were not solicited in the
survey, the nature of the trends may be
generally evaluated by comparison with
the dollar figures for 1960. These figures, as compiled by the FCC, showed

1960 total radio revenues for non-network-owned stations at $534.7 million,
an increase of 7% over 1959; local
time sales at $385.3 million, up 7.3%
and spot time sales at $202.1 million,
up 7.4% (Broadcasting, Nov. 13).
Sales performance during and after
the end of the 1960-61 recession —
which bottomed out late last spring —
varied widely from market to market,
but in general business during the last
half of 1961 appeared to run somewhat
stronger than in the first half.
In comparison with the same periods
of 1960, first-half total revenues this
year were higher on 49% of the stations and held even on 7%; local revenues were higher on 58% and even on
10%, and spot sales were higher on
36% and even on 26%. Last-half total
revenues this year were ahead of last
year's on 63% and even on 2%; local
was up on 62% and even on 8%, and
spot was up on 40% and even on 17%.
Radio Can Sell ■ The more widely
distributed gains in local business were
cited by a number of station owners
and managers as prime evidence that

Pepsi will spend $3.5 million in radio in '62
The Pepsi-Cola Co., New York,
Philip
B. Hinerfeld,
Pepsi-Cola's
which hails itself as the number one
vice
president
for advertising.
About
radio advertiser, will spend approxi45% of the expenditures are earmately $3.5 million on network and
marked for radio-tv, with televilocal radio during 1962. Network
sion receiving more than $14 million.
radio will be allocated about $1.3
He said Pepsi-Cola will have more
million and local radio about $2.2 frequency on tv than at any time in
million.
its history, with participations on
Pepsi is strong in local radio, a network programs and spot tv purcompany spokesman said last week,
chases (the company ends its 1 3with funds invested by the bottler
week
association
withon ABC-TV's
New Steve Allen Show
Dec. 27).
matched by the parent company.
Bottlers will use more than 2,000
Mr. Hinerfeld also announced that
Teem, its new lemon-lime drink, will
stations throughout the country during the coming year.
be advertised in a separate camA record advertising-promotion
paign, using tv
announcements and
and the radio
printedspot
media.
budget for 1962 of more than $35.5
million was announced last week by BBDO is Pepsi-Cola's agency.
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radio can sell — that local users are on
the scene and "can see it sell," and that
they wouldn't continue to invest more
and more dollars in the medium if they
didn't know it brings results. Some
noted with a trace of bitterness — as
many before them have noted — that
national buyers could profit by followthe local advertiser's example in
mediaing selection.
Among the stations reporting 1961
business lagging behind 1960's, two
groups stood out. One consisted of
stations, including a sizeable percentage of the major-market stations as well
as many in small markets, who said in
effect that 1960 had been such an exceptionally good year, aided partly by
the quadrennial influx of political campaign purchases, that failure to top it
in 1961, while obviously disappointing,
was not entirely surprising.
Members of the other principal group
among those trailing in 1961 singled out
special economic problems, usually local
in nature, which they said had imposed
a drag on sales.
One specially hard-hit operator sized
up his situation this way:
"We are in a market which has had
little population growth. Unemployment is relatively high, our largest employer has given his employes a 10%
wage cut for two years in a row, and
there is a general lack of confidence on
the part of the consumers. Retailers are

HIGHS

continued

'holding back.' Our national business
is off, too, although national is a small
part of our revenue. We are reducing
our personnel by 10% the first of the
A. M. Gates of WYVE Wytheville,
Va., reported that "local has been up
and down due to the local employment
situation.
year." National and regional business have risen — mainly on automotive
and soft drink accounts, plus a small
increase in agricultural business."
Slow Year ■ From John K. L. Peterson of WTHE Spartanburg, S. C, came
this report: "Local business has not
shown the surging year-to-year gains
this year. We are a cottonmill town and
have had a slow 14 months. Now,
though, we are re-started. Several companies have this month started construction of plants to create over 1,000 new
jobs; also two new shopping centers.
So we are off and running — looks good
1962."Stewart of WDWS Champaign,
forLarry
111.: "The first three months of 1961
saw local business down. Money was
very tight and the retailer had adopted
a wait-and-see attitude. The balance of
the year has been good on local business. National business was lousy the
first three months, pretty good throughout the summer and dipped again in
the fall. We must remember that last
October and November were national
election months and brought in that

Too busy to call on agencies, says Texan
the agencies do the selling, as they
"We can't afford to call on agenclaim,
why is it necessary for us to
cies because we're busy on Main
call on them? One agency sent us
Street," said Tom Elkins, president18 letters and four superseding
general manager of KBUS Mexia,
Tex.
schedules before the spots even beBut Mr. Elkins has some potent
arguments on behalf of the role ra"Most operations like ours domidio stations play in their commugan. nate their markets. A single-station
nities. For example, "In the last five facility may have ratings of 60-70%
years our staff has included the share-of-audience. We have two
Rotary president, vice president of places to put money and get divithe Lions Club, officers in the Chamdends— local news coverage and the
ber of Commerce and officials in
four churches — which isn't bad conpayroll.
"After experience in four markets
in the top 100 and stations from 1
sidering we have a staff of four."
The KBUS total volume is up
to 50 kw, plus six years in tv, I'm
80% in two years despite a drop in convinced the best major market
station
is still only working with a
national spot. "Local clients demand
portion
of its market. We are radio,
concrete results," he reminded, adand we are broadcasting, in our marding that the time consumed in agenket since there is no tv station. If
cy calls "did not justify the effort."
KBUS has a dual rate card. "Acthe man who says 'radio can't do
tually it's the same rate by the time
the job' would clutter his wellwashed-brain with a few facts he
it gets to us," Mr. Elkins said. "We
would find there are thousands of
charge agencies an additional 15%
radio stations that can do the job
so when they take their deduction
we wind up with our local rate. If
every day."
32 (BROADCAST ADVERTISING)

ABC

Radio up 21%

ABC Radio's sales in 1961
rose by 21% over last year, Robert R. Pauley, president, announced in a year-end statement
last week which claimed "tremenprogress" in He
all departments
of thedousnetwork.
called 1961
"the finest year financially in the
recent
of ABC
Eachhistory
quarter
of Radio."
the year
showed an increase over the
previous one, Mr. Pauley pointed
out. Using the first quarter as
a base, the second quarter showed
a 7% rise; the third quarter was
up 14% over the first, and the
fourth quarter will be up 36%.
Don McNeill's Breakfast Club
and the weekday newscasts were
said to account for 48% of the
total revenue from programming.
The weekday news shows and
News Around the World were
programs responsible for the largest sales gains over 1960, increasing by 30% and 25% respectively, Mr. Pauley reported.
He stressed that 1961 was
marked by the return of advertisers using ABC radio on a longterm basis- — 26 and 52 weeks.
Among the 52-week sponsors
scheduled to use ABC radio in
1962, he said, are Wrigley, Maremount Mufflers, Breakfast Vitamins and Miller Brewing.
once-in-every-four-years political business. Our October and November national spot figures for this year are way
off last year's due to this very thing.
Overall it has been a pretty good year
locally
. . .broadcasters
pretty ordinary
nationally."
Several
suggested
that
while special local economic problems
hurt the stations in the area, radio as
a whole does best when the general
economy is tight. Their reasoning was
that in troubled times big advertisers
turn to radio as the medium that will
give them most for their money, but that
when general conditions improve they
turn back to the "luxury" or "status
symbol" media such as television.
Some operators said "too many stations" in the market contributed heavily
to their economic problems. One southern broadcaster, whose station had been
on the air for 13 years, put it this way:
"This year has been weak. Accounts
receivable have been higher in past-due
than ever before. There is no correct
reason for this. All media have had
the same problems. Only two months
this year showed an increase over 1960.
We believe that there are just too many
radio stations in this market — the market is overworked."
Smaller
Slice Of Pie ■ Another broadBROADCASTING, December 18, 1961

Small-market radio stations show 1961 business ahead of '60
stone affiliates in 41 states. Stations
Six out of ten radio stations in
second quarter this year was up and
46% said the first quarter was up.
were selected for the sample "on the
the country's smaller markets expect
their final accountings to show that
basis of their profile being represenAmong those reporting business
tative of the 1,125 radio station affil- down, 38% said they had a drop-off
1961 business was better than 1960's,
according to a survey conducted by
iates in the KBS network." Returns
in the first quarter, 33% in the secKeystone Broadcasting System (for came back from 85 stations (57%
ond, 28% in the third and 20% in
the
fourth.
of the sample) in 39 states.
Broadcasting's own radio survey,
see page 31).
Respondents are situated in soUp Or Down — Why? ■ In trying
The survey results, released last called "grass-roots" areas: 31% are
to
evaluate the ups and downs, 56%
in markets having a population of
week by Keystone president Sidney
of the respondents said they thought
less
than
10,000,
and
93%
are
in
J. Wolf, showed 61% reporting billall radio business was up this year
markets below 100,000 population.
ings gains this year over last. Three
and
that this figured in their own
out of ten (32%) said their 1961
Keystone described
the
"typical"
regains;
44% of those reporting despondent station as being am only,
business is down from last year's
clines thought their own situations
operating with 500 or 1 kw, and
level, and the rest (7%) reported no
were at least partly attributable to a
broadcasting 12 to 18 hours a day,
appreciable change.
general decline in radio business.
with
80%
of
its
revenues
coming
The stations were predominantly
A majority of the stations reoptimistic about 1962: 85% said from local advertisers, 15% from
ported signs of growing advertiser
regional and 5% from national.
they looked for billings to go higher
interest in radio at the local and reMore
than
seven
out
of
10
(74%)
next year. Of the rest, 13% exgional levels: 82% saw more local
pected adrop and 2% no change.
have some kind of sales-representaadvertiser interest (18% saw less);
tion agreement: 32% work with a
Among the optimists for 1962,
66% saw more regional advertiser
national
rep, 8% with a regional
hopes ran slightly ahead of expectainterest (34% less) and 33% saw
rep, and 34% with both a national
more national marketing interest
tions: 81% "hoped" to improve bill- and a regional rep, while 26% have
ings by amounts ranging up to 30% ; no rep.
(67% less).
10% were shooting for 30 to 100%
Reasons most frequently given for
increases, and 9% were hopeful that
radio business improvement were,
Wide Range ■ The 1961 billings
business would improve by 100% or reports, based on figures for the first
in order: (1) improvement in the genmore. Asked what sort of gains they three quarters and estimates for the
eral economy; (2) better sales, proactually expected, 92% responded
fourth, indicated gains ranging from
motion and merchandising efforts by
in the up-to-30% range.
one-half of 1% to 100%, but the stations; (3) increases in station
falling largely in the 10 to 20%
power and coverage, with attendant
Plans For Action ■ To help
range, while stations estimating a ratings gains; (4) evidences of reachieve their sales goals, the stations
newed vigor in radio and renewed
said they were taking a number of decline in business this year pegged
the slide from 1% to 30% but most
appeal to advertisers and (5) imspecific steps. Most frequently menfrequently indicated the 10 to 15%
provement in station management
tioned: (1) Improve programming,
area.
and policies.
(2) intensify promotion and merAs 1961 moved along, the report
Food, automotive, and department
chandising and (3) give better adand clothing stores were the three
noted, fewer stations showed declinvertiser service. Closest runners-up
ing revenues and more showed gains.
were plans designed to meet specific
ranking categories as sources of local business. For regional business
Among those reporting increases,
sales objectives: hiring more salesthe top three were food, beer and
67% estimated that the fourth quarmen, making more sales calls, expanding territories.
agricultural products, and for nater would be ahead of last year's;
tional business, automotive, food and
61% said their third quarter was
The survey was conducted among
higher
than
in
1960;
60%
said
the
owners or managers of 150 Keydrugs products.

caster, reporting local business was
down more than spot, explained it this
way: "We now have four stations here
to compete for the local market." Another, in New England, noting that his
local
businessin had
been soft,
saidinto
"a
new station
the market
has cut
the pie." He said local business was
becoming more solid now, but only
regional spot has held "fairly good" for
the year.
This same broadcaster suggested "it
would make sense if the FCC separated
national from regional" spot business in
its annual financial reports. "We'd like
to know exactly how much national spot
comes into this market," he explained.
Another broadcaster, with spot slumpBROADCASTING, December 18, 1961

ing heavily, concluded that "most agencies seem to be buying by power coverage of a station and not for audience
Several stations contended there is
response."
not
enough aggressive selling of radio.
Most of these directed their criticism at
national-level selling, but some aimed it
also at themselves and their local salesmen. Several said they were increasing
their sales staffs. One midwest group
operator, however, said he had dropped
his national rep — and is getting "about
the same amount without one."
A scattering of fm stations among the
respondents reported almost unanimously that fm is gaining acceptance in their
areas and that their business is growing.

These reports, along with others in
am radio, indicated that specialized
radio stations playing to relatively small
but "elite" audiences have and in many
cases are making the most of special opportunities toattract advertisers not ordinarily considered radio prospects.
Sephen B. Labunski of WMCA New
York summed up a number of constructively offered observations when he
said that "1961 demonstrated to radio
broadcasters the urgent need for creative, more diversified selling efforts —
and less
basic
salesinternecine
problem bickering.
is the need Radio's
for an
industry-wide drive for new categories
of advertisers as well as for new busi-

First
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Census

RESULTS

AND

returns

COUNT

Official U. S. Census returns showing the number of radio and television
homes by states, counties and metropolitan areas are being released by the
Census Bureau. They are based on
census forms filled out by dwellers in
a sample of the nation's households.
The official figures will be published
by Broadcasting as they become available for metropolitan areas as well as
counties, showing population, occupied
dwelling units, total radio homes, radio
saturation, radio homes with two or
more sets, total tv homes, tv saturation
and tv homes with two or more sets.
Figures from the 1960 census are
not directly comparable to the 1950
census returns because of changes in
the questions asked and the method of
computation (Broadcasting, Aug. 7).
In Maine, for example, radio saturation of 89.3% is shown for the state
compared to 96% in 1950.
Both NAB and Radio Advertising
Bureau have questioned the accuracy
of the returns as well as the comparative techniques used to obtain the figures. In 1950 census enumerators were
instructed
check "yes"
and
tv
even if toreceivers
were for
out radio
of order
or being repaired. However in 1960
the question specified "only sets in
working
order." of a household in the
The definition
1960 census was broadened, adding

FOR

out

1950

ARE

on

NOT

COMPLETELY

Final radio-tv reports from the
census are being processed by the
bureau but they will not be available for some weeks. It is not believed the final figures will differ
materially from the advance data.
The percentage saturation figures
for radio and television are not
considered comparable to 1950
census data because of variance
in definitions and methodology.

Proud says ad business
must accept limelight

300,000 to 500,000 households to the
statistical base. In 1950 the data were
gathered by trained enumerators; in
1960 each household sampled with a
questionnaire on housing equipment —
a legal-like 12-page form — was asked
to fill out the forms. One of each 20

WITH TELEVISION
TOTAL
2 OR
TV
MORE
TION
SETS
HOMES
SATURA251,755 89.8%
20,952

5,684
8,491
27,611

92.2%
85.8%
92.1%
81.5%
90.3%
89.1%
84.5%
88.7%
90.9%
90.6%
89.4%
87.9%
88.3%
86.4%
84.0%
93.2%

20,003

92.0%

35,050

92.5%

24,206
22,158
50,461
4,671
9,215
22,766
7,634
5,124
11,612
31,251
4,612
6,045
10,214

COMPARABLE

homes received the housing questionnaire.
Finally, the 1950 saturation figures
were computed against number of reporting dwellings, whereas in 1960 a
base of occupied dwellings was used.
Thus, while Maine shows an apparent
radio saturation decline from 96% to
89.3%, the view is strongly held that
the actual saturation rate increased during the decade despite the statistical
finding. The number of Maine homes
with radio increased from 241,470 in
1950 to 250,311 in 1960.
Television circulation increased from
2,965 homes in 1950 to 251,755 in
1960. At the time the 1950 census was
taken there were fewer than 5 million
sets in the nation, roughly one-tenth
the present national total.

The statistics in this table have
been taken from three sets of
"Advance Reports" issued by the
U. S. Census Bureau. They show
basic population, household and
radio-tv saturation for the state of
Maine. Other tables will be prepared by Broadcasting as the information for states, counties and
metropolitan areas becomes available during the winter. All states
and
major
territories will be included.

Radio and Television— 1960 U. S. Census of Housing
MAINE
WITH RADIO
TOTAL
OCCUPIED
2 OR
RADIO
DWELLING
MORE
POPULATION
HOMES SATURATION
UNITS
AREA
SETS
STATE TOTALS
89.3%
969,265 280,455 250,311
78,953
COUNTY
Androscoggin
86,312
26,253
24,295 92.5%
Aroostook
106,064
25,828
23,914 92.6%
8,359
Cumberland
182,751
6,288
21,987
50,071 91.3%
54,817
84.6%
Franklin
20,069
5,732
4,849 81.5%
Hancock
10,207
32,293
1,087
Kennebec
8,321 88.9%
22,701
1,668
89,150
25,537
Knox
89.9%
28,575
9,039
6,445
8,123 89.5%
Lincoln
2,043
18,497
5,776
5,171 87.4%
1,263
Oxford
12,771
11,164
44,345
2,876
87.3%
Penobscot
126,346
34,494
30,123
83.3%
926
8,849
Piscataquis
17,379
5,161
4,299 88.4%
Sagadahoc
22,793
6,080
1,799
6,881
Somerset
11,564
39,749
10,264 88.8%
2,403
Waldo
83.8%
22,632
6,575
5,510 82.8%
1,643
Washington
10,105
32,908
1,855
8,367 91.4%
York
29,615
99,402
27,059
9,462
METROPOLITAN
93.7%
70,295
21,740
Lewiston20,371
Auburn
7,303
91.8%
Portland
16,279
120,655
34,785
37,901
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radio-tv

660
2,529
103
8,028
455
247
1,085
676
87
2,938
292
505
237
372
189
2,549
2,325
6,182

Advertising, according to C. James
Proud, president and general manager
of the Advertising Federation of America, "is constantly on display and those
operators who cannot have their business methods out in the open should
get out of the advertising business."
In a speech Dec. 8 before the Ohio
Valley Advertising Club in Wheeling,
W. Va., Mr. Proud noted, "It is up to
every one of us to see that shysters and
crooks are exposed for what they are."
He felt the image of advertising and
business in any community can be elevated by (1) supporting the local advertising club, (2) organizing and supporting a Better Business Bureau, (3)
omitting fights between competitive
media and (4) recognizing and using advertising asthe "voice of business."
Bristol-Myers is undecided
Bristol-Myers' continued and possibly expanded participation in the A.P.
Management Corp.'s so-called "bartered-time" radio advertising plan has
not yet been set but is still under consideration, Alfred A. Whittaker, BristolMyers vice president and director of
advertising, asserted last week. BristolMyers has been using the plan for its
Ipana toothpaste, and Broadcasting
reported two weeks ago that the company "plans to continue" the arrangement next year on behalf of other
products (Broadcasting, Dec. 4). Mr.
Whittaker said last week that B-M has
reached no decision to continue with
the plan, but did not rule out the
possibility that it would do so.
BROADCASTING, December 18, 1961
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IN OCTOBER, 1961, WSB-TV dominated the 3-station Atlanta
market ... as it has for 45 consecutive months. Nielsen's Station
Index (Nov. 5) showed eight of the 10 top-rated shows on
WSB-TV. ARB (Oct.) reported Atlanta's Channel 2 leading
in all time segments., .with a 43% over-all share of audience.
This dominance comes from serving the public interest . . .
and makes WSB-TV the sales-producing station in Atlanta.
Represented by
Affiliated with The Atlanta Journal and Constitution. NBC affiliate. Associated with WSOC/WSOC-TV, Charlotte; WHIO/WHIO-TV, Dayton.
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AUTOMATED
Three

firms discuss

MEDIA
their planned

prices in presentations

to RTES

A glimpse of the pricing structures
planned by the three companies currently offering to help clear out the socalled paper jungle that surrounds spot
timebuying was furnished last week as
representatives of all three firms appeared on the same platform to explain
their services.
The forum was a roundtable luncheon of the Radio & Television Executives Society, held Wednesday (Dec. 13)
in New York.
The speakers, all of whose services
are based on use of high-speed dataprocessing equipment, were George W.
Schiele, vice president of Broadcast Billing Co.; Kenneth Schonberg, president
of Central Media Bureau, and John
Palmer, president of Broadcast Clearing
House.
In response to questions after they
had sketched the highlights of their proposed services, all three said their prices
would be based on percentages of the
dollar volume of billings handled:
Broadcast Billing Co. ■ Mr. Schiele
said BBC's prices would be graduated
so as to cover the costs of handling
small accounts with penalizing big accounts. For most agencies, he estimated, the fee would be one-tenth to
one-fifth of the 0.1% to 0.2% amount
of agency billing handled by BBC. For
the "average station" he estimated the
charge would come to about $5,000 a
year, and in the case of stations billing
in the $3-4 million range, about $9,000.
Broadcast Clearing House ■ Mr.
Palmer said BCH is not prepared to
cite its rates precisely but that they
wouldBBC.
be "very
close" to those
for
He estimated
that indicated
the rates
for agencies would scale down from
0.2% of the amount of billings handled
by BCH; that the fee from station representatives would be "about half that
much," and that for radio stations the
charge would be graduated down from
1% of billings handled. Because BCH
plans to start in radio, he did not indicate a price for television stations. He
said BCH would move into the tv area
within about six months after commencing operations.
Central Media Bureau ■ Mr. Schonberg said that after it has been in operation for a while, CMB may find a
"better" method of pricing, presumably
meaning that fees might eventually be
established on a per-transaction basis.
But at the start, he said, charges would
be made in percentages of billings handled by CMB, approximately as follows:
for reps, 0.1% for clearance of discrepancies and the so-called CMB rate
36 (BROADCAST ADVERTISING)

BILLING
services,

conference

ticker tape service (which keeps reps
and agencies instantly informed of orders placed on each station, at what
rate they were placed and at what future point a lower rate may be earned),
plus another 0.1% for preparation of
station-agency contracts, contract revisions and billing projections.
For radio stations, he said, CMB's
price will vary according to the amount
of billing involved, ranging from 0.5%
for a high-volume station to 1% for
stations whose billings are low. For
tv stations the rate will be a flat 0.4%.
For radio stations there will be a $500
minimum charge; for tv stations a
$2,000 minimum. Prices for agencies
will vary according to the number of
services used; for full service it will be
0.8%.
William E. (Pete) Matthews, Young
& Rubicam media relations and planning vice president, who presided at the
session, said timebuying involves 16
paperwork steps more than are required
in buying non-broadcast media. He estimated that the use of data-processing
equipment could eliminate about half
of the steps now necessary. He said

How it works is explained of Central
Media Bureau Inc.'s CMB rate ticker
tape to William E. (Pete) Matthews
(r), Young & Rubicam vice president
and media relations and planning director, by Kenneth Schonberg, CMB

that in the process of media placement
thus far this year Y&R has used approximately 20 tons of paper, most in
radio-tv buying. The current system, he
said, is "an inefficient, costly and frustrating process."
Views on billing firms
cited in study by RAB
The Radio Advertising Bureau reported last week that the new central
billing systems have both advocates and
skeptics within the ranks of advertising
agencies and station representatives.
RAB's conclusion was based on a
study it made among agency and station representative executives throughout the country. The bureau noted that
opinion is mixed, some officials giving
these undertakings enthusiastic approval and others expressing doubts
over
the
comment need
was: for the services. RAB's
"Three firms will compete to do the
job one could handle.
Result: The paperwork jungle could
turn into an anti-paperwork jungle. Delay in starting is likely. All in all, a big
start has been made toward mapping
out techniques of central billing. Out
of presentations to reps, agencies and
stations will probably come at least one
system that makes it. But it will take a
lot of evolution before the full benefits
of central billing are achieved."

president, and Mrs. Louis R. Hirst,
CMB vice president. The two other
systems explained at a roundtable
conference of RTES of New York were
those of Broadcast Billing Co. and
Broadcast Clearing House.
BROADCASTING, December 18, 1961

and because people are diffe?'ent in different markets . . . Storer programming is different!
We put together a flexible format to fit the needs of each community. . . making it local in
every respect. Result? WJBK-TV

Detroit, consistently dominates

the Nation's fifth market

...WJBK Radio is always your best buy*. Further evidence that Storer quality-controlled,
local programming is liked, watched and listened to. Storer Representatives have up-tothe-minute availabilities at their fingertips. Important Stations in Important Markets.
* Hooper— Sept. -Oct. 1961
LOS ANGELES
KGBS

PHILADELPHIA
WIBG

CLEVELAND
WJW

WHEELING
WWVA

TOLEDO
WSPD

DETROIT
WJBK

MIAMI
WGBS

MILWAUKEE
WITI-TV

CLEVELAND

ATLANTA
WAGA-TV

TOLEDO

DETROIT

WJW-TV

WJBK-TV
| WSPD-TV
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Foundation replies to researcher's demands
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• Here's one reason why the
Lansing market is a unique
buy:
COST PER
THOUSAND

1
I
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e
based on latest Hooper (se
t
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S
below) and latest SRD
Radio (Mar. '61)

■ • Here's one example how
■ we dominate the Lansing
■ market:

■

HOOPER
RATING
WILS
M-F
7noon
amM-F
noon6 pm

OTHER
AM
STATION
23.2

60.6

18.8

C. E. HOOPER, JAN. -FEB. 61

RADIO

— J I ME
AN
SING
S
WEE
1320
24 HRS/DAY
5000 WATTS DAYS
1000 WATTS

NIGHTS

represented exclusively by
Venard, Rinfoul and McCohneli
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The Advertising Research Foundation responded to a blistering attack
on its activities and operations last week
by reporting that a special committee
of the board had studied criticisms a
few months ago and that the board had
concluded "no change in foundation
procedure
was preceded
warranted."
This study
the blast loosed
last Monday (Dec. 11) by Alfred Politz,
president of the research firm bearing
his name, but apparently it covered at
least some of the criticisms brought up
by Mr. Politz.
The ARF statement said the foundation heard last April, "through third
parties," of some of Mr. Politz's objections and invited him at that time to
submit them for "serious and considerate attention" by the board. But officials said no reply ever came from Mr.
Politz — who in his attack last week
spoke failure
critically
of an instance
own
to answer
mail. of ARF's
Mr. Politz, who couched his attack in
a 19-page monograph which spokesmen
for his company said was distributed to
1 ,500 advertising executives "across the
nation," offered a series of recommendations which he claimed "will lead to
varying degrees of improvement." The
first; "Dissolve the ARF." Another
step, he said, might be for the Assn. of
National Advertisers and the American
Assn. of Advertising Agencies to withdraw "official" membership in ARF.
Bargain Rates ■ He contended that
while ARF claims it raises advertising
standards and "in some instances" may
do so, "there are serious signs that the
ARF also lowers standards and contributes thereby unwittingly to mediocrity." He charged that the ARF staff
carries undue influence and has a vested
interest in self-preservation and growth,
that it is pursuing activities far removed
from ARF's original goals, and that
by offering a "consultation service" for
media-sponsored research the ARF is
competing — at bargain rates — against
independent research organizations.
Other alternatives suggested by Mr.
Politz for "improvement": abandonment of ARF's "consultation service"
and its sponsorship of books and periodicals; revocation of claims that ARF
is "impartial," that it is not in competition with independent research firms
and that it raises research standards;
and a change in procedure so that "all
technical statements and activities emanate from the unpaid volunteer memARF is supported by media, agencies
and advertisers, but Mr. Politz conbers." tended that instead of being "tripartite,"
as claimed, it is more closely akin to a

CHANGE

that it be dissolved

"hierarchy" which advertisers dominate, with agencies ranking second and
media on the bottom.
Neither ANA nor AAAA would comment on the Politz broadside, at least
until further study. Their presidents,
Peter Allport of ANA and Frederic R.
Gamble of AAAA, are members of the
ARF board.
Arthur Hull Hayes, president of CBS
Radio, is chairman of ARF. He said
the ARF board and its technical committee had been careful to investigate
and act on "criticisms" after ARF
heard of them last spring, even though
Mr. Politz did not accept the invitation
to submit them directly.
Self-Investigation ■ These actions
were traced in the ARF statement, issued by President A. W. Lehman. He
said that after Mr. Politz failed to reply
to the ARF invitation to put his criticisms before the board last spring, ARF
took steps to investigate them itself,
insofar as it knew what they were.
"Following a policy of always being
self-critical," Mr. Lehman said, ARF
"called a special meeting of the technical committee to consider the substance
of what we had heard were his criticisms of our operations. After full
discussion, the committee voted in favor
of continuing along present lines of
procedure. Then, in June, a special
committee of our board was appointed
by it to review criticisms which they
had heard about.
"After studying the report of this
special committee, the board decided
that the best interests of the foundation were the best interests of the industry, that the current procedures and
practices were providing a valuable
service and that no change in foundation procedure was warranted.
"There is nothing in the statement
which I've seen in the press which
would, I believe, cause our technical
committee or our board to change their
Mr. Lehman said ARF headquarters
has not received a copy of the Politz
monograph from Mr. Politz.
minds."
New twist
Anticipating a new crop of potential customers, the International Chiropractors' Assn. bought an
institutional commercial spot on
KTTV (TV) Los Angeles last
Saturday (Dec. 16) immediately
following
that twist
station's
telecast of
the
west coast
championship
competition.
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New

frontiers

This is a representation of the molecular structure of
a copper crystal — copper atoms arranged in a "facecentered cubic lattice."
From this neat atomic geometry and the nature of the
copper atom itself stems copper's unique usefulness.
These are the fundamental reasons why copper and its
alloys combine to best advantage a range of physical
properties — such as high thermal and electrical conductivity— not found in any other group of commercial
metals.
It is an appropriate symbol for the new frontiers of
progress at Anaconda— accelerating efforts to put
copper to work in solving an ever greater variety of
problems in industry ... to discover new uses ... to
create new products.
Anaconda's fabricating companies — Anaconda American Brass Company and Anaconda Wire & Cable Company— are rapidly expanding programs of research,

for

Copper

development, and application services. In addition, The
Anaconda Company is participating with other producers in the Copper Products Development Association, which is working on a variety of long- and
short-range research projects. One, for example, is
nontarnishing copper and brass. Others involve modification of the copper atom itself to create radically
new properties.
Anaconda, through its development of new mines
and the modernization of existing facilities, is contributing assurance to the free world of an adequate supply of
copper to meet any normal requirement. The Anaconda
Company, 25 Broadway, New York 4, New York.
61188A

AnacondA

TV
Cone

IS

SOMETIMES

tells magazine

men

A

MUST

to avoid numbers

talk,

again, in circulation). And I want to
know
Mr. about
Cone people."
said he is against the advertising of mere numbers or circulation because "this is almost never
news — which is surely the first thing
advertising is supposed to be. When
it isn't, I feel that the critics of advertising have a strong point in their

emphasize selectivity to compete with television
ed with the dollar requirements and the
There are certain areas in advertising and selling where the sheer size risks of television. But they aren't goof the tv audience combined with the
ing to move to smaller numbers [magalow cost of reaching it makes television
zines] at any saving unless these smal- argument of wastefulness."
Circulation data isn't news, he exler audiences are catalogued and qualian "almost mandatory medium," Fairplained, because everyone in the busifax M. Cone, chairman of the executive
ness already knows these facts and it
fied and, "in a sense, guaranteed."
committee of Foote, Cone & Belding,
The magazine promotion men could is his business to know them. Trade
told the Magazine Promotion Group
books list them, too.
gain from a further, continuing examination of the homes and the minds
at a luncheon meeting in New York
Mr. Cone also took a dim view of
of all kinds of U.S. magazine readers,
last Thursday.
"hard sell by numbers" for magazines
But the "great and compelling, dy- "into their wants and their wishes, and because "these numbers aren't really
their hopes and their aspirations and
namic fact" about advertising in magimpressive."
No atvcirculation
show on
the air could
survive with
azines that no other medium can ap- what these stand for," Mr. Cone said. terribly
proach, he said, is the fact of selectivi- But he cautioned: "I don't want to be comparable even to the very top in
ty. This fact has been obscured in the told that they don't watch television.
magazines, he indicated.
circulation battles, he said, indicating What I do want to know is what they
Why do magazines do it? Mr. Cone
that magazines also could win back read and contemplate. And how well
said
he thinks it results "from a kind
some of the business they have lost to
of occupational tradition that is inbred
they believe they are being served."
television if they would stop advertisand I think we should beware. It deIt's People Who Count ■ The FC&B
ing circulation and concentrate on the executive said he has considerable renies the new red cells of television in
quality and other special attributes of
spect for men like Alfred Politz and the blood stream of advertising and it
their audience.
Daniel Starch "but their studies have couldn't be less realistic."
dealt largely in buying power (and
"There are certain categories where
No matter what is wrong with teleI would rather have television advertising, with all the millions of viewers
I can get, than any other kind," Mr.
Tv follows progress of student organist
Cone said. "These are either products
of frequent use where product differchords, with but one hand employed
The blind ad in the help-wanted
ences have been made small by alert
column of the New York Times and
to play the melody.)
competitors (and I would want to keep
New
York
Herald
Tribune
the
mornmy product name uppermost in the
What happens now? NBC-TV reing of Oct. 17 read:
ported that Mrs. Asness has become
housewife's mind), or they are prod"HOUSEWIFE. Learn to play ( 1 ) a member of American Federaucts of infrequent use when the job
tion of Television & Radio Artists
organ on network tv program. No
is to cover the waterfront for possible
musical training necessary. Mr.
and (2) "a happy weekly performer
users as often as I could afford."
the Today show" for six weeks,
But "fortunately for me and certain
Kelly.
MU
8-1285."
The advertisement was part of the on
demonstrating her newly-acquired
of my clients, there is also quite another side to the coin of advertising
Wurlitzer Co.'s pre-Christmas tv talent on the Wurlitzer.
campaign for its two-in-one organ.
effectiveness," Mr. Cone said, citing
Wurlitzer had purchased six onethe selective audience which magazines
can pinpoint for the advertiser.
minute
participations
on NBC-TV'sto
Today show,
each commercial
Outnumbered ■ He applauded the inrun on a Tuesday from Nov. 7-Dec.
creasing trend to more and more "mag12. The advertiser's agency, Clinton
azines of specialization." He considers
E. Frank Inc., which placed the help
this more important than numbers bewanted item, received 107 responses.
cause some magazines of the future
Of this number, the agency interwith even greater circulation still could
viewed 20 women, narrowed the
not approach the coverage of tv.
choice to 7 and finally to 2, one of
The specialization trend in magathe women selected as a standby.
zines, he said, is a new kind of chalThe housewife chosen was Mrs.
lenge to television which he feels adAnn
Asness of Long Island City
vertising needs. He said he also feels
(New
York), who appeared Nov. 7
it presents a new opportunity for the
on Today for the first time and then
"alert, uninhibited publisher."
returned to the show a week later
Mr. Cone said "large numbers tell
playing the instrument after only a
almost nothing about people." Rather,
half-hour lesson. After several more
he indicated, "I have to know my proslessons, Mrs. Asness, who is depects as well as I can. I have to know
scribed now as "adept," will be able
how to talk to them." To do this effecto play the two-in-one organ as a
tively for agency clients, to transform
regular spinet, using keyboard, foot
them into steady customers, more audipedals and stops. (The two-in-one
ence facts than mere numbers are reMrs. Asness
shows
Bain how(r)easy
it is'Today's'
to play
Wurlitzer
is easily adjusted for a be- Robin
quired, he explained.
ginner by making use of a button for Wurlitzer's 'two-in-one' organ.
Mr. Cone said many of FC&B's clients are more than a little disenchant(BROADCAST ADVERTISING) 43
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vision, Mr. Cone continued, "it is surely here to stay. However, television is
a medium that has been developed
with no other thought in mind than
profit.
"Television gives lip service to the
public interest; but its performance follows within such narrow limits, on the
whole, that if our grandfathers could
come back to watch, this interest would
seem to lie mostly in murder, robbery
and humor at a high school level. What
our grandmothers might think is hideous to contemplate."
Nevertheless, Mr. Cone said, "television has every advantage that lies in
numbers. Thus, when magazines advertise theirs they only point up the
difference and the disparity."
H.I.S. to use radio
as major

♦ARB REPORTS WSIX-TV 8 NO. \
in Metro Share of Audience and Total
Homes Delivered, 6 to 10 P.M. Monday through Friday (*June ARB, 1961)
and NOW ... 37th TV MARKET**
homes delivered, 6 P.M. to midnight,
Sunday
through Saturday.
(**ARB
March, 1961)

Affiliated with WSIX AM-FM, Radio
Represented by:
PETERS, GRIFFIN, WOODWARD, Inc.
44 (BROADCAST ADVERTISING)

1962

medium

Henry I. Siegel Inc., New York,
maker of H.I.S. sportswear for young
men, will invest the major share of its
1962 budget in radio. According to
Lester Leber, chairman, Leber Katz
Paccione, H.I.S. agency, next year's 41market buy will be the "biggest radio
spot campaign in apparel history."
The decision to use radio as the
major medium for the campaign follows a Radio Advertising Bureau proposal to the agency and a subsequent
series of radio tests in New York, Chicago, Dallas, San Francisco and Los
Angeles (Broadcasting, May 22).
The new H.I.S. campaign is designed
to reach 9.6 million young men in two
13-week cycles, beginning April 2, 1962,
and a repeat run in the fall. Stations in
each market will air three spots a day,
six days a week. The format for the
announcements includes a jingle and a
fact sheet from which personalities can
develop a delivery in their own style.
Copy stresses one item, its price and
Commercials

Y&R 'record' billing
Young & Rubicam, New York,
reported last week that agency
billing in 1961 was at a "record
high." Y&R's 1,500 employes
were given
annualat
report
at a management's
Christmas meeting
the Commodore Hotel, but actual
billing figures were not disclosed.
It is estimated that Y&R's 1961
total billing is in excess of $250
million. Board Chairman Sigurd
S. Larmon and President George
H. Gribbin addressed the meeting. Employes were told that they
will be given year-end bonuses.
style and where it can be purchased.
RAB's initial presentation to H.I.S.
was in June 1960. RAB considers the i
present move of H.I.S. particularly significant because it could open the way
for other radio activity in the apparel
field.

Agency appointments...
■ Philco-Bendix Corp. (for coin operated Wash 'n Dry Cleaners) has appointed Maxwell Assoc., Bala-Cynwyd,
Pa., to handle its advertising. Local radio and tv will be used to back up national campaign.
■ International Minerals & Chemical
Corp. Ltd.
(Ac'centNeedham,
food flavor
hancer) has named
Louis en-&
Brorby, Canada, succeeding McCannErickson effective Jan. 1 for advertising in that country.
■ Kenyon & Eckhardt, New York, has
been appointed agency for Buitoni Food
Corp. (Italian food specialties), New
York, and the Fruit of the Loom Inc.
(textiles), New York. The accounts each
bill about $1 million and Buitoni is exdio-tv. pected to be particularly active in ra-

in production
Procter & Gamble (Charmin paper products),
three 60s, animation film. Agency: Benton &
Bowles; Kirk Parrish, a.e., Bill McHale, agency
producer. Approx. cost $24,000.

Listings include new commercials being made for national or large regional radio or television campaigns. Appearing in sequence are names of advertiser, product, number, length and
type of commercial, production manager, agency with its account executive
and production manager, and approximate cost of commercial when available.

Chuck Goldstein Productions Inc., 730 Fifth
Ave., NYC 19
The Associates Investment Co. (small loan
division), six 58-second musical soundtracks
for animated films. Chuck Goldstein and Norman Richards, prod. mgrs. Agency: Foote,
Cone & Belding; John Rundall, agency producer.
Gryphon Productions Inc., 40 E. 49th St., NYC.

Videotape Productions of New York Inc., 101
W. 67th St., NYC 23
Coats & Clark (thread and buttons), four
60s, live, tape. Jack Kelly, prod. mgr. Agency:
Fuller & Smith & Ross; Ted Brown, a\e.,
Catharine Ames, agency producer.
General Mills (muffin mix), one 30, live, tape.
Chuck Holden, prod. mgr. Agency: BBD0; Al
Hinnman, a.e., Ev Hart, agency producer.
Vick Chemical Co. (Vaporub), one 60, live,
tape. Allan Wallace, prod. mgr. Agency: Morse
International; Stafford Mantz, a.e., Carl Buffington, agency producer.
BROADCASTING, December 18, 1961

to young
We certainly did it in 1961: increased our 1960 sales by 30%.
Chalked up the biggest ABC Radio year since 1956.
Yes, 1961 was the year that the Young Adult concept really
came on and took hold.
1961 was the year that we aired more than 1500 hours of
Young Adult programming.
We spent more for programming and sold more than 90
national advertisers on "Flair," "The Breakfast Club," News,

adult

radio

Sports, Special Events.
1961 was the year that we broke the record; reached the
biggest commercial audience in advertising history; 61,000,000
listeners for our exclusive coverage of the Patterson-Johansson
fight.
year that Young Adults and ABC Radio did
1961 awas
each other
goodtheturn.
ADP DAniA

HDt HMVIU W
A very good turn for you in '62.
FIRST WITH YOUNG ADULTS

Radio set sales surge predicted for 1962
1947 when 17,360,000 sets were
U. S. radio set producers will sell
more units in 1962 than any year
purchased. Sales fell to under 13
since the peak postwar years of million the following year, and below 10 million every year since then
1947-48, Raymond W. Saxon, vice
except 1960 when 10,705,000 sets
president, marketing, RCA Sales
Corp., predicted Friday (Dec. 15). were sold. Sales in 1961 are expected
He puts the figure for next year at to surpass last year's level, accord12 million sets.
ing to Mr. Saxon.
RCA is strengthening its own poAdding up such factors as cost resition in the industry with the introduction, better styling, increased interest in fm radio programming and
duction of four new low-priced radios. The new RCA Victor models
gift packaging of transistor sets, Mr.
include two table sets (the Alpha,
Saxon
radio off
industry,
which asserted:
has been"the
written
as a $14.95, the lowest price radio in
RCA Victor history, and the Arrow,
growth prospect too many times,
$16.95) and two clock-radios (the
may be just getting its second wind."
Valet, $19.95, and the Apex, $24.95).
The biggest home radio year was

Business briefly...
Keko Products Div., Kennedy Car
Liner Co., is nearing completion of a
13 week campaign on behalf of its new
product, Pollysaks (polyethelene bags
on a perforated roll). Spot radio and
tv are said to command a major share
of the alloted $200,000 budget.
General Electric Corp., Cleveland, has
slated a spot television campaign for
light bulbs for Feb. 12 through March
10, 1962.
UPA than
Pictures'
Magoo
will
make more
100 Mr.
commercial
appearances in each of approximately
140 markets, promoting General Electric Soft-White bulbs. GE will use a
series of minute, 20-second and ID
commercials.
Vick Chemical Co., New York, is introducing itsnew Tri-Span 1 2-hour cold
tablet by way of a spot tv schedule in
the top 10 markets, an introductory
high-frequency two-week spot schedule
in the top 56 markets, and participations on six prime-time network tv
shows. The network shows are Saturday Night At the Movies, Laramie, International Showtime, Wells Fargo, and
Cain's Hundred (all NBC-TV), and
Frontier Circus (CBS-TV). The campaign, which began early in December,
is 17 weeks in length. Agency: Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell & Bayles Inc.,
New York.
General Foods Corp. will sponsor a
one-hour special, Accent on 1961 — A
Public Memoir, to be presented on
CBS-TV Thur., Jan. 4 (9-10 p.m. EST).
Agency: Young & Rubicam, New York.
American Motors Corp. has signed for
sponsorship of Let Freedom Ring, fullhour special featuring Richard Boone,
Laraine Day and Howard Keel, to be
broadcast on CBS-TV Sun., Dec. 31
(3-4 p.m. EST). Agency: Geyer,
Morey, Madden & Ballard Inc., New
York.
BROADCASTING, December 18, 1961

WINS shows results
Recent examples of listener response
to radio offers were cited last week in
a success story report from WINS New
York, which singled out the following:
National Shoes ran 23 spots over a
three-day period, in which the advertiser offered a 15% discount coupon on
a pair of shoes bought in any National
Shoe Store to anyone who sent his
name and address on a post card to
WINS. Result: More than 9,000 responses.
Cape Coral, a Florida Land Devel-

opment company, used 20 spots in three
days to offer a free booklet called
"Florida Digest," which described the
Cape Coral project. Result: More than
700 letters and telephone calls requesting the booklet.
Revlon division moves
$2 million from

MW&S

Revlon Inc. is withdrawing its Knomark Div.'s (Esquire products) $2 million billings from Mogul Williams &
Saylor Inc., New York. The new Knomark agency is expected to be announced byJan. 1, 1962.
MW&S maintained a "no comment"
position after word of the reassignment became known early last week.
Knomark confirmed the termination of
the 17Vi-year association with MW&S,
but would not indicate the new agency.
Trade speculation was that Knomark
would go either to Grey Adv. or Norman, Craig & Kummel. NC&K now
has the bulk of the Revlon business,
gaining $5 million in a recent transfer
of billings from Warwick & Legler
(Broadcasting, Nov. 13).
A Knomark official last Thursday
(Dec. 14) said that radio-tv advertising
"definitely will be used in 1962," but
details will have to wait until plans can
be worked out with the new agency.
He said Knomark will stay in both network and spot tv, and that radio spot
"may be" increased.

4 \^ 1 J |

Lestoil sets 'one-two' television punch
Lestoil Products Inc., Holyoke,
eral a report made earlier that LesMass., will enter network tv with an
toil would use the one-two (networkspot) punch in tv next year (Closed
approximate $1.8 million advertising campaign next Feb. 1, and will Circuit, Dec. 4).
follow with some $4.5 million in spot
In the photograph made at Bertv. The network time will continue
muda are (1 to r) Sol Sackel, president of the agency; Ed Fredericks,
through May. The Sackel-Jackson
Co., Boston, handles Lestoil, which
vice president, marketing; Charles
McCarthy, executive vice president;
is making its first media step "naand Daniel E. Hogan Jr., president,
Lestoil's disclosure of media plans
tionally."
to sales people at a Bermuda conference this month confirms in gen-

all of Lestoil; Len Tarcher, the agency's vice president, and Max E.
Buck, NBC-TV vice president.
(BROADCAST ADVERTISING) 47

PROGRAMMING

MGM-TV

TO

RELEASE

MORE

POST-'48'S

Company's backlog of movies now estimated at 308
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer last week an"Cause for Alarm" (Loretta Young,
nounced itis offering a new and second
Barry Sullivan), "Conspirator" (Robert
group of 30 post- 1948 feature films to Taylor and Elizabeth Taylor), "Fortelevision after Jan. 1, 1962.
bidden Planet" (Walter Pidgeon, Ann
Only recently a report outlining a Francis), "It's a Big Country" (Van
fast-approaching reduction in the sup- Johnson, Gene Kelly, Gary Cooper,
ply of first-run feature film in television
Janet Leigh), "Pagan Love Song"
(Broadcasting, Nov. 27), noted that (Esther Williams, Howard Keel) and
MGM-TV generally is expected to re- "Rouge Cop" (Robert Taylor, George
Raft, Janet Leigh).
lease 30 films a year. The company
offered a package of 30 post-'48s early
this year.
MGM-TV had 338 post-'48 motion
pictures remaining in its backlog as of
July 1, 1961, and excluding any new
feature film releases to theatres since
that time, would have an estimated
backlog now of 308.
Following the general practice of
most tv film companies of sale "in advance of general release," MGM-TV
already has offered the package to tv
stations in certain markets, and according to Richard A. Harper, director of
syndicated sales for MGM-TV, those
sales now have reached the $2 million
gross level. These include licensing to
WOR-TV New York; WGN-TV Chicago; and the six Triangle Stations
(WFIL-TV Philadelphia, WFBG-TV Altoona, and WLYH-TV Lebanon, all
Pennsylvania, WNBF-TV Binghamton,
N. Y., WNHC-TV New Haven and
KFRE-TV Fresno, Calif.).
The earlier 30-picture package was
released under the "title" of "The Best
of the Fifties." That package has been
licensed in 43 markets for a gross of
more than $2.5 million. The new group
is called "30/62."
Color Features ■ MGM-TV noted
that 14 of the films are in color, including "Mogambo" (Clark Gable, Ava
Gardner, Grace Kelly), "Don't Go
Near the Water" (Glenn Ford, Gia
Scala), "The Last Time I Saw Paris"
(Elizabeth Taylor, Van Johnson, Donna
Reed, Walter Pidgeon), "Scaramouche"
(Stewart Granger, Eleanor Parker,
Janet Leigh, Mel Ferrer), "Summer
Stock" (Judy Garland, Gene Kelly,
Phil Silvers), "All the Brothers Were
Valient" (Robert Taylor, Stewart
Granger, Ann Blyth) and "Crisis"
(Cary Grant, Jose Ferrer).
One of the big customers for MGMTV post-'48 features was independent
WOR-TV (RKO General) in New York
that licensed the earlier 30-feature package in addition to the new group
(WGN-TV and the Triangle stations
already had licensed the early package).
A sampling of other films in the new
group: "Across the Wide Missouri"
(Clark Gable), "Bhowani Junction"
(Ava
Gardner,
Stewart Granger),
48

Decca, MCA discuss
film distribution
Decca Records Inc., and MCA Inc.,
were reported to be holding discussions
last week on a proposal for Universal
Pictures Inc., to distribute theatrical
feature films which MCA might produce in the future. Decca has a controlling interest in Universal.
MCA does not produce feature films
at present. Under a recent agreement
with the Screen Actors Guild, MCA
plans to divest itself of either its tv
production or its talent agency business. Reports are that MCA will continue with tv production and add theatrical motion-picture production to its
activities.
MCA officials declined to comment,

Mark

but an official of Decca confirmed that
"we have been and are continuing to
discuss our over-all situation as it pertains to production and distribution.
Network tv directors
win $200 weekly pay
The salaries of television network
staff directors in New York and Hollywood are raised to $200 a week, retroactive to Jan. 1, 1961, and graduate to
$225 a week as of Jan. 1, 1964, under
a new four-year contract negotiated
with ABC, NBC and CBS and their
owned radio and tv stations, as well as
with independent stations in New York,
Chicago, Detroit, Washington, Los Angeles and San Francisco which have
signed the new Directors Guild of
America contracts.
The agreement was ratified by an
overwhelming majority of DGA members in a mail referendum. Of 1,308
eligible ballots received (out of 2,192
mailed), 1,178 voted to approve the
network and station contracts, 1,198
to approve a contract with WNTA
(TV) New York and 1,208 to approve
a contract with Radio Free Europe.
Associate directors' salaries start at
$175 a week under the new contract
and rise to $197 as of Jan. 1, 1964;
stage managers are raised immediately
to $164 and to $180 during the course

Twain, please note

WNBQ (TV) Chicago has added
a new dimension into its weathercasting with the introduction of
Technamation, a process that animates weather symbols.
An ordinary studio light is played
on the specially-designed weather
symbols through a revolving disc.

This gives the appearance of rain or
snow actually falling from clouds,
warm fronts moving in and the
swirling of air currents. Here, Harry
Volkman, WNBQ weathercaster,
shows two symbols. The new tv service was developed by Techna-mation
Mid-America, Chicago.
BROADCASTING, December 18, 1961
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bought

in late time for years, but when

Seven Arts' outstanding
decided to program
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PRIME

" We think it makes
us strength
'Eight O'clock

properties came

l [ONG

along, we

MOVIES

TIME
sense to buy properties that give

in our double-A

time Thursday

Theatre', and still have

use in 'Armchair

2

Haldi:

run movies

11In

1 and

good

night
re-run

Theatre AM/PM' . Prime time audi-

ence pullers like Seven Arts 'Films of the 50's' make
sense to advertisers, too,"

John Haldi, Program Director,
WBNS-TV, Columbus, Ohio

Seven
Money

Arts"'Films
makers

of the 50's"
of the

60's

SEVEN ARTS
ASSOCIATED
CORP.
A SUBSIDIARY OF SEVEN ARTS PRODUCTIONS, LTD.
NEW YORK: 270 Park Avenue
YUkon 61717
CHICAGO: 8922-D N. La Crosse, Skokie, III. ORchard 4-5105
DALLAS: 5641 Charlestown Drive ADams 9-2855
L.A.: 232 So. Reeves Drive GRanite 6 1564-STate 8 8276
For list of TV stations programming Warner Bros. "Films of
the 50's" see Third Cover SRDS (Spot TV Rates and Data)

THROUGH WMCT CAMERAS viewers watched phases of prison life not previously
pictured. At top, inmates march to dinner. Lower left, Norman Brewer, director of WMCT's
news staff, discusses plans for prison improvement with Tennessee's Governor Ellington.
Lower right, one of several pictures showing cell-rows and guard procedures.
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BLAIR-TV

"Besides bringing close-ups of life
in distant parts of the world, one of
television's great values lies in its
power to give our viewers a penetrating first-hand look at conditions in
our own areas. At WMCT a fundamental goal of our operation is to
stimulate community progress in
every possible way. So we regularly
devote our entire program personnel
and facilities to the painstaking development ofpresentations
Prisons: a Profile."
Of courselikewe"The
are
pleased when such programs arouse
enthusiastic comment— but comment
or no, we would still feel a definite
obligation to keep our cameras regularly focused on topics so vital to the
Earl Moreland
area we serve."
Station Manager, WMCT

Sets

new

precedent

behind prison walls
Prison problems are not limited to
Tennessee. But in few other states have
viewers had the opportunity to see prison
life in the stark realism with which
Tennesseans have seen it through the
eyes of WMCT cameras.
With the cooperation of Gov. Buford
Ellington, who personally appeared in
the telecast, WMCT filmed "The Prisons :
a Profile" Inin several
the state
penitentiary
Nashville.
instances,
WMCTat
showed areas never before pictured.
Throughout the South, leaders acclaimed this unique telecast as instrumental in helping to improve prison
conditions, and to reduce the high percentage of prison 'alumni' who keep
coming back behind bars because unable
to fit themselves into community life.
"The Prisons: a Profile" is one of a
continuing series of special prime-time
telecasts on WMCT, planned and produced for the specific purpose of giving
viewers first-hand knowledge of situations that affect the station's entire area.
Other programs in the series include
"Who Wears the Badge?" presenting
problems and procedures of the Memphis
police; and "How Green is My Valley"
an in-depth survey of the modern
methods that are diversifying the prosperity of southern agriculture.
To Blair-TV, penetrating communityinterest programming by great stations
like WMCT is a constant source of inspiration. We are proud to serve more
than a score of such stations in national
sales.

BLAIR-TV
Televisions' s first exclusive
national representative, serving:
W-TEN-Albany-Schenectady-Troy
WFBG-TV-Altoona-Johnstown
WNBF-TV-Binghamton
WHDH-TV- Boston
WKBW-TV— Buffalo
WCPO-TV- Cincinnati
WEWS- Cleveland
WBNS-TV- Columbus
KTVT— Dallas-Ft. Worth
KOA-TV- Denver
KFRE-TV- Fresno
WNHC-TV-Hartford-New Haven
WJ IM-TV — Lansing
KTTV-Los Angeles
WMCT- Memphis
WDSU-TV-New Orleans
WOW-TV -Omaha
WFiL-TV — Philadelphia
WIIC — Pittsburgh
KGW-TV- Portland
WPRO-TV- Providence
KING-TV -Seattle-Tacoma
KTVI-St. Louis
WFLA-TV — Tampa-St. Petersburg

4 S,
Here are the next 10 days of network color
shows (all times are EST).
NBC-TV:
Dec. 18-20 (6-6:30 a.m.) Continental Classroom, Contemporary Mathematics.
Dec. 18-20 (6:30-7 a.m.) Continental Classroom, American Government.
Dec. 18-22, 25-27 (10:30-11 a.m.) Play
Your Hunch, part.
Dec. 18-22, 25-27 (11-11:30 a.m.) The Price
Is Right, part.
Dec. 18-22, 25-27 (12:30-12:55 p.m.) It
Could Be You, part.
Dec. 18-22, 25-27 (2-2:30 p.m.) Jan Murray
Show, part.
Dec. 18-22, 25-27 (11:15 p.m.-l a.m.) The
Jack Paar Show, part.
Dec. 18-25 (8:30-9 p.m.) The Price Is
Right, P. Lorillard through Lennen & Newell;
American Home Products through Ted Bates.
Dec. 19 (7:30-8:30 p.m.) Laramie, part.
Dec. 20, 27 (10-10:30 p.m.) The Bob Newhart Show, Sealtest through N. W. Ayer.
Dec. 20, 27 (10:30-11 p.m.) David Brinkley's
Journal, Douglas Fir Plywood through Cunningham & Walsh; Pittsburgh Plate Glass
through BBDO.
Dec. 21 (10-11 p.m.) Sing Along With Mitch,
Ballantine through William Esty, Buick
of the contract. Programs normally
originating in New York or Hollywood
must henceforth take an associate director and a stage manager when
traveling. Among other benefits, the
contract assures pension plan coverage
to all DGA members employed by the
networks before the end of the contract. Freelance directors in the live
and tape fields begin participation in
the
DGA-producers' pension plan immediately.
'Cain's Hundred'

gets

reprieve on NBC-TV
It's now reported that there's an even
chance of Cain's Hundred being renewed for another tv season. Only a
few weeks ago, the program's future
on NBC-TV (Tuesday, 10-11 p.m.)
even for the current season, was much
in doubt.
As of last week, MGM-TV had approval for a total of 30 episodes, thus
in effect assuring the 1961-62 season
for the series. A first cycle in a season
takes in 13 weeks, and a series that
goes 26 weeks is generally considered
to have completed a seasonal run.
Initially, Cain's Hundred was assured
only 13 weeks, then an additional seven
episodes and now finally another 10,
for a total of 30. MGM-TV currently
is filming the 17th episode. According
to those closely associated with the
program, the series is picking up viewing strength, particularly since revisions were made in recent episodes.

Esty.
through Burnett and R. J. Reynolds through
Dec. 23 (9:30-10 a.m.) Pip the Piper, General Mills through Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample.
Dec. 23 (10-10:30 a.m.) The Shari Lewis
Show, Nabisco through Kenyon & Eckhardt.
Dec. 23 (10:30-11 a.m.) King Leonardo and
His Short Subjects, General Mills through
Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample.
Dec. 23 (5-6 p.m.) All-Star Golf, Kemper
Insurance through Clinton Frank; Reynolds
Metals through Lennen & Newell.
Dec. 23 (7:30-8:30 p.m.) Tales of Wells
Fargo, part.
op. Dec. 24 (6-6:30 p.m.) Meet the Press, coDec. 24 (7-7:30 p.m.) The Bullwinkle Show,
General Mills through Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample; Ideal Toys and Beech-Nut Gum through
Young & Rubicam.
Dec. 24 World
(7:30-8:30
p.m.) RCA
WaltandDisney's
Wonderful
of Color,
Eastman Kodak through J. Walter Thompson.
Dec. 24 (9-10 p.m.) Bonanza, Chevrolet
through Campbell-Ewald.
Dec. 24 (10-11 p.m.) Du Pont Show of the
Week, Du Pont through BBDO.
Dec. 20 (8:30-9 p.m.) The Coming of
Christ, U. S. Steel through BBDO.
Dec.Hall,
20 Kraft
(9-10 through
p.m.) Perry
Como's
Kraft
Music
J. Walter
Thompson.

Emmy procedure revised
to encourage voting
National Academy of Television Arts
& Sciences last week announced a major
change in the method of nominating
programs and personalities for its annual Emmy Awards. The awards in
26 categories — one more than last season— will be presented next May (date
and time to be announced) to the 196162 season nominees.
In the first revision of the voting
structure in the 13 years of the awards,
the lar
academy's
at reguintervals will5,000
submitmembers
nominations
of
their choices to local chapter committees in each of the eight Academy cities
— Baltimore, Chicago, Hollywood, New
York, Phoenix, San Francisco, Seattle
and Washington, D. C. The local committees will meet monthly to compile a
monthly slate of nominations.
Two weeks before the national
awards committee's meeting, each chapter will submit its final slate of five
nominees per category. A final ballot
of nominees will then be compiled and
presented to the academy board of trustees for ratification, and it is this ballot
on which members will base their votes
for the awards.
The academy believes the new nomination procedure will encourage voting
on an unlimited scale throughout the
year for the programs, performers and
craftsmen as opposed to casting only
one nominating vote at the end of the
broadcasting season.
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Tv's perennial
Official Films Inc., New York,
has acquired the distribution
rights to the Little Rascals tv series from producer Norbert Auerbach. The series consists of more
than 100 one-reelers (6 to 9 minutes in length) and two reelers
(12 to 18 minutes in length),
which are sold to stations as a
package. The series has been sold
to tv for six years, but Seymour
Reed, Official Films president,
noted that "the durability" of the
series is accounted for by its appeal to a new small-fry audience
that grows up every two or three
years. He added that WABC-TV
New York, which has carried Little Rascals for the past four years,
has renewed the contract for another two years.

'Surrounding Sound'
inaugurated at KALL
Something new has been added to
broadcast sound, an element that gives
a listener the effect of "live" music
and speech, as heard in a concert hall
or theatre, to sound emanating from
the single speaker of an ordinary radio
or tv receiver.
It's Surrounding Sound, an electronic
device developed (at a cost of more
than $1 million) and produced by Surrounding Sound Inc., a Los Angeles
concern formerly known as Ecco-Fonic.
Although the process is said to involve
complicated electronic engineering,
what it does in essence is to add an
echo to any spoken word or musical
note at a fractional second delay behind the original sound via a loop of
magnetic tape or tape cartridge to profect. duce the sought-after "live" sound efSurrounding Sound had its radio debut Dec. 4 over KALL Salt Lake City,
which began 24-hour-a-day use of this
new sound at 2 p.m. that day, following a demonstration at a luncheon of
advertising executives in that city. The
first use of Surrounding Sound on television is scheduled for tomorrow evening (Dec. 19), when it will be used
for the background music of a pantoNO
CAN

ONE
MAKE

mime story, "Freddie and the Yuletide
Doll," on the Red Skelton Show.
Surrounding Sound Inc. now has 25
units of the device on the production
line at its manufacturing plant at 5757
Santa Monica Blvd., Los Angeles, and
full production is to be started after the
first of the year, according to James
Cox, vice president. The units will be
available on a lease basis to one am

ELSE
THAT

;

STATEMENT!
TV stations
in the Pacific
Northwest
only KTNT-TV
includes all

...JUST

US!

Before you buy television
in the Pacific Northwest,
consider this one basic fact: Only KTNT-TV in
this area includes five major cities of Western
Washington within its "A" contour, and KTNTTV's
locatedmarket.
to beam a clear
signaltower
to aM isofideally
this major
Ask your WEED TELEVISION man about dozens
of other reasons you should include KTNT-TV
in your advertising plans.
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"A" contour
5 cities* in its

'SEATTLE TACOMA EVERETT
BREMERTON OLYMPIA

CHANNEL 11 >
CBS for Seattle, Tacoma
and Puget Sound area
Studios in Seattle and Tacoma

station, one fm station and one~tv station in any market on a five-year contract, at $116 per unit per month.
KALL, Mr. Cox said, is leasing two
units, one to provide continuous availability of Surrounding Sound, the other
for use as a production aid. Dual units
will be provided for fm stereophonic
broadcasting, he said. The device will
be leased to networks on a per-performance basis, directly related to the
AFTRA scale plus various engineering
costs.
The applications of Surrounding
Sound range from the simple matter of
adding richness to a local commercial
announcement read by a staff announcer of an am radio station to fullscale production, it was explained. For
the Red Skelton program, for example,
the chorus and orchestra were recorded
separately, with 17 effects added to the
choral part and seven to the orchestral
part of the musical background.
Desilu Productions

net

up 10%, reports Arnaz
Although the gross income of Desilu
Productions for the first half of fiscal
1962, ended Oct. 28, 1961, was $1
million under the gross for the same
period of last year, the studios' net income rose by 10%, from 10 to 11 cents
per share, President Desi Arnaz said in
a quarterly report to stockholders.
The gross for the six-month period,
May-October 1961, was $7,405,791,
compared to $8,462,495 for the like
period of the previous year, and the
net income $130,295 this year compared to $120,917
last. "Despite
the
fact that
we are currently
producing
only one show of our own, cash profits
of $743,850 from operations were realized for the first six months," Mr. Arnaz
reported. He attributed this primarily
to "a high level of activity in furnishing
production services and facilities to
others and by a sharp reduction in our
own overhead and operating costs."
Economee sales up 47%
Economee Television Programs, New
York, reported last week that sales in
the past year increased 47% over those
of last year. Economee handles the rerun sales of more than 20 separate
series sold by Ziv-United Artists during
their first runs.
Among the series sold by Economee
during 1961, according to Pierre Weis,
vice president and general manager,
were Highway Patrol, Sea Hunt, Bat
Masterson, 1 Led Three Lives, Man
Into Space, Man and the Challenge,
Science Fiction Theatre and West Point.
Mr. Weis noted that since 1954, Economee, though a division of Ziv-UA, has
been a distributor of re-run programs,
operating independently of and often
competitively with Ziv-UA.
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PRODUCTIONS
The new action packed series starts January
1, starring Michael Rennie as the witty, wily
Harry Lime, and Jonathan Harris as his
comrade - in - adventure, Bradford Webster.
The same audience-proved format of mystery and intrigue that has made The Third
Man a top-ranking show will continue. But
audiences will find the new series even faster
moving — more thrilling — than ever before.
Budweiser has renewed its sponsorship of
this explosive half-hour of international
adventure in 80 markets. All other markets,
including the entire West Coast, are still
open ... so act now!

call

Offices:
New York, New York
10 Columbus Circle
JUdson 2-7300

NTA

for
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Chicago, Illinois
612 N. Michigan Ave.
Michigan 2-5561
Beverly Hills, California
8530 Wilshire Blvd.
OLeander 5-7701
St. Louis, Missouri
53
915 Olive St.
CEntral 1-6056

THE

NAB
CODE

radio

STATIONS

AT

code
PEAK

NAB is sticking to its new and tougher radio code structure despite heavy
pressure from industry sources anxious
to soften it.
Last Tuesday (Dec. 12), the Radio
Code Review Board examined several
strong complaints from influential
subscriber stations. Meeting in Washington, itstudied carefully requests to
ease the personal products and commercial-time regulations.
The final result — no backtracking
from the present stiff standards. The
rules are so stiff that a number of stations have listened to suggestions that
they should pull out of the code because of repeated violations.
Despite the high code standards the
number of subscribers has reached an
all-time record of 1,460 am and fm
stations. This represents an impressive
14% increase in less than six months.
Robert D. Swezey, NAB radio and
tv code director, participated in the
meeting — his first radio code session
since taking office last October. Cliff
Gill, KEZY Anaheim, Calif., presided
at the board meeting.
"The code is really working," Chairman Gill said after the meeting.

OF

MEDIA

board
1,460

vetoes

DESPITE

STIFF

"We're enforcing it and intend to continue enforcingnowit." belong to the radio
Subscribers
code structure on a paid basis. Charles
M. Stone, director of radio code operations, reported that under the monitoring program begun last summer, 66
stations in 34 markets had been monitored for a total of 397 hours through
Dec. 8. He said the monitoring showed
that 91.2% of the commercial time
was
in compliance with the code's time
standards.
Board Resists Pressure ■ The code
board members showed they were in
no mood to be influenced by industry
pressures when they flatly rejected proposals to relax the time standards for
advertising copy. These requirements
specify a maximum of 18 minutes in
any single hour or five minutes in any
15-minute segment, provided the weekly average does not exceed 14 minutes
an hour.
They stood just as firm in refusing
to ease the code clause holding unacceptable any advertising for such intimately personal products as hemorrhoid
treatments and feminine hygiene items
that might offend and embarrass the

changes

STANDARDS
listening audience. One station complained this provision cost $10,000 in
rejected business.
The Federal Trade Commission's new
Advertising Alert publication listing
FTC actions and proceedings was discussed with Edward F. Downes, senior
staff attorney, and Seymour F. Stowe,
director of information of the commission. Under this new FTC procedure and its liaison with the FCC,
broadcasters are expected to review
FTC
13). actions before accepting advertising accounts (Broadcasting, Nov.
In another action the code board
voted to stick to its absolute prohibition
against hard liquor advertising. It
emphasized the clause also applies to
the advertising of products and/or services which, while not themselves hard
liquor, could in their presentation induce the use of hard liquor.
The board has faced the problem of
holiday egg nog advertising. Generally
speaking there is no ban against rumflavored egg nog but the ban would
apply in the case of advertising that
used an expression such as "contains
Attending
Jamaica
rum."the code meeting besides
Chairman Gill, Mr. Swezey and Mr.
Stone were Richard C. Dunning, KHQ
Spokane, Wash.; Elmo Ellis, WSB Atlanta; John R. Henzel, WHDL Olean,
N.Y.; Robert B. Jones Jr., WFBR Baltimore; Herbert L. Krueger, WTAG
Worcester, Mass.; Robert L. Pratt,
KGGF Coffeyville, Kan.; George J.
Volger, KWPC Muscatine, la., and
Cecil Woodland, WEJL Scranton, Pa.
All-Industry committee
reviews ASCAP demands

Timebuyers breakfast with
More than 100 agency timebuyers
attended breakfast presentations on
behalf of WDAU-TV and WGBI,
both Scranton, Pa., throughout last
week in the New York office of
H-R Reps and H-R TV. Door prizes
were presented each day to timebuyers and on Monday the lucky
winners were Russ Young (1 to r) of
54

WDAU-TV, WGBI
Young & Rubicam (an all-expenses
paid weekend at Mount Airy Lodge
in the Pocono Mountains in Pennsylvania) and Enid Cohn (a transistor
radio). William P. Dix Jr., general
manager of the stations, is beside
Joan Stark (r), Grey Adv., who drew
the winning stubs.

Negotiations held thus far with
ASCAP in quest of new music-license
contracts for television stations were
reviewed for the All-Industry Tv Station Music License Negotiating Committee at a special meeting in New
York last Thursday (Dec. 14).
The committee endorsed the work
done to date by its negotiating subcommittee, which along with committee
counsel presented the review. Four
meetings with ASCAP have been held
and others are scheduled, but details
have not been made public. The allindustry group, headed by Hamilton
Shea of WSVA Harrisonburg, Va., has
proposed a new concept in fee systems,
designed to reduce stations' ASCAP
BROADCASTING, December 18, 1961
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For Ease of Installation
Better Protection
Uniform Patterns
Low VSWR

RCA
Combines

ft,

The Popular Choice of
Broadcasters for High
Power TV Applications
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WAVE"
ANTENNA
J with Mechanical Simplicity and Economy

"TRAVELING
Improved Electrical Characteristics

Here is a VHF high-band antenna that has inherently low
VSWR and produces smoother patterns. The design, based
on slot radiators, results in improved circularity. This new
antenna is strongly resistant to high winds and offers better
weather protection.
INHERENTLY LOW VSWR
The traveling wave nature of the feed results in a low VSWR
along the antenna. This characteristic gives the antenna an
inherently good input VSWR without compensating or matching devices. The input has been broad-banded to provide a
smooth transition from the transmission line to the antenna.
EXCELLENT VERTICAL PATTERN
The null-less vertical pattern is extremely smooth. This provides uniform illumination of the desired service areas. Gains
from 9 to 18 can be obtained.
IMPROVED CIRCULARITY
The individual patterns produced by slot radiators when added
in phase quadrature result in an overall pattern with improved
circularity. This design combines radiating elements, feed system and antenna structure in one unit, giving excellent horizontal circularity.
LOW WIND RESISTANCE
The smooth cylindrical shape of the antenna is ideal for reducing wind load and has high structural strength. It is designed
to withstand a wind pressure of 50 psf of flats, or 33'/3
on cylindrical surfaces. In addition, the absence of protruding
elements minimizes the danger of ice damage.

or

The steel outer conductor is hot-dip galvanized for better conductivity and protection. The inner conductor of the antenna
is rigidly supported at the bottom end without relying on any
insulator type of support to carry the dead weight. Polyethylene slot covers are fastened to the pole over every slot for
better weather protection.
SIMPLIFIED FEED SYSTEM
The feed system is completely self-contained with only one
point of connection. Simplified feed system consists of a large
coax line and coupling probes. Completely enclosed by heavywall steel shell, thereby minimizing possibility of damage and
off-air time due to "lightning discharges."
HOW THE "TRAVELING WAVE" ANTENNA WORKS
Essentially,
RCA cut
"Traveling
Antenna is These
a transmission line withtheslots
into the Wave"
outer conductor.
slots
are arranged to guide the energy radiated by the center conductor into the needed radiation pattern. It fills the need for
a VHF High-Band Antenna which combines mechanical simplicity and economy, especially in high-gain, high-power
applications.
Your RCA Broadcast Representative will gladly
help tails
with
antenna
planning.
deon thisTV new
antenna.
Or writeSeeto him
RCA,forDept.
CC-22, Building 15-5, Camden, N. J.
The Most Trusted Name in Television

payments to a point more in line with
the amount of ASCAP music actually
used on tv (Broadcasting, Oct. 23).
Current licenses expire Dec. 31.
Charles H. Tower, Corinthian Broadcasting, was named vice chairman of
the 21 -man all-industry group. Robert
Dreyer of Metromedia and D. L.
(Tony) Provost of Hearst Radio were
officially added to the committee's membership.
The negotiating committee consists
of Chairman Shea, Messrs. Tower and
Dreyer, and Bill Grant, KOA-TV Denver; Andy Murtha, Time-Life stations;
Clifford Kirtland Jr., Transcontinent
Stations, and Robert H. Smith, WCYB
Bristol, Va.

done nothing to give him what he considered abetter time. He pointed out
that the network was able to move The
New Breed, with beneficial results to
that series' ratings but not his show.
Thomas Moore, ABC-TV vice president in charge of programming, when
questioned about the matter, said: "We
hope and expect to accede to Mr. Allen's request. However, it will take several days to iron out the schedule and
advertiser allocations."
Changing hands
ANNOUNCED ■ The following sales of
station interests were reported last week
subject to FCC approval:
■ KYOS Merced, Calif.: Sold by Frank
Flynn and Mrs. Lou McCormick to McBride Corp. for $187,500. The principal stockholder and president of the
McBride Corp. is T. E. McBride of
Philadelphia. Mr. Flynn is the present
manager of KYOS; Mrs. McCormick
owns also KSLM Salem, Ore. KYOS is
a 5 kw fulltime on 1480 kc. The
broker was Edwin Tornberg & Co.
■ KTRY Bastrop, La.: Sold by Paul
Schilling to Mr. and Mrs. Mercer King
Sr. and Margaret King of Columbus,
Ga., for $39,500. Mr. King is in the
laundry and dry cleaning business in
Columbus, Ga. KTRY is 250 w day-

Allen seeks release;
ABC says he can have it
Steve Allen has asked for an immediate release from his contract with ABCTV, and the network is agreeable. A
new program is expected to fill the
7:30-8:30 p.m. Wednesday time slot
starting the first week of 1962. Dissatisfaction with this time period was
given as the reason for Mr. Allen's request that his contract, which would
have run through the end of March,
be terminated after the December 27
telecast. He said that ABC-TV had

tlie
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reject
our

.

.

we

. prove

worth

In selling or buying a broadcast property, one of your
greatest protections is Blackburn's often demonstrated
willingness to reject a sale rather than risk our
reputation. For our business is built on confidence,
and no single commission can be worth as much
as our good name. Why hazard the risks of negotiating
without benefit of our knowledge of markets,
of actual sales, of responsible contacts?

time on 730 kc. The broker was Paul
H. Chapman & Co.
APPROVED ■ The following transfers of
station interests were among those approved by the FCC last week (for other
other commission activities see For
The Record, page 93).
■ WMGM New York, N. Y.: Sold by
Loew's Theatres Inc. to Storer Broad65).
casting Co. for $10.95 million (see page
■ WWVA-AM-FM Wheeling, W. Va.:
Sold by Storer Broadcasting Co. to Ira
Herbert and associates for $1.3 million
(see page 65).
■ WPTV (TV) West Palm Beach, Fla.:
Sold by John H. Phipps to ScrippsHoward Radio Inc. for $2 million (see
page
65).
■ KCSJ-AM-TV
Pueblo, Colo.: Sold by
Bankers Life & Casualty Co. to Metropolitan Television
Co. (KOA-AM-FM65). Denver)
TV
for $1,250,000
(see page
Wrather buys stock
in Gilbert toy firm
Jack D. Wrather Jr., a major stockholder in Transcontinent Television
Corp., has bought into A. C. Gilbert
Co., New Haven, Conn., a nationally
known educational toy manufacturer,
it was announced last week.
Mr. Wrather's Wrather Organization
paid $4 million for almost 50% of the
common stock of the Gilbert Co. (Erector sets, American Flyer railroads,
etc.). The stock was bought from the
Gilbert family. Gilbert common closed
at 21 on the American Stock Exchange
last Thursday.
Payment is 30% in cash and the remainder isto be paid in five yearly installment starting two years later.
Mr. Wrather's holdings, in addition to
the TTC interest, include control of
Muzak Corp., radio-tv programs Lassie
and The Lone Ranger, Disneyland Hotel and Stevens Marine Corp., a shipbuilding firm. TTC stations are WGRAM-FM-TV Buffalo, KFMB-AM-FMTV San Diego, KERO-TV Bakersfield
(Calif.), WDAF-AM-FM-TV Kansas
City, and 60% of WNEP-TV Scranton,
Pa. The Gilbert purchase was handled
by broker Edwin Tornberg & Co.
New
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& Company,
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WASHINGTON. D. C.
James W. Blackburn
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RCA Building
FEderal 3-9270
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CHICAGO
H. W. Cassill
William B. Ryan
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Chicago,
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NCAB

headquarters

A new state headquarters will be
opened in Raleigh, state capital, starting Jan. 1 as the first step in an expanded program of activity by the
North Carolina Assn. of Broadcasters.
It will be located at 302 Superior Bldg.
and staffed by John Harden Associates,
public relations firm.
Ed Rankin, the firm's Raleigh manager, will be executive secretary; David
Murray, former promotion manager of
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WTVD (TV) Durham, will be assistant. NCAB President Dick Dunlea Jr.,
WMFD Wilmington, said the office will
serve as state and national spokesman
for North Carolina broadcasters. Increased public relations activity is
planned along with improved management services and liaison with public
agencies.
Fleming elected head
of radio-tv newsmen
Robert H. Fleming, chief of ABC's
Washington news bureau, last week was
elected president of the Washington Radio Television Correspondents' Assn.
for 1962. He succeeds Ann M. Corrick of the Westinghouse Broadcasting Co.
William B. Munroe Jr., chief of
NBC's Washington
news bureau, was
elected vice president of the correMr. Fleming
spondents association, succeeding Mr. Fleming. Wells
Church, CBS, was named secretary,
and Stephen J. McCormick, Mutual,
was elected treasurer.
The new members-at-large are Arthur
F. Barriault, NBC; John W. Roberts,
Time-Life-Fortune Broadcast Inc.; and
Leslie W. Higbie, McCaffrey Reports.
The new officers, who will serve for
one year, will be installed at the association's annual banquet, tentatively
scheduled for Feb. 24. They will also
serve as officers of the Capitol's radiotv correspondents galleries.
Mr. Fleming, a reporter for 30 years
for newspapers, news magazines and
radio and television, has shared in Peabody and National Education Assn.
awards to the ABC news department.
He joined ABC in 1956, and became
its Washington bureau chief last February.

WOOD

Grand Rapids, WFBM Indianapolis and WTCN Minneapolis).
The daily segments feature reports
in six news areas by as many different

newsmen serving as "editor in charge."
The topics and their reporters: "Topic
A — At Large," Dick McCutchen;
"Sports," James K. McManus; "Business," Ron Cochran; "Hollywood,"
Pete Miller; "Europe," John Day; and
"Washington," Nick Thimmesch. As
an additional incentive, subscribing stations will receive free a library of 100
one-minute news background fill-ins to
be programmed at the stations' discretion. Called "Capsule," the library will
be expanded as the need arises.
CBS o&o execs meet
with radio network
The managers of the seven CBSowned radio stations last Friday began
a year's end conference in New York
with CBS Radio executives. The meetings, which continue through Tuesday
(Dec. 19) embrace an agenda of questions relating to the stations' administration, programming and business.
The vice president-general manager of each station is there. They are:
Jules Dundes, KCBS San Francisco;
Thomas Y. Gorman, WEEI Boston;
Robert F. Hyland, KMOX St. Louis;
Ernest H. Shomo, WBBM Chicago;
Sam J. Salte, WCBS New York; Robert

P. Sutton, KNX Los Angeles; and
Thomas J. Swafford, WCAU PhiladelAttending on behalf of CBS Radio
are: Fred Ruegg, vice president, staphia. tion administration; Maurie Webster,
vice president, spot sales, and Richard
F. Hess, assistant to vice president, station administration.
CBS awards grants,
honors women employes
Three educational institutions have
been awarded 1961 grants by CBS
Foundation, under a plan designed to
recognize the service of women employes of CBS.
The plan provides for unrestricted
grants to privately supported colleges
from which women employes of CBS
have graduated. Grants are made on
the completion of 15 years of service
by employees, and again at the end of
each additional five year period.
A supplementary grant was awarded
to Columbia U's Teachers College for
May M. Dowell, director, special projects, CBS News, who has been with the
network since 1935. Grants were also
awarded to New York U. for Edith
B. Bonneville, supervisor, mail and messengers, CBS-TV Hollywood, and Trinity College for Marion S. Sheppard,
assistant music librarian, WBBM Chicago.

WEST — Full time radio station with good power providing
excellent coverage. Fixed assets of over $145,000.00
include transmitter, land and building. Will gross $105$110,000.00 in 1961 with good cash flow. Priced at
$200,000.00 with 29% down and terms to be negotiated. ANOTHER H&L EXCLUSIVE.
SOUTH — Medium sized market full time radio station
with FM — operating at slightly better than break-even
but has been terrific money maker in past years. Now
grossing $80,000.00. Total price is $125,000.00 with
29% down and payout over ten years. ANOTHER H&L
EXCLUSIVE.

Time-Life demonstrates
its radio news muscle
Time-Life Broadcast News last week
staged a demonstration of its new daily
programming service before some 200
agency and station rep executives in
New York. Titled "Topic A," the service consists of six different five-minute
taped segments daily. The programming is available to stations at a price
of approximately $1 a minute for the
average top 100 market station.
"Topic A" has already been purchased by the seven RKO General
stations. It will also be used by TimeLife's own stations (KLZ Denver,
BROADCASTING, December 18, 1961
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ONE
SHOT
TAKES
ALL
THREE
LANSING
JACKSON
BATTLE CREEK

A solid play in Michigan's Golden Triangle
stakes you to a lively market— Lansing,
Jackson and Battle Creek! WILX-TV cracks
all three with a city-grade signal and scores
big in a lush outstate area.
CHANNEL:!^

Operating with a 1,008 foot tower
at 316,000 watts. Let this one
outlet give you all three markets.
Represented by
VENARD, RINTOUL & McCONNEL, INC.
THE GOLDEN TRIANGLE STATION
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WNTA-TV

On-and-off

SALE

OFF

AGAIN

transaction

postponed again
as seller fails to produce clear title

The sale of WNTA-TV New York to
an educational television group, which
was scheduled for last Wednesday
(Dec. 13), was postponed when National Telefilm Assoc. could not deliver
"clear title" to the station.
The postponement was the second in
five days and prompted a threat by Educational Television for the Metropolitan Area Inc. to file suit against NTA
for non-compliance of the contract. No
date was set for another closing.
ETMA issued a statement reporting
that it had tendered checks totaling
$6.2 million to Henry C. Shays, counsel for NTA, at a meeting in an office
of the First National City Bank of
New York. Mr. Shays declined to accept the checks, ETMA said, because
he was "unable to deliver clear title to

000 also. CBS, which already had contributed $500,000, noted its donation
had
stipulationhad
that to"at match
least one"
othera network
this
amount. NBC later said it was prepared to contribute another $250,000
if the $500,000 figure is matched by
each of the two other networks, as originally projected.
It could not be learned if WNTA-TV
planned to remain on the air beyond
last Friday (Dec. 15). Officials earlier
had said the cut-off date would be Friday but following the collapse of the
sale, they declined to reveal future

The sales contract, it was learned late
in the week, contains a clause giving
plans. party 30 days to clear up any deeither
fault. This was taken to mean that the
transaction will be suspended in animation for that time while NTA tries to
theThough
station." ETMA and NTA officials
clear the obstacles to a clear title.
refused to give details of the reasons
Courts To Rescue ■ The latest diffifor the lack of a clear title, it was reculty in the sale of the ch. 13 outlet
ported that NTA had not been able to
to the educational group is only the
complete financial arrangements with
of a series that have plagued the
creditors of the station. Joseph S. Ise- latest
transaction.
man, counsel for ETMA, emphasized
The first few were due to New
that in the sales contract there are stipulations that the seller must produce
Jersey's Gov. Robert B. Meyner. Gov.
Meyner attacked the sale of the station
evidence that certain debts and obligations are met before the transfer is to the educators on the ground that
New Jersey was losing its only vhf tv
completed.
outlet. Technically WNTA-TV is asLawsuit Threat ■ Howard T. Sheperd,
signed to Newark, N. J. After the FCC
ETMA president, raised the possibility
denied his protests, the Governor carof a suit against NTA in a statement
ried the fight to the U. S. Appeals
issued after the meeting. He observed
Court
which at first granted him a
that ETMA had complied with its constay, but later reversed this decision.
tract obligations, and added:
"As NTA was unable to perform the Gov. Meyner then asked Chief Justice
contract in accordance with its terms,
Earl Warren to re-instate the stay.
ETMA officials have been instructed
At this point, the deadline date for
to take all possible legal steps to obtain
the contract arrived. NTA officially informed ETMA it was terminating the
the station now on a free-and-clear
basis.
sale, giving the educators the required
"The attorneys are now preparing a five days notice.
FCC Chairman Newton N. Minow,
lawsuit for that relief. We hope, howwho had been active behind the scenes
ever, that NTA can eliminate the need
for litigation by promptly placing itself in encouraging the sale — all with the
in a position to convey the station to approval of the majority of the commission— saw his dream of an educational vhf outlet in New York going up
ETMA officials said they were preETMA."pared to pay the $6.2 million, even
in litigational smoke. There seemed no
though on Tuesday (Dec. 12), two of chance to save the so-carefully wrought
arrangement.
the three major networks — ABC and
NBC — said they intended to make conThen, like a true tv cliff-hanger, the
tributions of $250,000 each to the kindly, old newspaper editor intervened
to save the situation. This time it was
ETMA project. Originally networks had
been expected to make payments of Norman Cousins, editor of the literary
$500,000 each, but on Tuesday, ABC
weekly, Saturday Review. Mr. Cousins
announced it would contribute $250,arranged a meeting between ETMA
officials and Gov. Meyner.
000, "as requested by ETMA." NBC,
which had planned to give $500,000,
At 9:30 p.m., on Friday, Dec. 1,
announced it would contribute $250,Tedson Meyers, administrative assistBROADCASTING, December 18, 1961

ant to the FCC chairman, was informed
of the next day's meeting and asked to
attend. After checking with Mr. Minow
— and determining that Gov. Meyner
would have no objection — Mr. Meyers
attended the all day Saturday meeting
at the Governor's mansion in Princeton, N. J., and spent the night there.
In the morning, Gov. Meyner conferred privately with two of the ETMA
principals: Howard C. Shepherd, president of ETMA, and Devereux C.
Josephs, vice president. The talks failed
and by Sunday afternoon the conference seemed doomed.
Mr. Meyers then entered into active
participation. He warned all present
that a compromise must be worked out
— that the educators must make provision for New Jersey programs, and that
Gov. Meyner must not insist on too
stringent provisions. He got both parties to let him try to draft an agreement.
In telephone consultation with a
group of FCC attorneys, called into
the office in Washington for this eventuality, Mr. Meyers wrote out the
agreement that became the basis for
the eventual compromise. He brought
it back to the FCC on Monday and had
it accepted as an amendment to the
pending application. On the same day,
Gov. Meyner withdrew his application
for a stay.
The FCC attitude toward Mr.
Meyers'
is based
the
fact that participation
the commission
at thaton time
was a party to the litigation. The compromise, in essence, was an attempt to
settle the controversy out of court, according to the commission's line of
thought. Thus, the FCC's presence during the negotiations between the parties
was necessary, the FCC reasoning goes.

WNTA-TV exec to apply
for uhf grant in N.J.
A proposal to establish a uhf television station in New Jersey was announced last week by Ed Cooperstein,
former producer-director at WNTA-TV
New York.
Mr. Cooperstein told a news conference in Trenton that the proposed uhf
station would "fill the vacuum left by
the loss of New Jersey's only tv station,
WNTA-TV" (see story, page 58).
Mr. Cooperstein reported that he
would file shortly for incorporation
papers and would make application in
January to the FCC. He noted there
are numerous uhf channels available in
New Jersey, and suggested the location
could be in a major city, such as Newark, Paterson or Elizabeth. He said
he has raised $25,000 of the $100,000
needed to pave the way for establishment of the station.
BROADCASTING, December 18, 1961

PRESIDENT,
BROADCASTERS
SWAP
IDEAS
NAB freedom of information unit lunches at White House
President John F. Kennedy and
broadcasters are acquiring a better understanding ofeach other's journalistic
problems.
A full discussion of broadcast journalism took place last week (Dec. 12)
with members of the NAB Freedom
of Information Committee, who were
Presidential luncheon guests at the
White House.
The 90-minute discussion left committee members convinced Mr. Kenaware ofaffairs
broadcasting's
influencenedyinisnational
and anxious
to
improve the flow of government information.
After the luncheon Frank P. Fogarty, Meredith Broadcasting Co. and
chairman of the committee, said the
group
"the broad
access discussed
to information
at allproblem
levels of
of
government." He pointed out that while
all levels of government are not the
President's personal problem, "his influence is very pervasive."
The Presidential
luncheon was the
second held late this year with broadcasting spokesmen. Last Oct. 5 the three
top officials of the tv networks were
White House guests. At that time they
discussed cooperation with the U. S.
Information Agency headed by Edward
R. Murrow. The President has invited
publishers to White House luncheons,
mostly by geographical groups.
Last week's NAB luncheon invitation
was received after NAB President LeRoy Collins had asked President Kennedy for a conference with committee
members. The request was made in
a Nov. 29 letter. Pierre Salinger, news
secretary to the President, replied Dec.
1 with the luncheon invitation.
Live Conferences ■ Committee members suggested to the President that
more frequent live news conferences be
made available to radio and tv. The
President brought up the danger of overexposure; broadcasters said they too
are concerned over the problem.
Much of the luncheon talk dealt
with Sec. 315 of the Communications
Act, which requires equal time opportunity for all candidates. This naturally
led to a colloquy on the Great Debates
of the 1960 campaign, broadcasters observing the debates could not have been
held had not Sec. 315 been suspended
by Congress.
It was noted that the losing candidate in the recent New Jersey gubernatorial race, former Secretary of Labor
James P. Mitchell, reportedly had refused to take part in air debates with
his opponent.
President Kennedy has frequently
given the campaign debates with Rich-

ard M. Nixon a substantial share of
the credit for his election. He has indicated he is favorably inclined toward
debates in the 1964 campaign.
Gov. Collins opened the White House
luncheon discussion by reviewing the
work of the Freedom of Information
Committee earlier in the day. Mr.
Fogarty discussed problems centering
around broadcast coverage of official
proceedings, especially legislative hearings and the courts.
AH or Part ■ Broadcasters told the
President about the problems they face
in determining if an entire presidential
speech or event should be covered.
They asked staff aid in deciding if a
speech, for example, might be of purely local interest. They made clear, however, that the decision to cover or not
must remain with the broadcaster.
Mr. Fogarty said the President was
urged to approve the "open records
law" if it passed by Congress. The
value of news conferences in keeping
the nation informed was stressed, he
said, adding that the luncheon proved
valuable as a means of exchanging information and views on many topics.
Ways to improve the handling of
speeches and news conferences were
discussed.
James C. Hagerty, ABC News vice
president and member of the NAB
committee, was in familiar territory,
having served as news secretary to
President Eisenhower.
Attending the luncheon besides
Chairman Fogarty, President Collins,
Mr. Salinger and Mr. Hagerty were
Grover C. Cobb, KVGB Great Bend,
Kan.; Ann M. Corrick, Westinghouse
Broadcasting Co., for Radio-Television
Correspondents Assn.; Robert H. Fleming, ABC, for Radio-Television News
Directors Assn.; John W. Guider,
WMTV-TV Poland Spring, Me.; Daniel W. Kops, WAVZ New Haven,
Conn.; William R. McAndrew, NBC;
Stephen J. McCormick, MBS; Weston
C. Pullen Jr., Time Inc.; Richard S.
Salant, CBS; James W. Woodruff Jr.,
WRBL Columbus, Ga. Howard H.
Bell, NAB industry affairs vice president, took part in committee discussions and attended the luncheon.

Rep appointments...
■ WIBR Baton Rouge, La.: EverettMcKinney, effective Jan. 1.
■ WPTF Raleigh, N. C: Henry I.
Christal Co.
■ WJAR Providence, R. L: Robert E.
Eastman & Co., New York, as national
representative.
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Chairman Newton N. Minow's position
on programming.
The editorial was entitled Mr. Minow
is Right, and defended the FCC chairman as being a target for both Dr.
Stanton and NBC Board Chairman
Robert W. Sarnoff, who spoke out on
government
control in speeches made
11).
a week before (Broadcasting, Dec.

as to the veracity of the networks' belief that government concern over programming "amounts to improper conIn a letter to the Times on Dec. 14,
Dr. Stanton specifically directed his fire
to that paper's reasoning that not only
regulation
on but
a station's
was
necessary
also an entry
attemptinto
musttv
be trol."
made to "try to insure the best diverse broadcasting." The newspaper
based its position on the limitation of
frequencies,
notingregular
that "no
city has
more
than seven
tv channels,
and most areas can see only one or two
Competition ■ In his letter, Dr. Stanton wrote that although it is true that
three."
or
the number of vhf channels in a given
area is limited technically, there are
now 124 cities in the U.S. with two
or more tv stations competitively owned
"as opposed to only 58 cities that have
two or more daily newspapers competitively owned." Dr. Stanton continued,
"economic realities have proved a far
more rigid restraint in newspaper publishing than technical realities have
tion to a portion of the newspaper's
editorial that commented on the FCC's
increased emphasis on broadcasters'
programming performance in this way:
"This doctrine was not invented by
Karl Marx but by Herbert Hoover
(secretary of commerce before he was
elected
president)."
Dr. Stanton
said he thought any relationship of the government to "educational, cultural, informational or entertainment institutions" is an appropriate subject for discussion but that
"such discussion is not advanced by
intimations that those who bring the
matter up are charging someone else

name
street & number
city

Editorial in Times' draws
reply from president of CBS
Dr. Frank Stanton, CBS president,
last week took issue with The New
York Times for an editorial stand taken
on Dec. 12 that in effect endorsed FCC

proved
in tv broadcasting."
Dr. Stanton
also took strong excep-

street & number
[.00 city

|~| I enclose $

BACK

The Times appeared to express doubt

street & number
city
Sign gift card.
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STRIKES

with a Communist plot."
Said Dr. Stanton: it's more necessary
to watch in a free society for precedents— though for "wholly plausible
motives" — that may be extended and
thus "come back to haunt us."
BROADCASTING, December 18, 1961
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WHEC-TV

k fl/
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TIME
FULL
In Rochester, N. Y.

It is with a feeling of great pride, together
with a complete awareness of tremendous
responsibility, that Station WHEC-TV
has taken over full-time control of
CHANNEL
10, Basic CBS in Rochester,
N. Y., after an extremely pleasant sharetime association with Station WVET-TV.
We

at CHANNEL

10 (WHEC-TV)

pledge to our ever-broadening audiences
and our ever-growing group of sponsors
that we will continue with renewed effort
to maintain our present top position in the
broad Rochester area that we serve.

TATTTTJIAi
FULL
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rilTT

CHANNEL

KATZ,

0'
ab1o0v2e
overage
terrain

the
extra

and
377'
new
maximum
power
transmitter

WOC-TV
Channel 6 ^
D. D. Palmer, President
Raymond E. Guth, General Manager
Pax Shaffer, Sales Manager
Exclusive National Representatives
Peters, Griffin, Woodward, Inc.
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ZIV

JOIN

TO

FILL

PRIME

TIME

Trailblazer' plan to help tv stations, syndication
dled from 27 in 1958 to seven this
An "experiment" to encourage the
development of an alternate source of season.
More Shows? ■ M. J. (Bud) Rifkin,
prime-time television programs, other
than those offered by the networks, was
Ziv-UA executive vice president in
announced last Wednesday (Dec. 13)
charge of sales, said Ziv-UA's particiby The Katz Agency Inc., station reppation in the plan represents "an effort
resentation firm, and Ziv-United Artists,
to keep tv syndication from drying up."
He indicated Trailblazer may encourage
program syndicator.
Under the "Trailblazer '62" plan, the production of one or two shows
which would not otherwise get off the
Katz-represented stations will purchase
two first-run half-hour programs for planning boards. If out of a group of
the 1962-63 season. Stations partici- seven shows, he explained, Ziv has
definite plans to produce three but the
pating in the arrangement will guaranTrailblazer
selection committee is intertee the scheduling of at least one proested in a fourth as one of its selections,
gram in prime time. Katz will then
the syndication firm probably will prooffer this program for sale to a national
duce the four.
or regional sponsor. The other proMr. Rifkin emphasized that the program, which need not be scheduled in
grams offered for the plan would not
prime time by the individual stations,
will be offered as an announcement
be
"network
rejects." He said Ziv-UA
carrier.
develops programs for either syndication or network showing and does not
Eugene Katz, president of the rep mix the
two.
firm, said Trailblazer represents an efThe Katz and Ziv-UA experiment is
fort by the 40 Katz-represented stations
for a year, and has a renewal option
to obtain "quality programs" through to
renew for one or more years.
the group's purchasing power. He
The Katz firm under the plan will
stressed that though a price advantage
may result, this is not the primary goal. receive only "customary commissions
Ziv-UA will tell the Katz firm plans on the sale of time." Mr. Katz said.
for programs it is considering for production for 1962. From these plans,
Katz will select the two programs it NAB plans conference
wants for Trailblazer. Katz stations
on station editorials
then will have first refusal rights — that
A national NAB conference on rais, a choice of accepting or rejecting
the offered programs. Trailblazer pro- dio-tv editorializing is being projected
grams rejected by Katz stations can be for March 1-2 in Washington. Preoffered to other stations in the same
liminary plans for the workshop session
market.
were approved Dec. 12 by the NAB
Program Selection ■ A four-man re- Editorializing Committee headed by
Daniel W. Kops, WAVZ New Haven,
view committee will select the programs
to be offered. Committee members are Conn.
The conference would be designed
Merl L. Galusha, operations manager,
WRGB (TV) Schenectady; Robert Olson, to give practical aid to broadcasters not
program manager, WTVT (TV) Tampa,
now editorializing, direct their attention to successful efforts by stations
Fla.; Jack Tipton, station manager,
KLZ-TV Denver, and Ollie Blackwell,
taking positions on local problems and
director of audience development at provide background information from
Katz.
government leaders on broad national
Katz stations were informed of the
topics.
The committee voted to revise and
plan late last week. Mr. Katz described
reaction from those consulted earlier as expand the NAB editorializing handbook, adding a section laying down
"No acceptances, no turn downs, and
ethical
principles for broadcast editormany enthusiastic cheers."
ials dealing with political candidates
Mr. Katz thinks "there is a possibility and issues.
FCC Chairman Newton N.
of less network programming in prime
Minow
met
informally with the comtime" next season. He said this possimittee at a luncheon session.
bility exists even if the FCC fails to
reduce or eliminate network option
Also attending were these committee members: Frank J. Abbott Jr.,
time.
The Trailblazer plan, he said, should WWGP Sanford, N.C.; John F. Dille
be welcomed by national advertisers as Jr., WTRC-WSJV-TV Elkhart, Ind.;
a unique guarantee of prime time Eugene B. Dodson, WTVT (TV) Tamscheduling in a large group of major
pa, Fla.; Simon Goldman, WJTN
markets. The plan also is seen as an Jamestown, N.Y.; Frederick S. Houeffort to sustain the number of first-run wink, WMAL-AM-TV Washington; Lee
syndicated tv shows, which has dwin- Ruwitch, WTVJ (TV) Miami, Fla.
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Frosti

e,

With barbed wire walls and 50-megaton bombs in
every headline and newscast, WWDC Radio devoted
its full week of editorials recently to a simple human
problem. We know of no more meaningful Christmas
message, particularly this Christmas. The editorial:
"Possibly several dozen cats get lost every day in Washington.
Some of them probably are never missed. But that's not the
case with Frostie. Because his loss means so much to two
people, WWDC thinks the story worth telling.
"Frostie has no pedigree. He's just a white cat with two
black spots the size of a dime between his ears. He's about
7 months old and has blue eyes. Until last month he lived
happily with his master and mistress in the 3900 block of
Lantern Drive. He thrived on a diet of ground steak, fish,
eggs and cod liver oil. When his owners went off to work,
Frostie amused himself around the house— sometimes inside,
sometimes outside. But one evening, when his folks came
home, Frostie was gone.
"They've advertised for him in the papers. They've printed up
1200 circulars and distributed them door to door in the area.
BROADCASTING, December 18, 1961

anyone?
Weekends and evenings they go out searching for him in the
car. They question trash collectors, deliverymen, postmen.
"It seems very likely that Frostie has found a new home. But
his loss is still keenly felt on Lantern Drive. There's a reward
for his return. No questions will be asked. How about it?
Anybody seen Frostie? If so, call WWDC."
Somebody did call, with word that they had heard
the editorial and had found Frostie three weeks previously. He was returned the same evening. At least
two people and one cat in this wild world were happy.

WWDC
RADIO

WASHINGTON,

D.C.

. . . the station that keeps people in mind
Represented nationally by John Blair & Co.
Member of the Blair Group Plan

WBBM
takes 30, but there's plenty for all
NEW ORGANIZATION HANDS OUT 85 AWARDS IN CHICAGO
The newly-founded American College of Radio Arts, Crafts & Sciences
held its first annual banquet in Chicago Tuesday and smothered a dozen local radio stations with 85 awards and
citations. The honors went to personalities as well as to stations.
Two — WBBM and WGN — collectively won 55 of the 85 mentions. Five
other awards went to advertisers and
agencies.
College officials the next morning admitted privately that although the affair
was a big success (520 station, agency
and advertiser guests attended), the
number of awards obviously must be
cut down in the future. Of the total
125 nominations for awards submitted
this year (each accompanied by a $10
filing fee) only 35 did not win mentions in some category or another.
ACRACS has been granted space for
a national headquarters by the Conrad
Hilton Hotel, which also will give space
to a national "radio hall of fame" the
college plans to establish next year.
Last week's awards constituted a "salute to Chicago
and will hall
not be
considered
for radio"
the national
of
fame, according to the ACRACS president, Donald N. Mann, manager of
special projects for WBBM Chicago.
Mr. Mann's ACRACS associates give
him most of the credit for forming the
organization and the hall of fame. Both
are to be national in scope. The college
also seeks to create "suitable awards,
grants-in-aid, scholarships, fellowships
and to encourage institutions of higher
learning to create departments in radio
education."
Lots of Help ■ Mr. Mann said over
90 people from stations, agencies and
advertisers helped in judging this year's
Fellows scholarships
Two Harold E. Fellows Scholarships of $1,100 each will be
awarded for the 1962-63 school
term by Assn. for Professional
Broadcasting Education. APBE
administers the scholarships,
which were established by NAB
as a memorial to its late president,
who died in March 1960.
Eligible for scholarships are
the children of employes of radio
and tv stations and networks that
are members of NAB. They may
be used for courses of study in
radio and tv at any of the 60
colleges and universities belonging to APBE, which will specify
rules for the scholarship competition.
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local awards, arranging for the dinner
and assisting in the entertainment. A
half-hour of the program was carried
live by WBBM, WCFL, WGN, WIND,
and WLS.
WBBM placed first with 30 of the
85 station mentions. WGN received
25 citations.
Ward L. Quaal, executive vice president and general manager of WGN
Inc., was named "radio man of the
year." A special award was presented to
Ralph L. Atlass, vice president of Westinghouse Broadcasting Corp. and
WIND, for his long career of leadership and service to radio. Zenith Radio Corp. and its WEFM (FM) there
were honored for multiplex and stereo
broadcasting contributions.
The "yellow pages" radio commercial was adjudged the best transcribed
spot. Earle Ludgin Co. is the agency.
Honorable mentions went to National
Tea Co., Colorado Corn Fed Beef and
Lillienfeld & Co. The best local live
commercial award went to Bowman
Dairy Co. J. Walter Thompson Co. and
WBBM shared in this honor. Honorable mention went to United Airlines
and N. W. Ayer & Son.
Of the remaining 30 awards WLS
received eight, WCFL seven, WIND
five, WMAQ three and WEBH (FM)
two. One each went to WGES, WEFM
(FM), WFMT (FM), WXFM (FM)
and WOPA (Oak Park).
Color

breakthrough

seen by NBC for '61
"We expect 1961 to be color's biggest year," John K. West, NBC vice
president in charge of west coast activities, said last Tuesday (Dec. 12).
"For the first time there is real excitement among color set dealers," he
reported. This year's sales are now expected to hit the 150,000 mark, 50%
better than 1960, provided dealers have
sets on hand to satisfy customer demand. The RCA wholesaler in Los
Angeles has only one color set in stock,
Mr. West noted, with a pricetag of
$1,500, and Christmas still two weeks
off.
Tracing the history of color broadcasting since 1954, NBC's first year of
colorcasting, with 68 hours and six advertisers, Mr. West recounted that "last
year there were 1,034 hours of color on
NBC and 110 different sponsors. . . .
This year there will be more than 1,600
hours of color," with a proportional rise
in the number of sponsors.
New records will also be set this
year for the number of homes reached
with color programming, the number

of summertime color hours, the amount
of daytime color programming (triple
that of two years ago), and the amount
of
programming (up 71%
overnighttime
1960).
More programs of every kind, news
and sports events as well as dramatic
and variety shows, are being broadcast
in color, and the days of block color
broadcasting are becoming more frequent, Mr. West observed. He added
that with 367 tv stations (more than %
of the total) equipped to broadcast network color and 104 also able to originate their own color programs, color
is no longer limited to a few stations.
Along with network programming,
Mr. West credited color's recent rise to
technical developments that have made
color sets easy to tune and control, with
good picture quality and dependable
performance.
New low light level camera tubes
and faster color films have made color
programming cheaper and better, he
said. And now that 10 other set makers
have joined RCA in producing color
receivers, he concluded, "1961 will
probably be remembered as the year of
the color breakthrough."
Mr. West's review of color history
was presented at a meeting of the Los
Angeles chapter of the National Academy of Television Arts & Sciences held
in NBC's Color City. Donn Tatum,
vice president in charge of television
sales for Walt Disney Productions, introduced film clips of color discussions
by Walt Disney and Prof. Ludwig von
Drake.
Richard C. Welsch, director of production and business affairs, NBC,
west coast, demonstrated Chroma-key
and other special effects utilized by
NBC in live color programming as well
as color on film and tape. He also
showed an experimental approach to
animation on tape, similar to that of
Ampex (Broadcasting, Nov. 6), foreshadowing anew field of endeavor for
video tape programming.
NBC

move

to Burbank

to be complete by 1963
In the spring of 1963, NBC will
finally and fully vacate Hollywood's
Radio City at Sunset & Vine and move
all of its operations to Color City in
Burbank, Calif., where most of the network's west coast activities are already
centered.
The land on which NBC established
its Hollywood headquarters in 1938
will be the site of an office-buildinghotel complex to be erected by Uhlco
Properties of Los Angeles, which has
purchased the property for $3.5 million.
The option, secured by Uhlco early this
year (Broadcasting, March 13), was
exercised Dec. 14.
The NBC lease on the property runs
BROADCASTING, December 18, 1961

through December 1963 but John West,
vice president in charge of west coast
operations, said that the move to Burbank would be completed by spring of
that year. NBC's Los Angeles tv station, KRCA (TV), NBC Spot Sales,
part of the network's Los Angeles news
operation and RCA Recording now occupy the premises at Sunset & Vine
along with some outside tenants.
WKY

HELPS

EYE

BANK

Tv station, Lions campaign
to provide sight for blind
The ability of WKY-TV Oklahoma
City to put across a message effectively
has enabled some 346 Oklahomans to
see again.
The project began Dec. 2, 1957 when
WKY-TV, working with the Lions
Clubs of Oklahoma, produced a halfhour program, "Gift of God," dealing
with the medical and legal aspects of
restoration of sight through corneal
transplants.
To set up a state-wide eye bank, the
Lions Clubs asked the station to assist
them in getting Oklahomans to sign
donor cards willing their eyes to the
bank at the time of their deaths.
During the four-year period more
than 16,400 donor cards were sent in
to the Lions Sight Conservation Foundation. And the sight of 346 persons
has been restored through the transplant of corneas, an average of one
every four days.
Looking back on the four year plan,
WKY-TV reported that 700 donor
cards were received within 1 Vi hours
after the first telecast; the first donation
took place 24 hours later and the first
transplant 36 hours later. The first
donor card signed was by Raymond
Gary, then governor of Oklahoma.

Storer's

$10.95

million

WMGM

buy

okayed

FCC ALSO APPROVES SALES OF WPTV, WWVA, KCSJ-AM-TV
Storer Broadcasting Co. finally got the New York outlet: WJBK-AM-FMinto New York last week when the TV Detroit, WJW-AM-FM-TV Cleveland, WSPD-AM-FM-TV Toledo,
FCC approved its record $10.95 million purchase of WMGM in that city. WAGA-TV Atlanta, WITI-TV Milwaukee, WGBS-AM-FM Miami, WIBGThe approval, by a 6-0 vote, came
almost two months from the day Storer AM-FM Philadelphia and KGBS Los
dropped its agreement to buy WINS
Angeles.
Other Approvals ■ In other station
New York and shifted its sights to
WMGM (Broadcasting, Oct. 16).
sale grants last week, the FCC approved the $2 million purchase of
Storer picked up the WMGM outlet
WPTV (TV) West Palm Beach, Fla., by
after the Inc.
proposed
of the Loew's
Scripps-Howard Radio Inc. The ch. 5
Theatres
station sale
to Crowell-Collier
station was bought from John H.
Publishing Co. was cancelled by mutual
Phipps. It is affiliated with NBC.
consent. Crowell-Collier was to pay
about the same amount for WMGM.
Scripps-Howard Radio owns WEWS
Storer in August 1960 agreed to buy
(TV) Cleveland, WCPO-AM-FM-TV
Cincinnati and WNOX Knoxville and,
the 50 kw WINS in New York for $10
million, but allowed the contract to through an associated company, WMCAM-FM and WMCT (TV) Memphis.
terminate
after thewhile
FCC held
up WINS'
Scripps-Howard publishes newspapers
license renewal
it investigated
in these cities and in others.
allegations of payola at that station.
The FCC also okayed the sale of
Both WMGM and WINS are 50 kw
KCSJ-AM-TV
Pueblo, Colo., to Metindependents; the former on 1050 kc
ropolitan Television Co. for $1,250,000.
and the latter on 1010 kc.
Metropolitan is the licensee of KOAThe Crowell-Collier-WMGM sale AM-FM-TV
Denver and is owned by
was dropped when Crowell-Collier got Bob Hope, William Grant, James L.
into difficulty with the FCC over techSaphier, Quigg Newton and others.
nical violations and program and pro- The Metropolitan owners are selling
motion activities.
KCSJ radio to W. M. White Jr. and
Because Storer already owns its others for $210,200; this action also
maximum quota of seven radio stations,
was approved by the FCC. KCSJ-TV
the Miami-based group owner sold its is on ch. 5 and is independent. The
WWVA-AM-FM Wheeling, W. Va., to Pueblo stations are now licensed to
a group headed by Ira Herbert, former
Bankers Life & Casualty Co.
New York broadcaster, and his associHighest Price ■ The $10.95 million
ates for $1.3 million. This transaction
Storer paid for WMGM constitutes a
also was approved by the FCC last record price for a single radio station.
week. The Herbert group already owns
The WMGM price topped the $7.5
WAKE Atlanta and WYDE Birmingmillion paid in 1957 by Metropolitan
ham.
Broadcasting Corp. for WNEW New
When Storer closes the WMGM
York. This price, however, included
transaction, it will have in addition to $1.5 million in net quick assets acquired
by the buyer, bringing the net price
to $6 million.
AFTRA
in new

seeks mediation
feud with KFWB

A disagreement between the American Federation of Television & Radio
Artists and KFWB Los Angeles, which
has continued to hamper good stationunion relations since the end of
AFTRA's 122-day strike against KFWB
on
tion.Nov. 1 1 , seems headed for arbitra-

Joe Jerkins (r), WKY-TV program director, and Tom Paxton, member of
-the station's staff, flank George
Mathey, whose sight was restored
BROADCASTING, December 18, 1961

after 35 years of blindness, on "Eye
Witness," fourth anniversary program
of the eye bank project. The project
still is going strong, WKY-TV says.

Ziskind,
counsel
for AFTRA's
LosDavid
Angeles
local,
on Monday
(Dec.
11) wrote Crowell-Collier Broadcasting
Corp., licensee of KFWB, a letter listing 14 points which the union demands
be submitted to arbitration as provided
for in the contract signed by AFTRA
and KFWB on Nov. 13.
Mr. Ziskind writes that AFTRA has
named Frank Nelson, tv actor, as its
member of an arbitration panel and
65

ABC-TV quells new rumor
Speculation that ABC-TV might
be on the verge of a decision to
place color tv programs on the air
next fall was doused with cold water
last week.
A network spokesman repeated
the oft-stated response to color-tv
inquiries: when the public by its
purchase of sets chooses to watch
programs in color, ABC-TV will be
ready to jump into color. "We'll take
our cue from the public," he said.
The revived talk of ABC-TV color plans was traced to an announcement in Hollywood that Warner
Bros, would produce in technicolor

BAROMETER
GOING

The

UP!

BAROMETER

of

HOMES REACHED goes
to a new high in Central
Penna.
WTPA — ONE MILLION
WATTS OF POWER—
reaches virtually 3 TIMES
AS MANY HOMES AS
ITS NEAREST COMPETI-

concludes: "Unless we receive your
designation of an arbitrator within three
days we shall apply forthwith to the
arbitration committee of the American
Arbitration Assn. for the selection of
the second arbitrator, and, if necessary,
for the third arbitrator as provided for
in On
our Thursday,
agreement."the third day after the
date of Mr. Ziskind's letter, James
Simons, general manager of KFWB,
replied that: "KFWB does not admit
the existence or arbitrability of any of
the alleged controversies or disputes set
forth in your letter. However, as called
for by said agreement, KFWB designates Henry W. Becker (management
consultant who represented KFWB in
negotiations with AFTRA aimed at settling the strike) ... as one of the ar-

TOR.*

The first of the 14 points raised by
bitrators."
the union asks whether the KFWB

If you'd like to make
your clients dollars hit a

agreement with AFTRA was "obtained
by fraud on the part of Crowell-Collier
Broadcasting Corp." Since KFWB
promised that it would "re-employ striking employes no later than one week
from the date of that agreement, when
in fact Crowell-Collier knew at the time
of the execution of the agreement that
it did not intend to comply with said

new high — at the lowest
cost — call the best
"Reps" in the business . . .
HARRINGTON,
RIGHTER & PARSONS
*ARB March 1961
AND

STILL RISING!!!
HARRISBURG
YORK
LEBANON
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undertaking."
Other points in the AFTRA list are
posed in the same "have you stopped
A fan letter from

on color tv
the pilot of Lone Sierra, a series being prepared for next season on the
network. No decision has been made
whether or not other episodes in the
series will be filmed in color.
As explained last week, ABC-TV
and Warner Bros, felt the series format particularly lent itself to color
and should the network "elect to
convert" to color after the start of
the 1962-63 season, the programs
could be shown in color. Another
favoring factor is the location where
the series is being filmed. ABC-TV
sharestion costs.
with Warner Bros, in produc-

beating your wife?" form of questions.
They deal for the most part with individuals whom KFWB has allegedly
failed to re-employ or to whom it has
given "discriminatory assignment of
James
Simons, KFWB station manwork
shift."
ager, issued the following statement
when questioned about the AFTRA letter: "KFWB, when called, said: obviously these statements by AFTRA
must be the result of an assumption on
their part of management prerogatives.
Any action with regard to any employe,
whether AFTRA or not, will be administered with fair regard to both
company and employe, as always. Such
isolated instances as those stated by
AFTRA out of context cannot be considered relative to any labor contract
but must, because they are individual,
be decided on the merits of the individual factors."
For CBS News specials
The creation of a special program
unit of CBS News was announced last
week by Blair Clark, general manager
and vice president of the division. The
new unit will produce Robert Trout
With the Saturday News, as well as fastbreaking special news programs on
CBS-TV. William B. Crawford will be
producer of the unit, Bob Quinn director, and Richard Richter writer.

the chairman

Among the fan mail received recently by WSB Atlanta was something that might be called a collector's item — a letter of commendation from FCC Chairman Newton
N. Minow.
The letter from Mr. Minow was
in response to a speech by Elmo
Ellis, WSB's program manager, outlining "ten commandments for
broadcasting," delivered to the Ala-

bamacasting,
Broadcasters
Nov. 6). Assn. (Broadpraising
the speech
"decalogue,"
Mr.In Ellis
in his
offeredwhich
as a
success formula for broadcasters,
Mr. Minow wrote: "It is a most outstanding document . . . not only enlightening but inspiring. It indicates
. . . public service and public interest broadcasting which more people
should be talking about and doing."
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INFORMAL VOTE BACKS KWRB-TV OPPOSITION TO MICROWAVE
GRANT
A majority of the FCC tentatively de- and that this is of proper concern to of the tv station. Under the examiner's
cided last week that the commission can the commission. The agency must con- ruling, even if it could be shown that
a microwave grant would destroy all tv
sider the ultimate result of the proposed
and must consider the impact a microstations west of the Mississippi, the
wave grant to service community antengrant, he said.
na tv systems will have on an existing
Carter is seeking the microwave per- FCC would be powerless to do anylocal tv station.
thing about it, Mr. Wilkinson said.
mit for off-the-air pickup of the signals
In so doing, the FCC instructed its of KOOK-TV and KGHL-TV, both
He pointed out that KWRB-TV is the
Opinions & Review staff to prepare a Billings, Mont.; KTWO-TV Casper- only local tv station serving the area,
with 45,000 people in its coverage area.
decision which would deny the applica- Cheyenne, Wyo.; and KID-TV Idaho
If the station is forced off the air, it
tion of Carter Mountain Transmission
Falls, Idaho, to deliver to catv systems
would leave 25,000 persons without any
Corp. for microwave facilities to de- in the Wyoming cities.
The commission originally granted tv service, including catv, he said. The
liver signals to catv systems in Riverton,
KWRB-TV counsel cited figures to show
the application in April 1959 without
Lander and Thermopolis, all Wyoming.
The application had been protested by a hearing. After a KWRB-TV pro- how the station's revenues had decreased
test, the commission stayed the grant in four cities as catv subscribers inKWRB-TV Riverton and, after an increased inthe same areas.
itial decision favorable to Carter, the and ordered a hearing. Last May, HearNAB entered the case on the side of
Mr. Anello said that the public intering Examiner Walter Guenther recomest criteria thrust upon the FCC means
KWRB-TV.
mended a grant to Carter Mountain
The staff instructions were issued Transmission in an initial decision. He all uses of all classes of radio transmissions. He pointed out that there is a
Thursday (Dec. 14) after an oral argu- ruled that the impact upon KWRB-TV
ment earlier the same day. If the in- is of no legal significance in the deter- close economic control of common carriers, with no competition, and that they
structions are affirmed in a final decimination as to whether such a grant
sion, itwill constitute the first time the would be in the public interest.
operate under a different set of rules
Catv systems currently are operating than does broadcasting. The examiner
FCC has denied a grant — albeit a comfailed to recognize the difference in the
in Riverton, Lander and Thermopolis
mon carrier application — on grounds
an existing broadcast station will be and have been for several years. rules which is of extreme importance
harmed. Although no formal vote was
KWRB-TV formerly was on the cable in a disposition of the case, he said.
announced, it is understood that the system but is not at present.
AT&T low etv rates
Carter argued that the initial decision,
informal lineup was 5-1. Commissioner
John S. Cross was in the minority and which was reversed by the FCC, is
open to all, says FCC
Commissioner Robert T. Bartley was
sound legally and contains a documentout of town.
ed discussion of the basic legal quesSeveral etv stations are showing intions involved. The applicant said that
According to a spokesman, the comterest in lower interconnection rates
mission accepted the arguments of the there is no reliable method of accurateset by AT&T for service which is
NAB, KWRB-TV and the FCC Broadly estimating the competitive impact on particularly valuable for etv but less
KWRB-TV and that, in any event,
cast Bureau that the agency must conapplicable for commercial broadcasters
such impact would have no bearing.
sider the end result of the proposed
(Broadcasting, Nov. 13).
microwave grant. Such a result might
The Winning Side ■ Vernon WilkinThe special rates went into effect
well be the demise of the only local
son, KWRB-TV counsel, and Douglas
Dec. 7. The FCC approved the AT&T
tv station to the detriment of the public Anello, NAB general counsel, successtariff but notified the company it would
fully maintained that the public interest
interest, it was stated. The spokesman
have to make this service and rates
pointed out that the FCC decision had requires the FCC to consider the plight
available to all who wish to use it,
nothing to do with the content of the
not limit it to educators. This was the
programming to be repeated by the proresult of staff study on the question
posed microwave system; that this was
Washington relic
raised when AT&T made its proposal
not a consideration.
— common carriers must offer a type
B. Altman & Co., a New York
Opposite Viewpoints ■ The commisof service which is theoretically availdepartment store, on Dec. 10 adsion's Broadcast Bureau and its Comable to all who wish it.
vertised the availability of origimon Carrier Division took diametrically
The
special service includes no
nal
autographs.
At
$65
it
offered
opposite positions in the case. Arguing
monitoring, no switching, no special
for common carrier, Arthur Gladstone
a Franklin D. Roosevelt signature on an FCC appointment
said that Carter is a bona fide common
supervision and no standby circuits —
all vital in commercial interconneccarrier and, that being so, the FCC has
signed Feb. 12, 1935, countertions. Although most broadcasters
signed by Cordell Hull, secretary
no authority to look at the final product
would not dare accept this service for
of the proposed microwave. He said
of state, with official seal and decorative frame. The commission
that the use to be made of the broadlong-haul commercial networks, some
cast signals is of no concern of the
feet it is good enough for short-haul
was that of Anning S. Prall apcommission. Mr. Gladstone and Thominterconnections and the rates are appointing him a member and chairpreciably lower than normal tariffs tend
as Shack, arguing for the applicant, said
man of the FCC. Mr. Prall, forto be.
mer Democratic congressman
that the impact upon KWRB-TV is of
AT&T had previously expressed
from Staten Island, N. Y., served
no legal concern to the commission.
on the FCC from Jan. 17, 1935,
Robert Rawson, chief of the Broadwillingness to make the service availuntil his death on July 23, 1937.
cast Bureau, said the grant would have
able to any requesting it and now will
have
to do it.
an adverse affect on the Riverton station
68
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... in the country in homes
delivered, through the week,
around the clock. And in both
Nielsen and ARB ratings,
WSAZ Television is Number
1 in the 72-county, 4-state
Charleston • Huntington market. This is the "American
Ruhr" region of the great Ohio
Valley, where over two million
|§ people in a half-million TV
■ homes spend $4 billion dollars
■ a year! And WSAZ - TELE\I VISION is the only TV station
i that covers these homes. See
I your Katz Agency man and
■ find out why this newest Good8 will Station definitely belongs
A on your must-buy list.
* ARB March, 1961, Survey
\ WSAZ
TELEVISION
CHANNEL 3 CHARLESTON-HUNTINGTON
I DIVISION: THE GOODWILL STATIONS, INC.
■Si
§§ Represented by The Katz Agency
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Three-city hearing
set in KWK
case
As matters now stand, KWK St.
Louis will present a cross-country defense in its fight against FCC efforts to
revoke the station's license. Hearing
Examiner Forest L. McClenning announced last week that hearings will be
held next Jan. 15 in Milwaukee, Jan.
16 in Chicago and Jan. 18 in St. Louis.
The tri-city hearing was ordered after
KWK counsel Robert Booth and Jack
Blume had sought commission sanction
for the taking of depositions in Chicago
and Milwaukee.
Two days
afterfiled
the examiner's
order,
however,
KWK
a petition asking
the commission to reconsider an earlier
FCC action reversing the examiner on
the site of the hearing. Mr. McClenning had ruled that the KWK defense
would be presented in Washington
hearings but the FCC ordered field
hearings (Broadcasting, Dec. 4). The
agency already has presented its case
against KWK in an attempt to prove
charges the licensee conducted fraudulent contests and misrepresented facts
to the commission (Broadcasting,
Sept. 18).
In its plea for reconsideration, KWK
maintained the FCC did not consider
Sec. 5 (a) of the Administrative Procedures Act which states that "due regard" shall be given to the convenience
of the parties involved in setting the
time and place of a hearing. The station said that it no longer plans to take
any depositions in St. Louis or call local
witnesses — a major consideration in the
FCC order for St. Louis hearings.
If the Milwaukee and Chicago sessions go as announced, KWK will call
approximately a dozen witnesses in each
city. Included are several broadcasters,
agency and station representative personnel and Milwaukee Mayor Henry
W. Maier.
Also still pending before the commission isa request by KWK that the hearing examiner be empowered to give a
directed verdict without the presentation of a rebuttal case. In a revocation
proceeding, the burden of proof is on
the FCC and KWK maintains that the
commission has not met that burden.
Justice seeks

block

of film labs merger
An antitrust suit to block the proposed merger of two major film processing companies has been filed by the
Justice Dept. in U. S. District Court
in Los Angeles.
The suit against American Corp. of
New York, owner of Pathe Labs, and
Republic Corp. of North Hollywood,
owner of Consolidated Film Industries,

states that the two companies process
40% of all professional motion picture
film with combined revenues of $35
million. It asks the court to order
American to get rid of its stock holdings in Republic and to forbid Republic
from proceeding with its plan to acquire ownership of American through
an exchange of stock. The management of both companies has approved
the merger and the stockholders are expected to approve it this month.
Alford

to resume

advertising

hearing

A hearing by a subcommittee of the
House Small Business Committee on the
television advertising opportunities
available to small advertisers will be
resumed
February. early next year, probably in
In disclosing the plans last week, a
subcommittee aide indicated that not
all those who might be invited — or subpoenaed— to appear would be "small
business,"
advertisers. in the strictest sense, or even
He said the names of Jeno F. Paulucci, president and board chairman of
Chun King Sales Inc., and Philip Liebmann, president of Liebmann Breweries
Inc. (Rheingold), had cropped up at
the subcommittee's hearing two weeks
ago (Broadcasting, Dec. 11).
Both were said to have complained
to the FCC about treatment at the
hands of the networks, and the subcommittee source said both may be asked
to tell their stories.
Another potential witness is Richard
Bailey, president of Sports Network.
He was also said to have written the
commission, opposing network option
time.
TOA Volunteers ■ In another development, the subcommittee received a
letter from the anti-pay-tv committee
of Theatre Owners of America, offering to testify. As of last week, however, it appeared the offer would be
declined.
Some of the subcommittee staff members expressed the view that the question of pay-tv does not appear to be
closely enough related to the question
of small businessmen's advertising opportunities on television to warrant attention at this time. They indicated it
might be looked into later, however.
Rep. Dale Alford (D-Ark.), subcommittee chairman, had originally
listed pay-tv as one of the items that
would be considered in the inquiry, but
subsequently abandoned the idea. In
questioning some witnesses at the hearing two weeks ago, he briefly raised the
pay-tv matter.
PhilipCommittee
F. Harling,Against
chairmanPayof Tv,
TOA'sin
Joint
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Talk about a stacked deck! This one's packed with aces— and they're
all being dealt to you. Sylvania offers a powerful "hand" of hardworking, high-efficiency Mercury-Vapor Rectifiers for your power
supply replacement needs.
You'll find these husky Rectifiers have the kind of stamina that means
longer working hours, reduced maintenance time. Your station management will value that Sylvania brand of quality because it offers
lower tube costs per hour of operation.
Deal yourself in! Phone your Sylvania Industrial Tube Distributor
for prompt delivery on Mercury-Vapor Rectifiers and all Sylvania
Tubes for AM, FM, VHF, and UHF. Ask for the descriptive "Sylvania
Industrial Tubes" booklet. Or, write Electronic Tubes Division,
Sylvania Electric Products Inc., Dept. 126, 1100 Main Street, Buffalo,
New York for your copy.

subsidiary of GENERAL
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TELEPHONE

POPULAR SYLVANIA
MERCURY-VAPOR RECTIFIERS
Sylvania Type
673
575-A
857-B
866-A
869-B
8008
872-A

Maximum Anode Ratings
Current (Adc)
Voltage (Vdc)
15,000
15,000
22,000
10,000

6.0
6.0
1.0
20.0

20,000
22,000
10,000

10.0
20.0
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5.0
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the letter he sent to Rep. Alford noted
this introduction of the pay-tv question
into the proceedings, and added, "We
would be more than willing to present
the people's side of the story."
Along with the letter, Mr. Harling
sent copies of the TOA briefs filed in
the U. S. Court of Appeals opposing
the FCC grant which authorized the
RKO-Phonevision pay-tv test in Hartford, Conn.
Right to agency review
debated at conference
Does an applicant have the right to a
full review by a federal administrative
agency of an initial decision, or is this
right a discretionary one? This was the
liveliest topic debated at the second full
meeting of the Administrative Conference of the U. S., in Washington.
The fracas originated when one of the
conference committees reported that it
is prepared to support S-1734, a bill introduced in the last Congress by Sen.
John A. Carroll (D-Colo.). One provision of the bill would give all administrative agencies the right to accept or
deny, without reasons, requests for review of a hearing examiner's initial decision. This discretion is already vested
in the FCC; it was incorporated in the
reorganization legislation passed by
Congress last summer.
The conference committee, headed by
David Ferber, assistant general counsel
of the Securities & Exchange Commission, was asked to give further considereration to the proposal after vigorous
opposition developed on the floor. The
objectors included Donald C. Beelar,
Washington communications lawyer,
and J. D. Bond, an Atomic Energy
Commission hearing examiner formerly with the FCC.
The conference heard Chief Justice
Earl Warren and Presidential Assistant
Myer (Mike) Feldman. It was first
established by President Eisenhower and
continued by President Kennedy to work
out methods to cut down delay and red
tape at federal agencies. District of
Columbia Circuit Judge E. Barrett
Prettyman is chairman of the conference; Max D. Paglin, FCC general
counsel, is vice chariman.
Court upholds FCC right
to return applications
The FCC has the right to return an
application when the facility which is
being sought is already occupied, the
U. S." Court of Appeals for the District
of Columbia unanimously agreed last
week.
The three-judge panel upheld the
FCC's 1960 action when it refused to
accept a contingent application for ch.
10 in Terre Haute, Ind., submitted by
72 (GOVERNMENT)

FCBA

to hear Taishoff

Sol Taishoff, editor and publisher of Broadcasting and Television magazines, will be the
luncheon speaker at the December meeting of the Federal Communications Bar Assn. The title
of Mr. Taishoff 's talk: "The Answer: A New Communications
Law." The meeting is tomorrow
(Dec. 19) at the Washington
Hotel, Washington, D. C.
Fort Harrison Telecasting Corp.
WTHI-TV Terre Haute occupied ch.
10, but had asked the FCC to permit
it to change to ch. 2. Fort Harrison
asked that its application be accepted,
pending the commission's approval of
this change. The FCC said it could not;
that when and if the channel switch
was made, Fort Harrison could reapply.
The court agreed that Fort Harrison
was not aggrieved or adversely affected.
The court comprised retired Supreme
Court Justice Stanley Forman Reed,
Circuit Judges Wilbur K. Miller and
David L. Bazelon.
Minnesota

Mining

indicted by U.S.
The Minnesota Mining & Manufacturing Co., owner of the Mutual Broadcasting System, has been indicted by a
federal grand jury on charges of price
fixing and monopoly in the field of
magnetic recording tapes, pressure sensitive cellophane tapes and lithographic
plates.The indictment was handed down
by a federal grand jury in Danville,
111., and charged criminal violations of
the Sherman Antitrust Act. The maximum fine under the nine -count indictment is $450,000. Nine other firms
were listed as co-conspirators but not
as defendants.
Officials of MM&M declined to comment on the indictment until they have
studied the full text.
Minnesota Mining bought MBS in
April 1960, paying over $1 million for
the
network.
company's
salesradio
reached
almostThe$550
million. 1960
The grand jury charged that MM&M
compelled or attempted to compel competitors to accept restricted patent licensing agreements. These, the grand
jury found, enabled Minnesota Mining
to determine minimum prices.
According to the indictment, MM&M
persuaded Armour Research Foundation, a non-profit corporation associated with the Illinois Institute of Technology, to eliminate existing rights of
others to operate under MM&M patents

on magnetic tape. The grand jury
found, also, that Minnesota Mining induced Armour to deny technical information and knowledge on magnetic
recording tapes to all but Minnesota
Mining. Out of $40 million total magnetic tape sales in 1960, the indictment
read, MM&M accounted for $25 million.
Two

hearing examiners

appointed by commission
Chester F. Naumowicz and Arthur
A. Gladstone, both veterans of the FCC
staff, have been appointed new hearing examiners, the commission announced last week. They will assume
their new posts Jan. 8 and March 1,
respectively,
the examiners
commission'sto
complement bringing
of hearing
17.
Mr. Naumowicz, 36, has been an
attorney in the Office of Opinions &
Reviews for the past five years. Prior
to that he practiced law in Silver
Spring, Md., and was associate general
counsel for the Washington Suburban
Sanitary Commission. He holds an
LL.B. degree from Maryland U.
Mr. Gladstone, 50, has been with
the commission since 1941 and has
worked in virtually all of its various
divisions,
the general
counsel's
office, andincluding
for many
years was
chief
of the Domestic Radio Facilities Div.
of the Common Carrier Bureau. He
left that post earlier this year to become legal assistant to Commissioner
Robert E. Lee. Mr. Gladstone received
an LL.B. from Columbia U. in 1934.
New

FCC

plan to give

patents more scrutiny
With a view to assuring that the
availability of broadcast equipment
meeting FCC performance standards
will not be prejudiced by unreasonable
royalty or licensing policies on the part
of patent holders, the commission last
week announced plans to revise its procedures concerning patents. The new
plan, the commission said, involves
mainly the enlargement of its patent
staff in order better to keep abreast of
current developments.
In addition to its present practice of
obtaining specific patent information
relevant to a particular proceeding, the
FCC says its augmented staff will continuingly study new technical developments, compiling information of interest for commission files. In this manner, the commission said, it hopes to
be able to give early consideration and
take "appropriate action" when it appears that a patent structure may obstruct service to be provided under FCC
technical standards.
BROADCASTING, December 18, 1961
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An FCC hearing examiner last week
tossed into the lap of the commission
the problem of how to deal with a
broadcaster whose misdeeds do not
seem to warrant the death penalty of
license revocation but are too glaring
for him to escape with a slap on the
wrist.
In a painstaking and philosophic
initial decision, Hearing Examiner
Thomas H. Donahue rather reluctantly
recommended that the FCC not renew
the license of WDKD Kingstree, S. C.
A hearing was held last spring to determine whether WDKD's owner, E. G.
Robinson Jr., was derelict in maintaining control and supervision of programming; whether he permitted disc
jockey Charlie Walker to broadcast indecencies; and whether he made misrepresentations tothe FCC (Broadcasting, June 5). At the station's request, an issue was added to consider
the overall programming of WDKD
and whether it served the needs of the
community.
Although finding the licensee guilty
as charged on all counts in the 53-page
document, Mr. Donahue emphasized his
feeling that some leniency would not
be amiss. He said that stripping Mr.
Robinson of his license would be depriving him of his principal means of
livelihood — probably a more severe
sentence than a criminal court would
impose. He said he believed "a chastened malefactor is sometimes a better
bet to carry out responsibilities under
law than one who has not been subjected to discipline for wrongdoing."
Mr. Donahue also suggested that the
government is not without fault in having permitted the Walker broadcasts to
go unchecked for some eight years. He
said that had the FCC or the Dept. of
Justice shown Messrs. Walker and Robinson the criminal statute on obscenity
with a warning that "rustic jokes with
hidden meaning might well come within the purview of that law," that the
questionable broadcasts would have
been discontinued promptly.
The examiner pointed out that the
ultimate disposition of the WDKD license would be interpreted by the industry and the public "as one of a
series of events signalizing abandonment of a laissez-faire policy of regulation" of programming and station operation. It would be regrettable, he
said, if the significance of this pronouncement is"watered down by any
conflicting interpretation to the effect
that a small station is being harshly
used merely as a whipping boy in a
74 (GOVERNMENT)

mercy
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strained
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regulatory
gesture."■ Mr. Donahue sugFine Suggested
gested that the best penalty for Mr.
Robinson would be a fine of $1,000 for
each day the hearing record shows Mr.
Walker broadcast obscene matter. The
fine would be coupled with a shortterm renewal of license and statements
from Mr. Robinson indicating that he
has studied FCC programming policy
and court decisions relevant to his offenses. However the law authorizing
forfeitures to be imposed by the FCC
sets a one-year statute of limitations,
and the Walker programs are more than
a year in the past.
"The examiner appears to have no
alternative but to recommend grant or
denial of the application at issue. In
his opinion, it would be unconscionable to permit Robinson to come off
here with only token punishment for
the grievous deviation he has permitted
his station to make from the public interest norm. It is also important that
disposition here should stand as a warning to others that such licensee misis not to be condoned," Mr.
Donahue conductconcluded.
The examiner met the question of
the character of Charlie Walker's programs head-on. He said he would characterize them as obscene and indecent
to the extent they run afoul of the statute in the U. S. Criminal Code. Mr.
Donahue said this is the first case in
which obscenity is an issue that has
come before the FCC (although its
predecessor agency, the Federal Radio
Commission, dealt with one such case) ;
his decision on what laws govern the
definition of obscene broadcasting could
have far-reaching effects if confirmed
by the commission. He cited precedent

APPLICATION

to show the FCC is not forbidden to
consider matters which could come
under criminal or civil court jurisdiction.
In proposed findings WDKD said
that the FCC should adopt the test for
obscenity set forth by the Supreme
Court in the Roth case: "Whether to
the average person, applying contemthe dominantporary
theme community
of the standards,
material taken
as a
whole
appealssaidto heprurient
Mr. Donahue
does notinterests."
feel that
test need be applied to broadcasting but
that even under the Roth standards he
holds the broadcasts by Walker were
obscene.
Radio Is Different ■ "The field of
broadcast regulation is perhaps an area
as ill adapted as any for employment
of the Roth test. First, it must be remembered that, unlike the acquisition
of books and pictures, broadcast material is available at the flick of a switch
to young and old alike, to the sensitive
and the indifferent, to the sophisticated
and the credulous. Further, broadcast
material is delivered on a route commonly owned by the public on a vehicle
especially designed to serve them and
is received on property owned by the
consignee," Mr. Donahue stated.
As examples he suggested that although the courts had found James
Joyce's Ulysses and D. H. Lawrence's
Lady Chatterley's Lover not to be obscene and to be mailable, if dramatizations of these novels were to be telecast in depth with all the lurid details
included, the FCC could seriously question the qualifications of the licensee
over whose station they were presented.
In fact, Mr. Donahue hypothesized,
federal and state authorities in full pos-

We didn't really mean it, says FCC
The FCC last week retracted a and sad history surrounding the vhf
verbal spanking it gave an attorney
booster
situation."
In denying
the petition, the FCC
last
by "expunging"
language
fromspring
a decision
which admonished
said
that
Aztec's
filing contained
John J. Cole Jr.
"scandalous material" and that if
Mr. Cole, with the Washington
attorney again files "pleadlaw firm of Smith & Pepper, had filed the same
ings containing such material in this
a petition for reconsideration on be- or any other proceeding . . . specific measures will be considered to
half of Aztec Community Tv Inc.
against the continued operation of prevent any further repetition
three vhf repeaters in Bloomfield,
(Broadcasting, April 3)."
N.M. In the petition, Aztec said
Last week's commission action dethat the commission had failed to
letes that portion of the decision admonishing Mr. Cole and leaves the
meet the problem of vhf boosters
rest of the order in effect.
and was responsible for the "long
BROADCASTING, December 18, 1961

New

General

Electric

Camera

Vidicon

Film

Channel

FEATURES
• High Density Focus Field
• Precision Yoke and Yoke
Mount
• Precision Yoke — Lens
Alignment
• First Transistorized Film
Camera
• Self Positioning of Vidicon Tube
• Fast Acting Automatic
Target Control
• Switchable for Positive
or Negative Film
• Stabilized Circuitry and
Simplified Operation
• Standard Camera Cable,
No A. C. in Cable
PC-13-A
Vidicon Camera

L

TM-21-A
Master Monitor

General Electric's new Vidicon Film Camera Channel, Type PE-21-A, is designed to receive and transmit monochrome inputs from any standard TV film,
slide or opaque projector. Inputs may be projected
directly into the PC-13-A Vidicon camera or through
an optional optical multiplexer. Virtually all set-up
controls are located in the control unit, allowing electrical adjustments to be made from the operating
position.

GENERAL
BROADCASTING, December 18, 1961

For complete technical information, call your local
G-E Broadcast Equipment Representative, or write
Technical Products Operation, Section 48121, General Electric Company, Electronics Park, Syracuse,
New York. In Canada: Canadian General Electric
Company, Ltd., Broadcast Equipment Sales, 830
Lansdowne Ave., Toronto, Ont. Export: International General Electric Company, Inc., 159 Madison
Avenue, New York 16, New York.
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A footnote

on

the

tangled

Some historical notes on the financial activities of Alexander L.
Guterma, onetime owner of Mutual

13

r^o
a
d
^^^^^^^^^
tions that they
Mr. Guterma
must report all
significant transactions. Mr. Guterma, who presided over a labyrinthine
corporate structure, was found derelict in failing to inform his stockholders of what he was up to. Mr.
Guterma is presently in jail on several charges. The film company
with which he bartered, Guild Films,
is in bankruptcy.
On May 1, 1956, a company controlled byMr. Guterma bought controlling interest in Bon Ami, a cleanser manufacturer founded in 1915.
To gain control, he paid double the
market price for the stock, or $1,701,000. This amounted to less than
30% of the outstanding stock. The
transaction was not reported to the
SEC.
The same month Bon Ami purchased $1.25 million in debentures
from Diversified Oil & Mining Co.
Through a Canadian holding company, Bon Ami sold and various
Guterma-owned companies bought
the debentures, some of the purchase
price being loaned to the Guterma
companies by Bon Ami through its
credit with the Canadian company.
One Guterma company "in purported payment" for $750,000 worth of
debentures paid the holding company a check which was endorsed
over to Bon Ami but which was
never paid, the SEC said. These
complicated transactions were not
reported to Bon Ami stockholders.
Who's on First? Another game of
session of facts concerning the proposals
to present such programs might well
obtain injunctions to prevent their being shown notwithstanding the previousrestraint prohibitions against censorship and the freedom of speech provisions of the First Amendment. (He
added that if some feel such programs
to be outside the realm of possibility,
they should read the Charlie Walker
76 (GOVERNMENT)

finances

of Alexander

catch with Bon Ami as pitcher and
Guterma companies on the receiving
end took place in 1957 in connection with Bon Ami's desire to purchase tv spot time for advertising
purposes.
Bon Ami negotiated with Matthew
Fox, "who had available or had access to large quantities of spot time
for sale at substantial discounts."
(Mr. Fox had previously bought distribution rights for all RKO film
products to be offered to tv and had
bartered film products for tv time).
In the negotiations Bon Ami lent
Mr. Fox $115,000 in return for a
note. As security for the loan, Guild
Films, a company to which Mr. Fox
agreed to make available tv time,
agreed it would supply $350,000
worth of spot time if Mr. Fox defaulted on the note.
Mr. Fox did default and Bon Ami
sold the note to a Guterma company. Mr. Guterma advised Guild
Films he expected that company to
make good on the tv spot time.
Somehow during May the Guild
Films "collateral" was increased
from $350,000 worth of spot time
to $500,000 worth without any payment by the Guterma company, the
SEC said. In June Guild Films sold
another Guterma company $750,000
worth of tv time for $200,000. On
the same day the Guterma company
assigned both of these batches of
spot time to Bon Ami for a total of
$830,000 or about 66% of the going
rate. For the $1.25 million worth
of spot time, Guterma companies
paid a total of $317,000 and sold it
within a month to Bon Ami for
$830,000.
In the summer of 1957 Mr. Guterma sold his controlling interest
in Bon Ami through another complicated series of deals, the details of
which were not reported to stockholders. One Satiris G. Fassoulis
bought controlling interest from Guterma companies for $2.13 million.
Mr. Fassoulis bought the stock under the name of the Baltic Investment Corp. to conceal his identity

anecdotes which he liberally included
in his findings. A sampler of Walkerisms was printed in Broadcasting,
June 12.)
"Brief injections of erotica, pornography or smut are enough seriously to
prejudice, if not destroy, the general
utility of radio and television," Mr.
Donahue said, pointing out that children can get "an eye or earful of smut

Guterma

as purchaser, the SEC charged.
Icthyan Means Fishy ■ Much of
Baltic's payment to Bon Ami consisted of transfer of a package of
foreign films for television known as
"The Icthyan Package." Although
Bon Ami was not in a position to
use the film package itself, the cost
to the company was $1,115,000. The
cost of the same package to Guterma
companies had been approximately
$193,000. "An additional consequence of the various transactions
involved in the transfer of the Icthyan Package and the change of control of Bon Ami was that the Guterma instrumentality received, for no
apparent consideration, the $750,000
principal amount of [DOM] debentures which had been owned by Bon
Ami," the SEC reported.
After Mr. Fassoulis gained control
of Bon Ami, the company entered
into a contract with Guild Films,
agreeing to purchase $6 million in
spot tv time for 60% of the end
card rate (maximum discounted
rates for tv time allowable under a
station's rate card). According to
the SEC, Guild Films had been selling such time at only 26% of the
end card rate just a few months
before.
Bon Ami Cleared ■ Of the $3.6
million Bon Ami was to pay Guild,
Bon Ami was credited with $1.2
million for giving Guild the Icthyan
Package. On Feb. 28, 1958, the
contract was canceled after certain
payments; Bon Ami paid a $60,000
penalty to Guild for canceling the
contract. None of the details of this
transaction were made known to Bon
Ami stockholders until after the
cancellation and even then the penalty provision was not revealed.
The SEC said it plans no action
on the violations of its rules because
Bon Ami is no longer listed on the
New York Stock Exchange and because the "persons who constituted
the management of the company
during that period have not been
associated with it since at least July

which their parents, quite legitimately,
may
desire they be shielded from. . . .
1958."
A high degree of acceptability among
literary cognoscenti as a test for obscenity seems woefully inadequate when
used in connection with a medium the
very nature of which is general public
Mr. Donahue said that under the
acceptability."
Roth test "there is clear evidence that
BROADCASTING, December 18, 1961
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United

Hearing

States

Highlights

is a unique report on what the watchdogs of your government are doing to
safeguard our freedoms and keep America the greatest nation in the world.
Television's greatest hours are best remembered for the McCarthy Hearings — the
Labor Racket Hearings — the Crime Hearings — Kefauver Hearings. Important hearings such as these are going on constantly throughout the nation. "HEARING
HIGHLIGHTS" will bring a weekly condensation of the most dramatic moments.
First "HEARING HIGHLIGHTS" will be the Federal Communications Commission's
investigation and study of Radio & Television Network Broadcasting January 23, 1962.
Available for Television & Radio, January 28, 1962
For further information contact — G. Bennett Larson or William L. Clark

Washington

D.
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the average man in Kingstree and its
environs found the Walker material
highly objectionable." As to the "dominant theme" requirement of the Roth
test — "it becomes pretty apparent that
(Walker's) principal appeal lay in his
smut and that his smut signalized, characterized and was in fact the dominant

FILM

does

the

unusual...
Really, it's pretty wonderful when
you stop to think ... a commercial
to reach a consumer who hasn't a
cent to his name!
"So what!", the experts said,
drawing out the "what." "We'll sell
people. Man (Woman, too) is Dog's
best friend, has money, can buy;
"We'll use animation to show
Dog's growing excitement ... as he
sniffs ... as he downs a Milk-Bone
Dog Biscuit in nothing flat. That will
get Man . . . he'll shell out — but quick.
"Of course, animation means
film. But that's fine because film
will give us the kind of commercials we want, the way we want
them — and when."
And that's not all. Film gives you
the optical effects you must have
. . . assures you the convenience,
coverage, and penetration that
today's total marketing requires.
All reasons why so many advertisers are using film.
For more information, write
Motion Picture Film Department
EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
Rochester 4, N. Y.

note in his broadcasting."
Mr. Robinson's contention that he
was unaware of the questionable nature
of the Walker broadcasts was rejected
completely by the examiner. Mr. Donahue said the hearing record shows
myriad examples
testimony
conflictswhere
with Mr.
thatRobinson's
of other
witnesses. "In all such instances the
examiner
holds against
fact the examiner
said Robinson."
that evidenceIn
presented to rebut Mr. Robinson's testimony on the stand and in letters to the
FCC serves to "impeach his credibility
The examiner filed what he termed
generally."
a "report card" on the operation of
WDKD, rating the station on each of
the fourteen programming categories
for some of which the FCC requires
percentiles on Sec. IV of license renewal and new station applications. Of
the 14 categories, Mr. Donahue found
the station had "failed" in 6 (educational programs, editorializing, service
to minority groups, public affairs programs, opportunity for local self-expression and programs for children) ; that
the station "passed" on 5 (with a high
mark for religion) and has "conditions"
in 3. "If the foregoing marks were to
be evaluated for honors in making contribution toenlargement of the American
mind,
Robinson
would surely fail,"
the examiner
observed.
But he concluded that WDKD's record of past performance has met the
needs of the community it serves little
better or little worse than most am
stations operating under similar conditions (with the exception of the obscenities of the Walker program).

East Coast Division
342 Madison Avenue
New York 1 7, N. Y.
Midwest Division
130 East Randolph Drive
Chicago 1 , III.
West Coast Division
6706 Santa Monica Blvd.
Hollywood 38, Calif.

"Typical
Businessman"
Mr. decision
Robinson was taken
to task in ■ the
for "horrendous" overcommercialization. But the examiner judged that the
station owner is not "a venal man of
evil purpose" but rather "typical of a
type of modern American businessman.
With financial success as the goal, he
is in a hurry to get on with the job
and more interested in results than

or W. J. German, Inc.
Agents for the sale and distribution of
Eastman Professional Motion Picture
Films, Fort Lee, N. J., Chicago, III.,
Hollywood, Calif.
ADVERTISER:
National Biscuit Company
AGENCY:
Kenyon & Eckhardt Inc.
PRODUCER:
Robert Lawrence Animation, Inc.

means or methods." During WDKD's
composite week, the station carried
1,448 spot commercials; according to
the examiner he reported carrying
1,077 spots during the composite week
on his license renewal application. On
Aug. 6 and 7, 1960 the station carried
448 and 475 spot announcements, respectively.
Mr. Donahue was not persuaded of
the merits of WDKD's overall pro-

'Roof-top' boosts
Some 100 standard broadcast
radio stations are looking forward
to authorization to boost power
to 1 kw.
These are those local stations
using "roof-top" antennas which,
heretofore, have been limited to
500 w maximum power. The
FCC last week issued a Notice
of Proposed Rulemaking looking
to amend Sec. 3.188(d) of its
Rules to permit the power boost,
provided the station has operated
with less power and no crossmodulation problems for at least
a year.
gramming performance by the 17 witnesses who testified on behalf of the
station as to its public service. "Those
who have nothing to eat but rice like
rice," he observed. However the examiner said the fact that Mr. Robinson
had marshalled so much community
support is not a fact to be brushed
over lightly. He said in evaluating the
public witnesses' testimony he felt compelled to weigh the local interest against
the national considerations of the case
as a test of FCC policy.
Broadcast Bureau recommendations
that the examiner take into account alleged attempts by friends of Mr. Robinson to intimidate prospective witnesses
were turned down by Mr. Donahue.
He said the record does not support a
finding that Mr. Robinson instigated or
encouraged his friends to visit the witnesses or that the visits were more than
an example of "friendship and misMr. Donahue's initial decision is subzeal." by the commissioners,
ject toplaced
review
who may affirm or reverse his recommendations.
FCC

moves

to restrict

pre-sunrise Class Ills
Rulemaking which would restrict and
eventually prohibit the pre-sunrise operation of Class III (regional) am stations has been proposed by the FCC.
The commission invited comments on
an amendment to Sec. 3.87 of its rules
to require all regional stations to inform the FCC prior to pre-sunrise operation with daytime facilities.
The FCC then would determine
whether objectionable interference
to existing stations would result from
such pre-sunrise operation on the basis
of existing standard broadcast technical
regulations. The proposed rules also
would establish a cut-off date beyond
which Class III stations would be pro(GOVERNMENT) 79

I

hibited from operating in pre-sunrise
hours.
Sec. 3.87 now permits daytime stations to operate under certain conditions between 4 a.m. and local sunrise.
The new rule would terminate that
section as it applies to Class III stations.
Comments are due Feb. 8, 1962, and
replies Feb. 19. The rulemaking was
requested by Storer Broadcasting Co.
Rulemaking seeking a change in the
sign-off time of daytime stations was requested of the commission by WHIL
Medford, Mass., last week. The station asked that if sunset falls within
a given quarter hour, the uniform sunset time for sign-off be designated as
the last minute of that quarter hour.
At present, the required sign-off is
adjusted to the nearest quarter hour,
WHIL pointed out. For instance, if
sunset comes at 6:07 p.m., the station
is required to sign-off at 6 p.m. Under
the WHIL proposal, the station could
remain on the air until 6:15 p.m.
WSPA-TV denies making
ex parte representation
WSPA-TV Spartanburg, S. C, told
the FCC in proposed findings last week
that there was nothing improper in conversations between the station's President Walter J. Brown and former FCC
Chairman George C. McConnaughey
(Broadcasting, Nov. 6, 13). The station said therefore there is no basis for
denial of its application for removal of
transmitter site.
WAIM-TV Anderson, S. C, has protested the facility change though several FCC hearings and the courts. The
case was reopened in November to determine if Mr. Brown had made or
caused to be made ex parte representations. Mr. Brown confined his conversation with the former chairman to
discussion of whether the FCC should
appeal to the Supreme Court a reversal
of its original decision by the Court of
Appeals, WSPA-TV claimed, and he
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did not make a presentation on the
merits of the original case.
WAIM-TV charged Mr. Brown made
or instigated five separate ex parte approaches. "In light of the actions taken
by the commission in other ex parte
cases, it is difficult to see how any other
conclusion can be reached except that
(WSPA-TV) is absolutely disqualified
by reason of its ex parte conduct."
WMOZ's Estes denies
falsifying records
Edwin H. Estes, licensee of WMOZ
Mobile, Ala., denied last week that he
had falsified station logs or ordered any
employe to do so. Mr. Estes, testifying
in a Mobile hearing on the license renewal application of WMOZ, said he
had never attempted to intimidate employes of the station and denied commisison charges that he did not adequately supervise operations (Broadcasting, Dec. 11).
The hearing was completed last Tuesday (Dec. 12) and the record closed by
Hearing Examiner Herbert Sharfman.
Mr. Estes also is licensee of WPFA
Pensacola, Fla., which is facing license
revocation charges brought by the commission.
Mr. Estes said that he was "in no way
connected with sending false logs to the
FCC. I did not do it." He said that he
directed Mrs. Erma Hurst, a former
WMOZ employe, to submit a representative series of logs to the FCC. He
charged that she sent false logs to the
commission.
The WMOZ owner charged that some
of the station's disc jockeys had been
"disloyal" in their attitude. He charged
that James Martin and Arthur Crawford (both of whom testified the previous week) had "bootlegged" spot announcements by accepting payment
from clients without turning the money
over to the station.
Mr. Estes said that station records on
three accounts, which he had kept separate from others to handle personally,

disappeared several months before the
FCC investigation of WMOZ began.
FCC attorneys John Reilly and Robert
Peloquin put the folder in question in
the hearing record the previous week.
The witness charged that a "conspiracy" existed among certain WMOZ
employes who were responsible for the
false information being submitted to the
commission.
Mrs. Estes followed her husband to
the stand and told about new policies
of accounting and management that had
been instituted at WMOZ under her
superivsion in recent months to help
comply with FCC requirements.
Also testifying last week were some
10 witnesses who vouched for the personal character and integrity of Mr.
Estes. WMOZ programs for the Negro
audience and other witnesses included
Negro ministers and educators who
maintained that WMOZ is a valuable
asset to the colored community and performs apublic service.
15 applications granted
for fm in mild FCC thaw
While the vast majority of applicants
for new fm stations must wait until the
FCC has determined its overall policy
on fm, 15 applicants, whose requested
facilities were not in conflict with the
commission's projected fm proposals,
had their requests granted last week.
These were the first applications
granted under the commission's new
"interim procedure," adopted to expedite processing of unproblematical
applications (Broadcasting,
pending the FCC'sDec.
final11).
fm
decisions
Prior to these — save a September initial
decision finalized a few weeks ago —
none had been granted since Oct. 2.
The 15 — 13 commercial and 2 educational— are listed below with their frequencies, power and antenna height
above average terrain:
Florence, Ala.: Radio Muscle Shoals
Inc. (WOWL Florence), 107.3 mc, 7.6
kw, 320 ft.
Tucson, Ariz.: Prell Enterprises, 92.1
mc, 800 w, 15 ft.
New Britain, Conn.: Hartford County
Broadcasting Corp. (WKNB New Britain), 100.5 mc, 200 kw, 130 ft.
Atlanta, Ga. : Atlanta Fm Broadcasters, 99.7 mc, 10 kw, 120 ft.
Pocotello, Idaho: Idaho State College,
88.7 mc, 9 w, 45 ft. (educational).
Watseka, 111. : Iroquois County Broadcasting Co. (WGFA Watseka), 94.1
mc, 6.3 kw, 140 ft.
North Vernon, Ind.: Dorrell Ochs
(WOCH North Vernon), 106.1 mc,
3.8 kw, 175 ft.
St. Louis Park, Minn.: Radio Suburbia Inc. (KRSI St. Louis Park), 104.1
mc, 15 kw, 230 ft.
Atlantic City, N. J.: Eastern BroadBROADCASTING, December 18, 1961
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Along with some 75% of this nation's freight tonnage, individual initiative rides with the millions of
trucks that serve America. A giant overall industry
employing more people than any other industry save
agriculture, motor transport is for the most part
LITTLE

made up of thousands upon thousands of relatively

BUSINESS

small trucking firms, many of them owned and operated by the original founders, or their sons. Most of
these started with one vehicle, driven by the founder,

IN

and their steady growth to fleet-size has testified to
their successful performance of a vital service withTHE

out which the U. S. could never have grown and developed as it has . . . Because there has always been good,
healthful competition within the trucking industry,

WORLD!

the shipper and the public have benefitted from accelerated improvements and far-reaching innovations
. . . Truly it can be said that motor transport has
grown out of the people to serve the people!

AMERICAN

TRUCKING

INDUSTRY

American Trucking Associations, Inc., Washington 6, D. C.
THE WHEELS THAT GO EVERYWHERE
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casting Co. (WFPG Atlantic City),
96.9 mc, 5.6 kw, 140 ft.
Greenville, Ohio: Kennedy Broadcasting Corp., 106.5 mc, 6.3 kw, 170 ft.
Harrisburg, Pa. : Market Square Presbyterian Church, 94.9 mc, 1.65 kw, antenna even with average terrain.
Mayaguez, P. R.: Jose Bechara Jr.
(WKJB Mayaguez), 99.1 mc, 1.7 kw,
minus 140 ft.
Burlington, Vt.: Vermont Broadcasting Corp. (WJOY Burlington), 98.9
mc, 3.2 kw, 310 ft.
Norfolk, Va.: Christian Broadcasting
Network Inc., 104.5 mc, 12 kw, 70 ft.
Ellensburg, Wash.: Central Washington State College, 88.1 mc, 10 w, 101.75
ft. (educational).
Of the 15, 14 were acted on by the
Broadcast Bureau and one (Eastern
Broadcasting Co.) by the commission
en banc.
NBC gets FCC approval
for interleaved sound

WRC creates the kind of programming
Washington adults listen to. WRC creates acommercial climate that means
extra attention for your message. WRC
creates a strong response to your product inthe Washington market.
And what a market it is! Tenth in the
United States. Greatly diversified. And
Washington is the only metropolitan
area in the nation in which all counties
(5) rank in the "top ten" for Effective
Buying Income per-household. What's
more, two of those counties topthe list!*
Win your full share of this market.
Win Washington customers on WRC.
*Sales Management Survey of Buying Power
May 10, 1961

WRC
-980
WASHINGTON
REPRESENTED BY NBC SPOT SALES
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NBC has been permitted to use "interleaved" sound on tv for a year on
a special temporary basis, the FCC announced last week. The network was
asked to report test observations at the
end of six months, and its findings at
the result of the year's performance.
The authorization is for tv network
programs originating at any one of the
NBC-owned stations (WNBC-TV New
York, WRCV-TV Philadelphia, WNBQ
[TV] Chicago, WRC-TV Washington
and KRCA [TV] Los Angeles).
Interleaving is a method of including the audio portion of a tv program
on the video channel, instead of over
a separate circuit as is done normally.
The audio is interlaced with the scanning lines of the video picture. This
method of transmitting the voice of a
tv program was originally suggested in
1945 when the FCC was considering
original tv standards; it was dropped
when most of the industry and the FCC
agreed on separate transmissions for
video and audio.
NBC plans to use the interleaved
system as a backup to the regular audio
channel on programs it distributes to
its affiliates. The commission's authorization permits NBC to use the interleaved sound if the regular audio
circuit fails.
Landon on radio-tv debates
Alf M. Landon, 1936 GOP presidential candidate, told the National
Press Club in Washington, D. C, Dec.
8 he feels tv and radio political debates
are helpful to voters. He implied they
might be less advantageous for candidates, predicting the day is not far
ahead when a candidate will have to
include a wigmaker and a make-up man
in his retinue as well as a speechwriter.

FCC finalizes move
of idle tv channels
In finalizing two television channel
allocation proceedings, the FCC last
week moved to carve a little of the
deadwood out of its table of assignments. Comments were invited on a
third proceeding.
The unused ch. 34, Wilkes-Barre, Pa.,
was shifted to Binghamton, N. Y., and
given to Alfred E. Anscombe, permittee of WJBA-TV, in lieu of his
former authorization for ch. 56 in that
city. Mr. Anscombe, who had petitioned for the change, is presently seeking in addition ch. 34 instead of ch.
66 for his WEPA-TV Erie, Pa.
At the same time, another unused
channel, ch. 20, was deleted from
Ithaca, N. Y.
In Minnesota, ch. 12 was shifted
from Brainerd to Walker in response
to a petition by Central Minnesota
Television Co., licensee of KCMT(TV)
Alexandria. The commission had received no applications for that channel
in Brainerd.
Comments were invited on a proposal by the Board of Public Instruction of Dade County, Fla., permittee
of educational WSEC-TV on ch. 17
Ft. Lauderdale, to shift that channel to
Miami. BPIDC already operates
WTHS-TV on ch. 2 in Miami. The
commission said that if the proposal
were
"appropriate"
actionto
would adopted,
be taken
with respect
BPIDC's
outstanding ch. 17 Ft. Lauderdale authorization.
WBOY-TV wants reins
on catv originators
Rulemaking to prohibit catv systems
from invading the area of smaller market stations and duplicating programs
was requested of the FCC by WBOYTV Clarksburg, W. Va. New twist:
the FCC was asked to regulate a tv station feeding catv instead of the cable
system itself.
The purpose of the proposed rule is
to prevent large market tv stations from
extending normal coverage areas by
means of catv so they compete directly
with smaller market stations at the point
of catv transmission. WBOY-TV said
the FCC has considered the question
but has caviled at regulating catv on
grounds it has no statutory authority.
WBOY-TV suggests the FCC can prevent a large station from allowing catv
to pick up its signal if the signal would
be carried to a market with similar
programming. The FCC would not need
congressional mandate to implement the
WBOY-TV plan, the station said.
In the companion filing, WBOY-TV
issued a complaint to the FCC against
BROADCASTING, December 13, 1961

Fortnightly Corp., catv system duplicating its programs. It charged Fortnightly
has violated FCC rules and asked for
a cease-and-desist order until the catv
company makes charge schedules and
practices a matter of record with the
FCC and gets FCC authority for operation of its wire lines. WBOY said Fortnightly comes within FCC bailiwick because itengages in interstate communications bywire and radio.
The catv firm transmits programs of
WSTV-TV Steubenville, Ohio, WTAE
(TV), WIIC (TV) and KDKA-TV
Pittsburgh and WTRF-TV Wheeling,
W. Va.
Tubby

urges

news

media

to speed up information
Roger Tubby, assistant secretary of
state for public affairs, has called on
broadcasters, newspapers and all other
informational media
to step up their efforts to inform the
public on the vital
issues confronting
the U.S. and its
allies.
This effort, he told
the Foreign Policy
Assn. of Pittsburgh,
is necessary to combat the "oversimpliMr. Tubby
fications" of world
problems voiced by
extremists of the Right and Left, and
to provide sharper insight into the nature of world problems.
While his talk ranged over the obligations of all communications media,
he said "television has a tremendous
opportunity to bring into our homes
far broader understanding of the world
around us."
He said indications are that "more
is being planned along this line." But
he also suggested that television industry leaders have not been bold enough
in their approach to public affairs programming.
"Tv leaders," he said, "talk in an inhibited way of low ratings for public
service programs (even 10 million
viewers is considered low), yet at the
same time express concern over the
loss of 'opinion makers' among their
audience."
But it wasn't only television that
could do better, he indicated. Many
newspaper publishers, he said, "have
resisted suggestions that news and background coverage be expanded."
FTC's second 'alert' out
The second issue of Advertising
Alert, the publication of the Federal
Trade Commission sent to radio-tv stations and other media, has been mailed.
Dated Dec. 8, the booklet contains
BROADCASTING, December 18, 1961

articles on Christmas toy and fallout
shelter advertising, and on the FTC's
current inquiry regarding claims of
preference — all were announced and reported during the last month. The
periodical also lists orders, consent orders, and complaints issued by the FTC
during November.
Schoeppel 'satisfactory'
after abdominal surgery
Sen. Andrew F. Schoeppel (R-Kan.),
ranking minority member of the Senate
Commerce Committee, was reported
last week to be making satisfactory
progress since re-entering Bethesda
Naval Hospital.
The senator had undergone surgery
for diverticulitis, an abdominal ailment.
But he was discharged and had been
recuperating at his Washington home
before re-entering the hospital on Dec.
In a statement on his condition, his
office
gave no reason for his return to
5.
the hospital. Earlier, however, an aide
to the senator said he was to receive
treatment for intra-abdominal neoThe statement issued
plasm.
said if Sen. Schoeppel
gain, it is hoped he will
turn to his Washington
time for the holidays.
FCC
WTID

by his office
continues to
be able to reapartment in

checking
ownership

The FCC moved into a widening
Maryland savings and loan investigation
when it was disclosed that the principals of a bankrupt firm claimed they
owned WTID Newport News, Va. The
commission acknowledged last week
that an investigation of the case is continuing.
WTID is owned by Max Resnick,
52.6%, and Morton Lifshutz, 47.4%,
according to FCC records. They bought
the 1 kw daytimer (on 1270 kc) in
December 1960 for $130,000. It previously was owned by Richard Eaton.
The relationship between the radio
station and Mutual Security Savings &
Loan Assn., the bankrupt firm being investigated bystate officials, was through
Equity Investment Corp. Equity is the
parent company of the savings and
loan company. However, Equity has
tried to abrogate its contract with Mutual, according to an FCC official. Equity president, Robert Harold Symonds,
claimed Equity owns WTID in a company statement issued last August.
Mr. Lifshutz was an officer of both
Equity and Mutual. Mr. Resnick has
no connection with either firm.
Mr. Resnick is the former 50% owner of WABW Annapolis, Md., where he
was also president and general manager.
At one time he and Mr. Symonds en-

WASHINGTON
RELIES
ON
WRC

Congressmen, homemakers, commuters — busy adults in Washington
rely on WRC to keep them informed.
These important people tune to WRC
for fast, complete, accurate news
coverage.
6 to 7 PM is an especially popular listening time. In this one hour, Bryson Rash,
Frank Forrester, Jim Simpson and Mac
McGarry, experts in their fields of
weather, news, sports and business
affairs, bring their listeners up to the
minute on the day's happenings.
Washington has learned to rely on
WRC's quality reporting.
Washington also relies on WRC for
lively music,
and entertainment alldayinformation
long. Advertisers,
too,
can rely on WRC to reach this important adult audience.
WRC* 980
WASHINGTON
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tered a partnership attempting to buy
KFOX-AM-FM Long Beach, Calif. Before entering broadcast station ownership, Mr. Resnick produced a weekly
program on WARL Arlington, Va.
(Washington area), and on WTTG
(TV) Washington.
$5,000

fine

set

KDAY
for
KDAY
Santa 'teasers7
Monica, Calif., is
facing a $5,000 government fine for
allegedly carrying
"teaser"
spotrules.
announcements inviolation
of FCC
The commission notified the station
last week of its apparent liability for
the forfeiture.
This is the fourth such monetary
sanction announced by the FCC but
it is the first for a programming violation. The other three were against:
KWDB Minneapolis (which was fined
$2,500), KOMA Oklahoma City
(facing a $10,000 fine) and WCUY
(FM) (cited for $8,000) (Broadcasting, Dec. 11).
According to the commission, KDAY
entered into a contract last May with
Poly-Sonics Inc., New York, to broadcast 200 three-second spots for $630.
The spots stated simply "Remember
June 25." The commission said that,
between May 8-31, KDAY aired 171
such spots identifying neither sponsor
nor product, thus violating Sec. 317 of
the Communications Act and Sec. 3.119
of the FCC rules.
Therefore, the commission said, it
is apparent that KDAY is subject to a
fine for "willfully or repeatedly" failing to comply with its requirements as
a licensee. KDAY's statement that the
violation through the teaser campaign
was "unintentional" is not a valid excuse.
No Excuse ■ An "ignorance of the
law" plea is particularly invalid, the FCC
told KDAY, especially in view of the
commission's March 1960 public notice
on sponsor identification which was
mailed to all licensees and specifically
referred to the prohibition against teaser
announcements. In addition, the commission pointed out, the same order
referred to a 1959 denial of a petition
for rulemaking to permit stations to
make announcements without identifying the sponsor.
Alan Freed, KDAY disc jockey at
the time the "Remember June 25" spots
were aired, is associated with PolySonics and the teasers were designed to
promote a Freed record hop in the
Hollywood Bowl. The spots were aired
on Mr. Freed's program which, it was
reported, violated a contract KDAY
had with World Wide Attractions prohibiting promotion of record hops on
the Freed show except those of World
Wide.
World Wide also had a record hop
84 (GOVERNMENT)

scheduled the night of June 25 and
when the subject of the "Remember
June 25" spots was disclosed by Mr.
Freed, the station refused to air spots
identifying the Freed hop, it is understood. Instead, it was reported, KDAY
tied in the June 25 promotion with the
World Wide record hop. As a result,
Mr. Freed allegedly resigned while on
the air.
(Mr. Freed formerly was with WINS
New York, as was Mel Leeds, KDAY
general manager. Both were involved
in an FCC payola investigation of
WINS.)
The commission also said that
KDAY management also would be subject to a fine for failure to exercise
"reasonable diligence in obtaining
necessary information from your employes in accordance with Sec. 317 (c)
of KDAY
the act."was given 30 days to file a
statement with the FCC if the station
feels it should not be held liable for
the $5,000 fine. If no such appeal is
filed, the FCC said it will order the
fine paid. The station also may ask for
a reduction of the amount of forfeiture.
Commissioner John S. Cross voted
for a fine of only $1,000 in the KDAY
case.
Ch. 13 applicant asks
hurry-up procedure
Grand Broadcasting Co., an applicant for newly assigned ch. 13 Grand
Rapids, Mich., last week again waived
its right to oral hearing, asked the FCC
to consider its application as submitted
(with voluminous exhibits) and urged
that all other parties file similar waivers
and completely documented applications to obviate the need for a drawnout hearing.
If the other five applicants for ch.
13 were to emulate Grand's procedure
a final grant of the channel could be
made by the FCC in six months, the
company claimed. In the past comparative hearings for tv channels sometimes took as long as four years before
final determination, Grand pointed out.
The applicant said such torturous procedure was excusable 10 years ago
when broadcasters and the FCC were
learning and developing "ground rules"
for hearings. But now that points of
decisional significance are well established, applicants should be willing to
stand or fall on the strength of their
proposals, Grand suggested. The applicant recommended that special issues
or substantial points of fact be heard
in brief supplementary hearings.
Grand refused to consider participating in arrangements for interim operation as suggested by two other Grand
Rapids applicants (Broadcasting, Dec.
11). It said it would take as long to
negotiate an interim operation as it

would to make a final grant under the
Grand proposal, the company contended. Grand said interim operation is
unnecessary in its opinion but it will
participate if all applicants adopt the
Grand plan of submitting exhibts and
waivers if it then appears a lengthy
delay would be necessary for some
reason.
UAW
on

asks

WLW

hearing

renewal

Charging that WLW Cincinnati refuses to sell time for the liberal and
labor points of view, while giving the
business-conservative viewpoint, the
United Auto Workers (AFL-CIO) has
asked the FCC to set a hearing on the
station's license renewal application.
The dispute between UAW and WLW
arose last fall when the station refused
to renew a contract for the daily program, Eye Opener, sponsored by the
union (Broadcasting, Sept. 25). In
its formal petition for a hearing, UAW
charged that the Crosley Broadcasting
Co. station (1) "knowingly made and
continues to make false representations"
to the commission; (2) refuses any expression over WLW of the liberal and
labor point of view, and (3) that its
programming policy is not consistent
with the public interest.
WLW carried Eye Opener, which has
been sponsored by the union on various
stations since 1953, for one year. Crosley is owned by Avco Corp. and the
union
charged that
"in line
withAvco
the
direct economic
interests
of its
ownership, the station regularly presents
the business and conservative point of
view and . . . does not present any time
for the expression of the liberal-labor
position with which Avco, as a manufacturing enterprise, is in continuing opThe union complaint also charged
that WLW refused to sell time to the
AFL-CIO for a series of five-minute
position."
programs on Ohio's unemployment and
workmen's compensation laws. The
automobile workers said WLW's "tortuous and shifting rationalizations do not
obscure WLW's palpable censorship of
the liberal-labor point of view from its
In its reply to the original UAW
complaint, WLW said that Eye Opener
was
not a controversial program and
programs."
that it was canceled because the station had a better program planned
(Broadcasting, Oct. 16). WLW said
it offered the union time between 12:305:30 a.m. for Eye Opener. UAW said
last week the offer was "patently made
in bad faith" at a time period when
the desired listeners are asleep.
WLW's license expired last Oct. 1.
Its renewal application currently is
pending at the commission.
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FANFARE
SDX

awards

stations

for news, editorials
Four Pittsburgh area broadcasting
stations have been honored by that
city's chapter of Sigma Delta Chi, professional journalistic society, by the
award of Golden Quill prizes for distinguished journalism.
KDKA-TV and KDKA Pittsburgh
won three of the awards between them.
General Managers Jerome R. Reeves
(tv), and L. R. Rawlins (am), won top
prizes for the best broadcast editorials
for the second consecutive year. The
awards for best television photography
went to Bill Nogach of KDKA-TV for
his coverage of a city fire.
Of the winning editorials, cited at the
awards banquet sponsored jointly by
SDX and the Pittsburgh Press Club,
the tv one dealt with the Federal Aviation Agency's plan to move the air
traffic control center from Pittsburgh
to Oberlin, Ohio. Entitled "Air Control Controversy," the half-hour editorial documentary presented the pros
and cons of the plan.
The radio prize-winner dealt with
Pennsylvania's mining law, and effectively urged stronger legislation in a
series of four editorials and two equaltime replies. The prize-winning editorials were written by Edwin Beachler
of KDKA-AM-TV.
WJAS Pittsburgh won two Golden
Quill awards in the fields of radio spot
news reporting and radio documentary.
The NBC owned and operated station
won the news prize for an on-the-spot
report of the chase and eventual capture of a bank robber; and Neighborhood in Panic, a series exploring the
problems arising when colored families
try to move into previously all-white
areas, won the documentary prize.
WIIC (TV) Pittsburgh won top
prize in the television category for producing the best "public service feature."

'What 'cha doin', Paleface?'
A tie-in between broadcast and
print media was effected by WWIL
Fort Lauderdale, Fla., when that station began a promotion based on a
series of daily cartoons running in
two local newspapers. The station
paid regular rates for the advertising
space it took, and at least ten times
during
its audience's
attentionthetoday,
the spotted
radio sections
of the

Whop!

papers where the cartoons ran.
A different cartoon appeared each
day, always with the questioning
caption,
"What'cha
(a different
name doin',
was used with"
each cartoon). The answer the cartoon figures gave was: "I'm listening
to WWIL— 10,000 watts of power—
Each day the cartoons ran, the
station picked at random from the
WOW!"book persons whose first name
phone

um.

vannah's need for a new civic auditori-

More set sales ■ The 20-day all-media
"operation snowball," a promotion

THE

staged in Kansas
second television
sulted in a 21%
at retail, measured

City this fall to sell
sets to consumers reincrease in set sales
against a comparable

COMMUNITY

DEPENDS
FOR

was the same as that running in the
caption. Persons called were asked
the question as it had appeared in
the cartoon caption that day, and if
they answered as the caption did,
they received a cash award and a
letter giving them the derivation of
their name.

ON

WOC

LEADERSHIP

Joe Eckstein and the
Scouting Exposition

Drumbeats...
Medical award ■ WGBS Miami has
been awarded the South Florida service
award of the National Cystic Fibrosis
Research Foundation. The annual
award was presented to the station for
its efforts to help children afflicted with
the disease.
Effort made ■ WSAV-TV Savannah,
Ga., is producing a monthly public affairs panel discussion series devoted to
the common needs of that city. Entitled Effort, the series is produced in
cooperation with the Savannah Junior
League and shown during prime evening time. The first installment of the
series, telecast Dec. 6, dealt with SaBROADCASTING, December 18, 1961

"The Buffalo Bill Council wishes to express its appreciation to
the executive and program staff of WOC for their wonderful
support of the Scouting Program in this area.
The sincere interest of WOC has contributed much to the goal
of 'more boys in Scouting, and more scouting in boys'."
Joe
ScoutEckstein
Executive
Buffalo Bill Council
D. D. Palmer, President
Raymond E. Guth, General Manager
Donald L. Green, Sales Manager
Exclusive National Representatives
Peters, Griffin, Woodward, Inc.
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terdam for the event will be devoted
to the scholarship fund the association
maintains to help deserving boys.
Tongue-twisters tumble
through WJBK studios
Tongue-twisting has begun to rival
the dance sensation in popularity in
Detroit. Listeners of WJBK, that city,
for the past three months have been
sending in a steady stream of syllabaries to Robert E. Lee, one of the
station's air personalities, who is the
center of the phrase furore.

Good Living Go-Togethers:
KMGM Albuquerque, N. M., has
won top honors in the 1961 "Good
Living Go-Togethers" radio merchandising contest sponsored by the
Schlitz Brewing Co., Milwaukee.
The Albuquerque station won out
over a field of 63 competing stations
throughout the U. S.
period last year, according to a co-sponsor of the event, Corning Glass Works.
Radio-tv were among advertising media
used. Other sponsors included seven
set manufacturers, Kansas City Light
& Power Co., Electrical Assn. of
Kansas City and the local chapter of
National Appliance & Radio Tv Dealers.

Schlitz and KMGM
In bestowing the first prize awards
— a plaque and a 1962 sports wagon
— Paul Pohle, director of western
sales for Jos. Schlitz Co. (r), praised
KMGM's merchandising for its effectiveness, continuity and imagination. V. B. Siman, manager of
KMGM, accepted the award.

Mr. Matthews

ADVERTISING

Mr. Cavett

John E. Matthews, vp, associate copy
director and manager of copy department, Leo Burnett Adv., Chicago,
named to new post of vp in charge of
copy. Administrative work he formerly
handled has been assigned to Charles
D. Cavett, copy supervisor, who becomes business manager of copy de86

11 X 15 better than 35-22-35
A campaign broadcast over WHK
Cleveland to sell window draperies has
grown into a major promotion for the
Mr. D Discount Custom Draperies
chain. Created by Norman Wain
Assoc., Cleveland, the spot announcements for the stores were read by a

Cops and helpers ■ WPTR Albany
came to the rescue of the Police Benevolent Assn. of neighboring Rotterdam, N. Y., by producing a live stage
show followed by a dance to fill the
association's empty treasury. The money
contributed to the PBA by the some
3,700 persons who crowded into Rot.FATES

BROADCAST

According
"Stop toLee"
test rules, he tois the
required
read conthe
phrases he receives, and if he makes
a mistake, the person who submitted
the tongue-twister receives 15 dimes.
The number of dimes is symbolic of the
station's dial position at 1500 kc. If Mr.
Lee masters the phrase, however, the
entrant receives an autographed tonguedepressor as consolation prize.
Mr. Lee to date has borne up well under the strain, even managing to handle
the twisters a YMCA adult education
class in effective speaking sent him.
But increased mail at WJBK indicates
that Detroiters are out to win in the
end.

& FORTUNES

throaty myfemale
voice which
said:D "I'm
taking
measurements
to Mr.
...
uhh
. . . my window
In immediate
reaction measurements."
to the spots,
dozens of customers brought in their
own measurements to the drapery
stores, as well as notes on their windows' length and depth.

_

partment. Mr. Matthews joined Burnett
in 1951. He previously served with
Young & Rubicam, that city. Mr.
Cavett joined Burnett in 1952. Phelps
Johnston, former vp, Don Kemper Inc.
and Campbell-Mithun, both Chicago,
joins Burnett copy department as creative coordinator.
A. M. Sanderson, president, Whitehall Laboratories Ltd., Toronto, elected
president of Whitehall Laboratories
Div., American Home Products Corp.,
New York. He continues as president
of Canadian subsidiary. W. H. Allen,
vp for marketing, Whitehall Laboratories Ltd., named executive vp and
general manager of Canadian operation.
Charleton Jeffery, account executive,
Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample, New York,

appointed vp of agency.
Wallace L. Rusher
named coordinator of
advertising and promotion at New York
headquarters of Esso
Standard Region,
Mr. Rusher

Humble Oil & Refining Co., N.
succeeding
William
Farlie,

who becomes mandepartment.
Rusher
Oil Mr.
Co.
pr Standard
Esso's Esso
ager ofjoined
in 1947. He served as manager of company's radio-tv advertising department
until March 1958, when he became
supervisor of production and scheduling
for major Esso campaigns in all media.
Earlier, Mr. Rusher was on promotion
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staff of Macfadden Publications and as
production manager of Newsweek.
Lowell Cohn, creative supervisor, Cunningham & Walsh,
New York, elected vp
of agency. Mr. Cohn
has been in creative
services division of
C&W for five years.
He presently is creaMr. Colin
tive supervisor on
American Home Products and Watchmakers of Switzerland accounts. Earlier,
Mr. Cohn was with Erwin Wasey Inc.,
that city.
Howard L. Englander, account executive, Reach, McClinton & Co., New
York, joins Lennen & Newell, that city,
as account executive on Colgate-Palmolive account.
Derrik Van Nimwegen, formerly
with Procter & Gamble, joins Sullivan,
Stauffer, Colwell & Bayles, New York,
as account executive.
Ted Neale Jr., director of Western
States Advertising Agencies Assn.,
named secretary-treasurer, succeeding
Ralf Spangler, deceased.
G. A. Honald, managing director of
marketing services for Sales-Crafters,
and former advertising manager of
Carnation's Pet Food Div., joins Foote,
Cone & Belding, Los Angeles, as account executive on Purex drug products
account group.
Donald M. Ross, head of his own
sports company, Donald M. Ross Enterprises, joins McCann-Erickson, Los
Angeles, as vice-chairman of plans
board.
Jerome R. Feniger
Jr., vp in charge of
radio-tv, Cunningham
& Walsh, New York,
joins executive sales
staff of Look magazine as special assistant to advertising director. Mr. Feniger
Mr. Feniger
had been with C&W
for past seven years. Earlier, he served
for three years with CBS's sales division.
Harley A. Tarvin, former publications director for British-American Oil
Producing Co., joins Jack Wyatt Co.,
Dallas advertising and pr firm, as account executive.
James F. Black and William A. MacDonough, vps, Kudner Agency, New
York, elected senior vps. Mr. Black
joined Kudner in 1957 as account executive and became vp in 1958. Mr.
MacDonough joined Kudner in 1956
and became vp in 1958. Both are
members of board of directors and executive committee.
BROADCASTING, December 18, 1961

Fm radio committee
Ben Strouse, president
WWDC-FM Washington, named
chairman of NAB's 1961-62 fm
radio committee. Other committee appointments: Everett L. Dillard, owner and general manager,
WASH (FM) Washington; N. L.
Bentson, president, WLOL-FM
Minneapolis; Merrill Lindsay, executive vp, WSOY-FM Decatur;
Fred Rabell, managing director,
KITT (FM) San Diego; Henry
W. Slavick, general manager,
WMC-FM Memphis and Harold
I. Tanner, president and general
manager, WLDM (FM) Detroit.
William A. Okeson, formerly with
Clinton E. Frank Adv., Chicago, joins
Wade Adv., that city, as copywriter.
THE MEDIA
Robert A. Lang, vp,
CBS News, joins ABC
as associate to vp,
ABC News. Mr. Lang
joined Radio Free
Europe in 1949 as its
^S'
*
first employe and was
RFE general superm '^mm^mmi.
untjj CBS
1955.News
He
Lang vjsor
then joined
as sales director and in 1959 was elected vp for administration of news operation. Earlier, Mr. Lang served as advertising manager of Post Cereals Div. of
General Foods.

Assn., succeeding Julian Haas, KAGH
Crossett, who becomes vp. W. H. Mayo,
KBRI Brinkley, named secretary-treasurer and executive secretary.
Dickens J. Wright
has resigned
as president and director
of
WPAT Inc. and as vp
of Capital Cities
Broadcasting Corp.,
owner of station, but
will continue as consultant to Capital
Mr. Wright
Cities. Mr. Wright
and associates sold WPAT to Capital
Cities last May for $5 million (Broadcasting, May 22). Daniel P. Weinig,
assistant to Mr. Wright for past three
months, has been named to succeed
him at WPAT. Mr. Weinig previously
was general manager of WPRO Providence, also owned by Capital Cities.
Nicholas A. Bell, program director,
WREB Holyoke, Mass., named station
manager. He will continue as program
director.
Les Martin Jr., general manager,
WNED-TV Buffalo, elected to board of
trustees of Eastern Educational Network for one-year term.
Norman P. Bagwell, vp and general
manager, WKY-TV Oklahoma City,
re-elected
president of Oklahoma Television Assn.

Dilworth named station's musical director. Ira Glick to WCCF's announcing staff. Rob Payne and Don Thieme
resign to join WKKO Cocoa, Fla., and
U. S. Armed Forces, respectively.

Peter Mead, formerly with C. R.
Casson Ltd., advertising agency, London, England, joins research and promotion department of The Katz Agency, New York.
Lon Boutin, account executive,
KDAY Santa Monica, Calif., promoted
to sales manager. Mr. Boutin previously was vp for sales, Ad Staff, Los Angeles commercial production firm.
George H. Williams, national sales
manager, WWJ Detroit, to KDKA
Pittsburgh as assistant sales manager.

J. C. Willis, KVOM Morrilton, elected president of Arkansas Broadcasters

Vince Clayton, chief engineer, KSLAM-PrM-TV Salt Lake City (licensed to

W. S. Hancock named vp and general manager, WCCF Punta Gorda,
Fla., succeeding Roy Hickox, resigned.
Millie Donute
joins WCCF
as women's
director
and continuity
director.
Percy

e titan a decade of (Lonitructiue Service
to ^3roadcaiteri and the tl3roadcastinq industry
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Radio Service Corp. of Utah), promoted to director of engineering. Other
promotions: Maurice J. Jones, radio
transmitter supervisor, to chief radio
engineer; S. Leslie Price, tv transmitter
supervisor, named chief tv transmission
engineer; Rollow C. Kimball, tv remote
and maintenance engineer, to chief tv
maintenance engineer, and John M.
Powell, tv operations supervisor, to
chief tv operations engineer.
Frank Boscia, account executive,
WTVJ (TV) Miami, appointed local
sales manager.
Joel Graham, Mademoiselle magazine, joins ABC-TV New York as presentation writer in sales development department.
Millie Bersell named assistant sales
coordinator of KRCA (TV) Los Angeles.
Charles A. White and William C.
Ganey join local-regional sales staff,
KXOK St. Louis.
Robert C. Schumann, personnel
manager, Newspaper Agency Corp.,
Charleston, W. Va., joins WCHS, that
city, as salesman.
Bill Miller joins sales department and
announcing staff of KPRB Redmond,
Ore.
Eddie Clarke, air personality, KMBC

NPC's new officers
George Cullen, editor, Bureau
of National Affairs publications,
elected president of National
Press Club,
Washington, succeeding John P.
Cosgrove, Broadtions.casting
Other Publicanew
officers: Bryson
B. Rash, NBC
News,
vp; Robert
Mr Cullen
E. Lee, Ridder
publications, secretary; Windsor
P. Booth, National Geographic
magazine, treasurer, and L. David
LeRoy, U. S. News & World Report, financial secretary. Elected
to three-year terms on board of
governors: Kermit McFarland,
Scripps - Howard Newspapers;
Clark R. Mollenhoff, Cowles Publications, and Lewis W. Shollenberger, ABC News. Warren
Duffee, UPI, and Michael
Hudoba, Sports Afield, were elected to one-year terms on board.
Kansas City, promoted to program manager, WHK Cleveland, both Metropolitan Broadcasting stations. Johne Pearson succeeds Mr. Clarke as air personality. Dick Smith, KMBC's community relations director, promoted to director of operations.
Dale A. Owens named assistant manager in charge of programming and
production of KIMM Rapid City, S.D.
Richard Waffle, air personality,
WINS New York, appointed program
director, WVIP Mt. Kisco, N. Y.
John McClane joins NBC special
projects and Project 20 units as program coordinator. Formerly, Mr. McClane was assistant trade editor, NBC
Sanford L. Gibbons, formerly with
press.
sales department, KOOL Phoenix, joins
program department, KPHO, that city.
Ed Wade, art director and senior
producer-director, WBTW (TV) Florence, S. C, to WBTV (TV) Charlotte,
N. C, as producer-director.
Mel M. Slott joins WBNS-TV Columbus as director.

WPE
PHILADELPHIA
THE STATION OF THE STARS
CALL GILL-PERNA, INC.
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Deane Johnson, program director,
KWMT Fort Dodge, Iowa, joins
KOMA Oklahoma City as production
director. He will also assume duties
of public service director.
Robert N. Brumfield, news assignment editor, WKRC-TV Cincinnati,
named news director, WKRC-AM-FMTV, succeeding Nick Basso, who trans-

fers to WTVN (TV) Columbus as news
director. Both are Taft Broadcasting
stations. Earlier, Mr. Brumfield served
as news reporter for WSAZ-AM-TV
Huntington, W. Va.
David E, Schoumacher named news
director, KTIV (TV) Sio\rx City, Iowa,
succeeding Ken Wayman, who resigns
to
firm.accept position with stock brokerage
Dick Compton, news editor, KVTV
(TV) Sioux City, Iowa, promoted to
news director.
Marvin L. Shapiro, formerly with
Harrington, Righter & Parsons, New
York station rep firm, and earlier as
account executive with New York and
Chicago offices of CBS-TV Spot
Sales, appointed eastern sales manager
for TvAR.
R. K. (Skin) Wood, general manager,
WOHP Bellefontaine, joins sales executive staff, WCOL Columbus, both
Ohio.
E. William Patterson, account executive, KIOA Des Moines, appointed sales
manager.
Harold Fishman, professor of political science at Los Angeles State College, and for past several months interpretative commentator at KCOP
(TV) , that city, signed to exclusive twoyear contract to continue at KCOP, in
similar capacity.
Lester Zimmerman joins press information department at CBS Radio,
New York, succeeding Peter Fischer,
who moves to public-affairs unit of
CBS-TV press information department.
Keith Allen, formerly with pr department, Boeing Airplane Co., Seattle,
joins ABC-TV press information staff
in Hollywood as unit publicist.
Frank Starr, air personality, WJBF
(TV) Augusta, joins
Richmond-Petersburg,WXEX-TV
insimilar capacity,
succeeding Jim Canyon, who moves to
WBAL-TV Baltimore.
Joe Mosbrook joins WDEL-AM-FM
Wilmington as air personality.
Spry MPB president
Gene Spry, KPHO Phoenix,
elected president of Metropolitan
Phoenix Broadcasters. Other officers elected: Sheldon Engel,
KXIV Phoenix, vp, and Homer
Lane, KOOL-AM-FM-TV Phoenix, secretary-treasurer. Elected
to board of directors: George
Lasley, KRUX Glendale: Ray
Smucker, KTAR-TV PhoenixMesa; John Hogg, KOY Phoenix,
and Bill La Dow, KTVK (TV)
Phoenix.
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Ed Seeman, animation director,
Elektra Film Productions Inc., New
York, joins Gryphon Productions Inc.,
that city, as partner.
Harry Novick, United Artists Assoc.,
joins Jayark Films Corp., New York,
as booking and operations manager.
John Hubbard named dialogue director on Lone Sierra, new Warner
Bros, tv series. Montgomery Pittman
is directing series' first segment, "Omen
of the Squirrel's Tail."
Armand Acosta, graphic designer,
joins Modern Film Effects, Los Angeles,
as director of title and creative design

All were 'high' at this birthday party
A birthday party at 43,000 feet
lines' DC-8 along with his friends
over Albuquerque, N. M., or and associates: (from left to right)
. wherever it be, sounds unique, but Mr. Jolley; J. B. Fuqua, president,
it happened to R. A. Jolley, presi- WJBF (TV) Augusta; Marcus Bartdent, WMRC Inc. (licensee of lett, general manager, WSB-TV AtWFBC-AM-FM-TV Greenville, S.C.;
lanta; Frank Gaither, general manager, WSB Atlanta, and Wilson
WBIR-AM-FM-TV Knoxville, and
Wearn, executive vice president,
WWNC Asheville, N. C).
WMRC Inc.
Enroute to the NBC Affiliates
meeting in Los Angeles, Mr. Jolley
Edna Seaman, promotion man(1) enjoys a glass of champagne and
ager, WFBC-TV arranged the surprise birthday party.
birthday cake aboard the Delta AirBill Calder, formerly with WEBR
Buffalo, N. Y., joins WINZ Miami, as
air personality.
Guy Travers, chief announcer,
WFMM-FM Baltimore, joins WJBRFM Wilmington, Del., as air personality.
Ted Pettit, director of pr for The
Roaring '20's, Hollywood night club,
joins information services staff, KNX
Los Angeles, as pr and publicity director.
Helen Miller, women's editor, KFIF
Tucson, resigns to handle publicity for
lecture tour of Sir Edmund Hillary,
conqueror of Mt. Everest.
William D. Piper, director, KOGOTV San Diego, has been put in charge
WHIP THE HAZARD
OF
LIBEL, SLANDER,
INVASION OF PRIVACY, PIRACY,
i
VIOLATION OF COPYRIGHT
WITH 1) Good Practices
2) Good Care
3) Good Insurance.
YOU
handle
No.
1 andSPECIAL
No. 2 —andWE'LL
look
after No. 3 with our
UNIQUE
EXCESS POLICY, built to do it satisfactorily
and quite inexpensively!
For details and rates, write
EMPLOYERS REINSURANCE
CORPORATION
21 V/. Tenth, Kansas City, Mo.
New
rorh. Chicago,
107 William
175 W, San100Francisco,
Bush
St. Jackson St.
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projects.
James Rusk joins creative staff of
Phil Davis Musical Enterprises Inc.,
New York.
Bob Hope appointed master of ceremonies for 34th annual Oscar show,
April 9, for third consecutive year.
Peter Del Negro, production coordinator, Paramount Pictures, Hollywood,
joins
Flagg
Films Inc., that city, in
similar capacity.
Tommy Davis, Los Angeles Dodgers
outfielder, joins promotion department
of Capitol Records Distributing Corp.,
Hollywood. He will engage in radio

of station's on-the-air promotion, producing and writing all KOGO-TV
promos.
Grayce Papps, formerly with sales
promotion and tv production departments, WNAC-AM-TV Boston, joins
WMTW-TV Poland Spring, Me., as
promotion director, succeeding Richard
Gove who joins U. S. Army.

THE LEADER" IN THE
SYRACUSE MARKET

Buzz Lawrence named promotion
manager, KING Seattle.
David R. Klemm appointed promotion director, WIL St. Louis, succeeding Ruth N. Just who becomes director
of publicity and public affairs.
Terry Hourigan, formerly with
WFBG Altoona, Pa., joins WEBR
Buffalo, N. Y., as air personality.
Tom Abernethy, program director,
WSTV-TV Steubenville, Ohio-Wheeling, W. Va., elected president of United
Cerebral Palsy of Steubenville, and
Weirton, W. Va.

DELIVERS 42%*
MORE HOMES THAN
ITS COMPETITOR
* ARB MARKET REPORT
MARCH, 1961

PROGRAMMING
David L. Wolper, president and executive producer, Wolper Productions
Inc., Hollywood, elected associate member of American Rocket Society in recognition of his achievements in promoting U. S. aerospace program. He
has produced two documentary tv films,
"The Race For Space" and "Project:
Man in Space."
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station contact work in southern California area.
GOVERNMENT
Stanley Plesent, deputy general
counsel, U. S. Information Agency,
Washington, named general counsel,
succeeding Donald J. Irwin, who resigns to accept post of treasurer of
State of Connecticut. He has also been
designated to serve as agency employment policy and contracts compliance
officer and as space communications
coordinator. Mr. Plesent joined USIA
in April following more than seven
years legal service with Young & Rubicam, New York.
EQUIPMENT & ENGINEERING
Luther M. Sandwick, vp, Pilot Radio
Corp., Long Island
City, N. Y., named
staff director, Electronics Industries
Assn., effective Jan.
15. Mr. Sandwick is
32-year veteran of raMr. Sandwick
dio-tv industry sales
and management. He has served as
EIA director, chairman of association's
phonograph section and as member of
executive committee of consumer products division.

for Sylvania Electric Products Inc.,
New York, division of GT&E.
E. V. Huggins, vp
and chairman of executive committee,
Westinghouse Electric
Corp., Pittsburgh,
elected executive vp
for associated activities. Mr. Huggins
since 1953 has had
overall supervision of
Westinghouse Broadcasting Co. on corporate level, responsibility he continues
in his new post. His broad area of supervision for some years has been both
in broadcast and international activities
of
corporation of which WBC is subsidiary.
Harry E. Smith, industrial sales manager, GE's medium ac motor department in Schenectady, appointed marketing manager for company's technical
products operation in Syracuse, both
New York.

Robert W. Deutsch, sales manager,
electronic tube department, International Telephone & Telegraph Corp.,
New York, named general sales manager, electronic tube division, DuMont
Laboratories, Clifton, N. J., division of
Fairchild Camera & Instrument Corp.,
Syosset, N. Y.
Marion F. Chetty, manager of General Telephone & Electronics' tv picture tube plant in Fullerton, Calif.,
named manager of foreign manufacturing operations for Sylvania International Inc., division of General Telephone
& Electronics Corp., New York. He
succeeds David K. Elwell who becomes
director of purchases and transportation

Edward J. Gay, southern regional
controller, Bigelow Sanford Inc., Belton,
S. C, joins Reeves Soundcraft Corp.,
Danbury, Conn., as controller.
INTERNATIONAL
B. A. Olerich, finance division manager of Ampex International operations,
appointed general manager of Ampex
International and president of Ampex
International S. A., wholly owned subsidiary of Ampex Corp. His headquarters will be in Fribourg, Switzerland.
Mr. Olerich, who assumes responsibility for all Ampex activities outside the
U. S., succeeds A. R. Gale, resigned.
Sondra Switzer, formerly with McCann-Erickson Canada Ltd., Toronto,
named manager of media department,
including radio and television, RonaldsReynolds Ltd., Montreal.
Bruce McLeod, manager, CJCH-TV
Halifax, N. S., named general manager, CJCH-AM-TV.

COMPACT

EFFICIENT

FIELD

TESTED
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Elizabeth Lowry, formerly with AllCanada Radio & Television Ltd., Toronto, appointed information service manager, CKEY Toronto.
Hershel Harris, sales manager, Independent Television Corp. of Canada
Ltd., appointed firm's general manager.
Donald C. McLean named radio-tv
director of Needham, Louis & Brorby
of Canada Ltd., Toronto.
Walter E. Powell, former commercial
manager of Canadian Broadcasting
Corp., Toronto, was given farewell dinner on December 12, upon his retirement from CBC and broadcasting. He
entered broadcasting industry in 1925.
DEATHS
Elmer G. Marshutz,
66, honorary board
chairman and former
president, Gardner
Adv., St. Louis, died
Dec. 7 at his St. Louis
home. Mr. Marshutz
joined Gardner in
Mr. Marshutz
1928 as account executive. He became
in February
vp and board member
1934, and was elected president in October 1935, succeeding Herbert S. Gardner. He was elected chairman of board
in November 1955 and honorary chairman in July 1959.
Harold M. Winters, 57, former regional sales manager for RCA Sales
Corp. before resigning in June because
of ill health, died Dec. 9 at his home
in Kansas City. He joined RCA (then
Victor Talking Machine Co.) in 1926.
In 1942, Mr. Winters helped develop
South American market for RCA as
field sales representative with RCA Victor Argentina, S. A. After later serving
in sales executive posts in Minneapolis,
Kansas City and Cleveland, he was
named director of distribution of former RCA Victor Div., Camden, N. J.,
in August 1947. He was appointed
east central regional sales manager in
May 1960.
Elbert M. Antrim, 76, retired business manager of Chicago Tribune (licensee of WGN-AM-TV Chicago) and

rain developme
active dio-tv
activities, diednt atofhisTribune's
home Dec.
9. Mr. Antrim was also an organizer
of Mutual Broadcasting System. He
assistant to Tribune's
was appointed
president in 1927 and assistant business manager in 1928. He became busiMr. Antrim rein 1944.
ness
from Tribune
in 1954, after 37
tiredmanager
years of service, but remained director
of several subsidiaries of Tribune Co.
William C. Vance, 46, radio-tv copy
chief and commercial production director, Fletcher Richards, Calkins &
Holden, New York, died Dec. 8.
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Jan. 1 set as starting date;
'to please public' the goal
New Year's Eve has been set as the
inauguration day for the Irish Republic's State-supported television service,
Telefis Eireann. In its opening weeks,
the operation will telecast from 5-11:15
p.m., carrying mainly filmed series for
family entertainment.
The log for the first week's programming indicates that such U.S. favorites
as Dragnet, You Are There, Have Gun
Will Travel, and Panic will have their
chance to gain Irish fans as well.
In an interview announcing the commencement of the service, Edward J.
Roth Jr., Boston-born director-general
of Radio Eireann, parent organization
of the tv operation, declared his policy
would be to program "to please the
people." But he stressed that the people would have to be patient while the
network got on its feet, and not be too
harsh in judging it against the already
established programming of the BBC
and the ITV.
In certain cases, however, he felt that
Telefis programs already had an edge
over the competition. He cited particularly the fact that the service had
acquired "incomparably the finest thing"
in the Western field when it got Have
Gun. Entertainment value would be
the determining factor of much of what
was telecast in Southern Ireland, Mr.
Roth said, adding that minority interests
would be catered to "in a minor way."
With the new television service about
to begin operation, Mr. Roth said that
the radio operation would undergo significant changes to accommodate itself
to the new medium. "We have to change
and lighten the radio programs whether
we like it or not. In every country
where you have tv, radio has changed to
meet the new competition."
Mr. Roth is now half-way through his
two-year contract with Radio Eireann.
He came to Irish broadcasting with experience as a writer, producer, announcer, and consultant for NBC Radio
and Tv.
Ontario

court

reverses

BBG satellite ruling
For the first time a decision of the
Broad of Broadcast Governors has been
overruled by a Canadian court.
CJFB-TV Swift Current, Sask., and
CFQC-TV Saskatoon, Sask., had both
requested the license to operate a satellite station in the Saskatchewan area.
The BBG had ruled in favor of CFQCTV. CJFB-TV appealed the ruling in
Ontario courts because the BBG had
made its recommendation at Ottawa in
BROADCASTING, December 18, 1961

Ontario province.
Ontario Chief Justice J. C. McRuer
on December 7 quashed the BBG recommendation and issued an order forbidding the Minister of Transport to
issue a license to CFQC-TV for the
satellite operation until the BBG made
a recommendation "according to the
provisions of the Canada Broadcasting
The chief justice said that CFQC-TV
had been allowed to revise its brief
but CJFB-TV had not been given this
opportunity
by the BBG, and thus had
Act."
been deprived of a fair hearing. He
ruled that the BBG lost its jurisdiction
when it let CFQC-TV file an amended
brief without giving CJFB-TV a chance
to respond.
Football

coverage

elicits BBG warning
The Canadian Board of Broadcast
Governors has warned that it "is prepared to exercise such authority as it
has under the Canadian Broadcasting
Act to ensure (that public) interests
may be more fully protected" when
negotiations for 1962-63 football tv
rights are arranged in the near future.
The BBG made this announcement
at Ottawa late last month when it
turned down the request of CTV Television network to force the Canadian
Broadcasting Corp. to make the Grey
Cup football classic available to all tv
stations.
The BBG stated that in its opinion
arrangements for this year's tv football
coverage had not been in the public interest nor in that of the sport itself.
The BBG felt "that major sports events,
particularly those involving teams representing the regions of Canada are important to national life. The arrangements entered in this year for football
television have been a cause of uncertainty and confusion, and have not, in
the opinion of the board, advanced
either the public interest or the interest
of Canadian football."
Regarding the Grey Cup game, held
Dec. 2 at Toronto, the BBG stated that
while additional stations not affiliated
with the CBC network might extend
coverage to some people who would
not otherwise be able to see the game,
it would deprive viewers of any alternative service on Canadian stations.
CFTO-TV Toronto, Ont., bought
football rights for this year and next
by outbidding CBC which has traditionally carried the games each fall in
both western and eastern parts of Canada. CFTO-TV and the CTV Television Network carried the regional
games, but the final Grey Cup game
went to the CBC and its national network.
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Santa
— they leave their legs in their stockings.
Wheeling wtrf-tv
NEW toYEARS
EVE . . . that's when it's fun to
go
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wtrf-tv Wheeling
JUST WHAT do you send to a sick florist?
Wheeling
VP BOB FERGUSON
says wtrf-tv
his Italian-American
dictionary
says a Pizzaburger
is a guy from
Pittsburgh.
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Hungarian-American
dictionary
is worse . . . ask
him.
wtrf-tv Wheeling
QUOTE, Droke House Weekly Digest, quoted
one of our Story Board gems. A quote in
Quote is quite a conquest!
wtrf-tv. . . #10 in our
CHAIRMAN OFWheeling
THE BOARD
WTReffigy ADworld close-up series is underlined "Top HEAVY" but several other good
underlines were appropriate . . . "Sir Stance
Allot" was RWF's choice, "Steering Wheel"
was DMG's choice . . . others? "Throne
Roomer" . . . "Pinnacle Player" . . . "Monarch Key" . . . "Roomer at the Top of the
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Schedule
reach and sell the Wheeling/Steubenville Industrial Ohio Valley from Wheeling. Our rep,
George
P. Hollingbery will make all the arrangements.
WHEELING,
WEST VIRGINIA

CHANNEL
SEVEN

The New
1961-62
BROADCASTING

YEARBOOK

"The one-book library of TV/Radio"
Designed to meet your specialized needs,
the all-new BROADCASTING Yearbook ii
the most complete encyclopedia-type book
ever published for the business of broadcasting. It's 566 pages contain 46 separate
directories.

And, among the new features, you'll
especially like the new thumb index,
separating the six major business areas of
broadcasting.

Order your copy or copies now. $4.00
per copy. Supply is limited. Broadcasting
Yearbook, 1 735 DeSales St., Washington
6, D. C.

Canadian

tv gross

record for quarter
Gross national television billings for
all Canadian tv stations totaled $10,779,132 for the third quarter of 1961,
according to the Broadcast Advertising Bureau of the Canadian Assn. of
Broadcasters. This is the highest gross
national billings for the July-September
period of any year; last year's was
$10,216,686.
For the first nine months of this year
gross national tv billings amounted to
$39,852,528, compared with $38,293,047 in the same period last year, and
$22,910,096 in the 1959 period.
Figures are compiled by an independent auditing firm which receives confidential figures from all Canadian station representatives, Canadian Broadcasting Corp., Montreal and Toronto tv
stations.
German agencies seek
more commercial time
What West German advertisers consider an "acute" shortage of commercial time on the regional Bavarian tv
network has become a topic of discussion between the AWM, a West German advertising agency and market
specialist group, and the network.
The talks, in which AWM is seeking
greater time allowance for commercial
spots and announcements, follow a
notice sent out by Bayerischer Werbefernsehen GmbH., saying that no new
clients for commercial time would be
accepted by the network next year.
West German advertisers feel that
current time restrictions prevent them
from presenting new product lines with
even an approximation of audience coverage. AWMisclaims
that blow
the network's
new dictum
a severe
to small
and medium-sized concerns who are
now anxious to break into television
advertising, but by the ruling would
be denied the opportunity until 1963
at the earliest.
AWM complains that it is discrimi-

natory to exclude these potential advertisers, and that a time quota for old
and new advertisers would not solve the
problem. Only the allowance of more
time for commercial spotting and programming will really effect a solution,
AWM claims.
Canadian agencies seek
to trim the fringes
Advertisers should pay extra for
preparation of radio-tv scripts, scenarios and commercials done by Canadian
agencies, according to a booklet on
agency standards released by the Canadian Assn. of Advertising Agencies, Toronto. Such services, including language translations done by agencies,
should no longer be counted as part of
the 15% commission for enfranchised
agencies, the booklet said.
Although essentially a revision of
earlier booklets published by CAAA,
the new booklet lists for the first time
the services for which these extra fees
should be charged.
CBC to retain CJBC,
Toronto clear channel
The Canadian Board of Broadcast
Governors has announced at Ottawa
that clear channels occupied by Canadian stations will continue to be used
only for the government-owned Canadian Broadcasting Corp. broadcasting
stations.
The question of CBC relinquishing
one of these stations has been discussed
for some time in broadcasting circles.
The future of CJBC Toronto (860 kc),
key ion50-kw
CBC's about
DominNetwork,station
has beenof talked
for
months, since CBC announced that it
it discontinuing the Dominion network,
of which CJBC is the only CBC-owned
station. The BBG announcement settles any speculation that the station and
its frequency might be sold to private
interests. CBC also has CBL at Toronto
on 740 kc, the key station of the TransCanada network, which will absorb
some of the Dominion network stations.

Free world sold on tv, says Erickson
In order to sell, advertisers should
The growth of television as a
world-wide selling force received the make their commercials better than
emphasis of a speech by Rodney
the shows they sponsor, using highErickson, president of Filmways Inc.,
ly skilled creative people for the purNew York, before a luncheon meetpose, Mr. Erickson said.
A possible compromise solution
ing of the Radio-Television Executives Club, Toronto.
to the government-vs.-free enterprise
Mr. Erickson detailed the growth
problem which plagues broadcasting
of commercial tv in 14 countries out- in some countries, Mr. Erickson felt,
side North America, telling his au- was the developing tendency toward
dience that 38 million of the 42.5
handling of educational and informillion tv receivers in other parts of
mative programming by the governthe free world were in countries havments, with entertainment being left
ing television on a commercial basis. mostly to commercial stations.
92 (INTERNATIONAL)

BBG

grants

new

fms

and power increases
Two new fm stations, a new tv satellite, and several power increases were
approved by the Canadian Board of
Broadcast Governors at Ottawa on November 28. The decisions were announced atOttawa on Dec. 7.
CJBQ Belleville, Ont., and CJCB Sydney, Nova Scotia, were recommended
for fm station licenses. CJBQ-FM is to
operate on 97.1 mc with 3.43 kw and
antenna 134.5 feet above average terrain. Approval was given for this applicant to program simultaneously with
CJBQ until its licenses come up for
renewal, at which time plans for separate programming of the fm outlet are
to be submitted.
CJCB-FM Sydney, N.S., will operate
on 94.9 mc with 675 w and antenna
210 feet above average terrain. Within
one year of the establishment of the
station, its owners must present detailed
proposals and commitments for separate
programming of the fm station from
its am affiliate.
Northeast Social Club has been recommended for a license at Manicouagan, Que., to pick up programs of
CJBR-TV Rimouski, Que., and rebroadcast these on channel 10 with 1 1.9 video
and 6 audio power and directional antenna of 529 feet above average terrain.
CKSW Swift Current, Sask., has been
recommended for a power increase on
1400 kc from 250 w to 1 kw day and
250 night-time.
CKBW Bridgewater, N.S., was recomended for a power boost on 1000 kc
from 1 kw to 10 kw.
CBT Grand Falls, Newfoundland,
had its power increase application from
1 kw to 10 kw on 540 kc postponed until after government approval for a new
station at Grand Falls, by VOCM St.
John's, Nfld.
The sale of CHUB Nanaimo, B.C.,
for an undisclosed sum from Standard
Broadcasting Co., Ltd., to Nanaimo
Broadcasting Corp., Ltd., has been apThe transfer of a large block of
proved. in CHLT-AM-FM-TV Shershares
brooke, Que., has been approved.
Alphee Gauthier, founder of stations,
has retired and has sold his shares to
his partner Paul Desruisseaux.
Would bar cameras
A judge of the Supreme Court of
Ontario (Canada) has asked for legislation to bar the use of newspaper
and television cameras in coverage of
any court case in the province. Justice
G. A. Gale made the request to Ontario Attorney General Kelson Roberts
during a meeting of the attorney general's committee on the administration
of justice.
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permit, for same facilities. Mr. Collins is
APPLICATIONS
licensee
Dec. 8. of WDOC Prestonburg. Action
St. Granted
Louis Park,
Minn.15— kw.
RadioAnt.Suburbia
DA-N,
change
type
trans,
and
change
trans,
As compiled by Broadcasting, Dec. 7 and studio location. Ann. Dec. 13.
Inc.
104.1 mc;
height
above average terrain 230 ft. P. O. address
through Dec. 13, and based on filings,
WCJU Columbia, Miss. — Cp to increase
power
from
250
w
to
1
kw
and
install
new
2500
Excelsior
Blvd.,
Minneapolis
16,
Minn.
authorizations and other actions of the
trans. Ann. Dec. 13.
Estimated construction cost $29,065; first
year operating cost $15,000; revenue $15,000.
FCC. Includes data on new stations,
KLID Poplar Bluff, Mo. — Cp to increase
Radio Suburbia Inc. is owned 100% by Red
daytime
w to
install newpower
trans.from
Ann.250Dec.
13. 1 kw and
Owl Stores Inc. and is licensee of KRSI
changes in existing stations, ownership
St. Louis Park. Action Dec. 8.
KSVC
Richfield,
Utah—
Mod.
of
license
changes, hearing cases, rules & standto
hours13. of operation from unl. to
Greenville, Ohio — Kennedy Bcstg. Corp.
D. change
Ann. Dec.
Granted 106.5 mc; 6.3 kw. Ant. height
ards changes, routine roundup.
above average terrain 170 ft. P. O. address
Abbreviations: DA — directional antenna, cp
New fm stations
210 Chippewa Drive, Greenville. Estimated
— construction permit. ERP — effective radiconstruction cost $17,925; first year operatACTIONS BY BROADCAST BUREAU
ated power, vhf — very high frequency, uhf
ing cost
revenue Louis
$24,000.Froikin
Prin— ultra high frequency, ant. — antenna, aur. —
cipals:$15,000;
John D. Kennedy,
Florence, Ala. — Radio Muscle Shoals Inc.
aural, vis. — visual, kw — kilowatts, w — watts,
(each 50%). Mr. Kennedy is insurance
Granted
107.3
mc;
7.6
kw.
Ant.
height
above
mc — megacycles. D — day. N — night. LS —
agent;
is partner in law firm.
average terrain 320 ft. P. O. address box
Action Mr.
Dec.Froikin
8.
local sunset, mod. — modification, trans. —
600. Florence. Estimated construction cost
transmitter, unl. — unlimited hours, kc — kiloMayaguez, P. R. — Jose Bechara Jr.
$8,691.82. Radio Muscle Shoals Inc. is licycles. SCA — subsidiary communications aucensee of WOWL Florence. Action Dec. 8. Granted 99.1 mc; 1.7 kw. Ant. height above
thorization. S A— special service authorizaaverage
terrain minus 140 ft. P. O. address
Tucson,
Ariz.
—
Prell
Enterprises.
Granted
tion. STA — special temporary authorization.
box 1293 Mayaguez. Estimated construction
92.1 mc; 800 w. Ant. height above average
SH — specified hours. CH — critical hours. • —
terrain
15
ft.
P.
O.
address
2126
S.
Alvernon,
cost
$16,055;
operatingis cost
$8,educational. Ann. — Announced.
000; revenue first
none. year
Mr. Bechara
licensee
Tucson. Estimated construction cost $7,172;
of
WKJB
Mayaguez.
Action
Dec.
8.
first
year
operating
cost
$15,000;
revenue
New tv stations
Burlington, Vt. — Vermont Bcstg. Corp.
$20,000. Principals: Isadore Prell (50%),
Granted 98.9 mc; 3.2 kw. Ant. height above
Stanley Prell, Audrey Prell (each 25%),
APPLICATIONS
average terrain 310 ft. P. O. address 633
who own 51%, 25% and 24%, respectively,
of Arizona Microwave Inc. Action Dec. 8.
Yuma, Ariz. — Desert Telecasting Co. Vhf
Main tionSt.,
Burlington.
construccost $20,000;
first Estimated
year operating
cost
ch. 13 (210-216 mc); ERP 1.97 kw vis., 985
New Britain, Conn. — Hartford County
w aur. Ant. height above average terrain
$130,000; revenue $150,000. Vermont Bcstg.
Bcstg. Corp. Granted 100.5 mc; 20 kw. Ant.
Corp. has 41 stockholders and is licensee
236 ft., above ground 200 ft. Estimated conheight above average terrain 130 ft. P. O.
struction cost $72,547; first year operating
ef WJOY Burlington. Action Dec. 8.
address 16 Mitchell Drive, Kings Point,
cost $85,000; revenue $90,000. P. O. address
*Ellensburg, Wash. — Board of Trustees,
Long Island, N. Y. Estimated construction
Central Washington State College. Granted
1320 Fourth Ave., Yuma. Studio and trans,
cost
$17,852;
first
year
operating
cost
$18,88.1
mc; 10 w. Ant. height above average
location Yuma. Geographic coordinates 32°
000; revenue $24,000. Hartford County Bcstg.
terrain 101.75 ft. P. O. address c/o Dr.
Corp. is licensee of WKNB New Britain.
42' 10" N. lat., 114° 37' 30" W. long. Trans.
Action Dec. 8.
Albert O. Weissberg, Central Washington
Gates BT-500-CH; ant. Jampro JATV-48-H.
Legal counsel Samuel Miller, Washington,
State College,
Ellensburg.
conAtlanta, Ga. — Atlanta Fm Bcstrs. Granted
struction cost $3,886;
first Estimated
year operating
D. C.; consulting engineer Thomas B.
99.7 mc; 10 kw Ant. height above average
Friedman, Pacific Palisades, Calif. Printerrain 120 ft. P. O. address c/o Eathel
cost $400. Action Dec. 8.
cipals: Robert W. Crites, Robert H. Langill
Holley, 235 Nightingale Drive, Columbus,
APPLICATIONS
(each 50%). Mr. Crites owns KBLU Yuma
Ga. Estimated construction cost $7,998; first
♦Baltimore, Md. — Convention of the Protand 50% of KAPP Redondo Beach, Calif.;
year
operating
cost
$12,000;
revenue
$15,000.
estant Episcopal Church of the Diocese of
Mr.
Eathel Holley, sole owner, owns 50% of Maryland.
90.5 mc; 150 w. Ant. height
Ann. Langill
Dec. 4.is assistant manager of KBLU.
WOKS Columbus and 33.33% of WLAW
above
average
terrain 376 ft. P. O. address
Atrisco-Five Points, N. M. — Southwestern
Lawrenceville, both Georgia. Action Dec.
c/o
Rev.
George
F. Packard,
105 W.operating
Monu8.
Bcstg. Co. Uhf ch. 18 (494-500 mc); ERP
ment
St.,
Baltimore
1. First year
*Pocatello,
Idaho—
Idaho
State
College.
■9.1
kw
vis.,
5.1
kw
aur.
Ant.
height
above
cost
$14,368.
Ann.
Dec.
6.
average terrain 82 ft., above ground 243 ft. Granted 88.7 mc; 9 w. Ant. height above
Grove City, Pa. — James V. Perry. 95.1 mc;
Estimated construction cost $82,000; first average terrain 45 ft. P. O. address c/o Dr.
3 kw. Ant. height above average terrain
year operating cost $120,000; revenue $140,Carl L. Isaacson, Idaho State College,
104 ft. P. O. address 634 S. Center St.,
000. P. O. address 1104 West Avenue I, Pocatello. Estimated construction cost
Grove City. Estimated construction cost
Lovington, N. M. Studio and trans, loca$8,863.50;
$16,487; first year operating cost $20,000;
tion Dec. first
8. year operating cost $500. Action Albuquerque. N. M. Geographic corevenue $24,000. Mr. Perry is sales repreordinates 35° 04' 41" N. lat., 106° 35' 7.5"
Watseka, 111. — Iroquois County Bcstg. Co.
sentative for floor coverings firm and was
W. long. Trans. GE TT-20-A; ant. Electron
Granted 94.1 mc; 6.3 kw. Ant. height above
applicant
Ann.
Dec. for
6. am station in Grove City.
HL-2. Legal counsel Prescott & Prescott,
average terrain 140 ft. P. O. address WatDallas, Tex.; consulting engineer Electron
seka. Estimated construction cost $11,404;
Corp., Dallas. Principals: A. C. Holder, D. first year operating cost $6,000; revenue
Ownership changes
W. Erwin (each 25%), Ora R. Hall Jr. (23%),
$12,000. censeeIroquois
is li-8.
APPLICATIONS
T. J. Deason Jr., E. Kirk Newman (each
of WGFA County
Watseka.Bcstg.
ActionCo.Dec.
10%), Eugene McElvaney Jr. (7%). Mr.
North
Vernon,
Ind.
—
Dorrell
Ochs.
New,
Flagstaff,
Ariz. — Seeks assignment
Holder is independent oil operator; Mr.
of cp from Flagstaff Bcstg. to Eugene C.
Granted 106.1 mc; 3.8 kw. Ant. height
Erwin owns 50% of one catv system and
above average terrain 175 ft. P. O. address
Phillippi; consideration $4,000. Mr. Phillippi
c/o Ochs Auto Supply, 62 E. Walnut St., is deputy evaluator, County Assessor's of■30%
of another;is Mr.
Hall isMr.oil Deason
operator;is North
Mr. Newman
attorney;
Vernon. Estimated construction cost
fice, Coconino County, Ariz. Ann. Dec. 7.
accountant; Mr. McElvaney is stockholder
$10,789; first year operating cost $8,000;
KELE(FM)
— Seeks
revenue $12,000. Dorrell Ochs, sole owner,
in oil firm. Southwestern Bcstg.-Co. is also
ment of licensePhoenix,
and SCAAriz.
from
Anjo assignBcstrs.
applicant for uhf stations in Lubbock,
is licensee of WOCH North Vernon. Action
& Telecasters Inc. to Edward J. Churchill
Odessa
and
El
Paso,
all
Texas.
Ann.
Dec.
Dec.
12.
(99.94%), d/b as Camelback Bcstg. Inc.;
13.
Prestonburg,
— Ant.
Gordon
consideration $1.00 plus assumption of liGranted
95.5 mc; Ky.
16.5 kw.
height Collins.
above
abilities. Assignee is licensee of KXIV
New am stations
average terrain 560 ft. P. O. address Lackey,
Phoenix. Ann. Dec. 12.
Ky.
Present
grant
is
cp
to
replace
expired
KWBY
Scottsdale, Ariz. — Seeks transfer
APPLICATIONS
Attalla, Ala. — Metropolitan Gadsen Broadcast Corp. 1240 kc; 250 w unl. P. O. address
c/o Samuel J. Simon, box 2622, Nashville,
Tenn. Estimated construction cost $30,000;
first year operating cost $35,000; revenue
$45,000. Principals; Samuel J. Simon, Fred
Rosemore, Stanley Besner (each one-third).
EDWIN
TORNBERG
TVTr. Simon is optometrist and owns 80%
interest in Nashville, Tenn., am application; Mr. Rosemore is optometrist; Mr.
Besner is 49% partner in wholesale optical
& COMPANY, INC.
supplies firm. Ann. Dec. 6.
■
Waverly, Tenn. — Humphreys County
1
Bcstg. Co. 1540 kc; 1 kw D, 500 w CH. P. O.
address c/o R. M. McKay Jr., box 71,
Columbia, Tenn. Estimated construction
cost $14,115; first year operating cost $45,Negotiators For The Purchase And Sale Of
000; revenue $52,000. R. M. McKay Jr.,
Radio And TV Stations
sole owner,
is
28%
owner
,
of
WKRM
Columbia, Tenn. Ann. Dec. 13.
is ifin ' '
'
Appraisers • Financial Advisors
Existing am stations
APPLICATIONS
New York-60 East 42nd St., New York 17, N. Y. • MU 7-4242
WGWC Selma, Ala. — Cp to increase dayWest Coast-1357 Jewell Ave., Pacific Grove, Calif. • FR 2-7475
time power from 250 w to 1 kw and install
new trans. Ann. Dec. 13.
Washington-1426 "G" St., N.W., Washington, D.C. • Dl 7-8531
KHAR Anchorage, Alaska — Cp to change
-frequency
from
590
kc
to
640
kc.
increase
daytime power from 5 kw to 50 kw, install
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of approximately 66% of stock in Arizona
Aircasters Inc., 70% stockholder in Scottsdale Bcstg. Co. (licensee), from Morrisn
Mindel to John C. Cox Jr.; consideratio
$110,000. Mr.
is owner
of building confirm. Ann.
struction Cox
Dec. 13.
KEVC Fresno, Calif.— Seeks assignment
of cp from Robert L. Lippert to John W.
Sonder and Sylvia W. Sonder Ph.D. (each
50%), d/b sideration
as San
Co.; sales
con$7,000. Mr.Joaquin
SonderBcstg.
has been
manager of KGST Fresno; his wife, Dr.
Sonder, is clinical psychologist. Ann. Dec. 7.
KSFE Needles, Calif.— Seeks assignment
of license from SHS Bcstg. Corp. to James
Parr; consideration $57,500. Mr. Parr is
general
Tex.
Ann.manager
Dec. 6. of KFST Ft. Stockton,
WPLK Rockmart, Ga. — Seeks transfer of
50% of stock in Georgia Radio Inc. from
John P. Frew to Leslie E. Gradick, present
50% owner, consideration $13,750; transfer
of 33.33% from Mr. Gradick to George M.
Strickland Jr., consideration $9,500. Mr.
Strickland has 25% interest in Radio
Georgia Inc., applicant for purchase of
WTGA Thomaston, Ga. Ann. Dec. 7.
WTGA Thomaston, Ga. — Seeks assignment of cp from John P. Frew, Elizabeth
H. Frew, Stephens B. McGarity and Leslie
E. Gradick Jr., d/b as Radio Georgia, to
George D. Strickland Jr., Sylvia D. Strickland (each 25%), Leslie E. Gradick Jr.,
(50%), d/b as Radio Georgia Inc.; total
consideration $749.90. Mr. Strickland is
stockholder and director of farming, mercantile, banking, canning and fertilizer
business; Mrs. Strickland is announcer with
WSFT Thomaston; Mr. Gradick owns 50%
of WPLK Rockmart, 33.33% of WLAW
Lawrenceville and 25% of cp in Americus,
all Georgia. Ann. Dec. 7.
KUAM-AM-TV
Guam,
M. I. — Seeks
fer of 9% of stock
in Radio
Guam transfrom
John P. Hearne (5%) and William B. Duce
(4%) to Phil Berg, present owner of 45.5%;
considerations $15,500 to Mr. Hearne and
$10,000 to Mr. Duce. Ann. Dec. 13.
KSRA Salmon, Idaho — Seeks transfer of
25% of stock in Salmon River Radio & Tv
Inc. from Richard E. Carr and Sara L. Carr
(12.5% each) to David G. Ainsworth, present 50% stockholder;
approximately $8,000. Ann. consideration
Dec. 6.
WATZ Alpena, WATT Cadillac, WTOMTV Cheboygan. WATC Gaylord, WMBN
Petoskey, WTCM, WBTN-TV Traverse City,
all Michigan— Seek transfer of 22.5% of
stock in Midwestern Bcstg. Co. from Edward Biederman to Les Biederman, present
owner of 30%; consideration $4,500 plus
lifetime position on board of directors of
licensee. Ann. Dec. 13.
WSUH Oxford. Miss. — Seeks assignment
of license from C. H. Quick (90%) and A.
B. Quick (10%) to Colonel Rebel Radio
Inc., new corporation in which Messrs.
Quick are 90% and 10% stockholders respectively; no financial consideration involved. Ann. Dec. 13.
WNCT-TV Greenville, N. C— Seeks assignment of license from Carolina Bcstg.
System Inc. to Roy H. Park Bcstg. Inc.;
consideration $2,557,458. Roy H. Park, sole
stockholder of assignee, has indirect interest in KREB Shreveport, La., owns real
estate and investment firm and is vice
president and director of Duncan Hines
Institute Inc. Ann. Dec. 13.
WOMP-AM-FM Bellaire, Ohio.— Seeks assignment of license from WOMP Inc. to
Howard C. Weiss; consideration $78,000.
Mr. Weiss has been station manager of
WPWA Chester, Pa. Ann. Dec. 7.
KRMG Tulsa, Okla. — Seeks assignment of
license from Meredith Bcstg. Co. to Gilbert
C. Swanson (46%), George A. Bolas (24%),
Cecil A. Johnson (17%), and others, d/b
as Swanco Bcstg. of Oklahoma Inc.; consideration $500,000. Mr. Johnson is attorney;
Mr. Swanson is director of Northwestern
Bell Telephone Co. and of Northern Natural
Gas Co.; Mr. Bolas is vice president and
director of Tatham Laird Inc., advertising
agency; Swanco is licensee of KQEO Albuquerque, N. M., and KLEO Wichita, Kan.
Ann. Dec. 13.
WMC-AM-FM, WMCT(TV) Memphis.
Tenn. — Seeks assignment of licenses and
SCA from WMC Bcstg. Co. to ScrippsHoward Radio Inc.; name of assignee to
be changed to Scripps-Howard Bcstg. Co.
upon completion. Sole stockholder of assignee and approximately 69% stockholder
of assignor is E. W. Scripps Co. Transaction
represents merger between assignor and
assignee. Ann. Dec. 13.
Tex.W.— Seeks
of KGBC
license Galveston,
from James
Bradnerassignment
Jr., d/b
as Galveston Bcstg. Co., to Galveston Bcstg.
Die, new corporation of which Mr. Bradner
is 98.5%
stockholder;
no financial
consideration involved.
Ann. Dec.
6.
KVLG
LaGrange,
Tex. — Seeks assign94 (FOR THE RECORD)

ment of license from Colorado Valley
Bcstg. Co. Ltd. to Vernon R. Nunn; consideration $49,500. Mr. Nunn is 20% owner
of WIZZ Streator and 5% owner of WRAM
Monmouth, both Illinois. His application
for disposal of these partnership interests
is
pending FCC approval. Ann.
Dec.currently
6.
KCVL
Colville,
Wash.—
assignment
of license from Merle
B. Seeks
Peterson,
d/b as
Colville
Bcstg.
Co.,
to
Merrick
Davisunder
and
Norman C. Davis (each 50%), d/b
same name; consideration $60,000. Merrick
Davis is account executive with KGA
Spokane, Wash.; Norman Davis has been
emplove
Dec.
12. of newspaper in Spokane. Ann.
Hearing cases
STAFF INSTRUCTIONS
■ Commission directed preparation of
document
looking towardBcstg.
granting
tions of Washington
Co. applica(WOL),
Washington, D. C, Delaware Bcstg. Co.
(WILM), Wilmington, Del., WDAD Inc.
(WDAD), Indiana, Pa., Centre Bcstrs. Inc.
(WMAJ), State College. Pa., Sky-Park
Bcstg. Corp. (WFTR), Front Royal, Va.,
Miners Pa.,
Bcstg.
Inc. (WPAM),
Pottsville.
andService
Cumberland
Valley Bcstg.
Corp. (WTBO),
Cumberland,
Md.,
to
increase daytime power from 250 w to 1 kw,
continued
operation
on
1450
kc,
250
w-N.
June 14 initial decision looked toward this
action. Action Dec. 8.
■ Commission directed preparation of
document
looking toward
application of Northeast
Radio denying
Inc. to increase
power of WCAP Lowell, Mass., from 1 kw
to 5 kw, continued operation on 980 kc,
D. March 29 initial decision looked toward
this action. Action Dec. 8.
■ Commisison directed the preparation of
document looking toward granting applications of Nassau Bcstg. Co. for new am station to operate on 1350 kc, 5 kw. DA-2,
unl., in Princeton, N. J., and Norwalk
Bcstg. Inc. to change facilities of WNLK
Norwalk, Conn., on 1350 kc from 500 w, D,
to 500 w-N, 1 kwLS, DA-N, and denying
applications of Greater Princeton Bcstg.
Co. and The New Jersey Bcstg Co. for
new stations on 1350 kc, 5 kw, DA-2, unl.,
in Princeton. May 9 initial decision looked
toward granting application of Nassau
Bcstg.
Action Co.
Dec.and
7. denying other applications.
Announcement of these preliminary steps
does not constitute commission action in
such cases, but is merely announcement of
proposed disposition. Commission reserves
right to reach different results upon subdecisions. sequent adoption and issuance of formal
INITIAL DECISIONS
■ Hearing Examiner Walther W. Guenther
issued initial decision looking toward granting application of Seward Bcstg. Inc. for
new am station to operate on 1330 kc, 1 kw,
D, in Marion, Va. Action Dec. 13.
■ Hearing Examiner David I. Kraushaar
issued initial decision looking toward granting application of Crawford County Bcstg.
Co. to change facilities of WTIV Titusville,
Pa., from 1290 kc, 500 w, D, to 1230 kc, 500
w-D,
250 w-N; engineering condition. Action
Dec. 12.
■ Hearing Examiner Basil P. Cooper issued
initial decision looking toward denying application of Rounsaville of Louisville Inc. to
increase hours of operation of WLOU Louisville. Ky., from D only to unl. on its presently assigned frequency 1350 kc with 5 kw,
with nighttime DA at site different from
that
Dec. used
12. for daytime operation. Action
■ Hearing Examiner Millard F. French
issued initial decision looking toward (1)
granting
application
of Lynne-Yvette
Co. for new
am station
to operate onBcstg.
1250
kc, 1 kw, D, in Albany, Ga., conditioned
that, to extent that it permits operation with
daytime facilities prior to local sunrise, Sec.
3.87 of rules
is notoperation
applicableis prohibited,
to this authorization and such
and
(2)
denying
application
of
John
for new station on same frequencyT. Williams
with 500
w, D, in Americus, Ga. Action Dec. 12.
■ Hearing Examiner Thomas H. Donahue
issued initial decision looking toward denying applications
Co. forS. renewal of license ofofPalmetto
WDKD Bcstg.
Kingstree,
C,
and for license to cover cp. It was based,
was
licensee
primarily, on ground that
"woefully inadequate" in discharging his
"inderegarding abuses
broadcast
cent and responsibilities
obscene"
programming,
with respect
to total amount
of time devoted
to advertising continuity as well as frequenadinterruptions
cy of regular
vertisingprogram
messages. Hearing
examinerfor held

that "it would be unconscionable to permit
Robinson to come off here with only token
punishment for the grievous deviation he
has permitted his station to make from the
public interest
norm" andhereit should
"is alsostand
important that disposition
as a warning to others that such licensee
misconduct
not toAction
be condoned."
hearing was isheld.
Dec. 12. Local
OTHER ACTIONS
■ By order, commission postponed oral
argument scheduled for Dec. 14 in proceeding on Angeles
fm applications
of Bible
of Los
Inc. (KBBI),
Los Institute
Angeles,
Calif., and Benjamin C. Brown, Oceanside,
Calif., pending further order. Action Dec. 7.
■ By order, commission postponed oral
argument
8 in proceeding on fm scheduled
applicationsfor ofDec.
G. Stuart
Nixon,
San Jose, Calif., and Franklin Mieuli
(KHIP), San Francisco, Calif., pending
further order of commission. Action Dec. 7.
Routine roundup
■ By order, commission extended from
Jan. 9 to Jan. 23 date for start of commisen bancnational
hearing networks
to receive(ABC,
testimony
from sionthree
CBS
and NBC)
to
complete
commission's
tv
proinquiry. Postponement
for by gramnetworks.
Action Dec. was8. petitioned
■ By order, commission granted in part
petitiontionsbyConsulting
Assoc. Engineers
of Federal and
Communicaextended
from Dec. 11 to Jan. 10, 1962. time for filing
reply
comments
in of
Doc.fm 14185
and RM-94
concerning
revision
broadcast
rules.
On Dec. 1, commission denied similar request
by
A.
Earl
Cullum
Jr.,
since
it
failed
to
advance
Action
Dec. 5.reasons warranting extension.
ACTIONS ON MOTIONS
By Chairman Newton N. Minow
■ Granted petition by Central Coast Tv
and extended to Dec. 13 time to respond to
petitions bv Santa Maria Telecasting Corp.
to modify issues or in alternative to clarify
issues, and to enlarge issues, in proceeding
on their
applications
and MCo.,& MforTelecasters
and Elson
Electronics
new tv
stations
to operate
Calif. Action
Dec. on7. ch. 12 in Santa Maria,
By Commissioner Rosel H. Hyde
petition
Acadian toTvFeb.Corp.
and■ Granted
KTAG Assoc.
and byextended
12,
1962, tial
time
to
file
replies
to
exceptions
to
inidecision in Lake Charles-Lafayette, La.,
tv ch. 3 proceeding. Action Dec. 11.
B Granted
applicants
and
exto Dec.petition
21 Bcstg.
time bytoInc.
respond
opposition of tended
Camellia
to jointto request
for simultaneous
approvalandof agreement,
missal of exceptions
application dis-of
KTAG Assoc., and grant of application of
Acadian Tv Corp., or in alternative, request
for rulemaking or other relief in Lake
Charles-Lafayette,
Action
Dec. 11. La., tv ch. 3 proceeding.
■
Granted
by time
Mainliner
Bcstrs.to
and extended petition
to Dec. 15
to respond
petition by Radio One Five Hundred Inc. to
enlarge cations
issues
applifor newin proceeding
am stations onintheir
Louisville,
conare
which
Ind.,
Ky., and Indianapolis,
Action Dec.solidated for5.hearing in Docs. 14085, et al.
Broadcast
Bureauto
and■ Granted
extended petition
to Dec. by
11 time
to respond
joint request by applicants for simultaneous
of excepagreement,of dismissal
approval
and
KTAG Assocs.,
tions and ofapplication
grant of application of Acadian Tv Corp.,pro-iri
La., tv ch. 3
Lake Charles-Lafayette,
ceeding. Action Dec. 5.
Bureauto
Broadcast
to respond
to Dec. by5 time
extended petition
and■ Granted
to inCo.
Bcstg.
County
Kern
petition by
mattervene, remand and reopen record inBroadMarietta
of
license
of
ter of mod.
, Bakersfield,
10)
ch.
(KERO-TV
Inc.
casting
Calif. Action Dec. 1.
Chief A.Hearing
By Acting Jay
Kyle Examiner
by Kenton County Bcstrs.,
request
B Upon ed
for Dec. 27 oral argument
reschedul
by CovingDec. 14 on petition
scheduled for
Co. to enlarge issues and reopen
ton Bcstg.
in proceeding on their applications
record
stanew am Ohio.
Bcstg.Ky.,Inc.andforNorwood,
and Massillon
Covington,
11.
Actiontions inDec.
, continued
of applicant
request
■ Uponprocedura
and continued Dec.
l dates
certain
g on
proceedin
in
1962,
8,
Jan.
to
20 hearing
Bcstg.
am application of Town &Y. Country
8.
Dec.
Action
N.
Inc (WREM) , Remsen,
for issuInc. FCC
by WMOZ
request duces
■ Denied
Acttecum to
ance of subpoena
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JANSKY & BAILEY
Offices and Laboratories
1339 Wisconsin Ave., N.W.
Washington 7, D.C. FEderal 3-4800
Member AFOOE

JAMES C. McNARY
Consulting Engineer
National Press Bldg.,
Wash. 4, D. C.
Telephone District 7-1205
Member AFCCE

—Established 1926—
PAUL GODLEY CO.
Upper Montclair, N. J.
Pilgrim 6-3000
Laboratories, Great Notch, N. J.
Member AFCCE

GEORGE C. DAVIS
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
RADIO & TELEVISION
527 Munsey Bldg.
STerling 3-0111
Washington
4, D. C.
Member AFCCE

Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
Everett L. Dillard, Cen. Mgr.
INTERNATIONAL BLDC.
Dl. 7-1319
WASHINGTON, D. C.
P.O. BOX 7037
JACKSON 5302
KANSAS CITY, MO.
Member AFCGE

A. D. Ring & Associates
30 Years' Engineering
Experience in Radio

GAUTNEY & JONES
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
930 Warner Bldg. National 8-7757
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE

Lohnes & Culver
Munsey Building District 7-8215
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFCOE

1710 H St., N.W. Republic 7-2347
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
Member AFCCE

RUSSELL
P. MAY
711 14th St., N.W. Sheraton Bldg.
Washington 5, D. C.
REpublic 7-3984
Member AFCGE

L. H. Carr & Associates
Consulting
Radio & Television
Engineers
Washington 6, D. C. Fort Evans
1000 Conn. Ave. Leesburg, Va.
Member AFCOE

KEAR & KENNEDY
1302 18th St., N.W. Hudson 3-9000
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
Member AFCCE

A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
INWOOD POST OFFICE
DALLAS 9, TEXAS
MEIrose 1-8360
Member AFCOE

GUY C. HUTCHESON
P.O. Box 32
CRestview 4-8721
1100 W. Abram
ARLINGTON, TEXAS

SILLIMAN, MOFFET &
ROHRER
1405 C St., N.W.
Republic 7-6646
Washington
5, D. C.
Member AFCGE

LYNNE C. SMEBY
CONSULTING ENGINEER
AM-FM-TV
7615 LYNN DRIVE
WASHINGTON 15, D. C.
OLiver 2-8520

GEO. P. ADAIR ENG. CO.
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
Radio-Television
Communications- Electronics
1610 Eye St., N. W.
Washington, D. C.
Executive Member
3-1230 Executive
AFCCE 3-5851

WALTER F. KEAN
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Associate
George M. Sklom
19 E. Quincy St. Hickory 7-2401
Riverside,Member
III. (A AFCOE
Chicago suburb)

HAMMETT & EDISON
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Box 68, International Airport
San Francisco 28, California
Diamond 2-5208

CARL E. SMITH
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
8200 Snowville Road
Cleveland 41, Ohio
Phone: 216-526-4386
Member AFCGE

j. G. ROUNTREE
CONSULTING ENGINEER
P.O. Box 9044
Austin 17, Texas
GLendale 2-3073

VIR N. JAMES
SPECIALTY
DIRECTIONAL ANTENNAS
232 S. jasmine St. DExter 3-5562
Denver 22, Colorado
Member AFCOE

A. E Towne Assocs.. Inc.
TELEVISION and RADIO
ENGINEERING CONSULTANTS
420 Taylor St.
San Francisco 2, Calif.
PR. 5-3100

PETE JOHNSON
Consulting am-fm-tv Engineers
Applications — Field Engineering
Suite 601
Kanawha Hotel Bldg.
Charleston, W.Va. Dickens 2-6281

CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEER
622 Hoskins Street
Lufkin, Texas
NEptune 4-4242 NEptune 4-9558

tory

Service

COMMERCIAL RADIO
MONITORING CO.
PRECISION FREQUENCY
MEASUREMENTS
AM-FM-TV
103 S. Market St.,
Lee's Summit, Mo.
Phone Kansas City, Laclede 4-3777
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Direc

CAMBRIDGE CRYSTALS
PRECISION FREQUENCY
MEASURING SERVICE
SPECIALISTS FOR AM-FM-TV
445 Concord Ave.,
Cambridge 38, Mass.
Phone TRowbridge 6-2810

JOHN B. HEFFELFINGER
9208 Wyoming PI. Hiland 4-7010
KANSAS CITY 14, MISSOURI

MERL SAXON

William B. Carr
Consulting Engineer
AM— FM— TV
Microwave
P. O. Box 13287
Fort Worth 18, Texas
ATlas 4-1571
BARKLEY & INC.
DEXTER LABS.,
Donald P. Wise lames M. Moran
Consulting,forResearch
O
Development
Broadcasting,
Industry & Government
50 Frankfort St. Diamond 3-3716
Fitchburg, Massachusetts

JULES COHEN
Consulting Electronic Engineer
617 Albee Bldg. Executive 3-4616
1426 C St., N.W.
Washington 5, D. C.
Member AFCCE
JOHN H. MULLANEY
and ASSOCIATES, INC.
2000 P St., N. W.
Washington 6, D. C.
Columbia 5-4666
Member AFCOE
L. J. N. du TREIL
& ASSOCIATES
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
10412 Jefferson Highway
New Orleans 23, La.
Phone: 721-2661
PAUL DEAN FORD
Broadcast Engineering Consultant
4341 South 8th Street
Terre Haute, Indiana
Wabash 2643

JOHN H. BATTISON
& ASSOCIATES
Consulting Radio Engineers
Specializingandin measurements
AM-FM-TV
applications
934-5 Munsey Building
95
Washington 5, D. C.
Dl 7-2330 Member AFCCE

ing Secretary Ben F. Waple in proceeding
on application for renewal of license of
WMOZ Mobile, Ala. Request does not specify
with particularity books, papers and documents desired in connection with facts expected to be proved and hence does not
meet requirements of Sec. 1.132 of rules.
Action Dec. 7.
■ Granted petition by Central Coast Tv
and extended to Dec. 13 time to file responses to petition by Santa Maria Tv Corp.
for leave to amend its application in Santa
Maria,
Calif.,
tv ch. 12 proceeding. Action
Dec. 7.
■ Scheduled oral argument for Dec. 14 on
petition by Covington Bcstg. Co. to enlarge
issues and reopen record in proceeding on
its application and Massillon Bcstg. Inc. and
Kenton County Bcstrs. for new am stations
in Covington, Ky., and Norwood, Ohio.
Action Dec. 6.
■ Scheduled prehearing conferences and
hearings in following am proceedings on
dates shown: Jan. 3 and Feb. 12, 1962, on
applications of La Fiesta Bcstg. Co. and
Mid-Cities Bcstg. Corp., Lubbock, Tex.; Jan.
4 and Feb. 5, 1962, Don L. Huber, Madison,
Wis., and Bartell Bcstrs. Inc. (WOKY, Milwaukee, Wis.; Jan. 10 and Feb. 7, 1962, Raritan Valley
New Brunswick, N. J. Bcstg.
ActionInc.Dec.(WCTC),
5.
■ Granted request by KOFE Inc. (KOFE),
Pullman, Wash., for dismissal of its application for mod. of license but dismissed application
ceeding.with prejudice
Action Dec. 4.and terminated proBy Hearing Examiner Basil P. Cooper
■ Continued Dec. 11 prehearing conference
and Dec. 13 hearing to dates to be announced
after commission has acted on motion by
Quincy Valley Bcstrs. for reconsideration of
order tiondesignating
hearingof its
for renewal offorlicense
am applicastation
KPORout hearing.
Quincy, Action
Wash., Dec.
and 7.for grant with■ Granted joint petition by applicants and
cancelled dates assigned for the exchange
of field intensity measurements and non-engineering exhibits; ordered that in event an
agreement between parties has not been
reached and approved by commission by
Jan. 5, 1962, new dates for exchange of field
intensity measurements and non-engineering exhibits
hearing
conference to bewill
heldbe onspecified
Jan. 9, at1962;
continued
Jan. 9, 1962 evidentiary hearing to date to
be announced at conclusion of further prehearing conference which, by this order, is
scheduled for Jan. 9, 1962, in proceeding on
am applications of Little Joe Enterprises
(WJOE), Ward Ridge, and Sarasota-Charlotte Bcstg. Corp., Englewood, Fla. Action
Dec. 7.
By Hearing Examiner James D. Cunningham
■ Granted petition by Broadcast Bureau
and extended from Dec. 4 to Dec. 18 time
for petitioner and all other parties to file
proposed findings and briefs in proceeding
on application of Spartan Radiocasting Co.
(WSPA-TV),
Spartanburg, S. C. Action
Dec.
5.
By Hearing Examiner Asher H. Ende
■ Granted
tinued frompetition
Dec. 11byto applicant
Jan. 10 and
date confor
exchange of exhibits, Dec. 22 to Jan. 22 for
exchange of revised engineering exhibits, if
any, and notification of witnesses desired
with respect to exhibits originally exchanged, Dec. 29 to Jan. 26 for notification of
witnesses desired with respect to revised
engineering exhibits and continued Jan. 4,
1962, hearing to Feb. 5, 1962, in proceeding on
am application of Radio-Active Bcstg. Inc.
(WATO), Oak Ridge, Tenn. Action Dec. 11.
■ Granted petition by Lindsay Bcstg. Co.
and extended from Dec. 11 to Dec. 18 time
for filing clusproposed
of fact
ions of law and findings
from Jan.
5 toand
Jan.con11,
1962, for filing replies in proceeding on its
application and Peace River Bcstg. Corp.
and William H. Martin for new am stations
in Punta Gorda and Fort Myers, Fla. Action
Dec. 8.
By Hearing Examiner Charles J. Frederick
■ Upon request by Robert S. Taylor for
continuance of hearing in proceeding on
his application and Clarence Everett Jones
for new am stations in Aiken and St.
George, S. C, ordered that Mr. Taylor shall
submit measurements by Dec. 12, continued
from Dec. 11 to Jan. 8, 1962, date for final
exchange of engineering and non-engineering exhibits, Dec. 18 to Jan. 15, 1962, for
notification of witnesses for cross-examination, and from Dec. 27 to Jan. 22, 1962, for
hearing. Action Dec. 11.
■ Scheduled oral argument on petition by
Wolverine Bcstg. Co. for leave to amend
its application for new am station in Wyom96 (FOR THE RECORD)

ing, Mich., to be heard at Dec. 12 prehearing
conference in proceeding on its application
and Muskegon Heights Bcstg. Co. and Grand
Valley Bcstg. Co. for new am stations in
Muskegon
tion Dec. 6.Heights and Saranac, Mich. AcBy Hearing Examiner Walther W. Guenther
■ Granted motion by Mia Enterprises Inc.
(KWBE), Beatrice, Neb., and continued
Dec. 14 prehearing conference to Feb. 12,
1962, and continued Jan. 8 hearing to
March 9,cation.
1962,Actionin Dec.
proceeding
on its am appli8.
■ On own motion, corrected in various
respects transcript of record in proceeding
on application of Seward Bcstg. Inc. for new
am station in Marion, Va. Action Dec. 7.
■ Granted petition by Jasmin Properties
Inc. for leave to amend its application for
new am station in New Port Richey, Fla.,
to specify change in frequency from 1400 kc
to 1500 kc, to make certain changes in application, .and to submit additional exhibits,
removed amended application from hearing
docket and returned it to processing line.
Action Dec. 6.
By Hearing Examiner Isadore A. Honig
■ On own motion, scheduled formal conference for Dec. 14 in proceeding on applications of The for
News-Sun
Co. andin
Radio America
new fmBcstg.
stations
Waukegan and Chicago, 111., to consider:
(a) effect
on adopting
applicationsinterim
of commission's
recent
action
procedure,
effectivetions;Dec.
for processing
fm applica-in
and (b)6, intentions
of applicants
light
of commission's
action.
Action Dec. and
11.
■ Granted
joint motion
by applicants,
continued Dec. 14 prehearing conference to
Jan. 17, 1962 and Jan. 17, 1962, hearing to
date to be fixed at prehearing conference in
proceeding
on applications
Higson-Frank
Radio Enterprises
and SBB of Corp.
for new
am stations in Houston, Tex. Action Dec. 8.
■ Granted petition by Broadcast Bureau
to accept late filing of its proposed findings
of fact and conclusions in proceeding on am
applications of Kenneth G. Prather and
Misha S. Prather, Boulder, and KDEN
Bcstg. Co. (KDEN), Denver, both Colorado.
Action Dec. 6.
By Hearing Examiner Annie Neal Huntting
■ Granted petition by Airon Inc. for leave
to amend its application for new am station
in Decatur, Ind., which is consolidated for
hearing in ordDocs.
et al.,trans,
to correct
coinates of its 14085
proposed
location.
Action Dec. 6.
■ Granted petition by Rossford Bcstg. Inc.
for leave to amend its application for new
am station in Rossford-Toledo, Ohio, which
is consolidated for hearing in Docs. 14085
et al., to submit more current financial
statement, etc. Action Dec. 6.
■ Upon agreement of parties in proceeding
on applications of Catskills Bcstg. Co. for
new am station in Ellenville, N. Y., et al.,
scheduled
Dec. 5. further hearing for Dec. 19. Action
■ Granted request by Broadcast Bureau
for opportunity to present rebuttal testimony pursuant to agreement of parties
stated in transcript of record in proceeding
on
applications
The andYoung
Church
of the Airof Inc.
WJMJ People's
Bcstg.
Corp. for new fm stations in Philadelphia, Pa.,
record will not be closed as of Dec. 6, and
scheduled further hearing for Dec. 13.
Action Dec. 5.
■ Granted request by Storer Bcstg. Co.
and scheduled prehearing conference for
Dec. 15 in consolidated am proceeding on
applications of Community Service Bcstrs.
Inc., Ypsilanti, Mich., et al. Action Dec. 4.
■ On own motion, continued Dec. 27
prehearing conference to Jan. 5, 1962, in
proceeding on applications of Flower City
Tv. Corp. and Genesee Valley Tv Inc. for
new tv stations to operate on ch. 13 in
Rochester, N. Y. Action Dec. 4.
By Hearing Examiner H. Gilford Irion
■ Upon request by McAlister Bcstg. Co.,
continued Dec. 12 prehearing conference to
Dec. 20 in proceeding on application of
Neil N. Levitt for new am station in
Roswell, N. M. Action Dec. 8.
■ Reopened record in proceeding on applications of Plains
Radio Bcstg.KRKY
Co. forDenver,
additional
time to construct
Colo., et al., received in evidence Exhibit
1 of United Communications Inc., rejected
United's
Exhibits
Action Dec.
5. 2 and 3 and closed record.
By Hearing Examiner David I. Kraushaar
■ Granted petition by W. R. G. Baker
Radio & Tv Corp. for leave to amend its
application for new tv station to operate
on ch. 9 in Syracuse, N. Y., to correct errors
in engineering portion of its application,

which
consolidated
for hearing
in Docs.
14367 etis al.
Action Dec.
5.
By Hearing Examiner Jay A. Kyle
■ Granted petition by Radio Alexander
City for leave to amend its application for
new am station in Alexander City, Ala., to
specify operation on 1470 kc, 500 w, D, in
lieu of 910 kc with same power and to make
certain changes in its financial proposal;
returned amended application to processing
line and retained in hearing status applicationtion ofin Clay
Service
for Dec.
new am
Ashland,
Ala. Corp.,
Action
7. sta■ Granted motion by Burlington Bcstg.
Co. and corrected as requested the transcript of record in proceeding on its application for new am station in Burlington,
N. J., et al. Action Dec. 6.
By Hearing Examiner Forest L. McClenning
■ Scheduled further hearings for Jan. 15,
1962, in Milwaukee, Wis., for Jan. 16, 1962,
in Chicago, 111., and for Jan. 18, 1962, in
St. Louis, Mo., in matter of revocation of
license of KWK Radio Inc. for am station
KWK St. Louis, Mo. Action Dec. 8.
■ Granted joint request by applicants, and
extended to date to be specified by subsequent order, time for filing oppositions to
petitionment of ofissues
Putnam
for enlargeand Bcstg.
petitionCorp.
by Port
Chester
Bcstg. Co. to amend in proceeding on their
applications for new am stations in Brewster
and Port Chester, N. Y. Action Dec. 8.
■ Pursuant
to commission's
memorandum
opinion
and order
released on Dec.
4, scheduled further hearing for Dec. 19 in proceeding on applications of Beacon Bcstg.
System Inc. and Suburban Bcstg. Inc. for
new am stations in Grafton-Cedarburg and
Jackson, Wis. Action Dec. 7.
further
hearing conference
for■ Scheduled
Dec. in matter
of revocation
of license
of KWK Radio Inc. for KWK St. Louis, Mo.
Action Dec. 6.
BROADCAST ACTIONS
by Broadcast Bureau
Actions of Dec. 12
■ Granted
stations: WSVMlicenses
Valdese,for N.following
C, and amKANN
Ogden,tion andUtah,
and
specify
main
studio
locaremote control point.
■ Granted licenses covering increase in
daytime power and installation of new trans,
for following stations: KSYC Yreka, Calif.,
and WLAY Muscle Shoals, Ala.
WCMB Harrisburg, Pa. — Granted license
covering change from DA-2 to DA-N.
WGAU Athens, Ga. — Granted license
covering use of formerly licensed main
trans, as alternate main night and auxiliary
daytime.
WNBZ Saranac Lake, N. Y.— Granted license covering use of former main trans,
trol.
as auxiliary and operation by remote conKTIL Tillamook, Ore. — Granted license
covering installation of auxiliary trans.
■ Granted renewal of license for following
stations: KTRY Bastrop, La.; WABL Amite,
La.;
Laurel, Mansfield,
Miss.; WBEJOhio;
Elizabethton, WAML
Tenn.; WCLW
WDOD
Chattanooga, Tenn.; WELB Elba, Ala.;
WFCT
Fountain
City,
Tenn.;
WGRF
dilla, P. R.; WHAK Rogers City, AquaMich.;
WJMR , WRCM (FM) New Orleans, La.;
WLSI Pikesville, Ky.; WMFJ Daytona Beach,
Fla.; WMFM (FM) Madison, Wis.; WMLF
Pineville, Ky.; WROW Albany, N. Y.; WSPT
Stevens Point, Wis.; WTCW Whitesburg,
Ky.;
WTHI-FM
Milwaukee,
Wis.; Terre
WWJ Haute,
Detroit, Ind.;
Mich. WTMJ
WCTM(FM)
Eaton,
Ohio—
Granted
to
increase ERP to 10 kw; ant. height tocp 185
ft.; make changes in ant. system; remote
control permitted.
*KSFX(FM)
San frequency
Francisco,
Calif.—
Granted
cp to change
to 90.3
mc;
increase ERP to 54 kw; change type trans.;
type ant., and make changes in ant. system;
remote control permitted.
KLAY-FM Tacoma, Wash. — Granted cp
to change ant. -trans, and main studio locations;
ant. system
(increase
height)make ;changes
increasein ERP
to 3.6 kw;
ant. 260 ft.
KMOD-FM Midland, Tex. — Granted mod.
of cp to change trans, location; decrease
ant. height to 330 ft.; change type trans, and
make changes in ant. system.
WCTJM Cumberland, Md. — Granted mod.
of cp to change type trans.
WCCF Punta Gorda, Fla. — Rescinded Nov.
21 action which granted license for am station and specify studio location.
KMOD-FM Midland, Tex. — Granted extension of completion date to June 8, 1962.
Actions of Dec. 11
KMLB-FM Monroe, La. — Granted cp to
change ERP to 11 kw; ant. height to 180
BROADCASTING, December 18, 1981

ft.; ant. -trans, location; make changes in
ant. system; install new ant. and new trans.,
and change studio location. /•
VVPEL-FM
Montrose, Pa. — Granted cp to
install
new trans.
Amherst, Mass. — Granted cp
to *WAMF(FM)
install new ant.
WRMT Rocky Mount, N. C. — Granted cp
to move ant. -trans, and main studio locations and remote control point.
WSJV(TV)
Elkhart,ant.Ind.—
Granted
install
new auxiliary
at main
trans,cpandto
ant. location.
KFRE-TV Fresno, Calif. — Granted cp to
install auxiliary ant. system at main trans,
site.
*WSND-FM Notre Dame, Ind— Granted
mod. of cp to change type trans, and type
ant.
WMVB-FM Millville, N. J. — Granted mod.
of cp to change type ant. and type trans.
KTQM-FM Clovis, N. M. — Granted mod.
of cp to increase ERP to 6.6 kw; ant. height
to 125 ft.; make changes in ant. system, and
change type ant.
WBGM(FM) Tallahassee, Fla.— Granted
mod. of cp to increase ERP to 27 kw; decrease ant. height to 350 ft.; change ant.trans. and studio location; type trans, and
type
ant.;
remote control permitted; condition.
WREX-TV Rockford, 111. — Granted mod.
of cp to make changes in equipment (main
trans, and ant.).
■ Following
stationsdates
wereas granted
sions of completion
shown: extenWLIN
(FM)Milwaukee,
Wausau, Wis.,
1, 1962;
FM
Wis., toto Feb.
Jan. 31,
1962; WRITKCUF
(FM) Redwood City, Calif., to April 30,
1962; WEZN-FM Elizabethtown, Pa., to June
5, 1962; WAVQ-FM Atlanta, Ga., to Feb. 1,
1962; KBYN (TV) Twin Falls, Idaho, to
July 2, 1962; KXTV Sacramento, Calif, (aux.
trans.), to March 19, 1962; KOLD-TV Tucson,
Ariz., to Feb. 9, 1962.
KGAL Lebanon, Ore. — Granted authority
to operate from 8:00 a.m. to 8:00 p.m., local
time, on Christmas Day, Dec. 25.
WSAJ Grove City, Pa.— Granted authorSUMMARY

ity to remain
ending
Jan. 3,silent
1962. beginning Dec. 16 and
KSID Sidney, Neb.— Granted extension
of
earlyauthority
as 6:30 top.m.July 1, 1962 to sign-off as
Actions of Dec. 8
■ Granted cps for following new vhf tv
translator stations: Kenneth O. Ray on ch.
4, Tierral-deb-mar and Sandlake, Ore., to
translate programs of KOIN-TV (ch. 6)
Portland, Ore.; Jicarilla Apache Tribe on
ch. 9 Dulce, N. M. (KOB-TV [ch. 4] Albuquerque, N. M.).
Parker Tv Translators Parker, Ariz. —
Granted
cp
uhf tv translator
tion on ch. for74 new
to translate
programs sta-of
KOOL-TV (ch. 10) Phoenix, Ariz.
KLMS, Lincoln Bcstg. Corp., Lincoln,
Neb. — Granted acquisition of positive control by Howard A. and M. Marlena Shuman,
individually and as joint tenants, and
Beverly Jean Gingrich (family group)
through
purchase
stockSickle
by Howard
Shuman from
Wiltonof Van
and MarieA.
V. Van Sickle, joint tenants.
KBBB Borger, Tex. — Granted license
covering installation of new trans.
WJRI Lenoir, N. C. — Granted license
covering increase in daytime power and
installation of new trans.
WVBR-FM Ithaca, N. Y.— Granted cp to
increase ERP to 920 w; increase ant. height
to 270 ft.; change trans, location; install
new ant. and make changes in ant. system;
remote control permitted; waived Sec.
3.261 of rules to permit station to cease
operation during Christmas, spring and
sity.
summer vacation periods at Cornell Univer*WVKC Galesburg, III. — Granted cp to
change frequency to 90.5 mc.
KFML-FM Denver, Colo. — Granted cp to
install new ant.; increase ERP to 10 kw;
ant. height to 670 ft.
*WGRE(FM) Greencastle, Ind.— Granted
cp to change frequency to 91.5 mc; ERP to
Continued on page 103

OF COMMERCIAL

The
BROADCASTING

AM
FM
TV

Lie.
3,611
884
4871

top

CP
TOTAL
Not on air For
88
163
82

APPLICATIONS
new stations
852
181
137

OPERATING TELEVISION STATIONS
Compiled by BROADCASTING Dec. 14
VHF
UHF
Commercial
496
87
Non-commercial
40
18

COMMERCIAL

TV
556
58

to keep

f
on

of his job

knows that to get ahead in business
it's "how much do you know."
He's well aware, too, that fertile
sources of information are the i
pages of his businesspaper . . .
advertising as well as editorial.
example It's filled with working
knowledge of your business — facts
about new products, new methods,
new ideas . . . practical "how-to"
and "what-with" data on a variety
of products . . . information you
can use in your work.

FM
894
45
169
1,108
124
23
147
77
5
82
2
4

TV
4861
71
88
6562
67
53
120
35
13
48
1
2

1 There are, in addition, nine tv stations which are no longer on the air, but retain their
licenses. 2 Includes one STA.
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who

Look through this issue, for

STATION BOXSCORE

Compiled by FCC Nov. 30
AM
Licensed (all on air)
3,613
Cps on air (new sations)
59
Cps not on air (new stations)
146
Total authorized stations
3,818
Applications for new stations (not in hearing) 499
Applications for new stations (in hearing) 176
Total applications for new stations
675
Applications for major changes (not in hearing) 496
Applications for major changes (in hearing) 91
Total applications for major changes
557
Licenses deleted
0
Cps deleted
2

man

wants

Compiled by BROADCASTING Dec. 14
ON AIR
Cps.
61
64
70

EXCURSIVE

That's the main reason advertisers
use so many pages in every issue
— you, and other men like you, do
use them as an excursion vehicle
to business know-how. The fact is:
advertising in businesspapers
means business— for you . . .
and for the advertiser.
Mil
BROADCASTING
THE BUSINESSWEEKLY OF TELEVISION AND RADIO.
%

n
9?

CLASSIFIED

ADVERTISEMENTS

(Payable m advance. Checks and money orders only.) (FINAL DEADLINE — Monday preceding publication date.)
• SITUATIONS WANTED 20* per word— $2.00 minimum • HELP WANTED 25* per word— $2.00 minimum.
• DISPLAY ads $20.00 per inch— STATIONS FOR SALE advertising require display space.
• All other classifications 30* per word — $4.00 minimum.
• No charge for blind box number. Send replies to Broadcasting, 1735 DeSales St., N.W., Washington 6, D. C.
Applicants: If transcriptions or bulk packages submitted, $1.00 charge for mailing (Forward remittance separately, please). All transcriptions, pnoto.1,
etc., sent to box numbers are sent at owner's risk. Broadcasting expressly repudiates any liability or responsibility for their custody or return.
RADIO
Help Wanted — Management
Unusual opportunity for top-flight manager, strong on sales and promotion. Fine
medium sized western market. Well established station — Good salary plus percentage
of gross revenue. Can purchase up to 25%
from absentee owners when you prove
yourself. Send complete resume. Box 180J,
BROADCASTING.
Sales manager, news director and firstphone announcer by south-central Texas
daytimer under new ownership. Box 182J,
BROADCASTING.
Sales
Radio salesman. Base salary $7800 plus 15%
commission. Men averaging $10-15,000 year.
We pay interview and moving expenses.
West Michigan
350,000.must
Stationinclude
fulltime
am and market
fm. Resume
past and present earnings and volume sold.
Radio experience
not BROADCASTING.
required — sales experience is. Box 920H,
Southwest metropolitan area needs experienced permanent salesman. Must be selfstarter with community interest. Write full
particulars
CASTING. first letter. Box 150J. BROADIf you are a salesman, if you are free to
travel, if you are accustomed to earning
upwards of — $20,000 yearly — then contact us
— Immediate openings available for three
high caliber salesmen. Must have some
knowledge of radio time sales and be able
to commence first of year. Apply — only if
you are a salesman. Commercial Producers,
Inc., 405 Park Square Bldg., Boston, Mass.
Contact us collect by calling this number —
HAncock 6-9266.
Sales manager. Progressive, farm station
going to 5000 watts soon needs sales manager with experience in competitive markets. Must produce. Call or write Jim
Wanke, General Manager, KABR Radio,
Aberdeen, South Dakota. BA 5-1420.
Top c&w station needs good salesman ined in making
money.
mum twoterestyears
sales excellent
experience.
Sales Minionly.
DJ's
&
pickers
need
not
apply.
and commission. K-P-E-G, 3810 Guarantee
E. Boone,
Spokane, Washington.
Have you the ambition, guts and proven
record to bet your future in a competitive
market? No gravy train. ... 6 stations in
a 150,000 market. Lack of effective, accomplished salesman simplifies it. Salesman
make 20% commission, plus car and sales
expenses. No ceiling on what you can make.
Sell a non rock and roll, quality popular
music format plus Mutual news. Your
chance to go to the top with an organization that wants 5 stations. Qualified parties
can buy in. Air mail complete background
and photo. J. D. Hill, KSSS, Box 764, Colorado Springs.
Radio television jobs. Over 630 stations. All
major markets, midwest saturation. Write
Walker Employment, 83 South 7th Street,
Minneapolis 2, Minn.
Announcers
Capable radio announcer desired by amfm-tv
station. Emphasis
and intelligent
delivery.onWevoice
are quality
adult
operation, not personality format . . . interested in maturity and permanence.
Above average benefits, pleasant midwestern
ING. community. Box 745H, BROADCASTAnnouncer-engineer. Central Pennsylvania
station. Our need is immediate. Salary
open. Send resume and tape to Box 758H,
BROADCASTING.
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Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Announcers

Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Announcers

Texas kilowatt seeking experienced, adult
announcers.
$90.0024J,week.
Send resume, references to Box
BROADCASTING.
Experienced announcer to divide time between air and production work. Must be
good typist and know copy. This is permanent and your record must bear investigation. Ideal California city. 53J,
BROADCASTING.
Dependable commercial announcer with at
least 2 years experience. Located in eastern
Pennsylvania. Successful non-screaming
format. Play-by-play helpful but not necessary. Opportunity to grow with chain. Minimum of $85 to start — more if qualified.
Regular raises. Personal interview necessary, but first send tape and resume to
Box 63J, BROADCASTING.
If you know RCA broadcast equipment (1st
eng.) forandyou
can inannounce
sell — there
is a
job
beautifulor south
Alabama.
Needed
December
26th.
Box
64J,
BROADCASTING.

Experienced announcer wanted. Write or
phone Manager, WDLC, Port Jervis, New
York.

Openingmid-south
January station.
8 for announcer-salesman
with
Give full details
with
tape
and
picture.
Write Box 95J,
BROADCASTING.
Wanted: 1st phone announcers for dominate
5 kw in rich west Texas. . . . Write and send
tape to Box 102J, BROADCASTING.
Top-notch dj for powerful number one 5kw
in west Texas. Fastest growing market.
Send
tape and info to Box 103J, BROADCASTING.
Pacific northwest-Washington. Require immediately adult announcer first telephone.
$100
ING. week. Write Box 126J, BROADCASTExperienced announcer, dj, bright, alert
and responsible. Tight operation. Central
Virginia
— tvresume,
opportunity
Send full
tape for
and right
photo.person.
Box
134J, BROADCASTING.
Immediate opening for all nite disc-jockey
with mat,1stno maintenance,
phone. Adult send
musictapeandandnews
forresume
and salary to Box 135J, BROADCASTING.
Need announcer with 1st class ticket. Western New York station. Good growth possibilities. Send tape, resume. Box 165J,
BROADCASTING.
Immediately for new Illinois daytimer.
First phone combo man. Send tape &
resume. Box 173J, BROADCASTING.
Best sounding station in state, quality top
40 needs good announcer with first class
ticket. Top, four station chain. Send tapes
to Box 200J, BROADCASTING.
Have opening on January 1, for mature
good music announcer. All new equipment
and
studios. Write, KCCO Radio, Lawton,
Oklahoma.
Need 1st phone announcer with emphasis
on engineering ability. Contact Dean
Seaton, KLOQ, Yakima, Washington.
Immediate
opening. Small,
First phone-maintenance, announcing.
friendly town.
KPOR. Quincy, Washington.
Going full time in January, need four
announcers and newsman. Send air check
and resume to WAME, Miami, Florida.
1st phone announcer. Immediate opening.
Send resume, tape and salary requirements
to Ken Spengler, WCVS, Springfield, Illinois.

Announcer strong on news to work 4 nights
and 1 morning. Send tape, references and
starting salary expected with resume. Must
have a minimum of 1 year experience. All
tapes will be returned. Contact William M.
Winn,
P.D. Radio station WESB, Bradford,
Pennsylvania.
Night needs
man for
wee ideas
hours.andAll-night
show
manthewith
music
knowledge
to
be
friend
and
attract
Miami's
"night to
people."
Send WINZ,
tape, Miami.
resume and
picture
Dick Doty,
Experienced first class licensed announcer.
Box 1056, Twin Falls, Idaho.
Top rated Florida goldcoast format station
needs experienced swinging morning man.
Send tape of d.j. show and news to WIRK,
Box 2148, West Palm Beach, Florida.
News director — WLEC, Sandusky, Ohio,
seeking
to take
ever
operation experienced
of two man newsman
department.
Emphasis
on
local
news.
Excellent
fringe
benefits
salary commensurate with experience. Send—
audition tape, resume and experience and
picture to Karl Bates, Program Director,
WLEC, Sandusky, Ohio.
First class licensed morning man capable
of handling local news on air, help with
remotes, light engineering, hours 5-9 and
4-6. Latest
equipment.
Apply in person
or send Middle-of-road.
tape, photo, wage
experienced. Walter T. Gaines, Owner,
WLFH, Little Falls, New York.
Newsman needed for live local news operation close to New York city. Modern airconditioned
building.fringe
Goodbenefits.
workingWLNA,
conPeekskill,ditions,N.good salary,
Y.
Merry Christmas to Dennis, Norm, and all
other long lost buddies. This seemed the
most logical place to put greetings where
ya'll wants
see it.a swinging
PS, if you
who
combo,know
pays somebody
$150 and
it
doesn't
get
cold
there,
let
me
Taylor, WORD, Spartanburg, S. know.
C. AndBilla
swingin 62, 2U2.
Immediate nouncers.
opening
for two experienced
anMust be professional
and mature
to qualify. Experience in production and/or
news desirable. WSAC, Fort Knox, Kentucky. Phone ELgin 1-3121.
Newsmen needed for midwest radio-television news staff. Opportunity for tv coverage experience
all
information
first for
letterradio
with men.
tape, Send
film and
resumedressincluding
Adnews director,salary
WTOL,requirements.
Toledo 4, Ohio.
Personal interview required.
Experienced announcer, handle local news
on air, sports, sell, remotes, write own
copy, maybe
latest
equip-or
ment. Middle morning
of road. hours,
Apply in
person
send tape, photo, wage expected. Walter T.
Gaines,
York. Owner, WLFH, Little Falls, New
Radio television jobs. Over 630 stations. All
major markets, midwest saturation. Write
Walker Employment, 83 South 7th Street,
Minneapolis 2, Minn.
Small station needs first phone announcer.
Prefer northwest resident. KENE, Toppenish. Washington.
BROADCASTING, December 18, 1961

Help Wanted — (Cont'd)
Technical
Chief engineer for metropolitan daytimer
going directional night. Part of southern
group building 3 stations. Good opportunity
for experience
group engineer. Excellent working
working with
conditions.
Send
photo— complete resume, salary requirements
first
letter,
Box
490H,
BROADCASTING.
If you know RCA equipment broadcast
equipment (1st eng.) and can announce or
sell— there is a job for you in beautiful
south Alabama. Needed December 26th. Box
65J, BROADCASTING.
Chief engineer, maintenance and announcing, night shift, required by January first.
Above average earnings. Contact General
Manager, KATE Radio, Albert Lea, Minnesota.
Wanted: Combination chief engineer-announcer with first phone. Air shift and
maintenance. Small market and local station. Send all information and tape to Allen
R.
Mclntyre, KNDC, Hettinger, North
Dakota.
Engineer-assistant chief. Man needed with
directional experience to take care of antennae only, under
ing engineer.
Chief supervision
responsible offorconsultaudio,
your job is pattern. Send resume to KSTT,
Davenport, Iowa.
Help wanted . . . Chief engineer, daytimer,
close to New York City. Maintenance and
relief announcing. Good opportunity, call
or write W.B.A.Z., Kingston, N.Y. FE 1-6300.
Chief engineer work on all new equipment.
5 kw am, 50,000 watts fm. Immediate opening WMIX, Mt. Vernon, Illinois.
Chief Engineer. Immediate opening. WVOS,
Liberty, New York.
Radio television jobs. Over 630 stations. All
major markets, midwest saturation. Write
Walker Employment, 83 South 7th Street,
Minneapolis 2, Minn.
Production — Programming, Others
If you are creative and can write effective
commercial copy and have a good commercial voice, send resume and audition
tape
immediately to Box 796H, BROADCASTING.
Well established good music station desires
a working program director who knows
adult music and production. Good salary
for a permanent qualified family man.
Write full particulars in first letter. Box
151J, BROADCASTING.
Newsman — enlarging current staff. Experience in getting news more important than
voice. Send tape, resume and salary. KSTT,
Davenport, Iowa.
RADIO
Situations Wanted

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Management
Manager — with impressive fourteen-year
management and personal sales record.
Sincere,
family man,
seekscivic
return responsible,
midwest. Best media,
personal,
and
ownership
references.
Box
77J,
BROADCASTING.
31 year old family man, 15 years in radio
sales and programming, 7 years in present
position. Would like to find job as working
manager or sales manager. Prefer Texas.
Write Box 99J, BROADCASTING;
Dynamic 12
young
— salesWrite
manager
available.
yearsmanager
experience.
Box
137J, BROADCASTING.
Manager — Commercial manager . . . available immediately, prefer intermountain
west. 36, family man, college graduate, LDS.
Eleven years all phases radio including
sales and station management. Box 138J,
BROADCASTING.
Unusually fine record and background in
major market sales on client and agency
level. Excellent knowledge of broadcasting
sales problems
aided promotion,
by further depth
experience in sales
research.
Available due to station sales. Box 146 J,
BROADCASTING.
Good announcer, good salesman, first phone.
Seeking
CASTING.job with future. Box 149J, BROADManager, sales manager, 35, 15 years newspaper, radio experience. Excellent health,
reputation. Cost, sales, operations, community conscious. $13-15,000; permanent.
Box 154J, BROADCASTING.
Family man-10 years experience. Desires
permanent position with growth potential.
Responsible, good character. Box 155J,
BROADCASTING.
Notice to absentee or group owner stations. Exceptionally capable management
team (2) will move your station up the
ladder . . . can take complete charge due
to combined 20 years experience in sales,
programming, promotion, etc. Location no
problem. References. Can invest own
capital. Write us today! Box 174J, BROADCASTING.
Manager-salesmanager. $15,000 current income desires to relocate for realistic opportunity. Available after January 31. All
information first letter. Box 188J, BROADCASTING.
Looking for just plain good man? No high
pressure!
can't clients
double happy!
billing! Can
keep
evenProbably
keel and
Experienced all phases broadcasting (except
eng.). Have been actor on stage, screen,
tv, past 10 years. Looking for small town
operation.
or wire
914 Mtn.
7-0550. Ave., Phone
View
Mountain
View,"Don,"
California.
YO
Sales
13 years experienced in radio-televisionsales. Have sales-management experience.
Looking for permanent position. Married,
two children. Korean veteran. Age 29.
Presently employed in metro station. Best
references. Box 127J, BROADCASTING.

Management

Announcers

Major Market Sales Manager with long,
successful
recordcompetitive
in one of markets.
the country's
biggest, most
Now
ready to move into management post with
aggressive group operation offering opportunity for greater advancement and income. Currently have complete responsibility for multi-million dollar national
and local billing, sales training, promotion
and merchandising. Experienced in all
phases of management. Excellent reputation
with advertisers and other broadcasters.
Profit conscious and mature in all approaches to business and management. If
you have a big city operation that can
use more help at the top, it will pay us to
talk together. Box 67J, BROADCASTING.
Operations manager — university graduate
radio-tv, years of experience in all departmakeBROADCASTING.
your inside operationments
click.wishes
Boxto 75J,

Talented, versatile announcer who does
everything
can Currently
add 3V2 years
experi-in
ence to yourwellstaff.
employed
top market.sentation.
Mature
voice;
excellent
air
Box 70J, BROADCASTING. preDJ — announcer. 2V2 years experience. Can
operate tight board. Not a floater or
screamer. Would like to relocate near my
home, N.Y.C. Box 72J, BROADCASTING.
Dj/announcer. Young, cheerful. Swinging.
Convincing.
production. Tape available. Box 92 J,Good
BROADCASTING.
Announcer.
Experienced.
music. Tape.
Prefers radio/tv
opportunity.Adult
Sincere.
Box 93J, BROADCASTING.
Announcer, dj, tight board, mature voice,
experienced, want to settle. Box 100J
BROADCASTING.
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Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Announcers
Good music and newsman. Excellent voice.
5BROADCASTING.
years experience. Try me. Box 129J,
Top pro. Would like to work west coast.
5ING.
years experience. Box 130J, BROADCASTDJ — announcer. Dependable. Experienced.
Be
part sound.
of your Box
community.
Married, sober.
Mature
132J, BROADCASTING.
P.D., announcer, dj., wishes to relocate
after January 1. Top rating in major Florida
market.
prefer east.Currently
Tape on employed.
request. Married,
Contact now.
Box 136J, BROADCASTING.
Attention,
New ofYork,
Mature, middle
road Pennsylvania.
announcer, good
music, experienced, sell, write, married,
$100.00 Box 143J, BROADCASTING.
Newsman — Experienced all major phases of
news coverage. Professional delivery. Inin newsand/or
worktv only
— no Box
commercials— on terested
radio
in east.
142J,
BROADCASTING.
Southern Wisconsin, northern Illinois. . . .
Young family man desires staff position.
Experienced
CASTING. all phases. Box 147J, BROADGood announcer, good salesman, first phone.
Seeking
CASTING.job with future. Box 148J, BROADNegro personality, dj & announcer. Experienced. Married — want to become part
of
your community. Box 152J, BROADCASTING.
Attention! Hawaii-Florida: Experienced professional now available. Personality "top
40"
adult. First phone. Box 153J, BROADCASTING.
Fast, fast relief from tired ratings and a
run-down sound with not one, but a combination of two fast acting format jocks.
With those extra added ingredients of experience, originality, and 1st phones. If you
swing in the midwest and want the best
write Box 160J, BROADCASTING.
My
I'm about
good. you?
How Iabout
you? audience
I like topthinks
40. How
like
major markets. How about yours? Box 163J,
BROADCASTING.
Swinging dj, announcer. Fast board. Bright
sound. Not prima donna. Not floater. Box
172J, BROADCASTING.
Announcer/first phone engineer desires job
in mid-south.
WillBox
be
available
first Presently
of year. employed.
Experienced.
175J, BROADCASTING.
Sports announcer looking for sports minded
station — best of references. Box 183J,
BROADCASTING.
Experienced
Newsmanmarried.
seeks Box
advancement. College,dj —veteran,
184J,
BROADCASTING.
Experienced,
bright,
sounding
announcer seeks
stable happy
position
with your
station. Tight board — no floater. Box 185J,
BROADCASTING.
Mature-voiced young veteran. Professional
school graduate. Authoritative news. Intel igent dj. Reliable, travel anywhere. Box
186J, BROADCASTING.
Ambitious announcer dj. Experienced,
young,
bright, Box
tight,190J,
good BROADCASTING.
ad lib, will travel
immediately.
Here's a dj, toprogram
director
news
background
fill your
Xmas with
stocking,
radio-tv. Presently employed, seeking better opportunity — greater challenge. Box
191J, BROADCASTING.
Experienced announcer — dj. Friendly, selling sound. Box 193J, BROADCASTING.
Will country music sell in your area? An
experienced c&w, & Gospel dee- jay will help
you test the market on a trial basis. For full
details, tape, write the Traveller. Box 196J,
BROADCASTING.
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Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Announcers
Ambitious announcer, negro, dj. Run tight
board, want to settle. Experienced. Box 199J,
BROADCASTING.
Spanish15 djminutes.
show — Write
sports J.Hollywood
taped
Williams news
Grayle—
Prod., 5805 La Mirada, Apt. 7, Hollywood
28, California.
Young,tion in experienced
announcer
desires Ohio.
posilower Michigan
or northern
Family
man.
Write
or
call
Colfax
3-9696,
427 S. Madison St., Adrian, Michigan, Bob
Butler.
Bright,
I've got
one.mature,
Good
delivery, happy
combo, sound?
tight board.
Single,
fun loving vet. Seeking chance to gain more
experience and training under a good p.d.
Prefer south central market. Present job
pays $90.00. Harry Kaindl, Jr., 3836 Maplewood, Dallas, Texas.
Experienced announcer — salesman — first
phone. Available— January first. Any area
—draft
nessee. exempt. Box 8101, Nashville 7, TenAnnouncer, dj. Some experience, tight
board, desires permanent position. Emmett
Ramsey, Cardington, Ohio.
Announcer prefers small Florida market.
Broadcasting school graduate. Desires good
music Contact.
format. Earl
Can Rickey,
do play-by-play
and
news.
649 2nd Avenue
South, St. Petersburg, Florida.
1st phone announcer seeks employment in
New Mexico, Texas or Oklahoma in top 40
or country. Some experience. Contact Johnny Thomas, 6023 La Vista, Dallas, Texas.
TA 6-3620.
Technical
Licensed 1945. Experienced, am/fm directional, high power, proofs. Dependable, no
bad habits. Want supervisory/chief position. Write Box 161J, BROADCASTING.
Chief engineer: experienced directional, remotes. Family man, 12 years electronics.
Availableferred.January.
West or 50th state preBox 162J, BROADCASTING.
Attention South Carolina! Man with 9
years experience in all phases of radio
desires job with growing group as engineer.
Presently managing small station. Would
like job of inside operation management
in addition to engineering. Best past references— civic minded — minimum, $130 weekly, Write Box 177J, BROADCASTING.
Engineer,
married,
radio-television. Relocate
Minn., 5V2
Wise.years
Available
Feb. 1.
Box 192J, BROADCASTING.
Beginning
engineer—
have first Orval
phoneKeith,
and
ambition. Any
area considered.
5406 Newcut Road, Louisville, Kentucky.
Beginning engineer — short on experience,
eager to learn, re-locating is no problem.
Contact Jerry Moore, 3118 Carlson Drive,
Dallas, Texas.

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)

Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Announcers

Production — Programming, Others
Copy that sells! TV, radio, Male, experienced. Box 194J, BROADCASTING.
News, sportsman. Strong local and beeps.
Veteran, mature. Medium and large markets. Box 198J, BROADCASTING.
A fine program director for your medium
market station. If you are a progressive
employer and a fair dealer, phone 716-GL
TELEVISION

Wanted experienced announcer for tv station in progressive North Carolina market.
Must be interested in news, married, young,
native southerner preferred. Write Box 21J,
BROADCASTING. Send resume of experience, education, salary expectations and include tape if possible.
Michigan television station looking for experienced newsman strong on air delivery.
VHF station with long standing in news
leadership. Write Box 176J, BROADCASTING.
Technical

Help Wanted — Announcers

Experienced crew deal manager. Top earnwith immediate
televisionly.
's foremost
firm. ings
Start
Box 164J,promotion
BROAD-

YOUR

HANDY

Chief engineer wanted for Latin American
tv station. Must have qualifications and experience take full charge operations and
planning new installations. Excellent climate
and living conditions. Salary open. Box
115J, BROADCASTING.
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Production — Programming, Others
Newsman — mature journalism graduate,
limited radio-tv experience. Available immediately. Prefer midwest. Box 16J
BROADCASTING.
Program director, 8 years experience, network quality voice, desires air work in
metropolitan market. 32 years of age-mornING. ing shift desired. Box 60J, BROADCASTCalifornia, Arizona, New Mexico. Versatile,
authoritative newsman wants challenging
news minded metropolitan operation. 2
years eastern experience plus AFRS, plus
newspapers,
magazines.
31, Harvard graduate.
ExcellentMarried,
references.
Box
76J, BROADCASTING.
News alive! Hard hitting news personalty.
Know-how, impact! Eastern majors. Box
158J, BROADCASTING.
100
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Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Technical
Experienced maintenance supervisor needed
for western tv-am-fm. Installation experience desirable. Include salary requirement
with resume. Box 170 J, BROADCASTING.
Chief engineer wanted for established N.Y.S.
uhf station. Applicant must have working
knowledge of transmitter, studio equipment, film chain and microwave. Submit
details first letter. Position open January
1st. Box 189J, BROADCASTING.
Immediate opening for 1st class engineer
with tv broadcast experience. Transmitter,
recording, and master control duties. Familiar with Ampex vtr. Contact John F.
Browne, C. E., WTVS, 9345 Lawton Ave.,
Detroit 6, Michigan.
WTOC-am-fm -tv. Savannah, Georgia, has
opening for first class engineer. Reply by
letter to chief engineer, giving complete
qualifications, references, photographs and
salary requirements for 50 hours.
Television director of engineers. Permanent
employment, must be experienced in installation, operation and maintenance. Ability
to modify and construct transmitter, convert present equipment from Channel 13
operation to Channel 12. Send resume.
Mr. Joseph A. Paretti, President, New
Orleans Television Corp., station WVUE-TV
New Orleans, La. Phone JA 5-9011.
Production — Programming, Others
Newsman, reporter-writer-newscaster, to
join 10-man major southwestern market tv
staff, air featured newscast, support others:
CBS affiliate; vacancy now. Box 32 J,
BROADCASTING.
TELEVISION
Situations Wanted — Management
TV program manager desires to relocate
due to merger. Fourteen years experience
programming. Film buying, videotape &
operations. Married, degrees, and excepING. tional references. Box 120J, BROADCASTSales
Salesman — sales manager, available immediately. Eleven years radio sales, sales management, station management. Nine years
associated with companion tv. 36, family,
LDS. west.
College
Prefer intermountain
Boxgraduate.
139J, BROADCASTING.
Announcers
TV announcer, 10 years radio/tv for proExcellent on-camera,
booth. Box fessional
86J, operation.
BROADCASTING.
Production — Programming, Others
Radio-tv newsman. Six years experience.
Reporting, editing, writing, broadcasting.
Box 14J, BROADCASTING.
Experienced
director:
specialist fornews
station
toppingNews-in-depth
competitive
market orerences.planning
to.
Good air work, refBox 144J, BROADCASTING.
Wanted: Increased responsibility and
money as production manager. Experienced
all phases, live/tape, announcer, newsman,
etc.
West coast only. Box 195J, BROADCASTING.
FOR SALE
Equipment
2 — Ampex VR-1010 color conversion kits.
1 — Ampexdition. color
All inofneworiginal
conWill sellstandard.
for fraction
price. Box 991H, BROADCASTING.
1 — Dumont B&W scanner, including 2 film,
2 slideplete
andsystem.2 Will
opaques.
quiteindividual
a comsell Not
all or
units. Box 992H, BROADCASTING.
For sale: 595 foot Dresser-Ideco guyed
tower. Designed to support 44 thousand
pound tv antenna. Dismantled. Ready for
shipment. $10,000.00. Box 58J, BROADCASTING.
BROADCASTING, December 18, 1961

For Sale— (Cont'd)
Equipment
General Electric BT-l-A 250 watt fm transmitter. Clean, reliable, recently overhauled
and in excellent condition. Can be multiplexed. $750.00. Box 79J, BROADCASTING.
For sale:cellent
IV2 condition.
year old
Gates 101
ExComplete
withspot.
remote
control. In use; cartridge equipment replacing. Best offer over $575. KATI, Casper,
Wyoming.
Gates RCM 20 remote control, studio and
transmitter
6 years
ExcellentWMIX,
condition. Writeunits.
or call
Claudeold. Schoch,
Mt. Vernon, Illinois.
Collins 250 watt 300-C1 transmitter, tubes &
crystals, Lehigh
180' tower,
lights & New
insulators. Asking S/S
$500.00.
Write WNLC,
London, Connecticut.
FM transmitter
amplified —105as N.is Fourth
condition. Contact Donor F.rfVolkman,
St., Centerville, Indiana. Telephone 2753.
Am, fm, tv equipment including monitors,
5820, bus1850,
p.a. tubes. Electrofind, 440 ColumAve., N.Y.C.
Will buy or sell broadcasting equipment.
Guarantee Radio & Broadcasting Supply
Co., 1314 Iturbide St., Laredo, Texas.
Transmission line, styroflex, heliax, rigid
with hardware and fittings. New at surplus
prices. Write for stock list. Sierra Western
Electric Cable Co., 1401 Middle Harbor Road,
Oakland 20, California.
WANTED TO BUY
Equipment
AM
broadcast
equipment
— Frequency
monitor,
4 or used
6 channel
consolette,
field
intensity meter, Gates level devil. Box
141J, BROADCASTING.
250 ft., guyed tower with base, lighting.
Radio, Summerville, Inc., Box 484, Summer ville, South Carolina.
Broadcasting equipment bought and sold.
SOS, 270 N. Crest Rd., Chattanooga, Tenn.
Wanted equipment: 250 watt or 1 kw fm
transmitter,
frequency
mod. Aurora,
monitor. Contact also
Russfm Salter,
WKKD,
Illinois.
WANTED TO BUY
Stations
Medium market radio station wanted by
successful broadcasters. Must justify asking
price.
ING. No brokers. Box 166J, BROADCASTWant
station Albany
in New and
York's
Valley AM(between
NewHudson
York
City) . All offers
full retaining
confidentialpresent
consideration. Will given
consider
management and staff. Box 197J, BROADCASTING.

Experienced

INSTRUCTIONS
FCC first phone license preparation by
correspondence or in resident classes.
Grantham Schools are located in Hollywood,
Seattle, Kansas City and Washington. Write
for
our offree
40-page brochure.
Grantham
School
Electronics,
3123 Gillham
Road,
Kansas City 9, Missouri.
Train now in N.Y.C. for FCC first phone
license. Proven methods, proven results. Day
and evening classes. Placement assistance.
Announcer Training Studios, 25 W. 43 N Y.
OX 5-9245
FCC first phone license in six weeks
Guaranteed instruction in theory and
laboratory methods by master teachers.
G I. Radio
approved.
Request
Elkins
License
School,free2603brochure.
Inwood
Road, Dallas, Texas.
Since 1946. The original course for FCC
First Class Radiotelephone Operator License
in six weeks.
s necessary. Enrolling now forReservation
classes starting
January 3
March
7,
May
9,
July
11.
information,
references and reservationsForwrite
William
B. Ogden Radio Operational Engineering
School. 1150 West Olive Avenue, Burbank,
California.
Be prepared. First class F.C.C. license in
six weeks. Top quality theory and laboratory training. Elkins Radio License School
of
Atlanta, 1139 Spring St., N.W., Atlanta,
Georgia.
FCC first class license in 6 weeks. We are
specialists. We do nothing else. Small
classes. Maximum personal instruction.
One low tuition covprs everything until
license secured. Pathfinder Method. 5504
Hollywood Blvd.. Hollywood. California.
Elkins Radio License School of Chicago —
Six weeks quality instruction in laboratory
methods and theory leading to the F.C.C.
First Class License. 14 East Jackson St.,
Chicago 4. Illinois.
Announcing programming, console operation. Twelve weeks intensive, practical
training. Finest, most modern equipment
available. G. I. approved. Elkins School of
Broadcasting,
2603 Inwood Road. Dallas 35.
Texas.
Program polkas? 22 long plays for $25.00
check. Prepaid. Polkaland, 2318 Saemann,
Sheboygan, Wisconsin.
MISCELLANEOUS
Wanted information regarding location of
Cameron Bud Lee . . . Ivan Lee . . . Buddy
Robin 5 ft 6" 150 pounds. Possibly driving
tan 1960 Ford station wagon. If you know
his location call collect immediately— J D
Hill, Box 764, KSSS, Colorado Springs
.
Deejays— Have a merry Xmas! Fill in with
4 files of funny one-line gags. All four
folios $7.50. Show-Biz Comedy Service
(Dept. DJX) 65 Parkway Court', Brooklyn
*
25,000
comedy lines, routines,
York.
Newprofessional
35,
adlibs. Largest laugh library in show business. Special monthly topical service featuring deejay comment, introductions. Free
catalog. Orben Comedy Books, Hewlett, N.Y.'

Time

and Radio-TV
Account

Buyer

Oriented

Executive

Our growing agency seeks a thoroughly experienced ad man to head
our Radio-TV Department. Good background in package goods promotion, broadcast budgeting, market and station selection required. We
also have opening for Account Executive to work with food and drug
accounts using broadcast media extensively. Send full resume with dates,
names and places. These positions pay well to start and offer the usual
and some unusal fringe benefits. Box I59J, BROADCASTING.
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Business Opportunity
Am looking for partner in progressive radio
station in intermountain area population
119,000, would like you to be willing to
invest $45,000 for 45 percent of station with
option to buy 50 percent. Station is 1000
watt daytimer currently in black. Box 579H,
BROADCASTING.
Co-ownership in the best-equipped facility
in Colorado Springs. You should have a
proven record of management or sales
management and be dissatisfied until we
have 5 profitable stations. Minimum of
$20,000 cash required. Will give option to buy
up to 50%.Springs.
Write J. D. Hill, Box 764-KSSS,
Colorado
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)
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Help Wanted — (Confd)
Announcers

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Announcers

MORNING MAN

ATTENTION!

Personality
needed
for midwest
metro market. Must have ability to
draw adults with lively sound. Send
tape, resume, salary.
Box 133J, BROADCASTING

I've got two offers now, who
will make it three. 4 years top
40 experience. Also experience
in programming and production. Phone Larry Light — TE
1-5785, Cincinnati, Ohio.

RADIO
Production — Programming, Others

Help Wanted — Sales

TELEVISION

|(]llllllllllll[]||||||||||||[]||||||||||||[]||||||||||||[]l!lll!IIIIIIC]llllllilllll[]IJ
BROADCAST

J

|
SALES ENGINEERS
j
|
WANTED
1
= Immediate opportunity for sales engi- p
= neers to manage broadcast equipment =
= sales, headquartering in:
g
=
Washington, D. C.
§
3
Cincinnati, Ohio
S
H The main requirement is a broad back- =
3 ground in radio, combined with some =
E sales experience. Also, must be aggres- S
S sive, responsible, and with a deep de- §
5 sire to sell equipment. Excellent start- =
S ing salary with an attractive incentive j|
= program and all travel expenses paid. 5
3 Become part of the dynamic expanding =
S sales organization of a nationally known g
= electronics manufacturer. Send resume =
1 immediately to Box I78J, BROAD- =
| CASTING.
I
iiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiaiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiuiicjiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiii
TIME

SALES

An experienced, creative time salesman
is needed for a new and unique closed
circuit television network. Experience
must be with both national and New
York local accounts. This is a new
project by a well-established organization. Its potential is extensive; therefore salary is commensurate with experience and apparent ability to fulfill
that potential. Please send resume to:
Mr. B. Marcus
130 East 59th Street
New York 22, New York
Announcers

ANNOUNCER

J«
■I
m*
I*
5
5
^
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Help Wanted — Technical

NEWS DIRECTOR
Needed to lead three-man department (plus network) in mid- west
metropolitan area. Should be familiar with modern format. Send
resume, tape, and salary.
Box 140J, BROADCASTING

TV CHIEF ENGINEER
Established major market VHF station. Successful applicant must have superior qualifications for this opportunity including experience in supervision and operations, as well
as know how to do any supervised job himself
if necessary. No arm chair administrators
wanted. Detailed resume in confidence to
Box 116J, BROADCASTING.
FOR SALE

PROGRAM

Stations

DIRECTOR

Leading station in top ten market needs
program director with imagination,
ideas
and knowledge
of today's
Must have
a showmanship
flair andradio.
yet
be able to handle details and get
along with people. Station enjoys excellent image. But we want to improve
it. If your knowledge is limited to
radio of 1930 or if you know only how
to play top tunes and shout at people,
don't bother to apply.
Box 201 J, BROADCASTING

z±jirjiiiiiiiiiiiiEJiiiiiiiirniEaniiniiiiiiEanntiiiiincaiiiiiiiiiHic3iiiiiiiiiiiiE2=
BOSTON
| Class B Stereo Multiplex FM |
S station. Priced for immediate =
1 Box sale.
9-2213. 51
=
702H, Lynn
BROADCASTING.
liiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiaiiiiiiiiuiiniiiiiiiiiiiiaiiiiiiiiiiiiaiiiiiiiiiuirjiiiiiiiml

CALIFORNIA

5000 watt fulltime regional in one
of the states most desirable markets.
1960 gross over #600,000 with a cash
flow approaching #200,000. Priced
at less than one and one-half times
last
termsBoxof 987H,
29%
down;year's
less gross
for alloncash.
BROADCASTING.

RADIO
Situations Wanted — Announcers

Quality announcer. Top ratings in top 7 market. Experienced dj, newsman and
or. Offer fudirect
m
progra
ture for my family.
Box 179J, BROADCASTING

FLORIDA
MONEY MAKER
Power-packed full time outlet in own
specially
designed
building and
serving studio-transmitter
prosperous area
with population of 200,000.
Box 145 J, BROADCASTING

WANTED

Group operation in top major market is auditioning for experienced announcers. We
are looking for quality voiced men who have sound knowledge of today's popular music;
thorough understanding of tight production; and, most imtop tunes from yesteryear; direction.
portant, capable of taking
Please do not answer this advertisement if you lack any of the above qualifications.
And please, no teen-age appeal screamers!
Program director position with group a possibility after proving you are top notch
producer.
with complete resume to Box 187J, BROADAirmail-special delivery aircheck IN
G.
CAST

METRO

,*
y
S
^
I;

Radio station, New York State.
400,000 market. Liberal terms
for quick sale. $100,000.
Box 109J, BROADCASTING
BROADCASTING, December 18, 1961

Continued from page 97

For Sale — (Cont'd)
Stations
I
BEAUTIFUL
I Alabama day timer in mod. market. AH
I new, station and equipment. Unusual aJb\/ sentee
immediate ownership
sale. Doirtcircumstances
waste time force
in con(\t acting Box
us. Priced
to
sell.
171J, BROADCASTING
single
Mich single
Iowa
Fla
small
West small
Ga
metro
South major
N.E. Top 30
And others.

daytimer
fulltime
VHF-TV
power
fulltime
fulltime
daytimer

60M
77M
90M
150M
175M
400M
425M

29%
29%
terms
15dn
cash
lOOdn
terms

CHAPMAN
COMPANY
1182 W. Peachtree St., Atlanta 9, Ga.
THE PIONEER FIRM OF TELEVISION AND RADIO MANAGEMENT CONSULTANTS
ESTABLISHED 1946
Negotiations Management
Appraisals
Financing
HOWARD S. FRAZIER, INC.
1736 Wisconsin Ave., N.W.
Washington 7, D. C.
Indiana single regional $78,000 N. Y.
State major regional $135,000 Tex. fulltimer $70,000 — Texas daytimer $70,000
—Tex. medium $160,000— Tex. metro
$275,000 Tex.
metro
$425,000 La.
single $26,950 — La. single $40,000 La.
major $75,000 Ark. major S180.OO0 —
Tenn. single $82,500 Tenn. major $225,00O Tenn. major $375,000 Fla. medium $170,000 — Fla. metro $225,000—
Fla. major power $237,000^— Fla. major
power $550,000 IV. M. medium $150,000 N. M. major $250,000— Miss, single
$40,000 — Miss. single $45,000 — Okla.
single
$100,000
20 others!
Contact:Ala. major $300,000 —
patt Mcdonald co.
Box 9266 — GL. 3-8080
AUSTIN 17, TEXAS
— STATIONS FOR SALE —
1. SOUTHWEST. Absentee owned. Exclusive. Full time. Doing $50,000. Asking $80,000. 29% down.
2. CALIFORNIA. Daytimer. Asking $75,000.
$15,000 down.
3. EAST. Top market. Daytime. Absentee
owned. Asking $102,000. 29% down.
4. SOUTH CENTRAL. Major market. Full
time. Asking $180,000. 29% down.
JACK L. STOLL & ASSOCS.
Suite 600-601 6381 Hollyw'd Blvd.
Los Angeles 28, Calif
HO. 4-7279
For Best Results
You Can't Top A
CLASSIFIED AD
in
Wmi
1 BROADCASTING
THE BUSINESSWEEK!. Y OF TELEVISION AND RADIO
BROADCASTING, December 18, 1961
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115 w.; ant. height to 160 ft.; main studio
location (trans, location) ; type trans, and
typeKHOM(FM)
ant.
Turlock, Calif .—Granted cp
to change frequency to 93.1 mc.
KGB-FM San Diego, Calif.— Granted mod.
of cp to change trans, location; decrease
ERP to 74 kw; ant. height to 120 ft.; and
change type trans.; remote control permitted.
KEMO(FM) St. Louis, Mo.— Granted mod.
of cp to make changes in trans, equipment;
condition.
KFNB(FM) Oklahoma City, Okla.—
Granted
of cpincrease
to change
-trans,
and studiomod.
location;
ERP ant.
to 3.3
kw
and increase ant. height to 420 ft.
KPLY Crescent City, Calif .—Remote control permitted (two remote control points) .
KALV Alva, Okla. — Granted extension of
authority to Feb. 1, 1962 to sign off at 7:00
Actions of Dec. 7
p.m.
WISP, Diehl Bcstg. Co., Kinston, N. C—
Granted
assignment of cp to Smiles of
Kinston Inc.
■ Granted
for Mich.,
following
stations: WSHNlicenses
Fremont,
and amWERL
Eagle River, Wis.
Galesburg,
111.— Granted
license
for*WVKC
noncommercial
educational
fm station.
■ Granted licenses for following fm stations: WLNR-FM Lansing, 111.; WTTN-FM
Watertown, Wis.; WELF Glen Ellyn, 111.;
WSPT-FM
Point, Wis.; WISN-FM
Milwaukee, Stevens
Wis.
WPRS Paris, 111. — Granted license covering installation of old main trans, as auxiliary trans.
WDLB Marshfield, Wis.— Granted license
to use old main trans, (main trans, location)
as auxiliary trans, daytime and alternate
main trans, nighttime.
WISM Madison, Wis. — Granted license to
use old main trans, (composite) (main trans,
location)
as auxiliary trans, day and nighttime.
WBIZ Eau Claire, Wis.— Granted license
covering installation of old main trans, as
alternate main trans, night, and auxiliary
trans, daytime.
K72BH, K77AX, K80A2 Mason, Tex.—
Granted cps to replace expired permits for
uhf tv translator stations.
KMLB Monroe, La. — Granted cp to change
ant. -trans, location; main studio location;
make changes in ant. system (decrease
height of east tower); ground system, and
make changes in DA system (decrease
height of towers) .
■ Granted cps to install new trans, for
following stations; KXEO Mexico, Mo., and
WSFC Somerset, Ky., condition.
WSFC
Somerset,
to in-at
stall old main
trans,Ky.—
as Granted
auxiliary cptrans,
main trans, location; condition.
WCSH-TV Portland, Me.— Granted mod.
of cp to change trans, location approximately 800 ft., northwest of original site (change
in geographical coordinates only; no change
in description) and changes in ant. structure; ant. height 930 ft.
*WAIQ(TV) Montgomery, Ala.— Granted
mod. of cp to change ERP to visual 229 kw,
aur. 124 kw; ant. height 590 ft.; type
trans.;menttype
changes.ant., and make other equipWARM Scranton, Pa.— Waived Sec. 3.30
(a) of rules and granted mod. of license
to extent of permitting establishment of
main studio beyond corporate limits of
Scranton, Pa., to become effective upon
notification that operation has commenced
from proposed new studio.
■ Following
stationsdate
wereas granted
sions of completion
shown: extenKDEF
Albuquerque, N. M., to March 19, 1962;
KTIP Porterville. Calif., to March 1, 1962;
WZUM Carnegie, Pa., to Feb. 1, 1962; WKAP
Allentown, Pa., to Feb. 1, 1962; KSCB Liberal, Kans., to June 7, 1962; KNEZ Lompoc,
Calif., to March 5, 1962, and WFMH Cullman,
Ala., to Jan. 31, 1962.
Actions of Dec. 6
WRWR-FM Port Clinton, Ohio— Granted
SCA on multiplex basis.
KUPD-FM Tempe, Ariz.— Granted SCA
on multiplex basis.
KWIN Ashland, Ore. — Granted extension
of authority to sign-off at 6:30 p.m., except
for special events, for period ending April
15,KFNF
1962. Shenandoah, Iowa — Granted authority to sign-off at 7:15 p.m., Mon.-Sat.,
inclusive, and 7:30 p.m., Sunday, for period
ending Dec. 21.
KANA Anaconda, Mont. — Granted extension of authority to May 1, 1962, to sign-off

at 6:05 p.m., seven days per week.
WDCR Hanover, N. H.— Granted authority
to remain silent Dec. 7 to Jan. 2, 1962.
WBCK Battle Creek, Mich.— Granted mod.
of cp to make changes in nighttime DA
pattern.
WRAN Dover, N. J. — Granted mod. of cp
to change trans, location to two miles EastNorth-East of Mt. Freedom, near Mt. Freedom, N. J., change type trans, and make
changes in ant. system.
KCDI Kirkland, Wash.— Granted mod. of
cp to change ant. -trans, and studio location.
Actions of Dec. 6
Coalville Area Tv Assn. Coalville, Utah —
Granted cps for new uhf tv translator stations on chs. 9, 11, and 13 to translate programs of KUTV (ch. 2), KCPX-TV (ch. 4)
and
KSL-TV
(ch. 5), all Salt Lake City.
Utah.
KGFF Shawnee, Okla.— Granted mod. of
cp to change type trans.
■ Following
stationsdates
wereas granted
extensions of completion
shown : WALE
Fall River, Mass., to Feb. 1, 1962; WEAW
Evanston, 111., to Jan. 15, 1962; WGTA Summerville,
to Feb.
1962; KAWA
Marlin, Tex., Ga.,
to Feb.
1, 1962;1, KVRE
Santa Rosa,
Calif., to Feb. 1, 1962; WSLS Roanoke, Va.,
to March 1, 1962; WBHM Birmingham, Ala.,
to May 4, 1962, and WRAN Dover, N. J., to
May 31, 1962.
Action of Dec. 1
Kern County Bcstg. Co., Bakersfield,
Calif. — Granted application for on-channel
booster to transmit signal of its station
KLYD-TV (ch. 17) Bakersfield.
Rulemakings
■ By memorandum
opinion
& order, commission denied petitions
for reconsideration
so as to add Columbia, S. C; Akron. Ohio;
Portland, Me.; Milwaukee, Wis.; Toledo,
Ohio; Saginaw-Flint-Bay City, Mich., and
Jackson, Miss., to those cities listed in Aug.
3 report & order in Doc. 13340 for consideration of short spaced, additional vhf channel
assignment; denied petition by Assoc. of
Maximum Service Telecasters Inc. requesting that decision be set aside to extent that
any new vhf assignments are contemplated
at short spacing, but modified report &
order to require stations using DA to install
suitable reference ant. as part of original
installation, as recommended by AMST; and
denied petition by Camellia Bcstg. Inc.
(KIFY-TV ch. 10), Lafayette, La., requesting that
be givenat tolessassignment ofnoch. consideration
11 at Baton Rouge
than
required 60-mile adjacent channel spacing.
Memorandum opinion & order added New
Orleans, La., to list of cities in report &
order in Doc. 13340 for which short spaced
vhf channel (ch, 12) will be considered, as
petitioned for by New Orleans Tv Corp.
However, since that channel is already assigned New Orleans, no further rulemaking
is required, but commission will entertain
application to modify outstanding cp for
ch. 12 accordingly, and interested parties
may respond to application. Comr. Lee
dissented. Memorandum opinion also denied
petitions for rulemaking by Springfield Tv
Bcstg. Corp. to add short spaced assignment
to Worcester,
Mass.,
and by Florida
tional Television
Commission
to add Educach. 11
for noncommercial educational use at short
spacing sentedatto Orlando
Orlando. denial.
Fla. Chmn. Minow disPETITIONS FILED
Sec. 3.606: Gann Tv Enterprises, (KDASTV), Kingsburg,
(11-20-61)—
assignment
of ch.Calif.
21 from
Hanford,Requests
Calif.,
to Kingsburg, Calif. Ann. Dec. 8.
Sec. 3.606: Jay Edwards, William Wheat
and James A. Chase, Angola, Ind. (12-1-61)
— Requests amendment of rules so as to
assign uhf ch. 26 to Anderson, Ind., in lieu
of ch. 83, now assigned. Ann. Dec. 8.
Distribution of tv programs by catv systems: WSTV-Inc. (WBOY-TV), Clarksburg,
W. Va. (12-1-61) — Requests institution of
rulemaking proceedings looking toward
adoption of new rule and in addition, or
alternatively,
therein.
Ann. proposed
Dec. 8. rule as set forth
PETITION DENIED
Sec. 3.606: Alvarado Tv Inc., (Station
KOAT-TV),amendment
Albuquerque,
N. soM. as(8-22-61)—
Requests
of rules
to delete
ch. 2 assigned to Santa Fe, N. M.. and assign
ch. 2 tive,toto change
Albuquerque,
N.
M.,
or,
in
alternaassignment
ch. 2 so
make it available
in bothof Santa
Fe asandto
Albuquerque as hyphenated assignment:
"Albuquerque-Santa
Fe, opinion
New Mexico."
Denied
by memorandum
& order
adopted
27,
1961. Nov. 21, 1961, and released Nov.
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OUR

RESPECTS

Broadcasting

to Dr. Elmer William
has

grown

Asked how it feels to be the new
president of a corporation he's been
with for the past 31 years, Dr. Elmer
W. Engstrom, who has been in the
office only since Dec. 1, said last week:
"Well, I feel rather comfortable."
In this immediate reaction, Dr. Engstrom was displaying a sample of that
dry sense of humor that has won him
friends and influenced his associates
during his career.
Dr. Engstrom, with broad background in science and technology, has
been active in the past several years in
administration, supervising whole areas
of activity that represent about a third
of RCA's total volume business.
As Dr. Engstrom will express it, RCA
essentially is in the business of technology, and this has become successively more true. In the past 10 years,
RCA's activity has changed from 80%
in entertainment products to more than
half of its volume in industrial, government and space communications.
It was at RCA that Dr. Engstrom
worked as an engineer — when, he
recalls, broadcasting was but an infant— helping to develop a single control on the radio receiver to replace a
cumbersome row of knobs.
Since that time both RCA and Dr.
Engstrom have advanced along the
electronics road from radio (and later
tv) to radar, acoustics, airborne and
land-based television, and space communications.
Extensive College Career ■ Elmer
William Engstrom was born in Minneapolis on Aug. 25, 1901. He attended
elementary schools in St. Paul, and received aBachelor of Science degree in
electrical engineering at the U. of Minnesota in 1923. His college career did
not stop there, however. Twenty-five
years later New York U. conferred on
him an honorary degree of Doctor of
Science, and on March 23, 1960, and
again on June 4, 1961, he was awarded
honorary Doctor of Laws degrees from
both Findlay (Ohio) College and Rider
College, Trenton, N. J.
After his graduation from Minnesota,
Dr. Engstrom became associated with
General Electric in 1923 and was assigned to the radio engineering department. At the time, he worked on highpower radio transmitters and their installation. Later he was assigned to
develop broadcast receivers, and when
commercial activity began in sound motion pictures, he took charge of engineering development and apparatus design.
GE's radio engineering and manufacturing activities moved to RCA in 1930,
and Dr. Engstrom continued as division
BROADCASTING, December 18, 1961

Engstrom,

up with

the

president
men

who

engineer in charge of "Photophone" —
sound motion picture apparatus, development and design — for RCA Mfg. Co.
at Camden.
Tv Experiments ■ From then on, Dr.
Engstrom took part in an evaluation of
the then-experimental television medium,
research toward tv's practical directing
use.
Black-and-white tv research predated
for Dr. Engstrom and his associates
similar work on color, an effort that
culminated in the development of RCApioneered compatible color tv.
These twin marks in his career Dr.
Engstrom even now considers the
"most impressive" of all of the many
scientific
developments with which he's
been associated.
Dr. Engstrom's position in the broadcast field dates from a National Television Systems Committee membership
at the time tv standards for broadcasting were being set, and color tv transmission signal specifications were
adopted.
In 1942, he became director of general research when all RCA research
activity was centralized at Princeton;
director of research, RCA Labs in
1943; vice president in charge of research of RCA Labs division in 1945;
vice president in charge of that division
in 1951; executive vice president there
in January 1954, and also for research
and engineering in June of that year;
and senior executive vice president for
RCA on Oct. 21, 1955.
A Misnomer ■ To friends and associates RCA's prominent scientist-pres-

of RCA
run

it

ident is known as "Shorty" Engstrom.
What may be the first public revelation of how Dr. Engstrom, who really
is not undersized (he's about 5' 7"),
got his nickname:
Soon after he joined GE, a group of
trainees including Dr. Engstrom had
breakfast together, and introduced themselves. One fellow mentioned the difficulty of remembering names and said
that to help the situation, he'd call himself "Lanky." This engineer — who was
very tall and towered over his companions— then pointed at Dr. Engstrom
and said, "and you be 'Shorty' — you
areRegardless
shorter thanof I his
am."physical stature,
Dr. Engstrom's prominence in radio
science has few peers. In a recent RCA
announcement detailing some of Dr.
Engstrom's awards, recognition, and
authorships, it took 34 typewritten lines
to list them. His government advisory,
and scientific associations and memberships are also detailed and inclusive.
As a daily commuter to New York,
where he'll spend more time now, Dr.
Engstrom is a 7:30 man. He leaves
home that time in the morning, drives
to work and then returns home to
Princeton, N. L, approximately 12
hours later.
This leaves him little "off time," but
over several years in Princeton, Dr.
Engstrom, a man of serious and academic mien, has devoted considerable
energy to expansion plans of the local
YMCA-YWCA program, the Princeton
Hospital, and the Westerly Road
Church (non-denominational). He's a
trustee or officer in each of these institutions.
Dr. Engstrom married the former
Phoebe Leander in 1926, whom he met
while he was a student at Minnesota.
Mrs. Engstrom is an accomplished artist, specializing in still life and portrait
paintings at present.
They have a son, William Leander
works with RCA's
astro-electronic
division.
Engstrom, 27, who
How It Began ■ How did Dr. Engstrom's early interests turn to radio? At
the university, he caught some of the
"spirit and enthusiasm" about radio
conveyed by a faculty member, C. M.
Jansky Jr., now chairman of Jansky &
Bailey, consulting engineering firm in
Alexandria, Va.

Elmer William Engstrom
Rather comfortable in prominence

Dr. Engstrom's "avocation" actually
is an interest which mixes well with
extensive travel he must do for RCA:
he's an amateur photographer.
As a tv viewer, Dr. Engtrom, aside
from professional interest, is not much
different from the usual executive with
limited leisure, and views moderately.
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EDITORIALS
Up a Kingstree
AN FCC examiner last week issued a recommendation of
denial of license that we hope will be adopted verbatim
by the FCC.
We express that hope because we believe it would provide an ideal test case to develop clear definitions of FCC
powers under the U. S. Constitution.
The case is that of WDKD Kingstree, S. C. Examiner
Thomas H. Donahue recommended that a license renewal
be denied on a number of grounds including these:
■ The licensee had permitted a disc jockey to make obscene broadcasts.
■ The station had carried a "horrendous number" of
commercials.
■ The station had failed to live up to the programming
standards issued by the FCC in its policy statement on program ing inJuly 1960.
In his recommendations Mr. Donahue also dwelt at length
on his thesis that the laws of obscenity, as applied by courts
to other media, do not equally apply to broadcasting. He
cited no authority but himself for that thesis, and we doubt
another can be found or that he would be sustained by any
court of stature.
He also implied that the First Amendment provides less
protection for broadcasting than for other media.
As we said when the case was being heard, the wrong
defendant was tried in the wrong forum under the wrong
law. There is a federal law that makes it a crime to broadcast obscenity, indecency or profanity. If the government
thought it had an obscenity case, it should have tried the disc
jockey in a court before a jury under the criminal law. If
a conviction were obtained, the disc jockey's employer could
then have been brought before the FCC for improper supervision ofhis station.
The FCC chose a shortcut. It tried the obscenity issue
and the licensee at the same time. This does not strike us
as a tidy way to administer justice.
Club and gown
I F WNTA-TV New York is converted to non-commercial,
J educational broadcasting, the conversion will be credited
in large measure to the intervention of FCC Chairman Newton Minow and his principal assistant, Tedson Meyers.
As a story elsewhere in this issue explains, Messrs. Minow
and Meyers acted as arbiters to resolve a number of difficult
conflicts that arose after the owners of the commercial station agreed to sell it to Educational Television for the Metropolitan Area Inc. Indeed it may be said that Mr. Minow
— aided by a majority of his colleagues, who presumably
knew what they were doing — intervened before the WNTA
owners had made up their minds to sell. After news stories
had reported that ETMA had been outbid by other prospective buyers who intended to retain the station's commercial
status, the FCC issued a public notice that had the practical
effect of queering any commercial sale.
The notice stated the commission's intention to begin an
inquiry into ways of converting to educational use one of
the seven vhf commercial channels in each of two cities,
Los Angeles and New York. The notice alone was enough
to discourage commercial buyers.
Not many, least of all the proprietors of surviving commercial television stations in New York, will object to Mr.
Minow's purposes. The transformation of one of the city's
seven vhf outlets from commercial to non-commercial use
would mean that total advertising revenue would be split
six ways instead of seven. It also promises to supply types
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of small-audience programming that cannot be presented in
volume on commercial outlets. On the surface, everyone
seems to win and no one to lose — except perhaps the sellers
who are taking a lower price than they might have obtained
from a commercial buyer.
But we are concerned about the precedent this kind of
government intrusion sets. No matter how admirable the
cause or how circumspect the action of government officials,
the presence of FCC executives at the negotiating tables
in a deal of this kind establishes procedures that invite
abuses.
The other seven-station market that has been marked as
a possibility for similar conversion of one station to educational broadcasting would seem to be a tempting location
for Mr. Minow's next excursion into brokering. The same
kind of persuasion that was used in New York could, perhaps with modifications, be used in Los Angeles.
Or it could be used anywhere else, once the precedent is
accepted, for all kinds of manipulations by all kinds of FCC
chairmen.
In the latter stages of the WNTA-TV negotiations, Mr.
Meyers became the acknowledged arbiter who actively participated innegotiations — much as a station broker brings
together buyer and seller when disagreements arise. His role
is officially justified on the grounds that FCC was a party
of interest because it was involved along with the others in
the case in a court appeal. That justification would carry
more weight if the whole deal had not been precipitated in
the firstof place
by the deliberate timing of the FCC's public
notice
inquiry.
Season's

greetings

IT IS hard to keep up a full head of critical steam — even
about the FCC meddling ex parte style — when the sound
of caroling is heard on the air and holly wreaths and mistletoe appear on the screen.
The humbug of bureaucrats, the noise of competitive
claims, the rivalries, strife, crises and nonsense that make
the radio-tv business vibrant and exciting are suddenly, like
magic, drowned out by the jingle of little bells.
These moments of calm are welcome, not least of all because they give us a special opportunity to express our appreciation toour readers and wish them, each and all, much
joy, peace and good fortune.

Drawn for BROADCASTING by Sid Hix
"Why can't you just SING along with Mitch like everybody else?"
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AT
WORK

PERSONALITY
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Brenda's birthday party on WFMY's "Dance Party" was
one of the show's recent high points for host Bob Waddell and
his teen-age friends. "People say kids don't think of anything
but having a good time . . . You should have seen their response
when we asked for cards and gifts to brighten Brenda's birthday." Brenda Sue Culbreth, a victim of multiple sclerosis,
cannot dance, but like teenagers and adults throughout
WFMY-TV's area of 466,640 TV homes, she loves to watch
the kids on "Dance Party". Bob Waddell is a confirmed
"teen booster"; he likes 'em — even to the point of learning
their latest knee-knocking dance. And do they like him! He
is in constant demand as a singing (swinging) emcee in
schools, at dances and beauty contests. In WFMY-TV's
44-county service area, Bob Waddell is a teen-age rage!
Represented by Harrington, Righter& Parsons, Inc.
I N

Now

f my
-N.C.tv
GREENSBORO,
In Our 13th Year Of Service"
M

LARRY KING, an exciting, frank interrogator, moderates this no-holds-barred ... no time limit . . . fast
moving, Monday night discussion program.
*

All

South

Florida

is

talking;!

The MIAMI HERALD
Jack E. Anderson
Herald Radio and TV Editor
"One thing is clear about Larry King's talk
show, "Miami Uncovered" which had its
first outing Monday night on Channel 10.
You've got to be an owl — preferably unemployed —to stick with it.
I was forced to bail out just as the chickens in a nearby poultry ranch were clearing
their throats for their customary dawn rock
'n' roll. Which was a tribute to the lively
badinage in progress in King's studio."
The MIAMI NEWS
"Public Reaction to Larry King's first Miami
Uncovered open-end show Monday night on
Channel 10 was a performer's dream. Two
viewers claimed that after watching this
area's liberals and conservatives clash head
on between 1 1:20 p.m. and 2:15 a.m. (that's
two hours and 55 minutes) they had to take
sleeping pills to calm down enough to go
to sleep."
Pompano Bch. TOWN
Editorial Page
Ed Seney

NEWS

"I tip my hat to Larry King and the new owners of channel 10, WLBW, for inaugurating
this worthwhile public service."

m.am, wlbw-tv
gaB
Affiliated with WCKY 50KW CINCINNATI. OHIO
^t^\/V\P
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The tv documentary's the thing as producers,
syndicators follow lead of networks
19

How the Bell companies spend $9.3 million
in tv-with emphasis on spot
24

Court hearing to decide on revised formula

RAB's $30 million national sales project earns

proposed

station reps' plaudits
28
COMPy^EI^WPMEl

by tv for ASCAP

rights

EDWARD

34
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Only

on

America's

Finest

Stations
KBMT
Beaumont-Port Arthur
KDAL-TV
Duluth-Superior
KGNC-TV
Amarillo
KGW-TV
Portland,
Oregon
KING-TV
Seattle
KPLR-TV
St. Louis
KPRC-TV
Houston
KSYD-TV
Wichita Falls
KTTV
Los Angeles
KTVK
Phoenix
KTVU
San Francisco
WAVY-TV
Norfolk, Virginia
Baton
Rouge
WBRZ
WEWS
Cleveland
WFAA-TV
Dallas
WFMY-TV
Greensboro, N. C.
WGAN-TV
Portland, Maine
WHCT
Hartford, Conn.
WHO-TV
Des
Moines
WHYN

The

most

acclaimed

musical

program

on television, featuring the world' s greatest
conductors, guest artists and musiciansl
Th e Award

W in n ing

■

Springfield, Mass.
WISH-TV
Indianapolis
WNDU-TV
South
Bend
WOR-TV
New
York
WPTV
Palm Beach
WRVA-TV
Richmond

"Great

Music

from

Chicago'

Join this list of prestige stations. Series II now available. For
details, call or wire Bradley R. Eidmann, WGN Syndication
Sales, 2501 W. Bradley Place, Chicago 18, LAkeview 8-2311.
A

WGN

Syndication

Feature

WSLS-TV
Roanoke
WSM-TV
Nashville
WTCN-TV
Minneapolis
WTTV
Indianapolis

WCBM

adult-directed
with

the

programming

growing

adult

radio

helps

you

grow

audience!

Baltimore— long famous as a medical center— will soon have another great addition— the
new Mercy Hospital. This is part of a vast "downtown" Baltimore development— and redevelopment plan. All-around-the-town, too, a tremendous suburban development is taking place at an
accelerated rate.
Baltimore is a city on the move! The adult market— so vital to your sales— is increasing at
a tremendous rate! WCBM drives your radio message into the homes and cars of the adults— the
DECISION MAKERS— who decide what, where and when to buy to satisfy the needs of growing
families! Keep pace with WCBM— grow with a growing Baltimore!
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FASCINATE

fas' ci • nate (fas' t • nat) , v.t.
To attract and hold irresistibly.
Again a tip of our Texas hat to Mr.
Webster for describing so succinctly
the position KRLD-TV holds in the
Dallas-Fort Worth market area. For
Channel 4 has not only attracted a
lion's share of the listeners in the
market, it has proved to have an
irresistible hold on them every rating period, season after season, for
many, many years.
For a comprehensive schedule, tailored to your particular requirements,
see your Advertising Time Sales representative. Your sales message will
have a fascinated audience.

Reach

the Dallas-Fort Worth

Market

EFFECTIVELY

with

KRLD-TV

REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY ADVERTISING TIME
SALES — FORMERLY
THE BRANHAM COMPANY
THE

TIMES

HERALD

STATIONS
Clyde President
W. Rembert

MAXIMUM

POWER

TV-Twin to KRLD radio 1080, CBS outlet with 50,000 watts
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Option time switch?
Notion that FCC will reverse its
September 1960 option time decision
and ban practice altogether isn't nearly as strong as it was prior to oral argument on Dec. 4. Some observers
think there's better than even chance
that option time will be retained as
reasonably essential in networkaffiliate relations.
Last year's decision reduced option
time from three to two and one-half
hours in each of four daily time segments. Commissioners Craven, Lee,
Cross and King (now replaced by
Chairman Minow) voted to retain option time but at reduced figure. Commissioners Hyde, Bartley and Ford
dissented, concluding that option time
was not "reasonably necessary" for
network. Subsequently (Broadcasting, April 24) FCC by 5-2 vote asked
Court of Appeals to remand case and
general notion was that in light of
antitrust implications, FCC might ban
option time altogether. Following
formidable oral arguments, there was
feeling that attitudes may shift.
Executive director for FCC?
Creation of new office of executive
director or its equivalent at FCC is
certain to be principal recommendation of Booz, Allen & Hamilton, now
in final phase of its management survey of agency. Position is equivalent
to that of general manager or operating head of private company, or of
"chief of staff" in military. FCC is
only major independent agency in
government without executive director or counterpart sitting just under
board itself.
Early in tenure of George C. McConnaughey as FCC chairman (19541957) he initiated move for executive
director but did not press it when
FCC divided 4-3. He wanted strong
majority. Degree of authority delegated to official will depend upon
commission itself. Under strong organization, al department heads would
report to him, with possible exception
of chief examiner. Under less rigid
setup, he would serve as coordinator
of all departments but would not sit
between major department heads and
commission itself. Supervising BAH
study is Bernard L. Gladieux, partner
in firm. Primary fact-finding report
is due by Dec. 30 with report to
Bureau of Budget by end of January
and completed report by end of
February.

closed

circuit:

TvB underestimated
If anybody thinks advertiser billing
estimates issued by TvB, being in
terms of gross time sales, are higher
than actual expenditures, study of
some "actual" figures that came to
light last week seems in order. Actual figures are those carried by
AT&T house publication, covering tv
spending — mostly spot — for various
Bell System companies (see page 24).
These run in many cases two and
three times
high asforTvB's
mates. Evenasallowing
fact estithat
AT&T figures include program costs
and probably other expenses not
counted by TvB, range of difference
is so great as to make it obvious that
TvB's figures are not exaggerated,
but conservative.
New '62 syndications
Tv Stations Inc., New York, which
purchases film programs on behalf
of more than 100 stations, reportedly will lend support to at least two
new syndicated programs in 1962. To
spur first-run production, in 1961 Tv
Stations Inc. backed Filmaster Inc.'s
The Beachcomber by arranging to
have this series sold in advance of
release to 85 stations it represents.
This approach reduces distribution
overhead considerably. Success of
Beachcomber, it's said, has prompted
Tv Stations Inc. to enlarge its plans
for 1962.
FCC's new inner-sanctum
FCC is going to have its own
"Conference-Chart Room" in 16x16
area adjacent to meeting room in
New Post Office Building. Now being designed, it will accommodate
some 50 wall charts which will graphically display workloads, backlogs,
status of pending legislation, spectrum
charts, blackboard and similar current reference data. Round table in
room is centered and will seat 10 and
will be available for meetings at
which individual commissioners confer with small groups. Entrance foyer
will become staff waiting room.
Rulemaking

passed

It was "pass" day at regular FCC
meeting last week with all seven members present but bypassing without
discussion majority of items on agenda. "Never saw anything like it," one
veteran said of last FCC meeting
before New Year. Passed over were
several rulemaking items, including
one which would require broadcast

by Communist spokesman to be
clearly labeled as such.
Major item not taken up was proposed FCC comments opposing President's ethics bill, S 1902. FCC will
take exception to portion of bill which
authorizes chairman to dismiss or suspend other commissioners as well as
agency staffers. Chairman also would
be charged with establishing agency
standards and issuing "appropriate
rules or regulations" to make sure
fellow members toed line.
Hearing line-up
CBS Inc. President Frank Stanton
will be lead-off witness at FCC en
banc program hearings beginning Jan.
23. He will be followed by other
CBS executives with each network being allotted one week to present its
case. NBC will be second on firing
line, week of Jan. 29, with Board
Chairman Robert Sarnoff delivering
first
for thatABC
network's
dozen time
witnesses.
will behalfon
stage week of Feb. 5 with tv President Oliver Treyz. In addition to
prepared statements to be read into
record, each network will have key
personnel on hand to answer questions.
Spot shift study
Tv reps met in New York last
Thursday (Dec. 21) in closed session with Television Bureau of Advertising executives for unprecedented
"briefing" on spot tv advertising. Crux
of presentation: How advertiser budget and allocations for spot medium
have "shifted" on basis of first six
months of year compared with same
period year ago. Meeting was prompted by sentiment expressed at annual meeting last month in Detroit
of Television Bureau of Advertising
thatmoney.
more attention be given sources
of
L.A. next?
Now that New York has its educational tv station (see page 9), it
can be assumed troops will be brought
up to push for educational takeover
of vhf channel in Los Anegles. Still
outstanding is FCC "inquiry" into
possibility of etv for Los Angeles.
Various packages have been suggested
in educational, commercial and broker circles, with each of city's four
independent outlets figuring in discussions.
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YOU
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CM*EST
RAR
E
H
T
BUT...
WKZO
Radio
Can
Sparkle
For
You
N
OW
NEVER
In Greater Western

Michigan!

WKZO Radio is a rare jewel among all the radio stations
in America. It gives you by FAR the biggest audience at
the lowest cost per thousand in a really important area.

7-COUNTY

The 1961 NCS Advance Listing shows that WKZO
Radio has over twice the coverage and circulation of
its nearest competitor — reaches 40.4% more homes
than all other Kalamazoo stations combined.

PULSE REPORT

KALAMAZOO -BATTLE CREEK AREA — SEPTEMBER, 1961
SHARE OF AUDIENCE — MONDAY-FRIDAY
WKZO
30
6 A.M. - 12 NOON
Statio18n "B" Station7 "C"
9
12 NOON - 6 P.M.
13
24
16
13
6 P.M. - 12 MIDNIGHT
34
%The pale mauve gem, Taaffeite, is the rarest of all gems.

Kalamazoo and Grand Rapids are BOTH among the
55 fastest-growing markets in America. Kalamazoo
itself is predicted to be the No. 1 U.S. city in growth
of personal income and retail sales between now and 1965.
Talk to your Avery-Knodel man about WKZO Radio
for Greater Western Michigan.
Only two such stones are known.

WKZO-TV — GRAND RAPIDS-KALAMAZOO
WKZO RADIO — KALAMAZOO-BATTLE CREEK
WJEF RADIO — GRAND RAPIDS
WJEF-FM — GRAND RAPIDS-KALAMAZOO
WWTV — CADILLAC-TRAVERSE CITY
KOLN-TV — LINCOLN, NEBRASKA
6

WKZO
CBS RADIO FOR KALAMAZOO-BATTLE CREEK
AND GREATER WESTERN MICHIGAN
Avery-Knodel, Inc., Exclusive National Representatives
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WEEK

The supply of tv documentaries is increasing as local
sponsors show rising interest in information shows. So
producers and syndicators are meeting the demand and
stations are finding prime time slots. See lead story . . .

IN

BRIEF

AT&T has a dual television role — transporting as well as

... 19

consuming the medium. House organ explains tv is a "must
buy" in Bell companies' advertising programs and also
important in AT&T's parent company promotion. See . . .
BELL SYSTEM LIKES TV ... 43

Hear about the bomb that went pfffft? Last week

The plan developed by Radio Advertising Bureau to

ASCAP told a federal court it couldn't negotiate new contracts with tv stations because it didn't have enough
member rights. Whereupon the court had its say. See . . .

prove radio's effectiveness to top national advertisers is
getting support from station reps. This is good portent
for RAB plan to boost national sales by 15%. See . . .

1962-DOCUMENTARY

ASCAP

IMPASSE

YEAR

IN COURT

... 34

Hopefully, the chairman of the FCC has switched his
perspective, he told a San Francisco audience last week.
Newton Minow is now talking in terms of a "promised
land" in the future instead of a "wasteland."
See . . .
BRIGHT

FUTURE

FOR

WEST

WAS

WON

TvB

BLASTS

SPOT

FM

CHISELS

TO

RAB'S

PLAN

... 28

NEEDS

RESEARCH

... 35

Those Congressional committees get mighty nosey
sometimes. But House group is getting "gratifying cooperation" from some stations in its quest for intimate
financial data to be used in ratings study. See . . .
RADIO

... 70

The 40-second tv station break is being exploited for
rate-cutting by advertisers, according to Television Bureau of Advertising. President Norman E. Cash calls
on stations to resist such spot chisels.
See . . .

WARM

The day isn't here yet, but there's little doubt that
fm is nearing the mass-medium point, according to a survey by Needham, Louis & Brorby, Chicago agency. However, agencies need more extensive research data. See . . .

TV ... 40

The head of the FCC makes a powerful pitch for
headlines in his latest speech on wastelands and such.
But has he fairly related the complex problems involved
or has he resorted to tricks of advocacy? See editorial . . .
HOW

REPS

FINANCES

STUDIED

... 41

A yearend account switch finds the $8 million Rheingold beer budget moving to J. Walter Thompson. Hazel
Bishop, CIBA Pharmaceutical and Norge are among the
other advertiser shifts in pre-Christmas period. See . . .

... 32

RHEINGOLD

MOVES

TO JWT

... 30
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Late news breaks on this page and on page 10 II T
Complete coverage of week begins on page 19 f\ |

Swezey asks radio-tv
to accent positive
Broadcasters should accent positive
in terms of public interest and stop
concentrating on things they shouldn't
do, Robert D. Swezey, NAB radio-tv
code authority, said in review of code
activities in 1961.

Merry tuning
WIBW-AM-FM-TV Topeka,
Kan., gave the 75 members of
its staff fm receivers for Christmas. Its newest unit, WIBWFM, went on the air Dec. 16.
"I didn't want to be plagued
with 75 staff members who

"We have many good examples in
radio of the fact that the big and relatively well-to-do operations have no
monopoly on excellence," Mr. Swezey
said. "No station is too small to provide an excellent service nor any market too small to merit and support it.
"There has been a tendency on the
part of some radio broadcasters to be
too humble in accepting over-readily
an appraisal of radio as a medium
which has already had its heyday, and
to undervalue the uniqueness and flexibility of their medium. It wil take some
diligence on our part to correct the
shortcomings revealed by our own objective listening, but this can be done
and radio broadcasters are the only ones
to do it."
Cliff Gill, KEZY Anaheim, Calif.,
chairman of the radio code committee,
suggested subscribing stations should
point out to advertisers and their agencies that, as subscribers and adherents
to the code, code stations offer the best
possible potential as an advertising
medium." He said number of subscribers has risen 31% in year, now
totaling 1,469 (Broadcasting, December 18. Ten subscribers resigned because
they were unwilling to adhere to the
code and another 57 were dropped for
non-payment of subscription fees. Membership includes 1,296 NAB member
stations and 173 non-members.

would say they couldn't listen to
our fm station," said Thad M.
Sandstrom, general manager of
the
"Wereceiver
gave them
all athree
table outlets.
model fm
with

Voice of America
programs

beams

for Christmas

U.S. Information
Agency's
America
was scheduled
to Voice
beam ofa
Christmas gift behind Iron Curtain today (Monday) — 90 special Christmas
programs, broadcast in 18 languages.
Special programs, which are in addition to VOA's regular holiday coverage,
place main emphasis on religion. Scheduled are broadcasts of Christmas Mass
at Mount St. Mary College, Emmitsburg, Md., to be heard in Hungary, and
children's Christmas party at Estonian
Supplementary School, in New York,
to be heard in Estonia.
In addition to special programming
through Iron Curtain, VOA's English

a Merry Christmas tag from
W1BW-FM. It was very well
received — considerably better
than the turkeys and hams we
have given in the past."
and other language broadcasts to nonCommunist countries have been reporting holiday as it is celebrated in various
parts of U.S. Coverage began with
lighting of National Christmas Tree and
opening of Pageant of Peace, in Washington, Dec, on Wednesday (Dec. 20).
It's final: WNTA-TV
sale to ETMA closed
Educational Television for the Metropolitan Area Inc. announced last Friday
(Dec. 22) that WNTA-TV New York
had been transferred officially to ETMA
earlier that day.
Closing of the sale, originally scheduled for Dec. 13, was delayed when
NTA Television Broadcasting Corp.
could not deliver "free and clear title"
to station. This prompted suit earlier
last week by ETMA (see story, page
page
37). no details were provided, it
Though
was reported that NTA Television
Broadcasting had made arrangements
with creditors, paving way for closing.
Sales price was $6.2 million. Closing
ended negotiations which had lasted for
more than seven months and which
were prolonged by suits filed by state of
New Jersey seeking to block sale. Sevdrawn.eral weeks ago these suits were withNBC-TV

sales record

Daytime sales totaling $8,171,455 in
gross billings during past two weeks
were reported Friday by NBC-TV,
which said it was highest two-week daytime total in its history. Biggest of 12
orders involved was Colgate-Palmolive's
$3.5 million news-strip buy (Broad-

casting, Dec. 18). Other sales included
first tv network usage by Lestoil and
Fels & Co.
ABC-TV 'Straightaway'
moving to Wednesday
ABC-TV will move Straightaway
from the Friday, 7:30-8 p.m. period to
8-8:30 p.m. on Wednesday, effective
Jan. 3. Steve Allen's program, which
currently fills Wednesday 7:30-8:30
ComeDec. 27. release
afterimmediate
p.m. slot,
dian had goes
askedofffor
with network (Broadfrom his contract
casting, Dec. 18).
Still unscheduled are 7:30-8 p.m.
periods on Wednesday and Friday.
ABC-TV was not certain as to what
shows will be replacements. At same
time, network announced it would
schedule Leave it to Beaver for another
and fifth season next fall. That show
currently is in Saturday, 8:30-9 p.m.
period.
Justice asks curb
on any GE violations
Justice Dept. Friday (Dec. 22) asked
federal district court in Philadelphia to
issue order forbidding General Electric
commit other antiprices inorhandling
fixviolations
Co. totrust
any of its

products. Unusual step was taken in
Justice civil suit involving 18 antitrust
actions against GE.
If court grants Justice request, suits
would be broadened to cover all products of electrical manufacturer which
produces consumer tv sets, radios,
and components. Justice
phonographs
said
it asked for new order because GE
has been defendant in more antitrust
cases than any single U. S. company.
Last February, GE was one of 28 firms
convicted of fixing prices for heavy electrical equipment and, as result, now is
facing FCC inquiry on license renewals
for GE's WRGB (TV) and WGY
Schenectady,
N. Y. (Broadcasting,
Nov.
6).
AAAA meeting April 26-28
American Assn. of Advertising Agencies has set April 26-28, for its 1962
annual meeting, at the Greenbrier,
White Sulphur Springs, W. Va. Also
attending will be 90 agency delegates,
45 countries,
representing
second
international
meetingto ofAAAA's
advering.
tising agency leaders, which will be
held in conjunction with annual meetmmmm
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Broadcast symphony
Recording of Robert Maxwell

Theodore L. Bates, founder of Ted
Bates & Co., New York, reassumes post
of chief executive officer. Rosser
Reeves, agency's chairman, relinquishes
duties of chief executive officer to devote more time to creative matters.
Both executives have been with agency
since its creation 22 years ago. Rudolph
Montgelas is president, member of executive committee and director, and
William H. Kearns, vice chairman of
board, chairman of executive committee and director. Mr. Reeves, also an
agency director, has been in creative
department since founding of Ted Bates
& Co., and is author of book entitled
Reality in Advertising, which has had
wide circulation in advertising field.
Change is expected to give Mr. Bates
more active role — he had been honorary board chairman for past six years —
and relieves Mr. Reeves of many administrative responsibilities. Top Bates
officials attributed no special significance to shift, noting that "the baton"

Mr. Bates

Mr. Reeves

rotates among Messrs. Bates, Reeves,
Montgelas and Kearns at agency which
places estimated $117.5 million yearly
in tv and radio.
Robert H.
Teter, vp and
director of radio, Peters,
Griffin, Woodward, New
York, resigns
and three new
vps elected to
station representative's radio w
division. Ne

Mr. Teter
vps are Thomas
Taylor, account executive at Chicago
office, who now moves to New York;
Vincent C. Piano, promotion director,
and Lee Vanden-Handel, eastern sales
manager. All three report to H. Preston Peters, PGW's president. Mr. Teter,
who also was board member at PGW,
has been with company for past five
years. He formerly was associated with
Westinghouse Broadcasting Co. where,
in 10-year period, he served successively
as sales manager and later general manager, KYW Philadelphia, and as executive assistant to WBC president in New
York. Mr. Taylor has been with PGW
for past six years, Mr. Piano 2V2 years,
and Mr. Vanden-Handel three years.
All have former station or rep backgrounds.

For other personnel changes of the week see FATES & FORTUNES

Collins to build space gear
Collins Radio Corp., Des Moines,
Iowa, received $40 million contract to
produce Apollo Spacecraft's telecommunications system. Award was made
by North American Aviation, prime
contractor for manned lunar space shot.
Collins' was one of four subcontracts
awarded by North American Aviation
Friday.
Breaking down

breaks

To help move additional 20-second
tv-availabilities made possible by new
40-second station break, stations have
come up with various devices including discounting on preemptible basis
(usually at 50% of premium cost).
Among station plans reported: Inclusion of 10-second news bulletin in way
that gives advertiser extra identification. Add extra 10-second news message as premium but charge flat rate
for 10-second commercial.
10

$226.7 million given
to Ad Council projects
Estimated record $226.7 million of
time and space was contributed by advertisers and media for public-service
advertising of Advertising Council during past year. This compares with
$181.9 million supplied in 1960 for advertising innational interest.
Circulation achieved through tv network commercial programs rose above
20 billion home impressions, according
to A. C. Nielsen Co., council's annual
report revealed.
Radio network and their advertisers
contributed circulation of over billion
home impressions to various publicservice projects of council.
Lewis group buys WNLC
Richard Field Lewis interests have
bought WNLC Laconia, N. H, for
about $130,000. Purchase of 5 kw day-

symphonic suite, "The Broadcaster," composed for Nov. 27
dedication of Broadcast House,
Hartford, is being made available
to public in recorded form by
WTIC-AM-TV.
Symphony had been given favorable reviews following first
performance. It has been described as suitable theme for entire broadcasting industry. Composer is former concert harpist
with WTIC orchestra.
Record consists of both monaural and stereo recordings of
suite, one on each side. It is
available for $1 sent by check or
money
order to WTIC Hartford
15.
timer (on 1350 kc) was from Genevieve
Wingate and associates who have owned
outlet since 1934. Lewis interests include WINC and WRFL (FM) Winchester, WSIG Mt. Jackson and 60%
of WFVA Fredericksburg, all Virginia;
WAYZ Waynesboro and WHYL Carlisle, both Pennsylvania, and WELD
Fisher, W. Va.
Senate

unit publishes

Kennedy-Nixon

debates

Last year's unprecedented series of
four radio-television debates between
presidential campaigners John F. Kennedy and Richard M. Nixon appear in
Senate document published last week
and made available to public.
Document, Volume III in six-volume
report being compiled by Senate Watchdog Subcommittee, also includes transcripts of all other radio and tv appearances of major presidential and vice
presidential candidates. Copies can be
obtained from Government Printing
Office for $2.
Subcommittee staffers who compiled
document say it contains "only completely accurate" transcripts of debates.
They say Kennedy-Nixon encounters
were meticulously reproduced from
audio tapes supplied by networks after
errors were discovered in transcripts
published immediately after debates.
Rep appointments...
■ WILX-TV Lansing, Mich.: YoungTv,
New York, to represent station
nationally.
■ KOIL Omaha and KISN Portland,
Ore.: H-R Representatives Inc., New
York, as national representative.
■ WEMJ Laconia, N. H: Breen &
Ward, New York, as national representative, and Nona Kirby, Boston, as
New England rep.
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type 31 7B 50,000 Watt AM Transmitter
ACCEPTANCE!

Every one of these leading stations bought a new Type 317B 50,000 watt
transmitter from Continental Electronics. These installations are reasons why

you should consider the years-ahead design and quality of Continental transmitters.
They are reason enough for you to investigate the preference, reliability and maintainability of
Continental Electronics transmitters and related equipment.
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DATEBOOK
A calendar of important meetings and
events in the field of communications
•Indicates first or revised listing.
DECEMBER
Dec. 27-30 — American Statistical Assn.,
annual meeting. One session of the
conference will be devoted to a panel discussion of the report submitted by the
ASA's technical committee on broadcast
ratings. This particular meeting is scheduled to begin at 2 p.m. on Wednesday,
Dec. 27. Hotel Roosevelt, New York.
Dec. 27-29 — American Marketing Assn., annual winter conference. Theme is "The
Social
Responsibilities
more Hotel.
New York. of Marketing." BiltDec. 28 — Radio, Tv, and Film Interest
Group of the Speech Assn. of America,
afternoon meeting based on question:
"What is broadcasting in the public interest?" Chairman of meeting will be Walter
Emery of Michigan State U., and participants are to be Howard H. Bell, NAB
vice president, who will give the industry
point of view, and Commissioner Frederick
W. Ford of the FCC, who will present the
government's
idea. N.West
Hilton,
New York,
Y. Room, StatlerDec. 31 — Deadline for submission of nominations for the Alfred I. duPont Awards.
Three awards are given : one recognizing a
large radio or television station for outstanding programming in the public interest: one honoring a small broadcast station for similar excellence; and one citing
a radio and television commentator for
care in gathering news in the public interest. Nominations and supporting documentation should be addressed the Curator,
Alfred I. duPont Awards Foundation, Box
1158, Lexington, Va.
The

New

1961-62
BROADCASTING

YEARBOOK

"The one-boolc library of TV/Radio"
Designed to meet your specialized needs,
the all-new BROADCASTING Yearbook is
the most complete encyclopedia-type book
ever published for the business of broadcasting. It's 566 pages contain 46 separate
directories.

And, among the new features, you'll
especially like the new thumb index,
separating the six major business areas of
broadcasting.
Order your copy or copies now. $4.00
per copy. Supply is limited. Broadcasting
Yearbook, 1735 DeSales St., Washington
6, D. C.
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JANUARY 1962
Jan. 6-14 — International Television Festival
at Monte Carlo, sponsored by the government of Monaco.
*Jan. 11 — FCC Chairman Newton N. Minow
speaking on "Uhf and the All-Channel ReWashington.ceiver." National Press Club luncheon,
Jan. 12 — North Carolina AP Broadcasters
Assn., annual meeting. Carolina Inn, Chapel
Hill, N. C.
Jan. 15-19 — American Management Assn.,
"Effective
management, heldAdvertising"
in New York course
for thefor first
time.
Hotel Astor, New York.
*Jan. 17 — Advertising Council, 20th anniversary dinner, Waldorf-Astoria Hotel,
New York.
Jan. 17 — Awards
presentation
International Television
Festival ofattheMonte
Carlo. Gold Nymph awards will be presented for outstanding tv programs. The
Opera House, Monte Carlo, Monaco.
Jan. 19 — Educational Foundation, American Women in Radio and Television, board
of trustees meeting. Savoy-Hilton Hotel,
New York.
Jan. 19-21 — American Women in Radio and
Television, board of directors meeting.
Savoy-Hilton Hotel, New York.
Jan. 19-21 — Advertising Assn. of the West,
annual conference. Hotel Calif ornian.
Fresno.
Jan. 20-21 — Retail Advertising Conference,
10th annual meeting. Goals of the meeting
are to bring advertising ideas, information,
news and people together; and to increase
advertising creativity. Miles David, RAB
vice president will speak for radio, and

Norman Tatman of Patterson Fletcher. Fort
Wayne, Ind., will represent television.
Palmer House, Chicago.
Jan. 21 — Iowa AP Radio & TV Assoc. meeting. Des Moines.
Jan. 23 — Final phase of FCC hearing on network tv programming practices and policies.
Spokesmen
for the three tv networks will
D.
C. before
testify
FCC en banc. Washington,
Jan. 23-25 — Georgia Radio-Tv Institute,
under auspices of GAB and U. of Georgia.
17th annual program. Featured speakers
include- Pierre Salinger. Clair McCollough.
Sol Taishoff and Ann Corrick.
*Jan. 25-27 — South Carolina Broadcasters
Assn. 15th annual convention. Holiday Inn,
Sumter. South Carolina AP Broadcasters
Assn., which had originally scheduled its
meeting in Columbia Jan. 26 has rearranged
plans to hold meeting in conjunction with
SCBA's winter session.
Jan. 29-Feb. 3 — NAB board committees
Jan. 29; Joint Board Jan. 30; Radio Board
Jan. 31; Tv Board Feb. 1; Joint Boards
Feb. 2. Far Horizons Hotel, Long Boat Key,
Sarasota, Fla.
FEBRUARY 1962
Feb. 1 — Deadlines for entries to the Headliner Awards contest, offering prizes for
newspapers and radio-tv stations for excel ence in news programming or preparation, and general public affairs service.
Mail entries to Mall Dodson, executive
secretary. National Headliners Club, Convention Hall, Atlantic City, N. J.
Feb. 1— Deadline for entries for the American Tv Commercials Festival. Contact Wallace A. Ross, director; 40 East 49th St..
New York 17.
Feb. 2-3— Minnesota School of Journalism,
Minnesota U., 15th annual radio-tv news
short course, sponsored in association with
the Northwest Radio-Television News Assn.,
and the Radio-Television News Directors
Assn. U. of Minnesota campus, Minneapolis.
Feb. 4-13— Advertising Recognition Week.

Feb. 5— Deadline for comments on FCC'sai
proposal to add additional vhf channel
to followbelow minimum mileage spacing
ing cities: Baton Rouge, La. (Doc. 14233);
Birmingham, Ala. (Doc. 14236); Charlotte,
N. C. (Doc. 14238); Dayton, Ohio (Doc.
14234); Jacksonville, Fla. (Doc. 14235):.
Knoxville
Johnstown, Pa. (Doc. 14232);
Tenn. (Doc. 14237); Oklahoma City, Okla.
Dec. 4).
from
(Doc. 14231). (Rescheduled
s on FCC's
Feb. 5 — Deadline for comment
use of uhf band, into expand
proposals cluding
dual vhf-uhf operation, reserved
operatfor ofexisting
uhf channels
poolsing vhfof stations,
uhf allocation,
abolition
stauhf
for
rules
technical
on of
relaxatitions,
uhf grants without a hearing, etc.
(Doc. 14229). (Rescheduled from Dec. 4.)
Feb. 5 — Deadline for comments on FCC's
proposalsstitute to
delete single
vhf community
and subuhf channel
to make
all-uhf in following cities: Binghamton, N.
Y. (Doc. 14243); Champaign-Urbana, 111.
(Doc. 14244); Columbia, S. C. (Doc. 14245);
Erie, Pa. (Doc. 14242); Hartford, Conn. (Doc.
14241); Madison, Wise. (Doc. 14239); Montgomery, Ala. (Doc. 14246); Rockford, 111.
(Doc. 14240).
Feb. 6 — Advertising Committee of U. S.
Commerce Dept. Department headquarters,
Washington, D. C.
Feb. 7— Western States Advertising Agencies
Assn., annual awards luncheon for the
"advertising
citizen of 1961." Ambassador
Hotel,
Los Angeles.
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Type 315B/316B 5,000/10,000 Watt AM Transmitter

MORE

ACCEPTANCE!
Type 315B/316B

Every one of these progressive stations bought a new
5,000/10,000

watt transmitter from Continental Electronics.

This positive proof of the acceptance of Continental transmitters and related equipment
is the best reason we have for telling you to call Continental today . . .
you cannot make

CLa-yutLnMANUFACTURING
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MONDAY

MEMO

from J. S. SPAULDING, Southern California Gas Co., L. A

For over two decades, good music has been good business
In more than 21 years of its existence,
time slot; (2) the frequency; (3) the
Repetitive research has shown over
character of the music, which never
the Evening Concert program continues
the years that public service corporadrops to the popular level; (4) the to find new listeners among the contions usually have two strikes against
them in relation to their customers. One
tinuous migration to Southern Califorbalanced arrangement of each two-hour
nia. Notwithstanding this growth in
is the negative attitude associated with
program; (5) the commercials, which
are limited to three at low pressure in population and audience, we still hear
a monopoly, even if legal. The other
customer attitude attaches to rates. No
from many of the original audience who
the two-hour period; (6) the personality
write with considerable pride about the
matter what a utility charges, the rates of the announcer.
Our announcer and program arranger,
long years of their devotion.
are always "too high."
In a broad sense these two specifics Thomas Cassidy, now in his 18th year
The resources of KFAC's library are
a fundamental element of the strength
go hand in hand. When explored in with the program, is knowledgeable and
accomplished in music itself and has and good health of the program itself.
depth, such attitudes stem from an unexplained feeling that, first, there is the necessary talent, particularly in Over 100,000 titles are available and
the list is growing. The programming is
no choice — that one is forced to use the pronunciation of foreign names and
titles. This ability has been frequently
started two months in advance to arone utility service available; and, second,
that since such services are a necessity
range, balance and time over 50 hours
commented on by those of foreign exof broadcasting a month. In addition,
traction. Certainly, the lack of such
they should be made available almost to
the point of no profit. Our own utility ability has often been fatal to other
the program for 13 years has broadcast
service is confined exclusively to serving programs classical in nature.
the opening concerts of the Hollywood
Bowl and Los Angeles Philharmonic,
natural gas to the homes and industries
One might ask, therefore, whether
of Southern California.
together with one additional concert in
good music is good business. As meneach series. These have been broadcast
tioned at the outset, periodic research
Referring to rates again, one might
simplify one of the unreasoned attitudes
consistently brings forth voluntary re- stereophonically over both the am and
sponses from interviewees who are fm facilities of KFAC. In fact, it is
in this fashion: "God made the gas and
you people have the nerve to charge for asked, "What comes to mind when you probably the first radio program in the
U.S. to broadcast a major symphony
it." Fortunately, this kind of thinking
think of the gas company?" The radio
orchestra stereophonically.
program
mention
is
always
a
significant
represents less than 4% of those peri- finding.
odically interviewed. For the most part,
Costs Are Low ■ Once in a great
attitudes toward utilities are shaped by
Music and Rates ■ This showed up while we are asked if such a program
satisfactory service calls, stable rates not so long ago when continuing infla- isn't terribly expensive. Most questioners are satisfied with the explanation
and the long-range effects of consistent
tion caught up with our business and we
advertising.
that the program is recorded, but if a
had to file with the State Utility Commission for an increase in rates. Many
Radio for Glamor ■ All major media
customer speculates on the cost with
people wrote in on gas bill stubs, post- respect to his own gas bill, he is almost
except radio had been used by our comcards and individual letters that they incredulous when we tell him that a
pany up to the year 1940. Radio seemed
a glamor medium then. It appeared a thought we should have an increase in 4-cent stamp more than covers the cost
little out of reach for our budget if it rates since everything else had gone
for each customer for an entire year. He
were to be used profitably. But at this up. It was astonishing, too, to see the agrees this is not excessive for 626 hours
time, with a little original thinking by a recurring statement, "We always figured of classical music available in his home
or automobile.
we were paying for the Evening Concert
few people represented by our advertising agency, the management of radio
Thus, when our announcer, Mr. Casand that we got our gas free."
station KFAC-AM-FM Los Angeles
This warm emotional attitude, develsidy, was awarded a scroll on Oct. 31
and our own company, we hit upon the
oped almost exclusively through the by the Los Angeles County Board of
notion that if we contracted for bulk
Evening Concert programs, has become
Supervisors for helping to raise the cultural and educational level of our large
the second largest component in (if I
time spread across the evening hours
may use this badly mauled word) our community, we were assured again that
during the week and uniformly throughout the year that we could secure some
good music is good business. This is
corporate "image." The first component
audience acceptance by using only the is personal contact with the service man.
public service at its best.
best recorded classical music available.
Admitting in advance that perhaps
such an audience would be long-haired
and small, we held our initial broadcast
As advertising manager, J. S. Spaulding
Oct. 1, 1940, 8-10 p.m. We are now
has directed the advertising of the natural
in our 22nd year of broadcasting our
gas utilities in Southern California for
Evening Concert at 8-10 p.m., Monday
over 30 years. After serving as a World
through Saturday. The immediate pubWar I pilot in France, he completed his
lic response to the program was a comeducation at Cornell and became adverplete surprise because we found that the
tising manager for the original Fox Film
appreciation and appetite for classical
Corp. in Australasia. Several years of
music extended to all ages and economic
national advertising agency work in Caligroups. Our concepts of the character
fornia followed. He joined Southern Caliof the audience were completely revised.
fornia Gas in 1930 and has served ever
since, except for WW II flying duty.
It Works ■ In retrospect, it's
Why
easy to conclude that the success of
this radio program is based on several
factors: (1) the dependability of the
14
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THE DIFFERENCE IS THE MUSIC Great popular music, attractively arranged
to appeal to adult listeners and higher income families, is played around the clock.
NEWS ON THE HOUR — Headlines on the Half Hour— and commercials only on
the quarter hour, is the effective music and news format that produces maximum
sales and inquiries for advertisers. For all the facts, call WEbster 8-2345 or write
Coast Radio Broadcasting Corporation, 4628 Wilshire Blvd., Los Angeles 5, Calif.
Represented Nationally by Paul H. Raymer Co.
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OPEN MIKE®
Virginia market story

MEANS
HIGHER

POWER
FM

35 kw

FM

TRANSMITTER

editor: I compliment you on the excellence of your article. We are most
proud to have had a part in your overall work on it. — Douglas P. Smith, director ofpublic relations, Virginia State
Chamber of Commerce, Richmond.
editor: ... a beautiful job. Warren L.
Braun, assistant general manager,
WSVA-AM-TV Harrisonburg, Va.
[Reprintsstudy
of Broadcasting's
Virginia
market
are available special
at 20 cents
per
copy or in quantities: 100 for $17.50. 200 for
$27.50. 300 for $35, 400 for $42.50, 500 for
$50, plus express or mailing charges. |
KVOS-TV

representation

editor: ... In the "rep appointments"
column (Broadcast Advertising, Dec.
4), you have listed KVOS-TV Bellingham, Wash., as being assigned to
Peters, Griffin, Woodward. . . . Sumner-Byles Inc. has been appointed the
representative for New York and the
East Coast, and PGW has been assigned
the representation for the rest of the
country. . . . — E. S. Sumner, president,
Sumner-Byles Inc., New York.
Down

the wrong pipe

editor: You list WNEW-TV as feeding
Jack LaLanne Show to WUHF (Government, Dec. 11). Please note that
WOR-TV, ch. 9, makes this feed —
Barney Boyle, operations director,
WOR-AM-TV, New York.
Ancient lore
FM's Most Powerful
Transmitter! ita s 35 kw
FM Transmitter is designed to
fill in coverage weak spotsblanket any area with POWER
at a price you can afford.
Offersthese features: • Stereo
and Multiplex Provisions •
Grounded Grid PAThat Needs
No Neutralization • Silicon
Rectifiers • Power Cutback to
5 kw • Free Installation Supervision. Examine its features
. . . step up to the best high
power FM transmitter ever
made. For complete information write ITA Dept. BI-4.
IS
ITA Electronics Corporation
BROADCAST DIVISION
Lansdowne, Pennsylvania

editor: I have just read with consuming passion the Dec. 1 1 Monday Memo
from Dr. Jaye S. Niefeld. This should
be the beginning of a campaign by the
broadcast industry to fight with vigor
the criticizing press.
Dr. Niefeld's one-week comparison
survey points out in fact what we in
broadcasting have known for a long
time: that newspapers are the most
degenerate form of journalism. . . .
— Bob Humphreys, sales manager,
KSRV Ontario. Ore.
Reverberation

sound

editor: . . . Your story on "Surrounding Sound" (Programming, Dec. 18)
started with, "Something new has been
added to broadcast sound. . . ."
WGGG has had this type of sound
enhancement in operation for nearly a
year — and we were influenced in adding it to our overall sound by several
stations around the country that have
been using reverberation for years. Our
unit is a two-part device — a magnetic
tape loop used for accent and a reverberation unit from a Hammond organ. . . . — Gene Bardo, chief engineer,
WGGG Gainesville, Fla.
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Represented Nationally By Gill-Perna
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You connect the networks with the right numbers— and there's your
rating. Good clean fun for television buyers and their families. Got
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*Source: Nielsen 24 Market Report, Average Audience, Monday thru Friday, 7:30 PM— 11 PM, week ending Dec. 10, 1961.
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Local
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■

Producers

■

Question:

and

BE
begin

DOCUMENTARY
to show

syndicators

Is there

room

More tv producers and syndicators
are climbing aboard the documentary
bandwagon.
They are taking their places alongside the tv networks in working toward
an increased scheduling and sponsorship of public information shows. A
sampling last week of companies so engaged indicates an abundant supply in
1962 of these programs aimed for local
tv station presentation.
The projection for the new year,
based on program series in production and those in blueprint, is that the
local tv station will have a wide and
diversified group of documentary-type
programs from which to pick — probably more than it needs.
The Documentarians ■ Such wellknown companies in the industry as ZivUnited Artists, Official Films, Storer
Program Sales, Time-Life Broadcast
Inc., and David Wolper Productions, already are involved in the production
and/ or distribution of such programs.
A host of lesser-known companies is
sensitive to what is considered to be
"a new trend."
In addition, an industry project that
is calculated to help swell the supply
of public information programs is the
Television Affiliates Corp. Under TAC,
subscriber stations will be provided with
"the best" of informational programs
produced by other stations throughout
the country. TAC will start supplying
approximately 40 member stations with
programs in January and anticipates its
library will number 200 shows by the
end of 1962.
The question that is nagging producers and distributors, logically
enough, is: "How saleable are these programs?"
For the record, they insist the "environment" is"right" for public information programs and they contend
their output is entertaining as well as
informative. Keen competition is
springing up among the various distributors— each claiming superior quality for
its series — as they launch their sales
BROADCASTING, December 25, 1961

interest

are

in information

jumping

on

for all in station

campaigns to stations and advertising
agencies.
A check by Broadcasting of key
program buyers for stations and of radio-tv directors at leading advertising
agencies attests to a proliferation of
pubic-information programs for 1962.
But there is a divergence of opinion as
to the saleability of such series. Stations
and agencymen alike agreed there is
scant likelihood that "factual" programming will attract regional or national
sponsorship to any substantial degree.
The local television station, they believe,
is the prime formational
prospect
shows. for syndicated inAgencymen point to these factors
mitigating against national and regional
sales:
( 1 ) In recent years there have been
few such sales made even in the area
of entertainment syndicated series, and,
therefore,

the

opportunity

for "the

Tough judge talks back
The American Society of Composers, Authors & Publishers got a
jolt in its legal midriff last week.
Chief Judge S. J. Ryan, of the
U. S. District Court in New York,
reacted in reverse when ASCAP confronted him and the television industry with an ingenious threat to wreck
negotiations for new music licenses.
Present tv licenses expire Dec. 31.
(See detailed story page 34.)
ASCAP's blockbuster was simple
— it may not be able to license
tv rights because it needs authorization from at least 80% of sothem. ciety members, and doesn't have
But this strategy backfired when
Judge Ryan snapped back with some
plain talk about the danger of brandishing authorizations, or their lack,
before the court as a club.
What, he asked, would ASCAP
think if he ordered the society to get
out of television altogether.

the

YEAR?
shows

bandwagon

schedules
smaller-rated" documentary type is still
more restricted.
(2) Prime time evening slots alone
would satisfy a national-regional sponsor and these periods are scarce even
for a first-run entertainment series because of network encroachment on the
7:30-8 p.m. and 10:30-11 p.m. time
segments.
(3) The ratings that syndicated documentaries are likely to achieve do not
appeal to advertisers.
On The Local Level ■ Program buyers questioned acknowledge there is
"more interest" at the station level in
such programs and some at least could
find station acceptance and local advertising sponsorship. They are generally
cautious about widespread purchases of
factual programs, and cite these circumstances : ( 1 ) many stations prefer to
produce their community-oriented programs, supplemented by the network
when

ASCAP

threatens

Thus the arms-length jockeying of
the All-Industry Tv Station Music
License Negotiating Committee and
ASCAP moved out of the conference
room and into the halls of justice.
Judge Ryan ordered a full-scale
hearing to start Feb. 14.
ASCAP gets $19 million a year
from tv, the biggest customer it has.
Harried by these high fees, the allindustry committee is asking a new
type of music license in which clearance-at-the-source will govern programs produced by theatrical film or
syndicated tv film producers.
Put briefly, stations want a type
of license adapted to the medium
instead of the warmed-over deal
picked up from early radio days.
They're tired of paying ASCAP for
performance rights on programs they
don't produce and which often contain no ASCAP music. That's how
end.
the situation stood at the week19
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BE DOCUMENTARY

offerings; (2) they are uncertain of
the quality of the syndicated documentaries; (3) they insist the shows still
have to compete with entertainment
programs offered by distributors for
scarce time periods and station budgets;
(4) they feel there well may be an
"oversupply" of such syndicated shows,
and (5) they sense there is a "softening" of attitude on the part of the government, relieving pressure on stations
for public-information programs. (One
station operator said: "I get the definite
feeling now that Minow doesn't think
tv is a 'vast wasteland' after all.")
The nub of their observations
amounts to this: local television stations can accommodate some of these
programs and the outlook is bright for
obtaining sponsorship by local advertisers. What program is purchased depends on the quality of the show, its
price, and the sales and promotional effort exerted by the distributor.
Network Influence ■ Undoubtedly the
experience of networks in the public-information field has helped lay the
groundwork. A quick glance at schedules indicates advertiser participation on
these shows is at a high level, NBC-TV,
for example, on a regular basis has more
than a dozen advertisers this year compared to about three in 1960, according to a comparison of November
schedules. That network's advertiser
list in specials is twice as long. CBSTV — based on a December comparison— continues with several advertisers
in public-information shows. Generally its daytime schedule reflects more
sponsorship interest and the evening
remains firm. ABC-TV this year has

YEAR?

continued

more such shows but about the same
advertiser strength (also in a December comparison.)
The advertiser lists on the three networks include companies with little in
common in either advertising strategy
or in types of products marketed. For
example, Bell & Howell and General
Mills: Prudential and Whitehall; Polaroid and Shulton. Yet still others do
have a common ground, such as Texaco, Gulf and Socony-Mobil, and General Motors, its Frigidaire division, and
Pittsburgh Plate Glass.
Usually the public-information show
is less attractive than the entertainment
show to most national advertisers and
must stand in line (Broadcasting, April
25, 1960).
Changing Times ■ But some things
are changing. Recent audience studies —
and some agencies are taking note —
trace the following: although public information shows ordinarily attract a
smaller audience than regularly scheduled entertainment programs, differences on the average often are not too
far apart nor prohibitive when figured
on a cost-per-thousand basis. And note
some buyers close to the situation: on
the networks, the public-information
show's average cost is even lower this
season.
The most striking differences in the
new syndicated informational programs
are in their length and in the number
of episodes. For several years, distributors have offered five-minute factual
programs, and those of longer lengths
numbering 12 or fewer segments. Many
of those released for 1962 are of the
half-hour (and even one hour-long)

Dag Hammarskjold (I) is one of the personalities scheduled as a subject for the hour-long series, "Perspective
on Greatness," produced by Hearst-Metrotone News and
distributed by BCG Films, Inc. The great temple Abu
Simbel (c), was carved from Nubian rock 3,200 years ago

type and encompass 26 or 39 programs.
The filmed series generally use old
film footage, brought up to date with
new film or tape inserts. Others will
be produced on tape. The cost of these
series varies, depending on production
quality and scope. David L. Wolper
Productions' Biography series is reported to be budgeted for $28,000 per halfhour episode but station executives express the belief that this estimate is
"quite high." Prices to stations also
vary, but it is estimated that distributors are seeking about two-thirds of the
price of a first-run entertainment syndication program of comparable production values.
Programs Available ■ A summary of
public information program activity of
typical leading producers and syndicators follows:
OFFICIAL FILMS INC: Its main
activity in the documentary area in
1962 will focus on Biography, a series
of 39 half-hour episodes recounting
the lives of noted people, for example,
a Babe Ruth, a Thomas A. Edison, a
Franklin D. Roosevelt or a Fiorello H.
LaGuardia. Biography starts on stations during March. Official will continue Almanac, a five-minute show
keyed to historic events of a particular
day of the year, and Greatest Headlines of the Century, another five-minute program. Seymour Reed, Official
president, challenges the viewpoint that
documentaries are difficult to sell to
regional advertisers, pointing out that
Pacific Gas & Electric Co., San Francisco, through BBDO, San Francisco,
bought Biography for seven California
markets in advance of its release date.
He predicts by the end of 1962 the
program will be in "at least 200 mar-

at the command of Pharaoh Rameses II and is the subject
of an "International Zone" special being produced by
United Nations Television. Chet Huntley (r) is narrator
kets." "The Many Faces of Spain,"
for the NBC News special
which was sponsored by Westinghouse on the network.

A scene from "The LaGuardia Story" (I), an episode in
the David L. Wolper Production biography series currently
distributed by Official Films. The new Ziv-United Artists
production "Keyhole" (c), is produced and narrated by
Jack Douglas showing real people combining authenticity
ZIV-UNITED ARTISTS: Ziv-UA
has released its initial program series,
Keyhole, which it calls a "documatic."
Produced by Jack Douglas on location
throughout the world the 38-episode
filmed series is a "candid photographic
view of 'off-beat' individuals." The
series has been sold in more than 20
markets for a January 1962 start. ZivUA has commissioned David Wolper
to produce a 38-episode filmed series,
The Story Of — , for distribution, starting in early spring. It will concern itself with the examination of individuals in a certain profession — football
player, supreme court judge, paratrooper, disc jockey, or a symphony orchestra leader.
BCG FILMS INC.: This company is
distributing Perspective on Greatness,
26 episodes of hour-long portraits of
famed figures, such as John L. Lewis,
Harry S. Truman, Gen. Douglas MacArthur and Alfred E. Smith. It is
produced by Hearst-Metrotone News.
Nat Gassman, BCG president, reports
the series has been sold in 38 markets
and has attracted such sponsors as
Cleveland Electric Illuminating Co.,
Liebmann Breweries (Rheingold Beer)
and Volkswagen.
TIME-LIFE BROADCAST INC.:
An updated, half-hour version of
March of Time films will be released
soon. The 13-episode series is composed of March of Time footage plus
new sequences taped at Videotape Productions of New York, and has Henry
Cabot Lodge as host. Time-Life also
is preparing a series in conjunction
with Ogilvy, Benson & Mather, New
York, called Speaking of People. The
taped-filmed half hour series will center around "people in the news." Another project in preparation is periodic,
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with true situations. L. F. S. Burnham (r), leader of the
People's National Congress, major opposition party in
the Guiana government, is being interviewed on "Don't
Label Me,"Broadcasting
a documentary
Canadian
Corp.produced for Intertel by the

How special events can attract sponsors
executives in all of its offices work
Blair-Tv is working closely with
the television stations it represents to closely with him. The division, at
evolve public information special the outset, concentrated on obtaining
events packages in 1962 that will be national sponsorship of special events
attractive on a year-round basis to covered by stations (the World
national advertisers.
Championship Timber Carnival by
KGW-TV Portland, Ore. and the
The station representative company already has a prototype: a International Beauty Congress by
KTTV (TV) Los Angeles omnibus
KTTV [TV], for example). In recent
months, the division has set its sights
of scheduled events, public-informaon the year-round concept, but, of
tion programs, fast-breaking news
events and two motion picture precourse, has not forsaken the area of
mieres. KTTV (TV) estimates that single sales.
the package will reach a combined
Effective Competition ■ Blair-Tv
total of 68 hours of programming.
salesmen are armed with facts and
The Liggett & Myers Tobacco Co.
to show that inforthrough J. Walter Thompson Co., figures designed
mational programs can compete efhas bought one-half of the package
fectively with entertainment shows
for an estimated $125,000 and Great
for audiences. But, in addition, they
stress that national sponsorship of
Western Savings & Loan, Los Angeles, has bought the remaining half.
such programs can help build up the
The project will be launched on Jan
advertiser's
corporate image in local
2.
communities to levels attained by
Three other Blair-represented tv many local advertisers.
stations — WFIL-TV Philadelphia,
In New York, Mr. Allrud and his
WNBF (TV) Binghamton, KOA-TV
colleague. Earl Thomas, direct their
Denver — have blueprinted year-round
selling efforts to the advertiser himpublic-affairs-special events packages
self and to the agency account execthat Blair-Tv currently is offering to
utives, except for those agencies
advertisers. Ten other stations are in whose timebuyers are a factor in
the process of compiling similar yearmedia planning and strategy. BlairTv salesmen in the field follow a
long schedules of programming.
similar
sales tactic.
Two months before FCC ChairOther station representative comman Newton N. Minow's "vast
panies, Mr. Allrud observed, have
wasteland" speech, Blair-Tv already
had decided to try to induce national
expressed interest in the Blair-Tv
advertisers to sponsor programs of
approach, and he added: "We hope
community interest. The company
others
will jumpon in.
The concept,
more 'sell'
that is exerted
a new
the
chose Ralph Allrud, one of its senior
salesmen, to head its special projects
sooner and more widespread will be
division, although Blair-Tv account
its acceptance."

WILL

1962

BE DOCUMENTARY

hour-long documentaries on "the great
men of our times," with Bob Drew as
producer.
STORER PROGRAM SALES: With
Pathe News serving as producer, Storer Program Sales is distributing 130
five-minute programs, titled Men of
Destiny, which are vignettes of noted
world figures. Storer's most ambitious
undertaking in 1962 will be a Storerfinanced half-hour series on the history
of Communism. Research on this project is now under way and production
will begin within a few months.
WESTINGHOUSE BROADCASTING CO.: In 1962 six hour-long Intertel programs will be produced by the
International Television Federation, of
which WBC is the American member.
Others are Associated-Rediffusion of
Great Britain, Australia Broadcasting
Commission and the Canadian Broadcasting Corp. WBC holds U.S. rights
to Intertel and 1961 episodes are carried
on 14 commercial and 55 educational
stations (see story this page).
B. F. NIELSON ASSOC.: A comparative newcomer to the ranks of tv
producers, it will begin production in
January on a 26-week, half-hour series,
tentatively titled Communism: Worldwide, which will be narrated by Bob
Considine. The series will deal with
world-wide Communist infiltration. It
will utilize film footage of the Filmvideo Releasing Corp., New York, in
addition to film obtained from other
sources. Joseph Mawra will be executive producer.
TELEVISION AFFILIATES
CORP.: Formed as a wholly-owned
subsidiary of the Trans-Lux Corp.,
TAC in January begins operations with
22 station members. Member outlets
will carry "the best*' of informational
and cultural shows produced by tv
stations throughout the country. Station members pay a fee each year, depending on the size of the station. Producer stations earn revenue, depending on the number of programs
used, the frequency of their use and
the stations on which they are carried.
Robert Weisberg, TAC president, said
35 programs are being sent to member
stations for airing the first three months
of 1962 and 25 programs will be added
during each quarter of the year.
TAYNOD PRODUCTIONS: Partners Sherril Taylor and Jody Nodland,
who are producing the five-minute
Kukla & Ollie show on NBC-TV, are
preparing a medical semi-documentary
in which a general practitioner and a
specialist discuss an illness with a patient. Taynod also is preparing a halfhour series to be taped on location
throughout the country, emphasizing
local folkways.
22 (LEAD STORY)
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HOLBROOK PRODUCTIONS: Burton Benjamin and Isaac Kleinerman,
executive producer and producer respectively of CBS-TV's Twentieth
Century, have formed Holbrook to
produce dramatic "f actuals." They have
prepared the following series for 1962:
D. F. C, A half-hour film series dramatizing the personal heroism of holders of the distinguished flying cross;
The Men Who, 22 half-hour programs
dramatizing the lives of outstanding
world figures; and a one-hour tape-andfilm show dramatizing a front-ranking
non-fiction book selected by the Bookof-the-Month Club.
Another source of public informational programs that is expected to expand its output in 1962 is the individual station. Outlets such as WPIX (TV)
New York, WFIL-TV Philadelphia,
WNEW-TV New York, WGN-TV Chicago, KTTV (TV) Los Angeles and
WTTG (TV) Washington, are typical
of stations in the U.S. producing public
information programs for their own
markets but aware of potential value
to other stations through syndication.
WASHINGTON D. C. TELEVISION & RADIO PROGRAM SERVICE, INC.: G. Bennett Larson, former
president of KTVI (TV) (now KCPX)
Salt Lake City, will produce a weekly
series of one-hour condensations of top
congressional and administrative hearings. The series, to be called United
States Hearing Highlights, will be recorded on film and tape for television
and radio. The first program will offer
highlights of FCC hearings on network
practices, scheduled to resume in New
York on Jan. 23.
Intertel plans new set
of hour documentaries
The council of the International Television Federation (Intertel) has voted
at a meeting in Sea Island, Ga., to
produce a second cycle of one-hour
tv documentaries on nations in transition. Designed for broadcast in 196364, the productions will be an addition
to the 12 programs already produced
or
son. being planned for the 1961-62 seaThe Sea Island session was the first
held in the U.S. by Intertel, a corporate
non-profit organization, founded more
than a year ago to advance the understanding of world problems among the
English-speaking nations. Intertel members are Associated Rediffusion Ltd., of
Great Britain; Canadian Broadcasting
Corp.; Autralian Broadcasting Commission; Westinghouse Broadcasting
Co., and National Educational Television Network (NET).

clude: an examination of Turkey under
its new leaders; "America Abroad," a
study of American aid in Cambodia,
South Vietnam, Pakistan and Ghana;
racial integration in the U.S. as it
looks to reporters outside the U.S.;
"Living With a Giant," an examination
of Canadian-American relations; a report on Mexico, and "The Last Paradise," a closeup of Tahiti. Another
project is the production of four onehour specials, featuring interviews with
outstanding
ber nations. leaders in Intertel's memIt's estimated that the first three Intertel programs aired in the past year
have been seen by a total audience of
more than 42 million viewers. The
programs were broadcast in prime evening time by all of the participating
members in the U.S., Canada, Australia
and Great Britain. "Don't Label Me,"
a program about British Guiana and
its premier, Cheddi Jagan, produced by
CBC, is now being distributed to Intertel members.

Buyers: viewers
A survey to be released tomorrow (Dec. 26) by TVAR indicates that housewives who spend
the most money for groceries constitute the largest category of
women viewers.
The survey, conducted in eight
major tv areas by Pulse, reveals
that 86% of the women in the
"top spending" category watch
television over the course of the
day, as against 83% of "average"
spenders and 75% of "light"
spenders.
In the daytime
"heavy"
spending
viewers 62%
watchof tv,
46%
of "light" spenders and 55% of
"average" spenders. At night 77%
of "heavy" spenders watch television compared to 67% of women in "low" spending group and
74% of the women who are classified in the "average" group.
In the eight TVAR markets,
those classed as "heavy" spenders
account for 40% of the money
spent by all housewives each week
for food and household products.
Their average weekly expenditure
of over $41 compares with only
$12.56 for the "light" spenders
who are responsible for only 12%
of the total dollars expended by
housewives for these items.
A total of 3,200 housewives
were interviewed in television
homes in the eight TVAR markets of Boston, Baltimore, Washington, Charlotte, Jacksonville,
Pittsburgh, Cleveland and San
Francisco.

Intertel's productions for 1962 inBROADCASTING, December 25, 1961

It's

BROAD

Street

in

PHILADELPHIA

. . .

It's MAIN
STREET
in Ohio's Third
Market
When the Declaration of Independence was penned in Philadelphia, the confluence of the Miami and
Stillwater Rivers (where Dayton is now situated) was a poor place to be for a man who valued his
scalp. ■ So this market is decades younger than many and often quite different in its ways. Many of its
towns call their main street Main Street, and vigorously resist occasional efforts to call them something
classier. ■ Not that this is odd. It is typical. But not so typical is WHIO's (TV, AM, and FM) constant
effort to tune itself in on local attitudes, so that more and more people tune us in. And it works, as reliable statistics prove. More people listening or viewing the station that programs more of their particular
interests. ■ Another nice thing to know about this multitude: money. Generally more of it than the people
in any other Ohio Market. Ask George P. Hollingbery.
WHIO

DAYTON,

WHIO-AM-FM-TV
OHIO
Associated with WSB, W SB-TV, Atlanta, Georgia
and WSOC, WSOC-TV, Charlotte, North Carolina
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WHIO-TV
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Reversing
charges
on
tv's
phone
bill
TELEVISION, AT&T'S BEST CUSTOMER, IS A MUST FOR BELL COMPANIES
not used by Bell System companies,
Television, AT&T's biggest private New York, Buffalo, Syracuse and Utica.
client, is finding AT&T and its assoexcept in one instance. Michigan Bell
C&P-Maryland uses weathercasts two
ciated Bell System companies to be a nights a week "and is pleased with the is that exception, according to the
good customer in return, as the table results," which have included 15,000 AT&T publication, which lists that combelow indicates. And in words as well mail responses to the recent offering
pany as the sponsor of a regular dramatic feature, Telephone Story Hour,
as dollars television gets a glowing trib- of a weather booklet.
Southern Bell uses newscasts as well carried on six stations in that midute as an advertising medium in the
publication from which the table is as weather shows and also sponsors
western area on an every-other =3week
basis.
taken, an AT&T publication called "Cur- Auburn Football Review on Sunday
rent Developments in Public Relations
afternoons during the football season.
Among special programs, the Illinois
New England Telephone uses daily company sponsors four one-hour / See
Activities."
newscasts, while the Ohio company puts Chicago documentaries each year, while
The message "Television is a 'Must
more than half its tv budget into news,
Bell of Pennsylvania and Indiana Bell
Buy' in Telephone Advertising Prosports and weather programs in prime
sponsor annual basketball events. Spegrams" gets full-cover treatment in the time.
cial Christmas shows are sponsored by
November issue of the publication, preDramatic shows on television are these Bell companies: Wisconsin, SOUthpared "for exchange of ideas and experiences among Bell company public
CD
Q_
relations people and for the information
« <=
of others in the System concerned with
How much and how Bell System
CD CD
companies spend in tv are shown
customer and public relations." Under
here. It shows total tv budget for
the same headline a six-page sequence
CD
- 5
of articles traces the growth of tele5
each
company;
how
it's
split
among
ro
vision and of AT&T and Bell comvarious services and between spots
TODO CD c -<=
C/3
and programs; kind of spots; propanies' uses of it, and summarizes why
ca rLJiZ
1= CD »-cd CLcd
they buy what they do.
duction activities; and time periods
3
used.
- 7.9
?. °3 3 hThe Bell System companies' 1961 tv
budgets, shown on the top line of the
Current tv ad budget, including YP, in dollars (000) $499
table, add to $9,313,000, virtually all
%^ ~^
% change from 1960 budget
in spot. In addition, AT&T's television
$1,098
Yellow Pages
spending during the first nine months
100
41
40
37.4
of 1961 amounted to $1,328,000 in net20
$589
Institutional
work gross time billing, according to % division of current
14 + 15.3
(Including value-use)
TvB. AT&T spending appeared to be
$85
$67.3
tv ad budget
23
running at about the same rate as in
3.0
Long distance
+
31
1960, when TvB estimated its gross time
99.7+ 13 19
40
4.5
Sales or promotional
expenditures at $1,904,000 for the full
54.1
1.0
3
Other
year.
.3
Special programs
The "Current Developments" article
19.5
notes — and the table also indicates —
% of tv ad budget
20
80
Regular programs
98.2
that the Bell System companies gendevoted
to:
erally tend to use spot announcements
(4)
82.5
1.8
100
99.7
more heavily than regular or special
Spots
(2)
10 seconds
programs. Seven of the twenty use
No
No
No
No
spots exclusively. The rest use at least
20 seconds
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Tv spot lengths normally
Yes
one program form in conjunction with
used
No
Yes
60 seconds
Yes
spot announcements, and two comNo
panies— Southern Bell and Illinois Bell
Yes
Producing local tv spots
Yes
No
No
Yes
Yes
— use both regular and special programs
along with spots.
Yes
Producing program
commercials
Programs Used ■ Among regular
No
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
programs, weather shows are the most
No
(3)
Prime
Time
periods
purchased
Yes
popular tv vehicles for Bell companies.
Other
Yes
Yes
for promotional spots
Bell of Pennsylvania has nine daily
weather programs spread over stations Time periods purchased
Prime
Yes
Yes
....
in six cities (Philadelphia, Pittsburgh,
No
Yes
for long distance spots Other
Scranton, Lancaster, Harrisburg and
Altoona) to promote extension phones,
Prime
Yes
Yes Yes
Yes
Time periods purchased
long-distance, Yellow Pages and selectfor Yellow Page spots
Other
No
Yes
Yes
No
ed business services, and in addition
carries prime-time spots for Yellow
Pages in the Wilkes-Barre market. New
York Telephone has weather shows in
24

♦Includes national tv.
(1) LD spots used only with news; weather programs.
(2) 20% of general promotion budget is used for spots; 100% of YP budget is spots.
(3) All weather show commercials are "live."
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western, Southern New England and
Pennsylvania.
In a "Closeup on Spot Tv Buying,"
the magazine reports that the companies usually are shooting for large
audiences in buying prime-time spots,
sometimes tying in with the lower longdistance calling rates that are in effect
at night, while some companies rely
more on flights than regular schedules
to get more diversified audiences at low
cost-per-thousand.
Buying at the Networks ■ AT&T,
whose annual income from the three
television networks has been estimated
unofficially at about $35 million, is
sponsoring 14 Bell Telephone Hour
programs, a few films in its Science
Series in its 1961-62 network tv schedule.
This is in addition to three 90-minute
specials devoted to the subject of space
exploration.

Business

whose "Time for Beany" show won
three emmys following its Los Angeles
tv debut in 1949.

briefly...

Miller Brewing Co., Milwaukee, has
bought Good News with Alex Dreier,
new ABC radio show which starts Jan.
1 (Mon.-Fri., 10-10:10 p.m., EST).
Agency:
Mathisson & Assoc., Milwaukee.

Golden Grain Macaroni Co. (Rice-aRoni) will devote the major part of its
1962 advertising budget of nearly $1
million for a 52-week schedule on
ABC-TV, following a fall campaign of
20-second spots on five of that network's programs: American Bandstand,
Queen for a Day, Who Do You Trust?,
Seven Keys and Camouflage. "Spectacular" results of that test campaign
caused the company to sign for the
year-round schedule using twice-weekly
spots on the same ABC-TV daytime
programs beginning Jan. 1, Paul De
Domenico, advertising manager, said.
Agency for Golden Grain is Interpublic
Inc., San Francisco.

S. C. Johnson & Son Inc., Racine, Wis.,
has ordered nearly 150 national spot tv
commercials in key markets for "Klear"
floor wax during a four-week campaign
starting Jan. 15, 1962. Agency: Foote,
Cone & Belding, New York.
Mattel Inc., Hawthorne, Calif., through
Carson/ Roberts, Los Angeles, will sponsor Matty's Funnies With Beany and
Cecil, new half-hour cartoon series, on
ABC-TV, Saturdays, 8-8:30 p.m., starting Jan. 6. Produced by Snowball Inc.,
the series is based on characters originally created for tv by Bob Clampett,

Ford Div., Schlitz Brewing Co., BristolMyers Co. and Carter Products, have
CD
"S.CL
DjO
CO
CO c
-t— 1 Ql

CO ^_

'ro °-o

- 1.5
$47
$243*
+ 9 + 5.4
23
49
3
2
71
1
(5)
10

....
46
5

- $707
5.4 -$819*
4.7
41
23.7
6
5
46
2
7
21

12.2
37.7
22.9
3.7

72
No

No

Yes
Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes
Yes

No

No
(6)
(6)
Yes
No

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

$433
35.6
+37.7

$137
32

22.9

19
12
37

24.8
16.7

31.3
100

Yes
Yes

68.7
No
Yes
No

No
Yes
No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes
No
Yes

Yes
Yes

No
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
No

No
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
No
Yes
No

Yes
No
Yes

(1)
(1)
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes

$246*
....

33
5.6

34.4

28.5

16.9
48.7

32.9
5.5

84

No
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

$126 $431
- 8
+34.7

....
15
15
70

52.9

100
Yes
Yes
No

Yes
Yes

$120
28
+36
....
14
58

16
47.1
Yes

51
Yes
Yes

~q3 fcuO

No

94.5
Yes
Yes

35
55
15
(7)
(7)
(7)

No
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

+

$757 $321
.9 +31.06
qj TO
$2,149
54.4
50.1 27
5.3
23.3
23.4
37.1
3.2
5
3.2

29
13
13
18
+ 7

$180 + $259
-57
8
2.2
.6
1.7
88.5
4.4
7.0

95

No
Yes
Yes
No

No
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
No

No
Yes

95.6
No
Yes
Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

No
Yes

No
Yes
Yes

No
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
No

No
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
No

Yes
Yes
No
Yes

No
Yes
No

28
10.5
5.5

100

100

100

56

100

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
(9)
(9)

Yes
(8)
No
Yes

No
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
Yes

(4)
8-second% isspots.
(7)
Uses converts
Bell System
(5) Uses
Remaining
cost of national tv.
(8) Also
Bell spots.
System spots to French.
(6) Seldom buys time for LD.
(9) Yellow Page commercials used only with special events programs.
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signed to sponsor CBS-TV's Sunday
Sports Spectacular, weekly 90-minute
sporting events show, which returns for
its third winter season Sun., Jan. 7
(2:30-4 p.m. EST). Agencies (respectively) :J. Walter Thompson; Leo Burnett; Doherty, Clifford, Steers & Shenfield and Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell &
Bayles.
White King, Los Angeles, is introducing Forlic liquid detergent, said to
beautify fingernails as it washes dishes,
with a radio and newspaper campaign
in Southern Calif. Nine stations —
KDAY Santa Monica, KEZY Anaheim, KGIL San Fernando, KABC,
KHJ, KLAC, KMPC, KNX, KRKD,
all Los Angeles — will carry 280 spots
per week for an eight-week period.
Agency appointments...
■ Jeffery Martin Labs, New York, appoints Wermen & Schorr, Philadelphia,
to handle its proprietary drug products
(Compoz and Mr. Sleep) account. A
strong schedule of spot radio will be
used.
■ Swift & Co., Chicago, moves refinery
products account from Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample toLeo Burnett Co., Chicago, starting Jan. 1. Burnett already
handles other Swift business, but greatest portion of Swift advertising continues at McCann-Erickson.
■ Quaker Oats Co., Chicago, to Lynn
Baker Inc., N. Y., for Flako mixes and
to Compton Adv., Chicago, for institutional, industrial and Aunt Jemima
flour divisions. Clinton E. Frank Inc.,
Chicago, resigned business earlier this
year.
■ The Assn. of American Railroads,

COMMERCIAL

PREVIEW:

A 10-gallon hat on an invisible
Texan is the star of an animated
commercial for State Farm Mutual
Insurance Co. to be used on Texas
stations. While the announcer's voice
is heard discussing the merits of State
Farm with the unseen Texan, the hat
reacts in keeping with the tenor of
the conversations: affirmative and
negative movements on questions,
disconsolate droops for bad news,
perking-up motion for good news, a
raised brim to denote delighted surprise, bouncing action to express exuberance, etc.
Only other components in the
commercials are old-fashioned cash
register tabs and a State Farm logo
with heart outline that ultimately
replace the hat in the frame.
The hat commercial was produced
26 (BROADCAST ADVERTISING)

Washington, D. C, appoints Geyer,
Morey, Madden & Ballard Inc., New
York, effective Jan. 1, 1962. Gustav
Kaiser, GMM&B vice president, was
named account executive. The account
has been at Benton & Bowles Inc., New
York.
■ Daisy Mfg. Co., Rogers, Ark., maker
of non-powder guns and others sports
gear, appoints D'Arcy Adv., St. Louis.
■ Norge Div. of Borg-Warner Corp. to
Clinton E. Frank Inc., Chicago. Account bills $1 million nationally in all
media plus local co-op.
Toymaker's tv spots
go to cancer campaign
The American Cancer Society last
week received a tv Christmas gift worth
an estimated $40,000 from Deluxe
Reading Corp., Newark, N. J.
Henry Orenstein, president of the toy
manufacturing company, turned over
all of his company's tv spot time for
38 weeks to the society. Involved are
606 ten-second announcements on 15
tv stations in 10 states.
Beginning last Friday (Dec. 22), the
spots will be used to educate the public
about cancer's danger signs and its
cures. When the society starts its fundraising campaign in the spring, the
commercials will carry an appeal for
contributions for cancer research, education and service.
The spots will not mention Deluxe
Reading Corp. Because the Communications Act forbids commercial announcements in which the sponsor is
not identified, it was necessary to get
special FCC permission.
The Zlowe Co., New York, is Deluxe Reading's agency.

a hat gets top billing

TvB capitalizes
on newspaper study
Television Bureau of Advertising last
week offered counter claims to a recent
newspaper study released by the Bureau
of Advertising of the American Newspaper Publishers Assn.
In its December newsletter to members, TvB said the major findings of
the study, "The Daily Newspaper and
Its Reading Public" (Broadcasting,
Dec. 4), "come as no surprise to TvB
members and to the many advertisers
and agencies
who have
seen TvB's and
national Pulse study
of newspapers
television (1956) and Media Dynamics
study (E-Motion— 1958)."
The newsletter,
"Tv newspaper
Business," shows
comparisons
of the
study
with tv figures — "and we win." The
newspaper audience figures are lower
than those TvB reported years ago, the
newsletter continues, citing the following examples:
"Newspapers
say average
86.4% ofweekday.
households read on the
Our 1956 study said 91.5%. For comparison, we found tv viewed by 79.1%
of households at a time when tv ownership was 76.7%. Tv ownership now
89.4% . . . tv viewing still larger.
"Newspapers say 79.7% of adults
21 and over read newspapers on an average day. Our 1956 study said 83.4%
of adults 18 or older read. For comparison, our 1958 research showed
82.7% of all people (regardless of tv
ownership) view in single day, over
half of adults view during single hour.
"Newspapers say readership higher in
metropolitan areas (90.8%), lower in
rural areas (72%). For comparison,
tv ownership now 92% in metropolitan areas, 88% in rural areas.
"Newspapers say readership low in
South, 78%. For comparison, tv ownership in South
is now
85%." from the
A dozen
other
highlights
Bureau of Advertising's new study are
similarlyconcludes
challenged
"Tv Business,"
which
its in
rebuttal
with this
statement: "So newspapers by their own
measurement are smaller than television, and newspaper circulation is
again proven not to be readership."
Rep appointments...
■ WINF Manchester, Conn.: Frederick
W. Smith, 15 W. 44th St., New York.
■ WBRE-TV Wilkes-Barre-Scranton,
Pa.: The Katz Agency, New York, as
national representative.

by Animation Inc., Hollywood, for
Needham, Louis & Brorby, agency
for State Farm.

■ KQMS Redding, Calif.: J. A. Lucas
Co., as representative on West Coast.
■ KORL Honolulu, Hawaii: Torbet,
Allen & Crane, San Francisco, as national representative.
BROADCASTING, December 25, 1961
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Cathie Abbott
Syd
Earl Abel
Abrams
Frank Beatty
Steve Bell
Dave Berlyn
Frances Bonovitch
Larry Christopher
John Cosgrove
Joanne Cowan
Rufe Crater
Dave Cusick
George Dant
George Darlington
Jim deBettencourt
Jacques Dellavalle
Dick Erickson
Rocco Famighetti
Fred Fitzgerald
Frank Gentile
Dave Glickman
Diane Halbert
Gladys Hall
Chris Harageones
Gene Hess
Sid Hix

Harold Hopkins
Ed
DorisJames
Kelly
Art King
Barbara
Don KuykKolar
Win Levi

Rosemarie Studer
Sid
Bob Sussman
Sweiey
Larry Taishoff
BettyTaishoff
Taishoff
Sol

Peg Longworth
Mark
McWhiney

Eunice
Weston
Hy
Tash
Dave
Whittlesey
Milton Wolf
Nancy Yane
Len Zeidenberg

Hugh Macon
Eleanor Manning
Bill Merritt
Warren Middleton
Irv Miller
James Montagnes
Tack Nail
Dave Nicholas
Mai Oettinger
Ellen Reilly
Bruce Robertson
Bob Sandor
Ed Sellers
Harry Stevens
Virginia Strieker

TELEVISION
Jack Bias
Frank Chinini
Ken Cowan
Robert Garsen
Morris Gelman
Debbie Haber
Al Kroeger
Barbara Landsberg
Eileen Monroe
Fredi Selden
Harriette Weinberg
Don West
Stan White

Larry Littman
Edith Liu
Maury Long

U/

tjO

INC.

Reps
warm
to
RAB's
Test-Market
TWO DOZEN HEAR SWEENEY ON $30 MILLION NATIONAL SALES
RAB appeared last week to have
picked up considerable support for its
new Test-Market Plan in a special
presentation for station representatives.
Although the plan primarily requires
radio-station support, endorsement by
the reps is important because many stations undoubtedly will solicit their reps'
opinions before deciding whether to
participate.
RAB President Kevin B. Sweeney
made the special presentation at a meeting attended by about two dozen leading reps in New York last Monday
(Dec. 18). Afterward he and other
RAB officials extended their drive
directly among stations by making similar presentations for broadcasters — both
members and non-members of RAB —
in Portland, Ore., and Seattle, San
Francisco, Los Angeles and San Diego.
TMP, which RAB is "confident" will
boost radio's national sales by $30 million (15% ) within 18 months, is a plan
by which RAB proposes to "prove"
radio's sales effectiveness to the top 100
advertisers currently disposed to put the
heft of their advertising budgets into
other media (Broadcasting, Dec. 4).
Custom Designed ■ Following a pattern ithas developed and tested over the
past two years, the bureau would design
— for each advertiser it approaches — a
specific radio campaign tailored to the
advertiser's individual marketing problems. RAB would designate the stations to be used, as indicated by research into the advertiser's needs, and
would also have a voice in the prepaLouisiana set count
Statistics compiled from final
reports of the U. S. Census Bureau for 1960 showing basic
population, household and radiotv saturation for the state of
Louisiana are printed on page 67.
Other tables will be prepared by
Broadcasting as the information
for states, counties and metropolitan areas becomes available during the winter.
The percentage saturation figures for radio and television are
not considered directly comparable to 1950 census data because
of variance in definitions and
methodology. Publication of the
state data was begun in the Dec.
1 8 Broadcasting and will be continued until all states have been
reported.
28
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ration of the campaign commercials.
RAB would then conduct research, if
necessary, to show how well radio is
solving the advertiser's problems.
RAB would work through the client's
agency and through station representatives in traditional fashion, and both
agency and reps would receive their
commissions. But because the expenses
of the project run so high — $50,000 or
more in some cases — stations are asked
to pay RAB 10% of any test billing
thus received from RAB.
Mr. Sweeney made clear to the reps
that TMP is planned for an 18-month
run — from Feb. 1, 1962, through July
31, 1963 — and that the 10% payment
to RAB would apply only to test campaigns placed by RAB and conducted
during this period. Tests that are renewed would carry no payment to RAB
for the renewal period. And any tests
that are still running on July 31, 1963,
will carry no payment to RAB after that
date.
No Deals ■ Mr. Sweeney also emphasized that in placing these campaigns,
RAB willto"buy
no from
deal," their
will
not ask stations
deviate
rate cards and will not ask for local rates
for national advertisers.
He said that to get TMP under way,
RAB needs at least 25 of the top 40
markets, including 7 of the top 10,
designated as "test markets." To get
this designation, at least 80% of the
stations that are "likely beneficiaries"
within a market must be (or become)
RAB members and agree to pay the
10% fee to RAB.
Once the market list has been set,
selection of markets for a particular
campaign — and selection of stations
within each market — will be based
solely on "what our research shows to
be best for the advertiser," Mr. Sweeney
asserted. Business will be placed on
RAB non-member stations as quickly
as on RAB members whenever research
indicates that non-member stations
should be used, he said. But if the
choice is betwen a member and a
non-member "and all other things are
equal,"
then the member obviously will
be selected.
Mr. Sweeney called TMP the formula
that provides "the answer to television"
and "the answer to newspapers" in the
fight for the advertising dollar. "In our
opinion," he said, "this is the only way
to advance spot radio dramatically in
the next 18 months." He said it would
not "save" spot radio but could move
it forward substantially and go a long
way toward reversing the "negative

Plan
PROJECT

thinking" that some advertisers, and
especially agencies, display toward
radio.
Test Limits ■ The minimum test RAB
expects to accept under TMP is a $ 1 00,000 commitment over a 26-week period,
using at least four stations. And in its
presentations to advertisers the bureau
will first seek commitments of at least
$1 million. Mr. Sweeney estimated that
test money alone could be expected to
total from $5 million to $7 million.
The RAB president, who conferred
with broadcasters in 11 potential "test
market" cities during the second week
of December (Broadcasting, Dec. 11),
said RAB plans to complete its meetings
with stations by Jan. 10, by which time
it will have covered at least 33 markets.
He set Jan. 24 as the target deadline
for commitments from stations agreeing
to participate and to pay the 10% fee
on business placed under TMP. Feb. 1
is to be the official launching date for
the plan.
With the help of the 10% fees, he
said, RAB can conduct 40 to 50 major
tests a year, whereas only five or six will
be possible if RAB has to carry all the
weight of financing as it has done till
now. He said that since August RAB
has had to turn down 12 major advertisers who wanted to conduct TMP
tests, because RAB lacked the funds to
conduct the necessary research.
The questioning by reps following
Mr. Sweeney's presentation was generally sympathetic to the plan. At least
one leading rep — John Blair & Co. —
already had endorsed the plan to its
stations and offered to share with them
the payment of the TMP 10% fee
(Broadcasting, Dec. 18).
Some reps indicated afterward that
there might be some misunderstanding
among them about whether their commissions on TMP-placed sales would
10%.taken out before or after RAB's
be
RAB officials said they had no intention of asking the reps to depart in any
way from accustomed practice — that
RAB's 10% would come "off the top"
but that, so far as the bureau had anticipated, thewould
rep's
agency's
commissions
be and
figured
on the
full
amount of billing they ordinarily are
based on. Thus the full 10% would
be paid by participating stations. If
any reps wish to help their stations share
the costs, as Blair has offered to do,
then that's for the reps and their stations to decide among themselves, RAB
said.
BROADCASTING, December 25, 1961

In general, representatives' reaction
to the RAB session appeared to reflect
enthusiasm for the type of advertiser
presentation that RAB displayed as
samples of its pitches to prospects, and
for TMP's general approach.
Morris Kellner, radio sales vice presirent for The Katz Agency, said he was
"very enthusiastic," considered the plan
"a definite move in the right direction,"
didn't see how stations could afford to
turn it down, and was urging Katzrepresented stations to participate.
Privately, a number of other reps
agreed with Mr. Kellner's general evalu-

SPOT

TV

ations, but wanted a little more time
before deciding whether to advocate
participation to their stations.
Lloyd George Venard, president of
Venard, Rintoul & McConnell, called
the
presentationthat
"excellent"—
"the type
of presentation
built the advertising
business" — and said, "We're giving the
plan very serious consideration."
Frank buys control of Z-M-F
Cinton E. Frank Inc., Chicago, which
already holds substantial minority interest in Zimmer-McClaskey-Frank Inc.,

Richmond, Va., has acquired the 50%
interest formerly held by Henry M. McClaskey Jr., and Allen E. Zimmer, it
was announced by Clinton E. Frank.
The price was not disclosed. Mr. Frank
becomes president of the Richmond
agency while Hill Blackett Jr., senior
vice president of Frank, becomes vice
president and director of Z-M-F, and
Carroll L. Cheverie, treasurer of Frank,
becomes treasurer and director of Z-MF. Robert K. Wallace continues as vice
president and general manager of the
Richmond agency. Reynolds Metals
Co. is a client of both agencies.

BUYING
REPORT:
THIRD
QUARTER
& SEPT. 1961
ESTIMATED
EXPENDITURES OF
ESTIMATED EXPENDITURES OF
1.
NETWORK TELEVISION ADVERTISERS
TOP 25 NETWORK COMPANY ADVERTISERS
BY PRODUCT CLASSIFICATIONS
Third Quarter 1961
Jan.-Sept.
Jan.-Sept.
Procter
& Gamble
3rd Quarter
September
1960
$15,094,482
1961
1961
1961
2. Lever Brothers
8,233,750
American Home Products
3.
Agriculture & farming
$ 218,755 $ 501,275 $ 1,812,759
R.
J.
Reynolds
4.
Apparel, footwear & acces.
1,506,263
7,703,992
736,853
7,089,382 $ 5,871,727
1,322,224
5. P. Lorillard
Automotive, automotive
6,174,102
General
Motors
6.
accessories & equipment
4,819,851
3,078,265
37,837,034
32,315,787
4,735,323
9,080,303
7. Colgate Palmolive
Beer, wine
469,990
6,060,148
4,703,617
1,350,042
4,562,574
General
Mills
8.
Dunuing maieriais, equipment
4,611,423
10. General Foods
& fixtures
304,944
342,280
2,830,420
4,400,951
11. Sterling
Brown & Drug
Williamson
1,736,118
981,784
Confectionery & soft drinks
2,590,234
10,602,337
3,819,086
13,448,783
12.
195,655
Consumer services
1,023,524
4,199,632
Gillette
2,600,011
13.
3,334,661
21,230,510
Drugs & remedies
60,278,495
3,324,783
9. S. C. Johnson & Son
66,017,822
6,245,641
153,103
Entertainment & amusement
3,214,035
842,467
70,471
950,373
National
Biscuit
101,612,375
11,304,944
Food & food products
32,988,210
82,622,587
2,952,986
16.
Miles Laboratories
15.
Freight, industrial &
14.
17.
2,938,045
247,530
agricultural development
270,010
Liggett & Myers
2,555,993
18. Pillsbury
Philip
Morris
Gasoline, lubricants & other
2,516,180
19.
fuel
12,385,032
2,351,207
3,601,032
11,429,790
1,276,534
American Tobacco
179,857
Horticulture
14,067
371,250 20.
21. National Dairy Products
2,330,050
7,027
22,684,611
Household equipment & supplies
1,776,236
21,763,321
6,535,248
2,328,178
22. J. B. Williams
265,196
Household furnishings
960,082
2,805,619
Alberto
Culver
4,342,279
2,143,244
Block Drug
13,622,335
Industrial materials
17,535,569
4,147,949
1,597,074
Insurance
824,554
1,987,486
23.
Bristol
Myers
2,400,862
9,808,057
8,157,490
1,984,780
24. Ford Motor
Jewelry, optical goods &
1,916,127
cameras
25.
657,302
7,934,723
1,980,579
8,534,408
1,900,875
Office equipment, stationery &
writing supplies
2,572,773
558,823
1,155,189
2,420,474
ESTIMATED EXPENDITURES OF
Political
1.
67,140
265,440
159,984
Publishing & media
TOP 25 NETWORK BRAND ADVERTISERS
1,369,680
1,705,209
Radio, tv sets, phonographs,
Third Quarter 1961
3.
371,663
371,663
musical instruments, acces.
1,410,694
Crest
tooth
paste
145,164
3,958,413
Retail or direct by mail
36,792
$2,642,606
2. Anacin tablets
2,579,052
57,484,254
62,946,836
Smoking materials
23,375,328
6. Camel cigarettes
7,523,901
22,298,739
65,429,506
Soaps, cleansers & polishes
2,402,900
7,999,774
51,778,767
4. Winston cigarettes
842,200
474,017
Sporting goods & toys
2,240,852
1,826,296
2,579,990
Tide
5.
Kent
cigarettes
92,931,850
33,983,442
Toiletries & toilet goods
10,575,692
83,595,371
2,008
503
108,727
1,849,541
765.173
Travel, hotels & resorts
39,698
74,898
Swan liquid detergent
Miscellaneous
1,570,008
565,251
6,405,565
2,241,845
6,617,845
8. Salem cigarettes
TOTAL
1,482,528
$58,280,028 $174,830,268 $538,671,044 $494,354,446
9. Viceroy cigarettes
1,471,641
11.
10.7. Chevrolet passenger cars
TOP 15 NETWORK BRAND ADVERTISERS
11,409,003
391,465
TOP 15 NETWORK COMPANY ADVERTISERS
Pall
Mall
cigarettes
13.
12. Alka Seltzer
September 1961
September 1961
1,335,762
14. Metrecal
1. Procter & Gamble
1. Anacin tablets
$846,163
1,178,947
15. Johnson's Klear wax
$4,819,398
2. Lever Brothers
2.
Winston
cigarettes
802,899
2,495,583
1,121,173
16. Colgate dental cream
1,104,839
3. American Home Products
3. Johnson's
Klear
wax
795,803
17. L&M cigarettes
2,376,266
4. R. J. Reynolds
4.
Crest
tooth
paste
793,935
1,093,613
2,063,623
Chesterfield cigarettes
General Motors
5. Camel cigarettes 707,608
1,083,715
1,928,953
19.
5.
6.
6.
Tide
621,447
20. Spring
Colgate-Palmolive
1,790,876
1,078,367
Nabisco cigarettes
cookies
General Mills
7.
Chevrolet
passenger
cars
612,592
1,050,859
18. One-A-Day vitamin tablets
1,604,201
7. General Foods
8.
8.
Kent
cigarettes
598,742
1,050,346
1,572,875
21.
Bayer
aspirin
S.
C.
Johnson
&
Son
9.
Metrecal
586,497
1,251,407
1,045
445
23.
1,030.261
Phillips
milk
of
magnesia
22.
10.9. P. Lorillard
10.
Bufferin
527,980
1,206,411
Prudential
Insurance
11. Brown & Williamson
11. Pall Mall cigarettes 524,268
11,0.19,259
023.106
1,116,213
24. Goodyear car tires
12. Swan liquid detergent 512,256
12.
931,157
1,079,672
13. Bristol-Myers
25. General Electric (general)
13.
Salem
cigarettes
505,294
Philip Morris
1,063,177
Gillette
14.
14. Alka-Seltzer 430,997
1,024,579
Source all tables: TvB/LNA, BAR
15. Colgate dental cream
418,676
976,755
15. National Biscuit
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RHEINGOLD
$8

million agency

MOVES
switch

of $l-million-plus changes
Liebmann Breweries' transfer of $8
million in Rheingold beer billings from
Foote, Cone & Belding to J. Walter
Thompson was the largest account
move of a series of switches announced
last week.
Philip Liebmann, president of Liebmann Breweries, also confirmed on
Wednesday (Dec. 20) that WOR-TV
New York has been contracted to telecast the New York Mets National
League baseball games under Rheingold sponsorship for the next five years.
He said negotiations are still going on
for a radio station to broadcast the
games.
Mr. Liebmann is a director of the
National Brewers Foundation, a trade
association, which is also a client of
JWT.
A brief statement announcing the
agency appointment did not disclose
reasons for Rheingold's departure from
FC&B after 15 years. The account was
at Young & Rubicam for eight months
in 1946-47, but had been at FC&B
previously when the agency was known
as Lord & Thomas. Dissatisfaction
with the way the agency handled the
purchase of the Mets' broadcast rights
and the subsequent negotiations for tvradio stations to air the games may
have caused the break, it was reported.
FC&B originated the annual Miss
Rheingold contest 24 years ago. The
future of this event, which lately has
been billed as America's second largest
election, surpassed only by the election
of a U.S. President, is not known.
Other new agency appointments,
each involving more than $1 million in
billings, are:
Hazel Bishop Inc., formerly with
North Adv., appointed C. J. LaRoche
& Co., New York, to handle the entire
Hazel Bishop account, with an advertising budget for 1962 in excess of

from

TO
FC&B

JWT

heads

list

announced at year's end
$2 million. The advertiser said it selected LaRoche because of its record
for Lanolin Plus Inc., whose sales are
running more than 50% ahead of last
year. Lanolin Plus and Hazel Bishop
are scheduled to merge Jan. 22, subject
to stockholder approval on that date.
Hazel Bishop announced that its
major media expenditures will be for
network and spot tv, and that the new
LaRoche campaign will start the end
of January. The first commitment will
be participation in NBC-TV's Saturday Night at the Movies.
CIBA Pharmaceuticals Products Inc.,
Summit, N.J., has named Ketchum,
MacLeod & Grove Inc., New York, to
handle its advertising program for prescription drugs effective April 1, 1962.
Its estimated annual billings: over $1
million. KM&G replaces William
Douglas McAdams Inc. and Sudler &
Hennessey, both New York.
Norge Division of Borg-Warner
Corp. awarded its more than $1 million in commissionable billings to Clinton E. Frank Inc., Chicago, to advertise Norge home appliances and "doit-yourself" dry cleaning equipment.
Norge also conducts a local co-op advertising program. The account had
been with Keyes, Madden & Jones for
the last two years.
Alberto-Culver moves
to BBDO from Thompson
Alberto-Culver Co., Chicago cosmetics firm which puts 99% of its
multi-million dollar advertising budget
into television, announced Thursday it
is switching its new products account
from J. Walter Thompson Co. to
BBDO, Chicago.
The billings for the new products
account "will be substantial," according
to Alberto-Culver advertising director

ARBITRON'S DAILY CHOICES
Listed below are the highest ranking the American Research Bureau.
television shows for each day of the These ratings are from a sample of
1,200 television homes per half hour
week Dec. 14-20, as rated by the
Rating
National Arbitron instant ratings of properly distributed across the U.
S.
Network
Date
Program and Time
Dr. Kildare (8:30 p.m.)
Thurs., Dec. 14
22.0
NBC-TV
28.8
Flintstones (8:30 p.m.)
Fri, Dec. 15
26.3
ABC-TV
Gunsmoke (10 p.m.)
Sat., Dec. 16
CBS-TV
Bonanza (9 p.m.)
Sun., Dec. 17
29.4
NBC-TV
24.7
Mon., Dec. 18
27.5
Andy Griffith (9:30 p.m.)
CBS-TV
Tue., Dec. 19
Red Skelton Show (9 p.m.)
CBS-TV
Perry Como Show (9 p.m.)
Wed., Dec. 20
28.0
NBC-TV
Copyright 1961 American Research Bureau
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Charles Pratt. These will be in addition
to the $12 million now being placed
annually for established company products by Compton Adv., Chicago. There
is
no
change in Compton's status, Mr.
Pratt emphasized.
Kenneth Hurd, vice president and
account supervisor for BBDO in New
York, will move to the agency's Chicago office to supervise the new account. Others will be added or moved
to augment the BBDO staff there, it
was explained. Alberto-Culver has
acknowledged tv's impact on its sales
upswing and has substantially increased
its tv budgets each year.
Spot tv leading
as food medium
Spot tv has become the leading advertising medium of food and grocery
products and is growing at a faster rate
than any other medium used by advertisers in this field, a study released by
the television division of Edward Petry
& Co., reveals.
Employing the annual "Food Field
Reporter" brand expenditure tables for
1956 and 1960, the report shows that
advertisers increased their spot tv expenditures to $265,877,000 in 1960
from $153,966,000 in 1956, a growth
of 73%. This compares with $222,550,000 devoted to network tv in 1960,
a 33% rise from the $167,142,000
budgeted in 1956, when this was the
leading medium used by the advertisers.
Newspaper expenditures amounted to
$127,049,000 against $120,754,000, a
5% increase in the four years, while
magazines accounted for $123,963,000
compared with $111,672,000, up 11%.
The Petry report also shows that
since 1956 spot tv has increased its share
of budgets in four main product categories— food, soaps and laundry products, household items and soft drinks
and confections — and is now the No. 1
medium in three of the groups.
Soap and laundry products, with a
spot budget of $71,504,000 in 1960 as
compared with $23,795,000 in 1956
scored the strongest rise among the four
divisions. In comparison with other
media,
spot 22%
tv's share
of soap
budgets
rose from
in 1956
to 47%
last
year. In the food product group, spot
rose from $101,285,000 and 29% of all
media to $148,148,000 and 33%. Soft
drinks and confectioneries accounted
for $30,366,000 in 1960 against $21,561,000. Spot's share was 43%, a 1%
jump
from 1956.
Household
product advertisers spent
$15,859,000 for spot tv in 1960, as com$7,335,000 rose
in 1956.
share pared
of withadvertising
from Spot's
18%
to 26% but trailed behind network tv
which accounted for 49% of the total
media budget in this category.
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Tom Brelherton (right) and Frank
Kuehnle, Radio-Television Director o
Wendt Advertising, Toledo, Ohio.
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S. BRETHERTON,

"Seeing is believing. Local advertisers — food chains, car
dealers, appliance stores — take one look at our complete
new RCA facilities in operation and they're sold. Included in our fully equipped RCA Taping Center are
new TS-40 switchers, special effects and TV cameras. We
have a service to offer that was not previously available
here in Toledo. The immediate sales reaction to the total
effect of our new RCA matched facilities has impressed
all of us here at the station."
RCA produces a complete line of matched equipment
for the finest tape productions... cameras of latest design

orders!"

GEN. MGR. WTOL-TV, TOLEDO
for sharpest pictures. ..exciting special effects. ..transistor
switching. ..TV tape recorders with a reputation for highest quality reproduction, monochrome or color. Matched
both electrically and mechanically to work together in a
complete system, RCA equipment is designed to meet the
highest standards of broadcast operation. And it's backed
by top engineering counsel and service everywhere.
Call the RCA Representative with confidence. Or write
RCA, Broadcast and Television Equipment. Dept. CD-22,
Building 15-5, Camden, N. J.

The Most Trusted Name in Television

TVB

BLASTS

Stations

warned

Shell agency,

SPOT

CHISELS

against cuts; big buyer of 40's,

denies

paying

A charge that a national advertiser
is using the confusion surrounding the
pricing of the 40-second station break
on telvision as an avenue to rate cutting was levied last week by the Television Bureau of Advertising.
As expressed by TvB: One advertiser "currently" is seeking to obtain 40second spots at rates equal to 150%
of the 20-second spot price in a number of markets where rate cards list
40-second spots at 200% of the 20second price.
Norman E. Cash, president of TvB,
said he hoped broadcasters would "resist such rate-cutting attempts," assert-

less than

card rates

ing that "for would
the sakesacrifice
of a quick
sale,
broadcasters
additional
advertising revenue in the future."
TvB did not identify the advertiser
it was talking about. The one most
prominently known to be soliciting 40second availabilities currently is Shell
Oil, through Ogilvy, Benson & Mather.
Most station reps contacted on OB&M's
buying practices in this case insisted,
however, that Shell has accepted 40second rates as quoted. But 40-second
rate policies are not uniform and a
number of stations have not yet published 40-second rates, and some reps
indicated that — apparently in some of
thes cases — the agency had gone directly to stations and indicated how much
budget was available and asked how
many spots this amount of money
would buy. Agency buyers would not
comment on any aspect of the Shell
campaign, which reportedly includes
40-second spots in prime and fringe
time (also some one-minute announcements) in scores of markets, effective
about mid- January for 11 to 13 weeks.
Radio-tv

spots create

sales spurt for movie
A novel radio and tv spot campaign

Impressionable
Televiewers will probably not
have a hard time recognizing the
face of this pretty girl. She is Lorraine Rogers, the Nytol girl and
one of the most exposed figures
on tv this year, with 1,350,655,950 impressions to her credit. She
is shown here with Mitchell
Smith, product manager on Nytol, at the Block Drug Co.'s annual meeting in New York.
It is estimated that the Nytol
girl was seen in 100% of all tv
homes in 1961, an average of 11
times. Lorraine told the sales
group at the meeting that next
year would be an even bigger year
for Nytol, with her appearances
on 87th Precinct, Saturday Night
Movie, Cain's Hundred, Captain
of Detectives, Laramie, Jack Paar
and Thriller (all NBC-TV) during the first quarter. Nytol, a
sleep-inducing liquid, is produced
by the Block Drug Co. of Jersey
City, N. J.
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is said to have helped United Artists'
film, "Judgment in Nuremberg," attain
advance gross ticket sales of $376,000
in New York, second highest advance
sale in the history of motion pictures in
that city.
The spot ads featured a special phone
number for ordering reserved seats
which would be held by the theatre for
48 hours. Tv spots of 20 seconds ran
on WNBC-TV two weeks before the
movie opened at the RKO Palace last
Tuesday night. One-minute radio spots
were on WQXR and WNEW for a
week before the opening.
About 12,000 reserved seat tickets
were ordered by phone, according to a
UA spokesman. Box office sales, totaling $500 to $800 a day, jumped to
$2,000-$3,0O0 a day when the radio-tv
spot campaign started.
The film company expects to run the
campaign again in about two or three
months, the spokesman added.
Also in advertising...
Separation ■ Alvin H. Kaplan, whose
Kaplan Agency has been a subsidiary
of Mogul Williams & Saylor Inc., New
York, will incorporate his own agency,
The Kaplan Agency, on Jan. 1, 1962.
He will continue as consultant to

MW&S, according to a joint announcement by Mr. Kaplan and Emil Mogul,
MW&S president. Mr. Kaplan, who
will relinquish his posts of director and
senior vice president of MW&S, will
establish his agency at 2 Park Ave.,
New York 16.
New office ■ Venard, Rintoul & McConnell Inc., New York station representative, has opened a staff office in
Dallas. The office, to be managed by
Al Hazelwood, formerly manager of
KSWO-TV Lawton, Okla., will be
locatedBldg.
in the Dallas Federal Savings &
Loan
Change of name and address ■ The
Bruns Advertising Agency Inc., formerly Bruns & Hodgson Inc., New Haven,
Conn., has moved its executive office
to 630 Third Ave., New York 17. Telephone isMurray Hill 7-6171. The New
Haven office is located at 205 Whitney
Ave., telephone Locust 2-6171.
Extra services ■ Take Ten Inc., Chicago, to function as part-time radio-tv
department for advertising agencies
needing extra broadcast services, organized by David R. Hayes, former
radio-tv director of W. E. Long Adv.
there. Associated with him is Keith
Holden, former assistant director of
Long Adv. broadcast department. Take
Ten address: 21 West Illinois; phone:
644-1266.
New firm ■ Robert C. Chase & Assoc.,
new firm to provide creative and production services for audio-visual communications, organized by Robert C.
Chase at 818 Olive St., St. Louis.
Phone: Garfield 1-6732. Mr. Chase,
during past year, has been freelance
producer-director of radio-tv commercials and before that was with D'Arcy
Adv., St. Louis as radio-tv producer
and later as assistant manager of regional marketing department.
Focus put on tv's
help to discount houses
How discount houses use tv is the
subject of a new Television Bureau of
Advertising presentation, "Mass Customers for Mass Merchandisers."
Discount houses (also known as
value stores) have become the fast
growing segment in the retail field and
the most aggressive local users of tv advertising, TvB reports. With sales of
an estimated $4.1 billion in 1961, up
41% over 1960, discount stores will
have passed mail-order and variety
stores in volume, the TvB brochure
notes.
The presentation summarizes the tv
activity of 3 mass merchandisers, all
of which stress high volume, low prices,
self service and fast turnover in their
operation.
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technology Square, future home of the Boston-Cambridge C-E-l-R Center

Now,

a

new

horizon

within

reach...

This $15 million complex is to be the world's largest and most powerful
electronic computing center. Equipped with the giant new STRETCH computer
system (IBM 7030), the Boston-Cambridge C-E-I-R Center will serve the
entire eastern half of the United States. A second STRETCH system is planned
for the Los Angeles C-E-I-R Center.
Every client of the American

Research Bureau now stands to benefit from

these unique facilities. ARB's depth of professional personnel and technical
know-how, together with C-E-I-R's match/^T^T^. AMERICAN
less data processing capacity, bring to the
(CTHnif ) RESEARCH
television industry the most advanced audience measurement capability in the world.
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Industry-ASCAP
ASCAP TACTICS SLAPPED AS
The all-industry committee negotiating for new ASCAP music licenses
for television stations went into court
last week in its bid for at-the-source
clearance of tv rights for ASCAP music
played in feature films and syndicated
tv programs (Broadcasting, Oct. 23).
Chief Judge S. J. Ryan of the U.S.
District Court for the Southern District
of New York set Feb. 14 for the start
of a full-scale hearing on this and other
questions to determine what a "reasonable" arrangement
ASCAP and
tv stations
should between
be.
What at first looked like a bombshell
was dropped in a show-cause hearing
Thursday morning when it was revealed
that ASCAP now contends it is not in
a position to grant tv rights after stacurrent licenses
Dec. 31.
ASCAP tions'claimed
it needsexpire
authorizations
from at least 80% of its members before itcan proceed, and that it lacks this
minimum number.
Judge Ryan cut the fuse on this
bombshell, however, by lecturing
ASCAP on the danger of trying to use
these authorizations — or lack of them
— as "a club," which he said comes
close to being "disrespectful of the
court." He also asked what ASCAP
counsel would think if he should rule
that ASCAP should get out of television
altogether.
Herman Finkelstein, ASCAP attorney, said he thought this would
amount to a modification of ASCAP's
consent decree dealing with relationships between the society and broadcasters, and that he didn't think it
would be good. But it is a question for
ASCAP members to decide individually,
he added.
He said he would "voluntarily" try
to round up authorizations, especially
those from members of the ASCAP
board. Judge Ryan suggested it would
be "advisable for the directors to give
their consents, at least." He told
ASCAP to report on the authorizations
situation in an affidavit to the court.
Status quo ■ In insisting that he thinks
the current licensing arrangements
ought to be maintained until the fullscale hearing and final decision, Judge
Ryan clearly left the impression that he
meant "status quo" to the availability
of the current ASCAP repertory as well
as the fees now being paid.
When Walter R. Mansfield, appearing as counsel for the all-industry committee, suggested that ASCAP might
sue for license infringement if its music
is broadcast after Dec. 31 — while the
34

impasse
goes
to
court
TV PUSHES TO REVAMP RIGHTS FORMULA
This petition had been filed two days
court case is still pending- — Judge Ryan
earlier,
after ASCAP and the all-indusobserved: "If ASCAP sues anybody,
just bring that to my attention and see
try negotiators failed to agree on terms
for new licenses to replace those that
how fast somebody is up here for conexpire Dec. 31. The petition was filed
tempt."
When
Mr.
Mansfield
suggested
that some ASCAP member who has not under provisions of the 1950 ASCAP
consent decree permitting stations to
given the society his tv authorization
might sue unless enjoined, Judge Ryan
ask the court to step in if the stations
and ASCAP do not come to terms withtold Mr. Mansfield to draft a proin 60 days after the stations ask for
vision to cover this problem, for possilicenses. The initial request for licenses
ble
inclusion
in
Judge
Ryan's
interim
order.
— and the bases on which the stations
At another point Mr. Mansfield reported that the ASCAP negotiators had
said that if the all-industry committee
persists in its demands for source clearance on syndicated programs and lower
fees on others, then ASCAP probably
will "have nothing to sell" to television.
This referred to ASCAP's lack of
authorizations from 80% of its members, but Judge Ryan told the committee
attorney that "I don't think you need
worry
much said
abouthisthat."
Judgetoo Ryan
decision, this
time, will be a "strict judicial matter" —
that he does not intend to "arbitrate" as
he has sometime done in past ASCAPbroadcasting cases. "If either side
doesn't like my decision," he said,
"you can take an appeal."
The hearing Thursday was on an
order to ASCAP to show why the court
should not grant the all-industry committee's petition for the court to determine "reasonable" fees and set "interim
fees" amounting to 75% of those currently paid.

ASCAP's Finkelstein

want them — was sent to ASCAP on
Oct. 18 (Broadcasting, Oct. 23).
Main Demand ■ At-the-source clearance of tv rights for ASCAP music
used in feature films and syndicated tv
programs
the heart itofalso
the asked
committee's
demands, isalthough
for a
reduction in fees and a number of other
changes designed to put television stations' payments for ASCAP music more
nearly in line with the amount of
ASCAP music they actually use.
The practical effect of clearance at
the source, if upheld by the court, would
be to bypass ASCAP — at considerable
saving to broadcasters — in paying for
music used in motion pictures and syndicated programs produced after some
future cut-off date. The committee suggested Feb. 28, 1962, as a reasonable
cut-off. It estimated that programs of
this type now represent about 75% of
all local-station programming.
If source clearance is approved, producers in the future would acquire tv
performance rights as well as recording
rights when choosing the music for
their filmed or taped programs and
series — just as they now acquire motionpicture performance rights as well as
recording rights when they produce for
theatrical exhibition.
The cost of acquiring the tv rights
would be included in the overall package price of each program or series
when it is offered to stations. Broadcasters would pay directly to ASCAP
for only the ASCAP music which they
use in locally originated programming.
They would continue to pay separately
for music in features or syndicated programs already made — but at rates lower
than those in effect now.
The committee, headed by Hamilton
Shea of WSVA-TV Harrisonburg, Va.,
also contends that ASCAP's refusal to
grant source clearance in television is
inconsistent with the court order which
since 1948 has forbidden ASCAP to
collect performance rights fees from
theatrical motion-picture exhibitors.
The committee's position was detailed
BROADCASTING. December 25, 1961

in the documents filed Tuesday by the
New York law firm of Donovan, Leisure,
Newton & Irvine, counsel to the committee. The documents were prepared
with the assistance of Joseph A. McDonald of the Washington firm of
Smith, Hennessey & McDonald, who
has been closely associated with allindustry negotiations with ASCAP for
many years.
BMI, SESAC, too ■ If the court grants
source clearance in the case of ASCAP
music for television, the belief of
observers is that the committee would
push for similar agreements with Broadcast Music Inc. and probably also with
SESAC. BMI's current tv contracts expire March 1964, for the most part.
SESAC's
expiration dates vary from
station to station.

separate negotiations), or (2) future
movies and syndicated properties.
The latter group was officially described in the petition as "programs
consisting of pre-recorded [filmed or
taped] material which is produced hereafter by persons other than petitioner
(e.g., theatrical motion picture films
or syndicated tv film episodes), for
which the producer normally acquires
recording rights at the time the film is
What the committee is seeking is new
—produced."
and lower — fees in both per-program
andofblanket
own use
ASCAP licenses
music. for stations'
If source clearance becomes effective, per-program licenses — those under
which the broadcasters pay ASCAP for
only such programs as contain ASCAP
music — may be more attractive to many
broadcasters than now. Currently, most
stations have blanket licenses, under
which they pay a set rate without regard
to how much or how little ASCAP
music they use.
Television as a whole paid ASCAP
approximately $19.3 million in 1960,

In its initial offer to ASCAP, repeated in the court papers, the committee made clear that this time it does not
want ASCAP licenses for music contained in (1) network programs (because
network programs are covered in contracts between ASCAP and the networks, which are currently conducting

Fm

needs

research

if it is to win

FM may be near a mass-medium
breakthrough, according to a survey
of fm's commercial potential by
Needham, Louis & Brorby, Chicago,
a major agency heavy in broadcast
billing. But that doesn't mean NL&B
is ready to spend much in fm just
now.
If fm is to become more than just
a supplemental medium selling a few
prestige products to a select audience, the study indicates, fm broadcasters must dig in and produce the
quantitative and qualitative research
that agencies need.
The new analysis of fm, presented
last week by Arnold E. Johnson,
vice president at NL&B, makes three
major conclusions highly favorable
to fm:
■ The medium must be categorized as approaching mass medium
status since its penetration is nearly
50% of all homes.
■ Those stations that program
"quality" music unquestionably deliver a selective, upper-level social
economic audience though it is limited in size.
■ The increase in the number of
stations indicates that a sizable number of operators are bullish about
its long-range potential vitality as a
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more

major

business investment.
NL&B's study looks at the other
side,
cites: "indefinites" that
must too,
be and
clarified
■ The home use of fm sets is
obscure. Performance levels cited by
many of fm's proponents are not
compatible with figures from accepted measurement services. Thus,
the validity of many fm audience
claims is open to question.
■ The actual absorption of the listener in what is coming over his fm
set is questionable. Little is known
about the listener's emotional involvement in commercial messages
or their impact on him.
NL&B finds it possible that the
"inveterate fm listener (at least the
'good music' station listener) is attracted because the comparatively few
spoken interruptions provide an ideal
backdrop against which to read,
work, relax, etc. But NL&B asks
whether the commercial "might
have exceptional impact and stand
out because of the lack of competitive announcements?"
Mr. Johnson thinks the fm industry is realizing that much more reliable research is needed. Stressing
that qualitative research is more
needed than quantitative, he said he

according to committee documents filed
with the court. This, coupled with approximately $10 million paid by radio,
is believed to represent almost 90% of
ASCAP's total revenues.
The committee did not estimate how
much television's payments would be reduced if its proposals are adopted, but
the documents went to some length in
contending that television's savings as
a result of source-clearance alone would
be substantial.
No music choice ■ Committee Chairman Shea noted in an affidavit that
under the present licensing arrangement,
stations buying pre-recorded programs
have no real choice about the music involved or what they pay for it, "because
'in and
the
can' afterthey itbuyhassuch
beenmaterial
recorded
Mr. Shea also disclosed results of
special monitoring studies conducted
for
the committee by Broadcast Adverproduced."
tisers Reports.
Arguing for a distinction between the
fees for "feature" music and those for
"incidental" or "background" music, he

advertisers
felt that as fm matures "we will get
the answers, just as we are beginning
to in am and tv. But the burden of
digging out these answers must fall
on Asthe a fmcommercial
people." vehicle, fm at
present must be classified as a specialty or selective advertising medium,
the NL&B study finds, though fm
has achieved excellent results for
products of a prestige nature, such
as expensive or foreign automobiles,
exotic vacation tours and hi-fi or
stereo equipment.
Mr. Johnson admitted that the
agency's
fm simply
"may
be
a bit conclusions
bearish, but about
that is
because we are not sure about what
ing.
the medium is or what it can do —
or, for that matter, where it is go"We simply cannot afford — as
agency buyers — to speculate with
our clients' advertising dollars. There
are many known quantities about
the alternative media possibilities —
am radio, tv and other media — that
permit us to recommend them with
But "we cannot readily justify
confidence."
large-scale client experimentation to
clarify the unknown quantities and
somewhat confusing qualities of fm
as it stands today."
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said ASCAP itself recognizes "the
greater value" of feature music — but
that the use of feature music on television has declined.
Mr. Shea said a 1953 study of programming on nine stations, conducted
by Dallas W. Smythe of the U. of
Illinois, indicated that stations in that
year devoted 7.05% of their local time
to feature music. A larger BAR study
this year, covering 30 stations but including five of those surveyed by Dr.
Smythe, showed feature music had
dropped to 3.72% of local time.
Limiting comparison to the five stations covered by both BAR and Dr.
Smythe, the affidavit said that "the
average percentage of local broadcast
time devoted to feature music declined
from 6.3% in 1953 to 3.7% in 1961."
"Despite a 53% decrease in the
amount of feature music played by stations on their local programs," Mr.
Shea said,
the same
cense rate "stations
as before.payStated
anotherliway, in 1953, for the same rate, television stations used twice as much feature music as they do today. Since it
is predominantly feature music that
gives
ASCAP's
its value,
substantial
declinerepertory
in the use
of sucha
feature music warrants a substantial reduction in the license rates."
Tv vs. Radio ■ Mr Shea also compared television stations' use of music

with radio's. Although ASCAP's blanket-license rates for television and radio
stations are "nearly identical," he said,
radio's use of feature music has increased while television's has dwindled.
He said that 24 of the monitored tv
stations have radio affiliates, and that
BAR monitored these, too. The findings:
"The 24 television stations with radio affiliates devoted on the average
35.45% of their local station broadcasting time to music, as compared to an
average of 64.41% for their radio affiliates. The same 24 television stations
devoted an average of 3.63% of their
local broadcast time to feature music,
as compared to an average 60.44% for
their radio affiliates."
Mr. Shea continued: "Thus, even
though television stations devote 50%
less local broadcasting time to music
than do radio stations, and play less
than one-fifteenth as much feature music, they pay substantially the same music license rate. . . . Consequently, the
present tv and radio blanket rates utterly fail to reflect the relative uses of
music, and particularly feature music,
on these two broadcasting media.
"Since the radio rates were fixed in
1960 as fair and reasonable under the
auspices of this court, a substantial reduction of the television rates is essential to avoid a grossly unfair rate dis-
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CHICAGO
H. W. Cassill
William B. Ryan
333 N. Michigan Ave.
Chicago, Illinois
Financial 6-6460

vying
for the
trade."
Under
the broadcasters'
present setup,
he continued, the producer often arranges to
be the "publisher" of the original music
he selects, and thus is able to share in
the monies that ASCAP collects from
television and disburses to its members.
Under source clearance, Mr. Furth said,
"even if the producer were to pay the
composer a fee equal to the payments
the composer presently receives through
his ASCAP membership, the total music costs would be substantially lower
since the composer receives only 50%
of the tv performing right revenues distributed by ASCAP. The other 50%
is paid to the publisher, who in most
instances is the producer himself."
"In addition," Mr. Furth continued,
"the parties could avoid the expense
presently incurred by ASCAP in administering the collection and distribution of payments made by tv stations
with respect to their broadcast of theatrical motion pictures and tv films."
Changing hands
ANNOUNCED ■ The following sales of
station interests were reported last week
subject to FCC approval:

wishes

the

tv stations."
Mr. Shea crimination
saidagainstmore
than 300 stations, or about 60% of all U. S. commercial tv stations on the air, currently
contribute to the support of the all-industry committee, whose official name
is All-Industry Television Station Music
License Committe.
Current Picture ■ In a separate affidavit Helmut F. Furth of the Donovan
law firm submitted a 10-page document
detailing current practices in producers'
acquisition of rights in connection with
motion pictures as compared with tv.
If producers acquired tv performance rights as they do theatrical motion
picture rights, he argued, the competition among music sources would help
keep prices down — as it does in motion
picture production. "Moreover," he
added, "the producer would have an
economic incentive to keep tv music
performance costs down, for when he
offers films for sale or license to television broadcasters he must compete
with many other film producers also

ATLANTA
Clifford B. Marshall
Stanley Whitaker
Robert M. Baird
John G. Williams
1102 Healey Bldg.
lAckson 5-1576

Inc.

BEVERLY HILLS
Colin M. Sclph
Calif. Bank Bldg.
9441 Wilshire Blvd.
Beverly Hills, Calif.
CRestview 4-2770

■ KEEL Shreveport, La. : Sold by Gordon and Barton McLendon to LIN
Broadcasting Co. for $800,000. LIN
Broadcasting is headed by Frederick M.
Gregg and the same group owns
WMAK Nashville and has pending for
FCC approval its purchase of WAKY
Louisville, also from the McLendons.
KEEL is on 710 kc with 10 kw day
and 5 kw night. Broker was Blackburn
& Co.
■ WSHE Raleigh, N. C: Sold by Louis
P. Heyman to Ralph Baron and Edward
Kerum for $180,000. Mr. Baron owns
BROADCASTING, December 25, 1961

No audible support
WAVA-FM Arlington, Va.
(Washington suburb), reported it
had completed its first year of
evening broadcasting "without
commercial interruption."
The 20 kw facility has refused
to sell its fm time and has not
aired a single commercial since
it went on the air in the fall of
1960. WAVA President Arthur
Arundel explained the station has
adopted this policy to see if
listeners would appreciate it.
A recent spot check by the
station revealed that they do.
WAVA operates on am and fm
during the day and fm only at
night.

NAB reorganization; Vincent T. Wasilewski becoming executive vice president and William Carlisle vice president.
Robert D. Swezey, veteran broadcaster,
was named code authority director for
both radio and tv.
Among new projects is a research
and training center to be set up on a
college campus. This idea, submitted
by Gov. Collins, is being studied by a
committee headed by Donald H. McGannon, Westinghouse Broadcasting
Co. A committee report wil be given
the NAB board at its Jan. 29-Feb. 2
meeting.
"Despite some troubled times," the
NAB report stated, "the year was
marked by significant advances and a
growing recognition of broadcasting's
Dallas
prestige."chain buys catv

WILA Danville, Va.; Mr. Kerum is
buying 50% of WILA. WSHE is a
500 w daytimer on 570 kc. Broker was
Blackburn & Co.
APPROVED ■ The following transfers of
station interests were among those approved by the FCC last week {for other
commission activities see For The
Record, page 57).
■ KPEL Lafayette, La.: Sold by John
Paul Goodwin and associates to John
H. Hicks, Edward L. Francis and
George L. Crouchet Jr. for $200,000.
Messrs. Hicks and Francis own KOLE
Port Arthur and WTAW Bryan, both
Texas.
■ WVMC Mt. Carmel, 111.: Sold by
Joel W. and Ben H. Townsend, Morris
E. Kemper, Stephen P. Bellinger and
T. Keith Coleman to Jel-Co Radio Inc.
for $100,000 and agreement not to engage in broadcasting within 22 miles of
station for five years. Jel-Co is headed
by John F. Hurlbut, former promotion
and public relations director WFBMAM-FM-TV Indianapolis.
NAB expects new
to omit contested

Sale of the 3,000-subscriber community antenna system in Barstow,
Calif., to Frontier Vision Inc. for $580,000 was announced last week. Frontier
Vision is headed by H. J. Griffith, president of Frontier Theatres Inc., a Dallas
theatre chain. Management of the Barstow system will be in the hands of
Systems Management Co. (Bill Daniels). The broker in the transaction was
Daniels & Assoc.

ETMA

takes

case

to N.Y. Supreme Court
Educational Television for The
Metropolitan Area Inc., filed a suit in
New York State Supreme Court last
week to obtain possession of WNTATV New York (ch. 13) from NTA
Television Broadcasting Corp.
ETMA claimed that although the
owner had agreed to transfer the license
and equipment for the station to ETMA
on Dec. 13, 1961, for $6.2 million in
cash, the defendant "failed and refused
and still fails and refuses to do so"
(Broadcasting, Dec. 18). ETMA asked
the court to direct NTA Television
Broadcasting Corp. to turn the station
over to ETMA. It also requested the
court to set aside, if necessary, a sufficient portion of the $6.2 million purchase price in order to satisfy all claims
against the defendant.
The transaction was not consumated
on Dec. 13 because "free and clear
title" could not be delivered.
ETMA also sued National Telefilm
Assoc., the corporate parent of NTA
Television Broadcasting Corp.
No immediate action is expected on
the suit. Under the terms of the sales
contract, either party has up to 30 days
to fulfill its part of the agreement.
Meanwhile, Sen. Clifford P. Case

form
items

Most of the industry objections to
the FCC's proposed program and proforms "are
to
be eliminated gram-logging
before
the expected
forms are
finallyreview.
adopted," NAB said in a yearend
LeRoy Collins, NAB president, arranged an industry-FCC meeting Oct. 6
to discuss the burdensome provisions of
the new forms, the NAB statement recalled (Broadcasting, Oct. 9).
The association reached the year's
end with a record 2,752 radio and tv
members compared to 2,623 a year ago.
It reported 1,460 radio and 390 tv stations subscribing to the industry codes.
Among high spots of the year was
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(R-N.J.), ranking minority member on
the Senate Communications Subcommittee, urged the FCC to seek some
means of providing New Jersey with a
commercial tv station of its own. With
the impending sale of WNTA-TV, he
noted, New Jersey emerges as the only
state without an operating commercial
tv assignment.
Sen. Case, who made his plea in a
letter to FCC Chairman Newton N.
Minow, said the commission should
exercise the same type of "effective
initiative" in this matter as it did in
promoting educational television for the
New York area.
Media

reports...

Debut ■ WIBW-FM Topeka, Kan., fm
affiliate of WIBW-AM-TV, that city,
went on the air Dec. 16. The station
programming from 7 a.m. to midnight
daily on 97.3 mc with 40 kw. It is licensed to Stauffer Publications. Thad
M. Sandstrom is the general manager.
New fm ■ WPBS (FM) Philadelphia
went on the air earlier this month as
that city's only 24-hour, seven day a
week fm facility. The new station,
owned by the Philadelphia Bulletin,
operates on 98.9 mc with 4.6 kw. Edward F. Meehan Jr. is the station's

general manager. Other executives:
William S. Mowbray Jr., program director; Fred Harper, program director;
Blake Ritter, news director.
Move ■ WPDQ Jacksonville, Fla., has
moved to the Atlantic Coast Line Building in downtown Jacksonville. The
station will occupy the 13th floor. The
station had been in the Gulf Life Building for 19 years.
Program automation ■ KYW-TV Cleveland has installed a program automation system manufactured by Visual
Electronics Corp., New York. The system automatically switches video and
audio; starts and stops four film projectors, two vtr's and four slide machines;
changes slides and operates multiplexers. The system operates from punched
paper tape, prepared automatically as
the operations schedule is typed. Similar systems are scheduled for installation at WABC-TV and WNEW-TV,
both New York, early next month.
Station award ■ WGN Chicago was
presented the bronze Four Chaplains
Americanism honor award by the
Independence Hall of Chicago Assn.
for the station's outstanding educational
programs for responsible citizenship.
Dr. Sydney L. DeLove, president of
award organization, said this was first
such presentation to a radio station.
KPIX (TV) honored ■ Two public affairs
programs, "Battle of the Books" and
"Space at a Premium," have won the
California Teachers Assn. 1961 John
Swett award for KPIX (TV) San
Francisco. The award is presented each
year to a tv station in the state which
in the opinion of CTA has contributed
the most with a program or program
series in interpreting school projects
or educational issues.
Award to Box ■ John Box Jr., managing
director of the Balaban Stations (WIL
St. Louis; KBOX Dallas; WRIT Milwaukee; WICS [TV] Springfield, WTVO
[TV] Rockford, WICD [TV] Danville;
WCHU [TV] Champaign, all Illinois,
and WHNB-TV New Britain-Hartford) ,
was named one of 20 outstanding business leaders in the nation honored on
"Corporation
President's Day," recently
in
Dallas.
Letters to friends ■ A special note to
"Friends who may now be involved in
year-end tax planning," has been sent
by KFPK (FM) Los Angeles, cultural
station supported by contributions. Letters says in part, "While this has been
an exceptionally good year for our station, we have a deficit of nearly $20,000 — most of it in current accounts
payable. If you are in a position to
realize tax advantages by making deductible contributions before January
1st, we hope you will help to reduce

our KPFK deficit. As an alternative
to a cash contribution, our legal counsel suggests that a donor may realize
substantial tax savings by donating —
stocks, bonds, real estate, equipment,
art objects or other property."
New NBC station ■ WOKE Charleston,
S. C, will join NBC Radio on Jan. 1,
1962. WOKE, which operates with
1 kw-D and 250 w-N, on 1340 kc,
is owned by Harry C. Weaver, who also
is general manager.
Rep moves ■ Weed Radio Corp., Weed
Television Corp., and Weed & Co., have
moved to new offices at 535 Fifth Ave.,
New York.
New TAC subscriber ■ WFBM-TV Indianapolis has joined the Television
Affiliates Corp. as a subscriber. Programs from the TAC library, covering
cultural-informational programs produced by stations throughout the U. S.,
will be telecast by subscribers, starting
Jan. 1, 1962. Robert Weisberg, TAC
vice president, estimates that more than
30 programs will be available by Jan. 1
and more than 100 programs will become part of the TAC library during
1962.
New etv station ■ WCBB (TV) Augusta, Me., etv station, went on the air
last month as that state's first educational television station. It is owned
and operated by Colby-Bates-Bowdoin
Educational Telecasting Corp. It operates on ch. 10 with a power of 316
kw. E. B. (Buck) Lyford, formerly

WKAZ's

silent story

WKAZ Charleston, W. Va., has
won an Associated Press award
for a story it never broadcast —
an early autumn flash flood that
knocked the station off the air.
The award was one of three made
to subscriber stations for outstanding coverage of news events in
their areas and for making stories
available to all AP members.
In the case of WKAZ, the station was silenced 15 hours by
power failure caused by the flood.
The news department under Neil
Boggs stayed on the job, roundingtailsupto the
a report
and feeding
deCharleston
AP bureau
and to other stations around the
state.
AP also gave awards to KVERAM-TV Clovis, N. M., for thorough daily coverage of its area
and to WWTV (TV) Cadillac,
Mich., for outstanding work by
its news staff in covering the
grounding of the freighter Francisco Morazon in Lake Michigan.
BROADCASTING, December 25, 1961

Mann-hunt
A memory for names enabled
WQXI Atlanta newsman Bob
Mann to help local authorities apprehend a man wanted in six
states on charges of forgery,
cheating and swindling.
Mr. Mann, moderator of Open
Line, received a call from a man
who said he was an army officer
wanting to appear on the show
to discuss fallout and radioactivity.
He gave his name as John
Haverty, whom Mr. Mann recalled as the subject of a story
he had written a few months before and who was wanted by the
police.
Mr. Mann arranged an interview, then called the police who
made the arrest in the WQXI
studios while Mr. Mann was carrying on his "discussion" with the
suspect.

assistant to president of Maine Broadcasting Co., is the station director.
Measuring programming ■ WDSU-TV
New Orleans has just released results
of a survey it conducted indicating the
station's programming is meeting the
needs of its audience. The survey answers, presented in a colored, linedrawn booklet, are a vote of confidence
for the eh. 6 NBC-TV outlet.

each station is offering. The directory
is available by writing to Ernest F. Anof Iowa School of Journaldrews, U.City.
ism, Iowa

Special network ■ A special network
of New York State stations has been
set up by WAST (TV) Albany, to
carry the opening of the New York
State Legislature. The 90-minute telecast, on Jan. 3, will be carried by
WCBS-TV New York, WGR-TV Buffalo, WROC-TV Rochester, WSYRTV Syracuse and WAST (TV).
Polk awards ■ Deadline for radio-tv
journalists submitting entries to the
14th annual George Polk Memorial
Awards is Feb. 1, 1962. Radio-tv entries can be sent in the form of disc,
tape or film. The awards are sponsored
by the Dept. of Journalism, Long
Island U.
New association ■ Formation of the
Kern County Broadcasters Assn. has
been announced by its president,
Arthur M. Mortensen, general manager
of KERO-TV Bakersfield. According
to Mr. Mortensen, the group was
formed to promote the area — the rich
San Joaquin Valley — rather than to
push each individual station, which now
has become secondary, he said.
Radio format change ■ WTRY Troy,
N. Y., in a move ruling out formula

Wage increase ■ New two-year contract, retroactive to July 1, has been
signed by KRLA Pasadena-Los Angeles and International Brotherhood of
Electrical Workers, Local 45, covering
1 1 technical employes at the station.
The agreement calls for a raise of $7.50
a week (from previous base of $157.50)
for first nine months of the contract,
another $2.50 for the final three months
■of the first year and $7.50 more for the
second year, when the base will be $175
a week.
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Five regional bureaus
set up by CBS News
The establishment of five domestic
regional news bureaus by CBS News
"to provide faster and more complete
national
coveragelastofweek
the United
States"S.
was
announced
by Richard
Salant, CBS News president.
Mr. Salant said that CBS News always has maintained large news staffs
in New York and Washington, but now,
for the first time, it will have correspondents toprovide regional coverage.
Named to the new bureaus are the
following CBS News correspondents:
New York, Tom Costigan and David
Dugan; Los Angeles, Robert Schakne;
Dallas, Dan Rather; Atlanta, Hughes
Rudd, and Washington, Neil Strawser.

This territory is IMPORTANT

Starts stereo ■ WHOO-FM Orlando,
Fla., Dec. 12 began multiplex stereo
broadcasts with the first month's schedule 95% sold out, according to Charles
K. Chrismon, station manager.
Directory ■ The U. of Iowa School of
Journalism has announced the availability of a new Iowa newsroom directory
composed of radio and tv stations who
have pledged assistance to each other
in the gathering of news. The stations
in the directory have agreed to provide
faster and more accurate coverage to
other stations requesting assistance.
The directory lists call letters, communities, telephone numbers of important
station officials and the various service

radio — letting the clock determine what
is put on the air at any given time — has
announced a format change. In favoring news broadcasts as often or as seldom as they are received, WTRY has
eliminated 16 mid-day and night-time
newscasts. The station is also adding
250 "Featurettes" weekly (1-3 minutes
each) on subjects ranging from sports
to medicine, including programs prepared in conjunction with the Albany
FBI and the local chamber of commerce.

This territory is ACTIVE
This territory is DEMANDING
That's why 4 of Weed's

14 offices are located here. Only

direct face-to-face salesmanship
can produce

maximum

and constant

servicing

results in the South.

Wherever a buying decision is made...

.WEED

man IS THERE!
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FUTURE

BRIGHT:

predicts tv will enter

mainly

because

FCC

promised

_

MINOW
land

will lead it there

FCC Chairman Newton Minow
raised his sights last week from the
wasteland to the promised land.
In a major speech prepared for delivery before the Commonwealth Club
of San Francisco last Friday (Dec. 22),
Mr. Minow predicted that the next
decade would bring a proliferation of
U.S. television stations and the beginning of instantaneous, global tv.
His strong implication was that the
bright future of television was assured
by current FCC policies. Broadcasters
oppose those policies, he said, because
they don't want to be held to promises
they make in license applications.
Chairman Minow said that the power
of tv to shape the minds of men
throughout the world is something new
on earth and comes at a time "when
the flourishing of freedom depends on
having access to the truth."
world
theThe
FCC chairman and No. 1 critic
of past programming predicted television will reach its "promised land" during the next decade but pledged to
"stick to my guns" in his crusade to
better the total product of tv programming. He forecast that these four major developments in the next ten years
will help tv to achieve its promise:
■ A true system of international tv
through "the scientific marvels of communication satellites in space. We will
see worldwide television. That day is
closer than we think."
■ A nationwide, educational tv network. "During the next decade, we
are working to build a fourth network
dividing its time between daytime programming for classrooms and nighttime
programming for adults seeking intellectual and spiritual adventure rather
than action-adventure."
■ Many more choices of service
through the development of the uhf
band. "We will find a way to use all
the channels available for tv, particularly the 70 uhf channels. Your tv set,
which now has so many blank channels, will be filled with new signals
from new stations." Chairman Minow
predicted that the 538 commercial stations operating today will double in the
next 10 years, offering a much wider
range of choices for all kinds of programming. "In this nation, growing at
the rate of 3 million people a year, we
will inevitably have either more channels or more regulation," he said. "My
own vote is for more channels."
■ An explosion of scientific technology in all forms of communications,
40

including tv. "With new means of
communicating, the world can unfold
at the push of a button ... to deepen
our understanding and lengthen our
vision. This fantastic multiplication of
the individual's power to see and hear
comes at a time when the fllourishing
of freedom depends on the world having access to the truth." Mankind's
saving grace can be that our technical
capacity for mass communication has
kept pace with our mastery of the
means of mass destruction, he said.
The Promise, the Present ■ Chairman Minow noted that 10 years ago
the first live, nationwide telecast originated from San Francisco with President Truman addressing the opening
conference of the Japanese peace treaty
discussions. "That was, and is, the
promise," he said. "But what of the
present?" Today, he said, the nation
is engaged in a thoughtful discussion of
tv
and itsdetermination
responsibilities.
is a
national
that"There
this most
powerful and dramatic means of communication, which uses scarce channels
Away back WHN?
Storer Radio Inc., has asked
the FCC for permission to resurrect the original call letters of its
newly acquired New York station, WMGM. The station was
licensed originally in 1922 as
WHN and changed in 1948 when
it was purchased by Loew's Theatres Broadcasting Corp., affiliated through its parent corporation with Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.
Part of the sale agreement in the
$ll-million transfer is that the
call letters be changed from the
"MGM" trademark. Storer said
the sale should be consummated
by Jan. 5, 1962.
Storer's request requires a
waiver of that part of the FCC
rules which say no new threeletter calls will be issued. Storer
pointed out that WHN is not a
new call but the pioneer call by
which the station was identified
for over 26 years (it is presently
unassigned). Storer said that if
the FCC grants the waiver and
assigns WHN as call letters this
will ease identification and eliminate public confusion. Storer Radio is a wholly owned subsidiary
of Storer Broadcasting Co.

on the people's airwaves, must be used
in the public interest," Mr. Minow said.
"It must not be allowed to fritter away
its great gifts, to spend its energies on
Serious, eloquent industry voices
have
warned of government control of
emptiness."
program content, of bureaucratic dictation, of official interference with free
enterprise and free speech, the chairman said. The drive to see that broadcasting fulfills its obligations is not a
unique feature of the New Frontier,
he said in citing precedents for his concept of regulation.
Chairman Minow said that television
has been singled out for its abuses because of its unique nature and its obligations under the law. He pointed
out that 28 applicants are contesting
for the three vhf channels recently
added to Grand Rapids, Syracuse and
Rochester and that the commission will
award the $1 million franchises on the
basis of promises made by the winning
applicants.
"And, we are going to hold him to
his word," the chairman stressed. "It
is holding a licensee to his word that is
under attack these days ... as censorship, as interference with free speech,
and worse." Holding a licensee to his
promises is not revolutionary — it is not
even new, he said.
A Challenge ■ "Freedom of speech
should not be confused with freedom
to make promises to get a license and
then freedom to break those promises
in order to exploit that license," Chairman Minow said in issuing this challenge: To those broadcasters genuinely concerned about government interference with freedom, be specific and
precise
"Give has
an
example inin your
whichcomplaints.
the government
interfered or is interfering with the fullest freedom of expression," he said.
"The alarms about censorship are
false alarms. Where is the intrusion
on free expression? If there are no examples to document charges of censorship, suggest
I
that broadcasters stop
defending against an enemy who is not
there. Instead of spending strength on
windmills, it would be better to spend
creative talents and voices building
programs
of vision.
. . ."
It is ironic,
the chairman
said, that
industry attacks on the FCC have
come in a season when broadcasting is
doing a better job than ever before in
discussion of public issues, public affairs and controversial problems. But,
he said, some broadcasters want the
FCC to stand mute and rubber stamp
license renewals every three years.
"Those of us at the FCC have a
right of freedom of expression, too,"
the chairman said. "I will continue to
speak out, to nudge, to exhort, to urge
BROADCASTING, December 25, 1961

House

ratings

inquiry

The House Regulatory Agencies
Subcommittee is asking about 35
radio stations around the country
some rather sensitive questions about
their finances in its investigation of
ratings and their impact on broadcast operations. But whether they
regard them as sensitive or not, most
broadcasters responding as of last
week reportedly have been cooperative.
The subcommittee, headed by Rep.
Oren Harris (D-Ark.) who is also
chairman of the parent Commerce
Committee, is asking some of the
stations for a month-by-month breakdown on their national and regional
advertising revenues and rates between December 1957 and April
1961. Others have been asked about
specific periods within those 3Vi
years.
Broadcast licensees are required to
file annual financial reports with the
FCC. But these are kept confidential.
And stations, wary of competitors,
generally are reluctant to release the
information to anyone else, particuthose who decide what goes on the air
to appeal to our higher as well as our
lower tastes. And I won't stop telling
the public it can insist on holding the
standards high. The broadcasters will
no more censor the FCC than the FCC
will censor broadcasting."
Fewer Killings ■ There are signs of
much improvement in tv, Chairman
Minow said, with fewer nightly killings, shootings and beatings. But, he
warned, tv will not continue to improve
unless the public demands that it improve. Itis not the government's business to upgrade programming but the
FCC can and will suggest the need for
improvement, he said.
Broadcasters have taken their own
"do-it-yourself" improvement of programming to heart, the chairman said,
in praising President LeRoy Collins
and the NAB for "constantly, vigorously and successfully" persuading the industry to adhere to high standards.
"And public opinion is arising," he
said. "There is growing recognition
that the people own the air and have
the most powerful voice in its use."
He said that most broadcasters meet
their promises to the FCC and regard
the public interest as a way of life.
"Some of them have told me it's about
time we held their competitors to their
promises, too," he said.
The chairman promised that renewal
hearings will continue being held in
the field where the public can be heard.
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gets

into

radio

station

larly in the detailed fashion requested
by the subcommittee.
Charles Howze, the subcommittee
counsel who asked the questions in
letters sent two weeks ago, said last
week the response so far is "gratiHe added that
realizes data
the
stations fying."consider
the he
financial
confidential and that he intends to
keep it that way. He indicated he
isn't interested in the figures as such
— but only how, and whether, they
relate to the stations' ratings.
Other Questions ■ In addition to
information on revenue and advertising rates, the letters asked about
changes in program formats and
ownership, and whether power output has been increased.
The subcommittee is studying an
area the American Statistical Assn's
special committee didn't cover in its
study of the quality of rating services (Broadcasting, March 27). The
letters are part of an effort to determine how ratings are used by stations, advertisers and agencies, and
what their effect is on programming

Broadcast

Bureau

favors

ch. 3 payoff plan
The Broadcast Bureau told the FCC
last week it approves of the proposed
payoff arrangement between Acadian
Tv Corp. and KTAG Assoc., if they
meet certain conditions. The two companies are mutually exclusive applicants in Louisiana for ch. 3 Lafayette
and ch. 3 Lake Charles, respectively
(Broadcasting, Nov. 27).
An examiner's initial decision favored a grant to Acadian. In a joint
petition the companies asked the FCC
to allow Acadian to pay $65,000 to
KTAG for its expenses during the fouryear hearing and grant the facility to
Acadian without further delay. If the
agreement is not approved, both applicants will continue to seek the channel,
they said. The Broadcast Bureau pointed out that it concurred with the initial
decision to make the grant to Acadian and with the urgency of bringing tv service to Lafayette. The agreement would be in the public interest,
the bureau said, but urged the FCC to
require KTAG to make a detailed
showing of what the $65,000 expenses
entail.
The joint petition also asked commission approval on an option agreement between the two parties under
which Acadian has the option to buy
the permit, but not property, of KTAGTV, ch. 25 Lake Charles, if Acadian

finances

policies of the stations.
The follow-up probe has also involved the dispatch of two staff investigators into the field. Rex Sparger and Robert Richardson have
spent a considerable part of the last
four months visiting rating services
and stations in various parts of the
country (Closed Circuit, Oct. 30).
The letter-writing project appears
to be a pilot operation. Mr. Howze
said if the information developed
proves useful, he may decide to
query additional radio stations and
also begin contacting television outlets. He said it is of no particular
significance that radio rather than
television stations were quizzed first.
Although a considerable amount
of effort has gone into the investigation— and more is planned — no decision has been made yet on whether
hearings will be held. That question
will be resolved after Congress reconvenes and the Commerce Committee
plans its program of activities for the
session.
wants to use the uhf station as a satellite for ch. 3 Lafayette. The option
price is $1. The bureau said the FCC
should not act upon this agreement in
considering the payoff application, since
it does not deal with expenses.
VOA, Philco plan
D.C.-Greenville relay

The U. S. Information Agency and
Philco Corp. announced plans last week
to link the agency's Voice of America
Washington, D. C, studios with the
away.
VOA transmitters under conpowerful
struction inGreenville, N. C, 250 miles
Philco will build microwave towers
atop the buildings housing VOA and
USIA headquarters, and tie them to
eight other towers to be constructed between Accokeek, Md., and Greenville.
The announcement said Philco will
lease the microwave network to USIA
for $166,500 a year for five years. At
the end of that time, the relay will
become the agency's property.
The Greenville transmitters will
operate with 4,800 kw, which the
agency says will make the facility the
most powerful shortwave station in the
world. The system, being built at a
cost of $23.2 million, will transmit
VOA broadcasts to Europe, Africa, the
Middle East and Latin America. It is
scheduled to go on the air in December
1962.
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Brown

contact

not

improper— Cunningham

WSPA-TV CASE WAS OUTSIDE
There is no evidence that Walter J.
Brown, owner of WSPA-TV Spartanburg, S.C., did anything improper in
talking with former FCC Chairman
George C. McConnaughey in 1956,
FCC Hearing Examiner James D. Cunningham, reported to the commission
last week. He also found that nothing
in the hearing record would disqualify
the WSPA-TV owners as a licensee
Mr.
Cunningham's
initial decision
followed asupplemental
hearing ordered
by the commission last summer (Broadcasting, July 30) to explore charges
by WAIM-TV Anderson, S.C., a uhf
station, that Mr. Brown had made ex
parte contacts or caused them to be
made. The FCC was reviewing a Dec.
30, 1960, initial decision which recommended that WSPA-TV (ch. 7) be
denied permission to change its transmitter site but that it not be disqualified as a licensee and decided the hearing examiner should have admitted questions on the ex parte allegation. WSPA
TVs application for facility changes
has pended since 1954 and has been
disputed by WAIM-TV (ch. 40) before the FCC and the courts.
In 1956, Mr. Brown testified, he

THE LEADER" IN THE
SYRACUSE MARKET

FCC AUTHORITY, HE SAYS
spoke to Mr. McConnaughey, then FCC
chairman, to urge him to appeal a reversal by the Court of Appeals of an
FCC decision which favored WSPATV. Obviously this was not an improper ex parte approach. Examiner
Cunningham ruled, "for, as co-litigants
before the Court of Appeals [WSPATV and the FCC] were entitled to consult with reference to the Court's holdings and the question of whether to seek
review of the decision which had been
adverse to both of them." Since the
conversation occurred when the proceeding was under the jurisdiction of
the court and not before the FCC for
further consideration it could not be
considered inconsistent with the commission's adjudicatory processes, the
examiner said.
The hearing examiner found no
evidence that Mr. Brown had requested
or intentionally caused Sen. Strom
Thurmond (D-S.C.) to send a letter
concerning the WSPA-TV proceeding
to Chairman McConnaughey.
Mr. Cunningham's decision concurred
with proposed findings by the Broadcast Bureau, which also found WSPATV free of ex parte taint. The supplemental initial decision affirms the 1960
decision that grants the protest of
WAIM-TV to the extent of setting
aside the commission's 1954 grant of
change of transmitter site for WSPATV but denies WAIM-TV's protest
against tions.
WSPA-TV's
licensee now
qualificaThe full commission
will
consider whether to confirm or reject
the examiner's decisions.
FCC
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orders

hearing;

charges involve WIXI
The FCC last week set a hearing on
an application by WIXI Irondale, Ala.,
for a license to cover its construction
permit and for an application by W. D.
Frink, WIXI's owner, and Fred H.
Davis, for a 1 kw am station at Centreville, Ala.
The issues, the FCC said, include
misrepresentation and concealment of
material facts, unauthorized transfer of
WIXI control, questioned financial
qualifications and other matters.
Charges that Mr. Frink had entered
into a contract to sell WIXI without
informing the FCC were made by the
alleged purchasers, Thomas L. Whitley
and Harold F. Byrnes, who claimed
they gave Mr. Frink $10,000 to bind
the deal and had managed the affairs
of the station since 1958.
Mr. Frink told the FCC he maintained control of the station as permittee and that Messrs. Whitley and Byrnes

had approached him, offering $10,000
as a loan under the condition they be
given a long term management contract.
He said the money was to be repaid
from station profits. According to Mr.
Whitley, what Mr. Frink told the FCC
were only management contracts also
contained a purchase option; he said
Mr. Frink told the FCC about the
financial arrangements only after learning that Messrs. Whitley and Byrnes
would undertake no deals without the
FCC's knowledge.
FCC

stands

fast

on KWK procedure
KWK St. Louis lost two procedural
rounds to the FCC last week in its fight
against license revocation charges
brought by the agency. The commission
(1) refused to reconsider an earlier
order scheduling reopened hearings for
St. Louis and (2) denied a KWK request that the hearing examiner be
authorized to entertain a motion for an
immediate decision without the station
presenting its defense.
The hearing is scheduled to resume
Jan. 15 in Milwaukee, moving to Chicago Jan. 16 and St. Louis Jan. 18
(Broadcasting, Dec. 18). The FCC's
Broadcast Bureau presented its case during St. Louis hearings last fall.
WTID

ownership

claim

damaging, says Reznick
A suit for $550,000 was filed last
week in federal court in Baltimore by
broadcaster Max Reznick of Washington against Equity Investment Co. and
Robert Harold Symonds. Mr. Reznick
claimed his business reputation was
damaged when Equity claimed ownership of WTID Newport News, Va. Mr.
Symonds was president of Equity at
that time (Broadcasting, Dec. 18).
According to FCC records, Mr. Reznick and Morton Lifshutz own WTID:
with Mr. Reznick owning 52.6% and
Mr. Lifshutz, 47.4%. Mr. Lifshutz
was an officer of Equity, as well as of
the bankrupt Mutual Security Savings
& Loan Assn.
Truppin

pleads guilty

gets suspended sentence
A winner of $13,000 on the tv quiz
show Tic Tac Dough pleaded guilty
Tuesday (Dec. 19) to second-degTee
perjury in special sessions court in New
York. Sentence was suspended.
Dr. Michael Truppin, a physician, admitted that he had lied when he told a
grand jury last year that he had not
received ducers
assistance
the show'sin probefore his from
participation
the
show. The defendant's lawyer said his
client had suffered greatly since the
quiz scandals began.
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FCC

revokes

WIOS

after hearing waiver
The FCC in its first use of its revocation power in recent times, took the license of WIOS Tawas City-East Tawas
City, Mich., away from Ralph S. Underbill last week. The commission found
Mr. Underhill guilty of misrepresentation, lack of candor and of other disqualifying violations in connection with
the application of Capitol Broadcasting Co. — of which Mr. Underhill was
35% owner — for a new am station in
East Lansing, Mich.
A year ago, the commission denied
Capitol's application (pending several
years) and held that Mr. Underhill
filed at Tawas City in 1956 solely to
help the Capitol bid in East Lansing
(Broadcasting, Sept. 12, 1960). That
conclusion is strengthened, the commission said,
by Mr.
sell the
station
five Underbill's
months aftermove
it wasto
granted.
The FCC held Mr. Underhill concealed and misrepresented financial
support furnished by Capitol to his
East Tawas application and was evasive
in testimony before the commission.
Mr. Underhill (city manager of Lansing) has an outstanding record of civic
endeavors but this does not lessen the
seriousness of the abuse of FCC processes, the commission said.
Also pending before the commission
was the sale of WIOS to Superior
Broadcasting Co. To allow such a
transfer when serious violations have
occurred would be to render ineffective
the enforcement of its rules, the commission said. Any licensee which has
violated the terms of its license could
then sell its station, regardless of how
flagrant the violations, the FCC said.
The revocation proceeding was instituted bythe FCC last March (Broadcasting, March 20). In a letter denouncing the hearing examiner in the
Lansing case, Mr. Underhill waived his
right to a hearing in the WIOS revocation. He denied all allegations and
said that he was selling WIOS at a loss
so the area could keep its only local
station.
Commissioner Rosel H. Hyde dissented to the revocation; the commission's staff, it is understood, favored approval of the transfer.
Examiner

asks restraint

on toy ad allowances
A Federal Trade Commission examiner has recommended that toy manufacturers be prohibited from discriminating among competing customers in
paying allowances for advertising in any
printed publication.
FTC Examiner Joseph W. Kaufman
found that nine toy makers made payBROADCASTING, December 25, 1961

Christmas

recess

There will be no regular meeting of the FCC this week because
of the Christmas holidays. The
next meeting of the commission
will be held the first week of January 1962.
ments to certain toy catalog companies
owned and controlled by its jobber
customers but failed to make the same
terms available to other jobbers who
competed in reselling its products.
The nine manufacturers: Kohner
Bros., New York; Mattel Inc., Hawthorne, Calif.; Fisher-Price Toys Inc.,
East Aurora, N.Y.; Hubley Mfg. Co.,
Lancaster, Pa.; Hassenfeld Bros, Inc.,
Central Falls, R.I.; Knickerbocker Toy
Co., Brooklyn, N.Y.; Remco Industries
Inc., Newark, N.J.; Porter Chemical
Co., Hagerstown, Md., and Wolverine
Supply & Mfg. Co., New York.
The FTC staff had recommended that
the hearing examiner issue a broad
order including in the prohibitions payments for tv advertising; the manufacturers suggested a narrow order
dealing only with advertising in printed
matter and to jobber customers.
Examiner Kaufman said the record
in the hearing had not shown that "the
book" should be thrown at the respondents. His recommended order is aimed
at discriminating among customers in
paying allowances for advertising in
any printed publication.
Appeals court reversal
supports WEOL in suit
A $1 -million triple damage antitrust
suit brought by a radio station against
a local newspaper was ordered reinstituted last week when a unanimous
three-judge panel of the U. S. Court of
Appeals for the Sixth Circuit reversed
a lower court judge's dismissal.
The radio station is WEOL ElyriaLorain, Ohio, which is suing the Lorain
(Ohio) Journal for damages suffered,
WEOL claims, when the newspaper refused to accept advertising from local
merchants who advertised on the station. The newspaper was found guilty
of an antitrust violation because of this
practice in a government civil suit in
1951. In the same year, WEOL brought
suit to recover losses allegedly suffered
because of the newspaper's policies. The
suit was dismissed in 1960 by U. S.
District Judge James C. Connell, who
said the radio station had not produced
enough evidence to prove losses, and
had not shown that the losses were attributable tothe newspaper's practices.
In the appeals court decision, written
by Circuit Judge Shackelford Miller,
Jr., for himself and Judges John D.
Martin Sr., and Paul C. Weick, the dis-

missal was over ruled and the case sent
back for further proceedings. The appellate court found that the lower court
had erred in many of its findings.
S. C. officials oppose
ch. 10 reassignment
Gov. Ernest Hollings and other
elected officials of South Carolina last
week asked the FCC to ignore a request by WBBQ Augusta, Ga., that
ch. 10 in Columbia, S.C., (WIS-TV)
be moved to Augusta (Broadcasting,
Dec. 11). WIS-TV occupies one of
eight vhf channel assignments the FCC
has proposed
to delete in its deintermixture
rulemaking.
The South Carolina officials said it
would be more appropriate for ch. 6
or ch. 12 to be reassigned from Augusta
to Columbia, which is bigger in population, metropolitan area, retail sales,
etc. They also claimed that assignment
of ch. 10 at Augusta would not take
vhf service from part of the Columbia
area and thus would defeat the commission's deintermixture aims. The officials have been consistently opposed
to the deletion of ch. 10 Columbia.
Gov. Otto Kerner of Illinois last
week wrote the FCC to protest proposed vhf deletions in Rockford, Champaign and Springfield, all Illinois.
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NEEDED— TAISHOFF

Lawyers urged to draft statute based on First Amendment
stretched to justify practically every
Broadcasting needs a new communications act; the old one is eligible for federal excursion into broadcasting,"
retirement. This was the call sounded
Mr. Taishoff said. "The phrase was
to communications lawyers last week
vague to begin with, and time has only
by Sol Taishoff, editor and publisher of made it fuzzier," he added.
The body of law that has been built
Broadcasting and Television magazines.
since the Radio Act of 1927 was
Mr. Taishoff called for a new comadopted "is itself a mountain of conmunications statute whose cornerstone
fusion," Mr. Taishoff said. Any lawyer
on either side of a case can find court
would be the First Amendment. He
decisions to support his preconceptions,
also suggested:
he said.
■ Judicial status for commissioners,
with lifetime tenure and remuneration
Mr. Taishoff saw little hope that the
adequate to attract able men.
First Amendment issue — "the most im■ Licenses to be awarded in perpeportant issue now facing broadcasting"
tuity, subject to revocation on convic- — will be resolved by any court test,
The FCC will steer clear of a direct
tion under criminal law.
violation, and a broadcast licensee,
The
publisher's
remarks
were
made
to the Federal Communications Bar based on past records, will try to find
Assn. meeting in Washington. He called a way to settle a matter "without puton the FCBA to begin drafting suggestting his license on the line."
ed legislation as a guide to Congress.
Amendments Bad ■ Piecemeal legisFCBA President Robert M. Booth
lation, through amendments, is futile,
Jr. said that the bar association would
Mr. Taishoff declared. When Congress
seriously consider the proposal.
amended Sec. 315, the political broad1927 Act ■ The broadcast portion of
casting section, it added a new prothe present Communications Act, Mr.
vision stating that broadcasters must
Taishoff pointed out, was lifted directly
afford opportunity for the discussion of
from the 1927 Radio Act. The Act
conflicting views on issues of public
instructed the Federal Radio Commisimportance. This, he added, "was a
sion and its successor, the FCC, to operbrand new invitation for government inate in the public interest, convenience
tervention."
The obscenity section of the original
and necessity, and this phrase "has been

Economist recommends auctioning of licenses
A professor of economics has
suggested a complete revision of prog
choice."he added, would be
This
ram money,
set up as a Broadcast Trust Fund,
broadcasting regulation — including
the auctioning off of licenses, a tax and administered by a Presidential
on broadcast earnings, and the es- Advisory Board.
tablishment ofa trust fund to subIn his conclusion, he says:
sidize changes in technology and pro"Insofar as they act to economize
gramming where necessary.
the FCC's rationing function, public
The proposals are contained in a auctions might help reduce the backlog of hearings and applications,
45-page article in the fall issue of
the Georgetown Law Journal (issued
speed up entry, spare industry and
in October). Written by Harvey J. government alike large expenditures,
Levin, chairman of the Department
and, together with royalty charges,
of Economics, Hofstra College, the reduce opportunities for improper influence and otherwise free the reguarticle is entitled "Regulatory Efficiency, Reform and the FCC."
lator's energies and resources for
A change is needed in broadcast
basic policymaking and planning.
regulations, the Hofstra professor
Members of Congress would be
says, because the FCC has failed to spared the need to intervene on beenhance competition, has acquiesced
half of specific applicants. The inin ownership and area concentration,
dustry would also be relieved of
and has conferred advantages hap- having to court influential contacts,
hazzardly on different types of sta- of having to make outlandish promtions.
ises, and of being considered the rePublic auctions and an annual
cipient of unique, unwarranted speroyalty charge, Prof. Levin argues,
cial privileges. Its operating efficiencould be used to stimulate "technocy might also benefit from the clarification of regulatory priorities and
logical breakthroughs, freer station entry, competition and greater
minimal service standards."
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Communications Act was removed and
placed in the criminal code, Mr. Taishoff said, but only two weeks ago an
FCC hearing examiner recommended
that a broadcaster's license renewal be
denied because the licensee permitted a
disc jockey to make broadcasts that the
examiner judged to be obscene. This
referred to the Kingstree, S.C., case
(Broadcasting, Dec. 18).
"A doctor does not wait until his patient is afflicted with his terminal illness before he prescribes radical surgery," Mr. Taishoff said. It is, he said,
up to communications lawyers to serve
their clients' best interests by accepting
the
to draft
a new oflawfederal
"that
will obligation
clearly mark
the limits
influence and federal regulation."
WJPB-TV sale okayed
but will be watched
With a warning that the future operation of WJPB-TV Weston, W. Va.,
will be "closely scrutinized." the FCC
last week approved the sale of 50%
of the station by J. P. Beacom to Thomas P. Johnson (47.5%) and George W.
Eby (2.5%).
The FCC's action reaffirms a February 1960 approval of the transfer,
which was set aside after a protest by
WBOY-TV Clarksburg, W. Va., that
there had been an unauthorized transfer of control. The 1960 action was
stayedcharges.
pending a hearing on the WBOYTV
In last week's decision, the commission said WJPB-TV's (ch. 5) arguments
"in mitigation" of failure to file the
required ownership reports are "sufficiently persuasive" to prompt affirmation of the earlier approval without
hearing. "In taking this action we do
not detract from the gravity of the
matters raised in this proceeding," the
FCC said.
"On the contrary, the performance
of the station under its new ownership
will be closely scrutinized." The agency
pointed out that a possible short-term
renewal was not before it in the sale
application but that such a possibility
will be considered in connection with
WJPB-TV's pending application for license.
"Any substantial departure from the
standards expected of broadcast licensees, taken together with the matters
of record in this proceeding, would
raise most serious questions as to the
qualifications
the station's owners,"
the
commissionof warned.
The transfer of positive control of
WJPB-TV arose out of an option
agreement between former competing
applicants for Weston ch. 5. Mr. Beacom received the ch. 5 grant in November 1959 following an agreement
between his WJPB-TV Inc. and TeleBROADCASTING, December 25, 1961
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casting Inc. (ch. 22 WENS [TV] Pittsburgh, now off the air). In return for
the withdrawal of Telecasting's application, WJPB-TV granted a three-year
option for Telecasting to purchase
50% of the Beacom application. Two
weeks after the grant, Mr. Johnson
(majority owner of WENS) and Mr.
Eby (a Telecasting stockholder) contracted to buy 50% of WJPB-TV, Mr.
Beacom retaining 50%.
An application effecting these changes
was filed in January 1960 and was
granted without hearing in February
of that year. In the proceedings that
followed the WBOY-TV protest, both
that station and the Broadcast Bureau
maintained there was an unauthorized
transfer of control of WJPB-TV and
WENS and that Messrs. Beacom and
Johnson both were guilty of deliberate
concealment of the facts from the FCC.
FCC

IS SPURNED

Civil Service refuses
super-grade ratings
Five key staffers at the FCC were
happy with individual promotions last
week but their superiors and the commissioners themselves were wondering
out loud just what the Civil Service
Commission has got against the Federal
Communications Commission.
This was the reaction to Civil Service's refusal to classify any of the top
staff positions at the FCC
as super
Grade 18 and to add any additional
Grade 17's. Legislation was passed by
Congress last summer which authorized
the Civil Service Commission to upgrade key positions in the regulatory
agencies. Civil Service alone had the
jurisdiction to decide who got what.
The FCC, which presently has no
Grade 18's and only six Grade 17's,
had recommended that some 40 key
staff positions be raised to the top pay
level. Civil Service, however, turned the
commission down flat in the two highest
salary levels for Civil Service personnel
and there is no appeal except to the ruling agency, a step that has been taken
an FCC spokesman said.
It was pointed out that the FCC is
the only Federal regulatory agency
which does not have a single employe
with a rating of Grade 18, while other
agencies of lesser importance have several. Civil Service's allocation of the
new super grades to the exclusion of
the FCC shows the former has a "completely inadequate realization" of the
important role the FCC plays in the
government's regulatory system, an
FCC'er said. It was maintained that
key staffers at the FCC — such as the
general counsel, chief engineer, Broad46 (GOVERNMENT)

cast Bureau chief — play much more
important roles in the nation's economy
and well being than do their counterparts at other government agencies who
outrank them.
The Civil Service Commission did
grant the FCC five additional Grade
16 positions (for a total of 15). Receiving the Christmas "presents" and
an increase in pay to a minimum of
$15,255 were Joe Nelson, chief of renewals and transfers; Daniel Ohlbaum,
assistant general counsel for litigation; Gerard Cahill, assistant general
counsel for legislation; James Juntilla,
supervising general attorney of the
Broadcast Bureau, and William Watkins, assistant chief engineer.
Ch.

12

record

closed,

last 'ex parte7 case
The record was closed last week on
the sixth — and last — of the ex parte
cases before the FCC. Chief Hearing
Examiner James D. Cunningham accepted the last group of stipulations
and affidavits Thursday (Dec. 21) in
the Jacksonville, Fla., case and then
closed the record.
The question before the commission
is whether any of the three original ch.
12 applicants — Florida-Georgia Tv Co.
(the successful party which operates
WFGA-TV Jacksonville), Jacksonville
Broadcasting Co. (which won an initial
decision but lost the grant) and the
City of Jacksonville — attempted to influence the decision of the FCC with
off-the-record contacts.
The Jacksonville hearing began in
October (Broadcasting, Oct. 16) and
over 1,200 pages of direct testimony
has been taken along with over 100
exhibits. Much of the case was presented in the form of affidavits from witnesses who did not appear in person
and in stipulations among counsel.
Charges were aired during 1958 hearings by the House Legislative Oversight Subcommittee that off-the-record
presentations to former FCC Commissioner Richard A. Mack were made on
behalf of all three applicants. The City
of Jacksonville has since dropped out
of the contest.
Examiner Cunningham ordered that
proposed findings be filed by Feb. 5,
1962, and reply findings by Feb. 19.
FCC

informal

opinions

given on Petker series
Two informal opinions dealing with
the radio transcription series produced
and distributed by Al Petker, head of
A. P. Management Corp., Beverly Hills,
Calif., have been issued by the FCC
at Mr. Petker's request. They deal
with application of Sec. 317 of the
Communications
Act to time-barter

deals with radio stations (Broadcasting, Dec. 11).
The Celebrity Fives series of fiveminute programs, each of which contains commercial messages for clients
of A. P. Management, would appear to
comply with Sec. 317, the Commission
said in a letter over the signature of
Ben F. Waple, acting secretary. The
furnishing of the program series constitutes valuable consideration to the stations and a sponsorship identification
announcement is required, the letter
noted.
As to another series, PSM, this opinion was given, "It appears that in return for receiving the series, and certain promotional merchandise, the station is required to broadcast a minimum of two 30 to 60-second spot announcements daily on behalf of your
clients and to furnish you with a monthly performance affidavit. This obligation on the part of the station appears
to constitute payment by the station
for the series.
"Since it does not appear that the
series contains any reference to any
commercial product or services, no
sponsorship identification announcement
with respect to the supplier of the
series would be necessary. Accordingly, the only sponsorship identification
announcement (s) required are those
relating
to the spot announcements."
The Commission
added usual disclaimer language on the contents or
propriety of the program matter involved, applicability of network policies, or rules covering controversies.
Plea to hurry ch. 13
proceedings

opposed

Opposition was filed with the FCC
last week against the proposal by Grand
Broadcasting Co. that the commission
forego an oral hearing in the ch. 13
Grand Rapids, Mich., tv case and base
its decision on affidavits and exhibits
(Broadcasting, Dec. 18).
The opposition was filed by West
Michigan Telecasters Inc., which
claimed the Grand Broadcasting pleading was a criticism of the attempts by
ch. 13 applicants to establish an interim
operation pending the outcome of the
comparative hearing. Grand has maintained that it will take as long to get
an interim station on the air as it
would for the FCC to issue a grant
after considering the paper case.
West Michigan also objected to any
sort of conditional grant to Grand on
the
groundthatthatall the
commission's
requires
parties
agree on rule
an
interim operator. Besides Grand and
West Michigan, other ch. 13 Grand
Rapids applicants are Peninsular Broadcasting Co., Major Television Co., Atlas
Broadcasting Co., and MKO Broadcasting Corp.
BROADCASTING, December 25, 1961
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'Quality' film of theatre chain to
Walter Reade Inc. and Sterling Television Co., both New York, will merge
into Walter Reade Sterling Inc. to
produce, distribute and exhibit films
for theatres and tv.
Sterling, a tv program producer and
distributor, will assist in bringing
Reade-controlled feature movies, which
include such theatrical box-office successes as "Room at the Top," "Saturday Night and Sunday Morning" and
"The Mark" to the television market.
Saul J. Turell, Sterling board chairman
and president, said he is confident that
with "proper" merchandising, planning
and distribution, the tv networks and
stations will program in prime time
the kind of "quality" films that have
attracted large audiences to the Walter
Reade Theatres in New York and New
Jersey.
Walter Reade Jr., president of Walter
Reade Inc., will be board chairman
and chief executive officer of the new
organization. Mr. Turell will assume
the presidency. The merger proposal
will be submitted for approval to the
boards of directors of both companies
and subsequently to Sterling stockholders at a special meeting. Sterling
shares are traded in the over-thecounter market. Sterling will issue
capital stock to acquire the Reade interests which are held by the Reade
family.
The 54-year-old Walter Reade Inc.
operates a chain of 28 theatres in the
New York-New Jersey metropolitan
area; a supporting vending concession
and food operation; an in-plant cafeteria
firm; a theatre-screen advertising company. A subsidiary, Continental Distributing Inc., claims to be the country's largest independent motion-picture distribution company. The parent
company grossed more than $10 million in 1960, it was announced.
The Reade interests also include a tv
production-distribution company, Intercontinental Television Inc., a whollyowned subsidiary of Continental Distributing. Itis the producer of Golden
Time, 39 half-hour series adapted from
the Golden Book children's series, and
is the distributor of International Playhouse (13 90-minute dramas created by
British tv producer John Woolf) and a
group
of films from Continental's post1954 library.
Recent Sterling output includes the
former ABC-TV series, Silents Please
and the tv specials "Hollywood: the
Golden Years," "The Legend of
Rudolph Valentino" as well as the
BROADCASTING, December 25, 1961
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be brought to tv
"Race for Space."
Sterling's Screen News Digest Division will continue to distribut HearstMetrotone current-affairs films free to
more than 20,000 schools 10 months
a year, through the support of nearly
50 large
Sterling's
cation corporations.
Film Division, which
sells edufilm
series to schools, will be expanded.
Sterling also entered the feature-film
field
year withof "The
GreatReade
Chase."
Thethisinterests
Walter
Jr.
in the entertainment field do not include
pay-tv. As a theatre owner he has been
one of the industry's leading spokesmen
in efforts to prevent pay-tv experiments.
Film sales...
Jeff's Collie (ITC): Sold to KSTPTV Minneapolis-St. Paul; WICS-TV
Springfield, 111.; and KVAL (TV) Eugene, Ore.
Susie (ITC): Sold to KPTV (TV)
Portland, Ore., and WMAR-TV Baltimore.
Best of the Post (ITC): Sold to

Reasoned ration
Richard S. Burdick, managing
director of WHYY-TV Philadelphia, an etv outlet, thinks he has
solved the problem of guiding his
children's viewing habits, reports
the weekly TV Guide. At the beginning of each week he asks his
two just-teen-age children to submit a schedule of the programs
they want to see during the week.
He allows one hour a day for tv,
but is willing to make exceptions
for specials. After each show
they watch, the children write out
a short critical observation on it.
WOR-TV New York and WPBN-TV
Traverse City, Mich.
Interpol Calling (ITC): Sold to
WTAR-TV Norfolk, Va., and WPBNTV Traverse City, Mich.
March of the Wooden Soldiers
(Christmas show) (ITC): Sold to
KHJ-TV Los Angeles; KJEO-TV Fresno; KVIP-TV Redding, and KVIQ-TV
Eureka, all California; KTAL-TV
Shreveport, La., and WWLP (TV)

D"
LAN
(embracingTHIS
industrial, progressive
North Louisiana,
Arkansas,
OE-South
"KN
15
NO,
West Mississippi)
JUST LOOK AT THIS MARKET DATA
Population
1,520,100
Drug Sales
40,355,000
Households
423,600 Automotive
Sales $
$ 299,539,000
Consumer Spendable Income
General Merchandise $ 148,789,000
$1,761,169,000 Total Retail Sales $1,286,255,000
Food Sales
$ 300,486,000
KNOE-TV AVERAGES 71.7% SHARE OF AUDIENCE
According to March, 1961 ARB we average 71.7% share of audience from
9 a.m. to midnight, 7 days a week in Monroe metropolitan trade area.
CBS
• ABC
A James A. Noe Station
Represented by
H-R Television, Inc.

V
-T
KNOE
Channel
8
Monroe, Louisiana
The
only commercial TV station licensed to
Monroe.
Photo: Aerial view of historic Natchez, Mississippi, noted for its famous Pilgrimage.

Springfield, Mass.
The Almanac (Freemantle International) :Spanish language version sold
in Argentina, Peru and Uruguay.
Felix the Cat (Freemantle International): Spanish version (El Gato
Felix) sold to Telesystema Mexicana
(Emilio Azcarraga organization) for
Mexican stations.
Warner Bros. Post-50 Films (Vol.
II) (Seven Arts Assoc.): Sold to
WREX-TV Rockford, 111.; WKOW-TV
Madison, Wis.; KNDO (TV) Yakima,
Wash.; KRDO-TV Colorado SpringsPueblo, Colo., and KTHV (TV) Little
Rock, Ark. Now in 85 markets.
Bob & Ray library
offered to stations
Bob Elliott and Ray Goulding, radio-tv comedy personalities, have announced plans for a new syndication
venture, The Bob & Ray Radio Comedy
Library. Compiled from recorded
comedy vignettes, the series will be
leased to local radio stations on an exclusive basis, in packages of 260 or
520 spots, each of approximately three
minutes in length.
During the one-year term of the
lease, stations may use the vignettes
an unlimited number of times and sell
them for local sponsorship. Upon second year renewal, a complete new library becomes available.
The Bob & Ray Radio Comedy Library will be ready for release early in
1962, and will be distributed through
Graybar Theatrical Productions Inc.,
New York.

Ziv-UA psychoanalysis
Now television markets are going to
get psychoanalyzed.
For use on its new Keyhole series,
Ziv-United Artists and a private research team have undertaken a special
"psychoanalysis of markets" to determine in advance how a particular category of program would be likely to fare
in a specific area, on the basis of the
established
the
market. "psychological profile" of
The continuing study, to be done
market-by-market, is expected to aid
the syndicator in planning future series,
a spokesman said.
CRC presents a 'Sing Along'
Commercial Recording Corp., Dallas,
treated advertising men in that city to
an elaborate luncheon meeting earlier
this month.
Under the supervision of John J.
Coyle, CRC president, and Tom Merriman, artistic director, the ad clubbers
were treated to a full scale 'Sing Along'
complete with a 16-voice male chorus,
48 (PROGRAMMING)

Jamers 'flip card stagette' provides video
Jamel Productions, New York, has on Camouflage a few months ago.
devised a "Flip Card Stagette" that He describes the device as "an unit considers valuable for local telesuccess" and to
notes
that suppliers of qualified
merchandise
Camouflage
vision stations and program producers faced with the problem of have written him letters of commendation.
effectively and economically telecastThe device, including a base, is six
ing merchandise on local commercials or in programs.
feet
high. The "stagette" itself,
The "stagette" was conceived by mounted on the base, is 5 feet deep,
2V2 feet wide and 2 feet high. It is
Gilbert Cates, president of Jamel,
who also is producer-director of divided into two main portions — a
foreground section and a background
ABC-TV's daytime game program
section. The foreground contains a
Camouflage. It was his association
with this program and other give- slot into which is inserted a plexiglass sheet with a cutout of the object
away shows that impelled Mr. Cates
to devise a method of displaying to be photographed (an auto, a fur
merchandise on television that would
coat, a refrigerator etc.). The other
be relatively inexpensive but still life- section accommodates a cutout for
like. He explained that a producer
the background of the desired piceither has to invest heavily for a live
ture— scenery of an open road, drapresentation of merchandise on a
peries, archways. Each section contains its own lighting unit connected
program, or settle for conventional
to the dimmer panel, thus enabling
flip
cardsfrom
that,thein dramatic
Mr. Cates'impact
opinion,of
detract
the proper lighting effect to be
achieved. Once the desired forea program.
He experimented for several years
ground and background are mounted,
the tv cameraman photographs the
and finally introduced the "stagette"
three girl soloists and a 10-piece orchestra. CRC, a pioneer in radio 'Sing
Along,' demonstrated how much work
goes into the production of such a
series.
Program

notes...

Winner ■ Two episodes on CBS-TV's
The Twentieth Century, "Traffic Jam
Upstairs" and "Age of the Jet," won
awards in the 24th annual Writing &
Picture competition sponsored by Trans
World Airlines. It was the first time
any television awards were given.
Gandhi segment okayed ■ Having obtained official sanction from the Indian
government, producer Jack Haley Jr.
has finalized plans to produce a telefilm
documenting the life and times of
Mahatma Gandhi as a segment for the
Biography series, which Wolper Productions isproducing for Official Films.
Ram Bagai, president of Films of India,
which imports and distributes films in
the U. S., has been signed by Wolper
as technical consultant and to make
available his personal library of film
footage of Mr. Gandhi.
Studios acquired ■ International Sound
Studios, Hollywood recording company,
has been bought by a group headed
by Richard A. Livingston, former president of the California Manufacturing
Assn. His son, Dick, has been appointed manager of the studios, which
have added $250,000 worth of new

equipment, including Newmann ES 59
cutting heads and systems imported
from West Germany.
TI0 kit ■ Television Information Office,
New York, has distributed to its sponsors a 25-minute color slide illustrated
presentation, "Television: Programming." The kit is the third of four
presentations that have been prepared
for use with community groups and
station personnel. The new kit deals
with factors involved in the kinds of
programs to broadcast and with the
complexities of tv program production.
New war story ■ Rick (Case of the
Dangerous Robin) Jason has been
signed to star in a new hour long
series, Combat Platoon, being produced
by Selmur Productions, producing arm
of ABC-TV. The series will deal with
the exploits of Master Sergeant Gil
Hanley in World War II. The series
was written and produced by Robert
Pirosh.
Jazz show ■ Jazz for Sale, a half-hour
television series starring top performers in the jazz field, is being produced
on video tape at MGM Telestudios by
Seven One Seven Productions, independent producing company headed
by James Lichtman. Mr. Lichtman
reported he is negotiating for sale both
through regional sponsorship in the
U.S. and overseas.
Juvenile documentary ■ Allen-Dunn
Productions, New York, is shooting
BROADCASTING, December 25, 1961
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scene. The plexiglass sheet, inserted
in the foreground, can be moved to
provide a sense of animation.
Believing that the device has application for local tv stations and other
program producers, Mr. Cates has
applied for a patent, which is still
pending. He said he can supply delivery of the "stagette" in about
eight weeks. Initially, the price will
be under $1,000 (without base, as
stations can utilize a stand they may
already have). For an additional
$300, Jamel can provide a screen
with mounting for rear screen projection.
"I think our gadget can be useful
to a station for both its local programs and commercials," Mr. Cates
commented. "For example, if a local auto advertiser wanted to show
an automobile and a showroom, why
bother to send out a crew to film it?
By using a flip-card of the auto in
the foreground and one of the showroom in the background, you can
get a most satisfactory, almost life-

"The Streets of New York," a documentary on juvenile crime on New
York streets. The film is to be syndicated. Itis unsponsored at the moment.
Builders' award ■ Builders Showcase,
weekly half hour television show produced by Ray-Eye Productions, Kansas
City, has been given a first place award
for the best merchandising idea for
builders by the National Assn. of Home
Builders, Washington, sponsor of the
competition.
Mummers on RFE ■ WIP Philadelphia
will cooperate with Radio Free Europe
in the presentation of the annual Mumheld annually
in that
city
on the mers'
RFEparadenetwork.
WIP will
furnish
all tapes of the event to RFE.
New committee ■ The National Academy of Recording Arts & Sciences has
announced the formation of a national
liaison committee to work with industry
organizations and associations to increase its recognition as an awards organization. It also will investigate
means by which it can promote the recording industry in relation to the entertainment field and to the public in
general.
San Francisco ■ Opening episode of
333 Montgomery Street, which MGMTV is producing for NBC-TV, will
start filming early in January on location in San Francisco, with Boris Sagal
directing. Episode was written by E.
Jack Neuman, who will also produce
BROADCASTING, December 25, 1961

Gilbert Cates, president of Jamel
Productions, New York, is shown
beside a device he invented — a
"flip card
he believes will stagette"
be useful that
to local
tv
stations and program producers in
telecasting merchandise on local
commercials
or shows. Shown

within the stagette are a plexiglass
flip card of a lady in a fur coat,
inserted in the foreground, and an
archway, placed in the background.
The foreground and background
sections have separate lighting
units to supply desired lighting
effects.

likeJamel's
effect." headquarters is located at
119 W. 57th St., but the "stagette"

will be produced under Jamel's supervision at various stage construction companies in New York.

it. Edmond O'Brien will star as a San
Francisco lawyer in the full-hour series,
to be produced with J. W. (Jake)
Erlich, noted bay city attorney, as advisor.
USIA buys show ■ United States Information Agency has purchased "The
Rafer Johnson Story," Sterling Television Co., New York, announced last
week. The Wolper-Sterling produced
tv special will be used in USIA's worldwide information program. The film
program, now available for sale on a
regional basis in the U. S., was seen in
several east coast markets in July and
August. Hamm's Beer has purchased
it for presentation in Fresno, Redding
and Eureka, all California.
Going worldwide ■ Independent Television Corp., New York, has been
named worldwide distributor for Filmaster Inc.'s newly-completed 39-episode
series, The Beachcomber, starring
Cameron Mitchell. The ITC-Filmaster
deal is the second joint arrangement
ITC has entered into within a month.
In November, ITC concluded arrangements with Paramount Pictures for production and distribution of a new 5Vi
minute color cartoon series, Kozmo —
the Kid From Mars. Beachcomber is
now in 126 domestic markets.
Schweitzer show ■ As a Christmas special, Metropolitan Broadcasting Co.
presents today (Dec. 25) an unusual
documentary on the work and philos-

ophy of Dr. Albert Schweitzer, filmed
by Metropolitan's Mark Evans at the
doctor's settlement and hospital in
Lambarene, Africa. The Christmas
broadcasts are on Metropolitan's
WTTG (TV) Washington and WNEWTV New York. The program will be
shownlets at on
the company's
other tv outa later
date.
Real estate program ■ A five-minute
radio series, Adventures in Real Estate,
has been announced by LaSalle Research Inc., Minneapolis. LaSalle has
concentrated in turning out sales training discs for real estate brokers and
salesmen under the title "Real Estate
Workshop."
The new series
includes
real estate transactions
from the
files
of the "Real Estate Workshop."
Symphony available ■ The Boston
Symphony Orchestra has announced
the availability of 31 one-hour videotaped concert programs. Rate cards
for individual markets range from $4,000 to $26,000 for the series. The
programs feature symphonies and other
concert music by Beethoven, Mozart,
Handel, Wagner, Schubert. Bach,
Piston, Copeland and Brahms. The
series was produced by WGBH-TV Boston.
New MGM projects ■ New projects
being planned by MGM-TV for the
1962-63 season include two half-hour
Hardy.
series, The Human Comedy and Andy49

NTA'S SWAPPING DEAL
Tv stations offered library
in NTA's investment plan
National Television Associates is offering tv stations its program library
of films and features in exchange for
station time.
The offer is tied to projected NTA
investment in companies whose products would be promoted on time obtained in exchange for the library, it
is understood.
NTA is planning an announcement
early next year covering the investments
and the markets in which it is seeking
time commitments, according to a company spokesman.
He said NTA "is not bartering in
the classical sense of peddling film programs for time and then scouting
around for clients to buy that time."
This is all the company would disclose about its plans: "There are several companies in which we are interested as a business investment. We
are offering stations in selected markets
the opportunity to obtain our programs
in return for time, which we will turn
over to those companies. In this way,
NTA will acquire a proprietary interest in these companies."
The NTA library being offered stations consists of 700 feature films, 30

tv program series, five tape series, 600
cartoons and 960 short subjects.
Program Savings ■ Stations approached by NTA are understood to
have been told the library would permit them to effect major savings in programming costs. One proposed way of
utilizing the library was based on about
18 hours of time a week prior to 4
p.m. and 14 hours after 4 p.m. This, it
was explained, was merely one of
many ways the library could be used
by a station. The suggested schedule
did not interfere with network programs
or locally originated newscasts.
The station would get exclusive rights
in its market to the NTA library with
the exception of individual items that
might be under contract at the moment
to competing stations.
Spot time made available to NTA
under the proposed contracts would
cover all classes of time and portions
of the day. It's not believed there is a
firm tie-up between spot time made
available to NTA and the programs in
the library.
The tv film program portion of the
library includes Playhouse (Play of the
Week), 26 half-hours; Life Is Worth
Living (Bishop Sheen), 52 half-hours;
Grand Jury, 39 half-hours; Tv Hour of
Stars, 90 hours; Sheriff of Cochise, 78
half-hours; Mantovani, British musical
series, 39 half-hours; O. Henry Play-

Here are the next 10 days of network color
shows (all times are EST).

Dec. 30 Saturday Night at the Movies,

NBC-TV:
Dec. 25-29, Jan. 1-3 (10:30-11 a.m.) Play
Your Hunch, part.
Dec. 25-29, Jan. 1-3 (11-11:30 a.m.) The
Price Is Right, part.
Dec. 25-29 (12:30-12:55 p.m.) It Could
Be You, part.
Dec. 25-29, Jan. 2, 3 (2-2.-30 p.m.) Jan
Murray Show, part.
Dec. 26 (7:30-8:30 p.m.) Laramie, part.
Dec. 27 (10-10:30 p.m.) The Bob Newhart Show, Sealtest through N. W. Ayer.
Dec. 27, Jan. 3 (10:30-11 p.m.) David
Brinkley's
Journal, Douglas
Plywood
through Cunningham
& Walsh;FirPittsburgh
Plate Glass through BBD0.
Dec. 28 (10-11 p.m.) Sing Along With Mitch,
Ballantine through William Esty, Buick
through Burnett and R. J. Reynolds through
Esty.
Dec. 30 (9:30-10 a.m.) Pip the Piper, General Mills through Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample.
Dec. 30 (10-10=30 a.m.) The Shari Lewis
Show, Nabisco through Kenyon & Eckhardt.
Dec. 30 (10:30-11 a.m.) King Leonardo and
His Short Subjects, General Mills through
Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample.
Dec. 30 (5-6 p.m.) All-Star Golf, Kemper
Insurance through Clinton Frank; Reynolds
Metals through Lennen & Newell.
Dec. 30 (7:30-8:30 p.m.) Tales of Wells
Fargo, part.

Dec. 31 (6-6:30 p.m.) Meet the Press, coop.
part.
Dec. 31 (7-7:30 p.m.) The Bullwinkle Show,
General Mills through Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample; Ideal Toys and Beech-Nut Gum through
Young & Rubicam.
Dec. 31 (7:30-8:30 p.m.) Walt Disney's
Wonderful World of Color, RCA and Eastman Kodak through J. Walter Thompson.
Dec. 31 (9-10 p.m.) Bonanza, Chevrolet
through Campbell-Ewald.
Jan. 1 (11:30 a.m.-l:45 p.m.) Tournament
of Roses Parade, Minute Maid through
Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample.
Jan. 1 (1:45 p.m.-concl.) Sugar Bowl Game,
General Motors through Campbell-Ewald;
Wynn Oil through Erwin Wasey, Ruthrauff &
Ryan; Colgate and Brown & Williamson
through Ted Bates.
Jan. 1 (4:45 p.m.-concl) Rose Bowl Game,
Gillette through Maxon; Chrysler through
Leo Burnett.
Jan. 1 (8:30-9 p.m.) The Price Is Right,
P. Lorillard through Lennen & Newell; American Home Products through Ted Bates.
Jan. 2, 3 (6-6:30 a.m.) Continental Classroom, contemporary mathematics
Jan. 2, 3 (6:30-7 a.m.) Continental Classroom, American government.
Jan. 2, 3 (12-12:30 p.m.) Your First Impression, part.
Jan.Hall,
3 (9-10
p.m.) Perry
Como's
Kraft
Music
Kraft through
J. Walter
Thompson.
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house, 39 half-hours, and more than a
score of others.
Five taped programs are Alex in
Wonderland, 26 half-hours; Bishop
Sheen Program, 39 half-hours; Mike
Wallace Interview, 196 half -hours; Open End, 52 programs; and Play of the
Week, 78 two-hours.
NTA's New York station, WNTATV, is involved in negotiations with
Educational Television for the Metropolitan Area Inc., which would use the
station as an educational outlet (story
page 37).
Andrews, Yagemann
head Desilu division
Ralph Andrews and William F. Yagemann, both veteran program creatorsproducers, have joined Desilu Productions as heads of a new division devoted
to live programming. Two daytime
game shows, Zoomar and Focus are in
preparation with a schedule that calls
for them to be ready for network delivery within six weeks.
In announcing the creation of the
new department, Desilu President Desi
Arnaz called it another step in the
studio's diversification program which
started last month with the establishment of a syndication subsidiary
(Broadcasting, Nov. 13). Mr. Andrews has been associated with such
companies as Don Fedderson, John
Guedel, Warner Bros., Ralph Edwards,
Trojan Productions, Wolper Productions
and his own Andrews-Spears Productions as a writer, producer and director. Mr. Yagemann was formerly a
staff director at NBC, radio-tv director
of the Toni Co. and associated with
the creation and production of such
programs as It Could Be You, M Squad
and The Ford Show.
Ohio U. establishes
repository for programs
Ohio U., Athens, which offers a full
graduate program leading to the doctorate degree in radio-tv, has established
a special broadcast program repository
and research center.
The university feels that the program
repository will provide a unique source
of material for graduate study and research in programming and production.
The first program collection to be built
will consist of outstanding local and
network public affairs programs. Kinescopes should be sent to Dr. John P.
Highlander, chairman of radio-tv instruction and a director of the program
repository.
Programs and materials in the collection will be cataloged and published.
Lists of the research materials and contributors will be made available to graduate students and researchers in all subject areas related to broadcasting.
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INTERNATIONAL

Tv in '62 goal
set for Kenya
With full television service for Kenya
planned by the end of 1962, R. G.
Ridley, formerly East African general
manager of the Standard Bank of South
Africa, has been appointed chairman
of the newly established Kenya Broadcasting Corp.
The KBC meanwhile is working out
arrangements for the establishment of
a company to start a television network.
The government already has recommended a group — Television Network
Kenya Ltd. — for the job. Principal
participants in TNKL are Television
International Enterprises Ltd. (a London company which formed the group);
Television Wales and West Ltd., United
Kingdom commercial station; NBC
Ltd.; 20th Century Fox; Associated
British Cinemas Ltd.; Associated Television Ltd.; Northern Broadcasting Co.
of Toronto; East African Newspapers
Ltd.; NAkru Press, a Kenya publishing company.
The corporation is calling for a
seven-day week of transmissions with
10% of time allotted for advertising.
The first station will open in Nairobi,
the capital, in mid-1962, with an estimated 56,000 sets in use. Kenya radio
service will continue to be a government department.
IBS takes radio abroad,
supplies taped programs
International Broadcasting System
Inc., New York will launch a programming service to foreign tv stations the
first week of January, providing them
with scripts, film clips, and tapes for
news-oriented shows.
L. Nicholas Dahlman, IBS president,
reported that the company holds rights
to the Pathe Newsfilm library, and is in
the process of acquiring other newsreel
and educational films to be edited for its
affiliates abroad. IBS has 25 television
stations as affiliates in Latin America
and Japan (Broadcasting, Aug. 21).
Two weeks ago, IBS began providing
up to 90 minutes of radio programming
each day to stations abroad. IBS has
affiliate contracts with 1 1 radio networks in Latin America and the Far
East, numbering more than 40 stations.
In addition, more than 200 stations
will receive this programming at the
outset on a trial basis while IBS is
negotiating with them on affiliation contracts.
The daily programming consists of
30 minutes of music from the library
of Interdisca; 30 minutes of "soap
operas"; 15 minutes of interviews with
BROADCASTING, December 25, 1961

personalities of international importance,
and
15 minutes
"potpourri"
features
of interest
to of
women
and children.
IBS plans to provide the tapes in the
language of the country in which it will
be broadcast. A once-a-week package
will be a roundup of United Nations
and Washington news which will be
broadcast short-wave to stations for
transcribing and subsequent use.
Affiliated radio stations, Mr. Dahlman said, will pay only a "nominal fee
to cover the costs of tapes and distribution." IBS hopes to recoup its investment from sponsorship by American
companies or advertisers in the foreign
markets.
British ITA proposes
two more tv networks
Sir Robert Fraser, director general
of the Independent Television Authority, which has
regulates
Britain's
commercial
network,
revealed
proposals
for two
new channels. The proposals were
made to the Pilkington Committee,
set up by the government to advise it
on the future of radio and television
in that country.
Besides the present commercial network and the BBC-TV, ITA called for
a second commercial network and an
all-educational fourth channel. Sir Robert said that public interest is "just
about exhausted when three programs
are presented. We (ITA) feel that a
fourth channel should be a specialized
ITA suggested that the two commercial channels be regulated by a
single agency, which would appoint
one."
companies
to operate the stations,
maintain political impartiality and regulate advertising. Of the educational
network, ITA said it would be locally
based and controlled by grants from
try.
the government, commerce and indusCBC

sets building plans

Canadian Broadcasting Corp. has
asked bids for a new seven story headquarters building at Ottawa, Ont. The
building will have three wings, will have
110,000 square feet of floor space, and
house the headquarters staff of CBC
now spread in eight buildings in Canada's capital city. The $3 million headquarters isto be started early in the
new year and be ready for occupancy
by fall in 1963. It will be located in
Confederation Heights, an area in suburban Ottawa where a number of government buildings are planned. Currently CBC is paying $200,000 a year
for its rented quarters throughout
Ottawa.

MONEY

TALKS

-but what does it say?

If you eavesdrop in the businessyou'll find the circulation
paper field,
saying to the publisher: the
dollars
man who sent me in wants your
publication.
For parting with money in exchange
for a businesspaper is more than just
sweet sorrow — it's proof that the
one who parts sets a definite, ascertainable value on the publication.
And, carried to the next logical step,
it's an affirmation to the advertiser
that the readers are meeting him at
least half way.
A lot of very good businesspapers
believe this is an important consideration. In fact, by having their
circulations audited by the ABC,
they voluntarily lay their books open
to the scrutiny of interested outsiders and, in a very real sense,
invite— and obtain — customer supervision of one of the most vital phases
of their businesses.
If you could hold a quiet conversation with your advertising dollars,
we think you'd hear a good many of
them saying they'd feel a lot safer
about the mission you're sending
them on if they carried this kind of
insurance.

The plus value of paid circulation is "wantedness"
e^v op television
ano radio
eusiNessweDCAS
^«tBB Trie
TING
BROA
Km
BROADCASTING is the only publication
in its field qualifying for
ABC and ABP membership.
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EQUIPMENT
RCA

EARNINGS

GEN. SARNOFF

SEEN

RISING

CITES KEY ROLES

Brig. Gen. David Sarnoff, RCA*s
board chairman, sees a "marked" improvement in earnings for the electronics firm this next year.
Gen. SarnofFs assessment was made
last week in a year-end statement. He
said 1961 profit ought to be about the
same as the previous year, primarily
because of costs in launching electronic
data processing, which he described as
"our newest important business." He
said the peak year in costs incurred
in data processing was met in 1961
and that "we expect . . . our 1962
losses in data processing will be approximately half of what they were in
1961."
RCA had profits of $35.1 million in
1960. In the first nine months of this
year, RCA reported net profit at $23.8
million, or $300,000 less than the same
period in 1960 (Broadcasting, Oct.
30).
Gen. Sarnoff emphasized NBC and
color tv advances in the profit picture.
He said that in 1961 RCA's consumer
products had their most profitable year
since 1955, and sales were stimulated
substantially by color tv. NBC, he said,
had its highest profit in 1961.
He reflected NBC's enthusiasm expressed at this year's convention and
35th anniversary celebration. He said
the economic gains at NBC included
increased gross billings of the tv network, increased earnings of the radio
network and a record profit year for
the owned-and-operated stations. He
also reported advances in audiences
and news-public affairs leadership in
addition to increased color programming and more color advertisers.
In November, RCA's color set sales
surpassed black-and-white dollar sales
for the first time, Gen. Sarnoff noted,

& ENGINEERING
IN 1962

OF NBC, COLOR

TV

and he predicted color tv should attain an overall industry rate (in sales)
of about $200 million in 1962 and
more in the years ahead. He also
reported: black-and-white set sales
themselves are ahead of last year, portables leading the way. Radio sets,
phonographs and tape recorders also
showed increases as did RCA's semiconductor and materials division and
the electron tube division.
Hallicrafters joint venture
Hallicrafters Co., Chicago, announced
last week it is joining a major French
electronics manufacturer to establish a
new joint venture in the Chicago area
to develop and produce high power
microwave tubes and other electronic
Hallicrafters will own 48% of the
gear. company, Warnecke Electron Tubes
new
Inc. (trade name will be WELT), and
the majority interest will be held by
Compagnie Generale de Telegraphic
Sans Fil, known as CSF and described
as the "RCA" of France. The new
joint subsidiary is named for Dr. Robert
Warnecke, director of the CSF tube
division.
Tv sets up, radios lag
Tv set production for the 10 months
of this year remained ahead of the
same period last year, but radio production is running behind. Cumulative 1961 set production through October, announced last week by the Electronic Industries Assn.:
Period
Television Radio
Jan.-Oct. 1961 5,014,583* 13,797,879**
Jan.-Oct. 1960 4,873,120 14,135,937
^Includes 289,462 tv sets with uhf tuner
compared to 371,457 in 1960.
••"Includes
4,321.315 auto radios and 679,291
fm
1960).radios (compared to 766,006 fm sets in

a smart
"to _ .
any —
adjdition
ti.
newsroom
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Time inches on
Nothing is permanent any more.
Now its the standard carrier frequencies on which the National
Bureau of Standards and the U. S.
Navy broadcast time tone signals
that must be revamped. This was
announced by both agencies last
week.
Beginning Jan. 1, the frequencies on which NBS and Naval
Observatory time is broadcast
must be increased by two parts in
1 billion — or 2 ten-millionths of
1%.
The reason for this change, it
was explained is that the earth was
rotating at a successively slower
speed each year from 1955 to
1958, but since then the earth has
begun to rotate at a faster speed.
The time signals and the carrier
frequencies are locked together,
with the frequencies maintained
constant each year with respect to
atomic time, but offset to furnish
time signals corresponding to earth
rotation. Since the earth's rotation is not fixed, these minute
changes must be made in carrier
frequencies. NBS radio standard
stations are at Hawaii and Colorado. Navy stations are at the
Canal Zone, Maine, Washington
and Hawaii.
Zenith's Wright sees
progress in appliances
The year 1962 will be one of progress for the appliance industry with an
overall sales increase of 6% likely, according to Joseph S. Wright, president
of Zenith Radio Corp.
Writing in The Outlook for Business,
a. booklet published by the First National Bank of Chicago, Mr. Wright
based his prediction on these developments: a moderate improvement
throughout the overall economy: increase in personal income to an alltime
high: replacement demand; increases in
families and housing; willingness to buy.
Mr. Wright explained 1960's sagging
sales for most appliance producers as
an aftermath of the previous decade,
which he termed as a "stocking up" era
— where people had money and were
willing to spend it. He noted that in
1961, the declining trend was reversed
and said that in 1962 the sales momentum will continue. He listed continued
progress in television set production,
emergence of color tv as a more prominent factor in the industry and the fastrising success of fm-stereo as the motivating stimulants.
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ADVERTISING
Graham Rohrer, account executive, Needham, Louis & Brorby,
New York, elected vp
of agency. Mr. Rohr-
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vertisin,g with Georgia-Paci
Co., Portland Ore.

William E. Holden, senior vp and
manager of New York office, Fuller &
Smith & Ross, named to agency's executive committee. Dave Echols, vp
and manager of Chicago office, and
Kirk Tuttle, who holds same position in
Cleveland, elevated to senior vps. Carl
Schneck and Howard W. Brinkerhoff,
account executives in Chicago and
Cleveland, respectively, named vps.
Frank J. Lionette, senior account executive on Beecham Products Inc. account, Kenyon & Eckhardt, New York,
elected vp of agency.
Robert Pasch, vp and creative group
supervisor, Kenyon & Eckhardt, New
York, joins Ogilvy, Benson & Mather,
that city, as vp and copy supervisor.
Thomas W. Clark joins General
Foods Corp., White Plains, N. Y., as
assistant to executive vp for marketing.
Mr. Clark was vp and account supervisor with Young & Rubicam, New
York.
Robert Van Riper, director of information services, N. W. Ayer & Son,
Philadelphia, elected vp and managing
director of pr department, with headquarters in agency's New York office.
Before joining Ayer in 1950, Mr. Van
Riper was on staff of Edward L. Bernays, New York. John B. G. Fiedler,
Saturday Evening Post, and Anthony
E. Mascioli, copywriter, Rumrill Co.,
Rochester, N. Y., join Ayer as rep and
copywriter, respectively.
Arthur A. Silver, formerly with
Dancer - Fitzgerald - Sample, Chicago,
joins Leo Burnett, that city, as copy
supervisor in tv commercial department.
W. J. McEdwards appointed advertising media manager for Simoniz Co.,
Chicago. He joined Simoniz in 1960
as product manager for company's line
of floor waxes, and later moved into
advertising department. Earlier Mr.
McEdwards served with NBC in network sales capacity from 1936-52 and
again from 1958-60. He left NBC in
1952 to join Tatham-Laird Adv., Chicago, where he was account executive
and assistant director of media until returning to NBC in 1958.
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Samuel J. Henry,
advertising director,
First National Bank
of Arizona, forms
own advertising and
pr firm, Henry Adv.,
1111 N. First St.,
Phoenix. Formerly,

Eugene Telser, vp and project director, Elrick & Lavidge, Chicago market
research firm, appointed director of research, Wade Adv., that city, effective
Jan. 2. He succeeds Gordon Norberg,
who resigned to join D'Arcy Adv.,
Chicago.
William I. Tracy Jr., account executive, Reach-McClinton, New York,
joins Don Kemper Adv., that city, in
charge of New York office. Russell
Behr, formerly with N .W. Ayer & Son,
Chicago, to Kemper Adv. in creative
capacity.
Carol Lewis, timebuyer, Papert,
Koenig, Lois, New York, appointed
media buyer on National Sugar Refining Co. and First National Bank of
Miami accounts. Elaine Art, media assistant, named broadcast buyer on all
other accounts.
William A. Hartman, vp and marketing director, Richard
K. Manoff, New York
agency, joins Hicks &
Greist, that city, as
vp, director of marketing and member of
executive committee.
Mr. Hartman
Mr. Hartman has also
been marketing and merchandising director of Doyle Dane Bernbach, new
products manager of Vick Chemical
Co., and advertising and sales promotion manager of Kirkman Div., Colgate
Palmolive Peet.
John A. Dillingham, advertising and
marketing director, Associated CocaCola Bottling Plants, Daytona Beach,
Fla., joins McCann-Erickson, Los Angeles, as account executive on CocaCola Bottling Co. of Los Angeles account.
James F. Woolvin, sales manager,
WBCI Williamsburg, Va., joins Pepsi
Cola Bottlers of Hampton, Va., as sales
rep. Previously, he served as account
executive with WVEC Hampton.

R.

C.

CRISLER

Mr. Henry
was and
account executive
New England rep for ABC-TV and
Peters, Griffin, Woodward, New York.
Earlier he served for seven years as advertising manager of Trans World Airlines.
Robert A. Eisentrout, account executive, Lennen & Newell, New York,
named advertising manager for consumer products, B. F. Goodrich Corp.,
that city. Earlier Mr. Eisentrout served
as production manager with Lever
Brothers Co., New York.
George B. Norris joins Wesley
Assoc., New York, as supervisor of
Shulton Toiletries account.
Carl Van Sittert, continuity director,
WTTV (TV) Bloomington-Indianapolis, joins
department, Ruben
Adv.,
that radio-tv
city.
Herbert Zwahlen, McCann-Erickson, New York, joins art department,
Lennen & Newell, that city.
Robert E. Hildt, Kenyon & Eckhardt,
New York, and John M. Withers, P. N.
Barrett Co., Johannesburg, South Africa, join copy staff, Doyle Dane Bernbach, New York.
Arthur Wolter Jr., trial attorney for
past five years on staff of Federal Trade
Commission, Washington, joins legal
department of Ted Bates, New York.
Russell A. Gilbertz, director of media
and research, W. E. Long Adv., Chicago, appointed assistant director of
advertising. Russell D. Rynerson, assistant media director, named media
director.

&

CO.,

INC.

I

BUSINESS BROKERS IN TV & RADIO PROPERTIES

|

LICENSED SECURITIES DEALERS
UNDERWRITING — FINANCING

CINCINNATI —
Paul E. Wagner, Sth/3rd Bank Bldg., DU 7-7775
LOS ANGELES —
Lincoln Dellar Co., 691 Siena Way, GR 2-7 594
NEW YORK—
41 E. 42nd St., Ml) 7-8473
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J. Robert Kerns resigns as vp and
general manager of WYDE Birmingham, Ala.

THE MEDIA

ecutive, American Research Bureau,
joins Radio Advertising Bureau, New
York, in similar capacity. He will serve
as liaison between RAB and agency
media directors.

Neil R. Bernstein named director of
advertising and sales promotion of
WFBR Baltimore. He formerly served
in radio-tv department of Ketchum,
MacLeod & Grove, Pittsburgh.
Mr. Astrin

Mr. Wilson

Marvin H. Astrin,
western division sales
manager, WGN Chicago, and Irving Wilson, manager, eastern
division sales office in
New York of WGNTV, appointed general sales managers of
WGN and WGN-TV,
respectively, effective Jan. 1. Robert
Innes named manager of eastern division sales office of WGN-TV, succeeding Mr. Wilson. Mr. Astrin, formerly
with Tatham-Laird, Chicago, joined national division of WGN sales staff in
1957. Previously, he was account executive with Weiss & Geller and BBDO,
both New York. Mr. Wilson came to
WGN-TV as salesman in 1958, leaving
early in 1960 to join CBS-TV. He returned to WGN-TV in February 1961
as manager of eastern division sales
office. Mr. Innes started in advertising
with Kenyon & Eckhardt and Benton &
Bowles. His selling career began with
WCBS-TV New York, and left in 1959
to join WGN-TV.
Ray Rhodes, KFAX San Francisco,
joins Bernard Howard Co., station rep
firm, as vp in charge of San Francisco
office. Earlier, Mr. Rhodes was manager of Paul H. Raymer Co.'s San
Francisco office for 14 years.
Richard E. Logan, account executive, WGLI Babylon, N. Y., named
sales manager.

The

Katz

Agency
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John E. Reddy Jr., manager of accounting, CBS Inc., New York, named
assistant controller.
Bert Downing, director of merchandising, KYW Cleveland, to WDBN-FM
Barberton. Ohio, as sales rep.
Robert Di Mattina, program clearance coordinator, CBS Radio, named
sales service manager, WCBS New
York, succeeding James McQuade, who
becomes manager of financial and administrative services.
Dallas W. Townsend, technician,
WBTV (TV) Charlotte, promoted to
technician-in-charge of video tape.
J. Karl Schnepper, engineer, WBBM
Chicago for 24 years, announces his
retirement, effective Jan. 1.

Kevin O'Sullivan and Edward Ryan
join Harrington, Righter & Parsons,
New York. Mr. O'Sullivan is former
general sales manager of Independent
Television Corp., New York. Mr. Ryan
was account executive at Crosley Broadcasting Corp.
Howard H. Marsh, formerly with
Harrington, Righter & Parsons, joins
New York office of Television Advertising Representatives as account executive. Previously, Mr. Marsh spent five
years with CBS Television Spot Sales
in New York, Chicago and Detroit, and
earlier served as office manager for
Peters, Griffin & Woodward.
Robert Schultz, national account ex-

shifts

Michael Membrado, assistant tv
sales manager, The
Katz Agency Inc.,
New York, named
eastern tv sales manager. He will report
to Scott Donahue,
vp for tv sales, who
u
u
<■■
Mr. Membrado
has
been acting
as
eastern tv sales manager. Frank McCann, member of Katz tv sales staff
for past seven years, promoted to
eastern tv asistant sales manger.
Oliver Blackwell, assistant sales man-

Douglas Elleson,
program manager,
KRON-TV San Francisco,fective
has resigned,
efFeb. 16, 1962,

its tv sales

Mr. McCann

to become general
manager of Salt
KCPXAM-FM-TV
Lake
Mr. Elleson

City. Robert Glassburn, assistant program manager, KRON-TV, will succeed Mr. Elleson. David Schneider,
program manager, KARD-TV Wichita,
joins KRON-TV as assistant program
manager on Jan. 8. Mr. Elleson joined
KRON-TV in 1950 as announcer-director, progressing to assistant program
manager, and in 1952 was appointed
to his present position.
John W. Murray, public service director, KLIF Dallas, Jim Stanley, program
director, WONE Dayton, and Louis A.
Eberhardt, assistant news director,
WGH Newport News, join WNOR
Norfolk as operations manager, program director, and news director, respectively.
Clinton D. Churchill, vp, Capital
Cities Broadcasting Corp., and general
manager Buffalo,
of company's
WKBW-AMFM-TV
has resigned,
because
of "a disagreement over company policy." Harman L. Duncan, vp, Capital
Cities, and co-general manager, WTVD
(TV) Durham, N. C, will serve as general manager of WKBW-AM-FM-TV
pending selection of permanent successor to Mr. Churchill. Frank Smith,
Capital Cities president, said he was
"extremely disappointed with Mr.
Churchill's decision and accepted his
resignation with reluctance."

management

Mr. Blackwell

Mr. Rohde

ager, named director of audience development. Robert Rohde named
assistant tv sales manager in Chicago
office for western stations, and
Joseph Hogan becomes assistant tv

staff

Mr. Hogan

Mr. Jones

sales manager in Chicago for eastern
stations. Gerald Jones, of San Francisco television sales staff, appointed
manager
of the agency's Los Angeles
office.
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Ray Camay, national news director,
KBOX Dallas, and Ken Hildebrand,
news director, KQV Pittsburgh, join
WERE Cleveland as newscasters. Judy
Kaufman joins WERE's publicity-promotion department.
Dick Hannemann joins announcing
staff of WDOR Sturgeon Bay, Wis.
Bob Giuliana, producer - director,
WGBH-TV Boston, to WJZ-TV Baltimore as public affairs producer.
Robert Brock, formerly with KQUEFM Houston, joins KEYS Corpus
Christi as air personality.
Tom Duggan, air personality, KCOP
(TV) Los Angeles, joins KTTV (TV),
that city, effective Jan. 8, in similar
capacity.
Dave Mi I Ian joins WJBK Detroit as
air personality and program operations
assistant.
Albert Fisher, production assistant,
WWL New Orleans, promoted to promotion manager. Jack Elliot, formerly
with KXOK St. Louis, joins WWL as
announcer.
Ralph Titus joins staff of Kansas
State U. department of extension radiotv as programming specialist, succeeding Paul Fleener, resigned. Betty L.
Norris, women's director, WDZ Decatur, 111., joins KSU's extension radio
and television department, succeeding
Janet Kuska, who resigns to accept
similar position at U. of Nebraska.
Carl Moore, Charlie Williams, Tom
Brennen and Biff Collie join KFOX
Long Beach, Calif., as country and
western personalities.
Don Webster, newsman, KCBS San
Francisco, elected to board of Northern
California Chapter of Sigma Delta Chi.
Thomas J. Swafford, vp, CBS Radio
and general manager, WCAU Philadelphia, named chairman of radio-tv
division, Philadelphia Fellowship Commission's 1962 membership enrollment.
PROGRAMMING
Robert H. O'Brien,
vp and treasurer,
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Inc., New York,
elected production
firm's executive vp.
He is member of
board of directors and
executive committee.
Mr. O'Brien
Mr. O'Brien joined
MGM in 1957 in present position. Previously, he was director and financial
vp of American Broadcasting-Paramount Theatres Inc., and had earlier
served as executive vp, ABC, upon netBROADCASTING, December 25, 1961

work's merger with United Paramount
Theatres in Feb. 1953.
Joseph F. McDonough, vp and associate creative director, Cunningham &
Walsh, New York, joins Craven Film
Corp., that city, as executive producer
and liaison with ad agencies for tv
commercial production.
Herb Skoble joins Pelican Productions Inc., New York, as producer.
Ira Wolff, sales promotion manager,
NBC-TV, appointed sales planning
manager, NBC Films, New York.
Edward J. Keady, account executive,
Film Projects Inc., New York, joins
sales department, VHF Inc., that city,
tv production firm. Douglas M, Schustek,
staff. CBS, to VHF's program production
Richard Dunlap, ABC-TV's producer of 1961 Oscar telecast of Academy of Motion Picture Arts & Sciences
awards presentation ceremonies, to
serve again in this capacity for 34th
awards broadcast, April 9, 1962.
ALLIED

FIELDS

Norman A. Peterson, chief recording
engineer, Western Cine Service, Denver,
and earlier, chief engineer, KTLN, that
city, joins Gates Radio Co., Quincy,
111., as audio sales manager.
Dr. Leon S. Nergaard, associate laboratory director, RCA Laboratories, appointed director of microwave research
laboratory
at RCA's
DavidN.Sarnoff
Research Center,
Princeton,
J.
Arthur L. Peck appointed director of
manufacturing for Hawley Products
Co., St. Charles, 111., manufacturers of
Hawlex molded fibre used in industrial
component parts and loudspeaker cones,
effective Jan. 1.
Peter Kolsinki, service manager, McCleery-Carpenter Electric Co., Columbus, and
Edward
Dietrich,
Sylvania's
district
sales
manager
in Denver
and
Pittsburgh, appointed district service
managers for Sylvania Home Electronics Corp., tv marketing subsidiary
of Sylvania Electric Products Inc., New
York. Mr. Kolsinki succeeds C. Donald
Clark, who transfers to quality control
department
Sylvania's
Batavia
plant.
Mr.
Dietrich ofsucceeds
Thomas
W. Allen,
resigned.

Sidney W. Dean Jr., former vp, Interpublic Inc., New York, elected to board
of directors of John W. Henderson &
Assoc., that city, marketing and communications research firm.

Don Paulin appointed western regional sales manager of DuMont Div.,
Emerson Radio Inc., Jersey City, N. J.

EQUIPMENT

Southern Skies

& ENGINEERING

"The Giant of

John J. Graham, division vp, operations for electronics data processing,
RCA, New York, joins International
Telephone & Telegraph Corp., that city,
as vp and executive assistant to president.
James McLaughlin, director of marketing, Webcor Inc., Chicago electronics
manufacturer, elected vp in charge of
marketing. He joined Webcor in May
1961. Earlier Mr. McLaughlin spent
three years with Sunbeam Corp., Chicago, and from 1949-58 served as vp
and marketing director of Dormeyer
Corp., now division of Webcor.

GIANT

MARKET

SOUTHEAST'
THE
IN 2.1
million
People

Louis T. Jansen, product planning
manager, industrial cathode ray tube
operation, Raytheon Co., Lexington,
Mass., appointed to newly created position of electromechanical components

$2.8 billion Incomes
$1.8 billion Retail Sales
Compare it with Birmingham,

product line manager for firm's electromechanical and display devices operations. Mr. Jansen joined Raytheon in
1944 as manager of special gas tube
section and color tv development.

GREENVILLE-SPARTANBURGASHEVILLE MARKET

George H. Wagner, sales manager,
instrument division, Allen B. DuMont
Laboratories, Clifton, N. J., joins Visual Electronics Corp., New York, as
marketing manager, newly created position.

Miami, and New Orleans, "The

Contact '/III)
ussofdorby our
Reps, for facts,
availabilities and
assistance
AVERY. \\\\\ KNODEL

CHANNEL 4
GREENVILLE, S. C.
WFBC-TV
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with Rediffusion (West Indies) Ltd.,
since 1946.

GOVERNMENT
Dr. Keith M. Engar, director of radiotv services, U. of Utah (KUED [TV]
and KUER [FM], both Salt Lake City),
joins, as expert, new educational broadcasting branch, Research and Education Div., Federal Communications
Commission, Washington.
Harold E. Mott, member of Welch,
Mott & Morgan, Washington communications law firm, nominated 1962 president of Federal Communications Bar
Assn. Election will be held Jan. 12,
same date as that of FCBA's annual banquet at Statler-Hilton Hotel, Washington. Other nominations: Donald C.
Beelar, first vp; Thomas W. Wilson,
second vp; Warren E. Baker, secretary;
Philip Bergson, assistant secretary;
Marcus Cohn, treasurer; Maurice M.
Jansky and Frederick H. Walton Jr.,
members of executive committee for
three-year terms. Chairman of nominating committee was William C. Koplovitz.

J. Ross Kenzie named program director of CHVC Niagara Falls, Ont.
A. L. Redden, CBHT (TV) Halifax,
N. S., appointed director of Halifax
Adv. and Sales Club.
Earle Ross, sports director, CKCWAM-TV Moncton, N. B., named commercial manager of CKCW.
George Alsop appointed radio-tv director of Tandy-Richards Adv. Ltd.,
Toronto.
Wally Shubat appointed national rep
of Standard Broadcast Sales Ltd., Toronto, station representative firm.
Hugh Trueman named sales rep of
CFRB-FM Toronto, and Fred Ursel
and Paul Fockler named retail reps at
CFRB.
John Dimick, announcer, CKCW
Moncton, N. B., named promotion and
publicity director.
Harvey E. Kirck appointed news director of CFTO-TV Toronto, Ont.

INTERNATIONAL
A. R. Gale, vp, Ampex Corp., Redwood City, Calif., and president, Ampex International, elected president of
newly formed Studebaker International
S.A., with headquarters in Lausanne,
Switzerland. He will supervise sale of
Studebaker products in all world markets in addition to foreign operations
and investments. From 1956 to 1960,
Mr. Gale was vp and director of
Business International.
Frederick Shuh, director and general manager, General Instrument-F. W.
Sickles of Canada Ltd., Waterloo, Ont.,
elected vp.
Ronald F. Goodsman named general
manager of Trinidad & Tobago Television Ltd., organization formed to construct and operate tv station in Trinidad, British West Indies. Station is
scheduled to begin operating in November 1962. Mr. Goodsman has served

DEATHS
John H. Mitchell,
53, retired vp, ABCTV, most recently in
charge of Central
American Tv Network
with headquarters in
San Salvador, died
Dec. 19 of pneumonia
in Michael Reese Hospital, Chicago. Mr.
Mitchell joined Balaban & Katz in 1931
and worked in its Great States Theatres
subsidiary until 1948 when he was appointed general
manager
of B&K's
WBKB (TV)
Chicago.
He joined
ABC
as vp in charge of WBKB in February
1953 following network's acquisition
of station. Later that year, Mr. Mitchell became vp and general manager of
WABC-TV New York, and was named
special assistant to Leonard Goldenson,

Wmwm
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president, American Broadcasting-Paramount Theatres Inc., in October 1956.
In January 1957 he was named general
manager of KGO-AM-FM-TV San
Francisco. For past year, Mr. Mitchell
served as consultant to ABC.
Charles R. Hook
Jr., 47, president,
Kudner Agency, New
York, died of heart
attack Dec. 19. Mr.
Hook joined Kudner
in 1955 and was elected president
cember in
1959. DeHe
Mr. Hook
was vp in charge of
personnel at Chesapeake & Ohio Railroad at age of 33, reportedly then
youngest railroad vp in country. In
1953 he was named Deputy Postmaster
General of U. S.
William D. McDonald, 73, consultant
and former board chairman, Henri,
Hurst & McDonald, Chicago, died Dec.
13 at his home in Wayne, 111. Mr. McDonald joined agency as junior partner
in 1916, when it was known as Young
& Henri. He retired from active service in 1956, but continued on consulting basis.
J. Ferd Oberwinder, 73, who retired
in 1955 as president of DArcy Adv.,
St. Louis, died Dec. 13 at his home in
Richmond Heights, Mo. Mr. Oberwinder, in advertising for 51 years,
joined DArcy in 1912.
Fred W. Wile Jr.,
53, managing
director
of
The Advertising
Council's Hollywood
office, died Dec. 17
of heart
suffered inattack
his North
Hollywood home. Son
of famous foreign corMr. Wile
respondent and pioneer radio commentator, Mr. Wile began his career in 1930 with CBS, and
following Naval service in World War
II and term on War Manpower Commission, he joined Young & Rubicam
as business manager in 1946. He left
Y&R in late 1949 to join NBC as vp
for programming on Jan. 1, 1950, and
following year was put in charge of all
production for both radio and tv. He
moved to Hollywood as West Coast program vp in 1954. Mr. Wile was appointed to his current post with The
Advertising Council in 1960.
Charles W. Shaw, 69, retired, and
former assistant to vp for marketing,
Sylvania Electric Products Inc., New
York, died Dec. 17 in Miami Shores,
Fla.
Joseph (Doc) Rudolph, 63, program
and musical director, WAIT Chicago,
for 27 years, died Dec. 14 at his home
after long illness.
BROADCASTING, December 25, 1961
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Metropolitan without consideration; and
APPLICATIONS
(3) assignment
licenses of to
KCSJSangre
and
auxiliaries
from ofMetropolitan
De
Cristo
Bcstg.
Corp.
(W.
M.
White
Jr.,
cipals:
Edward
H.
Heller
(75%),
John
J.
As compiled by Broadcasting, Dec. 14 Holwerda (25%). Mr. Heller is trustee of president);
consideration $210,200. Action
Dec. 13.
through Dec. 20, and based on filings,
KRRCber ofPortland,
Ore.,
and
executive
memWSUZ, Raymond P. McMillin, Palatka,
KPFA and KPFB Berkeley, and
authorizations and other actions of the
Fla. — Granted (1) renewal of license and
KPFK Pasadena, both California; Mr.
(2) assignment of license to WSUZ Inc.
FCC.
Holwerda is vice president of investment
(Neal C. Owings, president); assumption
firm and 15% stockholder in two coal comof $60,000
mortgageAction
and other
Comr. Cross abstained from voting.
Abbreviations: DA — directional antenna, cp Action panies.
tions are involved.
Dec. 13.consideraDec. 13.
— construction permit. ERP — effective radiWPTV(TV), John H. Phipps, West Palm
ated power, vhf — very high frequency, uhl
Beach, Fla. — Granted assignment of license
— ultra high frequency, ant. — antenna, aur. —
Existing am stations
to Scripps-Howard Radio Inc. (WEWS
aural, vis. — visual, kw — kilowatts, w — watts,
ACTION
BY
FCC
mc — megacycles. D — day. N — night. LS —
|TVJ), Cleveland;
Cincinnati and WNOX WCPO-AM-FM-TV
Knoxville; consideralocal sunset, mod. — modification, trans. —
WTTH Port Huron, Mich.— Granted intion $2,000,000. E. W. Scripps Co., sole stocktransmitter, unl. — unlimited hours, kc — kilocreased power on 1380 kc, unl., from 1 kw
holder of assignee, is controlling stockcycles. SCA — subsidiary communications auto 5 kw and change from DA-1 to DA-2;
holder of WMC-AM-FM and WMCT(TV)
thorization. S A — special service authorizaengineering conditions, and without preMemphis,
Tenn. Action Dec. 13.
tion. ST A — special temporary authorization.
judice to any subsequent determination
KPEL, Pelican Bcstg. Inc., Lafayette, La.
SH— specified hours. CH— critical hours. • —
with
respect
to
WTTH
renewal
applica—
Granted
assignment of licenses to Radio
educational. Ann. — Announced.
tion. Comr. Ford dissented. Action Dec. 20. Lafayette Inc.
(owned 42.5% by John H.
Hicks, 42.5% by Edward L. Francis, and
New tv stations
New fm stations
15%
by
George
L.
Crouchet
APPLICATION
tion $200,000. Messrs.
HicksJr.);andconsideraFrancis
ACTIONS BY FCC
own
KOLE
Port
Arthur,
and WTAW Bryan,
Austin, Tex. — Austin Bcstg. Inc. Uhf ch.
Tex.
Action
Dec.
20.
Atlantic
City,
N.
J.—
Eastern
Bcstg.
Co.
24 (530-536 mc); ERP 18.8 kw vis., 10.2 kw
Granted 96.9 mc; 5.6 kw. Ant. height above
WMGM, Loew's Theatres Bcstg. Corp.,
aur. Ant. height above average terrain 422 average
terrain 140 ft. P. O. address c/o New
York, N. Y.— Granted assignment of
ft., above ground 426 ft. Estimated conlicense
to Storer Radio Inc.; consideration
Diener
&
Chase,
Wyatt
Bldg.,
Washington
struction cost $205,000; first year operating
5,
D.
C.
Estimated
construction
cost
$20,$10,950,000;
conditioned that it not be concost $72,000; revenue $84,000. P. O. address
355,
first
year
operating
cost
$5,000,
revenue
summated until Storer has disposed of its
113 W. Eighth St., Austin. Studio and trans,
$10,000.
Eastern
Bcstg.
is
90%
owned
by
interest
in
WWVA Wheeling, W. Va., as
location Austin. Geographic coordinates
Atlantic Bcstg. Co. Principal is Milton
proposed. Storer now operates seven am,
30° 20' 05" N. lat., 97° 45' 23" W. long.
Diener
(53.33%);
rest
of
stock
is
divided
six
fm
and
five tv stations: WAGA-TV
Trans. RCA TTU-1B; ant. RCA TFU-24-DL.
among his three brothers. Atlantic is li- Atlanta; WJW - AM - FM - TV Cleveland:
Legal counsel Charles F. Herring, Austin,
censee
of
WUST
&
WJMD
(FM)
Bethesda,
WJBK-AM-FM-TV
Detroit: WGBS-AM-FM
Tex.; consulting engineer J. G. Rountree,
Md. Eastern is licensee of WFPG Atlantic
Miami; WITI-TV Milwaukee; WSPD-AMAustin. Willard Deason, over 99% stockCity,
N.
J.
Action
Dec.
13.
FM-TV
Toledo; WWVA-AM-FM Wheeling;
holder, owns same interest in KVET
WIBG-AM-FM
Philadelphia, and KGBS Los
Austin,
Angeles. Action Dec. 13.
ACTIONS BY BROADCAST BUREAU
Dec. 19. of which applicant is licensee. Ann.
WWVA-AM-FM,
Storer Bcstg. Co. WheelHarrisburg, Pa.— Market Square Presbyterian Church. Granted 94.9 mc, 1.65 kw.
ing,
W.
Va.
—
Granted
assignment of liExisting tv stations
censes to WWVA Inc. (Ira Herbert, presiAnt. even with average terrain. P. O. addent);
consideration
$1,300,000.
Mr. Herbert
dress
c/o
Mr.
Charles
Baddorf,
3511
RidgeACTIONS BY FCC
and other stockholders nave interest in
way Rd., Harrisburg. Estimated construcKBAK-TV (ch. 29) Bakersfleld, Calif.—
WAKE ham,Atlanta,
tion cost $16,166; first year operating cost
Ala. ActionGa„Dec.and13.WYDE BirmingWaived technical requirements of Sees.
$10,000;
Dec. 13. revenue from donations. Action
3.614(b)(4) and 3.685(e) of rules and granted
APPLICATIONS
cp to reduce average horizontal vis. ERP
Norfolk, Va. — Christian Bcstg. Network
from 117 kw to 95 kw, with aur. ERP 48 Inc.
Granted 104.5 mc; 12 kw. Ant. height
KKOK
Lompoc,
Calif.— Seeks assignment
kw, andDec.make
above average terrain 70 ft. P. O. address
of cp from Aubrey H. Ison and Paul C.
Action
13. changes in ant. system.
Masterson
(each
50%)
to Southland Bcstg.
1318
Spratley
St.,
Portsmouth,
Va.
EstiKDAS (TV) (ch. 21) Hanford, Calif. —
mated construction cost $500; first year
Co., new corporation owned 50% each by
Messrs. Ison and Masterson; no financial
—Waived
Sec.
3.687
of
rules
and
granted
operating
cost
$8,640;
revenue
$12,000.
mod. of cp to reduce vis. ERP to 19.5 kw,
consideration involved. Ann. Dec. 20.
Christian Bcstg. Network Inc. is non-profit
change from 12 kw to 1 kw trans., change
corporation and
permittee
KYOS Merced, Calif. — Seeks assignment
Va. isAction
Dec. of13. WYAH-TV
type ant. and increase ant. height to 420 Portsmouth,
of
license from KYOS Inc. to Thurlow E.
ft.; conditioned to installing 5 kw amplifier
McBride, Harriet L. McBride (each 40.4%),
prior to Dec. 31, 1962, Comr. Bartley voted
APPLICATION
Harriet
McBride Weber, Bonnie McBride
for grant without condition. Action Dec.
Dail, Meredith V. McBride (each 6.4%), d/b
*Akron, Ohio— U. of Akron. 91.5 mc; 2.93 as
19.
McBride Corp.; total consideration
kw. Ant. height above average terrain 121 $187,500.
KCHU(TV) (ch. 18) San Bernardino, Calif.
Corp. is investment firm.
ft. P. O. address c/o William A. Mavrides,
Waived Sec. 3.687 of rules and granted
Ann. Dec.McBride
14.
U.
of
Akron,
302
East
Buchtel
Ave.,
Akron
STA for period ending Feb. 28, 1962 to 4. Estimated construction cost $12,000; first
KCMJ Palm Springs, Calif.— Seeks asoperate in accordance with cp except with
signment of license from KCMJ Inc. to
year operating cost $2,500. Ann. Dec. 14.
reduced vis. and aur. ERP, conditioned
Bell Bcstg. Corp., sole stockholder of asthat operation without required lower side
signor; assignor to be dissolved on closing.
Ownership changes
band attenuation shall not cause interNo financial consideration involved. Ann.
ference to other services. Action Dec. 20.
Dec. 14.
ACTIONS BY FCC
WDCF Dade City, Fla— Seeks transfer
New am stations
of all stock in Pasco Bcstg. Corp. from B.
KCSJ-AM-TV, Star Bcstg. Inc., Pueblo,
ACTIONS BY FCC
L.
Boring, Henry T. Ogle and Goldman M.
Colo. — Granted (1) transfer of control from
Braden to Charles E. Varner and Wallis
Bankers Life & Casualty Co. to MetroDuluth, Minn. — Linton D. Hargreaves.
politan Tv Co. (KAO-AM-FM-TV Denver);
R. Kinney (each 50%); consideration $24,Granted 1390 kc, 500 w D. P. O. address
consideration $1,250,000 and agreement not 000. Messrs. Varner and Kinney own 50%
Box 3034, Eastbrook Station, Montgomery,
each
of WMEG Eau Gallie, Fla. Ann. Dec.
to
compete
in
radio
or
tv
broadcasting
Ala. Estimated construction cost $7,484, first for five years within 50 miles of Pueblo;
18.
year operating cost $36,000, revenue $47,000.
(2)
assignment
of
licenses
from
Star
to
WEZJ
Williamsburg, Ky.— Seeks transfer
Mr. Hargreaves is general manager and
25%
Actionowner
Dec. of
13. WMGY Montgomery, Ala.
Houston,1205
Mo. kc;
— Radio
Texas
Granted
500 wCo. D.of P.
O. County.
address
box 97, Houston. Estimated construction
cost $23,361; first year operating cost $26,EDWIN
TORNBERG
400; revenue $30,000. Principals: W. R. McKnight, Nolan Hutcheson, Raymond E.
Duff, William H. Duff, S. E. Ferguson, Maurice W. Covert, Chester Sielof (each 12.5%).
& COMPANY, INC.
Mr. McKnight owns development firm; Mr.
Hutcheson owns gasoline and oil wholesale
business; R. E. Duff owns funeral home;
Mr. Ferguson owns insurance agency and
automobile firm; W. H. Duff owns auto
accessories store and furniture business; Mr.
Negotiators For The Purchase And Sale Of
Sielof is school teacher. Action Dec. 20.
Radio And TV Stations
Mocksville, N. C. — Will P. Erwin. Granted
1560 kc, 250 w D. P. O. address 203 S. King
St., Morgantown,
N. C.
conAppraisers • Financial Advisors
struction cost $10,995,
first Estimated
year operating
cost $33,000, revenue $36,000. Mr. Erwin
has interests in WBRM Marion and WIFM
New York-60 East 42nd St., New York 17, N. Y. • MU 7-4242
Elkin, both North Carolina. Action Dec. 13.
West Coast— 1357 Jewell Ave., Pacific Grove, Calif. • FR 2-7475
El Paso, Tex. — Pacific Bcstg. Assoc.
Granted 1530 kc, 1 kw D. P. O. address
Washington-1426 "G" St., N.W., Washington, D.C. • Dl 7-8531
Wk
219 Atherton Ave., Atherton, Calif. Estimated construction cost, first year operating cost and revenue not specified. PrinBROADCASTING, December 25, 1961
STATION

AUTHORIZATIONS,

of 75% of stock in Whitley County Bcstg.
Inc. from L. A. Buck to Leon Buck (25%)
and Keith sideration
Buckinvolved.
(50%);
financial
conLeon noBuck
is present
25% stockholder in licensee; Keith Buck
is general manager of WEZJ. Ann. Dec. 18.
WLOB-AM-FM Portland, Me. — Seeks
transfer of .1% of stock in Casco Bcstrs.
Corp. from Hilda Ft. Tarlow to Sherwood
J. Tarlow,
present involved.
49.9% owner;
financial consideration
Ann. noDec.
14.
KKJO
St.
Joseph,
Mo.
—
Seeks
assignment
of license from KKJO Inc. to George W.
Marti (43.2%), Tee Casper (40%), John
Marti (16.2%), d/b as KRES Radio Corp.;
transaction is foreclosure under chattel
mortgage. KRES Radio Corp. is licensee of
KRES St. Joseph. Ann. Dec. 18.
KWNA
Nev. — Seeks
fer of all Winnemucca,
stock in Northwest
Radio trans& Tv
Corp. from Rudolph Schwartz (27.8%), John
Duarte, Steve Boggio, Odie Lupien, Henry
E. Ruckteschler and Olivier Curutchet
(each 13.9%), D. M. Leighton (2.78%) to
Leon C. Boner and H. Frank Walters; total
consideration $27,000. Mr. Boner is present
general manager and chief engineer of
KWNA; Mr. Walters is insurance agent
and has been manager of KPLY Crescent
City, Calif. Ann. Dec. 19.
N. C. — Seeks
ofWSRC
licenseDurham,
from Carolina
Radioassignment
Inc. to
George F. Kirkland Jr. (33.33%), James
Hartwell Mayes Jr., Morris L. Cherry, Howard X. Bowling and Guy R. Willis (each
16.66%), d/b as Carolina Radio of Durham
Inc.; consideration $175,000. Drs. Kirkland,
Willis. Bowling and Cherry are dentists;
Dr. Cherry owns 64% of real estate investment firm; Mr. Mayes is present manager and 5.26% stockholder of WSRC. Ann.
Dec. 20.
KGMG(FM) Portland, Ore.— Seeks assignment of license and SCA from KGMJ
Inc. to KGMG Inc., new corporation of
same ownership as transferor (formerly
International Good Music Inc.); no financial
consideration involved. Ann. Dec. 14
WAPA-TV San Juan, P. R.— Seeks transfer of all stock in Ponce de Leon Bcstg.
Inc. of Puerto Rico from Winston-Salem
Bcstg. Inc., Goar Mestre and Abel Mestre
to WAPA-TV Bcstg. Corp.; total consideration $1,243,341. Sole stockholder of transferee is Screen Gems Inc., owned 89% by
Columbia Pictures Corp. Columbia Pictures
is licensee of KCPX-AM-FM-TV Salt Lake
City, Utah. Ann. Dec. 14.
KLLL Lubbock, Tex. — Seeks transfer of
one-third partnership interest in Corbin
Bcstg. Co. from Ray Corbin to Larry W.
Corbin; consideration $1,675. Ann. Dec. 18.
WILA Danville, Va.— Seeks transfer of
1% of stock in Baron Bcstg. Corp. from
Ralph J. Baron, present owner of 51%, to
Edward B. Kemm, present owner of 49%;
Mr. Kemm on closing to execute voting
trust whereby 5% will be delivered to Mr.
Baron
for voting purposes only. Ann. Dec.
14.
KAMA(FM) Dallas, KRBE(FM) Houston,
both Texas— Seeks transfer of 25% of stock
in Texas Fine Music Bcstrs. Inc. from J.
Paul Pomeroy Jr. (22.5%) and Roland A.
Baker, present owner of 55% (2.5%), to
Victor F. Branch, present 22.5% owner;
total consideration $21,362. Ann. Dec. 20.
Hearing cases
FINAL DECISIONS
■ By decision, commission (1) denied protest by WSTV Inc. (WBOY-TV ch 12),
Clarksburg, W. Va., (2) affirmed Feb. 17,
1960 grant of application for relinquishment
of positive control of WJPB-TV Inc.. permittee of WJPB-TV (ch. 5) Weston, W. Va.,
by J. P. Beacom through sale of stock to
Thomas P. Johnson and George W. Eby,
and (3) set aside April 18, 1960, order which
postponed effective date of grant pending
hearing. Commission concluded that arguments "in(concerning
mitigation"
advanced
by applicants
failure
to comply
with
rule requirements, including those pertaining to essentially reporting matters) are sufficiently persuasive to prompt affirmance of
earlier order granting transfer application.
It
stated:
we do raisnot
detract from"Inthetaking
gravitythisof action
the matters
ed in this proceeding. On the contrary, the
performance of the station under its new
ownership will be closely scrutinized. (The
matter of a possible short term renewal is
not before us in this proceeding but will
be considered in connection with the station's
pending departure
applicationfromfor the
license.)presently
Any substantial
standards expected of broadcast licenses,
taken together with the matters of record in
this proceeding, would raise most serious
questions as to the basic qualifications of the
station's
owners."
Chmn. Dec.
Minow16, 1960,
concurred;
Comr. Bartley
dissented.
initial
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decision looked toward this action. Action new stations, to determine what efforts
Dec. 20.
have been made by Mr. Martin and Lindsay,
■ Commission gives notice that Oct. 24 respectively to determine the programming
initial decision which looked toward grant- heeds of the area he proposes to serve and
manner in which he proposes to meet such
ing application of Radio Co. of Texas County
for new am station to operate on 1250 kc, needs. Comr. Hyde dissented. Action Dec. 20.
500 w, D, in Houston, Mo., became effective
memorandum
mission denied petitionopinion
by KWK& order,
Radio comInc.,
Dec. tion13 Dec.pursuant
to Sec. 1.153 of rules. Ac- for■ By
20.
order authorizing hearing examiner to
entertain motion for immediate decision in
Will P. Erwin, Mocksville, N. C— By proceeding
on revocation of license for am
order, commission (1) granted cp for new
daytime am station to operate on 1560 kc, station KWK St. Louis, Mo. KWK, which
has
not
yet
presented its defense, sought
250 w; remote control permitted; engineerruling as to whether Broadcast Bureau has
ing condition (2) denied petition by WPEG
Inc. (WPEG), Winston-Salem, N. C, to deny proven its case, contending that procedure
proposed by KWK would shorten hearing
application. Action Dec. 13.
process substantially. Commission stated:
STAFF INSTRUCTIONS
"While we recognize that the proposed procedure might serve to relieve the petitioner
■ Commission
directed
preparation
of
docof
the burden of presenting its case, we do
ument looking toward denying applications
for new am stations of Sayger Bcstg. Co. to not think that the public interest is served
thoughmight
possibly
adoperate
1250 kc,and500Malrite
w-N, 1 Bcstg.
kw-LS, Co.
DA-2,to by a procedure
vantageous to thewhich,
petitioner,
require
in
Tiffin,on Ohio,
the commission to consider the matter on
operate
on
1240
kc,
100
w,
unl.
in
Norwalk,
Ohio. June 29 initial decision looked toward
two
occasions opinion
instead of
one." Bycommission
separate
memorandum
& order,
this action. Action Dec. 14.
denied petition by KWK for reconsideration
■ Commission
directed
preparation
of
docorument looking toward (1) granting protest of Dec.dered1thatmemorandum
remainder ofopinion
hearingwhich
be held
by Joseph P. Ernst and Mildred V. Ernst, in St. Louis.
Action Dec. 20.
d/b as Chief Washakie Tv (KWRB-TV ch.
■ Byof order,
10), Riverton,
Wyo., Mountain
and (2) denying
appli- date
Dec. 6 commission
initial decisionstayed
whicheffective
looked
cation of Carter
Transmission
toward for
granting
application
of
R.
L.
Corp. to add trans.to permit two channels of Alister
am station to operate Mcon
communication to Riverton and Lander, with 1550 kc, 5 kw,newD, in
Odessa, ofTex.,
and Bcstg.
denyaddition of new point of communication at
ing
for
default
application
Western
Thermopolis, Wyo., to provide additional
Co. for new station on that frequency with
microwave radio relay service to catv sys- 50
kw, D, in Odessa, pending further review.
tems. May 25 initial decision looked toward
■ Commission
prodenying protest and affirming grant of
ceedings for oral scheduled
argument onfollowing
Feb. 8, 1962:
Carter application which had been stayed
Revocation
of
license
of
Leo
Joseph
Theriot
pending hearing. Action Dec. 14.
KLFT, Golden Meadow, La.;
Announcement of these preliminary steps for am station
Standard Bcstg. Co., High Point
does not constitute commission action in Jefferson
Tv
Co.,
Southern
Bcstrs. Inc., and TriCities
such cases, but is merely announcement of Bcstg. Co., applicants
for new tv stations on
proposed disposition.
ch. 8 tioninDec.Greensboro-High
Point, N. C. Ac20.
INITIAL DECISION
WIXI, W. D. Frick, tr/as Jefferson Radio
Co., Irondale, Ala.; W. D. Frick and Fred
■ Hearing
Jamesinitial
D. Cunningham issued Examiner
supplemental
decision
H. Davis, d/b as Voice of The Mid-South,
looking toward affirming Dec. 30, 1960 supCentreville, Ala. — Designated for hearing
plemental initial decision which would grant applications of WIXI for license to cover cp
protest by Wilton E. Hall (WAIM-TV ch. for new am station and Voice of The Mid40), Anderson, S. C, to extent of setting South for new station on 1590 kc, 1 kw, D,
issues concerning misrepresentation and
aside
commission's
April 30,Radiocasting
1954 grant Co.of on
application
of The Spartan
concealment of material facts, transfer of
control
of WIXI,Action
financial
and
for mod. of cp of WSPA-TV (ch. 7) Spartanother matters.
Dec. qualification
20.
burg,back
S. C„Mountain
to change
trans,Mountain,
site from make
Hogto Paris
■ By memorandum
opinion
& order, comequipment changes, etc. This is Court of
mission denied petition
by applicant
CoAppeals remand proceeding. Action Dec. 20.
lonial Bcstg. Co., New Milford, Conn., for
enlargement of issues in the five-applicant
OTHER ACTIONS
am proceeding in Doc. 14166 et al. Comr.
Ford not participating. Action Dec. 13.
■ By memorandum
& order, Radio
commission denied petitionopinion
by Plainview
■ By memorandum
order,respect
commission took followingopinion
actions & with
for reopening of record and reconsideration
to proceeding involving applications for four
of Aug. 3 Supplemental decision which
am stations in Oklahoma to operate on
granted application of Star of Plains Bcstg. new
kc (frequency on which new allocation is
Co. for new am station to operate on 1050 1220
suspended
by action in Doc. 6741) ; dismissed
kc, 250 w, D, in Slaton, Tex., and which
without prejudice to re-submission within 30
deniedtion onapplication
of
Plainview
for
new
stasame frequency with 1 kw, DA, D, days following public announcement that
action on subject applications will no longer
in Plainview, Tex. Comr. Bartley dissented;
be withheld, joint petition by M. W. Cooper
Chmn. Minow and Comrs. Craven and Cross
and Ottawa Bcstg. Co. for review of examnot participating. Action Dec. 20.
iner's order granting Tinker Area Bcstg. Co.
■ By memorandum opinion & order, comleave tiontofor review.
amend and
Bureauto defer
petimission revoked license of Roger S. UnderComr.Broadcast
Cross voted
bill for am station WIOS Tawas City-East
action.
Action
Dec.
13.
Tawas, Mich. Mr. Underhill waived hearing
■ By for reconsideration
order, commission
grantedJohnpeti-P.
in proceeding on March 15 order to show
by attorney
cause why WIOS license should not be re- Cole tionJr.,
to
extent
of
expunging
language
for misrepresentations,
of can- admonishing him in April 3 memorandum
dor andvokedother
disqualifications inlackconnection
opinion
&
order
in
proceeding
on
applicawith application of Capitol Bcstg. Co. (of
tions of Bloomfield Non-Profit Tv Assn. for
which Mr. Underhill was president and 35%
vhf
tv
repeater
stations
in
Bloomfield,
N. M.
stockholder) for new am station in East Chmn. Minow and Comr. Hyde not particiLansing,
Mich.,
that
was
denied
by
commispating. Action Dec. 13.
sion on Sept. 7, 1960, in Doc. 11848. Comr.
Hyde dissented. Action Dec. 20.
■
By
memorandum
comgranted jointopinion
petition& order,
by Alkima
■ By memorandum
& order,B. commission granted petitionopinion
by William
Neal Bcstg. Co.mission
and Howard Wasserman to extent
for reconsideration of Oct. 13 memorandum
(1) staying June 21 decision which
opinion & order to extent of designating for of
granted
of Herman
Handloff
consolidated hearing applications of Neal
new
am application
station to operate
on 1260
kc, 500 for
w,
and James R. Williams for new daytime am
D, DA, in Newark, Del., and which denied
stations
to operate
1560 kc, 250 Agreement
w, in Jop- applications of Alkima and Mr. Wasserman
lin
and Lamar,
Mo., onrespectively.
seeking same facilities in West Chester, Pa.,
betyeen parties which was subject of and (2) remanding proceeding to hearing
Oct.
13
memorandum
opinion
has
since
been
examiner
on issues concerning business and
dismissed. Action Dec. 20.
factory areas of West Chester and Newark,
populations thereof, and ant. system pro■ By memorandum
& order, Valley
commission denied petitionopinion
by Lebannon
posed by Mr. Handloff. Action Dec. 13.
Bcstg. Co., former applicant for new am
■ By order commission dismissed as moot
station in Lebannon, Pa., for reconsideration
of Peninsular
Co. for ex-of
of Sept. 13 memorandum opinion & order application
tension of time
to completeBcstg.
construction
and for comparative
consideration
ap- WMCN(TV)
ch. 23, Grand Rapids, Mich.
plication of Radio Americana
Inc. with
for new
Permittee
station in Baltimore, Md. Action Dec. 20.
tion on Oct.surrendered
31. Action its
Dec.cp 13.for cancella■ By memorandum opinion & order, commissionLindsay
granted petition
Richard
Lind■ By memorandum
opinion by& order,
mission granted petitions
Josephcom-P.
say, tr/as
Bcstg.by Co.,
Punta E. Gorda,
Fla., and motion by William H. Martin. Fort Wardlaw Jr., Canton, Ohio, and KentMyers, Fla., to extent of enlarging issues Ravenna Bcstg. Co., Kent, Ohio, for review
in proceeding on their applications, and
examiner'sCounty
acceptance
amend-to
ment by Portage
Bcstg. ofCorp.
Peace River Bcstg. Corp., Punta Gorda, for of hearing
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PROFESSIONAL

CARDS

JANSKY & BAILEY
Offices and Laboratories
1339 Wisconsin Ave., N.W.
Washington 7, D.C. FEderal 3-4800
Member AFCCE

JAMES C. McNARY
Consulting Engineer
National Press Bldg.,
Wash. 4, D. C.
Telephone District 7-1205
Member AFCGE

—Established 1926—
PAUL GODLEY CO.
Upper Montclair, N. J.
Pilgrim 6-3000
Laboratories, Great Notch, N. J.
Member AFCCE

Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
Everett L. Dillard, Gen. Mgr.
INTERNATIONAL BLDC.
Dl. 7-1319
WASHINGTON, D. C.
P.O. BOX 7037
JACKSON 5302
KANSAS CITY, MO.
Member AFCCE

A. D. Ring & Associates
30 Years' Engineering
Experience in Radio

GAUTNEY & JONES
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
930 Warner Bldg. National 8-7757
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE

1710 H St., N.W. Republic 7-2347
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
Member AFCCE

GEORGE C. DAVIS
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
RADIO & TELEVISION
527 Munsey Bldg.
STerling 3-0111
Washington
4, D. C.
Member AFCCE
Lohnes & Culver
Munsey Building District 7-8215
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE

RUSSELL
P. MAY
711 14th St., N.W. Sheraton Bldg.
Washington 5, D. C.
REpublic 7-3984
Member AFCCE

L. H. Carr & Associates
Consulting
Radio & Television
Engineers
Washington 6, D. C. Fort Evans
1000 Conn. Ave. Leesburg, Va.
Member AFCCE

KEAR & KENNEDY
1302 18th St., N.W. Hudson 3-9000
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
Member AFCCE

A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
INWOOD POST OFFICE
DALLAS 9. TEXAS
MEIrose 1-8360
Member AFCCE

GUY C. HUTCHESON
P.O. Box 32
CRestview 4-8721
1100 W. Abram
ARLINGTON, TEXAS

S1LLIMAN, MOFFET &
ROHRER
1405 C St., N.W.
Republic 7-6646
Washington 5, D. C.
Member AFCCE

LYNNE C. SMEBY
CONSULTING ENGINEER
AM-FM-TV
7615 LYNN DRIVE
WASHINGTON 15, D. C.
OLiver 2-8520

GEO. P. ADAIR ENG. CO.
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
Radio-Television
Communications-Electronics
1610 Eye St., N. W.
Washington, D. C.
Executive Member
3-1230 Executive
AFCCE 3-5851

WALTER F. KEAN
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Associate
George M. Sklom
19 E. Quincy St. Hickory 7-2401
Riverside,Member
III. (A AFCCE
Chicago suburb)

HAMMETT & EDISON
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Box 68, International Airport
San Francisco 28, California
Diamond 2-5208

CARL E. SMITH
CONSULTING RA DIO
41, ENGINEERS
Road
8200 Snowville
Cleveland -526 -4386
Ohio
Phone: 216
Member AFCCE

J. G. ROUNTREE
CONSULTING ENGINEER
P.O. Box 9044
Austin 17, Texas
CLendale 2-3073

Service

Directory

COMMERCIAL RADIO
MONITORING CO.
PRECISION
FREQUENCY
MEASUREMENTS
AM-FM-TV
103 S. Market St.,
Lee's Summit, Mo.
Phone Kansas City, Laclede 4-3777

CAMBRIDGE CRYSTALS
PRECISION FREQUENCY
MEASURING SERVICE
SPECIALISTS FOR AM-FM-TV
445 Concord Ave.,
Cambridge 38, Mass.
Phone TRowbridge 6-2810

THE CAPITOL RADIO
ENGINEERING INSTITUTE
ECPD Accred. Tech. Inst. Curricula
3224 16 St., N.W., Wash. 10, D. C.
Industry-approved home study and residence programs In Electronic Engineering Technology including Specialized TV
Engineering. Write foT free catalog.

FREQUENCY
MEASUREMENT
AM-FM-TV
WLAK Electronics Service, Inc.
P. O. Box 1211, Lakeland, Florida
Mutual 2-3145 3-3819
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JOHN B. HEFFELFINGER
9208 Wyoming PI. Hiland 4-7010
KANSAS CITY 14, MISSOURI

JULES COHEN
Consulting Electronic Engineer
617 Albee Bldg. Executive 3-4616
1426 G St., N.W.
Washington 5, D. C.
Member AFCCE

VIR N. JAMES
SPECIALTY
DIRECTIONAL ANTENNAS
232 S. jasmine St. DExter 3-5562
Denver 22, Colorado
Member AFCCE

JOHN H. MULLANEY
and ASSOCIATES, INC.
2000 P St., N. W.
Washington 6, D. C.
Columbia 5-4666
Member AFOOB

A. E. Towne Assocs., Inc.
TELEVISION and RADIO
ENGINEERING CONSULTANTS
420 Taylor St.
San Francisco 2, Calif.
PR. 5-3100

PETE JOHNSON
Consulting am-fm-tv Engineers
Applications — Field Engineering
Suite 601
Kanawha Hotel Bldg.
Charleston, W.Va. Dickens 2-6281

MERL SAXON
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEER
622 Hoskins Street
Lufkin, Texas
NEptune 4-4242 NEptune 4-9558

L. J. N. du TREIL
& ASSOCIATES
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
10412 lefferson Highway
New Orleans 23, La.
Phone: 721-2661

William B. Carr
Consulting Engineer
AM— FM— TV
Microwave
P. O. Box 13287
Fort Worth 18, Texas
ATlas 4-1571

JOHN H. BATTISON
& ASSOCIATES
Consulting
Radio Engineers
Specializing
in AM-FM-TV
applications
and
934-5
Munsey measurements
Washington
5,Building
D. C.
Dl 7-2330 Member AFOCE
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change
designation onfrom
to
Kent city
in proceeding
theirKent-Ravenna
applications
for new am stations; denied Portage petition
to amend and its motion to strike Broadcast
Bureau comments. Action Dec. 13.
■ By memorandum
& order,Everett
commission denied petitionopinion
by Clarence
Jones, St. George, S. C, to enlarge issues
to include
character Robert
qualification
consideration as to applicant
S. Taylor,
Aiken,
S.
C,
in
proceeding
on
their
applications
for
new am stations. Action Dec. 13.
■ By memorandum
opinion
&
order,
commission granted motion by Broadcast
Bureau and corrected record in proceeding
on
mod.KERO-TV
of licenseBakersfield,
of Marietta Calif.,
Bcstg.as Inc.'s
station
suggested
in
joint
list
by
Bureau
and
attached to motion. Action Dec. 13.applicant
■ Commission scheduled following proceedings for oral argument on Jan. 18 and
19, 1962:
Eleven
dena, Calif.Ten Bcstg. Corp. (KRLA), PasaClinton Bcstg. Corp. (KROS) , Clinton,
Iowa; Illinois Bcstg. Co. (WSOY), Decatur,
111.; WJOL Inc. (WJOL), Joliet, 111., and
Radio Milwaukee, Inc. (WRIT), Milwaukee,
Wis.
Columbia
non, Wash. River Bcstrs. Inc., Mount VerWalter L.Follmer (WFOL [FM] ) .Hamilton
Ohio.
■ By memorandum opinion & order, commission denied petition by KXA Inc. (KXA),
Seattle, Wash., for reconsideration of Oct.
15 action granting change of call letters
from KUDY to KIXI to Cutie Radio Inc.,
Renton, Wash., which has cp to change
location to Seattle. Commission does not believe that phonetic or rhythmic similarity
exists to cause confusion from newly assigned call letters and, absent any showing
that particular
station'squalifications
methods of ofcom-its
petition call character
licensee into question, it regards competitive
practices between stations as private matter.
Action Dec. 13.
■ By order, commission granted petition
by WCAE Inc. (WRYT), Pittsburgh, Pa., to
extent ofceedingamending
hearing
order in
on applications
of WNOW
Inc.,pro-to
increase power of station WNOW York, Pa.,
on 1250 kc, D, from 1 kw to 5 kw, DA, and
Radio Assocs. Inc. to change facilities of
WEER Warrenton, Va., from 1570 kc, 500 w,
D, to 1250 kc, 1 kw, D, to add that, in event
of grant of WNOW application, cp shall
contain condition precluding pre-sunrise
operation under provisions of Sec. 3.87(a) of
rules. Action Dec. 13.
■ Commission designated for consolidated
hearing following 17 applications for new
daytime am stations involving use of 1510.
1520 and 1530 kc: 1510 kc: Saul M. Miller
(250 w), Kutztown, Pa.; Maine Line Bcstrs.
(250 w), Radnor, Pa.; Radio Haddonfield
Inc. (250 w), Haddonfield, N. J.; Salem
County Radio (250 w), Salem, N. J.; Hudson
Bcstg. Corp. (1 kw), Reading, Pa.; Cornwall
Bcstg. Co. (1 kw, DA), Lebanon, Pa.; BiStates Bcstrs. (5 kw, DA), Annville-Cleona,
Pa.; Charles Shapiro (500 w, DA), Maple
Shade, N. J.; 1520 kc: Voice of Cape Henlopen Inc. (250 w), Rehoboth Beach, Del.;
Patapsco Bcstg. Corp. (250 w), Sykesville,
Md.; Bel Air Bcstg. Co. (250 w), Bel Air,
Md.; Bi States Bcstrs. (1 kw, DA), Ocean
City-Somers Pt., N. J.; Pennland Bcstg. Inc.
(250 w) .McSherrystown, Pa.; Pennsylvania
Public Service (250 w), West Chester, Pa.;
Edgar G. Shelton Jr. (250 w). West Chester,
Pa.; Bi-States Bcstrs. (250 w). Quakertown,
Pa.; 1530 kc: Russel H. Morgan (250 w) ,
Chestertown, Md. and VIP Bcstg. Corp. to
increase power of WFYI Mineola, N. Y.,
from 10 kw to 50 kw, continued operation
on 1520 kc, DA, D; made WTOP Washington, D. C, WJMJ Philadelphia, WBCB
Levittown, WGAL Lancaster, all Pennsylvania, and WRAN Dover, N. J., parties to
proceeding. Action Dec. 13.
■ Commission designated for hearing applications of Ivy Bcstg. Inc., Six Nations
Television Corp., Salt City Bcstg. Corp.
and George P. Hollingbery and consolidated
them in proceeding on six other mutually
exclusive applications for ch. 9 in Syracuse,
N. Y., which were designated for hearing
on Nov. 8 in Docs. 14367-14372; amended
issues and made Federal Aviation Agency
party to proceeding. Applicants vying for
this channel now number 10. Action Dec. 13.
Routine roundup
■ Commission has begun to receive applications in business radio service for private
point-to-point microwave systems to be
used in relaying tv programs to community
antenna tv systems. Such applications are
being listed in weekly public notices
of "applications accepted for filing and
amended applications" in Safety & Special
60 (FOR THE RECORD)

Radio Services. These notices indicate specifically those applications which involve
catv systems and area proposed to be served
by such systems. Ann. Dec. 18.
■ Commission
addressed
RadioMonica,
California Inc., licensee
of KDAY toSanta
Calif., letter constituting notice of apparent
liability to $5,000 forefeiture under Sec.
503(b) (2) of Communications Act. KDAY
allegedly broadcast total of 171 three-second
"teaser"
which
identifiedof neither
product nor spots,
sponsor,
in violation
Sec. 317(a)
(1) of Communications Act and Sec. 3.119
of commission's rules. Licensee was given
30 days from receipt of notice in which to
file statement of non-liability. Comr. Cross
voted for forfeiture of $1,000. Action Dec. 13.
■ Commission waived Sec. 3.666(c) of
rules and granted STA to National Bcstg.
Co. for period ending Dec. 31, 1962, to transmit "interleaved"
sound components)
(sound signalsin interleaved with picture
its
tv network programs at its stations WNBCTV New York, WRCV-TV Philadelphia,
WNBQ(TV)
Chicago,
WRC-TVwithWashington
and KRCA(TV),
Los Angeles,
report to
be furnished of test observations at end of
six months and findings upon conclusion of
tests; without prejudice to such action as
commission may deem warranted as result
of its final determinations with respect to
(1) conclusions and recommendations set
forth in report of network study staff, (2)
related studies
and inquiries
now being
sidered or conducted
by commission,
and con(3)
pending antitrust matters against NBC and
Radio Corp. of America. Action Dec. 13.
■ Since Mutual Bcstg. System is not FCC
licensee, commission waived Sec. 4.432(a) of
its rules
grant 2,Mutual
temporary
ity until toMarch
1962, for
operationauthorof 12
remote pickup broadcast stations to report
firing ofto government's
"Project
subject
coordination with
Air Mercury,"
Force. By
agreement with three other networks (radio
and tv), Mutual will provide audio coverage
of end of first and second orbital flights and
capsule recover operation. Since latter phase
will be at sea, Mutual pickup stations on
ships will
RCAC
land stations fromrelay
whichactivities
they willto be
conveyed
by
leased wires to networks for broadcasting.
Grant is conditioned to no harmful interrence to government
ices. feAction
Dec. 13. or other radio servACTIONS ON MOTIONS
By Commissioner Rosel H. Hyde
■ Rendered
moot petition
Broadcastto
Bureau
for extension
of time by
to respond
petition by Associated Bcstrs. Inc. (WORK) ,
York, Pa., to intervene and/or clarify order
(granted by Acting Chief Hearing Examiner
Jay A. Kyle on Dec. 13) ; granted remaining petition
by 22Broadcast
Bureau and
extended to Dec.
time to respond
to petition by Associated Bcstrs. to clarify and/or
enlarge issues in proceeding on applications
of Windber Community Bcstg. System and
Ridge Radio Corp. for new am stations in
Windber, Pa. Action Dec. 18.
■ Granted petition by Magnolia Bcstg.
Co. (KVMA), Magnolia, Ark., and extended
to Dec. 21 time to respond to statement of
Broadcast Bureau in support of enlargement
of issues although Ouachita Valley Radio
Corp. has been removed from instant hearfiled Nov. 24 and
in proceeding
Magnolia's
am ingapplication
Smackoveron Radio
Inc.,
Smackover, Ark. Action Dec. 18.
■
Granted
petition
by
Broadcast
Bureau
and extended to Dec. 20 time to respond to
joint request by applicants for simultaneous
approval
agreement,of dismissal
of exceptions andofapplication
KTAG Assoc.,
and
grant of application of Acadian Television
Corp., in Lake Charles-Lafayette, La., tv
ch. 3 proceeding. Action Dec. 15.
■ Granted petition by Broadcast Bureau
and extended to Dec. 21 time to respond
to petitions by Santa Maria Telecasting Corp.
to modify issues or in alternative to clarify
issues, and to enlarge issues in Santa Maria,
Calif., tv ch. 12 proceeding. Action Dec. 14.
■ Granted petition by Port Chester Bcstg.
Co. and extended to Dec. 27 time to respond
to petitions by Putnam Bcstg. Corp., to
enlarge cations
issues
theirChester
applifor new in amproceeding
stations inon Port
and Brewster, N. Y. Action Dec. 13.
■ Granted petition by Broadcast Bureau
and extended to Dec. 14 time to respond to
joint request by applicants for simultaneous
approval
agreement,of dismissal
of exceptions andofapplication
KTAG Assoc.,
and
grant of application of Acadian Tv Corp. in
Lake Charles-Lafayette, La., tv ch. 3 proceeding. Action Dec. 12.
By Acting Chief Hearing Examiner
Jay A. Kyle
■ Upon verbal request by Broadcast

Bureau, continued oral argument scheduled
for Dec. 27 at 9 a.m., to same date at 2 p.m.,
on petition by Covington Bcstg. Co. to enlarge issues and reopen record in proceeding on its application and Massillon Bcstg.
Inc. and Kenton County Bcstrs. for new am
stations
in Covington,
Ohio. Action
Dec. 18. Ky., and Norwood,
■ Granted petitions by KSTP Inc. (KSTP),
St. Paul Minn., and by Post Newsweek Stadivision" of Washington
(WTOP),tions,Washington,
D. C, for Post
leave Co.to
intervene in consolidated am proceeding in
Doc. 14085 et al (Community Service Bcstrs.,
Inc., Ypsilanti, Mich., et al). Action Dec. 14.
■ Granted petition by Bloomington Bcstg.
Corp. for dismissal of its applications for
mod. of licenses to change location of WJBCAM-FM Bloomington, 111., to BloomingtonNormal, 111., but dismissed applications with
prejudice
and terminated proceeding.
Action Dec. 14.
,
■ Granted petition by Associated Bcstrs.
Inc. (WORK),
Pa., and
made petitioner party to York,
proceeding
on applications
of Windber Community Bcstg. System and
Ridge Radio Corp. for new am stations in
Windber, Pa. Action Dec. 13.
By Hearing Examiner Basil P. Cooper
■ Scheduled further prehearing conference
for Dec. 19 in proceeding on am application
of
Fla.Andrew
Action B.Dec.Letson
12. (WZRO), Jacksonville,
■
Granted
petition
by Broadcast
Bureau
and continued from Dec.
11 to Dec. 21
time
for filing proposed findings and continued
from Dec. 15 to Jan. 3, 1962, date for filing
reply findings in proceeding on application
of Edward Walter Piszczek and Jerome K.
Westerfield for new fm station in Des
Plaines, 111. Action Dec. 11.
By Hearing Examiner James D. Cunningham
■ On own motion continued Dec. 15 hearing to Dec. 21 in Jacksonville, Fla., tv ch. 12
proceeding. Action Dec. 14.
By Hearing Examiner Thomas H. Donahue
■ Granted July 6 motion by Palmetto Bcstg.
Co. and Sept. 18 motion by Broadcast Bureau
and denied Aug. 24 motion by Palmetto to
correct transcript in proceeding on Palmetapplication forS. renewal
of license
of
WDKDto's Kingstree,
C, and for
license to
cover cp; granted petition by Palmetto for
leave 8. to amend its application. Action
Dec.
By Hearing Examiner Charles J. Frederick
■ As result of agreements reached upon
record of Dec. 12 prehearing conference,
scheduled certain procedural dates and continued Jan. 8 hearing to March 20, 1962, in
proceeding on applications of Wolverine
Bcstg. Co., Muskegon Heights Bcstg. Co.,
and Grand Valley Bcstg. Co. for new am
stations in Wyoming, Muskegon Heights and
Saranac, Mich. Action Dec. J2.
By Hearing Examiner Millard F. French
■ After Dec. 13 prehearing conference,
issued order formalizing agreements and
rulings made concerning procedural dates
on am applications of Elbert H. Dean & B.
L. Golden, Lemoore, and Glomor Music
Bcstrs. Inc. (KHOT), Madera, Calif.; scheduled hearing for Feb. 19, 1962. Action Dec. 13.
■ Upon oral motion by Strafford Bcstg.
Corp. (WWNH), Rochester, N. H., and with
consent of Broadcast Bureau, extended from
Dec. 15 to Jan. 5, 1962, date for filing proposed findings and conclusions and from
Dec. 22 to Jan. 12, 1962, for filing replies
in proceeding
Action
Dec. 13.on Strafford's am application.
By Hearing Examiner Isadore A. Honig
■ Formalized announcement of rulings
made in formal conference held Dec. 15 in
proceeding on applications of Blue Island
Community Bcstg. Inc. and Elmwood Park
Bcstg. Corp. for new fm stations in Blue
Island and Elmwood Park, 111., and Evelyn
R. Chauvin Schoonfield for renewal of license of WXFM(FM) Elmwood Park: (1)
Examiner will proceed to issuance of initial
decision on basis of proposals contained in
respective active applications as presently
constituted and based on his consideration
of evidentiary record heretofore made in
this proceeding; and (2) further extended
from Dec. 21 to Jan. 24, 1962, date for
filing proposed findings and from Jan. 5 to
Feb. 13, 1962, for filing reply pleadings.
Time for filing any appeal from actions of
examiner set forth herein will run from
releasetion date
Dec. 18. of memorandum of rulings. Ac■ Formalized ruling made on record of Dec.
14 conference; granted petition by The NewsBROADCASTING, December 25, 1961

Sun Bcstg. Co. and extended indefinitely
(and beyond requested dates of Dec. 29 and
Jan. 13, 1962, respectively) time to file proposed findings of fact and conclusions and
replies in proceeding on its application and
Radio America for new fm stations in
Waukegan and Chicago, 111. Action Dec. 14.
■ Pursuant to oral request of all parties
(with exception of Elmwood Park Bcstg.
Corp., Elmwood
Park,
111., which
is in default), scheduled
formal
conference
for
Dec. 15 to consider: (a) effect on active
applications of Blue Island Community
Bcstg. Inc. for new fm station in Blue
Island,
111., et al.,
of commission's
recent
action adopting
interim
procedure, effective
Dec. 6, for processing fm applications; and
(b) intentions of applicants in light of
commission's
action. Action
Dec. 14. ruling
■ Issued memorandum
formalizing
made at Dec. 13 oral argument granting,
for reasons which appear in transcript, petition by John M. Barrick for leave to amend
his application for new am station in Glasgow, Ky., to reflect financing arrangements
made by applicant. Action Dec. 13.
By Hearing Examiner Annie Neal Huntting
■ Upon consideration of agreement of
parties at Dec. 15 prehearing conference,
continued March 5 hearing to April 16 in
consolidated am proceeding in Docs. 14085
et
al (Community
Inc., Ypsilanti,
Mich., et al).Service
ActionBcstrs.
Dec. 15.
■ Granted petition by Geneco Bcstg. Inc.,
Marion-Jonesboro, Ind., and extended to
Dec. 22 time to file opposition to petition by
Radio One Five Hundred Inc., to enlarge
issues in consolidated am proceeding in
Docs. 14085, et al (Community Service
Bcstrs.,
Dec. 14. Inc., Ypsilanti, Mich., et al) . Action
By Hearing Examiner H. Gifford Irion
■ Granted petition by Broadcast Bureau
to extent that all further procedural steps
are continued indefinitely in proceeding on
fm applications of Lakeshore Bcstg. Corp.,
Racine, Service Bcstg. Corp., Kenosha, Wis.,
and Ruth M. Crawford, executrix of estate
of Percy B. Crawford (WYCA), Hammond,
Ind., pending completion of fm rulemaking
in Doc. 14185. Action Dec. 18.
■ Granted petition by Interstate Bcstg.
Inc. (WQXR),
New22 York,
and time
extended from Dec.
to Jan.N. 12,Y.,1962,
for filing proposed findings and conclusions
in proceeding on am applications of Walter
L. Follmer, Hamilton, Ohio, and Interstate.
Action Dec. 14.
By Hearing Examiner David I. Kraushaar
■ Directed
parties Bcstg.
in proceeding
cation of Kenosha
Inc. for onnewapplifm
station in Kenosha, Wis., to file motions or
briefs by Jan.
2, 1962, concerning
examiner's
tentative
conclusion
that application
does
not meet criteria of Sec. 1.356 as amended in
Doc. 14185 and should, therefore, be held
in files pending finalization of fm rulependingaction
completion
of Jan.by 2 The
filings,making;
deferred
on motion
Journal Co. (WTMJ-FM), Milwaukee, Wis.,
respondent,
defer18.filing of proposed findings. ActiontoDec.
■ Granted petition by Veteran Bcstg. Inc.
for leave to amend its application for new
tv station to operate on ch. 9 in Syracuse,
N. Y., by incorporating supplemental information concerning its current financial position; application is consolidated for hearing in Docs. 14367 et al. Action Dec. 13.
By Hearing Examiner Forest L. McClenning
■ Formalized ruling made on record of
Dec. 15 further hearing conference and for
reasons stated on record, granted request by
Beacon Bcstg. System Inc. and continued
Dec. ing19on its
hearing
to Jan. and
29, Suburban
1962, in proceedapplication
Bcstg.
Inc. for new am stations in Grafton-Cedarburg and Jackson, Wis. Action Dec. 15.
■ Upon
agreement
of all parties
sched-15
uled further
hearing conference
for Dec.
in proceeding on applications of Beacon
Bcstg System Inc. and Suburban Bcstg. Inc.
for new am stations in Grafton-Cedarburg
and Jackson, Wis. Action Dec. 14.
By Hearing Examiner Herbert Sharfman
■ Upon request by Broadcast Bureau and
without objection by applicant, extended
from Dec. 18 to Jan 10, 1962, time for filing
initial proposed
conclusions and fromfindings
Dec. 28oftofact
Jan. and
22, 1962,
for filingcation replies
in
proceeding
on
am
appliof Batavia Bcstg. Corp. (WBTA) ,
Batavia, N. Y. Action Dec. 18.
■ Granted petition by applicant Town &
Country Bcstg. Inc. (WREM), Remsen, N. Y.,
for leave to amend its am application by
substituting new Sec. IV of Form 301 with
related exhibits concerning past and proBROADCASTING, December 25, 1961

posed programing of WREM and change in
type of trans, specified. Action Dec. 18.
■
Granted
petition from
by Broadcast
and further extended
Dec. 13 to Bureau
Dec. 21
time to respond to applicant Santa Maria
Telecasting Corp. petition for leave to amend
its application
for new tv station to operate
on
Dec. ch.
14. 12 in Santa Maria, Calif. Action
By Hearing Examiner Elizabeth C. Smith
by 15Broadcast
Bureau
and■ Granted
extended petition
from Dec.
to Jan. 25,
1962,
time to file proposed findings and to
Feb.
9,
1962,
to
file
replies
in
matter
of
revocation of license of KPSR Inc. for
KPSR(FM)
Palm
Springs,
Calif.
Action
Dec. 15.
BROADCAST ACTIONS
by Broadcast Bureau
Actions of Dec. 19
WNEW New York, N. Y.— Granted mod.
of licenses to operate main and auxiliary
trans, by remote control; conditions.
WIP Philadelphia, Pa. — Granted mod. of
licenses to change studio location and remote control point of alternate and main
trans.
KOIL Omaha, Neb.— Granted mod. of license to operate main trans, by remote
control; conditions.
KSSS Colorado Springs, Colo. — Granted
mod. of
licensecondtions.
to operate trans, by remote control;
KZIN questCoeur
d'AIene, Idaho
— Granted re-of
for cancellation
of instruments
license authorization for am station and
deletion of call letters.
■ Following stations were granted mod.
of cps to change type trans: WFPG Atlantic City, N. J.; WRJC Mauston, Wis.,
without prejudice to such further action
as commission may deem warranted upon
final decision by U. S. Court of Appeals,
D.C. Circuit, in Tomah-Mauston Broadcasting Inc. v. FCC Case No. 16,678; KWIN Ashland,neering
Ore.; KETX
condition. Livingston, Tex., engi■ Following stations were granted extensions of completion dates as shown:
WORT New Smyrna Beach, Fla., to Feb.
28, 1962; WICC Bridgeport, Conn., to March
13, 1962; KVEG Las Vegas, Nev., to Feb.
SUMMARY

AM
FM
TV

20, 1962; WKET-FM Kettering, Ohio, to
March 1, 1962, and KWIN Ashland, Ore.,
to April 15, 1962.
KHAR new
Anchorage,
install
trans. Alaska — Granted cp to
KAML
Kenedy-Karnes
City, TexasGranted cp to install new trans.
KIMM Rapid City, S. D.— Granted cp to
install auxiliary trans, at main trans, site.
WCCB-TV Montgomery, Ala. — Granted
mod. of cp to change ERP to vis. 180.9 kw
(horizontal), aur. 90.5 kw (horizontal),
trans, and studio locations, type trans.,
type ant., make changes in ant. system
and
480 ft.equipment and change ant. height to
WEPA-TV Erie, Pa.— Waived Sec. 3.613
of rules and granted mod. of cp to change
trans, and studio locations, make changes
in
system
ant.ant.
to 310
ft. and other equipment and
Actions of Dec. 18
KBJT,
KBJT
Inc., Fordyce,
Ark.— F.Granted
transfer of control
from Kermit
Tracy
to Mack R. and Jesse B. Smith and Jesse
T. Bagwell Jr.; consideration $33,400.
WMFJ Daytona Beach, Fla. — Rescinded
Dec. 12 action which granted renewal of
license.
K09DJ, mod.
KUDO,
Emery,
Granted
of cpsK13DI
to change
type Utahtrans,
of vhf tv translator stations.
KDAS(TV) Hanford, Calif.— Granted cp
to replace
expired permit for new tv station (ch. 21).
K02BZ Hayfork, Calif.— Granted cp to
change
to
ch. 2.frequency of vhf tv transl. station
KBTV(TV) Denver, Colo.— Granted cp to
change ERP to vis. 316 kw, aur. 158 kw,
type trans, and other equipment changes.
WIP-FM Philadelphia, Pa.— Granted cp
to install
newcontrol
trans;permitted.
change studio location; remote
K02BS between Cabin Creek and Dotscro,
Colo. — Granted mod. of cp of vhf tv translator station to change ERP to 9.21 w and
make changes in ant. system.
K07AB Belt, Mont.— Granted mod. of cp
to change
make of trans, of vhf tv Translator station.
K04AS Naturita, Colo.— Granted mod. of
Continued on page 66

OF COMMERCIAL

BROADCASTING

Compiled by BROADCASTING Dec. 21
ON AIR
CP
TOTAL
Lie.
Cps.
Not on air
For
3,611
64
89
884
72
158
4871
70
82

APPLICATIONS
new stations
848
179
137

OPERATING TELEVISION STATIONS
Compiled by BROADCASTING Dec. 21
VHF
UHF
Commercial
496
87
Non-commercial
40
18
COMMERCIAL

TV
556
58

STATION BOXSCORE

Compiled by FCC Nov. 30
AM
Licensed (all on air)
Cps on air (new sations)
Cps not on air (new stations)
Total
authorized
stations
Applications
for new
stations (not in hearing)
Applications for new stations (in hearing)
Total applications for new stations
Applications for major changes (not in hearing)
Applications for major changes (in hearing)
Total applications for major changes
Licenses deleted
Cps deleted

3,613
59
146
3,818
499
176
675
496
91
557
0
2

FM

TV

894
45
169
1,108
124
23
147
77
5
82
2
4

4861
71
88
656L'
67
53
120
35
13
48
1
2

1 There are, in addition, nine tv stations which are no longer on the air, but retain their
licenses. 2 Includes one STA.

CLASSIFIED

ADVERTISEMENTS

(Payable in advance. Checks and money orders only.) (FINAL DEADLINE — Monday preceding publication date.)
• SITUATIONS WANTED 20* per word — $2.00 minimum • HELP WANTED 25* per word — $2.00 minimum.
• DISPLAY ada $20.00 per inch— S TAT IONS FOR SALE advertising require display space.
• All other classifications 30* per word — $4.00 minimum.
• No charge for blind box number. Send replies to Broadcasting, 1735 DeSales St., N.W., Washington 6, D. C.
Applicants: If transcriptions or bulk packages submitted, $1.00 charge for mailing (Forward remittance separately, please). All transcriptions, photos,
etc., sent to box numbers are sent at owner's risk. Broadcasting expressly repudiates any liability or responsibility for their custody or return.
RADIO
Help Wanted — Management
Unusual opportunity for top-flight manager, strong on sales and promotion. Fine
medium sized western market. Well established station — Good salary plus percentage
of gross revenue. Can purchase up to 25%
from absentee owners when you prove
yourself. Send complete resume. Box 180J,
BROADCASTING.
Oregon daytimer will pay well for right
man — man who wants to settle down. Must
be reliable and adult to act as station manager in general and in absence of owner.
Must have 1st phone to act as chief and
do necessary light maintenance. Must have
experience and creative ability to act as
program director. Must be able to hold
respectagerofwantsdj'sto and
salesman. onOwner-manconcentrate
local and
national sales. Box 217J, BROADCASTING.
Sales
Radio salesman. Base salary $7800 plus 15%
commission. Men averaging $10-15,000 year.
We pay Interview and moving expenses.
West Michigan
350,000.must
Stationinclude
fulltime
am and market
fm. Resume
past and present earnings and volume sold.
Radio
not BROADCASTING.
required — sales experienceexperience
is. Box 920H,
Louisiana. Sales-announcer, first ticket, as
assistant
CASTING. manager. Box 104J, BROADSouthwest metropolitan area needs experienced permanent salesman. Must be selfstarter with community interest. Write full
particulars
CASTING. first letter. Box 150J, BROADNorthern New Jersey, major independent
growing multiple chain needs experienced
salesman capable of management or sales
manager, strong on personal sales, comING. plete resume to Box 208J, BROADCASTSales manager needed for small market
negro outlet. Commission plus salary. Box
210J, BROADCASTING.
San Francisco classical music station desires sales manager to organize sales department. Send resume and other information to Box 214J, BROADCASTING.
If you are a salesman, if you are free to
travel, if you are accustomed to earning
upwards of — $20,000 yearly — then contact us.
— Immediate openings available for three
high caliber salesmen. Must have some
knowledge of radio time sales and be able
to commence first of year. Apply — only if
you are a salesman. Commercial Producers,
Inc., 405 Park Square Bldg., Boston, Mass.
Contact us collect by calling this number—
HAncock 6-9266.
Sales manager. Progressive, farm station
going to 5000 watts soon needs sales manager
competitive
kets.withMustexperience
produce. inCall
or write marJim
Wanke, General Manager, KABR Radio,
Aberdeen, South Dakota. BA 5-1420.
Have you the ambition, guts and proven
record to bet your future in a competitive
market? No gravy train. ... 6 stations in
a 150,000 market. Lack of effective, accomplished salesman simplifies it. Salesman
make 20% commission, plus car and sales
expenses. No ceiling on what you can make.
Sell a non rock and roll, quality popular
music format plus Mutual news. Your
chancetion thatto wants
go to 5thestations.
top with
an organizaQualified
parties
can buy in. Air mail complete background
and photo.
J.
D.
Hill,
KSSS,
Box
764,
Colorado Springs.
62

Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Sales
Dominant number one station seeking aggressive salesman. Send full background
and recent photo to Mort Cantor, Director
of Sales, WIRL Radio, 121 N.E. Jefferson,
Peoria, Illinois.
Wanted
immediately,
with 5 station
group, salesman-announcer
emphasis on sales.
Must be experienced. Would prefer young
married man, ready to assume responsibility and become assistant manager, in
small, friendly mountain town, in good
hunting and fishing areas. Salary depends
on experience. Please submit full resume
first
letter. Tenn.
Dick Jones, Manager, WLAF,
LaFollette,
Local sales position available for right man
with advertising agency, 705 Olive Building, can make $139.72, $205.17 weekly radio
and tv,
St. Louis 1, Missouri. Phone Chestnut 1-6657.
Sales/announcer: — Would like good adult
operation. Emphasis on sales, familyman
income, sincere chance to advance. I offer
10 years experience, dependability and
drive to get ahead. Strongly prefer southwest. Box 241J, BROADCASTING.
Robots for sale! Attention owners — Managers only. Fantastic 6-foot money-making
promotion. Sold in every Florida market.
Over 100 in use. Now — exclusive market
rights — your station — your market. Write:
Box 246J, BROADCASTING.
Announcers
Capable radio announcer desired by amfm-tv station. Emphasis on voice quality
and intelligent delivery. We are adult
operation, not personality format . . . interested in maturity and permanence.
Above average benefits, pleasant midwestING. community. Box 745H, BROADCASTern
Experienced announcer to divide time between air and production work. Must be
good typist and know copy. This is permanent and your record must bear investigation. Ideal California city. 53J,
BROADCASTING.
Dependable commercial announcer with at
least 2 years experience. Located in eastern
Pennsylvania. Successful non-screaming
format. Play-by-play helpful but not necessary. Opportunity to grow with chain. Minimum of $85 to start — more if qualified.
Regularsary, butraises.
Personal
neces-to
first send
tape interview
and resume
Box 63J, BROADCASTING.
Openingmid-south
January station.
8 for announcer-salesman
with
Give full details
with tape and picture. Write Box 95J,
BROADCASTING.
Wanted: 1st phone announcers for dominate
5 kw in rich west Texas. . . . Write and send
tape to Box 102J, BROADCASTING.
Mid-south. Announcer-sales. First ticket.
Managerial position. Box 105J, BROADCASTING.
Pacific northwest-Washington. Require immediately adult announcer first telephone.
$100 week. Write Box 126J, BROADCASTING.
Immediate opening for all nite disc-jockey
with mat,1stno maintenance,
phone. Adult send
musictapeandandnews
forresume
and salary to WEHE, West Palm, Florida.
Phone JUstice 2-2559.

Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Announcers

If you are a good announcer with a first
phone and have some knowledge of station
operation, how would you like to help guide
a new, small market fm in Chicago area?
Rush
tape,BROADCASTING.
resume, photo and minimum.
Box 212J,
Full-time classical music station in San
Francisco has position for experienced
classical music announcer. Top salary for
right man. Send resume and other information to Box 215J, BROADCASTING, or
call YUkon 6-2825.
Need experienced announcer with first class
ticket. Less than 100 miles N.Y.C. Send
tape, resume, photo and salary expected.
Box 231J, BROADCASTING.
Immediate opening in Texas for mature,
experienced announcer. $90.00 week. Tape,
resume to Box 233J, BROADCASTING.
Help wanted . . . announcer — Immediate
opening for news man and morning man
on central Pennsylvania full time station.
Good salary. Send resume and tape to
Box 243J, BROADCASTING.
Immediate opening for adult announcer,
experience required. KBUD, Athens, Texas.
Have opening on January 1, for mature
good music announcer. All new equipment
and
studios. Write, KCCO Radio, Lawton,
Oklahoma.
Going full time in January, need four
announcers and newsman. Send air check
and resume to WAME, Miami, Florida.
Experienced announcer wanted. Write or
phone Manager, WDLC, Port Jervis, New
York.
Night needs
man for
wee ideas
hours.andAll-night
show
manthewith
music
knowledge
to
be
friend
and
attract
Miami's
"night to
people."
Send WINZ,
tape, Miami.
resume and
picture
Dick Doty,
Newsman needed for live local news operation close to New York city. Modern airconditioned building. Good working confringe benefits. WLNA,
Peekskill,ditions,N.good salary,
Y.
Newsmen needed for midwest radio-television news staff. Opportunity for tv coverage experience
all
information
first for
letterradio
with men.
tape, Send
film and
resumedressincluding
salary
requirements.
Adnews director, WTOL, Toledo 4, Ohio.
Personal interview required.
Technical
Negro combo-first phone. Transmitter a
necessity. Small town — good pay. Box 211J,
BROADCASTING.
Chief engineer, maintenance and announcing, night shift, required by January first.
Above
sota. average earnings. Contact General
Manager, KATE Radio, Albert Lea, MinneEngineer-assistant chief. Man needed with
directional experience to take care of antennae only, under
ing engineer.
Chief supervision
responsible offorconsultaudio,
your job is pattern. Send resume to KSTT,
Davenport, Iowa.
Chief engineer
or combination
announcer
with first-class
license. engineerExcellent
plant and working conditions. Salary open.
Group operation. Experience necessary.
Contact E. Dean Finney, General Manager, WTWN, St. Johnsbury, Vermont.
BROADCASTING, December 25, 1961

Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Technical

Situations Wanted— (Cont'd)
Announcers

Chief Engineer. Immediate opening. WVOS,
Liberty, New York.

Young broadcasting graduate, morning man
or top 40, tight board. News also. Box 225J,
BROADCASTING.
Attention stations 150 miles from N.Y.C. 3
years rateexperienced
can opetight board. Notdj — a announcer,
floater or screamer.
Excellent
references.
Box
227J,
BROADCASTING.
Attention, New York, Pennsylvania. Mature, middle of road announcer, good
music, experienced, sell, write, married,
$100.00 Box 143J, BROADCASTING.
Sports announcer looking for sports minded
station — best of references. Box 183J,
BROADCASTING.
Southern Wisconsin — northern Illinois.
Young family man desires staff position.
Experienced
CASTING. all phases. Box 205J, BROAD-

Production — Programming, Others
Well established good music station desires
a working program director who knows
adult music and production. Good salary
for a permanent qualified family man.
Write full particulars in first letter. Box
151J, BROADCASTING.
Texas kilowatt seeking experienced newsman to gather, write local news, some anCASTING. nouncing. $90.00 week. Box 234J, BROADNewsman — enlarging current staff. Experience in getting news more important than
voice. Send tape, resume and salary. KSTT,
Davenport, Iowa.
Immediate
Prefer man whoopening
knows forandnews
likesdirector.
small town
life. Send complete details of experience.
WVSC, Somerset, Pennsylvania.
RADIO
Situations Wanted — Management
Manager-salesmanager. $15,000 current income desires to relocate for realistic opportunity. Available after January 31. All
information
CASTING. first letter. Box 188J, BROADHusband and wife management team-wife
expert in traffic and office management.
Husband has seventeen years experience
in radio sales and programming. Background includes station ownership. Capable
taking full charge. Box 213J, BROADCASTING.
39 year old, married 16 years, 3 children,
seeking opportunity to prove self as manand/or sales
manager
of radio
stationagerin small,
medium,
or large
market.
Civic minded, sober, responsible, sincere,
with proven record as announcer, chief
announcer, sports director, salesman, and
sales man
manager.
Have been
top billing
present medium
market
past 7 salesyears
in seven station market. Excellent reputation, and presently employed (five years)
same station. Earnings past five years 12-15
thousand dollars. Would be highly interested in small market station with announcer, sales,
part interest
arrangement.
Would
welcome ownership
interview.—
PO Box 218J, BROADCASTING.
Terrific young manager with proven sales
record. First class license and 11 years experience desires permanent position in
middle west. Current operation changing
ownership.
Income $10,000 plus. Box 238J,
BROADCASTING.
Manager — heavy sales background. Twelve
years experience, ten management. Mature,
thorough knowledge. Stable, responsible,
family man. Excellent ownership references. Area $10,000. Box 229J, BROADCASTING.
(1) Management: (2) Sales: (3) First phone:
Ideal to cover smaller market. Draft
exempt, mature, settled. Phone CA 7-1326,
wire, or inquire Box 8101, Nashville 7,
Tennessee.
Announcers
20 year radio-tv veteran all phases as d.
j. and d. j., sales combo work. 39 years
old, married, three children, settled, sober,
presently employed same station five years,
12-15 thousand salary per year. Preference
southeast 50 kw personality operation with
opportunity to sell. Top ratings and sales
records
CASTING.available. P. O. Box 219J, BROADAttention quality stations in south: deep
voice, intelligent programmer, 25, family,
4BROADCASTING.
years experience, college. Box 220J,
Good experienced announcer-copywriter.
Presently employed. Married. Draft-exempt.
Know
sports thoroughly. Box 224J, BROADCASTING.
BROADCASTING, December 25, 1961

Announcer dj, experienced, mature, news,
lively smooth sound. Fast smooth board,
tight
ING. production. Box 235J, BROADCASTMature, experienced, capable announcer
desires permanent position. Strong on news,
better type music night show. Minimum
$100 per week. For tape, resume, write
Box 244J, BROADCASTING.
Former CBS-TV, WNEW broadcaster with
20 years experience must move to southwest area because of wife's asthmatic condition. You name it, I've done it. Box 245J,
BROADCASTING.
Have first phone, announcing experience,
decent voice high I.Q. Will relocate in your
area. Prefer southwest. Veteran, 31, mature,
no drifter. Keith N. Balfour, 6239 Stefani
Dr., Dallas 25, Texas.
Attention California & West. Experienced
announcer who can really move your audience morn-noon-nite. Personable, promotion, record hops. Call WHitney 4-2314,
write Apt. D, 10061 Carmenita, Whittier,
California.
1 year AFRS-TV, excellent on camera appearance. 2years Writes
college,copy,
military
tion completed.
typesobliga(50).
Limited commercial experience. Prefer
California. All radio-tv offers considered.
Norm Colwell, 2443 Broad St., San Luis
Obispo, California. Liberty 3-7453.
1st class license. Part time experience on
5 kw directional. Want full time working
in broadcasting field. Robert House, Route
#5, Wausau, Wisconsin.
Technical
Experienced chief engineer available now.
Seventeen years engineering experience.
Want good pay, permanence. Single, car.
Interested Florida-Texas area. Box 230J,
BROADCASTING.
Engineering position desired in southwest.
Married. First class ticket. Contact Ray
Loper, 1221 Neblett, Stephenville, Texas.
Phone Woodlawn 5-3357.
Experienced,
dependableamtransmitter
engineer wants immediate
or tv position.
Central or south. Jefferson Rice, YMCA,
Baton Rouge, Louisiana.
1st phone, some experience on am & fm
transmitter desires job. Broadcasting school
graduate, 32, married, available immediately. Box 216J, BROADCASTING.
Production — Programming, Others
Girl copy-writer — air work. Upper midwest
please. Excellent references. Box 221J,
BROADCASTING.
Copywriter, announcer. Newspaper, college
background.
Desire
— small market.
Immediate. Box
223J,warmer
BROADCASTING.
Newsman — Experienced all major phases of
news coverage. Professional delivery. Inin newsand/or
worktv only
— no Box
commercials— on terested
radio
in east.
142J,
BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)

Production — Programming, Others
Ratings! Shmatings! Them I got! What I
want is money! Now in quarter million
market, have first phone, 5 years all phases.
Strong on copy and production. Draft free,
27, college. Will relocate for the right job.
Box 228J, BROADCASTING.
A fine program director for your medium
market station. If you are a progressive
employer and a fair dealer, phone 716-GL
TELEVISION
Help Wanted— Sales
"Experienced
TV salesman
withwants
provento
record in smaller
market and
move up. We are CBS in top 35 markets,
3 station company and growing a good
insurance program. Salary open against
12% commission. The right man should
earn $15,000.00 or more. Thoroughly experienced radio salesman with some tv
experience considered. Send resume and
photo to Box 240J, BROADCASTNG.
Commercial manager strong sales and promotion. Excellent situation for experienced
salesman. Only vhf
station in market
Mississippi.
Write WABG-TV, Box 414, Greenwood
Announcers
Wanted experienced announcer for tv station in progressive North Carolina market.
Must be interested in news, married, young,
native southerner preferred. Write Box 21J,
BROADCASTING. Send resume of experience, education, salary expectations and include tape if possible.
Michigan television station looking for experienced newsman strong on air delivery.
VHF station with long standing in news
leadership.
Write Box 176J, BROADCASTING.
Wanted — announcer with some news experience for on camera and booth work.
Salary
commensurate with ability. Send
ING.
resume and photo. Box 239J, BROADCASTWSBT & TV has opening for young man
with 1-2 years staff and good sports background wanting chance to move up to
highly respected prestige station. Opportunity to handle sports including play-byplay and color. Send resume with salary
requirements, tape and photo, or video
tape, or s.o.f. to Personal Director, South
Bend Tribune, South Bend 26, Indiana.
Technical
Experienced maintenance supervisor needed
for western
tv-am-fm.
experience desirable.
Include Installation
salary requirement
with resume. Box 170J, BROADCASTING
Chief engineer wanted for established N.Y.S.
uhf station. Applicant must have working
knowledge of transmitter, studio equipment, film chain and microwave. Submit
details first letter. Position open January
1st. Box 189J, BROADCASTING.
TV engineer. Excellent engineering opportunity with a leading midwestern tv
station. Experience
required. First class
license desirable. Send detailed resume
and
salary requirements to Box 226J, BROAD-

WTOC-am-fm tv, Savannah, Georgia,
opening for first class engineer. Reply has
by
letter to chief engineer, giving complete
qualifications, references, photographs and
salary requirements for 50 hours.
Television director of engineers. Permanent
employment, must be experienced in installation, operation and maintenance. Ability
to modify and construct transmitter, convert present equipment from Channel 13
operation to Channel 12. Send resume
Mr. Joseph A. Paretti, President, New
Orleans Television Corp., station WVUE-TV
New Orleans, La. Phone JA 5-9011.
63

FOR SALE

Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Production — Programming, Others

Equipment

Newsman,ground perferably
with journalism
for staff opening
with top backrated
news operation, WSBT & TV. Good opportunity for young man ready to move
up to established, prestige station. Send
tape, with photo or video tape or s.o.f. to
Personal Director, South Bend Tribune,
South Bend 26, Indiana.

For sale: 595 foot Dresser-Ideco guyed
tower. Designed to support 44 thousand
pound tv antenna. Dismantled. Ready for
shipment. $10,000.00. Box 58J, BROADCASTING.
Need all equipment for 100 watt station.
Used & new. Box 209J, BROADCASTING.

TELEVISION
Complete Schafer automation equipment
. . . model 60. Includes Concertone tape
recorders, silencer units ... 2 Seeburg
200 selectomatic . . . program preparation
unit, remote start, full instructions. Used
one year. Quick sale priced. Boyd Kelley,
KRRV . . . Sherman, Texas.

Situations Wanted — Technical
Engineer desires studio or transmitter position. Experienced. C.T.I, graduate. John
Wilson, RFD #2, Monmouth, Illinois. Phone
734-3855.
554 years experience am and tv, married.
Df 2-1210, Galesburg, Illinois.

For Sale: Cellomatic projector, Model 45S;
one year old, perfect condition. Ideal for
on-air use, sales presentations, meetings,
civic functions. Most versatile tool for any
visual presentation. Four inch by five inch
transparency projection to nine foot by
twelve foot; fingertip control for optical
effects — superimpose, wipe, crawl (vertical
and horizontal); built-in rear view monitor
mirror. Dimensions: fifty inches high,
thirty-four inches wide, nineteen inches
deep, 140 pounds. Available at less than
book value. Chief Engineer, WFRV-TV,
Green Bay, Wisconsin.

Production — Programming, Others
Radio-tv newsman. Six years experience.
Reporting, editing, writing, broadcasting.
Box 14J, BROADCASTING.
Television program director with extensive
experience in programming, production,
film
buying and vtr. Box 121J, BROADCASTING.
Experiencedfornews
director:
specialist
station
toppingNews-in-depth
competitive
market orerences.planning
to.
Good air work, refBox 144J, BROADCASTING.

Gates RCM 20 remote control, studio and
transmitter units. 6 years old. Excellent condition. Write or call Claude Schoch, WMIX,
Mt. Vernon, Illinois.

Experienced film director, projectionist,
photographer. TV production college. Editor
considered. H. R. Wheeler, 2265 Foothill
Blvd., La Canada, California. CHurchill
8-2262.

Commercial

Am, fm, tv equipment including monitors,
5820, bus1850,
p.a. tubes. Electrofind, 440 ColumAve., N.Y.C.

Producers Incorporated

405 Park Square Bldg.

Boston, Mass.

Presents

the

through the use of our "Musical Concept Commercials"
US

COLLECT

Hancock 6-9266

BOSTON,

MASS.

And Receive Full Details On The
C.P.I. Guarantee
WCMA— Hollywood, Fla.
WPRO— Providence, R. I.
CKFH— Toronto, Ont.
WTAC — Worcester, Mass.
WANE—
Ft. Wayne, Ind.
WNDR — Syracuse, N. Y.
WHLL — Wheeling, W. Va.
WVET— Rochester, N. Y.
WISM— Madison, Wise.
CKOC— Hamilton, Ont.
WMNI— Columbus, Ohio
WHIH— Norfolk, Va.
WRUN— Utica, N. Y.
CJCA— Edmonton, Alb.
A Partial List Of Our Clients — December, 7967
64

Equipment
Gates BC-1E 1000 watt AM transmitter,
$1500, Long
Theaters,
Wirth,
Bay City,
Texas.attention Mr. Harry
Will
buy or sell broadcasting equipment.
Guarantee
Radio & Broadcasting Supply
Co., 1314 Iturbide St., Laredo, Texas.
Transmission line, styroflex, heliax, rigid
with hardware and fittings. New at surplus
prices. Write for stock list. Sierra Western
Electric Cable
Co., 1401 Middle Harbor Road,
20, California.
Oakland
WANTED

TO BUY

Equipment
Wanted— mobile tv unit. Give full informaon truck, camera chains, vtr and all
ING. tionequipment.
Box 206J, BROADCASTother
Financially responsible broadcaster desires
an interest in or outright cash purchase
of a broadcast facility in Tulsa, Oklahoma
or vicinity. Replies confidential. Box 242J,
BROADCASTING.
We are interested in purchasing 241-B type
tubes. If you have this type tube, still in
operating condition, send information to
radio station KFUO, 801 DeMun, St. Louis
5, Missouri.
Interested in purchasing good, used tv
projectors. Write KSHO-TV, P. O. Box
2586, Huntridge Station, Las Vegas, Nevada.
State price and condition of projectors.
Remote truck or bus with switching gear
and with or without microwave, cameras
or video tape. Contact Chief Engineer,
WITN, Washington, North Carolina.
Broadcasting equipment bought and sold.
SOS, 270 N. Crest Rd., Chattanooga, Tenn.
FM transmitter or rf amplifier — as is condition. Contact Don F. Volkman, 105 N. Fourth
St., Centerville, Indiana. Telephone 2753.
WANTED TO BUY
Stations
Want AM station in New York's Hudson
Valley (between Albany and New York
City). All offers given full confidential consideration. Will consider retaining present
management
and staff. Box 197J, BROADCASTING.

"MAGNETIC
DOOR
OPENER
Heretofore unobtainable merchants become satisfied clients

CALL

For Sale— (Cont'd)

INSTRUCTIONS
FCC first phone license preparation by
correspondence or in resident classes.
Grantham Schools are located in Hollywood,
Seattle, Kansas City and Washington. Write
for our offree
40-page brochure.
Grantham
School
Electronics,
3123 Gillham
Road,
Kansas City 9, Missouri.
Train now in N.Y.C. for FCC first phone
license. Proven methods, proven results. Day
and evening classes. Placement assistance
Announcer Training Studios, 25 W. 43 N.Y.
OX 5-9245.
FCC first phone license in six weeks.
Guaranteed instruction in theory and
laboratory methods by master teachers.
G I. approved. Request free brochure.
Elkins Radio License School, 2603 Inwood
Road, Dallas, Texas.
Since 1946. The original course for FCC
First Class Radiotelephone Operator License
in six weeks. Reservations necessary. Enrolling now for classes starting January 3,
March 7, May
July 11. Forwrite
information,
references
and 9,reservations
William
B. Ogden Radio Operational Engineering
School, 1150 West Olive Avenue, Burbank,
California.
Be prepared. First class F.C.C. license in
six weeks. Top quality theory and laboratory training. Elkins Radio License School
of Atlanta, 1139 Spring St., N.W., Atlanta,
Georgia.
BROADCASTING, December 25, 1961

TELEVISION

Instructions — (Cont'd)
FCC first class license in 6 weeks. We aie
specialists. We do nothing else. Small
classes. Maximum personal instruction.
One low tuition covers everything until
license secured. Pathfinder Method, 5504
Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood, California.
Elkiras Radio License School of Chicago —
Six weeks quality instruction in laboratory
methods and theory leading to the F.C.C.
First Class License. 14 East Jackson St.,
Chicago 4, Illinois.
Announcing
programming,
consolepractical
operation. Twelve
weeks intensive,
training. Finest, most modern equipment
available. G. I. approved. Elkins School of
Broadcasting, 2603 Inwood Road, Dallas 35.
Texas.

DJ, bright, alert and responsible.
Tight operation. Central Virginia
— TV opportunity for right person. Send full resume, tape and

MISCELLANEOUS

photo. 236J, BROADCASTING
Box

Turn unsold time into immediate cash!
Quality item made to sell at $4.00. You
advertise at $2.00 (with order), retain 25%.
Especially suited to radio for quantity
sales. Write for details— Box 232J, BROADCASTING.
Wanted information regarding location oi
Cameron Bud Lee . . . Ivan Lee . . . Buddy
Robin19605 ftFord
6" 150
pounds.
Possibly
tan
station
wagon.
If you driving
know
his location call collect immediately — J. D.
Hill, Box 764, KSSS, Colorado Springs.
Program polkas? 22 long plays for $25.00
check. Prepaid. Polkaland, 2318 Saemann,
Sheboygan, Wisconsin.
Deejays — Have a merry Xmas! Fill in with
4 files of funny one-line gags. All four
folios $7.50. Show-Biz Comedy Service.
(Dept. DJX) 65 Parkway Court, Brooklyn
35, New York.
25,000 professional comedy lines, routines,
adlibs. Largest laugh library in show business.deejay
Special monthly
service featuring
comment,topical
introductions.
Free
catalog. Orben Comedy Books, Hewlett, N.Y
Paying ratecard in advance! Overseas news
convention! Extensive promotions! Famous
leaders! 49 Protestant denominations! Eight
hours Saturday or $1,000 yearly (monthly in
advance) for fifteen minutes twice daily.
Clay England, Schell City, Missouri.
Business Opportunity
Am looking for partner in progressive radio
station in intermountain area population
119,000, would like you to be willing to
invest $45,000 for 45 percent of station with
option to buy 50 percent. Station is 1000
watt daytimer currently in black. Box 579H,
BROADCASTING.
Co-ownership in the best-equipped facility
in Colorado Springs. You should have a
proven record of management or sales
management and be dissatisfied until we
have 5 profitable stations. Minimum of
$20,000 cash required. Will give option to buy
up to 50%.Springs.
Write J. D. Hill, Box 764-KSSS,
Colorado
RADIO

Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Announcers

Situations Wanted — Management
TELEVISION-RADIO EXECUTIVE
available January 1st
10 years experience all phases station operation. Successful background in proproduction,& administration
and
management gramming,
of radio
tv stations. Desire
to associate with station or agency offering
security & future to man willing to work
for it. Excellent references. Box 222),
BROADCASTING.

EXPERIENCED
ANNOUNCER

INSTRUCTIONS

Sales
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BROADCAST
SALES ENGINEERS

WANTED
Immediate opportunity for sales engineers to manage broadcast equipment
sales, headquartering in:
Washington, D. C.
Cincinnati, Ohio
The main requirement is a broad background in radio, combined with some
sales experience. Also, must be aggressive, responsible, and with a deep desire to sell equipment. Excellent starting salary with an attractive incentive
program and all travel expenses paid.
Become part of the dynamic expanding
sales organization of a nationally known
electronics manufacturer. Send resume
immediately to Box I78J, BROADCASTING.
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THE AMERICAN
DISC JOCKEY SCHOOL
Offers fully trained and commercially
oriented personnel. What are your needs ?
News • Sports • C&W • Top 40 • Jazz
Sales • Programming • Men • Women
HELENA BLDG., NORFOLK, VA.
State Needs— Tape, Photo, Resume Rushed
MOVING?
SEND
FOR BOOKLET
A free, 16-page booklet prepared by
Burnham Van Service, Inc. can give you
helpful, work-saving, cost-saving pointers on how to organize your move
from city to city when you change
jobs. How to prepare to move, tips on
packing, a helpful inventory checklist
of things to do are among the topics
included. Write for your free copy.
No obligation.
Chuck Swann,
Burnham Van Service,
1634 Second Avenue,
Columbus, Georgia

nllllllllinillllllllllinillllllllllltJIIIIIIIIIIIIEJIIIIIIIIIIIICJIIIIIIIIIIllMllllillH
Production — Programming, Others

NEWS DIRECTOR
Needed to lead three-man department (plus network) in mid- west
metropolitan area. Should be familiar with modern format. Send
resume, tape, and salary.
Box 140J, BROADCASTING

DISSATISFIED?
ALL BROADCAST PERSONNEL PLACED
ALL MAJOR U.S. MARKETS
MIDWEST SATURATION
Write for application now
WALKER EMPLOYMENT
SERVICE
Jimmy
Valentine
—Minneapolis
Broadcast Division
83 So. 7th St.
2, Minn.
FEderal 9-0961

FOR SALE
Help Wanted — Announcers
WANTED
MORNING MAN
\l
)
[j
y
({

Personality
needed
for midwest
metro market. Must have ability to
draw adults with lively sound. Send
tape, resume, salary.
Box 133J, BROADCASTING

BROADCASTING, December 25, 1961

Good, strong
commercial
RADIO job
announcer who can
do outstanding
of airing news. Leading, fulltime network station in medium-sized Minnesota market. Power increase expected
soon. Send tape, resume and salary
needs. Tapes returned. Box 207J,
BROADCASTING.

Equipment
$275
Complete $275
Proof of Performance Package
Oscillator, Noise & Distortion Meter, Cal. 65
Attenuator, and RF Detector. All you need
for AM or FM proof to FCC rules. Complete package: $275.00. Write for data.
RON Electronics Corp.
150 Pine St., Montclair, N. J.

Continued from page 61
For Sale— (Cont'd)
Stations
^i[]iiniiiiiiiiE]iiiiiiiiiiioiiiniiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiic]iiiiiii!iHiuiiiiiiuiiiic^
BOSTON
| Class 6 Stereo Multiplex FM |
U station. Priced for immediate =
sale. Lynn 9-2213. |
I Box 702H, BROADCASTING. 3
^iiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiuiiniiiiiiiiiiiiaiiiiiiiiiiiiaitiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiT:
Radio station, New York State.
400,000 market. Liberal terms
for quick sale. $100,000.
Box 109J, BROADCASTING

BEAUTIFUL
Alabama daytimer in med. market. All
Unusual abnew, station and equipment.
circumstances force imsentee
sale. Don't
waste time in conmediateownership
tacting us. Priced to sell.
Box 171J, BROADCASTING

Mich single
Iowa single
small
Fla
West small
metro
Ca
South major
N.E. Top 30
And others.

daytimer
fulltime
power
VHF-TV
fulltime
fulltime
daytimer

60 M
77M
90M
150M
175M
400M
425 M

29%
terms
15dn
290/o
cash
lOOdn
terms

COMPANY
CHAPMAN
1182 W. Peachtree St., Atlanta 9, Ga.
—CONFIDENTIAL NEGOTIATIONSFor Buying and Selling
RADIO and TV STATIONS
in the eastern states and Florida
W. B. GRIMES & CO.
2000 Florida Avenue, N.W.
Washington 9, D. C.
DEcatur 2-2311
Indiana single regional $78,000— N. Y.
State
regional
fulltimer major
$70,000
Texas $135,000
daytimer Tex.
$70,000
— Tex. medium $160,000 — Tex. metro
$275,000 Tex.
metro $425,000— La.
single $26,950 — La. single $40,000 La.
major $75,000— Ark. major $180,000
Tenn. single $82,500 Tenn. major $225,0OO Tenn. major $375,000 Fla. medium $170,000 — Fla. metro $225,000
Fla. major power $237,000 Fla. major
power $550,000 N. M. medium $150,000 — N. M. major $250,000— Miss, single
$40,000 Miss. single $45,000 Okla.
single
$100.000
20 others!
Contact:Ala. major $300,000
patt Mcdonald co.
Box 9266 — GL. 3-8080
AUSTIN 17, TEXAS
For Best Results
You Can't Top A
CLASSIFIED AD
in
mm I IBROADCASTING
THE BUSINESSWEEKLY OF TELEVISION AND RADIO
66 (FOR THE RECORD)

cp
primaryColo.,
tv station
to KREYTV toch. change
10 Montrose,
via intermediates
at Norwood and Nucla, Colo., of vhf tv
translator station.
WCLE-FM Cleveland, Tenn— Granted mod.
of cp to change type trans, and type ant.
Palo Verde Valley TV Club Inc., Blythe
and Palo Verde Valley, Calif. — Granted cp
for new uhf tv Translator station on ch.
73 to translate programs of KPHO-TV (ch.
5) Phoenix, Ariz.
Actions of Dec. 15
WVMC, Radio Station WVMC, Mt. Carmel,
111. — Granted assignment of license from
Joel W. and Ben H. Townsend, Morris E.
Kemper, Stephen P. Bellinger and T. Keith
Coleman to Jel-Co Radio Inc. (John F.
Hurlbut, president); consideration $100,000
and agreement not to engage in broadcasting within 22 miles of station for five
KRHD,
Duncan Bcstg. Co., Duncan, Okla.
—years.
Granted involuntary assignment of licenses to group which includes Lawton
Burton, executor of estate of T. R. Warkentin, d/b under same name.
KSWO-AM-TV, Oklahoma Quality Bcstg.
Co., Lawton, Okla. — Granted involuntary
assignmentnershipofwhichcpincludes
and licenses
to co-partLawton
Burton,
executor of estate of T. R. Warkentin, d/b
under same name.
WPLK, Georgia Radio Inc., Rockmart, Ga.
— Granted acquisition of positive control
by Leslie E. Gradick through purchase of
stock from John P. Frew.
KSRO Santa Rosa, Calif. — Remote control permitted while using non-DA.
KNOE Monroe, La. — Granted cp to replace expired permit for change of fre7
quency, changes in DA system, change in
power, change to DA-2, make changes in
ground system and type trans.
WCRS Greenwood, S. C— Granted cp to
make changes in ant. system; engineering
condition.
WDBQnewDubuque,
install
trans. Iowa — Granted cp to
WORX-FM Madison, Ind. — Granted cp to
install new trans.; engineering condition.
KSRO Santa Rosa, Calif .—Granted mod.
of cp to change type trans.
KFOR Lincoln, Neb. — Granted mod. of
cp to change type trans.
■ Following
stations were
tensions of completion
datesgranted
as shownexKCAC Phoenix, Ariz., to June 1, 1962
KBLA Burbank, Calif., to June 19, 1962
WHSM Hayward, Wis., to June 8, 1962 and
KSTN-FM Stockton, Calif., to Jan. 2, 1962.
Actions of Dec. 14
WSSC, Radio Sumter, Inc., Sumter, S. C.
— Granted transfer of control from J. A.
Gallimore to C. Edward and Laura Kathryn
Combs Damron; consideration $75,000.
KFMB-AM-FM-TV Marietta Bcstg. Inc.,
San Diego and
assignment
of Bakersfield.
licenses, SCACalif.
and— Granted
cps to
Transcontinent Tv Corp.
KGBC, Galveston Bcstg. Inc., Galveston,
Tex. — Granted assignment of license to company of same name.
KCMT(TV) Central Minnesota Tv CoAlexandria, Minn. — Granted transfer of
control from Thomas K. Barnstubel, E. C.
Reineke and Julius H. Hetland to Thomas
K. Barnstuble.
WLSI, Cumberland Publishing Co., Pikeville,
Ky. — Granted
from Gladys
R., W. Jefftransfer
and JohnofM. control
Ward,
executors of estate of W. J. Ward Jr., to
John M. Ward.
KSRA, Salmon River Radio & Tv Inc.,
Salmon, Idaho — Granted acquisition of
positive control by David G. Ainsworth
through purchase of stock from Richard
E. and Sara L. Carr.
WEEWcense for Washington,
am station. N. C— Granted liWGET Gettysburg, Pa.— Granted license
covering change in frequency; increase in
power; installation of DA-2; changes in
ground system; installation of new trans,
and specify type trans.
to *WSIU(FM)
increase ERPCarbondale,
to 37 kw 111.—
and Granted
install newcp
trans.
KWHW
Altus, trans,
Okla.— asGranted
cp totrans,
install old main
auxiliary
at main trans, location.
WGHC
stall newClayton,
trans. Ga.— Granted cp to inKBEC Waxahachie, Tex. — Granted cp to
replace expired permit for changes in DA
pattern.
WSIB Beaufort, S. C— Granted mod. of

cp to change type trans.
Okeechobee,
Fla.— Granted mod.
of WOKC
cp to change
type trans.
WCLO Janesville, Wis. — Granted mod. of
cp to change type trans.
WENC-FM
N. trans.,
C— Granted
mod.
of cp toWhiteville,
change type
type
ant.; ERP to 45 kw; ant. height 150 ft.;
conditions.
WJEH-FM Gallipolis, Ohio— Granted mod.
of cp to change type ant.; ERP 15 kw.
KVRD Cottonwood, Ariz. — Granted mod.
of cp to make changes in ground system.
WJMC-FM
Rice Lake,of Wis.—
quest for cancellation
SCA. Granted reKXA Seattle, Wash. — Granted request for
cancellation of license for composite broadcast trans,
used ononly.770 kc, 1 kw, for
auxiliary
purposes
■ Following
stations were
extensions of completion
dates granted
as shown:
KVEN Ventura, Calif., to June 26, 1962;
WKRZ Oil City, Pa., to Feb. 1, 1962; KANI
Wharton, Tex., to March 15, 1962; *KGTS
(FM) College Place, Wash., to Feb. 1, 1962,
and
1962. KPPC-FM Pasadena, Calif., to May 22,
Actions of Dec. 13
Durango Tv Translator, Durango Junior
Chamber of Commerce Inc., Durango, Colo.
— Granted cp for new uhf tv translator
station on ch. 82 to translate programs of
KGGM-TV
(ch. 13) Albuquerque, N. M.
Columbia Bcstg. System Inc., New York,
N. Y. — Granted mod. of cp to add trans,
for low power station; without prejudice
to whatever action commission may deem
appropriate in light of any information
developed in pending inquiry concerning
compliance with Sec. 317 of Communications Act, and to such action as commission may deem warranted as result of its
final determinations with respect to (1)
conclusions and recommendations set forth
in report of Network Study Staff; (2) related studies and inquiries now being considered or conducted by commission; and
(3) pending antitrust matters.
WEOK-FM Poughkeepsie, N. Y. — Granted
SCA on multiplex basis.
KBUB, Lakeside Bcstrs., Sparks, Nev. —
Granted assignment of license to Silver
Circle Bcstg. Inc.; stock transaction.
WICU, Gibraltar Enterprises Inc., Erie,
Pa. — Granted assignment of license to Radio
Station WICU; Edward Lamb family transaction.
WECL, Chippewa Valley Radio & Tv
Corp. Eau Claire, Wis. — Granted assignment
of license to WECL Inc.; stock transaction.
WRAM Prairieland Bcstrs, Monmouth,
111. — Granted assignment of license to
Stephen P. Bellinger, et al., d/b under
same name; Vernon R. Nunn to sell his
5% interest to remaining partners for
WIMO, Winder-Monroe Bcstg. Co., Win— Granted
acquisition
positive
$6,000.
controlder, Ga.by
C. H. Grider
throughof purchase
of stock
from
W.
C.
Woodall
Jr.;
consideration $10,000.
KBLF, Victor Industries Corp. of California, Red Bluff. Calif.— Granted transfer
of controldustries
from
Victor
to Victorstock
InCorp. and
ClayCorp.
McGowan;
transaction.
WICU-TV, Gibraltar Enterprises Inc.,
Erie, Pa. — Granted transfer of control of
Dispatch Inc. from Prudence H. Lamb, et
al., to Edward Lamb and Prudence H.
Lamb, individually and as trustees.
WXGI Richmond, Va.— Granted license
covering
increase
tion of new
trans. in power and installaWBBQ
Augusta,
— Granted
covering increase in Ga.daytime
powerlicense
and
installation of new trans., for daytime
use (two main transmitters).
WLBC Muncie, Ind. — Granted license
covering increase in daytime power and
installation of new trans.
■ Granted licenses covering increase in
power for following stations: KLER
Orofino, Idaho, and KFAY Fayetteville, Ark.
KCUL Fort Worth, Tex. — Granted license
covering use of main nighttime trans, as
auxiliary daytime.
WTON Staunton, Va. — Granted license to
use presently licensed auxiliary trans, as
alternate
main night and auxiliary daytime.
WBTN Bennington, Vt. — Granted license
covering installation of auxiliary trans.
KFMY(FM) Eugene, Ore. — Granted cp to
decrease ERP to 3.5 kw; increase ant.
height
to 780 ft.;
ant. -trans,
and
studio location
and change
make changes
in ant.
KGUD Santa
Barbara,date
Calif.to— May
Granted
system.
extension
of completion
25,
1962.
BROADCASTING, December 25, 1961

Actions of Dec. 11
■ Granted cps for the following new
vhf tv translator stations: Chelan Station
Tv on chs. 4 and 6 Chelan Station, Wash.,
to translate programs of KXLY-TV (ch.
4) and KHQ-TV (ch. 6.) Spokane, Wash.,
via intermediate translators; Bison Commercial Club on chs. 12 and 10, Bison, S. D.,
(KOTA-TV
ch.
5 Lead, ch.
S. 3D.)Rapid City, and KDSJ-TV
Rulemakings
■ Commission invites comments to notice
of proposed rulemaking looking toward
shifting commercial ch. 17 from Fort
Lauderdale to Miami, Fla., for educational
use in latter city. Board of Public Instruction of Dade County, which holds cp for
WSEC-TV on ch. 17 in Fort Lauderdale,
requested reservation and shift to Miami
in addition to its present operation of educational station WTHS-TV on ch. *2 in
that city. Both proposed trans, site and
main studio
of Board's
Fortantenna
Lauderdale
station
are located
in Miami
farm
at trans, site of WTHS-TV; no change in
trans, site is proposed but petitioner would
maintain only auxiliary studio at trans, site.
If rulemaking is adopted, commission will
take such further action as may be appropriate with respect to Board's outstandingdale.
authorization
Action Dec.for13.ch. 17 in Fort Lauder■ Commission invites comments to notice
of propsed rulemaking looking toward
amending Sec. 3.188(d) of broadcast rules
to increase from 500 w to 1 kw operating
power permitted to be used by am stations
employing roof-top antennas, provided station has operated with lesser power for
at least one year with no cross-modulation problems. However, stations presently
operating with power in excess of 500 w
would be prevented from switching, without reducing power to 500 w, from nonroof-top antenna to roof-top antenna, from
moving into older area of city from another area, or from moving from one site
to another within old area of city. Proposal is more restrictive than that of Assoc.
of Federal Communications Engineers
which
Dec. 13.petitioned for rulemaking. Action
■ By report & order, commission finalized
rulemaking in Doc. 14274 and amended
tv table of assignments by substituting ch.
34 for ch. 56 in Binghamton, N. Y., and
deleting unused ch. 34 from Wilkes-Barre,
Pa., and ch. 20 from Ithaca, N. Y. At
same time, commission modified authorization of WBJA-TV Inc. (formerly Alfred E.
Anscombe, who petitioned for change), to
specify operation of WBJA-TV on ch. 34
instead of ch. 56 in Binghamton, upon
submission
Dec. 13. of necessary information. Action
■ By report & order, commission
finalized rulemaking in Doc. 14271 and
amended tv table of assignments by deleting ch. 12 from Brainerd and assigning it
to Walker, Minn. Central Minnesota Tv
Co. had petitioned for shift. No application had been filed for Brainerd. Action
Dec. 13.
PETITION FILED
Sec. 3.79: Conant Bcstg. Inc. (WHIL),
Medford, Mass. (12-11-61)— Requests amendment of Sec. 3.79 so as to specify that
uniform sunset times be based upon actual
times of sunset for fifteenth day of month,
provided that if actual time of sunset falls
within quarter hour, uniform sunset time
would Dec.
then 15.
be last minute of quarter hour.
Ann.
PETITIONS DENIED
Sec. 3.606: Springfield Tv Bcstg. Corp.
(WWOR[TV]), Worcester, Mass. (3-29-61)—
Requests amendment of rules so as to add
vhf ch. 13 at Worcester, Mass., by making
the following changes:
Present Proposed
Worcester, Mass. 14, 20
13, 14, 20
Further requests simultaneous issuance of
order to show cause why WWOR[TV]
should not operate on ch. 13 in lieu of
ch. 14. Denied by memorandum opinion &
order adopted Dec. 6, 1961, and released
Dec. 13, 1961.
Sec. 3.606: Florida Educational Tv Commission, Tallahassee, Florida, et al. (9-8-61)
— Requests amendment of rules so as to
allocate ch. 11 to Orlando, Fla., and reserve
it for non-commercial educational use, at
separation of 132 miles from WINK-TV (ch.
11) Fort
Myers,
Fla. Denied
dum opinion
& order
adopted byDec.memoran6, 1961,
and released Dec. 13, 1961. Chmn. Minow
dissented.
BROADCASTING, December 25, 1961

RADIO-TV

SET
1960

Area

LOUISIANA

COUNT
U.S. Census

of Housing

(Final figures — see story, page 28; Broadcasting, Dec. 18)
Total
2 or
Total
more
Occupied
Tv
Popula- Dwelling
tion
Radio Saturasets
Homes
Homes
tion
tion Units

State
PARISH
Ac 3d i3
Allan
Alien
Ascension
Assumption
Avoyelles
Beauregard
Bienville
Dossier
L-dUUU
Calcasieu
UdlQWeil
oameron
I*UoldllO
1 it o h rtiJld■ 1 o
uiaiuorne
i»oncorQia
ue ooio
tasi oaion rtouge
cast uarroii
East Feliciana
Evangeline
Franklin
brant
Iberia
Iberville
Jackson
Jefferson
Jefferson Davis
LaTayeue
Lafourche
La odiie
Lincoln
Livingston
Madison
Morehouse
Natchitoches
Orleans
Ouachita
Plaquemines
Pointe Coupee
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RESPECTS

to Lawrence

Frederick

Haeg, general manager,

WCCO

Minneapolis

The warmth
comes through in the station's sound
The story of Larry Haeg, for nearly Mr. Haeg went to Washington. There work and entered politics as a conservaa decade general manager of WCCO
wasn't much jingle in his pocket, but tive. He ran for the Minnesota legislaMinneapolis, is much more than that
tes heart was full of eagerness to serve ture from Plymouth township, west
of a farm boy who made good in the and to get ahead. He believed the of Minneapolis. With considerable
big city.
farmer could be helped best if he could farm backing, he shared a tie vote with
It is the story of radio, too: how a help himself, acting with the informa- the veteran incumbent, but lost by
basic communication medium serves a tion and aid which Washington could three votes on the recount. He did not
give up.
broad multi-state region and how it provide in the economic emergency,
succeeds; how a station executive and The information service of the Agricul- Running again for the house seat in
his staff sense the new challenges of tural Adjustment Administration de- 1941 he won over the same man and
each broadcast day, and how they use
cided Mr. Haeg was just the young was subsequently re-elected eight years,
man they needed and he was hired. Joins WCCO ■ The spring of 1942
their
well-developed
"radio
spirit"
as
a team to meet them.
He realized farmers needed up-to- found Mr. Haeg back to his first love,
date factual information and sincere radio. He sold WCCO on his services
Mr. sonal
Haeg's
informal,
warm
and
perinterest in the other fellow comes
encouragement. With fellow workers, as a one-man farm department. He
easily. He imparts it well, too. It's he endorsed putting Secretary of Agri- reported livestock quotations in the
the way his station sounds. And it's the culture Henry Wallace on the air. He early morning, plus plenty of other
attitude his staff imparts, both on and went to WJSV Washington (now farm service news from all sources, inoff the air.
WTOP) and suggested that Secretary eluding the new style of weather report
Radio's Power ■ For some, the basic Wallace might give a top news story then required by war censorship. He
challenge of the job might be too via radio instead of through the usual also proved that farm programs could
much — an ownership directive which
"press" release. It won him full net- be a profitable medium for the sponsor,
work exposure on CBS and became the Mr. Haeg labored long among his
requires that WCCO "shall be undisputed first in this market by every
first of many shows.
fellow broadcasters to instill the idea
Hitting the Road ■ That was 1933 of "service" in the title of farm service
test" and that it "shall be completely
divorced from WCCO-TV." But not and Mr. Haeg's radio career was sprout- director. In 1943 he was a key figure
for Mr. Haeg. It merely whets his ing greener than winter wheat. He in the organization of the National
appetite to prove what he believes
traveled about the country getting sta- Assn. of Radio Farm Directors (now
about the power of radio.
tions to carry Agriculture Dept. news.
including television) and he served as
The first commandment of the ten
Mr. Haeg's radio work was put aside president for two successive years,
for a while in 1936 when he returned Mr. Haeg took leave of WCCO in
he gives his staff is that "you should
be reaching every person in our marto his family home at his mother's 1952 for an assignment with the Muket by as many different personal ap- death. His father wanted to retire from tual Security Agency in Europe for six
peals as you can identify." And he farming and his three brothers wanted months. During this time the FCC apbelieves in constant "housekeeping" to to get out, too, so Mr. Haeg bought proved the sale of the property by CBS
preserve the quality of the station's serv- them all out and began working night to the present owner, Midwest Radioand day to pay off his debt. During Television Inc. In August of that year
ice and sound every moment. "You
this period he also served as farmer- he returned to WCCO in the new post
can't correct it later," he tells them,
committeeman in his state for the AAA.
of general manager.
"and if it isn't good enough for our
In
1939
Mr.
Haeg
quit
his
AAA
Willing Helper ■ During the years
air, don't use it."
He often observes that "we're resince then Mr. Haeg has served in some
porting on radio now the news they'll
capacity with nearly every major comhear on tv tonight before they read it
munity organization. He also has held
in the newspaper tomorrow — only we
every
office
in the Minnesota Broadhave more of it and in sound."
casters Assn. He now is vice chairman
Lawrence Frederick Haeg was born
and a director of the CBS Radio AffiliSept. 13, 1908, on the family farm in
ates Assn.
Bloomington township just south of
During
his early days at WCCO, Mr.
Minneapolis. His parents were foresighted enough to homestead near a
Haeg met a city girl who didn't know
growing city, he recalls, and today he
a thing about the farm. But that didn't
road to rothe Jaroscak
still has a part of the original farm alput any obstacles
mance. He and in
Helen
of
though it is fast being enveloped by
Minneapolis were married in 1943.
the suburban residential building of
They have five children: Larry Jr., 16:
Bloomington.
Thomas, 14; Susann, 12; David, 10, and
Hard Work ■ Mr. Haeg inherited a
Michael, 6. The family enjoys active
zest for hard work that is characteristic
things, especially sports, and father gets
of the German heritage of his parents.
off every now and then for a hunting
He learned his lessons at an early age
or fishing trip in Canada.
working on the farm. He went to pubMr. Haeg also is a serious reader
lic elementary school and high school
of American history, and, according to
in the township and then to the School
Robin suburban
community
of Agriculture at the U. of Minnesota.
binsdale
wherereports
the family
now lives, he
Because of the depression, however, he
was unable to continue his studies there
committee
as its
choice tobyruna citizens'
for the
mentioned
is again being
69
after the end of this third year.
WCCO's Haeg
state senate. His only comment: "No
Putting on his Sunday suit, young
Radio was his first love
comment."
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EDITORIALS
Bartering away profits
THE bartering of time for programs is as old as radio and
as young as television, but the practice has recently
cropped up with modifications that deserve mention.
For radio stations a Hollywood company, A. P. Management Corp., is offering Celebrity Fives and other programs
in exchange for time that it sells to advertisers at no revenue
to the stations. Al Petker, the creator of A. P. Management,
claims to have arrangements with 1,517 stations. A full
report on him was carried in Broadcasting Dec. 11.
For television stations NTA is now offering a package
of movies and tv films in exchange for blocks of spot time.
NTA intends to store up a time bank on which it can draw
to acquire interests in companies that can use the advertising. The details are explained elsewhere in this issue.
Most barter plans depend upon the ultimate sale of time
at a price lower than the advertiser would pay if he bought
it conventionally. The more these plans proliferate, the less
conventional spot advertising will be sold. It could lead
to rate quotations in units of potatoes instead of dollars.

of this kind only raises questions; it does not issue directions; but it has the practical effect of a strong hint. The
hint will be ignored only by the applicant who decides to
enter another business. Commonly, the application is
amended to redistribute the program types in the proportions that seem to have been suggested.
This procedure has many variations, but they all come to
the same result. Before the promise is accepted it is in some
way influenced by the FCC.
If there seems to be an element of cynicism in the attitude
that applicants have taken toward their program proposals,
it has been forced upon them by the FCC itself.
The test of programming still resides in its exposure to
the public. No matter how much the FCC may like the
looks of a program plan, it remains for the viewing public
to decide whether it will watch that programming or something else, or turn away from television altogether. The
operator who persists in adhering to a program schedule
that the public rejects is performing no public service at all.
As we say, the issues are far more complicated than Mr.
Minow has made them out to be, and they cannot be put to

How

a fair judgment by anyone who has heard Mr. Minow's
argument but not the other side's. Indeed the kinds of
government influence that broadcasters fear extend into
many areas. Not the least is the pressure that Mr. Minow
generates himself when he makes free-wheeling criticisms
of television. He speaks as the chairman of a licensing body
that can exercise its powers in many subtle ways. In that
capacity he surely must realize that he himself is indulging
in a form of government restriction of freedom.

the West

was

won

IT HAS been evident since the beginning of his tenure that
FCC Chairman Newton Minow is an effective advocate,
and he proved it again last week in his speech to the Commonwealth Club of San Francisco. It has also been evident
that he is a better advocate than political philosopher, and
he proved that again too.
Mr. Minow's San Francisco speech was the kind of summing-up that a lawyer presents to a jury. It was clearly
intended to present the Minow record in the best possible
light, and it succeeded in that purpose. It was clearly
intended to minimize the broadcasters' case, and it succeeded
also in that purpose.
Mr. Minow indulged in a common trick of advocacy; he
distorted the opponents' case to enhance his own. He said
that broadcaster opposition to his policies was founded
solely on objections to his desire to make licensees live up
to the promises they had made in obtaining their licenses.
The issue is not that simple, and Mr. Minow knows it.
No responsible broadcaster would quarrel with Mr.
Minow's belief that promises, freely made, ought to be
respected. But a good many promises that appear in license
application forms have not been freely made and a good
many have been made on assumptions that later turned out
to be wrong.
It is no secret that the custom among applicants has been
to draw up program proposals that will meet what the
applicants believe to be the FCC's desires. This custom
has been encouraged by FCC procedures.
More than a few contests for television station grants
were decided on a matching of program proposals of rival
applicants. Out of those cases came a loose body of guides
to FCC program preferences. To ignore those guides was
to doom any application.
The process of applying government influence to the formation of program policies was given formal status in July
1960 when the FCC issued a statement describing 14 types
of programming that it implied were required to be represented in any program schedule. The FCC, through its
working staff, has repeatedly used the July 1960 statement
to put the squeeze on applicants.
Many an applicant has received a letter raising questions
about the proportion of his schedule that he proposes to
devote to one or more of the 14 program types. A letter
70

Spoils and holdouts
AS

REPORTED elsewhere in this issue, the television
music negotiating committee has gone to court to get
a better contract with the biggest source of television music,
the American Society of Composers, Authors and Publishers.
Some important precedents are apt to emerge. If the
negotiating committee representing television stations wins
the case, all music performance fees for all stations will
probably be substantially lessened. It is the kind of action
that will benefit all stations if it benefits any, and yet it so
far has attracted the financial support of only 60% of them.
Perhaps the 40% that have not yet contributed are content with things as they are. Surely, if the station negotiating committee wins the concessions it expects, the stations
that have withheld support will reject the savings to be
offered. It would be the only gentlemanly thing to do.

Drawn for BROADCASTING by Sid Hix
". . . And now a word from the sponsor — 'Cancel!'"
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EDWARD
JULIETTE MARGLEN"

RETRY & CO., INC.,

NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES

FULL

CONTROL

means

FULL

RESPONSIBILITY**
says LOWELL MACMILLAN, Vice-President
and General Manager of WHEC-TV now full-time
operator of CHANNEL 10, Rochester, New York

UNTIL

very recently, Channel

10 was a share-time operation. Now,

Rochester's "Big Ten" is completely owned and operated by WHECTV. Naturally, this is a matter of pleasure and pride to us. But our predominant feeling is one of tremendous responsibility.
We have acquired something very, very good, but it is our job to make it
better. We have inherited a great popularity among local viewers, but we must
maintain and expand this popularity. We have a large and high-level group
of local and national sponsors to whom we must prove the value of their
investment in us. We must also attract new customers.
We have everything that is essential to the attainment of these ends: complete
modern equipment, a substantially-expanded staff of experienced and talented people, a dedicated and service-minded sales organization, an incomparable set-up for the gathering and telecasting of News, and basic affiliation
with the great CBS Network.
Yes, and most important of all, we have the indomitable resolution to continue to be Rochester's top TV channel! Watch
good return on every second you purchase! J

us! Join us! You'll get a

WHEC-TV
FULL

CHANNEL

Represented by EVERETT

McKINNEY, Inc.
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